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8. Central Position of Christ in the History of the World. 
 
To see clearly the relation of the Christian religion to the preceding history of mankind, and to 
appreciate its vast influence upon all future ages, we must first glance at the preparation which 
existed in the political, moral, and religious condition of the world for the advent of our Saviour. 
 
As religion is the deepest and holiest concern of man, the entrance of the Christian religion into 
history is the most momentous of all events. It is the end of the old world and the beginning of the 
new. It was a great idea of Dionysius "the Little" to date our era from the birth of our Saviour. 
Jesus Christ, the God-Man, the prophet, priest, and king of mankind, is, in fact, the center and 
turning-point not only of chronology, but of all history, and the key to all its mysteries. Around 
him, as the sun of the moral universe, revolve at their several distances, all nations and all 
important events, in the religious life of the world; and all must, directly or indirectly, consciously 
or unconsciously, contribute to glorify his name and advance his cause. The history of mankind 
before his birth must be viewed as a preparation for his coming, and the history after his birth as a 
gradual diffusion of his spirit and progress of his kingdom. "All things were created by him, and 
for him." He is "the desire of all nations." He appeared in the "fulness of time," {45} when the 
process of preparation was finished, and the worlds need of redemption fully disclosed. 
 
This preparation for Christianity began properly with the very creation of man, who was made in 
the image of God, and destined for communion with him through the eternal Son; and with the 
promise of salvation which God gave to our first parents as a star of hope to guide them through 
the darkness of sin and error. {46} Vague memories of a primitive paradise and subsequent fall, 
and hopes of a future redemption, survive even in the heathen religions. 
 
With Abraham, about nineteen hundred years before Christ, the religious development of 
humanity separates into the two independent, and, in their compass, very unequal branches of 
Judaism and heathenism. These meet and unite-’at last in Christ as the common Saviour, the 
fulfiller of the types and prophecies, desires and hopes of the ancient world; while at the same 
time the ungodly elements of both league in deadly hostility against him, and thus draw forth the 
full revelation of his all-’conquering power of truth and love. 
 
As Christianity is the reconciliation and union of God and man in and through Jesus Christ, the 
God-Man, it must have been preceded by a twofold process of preparation, an approach of God to 
man, and an approach of man to God. In Judaism the preparation is direct and positive, 
proceeding from above downwards, and ending with the birth of the Messiah. In heathenism it is 
indirect and mainly, though not entirely, negative, proceeding from below upwards, and ending 
with a helpless cry of mankind for redemption. There we have a special revelation or self-
communication of the only true God by word and deed, ever growing clearer and plainer, till at 
last the divine Logos appears in human nature, to raise it to communion with himself; here men, 
guided indeed by the general providence of God, and lighted by the glimmer of the Logos shining 
in the darkness, {47} yet unaided by direct revelation, and left to "walk in their own ways," {48} 
"that they should seek God, if haply they might feel after him, and find him." {49} In Judaism the 
true religion is prepared for man; in heathenism man is prepared for the true religion. There the 
divine substance is begotten; here the human forms are molded to receive it. The former is like 
the elder son in the parable, who abode in his fathers house; the latter like the prodigal, who 
squandered his portion, yet at last shuddered before the gaping abyss of perdition, and penitently 
returned to the bosom of his fathers compassionate love. {50} Heathenism is the starry night, full 
of darkness and fear, but of mysterious presage also, and of anxious waiting for the light of day; 
Judaism, the dawn, full of the fresh hope and promise of the rising sun; both lose themselves in 



the sunlight of Christianity, and attest its claim to be the only true and the perfect religion for 
mankind. 
 
The heathen preparation again was partly intellectual and literary, partly political and social. The 
former is represented by the Greeks, the latter by the Romans. 
 
Jerusalem, the holy city, Athens, the city of culture, and Rome, the city of power, may stand for 
the three factors in that preparatory history which ended in the birth of Christianity. 
 
This process of preparation for redemption in the, history of the world, the groping of heathenism 
after the "unknown God" {51} and inward peace, and the legal struggle and comforting hope of 
Judaism, repeat themselves in every individual believer; for man is made for Christ, and "his 
heart is restless, till it rests in Christ." {52} 
 
{45} Mark 1:15 Galatians 4:4 
 
{46} Genesis 3:15 
 
{47} John 1:5 Romans 1:19,20 2:14,15. 
 
{48} Acts 14:16. 
 
{49} Acts 17:26, 27. 
 
{50} Luke 15:11-32. 
 
{51} Acts 17:23. 
 
{52} St. Augustine, Conf. II. 1: "Fecisti nos ad Te, et inquietum est cor nostrum, donec requiescat 
in Te."  

 
 

 



9. Judaism. 
 
Literature. 
 

I. Sources. 
 
1. The Canonical Books of the O. and N. Testaments. 
 
2. The Jewish Apocrypha. Best edition by Otto Frid. Fritzsche: Libri Apocryphi Veteris 
Testamenti Graece. Lips. 1871. German Commentary by Fritzsche and Grimm, Leipz. 1851-60 
(in the "Exeget. Handbuch zum A. T."); English Com. by Dr. E. C. Bissell, N. York, 1880 (vol. 
xxv. in Schaffs ed. of Langes Bible-Work). 
 
3. Josephus (a Jewish scholar, priest, and historian, patronized by Vespasian and Titus, b. A. D. 
37, d. about 103): Antiquitates Judaicae (jArcaiologiva jIoudaikhv), in 20 books, written first (but 
not preserved) in Aramaic, and then reproduced in Greek, A. D. 94, beginning with the creation 
and coming down to the outbreak of the rebellion against the Romans, A. D. 66, important for the 
post-exilian period. Bellum Judaicum (peri; tou’ jIoudai vkou’ polevmou), in 7 books, written 
about 75, from his own personal observation (as Jewish general in Galilee, then as Roman 
captive, and Roman agent), and coming down to the destruction of Jerusalem, A. D. 70. Contra. 
Apionem, a defence of the Jewish nation against the calumnies of the grammarian Apion. His 
Vita or Autobiography was written after A. D. 100.-’Editions of Josephus by Hudson, Oxon. 
1720, 2 vols. fol.; Havercamp, Amst. 1726, 2 fol.; Oberthur, Lips. 1785, 3 vols.; Richter, Lips. 
1827, 6 vols.; Dindorf, Par. 1849, 2 vols.; Imm. Bekker, Lips. 1855, 6 vols. The editions of 
Havercamp and Dindorf are the best. English translations by Whiston and Traill, often edited, in 
London, New York, Philadelphia. German translations by Hedio, Ott, Cotta, Demme. 
 
4. Philo of Alexandria (d. after A. D. 40) represents the learned and philosophical (Platonic) 
Judaism. Best ed. by Mangey, Lond. 1742, 2 fol., and Richter, Lips. 1828, 2 vols. English 
translation by C. D. Yonge, London, 1854, 4 vols. (in Bohns "Ecclesiastical Library"). 
 
5. The Talmud i.e. Doctrine represents the traditional, post-exilian, and anti-Christian Judaism. It 
consists of the Mishna Repetition of the Law, from the end of the second century, and the 
Gemara i.e. Perfect Doctrine, from gam’r to bring to an end. The latter exists in two forms, the 
Palestinian Gemara, completed at Tiberias about A. D. 350, and the Babylonian Gemara of the 
sixth century. Best eds. of the Talmud by Bomberg, Ven. 1520 sqq. 12 vols. fol., and Sittenfeld, 
Berlin, 1862-68, 12 vols. fol. Latin version of the Mishna by G. Surenhusius, Amst. 1698-1703, 6 
vols. fol.; German by J. J. Rabe, Onolzbach, 1760-63. 
 
6. Monumental Sources: of Egypt (see the works of Champollion, Young, Rosellini, Wilkinson, 
Birch, Mariette, Lepsius, Bunsen, Ebers, Brugsch, etc.); of Babylon and Assyria (see Botta, 
Layard, George Smith, Sayce, Schrader, etc.). 
 
7. Greek and Roman authors: Polybius (d. B. C. 125), Diodorus Siculus (contemporary of 
Caesar), Strabo (d. A. D. 24), Tacitus (d. about 117), Suetonius (d. about 130), Justinus (d. after 
A. D. 160). Their accounts are mostly incidental, and either simply derived from Josephus, or full 
of error and prejudice, and hence of very little value. 
 



II. Histories. 
 
(a) By Christian authors. 
 
Prideaux (Dean of Norwich, d. 1724): The Old and New Testament Connected in the History of 
the Jews and neighboring nations, from the declension of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah to the 
time of Christ. Lond. 1715; 11th ed. 1749, 4 vols. (and later eds.). The same in French and 
German. 
 
J. J. Hess (d. 1828): Geschichte der Israeliten vor den Zeiten Jesu. Zur. 1766 sqq., 12 vols. 
 
Warburton (Bishop of Gloucester, d. 1779): The Divine Legation of Moses demonstrated. 5th ed. 
Lond. 1766; 10th ed. by James Nichols, Lond. 1846, 3 vols. 8vo. 
 
Milman (Dean of St. Pauls, d. 1868): History of the Jews. Lond. 1829, 3 vols.; revised ed. Lond. 
and N. York, 1865, 3 vols. 
 
J. C. K. Hofmann (Prof. in Erlangen, d. 1878): Weissagung und Erfullung. Nordl. 1841, 2 vols. 
 
Archibald Alexander (d. at Princeton, 1851): A History of the Israelitish Nation. Philadelphia, 
1853. (Popular.) 
 
H. Ewald (d. 1874): Geschichte des Volkes Israel bis Christus. Gott. 1843 sqq. 3d ed. 1864-68, 7 
vols. A work of rare genius and learning, but full of bold conjectures. Engl. transl. by Russell 
Martineau and J. E. Carpenter. Lond. 1871-76, 5 vols. Comp. also Ewalds Prophets, and 
Poetical Books of the O. T. 
 
E. W. Hengstenberg (d. 1869): Geschichte des Reiches Gottes unter dem Alten Bunde. Berl. 
1869-71, 2 vols. (Posthumous publication.) English transl., Edinburgh (T. & T. Clark), 1871-272, 
2 vols. (Name of the translator not given.) 
 
J. H. Kurtz: Geschichte des Alten Bundes. Berlin, 1848-55, 2 vols. (unfinished). Engl. transl. by 
Edersheim, Edinb. 1859, in 3 vols. The same: Lehrbuch der heil. Geschichte. Konigsb. 6th ed. 
1853; also in English, by C. F. Schaffer. Phil. 1855. 
 
P. Cassel: Israel in der Weltgeschichte. Berlin, 1865 (32 pp.). 
 
Joseph Langen (R. C.): Das Judenthum in Palastina zur Zeit Christi. Freiburg i. B. 1866. 
 
G. Weber and H. Holtzmann: Geschichte des Volkes Israel und der Grundung des Christenthums. 
Leipzig, 1867, 2 vols. (the first vol. by Weber, the second by Holtzmann). 
 
H. Holtzmann: Die Messiasidee zur Zeit Christi, in the "Jahrbucher fur Deutsche Theologie," 
Gotha, 1867 (vol. xii. pp. 389-411). 
 
F. Hitzig: Geschichte des Volkes Israel von Anbeginn bis zur Eroberung Masadas im J. 72 nach 
Chr. Heidelb. 1869, 2 vols. 
 
A. Kuenen (Prof. in Leyden): Deuteronomy godsdienst van Israel tot den ondergang van den 
joodschen staat. Haarlem, 1870, 2 vols. Transl. into English. The Religion of Israel to the Fall of 



the Jewish State, by A. H. May. Lond. (Williams & Norgate), 1874-75, 3 vols. Represents the 
advanced rationalism of Holland. 
 
A. P. Stanley (Dean of Westminster): Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church. Lond. and N. 
York, 1863-76, 3 vols. Based on Ewald. 
 
W. Wellhausen: Geschichte Israels. Berlin, 1878, 3d ed. 1886. Transl. by Black and Menzies: 
Prolegomena to the History of Israel. Edinb. 1885. 
 
F. Schurer: Geschichte des jud. Volkes im Zeitalter Christi. 1886 sq. 2 vols. 
 
A. Edersheim: Prophecy and History in relation to the Messiah. Lond. 1885. 
 
A. Kohler: Lehrbuch der bibl. Geschichte des A. T. Erlangen, 1875-88. 
 
C. A. Briggs: Messianic Prophecy. N. York and Edinb. 1886. 
 
V. H. Stanton: The Jewish, and the Christian Messiah. Lond. 1886. 
 
B. Stade: Gesch. des Volkes Israel. Berlin, 1888, 2 vols. Radical. 
 
E. Renan: Hist. du peuple dIsrael. Paris, 1887 sqq., 3 vols. Engl. translation, London, 1888 sqq. 
Radical. 
 
B. Kittel: Gesch. der Hebraer. Gotha, 1888 sqq. Moderate. 
 
(b) By Jewish authors. 
 
J. M. Jost: Geschichte der Israeliten seit der Zeit der Maccabaer bis auf unsere Tage. Leipz. 
1820-28, 9 vols. By the same: Geschichte des Judenthums und seiner Secten. 1857-159, 3 vols. 
 
Salvador: Histoire de la domination Romaine en Judee et de la ruine de Jerusalem. Par. 1847, 2 
vols. 
 
Raphall: Post-biblical History of the Jews from the close of the 0. T. about the year 420 till the 
destruction of the second Temple in the year 70. Lond. 1856, 2 vols. 
 
Abraham Geiger (a liberal Rabbi at Frankfort on the M.): Das Judenthum und seine Geschichte. 
Breslau; 2d ed. 1865-71, 3 vols. With an appendix on Strauss and Renan. Comes down to the 
16th century. English transl. by Maurice Mayer. N. York, 1865. 
 
L. Herzfeld: Geschichte des Volkes Jizrael. Nordhausen, 1847-57, 3 vols. The same work, 
abridged in one vol. Leipz. 1870. 
 
H. Gratz (Prof. in Breslau): Geschichte der Juden von den altesten Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart. 
Leipz. 1854-70, 11 vols. (to 1848). 
 
"Salvation is of the Jews." {53} This wonderful people, whose fit symbol is the burning bush, was 
chosen by sovereign grace to stand amidst the surrounding idolatry as the bearer of the 
knowledge of the only true God, his holy law, and cheering promise, and thus to become the 
cradle of the Messiah. It arose with the calling of Abraham, and the covenant of Jehovah with 



him in Canaan, the land of promise; grew to a nation in Egypt, the land of bondage; was delivered 
and organized into a theocratic state on the basis of the law of Sinai by Moses in the wilderness; 
was led back into Palestine by Joshua; became, after the Judges, a monarchy, reaching the height 
of its glory in David and Solomon; split into two hostile kingdoms, and, in punishment for 
internal discord and growing apostasy to idolatry, was carried captive by heathen conquerors; was 
restored after seventy years humiliation to the land of its fathers, but fell again under the yoke of 
heathen foes; yet in its deepest abasement fulfilled its highest mission by giving birth to the 
Saviour of the world. "The history of the Hebrew people," says Ewald, "is, at the foundation, the 
history of the true religion growing through all the stages of progress unto its consummation; the 
religion which, on its narrow national territory, advances through all struggles to the highest 
victory, and at length reveals itself in its full glory and might, to the end that, spreading abroad by 
its own irresistible energy, it may never vanish away, but may become the eternal heritage and 
blessing of all nations. The whole ancient world had for its object to seek the true religion; but 
this people alone finds its being and honor on earth exclusively in the true religion, and thus it 
enters upon the stage of history." {54} 
 
Judaism, in sharp contrast with the idolatrous nations of antiquity, was like an oasis in a desert, 
clearly defined and isolated; separated and enclosed by a rigid moral and ceremonial law. The 
holy land itself, though in the midst of the three Continents of the ancient world, and surrounded 
by the great nations of ancient culture, was separated from them by deserts south and east, by sea 
on the west, and by mountain on the north; thus securing to the Mosaic religion freedom to unfold 
itself and to fulfil its great work without disturbing influenced from abroad. But Israel carried in 
its bosom from the first the large promise, that in Abrahams seed all the nations of the earth 
should be blessed. Abraham, the father of the faithful, Moses, the lawgiver, David, the heroic 
king and sacred psalmist, Isaiah, the evangelist among the prophets, Elijah the Tishbite, who 
reappeared with Moses on the Mount of Transfiguration to do homage to Jesus, and John the 
Baptist, the impersonation of the whole Old Testament, are the most conspicuous links in the 
golden chain of the ancient revelation. 
 
The outward circumstances and the moral and religious condition of the Jews at the birth of 
Christ would indeed seem at first and on the whole to be in glaring contradiction with their divine 
destiny. But, in the first place, their very degeneracy proved the need of divine help. In the second 
place, the redemption through Christ appeared by contrast in the greater glory, as a creative act of 
God. And finally, amidst the mass of corruption, as a preventive of putrefaction, lived the 
succession of the true children of Abraham, longing for the salvation of Israel, and ready to 
embrace Jesus of Nazareth as the promised Messiah and Saviour of the world. 
 
Since the conquest of Jerusalem by Pompey, B. C. 63 (the year made memorable by the 
consulship of Cicero. the conspiracy of Catiline, and the birth of Caesar Augustus), the Jews had 
been subject to the heathen Romans, who heartlessly governed them by the Idumean Herod and 
his sons, and afterwards by procurators. Under this hated yoke their Messianic hopes were 
powerfully raised, but carnally distorted. They longed chiefly for a political deliverer, who should 
restore the temporal dominion of David on a still more splendid scale; and they were offended 
with the servant form of Jesus, and with his spiritual kingdom. Their morals were outwardly far 
better than those of the heathen; but under the garb of strict obedience to their law, they concealed 
great corruption. They are pictured in the New Testament as a stiff-necked, ungrateful, and 
impenitent race, the seed of the serpent, a generation of vipers. Their own priest and historian, 
Josephus, who generally endeavored to present his countrymen to the Greeks and Romans in the 
most favorable light, describes them as at that time a debased and wicked people, well deserving 
their fearful punishment in the destruction of Jerusalem. 
 



As to religion, the Jews, especially after the Babylonish captivity, adhered most tenaciously to the 
letter of the law, and to their traditions and ceremonies, but without knowing the spirit and power 
of the Scriptures. They cherished a bigoted horror of the heathen, and were therefore despised and 
hated by them as misanthropic, though by their judgment, industry, and tact, they were able to 
gain wealth and consideration in all the larger cities of the Roman empire. 
 
After the time of the Maccabees (B. C. 150), they fell into three mutually hostile sects or parties, 
which respectively represent the three tendencies of formalism, skepticism, and mysticism; all 
indicating the approaching dissolution of the old religion and the dawn of the new. We may 
compare them to the three prevailing schools of Greek philosophy-’the Stoic, the Epicurean, and 
the Platonic, and also to the three sects of Mohammedanism-’the Sunnis, who are traditionalists, 
the Sheas, who adhere to the Koran, and the Sufis or mystics, who seek true religion in "internal 
divine sensation." 
 
1. The Pharisees, the "separate," {55} were, so to speak, the Jewish Stoics. They represented the 
traditional orthodoxy and stiff formalism, the legal self-righteousness and the fanatical bigotry of 
Judaism. They had most influence with the people and the women, and controlled the public 
worship. They confounded piety with theoretical orthodoxy. They overloaded the holy Scriptures 
with the traditions of the elders so as to make the Scriptures "of none effect." They analyzed the 
Mosaic law to death, and substituted a labyrinth of casuistry for a living code. "They laid heavy 
burdens and grievous to be borne on mens shoulders," and yet they themselves would "not move 
them with their fingers." In the New Testament they bear particularly the reproach of hypocrisy; 
with, of course, illustrious exceptions, like Nicodemus, Gamaliel, and his disciple, Paul. 
 
2. The less numerous Sadducees {56} were skeptical, rationalistic, and worldly-minded, and held 
about the same position in Judaism as the Epicureans and the followers of the New Academy in 
Greek and Roman heathendom. They accepted the written Scriptures (especially the Pentateuch), 
but rejected the oral traditions, denied the resurrection of the body and the immortality of the 
soul, the existence of angels and spirits, and the doctrine of an all-ruling providence. They 
numbered their followers among the rich, and had for some time possession of the office of the 
high-priest. Caiaphas belonged to their party. 
 
The difference between the Pharisees and Sadducees reappears among modern Jews, who are 
divided into the orthodox and the liberal or rationalistic parties. 
 
3. The Essenes (whom we know only from Philo and Josephus) were not a party, but a mystic and 
ascetic order or brotherhood, and lived mostly in monkish seclusion in villages and in the desert 
Engedi on the Dead Sea. {57} They numbered about 4,000 members. With an arbitrary, 
allegorical interpretation of the Old Testament, they combined some foreign theosophic elements, 
which strongly resemble the tenets of the new Pythagorean and Platonic schools, but were 
probably derived (like the Gnostic and Manichaean theories) from eastern religions, especially 
from Parsism. They practised communion of goods, wore white garments, rejected animal food, 
bloody sacrifices, oaths, slavery, and (with few exceptions) marriage, and lived in the utmost 
simplicity, hoping thereby to attain a higher degree of holiness. They were the forerunners of 
Christian monasticism. 
 
The sect of the Essenes came seldom or never into contact with Christianity under the Apostles, 
except in the shape of a heresy at Colossae. But the Pharisees and Sadducees, particularly the 
former, meet us everywhere in the Gospels as bitter enemies of Jesus, and hostile as they are to 
each other, unite in condemning him to that death of the cross, which ended in the glorious 
resurrection, and became the foundation of spiritual life to believing Gentiles as well as Jews. 



 
{53} John 4:22. Comp. Luke 24:47 Romans 9:4,5. 
 
{54} Geschichte du Volkes Israel, Vol. I. p. 9 (3d ed.). 
 
{55} From vr’P; . They were separated from ordinary persons and all foreign and contaminating 
influences by the supposed correctness of their creed and the superior holiness of their life. Ewald 
(IV. 482): "Pharisaer bezeichnet Gesonderte oder Besondere," namlich Leute die vor andern 
durch Frommigkeit auszgezeichnet und gleichsam mehr oder heiliger als andere sein wollen. 
 
{56} So called either from their supposed founder, Zadoc (so Ewald, IV. 358), or from qyDix’, 
"just." 
 
{57} The name is variously written (esshnoi, essaiaoi, ossai oi) and derived from proper 
names, or from the Greek, or from the Hebrew and Aramaic The most plausible derivations are 
from dysh, osiov, holy; from ayba, physician (comp. the corresponding term of Philo, 
yerapeuthv, which, however, means worshipper, devotee); from ayzj, seer; from the rabbinical 
wZj, watchman, keeper (Ewald, formerly); from jva, to be silent (Jost, Lightfoot); from the Syriac 
chasi or chasyo, pious, which is of the same root with the Hebrew chasid, chasidim (De Sacy, 
Ewald, IV. 484, 3rd., and Hitzig). See Schurer, N. T. Zeitgesch. pp. 599 sqq., and Lightfoots 
instructive Excursus on the Essenes and the Colossian heresy, in Com. on Coloss. (1875), pp. 73, 
114-179. Lightfoot again refutes the exploded derivation of Christianity from Essenic sources.  

 
 

 



10. The Law, and the Prophecy. 
 
Degenerate and corrupt though the mass of Judaism was, yet the Old Testament economy was the 
divine institution preparatory to the Christian redemption, and as such received deepest reverence 
from Christ and his apostles, while they sought by terrible rebuke to lead its unworthy 
representatives to repentance. It therefore could not fail of its saving effect on those hearts which 
yielded to its discipline, and conscientiously searched the Scriptures of Moses and the prophets. 
 
Law and prophecy are the two great elements of the Jewish religion, and make it a direct divine 
introduction to Christianity, "the voice of him that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of 
the Lord; make straight in the desert a highway for our God." 
 
1. The law of Moses was the clearest expression of the holy will of God before the advent of 
Christ. The Decalogue is a marvel of ancient legislation, and in its two tables enjoins the sum and 
substance of all true piety and morality-’supreme love to God, and love to our neighbor. It set 
forth the ideal of righteousness, and was thus fitted most effectually to awaken the sense of mans 
great departure from it, the knowledge of sin and guilt. {58} It acted as a schoolmaster to lead 
men to Christ {59} that "they might be justified by faith." {60} 
 
The same sense of guilt and of the need of reconciliation was constantly kept alive by daily 
sacrifices, at first in the tabernacle and afterwards in the temple, and by the whole ceremonial 
law, which, as a wonderful system of types and shadows, perpetually pointed to the realities of 
the new covenant, especially to the one all-sufficient atoning sacrifice of Christ on the cross. 
 
God in his justice requires absolute obedience and purity of heart under promise of life and 
penalty of death. Yet he cannot cruelly sport with man; he is the truthful faithful, and merciful 
God. In the moral and ritual law, therefore, as in a shell, is hidden the sweet kernel of a promise, 
that he will one day exhibit the ideal of righteousness in living form, and give the penitent sinner 
pardon for all his transgressions and the power to fulfil the law. Without such assurance the law 
were bitter irony. 
 
As regards the law, the Jewish economy was a religion of repentance. 
 
2. But it was at the same time, as already, hinted, the vehicle of the divine promise of redemption, 
and, as such, a religion of hope. While the Greeks and Romans put their golden age in the past, 
the Jews looked for theirs in the future. Their whole history, their religious, political, and social 
institutions and customs pointed to the coming of the Messiah, and the establishment of his 
kingdom on earth. 
 
Prophecy, or the gospel under the covenant of the law, is really older than the law, which was 
added afterwards and came in between the promise and its fulfilment, between sin and 
redemption, between the disease and the cure. {61} Prophecy begins in paradise with the promise 
of the serpent-bruiser immediately after the fall. It predominates in the patriarchal age, especially 
in the life of Abraham, whose piety has the corresponding character of trust and faith; and Moses, 
the lawgiver, was at the same time a prophet pointing the people to a greater successor. {62} 
Without the comfort of the Messianic promise, the law must have driven the earnest soul to 
despair. From the time of Samuel, some eleven centuries before Christ, prophecy, hitherto 
sporadic, took an organized form in a permanent prophetical office and order. In this form it 
accompanied the Levitical priesthood and the Davidic dynasty down to the Babylonish captivity, 
survived this catastrophe, and directed the return of the people and the rebuilding of the temple; 



interpreting and applying the law, reproving abuses in church and state, predicting the terrible 
judgments and the redeeming grace of God, warning and punishing, comforting and encouraging, 
with an ever plainer reference to the coming Messiah, who should redeem Israel and the world 
from sin and misery, and establish a kingdom of peace and righteousness on earth. 
 
The victorious reign of David and the peaceful reign of Solomon furnish, for Isaiah and his 
successors, the historical and typical ground for a prophetic picture of a far more glorious future, 
which, unless thus attached to living memories and present circumstances, could not have been 
understood. The subsequent catastrophe and the sufferings of the captivity served to develop the 
idea of a Messiah atoning for the sins of the people and entering through suffering into glory. 
 
The prophetic was an extraordinary office, serving partly to complete, partly to correct the 
regular, hereditary priesthood, to prevent it from stiffening into monotonous formality, and keep 
it in living flow. The prophets were, so to speak, the Protestants of the ancient covenant, the 
ministers of the spirit and of immediate communion with God, in distinction from the ministers of 
the letter and of traditional and ceremonial mediation. 
 
The flourishing period of our canonical prophecy began with the eighth century before Christ, 
some seven centuries after Moses, when Israel was suffering under Assyrian oppression. In this 
period before the captivity, Isaiah ("the salvation of God"), who appeared in the last years of king 
Uzziah, about ten years before the founding of Rome, is the leading figure; and around him 
Micah, Joel, and Obadiah in the kingdom of Judah, and Hosea, Amos, and Jonah in the kingdom 
of Israel, are grouped. Isaiah reached the highest elevation of prophecy, and unfolds feature by 
feature a picture of the Messiah-’springing from the house of David, preaching the glad tidings to 
the poor, healing the broken-hearted, opening the eyes to the blind, setting at liberty the captives, 
offering himself as a lamb to the slaughter, bearing the sins of the people, dying the just for the 
unjust, triumphing over death and ruling as king of peace over all nations-’a picture which came 
to its complete fulfilment in one person, and one only, Jesus of Nazareth. He makes the nearest 
approach to the cross, and his book is the Gospel of the Old Testament. In the period of the 
Babylonian exile, Jeremiah (i.e. "the Lord casts down") stands chief. He is the prophet of sorrow, 
and yet of the new covenant of the Spirit. In his denunciations of priests and false prophets, his 
lamentations over Jerusalem, his holy grief, his bitter persecution he resembles the mission and 
life of Christ. He remained in the land of his fathers, and sang his lamentation on the ruins of 
Jerusalem; while Ezekiel warned the exiles on the river Chebar against false prophets and carnal 
hopes, urged them to repentance, and depicted the new Jerusalem and the revival of the dry bones 
of the people by the breath of God; and Daniel at the court of Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon saw in 
the spirit the succession of the four empires and the final triumph of the eternal kingdom of the 
Son of Man. The prophets of the restoration are Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi. With Malachi 
who lived to the time of Nehemiah, the Old Testament prophecy ceased, and Israel was left to 
himself four hundred years, to digest during this period of expectation the rich substance of that 
revelation, and to prepare the birth-place for the approaching redemption. 
 
3. Immediately before the advent of the Messiah the whole Old Testament, the law and the 
prophets, Moses and Isaiah together, reappeared for a short season embodied in John the Baptist, 
and then in unrivalled humility disappeared as the red dawn in the splendor of the rising sun of 
the new covenant. This remarkable man, earnestly preaching repentance in the wilderness and 
laying the axe at the root of the tree, and at the same time comforting with prophecy, and pointing 
to the atoning Lamb of God, was indeed, as the immediate forerunner of the New Testament 
economy, and the personal friend of the heavenly Bridegroom, the greatest of them that were 
born of woman; yet in his official character as the representative of the ancient preparatory 



economy he stands lower than the least in that kingdom of Christ, which is infinitely more 
glorious than all its types and shadows in the past. 
 
This is the Jewish religion, as it flowed from the fountain of divine revelation and lived in the true 
Israel, the spiritual children of Abraham, in John the Baptist, his parents and disciples, in the 
mother of Jesus, her kindred and friends, in the venerable Simeon, and the prophetess Anna, in 
Lazarus and his pious sisters, in the apostles and the first disciples, who embraced Jesus of 
Nazareth as the fulfiller of the law and the prophets, the Son of God and the Saviour of the world, 
and who were the first fruits of the Christian Church. 
 
{58} Romans 3:20: dia nomou epignwsiv amartiav. 
 
{59} paidagwgov eiv criston 
 
{60} Galatians 3:24 
 
{61} nomov pareishlyen came in besides, was added as an accessory arrangement, Romans 
5:20; comp. proseteyh the law was "superadded" to the promise given to Abraham, Galatians 
3:19. 
 
{62} Deuteronomy 18:15.  

 
 

 



11. Heathenism. 
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Unconscious Prophecies of Heathendom (a commentary on the star of the wise men, Matthew 2). 
Cambr. 4th ed. 1854 (also 1850). 
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J Reville: La religion a Rome sous les Severes. Paris, 1886. 
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Heathenism is religion in its wild growth on the soil of fallen human nature, a darkening of the 
original consciousness of God, a deification of the rational and irrational creature, and a 



corresponding corruption of the moral sense, giving the sanction of religion to natural and 
unnatural vices. {63} 
 
Even the religion of Greece, which, as an artistic product of the imagination, has been justly 
styled the religion of beauty, is deformed by this moral distortion. It utterly lacks the true 
conception of sin and consequently the true conception of holiness. It regards sin, not as a 
perverseness of will and an offence against the gods, but as a folly of the understanding and an 
offence against men, often even proceeding from the gods themselves; for "Infatuation," or Moral 
Blindness (Ath), is a "daughter of Jove," and a goddess, though cast from Olympus, and the 
source of all mischief upon earth. Homer knows no devil, but he put, a devilish element into his 
deities. The Greek gods, and also the Roman gods, who were copied from the former, are mere 
men and women, in whom Homer and the popular faith saw and worshipped the weaknesses and 
vices of the Grecian character, as well as its virtues, in magnified forms. The gods are born, but 
never die. They have bodies and senses, like mortals, only in colossal proportions. They eat and 
drink, though only nectar and ambrosia. They are awake and fall asleep. They travel, but with the 
swiftness of thought. They mingle in battle. They cohabit with human beings, producing heroes 
or demigods. They are limited to time and space. Though sometimes honored with the attributes 
of omnipotence and omniscience, and called holy and just, yet they are subject to an iron fate 
(Moira), fall under delusion, and reproach each other with folly and crime. Their heavenly 
happiness is disturbed by all the troubles of earthly life. Even Zeus or Jupiter, the patriarch of the 
Olympian family, is cheated by his sister and wife Hera (Juno), with whom he had lived three 
hundred years in secret marriage before he proclaimed her his consort and queen of the gods, and 
is kept in ignorance of the events before Troy. He threatens his fellows with blows and death, and 
makes Olympus tremble when he shakes his locks in anger. The gentle Aphrodite or Venus 
bleeds from a spear-wound on her finger. Mars is felled with a stone by Diomedes. Neptune and 
Apollo have to serve for hire and are cheated. Hephaestus limps and provokes an uproarious 
laughter. The gods are involved by their marriages in perpetual jealousies and quarrels. They are 
full of envy and wrath, hatred and lust prompt men to crime, and provoke each other to lying, and 
cruelty, perjury and adultery. The Iliad and Odyssey, the most popular poems of the Hellenic 
genius, are a chronique scandaleuse of the gods. Hence Plato banished them from his ideal 
Republic. Pindar, Aeschylus, and Sophocles also rose to loftier ideas of the gods and breathed a 
purer moral atmosphere; but they represented the exceptional creed of a few, while Homer 
expressed the popular belief. Truly we have no cause to long with Schiller for the return of the 
"gods of Greece," but would rather join the poet in his joyful thanksgiving: 
 
"Einen zu bereichern unter allen, Musste diese Gotterwelt vergehen." 
 
Notwithstanding this essential apostasy from truth and holiness, heathenism was religion, a 
groping after "the unknown God." By its superstition it betrayed the need of faith. Its polytheism 
rested on a dim monotheistic background; it subjected all the gods to Jupiter, and Jupiter himself 
to a mysterious fate. It had at bottom the feeling of dependence on higher powers and reverence 
for divine things. It preserved the memory of a golden age and of a fall. It had the voice of 
conscience, and a sense, obscure though it was, of guilt. It felt the need of reconciliation with 
deity, and sought that reconciliation by prayer, penance, and sacrifice. Many of its religious 
traditions and usages were faint echoes of the primal religion; and its mythological dreams of the 
mingling of the gods with men, of demigods, of Prometheus delivered by Hercules from his 
helpless sufferings, were unconscious prophecies and fleshly anticipations of Christian truths. 
 
This alone explains the great readiness with which heathens embraced the gospel, to the shame of 
the Jews. {64} 
 



There was a spiritual Israel scattered throughout the heathen world, that never received the 
circumcision of the flesh, but the unseen circumcision of the heart by the hand of that Spirit 
which bloweth where it listeth, and is not bound to any human laws and to ordinary means. The 
Old Testament furnishes several examples of true piety outside of the visible communion with the 
Jewish church, in the persons of Melchisedec, the friend of Abraham, the royal priest, the type of 
Christ; Jethro, the priest of Midian; Rahab, the Canaanite woman and hostess of Joshua and 
Caleb; Ruth, the Moabitess and ancestress of our Saviour; King Hiram, the friend of David; the 
queen of Sheba, who came to admire the wisdom of Solomon; Naaman the Syrian; and especially 
Job, the sublime sufferer, who rejoiced in the hope of his Redeemer. {65} 
 
The elements of truth, morality, and piety scattered throughout ancient heathenism, may be 
ascribed to three sources. In the first place, man, even in his fallen state, retains some traces of the 
divine image, a knowledge of God, {66} however weak, a moral sense or conscience, {67} and a 
longing for union with the Godhead, for truth and for righteousness. {68} In this view we may, 
with Tertullian, call the beautiful and true sentences of a Socrates, a Plato, an Aristotle, of Pindar, 
Sophocles, Cicero, Virgil, Seneca, Plutarch, "the testimonies of a soul constitutionally Christian," 
{69} of a nature predestined to Christianity. Secondly, some account must be made of traditions 
and recollections, however faint, coming down from the general primal revelations to Adam and 
Noah. But the third and most important source of the heathen anticipations of truth is the all-
ruling providence of God, who has never left himself without a witness. Particularly must we 
consider, with the ancient Greek fathers, the influence of the divine Logos before his incarnation, 
{70} who was the tutor of mankind, the original light of reason, shining in the darkness and 
lighting every man, the sower scattering in the soil of heathendom the seeds of truth, beauty, and 
virtue. {71} 
 
The flower of paganism, with which we are concerned here, appears in the two great nations of 
classic antiquity, Greece and Rome. With the language, morality, literature, and religion of these 
nations, the apostles came directly into contact, and through the whole first age the church moves 
on the basis of these nationalities. These, together with the Jews, were the chosen nations of the 
ancient world, and shared the earth among them. The Jews were chosen for things eternal, to keep 
the sanctuary of the true religion. The Greeks prepared the elements of natural culture, of science 
and art, for the use of the church. The Romans developed the idea of law, and organized the 
civilized world in a universal empire, ready to serve the spiritual universality of the gospel. Both 
Greeks and Romans were unconscious servants of Jesus Christ, "the unknown God." 
 
These three nations, by nature at bitter enmity among themselves, joined hands in the 
superscription on the cross, where the holy name and the royal title of the Redeemer stood 
written, by the command of the heathen Pilate, "in Hebrew and Greek and Latin." {72} 
 
{63} Comp. Pauls picture of heathen immorality, Romans 1:19-32 
 
{64} Comp. Matthew 8:10 15:28 Luke 7:9 Acts 10:35. 
 
{65} Even Augustine, exclusive as he was, adduces the case of Job in proof of the assertion that 
the kingdom of God under the Old dispensation was not confined to the Jews, and then adds: 
"Divinitus autem provisum fuisse non dubito, ut ex hoc uno sciremus, etiam per alias gentes esse 
potuisse, qui secundum Deum vixerunt, eique placuerunt, pertinentes ad spiritualem 
Hierusalem." Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xviii. 47. 
 
{66} Romans 1:19, to gnwsto ntoua yeou. Comp, my annotations on Lange in loc. 
 



{67} Romans 2:14, 15. Comp. Lange in loc. 
 
{68} Comp. Acts 17:3,27,28, and my remarks on the altar to the yeov agnwstov in the History of 
the Apost. Church. 73, p. 269 sqq. 
 
{69} Testimonia animae naturaliter Christianae. 
 
{70} logov asarkov, logov spermatikov. 
 
{71} Comp. John 1:4,5,9,10. 
 
{72} John 19:20.  

 



12. Grecian Literature, and the Roman Empire. 
 
The literature of the ancient Greeks and the universal empire of the Romans were, next to the 
Mosaic religion, the chief agents in preparing the world for Christianity. They furnished the 
human forms, in which the divine substance of the gospel, thoroughly prepared in the bosom of 
the Jewish theocracy, was molded. They laid the natural foundation for the supernatural edifice of 
the kingdom of heaven. God endowed the Greeks and Romans with the richest natural gifts, that 
they might reach the highest civilization possible without the aid of Christianity, and thus both 
provide the instruments of human science, art, and law for the use of the church, and yet at the 
same time show the utter impotence of these alone to bless and save the world. 
 
The Greeks, few in number, like the Jews, but vastly more important in history than the 
numberless hordes of the Asiatic empires, were called to the noble task of bringing out, under a 
sunny sky and with a clear mind, the idea of humanity in its natural vigor and beauty, but also in 
its natural imperfection. They developed the principles of science and art. They liberated the mind 
from the dark powers of nature and the gloomy broodings of the eastern mysticism. They rose to 
the clear and free consciousness of manhood, boldly investigated the laws of nature and of spirit, 
and carried out the idea of beauty in all sorts of artistic forms. In poetry, sculpture, architecture, 
painting, philosophy, rhetoric, historiography, they left true masterpieces, which are to this day 
admired and studied as models of form and taste. 
 
All these works became truly valuable and useful only in the hands of the Christian church, to 
which they ultimately fell. Greece gave the apostles the most copious and beautiful language to 
express the divine truth of the Gospel, and Providence had long before so ordered political 
movements as to spread that language over the world and to make it the organ of civilization and 
international intercourse, as the Latin was in the middle ages, as the French was in the eighteenth 
century and as the English is coming to be in the nineteenth. "Greek," says Cicero, "is read in 
almost all nations; Latin is confined by its own narrow boundaries." Greek schoolmasters and 
artists followed the conquering legions of Rome to Gaul and Spain. The youthful hero Alexander 
the Great, a Macedonian indeed by birth, yet an enthusiastic admirer of Homer, an emulator of 
Achilles, a disciple of the philosophic world-conqueror, Aristotle, and thus the truest Greek of his 
age, conceived the sublime thought of making Babylon the seat of a Grecian empire of the world; 
and though his empire fell to pieces at his untimely death, yet it had already carried Greek letters 
to the borders of India, and made them a common possession of all civilized nations. What 
Alexander had begun Julius Caesar completed. Under the protection of the Roman law the 
apostles could travel everywhere and make themselves understood through the Greek language in 
every city of the Roman domain. 
 
The Grecian philosophy, particularly the systems of Plato and Aristotle, formed the natural basis 
for scientific theology; Grecian eloquence, for sacred oratory; Grecian art, for that of the 
Christian church. Indeed, not a few ideas and maxims of the classics tread on the threshold of 
revelation and sound like prophecies of Christian truth; especially the spiritual soarings of Plato, 
{73} the deep religious reflections of Plutarch, {74} the sometimes almost Pauline moral precepts 
of Seneca. {75} To many of the greatest church fathers, Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, 
Origen, and in some measure even to Augustine, Greek philosophy was a bridge to the Christian 
faith, a scientific schoolmaster leading them to Christ. Nay, the whole ancient Greek church rose 
on the foundation of the Greek language and nationality, and is inexplicable without them. 
 
Here lies the real reason why the classical literature is to this day made the basis of liberal 
education throughout the Christian world. Youth are introduced to the elementary forms of 



science and art, to models of clear, tasteful style, and to self-made humanity at the summit of 
intellectual and artistic culture, and thus they are at the same time trained to the scientific 
apprehension of the Christian religion, which appeared when the development of Greek and 
Roman civilization had reached its culmination and began already to decay. The Greek and Latin 
languages, as the Sanskrit and Hebrew, died in their youth and were embalmed and preserved 
from decay in the immortal works of the classics. They still furnish the best scientific terms for 
every branch of learning and art and every new invention. The primitive records of Christianity 
have been protected against the uncertainties of interpretation incident upon the constant changes 
of a living language. 
 
But aside from the permanent value of the Grecian literature, the glory of its native land had, at 
the birth of Christ, already irrecoverably departed. Civil liberty and independence had been 
destroyed by internal discord and corruption. Philosophy had run down into skepticism and 
refined materialism. Art had been degraded to the service of levity and sensuality. Infidelity or 
superstition had supplanted sound religious sentiment. Dishonesty and licentiousness reigned 
among high and low. 
 
This hopeless state of things could not but impress the more earnest and noble souls with the 
emptiness of all science and art, and the utter insufficiency of this natural culture to meet the 
deeper wants of the heart. It must fill them with longings for a new religion. 
 
The Romans were the practical and political nation of antiquity. Their calling was to carry out the 
idea of the state and of civil law, and to unite the nations of the world in a colossal empire, 
stretching from the Euphrates to the Atlantic, and from the Libyan desert to the banks of the 
Rhine. This empire embraced the most fertile and civilized countries of Asia, Africa, and Europe, 
and about one hundred millions of human beings, perhaps one-third of the whole race at the time 
of the introduction of Christianity. {76} To this outward extent corresponds its historical 
significance. The history of every ancient nation ends, says Niebuhr, as the history of every 
modern nation begins, in that of Rome. Its history has therefore a universal interest; it is a vast 
storehouse of the legacies of antiquity. If the Greeks had, of all nations, the deepest mind, and in 
literature even gave laws to their conquerors, the Romans had the strongest character, and were 
born to rule the world without. This difference of course reached even into the moral and 
religious life of the two nations. Was the Greek, mythology the work of artistic fantasy and a 
religion of poesy, so was the Roman the work of calculation adapted to state purposes, political 
and utilitarian, but at the same time solemn, earnest, and energetic. "The Romans had no love of 
beauty, like the Greeks. They held no communion with nature, like the Germans. Their one idea 
was Rome-’not ancient, fabulous, poetical Rome, but Rome warring and conquering; and orbis 
terrarum domina. S. P. Q. R. is inscribed on almost every page of their literature." {77} 
 
The Romans from the first believed themselves called to govern the world. They looked upon all 
foreigners-’not as barbarians, like the cultured Greeks, but-’as enemies to be conquered and 
reduced to servitude. War and triumph were their highest conception of human glory and 
happiness. The "Tu, regere imperio populos, Romane, memento!" had been their motto, in fact, 
long before Virgil thus gave it form. The very name of the urbs aeterna, and the characteristic 
legend of its founding, prophesied its future. In their greatest straits the Romans never for a 
moment despaired of the commonwealth. With vast energy, profound policy, unwavering 
consistency, and wolf-like rapacity, they pursued their ambitious schemes, and became indeed the 
lords, but also, as their greatest historian, Tacitus, says, the insatiable robbers of the world. {78} 
 
Having conquered the world by the sword, they organized it by law, before whose majesty every 
people had to bow, and beautified it by the arts of peace. Philosophy, eloquence, history, and 



poetry enjoyed a golden age under the setting sun of the republic and the rising sun of the empire, 
and extended their civilizing influence to the borders of barbarianism. Although not creative in 
letters and fine arts, the Roman authors were successful imitators of Greek philosophers, orators, 
historians, and poets. Rome was converted by Augustus from a city of brick huts into a city of 
marble palaces. {79} The finest paintings and sculptures were imported from Greece, triumphal 
arches and columns were erected on public places, and the treasures of all parts of the world were 
made tributary to, the pride, beauty, and luxury of the capital. The provinces caught the spirit of 
improvement, populous cities sprung up, and the magnificent temple of Jerusalem was rebuilt by 
the ambitious extravagance of Herod. The rights of persons and property were well protected. The 
conquered nations, though often and justly complaining of the rapacity of provincial governors, 
yet, on the whole, enjoyed greater security against domestic feuds and foreign invasion, a larger 
share of social comfort, and rose to a higher degree of secular civilization. The ends of the empire 
were brought into military, commercial, and literary communication by carefully constructed 
roads, the traces of which still exist in Syria, on the Alps, on the banks of the Rhine. The facilities 
and security of travel were greater in the reign of the Caesars than in any subsequent period 
before the nineteenth century. Five main lines went out from Rome to the extremities of the 
empire, and were connected at seaports with maritime routes. "We may travel," says a Roman 
writer, "at all hours, and sail from east to west." Merchants brought diamonds from the East, 
ambers from the shores of the Baltic, precious metals from Spain, wild animals from Africa, 
works of art from Greece, and every article of luxury, to the market on the banks of the Tiber, as 
they now do to the banks of the Thames. The Apocalyptic seer, in his prophetic picture of the 
downfall of the imperial mistress of the world, gives prominence to her vast commerce: "And the 
merchants of the earth," he says, "weep and mourn over her; for no man buyeth their merchandise 
any more: merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stone, and pearls, and fine linen, and 
purple, and silk, and scarlet; and all thine wood, and every vessel of ivory, and every vessel made 
of most precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble; and cinnamon, and spice, and incense, 
and ointment, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, and fine flour, and wheat, and cattle, and 
sheep; and merchandise of horses and chariots and slaves; and souls of men. And the fruits that 
thy soul desired are departed from thee, and all things which were dainty and sumptuous are 
perished from thee, and men shall find them no more at all." {80} 
 
Heathen Rome lived a good while after this prediction, but, the causes of decay were already at 
work in the first century. The immense extension and outward prosperity brought with it a 
diminution of those domestic and civil virtues which at first so highly distinguished the Romans 
above the Greeks. The race of patriots and deliverers, who came from their ploughs to the public 
service, and humbly returned again to the plough or the kitchen, was extinct. Their worship of the 
gods, which was the root of their virtue, had sunk to mere form, running either into the most 
absurd superstitions, or giving place to unbelief, till the very priests laughed each other in the face 
when they met in the street. Not unfrequently we find unbelief and superstition united in the same 
persons, according to the maxim that all extremes touch each other. Man must believe something, 
and worship either God or the devil. {81} Magicians and necromancers abounded, and were 
liberally patronized. The ancient simplicity and contentment were exchanged for boundless 
avarice and prodigality. Morality and chastity, so beautifully symbolized in the household 
ministry of the virgin Vesta, yielded to vice and debauchery. Amusement came to be sought in 
barbarous fights of beasts and gladiators, which not rarely consumed twenty thousand human 
lives in a single month. The lower classes had lost all nobler feeling, cared for nothing but 
"panem et circenses," and made the proud imperial city on the Tiber a slave of slaves. The huge 
empire of Tiberius and of Nero was but a giant body without a soul, going, with steps slow but 
sure, to final dissolution. Some of the emperors were fiendish tyrants and monsters of iniquity; 
and yet they were enthroned among the gods by a vote of the Senate, and altars and temples were 
erected for their worship. This characteristic custom began with Caesar, who even during his 



lifetime was honored as "Divus Julius" for his brilliant victories, although they cost more than a 
million of lives slain and another million made captives and slaves. {82} The dark picture which 
St. Paul, in addressing the Romans, draws of the heathenism of his day, is fully sustained by 
Seneca, Tacitus, Juvenal, Persius, and other heathen writers of that age, and shows the absolute 
need of redemption. "The world," says Seneca, in a famous passage, "is full of crimes and vices. 
More are committed than can be cured by force. There is an immense struggle for iniquity. 
Crimes are no longer bidden, but open before the eyes. Innocence is not only rare, but nowhere." 
{83} Thus far the negative. On the other hand, the universal empire of Rome was a positive 
groundwork for the universal empire of the gospel. It served as a crucible, in which all 
contradictory and irreconcilable peculiarities of the ancient nations and religions were dissolved 
into the chaos of a new creation. The Roman legions razed the partition-walls among the ancient 
nations, brought the extremes of the civilized world together in free intercourse, and united north 
and south and east and west in the bonds of a common language and culture, of common laws and 
customs. Thus they evidently, though unconsciously, opened the way for the rapid and general 
spread of that religion which unites all nations in one family of God by the spiritual bond of faith 
and love. 
 
The idea of a common humanity, which underlies all the distinctions of race, society and 
education, began to dawn in the heathen mind, and found expression in the famous line of 
Terentius, which was received with applause in the theatre: 
 
"Homo sum: humani nihil a me alienum puto." 
 
This spirit of humanity breathes in Cicero and Virgil. Hence the veneration paid to the poet of the 
Aeneid by the fathers and throughout the middle ages. Augustine calls him the noblest of poets, 
and Dante, "the glory and light of other poets," and "his master," who guided him through the 
regions of hell and purgatory to the very gates of Paradise. It was believed that in his fourth 
Eclogue he had prophesied the advent of Christ. This interpretation is erroneous; but "there is in 
Virgil," says an accomplished scholar, {84} "a vein of thought and sentiment more devout, more 
humane, more akin to the Christian than is to be found in any other ancient poet, whether Greek 
or Roman. He was a spirit prepared and waiting, though he knew it not, for some better thing to 
be revealed." 
 
The civil laws and institutions, also, and the great administrative wisdom of Rome did much for 
the outward organization of the Christian church. As the Greek church rose on the basis of the 
Grecian nationality, so the Latin church rose on that of ancient Rome, and reproduced in higher 
forms both its virtues and its defects. Roman Catholicism is pagan Rome baptized, a Christian 
reproduction of the universal empire seated of old in the city of the seven hills. {73} Compare C. 
Ackermann, The Christian Element in Plato and the Platonic Philosophy, 1835, transl. from the 
German by S. R. Asbury, with an introductory note by Dr. Shedd. Edinburgh, 1861. 
 
{74} As in his excellent trestise: Deuteronomy sera numinis vindicta. It is strange that this 
philosopher, whose moral sentiments come nearest to Christianity, never alludes to it. Epictetus 
and Marcus Aurelius do mention it, but only once. 
 
{75} On the relation of Paul and Seneca comp. an elaborate dissertation of Bishop Lightfoot in his 
Commentary on the Philippians, pp. 268-331 (3d ed. 1873). 
 
{76} Charles Marivale, in his History of the Romans under the Empire (Lond. 1856), Vol. iv. p. 
450 and 451, estimates the population of the Roman empire in the age of Augustus at 85 millions, 



namely, 40 millions for Europe, 28 millions for Asia, and 17 millions for Africa, but he does not 
include Palestine. Greswell and others raise the estimate of the whole population to 120 millions. 
 
{77} Hare Guesses at Truth, p. 432 (Lond. ed. 1867). 
 
{78} Raptores orbis, quos non oriens, non occidens satiaverit. 
 
{79} So the nephew of the modern Caesar transformed Parisinto a city of straight and broad 
streets and magnificent palaces. 
 
{80} Rev. 18:11-14. 
 
{81} "Unbelief and superstition, different hues of the same historical phenomenon, went in the 
Roman world of that day hand in hand, and there was no lack of individuals who in themselves 
combined both-who denied the gods with Epicurus, and yet prayed and sacrificed before every 
shrine." Theod. Mommsen, History of Rome. transl. by Dickson, Lond. 1867, vol. iv. p. 560. 
 
{82} "In the excess of their adoration, the Roman Senate desired even to place his image in the 
Temple of Quirinus himself, with an inscription to him as yeov aniktov, the invincible God. 
Golden chairs, gilt chariots, triumphal robes, were piled one upon another, with laurelled fasces 
and laurelled wreaths. His birthday was made a perpetual holiday, and the mouth Quinctilis was 
renamed, in honor of him, July. A temple to Concord was to be erected in commemoration of his 
clemency. His person was declared sacred and to injure him by word or deed was to be counted 
sacrilege. The Fortune of Caesar was introduced into the constitutional oath, and the Senate took 
a solemn pledge to maintain his acts inviolate. Finally, they arrived at a conclusion that he was 
not a man at all; no longer Caius Julius, but Divus Julius, a God or the Son of God. A temple was 
to be built to Caesar as another Quirinus, and Antony was to be his priest." J. A. Froude, Caesar 
(1879), Ch. XXVI. p. 491. The insincerity of these adulations shortly before the senatorial 
conspiracy makes them all the worse. "One obsequious senator proposed that every woman in 
Rome should be at the disposition of Caesar." Ibid., p 492. 
 
{83} Deuteronomy Ira, II. 8. 
 
{84} Principal Shairp, in an article on "Virgil as a Precursor of Christianity," in the "Princeton 
Review" for Sept., 1879, pp. 403-420. Comp. the learned essay of Professor Piper, in Berlin, on 
"Virgil als Theologe und Prophet," in his "Evang. Kalender" for 1862.  

 



13. Judaism and Heathenism in Contact. 
 
The Roman empire, though directly establishing no more than an outward political union, still 
promoted indirectly a mutual intellectual and moral approach of the hostile religious of the Jews 
and Gentiles, who were to be reconciled in one divine brotherhood by the supernatural power of 
the cross of Christ. 
 
1. The Jews, since the Babylonish captivity, had been scattered over all the world. They were as 
ubiquitous in the Roman empire in the first century as they are now throughout, Christendom. 
According to Josephus and Strabo, there was no country where they did not make up a part of the 
population. {85} Among the witnesses of the miracle of Pentecost were "Jews from every nation 
under heaven... Parthians and Medes and Elamites, and the dwellers of Mesopotamia, in Judaea 
and Cappadocia, in Pontus and Asia, in Phrygia and Pamphylia, in Egypt and the parts of Libya 
about Cyrene, and sojourners from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans and Arabians." {86} 
In spite of the antipathy of the Gentiles, they had, by talent and industry, risen to wealth, 
influence, and every privilege, and had built their synagogues in all the commercial cities of the 
Roman empire. Pompey brought a considerable number of Jewish captives from Jerusalem to the 
capital (B. C. 63), and settled them on the right bank of the Tiber (Trastevere). By establishing 
this community he furnished, without knowing it, the chief material for the Roman church. Julius 
Caesar was the great protector of the Jews; and they showed their gratitude by collecting for 
many nights to lament his death on the forum where his murdered body was burnt on a funeral 
pile. {87} He granted them the liberty of public worship, and thus gave them a legal status as a 
religious society. Augustus confirmed these privileges. Under his reign they were numbered 
already by thousands in the city. A reaction followed; Tiberius and Claudius expelled them from 
Rome; but they soon returned, and succeeded in securing the free exercise of their rites and 
customs. The frequent satirical allusions to them prove their influence as well as the aversion and 
contempt in which they were held by the Romans. Their petitions reached the ear of Nero through 
his wife Poppaea, who seems to have inclined to their faith; and Josephus, their most 
distinguished scholar, enjoyed the favor of three emperors-’Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. In 
the language of Seneca (as quoted by Augustin) "the conquered Jews gave laws to their Roman 
conquerors." 
 
By this dispersion of the Jews the seeds of the knowledge of the true God and the Messianic hope 
were sown in the field of the idolatrous world. The Old Testament Scriptures were translated into 
Greek two centuries before Christ, and were read and expounded in the public worship of God, 
which was open to all. Every synagogue was a mission-station of monotheism, and furnished the 
apostles an admirable place and a natural introduction for their preaching of Jesus Christ as the 
fulfiller of the law and the prophets. 
 
Then, as the heathen religious had been hopelessly undermined by skeptical philosophy and 
popular infidelity, many earnest Gentiles especially multitudes of women, came over to Judaism 
either, wholly or in part. The thorough converts, called "proselytes of righteousness," {88} were 
commonly still more bigoted and fanatical than the native Jews. The half-converts, "proselytes of 
the gate" {89} or "fearers of God," {90} who adopted only the monotheism, the principal moral 
laws, and the Messianic hopes of the Jews, without being circumcised, appear in the New 
Testament as the most susceptible hearers of the gospel, and formed the nucleus of many of the 
first Christian churches. Of this class were the centurion of Capernaum, Cornelius of Caesarea, 
Lydia of Philippi, Timothy, and many other prominent disciples. 
 



2. On the other hand, the Graeco-Roman heathenism, through its language, philosophy, and 
literature, exerted no inconsiderable influence to soften the fanatical bigotry of the higher and 
more cultivated classes of the Jews. Generally the Jews of the dispersion, who spoke the Greek 
language-’the "Hellenists," as they were called-’were much more liberal than the proper 
"Hebrews," or Palestinian Jews, who kept their mother tongue. This is evident in the Gentile 
missionaries, Barnabas of Cyprus and Paul of Tarsus, and in the whole church of Antioch, in 
contrast with that at Jerusalem. The Hellenistic form of Christianity was the natural bridge to the 
Gentile. 
 
The most remarkable example of a transitional, though very fantastic and Gnostic-like 
combination of Jewish and heathen elements meets us in the educated circles of the Egyptian 
metropolis, Alexandria, and in the system of Philo, who was born about B. C. 20, and lived till 
after A. D. 40, though he never came in contact with Christ or the apostles. This Jewish, divine 
sought to harmonize the religion of Moses with the philosophy of Plato by the help of an 
ingenious but arbitrary allegorical interpretation of the Old Testament; and from the books of 
Proverbs and of Wisdom he deduced a doctrine of the Logos so strikingly like that of Johns 
Gospel, that many expositors think it necessary to impute to the apostle an acquaintance with the 
writings, or at least with the terminology of Philo. But Philos speculation is to the apostles "Word 
made flesh" as a shadow to the body, or a dream to the reality. He leaves no room for an 
incarnation, but the coincidence of his speculation with the great fact is very remarkable. {91} 
 
The Therapeutae or Worshippers, a mystic and ascetic sect in Egypt, akin to the Essenes in 
Judaea, carried this Platonic Judaism into practical life; but were, of course, equally unsuccessful 
in uniting the two religions in a vital and permanent way. Such an union could only be effected 
by a new religion revealed from heaven. {92} 
 
Quite independent of the philosophical Judaism of Alexandria were the Samaritans, a mixed race, 
which also combined, though in a different way, the elements of Jewish and Gentile religion. {93} 
They date from the period of the exile. They held to the Pentateuch, to circumcision, and to carnal 
Messianic hopes; but they had a temple of their own on Mount Gerizim, and mortally hated the 
proper Jews. Among these Christianity, as would appear from the interview of Jesus with the 
woman of Samaria, {94} and the preaching of Philip, {95} found ready access, but, as among the 
Essenes and Therapeutae fell easily into a heretical form. Simon Magus, for example, and some 
other Samaritan arch-heretics, are represented by the early Christian writers as the principal 
originators of Gnosticism. 
 
3. Thus was the way for Christianity prepared on every side, positively and negatively, directly 
and indirectly, in theory and in practice, by truth and by error, by false belief and by unbelief-
’those hostile brothers, which yet cannot live apart by Jewish religion, by Grecian culture, and by 
Roman conquest; by the vainly attempted amalgamation of Jewish and heathen thought, by the 
exposed impotence of natural civilization, philosophy, art, and political power, by the decay of 
the old religions, by the universal distraction and hopeless misery of the age, and by the yearnings 
of all earnest and noble souls for the religion of salvation. 
 
"In the fulness of the time," when the fairest flowers of science and art had withered, and the 
world was on the verge of despair, the Virgins Son was born to heal the infirmities of mankind. 
Christ entered a dying world as the author of a new and imperishable life. 
 
{85} Jos., Bell. Jud., VII. c. 3, 3: "As the Jewish nation is widely dispersed over all the habitable 
earth," etc. Antiqu., XIV. 7, 2: "Let no one wonder that there was so much wealth in our temple, 
since all the Jews throughout the habitable earth, and those that worship God, nay, even those of 



Asia and Europe, sent their contributions to it." Then, quoting from Strabo, he says: "These Jews 
are already gotten into all cities, and it is hard to, find a place in the habitable earth that has not 
admitted this tribe of men, and is not possessed by it; and it has come to pass that Egypt and 
Cyrene and a great number of other nations imitate their way of living, and maintain great bodies 
of these Jews in a peculiar manner, and grow up to greater prosperity with them, and make use 
also of the same laws with that nation." 
 
{86} Acts 2:5, 9-11. 
 
{87} Sueton., Caes., c. 84. 
 
{88} qr, x, h’ yrEgE. 
 
{89} r’v’h yreg. Exodus 20:10 Deuteronomy 5:14. 
 
{90} oi eusebeiav oi foboumenoi ton yeovn, Acts 10:2 13:16, etc., and Josephus. 
 
{91} The system of Philo has been very thoroughly investigated, both independently, and in 
connection with Johns Logos-doctrine by Grossmann (1829). Gfrorer (1831), Dahne (1834), 
Lucke, Baur, Zeller, Dorner, Ueberweg, Ewald, J. G. Muller (Die Messian. Erwartungen des 
Juden Philo, Basel, 1870), Keim, Lipsius, Hausrath, Schurer, etc. See the literature in Schurer, N. 
T. Zeitgesch., p. 648. 
 
{92} P. E. Lucius: Die Therapeuten und ihre Stellung in der Geschichte der Askese. Strassburg, 
1880. 
 
{93} A remnant of the Samaritans (about 140 souls) still live in Nablous, the ancient Shechem, 
occupy a special quarter, have a synagogue of their own, with a very ancient copy of the 
Pentateuch, and celebrate annually on the top of Mount Gerizim the Jewish Passover, Pentecost, 
and Feast of Tabernacles. It is the only spot on earth where the paschal sacrifice is perpetuated 
according to the Mosaic prescription in the twelfth chapter of Exodus. See Schaff, Through Bible 
Lands (N. York and Lond. 1878), pp. 314 sqq. and Hausrath, l. c. I. 17 sqq. 
 
{94} John 4. 
 
{95} Acts 8.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER II. 
 
JESUS CHRIST. 
 

14. Sources and Literature. 
 
A. Sources. 
 
Christ himself wrote nothing, but furnished endless material for books and songs of gratitude and 
praise. The living Church of the redeemed is his book. He founded a religion of the living spirit, 
not of a written code, like the Mosaic law. (His letter to King Abgarus of Edessa, in Euseb., Hist. 
Eccl., I. 13, is a worthless fabrication.) Yet his words and deeds are recorded by as honest and 
reliable witnesses as ever put pen to paper. 
 

I. Authentic Christian Sources. 
 
(1) The four Canonical Gospels. Whatever their origin and date, they exhibit essentially the same 
divine-human life and character of Christ, which stands out in sharp contrast with the fictitious 
Christ of the Apocryphal Gospels, and cannot possibly have been invented, least of all by 
illiterate Galileans. They would never have thought of writing books without the inspiration of 
their Master. 
 
(2) The Acts of Luke, the Apostolic Epistles, and the Apocalypse of John. They presuppose, 
independently of the written Gospels, the main facts of the gospel-history, especially the 
crucifixion and the resurrection, and abound in allusions to these facts. Four of the Pauline 
Epistles (Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Galatians) are admitted as genuine by the most extreme of 
liberal critics (Baur and the Tabingen School), and from them alone a great part of the life of 
Christ might be reconstructed. (See the admissions of Keim, Gesch. Jesu v. Naz., I. 35 sqq.) 
 

II. Apocryphal Gospels: 
 
The Apocryphal Gospels are very numerous (about 50), some of them only known by name, 
others in fragments, and date from the second and later centuries. They are partly heretical 
(Gnostic and Ebionite) perversions or mutilations of the real history, partly innocent compositions 
of fancy, or religious novels intended to link together the disconnected periods of Christ’s 
biography, to satisfy the curiosity concerning his relations, his childhood, his last days, and to 
promote the glorification of the Virgin Mary. They may be divided into four classes: (1) Heretical 
Gospels (as the Evangelium Cerinthi, Ev. Marcionis, Ev. Judae Ischariotae, Ev. secundum 
Hebraeos, etc.); (2) Gospels of Joseph and Mary, and the birth of Christ (Protevangelium Jacobi, 
Evang. Pseudo-Mathaei sive liber de Ortu Beatae Mariae et Infantia Salvatoris, Evang. de 
Nativitate Mariae, Historia Josephi Fabri lignarii, etc.); (3) Gospels of the childhood of Jesus 
from the flight to Egypt till his eighth or twelfth year (Evang. Thomae, of Gnostic origin, Evang. 
Infantiae Arabicum, etc.); (4) Gospels of the passion and the mysterious triduum in Hades 
(Evang. Nicodemi, including the Gesta or Acta Pilati and the Descensus ad Inferos, Epistola 
Pilati, a report of Christ’s passion to the emperor Tiberius, Paradosis Pilati, Epistolae Herodis 



ad Pilatum and Pilati ad Herodem, Responsum Tiberii ad Pilatum, Narratio Josephi 
Arimathiensis, etc.). It is quite probable that Pilate sent an account of the trial and crucifixion of 
Jesus to his master in Rome (as Justin Martyr and Tertullian confidentially assert), but the various 
documents bearing his name are obviously spurious, including the one recently published by Geo. 
Sluter (The Acta Pilati, Shelbyville, Ind. 1879), who professes to give a translation from the 
supposed authentic Latin copy in the Vatican Library. 
 
These apocryphal productions have no historical, but considerable apologetic value; for they 
furnish by their contrast with the genuine Gospels a very strong negative testimony to the 
historical truthfulness of the Evangelists, as a shadow presupposes the light, a counterfeit the real 
coin, and a caricature the original picture. They have contributed largely to mediaeval art (e.g., 
the ox and the ass in the history of the nativity), and to the traditional Mariology and Mariolatry 
of the Greek and Roman churches, and have supplied Mohammed with his scanty knowledge of 
Jesus and Mary. 
 
See the collections of the apocryphal Gospels by Fabricius (Codex Apocryphus Novi Testamenti, 
Hamburg, 1703, 2d ed. 1719), Thilo (Cod. Apocr. N. Ti., Lips. 1832), Tischendorf (Evangelia 
Apocrypha, Lips. 1853), W. Wright (Contributions to the Apocr. Lit. of the N. T. from Syrian 
MSS. in the British Museum, Lond. 1865), B. Harris Cowper (The Apocryphal Gospels, 
translated, London, 1867), and Alex. Walker (Engl. transl. in Roberts & Donaldson’s "Ante-
Nicene Library," vol. xvi., Edinb. 1870; vol. viii. of Am. ed., N. Y. 1886). 
 
Comp. the dissertations of Tischendorf: Deuteronomy Evang. aproc. origine et usu (Hagae, 
1851), and Pilati circa Christum judicio quid lucis offeratur ex Actis Pilati (Lips. 1855). Rud. 
Hofmann: Das Leben Jesu nach den Apokryphen (Leipz. 1851), and his art., Apokryphen des N. 
T, in Herzog & Plitt, "R. Encykl.," vol. i. (1877), p. 511. G. Brunet: Les evangiles apocryphes, 
Paris, 1863. Michel Nicolas: etudes sur les evangiles apocryphes, Paris, 1866. Lipsius: Die 
Pilatus-Acten, Kiel, 1871; Die edessenische Abgar-Sage, 1880; Gospels, Apocr., in Smith & 
Wace, I. 700 sqq.; Holtzmann Einl. in’s N. T., pp. 534-54. 
 

III. Jewish Sources. 
 
The O. Test. Scriptures are, in type and prophecy, a preparatory history of Christ, and become 
fully intelligible only in him who came "to fulfill the law and the prophets." 
 
The Apocryphal and post-Christian Jewish writings give us a full view of the outward framework 
of society and religion in which the life of Christ moved, and in this way they illustrate and 
confirm the Gospel accounts. 
 
IV. The famous testimony of the Jewish historian Josephus (d. after A. D. 103) deserves special 
consideration. In his Antiqu. Jud, 1. xviii. cap. 3, 3, he gives the following striking summary of 
the life of Jesus: 
 
"Now there rose about this time Jesus, a wise man, if it be lawful to call him a man; for he was a 
doer of wonderful works (paradovxwn ergwn poihthv), a teacher of such men as receive the 
truth with gladness. He carried away with him many of the Jews and also many of the Greeks. He 
was the Christ (ov cristov ou tov hn). And after Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal men 
among us, had condemned him to the cross, his first adherents did not forsake him. For he 
appeared to them alive again the third day (efavnh gar autoiv trivthn ecwn hmeran palin 
zwn); the divine prophets having foretold these and ten thousand other wonderful things (alla 



muriva yaumasia) concerning him. And the tribe of those called Christians, after him, is not 
extinct to this day." 
 
This testimony is first quoted by Eusebius, twice, without a misgiving (Hist. Eccl., I. II; and 
Demonstr. Evang., III. 5), and was considered genuine down to the 16th century, but has been 
disputed ever since. We have added the most doubtful words in Greek. 
 
The following are the arguments for the genuineness: 
 
(1) The testimony is found in all the MSS. of Josephus. 
 
But these MSS. were written by Christians, and we have none older than from the 11th century. 
 
(2) It agrees with the style of Josephus. 
 
(3) It is extremely improbable that Josephus, in writing a history of the Jews coming down to A. 
D. 66, should have ignored Jesus; all the more since he makes favorable mention of John the 
Baptist (Antiqu., XVIII. 5, 2), and of the martyrdom of James "the Brother of Jesus called the 
Christ" (Antiqu. XX 9, 1: ton adelfon ihsou tou legomenou cristou, iakabov onoma 
autw). Both passages are generally accepted as genuine, unless the words tou legomenou 
cristou should be an interpolation. 
 
Against this may be said that Josephus may have had prudential reasons for ignoring Christianity 
altogether. 
 
Arguments against the genuineness: 
 
(1) The passage interrupts the connection. 
 
But not necessarily. Josephus had just recorded a calamity which befell the Jews under Pontius 
Pilate, in consequence of a sedition, and he may have regarded the crucifixion of Jesus as an 
additional calamity. He then goes on (4 and 5) to record another calamity, the expulsion of the 
Jews from Rome under Tiberius. 
 
(2) It betrays a Christian, and is utterly inconsistent with the known profession of Josephus as a 
Jewish priest of the sect of the Pharisees. We would rather expect him to have represented Jesus 
as an impostor, or as an enthusiast. 
 
But it may be urged, on the other hand, that Josephus, with all his great literary merits, is also 
known as a vain and utterly unprincipled man, as a renegade and sycophant who glorified and 
betrayed his nation, who served as a Jewish general in the revolt against Rome, and then, after 
having been taken prisoner, flattered the Roman conquerors, by whom he was richly rewarded. 
History furnishes many examples of similar inconsistencies. Remember Pontius Pilate who 
regarded Christ as innocent, and yet condemned him to death, the striking testimonies of 
Rousseau and Napoleon I. to the divinity of Christ, and also the concessions of Renan, which 
contradict his position. 
 
(3) It is strange that the testimony should not have been quoted by such men as Justin Martyr, 
Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, or any other writer before Eusebius (d. 340), especially by 
Origen, who expressly refers to the passages of Josephus on John the Baptist and James (Contra 



Cels., I. 35, 47). Even Chrysostom (d. 407), who repeatedly mentions Josephus, seems to have 
been ignorant of this testimony. 
 
In view of these conflicting reasons, there are different opinions: 
 
(1) The passage is entirely genuine. This old view is defended by Hauteville, Oberthur, 
Bretschneider, Bohmert, Whiston, Schoedel (1840), Bottger (Das Zeugniss des Jos., Dresden, 
1863). 
 
(2) It is wholly interpolated by a Christian hand. Bekker (in his ed. of Jos., 1855), Hase (1865 and 
1876), Keim (1867), Schurer (1874). 
 
(3) It is partly genuine, partly interpolated. Josephus probably wrote cristov ou tov elegeto (as 
in the passage on James), but not hn and all other Christian sentences were added by a transcriber 
before Eusebius, for apologetic purposes. So Paulus, Heinichen, Gieseler (I. 24, p. 81, 4th Germ. 
ed.), Weizsacker, Renan, Farrar. In the introduction to his Vie de Jesus (p. xii.), Renan says: "Je 
crois le passage sur Jesus authentique. Il est parfaitement dans le gout de Joseph, et si cet 
historian a fait mention de Jesus, c’est bien comme cela qu’il a du en parler. On sent seulement 
qu’une main chretienne a retouche le morceau, y a-ajoute quelques mots sans lesquels il eut ete 
presque blasphematoire, a peut-etre retranche ou modifie quelques expressions." 
 
(4) It is radically changed from a Jewish calumny into its present Christian form. Josephus 
originally described Jesus as a pseudo-Messiah, a magician, and seducer of the people, who was 
justly crucified. So Paret and Ewald (Gesch. Christus’, p. 183, 3d ed.). 
 
It is difficult to resist the conclusion that Josephus must have taken some notice of the greatest 
event in Jewish history (as he certainly did of John the Baptist and of James), but that his 
statement—whether non-committal or hostile—was skillfully enlarged or altered by a Christian 
hand, and thereby deprived of its historical value. 
 
In other respects, the writings of Josephus contain, indirectly, much valuable testimony, to the 
truth of the gospel history. His History of the Jewish War is undesignedly a striking commentary 
on the predictions of our Saviour concerning the destruction of the city and the temple of 
Jerusalem; the great distress and affliction of the Jewish people at that time; the famine, 
pestilence, and earthquake; the rise of false prophets and impostors, and the flight of his disciples 
at the approach of these calamities. All these coincidences have been traced out in full by the 
learned Dr. Lardner, in his Collection of Ancient Jewish and Heathen Testimonies to the Truth of 
the Christian Religion, first published 1764-67, also in vol. vi. of his Works, ed. by Kippis, Lond. 
1838. 
 
V. Heathen testimonies are few and meager. This fact must be accounted for by the mysterious 
origin, the short duration and the unworldly character of the life and work of Christ, which was 
exclusively devoted to the kingdom of heaven, and, was enacted in a retired country and among a 
people despised by the proud Greeks and Romans. 
 
The oldest heathen testimony is probably in the Syriac letter of Mara, a philosopher, to his son 
Serapion, about A. D. 74, first published by Cureton, in Spicilegium Syriacum, Lond. 1855, and 
translated by Pratten in the "Ante-Nicene Library," Edinb. vol. xxiv. (1872), 104-114. Here Christ 
is compared to Socrates and Pythagoras, and called "the wise king of the Jews," who were justly 
punished for murdering him. Ewald (l. c. p. 180) calls this testimony "very remarkable for its 
simplicity and originality as well as its antiquity." 



 
Roman authors of the 1st and 2d centuries make only brief and incidental mention of Christ as the 
founder of the Christian religion, and of his crucifixion under Pontius Pilate, in the reign of 
Tiberius. Tacitus, Annales, I. xv. cap. 44, notices him in connection with his account of the 
conflagration at Rome and the Neronian persecution, in the words: "Auctor nominis ejus 
[Christiani] Christus Tiberio imperitante per procuratorem Pontium Pilatum supplicio affectus 
erat," and calls the Christian religion an exitiabilis superstitio. Comp. his equally contemptuous 
misrepresentation of the Jews in Hist., v. c. 3—5. Other notices are found in Suetonius: Vita 
Claudii, c. 25; Vita Neronis, c. 16; Plinius, jun.: Epist., X. 97, 98; Lucian: Deuteronomy morte 
Peregr., c. 11; Lampridius: Vita Alexandri Severi, c. 29, 43. 
 
The heathen opponents of Christianity, Lucian, Celsus, Porphyry, Julian the Apostate, etc., 
presuppose the principal facts of the gospel-history, even the miracles of Jesus, but they mostly 
derive them, like the Jewish adversaries, from evil spirits. Comp. my book on the Person of 
Christ, Appendix, and Dr. Nath. Lardner’s Credibility, and Collection of Testimonies. 
 
B. Biographical and Critical. 
 
The numerous Harmonies of the Gospel began already A. D. 170, with tatiansto dia 
tessarwn (on which Ephraem Syrus, in the fourth century, wrote a commentary, published in 
Latin from an Armenian version in the Armenian convent at Venice, 1876). The first biographies 
of Christ were ascetic or poetic, and partly legendary. See Hase, Leben Jesu, 17—19. The critical 
period began with the infidel and infamous attacks of Reimarus, Bahrdt, and Venturini, and the 
noble apologetic works of Hess, Herder, and Reinhard. But a still greater activity was stimulated 
by the Leben Jesu of Strauss, 1835 and again by Renan’s Vie de Jesus, 1863. 
 
J. J. Hess (Antistes at Zurich, d. 1828): Lebensgeschichte Jesu. Zurich, 1774; 8th ed. 1823, 3 vols. 
Translated into Dutch and Danish. He introduced the psychological and pragmatic treatment. 
 
F. V. Rienhard (d. 1812): Versuch uber den Plan Jesu. Wittenberg, 1781; 5th ed. by Heubner, 
1830. English translation, N. York, 1831. Reinhard proved the originality and superiority of the 
plan of Christ above all the conceptions of previous sages and benefactors of the race. 
 
J. G. Herder (d. 1803): Vom Erloser der Menschen nach unsern 3 ersten Evang. Riga, 1796. The 
same: Von Gottes Sohn, der Welt Heiland, nach Joh. Evang. Riga, 1797. 
 
H. E. G. Paulus (Prof. in Heidelberg, d. 1851): Leben Jesu als Grundlage einer reinen Geschichte 
des Urchristenthums. Heidelb. 1828, 2 vols. Represents the "vulgar" rationalism superseded 
afterwards by the speculative rationalism of Strauss. 
 
C. Ullmann (d. 1865): Die Sundlosigkeit Jesu. Hamb. 1828; 7th ed. 1864. Eng. translation (of 7th 
ed.) by Sophia Taylor, Edinb. 1870. The best work on the sinlessness of Jesus. Comp. also his 
essay (against Strauss), Historisch oder Mythisch? Gotha, 1838. 
 
Karl Hase: Das Leben Jesu. Leipz. 1829; 5th ed. 1865. The same: Geschichte Jesu. Leipz. 1876. 
 
Schleiermacher (d. 1834): Vorlesungen uber das Leben Jesu, herausgeg. von Rutenik. Berlin, 
1864. The lectures were delivered 1832, and published from imperfect manuscripts. "Eine Stimme 
aus vergangenen Tagen." Comp. the critique of D. F. Strauss in Der Christus des Glaubens und 
der Jesus der Geschichte. Berlin, 1865. 
 



D. F. Strauss (d. 1874): Das Leben Jesu kritisch bearbeitet. Tubingen, 1835-36; 4th ed. 1840, 2 
vols. French transl. by Emile Littre, Par. 1856 (2d ed.); Engl. transl. by Miss Marian Evans 
(better known under the assumed name George Eliot), Lond. 1846, in 3 vols., republ. in N. York, 
1850. The same: Das Leben Jesu fur das deutsche Volk bearbeitet. Leipz. 1864; 3d ed. 1875. In 
both these famous works Strauss represents the mythical theory. It has been popularized in the 
third volume of The Bible for Learners by Oort and Hooykaas, Engl. transl., Boston ed. 1879. 
 
A. Neander (d. 1850): Das Leben Jesu. Hamb. 1837; 5th ed. 1852. A positive refutation of 
Strauss. The same in English by McClintock and Blumenthal, N. York, 1848. 
 
Joh. Nep. Sepp (R. C.): Das Leben Jesu Christi. Regensb. 1843 sqq. 2d ed. 1865, 6 vols. Much 
legendary matter. 
 
Jordan Bucher (R. C.): Das Leben Jesu Christi. Stuttgart, 1859. 
 
A. Ebrard: Wissenschaftliche Kritik der evangelischen Geschichte. Erl. 1842; 3d ed. 1868. 
Against Strauss, Bruno Bauer, etc. Condensed English translation, Edinb. 1869. 
 
J. P. Lange: Das Leben Jesu. Heidelb. 1844-47, 3 parts in 5 vols. Engl. transl. by Marcus Dods 
and others, in 6 vols., Edinb. 1864. Rich and suggestive. 
 
J. J. van Oosterzee: Leven van Jesus. First publ. in 1846-51, 3 vols. 2d ed. 1863-65. Comp. his 
Christologie, Rotterdam, 1855-61, 3 vols., which describe the Son of God before his incarnation, 
the Son of God in the flesh, and the Son of God in glory. The third part is translated into German 
by F. Meyering: Das Bild Christi nach der Schrift, Hamburg, 1864. 
 
Chr. Fr. Schmid: Biblische Theologie des N. Testaments. Ed. by Weizsacker. Stuttgart, 1853 (3d 
ed. 1854), 2 vols. The first volume contains the life and doctrine of Christ. The English 
translation by G. H. Venables (Edinb. 1870) is an abridgment. 
 
H. Ewald: Geschichte Christus’ und seiner Zeit. Gott. 1854; 3d ed 1867 (vol. v. of his Hist. of 
Israel). Transl. into Engl. by O. Glover, Cambridge, 1865. 
 
J. Young: The Christ of History. Lond. and N. York, 1855. 5th ed., 1868. 
 
P. Lichtenstein: Lebensgeschichte Jesu in chronolog. Uebersicht. Erlangen, 1856. 
 
C. J. Riggenbach: Vorlesungen uber das Leben Jesu. Basel, 1858. 
 
M. Baumgarten: Die Geschichte Jesu fur das Verstandniss der Gegenwart. Braunschweig, 1859. 
 
W. F. Gess: Christi Person und Werk nach Christi Selbstzeugniss und den Zeugnissen der 
Apostel. Basel, 1878, in several parts. (This supersedes his first work on the same subject, publ. 
1856.) 
 
Horace Bushnell (d. 1878): The Character of Jesus: forbidding his possible classification with 
men. N. York, 1861. (A reprint of the tenth chapter of his work on, "Nature and the 
Supernatural," N. York, 1859.) It is the best and most useful product of his genius. 
 
C. J. Elliott (Bishop): Historical Lectures on the Life of our Lord Jesus Christ, being the Hulsean 
Lect. for 1859. 5th ed. Lond. 1869; republ. in Boston, 1862. 



 
Samuel J. Andrews: The Life of our Lord upon the earth, considered in its historical, 
chronological, and geographical relations. N. York, 1863; 4th ed. 1879 
 
Ernest Renan: Vie de Jesus. Par. 1863, and often publ. since (13th ed. 1867) and in several 
translations. Strauss popularized and Frenchified. The legendary theory. Eloquent, fascinating, 
superficial, and contradictory. 
 
Daniel Schenkel: Das Characterbild Jesu. Wiesbaden, 1864; 4th ed. revised 1873. English transl. 
by W. H. Furness. Boston, 1867, 2 vols. By the same: Das Christusbild der Apostel und der 
nachapostolischen Zeit. Leipz. 1879. See also his art., Jesus Christus, in Schenkel’s "Bibel-
Lexikon," III. 257 sqq. Semi-mythical theory. Comp. the sharp critique of Strauss on the 
Characterbild: Die Halben und die Ganzen. Berlin, 1865. 
 
Philip Schaff: The Person of Christ: the Perfection of his Humanity viewed as a Proof of his 
Divinity. With a Collection of Impartial Testimonies. Boston and N. York, 1865; 12th ed., 
revised, New York, 1882. The same work in German, Gotha, 1865; revised ed., N. York (Am. 
Tract Soc.), 1871; in Dutch by Cordes, with an introduction by J. J. van Oosterzee. Groningen, 
1866; in French by Prof. Sardinoux, Toulouse, 1866, and in other languages. By the same: Die 
Christusfrage. N. York and Berlin, 1871. 
 
Ecce Homo: A Survey of the Life and Work of Jesus Christ. [By Prof. J. R. Seeley, of Cambridge.] 
Lond. 1864, and several editions and translations. It gave rise also to works on Ecce Deus, Ecce 
Deus Homo, and a number of reviews and essays (one by Gladstone). 
 
Charles Hardwick (d. 1859): Christ and other Masters. Lond., 4th ed., 1875. (An extension of the 
work of Reinhard; Christ compared with the founders of the Eastern religions.) 
 
E. H. Plumptre: Christ and Christendom. Boyle Lectures. Lond. 1866 
 
E. de Pressense: Jesus Christ, son temps, sa vie, son oeuvre. Paris, 1866. (Against Renan.) The 
same transl. into English by Annie Harwood (Lond., 7th ed. 1879), and into German by Fabarius 
(Halle, 1866). 
 
F. Delitzsch: Jesus und Hillel. Erlangen, 1867; 3rd ed. revised, 1879. 
 
Theod. Keim (Prof. in Zurich, and then in Giessen, d. 1879); Geschichte Jesu von Nazara. Zurich, 
1867-72, 3 vols. Also an abridgment in one volume, 1873, 2d ed. 1875. (This 2d ed. has 
important additions, particularly a critical Appendix.) The large work is translated into English by 
Geldart and Ransom. Lond. (Williams & Norgate), 1873—82, 6 vols. By the same author: Der 
geschichtliche Christus. Zurich, 3d ed. 1866. Keim attempts to reconstruct a historical Christ 
from the Synoptical Gospels, especially Matthew, but without John. 
 
Wm. HANNA: The Life of our Lord. Edinb. 1868-69, 6 vols. 
 
Bishop Dupanloup (R. C.): Histoire de noire Sauveur Jesus Christ. Paris, 1870. 
 
Fr. W. Farrar (Canon of Westminster): The Life of Christ. Lond. and N. York, 1874, 2 vols. (in 
many editions, one with illustrations). 
 



C. Geikie: The Life and Words of Christ. Lond. and N. York, 1878, 2 vols. (Illustrated. Several 
editions.) 
 
Bernhard Weis (Prof. in Berlin): Das Leben Jesu. Berlin, 1882, 2 vols., 3d ed. 1888. English 
transl. Edinb. 1885, 3 vols. 
 
Alfred Edersheim: The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah. London and N. Y. 1884, 2 vols. 
Strictly orthodox. Valuable for rabbinical illustrations., 
 
W. Beyschlag: Das Leben Jesu. Halle, 1885-86, 2 vols.; 2d ed. 1888. 
 
The works of Paulus, Strauss, and Renan (also Joseph Salvador, a learned Jew in France, author 
of Jesus Christ et sa doctrine, Par. 1838) represent the various phases of rationalism and 
destructive criticism, but have called forth also a copious and valuable apologetic literature. See 
the bibliography in Hase’s Leben Jesu, 5th ed. p. 44 sqq., and in his Geschichte Jesu, p. 124 sqq. 
Schleiermacher, Gfrorer, Weisse, Ewald, Schenkel, Hase, and Keim occupy, in various degrees 
and with many differences, a middle position. The great Schleiermacher almost perished in the 
sea of scepticism, but, like Peter, he caught the saving arm of Jesus extended to him. {Matthew 
14:30,31} Hase is very valuable for the bibliography and suggestive sketches, Ewald and Keim 
for independent research and careful use of Josephus and the contemporary history. Keim rejects, 
Ewald accepts, the Gospel of John as authentic; both admit the sinless perfection of Jesus, and 
Keim, from his purely critical and synoptical standpoint, goes so far as to say (vol. iii. 662) that 
Christ, in his gigantic elevation above his own and succeeding ages, "makes the impression of 
mysterious loneliness, superhuman miracle, divine creation (den Eindruck geheimnissvoller 
Einsamkeit, ubermenschlichen Wunders, gottlicher Schopfung)." Weiss and Beyschlag mark a 
still greater advance, and triumphantly defend the genuineness of John’s Gospel, but make 
concessions to criticism in minor details. 
 
C. Chronological. 
 
Kepler: Deuteronomy Jesu Christi Servatoris nostri vero anno natalicio. Frankf. 1606. 
Deuteronomy vero anno quo aeternus Dei Filius humanam naturam in utero benedicitae Virginis 
Mariae assumpsit. Frcf. 1614. 
 
J. A. Bengel: Ordo Temporum. Stuttgart, 1741, and 1770. 
 
Henr. Sanclemente: Deuteronomy Vulgaris Aerae Emendatione libri quatuor. 
 
C. Ideler: Handbuch der Chronologie. Berlin, 1825—226, 2 vols. By the same: Lehrbuch der 
Chronologie, 1831 
 
Fr. Munter: Der Stern der Weisen. Kopenhagen, 1827. 
 
K. Wieseler: Chronolog. Synopse der vier Evangelien. Hamb. 1843. Eng. trans. by Venables, 2d 
ed., 1877. Supplemented by his Beitrage zur richtigen Wurdigung der Evangelien. Gotha, 1869. 
 
Henry Browne: Ordo Saeclorum. London, 1844. Comp. his art. Chronology, in the 3d ed. of 
Kitto’s "Cycl. of Bib. Lit." 
 
Sam. F. Jarvis (historiographer of the Prot. Episc. Ch. in the U. S., d. 1851): A Chronological 
Introduction to the History of the Church. N. York, 1845. 



 
G. Seyffarth: Chronologia sacra, Untersuchungen uber das Geburtsjahr des Herrn. Leipzig, 
1846. 
 
Rud. Anger: Der Stern der Weisen und das Geburtsjahr Christi. Leipz. 1847. By the same. Zur 
Chronologie des Lehramtes Christi. Leipz. 1848. 
 
Henry F. Clinton: Fasti Romani. Oxford, 1845-50, 2 vols. 
 
Thomas Lewin: Essay on the Chronology of the New Testament. Oxford, 1854. The same: Fasti 
Sacri (from B. C. 70 to A. D. 70). Lond. 1865. 
 
F. Piper: Das Datum der Geburt Christi, in his "Evangel. Kalender" for 1856, pp. 41 sqq. 
 
Henri Lutteroth: Le recensement de Quirinius en Judee. Paris, 1865 (134 pp.). 
 
Gust. Rosch: Zum Geburtsjahr Jesu, in the "Jahrbucher fur Deutsche Theol." Gotha, 1866, pp. 
3—48. 
 
Ch. Ed. Caspari: Chronologisch-Geographische Einleitung in das Leben J. C. Hamb. 1869 (263 
pp.). English translation by M. J. Evans. Edinburgh (T. Clark), 1876. 
 
Francis W. Upham: The Wise Men. N. York, 1869 (ch. viii. 145, on Kepler’s Discovery). Star of 
Our Lord, by the same author. N. Y., 1873. 
 
A. W. Zumpt: Das Geburtsjahr Christi. Leipz. 1869 (306 pp.). He makes much account of the 
double governorship of Quirinus, Luke 2:2. Comp. Pres. Woolsey in Bibl. Sacra, April, 1870. 
 
Herm. Sevin: Chronologie des Lebens Jesu. Tubingen, 2d. ed., 1874. 
 
Florian Riess: (Jesuit): Das Geburtsjahr Christi. Freiburg i. Br. 1880. 
 
Peter Schegg: (R. C.): Das Todesjahr des Konigs Herodes und das Todesjahr Jesu Christi. 
Against Riess. Munchen, 1882. 
 
Florian Riess: Nochmals das Geburtsjahr Jesu Christi. Reply to Schegg. Freib. im Br. 1883. 
 
Bernhard Matthias: Die romische Grundsteuer und das Vectigalrecht. Erlangen, 1882. 
 
H. Lecoultre: Deuteronomy censu Quiriniano et anno nativitatis Christi secundum Lucam 
evangelistam Dissertatio. Laussanne, 1883.  

 



15. The Founder of Christianity. 
 
When "the fulness of the time" was come, God sent forth his only-begotten Son, "the Desire of all 
nations," to redeem the world from the curse of sin, and to establish an everlasting kingdom of 
truth, love, and peace for all who should believe on his name. 
 
In Jesus Christ a preparatory history both divine and human comes to its close. In him culminate 
all the previous revelations of God to Jews and Gentiles; and in him are fulfilled the deepest 
desires and efforts of both Gentiles and Jews for redemption. In his divine nature, as Logos, he is, 
according to St. John, the eternal Son of the Father, and the agent in the creation and preservation 
of the world, and in all those preparatory manifestations of God, which were completed in the 
incarnation. In his human nature, as Jesus of Nazareth, he is the ripe fruit of the religions growth 
of humanity, with an earthly ancestry, which St. Matthew (the evangelist of Israel) traces to 
Abraham, the patriarch of the Jews, and St. Luke (the evangelist of the Gentiles), to Adam, the 
father of all men. In him dwells all the fulness of the Godhead bodily; and in him also is realized 
the ideal of human virtue and piety. He is the eternal Truth, and the divine Life itself, personally 
joined with our nature; he is our Lord and our God; yet at the same time flesh of our flesh and 
bone of our bone. In him is solved the problem of religion, the reconciliation and fellowship of 
man with God; and we must expect no clearer revelation of God, nor any higher religious 
attainment of man, than is already guaranteed and actualized in his person. 
 
But as Jesus Christ thus closes all previous history, so, on the other hand, he begins an endless 
future. He is the author of a new creation, the second Adam, the father of regenerate humanity, 
the head of the church, "which is his body, the fulness of him, that filleth all in all." He is the pure 
fountain of that stream of light and life, which has since flowed unbroken through nations and 
ages, and will continue to flow, till the earth shall be full of his praise, and every tongue shall 
confess that he is Lord, to the glory of God the Father. The universal diffusion and absolute 
dominion of the spirit and life of Christ will be also the completion of the human race, the end of 
history, and the beginning of a glorious eternity. 
 
It is the great and difficult task of the biographer of Jesus to show how he, by external and 
internal development, under the conditions of a particular people, age, and country, came to be in 
fact what he was in idea and destination, and what he will continue to be for the faith of 
Christendom, the God-Man and Saviour of the world. Being divine from eternity, he could not 
become God; but as man he was subject to the laws of human life and gradual growth. "He 
advanced in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and man." {96} Though he was the Son of 
God, "yet he learned obedience by the things which he suffered; and having been made perfect, 
he became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey him." {97} There is no conflict 
between the historical Jesus of Nazareth and the ideal Christ of faith. The full understanding of 
his truly human life, by its very perfection and elevation above all other men before and after 
him, will necessarily lead to an admission of his own testimony concerning his divinity. 
 
"Deep strike thy roots, O heavenly Vine, Within our earthly sod! 
Most human and yet most divine, The flower of man and God!" 
 
Jesus Christ came into the world under Caesar Augustus, the first Roman emperor, before the 
death of king Herod the Great, four years before the traditional date of our Dionysian aera. He 
was born at Bethlehem of Judaea, in the royal line of David, from Mary, "the wedded Maid and 
Virgin Mother." The world was at peace, and the gates of Janus were closed for only the second 
time in the history of Rome. There is a poetic and moral fitness in this coincidence: it secured a 



hearing for the gentle message of peace which might have been drowned in the passions of war 
and the clamor of arms. Angels from heaven proclaimed the good tidings of his birth with songs 
of praise; Jewish shepherds from the neighboring fields, and heathen sages from the far east 
greeted the newborn king and Saviour with the homage of believing hearts. Heaven and earth 
gathered in joyful adoration around the Christ-child, and the blessing of this event is renewed 
from year to year among high and low, rich and poor, old and young, throughout the civilized 
world. 
 
The idea of a perfect childhood, sinless and holy, yet truly human and natural, had never entered 
the mind of poet or historian before; and when the legendary fancy of the Apocryphal Gospels 
attempted to fill out the chaste silence of the Evangelists, it painted an unnatural prodigy of a 
child to whom wild animals, trees, and dumb idols bowed, and who changed balls of clay into 
flying birds for the amusement of his playmates. 
 
The youth of Jesus is veiled in mystery. We know only one, but a very significant fact. When a 
boy of twelve years he astonished the doctors in the temple by his questions and answers, without 
repelling them by immodesty and premature wisdom, and filled his parents with reverence and 
awe by his absorption in the things of his heavenly Father, and yet was subject and obedient to 
them in all things. Here, too, there is a clear line of distinction between the supernatural miracle 
of history and the unnatural prodigy of apocryphal fiction, which represents Jesus as returning 
most learned answers to perplexing questions of the doctors about astronomy, medicine, physics, 
metaphysics, and hyperphysics. {98} 
 
The external condition and surroundings of his youth are in sharp contrast with the amazing result 
of his public life. He grew up quietly and unnoticed in a retired Galilean mountain village of 
proverbial insignificance, and in a lowly carpenter-shop, far away from the city of Jerusalem, 
from schools and libraries, with no means of instruction save those which were open to the 
humblest Jew—the care of godly parents, the beauties of nature, the services of the synagogue, 
the secret communion of the soul with God, and the Scriptures of the Old Testament, which 
recorded in type and prophecy his own character and mission. All attempts to derive his doctrine 
from any of the existing schools and sects have utterly failed. He never referred to the traditions 
of the elders except to oppose them. From the Pharisees and Sadducees he differed alike, and 
provoked their deadly hostility. With the Essenes he never came in contact. He was independent 
of human learning and literature, of schools and parties. He taught the world as one who owed 
nothing to the world. He came down from heaven and spoke, out of the fulness of his personal 
intercourse with the great Jehovah. He was no scholar, no artist, no orator; yet was he wiser than 
all sages, he spake as never man spake, and made an impression on his age and all ages after him 
such as no man ever made or can make. Hence the natural surprise of his countrymen as 
expressed in the question: "From whence hath this men these things?" "How knoweth this man 
letters, having never learned?" {99} 
 
He began his public ministry in the thirtieth year of his age, after the Messianic inauguration by 
the baptism of John, and after the Messianic probation in the wilderness—the counterpart of the 
temptation of the first Adam in Paradise. That ministry lasted only three years—and yet in these 
three years is condensed the deepest meaning of the history of religion. No great life ever passed 
so swiftly, so quietly, so humbly, so far removed from the noise and commotion of the world; and 
no great life after its close excited such universal and lasting interest. He was aware of this 
contrast: he predicted his deepest humiliation even to the death on the cross, and the subsequent 
irresistible attraction of this cross, which may be witnessed from day to day wherever his name is 
known. He who could say, "If I be lifted up from the earth, I will draw all men unto myself," 



{100} knew more of the course of history and of the human heart than all the sages and legislators 
before and after him. 
 
He chose twelve apostles for the Jews and seventy disciples for the Gentiles, not from among the 
scholars and leaders, but from among the illiterate fishermen of Galilee. He had no home, no 
earthly possessions, no friends among the mighty and the rich. A few pious women from time to 
time filled his purse; and this purse was in the bands of a thief and a traitor. He associated with 
publicans and sinners, to raise them up to a higher and nobler life, and began his reformation 
among them lower classes, which were despised and neglected by the proud: hierarchy of the day. 
He never courted the favor of the great, but incurred their hatred and persecution. He never 
flattered, the prejudices of the age, but rebuked sin and vice among the high and the low, aiming 
his severest words at the blind leaders of the blind, the self-righteous hypocrites who sat on 
Moses’ seat. He never encouraged the carnal Messianic hopes of the people, but withdrew when 
they wished to make him a king, and declared before the representative of the Roman empire that 
his kingdom was not of this world. He announced to his disciples his own martyrdom, and 
promised to them in this life only the same baptism of blood. He went about in Palestine, often 
weary of travel, but never weary of his work of love, doing good to the souls and bodies of men, 
speaking words of spirit and life, and working miracles of power and mercy. 
 
He taught the purest doctrine, as a direct revelation of his heavenly Father, from his own intuition 
and experience, and with a power and authority which commanded unconditional trust and 
obedience. He rose above the prejudices of party and sect, above the superstitions of his age and 
nation. He addressed the naked heart of man and touched the quick of the conscience. He 
announced the founding of a spiritual kingdom which should grow from the smallest seed to a 
mighty tree, and, working like leaven from within, should gradually pervade all nations and 
countries. This colossal idea, had never entered the imagination of men, the like of which he held 
fast even in the darkest hour of humiliation, before the tribunal of the Jewish high-priest and the 
Roman governor, and when suspended as a malefactor on the cross; and the truth of this idea is 
illustrated by every page of church history and in every mission station on earth. 
 
The miracles or signs which accompanied his teaching are supernatural, but not unnatural, 
exhibitions of his power over man and nature; no violations of law, but manifestations of a higher 
law, the superiority of mind over matter, the superiority of spirit over mind, the superiority of 
divine grace over human nature. They are all of the highest moral and of a profoundly symbolical 
significance, prompted by pure benevolence, and intended for the good of men; in striking 
contrast with deceptive juggler works and the useless and absurd miracles of apocryphal fiction. 
They were performed without any ostentation, with such simplicity and ease as to be called 
simply his "works." They were the practical proof of his doctrine and the natural reflex of his 
wonderful person. The absence of wonderful works in such a wonderful man would be the 
greatest wonder. 
 
His doctrine and miracles were sealed by the purest and holiest life in private and public. He 
could challenge his bitterest opponents with the question: "Which of you convinceth me of sin?" 
well knowing that they could not point to a single spot. 
 
At last he completed his active obedience by the passive obedience of suffering in cheerful 
resignation to the holy will of God. Hated and persecuted by the Jewish hierarchy, betrayed into 
their hands by Judas, accused by false witnesses, condemned by the Sanhedrin, rejected by the 
people denied by Peter, but declared innocent by the representative of the Roman law and justice, 
surrounded by his weeping mother and faithful disciples, revealing in those dark hours by word 
and silence the gentleness of a lamb and the dignity of a God, praying for his murderers, 



dispensing to the penitent thief a place in paradise, committing his soul to his heavenly Father he 
died, with the exclamation: "It is finished!" He died before he had reached the prime of manhood. 
The Saviour of the world a youth! He died the shameful death of the cross the just for the unjust, 
the innocent for the guilty, a free self, sacrifice of infinite love, to reconcile the world unto God. 
He conquered sin and death on their own ground, and thus redeemed and sanctified all who are 
willing to accept his benefits and to follow his example. He instituted the Lord’s Supper, to 
perpetuate the memory of his death and the cleansing and atoning power of his blood till the end 
of time. 
 
The third day he rose from the grave, the conqueror of death and hell, the prince of life and 
resurrection. He repeatedly appeared to his disciples; he commissioned them to preach the gospel 
of the resurrection to every creature; he took possession of his heavenly throne, and by the 
outpouring of the Holy Spirit he established the church, which he has ever since protected, 
nourished, and comforted, and with which he has promised to abide, till he shall come again in 
glory to judge the quick and the dead. 
 
This is a meager outline of the story which the evangelists tell us with childlike simplicity, and 
yet with more general and lasting effect than could be produced by the highest art of historical 
composition. They modestly abstained from adding their own impressions to the record of the 
words and acts of the Master whose "glory they beheld, the glory as of the only begotten from the 
Father, full of grace and truth." 
 
Who would not shrink from the attempt to describe the moral character of Jesus, or, having 
attempted it, be not dissatisfied with the result? Who can empty the ocean into a bucket? Who 
(we may ask with Lavater) "can paint the glory of the rising sun with a charcoal?" No artist’s 
ideal comes up to the reality in this case, though his ideals may surpass every other reality. The 
better and holier a man is, the more he feels his need of pardon, and how far he falls short of his 
own imperfect standard of excellence. But Jesus, with the same nature as ours and tempted as we 
are, never yielded to temptation; never had cause for regretting any thought, word, or action; he 
never needed pardon, or conversion, or reform; he never fell out of harmony with his heavenly 
Father. His whole life was one unbroken act of self-consecration to the glory of God and the 
eternal welfare of his fellow-men. A catalogue of virtues and graces, however complete, would 
give us but a mechanical view. It is the spotless purity and sinlessness of Jesus as acknowledged 
by friend and foe; it is the even harmony and symmetry of all graces, of love to God and love to 
man, of dignity and humility of strength and tenderness, of greatness and simplicity, of self-
control and submission, of active and passive virtue; it is, in one word, the absolute perfection 
which raises his character high above the reach of all other men and makes it an exception to a 
universal rule, a moral miracle in history. It is idle to institute comparisons with saints and sages, 
ancient or modern. Even the infidel Rousseau was forced to exclaim: "If Socrates lived and died 
like a sage, Jesus lived and died like a God." Here is more than the starry heaven above us, and 
the moral law within us, which filled the soul of Kant with ever-growing reverence and awe. Here 
is the holy of holies of humanity, here is the very gate of heaven. 
 
Going so far in admitting the human perfection of Christ—and how can the historian do 
otherwise?—we are driven a step farther, to the acknowledgment of his amazing claims, which 
must either be true, or else destroy all foundation for admiration and reverence in which he is 
universally held. It is impossible to construct a life of Christ without admitting its supernatural 
and miraculous character. 
 
The divinity of Christ, and his whole mission as Redeemer, is an article of faith, and, as such, 
above logical or mathematical demonstration. The incarnation or the union of the infinite divinity 



and finite humanity in one person is indeed the mystery of mysteries. "What can be more glorious 
than God? What more vile than flesh? What more wonderful than God in the flesh?" {101} Yet 
aside from all dogmatizing which lies outside of the province of the historian, the divinity of 
Christ has a self-evidencing power which forces itself irresistibly upon the reflecting mind and 
historical inquirer; while the denial of it makes his person an inexplicable enigma. 
 
It is inseparable from his own express testimony respecting himself, as it appears in every Gospel, 
with but a slight difference of degree between the Synoptists and St. John. Only ponder over it! 
He claims to be the long-promised Messiah who fulfilled the law and the prophets, the founder 
and lawgiver of a new and universal kingdom, the light of the world, the teacher of all nations and 
ages, from whose authority there is no appeal. He claims to have come into this world for the 
purpose to save the world from sin—which no merely human being can possibly do. He claims 
the power to forgive sins on earth; he frequently exercised that power, and it was for the sins of 
mankind, as he foretold, that he shed his own blood. He invites all men to follow him, and 
promises peace and life eternal to every one that believes in him. He claims pre-existence before 
Abraham and the world, divine names, attributes, and worship. He disposes from the cross of 
places in Paradise. In directing his disciples to baptize all nations, he coordinates himself with the 
eternal Father and the Divine Spirit, and promises to be with them to the consummation of the 
world and to come again in glory as the Judge of all men. He, the humblest and meekest of men, 
makes these astounding pretensions in the most easy and natural way; he never falters, never 
apologizes, never explains; he proclaims them as self-evident truths. We read them again and 
again, and never feel any incongruity nor think of arrogance and presumption. 
 
And yet this testimony, if not true, must be downright blasphemy or madness. The former 
hypothesis cannot stand a moment before the moral purity and dignity of Jesus, revealed in his 
every word and work, and acknowledged by universal consent. Self-deception in a matter so 
momentous, and with an intellect in all respects so clear and so sound, is equally out of the 
question. How could He be an enthusiast or a madman who never lost the even balance of his 
mind, who sailed serenely over all the troubles and persecutions, as the sun above the clouds, who 
always returned the wisest answer to tempting questions, who calmly and deliberately predicted 
his death on the cross, his resurrection on the third day, the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the 
founding of his Church, the destruction of Jerusalem—predictions which have been literally 
fulfilled? A character so original, so complete, so uniformly consistent, so perfect, so human and 
yet so high above all human greatness, can be neither a fraud nor a fiction. The poet, as has been 
well said, would in this case be greater than the hero. It would take more than a Jesus to invent a 
Jesus. 
 
We are shut up then to the recognition of the divinity of Christ; and reason itself must bow in 
silent awe before the tremendous word: "I and the Father are one!" and respond with skeptical 
Thomas: "My Lord and my God!" 
 
This conclusion is confirmed by the effects of the manifestation of Jesus, which far transcend all 
merely human capacity and power. The history of Christianity, with its countless fruits of a 
higher and purer life of truth and love than was ever known before or is now known outside of its 
influence, is a continuous commentary on the life of Christ, and testifies on every page to the 
inspiration of his holy example. His power is felt on every Lord’s Day from ten thousand pulpits, 
in the palaces of kings and the huts of beggars, in universities and colleges, in every school where 
the sermon on the Mount is read, in prisons, in almshouses, in orphan asylums, as well as in 
happy homes, in learned works and simple tracts in endless succession. If this history of ours has 
any value at all, it is a new evidence that Christ is the light and life of a fallen world. 
 



And there is no sign that his power is waning. His kingdom is more widely spread than ever 
before, and has the fairest prospect of final triumph in all the earth. Napoleon at St. Helena is 
reported to have been struck with the reflection that millions are now ready to die for the 
crucified Nazarene who founded a spiritual empire by love, while no one would die for 
Alexander, or Caesar, or himself, who founded temporal empires by force. He saw in this contrast 
a convincing argument for the divinity of Christ, saying: "I know men, and I tell you, Christ was 
not a man. Everything about Christ astonishes me. His spirit overwhelms and confounds me. 
There is no comparison between him and any other being. He stands single and alone." {102} 
And Goethe, another commanding genius, of very different character, but equally above 
suspicion of partiality for religion, looking in the last years of his life over the vast field of 
history, was constrained to confess that "if ever the Divine appeared on earth, it was in the Person 
of Christ," and that "the human mind, no matter how far it may advance in every other 
department, will never transcend the height and moral culture of Christianity as it shines and 
glows in the Gospels." 
 
The rationalistic, mythical, and legendary attempts to explain the life of Christ on purely human 
and natural grounds, and to resolve the miraculous elements either into common events, or into 
innocent fictions, split on the rock of Christ’s character and testimony. The ablest of the infidel 
biographers of Jesus now profess the profoundest regard for his character, and laud him as the 
greatest sage and saint that ever appeared on earth. But, by rejecting his testimony concerning his 
divine origin and mission, they turn him into a liar; and, by rejecting the miracle of the 
resurrection, they make the great fact of Christianity a stream without a source, a house without a 
foundation, an effect without a cause. Denying the physical miracles, they expect us to believe 
even greater psychological miracles; yea, they substitute for the supernatural miracle of history an 
unnatural prodigy and incredible absurdity of their imagination. They moreover refute and 
supersede each other. The history of error in the nineteenth century is a history of self-
destruction. A hypothesis was scarcely matured before another was invented and substituted, to 
meet the same fate in its turn; while the old truth and faith of Christendom remains unshaken, and 
marches on in its peaceful conquest against sin and error 
 
Truly, Jesus Christ, the Christ of the Gospels, the Christ of history, the crucified and risen Christ, 
the divine-human Christ, is the most real, the most certain, the most blessed of all facts. And this 
fact is an ever-present and growing power which pervades the church and conquers the world, 
and is its own best evidence, as the sun shining in the heavens. This fact is the only solution of the 
terrible mystery of sin and death, the only inspiration to a holy life of love to God and man, and 
only guide to happiness and peace. Systems of human wisdom will come and go, kingdoms and 
empires will rise and fall, but for all time to come Christ will remain "the Way, the Truth, and the 
Life." 
 
{96} Luke 2:52. 
 
{97} Hebrews 5:8, 9. 
 
{98} See Cowper, l. c. pp. 212-214. 
 
{99} Mark 6:2,3 Matthew 13:54-56 John 7:15. 
 
{100} John 12:32. 
 
{101} Augustine: "Deus; quid gloriosus? Caro; quid vilius? Deus in carne; quid mirabilius?" 
 



{102} On the testimony of Napoleon to the divinity of Christ see the letters of Bersier and 
Lutteroth appended to the twelfth ed. of 
 
my book on the Person of Christ (1882), p. 284, and pp. 219 sqq. Napoleon is reported to have 
asked the poet Wieland at a court-ball in Weimar, during the Congress of Erfurt, whether he 
doubted that Jesus ever lived; to which Wieland promptly and emphatically replied in the 
negative, adding that with equal right a thousand years hence men might deny the existence of 
Napoleon or the battle of Jena. The emperor smiled and said, tres-bien! The question was 
designed not to express doubt, but to test the poet’s faith. So Dr. Hase reports from the mouth of 
Chancellor Muller, who heard the conversation. Geschichte Jesu, p. 9.  

 



16. Chronology of the Life of Christ. 
 
See the Lit. in 14, p. 98, especially Browne, Wieseler, Zumpt, Andrews, and Keim 
 
We briefly consider the chronological dates of the life of Christ. 
 

I. The Year of the Nativity.—This must be ascertained by historical and chronological 
research, since there is no certain and harmonious tradition on the subject. Our Christians 
aera, which was introduced by the Roman abbot Dionysius Exiguus, in the sixth century, and 
came into general use two centuries later, during the reign of Charlemagne, puts the Nativity 
Dec. 25, 754 Anno Urbis, that is, after the founding of the city of Rome. {103} Nearly all 
chronologers agree that this is wrong by at least four years. Christ was born a. u. 750 (or B. C. 
4), if not earlier. 
 
This is evident from the following chronological hints in the Gospels, as compared with and 
confirmed by Josephus and contemporary writers, and by astronomical calculations. 
 
The Death of Herod. 
 
(1) According to Matthew 2:1, {Comp. Luke 1:5,26} Christ was born "in the days of king Herod" 
I. or the Great, who died, according to Josephus, at Jericho, a. u. 750, just before the Passover, 
being nearly seventy years of age, after a reign of thirty-seven years {104} This date has been 
verified by the astronomical calculation of the eclipse of the moon, which took place March 13, a. 
u. 750, a few days before Herod’s death. {105} Allowing two months or more for the events 
between the birth of Christ and the murder of the Innocents by Herod, the Nativity must be put 
back at least to February or January, a. u. 750 (or B. C. 4), if not earlier. 
 
Some infer from the slaughter of the male children in Bethlehem, "from two years old and under," 
{106} that Christ must have been born two years before Herod’s death; but he counted from the 
time when the star was first seen by the Magi, {Matthew 2:7} and wished to make sure of his 
object. There is no good reason to doubt the fact itself, and the flight of the holy family to Egypt, 
which is inseparably connected with it. For, although the horrible deed is ignored by Josephus, it 
is in keeping with the well-known cruelty of Herod, who from jealousy murdered Hyrcanus, the 
grandfather of his favorite wife, Mariamne; then Mariamne herself, to whom he was passionately 
attached; her two sons, Alexander and Aristobulus, and, only five days before his death, his oldest 
son, Antipater; and who ordered all the nobles assembled around him in his last moments to be 
executed after his decease, so that at least his death might be attended by universal mourning. For 
such a monster the murder of one or two dozen infants in a little town {107} was a very small 
matter, which might easily have been overlooked, or, owing to its connection with the Messiah, 
purposely ignored by the Jewish historian. But a confused remembrance of it is preserved in the 
anecdote related by Macrobius (a Roman grammarian and probably a heathen, about A. D. 410), 
that Augustus, on hearing of Herod’s murder of "boys under two years" and of his own son, 
remarked "that it was better to be Herod’s swine than his son." {108} The cruel persecution of 
Herod and the flight into Egypt were a significant sign of the experience of the early church, and 
a source of comfort in every period of martyrdom. 
 
The Star of the Magi. 
 



(2) Another chronological hint of Matthew 2:1-4,9, which has been verified by astronomy, is the 
Star of the Wise Men, which appeared before the death of Herod, and which would naturally 
attract the attention of the astrological sages of the East, in connection with the expectation of the 
advent of a great king among the Jews. Such a belief naturally arose from Balaam’s prophecy of 
"the star that was to rise out of Jacob," {Numbers 24:17} and from the Messianic prophecies of 
Isaiah and Daniel, and widely prevailed in the East since the dispersion of the Jews. {109} 
 
The older interpretation of that star made it either a passing meteor, or a strictly miraculous 
phenomenon, which lies beyond astronomical calculation, and was perhaps visible to the Magi 
alone. But Providence usually works through natural agencies, and that God did so in this case is 
made at least very probable by a remarkable discovery in astronomy. The great and devout Kepler 
observed in the years 1603 and 1604 a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, which was made more 
rare and luminous by the addition of Mars in the month of March, 1604. In the autumn of the 
same year (Oct. 10) he observed near the planets Saturn, Jupiter and Mars a new (fixed) star of 
uncommon brilliancy, which appeared "in triumphal pomp, like, some all-powerful monarch on a 
visit to the metropolis of his realm." It was blazing and glittering "like the most beautiful and 
glorious torch ever seen when driven by a strong wind," and seemed to him to be "an exceedingly 
wonderful work of God." {110} His genius perceived that this phenomenon must lead to the 
determination of the year of Christ’s birth, and by careful calculation he ascertained that a similar 
conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, with the later addition of Mars, and probably some, 
extraordinary star, took place repeatedly a. u. 747 and 748 in the sign of the Pisces. 
 
It is worthy of note that Jewish astrologers ascribe a special signification to the conjunction of the 
planets Jupiter and Saturn in the sign of the Pisces, and connect it with the advent of the Messiah. 
{111} 
 
The discovery of Kepler was almost forgotten till the nineteenth century, when it was 
independently confirmed by several eminent astronomers, Schubert of Petersburg, Ideler and 
Encke of Berlin, and Pritchard of London. It is pronounced by Pritchard to be "as certain as any 
celestial phenomenon of ancient date." It certainly makes the pilgrimage of the Magi to Jerusalem 
and Bethlehem more intelligible. "The star of astrology has thus become a torch of chronology" 
(as Ideler says), and an argument for the truthfulness of the first Gospel. {112} 
 
It is objected that Matthew seems to mean a single star (asthr, comp. Matthew 2:9) rather than a 
combination of stars (astron). Hence Dr. Wieseler supplements the calculation of Kepler and 
Ideler by calling to aid a single comet which appeared from February to April, a. u. 750, 
according to the Chinese astronomical tables, which Pingre and Humboldt acknowledge as 
historical. But this is rather far-fetched and hardly necessary; for that extraordinary star described 
by Kepler, or Jupiter at its most luminous appearance, as described by Pritchard, in that 
memorable conjunction, would sufficiently answer the description of a single star by Matthew, 
which must at all events not be pressed too literally; for the language of Scripture on the heavenly 
bodies is not scientific, but phenomenal and popular. God condescended to the astrological faith 
of the Magi, and probably made also an internal revelation to them before, as well as after the 
appearance of the star (comp. 2:12). 
 
If we accept the result of these calculations of astronomers we are brought to within two years of 
the year of the Nativity, namely, between a. u. 748 (Kepler) and 750 (Wieseler). The difference 
arises, of course, from the uncertainty of the time of departure and the length of the journey of the 
Magi. 
 



As this astronomical argument is often very carelessly and erroneously stated, and as the works of 
Kepler and Ideler are not easy of access, at least in America (I found them in the Astor Library), I 
may be permitted to state the case more at length. John Kepler wrote three treatises on the year of 
Christ’s birth, two in Latin (1606 and 1614), one in German (1613), in which he discusses with 
remarkable learning the various passages and facts bearing on that subject. They are reprinted in 
Dr. Ch. Frisch’s edition of his Opera Omnia (Frcf. et Erlang. 1858-70, 8 vols.), vol. IV. pp. 175 
sqq.; 201 sqq.; 279 sqq. His astronomical observations on the constellation which led him to this 
investigation are fully described in his treatises Deuteronomy Stella Nova in Pede Serpentarii 
(Opera, vol. II. 575 sqq.), and Phenomenon singulare seu Mercurius in Sole (ibid. II. 801 sqq.). 
Prof. Ideler, who was himself an astronomer and chronologist, in his Handbuch der mathemat. 
und technischen Chronologie (Berlin, 1826, vol. III. 400 sqq.), gives the following clear summary 
of Kepler’s and of his own observations: 
 
"It is usually supposed that the star of the Magi was, if not a fiction of the imagination, some 
meteor which arose accidentally, or ad hoc. We will belong neither to the unbelievers nor the 
hyper-believers (weder zu den Unglaubigen noch zu den Ueberglaubigen), and regard this starry 
phenomenon with Kepler to be real and well ascertainable by calculation, namely, as a 
conjunction of the Planets Jupiter and Saturn. That Matthew speaks only of a star (ajsthvr), not a 
constellation (astron), need not trouble us, for the two words are not unfrequently confounded. 
The just named great astronomer, who was well acquainted with the astrology of his and former 
times, and who used it occasionally as a means for commending astronomy to the attention and 
respect of the laity, first conceived this idea when he observed the conjunction of the two planets 
mentioned at the close of the year 1603. It took place Dec. 17. In the spring following Mars 
joined their company, and in autumn 1604 still another star, one of those fixed star-like bodies 
(einer jener fixstern-artigen Korper) which grow to a considerable degree of brightness, and then 
gradually disappear without leaving a trace behind. This star stood near the two planets at the 
eastern foot of Serpentarius (Schlangentrager), and appeared when last seen as a star of the first 
magnitude with uncommon splendor. From month to month it waned in brightness, and at the end 
of 1605 was withdrawn from the eyes which at that time could not yet be aided by good optical 
instruments. Kepler wrote a special work on this Stella nova in pede Serpentarii (Prague, 1606), 
and there he first set forth the view that the star of the Magi consisted in a conjunction of Saturn, 
Jupiter and some other extraordinary star, the nature of which he does not explain more fully." 
Ideler then goes on to report (p. 404) that Kepler, with the imperfect tables at his disposal, 
discovered the same conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn a. u. 747 in June, August and December, in 
the sign of the Pisces; in the next year, February and March, Mars was added, and probably 
another extraordinary star, which must have excited the astrologers of Chaldaea to the highest 
degree. They probably saw the new star first, and then the constellation. 
 
Dr. Munter, bishop of Seeland, in 1821 directed new attention to this remarkable discovery, and 
also to the rabbinical commentary of Abarbanel on Daniel, according to which the Jewish 
astrologers expected a conjunction of the planets Jupiter and Saturn in the sign of the Pisces 
before the advent of the Messiah, and asked the astronomers to reinvestigate this point. Since then 
Schubert of Petersburg (1823), Ideler and Encke of Berlin (1826 and 1830), and more recently 
Pritchard of London, have verified Kepler’s calculations. 
 
Ideler describes the result of his calculation (vol. II. 405) thus: I have made the calculation with 
every care.... The results are sufficiently remarkable. Both planets [Jupiter and Saturn] came in 
conjunction for the first time a. u. 747, May 20, in the 20th degree of Pisces. They stood then on 
the heaven before sunrise and were only one degree apart. Jupiter passed Saturn to the north. In 
the middle of September both came in opposition to the sun at midnight in the south. The 
difference in longitude was one degree and a half. Both were retrograde and again approached 



each other. On the 27th of October a second conjunction took place in the sixteenth degree of the 
Pisces, and on the 12th of November, when Jupiter moved again eastward, a third in the fifteenth 
degree of the same sign. In the last two constellations also the difference in longitude was only 
about one degree, so that to a weak eye both planets might appear as one star. If the Jewish 
astrologers attached great expectations to conjunction of the two upper planets in the sign of the 
Pisces, this one must above all have appeared to them as most significant. 
 
In his shorter Lehrbuch der Chronologie, which appeared Berlin 1831 in one vol., pp. 424—431, 
Ideler gives substantially the same account somewhat abridged, but with slight changes of the 
figures on the basis of a new calculation with still better tables made by the celebrated astronomer 
Encke, who puts the first conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn a. u. 747, May 29th, the second Sept. 
30th, the third Dec. 5th. See the full table of Encke, p. 429. 
 
We supplement this account by an extract from an article on the Star of the Wise Men by the Rev. 
Charles Pritchard, M.A., Hon. Secretary of the Royal Astronomical Society, who made a fresh 
calculation of the constellation in a. u. 747, from May to December, and published the results in 
Memoirs of Royal Ast. Society, vol. xxv., and in Smith’s "Bible Dictionary," p. 3108, Am. ed., 
where he says: "At that time [end of Sept., B. C. 7] there can be no doubt Jupiter would present to 
astronomers, especially in so clear an atmosphere, a magnificent spectacle. It was then at its most 
brilliant apparition, for it was at its nearest approach both to the sun and to the earth. Not far from 
it would be seen its duller and much less conspicuous companion, Saturn. This glorious spectacle 
continued almost unaltered for several days, when the planets again slowly separated, then came 
to a halt, when, by reassuming a direct motion, Jupiter again approached to a conjunction for a 
third time with Saturn, just as the Magi may be supposed to have entered the Holy City. And, to 
complete the fascination of the tale, about an hour and a half after sunset, the two planets might 
be seen from Jerusalem, hanging as it were in the meridian, and suspended over Bethlehem in the 
distance. These celestial phenomena thus described are, it will be seen, beyond the reach of 
question, and at the first impression they assuredly appear to fulfil the conditions of the Star of 
the Magi." If Pritchard, nevertheless, rejects the identity of the constellation with the single star of 
Matthew, it is because of a too literal understanding of Matthew’s language, that the star 
prohgen autouv and estayh epanw, which would make it miraculous in either case. 
 
The Fifteenth Year of Tiberius. 
 
(3) Luke 3:1, 23, gives us an important and evidently careful indication of the reigning powers at 
the time when John the Baptist and Christ entered upon their public ministry, which, according to 
Levitical custom, was at the age of thirty. {113} John the Baptist began his ministry "in the 
fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius," {114} and Jesus, who was only about six months younger 
than John, {comp. Luke 1:5,26} was baptized and began to teach when he was "about thirty years 
of age." {115} Tiberius began to reign jointly with Augustus, as "collega imperii," a. u. 764 (or, at 
all events, in the beginning of 765), and independently, Aug. 19, a. u. 767 (A. D. 14); 
consequently, the fifteenth year of his reign was either a. u. 779, if we count from the joint reign 
as Luke probably did, using the more general term hgemonia rather than monarcia or basileia 
{116} or 782, if we reckon from the independent reign (as was the usual Roman method). {117} 
 
Now, if we reckon back thirty years from a. u. 779 or 782, we come to a. u. 749 or 752 as the year 
of John’s birth, which preceded that of Christ about six months. The former date (749) is 
undoubtedly to be preferred, and agrees with Luke’s own statement that Christ was born under 
Herod. {118} {Luke 1:5,26} 
 



Dionysius probably (for we have no certainty on the subject) calculated from the independent 
reign of Tiberius; but even that would not bring us to 754, and would involve Luke in 
contradiction with Matthew and with himself. {119} 
 
The other dates in Luke 3:1 generally agree with this result, but are less definite. Pontius Pilate 
was ten years governor of Judaea, from A. D. 26 to 36. Herod Antipas was deposed by Caligula, 
A. D. 39. Philip, his brother, died A. D. 34. Consequently, Christ must have died before A. D. 34, 
at an age of thirty-three, if we allow three years for his public ministry. 
 
The Census of Quirinius. 
 
(4) The Census of Quirinius Luke 2:2 {120} Luke gives us another chronological date by the 
incidental remark that Christ was born about the time of that census or enrolment, which was 
ordered by Caesar Augustus, and which was "the first made when Quirinius (Cyrenius) was 
governor [enrolment] of Syria." {121} He mentions this fact as the reason for the journey of 
Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem. The journey of Mary makes no difficulty, for (aside from the 
intrinsic propriety of his company for protection) all women over twelve years of age (and slaves 
also) were subject in the Roman empire to a head-tax, as well as men over fourteen till the age of 
sixty-five. {122} There is some significance in the coincidence of the birth of the King of Israel 
with the deepest humiliation of Israel. and its incorporation in the great historical empire of 
Rome. 
 
But the statement of Luke seems to be in direct conflict with the fact that the governorship and 
census of Quirinius began A. D. 6, i.e., ten years after the birth of Christ. {123} Hence many 
artificial interpretations. {124} But this difficulty is now, if not entirely removed, at least greatly 
diminished by archaeological and philological research independent of theology. It has been 
proved almost to a demonstration by Bergmann, Mommsen, and especially by Zumpt, that 
Quirinius was twice governor of Syria—first, a. u. 750 to 753, or B. C. 4 to 1 (when there 
happens to be a gap in our list of governors of Syria), and again, a. u. 760—765 (A. D. 6—11). 
This double legation is based upon a passage in Tacitus, {125} and confirmed by an old 
monumental inscription discovered between the Villa Hadriani and the Via Tiburtina. {126} 
Hence Luke might very properly call the census about the time of Christ’s birth "the first" 
(prwth) under Quirinius, to distinguish it from the second and better known, which he himself 
mentions in his second treatise on the history of the origin of Christianity. {Acts 5:37} Perhaps the 
experience of Quirinius as the superintendent of the first census was the reason why he was sent 
to Syria a second time for the same purpose. 
 
There still remain, however, three difficulties not easily solved: (a) Quirinius cannot have been 
governor of Syria before autumn a. u. 750 (B. C. 4), several months after Herod’s death (which 
occurred in March, 750), and consequently after Christ’s birth; for we know from coins that 
Quintilius Varus was governor from a. u. 748 to 750 (B. C. 6—4), and left his post after the death 
of Herod. {127} (b) A census during the first governorship of Quirinius is nowhere mentioned but 
in Luke. (c) A Syrian governor could not well carry out a census in Judaea during the lifetime of 
Herod, before it was made a Roman province (i.e., a. u. 759). 
 
In reply to these objections we may say: (a) Luke did not intend to give an exact, but only an 
approximate chronological statement, and may have connected the census with the well-known 
name of Quirinius because be completed it, although it was begun under a previous 
administration. (b) Augustus ordered several census populi between a. u. 726 and 767, partly for 
taxation, partly for military and statistical purposes; {128} and, as a good statesman and financier, 
he himself prepared a rationarium or breviarium totius imperii, that is, a list of all the resources 



of the empire, which was read, after his death, in the Senate. {129} (c) Herod was only a tributary 
king (rex sosius), who could exercise no act of sovereignty without authority from the emperor. 
Judaea was subject to taxation from the time of Pompey, and it seems not to have ceased with the 
accession of Herod. Moreover, towards the end of his life he lost the favor of Augustus, who 
wrote him in anger that "whereas of old he had used him as his friend, he would now use him as 
his subject." {130} 
 
It cannot, indeed, be proven by direct testimony of Josephus or the Roman historians, that 
Augustus issued a decree for a universal census, embracing all the Provinces ("that all the world," 
i.e., the Roman world, "should be taxed," Luke 2:1), but it is in itself by no means improbable, 
and was necessary to enable him to prepare his breviarium totius imperii. {131} In the nature of 
the case, it would take several years to carry out such a decree, and its execution in the provinces 
would be modified according to national customs. Zumpt assumes that Sentius Saturninus, {132} 
who was sent as governor to Syria a. u. 746 (B. C. 9), and remained there till 749 (B. C. 6), began 
a census in Judaea with a view to substitute a head tax in money for the former customary tribute 
in produce; that his successor, Quintilius Varus (B. C. 6—4), continued it, and that Quirinius (B. 
C. 4) completed the census. This would explain the confident statement of Tertullian, which he 
must have derived from some good source, that enrolments were held under Augustus by Sentius 
Saturninus in Judaea. {133} Another, but less probable view is that Quirinius was sent to the East 
as special commissioner for the census during the administration of his predecessor. In either case 
Luke might call the census "the first" under Quirinius, considering that he finished the census for 
personal taxation or registration according to the Jewish custom of family registers, and that 
afterwards he alone executed the second census for the taxation of property according to the 
Roman fashion. 
 
The problem is not quite solved; but the establishment of the fact that Quirinius was prominently 
connected with the Roman government in the East about the time of the Nativity, is a 
considerable step towards the solution, and encourages the hope of a still better solution in the 
future. {134} 
 
The Forty-Six Years of Building of Herod’s Temple. 
 
(5) St. John, 2:20, furnishes us a date in the remark of the Jews, in the first year of Christ’s 
ministry: "Forty and six years was this temple in building, and wilt thou raise it up in three days?" 
 
We learn from Josephus that Herod began the reconstruction of the temple in Jerusalem in the 
eighteenth year of his reign, i.e., a. u. 732, if we reckon from his appointment by the Romans 
(714), or a. u. 735, if we reckon from the death of Antigonus and the conquest of Jerusalem (717). 
{135} The latter is the correct view; otherwise Josephus would contradict himself, since, in 
another passage, he dates the building from the fifteenth year, of Herod’s reign. {136} Adding 
forty-six years to 735, we have the year a. u. 781 (A. D. 27) for the first year of Christ’s ministry; 
and deducting thirty and a half or thirty-one years from 781, we come back to a. u. 750 (B. C. 4) 
as the year of the Nativity. 
 
The Time of the Crucifixion. 
 
(6) Christ was crucified under the consulate of the two Gemini (i.e., C. Rubellius Geminus and C. 
Fufius Geminus), who were consuls a. u. 782 to 783 (A. D. 28 to 29). This statement is made by 
Tertullian, in connection with an elaborate calculation of the time of Christ’s birth and passion 
from the seventy weeks of Daniel. {137} He may possibly have derived it from some public 
record in Rome. He erred in identifying the year of Christ’s passion with the first year of his 



ministry (the 15th year of Tiberius, Luke 3:1). Allowing, as we must, two or three years for his 
public ministry, and thirty-three years for his life, we reach the year 750 or 749 as the year of the 
Nativity. 
 
Thus we arrive from these various incidental notices of three Evangelists, and the statement of 
Tertullian essentially at the same conclusion, which contributes its share towards establishing the 
credibility of the gospel history against the mythical theory. Yet in the absence of a precise date, 
and in view of uncertainties in calculation, there is still room for difference of opinion between 
the years a. u. 747 (B. C. 7), as the earliest, and a. u. 750 (B. C. 4), as the latest, possible date for 
the year of Christ’s birth. The French Benedictines, Sanclemente, Munter, Wurm, Ebrard, Jarvis, 
Alford, Jos. A. Alexander, Zumpt, Keim, decide for a. u. 747; Kepler (reckoning from the 
conjunction of Jupiter, Saturn and Mars in that year), Lardner, Ideler, Ewald, for 748; Petavius, 
Ussher, Tillemont, Browne, Angus, Robinson, Andrews, McClellan, for 749; Bengel, Wieseler, 
Lange, Lichtenstein, Anger, Greswell, Ellicott, Plumptre, Merivale, for 750. 
 

II. The Day of the Nativity.—The only indication of the season of our Saviour’s birth is the 
fact that the Shepherds were watching their flocks in the field at that time, Luke 2:8. This fact 
points to any other season rather than winter, and is therefore not favorable to the traditional 
date, though not conclusive against it. The time of pasturing in Palestine (which has but two 
seasons, the dry and the wet, or summer and winter) begins, according to the Talmudists, in 
March, and lasts till November, when the herds are brought in from the fields, and kept under 
shelter till the close of February. But this refers chiefly to pastures in the wilderness, far away 
from towns and villages, {138} and admits of frequent exceptions in the close neighborhood of 
towns, according to the character of the season. A succession of bright days in December and 
January is of frequent occurrence in the East, as in Western countries. Tobler, an experienced 
traveller in the Holy Land, says that in Bethlehem the weather about Christmas is favorable to 
the feeding of flocks and often most beautiful. On the other hand strong and cold winds often 
prevail in April, and. explain the fire mentioned John 18:18. 
 
No certain conclusion can be drawn from the journey of Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem, and to 
Egypt; nor from the journey of the Magi. As a rule February, is the best time for travelling in 
Egypt, March the best in the Sinaitic Peninsula, April and May, and next to it autumn, the best in 
Palestine; but necessity knows no rule. 
 
The ancient tradition is of no account here, as it varied down to the fourth century. Clement of 
Alexandria relates that some regarded the 25th Pachon. (i.e. May 20), others the 24th or 25th 
Pharmuthi (April 19 or 20), as the day of Nativity. 
 
(1) The traditional 25th of December is defended by Jerome, Chrysostom, Baronius, Lamy, 
Ussher, Petavius, Bengel (Ideler), Seyffarth and Jarvis. It has no historical authority beyond the 
fourth century, when the Christmas festival was introduced first in Rome (before A. D. 360), on 
the basis of several Roman festivals (the Saturnalia, Sigillaria, Juvenalia, Brumalia, or Dies 
natalis Invicti Solis), which were held in the latter part of December in commemoration of the 
golden age of liberty and equality, and in honor of the sun, who in the winter solstice is, as it 
were, born anew and begins his conquering march. This phenomenon in nature was regarded as 
an appropriate symbol of the appearance of the Sun of Righteousness dispelling the long night of 
sin and error. For the same reason the summer solstice (June 24) was afterwards selected for the 
festival of John the Baptist, as the fittest reminder of his own humble self-estimate that he must 
decrease, while Christ must increase. {John 3:30} Accordingly the 25th of March was chosen for 



the commemoration of the Annunciation of the Virgin Mary, and the 24th of September for that 
of the conception of Elizabeth. {139} 
 
(2) The 6th of January has in its favor an older tradition (according to Epiphanius and Cassianus), 
and is sustained by Eusebius. It was celebrated in the East from the third century as the feast of 
the Epiphany, in commemoration of the Nativity as well as of Christ’s baptism, and afterwards of 
his manifestation to the Gentiles (represented by the Magi). 
 
(3) Other writers have selected some day in February (Hug, Wieseler, Ellicott), or March (Paulus, 
Winer), or April (Greswell), or August (Lewin), or September (Lightfoot, who assumes, on 
chronological grounds, that Christ was born on the feast of Tabernacles, as he died on the 
Passover and sent the Spirit on Pentecost), or October (Newcome). Lardner puts the birth between 
the middle of August and the middle of November; Browne December 8; Lichtenstein in summer; 
Robinson leaves it altogether uncertain. 
 

III. The Duration of Christ’s Life.—This is now generally confined to thirty-two or three years. 
The difference of one or two years arises from the different views on the length of his public 
ministry. Christ died and rose again in the full vigor of early manhood and so continues to live 
in the memory of the church. The decline and weakness of old age is inconsistent with his 
position as the Renovator and Saviour of mankind. 
 
Irenaeus, otherwise (as a disciple of Polycarp, who was a disciple of St. John) the most 
trustworthy witness of apostolic traditions among the fathers, held the untenable opinion that 
Christ attained to the ripe age of forty or fifty years and taught over ten years (beginning with the 
thirtieth), and that he thus passed through all the stages of human life, to save and sanctify "old 
men" as well as "infants and children and boys and youths." {140} He appeals for this view to 
tradition dating from St. John {141} and supports it by an unwarranted inference from the loose 
conjecture of the Jews when, surprised at the claim of Jesus to have existed before Abraham was 
born, they asked him: "Thou art not yet fifty years old, and hast thou seen Abraham?" {142} A 
similar inference from another passage, where the Jews speak of the "forty-six years" since the 
temple of Herod began to be constructed, while Christ spoke of the, temple his body, {John 2:20} 
is of course still less conclusive. 
 

IV. Duration of Christ’s Public Ministry.—It began with the baptism by John and ended with 
the crucifixion. About the length of the intervening time there are (besides the isolated and 
decidedly erroneous view of Irenaeus) three theories, allowing respectively one, two, or three 
years and a few months, and designated as the bipaschal, tripaschal, and quadripaschal 
schemes, according to the number of Passovers. The Synoptists mention only the last Passover 
during the public ministry of our Lord, at which he was crucified, but they intimate that he was 
in Judaea more than once. {143} John certainly mentions three Passovers, two of which (the 
first and the last) Christ did attend, {144} and perhaps a fourth, which he also attended. {145} 
 
(1) The bipaschal scheme confines the public ministry to one year and a few weeks or months. 
This was first held by the Gnostic sect of the Valentinians (who connected it with their fancy 
about thirty aeons), and by several fathers, (Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian) and perhaps by 
Origen and Augustine (who express themselves doubtfully). The chief argument of the fathers 
and those harmonists who follow them, is derived from the prophecy of "the acceptable year of 
the Lord," as quoted by Christ, {146} and from the typical meaning of the paschal lamb, which 



must be of "one year" and without blemish. {147} Far more important is the argument drawn by 
some modern critics from the silence of the synoptical Gospels concerning the other Passovers. 
{148} But this silence is not in itself conclusive, and must yield to the positive testimony of John, 
which cannot be conformed to the bipaschal scheme. {149} Moreover, it is simply impossible to 
crowd the events of Christ’s life, the training of the Twelve, and the development of the hostility 
of the Jews, into one short year. 
 
(2) The choice therefore lies between the tripaschal and the quadripaschal schemes. The decision 
depends chiefly on the interpretation of the unnamed "feast of the Jews," John 5:1, whether it was 
a Passover, or another feast; and this again depends much (though not exclusively) on a 
difference of reading (the feast, or a feast). {150} The parable of the barren fig-tree, which 
represents the Jewish people, has been used as an argument in favor of a three years’ ministry: 
"Behold, these three year I come seeking fruit on this fig-tree, and find none." {151} The three 
years are certainly significant; but according to Jewish reckoning two and a half years would be 
called three years. More remote is the reference to the prophetic announcement of Daniel 9:27: 
"And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week, and in the midst of the week he 
shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease." The tripaschal theory is more easily reconciled 
with the synoptical Gospels, while the quadripaschal theory leaves more room for arranging the 
discourses and miracles of our Lord, and has been adopted by the majority of harmonists. {152} 
 
But even if we extend the public ministry to three years, it presents a disproportion between 
duration and effect without a parallel in history and inexplicable on purely natural grounds. In the 
language of an impartial historian, "the simple record of three short years of active life has done 
more to regenerate and soften mankind than all the disquisitions of philosophers and all the 
exhortations of moralists. This has indeed been the wellspring of whatever is best and purest in 
the Christian life." {153} 
 

V. The Date of the Lord’s Death.—The day of the week on which Christ suffered on the cross 
was a Friday, {154} during the week of the Passover, in the month of Nisan, which was the first 
of the twelve lunar months of the Jewish year, and included the vernal equinox. But the 
question is whether this Friday was the 14th, or the 15th of Nisan, that is, the day before the 
feast or the first day of the feast, which lasted a week. The Synoptical Gospels clearly decide for 
the 15th, for they all say (independently) that our Lord partook of the paschal supper on the 
legal day, called the "first day of unleavened bread," {155} that is on the evening of the 14th, 
or rather at the beginning of the 15th (the paschal lambs being slain "between the two 
evenings," i.e. before and after sunset, between 3 and 5 p. m. of the 14th). {156} John, on the 
other hand, seems at first sight to point to the 14th, so that the death of our Lord would very 
nearly have coincided with the slaying of the paschal lamb. {157} But the three or four 
passages which look in that direction can, and on closer examination, must be harmonized 
with the Synoptical statement, which admits only of one natural interpretation. {158} It seems 
strange, indeed, that, the Jewish priests should have matured their bloody counsel in the 
solemn night of the Passover, and urged a crucifixion on a great festival, but it agrees, with the 
satanic wickedness of their crime. {159} Moreover it is on the other hand equally difficult to 
explain that they, together with the people, should have remained about the cross till late in the 
afternoon of the fourteenth, when, according to the law, they were to kill the paschal lamb and 
prepare for the feast; and that Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathaea, with the pious women, 
should have buried the body of Jesus and so incurred defilement at that solemn hour. 
 
The view here advocated is strengthened by astronomical calculation, which shows that in A. D. 
30 the probable year of the crucifixion, the 15th of Nisan actually fell on a Friday (April 7); and 



this was the case only once more between the years A. D. 28 and 36, except perhaps also in 33. 
Consequently Christ must have been Crucified A. D. 30. {160} 
 
To sum up the results, the following appear to us the most probable dates in the earthly life of our 
Lord: 
 
Birth 
 
a. u. 750 (Jan.?) or 749 (Dec.?) B. C. 4 or 5. 
 
Baptism 
 
a. u. 780 (Jan.?) A. D. 27. 
 
Length of Public Ministry 
 
(three years and three or four months) a. u. 780—783 A. D. 27—30. 
 
Crucifixion 
 
a. u. 783 (15th of Nisan) A. D. 30 (April 7) 
 
{103} The fathers distinguish between the Nativity {genesiv, Matthew 1:18} and the Incarnation 
(sarkwsiv) and identify the Incarnation with the Conception or Annunciation. Since the time of 
Charlemagne the two terms seem to have been used synonymously. See Ideler, Chronol., ii. 383, 
and Gieseler, i. 70 (4th Germ. ed.). 
 
{104} Jos., Antiqu., xvii. 8,1: "Herod died... having reigned since he had procured Antigonus to 
be slain [a. u. 717, or B. C. 37], thirty-four years, but since he had been declared king by the 
Romans [a. u. 714, or B. C. 40], thirty-seven." Comp. the same statement in Bell. Jud. i.1. 33,8, 
and other passages. 
 
{105} According to Josephus, Antiqu. xvii. 6, 4: "And that night there was an eclipse of the 
moon." It is worthy of note that Josephus mentions no other eclipse in any of his works. 
 
{106} Matthew 2:16: pantav touv paiadov... apo dietouav kai katwterw kata ton 
cronon o hkribwsen para twan magwn.. 
 
{107} Tradition has here most absurdly swelled the number of Innocents to 20,000, as indicated 
on the massive column, which marks the spot of their supposed martyrdom in the Church of the 
Nativity at Bethlehem. XX M artyres], i.e. martyrs, have become XX M [ilia], i.e. twenty 
thousands. 
 
{108} Macrob., Sat., ii 4: "Augustus, cum audisset, inter pueros, quos in Syria Herodes, rex 
Judaeorum, intra bimatum [perhaps taken from Matthew 2:16, Vulg.: a bimatu et infra] jussit 
interfici, filium quoque eius occisum, ait: melius est Herodis porcum esse quam filium." It is a 
pun on the similar sounding Greek terms for sow and son (uv and uiov). Kepler already quoted 
thispassage in confirmation of Matthew. 
 
{109} Tacitus (Hist., v. 13) and Suetonius (Vespas., c. 4) speak of a widespread expectation of 
that kind at the time of the Jewish war and before (Suetonius calls it a vetus et constans opinio), 



but falsely refer it to the Roman emperors Vespasianus and Titus. In this the heathen historians 
followed Josephus, who well knew and believed the Messianic hopes of his people (comp. Ant., 
iv. 6, 5; x. 10, 4; 11, 7), and yet was not ashamed basely to betray and pervert them, saying: {Bell. 
Jud., 6. 5,4} "What did the most to elevate the Jews in undertaking this war, was an ambiguous 
oracle that was found also in their sacred writings, how ‘about that time, one from their country 
should become governor of the habitable earth.’ The Jews took this prediction to belong to 
themselves in particular, and many of the wise men were thereby deceived in their determination. 
Now, this oracle certainly denoted the goverment of Vespasian, who was appointed emperor in 
Judaea." Comp. Hausrath, N.T. Ztgesch., I. 173. The Messianic hopes continued long after the 
destruction of Jerusalem. The false Messiah, who led the rebellion under the reign of Hadrian (A. 
D. 135), called himself Bar-Cochba, i.e. "Son of the Star," and issued coins with a star, in 
allusion probably to Numbers 24:17. When his real character was revealed, his name was turned 
into Bar-Cosiba, "Son of Falsehood." 
 
{110} In the beginning of his Bericht vom Geburtsjahr Christi (Opera, IV. 204) he describes this 
new star in these words: "Einungewohnlicher, sehr heller und schoner Stern... der wie die 
schonste, herrlichste Fackel so jemahl mit Augen gesehen worden, wenn sie von einem starken 
Wind getrieben wird, geflammet und gefunkelt, gerad neben den drey hochsten Planeten Saturno, 
Jove und Marte." He calls this phenomenon "ein uberaus grosses Wunderwerk Gottes." A fuller 
description of the whole phenomenon he gives in his work Deuteronomy Stella Nova (Opera, II. 
575 sqq. and 801 sqq., ed. Frisch). Upham (The Wise Men, N. Y. 1869, p. 145) says: "Tycho de 
Brahe had observed a similar wonder in the constellation Cassiopeia, on the night of the 11th of 
October, in the year 1572. These were not luminous bodies within our atmosphere; were not 
within, or near, the solar system; they were in the region of the fixed stars. Each grew more and 
more brilliant, till it shone like a planet. Then its lustre waned until it ceased to be visible,—the 
one in March, 1574, the other in February, 1606. The light was white, then yellow, then red, then 
dull, and so went out." On temporary stars, see Herschel’s Astronomy, Chap. XII. 
 
{111} The learned Jewish Rabbi Abarbanel, in his Commentary on Daniel (called Ma’jne 
hajeshuah, i.e. "Wells of Salvation," Isaiah 12:3), which was published 1547, more than fifty 
years before Kepler’s calculation, says that such a conjunction took place three years before the 
birth of Moses (A. M. 2365), and would reappear before the birth of the Messiah, A. M. 5224 (or 
A. D. 1463). Ideler and Wieseler conjecture that this astrological belief existed among the Jews 
already at the time of Christ. 
 
{112} It has been so accepted by Dean Alford and others. See the note in 6th ed. of his Com. on 
Matthew 2:2 (1868), with the corrections furnished by Rev. C. Pritchard. McClellan (New Test., I, 
402) assumes that the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn was premonitory and coincided with the 
conception of the birth of John the Baptist, Oct. 748, and that Kepler’s new star was Messiah’s 
star appearing a year later. 
 
{113} Comp. Numbers 4:3,35,39,43,47. 
 
{114} In the new revision the passage, Luke 3:1,2, is thus translated: "Now in the fifteenth year of 
the reign (hgemoniav) of Tiberius Caesar, Pontius Pilate being governor (hgemoneuontov) of 
Judaea, and Herod being tetrarch of Galilee, and his brother Philip tetrarch of the region of 
Ituraea and Trachonitis, and Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene, in the high-priesthood of Annas and 
Caiaphas, the word of God came unto John the son of Zacharias in the wilderness." The statement 
must have been quite intelligible to the educated readers of that time. 
 



{115} The different interpretations of autov hn arcomenov wsei etwan triakonta do not 
alter the result much, but the wJseiv leaves a margin for a few months more or less. Comp. 
McClellan, I. 404. 
 
{116} He uses the same term of Pontius Pilate (hgemoneuontov). Zumpt, l. c. p. 296, says: 
"Eigentlich verstanden, bezeichnet hgemonia die Wurde des militarischen Befehlshabers und des 
Regenten uber die Provinzen. Hatte Lucas ‘Augustus Kaiser’ (autokratwr) oder auch nur 
‘Herrscher’ (arcwn) gesagt, so wurde man an eine Zahlung von Tiberius’ Provincialverwaltung 
weniger denken konnen." 
 
{117} Different modes of counting were not unusual, regarding the early Roman emperors, and 
Herod I. See above, p. 112, Zumpt, l. c. 282 sqq., and Andrews, p. 27. Suetonius (Tib., 33) and 
Tacitus (Annal., vi. 51) say that Tiberius died in the 23d year of his reign, meaning his sole reign; 
but there are indications also of the other counting, at least in Egypt and the provinces, where the 
authority of Tiberius as the active emperor was more felt than in Rome. "There are coins from 
Antioch in Syria of the date a. u. 765, with the head of Tiberius and the inscription, Kaisar. 
Sebasto" (Augustus). In favor of the computation from the colleagueship are Ussher, Bengel, 
Lardner, Greswell, Andrews, Zumpt, Wieseler, McClellan; in favor of the computation from the 
sole reign are Lightfoot, Ewald. Browne. Wieseler formerly held that Luke refers to the 
imprisonment, and not the beginning of the ministry, of John, but he changed his view; see his 
art. in Herzog’s "Encykl.," xxi. 547. 
 
{118} Andrews,l. c. p. 28, thus sums up his investigations upon this point: "We find three 
solutions of the chronological difficulties which the statements of Luke present: 1st. That the 15th 
year of Tiberius is to be reckoned from the death ot Augustus, and extends from August, 781, to 
August, 782. In this year the Baptist, whose labors began some time previous, was imprisoned; 
but the Lord’s ministry began in 780, before this imprisonment, and when he was about thirty 
years of age. 2d. That the 15th year is to be reckoned from the death of Augustus, but that the 
statement, the Lord was about thirty years of age, is to be taken in a large sense, and that he may 
have been of any age from thirty to thirty-five when he began he labors. 3d. That the 15th year is 
to be reckoned from the year when Tiberius was associated with Augustus in the empire, and is 
therefore the year 779. In this case the language, ‘he was about thirty,’ may be strictly taken, and 
the statement, ‘the word of God came unto John,’ may be referred to the beginning of his 
ministry." 
 
{119} Hase (Gesch. Jesu, p. 209) strangely defends the Dionysian era, but sacrifices the date of 
Matthew, together with the whole history of the childhood of Jesus. Against the view of Keim see 
Schurer, p. 242. 
 
{120} See the literature till 1874 in Schurer, p. 262, who devotes 24 pages to this subject. The 
most important writers on the census of Quirinius are Huschke (a learned jurist, in 2 treatises, 
1840 and 1847), Wieseler (1843 and 1869), and Zumpt (1854 and 1869). Comp, also the article 
"Taxing," by Dr. Plumptre, supplemented by Dr. Woolsey, in Smith’s "Bible Dictionary" 
(Hackett and Abbot’s ed.), IV. 3185, and J. B. McClellan, New Test., I. 392. 
 
{121} This is the proper meaning of the original (according to the last text of Tischendorf, 
Westcott and Hort, who with B D omit the article h) auth apografh prwth egeneto 
hgemoneuontov thv suriav kurhniou. Vulg.: Haec descriptio prima facta est a praeside Syriae 
Cyrino. The English version, this taxing was first made when, is ungrammatical, and would 
require prwton, or, prwta instead of prwth. Luke either meant to say that there was no 
previous enrolment in Judea, or, more probably had in his mind a second enrolment made under 



Quirinius at his second governorship, which is noticed by him in Acts 5:37, and was well known 
to his readers. See below. Quirinius (kurhniov) is the proper spelling (Strabo, Josephus, Tacitus, 
Justin M)—not Quirinus, which was also a Roman name; hence the confusion. (See Weiss, in the 
6th ed. of Meyer on Luke, p. 286.) His full name was Publius Sulpicius Quirinius (Tacitus, 
Annal., iii 48; Suetonius, Tiber., 49). He was consul a. u. 742, at the head of an army in Africa, 
747, and died in Rome, A. D. 21. Josephus speaks of him at the beginning of the 18th book of his 
Archael. See, a full account of him in Zumpt, pp. 43-71. 
 
{122} Ulpian, quoted by Zumpt, Geburtsjahr Christi, p. 203 sq. 
 
{123} Josephus, Antiqu., xvii. 13, 5; xviii. 1, 1. The census here referred to is evidently the same 
which Luke means in Acts 5:37: "After this man arose Judas the Galilaean in the days of the 
enrolment." Josephus calls him "Judas, a Gaulanite," because he was of Gamala in lower 
Gaulanitis; but in Ant., xx. 5, 2, and Bell. Jud., 2. 8,1, he calls him likewise a Galilaean. In this 
case, then, Luke is entirely correct, and it is extremely improbable that a writer otherwise so well 
informed as Luke should have confounded two enrolments which were ten years apart. 
 
{124} The usual solution of the difficulty is to give prwth the sense of protera before 
Quirinius was governor; as prwtov tinov is used (though not in connection with a participle) in 
the sense of prior to, John 1:15,30 15:18. So Ussher, Huschke, Tholuck, Wieseler, Caspari, 
Ewald. But this would have been more naturally and clearly expressed by prin or pro toua 
hgemeneuein (as in Luke 2:21 12:15 Acts 23:15). Paulus, Ebrard, Lange, Godet, and others 
accentuate auth (ipsa) and explain: The decree of the census was issued at the time of Christ’s 
birth, but the so-called first census itself did not take place till the governorship of Quirinius (ten 
years later). Impossible on account of Luke 2:3, which reports the execution of the decree, Luke 
2:1. Browne (p. 46) and others understand hgemoneuein in a wider sense, so as to include an 
extraordinary commission of Quirinius as legatus Caesaris. 
 
{125} Annal., iii. 48, as interpreted by A. W. Zumpt in a Latin dissertation: Deuteronomy Syria 
Romanorum provincia ab Caesare Augusto ad T. Vespasianum, in Comment. Epigraph., Berol. 
1854, vol. ii. 88-125, and approved by Mommsen in Res gesstae divi Augusti, 121-124. Zumpt 
has developed his views more fully in Das Geburtsjahr Christi, 1869, pp. 1-90. Ussher, 
Sanclemente, Ideler (II. 397), and Browne (p. 46) had understood Tacitus in the same way. 
 
{126} First published at Florence, 1765, then by Sanclemente (De vulg. aerae Emendat. Rom. 
1793), and more correctly by Bergmann and Mommsen: Deuteronomy inscriptione Latina, ad P. 
Sulpicium Quirinium referenda, Berol. 1851. Mommsen discussed it again in an appendix to Res 
gestae Augusti, Berol. 1865, pp. 111-126. The inscription is defective, and reads: ... Pro. Consul. 
Asiam. Provinciam. Optinuit legatus. Divi. Augustii terum i.e., again, a second time. Syriam. Et. 
Phoenicem administravit, or, obtinuit. The name is obliterated. Zumpt refers it to C. Sentius 
Saturninus (who preceded Quirinius, but is not known to have been twice governor of Syria), 
Bergmann, Mommsen, and Merivale to Quirinius (as was done by Sanclemente in 1793, and by 
Ideler, 1826). Nevertheless Mommsen denies any favorable bearing of the discovery on the 
solution of the difficulty in Luke, while Zumpt defends the substantial accuracy of the evangelist. 
 
{127} Josephus, Antiqu., xvii. 11, 1; Tacitus, Hist., v. 9: "post mortem Herodis... Simo quidam 
regium nomen invaserat; is a Quintilio Vare obtinento Syriam punitus," etc. 
 
{128} .Three censuses, held a. u. 726, 748, and 767, are mentioned on the monument of Ancyra; 
one in Italy, 757, by Dion Cassius; others in Gaul are assigned to 727, 741, 767; Tertullian, who 



was a learned lawyer, speaks of one in Judaea under Sentius Saturninus, a. u. 749; and this would 
be the one which must be meant by Luke. See Gruter, Huschke, Zumpt, Plumptre, l. c. 
 
{129} Suetonius, Aug. 28, 101; Tacitus, Annal., i. 11; Dio Cassius, lii. 30; Ivi. 33. The breviarium 
contained, according to Tacitus: "opes publicae quantum civium sociorumque in armis [which 
would include Herod], quot classes, regna, provinciae, tributa aut vectigalia, et necessitates ac 
largitiones. Quae cuncta sua manu perscripserat Augustus, addideratque consilium coercendi 
intra terminos imperii, incertum metu anper invidiam" 
 
{130} Joseph. Ant. xvi. 9, 4. Comp. Marquardt, Rom. Staatsverwaltung, I. 249. 
 
{131} Such a decree has been often inferred from the passages of Suetonius and Tacitus just 
quoted. The silence of Josephus is not very difficult to explain, for he does not profess to give a 
history of the empire, is nearly silent on the period from a. u. 750-760, and is not as impartial a 
historian as Luke, nor worthy of more credit. Cassiodorus (Variarum, iii. 52) and Suidas (s. v., 
apografh) expressly assert the fact of a general census, and add several particulars which are 
not derived from Luke; e.g. Suidas says that Augustus elected twenty commissioners of high 
character and sent them to all parts of the empire to collect statistics of population as well as of 
property, and to return a portion to the national treasury. Hence Huschke, Wieseler, Zumpt, 
Plumptre, and McClellan accept their testimony as historically correct (while Schurer derives it 
simply from Luke, without being able to account for these particulars). Wieseler quotes also John 
Malala, the historian of Antioch, as saying, probably on earlier authorities, that "Augustus, in the 
39th year and 10th month of his reign [i.e. B. C. 5 or 6] issued a decree for a general registration 
throughout the empire." Julius Caesar had begun a measurement of the whole empire, and 
Augustus completed it. 
 
{132} Not to be confounded with L. Volusius Saturninus, who is known, from coins, to have been 
governor of Syria a. u. 758 (A. D. 4). 
 
{133} Adv. Marc. iv. 19: "Sed et census constat actos sub Augusto tunc in Judaea per Sentium 
Saturninum, apud quos genus ejus inquirere potuissent." 
 
{134} Zumpt, the classical scholar and archaeologist, concludes (p. 223) that there is nothing in 
Luke’s account which does not receive, from modern research, "full historical probability" ("volle 
historische Wahrscheinlichkeit"); while Schurer, the theologian, still doubts. {Matthew 28:17} Dr. 
Woolsey (s. v. "Cyrenius," in "Smith’s Bible Dict.," Hackett and Abbot’s ed., p. 526), decides 
that "something is gained." In the art. "Taxing" he says that a registration of Judaea made under 
the direction of the president of Syria by Jewish officers would not greatly differ from a similar 
registration made by Herod, and need not have alarmed the Jews if carefully managed. 
 
{135} Antiqu. xv. 11, 1: "And now Herod, in the eighteenth year of his reign (oktwkaidekaton 
thas hrwdon basileiav eniautouv) ... undertook a very great work, that is, to build of himself 
the temple of God, and to raise it to a most magnificent altitude, as esteeming it to be the most 
glorious of all his actions, as it really was, to bring it to perfection, and that this would be 
sufficient for an everlasting memorial of him." 
 
{136} Bell. Jud. I. 21, pentekaidekatw etei thav basileiav auton de ton naov epeskeuase 
 
 
{137} Adv. Jud., 100, 8: "Huius [Tiberii] quinto decimo anno imperii passus est Christus, annos 
habens quasi triginta, cum pateretur.... Quae passio huius exterminii intra tempora LXX 



hebdomadarum perfecta est sub Tiberio Caesare, Consulibus Rubellio Gemino Et Fufio Gemino, 
mense Martio, temporibus paschae, die VIII Kalendarum Aprilium, die prima azymorum, quo 
agnum occiderunt ad vesperam, sicuti a Moyse fuerat praeceptum." Lactantius (De Mort. Persec. 
2; Deuteronomy Vera Sap. 10) and Augustine make the same statement (De Civit. Dei, I xviii. c. 
54: "Mortuus est Christus duobus Geminis Consulibus, octavo Kalendas Aprilis"). Zumpt assigns 
much weight to this tradition, pp. 268 sqq. 
 
{138} As in Switzerland the herds are driven to the mountain pastures in May and brought home 
in August or September. 
 
{139} The latest learned advocate of the traditional date is John Brown McClellan, who tries to 
prove that Christ was born Dec. 25, a. u. 749 (B. C. 5). See his New Test., etc. vol. I. 390 sqq. 
 
{140} Adv. Haer. II. c. 22, 4-6. 
 
{141} This shows conclusively how uncertain patristic traditions are as to mere facts. 
 
{142} John 8:57. Irenaeus reasons that the Jews made the nearest approach to the real age, either 
from mere observation or from knowledge of the public records, and thus concludes: "Christ did 
not therefore preach only for one year, nor did he suffer in the twelfth month of the year; for the 
period included between the thirtieth and the fiftieth year can never be regarded as one year, 
unless indeed, among their aeons [he speaks of the Gnostics] there be such long years assigned to 
those who sit in their ranks with Bythos in the Pleroma." 
 
{143} Comp. Matthew 4:12 23:37 Mark 1:14 Luke 4:14 10:38 13:34. 
 
{144} John 2:13, 23; 6:4; 11:55; 12:1; 13:1. The Passover mentioned 6:4 Christ did not attend, 
because the Jews sought to kill him (7:1; comp. 5:18). 
 
{145} John 5:1 if we read the article h before eorth twan ioudiwn. See below. 
 
{146} Isaiah 61:2; comp. Luke 4:14. 
 
{147} Exodus 12:5. 
 
{148} Keim, I. 130. 
 
{149} Henry Browne who, in his Ordo Saeclorum (pp. 80 sqq.), likewise defends the one year’s 
ministry, in part by astronomical calculations, is constrained to eliminate without any MSS. 
authority to pasca from John 6:4, and to make the eorth there mentioned to be the same as that 
in 7: 2, so that John would give the feasts of one year only, in regular chronological order, 
namely, the Passover 2: 13 in March, the Pentecost 5: 1 in May, the Feast of Tabernacles 6: 4; 7: 
2 in September, the Feast of Dedication 10: 22 in December, the Passover of the Crucifixion in 
March. 
 
{150} The definite article before "feast, (h eorth) which is supported by the Sinaitic MS. and 
adopted by Tischendorf" (ed. viii.), favors the view that the feast was the Passover, the great feast 
of the Jews. The reading without the article, which has the weight of the more critical Vatican 
Ms, and is preferred by Lachmann, Tregelles, Westcott and Hort, and by the Revision of the E. 
V., favors the view that it was Pentecost, or Purim, or some other subordinate feast. (On the 
grammatical question comp. Thayer’s Winer, p. 125, and Moulton’s Winer, p. 155.) In all other 



passages John gives the name of the feast (to pasca John 2:13; 6:4; 11:55; h skhnophgia 7:2; 
ta egkainia 10:22). It is objected that Jesus would not be likely to attend the patriotic and 
secular feast of Purim, which was not a temple feast and required no journey to Jerusalem, while 
he omitted the next Passover {John 6:4} which was of divine appointment and much more 
solemn; but the objection is not conclusive, since he attended other minor festivals {John 7:2 
10:22} merely for the purpose of doing good. 
 
{151} Luke 13:6-9. Bengel, Hengstenberg, Wieseler, Weizacker, Alford Wordsworth, Andrews, 
McClellan. 
 
{152} By Eusebius (H. E., I. 10), Theodoret (in Dan. ix.), Robinson, Andrew,, McClellan, 
Gardiner, and many others. On the other hand Jerome, Wieseler, and Tischendorf hold the 
tripaschal theory. Jerome says: {on Isaiah 29, in Migne’s ed. of the Opera, IV. 330} "Scriptum est 
in Evangelio secundum Joannem, per tria Pascha Dominum venisse in Jerusalem, quae duos 
annos efficiunt." 
 
{153} W. E. H. Lecky: History of European Morals from Augustus to Charlemagne (1869) vol. 
II. p. 9. He adds: "Amid all the sins and failings, amid all the priestcraft and persecution and 
fanaticism that have defaced the Church, it has preserved, in the character and example of its 
Founder, an enduring principle of regeneration." 
 
{154} Mark 15:42 Matthew 27:62 Luke 23:54 John 19:14. Friday is called Preparation-day 
(paraskeuh), because the meals for the Sabbath were prepared on the sixth day, as no fires were 
allowed to be kindled on the Sabbath. {Exodus 16:5} 
 
{155} Matthew 26:17,20 Mark 14:12 Luke 22:7,15. Comp. John 18:9,40. 
 
{156} Exodus 12:6 Leviticus 23 5 Numbers 9:3,5. If the phrase "between the two evenings" 
(syIB’rh; wyBe) could be taken to mean between the evening of the 14th and the evening of the 
15th of Nisan, we should have twenty-four hours for the slaying and eating of the paschal lambs, 
and the whole difficulty between John and the Synoptists would disappear. We could easier 
conceive also the enormous number of 270,000 lambs which, according to the statement of 
Josephus, had to be sacrificed. But that interpretation is excluded by the fact that the same 
expression is used in the rules about the daily evening sacrifice. {Exodus 29:39,41 Numbers 28:4} 
 
{157} John 13:1; 13:29; 18:28 19:14. 
 
{158} John 13:1 "before the feast of the Passover" does not mean a day before (which would have 
been so expressed, comp, 12:1), but a short time before, and refers to the commencement of the 
15th of Nisan. The passage, 13:29: "Buy what things we have need of for the feast," causes no 
difficulty if we remember that Jesus sat down with his disciples before the regular hour of the 
Passover (13:1), so that there was time yet for the necessary purchases. The passage on the 
contrary affords a strong argument against the supposition that the supper described by John took 
place a full day before the Passover; for then there would have been no need of such haste for 
purchases as the apostles understood Christ to mean when he said to Judas. "That thou doest, do 
quickly" (13:27). In John 18:28 it is said that the Jews went not into the Praetorium of the heathen 
Pilate "that they might not be defiled, but might eat the Passover"; but this was said early in the 
morning, at about 3 A. M., when the regular paschal meal was not yet finished in the city; others 
take the word Passover here in an unusual sense so as to embrace the chagigah or festive thank-
offerings during the Passover week, especially on the fifteenth day of Nisan; {comp. 2 Chronicles 
30:22} at all events it cannot apply to the paschal supper on the evening of the fifteenth of Nisan, 



for the defilement would have ceased after sunset, and could therefore have been no bar to eating 
the paschal supper. {Leviticus 15:1-18 22:1-7} The Preparation of the Passover, h paraskeuh 
tou pasca, John 19:14, is not the day preceding the Passover (Passover Eve), but, as clearly in 
19:31 and 42, the preparation day of the Passover week, i.e. the Paschal Friday; paraskeuh 
being the technical term for Friday as the preparation day for the Sabbath, the fore-Sabbath, 
prosabbaton, Mark 15:42 (comp. the German Sonnabend for Saturday, Sabbath-eve, etc.). For 
a fuller examination of the respective passages, see my edition of Lange on Matthew (pp. 454 
sqq.), and on John (pp. 406, 415, 562, 569). Lightfoot, Wieseler, Lichtenstein, Hengstenberg, 
Ebrard (in the third ed. of his Kritik. 1868), Lange, Kirchner, Keil, Robinson, Andrews, Milligan, 
Plumptre and McClellan take the same view; while Lucke, Bleek, DeWette, Meyer, Ewald, Stier, 
Beyschlag, Greswell, Ellicott, Farrar, Mansel and Westcott maintain that Christ was crucified on 
the fourteenth of Nisan, and either assume a contradiction between John and the Synoptists 
(which in this case seems quite impossible), or transfer the paschal supper of Christ to the 
preceding day, contrary to law and custom. John himself clearly points to the fifteenth of Nisan as 
the day of the crucifixion, when he reports that the customary release of a prisoner "at the 
Passover" (en tw a pasca) was granted by Pilate on the day of crucifixion, John 18:39,40. The 
critical and cautious Dr. Robinson says (Harmony, p. 222): "After repeated and calm 
consideration, there rests upon my own mind a clear conviction, that there is nothing in the 
language of John, or in the attendant circumstances, which upon fair interpretation requires or 
permits us to believe, that the beloved disciple either intended to correct, or has in fact corrected 
or contradicted, the explicit and unquestionable testimony of Matthew, Mark and Luke." Comp. 
also among the more recent discussions Mor. Kirchner: Die jud. Passahfeier und Jesu letztes 
Mahl (Gotha, 1870); McClellan: N. Test. (1875), I. 473 sqq., 482 sqq.; Keil: Evang. des Matt. 
(Leipz. 1877), pp. 513 sqq. 
 
{159} The answer to this objection is well presented by Dr. Robinson, Harmony p. 222, and Keil, 
Evang. des Matt., pp. 522 sqq. The Mishna prescribes that "on Sabbaths and festival days no trial 
or judgment may be held;" but on the other hand it contains directions and regulations for the 
meetings and actions of the Sanhedrin on the Sabbaths, and executions of criminals were 
purposely reserved to great festivals for the sake of stronger example. In our case, the Sanhedrin 
on the day after the crucifixion, which was a Sabbath and "a great day," applied to Pilate for a 
watch and caused the sepulchre to be sealed, Matthew 27:62 sq. 
 
{160} See Wieseler, Chronol. Synopse, p. 446, and in Herzog, vol. XXI. 550; and especially the 
carefully prepared astronomical tables of new and full moons by Prof. Adams, in McClellan, I. 
493, who devoutly exults in the result of the crucial test of astronomical calculation which makes 
the very heavens, after the roll of centuries, bear witness to the harmony of the Gospels.  

 



17. The Land and the People. 
 
Literature. 
 
I. The geographical and descriptive works on the Holy Land by Reland (1714), Robinson (1838 
and 1856), Ritter (1850—1855), Raumer (4th ed. 1860), Tobler (several monographs from 1849 
to 1869), W. M. Thomson (revised ed. 1880), Stanley (1853, 6th ed. 1866), Tristram (1864), 
Schaff (1878; enlarged ed. 1889), Guerin (1869, 1875, 1880). 
 
See Tobler’s Bibliographia geographica Palaestinae (Leipz. 1867) and the supplementary lists of 
more recent works by Ph. Wolff in the "Jahrbucher fur deutsche Theologie," 1868 and 1872, and 
by Socin in the "Zeitschrift des deutschen Palaestina-Vereins," 1878, p. 40, etc. 
 
II. The "Histories of New Testament Times" (Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte, a special 
department of historical theology recently introduced), by Schneckburger (1862), Hausrath (1868 
sqq.), and Schurer (1874). 
 
See Lit. in 8, p. 56. 
 
There is a wonderful harmony between the life of our Lord as described by the Evangelists, and 
his geographical and historical environment as known to us from contemporary writers, and 
illustrated and confirmed by modern discovery and research. This harmony contributes not a little 
to the credibility of the gospel history. The more we come to understand the age and country in 
which Jesus lived, the more we feel, in reading the Gospels, that we are treading on the solid 
ground of real history illuminated by the highest revelation from heaven. The poetry of the 
canonical Gospels, if we may so call their prose, which in spiritual beauty excels all poetry, is not 
(like that of the Apocryphal Gospels) the poetry of human fiction—"no fable old, no mythic lore, 
nor dream of bards and seers;" it is the poetry of revealed truth, the poetry of the sublimest facts 
the poetry of the infinite wisdom and love of God which, ever before had entered the imagination 
of man, but which assumed human flesh and blood in Jesus of Nazareth and solved through his 
life and work the deepest problem of our existence. 
 
The stationary character of Oriental countries and peoples enables us to infer from their present 
aspect and condition what they were two thousand years ago. And in this we are aided by the 
multiplying discoveries which make even stones and mummies eloquent witnesses of the past. 
Monumental evidence appeals to the senses and overrules the critical conjectures and 
combinations of unbelieving skepticism, however ingenious and acute they may be. Who will 
doubt the history of the Pharaohs when it can be read in the pyramids and sphinxes, in the ruins of 
temples and rock-tombs, in hieroglyphic inscriptions and papyrus rolls which antedate the 
founding of Rome and the exodus of Moses and the Israelites? Who will deny the biblical records 
of Babylon and Nineveh after these cities have risen from the grave of centuries to tell their own 
story through cuneiform inscriptions, eagle-winged lions and human-headed bulls, ruins of 
temples and palaces disentombed from beneath the earth? We might as well erase Palestine from 
the map and remove it to fairy-land, as to blot out the Old and New Testament from history and 
resolve them into airy myths and legends. {161} 
 
The Land. 
 
Jesus spent his life in Palestine. It is a country of about the size of Maryland, smaller than 
Switzerland, and not half as large as Scotland, {162} but favored with a healthy climate, beautiful 



scenery, and great variety and fertility of soil, capable of producing fruits of all lands from the 
snowy north to the tropical south; isolated from other countries by desert, mountain and sea, yet 
lying in the centre of the three continents of the eastern hemisphere and bordering on the 
Mediterranean highway of the historic nations of antiquity, and therefore providentially adapted 
to develop not only the particularism of Judaism, but also the universalism of Christianity. From 
little Phoenicia the world has derived the alphabet, from little Greece philosophy and art, from 
little Palestine the best of all—the true religion and the cosmopolitan Bible. Jesus could not have 
been born at any other time than in the reign of Caesar Augustus, after the Jewish religion, the 
Greek civilization, and the Roman government had reached their maturity; nor in any other land 
than Palestine, the classical soil of revelation, nor among any other people than the Jews, who 
were predestinated and educated for centuries to prepare the way for the coming of the Messiah 
and the fulfilment of the law and the prophets. In his infancy, a fugitive from the wrath of Herod, 
He passed through the Desert (probably by the short route along the Mediterranean coast) to 
Egypt and back again; and often may his mother have spoken to him of their brief sojourn in "the 
land of bondage," out of which Jehovah had led his people, by the mighty arm of Moses, across 
the Red Sea and through "the great and terrible wilderness" into the land of promise. During his 
forty days of fasting "in the wilderness" he was, perhaps, on Mount Sinai communing with the 
spirits of Moses and Elijah, and preparing himself in the awfully eloquent silence of that region 
for the personal conflict with the Tempter of the human race, and for the new legislation of liberty 
from the Mount of Beatitudes. {163} Thus the three lands of the Bible, Egypt, the cradle of Israel, 
the Desert, its school and playground, and Canaan, its final home, were touched and consecrated 
by "those blessed feet which, eighteen centuries ago, were nailed for our advantage on the bitter 
cross." 
 
He travelled on his mission of love through Judaea, Samaria, Galilee, and Peraea; he came as far 
north as mount Hermon, and once he crossed beyond the land of Israel to the Phoenician border 
and healed the demonized daughter of that heathen mother to whom he said, "O woman, great is 
thy faith: be it done unto thee even as thou wilt." 
 
We can easily follow him from place to place, on foot or on horseback, twenty or thirty miles a 
day, over green fields and barren rocks over hill and dale among flowers and thistles, under olive 
and fig-trees, pitching our tent for the night’s rest, ignoring the comforts of modern civilization, 
but delighting in the unfading beauties of God’s nature, reminded at every step of his wonderful 
dealings with his people, and singing the psalms of his servants of old. 
 
We may kneel at his manger in Bethlehem, the town of Judaea where Jacob buried his beloved 
Rachel, and a pillar, now a white mosque, marks her grave; where Ruth was rewarded for her 
filial devotion, and children may still be seen gleaning after the reapers in the grainfields, as she 
did in the field of Boaz; where his ancestor, the poet-king, was born and called from his father’s 
flocks to the throne of Israel; where shepherds are still watching the sheep as in that solemn night 
when the angelic host thrilled their hearts with the heavenly anthem of glory to God, and peace on 
earth to men of his good pleasure; where the sages from the far East offered their sacrifices in the 
name of future generations of heathen converts; where Christian gratitude has erected the oldest 
church in Christendom, the "Church of the Nativity," and inscribed on the solid rock in the "Holy 
Crypt," in letters of silver, the simple but pregnant inscription: "Hic de Virgine Maria Jesus 
Christus natus est." When all the surroundings correspond with the Scripture narrative, it is of 
small account whether the traditional grotto of the Nativity is the identical spot—though pointed 
out as such it would seem already in the middle of the second century. {164} 
 
We accompany him in a three days’ journey from Bethlehem to Nazareth, his proper home, 
where he spent thirty silent years of his life in quiet preparation for his public work, unknown in 



his divine character to his neighbors and even the members of his own household, {John 7:5} 
except his saintly parents. Nazareth is still there, a secluded, but charmingly located mountain 
village, with narrow, crooked and dirty streets, with primitive stone houses where men, donkeys 
and camels are huddled together, surrounded by cactus hedges and fruitful gardens of vines, 
olive, fig, and pomegranates, and favorably distinguished from the wretched villages of modern 
Palestine by comparative industry, thrift, and female beauty; the never failing "Virgin’s 
Fountain," whither Jesus must often have accompanied his mother for the daily supply of water, 
is still there near the Greek Church of the Annunciation, and is the evening rendezvous of the 
women and maidens, with their water-jars gracefully poised on the head or shoulder, and a row of 
silver coins adorning their forehead; and behind the village still rises the hill, fragrant with 
heather and thyme, from which he may often have cast his eye eastward to Gilboa, where 
Jonathan fell, and to the graceful, cone-like Tabor—the Righi of Palestine—northward to the 
lofty Mount Hermon—the Mont Blanc of Palestine—southward to the fertile plain of 
Esdraelon—the classic battle-ground of Israel—and westward to the ridge of Carmel, the coast of 
Tyre and Sidon and the blue waters of the Mediterranean sea—the future highway of his gospel 
of peace to mankind. There he could feast upon the rich memories of David and Jonathan, Elijah 
and Elisha, and gather images of beauty for his lessons of wisdom. We can afford to smile at the 
silly superstition which points out the kitchen of the Virgin Mary beneath the Latin Church of the 
Annunciation, the suspended column where she received the angel’s message, the carpenter shop 
of Joseph and Jesus, the synagogue in which he preached on the acceptable year of the Lord, the 
stone table at which he ate with his disciples, the Mount of Precipitation two miles off, and the 
stupendous monstrosity of the removal of the dwelling-house of Mary by angels in the air across 
the sea to Loretto in Italy! These are childish fables, in striking contrast with the modest silence 
of the Gospels, and neutralized by the rival traditions of Greek and Latin monks; but nature in its 
beauty is still the same as Jesus saw and interpreted it in his incomparable parables, which point 
from nature to nature’s God and from visible symbols to eternal truths. {165} 
 
Jesus was inaugurated into his public ministry by his baptism in the fast-flowing river Jordan, 
which connects the Old and New Covenant. The traditional spot, a few miles from Jericho, is still 
visited by thousands of Christian pilgrims from all parts of the world at the Easter season, who 
repeat the spectacle of the multitudinous baptisms of John, when the people came "from 
Jerusalem and all Judaea and all the region round about the Jordan" to confess their sins and to 
receive his water-baptism of repentance. 
 
The ruins of Jacob’s well still mark the spot where Jesus sat down weary of travel, but not of his 
work of mercy and opened to the poor woman of Samaria the well of the water of life and 
instructed her in the true spiritual worship of God; and the surrounding landscape, Mount 
Gerizim, and Mount Ebal, the town of Shechem, the grain-fields whitening to the harvest, all 
illustrate and confirm the narrative in the fourth chapter of John; while the fossil remnant of the 
Samaritans at Nablous (the modern Shechem) still perpetuates the memory of the paschal 
sacrifice according to the Mosaic prescription, and their traditional hatred of the Jews. 
 
We proceed northward to Galilee where Jesus spent the most popular part of his public ministry 
and spoke so many of his undying words of wisdom and love to the astonished multitudes. That 
province was once thickly covered with forests, cultivated fields, plants and trees of different 
climes, prosperous villages and an industrious population. {166} The rejection of the Messiah and 
the Moslem invasion have long since turned that paradise of nature into a desolate wilderness, yet 
could not efface the holy memories and the illustrations of the gospel history. There is the lake 
with its clear blue waters, once whitened with ships sailing from shore to shore, and the scene of a 
naval battle between the Romans and the Jews, now utterly forsaken, but still abounding in fish, 
and subject to sudden violent storms, such as the one which Jesus commanded to cease; there are 



the hills from which he proclaimed the Sermon on the Mount, the Magna Charta of his kingdom, 
and to which he often retired for prayer; there on the western shore is the plain of Gennesaret, 
which still exhibits its natural fertility by the luxuriant growth of briers and thistles and the bright 
red magnolias overtopping them; there is the dirty city of Tiberias, built by Herod Antipas, where 
Jewish rabbis still scrupulously search the letter of the Scriptures without finding Christ in them; 
a few wretched Moslem huts called Mejdel still indicate the birth-place of Mary Magdalene, 
whose penitential tears and resurrection joys are a precious legacy of Christendom. And although 
the cities of Capernaum, Bethsaida and Chorazim, "where most of his mighty works were done" 
have utterly disappeared from the face of the earth, and their very sites are disputed among 
scholars, thus verifying to the letter the fearful prophecy of the Son of Man, {167} yet the ruins of 
Tell Hum and Kerazeh bear their eloquent testimony to the judgment of God for neglected 
privileges, and the broken columns and friezes with a pot of manna at Tell Hum are probably the 
remains of the very synagogue which the good Roman centurion built for the people of 
Capernaum, and in which Christ delivered his wonderful discourse on the bread of life from 
heaven. {168} 
 
Caesarea Philippi, formerly and now called Banias (or Paneas, Paneion, from the heathen 
sanctuary of Pan), at the foot of Hermon, marks the northern termination of the Holy Land and of 
the travels of the Lord, and the boundary-line between the Jews and the Gentiles; and that Swiss-
like, picturesque landscape, the most beautiful in Palestine, in full view of the fresh, gushing 
source of the Jordan, and at the foot of the snow-crowned monarch of Syrian mountains seated on 
a throne of rock, seems to give additional force to Peter’s fundamental confession and Christ’s 
prophecy of his Church universal built upon the immovable rock of his eternal divinity. 
 
The closing scenes of the earthly life of our Lord and the beginning of his heavenly life took 
place in Jerusalem and the immediate neighborhood, where every spot calls to mind the most 
important events that ever occurred or can occur in this world. Jerusalem, often besieged and 
destroyed, and as often rebuilt "on her own heap," is indeed no more the Jerusalem of Herod, 
which lies buried many feet beneath the rubbish and filth of centuries; even the site of Calvary is 
disputed, and superstition has sadly disfigured and obscured the historic associations. {169} 
"Christ is not there, He is risen." {170} There is no more melancholy sight in the world than the 
present Jerusalem as contrasted with its former glory, and with the teeming life of Western cities; 
and yet so many are the sacred memories clustering around it and perfuming the very air, that 
even Rome must yield the palm of interest to the city which witnessed the crucifixion and the 
resurrection. The Herodian temple on Mount Moriah, once the gathering place of pious Jews from 
all the earth, and enriched with treasures of gold and silver which excited the avarice of the 
conquerors, has wholly disappeared, and "not one stone is left upon another," in literal fulfilment 
of Christ’s prophecy; {171} but the massive foundations of Solomon’s structure around the 
temple area still bear the marks of the Phoenician workmen; the "wall of wailing" is moistened 
with the tears of the Jews who assemble there every Friday to mourn over the sins and 
misfortunes of their forefathers; and if we look down from Mount Olivet upon Mount Moriah and 
the Moslem Dome of the Rock, the city even now presents one of the most imposing, as well as 
most profoundly affecting sights on earth. The brook Kedron, which Jesus crossed in that solemn 
night after the last Passover, and Gethsemane with its venerable olive-trees and reminiscences of 
the agony, and Mount Olivet from which he rose to heaven, are still there, and behind it the 
remnant of Bethany, that home of peace and holy friendship which sheltered him the last nights 
before the crucifixion. Standing on that mountain with its magnificent view, or at the turning 
point of the road from Jericho and Bethany, and looking over Mount Moriah and the holy city, we 
fully understand why the Saviour wept and exclaimed, "Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the 
prophets, and stonest them that are sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered thy children 



together even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would not! Behold, your 
house is left unto you desolate!" 
 
Thus the Land and the Book illustrate and confirm each other. The Book is still full of life and 
omnipresent in the civilized world; the Land is groaning under the irreformable despotism of the 
"unspeakable" Turk, which acts like a blast of the Sirocco from the desert. Palestine lies under the 
curse of God. It is at best a venerable ruin "in all the imploring beauty of decay," yet not without 
hope of some future resurrection in God’s own good time. But in its very desolation it furnishes 
evidence for the truth of the Bible. It is "a fifth Gospel," engraven upon rocks. {172} 
 
The People. 
 
Is there a better argument for Christianity than the Jews? Is there a more patent and a more 
stubborn fact in history than that intense and unchangeable Semitic nationality with its equally 
intense religiosity? Is it not truly symbolized by the bush in the desert ever burning and never 
consumed? Nebuchadnezzar, Antiochus Epiphanes, Titus, Hadrian exerted their despotic power 
for the extermination of the Jews; Hadrian’s edict forbade circumcision and all the rites of their 
religion; the intolerance of Christian rulers treated them for ages with a sort of revengeful cruelty, 
as if every Jew were personally responsible for the crime of the crucifixion. And, behold, the race 
still lives as tenaciously as ever, unchanged and unchangeable in its national traits, an 
omnipresent power in Christendom. It still produces, in its old age, remarkable men of 
commanding influence for good or evil in the commercial, political, and literary world; we need 
only recall such names as Spinoza, Rothschild, Disraeli, Mendelssohn, Heine, Neander. If we 
read the accounts of the historians and satirists of imperial Rome about the Jews in their filthy 
quarter across the Tiber, we are struck by the identity of that people with their descendants in the 
ghettos of modern Rome, Frankfurt, and New York. Then they excited as much as they do now 
the mingled contempt and wonder of the world; they were as remarkable then for contrasts of 
intellectual beauty and striking ugliness, wretched poverty and princely wealth; they liked onions 
and garlic, and dealt in old clothes, broken glass, and sulphur matches, but knew how to push 
themselves from poverty and filth into wealth and influence; they were rigid monotheists and 
scrupulous legalists who would strain out a gnat and swallow a camel; then as now they were 
temperate, sober, industrious, well regulated and affectionate in their domestic relations and 
careful for the religious education of their children. The majority were then, as they are now, 
carnal descendants of Jacob, the Supplanter, a small minority spiritual children of Abraham, the 
friend of God and father of the faithful. Out of this gifted race have come, at the time of Jesus and 
often since, the bitterest foes and the warmest friends of Christianity. 
 
Among that peculiar people Jesus spent his earthly life, a Jew of the Jews, yet in the highest sense 
the Son of Man, the second Adam, the representative Head and Regenerator of the whole race. 
For thirty years of reserve and preparation he hid his divine glory and restrained his own desire to 
do good, quietly waiting till the voice of prophecy after centuries of silence announced, in the 
wilderness of Judaea and on the banks of the Jordan, the coming of the kingdom of God, and 
startled the conscience of the people with the call to repent. Then for three years he mingled 
freely with his countrymen. Occasionally he met and healed Gentiles also, who were numerous in 
Galilee; he praised their faith the like of which he had not found in Israel, and prophesied that 
many shall come from the east and the west and shall sit down with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in 
the kingdom of heaven, while the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness. 
{173} He conversed with a woman of Samaria, to the surprise of his disciples, on the sublimest 
theme, and rebuked the national prejudice of the Jews by holding up a good Samaritan as a model 
for imitation. {174} It was on the occasion of a visit from some "Greeks," shortly before the 
crucifixion, that he uttered the remarkable prophecy of the universal attraction of his cross. {175} 



But these were exceptions. His mission, before the resurrection, was to the lost sheep of Israel. 
{176} 
 
He associated with all ranks of Jewish society, attracting the good and repelling the bad, rebuking 
vice and relieving misery, but most of his time he spent among the middle classes who 
constituted the bone and sinew of the nation, the farmers and workingmen of Galilee, who are 
described to us as an industrious, brave and courageous race, taking the lead in seditious political 
movements, and holding out to the last moment in the defence of Jerusalem. {177} At the same 
time they were looked upon by the stricter Jews of Judaea as semi-heathens and semi-barbarians; 
hence the question, "Can any good come out of Nazareth, and Out of Galilee ariseth no prophet." 
{178} He selected his apostles from plain, honest, unsophisticated fishermen who became fishers 
of men and teachers of future ages. In Judaea he came in contact with the religious leaders, and it 
was proper that he should close his ministry and establish his church in the capital of the nation. 
 
He moved among the people as a Rabbi (my Lord) or a Teacher, and under this name he is 
usually addressed. {179} The Rabbis were the intellectual and moral leaders of the nation, 
theologians, lawyers, and preachers, the expounders of the law, the keepers of the conscience, the 
regulators of the daily life and conduct; they were classed with Moses and the prophets, and 
claimed equal reverence. They stood higher than the priests who owed their position to the 
accident of birth, and not to personal merit. They coveted the chief seats in the synagogues and at 
feasts; they loved to be greeted in the markets and to be called of men, "Rabbi, Rabbi." Hence our 
Lord’s warning: "Be not ye called ‘Rabbi:’ for one is your Master, even Christ; and all ye are 
brethren." {180} They taught in the temple, in the synagogue, and in the schoolhouse 
(Bethhamidrash), and introduced their pupils, sitting on the floor at their feet, by asking, and 
answering questions, into the intricacies of Jewish casuistry. They accumulated those oral 
traditions which were afterwards embodied in the Talmud, that huge repository of Jewish wisdom 
and folly. They performed official acts gratuitously. {181} They derived their support from an 
honorable trade or free gifts of their pupils, or they married into rich families. Rabbi Hillel 
warned against making gain of the crown (of the law), but also against excess of labor, saying, 
"Who is too much given to trade, will not become wise." In the book of Jesus Son of Sirach 
(which was written about 200 B. C.) a trade is represented as incompatible with the vocation of a 
student and teacher, {182} but the prevailing sentiment at the time of Christ favored a 
combination of intellectual and physical labor as beneficial to health and character. One-third of 
the day should be given to study one-third to prayer, one third to work. "Love manual labor," was 
the motto of Shemaja, a teacher of Hillel. "He who does not teach his son a trade," said Rabbi 
Jehuda, "is much the same as if he taught him to be a robber." "There is no trade," says the 
Talmud, "which can be dispensed with; but happy is he who has in his parents the example of a 
trade of the more excellent sort." {183} 
 
Jesus himself was not only the son of a carpenter, but during his youth he worked at that trade 
himself. {184} When he entered upon his public ministry the zeal for God’s house claimed all his 
time and strength, and his modest wants were more than supplied by a few grateful disciples from 
Galilee, so that something was left for the benefit of the poor. {185} St. Paul learned the trade of 
tentmaking, which was congenial to his native Cilicia, and derived from it his support even as an 
apostle, that he might relieve his congregations and maintain a noble independence. {186} 
 
Jesus availed himself of the usual places of public instruction in the synagogue and the temple, 
but preached also out of doors, on the mountain, at the, sea-side, and wherever the people 
assembled to hear him. "I have spoken openly to the world; I ever taught in synagogues and in the 
temple, where all the Jews come together; and in secret spake I nothing." {187} Paul likewise 
taught in the synagogue wherever he had an opportunity on his missionary journeys. {188} The 



familiar mode of teaching was by disputation, by asking and answering questions on knotty 
points, of the law, by parables and sententious sayings, which easily lodged in the memory; the 
Rabbi sat on a chair, the pupils stood or sat on the floor at his feet. {189} Knowledge of the Law 
of God was general among the Jews and considered the most important possession. They 
remembered the commandments better than their own name. {190} Instruction began in early 
childhood in the family and was carried on in the school and the synagogue. Timothy learned the 
sacred Scriptures on the knees of his mother and grandmother. {191} Josephus boasts, at the 
expense of his superiors, that when only fourteen years of age he had such an exact knowledge of 
the law that he was consulted by the high priest and the first men of Jerusalem. {192} 
Schoolmasters were appointed in every town, and children were taught to read in their sixth or 
seventh year, but writing was probably a rare accomplishment. {193} 
 
The synagogue was the local, the temple the national centre of religious and social life; the 
former on the weekly Sabbath (and also on Monday and Thursday), the latter on the Passover and 
the other annual festivals. Every town had a synagogue, large cities had many, especially 
Alexandria and Jerusalem. {194} The worship was very simple: it consisted of prayers, singing, 
the reading of sections from the Law and the Prophets in Hebrew, followed by a commentary and 
homily in the vernacular Aramaic. There was a certain democratic liberty of prophesying, 
especially outside of Jerusalem. Any Jew of age could read the Scripture lessons and make 
comments on invitation of the ruler of the synagogue. This custom suggested to Jesus the most 
natural way of opening his public ministry. When he returned from his baptism to Nazareth, "he 
entered, as his custom was, into the synagogue on the Sabbath day, and stood up to read. And 
there was delivered unto him the roll of the prophet Isaiah. And he opened the roll and found the 
place where it was written (61:1, 2) ‘The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he anointed me to 
preach good tidings to the poor; he hath sent me to proclaim release to the captives, and 
recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised, to proclaim the acceptable 
year of the Lord.’ And he closed the book, and gave it back to the attendant, and sat down: and 
the eyes of all in the synagogue were fastened on him. And he began to say unto them, ‘To-day 
hath this scripture been fulfilled in your ears.’ And all bare witness unto him, and wondered at the 
words of grace which proceeded out of his mouth: and they said, Is not this Joseph’s son?" {195} 
 
On the great festivals he visited from his twelfth year the capital of the nation where the Jewish 
religion unfolded all its splendor and attraction. Large caravans with trains of camels and asses 
loaded with provisions and rich offerings to the temple, were set in motion from the North and the 
South, the East and the West for the holy city, "the joy of the whole earth;" and these yearly 
pilgrimages, singing the beautiful Pilgrim Psalms (Ps, 120 to 134), contributed immensely to the 
preservation and promotion of the common faith, as the Moslem pilgrimages to Mecca keep up 
the life of Islam. We may greatly reduce the enormous figures of Josephus, who on one single 
Passover reckoned the number of strangers and residents in Jerusalem at 2,700,000 and the 
number of slaughtered lambs at 256,500, but there still remains the fact of the vast extent and 
solemnity of the occasion. Even now in her decay, Jerusalem (like other Oriental cities) presents a 
striking picturesque appearance at Easter, when Christian pilgrims from the far West mingle with 
the many-colored Arabs, Turks, Greeks, Latins, Spanish and Polish Jews, and crowd to 
suffocation the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. How much more grand and dazzling must this 
cosmopolitan spectacle have been when the priests (whose number Josephus estimates at 20,000) 
with the broidered tunic, the fine linen girdle, the showy turban, the high priests with the ephod of 
blue and purple and scarlet, the breastplate and the mitre, the Levites with their pointed caps, the 
Pharisees with their broad phylacteries and fringes, the Essenes in white dresses and with 
prophetic mien, Roman soldiers with proud bearing, Herodian courtiers in oriental pomposity, 
contrasted with beggars and cripples in rags, when pilgrims innumerable, Jews and proselytes 
from all parts of the empire, "Parthians and Medes and Elamites and the dwellers in 



Mesopotamia, in Judaea and Cappadocia, in Pontus and Asia, in Phrygia and Pamphylia, in Egypt 
and parts of Libya about Cyrene, and sojourners from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans, 
and Arabians," {196} all wearing their national costume and speaking a Babel of tongues, surged 
through the streets, and pressed up to Mount Moriah where "the glorious temple rear’d her pile, 
far off appearing like a mount of alabaster, topp’d with golden spires" and where on the 
fourteenth day of the first month columns of sacrificial smoke arose from tens of thousands of 
paschal lambs, in historical commemoration of the great deliverance from the land of bondage, 
and in typical prefiguration of the still greater redemption from the slavery of sin and death. {197} 
 
To the outside observer the Jews at that time were the most religious people on earth, and in some 
sense this is true. Never was a nation so ruled by the written law of God; never did a nation so 
carefully and scrupulously study its sacred books, and pay greater reverence to its priests and 
teachers. The leaders of the nation looked with horror and contempt upon the unclean, 
uncircumcised Gentiles, and confirmed the people in their spiritual pride and conceit. No wonder 
that the Romans charged the Jews with the odium generis humani. 
 
Yet, after all, this intense religiosity was but a shadow of true religion. It was a praying corpse 
rather than a living body. Alas! the Christian Church in some ages and sections presents a similar 
sad spectacle of the deceptive form of godliness without its power. The rabbinical learning and 
piety bore the same relation to the living oracles of God as sophistic scholasticism to Scriptural 
theology, and Jesuitical casuistry to Christian ethics. The Rabbis spent all their energies in 
"fencing" the law so as to make it inaccessible. They analyzed it to death. They surrounded it 
with so many hair-splitting distinctions and refinements that the people could not see the forest 
for the trees or the roof for the tiles, and mistook the shell for the kernel. {198} Thus they made 
void the Word of God by the traditions of men. {199} A slavish formalism and mechanical 
ritualism was substituted for spiritual piety, an ostentatious sanctimoniousness for holiness of 
character, scrupulous casuistry for genuine morality, the killing letter for the life-giving spirit, and 
the temple of God was turned into a house of merchandise. 
 
The profanation and perversion of the spiritual into the carnal, and of the inward into the outward, 
invaded even the holy of holies of the religion of Israel, the Messianic promises and hopes which 
run like a golden thread from the protevangelium in paradise lost to the voice of John the Baptist 
pointing to the Lamb of God. The idea of a spiritual Messiah who should crush the serpent’s head 
and redeem Israel from the bondage of sin, was changed into the conception of a political 
deliverer who should re-establish the throne of David in Jerusalem, and from that centre rule over 
the Gentiles to the ends of the earth. The Jews of that time could not separate David’s Son, as 
they called the Messiah, from David’s sword, sceptre and crown. Even the apostles were affected 
by this false notion, and hoped to secure the chief places of honor in that great revolution; hence 
they could not understand the Master when he spoke to them of his, approaching passion and 
death. {200} 
 
The state of public opinion concerning the Messianic expectations as set forth in the Gospels is 
fully confirmed by the preceding and contemporary Jewish literature, as the Sibylline Books 
(about B. C. 140), the remarkable Book of Enoch (of uncertain date, probably from B. C. 130—
30), the Psalter of Solomon (B. C. 63—48), the Assumption of Moses, Philo and Josephus, the 
Apocalypse of Baruch, and the Fourth Book of Esdras. {201} In all of them the Messianic 
kingdom, or the kingdom of God, is represented as an earthly paradise of the Jews, as a kingdom 
of this world, with Jerusalem for its capital. It was this popular idol of a pseudo-Messiah with 
which Satan tempted Jesus in the wilderness, when he showed him all the kingdoms of the world; 
well knowing that if he could convert him to this carnal creed, and induce him to abuse his 
miraculous power for selfish gratification, vain ostentation, and secular ambition, he would most 



effectually defeat the scheme of redemption. The same political aspiration was a powerful lever 
of the rebellion against the Roman yoke which terminated in the destruction of Jerusalem, and it 
revived again in the rebellion of Bar-Cocheba only to end in a similar disaster. 
 
Such was the Jewish religion at the time of Christ. He was the only teacher in Israel who saw 
through the hypocritical mask to the rotten heart. None of the great Rabbis, no Hillel, no 
Shammai, no Gamaliel attempted or even conceived of a reformation; on the contrary, they 
heaped tradition upon tradition and accumulated the talmudic rubbish of twelve large folios and 
2947 leaves, which represents the anti-Christian petrifaction of Judaism; while the four Gospels 
have regenerated humanity and are the life and the light of the civilized world to this day. 
 
Jesus, while moving within the outward forms of the Jewish religion of his age, was far above it 
and revealed a new world of ideas. He, too, honored the law of God, but by unfolding its deepest 
spiritual meaning and fulfilling it in precept and example. Himself a Rabbi, he taught as one 
having direct authority from God, and not as the scribes. How he arraigned those hypocrites 
seated on Moses’ seat, those blind leaders of the blind, who lay heavy burdens on men’s 
shoulders without touching them with their finger; who shut the kingdom of heaven against men, 
and will not enter themselves; who tithe the mint and the anise and the cumin, and leave undone 
the weightier matters of the law, justice and mercy and faith; who strain out the gnat and swallow 
the camel; who are like unto whited sepulchres which outwardly appear beautiful indeed, but 
inwardly are full of dead men’s bones, and of all uncleanness. But while he thus stung the pride 
of the leaders, he cheered and elevated the humble and lowly. He blessed little children, he 
encouraged the poor, he invited the weary, he fed the hungry he healed the sick, he converted 
publicans and sinners, and laid the foundation strong and deep, in God’s eternal love, for a new 
society and a new humanity. It was one of the sublimest as well as loveliest moments in the life of 
Jesus when the disciples asked him, Who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven? and when he 
called a little child, set him in the midst of them and said, "Verily I say unto you, Except ye be 
converted and become as little children, ye shall in no wise enter into the kingdom of heaven. 
Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this little child, the same is greatest in the kingdom 
of heaven. And whoso shall receive one such little child in my name receiveth me." {202} And 
that other moment when he thanked his heavenly Father for revealing unto babes the things of the 
kingdom which were hid from the wise, and invited all that labor and are heavy laden to come to 
him for rest. {203} 
 
He knew from the beginning that he was the Messiah of God and the King of Israel. This 
consciousness reached its maturity at his baptism when he received the Holy Spirit without 
measure. {204} To this conviction he clung unwaveringly, even in those dark hours of the 
apparent failure of his cause, after Judas had betrayed him, after Peter, the confessor and rock-
apostle, had denied him, and everybody had forsaken him. He solemnly affirmed his Messiahship 
before the tribunal of the Jewish highpriest; he assured the heathen representative of the Roman 
empire that he was a king, though not of this world, and when hanging on the cross he assigned to 
the dying robber a place in his kingdom. {205} But before that time and in the days of his greatest 
popularity he carefully avoided every publication and demonstration which might have 
encouraged the prevailing idea of a political Messiah and an uprising of the people. He chose for 
himself the humblest of the Messianic titles which represents his condescension to our common 
lot, while at the same time it implies his unique position as the representative head of the human 
family, as the ideal, the perfect, the universal, the archetypal Man. He calls himself habitually 
"the Son of Man" who "hath not where to lay his head," who "came not to be ministered unto but 
to minister and to give his life a ransom for many," who "hath power to forgive sins," who "came 
to seek and to save that which was lost." {206} When Peter made the great confession at Caesarea 
Philippi, Christ accepted it, but immediately warned him of his approaching passion and death, 



from which the disciple shrunk in dismay. {207} And with the certain expectation of his 
crucifixion, but also of his triumphant resurrection on the third day, he entered in calm and 
sublime fortitude on his last journey to Jerusalem which "killeth the prophets," and nailed him to 
the cross as a false Messiah and blasphemer. But in the infinite wisdom and mercy of God the 
greatest crime in history was turned into the greatest blessing to mankind. 
 
We must conclude then that the life and work of Christ, while admirably adapted to the condition 
and wants of his age and people, and receiving illustration and confirmation from his 
environment, cannot be explained from any contemporary or preceding intellectual or moral 
resources. He learned nothing from human teachers. His wisdom was not of this world. He 
needed no visions and revelations like the prophets and apostles. He came directly from his great 
Father in heaven, and when he spoke of heaven he spoke of his familiar home. He spoke from the 
fullness of God dwelling in him. And his words were verified by deeds. Example is stronger than 
precept. The wisest sayings remain powerless until they are incarnate in a living person. It is the 
life which is the light of men. In purity of doctrine and holiness of character combined in perfect 
harmony, Jesus stands alone, unapproached and unapproachable. He breathed a fresh life from 
heaven into his and all subsequent ages. He is the author of a new moral creation. 
 
Jesus and Hillel.—The infinite elevation of Christ above the men of his time and nation, and his 
deadly conflict with the Pharisees and scribes are so evident that it seems preposterous and absurd 
to draw a parallel between him and Hillel or any other Rabbi. And yet this has been done by some 
modern Jewish Rabbis, as Geiger, Gratz, Friedlander, who boldly affirm, without a shadow of 
historical proof, that Jesus was a Pharisee, a pupil of Hillel, and indebted to him for his highest 
moral principles. By this left-handed compliment they mean to depreciate his originality. 
Abraham Geiger (d. 1874) says, in his Das Judenthum und seine Geschichte (Breslau, 2d ed. 
1865, vol. I. p. 117): "Jesus war ein Jude, ein pharisaischer Jude mit galilaischer Farbung, ein 
Mann der die Hofnungen der Zeit theilte und diese Hoffnungen in sich erfullt glaubte. Einen 
neuen Gedanken sprach er keineswegs aus!, auch brach er nicht etwa die Schranken der 
Nationalitat.... Er hob nicht im Entferntesten etwas vom Judenthum auf; er war ein Pharisaer, 
der auch in den Wegen Hillels ging." This view is repeated by Rabbi Dr. M. H. Friedlander, in his 
Geschichtsbilder aus der Zeit der Tanaite n und Amoraer. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des 
Talmuds (Brunn, 1879, p. 32): "Jesus, oder Jeschu, war der Sohn eines Zimmermeisters, Namens 
Josef, aus Nazareth. Seine Mutter hiess Mirjam oder Maria. Selbst der als conservativer Katholik 
sic! wie als bedeutender Gelehrter bekannte Ewald nennt ihn ‘Jesus den Sohn Josef’, .... Wenn 
auch Jesus’ Gelehrsamkeit nicht riesig war, da die Galilaer auf keiner hohen Stufe der Cultur 
standen, so zeichnete er sich doch durch Seelenadel, Gemuthlichkeit und Herzensgu te 
vortheilhaft aus. Hillel I. scheint sein Vorbild und Musterbild gewesen zu sein; denn der 
hillelianische Grundsatz: ‘Was dir nicht recht ist, fuge, deinen Nebenmenschen nicht zu,’ war das 
Grundprincip seiner Lehren." Renan makes a similar assertion in his Vie de Jesus (Chap. III. p. 
35), but with considerable qualifications: "Par sa pauvrete humblement supportee, par la douceur 
de son caractere, par l’opposition qu’il faisait aux hypocrites et aux pretres, Hillel fut le vrai 
matre de Jesus, s’il est permis de parler de matre, quand il s’agit d’une si haute originalite." This 
comparison has been effectually disposed of by such able scholars as Dr. Delitzsch, in his 
valuable pamphlet Jesus und Hillel (Erlangen, 3d revised ed. 1879, 40 pp.); Ewald, V. 12—48 
(Die Schule Hillel’s und deren Geqner); Keim I. 268—272; Schurer, p. 456; and Farrar, Life of 
Christ, II. 453—460. All these writers come to the same conclusion of the perfect independence 
and originality of Jesus. Nevertheless it is interesting to examine the facts in the case. 
 
Hillel and Shammai are the most distinguished among the Jewish Rabbis. They were 
contemporary founders of two rival schools of rabbinical theology (as Thomas Aquinas and Duns 
Scotus of two schools of scholastic theology). It is strange that Josephus does not mention them, 



unless he refers to them under the Hellenized names of Sameas and Pollion; but these names 
agree better with Shemaja and Abtalion, two celebrated Pharisees and teachers of Hillel and 
Shammai; moreover he designates Sameas as a disciple of Pollion. (See Ewald, v. 22—26; 
Schurer, p. 455). The Talmudic tradition has obscured their history and embellished it with many 
fables. 
 
Hillel I. or the Great was a descendant of the royal family of David, and born at Babylon. He 
removed to Jerusalem in great poverty, and died about A. D. 10. He is said to have lived 120 
years, like Moses, 40 years without learning, 40 years as a student, 40 years as a teacher. He was 
the grandfather of the wise Gamaliel in whose family the presidency of the Sanhedrin was 
hereditary for several generations. By his burning zeal for knowledge, and his pure, gentle and 
amiable character, he attained the highest renown. He is said to have understood all languages, 
even the unknown tongues of mountains, hills, valleys, trees, wild and tame beasts, and demons. 
He was called "the gentle, the holy, the scholar of Ezra." There was a proverb: "Man should be 
always as meek as Hillel, and not quick-tempered as Shammai." He differed from Rabbi 
Shammai by a milder interpretation of the law, but on some points, as the mighty question 
whether it was right or wrong to eat an egg laid on a Sabbath day, he took the more rigid view. A 
talmudic tract is called Beza, The Egg, after this famous dispute. What a distance from him who 
said: "The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath: so then the Son of Man is 
Lord even of the Sabbath." 
 
Many wise sayings, though partly obscure and of doubtful interpretation, are attributed to Hillel 
in the tract Pirke Aboth (which is embodied in the Mishna and enumerates, in ch. 1, the pillars of 
the legal traditions from Moses down to the destruction of Jerusalem). The following are the best: 
 
"Be a disciple of Aaron, peace-loving and peace-making; love men, and draw them to the law." 
 
"Whoever abuses a good name (or, is ambitious of aggrandizing his name) destroys it." 
 
"Whoever does not increase his knowledge diminishes it." 
 
"Separate not thyself from the congregation, and have no confidence in thyself till the day of thy 
death." 
 
"If I do not care for my soul, who will do it for me? If I care only for my own soul, what am I? If 
not now, when then?" 
 
"Judge not thy neighbor till thou art in his situation." 
 
"Say not, I will repent when I have leisure, lest that leisure should never be thine." 
 
"The passionate man will never be a teacher." 
 
"In the place where there is not a man, be thou a man." 
 
Yet his haughty Pharisaism is clearly seen in this utterance: "No uneducated man easily avoids 
sin; no common person is pious." The enemies of Christ in the Sanhedrin said the same: {John 
7:49} "This multitude that knoweth not the law are accursed." Some of his teachings are of 
doubtful morality, e.g. his decision that, in view of a vague expression in Deuteronomy 24:1, a 
man might put away his wife "even if she cooked his dinner badly." This is, however, softened 
down by modern Rabbis so as to mean: "if she brings discredit on his home." 



 
Once a heathen came to Rabbi Shammai and promised to become a proselyte if he could teach 
him the whole law while he stood on one leg. Shammai got angry and drove him away with a 
stick. The heathen went with the same request to Rabbi Hillel, who never lost his temper, 
received him courteously and gave him, while standing on one leg, the following effective 
answer: 
 
Do not to thy neighbor what is disagreeable to thee. This is the whole Law; "all the rest is 
commentary: go and do that." (See Delitzsch, p. 17; Ewald, V. 31, Comp. IV. 270). 
 
This is the wisest word of Hillel and the chief ground of a comparison with Jesus. But 
 
1. It is only the negative expression of the positive precept of the gospel, "Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself," and of the golden rule, "All things whatsoever ye would that men should do 
to you, even so do ye also to them". {Matthew 7:12 Luke 6:31} There is a great difference 
between not doing any harm, and doing good. The former is consistent with selfishness and every 
sin which does not injure our neighbor. The Saviour, by presenting God’s benevolence {Matthew 
7:11} as the guide of duty, directs us to do to our neighbor all the good we can, and he himself set 
the highest example of self-denying love by sacrificing his life for sinners. 
 
2. It is disconnected from the greater law of supreme love to God, without which true love to our 
neighbor is impossible. "On these two commandments," combined and inseparable, "hang all the 
law and the prophets". {Matthew 22:37-40} 
 
3. Similar sayings are found long before Hillel, not only in the Pentateuch and the Book of Tobith 
4:15: ov miseiv mhdeni poihshv, "Do that to no man which thou hatest," but substantially even 
among the heathen (Confucius, Buddha, Herodotus, Isocrates, Seneca, Quintilian), but always 
either in the negative form, or with reference to a particular case or class; e.g. Isocrates, Ad 
Demonic. c. 4: "Be such towards your parents as thou shalt pray thy children shall be towards 
thyself;" and the same In Aeginet. c. 23: "That you would be such judges to me as you would 
desire to obtain for yourselves." See Wetstein on Matthew 7:12 (Nov. Test. I. 341 sq.). Parallels to 
this and other biblical maxims have been gathered in considerable number from the Talmud and 
the classics by Lightfoot, Grotius, Wetstein, Deutsch, Spiess, Ramage; but what are they all 
compared with the Sermon on the Mount? Moreover, si duo idem dicunt, non est idem. As to the 
rabbinical parallels, we must remember that they were not committed to writing before the second 
century, and that, Delitzsch says (Ein Tag in Capernaum, p. 137), "not a few sayings of Christ, 
circulated by Jewish Christians, reappeared anonymously or under false names in the Talmuds 
and Midrashim." 
 
4. No amount of detached words of wisdom constitute an organic system of ethics any, more than 
a heap of marble blocks constitute a palace or temple; and the best system of ethics is unable to 
produce a holy life, and is worthless without it. 
 
We may admit without hesitation that Hillel was "the greatest and best of all Pharisees" (Ewald), 
but he was far inferior to John the Baptist; and to compare him with Christ is sheer blindness or 
folly. Ewald calls such comparison "utterly perverse" (grundverkehrt, v. 48). Farrar remarks that 
the distance between Hillel and Jesus is "a distance absolutely immeasurable, and the 
resemblance of his teaching to that of Jesus is the resemblance of a glow-worm to the sun" (II. 
455). "The fundamental tendencies of both," says Delitzsch (p. 23), "are as widely apart as he and 
earth. That of Hillel is legalistic, casuistic, and nationally contracted; that of Jesus is universally 
religious, moral and human. Hillel lives and moves in the externals, Jesus in the spirit of the law." 



He was not even a reformer, as Geiger and Friedlander would make him, for what they adduce as 
proofs are mere trifles of interpretation, and involve no new principle or idea. 
 
Viewed as a mere human teacher, the absolute originality of Jesus consists in this, "that his words 
have touched the hearts of all men in all ages, and have regenerated the moral life of the world" 
(Farrar, II. 454). But Jesus is far more than a Rabbi, more than a sage and saint more than a 
reformer, more than a benefactor; he is the author of the true religion, the prophet, priest and 
king, the renovator, the Saviour of men, the founder of a spiritual kingdom as vast as the race and 
as long as eternity. 
 
{161} Well says Hausrath (Preface to 2nd ed. of vol. I. p. ix) against the mythical theory: "Fur die 
poetische Welt der religiosen Sage ist innerhalb einer rein historischen Darstellung kein Raum; 
ihre Gebilde verbleichen vor einem geschichtlich hellen Hintergrund.... Wenn wir die heilige 
Geschichte als Bruchstuck einer allgemeinen Geschichte nachweisen und zeigen konnen, wie die 
Rander passen, wenn wir die abgerissenen Faden, die sie mit der profanen Welt verbanden, 
wieder aufzufinden vermogen, dann ist die Meinung ausgeschlossen, diese Geschichte sei der 
schone Traum eines spateren Geschlechtes gewesen." 
 
{162} The average length of Palestine is 150 miles, the average breadth east and west of the 
Jordan to the Mediterranean, from 80 to 90 miles, the number of square miles from 12,000 to 
13,000. The State of Maryland has 11,124, Switzerland 15,992, Scotland 30,695 English square 
miles. 
 
{163} The tradition, which locates the Temptation on the barren and dreary mount Quarantania, a 
few miles northwest of Jericho, is of late date. Paul also probably went, after his conversion, as 
far as Mount Sinai during the three years of repose and preparation "in Arabia," Galatians 1:17, 
comp. Galatians 4:24. 
 
{164} W. Hepworth Dixon (The Holy Land, ch. 14) ingeniously pleads for the traditional cave, 
and the identity of the inn of the Nativity with the patrimony of Boaz and the home of David. 
 
{165} We add the vivid description of Renan (Vie de Jesus, Ch. II. p. 25) from personal 
observation: "Nazareth was a small town, situated in a fold of land broadly open at the summit of 
the group of mountains which closes on the north the plain of Esdraelon. The population is now 
from three to four [probably five to six] thousand, and it cannot have changed very much. It is 
quite cold in winter and the climate is very healthy. The town, like all the Jewish villages of the 
time, was a mass of dwellings built without style, and must have presented the same poor and 
uninteresting appearance as the villages in Semitic countries. The houses, from all that appears, 
did not differ much from those cubes of stone, without interior or exterior elegance, which now 
cover the richest portion of the Lebanon, and which, in the midst of vines and fig-trees, are 
nevertheless very pleasant. The environs, moreover, are charming, and no place in the world was 
so well adapted to dreams of absolute happiness (nul endroit du monde ne fut si bien fait pour les 
reves de l’absolu bonheur). Even in our days, Nazareth is a delightful sojourn, the only place 
perhaps in Palestine where the soul feels a little relieved of the burden which weighs upon it in 
the midst of this unequalled desolation. The people are friendly and good-natured; the gardens are 
fresh and green. Antonius Martyr, at the end of the sixth century, draws an enchanting picture of 
the fertility of the environs, which he compares to paradise. Some valleys on the western side 
fully justify his description. The fountain about which the life and gayety of the little town 
formerly centered, has been destroyed; its broken channels now give but a turbid water. But the 
beauty of the women who gathered there at night, this beauty which was already remarked in the 
sixth century, and in which was seen the gift of the Virgin Mary, has been surprisingly well 



preserved. It is the Syrian type in all its languishing grace. There is no doubt that Mary was there 
nearly every day and took her place, with her urn upon her shoulder, in the same line with her 
unremembered countrywomen. Antonius Martyr remarks that the Jewish women, elsewhere 
disdainful to Christians, are here full of affability. Even at this day religious animosities are less 
intense at Nazareth than elsewhere." Comp. also the more elaborate description in Keim, I. 318 
sqq., and Tobler’s monograph on Nazareth, Berlin, 1868. 
 
{166} Josephus no doubt greatly exaggerates when he states that there were no less than two 
hundred and four towns and villages in Galilee (Vita, c. 45, diakosiai kai tessare kata thn 
galilaian eisi poleiv kai kwamai), and that the smallest of those villages contained above 
fifteen thousand inhabitants (Bell. Jud. III. 3, 2). This would give us a population of over three 
millions for that province alone, while the present population of all Palestine and Syria scarcely 
amounts to two millions, or forty persons to the square mile (according to Badeker, Pal. and 
Syria, 1876, p. 86). 
 
{167} Matthew 11:20-24 Luke 10:13-15. 
 
{168} Comp. Fr. Delitzsch: Ein Tag in Capernaum, 2d ed. 1873; Furrer: Die Ortschaften am See 
Genezareth, in the "Zeitschrift des deutschen Palaestina-Vereins," 1879, pp. 52 sqq.: my article 
on Capernaum, ibid. 1878, pp. 216 sqq. and in the "Quarterly Statement of the Palestine 
Exploration Fund" for July, 1879, pp. 131 sqq., with the observations thereon by Lieut. Kitchener, 
who agrees with Dr. Robinson in locating Capernaum Khan Minyeh, although there are no ruins 
there at all to be compared with those of Tell Hum. 
 
{169} The present mongrel population of Jerusalem—Moslems, Jews, and Christians of all 
denominations, though mostly Greek—scarcely exceeds 30,000, while at the time of Christ it 
must have exceeded 100,000, even if we make a large deduction from the figures of Josephus, 
who states that on a Passover under the governorship of Cestius Gallus 256,500 paschal lambs 
were slain, and that at the destruction of the City, A. D. 70, 1,100,000 Jews perished and 97,000 
were sold into slavery (including 600,000 strangers who had crowded into the doomed city). Bell. 
Jud. vi. 9, 3. 
 
{170} Matthew 28:6. 
 
{171} Matthew 24:2 Mark 13:2 Luke 19:44. 
 
{172} Renan sums up the results of his personal observations as director of the scientific 
commission for the exploration of ancient Phoenicia in 1860 and 1861, in the following 
memorable confession (Vie de Jesus, Introd. p. liii.). "J’ai traverse dans tous les sens la province 
evangelique; j’ai visite Jerusalem, Hebron et la Samarie; presque aucune localite importante de 
l’histoire de Jesus ne m’a-echappe. Toute cette histoire qui, a distance, semble flotter dans les 
nuages d’un monde sans realite, prit ainsi un corps, une solidite qui m’etonnerent. L’accord 
frappant des textes et des lieux, la merveilleuse harmonie de l’ideal evangelique avec le paysage 
qui lui servit de cadre furent pour moi comme une revelation. J’eus devant les yeux un cinquieme 
evangile, lacere, mais lisible encore, et desormais, a travers les recits de Matthieu et de Marc, au 
lieu d’un etre abstrait, qu’on dirait n’avoir jamais existe, je vis une admirable figure humaine 
vivre, se mouvoir." His familiarity with the Orient accounts for the fact that this brilliant writer 
leaves much more historical foundation for the gospel history than his predecessorStrauss, who 
never saw Palestine. 
 
{173} Matthew 8:5-13 15:21-28 Luke 7:1-9. 



 
{174} John 4:5-42 Luke 10:30-37. 
 
{175} John 12:20-32 
 
{176} Matthew 10:5, 6; 15:14. 
 
{177} Josephus, Bell. Jud., 3. 100,3, 2: "These two Galilees, of so great largeness, and 
encompassed with so many nations of foreigners, have been always able to make a strong 
resistance on all occasions of war; for the Galileans are inured to war from their infancy, and have 
been always very numerous; nor hath the country ever been destitute of men of courage, or 
wanted a numerous set of them: for their soil is universally rich and fruitful, and full of the 
plantations of trees of all sorts, insomuch that it invites the most slothful to take pains in its 
cultivation by its fruitfulness: accordingly it is all cultivated by its inhabitants, and no part of it 
lies idle. Moreover, the cities lie here very thick, and the very many villages there are so full of 
people, by richness of their soil, that the very least of them contained above fifteen thousand 
inhabitants(?)." 
 
{178} John 1:46 7:52 Matthew 4:16. The Sanhedrists forgot in their blind passion that Jonah was 
from Galilee. After the fall of Jerusalem Tiberias became the headquarters of Hebrew learning 
and the birthplace of the Talmud. 
 
{179} rabbi from br’ or with the suff yBir’ (My prince, lord, kuriov) sixteen times in the N. T., . 
rabboni or rabbouni twice; didaskalov (variously rendered in the E. V. teacher, doctor, and 
mostly master) about forty times; epistathv (rendered master) six times, kayhghthv (rendered 
master) once in Matthew 23:10 (the text rec. also 10:8, where didaskalov is the correct 
reading). Other designations of these teachers in the N. T. are grammateiv, nomikoi, 
nomodidaskaloi. Josephus calls them sofistai, ierogrammateiv, patriwn exhghtai; 
novmw, the Mishna symikj and syrips scholars. See Schurer, p. 441. 
 
{180} Matthew 23:8; comp. Mark 12:38,39 Luke 11:43 20:46. 
 
{181} The same, however, was the case with Greek and Roman teachers before Vespasian, who 
was the first to introduce a regular salary. I was told in Cairo that the professors of the great 
Mohammedan University likewise teach gratuitously. 
 
{182} Ecclesiasticus 38:24-34: "The wisdom of a learned man cometh by opportunity of leisure; 
and he that hath little business shall become wise. How can he get wisdom that holdeth the 
plough," etc. 
 
{183} See FR. Delitzsch: Judisches Handwerkerleben zur Zeit Jesu. Erlangen, third ed. revised, 
1879. He states (p. 77) that more than one hundred Rabbis who figure in the Talmud carried on a 
trade and were known by it, as R. Oshaja the shoemaker, R. Abba the tailor, R. Juda the baker, R. 
Abba Josef the architect, R. Chana the banker, R. Abba Shaul the grave-digger, R. Abba Oshaja 
the fuller, R. Abin the carpenter, etc. He remarks (p. 23): "The Jews have always been an 
industrious people and behind no other in impulse, ability and inventiveness for restless activity; 
agriculture and trade were their chief occupations before the dissolution of their political 
independence; only in consequence of their dispersion and the contraction of their energies have 
they become a people of sharpers and peddlers and taken the place of the old Phoenicians." But 
the talent and disposition for sharp bargains was inherited from their father Jacob, and turned the 



temple of God into "a house of merchandise." Christ charges the Pharisees with avarice which led 
them to "devour widows’ houses." Comp. Matthew 23:14 Mark 12:40 Luke 16:14 20:47. 
 
{184} Mark 6:3 Jesus is called, by his neighbors, "the carpenter" (o tektwn), Matthew 13:55 "the 
carpenter’s son." 
 
{185} Luke 8:3 Matthew 27:55 Mark 15:41 John 13:29. Among the pious women who ministered 
to Jesus was also Joanna, the wife of Chuzas, King Herod’s steward. To her may be traced the 
vivid circumstantial description of the dancing scene at Herod’s feast and the execution of John 
the Baptist, Mark 6:14-29. 
 
{186} Acts 18:3 20:33-35 1 Thessalonians 2:9 2 Thessalonians 3:8 2 Corinthians 11:7-9. 
 
{187} John 18:20. Comp. Matthew 4:23 9:35 21:23 26:55 Mark 1:21,39 14:49 Luke 2:46 4:14-
16,31,44 13:10 21:37. 
 
{188} Acts 13:14-16; 16:13; 17:2, 3. 
 
{189} Luke 2:46 5:17 Matthew 5:1 26:55 John 8:2 Acts 22:3 ("at the feet of Gamaliel"). 
 
{190} Josephus often speaks of this. C. Ap. I. 12: "More than all we are concerned for the 
education of our youth (paidotrofia), and we consider the keeping of the laws (to fulattein 
touv nomouv) and the corresponding piety (thn kata toutouv paradedomenhn eusebeian) to 
be the most necessary work of life." Comp. II. 18; Ant. IV. 8, 12. To the same effect is the 
testimony of Philo, Legat. ad Cajum. 16. 31, quoted by Schurer, p. 467. 
 
{191} 2 Timothy 1:5; 3:15; comp. Ephesians 6:4. 
 
{192} Vita, 2. 
 
{193} Schurer, p. 468; and Ginsburg, art. Education, in Kitto’s "Cyc. of Bibl. Liter.," 3d ed. 
 
{194} Acts 6:9 for the freedmen and the Hellenists and proselytes from different countries. 
Rabbinical writers estimate the number of synagogues in Jerusalem as high as 480 (i.e. 4 x 10 x 
12), which seems incredible. 
 
{195} Luke 4:16-22. 
 
{196} Acts 2:8-12. 
 
{197} Comp. the description of King Josiah’s Passover, 2 Chronicles 35:1-19. 
 
{198} The Rabbinical scholasticism reminds one of the admirable description of logic in Goethe’s 
Faust: 
 
"Wer will was Lebendig’s erkennen und beschreiben, Sucht erst den Geist hinauszutreiben; Dann 
hat er die Theile in seiner Hand, Fehlt leider! nur das geistige Band." 
 
{199} Matthew 15:2,3,6 Mark 7:3,5,8,9,13. It is significant that Christ uses the word 
"paradosiv" always in a bad sense of such human doctrines and usages as obscure and virtually 



set aside the sacred Scriptures. Precisely the same charge was applied by the Reformers to the 
doctrines of the monks and schoolmen of their day. 
 
{200} Matthew 16:21-23 Mark 8:31-33 Luke 9:22,44,45 18:34 24:21 John 12:34. 
 
{201} See, of older works, Schottgen, Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae tom. II. (De Messia), of 
modern works, Schurer, l. c. pp. 563-599, with the literature there quoted; also James Drummond, 
The Jewish Messiah,lond. 1877. 
 
{202} Matthew 18:1-6; comp. Mark 10:13-16 Luke 18:15-17. 
 
{203} Matthew 11:25-30. This passage, which is found only in Matthew and (in part) in Luke 
10:21,22, is equal to any passage in John. It is a genuine echo of this word when Schiller sings: 
 
"Was kein Verstand der Verstandigen sieht, Das ubet in Einfalt ein kindlich Gemuth." 
 
{204} John 1:32-34; comp. 3:34. 
 
{205} Matthew 26:64; John 18:37; Luke 23:43. 
 
{206} Luke 9:58 19:10 Matthew 18:11 20:17,28 Mark 2:10,28 John 1:51 6:53, and many other 
passages. The term ov uiov tou anyrwpou occurs about 80 times in the Gospels. On its meaning 
comp. my book on the Person of Christ, pp. 83 sqq. (ed. of 1880). 
 
{207} Matthew 16:20-23 Mark 8:30-33 Luke 9:21-27.  

 



18. Apocryphal Traditions. 
 
We add some notes of minor interest connected with the history of Christ outside of the only 
authentic record in the Gospel. 
 

I. The Apocryphal Sayings of our Lord.—The canonical Gospels contain all that is necessary 
for us to know about the words and deeds of our Lord, although many more might have been 
recorded. {John 20:30 21:25} Their early composition and reception in the church precluded 
the possibility of a successful rivalry of oral tradition. The extra-biblical sayings of our Lord 
are mere fragments, few in number, and with one exception rather unimportant, or simply 
variations of genuine words. 
 
They have been collected by Fabricius, in Codex Apocr. N. T., I pp. 321—335; Grabe: 
Spicilegium SS. Patrum, ed. alt. I. 12 sqq., 326 sq.; Koerner: "De sermonibus Christi" agrafoiv 
(Lips. 1776); Routh, in Reliq. Sacrae, vol. I. 9—12, etc.; Rud. Hofmann, in Das Leben Jesu nach 
den Apokryphen (Leipz. 1851, 75, pp. 317—334); Bunsen, in Anal. ante-Nic. I. 29 sqq.; Anger, in 
Synops. Evang. (1852); Westcott: Introd. to the Study of the Gospels, Append. C. (pp. 446 sqq. of 
the Boston ed. by Hackett); Plumptre, in Ellicott’s Com. for English Readers, I. p. xxxiii.; J. T. 
Dodd: Sayings ascribed to our Lord by the Fathers (1874); E. B. Nicholson: The Gospel 
according to the Hebrews (Lond. 1879, pp. 143—162). Comp. an essay of Ewald in his 
"Jahrbucher der Bibl. Wissenschaft," VI. 40 and 54 sqq., and Geschichte Christus’, p. 288. We 
avail ourselves chiefly of the collections of Hofmann, Westcott, Plumptre, and Nicholson. 
 
(1) "It is more blessed to give than to receive." Quoted by Paul, Acts 20:35. Comp. Luke 6:30,31; 
also Clement of Rome, Ad Cor. C. 2, hdion didontev h lambanontev, "more gladly giving than 
receiving." This is unquestionably authentic, pregnant with rich meaning, and shining out like a 
lone star all the more brilliantly. It is true in the highest sense of the love of God and Christ. The 
somewhat similar sentences of Aristotle, Seneca, and Epicurus, as quoted by Plutarch (see the 
passages in Wetstein on Acts 20:35), savor of aristocratic pride, and are neutralized by the 
opposite heathen maxim of mean selfishness: "Foolish is the giver, happy the receiver." 
Shakespeare may have had the sentence in his mind when he put into the mouth of Portia the 
golden words: 
 
"The quality of mercy is not strained, It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven Upon the place 
beneath: it is twice blessed; It blesseth him that gives and him that takes; ‘Tis mightiest in the 
mightiest; it becomes The throned monarch better than his crown." 
 
(2) "And on the same day Jesus saw a man working at his craft on the Sabbath-day, and He said 
unto him, O man, if thou knowest what thou doest, then art thou blessed; but if thou knowest not, 
then art thou accursed, and art a transgressor of the Law." An addition to Luke 6:4, in Codex D. 
or Bezae (in the University library at Cambridge), which contains several remarkable additions. 
See Tischendorf’s apparatus in ed. VIII. Luc. 6:4, and Scrivener, lntrod. to Criticism of the N. T. 
p. 8. epikataratov is used John 7:49 (text. rec.) by the Pharisees of the people who know not 
the law; also Galatians 3:10,13 in quotations from the O. T. parabathv tou nomou by Paul 
{Romans 2:25,27 Galatians 2:18} and James (2:9, 11). Plumptre regards the narrative as 
authentic, and remarks that it brings out with a marvellous force the distinction between the 
conscious transgression of a law recognized as still binding, and the assertion of a higher law as 
superseding the lower. Comp. also the remarks of Hofmann, l. c. p. 318. 



 
(3) "But ye seek (or, in the imperative, seek ye, zhteite) to increase from little, and (not) from 
greater to be less." An addition in Codex D. to Matthew 20:28. See Tischendorf. Comp. Luke 
14:11 John 5:44. Westcott regards this as a genuine fragment. Nicholson inserts "not," with the 
Curetonian Syriac, D; all other authorities omit it. Juvencus has incorporated the passage in his 
poetic Hist. Evang. III. 613 sqq., quoted by Hofmann, p. 319. 
 
(4) "Be ye trustworthy money-changers, or, proved bankers (trapezitai dovkimoi); i.e. expert in 
distinguishing the genuine coin from the counterfeit. Quoted by Clement of Alexandria (several 
times), Origen (in Joann, xix.), Eusebius, Epiphanius, Cyril of Alexandria, and many others. 
Comp. 1 Thessalonians 5:21: "Prove all things, hold fast the good," and the parable of the talents, 
Matthew 25:27. Delitzsch, who with many others regards this maxim as genuine, gives it the 
meaning: Exchange the less valuable for the more valuable, esteem sacred coin higher than 
common coin, and highest of all the one precious pearl of the gospel. (Ein Tag in Capernaum, p. 
136.) Renan likewise adopts it as historical, but explains it in an Ebionite and monastic sense as 
an advice of voluntary poverty. "Be ye good bankers (soyez de bons banquiers), that is to say: 
Make good investments for the kingdom of God, by giving your goods to the poor, according to 
the ancient proverb: {Proverbs 19:17} "He that hath pity upon the poor, lendeth to the Lord" (Vie 
de Jesus, ch. XI. p. 180, 5th Par. ed.). 
 
(5) "The Son of God says,(?) "Let us resist all iniquity, and hold it in abhorrence." "From the 
Epistle of Barnabas, c. 4. This Epistle, though incorporated in the Codex Sinaiticus, is probably 
not a work of the apostolic Barnabas. Westcott and Plumptre quote the passage from the Latin 
version, which introduces the sentence with the words: sicut dicit Filius Dei. But this seems to be 
a mistake for sicut decet filios Dei, "as becometh the sons of God." This is evident from the Greek 
original (brought to light by the discovery of the Codex Sinaiticus), which reads, wv prepei 
uioiv yeou and connects the words with the preceding sentence. See the edition of Barnabae 
Epistula by Gebhardt and Harnack in Patr. Apost. Op. I. 14. For the sense comp. 2 Timothy  2:19: 
apostatw apo adikiav James 4:7: anisthte tw diabolw, Psalm 119:163: adikian 
emishsa. 
 
(6) "They who wish to see me, and to lay hold on my kingdom, must receive me with affliction and 
suffering." From the Epistle of Barnabas, c. 7, where the words are introduced by "Thus he 
[Jesus] saith," fhsivn. But it is doubtful whether they are meant as a quotation or rather as a 
conclusion of the former remarks and a general reminiscence of several passages. Comp. 
Matthew 16:24 20:3 Acts 14:22: "We must through much tribulation enter into the kingdom of 
God." 
 
(7) "He that wonders ov yaumasav with the wonder of reverential faith] shall reign," and "he 
that reigns shall be made to rest." From the "Gospel of the Hebrews," quoted by Clement of 
Alexandria (Strom. II. 9, 45). The Alexandrian divine quotes this and the following sentence to 
show, as Plumptre finely says, "that in the teaching of Christ, as in that of Plato, wonder is at once 
the beginning and the end of knowledge." 
 
(8) "Look with wonder at the things that are before thee (yaumason ta paronta)." From 
Clement of Alexandria (Strom. II. 9, 45.). 
 
(9) "I came to abolish sacrifices, and unless ye cease from sacrificing, the wrath [of God] will not 
cease from you." From the Gospel of the Ebionites (or rather Essaean Judaizers), quoted by 
Epiphanius (Haer. xxx. 16). Comp. Matthew 9:13, "I will have mercy and not sacrifice." 
 



(10) "Ask great things, and the small shall be added to you: ask heavenly and there shall be 
added unto you earthly things." Quoted by Clement of Alexandria (Strom. I. 24, 154; comp. IV. 
6, 34) and Origen (de Oratione, c. 2), with slight differences. Comp. Matthew 6:33, of which it is 
probably a free quotation from memory. Ambrose also quotes the sentence (Ep. xxxvi. 3): 
"Denique scriptum est: "Petite magna, et parva adjicientur vobis. Petite coelestia, et terrena 
adjicientur."" 
 
(11) "In the things wherein I find you, in them will I judge you." Quoted by Justin Martyr (Dial. c. 
Tryph. c. 47), and Clement of Alexandria (Quis dives, 40). Somewhat different Nilus: "Such as I 
find thee, I will judge thee, saith the Lord." The parallel passages in Ezekiel 7:3,8 18:30 24:14 
33:20 are not sufficient to account for this sentence. It is probably taken from an apocryphal 
Gospel. See Hofmann, p. 323. 
 
(12) "He who is nigh unto me is nigh unto the fire: he who is far from me is far from the 
kingdom." From Origen (Comm. in Jer. III. p. 778), and Didymus of Alexandria (in Ps. 88:8). 
Comp, Luke 12:49. Ignatius (Ad Smyrn. c. 4) has a similar saying, but not as a quotation, "To be 
near the sword is to be near God" (egguv macairav egguv yeou). 
 
(13) "If ye kept not that which is little, who will give you that which is great? For I say unto you, 
he that is faithful in the least is faithful also in much." From the homily of Pseudo-Clement of 
Rome (ch. 8). Comp. Luke 16:10-12 and Matthew 25:21, 23. Irenaeus (II. 34, 3) quotes similarly, 
probably from memory: "Si in modico fideles non fuistis, quod magnum est quis dabit nobis?" 
 
(14) "Keep the flesh pure, and the seal [probably baptism] without stain that we (ye) may receive 
eternal life." From Pseudo-Clement, ch. 8. But as this is connected with the former sentence by 
ara oun touto legei, it seems to be only an explanation ("he means this") not a separate 
quotation. See Lightfoot, St. Clement of Rome, pp. 200 and 201, and his Appendix containing the 
newly recovered Portions, p. 384:. On the sense comp. 2 Timothy  2:19 Romans 4:11 Ephesians 
1:13 4:30. 
 
(15) Our Lord, being asked by Salome when His kingdom should come, and the things which he 
had spoken be accomplished, answered, "When the two shall be one, and the outward as the 
inward, and the male with the female, neither male nor female." From Clement of Alexandria, as 
a quotation from "the Gospel according to the Egyptians" (Strom.III. 13, 92), and the homily of 
Pseudo-Clement of Rome (ch. 12). Comp. Matthew 22:30 Galatians 3:28 1 Corinthians 7:29. The 
sentence has a mystical coloring which is alien to the genuine Gospels, but suited the Gnostic 
taste. 
 
(16) "For those that are infirm was I infirm, and for those that hunger did I hunger, and for those 
that thirst did I thirst." From Origen (in Matt. xiii. 2). Comp. Matthew 25:35,36 1 Corinthians 
9:20-22. 
 
(17) "Never be ye joyful, except when ye have seen your brother [dwelling] in love." Quoted from 
the Hebrew Gospel by Jerome. {in Ephesians 5:3} 
 
(18) "Take hold, handle me, and see that I am not a bodiless demon [i.e. spirit]." From Ignatius 
(Ad Symrn. c. 3), and Jerome, who quotes it from the Nazarene Gospel (De Viris illustr. 16). 
Words said to have been spoken to Peter and the apostles after the resurrection. Comp. Luke 
24:39 John 20:27. 
 



(19) "Good must needs come, but blessed is he through whom it cometh; in like manner evil must 
needs come, but woe to him through whom it cometh." From the "Clementine Homilies," xii. 29. 
For the second clause comp. Matthew 18:7 Luke 17:1. 
 
(20) "My mystery is for me, and for the sons of my house." From Clement of Alexandria (Strom. 
V. 10, 64), the Clementine Homilies (xix. 20), and Alexander of Alexandria (Ep. ad Alex. c. 5, 
where the words are ascribed to the Father). Comp. Isaiah 24:16 (Sept.); Matt. 13:11; Mark 4:11. 
 
(21) "If you do not make your low things high and your crooked things straight ye shall not enter 
into my kingdom." From the Acta Philippi in Tischendorf’s Acta Apost. Apocr. p. 90, quoted by 
Ewald, Gesch. Christus, p. 288, who calls these words a weak echo of more excellent sayings. 
 
(22) "I will choose these things to myself. Very excellent are those whom my Father that is in 
heaven hath given to me." From the Hebrew Gospel, quoted by Eusebius (Theophan. iv. 13). 
 
(23) "The Lord said, speaking of His kingdom, ’ The days will come in which vines will spring 
up, each having ten thousand stocks, and on each stock ten thousand branches, and on each 
branch ten thousand shoots, and on each shoot ten thousand bunches, and on each bunch ten 
thousand grapes, and each grape when pressed shall give five-and-twenty measures of wine. And 
when any saint shall have laid hold on one bunch, another shall cry, I am a better bunch, take 
me; through me bless the Lord."’ Likewise also [he said], ’ that a grain of wheat shall produce 
ten thousand ears of corn, and each grain ten pounds of fine pure flour; and so all other fruits 
and seeds and each herb according to its proper nature. And that all animals, using for food what 
is received from the earth, shall live in peace and concord with one another, subject to men with 
all subjection.’ "To this description Papias adds: "These things are credible to those who believe. 
And when Judas the traitor believed not and asked, ‘How shall such products come from the 
Lord?’ the Lord said, ‘They shall see who come to me in these times.’ From the "weak-minded" 
Papias (quoted by Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. V. 33, 3). Comp. Isaiah 11:6-9. 
 
This is a strongly figurative description of the millennium. Westcott thinks it is based on a real 
discourse, but to me it sounds fabulous, and borrowed from the Apocalypse of Baruch which has 
a similar passage (cap. 29, first published in Monumenta Sacra et Profana opera collegii 
Doctorum Bibliothecae Ambrosianae, Tom. I. Fasc. II. Mediol. 1866, p. 80, and then in 
Fritzsche’s ed. of Libri Apocryphi Veteris Test. Lips. 1871, p. 666): "Etiam terra dabit fructus 
suos unum in decem millia, et in vite una erunt Mille palmites, et unus palmes faciet mille botros, 
et botrus unus faciet mille acinos, et unus acinus faciet corum vini. Et qui esurierunt 
jucundabuntur, iterum autem videbunt prodigia quotidie.... Et erit in illo tempore, descendet 
iterum desuper thesaurus manna, et comedent ex eo in istis annis." 
 
Westcott quotes eleven other apocryphal sayings which are only loose quotations or perversions 
of genuine words of Christ, and may therefore be omitted. Nicholson has gathered the probable or 
possible fragments of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, which correspond more or less to 
passages in the canonical Gospels. 
 
Mohammedan tradition has preserved in the Koran and in other writings several striking words of 
Christ, which Hofmann, l. c. pp. 327—329, has collected. The following is the best: 
 
"Jesus, the Son of Mary, said, He who longs to be rich is like a man who drinks sea-water; the 
more he drinks the more thirsty he becomes, and never leaves off drinking till he perishes." 
 



II. Personal Appearance of Jesus. None of the Evangelists, not even the beloved disciple and 
bosom-friend of Jesus, gives us the least hint of his countenance and stature, or of his voice, 
his manner, his food, his dress, his mode of daily life. In this respect our instincts of natural 
affection have been wisely overruled. He who is the Saviour of all and the perfect exemplar for 
all should not be identified with the particular lineaments of one race or nationality or type of 
beauty. We should cling to the Christ in spirit and in glory rather than to the Christ in the flesh 
So St. Paul thought (2 Corinthians 5:16; Comp. 1 Peter 1:8). Though unseen, he is loved 
beyond all human beings. 
 
"I see Thee not, I hear Thee not, Yet art Thou oft with me; And earth hath ne’er so dear a spot, As 
when I meet with Thee." 
 
Jesus no doubt accommodated himself in dress and general appearance to the customs of his age 
and people, and avoided all ostentation. He probably passed unnoticed through busy crowds. But 
to the closer observer he must have revealed a spiritual beauty and an overawing majesty in his 
countenance and personal bearing. This helps to explain the readiness with which the disciples, 
forsaking all things, followed him in boundless reverence and devotion. He had not the 
physiognomy of a sinner. He had more than the physiognomy of a saint. He reflected from his 
eyes and countenance the serene peace and celestial purity of a sinless soul in blessed harmony 
with God. His presence commanded reverence, confidence and affection. 
 
In the absence of authentic representation, Christian art in its irrepressible desire to exhibit in 
visible form the fairest among the children of men, was left to its own imperfect conception of 
ideal beauty. The church under persecution in the first three centuries, was averse to pictorial 
representations of Christ, and associated with him in his state of humiliation (but not in his state 
of exaltation) the idea of uncomeliness, taking too literally the prophetic description of the 
suffering Messiah in the twenty-second Psalm and the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah. The victorious 
church after Constantine, starting from the Messianic picture in the forty-fifth Psalm and the Song 
of Solomon, saw the same Lord in heavenly glory, "fairer than the children of men" and 
"altogether lovely." Yet the difference was not so great as it is sometimes represented. For even 
the ante-Nicene fathers (especially Clement of Alexandria), besides expressly distinguishing 
between the first appearance of Christ in lowliness and humility, and his second appearance in 
glory and, majesty, did not mean to deny to the Saviour even in the days of his flesh a higher 
order of spiritual beauty, "the glory of the only-begotten of the Father full of grace and truth," 
which shone through the veil of his humanity, and which at times, as on the mount of 
transfiguration, anticipated his future glory. "Certainly," says Jerome, "a flame of fire and starry 
brightness flashed from his eye, and the majesty of the God head shone in his face." 
 
The earliest pictures of Christ, in the Catacombs, are purely symbolic, and represent him under 
the figures of the Lamb, the good Shepherd, the Fish. The last has reference to the Greek word 
ichthqv, which contains the initials of the words ihsou cristov qeou uiov swthr. "Jesus 
Christ, Son of God, Saviour." Real pictures of Christ in the early church would have been an 
offence to the Jewish, and a temptation and snare to the heathen converts. 
 
The first formal description of the personal appearance of Christ, which, though not authentic and 
certainly not older than the fourth century, exerted great influence on the pictorial representations, 
is ascribed to the heathen Publius Lentulus, a supposed contemporary of Pilate and "President of 
the people of Jerusalem" (there was no such office), in an apocryphal Latin letter to the Roman 
Senate, which was first discovered in a MS. copy of the writings of Anselm of Canterbury in the 



twelfth century, and published with slight variations by, Fabricius, Carpzov, Gabler, etc. It is as 
follows: 
 
"In this time appeared a man, who lives till now, a man endowed with great powers. Men call him 
a great prophet; his own disciples term Him the Son of God. His name is Jesus Christ. He restores 
the dead to life, and cures the sick of all manner of diseases. This man is of noble and well-
proportioned stature, with a face full of kindness and yet firmness, so that the beholders both love 
Him and fear Him. His hair is of the color of wine, and golden at the root; straight, and without 
lustre, but from the level of the ears curling and glossy, and divided down the centre after the 
fashion of the Nazarenes [Nazarites?]. His forehead is even and smooth, his face without wrinkle 
or blemish, and glowing with delicate bloom. His countenance is frank and kind. Nose and mouth 
are in no way faulty. His beard is full, of the same hazel color as his hair, not long, but forked. 
His eyes are blue, and extremely brilliant. In reproof and rebuke he is formidable; in exhortation 
and teaching, gentle and amiable. He has never been seen to laugh, but oftentimes to weep, 
(numquam visus est ridere, flere autem saepe). His person is tall and erect; his hands and limbs 
beautiful and straight. In speaking he is deliberate and grave, and little given to loquacity. In 
beauty he surpasses the children of men." 
 
Another description is found in the works of the Greek theologian, John of Damascus, of the 8th 
century (Epist. ad Theoph. Imp. de venerandis Imag., spurious), and a similar one in the Church 
History of Nicephorus (I. 40), of the 14th century. They represent Christ as resembling his 
mother, and ascribe to him a stately person though slightly stooping, beautiful eyes, blond, long, 
and curly hair, pale, olive complexion, long fingers, and a look expressive of nobility, wisdom, 
and patience. 
 
On the ground of these descriptions, and of the Abgar and the Veronica legends, arose a vast 
number of pictures of Christ, which are divided into two classes: the Salvator pictures, with the 
expression of calm serenity and dignity, without the faintest mark of grief, and the Ecce Homo 
pictures of the suffering Saviour with the crown of thorns. The greatest painters and sculptors 
have exhausted the resources of their genius in representations of Christ; but neither color nor 
chisel nor pen can do more than produce a feeble reflection of the beauty and glory of Him who is 
the Son of God and the Son of Man. 
 
Among modern biographers of Christ, Dr. Sepp (Rom. Cath., Das Leben Jesu Christi, 1865, vol. 
VI. 312 sqq.) defends the legend of St. Veronica of the Herodian family, and the genuineness of 
the picture, of the suffering Saviour with the crown of thorns which he impressed on her silken 
veil. He rejects the philological explanation of the legend from "the true image" (era eikwn 
equals Veronica), and derives the name from ferenikh (Berenice), the Victorious. But Bishop 
Hefele (Art. Christusbilder, in the Cath. Kirchen-Lexikon of Wetzer and Welte, II. 519—524) is 
inclined, with Grimm, to identify Veronica with the Berenice who is said to have erected a statue 
to Christ at Caesarea Philippi (Euseb. VII. 18), and to see in the Veronica legend only the Latin 
version of the Abgar legend of the Greek Church. Dr. Hase (Leben Jesu, p. 79) ascribes to Christ 
manly beauty, firm health, and delicate, yet not very characteristic features. He quotes John 20:14 
and Luke 24:16, where it is said that his friends did not recognize him, but these passages refer 
only to the mysterious appearances of the risen Lord. Renan (Vie de Jesus, ch. X-XIV. p. 403) 
describes him in the frivolous style of a novelist, as a doux Galileen, of calm and dignified 
attitude, as a beau jeune homme who made a deep impression upon women, especially Mary of 
Magdala; even a proud Roman lady, the wife of Pontius Pilate, when she caught a glimpse of him 
from the window(?), was enchanted, dreamed of him in the night and was frightened at the 
prospect of his death. Dr. Keim (I. 463) infers from his character, as described in the Synoptical 
Gospels, that he was perhaps not strikingly handsome, yet certainly noble, lovely, manly, healthy 



and vigorous, looking like a prophet, commanding reverence, making men, women, children, sick 
and poor people feel happy in his presence. Canon Farrar (I. 150) adopts the view of Jerome and 
Augustine, and speaks of Christ as "full of mingled majesty and tenderness" in— 
 
"That face How beautiful, if sorrow had not made Sorrow more beautiful than beauty’s self." 
 
On artistic representations of Christ see J. B. Carpzov: Deuteronomy oris et corpor is J. Christi 
forma Pseudo-Lentuli, J. Damasceni et Nicephori proso-pographiae. Helmst. 1777. P. E. 
Jablonski: Deuteronomy origine imaginum Christi Domini. Lugd. Batav. 1804. W. Grimm: Die 
Sage vom Ursprung der Christusbilder. Berlin, 1843. Dr. Legis Gluckselig: Christus-
Archaologie; Das Buch von Jesus Christus und seinem wahren Ebenbilde. Prag, 1863 4to. Mrs. 
Jameson and Lady Eastlake: The History of our Lord as exemplified in Works of Art (with 
illustrations). Lond., 2d ed. 1865 2 vols. Cowper: Apocr. Gospels. Lond. 1867, pp. 217—226. 
Hase: Leben Jesu, pp. 76—80 (5th ed.), Keim: Gesch. Jesu von Naz. I. 459—464. Farrar: Life of 
Christ. Lond. 1874, I. 148—150, 312—313; II. 464. 
 

III. The Testimony of Josephus on John the Baptist. Antiq. Jud. xviii. c. 5, 2. Whatever may be 
thought of the more famous passage of Christ which we have discussed in 14 (p. 92), the 
passage on John is undoubtedly genuine and so accepted by most scholars. It fully and 
independently confirms the account of the Gospels on John’s work and martyrdom, and 
furnishes, indirectly, an argument in favor of the historical character of their account of 
Christ, for whom he merely prepared the way. We give it in Whiston’s translation: "Now some 
of the Jews thought that the destruction of Herod’s army came from God, and that very justly, 
as a punishment of what he did against John, who was called the Baptist; for Herod slew him, 
who was a good man (agayon andra), and commanded the Jews to exercise virtue, both as to 
righteousness towards one another, and piety towards God, and so to come to baptism; for that 
the washing [with water] would be acceptable to him, if they made use of it, not in order to the 
putting away [or the remission] of some sins [only], but for the purification of the body: 
supposing still that the soul was thoroughly purified beforehand by righteousness. Now when 
[many] others came in crowds about him, for they were greatly moved [or pleased] by hearing 
his words, Herod, who feared lest the great influence John had over the people might put it 
into his power and inclination to raise a rebellion (for they seemed ready to do anything he 
should advise), thought it best, by putting him to death, to prevent any mischief he might cause, 
and not bring himself into difficulties, by sparing a man who might make him repent of it when 
it should be too late. Accordingly he was sent a prisoner, out of Herod’s suspicious temper, to 
Machaerus, the castle I before mentioned, and was there put to death. Now the Jews had an 
opinion that the destruction of this army was sent as a punishment upon Herod, and a mark of 
God’s displeasure to him." 
 

IV. The Testimony of Mara to Christ, A. D. 74. This extra-biblical notice of Christ, made 
known first in 1865, and referred to above (14 p. 94) reads as follows (as translated from the 
Syriac by Cureton and Pratten): 
 
"What are we to say, when the wise are dragged by force by hands of tyrants, and their wisdom is 
deprived of its freedom by slander, and they are plundered for their [superior] intelligence, 
without [the opportunity of making] a defence? [They are not wholly to be pitied.] For what 
benefit did the Athenians obtain by putting Socrates to death, seeing that they received as 
retribution for it famine and pestilence? Or the people of Samos by the burning of Pythagoras, 



seeing that in one hour the whole of their country was covered with sand? Or The Jews [by the 
murder] of their Wise King, seeing that from that very time their kingdom was driven away [from 
them]? For with justice did God grant a recompense to the wisdom of [all] three of them. For the 
Athenians died by famine; and the people of Samos were covered by the sea without remedy; and 
the Jews, brought to destruction and expelled from their kingdom, are driven away into every 
land. [Nay], Socrates did not die, because of Plato; nor yet Pythagoras, because of the statue of 
Hera; nor yet The Wise King, because of the new laws he enacted." 
 
The nationality and position of Mara are unknown. Dr. Payne Smith supposes him to have been a 
Persian. He wrote from prison and wished to die, "by what kind of death concerns me not." In the 
beginning of his letter Mara says: "On this account, lo, I have written for thee this record, 
[touching] that which I have by careful observation discovered in the world. For the kind of life 
men lead has been carefully observed by me. I tread the path of learning, and from the study of 
Greek philosophy have I found out all these things, although they suffered shipwreck when the 
birth of life took place." The birth of life may refer to the appearance of Christianity in the world, 
or to Mara’s own conversion. But there is no other indication that he was a Christian. The advice 
he gives to his son is simply to "devote himself to wisdom, the fount of all things good, the 
treasure that fails not."  

 



19. The Resurrection of Christ. 
 
The resurrection of Christ from the dead is reported by the four Gospels, taught in the Epistles, 
believed throughout Christendom, and celebrated on every "Lord’s Day," as a historical fact, as 
the crowning miracle and divine seal of his whole work, as the foundation of the hopes of 
believers, as the pledge of their own future resurrection. It is represented in the New Testament 
both as an act of the Almighty Father who raised his Son from the dead, {208} and as an act of 
Christ himself, who had the power to lay down his life and to take it again. {209} The ascension 
was the proper conclusion of the resurrection: the risen life of our Lord, who is "the Resurrection 
and the Life," could not end in another death on earth, but must continue in eternal glory in 
heaven. Hence St. Paul says, "Christ being raised from the dead dieth no more; death no more 
hath dominion over him. For the death that he died he died unto sin once: but the life that he 
liveth, he liveth unto God." {210} 
 
The Christian church rests on the resurrection of its Founder. Without this fact the church could 
never have been born, or if born, it would soon have died a natural death. The miracle of the 
resurrection and the existence of Christianity are so closely connected that they must stand or fall 
together. If Christ was raised from the dead, then all his other miracles are sure, and our faith is 
impregnable; if he was not raised, he died in vain and our faith is vain. It was only his 
resurrection that made his death available for our atonement, justification and salvation; without 
the resurrection, his death would be the grave of our hopes; we should be still unredeemed and 
under the power of our sins. A gospel of a dead Saviour would be a contradiction and wretched 
delusion. This is the reasoning of St. Paul, and its force is irresistible. {211} 
 
The resurrection of Christ is therefore emphatically a test question upon which depends the truth 
or falsehood of the Christian religion. It is either the greatest miracle or the greatest delusion 
which history records. {212} 
 
Christ had predicted both his crucifixion and his resurrection, but the former was a stumbling-
block to the disciples, the latter a mystery which they could not understand till after the event. 
{213} They no doubt expected that he would soon establish his Messianic kingdom on earth. 
Hence their utter disappointment and downheartedness after the crucifixion. The treason of one of 
their own number, the triumph of the hierarchy, the fickleness of the people, the death and burial 
of the beloved Master, had in a few hours rudely blasted their Messianic hopes and exposed them 
to the contempt and ridicule of their enemies. For two days they were trembling on the brink of 
despair. But on the third day, behold, the same disciples underwent a complete revolution from 
despondency to hope, from timidity to courage, from doubt to faith, and began to proclaim the 
gospel of the resurrection in the face of an unbelieving world and at the peril of their lives. This 
revolution was not isolated, but general among them; it was not the result of an easy credulity, but 
brought about in spite of doubt and hesitation; {214} it was not superficial and momentary, but 
radical and lasting; it affected, not only the apostles, but the whole history of the world. It reached 
even the leader of the persecution, Saul of Tarsus one of the clearest and strongest intellects, and 
converted him into the most devoted and faithful champion of this very gospel to the hour of his 
martyrdom. 
 
This is a fact patent to every reader of the closing chapters of the Gospels, and is freely admitted 
even by the most advanced skeptics. {215} 
 
The question now rises whether this inner revolution in the, life of the disciples, with its 
incalculable effects upon the fortunes of mankind, can be rationally explained without a 



corresponding outward revolution in the history of Christ; in other words, whether the professed 
faith of the disciples in the risen Christ was true and real, or a hypocritical lie, or an honest self-
delusion. 
 
There are four possible theories which have been tried again and again, and defended with as 
much learning and ingenuity as can be summoned to their aid. Historical questions are not like 
mathematical problems. No argument in favor of the resurrection will avail with those critics who 
start with the philosophical assumption that miracles are impossible, and still less with those who 
deny not only the resurrection of the body, but even the immortality of the soul. But facts are 
stubborn, and if a critical hypothesis can be proven to be psychologically and historically 
impossible and unreasonable, the result is fatal to the philosophy which underlies the critical 
hypothesis. It is not the business of the historian to construct a history from preconceived notions 
and to adjust it to his own liking, but to reproduce it from the best evidence and to let it speak for 
itself. 
 
1. The Historical view, presented by the Gospels and believed in the Christian church of every 
denomination and sect. The resurrection of Christ was an actual though miraculous event, in 
harmony with his previous history and character, and in fulfilment of his own prediction. It was a 
re-animation of the dead body of Jesus by a return of his soul from the spirit-world, and a rising 
of body and soul from the grave to a new life, which after repeated manifestations to believers 
during a short period of forty days entered into glory by the ascension to heaven. The object of 
the manifestations was not only to convince the apostles personally of the resurrection, but to 
make them witnesses of the resurrection and heralds of salvation to all the world. {216} 
 
Truth compels us to admit that there are serious difficulties in harmonizing the accounts of the 
evangelists, and in forming a consistent conception of the nature of Christ’s, resurrection-body, 
hovering as it were between heaven and earth, and oscillating for forty days between a natural 
and a supernatural state of the body clothed with flesh and blood and bearing the wound-prints, 
and yet so spiritual as to appear and disappear through closed doors and to ascend visibly to 
heaven. But these difficulties are not so great as those which are created by a denial of the fact 
itself. The former can be measurably solved, the latter cannot. We, do not know all the details and 
circumstances which might enable us to clearly trace the order of events. But among all the 
variations the great central fact of the resurrection itself and its principal features "stand out all 
the more sure." {217} The period of the forty days is in the nature of the case the most mysterious 
in the life of Christ, and transcends all ordinary Christian experience. The Christophanies 
resemble in some respect, the theophanies of the Old Testament, which were granted only to few 
believers, yet for the general benefit. At all events the fact of the resurrection furnishes the only 
key for the solution of the psychological problem of the sudden, radical, and permanent change in 
the mind and conduct of the disciples; it is the necessary link in the chain which connects their 
history before and after that event. Their faith in the resurrection was too clear, too strong, too 
steady, too effective to be explained in any other way. They showed the strength and boldness of 
their conviction by soon returning to Jerusalem, the post of danger, and founding there, in the 
very face of the hostile Sanhedrin, the mother-church of Christendom. 
 
2. The Theory of Fraud. The apostles stole and hid the body of Jesus, and deceived the world. 
{218} 
 
This infamous lie carries its refutation on its face: for if the Roman soldiers who watched the 
grave at the express request of the priests and Pharisees, were asleep, they could not see the 
thieves, nor would they have proclaimed their military crime; if they, or only some of them, were 
awake, they would have prevented the theft. As to the, disciples, they were too timid and 



desponding at the time to venture on such a daring act, and too honest to cheat the world. And 
finally a self-invented falsehood could not give them the courage and constancy of faith for the 
proclamation of the resurrection at the peril of their lives. The whole theory is a wicked absurdity, 
an insult to the common sense and honor of mankind. 
 
3. The Swoon-Theory. The physical life of Jesus was not extinct, but only exhausted, and was 
restored by the tender care of his friends and disciples, or (as some absurdly add) by his own 
medical skill; and after a brief period he quietly died a natural death. {219} 
 
Josephus, Valerius Maximus, psychological and medical authorities have been searched and 
appealed to for examples of such apparent resurrections from a trance or asphyxy, especially on 
the third day, which is supposed to be a critical turning-point for life or putrefaction. 
 
But besides insuperable physical difficulties—as the wounds and loss of blood from the very 
heart pierced by the spear of the Roman soldier—this theory utterly fails to account for the moral 
effect. A brief sickly existence of Jesus in need of medical care, and terminating in his natural 
death and final burial, without even the glory of martyrdom which attended the crucifixion, far 
from restoring the faith of the apostles, would have only in the end deepened their gloom and 
driven them to utter despair. {220} 
 
4. The Vision-Theory. Christ rose merely in the imagination of his friends, who mistook a 
subjective vision or dream for actual reality, and were thereby encouraged to proclaim their faith 
in the resurrection at the risk of death. Their wish was father to the belief, their belief was father 
to the fact, and the belief, once started, spread with the power of a religious epidemic from person 
to person and from place to place. The Christian society wrought the miracle by its intense love 
for Christ. Accordingly the resurrection does not belong to the history of Christ at all, but to the 
inner life of his disciples. It is merely the embodiment of their reviving faith. 
 
This hypothesis was invented by a heathen adversary in the second century and soon buried out of 
sight, but rose to new life in the nineteenth, and spread with epidemical rapidity among skeptical 
critics in Germany, France, Holland and England. {221} 
 
The advocates of this hypothesis appeal first and chiefly to the vision of St. Paul on the way to 
Damascus, which occurred several years later, and is nevertheless put on a level with the former 
appearances to the older apostles; {1 Corinthians 15:8} next to supposed analogies in the history 
of religious enthusiasm and mysticism, such as the individual visions of St. Francis of Assisi, the 
Maid of Orleans, St. Theresa (who believed that she had seen Jesus in person with the eyes of the 
soul more distinctly than she could have seen him with the eyes of the body), Swedenborg, even 
Mohammed, and the collective visions of the Montanists in Asia Minor, the Camisards in France, 
the spectral resurrections of the martyred Thomas a Becket of Canterbury and Savonarola of 
Florence in the excited imagination of their admirers, and the apparitions of the Immaculate 
Virgin at Lourdes. {222} 
 
Nobody will deny that subjective fancies and impressions are often mistaken for objective 
realities. But, with the exception of the case of St. Paul—which we shall consider in its proper 
place, and which turns out to be, even according to the admission of the leaders of skeptical 
criticism, a powerful argument against the mythical or visionary theory—these supposed 
analogies are entirely irrelevant; for, not to speak of other differences, they were isolated and 
passing phenomena which left no mark on history; while the faith in the resurrection of Christ has 
revolutionized the whole world. It must therefore be treated on its own merits as an altogether 
unique case. 



 
(a) The first insuperable argument against the visionary nature, and in favor of the objective 
reality, of the resurrection is the empty tomb of Christ. If he did not rise, his body must either 
have been removed, or remained in the tomb. If removed by the disciples, they were guilty of a 
deliberate falsehood in preaching the resurrection, and then the vision-hypothesis gives way to the 
exploded theory of fraud. If removed by the enemies, then these enemies had the best evidence 
against the resurrection, and would not have failed to produce it and thus to expose the 
baselessness of the vision. The same is true, of course, if the body had remained in the tomb. The 
murderers of Christ would certainly not have missed such an opportunity to destroy the very 
foundation of the hated sect. 
 
To escape this difficulty, Strauss removes the origin of the illusion away off to Galilee, whether 
the disciples fled; but this does not help the matter, for they returned in a few weeks to Jerusalem, 
where we find them all assembled on the day of Pentecost. 
 
This argument is fatal even to the highest form of the vision hypothesis, which admits a spiritual 
manifestation of Christ from heaven, but denies the resurrection of his body. 
 
(b) If Christ did not really rise, then the words which he spoke to Mary Magdalene, to the 
disciples of Emmaus, to doubting Thomas, to Peter on the lake of Tiberias, to all the disciples on 
Mount Olivet, were likewise pious fictions. But who can believe that words of such dignity and 
majesty, so befitting the solemn moment of the departure to the throne of glory, as the 
commandment to preach the gospel to every creature, to baptize the nations in the name of the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, and the promise to be with his disciples alway to the end of 
the world—a promise abundantly verified in the daily experience of the church—could proceed 
from dreamy and self-deluded enthusiasts or crazy fanatics any more than the Sermon on the 
Mount or the Sacerdotal Prayer! And who, with any spark of historical sense, can suppose that 
Jesus never instituted baptism, which has been performed in his name ever since the day of 
Pentecost, and which, like the celebration of the Lord’s Supper, bears testimony to him every day 
as the sunlight does to the sun! 
 
(c) If the visions of the resurrection were the product of an excited imagination, it is 
unaccountable that they should suddenly have ceased on the fortieth day, {Acts 1:15} and not 
have occurred to any of the disciples afterwards, with the single exception of Paul, who expressly 
represents his vision of Christ as "the last." Even on the day of Pentecost Christ did not appear to 
them, but, according to his promise, "the other Paraclete" descended upon them; and Stephen saw 
Christ in heaven, not on earth. {223} 
 
(d) The chief objection to the vision-hypothesis is its intrinsic impossibility. It makes the most 
exorbitant claim upon our credulity. It requires us to believe that many persons, singly and 
collectively, at different times, and in different places, from Jerusalem to Damascus, had the same 
vision and dreamed the same dream; that the women at the open sepulchre early in the morning, 
Peter and John soon afterwards, the two disciples journeying to Emmaus on the afternoon of the 
resurrection day, the assembled apostles on the evening in the absence of Thomas, and again on 
the next Lord’s Day in the presence of the skeptical Thomas, seven apostles at the lake of 
Tiberias, on one occasion five hundred brethren at once most of whom were still alive when Paul 
reported the fact, then James, the brother of the Lord, who formerly did not believe in him, again 
all the apostles on Mount Olivet at the ascension, and at last the clearheaded, strong-minded 
persecutor on the way to Damascus—that all these men and women on these different occasions 
vainly imagined they saw and heard the self-same Jesus in bodily shape and form; and that they 
were by this baseless vision raised all at once from the deepest gloom in which the crucifixion of 



their Lord had left them, to the boldest faith and strongest hope which impelled them to proclaim 
the gospel of the resurrection from Jerusalem to Rome to the end of their lives! And this illusion 
of the early disciples created the greatest revolution not only in their own views and conduct, but 
among Jews and Gentiles and in the subsequent history of mankind! This illusion, we are 
expected to believe by these unbelievers, gave birth to the most real and most mighty of all facts, 
the Christian Church which has lasted these eighteen hundred years and is now spread all over the 
civilized world, embracing more members than ever and exercising more moral power than all 
the kingdoms and all other religions combined! 
 
The vision-hypothesis, instead of getting rid of the miracle, only shifts it from fact to fiction; it 
makes an empty delusion more powerful than the truth, or turns all history itself at last into a 
delusion. Before we can reason the resurrection of Christ out of history we must reason the 
apostles and Christianity itself out of existence. We must either admit the miracle, or frankly 
confess that we stand here before an inexplicable mystery. 
 
Remarkable Concessions.—The ablest advocates of the vision-theory are driven against their 
wish and will to admit some unexplained objective reality in the visions of the risen or ascended 
Christ. 
 
Dr. Baur, of Tubingen (d. 1860), the master-critic among sceptical church historians, and the 
corypheus of the Tubingen school, came at last to the conclusion (as stated in the revised edition 
of his Church History of the First Three Centuries, published shortly before his death, 1860) that 
"nothing but the miracle of the resurrection could disperse the doubts which threatened to drive 
faith itself into the eternal night of death (Nur das Wunder der Auferstehung konnte die Zweifel 
zerstreuen, welche den Glauben selbst in die ewige Nacht des Todes verstossen zu mussen 
schienen)." Geschichte der christlichen Kirche, I. 39. It is true he adds that the nature of the 
resurrection itself lies outside of historical investigation ("Was die Auferstehung an-sich ist, liegt 
ausserhalb des Kreises der geschichtlichen Untersuchung"), but also, that "for the faith of the 
disciples the resurrection of Jesus became the most solid and most irrefutable certainty. In this 
faith only Christianity gained a firm foothold of its historical development. (In diesem Glauben 
hat erst das Christenthum den festen Grund seiner geschichtlichen Entwicklung gewonnen.) 
"What history requires as the necessary prerequisite of all that follows is not so much the fact of 
the resurrection itself[?] as the faith in that fact. In whatever light we may consider the 
resurrection of Jesus, whether as an actual objective miracle or as a subjective psychological one 
(als ein objectiv geschehenes Wunder, oder als ein subjectiv psychologisches), even granting the 
possibility of such a miracle, no psychological analysis can penetrate the inner spiritual process 
by which in the consciousness of the disciples their unbelief at the death of Jesus was transformed 
into a belief of his resurrection.... "We must rest satisfied with this, that for them the resurrection 
of Christ was a fact of their consciousness, and had for them all the reality of a historical event." 
(Ibid., pp. 39, 40.) Baur’s remarkable conclusion concerning the conversion of St. Paul (ibid., pp. 
44, 45) we shall consider in its proper place. 
 
Dr. Ewald, of Gottingen (d. 1874), the great orientalist and historian of Israel, antagonistic to 
Baur, his equal in profound scholarship and bold, independent, often arbitrary criticism, but 
superior in religious sympathy with the genius of the Bible, discusses the resurrection of Christ in 
his History of the Apostolic Age (Gesch. des Volkes Israel, vol. VI. 52 sqq.), instead of his Life of 
Christ, and resolves it into a purely spiritual, though long continued manifestation from heaven. 
Nevertheless he makes the strong statement (p. 69) that "nothing is historically more certain than 
that Christ rose from the dead and appeared to his own, and that this their vision was the 
beginning of their new higher faith and of a their Christian labors." "Nichts steht geschichtlich 
fester," he says, "als dass Christus aus den Todten auferstanden den Seinigen wiederschien und 



dass dieses ihr wiedersehen der anfang ihres neuen hohern glaubens und alles ihres Christlichen 
wirkens selbst war. Es ist aber ebenso gewiss dass sie ihn nicht wie einen gewohnlichen 
menschen oder wie einen aus dem grabe aufsteigenden schatten oder gespenst wie die sage von 
solchen meldet, sondern wie den einzigen Sohn Gottes, wie ein durchaus schon ubermachtiges 
und ubermenschliches wesen wiedersahen und sich bei spateren zuruckerinnerungen nichts 
anderes denken konnten als dass jeder welcher ihn wiederzusehen gewurdigt sei auch sogleich 
unmittelbar seine einzige gottliche wurde erkannt und seitdem felsenfest daran geglaubt habe. Als 
den achten Konig und Sohn Gottes hatten ihn aber die Zwolfe und andre schon im leben zu 
erkennen gelernt: der unterschied ist nur der dass sie ihn jetzt auch nach seiner rein gottlichen 
seite und damit auch als den uber den tod siegreichen erkannt zu haben sich erinnerten. Zwischen 
jenem gemeinen schauen des irdischen Christus wie er ihnen sowohl bekannt war und diesem 
hohern tieferregten entzuckten schauen des himmlischen ist also dock ein innerer zusammenhang, 
so dass sie ihn auch jetzt in diesen ersten tagen und wochen nach seinem tode nie als den 
himmlischen Messias geschauet hatten wenn sie ihn nicht schon vorher als den irdischen so wohl 
gekannt hatten." 
 
Dr. Keim, of Zurich (d. at Giessen, 1879), an independent pupil of Baur, and author of the most 
elaborate and valuable Life of Christ which the liberal critical school has produced, after giving 
every possible advantage to the mythical view of the resurrection, confesses that it is, after all, a 
mere hypothesis and fails to explain the main point. He says (Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, III. 
600): "Nach allen diesen Ueberlegungen wird man zugestehen mussen, dass auch die neuerdings 
beliebt gewordene Theorie nur eine Hypothese ist, welche Einiges erklart, die Hauptsache nicht 
erklart, ja im Ganzen und Grossen das geschichtlich Bezeugte schiefen und hinfalligen 
Gesichtspunkten unterstellt. Misslingt aber gleichmassig der Versuch, die uberlieferte Aufs 
Auferstehungsgeschichte festzuhalten, wie das Unternehmen, mit Hilfe der paulinischen Visionen 
eine naturliche Erklarung des Geschehenen aufzubauen, so bleibt fur die Geschichte zunachst 
kein Weg ubrig als der des Eingestandnisses, dass die Sagenhaftigkeit der redseligen Geschichte 
und die dunkle Kurze der glaubwurdigen Geschichte es nicht gestattet, uber die rathselhaften 
Ausgange des Lebens Jesu, so wichtig sie an und fur sich und in der Einwirkung auf die 
Weltgeschichte gewesen sind, ein sicheres unumstossliches Resultat zu geben. Fur die 
Geschichte, sofern sie nur mit benannten evidenten Zahlen und mit Reihen greifbarer 
anerkannter Ursachen und Wirkungen rechnet, existirt als das Thatsachliche und Zweifellose 
lediglich der feste Glaube der Apostel, dass Jesus auferstanden, und die ungeheure Wirkung 
dieses Glaubens, die Christianisirung der Menschheit." On p. 601 he expresses the conviction 
that "it was the crucified and living Christ who, not as the risen one, but rather as the divinely 
glorified one (als der wenn nicht Auferstandene, so doch vielmehr himmlisch Verherrlichte), gave 
visions to his disciples and revealed himself to his society." In his last word on the great problem, 
Keim, in view of the exhaustion and failure of the natural explanations, comes to the conclusion, 
that we must either, with Dr. Baur, humbly confess our ignorance, or return to the faith of the 
apostles who "have seen the Lord". {John 20:25} See the third and last edition of his abridged 
Geschichte Jesu, Zurich, 1875, p. 362. 
 
Dr. Schenkel, of Heidelberg, who in his Charakterbild Jesu (third ed. 1864, pp. 231 sqq.) had 
adopted the vision-theory in its higher form as a purely spiritual, though real manifestation from 
heaven, confesses in his latest work, Das Christusbild der Apostel (1879, p. 18), his inability to 
solve the problem of the resurrection of Christ, and says: "Niemals wird es der Forschung 
gelingen, das Rathsel des Auferstehungsglaubens zu ergrunden. Nichts aber steht fester in der 
Geschichte als die Thatsache dieses Glaubens; auf ihm beruht die Stiftung der christlichen 
Gemeinschaft... Der Visionshypothese, welche die Christuserscheinungen der Junger aus 
Sinnestauschungen erklaren will, die in einer Steigerung des ‘Gemuths und Nervenlebens’ ihre 
physische und darum auch psychische Ursache hatten, ... steht vor allem die Grundfarbe der 



Stimmung in den Jungern, namentlich in Petrus, im Wege: die tiefe Trauer, das gesunkene 
Selbstvertrauen, die nagende Gewissenspein, der verlorne Lebensmuth. Wie soll aus einer 
solchen Stimmung das verklarte Bild des Auferstandenen hervorgehen, mit dieser 
unverwustlichen Sicherheit und unzerstorbaren Freudigkeit, durch welche der 
Auferstehungsglaube die Christengemeinde in allen Sturmen und Verfolgungen aufrecht zu 
erhalten vermochte?" 
 
{208} Acts 2:24,32 Romans 6:; 10:9; 1 Corinthians 15:15 Ephesians 1:20 1 Peter 1:21. 
 
{209} John 2:19; 10:17, 18. In like manner the first advent of the Lord is represented as his own 
voluntary act and as a mission from the Father, John 8:42: egw ek yeou exhlyen kai hkw oude 
gar ap emautou elhlya, all ekeinov me apesteilen.. 
 
{210} Rom. 6:9, 10. Neander (Leben Jesu, pp. 596 and 597 of the 6th Germ. ed.) makes some 
excellent remarks on this inseparable connection between the resurrection and the ascension, and 
says that the asc ension would stand fast as a supernatural fact even if Luke had not said a word 
about it. A temporary resurrection followed by another death could never have become the 
foundation of a church. 
 
{211} 1 Cor. 15:13-19; comp. Romans 4:25, where Paul represents Christ’s death and 
resurrection in inseparable connection, as the sum and substance of the whole gospel. 
 
{212} Ewald makes the striking remark (VI. 90) that the resurrection is "the culmination of all the 
miraculous events which are conceivable from the beginning of history to its close." 
 
{213} Matthew 16:21-23 17:9,22,23 20:17-20 Mark 8:31 9:9,10,31,32 ("they understood not that 
saying, and were afraid to ask him"); Luke 9:22, 44, 45; 18:31-34; 24:6-8; John 2:21, 22; 3:14; 
8:28; 10:17, 18; 12:32. 
 
{214} The devoted women went to the sepulchre on the first Christian Sabbath, not to see it 
empty but to embalm the body with spices for its long rest, Mark 16:1 Luke 23:56; and when they 
told the eleven what they saw, their words seemed to them "as idle talk," and "they disbelieved 
them," Luke 24:11. Comp. Matthew 28:17 ("some doubted"); Mark 16:8 ("they were afraid"); 
John 20:25. 
 
{215} Dr. Baur states the contrast tersely thus: "Zwischen dem Tod [Jesu] und seiner 
Auferstehung liegt ein so tiefes undurchdringliches Dunkel, dass man nach so gewaltsam 
zerrissenem und so wundervoll wiederhergestelltem Zusammenhange sich gleichsam auf einem 
neuen Schauplatz der Geschichte sieht. "Compare his remarks at the close of this section. Dr. 
Ewald describes the depression and sudden exaltation of the disciples more fully with his usual 
force (vol. vi. 54 sqq.). I will quote also the description of Renan, at the beginning of the first 
chapter of his work, Les Apetres: "Jesus, quoique parlant sans cesse de resurrection, de nouvelle 
vie, n’avait jamais dit bien clairement qu’il ressusciterait en sa chair. Les disciples, dans les 
premieres heures qui suivirent sa mort, n’avaient a cet egard aucune esperance arretee. Les 
sentimentsdont ils nous font la naive confidence supposent meme qu’ils croyaient tout fini. Ils 
pleurent et enterrent leur ami, sinon comme un mort vulgaire, du moins comme une personne 
dont la perte est irreparable (Marc 16:10; Luc 24:17, 21) ils sont tristes et abattus; l’espoir qu’ils 
avaient eu de le voir realiser le salut d’Israel est convaincu de vanite; on dirait des hommes qui 
ont perdu une grande et chere illusion. Mais l’enthousiasme et l’amour ne connaissent par les 
situations sans issue. Ils se jouentde l’impossible, et plutot que d’abdiquer l’esperance, ils font 
violence a toute realite," etc. 



 
{216} Matthew 28:18-20 Mark 16:15,16 Luke 24 46-48 John 20:21-23 Acts 1:8. 
 
{217} So Meyer says, who is one of the fairest as well as most careful exegetes (Com. on John, 
5th Germ. ed., p. 643). I will add the observations of Canon Farrar (Life of Christ, vol. II 432): 
"The lacunae, the compressions, the variations, the actual differences, the subjectivity of the 
narrators as affected by spiritual revelations, render all harmonies at the best uncertain. Our belief 
in the resurrection, as a historic fact, as absolutely well attested to us by subsequent and 
contemporary circumstances as any other event in history, rests on grounds far deeper, wider, 
more spiritual, more eternal, than can be shaken by divergences of which we can only say that 
they are not necessarily contradictions, but of which the true solution is no longer attainable. 
Hence the ‘ten discrepancies’ which have been dwelt on since the days of Celsus, have never for 
one hour shaken the faith of Christendom. The phenomena presented by the narratives are exactly 
such as we should expect, derived as they are from different witnesses, preserved at first in oral 
tradition only, and written 1,800 years ago at a period when minute circumstantial accuracy, 
distinguished from perfect truthfulness, was little regarded. St. Paul, surely no imbecile or 
credulous enthusiast, vouches, both for the reality of the appearances, and also for the fact that the 
vision by which he was himself converted came, at a long interval after the rest, to him as to the 
‘abortive-born’ of the apostolic family." {1 Corinthians 15:4-8} If the narratives of Christ’s 
appearance to his disciples were invention s, how came they to possess the severe and simple 
character which shows no tinge of religious excitement? If those appearances were purely 
subjective, how can we account for their sudden, rapid, and total cessation? As Lange finely says, 
the great fugue of the first Easter tidings has not come to us as a ‘monotonous chorale,’ and mere 
boyish verbal criticism cannot understand the common feeling and harmony which inspire the 
individual vibrations of those enthusiastic and multitudinous voices (vol. V. 61). Professor 
Westcott, with his usual profundity, and insight, points out the differences of purpose in the 
narrative of the four Evangelists. St. Matthew dwells chiefly on the majesty and glory of the 
Resurrection; St. Mark, both in the original part and in the addition, {Mark 16:9-20} insists upon 
it as a fact; St. Luke, as a spiritual necessity; St. John, as a touchstone of character (Introd. 310-
315). 
 
{218} This theory was invented by the Jewish priests who crucified the Lord, and knew it to be 
false, Matthew 27:62-66 28:12-15. The lie was repeated and believed, like many other lies, by 
credulous infidels, first by malignant Jews at the time of Justin Martyr, then by Celsus, who 
learned it from them, but wavered between it and the vision-theory, and was renewed in the 
eighteenth century by Reimarus in the Wolfenbuttel Fragments. Salvador, a French Jew, has 
again revived and modified it by assuming (according to Hase, Geschichte Jesu, p. 132) that Jesus 
was justly crucified, and was saved by the wife of Pilate through Joseph of Arimathaea or some 
Galilean women; that he retired among the Essenes and appeared secretly to a few of his 
disciples. (See his Jesus Christ et sa doctrine, Par. 1838.) Strauss formerly defended the vision-
hypothesis (see below), but at the close of his life, when he exchanged his idealism and pantheism 
for materialism and atheism, he seems to have relapsed into this disgraceful theory of fraud; for in 
his Old and New Faith (1873) he was not ashamed to call the resurrection of Christ "a world-
historical humbug." Truth or falsehood: there is no middle ground. 
 
{219} The Scheintod-Hypothese (as the Germans call it) was ably advocated by Paulus of 
Heidelberg (1800), and modified by Gfrorer (1838), who afterwards became a Roman Catholic. 
We are pained to add Dr. Hase (Gesch. Jesu, 1876, p. 601), who finds it necessary, however, to 
call to aid a "special providence," to maintain some sort of consistency with his former advocacy 
of the miracle of the resurrection, when he truly said (Leben Jesu, p. 269, 5th ed. 1865): "Sonach 



ruht die Wahrheit der Auferstehung unerschutterlich auf dem Zeugnisse, ja auf dem Dasein der 
apostolischen Kirche." 
 
{220} Dr. Strauss (in his second Leben Jesu, 1864, p. 298) thus strikingly and conclusively 
refutes the swoon-theory: "Ein halbtodt aus dem Grabe Hervorgekrochener, siech 
Umherschleichender, der arztlichen Pflege, des Verbandes, der Starkung und Schonung 
Bedurftiger, und am Ende doch dem Leiden Erliegender konnte auf die Junger unmoglich den 
Eindruck des Sieqers uber Tod und Grab, des Lebensfursten machen, der ihrem spatern Auftreten 
zu Grunde lag. Ein solches Wiederaufleben hatte den Eindruck, den er im Leben und Tode auf sie 
gemacht hatte, nur schwachen, denselben hochstens elegisch ausklingen lassen, unmoglich aber 
ihre Trauer in Beigeisterung verwandeln, ihre Verehrung zur Anbetung steigern konnen." Dr. 
Hase (p. 603) unjustly calls this exposure of the absurdity of his own view, "Straussische 
Tendenzmalerei. "Even more effective is the refutation of the swoon-theory by Dr. Keim (Leben 
Jesu v. Naz. III. 576): "Und dann das Unmoglichste: der arme, schwache, kranke, muhsam auf 
den Fussen erhaltene, versteckte, verkleidete, schliesslich hinsterbende Jesus ein Gegenstand des 
Glaubens, des Hochgefuhles, des Triumphes seiner Anhanger, ein auferstandener Sieger und 
Gottessohn! In der That hier beginnt die Theorie armselig, abgeschmackt, ja verwerflich zu 
werden, indem sie die Apostel als arme Betrogene, oder gar mit Jesus selber als Betruger zeigt. 
Denn vom Scheintod hatte man auch damals einen Begriff, und die Lage Jesu musste zeigen, dass 
hier von Auferstehung nicht die Rede war; hielt man ihn doch fur auferstanden, gab er sich selbst 
als auferstanden, so. fehlte das nuchterne Denken, und hutete er sich gar, seinen Zustand zu 
verrathen, so fehlte am Ende auch die Ehrlichkeit. Aus allen diesen Grunden ist der Scheintod 
von der Neuzeit fast ausnahmslos verworfen worden." 
 
{221} The vision-hypothesis (Visions-Hypothese) was first suggested by the heathen Celsus (see 
Keim, III. 577), and in a more respectful form by the Jewish philosopher Spinoza, and elaborately 
carried out by Strauss and Renan, with the characteristic difference, however, that Strauss traces 
the resurrection dream to the apostles in Galilee, Renan (after Celsus) to Mary Magdalene in 
Jerusalem, saying, in his Life of Jesus (almost blasphemously), that "the passion of a hallucinated 
woman gave to the world a risen God!" In his work on the Apostles, Renan enters more fully into 
the question and again emphasizes, in the genuine style of a French novelist, the part of the 
Magdalene. "La gloire de la resurrection (he says, p. 13) appartient a Marie de, Magdala. Apres 
Jesus, c’est Marie qui a le plus fait pour la fondation du christianisme. L’ombre creee par les 
sens delicats de Madeleine plane encore sur le monde.... Sa grande affirmation de femme: ‘Il est 
resuscite!’ an ete la base de la foi de l’humanite." The vision-theory has also been adopted and 
defended by Zeller, Holsten (in an able treatise on the Gospel of Paul and Peter, 1868), Lang, 
Volkmar, Reville, Scholten, Meijboom, Kuenen, Hooykaas. Comp. Keim, III. 579 sqq. Among 
English writers the anonymous author of Supernatural Religion is its chief champion, and states it 
in these words (vol. III. 526, Lond. ed. of 1879): "The explanation which we offer, and which has 
long been adopted in various forms by able critics" [among whom, in a foot-note, he falsely 
quotes Ewald] "is, that doubtless Jesus was seen Gr. (wjvfqh), but the vision was not real and 
objective, but illusory and subjective; that is to say, Jesus was not himself seen, but only a 
representation of Jesus within the minds of the beholders." 
 
On the other hand Ewald, Schenkel, Alex. Schweizer, and Keim have essentially modified the 
theory by giving the resurrection-visions an objective character and representing them as real 
though purely spiritual manifestations of the exalted Christ from heaven. Hase calls this view 
happily a Verhimmelung der Visionshypothese (Gesch. Jesu, p. 597). It is certainly a great 
improvement and a more than half-way approach to the truth, but it breaks on the rock of the 
empty sepulchre. It does not and cannot tell us what became of the body of Christ. 
 



{222} The author of Supernatural Religion (III. 530), calls to aid even Luther’s vision of the devil 
on the Wartburg, and especially the apparition of Lord Byron after his death to Sir Walter Scott in 
clear moonshine; and he fancies that in the first century it would have been mistaken for reality. 
 
{223} It is utterly baseless when Ewald and Renan extend these visions of Christ for months and 
years. "Ces grands reves melancoliques," says Renan (Les Apotres, 34, 36), "ces entretiens sans 
cesse interrompus et recommeces avec le mort cheri remplissaient les jours et les mois.... Pres 
d’un a s’ecoula dans cette vie suspendue entre le ciel et la terre. Le charme, loin de decroitre, 
augmentait," etc. Even Keim, III 598, protests against this view.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER III. 
 
THE APOSTOLIC AGE 
 

20. Sources and Literature of the Apostolic Age. 
 

I. Sources. 
 
1. The Canonical Books of the New Testament.—The twenty-seven books of the New Testament 
are better supported than any ancient classic, both by a chain of external testimonies which 
reaches up almost to the close of the apostolic age, and by the internal evidence of a spiritual 
depth and unction which raises them far above the best productions of the second century. The 
church has undoubtedly been guided by the Holy Spirit in the selection and final determination of 
the Christian canon. But this does, of course, not supersede the necessity of criticism, nor is the 
evidence equally strong in the case of the seven Eusebian Antilegomena. The Tubingen and 
Leyden schools recognized at first only five books of the New Testament as authentic, namely, 
four Epistles of Paul-Romans, First and Second Corinthians, and Galatians—and the Revelation 
of John. But the progress of research leads more and more to positive results, and nearly all the 
Epistles of Paul now find advocates among liberal critics. (Hilgenfeld and Lipsius admit seven, 
adding First Thessalonians, Philippians, and Philemon; Renan concedes also Second 
Thessalonians, and Colossians to be Pauline, thus swelling the number of genuine Epistles to 
nine.) The chief facts and doctrines of apostolic Christianity are sufficiently guaranteed even by 
those five documents, which are admitted by the extreme left of modern criticism. 
 
The Acts of the Apostles give us the external, the Epistles the internal history of primitive 
Christianity. They are independent contemporaneous compositions and never refer to each other; 
probably Luke never read the Epistles of Paul, and Paul never read the Acts of Luke, although he 
no doubt supplied much valuable information to Luke. But indirectly they illustrate and confirm 
each other by a number of coincidences which have great evidential value, all the more as these 
coincidences are undesigned and incidental. Had they been composed by post-apostolic writers, 
the agreement would have been more complete, minor disagreements would have been avoided, 
and the lacunae in the Acts supplied, especially in regard to the closing labors and death of Peter 
and Paul. 
 
The Acts bear on the face all the marks of an original, fresh, and trustworthy narrative of 
contemporaneous events derived from the best sources of information, and in great part from 
personal observation and experience. The authorship of Luke, the companion of Paul, is conceded 
by a majority of the best modern scholars, even by Ewald. And this fact alone establishes the 
credibility. Renan (in his St. Paul, ch. 1) admirably calls the Acts "a book of joy, of serene ardor. 
Since the Homeric poems no book has been seen full of such fresh sensations. A breeze of 
morning, an odor of the sea, if I dare express it so, inspiring something joyful and strong, 
penetrates the whole book, and makes it an excellent compagnon de voyage, the exquisite 
breviary for him who is searching for ancient remains on the seas of the south. This is the second 
idyl of Christianity. The Lake of Tiberias and its fishing barks had furnished the first. Now, a 
more powerful breeze, aspirations toward more distant lands, draw us out into the open sea." 
 



2. The Post-Apostolic and Patristic writings are full of reminiscences of, and references to, the 
apostolic books, and as dependent on them as the river is upon its fountain. 
 
3. The Apocryphal and Heretical literature. The numerous Apocryphal Acts, Epistles, and 
Apocalypses were prompted by the same motives of curiosity and dogmatic interest as the 
Apocryphal Gospels, and have a similar apologetic, though very little historical, value. The 
heretical character is, however, more strongly marked. They have not yet been sufficiently 
investigated. Lipsius (in Smith and Wace’s, "Dict. of Christ. Biog." vol. I. p. 27) divides the 
Apocryphal Acts into four classes: (1) Ebionitic; (2) Gnostic; (3) originally Catholic; (4) Catholic 
adaptations or recensions of heretical documents. The last class is the most numerous, rarely older 
than the fifth century, but mostly resting on documents from the second and third centuries. 
 
(a) Apocryphal Acts: Acta Petri et Pauli (of Ebionite origin, but recast), Acta Pauli et Theclae 
(mentioned by Tertullian at the end of the second century, of Gnostic origin), Acta Thomae 
(Gnostic), Acta Matthaei, Acta Thaddei, Martyrium Bartholomaei, Acta Barnabae, Acta Andreae, 
Acta Andreae et Mathiae, Acta Philippi, Acta Johannis, Acta Simonis et Judae, Acta Thaddaei, 
The Doctrine of Addai, the Apostle (ed. in Syriac and English by Dr. G. Phillips, London, 1876). 
 
(b) Apocryphal Epistles: the correspondence between Paul and Seneca (six by Paul and eight by 
Seneca, mentioned by Jerome and Augustine), the third Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians, 
Epistolae Mariae, Epistolae Petri ad Jacobum. 
 
(c) Apocryphal Apocalypses: Apocalypsis Johannis, Apocalypsis Petri, Apocalypsis Pauli (or 
anabatikon paulou, based on the report of his rapture into Paradise, 2 Corinthians 12:2-4), 
Apocalypsis Thomae, Apoc. Stephani, Apoc. Mariae, Apoc. Mosis, Apoc. Esdrae. 
 
Editions and Collections: 
 
Fabricius: Codex Apocryphus Novi Testamenti. Hamburg, 1703, 2d ed. 1719, 1743, 3 parts in 2 
vols. (vol. II.) 
 
Grabe: Spicilegium Patrum et Haereticorum. Oxford, 1698, ed. II. 1714. 
 
Birch: Auctarium Cod. Apoc. N. Ti Fabrician. Copenh. 1804 (Fasc. I.). Contains the pseudo-
Apocalypse of John. 
 
Thilo: Acta Apost. Petri et Pauli. Halis, 1838. Acta Thomae. Lips. 1823. 
 
Tischendorf: Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha. Lips. 1851. 
 
Tischendorf: Apocalypses Apocryphae Mosis, Esdrae, Pauli, Joannis, item Mariae Dormitio. 
Lips. 1866. 
 
R. A. Lipsius: Die apokryph Apostel geschichten und Apostel legenden. Leipz. 1883 sq. 2 vols. 
 
4. Jewish sources: Philo and Josephus, see 14, p. 92. Josephus is all-important for the history of 
the Jewish war and the destruction of Jerusalem, A. D. 70, which marks the complete rapture of 
the Christian Church with the Jewish synagogue and temple. The apocryphal Jewish, and the 
Talmudic literature supplies information and illustrations of the training of the Apostles and the 
form of their teaching and the discipline and worship of the primitive church. Lightfoot, 
Schottgen, Castelli, Delitzsch, Wunsche, Siegfried, Schurer, and a few others have made those 



sources available for the exegete and historian. Comp. here also the Jewish works of Jost, Graetz, 
and Geiger, mentioned 9, p. 61, and Hamburger’s Real-Ecyclopadie des Judenthums (fur Bibel 
und Talmud), in course of publication. 
 
5. Heathen writers: Tacitus, Pliny, Suetonius, Lucian, Celsus, Porphyry, Julian. They furnish only 
fragmentary, mostly incidental, distorted and hostile information, but of considerable apologetic 
value. 
 
Comp. Nath. Lardner (d. 1768): Collection of Ancient Jewish and Heathen Testimonies to the 
Truth of the Christian Religion. Originally published in 4 vols. Lond. 1764-’67, and then in the 
several editions of his Works (vol. VI. 365-649, ed. Kippis). 
 

II. Histories of the Apostolic Age. 
 
William Cave (Anglican, d. 1713): Lives of the Apostles, and the two Evangelists, St. Mark and 
St. Luke. Lond. 1675, new ed. revised by H. Cary, Oxford, 1840 (reprinted in New York, 1857). 
Comp. also Cave’s Primitive Christianity, 4th ed. Lond. 1862. 
 
Joh. Fr. Buddeus (Luth., d. at Jena, 1729): Ecclesia Apostolica. Jen. 1729. 
 
George Benson (d. 1763): History of the First Planting of the Christian Religion. Lond. 1756, 3 
vols. 4 to (in German by Bamberger, Halle, 1768). 
 
J. J. Hess (d. at Zurich, 1828): Geschichte der Apostel Jesu. Zur. 1788; 4th ed. 1820. 
 
Gottl. Jac. Planck (d. in Gottingen, 1833): Geschichte des Christenthums in der Periode seiner 
Einfuhrung in die Welt durch Jesum und die Apostel. Gottingen, 1818, 2 vols. 
 
*Aug. Neander (d. in Berlin, 1850): Geschichte der Pflanzung und Leitung der Christlichen 
Kirche durch die Apostel. Hamb. 1832. 2 vols.; 4th ed. revised 1847. The same in English 
(History of the Planting and Training of the Christ. Church), by J. E. Ryland, Edinb. 1842, and in 
Bohn’s Standard Library, Lond. 1851; reprinted in Philad. 1844; revised by E. G. Robinson, N. 
York, 1865. This book marks an epoch and is still valuable. 
 
F. C. Albert Schwegler (d. at Tubingen, 1857): Das nachapostolische Zeitalter in den 
Hauptmomenten seiner Entwicklung. Tubingen, 1845, 1846, 2 vols. An ultra-critical attempt to 
transpose the apostolic literature (with the exception of five books) into the post-apostolic age. 
 
*Ferd. Christ. Baur (d. 1860): Das Christenthum und die christliche Kirche der drei ersten 
Jahrhunderte. Tubingen, 1853, 2d revised ed. 1860 (536 pp.). The third edition is a mere reprint 
or title edition of the second and forms the first volume of his General Church History, edited by 
his son, in 5 vols. 1863. It is the last and ablest exposition of the Tubingen reconstruction of the 
apostolic history from the pen of the master of that school. See vol. I. pp. 1-174. English 
translation by Allen Menzies, in 2 vols. Lond. 1878 and 1879. Comp. also Baur’s Paul, second 
ed. by Ed. Zeller, 1866 and 1867, and translated by A. Menzies, 2 vols. 1873, 1875. Baur’s 
critical researches have compelled a thorough revision of the traditional views on the apostolic 
age, and have so far been very useful, notwithstanding their fundamental errors. 
 
A. P. Stanley (Dean of Westminster): Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age. Oxford, 1847. 
3d ed. 1874. 



 
*Heinrich W. J. Thiersch (Irvingite, died 1885 in Basle): Die Kirche im apostolischen Zeitalter. 
Francf. a. M. 1852; 3d ed. Augsburg, 1879, "improved," but very slightly. (The same in English 
from the first ed. by Th. Carlyle. Lond. 1852.) 
 
*J. P. Lange (d. 1884): Das apostolische Zeitalter. Braunschw. 1854. 2 vols. 
 
Philip Schaff: History of the Apostolic Church, first in German, Mercersburg, Penns. 1851; 2d 
ed. enlarged, Leipzig, 1854; English translation by Dr. E. D. Yeomans, N. York, 1853, in 1 vol.; 
Edinb. 1854, in 2 vols.; several editions without change. (Dutch translation from the second 
Germ. ed. by T. W. Th. Lublink Weddik, Tiel, 1857.) 
 
*G. V. Lechler (Prof. in Leipzig): Das apostolische und das nachapostolische Zeitalter. 2d ed. 
1857; 3d ed. thoroughly revised, Leipzig, 1885. Engl. trsl. by Miss Davidson, Edinb. 1887. 
Conservative. 
 
*Albrecht Ritschl (d. in Gottingen, 1889): Die Entstehung der altkatholischen Kirche. 2d ed. 
Bonn, 1857. The first edition was in harmony with the Tubingen School; but the second is 
materially improved, and laid the foundation for the Ritschl School. 
 
*Heinrich Ewald (d. at Gottingen, 1874): Geschichte des Volkes Israel, vols. VI. and VII. 2d ed. 
Gottingen, 1858 and 1859. Vol. VI. of this great work contains the History of the Apostolic Age to 
the destruction of Jerusalem; vol. VII. the History of the post-Apostolic Age to the reign of 
Hadrian. English translation of the History of Israel by R. Martineau and J. E. Carpenter. Lond. 
1869 sqq. A trans. of vols. VI. and VII. is not intended. Ewald (the "Urvogel von Gottingen") 
pursued an independent path in opposition both to the traditional orthodoxy and to the Tubingen 
school, which he denounced as worse than heathenish. See Preface to vol. VII. 
 
*E. de Pressense: Histoire des trois premiers siecles de l’eglise chretienne. Par. 1858 sqq. 4 vols. 
German translation by E. Fabarius (Leipz. 1862-’65); English translation by Annie Harwood-
Holmden (Lond. and N. York, 1870, new ed. Lond. 1879). The first volume contains the first 
century under the title Le siecle apostolique; rev. ed. 1887. 
 
*Joh. Jos. Ign. von Dollinger (Rom. Cath., since 1870 Old Cath.): Christenthum und Kirche in 
der Zeit der Grundung. Regensburg, 1860. 2d ed. 1868. The same translated into English by H. 
N. Oxenham. London, 1867. 
 
C. S. Vaughan: The Church of the First Days. Lond. 1864-’65. 3 vols. Lectures on the Acts of the 
Apostles. 
 
N. Sepp (Rom. Cath.): Geschichte der Apostel Jesu his zur Zerstorung Jerusalems. Schaffhausen, 
1866. 
 
C. Holsten: Zum Evangelium des Paulus und des Petrus. Rostock, 1868 (447 pp.). 
 
Paul Wilh. Schmidt und Franz v. Holtzendorf: Protestanten-Bibel Neuen Testaments. Zweite, 
revid. Auflage. Leipzig, 1874. A popular exegetical summary of the Tubingen views with 
contributions from Bruch, Hilgenfeld, Holsten, Lipsius, Pfleiderer and others. 
 
A. B. Bruce (Professor in Glasgow): The Training of the Twelve. Edinburgh, 1871, second ed. 
1877. 



 
*Ernest Renan (de l’Academie Francaise): Histoire des origines du Christianisme. Paris, 1863 
sqq. The first volume is Vie de Jesus, 1863, noticed in 14 (pp. 97 and 98); then followed II. Les 
Apetres, 1866; III. St. Paul, 1869; IV. L’Antechrist, 1873; V. Les evangiles, 1877; VI. L’eglise 
Chretienne, 1879; VII. and last volume, Marc-Aurele, 1882. The II., III., IV., and V. volumes 
belong to the Apostolic age; the last two to the next. The work of a sceptical outsider, of brilliant 
genius, eloquence, and secular learning. It increases in value as it advances. The Life of Jesus is 
the most interesting and popular, but also by far the most objectionable volume, because it deals 
almost profanely with the most sacred theme. 
 
Emil Ferriere: Les Apetres. Paris, 1875. 
 
Supernatural Religion. An Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revelation. Lond. 1873, (seventh), 
"complete ed., carefully revised," 1879, 3 vols. This anonymous work is an English reproduction 
and repository of the critical speculations of the Tubingen School of Baur, Strauss, Zeller, 
Schwegler, Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, etc. It may be called an enlargement of Schwegler’s 
Nachapostolisches Zeitalter. The first volume is mostly taken up with a philosophical discussion 
of the question of miracles; the remainder of vol. I. (pp. 212-485) and vol. II. contain a historical 
inquiry into the apostolic origin of the canonical Gospels, with a negative result. The third 
volume discusses the Acts, the Epistles and the Apocalypse, and the evidence for the Resurrection 
and Ascension, which are resolved into hallucinations or myths. Starting with the affirmation of 
the antecedent incredibility of miracles, the author arrives at the conclusion of their impossibility; 
and this philosophical conclusion determines the historical investigation throughout. Dr. Schurer, 
in the "Theol. Literaturzeitung" for 1879, No. 26 (p. 622), denies to this work scientific value for 
Germany, but gives it credit for extraordinary familiarity with recent German literature and great 
industry in collecting historical details. Drs. Lightfoot, Sanday, Ezra Abbot, and others have 
exposed the defects of its scholarship, and the false premises from which the writer reasons. The 
rapid sale of the work indicates the extensive spread of skepticism and the necessity of fighting 
over again, on Anglo-American ground, the theological battles of Germany and Holland; it is to 
be hoped with more triumphant success. 
 
*J. B. Lightfoot (Bishop of Durham since 1879): A series of elaborate articles against 
"Supernatural Religion," in the "Contemporary Review" for 1875 to 1877. They should be 
republished in book form. Comp. also the reply of the anonymous author in the lengthy preface to 
the sixth edition. Lightfoot’s Commentaries on Pauline Epistles contain valuable Excursuses on 
several historical questions of the apostolic age, especially St. Paul and the Three, in the Com. on 
the Galatians, pp. 283-355. 
 
W. Sanday: The Gospels in the Second Century. London, 1876. This is directed against the 
critical part of "Supernatural Religion." The eighth chapter on Marcion’s Gnostic mutilation and 
reconstruction of St. Luke’s Gospel (pp. 204 sqq.) had previously appeared in the "Fortnightly 
Review" for June, 1875, and finishes on English soil, a controversy which had previously been 
fought out on German soil, in the circle of the Tubingen School. The preposterous hypothesis of 
the priority of Marcion’s Gospel was advocated by Ritschl, Baur and Schwegler, but refuted by 
Volkmar and Hilgenfeld, of the same school; whereupon Baur and Ritschl honorably abandoned 
their error. The anonymous author of "Supernatural Religion," in his seventh edition, has 
followed their example. The Germans conducted the controversy chiefly under its historic and 
dogmatic aspects; Sanday has added the philological and textual argument with the aid of 
Holtzmann’s analysis of the style and vocabulary of Luke. 
 



A. Hausrath (Prof. in Heidelberg): Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte. Heidelberg, 1873 sqq. Parts 
II. and III. (second ed. 1875) embrace the apostolic times, Part IV. (1877) the post-apostolic 
times. English translation by Poynting and Quenzer. Lond. 1878 sqq. H. belongs to the School of 
Tubingen. 
 
Dan. Schenkel (Prof. in Heidelberg): Das Christusbild der Apostel und der nachapostolischen 
Zeit. Leipz. 1879. Comp. the review by H. Holtzmann in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift fur wissensch. 
Theol." 1879, p. 392. 
 
H. Oort and I. Hooykaas: The Bible for Learners, translated from the Dutch by Philip H. 
Wicksteed, vol. III. (the New Test., by Hooykaas), Book III. pp. 463-693 of the Boston ed. 1879. 
(In the Engl. ed. it is vol. VI.) This is a popular digest of the rationalistic Tubingen and Leyden 
criticism under the inspiration of Dr. A. Kuenen, Professor of Theology at Leyden. It agrees 
substantially with the Protestanten-Bibel noticed above. 
 
*George P. Fisher (Prof. in Yale College, New Haven): The Beginnings of Christianity. N. York, 
1877. Comp. also the author’s former work: Essays on the Supernatural Origin of Christianity, 
with special reference to the Theories of Renan, Strauss, and the Tubingen School. New York, 
1865. New ed. enlarged, 1877. 
 
*C. Weizsacker (successor of Baur in Tubingen): Das Apostolische Zeitalter. Freiburg, 1886. 
Critical and very able. 
 
*O. Pfleiderer (Prof. in Berlin): Das Urchristenthum, seine Schriften und Lehren. Berlin, 1887. 
(Tubingen School.) 
 

III. The Chronology of the Apostolic Age. 
 
Rudolph Anger: Deuteronomy temporum in Actis Apostolorum ratione. Lips. 1833 (208 pp.). 
 
Henry Browne: Ordo Saeculorum. A Treatise on the Chronology of the Holy Scriptures. Lond. 
1844. Pp. 95-163. 
 
Karl Wieseler: Chronologie des apostolischen Zeitalters. Gottingen, 1848 (606 pp.). 
 
The older and special works are noticed in Wieseler, pp. 6-9. See also the elaborate Synopsis of 
the dates of the Apostolic Age in Schaffer’s translation of Lechler on Acts (in the Am. ed. of 
Lange’s Commentary); Henry B. Smith’s Chronological Tables of Church History (1860); and 
Weingarten: Zeittafeln zur K-Gesch. 3d ed. 1888.  

 



21. General Character of the Apostolic Age. 
 
Der Schlachtruf, der St. Pauli Brust entsprungen, 
 
Rief nicht sein Echo auf zu tausend Streiten? 
 
Und welch’ ein Friedensecho hat geklungen 
 
Durch tausend Herzen von Johannis Saiten! 
 
Wie viele rasche Feuer sind entglommen 
 
Als Wiederschein von Petri Funkenspruhen! 
 
Und sieht man Andre still mit Opfern kommen, 
 
Ist’s, weil sie in Jakobi Schul’gediehen:— 
 
Ein Satz ist’s, der in Variationen 
 
Vom ersten Anfang forttont durch Aeonen. 
 
(Tholuck.) 
 
Extent and Environment of the Apostolic Age. 
 
The apostolic period extends from the Day of Pentecost to the death of St. John, and covers about 
seventy years, from A. D. 30 to 100. The field of action is Palestine, and gradually extends over 
Syria, Asia Minor, Greece, and Italy. The most prominent centres are Jerusalem, Antioch, and 
Rome, which represent respectively the mother churches of Jewish, Gentile, and United Catholic 
Christianity. Next to them are Ephesus and Corinth. Ephesus acquired a special importance by the 
residence and labors of John, which made themselves felt during the second century through 
Polycarp and Irenaeus. Samaria, Damascus, Joppa, Caesarea, Tyre, Cyprus, the provinces of Asia 
Minor, Troas, Philippi, Thessalonica, Beraea, Athens, Crete, Patmos, Malta, Puteoli, come also 
into view as points where the Christian faith was planted. Through the eunuch converted by 
Philip, it reached Candace, the queen of the Ethiopians. {224} As early as A. D. 58 Paul could 
say: "From Jerusalem and round about even unto Illyricum, I have fully preached the gospel of 
Christ." {225} He afterwards carried it to Rome, where it had already been known before, and 
possibly as far as Spain, the western boundary of the empire. {226} 
 
The nationalities reached by the gospel in the first century were the Jews, the Greeks, and the 
Romans, and the languages used were the Hebrew or Aramaic, and especially the Greek, which 
was at that time the organ of civilization and of international intercourse within the Roman 
empire. 
 
The contemporary secular history includes the reigns of the Roman Emperors from Tiberius to 
Nero and Domitian, who either ignored or persecuted Christianity. We are brought directly into 
contact with King Herod Agrippa I. (grandson of Herod the Great), the murderer of the apostle, 
James the Elder; with his son King Agrippa II. (the last of the Herodian house), who with his 
sister Bernice (a most corrupt woman) listened to Paul’s defense; with two Roman governors, 



Felix and Festus; with Pharisees and Sadducees; with Stoics and Epicureans; with the temple and 
theatre at Ephesus, with the court of the Areopagus at Athens, and with Caesar’s palace in Rome. 
 
Sources of Information. 
 
The author of Acts records the heroic march of Christianity from the capital of Judaism to the 
capital of heathenism with the same artless simplicity and serene faith as the Evangelists tell the 
story of Jesus; well knowing that it needs no embellishment, no apology, no subjective 
reflections, and that it will surely triumph by its inherent spiritual power. 
 
The Acts and the Pauline Epistles accompany us with reliable information down to the year 63. 
Peter and Paul are lost out of sight in the lurid fires of the Neronian persecution which seemed to 
consume Christianity itself. We know nothing certain of that satanic spectacle from authentic 
sources beyond the information of heathen historians. {227} A few years afterwards followed the 
destruction of Jerusalem, which must have made an overpowering impression and broken the last 
ties which bound Jewish Christianity to the old theocracy. The event is indeed brought before us 
in the prophecy of Christ as recorded in the Gospels, but for the terrible fulfilment we are 
dependent on the account of an unbelieving Jew, which, as the testimony of an enemy, is all the 
more impressive. 
 
The remaining thirty years of the first century are involved in mysterious darkness, illuminated 
only by the writings of John. This is a period of church history about which we know least and 
would like to know most. This period is the favorite field for ecclesiastical fables and critical 
conjectures. How thankfully would the historian hail the discovery of any new authentic 
documents between the martyrdom of Peter and Paul and the death of John, and again between 
the death of John and the age of Justin Martyr and Irenaeus. 
 
Causes of Success. 
 
As to the numerical strength of Christianity at the close of the first century, we have no 
information whatever. Statistical reports were unknown in those days. The estimate of half a 
million among the one hundred millions or more inhabitants of the Roman empire is probably 
exaggerated. The pentecostal conversion of three thousand in one day at Jerusalem, {228} and the 
"immense multitude" of martyrs under Nero, {229} favor a high estimate. The churches in 
Antioch also, Ephesus, and Corinth were strong enough to bear the strain of controversy and 
division into parties. {230} But the majority of congregations were no doubt small, often a mere 
handful of poor people. In the country districts paganism (as the name indicates) lingered longest, 
even beyond the age of Constantine. The Christian converts belonged mostly to the middle and 
lower classes of society, such as fishermen, peasants, mechanics, traders, freedmen, slaves. St. 
Paul says: "Not many wise after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble were called, but God 
chose the foolish things of the world, that he might put to shame them that are wise; and God 
chose the weak things of the world that he might put to shame the things that are strong; and the 
base things of the world, and the things that are despised, did God choose, yea, and the things that 
are not, that he might bring to naught the things that are: that no flesh should glory before God." 
{231} And yet these poor, illiterate churches were the recipients of the noblest gifts, and alive to 
the deepest problems and highest thoughts which can challenge the attention of an immortal 
mind. Christianity built from the foundation upward. From the lower ranks come the rising men 
of the future, who constantly reinforce the higher ranks and prevent their decay. 
 



At the time of the conversion of Constantine, in the beginning of the fourth century, the number 
of Christians may have reached ten or twelve millions, that is about one-tenth of the total 
population of the Roman empire. Some estimate it higher. 
 
The rapid success of Christianity under the most unfavorable circumstances is surprising and its 
own best vindication. It was achieved in the face of an indifferent or hostile world, and by purely 
spiritual and moral means, without shedding a drop of blood except that of its own innocent 
martyrs. Gibbon, in the famous fifteenth chapter of his "History," attributes the rapid spread to 
five causes, namely: (1) the intolerant but enlarged religious zeal of the Christians inherited from 
the Jews; (2) the doctrine of the immortality of the soul, concerning which the ancient 
philosophers had but vague and dreamy ideas; (3) the miraculous powers attributed to the 
primitive church; (4) the purer but austere morality of the first Christians; (5) the unity and 
discipline of the church, which gradually formed a growing commonwealth in the heart of the 
empire. But every one of these causes, properly understood, points to the superior excellency and 
to the divine origin of the Christian religion, and this is the chief cause, which the Deistic 
historian omits. 
 
Significance of the Apostolic Age. 
 
The life of Christ is the divine-human fountainhead of the Christian religion; the apostolic age is 
the fountainhead of the Christian church, as an organized society separate and distinct from the 
Jewish synagogue. It is the age of the Holy Spirit, the age of inspiration and legislation for all 
subsequent ages. 
 
Here springs, in its original freshness and purity, the living water of the new creation. Christianity 
comes down front heaven as a supernatural fact, yet long predicted and prepared for, and adapted 
to the deepest wants of human nature. Signs and wonders and extraordinary demonstrations of the 
Spirit, for the conversion of unbelieving Jews and heathens, attend its entrance into the world of 
sin. It takes up its permanent abode with our fallen race, to transform it gradually, without war or 
bloodshed, by a quiet, leaven-like process, into a kingdom of truth and righteousness. Modest and 
humble, lowly and unseemly in outward appearance, but steadily conscious of its divine origin 
and its eternal destiny; without silver or gold, but rich in supernatural gifts and powers, strong in 
faith, fervent in love, and joyful in hope; bearing in earthen vessels the imperishable treasures of 
heaven, it presents itself upon the stage of history as the only true, the perfect religion, for all the 
nations of the earth. At first an insignificant and even contemptible sect in the eyes of the carnal 
mind, hated and persecuted by Jews and heathens, it confounds the wisdom of Greece and the 
power of Rome, soon plants the standard of the cross in the great cities of Asia, Africa, and 
Europe, and proves itself the hope of the world. 
 
In virtue of this original purity, vigor, and beauty, and the permanent success of primitive 
Christianity, the canonical authority of the single but inexhaustible volume of its literature, and 
the character of the apostles, those inspired organs of the Holy Spirit, those untaught teachers of 
mankind, the apostolic age has an incomparable interest and importance in the history of the 
church. It is the immovable groundwork of the whole. It has the same regulative force for all the 
subsequent developments of the church as the inspired writings of the apostles have for the works 
of all later Christian authors. 
 
Furthermore, the apostolic Christianity is preformative, and contains the living germs of all the 
following periods, personages, and tendencies. It holds up the highest standard of doctrine and 
discipline; it is the inspiring genius of all true progress; it suggests to every age its peculiar 
problem with the power to solve it. Christianity can never outgrow Christ, but it grows in Christ; 



theology cannot go beyond the word of God, but it must ever progress in the understanding and 
application of the word of God. The three leading apostles represent not only the three stages of 
the apostolic church, but also as many ages and types of Christianity, and yet they are all present 
in every age and every type. {232} 
 
The Representative Apostles. 
 
Peter, Paul, and John stand out most prominently as the chosen Three who accomplished the great 
work of the apostolic age, and exerted, by their writings and example, a controlling influence on 
all subsequent ages. To them correspond three centres of influence, Jerusalem, Antioch, and 
Rome. 
 
Our Lord himself had chosen Three out of the Twelve for his most intimate companions, who 
alone witnessed the Transfiguration and the agony in Gethsemane. They fulfilled all the 
expectations, Peter and John by their long and successful labors, James the Elder by drinking 
early the bitter cup of his Master, as the proto-martyr of the Twelve. {233} Since his death, A. D. 
44, James, "the brother of the Lord" seems to have succeeded him, as one of the three "pillars" of 
the church of the circumcision, although he did not belong to the apostles in the strict sense of the 
term, and his influence, as the head of the church at Jerusalem, was more local than oecumenical. 
{234} 
 
Paul was called last and out of the regular order, by the personal appearance of the exalted Lord 
from heaven, and in authority and importance he was equal to any of the three pillars, but filled a 
place of his own, as the independent apostle of the Gentiles. He had around him a small band of 
co-laborers and pupils, such as Barnabas, Silas, Titus, Timothy, Luke. 
 
Nine of the original Twelve, including Matthias, who was chosen in the place of Judas, labored 
no doubt faithfully and effectively, in preaching the gospel throughout the Roman empire and to 
the borders of the barbarians, but in subordinate positions, and their labors are known to us only 
from vague and uncertain traditions. {235} 
 
The labors of James and Peter we can follow in the Acts to the Council of Jerusalem, A. D. 50, 
and a little beyond; those of Paul to his first imprisonment in Rome, A. D. 61-63; John lived to 
the close of the first century. As to their last labors we have no authentic information in the New 
Testament, but the unanimous testimony of antiquity that Peter and Paul suffered martyrdom in 
Rome during or after the Neronian persecution, and that John died a natural death at Ephesus. The 
Acts breaks off abruptly with Paul still living and working, a prisoner in Rome, "preaching the 
kingdom of God and teaching the things concerning the Lord Jesus Christ, with all boldness, none 
forbidding him." A significant conclusion. 
 
It would be difficult to find three men equally great and good, equally endowed with genius 
sanctified by grace, bound together by deep and strong love to the common Master, and laboring 
for the same cause, yet so different in temper and constitution, as Peter, Paul, and John. Peter 
stands out in history as the main pillar of the primitive church, as the Rock-apostle, as the chief of 
the twelve foundation-stones of the new Jerusalem; John as the bosom-friend of the Saviour, as 
the son of thunder, as the soaring eagle, as the apostle of love; Paul as the champion of Christian 
freedom and progress, as the greatest missionary, with "the care of all the churches" upon his 
heart, as the expounder of the Christian system of doctrine, as the father of Christian theology. 
Peter was a man of action, always in haste and ready to take the lead; the first to confess Christ, 
and the first to preach Christ on the day of Pentecost; Paul a man equally potent in word and 
deed; John a man of mystic contemplation. Peter was unlearned and altogether practical; Paul a 



scholar and thinker as well as a worker; John a theosophist and seer. Peter was sanguine, ardent, 
impulsive, hopeful, kind-hearted, given to sudden changes, "consistently inconsistent" (to use an 
Aristotelian phrase); Paul was choleric, energetic, bold, noble, independent, uncompromising; 
John some what melancholic, introverted, reserved, burning within of love to Christ and hatred of 
Antichrist. Peter’s Epistles are full of sweet grace and comfort, the result of deep humiliation and 
rich experience; those of Paul abound in severe thought and logical argument, but rising at times 
to the heights of celestial eloquence, as in the seraphic description of love and the triumphant 
paean of the eighth chapter of the Romans; John’s writings are simple, serene, profound, intuitive, 
sublime, inexhaustible. 
 
We would like to know more about the personal relations of these pillar-apostles, but must be 
satisfied with a few hints. They labored in different fields and seldom met face to face in their 
busy life. Time was too precious, their work too serious, for sentimental enjoyments of 
friendship. Paul went to Jerusalem A. D. 40, three years after his conversion, for the express 
purpose of making the personal acquaintance of Peter, and spent two weeks with him; he saw 
none of the other apostles, but only James, the Lord’s brother. {236} He met the pillar-apostles at 
the Conference in Jerusalem, A. D. 50, and concluded with them the peaceful concordat 
concerning the division of labor, and the question of circumcision; the older apostles gave him 
and Barnabas "the right hands of fellowship" in token of brotherhood and fidelity. {237} Not long 
afterwards Paul met Peter a third time, at Antioch, but came into open collision with him on the 
great question of Christian freedom and the union of Jewish and Gentile converts. {238} The 
collision was merely temporary, but significantly reveals the profound commotion and 
fermentation of the apostolic age, and foreshadowed future antagonisms and reconciliations in the 
church. Several years later (A. D. 57) Paul refers the last time to Cephas, and the brethren of the 
Lord, for the right to marry and to take a wife with him on his missionary journeys. {239} Peter, 
in his first Epistle to Pauline churches, confirms them in their Pauline faith, and in his second 
Epistle, his last will and testament, he affectionately commends the letters of his "beloved brother 
Paul," adding, however, the characteristic remark, which all commentators must admit to be true, 
that (even beside the account of the scene in Antioch) there are in them "some things hard to be 
understood." {240} According to tradition (which varies considerably as to details), the great 
leaders of Jewish and Gentile Christianity met at Rome, were tried and condemned together, Paul, 
the Roman citizen, to the death by the sword on the Ostian road at Tre Fontane; Peter, the 
Galilean apostle, to the more degrading death of the cross on the hill of Janiculum. John mentions 
Peter frequently in his Gospel, especially in the appendix, {241} but never names Paul; he met 
him, as it seems, only once, at Jerusalem, gave him the right hand of fellowship, became his 
successor in the fruitful field of Asia Minor, and built on his foundation. 
 
Peter was the chief actor in the first stage of apostolic Christianity and fulfilled the prophecy of 
his name in laying the foundation of the church among the Jews and the Gentiles. In the second 
stage he is overshadowed by the mighty labors of Paul; but after the apostolic age he stands out 
again most prominent in the memory of the church. He is chosen by the Roman communion as its 
special patron saint and as the first pope. He is always named before Paul. To him most of the 
churches are dedicated. In the name of this poor fisherman of Galilee, who had neither gold nor 
silver, and was crucified like a malefactor and a slave, the triple-crowned popes deposed kings, 
shook empires, dispensed blessings and curses on earth and in purgatory, and even now claim the 
power to settle infallibly all questions of Christian doctrine and discipline for the Catholic world. 
 
Paul was the chief actor in the second stage of the apostolic church, the apostle of the Gentiles, 
the founder of Christianity in Asia Minor and Greece, the emancipator of the new religion from 
the yoke of Judaism, the herald of evangelical freedom, the standard-bearer of reform and 
progress. His controlling influence was felt also in Rome, and is clearly seen in the genuine 



Epistle of Clement, who makes more account of him than of Peter. But soon afterwards he is 
almost forgotten, except by name. He is indeed associated with Peter as the founder of the church 
of Rome, but in a secondary line; his Epistle to the Romans is little read and understood by the 
Romans even to this day; his church lies outside of the walls of the eternal city, while St. Peter’s 
is its chief ornament and glory. In Africa alone he was appreciated, first by the rugged and racy 
Tertullian, more fully by the profound Augustine, who passed through similar contrasts in his 
religious experience; but Augustine’s Pauline doctrines of sin and grace had no effect whatever 
on the Eastern church, and were practically overpowered in the Western church by Pelagian 
tendencies. For a long time Paul’s name was used and abused outside of the ruling orthodoxy and 
hierarchy by anti-catholic heretics and sectaries in their protest against the new yoke of 
traditionalism and ceremonialism. But in the sixteenth century he celebrated a real resurrection 
and inspired the evangelical reformation. Then his Epistles to the Galatians and Romans were 
republished, explained, and applied with trumpet tongues by Luther and Calvin. Then his protest 
against Judaizing bigotry and legal bondage was renewed, and the rights of Christian liberty 
asserted on the largest scale. Of all men in church history, St. Augustine not excepted, Martin 
Luther, once a contracted monk, then a prophet of freedom, has most affinity in word and work 
with the apostle of the Gentiles, and ever since Paul’s genius has ruled the theology and religion 
of Protestantism. As the gospel of Christ was cast out from Jerusalem to bless the Gentiles, so 
Paul’s Epistle to the Romans was expelled from Rome to enlighten and to emancipate Protestant 
nations in the distant North and far West. 
 
St. John, the most intimate companion of Jesus, the apostle of love, the seer who looked back to 
the ante-mundane beginning and forward to the post-mundane end of all things, and who is to 
tarry till the coming of the Lord, kept aloof from active part in the controversies between Jewish 
and Gentile Christianity. He appears prominent in the Acts and the Epistle to the Galatians, as one 
of the pillar-apostles, but not a word of his is reported. He was waiting in mysterious silence, with 
a reserved force, for his proper time, which did not come till Peter and Paul had finished their 
mission. Then, after their departure, he revealed the hidden depths of his genius in his marvellous 
writings, which represent the last and crowning work of the apostolic church. John has never been 
fully fathomed, but it has been felt throughout all the periods of church history that he has best 
understood and portrayed the Master, and may yet speak the last word in the conflict of ages and 
usher in an era of harmony and peace. Paul is the heroic captain of the church militant, John the 
mystic prophet of the church triumphant. 
 
Far above them all, throughout the apostolic age and all subsequent ages, stands the one great 
Master from whom Peter, Paul, and John drew their inspiration, to whom they bowed in holy 
adoration, whom alone they served and glorified in life and in death, and to whom they still point 
in their writings as the perfect image of God, as the Saviour from sin and death, as the Giver of 
eternal life, as the divine harmony of conflicting creeds and schools, as the Alpha and Omega of 
the Christian faith. 
 
{224} Acts 8:27. 
 
{225} Romans 15:19. 
 
{226} Romans 15:24. Comp. Clement of Rome, Ad Cor. c. 5, epi to terma th dusewelywvn. 
This passage, however, does not necessarily mean Spain, and Paul’s journey to Spain stands or 
falls with the hypothesis of his second Roman captivity. 
 



{227} Unless we find allusions to it in the Revelation of John, Revelation 6:9-11; 17:6; 18:24, 
comp. 18:20 ("ye holy apostles and prophets"). See Bleek, Vorlesungen uber die Apokalypse, 
Berlin, 1862, p. 120. 
 
{228} Acts 2:41. 
 
{229} Tacitus, Anal. XV. 44, speaks of a "multitudo ingens" who were convicted of the "odium 
generis humani," i.e. of Christianity (regarded as a Jewish sect), and cruelly executed under Nero 
in 64. 
 
{230} Galatians 2:1 sqq.; 1 Corinthians 3:3 sqq. 
 
{231} 1 Corinthians 1:26-29. 
 
{232} On the typical import of apostolic Christianity compare the concluding section of my 
History of the Apostolic Church, pp. 674 sqq. 
 
{233} Matthew 22:23 Acts 12:2. 
 
{234} Galatians 2:9. James is even named before Cephas and John, and throughout the Acts from 
the Council of Jerusalem, at which he presided, he appears as the most prominent man in the 
churches of Palestine. In the Ebionite tradition he figures as the first universal bishop or pope. 
 
{235} The apocryphal tradition of the second and later centuries assigns to Peter, Andrew, 
Matthew, and Bartholomew, as their field of missionary labor, the regions north and northwest of 
Palestine (Syria, Galatia, Pontus, Scythia, and the coasts of the Black Sea); to Thaddaeus, 
Thomas, and Simon Cananites the eastern countries (Mesopotamia, Parthia, especially Edessa and 
Babylon, and even as far as India); to John and Philip Asia Minor (Ephesus and Hierapolis). 
Comp. the Acta Sanctorum; Tischendorf’s Acta Apostolorum Apocrylpha (1851); and for a brief 
summary my History of the Apost. Church, 97, pp. 385 sqq. 
 
{236} Galatians 1:18, 19. The eimh in this connection rather excludes James from the number of 
the Twelve, but implies that he was an apostle in a wider sense, and a leader of apostolic dignity 
and authority. Comp. the eimh (sed tantum) Luke 4:26, 27; Romans 14:14; Galatians 2:16. 
 
{237} Acts 15; Galatians 2:1-10. 
 
{238} Galatians 2:11-21. 
 
{239} 1 Corinthians 9:5; Comp. Matthew 8:14. 
 
{240} 2 Peter 3:15, 16, dusnoa tina. This passage, and the equally significant remark of Peter {2 
Peter 1:20} that "no prophecy of Scripture is of private interpretation," or solution, have often 
been abused by the popes as a pretext for withholding the Scriptures from the people and insisting 
on the necessity of an authoritative interpretation. The passage refers to the prophecies of the Old 
Testament, which are not the productions of the human mind, but inspired by the Holy Ghost 
(1:21), and cannot be properly understood except as divinely inspired. 
 
{241} John 21:15-23. The last word of the Lord about Peter and John is very mysterious.  



 



22. The Critical Reconstruction of the History of the Apostolic Age. 
 
"Die Botschaft hor’ ich wohl, allein mir fehlt der Glaube." 
 
(Goethe.) 
 
Never before in the history of the church has the origin of Christianity, with its original 
documents, been so thoroughly examined from standpoints entirely opposite as in the present 
generation. It has engaged the time and energy of many of the ablest scholars and critics. Such is 
the importance and the power of that little book which "contains the wisdom of the whole world," 
that it demands ever new investigation and sets serious minds of all shades of belief and unbelief 
in motion, as if their very life depended upon its acceptance or rejection. There is not a fact or 
doctrine which has not been thoroughly searched. The whole life of Christ, and the labors and 
writings of the apostles with their tendencies, antagonisms, and reconciliations are theoretically 
reproduced among scholars and reviewed under all possible aspects. The post-apostolic age has 
by necessary connection been drawn into the process of investigation and placed in a new light. 
 
The great biblical scholars among the Fathers were chiefly concerned in drawing from the sacred 
records the catholic doctrines of salvation, and the precepts for a holy life; the Reformers and 
older Protestant divines studied them afresh with special zeal for the evangelical tenets which 
separated them from the Roman church; but all stood on the common ground of a reverential 
belief in the divine inspiration and authority of the Scriptures. The present age is preeminently 
historical and critical. The Scriptures are subjected to the same process of investigation and 
analysis as any other literary production of antiquity, with no other purpose than to ascertain the 
real facts in the case. We want to know the precise origin, gradual growth, and final completion 
of Christianity as a historical phenomenon in organic connection with contemporary events and 
currents of thought. The whole process through which it passed from the manger in Bethlehem to 
the cross of Calvary, and from the upper room in Jerusalem to the throne of the Caesars is to be 
reproduced, explained and understood according to the laws of regular historical development. 
And in this critical process the very foundations of the Christian faith have been assailed and 
undermined, so that the question now is, "to be or not to be." The remark of Goethe is as 
profound as it is true: "The conflict of faith and unbelief remains the proper, the only, the deepest 
theme of the history of the world and mankind, to which all others are subordinated." 
 
The modern critical movement began, we may say, about 1830, is still in full progress, and is 
likely to continue to the end of the nineteenth century, as the apostolic church itself extended over 
a period of seventy years before it had developed its resources. It was at first confined to 
Germany (Strauss, Baur, and the Tubingen School), then spread to France (Renan) and Holland 
(Scholten, Kuenen), and last to England ("Supernatural Religion") and America, so that the battle 
now extends along the whole line of Protestantism. 
 

There are two kinds of biblical criticism, verbal and historical. 
 
Textual Criticism. 
 
The verbal or textual criticism has for its object to restore as far as possible the original text of the 
Greek Testament from the oldest and most trustworthy sources, namely, the uncial manuscripts 
(especially, the Vatican and Sinaitic), the ante-Nicene versions, and the patristic quotations. In 



this respect our age has been very successful, with the aid of most important discoveries of 
ancient manuscripts. By the invaluable labors of Lachmann, who broke the path for the correct 
theory (Novum Testament. Gr., 1831, large Graeco-Latin edition, 1842-50, 2 vols.), Tischendorf 
(8th critical ed., 1869-72, 2 vols.), Tregelles (1857, completed 1879), Westcott and Hort (1881, 2 
vols.), we have now in the place of the comparatively late and corrupt textus receptus of Erasmus 
and his followers (Stephens, Beza, and the Elzevirs), which is the basis of au Protestant versions 
in common use, a much older and purer text, which must henceforth be made the basis of all 
revised translations. After a severe struggle between the traditional and the progressive schools 
there is now in this basal department of biblical learning a remarkable degree of harmony among 
critics. The new text is in fact the older text, and the reformers are in this case the restorers. Far 
from unsettling the faith in the New Testament, the results have established the substantial 
integrity of the text, notwithstanding the one hundred and fifty thousand readings which have 
been gradually gathered from all sources. It is a noteworthy fact that the greatest textual critics of 
the nineteenth century are believers, not indeed in a mechanical or magical inspiration, which is 
untenable and not worth defending, but in the divine origin and authority of the canonical 
writings, which rest on fax stronger grounds than any particular human theory of inspiration. 
 
Historical Criticism. 
 
The historical or inner criticism (which the Germans call the "higher criticism," hohere Kritik) 
deals with the origin, spirit, and aim of the New Testament writings, their historical 
environments, and organic place in the great intellectual and religious process which resulted in 
the triumphant establishment of the catholic church of the second century. It assumed two very 
distinct shapes under the lead of Dr. Neander in Berlin (d. 1850), and Dr. Baur in Tubingen (d. 
1860), who labored in the mines of church history at a respectful distance from each other and 
never came into personal contact. Neander and Baur were giants, equal in genius and learning, 
honesty and earnestness, but widely different in spirit. They gave a mighty impulse to historical 
study and left a long line of pupils and independent followers who carry on the historico-critical 
reconstruction of primitive Christianity. Their influence is felt in France, Holland and England. 
Neander published the first edition of his Apostolic Age in 1832, his Life of Jesus (against 
Strauss) in 1837 (the first volume of his General Church History had appeared already in 1825, 
revised ed. 1842); Baur wrote his essay on the Corinthian Parties in 1831, his critical 
investigations on the canonical Gospels in 1844 and 1847, his "Paul" in 1845 (second ed. by 
Zeller, 1867), and his "Church History of the First Three Centuries" in 1853 (revised 1860). His 
pupil Strauss had preceded him with his first Leben Jesu (1835), which created a greater sensation 
than any of the works mentioned, surpassed only by that of Renan’s Vie de Jesus, nearly thirty 
years later (1863). Renan reproduces and popularizes Strauss and Baur for the French public with 
independent learning and brilliant genius, and the author of "Supernatural Religion" reechoes the 
Tubingen and Leyden speculations in England. On the other hand Bishop Lightfoot, the leader of 
conservative criticism; declares that he has learnt more from the German Neander than from any 
recent theologian ("Contemp. Review" for 1875, p. 866). Matthew Arnold says (Literature and 
Dogma, Preface, p. xix.): "To get the facts, the data, in all matters of science, but notably in 
theology and Biblical learning, one goes to Germany. Germany, and it is her high honor, has 
searched out the facts and exhibited them. And without knowledge of the facts, no clearness or 
fairness of mind can in any study do anything; this cannot be laid down too rigidly." But he 
denies to the Germans "quickness and delicacy of perception." Something more is necessary than 
learning and perception to draw the right conclusions from the facts: sound common sense and 
well-balanced judgment. And when we deal with sacred and supernatural facts, we need first and 
last a reverential spirit and that faith which is the organ of the supernatural. It is here where the 
two schools depart, without difference of nationality; for faith is not a national but an individual 
gift. 



 
The Two Antagonistic Schools. 
 
The two theories of the apostolic history, introduced by Neander and Baur, are antagonistic in 
principle and aim, and united only by the moral bond of an honest search for truth. The one is 
conservative and reconstructive, the other radical and destructive. The former accepts the 
canonical Gospels and Acts as honest, truthful, and credible memoirs of the life of Christ and the 
labors of the apostles; the latter rejects a great part of their contents as unhistorical myths or 
legends of the post-apostolic age, and on the other hand gives undue credit to wild heretical 
romances of the second century. The one draws an essential line of distinction between truth as 
maintained by the orthodox church, and error as held by heretical parties; the other obliterates the 
lines and puts the heresy into the inner camp of the apostolic church itself. The one proceeds on 
the basis of faith in God and Christ, which implies faith in the supernatural and miraculous 
wherever it is well attested; the other proceeds from disbelief in the supernatural and miraculous 
as a philosophical impossibility, and tries to explain the gospel history and the apostolic history 
from purely natural causes like every other history. The one has a moral and spiritual as well is 
intellectual interest in the New Testament, the other a purely intellectual and critical interest. The 
one approaches the historical investigation with the subjective experience of the divine truth in 
the heart and conscience, and knows and feels Christianity to be a power of salvation from sin 
and error; the other views it simply as the best among the many religions which are destined to 
give way at last to the sovereignty of reason and philosophy. The controversy turns on the 
question whether there is a God in History or not; as the contemporaneous struggle in natural 
science turns on the question whether there is a God in nature or not. Belief in a personal God 
almighty and omnipresent in history and in nature, implies the possibility of supernatural and 
miraculous revelation. Absolute freedom from prepossession (Voraussetzungslosigkeit such as 
Strauss demanded) is absolutely impossible, "ex nihilo nihil fit." There is prepossession on either 
side of the controversy, the one positive, the other negative, and history itself must decide 
between them. The facts must rule philosophy, not philosophy the facts. If it can be made out that 
the life of Christ and the apostolic church can be psychologically and historically explained only 
by the admission of the supernatural element which they claim, while every other explanation 
only increases the difficulty, of the problem and substitutes an unnatural miracle for a 
supernatural one, the historian has gained the case, and it is for the philosopher to adjust his 
theory to history. The duty of the historian is not to make the facts, but to discover them, and then 
to construct his theory wide enough to give them all comfortable room. 
 
The Alleged Antagonism in the Apostolic Church. 
 
The theory of the Tubingen school starts from the assumption of a fundamental antagonism 
between Jewish or primitive Christianity represented by Peter, and Gentile or progressive 
Christianity represented by Paul, and resolves all the writings of the New Testament into 
tendency writings (Tendenzschriften), which give us not history pure and simple, but adjust it to a 
doctrinal and practical aim in the interest of one or the other party, or of a compromise between 
the two. {242} The Epistles of Paul to the Galatians, Romans, First and Second Corinthians—
which are admitted to be genuine beyond any doubt, exhibit the anti-Jewish and universal 
Christianity, of which Paul himself must be regarded as the chief founder. The Apocalypse, 
which was composed by the apostle John in 69, exhibits the original Jewish and contracted 
Christianity, in accordance with his position as one of the "pillar"-apostles of the circumcision, 
{Galatians 2:9} and it is the only authentic document of the older apostles. 
 
Baur (Gesch. der christl. Kirche, I., 80 sqq.) and Renan (St. Paul, ch. X.) go so far as to assert 
that this genuine John excludes Paul from the list of the apostles, {Revelation 21:14}, which 



leaves no room for more than twelve and indirectly attacks him as a "false Jew," {Revelation 2:9 
3:9} a "false apostle" (2:2), a "false prophet" (2:20), as "Balaam" (2:2, 6, 14 15; comp. Jude 11 2 
Peter 2:15); just as the Clementine Homilies assail him under the name of Simon the Magician 
and arch-heretic. Renan interprets also the whole Epistle of Jude, a brother of James, as an attack 
upon Paul, issued from Jerusalem in connection with the Jewish counter-mission organized by 
James, which nearly ruined the work of Paul. 
 
The other writings of the New Testament are post-apostolic productions and exhibit the various 
phases of an unionistic movement, which resulted in the formation of the orthodox church of the 
second and third centuries. The Acts of the Apostles is a Catholic Irenicon which harmonizes 
Jewish and Gentile Christianity by liberalizing Peter and contracting or Judaizing Paul, and 
concealing the difference between them; and though probably based on an earlier narrative of 
Luke, it was not put into its present shape before the close of the first century. The canonical 
Gospels, whatever may have been the earlier records on which they are based, are likewise post-
apostolic, and hence untrustworthy as historical narratives. The Gospel of John is a purely ideal 
composition of some unknown Gnostic or mystic of profound religious genius, who dealt with the 
historic Jesus as freely as Plato in his Dialogues dealt with Socrates, and who completed with 
consummate literary skill this unifying process in the age of Hadrian, certainly not before the 
third decade of the second century. Baur brought it down as late as 170; Hilgenfeld put it further 
back to 140, Keim to 130, Renan to the age of Hadrian. 
 
Thus the whole literature of the New Testament is represented as the living growth of a century, 
as a collection of polemical and irenical tracts of the apostolic and post-apostolic ages. Instead of 
contemporaneous, reliable history we have a series of intellectual movements and literary 
fictions. Divine revelation gives way to subjective visions and delusions, inspiration is replaced 
by development, truth by a mixture of truth and error. The apostolic literature is put on a par with 
the controversial literature of the Nicene age, which resulted in the Nicene orthodoxy, or with the 
literature of the Reformation period, which led to the formation of the Protestant system of 
doctrine. 
 
History never repeats itself, yet the same laws and tendencies reappear in ever-changing forms. 
This modern criticism is a remarkable renewal of the views held by heretical schools in the 
second century. The Ebionite author of the pseudo-Clementine Homilies and the Gnostic Marcion 
likewise assumed an irreconcilable antagonism between Jewish and Gentile Christianity, with this 
difference, that the former opposed Paul as the arch-heretic and defamer of Peter, while Marcion 
(about 140) regarded Paul as the only true apostle, and the older apostles as Jewish perverters of 
Christianity; consequently he rejected the whole Old Testament and such books of the New 
Testament as he considered Judaizing, retaining in his canon only a mutilated Gospel of Luke and 
ton of the Pauline Epistles (excluding the Pastoral Epistles and the Epistle to the Hebrews). In the 
eyes of modern criticism these wild heretics are better historians of the apostolic age than the 
author of the Acts of the Apostles. 
 
The Gnostic heresy, with all its destructive tendency, had an important mission as a propelling 
force in the ancient church and left its effects upon patristic theology. So also this modern 
gnosticism must be allowed to have done great service to biblical and historical learning by 
removing old prejudices, opening new avenues of thought, bringing to light the immense 
fermentation of the first century, stimulating research, and compelling an entire scientific 
reconstruction of the history of the origin of Christianity and the church. The result will be a 
deeper and fuller knowledge, not to the weakening but to the strengthening of our faith. 
 
Reaction. 



 
There is considerable difference among the scholars of this higher criticism, and while some 
pupils of Baur (e.g. Strauss, Volkmar) have gone even beyond his positions, others make 
concessions to the traditional views. A most important change took place in Baur’s own mind as 
regards the conversion of Paul, which he confessed at last, shortly before his death (1860), to be 
to him an insolvable psychological problem amounting to a miracle. Ritschl, Holtzmann, Lipsius, 
Pfleiderer, and especially Reuss, Weizsacker, and Keim (who are as free from orthodox 
prejudices as the most advanced critics) have modified and corrected many of the extreme views 
of the Tubingen school. Even Hilgenfeld, with all his zeal for the "Fortschrittstheologie" and 
against the "Ruckschrittstheologie," admits seven instead of four Pauline Epistles as genuine, 
assigns an earlier date to the Synoptical Gospels and the Epistle to the Hebrews (which he 
supposes to have been written by Apollos before 70), and says: "It cannot be denied that Baur’s 
criticism went beyond the bounds of moderation and inflicted too deep wounds on the faith of the 
church" (Hist. Krit. Einleitung in das N. T. 1875, p. 197). Renan admits nine Pauline Epistles, the 
essential genuineness of the Acts, and even the, narrative portions of John, while he rejects the 
discourses as pretentious, inflated, metaphysical, obscure, and tiresome! (See his last discussion 
of the subject in L’eglise chretienne, ch. I-V. pp. 45 sqq.) Matthew Arnold and other critics 
reverse the proposition and accept the discourses as the sublimest of all human compositions, full 
of "heavenly glories" (himmlische Herrlichkeiten, to use an expression of Keim, who, however, 
rejects the fourth Gospel altogether). Schenkel (in his Christusbild der Apostel, 1879) 
considerably moderates the antagonism between Petrinism and Paulinism, and confesses (Preface, 
p. xi.) that in the progress of his investigations he has been "forced to the conviction that the Acts 
of the Apostles is a more trustworthy source of information than is commonly allowed on the part 
of the modern criticism; that older documents worthy of credit, besides the well known We-
source (Wirquelle) are contained in it; and that the Paulinist who composed it has not 
intentionally distorted the facts, but only placed them in the light in which they appeared to him 
and must have appeared to him from the time and circumstances under which he wrote. He has 
not, in my opinion, artificially brought upon the stage either a Paulinized Peter, or a Petrinized 
Paul, in order to mislead his readers, but has portrayed the two apostles just as he actually 
conceived of them on the basis of his incomplete information." Keim, in his last work (Aus dem 
Urchristenthum, 1878, a year before his death), has come to a similar conclusion, and proves (in a 
critical essay on the Apostelkonvent, pp. 64-89) in opposition to Baur, Schwegler, and Zeller, yet 
from the same standpoint of liberal criticism, and allowing later additions, the substantial 
harmony between the Acts and the Epistle to the Galatians as regards the apostolic conference 
and concordat of Jerusalem. Ewald always pursued his own way and equalled Baur in bold and 
arbitrary criticism, but violently opposed him and defended the Acts and the Gospel of John. 
 
To these German voices we may add the testimony of Matthew Arnold, one of the boldest and 
broadest of the broad-school divines and critics, who with all his admiration for Baur represents 
him as an "unsafe guide," and protests against his assumption of a bitter hatred of Paul and the 
pillar-apostles as entirely inconsistent with the conceded religious greatness of Paul and with the 
nearness of the pillar-apostles to Jesus (God and the Bible, 1875, Preface, vii-xii). As to the fourth 
Gospel, which is now the most burning spot of this burning controversy, the same author, after 
viewing it from without and from within, comes to the conclusion that it is, "no fancy-piece, but a 
serious and invaluable document, full of incidents given by tradition and genuine ‘sayings of the 
Lord’ "(p. 370), and that "after the most free criticism has been fairly and strictly applied,... there 
is yet left an authentic residue comprising all the profoundest, most important, and most beautiful 
things in the fourth Gospel" (p. 372 sq.). 
 
The Positive School. 
 



While there are signs of disintegration in the ranks of destructive criticism, the historic truth and 
genuineness of the New Testament writings have found learned and able defenders from different 
standpoints, such as Neander, Ullmann, C. F. Schmid (the colleague of Baur in Tubingen), Rothe, 
Dorner, Ebrard, Lechler, Lange, Thiersch, Wieseler, Hofmann (of Erlangen), Luthardt, Christlieb, 
Beyschlag, Uhlhorn, Weiss, Godet, Edm. de Pressense. 
 
The English and American mind also has fairly begun to grapple manfully and successfully, with 
these questions in such scholars as Lightfoot, Plumptre, Westcott, Sanday, Farrar, G. P. Fisher, 
Ezra Abbot (on the Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, 1880). English and American theology is 
not likely to be extensively demoralized by these hypercritical speculations of the Continent. It 
has a firmer foothold in an active church life and the convictions and affections of the people. The 
German and French mind, like the Athenian, is always bent upon telling and hearing something 
new, while the Anglo-American mind cares more for what is true, whether it be old or new. And 
the truth must ultimately prevail. 
 
St. Paul’s Testimony to Historical Christianity. 
 
Fortunately even the most exacting school of modern criticism leaves us a fixed fulcrum from 
which we can argue the truth of Christianity, namely, the four Pauline Epistles to the Galatians, 
Romans, and Corinthians, which are pronounced to be unquestionably genuine and made the 
Archimedean point of assault upon the other parts of the New Testament. We propose to confine 
ourselves to them. They are of the utmost historical as well as doctrinal importance; they 
represent the first Christian generation, and were written between 54 and 58, that is within a 
quarter of the century after the crucifixion, when the older apostles and most of the principal eye-
witnesses of the life of Christ were still alive. The writer himself was a contemporary of Christ; 
he lived in Jerusalem at the time of the great events on which Christianity rests; he was intimate 
with the Sanhedrin and the murderers of Christ; he was not blinded by favorable prejudice, but 
was a violent persecutor, who had every motive to justify his hostility; and after his radical 
conversion (A. D. 37) he associated with the original disciples and could learn their personal 
experience from their own lips. {Galatians 1:18 2:1-11} 
 
Now in these admitted documents of the best educated of the apostles we have the clearest 
evidence of all the great events and truths of primitive Christianity, and a satisfactory answer to 
the chief objections and difficulties of modern skepticism. {243} 
 
They prove 
 
1. The leading facts in the life of Christ, his divine mission, his birth from a woman, of the royal 
house of David, his holy life and example, his betrayal, passion, and death for the sins of the 
world, his resurrection on the third day, his repeated manifestations to the disciples, his ascension 
and exaltation to the right hand of God, whence he will return to judge mankind, the adoration of 
Christ as the Messiah, the Lord and Saviour from sin, the eternal Son of God; also the election of 
the Twelve, the institution of baptism and the Lord’s Supper, the mission of the Holy Spirit, the 
founding of the church. Paul frequently alludes to these facts, especially the crucifixion and 
resurrection, not in the way of a detailed narrative, but incidentally and in connection with 
doctrinal expositions arid exhortations as addressed to men already familiar with them from oral 
preaching and instruction. Comp. Galatians 3:13 4:4-6 6:14 Romans 1:3 4:24,25 5:8-21 6:3-10 
8:3-11,26,39 9:5 10:6,7 14:5 15:3 1 Corinthians 1:23 2:2,12 5:7 6:14 10:16 11:23-26 15:3-8, 45-
49; 2 Corinthians 5:21 2. Paul’s own conversion and call to the apostleship by the personal 
appearance to him of the exalted Redeemer from heaven. Galatians 1:1,15,16 1 Corinthians 9:1 
15:8 3. The origin and rapid progress of the Christian church in all parts of the Roman empire, 



from Jerusalem to Antioch and Rome, in Judaea, in Syria, in Asia Minor, in Macedonia and 
Achaia. The faith of the Roman church, he says, was known "throughout the world," and "in 
every place "there were worshippers of Jesus as their Lord. And these little churches maintained a 
lively and active intercourse with each other, and though founded by different teachers and 
distracted by differences of opinion and practice, they worshipped the same divine Lord, and 
formed one brotherhood of believers. Galatians 1:2,22 2:1,11 Romans 1:8 10:18 16:26 1 
Corinthians 1:12 8:1 16:19, etc. 
 
4. The presence of miraculous powers in the church at that time. Paul himself wrought the signs 
and mighty deeds of an apostle. Romans 15:18,19 1 Corinthians 2:4 9:2 2 Corinthians 12:12. He 
lays, however, no great stress on the outer sensible miracles, and makes more account of the inner 
moral miracles and the constant manifestations of the power of the Holy Spirit in regenerating 
and sanctifying sinful men in an utterly corrupt state of society. 1 Corinthians 12 to 14; 6:9-11; 
Gal. 5:16-26; Rom. 6 and 8. 
 
5. The existence of much earnest controversy in these young churches, not indeed about the great 
facts on which their faith was based, and which were fully admitted on both sides, but about 
doctrinal and ritual inferences from these facts, especially the question of the continued obligation 
of circumcision and the Mosaic law, and the personal question of the apostolic authority of Paul. 
The Judaizers maintained the superior claims of the older apostles and charged him with a radical 
departure from the venerable religion of their fathers; while Paul used against them the argument 
that the expiatory death of Christ and his resurrection were needless and useless if justification 
came from the law. Galatians 2:21 5:2-4 6. The essential doctrinal and spiritual harmony of Paul 
with the elder apostles, notwithstanding their differences of standpoint and field of labor. Here the 
testimony of the Epistle to the Galatians 2:1-10, which is the very bulwark of the skeptical school, 
bears strongly against it. For Paul expressly states that the, "pillar"-apostles of the circumcision, 
James, Peter, and John, at the conference in Jerusalem A. D. 50, approved the gospel he had been 
preaching during the preceding fourteen years; that they "imparted nothing" to him, gave him no 
new instruction, imposed on him no now terms, nor burden of any kind, but that, on the contrary, 
they recognized the grace of God in him and his special mission to the Gentiles, and gave him 
and Barnabas "the right hands of fellowship" in token of their brotherhood and fidelity. He makes 
a clear and sharp distinction between the apostles and "the false brethren privily brought in, who 
came to spy out our liberty which we have in Christ Jesus, that they might bring us into bondage," 
and to whom he would not yield, "no, not for an hour." The hardest words he has for the Jewish 
apostles are epithets of honor; he calls them, the pillars of the church, "the men in high repute" (oi 
stuloi, oi dokountev, Galatians 2:6,9); while he considered himself in sincere humility "the 
least of the apostles," because he persecuted the church of God. {1 Corinthians 15:9} 
 
This statement of Paul makes it simply impossible and absurd to suppose (with Baur, Schwegler, 
Zeller, and Renan) that John should have so contradicted and stultified himself as to attack, in the 
Apocalypse, the same Paul whom he had recognized as a brother during his life, as a false apostle 
and chief of the synagogue of Satan after his death. Such a reckless and monstrous assertion turns 
either Paul or John into a liar. The antinomian and antichristian heretics of the Apocalypse who 
plunged into all sorts of moral and ceremonial pollutions {Revelation 2:14,15} would have been 
condemned by Paul as much as by John; yea, he himself, in his parting address to the Ephesian 
elders, had prophetically foreannounced and described such teachers as "grievous wolves" that 
would after his departure enter in among them or rise from the midst of them, not sparing the 
flock. {Acts 20:29,30} On the question of fornication he was in entire harmony with the teaching 
of the Apocalypse; {1 Corinthians 3:15,16 6:15-20} and as to the question of eating meat offered 
in sacrifice to idols, though he regarded it as a thing indifferent in itself, considering the vanity of 
idols, yet he condemned it whenever it gave offence to the weak consciences of the more 



scrupulous Jewish converts; {1 Corinthians 8:7-13 10:23-33 Romans 14:2,21} and this was in 
accord with the decree of the Apostolic Council. {Acts 15:29} 
 
7. Paul’s collision with Peter at Antioch, Galatians 2:11-14. which is made the very bulwark of 
the Tubingen theory, proves the very reverse. For it was not a difference in principle and doctrine; 
on the contrary, Paul expressly asserts that Peter at first freely and habitually (mark the imperfect 
sunhsyien, Galatians 2:12) associated with the Gentile converts as brethren in Christ, but was 
intimidated by emissaries from the bigoted Jewish converts in Jerusalem and acted against his 
better conviction which he had entertained ever since the vision at Joppa, {Acts 10:10-16} and 
which he had so boldly confessed at the Council in Jerusalem {Acts 15:7-11} and carried out in 
Antioch. We have here the same impulsive, impressible, changeable disciple, the first to confess 
and the first to deny his Master, yet quickly returning to him in bitter repentance and sincere 
humility. It is for this inconsistency of conduct, which Paul called by the strong term of 
dissimulation or hypocrisy, that he, in his uncompromising zeal for the great principle of 
Christian liberty, reproved him publicly before the church. A public wrong had to be publicly 
rectified. According to the Tubingen hypothesis the hypocrisy would have been in the very 
opposite conduct of Peter. The silent submission of Peter on the occasion proves his regard for his 
younger colleague, and speaks as much to his praise as his weakness to his blame. That the 
alienation was only temporary and did not break up their fraternal relation is apparent from the 
respectful though frank manner in which, several years after the occurrence, they allude to each 
other as fellow apostles, Comp. Galatians 1:18,19 2:8,9 1 Corinthians 9:5 2 Peter 3:15,16, and 
from the fact that Mark and Silas were connecting links between them and alternately served 
them both. {244} 
 
The Epistle to the Galatians then furnishes the proper solution of the difficulty, and essentially 
confirms the account of the Acts. It proves the harmony as well as the difference between Paul 
and the older apostles. It explodes the hypothesis that they stood related to each other like the 
Marcionites and Ebionites in the second century. These were the descendants of the heretics of 
the apostolic age, of the "false brethren insidiously brought in" (eudadelfoi pareisaktoi, 
Galatians 2:4); while the true apostles recognized and continued to recognize the same grace of 
God which wrought effectually through Peter for the conversion of the Jews, and through Paul for 
the conversion of the Gentiles. That the Judaizers should have appealed to the Jewish apostles, 
and the antinomian Gnostics to Paul, as their authority, is not more surprising than the appeal of 
the modern rationalists to Luther and the Reformation. 
 
We have thus discussed at the outset, and at some length, the fundamental difference of the two 
standpoints from which the history of the apostolic church is now viewed, and have vindicated 
our own general position in this controversy. 
 
It is not to be supposed that all the obscure points have already been satisfactorily cleared up, or 
ever will be solved beyond the possibility of dispute. There must be some room left for faith in 
that God who has revealed himself clearly enough in nature and in history to strengthen our faith, 
and who is concealed enough to try our faith. Certain interstellar spaces will always be vacant in 
the firmament of the apostolic age that men may gaze all the more intensely at the bright stars, 
before which the post-apostolic books disappear like torches. A careful study of the ecclesiastical 
writers of the second and third centuries, and especially of the numerous Apocryphal Acts, 
Epistles, and Apocalypses, leaves on the mind a strong impression of the immeasurable 
superiority of the New Testament in purity and truthfulness, simplicity and majesty; and this 
superiority points to a special agency of the Spirit of God, without which that book of books is an 
inexplicable mystery. 
 



{242} In this respect Baur differs from the standpoint of Strauss, who in his first Leben Jesu 
(1835) bad represented the gospel history as an innocent and unconscious myth or poem of the 
religious imagination of the second generation of Christians; but in his second Leben Jesu (1864) 
he somewhat modified his view, and at last (1873) he gave up the whole problem as a bad job. A 
tendency writing implies more or less conscious fiction and falsification of history. The Tubingen 
critics, however, try to relieve this fictitious literature of the odious feature by referring us to the 
Jewish and Christian apocryphal literature which was passed off under honored names without 
giving any special offence on that score. 
 
{243} Comp. here a valuable article of J. Oswald Dykes, in the "Brit. and For. Evang. Review," 
Lond. 1880, pp. 51 sqq. 
 
{244} It is amusing to read Renan’s account of this dispute (St. Paul, ch. x.). He sympathizes 
rather with Peter, whom he calls a "man profoundly kind and upright and desiring peace above all 
things," though he admits him to have been amiably weak and inconsistent on that as on other 
occasions; while he charges Paul with stubbornness and rudeness; but what is the most important 
point, he denies the Tubingen exegesis when he says: "Modern critics who infer from certain 
passages of the Epistle to the Galatians that the rupture between Peter and Paul was absolute, put 
themselves in contradiction not only to the Acts, but to other passages of the Epistle to the 
Galatians (Galatians 1:18; 2:2). Fervent men pass their lives disputing together without ever 
falling out. We must not judge these characters after the manner of things which take place in our 
day between people well-bred and susceptible in a point of honor. This last word especially never 
had much significance with the Jews!"  

 



23. Chronology of the Apostolic Age. 
 
See the works quoted in 20 p. 193, 194, especially Wieseler. Comp. also, Hackett on Acts, pp. 22 
to 30 (third ed.). 
 
The chronology of the apostolic age is partly certain, at least within a few years, partly 
conjectural: certain as to the principal events from A. D. 30 to 70, conjectural as to intervening 
points and the last thirty years of the first century. The sources are the New Testament (especially 
the Acts and the Pauline Epistles), Josephus, and the Roman historians. Josephus (b. 37, d. 103) is 
especially valuable here, as he wrote the Jewish history down to the destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
The following dates are more or less certain and accepted by most historians: 
 
1. The founding of the Christian Church on the feast of Pentecost in May A. D. 30. This is on the 
assumption that Christ was born B. C. 4 or 5, and was crucified in April A. D. 30, at an age of 
thirty-three. 
 
2. The death of King Herod Agrippa I. A. D. 44 (according to Josephus). This settles the date of 
the preceding martyrdom of James the elder, Peter’s imprisonment and release (Acts 12:2,23). 
 
3. The Apostolic Council in Jerusalem, A. D. 50 (Acts 15:1 sqq.; Galatians 2:1-10). This date is 
ascertained by reckoning backwards to Paul’s conversion, and forward to the Caesarean captivity. 
Paul was probably converted in 37, and "fourteen years" elapsed from that event to the Council. 
But chronologists differ on the year of Paul’s conversion, between 31 and 40. {245} 
 
4. The dates of the Epistles to the Galatians, Corinthians, and Romans, between 56 and 58. The 
date of the Epistle to the Romans can be fixed almost to the month from its own indications 
combined with the statements of the Acts. It was written before the apostle had been in Rome, but 
when he was on the point of departure for Jerusalem and Rome on the way to Spain, {246} after 
having finished his collections in Macedonia and Achaia for the poor brethren in Judaea; {247} 
and he sent the epistle through Phebe, a deaconess of the congregation in the eastern port of 
Corinth, where he was at that time. {248} These indications point clearly to the spring of the year 
58, for in that year he was taken prisoner in Jerusalem and carried to Caesarea. 
 
5. Paul’s captivity in Caesarea, A. D. 58 to 60, during the procuratorship of Felix and Festus, who 
changed places in 60 or 61, probably in 60. This important date we can ascertain by combination 
from several passages in Josephus, and Tacitus. {249} It enables us at the same time, by 
reckoning backward, to fix some preceding events in the life of the apostle. 
 
6. Paul’s first captivity in Rome, A. D. 61 to 63. This follows from the former date in connection 
with the statement in Acts 28:30 
 
7. The Epistles of the Roman captivity, Philippians, Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon, A. D. 
61-63. 
 
8. The Neronian persecution, A. D. 64 (the tenth year of Nero, according to Tacitus). The 
martyrdom of Paul and Peter occurred either then, or (according to tradition) a few years later. 
The question depends on the second Roman captivity of Paul. 
 
9. The destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, A. D. 70 (according to Josephus and Tacitus). 



 
10. The death of John after the accession of Trajan, A. D. 98 (according to general ecclesiastical 
tradition). 
 
The dates of the Synoptical Gospels, the Acts, the Pastoral Epistles, the Hebrews, and the Epistles 
of Peter, James, and Jude cannot be accurately ascertained except that they were composed before 
the destruction of Jerusalem, mostly between 60 and 70. The writings of John were written after 
that date and towards the close of the first century, except the Apocalypse, which some of the best 
scholars, from internal indications assign to the year 68 or 69, between the death of Nero and the 
destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
The details are given in the following table: 
 
Chronological Table of the Apostolic Age. 
 
A. D. 
 
Scripture History 
 
Events In Palestine 
 
Events In The Roman Empire 
 
A. D. 
 
B. C. 5 or 4 
 
Birth of Christ 
 
Death of Herod I. or the Great (a. u. 750, or B. C. 4). 
 
Augustus Emperor of Rome, B. C. 27- A. D. 14. 
 
6 
 
A. D. 8 
 
His visit to the Temple at twelve years of age 
 
Cyrenius (Quirinius), Governor of Syria (for the second time). The registration, or "taxing." Acts 
5:37. Revolt of "Judas of Galilee." Coponius Procurator of Judaea. Marcus Ambivius Procurator. 
 
9 
 
Tiberius colleague of Augustus 
 
12 
 
Annius Rufus Procurator (about) 
 
13 



 
Valerius Gratus Procurator 
 
Augustus dies. Tiberius sole emperor (14-37) 
 
14 
 
Pontius Pilate Procurator from A. D. 26 
 
26 
 
27 
 
Christ’s Baptism. 
 
Caiaphas high priest from A. D. 26 
 
27-30 
 
His three years’ ministry. 
 
30 
 
His Crucifixion, Resurrection (April), and Ascension (May). 
 
Descent of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost. Birthday of the Church (May). Acts, ch. 2. 
 
Marcellus Procurator. Pilate sent to Rome by the Prefect of Syria. 
 
36 
 
37 
 
Martyrdom of Stephen. Acts, ch 7. Peter and John in Samaria. Acts, ch. 8. Conversion of Saul. 
Acts, ch. 9, comp. 22 and 26, and Galatians 1:16 1 Corinthians 15:8. 
 
Maryllus appointed Hipparch. 
 
Herod Agrippa I King of Judea and Samaria 
 
Caligula Emperor (37-41) 
 
37 
 
40 
 
Saul’s escape from Damascus, and first visit to Jerusalem (after his conversion). Gal. 1:18. 
Admission of Cornelius into the Church. Acts, chs. 10 and 11. 
 
Philo at Rome 
 



40 
 
Claudius Emperor (41-54). 
 
41 
 
44 
 
Persecution of the Church in Jerusalem. James the Elder, the son of Zebedee, beheaded. Peter 
imprisoned and delivered. He leaves Palestine. Acts 12:2-23. Paul’s second visit to Jerusalem, 
with alms from the church at Antioch. Acts 11:30. 
 
Herod Agrippa I dies at Caesarea 
 
Conquest of Britain, 43-51. 
 
44 
 
45 
 
Paul is set apart as an apostle. Acts 13:2. 
 
Cuspius Fadus Procurator of Judea. Tiberius Alexander Procurator 
 
46 
 
Ventidius Cumanus Procurator 
 
47 
 
50 
 
Paul’s first missionary journey with Barnabas and Mark, Cyprus, Pisidia, Lystra, Derbe. Return to 
Antioch. Acts chs. 13 and 14. The Epistle of James (variously dated from 44 to 62). The apostolic 
council of Jerusalem. Conflict between Jewish and Gentile Christianity. Paul’s third visit to 
Jerusalem with Barnabas and Titus. Peaceful adjustment of the quesiton of circumcision. Acts, 
ch. 15 and Galatians 2:1-10. Temporary collision with Peter and Barnabas at Antioch. Galatians 
2:11-14 
 
51 
 
Paul sets out on his second missionary journey from Antioch to Asia Minor (Cilicia, Lycaonia, 
Galatia, Troas) and Greece (Philippi, Thessalonica, Beraea, Athens, Corinth). The 
Christianization of Europe. Acts, 15:36 to 18:22. 
 
Antonius Felix Procurator 
 
51 
 
52-53 
 



Paul at Corinth a year and a half. Writes First and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians from 
Corinth. 
 
The Tetrarchy of Trachonitis given to Herod Agrippa II (the last of the Herodian family). 
 
Decree of Claudius banishing Jews from Rome. 
 
52 
 
54 
 
Paul’s, fourth visit to Jerusalem (spring). Short stay at Antioch. Enters (autumn, 54) on his third 
missionary journey, occupying about four years. Paul at Ephesus, 54 to 57. Acts, ch. 19. 
 
Nero Emperor (54-68). 
 
54 
 
Revolt of the Sicarii, headed by an Egyptian (Acts, 21:38). 
 
55 
 
56 
 
Paul writes to the Galatians(?) from Ephesus, or from some part of Greece on his journey to 
Corinth (57). Acts, ch. 20. 
 
57 
 
Paul writes First Epistle to the Corinthians from Ephesus; starts for Macedonia and writes Second 
Epistle to the Corinthians from Macedonia. 
 
58 
 
Epistle to the Romans from Corinth, where he spent three months. He visits (the fifth time) 
Jerusalem; is apprehended, brought before Felix, and imprisoned at Caesarea for two years. Acts, 
21:37 to 26:31. 
 
60 
 
Paul appears before Festus, appeals to Caesar, is sent to Italy (in autumn). Shipwreck at Malta. 
Acts, chs. 27 and 28. 
 
Porcius Festus Procurator 
 
60 
 
61 
 
Arrives a prisoner at Rome (in spring). 
 



Embassy from Jerusalem to Rome respecting the wall. 
 
War with Boadicea in Britian 
 
61 
 
61-63 
 
Paul writes to the Philippians, Ephesians, Colossians, Philemon, from his prison in Rome. 
 
Apollonius of Tyana at the Olympic games 
 
61 
 
62 
 
Martyrdom of James, the Lord’s brother, at Jerusalem (according to Josephus, or 69 according to 
Hegesippus). 
 
Josephus at Rome 
 
62 
 
63 
 
Paul is supposed to have been released. Acts, 28:30 
 
Albinus Procurator 
 
63 
 
64 
 
Epistle to the Hebrews, written from Italy after the release of Timothy (ch. 13:23). 
 
Gessius Florus Procurator 
 
Great fire at Rome (in July); first imperial persecution of the Christians (martyrdom of Peter and 
Paul) 
 
64 
 
64-67 
 
First Epistle of Peter. Epistle of Jude(?). Second Epistle of Peter. 
 
60-70 
 
The Synoptical Gospels and Acts. 
 
Seneca and Lucan put to death by Nero 



 
65 
 
Beginning of the great war between the Romans and the Jews 
 
66 
 
64-67 
 
Paul visits Crete and Macedonia, and writes First Epistle to Timothy, and Epistle to Titus(?). 
{250} Paul writes Second Epistle to Timothy(?). 
 
Vespasian General in Palestine 
 
67 
 
65-67 
 
Paul’s and Peter’s martyrdom in Rome(?). 
 
68-69 
 
The Revelation of John(?). 
 
Galba Emperor 
 
68 
 
Otho and Vitellius Emperors 
 
69 
 
Vespasian Emperor 
 
69 
 
Destruction of Jerusalem by Titus 
 
70 
 
(Josephus released.) 
 
Coliseum begun 
 
76 
 
Destruction of Pompeii and Heraculaneum 
 
79 
 
Titus Emperor 



 
79 
 
80-90 
 
John writes his Gospel and Epistles(?). 
 
Domitian Emperor 
 
91 
 
95 
 
John writes the Revelation(?). 
 
Persecution of Christians 
 
95 
 
Nerva Emperor 
 
96 
 
Death of Apollonius 
 
97 
 
98-100 
 
Death of John. 
 
Trajan Emperor 
 
98 
 
Endnotes 
 
{245} See Hist. Apost. Ch. 63, p. 235, and 67, p. 265. The allusion to the governorship of Aretas 
in Damascus, 2 Corinthians 11:32,33, furnishes no certain date, owing to the defects of our 
knowledge of that period; but other indications combined lead to the year 37. Wieseler puts 
Paul’s conversion in the year 40, but this follows from his erroneous view of the journey 
mentioned in Galatians 2:1, which he identifies with Paul’s fourth journey to Jerusalem in 54, 
instead of his third journey to the Council four years earlier. 
 
{246} Romans 1:13, 15, 22; 15:23-28; comp. Acts 19:21 20:16 23:11 1 Corinthians 16:3. 
 
{247} Romans 15:25-27 1 Corinthians 16:1,2 2 Corinthians 8 and 9 Acts 24:17. 
 
{248} Romans 16:1, 23; comp. Acts 19:22 2 Timothy 4:20 1 Corinthians 1:14. 
 
{249} See Wieseler, l. c., pp. 67 sqq. 



 
{250} Those who deny a second imprisonment of Paul assign these Epistles to the period of 
Paul’s residence in Ephesus, A. D. 54-57, and 2 Timothy to A. D. 63 or 64.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IV. 
 
ST. PETER AND THE CONVERSION OF THE JEWS 
 

24. The Miracle of Pentecost and the Birthday of the Christian Church. 
A. D. 30. 
 
ai eplhsyhsan pantev pneumatov agivou, kai hrxanto lalein eteraiv glwssaiv, 
kaywv to pneuma edidou apofyeggesyai autoiv —Acts 2:4 
 
"The first Pentecost which the disciples celebrated after the ascension of our Saviour, is, next to 
the appearance of the Son of God on earth, the most significant event. It is the starting-point of 
the apostolic church and of that new spiritual life in humanity which proceeded from Him, and 
which since has been spreading and working, and will continue to work until the whole humanity 
is transformed into the image of Christ."—Neander (Geschichte der Pflanzung und Leitung der 
christlichen Kirche durch die Apostel., I. 3, 4). 
 
Literature. 
 

I. Sources: Acts 2:1-47. Comp. 1 Corinthians 12 and 14. See Commentaries on the Acts by 
Olshausen, Deuteronomy Wette, Meyer, Lechler, Hackett, Alexander, Gloag, Alford, 
Wordsworth, Plumptre Jacobson, Howson and Spence, etc., and on the Corinthians by 
Billroth, Kling, Stanley, Heinrici, Edwards, Godet, Ellicott. 
 

II. Special treatises of the Pentecostal Miracle and the Gift of Tongues (glossolalia) by 
Herder (Die Gabe der Sprachen, Riga, 1794) Hase (in Winer’s "Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftl. 
Theol." 1827), Bleek in ("Studien und Kritiken" for 1829 and 1830), Baur in the "Tubinger 
Zeitschrift fur Theol." for 1830 and 1831, and in the ("Studien und Krit." 1838), 
Schneckenburger (in his Beitrage zur Einleitung in das N. T. 1832), Baumlein (1834), Dav. 
Schulz (1836), Zinsler (1847), Zeller (Acts of the Apostles, I. 171, of the E. translation by J. 
Dare), Bohm (Irvingite, Reden mit Zungen und Weissagen, Berlin, 1848), Rossteuscher 
(Irvingite, Gabe der Sprachen im apost. Zeitalter, Marburg, 1855), Ad. Hilgenfeld (Glossolalie, 
Leipz. 1850), Maier (Glossolalie des apost. Zeitalters, 1855), Wieseler (in "Stud. u. Krit." 1838 
and 1860), Schenkel (art. Zungenreden in his "Bibel-Lex." V. 732), Van Hengel (De gave der 
talen, Leiden, 1864), Plumptre (art. Gift of Tongues in Smith’s, "B. D." IV. 3305, Am. ed.), 
Delitzsch (art. Pfingsten in Riehm’s "H. B. A." 1880, p. 1184); K. Schmidt (in Herzog, 2d ed., 
xvii., 570 sqq). 
 
Comp. also Neander (I. 1), Lange (II. 13), Ewald (VI. 106), Thiersch (p. 65, 3d ed.), Schaff (191 
and 469), Farrar (St. Paul, ch. V. vol. I. 83). 
 
The ascension of Christ to heaven was followed ten days afterwards by the descent of the Holy 
Spirit upon earth and the birth of the Christian Church. The Pentecostal event was the necessary 
result of the Passover event. It could never have taken place without the preceding resurrection 
and ascension. It was the first act of the mediatorial reign of the exalted Redeemer in heaven, and 



the beginning of an unbroken series of manifestations in fulfilment of his promise to be with his 
people "alway, even unto the end of the world." For his ascension was only a withdrawal of his 
visible local presence, and the beginning of his spiritual omnipresence in the church which is "his 
body, the fulness of him that filleth all in all." The Easter miracle and the Pentecostal miracle are 
continued and verified by the daily moral miracles of regeneration and sanctification throughout 
Christendom. 
 
We have but one authentic account of that epoch-making event, in the second chapter of Acts, but 
in the parting addresses of our Lord to his disciples the promise of the Paraclete who should lead 
them into the whole truth is very prominent, {251} and the entire history of the apostolic church is 
illuminated and heated by the Pentecostal fire. {252} 
 
Pentecost, i.e. the fiftieth day after the Passover-Sabbath, {253} was a feast of joy and gladness, 
in the loveliest season of the year, and attracted a very large number of visitors to Jerusalem from 
foreign lands. {254} It was one of the three great annual festivals of the Jews in which all the 
males were required to appear before the Lord. Passover was the first, and the feast of 
Tabernacles the third. Pentecost lasted one day, but the foreign Jews, after the period of the 
captivity, prolonged it to two days. It was the "feast of harvest," or "of the first fruits," and also 
(according to rabbinical tradition) the anniversary celebration of the Sinaitic legislation, which is 
supposed to have taken place on the fiftieth day after the Exodus from the land of bondage. {255} 
 
This festival was admirably adapted for the opening event in the history of the apostolic church. It 
pointed typically to the first Christian harvest, and the establishment of the new theocracy in 
Christ; as the sacrifice of the paschal lamb and the exodus from Egypt foreshadowed the 
redemption of the world by the crucifixion of the Lamb of God. On no other day could the 
effusion of the Spirit of the exalted Redeemer produce such rich results and become at once so 
widely known. We may trace to this day not only the origin of the mother church at Jerusalem, 
but also the conversion of visitors from other cities, as Damascus, Antioch, Alexandria, and 
Rome, who on their return would carry the glad tidings to their distant homes. For the strangers 
enumerated by Luke as witnesses of the great event, represented nearly all the countries in which 
Christianity was planted by the labors of the apostles. {256} 
 
The Pentecost in the year of the Resurrection was the last Jewish (i.e. typical) and the first 
Christian Pentecost. It became the spiritual harvest feast of redemption from sin, and the birthday 
of the visible kingdom of Christ on earth. It marks the beginning of the dispensation of the Spirit, 
the third era in the history of the revelation of the triune God. On this day the Holy Spirit, who 
had hitherto wrought only sporadically and transiently, took up his permanent abode in mankind 
as the Spirit of truth and holiness, with the fulness of saving grace, to apply that grace thenceforth 
to believers, and to reveal and glorify Christ in their hearts, as Christ had revealed and glorified 
the Father. 
 
While the apostles and disciples, about one hundred and twenty (ten times twelve) in number, no 
doubt mostly Galilaeans, {257} were assembled before the morning devotions of the festal day, 
and were waiting in prayer for the fulfilment of the promise, the exalted Saviour sent from his 
heavenly throne the Holy Spirit upon them, and founded his church upon earth. The Sinaitic 
legislation was accompanied by "thunder and lightning, and a thick cloud upon the mount, and 
the voice of the trumpet exceeding loud, and all the people that was in the camp trembled." {258} 
The church of the new covenant war, ushered into existence with startling signs which filled the 
spectators with wonder and fear. It is quite natural, as Neander remarks, that "the greatest miracle 
in the inner life of mankind should have been accompanied by extraordinary outward phenomena 
as sensible indications of its presence." A supernatural sound resembling that of a rushing mighty 



wind, {259} came down from heaven and filled the whole house in which they were assembled; 
and tongues like flames of fire, distributed themselves among them, alighting for a while on each 
head. {260} It is not said that these phenomena were really wind and fire, they are only compared 
to these elements, {261} as the form which the Holy Spirit assumed at the baptism of Christ is 
compared to a dove. {262} The tongues of flame were gleaming, but neither burning nor 
consuming; they appeared and disappeared like electric sparks or meteoric flashes. But these 
audible and visible signs were appropriate symbols of the purifying, enlightening, and quickening 
power of the Divine Spirit, and announced a new spiritual creation. The form of tongues referred 
to the glossolalia, and the apostolic eloquence as a gift of inspiration. 
 
"And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit." This is the real inward miracle, the main fact, the 
central idea of the Pentecostal narrative. To the apostles it was their baptism, confirmation, and 
ordination, all in one, for they received no other. {263} To them it was the great inspiration which 
enabled them hereafter to be authoritative teachers of the gospel by tongue and pen. Not that it 
superseded subsequent growth in knowledge, or special revelations on particular points (as Peter 
receive at Joppa, and Paul on several occasions); but they were endowed with such an 
understanding of Christ’s words and plan of salvation as they never had before. What was dark 
and mysterious became now clear and full of meaning to them. The Spirit revealed to them the 
person and work of the Redeemer in the light of his resurrection and exaltation, and took full 
possession of their mind and heart. They were raised, as it were, to the mount of transfiguration, 
and saw Moses and Elijah and Jesus above them, face to face, swimming in heavenly light. They 
had now but one desire to gratify, but one object to live for, namely, to be witnesses of Christ and 
instruments of the salvation of their fellow-men, that they too might become partakers of their 
"inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven." {264} 
 
But the communication of the Holy Spirit was not confined to the Twelve. It extended to the 
brethren of the Lord, the mother of Jesus, the pious women who had attended his ministry, and 
the whole brotherhood of a hundred and twenty souls who were assembled in that chamber. {265} 
They were "all" filled with the Spirit, and all spoke with tongues; {266} and Peter saw in the 
event the promised outpouring of the Spirit upon "all flesh," sons and daughters, young men and 
old men, servants and handmaidens. {267} It is characteristic that in this spring season of the 
church the women were sitting with the men, not in a separate court as in the temple, nor divided 
by a partition as in the synagogue and the decayed churches of the East to this day, but in the 
same room as equal sharers in the spiritual blessings. The beginning was a prophetic anticipation 
of the end, and a manifestation of the universal priesthood and brotherhood of believers in Christ, 
in whom all are one, whether Jew or Greek, bond or free, male or female. {268} 
 
This new spiritual life, illuminated, controlled, and directed by the Holy Spirit, manifested itself 
first in the speaking with tongues towards God, and then in the prophetic testimony towards the 
people. The former consisted of rapturous prayers and anthems of praise, the latter of sober 
teaching and exhortation. From the Mount of Transfiguration the disciples, like their Master, 
descended to the valley below to heal the sick and to call sinners to repentance. 
 
The mysterious gift of tongues, or glossolalia, appears here for the first time, but became, with 
other extraordinary gifts of the Spirit, a frequent phenomenon in the apostolic churches, 
especially at Corinth, and is fully described by Paul. The distribution of the flaming tongues to 
each of the disciples caused the speaking with tongues. A new experience expresses itself always 
in appropriate language. The supernatural experience of the disciples broke through the confines 
of ordinary speech and burst out in ecstatic language of praise and thanksgiving to God for the 
great works he did among them. {269} It was the Spirit himself who gave them utterance and 
played on their tongues, as on new tuned harps, unearthly melodies of praise. The glossolalia was 



here, as in all cases where it is mentioned, an act of worship and adoration, not an act of teaching 
and instruction, which followed afterwards in the sermon of Peter. It was the first Te Deum of the 
new-born church. It expressed itself in unusual, poetic, dithyrambic style and with a peculiar 
musical intonation. It was intelligible only to those who were in sympathy with the speaker; while 
unbelievers scoffingly ascribed it to madness or excess of wine. Nevertheless it served as a 
significant sign to all and arrested their attention to the presence of a supernatural power. {270} 
 
So far we may say that the Pentecostal glossolalia was the same as that in the household of 
Cornelius in Caesarea after his conversion, which may be called a Gentile Pentecost, {271} as that 
of the twelve disciples of John the Baptist at Ephesus, where it appears in connection with 
prophesying, {272} and as that in the Christian congregation at Corinth. {273} 
 
But at its first appearance the speaking with tongues differed in its effect upon the hearers by 
coming home to them at once in their own mother-tongues; while in Corinth it required an 
interpretation to be understood. The foreign spectators, at least a number of them, believed that 
the unlettered Galilaeans spoke intelligibly in the different dialects represented on the occasion. 
{274} We must therefore suppose either that the speakers themselves, were endowed, at least 
temporarily, and for the particular purpose of proving their divine mission, with the gift of foreign 
languages not learned by them before, or that the Holy Spirit who distributed the tongues acted 
also as interpreter of the tongues, and applied the utterances of the speakers to the susceptible 
among the hearers. 
 
The former is the most natural interpretation of Luke’s language. Nevertheless I suggest the other 
alternative as preferable, for the following reasons: 1. The temporary endowment with a 
supernatural knowledge of foreign languages involves nearly all the difficulties of a permanent 
endowment, which is now generally abandoned, as going far beyond the data of the New 
Testament and known facts of the early spread of the gospel. 2. The speaking with tongues began 
before the spectators arrived, that is before there was any motive for the employment of foreign 
languages. {275} 3. The intervening agency of the Spirit harmonizes the three accounts of Luke, 
and Luke and Paul, or the Pentecostal and the Corinthian glossolalia; the only difference 
remaining is that in Corinth the interpretation of tongues was made by men in audible speech, 
{276} in Jerusalem by the Holy Spirit in inward illumination and application. 4. The Holy Spirit 
was certainly at work among the hearers as well as the speakers, and brought about the 
conversion of three thousand on that memorable day. If he applied and made effective the sermon 
of Peter, why not also the preceding doxologies and benedictions? 5. Peter makes no allusion to 
foreign languages, nor does the prophecy of Joel which he quotes. 6. This view best explains the 
opposite effect upon the spectators. They did by no means all understand the miracle, but the 
mockers, like those at Corinth, {277} thought the disciples were out of their right mind and talked 
not intelligible words in their native dialects, but unintelligible nonsense. The speaking in a 
foreign language could not have been a proof of drunkenness. It may be objected to this view that 
it implies a mistake on the part of the hearers who traced the use of their mother-tongues directly 
to the speakers; but the mistake referred not to the fact itself, but only to the mode. It was the 
same Spirit who inspired the tongues of the speakers and the hearts of the susceptible hearers, and 
raised both above the ordinary level of consciousness. 
 
Whichever view we take of this peculiar feature of the Pentecostal glossolalia, in this diversified 
application to the cosmopolitan multitude of spectators, it was a symbolical anticipation and 
prophetic announcement of the universalness of the Christian religion, which was to be 
proclaimed in all the languages of the earth and to unite all nations in one kingdom of Christ. The 
humility and love of the church united what the pride and hatred of Babel had scattered. In this 



sense we may say that the Pentecostal harmony of tongues was the counterpart of the BabyIonian 
confusion of tongues. {278} 
 
The speaking with tongues was followed by the sermon of Peter; the act of devotion, by an act of 
teaching; the rapturous language of the soul in converse with God, by the sober words of ordinary 
self-possession for the benefit of the people. 
 
While the assembled multitude wondered at this miracle with widely various emotions, St. Peter, 
the Rock-man, appeared in the name of all the disciples, and addressed them with remarkable 
clearness and force, probably in his own vernacular Aramaic, which would be most familiar to 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem, possibly in Greek, which would be better understood by the foreign 
visitors. {279} He humbly condescended to refute the charge of intoxication by reminding them 
of the early hour of the day, when even drunkards are sober, and explained from the prophecies of 
Joel and the sixteenth Psalm of David the meaning of the supernatural phenomenon, as the work 
of that Jesus of Nazareth, whom the Jews had crucified, but who was by word and deed, by his 
resurrection from the dead, his exaltation to the right hand of God, and the effusion of the Holy 
Ghost, accredited as the promised Messiah, according to the express prediction of the Scripture. 
Then he called upon his hearers to repent and be baptized in the name of Jesus, as the founder and 
head of the heavenly kingdom, that even they, though they had crucified him, the Lord and the 
Messiah, might receive the forgiveness of sins and the gift of the Holy Ghost, whose wonderful 
workings they saw and heard in the disciples. 
 
This was the first independent testimony of the apostles, the first Christian sermon: simple, 
unadorned, but full of Scripture truth, natural, suitable, pointed, and more effective than any other 
sermon has been since, though fraught with learning and burning with eloquence. It resulted in 
the conversion and baptism of three thousand persons, gathered as first-fruits into the garners of 
the church. 
 
In these first-fruits of the glorified Redeemer, and in this founding of the new economy of Spirit 
and gospel, instead of the old theocracy of letter and law, the typical meaning of the Jewish 
Pentecost was gloriously fulfilled. But this birth-day of the Christian church is in its turn only the 
beginning, the type and pledge, of a still greater spiritual harvest and a universal feast of 
thanksgiving, when, in the full sense of the prophecy of Joel, the Holy Spirit shall be poured out 
on all flesh, when all the sons and daughters of men shall walk in his light, and God shall be 
praised with new tongues of fire for the completion of his wonderful work of redeeming love. 
 
Notes. 
 

I. Glossolalia.—The Gift of Tongues is the most difficult feature of the Pentecostal miracle. 
Our only direct source of information is in Acts 2, but the gift itself is mentioned in two other 
passages, 10:46 and 19:6, in the concluding section of Mark 16 (of disputed genuineness), and 
fully described by Paul in 1 Corinthians 12 and 14. There can be no doubt as to the existence 
of that gift in the apostolic age, and if we had only either the account of Pentecost, or only the 
account of Paul, we would not hesitate to decide as to its nature, but the difficulty is in 
harmonizing the two. 
 
(1) The terms employed for the strange tongues are "new tongues" (kainai glw’ssai, Mark 16:17, 
where Christ promises the gift), "other tongues," differing from ordinary tongues (e terai gl. 
Acts 2:4, but nowhere else), "kinds" or "diversities of tongues" (gevnh glwsswn, 1 Corinthians 
12:28), or simply, "tongues," {glwssai, 1 Corinthians 14:22} and in the singular, "tongue" 



(glwssa, 14:2, 13, 19 27, in which passages the E. V. inserts the interpolation "unknown 
tongue"). To speak in tongues is called glwssaiv or glwssh lalein. {Acts 2:4 10:46 19:6 1 
Corinthians 14:2,4,13,14,19,27} Paul uses also the phrase to "pray with the tongue" 
(proseucesyai glwssh), as equivalent to "praying and singing with the spirit" (proseucesyai 
and qallein tw pneumati, and as distinct from proseucesyai and qallein tw noi, 1 
Corinthians 14:14,15). The plural and the term "diversities" of tongues, as well as the distinction 
between tongues of "angels" and tongues of "men" {1 Corinthians 13:1} point to different 
manifestations (speaking, praying, singing), according to the individuality, education, and mood 
of the speaker, but not to various foreign languages, which are excluded by Paul’s description. 
 
The term tongue has been differently explained. 
 
(a) Wieseler (and Van Hengel): the organ of speech, used as a passive instrument; speaking with 
the tongue alone, inarticulately, and in a low whisper. But this does not explain the plural, nor the 
terms "new" and "other" tongues; the organ of speech remaining the same. 
 
(b) Bleek: rare, provincial, archaic, poetic words, or glosses (whence our "glossary"). But this 
technical meaning of glwssai occurs only in classical writers (as Aristotle, Plutarch, etc.) and 
among grammarians, not in Hellenistic Greek, and the interpretation does not suit the singular 
glwssa and glwssh lalein, as glwssa could only mean a single gloss. 
 
(c) Most commentators: language or dialect ("dialektov," comp. Acts 1:19 2:6,8 21:40 26:14). 
This is the correct view. "Tongue" is an abridgment for "new tongue" (which was the original 
term, Mark 16:17). It does not necessarily mean one of the known languages of the earth, but may 
mean a peculiar handling of the vernacular dialect of the speaker, or a new spiritual language 
never known before, a language of immediate inspiration in a state of ecstasy. The "tongues" 
were individual varieties of this language of inspiration. 
 
(2) The glossolalia in the Corinthian church, with which that at Caesarea in Acts 10:46, and that 
at Ephesus, 19:6, are evidently identical, we know very well from the description of Paul. It 
occurred in the first glow of enthusiasm after conversion and continued for some time. It was not 
a speaking in foreign languages, which would have been entirely useless in a devotional meeting 
of converts, but a speaking in a language differing from all known languages, and required an 
interpreter to be intelligible to foreigners. It had nothing to do with the spread of the gospel, 
although it may, like other devotional acts, have become a means of conversion to susceptible 
unbelievers if such were present. It was an act of self-devotion, an act of thanksgiving, praying, 
and singing, within the Christian congregation, by individuals who were wholly absorbed in 
communion with God, and gave utterance to their rapturous feelings in broken, abrupt, rhapsodic, 
unintelligible words. It was emotional rather than intellectual, the language of the excited 
imagination, not of cool reflection. It was the language of the spirit (pneuma) or of ecstasy, as 
distinct from the language of the understanding (nouv). We might almost illustrate the difference 
by a comparison of the style of the Apocalypse which was conceived en pneumati {Revelation 
1:10} with that of the Gospel of John, which was written en noi. The speaker in tongues was in a 
state of spiritual intoxication, if we may use this term, analogous to the poetic "frenzy" described 
by Shakespeare and Goethe. His tongue was a lyre on which the divine Spirit played celestial 
tunes. He was unconscious or only half conscious, and scarcely knew whether he was, "in the 
body or out of the body." No one could understand this unpremeditated religious rhapsody unless 
he was in a similar trance. To an unbelieving outsider it sounded like a barbarous tongue, like the 
uncertain sound of a trumpet, like the raving of a maniac, {1 Corinthians 14:23} or the incoherent 
talk of a drunken man. {Acts 2:13,15} "He that speaketh in a tongue speaketh not to men, but to 
God; for no one understandeth; and in the spirit he speaketh mysteries; but he that prophesieth 



speaketh unto men edification, and encouragement, and comfort. He that speaketh in a tongue 
edifieth himself; but he that prophesieth edifieth "the church"." {1 Corinthians 14:2-4; comp. 26-
33} 
 
The Corinthians evidently overrated the glossolalia, as a showy display of divine power; but it 
was more ornamental than useful, and vanished away with the bridal season of the church. It is a 
mark of the great wisdom of Paul who was himself a master in the glossolalia, {1 Corinthians 
14:18} that he assigned to it a subordinate and transient position, restrained its exercise, 
demanded an interpretation of it, and gave the preference to the gifts of permanent usefulness in 
which God displays his goodness and love for the general benefit. Speaking with tongues is good, 
but prophesying and teaching in intelligible speech for the edification of the congregation is 
better, and love to God and men in active exercise is best of all. {1 Corinthians 13} 
 
We do not know how long the glossolalia, as thus described by Paul, continued. It passed away 
gradually with the other extraordinary or strictly supernatural gifts of the apostolic age. It is not 
mentioned in the Pastoral, nor in the Catholic Epistles. We have but a few allusions to it at the 
close of the second century. Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. 1. v. c. 6, 1) speaks of "many brethren" whom 
he heard in the church having the gift of prophecy and of speaking in "diverse tongues" 
(pantodapaiv glwssaiv), bringing the hidden things of men (ta kpufia twn anypwpwn) to 
light and expounding the mysteries of God (ta musthria tou yeou). It is not clear whether by 
the term "diverse," which does not elsewhere occur, he means a speaking in foreign languages, or 
in diversities of tongues altogether peculiar, like those meant by Paul. The latter is more probable. 
Irenaeus himself had to learn the language of Gaul. Tertullian (Adv. Marc. V. 8; comp. 
Deuteronomy Anima, c. 9) obscurely speaks of the spiritual gifts, including the gift of tongues, as 
being still manifest among the Montanists to whom he belonged. At the time of Chrysostom it 
had entirely disappeared; at least he accounts for the obscurity of the gift from our ignorance of 
the fact. From that time on the glossolalia was usually misunderstood as a miraculous and 
permanent gift of foreign languages for missionary purposes. But the whole history of missions 
furnishes no clear example of such a gift for such a purpose. 
 
Analogous phenomena, of an inferior kind, and not miraculous, yet serving as illustrations, either 
by approximation or as counterfeits, reappeared from time to time in seasons of special religious 
excitement, as among the Camisards and the prophets of the Cevennes in France, among the early 
Quakers and Methodists, the Mormons, the Readers ("Lasare") in Sweden in 1841 to 1843, in the 
Irish revivals of 1859, and especially in the "Catholic Apostolic Church," commonly called 
Irvingites, from 1831 to 1833, and even to this day. See Ed. Irving’s articles on Gifts of the Holy 
Ghost called Supernatural, in his "Works," vol. V., p. 509, etc.; Mrs. Oliphant’s Life of Irving, 
vol. II.; the descriptions quoted in my Hist. Ap. Ch. 55, p. 198; and from friend and foe in 
Stanley’s Com. on Corinth., p. 252, 4th ed.; also Plumptre in Smith’s, "Bible Dict.," IV. 3311, 
Am. ed. The Irvingites who have written on the subject (Thiersch, Bohm, and Rossteuscher) 
make a marked distinction between the Pentecostal glossolalia in foreign languages and the 
Corinthian glossolalia in devotional meetings; and it is the latter only which they compare to their 
own experience. Several years ago I witnessed this phenomenon in an Irvingite congregation in 
New York; the words were broken, ejaculatory and unintelligible, but uttered in abnormal, 
startling, impressive sounds, in a state of apparent unconsciousness and rapture, and without any 
control over the tongue, which was seized as it were by a foreign power. A friend and colleague 
(Dr. Briggs), who witnessed it in 1879 in the principal Irvingite church at London, received the 
same impression. 
 
(3) The Pentecostal glossolalia cannot have been essentially different from the Corinthian: it was 
likewise an ecstatic act of worship, of thanksgiving and praise for the great deeds of God in 



Christ, a dialogue of the soul with God. It was the purest and the highest utterance of the jubilant 
enthusiasm of the new-born church of Christ in the possession of the Holy Spirit. It began before 
the spectators arrived (comp. Acts 2:4 and 6), and was followed by a missionary discourse of 
Peter in plain, ordinary language. Luke mentions the same gift twice again (Luke 10 and 19) 
evidently as an act of devotion, and not of teaching. 
 
Nevertheless, according to the evident meaning of Luke’s narrative, the Pentecostal glossolalia 
differed from the Corinthian not only by its intensity, but also by coming home to the hearers then 
present in their own vernacular dialects, without the medium of a human interpreter. Hence the 
term "different" tongues, which Paul does not use, nor Luke in any other passage; hence the 
astonishment of the foreigners at hearing each his own peculiar idiom from the lips of those 
unlettered Galileans. It is this heteroglossolalia, as I may term it, which causes the chief 
difficulty. I will give the various views which either deny, or shift, or intensify, or try to explain 
this foreign element. 
 
(a) The rationalistic interpretation cuts the Gordian knot by denying the miracle, as a mistake of 
the narrator or of the early Christian tradition. Even Meyer surrenders the heteroglossolalia, as far 
as it differs from the Corinthian glossolalia, as an unhistorical tradition which originated in a 
mistake, because he considers the sudden communication of the facility of speaking foreign 
languages as "logically impossible, and psychologically and morally inconceivable" (Com. on 
Acts 2:4 4th ed.). But Luke, the companion of Paul, must have been familiar with the glossolalia 
in the apostolic churches, and in the two other passages where he mentions it he evidently means 
the same phenomenon as that described by Paul. 
 
(b) The heteroglossolalia was a mistake of the hearers (a Horwunder), who in the state of 
extraordinary excitement and profound sympathy imagined that they heard their own language 
from the disciples; while Luke simply narrates their impression without correcting it. This view 
was mentioned (though not adopted) by Gregory of Nyssa, and held by Pseudo-Cyprian, the 
venerable Bede, Erasmus, Schneckenburger and others. If the pentecostal language was the 
Hellenistic dialect, it could, with its composite character, its Hebraisms and Latinisms, the more 
easily produce such an effect when spoken by persons stirred in the inmost depth of their hearts 
and lifted out of themselves. St. Xavier is said to have made himself understood by the Hindoos 
without knowing their language, and St. Bernard, St. Anthony of Padua, St. Vincent Ferrer were 
able, by the spiritual power of their eloquence, to kindle the enthusiasm and sway the passions of 
multitudes who were ignorant of their language. Olshausen and Baumlein call to aid the 
phenomena of magnetism and somnambulism, by which people are brought into mysterious 
rapport. 
 
(c) The glossolalia was speaking in archaic, poetic glosses, with an admixture of foreign words. 
This view, learnedly defended by Bleek (1829), and adopted with modifications by Baur (1838), 
has already been mentioned above (p. 233), as inconsistent with Hellenistic usage, and the natural 
meaning of Luke. 
 
(d) The mystical explanation regards the Pentecostal Gift of Tongues in some way as a 
counterpart of the Confusion of Tongues, either as a temporary restoration of the original 
language of Paradise, or as a prophetic anticipation of the language of heaven in which all 
languages are united. This theory, which is more deep than clear, turns the heteroglossolalia into a 
homoglossolalia, and puts the miracle into the language itself and its temporary restoration or 
anticipation. Schelling calls the Pentecostal miracle "Babel reversed" (das umgekehrte Babel), 
and says: "Dem Ereigniss der Sprachenverwirrung lasst sich in der ganzen Folge der religiosen 
Geschichte nur Eines a die Seite stellen, die momentan wiederhergestellte Spracheinheit 



(oJmoglwssiva) am Pfingstfeste, mit dem das Christenthum, bestimmt das ganze 
Menschengeschlecht durch die Erkenntniss des Einen wahren Gottes wieder zur Einheit zu 
verknupfen, seinen grossen Weg beginnt." (Einl. in d. Philos. der Mythologie, p. 109). A similar 
view was defended by Billroth (in his Com. on 1 Corinthians 14, p. 177), who suggests that the 
primitive language combined elements of the different derived languages, so that each listener 
heard fragments of his own. Lange (II. 38) sees here the normal language of the inner spiritual 
life which unites the redeemed, and which runs through all ages of the church as the leaven of 
languages, regenerating, transforming, and consecrating them to sacred uses, but he assumes also, 
like Olshausen, a sympathetic rapport between speakers and hearers. Delitzsch (l. c. p. 1186) 
says: "Die apostolische Verkundigung erging damals in einer Sprache des Geistes, welche das 
Gegenbild der in Babel zerschellten Einen Menschheitssprache war und von allen ohne 
Unterschied der Sprachen gleichmassig verstanden wurde. Wie das weisse Licht alle Farben aus 
sich erschliesst, so fiel die geistgewirkte Apostelsprache wie in prismatischer Brechung 
verstandlich in aller Ohren und ergreifend in aller Herzen. Es war ein Vorspiel der Einigung, in 
welcher die von Babel datirende Veruneinigung sich aufheben wird. Dem Sivan-Tag des 
steinernen Buchstabens trat ein Sivan-Tag des lebendigmachenden Geistes entgegen. Es war der 
Geburtstag der Kirche, der Geistesgemeinde im Unterschiede von der altestamentlichen 
Volksgemeinde; darum nennt Chrysostomus in einer Pfingsthomilie die Pentekoste die Metropole 
der Feste." Ewald’s view (VI. 116 sqq.) is likewise mystical, but original and expressed with his 
usual confidence. He calls the glossolalia an "Auflallen und Aufjauchzen der Christlichen 
Begeisterung, ein sturmisches Hervorbrechen aller der verborgenen Gefuhle und Gedanken in 
ihrer vollsten Unmittelbarkeit und Gewalt." He says that on the day of Pentecost the most unusual 
expressions and synonyms of different languages (as abba o pathr), Galatians 4:6 Romans 
8:15, and maran aqav (1 Corinthians 16:22), with reminiscences of words of Christ as 
resounding from heaven, commingled in the vortex of a new language of the Spirit, and gave 
utterance to the exuberant joy of the young Christianity in stammering hymns of praise never 
heard before or since except in the weaker manifestations of the same gift in the Corinthian and 
other apostolic churches. 
 
(e) The Pentecostal glossolalia was a permanent endowment of the apostles with a miraculous 
knowledge of all those foreign languages in which they were to preach the gospel. As they were 
sent to preach to all nations, they were gifted with the tongues of all nations. This theory was first 
clearly brought out by the fathers in the fourth and fifth centuries, long after the gift of tongues 
had disappeared, and was held by most of the older divines, though with different modifications, 
but is now abandoned by nearly all Protestant commentators except Bishop Wordsworth, who 
defends it with patristic quotations. Chrysostom supposed that each disciple was assigned the 
particular language which he needed for his evangelistic work (Hom. on Acts 2). Augustine went 
much further, saying (De Civ. Dei, XVIII. c. 49): "Every one of them spoke in the tongues of all 
nations; thus signifying that the unity of the catholic church would embrace all nations, and 
would in like manner speak in all tongues." Some confined the number of languages to the 
number of foreign nations and countries mentioned by Luke (Chrysostom), others extended it to 
70 or 72 (Augustine and Epiphanius), or 75, after the number of the sons of Noah, {Genesis 10} 
or even to 120 (Pacianus), after the number of the disciples present. Baronius mentions these 
opinions in Annal. ad Ann. 34, vol. I. 197. The feast of languages in the Roman Propaganda 
perpetuates this theory, but turns the moral miracle of spiritual enthusiasm into a mechanical 
miracle of acquired learning in unknown tongues. Were all the speakers to speak at once, as on 
the day of Pentecost, it would be a more than Babylonian confusion of tongues. 
 
Such a stupendous miracle as is here supposed might be justified by the far-reaching importance 
of that creative epoch, but it is without a parallel and surrounded by insuperable difficulties. The 
theory ignores the fact that the glossolalia began before the spectators arrived, that is, before there 



was any necessity of using foreign languages. It isolates the Pentecostal glossolalia and brings 
Luke into conflict with Paul and with himself; for in all other cases the gift of tongues appears, as 
already remarked, not as a missionary agency, but as an exercise of devotion. It implies that all 
the one hundred disciples present, including the women—for a tongue as of fire "sat upon each of 
them"—were called to be traveling evangelists. A miracle of that kind was superfluous (a 
Luxuswunder); for since the conquest of Alexander the Great the Greek language was so 
generally understood throughout the Roman empire that the apostles scarcely needed any other—
unless it was Latin and their native Aramaean—for evangelistic purposes; and the Greek was 
used in fact by all the writers of the New Testament, even by James of Jerusalem, and in a way 
which shows that they had learnt it like other people, by early training and practice. Moreover 
there is no trace of such a miraculous knowledge, nor any such use of it after Pentecost. {280} On 
the contrary, we must infer that Paul did not understand the Lycaonian dialect, {Acts 14:11-14} 
and we learn from early ecclesiastical tradition that Peter used Mark as an interpreter (ermhneuv 
or ermhneuth, interpres, according to Papias, Irenaeus, and Tertullian). God does not supersede 
by miracle the learning of foreign languages and other kinds of knowledge which can be attained 
by the ordinary use of our mental faculties and opportunities. 
 
(f) It was a temporary speaking in foreign languages confined to the day of Pentecost and passing 
away with the flame-like tongues. The exception was justified by the object, namely, to attest the 
divine mission of the apostles and to foreshadow the universalness of the gospel. This view is 
taken by most modern commentators who accept the account of Luke, as Olshausen (who 
combines with it the theory b), Baumgarten, Thiersch, Rossteuscher, Lechler, Hackett, Gloag, 
Plumptre (in his Com. on Acts), and myself (in H. Ap. Ch.), and accords best with the plain sense 
of the narrative. But it likewise makes an essential distinction between the Pentecostal and the 
Corinthian glossolalia, which is extremely improbable. A temporary endowment with the 
knowledge of foreign languages unknown before is as great if not a greater miracle than a 
permanent endowment, and was just as superfluous at that time in Jerusalem as afterwards at 
Corinth; for the missionary sermon of Peter, which was in one language only, was intelligible to 
all. 
 
(g) The Pentecostal glossolalia was essentially the same as the Corinthian glossolalia, namely, an 
act of worship, and not of teaching; with only a slight difference in the medium of interpretation: 
it was at once internally interpreted and applied by the Holy Spirit himself to those hearers who 
believed and were converted, to each in his own vernacular dialect; while in Corinth the 
interpretation was made either by the speaker in tongues, or by one endowed with the gift of 
interpretation. 
 
I can find no authority for this theory, and therefore suggest it with modesty, but it seems to me to 
avoid most of the difficulties of the other theories, and it brings Luke into harmony with himself 
and with Paul. It is certain that the Holy Spirit moved the hearts of the hearers as well as the 
tongues of the speakers on that first day of the new creation in Christ. In a natural form the 
Pentecostal heteroglossolalia is continued in the preaching of the gospel in all tongues, and in 
more than three hundred translations of the Bible. 
 

II. False interpretations of the Pentecostal miracle. 
 
(1) The older rationalistic interpretation resolves the wind into a thunderstorm or a hurricane 
surcharged with electricity, the tongues of fire into flashes of lightning falling into the assembly, 
or electric sparks from a sultry atmosphere, and the glossolalia into a praying of each in his own 
vernacular, instead of the sacred old Hebrew, or assumes that some of the disciples knew several 



foreign dialects before and used them on the occasion. So Paulus, Thiess, Schulthess, Kuinol, 
Schrader, Fritzsche, substantially also Renan, who dwells on the violence of Oriental 
thunderstorms, but explains the glossolalia differently according to analogous phenomena of 
later times. This view makes the wonder of the spectators and hearers at such an ordinary 
occurrence a miracle. It robs them of common sense, or charges dishonesty on the narrator. It is 
entirely inapplicable to the glossolalia in Corinth, which must certainly be admitted as a historical 
phenomenon of frequent occurrence in the apostolic church. It is contradicted by the comparative 
w sper and wsei of the narrative, which distinguishes the sound from ordinary wind and the 
tongues of flame from ordinary fire; just as the words, "like a dove," to which all the Gospels 
compare the appearance of the Holy Spirit at Christ’s baptism, indicate that no real dove is 
intended. 
 
(2) The modern rationalistic or mythical theory resolves the miracle into a subjective vision 
which was mistaken by the early Christians for an objective external fact. The glossolalia of 
Pentecost (not that in Corinth, which is acknowledged as historical) symbolizes the true idea of 
the universalness of the gospel and the Messianic unification of languages and nationalities (eiv 
laov urivou kai glwssa mia as the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs expresses it). It is an 
imitation of the rabbinical fiction (found already in Philo) that the Sinaitic legislation was 
proclaimed through the bath-kol, the echo of the voice of God, to all nations in the seventy 
languages of the world. So Zeller (Contents and Origin of the Acts, I. 203-205), who thinks that 
the whole pentecostal fact, if it occurred at all. "must have been distorted beyond recognition in 
our record." But his chief argument is: "the impossibility and incredibility of miracles," which he 
declares (p. 175, note) to be "an axiom" of the historian; thus acknowledging the negative 
presupposition or philosophical prejudice which underlies his historical criticism. We hold, on the 
contrary, that the historian must accept the facts as he finds them, and if he cannot explain them 
satisfactorily from natural causes or subjective illusions, he must trace them to supernatural 
forces. Now the Christian church, which is certainly a most palpable and undeniable fact, must 
have originated in a certain place, at a certain time, and in a certain manner, and we can imagine 
no more appropriate and satisfactory account of its origin than that given by Luke. Baur and 
Zeller think it impossible that three thousand persons should have been converted in one day and 
in one place. They forget that the majority of the hearers were no skeptics, but believers in a 
supernatural revelation, and needed only to be convinced that Jesus of Nazareth was the promised 
Messiah. Ewald says against Zeller, without naming him (VI. 119) "Nothing can be more 
perverse than to deny the historical truth of the event related in Acts 2." We hold with Rothe 
(Vorlesungen uber Kirchengeschichte I. 33) that the Pentecostal event was a real miracle ("ein 
eigentliches Wunder"), which the Holy Spirit wrought on the disciples and which endowed them 
with the power to perform miracles (according to the promise, Mark 16:17,18). Without these 
miraculous powers Christianity could not have taken hold on the world as it then stood. The 
Christian church itself, with its daily experiences of regeneration and conversion at home and in 
heathen lands, is the best living and omnipresent proof of its supernatural origin. 
 

III. Time and Place, of Pentecost. Did it occur on a Lord’s Day (the eighth after Easter), or on 
a Jewish Sabbath? In a private house, or in the temple? We decide for the Lord’s Day, and for 
a private house. But opinions are much divided, and the arguments almost equally balanced. 
 
(1) The choice of the day in the week depends partly on the interpretation of "the morrow after 
the (Passover) Sabbath" from which the fiftieth day was to be counted, according to the 
legislative prescription in Leviticus 23:11,15,16—namely, whether it was the morrow following 
the first day of the Passover, i.e. the 16th of Nisan, or the day after the regular Sabbath in the 
Passover week; partly on the date of Christ’s crucifixion, which took place on a Friday, namely, 



whether this was the 14th or 15th of Nisan. If we assume that the Friday of Christ’s death was the 
14th of Nisan, then the 15th was a Sabbath, and Pentecost in that year fall on a Sunday; but if the 
Friday of the crucifixion was the 15th of Nisan (as I hold myself, see 16, p. 133), then Pentecost 
fell on a Jewish Sabbath (so Wieseler, who fixes it on Saturday, May 27, A. D. 30), unless we 
count from the end of the 16th of Nisan (as Wordsworth and Plumptre do, who put Pentecost on a 
Sunday). But if we take the "Sabbath" in Leviticus 23 in the usual sense of the weekly Sabbath 
(as the Sadducees and Karaites did), then the Jewish Pentecost fell alw ays on a Sunday. At all 
events the Christian church has uniformly observed Whit-Sunday on the eighth Lord’s Day after 
Easter, adhering in this case, as well as in the festivals of the resurrection (Sunday) and of the 
ascension (Thursday), to the old tradition as to the day of the week when the event occurred. This 
view would furnish an additional reason for the substitution of Sunday, as the day of the Lord’s 
resurrection and the descent of the Holy Spirit, for the Jewish Sabbath. Wordsworth: "Thus the 
first day of the week has been consecrated to all the three Persons of the ever-blessed and 
undivided Trinity; and the blessings of Creation, Redemption, and Sanctification are 
commemorated on the Christian Sunday." Wieseler assumes, without good reason, that the 
ancient church deliberately changed the day from opposition to the Jewish Sabbath; but the 
celebration of Pentecost together with that of the Resurrection seems to be as old as the Christian 
church and has its precedent in the example of Paul, Acts 18:21 20:16.—Lightfoot (Horae Hebr. 
in Acta Ap. 2:1; Opera II. 692) counts Pentecost from the 16th of Nisan, but nevertheless puts the 
first Christian Pentecost on a Sunday by an unusual and questionable interpretation of Acts 2:1 en 
tw sunplhrousyai thn hmeran th penthkosthv, which he makes to mean "when the day of 
Pentecost was fully gone," instead of "was fully come." But whether Pentecost fell on a Jewish 
Sabbath or on a Lord’s Day, the coincidence in either case was significant. 
 
(2) As to the place, Luke calls it simply a "house," {oikov, Acts 2:2} which can hardly mean the 
temple (not mentioned till 2:46). It was probably the same "upper room" or chamber which he 
had mentioned in the preceding chapter, as the well known usual meeting place of the, disciples 
after the ascension, to uperwon ...ou hsan katamenontev, 1:13). So Neander, Meyer, Ewald, 
Wordsworth, Plumptre, Farrar, and others. Perhaps it was the same chamber in which our Lord 
partook of the Paschal Supper with them. {Mark 14:14,15 Matthew 26:28} Tradition locates both 
events in the "Coenaculum," a room in an irregular building called "David’s Tomb," which lies 
outside of Zion Gate some distance from Mt. Moriah. (See William M. Thomson, The Land and 
the Book, new ed. 1880, vol. I. p. 535 sq.). But Cyril of Jerusalem (Catech. XVI. 4) states that the 
apartment where the Holy Spirit descended was afterwards converted into a church. The 
uppermost room under the flat roof of Oriental houses. (uperwon, as often used as a place of 
devotion. {comp. Acts 20:8} But as a private house could not possibly hold so great a multitude, 
we must suppose that Peter addressed the people in the street from the roof or from the outer 
staircase. 
 
Many of the older divines, as also Olshausen, Baumgarten, Wieseler, Lange, Thiersch (and 
myself in first ed. of Ap. Ch., p. 194), locate the Pentecostal scene in the temple, or rather in one 
of the thirty side buildings around it, which Josephus calls "houses" (oikouv) in his description of 
Solomon’s temple (Ant. VIII. 3, 2), or in Solomon’s porch, which remained from the first temple, 
and where the disciples assembled afterwards (Acts 5:12, comp. 3:11). In favor of this view may 
be said, that it better agrees with the custom of the apostles, {Luke 24:53 Acts 2:46 5:12,42} with 
the time of the miracle (the morning hour of prayer), and with the assembling of a large multitude 
of at least three thousand hearers, and also that it seems to give additional solemnity to the event 
when it took place in the symbolical and typical sanctuary of the old dispensation. But it is 
difficult to conceive that the hostile Jews should have allowed the poor disciples to occupy one of 
those temple buildings and not interfered with the scene. In the dispensation of the Spirit which 



now began, the meanest dwelling, and the body of the humblest Christian becomes a temple of 
God. Comp. John 4:24. 
 

IV. Effects of the Day of Pentecost. From Farrar’s Life and Work of St. Paul (I. 93): "That 
this first Pentecost marked an eternal moment in the destiny of mankind, no reader of history 
will surely deny. Undoubtedly in every age since then the sons of God have, to an extent 
unknown before, been taught by the Spirit of God. Undoubtedly since then, to an extent 
unrealized before, we may know that the Spirit of Christ dwelleth in us. Undoubtedly we may 
enjoy a nearer sense of union with God in Christ than was accorded to the saints of the Old 
Dispensation, and a thankful certainty that we see the days which kings and prophets desired 
to see and did not see them, and hear the truths which they desired to hear and did not hear 
them. And this New Dispensation began henceforth in all its fulness. It was no exclusive 
consecration to a separated priesthood, no isolated endowment of a narrow apostolate. It was 
the consecration of a whole church—its men, its women, its children—to be all of them ‘a 
chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people;’ it was an endowment, 
of which the full free offer was meant ultimately to be extended to all mankind. Each one of 
that hundred and twenty was not the exceptional recipient of a blessing and witness of a 
revelation, but the forerunner and representative of myriads more. And this miracle was not 
merely transient, but is continuously renewed. It is not a rushing sound and gleaming light, 
seen perhaps for a moment, but it is a living energy and an unceasing inspiration. It is not a 
visible symbol to a gathered handful of human souls in the upper room of a Jewish house, but 
a vivifying wind which shall henceforth breathe in all ages of the world’s history; a tide of light 
which is rolling, and shall roll, from shore to shore until the earth is fall of the knowledge of 
the Lord as the waters cover the sea." 
 
{251} John 14:6, 26; 15:26; 16:7. The preparatory communication of the Spirit is related in John 
20:22. 
 
{252} Comp. especially the classical chapters on the gifts of the Spirit, 1 Corinthians 12,13, and 
14, and Romans 12. 
 
{253} The Greek name h penthkosth (hmera) is used (like quinquagesima) as a substantive, 
Tob. 2:1; 2 Macc. 12:32 Acts 2:1 20:16 1 Corinthians 16:3, and by Josephus, Ant. III. 10, 6, etc. 
It survives not only in all the Romanic languages, but also in the German Pfingsten. The English 
Whit-Sunday is usually derived from the white garments of the candidates for baptism worn on 
that day (hence Dominica alba); others connect it with wit, the gift of wisdom from above. The 
Hebrew names of the festival are the feast of harvest, {Exodus 23:16} and hmera twn newn, day 
of the first fruits, {Numbers 28:26} tbu g, eorth ebdomadwn, agia epta ebdomadwn, festival 
of (seven) weeks, as the harvest continued for seven weeks (Deuteronomy 16:9,10 Leviticus 
23:15; Tob. 2:1). It began directly after the Passover with the offering of the first sheaf of the 
barley-harvest, and ended at Pentecost with the offering of the first two loaves from the wheat-
harvest. 
 
{254} Josephus speaks of "many tens of thousands being gathered together about the temple" on 
Pentecost, Ant. xiv. 13, 4; comp. xvii. 10, 2; Bell Jud. 2. 3,1. The Passover, of course, was more 
numerously attended by Jews from Palestine; but distant foreigners were often prevented by the 
dangers of travel in the early spring. Paul twice went to Jerusalem on Pentecost, Acts 18:21 
20:16. Many Passover pilgrims would naturally remain till the second festival. 
 



{255} Hence called the feast of the joy of the Law. The date of Sinaitic legislation is based on a 
comparison of Exodus 12:2 with 19:1 (comp. my Hist. of the Ap. Ch., p. 192, note 5). The 
legislation on Pentecost, Deuteronomy 16:9-12, represents it as a feast of rejoicing, and concludes 
with a reference to the bondage in Egypt and the commandments of Jehovah. Otherwise there is 
no allusion in the Bible, nor in Philo nor Josephus, to the historical significance of Pentecost. But 
there was a Jewish custom which Schottgen (Hor. Heb. in Acts 2:1) traces to apostolic times, of 
spending the night before Pentecost in thanksgiving to God for the gift of the law. In the present 
Jewish observance the commemoration of the Sinaitic legislation is made prominent. Some Jews 
"adorn their houses with flowers and wear wreaths on their heads, with the declared purpose of 
testifying their joy in the possession of the Law." 
 
{256} The list of nations, Acts 2:8-11, gives a bird’s eye view of the Roman empire from the East 
and North southward and westward as far as Rome, and then again eastward to Arabia. Cyprus 
and Greece are omitted. There were Christians in Damascus before the conversion of Paul (9:2), 
and a large congregation at Rome long before he wrote his Epistle. {Romans 1:8} 
 
{257} Acts 1:15; 2:7. Ten times the number of tribes of Israel. These were, however, not all the 
disciples; Paul mentions five hundred brethren to whom the risen Lord appeared at once, 1 
Corinthians 15:6. 
 
{258} Exodus 19:16; comp. Hebrews 12:18,19. 
 
{259} hcov wsper feromenhv pnohv biaiav, ein Getose wie von einem dahinfahrenden 
heftigen Wehen (Meyer). The term feromenh, borne on, is the same which Peter uses of the 
inspiration of the prophets, 2 Peter 1:21. 
 
{260} diamerizomenai glwssai wsei purov, Acts 2:3, are not parted or "cloven" tongues (E. 
V.)—resembling the fork-like shape of the episcopal mitre—but distributed tongues, spreading 
from one to another. This is the meaning of diamerizein, in ver. 45; Luke 22:17; 23:34; John 
19:24; Matt 27:35. The distributive idea explains the change of number in ver. 3, glwssai� 
ekayisen, i.e., one tongue sat on each disciple. 
 
{261} Hence wsper and wsei. John Lightfoot: "Sonus ventus vehementis, sed absque vento; sic 
etiam linguae igneae, sed absque igne." 
 
{262} Luke 3:22 (wv peristeran); Matt. 3:10 (wsei); Mark 1:10; John 1:32. The Rabbinical 
comment on Genesis 1:2 makes the same comparison, that "the Spirit of God moved on the face 
of the waters like a dove," and Milton sings (Parad, Lost, i. 20): 
 
With mighty wings outspread 
 
Dove-like sat’st brooding on the vast abyss. 
 
{263} They were baptized with water by John; but Christian baptism was first administered by 
them on the day of Pentecost. Christ himself did not baptize, John 4:2. 
 
{264} 1 Peter 1:3, 4. 
 
{265} Comp. Acts 1:13,14. 
 
{266} Acts 2:3: "it (a tongue of fire) sat upon each of them." 



 
{267} Acts 2:3, 4, 17, 18. 
 
{268} Galatians 3:28. 
 
{269} ta megaleia tou yeou, Acts 2:11; comp. the same term Luke 1:69, and the megalunein 
to n yeon, Acts 10:46. 
 
{270} Comp. 1 Corinthians 14:22. 
 
{271} Acts 10:46. 
 
{272} Acts 19:6. 
 
{273} 1 Corinthians 12 and 14. 
 
{274} Acts 2:8 ekastov th idia dialektw hmwn en h egennhyhmen. Comp. 2:11: akouomen 
lalountwn autwn taiv hmeteraiv glwssaiv ta megaleia tou yeou 
 
 
{275} Comp. Acts 2:4, and 6. 
 
{276} 1 Corinthians 14:5, 13, 27, 28; comp. 1 Corinthians 12:10,30. 
 
{277} Comp. 1 Corinthians 14:23. 
 
{278} Grotius (in loc.): "Paena linguarum dispersit homines, donum linguarum dispersos in 
unum populum collegit." See note on Glossolalia (p. 17). 
 
{279} The former is the usual view, the latter is maintained by Stanley, Plumptre, and Farrar. Paul 
addressed the excited multitude in Jerusalem in the Hebrew tongue, which commanded greater 
silence, Acts 22:2. This implies that they would not have understood him in Greek as well, or 
listened as attentively. 
 
{280} What may be claimed for St. Bernard, St. Vincent Ferrer, and St. Francis Xavier is not a 
miraculous heteroglossolalia, but an eloquence so ardent, earnest, and intense, that the rude 
nations which they addressed in Latin or Spanish imagined they heard them in their mother 
tongue. St. Bernard (d. 1153) fired the Germans in Latin to the second crusade, and made a 
greater impression on them by his very appearance than the translation of the same speech by his 
interpreter. See Neander, Der heil. Bernhard, p. 338 (2d ed.). Alban Butler (Lives of the Saints, 
sub April 5) reports of St. Vincent Ferrer (died 1419) "Spondanus and many others say, the saint 
was honored with the gift of tongues, and that, preaching in his own, he was understood by men 
of different languages; which is also affirmed by Lanzano, who says, that Greeks, Germans, 
Sardes, Hungarians, and people of other nations, declared they understood every word he spoke, 
though he preached in Latin, or in his mother-tongue, as spoken at Valentia." This account clearly 
implies that Ferrer did not understand Greek, German, and Hungarian. As to Francis Xavier (d. 
1552), Alban Butler says (sub Dec. 3) that the gift of tongues was "a transient favor," and that he 
learned the Malabar tongue and the Japanese "by unwearied application;" from which we may 
infer that his impression upon the heathen was independent of the language, Not one of these 
saints claimed the gift of tongues or other miraculous powers, but only their disciples or later 
writers.  



 



25. The Church of Jerusalem and the Labors of Peter. 
 
su ei petrov, kai epi tauth petra oikodomhsw mou thn ekklhsian, kai pulai a dou ou 
katiscusousin authv.—Matthew 16:18. 
 
Literature. 
 

I. Genuine sources: Acts 2 to 12; Gal. 2; and two Epistles of Peter. 
 
Comp. the Commentaries on Acts, and the Petrine Epistles. 
 
Among the commentators of Peter’s Epp. I mention Archbishop Leighton (in many editions, not 
critical, but devout and spiritual), Steiger (1832, translated by Fairbairn, 1836), John Brown 
(1849, 2 vols.), Wiesinger (1856 and 1862, in Olshausen’s Com.), Schott (1861 and 1863), 
Deuteronomy Wette (3d ed. by Bruckner, 1865), Huther (in Meyer’s Com., 4th ed. 1877), 
Fronmuller (in Lange’s Bibelwerk, transl. by Mombert, 1867), Alford (3d ed. 1864), John Lillie 
(ed. by Schaff, 1869), Demarest (Cath. Epp 1879), Mason and Plumptre (in Ellicott’s Com., 
1879), Plumptre (in the "Cambridge Bible," 1879, with a very full introduction, pp. 1-83), 
Salmond (in Schaff’s Pop. Com. 1883). Comp. also the corresponding sections in the works on 
the Apostolic Age mentioned in 20, and my H. Ap. Ch. pp. 348-377. 
 

II. Apocryphal sources: euaggelion kata petron of Ebionite origin, khrugma petrou, 
praxeiv petrou, apokaluiv petrou, periodoi petrou (Itinerarium Petri), praxeiv twn 
agiwn apostolwn petrou kai paulou (Acta Petri et Pauli). See Tischendorf’s Acta Apost. 
Apocr 1-39, and Hilgenfeld’s Novum Testamentum extra canonem receptum (1866), IV. 52 
sqq. The Pseudo-Clementine "Homilies" are a glorification of Peter at the expense of Paul; 
the, "Recognitions" are a Catholic recension and modification of the "Homilies." The pseudo-
Clementine literature will be noticed in the second Period. 
 

III. Special works on Peter: 
 
E. Th. Mayerhoff: Historisch-Kritische Einleitung in die Petrinischen Schriften. Hamb. 1835. 
 
Windischmann (R. C.): Vindiciae Petrinae. Ratisb. 1836. 
 
Stenglein (R. C.): Ueber den 25 jahrigen Aufenthalt des heil. Petrus in Rom. In the "Tubinger 
Theol. Quartalschrift," 1840. 
 
J. Ellendorf: 1st Petrus in Romans und Bishof der romischen Gemeinde gewesen? Darmstadt, 
1841. Transl. in the "Bibliotheca Sacra," Andover, 1858, No. 3. The author, a liberal R. Cath., 
comes to the conclusion that Peter’s presence in Rome can never be proven. 
 
Carlo Passaglia (Jesuit): Deuteronomy Praerogativis Beati Petri, Apostolorum Principis. 
Ratisbon, 1850. 
 



Thomas W. Allies (R. C.): St. Peter, his Name and his Office as set forth in Holy Scripture. 
London, 1852. Based upon the preceding work of Father Passaglia. 
 
Bernh. Weiss: Der Petrinische Lehrbegriff. Berlin, 1855. Comp. his Bibl. Theol. des N. T, 3d ed. 
1880, and his essay, Die petrinische Frage in "Studien und Kritiken," 1865, pp. 619-657, 1866, 
pp. 255-308, and 1873, pp. 539-546. 
 
Thos. Greenwood: Cathedra Petri. Lond., vol. I. 1859, chs. I and II. pp. 1-50. 
 
Perrone (R. C.): S. Pietro in Roma. Rome, 1864. 
 
C. Holsten (of the Tubingen School): Zum Evangelium des Paulus und des Petrus. Rostock, 
1868. 
 
R. A. Lipsius: Die Quellen der rom. Petrussage. Kiel, 1872. By the same: Chronologie der rom 
Bischofe. Kiel, 1869. Lipsius examines carefully the heretical sources of the Roman Peter-legend, 
and regards it as a fiction from beginning to end. A summary of his view is given by 
 
Samuel M. Jackson: Lipsius on the Roman Peter-Legend. In the "Presbyterian Quarterly and 
Princeton Review" (N. York) for 1876, pp. 265 sqq. 
 
G. Volkmar: Die romische Papstmythe. Zurich, 1873. 
 
A. Hilgenfeld: Petrus in Romans und Johannes in Kleinasien. In his "Zeitschrift fur 
wissenschaftliche Theol." for 1872. Also his Einleitung in das N. T., 1875, pp. 618 sqq. 
 
W. Krafft: Petrus in Rom. Bonn, 1877. In the "Theol. Arbeiten des rhein. wissenschaftl. 
Predigervereins," III. 185-193. 
 
Joh. Friedrich (Old Cath.): Zur altesten Gesch. des Primates in der Kirche. Bonn, 1879. 
 
William M. Taylor: Peter the Apostle. N. York, 1879. 
 
The congregation of Jerusalem became the mother church of Jewish Christianity, and thus of all 
Christendom. It grew both inwardly and outwardly under the personal direction of the apostles, 
chiefly of Peter, to whom the Lord had early assigned a peculiar prominence in the work of 
building his visible church on earth. The apostles were assisted by a number of presbyters, and 
seven deacons or persons appointed to care for the poor and the sick. But the Spirit moved in the 
whole congregation, bound to no particular office. The preaching of the gospel, the working of 
miracles in the name of Jesus, and the attractive power of a holy walk in faith and love, were the 
instruments of progress. The number of the Christians, or, as they at first called themselves, 
disciples, believers, brethren, saints, soon rose to five thousand. They continued steadfastly under 
the instruction and in the fellowship of the apostles, in the daily worship of God and celebration 
of the holy Supper with their agapae or love-feasts. They felt themselves to be one family of God, 
members of one body under one head, Jesus Christ; and this fraternal unity expressed itself even 
in a voluntary community of goods—an anticipation, as it were, of an ideal state at the end of 
history, but without binding force upon any other congregation. They adhered as closely to the 
temple worship and the Jewish observances as the new life admitted and as long as there was any 
hope of the conversion of Israel as a nation. They went daily to the temple to teach, as their 
Master had done, but held their devotional meetings in private houses. {281} 
 



The addresses of Peter to the people and the Sanhedrin {282} are remarkable for their natural 
simplicity and adaptation. They are full of fire and vigor, yet full of wisdom and persuasion, and 
always to the point. More practical and effective sermons were never preached. They are 
testimonies of an eye-witness so timid a few weeks before, and now so bold and ready at any 
moment to suffer and die for the cause. They are an expansion of his confession that Jesus is the 
Christ the Son of the living God, the Saviour. He preached no subtle theological doctrines, but a 
few great facts and truths: the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus the Messiah, already known to 
his hearers for his mighty signs and wonders, his exaltation to the right hand of Almighty God, 
the descent and power of the Holy Spirit, the fulfilment of prophecy, the approaching judgment 
and glorious restitution of all things, the paramount importance of conversion and faith in Jesus as 
the only name whereby we can be saved. There breathes in them an air of serene joy and certain 
triumph. 
 
We can form no clear conception of this bridal season of the Christian church when no dust of 
earth soiled her shining garments, when she was wholly absorbed in the contemplation and love 
of her divine Lord, when he smiled down upon her from his throne in heaven, and added daily to 
the number of the saved. It was a continued Pentecost, it was paradise restored. "They did take 
their food with gladness and singleness of heart, praising God, and having favor with all the 
people." {283} 
 
Yet even in this primitive apostolic community inward corruption early appeared, and with it also 
the severity of discipline and self-purification, in the terrible sentence of Peter on the hypocritical 
Ananias and Sapphira. 
 
At first Christianity found favor with the people. Soon, however, it had to encounter the same 
persecution as its divine founder had undergone, but only, as before, to transform it into a 
blessing and a means of growth. 
 
The persecution was begun by the skeptical sect of the Sadducees, who took offence at the 
doctrine of the resurrection of Christ, the centre of all the apostolic preaching. 
 
When Stephen, one of the seven deacons of the church at Jerusalem, a man full of faith and zeal, 
the forerunner of the apostle Paul, boldly assailed the perverse and obstinate spirit of Judaism, 
and declared the approaching downfall of the Mosaic economy, the Pharisees made common 
cause with the Sadducees against the gospel. Thus began the emancipation of Christianity from 
the temple-worship of Judaism, with which it had till then remained at least outwardly connected. 
Stephen himself was falsely accused of blaspheming Moses, and after a remarkable address in his 
own defence, he was stoned by a mob (A. D. 37), and thus became the worthy leader of the 
sacred host of martyrs, whose blood was thenceforth to fertilize the soil of the church. From the 
blood of his martyrdom soon sprang the great apostle of the Gentiles, now his bitterest persecutor, 
and an eye-witness of his heroism and of the glory of Christ in his dying face. {284} 
 
The stoning of Stephen was the signal for a general persecution, and thus at the same time for the 
spread of Christianity over all Palestine and the region around. And it was soon followed by the 
conversion of Cornelius of Caesarea, which opened the door for the mission to the Gentiles. In 
this important event Peter likewise was the prominent actor. 
 
After some seven years of repose the church at Jerusalem suffered a new persecution under king 
Herod Agrippa (A. D. 44). James the elder, the brother of John, was beheaded. Peter was 
imprisoned and condemned to the same fate; but he was miraculously liberated, and then forsook 
Jerusalem, leaving the church to the care of James the "brother of the Lord." Eusebius, Jerome, 



and the Roman Catholic historians assume that he went at that early period to Rome, at least on a 
temporary visit, if not for permanent residence. But the book of Acts (12:17) says only: "He 
departed, and went into another place." The indefiniteness of this expression, in connection with 
a remark of Paul. 1 Corinthians 9:5, is best explained on the supposition that he had hereafter no 
settled home, but led the life of a travelling missionary like most of the apostles. 
 
The Later Labors of Peter. 
 
Afterwards we find Peter again in Jerusalem at the apostolic council (A. D. 50); {285} then at 
Antioch (51); where he came into temporary collision with Paul; {286} then upon missionary 
tours, accompanied by his wife (57); {287} perhaps among the dispersed Jews in Babylon or in 
Asia Minor, to whom he addressed his epistles. {288} Of a residence of Peter in Rome the New 
Testament contains no trace, unless, as the church fathers and many modern expositors think, 
Rome is intended by the mystic "Babylon" mentioned in 1 Peter 5:13 (as in the Apocalypse), but 
others think of Babylon on the Euphrates, and still others of Babylon on the Nile (near the present 
Cairo, according to the Coptic tradition). The entire silence of the Acts of the Apostles 28, 
respecting Peter, as well as the silence of Paul in his epistle to the Romans, and the epistles 
written from Rome during his imprisonment there, in which Peter is not once named in the 
salutations, is decisive proof that he was absent from that city during most of the time between 
the years 58 and 63. A casual visit before 58 is possible, but extremely doubtful, in view of the 
fact that Paul labored independently and never built on the foundation of others; {289} hence he 
would probably not have written his epistle to the Romans at all, certainly not without some 
allusion to Peter if he had been in any proper sense the founder of the church of Rome. After the 
year 63 we have no data from the New Testament, as the Acts close with that year, and the 
interpretation of "Babylon" at the end of the first Epistle of Peter is doubtful, though probably 
meant for Rome. The martyrdom of Peter by crucifixion was predicted by our Lord, John 
21:18,19, but no place is mentioned. 
 
We conclude then that Peter’s presence in Rome before 63 is made extremely doubtful, if not 
impossible, by the silence of Luke and Paul, when speaking of Rome and writing from Rome, and 
that His presence after 63 can neither be proved nor disproved from the New Testament, and must 
be decided by post-biblical testimonies. 
 
It is the uniform tradition of the eastern and western churches that Peter preached the gospel in 
Rome, and suffered martyrdom there in the Neronian persecution. So say more or less clearly, yet 
not without admixture of error, Clement of Rome (who mentions the martyrdom, but not the 
place), at the close of the first century; Ignatius of Antioch (indistinctly), Dionysius of Corinth, 
Irenaeus of Lyons, Caius of Rome, in the second century; Clement of Alexandria, Origen, 
Hippolytus, Tertullian, in the third; Lactantius, Eusebius, Jerome, and others, in the fourth. To 
these patristic testimonies may be added the apocryphal testimonies of the pseudo-Petrine and 
pseudo-Clementine fictions, which somehow connect Peter’s name with the founding of the 
churches of Antioch, Alexandria, Corinth, and Rome. However these testimonies from various 
men and countries may differ in particular circumstances, they can only be accounted for on the 
supposition of some fact at the bottom; for they were previous to any use or abuse of this, 
tradition for heretical or for orthodox and hierarchical purposes. The chief error of the witnesses 
from Dionysius and Irenaeus onward is that Peter is associated with Paul as "founder" of the 
church of Rome; but this may be explained from the very probable fact that some of the 
"strangers from Rome" who witnessed the Pentecostal miracle and heard the sermon of Peter, as 
also some disciples who were scattered abroad by the persecution after the martyrdom of 
Stephen, carried the seed of the gospel to Rome, and that these converts of Peter became the real 
founders of the Jewish-Christian congregation in the metropolis. Thus the indirect agency of Peter 



was naturally changed into a direct agency by tradition which forgot the names of the pupils in 
the glorification of the teacher. 
 
The time of Peter’s arrival in Rome, and the length of his residence there, cannot possibly be 
ascertained. The above mentioned silence of the Acts and of Paul’s Epistles allows him only a 
short period of labor there, after 63. The Roman tradition of a twenty or twenty-five years’ 
episcopate of Peter in Rome is unquestionably a colossal chronological mistake. {290} Nor can 
we fix the year of his martyrdom, except that it must have taken place after July, 64, when the 
Neronian persecution broke out (according to Tacitus). It is variously assigned to every year 
between 64 and 69. We shall return to it again below, and in connection with the martyrdom of 
Paul, with which it is associated in tradition. {291} 
 
{281} Acts 2:46; 3:1; 5:42. 
 
{282} Acts 2:14 sqq.; 3:12 sqq.; 5:29 sqq.; 10:34 sqq.; 11:5 sqq.; 15:7 sqq. 
 
{283} Acts 2: 46, 47. Renan says, with reference to this period (Les apotres, ch. v.), that in no 
literary work does the word "joy" so often occur as in the New Testament, and quotes 1 
Thessalonians 1:6 5:16 Romans 14:17 15:13 Galatians 5:22 Philippians 1:25 3:1 4:4 1 John 1:4. 
Many other passages might be added. 
 
{284} On Stephen comp. Thiersch: Deuteronomy Stephani protomartyris oratione commentatio 
exegetica, Marb. 1849; Baur: Paul, ch. II.; my Hist. of the Apost. Church, pp. 211 sqq.; and the 
commentaries of Mover, Lechler, Hackett, Wordsworth, Plumptre, Howson and Spence, on Acts, 
chs. 6 and 7. 
 
{285} A. D. 50: Acts 15. 
 
{286} Galatians 2:11 sqq. 
 
{287} 1 Corinthians 9:5. 
 
{288} 1 Peter 1:1. 
 
{289} Romans 15:20 2 Corinthians 10:16. 
 
{290} Alzog (48), and other modern Roman church historians try to reconcile the tradition with 
the silence of the Scripture by assuming two visits of Peter to Rome with a great interval. 
 
{291} For particulars see my H. Ap. Ch. pp. 362-372. The presence of Peter in Rome was the 
universal belief of Christendom till the Reformation, and is so still in the Roman Catholic 
communion. It was denied first in the interest of orthodox Protestantism against Romanism by U. 
Velenus (1520), M. Flacius (1554), Blondel (1641), Salmasius (1645), and especially by Fr. 
Spanheim (Da ficta Profectione Petri in urbem Romam, Lugd. B. 1679); more recently in the 
interest of historical criticism by Baur (in special essays, 1831 and 1836, and in his work on Paul, 
ch. IX.), K. Hase (1862, doubtful in the 10th ed. of his Kirchengesch. 1877, p. 34), Mayerhoff, 
Deuteronomy Wette, Greenwood (1856), Lipsius (1869), Volkmar (1873), Zeller (1876). 
Volkmar denies even the martyrdom of Paul, and fancies that he died quietly in a villa near 
Rome. Zeller (in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift," for 1876, p. 46 sq.) was disposed to substitute 
"James" for the defective name "Peter" in the testimony of Clemens Rom., Ad C or. c. 5, but this 
is now set aside by the edition of Bryennios from a more complete manuscript, which clearly 



reads petro o in full. On the other hand the presence and martyrdom of Peter in Rome is 
affirmed not only by all the Roman Catholic, but also by many eminent Protestant historians and 
critics, as Bleek, Credner, Olshausen, Gieseler, Neander, Niedner, Rothe, Thiersch, Krafft, 
Ewald, Plumptre, and even by Hilgenfeld, who justly remarks (Einleitung in das N. T. 1875 p. 
624): "Man kann ein guter Protestant sein, wenn man den Martyrertod des Petrus in Romans 
festhalt." Renan (in an appendix to his L’Antechrist, 551 sqq.) likewise asserts that Peter came to 
Rome, though not before 63, and was among the victims of the Neronian persecution in 64, 
whom Tacitus describes as crucibus affixi. He understands "Babylon," 1 Peter 5:13, of Rome, 
according to the secret style of the Christians of those days. 
 
In February, 1872, after the downfall of the temporal power of the papacy, a disputation was held 
in Rome between Protestant ministers (Gavazzi, Sciarelli, and Ribetto) and Roman divines 
(Guidi, and Canon Fabiani) on Peter’s presence in that city; the former denying, the latter 
affirming it. The disputation was published in several languages, and although destitute of critical 
value, it derives a sort of historical significance from the place where it was held, within a short 
distance from the residence of Pius IX., the first infallible pope. See Racconto autentico della 
disputa, etc., Roma, 1872; Authentic report of the Discussion held in Rome, February 9 and 10, 
1872, between Catholic Priests and Evangelical Ministers, concerning the Coming of St. Peter to 
Rome. Translated by William Arthur, London, 1872; and Romische Disputation zwischen 
Katholiken und Protestanten uber die These: War Petrus in Rom? Nach den stenographischen 
Berichten. Deutsche Ausg. Munster, 1872. Comp. the review of Lipsius in the "Jahrbucher fur 
Protest. Theologie," 1876, Heft 4.  

 



26. The Peter of History and the Peter of Fiction. 
 
No character in the New Testament is brought before us in such life-like colors, with all his 
virtues and faults, as that of Peter. He was frank and transparent, and always gave himself as he 
was, without any reserve. 
 
We may distinguish three stages in his development. In the Gospels, the human nature of Simon 
appears most prominent the Acts unfold the divine mission of Peter in the founding of the church, 
with a temporary relapse at Antioch (recorded by Paul); in his Epistles we see the complete 
triumph of divine grace. He was the strongest and the weakest of the Twelve. He had all the 
excellences and all the defects of a sanguine temperament. He was kind-hearted, quick, ardent, 
hopeful, impulsive, changeable, and apt to run from one extreme to another. He received from 
Christ the highest praise and the severest censure. He was the first to confess him as the Messiah 
of God, for which he received his new name of Peter, in prophetic anticipation of his 
commanding position in church history; but he was also the first to dissuade him from entering 
the path of the cross to the crown, for which he brought upon himself the rebuke, "Get thee 
behind me, Satan." The rock of the church had become a rock of offence and a stumbling-block. 
He protested, in presumptive modesty, when Christ would wash his feet; and then, suddenly 
changing his mind, he wished not his feet only, but his hands and head to be washed. He cut off 
the ear of Malchus in carnal zeal for his Master; and in a few minutes afterwards he forsook him 
and fled. He solemnly promised to be faithful to Christ, though all should forsake him; and yet in 
the same night he betrayed him thrice. He was the first to cast off the Jewish prejudices against 
the unclean heathen and to fraternize with the Gentile converts at Caesarea and at Antioch; and he 
was the first to withdraw from them in cowardly fear of the narrow-minded Judaizers from 
Jerusalem, for which inconsistency he had to submit to a humiliating rebuke of Paul. {292} 
 
But Peter was as quick in returning to his right position as in turning away from it. He most 
sincerely loved the Lord from the start and had no rest nor peace till he found forgiveness. With 
all his weakness he was a noble, generous soul, and of the greatest service in the church. God 
overruled his very sins and inconsistencies for his humiliation and spiritual progress. And in his 
Epistles we find the mature result of the work of purification, a spirit most humble, meek, gentle, 
tender, loving, and lovely. Almost every word and incident in the gospel history connected with 
Peter left its impress upon his Epistles in the way of humble or thankful reminiscence and 
allusion. His new name, "Rock," appears simply as a "stone" among other living stones in the 
temple of God, built upon Christ, "the chief corner-stone." {293} His charge to his fellow-
presbyters is the same which Christ gave to him after the resurrection, that they should be faithful 
"shepherds of the flock" under Christ, the chief "shepherd and bishop of their souls." {294} The 
record of his denial of Christ is as prominent in all the four Gospels, as Paul’s persecution of the 
church is in the Acts, and it is most prominent—as it would seem under his own direction—in the 
Gospel of his pupil and "interpreter" Mark, which alone mentions the two cock-crows, thus 
doubling the guilt of the denial, {295} and which records Christ’s words of censure ("Satan"), but 
omits Christ’s praise ("Rock"). {296} Peter made as little effort to conceal his great sin, as Paul. It 
served as a thorn in his flesh, and the remembrance kept him near the cross; while his recovery 
from the fall was a standing proof of the power and mercy of Christ and a perpetual call to 
gratitude. To the Christian Church the double story of Peter’s denial and recovery has been ever 
since an unfailing source of warning and comfort. Having turned again to his Lord, who prayed 
for him that his personal faith fail not, he is still strengthening the brethren. {297} 
 
As to his official position in the church, Peter stood from the beginning at the head of the Jewish 
apostles, not in a partisan sense, but in a large-hearted spirit of moderation and comprehension. 



He never was a narrow, contracted, exclusive sectarian. After the vision at Joppa and the 
conversion of Cornelius he promptly changed his inherited view of the necessity of circumcision, 
and openly professed the change at Jerusalem, proclaiming the broad principle "that God is no 
respecter of persons, but in every nation he that feareth him and worketh righteousness is 
acceptable to him;" and "that Jews and Gentiles alike are saved only through the grace of the 
Lord Jesus Christ." {298} He continued to be the head of the Jewish Christian church at large, and 
Paul himself represents him as the first among the three "pillar"-apostles of the circumcision. 
{299} But he stood mediating between James, who represented the right wing of conservatism, 
and Paul, who commanded the left wing of the apostolic army. And this is precisely the position 
which Peter occupies in his Epistles, which reproduce to a great extent the teaching of both Paul 
and James, and have therefore the character of a doctrinal Irenicum; as the Acts are a historical 
Irenicum, without violation of truth or fact. 
 
The Peter of Fiction. 
 
No character of the Bible, we may say, no personage in all history, has been so much magnified, 
misrepresented and misused for doctrinal and hierarchical ends as the plain fisherman of Galilee 
who stands at the head of the apostolic college. Among the women of the Bible the Virgin Mary 
has undergone a similar transformation for purposes of devotion, and raised to the dignity of the 
queen of heaven. Peter as the Vicar of Christ, and Mary as the mother of Christ, have in this 
idealized shape become and are still the ruling powers in the polity and worship of the largest 
branch of Christendom. 
 
In both cases the work of fiction began among the Judaizing heretical sects of the second and 
third centuries, but was modified and carried forward by the Catholic, especially the Roman 
church, in the third and fourth centuries. 
 
1. The Peter of the Ebionite fiction. The historical basis is Peter’s encounter with Simon Magus in 
Samaria, {300} Paul’s rebuke of Peter at Antioch, {301} and the intense distrust and dislike of the 
Judaizing party to Paul. {302} These three undoubted facts, together with a singular confusion of 
Simon Magus with an old Sabine deity, Semo Sancus, in Rome, {303} furnished the material and 
prompted the motive to religious tendency—novels written about and after the middle of the 
second century by ingenious semi-Gnostic Ebionites, either anonymously or under the fictitious 
name of Clement of Rome, the reputed successor of Peter. {304} In these productions Simon 
Peter appears as the great apostle of truth in conflict with Simon Magus, the pseudo-apostle of 
falsehood, the father of all heresies, the Samaritan possessed by a demon; and Peter follows him 
step by step from Caesarea Stratonis to Tyre, Sidon, Berytus, Antioch, and Rome, and before the 
tribunal of Nero, disputing with him, and refuting his errors, until at last the impostor, in the 
daring act of mocking Christ’s ascension to heaven, meets a miserable end. 
 
In the pseudo-Clementine Homilies the name of Simon represents among other heresies also the 
free gospel of Paul, who is assailed as a false apostle and hated rebel against the authority of the 
Mosaic law. The same charges which the Judaizers brought against Paul, are here brought by 
Peter against Simon Magus, especially the assertion that one may be saved by grace alone. His 
boasted vision of Christ by which he professed to have been converted, is traced to a deceptive 
vision of the devil. The very words of Paul against Peter at Antioch, that he was "self-
condemned," {Galatians 2:11} are quoted as an accusation against God. In one word, Simon 
Magus is, in part at least, a malignant Judaizing caricature of the apostle of the Gentiles. 
 
2. The Peter of the Papacy. The orthodox version of the Peter-legend, as we find it partly in 
patristic notices of Irenaeus, Origen, Tertullian, and Eusebius, partly in apocryphal productions, 



{305} retains the general story of a conflict of Peter with Simon Magus in Antioch and Rome, but 
extracts from it its anti-Pauline poison, associates Paul at the end of his life with Peter as the joint, 
though secondary, founder of the Roman church, and honors both with the martyr’s crown in the 
Neronian persecution on the same day (the 29th of June), and in the same year or a year apart, but 
in different localities and in a different manner. {306} Peter was crucified like his Master (though 
head-downwards), {307} either on the hill of Janiculum (where the church S. Pietro in Montorio 
stands), or more probably on the Vatican hill (the scene of the Neronian circus and persecution); 
{308} Paul, being a Roman citizen, was beheaded on the Ostian way at the Three Fountains (Tre 
Fontane), outside of the city. They even walked together a part of the Appian way to the place of 
execution. Caius (or Gaius), a Roman presbyter at the close of the second century, pointed to their 
monuments or trophies {309} on the Vatican, and in the via Ostia. The solemn burial of the 
remains of Peter in the catacombs of San Sebastiano, and of Paul on the Via Ostia, took place 
June 29, 258, according to the Kalendarium of the Roman church from the time of Liberius. A 
hundred years later the remains of Peter were permanently transferred to the Basilica of St. Peter 
on the Vatican, those of St. Paul to the Basilica of St. Paul (San Paolo fuori le mura) outside of 
the Porta Ostiensis (now Porta San Paolo). {310} 
 
The tradition of a twenty-five years’ episcopate in Rome (preceded by a seven years’ episcopate 
in Antioch) cannot be traced beyond the fourth century (Jerome), and arose, as already remarked, 
from chronological miscalculations in connection with the questionable statement of Justin 
Martyr concerning the arrival of Simon Magus in Rome under the reign of Claudius (41-54). The 
"Catalogus Liberianus," the oldest list of popes (supposed to have been written before 366), 
extends the pontificate of Peter to 25 years, 1 month, 9 days, and puts his death on June 29, 65 
(during the consulate of Nerva and Vestinus), which would date his arrival in Rome back to A. D. 
40. Eusebius, in his Greek Chronicle as far as it is preserved, does not fix the number of years, 
but says, in his Church History, that Peter came to Rome in the reign of Claudius to preach 
against the pestilential errors of Simon Magus. {311} The Armenian translation of his Chronicle 
mentions "twenty" years; {312} Jerome, in his translation or paraphrase rather, "twenty-five" 
years, assuming, without warrant, that Peter left Jerusalem for Antioch and Rome in the second 
year of Claudius (42; but Acts 12:17 would rather point to the year 44), and died in the fourteenth 
or last year of Nero (68). {313} Among modern Roman Catholic historians there is no agreement 
as to the year of Peter’s martyrdom: Baronius puts it in 69; {314} Pagi and Alban Butler in 65; 
Mohler, Gams, and Alzog indefinitely between 66 and 68. In all these cases it must be assumed 
that the Neronian persecution was continued or renewed after 64, of which we have no historical 
evidence. It must also be assumed that Peter was conspicuously absent from his flock during most 
of the time, to superintend the churches in Asia Minor and in Syria, to preside at the Council of 
Jerusalem, to meet with Paul in Antioch, to travel about with his wife, and that he made very little 
impression there till 58, and even till 63, when Paul, writing to and from Rome, still entirely 
ignores him. Thus a chronological error is made to overrule stubborn facts. The famous saying 
that "no pope shall see the (twenty-five) years of Peter," which had hitherto almost the force of 
law, has been falsified by the thirty-two years’ reign of the (first infallible pope) Pius IX., who 
ruled from 1846 to 1878. 
 
Note. —On the Claims of the Papacy. 
 
On this tradition and on the indisputable preeminence of Peter in the Gospels and the Acts, 
especially the words of Christ to him after the great confession, {Matthew 16:18} is built the 
colossal fabric of the papacy with all its amazing pretensions to be the legitimate succession of a 
permanent primacy of honor and supremacy of jurisdiction in the church of Christ, and—since 
1870—with the additional claim of papal infallibility in all official utterances, doctrinal or moral. 
The validity of this claim requires three premises: 



 
1. The presence of Peter in Rome. This may be admitted as a historical fact, and I for my part 
cannot believe it possible that such a rock-firm and world-wide structure as the papacy could rest 
on the sand of mere fraud and error. It is the underlying fact which gives to fiction its vitality, and 
error is dangerous in proportion to the amount of truth which it embodies. But the fact of Peter’s 
presence in Rome, whether of one year or twenty-five, cannot be of such fundamental importance 
as the papacy assumes it to be: otherwise we would certainly have some allusion to it in the New 
Testament. Moreover, if Peter was in Rome, so was Paul, and shared with him on equal terms the 
apostolic supervision of the Roman congregation, as is very evident from his Epistle to the 
Romans 2. The transferability of Peter’s preeminence on a successor. This is derived by inference 
from the words of Christ: "Thou art Rock, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates 
of Hades shall not prevail against it." {315} This passage, recorded only by Matthew, is the 
exegetical rock of Romanism, and more frequently quoted by popes and papists than any other 
passage of the Scriptures. But admitting the obvious reference of petra to Peter, the significance 
of this prophetic name evidently refers to the peculiar mission of Peter in laying the foundation of 
the church once and for all time to come. He fulfilled it on the day of Pentecost and in the 
conversion of Cornelius; and in this pioneer work Peter can have no successor any more than St. 
Paul in the conversion of the Gentiles, and John in the consolidation of the two branches of the 
apostolic church. 
 
3. The actual transfer of this prerogative of Peter—not upon the bishops of Jerusalem, or Antioch, 
where he undoubtedly resided—but upon the bishop of Rome, where he cannot be proven to have 
been from the New Testament. Of such a transfer history knows absolutely nothing. Clement, 
bishop of Rome, who first, about A. D. 95, makes mention of Peter’s martyrdom, and Ignatius of 
Antioch, who a few years later alludes to Peter and Paul as exhorting the Romans, have not a 
word to say about the transfer. The very chronology and succession of the first popes is uncertain. 
 
If the claims of the papacy cannot be proven from what we know of the historical Peter, there are, 
on the other hand, several undoubted facts in the real history of Peter which bear heavily upon 
those claims, namely: 
 
1. That Peter was married, Matthew 8:14, took his wife with him on his missionary tours, 1 
Corinthians 9:5, and, according to a possible interpretation of the "coelect" (sister), mentions her 
in 1 Peter 5:13. Patristic tradition ascribes to him children, or at least a daughter (Petronilla). His 
wife is said to have suffered martyrdom in Rome before him. What right have the popes, in view 
of this example, to forbid clerical marriage? We pass by the equally striking contrast between the 
poverty of Peter, who had no silver nor gold {Acts 3:6} and the gorgeous display of the triple-
crowned papacy in the middle ages and down to the recent collapse of the temporal power. 
 
2. That in the Council at Jerusalem, {Acts 15:1-11} Peter appears simply as the first speaker and 
debater, not as president and judge (James presided), and assumes no special prerogative, least of 
all an infallibility of judgment. According to the Vatican theory the whole question of 
circumcision ought to have been submitted to Peter rather than to a Council, and the decision 
ought to have gone out from him rather than from "the apostles and elders, brethren" (or "the 
elder brethren," 15:23). 
 
3. That Peter was openly rebuked for inconsistency by a younger apostle at Antioch. {Galatians 
2:11-14} Peter’s conduct on that occasion is irreconcilable with his infallibility as to discipline; 
Paul’s conduct is irreconcilable with Peter’s alleged supremacy; and the whole scene, though 
perfectly plain, is so inconvenient to Roman and Romanizing views, that it has been variously 



distorted by patristic and Jesuit commentators, even into a theatrical farce gotten up by the 
apostles for the more effectual refutation of the Judaizers! 
 
4. That, while the greatest of popes, from Leo I. down to Leo XIII. never cease to speak of their 
authority over all the bishops and all the churches, Peter, in his speeches in the Acts, never does 
so. And his Epistles, far from assuming any superiority over his "fellow-elders" and over "the 
clergy" (by which he means the Christian people), breathe the spirit of the sincerest humility and 
contain a prophetic warning against the besetting sins of the papacy, filthy avarice and lordly 
ambition. {1 Peter 5:1-3} Love of money and love of power are twin-sisters, and either of them is 
"a root of all evil." 
 
It is certainly very significant that the weaknesses even more than the virtues of the natural 
Peter—his boldness and presumption, his dread of the cross, his love for secular glory, his carnal 
zeal, his use of the sword, his sleepiness in Gethsemane—are faithfully reproduced in the history 
of the papacy; while the addresses and epistles of the converted and inspired Peter contain the 
most emphatic protest against the hierarchical pretensions and worldly vices of the papacy, and 
enjoin truly evangelical principles—the general priesthood and royalty of believers, apostolic 
poverty before the rich temple, obedience to God rather than man, yet with proper regard for the 
civil authorities, honorable marriage, condemnation of mental reservation in Ananias and 
Sapphira, and of simony in Simon Magus, liberal appreciation of heathen piety in Cornelius, 
opposition to the yoke of legal bondage, salvation in no other name but that of Jesus Christ. 
 
{292} The old legend of Peter’s flight from the Mamertine prison in Rome, which seems to 
antedate the hierarchical glorification of Peter, would prove that his "consistent inconsistency" 
overtook him once more at the close of his life. A few days before his execution, it is said, he 
bribed the jailor and escaped from prison, but when he reached a spot outside the Porta San 
Sebastiano, now marked by a chapel, the Lord appeared to him with a cross, and Peter asked in 
surprise: "Lord, whither goest thou (Domine quo vadis)? "Jesus replied: "I go to Rome to be 
crucified again (venio Romam iterum crucifigi)." The disciple returned deeply humbled, and 
delivered himself to the jailor to be crucified head-downwards. The footprint of the Lord is still 
shown (or was shown in 1841, when I saw it) in the little chapel called "Domine quo vadis," and 
a rude fresco on the wall represents the encounter. The legend is first alluded to by Origen 
(quoting from the praxei paulou or petrou, the words of the Saviour: anwyen mellw 
staurwyhnai, see Opera IV. 332, and Hilgenfeld, l. c. IV. 72), then fully told in the apocryphal 
Acts of Peter and Paul, c. 82 (Tischendorf, l. c. p. 36, where Peter asks, Kurie, pou poreuh and 
the Lord answers: en rwmh apercomai staurwyhnai), and by Ambrose in Sermo de basilicis 
non tradendis haereticis contra Auxentium (quoted by Lipsius, Petrus-Sage, p. 134 sq.). 
 
{293} 1 Peter 2:4-8. A striking instance of the impression of Christ’s word without a trace of 
boastfulness and assumption of authority. 
 
{294} 1 Peter 5:2 2:25; comp. John 21:15-17. 
 
{295} Mark 14:72. "And straightway the second time the cock crew. And Peter called to mind the 
word how that Jesus said unto him, Before the cock crow twice, thou shalt deny me thrice (comp. 
14:30); and when he thought thereon he wept." 
 
{296} Comp. Mark 8:27-33 with Matthew 16:13-23. The omission of the famous passage, "Thou 
art Rock," etc., can only be satisfactorily explained from the humility of Peter. An enemy or rival 
might have omitted them, but Mark was his faithful pupil, and would have mentioned them had 
he followed his own impulse, or had he been a papist. 



 
{297} Luke 22:31, 32, spoken in view of the approaching denial. This is the proper meaning of 
the passage which has been distorted by the Vatican Council into an argument for papal 
infallibility. Such application would logically imply also that every pope must deny Christ, and be 
converted in order to strengthen the brethren. 
 
{298} Acts 10:34, 35; 15:11. 
 
{299} Galatians 2:8, 9; comp. Galatians 1:18 1 Corinthians 15:5. 
 
{300} Acts 8:9-24. It is quite probable that in the description of the heretics in his second Epistle, 
Peter had in mind Simon Magus. Plumptre (l. c. p. 44) sees in the "great swelling words of 
vanity," 2 Peter 2:18, an allusion to Simon’s boast that he was "the Great Power of God," {Acts 
8:9,10} and in the words "having eyes full of an adulteress," etc. 2 Peter 2:12-14, an allusion to 
Helena, the mistress of Simon, who is said to have accompanied him. 
 
{301} Galatians 2:11-14. 
 
{302} This is clear from the Epistles of Paul, especially the Galatians and Corinthians, and from 
Acts 21. 
 
{303} Justin Martyr (Apol. l.c. 26 and 56) reports that Simon Magus went to Rome under 
Claudius and received divine honors there, as was shown by a statue erected to him on an island 
in the Tiber. Such a statue was actually discovered in 1574, but with the inscription Semoni Sanco 
Deo Fidio sacrum, [not Simoni Deo sancto]. With reference to this supposed worship, Simon 
boasts in the pseudo-Clementine Recogn. II. 9: "Adorabor ut deus, publicis divins donabor 
honoribus, ita ut simulacrum mihi statuentes tanquam deum colant et adarent." 
 
{304} The chief of these productions are the twenty Greek pseudo-Clementine Homilies, which 
are based upon the older Khvrugma Pevtrou and other Jewish-Christian documents. See the ed. of 
Dressel: Clementis Romani quae feruntur Homilae viginti nunc prinum integrae, Gott. 1853 (429 
pages), and of Deuteronomy Lagarde, Clementina, 1865. The Clementine literature has been 
thoroughly investigated by Baur, Hilgenfeld, Ritschl, Schliemann, Uhlhorn, Volkmar, and 
Lipsius. See a brief resume in Baur’s Kirchengesch. vol. I. 85-94. Baur first tried to prove the 
identity of Simon Magus with Paul, in his essay on the Christuspartei in der Korinthischen 
Gemeinde, Tubingen, 1831. But Simon is a more comprehensive representative of all anti-Jewish 
and Gnostic heresies, especially that of Marcion. If he were meant to represent Paul alone, the 
author would not have retained the historic features from Acts 8, which are entirely irreconcilable 
with Paul’s well known history. 
 
{305} Such as the lost Khvrugma Pevtrou ejn JRwvmh/, and the Praedicatio Pauli (probably one 
book), used by Clement of Alexandria; the Syriac Sermon of Peter in Rome (in Curston’s 
"Ancient Syriac Doc.," Lond. 1864); the Acta Pauli, used by Origen and Eusebius; the Acts of 
Peter and Paul, of a later date, published by Thilo and Tischendorf. The last book has a 
conciliatory tendency, like the canonical Acts. Comp. Lipsius, l. c. pp. 47 sqq., and the fragments 
collected by Hilgenfeld, l. c. IV. 52 sqq. 
 
{306} The month is given in the Acta Petri et Pauli at the close: eteleiwyhsan oi agioi endoxoi 
apostoloi petrov kai paulov mhni iounivw. kq. But different MSS. give July second or 
eighth. See Tischendorf, l. c. p. 39. According to Prudentius (Hymn. 12) the two apostles suffered 
on the same day, but a year apart: 



 
Unus utrumque dies, pleno tamen innovatus anno, 
 
Vidit superba morte laureatum. 
 
{307} A bishop of the Vatican Council used this as an argument for papal absolutism and 
infallibility, inasmuch as Peter’s head supported his body, and not the body the head! 
 
{308} Baronius, Ad Ann. 69 (in Theiner’s ed. vol. I. 594 sq.) reconciles this difference by making 
the Janiculum and the Vatican one hill extending to the Milvian bridge. 
 
{309} tropaia, Euseb. H. E. II. 25. 
 
{310} See Lipsius, l. c. pp. 96 sqq., and his Chronologie der rom. Papste, pp. 49 sqq. 
 
{311} Hist. Eccl., 2. 14. His statement is merely an inference from Justin Martyrs story about 
Simon Magus, which he quotes in ch. 13. But Justin M. says nothing about Simon Peter in that 
connection. 
 
{312} "Petrus apostolus, cum primum Antiochenam ecclesiam fundasset, Romanorum urbem 
proficiscitur, ibique evangelium praedicat, et commoratur illic antistes ecclesiae annis viginti." 
 
{313} Chr., ad ann. 44: "Petrus... cum primum Antiochenam ecclesiam fundasset, Romam 
proficiscitur, ubi evangelium praedicans 25 annis ejusdem urbis episcopus perseverat. "In 
Deuteronomy viris illustr. cap. I, Jerome omits Antioch and says: "Simon Petrus... secundo 
Claudii imperatoris anno, ad expugnandum Simonem Magum, Romam pergit, ibique, viginti 
quinque annis Cathedram Sacerdotatem tenuit, usque ad ultimum annum Neronis, id est, 
decimum quartum. A quo et affixus cruci, martyrio coronatus est, capite ad terram verso, et in 
sublime pedibus elevatis: asserens se indignum qui sic crucifigeretur ut Dominus suus." 
 
{314} Annal. ad ann. 69. Tom. I. 590, comp. I. 272, ed. Theiner. 
 
{315} Some Protestant writers press, in Matthew 16:18, the distinction between petrov:, stone, 
and petra, rock, which disappears in the translations, but this does not apply to the Aramaic 
Cepha, which was used by Christ, Comp. John 1:42 Galatians 2:9 1 Corinthians 1:12 3:22 9:5 
15:5 (and which, by the way, has analogies not only in Semitic but also in Aryan languages, as 
the Sanskrit kap-ala, the Greek kef-alh, the Latin cap-ut, the German Kopf and Gipfel). On the 
interpretation of the famous passage in Matthew, see my annotations to Lange on Matthew, pp. 
293 sqq., and my H. Ap. Ch., pp. 351 sqq.  

 



27. James the Brother of the Lord. 
 
h pistiv cwriv ergwn nekra estin.—James 2:26 
 
Sources. 
 

I. Genuine sources: Acts 12:17 15:13 21:18 1 Corinthians 15:7 Galatians 1:19 2:9,12. Comp. 
James "the brother of the Lord," Matthew 13:55 Mark 6:3 Galatians 1:19. 
 
The Epistle of James. 
 

II. Post-apostolic: Josephus: Ant. XX. 9, 1.—Hegesippus in Euseb. Hist. Ecc. II. ch. 23.—
Jerome: Catal. vir. ill. c. 2, under "Jacobus." Epiphanius, Haer. XXIX. 4; XXX. 16; LXXVIII. 
13 sq. 
 

III. Apocryphal: Protevangelium Jacobi, ed. in Greek by Tischendorf, in "Evangelia 
Apocrypha," pp. 1-49, comp. the Prolegg. pp. xii-xxv. James is honorably mentioned in several 
other apocryphal Gospels.—Epiphanius, Haer. XXX. 16, alludes to an Ebionite and strongly 
anti-Pauline book, the Ascents of James (anabaymoi iakwbou), descriptions of his ascension 
to heaven, which are lost.—The Liturgy of James, ed. by W. Trollope, Edinb. 1848. Composed 
in the third century, after the Council of Nicaea (as it contains the terms omoousiov and 
yeotokov), but resting on some older traditions. It was intended for the church of Jerusalem, 
which is styled "the mother of all churches." It is still used once a year on the festival of St. 
James, Oct. 23, in the Greek Church at Jerusalem. (See vol. II. 527 sqq.) 
 
Exegetical and Doctrinal. 
 
Commentaries on the Epistle of James by Herder (1775), Storr (1784), Gebser (1828), 
Schneckenburger (1832), Theile (1833), Kern (1838), Deuteronomy Wette (1849, 3d ed. by 
Bruckner, 1865), Cellerier (1850), Wiesinger (in Olshausen’s Com., 1854), Stier (1845), Huther 
and Beyschlag (in Meyer’s Com., 1858, 4th ed. 1882), Lange and Van Oosterzee (in Lange’s 
Bibelwerk, 1862, Engl. transl. enlarged by Mombert, 1867), Alford, Wordsworth, Bassett (1876, 
ascribes the Ep. to James of Zebedee), Plumptre (in the Cambridge series, 1878), Punchard (in 
Ellicott’s Com. 1878), Erdmann (1882), GLOAG (1883). 
 
Woldemar G. Schmidt: Der Lehrgehalt des Jakobusbriefes. Leipzig, 1869. 
 
W. Beyschlag: Der Jacobusbrief als urchristliches Geschichtsdenkmal. In the "Stud. u. Kritiken," 
1874, No. 1, pp. 105-166. See his Com. 
 
Comp. also the expositions of the doctrinal type of James in Neander, Schmid, Schaff, Weiss (pp. 
176-194, third ed.). 
 
Historical and Critical. 
 



Blom: Deuteronomy toiv adelyoiv et taiv adelfaiv kuriou. Leyden, 1839. (I have not seen 
this tract, which advocates the brother-theory. Lightfoot says of it: "Blom gives the most 
satisfactory statement of the patristic authorities, and Schaff discusses the scriptural arguments 
most carefully.") 
 
Schaff: Jakobus Alphai, und Jakobus der Bruder des Herrn. Berlin, 1842 (101 pages). 
 
Mill: The Accounts of our Lord’s Brethren in the New Test. vindicated. Cambridge, 1843. 
(Advocates the cousin-theory of the Latin church.) 
 
Lightfoot: The Brethren of the Lord. Excursus in his Com. on Galatians. Lond. 2d ed. 1866, pp. 
247-282. (The ablest defence of the step-brother-theory of the Greek Church.) 
 
H. Holtzmann: Jakobus der Gerechte und seine Namensbruder, in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift fur 
wissenschaftl. Theol." Leipz. 1880, No. 2. 
 
Next to Peter, who was the oecumenical leader of Jewish Christianity, stands James, the brother, 
of the Lord (also called by post-apostolic writers "James the Just," and "Bishop of Jerusalem"), as 
the local head of the oldest church and the leader of the most conservative portion of Jewish 
Christianity. He seems to have taken the place of James the son of Zebedee, after his martyrdom, 
A. D. 44. He became, with Peter and John, one of the three "pillars" of the church of the 
circumcision. And after the departure of Peter from Jerusalem James presided over the mother 
church of Christendom until his death. Though not one of the Twelve, he enjoyed, owing to his 
relationship to our Lord and his commanding piety, almost apostolic authority, especially in 
Judaea and among the Jewish converts. {316} On one occasion even Peter yielded to his influence 
or that of his representatives, and was misled into his uncharitable conduct towards the Gentile 
brethren. {317} 
 
James was not a believer before the resurrection of our Lord. He was the oldest of the four 
"brethren" (James, Joseph, Judas, Simon), of whom John reports with touching sadness: "Even 
his brethren did not believe in him." {318} It was one of the early and constant trials of our Lord 
in the days of his nomination that he was without honor among his fellow-townsmen, yea, 
"among his own kin, and in his own house." {319} James was no doubt imbued with the temporal 
and carnal Messianic misconceptions of the Jews, and impatient at the delay and unworldliness of 
his divine brother. Hence the taunting and almost disrespectful language: "Depart hence and go 
into Judaea.... If thou doest these things, manifest thyself to the world." The crucifixion could 
only deepen his doubt and sadness. 
 
But a special personal appearance of the risen Lord brought about his conversion, as also that of 
his brothers, who after the resurrection appear in the company of the apostles. {320} This turning-
point in his life is briefly but significantly alluded to by Paul, who himself was converted by a 
personal appearance of Christ. {321} It is more fully reported in an interesting fragment of the, 
"Gospel according to the Hebrews" (one of the oldest and least fabulous of the apocryphal 
Gospels), which shows the sincerity and earnestness of James even before his conversion. {322} 
He had sworn, we are here told, "that he would not eat bread from that hour wherein the Lord had 
drunk the cup [of his passion] {323} until he should see him rising from the dead." The Lord 
appeared to him and communed with him, giving bread to James the Just and saying: "My 
brother, eat thy bread, for the Son of man is risen from them that sleep." 
 
In the Acts and in the Epistle to the Galatians, James appears as the most conservative of the 
Jewish converts, at the head of the extreme right wing; yet recognizing Paul as the apostle of the 



Gentiles, giving him the right hand of fellowship, as Paul himself reports, and unwilling to 
impose upon the Gentile Christians the yoke of circumcision. He must therefore not be identified 
with the heretical Judaizers (the forerunners of the Ebionites), who hated and opposed Paul, and 
made circumcision a condition of justification and church membership. He presided at the 
Council of Jerusalem and proposed the compromise which saved a split in the church. He 
probably prepared the synodical letter which agrees with his style and has the same greeting 
formula peculiar to him. {324} 
 
He was an honest, conscientious, eminently practical, conciliatory Jewish Christian saint, the 
right man in the right place and at the right time, although contracted in his mental vision as in his 
local sphere of labor. 
 
From an incidental remark of Paul we may infer that James, like Peter and the other brothers of 
the Lord, was married. {325} 
 
The mission of James was evidently to stand in the breach between the synagogue and the church, 
and to lead the disciples of Moses gently to Christ. He was the only man that could do it in that 
critical time of the approaching judgment of the holy city. As long as there was any hope of a 
conversion of the Jews as a nation, he prayed for it and made the transition as easy as possible. 
When that hope vanished his mission was fulfilled. 
 
According to Josephus he was, at the instigation of the younger Ananus, the high priest, of the 
sect of the Sadducees, whom he calls "the most unmerciful of all the Jews in the execution of 
judgment," stoned to death with some others, as "breakers of the law," i.e. Christians, in the 
interval between the procuratorship of Festus and that of Albinus, that is, in the year 63. The 
Jewish historian adds that this act of injustice created great indignation among those most devoted 
to the law (the Pharisees), and that they induced Albinus and King Agrippa to depose Ananus (a 
son of the Annas mentioned in Luke 3:2 John 18:13). He thus furnishes an impartial testimony to 
the high standing of James even among the Jews. {326} 
 
Hegesippus, a Jewish Christian historian about A. D. 170, puts the martyrdom a few years later, 
shortly before the destruction of Jerusalem (69). {327} He relates that James was first thrown 
down from the pinnacle of the temple by the Jews and then stoned to death. His last prayer was an 
echo of that of his brother and Lord on the cross: "God, Father, forgive them; for they know not 
what they do." 
 
The dramatic account of James by Hegesippus {328} is an overdrawn picture from the middle of 
the second century, colored by Judaizing traits which may have been derived from the "Ascents 
of James" and other apocryphal sources. He turns James into a Jewish priest and Nazirite saint 
(comp. his advice to Paul, Acts 21:23,24), who drank no wine, ate no flesh, never shaved, nor 
took a bath, and wore only linen. But the biblical James is Pharisaic and legalistic rather than 
Essenic and ascetic. In the pseudo-Clementine writings, he is raised even above Peter as the head 
of the holy church of the Hebrews, as "the lord and bishop of bishops," as "the prince of priests." 
According to tradition, mentioned by Epiphanius. James, like St. John at Ephesus, wore the high-
priestly petalon, or golden plate on the forehead, with the inscription: "Holiness to the Lord". 
{Exodus 28:36} And in the Liturgy of St. James, the brother of Jesus is raised to the dignity of 
"the brother of the very God" (adelfoyeov). Legends gather around the memory of great men, 
and reveal the deep impression they made upon their friends and followers. The character which 
shines through these James-legends is that of a loyal, zealous, devout, consistent Hebrew 
Christian, who by his personal purity and holiness secured the reverence and affection of all 
around him. 



 
But we must carefully distinguish between the Jewish-Christian, yet orthodox, overestimate of 
James in the Eastern church, as we find it in the fragments of Hegesippus and in the Liturgy of St. 
James, and the heretical perversion of James into an enemy of Paul and the gospel of freedom, as 
he appears in apocryphal fictions. We have here the same phenomenon as in the case of Peter and 
Paul. Every leading apostle has his apocryphal shadow and caricature both in the primitive church 
and in the modern critical reconstruction of its history. The name and authority of James was 
abused by the Judaizing party in undermining the work of Paul, notwithstanding the fraternal 
agreement of the two at Jerusalem. {329} The Ebionites in the second century continued this 
malignant assault upon the memory of Paul under cover of the honored names of James and 
Peter; while a certain class of modern critics (though usually from the opposite ultra- or pseudo-
Pauline point of view) endeavor to prove the same antagonism from the Epistle of James (as far 
as they admit it to be genuine at all). {330} 
 
The Epistle in our canon, which purports to be written by "James, a bond-servant of God and of 
Jesus Christ, to the twelve tribes of the dispersion," though not generally acknowledged at the 
time of Eusebius and Jerome, has strong internal evidence of genuineness. It precisely suits the 
character and position of the historical James as we know him from Paul and the Acts, and differs 
widely from the apocryphal James of the Ebionite fictions. {331} It hails undoubtedly from 
Jerusalem, the theocratic metropolis, amid the scenery of Palestine. The Christian communities 
appear not as churches, but as synagogues, consisting mostly of poor people, oppressed and 
persecuted by the rich and powerful Jews. There is no trace of Gentile Christians or of any 
controversy between them and the Jewish Christians. The Epistle was perhaps a companion to the 
original Gospel of Matthew for the Hebrews, as the first Epistle of John was such a companion to 
his Gospel. It is probably the oldest of the epistles of the New Testament. {332} It represents, at 
all events, the earliest and meagerest, yet an eminently practical and necessary type of 
Christianity, with prophetic earnestness, proverbial sententiousness, great freshness, and in fine 
Greek. It is not dogmatic but ethical. It has a strong resemblance to the addresses of John the 
Baptist and the Lord’s Sermon on the Mount, and also to the book of Ecclesiasticus and the 
Wisdom of Solomon. {333} It never attacks the Jews directly, but still less St. Paul, at least not 
his genuine doctrine. It characteristically calls the gospel the "perfect law of liberty," {334} thus 
connecting it very closely with the Mosaic dispensation, yet raising it by implication far above the 
imperfect law of bondage. The author has very little to say about Christ and the deeper mysteries 
of redemption, but evidently presupposes a knowledge of the gospel history, and reverently calls 
Christ "the Lord of glory," and himself humbly his "bond-servant." {335} He represents religion 
throughout in its practical aspect as an exhibition of faith by good works. He undoubtedly differs 
widely from Paul, yet does not contradict, but supplements him, and fills an important place in 
the Christian system of truth which comprehends all types of genuine piety. There are multitudes 
of sincere, earnest, and faithful Christian workers who never rise above the level of James to the 
sublime heights of Paul or John. The Christian church would never have given to the Epistle of 
James a place in the canon if she had felt that it was irreconcilable with the doctrine of Paul. Even 
the Lutheran church did not follow her great leader in his unfavorable judgment, but still retains 
James among the canonical books. 
 
After the martyrdom of James he was succeeded by Symeon, a son of Clopas and a cousin of 
Jesus (and of James). He continued to guide the church at Jerusalem till the reign of Trajan, when 
he died a martyr at the great age of a hundred and twenty years. {336} The next thirteen bishops 
of Jerusalem, who came, however, in rapid succession, were likewise of Jewish descent. 
 
Throughout this period the church of Jerusalem preserved its strongly Israelitish type, but joined 
with it "the genuine knowledge of Christ," and stood in communion with the Catholic church, 



from which the Ebionites, as heretical Jewish Christians, were excluded. After the line of the 
fifteen circumcised bishops had run out, and Jerusalem was a second time laid waste under 
Hadrian, the mass of the Jewish Christians gradually merged in the orthodox Greek Church. 
 
Notes 
 

I. James and the Brothers of the Lord. —There are three, perhaps four, eminent persons in the 
New Testament bearing the name of James (abridged from Jacob, which from patriarchal 
memories was a more common name among the Jews than any other except Symeon or Simon, 
and Joseph or Joses): 
 
1. James (the son) of Zebedee, the brother of John and one of the three favorite apostles, the 
proto-martyr among the Twelve (beheaded A. D. 44, see Acts 12:2), as his brother John was the 
survivor of all the apostles. They were called the "sons of thunder." 
 
2. James (the son) of Alphaeus, who was likewise one of the Twelve, and is mentioned in the four 
apostle-catalogues, Matthew 10:3 Mark 3:10 Luke 6:15 Acts 1:13 3. James the Little, Mark 15:40 
(ov mikrov, not, "the Less," as in the E. V.), probably so called from his small stature (as 
Zacchaeus, Luke 19:3), the son of a certain Mary and brother of Joseph, Matthew 27:56 (maria h 
tou iakwbou kai iwshf mhthr); Mark 15:40, 47; 16:1; Luke 24:10. He is usually identified 
with James the son of Alphaeus, on the assumption that his mother Mary was the wife of Clopas, 
mentioned John 19:25, and that Clopas was the same person as Alphaeus. But this identification 
is at least very problematical. 
 
4. James, simply so called, as the most distinguished after the early death of James the Elder, or 
with the honorable epithet Brother of the Lord (ov adelfov tou kuriou), and among post-
apostolic writers, the Just, also Bishop of Jerusalem. The title connects him at once with the four 
brothers and the unnamed sisters of our Lord, who are repeatedly mentioned in the Gospels, and 
he as the first among them. Hence the complicated question of the nature of this relationship. 
Although I have fully discussed this intricate subject nearly forty years ago (1842) in the German 
essay above mentioned, and then again in my annotations to Lange on Matthew (Am. ed. 1864, 
pp. 256-260), I will briefly sum up once more the chief points with reference to the most recent 
discussions (of Lightfoot and Renan). 
 
There are three theories on James and the brothers of Jesus. I would call them the brother-theory, 
the half-brother-theory, and the cousin-theory. Bishop Lightfoot (and Canon Farrar) calls them 
after their chief advocates, the Helvidian (an invidious designation), the Epiphanian, and the 
Hieronymian theories. The first is now confined to Protestants, the second is the Greek, the third 
the Roman view. 
 
(1) The brother-theory takes the term adelfoi the usual sense, and regards the brothers as 
younger children of Joseph and Mary, consequently as full brothers of Jesus in the eyes of the law 
and the opinion of the people, though really only half-brothers, in view of his supernatural 
conception. This is exegetically the most natural view and favored by the meaning of adelfov 
(especially when used as a standing designation), the constant companionship of these brethren 
with Mary, {John 2:12 Matthew 12:46 13:55} and by the obvious meaning of Matthew 1:25 (ouk 
eginwsken authn ewv ou) comp. 1:18 (prin h sunelyein autouv) and Luke 2:7 
(prwtotokov), as explained from the standpoint of the evangelists, who used these terms in full 
view of the subsequent history of Mary and Jesus. The only serious objection to it is of a doctrinal 
and ethical nature, viz., the assumed perpetual virginity of the mother of our Lord and Saviour, 



and the committal of her at the cross to John rather than her own sons and daughters. {John 
19:25} If it were not for these two obstacles the brother-theory would probably be adopted by 
every fair and honest exegete. The first of these objections dates from the post-apostolic ascetic 
overestimate of virginity, and cannot have been felt by Matthew and Luke, else they would have 
avoided those ambiguous terms just noticed. The second difficulty presses also on the other two 
theories, only in a less degree. It must therefore be solved on other grounds, namely, the profound 
spiritual sympathy and congeniality of John with Jesus and Mary, which rose above carnal 
relationships, the probable cousinship of John (based upon the proper interpretation of the same 
passage, John 19:25), and the unbelief of the real brethren at the time of the committal. 
 
This theory was held by Tertullian (whom Jerome summarily disposes of as not being a, "homo 
ecclesiae," i.e. a schismatic), defended by Helvidius at Rome about 380 (violently attacked as a 
heretic by Jerome), and by several individuals and sects opposed to the incipient worship of the 
Virgin Mary; and recently by the majority of German Protestant exegetes since Herder, such as 
Stier, Deuteronomy Wette, Meyer, Weiss, Ewald, Wieseler, Keim, also by Dean Alford, and 
Canon Farrar (Life of Christ, I. 97 sq.). I advocated the same theory in my German tract, but 
admitted afterwards in my Hist. of Ap. Ch., p. 378, that I did not give sufficient weight to the 
second theory. 
 
(2) The half-brother-theory regards the brethren and sisters of Jesus as children of Joseph by a 
former wife, consequently as no blood-relations at all, but so designated simply as Joseph was 
called the father of Jesus, by an exceptional use of the term adapted to the exceptional fact of the 
miraculous incarnation. This has the dogmatic advantage of saving the perpetual virginity of the 
mother of our Lord and Saviour; it lessens the moral difficulty implied in John 19:25; and it has a 
strong traditional support in the apocryphal Gospels and in the Eastern church. It also would seem 
to explain more easily the patronizing tone in which the brethren speak to our Lord in John 7:3,4. 
But it does not so naturally account for the constant companionship of these brethren with Mary; 
it assumes a former marriage of Joseph nowhere alluded to in the Gospels, and makes Joseph an 
old man and protector rather than husband of Mary; and finally it is not free from suspicion of an 
ascetic bias, as being the first step towards the dogma of the perpetual virginity. To these 
objections may be added, with Farrar, that if the brethren had been elder sons of Joseph, Jesus 
would not have been regarded as legal heir of the throne of David. {Matthew 1:16 Luke 1:27 
Romans 1:3 2 Timothy 2:8 Revelation 22:16} 
 
This theory is found first in the apocryphal writings of James (the Protevangelium Jacobi, the 
Ascents of James, etc.), and then among the leading Greek fathers (Clement of Alexandria, 
Origen, Eusebius, Gregory of Nyssa, Epiphanius, Cyril of Alexandria); it is embodied in the 
Greek, Syrian, and Coptic services, which assign different dates to the commemoration of James 
the son of Alphaeus (Oct. 9), and of James the Lord’s brother (Oct. 23). It may therefore be called 
the theory of the Eastern church. It was also held by some Latin fathers before Jerome (Hilary of 
Poitiers and Ambrose), and has recently been ably advocated by Bishop Lightfoot (l. c.), followed 
by Dr. Plumptre (in the introduction to his Com. on the Ep. of James). 
 
(3) The cousin-theory regards the brethren as more distant relatives, namely, as children of Mary, 
the wife of Alphaeus and sister of the Virgin Mary, and identifies James, the brother of the Lord, 
with James the son of Alphaeus and James the Little, thus making him (as well as also Simon and 
Jude) an apostle. The exceptive ei mh, Galatians 1:19 (but I saw only James), does not prove this, 
but rather excludes James from the apostles proper (comp. ei mh in Galatians 2:16 Luke 4:26,27). 
 
This theory was first advanced by Jerome in 383, in a youthful polemic tract against Helvidius, 
without any traditional support, {337} but with the professed dogmatic and ascetic aim to save the 



virginity of both Mary and Joseph, and to reduce their marriage relation to a merely nominal and 
barren connection. In his later writings, however, after his residence in Palestine, he treats the 
question with less confidence (see Lightfoot, p. 253). By his authority and the still greater weight 
of St. Augustin, who at first (394) wavered between the second and third theories, but afterwards 
adopted that of Jerome, it became the established theory of the Latin church and was embodied in 
the Western services, which acknowledge only two saints by the name of James. But it is the least 
tenable of all and must be abandoned, chiefly for the following reasons: 
 
(a) It contradicts the natural meaning of the word "brother," when the New Testament has the 
proper term for cousin Colossians 4:10, comp. also (suggenhv Luke 2:44 21:16 Mark 6:4, etc.), 
and the obvious sense of the passages where the brothers and sisters of Jesus appear as members 
of the holy family. 
 
(b) It assumes that two sisters had the same name, Mary, which is extremely improbable. 
 
(c) It assumes the identity of Clopas and Alphaeus, which is equally doubtful; for alfaiov is a 
Hebrew name (jlpy), while klwpav, like kleopav, Luke 24:18, is an abbreviation of the Greek 
kleopatrov, as Antipas is contracted from Antipatrov. 
 
(d) It is absolutely irreconcilable with the fact that the brethren of Jesus, James among them, were 
before the resurrection unbelievers, John 7:5, and consequently none of them could have been an 
apostle, as this theory assumes of two or three. 
 
Renan’s theory.—I notice, in conclusion, an original combination of the second and third theories 
by Renan, who discusses the question of the brothers and cousins of Jesus in an appendix to his 
Les evangiles, 537-540. He assumes four Jameses, and distinguishes the son of Alphaeus from the 
son of Clopas. He holds that Joseph was twice married, and that Jesus had several older brothers 
and cousins as follows: 
 
1. Children of Joseph from the first marriage, and older brothers of Jesus: 
 
a. James, the brother of the Lord, or Just, or Obliam. his is the one mentioned Matthew 13:55 
Mark 6:3 Galatians 1:19 2:9,12 1 Corinthians 15:7 Acts 12:17, etc.; James 1:1 Jude 1:1, and in 
Josephus and Hegesippus. 
 
b. Jude, mentioned Matthew 13:55 Mark 6:3 Jude 1:1; Hegesippus in Eusebius’ Hist. Eccl. III. 
19, 20, 32. From him were descended those two grandsons, bishops of different churches, who 
were presented to the emperor Domitian as descendants of David and relations of Jesus. 
Hegesippus in Euseb. III. 19, 20, 32 
 
c. Other sons and daughters unknown. Matthew 13:56 Mark 6:3 1 Corinthians 9:5 2. Children of 
Joseph(?) from the marriage with Mary: 
 
Jesus. 
 
3. Children of Clopas, and cousins of Jesus, probably from the father’s side, since Clopas, 
according to Hegesippus, was a brother of Joseph, and may have married also a woman by the 
name of Mary. {John 19:25} 
 
a. James the Little (ov mikrov), so called to distinguish him from his older cousin of that name. 
Mentioned Matthew 27:56 Mark 15:40 16:1 Luke 24:10; otherwise unknown. 



 
b. Joses, Matthew 27:56 Mark 15:40,47, but erroneously(?) numbered among the brothers of 
Jesus: Matthew 13:55 Mark 6:3; otherwise unknown. 
 
c. Symeon, the second bishop of Jerusalem (Hegesippus in Eus. III. 11, 22, 32; IV. 5, 22), also 
erroneously(?) put among the brothers of Jesus by Matthew 13:55 Mark 6:3. 
 
d. Perhaps other sons and daughters unknown. 
 

II. The description of James by Hegesippus (from Eusebius, H. E. II. 23). Hegesippus also, 
who flourished nearest the days of the apostles, gives (in the fifth book of his Memorials) this 
most accurate account of him: 
 
Now James, the brother of the Lord, who (as there are many of this name) was surnamed the Just 
by all (ov adelfov tou kuriou iakwbov ov onomasyeiv upo pantwn dikaiov), from the 
Lord’s time even to our own, received the government of the church with (or from) the apostles 
meta, in conjunction with, or according to another reading, para twn apostolwn, which 
would more clearly distinguish him from the apostles. This man outov not this apostle was 
consecrated from his mother’s womb. He drank neither wine nor strong drink, and abstained from 
animal food. No razor came upon his head, he never anointed himself with oil, and never used a 
bath [probably the luxury of the Roman bath, with its sudatorium, frigidarium, etc., but not 
excluding the usual ablutions practised by all devout Jews]. He alone was allowed to enter the 
sanctuary [not the holy of holies, but the court of priests]. He wore no woolen, but linen garments 
only. He was in the habit of entering the temple alone, and was often found upon his bended 
knees, and interceding for the forgiveness of the people; so that his knees became as hard as a 
camel’s, on account of his constant supplication and kneeling before God. And indeed, on 
account of his exceeding great piety, he was called the Just [Zaddik] and Oblias [dikaiov kai 
wblivav, probably a corruption of the Hebrew Ophel am, Tower of the People], which signifies 
justice and the bulwark of the people (perioch tou laou); as the prophets declare concerning 
him. Some of the seven sects of the people, mentioned by me above in my Memoirs, used to ask 
him what was the door, [probably the estimate or doctrine] of Jesus? and he answered that he was 
the Saviour. And of these some believed that Jesus is the Christ. But the aforesaid sects did not 
believe either a resurrection, or that he was coming to give to every one according to his works; 
as many, however, as did believe, did so on account of James. And when many of the rulers also 
believed, there arose a tumult among the Jews, Scribes, and Pharisees, saying that the whole 
people were in danger of looking for Jesus as the Messiah. They came therefore together, and said 
to James: We entreat thee, restrain the people, who are led astray after Jesus, as though he were 
the Christ. We entreat thee to persuade all that are coming to the feast of the Passover rightly 
concerning Jesus; for we all have confidence in thee. For we and all the people bear thee 
testimony that thou art just, and art no respecter of persons. Persuade therefore the people not to 
be led astray by Jesus, for we and all the people have great confidence in thee. Stand therefore 
upon the pinnacle of the temple, that thou mayest be conspicuous on high, and thy words may be 
easily heard by all the people; for all the tribes have come together on account of the Passover, 
with some of the Gentiles also. The aforesaid Scribes and Pharisees, therefore, placed James upon 
the pinnacle of the temple, and cried out to him: "O thou just man, whom we ought all to believe, 
since the people are led astray after Jesus that was crucified, declare to us what is the door of 
Jesus that was crucified." And he answered with a loud voice: "Why do ye ask me respecting 
Jesus the Son of Man? He is now sitting in the heavens, on the right hand of the great Power, and 
is about to come on the clouds of heaven." And as many were confirmed, and gloried in this 
testimony of James, and said:, "Hosanna to the Son of David," these same priests and Pharisees 



said to one another: "We have done badly in affording such testimony to Jesus, but let us go up 
and cast him down, that they may dread to believe in him." And they cried out: "Ho, ho, the Just 
himself is deceived." And they fulfilled that which is written in Isaiah, "Let us take away the Just, 
because he is offensive to us; wherefore they shall eat the fruit of their doings." {Comp. Isaiah 
3:10} 
 
And going up, they cast down the just man, saying to one another: "Let us stone James the Just." 
And they began to stone him, as he did not die immediately when cast down; but turning round, 
he knelt down, saying:, I entreat thee, O Lord God and Father, forgive them, for they know not 
what they do." Thus they were stoning him, when one of the priests of the sons of Rechab, a son 
of the Rechabites, spoken of by Jeremiah the prophet, {Jeremiah 35:2} cried out, saying: "Cease, 
what are you doing? The Just is praying for you." And one of them, a fuller, beat out the brains of 
the Just with the club that he used to beat out clothes. Thus he suffered martyrdom, and they 
buried him on the spot where his tombstone is still remaining, by the temple. He became a 
faithful witness, both to the Jews and Greeks, that Jesus is the Christ. Immediately after this, 
Vespasian invaded and took Judaea.’" 
 
"Such," adds Eusebius, "is the more ample testimony of Hegesippus, in which he fully coincides 
with Clement. So admirable a man indeed was James, and so celebrated among all for his justice, 
that even the wiser part of the Jews were of opinion that this was the cause of the immediate siege 
of Jerusalem, which happened to them for no other reason than the crime against him. Josephus 
also has not hesitated to superadd this testimony in his works: ‘These things,’ says he, ‘happened 
to the Jews to avenge James the Just, who was the brother of him that is called Christ and whom 
the Jews had slain, notwithstanding his preeminent justice.’ The same writer also relates his 
death, in the twentieth book of his Antiquities, in the following words,’" etc. 
 
Then Eusebius gives the account of Josephus. 
 
{316} On his relation to the Twelve and to Jesus, see the first note at the end of this section. 
 
{317} Galatians 2:12. 
 
{318} Mark 6:3 Matthew 13:55 John 7:5. 
 
{319} Mark 6:4 Matthew 13:57 Luke 4:24 John 4:44. 
 
{320} Acts 1:13; comp. 1 Corinthians 9:5. 
 
{321} 1 Corinthians 15:7: epeita wfyh iakwbw. 
 
{322} The fragment is preserved by Jerome, Deuteronomy vir. ill. cap. 2. Comp. Hilgenfeld, Nov. 
Test. extra can. rec. IV. 17 and 29; and Nicholson, The Gospel according to the Hebrews (1879), 
pp. 63 sqq. 
 
{323} I follow here with Credner and Lightfoot the reading Dominus for Domini, corresponding 
to the Greek translation, which reads ov kuriov, and with the context, which points to the Lord’s 
death rather than the Lord’s Supper as the starting-point of the vow. See Lightfoot, Ep. to the 
Gal., p. 266. If we read "hora qu biberat calicem Domini, "the author of the Gospel of the 
Hebrews must have assumed either that James was one with James of Alphaeus, or that the 
Lord’s Supper was not confined to the twelve apostles. Neither of these is probable. James is 
immediately afterwards called "the Just." Gregory of Tours (Histor. Francorum, I. 21), relating 



this story, adds, in accordance with the Greek tradition: "Hic est Jacobus Justus, quem fratrem 
Domini nuncupant, pro eo quod Josephi fuerit filius ex alia uxore progenitus." See Nicholson 
 
{324} "Greeting," cairein, Acts 15:23, and James 1:1, instead of the specific Christian cariv 
kai eirhnh. 
 
{325} 1 Corinthians 9:5. 
 
{326} Josephus calls James "the brother of Jesus the so-called Christ"( ton adelfon ihsou tou 
legomenou cristou, iakwbov onoma autw), but these words a regarded by some critics 
(Lardner, Credner, and others) as a Christian interpolation. 
 
{327} Neander, Ewald, and Renan give the preference to the date of Josephus. But according to 
the pseudo-Clementine literature James survived Peter. 
 
{328} See below, Note II. 
 
{329} Galatians 2:12. How far the unnamed messengers of James from Jerusalem, who 
intimidated Peter and Barnabas at Antioch, acted under authority from James, does not appear; 
but it is certain from 2:9, as well as from the Acts, that James recognized the peculiar divine grace 
and success of Paul and Barnabas in the conversion of the Gentiles; he could therefore not 
without gross inconsistency make common cause with his adversaries. 
 
{330} Even Luther, in an unguarded moment (1524), called the epistle of James an "epistle of 
straw," because he could not harmonize it with Paul’s doctrine of justification by faith. 
 
{331} Ewald (vi. 608) remarks that it is just such a letter as we may expect from the centre of 
Christianity in that period, when most Christians were poor and oppressed by rich Jews. 
 
{332} The date of composition is as yet an unsolved problem, and critics vary between A. D. 45 
and 62. Schneckenburger, Neander, Thiersch, Huther, Hofmann, Weiss, and Beyschlag, and 
among English divines, Alford, Bassett (who, however, wrongly vindicates the Epistle to James 
the son of Zebedee), and Plumptre assign it a very early date before the Council of Jerusalem (50) 
and the circumcision controversy, to which there is no allusion. On the other hand Lardner, 
Deuteronomy Wette, Wiesinger, Lange, Ewald, and also those commentators who see in the 
Epistle a polemical reference to Paul and his teaching, bring it down to 62. At all events, it was 
written before the destruction of Jerusalem, which would have been noticed by a later writer. The 
Tubingen school (Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld) deny its genuineness and assign it to A. D. 80 or 
90. Renan admits the genuineness of the Epistles of James and Jude, as counter-manifestoes of 
Jewish Christianity against Paulinism, and accounts for the good Greek style by the aid of a 
Greek secretary. 
 
{333} See the lists of parallel passages in Plumptre, pp. 7-9 and 33. 
 
{334} James 1:25. ov parakuqav eiv nomon teleion ton thv eleuyeriavv.. 
 
{335} James 2:1 ecete thn pistin tou kupiou hmwn ihsou cristou th doxhv inscription, 1:1, 
the Lord Jesus Christ is associated with God. 
 



{336} Hegesippus apud Euseb. H. E. III., 11 cbr, 22/ cbr, 32; IV., 5, 22. Const. Apost. VII. 46. 
Hegesippus assumes that Clopas, the father of Symeon, was, I brother of Joseph and an uncle of 
Jesus. He never calls Symeon "brother of the Lord," but only James and Jude (II. 23; III. 20). 
 
{337} The passage quoted from Papias Maria Cleophae sive Alphaei uxor, quae fuit mater Jacobi 
episcopi et apostoli, is taken from Jerome and belongs not to the sub-apostolic Papias of 
Hierapolis (as has been supposed even by Mill and Wordsworth), but to a mediaeval Papias, the 
writer of an Elementarium or Dictionary in the 11th century. See Lightfoot, p. 265 sq.  

 



28. Preparation for the Mission to the Gentiles. 
 
The planting of the church among the Gentiles is mainly the work of Paul; but Providence 
prepared the way for it by several steps, before this apostle entered upon his sublime mission. 
 
1. By the conversion of those half-Gentiles and bitter enemies of the Jews, the Samaritans, under 
the preaching and baptism of Philip the evangelist, one of the seven deacons of Jerusalem, and 
under the confirming instruction of the apostles Peter and John. The gospel found ready entrance 
into Samaria, as had been prophetically hinted by the Lord in the conversation at Jacob’s well. 
{338} But there we meet also the first heretical perversion of Christianity by Simon Magus, 
whose hypocrisy and attempt to degrade the gift of the Holy Spirit received from Peter a terrible 
rebuke. (Hence the term simony, for sordid traffic in church offices and dignities.) This encounter 
of the prince of the apostles with the arch-heretic was regarded in the ancient church, and 
fancifully represented, as typifying the relation of ecclesiastical orthodoxy to deceptive heresy. 
 
2. Somewhat later (between 37 and 40) occurred the conversion of the noble centurion, Cornelius 
of Caesarea, a pious proselyte of the gate, whom Peter, in consequence of a special revelation, 
received into the communion of the Christian church directly by baptism, without circumcision. 
This bold step the apostle had to vindicate to the strict Jewish Christians in Jerusalem, who 
thought circumcision a condition of salvation, and Judaism the only way to Christianity. Thus 
Peter laid the foundation also of the Gentile-Christian church. The event marked a revolution in 
Peter’s mind, and his emancipation from the narrow prejudices of Judaism. {339} 
 
3. Still more important was the rise, at about the same time, of the church at Antioch the capital of 
Syria. This congregation formed under the influence of the Hellenist Barnabas of Cyprus and 
Paul of Tarsus, seems to have consisted from the first of converted heathens and Jews. It thus 
became the mother of Gentile Christendom, as Jerusalem was the mother and centre of Jewish. In 
Antioch, too, the name "Christian" first appeared, which was soon everywhere adopted, as well 
denoting the nature and mission as the followers of Christ, the divine-human prophet, priest, and 
king. {340} 
 
The other and older designations were disciples (of Christ the only Master), believers (in Christ as 
their Saviour), brethren (as members of the same family of the redeemed, bound together by a 
love which springs not from earth and will never cease), and saints (as those who are purified and 
consecrated to the service of God and called to perfect holiness). 
 
{338} Acts 8; comp. John 4. 
 
{339} Acts 10 and 11. The account which Peter gave to the brethren at Jerusalem was not a mere 
repetition of the facts related in Acts 10, but an apologetic adaptation to the peculiar wants of the 
audience. This has been well shown by Dean Howson in his Commentary on those two chapters 
(in Schaff’s Internat. Com. vol. II.). Comp. my Hist. of Ap. Ch. 217 sqq. 
 
{340} Acts 11:26 comp. Acts 26:28, and 1 Peter 4:16  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER V. 
 
ST. PAUL AND THE CONVERSION OF THE GENTILES. 
 
cariti yeou eimi on eimi, kai h cariv autou h eiv eme ou kenh egenhyhh, alla 
perissoteron autwn pantwn ekopiasa, ouk egw de, alla h cariv tou yeou sun emoi.—
1 Corinthians 15:10. 
 
cristov ihsouv hlyen eiv ton kosmon amartwlouv swsai, w prwtov eimi egw.—1 
Timothy 1:15. 
 
"Paul’s mind was naturally and perfectly adapted to take up into itself and to develop the free, 
universal, and absolute principle of Christianity."—Dr. Baur (Paul, II. 281, English translation). 
 
"Did St. Paul’s life end with his own life? May we not rather believe that in a sense higher than 
Chrysostom ever dreamt of [when he gave him the glorious name of ‘the Heart of the world’], the 
pulses of that mighty heart are still the pulses of the world’s life, still beat in these later ages with 
even greater force than ever?"—Dean Stanley (Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age. p. 166). 
 

29. Sources and Literature on St. Paul and his Work. 
 

I. Sources. 
 
1. The authentic sources: 
 
The Epistles of Paul, and the Acts of the Apostles 9:1-30 and 13 to 28. Of the Epistles of Paul the 
four most important Galatians, Romans, two Corinthians—are universally acknowledged as 
genuine even by the most exacting critics; the Philippians, Philemon, Colossians, and Ephesians 
are admitted by nearly all critics; the Pastoral Epistles, especially First Timothy, and Titus, are 
more or less disputed, but even they bear the stamp of Paul’s genius. 
 
On the coincidences between the Acts and the Epistles see the section on the Acts. Comp. also 22, 
pp. 213 sqq. 
 
2. The legendary and apocryphal sources: 
 
Acta Pauli et Theclae, edition in Greek by E. Grabe (from a Bodleian MS. in Spicileg. SS. PP., 
Oxon. 1698, tom. I. pp. 95-128; republished by Jones, 1726), and by Tischendorf (from three 
Paris MSS, in Acta Apost. Apocrypha, Lips. 1851); in Syriac, with an English version by W. 
Wright (in Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, Lond. 1871); Engl. transl. by Alex. Walker (in Clark’s 
"Ante-Nicene Christian Library," vol. XVI. 279 sqq.). Comp. C. Schlau: Die Acten des Paulus 
und der Thecla und die altere Thecla-Legende, Leipz. 1877. 
 
The Acts of Paul and Thecla strongly advocate celibacy. They are probably of Gnostic origin and 
based on some local tradition. They were originally written, according to Tertullian (De Bapt. 
cap. 17, comp. Jerome, Catal. cap. 7), by a presbyter in Asia "out of love to Paul," and in support 
of the heretical opinion that women have the right to preach and to baptize after the example of 



Thecla; hence the author was deposed. The book was afterwards purged of its most obnoxious 
features and extensively used in the Catholic church. (See the patristic quotations in 
Tischendorf’s Prolegomena, p. xxiv.) Thecla is represented as a noble virgin of Iconium, in 
Lycaonia, who was betrothed to Thamyris, converted by Paul in her seventeenth year, 
consecrated herself to perpetual virginity, was persecuted, carried to the stake, and thrown before 
wild beasts, but miraculously delivered, and died 90 years old at Seleucia. In the Greek church 
she is celebrated as the first female martyr. Paul is described at the beginning of this book 
(Tischend. p. 41) as "little in stature, bald-headed, bow-legged, well-built (or vigorous), with 
knitted eye-brows, rather long-nosed, full of grace, appearing now as a man, and now having the 
face of an angel." From this description Renan has borrowed in part his fancy-sketch of Paul’s 
personal appearance. 
 
Acta Pauli (praxeiv paulou, used by Origen and ranked by Eusebiu with the Antilegomena or 
novqa rather). They are, like the Acta Petri (praxeiv, or periodoi petrou), a Gnostic 
reconstruction of the canonical Acts and ascribed to the authorship of St. Linus. Preserved only in 
fragments. 
 
Acta Petri et Pauli. A Catholic adaptation of an Ebionite work. The Greek and Latin text was 
published first in a complete form by Thilo, Halle, 1837-’38, the Greek by Tischendorf (who 
collated six MSS.) in his Acta Apost. Apoc. 1851, 1-39; English transl. by Walker in "Ante-Nicene 
Libr.," XVI. 256 sqq. This book records the arrival of Paul in Rome, his meeting with Peter and 
Simon Magus, their trial before the tribunal of Nero, and the martyrdom of Peter by crucifixion, 
and of Paul by decapitation. The legend of Domine quo vadis is here recorded of Peter, and the 
story of Perpetua is interwoven with the martyrdom of Paul. 
 
The pseudo-Clementine Homilies, of the middle of the second century or later, give a malignant 
Judaizing caricature of Paul under the disguise of Simon Magus (in part at least), and 
misrepresent him as an antinomian arch-heretic; while Peter, the proper hero of this romance, is 
glorified as the apostle of pure, primitive Christianity. 
 
The Correspondence of Paul and Seneca, mentioned by Jerome (De vir. ill. c. 12) and Augustin 
(Ep. ad Maced. 153, al. 54), and often copied, though with many variations, edited by Fabricius, 
Cod. Apocr. N. T., and in several editions of Seneca. It consists of eight letters of Seneca and six 
of Paul. They are very poor in thought and style, full of errors of chronology and history, and 
undoubtedly a forgery. They arose from the correspondence of the moral maxims of Seneca with 
those of Paul, which is more apparent than real, and from the desire to recommend the Stoic 
philosopher to the esteem of the Christians, or to recommend Christianity to the students of 
Seneca and the Stoic philosophy. Paul was protected at Corinth by Seneca’s brother, Gallio, {Acts 
18:12-16} and might have become acquainted with the philosopher who committed suicide at 
Rome in 65, but there is no trace of such acquaintance. Comp. Amedee Fleury: Saint-Paul et 
Seneque (Paris, 1853, 2 vols.); C. Aubertin: etude critique sur les rapports suppose entre Seneque 
et Saint-Paul (Par. 1887); F. C. Baur: Seneca und Paulus, 1858 and 1876; Reuss: art. Seneca in 
Herzog, vol. XIV. 273 sqq.; Lightfoot: Excursus in Com. on Philippians, pp 268-331; art. Paul 
and Seneca, in "Westminster Review," Lond. 1880, pp. 309 sqq. 
 

II. Biographical and Critical. 
 
Bishop Pearson (d. 1686): Annales Paulini. Lond. 1688. In the various editions of his works, and 
also separately: Annals of St. Paul, transl. with geographical and critical notes. Cambridge, 1825. 
 



Lord Lyttleton (d. 1773): The Conversion and Apostleship of St. Paul. 3d ed. Lond. 1747. 
Apologetic as an argument for the truth of Christianity from the personal experience of the 
author. 
 
Archdeacon William Paley (d. 1805): Horae Paulinae: or The Truth of the Scripture History of 
Paul evinced by a comparison of the Epistles which bear his name, with the Acts of the Apostles 
and with one another. Lond. 1790 (and subsequent editions). Still valuable for apologetic 
purposes. 
 
J. Hemsen: Der Apostel Paulus. Gott. 1830. 
 
Carl Schrader: Der Apostel Paulus. Leipz. 1830-’36. 5 Parts. Rationalistic. 
 
F. Chr. Baur (d. 1860): Paulus, der Apostel Jesu Christi. Tub. 1845, second ed. by E. Zeller, 
Leipzig, 1866-’67, in 2 vols. Transl. into English by Allan Menzies. Lond. (Williams & Norgate) 
1873 and ‘75, 2 vols. This work of the great leader of the philosophico-critical reconstruction of 
the Apostolic Age (we may call him the modern Marcion) was preceded by several special 
treatises on the Christ-Party in Corinth (1831), on the Pastoral Epistles (1835), on the Epistle to 
the Romans (1836), and a Latin programme on Stephen’s address before the Sanhedrin (1829). It 
marks an epoch in the literature on Paul and opened new avenues of research. It is the standard 
work of the Tubingen school of critics. 
 
Conybeare and Howson: The Life and Epistles of St. Paul. Lond. 1853, 2 vols., and N. York, 
1854; 2d ed. Lond. 1856, and later editions; also an abridgment in one vol. A very useful and 
popular work, especially on the geography of Paul’s travels. Comp. also Dean Howson: 
Character of St. Paul (Lond. 1862; 2d ed. 1864); Scenes from the Life of St. Paul (1867); 
Metaphors of St. Paul (1868); The Companions of St. Paul (1871). Most of these books were 
republished in America. 
 
Ad. Monod (d. 1856): Saint Paul. Six sermons. See his Sermons, Paris, 1860, vol. II. 121-296. 
The same in German and English. 
 
W. F. Besser: Paulus. Leipz. 1861. English transl. by F. Bultmann, with Introduction by J. S. 
Howson. Lond. and N. York, 1864. 
 
F. Bungener: St. Paul, sa vie, son oeuvre et ses epitres. Paris, 1865. 
 
A. Hausrath: Der Apostel Paulus. Heidelb. 1865; 2d ed. 1872. Comp. also his N. T. liche 
Zeitgeschichte, Part III. 
 
M. Krenkel: Paulus, der Apostel der Heiden. Leipz. 1869. 
 
Ernest Renan: Saint Paul. Paris, 1869. Transl. from the French by J. Lockwood, N. York, 1869. 
Very fresh and entertaining, but full, of fancies and errors. 
 
Thomas Lewin (author of "Fasti Sacri") The Life and Epistles of St. Paul, new ed. Lond. and N. 
York, 1875, 2 vols. A magnificent work of many years’ labor, with 370 illustrations. 
 
Canon F. W. Farrar: The Life and Work of St. Paul. Lond. and N. York, 1879, 2 vols. Learned and 
eloquent. 
 



W. M. Taylor: Paul as a Missionary. N. York, 1881. 
 
As biographies, the works of Conybeare and Howson, Lewin, and Farrar are the most complete 
and instructive. 
 
Also the respective sections in the Histories of the Ap. Age by Neander, Lechler, Thiersch, 
Lange, Schaff (226-347 and 634-640), Pressense. 
 

III. Chronological. 
 
Thomas Lewin: Fasti Sacri, a Key to the Chronology of the New Testament. London, 1865. 
Chronological Tables from B. C. 70 to A. D. 70. 
 
Wieseler: Chronologie des apostolischen Zeitalters. Gottingen, 1848. 
 

IV. Doctrinal and Exegetical. 
 
L. Usteri: Entwicklung des Paulinischen Lehrbegriffs. Zurich, 1824, 6th ed. 1851. 
 
A. P. Dahne: Entwicklung des Paulinischen Lehrbegriffs. Halle, 1835. 
 
Baur: Paulus. See above. 
 
R. A. Lipsius: Die Paulinische Rechtfertigungslehre. Leipz. 1853. 
 
C. Holsten: Zum Evangelium des Paulus und des Petrus. Rostock, 1868. This book, contains: 1. 
An essay on the Christusvision des Paulus und die Genesis des paulinischen Evangeliums, which 
had previously appeared in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift," 1861, but is here enlarged by a reply to 
Beyschlag; 2. Die Messiasvision des Petrus( new); 3. An analysis of the Epistle to the Galatians 
(1859); 4. A discussion of the meaning of savrxin Paul’s system (1855). By the same: Das 
Evangelium des Paulus. Part I. Berlin, 1880. 
 
TH. Simar (R. C.): Die Theologie des heil. Paulus. Freiberg, 1864. 
 
Ernesti: Die Ethik des Ap. Paulus. Braunschweig, 1868; 3d ed. 1880. 
 
R. Schmidt: Die Christologie des Ap. Paulus. Gott., 1870. 
 
Matthew Arnold: St. Paul and Protestantism. Lond. 1870; 3d ed. 1875. 
 
William I. Irons (Episcop.): Christianity as taught by St. Paul. Eight Bampton Lectures for 1870. 
Oxf. and Lond. 1871; 2d ed. 1876. 
 
A. Sabatier: L’apotre Paul. Esquisse d’une histoire de sa pensee. Strasb. and Paris, 1870. 
 
Otto Pfleiderer (Prof. in Berlin): Der Paulinismus. Leipzig, 1873. Follows Baur and Holsten in 
developing the doctrinal system of Paul from his conversion. English translation by E. Peters. 
Lond. 1877, 2 vols. Lectures on the Influence of the Apostle Paul on the Development of 



Christianity (The Hibbert Lectures). Trsl. by J. Fr. Smith. Lond. and N. Y. 1885. Also his 
Urchristenthum, 1887. 
 
C. Weizsacker: D. Apost. Zeitalter (1886), pp. 68-355. 
 
Fr. Bethge: Die Paulinischen Reden der Apostelgesch. Gottingen, 1887. 
 

V. Commentaries. 
 
The Commentators on Paul’s Epistles (in whole or in part) are so numerous that we can only 
mention some of the most important: 
 
1. On all the Pauline Epp.: Calvin, Beza, Estius (B. C.), Corn. A Lapide (R. C.), Grotius, 
Wetstein, Bengel, Olshausen, Deuteronomy Wette, Meyer, Lange (Am. ed. enlarged), Ewald, 
Von Hofmann, Reuss (French), Alford, Wordsworth, Speaker’s Com., Ellicott (Pop. Com.), 
Schaff (Pop. Com., vol. III. 1882). Compare also P. J. Gloag: Introduction to the Pauline Epistles. 
Edinburgh, 1874. 
 
2. On single Epp.: Romans by Tholuck (5th ed. 1856), Fritzsche (3 vols. in Latin), Reiche, 
Ruckert, Philippi (3d ed. 1866, English transl. by Banks, 1878-’79, 2 vols.), Mos. Stuart, Turner, 
Hodge, Forbes, Jowett, Shedd (1879), Godet (L’epitre aux Romains, 1879 and 1880, 2 vols).—
Corinthians by Neander, Osiander, Hodge, Stanley, Heinrici, Edwards, Godet, Ellicott.—
Galatians by Luther, Winer, Wieseler, Hilgenfeld, Holsten, Jowett, Eadie, Ellicott, Lightfoot.—
Ephesians by Harless, Matthies, Stier, Hodge, Eadie, Ellicott, J. L. Davies.—Other minor Epp. 
explained by Bleek (Col., Philemon, and Eph.), Koch (Thess.), van Hengel (Phil.), Eadie (Col.), 
Ellicott (Phil., Col., Thess., Philem.), Lightfoot (Phil, Col., Philemon).—Pastoral Epp. by 
Matthies, Mack (R. C.), Beck (ed. Lindenmeyer, 1879), Holtzmann (1880), Fairbairn, Ellicott, 
Weiss (1886), Knoke (1887), Kolling (1887). 
 
3. The Commentaries on the second part of Acts by Deuteronomy Wette, Meyer, Baumgarten, 
Alexander, Hackett, Lechler, Gloag, Plumptre, Jacobson, Lumby, Howson and Spence.  

 



30. Paul before his Conversion. 
 
His Natural Outfit. 
 
We now approach the apostle of the Gentiles who decided the victory of Christianity as a 
universal religion, who labored more, both in word and deed, than all his colleagues, and who 
stands out, in lonely grandeur, the most remarkable and influential character in history. His youth 
as well as his closing years are involved in obscurity, save that he began a persecutor and ended a 
martyr, but the midday of his life is better known than that of any other apostle, and is replete 
with burning thoughts and noble deeds that can never die, and gather strength with the progress of 
the gospel from age to age and country to country. 
 
Saul or Paul {341} was of strictly Jewish parentage, but was born, a few years after Christ, {342} 
in the renowned Grecian commercial and literary city of Tarsus, in the province of Cilicia, and 
inherited the rights of a Roman citizen. He received a learned Jewish education at Jerusalem in 
the school of the Pharisean Rabbi, Gamaliel, a grandson of Hillel, not remaining an entire 
stranger to Greek literature, as his style, his dialectic method, his allusions to heathen religion and 
philosophy, and his occasional quotations from heathen poets show. Thus, a "Hebrew of the 
Hebrews," {343} yet at the same time a native Hellenist, and a Roman citizen, be combined in 
himself, so to speak, the three great nationalities of the ancient world, and was endowed with all 
the natural qualifications for a universal apostleship. He could argue with the Pharisees as a son 
of Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin, and as a disciple of the renowned Gamaliel, surnamed "the 
Glory of the Law." He could address the Greeks in their own beautiful tongue and with the 
convincing force of their logic. Clothed with the dignity and majesty of the Roman people, he 
could travel safely over the whole empire with the proud watchword: Civis Romanus sum. 
 
This providential outfit for his future work made him for a while the most dangerous enemy of 
Christianity, but after his conversion its most useful promoter. The weapons of destruction were 
turned into weapons of construction. The engine was reversed, and the direction changed; but it 
remained the same engine, and its power was increased under the new inspiration. 
 
The intellectual and moral endowment of Saul was of the highest order. The sharpest thinking 
was blended with the tenderest feeling, the deepest mind with the strongest will. He had Semitic 
fervor, Greek versatility, and Roman energy. Whatever he was, he was with his whole soul. He 
was totus in illis, a man of one idea and of one purpose, first as a Jew, then as a Christian. His 
nature was martial and heroic. Fear was unknown to him—except the fear of God, which made 
him fearless of man. When yet a youth, he had risen to high eminence; and had he remained a 
Jew, he might have become a greater Rabbi than even Hillel or Gamaliel, as he surpassed them 
both in original genius and fertility of thought. 
 
Paul was the only scholar among the apostles. He never displays his learning, considering it of no 
account as compared with the excellency of the knowledge of Christ, for whom he suffered the 
loss of all things, {344} but he could not conceal it, and turned it to the best use after his 
conversion. Peter and John had natural genius, but no scholastic education; Paul had both, and 
thus became the founder of Christian theology and philosophy. 
 
His Education. 
 
His training was thoroughly Jewish, rooted and grounded in the Scriptures of the Old Covenant, 
and those traditions of the elders which culminated in the Talmud. {345} He knew the Hebrew 



and Greek Bible almost by heart. In his argumentative epistles, when addressing Jewish converts, 
he quotes from the Pentateuch, the Prophets, the Psalms, now literally, now freely, sometimes 
ingeniously combining several passages or verbal reminiscences, or reading between the lines in a 
manner which betrays the profound student and master of the hidden depths of the word of God, 
and throws a flood of light on obscure passages. {346} He was quite familiar with the typical and 
allegorical methods of interpretation; and he occasionally and incidentally uses Scriptural 
arguments, or illustrations rather, which strike a sober scholar as far-fetched and fanciful, though 
they were quite conclusive to a Jewish reader. {347} But he never bases a truth on such an 
illustration without an independent argument; he never indulges in the exegetical impositions and 
frivolities of those "letter-worshipping Rabbis who prided themselves on suspending dogmatic 
mountains by textual hairs." Through the revelation of Christ, the Old Testament, instead of 
losing itself in the desert of the Talmud or the labyrinth of the Kabbala, became to him a book of 
life, full of types and promises of the great facts and truths of the gospel salvation. In Abraham he 
saw the father of the faithful, in Habakkuk a preacher of justification by faith, in the paschal lamb 
a type of Christ slain for the sins of the world, in the passage of Israel through the Red Sea a 
prefigurement of Christian baptism, and in the manna of the wilderness a type of the bread of life 
in the Lord’s Supper. 
 
The Hellenic culture of Paul is a matter of dispute, denied by some, unduly exalted by others. He 
no doubt acquired in the home of his boyhood and early manhood {348} a knowledge of the 
Greek language, for Tarsus was at that time the seat of one of the three universities of the Roman 
empire, surpassing in some respects even Athens and Alexandria, and furnished tutors to the 
imperial family. His teacher, Gamaliel, was comparatively free from the rabbinical abhorrence 
and contempt of heathen literature. After his conversion he devoted his life to the salvation of the 
heathen, and lived for years at Tarsus, Ephesus, Corinth, and other cities of Greece, and became a 
Greek to the Greeks in order to save them. It is scarcely conceivable that a man of universal 
human sympathies, and so wide awake to the deepest problems of thought, as he, should have 
under such circumstances taken no notice of the vast treasures of Greek philosophy, poetry, and 
history. He would certainly do what we expect every missionary to China or India to do from love 
to the race which he is to benefit, and from a desire to extend his usefulness. Paul very aptly, 
though only incidentally, quotes three times from Greek poets, not only a proverbial maxim from 
Menander, {349} and a hexameter from Epimenides, {350} which may have passed into common 
use, but also a half-hexameter with a connecting particle, which he must have read in the tedious 
astronomical poem of his countryman, Aratus (about B. C. 270), or in the sublime hymn of 
Cleanthes to Jupiter, in both of which the passage occurs. {351} He borrows some of his favorite 
metaphors from the Grecian games; he disputed with Greek philosophers of different schools and 
addressed them from the Areopagus with consummate wisdom and adaptation to the situation; 
some suppose that he alludes even to the terminology of the Stoic philosophy when he speaks of 
the "rudiments" or "elements of the world." {352} He handles the Greek language, not indeed 
with classical purity and elegance, yet with an almost creative vigor, transforming it into an 
obedient organ of new ideas, and pressing into his service the oxymoron, the paronomasia, the 
litotes, and other rhetorical figures. {353} Yet all this does by no means prove a regular study or 
extensive knowledge of Greek literature, but is due in part to native genius. His more than Attic 
urbanity and gentlemanly refinement which breathe in his Epistles to Philemon and the 
Philippians, must be traced to the influence of Christianity rather than his intercourse with 
accomplished Greeks. His Hellenic learning seems to have been only casual, incidental, and 
altogether subordinate to his great aim. In this respect he differed widely from the learned 
Josephus, who affected Attic purity of style, and from Philo, who allowed the revealed truth of 
the Mosaic religion to be controlled, obscured, and perverted by Hellenic philosophy. Philo 
idealized and explained away the Old Testament by allegorical impositions which he substituted 
for grammatical expositions; Paul spiritualized the Old Testament and drew out its deepest 



meaning. Philo’s Judaism evaporated in speculative abstractions, Paul’s Judaism was elevated 
and transformed into Christian realities. 
 
His Zeal for Judaism. 
 
Saul was a Pharisee of the strictest sect, not indeed of the hypocritical type, so witheringly 
rebuked by our Saviour, but of the honest, truth-loving and truth-seeking sort, like that of 
Nicodemus and Gamaliel. His very fanaticism in persecution arose from the intensity of his 
conviction and his zeal for the religion of his fathers. He persecuted in ignorance, and that 
diminished, though it did not abolish, his guilt. He probably never saw or heard Jesus until he 
appeared to him at Damascus. He may have been at Tarsus at the time of the crucifixion and 
resurrection. {354} But with his Pharisaic education he regarded Jesus of Nazareth, like his 
teachers, as a false Messiah, a rebel, a blasphemer, who was justly condemned to death. And he 
acted according to his conviction. He took the most prominent part in the persecution of Stephen 
and delighted in his death. Not satisfied with this, he procured from the Sanhedrin, which had the 
oversight of all the synagogues and disciplinary punishments for offences against the law, full 
power to persecute and arrest the scattered disciples. Thus armed, he set out for Damascus, the 
capital of Syria, which numbered many synagogues. He was determined to exterminate the 
dangerous sect from the face of the earth, for the glory of God. But the height of his opposition 
was the beginning of his devotion to Christianity. 
 
His External Relations and Personal Appearance. 
 
On the subordinate questions of Paul’s external condition and relations we have no certain 
information. Being a Roman citizen, he belonged to the respectable class of society, but must 
have been poor; for he depended for support on a trade which he learned in accordance with 
rabbinical custom; it was the trade of tent-making, very common in Cilicia, and not profitable 
except in large cities. {355} 
 
He had a sister living at Jerusalem whose son was instrumental in saving his life. {356} 
 
He was probably never married. Some suppose that he was a widower. Jewish and rabbinical 
custom, the completeness of his moral character, his ideal conception of marriage as reflecting the 
mystical union of Christ with his church, his exhortations to conjugal, parental, and filial duties, 
seem to point to experimental knowledge of domestic life. But as a Christian missionary moving 
from place to place, and exposed to all sorts of hardship and persecution, he felt it his duty to 
abide alone. {357} He sacrificed the blessings of home and family to the advancement of the 
kingdom of Christ. {358} 
 
His "bodily presence was weak, and his speech contemptible" (of no value), in the superficial 
judgment of the Corinthians, who missed the rhetorical ornaments, yet could not help admitting 
that his "letters were weighty and strong." {359} Some of the greatest men have been small in 
size, and some of the purest souls forbidding in body. Socrates was the homeliest, and yet the 
wisest of Greeks. Neander, a converted Jew, like Paul, was short, feeble, and strikingly odd in his 
whole appearance, but a rare humility, benignity, and heavenly aspiration beamed from his face 
beneath his dark and bushy eyebrows. So we may well imagine that the expression of Paul’s 
countenance was highly intellectual and spiritual, and that he looked "sometimes like a man and 
sometimes like an angel." {360} 
 
He was afflicted with a mysterious, painful, recurrent, and repulsive physical infirmity, which he 
calls a "thorn in the flesh," and which acted as a check upon spiritual pride and self-exultation 



over his abundance of revelations. {361} He bore the heavenly treasure in an earthly vessel and 
his strength was made perfect in weakness. {362} But all the more must we admire the moral 
heroism which turned weakness itself into an element of strength, and despite pain and trouble 
and persecution carried the gospel salvation triumphantly from Damascus to Rome. 
 
{341} "Paul" (Little) is merely the Hellenized or Latinized form for his Hebrew name "Saul" 
(Desired), and has nothing whatever to do either with his own conversion, or with the conversion 
of Sergius Paulus of Cyprus. There are many similar instances of double names among the Jews 
of that time, as Hillel and Pollio, Cephas and Peter, John and Mark, Barsabbas and Justus, 
Simeon and Niger, Silas and Silvanus. Paul may have received his Latin name in early youth in 
Tarsus, as a Roman citizen; Paulus being the cognomen of several distinguished Roman families, 
as the gens Æmilia, Fabia, Julia, Sergia. He used it in his intercourse with the Gentiles and in all 
his Epistles. See Hist. Apost. Ch., p. 226, and my annotations to Lange on Romans 1:1, pp. 57 and 
58. 
 
{342} When Paul wrote to Philemon, A. D. 63, he was an aged man, presbuthv, {Philippians 
1:9} that is, about or above sixty. According to Hippocrates a man was called presbuthv from 
forty-nine to fifty-six, and after that gerwn, senes. In a friendly letter to a younger friend and 
pupil the expression must not be pressed. Walter Scott speaks of himself as "an old grey man" at 
fifty-five. Paul was still a "youth" {neaniav, Acts 7:58} at the stoning of Stephen, which probably 
took place in 37; and although this term is likewise vaguely used, yet as he was then already 
clothed with a most important mission by the Sanhedrin, he must have been about or over thirty 
years of age. Philo extends the limits of "neaniav" from twenty-one to twenty-eight, Xenophon 
to forty. Comp. Lightfoot on Philemon, v.9 (p. 405), and Farrar, I., 13, 14. 
 
{343} Philippians 3:5. A Hebrew by descent and education, though a Hellenist or Jew of the 
dispersion by birth, Acts 22:3. Probably his parents were Palestinians. This would explain the 
erroneous tradition preserved by Jerome (De vir. ill. c. 5), that Paul was born at Giscala in Galilee 
(now El-Jish), and after the capture of the place by the Romans emigrated with his parents to 
Tarsus. But the capture did not take place till A. D. 67 
 
{344} Comp. the sublime passage, Philippians 3:8-10, and 1 Corinthians 2:1,2. 
 
{345} Galatians 4:14: "I made progress in Judaism beyond many of mine own age in my nation, 
being more exceedingly zealous for the traditions of my fathers." 
 
{346} Scripture references and allusions abound in the Galatians, Romans, and Corinthians, but 
are wanting in the Thessalonians, Colossians, and Philemon, and in his address to the heathen 
hearers at Athens, whom he referred to their own poets rather than to Moses and the prophets. 
 
{347} As the reasoning from the singular or rather collective spevrma (zera) in Galatians 3:16, 
the allegorical interpretation of Hagar and Sarah, 4:22 sqq., and the rock in the wilderness, 1 
Corinthians 10:1-4. See the commentaries. 
 
{348} Comp. Galatians 1:21 Acts 9:30 11:25. 
 
{349} 1 Corinthians 15:33. fyeirousin hyh crhsta omiliai kakai. 
 
"Evil associations corrupt good manners." 
 
{350} Titus 1:12. krhhtev aei euhstai, kaka yhria, gasterev argaiv.. 



 
"Cretans are liars alway, bad beasts, and indolent gluttons." 
 
As Epimenides was himself a Cretan, this contemptuous depreciation of his countrymen gave rise 
to the syllogistic puzzle: "Epimenides calls the Cretans liars; Epimenides was a Cretan: therefore 
Epimenides was a liar: therefore the Cretans were not liars: therefore Epimenides was not a liar," 
etc. 
 
{351} Acts 17:28. tou [poetic for toutou] gar kai gevnov esmen.. 
 
"For we are also His (God’s) offspring." 
 
The passage occurs literally in the Phoenomena of Aratus, v. 5, in the following connection: 
 
We all greatly need Zeus, 
 
For we are his offspring; full of grace, he grants men 
 
Tokens of favor.... 
 
The Stoic poet, Cleanthes (Hymn. in Jovem, 5) uses the same expression in an address to Jupiter: 
ek sou gar genov esmen, and in the Golden Poem, yeihon gar genov esti brotoihsin. We 
may also quote a parallel passage of Pindar, Nem. VI., which has been overlooked by 
commentators: 
 
andrwhn, e yewhn genov, ek miahv de pneomen matrov amfoteroi.. 
 
"One race of men and gods, from one mother breathe we all." 
 
It is evident, however, that all these passages were understood by their heathen authors in a 
materialistic and pantheistic sense, which would make nature or the earth the mother of gods and 
men. Paul in his masterly address to the Athenians, without endorsing the error, recognizes the 
element of truth in pantheism, viz., the divine origin of man and the immanence of God in the 
world and in humanity. 
 
{352} ta stoiceia tou kosmou, Galatians 4:3,9. So Hilgenfeld, Einleitung, p. 223. Thiersch 
assumes (p. 112) that Paul was familiar with the Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle, and that his 
dialectics is classical rather than rabbinical; but this is scarcely correct. In Romans 5:16,18, he 
uses the word dikaiwma in the Aristotelian sense of legal adjustment (Rechtsausgleichung). See 
Eth. Nicom. v. 10, and Rothe’s monograph on Romans 5:12-21. Baur compares Paul’s style with 
that of Thucydides. 
 
{353} Farrar, I. 629 sq., counts "upwards of fifty specimens of thirty Greek rhetorical figures in 
St. Paul," which certainly disprove the assertion of Renan that Paul could never have received 
even elementary lessons in grammar and rhetoric at Tarsus. 
 
{354} 1 Corinthians 9:1 refers to the vision of Christ at Damascus. In 2 Corinthians 5:16: though 
we have known Christ after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we him no more, "the particles ei 
kaiv (quamquam, even though, wenn auch) seem to chronicle a fact, as distinct from kai ei 
(etiam si, even if, selbst wenn), which puts a hypothesis; but the stress lies on the difference 
between an external, carnal knowledge of Christ in his humility and earthly relations or a 



superficial acquaintance from hearsay, and a spiritual, experimental knowledge of Christ in his 
glory. Farrar (I. 73 sqq.), reasons that if Paul had really known and heard Jesus, he would have 
been converted at once. 
 
{355} He is called a tent-maker, skhnopoiov, Acts 18:3. Tents were mostly made of the coarse 
hair of the Cilician goat (kilikiov tragov, which also denotes a coarse man), and needed by 
shepherds, travellers, sailors, and soldiers. The same material was also used for mantelets, shoes, 
and beds. The Cilician origin of this article is perpetuated in the Latin cilicium and the French 
cilice, which means hair-cloth. Gamaliel is the author of the maxim that "learning of any kind 
unaccompanied by a trade ends in nothing and leads to sin." 
 
{356} Acts 23:16. 
 
{357} In 1 Corinthians 9:5 (written in 57) he claims the right to lead a married life, like Peter and 
the other apostles, and the brethren of the Lord; but in 1 Corinthians 7:7,8 he gives for himself in 
his peculiar position the preference to single life. Clement of Alexandria, Erasmus, and others 
supposed that he was married, and understood Syzyge, in Philippians 4:3, to be his wife. Ewald 
regards him as a widower who lost his wife before his conversion (VI. 341). So also Farrar (I. 80) 
who infers from 1 Corinthians 7:8 that Paul classed himself with widowers: "I say, therefore, to 
the unmarried [to widowers, for whom there is no special Greek word] and widows, it is good for 
them if they abide even as I." He lays stress on the fact that the Jews in all ages attached great 
importance to marriage as a moral duty, {Genesis 1:28} and preferred early marriage; he also 
maintains (I. 169) that Paul, being a member of the Sanhedrin (as he gave his vote for the 
condemnation of the Christiana), Acts 26:10, must have had, according to the Gemara, a family 
of his own. Renan fancies (ch. VI.) that Paul contracted a more than spiritual union with sister 
Lydia at Philippi, and addressed her in Philippians 4:3 as his suvzuge gnhvsie, that is, as his true 
co-worker or partner (conjux), since it is not likely that he would have omitted her when he 
mentioned, in the preceding verse, two deaconesses otherwise unknown, Euodia and Syntyche. 
The word suzugov, as a noun, may be either masculine or feminine, and may either mean 
generally an associate, a co-worker ("yoke -fellow" in the E. V.), or be a proper name. Several 
persons have been suggested, Epaphroditus, Timothy, Silas, Luke. But Paul probably means a 
man, named "suzugov" and plays upon the word: "Yokefellow by name and yoke-fellow in 
deed." Comp. a similar paronomasia in Philemon 10,11 onhsimon, i.e., Helpful,— acrhston, 
eucrhston, unprofitable, profitable. See the notes of Meyer and Lange (Braune and Hackett) on 
these passages. 
 
{358} This sublime loneliness of Paul is well expressed in a poem, Saint Paul, by Frederic W. H. 
Myers (1868), from which we may be permitted to quote a few lines: 
 
Christ! I am Christ’s! and let the name suffice you; 
 
Aye, for me, too, He greatly hath sufficed; 
 
Lo, with no winning words I would entice you; 
 
Paul has no honor and no friend but Christ. 
 
Yes, without cheer of sister or of daughter— 
 
Yes, without stay of father or of son, 
 



Lone on the land, and homeless on the water, 
 
Pass I in patience till the work be done. 
 
Yet not in solitude, if Christ anear me 
 
Waketh Him workers for the great employ; 
 
Oh, not in solitude, if souls that hear me 
 
Catch from my joyance the surprise of joy. 
 
Hearts I have won of sister or of brother, 
 
Quick on the earth or hidden in the sod 
 
Lo, every heart awaiteth me, another 
 
Friend in the blameless family of God. 
 
{359} 2 Corinthians 10:10 h parousia tou swmatov asyenhv, kai ov logov 
exouyenhmenov, or, as Cod. B. reads, exoudenhmenov, which has the same meaning. Comp. 
10:1, where he speaks of his "lowly" personal appearance among the Corinthians (kata 
proswpon tapeinov). He was little, compared with Barnabas. {Acts 14:12} 
 
{360} This is from the tradition preserved in the apocryphal Acts of Thecla. See the description 
quoted above, p. 282. Other ancient descriptions of Paul in the Philopatris of pseudo-Lucian (of 
the second, but more probably of the fourth century), Malala of Antioch (sixth century), and 
Nicephorus (fifteenth century), represent Paul as little in stature, bald, with a prominent aquiline 
nose, gray hair and thick beard, bright grayish eyes, somewhat bent and stooping, yet pleasant 
and graceful. See these descriptions in Lewin’s St. Paul, II. 412. The oldest extant portraiture of 
Paul, probably from the close of the first or beginning of the second century, was found on a large 
bronze medallion in the cemetery of Domitilla (one of the Flavian family), and is preserved in the 
Vatican library. It presents Paul on the left and Peter on the right. Both are far from handsome, 
but full of character; Paul is the homelier of the two, with apparently diseased eyes, open mouth, 
bald head and short thick beard, but thoughtful, solemn, and dignified. See a cut in Lewin, II. 211. 
Chrysostom calls Paul the three-cubit man (ov triphcuv anyrwpov, Serm. in Pet. et Paul.). 
Luther imagined: "St. Paulus war ein armes, durres Mannlein, wie Magister Philippus 
"(Melanchthon). A poetic description by J. H. Newman see in Farrar I. 220, and in Plumptre on 
Acts, Appendix, with another (of his own). Renan (Les Apotres, pp. 169 sqq.) gives, partly from 
Paul’s Epistles, partly from apocryphal sources, the following striking picture of the apostle: His 
behavior was winning, his manners excellent, his letters reveal a man of genius and lofty 
aspirations, though the style is incorrect. Never did a correspondence display rarer courtesies, 
tenderer shades, more amiable modesty and reserve. Once or twice we are wounded by his 
sarcasm. {Galatians 5:12 Philippians 3:2} But what rapture! What fulness of charming words! 
What originality! His exterior did not correspond to the greatness of his soul. He was ugly, short, 
stout, plump, of small head, bald, pale, his face covered with a thick beard, an eagle nose, 
piercing eyes, dark eyebrows. His speech, embarrassed, faulty, gave a poor idea of his eloquence. 
With rare tact he turned his external defects to advantage. The Jewish race produces types of the 
highest beauty and of the most complete homeliness (des types de la plus grande beaute et de la 
plus complete laideur); but the Jewish homeliness is quite unique. The strange faces which 



provoke laughter at first sight, assume when intellectually enlivened, a peculiar expression of 
intense brilliancy and majesty (une sorte d’eclat profond et de majeste). 
 
{361} 2 Corinthians 12:7-9 Galatians 4:13-15. Comp. also 1 Thessalonians 2:18 1 Corinthians 2:3 
2 Corinthians 1:8,9 4:10. Of the many conjectures only three: sick headache, acute ophthalmia, 
epilepsy, seem to answer the allusions of Paul which are dark to us at such a distance of time, 
while they were clear to his personal friends. Tertullian and Jerome, according to an ancient 
tradition, favor headache; Lewin, Farrar, and many others, sore eyes, dating the inflammation 
from the dazzling light which shone around him at Damascus (Acts 9:3,17,18; Comp. Acts 22:13 
23:3,5 Galatians 4:15); Ewald and Lightfoot, epilepsy, with illustration from the life of King 
Alfred (Mohammed would be even more to the point). Other conjectures of external, or spiritual 
trials (persecution, carnal temptations, bad temper, doubt, despondency, blasphemous suggestions 
of the devil, etc.) are ruled out by a strict exegesis of the two chief passages in 2 Corinthians 12 
and Galatians 4, which point to a physical malady. See an Excursus on Paul’s thorn in the flesh in 
my Commentary on Galatians 4:13-15 (Pop. Com. vol. III.). 
 
{362} 2 Corinthians 4:7 12:9,10.  

 



31. The Conversion of Paul. 
 
eudokhsen ov yeov... apokaluyai ton uion autou en emoi, ina euaggelizwmai auton en 
toiv eynesin Galatians 1:15, 16. 
 
The conversion of Paul marks not only a turning-point in his personal history, but also an 
important epoch in the history of the apostolic church, and consequently in the history of 
mankind. It was the most fruitful event since the miracle of Pentecost, and secured the universal 
victory of Christianity. 
 
The transformation of the most dangerous persecutor into the most successful promoter of 
Christianity is nothing less than a miracle of divine grace. It rests on the greater miracle of the 
resurrection of Christ. Both are inseparably connected; without the resurrection the conversion 
would have been impossible, and on the other hand the conversion of such a man and with such 
results is one of the strongest proofs of the resurrection. 
 
The bold attack of Stephen—the forerunner of Paul—upon the hard, stiff-necked Judaism which 
had crucified the Messiah, provoked a determined and systematic attempt on the part of the 
Sanhedrin to crucify Jesus again by destroying his church. In this struggle for life and death Saul 
the Pharisee, the bravest and strongest of the rising rabbis, was the willing and accepted leader. 
 
After the martyrdom of Stephen and the dispersion of the congregation of Jerusalem, he 
proceeded to Damascus in suit of the fugitive disciples of Jesus, as a commissioner of the 
Sanhedrin, a sort of inquisitor-general, with full authority and determination to stamp out the 
Christian rebellion, and to bring all the apostates he could find, whether they were men or 
women, in chains to the holy city to be condemned by the chief priests. 
 
Damascus is one of the oldest cities in the world, known in the days of Abraham, and bursts upon 
the traveller like a vision of paradise amidst a burning and barren wilderness of sand; it is watered 
by the never-failing rivers Abana and Pharpar (which Naaman of old preferred to all the waters of 
Israel), and embosomed in luxuriant gardens of flowers and groves of tropical fruit trees; hence 
glorified by Eastern poets as "the Eye of the Desert." 
 
But a far higher vision than this earthly paradise was in store for Saul as he approached the city. 
A supernatural light from heaven, brighter than the Syrian sun, suddenly flashed around him at 
midday, and Jesus of Nazareth, whom he persecuted in his humble disciples, appeared to him in 
his glory as the exalted Messiah, asking him in the Hebrew tongue: "Shaul, Shaul, why 
persecutest thou Me?" {363} It was a question both of rebuke and of love, and it melted his heart. 
He fell prostrate to the ground. He saw and heard, he trembled and obeyed, he believed and 
rejoiced. As he rose from the earth he saw no man. Like a helpless child, blinded by the dazzling 
light, he was led to Damascus, and after three days of blindness and fasting he was cured and 
baptized—not by Peter or James or John, but—by one of the humble disciples whom he had 
come to destroy. The haughty, self-righteous, intolerant, raging Pharisee was changed into a 
humble, penitent, grateful, loving servant of Jesus. He threw away self-righteousness, learning, 
influence, power, prospects, and cast in his lot with a small, despised sect at the risk of his life. If 
there ever was an honest, unselfish, radical, and effective change of conviction and conduct, it 
was that of Saul of Tarsus. He became, by a creative act of the Holy Spirit, a "new creature in 
Christ Jesus." {364} 
 



We have three full accounts of this event in the Acts, one from Luke, two from Paul himself, with 
slight variations in detail, which only confirm the essential harmony. {365} Paul also alludes to it 
five or six times in his Epistles. {366} In all these passages he represents the change as an act 
brought about by a direct intervention of Jesus, who revealed himself in his glory from heaven, 
and struck conviction into his mind like lightning at midnight. He compares it to the creative act 
of God when He commanded the light to shine out of darkness. {367} He lays great stress on the 
fact that he was converted and called to the apostolate directly by Christ, without any human 
agency; that he learned his gospel of free and universal grace by revelation, and not from the 
older apostles, whom he did not even see till three years after his call. {368} 
 
The conversion, indeed, was not a moral compulsion, but included the responsibility of assent or 
dissent. God converts nobody by force or by magic. He made man free, and acts upon him as a 
moral being. Paul might have "disobeyed the heavenly vision." {369} He might have "kicked 
against the goads," though it was "hard" (not impossible) to do so. {370} These words imply 
some psychological preparation, some doubt and misgiving as to his course, some moral conflict 
between the flesh and the spirit, which he himself described twenty years afterwards from 
personal experience, and which issues in the cry of despair: "O wretched man that I am! Who 
shall deliver me from the body of this death?" {371} On his journey from Jerusalem to Damascus, 
which takes a full week on foot or horseback—the distance being about 140 miles—as he was 
passing, in the solitude of his own thoughts, through Samaria, Galilee, and across Mount Hermon, 
he had ample time for reflection, and we may well imagine how the shining face of the martyr 
Stephen, as he stood like a holy angel before the Sanhedrin, and as in the last moment he prayed 
for his murderers, was haunting him like a ghost and warning him to stop his mad career. 
 
Yet we must not overrate this preparation or anticipate his riper experience in the three days that 
intervened between his conversion and his baptism, and during the three years of quiet meditation 
in Arabia. He was no doubt longing for truth and for righteousness, but there was a thick veil over 
his mental eye which could only be taken away by a hand from without; access to his heart was 
barred by an iron door of prejudice which had to be broken in by Jesus himself. On his way to 
Damascus he was "yet breathing threatening and slaughter against the disciples of the Lord," and 
thinking he was doing "God service;" he was, to use his own language, "beyond measure" 
persecuting the church of God and endeavoring to destroy it, "being more exceedingly zealous for 
the traditions of his fathers" than many of his age, when "it pleased God to reveal his Son in him." 
Moreover it is only in the light of faith that we see the midnight darkness of our sin, and it is only 
beneath the cross of Christ that we feel the whole crushing weight of guilt and the unfathomable 
depth of God’s redeeming love. No amount of subjective thought and reflection could have 
brought about that radical change in so short a time. It was the objective appearance of Jesus that 
effected it. 
 
This appearance implied the resurrection and the ascension, and this was the irresistible evidence 
of His Messiahship, God’s own seal of approval upon the work of Jesus. And the resurrection 
again shed a new light upon His death on the cross, disclosing it as an atoning sacrifice for the 
sins of the world, as the means of procuring pardon and peace consistent with the claims of divine 
justice. What a revelation! That same Jesus of Nazareth whom he hated and persecuted as a false 
prophet justly crucified between two robbers, stood before Saul as the risen, ascended, and 
glorified Messiah! And instead of crushing the persecutor as he deserved, He pardoned him and 
called him to be His witness before Jews and Gentiles! This revelation was enough for an 
orthodox Jew waiting for the hope of Israel to make him a Christian, and enough for a Jew of 
such force of character to make him an earnest and determined Christian. The logic of his 
intellect and the energy of his will required that he should love and promote the new faith with 



the same enthusiasm with which he had hated and persecuted it; for hatred is but inverted love, 
and the intensity of love and hatred depends on the strength of affection and the ardor of temper. 
 
With all the suddenness and radicalness of the transformation there is nevertheless a bond of 
unity between Saul the Pharisee and Paul the Christian. It was the same person with the same end 
in view, but in opposite directions. We must remember that he was not a worldly, indifferent, 
cold-blooded man, but an intensely religious man. While persecuting the church, he was 
"blameless" as touching the righteousness of the law. {372} He resembled the rich youth who had 
observed the commandments, yet lacked the one things needful, and of whom Mark says that 
Jesus "loved him." {373} He was not converted from infidelity to faith, but from a lower faith to a 
purer faith, from the religion of Moses to the religion of Christ, from the theology of the law to 
the theology of the gospel. How shall a sinner be justified before the tribunal of a holy God? That 
was with him the question of questions before as well as after his conversion; not a scholastic 
question merely, but even far more a moral and religious question. For righteousness, to the 
Hebrew mind, is conformity to the will of God as expressed in his revealed law, and implies life 
eternal as its reward. The honest and earnest pursuit of righteousness is the connecting link 
between the two periods of Paul’s life. First he labored to secure it by works of the law, then 
obedience of faith. What he had sought in vain by his fanatical zeal for the traditions of Judaism, 
he found gratuitously and at once by trust in the cross of Christ: pardon and peace with God. By 
the discipline of the Mosaic law as a tutor he was led beyond its restraints and prepared for 
manhood and freedom. Through the law he died to the law that he might live unto God. His old 
self, with its lusts, was crucified with Christ, so that henceforth he lived no longer himself, but 
Christ lived in him. {374} He was mystically identified with his Saviour and had no separate 
existence from him. The whole of Christianity, the whole of life, was summed up to him in the 
one word: Christ. He determined to know nothing save Jesus Christ and Him crucified for our 
sins, and risen again for our justification. {375} 
 
His experience of justification by faith, his free pardon and acceptance by Christ were to him the 
strongest stimulus to gratitude and consecration. His great sin of persecution, like Peter’s denial, 
was overruled for his own good: the remembrance of it kept him humble, guarded him against 
temptation, and intensified his zeal and devotion. "I am the least of the apostles," he said in 
unfeigned humility that am not meet to be called an apostle, because I persecuted the church of 
God. But by the grace of God I am what I am; and his grace which was bestowed upon me was 
not in vain; but I labored more abundantly than they all: "yet not I, but the grace of God which 
was with me." {376} This confession contains, in epitome, the whole meaning of his life and 
work. 
 
The idea of justification by the free grace of God in Christ through a living faith which makes 
Christ and his merits our own and leads to consecration and holiness, is the central idea of Paul’s 
Epistles. His whole theology, doctrinal, ethical, and practical, lies, like a germ, in his conversion; 
but it was actually developed by a sharp conflict with Judaizing teachers who continued to trust in 
the law for righteousness and salvation, and thus virtually frustrated the grace of God and made 
Christ’s death unnecessary and fruitless. 
 
Although Paul broke radically with Judaism and opposed the Pharisaical notion of legal 
righteousness at every step and with all his might, he was far from opposing the Old Testament or 
the Jewish people. Herein he shows his great wisdom and moderation, and his infinite superiority 
over Marcion and other ultra- and pseudo-Pauline reformers. He now expounded the Scriptures as 
a direct preparation for the gospel, the law as a schoolmaster leading to Christ, Abraham as the 
father of the faithful. And as to his countrymen after the flesh, he loved them more than ever 
before. Filled with the amazing love of Christ who had pardoned him, "the chief of sinners," he 



was ready for the greatest possible sacrifice if thereby he might save them. His startling language 
in the ninth chapter of the Romans is not rhetorical exaggeration, but the genuine expression of 
that heroic self-denial and devotion which animated Moses, and which culminated in the sacrifice 
of the eternal Son of God on the cross of Calvary. {377} 
 
Paul’s conversion was at the same time his call to the apostleship, not indeed to a place among 
the Twelve (for the vacancy of Judas was filled), but to the independent apostleship of the 
Gentiles. {378} Then followed an uninterrupted activity of more than a quarter of a century, 
which for interest and for permanent and ever-growing usefulness has no parallel in the annals of 
history, and affords an unanswerable proof of the sincerity of his conversion and the truth of 
Christianity. {379} 
 
Analogous Conversions. 
 
God deals with men according to their peculiar character and condition. As in Elijah’s vision on 
Mount Horeb, God appears now in the mighty rushing wind that uproots the trees, now in the 
earthquake that rends the rocks, now in the consuming fire, now in the still small voice. Some are 
suddenly converted, and can remember the place and hour; others are gradually and imperceptibly 
changed in spirit and conduct; still others grow up unconsciously in the Christian faith from the 
mother’s knee and the baptismal font. The stronger the will the more force it requires to 
overcome the resistance, and the more thorough and lasting is the change. Of all sudden and 
radical conversions that of Saul was the most sudden and the most radical. In several respects it 
stands quite alone, as the man himself and his work. Yet there are faint analogies in history. The 
divines who most sympathized with his spirit and system of doctrine, passed through a similar 
experience, and were much aided by his example and writings. Among these Augustin, Calvin, 
and Luther are the most conspicuous. 
 
St. Augustin, the son of a pious mother and a heathen father, was led astray into error and vice 
and wandered for years through the labyrinth of heresy and scepticism, but his heart was restless 
and homesick after God. At last, when he attained to the thirty-third year of his life (Sept., 386), 
the fermentation of his soul culminated in a garden near Milan, far away from his African home, 
when the Spirit of God, through the combined agencies of the unceasing prayers of Monica, the 
sermons of Ambrose, the example of St. Anthony, the study of Cicero and Plato, of Isaiah and 
Paul, brought about a change not indeed as wonderful—for no visible appearance of Christ was 
vouchsafed to him—but as sincere and lasting as that of the apostle. As he was lying in the dust 
of repentance and wrestling with God in prayer for deliverance, be suddenly heard a sweet voice 
as from heaven, calling out again and again: "Take and read, take and read!" He opened the holy 
book and read the exhortation of Paul: "Put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision 
for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof." It was a voice of God; he obeyed it, he completely 
changed his course of life, and became the greatest and most useful teacher of his age. 
 
Of Calvin’s conversion we know very little, but he himself characterizes it as a sudden change 
(subita conversio) from papal superstition to the evangelical faith. In this respect it resembles that 
of Paul rather than Augustin. He was no sceptic, no heretic, no immoral man, but as far as we 
know, a pious Romanist until the brighter life of the Reformation burst on his mind from the Holy 
Scriptures and showed him a more excellent way. "Only one haven of salvation is left for our 
souls," he says, "and that is the mercy of God in Christ. We are saved by grace—not by our 
merits, not by our works." He consulted not with flesh and blood, and burned the bridge after 
him. He renounced all prospects of a brilliant career, and exposed himself to the danger of 
persecution and death. He exhorted and strengthened the timid Protestants of France, usually 
closing with the words of Paul "If God be for us, who can be against us?" He prepared in Paris a 



flaming address on reform, which was ordered to be burned; he escaped from persecution in a 
basket from a window, like Paul at Damascus, and wandered for two years as a fugitive 
evangelist from place to place until he found his sphere of labor in Geneva. With his conversion 
was born his Pauline theology, which sprang from his brain like Minerva from the head of 
Jupiter. Paul never had a more logical and theological commentator than John Calvin. {380} 
 
But the most Paul-like man in history is the leader of the German Reformation, who combined in 
almost equal proportion depth of mind, strength of will, tenderness of heart, and a fiery 
vehemence of temper, and was the most powerful herald of evangelical freedom; though inferior 
to Augustin and Calvin (not to say Paul) in self-discipline, consistency, and symmetry of 
character. {381} Luther’s commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, though not a grammatical 
or logical exposition, is a fresh reproduction and republication of the Epistle against the self-
righteousness, and bondage of the papacy. Luther’s first conversion took place in his twenty-first 
year (1505), when, as a student of law at Erfurt, on his return from a visit to his parents, he was so 
frightened by a fearful thunder-storm and flashes of lightning that he exclaimed: "Help, dear St. 
Anna, I will become a monk!" But that conversion, although it has often been compared with that 
of the apostle, had nothing to do with his Paulinism and Protestantism; it made him a pious 
Catholic, it induced him to flee from the world to the retreat of a convent for the salvation of his 
soul. And he became one of the most humble, obedient, and self-denying of monks, as Paul was 
one of the most earnest and zealous of Pharisees. "If ever a monk got to heaven by monkery," 
says Luther, "I ought to have gotten there." But the more he sought righteousness and peace by 
ascetic self denial and penal exercises, the more painfully he felt the weight of sin and the wrath 
of God, although unable to mention to his confessor any particular transgression. The discipline 
of the law drove him to the brink of despair, when by the kind interposition of Staupitz he was 
directed away from himself to the cross of Christ, as the only source of pardon and peace, and 
found, by implicit faith in His all-sufficient merits, that righteousness which he had vainly sought 
in his own strength. {382} This, his second conversion, as we may call it, which occurred several 
years later (1508), and gradually rather than suddenly, made him an evangelical freeman in Christ 
and prepared him for the great conflict with Romanism, which began in earnest with the nailing 
of the ninety-nine theses against the traffic in indulgences (1517). The intervening years may be 
compared to Paul’s sojourn in Arabia and the subordinate labors preceding his first great 
missionary tour. 
 
False Explanations. 
 
Various attempts have been made by ancient heretics and modern rationalists to explain Paul’s 
conversion in a purely natural way, but they have utterly failed, and by their failure they 
indirectly confirm the true view as given by the apostle himself and as held in all ages by the 
Christian church. {383} 
 
1. The Theory of Fraud.—The heretical and malignant faction of the Judaizers was disposed to 
attribute Paul’s conversion to selfish motives, or to the influence of evil spirits. 
 
The Ebionites spread the lie that Paul was of heathen parents, fell in love with the daughter of the 
high priest in Jerusalem, became a proselyte and submitted to circumcision in order to secure her, 
but failing in his purpose, he took revenge and attacked the circumcision, the sabbath, and the 
whole Mosaic law. {384} 
 
In the pseudo-Clementine Homilies, which represent a speculative form of the Judaizing heresy, 
Paul is assailed under the disguise of Simon Magus, the arch-heretic, who struggled antinomian 



heathenism into the church. The manifestation of Christ was either a manifestation of his wrath, 
or a deliberate lie. {385} 
 
2. The Rationalistic Theory of Thunder and Lightning.—It attributes the conversion to physical 
causes, namely, a violent storm and the delirium of a burning Syrian fever, in which Paul 
superstitiously mistook the thunder for the voice of God and the lightning for a heavenly vision. 
{386} But the record says nothing about thunderstorm and fever, and both combined could not 
produce such an effect upon any sensible man, much less upon the history of the world. Who ever 
heard the thunder speak in Hebrew or in any other articulate language? And had not Paul and 
Luke eyes and ears and common sense, as well as we, to distinguish an ordinary phenomenon of 
nature from a supernatural vision? 
 
3. The Vision-Hypothesis resolves the conversion into a natural psychological process and into an 
honest self-delusion. It is the favorite theory of modern rationalists, who scorn all other 
explanations, and profess the highest respect for the intellectual and moral purity and greatness of 
Paul. {387} It is certainly more rational and creditable than the second hypothesis, because it 
ascribes the mighty change not to outward and accidental phenomena which pass away, but to 
internal causes. It assumes that an intellectual and moral fermentation was going on for some time 
in the mind of Paul, and resulted at last, by logical necessity, in an entire change of conviction 
and conduct, without any supernatural influence, the very possibility of which is denied as being 
inconsistent with the continuity of natural development. The miracle in this case was simply the 
mythical and symbolical reflection of the commanding presence of Jesus in the thoughts of the 
apostle. 
 
That Paul saw a vision, he says himself, but he meant, of course, a real, objective, personal 
appearance of Christ from heaven, which was visible to his eyes and audible to his ears, and at the 
same time a revelation to his mind through the medium of the senses. {388} The inner spiritual 
manifestation {389} was more important than the external, but both combined produced 
conviction. The vision-theory turns the appearance of Christ into a purely subjective imagination, 
which the apostle mistook for an objective fact. {390} 
 
It is incredible that a man of sound, clear, and keen mind as that of Paul undoubtedly was, should 
have made such a radical and far reaching blunder as to confound subjective reflections with an 
objective appearance of Jesus whom he persecuted, and to ascribe solely to an act of divine mercy 
what he must have known to be the result of his own thoughts, if he thought at all. 
 
The advocates of this theory throw the appearances of the risen Lord to the older disciples, the 
later visions of Peter, Philip, and John in the Apocalypse, into the same category of subjective 
illusions in the high tide of nervous excitement and religious enthusiasm. It is plausibly 
maintained that Paul was an enthusiast, fond of visions and revelations, {391} and that he justifies 
a doubt concerning the realness of the resurrection itself by putting all the appearances of the 
risen Christ on the same level with his own, although several years elapsed between those of 
Jerusalem and Galilee, and that on the way to Damascus. 
 
But this, the only possible argument for the vision-hypothesis, is entirely untenable. When Paul 
says: "Last of all, as unto an untimely offspring, Christ appeared to me also," he draws a clear 
line of distinction between the personal appearances of Christ and his own later visions, and 
closes the former with the one vouchsafed to him at his conversion. {392} Once, and once only, 
he claims to have seen the Lord in visible form and to have heard his voice; last, indeed, and out 
of due time, yet as truly and really as the older apostles. The only difference is that they saw the 
risen Saviour still abiding on earth, while he saw the ascended Saviour coming down from 



heaven, as we may expect him to appear to all men on the last day. It is the greatness of that 
vision which leads him to dwell on his personal unworthiness as "the least of the apostles and not 
worthy to be called an apostle, because he persecuted the church of God." He uses the realness of 
Christ’s resurrection as the basis for his wonderful discussion of the future resurrection of 
believers, which would lose all its force if Christ had not actually been raised from the dead. 
{393} 
 
Moreover his conversion coincided with his call to the apostleship. If the former was a delusion, 
the latter must also have been a delusion. He emphasizes his direct call to the apostleship of the 
Gentiles by the personal appearance of Christ without any human intervention, in opposition to 
his Judaizing adversaries who tried to undermine his authority. {394} 
 
The whole assumption of a long and deep inward preparation, both intellectual and moral, for a 
change, is without any evidence, and cannot set aside the fact that Paul was, according to his 
repeated confession, at that time violently persecuting Christianity in its followers. His 
conversion can be far less explained from antecedent causes, surrounding circumstances, and 
personal motives than that of any other disciple. While the older apostles were devoted friends of 
Jesus, Paul was his enemy, bent at the very time of the great change on an errand of cruel 
persecution, and therefore in a state of mind most unlikely to give birth to a vision so fatal to his 
present object and his future career. How could a fanatical persecutor of Christianity, "breathing 
threatenings and slaughter against the disciples of the Lord," stultify and contradict himself by an 
imaginative conceit which tended to the building up of that very religion which he was laboring 
to destroy! {395} 
 
But supposing (with Renan) that his mind was temporarily upset in the delirium of feverish 
excitement, he certainly soon recovered health and reason, and had every opportunity to correct 
his error; he was intimate with the murderers of Jesus, who could have produced tangible 
evidence against the resurrection if it had never occurred; and after a long pause of quiet 
reflection he went to Jerusalem, spent a fortnight with Peter, and could learn from him and from 
James, the brother of Christ, their experience, and compare it with his own. Everything in this 
case is against the mythical and legendary theory which requires a change of environment and the 
lapse of years for the formation of poetic fancies and fictions. 
 
Finally, the whole life-work of Paul, from his conversion at Damascus to his martyrdom in Rome, 
is the best possible argument against this hypothesis and for the realness of his conversion, as an 
act of divine grace. "By their fruits ye shall know them." How could such an effective change 
proceed from an empty dream? Can an illusion change the current of history? By joining the 
Christian sect Paul sacrificed everything, at last life itself, to the service of Christ. He never 
wavered in his conviction of the truth as revealed to him, and by his faith in this revelation he has 
become a benediction to all ages. 
 
The vision-hypothesis denies objective miracles, but ascribes miracles to subjective imaginations, 
and makes a he more effect ive and beneficial than the truth. 
 
All rationalistic and natural interpretations of the conversion of Paul turn out to be irrational and 
unnatural; the supernatural interpretation of Paul himself, after all, is the most rational and 
natural. 
 
Remarkable Concessions. 
 



Dr. Baur, the master-spirit of skeptical criticism and the founder of the "Tubingen School," felt 
constrained, shortly before his death (1860), to abandon the vision-hypothesis and to admit that 
"no psychological or dialectical analysis can explore the inner mystery of the act in which God 
revealed his Son in Paul" (keine, weder psychologische noch dialektische Analyse kann das 
innere Geheimniss des Actes erforschen, in welchem Gott seinen Sohn in ihm enthulte). In the 
same connection he says that in, "the sudden transformation of Paul from the most violent 
adversary of Christianity into its most determined herald" he could see "nothing short of a miracle 
(Wunder);" and adds that "this miracle appears all the greater when we remember that in this 
revulsion of his consciousness he broke through the barriers of Judaism and rose out of its 
particularism into the universalism of Christianity." {396} This frank confession is creditable to 
the head and heart of the late Tubingen critic, but is fatal to his whole anti-supernaturalistic 
theory of history. Si falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus. If we admit the miracle in one case, the door 
is opened for all other miracles which rest on equally strong evidence. 
 
The late Dr. Keim, an independent pupil of Baur, admits at least spiritual manifestations of the 
ascended Christ from heaven, and urges in favor of the objective reality of the Christophanies as 
reported by Paul, 1 Corinthians 15:3 sqq., "the whole character of Paul, his sharp understanding 
which was not weakened by his enthusiasm, the careful, cautious, measured, simple form of his 
statement, above all the favorable total impression of his narrative and the mighty echo of it in the 
unanimous, uncontradicted faith of primitive Christendom." {397} 
 
Dr. Schenkel, of Heidelberg, in his latest stage of development, says that Paul, with full justice, 
put his Christophany on a par with the Christophanies of the older apostles; that all these 
Christophanies are not simply the result of psychological processes, but "remain in many respects 
psychologically inconceivable," and point back to the historic background of the person of Jesus; 
that Paul was not an ordinary visionary, but carefully distinguished the Christophany at Damascus 
from his later visions; that he retained the full possession of his rational mind even in the 
moments of the highest exaltation; that his conversion was not the sudden effect of nervous 
excitement, but brought about by the influence of the divine Providence which quietly prepared 
his soul for the reception of Christ; and that the appearance of Christ vouchsafed to him was "no 
dream, but reality." {398} 
 
Professor Reuss, of Strasburg, likewise an independent critic of the liberal school, comes to the 
same conclusion as Baur, that the conversion of Paul, if not an absolute miracle, is at least an 
unsolved psychological problem. He says: "La conversion de Paul, apres tout ce qui en a-ete dit 
de notre temps, reste toujours, si ce n’est un miracle absolu, dans le sens traditionnel de ce mot 
(c’est-a-dire un evenement qui arrete ou change violemment le cours naturel des choses, un effet 
sans autre cause que l’intervention arbitraire et immediate de Dieu), du moins un probleme 
psychologique aujourd’hui insoluble. L’explication dite naturelle, qu’elle fasse intervenir un 
orage on qu’elle se retranche dans le domaine des hallucinations... ne nous donne pas la clef de 
cette crise elle-meme, qui a decide la metamorphose du pharisien en chretien." {399} 
 
Canon Farrar says (I. 195): "One fact remains upon any hypothesis and that is, that the conversion 
of St. Paul was in the highest sense of the word a miracle, and one of which the spiritual 
consequences have affected every subsequent age of the history of mankind." 
 
{363} Acts 9:4, the Hebrew form Saouvl, Saouvl, is used instead of the usual Greek saulov, 
Acts 9:8, 11, 22, 24, etc. 
 
{364} 2 Corinthians 5:17 Galatians 6:15. 
 



{365} Acts 9, 22, 26. These accounts are by no means mere repetitions, but modifications and 
adaptations of the same story to the audience under apologetic conditions, and bring out each 
some interesting feature called forth by the occasion. This has been well shown by Dean Howson 
in Excursus C on Acts 26, in his and Canon Spence’s Commentary on Acts. The discrepancies of 
the accounts are easily reconciled. They refer chiefly to the effect upon the companions of Paul 
who saw the light, but not the person of Christ, and heard a voice, but could not understand the 
words. The vision was not for them any more than the appearance of the risen Lord was for the 
soldiers who watched the grave. They were probably members of the Levitical temple guard, who 
were to bind and drag the Christian prisoners to Jerusalem. 
 
{366} Galatians 1:15,16 1 Corinthians 15:8,9 9:1 2 Corinthians 4:6 Philippians 3:6 1 Timothy 
1:12-14. 
 
{367} 2 Corinthians 4:6. 
 
{368} Galatians 1:1, 11, 12, 15-18. 
 
{369} This is implied in his words to King Agrippa, Acts 26:19. 
 
{370} Acts 26:14. Christ said to him: sklhron soi prov kentra laktizein. This is a 
proverbial expression used by Greek writers of refractory oxen in the plough when urged by a 
sharp-pointed instrument of the driver. The ox may and often does resist, but by doing so he only 
increases his pain. Resistance is possible, but worse than useless. 
 
{371} Romans 7:7-25. This remarkable section describes the psychological progress of the human 
heart to Christ from the heathen state of carnal security, when sin is dead because unknown, 
through the Jewish state of legal conflict, when sin, roused by the stimulus of the divine 
command, springs into life, and the higher and nobler nature of man strives in vain to overcome 
this fearful monster, until at last the free grace of God in Christ gains the victory. Some of the 
profoundest divines-Augustin, Luther, Calvin-transfer this conflict into the regenerate state; but 
this is described in the eighth chapter which ends in an exulting song of triumph. 
 
{372} Philippians 3:6, kata dikaisunh thn en nomw genomenov amemptov. 
 
{373} Mark 10:21. 
 
{374} In his address to Peter at Antioch, Galatians 2:11-21, he gives an account of his experience 
and his gospel, as contrasted with the gospel of the Judaizers. Comp. Galatians 3:24 5:24 6:14 
Romans 7:6-13 Colossians 2:20 
 
{375} 1 Corinthians 2:2 Galatians 6:14 Romans 4:24,25. 
 
{376} 1 Corinthians 15:9, 10; comp. Ephesians 3:8: "Unto me who am less than the least of all 
saints, was this grace given;" 1 Timothy 1:15, 16: "to save sinners of whom I am chief," etc. 
 
{377} Romans 9:2, 3; comp. Exodus 32:31,32. 
 
{378} Paul never numbers himself with the Twelve. He distinguishes himself from the apostles of 
the circumcision, as the apostle of the uncircumcision, but of equal authority with them. Galatians 
2:7-9. We have no intimation that the election of Matthias {Acts 1:26} was a mistake of the hasty 
Peter; it was ratified by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit immediately following. 



 
{379} On the testimony of Paul to Christianity see above 22. I will add some good remarks of 
Farrar, I. 202: "It is impossible," he says, "to exaggerate the importance of St. Paul’s conversion 
as one of the evidences of Christianity.... To what does he testify respecting Jesus? To almost 
every single primary important fact respecting his incarnation, life, sufferings, betrayal, last 
supper, trial, crucifixion, resurrection, ascension, and heavenly exaltation.... The events on which 
the apostle relied in proof of Christ’s divinity, had taken place in the full blaze of contemporary 
knowledge. He had not to deal with uncertainties of criticism or assaults on authenticity. He could 
question, not ancient documents, but living men; he could analyze, not fragmentary records, but 
existing evidence. He had thousands of means close at hand whereby to test the reality or 
unreality of the Resurrection in which, up to this time, he had so passionately and contemptuously 
disbelieved. In accepting this half-crushed and wholly execrated faith he had everything in the 
world to lose-he had nothing conceivable to gain; and yet, in spite of all-overwhelmed by a 
conviction he felt to be irresistible—Saul, the Pharisee, became a witness of the resurrection, a 
preacher of the cross." 
 
{380} See my History of the Creeds of Christendom, I. 426 sqq. 
 
{381} This is fully recognized by Renan, who, however, has little sympathy either with the 
apostle or the reformer, and fancies that the theology of both is antiquated. "That historical 
character," he says, "which upon the whole bears most analogy to St. Paul, is Luther. In both 
there is the same violence in language, the same passion, the same energy, the same noble 
independence, the same frantic attachment to a thesis embraced as the absolute truth." St. Paul, 
ch. XXII. at the close. And his last note in this book is this: "The work which resembles most in 
spirit the Epistle to the Galatians is Luther’s Deuteronomy Captivitate Babylonica Ecclesiae." 
 
{382} For particulars of his inner conflicts during his Erfurt period, see Kostlin’s Martin Luther 
(1875), I. 40 sqq. and 61 sqq. 
 
{383} Comp. the section on the Resurrection of Christ, pp. 172 sqq. 
 
{384} Reported by Epiphanius, Haer XXX. 16 (ed. Oehler, tom. I. 268 sq.). 
 
{385} In the Clem. Hom., XVII., ch. 19 (p. 351, ed. Dressel), Simon Peter says to Simon Magus: 
"If, then, our Jesus appeared to you in a vision (di oramatov ofyeiv) made himself known to 
you, and conversed with you, it is as one who is enraged with an adversary (wv antikeimenw 
orgizomenov)". And this is the reason why it was through visions and dreams (di oramatwn 
kai enupniwn), or through revelations that, were from without (h kai di apokaluqewn ezwyen 
ouswn) that He spoke to you. But can any one be rendered fit for instruction through apparitions? 
(di otasian).... And how are we to believe your word, when you tell us that He appeared to you? 
And how did He appear to you, when you entertain opinions contrary to His teaching? But if you 
have seen and were taught by Him, and became His apostle for a single hour, proclaim His 
utterances, interpret His sayings, love His apostles, contend not with me who companied with 
Him. For you stand now in direct opposition to me, who am a firm rock, the foundation of the 
church (sterean petran, yemelion ekklhsiav, comp. Matthew 16:18). If you were not 
opposed to me, you would not accuse me, and revile the truth proclaimed by me, in order that I 
may not be believed when I state what I myself have heard with my own ears from the Lord, as if 
I were evidently a person that was condemned and had not stood the test [according to the true 
reading restored by Lagarde, adokimou ontov instead of eudokimountov,’in good repute’]. But 
if you say that I am ‘condemned’ (ei kategnwsmenon me legeiv," comp. Galatians 2:11), you 
bring an accusation against God, who revealed the Christ to me, and you inveigh against Him 



who pronounced me blessed on account of the revelation. {Matthew 16:17} But if you really wish 
to be a co-worker, in the cause of truth, learn first of all from us what we have learned from Him, 
and, becoming a disciple of the truth, become a fellow-worker with me." 
 
The allusions to Paul’s Christ-vision and his collision with Peter at Antioch are unmistakable, and 
form the chief argument for Baur’s identification of Simon Magus with Paul. But it is perhaps 
only an incidental sneer. Simon represents all anti-Jewish heresies, as Peter represents all truths. 
 
{386} This theory was proposed by the so-called "vulgar" or deistic rationalists (as distinct from 
the more recent speculative or pantheistic rationalists), and has been revived and rhetorically 
embellished by Renan in Les Apotres (ch. X., pp. 175 sqq.). "Every step to Damascus," says the 
distinguished French Academicien, "excited in Paul bitter repentance; the shameful task of the 
hangman was intolerable to him; he felt as if he was kicking against the goads; the fatigue of 
travel added to his depression; a malignant fever suddenly seized him; the blood rushed to the 
head; the mind was filled with a picture of midnight darkness broken by lightning flashes; it is 
probable that one of those sudden storms of Mount Hermon broke out which are unequalled for 
vehemence, and to the Jew the thunder was the voice of God, the lightning the fire of God. 
Certain it is that by a fearful stroke the persecutor was thrown on the ground and deprived of his 
senses; in his feverish delirium he mistook the lightning for a heavenly vision, the voice of 
thunder for a voice from heaven; inflamed eyes, the beginning of ophthalmia, aided the delusion. 
Vehement natures suddenly pass from one extreme to another; moments decide for the whole life; 
dogmatism is the only thing which remains. So Paul changed the object of his fanaticism; by his 
boldness, his energy, his determination he saved Christianity, which otherwise would have died 
like Essenism, without leaving a trace of its memory. He is the founder of independent 
Protestantism. He represents le christianisme conquerant et voyageur. Jesus never dreamed of 
such disciples; yet it is they who will keep his work alive and secure it eternity." In this work, and 
more fully in his St. Paul, Renan gives a picture of the great apostle which is as strange a mixture 
of truth and error, and nearly as incoherent and fanciful, as his romance of Jesus in the Vie de 
Jesus. 
 
{387} So Strauss (Leben Jesu, 138, in connection with the resurrection of Christ), Baur (with 
much more seriousness and force, in his Paul, P. I., ch. 3) and the whole Tubingen School, 
Holsten, Hilgenfeld, Lipsius, Pfleiderer, Hausrath, and the author of Supernatural Religion (III. 
498 sqq.). Baur at last gave up the theory as a failure (1860, see below). But Holsten revived and 
defended it very elaborately and ingeniously in his essay on the Christusvision des Paulus, in 
Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift" for 1861. W. Beyschlag (of Halle) very ably refuted it in an article: Die 
Bekehrung des Paulus mit besonderer Rucksicht auf die Erklarungsversuche von Baur und 
Holsten, in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1864, pp. 197-264. Then Holsten came out with an 
enlarged edition of his essay in book form, Zum Evang. des Paulus und des Petrus, 1868, with a 
long reply to Beyschlag. Pfleiderer repeated the vision-theory in his Hibbert Lectures (1885). 
 
Some English writers have also written on Paul’s conversion in opposition to this modern vision-
theory, namely, R. Macpherson: The Ressurection of Jesus Christ (against Strauss), Edinb., 1867, 
Lect. XIII., pp. 316-360; Geo. P. Fisher: Supernatural Origin of Christianity, N. York, new ed. 
1877, pp. 459-470, comp. his essay on "St. Paul" in Discussions in History and Theology, N.Y. 
1880, pp. 487-511; A. B. Bruce (of Glasgow): Paul’s Conversion and the Pauline Gospel, in the 
"Presbyt Review" for Oct. 1880 (against Pfleiderer, whose work on Paulinism Bruce calls "an 
exegetical justification and a philosophical dissipation of the Reformed interpretation of the 
Pauline system of doctrine"). 
 



{388} He describes it as an ouraniov optasia Acts 26:19, and says that he saw Christ, that 
Christ was seen by him, 1 Corinthians 9:1 15:8. So the vision of the women at the tomb of the 
risen Lord is called an optasia twn aggelwn, Luke 24:23. But even Peter, who was less critical 
than Paul, well knew how to distinguish between an actual occurrence (an alhywv genomenon) 
and a merely subjective vision (an orama) Acts 12:9. Objective visions are divine revelations 
through the senses; subjective visions are hallucinations and deceptions. 
 
{389} Galatians 1:16, apokaluyai ton uion autou en emoi, within me, in my inmost soul and 
consciousness. 
 
{390} Baur was disposed to charge this confusion upon the author of the Acts and to claim for 
Paul a more correct conception of the Christophany, as being a purely inner event or "a spiritual 
manifestation of Christ to his deeper self-consciousness"; {Galatians 1:16, ejn ejmoiv} but this is 
inconsistent with Paul’s own language in 1 Corinthians 9:1 15:8. Holsten admits that, without a 
full conviction of the objective, reality of the Christophany, Paul could never have come to the 
conclusion that the crucified was raised to new life by the almighty power of God. He states the 
case from his standpoint clearly in these words (p. 65): "Der glaube des Paulus a Jesus als den 
Christus war folge dessen, dass auch ihm Christus erschienen war,.Diese {1 Corinthians 15:8} 
vision war fur das bewusstsein des Paulus das schauen einer objectiv-wirklichen, himmlischen 
gestalt, die aus ihrer transcendenten unsichtbarkeit sich ihm zur erscheinung gebracht habe. Aus 
der wirklichkeit dieser gesehauten gestalt, in welcher er den gekreuzigtenJesus erkannte, folgerte 
auch er, dass der kreuzestote zu neuem leben von der allmacht Gottes auferweckt worden, aus der 
gewissheit der auferweckung aber, dass dieser von den toten auferweckte der sohn Gottes und der 
Messias sei. Wie also a der wirklichkeit der auferweckung dem Paulus die ganze wahrheit seines 
evangelium hangt, {vgl. 1 Corinthians 15,12 f.} so ist es die, vision des auferweckten, mit welcher 
ihm die wahrheit des messias-glaubens aufging, und der umschwung seines bewusstseins sich 
vollendete." 
 
"Diese vision war fur Paulus der eingriff einer fremden transcendenten macht in sein 
geistesleben. Die historische kritik aber unter der herrschaft des gesetzes der immanenten 
entwicklung des menschlichen geistes aus innerweltlichen causalitaten muss die vision als einen 
immanenten, psychogischen akt seines eigenen geistes zu begreifen suchen. Ihr liegt damit eine 
ihrer schwiezigsten aufgaben vor, eine so schwierige, dass ein meister der historischen kritik, der 
zugleich so tief in das wesen des paulinischen geistes eingedrungen ist, als Baur, noch eben 
erklart hat, dass ‘keine, weder psychologische, noch dialektische analyse das innere geheimnis 
des aktes erforschen konne, in welchem Gott seinen sohn dem Paulus enthullte.’Und doch darf 
sich die kritik von dem versuch, dies geheimnis zu erforschen, nicht abschrecken, lassen. Denn 
diese vision ist einer der entscheidendsten punkte fur ein geschichtliches begreifen des 
urchristentums. In ihrer genesis ist der keim des paulinischen evangelium gegeben. So lange der 
schein nicht aufgehoben ist, dass die empfangnis dieses keims als die wirkung einer 
transcendenten kraft erfolgt sei, besteht uber dem empfangenen fort und fort der schein des 
transcendenten. Und die kritik am wenigsten darf sich damit beruhigen, dass eine transcendenz, 
eine objectivitat, wie sie von ihren gegnern fur diese vision gefordert wird, von der 
selbstgewissheit des modernen geistes verworfen sei. Denn diese selbstgewissheit kann ihre 
wahrheit nur behaupten, solange und soweit ihre kategorieen als das gesetz der wirklichkeit 
nachgewiesen sind." Dr. Pfleiderer moves in the same line with Holsten, and eliminates the 
supernatural, but it is due to him to say that he admits the purely hypothetical character of this 
speculative theory, and lays great stress on the moral as well as the logical and dialectical process 
in Paul’s mind, "Darum war," he says (Paulinismus, p. 16). "der Prozess der Bekehrung nichts 
weniger, als eine kalte Denkoperation; es war vielmehr der tiefsittliche Gehorsamsakt eines 
zarten Gewissens gegen die sich unwiderstehlich aufdrangende hohere Wahrheit (daher ihm auch 



der Glaube eine uJpakohvist), ein Akt grossartiger Selbstverleugnung, der Hingabe des alten 
Menschen und seiner ganzen religiosen Welt in den Tod, um fortan keinen Ruhm, ja kein Leben 
mehr zu haben, als in Christo, dem Gekreuzigten. Das ist ja der Grundton, den wir aus allen 
Briefen des Apostels heraustonen horen, wo immer er sein personliches Verhaltniss zum Kreuz 
Christi schildert; es ist nie bloss ein Verhaltniss objectiver Theorie, sondern immer zugleich und 
wesentlich das der subjectiven Verbundenheit des innersten Gemuths mit dem Gekreuzigten, eine 
mystische Gemeinschaft mit dem Kreuzestod und mit dem Auferstehungsleben Christi." 
 
{391} Comp. 2 Corinthians 12:2 Acts 18:9 22:17. Some of these modern critics suppose that he 
was epileptic, like Mohammed and Swedenborg, and therefore all the more open to imaginary 
visions. 
 
{392} 1 Corinthians 15:8: escaton de pantwn, wsperei tw ektrwmati, wfyh kamoi. Meyer 
justly remarks in loc.: "escaton schliesst die Reihe leibhaftiger Erscheinungen ab, und scheidet 
damit diese von spateren visionaren oder sonst apokalyptischen." Similarly Godet (Com. sur 
l’epitre aux Romains, 1879, I. 17) "Paul clot l’enumeration des apparitions de Jesus ressuscite 
aux apotres par celle qui lui a-ete accordee lui-meme; il lui attribue donc la meme realite qu’ 
celles-l, et il la distingue ainsi d’une maniere tranchee de toutes les visions dont il fut plus tard 
honore et que mentionnent le livre des Actes, et les epitres." 
 
{393} 1 Corinthians 15:12 sqq. Dean Stanley compares this discussion to the Phaedo of Plato and 
the Tusculan Disputations of Cicero, but it is far more profound and assuring. Heathen 
philosophy can at best prove only the possibility and probability, but not the certainty, of a future 
life. Moreover the idea of immortality has no comfort, but terror rather, except for those who 
believe in Christ, who is "the Resurrection and the Life." 
 
{394} Galatians 1:16 1 Corinthians 9:1 15:8 Acts 22:10,14. 
 
{395} Acts 9:2; comp. Galatians 1:13 1 Corinthians 15:9 Philippians 3:6 1 Timothy 1:13 
 
{396} See Baur’s Church History of the First Three Centuries, Tubingen, 2d ed. p. 45; English 
translation by Allan Menzies, London, 1878, vol. I. 47. 
 
{397} Geschichte Jesu von Nazara. Zurich, 1872, vol. III. 532. 
 
{398} Das Christusbild der Apostel. Leipzig, 1879, pp. 57 sq. 
 
{399} Les epitres pauliniennes. Paris, 1878, vol. I. p. 11.  

 



32. The Work of Paul. 
 
He who can part from country and from kin, 
 
And scorn delights, and tread the thorny way, 
 
A heavenly crown, through toil and pain, to win— 
 
He who reviled can tender love repay, 
 
And buffeted, for bitter foes can pray— 
 
He who, upspringing at his Captain’s call, 
 
Fights the good fight, and when at last the day 
 
Of fiery trial comes, can nobly fall— 
 
Such were a saint—or more—and such the holy Paul! 
 
—Anon. 
 
The conversion of Paul was a great intellectual and moral revolution, yet without destroying his 
identity. His noble gifts and attainments remained, but were purged of Selfish motives, inspired 
by a new principle, and consecrated to a divine end. The love of Christ who saved him, was now 
his all-absorbing passion, and no sacrifice was too great to manifest his gratitude to Him. The 
architect of ruin became an architect of the temple of God. The same vigor, depth and acuteness 
of mind, but illuminated by the Holy Spirit; the same strong temper and burning zeal, but 
cleansed, subdued and controlled by wisdom and moderation; the same energy and boldness, but 
coupled with gentleness and meekness; and, added to all this, as crowning gifts of grace, a love 
and humility, a tenderness and delicacy of feeling such as are rarely, if ever, found in a character 
so proud, manly and heroic. The little Epistle to Philemon reveals a perfect Christian gentleman, a 
nobleman of nature, doubly ennobled by grace. The thirteenth chapter of the first Epistle to the 
Corinthians could only be conceived by a mind that had ascended on the mystic ladder of faith to 
the throbbing heart of the God of love; yet without inspiration even Paul could not have penned 
that seraphic description of the virtue which beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all 
things, endureth all things, which never faileth, but will last for ever the greatest in the triad of 
celestial graces: faith, hope, love. 
 
Saul converted became at once Paul the missionary. Being saved himself, he made it his life-work 
to save others. "Straight way" he proclaimed Christ in the synagogues, and confounded the Jews 
of Damascus, proving that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah, the Son of God. {400} But this was 
only a preparatory testimony in the fervor of the first love. The appearance of Christ, and the 
travails of his soul during the three days and nights of prayer and fasting, when he experienced 
nothing less than a spiritual death and a spiritual resurrection, had so shaken his physical and 
mental frame that he felt the need of protracted repose away from the noise and turmoil of the 
world. Besides there must have been great danger threatening his life as soon as the astounding 
news of his conversion became known at Jerusalem. He therefore went to the desert of Arabia 
and spent there three years, {401} not in missionary labor (as Chrysostom thought), but chiefly in 
prayer, meditation and the study of the Hebrew Scriptures in the light of their fulfilment through 



the person and work of Jesus of Nazareth. This retreat took the place of the three years’ 
preparation of the Twelve in the school of Christ. Possibly he may have gone as far as Mount 
Sinai, among the wild children of Hagar and Ishmael. {402} On that pulpit of the great lawgiver 
of Israel, and in view of the surrounding panorama of death and desolation which reflects the 
terrible majesty of Jehovah, as no other spot on earth, he could listen with Elijah to the thunder 
and earthquake, and the still small voice, and could study the contrast between the killing letter 
and the life-giving spirit, between the ministration of death and the ministration of righteousness. 
{403} The desert, like the ocean, has its grandeur and sublimity, and leaves the meditating mind 
alone with God and eternity. 
 
"Paul was a unique man for a unique task." {404} His task was twofold: practical and theoretical. 
He preached the gospel of free and universal grace from Damascus to Rome, and secured its 
triumph in the Roman empire, which means the civilized world of that age. At the same time he 
built up the church from within by the exposition and defence of the gospel in his Epistles. He 
descended to the humblest details of ecclesiastical administration and discipline, and mounted to 
the sublimest heights of theological speculation. Here we have only to do with his missionary 
activity; leaving his theoretical work to be considered in another chapter. 
 
Let us first glance at his missionary spirit and policy. 
 
His inspiring motive was love to Christ and to his fellow-men. "The love of Christ," he says, 
"constraineth us; because we thus judge, that one died for all, therefore all died: and He died for 
all that they who live should no longer live unto themselves, but unto him who for their sakes 
died and rose again." He regarded himself as a bondman and ambassador of Christ, entreating 
men to be reconciled to God. Animated by this spirit, he became "as a Jew to the Jews, as a 
Gentile to the Gentiles, all things to all men that by all means he might save some." 
 
He made Antioch, the capital of Syria and the mother church of Gentile Christendom, his point of 
departure for, and return from, his missionary journeys, and at the same time he kept up his 
connection with Jerusalem, the mother church of Jewish Christendom. Although an independent 
apostle of Christ, he accepted a solemn commission from Antioch for his first great missionary 
tour. He followed the current of history, commerce, and civilization, from East to West, from 
Asia to Europe, from Syria to Asia Minor, Greece, Italy, and perhaps as far as Spain. {405} In the 
larger and more influential cities, Antioch, Ephesus, Corinth, Rome, he resided a considerable 
time. From these salient points he sent the gospel by his pupils and fellow-laborers into the 
surrounding towns and villages. But he always avoided collision with other apostles, and sought 
new fields of labor where Christ was not known before, that he might not build on any other 
man’s foundation. This is true independence and missionary courtesy, which is so often, alas! 
violated by missionary societies inspired by sectarian rather than Christian zeal. 
 
His chief mission was to the Gentiles, without excluding the Jews, according to the message of 
Christ delivered through Ananias: "Thou shalt bear my name before the Gentiles, and kings, and 
the children of Israel." Considering that the Jews had a prior claim in time to the gospel, {406} 
and that the synagogues in heathen cities were pioneer stations for Christian missions, he very 
naturally addressed himself first to the Jews and proselytes, taking up the regular lessons of the 
Old Testament Scriptures, and demonstrating their fulfilment in Jesus of Nazareth. But almost 
uniformly he found the half-Jews, or "proselytes of the gate," more open to the gospel than his 
own brethren; they were honest and earnest seekers of the true religion, and formed the natural 
bridge to the pure heathen, and the nucleus of his congregations, which were generally composed 
of converts from both religions. 
 



In noble self-denial he earned his subsistence with his own hands, as a tent-maker, that he might 
not be burthensome to his congregations (mostly belonging to the lower classes), that he might 
preserve his independence, stop the mouths of his enemies, and testify his gratitude to the infinite 
mercy of the Lord, who had called him from his headlong, fanatical career of persecution to the 
office of an apostle of free grace. He never collected money for himself, but for the poor Jewish 
Christians in Palestine. Only as an exception did he receive gifts from his converts at Philippi, 
who were peculiarly dear to him. Yet he repeatedly enjoins upon the churches to care for the 
liberal temporal support of their teachers who break to them the bread of eternal life. The Saviour 
of the world a carpenter! the greatest preacher of the gospel a tent-maker! 
 
Of the innumerable difficulties, dangers, and sufferings which he encountered with Jews, 
heathens, and false brethren, we can hardly form an adequate idea; for the book of Acts is only a 
summary record. He supplements it incidentally. "Of the Jews five times received I forty stripes 
save one. Three times was I beaten with rods, once was I stoned, three times I suffered shipwreck, 
a night and a day have I been in the deep; in journeyings often, in perils of rivers, in perils of 
robbers, in perils from my countrymen, in perils from the heathen, in perils in the city, in perils in 
the wilderness, in perils in the sea, in perils among false brethren: in labor and toil, in watchings 
often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness. Besides those things that are 
without, there is that which presseth upon me daily, the anxious care for all the churches. Who is 
weak, and I am not weak? Who is offended, and I burn not?" {407} Thus he wrote reluctantly to 
the Corinthians, in self-vindication against his calumniators, in the year 57, before his longest and 
hardest trial in the prisons of Caesarea and Rome, and at least seven years before his martyrdom. 
He was "pressed on every side, yet not straitened; perplexed, yet not in despair; pursued, yet not 
forsaken; smitten down, yet not destroyed." {408} His whole public career was a continuous 
warfare. He represents the church militant, or "marching and conquering Christianity." He was 
"unus versus mundum," in a far higher sense than this has been said of Athanasius the Great when 
confronted with the Arian heresy and the imperial heathenism of Julian the Apostate. 
 
Yet he was never unhappy, but full of joy and peace. He exhorted the Philippians from his prison 
in Rome: "Rejoice in the Lord alway; again I will say, Rejoice." In all his conflicts with foes from 
without and foes from within Paul was "more than conqueror" through the grace of God which 
was sufficient for him. "For I am persuaded," he writes to the Romans in the strain of a sublime 
ode of triumph, "that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor things present, nor 
things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature shall be able to separate 
us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." {409} And his dying word is an 
assurance of victory: "I have fought the good fight, I have finished the course, I have kept the 
faith: henceforth there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous 
judge, shall give me at that day: and not only to me, but also to all them that have loved his 
appearing." {410} 
 
{400} The eujqew of Acts 9:20 compels us to put this short testimony during the few days 
(hmerav tinav) which he spent with the disciples at Damascus, before his departure to Arabia. 
About three years afterwards (or after "many days," hmerai ikanai, were fulfilled, Acts 9:23), he 
returned to Damascus to renew his testimony. {Galatians 1:17} 
 
{401} Galatians 1:17, 18. In the Acts 9:23 this journey is ignored because it belonged not to the 
public, but private and inner life of Paul. 
 
{402} Comp. Galatians 4:25, where "Arabia" means the Sinaitic Peninsula. 
 
{403} 2 Corinthians 3:6-9. 



 
{404} Thus Godet sums up his life (Romans, Introd. I. 59). He thinks that Paul was neither the 
substitute of Judas, nor of James the son of Zebedee, but a substitute for a converted Israel, the 
man who had, single-handed, to execute the task which properly fell to his whole nation; and 
hence the hour of his call was precisely that when the blood of the two martyrs, Stephen and 
James, sealed the hardening of Israel and decided its rejection. 
 
{405} "Westward the course of empire takes its way." This famous line of Bishop Berkeley, the 
philosopher, express a general law of history both civil and religious. Clement of Rome says that 
Paul came on his missionary tour "to the extreme west" (epi to terma thv dusewv), which 
means either Rome or Spain, whither the apostle intended to go. {Romans 15:24,28} Some 
English historians (Ussher, Stillingfleet, etc.) would extend Paul’s travels to Gaul and Britain, but 
of this there is no trace either in the New Test., or in the early tradition. See below. 
 
{406} Romans 1:16, "to the Jews first," not on the ground of a superior merit (the Jews, as a 
people, were most unworthy and ungrateful), but on the ground of God’s promise and the 
historical order. {Romans 15:8} 
 
{407} 2 Corinthians 11:24-29. 
 
{408} 2 Corinthians 4:8, 9. 
 
{409} Romans 8:31-39. 
 
{410} 2 Timothy 4:6-8. We may add here the somewhat panegyric passage of Clement of Rome, 
who apparently exalts Paul above Peter, Ep. ad 100. 5: "Let as set before our eyes the good 
Apostles. Peter, who on account of unrighteous jealousy endured not one or two, but many toils, 
and thus having borne his testimony (martuhsa, or, suffered martyrdom), went to his appointed 
place of glory. By reason of jealousy and strife Paul by his example pointed out the price of 
patient endurance. After having been seven times in bonds, driven into exile, stoned, and after 
having preached in the East and in the West, he won the noble reward of his faith, having taught 
righteousness unto the whole world and having reached the boundary of the West; and when he 
had borne his testimony before the magistrates, he departed from the world and went unto the 
holy place, having become the greatest example of patient endurance."  

 



33. Paul’s Missionary Labors. 
 
The public life of Paul, from the third year after his conversion to his martyrdom, A. D. 40-64, 
embraces a quarter of a century, three great missionary campaigns with minor expeditions, five 
visits to Jerusalem, and at least four years of captivity in Caesarea and Rome. Some extend it to 
A. D. 67 or 68. It may be divided into five or six periods, as follows: 
 
1. A. D. 40-44. The period of preparatory labors in Syria and his native Cilicia, partly alone, 
partly in connection with Barnabas, his senior fellow-apostle among the Gentiles. 
 
On his return from the Arabian retreat Paul began his public ministry in earnest at Damascus, 
preaching Christ on the very spot where he had been converted and called. His testimony enraged 
the Jews, who stirred up the deputy of the king of Arabia against him, but he was saved for future 
usefulness and let down by the brethren in a basket through a window in the wall of the city. 
{411} Three years after his conversion he went up to Jerusalem to make the acquaintance of Peter 
and spent a fortnight with him. Besides him he saw James the brother of the Lord. Barnabas 
introduced him to the disciples, who at first were afraid of him, but when they heard of his 
marvellous conversion they "glorified God" that their persecutor was now preaching the faith he 
had once been laboring to destroy. {412} He did not come to learn the gospel, having received it 
already by revelation, nor to be confirmed or ordained, having been called "not from men, or 
through man, but through Jesus Christ." Yet his interview with Peter and James, though barely 
mentioned, must have been fraught with the deepest interest. Peter, kind-hearted and generous as 
he was, would naturally receive him with joy and thanksgiving. He had himself once denied the 
Lord—not malignantly but from weakness—as Paul had persecuted the disciples—ignorantly in 
unbelief. Both had been mercifully pardoned, both had seen the Lord, both were called to the 
highest dignity, both could say from the bottom of the heart: "Lord thou knowest all things; thou 
knowest that I love thee." No doubt they would exchange their experiences and confirm each 
other in their common faith. 
 
It was probably on this visit that Paul received in a vision in the temple the express command of 
the Lord to go quickly unto the Gentiles. {413} Had he stayed longer at the seat of the Sanhedrin, 
he would undoubtedly have met the fate of the martyr Stephen. 
 
He visited Jerusalem a second time during the famine under Claudius, in the year 44, 
accompanied by Barnabas, on a benevolent mission, bearing a collection of the Christians at 
Antioch for the relief of the brethren in Judaea. {414} On that occasion he probably saw none of 
the apostles on account of the persecution in which James was beheaded, and Peter imprisoned. 
 
The greater part of these four years was spent in missionary work at Tarsus and Antioch. 
 
2. A. D. 45-50. First missionary journey. In the year 45 Paul entered upon the first great 
missionary journey, in company with Barnabas and Mark, by the direction of the Holy Spirit 
through the prophets of the congregation at Antioch. He traversed the island of Cyprus and 
several provinces of Asia Minor. The conversion of the Roman proconsul, Sergius Paulus, at 
Paphos; the rebuke and punishment of the Jewish sorcerer, Elymas; the marked success of the 
gospel in Pisidia, and the bitter opposition of the unbelieving Jews; the miraculous healing of a 
cripple at Lystra; the idolatrous worship there offered to Paul and Barnabas by the superstitious 
heathen, and its sudden change into hatred against them as enemies of the gods; the stoning of the 
missionaries, their escape from death, and their successful return to Antioch, are the leading 
incidents of this tour, which is fully described in Acts 13 and 14. 



 
This period closes with the important apostolic conference at Jerusalem, A. D. 50, which will 
require separate consideration in the next section. 
 
3. From A. D. 51-54. Second missionary journey. After the council at Jerusalem and the 
temporary adjustment of the difference between the Jewish and Gentile branches of the church, 
Paul undertook, in the year 51, a second great journey, which decided the Christianization of 
Greece. He took Silas for his companion. Having first visited his old churches, he proceeded, 
with the help of Silas and the young convert, Timothy, to establish new ones through the 
provinces of Phrygia and Galatia, where, notwithstanding his bodily infirmity, he was received 
with open arms like an angel of God. 
 
From Troas, a few miles south of the Homeric Troy and the entrance to the Hellespont, he 
crossed over to Greece in answer to the Macedonian cry: "Come over and help us!" He preached 
the gospel with great success, first in Philippi, where he converted the purple dealer, Lydia, and 
the jailor, and was imprisoned with Silas, but miraculously delivered and honorably released; 
then in Thessalonica, where he was persecuted by the Jews, but left a flourishing church; in 
Beraea, where the converts showed exemplary zeal in searching the Scriptures. In Athens, the 
metropolis of classical literature, he reasoned with Stoic and Epicurean philosophers, and 
unveiled to them on Mars’ Hill (Areopagus), with consummate tact and wisdom, though without 
much immediate success, the "unknown God," to whom the Athenians, in their superstitious 
anxiety to do justice to all possible divinities, had unconsciously erected an altar, and Jesus 
Christ, through whom God will judge the world in righteousness. {415} In Corinth, the 
commercial bridge between the East and the West, a flourishing centre of wealth and culture, but 
also a sink of vice and corruption, the apostle spent eighteen months, and under almost 
insurmountable difficulties he built up a church, which exhibited all the virtues and all the faults 
of the Grecian character under the influence of the gospel, and which he honored with two of his 
most important Epistles. {416} 
 
In the spring of 54 he returned by way of Ephesus, Caesarea, and Jerusalem to Antioch. 
 
During this period he composed the two Epistles to the Thessalonians, which are the earliest of 
his literary remains excepting his missionary addresses preserved in the Acts 4. A. D. 54-58. 
Third missionary tour. Towards the close of the year 54 Paul went to Ephesus, and in this 
renowned capital of proconsular Asia and of the worship of Diana, he fixed for three years the 
centre of his missionary work. He then revisited his churches in Macedonia and Achaia, and 
remained three months more in Corinth and the vicinity. 
 
During this period he wrote the great doctrinal Epistles to the Galatians, Corinthians, and 
Romans, which mark the height of his activity and usefulness. 
 
5. A. D. 58-63. The period of his two imprisonments, with the intervening winter voyage from 
Caesarea to Rome. In the spring of 58 he journeyed, for the fifth and last time, to Jerusalem, by 
way of Philippi, Troas, Miletus (where he delivered his affecting valedictory to the Ephesian 
presbyter-bishops), Tyre, and Caesarea, to carry again to the poor brethren in Judaea a 
contribution from the Christians of Greece, and by this token of gratitude and love to cement the 
two branches of the apostolic church more firmly together. 
 
But some fanatical Jews, who bitterly bated him as an apostate and a seducer of the people, raised 
an uproar against him at Pentecost; charged him with profaning the temple, because he had taken 
into it an uncircumcised Greek, Trophimus; dragged him out of the sanctuary, lest they should 



defile it with blood, and would undoubtedly have killed him had not Claudius Lysias, the Roman 
tribune, who lived near by, come promptly with his soldiers to the spot. This officer rescued Paul, 
out of respect for his Roman citizenship, from the fury of the mob, set him the next day before the 
Sanhedrin, and after a tumultuous and fruitless session of the council, and the discovery of a plot 
against his life, sent him, with a strong military guard and a certificate of innocence, to the 
procurator Felix in Caesarea. 
 
Here the apostle was confined two whole years (58-60), awaiting his trial before the Sanhedrin, 
uncondemned, occasionally speaking before Felix, apparently treated with comparative mildness, 
visited by the Christians, and in some way not known to us promoting the kingdom of God. {417} 
 
After the accession of the new and better procurator, Festus, who is known to have succeeded 
Felix in the year 60, Paul, as a Roman citizen, appealed to the tribunal of Caesar and thus opened 
the way to the fulfilment of his long-cherished desire to preach the Saviour of the world in the 
metropolis of the world. Having once more testified his innocence, and spoken for Christ in a 
masterly defence before Festus, King Herod Agrippa II. (the last of the Herods), his sister 
Bernice, and the most distinguished men of Caesarea, he was sent in the autumn of the year 60 to 
the emperor. He had a stormy voyage and suffered shipwreck, which detained him over winter at 
Malta. The voyage is described with singular minuteness and nautical accuracy by Luke as an 
eye-witness. In the month of March of the year 61, the apostle, with a few faithful companions, 
reached Rome, a prisoner of Christ, and yet freer and mightier than the emperor on the throne. It 
was the seventh year of Nero’s reign, when he had already shown his infamous character by the 
murder of Agrippina, his mother, in the previous year, and other acts of cruelty. 
 
In Rome Paul spent at least two years till the spring of 63, in easy confinement, awaiting the 
decision of his case, and surrounded by friends and fellow-laborers "in his own hired dwelling." 
He preached the gospel to the soldiers of the imperial body-guard, who attended him; sent letters 
and messages to his distant churches in Asia Minor and Greece; watched over all their spiritual 
affairs, and completed in bonds his apostolic fidelity to the Lord and his church. {418} 
 
In the Roman prison he wrote the Epistles to the Colossians, Ephesians, Philippians, and 
Philemon 6. A. D. 63 and 64. With the second year of Paul’s imprisonment in Rome the account 
of Luke breaks off, rather abruptly, yet appropriately and grandly. Paul’s arrival in Rome secured 
the triumph of Christianity. In this sense it was true, "Roma locuta est, causa finita est." And he 
who spoke at Rome is not dead; he is still "preaching (everywhere) the kingdom of God and 
teaching the things concerning the Lord Jesus Christ, with all boldness, none forbidding him." 
{419} 
 
But what became of him after the termination of those two years in the spring of 63? What was 
the result of the trial so long delayed? Was he condemned to death? or was he released by Nero’s 
tribunal, and thus permitted to labor for another season? This question is still unsettled among 
scholars. A vague tradition says that Paul was acquitted of the charge of the Sanhedrin, and after 
travelling again in the East, perhaps also into Spain, was a second time imprisoned in Rome and 
condemned to death. The assumption of a second Roman captivity relieves certain difficulties in 
the Pastoral Epistles; for they seem to require a short period of freedom between the first and a 
second Roman captivity, and a visit to the East, {420} which is not recorded in the Acts, but 
which the apostle contemplated in case of his release. {421} A visit to Spain, which he intended, 
is possible, though less probable. {422} If he was set at liberty, it must have been before the 
terrible persecution in July, 64, which would not have spared the great leader of the Christian 
sect. It is a remarkable coincidence that just about the close of the second year of Paul’s 
confinement, the celebrated Jewish historian, Josephus, then in his 27th year, came to Rome (after 



a tempestuous voyage and shipwreck), and effected through the influence of Poppaea (the wife of 
Nero and a half proselyte of Judaism) the release of certain Jewish priests who had been sent to 
Rome by Felix as prisoners. {423} It is not impossible that Paul may have reaped the benefit of a 
general release of Jewish prisoners. 
 
The martyrdom of Paul under Nero is established by the unanimous testimony of antiquity. As a 
Roman citizen, he was not crucified, like Peter, but put to death by the sword. {424} The scene of 
his martyrdom is laid by tradition about three miles from Rome, near the Ostian way, on a green 
spot, formerly called Aquae Salviae, afterwards Tre Fontane, from the three fountains which are 
said to have miraculously gushed forth from the blood of the apostolic martyr. His relics were 
ultimately removed to the basilica of San Paolo-fuori-le-Mura, built by Theodosius and 
Valentinian in 388, and recently reconstructed. He lies outside of Rome, Peter inside. His 
memory is celebrated, together with that of Peter, on the 29th and 30th of June. {425} As to the 
year of his death, the views vary from A. D. 64 to 69. The difference of the place and manner of 
his martyrdom suggests that he was condemned by a regular judicial trial, either shortly before, or 
more probably a year or two after the horrible wholesale massacre of Christians on the Vatican 
hill, in which his Roman citizenship would not have been regarded. If he was released in the 
spring of 63, he had a year and a half for another visit to the East and to Spain before the outbreak 
of the Neronian persecution (after July, 64); but tradition favors a later date. Prudentius separates 
the martyrdom of Peter from that of Paul by one year. After that persecution the Christians were 
everywhere exposed to danger. {426} 
 
Assuming the release of Paul and another visit to the East, we must locate the First Epistle to 
Timothy and the Epistle to Titus between the first and second Roman captivity, and the Second 
Epistle to Timothy in the second captivity. The last was evidently written in the certain view of 
approaching martyrdom; it is the affectionate farewell of the aged apostle to his beloved Timothy, 
and his last will and testament to the militant church below in the bright prospect of the unfading 
crown in the church triumphant above. {427} 
 
Thus ended the earthly course of this great teacher of nations, this apostle of victorious faith, of 
evangelical freedom, of Christian progress. It was the heroic career of a spiritual conqueror of 
immortal souls for Christ, converting them from the service of sin and Satan to the service of the 
living God, from the bondage of the law to the freedom of the gospel, and leading them to the 
fountain of life eternal. He labored more abundantly than all the other apostles; and yet, in sincere 
humility, he considered himself "the least of the apostles," and "not meet to be called an apostle," 
because he persecuted the church of God; a few years later he confessed: "I am less than the least 
of all saints," and shortly before his death: "I am the chief of sinners." {428} His humility grew as 
he experienced God’s mercy and ripened for heaven. Paul passed a stranger and pilgrim through 
this world, hardly observed by the mighty and the wise of his age. And yet how infinitely more 
noble, beneficial, and enduring was his life and work than the dazzling march of military 
conquerors, who, prompted by ambitions absorbed millions of treasure and myriads of lives, only 
to die at last in a drunken fit at Babylon, or of a broken heart on the rocks of St. Helena! Their 
empires have long since crumbled into dust, but St. Paul still remains one of the foremost 
benefactors of the human race, and the pulses of his mighty heart are beating with stronger force 
than ever throughout the Christian world. 
 
Note on the Second Roman Captivity of Paul. 
 
The question of a second Roman captivity of Paul is a purely historical and critical problem, and 
has no doctrinal or ethical bearing, except that it facilitates the defence of the genuineness of the 
Pastoral Epistles. The best scholars are still divided on the subject. Neander, Gieseler, Bleek, 



Ewald, Lange, Sabatier, Godet, also Renan (Saint Paul, p. 560, and L’Antechrist, p. 106), and 
nearly all English biographers and commentators, as Alford, Wordsworth, Howson, Lewin, 
Farrar, Plumptre, Ellicott, Lightfoot, defend the second captivity, and thus prolong the labors of 
Paul for a few years. On the other hand not only radical and skeptical critics, as Baur, Zeller, 
Schenkel, Reuss, Holtzmann, and all who reject the Pastoral Epistles (except Renan), but also 
conservative exegetes and historians, as Niedner, Thiersch, Meyer, Wieseler, Ebrard, Otto, Beck, 
Pressense, deny the second captivity. I have discussed the problem at length in my Hist. of the 
Apost. Church, 87, pp. 328-347, and spin in my annotations to Lange on Romans, pp. 10-12. I 
will restate the chief arguments in favor of a second captivity, partly in rectification of my former 
opinion. 
 
1. The main argument are the Pastoral Epistles, if genuine, as I hold them to be, notwithstanding 
all the objections of the opponents from Deuteronomy Wette (1826) and Baur (1835) to Renan 
(1873) and Holtzmann (1880). It is, indeed, not impossible to assign them to any known period in 
Paul’s life before his captivity, as during his three years’ sojourn in Ephesus (54-57), or his 
eighteen months’ sojourn in Corinth (52-53), but it is very difficult to do so. The Epistles 
presuppose journeys of the apostle not mentioned in Acts, and belong apparently to an advanced 
period in his life, as well as in the history of truth and error in the apostolic church. 
 
2. The release of Timothy from a captivity in Italy, probably in Rome, to which the author of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews 13:23 alludes, may have some connection with the release of Paul, who 
had probably a share in the inspiration, if not in the composition, of that remarkable production. 
 
3. The oldest post-apostolic witness is Clement of Rome, who wrote about 95:, Paul... having 
come to the limit of the West (epi to terma thv dusewv elywn) and borne witness before the 
magistrates (marturhsav epi twn hgoumenwn, which others translate, "having suffered 
martyrdom under the rulers"), departed from the world and went to the holy place, having 
furnished the sublimest model of endurance. Ad. Corinth.c.5. Considering that Clement wrote in 
Rome, the most natural interpretation of terma thv dusewv, "the extreme west," is Spain or 
Britain; and as Paul intended to carry the gospel to Spain, one would first think of that country, 
which was in constant commercial intercourse with Rome, and had produced distinguished 
statesmen and writers like Seneca and Lucan. Strabo (II. 1) calls the pillars of Hercules perata 
thv oikoumenhv; and Velleius Paterc. calls Spain "extremus nostri orbis terminus." See 
Lightfoot, St. Clement, p. 50. But the inference is weakened by the absence of any trace or 
tradition of Paul’s visit to Spain. {429} Still less can he have suffered martyrdom there, as the 
logical order of the words would imply. And as Clement wrote to the Corinthians, he may, from 
their geographical standpoint, have called the Roman capital the end of the West. At all events 
the passage is rhetorical (it speaks of seven imprisonments, eptakiv desma foresav), and 
proves nothing for further labors in the East. {430} 
 
4. An incomplete passage in the fragmentary Muratorian canon (about A. D. 170): "Sed 
profectionem Pauli ab urbe ad Spaniam proficiscentis..." seems to imply a journey of Paul to 
Spain, which Luke has omitted; but this is merely a conjecture, as the verb has to be supplied. 
Comp., however, Westcott, The Canon of the N. Test., p. 189, and Append. C., p. 467, and Renan, 
L’Antechrist, p. 106 sq. 
 
5. Eusebius (d. 310) first clearly asserts that "there is a tradition (logov ecei) that the apostle, 
after his defence, again set forth to the ministry of his preaching and having entered a second time 
the same city [Rome], was perfected by his martyrdom before him [Nero]." Hist. Ecll., 2. 22 
(comp. ch. 25). But the force of this testimony is weakened first by its late date; secondly, by the 
vague expression logov ecei, "it is said," and the absence of any reference to older authorities 



(usually quoted by Eusebius); thirdly, by his misunderstanding of 2 Timothy  4:16,17, which he 
explains in the same connection of a deliverance from the first imprisonment (as if apologia 
were identical with aicmalwsia); and lastly by his chronological mistake as to the time of the 
first imprisonment which, in his "Chronicle," he misdates A. D. 58, that is, three years before the 
actual arrival of Paul in Rome. On the other hand he puts the conflagration of Rome two years too 
late, A. D. 66, instead of 64, and the Neronian persecution, and the martyrdom of Paul and Peter, 
in the year 70. 
 
6. Jerome (d. 419): "Paul was dismissed by Nero that he might preach Christ’s gospel also in the 
regions of the West" (in Occidentis quoque partibus). Deuteronomy Vir. ill. sub Paulus. This 
echoes the terma thv dusewv of Clement. Chrysostom (d. 407), Theodoret, and other fathers 
assert that Paul went to Spain, {Romans 15:28} but without adducing any proof. 
 
These post-apostolic testimonies, taken together, make it very probable, but not historically 
certain, that Paul was released after the spring of 63, and enjoyed an Indian summer of missionary 
work before his Martyrdom. The only remaining monuments, as well as the best proof, of this 
concluding work are the Pastoral Epistles, if we admit them to be genuine. To my mind the 
historical difficulties of the Pastoral Epistles are an argument for rather than against their Pauline 
origin. For why should a forger invent difficulties when he might so easily have fitted his fictions 
in the frame of the situation known from the Acts and the other Pauline Epistles? The linguistic 
and other objections are by no means insurmountable, and are overborne by the evidence of the 
Pauline spirit which animates these last productions of his pen. 
 
{411} Acts 9:23-25; comp. 2 Corinthians 11:32,33. The window of escape is still shown in 
Damascus, as is also the street called Straight, the house of Judas, and the house of Ananias. But 
these local traditions are uncertain. 
 
{412} Galatians 1:18-24; Comp. Acts 9:26,27. 
 
{413} Acts 22:17-21. It is remarkable that in his prayer he confessed his sin against "Stephen the 
martyr;" thus making public reparation for a public sin in the city where it was committed. 
 
{414} Acts 11:28-30; 12:25. 
 
{415} "Paul left Athens," says Farrar (I. 550 sq.), "a despised and lonely man. And yet his visit 
was not in vain.... He founded no church at Athens, but there-it may be under the fostering charge 
of the converted Areopagite-a church grew up. In the next century it furnished to the cause of 
Christianity its martyr bishops and its eloquent apologists (Publius, Quadratus, Aristides, 
Athenagoras). In the third century it flourished in peace and purity. In the fourth century it was 
represented at Nicaea, and the noble rhetoric of the two great Christian friends, St. Basil and St. 
Gregory of Nazianzus, was trained in its Christian schools. Nor were many centuries to elapse 
ere, unable to confront the pierced hands which held a wooden cross, its myriads of deities had 
fled into the dimness of outworn creeds, and its tutelary goddess, in spite of the flashing eyes 
which Homer had commemorated, and the mighty spear which had been moulded out of the 
trophies of Marathon, resigned her maiden chamber to the honour of that meek Galilaean maiden 
who had lived under the roof of the carpenter at Nazareth-the virgin mother of the Lord." Yet 
Athens was one of the last cities in the Roman empire which abandoned idolatry, and it never 
took a prominent position in church history. Its religion was the worship of ancient Greek genius 
rather than that of Christ. "Il est been moins disciple de Jesus et de saint Paul que de Plutarque et 
de Julien," says Renan, St. Paul, p. 208. His chapter on Paul in Athens is very interesting. 
 



{416} In Corinth Paul wrote that fearful, yet truthful description of pagan depravity in Romans 
1:18 sqq. The city was proverbially corrupt, so that korinyiazomai means to practise whoredom, 
and korinyiasthv, a whoremonger. The great temple of Venus on the acropolis had more than a 
thousand courtezans devoted to the service of lust. With good reason Bengel calls a church of 
God in Corinth a laetum et ingens paradoxon. {in 1 Corinthians 1:2} See the lively description of 
Renan, St. Paul, ch. VIII. pp. 211 sqq 
 
{417} Weiss (Bibl. Theol. des N. T., 3d ed. p. 202) is inclined to assign the composition of the 
Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians to the period of the imprisonment at Caesarea. So also 
Thiersch, Reuss, Schenkel, Meyer, Zockler, Hausrath. See Meyer Com. on Eph. (5th ed. by 
Woldemar Schmidt, 1878, p. 18), and on the other side, Neander, Wieseler, and Lightfoot 
(Philippians, 3d ed. 1873, p. 29), who date all the Epistles of the captivity from Rome. 
 
{418} Acts 28:30, 31. Comp. the Epistles of the captivity. 
 
{419} Bengel remarks on Acts 28:31 "Paulus Romae, apex evangelii, Actorum finis: quae Lucas 
alioqui facile {2 Timothy  4:11} potuisset ad exitum Pauli perducere. Hierosolymis c pit: Romae 
desinit." The abruptness of the close seems not to be accidental, for, as Lightfoot remarks (Com. 
on Philippians, p. 3, note), there is a striking parallelism between the Acts and the Gospel of 
Luke in their beginning and ending, and there could be no fitter termination of the narrative, since 
it is the realization of that promise of the universal spread of the gospel which is the starting-point 
of the Acts. 
 
{420} Namely, to Ephesus 1 Timothy 1:3 2 Timothy 4:13,20; to Crete, Titus 1:5 and to Nicopolis, 
Titus 3:12. 
 
{421} Philippians 1:25 2:24 Philemon 22. These passages, however, are not conclusive, for the 
Apostle claims no infallibility in personal matters and plans; he was wavering between the 
expectation and desire of speedy martyrdom and further labors for the brethren, Philippians 1:20-
23 2:17. He may have been foiled in his contemplated visit to Philippi and Colosse. 
 
{422} Romans 15:24, 28. Renan denies a visit to the Orient, but thinks that the last labors of Paul 
were spent in Spain or Gaul, and that he died in Rome by the sword, A. D. 64 or later 
(L’Antechrist, 106, 190). Dr. Plumptre (in the Introduction to his Com. on Luke, and in an 
Appendix to his Com. on Acts) ingeniously conjectures some connection between Luke, Paul’s 
companion, and the famous poet, M. Annaeus Lucanus (the author of the Pharsalia, and a 
nephew of Seneca), who was a native of Corduba (Cordova) in Spain, and on this basis he 
accounts for the favorable conduct of J. Annaeus Gallic (Seneca’s brother) toward Paul at 
Corinth, the early tradition of a friendship between Paul and Seneca, and Paul’s journey to Spain. 
Rather fanciful. 
 
{423} Jos. Vita, c. 3. Comp. Plumptre, l. c. 
 
{424} Tertullian (De praescr. haeret. c. 36): "Romae Petrus passioni Dominica adaequatur, 
Paulus Joannis [Baptistae] exitu coronatur." 
 
{425} Comp. 26, pp. 250, 257-259. 
 
{426} Ewald (VI. 631) conjectures that Paul, on hearing of the Neronian persecution, hastened 
back to Rome of his own accord, to bear testimony to Christ, and being seized there, was again 



brought to trial and condemned to death, A. D. 65. Ewald assumes an intervening visit to Spain, 
but not to the East. 
 
{427} 2 Timothy 4:6-8. Bengel calls this Epistle testamentum Pauli et cycnes cantio. 
 
{428} 1 Corinthians 15:9 (A. D. 57); Ephesians 3:8 (A. D. 62); 1 Timothy 3:15 (A. D. 63 or 64?) 
 
{429} A Latin inscription in Spain, which records the success of Nero in extirpating the new 
superstition, Gruter, Inscript., p. 238, is now commonly abandoned as spurious. 
 
{430} I must here correct an error into which I have fallen with Dr. Wieseler, in my Hist. of the 
Ap. Ch., p. 342, by reading upo to terma and interpreting it "before the highest tribunal of the 
West". epi is the reading of the Cod. Alex. (though defectively written), as I have convinced 
myself by an inspection of the Codex in the British Museum in 1869, in the presence of Mr. 
Holmes and the late Dr. Tregelles. The preposition stands at the end of line 17, fol. 159, b second 
col., in the IVth vol. of the Codex, and is written in smaller letters from want of space, but by the 
original hand. The same reading is confirmed by the newly discovered MS. of Bryennios.  

 



34. The Synod of Jerusalem, and the Compromise between Jewish and 
Gentile Christianity. 
 
Literature. 
 

I. Acts 15, and Galatians 2, and the Commentaries thereon. 
 

II. Besides the general literature already noticed (in 20 and 29), compare the following special 
discussions on the Conference of the Apostles, which tend to rectify the extreme view of Baur 
(Paulus, ch. V.) and Overbeck (in the fourth edition of Deuteronomy Wette’s Com. on Acts) on 
the conflict between Acts 15 and Galatians 2, or between Petrinism and Paulinism, and to 
establish the true historic view of their essential unity in diversity. 
 
Bishop Lightfoot: St. Paul and the Three, in Com. on Galat., London, 1866 (second ed.), pp. 283-
355. The ablest critical discussion of the problem in the English language. 
 
R. A. Lipsius: Apostelconvent, in Schenkel’s Bibel-Lexikon, I. (1869), pp. 194-207. A clear and 
sharp statement of eight apparent contradictions between Acts 15 and Galatians 2. He admits, 
however, some elements of truth in the account of Acts, which he uses to supplement the account 
of Paul. Schenkel, in his Christusbild der Apostel, 1879, p. 38, goes further, and says, in 
opposition to Overbeck, who regards the account of Acts as a Tendenz- Roman, or partisan 
fiction: "The narrative of Paul is certainly trustworthy, but one-sided, which was unavoidable, 
considering his personal apologetic aim, and passes by in silence what is foreign to that aim. The 
narrative of Acts follows oral and written traditions which were already influenced by later views 
and prejudices, and it is for this reason unreliable in part, yet by no means a conscious fiction." 
 
OttoPfleiderer: Der Paulinismus. Leipzig, 1873, pp. 278 sqq. and 500 sqq. He tones down the 
differences to innocent inaccuracies of the Acts, and rejects the idea of "intentional invention." 
 
C. Weizsacker (successor of Dr. Baur in Tubingen, but partly dissenting from him): Das 
Apostelconcil in the "Jahrbucher fur deutsche Theologie" for 1873, pp. 191-246. And his essay on 
Paulus und die Gemeinde in Korinth, ibid., 1876, pp. 603-653. In the last article he concludes (p. 
652) that the real opponents of Paul, in Corinth as well as in Galatia, were not the primitive 
apostles (as asserted by Baur, Schwegler, etc.), but a set of fanatics who abused the authority of 
Peter and the name of Christ, and imitated the agitation of Jewish proselytizers, as described by 
Roman writers. 
 
K. Schmidt: Der Apostel-Konvent, in Herzog and Plitt, R. E. I. (1877), 575-584. Conservative. 
 
Theod. Keim: Aus dem Urchristenthum. Zurich, 1879, Der Apostelkonvent, pp. 64-89. (Comp. 
Hilgenfeld’s review in the "Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftl. Theologie," 1879, pp. 100f sqq.) One of 
the last efforts of the author of the Leben Jesu von Nazara. Keim goes a step further than 
Weizsacker, strongly maintains the public as well as the private character of the apostolic 
agreement, and admits the circumcision of Timothy as a fact. He also entirely rejects the view of 
Baur, Weizsacker, and Overbeck that the author of Acts derived his information from the Ep. to 
the Galatians, and perverted it for his irenic purpose. 
 



F. W. Farrar: The Life and Work of Paul (Lond., 1879), chs. XXII.-XXIII. (I. 398-454). 
 
WilibaldGrimm: Der Apostelconvent, in the "Theol. Studien und Kritiken" (Gotha), for 1880, pp. 
405-432. A critical discussion in the right direction. The exegetical essay of Wetzel on Galatians 
2:14,21, in the same periodical, pp. 433 sqq., bears in part on the same subject. 
 
F. Godet: Com. on the Ep. to the Romans, vol. I. (1879), pp. 3742, English translation. Able and 
sound. 
 
KarlWieseler: Zur Gesch. der N. T. lichen Schrift und des Urchristenthums. Leipzig, 1880, pp. 1-
53, on the Corinthian parties and their relation to the errorists in the Galatians and the Nicolaitans 
in the Apocalypse. Learned, acute, and conservative. 
 
Comp. above 22, pp. 213 sqq.; my Hist. of the Apost. Church, 67-70, pp. 245-260; and Excursus 
on the Controversy between Peter and Paul, in my Com. on the Galat. 2:11-14. 
 
The question of circumcision, or of the terms of admission of the Gentiles to the Christian church, 
was a burning question of the apostolic age. It involved the wider question of the binding 
authority of the Mosaic law, yea, the whole relation of Christianity to Judaism. For circumcision 
was in the synagogue what baptism is in the church, a divinely appointed sign and seal of the 
covenant of man with God, with all its privileges and responsibilities, and bound the circumcised 
person to obey the whole law on pain of forfeiting the blessing promised. Upon the decision of 
this question depended the peace of the church within, and the success of the gospel without. 
With circumcision, as a necessary condition of church membership, Christianity would forever 
have been confined to the Jewish race with a small minority of proselytes of the gate, or half-
Christians while the abrogation of circumcision and the declaration of the supremacy and 
sufficiency of faith in Christ ensured the conversion of the heathen and the catholicity of 
Christianity. The progress of Paul’s mission among the Gentiles forced the question to a solution 
and resulted in a grand act of emancipation, yet not without great struggle and temporary 
reactions. 
 
All the Christians of the first generation were converts from Judaism or heathenism. It could not 
be expected that they should suddenly lose the influence of opposite kinds of religious training 
and blend at once in unity. Hence the difference between Jewish and Gentile Christianity 
throughout the apostolic age, more or less visible in all departments of ecclesiastical life, in 
missions, doctrine, worship, and government. At the head of the one division stood Peter, the 
apostle of the circumcision; at the head of the other, Paul, to whom was intrusted the apostleship 
of the uncircumcision. In another form the same difference even yet appears between the different 
branches of Christendom. The Catholic church is Jewish-Christian or Petrine in its character; the 
Evangelical church is Gentile or Pauline. And the individual members of these bodies lean to one 
or the other of these leading types. Where-ever there is life and motion in a denomination or sect, 
there will be at least two tendencies of thought and action—whether they be called old and new 
school, or high church and low church, or by any other party name. In like manner there is no free 
government without parties. It is only stagnant waters that never run and overflow, and corpses 
that never move. 
 
The relation between these two fundamental forms of apostolic Christianity is in general that of 
authority and freedom, law and gospel, the conservative and the progressive, the objective and the 
subjective. These antithetic elements are not of necessity mutually exclusive. They are mutually 
complemental, and for perfect life they must co-exist and co-operate. But in reality they often run 
to extremes, and then of course fall into irreconcilable contradiction. Exclusive Jewish 



Christianity sinks into Ebionism; exclusive Gentile Christianity into Gnosticism. And these 
heresies were by no means confined to the apostolic and post-apostolic ages; pseudo-Petrine and 
pseudo-Pauline errors, in ever-varying phases, run more or less throughout the whole history of 
the church. 
 
The Jewish converts at first very naturally adhered as closely as possible to the sacred traditions 
of their fathers. They could not believe that the religion of the Old Testament, revealed by God 
himself, should pass away. They indeed regarded Jesus as the Saviour of Gentiles as well as Jews; 
but they thought Judaism the necessary introduction to Christianity, circumcision and the 
observance of the whole Mosaic law the sole condition of an interest in the Messianic salvation. 
And, offensive as Judaism was, rather than attractive, to the heathen, this principle would have 
utterly precluded the conversion of the mass of the Gentile world. {431} The apostles themselves 
were at first trammelled by this Judaistic prejudice, till taught better by the special revelation to 
Peter before the conversion of Cornelius. {432} 
 
But even after the baptism of the uncircumcised centurion, and Peter’s defence of it before the 
church of Jerusalem, the old leaven still wrought in some Jewish Christians who had formerly 
belonged to the rigid and exclusive sect of the Pharisees. {433} They came from Judaea to 
Antioch, and taught the converts of Paul and Barnabas: "Except ye be circumcised after the 
manner of Moses, ye cannot be saved." They no doubt appealed to the Pentateuch, the universal 
Jewish tradition, the circumcision of Christ, and the practice of the Jewish apostles, and created a 
serious disturbance. These ex-Pharisees were the same whom Paul, in the heat of controversy, 
more severely calls "false brethren insidiously or stealthily foisted in," who intruded themselves 
into the Christian brotherhood as spies and enemies of Christian liberty. {434} He clearly 
distinguishes them not only from the apostles, but also from the great majority of the brethren in 
Judaea who sincerely rejoiced in his conversion and glorified God for it. {435} They were a 
small, but very active and zealous minority, and full of intrigue. They compassed sea and land to 
make one proselyte. They were baptized with water, but not with the Holy Spirit. They were 
Christians in name, but narrow-minded and narrow-hearted Jews in fact. They were scrupulous, 
pedantic, slavish formalists, ritualists, and traditionalists of the malignant type. Circumcision of 
the flesh was to them of more importance than circumcision of the heart, or at all events an 
indispensable condition of salvation. {436} Such men could, of course, not understand and 
appreciate Paul, but hated and feared him as a dangerous radical and rebel. Envy and jealousy 
mixed with their religious prejudice. They got alarmed at the rapid progress of the gospel among 
the unclean Gentiles who threatened to soil the purity of the church. They could not close their 
eyes to the fact that the power was fast passing from Jerusalem to Antioch, and from the Jews to 
the Gentiles, but instead of yielding to the course of Providence, they determined to resist it in the 
name of order and orthodoxy, and to keep the regulation of missionary operations and the 
settlement of the terms of church membership in their own hands at Jerusalem, the holy centre of 
Christendom and the expected residence of the Messiah on his return. 
 
Whoever has studied the twenty-third chapter of Matthew and the pages of church history, and 
knows human nature, will understand perfectly this class of extra-pious and extra-orthodox 
fanatics, whose race is not dead yet and not likely to die out. They serve, however, the good 
purpose of involuntarily promoting the cause of evangelical liberty. 
 
The agitation of these Judaizing partisans and zealots brought the Christian church, twenty years 
after its founding, to the brink of a split which would have seriously impeded its progress and 
endangered its final success. 
 
The Conferences in Jerusalem. 



 
To avert this calamity and to settle this irrepressible conflict, the churches of Jerusalem and 
Antioch resolved to hold a private and a public conference at Jerusalem. Antioch sent Paul and 
Barnabas as commissioners to represent the Gentile converts. Paul, fully aware of the gravity of 
the crisis, obeyed at the same time an inner and higher impulse. {437} He also took with him 
Titus, a native Greek, as a living specimen of what the Spirit of God could accomplish without 
circumcision. The conference was held A. D. 50 or 51 (fourteen years after Paul’s conversion). It 
was the first and in some respects the most important council or synod held in the history of 
Christendom, though differing widely from the councils of later times. It is placed in the middle 
of the book of Acts as the connecting link between the two sections of the apostolic church and 
the two epochs of its missionary history. 
 
The object of the Jerusalem consultation was twofold: first, to settle the personal relation between 
the Jewish and Gentile apostles, and to divide their field of labor; secondly, to decide the question 
of circumcision, and to define the relation between the Jewish and Gentile Christians. On the first 
point (as we learn from Paul) it effected a complete and final, on the second point (as we learn 
from Luke) a partial and temporary settlement. In the nature of the case the public conference in 
which the whole church took part, was preceded and accompanied by private consultations of the 
apostles. {438} 
 
1. Apostolic Recognition. The pillars of the Jewish Church, James, Peter, and John {439} —
whatever their views may have been before—were fully convinced by the logic of events in 
which they recognized the hand of Providence that Paul as well as Barnabas by the extraordinary 
success of his labors had proven himself to be divinely called to the apostolate of the Gentiles. 
They took no exception and made no addition to his gospel. On the contrary, when they saw that 
God who gave grace and strength to Peter for the apostleship of the circumcision, gave grace and 
strength to Paul also for the conversion of the uncircumcision, they extended to him and to 
Barnabas the right hand of fellowship, with the understanding that they would divide as far as 
practicable the large field of labor, and that Paul should manifest his brotherly love and cement 
the union by aiding in the support of the poor, often persecuted and famine-stricken brethren of 
Judaea. This service of charity he had cheerfully done before, and as cheerfully and faithfully did 
afterward by raising collections among his Greek congregations and carrying the money in person 
to Jerusalem. {440} Such is the unequivocal testimony of the fraternal understanding among the 
apostles from the mouth of Paul himself. And the letter of the council officially recognizes this by 
mentioning "beloved" Barnabas {441} and Paul, as "men who have hazarded their lives for the 
name of our Lord Jesus Christ." This double testimony of the unity of the apostolic church is 
quite conclusive against the modern invention of an irreconcilable antagonism between Paul and 
Peter. {442} 
 
2. As regards the question of circumcision and the status of the Gentile Christians, there was a 
sharp conflict of opinions in open debate, under the very shadow of the inspired apostles. {443} 
There was strong conviction and feeling on both sides, plausible arguments were urged, charges 
and countercharges made, invidious inferences drawn, fatal consequences threatened. But the 
Holy Spirit was also present, as he is with every meeting of disciples who come together in the 
name of Christ, and overruled the infirmities of human nature which will crop out in every 
ecclesiastical assembly. 
 
The circumcision of Titus, as a test case, was of course strongly demanded by the Pharisaical 
legalists, but as strongly resisted by Paul, and not enforced. {444} To yield here even for a 
moment would have been fatal to the cause of Christian liberty, and would have implied a 
wholesale circumcision of the Gentile converts, which was impossible. 



 
But how could Paul consistently afterwards circumcise Timothy? {445} The answer is that he 
circumcised Timothy as a Jew, not as a Gentile, and that he did it as a voluntary act of 
expediency, for the purpose of making Timothy more useful among the Jews, who had a claim on 
him as the son of a Jewish mother, and would not have allowed him to teach in a synagogue 
without this token of membership; while in the case of Titus, a pure Greek, circumcision was 
demanded as a principle and as a condition of justification and salvation. Paul was inflexible in 
resisting the demands of false brethren, but always willing to accommodate himself to weak 
brethren, and to become as a Jew to the Jews and as a Gentile to the Gentiles in order to save 
them both. {446} In genuine Christian freedom he cared nothing for circumcision or 
uncircumcision as a mere rite or external condition, and as compared with the keeping of the 
commandments of God and the new creature in Christ. {447} 
 
In the debate Peter, of course, as the oecumenical chief of the Jewish apostles, although at that 
time no more a resident of Jerusalem, took a leading part, and made a noble speech which accords 
entirely with his previous experience and practice in the house of Cornelius, and with his 
subsequent endorsement of Paul’s doctrine. {448} He was no logician, no rabbinical scholar, but 
he had admirable good sense and practical tact, and quickly perceived the true line of progress 
and duty. He spoke in a tone of personal and moral authority, but not of official primacy. {449} 
He protested against imposing upon the neck of the Gentile disciples the unbearable yoke of the 
ceremonial law, and laid down, as clearly as Paul, the fundamental principle that "Jews as well as 
Gentiles are saved only by the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ." {450} 
 
After this bold speech, which created a profound silence in the assembly, Barnabas and Paul 
reported, as the best practical argument, the signal miracles which God had wrought among the 
Gentiles through their instrumentality. 
 
The last and weightiest speaker was James, the brother of the Lord, the local head of the Jewish 
Christian church and bishop of Jerusalem, who as such seems to have presided over the council. 
He represented as it were the extreme right wing of the Jewish church bordering close on the 
Judaizing faction. It was through his influence chiefly no doubt that the Pharisees were converted 
who created this disturbance. In a very characteristic speech he endorsed the sentiments of 
Symeon—he preferred to call Peter by his Jewish name—concerning the conversion of the 
Gentiles as being in accordance with ancient prophecy and divine fore-ordination; but he 
proposed a compromise to the effect that while the Gentile disciples should not be troubled with 
circumcision, they should yet be exhorted to abstain from certain practices which were 
particularly offensive to pious Jews, namely, from eating meat offered to idols, from tasting 
blood, or food of strangled animals, and from every form of carnal uncleanness. As to the Jewish 
Christians, they knew their duty from the law, and would be expected to continue in their time-
honored habits. 
 
The address of James differs considerably from that of Peter, and meant restriction as well as 
freedom, but after all it conceded the main point at issue—salvation without circumcision. The 
address entirely accords in spirit and language with his own epistle, which represents the gospel 
as law, though "the perfect law of freedom," with his later conduct toward Paul in advising him to 
assume the vow of the Nazarites and thus to contradict the prejudices of the myriads of converted 
Jews, and with the Jewish Christian tradition which represents him as the model of an ascetic 
saint equally revered by devout Jews and Christians, as the "Rampart of the People" (Obliam), 
and the intercessor of Israel who prayed in the temple without ceasing for its conversion and for 
the aversion of the impending doom. {451} He had more the spirit of an ancient prophet or of 
John the Baptist than the spirit of Jesus (in whom he did not believe till after the resurrection), but 



for this very reason he had most authority over the Jewish Christians, and could reconcile the 
majority of them to the progressive spirit of Paul. 
 
The compromise of James was adopted and embodied in the following brief and fraternal pastoral 
letter to the Gentile churches. It is the oldest literary document of the apostolic age and bears the 
marks of the style of James: {452} 
 
"The apostles and the elder brethren {453} unto the brethren who are of the Gentiles in Antioch, 
Syria, and Cilicia, greeting: Forasmuch as we have heard, that some who went out from us have 
troubled you with words, subverting your souls, to whom we gave no commandment, it seemed 
good unto us, having come to be of one accord, to choose out men and send them unto you with 
our beloved Barnabas and Paul, men that have hazarded their lives for the name of our Lord Jesus 
Christ. We have sent therefore Judas and Silas, who themselves also shall tell you the same things 
by word of mouth. For it seemed good to the Holy Spirit, and to us, to lay upon you no greater 
burden than these necessary things: that ye abstain from meats sacrificed to idols, and from blood, 
and from things strangled, and from fornication; from which if ye keep yourselves, it shall be well 
with you. Farewell." {454} 
 
The decree was delivered by four special messengers, two representing the church at Antioch, 
Barnabas and Paul, and two from Jerusalem, Judas Barsabbas and Silas (or Silvanus), and read to 
the Syrian and Cilician churches which were agitated by the controversy. {455} The restrictions 
remained in full force at least eight years, since James reminded Paul of them on his last visit to 
Jerusalem in 58. {456} The Jewish Christians observed them no doubt with few exceptions till the 
downfall of idolatry, {457} and the Oriental church even to this day abstains from blood and 
things strangled; but the Western church never held itself bound to this part of the decree, or soon 
abandoned some of its restrictions. 
 
Thus by moderation and mutual concession in the spirit of peace and brotherly love a burning 
controversy was settled, and a split happily avoided. 
 
Analysis of the Decree. 
 
The decree of the council was a compromise and had two aspects: it was emancipatory, and 
restrictive. 
 
(1.) It was a decree of emancipation of the Gentile disciples from circumcision and the bondage 
of the ceremonial law. This was the chief point in dispute, and so far the decree was liberal and 
progressive. It settled the question of principle once and forever. Paul had triumphed. Hereafter 
the Judaizing doctrine of the necessity of circumcision for salvation was a heresy, a false gospel, 
or a perversion of the true gospel, and is denounced as such by Paul in the Galatians. 
 
(2.) The decree was restrictive and conservative on questions of expediency and comparative 
indifference to the Gentile Christians. Under this aspect it was a wise and necessary measure for 
the apostolic age, especially in the East, where the Jewish element prevailed, but not intended for 
universal and permanent use. In Western churches, as already remarked, it was gradually 
abandoned, as we learn from Augustine. It imposed upon the Gentile Christians abstinence from 
meat offered to idols, from blood, and from things strangled (as fowls and other animals caught in 
snares). The last two points amounted to the same thing. These three restrictions had a good 
foundation in the Jewish abhorrence of idolatry, and every thing connected with it, and in the 
Levitical prohibition. {458} Without them the churches in Judaea would not have agreed to the 
compact. But it was almost impossible to carry them out in mixed or in purely Gentile 



congregations; for it would have compelled the Gentile Christians to give up social intercourse 
with their unconverted kindred and friends, and to keep separate slaughter-houses, like the Jews, 
who from fear of contamination with idolatrous associations never bought meat at the public 
markets. Paul takes a more liberal view of this matter—herein no doubt dissenting somewhat 
from James—namely, that the eating of meat sacrificed to idols was in itself indifferent, in view 
of the vanity of idols; nevertheless he likewise commands the Corinthians to abstain from such 
meat out of regard for tender and weak consciences, and lays down the golden rule: "All things 
are lawful, but all things are not expedient; all things are lawful, but all things edify not. Let no 
man seek his own, but his neighbor’s good." {459} 
 
It seems strange to a modern reader that with these ceremonial prohibitions should be connected 
the strictly moral prohibition of fornication. {460} But it must be remembered that the heathen 
conscience as to sexual intercourse was exceedingly lax, and looked upon it as a matter of 
indifference, like eating and drinking, and as sinful only in case of adultery where the rights of a 
husband are invaded. No heathen moralist, not even Socrates, or Plato, or Cicero, condemned 
fornication absolutely. It was sanctioned by the worship of Aphrodite at Corinth and Paphos, and 
practised to her honor by a host of harlot-priestesses! Idolatry or spiritual whoredom is almost 
inseparable from bodily pollution. In the case of Solomon polytheism and polygamy went hand in 
hand. Hence the author of the Apocalypse also closely connects the eating of meat offered to 
idols with fornication, and denounces them together. {461} Paul had to struggle against this laxity 
in the Corinthian congregation, and condemns all carnal uncleanness as a violation and 
profanation of the temple of God. {462} In this absolute prohibition of sexual impurity we have a 
striking evidence of the regenerating and sanctifying influence of Christianity. Even the ascetic 
excesses of the post-apostolic writers who denounced the second marriage as "decent adultery" 
(euprephv moiceia), and glorified celibacy as a higher and better state than honorable wedlock, 
command our respect, as a wholesome and necessary reaction against the opposite excesses of 
heathen licentiousness. 
 
So far then as the Gentile Christians were concerned the question was settled. 
 
The status of the Jewish Christians was no subject of controversy, and hence the decree is silent 
about them. They were expected to continue in their ancestral traditions and customs as far as 
they were at all consistent with loyalty to Christ. They needed no instruction as to their duty, 
"for," said James, in his address to the Council, "Moses from generations of old has in every city 
those who preach him, being read in the synagogues every Sabbath." {463} And eight years 
afterwards he and his elders intimated to Paul that even he, as a Jew, was expected to observe the 
ceremonial law, and that the exemption was only meant for the Gentiles. {464} 
 
But just here was a point where the decree was deficient. It went far enough for the temporary 
emergency, and as far as the Jewish church was willing to go, but not far enough for the cause of 
Christian union and Christian liberty in its legitimate development. 
 
Notes. 
 
1. The Apostolic Conference at Jerusalem.—This has been one of the chief battle-fields of 
modern historical criticism. The controversy of circumcision has been fought over again in 
German, French, Dutch, and English books and essays, and the result is a clearer insight both into 
the difference and into the harmony of the apostolic church. 
 
We have two accounts of the Conference, one from Paul in the second chapter of the Galatians, 
and one from his faithful companion, Luke, in Acts 15. For it is now almost universally admitted 



that they refer to the same event. They must be combined to make up a full history. The Epistle to 
the Galatians is the true key to the position, the Archimedian pou stw. 
 
The accounts agree as to the contending parties—Jerusalem and Antioch—the leaders on both 
sides, the topic of controversy, the sharp conflict, and the peaceful result. 
 
But in other respects they differ considerably and supplement each other. Paul, in a polemic 
vindication of his independent apostolic authority against his Judaizing antagonists in Galatia, a 
few years after the Council (about 56), dwells chiefly on his personal understanding with the 
other apostles and their recognition of his authority, but he expressly hints also at public 
conferences, which could not be avoided; for it was a controversy between the churches, and an 
agreement concluded by the leading apostles on both sides was of general authority, even if it was 
disregarded by a heretical party. Luke, on the other hand, writing after the lapse of at least 
thirteen years (about 63) a calm and objective history of the primitive church, gives (probably 
from Jerusalem and Antioch documents, but certainly not from Paul’s Epistles) the official action 
of the public assembly, with an abridgment of the preceding debates, without excluding private 
conferences; on the contrary he rather includes them; for he reports in Acts 15:5, that Paul and 
Barnabas "were received by the church and the apostles and elders and declared all things that 
God had done with them," before he gives an account of the public consultation, ver. 6. In all 
assemblies, ecclesiastical and political, the more important business is prepared and matured by 
Committees in private conference for public discussion and action; and there is no reason why the 
council in Jerusalem should have made an exception. The difference of aim then explains, in part 
at least, the omissions and minor variations of the two accounts, which we have endeavored to 
adjust in this section. 
 
The ultra- and pseudo-Pauline hypercriticism of the Tubingen school in several discussions (by 
Baur, Schwegler, Zeller, Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, Holsten, Overbeck, Lipsius, Hausrath, and 
Wittichen) has greatly exaggerated these differences, and used Paul’s terse polemic allusions as a 
lever for the overthrow of the credibility of the Acts. But a more conservative critical reaction has 
recently taken place, partly in the same school (as indicated in the literature above), which tends 
to harmonize the two accounts and to vindicate the essential consensus of Petrinism and 
Paulinism. 
 
2. The Circumcision of Titus.—We hold with most commentators that Titus was not circumcised. 
This is the natural sense of the difficult and much disputed passage, Galatians 2:3-5, no matter 
whether we take de in 2:4 in the explanatory sense (nempe, and that), or in the usual adversative 
sense (autem, sed, but). In the former case the sentence is regular, in the latter it is broken, or 
designedly incomplete, and implies perhaps a slight censure of the other apostles, who may have 
first recommended the circumcision of Titus as a measure of prudence and conciliation out of 
regard to conservative scruples, but desisted from it on the strong remonstrance of Paul. If we 
press the hnagkasyh compelled, in 2:3, such an inference might easily be drawn, but there was 
in Paul’s mind a conflict between the duty of frankness and the duty of courtesy to his older 
colleagues. So Dr. Lightfoot accounts for the broken grammar of the sentence, "which was 
wrecked on the hidden rock of the counsels of the apostles of the circumcision." 
 
Quite another view was taken by Tertullian (Adv. Marc., V. 3), and recently by Renan (ch. III. p. 
89) and Farrar (I. 415), namely, that Titus voluntarily submitted to circumcision for the sake of 
peace, either in spite of the remonstrance of Paul, or rather with his reluctant consent. Paul seems 
to say that Titus was not circumcised, but implies that he was. This view is based on the omission 
of oiv oude in 2:5. The passage then would have to be supplemented in this way: "But not even 
Titus was compelled to be circumcised, but [he submitted to circumcision voluntarily] on account 



of the stealthily introduced false brethren, to whom we yielded by way of submission for an hour 
[i.e., temporarily]." Renan thus explains the meaning: "If Titus was circumcised, it is not because 
he was forced, but on account of the false brethren, to whom we might yield for a moment 
without submitting ourselves in principle." He thinks that prov wran is opposed to the following 
diameinh. In other words, Paul stooped to conquer. He yielded for a moment by a stretch of 
charity or a stroke of policy, in order to save Titus from violence, or to bring his case properly 
before the Council and to achieve a permanent victory of principle. But this view is entirely 
inconsistent not only with the frankness and firmness of Paul on a question of principle, with the 
gravity of the crisis, with the uncompromising tone of the Epistle to the Galatians, but also with 
the addresses of Peter and James, and with the decree of the council. If Titus was really 
circumcised, Paul would have said so, and explained his relation to the fact. Moreover, the 
testimony of Irenaeus and Tertullian against oiv oude must give way to the authority of the best 
uncials (a B A C, etc) and versions in favor of these words. The omission can be better explained 
from carelessness or dogmatic prejudice rather than the insertion. 
 
{431} "Circumcision," says Renan (St. Paul, ch. III p. 67) "was, for adults, a painful ceremony, 
one not without danger, and disagreeable to the last degree. It was one of the reasons which 
prevented the Jews from moving freely about among other people, and set them apart as a caste 
by themselves. At the baths and gymnasiums, those important parts of the ancient cities, 
circumcision exposed the Jew to all sorts of affronts. Every time that the attention of the Greeks 
and Romans was directed to this subject, outbursts of jestings followed. The Jews were very 
sensitive in this regard, and avenged themselves by cruel reprisals. Several of them, in order to 
escape the ridicule, and washing to pass themselves off for Greeks, strove to efface the original 
mark by a surgical operation of which Celsus has preserved us the details. As to the converts who 
accepted this initiation ceremony, they had only one course to pursue, and that was to hide 
themselves in order to escape sarcastic taunts. Never did a man of the world place himself in such 
a position; and this is doubtless the reason why conversions to Judaism were much more 
numerous among women than among men, the former not being put, at the very outset, to a test, 
in every respect repulsive and shocking. We have many examples of Jewesses married to 
heathens, but not a single one of a Jew married to a heathen woman." 
 
{432} Acts 10 and 11. 
 
{433} Acts 15:1, 5: tinev twn apo thv airesewv twn farisaiwn pepisteukotev.. 
 
{434} Galatians 2:4: pareisaktoi (comp. pareisaxousin in 2 Peter 2:1) yeudavdelfoi ointinev 
pareishlqon (who came in sideways, or crept in, sneaked in; comp. Jude 4, pareisedusan 
kataskophsai thn eleuyerian hmwn h ecomen en cristw ihsou, ina hmav 
katadoulwsousin. The emissaries of these Pharisaical Judaizers are ironically called "super-
extra-apostles," uperlian apostoloi, 2 Corinthians 11:5 12:11. For these are not the real 
apostles (as Baur and his followers maintained in flat contradiction to the connection of 2 
Corinthians 10 to 12), but identical with the "false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming 
themselves into apostles of Christ," 2 Corinthians 11:13. Baur’s monstrous misinterpretation has 
been completely refuted by Weizsacker (on Paul and the Congregation of Corinth, l. c. p. 640), 
Keim, Klopper, Wieseler, and Grimm (l. c. 432). Comp. also Godet, l. c. pp. 49 sq. 
 
{435} Galatians 1:22-24. 
 
{436} To what ridiculous extent some Jewish rabbis of the rigid school of Shammai carried the 
overestimate of circumcision, may be seen from the following deliverances quoted by Farrar (I. 
401): "So great is circumcision that but for it the Holy One, blessed be He, would not have 



created the world; for it is said, {Jeremiah 33:25} ‘But for my covenant [circumcision] I would 
not have made day and night, and the ordinance of heaven and earth.’" "Abraham was not called 
‘perfect’ till he was circumcised." 
 
{437} Paul mentions the subjective motive, Luke the objective call. Both usually unite in 
important trusts. But Baur and Lipsius make this one of the irreconcilable contradictions! 
 
{438} Luke reports the former and hints at the latter (comp. Acts 5 and 6) Paul reports the private 
understanding and hints at the public conference, saying: {Galatians 2:2} "I laid (aneyemhn) 
before them [the brethren of Jerusalem] the gospel which I preach among the Gentiles, but 
privately before them who were of repute (or, before those in authority)," i.e., the pillar-apostles 
of the circumcision, James, Cephas, and John, comp. Acts 2:9. Dr. Baur who denies the public 
conference, mistranslates "kat idian de toiv dokousin und zwar wandte ich mich speciell 
(specially) a die vorzugsweise Geltenden," so that toiv dokousin would be the same as the 
preceding autoiv (Paul, ch. V. p. 117, in the English translation, I. 122). But this would have 
been more naturally expressed by toiv dokousin en autoiv and kat idian, as Grimm, the 
lexicographer of the N. T., remarks against Baur (l. c., p. 412), does not mean "specially" at all, 
but privatim, seorsum, "apart," "in private," as in Mark 4:34, and kat j ijdivan eijpei’n, Diod. I. 
21. 
 
{439} The order in which they are named by Paul is significant: James first, as the bishop of 
Jerusalem and the most conservative, John last, as the most liberal of the Jewish apostles. There is 
no irony in the term oi dokontev and oi stuloi, certainly not at the expense of the apostles who 
were pillars in fact as well as in name and repute. If there is any irony in Galatians 2:6, opoioi 
pote hsan, ouden moi diaferei, it is directed against the Judaizers who overestimated the 
Jewish apostles to the disparagement of Paul. Even Keim (l. c., p. 74) takes this view: "Endlich 
mag man aufhoren, von ironischer Bitterkeit des Paulus gegenuber den Geltenden zu reden: denn 
wer gleich nachher den Bundesschluss mit den ‘Saulen’feierlich und befriedigt registrirt, der hat 
seine Abweisung der menschlichen Autoritaten in v. 6 nicht dem Andenken der Apostel gewidmet, 
sondern dem notorischen Uebermuth der judenchristlichen Parteiganger in Galatien." 
 
{440} Galatians 2:7-10; comp. Acts 11:30 24:17 1 Corinthians 16:1-3 2 Corinthians 8 and 9 
Romans 15:25-27. 
 
{441} Barnabas, as the older disciple, still retained precedence in the Jewish church, and hence is 
named first. A later forger would have reversed the order. 
 
{442} Dr. Plumptre remarks against the Tubingen critics: {on Acts 15:7} "Of all doctrines as to 
the development of the Christian church, that which sees in Peter, James, and John the leaders of 
a Judaizing anti-Pauline party is, perhaps, the most baseless and fantastic. The fact that their 
names were unscrupulously used by that party, both in their lifetime and, as the pseudo-
Clementine Homilies and Recognitions show, after their death, cannot outweigh their own 
deliberate words and acts." 
 
{443} This is very evident from the indignant tone of Paul against the Judaizers, and from the 
remark in Acts 15:6: pollhv suzhthsewv genomenhv, comp. Acts 15:2: genomenhv stasewv 
(factious party spirit, insurrection, Luke 23:19 Mark 15:7) kai zhthsewv ouk olighv. Such 
strong terms show that Luke by no means casts the veil of charity over the differences in the 
apostolic church. 
 
{444} Galatians 2:3-5. See the note below. 



 
{445} Acts 16:3. The silence of Luke concerning the non-circumcision of Titus has been distorted 
by the Tubingen critics into a wilful suppression of fact, and the mention of the circumcision of 
Timothy into a fiction to subserve the catholic unification of Petrinism and Paulinism. What a 
designing and calculating man this anonymous author of the Acts must have been, and yet not 
shrewd enough to conceal his literary fraud or to make it more plausible by adapting it to the 
account in the Galatians, and by mentioning the full understanding between the apostles 
themselves! The book of Acts is no more a full history of the church or of the apostles than the 
Gospels are full biographies of Christ. 
 
{446} Comp. Romans 14 and 15; 1 Corinthians 9:19-23; Acts 21:23-26. 
 
{447} Galatians 5:6 6:15 1 Corinthians 7:19. Dr. Plumptre’s remarks on the last passage are to the 
point: "Often those who regard some ceremony as unimportant magnify the very disregard of it 
into a necessary virtue. The apostle carefully guards against that by expressing the nothingness of 
both circumcision and uncircumcision. {Romans 2:25 Galatians 5:6 6:15} The circumicision of 
Timothy, and the refusal to circumcise Titus by St. Paul himself, are illustrations at once of the 
application of the truth here enforced, and of the apostle’s scrupulous adherence to the principles 
of his own teaching. To have refused to circumcise Timothy would have attached some value to 
noncircumcision. To have circumcised Titus would have attached some value to circumcision." 
 
{448} Acts 15:7-11; comp. Acts 10:28 sqq.; 1 Peter 1:12 5:12 2 Peter 3:15,16. The style of Peter 
is distinctly recognizable, as in the epithet of God, o kardiognwsth, Acts 15:8, comp. Acts 
1:24. Such minute coincidences go to strengthen the documentary trustworthiness of the Acts. 
 
{449} Like the Popes, who do not attend synods at Jerusalem or elsewhere and make speeches, 
but expect all doctrinal controversies to be referred to them for their final and infallible decision. 
 
{450} Acts 15:11: thv caritov tou kuriou ihsou pisteuomen swyhnai, kay o tropon 
kakeinoi (the heathen). Comp. Romans 10:12,13. 
 
{451} Comp. Acts 15:13-21; 21:18-25 James 1:25 2:12; and the account of Hegesippus quoted in 
27, p. 274. 
 
{452} The Gentile form of greeting, cairein, Acts 15:23, occurs again in James 1:1, but nowhere 
else in the New Testament, except in the letter of the heathen, Claudius Lysias; {Acts 23:26} the 
usual form being cariv kai eirhnh. This is likewise one of those incidental coincidences and 
verifications which are beyond the ken of a forger. 
 
{453} According to the oldest reading, oi apostoloi kai oi presbuteroi adelfoi, which may 
also be rendered: "the apostles, and the presbyters, brethren;" comp. Acts 15:22. The omission of 
adelfoi in some MSS. may be due to the later practice, which excluded the laity from synodical 
deliberations. 
 
{454} Acts 15:23-29. 
 
{455} Acts 16:4 
 
{456} Acts 21:15. Comp. also Revelation 2:14,20. But why does Paul never refer to this synodical 
decree? Because he could take a knowledge of it for granted, or more probably because he did not 
like altogether its restrictions, which were used by the illiberal constructionists against him and 



against Peter at Antioch. {Galatians 2:12} Weizsacker and Grimm (l. c., p. 423) admit the 
historic character of some such compromise, but transfer it to a later period, {Acts 21:25} as a 
proposition made by James of a modus vivendi with Gentile converts, and arbitrarily charge the 
Acts with an anachronism. But the consultation must have come to a result, the result embodied 
in a formal action, and the action communicated to the disturbed churches. 
 
{457} Justin Martyr, about the middle of the second century, considered the eating of 
eidwloyuta as bad as idolatry. Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. 35 
 
{458} Exodus 34:, 15 Leviticus 17:7 sqq.; Deuteronomy 12:23 sqq. The reason assigned for the 
prohibition of the taste of blood is that "the life of the flesh is in the blood," and the pouring out of 
blood is the means of "the atonement for the soul". {Leviticus 17:11} The prohibition of blood as 
food was traced back to the time of Noah, Genesis 9:4, and seems to have been included in the 
seven "Noachian commandments" so-called, which were imposed upon the proselytes of the gate, 
although the Talmud nowhere specifies them very clearly. The Moslems likewise abhor the 
tasting of blood. But the Greeks and Romans regarded it as a delicacy. It was a stretch of 
liberality on the part of the Jews that pork was not included among the forbidden articles of food. 
Bentley proposed to read in Acts 15:20 porkeia (from porkov, porcus) for porneia, but 
without a shadow of evidence. 
 
{459} 1 Corinthians 8:7-13 10:23-33 Romans 14:2,21 1 Timothy 4:4. 
 
{460} The word porneia, without addition, must be taken in its usual sense, and cannot mean 
illegitimate marriages alone, which were forbidden to the Jews, Exodus 34 Leviticus 18, although 
it may include them 
 
{461} Apoc. 2:14, 20. 
 
{462} 1 Corinthians 6:13-20; comp. 1 Corinthians 5:9 1 Thessalonians 4:4,5 Ephesians 5:3,5 
Colossians 3:5. What a contrast between these passages and the sentence of Micio in Terence. 
 
"Non es flagitium, mihi crede, adulescentulum Scortari, neque potare".—Adelph. i. 2. 21, 22. 
(Ed. Fleckeisen p. 290.) 
 
To which, however, Demea (his more virtuous married brother) replies: 
 
"Pro Juppiter, tu homo adigis me ad insaniam. Non est flagitium facere haec adulescentulum?"—
Adelph. i. 2. 31, 32 
 
{463} Acts 15:21; comp. Acts 13:15 2 Corinthians 3:14,15. 
 
{464} Acts 21:20-25. Irenaeus understood the decree in this sense (Adv. Haer III. 12, 15): "Hi qui 
circa Jacobum apostoli gentibus quidem libere agere permittebant; ipsi vero... perseverabant in 
pristinis observationibus... religiose agebant circadispositionem legis quae est secundum 
Mosem." Pfleiderer (l. c. 284) takes a similar view on this point, which is often overlooked, and 
yet most important for the proper understanding of the subsequent reaction. He says: "Die 
Judenchristen betreffend, wurde dabei stillschweigend als selbstverstandliche Voraussetzung 
angenommen, dass bei diesen Alles beim Alten bleibe, dass also aus der Gesetzesfreiheit der 
Heidenchristen keierlei Consequenzen fur die Abrogation des Gesetzes unter den Judenchristen 
zu ziehen seien; auf dieser Voraussetzung beruhte die Beschrankung der alteren Apostel auf die 
Wirksamkeit bei den Juden (da eine Ueberschreitung dieser Schranke ohne Verletzung des 



Gesetzes nicht moglich war); auf dieser Voraussetzung beruhte die Sendung der Leute von 
Jakobus aus Jerusalem nach Antiochia und beruhte der Einfluss derselben auf Petrus, dessen 
vorhergegangenes freieres Verhalten dadurch als eine Ausnahme von der Regel gekennzeichnet 
wird."  

 



35. The Conservative Reaction, and the Liberal Victory— 
 
Peter and Paul at Antioch. 
 
The Jerusalem compromise, like every other compromise, was liable to a double construction, 
and had in it the seed of future troubles. It was an armistice rather than a final settlement. 
Principles must and will work themselves out, and the one or the other must triumph. 
 
A liberal construction of the spirit of the decree seemed to demand full communion of the Jewish 
Christians with their uncircumcised Gentile brethren, even at the Lord’s table, in the weekly or 
daily agapae, on the basis of the common saving faith in Christ, their common Lord and Saviour. 
But a strict construction of the letter stopped with the recognition of the general Christian 
character of the Gentile converts, and guarded against ecclesiastical amalgamation on the ground 
of the continued obligation of the Jewish converts to obey the ceremonial law, including the 
observance of circumcision, of the Sabbath and new moons, and the various regulations about 
clean and unclean meats, which virtually forbid social intercourse with unclean Gentiles. {465} 
 
The conservative view was orthodox, and must not be confounded with the Judaizing heresy 
which demanded circumcision from the Gentiles as well as the Jews, and made it a term of church 
membership and a condition of salvation. This doctrine had been condemned once for all by the 
Jerusalem agreement, and was held hereafter only by the malignant pharisaical faction of the 
Judaizers. 
 
The church of Jerusalem, being composed entirely of Jewish converts, would naturally take the 
conservative view; while the church of Antioch, where the Gentile element prevailed, would as 
naturally prefer the liberal interpretation, which had the certain prospect of ultimate success. 
James, who perhaps never went outside of Palestine, far from denying the Christian character of 
the Gentile converts, would yet keep them at a respectful distance; while Peter, with his 
impulsive, generous nature, and in keeping with his more general vocation, carried out in practice 
the conviction he had so boldly professed in Jerusalem, and on a visit to Antioch, shortly after the 
Jerusalem Council (A. D. 51), openly and habitually communed at table with the Gentile 
brethren. {466} He had already once before eaten in the house of the uncircumcised Cornelius at 
Caesarea, seeing that "God is no respecter of persons, but in every nation he that feareth him and 
worketh righteousness is acceptable to him." {467} 
 
But when some delegates of James {468} arrived from Jerusalem and remonstrated with him for 
his conduct, he timidly withdrew from fellowship with the uncircumcised followers of Christ, and 
thus virtually disowned them. He unwittingly again denied his Lord from the fear of man, but this 
time in the persons of his Gentile disciples. The inconsistency is characteristic of his impulsive 
temper, which made him timid or bold according to the nature of the momentary impression. It is 
not stated whether these delegates simply carried out the instructions of James or went beyond 
them. The former is more probable from what we know of him, and explains more easily the 
conduct of Peter, who would scarcely have been influenced by casual and unofficial visitors. 
They were perhaps officers in the congregation of Jerusalem; at all events men of weight, not 
Pharisees exactly, yet extremely conservative and cautious, and afraid of miscellaneous company, 
which might endanger the purity and orthodoxy of the venerable mother church of Christendom. 
They did, of course, not demand the circumcision of the Gentile Christians, for this would have 
been in direct opposition to the synodical decree, but they no doubt reminded Peter of the 
understanding of the Jerusalem compact concerning the duty of Jewish Christians, which he 
above all others should scrupulously keep. They represented to him that his conduct was at least 



very hasty and premature, and calculated to hinder the conversion of the Jewish nation, which 
was still the object of their dearest hopes and most fervent prayers. The pressure must have been 
very strong, for even Barnabas, who had stood side by side with Paul at Jerusalem in the defence 
of the rights of the Gentile Christians, was intimidated and carried away by the example of the 
chief of the apostles. 
 
The subsequent separation of Paul from Barnabas and Mark, which the author of Acts frankly 
relates, was no doubt partly connected with this manifestation of human weakness. {469} 
 
The sin of Peter roused the fiery temper of Paul, and called upon him a sharper rebuke than he 
had received from his Master. A mere look of pity from Jesus was enough to call forth bitter tears 
of repentance. Paul was not Jesus. He may have been too severe in the manner of his 
remonstrance, but he knew Peter better than we, and was right in the matter of dispute, and after 
all more moderate than some of the greatest and best men have been in personal controversy. 
Forsaken by the prince of the apostles and by his own faithful ally in the Gentile mission, he felt 
that nothing but unflinching courage could save the sinking ship of freedom. A vital principle was 
at stake, and the Christian standing of the Gentile converts must be maintained at all hazards, now 
or never, if the world was to be saved and Christianity was not to shrink into a narrow corner as a 
Jewish sect. Whatever might do in Jerusalem, where there was scarcely a heathen convert, this 
open affront to brethren in Christ could not be tolerated for a moment at Antioch in the church 
which was of his own planting and full of Hellenists and Gentiles. A public scandal must be 
publicly corrected. And so Paul confronted Peter and charged him with downright hypocrisy in 
the face of the whole congregation. He exposed his misconduct by his terse reasoning, to which 
Peter could make no reply. {470} "If thou," he said to him in substance, "who art a Jew by 
nationality and training, art eating with the Gentiles in disregard of the ceremonial prohibition, 
why art thou now, by the moral force of thy example as the chief of the Twelve, constraining the 
Gentile converts to Judaize or to conform to the ceremonial restraints of the elementary religion? 
We who are Jews by birth and not gross sinners like the heathen, know that justification comes 
not from works of the law, but from faith in Christ. It may be objected that by seeking gratuitous 
justification instead of legal justification, we make Christ a promoter of sin. {471} Away with this 
monstrous and blasphemous conclusion! On the contrary, there is sin in returning to the law for 
justification after we have abandoned it for faith in Christ. I myself stand convicted of 
transgression if I build up again (as thou doest now) the very law which I pulled down (as thou 
didst before), and thus condemn my former conduct. For the law itself taught me to exchange it 
for Christ, to whom it points as its end. Through the Mosaic law as a tutor leading me beyond 
itself to freedom in Christ, I died to the Mosaic law in order that I might live a new life of 
obedience and gratitude to God. I have been crucified with Christ, and it is no longer my old self 
that lives, but it is Christ that lives in me; and the new life of Christ which I now live in this body 
after my conversion, I live in the faith of the Son of God who loved me and gave himself for me. 
I do not frustrate the grace of God; for if the observance of the law of Moses or any other human 
work could justify and save, there was no good cause of Christ’s death his atoning sacrifice on the 
cross was needless and fruitless." 
 
From such a conclusion Peter’s soul shrank back in horror. He never dreamed of denying the 
necessity and efficacy of the death of Christ for the remission of sins. He and Barnabas stood 
between two fires on that trying occasion. As Jews they seemed to be bound by the restrictions of 
the Jerusalem compromise on which the messengers of James insisted; but by trying to please the 
Jews they offended the Gentiles, and by going back to Jewish exclusiveness they did violence to 
their better convictions, and felt condemned by their own conscience. {472} They no doubt 
returned to their more liberal practice. 
 



The alienation of the apostles was merely temporary. They were too noble and too holy to 
entertain resentment. Paul makes honorable mention afterwards of Peter and Barnabas, and also 
of Mark, who was a connecting link between the three. {473} Peter in his Epistles endorses the 
teaching of the "beloved brother Paul," and commends the wisdom of his Epistles, in one of 
which his own conduct is so severely rebuked, but significantly adds that there are some "things 
in them hard to be understood, which the ignorant and unsteadfast wrest, as they do also the other 
Scriptures, to their own destruction." {474} 
 
The scene of Antioch belongs to these things which have been often misunderstood and perverted 
by prejudice and ignorance in the interest both of heresy and orthodoxy. The memory of it was 
perpetuated by the tradition which divided the church at Antioch into two parishes with two 
bishops, Evodius and Ignatius, the one instituted by Peter, the other by Paul. Celsus, Porphyry, 
and modern enemies of Christianity have used it as an argument against the moral character and 
inspiration of the apostles. The conduct of Paul left a feeling of intense bitterness and resentment 
in the Jewish party which manifested itself even a hundred years later in a violent attack of the 
pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Recognitions upon Paul, under the disguise of Simon Magus. 
The conduct of both apostles was so unaccountable to Catholic taste that some of the fathers 
substituted an unknown Cephas for Peter; {475} while others resolved the scene into a 
hypocritical farce gotten up by the apostles themselves for dramatic effect upon the ignorant 
congregation. {476} 
 
The truth of history requires us to sacrifice the orthodox fiction of moral perfection in the 
apostolic church. But we gain more than we lose. The apostles themselves never claimed, but 
expressly disowned such perfection. {477} They carried the heavenly treasure in earthen vessels, 
and thus brought it nearer to us. The infirmities of holy men are frankly revealed in the Bible for 
our encouragement as well as for our humiliation. The bold attack of Paul teaches the right and 
duty of protest even against the highest ecclesiastical authority, when Christian truth and principle 
are endangered; the quiet submission of Peter commends him to our esteem for his humility and 
meekness in proportion to his high standing as the chief among the pillar-apostles; the conduct of 
both explodes the Romish fiction of papal supremacy and infallibility; and the whole scene 
typically foreshadows the grand historical conflict between Petrine Catholicism and Pauline 
Protestantism, which, we trust, will end at last in a grand Johannean reconciliation. 
 
Peter and Paul, as far as we know, never met afterwards till they both shed their blood for the 
testimony of Jesus in the capital of the world. 
 
The fearless remonstrance of Paul had probably a moderating effect upon James and his elders, 
but did not alter their practice in Jerusalem. {478} Still less did it silence the extreme Judaizing 
faction; on the contrary, it enraged them. They were defeated, but not convinced, and fought 
again with greater bitterness than ever. They organized a countermission, and followed Paul into 
almost every field of his labor, especially to Corinth and Galatia. They were a thorn, if not the 
thorn, in his flesh. He has them in view in all his Epistles except those to the Thessalonians and to 
Philemon. We cannot understand his Epistles in their proper historical sense without this fact. The 
false apostles were perhaps those very Pharisees who caused the original trouble, at all events 
men of like spirit. They boasted of their personal acquaintance with the Lord in the days of his 
flesh, and with the primitive apostles; hence Paul calls these "false apostles" sarcastically "super-
eminent" or "over-extra-apostles." {479} They attacked his apostolate as irregular and spurious, 
and his gospel as radical and revolutionary. They boldly told his Gentile converts that the, must 
submit to circumcision and keep the ceremonial law; in other words, that they must be Jews as 
well as Christians in order to insure salvation, or at all events to occupy a position of pre-
eminence over and above mere proselytes of the gate in the outer court. They appealed, without 



foundation, to James and Peter and to Christ himself, and abused their name and authority for 
their narrow sectarian purposes, just as the Bible itself is made responsible for all sorts of heresies 
and vagaries. They seduced many of the impulsive and changeable Galatians, who had all the 
characteristics of the Keltic race. They split the congregation in Corinth into several parties and 
caused the apostle the deepest anxiety. In Colossae, and the churches of Phrygia and Asia, 
legalism assumed the milder form of Essenic mysticism and asceticism. In the Roman church the 
legalists were weak brethren rather than false brethren, and no personal enemies of Paul, who 
treats them much more mildly than the Galatian errorists. 
 
This bigoted and most persistent Judaizing reaction was overruled for good. It drew out from the 
master mind of Paul the most complete and most profound vindication and exposition of the 
doctrines of sin and grace. Without the intrigues and machinations of these legalists and ritualists 
we should not have the invaluable Epistles to the Galatians, Corinthians, and Romans. Where 
error abounded, truth has still more abounded. 
 
At last the victory was won. The terrible persecution under Nero, and the still more terrible 
destruction of Jerusalem, buried the circumcision controversy in the Christian church. The 
ceremonial law, which before Christ was "alive but not life-giving," and which from Christ to the 
destruction of Jerusalem was "dying but not deadly," became after that destruction "dead and 
deadly." {480} The Judaizing heresy was indeed continued outside of the Catholic church by the 
sect of the Ebionites during the second century; and in the church itself the spirit of formalism 
and bigotry assumed new shapes by substituting Christian rites and ceremonies for the typical 
shadows of the Mosaic dispensation. But whenever and wherever this tendency manifests itself 
we have the best antidote in the Epistles of Paul. 
 
{465} Without intending any censure, we may illustrate the position of the strict constructionists 
of the school of St. James by similar examples of conscientious and scrupulous exclusiveness. 
Roman Catholics know no church but their own, and refuse all religious fellowship with non 
Catholics; yet many of them will admit the action of divine grace and the possibility of salvation 
outside of the limits of the papacy. Some Lutherans maintain the principle: "Lutheran pulpits for 
Lutheran ministers only; Lutheran altars for Lutheran communicants only." Luther himself 
refused at Marburg the hand of fellowship to Zwingli, who was certainly a Christian, and agreed 
with him in fourteen out of fifteen articles of doctrine. High church Anglicans recognize no valid 
ministry without episcopal ordination; close communion Baptists admit no valid baptism but by 
immersion; and yet the Episcopalians do not deny the Christian character of non-Episcopalians, 
nor the Baptists the Christian character of Pedo-Baptists, while they would refuse to sit with them 
at the Lord’s table. There are psalm-singing Presbyterians who would not even worship, and 
much less commune, with other Presbyterians who sing what they call "uninspired" hymns. In all 
these cases, whether consistently or not, a distinction is made between Christian fellowship and 
church fellowship. With reference to all these and other forms of exclusiveness we would say in 
the spirit of Paul: "In Christ Jesus neither circumcision" (viewed as a mere sign) "availeth 
anything, nor uncircumcision," neither Catholicism nor Protestantism, neither Lutheranism nor 
Calvinism, neither Calvinism nor Arminianism, neither episcopacy nor presbytery, neither 
immersion nor pouring nor sprinkling, nor any other accidental distinction of birth and outward 
condition, but "a new creature, faith working through love, and the keeping of the commandments 
of God." Galatians 5:6 6:15 1 Corinthians 7:19. 
 
{466} The imperfect sunhsyien meta twn eynwn, Galatians 2:12, indicates habit he used to eat 
with the uncircumcised Christians. This is the best proof from the pen of Paul himself that Peter 
agreed with him in principle and even in his usual practice. The eating refers, in all probability, 



not only to common meals, but also to the primitive love-feasts (agapae) and the holy 
communion, where brotherly recognition and fellowship is consummated and scaled. 
 
{467} Acts 10:27-29, 34, 35; 11:3: "thou wentest in to men uncircumcised and didst eat with 
them." 
 
{468} tinev apo iakwbou, Galatians 2:12, seems to imply that they were sent by James, {comp. 
Matthew 26:47 Mark 5:25 John 3:2} and not simply disciples of James or members of his 
congregation, which would be expressed by tinev twn apo iakwbou. See Grimm, l. c., p. 427. 
 
{469} There are not a few examples of successful intimidations of strong and bold men. Luther 
was so frightened at the prospect of a split of the holy Catholic church, in an interview with the 
papal legate, Carl von Miltitz, at Altenburg in January, 1519, that he promised to write and did 
write a most humiliating letter of submission to the Pope, and a warning to the German people 
against secession. But the irrepressible conflict soon broke out again at the Leipzig disputation in 
June, 1519. 
 
{470} Galatians 2:14-21. We take this section to be a brief outline of Paul’s address to Peter; but 
the historical narrative imperceptibly passes into doctrinal reflections suggested by the occasion 
and adapted to the case of the Galatians. In the third chapter it naturally expands into a direct 
attack on the Galatians. 
 
{471} Paul draws, in the form of a question, a false conclusion of the Judaizing opponents from 
correct premises of his own, and rejects the conclusion with his usual formula of abhorrence, mh 
gevnoito, as in Romans 6:2. 
 
{472} Galatians 2:11, Peter stood self-condemned and condemned by the Gentiles, 
kategnsmenov hn, not "blameworthy," or "was to be blamed" (E. V.). 
 
{473} Comp. 1 Corinthians 9:5,6 15:5 Colossians 4:10 Philemon 24 2 Timothy 4:11. 
 
{474} 1 Corinthians 5:12 2 Peter 3:15,16. 
 
{475} So Clement of Alexandria, and other fathers, also the Jesuit Harduin. 
 
{476} This monstrous perversion of Scripture was advocated even by such fathers as Origen, 
Jerome, and Chrysostom. It gave rise to a controversy between Jerome and Augustin, who from a 
superior moral sense protested against it, and prevailed. 
 
{477} Comp. 2 Corinthians 4:7 Philippians 3:12 James 3:2 1 John 1:8 2:2. 
 
{478} Comp. Acts 21:17-20. 
 
{479} The E. V. translates uperlian apostoloi, 2 Corinthians 11:5, "the very chiefest 
apostles," Plumptre better, "those apostles-extraordinary." They are identical with the 
qeudapostoloi, 11:13, and not with the pillar-apostles of the circumcision, Galatians 2:9; see 
above, p. 334, note 1. 
 
{480} Augustin thus distinguishes three periods in the Mosaic law: 1, lex viva, sed non vivifica; 2, 
l. moribunda, sed non mortifera; 3, l. mortua et mortifera.  



 



36. Christianity in Rome. 
 

I. On the general, social, and moral condition of Rome under the Emperors: 
 
Ludwig Friedlander: Sittengeschichte Roms. Leipzig, 1862, 5th ed. revised and enlarged, 1881, 3 
vols. 
 
Rod. Lanciani: Ancient Rome in the Light of Recent Discoveries. Boston, 1889 (with 100 
illustrations). 
 

II. On the Jews in Rome and the allusions of Roman Writers to Them: 
 
Renan: Les Apotres, 287-293; Merivale: History of the Romans, VI., 203 sqq.; Friedlander: l. c. 
III., 505 sqq.; Hausrath: Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte, III., 383-392 (2d ed.); Schurer: 
Lehrbuch der Neutestamentlichen Zeitgeschichte, pp. 624 sq., and Die Gemeindeverfassung der 
Juden in Romans in der Kaiserzeit, Leipz., 1879; Huidekoper: Judaism at Rome, 1876. Also John 
Gill: Notices of the Jews and their Country by the Classic Writers of Antiquity 2d ed. London, 
1872. On Jewish Roman inscriptions see Garrucci (several articles in Italian since 1862), von 
Engestrom (in a Swedish work, Upsala, 1876), and Schurer (1879). 
 

III. On the Christian Congregation in Rome: 
 
The Histories of the Apostolic Age (see pp. 189 sqq.); the Introductions to the Commentaries on 
Romans (mentioned p. 281), and a number of critical essays on the origin and composition of the 
Church of Rome and the aim of the Epistle to the Romans, by Baur (Ueber Zweck und 
Veranlassung des Romerbriefs, 1836; reproduced in his Paul, I., 346 sqq., Engl. transl.), 
Beyschlag (Das geschichtliche Problem des Romerbriefs in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1867), 
Hilgenfeld (Einleitung in das N. T., 1875, pp. 302 sqq.), C. Weizsacker (Ueber die alteste 
romische Christengemeinde, 1876, and his Apost. Zeitalter, 1886, pp. 415-467). 
 
W. Mangold: Der Romerbrief und seine gesch. Voraussetzungen, Marburg, 1884. Defends the 
Jewish origin and character of the Roman church (against Weizsacker). 
 
Rud. Seyerlen: Entstehung und erste Schicksale der Christengemeinde in Rom. Tubingen, 1874. 
 
Adolf Harnack: Christianity and Christians at the Court of the Roman Emperors before the Time 
of Constantine. In the "Princeton Review," N. York, 1878, pp. 239-280. 
 
J. Spencer Northcote and W. R. Brownlow (R. C.): Roma Sotterranea, new ed., London, 1879, 
vol. I., pp. 78-91. Based upon Caval. de Rossi’s large Italian work under the same title (Roma, 
1864-1877, in three vols. fol.). Both important for the remains of early Roman Christianity in the 
Catacombs. 
 
Formby: Ancient Rome and its Connect. with the Chr. Rel. Lond., 1880. 
 
The City of Rome. 



 
The city of Rome was to the Roman empire what Paris is to France, what London to Great 
Britain: the ruling head and the beating heart. It had even a more cosmopolitan character than 
these modern cities. It was the world in miniature, "orbis in urbe." Rome had conquered nearly 
all the nationalities of the then civilized world, and drew its population from the East and from 
the West, from the North and from the South. All languages, religious, and customs of the 
conquered provinces found a home there. Half the inhabitants spoke Greek, and the natives 
complained of the preponderance of this foreign tongue, which, since Alexander’s conquest, had 
become the language of the Orient and of the civilized world. {481} The palace of the emperor 
was the chief centre of Oriental and Greek life. Large numbers of the foreigners were freedmen, 
who generally took the family name of their masters. Many of them became very wealthy, even 
millionnaires. The rich freedman was in that age the type of the vulgar, impudent, bragging 
upstart. According to Tacitus, "all things vile and shameful" were sure to flow from all quarters of 
the empire into Rome as a common sewer. But the same is true of the best elements: the richest 
products of nature, the rarest treasures of art, were collected there; the enterprising and ambitious 
youths, the men of genius, learning, and every useful craft found in Rome the widest field and the 
richest reward for their talents. 
 
With Augustus began the period of expensive building. In his long reign of peace and prosperity 
he changed the city of bricks into a city of marble. It extended in narrow and irregular streets on 
both banks of the Tiber, covered the now desolate and feverish Campagna to the base of the 
Albanian hills, and stretched its arms by land and by sea to the ends of the earth. It was then (as in 
its ruins it is even now) the most instructive and interesting city in the world. Poets, orators, and 
historians were lavish in the praises of the urbs aeterna, "qua nihil posis visere majus." {482} 
 
The estimates of the population of imperial Rome are guesswork, and vary from one to four 
millions. But in all probability it amounted under Augustus to more than a million, and increased 
rapidly under the following emperors till it received a check by the fearful epidemic of 79, which 
for many days demanded ten thousand victims a day. {483} Afterwards the city grew again and 
reached the height of its splendor under Hadrian and the Antonines. {484} 
 
The Jews in Rome. 
 
The number of Jews in Rome during the apostolic age is estimated at twenty or thirty thousand 
souls. {485} They all spoke Hellenistic Greek with a strong Hebrew accent. They had, as far as 
we know, seven synagogues and three cemeteries, with Greek and a few Latin inscriptions, 
sometimes with Greek words in Latin letters, or Latin words with Greek letters. {486} They 
inhabited the fourteenth region, beyond the Tiber (Trastevere), at the base of the Janiculum, 
probably also the island of the Tiber, and part of the left bank towards the Circus Maximus and 
the Palatine hill, in the neighborhood of the present Ghetto or Jewry. They were mostly 
descendants of slaves and captives of Pompey, Cassius, and Antony. They dealt then, as now, in 
old clothing and broken ware, or rose from poverty to wealth and prominence as bankers, 
physicians, astrologers, and fortunetellers. Not a few found their way to the court. Alityrus, a 
Jewish actor, enjoyed the highest favor of Nero. Thallus, a Samaritan and freedman of Tiberius, 
was able to lend a million denarii to the Jewish king, Herod Agrippa. {487} The relations between 
the Herods and the Julian and Claudian emperors were very intimate. 
 
The strange manners and institutions of the Jews, as circumcision, Sabbath observance, 
abstinence from pork and meat sacrificed to the gods whom they abhorred as evil spirits, excited 
the mingled amazement, contempt, and ridicule of the Roman historians and satirists. Whatever 
was sacred to the heathen was profane to the Jews. {488} They were regarded as enemies of the 



human race. But this, after all, was a superficial judgment. The Jews had also their friends. Their 
indomitable industry and persistency, their sobriety, earnestness, fidelity and benevolence, their 
strict obedience to law, their disregard of death in war, their unshaken trust in God, their hope of 
a glorious future of humanity, the simplicity and purity of their worship, the sublimity and 
majesty of the idea of one omnipotent, holy, and merciful God, made a deep impression upon 
thoughtful and serious persons, and especially upon females (who escaped the odium of 
circumcision). Hence the large number of proselytes in Rome and elsewhere. Horace, Persius, 
and Juvenal, as well as Josephus, testify that many Romans abstained from all business on the 
Sabbath, fasted and prayed, burned lamps, studied the Mosaic law, and sent tribute to the temple 
of Jerusalem. Even the Empress Poppaea was inclined to Judaism after her own fashion, and 
showed great favor to Josephus, who calls her "devout" or "God-fearing" (though she was a cruel 
and shameless woman). {489} Seneca, who detested the Jews (calling them sceleratissima gens), 
was constrained to say that this conquered race gave laws to their conquerors. {490} 
 
The Jews were twice expelled from Rome under Tiberius and Claudius, but soon returned to their 
transtiberine quarter, and continued to enjoy the privileges of a religio licita, which were granted 
to them by heathen emperors, but were afterwards denied them by Christian popes. {491} 
 
When Paul arrived in Rome he invited the rulers of the synagogues to a conference, that he might 
show them his good will and give them the first offer of the gospel, but they replied to his 
explanations with shrewd reservation, and affected to know nothing of Christianity, except that it 
was a sect everywhere spoken against. Their best policy was evidently to ignore it as much as 
possible. Yet a large number came to hear the apostle on an appointed day, and some believed, 
while the majority, as usual, rejected his testimony. {492} 
 
Christianity in Rome. 
 
From this peculiar people came the first converts to a religion which proved more than a match 
for the power of Rome. The Jews were only an army of defense, the Christians an army of 
conquest, though under the despised banner of the cross. 
 
The precise origin of the church of Rome is involved in impenetrable mystery. We are informed 
of the beginnings of the church of Jerusalem and most of the churches of Paul, but we do not 
know who first preached the gospel at Rome. Christianity with its missionary enthusiasm for the 
conversion of the world must have found a home in the capital of the world at a very early day, 
before the apostles left Palestine. The congregation at Antioch grew up from emigrant and 
fugitive disciples of Jerusalem before it was consolidated and fully organized by Barnabas and 
Paul. 
 
It is not impossible, though by no means demonstrable, that the first tidings of the gospel were 
brought to Rome soon after the birthday of the church by witnesses of the pentecostal miracle in 
Jerusalem, among whom were "sojourners from Rome, both Jews and proselytes." {493} In this 
case Peter, the preacher of the pentecostal sermon, may be said to have had an indirect agency in 
the founding of the church of Rome, which claims him as the rock on which it is built, although 
the tradition of his early visit (42) and twenty or twenty-five years’ residence there is a long 
exploded fable. {494} Paul greets among the brethren in Rome some kinsmen who had been 
converted before him, i.e., before 37. {495} Several names in the list of Roman brethren to whom 
he sends greetings are found in the Jewish cemetery on the Appian Way among the freedmen of 
the Empress Livia. Christians from Palestine, Syria, Asia Minor, and Greece must have come to 
the capital for various reasons, either as visitors or settlers. 
 



The Edict of Claudius. 
 
The first historic trace of Christianity in Rome we have in a notice of the heathen historian 
Suetonius, confirmed by Luke, that Claudius, about A. D. 52, banished the Jews from Rome 
because of their insurrectionary disposition and commotion under the instigation of "Chrestus" 
(misspelt for "Christus"). {496} 
 
This commotion in all probability refers to Messianic controversies between Jews and Christians 
who were not yet clearly distinguished at that time. The preaching, of Christ, the true King of 
Israel, would naturally produce a great commotion among the Jews, as it did at Antioch, in 
Pisidia, in Lystra, Thessalonica, and Beraea; and the ignorant heathen magistrates would as 
naturally infer that Christ was a political pretender and aspirant to an earthly throne. The Jews 
who rejected the true Messiah looked all the more eagerly for an imaginary Messiah that would 
break the yoke of Rome and restore the theocracy of David in Jerusalem. Their carnal 
millennarianism affected even some Christians, and Paul found it necessary to warn them against 
rebellion and revolution. Among those expelled by the edict of Claudius were Aquila and 
Priscilla, the hospitable friends of Paul, who were probably converted before they met him in 
Corinth. {497} 
 
The Jews, however, soon returned, and the Jewish Christians also, but both under a cloud of 
suspicion. To this fact Tacitus may refer when he says that the Christian superstition which had 
been suppressed for a time (by the edict of Claudius) broke out again (under Nero, who ascended 
the throne in 54). 
 
Paul’s Epistle. 
 
In the early part of Nero’s reign (54-68) the Roman congregation was already well known 
throughout Christendom, had several meeting places and a considerable number of teachers. 
{498} It was in view of this fact, and in prophetic anticipation of its future importance, that Paul 
addressed to it from Corinth his most important doctrinal Epistle (A. D. 58), which was to prepare 
the way for his long desired personal visit. On his journey to Rome three years later he found 
Christians at Puteoli (the modern Puzzuolo at the bay of Naples), who desired him to tarry with 
them seven days. {499} Some thirty or forty miles from the city, at Appii Forum and Tres 
Tabernae (The Three Taverns), he was met by Roman brethren anxious to see the writer of that 
marvellous letter, and derived much comfort from this token of affectionate regard. {500} 
 
Paul in Rome. 
 
His arrival in Rome, early in the year 61, which two years later was probably followed by that of 
Peter, naturally gave a great impulse to the growth of the congregation. He brought with him, as 
he had promised, "the fulness of the blessing of Christ." His very bonds were overruled for the 
progress of the gospel, which he was left free to preach under military guard in his own dwelling. 
{501} He had with him during the whole or a part of the first Roman captivity his faithful pupils 
and companions: Luke, "the beloved physician" and historian; Timothy, the dearest of his 
spiritual sons; John Mark, who had deserted him on his first missionary tour, but joined him at 
Rome and mediated between him and Peter; one Jesus, who is called Justus, a Jewish Christian, 
who remained faithful to him; Aristarchus, his fellow-prisoner from Thessalonica; Tychicus from 
Ephesus; Epaphras and Onesimus from Colossae; Epaphroditus from Philippi; Demas, Pudens, 
Linus, Eubulus, and others who are honorably mentioned in the Epistles of the captivity. {502} 
They formed a noble band of evangelists and aided the aged apostle in his labors at Rome and 
abroad. On the other hand his enemies of the Judaizing party were stimulated to counter-activity, 



and preached Christ from envy and jealousy; but in noble self-denial Paul rose above petty 
sectarianism, and sincerely rejoiced from his lofty standpoint if only Christ was proclaimed and 
his kingdom promoted. While he fearlessly vindicated Christian freedom against Christian 
legalism in the Epistle to the Galatians, he preferred even a poor contracted Christianity to the 
heathenism which abounded in Rome. {503} 
 
The number which were converted through these various agencies, though disappearing in the 
heathen masses of the metropolis, and no doubt much smaller than the twenty thousand Jews, 
must have been considerable, for Tacitus speaks of a "vast multitude" of Christians that perished 
in the Neronian persecution in 64; and Clement, referring to the same persecution, likewise 
mentions a "vast multitude of the elect," who were contemporary with Paul and Peter, and who, 
"through many indignities and tortures, became a most noble example among ourselves" (that is, 
the Roman Christians). {504} 
 
Composition and Consolidation of the Roman Church. 
 
The composition of the church of Rome has been a matter of much learned controversy and 
speculation. It no doubt was, like most congregations outside of Palestine, of a mixed character, 
with a preponderance of the Gentile over the Jewish element, but it is impossible to estimate the 
numerical strength and the precise relation which the two elements sustained to each other. {505} 
 
We have no reason to suppose that it was at once fully organized and consolidated into one 
community. The Christians were scattered all over the immense city, and held their devotional 
meetings in different localities. The Jewish and the Gentile converts may have formed distinct 
communities, or rather two sections of one Christian community. 
 
Paul and Peter, if they met together in Rome (after 63), would naturally, in accordance with the 
Jerusalem compact, divide the field of supervision between them as far as practicable, and at the 
same time promote union and harmony. This may be the truth which underlies the early and 
general tradition that they were the joint founders of the Roman church. No doubt their presence 
and martyrdom cemented the Jewish and Gentile sections. But the final consolidation into one 
organic corporation was probably not effected till after the destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
This consolidation was chiefly the work of Clement, who appears as the first presiding presbyter 
of the one Roman church. He was admirably qualified to act as mediator between the disciples of 
Peter and Paul, being himself influenced by both, though more by Paul. His Epistle to the 
Corinthians combines the distinctive features of the Epistles of Paul, Peter, and James, and has 
been called "a typical document, reflecting the comprehensive principles and large sympathies 
which had been impressed upon the united church of Rome." {506} 
 
In the second century we see no more traces of a twofold community. But outside of the orthodox 
church, the heretical schools, both Jewish and Gentile, found likewise au early home in this 
rendezvous of the world. The fable of Simon Magus in Rome reflects this fact. Valentinus, 
Marcion, Praxeas, Theodotus, Sabellius, and other arch-heretics taught there. In heathen Rome, 
Christian heresies and sects enjoyed a toleration which was afterwards denied them by Christian 
Rome, until, in 1870, it became the capital of united Italy, against the protest of the pope. 
 
Language. 
 
The language of the Roman church at that time was the Greek, and continued to be down to the 
third century. In that language Paul wrote to Rome and from Rome; the names of the converts 



mentioned in the sixteenth chapter of the Romans, and of the early bishops, are mostly Greek; all 
the early literature of the Roman church was Greek; even the so-called Apostles’ Creed, in the 
form held by the church of Rome, was originally Greek. The first Latin version of the Bible was 
not made for Rome, but for the provinces, especially for North Africa. The Greeks and Greek 
speaking Orientals were at that time the most intelligent, enterprising, and energetic people 
among the middle classes in Rome. "The successful tradesmen, the skilled artisans, the 
confidential servants and retainers of noble houses—almost all the activity and enterprise of the 
common people, whether for good or for evil, were Greek." {507} 
 
Social Condition. 
 
The great majority of the Christians in Rome, even down to the close of the second century, 
belonged to the lower ranks of society. They were artisans, freedmen, slaves. The proud Roman 
aristocracy of wealth, power, and knowledge despised the gospel as a vulgar superstition. The 
contemporary writers ignored it, or mentioned it only incidentally and with evident contempt. The 
Christian spirit and the old Roman spirit were sharply and irreconcilably antagonistic, and sooner 
or later had to meet in deadly conflict. 
 
But, as in Athens and Corinth, so there were in Rome also a few honorable exceptions. 
 
Paul mentions his success in the praetorian guard and in the imperial household. {508} 
 
It is possible, though not probable, that Paul became passingly acquainted with the Stoic 
philosopher, Annaeus Seneca, the teacher of Nero and friend of Burrus; for he certainly knew his 
brother, Annaeus Gallio, proconsul at Corinth, then at Rome, and had probably official relations 
with Burrus, as prefect of the praetorian guard, to which he was committed as prisoner; but the 
story of the conversion of Seneca, as well as his correspondence with Paul, are no doubt pious 
fictions, and, if true, would be no credit to Christianity, since Seneca, like Lord Bacon, denied his 
high moral principles by his avarice and meanness. {509} 
 
Pomponia Graecina, the wife of Aulus Plautius, the conqueror of Britain, who was arraigned for 
"foreign superstition" about the year 57 or 58 (though pronounced innocent by her husband), and 
led a life of continual sorrow till her death in 83, was probably the first Christian lady of the 
Roman nobility, the predecessor of the ascetic Paula and Eustochium, the companions of Jerome. 
{510} Claudia and Pudens, from whom Paul sends greetings, {2 Timothy  4:21} have, by an 
ingenious conjecture, been identified with the couple of that name, who are respectfully 
mentioned by Martial in his epigrams; but this is doubtful. {511} A generation later two cousins 
of the Emperor Domitian (81-96), T. Flavius Clemens, consul (in 95), and his wife, Flavia 
Domitilla, were accused of "atheism, "that is, of Christianity, and condemned, the husband to 
death, the wife to exile (A. D. 96). {512} Recent excavations in the catacomb of Domitilla, near 
that of Callistus, establish the fact that an entire branch of the Flavian family had embraced the 
Christian faith. Such a change was wrought within fifty or sixty years after Christianity had 
entered Rome. {513} 
 
{481} Friedlander, I. 372 sqq. 
 
{482} See some of these eulogistic descriptions in Friedlander, I. 9, who says that the elements 
which produced this overwhelming impression were "the enormous, ever changing turmoil of a 
population from all lands, the confusing and intoxicating commotion of a truly cosmopolitan 
intercourse, the number and magnificence of public parks and buildings, and the immeasurable 
extent of the city." Of the Campagna he says, p. 10: "Wo sich jetzt eine ruinenerfullte Einode 



gegen das Albanesergebirge hinerstreckt, uber der Fieberluft brutet, war damals eine durchaus 
gesunde, uberall angebaute, von Leben wimmelden Strassen durchschnittene Ebene." See Strabo, 
v. 3, 12 
 
{483} Friedlander, I. 54 sqq., by a combination of certain data, comes to the conclusion that 
Rome numbered under Augustus (A. U. 749) 668,600 people, exclusive of slaves, and 70 or 80 
years later from one and a half to two millions. 
 
{484} Friedlander, I. 11: "In dem halben Jahrhundert von Vespasian bis Hadrian erreichte 
Romans seinen hochsten Glanz, wenn auch unter den Antoninen und spater noch vieles zu seiner 
Verschonerimg geschehen ist." 
 
{485} By Renan, L’Antechrist, p. 7; Friedlander, I. 310, 372; and Harnack, l. c., p. 253. But 
Hausrath, l. c., III. 384, assumes 40,000 Jews in Rome under Augustus, 60,000 under Tiberius. 
We know from Josephus that 8,000 Roman Jews accompanied a deputation of King Herod to 
Augustus (Ant. XVII. 11, 1), and that 4,000 Jews were banished by Tiberius to the mines of 
Sardinia (XVIII. 3, 5; comp. Tacitus, Ann. II. 85). But these data do not justify a very definite 
calculation. 
 
{486} Friedlander, III. 510: "Die Inschrift sind uberwiegend griechisch, allerdings zum Theil bis 
zur Unverstandlichkeit jargonartig; daneben finden sich lateinische, aber keine hebraischen." 
See also Garrucci, Cimiterio in vigna Rondanini, and the inscriptions (mostly Greek, some Latin) 
copied and published by Schurer, Die Gemeindeverfassung der Juden, etc., pp. 33 sqq. 
 
{487} Josephus, Ant. XVIII. 6,4. Comp. Harnack, l. c., p. 254. 
 
{488} Tacitus, Hist. V. 4: "Profana illic omnia quae apud nos sacra; rursum concessa apud illos 
quae nobis incesta." Comp. his whole description of the Jews, which is a strange compound of 
truth and falsehood. 
 
{489} "Poppaea Sabina, the wife of Otho, was the fairest woman of her time, and with the charms 
of beauty she combined the address of an accomplished intriguer. Among the dissolute women of 
imperial Rome she stands preeminent. Originally united to Rufius Crispinus, she allowed herself 
to be seduced by Otho, and obtained a divorce in order to marry him. Introduced by this new 
connection to the intimacy of Nero, she soon aimed at a higher elevation. But her husband was 
jealous and vigilant, and she herself knew how to allure the young emperor by alternate advances 
and retreats, till, in the violence of his passion, he put his friend out of the way by dismissing him 
to the government of Lusitania. Poppaea suffered Otho to depart without a sigh. She profited by 
his absence to make herself more than ever indispensable to her paramour, and aimed, with little 
disguise, at releasing herself from her union and supplanting Octavia, by divorce or even death." 
Merivale, Hist. of the Romans, VI. 97. Nero accidentally kicked Poppaea to death when in a state 
of pregnancy (65), and pronounced her eulogy from the rostrum. The senate decreed divine 
honors to her. Comp. Tac. Ann. XIII. 45, 46; XVI. 6; Suet., Nero, 35. 
 
{490} "Victi victoribus leges dederunt." Quoted by Augustin (De Civit. Dei, VI. 11) from a lost 
work, Deuteronomy Superstitionibus. This word received a singular illustration a few years after 
Seneca’s death, when Berenice, the daughter of King Agrippa, who had heard the story of Paul’s 
conversion at Caesarea, {Acts 25:13,23} became the acknowledged mistress first of Vespasianus 
and then of his son Titus, and presided in the palace of the Caesars. Titus promised to marry her, 
but was obliged, by the pressure of public opinion, to dismiss the incestuous adulteress. "Dimisit 
invitus invitam." Sueton. Tit., c. 7; Tacit. Hist., II. 81. 



 
{491} The history of the Roman Ghetto the word is derived from Dg:, caedo, to cut down, comp. 
Isaiah 10:33 14:12 15:2 Jeremiah 48:25,27, etc., presents a curious and sad chapter in the annals 
of the papacy. The fanatical Pope Paul IV. (1555-’59) caused it to be walled in and shut out from 
all intercourse with the Christian world, declaring in the bull Cum nimis: "It is most absurd and 
unsuitable that the Jews, whose own crime has plunged them into everlasting slavery, under the 
plea that Christian magnanimity allows them, should presume to dwell and mix with Christians, 
not bearing any mark of distinction, and should have Christian servants, yea even buy houses." 
Sixtus V. treated the Jews kindly on the plea that they were "the family from which Christ came;" 
but his successors, Clement VIII., Clement XI., and Innocent XIII., forbade them all trade except 
that in old clothes, rags, and iron. Gregory XIII. (1572-’85), who rejoiced over the massacre of St. 
Bartholomew, forced the Jews to hear a sermon every week, and on every Sabbath police agents 
were sent to the Ghetto to drive men, women, and children into the church with scourges, and to 
lash them if they paid no attention! This custom was only abolished by Pius IX., who revoked all 
the oppressive laws against the Jews. For this and other interesting information about the Ghetto 
see Augustus J. C. Hare, Walks in Rome, 1873, 165 sqq., and a pamphlet of Dr. Philip, a 
Protestant missionary among the Jews in Rome, On the Ghetto, Rome, 1874. 
 
{492} Acts 28:17-29. 
 
{493} Acts 2:10 oiv epidhmountev rwmai oi, ioudai oi te kai proshlutoi. Sojourners are 
strangers (comp. 17:21, oiv epidhmountev zenoi), as distinct from inhabitants. {katoikountev, , 
Acts 7:48 9:22 Luke 13:4} Among the Hellenistic Jews in Jerusalem who disputed with Stephen 
were Libertini, i.e., emancipated Roman Jews, descendants of those whom Pompey had carried 
captive to Rome, Acts 6:9. 
 
{494} Given up even by Roman Catholic historians in Germany, but still confidently reasserted 
by Drs. Northcote and Brownlow, l. c. I., p. 79, who naively state that Peter went to Rome with 
Cornelius and the Italian band in 42. Comp. on this subject 26, pp. 254 sqq. 
 
{495} Romans 16:7, "Salute Andronicus and Junias (or Junia), my kinsmen, and my fellow-
prisoners who... have been in Christ before me." If Junias is masculine, it must be a contraction 
from Junianus, as Lucas from Lucanus. But Chrysostom, Grotius, Reiche, and others take it as a 
female, either the wife or sister of Andronicus. 
 
{496} Sueton., Claud., c. 25: "Judaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit." 
The Romans often confounded Christus (the Anointed) and Chrestus (from crhstov, useful, 
good), and called the Christians crhstianoi, Chrestiani. Compare the French form chretien. 
Justin Martyr uses this etymological error as an argument against the persecution of the Christians 
for the sake of their name. Apol. I., c. 4 (I. p. 10, ed. Otto) He knew, however, the true origin of 
the name of Christ, I. c. 12: ihsouv cristov, af ou kai to cistianoi eponomazesyi 
eschkamen. Tertullian says that the name Christus was almost invariably mispronounced 
Chrestus by the heathen. Apol., c. 3; Ad Nat., I. 3. This mistake continued to be made down to the 
fourth century, Lactantius, Instit. Div., IV. 7, and is found also in Latin inscriptions. Renan 
derives the name Christianus from the Latin (like Herodian, Matthew 22:16, Pompejani, 
Caesareani), as the derivation from the Greek would require cristeiov (Les apotres, p. 234). 
Lightfoot denies this, and refers to sardianov, trallianov (Philippians, p. 16, note 1); but 
Renan would regard these nouns as Latinisms like asianov. {Acts 20:4, Strabo, etc.} Antioch, 
where the name originated, {Acts 11:26} had long before been Romanized and was famous for its 
love of nicknames. Renan thinks that the term originated with the Roman authority as an 
appellation de police. The other two passages of the N.T. in which it occurs, Acts 26:28 1 Peter 



4:16, seem to imply contempt and dislike, and so it is used by Tacitus and Suetonius. But what 
was originally meant by the heathen to be a name of derision has become the name of the highest 
honor. For what can be nobler and better than to be a true Christian, that is, a follower of Christ. It 
is a remarkable fact that the name "Jesuit," which was not in use till the sixteenth century, has 
become, by the misconduct of the order which claimed it, a term of reproach even in Roman 
Catholic countries; while the term "Christian" embraces proverbially all that is noble, and good, 
and Christ-like. 
 
{497} Acts 18:2 Romans 16:3. An unconverted Jew would not have taken the apostle under his 
roof and into partnership. The appellation ioudaiov often signifies merely the nationality. {comp. 
Galatians 2:13-15} The name Aquila, i.e., Eagle, Adler, is still common among Jews, like other 
high sounding animal names (Leo, Leopardus, Lowe, Lowenherz, Lowenstein, etc.). The Greek 
akulav was a transliteration of the Latin, and is probably slightly altered in Onkelos, the 
traditional author of one of the Targums, whom the learned Emmanuel Deutsch identifies with 
Aquila (akulav, slyq in the Talmud), the Greek translator of the Old Testament, a convert to 
Judaism in the reign of Hadrian, and supposed nephew of the emperor. Liter. Remains (N. York, 
1874), pp. 337-340. The name of his wife, Priscilla (the diminutive form of Prisca), "probably 
indicates a connection with the gens of the Prisci, who appear in the earliest stages of Roman 
history, and supplied a long series of praetors and consuls." Plumptre on Acts 18:2. 
 
{498} Romans 1:8; 16:5, 14, 15, 19. 
 
{499} Acts 28:13. Puteoli was, next after Ostia, the chief harbor of Western Italy and the 
customary port for the Alexandrian grain ships; hence the residence of a large number of Jewish 
and other Oriental merchants and sailors. The whole population turned out when the grain fleet 
from Alexandria arrived. Sixteen pillars still remain of the mole on which St. Paul landed. See 
Friedlander, II. 129 sq.; III. 511, and Howson and Spence on Acts 28:13. 
 
{500} Acts 28:15. The Forum of Appius (the probable builder of the famous road called after 
him) is denounced by Horace as a wretched town "filled with sailors and scoundrel tavern-
keepers." Tres Tabernae was a town of more importance, mentioned in Cicero’s letters, and 
probably located on the junction of the road from Antium with the Via Appia, near the modern 
Cisterna. The distances from Rome southward are given in the Antonine Itinerary as follows: "to 
Aricia, 16 miles; to Tres Tabernae, 17 miles; to Appii Forum, 10 miles." 
 
{501} Philippians 1:12-15 Acts 28:30. 
 
{502} Colossians 4:7-14 Ephesians 6:21 Philemon 24 Philippians 2:25-30 4:18; comp. also 2 
Timothy  4:10-12. 
 
{503} Philippians 1:15-18. Comp. Lightfoot in loc. 
 
{504} Ad Cor., ch. 6. The "polu plhyov eklektwn" corresponds precisely to the "ingens 
multitudo" of Tacitus, Ann. XV. 44. 
 
{505} Comp. my Hist. Ap. Ch., p. 296 sqq. Dr. Baur attempted to revolutionize the traditional 
opinion of the preponderance of the Gentile element, and to prove that the Roman church 
consisted almost exclusively of Jewish converts, and that the Epistle to the Romans is a defense 
of Pauline universalism against Petrine particularism. He was followed by Schwegler, Reuss, 
Mangold, Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, Holsten, Holtzmann., and also to some extent by Thiersch and 
Sabatier. But he was opposed by Olshausen, Tholuck, Philippi, Deuteronomy Wette, Meyer, 



Schott, Hofmann, in favor of the other view. Beyschlag proposed a compromise to the effect that 
the majority, in conformity with Paul’s express statements, were Gentile Christians, but mostly 
ex-proselytes, and hence shared Judaizing convictions. This view has been approved by Schurer 
and Schultz. Among the latest and ablest discussions are those of Weizsacker and Godet, who 
oppose the views both of Baur and Beyschlag. The original nucleus was no doubt Jewish, but the 
Gentile element soon outgrew it, as is evident from the Epistle itself, from the last chapter of 
Acts, from the Neronian persecution, and other facts. Paul had a right to regard the Roman 
congregation as belonging to his own field of labor. The Judaizing tendency was not wanting, as 
we see from the 14th and 15th chapters, and from allusions in the Philippians and Second 
Timothy, but it had not the character of a bitter personal antagonism to Paul, as in Galatia, 
although in the second century we find also a malignant type of Ebionism in Rome, where all 
heretics congregated. 
 
{506} Lightfoot, Galat., p. 323. 
 
{507} Lightfoot, l. c., p. 20. See especially the investigations of Caspari, in his Quellen zur 
Geschichte des Taufsymbols, vol. III. (1875), 267-466. According to Friedlander, I. 142, 481, 
Greek was the favorite language at the imperial court, and among lovers. 
 
{508} Philippians 1:13; 4:22. The praitwvrion embraces the officers as well as the soldiers of the 
imperial regiments; oi ek thv kaivsarov oikiav may include high functionaries and courtiers 
as well as slaves and freedmen, but the latter is more probable. The twenty names of the earlier 
converts mentioned in Romans 16 coincide largely with those in the Columbaria of the imperial 
household on the Appian way. Comp. Lightfoot, Philipp., p. 169 sqq., Plumptre, Excursus to his 
Com. on Acts, and Harnack, l. c., pp. 258 sq. Harnack makes it appear that the two trusty servants 
of the Roman church, Claudius Ephebus and Valerius Bito, mentioned in the Epistle of Clement 
to the Corinthians, c. 63, belonged to the household of the emperor Claudius. 
 
{509} See above, 29, p. 279, especially the essay of Lightfoot quoted there. Harnack (l. c., p. 260) 
and Friedlander regard the acquaintance of Paul with Seneca as very improbable, Plumptre as 
probable. An epitaph from the third century was found in Ostia which reads: D M. M. Anneo. 
Paulo. Petro. M. Anneus. Paulus. Filio. Carissimo. See Deuteronomy Rossi in the Bullet. di 
archeol. christ., 1867, pp. 6 sq., and Renan, L’Antechrist, p. 12. Seneca belonged to the gens 
Annaea. But all that the inscription can be made to prove is that a Christian member of the gens 
Annaea in the third century bore the name of "Paul," and called his son "Paulus Petrus," a 
combination familiar to Christiana, but unknown to the heathen. Comp, Friedlander, III. 535. 
 
{510} Here Christianity has been inferred from the vague description of Tacitus, Ann. XIII. 32. 
See Friedlander III. 534; Lightfoot, p. 21; Northcote and Brownlow, I. 82 sq. Harnack, p. 263. 
The inference is confirmed by the discovery of the gravestone of a Pomponius Graecinus and 
other members of the same family, in the very ancient crypt of Lucina, near the catacomb of St. 
Callistus. Deuteronomy Rossi conjectures that Lucina was the Christian name of Pomponia 
Graecina. But Renan doubts this, L’Antech., p. 4, note 2. 
 
{511} Plumptre, l. c. Martial, a spaniard by birth, came to Rome A. D. 66. 
 
{512} Sueton., Domit. 15; Dion Cass., 67, 14; Euseb., H. E. III. 18. 
 
{513} Deuteronomy Rossi, Bullett. for 1865, 1874 and 1875; Lightfoot, St. Clement of Rome, 
Append., 257 sq., Harnack, 266-269.  



 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VI. 
 
THE GREAT TRIBULATION. {Matthew 24:21} 
 

37. The Roman Conflagration and the Neronian Persecution. 
 
"And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of 
Jesus. And when I saw her, I wondered with a great wonder." Apoc. 17:6. 
 
Literature. 
 

I. Tacitus: Annales, 1. XV., c. 38-44. 
 
Suetonius: Nero, chs. 16 and 38 (very brief). 
 
Sulpicius Severus: Hist. Sacra, 1. II., c. 41. He gives to the Neronian persecution a more general 
character. 
 

II. Ernest Renan: L’Antechrist. Paris, deuxieme ed., 1873. Chs. VI. VIII, pp. 123 sqq. Also his 
Hibbert Lectures, delivered in London, 1880, on Rome and Christianity. 
 
L. Friedlander: Sittengeschichte Roms, I. 6, 27; III. 529. 
 
Hermann Schiller: Geschichte der rom. Kaiserzeit unter der Regierung des Nero. Berlin, 1872 
(173-179; 424 sqq.; 583 sqq.). 
 
Hausrath: N. T. liche Zeitgeschichte, III. 392 sqq. (2d ed., 1875). Theod. Keim: Aus dem 
Urchristenthum. Zurich, 1878, pp. 171-181. Romans u. das Christenthum, 1881, pp. 132 sqq. 
 
Karl Wieseler: Die Christenverfolgungen der Casaren. 1878. 
 
G. Uhlhorn: The Conflict of Christianity with Heathenism. Engl. transl. by Smyth and Ropes, N. 
Y. 1879, pp. 241-250. 
 
C. F. Arnold: Die Neron. Christenverfolgung. Leipz. 1888. 
 
The preaching of Paul and Peter in Rome was an epoch in the history of the church. It gave an 
impulse to the growth of Christianity. Their martyrdom was even more effective in the end: it 
cemented the bond of union between the Jewish and Gentile converts, and consecrated the soil of 
the heathen metropolis. Jerusalem crucified the Lord, Rome beheaded and crucified his chief 
apostles and plunged the whole Roman church into a baptism of blood. Rome became, for good 
and for evil, the Jerusalem of Christendom, and the Vatican hill the Golgotha of the West. Peter 
and Paul, like a new Romulus and Remus, laid the foundation of a spiritual empire vaster and 
more enduring than that of the Caesars. The cross was substituted for the sword as the symbol of 
conquest and power. {514} 



 
But the change was effected at the sacrifice of precious blood. The Roman empire was at first, by 
its laws of justice, the protector of Christianity, without knowing its true character, and came to 
the rescue of Paul on several critical occasions, as in Corinth through the Proconsul Annaeus 
Gallio, in Jerusalem through the Captain Lysias, and in Caesarea through the Procurator Festus. 
But now it rushed into deadly conflict with the new religion, and opened, in the name of idolatry 
and patriotism, a series of intermittent persecutions, which ended at last in the triumph of the 
banner of the cross at the Milvian bridge. Formerly a restraining power that kept back for a while 
the outbreak of Antichrist, {515} it now openly assumed the character of Antichrist with fire and 
sword. {516} 
 
Nero. 
 
The first of these imperial persecutions with which the Martyrdom of Peter and Paul is connected 
by ecclesiastical tradition, took place in the tenth year of Neros reign, A. D. 64, and by the 
instigation of that very emperor to whom Paul, as a Roman citizen, had appealed from the Jewish 
tribunal. It was, however, not a strictly religious persecution, like those under the later emperors; 
it originated in a public calamity which was wantonly charged upon the innocent Christians. 
 
A greater contrast can hardly be imagined than that between Paul, one of the purest and noblest of 
men, and Nero, one of the basest and vilest of tyrants. The glorious first five years of Neros reign 
(54-59) under the wise guidance of Seneca and Burrhus, make the other nine (59-68) only more 
hideous by contrast. We read his life with mingled feelings of contempt for his folly, and horror 
of his wickedness. The world was to him a comedy and a tragedy, in which he was to be the chief 
actor. He had an insane passion for popular applause; he played on the lyre; he sung his odes at 
supper; he drove his chariots in the circus; he appeared as a mimic on the stage, and compelled 
men of the highest rank to represent in dramas or in tableaux the obscenest of the Greek myths. 
But the comedian was surpassed by the tragedian. He heaped crime upon crime until he became a 
proverbial monster of iniquity. The murder of his brother (Britannicus), his mother (Agrippina), 
his wives (Octavia and Poppaea), his teacher (Seneca), and many eminent Romans, was fitly 
followed by his suicide in the thirty-second year of his age. With him the family of Julius Caesar 
ignominiously perished, and the empire became the prize of successful soldiers and adventurers. 
{517} 
 
The Conflagration in Rome. 
 
For such a demon in human shape, the murder of a crowd of innocent Christians was pleasant 
sport. The occasion of the hellish spectacle was a fearful conflagration of Rome, the most 
destructive and disastrous that ever occurred in history. It broke out in the night between the 18th 
and 19th of July, {518} among the wooden shops in the south-eastern end of the Great Circus, 
near the Palatine hill. {519} Lashed by the wind, it defied all exertions of the firemen and 
soldiers, and raged with unabated fury for seven nights and six days. {520} Then it burst out again 
in another part, near the field of Mars, and in three days more laid waste two other districts of the 
city. {521} 
 
The calamity was incalculable. Only four of the fourteen regions into which the city was divided, 
remained uninjured; three, including the whole interior city from the Circus to the Esquiline hill, 
were a shapeless mass of ruins; the remaining seven were more or less destroyed; venerable 
temples, monumental buildings of the royal, republican, and imperial times, the richest creations 
of Greek art which had been collected for centuries, were turned into dust and ashes; men and 



beasts perished in the flames, and the metropolis of the world assumed the aspect of a graveyard 
with a million of mourners over the loss of irreparable treasures. 
 
This fearful catastrophe must have been before the mind of St. John in the Apocalypse when he 
wrote his funeral dirge of the downfall of imperial Rome. {Revelation 18} 
 
The cause of the conflagration is involved in mystery. Public rumor traced it to Nero, who wished 
to enjoy the lurid spectacle of burning Troy, and to gratify his ambition to rebuild Rome on a 
more magnificent scale, and to call it Neropolis. {522} When the fire broke out he was on the 
seashore at Antium, his birthplace; he returned when the devouring element reached his own 
palace, and made extraordinary efforts to stay and then to repair the disaster by a reconstruction 
which continued till after his death, not forgetting to replace his partially destroyed temporary 
residence (domus transitoria) by "the golden house" (domus aurea), as a standing wonder of 
architectural magnificence and extravagance. 
 
The Persecution of the Christians. 
 
To divert from himself the general suspicion of incendiarism, and at the same time to furnish new 
entertainment for his diabolical cruelty, Nero wickedly cast the blame upon the hated Christians, 
who, meanwhile, especially since the public trial of Paul and his successful labors in Rome, had 
come to be distinguished from the Jews as a genus tertium, or as the most dangerous offshoot 
from that race. They were certainly despisers of the Roman gods and loyal subjects of a higher 
king than Caesar, and they were falsely suspected of secret crimes. The police and people, under 
the influence of the panic created by the awful calamity, were ready to believe the worst slanders, 
and demanded victims. What could be expected of the ignorant multitude, when even such 
cultivated Romans as Tacitus, Suetonius, and Pliny, stigmatized Christianity as a vulgar and 
pestiferous superstition. It appeared to them even worse than Judaism, which was at least an 
ancient national religion, while Christianity was novel, detached from any particular nationality, 
and aiming at universal dominion. Some Christians were arrested, confessed their faith, and were 
"convicted not so much," says Tacitus, "of the crime of incendiarism as of hating the human 
race." Their Jewish origin, their indifference to politics and public affairs, their abhorrence of 
heathen customs, were construed into an "odium generis humani," and this made an attempt on 
their part to destroy the city sufficiently plausible to justify a verdict of guilty. An infuriated mob 
does not stop to reason, and is as apt to run mad as an individual. 
 
Under this wanton charge of incendiarism, backed by the equally groundless charge of 
misanthropy and unnatural vice, there began a carnival of blood such as even heathen Rome 
never saw before or since. {523} It was the answer of the powers of hell to the mighty preaching 
of the two chief apostles, which had shaken heathenism to its centre. A "vast multitude" of 
Christians was put to death in the most shocking manner. Some were crucified, probably in 
mockery of the punishment of Christ, {524} some sewed up in the skins of wild beasts and 
exposed to the voracity of mad dogs in the arena. The satanic tragedy reached its climax at night 
in the imperial gardens on the slope of the Vatican (which embraced, it is supposed, the present 
site of the place and church of St. Peter): Christian men and women, covered with pitch or oil or 
resin, and nailed to posts of pine, were lighted and burned as torches for the amusement of the 
mob; while Nero, in fantastical dress, figured in a horse race, and displayed his art as charioteer. 
Burning alive was the ordinary punishment of incendiaries; but only the cruel ingenuity of this 
imperial monster, under the inspiration of the devil, could invent such a horrible system of 
illumination. 
 



This is the account of the greatest heathen historian, the fullest we haveas the best description of 
the destruction of Jerusalem is from the pen of the learned Jewish historian. Thus enemies bear 
witness to the truth of Christianity. Tacitus incidentally mentions in this connection the 
crucifixion of Christ under Pontius Pilate, in the reign of Tiberius. With all his haughty Roman 
contempt for the Christians whom he knew only from rumor and reading, he was convinced of 
their innocence of incendiarism, and notwithstanding his cold stoicism, he could not suppress a 
feeling of pity for them because they were sacrificed not to the public good, but to the ferocity of 
a wicked tyrant. 
 
Some historians have doubted, not indeed the truth of this terrible persecution, but that the 
Christians, rather than the Jews, or the Christians alone, were the sufferers. It seems difficult to 
understand that the harmless and peaceful Christians, whom the contemporary writers, Seneca, 
Pliny, Lucan, Persius, ignore, while they notice the Jews, should so soon have become the 
subjects of popular indignation. It is supposed that Tacitus and Suetonius, writing some fifty 
years after the event, confounded the Christians with the Jews, who were generally obnoxious to 
the Romans, and justified the suspicion of incendiarism by the escape of their transtiberine 
quarter from the injury of the fire. {525} 
 
But the atrocious act was too public to leave room for such a mistake. Both Tacitus and Suetonius 
distinguish the two sects, although they knew very little of either; and the former expressly 
derives the name Christians from Christ, as the founder of the new religion. Moreover Nero, as 
previously remarked, was not averse to the Jews, and his second wife, Poppaea Sabina, a year 
before the conflagration, had shown special favor to Josephus, and loaded him with presents. 
Josephus speaks of the crimes of Nero, but says not a word of any persecution of his fellow-
religionists. {526} This alone seems to be conclusive. It is not unlikely that in this (as in all 
previous persecutions, and often afterwards) the fanatical Jews, enraged by the rapid progress of 
Christianity, and anxious to avert suspicion from themselves, stirred up the people against the 
hated Galilaeans, and that the heathen Romans fell with double fury on these supposed half Jews, 
disowned by their own strange brethren. {527} 
 
The Probable Extent of the Persecution. 
 
The heathen historians, if we are to judge from their silence, seem to confine the persecution to 
the city of Rome, but later Christian writers extend it to the provinces. {528} The example set by 
the emperor in the capital could hardly be without influence in the provinces, and would justify 
the outbreak of popular hatred. If the Apocalypse was written under Nero, or shortly after his 
death, Johns exile to Patmos must be connected with this persecution. It mentions imprisonments 
in Smyrna, the martyrdom of Antipas in Pergamus, and speaks of the murder of prophets and 
saints and all that have been slain on the earth. {529} The Epistle to the Hebrews 10:32-34, which 
was written in Italy, probably in the year 64, likewise alludes to bloody persecutions, and to the 
release of Timothy from prison, 13:23. And Peter, in his first Epistle, which may be assigned to 
the same year, immediately after the outbreak of the persecution, and shortly before his death, 
warns the Christians in Asia Minor of a fiery trial which is to try them, and of sufferings already 
endured or to be endured, not for any crime, but for the name of "Christians." {530} The name 
"Babylon" {531} for Rome is most easily explained by the time and circumstances of 
composition. 
 
Christianity, which had just reached the age of its founder, seemed annihilated in Rome. With 
Peter and Paul the first generation of Christians was buried. Darkness must have overshadowed 
the trembling disciples, and a despondency seized them almost as deep as on the evening of the 
crucifixion, thirty-four years before. But the morning of the resurrection was not far distant, and 



the very spot of the martyrdom of St. Peter was to become the site of the greatest church in 
Christendom and the palatial residence of his reputed successors. {532} 
 
The Apocalypse on the Neronian Persecution. 
 
None of the leading apostles remained to record the horrible massacre, except John. He may have 
heard of it in Ephesus, or he may have accompanied Peter to Rome and escaped a fearful death in 
the Neronian gardens, if we are to credit the ancient tradition of his miraculous preservation from 
being burnt alive with his fellow-Christians in that hellish illumination on the Vatican hill. {533} 
At all events he was himself a victim of persecution for the name of Jesus, and depicted its 
horrors, as an exile on the lonely island of Patmos in the vision of the Apocalypse. 
 
This mysterious bookwhether written between 68 and 69, or under Domitian in 95 was 
undoubtedly intended for the church of that age as well as for future ages, and must have been 
sufficiently adapted to the actual condition and surroundings of its first readers to give them 
substantial aid and comfort in their fiery trials. Owing to the nearness of events alluded to, they 
must have understood it even better, for practical purposes, than readers of later generations. John 
looks, indeed, forward to the final consummation, but he sees the end in the beginning. He takes 
his standpoint on the historic foundation of the old Roman empire in which he lived, as the 
visions of the prophets of Israel took their departure from the kingdom of David or the age of the 
Babylonian captivity. He describes the heathen Rome of his day as "the beast that ascended out of 
the abyss," as "a beast coming out of the sea, having ten horns and seven heads" (or kings, 
emperors), as "the great harlot that sitteth among many waters," as a "woman sitting upon a 
scarlet-colored beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns," as 
"Babylon the great, the mother of the harlots and of the abominations of the earth." {534} The 
seer must have in view the Neronian persecution, the most cruel that ever occurred, when he calls 
the woman seated on seven hills, "drunken with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the 
martyrs of Jesus," {535} and prophesied her downfall as a matter of rejoicing for the "saints and 
apostles and prophets." {536} 
 
Recent commentators discover even a direct allusion to Nero, as expressing in Hebrew letters 
(Neron Kesar) the mysterious number 666, and as being the fifth of the seven heads of the beast 
which was slaughtered, but would return again from the abyss as Antichrist. But this 
interpretation is uncertain, and in no case can we attribute to John the belief that Nero would 
literally rise from the dead as Antichrist. He meant only that Nero, the persecutor of the Christian 
church, was (like Antiochus Epiphanes) the forerunner of Antichrist, who would be inspired by 
the same bloody spirit from the infernal world. In a similar sense Rome was a second Babylon, 
and John the Baptist another Elijah. 
 
Notes. 
 

I. The Accounts of the Neronian Persecution. 
 
1. From heathen historians. 
 
We have chiefly two accounts of the first imperial persecution, from Tacitus, who was born about 
eight years before the event, and probably survived Trajan (d. 117), and from Suetonius, who 
wrote his XII. Caesares a little later, about A. D. 120. Dion Cassius (born circa A. D. 155), in his 
History of Rome (JRwmaikh; jIstoriva, preserved in fragments, and in the abridgment of the monk 



Xiphilinus), from the arrival of Aeneas to A. D. 229, mentions the conflagration of Rome, but 
ignores the persecutions of the Christians. 
 
The description of Tacitus is in his terse, pregnant, and graphic style, and beyond suspicion of 
interpolation, but has some obscurities. We give it in full, from Annal., XV. 44 
 
"But not all the relief of men, nor the bounties of the emperor, nor the propitiation of the gods, 
could relieve him [Nero] from the infamy of being believed to have ordered the conflagration. 
Therefore, in order to suppress the rumor, Nero falsely charged with the guilt, and punished with 
the most exquisite tortures, those persons who, hated for their crimes, were commonly called 
Christians (subdidit reos, et quaesitissimis poenis affecit, quos per flagitia invisos vulgus 
Christianos appellabat). The founder of that name, Christus, had been put to death (supplicio 
affectus erat) by the procurator of Judaea, Pontius Pilate, in the reign of Tiberius; but the 
pernicious superstition (exitiabilis superstitio), repressed for a time, {537} broke out again, not 
only through Judaea, the source of this evil, but also through the city [of Rome], whither all 
things vile and shameful flow from all quarters, and are encouraged (quo cuncta undique atrocia 
aut pudenda confluunt celebranturque). Accordingly, first, those only were arrested who 
confessed. {538} Next, on their information, a vast multitude (multitudo ingens), were convicted, 
not so much of the crime of incendiarism as of hatred of the human race (odio humani generis). 
{539} And in their deaths they were made the subjects of sport; for they were wrapped in the 
hides of wild beasts and torn to pieces by dogs, or nailed to crosses, or set on fire, and when day 
declined, were burned to serve for nocturnal lights (in usum nocturni luminis urerentur). Nero 
had offered his own gardens [on the Vatican] for this spectacle, and also exhibited a chariot race 
on the occasion, now mingling in the crowd in the dress of a charioteer, now actually holding the 
reins. Whence a feeling of compassion arose towards the sufferers, though justly held to be 
odious, because they seemed not to be cut off for the public good, but as victims to the ferocity of 
one man." 
 
The account of Suetonius, Nero, c. 16, is very short and unsatisfactory: "Afflicti suppliciis 
Christiani, genus hominum superstitionis novae ac maleficaea." He does not connect the 
persecution with the conflagration, but with police regulations. 
 
Juvenal, the satirical poet, alludes, probably as an eye-witness, to the persecution, like Tacitus, 
with mingled feelings of contempt and pity for the Christian sufferers (Sat. I. 155): 
 
Darst thou speak of Tigellinus guilt? 
 
Thou too shalt shine like those we saw 
 
Stand at the stake with throat transfixed 
 
Smoking and burning. 
 
2. From Christians. 
 
Clement of Rome, near the close of the first century, must refer to the Neronian persecution when 
he writes of the "vast multitude of the elect" who suffered, many indignities and tortures, being 
the victims of jealousy; "and of Christian women" who were made to personate "Danaides" and 
"Dirces," Ad., 100, 6. I have made no use of this passage in the text. Renan amplifies and weaves 
it into his graphic description of the persecution (LAntechrist, pp. 163 sqq., almost literally 
repeated in his Hibbert Lectures). According to the legend, Dirce was bound to a raging bull and 



dragged to death. The scene is represented in the famous marble group in the museum at Naples. 
But the Danaides can furnish no suitable parallel to Christian martyrs, unless, as Renan suggests, 
Nero had the sufferings of the Tartarus represented. Lightfoot, following the bold emendation of 
Wordsworth (on Theocritus, XXVI. 1), rejects the reading danaide kai dirkai (which is 
retained in all editions, including that of Gebhardt and Harnack), and substitutes for it neanidev, 
paidiskai, so that Clement would say:, Matrons (gunaikev) maidens, slave-girls, being 
persecuted, after suffering cruel and unholy insults, safely reached the goal in the race of faith, 
and received a noble reward, feeble though they were in body. 
 
Tertullian (d. about 220) thus alludes to the Neronian persecution, Ad Nationes, I. ch. 7: "This 
name of ours took its rise in the reign of Augustus; under Tiberius it was taught with all clearness 
and publicity; under Nero it was ruthlessly condemned (sub Nerone damnatio invaluit), and you 
may weigh its worth and character even from the person of its persecutor. If that prince was a 
pious man, then the Christians are impious; if he was just, if he was pure, then the Christians are 
unjust and impure; if he was not a public enemy, we are enemies of our country: what sort of men 
we are, our persecutor himself shows, since he of course punished what produced hostility to 
himself. Now, although every other institution which existed under Nero has been destroyed, yet 
this of ours has firmly remainedrighteous, it would seem, as being unlike the author [of its 
persecution]." 
 
Sulpicius Severus, Chron. II. 28, 29, gives a pretty full account, but mostly from Tacitus. He and 
Orosius( Hist. VII. 7) first clearly assert that Nero extended the persecution to the provinces. 
 

II. Neros Return as Antichrist. 
 
Nero, owing to his youth, beauty, dash, and prodigality, and the startling novelty of his 
wickedness (Tacitus calls him "incredibilium cupitor," Ann. XV. 42), enjoyed a certain popularity 
with the vulgar democracy of Rome. Hence, after his suicide, a rumor spread among the heathen 
that he was not actually dead, but had fled to the Parthians, and would return to Rome with an 
army and destroy the city. Three impostors under his name used this belief and found support 
during the reigns of Otho, Titus, and Domitian. Even thirty years later Domitian trembled at the 
name of Nero. Tacit., Hist. I. 2; II. 8, 9; Sueton., Ner. 57; Dio Cassius, LXIV. 9; Schiller, l. c.., p. 
288. 
 
Among the Christians the rumor assumed a form hostile to Nero. Lactantius (De Mort. Persecut., 
c. 2) mentions the Sibylline saying that, as Nero was the first persecutor, he would also be the 
last, and precede the advent of Antichrist. Augustin (De Civil. Dei, XX. 19) mentions that at his 
time two opinions were still current in the church about Nero: some supposed that he would rise 
from the dead as Antichrist, others that he was not dead, but concealed, and would live until he 
should be revealed and restored to his kingdom. The former is the Christian, the latter the heathen 
belief. Augustin rejects both. Sulpicius Severus (Chron., II. 29) also mentions the belief (unde 
creditur) that Nero, whose deadly wound was healed, would return at the end of the world to 
work out "the mystery of lawlessness" predicted by Paul. {2 Thessalonians 2:7} 
 
Some commentators make the Apocalypse responsible for this absurd rumor and false belief, 
while others hold that the writer shared it with his heathen contemporaries. The passages adduced 
are Revelation 17:8: "The beast was, and is not, and is about to come up out of the abyss and to 
go into perdition"... "the beast was, and is not, and shall be present" (kai parestai, not kaiper 
estin, "and yet is," as the E. V. reads with the text. ec.); 17:11: "And the beast that was, and is 
not, is himself also an eighth, and is of the seven; and he goeth into perdition;" and 13:3: "And I 



saw one of his heads as though it had been smitten unto death; and his death-stroke was healed: 
and the whole world wondered after the beast." 
 
But this is said of the beast, i.e., the Roman empire, which is throughout clearly distinguished 
from the seven heads, i.e., the emperors. In Daniel, too, the beast is collective. Moreover, a 
distinction must be made between the death of one ruler (Nero) and the deadly wound which 
thereby was inflicted on the beast or the empire, but from which it recovered (under Vespasian). 
 
{514} Lange on Romans, p. 29 (Am. ed.): "As the light and darkness of Judaism was centralized 
in Jerusalem, the theocratic city of God (the holy city, the murderer of the prophets), so was 
heathen Rome, the humanitarian metropolis of the world, the centre of all the elements of light 
and darkness prevalent in the heathen world; and so did Christian Rome become the centre of all 
the elements of vital light, and of all the antichristian darkness in the Christian church. Hence 
Rome, like Jerusalem, not only possesses a unique historical significance, but is a universal 
picture operative through all ages. Christian Rome, especially, stands forth as a shining light of 
the nations, which is turned into an idol of magical strength to those who are subject to its rule." 
 
{515} In 2 Thessalonians 2:6, 7, to katecon is the Roman empire, oo katecwn the emperor as 
its representative. This is the patristic interpretation to which some of the beat modern 
commentators have returned. Mediaeval sects and many Protestant writers found the great 
apostacy in the Papacy and the restraining power in the German empire; while papal 
commentators took revenge by fastening the charge of apostacy on the Reformation which was 
restrained by the Papacy. I believe in a repeated and growing fulfilment of this and other 
prophecies on the historic basis of the apostolic age and the old Roman empire. 
 
{516} It is so represented in the Apocalypse 13-18 after the Neronian persecution. 
 
{517} Comp. Renans portraiture of Nero, l. c.. ch. I. He thinks that there is no parallel to this 
monster, and calls him un esprit prodigieusement declamatoire, une mauvaise nature, hypocrite, 
legere, vaniteuse; un compose incroyable dintelligence fausse, de mechancete profonde, 
degoesme atroce et sournois, avee des raffinements inoues de subtilite. See also the description of 
Merivale, ch. LV. (vol. VI. 245 sqq.). 
 
{518} Tacitus (Ann. XV. 41) gives the date quarto decimo [ante] Kalendas Sextiles... quo et 
Senones captam urbem inflammaverant. Friedlander, I. 6, wrongly makes it the 17th July. The 
coincidence with the day when the Gauls had set fire to Rome (July 19, A. U. 364, or 453 years 
before), was considered a bad omen. It was in the tenth year of Neros reign, i e., A. D. 64. See 
Clinton, Fasti Romani, I. Oxon. 1845, pp. 45, 46; Friedlander, l. c.. I. 6; Schiller, l. c.. pp. 173 sq.; 
Merivale, VI. 131, note. Eusebius, in his Chronicle, erroneously puts the fire in the year 66. 
 
{519} For a description of the Circus Maximus see Friedlander, III. 293 sqq. The amphitheatrical 
rows of seats were eight stadia long, with accommodation for 150,000 persons. After Neros 
reconstruction the seats amounted to 250,000 under Vespasianum, and subsequent additions 
raised the number, in the fourth century to 385,000. It was surrounded by wooden buildings for 
shopkeepers (among whom were many Jews), astrologers, caterers, prostitutes, and all sorts of 
amusements. Nero was most extravagant in his expenditure for the circus and the theatre to 
gratify the peoples passion for Panem et Circenses, to use Juvenals words. 
 
{520} "Per sex dies septemque noctes," Sueton. Nero, 38 sex dies, Tacit. Ann. XV. 4 
 



{521} The nine days duration is proved by an inscription (Gruter, 61. 3). The great fire in London 
in 1666 lasted only four days and swept an area of 436 acres. Comp. Lamberts Hist. of London,ii. 
91, quoted by Merivale. The fire in Chicago lasted only thirty-six hours, October 8 and 9, 1871, 
but swept over nearly three and one-third square miles (2,114 square acres), and destroyed 17,450 
buildings, the homes of 98,500 people. 
 
{522} Tacitus XV. 39: "Pervaserat rumor ipso tempore flagrantis urbis inisse eum domesticam 
scenam et cecinisse Troianum excedium." Sueton. c. 38: "Quasi offensus deformitate veterum 
aedificiorum et angustiis flexurisque vicorum [Nero] incendit Urbem... Hoc incendium e turre 
Maecenatiana prospectans, laetusque flammae, ut ajebat, pulchritudine, alwsin Ilii in illo suo 
scaenico habitu decantavit." Robbers and ruffians were seen to thrust blazing brands into the 
buildings, and, when seized, they affirmed that they acted under higher orders. The elder Pliny, 
Xiphilinus, and the author of the tragedy, Octavia, likewise charge Nero with incendiarism. But 
Schiller, l. c.. 425 sqq., labors to relieve him of it. 
 
{523} We do not know the precise date of the massacre. Mosheim fixes it on November, Renan 
on August, A. D. 64. Several weeks or months at all events must have passed after the fire. If the 
traditional date of Peters crucifixion be correct there would be an interval of nearly a year 
between the conflagration, July 19, 64, and his martyrdom, June 29th. 
 
{524} "Crucibus affixi,"says Tacitus. This would well apply to Peter, to whom our Lord had 
prophesied such a death, John 21:18,19. Tertullian says: "Romae Petrus passioni Dominicae 
adaequatur"( Deuteronomy Praescript. Haeret., c. 36; comp. Adv. Marc., IV. 5; Scorpiace, 15). 
According to a later tradition he was, at his own request, crucified with his head downwards, 
deeming himself unworthy to be crucified as was his Lord. This is first mentioned in the Acta 
Pauli, c. 81, by Origen (in Euseb. H. E., III. 1) and more clearly by Jerome (Catal. 1); but is 
doubtful, although such cruelties were occasionally practised (see Josephus, Bell. Jud., V. 11, 1). 
Tradition mentions also the martyrdom of Peters wife, who was cheered by the apostle on her 
way to the place of execution and exhorted to remember the Lord on the cross (memnhso tou 
kuriou). Clement of Alexandria, Strom. VII. 11, quoted by Eusebius, H. E., III. 30. The orderly 
execution of Paul by the sword indicates a regular legal process before, or more probably at least 
a year after, the Neronian persecution in which his Roman citizenship would scarcely have been 
respected. See p. 326. 
 
{525} So Gibbon (ch. XVI.), more recently Merivale, l. c.. ch. 54 (vol. VI. 220, 4th ed.), and 
Schiller, l. c.., pp. 434, 585, followed by Hausrath and Stahr. Merivale and Schiller assume that 
the persecution was aimed at the Jews and Christians indiscriminately. Guizot, Milman, Neander, 
Gieseler, Renan, Lightfoot, Wieseler, and Keim defend or assume the accuracy of Tacitus and 
Suetonius. 
 
{526} Ant. XX. 8, 2, 3. 
 
{527} So Ewald. VI. 627, and Renan, LAntechist, pp. 159 sqq. Renan ingeniously conjectures that 
the "jealousy" to which Clement of Rome {Ad 6} traces the persecution, refers to the divisions 
among the Jews about the Christian religion. 
 
{528} Orosius (about 400), Hist., VII. 7: "Primus Romae Christianos suppliciis et mortibus 
adferit [Nero], ac per omnes provincias pari persecutione excruciari imperavit." So also 
Sulpicius Severus, Chron. II. 29. Dodwell (Dissert. Cypr. XI.,) Deuteronomy Paucitate 
martyrum, Gibbon, Milman, Merivale, and Schiller (p. 438) deny, but Ewald (VI. 627, and in his 
Com. on the Apoc.) and Renan (p. 183) very decidedly affirm the extension of the persecution 



beyond Rome. "Latrocite commandee par Neron,"says Renan, "dut avor des contre-coups dans 
les provinces et y exciter une recrudescence de persecution." C. L. Roth (Werke des Tacitus, VI. 
117) and Wieseler (Christenverfolgungen der Casaren, p. 11) assume that Nero condemned and 
prohibited Christianity as dangerous to the state. Kiessling and Deuteronomy Rossi have found in 
an inscription at Pompeii traces of a bloody persecution; but the reading is dispated, see Schiller, 
p. 438, Friedlander III. 529, and Renan, p. 184. 
 
{529} Apoc. 2:9, 10, 13; 16:6; 17:6; 18:24. 
 
{530} 1 Peter 2:12,19,20 3:14-18 4:12-19. 
 
{531} At the close, 1 Peter 5:13. not on page 384 
 
{532} "Those who survey," says Gibbon (ch. XVI.) "with a curious eye the revolutions of 
mankind, may observe that the gardens and circus of Nero on the Vatican, which were polluted 
with the blood of the first Christians, have been rendered still more famous by the triumph and by 
the abuse of the persecuted religion. On the same spot, a temple, which far surpasses the ancient 
glories of the capital, has been since erected by the Christian pontiffs, who, deriving their claim 
of universal dominion from a humble fisherman of Galilee, have succeeded to the throne of the 
Caesars, given laws to the barbarian conquerors of Rome, and extended their spiritual jurisdiction 
from the coast of the Baltic to the shores of the Pacific Ocean." Comp. Renan, LAntechr. p. 177: 
"Lorgie de Neron fut le grand bapteme de sanq qui desiqna Rome, comme la ville des martyrs, 
pour jouer un role a part dans l’histoire du christianisme, et en etre la seconde ville sainte. Ce fut 
la prise de possession de la colline Vatcane par ces triomphateurs dun genre inconnu jusque-la... 
Rome, rendue responsable de tout le sang verse, devint comme Babylone une sorte de ville 
sacramentelle et symbolique." 
 
{533} Tertullian mentions it in connection with the crucifixion of Peter and the decapitation of 
Paul as apparently occurring at the same time; Deuteronomy Praescript. Haer., c.36: "Ista quam 
felix ecclesia (the church of Rome) cui totam doctrinam apostoli sanguine suo profuderunt, ubi 
Petrus passioni Dominicae adaequatur, ubi Paulus Joannis exitu coronatur, ubi Apostolus 
Joannes, posteaquam in oleum igneum demersus nihil passus est, in insulam relegatur." Comp. 
Jerome, Adv. Jovin., 1, 26, and in Matt. 22: 23; and Euseb., H. E., VI. 5. Renan (p. 196) 
conjectures that John was destined to shine in the illumination of the Neronian gardens, and was 
actually steeped in oil for the purpose, but saved by an accident or caprice. Thiersch (Die Kirche 
im Apost. Zeitalter, p. 227, third edition, 1879) likewise accepts the tradition of Tertullian, but 
assumes a miraculous deliverance. 
 
{534} Revelation 11:7; 13:1; 17:1, 3, 5. Comp. Daniels description of the fourth (Roman) beast, 
"dreadful and terrible and strong exceedingly," with "ten horns," Daniel 7:7 sqq. 
 
{535} Revelation 17:6. 
 
{536} Revelation 18:2. Comp. also Revelation 6:9-11. 
 
{537} This refers either to the crucifixion, or more probably to the edict of Claudius, who 
banished the Jews and Jewish Christians from Rome. See above, p. 363. 
 
{538} Confessed what? Probably the Christian religion, which was already regarded as a sort of 
crime. If they confessed to be guilty of incendiarism, they must have been either weak neophytes 
who could not stand the pain of the torture, or hired scoundrels. 



 
{539} This is to be understood in the active sense of the reputed enmity to mankind, with which 
Tacitus charges the Jews also in almost the same terms ("Adversus omnes alios hostile odium," 
Hist. V. 5). But Thiersch and others explain it of the hatred of mankind towards the Christians. 
comp. {Matthew 10:22}, "Ye shall be hated of all men for my names sake"  

 



38. The Jewish War and the Destruction of Jerusalem. A. D. 70. 
 
"And as He went forth out of the temple, one of his disciples saith unto Him, Master, behold, 
what manner of stones and what manner of buildings! And Jesus said unto him, Seest thou these 
great buildings? There shall not be left here one stone upon another, which shall not be thrown 
down." Mark 13:1,2. 
 
Sources. 
 
Josephus: Bell. Jud., in 7 books; and Vita, c. 4-74. The history of the Jewish war was written by 
him as eye-witness about A. D. 75. English translations by W. Whiston, in Works of Jos., and by 
Rob. Traill, ed. by Isaac Taylor, new ed., Lond., 1862. German translations by Gfrsorer and W. 
Hoffmann, Stuttgart, 1836; and Paret, Stuttg., 1855; French translations by Arnauld dandilly, 
1667, Joachim Gillet, 1756, and Abbe Glaire, 1846. 
 
Rabbinical traditions in Derenbourg: Histoire de la Palestine depuis Cyrus jusqua Adrien. Paris, 
1867 (first part of his LHistoire et la geographie de la Palestine dapres les Thalmuds et les autres 
sources rabbiniques), pp. 255-295. 
 
Tacitus: Hist., II. 4; V. 1-13. A mere fragment, full of errors and insults towards the vanquished 
Jews. The fifth book, except this fragment, is lost. While Josephus, the Jew, is filled with 
admiration for the power and greatness of Rome, Tacitus, the heathen, treats Jews and Christians 
with scorn and contempt, and prefers to derive his information from hostile Egyptians and 
popular prejudice rather than from the Scriptures, and Philo, and Josephus. 
 
Sulpicius Severus: Chronicon, II. 30 (p. 84, ed. Halm). Short. 
 
Literature. 
 
Milman: The History of the Jews, Books XIV.-XVII. (New York ed., vol. II., 219 sqq.). 
 
Ewald: Geschichte des Folkes Israel, VI. 705-753 (second ed.). 
 
Gratz: Geschichte der Juden, III. 336-414. 
 
Hitzig: Geschichte des Volkes Israel, II. 594-629. 
 
Lewin: The Siege of Jerusalem by Titus. With the Journal of a recent Visit in the Holy City, and a 
general Sketch of the Topography of Jerusalem from the Earliest Times down to the Siege. 
London, 1863. 
 
Count de Champagny: Rome et la Judie au temps de la chute de Neron (ans 66-72 apres Jesus-
Christ), 2. ed., Paris, 1865. T. I., pp. 195-254; T. II., pp. 55-200. 
 
Charles Merivale: History of the Romans under the Empire, ch. LIX. (vol. VI., 415 sqq., 4th ed., 
New York, 1866). 
 
De Saulcy: Les derniers jours de Jerusalem. Paris, 1866. 
 
E. Renan: LAntechrist (ch. X.-XX., pp. 226-551). Paris, second ed., 1873. 



 
Emil Schurer: Lehrbuch der neutestamentlichen Zeitgeschichte (Leipzig, 1874), pp. 323-350. He 
also gives the literature. 
 
A. Hausrath: Neutestamentliche Zeitgeschichte, Part III., second ed., Heidelberg, 1875, pp. 424 
487. 
 
Alfred J. Church: The Story of the Last Days of Jerusalem, from Josephus. With illustrations. 
London, 1880. 
 
There is scarcely another period in history so full of vice, corruption, and disaster as the six years 
between the Neronian persecution and the destruction of Jerusalem. The prophetic description of 
the last days by our Lord began to be fulfilled before the generation to which he spoke had passed 
away, and the day of judgment seemed to be close at hand. So the Christians believed and had 
good reason to believe. Even to earnest heathen minds that period looked as dark as midnight. We 
have elsewhere quoted Senecas picture of the frightful moral depravity and decay under the reign 
of Nero, his pupil and murderer. Tacitus begins his history of Rome after the death of Nero with 
these words: "I proceed to a work rich in disasters, full of atrocious battles, of discord and 
rebellion, yea, horrible even in peace. Four princes [Galba, Otho, Vitellius, Domitian] killed by 
the sword; three civil wars, several foreign wars; and mostly raging at the same time. Favorable 
events in the East [the subjugation of the Jews], unfortunate ones in the West. Illyria disturbed, 
Gaul uneasy; Britain conquered and soon relinquished; the nations of Sarmatia and Suevia rising 
against us; the Parthians excited by the deception of a pseudo-Nero. Italy also weighed down by 
Dew or oft-repeated calamities; cities swallowed up or buried in ruins; Rome laid waste by 
conflagrations, the old temples burned up, even the capitol set on fire by citizens; sanctuaries 
desecrated; adultery rampant in high places. The sea filled with exiles; the rocky islands 
contaminated with murder. Still more horrible the fury in the city. Nobility, riches, places of 
honor, whether declined or occupied, counted as crimes, and virtue sure of destruction." {540} 
 
The Approaching Doom. 
 
The most unfortunate country in that period was Palestine, where an ancient and venerable nation 
brought upon itself unspeakable suffering and destruction. The tragedy of Jerusalem prefigures in 
miniature the final judgment, and in this light it is represented in the eschatological discourses of 
Christ, who foresaw the end from the beginning. 
 
The forbearance of God with his covenant people, who had crucified their own Saviour, reached 
at last its limit. As many as could be saved in the usual way, were rescued. The mass of the 
people had obstinately set themselves against all improvement. James the Just, the man who was 
fitted, if any could be, to reconcile the Jews to the Christian religion, had been stoned by his 
hardened brethren, for whom he daily interceded in the temple; and with him the Christian 
community in Jerusalem had lost its importance for that city. The hour of the "great tribulation" 
and fearful judgment drew near. The prophecy of the Lord approached its literal fulfilment: 
Jerusalem was razed to the ground, the temple burned, and not one stone was left upon another. 
{541} 
 
Not long before the outbreak of the Jewish war, seven years before the siege of Jerusalem (A. D. 
63), a peasant by the name of Joshua, or Jesus, appeared in the city at the Feast of Tabernacles, 
and in a tone of prophetic ecstasy cried day and night on the street among the people:, A voice 
from the morning, a voice from the evening! A voice from the four winds! A voice of rain against 
Jerusalem and the Temple! A voice against the bridegrooms and the brides! A voice against the 



whole people! Woe, woe to Jerusalem! The magistrates, terrified by this woe, had the prophet of 
evil taken up and scourged. He offered no resistance, and continued to cry his "Woe." Being 
brought before the procurator, Albinus, he was scourged till his bones could be seen, but 
interposed not a word for himself; uttered no curse on his enemies; simply exclaimed at every 
blow in a mournful tone: "Woe, woe to Jerusalem!" To the governors question, who and whence 
he was, He answered nothing. Finally they let him go, as a madman. But he continued for seven 
years and five months, till the outbreak of the war, especially at the three great feasts, to proclaim 
the approaching fall of Jerusalem. During the siege he was singing his dirge, for the last time, 
from the wall. Suddenly he added: "Woe, woe also to me!" and a stone of the Romans hurled at 
his head put an end to his prophetic lamentation. {542} 
 
The Jewish Rebellion. 
 
Under the last governors, Felix, Festus, Albinus, and Florus, moral corruption and the dissolution 
of all social ties, but at the same time the oppressiveness of the Roman yoke, increased every 
year. After the accession of Felix, assassins, called "Sicarians" (from sica, a dagger), armed with 
daggers and purchasable for any crime, endangering safety in city and country, roamed over 
Palestine. Besides this, the party spirit among the Jews themselves, and their hatred of their 
heathen oppressors, rose to the most insolent political and religious fanaticism, and was 
continually inflamed by false prophets and Messiahs, one of whom, for example, according to 
Josephus, drew after him thirty thousand men. Thus came to pass what our Lord had predicted: 
"There shall arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall lead many astray." 
 
At last, in the month of May, A. D. 66, under the last procurator, Gessius Florus (from 65 
onward), a wicked and cruel tyrant who, as Josephus says, was placed as a hangman over evil-
doers, an organized rebellion broke out against the Romans, but it the same time a terrible civil 
war also between different parties of the revolters themselves, especially between the Zealots, and 
the Moderates, or the Radicals and Conservatives. The ferocious party of the Zealots had all the 
fire and energy which religious and patriotic fanaticism could inspire; they have been justly 
compared with the Montagnards of the French Revolution. They gained the ascendancy in the 
progress of the war, took forcible possession of the city and the temple and introduced a reign of 
terror. They kept up the Messianic expectations of the people and hailed every step towards 
destruction as a step towards deliverance. Reports of comets, meteors, and all sorts of fearful 
omens and prodigies were interpreted as signs of the common of the Messiah and his reign over 
the heathen. The Romans recognized the Messiah in Vespasian and Titus. 
 
To defy Rome in that age, without a single ally, was to defy the world in arms; but religious 
fanaticism, inspired by the recollection of the heroic achievements of the Maccabees, blinded the 
Jews against the inevitable failure of this mad and desperate revolt. 
 
The Roman Invasion. 
 
The emperor Nero, informed of the rebellion, sent his most famous general, Vespasian, with a 
large force to Palestine Vespasian opened the campaign in the year 67 from the Syrian port-town, 
Ptolemais (Acco), and against a stout resistance overran Galilee with an army of sixty thousand 
men. But events in Rome hindered him from completing the victory, and required him to return 
thither. Nero had killed himself. The emperors, Galba, Otho, and Vitellius followed one another 
in rapid succession. The latter was taken out of a dogs kennel in Rome while drunk, dragged 
through the streets, and shamefully put to death. Vespasian, in the year 69, was universally 
proclaimed emperor, and restored order and prosperity. 
 



His son, Titus, who himself ten years after became emperor, and highly distinguished himself by 
his mildness and philanthropy, {543} then undertook the prosecution of the Jewish war, and 
became the instrument in the hand of God of destroying the holy city and the temple. He had an 
army of not less than eighty thousand trained soldiers, and planted his camp on Mount Scopus 
and the adjoining Mount Olivet, in full view of the city and the temple, which from this height 
show to the best advantage. The valley of the Kedron divided the besiegers from the besieged. 
 
In April, A. D. 70, immediately after the Passover, when Jerusalem was filled with strangers, the 
siege began. The zealots rejected, with sneering defiance, the repeated proposals of Titus and the 
prayers of Josephus, who accompanied him as interpreter and mediator; and they struck down 
every one who spoke of surrender. They made sorties down the valley of the Kedron and tip the 
mountain, and inflicted great loss oil the Romans. As the difficulties multiplied their courage 
increased. The crucifixion of hundreds of prisoners (as many as five hundred a day) only enraged 
them the more. Even the famine which began to rage and sweep away thousands daily, and forced 
a woman to roast her own child, {544} the cries of mothers and babes, the most pitiable scenes of 
misery around them, could not move the crazy fanatics. History records no other instance of such 
obstinate resistance, such desperate bravery and contempt of death. The Jews fought, not only for 
civil liberty, life, and their native land, but for that which constituted their national pride and 
glory, and gave their whole history its significancefor their religion, which, even in this state of 
horrible degeneracy, infused into them an almost superhuman power of endurance. 
 
The Destruction of the City and the Temple. 
 
At last, in July, the castle of Antonia was surprised and taken by night. This prepared the way for 
the destruction of the Temple in which the tragedy culminated. The daily sacrifices ceased July 
17th, because the hands were all needed for defence. The last and the bloodiest sacrifice at the 
altar of burnt offerings was the slaughter of thousands of Jews who had crowded around it. 
 
Titus (according to Josephus) intended at first to save that magnificent work of architecture, as a 
trophy of victory, and perhaps from some superstitious fear; and when the flames threatened to 
reach the Holy of Holies he forced his way through flame and smoke, over the dead and dying, to 
arrest the fire. {545} But the destruction was determined by a higher decree. His own soldiers, 
roused to madness by the stubborn resistance, and greedy of the golden treasures, could not be 
restrained from the work of destruction. At first the halls around the temple were set on fire. Then 
a firebrand was hurled through the golden gate. When the flames arose the Jews raised a hideous 
yell and tried to put out the fire; while others, clinging with a last convulsive grasp to their 
Messianic hopes, rested in the declaration of a false prophet, that God in the midst of the 
conflagration of the Temple would give a signal for the deliverance of his people. The legions 
vied with each other in feeding the flames, and made the unhappy people feel the full force of 
their unchained rage. Soon the whole prodigious structure was in a blaze and illuminated the 
skies. It was burned on the tenth of August, A. D. 70, the same day of the year on which, 
according to tradition, the first temple was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar. "No one," says 
Josephus, "can conceive a louder, more terrible shriek than arose from all sides during the 
burning of the temple. The shout of victory and the jubilee of the legions sounded through the 
wailings of the people, now surrounded with fire and sword, upon the mountain, and throughout 
the city. The echo from all the mountains around, even to Peraea(?), increased the deafening roar. 
Yet the misery itself was more terrible than this disorder. The hill on which the temple stood was 
seething hot, and seemed enveloped to its base in one sheet of flame. The blood was larger in 
quantity than the fire, and those that were slain more in number than those that slew them. The 
ground was nowhere visible. All was covered with corpses; over these heaps the soldiers pursued 
the fugitives." {546} 



 
The Romans planted their eagles on the shapeless ruins, over against the eastern gate, offered 
their sacrifices to them, and proclaimed Titus Imperator with the greatest acclamations of joy. 
Thus was fulfilled the prophecy concerning the "abomination of desolation standing in the holy 
place." {547} 
 
Jerusalem was razed to the ground; only three towers of the palace of HerodHippicus (still 
standing), Phasael, and Mariamnetogether with a portion of the western wall, were left as 
monuments of the strength of the conquered city, once the centre of the Jewish theocracy and the 
cradle of the Christian Church. 
 
Even the heathen Titus is reported to have publicly declared that God, by a special providence, 
aided the Romans and drove the Jews from their impregnable strongholds. {548} Josephus, who 
went through the war himself from beginning to end, at first as governor of Galilee and general of 
the Jewish army, then as a prisoner of Vespasian, finally as a companion of Titus and mediator 
between the Romans and Jews, recognized in this tragical event a divine judgment and admitted 
of his degenerate countrymen, to whom he was otherwise sincerely attached: "I will not hesitate 
to say what gives me pain: I believe that, had the Romans delayed their punishment of these 
villains, the city would have been swallowed up by the earth, or overwhelmed with a flood, or, 
like Sodom, consumed with fire from heaven. For the generation which was in it was far more 
ungodly than the men on whom these punishments had in former times fallen. By their madness 
the whole nation came to be ruined." {549} 
 
Thus, therefore, must one of the best Roman emperors execute the long threatened judgment of 
God, and the most learned Jew of his time describe it, and thereby, without willing or knowing it, 
bear testimony to the truth of the prophecy and the divinity of the mission of Jesus Christ, the 
rejection of whom brought all this and the subsequent misfortune upon the apostate race. 
 
The destruction of Jerusalem would be a worthy theme for the genius of a Christian Homer. It has 
been called "the most soul-stirring struggle of all ancient history." {550} But there was no 
Jeremiah to sing the funeral dirge of the city of David and Solomon. The Apocalypse was already 
written, and had predicted that the heathen "shall tread the holy city under foot forty and two 
months." {551}  One of the master artists of modern times, Kaulbach, has made it the subject of 
one of his greatest paintings in the museum at Berlin. It represents the burning temple: in the 
foreground, the high-priest burying his sword in his breast; around him, the scenes of heart-
rending suffering; above, the ancient prophets beholding the fulfilment of their oracles; beneath 
them, Titus with the Roman army as the unconscious executor of the Divine wrath; below, to the 
left, Ahasuerus, the Wandering Jew of the mediaeval legend, driven by furies into the undying 
future; and to the right the group of Christians departing in peace from the scene of destruction, 
and Jewish children imploring their protection. 
 
The Fate of the Survivors, and the Triumph in Rome. 
 
After a siege of five months the entire city was in the hands of the victors. The number of the 
Jews slain during the siege, including all those who had crowded into the city from the country, is 
stated by Josephus at the enormous and probably exaggerated figure of one million and one 
hundred thousand. Eleven thousand perished from starvation shortly after the close of the siege. 
Ninety-seven thousand were carried captive and sold into slavery, or sent to the mines, or 
sacrificed in the gladiatorial shows at Caesarea, Berytus, Antioch, and other cities. The strongest 
and handsomest men were selected for the triumphal procession in Rome, among them the chief 
defenders and leaders of the revolt, Simon Bar-Giora and John of Gischala. {552} 



 
Vespasian and Titus celebrated the dearly bought victory together (71). No expense was spared 
for the pageant. Crowned with laurel, and clothed in purple garments, the two conquerors rode 
slowly in separate chariots, Domitian on a splendid charger, to the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, 
amid the shouts of the people and the aristocracy. They were preceded by the soldiers in festive 
attire and seven hundred Jewish captives. The images of the gods, and the sacred furniture of the 
templethe table of show-bread, the seven-armed candlestick, the trumpets which announced the 
year of jubilee, the vessel of incense, and the rolls of the Lawwere borne along in the procession 
and deposited in the newly built Temple of Peace, {553} except the Law and the purple veils of 
the holy place, which Vespasian reserved for his palace. Simon Bar-Giora was thrown down from 
the Tarpeian Rock; John of Gischala doomed to perpetual imprisonment. Coins were cast with the 
legend Judaea capta, Judaea devicta. But neither Vespasian nor Titus assumed the victorious 
epithet Judaeus; they despised a people which had lost its fatherland. 
 
Josephus saw the pompous spectacle of the humiliation and wholesale crucifixion of his nation, 
and described it without a tear. {554}  The thoughtful Christian, looking at the representation of 
the temple furniture borne by captive Jews on the triumphal arch of Titus, still standing between 
the Colosseum and the Forum, is filled with awe at the fulfilment of divine prophecy. 
 
The conquest of Palestine involved the destruction of the Jewish commonwealth. Vespasian 
retained the land as his private property or distributed it among his veterans. The people were by 
the five years war reduced to extreme poverty, and left without a magistrate (in the Jewish sense), 
without a temple, without a country. The renewal of the revolt under the false Messiah, Bar-
Cocheba, led only to a still more complete destruction of Jerusalem and devastation of Palestine 
by the army of Hadrian (132-135). But the Jews still had the law and the prophets and the sacred 
traditions, to which they cling to this day with indestructible tenacity and with the hope of a great 
future. Scattered over the earth, at home everywhere and nowhere; refusing to mingle their blood 
with any other race, dwelling in distinct communities, marked as a peculiar people in every 
feature of the countenance, in every rite of religion; patient, sober, and industrious; successful in 
every enterprise, prosperous in spite of oppression, ridiculed yet feared, robbed yet wealthy, 
massacred yet springing up again, they have outlived the persecution of centuries and are likely to 
continue to live to the end of time: the object of the mingled contempt, admiration, and wonder of 
the world. 
 
{540} Hist. I. c. 2. 
 
{541} Matthew 24:1,2 Mark 13:1 Luke 19:43,44 21:6. 
 
{542} Jos, B. Jud., VI. 5, 3 sqq 
 
{543} The people called him Amor et Deliciae generis humani. He was born December 30, A. D. 
40, and died September 13, 81. He ascended the throne 79, in the year when the towns of 
Herculaneum, Stabiae, and Pompeii were destroyed. His reign was marked by a series of terrible 
calamities, among which was a conflagration in Rome which lasted three days, and. a plague 
which destroyed thousands of victims daily. He made earnest efforts to repair the injuries, and 
used to say, when a day passed without an act of philanthropy, "Amici, diem perdidi." See 
Suetonius, Titus. 
 
{544} Josephus, VI. 3, 4, gives a full account of this horrible and most unnatural incident. 
 



{545} Josephus is, however, not quite consistent; he says first that Titus, perceiving that his 
endeavors to spare a foreign temple turned to the damage of his soldiers, commanded the gates to 
be set on fire (VI. 4, 1); and then, that on the next day he gave orders to extinguish it (3, 6, and 
37). Sulpicius Severus (II. 30) makes Titus responsible for the destruction, who thought that it 
would make an end both to the Jewish and the Christian religion. This is defended by Stange, 
Deuteronomy Titi imperatoris vita, P. I., 1870, pp. 39-43, but doubted by Schurer, l. c.. p. 346. 
Renan (511 sqq.), following Bernays, Ueber die Chronik des Sulpicius Sev., 1861, p. 48, believes 
that Sulpicius drew his account from the lost portion of the Histories of Tacitus, and that Titus 
neither ordered nor forbade the burning of the Temple, but left it to its fate, with a prudent 
reservation of his motives. So also Thiersch, p. 224. 
 
{546} B. J., VI. 5, 1. 
 
{547} Daniel 9:27 Matthew 24:15; comp. Luke 21:20; Josephus, B. Jud., VI. 
 
{548} B. Jud., VI. 9, 1. Titus is said to have approved such passages (Jos. Vita, 65). 
 
{549} B. Jud., V. 13, 6. 
 
{550} Merivale, l. c.., p. 445. 
 
{551} Apoc. 11:2; comp. Luke 21:24. In Daniel 7:25 9:27 12:7, the duration of the oppression of 
the Jewish people is given as seven half-years (equals 42 months). 
 
{552} B Jud. VI. 9, 2-4. Milman (II. 388) sums up the scattered statements of Josephus, and 
makes out the total number of killed, from the beginning to the close of the war, to be 1,356,460, 
and the total number of prisoners 101,700. 
 
{553} The Temple of Peace was afterwards burned under Commodus, and it is not known what 
became of the sacred furniture. 
 
{554} B. Jud., VII. 5, 5-7. Josephus was richly rewarded for his treachery. Vespasian gave him a 
house in Rome, an annual pension, the Roman citizenship, and large possessions in Judaea. Titus 
and Domitian continued the favors. But his countrymen embittered his life and cursed his 
memory. Jost and other Jewish historians speak of him with great contempt. King Agrippa, the 
last of the Idumaean sovereigns, lived and died a humble and contented vassal of Rome, in the 
third year of Trajan, A. D. 100. His licentious sister, Berenice, narrowly escaped the fate of a 
second Cleopatra. The conquering Titus was conquered by her sensual charms, and desired to 
raise her to the imperial throne, but the public dissatisfaction forced him to dismiss her, "invitus 
invitam." Suet., Tit. 7. Comp. Schurer, l. c. 321, 322.  

 



39. Effects of the Destruction of Jerusalem on the Christian Church. 
 
The Christians of Jerusalem, remembering the Lords admonition, forsook the doomed city in 
good time and fled to the town of Pella in the Decapolis, beyond the Jordan, in the north of 
Peraea, where king Herod Agrippa II., before whom Paul once stood, opened to them a safe 
asylum. An old tradition says that a divine voice or angel revealed to their leaders the duty of 
flight. {555} There, in the midst of a population chiefly Gentile, the church of the circumcision 
was reconstructed. Unfortunately, its history is hidden from us. But it never recovered its former 
importance. When Jerusalem was rebuilt as a Christian city, its bishop was raised to the dignity of 
one of the four patriarchs of the East, but it was a patriarchate of honor, not of power, and sank to 
a mere shadow after the Mohammedan invasion. 
 
The awful catastrophe of the destruction of the Jewish theocracy must have produced the 
profoundest sensation among the Christians, of which we now, in the absence of all particular 
information respecting it, can hardly form a true conception. {556} It was the greatest calamity of 
Judaism and a great benefit to Christianity; a refutation of the one, a vindication and 
emancipation of the other. It not only gave a mighty impulse to faith, but at the same time formed 
a proper epoch in the history of the relation between the two religious bodies. It separated them 
forever. It is true the apostle Paul had before now inwardly completed this separation by the 
Christian universality of his whole system of doctrine; but outwardly he had in various ways 
accommodated himself to Judaism, and had more than once religiously visited tile temple. He 
wished not to appear as a revolutionist, nor to anticipate the natural course of history, tile ways of 
Providence. {557} But now the rupture was also outwardly consummated by the thunderbolt of 
divine omnipotence. God himself destroyed the house, in which he had thus far dwelt, in which 
Jesus had taught, in which the apostles had prayed; he rejected his peculiar people for their 
obstinate rejection of the Messiah; he demolished the whole fabric of the Mosaic theocracy, 
whose system of worship was, in its very nature, associated exclusively with the tabernacle at 
first and afterwards with the temple; but in so doing he cut the cords which had hitherto bound, 
and according to the law of organic development necessarily bound the infant church to the 
outward economy of the old covenant, and to Jerusalem as its centre. Henceforth the heathen 
could no longer look upon Christianity as a mere sect of Judaism, but must regard and treat it as a 
new, peculiar religion. The destruction of Jerusalem, therefore, marks that momentous crisis at 
which the Christian church as a whole burst forth forever from the chrysalis of Judaism, awoke to 
a sense of its maturity, and in government and worship at once took its independent stand before 
the world. {558} 
 
This breaking away from hardened Judaism and its religious forms, however, involved no 
departure from the spirit of the Old Testament revelation. The church, on the contrary, entered 
into the inheritance of Israel. The Christians appeared as genuine Jews, as spiritual children of 
Abraham, who, following the inward current of the Mosaic religion, had found Him, who was the 
fulfilment of the law and the prophets; the perfect fruit of the old covenant and the living germ of 
the new; the beginning and the principle of a new moral creation. 
 
It now only remained to complete the consolidation of the church in this altered state of things; to 
combine the premises in their results; to take up the conservative tendency of Peter and the 
progressive tendency of Paul, as embodied respectively in the Jewish-Christian and the Gentile-
Christian churches, and to fuse them into a third and higher tendency in a permanent organism; to 
set forth alike the unity of the two Testaments in diversity, and their diversity in unity; and in this 
way to wind up the history of the apostolic church. 
 



This was the work of John, the apostle of completion. 
 
{555} In Eusebius, H. E., III. 5: kata tina crhsmon toiv autoyi dokimoiv di apokaluqewv 
ekdoyenta. Comp. Epiphanius, Deuteronomy pond. et meis. c. 15, and the warring of Christ, 
Matthew 24:15 sq. Eusebius puts the, flight to Pella before the war (pro tou polemou), four 
years before the destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
{556} It is alluded to in the Ep. of Barnabas, cap. 16. 
 
{557} Comp. 1 Corinthians 7:18 sqq.; Acts 21:26 sqq. 
 
{558} Dr. Richard Rothe (Die Anfange der Christl. Kirche, p. 341 sqq.). Thiersch (p. 225), Ewald 
(VII. 26), Renan (LAntechr., p. 545), and Lightfoot (Gal., p. 301) ascribe the same significance to 
the destruction of Jerusalem. Ewald says: "As by one great irrevocable stroke the Christian 
congregation was separated from the Jewish, to which it had heretofore clung as a new, vigorous 
offshoot to the root of the old tree and as the daughter to the mother." He also quotes the newly 
discovered letter of Serapion, written about 75, as showing the effect which the destruction of 
Jerusalem exerted on thoughtful minds. See above, p. 171.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VII. 
 
ST. JOHN, AND THE LAST STADIUM OF THE APOSTOLIC PERIOD. 
 
THE CONSOLIDATION OF JEWISH AND GENTILE CHRISTIANITY. 
 
kai ov logov sarx egeneto kai eskhnwsen en hmin, kai eyeasameya thn doxan autou.—
John 1:14. 
 

40. The Johannean Literature. 
 

I. Sources. 
 
1. The Gospel, Epistles, and Revelation of John. The notices of John in the Synoptical Gospels, in 
the Acts, and in Galatians 2:9. (See the passages in Young’s Analytical Concordance.) 
 
2. Patristic traditions. Irenaeus: Adv. Haer. II. 22, 5 (John lived to the age of Trajan); III. 1, 1 
(John at Ephesus); III. 3, 4 (John and Cerinthus); V. 30, 3 (John and the Apocalypse). Clemens 
Alex.: Quis dives salvus, c. 42 (John and the young robber). Polycrates of Ephesus in Eus. Hist. 
Eccl. III. 31; V. 24 (John, one of the megala stoiceia, and aiereuv to petalon peforhkwv). 
Tertullian: Deuteronomy praescr. haer., c. 36 (the legend of John’s martyrdom in Rome by being 
steeped in oil, and his miraculous preservation). Eusebius: Hist. Eccl, III. chs. 18, 23, 31; IV. 14; 
V. 24 (the paschal controversy). Jerome: Ad Galatians 6:10 (the last words of John); 
Deuteronomy vir. ill., c. 9. Augustin: Tract. 124 in Evang. Joann. (Opera III. 1970, ed. Migne). 
Nicephorus Cal.: Hist. Eccl. II. 42. 
 

II. Apocryphal Traditions. 
 
Acta Johannis, ed. Const. Tischendorf, in his Acta Apost. Apocr., Lips., 1851, pp. 266-276. 
Comp. Prolegg. LXXIII. sqq., where the patristic testimonies on the apocryphal Acts of John are 
collected. 
 
Acta Joannis, unter Benutzung von C. v. Tischendorf’s Nachlass bearbeitet von Theod. Zahn. 
Erlangen, 1880 (264 pages and clxxii. pages of Introd.). 
 
The "Acta" contain the praxeiv tou... iwannou tou yeologou PROCHORUS, who professes to 
be one of the Seventy Disciples, one of the Seven Deacons of Jerusalem, {Acts 6:5} and a pupil of 
St. John; and fragments of the periodoi iwannou, "the Wanderings of John," by Leucius 
Charinus, a friend and pupil of John. The former work is a religious romance, written about 400 
years after the death of John; the latter is assigned by Zahn to an author in Asia Minor before 160, 
and probably before 140; it uses the fourth as well as the Synoptical Gospels, and so far has some 
apologetic value. See p. cxlviii. 
 
Max Bonnet, the French philologist, promises a new critical edition of the Acts of John. See E. 
Leroux’s "Revue critique," 1880, p. 449. 



 
Apocalypsis Johannis, in Tischindorf’s Apocalypses Apocryphae Mosis, Esdrae, Pauli, Johannis, 
item Mariae Dormitio. Lips., 1866, pp. 70-94. 
 
This pseudo-Johannean Apocalypse purports to have been written shortly after the ascension of 
Christ, by St. John, on Mount Tabor. It exists in MS. from the ninth century, and was first edited 
by A. Birch, 1804. 
 
On the legends of St. John comp. Mrs. Jameson: Sacred and Legendary Art, I. 157-172, fifth 
edition. 
 

III. Biographical and Critical. 
 
Francis Trench: Life and Character of St. John the Evangelist. London, 1850. 
 
Dean Stanley (d. 1881): Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age. Oxford and London, 1847, 
third ed., 1874, pp. 234-281. 
 
Max Krenkel: Der Apostel Johannes. Leipzig, 1871. 
 
James M. Macdonald: The Life and Writings of St. John. With Introduction by Dean Howson. 
New York, 1877 (new ed. 1880). 
 
Weizsacker: Das Apost. Zeitalter. 1886, pp. 493-559. 
 
Comp. the biographical sketches in the works on the Apostolic Church, mentioned 20 (p. 189); 
and the Introductions to the Commentaries of Lucke, Meyer, Lange, Luthardt, Godet, Westcott, 
Plummer. 
 

IV. Doctrinal. 
 
The Johannean type of doctrine is expounded by Neander (in his work on the Apost. Age, 4th ed., 
1847; E. transl. by Robinson, N. York, 1865, pp. 508-531); Frommann (Der Johanneische 
Lehrbegriff, Leipz., 1839); C. Reinh. Kostlin( Der Lehrbegriff des Ev. und der Briefe Johannis, 
Berlin, 1843); Reuss (Die Johann. Theologie, in the Strasburg "Beitrage zu den Theol. 
Wissenschaften," 1847, in La Theologie johannique, Paris, 1879, and in his Theology of the 
Apost. Age, 2d ed. 1860, translated from the third French ed. by Annie Harwood, Lond. 1872-74, 
2 vols.); Schmid (in his Bibl. Theol. des N. T, Stuttg. 1853); Baur (in Vorlesungen uber N. T. 
Theol, Leipz. 1864); Hilgenfeld (1849 and 1863); B. Weiss( Der Johanneische Lehrbegriff, 
Berlin, 1862, and in his Bibl. Theol. des N. T., 4th ed. 1884). There are also special treatises on 
John’s Logos-doctrine and Christology by Weizsacker (1862), Beyerschlag (1866), and others. 
 

V. Commentaries on the Gospel of John. 
 
The Literature on the Gospel of John and its genuineness, from 1792 to 1875 (from Evanson to 
Luthardt), is given with unusual fulness and accuracy by Dr. Caspar Rene Gregory (an American 
scholar), in an appendix to his translation of Luthardt’s St. John, the Author of the Fourth Gospel. 



Edinb. 1875, pp. 283-360. Comp. also the very careful lists of Dr. Ezra Abbot (down to 1869) in 
the article John, Gospel of, in the Am. ed. of Smith’s "Dict. of the Bible," I. 1437-1439. 
 
Origen (d. 254) Chrysostom (407); Augustin (430); Cyril of Alexandria (444) Calvin (1564); 
Lampe (1724, 3 vols.); Bengel (Gnomen, 1752); Lucke (1820, 3d ed. 1843); Olshausen (1832, 4th 
ed. by Ebrard, 1861) Tholuck (1827, 7th ed. 1857); Hengstesnberg (1863, 2d, I. 1867 Eng. transl. 
1865); Luthardt (1852, 2d ed. entirely rewritten 1875; Eng. transl. by Gregory, in 2 vols., and a 
special volume on the Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, 1875) Deuteronomy Wette-Bruckner (5th 
ed. 1863); Meyer (5th and last ed. of Meyer, 1869; 6th ed. by Weiss, 1880); Ewald (1861); Alford 
(6th ed. 1868); Wordsworth (5th ed. 1866), Godet (1865, 2 vols., 2d ed. 1877, Eng. transl. in 3 
vols.; 3d edition, Paris, 1881, trsl. by T. Dwight, 1886); Lange (as translated and enlarged by 
Schaff, N. Y. and Edinb. 1871); Watkins (in Ellicott’s "N.T. Com. for English Readers," 1878); 
Westcott (in "Speaker’s Commentary," 1879, and separately); Milligan and Moulton (in "Schaff’s 
Popul. Com.," 1880); Keil (1881); Plummer (1881); Thoma (Die Genesis des Joh. Evangeliums, 
1882); Paul Schanz (Tubingen, 1885). 
 

VI. Special Treatises on the Genuineness and Credibility of the Fourth Gospel. 
 
We have no room to give all the titles of books, or the pages in the introductions to 
Commentaries, and refer to the lists of Abbot and Gregory. 
 
a. Writers against the Genuineness: 
 
E. Evanson (The Dissonance of the Four generally received Evangelists, Gloucester, 1792). K. G. 
Bretschneider( Probabilia de Ev. et Ep. Joh. Ap. Indole et Origine, Leips. 1820, refuted by 
Schott, Eichhorn, Lucke, and others; retracted by the author himself in 1828). D. F. Strauss (in his 
Leben Jesu, 1835; withdrawn in the 3d ed. 1838, but renewed in the 4th, 1840 in his Leben Jesu 
fur das deutsche Volk, 1864); Lutzelberger (1840); Bruno Baum (1840).—F. Chr. BAUR (first in 
a very acute and ingenious analysis of the Gospel, in the "Theol. Jahrbucher," of Tubingen, 1844, 
and again in 1847, 1848, 1853, 1855, 1859). He represents the fourth Gospel as the ripe result of 
a literary development, or evolution, which proceeded, according to the Hegelian method, from 
thesis to antithesis and synthesis, or from Judaizing Petrinism to anti-Jewish Paulinism and 
(pseudo-) Johannean reconciliation. He was followed by the whole Tubingen School; Zeller 
(1845, 1847, 1853); Schwegler (1846); Hilgenfeld (1849, 1854, 1855, 1875); Volkmar (1870, 
1876); Schenkel (1864 and 1873); Holtzmann (in Schenkel’s "Bibellexikon." 1871, and 
Einleitung, 1886). Keim (Gesch. Jesu v. Nazara, since 1867, vol. I., 146 sqq.; 167 sqq., and in the 
3d ed. of his abridgement, 1875, p. 40); Hausrath (1874); Mangold (in the 4th ed. of Bleek’s 
Introd., 1886); Thoma (1882). In Holland, Scholten (Leyden, 1865, and again 1871). In England, 
J. J. Tayler (London, 1867); Samuel Davidson (in the new ed. of his Introduction to the N. T., 
1868, II. 323 sqq. and 357 sqq.); the anonymous author of Supernatural Religion (vol. II. 251 
sqq., of the 6th ed., London, 1875); and E. A. A. (Edwin A. Abbott, D. D., of London, in art. 
Gospels, "Encycl. Brit.," vol. X., 1879, pp. 818-843). 
 
The dates assigned to the composition of the Fourth Gospel by these opponents vary from 110 to 
170, but the best scholars among them are more and more forced to retreat from 170 (Baur’s date) 
to 130 (Keim), or to the very beginning of the second century (110). This is fatal to their theory; 
for at that time many of the personal friends and pupils of John must have been still living to 
prevent a literary fiction from being generally accepted in the church as a genuine work of the 
apostle. 
 



Reuss (in his Theologie johannique, 1879, in the sixth part of his great work, "La Bible" and in 
the Sixth edition of his Geschichte der heil. Schriften N. T., 1887, pp. 249 sqq.) leaves the 
question undecided, though inclining against the Johannean authorship. Sabatier, who had 
formerly defended the authenticity (in his Essai sur les sources de la vie de Jesus, 1866), follows 
the steps of Reuss, and comes to a negative conclusion (in his art. Jean in Lichtenberger’s 
"Encycl. des Sciences Relig.," Tom. VII., Paris, 1880, pp. 173 sqq.). 
 
Weisse (1836), Schweizer (1841), Weizsacker (1857, 1859, 1862, 1886), Hase (in his Geschichte 
Jesu, 1875, while in his earlier writings he had defended the genuineness), and Renan (1863, 
1867, and 1879) admit genuine portions in the Fourth Gospel, but differ among themselves as to 
the extent. Some defend the genuineness of the discourses, but reject the miracles. Renan, on the 
contrary, favors the historical portions, but rejects the discourses of Christ, in a special discussion 
in the 13th ed. of his Vie de Jesus, pp. 477 sqq. He changed his view again in his L’eglise 
chretienne, 1879, pp. 47 sqq. "Ce qui parait le plus probable," he says, "c’est qu’un disciple de 
l’apotre, depositaire de plusieurs de ses souvenirs, se crut autorise a parler en son nom et a-
ecrire, vingt-cinq ou trente ans apres sa mort, ce que l’on regrettait qu’il n’eut pas lui-meme fixe 
de son vivant." He is disposed to ascribe the composition to the "Presbyter John" (whose very 
existence is doubtful) and to Aristion, two Ephesian disciples of John the Apostle. In 
characterizing the discourses in the Gospel of John he shows his utter incapacity of appreciating 
its spirit. Matthew Arnold( God and the Bible, p. 248) conjectures that the Ephesian presbyters 
composed the Gospel with the aid of materials furnished by John. 
 
It should be remarked that Baur and his followers, and Renan, while they reject the authenticity of 
the Fourth Gospel, strongly defend the Johannean origin of the Apocalypse, as one of the certain 
documents of the apostolic age. But Keim, by denying the whole tradition of John’s sojourn at 
Ephesus, destroys the foundation of Baur’s theory. 
 
b. The genuineness has been defended by the following writers: 
 
Jos. Priestley (Unitarian, against Evanson, 1793). Schleiermacher and his school, especially 
Lucke (1820 and 1840), Bleek (1846 and 1862), and Deuteronomy Wette (after some hesitation, 
1837, 5th ed., by Bruckner, 1863). Credner (1836); Neander( Leben Jesu, 1837) Tholuck (in 
Glaubwurdigkeit der evang. Geschichte, against Strauss, 1837); Andrews Norton (Unitarian, in 
Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels, 1837-1844, 3 vols., 2d ed. 1846, abridged ed., 
Boston, 1875); Ebrard (1845, against Baur; again 1861, 1868, and 1880), in Herzog’s "Encykl." 
Thiersch (1845, against Baur); Schneider (1854); Hengstenberg (1863); Astie, (1863); Hofstede 
de Groot (Basilides, 1863; Germ. transl. 1868); Van Oosterzee (against Scholten, Germ. ed. 1867; 
Engl. transl. by Hurst); Tischendorf (Wann wurden unsere Evangelien verfasst? 1865, 4th ed. 
1866; also translated into English, but very poorly); Riggenbach (1866, against Volkmar). Meyer( 
Com., 5th ed. 1869); Weiss (6th ed. of Meyer, 1880); Lange (in his Leben Jesu, and in his Com., 
3d ed. 1868, translated and enlarged by Schaff, 1871); Sanday (Authorship and Historical 
Character of the Fourth Gospel, London, 1872); Beyschlag (in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 
1874 and 1875); Luthardt (2d ed. 1875); Lightfoot (in the Contemporary Review, "1875-1877, 
against Supernatural Religion)"; Geo. P. Fisher (Beginnings of Christianity, 1877, ch. X., and art. 
The Fourth Gospel, in "The Princeton Review" for July, 1881, pp. 51-84); Godet (Commentaire 
sur l’evangile de Saint Jean, 2d ed. 1878; 3d ed. "completement revue," vol. I., Introduction 
historique et critique, Paris, 1881, 376 pages); Westcott (Introd. to the Gospels, 1862, 1875, and 
Com. 1879); McClellan (The Four Gospels, 1875); Milligan (in several articles in the "Contemp. 
Review" for 1867, 1868, 1871, and in his and Moulton’s Com., 1880); Ezra Abbot (The 
Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, Boston, 1880; republished in his Critical Essays, Boston, 1888; 
conclusive on the external evidences, especially the important testimony of Justin Martyr); 



George Salmon (Historical Introd. to the N. T., London, 1886; third ed. 1888, pp. 210 sqq.). See 
also A. H. Francke: Das Alte Test. bei Johannes, Gottingen, 1885. 
 

VIII. Commentaries on the Epistles of John. 
 
Oecumenius (1000); Theophylact (1071); Luther; Calvin; Bullinger; Lucke (3d ed. 1856); 
Deuteronomy Wette (1837, 5th ed. by Bruckner, 1863); Neander (1851, Engl. transl. by Mrs. 
Conant, 1852); Dusterdieck (1852-1856, 2 vols.); Huther (in Meyer’s Com., 1855, 4th ed. 1880); 
F. D. Maurice, (1857); Ebrard (in Olshausen’s Com., 1859, transl. by W. B. Pope, Edinb. 1860); 
Ewald (1861); Braune (in Lange’s Com., 1865, Engl. ed. by Mombert, 1867); Candlish (1866); 
Erich Haupt (1869, Engl. transl. by W. B. Pope, Edinb., 1879); R. Rothe (posthumous ed. by K. 
Muhlhauser, 1879); W. B. Pope (in Schaff’s Pop. Com., 1883); Westcott (1883). 
 

IX. Commentaries on the Apocalypse of John. 
 
Bullinger (1535, 6th ed. 1604); Grotius (1644); Jos. Mede (Clavis Apocalyptica, 1682); Bossuet 
(R. C., 1689); Vitringa (1719); Bengel (1740, 1746, and new ed. 1834); Herder (1779); Eichhorn 
(1791); E. P. Elliott (Horae Apocalypticae, or, a Com. on the Rev. 5th ed., Lond., 1862, 4 vols.) 
Lucke (1852); Ewald (1828 and 1862); Zullig (1834 and 1840) Moses Stuart (1845, 2 vols.); 
Deuteronomy Wette (1848, 3d ed. 1862); Alford (3d ed. 1866); Hengstenberg (1849 and 1861); 
Ebrard (1853); Auberlen (Der Prophet Daniel und die Offenbarung Johannis, 1854; Engl. transl. 
by Ad. Saphir, 1856, 2d Germ. ed. 1857); Dusterdieck (1859, 3d ed. 1877); Bleek (1820 and 
1862); Luthardt (1861); Volkmar (1862); Kienlen (1870); Lange (1871, Am. ed., with large 
additions by Craven, 1874); Cowles (1871); Gebhardt (Der Lehrbegriff der Apocalypse, 1873; 
Engl. transl., The Doctrine of the Apocalypse, by J. Jefferson, 1878); Kliefoth (1874); Lee (1882); 
Milligan (in Schaff’s Internat. Com., 1883, and in Lectures on the Revel., 1886); Spitta (1889). 
Volter (1882) and Vischer (1886) deny the unity of the book. Vischer makes it a Jewish 
Apocalypse worked over by a Christian, in spite of the warning, Revelation 22:18,19, which 
refutes this hypothesis.  

 



41. Life and Character of John 
 
Volat avis sine meta, 
 
Quo nec votes nec propheta 
 
Evolavit altius: 
 
Tam implenda quam impleta, 
 
Numquam vidit tot secreta 
 
Purus homo purius. 
 
(Adam of St. Victor.) 
 
The Mission of John. 
 
Peter, the Jewish apostle of authority, and Paul, the Gentile apostle of freedom, had done their 
work on earth before the destruction of Jerusalem—had done it for their age and for all ages to 
come; had done it, and by the influence of their writings are doing it still, in a manner that can 
never be superseded. Both were master-builders, the one in laying the foundation, the other in 
rearing the superstructure, of the church of Christ, against which the gates of Hades can never 
prevail. 
 
But there remained a most important additional work to be done, a work of union and 
consolidation. This was reserved for the apostle of love, the bosom-friend of Jesus, who had 
become his most perfect reflection so far as any human being can reflect the ideal of divine-
human purity and holiness. John was not a missionary or a man of action, like Peter and Paul. He 
did little, so far as we know, for the outward spread of Christianity, but all the more for the inner 
life and growth of Christianity where it was already established. He has nothing to say about the 
government, the forms, and rites of the visible church (even the name does not occur in his 
Gospel and first Epistle), but all the more about the spiritual substance of the church—the vital 
union of believers with Christ and the brotherly communion of believers among themselves. He is 
at once the apostle, the evangelist, and the seer, of the new covenant. He lived to the close of the 
first century, that he might erect on the foundation and superstructure of the apostolic age the 
majestic dome gilded by the light of the new heaven. 
 
He had to wait in silent meditation till the church was ripe for his sublime teaching. This is 
intimated by the mysterious word of our Lord to Peter with reference to John: "If I will that he 
tarry till I come, what is that to thee?" {559} No doubt the Lord did come in the terrible judgment 
of Jerusalem. John outlived it personally, and his type of doctrine and character will outlive the 
earlier stages of church history (anticipated and typified by Peter and Paul) till the final coming of 
the Lord. In that wider sense he tarries even till now, and his writings, with their unexplored 
depths and heights still wait for the proper interpreter. The best comes last. In the vision of Elijah 
on Mount Horeb, the strong wind that rent the mountains and brake in pieces the rocks, and the 
earthquake, and the fire preceded the still small voice of Jehovah. {560} The owl of Minerva, the 
goddess of wisdom, begins its flight at twilight. The storm of battle prepares the way for the feast 
of peace. The great warrior of the apostolic age already sounded the keynote of love which was to 



harmonize the two sections of Christendom; and John only responded to Paul when he revealed 
the inmost heart of the supreme being by the profoundest of all definitions: "God is love." {561} 
 
John in the Gospels. 
 
John was a son (probably the younger son) of Zebedee and Salome, and a brother of the elder 
James, who became the protomartyr of the apostles. {562} He may have been about ten years 
younger than Jesus, and as, according to the unanimous testimony of antiquity, he lived till the 
reign of Trajan, i.e., till after 98, he must have attained an age of over ninety years. He was a 
fisherman by trade, probably of Bethsaida in Galilee (like Peter, Andrew, and Philip). His parents 
seem to have been in comfortable circumstances. His father kept hired servants; his mother 
belonged to the noble band of women who followed Jesus and supported him with their means, 
who purchased spices to embalm him, who were the last at the cross and the first at the open 
tomb. John himself was acquainted with the high priest, and owned a house in Jerusalem or 
Galilee, into which he received the mother of our Lord. {563} 
 
He was a cousin of Jesus, according to the flesh, from his mother, a sister of Mary. {564} This 
relationship, together with the enthusiasm of youth and the fervor of his emotional nature, formed 
the basis of his intimacy with the Lord. 
 
He had no rabbinical training, like Paul, and in the eyes of the Jewish scholars he was, like Peter 
and the other Galilaean disciples, an "unlearned and ignorant man." {565} But he passed through 
the preparatory school of John the Baptist who summed up his prophetic mission in the testimony 
to Jesus as the "Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world," a testimony which he 
afterwards expanded in his own writings. It was this testimony which led him to Jesus on the 
banks of the Jordan in that memorable interview of which, half a century afterwards, he 
remembered the very hour. {566} He was not only one of the Twelve, but the chosen of the 
chosen Three. Peter stood out more prominently before the public as the friend of the Messiah; 
John was known in the private circle as the friend of Jesus. {567} Peter always looked at the 
official character of Christ, and asked what he and the other apostles should do; John gazed 
steadily at the person of Jesus, and was intent to learn what the Master said. They differed as the 
busy Martha, anxious to serve, and the pensive Mary, contented to learn. John alone, with Peter 
and his brother James, witnessed the scene of the transfiguration and of Gethsemane—the highest 
exaltation and the deepest humiliation in the earthly life of our Lord. He leaned on his breast at 
the last Supper and treasured those wonderful farewell discourses in his heart for future use. He 
followed him to the court of Caiaphas. He alone of all the disciples was present at the crucifixion, 
and was intrusted by the departing Saviour with the care of his mother. This was a scene of 
unique delicacy and tenderness: the Mater dolorosa and the beloved disciple gazing at the cross, 
the dying Son and Lord uniting them in maternal and filial love. It furnishes the type of those 
heaven-born spiritual relationships, which are deeper and stronger than those of blood and 
interest. As John was the last at the cross, so he was also, next to Mary Magdalene, the first of the 
disciples who, outrunning even Peter, looked into the open tomb on the resurrection morning; and 
he first recognized the risen Lord when he appeared to the disciples on the shore of the lake of 
Galilee. {568} 
 
He seems to have been the youngest of the apostles, as he long outlived them all; he certainly was 
the most gifted and the most favored. He had a religious genius of the highest order—not indeed 
for planting, but for watering; not for outward action and aggressive work, but for inward 
contemplation and insight into the mystery of Christ’s person and of eternal life in him. Purity 
and simplicity of character, depth and ardor of affection, and a rare faculty of spiritual perception 
and intuition, were his leading traits, which became ennobled and consecrated by divine grace. 



 
There are no violent changes reported in John’s history; he grew silently and imperceptibly into 
the communion of his Lord and conformity to his example; he was in this respect the antipode of 
Paul. He heard more and saw more, but spoke less, than the other disciples. He absorbed his 
deepest sayings, which escaped the attention of others; and although he himself did not 
understand them at first, he pondered them in his heart till the Holy Spirit illuminated them. His 
intimacy with Mary must also have aided him in gaining an interior view of the mind and heart of 
his Lord. He appears throughout as the beloved disciple, in closest intimacy and in fullest 
sympathy with the Lord. {569} 
 
The Son of Thunder and the Beloved Disciple. 
 
There is an apparent contradiction between the Synoptic and the Johannean picture of John, as 
there is between the Apocalypse and the fourth Gospel; but on closer inspection it is only the 
twofold aspect of one and the same character. We have a parallel in the Peter of the Gospels and 
the Peter of his Epistles: the first youthful, impulsive, hasty, changeable, the other matured, 
subdued, mellowed, refined by divine grace. 
 
In the Gospel of Mark, John appears as a Son of Thunder (Boanerges). {570} This surname, given 
to him and to his elder brother by our Saviour, was undoubtedly an epithet of honor and 
foreshadowed his future mission, like the name Peter given to Simon. Thunder to the Hebrews 
was the voice of God. {571} It conveys the idea of ardent temper, great strength and vehemence 
of character whether for good or for evil, according to the motive and aim. The same thunder 
which terrifies does also purify the air and fructify the earth with its accompanying showers of 
rain. Fiery temper under the control of reason and in the service of truth is as great a power of 
construction as the same temper, uncontrolled and misdirected, is a power of destruction. John’s 
burning zeal and devotion needed only discipline and discretion to become a benediction and 
inspiration to the church in all ages. 
 
In their early history the sons of Zebedee misunderstood the difference between the law and the 
gospel, when, in an outburst of holy indignation against a Samaritan village which refused to 
receive Jesus, they were ready, like Elijah of old, to call consuming fire from heaven. {572} But 
when, some years afterwards, John went to Samaria to confirm the new converts, he called down 
upon them the fire of divine life and light, the gift of the Holy Spirit. {573} The same mistaken 
zeal for his Master was at the bottom of his intolerance towards those who performed a good 
work in the name of Christ, but outside of the apostolic circle. {574} The desire of the two 
brothers, in which their mother shared, for the highest positions in the Messianic kingdom, 
likewise reveals both their strength and their weakness, a noble ambition to be near Christ, though 
it be near the fire and the sword, yet an ambition that was not free from selfishness and pride, 
which deserved the rebuke of our Lord, who held up before them the prospect of the baptism of 
blood. {575} 
 
All this is quite consistent with the writings of John. He appears there by no means as a soft and 
sentimental, but as a positive and decided character. He had no doubt a sweet and lovely 
disposition, but at the same time a delicate sensibility, ardent feelings, and strong convictions. 
These traits are by no means incompatible. He knew no compromise, no division of loyalty. A 
holy fire burned within him, though he was moved in the deep rather than on the surface. In the 
Apocalypse, the thunder rolls loud and mighty against the enemies of Christ and his kingdom, 
while on the other hand there are in the same book episodes of rest and anthems, of peace and 
joy, and a description of the heavenly Jerusalem, which could have proceeded only from the 
beloved disciple. In the Gospel and the Epistles of John, we feel the same power, only subdued 



and restrained. He reports the severest as well as the sweetest discourses of the Saviour, 
according as he speaks to the enemies of the truth, or in the circle of the disciples. No other 
evangelist gives us such a profound inside-view of the antagonism between Christ and the Jewish 
hierarchy, and of the growing intensity of that hatred which culminated in the bloody counsel; no 
apostle draws a sharper line of demarcation between light and darkness, truth and falsehood, 
Christ and Antichrist, than John. His Gospel and Epistles move in these irreconcilable 
antagonisms. He knows no compromise between God and Baal. With what holy horror does he 
speak of the traitor, and the rising rage of the Pharisees against their Messiah! How severely does 
he, in the words of the Lord, attack the unbelieving Jews with their murderous designs, as 
children of the devil! And, in his Epistles, he terms every one who dishonors his Christian 
profession a liar; every one who hates his brother a murderer; every one who wilfully sins a child 
of the devil; and he earnestly warns against teachers who deny the mystery of the incarnation, as 
Antichrists, and he forbids even to salute them. {576} The measure of his love of Christ was the 
measure of his hatred of antichrist. For hatred is inverted love. Love and hatred are one and the 
same passion, only revealed in opposite directions. The same sun gives light and heat to the 
living, and hastens the decay of the dead. 
 
Christian art has so far well understood the double aspect of John by representing him with a face 
of womanly purity and tenderness, but not weakness, and giving him for his symbol a bold eagle 
soaring with outspread wings above the clouds. {577} 
 
The Apocalypse and the Fourth Gospel. 
 
A proper appreciation of John’s character as thus set forth removes the chief difficulty of 
ascribing the Apocalypse and the fourth Gospel to one and the same writer. {578} The temper is 
the same in both: a noble, enthusiastic nature, capable of intense emotions of love and hatred, but 
with the difference between vigorous manhood and ripe old age, between the roar of battle and 
the repose of peace. The theology is the same, including the most characteristic features of 
Christology and soteriology. {579} By no other apostle is Christ called the Logos. The Gospel is, 
"the Apocalypse spiritualized," or idealized. Even the difference of style, which is startling at first 
sight, disappears on closer inspection. The Greek of the Apocalypse is the most Hebraizing of all 
the books of the New Testament, as may be expected from its close affinity with Hebrew 
prophecy to which the classical Greek furnished no parallel, while the Greek of the fourth Gospel 
is pure, and free from irregularities; yet after all John the Evangelist also shows the greatest 
familiarity with, and the deepest insight into, the Hebrew religion, and preserves its purest and 
noblest elements; and his style has all the childlike simplicity and sententious brevity of the Old 
Testament; it is only a Greek body inspired by a Hebrew soul. {580} 
 
In accounting for the difference between the Apocalypse and the other writings of John, we must 
also take into consideration the necessary difference between prophetic composition under direct 
inspiration, and historical and didactic composition, and the intervening time of about twenty 
years; the Apocalypse being written before the destruction of Jerusalem, the fourth Gospel 
towards the close of the first century, in extreme old age, when his youth was renewed like the 
eagle’s, as in the case of some of the greatest poets, Homer, Sophocles, Milton, and Goethe. 
 
Notes. 
 

I. The Son of Thunder and the Apostle of Love. 
 



I quote some excellent remarks on the character of John from my friend, Dr. Godet (Com. I. 35, 
English translation by Crombie and Cusin): 
 
"How are we to explain two features of character apparently so opposite? There exist profound 
receptive natures which are accustomed to shut up their impressions within themselves, and this 
all the more that these impressions are keen and thrilling. But if it happens that these persons once 
cease to be masters of themselves, their long-restrained emotions then burst forth in sudden 
explosions, which fill the persons around them with amazement. Does not the character of John 
belong to this order? And when Jesus gave to him and his brother the surname of Boanerges, sons 
of thunder, {Mark 3:17} could he have described them better? I cannot think that, by that 
surname, Jesus intended, as all the old writers have believed, to signalize the eloquence which 
distinguished them. Neither can I allow that he desired by that surname to perpetuate the 
recollection of their anger in one of the cases indicated. We are led by what precedes to a more 
natural explanation, and one more worthy of Jesus himself. As electricity is stored up by degrees 
in the cloud until it bursts forth suddenly in the lightning and thunderbolt, so in those two loving 
and passionate natures impressions silently accumulated till the moment when the heart 
overflowed, and they took an unexpected and violent flight. We love to represent St. John to 
ourselves as of a gentle rather than of an energetic nature, tender even to weakness. Do not his 
writings insist before and above all else upon love? Were not the last sermons of the old man 
‘Love one another?’ That is true; but we forget other features of a different kind, during the first 
and last periods of his life, which reveal something decisive, sharp, absolute, even violent in his 
disposition. If we take all the facts stated into consideration, we shall recognize in him one of 
those sensitive, ardent souls, worshippers of an ideal, who attach themselves at first sight, and 
without reservation, to that being who seems to them to realize that of which they have dreamt, 
and whose devotion easily becomes exclusive and intolerant. They feel themselves repelled by 
everything which is not in sympathy with their enthusiasm. They no longer understand a division 
of heart which they themselves know not how to practice. All for all! such is their motto. Where 
that all is not, there is in their eyes nothing. Such affections do not subsist without including an 
alloy of impure egoism. A divine work is needed, in order that the true devotion, which 
constitutes the basis of such, may shine forth at the last in all its sublimity. Such was, if we are 
not deceived, the inmost history of John." Comp. the third French ed. of Godet’s Com., I. p. 50. 
 
Dr. Westcott (in his Com., p. xxxiii.): "John knew that to be with Christ was life, to reject Christ 
was death; and he did not shrink from expressing the thought in the spirit of the old dispensation. 
He learned from the Lord, as time went on, a more faithful patience, but he did not unlearn the 
burning devotion which consumed him. To the last, words of awful warning, like the thunderings 
about the throne, reveal the presence of that secret fire. Every page of the Apocalypse is inspired 
with the cry of the souls beneath the altar, ‘How long’; {Revelation 6:10} and nowhere is error as 
to the person of Christ denounced more sternly than in his Epistles." {2 John 1:10 1 John 4:1} 
Similar passages in Stanley. 
 

II. The Mission of John. 
 
Dean Stanley (Sermons and Essays on the Apost. Age, p. 249 sq., 3d ed.): "Above all John spoke 
of the union of the soul with God, but it was by no mere process of oriental contemplation, or 
mystic absorption; it was by that word which now for the first time took its proper place in the 
order of the world—by Love. It has been reserved for St. Paul to proclaim that the deepest 
principle in the heart of man was Faith; it was reserved for St. John to proclaim that the essential 
attribute of God is Love. It had been taught by the Old Testament that ‘the beginning of wisdom 
was the fear of God;’ it remained to be taught by the last apostle of the New Testament that ‘the 



end of wisdom was the love of God.’ It had been taught of old time by Jew and by heathen, by 
Greek philosophy and Eastern religion, that the Divinity was well pleased with the sacrifices, the 
speculations, the tortures of man; it was to St. John that it was left to teach in all its fulness that 
the one sign of God’s children is ‘the love of the brethren.’ And as it is Love that pervades our 
whole conception of his teaching, so also it pervades our whole conception of his character. We 
see him—it surely is no unwarranted fancy—we see him declining with the declining century; 
every sense and faculty waxing feebler, but that one divinest faculty of all burning more and more 
brightly; we see it breathing through every look and gesture; the one animating principle of the 
atmosphere in which he lives and moves; earth and heaven, the past, the present, and the future 
alike echoing to him that dying strain of his latest words, ‘We love Him because He loved us.’ 
And when at last he disappears from our view in the last pages of the sacred volume, 
ecclesiastical tradition still lingers in the close: and in that touching story, not the less impressive 
because so familiar to us, we see the aged apostle borne in the arms of his disciples into the 
Ephesian assembly, and there repeating over and over again the same saying, ‘Little children, 
love one another;’ till, when asked why he said this and nothing else, he replied in those well 
known words, fit indeed to be the farewell speech of the Beloved Disciple, ‘Because this is our 
Lord’s command and if you fulfil this, nothing else is needed.’" 
 
{559} John 21:22, 23. Milligan and Moulton in loc. The point of contrast between the words 
spoken respectively to Peter and John, is not that between a violent death by martyrdom and a 
peaceful departure; but that between impetuous and struggling apostleship, ending in a violent 
death, and quiet, thoughtful, meditative waiting for the Second Coming of Jesus, ending in a 
peaceful transition to the heavenly repose. Neither Peter nor himself is to the Evangelist a mere 
individual. Each is a type of one aspect of apostolic working—of Christian witnessing for Jesus to 
the very end of time. 
 
{560} 1 Kings 19:11, 12. 
 
{561} 1 Corinthians 13; 1John 4:8, 16. 
 
{562} The name John, from the Hebrew i.e., Jehovah is gracious (comp. the German Gotthold), 
implied to his mind a prophecy of his relation to Jesus, the incarnate Jehovah (comp. John 12:41 
with Isaiah 6:1), and is equivalent to "the disciple whom Jesus loved," John 13:23 19:26 20:2 
21:7,20. The Greek fathers call John "ov episthqiov," the leaner on the bosom, or, as we would 
say, the bosom-friend (of Jesus). 
 
{563} Mark 1:20; 15:40 sq.; Luke 8:3 John 19:27. Godet (I. 37) thinks that his home was on the 
lake of Gennesareth, and accounts thus for his absence in Jerusalem at Paul’s first visit. 
{Galatians 1:18,19} 
 
{564} According to the correct interpretation of John 19:25, that four woman (not three) are 
meant there, as Wieseler, Ewald, Meyer., Lange, and other commentators now hold. The writer of 
the Fourth Gospel, from peculiar delicacy, never mentions his own name, nor the name of his 
mother, nor the name of the mother of our Lord; yet his mother was certainly at the cross, 
according to the Synoptists, and he would not omit her. 
 
{565} Acts 4:13, anyrwpoi agrammatoi kai idiwtai. 
 
{566} John 1:35-40. The commentators are agreed that the unnamed of the two disciples is John. 
See my notes in Lange on the passage. 
 



{567} The well-known distinction made by Grotius between filocristov and filihsouv. 
 
{568} John 20:4; 21:7. 
 
{569} For an ingenious comparison between John and Salome, John and James, John and 
Andrew, John and Peter, John and Paul, see Lange’s Com on John, pp. 4-10 (Am. ed.). 
 
{570} Mark 3:17. boanhrgev (as Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles read, in. of Gr. 
boanergev), i.e., uioi bronthv. The word is usually derived from vgr ynEB] (as pronounced in 
the broad Galilean dialect). vgr means a noisy crowd of men, but may have had the significance of 
thunder in Syriac. Robinson derives it from zgro which means tumult, alarm, and is used of the 
roaring noise of thunder, Job 37:2. The usual Hebrew word for thunder is rm. {Psalm 77:19 81:8 
Job 26:14} This name completely dispels the popular notion of John. "Nichts," says Hilgenfeld 
(Einleit., p. 393), "stimmt zu den synoptischen Evangelien weniger als jenes madchenhafte 
Johannesbild, welches unter uns gangbar geworden ist." Comp. Godet’s remarks at the close of 
this section. 
 
{571} "The Lord thundered with a great thunder;" "The Lord shall send thunder and rain." See 
Exodus 9:23 1 Samuel 7:10 12:17,18 Job 26:14 Psalm 77:18 81:7 104:7 Isaiah 29:6, etc. 
 
{572} Luke 9:4-56. Some commentators think that this incident suggested the giving of the name 
Boanerges; but that would make it an epithet of censure, which the Lord would certainly not 
fasten upon his beloved disciple. 
 
{573} Acts 8:14-17. 
 
{574} Mark 9:38-40; comp. Luke 9:49,50. 
 
{575} Matthew 20:20-24; comp. Mark 10:35-41. 
 
{576} John 8:44; 1John 1:6, 8, 10; 2:18; 3:8, 15; 4:1 sqq.; 2 John 10 and 11. 
 
{577} Jerome (Com. ad Matth., Proaem., Opera, ed. Migne, Tom. vii. 19): Quarta [facies] 
Joannem evangelistam [significat], qui assumptis pennis aquilae, et ad altiora festinans, de Verbo 
Dei disputat. An old epigram says of John: 
 
"More volans aquila, verbo petit astra Joannes." 
 
{578} The author of Supernat. Relig., II. 400, says: "Instead of the fierce and intolerant spirit of 
the Son of Thunder, we find [in the Fourth Gospel] a spirit breathing forth nothing but gentleness 
and love." How superficial this judgment is appears from our text. 
 
{579} This is well shown in Gebhardt’s Doctrine of the Apocalypse, and is substantially even 
acknowledged by those who deny the Johannean origin of either the Apocalypse (the 
Schleiermacher School), or of the Gospel (the Tubingen School). "Es ist nicht blos," says Baur (in 
his Church History, vol. I. p. 147), "eine aussere Anlehnnung an einen vielgefeierten Namen, es 
fehlt auch nicht an innern Beruhrungspunkten zwischen dem Evangelium und der Apokalypse, 
und man kann nur die tiefe Genialitat und feine Kunst bewundern, mit welcher der Evangelist die 
Elemente, welche vom Standpunkt der Apokalypse auf den freiern und hohern des Evangeliums 
hinuberleiteten, in sich aufgenommen hat, um die Apokalypse zum Evangelium zu vergeistigen. 
Nur vom Standpunkt dei Evangeliums aus lasst sich das Verhaltniss, in das sich der Verfasser 



desselben zu der Apokalypse setzte, richtig begreifen." Schwegler and Kostlin make similar 
concessions. See my Hist. of the Apost. Ch., p. 425. 
 
{580} In this way the opposite views of two eminent Hebrew scholars and judges of style may be 
reconciled. While Renan, looking at the surface, says of the fourth Gospel: "John’s style has 
nothing Hebrew, nothing Jewish, nothing Talmudic," Ewald, on the contrary, penetrating to the 
core, remarks: "In its true spirit and afflatus, no language can be more genuinely Hebrew than 
that of John." Godet agrees with Ewald when he says: "The dress only is Greek, the body is 
Hebrew."  

 



42. Apostolic Labors of John. 
 
John in the Acts. 
 
In the first stadium of Apostolic Christianity John figures as one of the three pillars of the church 
of the circumcision, together with Peter and James the brother of the Lord; while Paul and 
Barnabas represented the Gentile church. {581} This seems to imply that at that time he had not 
yet risen to the full apprehension of the universalism and freedom of the gospel. But he was the 
most liberal of the three, standing between James and Peter on the one hand, and Paul on the 
other, and looking already towards a reconciliation of Jewish and Gentile Christianity. The 
Judaizers never appealed to him as they did to James, or to Peter. {582} There is no trace of a 
Johannean party, as there is of a Cephas party and a party of James. He stood above strife and 
division. 
 
In the earlier chapters of the Acts he appears, next to Peter, as the chief apostle of the new 
religion; he heals with him the cripple at the gate of the temple; he was brought with him before 
the Sanhedrin to bear witness to Christ; he is sent with him by the apostles from Jerusalem to 
Samaria to confirm the Christian converts by imparting to them the Holy Spirit; he returned with 
him to Jerusalem. {583} But Peter is always named first and takes the lead in word and act; John 
follows in mysterious silence and makes the impression of a reserved force which will manifest 
itself at some future time. He must have been present at the conference of the apostles in 
Jerusalem, A. D. 50, but he made no speech and took no active part in the great discussion about 
circumcision and the terms of church membership. {584} All this is in entire keeping with the 
character of modest and silent prominence given to him in the Gospels. 
 
After the year 50 he seems to have left Jerusalem. The Acts no more mention him nor Peter. 
When Paul made his fifth and last visit to the holy City (A. D. 58) he met James, but none of the 
apostles. {585} 
 
John at Ephesus. 
 
The later and most important labors of John are contained in his writings, which we shall fully 
consider in another chapter. They exhibit to us a history that is almost exclusively inward and 
spiritual, but of immeasurable reach and import. They make no allusion to the time and place of 
residence and composition. But the Apocalypse implies that he stood at the head of the churches 
of Asia Minor. {586} This is confirmed by the unanimous testimony of antiquity which is above 
all reasonable doubt, and assigns Ephesus to him as the residence of his latter years. {587} He 
died there in extreme old age during the reign of Trajan, which began in 98. His grave also was 
shown there in the second century. 
 
We do not know when he removed to Asia Minor, but he cannot have done so before the year 63. 
For in his valedictory address to the Ephesian elders, and in his Epistles to the Ephesians and 
Colossians and the second to Timothy, Paul makes no allusion to John, and speaks with the 
authority of a superintendent of the churches of Asia Minor. It was probably the martyrdom of 
Peter and Paul that induced John to take charge of the orphan churches, exposed to serious 
dangers and trials. {588} 
 
Ephesus, the capital of proconsular Asia, was a centre of Grecian culture, commerce, and 
religion; famous of old for the songs of Homer, Anacreon, and Mimnermus, the philosophy of 
Thales, Anaximenes, and Anaximander, the worship and wonderful temple of Diana. There Paul 



had labored three years (54-57) and established an influential church, a beacon-light in the 
surrounding darkness of heathenism. From there he could best commune with the numerous 
churches he had planted in the provinces. There he experienced peculiar joys and trials, and 
foresaw great dangers of heresies that should spring up from within. {589} All the forces of 
orthodox and heretical Christianity were collected there. Jerusalem was approaching its downfall; 
Rome was not yet a second Jerusalem. Ephesus, by the labors of Paul and of John, became the 
chief theatre of church history in the second half of the first and during the greater part of the 
second century. Polycarp, the patriarchal martyr, and Irenaeus, the leading theologian in the 
conflict with Gnosticism, best represent the spirit of John and bear testimony to his influence. He 
alone could complete the work of Paul and Peter, and give the church that compact unity which 
she needed for her self-preservation against persecution from without and heresy and corruption 
from within. 
 
If it were not for the writings of John the last thirty years of the first century would be almost an 
entire blank. They resemble that mysterious period of forty days between the resurrection and the 
ascension, when the Lord hovered, as it were, between heaven and earth, barely touching the 
earth beneath, and appearing to the disciples like a spirit from the other world. But the theology 
of the second and third centuries evidently presupposes the writings of John, and starts from his 
Christology rather than from Paul’s anthropology and soteriology, which were almost buried out 
of sight until Augustin, in Africa, revived them. 
 
John at Patmos. 
 
John was banished to the solitary, rocky, and barren island of Patmos (now Patmo or Palmosa), in 
the Aegean sea, southwest of Ephesus. This rests on the testimony of the Apocalypse, 1:9, as 
usually understood: "I, John, your brother and partaker with you in the tribulation and kingdom 
and patience in Jesus, was in the isle that is called Patmos, for (on account of) the word of God 
and the testimony of Jesus." {590} There he received, while "in the spirit, on the Lord’s day," 
those wonderful revelations concerning the struggles and victories of Christianity. 
 
The fact of his banishment to Patmos is confirmed by the unanimous testimony of antiquity. 
{591} It is perpetuated in the traditions of the island, which has no other significance. "John—that 
is the thought of Patmos; the island belongs to him; it is his sanctuary. Its stones preach of him, 
and in every heart, he lives." {592} 
 
The time of the exile is uncertain, and depends upon the disputed question of the date of the 
Apocalypse. External evidence points to the reign of Domitian, A. D. 95; internal evidence to the 
reign of Nero, or soon after his death, A. D. 68. 
 
The prevailing—we may say the only distinct tradition, beginning with so respectable a witness 
as Irenaeus about 170, assigns the exile to the end of the reign of Domitian, who ruled from 81 to 
96. {593} He was the second Roman emperor who persecuted Christianity, and banishment was 
one of his favorite modes of punishment. {594} Both facts give support to this tradition. After a 
promising beginning he became as cruel and bloodthirsty as Nero, and surpassed him in 
hypocrisy and blasphemous self-deification. He began his letters: "Our Lord and God 
commands," and required his subjects to address him so. {595} He ordered gold and silver statues 
of himself to be placed in the holiest place of the temples. When he seemed most friendly, he was 
most dangerous. He spared neither senators nor consuls when they fell under his dark suspicion, 
or stood in the way of his ambition. He searched for the descendants of David and the kinsmen of 
Jesus, fearing their aspirations, but found that they were poor and innocent persons. {596} Many 
Christians suffered martyrdom under his reign, on the charge of atheism—among them his own 



cousin, Flavius Clemens, of consular dignity, who was put to death, and his wife Domitilla, who 
was banished to the island of Pandateria, near Naples. {597} In favor of the traditional date may 
also be urged an intrinsic propriety that the book which closes the canon, and treats of the last 
things till the final consummation, should have been written last. 
 
Nevertheless, the internal evidence of the Apocalypse itself, and a comparison with the fourth 
Gospel, favor an earlier date, before the destruction of Jerusalem, and during the interregnum 
which followed the death of Nero (68), when the beast, that is the Roman empire, was wounded, 
but was soon to be revived (by the accession of Vespasian). If there is some foundation for the 
early tradition of the intended oil-martyrdom of John at Rome, or at Ephesus, it would naturally 
point to the Neronian persecution, in which Christians were covered with inflammable material 
and burned as torches. The unmistakable allusions to imperial persecutions apply much better to 
Nero than to Domitian. The difference between the Hebrew coloring and fiery vigor of the 
Apocalypse and the pure Greek and calm repose of the fourth Gospel, to which we have already 
alluded, are more easily explained if the former was written some twenty years earlier. This view 
has some slight support in ancient tradition, {598} and has been adopted by the majority of 
modern critical historians and commentators. {599} 
 
We hold, then, as the most probable view, that John was exiled to Patmos under Nero, wrote the 
Apocalypse soon after Nero’s death, A. D. 68 or 69, returned to Ephesus, completed his Gospel 
and Epistles several (perhaps twenty) years later, and fell asleep in peace during the year of 
Trajan, after A. D. 98. 
 
The faithful record of the historical Christ in the whole fulness of his divine-human person, as the 
embodiment and source of life eternal to all believers, with the accompanying epistle of practical 
application, was the last message of the Beloved Disciple at the threshold of the second century, 
at the golden sunset of the apostolic age. The recollections of his youth, ripened by long 
experience, transfigured by the Holy Spirit, and radiant with heavenly light of truth and holiness, 
are the most precious legacy of the last of the apostles to all future generations of the church. 
 
{581} Galatians 2, iavkwbov, kai khfav kai iwavnnhv, oi dokountev stuloi einai... autoi 
eiv thn peritomhn. They are named in the order of their conservatism. 
 
{582} Galatians 2:12, tinev apo iakwbou. 1 Corinthians 1:12, egw eimi khfa.. 
 
{583} Acts 3:1, 4:1, 13, 19, 20; 5:19, 20, 41, 42; 8:14-17, 25. 
 
{584} He is included among the "apostles," assembled in Jerusalem on that occasion, Acts 
15:6,22,23, and is expressly mentioned as one of the three pillar-apostles by Paul in the second 
chapter of the Galatians, which refers to the same conference. 
 
{585} Acts 21:18. John may have been, however, still in Palestine, perhaps in Galilee, among the 
scenes of his youth. According to tradition he remained in Jerusalem till the death of the Holy 
Virgin, about A. D. 48. 
 
{586} Revelation 1:4, 9, 11, 20; 2 and 3. It is very evident that only an apostle could occupy such 
a position, and not an obscure presbyter of that name, whose very existence is doubtful. 
 
{587} Irenaeus, the disciple of Polycarp (a personal pupil of John), Adv. Haer. III. 1, 1; 3, 4; II. 
22, 5, etc., and in his letter to Florinus (in Eusebius, H. E. V. 20); Clemens Alex., Quis dives 
salvetur, c.42; Apollonius and Polycrates, at the close of the second century, in Euseb. H. E. III. 



31; V. 18, 24; Origen, Tertullian, Eusebius, Jerome, etc. Leucius, also, the reputed author of the 
Acts of John about 130, in the fragments recently published by Zahn, bears witness to the 
residence of John in Ephesus and Patmos, and transfers his martyrdom from Rome to Ephesus. 
Lutzelberger, Keim (Leben Jesu v. Nazara, I. 161 sq.), Holtzmann, Scholten, the author of 
Supernatural Religion, (II. 410), and other opponents of the Gospel of John, have dared to 
remove him out of Asia Minor with negative arguments from the silence of the Acts, the 
Ephesians, Colossians, Papias, Ignatius, and Polycarp, arguments which either prove nothing at 
all, or only that John was not in Ephesus before 63. But the old tradition has been conclusively 
defended not only by Ewald, Grimm, Steitz, Riggenbach, Luthardt, Godet, Weiss, but even by 
Krenkel, Hilgenfeld (Einleitung, pp. 395 sqq.), and Weizsacker (498 sqq.), of the Tubingen 
school. 
 
{588} "The maintenance of evangelical truth," says Godet (I. 42), "demanded at that moment 
powerful aid. It is not surprising then that John, one of the last survivors amongst the apostles, 
should feel himself called upon to supply in those countries the place of the apostle of the 
Gentiles, and to water, as Apollos had formerly done in Greece, that which Paul had planted." 
Pressense (Apost. Era, p. 424): "No city could have been better chosen as a centre from which to 
watch over the churches, and follow closely the progress of heresy. At Ephesus John was in the 
centre of Paul’s mission field, and not far from Greece." 
 
{589} See his farewell address at Miletus, Acts 20:29,30, and the Epistles to Timothy. 
 
{590} Bleek understands dia of the object: John was carried (in a vision) to Patmos for the 
purpose of receiving there the revelation of Christ He derives the whole tradition of John’s 
banishment to Patmos from a misunderstanding of this passage. So also Lucke, Deuteronomy 
Wette, Reuss, and Dusterdieck. But the traditional exegesis is confirmed by the mention of the 
yliyiv, basileia and upomonh in the same verse, by the natural meaning of marturia, and by 
the parallel passages Revelation 6:9 and 20:4, where dia likewise indicates the occasion or reason 
of suffering. 
 
{591} Irenaeus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Tertullian, Eusebius, Jerome, etc. 
 
{592} Tischendorf, Reise in’s Morgenland, II. 257 sq. A grotto on a hill in the southern part of the 
island is still pointed out as the place of the apocalyptic vision, and on the summit of the 
mountain is the monastery of St. John, with a library of about 250 manuscripts. 
 
{593} Irenaeus, Adv. Haer., V. 30, says that the Apocalypse was seen prov tw telei thv 
dometianou archv. So also Eusebius, H. E. III. 18, 20, 33; Chron. ad ann. 14 Domitiani; and 
Jerome, Deuteronomy vir. illustr., c. 9. This view has prevailed among commentators and 
historians till quite recently, and is advocated by Hengstenberg, Lange, Ebrard (and by myself in 
the Hist. of the Ap. Ch., 101, pp. 400 sqq.). It is indeed difficult to set aside the clear testimony of 
Irenaeus, who, through Polycarp, was connected with the very age of John. But we must 
remember that he was mistaken even on more important points of history, as the age of Jesus, 
which he asserts, with an appeal to tradition, to have been above fifty years. 
 
{594} Tacitus congratulates Agricola (Vita Agr., c. 44) that he did not live to see under this 
emperor "tot consularium caedes, tot nobilissimarum feminarum exilia et fugas." Agricola, whose 
daughter Tacitus married, died in 93, two years before Domitian. 
 
{595} Suetonius, Domit., c. 13: "Dominus et Deus noster hoc fieri jubet. Unde institutum posthac, 
ut ne scripto quidem ac sermone cujusquam appellaretur aliter." 



 
{596} Hegesippus in Eusebius, Hist. Eccl. III. 19,20. Hegesippus, however, is silent about the 
banishment of John, and this silence has been used by Bleek as an argument against the fact. 
 
{597} Dion Cassius in the abridgment of Xiphilinus, 67, 14. 
 
{598} So the title of the Syriac translation of the Apocalypse (which, however, is of much later 
date than the Peshitto, which omits the Apocalypse): "Revelatio quam Deus Joanni Evangelistae 
in Patmo insula dedit, in quam a Nerone Caesare relegatus fuerat." Clement of Alexandria (Quis 
dives salv., c. 42, and quoted by Eusebius, III., 23) says indefinitely that John returned from 
Patmos to Ephesus after the death of "the tyrant" (tou turannou teleuthsantov), which may 
apply to Nero as well as to Domitian. Origen mentions simply a Roman basileu. Tertullian’s 
legend of the Roman oil-martyrdom of John seems to point to Nero rather than to any other 
emperor, and was so understood by Jerome (Adv. Jovin. I. 26), although Tertullian does not say 
so, and Jerome himself assigns the exile and the composition of the Apocalypse to the reign of 
Domitian (De vir. ill., c. 9). Epiphanius (Haer. LI. 33) puts the banishment back to the reign of 
Claudius (A. D. 41-53), which is evidently much too early. 
 
{599} Neander, Gieseler, Baur, Ewald, Lucke, Bleek, Deuteronomy Wette, Reuss, Dusterdieck, 
Weiss, Renan, Stanley, Lightfoot, Westcott.  

 



43. Traditions Respecting John. {600} 
 
The memory of John sank deep into the heart of the church, and not a few incidents more or less 
characteristic and probable have been preserved by the early fathers. 
 
Clement of Alexandria, towards the close of the second century, represents John as a faithful and 
devoted pastor when, in his old age, on a tour of visitation, he lovingly pursued one of his former 
converts who had become a robber, and reclaimed him to the church. 
 
Irenaeus bears testimony to his character as "the Son of Thunder" when he relates, as from the 
lips of Polycarp, that, on meeting in a public bath at Ephesus the Gnostic heretic Cerinthus, {601} 
who denied the incarnation of our Lord, John refused to remain under the same roof, lest it might 
fall down. This reminds one of the incident recorded in Luke 9:49, and the apostle’s severe 
warning in 2 John 10 and 11. The story exemplifies the possibility of uniting the deepest love of 
truth with the sternest denunciation of error and moral evil. {602} 
 
Jerome pictures him as the disciple of love, who in his extreme old age was carried to the 
meeting-place on the arms of his disciples, and repeated again and again the exhortation, "Little 
children, love one another," adding: "This is the Lord’s command, and if this alone be done, it is 
enough." This, of all the traditions of John, is the most credible and the most useful. 
 
In the Greek church John bears the epithet "the theologian" (yeologov), for teaching most clearly 
the divinity of Christ (thn yeothta tou logou). He is also called "the virgin" (paryenov), 
{603} for his chastity and supposed celibacy. Augustin says that the singular chastity of John 
from his early youth was supposed by some to be the ground of his intimacy with Jesus. {604} 
 
The story of John and the huntsman, related by Cassian, a monk of the fifth century, represents 
him as gently playing with a partridge in his hand, and saying to a huntsman, who was surprised 
at it: "Let not this brief and slight relaxation of my mind offend thee, without which the spirit 
would flag from over-exertion and not be able to respond to the call of duty when need required." 
Childlike simplicity and playfulness are often combined with true greatness of mind. 
 
Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, at the close of the second century, relates (according to Eusebius) 
that John introduced in Asia Minor the Jewish practice of observing Easter on the 14th of Nisan, 
irrespective of Sunday. This fact entered largely into the paschal controversies of the second 
century, and into the modern controversy about the genuineness of the Gospel of John. 
 
The same Polycrates of Ephesus describes John as wearing the plate, or diadem of the Jewish 
high-priest. {Exodus 28:36,37 39:30,31} It is probably a figurative expression of priestly holiness 
which John attaches to all true believers, {Comp. Revelation 2:17} but in which he excelled as the 
patriarch. {605} 
 
From a misunderstanding of the enigmatical word of Jesus, John 21:22, arose the legend that John 
was only asleep in his grave, gently moving the mound as he breathed, and awaiting the final 
advent of the Lord. According to another form of the legend he died, but was immediately raised 
and translated to heaven, like Elijah, to return with him as the herald of the second advent of 
Christ. {606} 
 
{600} These traditions are reproduced in a pleasing manner by Dean Stanley, in his Sermons and 
Essays on the Apost. Age, pp. 266-281 (3d ed.). Comp. my Hist. of the Ap. Ch, pp. 404 sqq. 



 
{601} Or ebion, according to Epiphanius, Haer., xxx. 25. 
 
{602} Stanley mentions, as an illustration of the magnifying influence of fancy, that Jeremy 
Taylor, in relating this story, adds that "immediately upon the retreat of the apostle the bath fell 
down and crushed Cerinthus in the ruins" (Life of Christ, Sect. xii. 2). 
 
{603} paryenov usually means a virgin, {Matthew 1:23 Luke 1:27 Acts 21:9 1 Corinthians 7:25 
28,34} but is applied also to men who never touched women, Revelation 14:4, and in patristic 
writers. 
 
{604} Augustin, Tract. 124 in Joh. Evang. (Opera III. 1976, ed. Migne) "Sunt qui senserint... a 
Christo Joannem apostolum propterea plus amatum quod neque uxorem duxerit, et ab ineunte 
pueritui castissimus vixerit." He quotes Jerome, Contr. Jovin. l. c., but adds: "Hoc quidem in 
Scriptuis non evidenter apparet." According to Ambrosiaster, Ad 2 Cor. 11:2, all the apostles 
were married except John and Paul. Tertullian calls John Christi spado. 
 
{605} In Euseb. H. E. III. 31, 3; V. 24, 3: iwannhv...ov egennhyh iereuv to petalon 
peforhkwv kai martuv kai didaskalov outov en efesw, kekoivmhtai. Epiphanius reports 
(no doubt from Hegesippus) the same, with some ascetic features, of James the brother of the 
Lord. See Stanley’s remarks, pp. 276-278, and Lightfoot on Galat., p. 345 note, and Philipp. p. 
252. "As a figurative expression," says Lightfoot, "or as a literal fact, the notice points to St. John 
as the veteran teacher, the chief representative, of a pontifical race. On the other hand, it is 
possible that this was not the sense which Polycrates himself attached to the figure or the fact; 
and if so, we have here perhaps the earliest passage in any extant Christian writing where the 
sacerdotal view of the ministry is distinctly put forward." But in the Didache (ch. 13) the 
Christian prophets are called "high priests." 
 
{606} Augustin mentions the legend, but contradicts it, Trad. 224 in Ev. Joann.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VIII. 
 
CHRISTIAN LIFE IN THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH. 
 

Sources. 
 
The teaching and example of Christ as exhibited in the Gospels, and of the apostles in the Acts 
and Epistles; compared and contrasted with the rabbinical ethics and the state of Jewish society, 
and with the Greek systems of philosophy and the moral condition of the Roman empire, as 
described in the writings of Seneca, Tacitus, the Roman satirists, etc. 
 
Literature. 
 
I. The respective sections in the Histories of the Apost. Church by Neander: I. 229-283 (Germ. 
ed.); Schaff: 109-123 (pp. 433-492); Lange: II. 495-534; Weizsacker: 647-698. 
 
II The works on the Theology of the Apostolic Age, by Schmid, Reuss, Baur, Weiss, etc. 
 
III. The Systems of Christian Ethics by Schleiermacher, Rothe, Neander, Schmid, Wuttke, 
Harless, Martensen, Luthardt, and Lecky’s History of European Morals (1869), vol I. 357 sqq. 
 
IV. A. Thoma (pastor in Mannheim): Geschichte der christlichen Sittenlehre in der Zeit des 
Neuen Testamentes, Haarlem, 1879 (380 pp.). A crowned prize-essay of the Teyler Theol. 
Society. The first attempt of a separate critical history of N. T. ethics, but written from the 
negative standpoint of the Tubingen school, and hence very unsatisfactory. It is divided in three 
parts: I. The Ethics of Jesus; II. The Ethics of Paul; III. The Ethics of the Congregation. 
 
V. Works which treat of Christian life in the post-apostolic age (Cave, Arnold, Schmidt, Chastel, 
Pressense, etc.) will be noticed in the second period. 
 

44. The Power of Christianity. 
 
Practical Christianity is the manifestation of a new life; a spiritual (as distinct from intellectual 
and moral) life; a supernatural (as distinct from natural) life; it is a life of holiness and peace; a 
life of union and communion with God the Father, the Son, and the Spirit; it is eternal life, 
beginning with regeneration and culminating in the resurrection. It lays hold of the inmost centre 
of man’s personality, emancipates him from the dominion of sin, and brings him into vital union 
with God in Christ; from this centre it acts as a purifying, ennobling, and regulating force upon all 
the faculties of man—the emotions, the will, and the intellect—and transforms even the body into 
a temple of the Holy Spirit. 
 
Christianity rises far above all other religions in the theory and practice of virtue and piety. It sets 
forth the highest standard of love to God and to man; and this not merely as an abstract doctrine, 
or an object of effort and hope, but as a living fact in the person of Jesus Christ, whose life and 
example have more power and influence than all the maxims and precepts of sages and 
legislators. Deeds speak louder than words. Praecepta docent, exempla trahunt. The finest 
systems of moral philosophy have not been able to regenerate and conquer the world. The gospel 



of Christ has done it and is doing it constantly. The wisest men of Greece and Rome sanctioned 
slavery, polygamy, concubinage, oppression, revenge, infanticide; or they belied their purer 
maxims by their conduct. The ethical standard of the Jews was much higher; yet none of their 
patriarchs, kings, or prophets claimed perfection, and the Bible honestly reports the infirmities 
and sins, as well as the virtues, of Abraham, Jacob, Moses, David, and Solomon. 
 
But the character of Christ from the manger to the cross is without spot or blemish; he is above 
reproach or suspicion, and acknowledged by friend and foe to be the purest as well as the wisest 
being that ever appeared on earth. He is the nearest approach which God can make to man, and 
which man can make to God; he represents the fullest imaginable and attain able harmony of the 
ideal and real, of the divine and human. The Christian church may degenerate in the hands of 
sinful men, but the doctrine and life of her founder are a never-failing fountain of purification. 
 
The perfect life of harmony with God and devotion to the welfare of the human race, is to pass 
from Christ to his followers. Christian life is an imitation of the life of Christ. From his word and 
spirit, living and ruling in the church, an unbroken stream of redeeming, sanctifying, and 
glorifying power has been flowing forth upon individuals, families, and nations for these eighteen 
centuries, and will continue to flow till the world is transformed into the kingdom of heaven, and 
God becomes all in all. 
 
One of the strongest proofs of the supernatural origin of Christianity, is its elevation above the 
natural culture and moral standard of its first professors. The most perfect doctrine and life 
described by unschooled fishermen of Galilee, who never before had been outside of Palestine, 
and were scarcely able to read and to write! And the profoundest mysteries of the kingdom of 
heaven, the incarnation, redemption, regeneration, resurrection, taught by the apostles to 
congregations of poor and illiterate peasants, slaves and freedmen! For "not many wise after the 
flesh, not many mighty, not many noble" were called, "but God chose the foolish things of the 
world, that he might put to shame them that are wise; and God chose the weak things of the 
world, that he might put to shame the things that are strong; and the base things of the world, and 
the things that are despised, did God choose, yea, and the things that are not, that he might bring 
to naught the things that are: that no flesh should glory before God. But of him are ye in Christ 
Jesus, who was made unto us wisdom from God, and righteousness and sanctification and 
redemption: that, according as it is written, he that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord." {607} 
 
If we compare the moral atmosphere of the apostolic churches with the actual condition of 
surrounding Judaism and heathenism, the contrast is as startling as that between a green oasis 
with living fountains and lofty palm trees, and a barren desert of sand and stone. Judaism in its 
highest judicatory committed the crime of crimes, the crucifixion of the Saviour of the world, and 
hastened to its doom. Heathenism was fitly represented by such imperial monsters as Tiberius, 
Caligula, Nero, and Domitian, and exhibited a picture of hopeless corruption and decay, as 
described in the darkest colors not only by St. Paul, but by his heathen contemporary, the wisest 
Stoic moralist, the teacher and victim of Nero. {608} 
 
Notes. 
 
The rationalistic author of Supernatural Religion (vol. II. 487) makes the following remarkable 
concession: "The teaching of Jesus carried morality to the sublimest point attained, or even 
attainable, by humanity. The influence of his spiritual religion has been rendered doubly great by 
the unparalleled purity and elevation of his character. Surpassing in his sublime simplicity and 
earnestness the moral grandeur of Sakya Muni, and putting to the blush the sometimes sullied, 
though generally admirable, teaching of Socrates and Plato, and the whole round of Greek 



philosophers, he presented the rare spectacle of a life, so far as we can estimate it, uniformly 
noble and consistent with his own lofty principles, so that the ‘imitation of Christ’ has become 
almost the final word in the preaching of his religion, and must continue to be one of the most 
powerful elements of its permanence." 
 
Lecky, likewise a rationalistic writer and historian of great ability and fairness, makes this 
weighty remark in his History of European Morals (vol. II. 9):, "It was reserved for Christianity 
to present to the world an ideal character, which through all the changes of eighteen centuries has 
inspired the hearts of men with an impassioned love; has shown itself capable of acting on all 
ages, nations, temperaments, and conditions; has been not only the highest pattern of virtue, but 
the strongest incentive to its practice, and has exercised so deep an influence that it may be truly 
said that the simple record of three short years of active life has done more to regenerate and to 
soften mankind than all the disquisitions of philosophers and all the exhortations of moralists. 
This has, indeed, been the wellspring of whatever is best and purest in Christian life. Amid all the 
sins and failings, amid all the priestcraft and persecution and fanaticism that have defaced the 
Church, it has preserved, in the character and example of its Founder, an enduring principle of 
regeneration." 
 
To this we may add the testimony of the atheistic philosopher, John Stuart Mill from his essay on 
Theism, written shortly before his death (1873), and published, 1874, in Three Essays on 
Religion. (Am. ed., p. 253): "Above all, the most valuable part of the effect on the character 
which Christianity has produced, by holding up in a divine person a standard of excellence and a 
model for imitation, is available even to the absolute unbeliever, and can never more be lost to 
humanity. For it is Christ rather than God whom Christianity has held up to believers as the 
pattern of perfection for humanity. It is the God incarnate more than the God of the Jews, or of 
nature, who, being idealized, has taken so great and salutary a hold on the modem mind. And 
whatever else may be taken away from us by rational criticism, Christ is still left; a unique figure, 
not more unlike all his precursors than all his followers, even those who had the direct benefit of 
his personal teaching. It is of no use to say that Christ, as exhibited in the Gospels, is not 
historical, and that we know not how much of what is admirable has been super-added by the 
tradition of his followers. The tradition of followers suffices to insert any number of marvels, and 
may have inserted all the miracles which he is reputed to have wrought. But who among his 
disciples, or among their proselytes, was capable of inventing the sayings ascribed to Jesus, or of 
imagining the life and character revealed in the Gospels? Certainly not the fishermen of Galilee; 
as certainly not St. Paul, whose character and idiosyncrasies were of a totally different sort; still 
less the early Christian writers, in whom nothing is more evident than that the good which was in 
them was all derived, as they always professed that it was derived, from the higher source." 
 
{607} 1 Corinthians 1:26-31. 
 
{608} Comp. the well known passage of Seneca, Deuteronomy Ira, II. 8: Omnia sceleribus ac 
vitiis plena sunt; plus committitur, quam quod possit coercitione sanari. Certatur ingenti quodam 
nequitim certamine: maior quotidie peccandi cupiditas, minor verecundia est. Expulso melioris 
aequorisque respectu, quocunque visum est, libido se impingit; nec furtiva jam scelera sunt, 
praeter oculos eunt. Adeoque in publicum missa nequitia est, et in omnium pectoribus evaluit, ut 
innocentia non rara, sed nulla sit. Numquid enim singuli aut pauci rupere legem; undique, velut 
signo dato, ad fas nefasque miscendum coorti sunt. Similar passages might be gathered from 
Thucydides, Aristophanes, Sallust, Horace, Juvenal, Persius, Tacitus, Suetonius. It is true that 
almost every heathen vice still exists in Christian countries, but they exist in spite of the Christian 
religion, while the heathen immorality was the legitimate result of idolatry, and was sanctioned 
by the example of the heathen gods, and the apotheosis of the worst Roman emperors.  



 



45. The Spiritual Gifts. 
 
Comp. the Commentaries on Romans 12:3-9, and 1 Corinthians 12-14. 
 
The apostolic church was endowed from the day of Pentecost with all the needful spiritual gifts 
for the moral regeneration of the world. They formed, as it were, her bridal garment and her 
panoply against Jewish and Gentile opposition. They are called charisms {609} or gifts of grace, 
as distinguished from, though not opposed to, natural endowments. They are certain special 
energies and manifestations of the Holy Spirit in believers for the common good. {610} They are 
supernatural, therefore, in their origin; but they correspond to natural virtues, and in operation 
they follow all the mental and moral faculties of Dian, raising them to higher activity, and 
consecrating them to the service of Christ. They all rest on faith, that "gift of gifts." 
 
The spiritual gifts may be divided into three classes: first, intellectual gifts of knowledge, mainly 
theoretical in their character, and concerned primarily with doctrine and theology; secondly, 
emotional gifts of feeling, appearing chiefly in divine worship and for immediate edification; and 
thirdly, practical gifts of will, devoted to the organization, government, and discipline of the 
church. They are not, however, abstractly separate, but work together harmoniously for the 
common purpose of edifying the body of Christ. In the New Testament ten charisms are specially 
mentioned; the first four have to do chiefly, though not exclusively, with doctrine, the next two 
with worship, and the remaining four with government and practical affairs. 
 
1. The gift of Wisdom and Knowledge, {611} or of deep insight into the nature and system of the 
divine word and the doctrines of the Christian salvation. 
 
2. The gift of Teaching. {612} or of practically applying the gift of knowledge; the power of 
clearly expounding the Scriptures for the instruction and edification of the people. 
 
3. The gift of Prophecy, {613} akin to the two preceding, but addressed rather to pious feeling 
than to speculative reflection, and employing commonly the language of higher inspiration, rather 
than that of logical exposition and demonstration. It is by no means confined to the prediction of 
future events, but consists in disclosing the hidden counsel of God, the deeper sense of the 
Scriptures, the secret state of the heart, the abyss of sin, and the glory of redeeming grace. It 
appears particularly in creative periods, times of mighty revival; while the gift of reaching suits 
better a quiet state of natural growth in the church. Both act not only in the sphere of doctrine and 
theology, but also in worship, and might in this view be reckoned also among the gifts of feeling. 
 
4. The gift of Discerning Spirits, {614} serves mainly as a guide to the third gift, by 
discriminating between true prophets and false, between divine inspiration and a merely human or 
satanic enthusiasm. In a wider sense it is a deep discernment in separating truth and error, and in 
judging of moral and religious character; a holy criticism still ever necessary to the purity of 
Christian doctrine and the administration of the discipline of the church. 
 
5. The gift of Tongues, {615} or of an utterance proceeding from a state of unconscious ecstasy in 
the speaker, and unintelligible to the hearer unless interpreted—thus differing from prophecy, 
which requires a self-conscious though highly elevated state of feeling, serves directly to profit 
the congregation, and is therefore preferred by Paul. {616} The speaking with tongues is an 
involuntary psalm-like prayer or song, uttered from a spiritual trance, and in a peculiar language 
inspired by the Holy Spirit. The soul is almost entirely passive, an instrument on which the Spirit 
plays his heavenly melodies. This gift has, therefore, properly, nothing to do with the spread of 



the church among foreign peoples and in foreign languages, but is purely an act of worship, for 
the edification primarily of the speaker himself, and indirectly, through interpretation, for the 
hearers. It appeared, first, indeed, on the day of Pentecost, but before Peter’s address to the 
people, which was the proper mission-sermon; and we meet with it afterwards in the house of 
Cornelius and in the Corinthian congregation, as a means of edification for believers, and not, at 
least not directly, for unbelieving hearers, although it served to them as a significant sign, {617} 
arresting their attention to the supernatural power in the church. 
 
6. The gift of Interpretation {618} is the supplement of the glossolalia, and makes that gift 
profitable to the congregation by translating the prayers and songs from the language of the spirit 
and of ecstasy {619} into that of the understanding and of sober self-consciousness. {620} The 
preponderance of reflection here puts this gift as properly in the first class as in the second. 
 
7. The gift of Ministry and Help, {621} that is, of special qualification primarily for the office of 
deacon and deaconess, or for the regular ecclesiastical care of the poor and the sick, and, in the 
wide sense, for all labors of Christian charity and philanthropy. 
 
8. The gift of church Government and the Care of souls, {622} indispensable to all pastors and 
rulers of the church, above all to the apostles and apostolic men, in proportion to the extent of 
their respective fields of labor. Peter warns his co-presbyters against the temptation to 
hierarchical arrogance and tyranny over conscience, of which so many priests, bishops, 
patriarchs, and popes have since been guilty; and points them to the sublime example of the great 
Shepherd and Archbishop, who, in infinite love, laid down his life for the sheep. {623} 
 
9. The gift of Miracles {624} is the power possessed by the apostles and apostolic men, like 
Stephen, to heal all sorts of physical maladies, to cast out demons, to raise the dead, and perform 
other similar works, in virtue of an extraordinary energy or faith, by word, prayer, and the laying 
on of hands in the name of Jesus, and for his glory. These miracles were outward credentials and 
seals of the divine mission of the apostles in a time and among a people which required such 
sensible helps to faith. But as Christianity became established in the world, it could point to its 
continued moral effects as the best evidence of its truth, and the necessity for outward physical 
miracles ceased. 
 
10. Finally, the gift of Love, the greatest, most precious, most useful, most needful, and most 
enduring of all, described and extolled by St. Paul in the thirteenth chapter of 1 Corinthians with 
the pen of an angel in the vision and enjoyment of the God of infinite love himself. {625} Love is 
natural kindness and affection sanctified and raised to the spiritual sphere, or rather a new 
heavenly affection created in the soul by the experience of the saving love of God in Christ. As 
faith lies at the bottom of all charisms, so love is not properly a separate gift, but the soul of all 
the gifts, guarding them from abuse for selfish and ambitious purposes, making them available for 
the common good, ruling, uniting, and completing them. It alone gives them their true value, and 
without love even the speaking with tongues of angels, and a faith which removes mountains, are 
nothing before God. It holds heaven and earth in its embrace. It "believeth all things," and when 
faith fails, it "hopeth all things," and when hope fails, it "endureth all things," but it "never fails." 
As love is the most needful of all the gifts on earth, so it will also outlast all the others and be the 
ornament and joy of the saints in heaven. For love is the inmost essence, the heart, as it were, of 
God, the ground of all his attributes, and the motive of all his works. It is the beginning and the 
end of creation, redemption, and sanctification—the link which unites us with the triune God, the 
cardinal virtue of Christianity, the fulfilling of the law, the bond of perfectness, and the fountain 
of bliss. 
 



{609} carismata. 
 
{610} Comp. 1 Corinthians 12:7 14:12. 
 
{611} sofia andgnwsiv. 
 
{612} didaskalia. 
 
{613} profhteia. 
 
{614} diakriseiv pneumatwn. 
 
{615} kainaiv or eteraiv glwssaiv laleiv, or simply, glwssaiv, sometimes glwssh 
lalein See 24, p. 234. 
 
{616} 1 Corinthians 14:1-5. 
 
{617} shmeion. 1 Corinthians 14:22. 
 
{618} ermhneia glwsswn. 
 
{619} Of the pneuma. 
 
{620} Of the nouv. 
 
{621} diakonia, antilheiv. 
 
{622} kubernhseiv, gubernationes. 
 
{623} 1 Peter 5:1-4. 
 
{624} carisma iamatwn, dunamiv shmeiwn kai teratwn. 
 
{625} The Revision of 1881 has substituted, in 1 Corinthians 13, "love" (with Tyndale, Cranmer, 
and Geneva Vers.) for "charity" (which came into James’s Version from the Vulgate through the 
Rheims Vera.). This change has given great offence among conservative people. It may indeed 
involve a loss of rhythm in that wonderful chapter, but it was necessitated by the restricted 
meaning which charity has assumed in modem usage, being identical with practical benevolence, 
so that Paul might seem to contradict himself in 13:3 and 8. The Saxon word love is just as 
strong, as musical, and as sacred as the Latin charity, and its meaning is far more comprehensive 
and enduring, embracing both God’s love to man and man’slove to God, and to his neighbor, both 
here and hereafter.  

 



46. Christianity in Individuals. 
 
The transforming spiritual power of Christianity appears first in the lives of individuals. The 
apostles and primitive Christians rose to a morality and piety far above that of the heroes of 
heathen virtue and even that of the Jewish saints. Their daily walk was a living union with Christ, 
ever seeking the glory of God and the salvation of men. Many of the cardinal virtues, humility, 
for example, and love for enemies, were unknown before the Christian day. 
 
Peter, Paul, and John represent the various leading forms or types of Christian piety, as well as of 
theology. They were not without defect, indeed they themselves acknowledged only one sinless 
being, their Lord and Master, and they confessed their own shortcomings; {626} yet they were as 
nearly perfect as it is possible to be in a sinful world; and the moral influence of their lives and 
writings on all generations of the church is absolutely immeasurable. Each exhibits the spirit and 
life of Christ in a peculiar way. For the gospel does not destroy, but redeems and sanctifies the 
natural talents and tempers of men. It consecrates the fire of a Peter, the energy of a Paul, and the 
pensiveness of a John to the same service of God. It most strikingly displays its new creating 
power in the sudden conversion of the apostle of the Gentiles from a most dangerous foe to a 
most efficient friend of the church. Upon Paul the Spirit of God came as an overwhelming storm; 
upon John, as a gentle, refreshing breeze. But in all dwelt the same new, supernatural, divine 
principle of life. All are living apologies for Christianity, whose force no truth-loving heart can 
resist. 
 
Notice, too, the moral effects of the gospel in the female characters of the New Testament. 
Christianity raises woman from the slavish position which she held both in Judaism and in 
heathendom, to her true moral dignity and importance; makes her an heir of the same salvation 
with man, {627} and opens to her a field for the noblest and loveliest virtues, without thrusting 
her, after the manner of modern pseudo-philanthropic schemes of emancipation, out of her 
appropriate sphere of private, domestic life, and thus stripping her of her fairest ornament and 
peculiar charm. 
 
The Virgin Mary marks the turning point in the history of the female sex. As the mother of Christ, 
the second Adam, she corresponds to Eve, and is, in a spiritual sense, the mother of all living. 
{628} In her, the "blessed among women," the whole sex was blessed, and the curse removed 
which had hung over the era of the fall. She was not, indeed, free from actual and native sin, as is 
now, taught, without the slightest ground in Scripture, by the Roman church since the 8th of 
December, 1854. On the contrary, as a daughter of Adam, she needed, like all men, redemption 
and sanctification through Christ, the sole author of sinless holiness, and she herself expressly 
calls God her Saviour. {629} But in the mother and educator of the Saviour of the world we no 
doubt may and should revere, though not worship, the model of female Christian virtue, of purity, 
tenderness, simplicity, humility, perfect obedience to God, and unreserved surrender to Christ. 
Next to her we have a lovely group of female disciples and friends around the Lord: Mary, the 
wife of Clopas; Salome, the mother of James and John; Mary of Bethany, who sat at Jesus’ feet; 
her busy and hospitable sister, Martha; Mary of Magdala, whom the Lord healed of a demoniacal 
possession; the sinner, who washed his feet with her tears of penitence and wiped them with her 
hair; and all the noble women, who ministered to the Son of man in his earthly poverty with the 
gifts of their love, {630} lingered last around his cross, {631} and were the first at his open 
sepulchre on the, morning of the resurrection. {632} 
 
Henceforth we find woman no longer a slave of man and tool of lust, but the pride and joy of her 
husband, the fond mother training her children to virtue and godliness, the ornament and treasure 



of the family, the faithful sister, the zealous servant of the congregation in every work of 
Christian charity, the sister of mercy, the martyr with superhuman courage, the guardian angel of 
peace, the example of purity, humility, gentleness, patience, love, and fidelity unto death. Such 
women were unknown before. The heathen Libanius, the enthusiastic eulogist of old Grecian 
culture, pronounced an involuntary eulogy on Christianity when he exclaimed, as he looked at the 
mother of Chrysostom: "What women the Christians have!" 
 
{626} Comp. Philippians 3:12-14 2 Corinthians 4:7 12:7 1 Corinthians 9:27 James 3:9 1 John 
1:8,9 Galatians 2:11 Acts 15:36-39 23:3 sqq. 
 
{627} 1 Peter 3:7 Galatians 3:28. 
 
{628} Genesis 3:20. This parallel was first drawn by Irenaeus, but overdrawn and abused by later 
fathers in the service of Mariolatry. 
 
{629} Luke 1:47 epi tw yew tw swthri mou. 
 
{630} Luke 8:3 Matthew 27:55 Mark 15:41. 
 
{631} John 19:15. 
 
{632} Matthew 28:1 John 20:1.  

 



47. Christianity and the Family. 
 
H. Gregoire: Deuteronomy l’influence du christianisme sur la condition des femmes. Paris, 1821. 
 
F. Munter: Die Christin im heidnischen Hause vor den Zeiten Constantin’s des Grossen. 
Kopenhagen, 1828. 
 
Julia Kavanagh: Women of Christianity, Exemplary for Acts of Piety and Charity. Lond., 1851; N. 
York, 1866. 
 
Thus raising the female sex to its true freedom and dignity, Christianity transforms and sanctifies 
the entire family life. It abolishes polygamy, and makes monogamy the proper form of marriage; 
it condemns concubinage with all forms of unchastity and impurity. It presents the mutual duties 
of husband and wife, and of parents and children, in their true light, and exhibits marriage as a 
copy of the mystical union of Christ with his bride, the church; thus imparting to it a holy 
character and a heavenly end. {633} 
 
Henceforth the family, though still rooted, as before, in the soil of nature, in the mystery of sexual 
love, is spiritualized and becomes a nursery of the purest and noblest virtues, a miniature church, 
where the father, as shepherd, daily leads his household into the pastures of the divine word, and, 
as priest, offers to the Lord the sacrifice of their common petition, intercession, thanksgiving, and 
praise. 
 
With the married state, the single also, as an exception to the rule, is consecrated by the gospel to 
the service of the kingdom of God; as we see in a Paul, a Barnabas, and a John, {634} and in the 
history of missions and of ascetic piety. The enthusiasm for celibacy, which spread so soon 
throughout the ancient church, must be regarded as a one-sided, though natural and, upon the 
whole, beneficial reaction against the rotten condition and misery of family life among the 
heathen. 
 
{633} Comp. Ephesians 5:22-23 6:1-9 Colossians 3:18-25. 
 
{634} Comp. Matthew 19:10-12 1 Corinthians 7:7 sqq.; Revelation 14:4.  

 



48. Christianity and Slavery. 
 
Literature. 
 
H. Wallon (Prof. of Modern History in Paris): Histoire de l’esclavage dans l’antiquite, Par. 1879, 
3 vols., treats very thoroughly of Slavery in the Orient, among the Greeks and the Romans, with 
an Introduction on modern negro slavery in the Colonies. 
 
Augustin Cochin (ancien maire et conseiller municipal de la Ville de Paris): L’abolition de 
l’esclavage, Paris, 1862, 2 vols. This work treats not only of the modern abolition of slavery, but 
includes in vol. II., p. 348-470, an able discussion of the relation of Christianity and slavery. 
 
Mohler (R. C., d. 1848): Bruchstucke aus der Geschichte der Aufhebung der Sklaverei, 1834. 
("Vermischte Schriften," vol. II., p. 54.) 
 
H. Wiskemann: Die Sklaverei. Leiden, 1866. A crowned prize-essay. 
 
P. Allard: Les esclaves chretiens depuis les premiers temps de l’eglise jusqu’a la fin de la 
domination romaine en Occident Paris, 1876 (480 pp.). 
 
G. V. Lechler: Sklaverei und Christenthum. Leipz. 1877-78. 
 
Ph. Schaff: Slavery and the Bible, in his "Christ and Christianity," N. York and London, 1885, pp. 
184-212. 
 
Compare the Commentaries on the Epistle of Paul to Philemon, especially Braune, and Lightfoot 
(in Colossians and Philemon, 1875). 
 
The numerous American works on slavery by Channing, Parker, Hodge, Barnes, Wilson, 
Cheever, Bledsoe, and others, relate to the question of negro slavery, now providentially 
abolished by the civil war of 1861-65. 
 
To Christianity we owe the gradual extinction of slavery. 
 
This evil has rested as a curse on all nations, and at the time of Christ the greater part of the 
existing race was bound in beastly degradation—even in civilized Greece and Rome the slaves 
being more numerous than the free-born and the freedmen. The greatest philosophers of antiquity 
vindicated slavery as a natural and necessary institution; and Aristotle declared all barbarians to 
be slaves by birth, fit for nothing but obedience. According to the Roman law, "slaves had no 
head in the State, no name, no title, no register;" they had no rights of matrimony, and no 
protection against adultery; they could be bought and sold, or given away, as personal property; 
they might be tortured for evidence, or even put to death, at the discretion of their master. In the 
language of a distinguished writer on civil law, the slaves in the Roman empire "were in a much 
worse state than any cattle whatsoever." Cato the elder expelled his old and sick slaves out of 
house and home. Hadrian, one of the most humane of the emperors, wilfully destroyed the eye of 
one of his slaves with a pencil. Roman ladies punished their maids with sharp iron instruments for 
the most trifling offences, while attending half-naked, on their toilet. Such legal degradation and 
cruel treatment had the worst effect upon the character of the slaves. They are described by the 
ancient writers as mean, cowardly, abject, false, voracious, intemperate, voluptuous, also as hard 
and cruel when placed over others. A proverb prevailed in the Roman empire: "As many slaves, 



so many enemies." Hence the constant danger of servile insurrections, which more than once 
brought the republic to the brink of ruin, and seemed to justify the severest measures in self-
defence. 
 
Judaism, indeed, stood on higher ground than this; yet it tolerated slavery, though with wise 
precautions against maltreatment, and with the significant ordinance, that in the year of jubilee, 
which prefigured the renovation of the theocracy, all Hebrew slaves should go free. {635} 
 
This system of permanent oppression and moral degradation the gospel opposes rather by its 
whole spirit than by any special law. It nowhere recommends outward violence and revolutionary 
measures, which in those times would have been worse than useless, but provides an internal 
radical cure, which first mitigates the evil, takes away its sting, and effects at last its entire 
abolition. Christianity aims, first of all, to redeem man, without regard to rank or condition, from 
that worst bondage, the curse of sin, and to give him true spiritual freedom; it confirms the 
original unity of all men in the image of God, and teaches the common redemption and spiritual 
equality of all before God in Christ; {636} it insists on love as the highest duty and virtue, which 
itself inwardly levels social distinctions; and it addresses the comfort and consolation of the 
gospel particularly to all the poor, the persecuted, and the oppressed. Paul sent back to his earthly 
master the fugitive slave, Onesimus, whom he had converted to Christ and to his duty, that he 
might restore his character where he had lost it; but he expressly charged Philemon to receive and 
treat the bondman hereafter as a beloved brother in Christ, yea, as the apostle’s own heart. It is 
impossible to conceive of a more radical cure of the evil in those times and within the limits of 
established laws and customs. And it is impossible to find in ancient literature a parallel to the 
little Epistle to Philemon for gentlemanly courtesy and delicacy, as well as for tender sympathy 
with a poor slave. 
 
This Christian spirit of love, humanity, justice, and freedom, as it pervades the whole New 
Testament, has also, in fact, gradually abolished the institution of slavery in almost all civilized 
nations, and will not rest till all the chains of sin and misery are broken, till the personal and 
eternal dignity of man redeemed by Christ is universally acknowledged, and the evangelical 
freedom and brotherhood of men are perfectly attained. 
 
Note on the Number and Condition of Slaves in Greece and Rome. 
 
Attica numbered, according to Ctesicles, under the governorship of Demetrius the Phalerian (309 
B. C.), 400,000 slaves, 10,000 foreigners, and only 21,000 free citizens. In Sparta the 
disproportion was still greater. 
 
As to the Roman empire, Gibbon estimates the number of slaves under the reign of Claudius at no 
less than one half of the entire population, i.e., about sixty millions (I. 52, ed. Milman, N. Y., 
1850). According to Robertson there were twice as many slaves as free citizens, and Blair (in his 
work on Roman slavery, Edinb. 1833, p. 15) estimates over three slaves to one freeman between 
the conquest of Greece (146 B. C.) and the reign of Alexander Severna (A. D. 222-235). The 
proportion was of course very different in the cities and in the rural districts. The majority of the 
plebs urbana were poor and unable to keep slaves; and the support of slaves in the city was much 
more expensive than in the country. Marquardt assumes the proportion of slaves to freemen in 
Rome to have been three to two. Friedlander (Sittengeschichte Roms. l. 55, fourth ed.) thinks it 
impossible to make a correct general estimate, as we do not know the number of wealthy families. 
But we know that Rome A. D. 24 was thrown into consternation by the fear of a slave 
insurrection (Tacit. Ann. IV. 27). Athenaeus, as quoted by Gibbon (I. 51) boldly asserts that he 
knew very many (pavmpolloi) Romans who possessed, not for use, but ostentation, ten and even 



twenty thousand slaves. In a single palace at Rome, that of Pedanius Secundus, then prefect of the 
city, four hundred slaves were maintained, and were all executed for not preventing their master’s 
murder (Tacit. Ann. XIV. 42, 43). 
 
The legal condition of the slaves is thus described by Taylor on Civil Law, as quoted in Cooper’s 
Justinian, p. 411: "Slaves were held pro nullis, pro mortuis, pro quadrupedibus; nay, were in a 
much worse state than any cattle whatsoever. They had no head in the state, no name, no title, or 
register; they were not capable of being injured; nor could they take by purchase or descent; they 
had no heirs, and therefore could make no will; they were not entitled to the rights and 
considerations of matrimony, and therefore had no relief in case of adultery; nor were they proper 
objects of cognation or affinity, but of quasi-cognation only; they could be sold, transferred, or 
pawned, as goods or personal estate, for goods they were, and as such they were esteemed; they 
might be tortured for evidence, punished at the discretion of their lord, and even put to death by 
his authority; together with many other civil incapacities which I have no room to enumerate." 
Gibbon (I. 48) thinks that "against such internal enemies, whose desperate insurrections had more 
then once reduced the republic to the brink of destruction, the most severe regulations and the 
most cruel treatment seemed almost justifiable by the great law of self-preservation." 
 
The individual treatment of slaves depended on the character of the master. As a rule it was harsh 
and cruel. The bloody spectacles of the amphitheatre stupefied the finer sensibilities even in 
women. Juvenal describes a Roman mistress who ordered her female slaves to be unmercifully 
lashed in her presence till the whippers were worn out; Ovid warns the ladies not to scratch the 
face or stick needles into the naked arms of the servants who adorned them; and before Hadrian a 
mistress could condemn a slave to the death of crucifixion without assigning a reason. See the 
references in Friedlander, I. 466. It is but just to remark that the philosophers of the first and 
second century, Seneca, Pliny, and Plutarch, entertained much milder views on this subject than 
the older writers, and commend a humane treatment of the slaves; also that the Antonines 
improved their condition to some extent, and took the oft abused jurisdiction of life and death 
over the slaves out of private hands and vested it in the magistrates. But at that time Christian 
principles and sentiments already freely circulated throughout the empire, and exerted a silent 
influence even over the educated heathen. This unconscious atmospheric influence, so to speak, is 
continually exerted by Christianity over the surrounding world, which without this would be far 
worse than it actually is. 
 
{635} Leviticus 25:10: "Ye shall hallow the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty throughout the land 
unto all the inhabitants thereof." Comp. Isaiah 41:1 Luke 4:19. 
 
{636} Colossians 3:11.  

 



49. Christianity and Society. 
 
Christianity enters with its leaven-like virtue the whole civil and social life of a people, and leads 
it on the path of progress in all genuine civilization. It nowhere prescribes, indeed, a particular 
form of government, and carefully abstains from all improper interference with political and 
secular affairs. It accommodates itself to monarchical and republican institutions, and can flourish 
even under oppression and persecution from the State, as the history of the first three centuries 
sufficiently shows. But it teaches the true nature and aim of all government, and the duties of 
rulers and subjects; it promotes the abolition of bad laws and institutions, and the establishment of 
good; it is in principle opposed alike to despotism and anarchy; it tends, under every form of 
government, towards order, propriety, justice, humanity, and peace; it fills the ruler with a sense 
of responsibility to the supreme king and judge, and the ruled with the spirit of loyalty, virtue, and 
piety. 
 
Finally, the Gospel reforms the international relations by breaking down the partition walls of 
prejudice and hatred among the different nations and races. It unites in brotherly fellowship and 
harmony around the same communion table even the Jews and the Gentiles, once so bitterly 
separate and hostile. The spirit of Christianity, truly catholic or universal, rises above all national 
distinctions. Like the congregation at Jerusalem, the whole apostolic church was of "one heart 
and of one soul." {637} It had its occasional troubles, indeed, temporary collisions between a 
Peter and a Paul, between Jewish and Gentile Christians; but instead of wondering at these, we 
must admire the constant victory of the spirit of harmony and love over the remaining forces of 
the old nature and of a former state of things. The poor Gentile Christians of Paul’s churches in 
Greece sent their charities to the poor Jewish Christians in Palestine, and thus proved their 
gratitude for the gospel and its fellowship, which they had received from that mother church. 
{638} The Christians all felt themselves to be "brethren," were constantly impressed with their 
common origin and their common destiny, and considered it their sacred duty to "keep the unity 
of the spirit in the bond of peace." {639} While the Jews, in their spiritual pride and "odium 
generis humani" abhorred all Gentiles; while the Greeks despised all barbarians as only half men; 
and while the Romans, with all their might and policy, could bring their conquered nations only 
into a mechanical conglomeration, a giant body without a soul; Christianity, by purely moral 
means founded a universal spiritual empire and a communion of saints, which stands unshaken to 
this day, and will spread till it embraces all the nations of the earth as its living members, and 
reconciles all to God. 
 
{637} Acts 4:32. 
 
{638} Galatians 2:10 2 Corinthians 9:12-15 Romans 15:25-27. 
 
{639} Ephesians 4:3.  

 



50. Spiritual Condition of the Congregations.—The Seven Churches in 
Asia. 
 
We must not suppose that the high standard of holiness set up in doctrine and example by the 
evangelists and apostles was fully realized in their congregations. The dream of the spotless 
purity and perfection of the apostolic church finds no support in the apostolic writings, except as 
an ideal which is constantly held up before our vision to stimulate our energies. If the inspired 
apostles themselves disclaimed perfection, much less can we expect it from their converts, who 
had just come from the errors and corruptions of Jewish and heathen society, and could not be 
transformed at once without a miracle in violation of the ordinary laws of moral growth. 
 
We find, in fact, that every Epistle meets some particular difficulty and danger. No letter of Paul 
can be understood without the admission of the actual imperfection of his congregations. He 
found it necessary to warn them even against the vulgar sins of the flesh as well as against the 
refined sins of the spirit. He cheerfully and thankfully commended their virtues, and as frankly 
and fearlessly condemned their errors and vices. 
 
The same is true of the churches addressed in the Catholic Epistles, and in the Revelation of John. 
{640} 
 
The seven Epistles in the second and third chapters of the Apocalypse give us a glimpse of the 
church in its light and shade in the last stage of the apostolic age—primarily in Asia Minor, but 
through it also in other lands. These letters are all very much alike in their plan, and present a 
beautiful order, which has been well pointed out by Bengel. They contain (1) a command of 
Christ to write to the "angel" of the congregation. (2) A designation of Jesus by some imposing 
title, which generally refers to his majestic appearance, {Revelation 1:13 sqq.} and serves as the 
basis and warrant of the subsequent promises and threatenings. (3) The address to the angel, or 
the responsible head of the congregation, be it a single bishop or the college of pastors and 
teachers. The angels are, at all events, the representatives of the people committed to their charge, 
and what was said to them applies at the same time to the churches. This address, or the epistle 
proper, consists always of (a) a short sketch of the present moral condition of the congregation—
both its virtues and defects—with commendation or censure as the case may be; (b) an 
exhortation either to repentance or to faithfulness and patience, according to the prevailing 
character of the church addressed; (c) a promise to him who overcomes, together with the 
admonition: "He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches," or the 
same in the reverse order, as in the first three epistles. This latter variation divides the seven 
churches into two groups, one comprising the first three, the other the remaining four, just as the 
seven seals, the seven trumpets, and the seven vials are divided. The ever-recurring admonition: 
"He that hath an ear," etc., consists of ten words. This is no unmeaning play, but an application of 
the Old Testament system of symbolical numbers, in which three was the symbol of the Godhead; 
four of the world or humanity; the indivisible number seven, the sum of three and four (as also 
twelve, their product), the symbol of the indissoluble covenant between God and man; and ten 
(seven and three), the round number, the symbol of fulness and completion. 
 
As to their moral and religious condition, the churches and the representatives fall, according to 
the Epistles, into three classes: 
 



1. Those which were predominantly good and pure, viz., those of Smyrna and Philadelphia. 
Hence, in the messages to these two churches we find no exhortation to repentance in the strict 
sense of the word, but only an encouragement to be steadfast, patient, and joyful under suffering. 
 
The church of Smyrna (a very ancient, still flourishing commercial city in Ionia, beautifully 
located on the bay of Smyrna) was externally poor and persecuted, and had still greater tribulation 
in view, but is cheered with the prospect of the crown of life. It was in the second century ruled 
by Polycarp, a pupil of John, and a faithful martyr. 
 
Philadelphia (a city built by king Attalus Philadelphus, and named after him, now Ala-Schar), in 
the province of Lydia, a rich wine region, but subject to earthquakes, was the seat of a church 
likewise poor and small outwardly, but very faithful and spiritually flourishing—a church which 
was to have all the tribulations and hostility it met with on earth abundantly rewarded in heaven. 
 
2. Churches which were in a predominantly evil and critical condition, viz., those of Sardis and 
Laodicea. Here accordingly we find severe censure and earnest exhortation to repentance. 
 
The church at Sardis (till the time of Croesus the flourishing capital of the Lydian empire, but 
now a miserable hamlet of shepherds) had indeed the name and outward form of Christianity, but 
not its inward power of faith and life. Hence it was on the brink of spiritual death. Yet Revelation 
3:4 sq., distinguishes from the corrupt mass a few souls which had kept their walk undefiled, 
without, however, breaking away from the congregation as separatists, and setting up an 
opposition sect for themselves. 
 
The church of Laodicea (a wealthy commercial city of Phrygia, not far from Colosse and 
Hierapolis, where now stands only a desolate village by the name of Eski-Hissar) proudly fancied 
itself spiritually rich and faultless, but was in truth poor and blind and naked, and in that most 
dangerous state of indifference and lukewarmness from which it is more difficult to return to the 
former decision and ardor, than it was to pass at first from the natural coldness to faith. Hence the 
fearful threatening: "I will spew thee out of my mouth." (Lukewarm water produces vomiting.) 
Yet even the Laodiceans are not driven to despair. The Lord, in love, knocks at their door and 
promises them, on condition of thorough repentance, a part in the marriage-supper of the lamb 
(3:20). 
 
3. Churches of a mixed character, viz., those of Ephesus, Pergamum, and Thyatira. In these cases 
commendation and censure, promise and threatening are united. 
 
Ephesus, then the metropolis of the Asian church, had withstood, indeed, the Gnostic errorists 
predicted by Paul, and faithfully maintained the purity of the doctrine delivered to it; but it had 
lost the ardor of its first love, and it is, therefore, earnestly exhorted to repent. It thus represents to 
us that state of dead, petrified orthodoxy, into which various churches oftentimes fall. Zeal for 
pure doctrine is, indeed, of the highest importance, but worthless without living piety and active 
love. The Epistle to the angel of the church of Ephesus is peculiarly applicable to the later Greek 
church as a whole. 
 
Pergamum in Mysia (the northernmost of these seven cities, formerly the residence of the kings 
of Asia of the Attalian dynasty, and renowned for its large library of 200,000 volumes and the 
manufacture of parchment; hence the name charta Pergamena; —now Bergamo, a village 
inhabited by Turks, Greeks, and Armenians) was the seat of a church, which under trying 
circumstances had shown great fidelity, but tolerated in her bosom those who held dangerous 
Gnostic errors. For this want of rigid discipline she also is called on to repent. 



 
The church of Thyatira (a flourishing manufacturing and commercial city in Lydia, on the site of 
which now stands a considerable Turkish town called Ak-Hissar, or "the White Castle," with nine 
mosques and one Greek church) was very favorably distinguished for self-denying, active love 
and patience, but was likewise too indulgent towards errors which corrupted Christianity with 
heathen principles and practices. 
 
The last two churches, especially that of Thyatira, form thus the exact counterpart to that of 
Ephesus, and are the representatives of a zealous practical piety in union with theoretical 
latitudinarianism. As doctrine always has more or less influence on practice, this also is a 
dangerous state. That church alone is truly sound and flourishing in which purity of doctrine and 
purity of life, theoretical orthodoxy and practical piety are harmoniously united and promote one 
another. 
 
With good reason have theologians in all ages regarded these, seven churches of Asia Minor as a 
miniature of the whole Christian church. "There is no condition, good, bad, or mixed, of which 
these epistles do not present a sample, and for which they do not give suitable and wholesome 
direction." Here, as everywhere, the word of God and the history of the apostolic church evince 
their applicability to all times and circumstances, and their inexhaustible fulness of instruction, 
warning, and encouragement for all states and stages of religious life. 
 
{640} The remainder of this paragraph is taken in part from my Hist. of the Apost. Church (108, 
pp. 427 sqq.), where it is connected with the life and labors of St. John. Comp. also the 
monographs of Trench and Plumptre on the Seven Churches, and Lange’s Com. on Revelation 2 
and 3.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IX. 
 
WORSHIP IN THE APOSTOLIC AGE. 
 
Literature. 
 
Th Harnack: Der christliche Gemeindegottesdienst im Apost. und altkathol. Zeitalter. Erlangen, 
1854. The same: Prakt. Theol., I. 1877. 
 
P. Probst (R. C.): Liturgie der drei ersten Jahrhunderte. Tub., 1870. 
 
W. L. Volz: Anfange des christl. Gottesdienstes, in "Stud. und Krit." 1872. 
 
H. Jacoby: Die constitutiven Factoren des Apost. Gottesdienstes, in "Jahrb. fur deutsche Theol." 
for 1873. 
 
C. Weizsacker: Die Versammlungen der altesten Christengemeinden, 1876; and Das Apost. 
Zeitalter, 1886, pp. 566 sqq. 
 
Th Zahn: Gesch. des Sonntags in der alten Kirche. Hann., 1878. 
 
Schaff: Hist. of the Apost. Ch., pp. 545-586. 
 
Comp. the Lit. on Ch. X., and on the Didache, vol. II. 184. 
 

51. The Synagogue. 
 
Campeg. Vitringa (d. at Franeker, 1722): Deuteronomy Synagoga Vetere libri tres. Franeker, 
1696. 2 vols. (also Weissenfels, 1726). A standard work, full of biblical and rabbinical learning. 
A condensed translation by J. L. Bernard: The Synagogue and the Church. London, 1842. 
 
C. Bornitius: Deuteronomy Synagogis veterum Hebraeorum. Vitemb., 1650. And in Ugolinus: 
Thesaurus Antiquitatum sacrarum (Venet., 1744-69), vol. XXI. 495-539. 
 
Ant. Th. Hartmann: Die enge Verbindung des A. Testamenes mit dem Neuen. Hamburg, 1831 (pp. 
225-376). 
 
Zunz (a Jewish Rabbi): Die gottesdienstlichen Vortrage der Juden. Berlin, 1832 
 
The Histories of the Jews, by Jost, Herzfeld, and Milman. 
 
The Histories of N. T. Times, by Hausrath (I. 73 sqq. 2d ed.) and Schurer (463-475, and the 
literature there given). 
 
Art. "Synag.," by Ginsburg in "Kitto"; Plumptre: in "Smith" (with additions by Hackett, IV. 3133, 
Am. ed.); Leyrer in "Herzog" (XV. 299, first ed.); Kneuker in "Schenkel" (V. 443). 
 



As the Christian Church rests historically on the Jewish Church, so Christian worship and the 
congregational organization rest on that of the synagogue, and cannot be well understood without 
it. 
 
The synagogue was and is still an institution of immense conservative power. It was the local 
centre of the religious and social life of the Jews, as the temple of Jerusalem was the centre of 
their national life. It was a school as well as a church, and the nursery and guardian of all that is 
peculiar in this peculiar people. It dates probably from the age of the captivity and of Ezra. {641} 
It was fully organized at the time of Christ and the apostles, and used by them as a basis of their 
public instruction. {642} It survived the temple, and continues to this day unaltered in its essential 
features, the chief nursery and protection of the Jewish nationality and religion. {643} 
 
The term "synagogue" (like our word church) signifies first the congregation, then also the 
building where the congregation meet for public worship. {644} Every town, however small, had 
a synagogue, or at least a place of prayer in a private house or in the open air (usually near a river 
or the sea-shore, on account of the ceremonial washings). Ten men were sufficient to constitute a 
religious assembly. "Moses from generations of old hath in every city them that preach him, 
being read in the synagogues every Sabbath." {645} To erect a synagogue was considered a work 
of piety and public usefulness. {646} In large cities, as Alexandria and Rome, there were many; in 
Jerusalem, about four hundred for the various sects and the Hellenists from different countries. 
{647} 
 
1. The building was a plain, rectangular ball of no peculiar style of architecture, and in its inner 
arrangement somewhat resembling the Tabernacle and the Temple. It had benches, the higher 
ones ("the uppermost seats") for the elders and richer members, { 648} a reading-desk or pulpit, 
and a wooden ark or closet for the sacred rolls (called "Copheret" or Mercy Seat, also "Aaron"). 
The last corresponded to the Holy of Holies in the Tabernacle and the Temple. A sacred light was 
kept burning as a symbol of the divine law, in imitation of the light in the Temple, but there is no 
mention made of it in the Talmud. Other lamps were brought in by devout worshippers at the 
beginning of the Sabbath (Friday evening). Alms-boxes were provided near the door, as in the 
Temple, one for the poor in Jerusalem, another for local charities. Paul imitated the example by 
collecting alms for the poor Christians in Jerusalem. 
 
There was no artistic (except vegetable) ornamentation; for the second commandment strictly 
forbids all images of the Deity as idolatrous. In this, as in many other respects, the Mohammedan 
mosque, with its severe iconoclastic simplicity, is a second edition of the synagogue. The 
building was erected on the most elevated spot of the neighborhood, and no house was allowed to 
overtop it. In the absence of a commanding site, a tall pole from the roof rendered it conspicuous. 
{649} 
 
2. Organization.—Every synagogue had a president, {650} a number of elders (Zekenim) equal in 
rank, {651} a reader and interpreter, {652} one or more envoys or clerks, called "messengers" 
(Sheliach), {653} and a sexton or beadle (Chazzan) for the humbler mechanical services. {654} 
There were also deacons (Gabae zedaka) for the collection of alms in money and produce. Ten or 
more wealthy men at leisure, called Batlanim, represented the congregation at every service. Each 
synagogue formed an independent republic, but kept up a regular correspondence with other 
synagogues. It was also a civil and religious court, and had power to excommunicate and to 
scourge offenders. {655} 
 
3. Worship.—It was simple, but rather long, and embraced three elements, devotional, didactic, 
and ritualistic. It included prayer, song, reading, and exposition of the Scripture, the rite of 



circumcision, and ceremonial washings. The bloody sacrifices were confined to the temple and 
ceased with its destruction; they were fulfilled in the eternal sacrifice on the cross. The prayers 
and songs were chiefly taken from the Psalter, which may be called the first liturgy and hymn 
book. 
 
The opening prayer was called the Shema or Keriath Shema, and consisted of two introductory 
benedictions, the reading of the Ten Commandments (afterward abandoned) and several sections 
of the Pentateuch, namely, Deuteronomy 6:4-9 11:13-21 Numbers 15:37-41. Then followed the 
eighteen prayers and benedictions (Berachoth). This is one of them: "Bestow peace, happiness, 
blessing, grace, mercy, and compassion upon us and upon the whole of Israel, thy people. Our 
Father, bless us all unitedly with the light of thy countenance, for in the light of thy countenance 
didst thou give to us, O Lord our God, the law of life, lovingkindness, justice, blessing, 
compassion, life, and peace. May it please thee to bless thy people lsrael at all times, and in every 
moment, with peace. Blessed art thou, O Lord, who blessest thy people Israel with peace." These 
benedictions are traced in the Mishna to the one hundred and twenty elders of the Great 
Synagogue. They were no doubt of gradual growth, some dating from the Maccabean struggles, 
some from the Roman ascendancy. The prayers were offered by a reader, and the congregation 
responded "Amen." This custom passed into the Christian church. {656} 
 
The didactic and homiletical part of worship was based on the Hebrew Scriptures. A lesson from 
the Law (called parasha), {657} and one from the Prophets (haphthara) were read in the original, 
{658} and followed by a paraphrase or commentary and homily (midrash) in the vernacular 
Aramaic or Greek. A benediction and the "Amen" of the people closed the service. 
 
As there was no proper priesthood outside of Jerusalem, any Jew of age might get up to read the 
lessons, offer prayer, and address the congregation. Jesus and the apostles availed themselves of 
this democratic privilege to preach the gospel, as the fulfilment of the law and the prophets. {659} 
The strong didactic element which distinguished this service from all heathen forms of worship, 
had the effect of familiarizing the Jews of all grades, even down to the servant-girls, with their 
religion, and raising them far above the heathen. At the same time it attracted proselytes who 
longed for a purer and more spiritual worship. 
 
The days of public service were the Sabbath, Monday, and Thursday; the hours of prayer the third 
(9 a. m.), the sixth (noon), and the ninth (3 p. m.). {660} 
 
The sexes were divided by a low wall or screen, the men on the one side, the women on the other, 
as they are still in the East (and in some parts of Europe). The people stood during prayer with 
their faces turned to Jerusalem. 
 
{641} The Jewish tradition traces it back to the schools of the prophets, and even to patriarchal 
times, by far-fetched interpretations of Genesis 25:27 Judges 5:9 Isaiah 1:13, etc. 
 
{642} Comp. 17, p. 152. 
 
{643} "Bei dem Untergang aller Institutionen," says Dr. Zunz (l. c. p. 1), "blieb die Synagoge als 
einziger Trager ihrer Nationalitat; dorthin floh ihr Glauben und von dorther empfingen sie 
Belehrug fur ihren irdischen Wandel, Kraft zur Ausdauer in unerhorten Leiden und Hoffnung auf 
eine kunftige Morgenrothe der Freiheit. Der offentliche Gottesdienst der Synagoge ward das 
Panier judischer Nationalitat, die Aegide des judischen Glaubens." 
 



{644} sunagwgh, often in the Septuagint 130 times as translation of hde, 25 times for lhq in the 
Greek Test. (Matthew 4:23 Mark 1:21 Luke 4:15 12:11 Acts 9:2 13:43, etc.; of a Christian 
congregation, James 2:2); also in Philo and Josephus; sometimes sunagwgion (Philo), 
sabbateion (Josephus), proseukthrion (Philo), proseuch house of prayer, oratory; {Acts 
16:13 and Josephus} also ekklhsia. 
 
{645} Acts 15:21. 
 
{646} Luke 7:5. 
 
{647} Acts 6:9. The number of synagogues in Jerusalem is variously stated from 394 to 480. 
 
{648} Matthew 23:6; comp. James 2:2,3. In the synagogue of Alexandria there were seventy-one 
golden chairs, according to the number of members of the Sanhedrin. The prwtokayedriai 
were near the ark, the place of honor. 
 
{649} Ruins of eleven or more ancient synagogues still exist in Palestine (all in Galilee) at Tell-
Hum (Capernaum), Kerazeh (Chorazin), Meiron, Irbid (Arbela), Kasyun, Umm el-’Amud, 
Nebratein, two at Kefr-Birim, two at el-Jish (Giscala). See Palest. Explor. Quart. Statement for 
July, 1878. 
 
{650} The arcisunagwgov, Luke 8:49; 13:14; Mark 5:36, 33; Acts 18:8, 17; or arcwn thv 
sunagwghv, Luke 8:41; or arcwn, Matthew 9:18. He was simply primus inter pares; hence, 
several arcisunagwgoi appear in one and the same synagogue, Luke 13:14 Mark 5:22 Acts 
13:15 18:17. In smaller towns there was but one. 
 
{651} presbuteroi. 
 
{652} After the Babylonian captivity an interpreter (Methurgeman) was usually employed to 
translate the Hebrew lesson into the Chaldee or Greek, or other vernacular languages. 
 
{653} apostoloi, aggeloi. Not to be confounded with the angels in the Apocalypse. 
 
{654} uphrethv, Luke 4:20 
 
{655} Matthew 10:17 23:34 Luke 12:11 21:12 John 9:34 16:2 Acts 22:19 26:11. The Chazzan 
had to administer the corporal punishment. 
 
{656} 1 Corinthians 14:16. The responsive element is the popular feature in a liturgy, and has 
been wisely preserved in the Anglican Church. 
 
{657} The Thorah was divided into 154 sections, and read through in three years, afterwards in 54 
sections for one year. 
 
{658} The anagnwsiv tou nomou kai twn profhtwn, Acts 13:15. 
 
{659} Luke 4:17-20 John 18:20 Acts 13:5,15,44 14:1 17:2-4,10,17 18:4,26 19:8. Paul and 
Barnabas were requested by the rulers of the synagogue at Antioch in Pisidia to speak after the 
reading of the law and the prophets. {Acts 13:15} 
 



{660} Comp. Psalm 55:18 Daniel 7:11 Acts 2:15 3:1 10:30. These hours of devotion are 
respectively called Shacharith, Minchah, and Arabith.  

 



52. Christian Worship. 
 
Christian worship, or cultus, is the public adoration of God in the name of Christ; the celebration 
of the communion of believers as a congregation with their heavenly Head, for the glory of the 
Lord, and for the promotion and enjoyment of spiritual life. While it aims primarily at the 
devotion and edification of the church itself, it has at the same time a missionary character, and 
attracts the outside world. This was the case on the Day of Pentecost when Christian worship in 
its distinctive character first appeared. 
 
As our Lord himself in his youth and manhood worshipped in the synagogue and the temple, so 
did his early disciples as long as they were tolerated. Even Paul preached Christ in the 
synagogues of Damascus, Cyprus, Antioch in Pisidia, Amphipolis, Beraeea, Athens, Corinth, 
Ephesus. He "reasoned with the Jews every sabbath in the synagogues" which furnished him a 
pulpit and an audience. 
 
The Jewish Christians, at least in Palestine, conformed as closely as possible to the venerable 
forms of the cultus of their fathers, which in truth were divinely ordained, and were an expressive 
type of the Christian worship. So far as we know, they scrupulously observed the Sabbath, the 
annual Jewish feasts, the hours of daily prayer, and the whole Mosaic ritual, and celebrated, in 
addition to these, the Christian Sunday, the death and the resurrection of the Lord, and the holy 
Supper. But this union was gradually weakened by the stubborn opposition of the Jews, and was 
at last entirely broken by the destruction of the temple, except among the Ebionites and 
Nazarenes. 
 
In the Gentile-Christian congregations founded by Paul, the worship took from the beginning a 
more independent form. The essential elements of the Old Testament service were transferred, 
indeed, but divested of their national legal character, and transformed by the spirit of the gospel. 
Thus the Jewish Sabbath passed into the Christian Sunday; the typical Passover and Pentecost 
became feasts of the death and resurrection of Christ, and of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit; the 
bloody sacrifices gave place to the thankful remembrance and appropriation of the one, all-
sufficient, and eternal sacrifice of Christ on the cross, and to the personal offering of prayer, 
intercession, and entire self-consecration to the service of the Redeemer; on the ruins of the 
temple made without hands arose the never ceasing worship of the omnipresent God in spirit and 
in truth. {661} So early as the close of the apostolic period this more free and spiritual cultus of 
Christianity had no doubt become well nigh universal; yet many Jewish elements, especially in 
the Eastern church, remain to this day. 
 
{661} Comp. John 2:19 4:23,24.  

 



53. The Several Parts of Worship. 
 
The several parts of public worship in the time of the apostles were as follows: 
 
1. The Preaching of the gospel. This appears in the first period mostly in the form of a missionary 
address to the unconverted; that is, a simple, living presentation of the main facts of the life of 
Jesus, with practical exhortation to repentance and conversion. Christ crucified and risen was the 
luminous centre, whence a sanctifying light was shed on all the relations of life. Gushing forth 
from a full heart, this preaching went to the heart; and springing from an inward life, it kindled 
life—a new, divine life—in the susceptible hearers. It was revival preaching in the purest sense. 
Of this primitive Christian testimony several examples from Peter and Paul are preserved in the 
Acts of the Apostles. 
 
The Epistles also may be regarded in the wider sense as sermons, addressed, however, to 
believers, and designed to nourish the Christian life already planted. 
 
2. The Reading of portions of the Old Testament, {662} with practical exposition and application; 
transferred from the Jewish synagogue into the Christian church. {663} To these were added in 
due time lessons from the New Testament; that is, from the canonical Gospels and the apostolic 
Epistles, most of which were addressed to whole congregations and originally intended for public 
use. {664} After the death of the apostles their writings became doubly important to the church, 
as a substitute for their oral instruction and exhortation, and were much more used in worship 
than the Old Testament. 
 
3. Prayer, in its various forms of petition, intercession, and thanksgiving. This descended likewise 
from Judaism, and in fact belongs essentially even to all heathen religions; but now it began to be 
offered in childlike confidence to a reconciled Father in the name of Jesus, and for all classes and 
conditions, even for enemies and persecutors. The first Christians accompanied every important 
act of their public and private life with this holy rite, and Paul exhorts his readers to "pray without 
ceasing." On solemn occasions they joined fasting with prayer, as a help to devotion, though it is 
nowhere directly enjoined in the New Testament. {665} They prayed freely from the heart, as 
they were moved by the Spirit, according to special needs and circumstances. We have an 
example in the fourth chapter of Acts. There is no trace of a uniform and exclusive liturgy; it 
would be inconsistent with the vitality and liberty of the apostolic churches. At the same time the 
frequent use of psalms and short forms of devotion, as the Lord’s Prayer, may be inferred with 
certainty from the Jewish custom, from the Lord’s direction respecting his model prayer, {666} 
from the strong sense of fellowship among the first Christians, and finally from the liturgical 
spirit of the ancient church, which could not have so generally prevailed both in the East and the 
West without some apostolic and post-apostolic precedent. The oldest forms are the eucharistic 
prayers of the Didache, and the petition for rulers in the first Epistle of Clement, which contrasts 
most beautifully with the cruel hostility of Nero and Domitian. {667} 
 
4. The Song, a form of prayer, in the festive dress of poetry and the elevated language of 
inspiration, raising the congregation to the highest pitch of devotion, and giving it a part in the 
heavenly harmonies of the saints. This passed immediately, with the psalms of the Old 
Testament, those inexhaustible treasures of spiritual experience, edification, and comfort, from 
the temple and the synagogue into the Christian church. The Lord himself inaugurated psalmody 
into the new covenant at the institution of the holy Supper, {668} and Paul expressly enjoined the 
singing of "psalms and hymns and spiritual songs," as a means of social edification. {669} But to 
this precious inheritance from the past, whose full value was now for the first time understood in 



the light of the New Testament revelation, the church, in the enthusiasm of her first love, added 
original, specifically Christian psalms, hymns, doxologies, and benedictions, which afforded the 
richest material for Sacred poetry and music in succeeding centuries; the song of the heavenly 
hosts, for example, at the birth of the Saviour; {670} the "Nunc dimittis" of Simeon; {671} the 
"Magnificat" of the Virgin Mary; {672} the "Benedictus" of Zacharias; {673} the thanksgiving of 
Peter after his miraculous deliverance; {674} the speaking with tongues in the apostolic churches, 
which, whether song or prayer, was always in the elevated language of enthusiasm; the fragments 
of hymns scattered through the Epistles; {675} and the lyrical and liturgical passages, the 
doxologies and antiphonies of the Apocalypse. {676} 
 
5. Confession Of Faith. All the above-mentioned acts of worship are also acts of faith. The first 
express confession of faith is the testimony of Peter, that Jesus was the Christ, the Son of the 
living God. The next is the trinitarian baptismal formula. Out of this gradually grew the so-called 
Apostles’ Creed, which is also trinitarian in structure, but gives the confession of Christ the 
central and largest place. Though not traceable in its present shape above the fourth century, and 
found in the second and third in different longer or shorter forms, it is in substance altogether 
apostolic, and exhibits an incomparable summary of the leading facts in the revelation of the 
triune God from the creation of the world to the resurrection of the body; and that in a form 
intelligible to all, and admirably suited for public worship and catechetical use. We shall return to 
it more fully in the second period. 
 
6. Finally, the administration of the Sacraments, or sacred rites instituted by Christ, by which, 
under appropriate symbols and visible signs, spiritual gifts and invisible grace are represented, 
sealed, and applied to the worthy participators. 
 
The two sacraments of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, the antitypes of circumcision and the 
passover under the Old Testament, were instituted by Christ as efficacious signs, pledges, and 
means of the grace of the new covenant. They are related to each other as regeneration and 
sanctification, or as the beginning and the growth of the Christian life. The other religious rites 
mentioned in the New Testament, as confirmation and ordination, cannot be ranked in dignity 
with the sacraments, as they are not commanded by Christ. 
 
{662} The Parashioth and Haphtaroth, as they were called. 
 
{663} Comp. Acts 13:15 15:21. 
 
{664} Colossians 4:16. 
 
{665} Comp. Matthew 9:15 Acts 13:3 14:23 1 Corinthians 7:5. 
 
{666} Matthew 6:9; Luke 11:1, 2. The Didache, ch. 8, gives the Lord’s Prayer from Matthew, 
with a brief doxology, {comp. 1 Corinthians 2:9-11} and the direction to pray it three times a day. 
See Schaff on the Did., p. 188 sq. 
 
{667} Didache chs. 8 -10; Clement, Ad Cor., chs. 59 -61. See vol. II. 226. 
 
{668} Comp. Matthew 26:30 Mark 14:26. 
 
{669} Ephesians 5:19 Colossians 3:16. 
 
{670} The "Gloria," Luke 2:14. 



 
{671} Luke 2:29. 
 
{672} Luke 1:46 sqq. 
 
{673} Luke 1:68 sqq. 
 
{674} Acts 4:24-30. Comp. Psalm 2. 
 
{675} Ephesians 5:14 1 Timothy 3:16 2 Timothy 2:11-13 1 Peter 3:10-12. The quotation is 
introduced by dio legei and pistov ov logov. The rhythmical arrangement and adjustment in 
these passages, especially the first two, is obvious, and Westcott and Hort have marked it in their 
Greek Testament as follows: 
 
egeire, o kayeudwn, 
 
kai anasta ek twn nekrwn, 
 
kai epifausei soi ov cristov 
 
—Ephesians 5:14. 
 
ov efanerwyh en sarki, 
 
edikaiwyh en pneumati, 
 
wfyh aggeloiv, 
 
ekhrucyh en eynesin, 
 
episteuyh en kosmw, 
 
anelhmfyh en doxh. 
 
—1 Timothy 3:16. 
 
The last passage is undoubtedly a quotation. The received reading, Gr. 464 yeov, is justly rejected 
by critical editors and exchanged for ov, which refers to God or Christ. Some manuscripts read 
the neuter o which would refer to musthrion 1 Peter 3:10-12, which reads like a psalm, is 
likewise metrically arranged by Westcott and Hort. James 1:17, though probably not a quotation, 
is a complete hexameter: 
 
pasa dosiv agayh kai pan dwrhma teleion. 
 
Liddon (Lectures on the Divinity of Christ, p. 328) adds to the hymnological fragments the 
passage Titus 3:4-7, as "a hymn on the way of salvation," and several other passages which seem 
to me doubtful. 
 
{676} Apoc. 1:5-8; 3:7, 14; 5:9, 12, 13; 11:15, 17, 19; 15:4; 19:6-8, and other passages. They lack 
the Hebrew parallelism, but are nevertheless poetical, and are printed in uncial type by Westcott 
and Hort.  



 



54. Baptism. 
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On the (post-apostolic) archaeology of baptism see the archaeological works of Martene (De 
Antiquis Eccles. Ritibus), Goar (Euchologion Graecorum), Bingham, Augusti, Binterim, Siegel, 
Martigny, and Smith and Cheetham (Dict. of Christ. Ant., I., 155 sqq.). 
 
On the baptismal pictures in the catacombs see the works of Deuteronomy Rossi, Garrucci, and 
Schaff on the Didache, pp. 36 sqq. 
 
1. The Idea of Baptism. It was solemnly instituted by Christ, shortly before his ascension, to be 
performed in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. It took the place of 
circumcision as a sign and seal of church membership. It is the outward mark of Christian 
discipleship, the rite of initiation into the covenant of grace. It is the sacrament of repentance 
(conversion), of remission of sins, and of regeneration by the power of the Holy Spirit. {677} In 
the nature of the case it is to be received but once. It incorporates the penitent sinner in the visible 
church, and entitles him to all the privileges, and binds him to all the duties of this communion. 
Where the condition of repentance and faith is wanting, the blessing (as in the case of the holy 
Supper, and the preaching of the Word) is turned into a curse, and what God designs as a savor of 
life unto life becomes, by the unfaithfulness of man, a savor of death unto death. 
 
The necessity of baptism for salvation has been inferred from John 3:5 and Mark 16:16; but while 
we are bound to God’s ordinances, God himself is free and can save whomsoever and by 
whatsoever means he pleases. The church has always held the principle that the mere want of the 
sacrament does not condemn, but only the contempt. Otherwise all unbaptized infants that die in 
infancy would be lost. This horrible doctrine was indeed inferred by St. Augustin and the Roman 
church, from the supposed absolute necessity of baptism, but is in direct conflict with the spirit of 
the gospel and Christ’s treatment of children, to whom belongs the kingdom of heaven. 
 
The first administration of this sacrament in its full Christian sense took place on the birthday of 
the church, after the first independent preaching of the apostles. The baptism of John was more of 
a negative sort, and only preparatory to the baptism with the Holy Spirit. In theory Christian 
baptism is preceded by conversion, that is the human act of turning from sin to God in repentance 
and faith, and followed by regeneration, that is the divine act of forgiveness of sin and inward 
cleansing and renewal. Yet in practice the outward sign and inward state and effect do not always 
coincide; in Simon Magus we have an example of the baptism of water without that of the Spirit, 
and in Cornelius an example of the communication of the Spirit before the application of the 
water. In the case of infants, conversion, as a conscious act of the will, is impossible and 
unnecessary. In adults the solemn ordinance was preceded by the preaching of the gospel, or a 
brief instruction in its main facts, and then followed by more thorough inculcation of the apostolic 
doctrine. Later, when great caution became necessary in receiving proselytes, the period of 
catechetical instruction and probation was considerably lengthened. 
 
2. The usual Form of baptism was immersion. This is inferred from the original meaning of the 
Greek baptizein and baptismw; {678} from the analogy of John’s baptism in the Jordan; from 
the apostles’ comparison of the sacred rite with the miraculous passage of the Red Sea, with the 
escape of the ark from the flood, with a cleansing and refreshing bath, and with burial and 
resurrection; finally, from the general custom of the ancient church which prevails in the East to 
this day. {679} But sprinkling, also, or copious pouring rather, was practised at an early day with 
sick and dying persons, and in all such cases where total or partial immersion was impracticable. 
Some writers suppose that this was the case even in the first baptism of the three thousand on the 
day of Pentecost; for Jerusalem was poorly supplied with water and private baths; the Kedron is a 
small creek and dry in summer; but there are a number of pools and cisterns there. Hellenistic 
usage allows to the relevant expressions sometimes the wider sense of washing, bathing, 



sprinkling, and ceremonial cleansing. {680} Unquestionably, immersion expresses the idea of 
baptism, as a purification and renovation of the whole man, more completely than pouring or 
sprinkling; but it is not in keeping with the genius of the gospel to limit the operation of the Holy 
Spirit by the quantity or the quality of the water or the mode of its application. Water is 
absolutely necessary to baptism, as an appropriate symbol of the purifying and regenerating 
energy of the Holy Spirit; but whether the water be in large quantity or small, cold or warm, fresh 
or salt, from river, cistern, or spring, is relatively immaterial, and cannot affect the validity of the 
ordinance. 
 
3. As to the Subjects of baptism: the apostolic origin of infant baptism is denied not only by the 
Baptists, but also by many paedobaptist divines. The Baptists assert that infant baptism is 
contrary to the idea of the sacrament itself, and accordingly, an unscriptural corruption. For 
baptism, say they, necessarily presupposes the preaching of the gospel on the part of the church, 
and repentance and faith on the part of the candidate for the ordinance; and as infants can neither 
understand preaching, nor repent and believe, they are not proper subjects for baptism, which is 
intended only for adult converts. It is true, the apostolic church was a missionary church, and had 
first to establish a mother community, in the bosom of which alone the grace of baptism can be 
improved by a Christian education. So even under the old covenant circumcision was first 
performed on the adult Abraham; and so all Christian missionaries in heathen lands now begin 
with preaching, and baptizing adults. True, the New Testament contains no express command to 
baptize infants; such a command would not agree with the free spirit of the gospel. Nor was there 
any compulsory or general infant baptism before the union of church and state; Constantine, the 
first Christian emperor, delayed his baptism till his deathbed (as many now delay their 
repentance); and even after Constantine there were examples of eminent teachers, as Gregory 
Nazianzen, Augustin, Chrysostom, who were not baptized before their conversion in early 
manhood, although they had Christian mothers. 
 
But still less does the New Testament forbid infant baptism; as it might be expected to do in view 
of the universal custom of the Jews, to admit their children by circumcision on the eighth day 
after birth into the fellowship of the old covenant. 
 
On the contrary, we have presumptive and positive arguments for the apostolic origin and 
character of infant baptism, first, in the fact that circumcision as truly prefigured baptism, as the 
passover the holy Supper; then in the organic relation between Christian parents and children; in 
the nature of the new covenant, which is even more comprehensive than the old; in the universal 
virtue of Christ, as the Redeemer of all sexes, classes, and ages, and especially in the import of 
his own infancy, which has redeemed and sanctified the infantile age; in his express invitation to 
children, whom he assures of a title to the kingdom of heaven, and whom, therefore, he certainly 
would not leave without the sign and seal of such membership; in the words, of institution, which 
plainly look to the Christianizing, not merely of individuals, but of whole nations, including, of 
course, the children; in the express declaration of Peter at the first administration of the 
ordinance, that this promise of forgiveness of sins and of the Holy Spirit was to the Jews "and to 
their children;" in the five instances in the New Testament of the baptism of whole families, 
where the presence of children in most of the cases is far more probable than the absence of 
children in all; and finally, in the universal practice of the early church, against which the isolated 
protest of Tertullian proves no more, than his other eccentricities and Montanistic peculiarities; 
on the contrary, his violent protest implies the prevailing practice of infant baptism. He advised 
delay of baptism as a measure of prudence, lest the baptized by sinning again might forever 
forfeit the benefit of this ordinance; but he nowhere denies the apostolic origin or right of early 
baptism. 
 



We must add, however, that infant baptism is unmeaning, and its practice a profanation, except 
on the condition of Christian parentage or guardianship, and under the guarantee of a Christian 
education. And it needs to be completed by an act of personal consecration, in which the child, 
after due instruction in the gospel, intelligently and freely confesses Christ, devotes himself to his 
service, and is thereupon solemnly admitted to the full communion of the church and to the 
sacrament of the holy Supper. The earliest traces of confirmation are supposed to be found in the 
apostolic practice of laying on hands, or symbolically imparting the Holy Spirit. after baptism. 
{681} 
 
{677} Mark 1:4 (baptisma metanoiav eiv afesin amartiwn, said of John’s baptism), 1:8, 
where John distinguishes his baptism, as a baptism by water (udati), from the baptism of Christ, 
as a baptism by the Holy Spirit (pneumati agiw); Matthew 3:1; Luke 3:16; John 1:33 (o 
baptizwn en pneumati agiw); Acts 2:38 (the first instance of Christian baptism, when Peter 
called on his hearers: metanohsate, kai baptisyhtw ekastov umwn en tw onomati ihsou 
Cr. eiv afesin twn amartiwn umwn, kai lhmesye thn dwrean touv agiou pneumatov); 
8:13; 11:16; 18:8 (episteuon kai ebaptizonto); Romans 6:4 (baptisma eiv ton yanaton); 
Galatians 3:27 (eiv criston ebaptisyhte). The metavnoia was the connecting link between the 
baptism of John and that of Christ. The English rendering, "repentance" (retained in the Revision 
of 1881), is inaccurate (after the Latin paenitentia). The Greek means a change of mind, nouv (a 
transmentation, as Coleridge proposed to call it), i.e., an entire reformation and transformation of 
the inner life of man, with a corresponding outward change. It was the burden of the preaching of 
John the Baptist, and Christ himself, who began with the enlarged exhortation: metanoeite kai 
pisteuete en tw euaggeliw, Mark 1:15. 
 
{678} Comp. the German taufen, the English dip. Grimm defines baptivzw (the frequentative of 
baptw): ‘immergo, submergo; Liddell and Scott: ‘to dip in or under the water.’But in the Sept. 
and the New Test. it has also a wider meaning. Hence Robinson defines it: ‘to wash, to lave, to 
cleanse by washing.’ See below. 
 
{679} The Oriental and the orthodox Russian churches require even a threefold immersion, in the 
name of the Trinity, and deny the validity of any other. They look down upon the Pope of Rome 
as an unbaptized heretic, and would not recognize the single immersion of the Baptists. The 
Longer Russian Catechism thus defines baptism: "A sacrament in which a man who believes, 
having his body thrice plunged in water in the name of God, the Father, the Son, and the Holy 
Ghost, dies to the carnal life of sin, and is born again of the Holy Ghost to a life spiritual and 
holy." Marriott (in Smith and Cheetham, I., 161) says: "Triple immersion, that is thrice dipping 
the head while standing in the water, was the all but universal rule of the church in early time," 
and quotes in proof Tertullian, Cyril of Jerusalem, Chrysostom, Jerome, Leo I., etc. But he 
admits, on page 168 sq., that affusion and aspersion were exceptionally also used, especially in 
clinical baptism, the validity of which Cyprian defended (Ep. 76 or 69 ad Magnum). This mode is 
already mentioned in the Didache (ch. 7) as valid; see my book on the Did., third ed., 1889, pp. 
29 sqq. 
 
{680} 2 Kings 5:14 (Sept.); Luke 11:38; Mark 7:4 (baptismouv pothriwn, etc.); Hebrews 6:2 
(baptismwn didach); 9:10 (diaforoiv baptismoiv). Observe also the remarkable variation of 
reading in Matthew 7:4: ean mh baptiswntai (except they bathe themselves), and rantiswntai 
(sprinkle themselves). Westcott and Hort adopt the latter in the text, the former in the margin. The 
Revision of 1881 reverses the order. The ‘divers baptisms’ in Hebrews 9:10 (in the Revision 
"washings") probably include all the ceremonial purifications of the Jews, whether by bathing, 
{Leviticus 11:25 14:9 Numbers 19:7} or washing, {Numbers 19:7 Mark 7:8} or sprinkling. 
{Leviticus 14:7 Numbers 19:19} In the figurative phrase baptizein en pneumati agivw, to 



overwhelm, plentifully to endow with the Holy Spirit, {Matthew 3:11 Luke 3:16 Mark 1:8 John 
1:3 Acts 1:5 11:16} the idea of immersion is scarcely admissible since the Holy Spirit is poured 
out. See my Hist. of the Apost. Ch., p. 569. 
 
{681} Acts 8:15 19:6 Hebrews 6:2.  

 



55. The Lord’s Supper. 
 
The commentaries on Matthew 26:26 sqq., and the parallel passages in Mark and Luke 1 
Corinthians 10:16,17 11:23 sqq.; John 6:47-58,63. 
 
D. Waterland (Episcopal., d. 1740): A Review of the Doctrine of the Eucharist, a new edition, 
1868 (Works, vols. IV. and V.). 
 
J. Dollinger: Die Lehre von der Eucharistie in den drei ersten Jahrhunderten. Mainz, 1826. 
(Rom. Cath.) 
 
Ebrard: Das Dogma vom heil. Abendmahl u. seine Geschichte. Frankf. a. M., 1845, 2 vols., vol. 
I., pp. 1-231. (Reformed.) 
 
J. W. Nevin: The Mystical Presence. A Vindication of the Reformed or Calvinistic soctrine of the 
Holy Eucharist. Philadelphia, 1846, pp. 199-256. (Reformed.) 
 
Kahnis: Die Lehre vom heil. Abendmahl. Leipz., 1851. (Lutheran.) 
 
Robert Wilberforce: The Doctrine of the Holy Eucharist. London, 1853. (Anglican, or rather 
Tractarian or Romanizing.) 
 
L. Imm. Ruckert: Das Abendmahl. Sein Wesen und seine Geschichte in der alten Kirche. Leipz., 
1856. (Rationalistic.) 
 
E. B. Pusey: The Doctrine of the Real Presence, as contained in the Fathers, from St. John to the 
Fourth General Council. Oxford, 1855. (Anglo-Catholic.) 
 
Philip Freeman: The Principles of Divine Service. London, 1855-1862, in two parts. (Anglican, 
contains much historical investigation on the subject of eucharistic worship in the ancient 
Catholic church.) 
 
Thos. S. L. Vogan: The True Doctrine of the Eucharist. London, 1871. 
 
John Harrison: An Answer to Dr. Pusey’s Challenge respecting the Doctrine of the Real 
Presence. London, 1871, 2 vols. (Anglican, Low Church. Includes the doctrine of the Scripture 
and the first eight centuries.) 
 
Dean Stanley: Christian Institutions, London and New York, 1881, chs. IV., V., and VI. (He 
adopts the Zwinglian view, and says of the Marburg Conference of 1529: "Everything which 
could be said on behalf of the dogmatic, coarse, literal interpretation of the institution was urged 
with the utmost vigor of word and gesture by the stubborn Saxon. Everything which could be said 
on behalf of the rational, refined, spiritual construction was urged with an union of the utmost 
acuteness and gentleness by the sober-minded Swiss.") 
 
L. Gude (Danish Lutheran): Den hellige Nadvere. Copenhagen, 1887, 2 vols. Exegetical and 
historical. Reviewed in Luthardt’s "Theol. Literaturblatt.," 1889, Nos. 14 sqq. 
 
The sacrament of the holy Supper was instituted by Christ under the most solemn circumstances, 
when he was about to offer himself a sacrifice for the salvation of the world. It is the feast of the 



thankful remembrance and appropriation of his atoning death, and of the living union of believers 
with him, and their communion among themselves. As the Passover kept in lively remembrance 
the miraculous deliverance from the land of bondage, and at the same time pointed forward to the 
Lamb of God; so the eucharist represents, seals, and applies the now accomplished redemption 
from sin and death until the end of time. Here the deepest mystery of Christianity is embodied 
ever anew, and the story of the cross reproduced before us. Here the miraculous feeding of the 
five thousand is spiritually perpetuated. Here Christ, who sits at the right hand of God, and is yet 
truly present in his church to the end of the world, gives his own body and blood, sacrificed for 
us, that is, his very self, his life and the virtue of his atoning death, as spiritual food, as the true 
bread from heaven, to all who, with due self-examination, come hungering and thirsting to the 
heavenly feast. The communion has therefore been always regarded as the inmost sanctuary of 
Christian worship. 
 
In the apostolic period the eucharist was celebrated daily in connection with a simple meal of 
brotherly love (agape), in which the Christians, in communion with their common Redeemer, 
forgot all distinctions of rank, wealth, and culture, and felt themselves to be members of one 
family of God. But this childlike exhibition of brotherly unity became more and more difficult as 
the church increased, and led to all sorts of abuses, such as we find rebuked in the Corinthians by 
Paul. The lovefeasts, therefore, which indeed were no more enjoined by law than the community 
of goods at Jerusalem, were gradually severed from the eucharist, and in the course of the second 
and third centuries gradually disappeared. 
 
The apostle requires the Christians {682} to prepare themselves for the Lord’s Supper by self-
examination, or earnest inquiry whether they have repentance and faith, without which they 
cannot receive the blessing from the sacrament, but rather provoke judgment from God. This 
caution gave rise to the appropriate custom of holding special preparatory exercises for the holy 
communion. 
 
In the course of time this holy feast of love has become the subject of bitter controversy, like the 
sacrament of baptism and even the Person of Christ himself. Three conflicting theories—
transubstantiation, consubstantiation, and spiritual presence of Christ-have been deduced from as 
many interpretations of the simple words of institution ("This is my body," etc.), which could 
hardly have been misunderstood by the apostles in the personal presence of their Lord, and in 
remembrance of his warning against carnal misconception of his discourse on the eating of his 
flesh. {683} The eucharistic controversies in the middle ages and during the sixteenth century are 
among the most unedifying and barren in the history of Christianity. And yet they cannot have 
been in vain. The different theories represent elements of truth which have become obscured or 
perverted by scholastic subtleties, but may be purified and combined. The Lord’s Supper is: (1) a 
commemorative ordinance, a memorial of Christ’s atoning sacrifice on the cross; (2) a feast of 
living union of believers with the Saviour, whereby they truly, that is spiritually and by faith, 
receive Christ, with all his benefits, and are nourished with his life unto life eternal; (3) a 
communion of believers with one another as members of the same mystical body of Christ; (4) an 
eucharist or thankoffering of our persons and services to Christ, who died for us that we might 
live for him. 
 
Fortunately, the blessing of the holy communion does not depend upon the scholastic 
interpretation and understanding of the words of institution, but upon the promise of the Lord and 
upon childlike faith in him. And therefore, even now, Christians of different denominations and 
holding different opinions can unite around the table of their common Lord and Saviour, and feel 
one with him and in him. 
 



{682} 1 Corinthians 11:28. 
 
{683} John 6:63: "It is the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing, the words that I have 
spoken unto you are spirit, and are life." This passage furnishes the key for the understanding of 
the previous discourse, whether it refers to the Lord’s Supper, directly or indirectly, or not at all. 
That the estiv in the words of institution may indicate a figurative or symbolical (as well as a 
real) relation, is now admitted by all critical exegetes; that it must be so understood in that 
connection is admitted by those who are not under the control of a doctrinal bias. See my 
annotations to Lange’s Com. on Matthew, 26:26, pp. 470 sqq.  

 



56. Sacred Places. 
 
Although, as the omnipresent Spirit, God may be worshipped in all places of the universe, which 
is his temple, {684} yet our finite, sensuous nature, and the need of united devotion, require 
special localities or sanctuaries consecrated to his worship. The first Christians, after the example 
of the Lord, frequented the temple at Jerusalem and the synagogues, so long as their relation to 
the Mosaic economy allowed. But besides this, they assembled also from the first in private 
houses, especially for the communion and the love feast. The church itself was founded, on the 
day of Pentecost, in the upper room of a humble dwelling. 
 
The prominent members and first converts, as Mary, the mother of John Mark in Jerusalem, 
Cornelius in Caesarea, Lydia in Philippi, Jason in Thessalonica, Justus in Corinth, Priscilla in 
Ephesus, Philemon in Colosse, gladly opened their houses for social worship. In larger cities, as 
in Rome, the Christian community divided itself into several such assemblies at private houses, 
{685} which, however, are always addressed in the epistles as a unit. 
 
That the Christians in the apostolic age erected special houses of worship is out of the question, 
even on account of their persecution by Jews and Gentiles, to say nothing of their general 
poverty; and the transition of a whole synagogue to the new faith was no doubt very rare. As the 
Saviour of the world was born in a stable, and ascended to heaven from a mountain, so his 
apostles and their successors down to the third century, preached in the streets, the markets, on 
mountains, in ships, sepulchres, eaves, and deserts, and in the homes of their converts. But how 
many thousands of costly churches and chapels have since been built and are constantly being 
built in all parts of the world to the honor of the crucified Redeemer, who in the days of his 
humiliation had no place of his own to rest his head! {686} 
 
{684} Comp. John 4:24. 
 
{685} ekklhsiai kat oikon, Romans 16:5 1 Corinthians 16:19. 
 
{686} Luke 9:58.  

 



57. Sacred Times—The Lord’s Day. 
 
Literature. 
 
George Holden: The Christian Sabbath. London, 1825. (See ch. V.) 
 
W. Henstenberg: The Lord’s Day. Transl. from the German by James Martin, London, 1853. 
(Purely exegetical; defends the continental view, but advocates a better practical observance.) 
 
John T. Baylee: History of the Sabbath. London, 1857. (See chs. X. XIII.) 
 
James Aug. Hessey: Sunday: Its Origin, History, and Present Obligation. Bampton Lectures, 
preached before the University of Oxford, London, 1860. (Defends the Dominican and moderate 
Anglican, as distinct both from the Continental latitudinarian, and from the Puritanic Sabbatarian, 
view of Sunday, with proofs from the church fathers.) 
 
James Gilfillan: The Sabbath viewed in the Light of Reason, Revelation, and History, with 
Sketches of its Literature. Edinb. 1861, republished and widely circulated by the Am. Tract 
Society and the "New York Sabbath Committee," New York, 1862. (The fullest and ablest 
defence of the Puritan and Scotch Presbyterian theory of the Christian Sabbath, especially in its 
practical aspects.) 
 
Robert Cox (F.S.A.): Sabbath Laws and Sabbath Duties. Edinb. 1853. By the same: The 
Literature of the Sabbath Question. Edinb. 1865, 2 vols. (Historical, literary, and liberal.) 
 
Th. Zahn: Geschichte des Sonntags in der alten Kirche. Hannover, 1878. 
 
There is a very large Sabbath literature in the English language, of a popular and practical 
character. For the Anglo-American theory and history of the Christian Sabbath, compare the 
author’s essay, The Anglo-American Sabbath, New York, 1863 (in English and German), the 
publications of the New York Sabbath Committee from 1857-1886, the Sabbath Essays, ed. by 
Will. C. Wood, Boston (Congreg. Publ. Soc.), 1879; and A. E. Waffle: The Lord’s Day, Philad. 
1886. 
 
As every place, so is every day and hour alike sacred to God, who fills all space and all time, and 
can be worshipped everywhere and always. But, from the necessary limitations of our earthly life, 
as well as from the nature of social and public worship, springs the use of sacred seasons. The 
apostolic church followed in general the Jewish usage, but purged it from superstition and filled it 
with the spirit of faith and freedom. 
 
1. Accordingly, the Jewish Hours of daily prayer, particularly in the morning and evening, were 
observed as a matter of habit, besides the strictly private devotions which are bound to no time. 
 
2. The Lord’s Day took the place of the Jewish Sabbath as the weekly day of public worship. The 
substance remained, the form was changed. The institution of a periodical weekly day of rest for 
the body and the soul is rooted in our physical and moral nature, and is as old as man, dating, like 
marriage, from paradise. {687} This is implied in the profound saying of our Lord: "The Sabbath 
is made for man." 
 



It is incorporated in the Decalogue, the moral law, which Christ did not come to destroy, but to 
fulfil, and which cannot be robbed of one commandment without injury to all the rest. 
 
At the same time the Jewish Sabbath was hedged around by many national and ceremonial 
restrictions, which were not intended to be permanent, but were gradually made so prominent as 
to overshadow its great moral aim, and to make man subservient to the sabbath instead of the 
sabbath to man. After the exile and in the hands of the Pharisees it became a legal bondage rather 
than a privilege and benediction. Christ as the Lord of the Sabbath opposed this mechanical 
ceremonialism and restored the true spirit and benevolent aim of the institution. {688} When the 
slavish, superstitious, and self-righteous sabbatarianism of the Pharisees crept into the Galatian 
churches and was made a condition of justification, Paul rebuked it as a relapse into Judaism. 
{689} 
 
The day was transferred from the seventh to the first day of the week, not on the ground of a 
particular command, but by the free spirit of the gospel and by the power of certain great facts 
which he at the foundation of the Christian church. It was on that day that Christ rose from the 
dead; that he appeared to Mary, the disciples of Emmaus, and the assembled apostles; that he 
poured out his Spirit and founded the church; {690} and that he revealed to his beloved disciple 
the mysteries of the future. Hence, the first day was already in the apostolic age honorably 
designated as "the Lord’s Day." On that day Paul met with the disciples at Troas and preached till 
midnight. On that day he ordered the Galatian and Corinthian Christians to make, no doubt in 
connection with divine service, their weekly contributions to charitable objects according to their 
ability. It appears, therefore, from the New Testament itself, that Sunday was observed as a day of 
worship, and in special commemoration of the Resurrection, whereby the work of redemption 
was finished. {691} 
 
The universal and uncontradicted Sunday observance in the second century can only be explained 
by the fact that it had its roots in apostolic practice. Such observance is the more to be appreciated 
as it had no support in civil legislation before the age of Constantine, and must have been 
connected with many inconveniences, considering the lowly social condition of the majority of 
Christians and their dependence upon their heathen masters and employers. Sunday thus became, 
by an easy and natural transformation, the Christian Sabbath or weekly day of rest, at once 
answering the typical import of the Jewish Sabbath, and itself forming in turn a type of the eternal 
rest of the people of God in the heavenly Canaan. {692} In the gospel dispensation the Sabbath is 
not a degradation, but an elevation, of the week days to a higher plane, looking to the 
consecration of all time and all work. It is not a legal ceremonial bondage, but rather a precious 
gift of grace, a privilege, a holy rest in God in the midst of the unrest of the world, a day of 
spiritual refreshing in communion with God and in the fellowship of the saints, a foretaste and 
pledge of the never-ending Sabbath in heaven. 
 
The due observance of it, in which the churches of England, Scotland, and America, to their 
incalculable advantage, excel the churches of the European continent, is a wholesome school of 
discipline, a means of grace for the people, a safeguard of public morality and religion, a bulwark 
against infidelity, and a source of immeasurable blessing to the church, the state, and the family. 
Next to the Church and the Bible, the Lord’s Day is the chief pillar of Christian society. 
 
Besides the Christian Sunday, the Jewish Christians observed their ancient Sabbath also, till 
Jerusalem was destroyed. After that event, the Jewish habit continued only among the Ebionites 
and Nazarenes. 
 



As Sunday was devoted to the commemoration of the Saviour’s resurrection, and observed as a 
day of thanksgiving and joy, so, at least as early as the second century, if not sooner, Friday came 
to be observed as a day of repentance, with prayer and fasting, in commemoration of the 
sufferings and death of Christ. 
 
3. Annual festivals. There is no injunction for their observance, direct or indirect, in the apostolic 
writings, as there is no basis for them in the Decalogue. But Christ observed them, and two of the 
festivals, the Passover and Pentecost, admitted of an easy transformation similar to that of the 
Jewish into the Christian Sabbath. From some hints in the Epistles, {693} viewed in the light of 
the universal and uncontradicted practice of the church in the second century it may be inferred 
that the annual celebration of the death and the resurrection of Christ, and of the outpouring of the 
Holy Spirit, originated in the apostolic age. In truth, Christ crucified, risen, and living in the 
church, was the one absorbing thought of the early Christians; and as this thought expressed itself 
in the weekly observance of Sunday, so it would also very naturally transform the two great 
typical feasts of the Old Testament into the Christian Easter and Whit-Sunday. The Paschal 
controversies of the second century related not to the fact, but to the time of the Easter festival, 
and Polycarp of Smyrna and Anicet of Rome traced their customs to an unimportant difference in 
the practice of the apostles themselves. 
 
Of other annual festivals, the New Testament contains not the faintest trace. Christmas came in 
during the fourth century by a natural development of the idea of a church year, as a sort of 
chronological creed of the people. The festivals of Mary, the Apostles, Saints, and Martyrs, 
followed gradually, as the worship of saints spread in the Nicene and post-Nicene age, until 
almost every day was turned first into a holy day and then into a holiday. As the saints 
overshadowed the Lord, the saints’ days overshadowed the Lord’s Day. 
 
{687} Genesis 2:3. This passage is sometimes explained in a proleptic sense; but religious rest-
days, dies feriati, are found among most ancient nations, and recent Assyrian and Babylonian 
discoveries confirm the pre-Mosaic origin of the weekly Sabbath. See Sayce’s revision of George 
Smith’s Chaldean Account of Genesis, Lond. and N. York, 1881, p. 89: "If references to the Fall 
are few and obscure, there can be no doubt that the Sabbath was an Accadian [primitive 
Chaldaean] institution, intimately connected with the worship of the seven planets. The 
astronomical tablets have shown that the seven-day week was of Accadian origin, each day of it 
being dedicated to the sun, moon, and five planets, and the word Sabbath itself, under the form of 
Sabattu, was known to the Assyrians, and explained by them as ‘a day of rest for the heart.’ A 
calendar of Saints’ days for the month of the intercalary Elul makes the 7th, 14th, 19th, 2lst, and 
28th days of the lunar months, Sabbaths on which no work was allowed to be done. The Accadian 
words by which the idea of Sabbath is denoted, literally mean: ‘a day on which work is 
unlawful,’and are interpreted in the bilingual tablets as signifying ‘a day of peace or completion 
of labors.’" Smith then gives the rigid injunctions which the calendar lays down to the king for 
each of these sabbaths. Comp. also Transactions of Soc. for Bibl. Archaeol., vol. V., 427. 
 
{688} Matthew 12:1 sqq., 10 sqq., and the parallel passages in Mark and Luke; also John 5:8 sqq.; 
6:23; 9:14, 16. 
 
{689} Galatians 4:10; Comp. Romans 14:5 Colossians 2:16. The spirit of the pharisaical 
sabbatarianism with which Christ and St, Paul had to deal may be inferred from the fact that even 
Gamaliel, Paul’s teacher, and one of the wisest and most liberal Rabbis, let his ass die on the 
Sabbath because he thought it a sin to unload him; and this was praised as an act of piety. Other 
Rabbis prohibited the saving of an ass from a ditch on the Sabbath, but allowed a plank to be laid 
so as to give the beast a chance to save himself. One great controversy between the schools of 



Shammai and Hillel turned around the mighty question whether it was lawful to eat an egg which 
was laid on the Sabbath day, and the wise Hillel denied it! Then it would be still more sinful to 
eat a chicken that had the misfortune to be born, or to be killed, on a Sabbath. 
 
{690} The day of Pentecost (whether Saturday or Sunday) is disputed, but the church always 
celebrated it on a Sunday. See 24, p. 241. 
 
{691} John 20:19,26 Acts 20:7 1 Corinthians 16:2 Revelation 1:10. 
 
{692} Comp. Hebrews 4:1-11. 
 
{693} 1 Peter 5:7,8 Acts 18:21 20:6,16.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER X. 
 
ORGANIZATION OF THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH. 
 

58. Literature. 
 

I. Sources. 
 
The Acts represent the first, the Pastoral Epistles the second stage of the apostolic church polity. 
Baur (Die sogenannten Pastoralbriefe des Ap. Paulus, 1835), Holtzmann (Die Pastoralbriefe, 
1880, pp. 190 sqq.), and others, who deny the Pauline authorship of the Epistles to Timothy and 
Titus, date the organization laid down there from the post-apostolic age, but it belongs to the 
period from A. D. 60-70. The Epistles to the Corinthians {1 Corinthians 12:28} and to the 
(Ephesians 4:11), and the Apocalyptic Epistles (Revelation 2 and 3) contain important hints on 
the church offices. 
 
Comp. the Didache, and the Epp. of Clement and Ignatius. 
 

II. General Works. 
 
Comp. in part the works quoted in ch. IX. (especially Vitringa), and the respective sections in the 
"Histories of the Apostolic Age" by Neander Thiersch (pp. 73, 150, 281), Lechler, Lange, and 
Schaff, (Amer. ed, pp. 495-545). 
 

III. Separate Works. 
 
Episcopal and Presbyterian writers during the seventeenth century, and more recently, have paid 
most attention to this chapter, generally with a view of defending their theory of church polity. 
 
Richard Hooker (called "the Judicious," moderate Anglican, d. 1600): Ecclesiastical Polity, 1594, 
and often since, best edition by Keble, 1836, in 4 vols. A standard work for Episcopal churchmen, 
 
Jos. Bingham (Anglican, d. 1668): Origines Ecclesiasticae; or, The Antiquities of the Christian 
Church, first published 1710-22, in 10 vols. 8vo, and often since, Books; II.-IV. Still an important 
work. 
 
Thomas Cartwright (the father of English Presbyterianism, d. 1603). Directory o f Church 
Government anciently contended for, written in 1583, published by authority of the Long 
Parliament in 1644. 
 
In the controversy during the Long Parliament and the Westminster Assembly, Bishop Hall and 
Archbishop Ussher were the most learned champions of episcopacy; while the five Smectymnians 
(so called from their famous tract Smectymnuus, 1641, in reply to Hall), i.e., Stephen Marshall, 
Edmund Calamy, Thomas Young, Matthew Newcomen, and William Spurstow, were the most 



prominent Presbyterians trying to "demonstrate the parity of bishops and presbyters in Scripture, 
and the antiquity of ruling elders." See also A Vindication of the Presbyterian Government and 
Ministry, London, 1650, and Jus Divinum Ministerii Evangelici, or the Divine Right of the Gospel 
Ministry, London, 1654, both published by the Provincial Assembly of London. These books 
have only historical interest. 
 
Samuel Miller (Presbyterian d. 1850): Letters concerning the Constitution and Order of the 
Christian Ministry, 2d ed., Philadelphia, 1830. 
 
James P. Wilson (Presbyterian): The Primitive Government of Christian Churches. Philadelphia, 
1833 (a learned and able work). 
 
Joh. Adam Mohler (Rom. Cath., d. 1848): Die Einheit der Kirche, oder das Princip des 
Katholicismus, dargestellt im Geiste der Kirchenvater der drei ersten Jahrhunderte. Tubingen, 
1825 (new ed. 1844). More important for the post-apostolic age. 
 
Rich. Rothe (d. 1866): Die Anfange der christlichen Kirche u. ihrer Verfassung, vol. I. Wittenb., 
1837, pp. 141 sqq. A Protestant counterpart of Mohler’s treatise, exceedingly able, learned, and 
acute, but wrong on the question of church and state, and partly also on the origin of the 
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59. The Christian Ministry, and its Relation to the Christian 
Community. 
 
Christianity exists not merely as a power or principle in this world, but also in an institutional and 
organized form which is intended to preserve and protect (not to obstruct) it. Christ established a 
visible church with apostles, as authorized teachers and rulers, and with two sacred rites, baptism 
and the holy communion, to be observed to the end of the world. {694} 
 
At the same time he laid down no minute arrangements, but only the simple and necessary 
elements of an organization, wisely leaving the details to be shaped by the growing and changing 
wants of the church in different ages and countries. In this respect Christianity, as a dispensation 
of the Spirit, differs widely from the Mosaic theocracy, as a dispensation of the letter. 
 
The ministerial office was instituted by the Lord before his ascension, and solemnly inaugurated 
on the first Christian Pentecost by the outpouring of the Holy Ghost, to be the regular organ of the 
kingly power of Christ on earth in founding, maintaining, and extending the church. It appears in 
the New Testament under different names, descriptive of its various functions:—the "ministry of 
the word," "of the Spirit," "of righteousness," "of reconciliation." It includes the preaching of the 
gospel, the administration of the sacraments, and church discipline or the power of the keys, the 
power to open and shut the gates of the kingdom of heaven, in other words, to declare to the 
penitent the forgiveness of sins, and to the unworthy excommunication in the name and by the 
authority of Christ. The ministers of the gospel are, in an eminent sense, servants of God, and, as 
such, servants of the churches in the noble spirit of self-denying love according to the example of 
Christ, for the eternal salvation of the souls intrusted to their charge. They are called—not 
exclusively, but emphatically—the light of the world, the salt of the earth, fellow-workers with 
God, stewards of the mysteries of God, ambassadors for Christ. And this unspeakable dignity 
brings with it corresponding responsibility. Even a Paul, contemplating the glory of an office, 
which is a savor of life unto life to believers and of death unto death to the impenitent, exclaims: 
"Who is sufficient for these things?" {695} and ascribes all his sufficiency and success to the 
unmerited grace of God. 
 
The internal call to the sacred office and the moral qualification for it must come from the Holy 
Spirit, {696} and be recognized and ratified by the church through her proper organs. The apostles 
were called, indeed, immediately by Christ to the work of founding the church; but so soon as a 
community of believers arose, the congregation took an active part also in all religious affairs. 
The persons thus inwardly and outwardly designated by the voice of Christ and his church, were 
solemnly set apart and inducted into their ministerial functions by the symbolical act of 
ordination; that is, by prayer and the laying on of the hands of the apostles or their 
representatives, conferring or authoritatively confirming and sealing the appropriate spiritual 
gifts. {697} 
 
Yet, high as the sacred office is in its divine origin and import, it was separated by no impassable 
chasm from the body of believers. The Jewish and later Catholic antithesis of clergy and laity has 
no place in the apostolic age. The ministers, on the one part, are as sinful and as dependent on 
redeeming grace as the members of the congregation; and those members, on the other, share 
equally with the ministers in the blessings of the gospel, enjoy equal freedom of access to the 
throne of grace, and are called to the same direct communion with Christ, the head of the whole 
body. The very mission of the church is, to reconcile all men with God, and make them true 
followers of Christ. And though this glorious end can be attained only through a long process of 



history, yet regeneration itself contains the germ and the pledge of the final perfection. The New 
Testament, looking at the principle of the now life and the high calling of the Christian, styles all 
believers "brethren," "saints," a "spiritual temple," a "peculiar people," a "holy and royal 
priesthood." It is remarkable, that Peter in particular should present the idea of the priesthood as 
the destiny of all, and apply the term clerus not to the ministerial order as distinct from the laity, 
but to the community; thus regarding every Christian congregation as a spiritual tribe of Levi, a 
peculiar people, holy to the Lord. {698} 
 
The temporal organization of the empirical church is to be a means (and not a hindrance, as it 
often is) for the actualization of the ideal republic of God when all Christians shall be prophets, 
priests, and kings, and fill all time and all space with his praise. 
 
Notes. 
 
1. Bishop Lightfoot begins his valuable discussion on the Christian ministry (p. 179) with this 
broad and liberal statement: "The kingdom of Christ, not being a kingdom of this world, is not 
limited by the restrictions which fetter other societies, political or religious. It is in the fullest 
sense free, comprehensive, universal. It displays this character, not only in the acceptance of all 
comers who seek admission, irrespective of race or caste or sex, but also in the instruction and 
treatment of those who are already its members. It has no sacred days or seasons, no special 
sanctuaries, because every time and every place alike are holy. Above all it has no sacerdotal 
system. It interposes no sacrificial tribe or class between God and man, by whose intervention 
alone God is reconciled and man forgiven. Each individual member holds personal communion 
with the Divine Head. To Him immediately he is responsible, and from Him directly he obtains 
pardon and draws strength." 
 
But he immediately proceeds to qualify this statement, and says that this is simply the ideal 
view—"a holy season extending the whole year round, a temple confined only by the limits of the 
habitable world, a priesthood co-extensive with the race"—and that the Church of Christ can no 
more hold together without officers, rules, and institutions than any other society of men. "As 
appointed days and set places are indispensable to her efficiency, so also the Church could not 
fulfil the purposes for which she exists without rulers and teachers, without a ministry of 
reconciliation, in short, without an order of men who may in some sense be designated a 
priesthood. In this respect the ethics of Christianity present an analogy to the politics. Here also 
the ideal conception and the actual realization are incommensurate and in a manner 
contradictory." 
 
2. Nearly all denominations appeal for their church polity to the New Testament, with about equal 
right and equal wrong: the Romanists to the primacy of Peter; the Irvingites to the apostles and 
prophets and evangelists, and the miraculous gifts; the Episcopalians to the bishops, the angels, 
and James of Jerusalem; the Presbyterians to the presbyters and their identity with the bishops; 
the Congregationalists to the independence of the local congregations and the absence of 
centralization. The most that can be said is, that the apostolic age contains fruitful germs for 
various ecclesiastical organizations subsequently developed, but none of them can claim divine 
authority except for the gospel ministry, which is common to all. Dean Stanley asserts that no 
existing church can find any pattern or platform of its government in the first century, and thus 
strongly contrasts the apostolic and post-apostolic organizations (l. c.): "It is certain that the 
officers of the apostolical or of any subsequent church, were not part of the original institution of 
the Founder of our religion; that of Bishop, Presbyter, and Deacon; of Metropolitan, Patriarch, 
and Pope, there is not the shadow of a trace in the four Gospels. It is certain that they arose 
gradually out of the preexisting institutions either of the Jewish synagogue, or of the Roman 



empire, or of the Greek municipalities, or under the pressure of local emergencies. It is certain 
that throughout the first century, and for the first years of the second, that is, through the later 
chapters of the Acts, the Apostolical Epistles, and the writings of Clement and Hermas. Bishop 
and Presbyter were convertible terms, and that the body of men so-called were the rulers—so far 
as any permanent rulers existed—of the early church. It is certain that, as the necessities of the 
time demanded, first at Jerusalem, then in Asia Minor, the elevation of one Presbyter above the 
rest by the almost universal law, which even in republics engenders a monarchial element, the 
word ‘Bishop’ gradually changed its meaning, and by the middle of the second century became 
restricted to the chief Presbyter of the locality. It is certain that in no instance were the apostles 
called ‘Bishops’ in any other sense than they were equally called ‘Presbyters’ and ‘Deacons.’ It is 
certain that in no instance before the beginning of the third century the title or function of the 
Pagan or Jewish priesthood is applied to the Christian pastors.... It is as sure that nothing like 
modern Episcopacy existed before the close of the first century as it is that nothing like modern 
Presbyterianism existed after the beginning of the second. That which was once the Gordian knot 
of theologians has at least in this instance been untied, not by the sword of persecution, but by the 
patient unravelment of scholarships." 
 
{694} Comp. Matthew 16:18 18:18 28:18-20 Mark 16:15 Luke 22:19 John 20:21-23 Ephesians 
2:20; 4:11 ff. 
 
{695} 2 Corinthians 2:16. 
 
{696} Acts 20:28. 
 
{697} Acts 6:6 1 Timothy 4:14 5:22 2 Timothy 1:6. 
 
{698} 1 Peter 2:5, 9; 5:3; comp. Revelation 1:6 5:10 20:6. The English "priest" (the German 
Priester) is etymologically a harmless contraction of "presbyter" (i.e., elder), but has become a 
synonyms for the Latin sacerdos (iereuv, wk), meaning an offerer of sacrifices and a mediator 
between God and the people. Milton said rather sarcastically, "presbyter is priest writ large."  

 



60. Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists. 
 
The ministry originally coincided with the apostolate; as the church was at first identical with the 
congregation of Jerusalem. No other officers are mentioned in the Gospels and the first five 
chapters of the Acts. But when the believers began to number thousands, the apostles could not 
possibly perform all the functions of teaching, conducting worship, and administering discipline; 
they were obliged to create new offices for the ordinary wants of the congregations, while they 
devoted themselves to the general supervision and the further extension of the gospel. Thus arose 
gradually, out of the needs of the Christian church, though partly at the suggestion of the existing 
organization of the Jewish synagogue, the various general and congregational offices in the 
church. As these all have their common root in the apostolate, so they partake also, in different 
degrees, of its divine origin, authority, privileges, and responsibilities. 
 
We notice first, those offices which were not limited to any one congregation, but extended over 
the whole church, or at least over a great part of it. These are apostles, prophets, and evangelists. 
Paul mentions them together in this order. {699} But the prophecy was a gift and function rather 
than an office, and the evangelists were temporary officers charged with a particular mission 
under the direction of the apostles. All three are usually regarded as extraordinary officers and 
confined to the apostolic age; but from time to time God raises extraordinary missionaries (as 
Patrick, Columba, Boniface, Ansgar), divines (as Augustin, Anselm, Thomas Aquinas, Luther, 
Melancthon, Calvin), and revival preachers (as Bernard, Knox, Baxter, Wesley, Whitefield), who 
may well be called apostles, prophets, and evangelists of their age and nation. {700} 
 
1. Apostles. These were originally twelve in number, answering to the twelve tribes of Israel. In 
place of the traitor, Judas, Matthias was chosen by lot, between the ascension and Pentecost. 
{701} After the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, Paul was added as the thirteenth by the direct call 
of the exalted Saviour. He was the independent apostle of the Gentiles, and afterward gathered 
several subordinate helpers around him. Besides these there were apostolic men, like Barnabas, 
and James the brother of the Lord, whose standing and influence were almost equal to that of the 
proper apostles. The Twelve (excepting Matthias, who, however, was an eye-witness of the 
resurrection) and Paul were called directly by Christ, without human intervention, to be his 
representatives on earth, the inspired organs of the Holy Spirit, the founders and pillars of the 
whole church. Their office was universal, and their writings are to this day the unerring rule of 
faith and practice for all Christendom. But they never exercised their divine authority in arbitrary 
and despotic style. They always paid tender regard to the rights, freedom, and dignity of the 
immortal souls under their care. In every believer, even in a poor slave like Onesimus, they 
recognized a member of the same body with themselves, a partaker of their redemption, a beloved 
brother in Christ. Their government of the church was a labor of meekness and love, of self-
denial and unreserved devotion to the eternal welfare of the people. Peter, the prince of the 
apostles, humbly calls himself a "fellow-presbyter," and raises his prophetic warning against the 
hierarchical spirit which so easily takes hold of church dignitaries and alienates them from the 
people. 
 
2. Prophets. These were inspired and inspiring teachers and preachers of the mysteries of God. 
They appear to have had special influence on the choice of officers, designating the persons who 
were pointed out to them by the Spirit of God in their prayer and fasting, as peculiarly fitted for 
missionary labor or any other service in the church. Of the prophets the book of Acts names 
Agabus, Barnabas, Symeon, Lucius, Manaen, and Saul of Tarsus, Judas and Silas. {702}  The gift 
of prophecy in the wider sense dwelt in all the apostles, pre-eminently in John, the seer of the new 
covenant and author of the Revelation. It was a function rather than an office. 



 
3. Evangelists, itinerant preachers, delegates, and fellow-laborers of the apostles—such men as 
Mark, Luke, Timothy, Titus, Silas, Epaphras, Trophimus, and Apollos. {703} They may be 
compared to modern missionaries. They were apostolic commissioners for a special work. "It is 
the conception of a later age which represents Timothy as bishop of Ephesus, and Titus as bishop 
of Crete. St. Paul’s own language implies that the position which they held was temporary. In 
both cases their term of office is drawing to a close when the apostle writes." {704} {699} In 
Ephesians 4:11, he adds "pastors and teachers." In 1 Corinthians 12:28 he enumerates first, 
apostles; secondly, prophets; thirdly, teachers; then powers, then gifts of healing, helps, 
governments, kinds of tongues. Neither list is intended to be strictly methodical and exhaustive. 
 
{700} So Calvin, Inst. IV. ch. 3, 4: Secundum hanc interpretationem (qua mihi et verbis et 
sententiae Pauli consentanea videtur) tres iliae functiones [Apostoli, Prophetae, Evangelisttae] 
non ideo intitutae in ecclesia fuerunt, ut perpetuae forent, sed ad id modo tempus quo erigendae 
erant ecclesiae, ubi nullae ante fuerant, vel certe a Mose ad Christum traducendae. Quanquam 
non nego quin Apostolos postea quoque, vel saltem eorum loco Evangelistas interdum excitarit 
Deus, ut nostro tempore factum est. Most Protestant historians hold substantially the same view. 
The followers of the "Catholic Apostolic Church," usually called "Irvingites," claim to have 
apostles, prophets, evangelists raised up by the Lord himself in these last days preparatory to his 
Advent; but these "apostles" died one by one, and their places remain vacant. See my Hist. of the 
Ap. Church, pp. 516 sqq., and Creeds of Christendom, I. 905 sqq. In a very substantial sense the 
original apostles survive in their teaching, and need and can have no successors or substitutes. 
 
{701} Some commentators wrongly hold that the election of Matthias, made before the 
Pentecostal illumination, was a hasty and invalid act of Peter, and that Christ alone could fill the 
vacancy by a direct call, which was intended for Paul. But Paul never represents himself as 
belonging to the Twelve and distinguishes himself from them as their equal. See Galatians 1 and 
2. 
 
{702} Acts 11:28; 21:19; 13:1; 15:32 
 
{703} 1 Peter 1:3 3:14 2 Timothy 4:9,21 Titus 1:5 3:2 1 Peter 5:12. Calvin takes the same view of 
the Evangelists, Inst. IV., ch. 3, 4: "Per Evangelistas eos intelligo, qui quum dignitate essent 
Apostolis minores, officio tamen proximi erant, adeoque vices eorum gerebant. Quales fuerunt, 
Lucas, Timotheus, Titus, et reliqui similes: ac fortassis etiam septuaginta quos secundo ab 
Apostolis loco Christus designavit (Luke 10:1)." 
 
{704} Lightfoot, p. 197. Other Episcopal writers, accepting the later tradition (Euseb., H. E. III. 4; 
Const. Apost. VII. 46), regard Timothy and Titus as apostolic types of diocesan bishops. So 
Bishop Chr. Wordsworth: A Church History to the Council of Nicaea (1880, p. 42), and the writer 
of the article "Bishop," in Smith and Cheetham (I. 211).  

 



61. Presbyters or Bishops. The Angels of the Seven Churches. James of 
Jerusalem. 
 
We proceed to the officers of local congregations who were charged with carrying forward in 
particular places the work begun by the apostles and their delegates. These were of two kinds, 
Presbyters or Bishops, and Deacons or Helpers. They multiplied in proportion as Christianity 
extended, while the number of the apostles diminished by death, and could, in the nature of the 
case, not be filled up by witnesses of the life and resurrection of Christ. The extraordinary officers 
were necessary for the founding and being of the church, the ordinary officers for its preservation 
and well-being. 
 
The terms Presbyter (or Elder) {705} and Bishop (or Overseer, Superintendent) {706} denote in 
the New Testament one and the same office, with this difference only, that the first is borrowed 
from the Synagogue, the second from the Greek communities; and that the one signifies the 
dignity, the other the duty. {707} 
 
1. The identity of these officers is very evident from the following facts: 
 
a. They appear always as a plurality or as a college in one and the same congregation, (even in 
smaller cities) as Philippi. {708} 
 
b. The same officers of the church of Ephesus are alternately called presbyters {709} and bishops. 
 
c. Paul sends greetings to the "bishops" and "deacons" of Philippi, but omits the presbyters 
because they were included in the first term; as also the plural indicates. {710} 
 
d. In the Pastoral Epistles, where Paul intends to give the qualifications for all church officers, he 
again mentions only two, bishops and deacons, but uses the term presbyter afterwards for bishop. 
{711} 
 
Peter urges the "presbyters" to "tend the flock of God," and to "fulfil the office of bishops" with 
disinterested devotion and without "lording it over the charge allotted to them." {712} 
 
e. The interchange of terms continued in use to the close of the first century, as is evident from 
the Epistle of Clement of Rome (about 95), and the Didache, and still lingered towards the close 
of the second. {713} 
 
With the beginning of the second century, from Ignatius onward, the two terms are distinguished 
and designate two offices; the bishop being regarded first as the head of a congregation 
surrounded by a council of presbyters, and afterwards as the head of a diocese and successor of 
the apostles. The episcopate grew out of the presidency of the presbytery, or, as Bishop Lightfoot 
well expresses it: "The episcopate was formed, not out of the apostolic order by localization, but 
out of the presbyteral by elevation; and the title, which originally was common to all, came at 
length to be appropriated to the chief among them." {714} Nevertheless, a recollection of the 
original identity was preserved by the best biblical scholars among the fathers, such as Jerome 
(who taught that the episcopate rose from the presbyterate as a safeguard against schism), 
Chrysostom, and Theodoret. {715} 
 



The reason why the title bishop (and not presbyter) was given afterwards to the superior officer, 
may be explained from the fact that it signified, according to monumental inscriptions recently 
discovered, financial officers of the temples, and that the bishops had the charge of all the funds 
of the churches, which were largely charitable institutions for the support of widows and orphans, 
strangers and travellers, aged and infirm people in an age of extreme riches and extreme poverty. 
{716} 
 
2. The origin of the presbytero-episcopal office is not recorded in the New Testament, but when it 
is first mentioned in the congregation at Jerusalem, A. D. 44, it appears already as a settled 
institution. {717} As every Jewish synagogue was ruled by elders, it was very natural that every 
Jewish Christian congregation should at once adopt this form of government; this may be the 
reason why the writer of the Acts finds it unnecessary to give an account of the origin; while he 
reports the origin of the deaconate which arose from a special emergency and had no precise 
analogy in the organization of the synagogue. The Gentile churches followed the example, 
choosing the already familiar term bishop. The first thing which Paul and Barnabas did after 
preaching the gospel in Asia Minor was to organize churches by the appointment of elders. {718} 
 
3. The office of the presbyter-bishops was to teach and to rule the particular congregation 
committed to their charge. They were the regular "pastors and teachers." {719} To them belonged 
the direction of public worship, the administration of discipline, the care of souls, and the 
management of church property. They were usually chosen from the first converts, and appointed 
by the apostles or their delegates, with the approval of the congregation, or by the congregation 
itself, which supported them by voluntary contributions. They were solemnly introduced into 
their office by the apostles or by their fellow presbyters through prayers and the laying on of 
hands. {720} 
 
The presbyters always formed a college or corporation, a presbytery; as at Jerusalem, at Ephesus, 
at Philippi, and at the ordination of Timothy. {721} They no doubt maintained a relation of 
fraternal equality. The New Testament gives us no information about the division of labor among 
them, or the nature and term of a presidency. It is quite probable that the members of the 
presbyteral college distributed the various duties of their office among themselves according to 
their respective talents, tastes, experience, and convenience. Possibly, too, the president, whether 
temporary or permanent, was styled distinctively the bishop; and from this the subsequent 
separation of the episcopate from the presbyterate may easily have arisen. But so long as the 
general government of the church was in the hands of the apostles and their delegates, the bishops 
were limited in their jurisdiction either to one congregation or to a small circle of congregations. 
 
The distinction of "teaching presbyters" or ministers proper, and "ruling presbyters" or lay-elders, 
is a convenient arrangement of Reformed churches, but can hardly claim apostolic sanction, since 
the one passage on which it rests only speaks of two functions in the same office. {722} Whatever 
may have been the distribution and rotation of duties, Paul expressly mentions ability to teach 
among the regular requisites for the episcopal or presbyteral office. {723} 
 
4. The Angels of the Seven Churches in Asia Minor must be regarded as identical with the 
presbyter-bishops or local pastors. They represent the presiding presbyters, or the corps of regular 
officers, as the responsible messengers of God to the congregation. {724} At the death of Paul 
and Peter, under Nero, the congregations were ruled by a college of elders, and if the Apocalypse, 
as the majority of critical commentators now hold, was written before the year 70, there was too 
little time for a radical change of the organization from a republican to a monarchical form. Even 
if we regard the "angels" as single persons, they were evidently confined to a single church, and 
subject to St. John; hence, not successors of the apostles, as the latter diocesan bishops claim to 



be. The most that can be said is that the angels were congregational, as distinct from diocesan 
bishops, and mark one step from the primitive presbyters to the Ignatian bishops, who were 
likewise congregational officers, but in a monarchical sense as the heads of the presbytery, 
bearing a patriarchal relation to the congregation and being eminently responsible for its spiritual 
condition. {725} 
 
5. The nearest approach to the idea of the ancient catholic episcopate may be found in the unique 
position of James, the Brother of the Lord. Unlike the apostles, he confined his labors to the 
mother church of Jerusalem. In the Jewish Christian traditions of the second century he appears 
both as bishop and pope of the church universal. {726} But in fact he was only primus inter 
pares. In his last visit to Jerusalem, Paul was received by the body of the presbyters, and to them 
he gave an account of his missionary labors. {727} Moreover, this authority of James, who was 
not an apostle, was exceptional and due chiefly to his close relationship with the Lord, and his 
personal sanctity, which won the respect even of the unconverted Jews. 
 
The institution of episcopacy proper cannot be traced to the apostolic age, so far as documentary 
evidence goes, but is very apparent and well-nigh universal about the middle of the second 
century. Its origin and growth will claim our attention in the next period. 
 
{705} The presbuteroi correspond to the Jewish zekenim; see above, 51. It was originally a 
term of age, and then of dignity, like Senators, Sennatus, gerousia (comp. our "Senate," 
"Alderman"), for the members of the governing body of a municipality or state. Aged and 
experienced men were generally chosen for office, but not without exceptions. Timothy was 
comparatively young when he was ordained. {1 Timothy 4:12} The Roman Senate consisted 
originally of venerable men, but after the time of Augustus the aetas senatoria was reduced to 
twenty-five. The use of presbyter in the sense of sacerdos, iereuv, priest, dates from the time of 
Cyprian, and became common from the fifth century onward to the Reformation. In the New 
Test. there is no trace of any special sacerdotal office or caste. 
 
{706} The term episkopov occurs about a dozen times in the Septuagint for various Hebrew 
words meaning "inspector," "taskmaster," "captain," "president" (see Trommius, Concord. Gr. 
492 LXX. Interpr. sub verbo, and also sub episkoph and episkopew). It was used in Egypt of 
the officers of a temple, in Greece of overseers or guardians in general, or of municipal and 
financial officers. In Athens the commissioners to regulate colonies and subject states were called 
episkopoi. The Spartans sent epimelhtai in the same capacity. The term was not only applied 
to permanent officers, but also to the governing body, or a committee of the governing body. The 
feminine episkoph is not classical, but passed from the Sept. into the Greek Test. {Acts 1:20 1 
Timothy 3:1} and patristic usage with the meaning: the work or office of a bishop (inspectio, 
visitatio). See Lightfoot, Philippians, 93 sqq., Gebhardt and Harnack, Patr. Apost. Op. p. 5; 
Hatch, l. c., 37 sqq., and Hatch, art. "Priest" in Smith and Cheetham, II. 1698 sqq. 
 
{707} The distinction between them, as two separate orders of ministers, dates from the second 
century, and is made a dogma in the Greek and Roman churches. The Council of Trent (Sess. 
XXIII., cap. 4, and can. vii. de sacramento ordinis) declares bishops to be successor of the 
apostles, and pronounces the anathema on those who affirm "that bishops are not superior to 
priests (presbyters)." Yet there are Roman Catholic historians who are learned and candid enough 
to admit the original identity. So Probst, Sacramente, p. 215; Dollinger (before his secession), 
First Age of the Church, Engl. transl. II. 111; and Kraus, Real-Encykl. der christl. Alterthumer 
(1880), I. 62. Kraus says: "Anfangs werden beide Termini [episkopo and presbuterov] 
vielfach mit demselben Werthe angewendet (Acts 20:17,28 Titus 1:5; Clem. ad Cor. I. 42, 44, 47). 
Noch im zweiten Jahrh. findet man die Bischofe auch Gr. presbuteroi genannt, nicht aber 



umgekeht. Sofort fixirt sich dann der Sprachgebrauch: der B. ist der Vorsteher der paroikia, 
dioikhsiv, als Nachfolger der Apostel; ihm unterstehen Volk und Geistlichkeit; ihm wohnt die 
Fulle der priesterlichen Gewalt inne. The sacerdotal idea, however, does not synchronize with the 
elevation of the episcopate, but came in a little later. 
 
{708} The only apparent exceptions are 1 Timothy 3:2 Titus 1:7, but there the definite article 
before episkopov is generic. 
 
{709} Acts 20:17 (presbyters), 28 (bishops). In the English version the argument of the identity is 
obscured by the exceptional translation "overseers," instead of the usual "bishops." The Revised 
Version of 1881 has mended this defect by adopting "elders" and "bishops" in the text, and 
"presbyters" and "overseers" in the margin. The perversion of the passage, under the unconscious 
influence of a later distinction, began with Irenaeus, who says (Adv. Haer. III. 14, 2): "The 
bishops and presbyters were called together (convocatis episcopis et presbyter) at Miletus from 
Ephesus, and the other neighboring cities (et a reliquis proximis civitatibus). "The last addition 
was necessary to justify the plurality of bishops as distinct from presbyters. The latter alone are 
mentioned, Acts 20:17. 
 
{710} Philippians 1:1: pasin toiv agioiv... sun episkopoiv kai diakonoiv 
 
 
{711} 1 Peter 3:1-13 Titus 1:5-7. 
 
{712} 1 Peter 5:1, 2: presbuterouv... parakalw o sunpresbuterov poimanate to en umin 
poimnion tou yeou, episkopountev. The last word is omitted by A. and B. Tischendorf (8th 
ed.), Westcott and Hort, but poimanate implies the episcopal function, the oversight of the flock. 
 
{713} Clem., Ad Cor. c. 42 ("bishops and deacons"), c. 44 ("bishopric... the presbyters"). The 
Didache (ch. 15) knows only bishops and deacons, as local officers, the former being identical 
with presbyters. Irenaeus still occasionally calls the bishops "presbyters," and uses sussiones 
episcoporum and successiones presbyterorum synonymously, but he evidently recognized the 
episcopal constitution. The higher office includes the lower, but not conversely. 
 
{714} l. c., p. 194. He illustrates this usage by a parallel instance from the Athenian institutions. 
Neander has the same view of the origin of the episcopate. It dates, in fact, from Jerome. 
 
{715} See the patristic quotations in my Hist. of the Ap. Ch. pp. 524 sq. Even Pope Urban II. (A. 
D. 1091) says that the primitive church knew only two orders, the deaconate and the presbyterate. 
The original identity of presbyter and bishop is not only insisted on by Presbyterians, Lutherans, 
and Congregationalists, but freely conceded also by Episcopal commentators, as Whitby, 
Bloomfield, Conybeare and Howson, Alford, Ellicott, Lightfoot, Stanley, and others. It is also 
conceded by purely critical historians, as Rothe, Ritschl, Baur (K Gesch I. 270), and Renan (Les 
Evangiles, p. 332). Renan calls the history of the ecclesiastical hierarchy the history of a triple 
abdication: first the community of believers committed their power to the presbyters, then the 
corps of presbyters abdicated to the bishop, and, last, the bishops to the pope (in the Vatican 
council). "La creation de l’episcopat est l’aeuvre du IIe siecle. L’absorption de l’Eglise par les 
‘presbyteri’ est un fait accompli avant la fin du premier. Dans l’epitre de Clement Romain, etc., 
ce n’est pas encore l’episcopat, c’est le presbyterat qui est en cause. On n’y trouve pas trace d’un 
‘presbyteros’ superieur aux autres et devant detroner les autres. Mais l’auteur proclame 
hautement que le presbyterat, to clerge, est anterieur au peuple." Comp. also Renan’s Saint Paul, 
238 sq., and L’Eglise Chretienne, ch. VI. p. 85 sqq. This subject then may be regarded as finally 



settled among scholars. At the same time it should in all fairness be admitted that the tendency 
toward an episcopal concentration of presbyteral power may be traced to the close of the 
apostolic age. 
 
{716} See Hatch, Organiz. Lect. II. and IV., and his art. "Priest" in Smith and Cheetham, II. 
1700. Hatch makes large use of the inscriptions found at Salkhad, in the Hauran, at Thera, and 
elsewhere. He advances the new theory that the bishops were originally a higher order of deacons 
and supreme almoners of the sovereign congregation, while the presbyters had charge of the 
discipline. He admits that bishops and presbyters were equals in rank, and their names 
interchangeable, but that their relations differed in different churches during the first two 
centuries, and that the chief function of the bishop originally was the care and disposition of the 
charitable funds. Hence the stress laid by Paul on the necessity of a bishop being afilargurov 
and filozenov. In the long series of ecclesiastical canons and imperial edicts, the bishops are 
represented especially in the light of trustees of church property. 
 
{717} Acts 11:30, at the time of the famine when the church of Antioch sent a collection to the 
elders for their brethren in Judaea. 
 
{718} Acts 14:23; comp. Titus 1:5. 
 
{719} poimenev kai didaskaloi, Ephesians 4:11. 
 
{720} Acts 14:23 Titus 1:5 1 Timothy 5:22 4:14 2 Timothy 1:6. On the election, ordination and 
support of ministers, see my Hist. Ap. Ch. pp. 500-506. 
 
{721} Acts 11:30 14:23 15:2,4,6,23 16:4 20:17,28 21:18 Philippians 1:1 1 Timothy 4:14 James 
5:14 1 Peter 5:1. 
 
{722} 1 Timothy 5:17: "Let the elders that rule well (oi kalwv proestwtev presbuteroi) be 
counted of double honor (diplhv timhv), especially those who labor in the word and in teaching 
(en logw kai didaskalia)." Some commentators emphasize kalwv, , some refer the "double 
honor" to higher rank and position, others to better remuneration, still others to both. 
 
{723} 1 Timothy 3:2: "The bishop must be... apt to teach (didaktikon)." The same is implied in 
Titus 1:9 Acts 20:28; and Hebrews 13:17. Lightfoot takes the right view (p. 192): "Though 
government was probably the first conception of the office, yet the work of teaching must have 
fallen to the presbyters from the very first and have assumed greater prominence as time went 
on." On the question of teaching and ruling elders, compare, besides other treatises, Peter Colin 
Campbell: The Theory of Ruling Eldership (Edinb. and London, 1866), and two able articles by 
Dr. R. D. Hitchcock and Dr. E. F. Hatfield (both Presbyterians) in the "American Presbyterian 
Review" for April and October, 1868. All these writers dissent from Calvin’s interpretation of 1 
Timothy 5:17, as teaching two kinds of presbyters: (1) those who both taught and ruled, and (2) 
those who ruled only; but Campbell pleads from 1 Corinthians 12:28 Romans 12:8; and Acts 
15:22,25 for what he calls "Lay Assessors." Dr. Hitchcock holds that the primitive presbyters 
were empowered and expected both to teach and to rule. Dr. Hatfield tries to prove that the 
Christian presbyters, like the Jewish elders, were only to rule; the office of teaching having been 
committed to the apostles, evangelists, and other missionaries. The last was also the view of Dr. 
Thornwell, of South Carolina (on Ruling Elders), and is advocated in a modified form by an 
Oxford scholar of great ability, Vice-Principal Hatch (l. c. Lecture III. pp. 35 sqq., and art. 
"Priest" in Smith and Cheetham, II. 1700). He holds that the Christian presbyters, like the Jewish, 
were at first chiefly officers of discipline, not of worship, and that the fitness for teaching and 



soundness in the faith were altogether subordinate to the moral qualities which are necessary to a 
governor. He also remarks (p. 1707) that neither Clement nor Ignatius makes any mention of 
presbyters in connection with teaching, and that teaching was a delegated function committed to 
the wiser presbyters. 
 
{724} Other interpretations of the apocalyptic angels: 1. Heavenly messengers, guardian angels of 
the several churches. Origen. Jerome, Deuteronomy Wette, Alford, Bishop Lightfoot. 2. Deputies 
or clerks of the churches, corresponding to the shelichai of the synagogues. Vitringa, John 
Lightfoot, Bengel, Winer. 3. Figurative personifications of the churches. Arethas, Salmasius. 4. 
Bishops proper. See my Hist. of the Ap Ch. pp. 537 sqq. 
 
{725} Rothe, Bunsen, Thiersch, and Bishop Lightfoot trace the institution of episcopacy to the 
Gentile churches in Asia Minor, and claim for it some sanction of the surviving apostle John 
during the mysterious period between A. D. 70 and 100. Neander, Baur, and Ritschl opposed 
Rothe’s theory (which created considerable sensation in learned circles at the time). Rothe was 
not an Episcopalian, but regarded episcopacy as a temporary historical necessity in the ancient 
church. 
 
{726} See 27, pp. 264 sqq. 
 
{727} Acts 21:18 comp, Acts 11:30; 12:17; and Acts 15  

 



62. Deacons and Deaconesses. 
 
Deacons, {728} or helpers, appear first in the church of Jerusalem, seven in number. The author 
of the Acts 6 gives us an account of the origin of this office, which is mentioned before that of the 
presbyters. It had a precedent in the officers of the synagogue who had charge of the collection 
and distribution of alms. {729} It was the first relief of the heavy burden that rested on the 
shoulders of the apostles, who wished to devote themselves exclusively to prayer and the ministry 
of the word. It was occasioned by a complaint of the Hellenistic Christians against the Hebrew or 
Palestinian brethren, that their widows were neglected in the daily distribution of food (and 
perhaps money). In the exercise of a truly fraternal spirit the congregation elected seven 
Hellenists instead of Hebrews, if we are to judge from their Greek names, although they were not 
uncommon among the Jews in that age. After the popular election they were ordained by the 
apostles. 
 
The example of the mother church was followed in all other congregations, though without 
particular regard to the number. The church of Rome, however, perpetuated even the number 
seven for several generations. {730} In Philippi the deacons took their rank after the presbyters, 
and are addressed with them in Paul’s Epistle. 
 
The office of there deacons, according to the narrative in Acts, was to minister at the table in the 
daily love-feasts, and to attend to the wants of the poor and the sick. The primitive churches were 
charitable societies, taking care of the widows and orphans, dispensing hospitality to strangers, 
and relieving the needs of the poor. The presbyters were the custodians, the deacons the collectors 
and distributors, of the charitable funds. To this work a kind of pastoral care of souls very 
naturally attached itself, since poverty and sickness afford the best occasions and the most urgent 
demand for edifying instruction and consolation. Hence, living faith and exemplary conduct were 
necessary qualifications for the office of deacon. {731} 
 
Two of the Jerusalem deacons, Stephen and Philip, labored also as preachers and evangelists, but 
in the exercise of a personal gift rather than of official duty. 
 
In post-apostolic times, when the bishop was raised above the presbyter and the presbyter became 
priest, the deacon was regarded as Levite, and his primary function of care of the poor was lost in 
the function of assisting the priest in the subordinate parts of public worship and the 
administration of the sacraments. The diaconate became the first of the three orders of the 
ministry and a stepping-stone to the priesthood. At the same time the deacon, by his intimacy 
with the bishop as his agent and messenger, acquired an advantage over the priest. 
 
Deaconesses, {732} or female helpers, had a similar charge of the poor and sick in the female 
portion of the church. This office was the more needful on account of the rigid separation of the 
sexes at that day, especially among the Greeks and Orientals. It opened to pious women and 
virgins, and chiefly to widows, a most suitable field for the regular official exercise of their 
peculiar gifts of self-denying charity and devotion to the welfare of the church. Through it they 
could carry the light and comfort of the gospel into the most private and delicate relations of 
domestic life, without at all overstepping their natural sphere. Paul mentions Phoebe as a 
deaconess of the church of Cenchreae, the port of Corinth, and it is more than probable that Prisca 
(Priscilla), Mary, Tryphaena, Tryphosa, and Persis, whom he commends for their labor in the 
Lord, served in the same capacity at Rome. {733} 
 



The deaconesses were usually chosen from elderly widows. In the Eastern churches the office 
continued to the end of the twelfth century. {734} 
 
{728} diakonov, diaconus, in later usage also diakwn, diacones (in Cyprian’s works and in 
synodical decrees). 
 
{729} Lightfoot (Hor. Hebr. in Acts 6:3) says: "Tralatum erat officium Diaconatus... in 
Ecclesiam Evangelicam ex Judaica. Erant enim in unaquaque Synagoga! ysnrp e.g, tres Diaconi 
quibus incubuit ista cura (pauperum)." 
 
{730} According to a letter of Cornelius, the Roman Church in 251 had forty-six presbyters, but 
only seven deacons, Euseb., H. E., VI. 43. The places were filled by sub-deacons. In 
Constantinople, Justinian authorized the appointment of a hundred deacons. 
 
{731} Acts 6:3 sqq. 
 
{732} h diakonov, afterwards also diakonissa, diaconissa, diacona.. 
 
{733} Romans 16:1, where Phoebe is called (h) diakonov thv en kegcreaiv. Comp. 16:3, 6, 12. 
On the question whether the widows mentioned 1 Timothy 3:11 5:9-15, were deaconesses, see 
my Hist. of the Ap. Ch., p. 536. 
 
{734} In the Roman Church, sisterhoods for charitable work have supplanted congregational 
deaconesses; and similar institutions (without the vow of celibacy) were established among the 
Moravians, in the Lutheran, Episcopal, and other churches. The Roman Catholic Sisters of 
Charity, and the Evangelical Deaconesses of Kaiserswerth are worthy of special honor. See art. 
Deacon, Deaconess, and Deaconesses in Schaff’s Rel. Cyclop., vol. I. (1882), pp. 613 sqq.  

 



63. Church Discipline. 
 
Holiness, like unity and catholicity or universality, is an essential mark of the Church of Christ, 
who is himself the one, holy Saviour of all men; but it has never yet been perfectly actualized in 
her membership on earth, and is subject to gradual growth with many obstructions and lapses. 
The church militant, as a body, like every individual Christian, has to pass through a long process 
of sanctification, which cannot be complete till the second coining of the Lord. 
 
Even the apostles, far as they tower above ordinary Christians, and infallible as they are in giving 
all the instruction necessary to salvation, never during their earthly life claimed sinless perfection 
of character, but felt themselves oppressed with manifold infirmities, and in constant need of 
forgiveness and purification. 
 
Still less can we expect perfect moral purity in their churches. In fact, all the Epistles of the New 
Testament contain exhortations to progress in virtue and piety, warnings against unfaithfulness 
and apostasy, and reproofs respecting corrupt practices among the believers. The old leaven of 
Judaism and heathenism could not be purged away at once, and to many of the blackest sins the 
converts were for the first time fully exposed after their regeneration by water and the Spirit. In 
the churches of Galatia many fell back from grace and from the freedom of the gospel to the legal 
bondage of Judaism and the "rudiments of the world." In the church of Corinth, Paul had to 
rebuke the carnal spirit of sect, the morbid desire for wisdom, participation in the idolatrous feasts 
of the heathen, the tendency to uncleanness, and a scandalous profanation of the holy Supper or 
the love-feasts connected with it. Most of the churches of Asia Minor, according to the Epistles of 
Paul and the Apocalypse, were so infected with theoretical errors or practical abuses, as to call for 
the earnest warnings and reproofs of the Holy Spirit through the apostles. {735} 
 
These facts show how needful discipline is, both for the church herself and for the offenders. For 
the church it is a process of self-purification, and the assertion of the holiness and moral dignity 
which essentially belong to her. To the offender it is at once a merited punishment and a means of 
repentance and reform. For the ultimate end of the agency of Christ and his church is the 
salvation of souls; and Paul styles the severest form of church discipline the delivering of the 
backslider "to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day of the 
Lord Jesus." {736} 
 
The means of discipline are of various degrees of severity; first, private admonition, then public 
correction, and, finally, when these prove fruitless, excommunication, or temporary exclusion 
from all the means of grace and from Christian intercourse. {737} Upon sincere repentance, the 
fallen one is restored to the communion of the church. The act of discipline is that of the whole 
congregation in the name of Christ; and Paul himself, though personally absent, excommunicated 
the fornicator at Corinth with the concurrence of the congregation, and as being, in spirit united 
with it. In one of the only two passages where our Lord uses the term ecclesia, he speaks of it as a 
court which, like the Jewish synagogue, has authority to decide disputes and to exercise 
discipline. {738} In the synagogue, the college of presbyters formed the local court for judicial as 
well as administrative purposes, but acted in the name of the whole congregation. 
 
The two severest cases of discipline in the apostolic church were the fearful punishment of 
Ananias and Sapphira by Peter for falsehood and hypocrisy in the church of Jerusalem in the days 
of her first love, {739} and the excommunication of a member of the Corinthian congregation by 
Paul for adultery and incest. {740} The latter case affords also an instance of restoration. {741} 
 



{735} Comp. 50, p. 450. 
 
{736} 1 Corinthians 5:5. 
 
{737} Comp. Matthew 18:15-18 Titus 3:10 1 Corinthians 5:5. 
 
{738} Matthew 18:17. The words: "Tell it to the church," cannot apply to the church universal, as 
ekklhsia does in Matthew 16:18. 
 
{739} Acts 5:1-10. 
 
{740} 1 Corinthians 5:1 sqq. 
 
{741} 2 Corinthians 2:5-10.  

 



64. The Council at Jerusalem. 
 
(Comp. 34, pp. 835 sqq. and 346 sq.) 
 
The most complete outward representation of the apostolic church as a teaching and legislative 
body was the council convened at Jerusalem in the year 50, to decide as to the authority of the 
law of Moses, and adjust the difference between Jewish and Gentile Christianity. {742} 
 
We notice it here simply in its connection with the organization of the church. 
 
It consisted not of the apostles alone, but of apostles, elders, and brethren. We know that Peter, 
Paul, John, Barnabas, and Titus were present, perhaps all the other apostles. James—not one of 
the Twelve—presided as the local bishop, and proposed the compromise which was adopted. The 
transactions were public, before the congregation; the brethren took part in the deliberations; 
there was a sharp discussion, but the spirit of love prevailed over the pride of opinion; the 
apostles passed and framed the decree not without, but with the elders and with the whole church 
and sent the circular letter not in their own name only, but also in the name of "the brother elders" 
or "elder brethren" to "the brethren" of the congregations disturbed by the question of 
circumcision. {743} 
 
All of which plainly proves the right of Christian people to take part in some way in the 
government of the church, as they do in the acts of worship. The spirit and practice of the apostles 
favored a certain kind of popular self-government, and the harmonious, fraternal co-operation of 
the different elements of the church. It countenanced no abstract distinction of clergy and laity. 
All believers are called to the prophetic, priestly, and kingly offices in Christ. The bearers of 
authority and discipline should therefore never forget that their great work is to train the governed 
to freedom and independence, and by the various spiritual offices to build them up unto the unity 
of faith and knowledge, and to the perfect manhood of Christ. 
 
The Greek and Roman churches gradually departed from the apostolic polity and excluded not 
only the laity, but also the lower clergy from all participation in the legislative councils. 
 
The conference of Jerusalem, though not a binding precedent, is a significant example, giving the 
apostolic sanction to the synodical form of government, in which all classes of the Christian 
community are represented in the management of public affairs and in settling controversies 
respecting faith and discipline. The decree which it passed and the pastoral letter which it sent, 
are the first in the long line of decrees and canons and encyclicals which issued from 
ecclesiastical authorities. But it is significant that this first decree, though adopted undoubtedly 
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and wisely adapted to the times and circumstances of the 
mixed churches of Jewish and Gentile converts, was after all merely "a temporary expedient for a 
temporary emergency," and cannot be quoted as a precedent for infallible decrees of permanent 
force. The spirit of fraternal concession and harmony which dictated the Jerusalem compromise, 
is more important than the letter of the decree itself. The kingdom of Christ is not a dispensation 
of law, but of spirit and of life. 
 
Notes. 
 
I. There is an interesting difference of reading in Acts 15:23 (see the critical editions), but it does 
not affect the composition of the conference, at least as far as the elders are concerned. The textus 
receptus reads: oi apostoloi, kai oipresbuteroi, kai oi adelfoi (a’, H, L, P, Syr., etc.), 



"The apostles, and the elders, and the brethren send greeting unto the brethren," etc. So the E. V., 
except that it omits the article twice. The Revised V., following the better attested reading: oi 
apostoloi, kai oi presbuteroi adelfoi, renders in the text: "The apostles, and the elders, 
brethren," and in the margin: "The apostles and the elder brethren" (omitting the comma). But it 
may also be translated: "The apostles, and brother-elders," considering that Peter addresses the 
elders as sumpresbuvtero, or "fellow-elder". {1 Peter 5:1} The textus rec. agrees better with Acts 
15:22, and the omission of kai oi may possibly have arisen from a desire to conform the text to 
the later practice which excluded the laity from synods, but it is strongly supported by a 
Bellarmin and other Roman Catholic and certain Episcopal divines get over the fact of the 
participation of the elders and brethren in a legislative council by allowing the elders and brethren 
simply a silent consent. So Becker (as quoted by Bishop Jacobson, in Speaker’s Commentary on 
Acts 15:22):, "The apostles join the elders and brethren with themselves ... not to allow them 
equal authority, but merely to express their concurrence." Very different is the view of Dr. 
Plumptre on Acts 15:22: "The latter words [’ with the whole church’] are important as showing 
the position occupied by the laity. If they concurred in the latter, it must have been submitted to 
their approval, and the right to approve involves the power to reject and probably to modify." 
Bishop Cotterill (Genesis of the Church, p. 379) expresses the same view. "It was manifestly," he 
says, "a free council, and not a mere private meeting of some office-bearers. It was in fact much 
what the Agora was in archaic times, as described in Homer: in which the council of the nobles 
governed the decisions, but the people were present and freely expressed their opinion. And it 
must be remembered that the power of free speech in the councils of the church is the true test of 
the character of these assemblies. Free discussion, and arbitrary government, either by one person 
or by a privileged class, have been found, in all ages and under all polities, to be incompatible 
with each other. Again, not only were the multitude present, but we are expressly told that the 
whole church concurred in the decision and in the action taken upon it." 
 
II. The authority of the Jerusalem conference as a precedent for regular legislative councils and 
synods has been often overrated. On the other hand, Canon Farrar (Life and Work of St. Paul, I. 
431) greatly underrates it when he says: "It is only by an unwarrantable extension of terms that 
the meeting of the church of Jerusalem can be called a ‘council,’ and the word connotes a totally 
different order of conceptions to those that were prevalent at that early time. The so-called 
Council of Jerusalem in no way resembled the General Councils of the Church, either in its 
history, its constitution, or its object. It was not a convention of ordained delegates, but a meeting 
of the entire church of Jerusalem to receive a deputation from the church of Antioch. Even Paul 
and Barnabas seem to have had no vote in the decision, though the votes of a promiscuous body 
could certainly not be more enlightened than theirs, nor was their allegiance due in any way to 
James. The church of Jerusalem might out of respect be consulted, but it had no claim to 
superiority, no abstract prerogative to bind its decisions on the free church of God. The ‘decree’ 
of the ‘council’ was little more than the wise recommendation of a single synod, addressed to a 
particular district, and possessing only a temporary validity. It was, in fact, a local concordat. 
Little or no attention has been paid by the universal church to two of its restrictions; a third, not 
many years after, was twice discussed and settled by Paul, on the same general principles, but 
with a by no means identical conclusion. The concession which it made to the Gentiles, in not 
insisting on the necessity of circumcision, was equally treated as a dead letter by the Judaizing 
party, and cost Paul the severest battle of his lifetime to maintain. If this circular letter is to be 
regarded as a binding and final decree, and if the meeting of a single church, not by delegates, but 
in the person of all its members, is to be regarded as a council, never was the decision of a council 
less appealed to, and never was a decree regarded as so entire inoperative alike by those who 
repudiated the validity of its concessions, and by those who discussed, as though they were still 
an open question, no less than three of its four restrictions." 
 



{742} Acts 15, and Galatians 2. 
 
{743} Acts 15:6, 12, 22, 23. See Notes.  

 



65. The Church and the Kingdom of Christ. 
 
Thus the apostolic church appears as a free, independent, and complete organism, a system of 
supernatural, divine life in a human body. It contains in itself all the offices and energies required 
for its purposes. It produces the supply of its outward wants from its own free spirit. It is a self-
supporting and self-governing institution, within the state, but not of the state. Of an union with 
the state, either in the way of hierarchical supremacy or of Erastian subordination, the first three 
centuries afford no trace. The apostles honor the civil authority as a divine institution for the 
protection of life and property, for the reward of the good and the punishment of the evil-doer; 
and they enjoin, even under the reign of a Claudius and a Nero, strict obedience to it in all civil 
concerns; as, indeed, their heavenly Master himself submitted in temporal matters to Herod and to 
Pilate, and rendered unto Caesar the things that were Caesar’s. But in their spiritual calling they 
allowed nothing to be prescribed or forbidden to them by the authorities of the state. Their 
principle was, to "obey God rather than men." For this principle, for their allegiance to the King 
of kings, they were always ready to suffer imprisonment, insult, persecution, and death, but never 
to resort to carnal weapons, or stir up rebellion and revolution. "The weapons of our warfare," 
says Paul, "are not carnal, but mighty through God." Martyrdom is a far nobler heroism than 
resistance with fire and sword, and leads with greater certainty at last to a thorough and 
permanent victory. 
 
The apostolic church, as to its membership, was not free from impurities, the after-workings of 
Judaism and heathenism and the natural man. But in virtue of an inherent authority it exercised 
rigid discipline, and thus steadily asserted its dignity and holiness. It was not perfect; but it 
earnestly strove after the perfection of manhood in Christ, and longed and hoped for the 
reappearance of the Lord in glory, to the exaltation of his people. It was as yet not actually 
universal, but a little flock compared with the hostile hosts of the heathen and Jewish world; yet it 
carried in itself the principle of true catholicity, the power and pledge of its victory over all other 
religions, and its final prevalence among all nations of the earth and in all classes of society. 
 
Paul defines the church as the body of Jesus Christ. {744} He thus represents it as an organic 
living system of various members, powers, and functions, and at the same time as the abode of 
Christ and the organ of his redeeming and sanctifying influence upon the world. Christ is, in one 
view, the ruling head, in another the all-pervading soul, of this body. Christ without the church 
were a head without a body, a fountain without a stream, a king without subjects, a captain 
without soldiers, a bridegroom without a bride. The church without Christ were a body without 
soul or spirit—a lifeless corpse. The church lives only as Christ lives and moves and works in 
her. At every moment of her existence she is dependent on him, as the body on the soul, or the 
branches on the vine. But on his part he perpetually bestows upon her his heavenly gifts and 
supernatural powers, continually reveals himself in her, and uses her as his organ for the spread of 
his kingdom and the christianizing of the world, till all principalities and powers shall yield free 
obedience to him, and adore him as the eternal Prophet, Priest, and King of the regenerate race. 
This work must be a gradual process of history. The idea of a body, and of all organic life, 
includes that of development, of expansion and consolidation. And hence the same Paul speaks 
also of the growth and edification of the body of Christ, "till we all attain unto the unity of the 
faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a full-grown man, unto the measure of the 
stature of the fulness of Christ." {745} 
 
This sublime idea of the church, as developed in the First Epistle to the Corinthians, and 
especially in the Epistle to the Ephesians, when Paul was a prisoner chained to a heathen soldier, 
soars high above the actual condition of the little flocks of peasants, freedmen, slaves, and lowly, 



uncultured people that composed the apostolic congregations. It has no parallel in the social 
ideals of ancient philosophers and statesmen. It can only be traced to divine inspiration. 
 
We must not confound this lofty conception of the church as the body of Christ with any 
particular ecclesiastical organization, which at best is only a part of the whole, and an imperfect 
approach to the ideal. Nor must we identify it with the still higher idea of the kingdom of God or 
the kingdom of heaven. A vast amount of presumption, bigotry, and intolerance has grown out of 
such confusion. It is remarkable that Christ speaks only once of the church in the organic or 
universal sense. {746} But be very often speaks of the kingdom, and nearly all his parables 
illustrate this grand idea. The two conceptions are closely related, yet distinct. In many passages 
we could not possibly substitute the one for the other without manifest impropriety. {747} The 
church is external, visible, manifold, temporal; the kingdom of heaven is internal, spiritual, one, 
and everlasting. The kingdom is older and more comprehensive; it embraces all the true children 
of God on earth and in heaven, before Christ and after Christ, inside and outside of the churches 
and sects. The historical church with its various ramifications is a paedagogic institution or 
training-school for the kingdom of heaven, and will pass away as to its outward form when its 
mission is fulfilled. The kingdom has come in Christ, is continually coming, and will finally come 
in its full grown strength and beauty when the King will visibly appear in his glory. 
 
The coming of this kingdom in and through the visible churches, with varying conflicts and 
victories, is the proper object of church history. It is a slow, but sure and steady progress, with 
many obstructions, delays, circuitous turns and windings, but constant manifestations of the 
presence of him who sits at the helm of the ship and directs it through rain, storm, and sunshine to 
the harbor of the other and better world. 
 
{744} Romans 12:5 1 Corinthians 6:15 10:17 12:27 Ephesians 1:23 4:12 5:23,30 Colossians 
1:18,24 2:17. 
 
{745} Ephesians 4:13. 
 
{746} Matthew 16:18. In the other passage where he speaks of the ekklhsia, Matthew 18:17, it 
denotes a local congregation (a synagogue), as in very many passages of the Acts and Epistles. 
We use the word church in two additional senses in which it never occurs in the New Test., 
because the thing did not exist then, namely, of church buildings and of denominations (as the 
Roman Church, Anglican Church, Lutheran Church). 
 
{747} We could not say "Thy church come"; {Matthew 6:9} "to such (children) belongeth the 
church"; {Mark 10:14} "the church cometh not with observation"; {Luke 17:21} "neither 
fornicators, etc... shall inherit the church"; {1 Corinthians 6:10} "the church is not eating and 
drinking, but righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit". {Romans 15:17} On the other 
hand, it would be improper to call the kingdom of God "the body of Christ" or "the bride of the 
Lamb."  
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67. Unity of Apostolic Teaching. 
 
Christianity is primarily not merely doctrine, but life, a new moral creation, a saving fact, first 
personally embodied in Jesus Christ, the incarnate Word, the God-man, to spread from him and 
embrace gradually the whole body of the race, and bring it into saving fellowship with God. The 
same is true of Christianity as it exists subjectively in single individuals. It begins not with 
religious views and notions simply; though it includes these, at least in germ. It comes as a new 
life; as regeneration, conversion, and sanctification; as a creative fact in experience, taking up the 
whole man with all his faculties and capacities, releasing him from the guilt and the power of sin, 
and reconciling him with God, restoring harmony and peace to the soul, and at last glorifying the 
body itself. Thus, the life of Christ is mirrored in his people, rising gradually, through the use of 
the means of grace and the continued exercise of faith and love to its maturity in the resurrection. 
 
But the new life necessarily contains the element of doctrine, or knowledge of the truth. Christ 
calls himself "the way, the truth, and the life." He is himself the personal revelation of saving 
truth, and of the normal relation of man to God. Yet this element of doctrine itself appears in the 
New Testament, not in the form of an abstract theory, the product of speculation, a scientific 
system of ideas subject to logical and mathematical demonstration; but as the fresh, immediate 
utterance of the supernatural, divine life, a life-giving power, equally practical and theoretical, 
coming with divine authority to the heart, the will, and the conscience, as well as to the mind, and 
irresistibly drawing them to itself. The knowledge of God in Christ, as it meets us here, is at the 
same time eternal life. {748} We must not confound truth with dogma. Truth is the divine 
substance, doctrine or dogma is the human apprehension and statement of it; truth is a living and 
life-giving power, dogma a logical formula; truth is infinite, unchanging, and eternal; dogma is 
finite, changeable, and perfectible. 
 
The Bible, therefore, is not only, nor principally, a book for the learned, but a book of life for 
every one, an epistle written by the Holy Spirit to mankind. In the words of Christ and his 
apostles there breathes the highest and holiest spiritual power, the vivifying breath of God, 
piercing bone and marrow, thrilling through the heart and conscience, and quickening the dead. 
The life, the eternal life, which was from the beginning with the Father, and is manifested to us, 
there comes upon us, as it were, sensibly, now as the mighty tornado, now as the gentle zephyr; 
now overwhelming and casting us down in the dust of humility and penitence, now reviving and 
raising us to the joy of faith and peace; but always bringing forth a new creature, like the word of 
power, which said at the first creation. "Let there be light!" Here verily is holy ground. Here is the 
door of eternity, the true ladder to heaven, on which the angels of God are ascending and 
descending in unbroken line. No number of systems of Christian faith and morals, therefore, 
indispensable as they are to the scientific purposes of the church and of theology, can ever fill the 
place of the Bible, whose words are spirit and life. 
 
When we say the New Testament is no logically arranged system of doctrines and precepts, we 
are far from meaning that it has no internal order and consistency. On the contrary, it exhibits the 
most beautiful harmony, like the external creation, and like a true work of art. It is the very task 
of the historian, and especially of the theologian, to bring this hidden living order to view, and 
present it in logical and scientific forms. For this work Paul, the only one of the apostles who 
received a learned education, himself furnishes the first fruitful suggestions, especially in his 
epistle to the Romans. This epistle follows a logical arrangement even in form, and approaches as 
nearly to a scientific treatise as it could consistently with the fervent, direct, practical, popular 
spirit and style essential to the Holy Scriptures and inseparable from their great mission for all 
Christendom. 



 
The substance of all the apostolic teaching is the witness of Christ, the gospel, and the free 
message of that divine love and salvation, which appeared in the person of Christ, was secured to 
mankind by his work, is gradually realized in the kingdom of God on earth, and will be 
completed with the second coming of Christ in glory. This salvation also comes in close 
connection with Judaism, as the fulfilment of the law and the prophets, the substance of all the 
Old Testament types and shadows. The several doctrines entering essentially into this apostolic 
preaching are most beautifully and simply arranged and presented in what is called the Apostles’ 
Creed, which, though not in its precise form, yet, as regards its matter, certainly dates from the 
primitive age of Christianity. On all the leading points, the person of Jesus as the promised 
Messiah, his holy life, his atoning death, his triumphant resurrection and exaltation at the right 
hand of God, and his second coming to judge the world, the establishment of the church as a 
divine institution, the communion of believers, the word of God, and the sacraments of baptism 
and the Lord’s supper, the work of the Holy Spirit, the necessity of repentance and conversion, of 
regeneration and sanctification, the final completion of salvation in the day of Jesus Christ, the 
resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting—on all these points the apostles are perfectly 
unanimous, so far as their writings have come down to us. 
 
The apostles all drew their doctrine in common from personal contact with the divine-human 
history of the crucified and risen Saviour, and from the inward illumination of the Holy Spirit, 
revealing the person and the work of Christ in them, and opening to them the understanding of his 
words and acts. This divine enlightenment is inspiration, governing not only the composition of 
the sacred writings, but also the oral instructions of their authors; not merely an act, but a 
permanent state. The apostles lived and moved continually in the element of truth. They spoke, 
wrote, and acted from the spirit of truth; and this, not as passive instruments, but as conscious and 
free organs. For the Holy Spirit does not supersede the gifts and peculiarities of nature, which are 
ordained by God; it sanctifies them to the service of his kingdom. Inspiration, however, is 
concerned only with moral and religious truths, and the communication of what is necessary to 
salvation. Incidental matters of geography, history, archeology, and of mere personal interest, can 
be regarded as directed by inspiration only so far as they really affect religious truth. 
 
The revelation of the body of Christian truth essential to salvation coincides in extent with the 
received canon of the New Testament. There is indeed constant growth and development in the 
Christian church, which progresses outwardly and inwardly in proportion to the degree of its 
vitality and zeal, but it is a progress of apprehension and appropriation by man, not of 
communication or revelation by God. We may speak of a secondary inspiration of extraordinary 
men whom God raises from time to time, but their writings must be measured by the only 
infallible standard, the teaching of Christ and his apostles. Every true advance in Christian 
knowledge and life is conditioned by a deeper descent into the mind and spirit of Christ, who 
declared the whole counsel of God and the way of salvation, first in person, and then through his 
apostles. 
 
The New Testament is thus but one book, the teaching of one mind, the mind of Christ. He gave 
to his disciples the words of life which the Father gave him, and inspired them with the spirit of 
truth to reveal his glory to them. Herein consists the unity and harmony of the twenty-seven 
writings which constitute the New Testament, for all emergencies and for perpetual use, until the 
written and printed word shall be superseded by the reappearance of the personal Word, and the 
beatific vision of saints in light. 
 
{748} John 17:3.  



 



68. Different Types of Apostolic Teaching. 
 
With all this harmony, the Christian doctrine appears in the New Testament in different forms 
according to the peculiar character, education, and sphere of the several sacred writers. The truth 
of the gospel, in itself infinite, can adapt itself to every class, to every temperament, every order 
of talent, and every habit of thought. Like the light of the sun, it breaks into various colors 
according to the nature of the bodies on which it falls; like the jewel, it emits a new radiance at 
every turn. 
 
Irenaeus speaks of a fourfold "Gospel." {749} In like manner we may distinguish a fourfold 
"Apostle," {750} or four corresponding types of apostolic doctrine. {751} The Epistle of James 
corresponds to the Gospel of Matthew; the Epistles of Peter and his addresses in the Acts to that 
of Mark; the Epistles of Paul to the Gospel of Luke and his Acts; and the Epistles of John to the 
Gospel of the same apostle. 
 
This division, however, both as regards the Gospels and the Epistles, is subordinate to a broader 
difference between Jewish and Gentile Christianity, which runs through the entire history of the 
apostolic period and affects even the doctrine, the polity, the worship, and the practical life of the 
church. The difference rests on the great religious division of the world, before and at the time of 
Christ, and continued until a native Christian race took the place of the first generation of 
converts. The Jews naturally took the Christian faith into intimate association with the divinely 
revealed religion of the old covenant, and adhered as far as possible to their sacred institutions 
and rites; while the heathen converts, not having known the law of Moses, passed at once from 
the state of nature to the state of grace. The former represented the historical, traditional, 
conservative principle; the latter, the principle of freedom, independence, and progress. 
 
Accordingly we have two classes of teachers: apostles of the Jews or of the circumcision, and 
apostles of the Gentiles or of the uncircumcision. That this distinction extends farther than the 
mere missionary field, and enters into all the doctrinal views and practical life of the parties, we 
see from the accounts of the apostolic council which was held for the express purpose of 
adjusting the difference respecting the authority of the Mosaic law. 
 
But the opposition was only relative, though it caused collisions at times, and even temporary 
alienation, as between Paul and Peter at Antioch. {752} As the two forms of Christianity had a 
common root in the full life of Christ, the Saviour of both Gentiles and Jews, so they gradually 
grew together into the unity of the catholic church. And as Peter represents the Jewish church, 
and Paul the Gentile, so John, at the close of the apostolic age, embodies the higher union of the 
two. 
 
With this difference of standpoint are connected subordinate differences, as of temperament, 
style, method. James has been distinguished as the apostle of the law or of works; Peter, as the 
apostle of hope; Paul, as the apostle of faith; and John, as the apostle of love. To the first has been 
assigned the phlegmatic(?) temperament, in its sanctified Christian state, to the second the 
sanguine, to the third the choleric, and to the fourth the melancholic; a distribution, however, only 
admissible in a very limited sense. The four gospels also present similar differences; the first 
having close affinity to the position of James, the second to that of Peter, the third to that of Paul, 
and the fourth representing in its doctrinal element the spirit of John. 
 
If we make the difference between Jewish and Gentile Christianity the basis of classification, we 
may reduce the books of the New Testament to three types of doctrine: the Jewish Christian, the 



Gentile Christian, and the ideal or unionistic Christian. The first is chiefly represented by Peter, 
the second by Paul, the third by John. As to James, he must be ranked under the first type as the 
local head of the Jerusalem wing of the conservative school, while Peter war, the oecumenical 
head of the whole church of the circumcision. {753} 
 
{749} euaggelion tetramorfon. 
 
{750} apostolov. 
 
{751} Comp. tuposdidachv, Romans 6:17, and the remarks of Weiss in loc. (6th ed. of Meyer’s 
Com., 1881), who takes the word in specific application to the Pauline doctrine of Christianity; 
while others refer it to the Christian system in general. Similar terms in Plato, tupoi paideiav, 
tupov thv didaskaliav, etc. 
 
{752} Galatians 2:11 sqq. See 85, pp. 352 sqq. 
 
{753} Schelling’s great idea of the three ages in the history of Christianity, the Petrine (catholic), 
the Pauline (Protestant), and the Johannean (future), is well known. I saw the aged philosopher 
shortly before his death, in a hotel at Ragatz, Switzerland (August, l854), and found him lying on 
his bed, as pale as a corpse, but with clear mind and brilliant eyes. When I asked him whether he 
still held to that construction of church history, be emphatically replied in the affirmative, but 
added that he had, on further reflection, made room for James as the representative of the Greek 
church, in distinction from the Roman or Petrine church. I mention this as an interesting 
modification of his theory, not made known before, and as containing a grain of truth.  

 



69. The Jewish Christian Theology—I. James and the Gospel of Law. 
 
(Comp. 27, and the Lit. given there.) 
 
The Jewish Christian type embraces the Epistles of James, Peter, and Jude, the Gospels of 
Matthew and Mark, and to some extent the Revelation of John; for John is placed by Paul among 
the "pillars" of the church of the circumcision, though in his later writings he took an independent 
position above the distinction of Jew and Gentile. In these books, originally designed mainly, 
though not exclusively, for Jewish Christian readers, Christianity is exhibited in its unity with the 
Old Testament, as the fulfilment of the same. They unfold the fundamental idea of the Sermon on 
the Mount, {Matthew 5:17} that Christ did not come to destroy the law or the prophets, but to 
"fulfil." The Gospels, especially that of Matthew, show historically that Jesus is the Messiah, the 
lawgiver, the prophet, priest, and king of Israel. 
 
On this historical basis James and Peter build their practical exhortations, with this difference, 
that the former shows chiefly the agreement of the gospel with the law, the latter with the 
prophets. 
 
James, the brother of the Lord, in keeping with his life-long labors in Jerusalem, his speech at the 
Council, and the letter of the Council—which he probably wrote himself—holds most closely to 
the Mosaic religion, and represents the gospel itself as law, yet as the "perfect law of liberty." 
{754} Herein lies the difference as well as the unity of the two dispensations. The "law" points to 
the harmony, the qualifying "perfect" and "liberty" to the superiority of Christianity, and 
intimates that Judaism was imperfect and a law of bondage, from which Christ has set us free. 
Paul, on the contrary, distinguishes the gospel as freedom from the law, as a system of slavery; 
{755} but he re-establishes the law on the basis of freedom, and sums up the whole Christian life 
in the fulfilment of the law of love to God and to our neighbor; therein meeting James from the 
opposite starting-point. {756} 
 
James, the Christian legalist, lays great stress on good works which the law requires, but he 
demands works which are the fruit of faith in Him, whom he, as his servant, reverently calls "the 
Lord of glory," and whose words as reported by Matthew are the basis of his exhortations. {757} 
Such faith, moreover, is the result of it new birth, which he traces to "the will of God" through the 
agency of "the word of truth," that is, the gospel. {758} As to the relation between faith and works 
and their connection with justification at the tribunal of God, he seems to teach the doctrine of 
justification by faith and works; while Paul teaches the doctrine of justification by faith alone, to 
be followed by good works, as the necessary evidence of faith. The two views as thus stated are 
embodied in the Roman Catholic and the evangelical Protestant confessions, and form one of the 
chief topics of controversy. But the contradiction between James and Paul is verbal rather than 
logical and doctrinal, and admits of a reconciliation which lies in the inseparable connection of a 
living faith and good works, or of justification and sanctification, so that they supplement and 
confirm each other, the one laying the true foundation in character, the other insisting on the 
practical manifestation. James wrote probably long before he had seen any of Paul’s Epistles, 
certainly with no view to refute his doctrine or even to guard it against antinomian abuse; for this 
was quite unnecessary, as Paul did it clearly enough himself, and it would have been quite useless 
for Jewish Christian readers who were exposed to the danger of a barren legalism, but not of a 
pseudo-Pauline liberalism and antinomianism. They cannot, indeed, be made to say precisely the 
same thing, only using one or more of the three terms, "to justify," "faith," "works" in different 
senses; but they wrote from different standpoints and opposed different errors, and thus presented 
two distinct aspects of the same truth. James says: Faith is dead without works. Paul says: Works 



are dead without faith. The one insists on a working faith, the other on faithful works. Both are 
right: James in opposition to the dead Jewish orthodoxy, Paul in opposition to self-righteous 
legalism. James does not demand works without faith, but works prompted by faith; {759} While 
Paul, on the other hand, likewise declares a faith worthless which is without love, though it 
remove mountains, {760} and would never have attributed a justifying power to the mere belief in 
the existence of God, which James calls the trembling faith of demons. {761} But James mainly 
looks at the fruit, Paul at the root; the one is concerned for the evidence, the other for the 
principle; the one takes the practical and experimental view, and reasons from the effect to the 
cause, the other goes deeper to the inmost springs of action, but comes to the same result: a holy 
life of love and obedience as the necessary evidence of true faith. And this, after all, is the 
ultimate standard of judgment according to Paul as well as James. {762} Paul puts the solution of 
the difficulty in one sentence: "faith working through love." This is the Irenicon of contending 
apostles and contending churches. {763} 
 
The Epistle of James stands at the head of the Catholic Epistles, so called, and represents the first 
and lowest stage of Christian knowledge. It is doctrinally very meagre, but eminently practical 
and popular. It enjoins a simple, earnest, and devout style of piety that visits the orphans and 
widows, and keeps itself unspotted from the world. {764} 
 
The close connection between the Epistle of James and the Gospel of Matthew arises naturally 
from their common Jewish Christian and Palestinian origin. 
 
Notes 
 

I. James and Paul.. The apparent contradiction in the doctrine of justification appears in 
James 2:14-26, as compared with Romans 3:20 sqq.; 4:1 sqq.; Galatians 2:16 sqq. Paul says: 
{Romans 3:28} "Man is justified by faith apart from works of law" (pistei cwriv ergwn 
nomou), comp. Galatians 2:16 (ou dikaioutai anyrwpov ez ergwn nomou ean mh dia 
pistewv cristou ihsou), and appeals to the example of Abraham, who was justified by faith 
before he was circumcised. {Genesis 17:10} James 2:24 says: "By works a man is justified, and 
not only by faith" (ex ergwn dikaioutai, anyrwpov kai ouk ek pistewv monon), and 
appeals to the example of the same Abraham who showed his true faith in God by offering up 
his son Isaac upon the altar. {Genesis 22:9,12} Luther makes the contradiction worse by 
unnecessarily inserting the word allein (sola fide) in Romans 3:28, though not without 
precedent (see my note on the passage in the Am. ed. of Lange on Romans, p. 136). The great 
Reformer could not reconcile the two apostles, and rashly called the Epistle of James an 
"epistle of straw" (eine recht stroherne Epistel, Pref. to the New Test., 1524). 
 
Baur, from a purely critical point of view, comes to the same conclusion; he regards the Epistle of 
James as a direct attack upon the very heart of the doctrine of Paul, and treats all attempts at 
reconciliation as vain. (Vorles. uber neutestam. Theol., p. 277). So also Renan and Weiffenbach. 
Renan (St. Paul, ch. 10) asserts without proof that James organized a Jewish counter-mission to 
undermine Paul. But in this case, James, as a sensible and practical man, ought to have written to 
Gentile Christians, not to "the twelve tribes," who needed no warning against Paul and his 
doctrine. His Epistle represents simply an earlier and lower form of Christianity ignorant of the 
higher, yet preparatory to it, as the preaching of John the Baptist prepared the way for that of 
Christ. It was written without any reference to Paul, probably before the Council of Jerusalem and 
before the circumcision controversy, in the earliest stage of the apostolic church as it is described 
in the first chapters of the Acts, when the Christians were not yet clearly distinguished and finally 
separated from the Jews. This view of the early origin of the Epistle is maintained by some of the 



ablest historians and commentators, as Neander, Schneckenburger, Theile, Thiersch, Beyschlag, 
Alford, Basset, Plumptre, Stanley. Weiss also says very confidently (Bibl. Theol. 3d ed., p. 120): 
"Der Brief gehort der vorpaulinischen Zeit an und steht jedenfalls zeitlich wie inhaltlich dem 
ersten Brief Petri am nachsten." He therefore treats both James and Peter on their own merits, 
without regard to Paul’s teaching. Comp. his Einleitung in d. N. T. (1886), p. 400. 
 

II. James and Matthew. The correspondence has often been fully pointed out by Theile and 
other commentators. James contains more reminiscences of the words of Christ than any other 
Epistle, especially from the Sermon on the Mount. Comp. James 1:2 with Matthew 5:10-12 
James 1:4 with Matthew 5:48 James 1:17 with Matthew 7:11 James 1:20 with Matthew 5:22 
James 1:22 sqq. with Matthew 7:21 sq.; James 1:23 with Matthew 7:26 James 2:13 with 
Matthew 6:14 sq.; James 2:14 with Matthew 7:21-23 James 3:2 with Matthew 12:36,37 James 
3:17,18 with Matthew 5:9 James 4:3 with Matthew 7:7 James 4:4 with Matthew 6:24 James 
5:12 with Matthew 5:34. According to a notice in the pseudo-Athanasian Synopsis, James "the 
Bishop of Jerusalem" translated the Gospel of Matthew from the Aramaic into the Greek. But 
there are also parallelisms between James and the first Epistle of Peter, and even between 
James and the apocryphal books of Ecclesiasticus and the Wisdom of Solomon. See Plumptre, 
Com. on James, pp. 32 sq. 
 
{754} James 1:25: eiv nomon teleion ton thv eleuyeriav. 
 
{755} Galatians 5:1 2 Corinthians 3:6. 
 
{756} Comp. Galatians 6:2 (the law of Christ); Romans 13:8 sqq.; Romans 3:22; 8:2. 
 
{757} James 1:1; 2:1; thn pistin tou kuriou hmwn ihsou cristou thv dozhv.. 
 
{758} James 1:18: boulhyeiv apekuhsen hmav logw alhyeiav. 
 
{759} James 2:22 h pistiv sunhrgei toiv ergoiv autou kai ek twn ergwn h pistiv 
eteleiwyh.. 
 
{760} 1 Corinthians 13:2. 
 
{761} James 2:19. 
 
{762} See Romans 2:6 (ov apodwsei ekastw kata ta erga autou); 2 Corinthians 5:10; 
Galatians 6:7; comp. Matthew 12:37 25:35 sqq. The solution of the apparent contradiction 
between the doctrines of justification by faith and judgment by works lies in the character of the 
works as being the evidence of faith. 
 
{763} Galatians 5:6: pistiv di agaphv energoumenh, is operative (in the middle sense, as 
always in the New Test.). "These words," says Bishop Lightfoot (in loc.), "bridge the gulf which 
seems to separate the language of St. Paul and St. James. Both assert a principle of practical 
energy, as opposed to a barren in active theory." To quote from my own commentary on the 
passage (1882): "The sentence ‘faith working through love’ reconciles the doctrine of Paul with 
that of James; comp. Galatians 6:15 1 Thessalonians 1:3 1 Corinthians 13 1 Timothy 1:5 James 
2:22. Here is the basis for a final settlement of the controversy on the doctrine of justification. 
Romanism (following exclusively the language of James) teaches justification by faith and works; 
Protestantism (on the authority of Paul), justification by faith alone; Paul and James combined: 



justification and salvation by faith working through love. Man is justified by faith alone, but faith 
remains not alone: it is the fruitful mother of good works, which are summed up in love to God 
and love to men. Faith and love are as inseparable as light and heat in the sun. Christ’s merits are 
the objective and meritorious ground of justification; faith (as the organ of appropriation) is the 
subjective condition; love or good works are the necessary evidence; without love faith is dead, 
according to James, or no faith at all, according to Paul. A great deal of misunderstanding in this 
and other theological controversies has arisen from the different use of terms." 
 
{764} James 1:27; comp. James 5:13 sqq., and the concluding verse.  

 



70. II. Peter and the Gospel of Hope. 
 
(Comp. the Lit. in 25 and 26.) 
 
Peter stands between James and Paul, and forms the transition from the extreme conservatism of 
the one to the progressive liberalism of the other. The germ of his doctrinal system is contained in 
his great confession that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of the living God. {765} A short creed 
indeed, with only one article, but a fundamental and all-comprehensive article, the corner-stone of 
the Christian church. His system, therefore, is Christological, and supplements the 
anthropological type of James. His addresses in the Acts and his Epistles are full of the fresh 
impressions which the personal intercourse with Christ made upon his noble, enthusiastic, and 
impulsive nature. Christianity is the fulfilment of all the Messianic prophecies; but it is at the 
same time itself a prophecy of the glorious return of the Lord. This future glorious manifestation 
is so certain that it is already anticipated here in blessed joy by a lively hope which stimulates to a 
holy life of preparation for the end. Hence, Peter eminently deserves to be called "the Apostle of 
hope." {766} 
 
I. Peter began his testimony with the announcement of the historical facts of the resurrection of 
Jesus and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and represents these facts as the divine seal of his 
Messiahship, according to the prophets of old, who bear witness to him that through his name 
every one that believes shall receive remission of sins. The same Jesus whom God raised from the 
dead and exalted to his right hand as Lord and Saviour, will come again to judge his people and to 
bring in seasons of refreshing from his presence and the apokatastasis or restitution of all things 
to their normal and perfect state, thus completely fulfilling the Messianic prophecies. There is no 
salvation out of the Lord Jesus Christ. The condition of this salvation is the acknowledgment of 
his Messiahship and the change of mind and conduct from the service of sin to holiness. {767} 
 
These views are so simple, primitive, and appropriate that we cannot conceive how Peter could 
have preached differently and more effectively in that early stage of Christianity. We need not 
wonder at the conversion of three thousand souls in consequence of his, pentecostal sermon. His 
knowledge gradually widened and deepened with the expansion of Christianity and the 
conversion of Cornelius. A special revelation enlightened him on the question of circumcision 
and brought him to the conviction that "in every nation he that fears God and works 
righteousness, is acceptable to him," and that Jews and Gentiles are saved alike by the grace of 
Christ through faith, without the unbearable yoke of the ceremonial law. {768} 
 
II. The Epistles of Peter represent this riper stage of knowledge. They agree substantially with the 
teaching of Paul. The leading idea is the same as that presented in his addresses in the Acts: 
Christ the fulfiller of the Messianic prophecies, and the hope of the Christian. Peter’s christology 
is free of all speculative elements, and simply derived from the impression of the historical and 
risen Jesus. He emphasizes in the first Epistle, as in his earlier addresses, the resurrection 
whereby God "begat us again unto a lively hope, unto an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, 
and that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven," when "the chief shepherd shall be manifested," and 
we "shall receive the crown of glory." And in the second Epistle he points forward to "new 
heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness." {769} He thus connects the 
resurrection of Christ with the final consummation of which it is the sure pledge. But, besides the 
resurrection, he brings out also the atoning efficacy of the death of Christ almost as strongly and 
clearly as Paul. Christ "suffered for sins once, the righteous for the unrighteous, that he might 
bring us to God;" he himself "bare our sins in his body upon the tree, that we, having died unto 
sins, might live unto righteousness;" he redeemed us "with precious blood, as of a lamb without 



blemish and without spot." {770} Christ is to him the only Saviour, the Lord, the Prince of life, 
the Judge of the world. He assigns him a majestic position far above all other men, and brings 
him into the closest contact with the eternal Jehovah, though in subordination to him. The 
doctrine of the pre-existence seems to be intimated and implied, if not expressly stated, when 
Christ is spoken of as being "foreknown before the foundation of the world" and "manifested at 
the end of the time," and his Spirit as dwelling in the prophets of old and pointing them to his 
future sufferings and glory. {771} 
 
III. Peter extends the preaching, judging, and saving activity of Christ to the realm of the departed 
spirits in Hades during the mysterious triduum between the crucifixion and the resurrection. 
{772} The descent into Hades is also taught by Paul. {Ephesians 4:9,10} 
 
IV. With this theory correspond the practical exhortations. Subjective Christianity is represented 
as faith in the historical Christ and as a lively hope in his, glorious reappearance, which should 
make the Christians rejoice even amidst trials and persecution, after the example of their Lord and 
Saviour. 
 
{765} Matthew 16:16; comp. John 6:68,69. 
 
{766} Weiss (p. 172): "Die Hoffnung bildet in der Anschauung des Petrus den eigentlichen 
Mittelpunkt des Christenlebens. Sie erscheint bei ihm in der hochsten Energie, wonach die 
gehoffte Vollendung bereits unmittelbar nahe geruckterscheint." 
 
{767} See his Pentecostal sermon, Acts 2:14 sqq.; his addresses to the people, 3:12 sqq.; before 
the Sanhedrin, 4:8 sqq.; 5:29 sqq.; to Cornelius, 10:34 sqq. 
 
{768} Acts 10:35; 15:7-11. 
 
{769} 1 Peter 1:3-5 5:4 2 Peter 3:13. 
 
{770} 1 Peter 1:18; 2:4; 3:18 sqq. 
 
{771} 1 Peter 1:20: cristou proegnwsmenou men pro katabolhv kosmou, fanerwyentov 
de, k. t. l.; 1:11: to en autoiv (toiv profhtaiv) pneuma cristou promarturomenon, k. t. l. 
Schmid, Lechler, Gess, and others understand these passages as teaching a real pre-existence; 
Beyschlag (l. c., p. 121) finds in them only an ideal pre-existence in the foreknowledge of God, 
and emphasizes the epoihsen in Acts 2:36. He refers the pveuma cristou to the Holy Spirit, 
which was afterwards given in full measure to Christ at his baptism. So also Weiss (p. 161). But 
in this case Peter would have said to peuma agion, as he did 1 Peter 1:12 2 Peter 1:21 Acts 
2:33,38. 
 
{772} 1 Peter 3:19 4:6; comp. Acts 2:27. The reference of the first passage to a preaching of 
Christ through Noah at the time of the flood is artificial, breaks the historic connection 
(apeyanen... yamatwyeiv... zwopoihyeiv pneumati... ekhruxen... poreuyeiv eiv ouranon) 
and is set aside by 1 Peter 4:6, which explains and generalizes the statement of the former 
passage. Baur (p. 291) understands the pneumata en fulakh to be the fallen angels, {comp. 2 
Peter 2:4 Genesis 6:1} and the preaching of Christ an announcement of the judgment. But in this 
case we should have to distinguish between the ekhruxen, 1 Peter 3:9, and the euhggelisyh in 
4:6. The latter always means preaching the gospel, which is a savor of life unto life to believers, 
and a savor of death unto death to unbelievers.  



 



71. The Gentile Christian Theology. Paul and the Gospel of Faith. 
 
(See the Lit. in 29, pp. 280 sqq.) 
 
The Gentile Christian type of the gospel is embodied in the writings of Paul and Luke, and in the 
anonymous Epistle to the Hebrews. 
 
The sources of Paul’s theology are his discourses in the Acts (especially the speech on the 
Areopagus) and his thirteen Epistles, namely, the Epistles to the Thessalonians—the earliest, but 
chiefly practical; the four great Epistles to the Corinthians, Galatians, and Romans, which are the 
mature result of his conflict with the Judaizing tendency; the four Epistles of the captivity; and 
the Pastoral Epistles. These groups present as many phases of development of his system and 
discuss different questions with appropriate variations of style, but they are animated by the same 
spirit, and bear the marks of the same profound and comprehensive genius. 
 
Paul is the pioneer of Christian theology. He alone among the apostles had received a learned 
rabbinical education and was skilled in logical and dialectical argument. But his logic is vitalized 
and set on fire. His theology springs from his heart as well as from his brain; it is the result of his 
conversion, and all aglow with the love of Christ; his scholasticism is warmed and deepened by 
mysticism, and his mysticism is regulated and sobered by scholasticism; the religious and moral 
elements, dogmatics, and ethics, are blended into a harmonious whole. Out of the depths of his 
personal experience, and in conflict with the Judaizing contraction and the Gnostic evaporation of 
the gospel be elaborated the fullest scheme of Christian doctrine which we possess from apostolic 
pens. It is essentially soteriological, or a system of the way of salvation. It goes far beyond the 
teaching of James and Peter, and yet is only a consistent development of the teaching of Jesus in 
the Gospels. {773} 
 
The Central Idea. 
 
Paul’s personal experience embraced intense fanaticism for Judaism, and a more intense 
enthusiasm for Christianity. It was first an unavailing struggle of legalism towards human 
righteousness by works of the law, and then the apprehension of divine righteousness by faith in 
Christ. This dualism is reflected in his theology. The idea of righteousness or conformity to God’s 
holy will is the connecting link between the Jewish Saul and the Christian Paul. Law and works, 
was the motto of the self-righteous pupil of Moses; gospel and faith, the motto of the humble 
disciple of Jesus. He is the emancipator of the Christian consciousness from the oppressive 
bondage of legalism and bigotry, and the champion of freedom and catholicity. Paul’s gospel is 
emphatically the gospel of saving faith, the gospel of evangelical freedom, the gospel of 
universalism, centring in the person and work of Christ and conditioned by union with Christ. He 
determined to know nothing but Christ and him crucified; but this included all—it is the soul of 
his theology. The Christ who died is the Christ who was raised again and ever lives as Lord and 
Saviour, and was made unto us wisdom from God, and righteousness, and sanctification, and 
redemption. {774} A dead Christ would be the grave of all our hopes, and the gospel of a dead 
Saviour a wretched delusion. "If Christ has not been raised then is our preaching vain, your faith 
also is vain." {775} His death becomes available only through his resurrection. Paul puts the two 
facts together in the comprehensive statement: "Christ delivered up for our trespasses, and raised 
for our justification." {776} He is a conditional universalist; he teaches the universal need of 
salvation, and the divine intention and provision for a universal salvation, but the actual salvation 
of each man depends upon his faith or personal acceptance and appropriation of Christ. His 



doctrinal system, then, turns on the great antithesis of sin and grace. Before Christ and out of 
Christ is the reign of sin and death; after Christ and in Christ is the reign of righteousness and life. 
 
We now proceed to an outline of the leading features of his theology as set forth in the order of 
the Epistle to the Romans, the most methodical and complete of his writings. Its central thought 
is: The Gospel of Christ, a power of God for the salvation of all men, Jew and Gentile. {777} 
 

I. The Universal Need of Salvation.—It arises from the fall of Adam and the whole human 
race, which was included in him as the tree is included in the seed, so that his one act of 
disobedience brought sin and death upon the whole posterity. Paul proves the depravity of 
Gentiles and Jews without exception to the extent that they are absolutely unable to attain to 
righteousness and to save themselves. "There is none righteous, no, not one." They are all 
under the dominion of sin and under the sentence of condemnation. {778} He recognizes 
indeed, even among the heathen, the remaining good elements of reason and conscience, {779} 
which are the connecting links for the regenerating work of divine grace; but for this very 
reason they are inexcusable, as they sin against better knowledge. There is a conflict between 
the higher and the lower nature in man (the nouv, which tends to God who gave it, and the 
sarx, which tends to sin), and this conflict is stimulated and brought to a crisis by the law of 
God; but this conflict, owing to the weakness of our carnal, fallen, depraved nature, ends in 
defeat and despair till the renewing grace of Christ emancipates us from the curse and 
bondage of sin and gives us liberty and victory. In the seventh chapter of the Romans, Paul 
gives from his personal experience a most remarkable and truthful description of the religious 
history of man from the natural or heathen state of carnal security (without the law, Romans 
7:7-9) to the Jewish state under the law which calls out sin from its hidden recess, reveals its 
true character, and awakens the sense of the wretchedness of slavery under sin (7:10-25), but 
in this very way prepares the way for the Christian state of freedom (7:24 and Romans 8). {780} 
 

II. The Divine Intention and Provision of Universal Salvation.—God sincerely wills (yelei) 
that all men, even the greatest of sinners, should be saved, and come to the knowledge of truth 
through Christ, who gave himself a ransom for all. {781} The extent of Christ’s righteousness 
and life is as universal as the extent of Adam’s sin and death, and its intensive power is even 
greater. The first and the second Adam are perfectly parallel by contrast in their representative 
character, but Christ is much stronger and remains victor of the field, having slain sin and 
death, and living for ever as the prince of life. Where sin abounds there grace super-abounds. 
As through the first Adam sin (as a pervading force) entered into the world, and death through 
sin, and thus death passed unto all men, inasmuch as they all sinned (in Adam generically and 
potentially, and by actual transgression individually); so much more through Christ, the 
second Adam, righteousness entered into the world and life through righteousness, and thus 
righteousness passed unto all men on condition of faith by which we partake of his 
righteousness. {782} God shut up all men in disobedience, that he might have mercy upon all 
that believe. {783} 
 
(1.) The Preparation for this salvation was the promise and the law of the Old dispensation. The 
promise given to Abraham and the patriarchs is prior to the law, and not set aside by the law; it 
contained the germ and the pledge of salvation, and Abraham stands out as the father of the 
faithful, who was justified by faith even before he received circumcision as a sign and seal. The 
law came in besides, or between the promise and the gospel in order to develop the disease of sin, 
to reveal its true character as a transgression of the divine will, and thus to excite the sense of the 



need of salvation. The law is in itself holy and good, but cannot give life; it commands and 
threatens, but gives no power to fulfil; it cannot renew the flesh, that is, the depraved, sinful 
nature of man; it can neither justify nor sanctify, but it brings the knowledge of sin, and by its 
discipline it prepares men for the freedom of Christ, as a schoolmaster prepares children for 
independent manhood. {784} 
 
(2.) The Salvation itself is comprehended in the person and work of Christ. It was accomplished 
in the fulness of the time by the sinless life, the atoning death, and the glorious resurrection and 
exaltation of Christ, the eternal Son of God, who appeared in the likeness of the flesh of sin and 
as an offering for sin, and thus procured for us pardon, peace, and reconciliation. "God spared not 
his own Son, but delivered him up for us all." This is the greatest gift of the eternal love of the 
Father for his creatures. The Son of God, prompted by the same infinite love, laid aside his divine 
glory and mode of existence, emptied himself exchanged the form of God for the form of a 
servant, humbled himself and became obedient, even unto the death of the cross. Though he was 
rich, being equal with God, yet for our sakes he became poor, that we through his poverty might 
become rich. In reward for his active and passive obedience God exalted him and gave him a 
name above every name, that in the name of Jesus every knee should bow and every tongue 
confess that he is Lord. {785} 
 
Formerly the cross of Christ had been to the carnal Messianic expectations and self-righteousness 
of Paul, as well as of other Jews, the greatest stumbling-block, as it was the height of folly to the 
worldly wisdom of the heathen mind. {786} But the heavenly vision of the glory of Jesus at 
Damascus unlocked the key for the understanding of this mystery, and it was confirmed by the 
primitive apostolic tradition, {787} and by his personal experience of the failure of the law and 
the power of the gospel to give peace to his troubled conscience. The death of Christ appeared to 
him now as the divinely appointed means for procuring righteousness. It is the device of infinite 
wisdom and love to reconcile the conflicting claims of justice and mercy whereby God could 
justify the sinner and yet remain just himself. {788} Christ, who knew no sin, became sin for us 
that we might become righteousness of God in him. He died in the place and for the benefit 
(uper, peri) of sinners and enemies, so that his death has a universal significance. If one died for 
all, they all died. {789} He offered his spotless and holy life as a ransom (lutron) or price (timh) 
for our sins, and thus effected our redemption (apolutrwsiv), as prisoners of war are redeemed 
by the payment of an equivalent. His death, therefore, is a vicarious sacrifice, an atonement, an 
expiation or propitiation (ilasmov, ilasthrion, sacrificium expiatorium) for the sins of the 
whole world, and secured full and final remission (afesiv) and reconciliation between God and 
man (katallagh). This the Mosaic law and sacrifices could not accomplish. They could only 
keep alive and deepen the sense of the necessity of an atonement. If righteousness came by the 
law, Christ’s death would be needless and fruitless. His death removes not only the guilt of sin, 
but it destroyed also its power and dominion. Hence the great stress Paul laid on the preaching of 
the cross (ov logov tou staurou) in which alone he would glory. {790} 
 
This rich doctrine of the atonement which pervades the Pauline Epistles is only a legitimate 
expansion of the word of Christ that he would give his life as a ransom for sinners and shed his 
blood for the remission of sins. 
 
(3.) While Christ accomplished the salvation, the Holy Spirit appropriates it to the believer. The 
Spirit is the religious and moral principle of the new life. Emanating from God, he dwells in the 
Christian as a renewing, sanctifying, comforting energy, as the higher conscience, as a divine 
guide and monitor. He mediates between Christ and the church as Christ mediates between God 
and the world; be is the divine revealer of Christ to the individual consciousness and the source of 
all graces (carismata) through which the new life manifests itself. "Christ in us" is equivalent to 



having the "Spirit of Christ." It is only by the inward revelation of the Spirit that we can call 
Christ our Lord and Saviour, and God our Father; by the Spirit the love of God is shed abroad in 
our hearts; the Spirit works in us faith and all virtues; it is the Spirit who transforms even the 
body of the believer into a holy temple; those who are led by the Spirit are the sons of God and 
heirs of salvation; it is by the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus that we are made free from 
the law of sin and death and are able to walk in newness of life. Where the Spirit of God is there 
is true liberty. {791} 
 
(4.) There is, then, a threefold cause of our salvation: the Father who sends his Son, the Son who 
procures salvation, and the Holy Spirit who applies it to the believer. This threefold agency is set 
forth in the benediction, which comprehends all divine blessings: "the grace (cariv) of the Lord 
Jesus Christ, and the (agaph) of God, and the communion (koinwnia) of the Holy Spirit." {792} 
This is Paul’s practical view of the Holy Trinity as revealed in the gospel. The grace of Christ is 
mentioned first because in it is exhibited to us the love of the Father in its highest aspect as a 
saving power; to the Holy Spirit is ascribed the communion because he is the bond of union 
between the Father and the Son, between Christ and the believer, and between the believers as 
members of one brotherhood of the redeemed. 
 
To this divine trinity corresponds, we may say, the human trinity of Christian graces: faith, hope, 
love. {793} 
 

III. The Order of Salvation.—(1.) Salvation has its roots in the eternal counsel of God, his 
Foreknowledge (prognwsiv), and his Foreordination (proorismov, proyesiv); the former 
an act of his omniscient intellect, the latter of his omnipotent will. Logically, foreknowledge 
precedes foreordination, but in reality both coincide and are simultaneous in the divine mind, 
in which there is no before nor after. {794} 
 
Paul undoubtedly teaches an eternal election by the sovereign grace of God, that is an 
unconditioned and unchangeable predestination of his children to holiness and salvation in and 
through his Son Jesus Christ. {795} He thus cuts off all human merit, and plants the salvation 
upon an immovable rock. But he does not thereby exclude human freedom and responsibility; on 
the contrary, he includes them as elements in the divine plan, and boldly puts them together. 
{796} Hence he exhorts and warns men as if salvation might be gained or lost by their effort. 
Those who are lost, are lost by their own unbelief. Perdition is the righteous judgment for sin 
unrepented of and persisted in. It is a strange misunderstanding to make Paul either a fatalist or a 
particularist; he is the strongest opponent of blind necessity and of Jewish particularism, even in 
the ninth chapter of Romans. But he aims at no philosophical solution of a problem which the 
finite understanding of man cannot settle; he contents himself with asserting its divine and human 
aspects, the religious and ethical view, the absolute sovereignty of God and the relative freedom 
of man, the free gift of salvation and the just punishment for neglecting it. Christian experience 
includes both truths, and we find no contradiction in praying as if all depended on God, and in 
working as if all depended on man. This is Pauline theology and practice. 
 
Foreknowledge and foreordination are the eternal background of salvation: call, justification, 
sanctification, and glorification mark the progressive steps in the time of execution, and of the 
personal application of salvation. {797} 
 
(2.) The Call (klhsiv) proceeds from God the Father through the preaching of the gospel 
salvation which is sincerely offered to all. Faith comes from preaching, preaching from preachers, 
and the preachers from God who sends them. {798} 



 
The human act which corresponds to the divine call is the conversion (metanoia) of the sinner; 
and this includes repentance or turning away from sin, and faith or turning to Christ, under the 
influence of the Holy Spirit who acts through the word. {799} The Holy Spirit is the objective 
principle of the new life of the Christian. Faith is the free gift of God, and at the same time the 
highest act of man. It is unbounded trust in Christ, and the organ by which we apprehend him, his 
very life and benefits, and become as it were identified with him, or mystically incorporated with 
him. {800} 
 
(3.) Justification (dikaiwsiv) is the next step. This is a vital doctrine in Paul’s system and forms 
the connecting link as well as the division line between the Jewish and the Christian period of his 
life. It was with him always a burning life-question. As a Jew he sought righteousness by works 
of the law, honestly and earnestly, but in vain; as a Christian he found it, as a free gift of grace, by 
faith in Christ. Righteousness (dikaiosunh), as applied to man, is the normal relation of man to 
the holy, will of God as expressed in his revealed law, which requires supreme love to God and 
love to our neighbor; it is the moral and religious ideal, and carries in itself the divine favor and 
the highest happiness. It is the very end for which man was made; he is to be conformed to God 
who is absolutely holy and righteous. To be god-like is the highest conception of human 
perfection and bliss. 
 
But there are two kinds of righteousness, or rather two ways of seeking it: one of the law, and 
sought by works of the law; but this is imaginary, at best very defective, and cannot stand before 
God; and the righteousness of Christ, or the righteousness of faith, which is freely communicated 
to the believer and accepted by God. Justification is the act of God by which he puts the repenting 
sinner in possession of the righteousness of Christ. It is the reverse of condemnation; it implies 
the remission of sins and the imputation of Christ’s righteousness. It is based upon the atoning 
sacrifice of Christ and conditioned by faith, as the subjective organ of apprehending and 
appropriating Christ with all his benefits. We are therefore justified by grace alone through faith 
alone; yet faith remains not alone, but is ever fruitful of good works. 
 
The result of justification is peace (eirhnh) with God, and the state of adoption (uioyesia) and 
this implies also the heirship (klhronomia) of eternal life. "The Spirit itself beareth witness with 
our spirit that we are children of God: and if children, then heirs; heirs of God, and joint-heirs 
with Christ; if so be that we suffer with him, that we may be also glorified with him." {801} The 
root of Paul’s theory of justification is found in the teaching of Christ: he requires from his 
disciples a far better righteousness than the legal righteousness of the Scribes and Pharisees, as a 
condition of entering the kingdom of heaven, namely, the righteousness of God; he holds up this 
righteousness of God as the first object to be sought; and teaches that it can only be obtained by 
faith, which he everywhere presents as the one and only condition of salvation on the part of man. 
{802} 
 
(4.) Sanctification (agiasmov). {803} The divine act of justification is inseparable from the 
conversion and renewal of the sinner. It affects the will and conduct as well as the feeling. 
Although gratuitous, it is not unconditional. It is of necessity the beginning of sanctification, the 
birth into a new life which is to grow unto full manhood. We are not justified outside of Christ, 
but only in Christ by a living faith, which unites us with him in his death unto sin and resurrection 
unto holiness. Faith is operative in love and must produce good works as the inevitable proof of 
its existence. Without love, the greatest of Christian graces, even the strongest faith would be but 
"sounding brass or clanging cymbal." {804} 
 



Sanctification is not a single act, like justification, but a process. It is a continuous growth of the 
whole inner man in holiness from the moment of conversion and justification to the reappearance 
of Jesus Christ in glory. {805} On the part of God it is insured, for he is faithful and will perfect 
the good work which he began; on the part of man it involves constant watchfulness, lest he 
stumble and fall. In one view it depends all on the grace of God, in another view it depends all on 
the exertion of man. There is a mysterious co-operation between the two agencies, which is 
expressed in the profound paradox: "Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling; for it 
is God who worketh in you both to will and to work, for his good pleasure." {806} The believer is 
mystically identified with Christ from the moment of his conversion (sealed by baptism). He died 
with Christ unto sin so as to sin no more; and he rose with him to a new life unto God so as to 
live for God; he is crucified to the world and the world to him; he is a new creature in Christ; the 
old man of sin is dead and buried, the new man lives in holiness and righteousness. "It is no 
longer I (my own sinful self) that lives, but it is Christ that lives in me: and that life which I now 
live in the flesh, I live in faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself up for me." 
{807} Here is the whole doctrine of Christian life: it is Christ in us, and we in Christ. It consists 
in a vital union with Christ, the crucified and risen Redeemer, who is the indwelling, all-
pervading, and controlling life of the believer; but the union is no pantheistic confusion or 
absorption; the believer continues to live as a self-conscious and distinct personality. For the 
believer "to live is Christ, and to die is gain." "Whether we live, we live unto the Lord; whether 
we die, we die unto the Lord: whether we live therefore, or die, we are the Lord’s." {808} 
 
In Romans 12, Paul sums up his ethics in the idea of gratitude which manifests itself in a cheerful 
sacrifice of our persons and services to the God of our salvation. {809} 
 
(5.) Glorification (doxazein). This is the final completion of the work of grace in the believer and 
will appear at the parousia of our Lord. It cannot be hindered by any power present or future, 
visible or invisible, for God and Christ are stronger than all our enemies and will enable us to 
come out more than conquerors from the conflict of faith. 
 
This lofty conviction of final victory finds most eloquent expression in the triumphal ode which 
closes the eighth chapter of Romans. {810} 
 

IV. The Historical Progress of the gospel of salvation from Jews to Gentiles and back again to 
the Jews. {811} Salvation was first intended for and offered to the Jews, who were for centuries 
prepared for it by the law and the promise, and among whom the Saviour was born, lived, died, 
and rose again. But the Jews as a nation rejected Christ and his apostles, and hardened their 
hearts in unbelief. This fact filled the apostle with unutterable sadness, and made him willing 
to sacrifice even his own salvation (if it were possible) for the salvation of his kinsmen. 
 
But he sees light in this dark mystery. First of all, God has a sovereign right over all his creatures 
and manifests both his mercy and his righteousness in the successive stages of the historical 
execution of his wise designs. His promise has not failed, for it was not given to all the carnal 
descendants of Abraham and Isaac, but only to the spiritual descendants, the true Israelites who 
have the faith of Abraham, and they have been saved, as individual Jews are saved to this day. 
And even in his relation to the vessels of wrath who by unbelief and ingratitude have fitted 
themselves for destruction, he shows his long-suffering. 
 
In the next place, the real cause of the rejection of the body of the Jews is their own rejection of 
Christ. They sought their own righteousness by works of the law instead of accepting the 
righteousness of God by faith. 



 
Finally, the rejection of the Jews is only temporary and incidental in the great drama of history. It 
is overruled for the speedier conversion of the Gentiles, and the conversion of the full number or 
the organic totality of the Gentiles (not all individual Gentiles) will lead ultimately to the 
conversion of Israel. "A hardening in part has befallen Israel, until the fulness of the Gentiles be 
come in; and so all Israel shall be saved." 
 
With this hopeful prophecy, which seems yet far off, but which is steadily approaching 
fulfilment, and will be realized in God’s own time and way, the apostle closes the doctrinal part 
of the Epistle to the Romans. "God has shut up all men (touv pantav unto disobedience that he 
might have mercy upon all men. O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and the knowledge 
of God how unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways past tracing out... For of Him ex autou 
and through Him di autou), and unto Him (eiv auton) are all things. To Him be the glory 
forever. Amen." {812} 
 
Before this glorious consummation, however, there will be a terrible conflict with Antichrist or 
"the man of sin," and the full revelation of the mystery of lawlessness now held in check. Then 
the Lord will appear as the conqueror in the field, raise the dead, judge the world, destroy the last 
enemy, and restore the kingdom to the Father that God may be all in all (ta panta en pasin). 
{813} 
 
Notes. 
 

I. The Pauline System of Doctrine has been more frequently explained than any other. 
 
Among the earlier writers Neander, Usteri, and Schmid take the lead, and are still valuable. 
Neander and Schmid are in full sympathy with the spirit and views of Paul. Usteri adapted them 
somewhat to Schleiermacher’s system, to which he adhered. 
 
Next to them the Tubingen school, first the master, Baur (twice, in his Paul, and in his New Test. 
Theology), and then his pupils, Pfleiderer and Holsten, have done most for a critical reproduction. 
They rise far above the older rationalism in an earnest and intelligent appreciation of the sublime 
theology of Paul, and leave the impression that he was a most profound, bold, acute, and 
consistent thinker on the highest themes. But they ignore the supernatural element of inspiration, 
they lack spiritual sympathy with the faith of the apostle, overstrain his antagonism to Judaism 
(as did Marcion of old), and confine the authentic sources to the four anti-Judaic Epistles to the 
Galatians, Romans, and Corinthians, although recognizing in the minor Epistles the "paulinische 
Grundlage." The more moderate followers of Baur, however, now admit the genuineness of from 
seven to ten Pauline Epistles, leaving only the three Pastoral Epistles and Ephesians in serious 
doubt. 
 
The Paulinismus of Weiss (in the third ed. of his Bibl. Theol., 1881, pp. 194-472) is based upon a 
very careful philological exegesis in detail, and is in this respect the most valuable of all attempts 
to reproduce Paul’s theology. He divides it into three sections: 1st, the system of the four great 
doctrinal and polemical Epistles; 2d, the further development of Paulinism in the Epistles of the 
captivity; 3d, the doctrine of the Pastoral Epistles. He doubts only the genuineness of the last 
group, but admits a progress from the first to the second. 
 
Of French writers, Reuss, Pressense, and Sabatier give the best expositions of the Pauline system, 
more or less in imitation of German labors. Reuss, of Strasburg, who writes in German as well, is 



the most independent and learned; Pressense is more in sympathy with Paul’s belief, but gives 
only a meagre summary; Sabatier leans to the Tubingen school. Reuss discusses Paul’s system (in 
vol. III., 17-220) very fully under these heads: righteousness; sin; the law; the gospel; God; the 
person of Christ; the work of Christ; typical relation of the old and new covenant; faith; election; 
calling and the Holy Spirit; regeneration; redemption; justification and reconciliation; church; 
hope and trial; last times; kingdom of God. Sabatier (L’apotre Paul, pp. 249-318, second ed., 
1881) more briefly but clearly develops the Pauline theology from the Christological point of 
view (la personne de Christ Principe generateur de la conscience chretienne) under three heads: 
lot, the Christian principle in the psychological sphere (anthropology); 2d, in the social and 
historical sphere (religious philosophy of history); 3d, in the metaphysical sphere (theology), 
which culminates in the yeov ta panta en pasin "Ainsi nait et grandit cet arbre magnifique de 
la pensee de Paul, dont les racines plongent dans le sol de la conscience chretienne et dont la 
cime est dans les cieux." 
 
Renan, who professes so much sentimental admiration for the poetry and wisdom of Jesus, "the 
charming Galilaean peasant," has no organ for the theology of Paul any more than Voltaire had 
for the poetry of Shakespeare. He regards him as a bold and vigorous, but uncouth and semi-
barbarous genius, full of rabbinical subtleties, useless speculations, and polemical intolerance 
even against good old Peter at Antioch. 
 
Several doctrines of Paul have been specially discussed by German scholars, as Tischendorf: 
Doctrina Pauli apostoli de Vi Mortis Christi Satisfactoria (Leipz., 1837); Rabiger: Deuteronomy 
Christologia Paulina (Breslau, 1852); Lipsius: Die paulinische Rechtfertigunglehre (Leipz., 
1853); Ernesti: Vom Ursprung der Sunde nach paulinischem Lehrgehalt (Wolfenbuttel, 1855); 
Die Ethik des Paulus (Braunschweig, 1868; 3d ed., 1881); W. Beyschlag Die paulinische 
Theodicee (Berlin, 1868); R. Schmidt: Die Christologie des Ap. Paulus (Gott., 1870); A. 
Delitzsch: Adam und Christus (Bonn, 1871); H. Ludemann: Die Anthropologie des Ap. Paulus 
(Kiel, 1872); R. Stahelin: Zur paulinischen Eschatologie (1874); A. Schumann: Der 
weltgeschichtl. Entwickelungsprocess nach dem Lehrsystem des Ap. Paulus (Crefeld, 1875); Fr. 
Kostlin: Die Lehre des Paulus von der Auferstehung (1877); H. H. Wendt: Die Begriffe Fleisch 
und Geist in biblischen Sprachgebrauch (Gotha, 1878). 
 

II. The Christology of Paul is closely interwoven with his soteriology. In Romans and 
Galatians the soteriological aspect prevails, in Philippians and Colossians the christological. 
His christology is very rich, and with that of the Epistle to the Hebrews prepares the way for 
the christology of John. It is even more fully developed than John’s, only less prominent in the 
system. 
 
The chief passages on the person of Christ are: Romans 1:3,4 (ek spermatov daueid kata 
sarka... uiov yeou kata pneuma agiwsunhv); 8:3 (ov yeov ton eautou uion pemav en 
omoiwmati sarkov amartiav) 8:32 (ov tou idiou uiou ouk efeisato) 9:5 (ex wn ov 
cristov to kata sarka, o wn epi pantwn, yeov euloghtov eiv touv aiwnav—but the 
punctuation and consequently the application of the doxology—whether to God or to Christ—are 
disputed); 1 Corinthians 1:19 (ov kuriov hmwn, a very frequent designation); 2 Corinthians 5:21 
(ton mh gnonta amartian); 8:9 (eptwceusen plousiov wn, ina umeiv th ekeinou ptwceia 
plouthshte); Philippians 2:5-11 (the famous passage about the kenwsiv); Colossians 1:15-18 
(ov estin eikwn tou yeou tou aoratou prwtotokov pashv krisewv, oti en autw 
ekrisyh ta panta... ta panta di autou kai eiv auton ektistai...); 2:9 (en autw katoikei 
pan to plhrwma thv yeothtov swmatikwv); 1 Timothy 3:16 (ov efanerwyh en sarki)) ... 



Titus 2:13 (tou megalou yeou kai swthrov hmwn cristou ihsou, where, however, 
commentators differ in the construction, as in Romans 9:5). 
 
From these and other passages the following doctrinal points may be inferred: 
 
1. The eternal pre-existence of Christ as to his divine nature. The pre-existence generally is 
implied in Romans 8:3,32 2 Corinthians 5:21 Philippians 2:5; the pre-existence before the 
creation is expressly asserted, Colossians 1:15; the eternity of this pre-existence is a metaphysical 
inference from the nature of the case, since an existence before all creation must be an uncreated, 
therefore a divine or eternal existence which has no beginning as well as no end. (John carefully 
distinguishes between the eternal hn of the pre-existent Logos, and the temporal egenetw of the 
incarnate Logos, John 1:1,14; comp. 8:58.) This is not inconsistent with the designation of Christ 
as "the first-born of all creation," Colossians 1:15; for prwtotokov is different from 
prwtoktistw (first-created), as the Nicene fathers already remarked, in opposition to Arius, 
who inferred from the passage that Christ was the first creature of God and the creator of all 
other creatures. The word first-born corresponds to the Johannean monogenhv, only-begotten. 
"Both express," as Lightfoot says (Com. on Col.) "the same eternal fact; but while monogenh 
states it in itself, prwtotoko places it in relation to the universe." We may also compare the 
protogonov, first-begotten, which Philo applies to the Logos, as including the original 
archetypal idea of the created world. "The first-born," used absolutely (prwtotokov Ps. 89:28), 
became a recognized title of the Messiah. Moreover, the genitive pashv ktisewv is not the 
partitive, but the comparative genitive: the first-born as compared with, that is, before, every 
creature. So Justin Martyr (pro pantwn twn ktismatwn), Meyer, and Bp. Lightfoot, in loc.; 
also Weiss, Bibl. Theol. d. N. T., p. 431 (who refutes the opposite view of Usteri, Reuss, and 
Baur, and says: "Da pashv krisewv jede einzelne Creatur bezeichnet, so kann der Genii. nur 
comparativ genommen werden, und nur besagen, dass er im Vergleich mit jeden Creatur der 
Erstgeborne war"). The words immediately following, John 1:16,17, exclude the possibility of 
regarding Christ himself as a creature. Lightfoot, in his masterly Comm. (p. 212 sq.), very fully 
explains the term as teaching the absolute pre-existence of the Son, his priority to and sovereignty 
over all creation. 
 
The recent attempt of Dr. Beyschlag (Christologie des N. T., pp. 149 sqq., 242 sqq.) to resolve the 
pre-existent Christ of Paul and John into an ideal principle, instead of a real personality, is an 
exegetical failure, like the similar attempts of the Socinians, and is as far from the mark as the 
interpretation of some of the Nicene fathers (e.g., Marcellus) who, in order to escape the Arian 
argument, understood prototokos of the incarnate Logos as the head of the new spiritual creation. 
 
2. Christ is the mediator and the end of creation. "All things were created in him, in the heavens 
and upon the earth, things visible and things invisible...; all things have been created through him 
(di autou) and unto him (eiv autovn); and he is before all things, and in him all things consist," 
Colossians 1:15-18. The same doctrine is taught in 1 Corinthians 8:6 ("Jesus Christ, through 
whom are all things"); 10; 9; 15:47; as well as in the Ep. to the Hebrews 1:2: ("through whom he 
also made the worlds" or "ages"), and in John 1:3 
 
3. The divinity of Christ is clearly implied in the constant co-ordination of Christ with the Father 
as the author of "grace and peace," in the salutations of the Epistles, and in such expressions as, 
"the image of the invisible God"; {Colossians 1:15} "in him dwells the fulness of the Godhead 
bodily" (2:9): "existing in the form of God," and "being on an equality with God". {Philippians 
2:6} In two passages he is, according to the usual interpretation, even called "God" (yeov), but, as 
already remarked, the exegetes are still divided on the reference of yeov in Romans 9:5 and Titus 
2:13. Meyer admits that Paul, according to his christology, could call Christ "God" (as predicate, 



without the article,yeov not ov yeov); and Weiss, in the 6th edition of Meyer on Romans (1881), 
adopts the prevailing orthodox punctuation and interpretation in Romans 9:5 as the most natural, 
on purely exegetical grounds (the necessity of a supplement to kata sarka, and the position of 
euloghtov after yeov): "Christ as concerning the flesh, who [at the same time according to his 
higher nature] is over all, even God blessed for ever." Westcott and Hort are not quite agreed on 
the punctuation. See their note in Greek Test., Introd. and Appendix, p. 109. 
 
4. The incarnation. This is designated by the terms "God sent his own Son" (Romans 8:3, comp. 
8:32); Christ "emptied himself, taking the form of a servant, being made in the likeness of men". 
{Philippians 2:7} Without entering here into the Kenosis controversy (the older one between 
Giessen and Tubingen, 1620-1630, and the recent one which began with Thomasius, 1845), it is 
enough to say that the Kenosis, or self-exinanition, refers not to the incarnate, but to the pre-
existent Son of God, and implies a certain kind of self-limitation or temporary surrender of the 
divine mode of existence during the state of humiliation. This humiliation was followed by 
exaltation as a reward for his obedience unto death; {Philippians 2:9-11} hence he is now "the 
Lord of glory". {1 Corinthians 2:8} To define the limits of the Kenosis, and to adjust it to the 
immutability of the Godhead and the intertrinitarian process, lies beyond the sphere of exegesis 
and belongs to speculative dogmatics. 
 
5. The true, but sinless humanity of Christ. He appeared "in the likeness of the flesh of sin"; 
{Romans 8:3} he is a son of David "according to the flesh" (1:3), which includes the whole 
human nature, body, soul, and spirit (as in John 1:14); he is called a man (anyrwpov) in the full 
sense of the term. {1 Corinthians 15:21 Romans 5:15 Acts 17:31} He was "born of a woman, 
born under the law"; {Galatians 4:4} he was "found in fashion as a man" and became "obedient 
even unto death," {Philippians 2:8} and he truly suffered and died, like other men. But he "knew 
no sin". {2 Corinthians 5:21} He could, of course, not be the Saviour of sinners if he himself 
were a sinner and in need of salvation. 
 
Of the events of Christ’s life, Paul mentions especially and frequently his death and resurrection, 
on which our salvation depends. He also reports the institution of the Lord’s Supper, which 
perpetuates the memory and the blessing of the atoning sacrifice on the cross. {1 Corinthians 
11:23-30} He presupposes, of course, a general knowledge of the historical Christ, as his Epistles 
are all addressed to believing converts; but he incidentally preserves a gem of Christ’s sayings not 
reported by the Evangelists, which shines like a lone star on the firmament of uncertain 
traditions:, "It is more blessed to give than to receive". {Acts 20:35} 
 

III. Paul’s Doctrine of Predestination.—Eternal foreknowledge of all persons and things is 
necessarily included in God’s omniscience, and is uniformly taught in the Bible; eternal 
foreordination or predestination is included in his almighty power and sovereignty, but must be 
so conceived as to leave room for free agency and responsibility, and to exclude God from the 
authorship of sin. Self-limitation is a part of freedom even in man, and may be exercised by the 
sovereign God for holy purposes and from love to his creatures; in fact it is necessary, if 
salvation is to be a moral process, and not a physical or mechanical necessity. Religion is 
worth nothing except as the expression of free conviction and voluntary devotion. Paul 
represents sometimes the divine sovereignty, sometimes the human responsibility, sometimes, 
as in Philippians 2:12,13, he combines both sides, without an attempt to solve the insolvable 
problem which really lies beyond the present capacity of the human mind. "He does not deal 
with speculative extremes; and in whatever way the question be speculatively adjusted, absolute 
dependence and moral self-determination are both involved in the immediate Christian self-
consciousness," Baur, Paul, II. 249. "Practical teaching," says Reuss (II. 532) to the same 



effect, "will always be constrained to insist upon the fact that man’s salvation is a free gift of 
God, and that his condemnation is only the just punishment of sin." Comp. also Farrar, St. 
Paul, II. 243, 590; Weiss, p. 356 sqq.; Beyschlag, Die paulinische Theodicee (Berlin, 1868). 
Weiss thus sums up Paul’s doctrine of predestination: "An-sich hat Gott das absolute Becht, 
die Menschen von vornherein zum Heil oder zum Verderben zu erschaffen und durch freie 
Machtwirkung diesem Ziele zuzufuhren; aber er hat sich in Betreff des christlichen Heils 
dieses Rechtes nur insofern bedient, als er unabhangig von allem menschlichen Thun und 
Verdienen nach seinem unbeschrankten Willen bestimmt, an-welche Bedingung er seine 
Gnade knupfen will. Die Bedingung, an-welche er seine Erwahlung gebunden hat, ist nun 
nichts anders als die Liebe zu ihm, welche er an-den empfanglichen Seelen vorhererkennt. Die 
Erwahlten aber werden berufen, indem Gott durch das Evangelium in ihnen den Glauben 
wirkt." 
 
There can be no doubt that Paul teaches an eternal election to eternal salvation by free grace, an 
election which is to be actualized by faith in Christ and a holy life of obedience. But he does not 
teach a decree of reprobation or a predestination to sin and perdition (which would indeed be a 
"decretum horribile," if verum). This is a logical invention of supralapsarian theologians who 
deem it to be the necessary counterpart of the decree of election. But man’s logic is not God’s 
logic. A decree of reprobation is nowhere mentioned. The term adokimo, disapproved, 
worthless, reprobate, is used five times only as a description of character (twice of things). 
Romans 9 is the Gibraltar of supralapsarianism, but it must be explained in connection with Rom. 
10-11, which present the other aspects. The strongest passage is Romans 9:22, where Paul speaks 
of skeuh orghv kathrtismena eiv apwleian. But he significantly uses here the passive: 
"fitted unto destruction," or rather (as many of the best commentators from Chrysostom to Weiss 
take it) the middle: "who fitted themselves for destruction," and so deserved it; while of the 
vessels of mercy he says that God "before prepared" them unto glory (skeuh eleouv a 
prohtoimasen, 9:23). He studiously avoids to say of the vessels of wrath: a kathrtisen, which 
would have corresponded to a prohtoimasen, and thus he exempts God from a direct and 
efficient agency in sin and destruction. When in 9:17, he says of Pharaoh, that God raised him up 
for the very purpose (eiv auto touto exhgeira se) that he might show in him His power, he 
does not mean that God created him or called him into existence (which would require a different 
verb), but, according to the Hebrew, {Exodus 9:16}, the hiphil of m’d that "he caused him to 
stand forth" as actor in the scene; and when he says with reference to the same history that God 
"hardens whom he will" (Romans 9:18 on de yelei sklhrunei), it must be remembered that 
Pharaoh had already repeatedly hardened his own heart, {Exodus 8:15,32 9:34,35} so that God 
punished him for his sin and abandoned him to its consequences. God does not cause evil, but he 
bends, guides, and overrules it and often punishes sin with sin. "Das ist der Fluch der bosen That, 
dass sie, fortzeugend, immer Boses muss gebaren." (Schiller.) 
 
In this mysterious problem of predestination Paul likewise faithfully carries out the teaching of 
his Master. For in the sublime description of the final judgment, Christ says to the "blessed of my 
Father:" "Inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world", {Matthew 
25:34} but to those on the left hand he says, "Depart from me, ye cursed, into the eternal fire 
which is prepared for the devil and his angels" (25:41). The omission of the words "of my 
Father," after "ye cursed," and of the words, for you, "and, from the foundation of the world," is 
very significant, and implies that while the inheritance of the kingdom is traced to the eternal 
favor of God, the damnation is due to the guilt of man. 
 

IV. The doctrine of Justification. This occupies a prominent space in Paul’s system, though by 
no means to the disparagement of his doctrine of sanctification, which is treated with the same 



fulness even in Romans (comp. Rom. 6-8 and 12-15). Luther, in conflict with Judaizing Rome, 
overstated the importance of justification by faith when he called it the articulus stantis vel 
cadentis ecclesiae. This can only be said of Christ. {comp. Matthew 16:16 1 Corinthians 3:11 1 
John 4:2,3} It is not even the theme of the Epistle to the Romans, as often stated (e.g., by 
Farrar, St. Paul, II. 181); for it is there subordinated by gavr to the broader idea of salvation 
(swthria), which is the theme. {Romans 1:16,17} Justification by faith is the way by which 
salvation can be obtained. 
 
The cognate words are dikaiwsiv, dikaiwma, dikaiov, dikaiow. The Pauline idea of 
righteousness is derived from the Old Testament, and is inseparable from the conception of the 
holy will of God and his revealed law. But the classical usage is quite consistent with it, and 
illustrates the biblical usage from a lower plane. The Greek words are derived from jus, right, and 
further back from. dica, or di, two-fold, in two parts (according to Aristotle, Eth. Nic., v. 2); 
hence they indicate a well-proportioned relation between parts or persons where each has his due. 
It may then apply to the relation between God and man, or to the relation between man and man, 
or to both at once. To the Greeks a righteous man was one who fulfils his obligations to God and 
man. It was a Greek proverb: "In righteousness all virtue is contained." 
 
dikaiosunh is an attribute of God, and a corresponding moral condition of man, i.e., man’s 
conformity to the will of God as expressed in his holy law. It is therefore identical with true 
religion, with piety and virtue, as required by God, and insures his favor and blessing. The word 
occurs (according to Bruder’s Concord.) sixty times in all the Pauline Epistles, namely: thirty-six 
times in Romans, four times in Galatians, seven times in 2 Corinthians, once in 1 Corinthians, 
four times in Philippians, three times in Ephesians, three times in 2 Timothy, once in 1 Timothy, 
and once in Titus. 
 
dikaiov righteous (rechtbeschaffen), is one who fulfils his duties to God and men, and is 
therefore well pleasing to God. It is used seventeen times by Paul (seven times in Romans), and 
often elsewhere in the New Testament. 
 
dikaiwsiv occurs only twice in the New Test. {Romans 4:25 5:18} It signifies justification, or 
the act of God by which he puts the sinner into the possession of righteousness. 
 
dikaiwma, which is found Romans 1:32 2:26 5:16,18 8:4 means a righteous decree, or judgment. 
Aristotle (Eth. Nicom., v. 10) defines it as to epanorywma tou adikhmatov, the amendment of 
an evil deed, or a legal adjustment; and this would suit the passage in Romans 5:16,18. 
 
The verb dikaiow occurs twenty-seven times in Paul, mostly in Romans, several times in the 
Synoptical Gospels, once in Acts, and three times in James 2:21,24,25. It may mean, 
etymologically, to make just, justificare (for the verbs in ovw, derived from adjectives of the 
second declension, indicate the making of what the adjective denotes, e.g., dhlow, to make clear, 
fanerow, to reveal, tuflow, to blind); but in the Septuagint and the Greek Testament it hardly, 
ever has this meaning ("haec significatio," says Grimm, "admodum rara, nisi prorsus dubia est"), 
and is used in a forensic or judicial sense: to declare one righteous (aliquem justum declarare, 
judicare). This justification of the sinner is, of course, not a legal fiction, but perfectly true, for it 
is based on the real righteousness of Christ which the sinner makes his own by faith, and must 
prove his own by a life of holy obedience, or good works. For further expositions see my 
annotations to Lange on Romans, pp. 74, 130, 136, 138; and my Com on Galatians 2:16,17. On 
the imputation controversies see my essay in Lange on Romans 5:12, pp. 190-195. On the relation 
of Paul’s doctrine of justification to that of James, see 69 of this vol. 



 

V. Paul’s doctrine of the Church has been stated in 65 of this vol. But it requires more than 
one book to do anything like justice to the wonderful theology of this wonderful Gospel. 
 
{773} Dr. Baur, who was formerly disposed to make Paul the founder of Christian universalism, 
admits in his last elaboration of the Pauline system (N. T. liche Theol., p. 128), that "Paul only 
expressed to the consciousness what in itself, in principle and actually, or by implication, was 
contained already in the doctrine of Jesus (was a sich principiell und thatsachlich, oder implicite 
schon in der Lehre Jesu enthalten war). "Pressense misstates here Baur’s position, but himself 
correctly calls Paul’s doctrine "as a whole and in all its parts, the logical deduction and 
development of the teaching of the Master" (Apost. Era, p. 255). 
 
{774} 1 Peter 2:2. 
 
{775} 1 Corinthians 15:13. 
 
{776} Romans 4:23. The first dia is retrospective, the second prospective: for the destruction of 
sin and for the procurement of righteousness. 
 
{777} Romans 1:17: dunamiv yeou eiv swthrian panti tw pisteuonti, ioudaiw te prwton 
kai ellhni. Other pregnant passages in which Paul summarizes his dogmatics and ethics, are 
Romans 1:16,17,3:21-26 4:25 11:32 1 Corinthians 15:22 Galatians 3:22 Titus 3:3-7. 
 
{778} Romans 1:18; 3:2. First the depravity of the heathen, then that of the Jews (2:1, comp. 
2:17). 
 
{779} Romans 1:18-21; 2:14-16; comp. Acts 17:28. 
 
{780} The Augustinian application of this conflict to the regenerate state, involves Romans 7 in 
contradiction with Romans 6 and 8, and obliterates the distinction between the regenerate and the 
unregenerate state. Augustine understood that chapter better in his earlier years, before the 
Pelagian controversy drove him to such an extreme view of total depravity as destroys all 
freedom and responsibility. We see here the difference between an inspired apostle and an 
enlightened theologian. The chief object of Romans 7 is to show that the law cannot sanctify any 
more than it can justify, {Romans 3} and that the legal conflict with the sinful flesh ends in total 
failure. Paul always uses here nouv for the higher principle in man (including reason and 
conscience); while in Romans 8, where he speaks of the regenerate man, he uses pneuma, which 
is the nouv sanctified and enlightened by the Holy Spirit. In Romans 8:25 he indeed alludes to the 
regenerate state by way of anticipation and as an immediate answer to the preceding cry for 
redemption; but from this expression of thanks he once more points back with ara oun to the 
previous state of bondage before he enters more fully with ara nun into the state of freedom. 
 
{781} 1 Peter 1:15 2:4,6 Titus 2:11. Particularistic restrictions of "all" in these passages are 
arbitrary. The same doctrine is taught 2 Peter 3:9, and John 3:16 1 John 2:2. The last passage is as 
clear as the sun: "Christ is the propitiation (ilasmov) for our sins; and not for ours only, but also 
for the whole world" (ou monon... alla kai peri o lou tou kosmou). 
 
{782} Romans 5:12-21 1 Corinthians 15:1,22. The pantev and the oi polloi (which is 
equivalent to pante and opposed, not to a few, but to the one) in the second clause referring to 
the second Adam, is as comprehensive and unlimited as in the first clause. The English Version 



weakens the force of oi polloi, and limits the number by omitting the article. The pollw 
mallon {Romans 5:15,17} predicated of Christ’s saving grace, is not a numerical, nor a logical, 
but a dynamic plus, indicating a higher degree of efficacy, insomuch as Christ brought far greater 
blessings than we lost in Adam. 
 
{783} Romans 11:32. These contain the briefest statement of the sad mystery of the fall cleared 
up by the blessed mystery of redemption. In the first passage the masculine is used (touv 
pantav), in the second the neuter (ta panta), and the application is confined to believers (toiv 
pisteuousin). 
 
{784} Romans 3 -7; Galatians 2-4; especially Romans 3:20 5:20 Galatians 3:24 
 
{785} Romans 8:3,32 Philippians 2:6-11 2 Corinthians 8:9. On the Christology of Paul, see the 
Notes at the end of this section. 
 
{786} Galatians 5:11 6:12 1 Corinthians 1:23. 
 
{787} 1 Corinthians 15:3: "I delivered unto you first of all that which I also received, that Christ 
died for our sins according to the Scriptures." 
 
{788} Romans 3:26: eiv to einai auton dikaion kai dikaiounta ton ek cristou. Bengel 
calls this "summum paradoxon evangelicum." 
 
{789} 2 Corinthians 5:15: oti eiv uper pantwn apeyanen, ara oi pantev apeyanon. Mark 
the aorist. The prepositions uper (used of persons) and peri (of things, but also of persons) 
express the idea of benefit, but often in close connection with the idea of vicariousness (anti). 
Comp. Galatians 1:4 3:13 Romans 4:25 5:6, etc 
 
{790} Romans 3:21-26 5:6-10 8:32 1 Corinthians 1:17,18 2:2 6:20 7:23 11:24 15:3 2 Corinthians 
5:15,18,19,21 Galatians 1:4 2:11 sqq.; 3:13; 6:14, etc. Comp. Weiss, p. 302; Pfleiderer, p. 7; Baur 
(N. T. Theol., p. 156). Holsten and Pfleiderer (in his able introduction) regard the atoning death of 
Christ as the kernel of Paul’s theology, and Holsten promises to develop the whole system from 
thus idea in his new work, Das Evangelium des Paulus, of which the first part appeared in 1880. 
But they deny the objective character of the revelation at Damascus, and resolve it into a 
subjective moral struggle and a dialectical process of reflection and reasoning. Luther passed 
through a similar moral conflict and reached the same conclusion, but on the basis of the 
Scriptures and with the aid of the divine Spirit. 
 
{791} The passages in which the Holy Spirit is mentioned are very numerous, especially in the 
Thessalonians, Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, and Ephesians. Comp. Romans 5:5 7:6 
8:2,5,9,11,14,15,16,26 1 Corinthians 2:4 sqq.; 1 Corinthians 3:16; 6:11, 17, 19; 12:3-16 2 
Corinthians 1:12 2:7 Galatians 4:6 5:16,22,25 Ephesians 1:17 2:2 4:23,30 5:18 1 Thessalonians 
1:5,6 4:8 5:19,23 2 Thessalonians 2:2,8,13 2 Timothy 1:7,14 Titus 3:5. 
 
{792} The concluding verse in the second Epistle to the Corinthians; comp. Ephesians 2:18,22 
4:4-6, where God the Father, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit are mentioned as distinct 
personalities, if we may use this unsatisfactory yet indispensable term. 
 
{793} 1 Corinthians 13:13. 
 



{794} Romans 8:29: "Whom he foreknew (ouv proegnw), he also foreordained (prowrisen), to 
be conformed to the image of his Son. "The verb proginwskw occurs in the New Test. five 
times, {Romans 8:29 11:1,2 Acts 26:5 1 Peter 1:20} the noun prognwsiv twice, {Acts 2:23 1 
Peter 1:2} always, as in classical Greek, in the sense of previous knowledge (not election). The 
verb proorizw occurs six times, and means always to foreordain, to determine before. The words 
eklegw and eklegomai, eklogh, eklektov occur much more frequently, mostly with reference 
to eternal choice or election. See note below. 
 
{795} Ephesians 1:4: "Even as he chose us in Christ (exelexato hmav en autw) before the 
foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without blemish before him in love: having 
foreordained us unto adoption as sons (proorisav hmav eiv uioyesian) through Jesus Christ 
unto himself, according to the good pleasure of his will." 
 
{796} Philippians 2:12, 13. Comp. Romans 9 with 10. 
 
{797} Romans 8:30: "Whom he foreordained them he also called (ekalesen): and whom he 
called them he also justified (edikaiwsen), which is also the beginning of sanctification, and 
whom he justified, them he also glorified (edoxasen)." The proleptic aorist is used for the future 
to indicate the absolute certainty that God will carry out his gracious design to the glorious 
consummation. 
 
{798} Romans 10:14, 15. A chain of abridged syllogisms (sorites) by which Paul reasons back 
from effect to cause till he reaches the first link in the chain. On the klhsiv (vocatio) see 
Romans 11:29 1 Corinthians 1:26 7:20 Galatians 1:6 Ephesians 1:18 4:14 Philippians 3:14, etc. 
The verb kalew is of very frequent occurrence in the Gospels and Epistles. 
 
{799} Romans 2:4 2 Corinthians 7:9,10 2 Timothy 2:25. 
 
{800} Baur (p. 154) distinguished five conceptions of pistiv (from peiyein): 1st, conviction in 
general, a theoretical belief or assent. In this sense it does not occur in Paul, but in James 1:17, 
conviction of the invisible and supernatural; 2 Corinthians 5:7, pistiv as distinct from eidov. 3d, 
religious conviction, 1 Corinthians 2:5 2 Corinthians 1:24, etc. 4th, trust in God, Romans 4:17-21 
5th, trust in Christ, or the specific Christian faith, Romans 3:22 1 Corinthians 15:14 Galatians 
1:23, and always where justifying faith is meant. Weiss (p. 316) defines the Pauline idea of 
justifying faith as "the very opposite of all the works required by the law; it is no human 
performance, but, on the contrary, an abandonment of all work of our own, an unconditional 
reliance on God who justifies, or on Christ as the Mediator of salvation." But this is only the 
receptive side of faith, it has an active side as well, pistiv is energoumenh di agaphv. See 
below. 
 
{801} Romans 5:1 8:15-17 Galatians 4:5-7. If we read in Romans 5:1 (with the oldest authorities) 
the hortative subjunctive ecwmen "let us have" (instead of the indicative ecomen "we have"), 
peace is represented as a blessing which we should grasp and fully enjoy—an exhortation well 
suited for Judaizing and gloomy Christians who groan under legal bondage. On justification see 
the notes below. 
 
{802} Matthew 5:20 6:33 9:22,29 17:20 Mark 11:22 16:16 Luke 18:10-14 John 3:16,17 6:47, etc. 
 
{803} Comp. Romans 6:19,22 1 Corinthians 1:30 1 Thessalonians 4:3,4,7 2 Thessalonians 2:13. 
 



{804} Luther’s famous description of faith (in his Preface to Romans), as "a lively, busy, mighty 
thing that waits not for work, but is ever working, and is as inseparable from love as light is from 
heat," is in the very spirit of Paul, and a sufficient reply to the slander brought against the doctrine 
of justification by faith as being antinomian in its tendency. 
 
{805} 1 Thessalonians 5:23: "The God of peace sanctify you wholly; and may your spirit and soul 
and body be preserved entire, without blame at the coming (parousia) of our Lord Jesus Christ. 
Faithful is he that calleth you, who will also do it." Comp. Romans 6 -8, which treat most fully of 
sanctification, also Romans 12 -15, and all the ethical or hortatory portions of his other epistles. 
 
{806} Philippians 2:12, 13. The apostle emphatically uses the same verb, energwn and enerfein, 
while the E. V., with its usual love for variation, renders "worketh" and "to do." Augustin (De 
dono persev. 33): "Nos ergo volumus, sed Deus in nobis operatur et velle nos ergo operamur, sed 
Deus in nobis operatur at operari." Philippians 2:13 "supplies at once the stimulus to, and the 
corrective of the precept in the preceding verse: ‘Work, for God works with you;’ and ‘The good 
is not yours but God’s.’" Lightfoot, in loc. Comp. also Calvin, Alford, and Braune, in loc. 
 
{807} Galatians 2:20. This passage is obscured in the E V. by the omission of ouketi, "no 
longer," and the insertion of "nevertheless." 
 
{808} Galatians 3:27 Ephesians 5:30 1 Corinthians 1:9 2 Corinthians 1:3,5 5:17 13:4 Colossians 
3:4 Philippians 1:21 Romans 6:4-8 14:8 1 Thessalonians 5:10. Comp. those numerous passages 
where Paul uses the significant phrase ejn Cristw/’, living and moving and acting in Him, as the 
element of our spiritual existence. 
 
{809} Hence the Heidelberg Catechism, following the order of the Ep. to the Romans, represents 
Christian life, in the third and last part, under the head: "Thankfulness." 
 
{810} Erasmus justly regarded the conclusion of Romans 8:31-39 as unsurpassed for genuine 
eloquence: "Quid unquam Cicero dixit grandiloquentius It is only equalled by the ode on love in 
1". 
 
{811} This is the subject of Rom. 9-11. These three chapters contain a theodicy and an outline of 
the philosophy of church history. They are neither the chief part of Romans (Baur), nor a mere 
episode or appendix (De Wette), but an essential part of the Epistle in exposition of the 
concluding clause of the theme, Romans 1:17... "to the Jew first, and also to the Greek" (or 
Gentile). Romans 9 treats of divine sovereignty; Romans 10 (which should begin at Romans 
9:30) treats of human responsibility; Romans 11 of the future solution of this great problem. They 
must be taken together as a unit. Romans 9 alone may be and has been made to prove Calvinism 
and even extreme supralapsarianism; Romans 10 Arminianism; and Romans 11 Universalism. 
But Paul is neither a Calvinist nor an Arminian nor a Universalist in the dogmatic sense. See the 
doctrinal expositions in Lange on Romans, much enlarged in the translation, pp. 327-334. 
 
{812} Romans 11:32, 33, 36. 
 
{813} 2 Peter 2:3-12 1 Corinthians 15:28.  

 



72. John and the Gospel of Love. 
 
(See the Lit. in 40 p. 405.) 
 
General Character. 
 
The unity of Jewish Christian and Gentile Christian theology meets us in the writings of John, 
who, in the closing decades of the first century, summed up the final results of the preceding 
struggles of the apostolic age and transmitted them to posterity. Paul had fought out the great 
conflict with Judaism and secured the recognition of the freedom and universality of the gospel 
for all time to come. John disposes of this question with one sentence: "The law was given 
through Moses; grace and truth came through Jesus Christ." {814} His theology marks the 
culminating height of divine knowledge in the apostolic age. It is impossible to soar higher than 
the eagle, which is his proper symbol. {815} His views are so much identified with the words of 
his Lord, to whom he stood more closely related than any other disciple, that it is difficult to 
separate them; but the prologue to his Gospel contains his leading ideas, and his first Epistle the 
practical application. The theology of the Apocalypse is also essentially the same, and this goes 
far to confirm the identity of authorship. {816} 
 
John was not a logician, but a seer; not a reasoner, but a mystic; he does not argue, but assert; he 
arrives at conclusions with one bound, as by direct intuition. He speaks from personal experience 
and testifies of that which his eyes have seen and his ears heard and his hands have handled, of 
the glory of the Only-begotten of the Father full of grace and truth. {817} 
 
John’s theology is marked by artless simplicity and spiritual depth. The highest art conceals art. 
As in poetry, so in religion, the most natural is the most perfect. He moves in a small circle of 
ideas as compared with Paul, but these ideas are fundamental and all-comprehensive. He goes 
back to first principles and sees the strong point without looking sideways or taking note of 
exceptions. Christ and Antichrist, believers and unbelievers, children of God and children of the 
devil, truth and falsehood, light and darkness, love and hatred, life and death: these are the great 
contrasts under which he views the religious world. These he sets forth again and again with 
majestic simplicity. 
 
John and Paul. 
 
John’s type of doctrine is less developed and fortified than Paul’s, but more ideal. His mind was 
neither so rich nor so strong, but it soared higher and anticipated the beatific vision. Although 
Paul was far superior to him as a scholar (and practical worker), yet the ancient Greek church saw 
in John the ideal theologian. {818} John’s spirit and style may be compared to a calm, clear 
mountain-lake which reflects the image of the sun moon, and stars, while Paul resembles the 
mountain-torrent that rushes over precipices and carries everything before it; yet there are 
trumpets of war in John, and anthems of peace in Paul. The one begins from the summit, with 
God and the Logos, the other from the depths of man’s sin and misery; but both meet in the God-
man who brings God down to man and lifts man up to God. John is contemplative and serene, 
Paul is aggressive and polemical; but both unite in the victory of faith and the never-ending 
dominion of love. John’s theology is Christological, Paul’s soteriological; John starts from the 
person of Christ, Paul from his work; but their christology and soteriology are essentially agreed. 
John’s ideal is life eternal, Paul’s ideal is righteousness; but both derive it from the same source, 
the union with Christ, and find in this the highest happiness of man. John represents the church 



triumphant, Paul the church militant of his day and of our day, but with the full assurance of final 
victory even over the last enemy. 
 
The Central Idea. 
 
John’s Christianity centres in the idea of love and life, which in their last root are identical. His 
dogmatics are summed up in the word: God first loved us; his ethics in the exhortation: Therefore 
let us love Him and the brethren. He is justly called the apostle of love. Only we must not 
understand this word in a sentimental, but in the highest and purest moral sense. God’s love is his 
self-communication to man; man’s love is a holy self-consecration to God. We may recognize—
in rising stages of transformation—the same fiery spirit in the Son of Thunder who called 
vengeance from heaven; in the Apocalyptic seer who poured out the vials of wrath against the 
enemies of Christ; and in the beloved disciple who knew no middle ground, but demanded 
undivided loyalty and whole-souled devotion to his Master. In him the highest knowledge and the 
highest love coincide: knowledge is the eye of love, love the heart of knowledge; both constitute 
eternal life, and eternal life is the fulness of happiness. {819} 
 
The central truth of John and the central fact in Christianity itself is the incarnation of the eternal 
Logos as the highest manifestation of God’s love to the world. The denial of this truth is the 
criterion of Antichrist. {820} 
 
The Principal Doctrines. 
 

I. The doctrine of God. He is spirit (pneuma), he is light (fwv) he is love (agaph). {821} These 
are the briefest and yet the profoundest definitions which can be given of the infinite Being of 
all beings. The first is put into the mouth of Christ, the second and third are from the pen of 
John. The first sets forth God’s metaphysical, the second his intellectual, the third his moral 
perfection; but they are blended in one. 
 
God is spirit, all spirit, absolute spirit (in opposition to every materialistic conception and 
limitation); hence omnipresent, all-pervading, and should be worshipped, whether in Jerusalem or 
Gerizim or anywhere else, in spirit and in truth. 
 
God is light, all light without a spot of darkness, and the fountain of all light, that is of truth, 
purity, and holiness. 
 
God is love; this John repeats twice, looking upon love as the inmost moral essence of God, 
which animates, directs, and holds together all other attributes; it is the motive power of his 
revelations or self-communications, the beginning and the end of his ways and works, the core of 
his manifestation in Christ. 
 

II. The doctrine of Christ’s Person. He is the eternal and the incarnate Logos or Revealer of 
God. No man has ever yet seen God (yeov, without the article, God’s nature, or God as God); 
the only-begotten Son (or God only-begotten), {822} who is in the bosom {823} of the Father, 
he and he alone (ekeinov) declared him and brought to light, once and forever, the hidden 
mystery of his being. {824} 
 



This perfect knowledge of the Father, Christ claims himself in that remarkable passage in 
Matthew 11:27, which strikingly confirms the essential harmony of the Johannean and Synoptical 
representations of Christ. 
 
John (and he alone) calls Christ the "Logos" of God, i.e., the embodiment of God and the organ of 
all his revelations. {825} As the human reason or thought is expressed in word, and as the word is 
the medium of making our thoughts known to others, so God is known to himself and to the 
world in and through Christ as the personal Word. While "Logos" designates the metaphysical 
and intellectual relation, the term "Son" designates the moral relation of Christ to God, as a 
relation of love, and the epithet "only-begotten" or "only-born" (monogenhv) raises his sonship as 
entirely unique above every other sonship, which is only a reflection of it. It is a blessed relation 
of infinite knowledge and infinite love. The Logos is eternal, he is personal, he is divine. {826} 
He was in the beginning before creation or from eternity. He is, on the one hand, distinct from 
God and in the closest communion with him (prov ton yeon); on the other hand he is himself 
essentially divine, and therefore called "God" (yeov, but not ov yeov). {827} 
 
This pre-existent Logos is the agent of the creation of all things visible and invisible. {828} He is 
the fulness and fountain of life (h zwh, the true, immortal life, as distinct from biov, the natural, 
mortal life), and light (to fwv, which includes intellectual and moral truth, reason and 
conscience) to all men. Whatever elements of truth, goodness, and beauty may be found shining 
like stars and meteors in the darkness of heathendom, must be traced to the Logos, the universal 
Life-giver and Illuminator. 
 
Here Paul and John meet again; both teach the agency of Christ in the creation, but John more 
clearly connects him with all the preparatory revelations before the incarnation. This extension of 
the Logos revelation explains the high estimate which some of the Greek fathers, (Justin Martyr, 
Clement of Alexandria, Origen) put upon the Hellenic, especially the Platonic philosophy, as a 
training-school of the heathen mind for Christ. 
 
The Logos revealed himself to every man, but in a special manner to his own chosen people; and 
this revelation culminated in John the Baptist, who summed up in himself the meaning of the law 
and the prophets, and pointed to Jesus of Nazareth as "the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin 
of the world." 
 
At last the Logos became flesh. {829} He completed his revelation by uniting himself with man 
once and forever in all things, except sin. {830} The Hebraizing term "flesh" best expresses his 
condescension to our fallen condition and the complete reality of his humanity as an object of 
sense, visible and tangible, in strong contrast with his immaterial divinity. It includes not only the 
body (swma), but also a human soul (yuch) and a rational spirit (nouv, pneuma); for John 
ascribes them all to Christ. To use a later terminology, the incarnation (ensarkwsiv, incarnatio) 
is only a stronger term for the assumption of humanity (enanyrwphsiv, Menschwerdung). The 
Logos became man—not partially but totally, not apparently but really, not transiently but 
permanently, not by ceasing to be divine, nor by being changed into a man, but by an abiding, 
personal union with man. He is henceforth the Godman. He tabernacled on earth as the true 
Shekinah, and manifested to his disciples the glory of the only begotten which shone from the 
veil of his humanity. {831} This is the divine-human glory in the state of humiliation as distinct 
from the divine glory in his preexistent state, and from the final and perfect manifestation of his 
glory in the state of exaltation in which his disciples shall share. {832} 
 
The fourth Gospel is a commentary on the ideas of the Prologue. It was written for the purpose 
that the readers may believe "that Jesus is the Christ (the promised Messiah), the Son of God (in 



the sense of the only begotten and eternal Son), and that believing they may have life in his 
name." {833} 
 

III. The Work of Christ (Soteriology). This implies the conquest over sin and Satan, and the 
procurement of eternal life. Christ appeared without sin, to the end that he might destroy the 
works of the devil, who was a liar and murderer from the beginning of history, who first fell 
away from the truth and then brought sin and death into mankind. {834} Christ laid down his 
life and shed his blood for his sheep. By this self-consecration in death he became the 
propitiation (ilasmov) for the sins of believers and for the sins of the whole world. {835} His 
blood cleanses from all the guilt and contamination of sin. He is (in the language of the 
Baptist) the Lamb of God that bears and takes away the sin of the world; and (in the 
unconscious prophecy of Caiaphas) he died for the people. {836} He was priest and sacrifice in 
one person. And he continues his priestly functions, being our Advocate in Heaven and ready 
to forgive us when we sin and come to him in true repentance. {837} 
 
This is the negative part of Christ’s work, the removal of the obstruction which separated us from 
God. The positive part consists in the revelation of the Father, and in the communication of 
eternal life, which includes eternal happiness. He is himself the Life and the Light of the world. 
{838} He calls himself the Way, the Truth, and the Life. In him the true, the eternal life, which 
was from the beginning with the Father, appeared personally in human form. He came to 
communicate it to men. He is the bread of life from heaven, and feeds the believers everywhere 
spiritually without diminishing, as He fed the five thousand physically with five loaves. That 
miracle is continued in the mystical self-communication of Christ to his people. Whosoever 
believes in him has eternal life, which begins here in the new birth and will be completed in the 
resurrection of the body. {839} 
 
Herein also the Apocalypse well agrees with the Gospel and Epistles of John. Christ is 
represented as the victor of the devil. {840} He is the conquering Lion of the tribe of Judah, but 
also the suffering Lamb slain for us. The figure of the lamb, whether it be referred to the paschal 
lamb, or to the lamb in the Messianic passage of Isaiah 53:7, expresses the idea of atoning 
sacrifice which is fully realized in the death of Christ. He "washed" (or, according to another 
reading, he "loosed") "us from our sins by his blood;" he redeemed men "of every tribe, and 
tongue, and people, and nation, and made them to be unto our God a kingdom and priests." The 
countless multitude of the redeemed "washed their robes and made them white (bright and 
shining) in the blood of the Lamb." This implies both purification and sanctification; white 
garments being the symbols of holiness. {841} Love was the motive which prompted him to give 
his life for his people. {842} Great stress is laid on the resurrection, as in the Gospel, where he is 
called the Resurrection and the Life. The exalted Logos-Messiah has the keys of death and Hades. 
{843} He is a sharer in the universal government of God; he is the mediatorial ruler of the world, 
"the Prince of the kings of the earth" "King of kings and Lord of lords." {844} The apocalyptic 
seer likewise brings in the idea of life in its highest sense as a reward of faith in Christ to those 
who overcome and are faithful unto death, Christ will give "a crown of life," and a seat on his 
throne. He "shall guide them unto fountains of waters of life; and God shall wipe away every tear 
from their eyes." {845} 
 

IV. The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit (Pneumatology). This is most fully set forth in the farewell 
discourser, of our Lord, which are reported by John exclusively. The Spirit whom Christ 
promised to send after his return to the Father, is called the Paraclete, i.e., the Advocate or 
Counsellor, Helper, who pleads the cause of the believers, directs, supports, and comforts them. 



{846} He is "another Advocate" (allov paraklhtov), Christ himself being the first Advocate 
who intercedes for believers at the throne of the Father, as their eternal High priest. The Spirit 
proceeds (eternally) from the Father, and was sent by the Father and the Son on the day of 
Pentecost. {847} He reveals Christ to the heart and glorifies him (ejme doxavsei he bear 
"witnes" to him marturhsei peri emou "he call" to remembrance and explain his teaching 
umav didaxei panta kai upomnhsei umav panta adwr), (eipon umin egw); he leads the 
disciples into the whole truth odhghsei umav eiv thn alhyeian pasan he "take out" of the 
fulnes of Christ and "show" it to them ek tou emou lambanei kai anaggelei umin. The Holy 
Spirit is the Mediator and Intercessor between Christ and the believer, as Christ is the 
Mediator between God and the world. He is the Spirit of truth and of holines. He convicts 
elegcei the world, that is all men who come under his influence, in respect of sin peri 
amartiav, of righteousnes dikaiosunhv, and of judgment krisewv and this conviction will 
result either in the conversion, or in the impenitence of the sinner. The operation of the Spirit 
accompanies the preaching of the word, and is always internal in the sphere of the heart and 
conscience. He is one of the three witnesses and gives efficacy to the other two witnesses of 
Christ on earth, the baptism to (udwr) and the atoning death (to aima) of Christ. {848} 
 

V. Christian Life. It begins with a new birth from above or from the Holy Spirit. Believers are 
children of God who are "born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, 
but of God." {849} It is a "new" birth compared with the old, a birth "from God," as compared 
with that from man, a birth from the Holy "Spirit," in distinction from carnal birth, a birth 
"from heaven," as opposed to earthly birth. The life of the believer does not descend through 
the channels of fallen nature, but requires a creative act of the Holy Spirit through the 
preaching of the gospel. The life of the regenerate is free from the principle and power of sin. 
"Whosoever is begotten of God doeth no sin, because his seed abideth in him; and he cannot 
sin because he is begotten of God." {850} Over him the devil has no power. {851} 
 
The new life is the life of Christ in the soul. It is eternal intrinsically and as to duration. Eternal 
life in man consists in the knowledge of the only true God and of Jesus Christ—a knowledge 
which implies full sympathy and communion of love. {852} It begins here in faith; hence the oft-
repeated declaration that he who believes in Christ has (ecei) eternal life. {853} But it will not 
appear in its full development till the time of his glorious manifestation, when we shall be like 
him and see him even as he is. {854} Faith is the medium of communication, the bond of union 
with Christ. Faith is the victory over the world, already here in principle. {855} 
 
John’s idea of life eternal takes the place of Paul’s idea of righteousness, but both agree in the 
high conception of faith as the one indispensable condition of securing it by uniting us to Christ, 
who is both righteousness and life eternal. {856} 
 
The life of the Christian, moreover, is a communion with Christ and with the Father in the Holy 
Spirit. Our Lord prayed before his passion that the believers of that and all future ages might be 
one with him, even as he is one with the Father, and that they may enjoy his glory. John writes his 
first Epistle for the purpose that his readers may have "fellowship with the Father, and with his 
Son Jesus Christ, and that thus their joy may be made full." {857} This fellowship is only another 
word for love, and love to God is inseparable from love to the brethren. "If God so loved us, we 
also ought to love one another." "God is love; and he that abideth in love abideth in God and God 
abideth in him." Love to the brethren is the true test of practical Christianity. {858} This brotherly 
fellowship is the true essence of the Church, which is nowhere even mentioned in John’s Gospel 
and First Epistle. {859} 



 
Love to God and to the brethren is no mere sentiment, but an active power, and manifests itself in 
the keeping of God’s commandments. {860} 
 
Here again John and Paul meet in the idea of love, as the highest of the Christian graces which 
abides forever when faith shall have passed into sight, and hope into fruition. {861} 
 
Notes. 
 
The incarnation is expressed by John briefly and tersely in the phrase "The Word became flesh". 
{John 1:14} 
 
I. The meaning of sarx. Apollinaris confined "flesh" to the body, including the animal soul, and 
taught that the Logos occupied the place of the rational soul or spirit (nouv, pneuma) in Christ; 
that consequently he was not a full man, but a sort of middle being between God and man, half 
divine and haIf human, not wholly divine and wholly human. This view was condemned as 
heretical by the Nicene church, but renewed substantially by the Tubingen school, as being the 
doctrine of John. According to Baur (l. c., p. 363) sarx egeneto is not equivalent to anyrwpov 
egeneto, but means that the Logos assumed a human body and continued otherwise the same. 
The incarnation was only an incidental phenomenon in the unchanging personality of the Logos. 
Moreover the flesh of Christ was not like that of other men, but almost immaterial, so at; to be 
able to walk on the lake (John 6:16; Comp. 7:10, 15; 8:59 10:39). To this exegesis we object: 
 
1. John expressly ascribes to Christ a soul, John 10:11,15,17 12:27 (h fuch mou tetaraktai), 
and a spirit, 11:33 (enebrimhsato tw pneumati); 13:21 (etaracyh tw pneumati); 19:30 
(paredwken to pneuma). It may be said that pneu’ma is here nothing more than the animal soul, 
because the same affection is attributed to both, and because it was surrendered in death. But 
Christ calls himself in John frequently "the Son of man" 1:51, etc., and once "a man" 
(anyrwpov, 8:40), which certainly must include the more important intellectual and spiritual part 
as well as the body. 
 
2. "Flesh" is often used in the Old and New Testament for the whole man, as in the phrase "all 
flesh" (pasa sarx, every mortal man), or mia sarx. {John 17:2 Romans 3:20 1 Corinthians 
1:29 Galatians 2:16} In this passage it suited John’s idea better than anyrwpov, because it more 
strongly expresses the condescension of the Logos to the human nature in its present condition, 
with its weakness, trials, temptations, and sufferings. He completely identified himself with our 
earthly lot, and became homogeneous with us, even to the likeness, though not the essence, of sin 
(Romans 8:3; comp. Hebrews 2:14 5:8,9). "Flesh" then, when ascribed to Christ, has the same 
comprehensive meaning in John as it has in Paul (comp. also 1 Timothy 3:16). It is animated 
flesh, and the soul of that flesh contains the spiritual as well as the physical life. 
 
II. Another difficulty is presented by the verb egeneto. The champions of the modern Kenosis 
theory (Thomasius, Gess, Ebrard, Godet, etc.), while differing from the Apollinarian substitution 
of the Logos for a rational human soul in Christ, assert that the Logos himself because a human 
soul by voluntary transformation; and so they explain egeneto and the famous Pauline phrase 
eauton ekenwsen, morfhn doulou labwn. {Philippians 2:7} As the water was changed into 
wine at Cana {John 2:9}: to udwr oinon gegenhmenon so the Logos in infinite self-denial 
changed his divine being into a human being during the state of his humiliation, and thus led a 
single life, not a double life (as the Chalcedonian theory of two complete natures simultaneously 
coexisting in the same person from the manger to the cross seems to imply). But 
 



1. The verb egeneto must be understood in agreement with the parallel passages:, "he came in the 
flesh," 1 John 4:2 (en sarki elhluyota); 2 John 7 (ercomenon en sarki), with this difference, 
that "became" indicates the realness of Christ’s manhood, "came" the continuance of his 
godhood. Compare also Paul’s expression, efanerwyh en sarki, 1 Timothy 3:16 2. Whatever 
may be the objections to the Chalcedonian dyophysitism, they cannot be removed by running the 
Kenosis to the extent of a self-suspension of the Logos or an actual surrender of his essential 
attributes; for this is a metaphysical impossibility, and inconsistent with the unchangeableness of 
God and the intertrinitarian process. The Logos did not cease to be God when he entered into the 
human state of existence, nor did he cease to be man when he returned to the state of divine glory 
which he had with the Father before the foundation of the world. 
 
III. Beyschlag (Die Christologie des N. T, p. 168) denies the identity of the Logos with Christ, 
and resolves the Logos into a divine principle, instead of a person. "Der Logos ist nicht die 
Person Christi... sondern er ist das gottheitliche Princip dieser menschlichen Personlichkeit." He 
assumes a gradual unfolding of the Logos principle in the human person of Christ. But the 
personality of the Logos is taught in John 1:1-3, and egeneto denotes a completed act. We must 
remember, however, that personality in the trinity and personality of the Logos are different from 
personality of man. Human speech is inadequate to express the distinction. 
 
{814} John 1:17. 
 
{815} Herein Baur agrees with Neander and Schmid. He says of the Johannean type (l. c., p. 351): 
"In ihm erreicht die neuteitamentliche Theologie ihre hochste Stufe und ihre vollendetste Form." 
This admission makes it all the more impossible to attribute the fourth Gospel to a literary forger 
of the second century. See also some excellent remarks of Weiss, pp. 605 sqq., and the 
concluding chapter of Reuss on Paul and John. 
 
{816} For the theology of the Apocalypse as compared with that of the Gospel and Epistles of 
John, see especially Gebhardt, The Doctrine of the Apoc., transl. by Jefferson, Edinb., 1878. 
 
{817} John 1:14 (eyeasameqa thn doxan autou); 1 John 1:1-3. 
 
{818} In the strictest sense of yeologo as the chief champion of the eternal deity of the Logos: 
John 1:1: "yeov hn ov logov. So in the superscription of the Apocalypse in several cursive MSS. 
 
{819} John 17:3; 15:11; 16:24; 1 John 1:4. 
 
{820} Comp. John 1:14 3:16 1 John 4:1-3. 
 
{821} John 4:24 1 John 1:5 4:8,16. The first definition or oracle is from Christ’s dialogue with the 
woman of Samaria, who could, of course, not grasp the full meaning, but understood sufficiently 
its immediate practical application to the question of dispute between the Samaritans and the Jews 
concerning the worship on Gerizim or Jerusalem. 
 
{822} There is a remarkable variation of reading in John 1:18 between monogenhv yeov, one who 
is God only-begotten, ando monogenhv uiov, the only-begotten Son. (A third reading: ov 
monogenhv yeov, "the only-begotten God," found in a-and 33, arose simply from a combination 
of the two readings, the article being improperly transferred from the second to the first.) The two 
readings are of equal antiquity; yeov is supported by the oldest Greek MSS., nearly all 
Alexandrian or Egyptian (a* BC* L, also the Peshitto Syr.); uiov by the oldest versions (Itala 
Vulg., Curet. Syr., also by the secondary uncials and all known cursives except 33). The usual 



abbreviations in the uncial MS., Qo-foryeov and UO for uiov, may easily be confounded. The 
connection of monogenhv with yeov is less natural than with uiov although John undoubtedly 
could call the Son qeov (not ov yeov), and did so in 1:1. monogenhv yeov simply combines the 
two attributes of the Logos, yeov 1:1, and monogenhv, 1:14. For a learned and ingenious defence 
of yeov see Hort’s Dissertations (Cambridge, 1877), Westcott on St. John (p. 71), and Westcott 
and Hort’s Gr. Test. Introd. and Append., p. 74. Tischendorf and nearly all the German 
commentators (except Weiss) adopt uiov, and Dr. Abbot, of Cambridge, Mass., has written two 
very able papers in favor of this reading, one in the Bibliotheca Sacra for 1861, pp. 840-872, and 
another in the "Unitarian Review" for June, 1875. The Westminster Revision first adopted "God" 
in the text, but afterwards put it on the margin. Both readings are intrinsically unobjectionable, 
and the sense is essentially the same. monogenhv does not necessarily convey the Nicene idea of 
eternal generation, but simply the unique character and superiority of the eternal and uncreated 
sonship of Christ over the sonship of believers which is a gift of grace. It shows his intimate 
relation to the Father, as the Pauline prwtovtoko his sovereign relation to the world. 
 
{823} Lit. "towards the bosom" (eiv ton kolpon), i.e., leaning on, and moving to the bosom. It 
expresses the union of motion and rest and the closest and tenderest intimacy, as between mother 
and child, like the German term Schoosskind, bosom-child. Comp. prov ton yeon John 1:1 and 
Proverbs 8:30, where Wisdom (the Logos) says: "I was near Him as one brought up with Him, 
and I was daily his delight, rejoicing always before him." 
 
{824} With this sentence the Prologue returns to the beginning and suggests the best reason why 
Christ is called Logos. He is the Exegete, the Expounder, the Interpreter of the hidden being, of 
God. The word exhghsato used by classical writers of the interpretation of divine mysteries. The 
absence of the object in the original is remarkable. Thus the literal rendering is simply, he made 
declaration (Vulg. ipse enarravit). Comp. Acts 15:4. Westcott, in loc. See the classical parallels 
in Wetstein. 
 
{825} John 1:1,14:1 John 1:1 Revelation 19:13. The Logos theory of John is the fruitful germ of 
the speculations of the Greek church on the mysteries of the incarnation and the trinity. See my 
ed. of Lange’s Com. on John, pp. 51 and 55 sqq., where also the literature is given. On the latest 
discussions see Weiss in the sixth ed. of Meyer’s Com. on John (1880), pp. 49 sqq. logov means 
both ratio and oratio reason and speech, which are inseparably connected. "Logos," being 
masculine in Greek, is better fitted as a designation of Christ than our neuter "Word." Hence 
Ewald, in defiance of German grammar, renders it "der Wort." On the apocalyptic designation ov 
logov tou yuou and on the christology of the Apocalypse, see Gebhardt, l. c., 94 and 333 sqq. 
On Philo’s idea of the Logos I refer to Schurer, Neutestam. Zeitgeschichte, pp. 648 sqq., and the 
works of Gfrorer, Zeller, Frankel, etc., there quoted. 
 
{826} These three ideas are contained in the first verse of the Gospel, which has stimulated and 
puzzled the profoundest minds from Origen and Augustin to Schelling and Goethe. Mark the 
unique union of transparent simplicity and inexhaustible depth, and the symmetry of the three 
clauses. The subject (logov) and the verb (hn) are three times repeated. "The three clauses 
contain all that it is possible for man to realize as to the essential nature of the Word in relation to 
time and mode of being and character: He was (1) in the beginning: He was (2) with God: He was 
(3) God. At the same time these three clauses answer to the three great moments of the 
Incarnation of the Word declared in John 1:14. He who ‘was God,’ became flesh: He who ‘was 
with God,’ tabernacled among us: {comp. 1 John 1:2} He who ‘was in the beginning,’ became (in 
time)." Westcott (in Speaker’s Com.). A similar interpretation is given by Lange. The personality 
of the Logos is denied by Beyschlag. See Notes (in text at end of 72). 
 



{827} Here we have the germ (but the germ only) of the orthodox distinction between unity of 
essence and trinity of persons or hypostases; also of the distinction between an immanent, eternal 
trinity, and an economical trinity, which is revealed in time (in the works of creation, redemption, 
and sanctification). A Hebrew monotheist could not conceive of an eternal and independent being 
of a different essence (eteroousi) existing besides the one God. This would be dualism. 
 
{828} John 1:3, with a probable allusion to Genesis 1:3, "God said," as en arch refers to 
bereshith, Genesis 1:1. The negative repetition oujde en, prorsus nihil, not even one thing 
(stronger than ouden nihil), excludes every form of dualism (against the Gnostics), and makes the 
pavnta absolutely unlimited. The Socinian interpretation, which confines it to the moral creation, 
is grammatically impossible. 
 
{829} John 1:14: ov logov sarx egevneto a sentence of immeasurable import, the leading idea 
not only of the Prologue, but of the Christian religion and of the history of mankind. It marks the 
close of the preparation for Christianity and the beginning of its introduction into the human race. 
Bengel calls attention to the threefold antithetic correspondence between 1:1 and 1:14: 
 
The Logos 
 
was (hn) in the beginning 
 
became (egeneto) 
 
God, 
 
flesh, 
 
with God. 
 
and dwelt among us 
 
{830} Paul expresses the same idea: God sent his Son "in the likeness of the flesh of sin," Romans 
8:3; comp. Hebrews 2:17 4:15. See the note at the close of the section. 
 
{831} John 1:14: eskhnwsen en hmin, in allusion to the indwelling of Jehovah in the holy of 
holies of the tabernacle (skhnh) and the temple. The humanity of Christ is now the tabernacle of 
God, and the believers are the spectators of that glory. Comp. Revelation 7:15 21:3 
 
{832} John 17:5,24 1 John 3:2. 
 
{833} John 20:31. 
 
{834} 1 John 3:5,8; comp. the words of Christ, John 8:44. 
 
{835} John 6:52-58 10:11,15 1 John 2:2: autov ilasmov estin peri twn amartiwn hmwn, ou 
peri twn hmeterwn de monon, alla kai peri olou tou kosmou. The universality of the 
atonement could not be more clearly expressed; but there is a difference between universal 
sufficiency and universal efficiency. 
 
{836} 1 John 1:10 John 1:29 11:50; comp. 18:14. 
 



{837} 1 John 2:1: ean tiv amarth, paraklhton ecomen prov ton patera ihsoun criston 
dikaion.. 
 
{838} 1 John 1:2: h zwh efanerwyh, kai ewrakamen kai marturoumen kai apaggellomen 
uminthn zwhn thn aiwnion htiv hn prov ton patera kai efanerwyh hmin. Comp. John 1:4 
5 26 14:6. The passage 1 John 5:20: outov estin ov aliyinov yeov kai zwh aiwniov, is of 
doubtful application. The natural connection of outov "with the immediately preceding ihsou 
cristw, and the parallel passages where Christ is called" life, "favor the reference to Christ"; 
while the words ov alhyinov yeov suit better for the Father. See Braune, Huther, Ebrard, Haupt, 
Rothe, in loc. 
 
{839} John 6:47; and the whole mysterious discourse which explains the spiritual meaning of the 
preceding miracle. 
 
{840} Apoc. 12:1-12; 20:2. Comp. with 1 John 3:8 John 8:44 12:31,13:2,27 14 30 16:11. 
 
{841} Apoc. 1:6; 5:6, 9, 12, 13; 7: 14, etc. Comp. John 1:29 17:19 19:36 1 John 1:7 2:2 5:6. The 
apocalyptic diminutive arnion (agnellus, lambkin, pet-lamb) for amnov is used to sharpen the 
contrast with the Lion. Paul Gerhardt has reproduced it in his beautiful passion hymn: "Ein 
Lammlein geht und tragt die Schuld." 
 
{842} Apoc. 1:5: "Unto him that loveth us," etc.; comp. John 15:13 1 John 3:16. 
 
{843} Apoc. 1:5, 17, 18 2:8; comp. John 5:21,25 6:39,40 -11:25. 
 
{844} Apoc. 1:5; 3:21; 17:14; 19:16. 
 
{845} Apoc. 2:10; 3:21; 7:17; 14:1-5; 21:6, 7; 22:1-5. Comp. Gebhardt, l. c., 106-128, 343-353. 
 
{846} John 14:16, 26; 15:26; 16:7. Comp. also 1 John 2:1, where Christ is likewise called 
paraklhtov. He is our Advocate objectively at the throne of the Father, the Holy Spirit is our 
Advocate subjectively in our spiritual experience. The E. V. renders the word in all these 
passages, except the last, by "Comforter" (Consolator), which rests on a confusion of the passive 
paraklhtov with the active paraklhtwr. See my notes in Lange’s Com. on John, pp. 440 
sqq., 468 sqq. 
 
{847} There is a distinction between the eternal procession (ekporeusiv) of the Spirit from the 
Father (para tou patrov ekporeuetai, procedit, John 15:26), and the temporal mission 
(pemyiv) of the Spirit from the Father and the Son (15:26, where Christ says of the Spirit: ov egw 
pemyw, to, and 14:26, where he says: ov pemyei ov pathr en tw onomati mou). The Greek 
church to this day strongly insists on this distinction, and teaches an eternal procession of the 
Spirit from the Father alone, and a temporal mission of the Spirit by the Father and the Son. The 
difference between the present ekporeuetai and the future pevmw seems to favor such a 
distinction, but the exclusive alone (monon) in regard to the procession is an addition of the 
Greek church as much as the Filioque is an addition of the Latin church to the original Nicene 
Creed. It is doubtful whether John meant to make a metaphysical distinction between procession 
and mission. But the distinction between the eternal trinity of the divine being and the temporal 
trinity of the divine revelation has an exegetical basis in the pre-existence of the Logos and the 
Spirit. The trinitarian revelation reflects the trinitarian essence; in other words, God reveals 
himself as he is, as Father, Son, and Spirit. We have a right to reason from the revelation of God 
to his nature, but with proper reverence and modesty; for who can exhaust the ocean of the Deity! 



 
{848} 1 John 5:8. There are different interpretations of water and blood: 1st reference to the 
miraculous flow of blood and water from the wounded side of Christ, John 19:34; 2nd Christ’s 
baptism, and Christ’s atoning death; 3rd the two sacraments which he instituted as perpetual 
memorials. I would adopt the last view, if it were not for to aima, which nowhere designates the 
sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, and more naturally refers to the blood of Christ shed for the 
remission of sins. The passage on the three heavenly witnesses in 5:7, formerly quoted as a proof 
text for the doctrine of the trinity, is now generally given up as a mediaeval interpolation, and 
must be rejected on internal as well as external grounds; for John would never have written: "the 
Father, the Word, and the Spirit," but either "the Father, the Son, and the Spirit," or God, the 
Word (Logos), "and the Spirit." 
 
{849} 2 John 1:13: tekna yeou... ek yeou egennhyhsan. The classical section on the new birth 
is Christ’s discourse with Nicodemus, 3: 1-15. The terms gennhyhnai anwyen, to be born anew, 
afresh, or from above, i. e., from heaven, Comp. 3:31; 19:11 (the reference is not to a repetition, 
again, a second time, palin, deuteron, but to an analogous process); 3: 6, 7; genhyhnai ex 
udatov kai pneumatov of water (baptism) and spirit, 3:5; ek yeou, of God, ek tou ouranou 
from heaven, are equivalent. John himself most frequently uses ek yeou, John 1:13 1 John 2:29 
3:9 4:7 5:1,4,18. He does not use anagennaomai, to be begotten or born again (but it occurs in 
Justin Martyr’s quotation, Apol. I. 61; also in 1 Peter 1:23, aagennhmenoi... dia logou zwntov 
yeou, and 1 Peter 1:3, anagennhsav hmav eiv elpida), and the noun anagennhsiv, 
regeneration, is not found at all in the Greek Test. (though often in the Greek fathers); but the 
analogous paliggenesia occurs once in connection with baptism, Titus 3:5 (eswsen hmav dai 
loutrou paliggenesiav kai anakainwsewv pneumatov agivou), and once in a more 
comprehensive sense of the final restitution and consummation of all things, Matthew 19:18. Paul 
speaks of the new creature in Christ (kainh ktisiv, 2 Corinthians 5:17) and of the new (kainov 
anyrwpov, Ephesians 4:24). In the Rabbinical theology regeneration meant simply the change of 
the external status of a proselyte to Judaism. 
 
{850} 1 John 3:9; comp. 1 John 5:18. But 5:16 implies that a "brother" may sin, though not "unto 
death," and 1:10 also excludes the idea of absolute freedom from sin in the present state. 
 
{851} 1 John 5:18: o ponhrov ouc aptetai autou. 
 
{852} John 17:3, words of our Lord in the sacerdotal prayer. 
 
{853} 1 John 5:12,13: ov ecwn ton uion ecei thn zwhn... zwhn ecete aiwvnion. Comp. the 
words of Christ, John 3:36 5:24 6:47,54; and of the Evangelist, 20:31. 
 
{854} 1 John 3:2: oidamen oti ean fanerwyh (he, or it), omoioi autw esomeya, oti oqomeya 
auton kaywv estin. 
 
{855} 1 John 5:4: auth estin h nikhsasa ton kosmon, h pistiv hmwn.. 
 
{856} John uses the term dikaiosunh, but never dikaiwsiv ordikaiow. A striking example of 
religious agreement and theological difference. 
 
{857} John 17:22-24 1 John 1:3,4. 
 
{858} 1 John 3:11,23 4:7,11; comp. John 13:34,35 15:12,17. 
 



{859} The word ekklhsia occurs in the third Epistle, but in the sense of a local congregation. Of 
the external organization of the church John is silent; he does not even report the institution of the 
sacraments, though he speaks of the spiritual meaning of baptism, {John 3:5} and indirectly of the 
spiritual meaning of the Lord’s Supper (6:53-56). 
 
{860} 1 John 2:3,4 3:22,24 4:7,11 5:2,3 2 John 6; comp. the Gospel, John 14:15,21: "If ye love 
me, ye will keep my commandments," etc. 
 
{861} Romans 13:7-10 1 Corinthians 13:1-13.  

 



73. Heretical Perversions of the Apostolic Teaching. 
 
(Comp. my Hist. of the Ap. Ch., pp. 649-674.) 
 
The three types of doctrine which we have briefly unfolded, exhibit Christianity in the whole 
fulness of its life; and they form the theme for the variations of the succeeding ages of the church. 
Christ is the key-note, harmonizing all the discords and resolving all the mysteries of the history 
of his kingdom. 
 
But this heavenly body of apostolic truth is confronted with the ghost of heresy; as were the 
divine miracles of Moses with the satanic juggleries of the Egyptians, and as Christ was with 
demoniacal possessions. The more mightily the spirit of truth rises, the more active becomes the 
spirit of falsehood. "Where God builds a church the devil builds, a chapel close by." But in the 
hands of Providence all errors must redound to the unfolding and the final victory of the truth. 
They stimulate inquiry and compel defence. Satan himself is that "power which constantly wills 
the bad, and works the good." Heresies in a disordered world are relatively necessary and 
negatively justifiable; though the teachers of them are, of course, not the less guilty. "It must 
needs be, that scandals come; but woe to that man by whom the scandal cometh." {862} 
 
The heresies of the apostolic age are, respectively, the caricatures of the several types of the true 
doctrine. Accordingly we distinguish three fundamental forms of heresy, which reappear, with 
various modifications, in almost every subsequent period. In this respect, as in others, the 
apostolic period stands as the type of the whole future; and the exhortations and warnings of the 
New Testament against false doctrine have force for every age. 
 
1. The Judaizing tendency is the heretical counterpart of Jewish Christianity. It so insists on the 
unity of Christianity with Judaism, as to sink the former to the level of the latter, and to make the 
gospel no more than an improvement or a perfected law. It regards Christ as a mere prophet, a 
second Moses; and denies, or at least wholly overlooks, his divine nature and his priestly and 
kingly offices. The Judaizers were Jews in fact, and Christians only in appearance and in name. 
They held circumcision and the whole moral and ceremonial law of Moses to be still binding, and 
the observance of them necessary to salvation. Of Christianity as a new, free, and universal 
religion, they had no conception. Hence they hated Paul, the liberal apostle of the Gentiles, as a 
dangerous apostate and revolutionist, impugned his motives, and everywhere, especially in 
Galatia and Corinth, labored to undermine his authority in the churches. The epistles of Paul, 
especially that to the Galatians, can never be properly understood, unless their opposition to this 
false Judaizing Christianity be continually kept in view. 
 
The same heresy, more fully developed, appears in the second century under the name of 
Ebionism. 
 
2. The opposite extreme is a false Gentile Christianity, which may be called the Paganizing or 
Gnostic heresy. It is as radical and revolutionary as the other is contracted and reactionary. It 
violently breaks away from the past, while the Judaizing heresies tenaciously and stubbornly 
cling to it as permanently binding. It exaggerates the Pauline view of the distinction of 
Christianity from Judaism, sunders Christianity from its historical basis, resolves the real 
humanity of the Saviour into a Doketistic illusion, and perverts the freedom of the gospel into 
antinomian licentiousness. The author, or first representative of this baptized heathenism, 
according to the uniform testimony of Christian antiquity, is Simon Magus, who unquestionably 
adulterated Christianity with pagan ideas and practices, and gave himself out, in pantheistic style, 



for an emanation of God. {863} Plain traces of this error appear in the later epistles of Paul (to the 
Colossians, to Timothy, and to Titus), the second epistle of Peter, the first two epistles of John, 
the epistle of Jude, and the messages of the Apocalypse to the seven churches. 
 
This heresy, in the second century, spread over the whole church, east and west, in the various 
schools of Gnosticism. 
 
3. As attempts had already been made, before Christ, by Philo, by the Therapeutae and the 
Essenes, etc., to blend the Jewish religion with heathen philosophy, especially that of Pythagoras 
and Plato, so now, under the Christian name, there appeared confused combinations of these 
opposite systems, forming either a Paganizing Judaism, i.e., Gnostic Ebionism, or a Judaizing 
Paganism i.e., Ebionistic Gnosticism, according as the Jewish or the heathen element prevailed. 
This Syncretistic heresy was the caricature of John’s theology, which truly reconciled Jewish and 
Gentile Christianity in the highest conception of the person and work of Christ. The errors 
combated in the later books of the New Testament are almost all more or less of this mixed sort, 
and it is often doubtful whether they come from Judaism or from heathenism. They were usually 
shrouded in a shadowy mysticism and surrounded by the halo of a self-made ascetic holiness, but 
sometimes degenerated into the opposite extreme of antinomian licentiousness. 
 
Whatever their differences, however, all these three fundamental heresies amount at last to a more 
or less distinct denial of the central truth of the gospel—the incarnation of the Son of God for the 
salvation of the world. They make Christ either a mere man, or a mere superhuman phantom; they 
allow, at all events, no real and abiding union of the divine and human in the person of the 
Redeemer. This is just what John gives as the mark of antichrist, which existed even in his day in 
various forms. {864} It plainly undermines the foundation of the church. For if Christ be not God-
man, neither is he mediator between God and men; Christianity sinks back into heathenism or 
Judaism. All turns at last on the answer to that fundamental question: "What think ye of Christ?" 
The true solution of this question is the radical refutation of every error. 
 
Notes. 
 
"It has often been remarked that truths and error keep pace with each other. Error is the shadow 
cast by truth, truth the bright side brought out by error. Such is the relation between the heresies 
and the apostolical teaching of the first century. The Gospels indeed, as in other respects, so in 
this, rise almost entirely above the circumstances of the time, but the Epistles are, humanly 
speaking, the result of the very conflict between the good and the evil elements which existed 
together in the bosom of the early Christian society. As they exhibit the principles afterward to be 
unfolded into all truth and goodness, so the heresies which they attack exhibit the principles 
which were afterward to grow up into all the various forms of error, falsehood and wickedness. 
The energy, the freshness, nay, even the preternatural power which belonged to the one belonged 
also to the other. Neither the truths in the writings of the Apostles, nor the errors in the opinions 
of their opponents, can be said to exhibit the dogmatical form of any subsequent age. It is a higher 
and more universal good which is aimed at in the former; it is a deeper and more universal 
principle of evil which is attacked in the latter. Christ Himself, and no subordinate truths or 
speculations concerning Him, is reflected in the one; Antichrist, and not any of the particular 
outward manifestations of error which have since appeared, was justly regarded by the Apostles 
as foreshadowed in the other." —Dean Stanley (Apostolic Age, p. 182). 
 
Literature.—The heresies of the Apostolic Age have been thoroughly investigated by Neander 
and Baur in connection with the history of Ebionism and Gnosticism (see next vol.), and 
separately in the introductions to critical commentaries on the Colossians and Pastoral Epistles; 



also by Thiersch, Lipsius, Hilgenfeld. Among English writers we mention Burton: Inquiry into 
the Heresies of the Apostolic Age, in eight Sermons (Bampton Lectures). Oxford, 1829. Dean 
Stanley: Sermons and Essays on the Apostolic Age, pp. 182-233, 3d ed. Oxford, 1874. Bishop 
Lightfoot: Com. on St. Paul’s Ep. to the Colossians and to Philemon, pp. 73-113 (on the 
Colossian heresy and its connection with Essenism). London, 1875. Comp. also Hilgenfeld: Die 
Ketzergeschichte des Urchristenthums. Leipzig, 1884 (642 pages). 
 
{862} Matthew 18:7 1 Corinthians 11:19: "There must be also heresies (factions) among you, that 
they who are approved may be made manifest among you." Comp. Acts 20:30 1 Timothy 4:1 2 
Peter 2:1-3. 
 
{863} Acts 8:10: h dunamiv tou yeou h kaloumenh megalh. 
 
{864} 1 John 2:23 4:1-3.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XII. 
 
THE NEW TESTAMENT. 
 

74. Literature. 
 
Comp. the Lit. on the Life of Christ, 14, and on the Apostolic Age, 20. 
 
I. The Critical Editions of the Greek Testament by Lachmann (1842-50, 2 vols.); Tischendorf (ed. 
octava critics major, 1869-72, 2 vols., with Prolegomena by C. R. Gregory, Part I., Leipz., 1884); 
Tregelles (1857-79); Westcott and Hort (1881, with a vol. of Introd. and Appendix. Cambridge 
and New York, revised ed. 1888). 
 
Lachmann laid the foundation; Tischendorf and Tregelles greatly enlarged and carefully sifted the 
critical apparatus; Westcott and Hort restored the cleanest text from the oldest attainable sources; 
all substantially agree in principle and result, and give us the ancient uncial instead of the 
mediaeval cursive text. 
 
Two bilingual editions also deserve special mention in connection with the recent revision of 
Luther’s and King James’s versions. Oskar von Gebhardt, Novum Testamentum Graece et 
Germanice, Lips., 1881, gives the last text of Tischendorf (with the readings of Tregelles, and 
Westcott and Hort below) and the revised translation of Luther. His Greek text is also separately 
issued with an "Adnotatio critica," not contained in the diglott edition. The Greek-English New 
Testament, containing Westcott and Hort’s Greek Text and the Revised English Version on 
opposite pages, with introduction by Schaff. New York (Harper & Brothers), 1882, revised ed. 
1888. 
 
II. The historico-critical Introductions, or literary Histories of the New Testament by Hug, 
Deuteronomy Wette, Credner, Guericke, Horne, Davidson, Tregelles, Grau, Hilgenfeld, Aberle, 
(R. Cath.), Bleek (4th ed. by Mangold, 1886), Reuss (6th ed. 1887), Holtzmann (2d ed. 1886), 
Weiss (1886), Salmon (3d ed. 1888). 
 
III. Thiersch: Herstellung des historischen Standpunktes fur die Kritik der neutestamentl. 
Schriften. Erlangen, 1845. (Against Baur and the Tubingen School.)—Edward C. Mitchell: 
Critical Handbook to the New Test. (on Authenticity, Canon, etc.). Lond. and Andover, 1880; 
French translation, Paris, 1882.—J. P. Lange: Grundriss der Bibelkunde. Heidelberg, 1881.—
Philip Schaff: Companion to the Greek Testament and the English Version. N. Y. and Lond., 
1883, 3d ed. revised 1888.—G. D. Ladd: The Doctrine of Sacred Scripture, N. York, 1883, 2 
vols. The same, abridged, 1888. 
 
IV. The works quoted below on the Gospels and Epistles. 
 
V. On the Canon of the New Test., the works of Kirchhofer (Quellensammlung, etc. Zurich, 1844, 
Engl. transl. enlarged by Charteris: Canonicity, etc. Edinb., 1881); Credner (Zur Gesch. des 
Kanon. Halle, 1847; Geschichte des Neutest. Kanon, herausg. von Volkmar. Berlin, 1860); 
Gaussen (Engl. transl., London, 1862; abridged transl. by Kirk, Boston, 1862); Tregelles (Canon 
Muratorianus. Oxford, 1867); Sam. Davidson (Lond., 1878, 3d ed., 1880); Westcott (Cambridge 
and London, 1855; 6th ed., 1889); Reuss (Histoire du canon des S. acritures. Strasb., 2d ed., 



1864); Ad. Harnack (Das muratorische Fragment und die Entstehung einer Sammlung Apost.-
katholischer Schriften, in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift f. Kirchengeschichte," 1879, III., 358 sqq.; comp. 
595 sqq.); F. Overbeck (Zur Geschichte des Kanons. Chemnitz, 1880); Reville (French, 1881); 
Theod. Zahn (Forschungen zur Geschichte des neutestamentl. Kanons, Part I-III., 1881-84; and 
Geschichte des Kanons d. N. T., Leipz., 1888 sqq., 3 vols). Comp. Harnack: Das N. T. um das 
Jahr. 200, Freiburg, 1889 (against Zahn), and Zahn’s reply, Leipz., 1889.  

 



75. Rise of the Apostolic Literature. 
 
Christ is the book of life to be read by all. His religion is not an outward letter of command, like 
the law of Moses, but free, quickening spirit; not a literary production, but a moral creation; not a 
new system of theology or philosophy for the learned, but a communication of the divine life for 
the redemption of the whole world. Christ is the personal Word of God, the eternal Logos, who 
became flesh and dwelt upon earth as the true Shekinah, in the veiled glory of the only begotten 
from the Father, full of grace and truth. He spoke; and all the words of his mouth were, and still 
are, spirit and life. The human heart craves not a learned, letter-writing, literary Christ, but a 
wonder-working, cross-bearing, atoning Redeemer, risen, enthroned in heaven, and ruling the 
world; furnishing, at the same time, to men and angels an unending theme for meditation, 
discourse, and praise. 
 
So, too, the Lord chose none of his apostles, with the single exception of Paul, from the ranks of 
the learned; he did not train them to literary authorship, nor give them, throughout his earthly life, 
a single express command to labor in that way. Plain fishermen of Galilee, unskilled in the 
wisdom of this world, but filled with the Holy Spirit of truth and the powers of the world to come, 
were commissioned to preach the glad tidings of salvation to all nations in the strength and in the 
name of their glorified Master, who sits on the right hand of God the Father Almighty, and has 
promised to be with them to the end of time. 
 
The gospel, accordingly, was first propagated and the church founded by the personal oral 
teaching and exhortation, the "preaching," "testimony," "word," "tradition," of the apostles and 
their disciples; as, in fact, to this day the living word is the indispensable or, at least, the principal 
means of promoting the Christian religion. Nearly all the books of the New Testament were 
written between the years 50 and 70, at least twenty years after the resurrection of Christ, and the 
founding of the church; and the Gospel and Epistles of John still later. 
 
As the apostles’ field of labor expanded, it became too large for their personal attention, and 
required epistolary correspondence. The vital interests of Christianity and the wants of coming 
generations demanded a faithful record of the life and teaching of Christ by perfectly reliable 
witnesses. For oral tradition, among fallible men, is liable to so many accidental changes, that it 
loses in certainty and credibility as its distance from the fountain-head increases, till at last it can 
no longer be clearly distinguished from the additions and corruptions collected upon it. There was 
great danger, too, of a wilful distortion of the history and doctrine of Christianity by Judaizing 
and paganizing errorists, who had already raised their heads during the lifetime of the apostles. 
An authentic written record of the words and acts of Jesus and his disciples was therefore 
absolutely indispensable, not indeed to originate the church, but to keep it from corruption and to 
furnish it with a pure standard of faith and discipline. 
 
Hence seven and twenty books by apostles and apostolic men, written under the special influence 
and direction of the Holy Spirit. These afford us a truthful picture of the history, the faiths, and 
the practice of primitive Christianity, "for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in 
righteousness." {865} 
 
The collection of these writings into a canon, in distinction both from apocryphal or pseudo-
apostolic works, and from orthodox yet merely human productions, was the work of the early 
church; and in performing it she was likewise guided by the Spirit of God and by a sound sense of 
truth. It was not finished to the satisfaction of all till the end of the fourth century, down to which 
time seven New Testament books (the "Antilegomena" of Eusebius), the second Epistle of Peter, 



the second and third Epistles of John, the anonymous Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistles of 
James and Jude, and in a certain sense also the Apocalypse of John, were by some considered of 
doubtful authorship or value. But the collection was no doubt begun, on the model of the Old 
Testament canon, in the first century; {866} and the principal books, the Gospels, the Acts, the 
thirteen Epistles of Paul, the first Epistle of Peter, and the first of John, in a body, were in general 
use after the middle of the second century, and were read, either entire or by sections, in public 
worship, after the manner of the Jewish synagogue, for the edification of the people. 
 
The external testimony of tradition alone cannot (for the Protestant Christian) decide the apostolic 
origin and canonical character of a book; it must be confirmed by the internal testimony of the 
book itself. But this is not wanting, and the general voice of Christendom for these eighteen 
hundred years has recognized in the little volume, which we call the New Testament, a book 
altogether unique in spiritual power and influence over the mind and heart of man, and of more 
interest and value than all the ancient and modern classics combined. If ever God spoke and still 
speaks to man, it is in this book. 
 
{865} 2 Timothy 3:16. It applies to "every Scripture inspired of God," more immediately to the 
Old Test., but a fortiori still more to the New. 
 
{866} Comp. 2 Peter 3:16, where a collection of Paul’s Epistles is implied.  

 



76. Character of the New Testament. 
 
In these inspired writings we have, not indeed an equivalent, but a reliable substitute for the 
personal presence and the oral instruction of Christ and his apostles. The written word differs 
from the spoken only in form; the substance is the same, and has therefore the same authority and 
quickening power for us as it had for those who heard it first. Although these books were called 
forth apparently by special and accidental occasions, and were primarily addressed to particular 
circles of readers and adapted to peculiar circumstances, yet, as they present the eternal and 
unchangeable truth in living forms, they suit all circumstances and conditions. Tracts for the 
times, they are tracts for all times; intended for Jews and Greeks of the first century, they have the 
same interest for Englishmen and Americans of the nineteenth century. They are to this day not 
only the sole reliable and pure fountain of primitive Christianity, but also the infallible rule of 
Christian faith and practice. From this fountain the church has drunk the water of life for more 
than fifty generations, and will drink it till the end of time. In this rule she has a perpetual 
corrective for her faults, and a protective against all error. Theological systems come and go, and 
draw from that treasury their larger or smaller additions to the stock of our knowledge of the 
truth; but they can never equal that infallible word of God, which abideth forever. 
 
Our little systems have their day, 
 
They have their day and cease to be: 
 
They are but broken lights of Thee, 
 
And Thou, O God, art more than they. 
 
The New Testament evinces its universal design in its very, style, which alone distinguishes it 
from all the literary productions of earlier and later times. It has a Greek body, a Hebrew soul, 
and a Christian spirit which rules both. The language is the Hellenistic idiom; that is, the 
Macedonian Greek as spoken by the Jews of the dispersion in the time of Christ; uniting, in a 
regenerated Christian form, the two great antagonistic nationalities and religions of the ancient 
world. The most beautiful language of heathendom and the venerable language of the Hebrews 
are here combined, and baptized with the spirit of Christianity, and made the picture of silver for 
the golden apple of the eternal truth of the gospel. The style of the Bible in general is singularly 
adapted to men of every class and grade of culture, affording the child the simple nourishment for 
its religious wants, and the profoundest thinker inexhaustible matter of study. The Bible is not 
simply a popular book, but a book of all nations, and for all societies, classes, and conditions of 
men. It is more than a book, it is an institution which rules the Christian world. 
 
The New Testament presents, in its way, the same union of the divine and human as the person of 
Christ. In this sense also "the word became flesh, and dwells among us." As Christ was like us in 
body, soul, and spirit, sin only excepted, so the Scriptures, which "bear witness of him," are 
thoroughly human (though without doctrinal and ethical error) in contents and form, in the mode 
of their rise, their compilation, their preservation, and transmission; yet at the same time they are 
thoroughly divine both in thoughts and words, in origin, vitality, energy, and effect, and beneath 
the human servant-form of the letter, the eye of faith discerns the glory of "the only begotten from 
the Father, full of grace and truth." 
 
The apostolic writings are of three kinds: historical, didactic, and prophetic. To the first class 
belong the Gospels and Acts; to the second, the Epistles; to the third, the Revelation. They are 



related to each other as regeneration, sanctification, and glorification; as foundation, house, and 
dome. Jesus Christ is the beginning, the middle, and the end of all. In the Gospels he walks in 
human form upon the earth, and accomplishes the work of redemption. In the Acts and Epistles 
he founds the church, and fills and guides it by his Spirit. And at last, in the visions of the 
Apocalypse, he comes again in glory, and with his bride, the church of the saints, reigns forever 
upon the new earth in the city of God. 
 
This order corresponds with the natural progress of the Christian revelation and was universally 
adopted by the church, with the exception of a difference in the arrangement of the Epistles. The 
New Testament was not given in the form of a finished volume, but the several books grew 
together by recognition and use according to the law of internal fitness. Most of the ancient 
Manuscripts, Versions, and Catalogues arrange the books in the following order: Gospels, Acts, 
Catholic Epistles, Pauline Epistles, Apocalypse. {867} Some put the Pauline Epistles before the 
Catholic Epistles. {868} Our English Bible follows the order of the Latin Vulgate. {869} 
 
{867} This order is restored in the critical editions of Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Westcott 
and Hort. 
 
{868} The Codex Sinaiticus puts the Pauline Epistles before the Acts, and the Hebrews between 2 
Thessalonians and 1 Timothy. 
 
{869} This order agrees with the Muratorian Fragment, the catalogue of Eusebius (H. E., III. 25), 
that of the Synod of Carthage (A. D. 897), and the Codex Basiliensis. Luther took the liberty of 
disconnecting the Hebrews (which he ascribed to Apollos) from the Pauline Epistles, and putting 
it and the Epistle of James (which be disliked) at the end of the Catholic Epistles (except Jude)  

 



77. Literature on the Gospels. 
 

I. Harmonies of the Gospels. 
 
They begin with Tatian’s Diatessaron, A. D. 170. See lists of older works in Fabricius, Bibl. Gr., 
III. 212; Hase, Leben Jesu, pp. 22-31 (fifth ed.); Robinson, Harmony, pp. v. and vi.; Darling, 
Cyclopaedia Bibliog. (I. Subjects, cols. 761-767); and McClintock and Strong (Cyclop., IV. 81). 
We give the chief works from Griesbach to Rushbrooke. 
 
Griesbach (Synopsis, Halle, 1774, etc., 1822); Newcome (Dublin, 1778 and often; also Andover, 
1834); Jos. Priestley (in Greek, London, 1778; in English, 1780); Jos. White (Diatessaron, 
Oxford, 1799, 1803); Deuteronomy Wette and Lucke (1818, 1842); Rodiger (1829, 1839); 
Greswell (Harmonia Evangelica, 1830, 5th ed. Oxford, 1856; Dissertations upon a Harmony, 
etc., 2d ed., Oxford, 1837, 4 vols.); Macbride (Diatessaron, Oxford, 1837); Wieseler (Chronolog. 
Synopse, Hamb., 1843); Krafft (d. 1845; Chronologie u. Harmonie der 4 Evang. Erlangen, 1848; 
edit. by Burger); Tischendorf (Synopsis Evang. Lips., 1851, 1854; 4th ed., 1878); Rud. Anger 
(Lips., 1852); Stroud (comprising a Synopsis and a Diatessaron, London, 1853) E. Robinson (A 
Harmony of the Four Gospels in Greek, according to the text of Hahn, Boston, 1845, 1851; 
revised ed., 1862; in English, 1846); James Strong (in English, New York, 1852; in Greek, 1854); 
R. Mimpriss (London, 1855); Douglas (1859); Sevin (Wiesbaden, 1866); Fr. Gardiner (A 
Harmony of the Four Gospels in Greek, according to the text of Tischendorf, with a Collation of 
the Textus Receptus, etc. Andover, 1876; also his Diatessaron, The Life of our Lord in the Words 
of the Gospels, Andover, 1871); J. R. Gilmore and Lyman Abbott (The Gospel History: being a 
Complete Chronological Narrative of the Life of our Lord, New York, 1881); W. G. Rushbrooke 
(Synopticon: an Exposition of the Common Matter in the Synoptic Gospels, Cambridge, 1880-81, 
2 parts; the Greek text of Tischendorf, corrected from Westcott and Hort). The last work is unique 
and superbly printed. It marks the differences of the narratives by different types and color, 
namely, the matter common to all Evangelists in red type, the matter common to each pair in 
black spaced type or capitals, the matter peculiar to each in ordinary black type. It furnishes the 
best basis for a detailed comparison and critical analysis. 
 

II. Critical Discussions. 
 
Nathaniel Lardner (1684-1768, a dissenting minister of great learning): The Credibility of the 
Gospel History. First published in 17 vols. 8vo, London, 1727-1757, and in his collected Works, 
ed. by A. Kippis, London, 1788 (in 11 vols.), vols. I.-V. Unsurpassed for honest and solid 
learning, and still valuable. 
 
J. G. Eichhorn (d. 1827): Allgem. Bibliothek der Bibl. Liter., vol. V. (1794), pp. 759 sqq. 
Einleitung in das N. Testament., 1804, vol. I., 2d ed., 1820. Here he brought out his new idea of 
an Urevangelium. 
 
Herbert Marsh (Bishop of Peterborough, d. 1839): An Illustration of the Hypothesis proposed in 
the Dissertation on the Origin and Composition of our Three First Canonical Gospels. 
Cambridge, 1803. Also his translation of J. D. Michaelis: Introduction to the New Test., with a 
Dissertation on the Origin and Composition of the Three First Gospels. London, 1802. A 
modification of Eichhorn’s hypothesis. 



 
Fr. Schleiermacher: Kritischer Versuch uber die Schriften des Lucas. Berlin, 1817 (Werke I. 2, 
pp. 1-220); trans. by Thirlwall, Lond., 1825. Comp. his Einleitung in das N. Testament. 
(posthumous). 
 
J. C. L. Gieseler: Historisch-kritischer Versuch uber die Entstehung und die fruhesten Schicksale 
der schriftlichen Evangelien. Leipz., 1818. 
 
Andrews Norton (a conservative Unitarian, died at Cambridge, 1853): The Evidences of the 
Genuineness of the Gospels. Boston, 1837; 2d ed., Cambridge, Mass., 1846-1848, 3 vols. 
Abridged ed. in 1 vol., Boston (Am. Unitar. Assoc.), 1867 and 1875. By the same: Internal 
Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels (posthumous). Boston. 1855. With special reference 
to Strauss. 
 
Fr. Bleek (d. 1859): Beitrage zur Evangelien-Kritik. Berlin, 1846. 
 
F. Chr. Baur (d. 1860): Kritische Untersuchungen uber die kanonischen Evangelien. 1847. Comp. 
the first volume of his Church History (Germ. ed., pp. 22 sqq., 148 sqq.). 
 
Isaac Daniel Costa: The Four Witnesses: being a Harmony of the Gospels on a New Principle. 
Transl. (from the Dutch) by David Scott, 1851; New York ed., 1855. Against Strauss. 
 
Ad. Hilgenfeld (Tubingen School): Die Evangelien nach ihrer Entstehung und geschichtl. 
Bedeutung. Leipz., 1854. His Einleitung, 1875. 
 
Canon Westcott: Introduction to the Study of the Gospels. London and Boston, 1860; 7th ed., 
London, 1888. Very useful. 
 
Const. Tischendorf (d. 1874): Wann wurden unsere Evangelien verfasst? Leipz., 4th ed., 1866 
(Engl. transl. by W. L. Gage, Boston, 1868). 
 
H. Jul. Holtzmann: Die synoptischen Evangelien, ihr Ursprung und geschichtl. Charakter. Leipz., 
1863. See also his art. Evangelien in Schenkel’s "Bibel-Lex.," II. 207, and two articles on the 
Synoptic Question in the "Jahrbucher fur Protest. Theol.," 1878, pp. 145 sqq. and 533 sqq.; but 
especially his Einleitung in das N. T., 2d ed., 1886. 
 
C. Weizsacker (successor of Dr. Baur, but less radical): Untersuchungen uber die evang. Gesch., 
ihre Quellen, etc. Gotha, 1864. 
 
Gustave d’Eichthal: Les avangiles. Paris, 1863. 2 vols. 
 
L. A. Sabatier: Essai sur les sources de la vie de Jesus. Paris, 1866. 
 
Andrew Jukes: The Characteristic Differences of the Four Gospels. London, 1867. 
 
Edward A. Thomson: The Four Evangelists; with the Distinctive Characteristics of their Gospels. 
Edinburgh, 1868. 
 
C. A. Row: The Historical Character of the Gospels Tested by an Examination of their Contents. 
1865-67. The Jesus of the Evangelists. London, 1868. 
 



Karl Wieseler: Beitrage zur richtigen Wurdigung der Evangelien und der evangel. Geschichte. 
Gotha, 1869. 
 
Supernatural Religion (anonymous). London, 1873, 7th ed., 1879, vol. I., Part II., pp. 212 sqq., 
and vol. III. Comp. the careful review and refutation of this work by Bishop Lightfoot in a series 
of articles in the "Contemporary Review," 1875, sqq. 
 
P. Godet: The Origin o f the Four Gospels. In his "Studies on the New Test.," 1873. Engl. transl. 
by W. H. Lyttelton. London, 1876. See also his Commentary on the Gospel of St. Luke, Introd. and 
Appendix, Eng. trans. from 2d French ed. Edinb., 1875. 
 
W. Sanday: The Gospels in the Second Century. London, 1876. 
 
Bernhard Weiss (Professor in Berlin): Das Marcusevangelium und seine synoptischen Parallelen. 
Berlin, 1872. Das Matthausevangelium und seine Lucas-Parallelen erklart. Halle, 1876. Two 
very thorough critical works. Comp. also his reply to Holtzmann in the "Jahrbucher for Protest. 
Theologie," 1878; and his Einleitung in’s N. T., 1886. 
 
D. S. Gregory: Why Four Gospels? or, the Gospels for all the World. New York, 1877. 
 
E. Renan: Les evangiles et la seconde generation Chretienne. Paris, 1877. 
 
Geo. P. Fisher (Professor in New Haven): The Beginnings of Christianity. New York, 1877. Chs. 
VIII.-XII. Also several articles on the Gospels in the "Princeton Review" for 1881. 
 
Wm. Thomson (Archbishop of York): The Gospels. General Introduction to Speaker’s "Com. on 
the New Test.," vol. I., pp. xiii.-lxxv. London and New York, 1878. 
 
Edwin A. Abbott (Head Master, City of London School): Gospels, in the ninth edition of the 
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78. The Four Gospels. 
 
General Character and Aim of the Gospels. 
 
Christianity is a cheerful religion and brings joy and peace from heaven to earth. The New 
Testament opens with the gospel, that is with the authentic record of the history of all histories, 
the glad tidings of salvation through the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. {870} The 
four canonical Gospels are only variations of the same theme, a fourfold representation of one 
and the same gospel, animated by the same spirit. {871} They are not full biographies, {872} but 
only memoirs or a selection of characteristic features of Christ’s life and work as they struck each 
Evangelist and best suited his purpose and his class of readers. {873} They are not photographs 
which give only the momentary image in a single attitude, but living pictures from repeated 
sittings, and reproduce the varied expressions and aspects of Christ’s person. 
 
The style is natural, unadorned, straightforward, and objective. Their artless and naive simplicity 
resembles the earliest historic records in the Old Testament, and has its peculiar and abiding 
charm for all classes of people and all degrees of culture. The authors, in noble modesty and self-
forgetfulness, suppress their personal views and feelings, retire in worshipful silence before their 
great subject, and strive to set it forth in all its own unaided power. 
 
The first and fourth Gospels were composed by apostles and eye-witnesses, Matthew and John; 
the second and third, under the influence of Peter and Paul, and by their disciples Mark and Luke, 
so as to be indirectly likewise of apostolic origin and canonical authority. Hence Mark is often 
called the Gospel of Peter, and Luke the Gospel of Paul. 
 
The common practical aim of the Evangelists is to lead the reader to a saving faith in Jesus of 
Nazareth as the promised Messiah and Redeemer of the world. {874} 
 
Common Origin. 
 
The Gospels have their common source in the personal intercourse of two of the writers with 
Christ, and in the oral tradition of the apostles and other eye-witnesses. Plain fishermen of Galilee 
could not have drawn such a portrait of Jesus if he had not sat for it. It would take more than a 
Jesus to invent a Jesus. They did not create the divine original, but they faithfully preserved and 
reproduced it. 
 
The gospel story, being constantly repeated in public preaching and in private circles, assumed a 
fixed, stereotyped form; the more readily, on account of the reverence of the first disciples for 
every word of their divine Master. Hence the striking agreement of the first three, or synoptical 
Gospels, which, in matter and form, are only variations of the same theme. Luke used, according 
to his own statement, besides the oral tradition, written documents on certain parts of the life of 
Jesus, which doubtless appeared early among the first disciples. The Gospel of Mark, the 
confidant of Peter, is a faithful copy of the gospel preached and otherwise communicated by this 
apostle; with the use, perhaps, of Hebrew records which Peter may have made from time to time 
under the fresh impression of the events themselves. 
 
Individual Characteristics. 
 
But with all their similarity in matter and style, each of the Gospels, above all the fourth, has its 
peculiarities, answering to the personal character of its author, his special design, and the 



circumstances of his readers. The several evangelists present the infinite fulness of the life and 
person of Jesus in different aspects and different relations to mankind; and they complete one 
another. The symbolical poesy of the church compares them with the four rivers of Paradise, and 
with the four cherubic representatives of the creation, assigning the man to Matthew, the lion to 
Mark, the ox to Luke, and the eagle to John. 
 
The apparent contradictions of these narratives, when closely examined, sufficiently solve 
themselves, in all essential points, and serve only to attest the honesty, impartiality, and 
credibility of the authors. At the same time the striking combination of resemblances and 
differences stimulates close observation and minute comparison, and thus impresses the events of 
the life of Christ more vividly and deeply upon the mind and heart of the reader than a single 
narrative could do. The immense labor of late years in bringing out the comparative 
characteristics of the Gospels and in harmonizing their discrepancies has not been in vain, and has 
left a stronger conviction of their independent worth and mutual completeness. 
 
Matthew wrote for Jews, Mark for Romans, Luke for Greeks, John for advanced Christians; but 
all are suited for Christians in every age and nation. {875} The first Gospel exhibits Jesus of 
Nazareth as the Messiah and Lawgiver of the kingdom of heaven who challenges our obedience; 
the second Gospel as the mighty conqueror and worker of miracles who excites our astonishment; 
the third Gospel as the sympathizing Friend and Saviour of men who commands our confidence; 
the fourth Gospel as the eternal Son of God who became flesh for our salvation and claims our 
adoration and worship, that by believing in him we may have eternal life. The presiding mind 
which planned this fourfold gospel and employed the agents without a formal agreement and in 
conformity to their talents, tastes, and spheres of usefulness, is the Spirit of that Lord who is both 
the Son of Man and the Son of God, the Saviour of us all. 
 
Time Of Composition. 
 
As to the time of composition, external testimony and internal evidence which modern critical 
speculations have not been able to invalidate, point to the seventh decade of the first century for 
the Synoptic Gospels, and to the ninth decade for the Gospel of John. 
 
The Synoptic Gospels were certainly written before A. D. 70; for they describe the destruction of 
Jerusalem as an event still future, though nigh at hand, and connect it immediately with the 
glorious appearing of our Lord, which it was thought might take place within the generation then 
living, although no precise date is fixed anywhere, the Lord himself declaring it to be unknown 
even to him. Had the Evangelists written after that terrible catastrophe, they would naturally have 
made some allusion to it, or so arranged the eschatological discourses of our Lord {Matthew 24 
Mark 13 Luke 21} as to enable the reader clearly to discriminate between the judgment of 
Jerusalem and the final judgment of the world, as typically foreshadowed by the former. {876} 
 
On the other hand, a considerable number of years must have elapsed after the resurrection. This 
is indicated by the fact that several imperfect attempts at a gospel history had previously been 
made, {Luke 1:1} and by such a phrase as: "until this day". {Matthew 27:8 28:15} 
 
But it is quite impossible to fix the precise year of composition. The silence of the Epistles is no 
conclusive argument that the Synoptists wrote after the death of James, Peter, and Paul; for there 
is the same silence in the Acts concerning the Epistles of Paul, and in the Epistles concerning the 
Acts. The apostles did not quote each other’s writings. the only exception is the reference of Peter 
to the Epistles of Paul. In the multiplicity of their labors the Evangelists may have been engaged 



for several years in preparing their works until they assumed their present shape. The composition 
of a life of Christ now may well employ many years of the profoundest study. 
 
The Hebrew Matthew was probably composed first; then Mark; the Greek Matthew and Luke 
cannot be far apart. If the Acts, which suddenly break off with Paul’s imprisonment in Rome (61-
63), were written before the death of the apostle, the third Gospel, which is referred to as "the first 
treatise," {Acts 1:1} must have been composed before A. D. 65 or 64, perhaps, in Caesarea, where 
Luke had the best opportunity to gather his material during Paul’s imprisonment between 58 and 
60; but it was probably not published till a few years afterwards. Whether the later Synoptists 
knew and used the earlier will be discussed in the next section. 
 
John, according to the universal testimony of antiquity, which is confirmed by internal evidence, 
wrote his Gospel last, after the fall of Jerusalem and after the final separation of the Christians 
from the Jews. He evidently presupposes the Synoptic Gospels (although he never refers to them), 
and omits the eschatological and many other discourses and miracles, even the institution of the 
sacraments, because they were already sufficiently known throughout the church. But in this case 
too it is impossible to fix the year of composition. John carried his Gospel in his heart and 
memory for many years and gradually reduced it to writing in his old age, between A. D. 80 and 
100; for he lived to the close of the first century and, perhaps, saw the dawn of the second. 
 
Credibility. 
 
The Gospels make upon every unsophisticated reader the impression of absolute honesty. They 
tell the story without rhetorical embellishment, without any exclamation of surprise or 
admiration, without note and comment. They frankly record the weaknesses and failings of the 
disciples, including themselves, the rebukes which their Master administered to them for their 
carnal misunderstandings and want of faith, their cowardice and desertion in the most trying hour, 
their utter despondency after the crucifixion, the ambitious request of John and James, the denial 
of Peter, the treason of Judas. They dwell even with circumstantial minuteness upon the great sin 
of the leader of the Twelve, especially the Gospel of Mark, who derived his details no doubt from 
Peter’s own lips. They conceal nothing, they apologize for nothing, they exaggerate nothing. 
Their authors are utterly unconcerned about their own fame, and withhold their own name; their 
sole object is to tell the story of Jesus, which carries its own irresistible force and charm to the 
heart of every truth-loving reader. The very discrepancies in minor details increase confidence 
and exclude the suspicion of collusion; for it is a generally acknowledged principle in legal 
evidence that circumstantial variation in the testimony of witnesses confirms their substantial 
agreement. There is no historical work of ancient times which carries on its very face such a seal 
of truthfulness as these Gospels. 
 
The credibility of the canonical Gospels receives also negative confirmation from the numerous 
apocryphal Gospels which by their immeasurable inferiority and childishness prove the utter 
inability of the human imagination, whether orthodox or heterodox, to produce such a character 
as the historical Jesus of Nazareth. 
 
No post-apostolic writers could have composed the canonical Gospels, and the apostles 
themselves could not have composed them without the inspiration of the spirit of Christ. 
 
Notes. 
 



1. The Symbolism of the Gospels. This belongs to the history of Christian poetry and art, but also 
to the history of exegesis, and may be briefly mentioned here. It presents the limited recognition 
of the individuality of the Gospels among the fathers and throughout the middle ages. 
 
The symbolic attributes of the Evangelists were suggested by Ezekiel’s vision of the four 
cherubim which represent the creation and carry the throne of God (Ezr 1:15 sqq.; 10:1 sqq.; 
11:22), and by the four "living creatures" (zwa, not yhria, "beasts," with which the E. V. 
confounds them) in the Apocalypse. {Revelation 4:6-9 5:6,8,11,14 6:1,3,5,6,7 7:11 14:3 15:7 
19:4} 
 
(1.) The theological use. The cherubic figures which the prophet saw in his exile on the banks of 
the Chebar, symbolize the divine attributes of majesty and strength reflected in the animal 
creation; and the winged bulls and lions and the eagle-beaded men of Assyrian monuments have a 
similar significance. But the cherubim were interpreted as prophetic types of the four Gospels as 
early as the second century, with some difference in the application. 
 
Irenaeus (about 170) regards the faces of the cherubim (man, lion, ox, eagle) as "images of the 
life and work of the Son of God," and assigns the man to Matthew, and the ox to Luke, but the 
eagle to Mark and the lion to John (Adv. Haer., III. 11, 8, ed. Stieren I. 469 sq.). Afterwards the 
signs of Mark and John were properly exchanged. So by Jerome (d. 419) in his Com. on Ezekiel 
and other passages. I quote from the Prologus to his Comment. in Ev. Matthaei (Opera, vol. VII., 
p. 19, ed. Migne): "Haec igitur quatuor Evangelia multo ante praedicta, Ezechielis quoque 
volumen probat, in quo prima visio ita contexitur: ‘Et in medio sicut similitudo quatuor 
animalium: et vultus eorum facies hominis, et facies leonis, et facies vituli, et facies aquilae’" 
(Ezech. 1:5 et 10). Prima hominis facies Matthaeum significat, qui quasi de homine exorsus est 
scribere: ‘Liber generationis Jesu Christi, filii David, filii Abraham’ (Matth. 1). Secunda, 
Marcum, in quo [al. qua] vox leonis in eremo rugientis auditur: ‘Vox clamantis in deserto [al. 
eremo], Parate viam Domini, rectas facile semitas ejus’ (Marc. 1:3). Tertia, vituli, quae 
evangelistam Lucam a Zacharia sacerdote sumpsisse initium praefigurat. Quarta, Joannem 
evangelistam, qui assumptis pennis aquilae, et ad altiora festinans, de Verbo Dei disputat. 
 
Augustin (De Consens. Evang., Lib. I., c. 6, in Migne’s ed. of the Opera, tom. III., 1046) assigns 
the lion to Matthew, the man to Mark (whom he wrongly regarded as an abbreviator of Matthew), 
the ox to Luke, and the eagle to John, because "he soars as an eagle above the clouds of human 
infirmity, and gazes on the light of immutable truth with most keen and steady eyes of the heart." 
In another place (Tract. XXXVI. in Joh. Ev., c. 8, 1) Augustin says: "The other three Evangelists 
walked as it were on earth with our Lord as man (tamquam cum homine Domino in terra 
ambulabant) and said but little of his divinity. But John, as if he found it oppressive to walk on 
earth, opened his treatise, so to speak, with a peal of thunder.... To the sublimity of this beginning 
all the rest corresponds, and he speaks of our Lord’s divinity as no other." He calls the evangelic 
quaternion "the fourfold car of the Lord, upon which he rides throughout the world and subdues 
the nations to his easy yoke." Pseudo-Athanasius (Synopsis Script.) assigns the man to Matthew, 
the ox to Mark, the lion to Luke. These variations in the application of the emblems reveal the 
defects of the analogy. The man might as well (with Lange) be assigned to Luke’s Gospel of 
humanity as the sacrificial ox. But Jerome’s distribution of the symbols prevailed and was 
represented in poetry by Sedulius in the fifth century. 
 
Among recent divines, Bishop Wordsworth, of Lincoln, who is in full sympathy with the fathers 
and all their pious exegetical fancies, has thus eloquently reproduced the cherubic symbolism (in 
his Com. on The New Test., vol. I., p. xli): "The Christian church, looking at the origin of the Four 
Gospels, and the attributes which God has in rich measure been pleased to bestow upon them by 



his Holy Spirit, found a prophetic picture of them in the four living cherubim, named from 
heavenly knowledge, seen by the prophet Ezekiel at the river of Chebar. Like them the Gospels 
are four in number; like them they are the chariot of God, who sitteth between the cherubim; like 
them they bear him on a winged throne into all lands; like them they move wherever the Spirit 
guides them; like them they are marvellously joined together, intertwined with coincidences and 
differences: wing interwoven with wing, and wheel interwoven with wheel; like them they are 
full of eyes, and sparkle with heavenly light; like them they sweep from heaven to earth, and from 
earth to heaven, and fly with lightning’s speed and with the noise of many waters. Their sound is 
gone out into all lands, and the words to the end of the world." Among German divines, Dr. 
Lange is the most ingenious expounder of this symbolism, but he exchanges the symbols of 
Matthew and Luke. See his Leben Jesu, I., 156 sqq., and his Bibelkunde (1881), p. 176. 
 
(2.) The pictorial representations of the four Evangelists, from the rude beginnings in the 
catacombs and the mosaics of the basilicas at Rome and Ravenna to modern times, have been 
well described by Mrs. Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art, vol. I, 132-175 (Boston ed., 1865). 
She distinguishes seven steps in the progress of Christian art: 1st the mere fact, the four scrolls, or 
books of the Evangelists; 2nd the idea, the four rivers of salvation flowing from on high to 
fertilize the whole earth; 3rd the prophetic symbol, the winged cherub of fourfold aspect; 4th the 
Christian symbol, the four "beasts" (better, "living creatures") in the Apocalypse, with or without 
the angel-wings; 5th the combination of the emblematical animal with the human form; 6th the 
human personages, each of venerable or inspired aspect, as becomes the teacher and witness, and 
each attended by the scriptural emblem—no longer an emblem, but an attribute—marking his 
individual vocation and character; 7th the human being only, holding his Gospel, i.e., his version 
of the teaching and example of Christ. 
 
(3.) Religious poetry gives expression to the same idea. We find it in Juvencus and Sedulius, and 
in its perfection in Adam of St. Victor, the greatest Latin poet of the middle ages (about 1172). 
He made the Evangelists the subject of two musical poems: "Plausu chorus laetabundo," and 
"Jocundare plebs fidelis." Both are found in Gautier’s edition (1858), and with a good English 
translation by Digby S. Wrangham in The Liturgical Poetry of Adam of St. Victor, London, 1881, 
vol, II., pp. 156-169. The first has been well reproduced in English by Dr. Plumptre (in his Com. 
on the Synoptists, in Ellicott’s series, but with the omission of the first three stanzas). I will quote 
the third stanza of the first (with Wrangham’s version): 
 
Circa thema generale, 
 
Habet quisque speciale 
 
Styli privilegium: 
 
Quod praesignat in propheta 
 
Forma pictus sub discreta 
 
Vultus animalium. 
 
Though one set of facts is statted, 
 
They by each one are related 
 
In a manner all his own: 



 
This the prophet by four creatures, 
 
Each of different form and features, 
 
Pictures for us, one by one. 
 
In the second poem the following stanzas are the best: 
 
Formam viri dant Matthaeo, 
 
Quia scripsit sic de Deo, 
 
Sicut descendit ab eo, 
 
Quem plasmavit, homine. 
 
Lucas bos est in figura 
 
Ut praemonstrat in Scriptura, 
 
Hostiarum tangens jura 
 
Legis sub velamine. 
 
Matthew as the man is treated, 
 
Since ‘tis he, who hath related, 
 
How from man, by God created, 
 
God did, as a man, descend. 
 
Luke the ox’s semmblance weareth, 
 
Since his Gospel first declareth, 
 
As he thence the Law’s veil teareth, 
 
Sacrifice’ aim and end. 
 
Marcus, lleo per desertum 
 
Clamans, rugit in apertum: 
 
Iter fiat Deo certum, 
 
Mundum cor a crimine. 
 
Sed Johannes, ala bina 
 



Charitatis, aquilina 
 
Forma, fetur in divinaa 
 
Puriori lumine. 
 
Mark, the lion, his voice upraises, 
 
Crying out in desert places: 
 
Cleanse your hearts from all sin’s traces, 
 
For our God a way prepare! 
 
John, the eagle’s feature having, 
 
Earth on love’s twain pinions leaving, 
 
Soars aloft, God’s truth perceiving 
 
In light’s purer atmosphere. 
 
Ecce forma bestialis 
 
Quam Scriptura prophetalis 
 
Notat, sed materialis 
 
Haec est impositio. 
 
Currunt rotis, volant alis; 
 
Inest sensus spiuritalis; 
 
Rota gressus est aequalis, 
 
Ala contemplatio. 
 
Thus the Thus the forms of brute creation 
 
Prophets in their revelation 
 
Use; but in their application 
 
All their sacred lessons bring. 
 
Mystic meaning underlieth 
 
Wheels that run, or wing that flieth 
 
One consent the first implieth, 



 
Contemplation means the wing. 
 
Quatuor decribunt isti 
 
Quadriformes actus Christi: 
 
Et figurant, ut audisti, 
 
Quisque sua formula. 
 
Natus homo declaratur 
 
Vitulus sacrificatur, 
 
Leo mortem depraedatur, 
 
Et ascendit aquila. 
 
These four writers, in portraying 
 
Christ, his fourfold acts displaying. 
 
Show him-thou hast heard the saying- 
 
Each of them distinctively; 
 
Man-of woman generated; 
 
Ox-in offering dedicated; 
 
Lion-having death defeated; 
 
Eagle-mounting to the sky. 
 
Paradisus lis regature, 
 
Viret, floret, foecundatur, 
 
His abundat, his laetatur 
 
Quatuor fluminibus: 
 
Fons est Christus, hi aunt rivi, 
 
Fons est altus, hi proclivi, 
 
Ut saporem fontis vivi 
 
Ministrent fidelibus. 
 



These four streams, through Eden flowing, 
 
Moisture, verdure, still bestowing, 
 
Make the flowers and fruit there growing 
 
In rich plenty kaugh and sing 
 
Christ the cource, these streams forth sending; 
 
High the source, these downward trending; 
 
That they thus a taste transcending 
 
Of life’s fount to saints may bring. 
 
Horum rivo debriatis 
 
Sitis crescat caritatis, 
 
Ut de fonte pietatis 
 
Satiemur plenius. 
 
Horum trabat nos doctrina 
 
Vitiorum de sentine, 
 
Sicque ducat ad divina 
 
Ab imo superius. 
 
At their stream inebriated, 
 
Be our love’s thirst aggravated, 
 
More completely to be sated 
 
At a holier love’s full fount! 
 
May the doctrine they provide us 
 
Draw us from sin’s slough beside us, 
 
And to things divine thus guide us, 
 
As from earth we upward mount! 
 
II. The Credibility of the Gospels would never have been denied if it were not for the 
philosophical and dogmatic skepticism which desires to get rid of the supernatural and 
miraculous at any price. It impresses itself upon men of the highest culture as well as upon the 



unlearned reader. The striking testimony of Rousseau is well known and need not be repeated. I 
will quote only from two great writers who were by no means biased in favor of orthodoxy. Dr. 
W. E. Channing, the distinguished leader of American Unitarianism, says (with reference to the 
Strauss and Parker skepticism): "I know no histories to be compared with the Gospels in marks of 
truth, in pregnancy of meaning, in quickening power."... "As to his [Christ’s] biographers, they 
speak for themselves. Never were more simple and honest ones. They show us that none in 
connection with Christ would give any aid to his conception, for they do not receive it.... The 
Gospels are to me their own evidence. They are the simple records of a being who could not have 
been invented, and the miraculous and more common parts of his life so hang together, are so 
permeated by the same spirit, are so plainly outgoings of one and the same man, that I see not 
how we can admit one without the other." See Channing’s Memoir by his nephew, tenth ed., 
Boston, 1874 Vol. II., pp. 431, 434, 436. The testimony of Goethe will have with many still 
greater weight. He recognized in the Gospels the highest manifestation of the Divine which ever 
appeared in this world, and the summit of moral culture beyond which the human mind can never 
rise, however much it may progress in any other direction. "Ich halte die Evangelien," he says, 
"fur durchaus acht; denn es ist in ihnen der Abglanz einer Hoheit wirksam, die von der Person 
Christi ausging: die ist qottlicher Art, wie nur je auf Erden das Gottliche erschienen ist." 
(Gesprache mit Eckermann, III., 371.) Shortly before his death he said to the same friend: "Wir 
wissen gar nicht, was wir Luther’n und der Reformation zu danken haben. Mag die geistige 
Cultur immer Fortschreiten, mogen die Naturwissenschaften in immer breiterer Ausdehnung und 
Tiefe wachsen und der menschliche Geist sick erweitern wie er will: uber die Hoheit und sittliche 
Cultur des Christenthums, wie es in den Evangelien leuchtet, wird er nicht hinauskommen." And 
such Gospels Strauss and Renan would fain make us believe to be poetic fictions of illiterate 
Galilaeans! This would be the most incredible miracle of all. 
 
{870} The Greek word euaggelion which passed into the Latin evangelium, and through this into 
modern languages (French, German, Italian, etc.), means 1st reward for good news to the 
messenger (in Homer); 2nd good news, glad tidings; 3rd glad tidings of Christ and his salvation 
(so in the New Test.); 4th the record of these glad tidings (so in the headings of the Gospels and 
in ecclesiastical usage). The Saxon "gospel," i.e., God’s spell or good spell (from spellian, to tell), 
is the nearest idiomatic equivalent for euaggelion. 
 
{871} Irenaeus very properly calls them tetramorfon to euaggelion, eni pneumati 
sunecomenon, quadriforme evangelium quod uno spiritu continetur. Adv. Haer. III. 11, 8. 
 
{872} This is expressly disclaimed in John 20:30; comp. 21:25 
 
{873} Hence Justin Martyr, in his two "Apologies" (written about 146), calls the Gospels 
"Memoirs" or "Memorabilia" (apomnhmoneumata) of Christ or of the Apostles, in imitation no 
doubt of the Memorabilia of Socrates by Xenophon. That Justin means no other books but our 
canonical Gospels by theme "Memoirs," which he says were read in public worship on Sunday, 
there can be no reasonable doubt. See especially Dr. Abbot’s Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, 
1880. 
 
{874} John 20:30, 31: tauta de gegraptai ina pisteuhte oti ihsouv estin cristov, ov uiov 
tou yeou, kai ina pisteuontev zehn echte en tw onomati autou.. 
 
{875} This characterization is very old, and goes back to Gregory Nazianzen, Carmen 33, where 
he enumerates the books of the New Test., and says; 
 
matyeio men egrafen ebraioiv yaumata cristou, 



 
markov d italih, loukav acaiidi 
 
pasi d iwannhv khrux megav, ouranofoithv. 
 
{876} See on this subject Fisher’s Beginnings of Christianity, ch. XI.: "Water marks of Age in the 
New Test, Histories," pp. 363 sqq., especially p. 371.  

 



79. The Synoptists. 
 
(See the Lit. in 78.) 
 
The Synoptic Problem. 
 
The fourth Gospel stands by itself and differs widely from the others in contents and style, as well 
as in distance of time of composition. There can be no doubt that the author, writing towards the 
close of the first century, must have known the three older ones. 
 
But the first three Gospels present the unique phenomenon of a most striking agreement and an 
equally striking disagreement both in matter and style, such as is not found among any three 
writers on the same subject. Hence they are called the Synoptic or Synoptical Gospels, and the 
three Evangelists, Synoptists. {877} This fact makes a harmony of the Gospels possible in all 
essentials, and yet impossible in many minor details. The agreement is often literal, and the 
disagreement often borders on contradiction, but without invalidating the essential harmony. 
 
The interrelationship between Matthew, Mark, and Luke is, perhaps, the most complicated and 
perplexing critical problem in the history of literature. The problem derives great importance 
from its close connection with the life of Christ, and has therefore tried to the utmost the learning, 
acumen, and ingenuity of modern scholars for nearly a century. The range of hypotheses has been 
almost exhausted, and yet no harmonious conclusion reached. 
 
The Relationship. 
 

The general agreement of the Synoptists consists: 
 
1. In the harmonious delineation of the character of Christ. The physiognomy is the same, only 
under three somewhat different aspects. All represent him as the Son of man and as the Son of 
God, as the promised Messiah and Saviour, teaching the purest doctrine, living a spotless life, 
performing mighty miracles, suffering and dying for the sins of the world, and rising in triumph 
to establish his kingdom of truth and righteousness. Such unity in the unique character of the hero 
of the three narratives has no parallel in secular or sacred histories or biographies, and is the best 
guarantee of the truthfulness of the picture. 
 
2. In the plan and arrangement of the evangelical history, yet with striking peculiarities. 
 
(a.) Matthew 1-2, and Luke 1-2, and 3:23-38, begin with the genealogy and infancy of Christ, but 
with different facts drawn from different sources. Mark opens at once with the preaching of the 
Baptist; while the fourth Evangelist goes back to the eternal pre-existence of the Logos. About the 
thirty years of Christ’s private life and his quiet training for the great work they are all silent, with 
the exception of Luke, who gives us a glimpse of his early youth in the temple (Luke 2:42-52). 
 
(b.) The preaching and baptism of John which prepared the way for the public ministry of Christ, 
is related by all the Synoptists in parallel sections: Matthew 3:1-12 Mark 1:1-8 Luke 3:1-18. 
 
(c.) Christ’s baptism and temptation, the Messianic inauguration and Messianic trial: Matthew 
3:13-17 4:1-11 Mark 1:9-11,12,13 (very brief); Luke 3:21-23; 4:1-13. The variations here 



between Matthew and Luke are very slight, as in the order of the second and third temptation. 
John gives the testimony of the Baptist to Christ, and alludes to his baptism, {John 1:32-34} but 
differs from the Synoptists. 
 
(d.) The public ministry of Christ in Galilee: Matthew 4:12-18:35 Mark 1:14-9:50 Luke 4:14-
9:50. But Matthew 14:22-16:12, and Mark 6:45-8:26, narrate a series of events connected with 
the Galilaean ministry, which are wanting in Luke; while Luke 9:51-18:14, has another series of 
events and parables connected with the last journey to Jerusalem which are peculiar to him. 
 
(e.) The journey to Jerusalem: Matthew 19:1-20:31 Mark 10:1-52 Luke 18:15-19:28. 
 
(f.) The entry into Jerusalem and activity there during the week before the last passover: Matt. 21-
25; Mark 11-13; Luke 19:29-21:38. 
 
(g.) The passion, crucifixion, and resurrection in parallel sections, but with considerable minor 
divergences, especially in the denial of Peter and the history of the resurrection: Matthew 26-28; 
Mark 14-16; Luke 22-24. 
 
The events of the last week, from the entry to the resurrection (from Palm Sunday to Easter), 
occupy in all the largest space, about one-fourth of the whole narrative. 
 
3. In the selection of the same material and in verbal coincidences, as in the eschatological 
discourses of Christ, with an almost equal number of little differences. Thus the three accounts of 
the hearing of the paralytic, {Matthew 9:1-8, and parallel passages} the feeding of the five 
thousand, the transfiguration, almost verbally agree. Occasionally the Synoptists concur in rare 
and difficult words and forms in the same connection, as epiousiov in the Lord’s Prayer, the 
diminutive wtion, little ear (of Malchus, Matthew 26:51, and parallel passages), duskolwv, 
hard (for a rich man to enter into the kingdom, Matthew 19:23, etc.). These coincidences are the 
more striking since our Lord spoke usually in Aramaic; but those words may have been 
Palestinian provincialisms. {878} 
 
The largest portion of verbal agreement, to the extent of about seven-eighths, is found in the 
words of others, especially of Christ; and the largest portion of disagreement in the narratives of 
the writers. {879} This fact bears against the theory of interdependence, and proves, on the one 
hand, the reverent loyalty of all the Synoptists to the teaching of the great Master, but also, on the 
other hand, their freedom and independence of observation and judgment in the narration of facts. 
Words can be accurately reported only in one form, as they were spoken; while events may be 
correctly narrated in different words. 
 
Numerical Estimates Of The Harmony And Variation. 
 
The extent of the coincidences, and divergences admits of an approximate calculation by sections, 
verses, and words. In every case the difference of size must be kept in mind: Luke is the largest, 
with 72 pages (in Westcott and Hort’s Greek Testament); Matthew comes next, with 68 pages; 
Mark last, with 42 pages. (John has 55 pages.) 
 
1. Estimate by Sections. 
 
Matthew has in all 78, Mark, 67, Luke, 93 sections. 
 
Dividing the Synoptic text into 124 sections, with Dr. Reuss, {880} 



 
All Evangelists have in common 47 sections. 
 
Matthew and Mark alone have 12 sections. 
 
Matthew and Luke alone have 2 sections. 
 
Mark and Luke alone have 6 sections. 
 
Sections peculiar to Matthew 17 
 
Sections peculiar to Mark 2 
 
Sections peculiar to Luke 38 
 
Another arrangement by sections has been made by Norton, Stroud, and Westcott. {881} If the 
total contents of the Gospels be represented by 100, the following result is obtained: 
 
Mark has 7 peculiarities and 93 coincidences. 
 
Matthew has 42 peculiarities and 58 coincidences. 
 
Luke has 59 peculiarities and 41 coincidences. 
 
John has 92 peculiarities and 8 coincidences. 
 
If the extent of all the coincidences be represented by 100, their proportion is: 
 
Matthew, Mark, and Luke have 53 coincidences. 
 
Matthew and Luke have 21 coincidences. 
 
Matthew and Mark have 20 coincidences. 
 
Mark and Luke have 6 coincidences. 
 
"In St. Mark," says Westcott, "there are not more than twenty-four verses to which no parallel 
exists in St. Matthew and St. Luke, though St. Mark exhibits everywhere traits of vivid detail 
which are peculiar to his narrative." 
 
2. Estimate by Verses. 
 
According to the calculation of Reuss, {882} 
 
Matthew contains 330 verses peculiar to him. 
 
Mark contains 68 verses peculiar to him. 
 
Luke contains 541verses peculiar to him. 
 
Matthew and Mark have from 170 to 180 verses in common, but not found in Luke. 



 
Matthew and Luke have from 230 to 240 verses in common, but not found in Mark. 
 
Mark and Luke have about 50 verses in common, but not found in Matthew. 
 
The total number of verses common to all three Synoptists is only from 330 to 370. But, as the 
verses in the second Gospel are generally shorter, it is impossible to make an exact mathematical 
calculation by verses. 
 
3. Estimate by Words. 
 
A still more accurate test can be furnished by the number of words. This has not yet been made as 
far as I know, but a basis of calculation is furnished by Rushbrooke in his admirably printed 
Synopticon (1880), where the words common to the three Synoptists, the words common to each 
pair, and the words peculiar to each, are distinguished by different type and color. {883} The 
words found in all constitute the "triple tradition," and the nearest approximation to the common 
Greek source from which all have directly or indirectly drawn. On the basis of this Synopticon the 
following calculations have been made: 
 
A. —Number of words in 
 
Words common to all 
 
Per cent of words in common. 
 
Matthew 18,222 
 
2,651, or 
 
14 1/2 
 
Mark 11,158 
 
2,651, or 
 
23 3/4 
 
Luke 19,209 
 
2,651, or 
 
13 3/4 
 
Total 48,589 
 
7,953, or 
 
16 1/3 
 
B. —Additional words in common. Whole per cent in common 
 



Matthew 2,793 (or in all 5,444) with Mark 29 plus 
 
Mark 2,793 (or in all 5,444) with Matthew 48 plus 
 
Matthew 2,415 (or in all 5,066) with Luke 27 plus 
 
Luke 2,415 (or in all 5,066) with Matthew 26 plus 
 
Mark 1,174 (or in all 3,825) with Luke 34 plus 
 
Luke 1,174 (or in all 3,825) with Mark 20 
 
C. —Words peculiar to Matthew 10,363, or 56 plus percent. 
 
Words peculiar to Mark 4,540, or 40 plus percent 
 
Words peculiar to Luke 12,969, or 67 plus percent 
 
Total 27,872 
 
D. —These figures give the following results: 
 
(a.) The proportion of words peculiar to the Synoptic Gospels is 28,000 out of 48,000, more than 
one half. 
 
In Matthew 56 words out of every 100 are peculiar. 
 
In Mark 40 words out of every 100 are peculiar. 
 
In Luke 67 words out of every 100 are peculiar. 
 
(b.) The number of coincidences common to all three is less than the number of the divergences. 
 
Matthew agrees with the other two Gospels in 1 word out of 7. 
 
Mark agrees with the other two Gospels in 1 word out of 4 1/2. 
 
Luke agrees with the other two Gospels in 1 word out of 8. 
 
(c.) But, comparing the Gospels two by two, it is evident that Matthew and Mark have most in 
common, and Matthew and Luke are most divergent. 
 
One-half of Mark is found in Matthew. 
 
One fourth of Luke is found in Matthew. 
 
One-third of Mark is found in Luke. {886} 
 
(d.) The general conclusion from these figures is that all three Gospels widely diverge from the 
common matter, or triple tradition, Mark the least so and Luke the most (almost twice as much as 



Mark). On the other hand, both Matthew and Luke are nearer Mark than Luke and Matthew are to 
each other. 
 
The Solution of the Problem. 
 
Three ways open themselves for a solution of the Synoptic problem: either the Synoptists depend 
on one another; or they all depend on older sources; or the dependence is of both kinds. Each of 
these hypotheses admits again of several modifications. {887} 
 
A satisfactory solution of the problem must account for the differences as well as for the 
coincidences. If this test be applied, the first and the third hypotheses with their various 
modifications must be ruled out as unsatisfactory, and we are shut up to the second as at least the 
most probable. 
 
The Canonical Gospels Independent of One Another. 
 
There is no direct evidence that any of the three Synoptists saw and used the work of the others; 
nor is the agreement of such a character that it may not be as easily and better explained from 
antecedent sources. The advocates of the theory of interdependency, or the "borrowing" 
hypothesis, {888} differ widely among themselves: some make Matthew, others. Mark, others 
Luke, the source of the other two or at least of one of them; while still others go back from the 
Synoptists in their present form to a proto-Mark (Urmarkus), or proto-Matthew (Urmatthaeus), 
proto-Luke (Urlukas), or other fictitious antecanonical documents; thereby confessing the 
insufficiency of the borrowing hypothesis pure and simple. 
 
There is no allusion in any of the Synoptists to the others; and yet Luke expressly refers to many 
earlier attempts to write the gospel history. Papias, Irenaeus, and other ancient writers assume that 
they wrote independently. {889} The first who made Mark a copyist of Matthew is Augustin, and 
his view has been completely reversed by modern research. The whole theory degrades one or 
two Synoptists to the position of slavish and yet arbitrary compilers, not to say plagiarists; it 
assumes a strange mixture of dependence and affected originality; it weakens the independent 
value of their history; and it does not account for the omissions of most important matter, and for 
many differences in common matter. For the Synoptists often differ just where we should most 
expect them to agree. Why should Mark be silent about the history of the infancy, the whole 
sermon on the Mount (the Magna Charta of Christ’s kingdom), the Lord’s Prayer, and important 
parables, if he had Matthew 1-2, 5-7, 13, before him? Why should he, a pupil of Peter, record the 
Lord’s severe rebuke to Peter, {Mark 8:27-33} but fail to mention from Matthew 16:16-23 the 
preceding remarkable laudation: "Thou art Rock, and upon this rock I will build my church?" 
Why should Luke omit the greater part of the sermon on the Mount, and all the appearances of 
the risen Lord in Galilee? Why should he ignore the touching anointing scene in Bethany, and 
thus neglect to aid in fulfilling the Lord’s prediction that this act of devotion should be spoken of 
as a memorial of Mary "wheresoever this gospel shall be preached in the whole world?" 
{Matthew 26:13 Mark 14:9} Why should he, the pupil and companion of Paul, fail to record the 
adoration of the Magi, the story of the woman of Canaan, and the command to evangelize the 
Gentiles, so clearly related by Matthew, the Evangelist of the Jews? {Matthew 2:1-12 15:21-28 
24:14 28:19} Why should Luke and Matthew give different genealogies of Christ, and even 
different reports of the model prayer of our Lord, Luke omitting (beside the doxology, which is 
also wanting in the best MSS. of Matthew) the petition, "Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on 
earth," and the concluding petition, "but deliver us from evil" (or "the evil one"), and substituting 
"sins" for "debts," and "Father" for "Our Father who art in heaven"? Why should all three 
Synoptists differ even in the brief and official title on the Cross, and in the words of institution of 



the Lord’s Supper, where Paul, writing in 57, agrees with Luke, referring to a revelation from the 
Lord? {1 Corinthians 11:23} Had the Synoptists seen the work of the others, they could easily 
have harmonized these discrepancies and avoided the appearance of contradiction. To suppose 
that they purposely varied to conceal plagiarism is a moral impossibility. We can conceive no 
reasonable motive of adding a third Gospel to two already known to the writer, except on the 
ground of serious defects, which do not exist (certainly not in Matthew and Luke as compared 
with Mark), or on the ground of a presumption which is inconsistent with the modest tone and the 
omission of the very name of the writers. 
 
These difficulties are felt by the ablest advocates of the borrowing hypothesis, and hence they call 
to aid one or several pre-canonical Gospels which are to account for the startling discrepancies 
and signs of independence, whether in omissions or additions or arrangement. But these pre-
canonical Gospels, with the exception of the lost Hebrew Matthew, are as fictitious as the Syro-
Chaldaic Urevangelium of Eichhorn, and have been compared to the epicycles of the old 
astronomers, which were invented to sustain the tottering hypothesis of cycles. 
 
As to Luke, we have shown that he departs most from the triple tradition, although he is supposed 
to have written last, and it is now almost universally agreed that he did not use the canonical 
Matthew. {890} Whether he used the Hebrew Matthew and the Greek Mark or a lost proto-Mark, 
is disputed, and at least very doubtful. {891} He follows a plan of his own; he ignores a whole 
cycle of events in Mark 6:45-8:26; he omits in the common sections the graphic touches of Mark, 
for which he has others equally graphic; and with a far better knowledge of Greek he has yet 
more Hebraisms than Mark, because he drew largely on Hebrew sources. As to Matthew, he 
makes the impression of primitive antiquity, and his originality and completeness have found able 
advocates from Augustin down to Griesbach and Keim. And as to Mark, his apparent 
abridgments, far from being the work of a copyist, are simply rapid statements of an original 
writer, with many fresh and lively details which abundantly prove his independence. On the other 
hand, in several narratives he is more full and minute than either Matthew or Luke. {892} His 
independence has been successfully proven by the most laborious and minute investigations and 
comparisons. {893} Hence many regard him as the primitive Evangelist made use of by both 
Matthew and Luke, but disagree among themselves as to whether it was the canonical Mark or a 
proto-Mark. {894} In either case Matthew and Luke would be guilty of plagiarism. What should 
we think of a historian of our day who would plunder another historian of one-third or one-half of 
the contents of his book without a word of acknowledgment direct or indirect? Let us give the 
Evangelists at least the credit of common honesty, which is the basis of all morality. 
 
Apostolic Teaching the Primary Source of All the Synoptists. 
 
The only certain basis for the solution of the problem is given to us in the preface of Luke. He 
mentions two sources of his own Gospel—but not necessarily of the two other Synoptic 
Gospels—namely, the oral tradition or deliverance of original "eyewitnesses and ministers of the 
word" (apostles, evangelists, and other primitive disciples), and a number of written "narratives," 
drawn up by "many," but evidently incomplete and fragmentary, so as to induce him to prepare, 
after accurate investigation, a regular history of "those matters which have been fulfilled among 
us." Besides this important hint, we may be aided by the well-known statements of Papias about 
the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew and the Greek Mark, whom he represents as the interpret 
 
The chief and common source from which the Synoptists derived their Gospels was undoubtedly 
the living apostolic tradition or teaching which is mentioned by Luke in the first order. This 
teaching was nothing more or less than a faithful report of the words and deeds of Christ himself 
by honest and intelligent eye-witnesses. {895} He told his disciples to preach, not to write, the 



gospel, although the writing was, of course, not forbidden, but became necessary for the 
preservation of the gospel in its purity. They had at first only "hearers;" while the law and the 
prophets had readers. {896} 
 
Among the Jews and Arabs the memory was specially trained in the accurate repetition and 
perpetuation of sacred words and facts. {897} The Mishna was not reduced to writing for two or 
three hundred years. In the East everything is more settled and stationary than in the West, and 
the traveller feels himself as by magic transferred back to manners and habits as well as the 
surroundings of apostolic and patriarchal times. The memory is strongest where it depends most 
on itself and least upon books. {898} 
 
The apostolic tradition or preaching was chiefly historical, a recital of the wonderful public life of 
Jesus of Nazareth, and centred in the crowning facts of the crucifixion and resurrection. This is 
evident from the specimens of sermons in the Acts. The story was repeated in public and in 
private from day to day and sabbath to sabbath. The apostles and primitive evangelists adhered 
closely and reverently to what they saw and heard from their divine Master, and their disciples 
faithfully reproduced their testimony. "They continued steadfastly in the apostles’ teaching". 
{Acts 2:42} Reverence would forbid them to vary from it; and yet no single individual, not even 
Peter or John, could take in the whole fulness of Christ. One recollected this, another another part 
of the gospel story; one had a better memory for words, another for facts. These differences, 
according to varying capacities and recollection, would naturally appear, and the common 
tradition adapted itself, without any essential alteration, to particular classes of hearers who were 
first Hebrews in Palestine, then Greek Jews, proselytes, and Gentiles. 
 
The Gospels are nothing more than comprehensive summaries of this apostolic preaching and 
teaching. Mark represents it in its simplest and briefest form, and agrees nearest with the 
preaching of Peter as far as we know it from the Acts; it is the oldest in essence, though not 
necessarily in composition. Matthew and Luke contain the same tradition in its expanded and 
more matured form, the one the Hebrew or Jewish Christian, the other the Hellenistic and Pauline 
type, with a corresponding selection of details. Mark gives a graphic account of the main facts of 
the public life of Christ "beginning from the baptism of John unto the day that he was received 
up," as they would naturally be first presented to an audience. {Acts 1:22} Matthew and Luke add 
the history of the infancy and many discourses, facts, and details which would usually be 
presented in a fuller course of instruction. 
 
Written Documents. 
 
It is very natural that parts of the tradition were reduced to writing during the thirty years which 
intervened between the events and the composition of the canonical Gospels. One evangelist 
would record for his own use a sketch of the chief events, another the sermon on the Mount, 
another the parables, another the history of the crucifixion and resurrection, still another would 
gather from the lips of Mary the history of the infancy and the genealogies. Possibly some of the 
first hearers noted down certain words and events under the fresh impressions of the moment. The 
apostles were indeed unlearned, but not illiterate men, they could read and write and had 
sufficient rudimentary education for ordinary composition. These early memoranda were 
numerous, but have all disappeared, they were not intended for publication, or if published they 
were superseded by the canonical Gospels. Hence there is room here for much speculation and 
conjectural criticism. {899} "Many," says Luke, "have taken in hand to draw up a narrative 
concerning those matters which have been fulfilled among us." {900} He cannot mean the 
apocryphal Gospels which were not yet written, nor the canonical Gospels of Matthew and Mark 
which would have spared him much trouble and which he would not have dared to supersede by 



an improved work of his own without a word of acknowledgment, but pre-canonical records, now 
lost, which emanated from "eye-witnesses and ministers of the word," yet were so fragmentary 
and incomplete as to justify his own attempt to furnish a more satisfactory and connected history. 
He had the best opportunity to gather such documents in Palestine, Antioch, Greece, and Rome. 
Matthew, being himself an eyewitness, and Mark, being the companion of Peter, had less need of 
previous documents, and could rely chiefly, oil their own memory and the living tradition in its 
primitive freshness. They may have written sketches or memoranda for their own use long before 
they completed their Gospels; for such important works cannot be prepared without long 
continued labor and care. The best books grow gradually and silently like trees. 
 
Conclusion. 
 
We conclude, then, that the Synoptists prepared their Gospels independently, during the same 
period (say between A. D. 60 and 69), in different places, chiefly from the living teaching of 
Christ and the first disciples, and partly from earlier fragmentary documents. They bear 
independent testimony to the truth of the gospel. Their agreement and disagreement are not the 
result of design, but of the unity, richness, and variety of the original story as received, 
understood, digested, and applied by different minds to different conditions and classes of hearers 
and readers. {901} 
 
The Traditional Order. 
 
There is no good reason to doubt that the canonical arrangement which is supported by the 
prevailing oldest tradition, correctly represents the order of composition. {902} Matthew, the 
apostle, wrote first in Aramaic and in Palestine, from his personal observation and experience 
with the aid of tradition; Mark next, in Rome, faithfully reproducing Peter’s preaching; Luke last, 
from tradition and sundry reliable but fragmentary documents. But all wrote under a higher 
inspiration, and are equally honest and equally trustworthy; all wrote within the lifetime of many 
of the primitive witnesses, before the first generation of Christians had passed away, and before 
there was any chance for mythical and legendary accretions. They wrote not too late to insure 
faithfulness, nor too early to prevent corruption. They represent not the turbid stream of 
apocryphal afterthoughts and fictions, but the pure fountain of historic truth. 
 
The gospel story, being once fixed in this completed shape, remained unchanged for all time to 
come. Nothing was lost, nothing added. The earlier sketches or pre-canonical gospel fragments 
disappeared, and the four canonical records of the one gospel, no more nor less, sufficient for all 
purposes, monopolized the field from which neither apocryphal caricatures nor sceptical 
speculations have been able to drive them. 
 
Exoteric and Esoteric Tradition. 
 
Besides the common Galilaean tradition for the people at large which is embodied in the Synoptic 
Gospels, there was an esoteric tradition of Christ’s ministry in Judaea and his private relation to 
the select circle of the apostles and his mysterious relation to the Father. The bearer of this 
tradition was the beloved disciple who leaned on the beating heart of his Master and absorbed his 
deepest words. He treasured them up in his memory, and at last when the church was ripe for this 
higher revelation he embodied it in the fourth Gospel. 
 
Notes. 
 



The problem of the Relationship of the Synoptists was first seriously discussed by Augustin (d. 
430), in his three books Deuteronomy Consensu Evangelistarum (Opera, Tom. III., 1041-1230, 
ed. Migne). He defends the order in our canon, first Matthew, last John, and the two apostolic 
disciples in the middle (in loco medio constituti tamquam filii amplectendi, I., 2), but wrongly 
makes Mark dependent on Matthew (see below, sub. I. 1). His view prevailed during the middle 
ages and down to the close of the eighteenth century. The verbal inspiration theory checked 
critical investigation. 
 
The problem was resumed with Protestant freedom by Storr (1786), more elaborately by Eichhorn 
(1794), and Marsh (1803), and again by Hug (a liberal Roman Catholic scholar, 1808), 
Schleiermacher (1817), Gieseler (1818), Deuteronomy Wette (1826), Credner (1836), and others. 
It received a new impulse and importance by the Leben Jesu of Strauss (1836), and the Tubingen 
school, and has been carried forward by Baur (1847), Hilgenfeld, Bleek, Reuss, Holtzmann, 
Ewald, Meyer, Keim, Weiss, and others mentioned in the Literature (p. 577). Starting in 
Germany, the investigation was prosecuted also in France, Holland, England, and the United 
States. 
 
It is not easy to find a way through the labyrinth of the Synoptic question, with all its by-ways 
and cross-ways, turns and windings, which at first make the impression: 
 
Mir wird von alle dem so dumm, 
 
Als ging mir ein Muhlrad im Kopf herum. 
 
Holtzmann gives a brief history of opinions (in his able work, Die Synopt. Evang.) down to 1863, 
and Hilgenfeld (Hist. Krit. Einl. in das N. T, pp. 173-210) down to 1874. Comp. also Reuss 
(Gesch. der heil. Schr. N. T., I., 165-198, 6th ed., 1887), Holtzmann, Einleitung, 351 sqq., and 
Weiss, Einl., 473 sqq. The following classification of theories is tolerably complete, but several 
overlap each other, or are combined. 
 
I. The Inspiration hypothesis cuts the gordian knot by tracing the agreement of the Synoptists 
directly and solely to the Holy Spirit. But this explains nothing, and makes God responsible for 
all the discrepancies and possible inaccuracies of the Evangelists. No inspiration theory can stand 
for a moment which does not leave room for the personal agency and individual peculiarities of 
the sacred authors and the exercise of their natural faculties in writing. Luke expressly states in 
the preface his own agency in composing his Gospel and the use he made of his means of 
information. 
 
II. The Interdependency hypothesis, or Borrowing hypothesis (Benutzungshypothese) holds that 
one or two Evangelists borrowed from the other. This admits of as many modifications as the 
order in which they may be placed. 
 
1. Matthew, Mark, Luke. This is the traditional order defended by Augustin, who called Mark, 
rather disrespectfully, a "footman and abbreviator of Matthew" (tamquam pedissequus et 
breviator Matthai, II., 3), Grotius, Mill, Bengel, Wetstein, Hug (1808), Hilgenfeld, Klostermann, 
Keil. Among English writers Townson and Greswell. 
 
Many scholars besides those just mentioned hold to this order without admitting an 
interdependence, and this I think is the correct view, in connection with the tradition hypothesis. 
See below, sub V. and the text. 
 



2. Matthew, Luke, Mark. So first Clement of Alexandria (Eus., H. E., VI. 14), but, without 
intimating a dependence of Mark except on Peter. Griesbach (in two Programs, 1789) renewed 
this order and made Mark an extract from both Matthew and Luke. So Theile (1825), Fritzsche 
(1830), Sieffert (1832), Deuteronomy Wette, Bleek, Anger, Strauss, Baur, Keim. The Tubingen 
school utilized this order for the tendency theory (see below). Keim puts Matthew A. D. 66, 
Luke, 90, Mark, 100. 
 
Bleek is the most considerate advocate of this order (Einleitung in das N. T., 2d ed., 1866, 91 
sqq., 245 sqq.), but Mangold changed it (in the third ed. of Bleek, 1875, pp. 388 sqq.) in favor of 
the priority of a proto-Mark. 
 
3. Mark, Matthew, Luke. The originality and priority of Mark was first suggested by Koppe 
(1782) and Storr (1786 and 1794). The same view was renewed by Lachmann (1835), elaborately 
carried out by Weisse (1838, 1856; Hilgenfeld calls him the "Urheber der conservativen 
Markushypothese"), and still more minutely in all details by Wilke (Der Urevangelist, 1838; but 
he assumes numerous interpolations in the present Mark and goes back to a proto-Mark), and by 
B. Weiss (Das Marcusevangelium, 1872). It is maintained in various ways by Hitzig (Johannes 
Markus, 1843), Ewald (1850, but with various prior sources), Ritschl (1851), Reuss, Thiersch, 
Tobler, Reville (1862), Eichthal (1863), Schenkel, Wittichen, Holtzmann (1863), Weizsacker 
(1864), Scholten (1869), Meyer (Com. on Matthew, 6th ed., 1876, p. 35), Renan (Les avangiles, 
1877, pp. 113, but the Greek Mark was preceded by the lost Hebrew Matthew, p. 93 sqq.). 
Among English writers, James Smith, of Jordan Hill (Dissertat. on the Origin of the Gospels, etc., 
Edinb., 1853), G. P. Fisher (Beginnings of Christianity, New York, 1877, p. 275), and E. A. 
Abbott (in "Encyclop. Brit.," vol. X., 1879, art. "Gospels") adopt the same view. 
 
The priority of Mark is now the prevailing theory among German critics, notwithstanding the 
protest of Baur and Keim, who had almost a personal animosity against the second Evangelist. 
One of the last utterances of Keim was a passionate protest against the Prakonisation des Markus 
(Aus dem Urchristenthum, 1878, pp. 28-45). But the advocates of this theory are divided on the 
question whether the canonical Mark or a lost proto-Mark was the primitive evangelist. The one 
is called the Markushypothese, the other the Urmarkushypothese. We admit the originality of 
Mark, but this does not necessarily imply priority of composition. Matthew and Luke have too 
much original matter to be dependent on Mark, and are far more valuable, as a whole, though 
Mark is indispensable for particulars. 
 
4. Mark, Luke, Matthew. Herder (1796), Volkmar (1866 and 1870). 
 
5. Luke, Matthew, Mark. Busching (1776), Evanson (1792). 
 
6. Luke, Mark, Matthew. Vogel (1804), Schneckenburger (1882). 
 
The conflicting variety of these modifications shakes the whole borrowing theory. It makes the 
omissions of most important sections, as Matt. 12-17; 14:22-16:12; and Luke 10-18:14, and the 
discrepancies in the common sections entirely inexplicable. See text. 
 
III. The hypothesis of a Primitive Gospel (Urevangelium) written before those of the Synoptists 
and used by them as their common source, but now lost. 
 
1. A lost Hebrew or Syro-Chaldaic Gospel of official character, written very early, about 35, in 
Palestine by the apostles as a manual for the travelling preachers. This is the famous 
Urevangeliumshypothese of the learned Professor Eichhorn (1794, 1804, 1820), adopted and 



modified by Bishop Herbert Marsh (1803), Gratz (1809), and Bertholdt (who, as Baur says, was 
devoted to it with "carnal self-security"). 
 
But there is no trace of such an important Gospel, either Hebrew or Greek. Luke knows nothing 
about it, although he speaks of several attempts to write portions of the history. To carry out his 
hypothesis, Eichhorn was forced to assume four altered copies or recensions of the original 
document, and afterwards he added also Greek recensions. Marsh, outgermanizing the German 
critic, increased the number of recensions to eight, including a Greek translation of the Hebrew 
original. Thus a new recension might be invented for every new set of facts ad infinitum. If the 
original Gospel was an apostolic composition, it needed no alterations and would have been 
preserved; or if it was so defective, it was of small account and unfit to be used as a basis of the 
canonical Gospels. Eichhorn’s hypothesis is now generally abandoned, but in modified shape it 
has been renewed by Ewald and others. See below. 
 
2. The Gospel "according to the Hebrews," of which some fragments still remain. Lessing (1784, 
in a book published three years after his death), Semler (who, however, changed his view 
repeatedly), Weber (1791), Paulus (1799). But this was a heretical or Ebionitic corruption of 
Matthew, and the remaining fragments differ widely from the canonical Gospels. 
 
3. The Hebrew Matthew (Urmatthaus). It is supposed in this case that the famous Logia, which 
Matthew is reported by Papias to have written in Hebrew, consisted not only of a collection of 
discourses of our Lord (as Schleiermacher, Ewald, Reuss, I., 183, explained the term), but also of 
his deeds: "things said and done." But in any case the Hebrew Matthew is lost and cannot form a 
safe basis for conclusions. Hug and Roberts deny that it ever existed. See next section. 
 
4. The canonical Mark. 
 
5. A pre-canonical proto-Mark (Urmarkus). The last two hypotheses have already been 
mentioned under the second general head (II. 3). 
 
IV. The theory of a number of fragmentary documents (the Diegesentheorie), or different 
recensions. It is based on the remark of Luke that "many have taken in hand to draw up a 
narrative (dihvghsin) concerning those matters which have been fulfilled among us". {Luke 1:1} 
Schleiermacher (1817) assumed a large number of such written documents, or detached 
narratives, and dealt very freely with the Synoptists, resting his faith chiefly on John. 
 
Ewald (1850) independently carried out a similar view in fierce opposition to the "beastly 
wildness" of the Tubingen school. He informs us with his usual oracular self-assurance that 
Philip, the evangelist, {Acts 8} first wrote a historical sketch in Hebrew, and then Matthew a 
collection of discourses (the logia of Papias), also in Hebrew, of which several Greek 
translations were made; that Mark was the third, Matthew the fifth, and Luke the ninth in this 
series of Gospels, representing the "Hohebilder, die himmlische Fortbewegung der Geschichte," 
which at last assumed their most perfect shape in John. 
 
Kostlin, Wittichen, and Scholten likewise assume a number of precanonical Gospels which exist 
only in their critical fancy. 
 
Renan (Les Evang., Introd., p. vi.) distinguishes three sets of Gospels: (1) original Gospels of the 
first hand, taken from the oral tradition without a previous written text: the Hebrew Matthew and 
the Greek proto-Mark; (2) Gospels partly original and partly second-handed: our canonical 



Gospels falsely attributed to Matthew, Mark, and Luke; (3) Gospels of the second and third hand: 
Marcion’s and the Apocryphal Gospels. 
 
V. The theory of a common Oral Tradition (Traditionshypothese). Herder (1796), Gieseler (who 
first fully developed it, 1818), Schulz (1829), Credner, Lange, Ebrard (1868), Thiersch (1845, 
1852), Norton, Alford, Westcott (1860, 6th ed., 1881), Godet (1873), Keil (1877), and others. The 
Gospel story by constant repetition assumed or rather had from the beginning a uniform shape, 
even in minute particulars, especially in the words of Christ. True, as far as it goes, but must be 
supplemented, at least in the case of Luke, by pre-canonical, fragmentary documents or 
memoranda (dihghseiv). See the text. 
 
VI. The Tendency hypothesis (Tendenzhypothese), or the theory of Doctrinal Adaptation. Baur 
(1847) and the Tubingen school (Schwegler, Ritschl, Volkmar, Hilgenfeld, Kostlin), followed in 
England by Samuel Davidson (in his Introd. to the New Test., 1868, revised ed., 1882). Each 
Evangelist modified the Gospel history in the interest of the religious school or party to which he 
belonged. Matthew represents the Jewish Christian, Luke the Pauline or Gentile Christian 
tendency, Mark obliterates the difference, or prepares the way from the first to the second. Every 
individual trait or characteristic feature of a Gospel is connected with the dogmatic antithesis 
between Petrinism and Paulinism. Baur regarded Matthew as relatively the most primitive and 
credible Gospel, but it is itself a free reproduction of a still older Aramaic Gospel "according to 
the Hebrews." He was followed by an Urlukas, a purely Pauline tendency Gospel. Mark is 
compiled from our Matthew and the Urlukas in the interest of neutrality. Then followed the 
present Luke with an irenical Catholic tendency. Baur overstrained the difference between 
Petrinism and Paulinism far beyond the limits of historic truth, transformed the sacred writers into 
a set of partisans and fighting theologians after modem fashion, set aside the fourth Gospel as a 
purely ideal fiction, and put all the Gospels about seventy years too far down (130-170), when 
they were already generally used in the Christian church—according to the concurrent 
testimonies of Justin Martyr, Tatian, Irenaeus, and Tertullian. Volkmar went even beyond Baur in 
reckless radicalism, although he qualified it in other respects, as regards the priority of Mark, the 
originality of Luke (as compared with Marcion), and the date of Matthew which he put back to 
about 110. See a summary of his views in Hilgenfeld’s Einleitung, pp. 199-202. But Ritschl and 
Hilgenfeld have considerably moderated the Tubingen extravagancies. Ritschl puts Mark first, 
and herein Volkmar agrees. Hilgenfeld assigns the composition of Matthew to the sixth decade of 
the first century (though he thinks it was somewhat changed soon after the destruction of 
Jerusalem), then followed Mark and paved the way from Petrinism to Paulinism, and Luke wrote 
last before the close of the first century. He ably maintained his theory in a five years’ conflict 
with the Tubingen master (1850-1855) and reasserts it in his Einleitung (1875). So he brings us 
back to the traditional order. As to the time of composition, the internal evidence strongly 
supports the historical tradition that the Synoptists wrote before the destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
{877} Synopsis (conspectus), from sun, together, and oqi, view, is applied since Griesbach 
(though used before him) to a parallel arrangement of the Gospels so as to exhibit a general view 
of the whole and to facilitate a comparison. In some sections the fourth Gospel furnishes 
parallels, especially in the history of the passion and resurrection. The first three Evangelists 
should not be called Synoptics (as is done by the author of Supernatural Religion, vol. I., 213, 
and Dr. Davidson), but Synoptists. The former is a Germanism (Synoptiker.) 
 
{878} Holtzmann (p. 12) and others include also among the verbal coincidences the irregular 
afewntai (the Doric form of pass. perf., 3 pers., plur.), Matthew 9:2, 5; Mark 2:5, 9; Luke 5:20, 
23, and the double augment in apekatestayh, Matthew 12:13 Mark 3:5 Luke 6:10. But the 
former is ruled out by the better reading afientai, which is adopted by Lachmann, Tischendorf, 



Tregelles, and Westcott and Hort, in Matthew 9:2,5, and in Mark 2:5. Moreover, the Doric form 
is not confined to the New Test., but somewhat widely diffused; see Moulton’s Winer, p. 97, 
note. And as to the double augment, it occurs also in the Sept. (see Trommius’ Concord., I., 163, 
sub apokayisthm); comp. also apekatesth in Mark 8:25. Ebrard (Wiss. Krit., p. 1054) quotes 
a passage from Pseudo-Lucian (Philiopatr., c. 27) where apekatesthse occurs. 
 
{879} Mr. Norton brings out this fact very fully in his Evidences of the Genuineness of the 
Gospels (Boston, ed. of 1875, p. 464 sq.). I give his results: "In Matthew’s Gospel, the passages 
verbally coincident with one or both of the other two Gospels amount to less than a sixth part of 
its contents; and of this about seven-eighths occur in the recital of the words of others, and only 
about one eighth in what, by way of distinction, I may call mere narrative, in which the 
evangelist, speaking in his own person, was unrestrained in the choice of his expressions. In 
Mark, the proportion of coincident passages to the whole contents of the Gospel is about one-
sixth, of which not one-fifth occurs in the narrative. Luke has still less agreement of expression 
with the other evangelists. The passages in which it is found amount only to about a tenth part of 
his Gospel; and but an inconsiderable portion of it appears in the narrative, in which there are few 
instances of its existence for more than half a dozen words together. In the narrative, it may be 
computed as less than a twentieth part. These definite proportions are important, as showing 
distinctly in how small a part of each Gospel there is any verbal coincidence with either of the 
other two; and to how great a degree such coincidence is confined to passages in which the 
evangelists professedly give the words of others, particularly of Jesus.-The proportions should, 
however, be further compared with those which the narrative part of each Gospel bears to that in 
which the words of others are professedly repeated. Matthew’s narrative occupies about one-
fourth of his Gospel, Mark’s about one-half, and Luke’s about one-third. It may easily be 
computed, therefore, that the proportion of verbal coincidence found in the narrative part of each 
Gospel, compared with what exists in the other part, is about in the following ratios: in Matthew 
as one to somewhat more than two, in Mark as one to four, and in Luke as one to ten.... We 
cannot explain this phenomenon by the supposition that the Gospels were transcribed either one 
from another, or all from common documents; for, if such transcription had been the cause, it 
would not have produced results so unequal in the different portions into which the Gospels 
naturally divide themselves." 
 
{880} Geschichte der heil. Schriften N. Test., I., p. 175 (5th ed., 1874). See also his Histoire 
Evangelique, Paris, 1876 (Nouveau Testament, I. partie). 
 
{881} See Westcott, Introd. to the Gospels, p. 191, fifth ed. 
 
{882} Gesch., etc., I., p. 175, followed by Archbishop Thomson in Speaker’s Com. New Test., 
vol. I., p. viii. 
 
{883} See the Literature above. Dr. Edwin A. Abbott, of London, suggested the work, and quotes 
a specimen (though all in black type) in his art. "Gospels" in the "Encycl. Brit." He draws from it 
a conclusion favorable to the priority of Mark, from whom, he thinks, Matthew and Luke have 
borrowed. The specimen is the parable of the wicked husbandmen, Matthew 21:33-44 Luke 20:9-
18 Mark 12:1-11. 
 
{886} The following lines, representing the relative lengths of the three Gospels, show the extent 
of their verbal coincidence and divergence. The dots divide the lines in half, and the marks into 
thirds: 
 
Luke, ——————————————— 



 
Mark, ———————— 
 
Matthew, ——————————— 
 
{887} German scholars have convenient terms for these various hypotheses, as 
Benutzungshypothese ("borrowing" hypothesis), Urevangeliumshypothese, Traditionshypothese, 
Tendenzhypothese, Combinationshypothese, Diegesentheorie, Markushypothese, 
Urmarkushypothese, etc. See the Notes (II) at the end of this section. 
 
{888} Used by recent English writers as a rendering for Benutzungshypothese. 
 
{889} Clement of Alexandria makes no exception, for be merely states (in Euseb. H. E., VI. 14) 
that those Gospels which contain the genealogies (Matthew and Luke) were written first, Mark 
next, and John last. 
 
{890} So Weisse, Ewald, Reuss, Ritschl, Thiersch, Plitt, Meyer, Holtzmann, Weizsacker, 
Mangold, Godet, Weis. See Meyer on Matthew, p. 34 (6th ed.), and on Luke, p. 238 (6th ed. by 
Weiss, 1878). Only the Tubingen "tendency critics" maintain the contrary, and this is almost 
necessary in order to maintain the late date which they assign to Luke. Had he written in the 
second or even at the end of the first century, he could not possibly have been ignorant of 
Matthew. But him very independence proves his early date. 
 
{891} For the use of Mark by Luke are Reuss, Weiss, and most of the advocates of the 
Urmarkushypothese. Against such use are Weizsacker, Godet, and all those who (with Griesbach) 
make Mark an epitomizer of Matthew and Luke. Farrar also, in his Com. on Luke, p. 9, very 
decidedly maintains the independence of Luke both on Matthew and Mark: "It may be regarded 
as certain," he says, "that among these ‘attempts’ Luke did not class the Gospels of St. Matthew 
and St. Mark. The inference that he was either unaware of the existence of those Gospels, or 
made no direct use of them, suggests itself with the utmost force when we place side by side any 
of the events which they narrate in common, and mark the minute and inexplicable differences 
which incessantly occur even amid general similarity." 
 
{892} Compare the healing of the paralytic, Mark 2:3-12, with Matthew 9:2-8 the murder of John 
the Baptist, Mark 6:14-29, with Matthew 14:1-13 Luke 9:7-9; the healing of the demoniac boy, 
Mark 9:14-29, with Matthew 17:14-21 and Luke 9:37-43; also the accounts of Peter’s denial. 
 
{893} I mean especially the works of Wilke (Der Urevangelist, 1838), Holtzmann (Die Synopt. 
Evang., 1863), and Weiss (Das Marcusevangelium und seine synoptischen Parallelen, 1872; 
comp. his Matthausevangelium, etc., 1876). Weiss deserves all the more a hearing as he 
strenuously advocates the genuineness of John. See notes at the end of this section. Dr. Fisher 
thinks that "the independence of Mark as related to the other Gospels is one of the most assured 
and most valuable results of recent criticism." The Beginnings of Christianity, p. 275. Dr. 
Davidson in the "revised and improved edition" of his Introduction, Vol. I., 551-563, still adheres 
to the old Tubingen position of the dependence of Mark upon both Matthew and Luke, and 
ignores the works of Wilke, Holtzmann, Weiss, Renan, and the article of his own countryman, 
Abbott, in the "Encycl. Brit." 
 
{894} Holtzmann, Mangold, E. A. Abbott, and others go back to a fictitious Urmarkus; while 
Ewald, Meyer, and Weiss make our canonical Mark the basis of Matthew and Luke, yet with the 
important addition that Mark himself used, besides the oral tradition of Peter, the lost Hebrew 



Matthew, or rather a Greek translation of it, which was more than a mere collection of discourses 
(suntaxiv twn logiwn) and embraced also brief narratives. But if Mark had the rich collection 
of our Lord’s discourses before him, his meagreness in that department is all the more difficult to 
account for. 
 
{895} Luke 1:2: kaywv paredosan (handed down by the living word) hmin oi ap archv (i.e., 
from the beginning of the public ministry of Christ; comp. Acts 1:21 sq.; John 15:27) autoptai 
kai uphretai genomenoi tou logou (the same persons). 
 
{896} Hearers and hearing of the gospel are spoken of in many passages, as Matthew 13:14 Luke 
7:1 John 12:38 Acts 17:20 Romans 2:13 1 Thessalonians 2:13 James 1:22,23,25. The reading 
(anaginwskein) is mostly used of the Old Testament: Matthew 12:3,5 21:16,42 24:15 Mark 
12:10,26 13:14 Luke 4:16 6:3 10:26 Acts 8:28,30,32 13:27 15:21, etc.; of the Epistles of Paul: 
Ephesians 3:4 Colossians 4:16; of the book of Revelation: Revelation 1:3 5:4. 
 
{897} The rabbinical rule (in Shabb. f. 15, 1) was: "Verba praeceptoris sine ulla immutatione, ut 
prolata ab illo fuerunt. erant recitanda, ne diversa illi affingeretur sententia." 
 
{898} Renan, Les Evangiles, p. 96: "La tradition vivante (zwsa fwnh kai menousa, Papias) 
etait le grand reservoir a tous puisaient.... Le meme phenomene se retrouve, du reste, dans 
presque toutes les litteratures sacrees. Les Vedas ont traverse des siecles sans etre eerits; un 
homme qui se respectait devait les savoir par coeur. Celui qui avait besoin d’un manuscrit pour 
reciter ces hymnes antiques faisait un aveu d’ignorance; aussi les copies n’en ont-elles jamais ete 
estimees. Citer de memoire la Bible, le Coran, est encore de nos jours un point d’honneur pour 
les 0rientaux." Renan thinks that most of the Old Testament quotations in the New Test. are from 
memory. My own observations, and those of friends residing in the East, confirm the uniformity 
of oral tradition and the remarkable strength of memory among the Arabs. 
 
{899} In such conjectures Eichhorn, Marsh, Schleiermacher, Ewald, Volkmar, Wittichen, and 
Renan have shown great ingenuity, and accumulated a vast amount of docta ignorantia. 
 
{900} Luke 1:1: polloi epeceirhsan (indicating the difficulty of the undertaking and probably 
also the insufficiency of the execution) anataxasyai dihghsin peri twn peplhroforhmenwn 
en hmin pragmatwn.. 
 
{901} In this conclusion (which I stated thirty years ago in the first edition of my Hist. of the Ap. 
Ch.) some of the ablest investigators of the Synoptic problem independently agree, as Lange, 
Ebrard (Wissenschaftliche Kritik der ev. Gesch., third ed., pp. 1044 sqq.), Norton, Alford, Godet, 
Westcott, Farrar. "The Synoptic Gospels," says Alford (in his Proleg. to vol. I., p. 11, 6th ed.), 
"contain the substance of the Apostles’ testimony, collected principally from their oral teaching 
current in the church, partly also from written documents embodying portions of that teaching: 
there is, however, no reason, from their internal structure, to believe, but every reason to 
disbelieve that any one of the three evangelists had access to either of the other two gospels in its 
present form." Godet concludes his discussion (Com. on Luke, 2d ed., p. 556, Am. ed.) with these 
words: "It is impossible to conceive anything more capricious and less reverential than the part 
which we make the author of any one whatever of our Synoptic Gospels play with the history and 
sayings of Jesus, supposing that he had before him the other two, or one of them. Such an 
explanation will only be allowable when we are brought absolutely to despair of finding any 
other. And even then it were better still to say, Non liquet. For this explanation involves a moral 
contradiction. Most of our present critics are so well aware of this that they have recourse to 
middle terms." 



 
{902} Irenaeus, III. 1, 1; Origen in Euseb., H. E., VI. 25; Tertullian, and others. Irenaeus gives 
this order with the approximate data: "Matthew issued a written Gospel among the Hebrews in 
their own dialect, while Peter and Paul were preaching at Rome and laying the foundations of the 
church. After their departure, Mark, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, did also hand down to us 
in writing what had been preached by Peter. Luke also, the companion of Paul, recorded in a book 
the gospel preached by him. Afterwards, John, the disciple of the Lord, who also had leaned upon 
His breast, did himself publish a Gospel during his residence at Ephesus in Asia." Clement of 
Alexandria differs by putting Mark after Matthew and Luke, and yet before the death of Peter; for 
he says (in Eus., H. E., VI. 14), that when Peter proclaimed the gospel at Rome, Mark was 
requested by the hearers to reduce it to writing, which he did, Peter neither hindering nor 
encouraging it. According to this view all the Synoptists would have written before 64.  

 



80. Matthew. 
 
Critical. 
 
Bernh. Weiss: Das Matthausevangelium und seine Lucas-Parallelen erklart. Halle, 1876. 
Exceedingly elaborate. 
 
Edw. Byron Nicholson: The Gospel according to the Hebrews. Its Fragments translated and 
annotated. Lond., 1879. 
 
Exegetical 
 
Commentaries on Matthew by Origen, Jerome, Chrysostom, Melanchthon (1523), Fritzsche, 
Deuteronomy Wette, Alford, Wordsworth, Schegg (R. Cath., 1856-58, 3 vols.), J. A. Alexander, 
Lange (trsl. and enlarged by Schaff, N. Y., 1864, etc.), James Morison (of Glasgow, Lond., 
1870), Meyer, (6th ed., 1876), Wichelhaus (Halle, 1876), Keil (Leipz., 1877), Plumptre (Lond., 
1878), Carr (Cambr., 1879), Nicholson (Lond., 1881), Schaff (N. Y., 1882). 
 
Life of Matthew. 
 
Matthew, {903} formerly called Levi, one of the twelve apostles, was originally a publican or 
taxgatherer {904} at Capernaum, and hence well acquainted with Greek and Hebrew in bilingual 
Galilee, and accustomed to keep accounts. This occupation prepared him for writing a Gospel in 
topical order in both languages. In the three Synoptic lists of the apostles he is associated with 
Thomas, and forms with him the fourth pair; in Mark and Luke he precedes Thomas, in his own 
Gospel he is placed after him (perhaps from modesty). {905} Hence the conjecture that he was a 
twin brother of Thomas (Didymus, i.e., Twin), or associated with him in work. Thomas was an 
honest and earnest doubter, of a melancholy disposition, yet fully convinced at last when he saw 
the risen Lord; Matthew was a strong and resolute believer. 
 
Of his apostolic labors we have no certain information. Palestine, Ethiopia, Macedonia, the 
country of the Euphrates, Persia, and Media are variously assigned to him as missionary fields. 
He died a natural death according to the oldest tradition, while later accounts make him a martyr. 
{906} 
 
The first Gospel is his imperishable work, well worthy a long life, yea many lives. Matthew the 
publican occupies as to time the first place in the order of the Evangelists, as Mary Magdalene, 
from whom Christ expelled many demons, first proclaimed the glad tidings of the resurrection. 
Not that it is on that account the best or most important—the best comes last,—but it naturally 
precedes the other, as the basis precedes the superstructure. {907} 
 
In his written Gospel he still fulfils the great commission to bring all nations to the school of 
Christ. {Matthew 28:19} 
 
The scanty information of the person and life of Matthew in connection with his Gospel suggests 
the following probable inferences: 
 
1. Matthew was a Hebrew of the Hebrews, yet comparatively liberal, being a publican who came 
in frequent contact with merchants from Damascus. This occupation was indeed disreputable in 
the eyes of the Jews, and scarcely consistent with the national Messianic aspirations; but 



Capernaum belonged to the tetrarchy of Herod Antipas, and the Herodian family, which, with all 
its subserviency to heathen Rome, was yet to a certain extent identified with the Jewish nation. 
 
2. He was a man of some means and good social position. His office was lucrative, he owned a 
house, and gave a farewell banquet to "a great multitude" of his old associates, at which Jesus 
presided. {908} It was at the same time his farewell to the world, its wealth, its pleasures and 
honors. "We may conceive what a joyous banquet that was for Matthew, when he marked the 
words and acts of Jesus, and stored within his memory the scene and the conversation which he 
was inspired to write according to his clerkly ability for the instruction of the church in all after 
ages." {909} It was on that occasion that Jesus spoke that word which was especially applicable 
to Matthew and especially offensive to the Pharisees present: "I came not to call the righteous, but 
sinners." It is remarkable that the first post-apostolic quotation from the Gospel of Matthew is this 
very passage, and one similar to it (see below). 
 
3. He was a man of decision of character and capable of great sacrifice to his conviction. When 
called, while sitting in Oriental fashion at his tollbooth, to follow Jesus, he "forsook all, rose up, 
and followed Him," whom he at once recognized and trusted as the true king of Israel. {910} No 
one can do more than leave his "all," no matter how much or how little this may be; and no one 
can do better than to "follow Christ." 
 
Character and Aim of the Gospel. 
 
The first Gospel makes the impression of primitive antiquity. The city of Jerusalem, the temple, 
the priesthood and sacrifices, the entire religious and political fabric of Judaism are supposed to 
be still standing, but with an intimation of their speedy downfall. {911} It alone reports the words 
of Christ that he came not to destroy but to fulfil the law and the prophets, and that he was only 
sent to the lost sheep of the house of Israel. {912} Hence the best critics put the composition 
several years before the destruction of Jerusalem. {913} 
 
Matthew’s Gospel was evidently written for Hebrews, and Hebrew Christians with the aim to 
prove that Jesus of Nazareth is the promised Messiah, the last and greatest prophet, priest, and 
king of Israel. It presupposes a knowledge of Jewish customs and Palestinian localities (which are 
explained in other Gospels). {914} It is the connecting link between the Old and the New 
Covenant. It is, as has been well said, {915} "the ultimatum of Jehovah to his ancient people: 
Believe, or prepare to perish! Recognize Jesus as the Messiah, or await Him as your Judge!" 
Hence he so often points out the fulfilment of Messianic prophecy in the evangelical history with 
his peculiar formula: "that it might be fulfilled," or "then was fulfilled." {916} 
 
In accordance with this plan, Matthew begins with the genealogy of Jesus, showing him to be the 
son and heir of David the king, and of Abraham the father, of the Jewish race, to whom the 
promises were given. The wise men of the East come from a distance to adore the new-born king 
of the Jews. The dark suspicion and jealousy of Herod is roused, and foreshadows the future 
persecution of the Messiah. The flight to Egypt and the return from that land both of refuge and 
bondage are a fulfilment of the typical history of Israel. John the Baptist completes the mission of 
prophecy in preparing the way for Christ. After the Messianic inauguration and trial Jesus opens 
his public ministry with the Sermon on the Mount, which is the counterpart of the Sinaitic 
legislation, and contains the fundamental law of his kingdom. The key-note of this sermon and of 
the whole Gospel is that Christ came to fulfil the law and the prophets, which implies both the 
harmony of the two religions and the transcendent superiority of Christianity. His mission 
assumes an organized institutional form in the kingdom of heaven which he came to establish in 
the world. Matthew uses this term (h basileia twn ouranwn) no less than thirty-two times, 



while the other Evangelists and Paul speak of the "kingdom of God" (h basileia tou yeou). No 
other Evangelist has so fully developed the idea that Christ and his kingdom are the fulfilment of 
all the hopes and aspirations of Israel, and so vividly set forth the awful solemnity of the crisis at 
this turning point in its history. 
 
But while Matthew wrote from the Jewish Christian point of view, he is far from being Judaizing 
or contracted. He takes the widest range of prophecy. He is the most national and yet the most 
universal, the most retrospective and yet the most prospective, of Evangelists. At the very cradle 
of the infant Jesus he introduces the adoring Magi from the far East, as the forerunners of a 
multitude of believing Gentiles who "shall come from the east and the west, and shall sit down 
with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven;" while "the sons of the kingdom shall 
be cast forth into the outer darkness." The heathen centurion, and the heathen woman of Canaan 
exhibit a faith the like of which Jesus did not find in Israel. The Messiah is rejected and 
persecuted by his own people in Galilee and Judaea. He upbraids Chorazin, Bethsaida, and 
Capernaum, wherein his mighty works were done, because they repented not; He sheds tears over 
Jerusalem because she would not come to Him; He pronounces his woe over the Jewish 
hierarchy, and utters the fearful prophecies of the destruction of the theocracy. All this is most 
fully recorded by Matthew, and he most appropriately and sublimely concludes with the 
command of the universal evangelization of all nations, and the promise of the unbroken presence 
of Christ with his people to the end of the world. {917} 
 
Topical Arrangement. 
 
The mode of arrangement is clear and orderly. It is topical rather than chronological. It far 
surpasses Mark and Luke in the fulness of the discourses of Christ, while it has to be 
supplemented from them in regard to the succession of events. Matthew groups together the 
kindred words and works with special reference to Christ’s teaching; hence it was properly called 
by Papias a collection of the Oracles of the Lord. It is emphatically the didactic Gospel. 
 
The first didactic group is the Sermon on the Mount of Beatitudes, which contains the legislation 
of the kingdom of Christ and an invitation to the whole people to enter, holding out the richest 
promises to the poor in spirit and the pure in heart (Matt. 5-7). The second group is the instruction 
to the disciples in their missionary work. {Matthew 10} The third is the collection of the parables 
on the kingdom of God, illustrating its growth, conflict, value, and consummation. {Matthew 13} 
The fourth, the denunciation of the Pharisees, {Matthew 23} and the fifth, the prophecy of the 
destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world (Matthew 24 and 25). 
 
Between these chief groups are inserted smaller discourses of Christ, on his relation to John the 
Baptist (11:1-19); the woe on the unrepenting cities of Galilee (11:20-24); the thanksgiving for 
the revelation to those of a childlike spirit (11:25-27); the invitation to the weary and heavy laden 
(11:28-30); on the observance of the Sabbath and warning to the Pharisees who were on the way 
to commit the unpardonable sin by tracing his miracles to Satanic powers; {Matthew 12} the 
attack on the traditions of the elders and the hypocrisy of the Pharisees (Matthew 15 and 16); the 
prophecy of the founding of the church after the great confession of Peter, with the prediction of 
his passion as the way to victory; {Matthew 16} the discourse on the little children with their 
lesson of simplicity and humility against the temptations of hierarchial pride; the duty of 
forgiveness in the kingdom and the parable of the unforgiving servant; {Matthew 18} the 
discourse about divorce, against the Pharisees; the blessing of little children; the warning against 
the danger of riches; the parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard and the nature of the future 
rewards (Matthew 19 and 20); the victorious replies of the Lord to the tempting questions of the 
Pharisees and Sadducees. {Matthew 22} 



 
These discourses are connected with narratives of the great miracles of Christ and the events in 
his life. The miracles are likewise grouped together (as in Matt. 8-9), or briefly summed up (as in 
4:23-25). The transfiguration {Matthew 17} forms the turning-point between the active and the 
passive life; it was a manifestation of heaven on earth, an anticipation of Christ’s future glory, a 
pledge of the resurrection, and it fortified Jesus and his three chosen disciples for the coming 
crisis, which culminated in the crucifixion and ended in the resurrection. {918} 
 
Peculiar Sections. 
 
Matthew has a number of original sections: 
 
1. Ten Discourses of our Lord, namely, the greater part of the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5-7); 
the thanksgiving for the revelation to babes (11:25-27); the touching invitation to the heavy laden 
(11:28-30), which is equal to anything in John; the warning against idle words (12:36, 37); the 
blessing pronounced upon Peter and the prophecy of founding the church (16:17-19); the greater 
part of the discourse on humility and forgiveness; {Matthew 18} the rejection of the Jews (21:43); 
the denunciation of the scribes and Pharisees; {Matthew 23} the description of the final judgment 
(25:31-46); the great commission and the promise of Christ’s presence to the end of time (28:18-
20). 
 
2. Ten Parables: the tares; the hidden treasure; the pearl of great price; the draw-net (13:24-50); 
the unmerciful servant (18:23-35); the laborers in the vineyard (20:1-16); the two sons (21:28-
32); the marriage of the king’s son (22: 1-14); the ten virgins (25:1-13); the talents (25:14-30). 
 
3. Two Miracles: the cure of two blind men (9:27-31); the stater in the fish’s mouth (17:24-27). 
 
4. Facts and Incidents: the adoration of the Magi; the massacre of the innocents; the flight into 
Egypt; the return from Egypt to Nazareth (all in Matthew 2); the coming of the Pharisees and 
Sadducees to John’s baptism (3:7); Peter’s attempt to walk on the sea (14:28-31); the payment of 
the temple tax (17:24-27); the bargain of Judas, his remorse, and suicide (26:14-16; 27:3-10); the 
dream of Pilate’s wife (27:19); the appearance of departed saints in Jerusalem (27:52); the watch 
at the sepulchre (27:62-66); the lie of the Sanhedrin and the bribing of the soldiers (28:11-15); the 
earthquake on the resurrection morning (28:2, a repetition of the shock described in 27:51, and 
connected with the rolling away of the stone from the sepulchre). 
 
The Style. 
 
The Style of Matthew is simple, unadorned, calm, dignified, even majestic; less vivid and 
picturesque than that of Mark; more even and uniform than Luke’s, because not dependent on 
written sources. He is Hebraizing, but less so than Mark, and not so much as Luke 1-2. He omits 
some minor details which escaped his observation, but which Mark heard from Peter, and which 
Luke learned from eye-witnesses or found in his fragmentary documents. Among his peculiar 
expressions, besides the constant use of "kingdom of heaven," is the designation of God as "our 
heavenly Father," and of Jerusalem as "the holy city" and "the city of the Great King." In the 
fulness of the teaching of Christ he surpasses all except John. Nothing can be more solemn and 
impressive than his reports of those words of life and power, which will outlast heaven and earth 
(24:34). Sentence follows sentence with overwhelming force, like a succession of lightning 
flashes from the upper world. {919} 
 
Patristic Notices of Matthew. 



 
The first Gospel was well known to the author of the "Didache of the Apostles," who wrote 
between 80 and 100, and made large use of it, especially the Sermon on the Mount. {920} 
 
The next clear allusion to this Gospel is made in the Epistle of Barnabas, who quotes two 
passages from the Greek Matthew, one from 22:14: "Many are called, but few chosen," with the 
significant formula used only of inspired writings, "It is written." {921} This shows clearly that 
early in the second century, if not before, it was an acknowledged authority in the church. The 
Gospel of John also indirectly presupposes, by its numerous emissions, the existence of all the 
Synoptical Gospels. 
 
The Hebrew Matthew. 
 
Next we hear of a Hebrew Matthew from Papias, bishop of Hierapolis, "a hearer of John and a 
companion of Polycarp." {922} He collected from apostles and their disciples a variety of 
apostolic traditions in his "Exposition of Oracles of the Lord," in five books (logiwn kuriakwn 
exhghsiv). In a fragment of this lost work preserved by Eusebius, he says distinctly that 
"Matthew composed the oracles [of the Lord] in the Hebrew tongue, and everyone interpreted 
them as best he could." {923} 
 
Unfortunately the Hebrew Matthew, if it ever existed, has disappeared, and consequently there is 
much difference of opinion about this famous passage, both as regards the proper meaning of 
"oracles" (logia) and the truth of the whole report. 
 
1. The "oracles" are understood by some to mean only the discourses of our Lord; {924} by others 
to include also the narrative portions. {925} But in any case the Hebrew Matthew must have been 
chiefly an orderly collection of discourses. This agrees best with the natural and usual meaning 
of Logia, and the actual preponderance of the doctrinal element in our canonical Matthew as 
compared with our Mark. A parte potiori fit denominatio. 
 
2. The report of a Hebrew original has been set aside altogether as a sheer mistake of Papias, who 
confounded it with the Ebionite "Gospel according to the Hebrews," known to us from a number 
of fragments. {926} It is said that Papias was a credulous and weak-minded, though pious man. 
{927} But this does not impair his veracity or invalidate a simple historical notice. It is also said 
that the universal spread of the Greek language made a Hebrew Gospel superfluous. But the 
Aramaic was still the vernacular and prevailing language in Palestine {comp. Acts 21:40 22:2} 
and in the countries of the Euphrates. 
 
There is an intrinsic probability of a Hebrew Gospel for the early stage of Christianity. And the 
existence of a Hebrew Matthew rests by no means merely on Papias. It is confirmed by the 
independent testimonies of most respectable fathers, as Irenaeus, {928} Pantaenus, {929} Origen, 
{930} Eusebius, {931} Cyril of Jerusalem, {932} Epiphanius, {933} and Jerome. {934} 
 
This Hebrew Matthew must not be identified with the Judaizing "Gospel according to the 
Hebrews," the best among the apocryphal Gospels, of which in all thirty-three fragments remain. 
Jerome and other fathers clearly distinguish the two. The latter was probably an adaptation of the 
former to the use of the Ebionites and Nazarenes. {935} Truth always precedes heresy, as the 
genuine coin precedes the counterfeit, and the real portrait the caricature. Cureton and Tregelles 
maintain that the Curetonian Syriac fragment is virtually a translation of the Hebrew Matthew, 
and antedates the Peshito version. But Ewald has proven that it is derived from our Greek 
Matthew. {936} 



 
Papias says that everybody "interpreted" the Hebrew Matthew as well as he could. He refers no 
doubt to the use of the Gospel in public discourses before Greek hearers, not to a number of 
written translations of which we know nothing. The past tense (hrmhneuse) moreover seems to 
imply that such necessity existed no longer at the time when he wrote; in other words, that the 
authentic Greek Matthew had since appeared and superseded the Aramaic predecessor which was 
probably less complete. {937} Papias accordingly is an indirect witness of the Greek Matthew in 
his own age; that is, the early part of the second century (about A. D. 130). At all events the 
Greek Matthew was in public use even before that time, as is evident from the, quotations in the 
Didache, and the Epistle of Barnabas (which were written before 120, probably before 100). 
 
The Greek Matthew. 
 
The Greek Matthew, as we have it now, is not a close translation from the Hebrew and bears the 
marks of an original composition. This appears from genuine Greek words and phrases to which 
there is no parallel in Hebrew, as the truly classical "Those wretches he will wretchedly destroy," 
{938} and from the discrimination in Old Testament quotations which are freely taken from the 
Septuagint in the course of the narrative, but conformed to the Hebrew when they convey 
Messianic prophecies, and are introduced by the solemn formula: "that there might be fulfilled," 
or "then was fulfilled." {939} 
 
If then we credit the well nigh unanimous tradition of the ancient church concerning a prior 
Hebrew Matthew, we must either ascribe the Greek Matthew to some unknown translator who 
took certain liberties with the original, {940} or, what seems most probable, we must assume that 
Matthew himself at different periods of his life wrote his Gospel first in Hebrew in Palestine, and 
afterward in Greek. {941} In doing so, he would not literally translate his own book, but like 
other historians freely reproduce and improve it. Josephus did the same with his history of the 
Jewish war, of which only the Greek remains. When the Greek Matthew once was current in the 
church, it naturally superseded the Hebrew, especially if it was more complete. 
 
Objections are raised to Matthew’s authorship of the first canonical Gospel, from real or 
supposed inaccuracies in the narrative, but they are at best very trifling and easily explained by 
the fact that Matthew paid most attention to the words of Christ, and probably had a better 
memory for thoughts than for facts. {942} 
 
But whatever be the view we take of the precise origin of the first canonical Gospel, it was 
universally received in the ancient church as the work of Matthew. It was our Matthew who is 
often, though freely, quoted by Justin Martyr as early as A. D. 146 among the "Gospel Memoirs;" 
it was one of the four Gospels of which his pupil Tatian compiled a connected "Diatessaron;" and 
it was the only Matthew used by Irenaeus and all the fathers that follow. 
 
{903} mayyaiov, Matthew 9:9 (according to the spelling of a B* D, adopted by Lachmann, 
Tischendorf, Tregelles, Westcott and Hort), or matyaiov (as spelled in the text. rec.), like 
Matthias and Mattathias, means Gift of Jehovah, and corresponds to the Greek Theodore. He 
perhaps took this name after his call; his former name being Levi, Leuiv, Leueiv (a joining), 
according to Mark 2:12 Luke 5:27,29. The new name overshadowed the old, as the names of 
Peter and Paul replaced Simon and Saul. The identity is evident from the fact that the call of 
Matthew or Levi is related by the three Synoptists in the same terms and followed by the same 
discourse. Nicholson (Com. on Matthew 9:9) disputes the identity, as Grotius and Sieffert did 
before, but on insufficient grounds. Before Mark 3:16 Peter is called by his former name Simon 
{Mark 1:16,29,30,36}, and thereby shows his historical tact. 



 
{904} Hence called mayyaiov ov telwnhv, Matthew 10:13 He inserts his previous employment 
to intimate the power of divine grace in his conversion. 
 
{905} Matthew 10:3, compared with Mark 3:18 Luke 6:15. But in the list in Acts 1:13 he is 
associated with Bartholomew, and Thomas with Philip. 
 
{906} Clement of Alexandria represents him as a strict Jewish Christian who abstained from the 
use of flesh. This would make him one of the weak brethren whom Paul {Romans 14:1 sqq} 
charitably judges. But there is nothing in the first Gospel to justify this tradition. 
 
{907} The priority and relative superiority of Matthew are maintained not only by Augustin and 
the catholic tradition, but also by moderately liberal critics from Griesbach to Bleek, and even by 
the radical critics of the Tubingen school (Baur, Strauss, Schwegler, Zeller, Hilgenfeld, 
Davidson), and especially by Keim.. 
 
{908} So Luke 5:29 Mark 2:15 ("many publicans and sinners sat down with Jesus and his 
disciples") and Matthew 9:10 ("many publicans and sinners") agree; but Matthew modestly omits 
his own name in connection with that feast. Some commentators understand "the house" to be the 
house of Jesus, but Jesus had no house and gave no dinner parties. Luke says expressly that it was 
the house of Levi. 
 
{909} Carr, Com., p. 6. 
 
{910} Luke 5:28 Mark 2:14 Matthew 9:9. 
 
{911} Matthew 5:35 ("Jerusalem is the city of the great king"); Matthew 23:1 ("sit on Moses’ 
seat") Matthew 23:16 ("swear by the temple"); Matthew 16:28; 24:15 ("in the holy place;" "let 
him that readeth understand"), and the whole twenty-fourth chapter. 
 
{912} Matthew 5:17; 15:24; comp. 10:6. 
 
{913} Hug, Bleek, Olshausen, Ebrard, Meyer, Reim, Lange, and most commentators fix the date 
between 60 and 69, other writers as early as 37-45 (but in conflict with Matthew 27:8 28:15). 
Baur’s view, which brings the Greek Matthew down to the second destruction of Jerusalem under 
Hadrian, 130-134, is exploded. Even Volkmar puts it much earlier (105 to 115), Hilgenfeld 
(Einleitung in das N. T., p. 497) immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem, Keim A. D. 66. 
Dr. Samuel Davidson, in the second ed. of his Introd. to the N. T. (London, 1882, vol. I. 413-
416), assigns the present Greek Matthew with Volkmar to 105, but assumes an Aramaean original 
and Greek paraphrases of the same which were written before the destruction of Jerusalem. He 
thinks that "the eschatological discourses which connect the fail of Jerusalem, the destruction of 
the temple and the end of the world, have been falsified by history"(?); that consequently Jesus 
did not utter them as they are recorded, but they were revised and altered by writers who 
incorporated with them Jewish ideas and expressions (I. 403). 
 
{914} Comp. Matthew 15:2 with Mark 7:3,4. The translation of the exclamation on the cross, 
Matthew 27:46, is intended for Greek Jews, 
 
{915} By Godet, Studies on the New Testament, p. 23. 
 



{916} ina (or opwv) plhrwyh to rhyen, ortote eplhrwyh to rhyen. This formula occurs 
twelve times in Matthew (1:22; 2:15, 17, 23; 4:14; 8:17; 12:17, 13:35; 21:4; 26:56; 27:9, 35), six 
times in John, but nowhere in Luke nor in Mark; for Mark 15:28 (kai eplhrwvyh h grafh k. t. 
l.) in the text. rec. is spurious and probably inserted from Luke 22:37. 
 
{917} Comp. Matthew 2:1-12 8:11,12 11:21 12:41 15:21-28 Matthew 23 and 24; 28:19, 20. 
 
{918} For a full analysis see the critical monograph of Weiss, and Lange’s Matth., pp. 43-46. 
Keim, who builds his Geschichte Jesu—the ablest and least objectionable of the purely critical 
biographies of Christ,—chiefly on Matthew, praises its plan as sorgfaltig, einfach und 
einleuchtend, durchsichtig und sehr wohl durchgefuhrt (I. 52). He divides it into two chief 
sections: the entry upon the public ministry with the Bussruf and Reichspredigt (Matthew 4:17 
apo tote hrxato ov ihsouv khrussein, k. t. l.), and the entry upon the path of death with the 
Leidensruf and the Zukunftspredigt (Matthew 16:21: apo tote hrxato ov ihv., k. t. l.). He also 
finds an ingenious symmetry of numbers in the collocation of 10 miracles, 8 [7] beatitudes, 7 
woes, 4 and 3 parables, 3 temptations, etc. 
 
{919} For particulars on the style of Matthew and the other Evangelists see my Companion to the 
Study of the Greek Testament (third ed., 1888), pp. 43 sqq. 
 
{920} See my book on the Didache (N. York, third ed., 1889), pp. 61-88. 
 
{921} Ep. Barn., c. 4, at the close: prosecwmen, mhpote, wv gegraptai, polloi klhtoi, 
o�ligoi de e�klektoi eureywmen.. Since the discovery of the entire Greek text of this Epistle in 
the Codex Sinaiticus (1859), where it follows the Apocalypse, there can be no doubt any more 
about the formula gevgraptai (scriptum est). The other passage quoted in Matthew 5 is from 
Matthew 9:13: ouk hlyen kalesai dikaivouv alla amartwlouv. The Ep. of Barnabas dates 
from the close of the first or the beginning of the second century. Some place it as early as A. D. 
70, others a late as 120. The Didache is older. 
 
{922} Euseb., H. E., III. 39: iwannou men akousthv, polukarpou de etairov gegonwv. 
Whether this "John" is the apostle or the mysterious "Presbyter John," is a matter of dispute 
which will be discussed in the second volume in the section on Papias. Eusebius himself clearly 
distinguishes two Johns. The date of Papias must be set back several years with that of Polycarp, 
his "companion," who suffered martyrdom in 155 (not 164). The Chronicon Paschale which 
represents Papias as martyred at Pergamum about the same time, mistook PAPULOS in Eusebius, 
H. E., IV. 15 (at the close), for PAPIAS. See Lightfoot, "Contemp. Review" for August, 1875, p. 
381 sqq. 
 
{923} Eus., Hist. Ecll. 3. 39: matyaiov men oun ebraidi dialektw ta logia sunataxato (or, 
according to the reading of Heinichen, I. 150, sunagrayatov), hrmhneuse d auta wv hn 
dunatov ekastov. This testimony has been thoroughly discussed by Schleiermacher (in the 
"Studien und Kritiken," 1832), Holtzmann (Synopt. Evang., 248 sqq.), Weizsacker 
(Untersuchungen ub. d. ev. Gesch., 27 sqq.). Ewald (Jahrbucher, VI., 55 sqq.), Zahn (in "Stud. u. 
Kritiken," 1866, 649 sqq.), Steitz (ibid., 1868, 63 sqq.), Keim (Gesch. Jesu v. Naz., I., 56 sqq.), 
Meyer (Com.) Evang. Matthew 6th ed. (1876), (4 sqq.), Lightfoot (in "Contemp. Review" for 
August, 1875, pp. 396-403), and Weiss (Das Matthausevang., 1876, 1 sqq.). 
 
{924} So Schleiermacher who first critically examined this passage (1832), Schneckenbarger 
(1834), Lachmann (1835), Credner, Wieseler. Ewald, Reuss, Weizsacker, Holtzmann, Meyer (p. 
11). It is supposed that Matthew’s Hebrew Gospel was similar to the lost work of Papias, with 



this difference that the former was simply a collection (suntaxiv or suggrafh), the latter an 
interpretation (exhghsiv), of the Lord’s discourses (twn logiwn kuriakwn). 
 
{925} So Lucke (1833), Kern, Hug, Harless, Anger, Bleek, Baur, Hilgenfeld, Lange, Ebrard, 
Thiersch, Keim, Zahn, Lightfoot, Thomson, Keil, Weiss (but the last with a limitation to a meagre 
thread of narrative). The chief arguments are: 1, that all early writers, from Irenaeus onward, who 
speak of a Hebrew Matthew mean a regular Gospel corresponding to our Greek Matthew 2, the 
parallel passage of Papias concerning the Gospel of Mark (Eus., III. 39), where apparently "the 
Lord’s discourses" (logoi kuriakoi) includes actions as well as words. ta upo tou cristou h 
lecyenta h pracyevnta. But it is said somewhat disparagingly, that Mark (as compared with 
Matthew) did not give "an orderly arrangement of the Lord’s words" (ouc wsper suntaxin twn 
kuriakwn poioumenov logwn). The wider meaning of logiva is supported by Romans 3:1, 
where ta logia tou yeou, with which the Jews were intrusted, includes the whole Old 
Testament Scriptures; and Hebrews 5:12, "the first principles of the oracles of God". (ta 
stoiceia thv archv twn logiwn tou qeou). Lightfoot quotes also passages from Philo, 
Clement of Rome, Polycarp, and Origen (l. c., p. 400 sq.). 
 
{926} So Wetstein, Hug, Deuteronomy Wette, Bleek, Ewald, Ritschl, Holtzmann, Keim, 
Delitzsch, Keil. Some of these writers assume that the Gospel according to the Hebrews was an 
Ebionite translation and recension of the Greek Matthew. So Delitzsch and Keil (Com. p. 23). 
Keim is mistaken when he asserts (I. 54) that scarcely anybody nowadays believes in a Hebrew 
Matthew. The contrary opinion is defended by Meyer, Weiss, and others, and prevails among 
English divines. 
 
{927} Eusebius (III. 39) calls him sfodra smikrov ton noun, "very narrow-minded," but on 
account of his millenarianism, as the context shows. In another place he calls him a man of 
comprehensive learning and great knowledge of the Scriptures (III. 39: ta tanta malista 
logiwtatov kai thv grafhv eidhmwn). 
 
{928} Adv. Haer., III1, 1: o men dh matyaiov en toiv ebraivoiv th idia dialevktw autwn 
kai grafhn exhnegken euaggeliou, tou petrou kai paulou en r wvmh euaggelizomenwn 
kai yemeliountwn thn ekklhsian. The chronological reference is so far inaccurate, as neither 
Peter nor Paul were personally the founders of the church of Rome, yet it was founded through 
their influence and their pupils, and consolidated by their presence and martyrdom. 
 
{929} He is reported by Eus., H.E. 10, to have found in India (probably in Southern Arabia) the 
Gospel according to Matthew in Hebrew (ebraiwn grammasi), which had been left there by 
Bartholomew, one of the apostles. This testimony is certainly independent of Papias. But it may 
be questioned whether a Hebrew original, or a Hebrew translation, is meant. 
 
{930} In Eus., H. E., VI. 25. Origen, however, drew his report of a Hebrew Matthew not from 
personal knowledge, but from tradition (wv en paradosei maywvn). 
 
{931} H. E., III. 24: matyaiov men gar proteron ebraivoiv khruvxav, wv emelle kai ef 
eterouv ienai, patriw glwtth grafh paradouv to kat auton euaggelion, to leipon th 
autou parousia toutoiv, af wn estelleto, dia thv grafhv apeplhrou. "M., having first 
preached the Gospel in Hebrew, when on the point of going also to other nations, committed it to 
writing in his native tongue, and thus supplied the want of his presence to them by his book." 
 
{932} Catech. 14: Matq. o grayav to euaggevlion ebrai di glwssh.. 
 



{933} Haer., XXX. 3; comp. LI. 5. 
 
{934} Praef. in Matth.; on Matthew 12:13; Dial. c Pelag., III, c. 2; Deuteronomy Vir. illustr., c. 2 
and 3. Jerome’s testimony is somewhat conflicting. He received a copy of the Hebrew M. from 
the Nazarenes in Beraea in Syria for transcription (392). But afterward (415) he seems to have 
found out that the supposed Hebrew Matthew in the library of Pamphilus at Caesarea was "the 
Gospel according to the Hebrews" (Evangelium juxta, or secundum Hebraeos), which he 
translated both into Greek and Latin (De vir. ill., c. 2). This would have been useless, if the 
Hebrew Gospel had been only the original of the canonical Matthew. See Weiss, l. c., pp. 7 sq. 
 
{935} The fragments of this Gospel ("quo utuntur Nazareni et Ebionitae," Jerome) were collected 
by Credner, Beitrage, I. 380 sqq.; Hilgenfeld, Nov. Test. extra can. rec., IV., and especially by 
Nicholson in the work quoted above. It is far superior to the other apocryphal Gospels, and was 
so much like the Hebrew Matthew that many confounded it with the same, as Jerome observes, 
ad Matth. 12:13 ("quod vocatur a plerisque Matthaei authenticum") and C. Pelag., III. 2. The 
Tubingen view (Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld) reverses the natural order and makes this heretical 
gospel the Urmatthaeus (proto-Matthew), of which our Greek Matthew is an orthodox 
transformation made as late as 130; but Keim (I., 29 sqq.), Meyer (p. 19), and Weise (pp. 8 and 9) 
have sufficiently refuted this hypothesis. Nicholson modifies the Tubingen theory by assuming 
that Matthew wrote at different times the canonical Gospel and those portions of the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews, which run parallel with it. 
 
{936} See Holtzmann, p. 269, and Ewald’s "Jahrbucher," IX. 69 sqq. 
 
{937} So Meyer (p. 12, against Holtzmann), and Lightfoot (p. 397 against the author of "Supern. 
Rel."). Schleiermacher was wrong in referring hrmhneuse to narrative additions. 
 
{938} Matthew 21:41: kakouv kakwv apolesei, pessimos pessime (or malos male) perdet. The 
E. Revision reproduces the paronomasis (which is obliterated in the E. V.) thus: "He will 
miserably destroy those miserable men." Other plays on words: petrov and petra, Matthew 
16:18; battologein and polulogia, Matthew 6:7; afanizousin opwv fanwsi, "they make 
their faces unappearable (disfigure them), that they may appear, Matthew 6:16; comp. 24:7. 
Weiss derives the originality of the Greek Matthew from the use of the Greek Mark; but this 
would not account for these and similar passages. 
 
{939} Jerome first observed that Matthew follows not Septuaginta translatorum auctoritatem, sed 
Hebraicam (De vir. illustr., c. 3). Credner and Bleek brought out this important difference more 
fully, and Holtzmann (Die Syn. Evang., p. 259), Ritschl, Kostlin, Keim (I., 59 sqq), Meyer (p. 9), 
and Weiss (p. 44) confirm it. But Hilgenfeld and Keim unnecessarily see in this fact an indication 
of a later editor, who exists only in their critical fancy. 
 
{940} Jerome acknowledges the uncertainty of the translator, Deuteronomy vir. ill., c. 3: Quis 
postea in Graecum transtulerit [the Hebrew Matthew], non satis certum est. It has been variously 
traced to James, the brother of the Lord Synops. Pseudo-Athan., to a disciple of Matthew, or to 
another disciple. 
 
{941} So Bengel, Guericke, Schott, Olshausen, Thiersch. 
 
{942} Meyer and Weiss regard the reports of the resurrection of the dead at the crucifixion and 
the story of the watch, Matthew 27:52,62-66, as post-apostolic legends; but the former is not 
more difficult than the resurrection of Lazarus, and the latter has all the marks of intrinsic 



probability. Meyer also gratuitously assumes that Matthew must be corrected from John on the 
date of the crucifixion; but there is no real contradiction between the Synoptic and the Johannean 
date. See p. 133. Meyer’s opinion is that Matthew wrote only a Hebrew collection of the 
discourses of our Lord, that an unknown hand at an early date added the narrative portions, and 
another anonymous writer, before the year 70, made the Greek translation which was universally 
and justly, as far as substance is concerned, regarded as Matthew’s work (pp. 14, 23). But these 
are a pure conjectures.  

 



81. Mark. 
 
Commentaries. 
 
George Petter (the largest Com. on M., London, 1661, 2 vols. fol.); C. Fr. A. Fritzsche 
(Evangelium Marci, Lips., 1830); A. Klostermann (Das Marcusevangelium nach seinem 
Quellenwerthe fur die evang. Gesch., Gottingen, 1867); B. Weiss (Das Marcusevangelium und 
seine synopt. Parallelen, Berlin, 1872); Meyer (6th ed. by Weiss, Gott., 1878); Joseph A. 
Alexander (New York, 1858, and London, 1866); Harvey Goodwin (London, 1860); John H. 
Godwin (London, 1869); James Morison (Mark’s Memoir of Jesus Christ, London and Glasgow, 
1873, second ed., 1876, third ed., 1881, one of the very best Com., learned, reverential, and 
sensible); C. F. Maclear (Cambridge, 1877); Canon Cook (London, 1878); Edwin W. Rich 
(Philad., 1881); Matthew B. Riddle (New York, 1881). 
 
Life of Mark 
 
The second Evangelist combines in his name, as well as in his mission, the Hebrew and the 
Roman, and is a connecting link between Peter and Paul, but more especially a pupil and 
companion of the former, so that his Gospel may properly be called the Gospel of Peter. His 
original name was John or Johanan (i.e., Jehovah is gracious, Gotthold) his surname was Mark 
(i.e., Mallet). {943} The surname supplanted the Hebrew name in his later life, as Peter 
supplanted Simon, and Paul supplanted Saul. The change marked the transition of Christianity 
from the Jews to the Gentiles. He is frequently mentioned in the Acts and the Epistles. {944} 
 
He was the son of a certain Mary who lived at Jerusalem and offered her house, at great risk no 
doubt in that critical period of persecution, to the Christian disciples for devotional meetings. 
Peter repaired to that house after his deliverance from prison (A. D. 44). This accounts for the 
close intimacy of Mark with Peter; he was probably converted through him, and hence called his 
spiritual "son". {945} {1 Peter 5:13} He may have had a superficial acquaintance with Christ; for 
he is probably identical with that unnamed "young man" who, according to his own report, left 
his "linen cloth and fled naked" from Gethsemane in the night of betrayal. {Mark 14:51} He 
would hardly have mentioned such a trifling incident, unless it had a special significance for him 
as the turning-point in his life. Lange ingeniously conjectures that his mother owned the garden of 
Gethsemane or a house close by. 
 
Mark accompanied Paul and Barnabas as their minister (uphrethv) on their first great missionary 
journey; but left them half-way, being discouraged, it seems, by the arduous work, and returned 
to his mother in Jerusalem. For this reason Paul refused to take him on his next tour, while 
Barnabas was willing to overlook his temporary weakness. {Acts 15:38} There was a "sharp 
contention" on that occasion between these good men, probably in connection with the more 
serious collision between Paul and Peter at Antioch. {Galatians 2:11 sqq.} Paul was moved by a 
stern sense of duty; Barnabas by a kindly feeling for his cousin. {946} But the alienation was only 
temporary. For about ten years afterwards (63) Paul speaks of Mark at Rome as one of his few 
"fellow-workers unto the kingdom of God," who had been "a comfort" to him in his 
imprisonment; and he commends him to the brethren in Asia Minor on his intended visit. 
{Colossians 4:10,11 Philemon 24} In his last Epistle he charges Timothy to bring Mark with him 
to Rome on the ground that he was "useful to him for ministering". {2 Timothy  4:11} We find 
him again in company with Peter at "Babylon," whether that be on the Euphrates, or, more 
probably, at Rome. {1 Peter 5:3} 
 



These are the last notices of him in the New Testament. The tradition of the church adds two 
important facts, that he wrote his Gospel in Rome as the interpreter of Peter, and that afterwards 
he founded the church of Alexandria. The Coptic patriarch claims to be his successor. The 
legends of his martyrdom in the eighth year of Nero (this date is given by Jerome) are worthless. 
In 827 his relics were removed from Egypt to Venice, which built him a magnificent five-domed 
cathedral on the Place of St. Mark, near the Doge’s palace, and chose him with his symbol, the 
Lion, for the patron saint of the republic. 
 
His Relation to Peter. 
 
Though not an apostle, Mark had the best opportunity in his mother’s house and his personal 
connection with Peter, Paul, Barnabas, and other prominent disciples for gathering the most 
authentic information concerning the gospel history. 
 
The earliest notice of his Gospel we have from Papias of Hierapolis in the first half of the second 
century. He reports among the primitive traditions which he collected, that "Mark, having become 
the interpreter of Peter (ermhneuthv petrou genomenov, wrote down accurately akribwv 
egraqen) whatever he remembered, {947} without, however, recording in order (taxei) what 
was either said or done by Christ. For neither did he hear the Lord, nor did he follow Him; but 
afterwards, as I said, [he followed] Peter, who adapted his instructions to the needs [of his 
hearers], but not in the way of giving a connected account of the Lord’s discourses. {948} So then 
Mark committed no error in thus writing down such details as he remembered; for he made it his 
one forethought not to omit or to misrepresent any details that he had heard." {949} 
 
In what sense was Mark an "interpreter" of Peter? Not as the translator of a written Aramaic 
Gospel of Peter into the Greek, for of such an Aramaic original there is no trace, and Peter (to 
judge from his Epistles) wrote better Greek; nor as the translator of his discourses into Latin, for 
we know not whether he understood that language, and it was scarcely needed even in Rome 
among Jews and Orientals who spoke Greek; {950} nor in the wider sense, as a mere clerk or 
amanuensis, who wrote down what Peter dictated; but as the literary editor and publisher of the 
oral Gospel of his spiritual father and teacher. So Mercury was called the interpreter of the gods, 
because he communicated to mortals the messages of the gods. It is quite probable, however, that 
Peter sketched down some of the chief events under the first impression, in his vernacular tongue, 
and that such brief memoirs, if they existed, would naturally be made use of by Mark. {951} 
 
We learn, then, from Papias that Mark wrote his Gospel from the personal reminiscences of 
Peter’s discourses, which were adapted to the immediate wants of his hearers; that it was not 
complete (especially in the didactic part, as compared with Matthew or John), nor strictly 
chronological. 
 
Clement of Alexandria informs us that the people of Rome were so much pleased with the 
preaching of Peter that they requested Mark, his attendant, to put it down in writing, which Peter 
neither encouraged nor hindered. Other ancient fathers emphasize the close intimacy of Mark 
with Peter, and call his Gospel the Gospel of Peter. {952} 
 
The Gospel. 
 
This tradition is confirmed by the book: it is derived from the apostolic preaching of Peter, but is 
the briefest and so far the least complete of all the Gospels, yet replete with significant details. It 
reflects the sanguine and impulsive temperament, rapid movement, and vigorous action of Peter. 
In this respect its favorite particle "straightway" is exceedingly characteristic. The break-down of 



Mark in Pamphylia, which provoked the censure of Paul, has a parallel in the denial and 
inconsistency of Peter; but, like him, he soon rallied, was ready to accompany Paul on his next 
mission, and persevered faithfully to the end. 
 
He betrays, by omissions and additions, the direct influence of Peter. He informs us that the house 
of Peter was "the house of Simon and Andrew". {Mark 1:29} He begins the public ministry of 
Christ with the calling of these two brothers (1:16) and ends the undoubted part of the Gospel 
with a message to Peter (16:7), and the supplement almost in the very words of Peter. {953} He 
tells us that Peter on the Mount of Transfiguration, when he proposed to erect three tabernacles, 
"knew not what to say" (9:6). He gives the most minute account of Peter’s denial, and—alone 
among the Evangelists—records the fact that he warmed himself "in the light" of the fire so that 
he could be distinctly seen (14:54), and that the cock crew twice, giving him a second warning 
(14:72). No one would be more likely to remember and report the fact as a stimulus to humility 
and gratitude than Peter himself. 
 
On the other hand, Mark omits the laudatory words of Jesus to Peter: "Thou art Rock, and upon 
this rock I will build my church;" while yet he records the succeeding rebuke: "Get thee behind 
me, Satan." {954} The humility of the apostle, who himself warns so earnestly against the 
hierarchical abuse of the former passage, offers the most natural explanation of this conspicuous 
omission. "It is likely," says Eusebius, "that Peter maintained silence on these points; hence the 
silence of Mark." {955} 
 
Character and Aim of Mark. 
 
The second Gospel was—according to the unanimous voice of the ancient church, which is 
sustained by internal evidence—written at Rome and primarily for Roman readers, probably 
before the death of Peter, at all events before the destruction of Jerusalem. {956} 
 
It is a faithful record of Peter’s preaching, which Mark must have heard again and again. It is a 
historical sermon on the text of Peter when addressing the Roman soldier Cornelius: "God 
anointed Jesus of Nazareth with the Holy Spirit and with power: who went about doing good, and 
healing all that were oppressed of the devil; for God was with him." {957} It omits the history of 
the infancy, and rushes at once into the public ministry of our Lord, beginning, like Peter, with 
the baptism of John, and ending with the ascension. It represents Christ in the fulness of his living 
energy, as the Son of God and the mighty wonder-worker who excited amazement and carried the 
people irresistibly before him as a spiritual conqueror. This aspect would most impress the 
martial mind of the Romans, who were born to conquer and to rule. The teacher is lost in the 
founder of a kingdom. The heroic element prevails over the prophetic. The victory over Satanic 
powers in the healing of demoniacs is made very prominent. It is the gospel of divine force 
manifested in Christ. The symbol of the lion is not inappropriate to the Evangelist who describes 
Jesus as the Lion of the tribe of Judah. {958} 
 
Mark gives us a Gospel of facts, while Matthew’s is a Gospel of divine oracles. He reports few 
discourses, but many miracles. He unrolls the short public life of our Lord in a series of brief life-
pictures in rapid succession. He takes no time to explain and to reveal the inside. He dwells on the 
outward aspect of that wonderful personality as it struck the multitude. Compared with Matthew 
and especially with John, he is superficial, but not on that account incorrect or less useful and 
necessary. He takes the theocratic view of Christ, like Matthew; while Luke and John take the 
universal view; but while Matthew for his Jewish readers begins with the descent of Christ from 
David the King and often directs attention to the fulfilment of prophecy, Mark, writing for 
Gentiles, begins with "the Son of God" in his independent personality. {959} He rarely quotes 



prophecy; but, on the other hand, he translates for his Roman readers Aramaic words and Jewish 
customs and opinions. {960} He exhibits the Son of God in his mighty power and expects the 
reader to submit to his authority. 
 
Two miracles are peculiar to him, the healing of the deaf and dumb man in Decapolis, which 
astonished the people "beyond measure" and made them exclaim: "He hath done all things well: 
he maketh even the deaf to hear, and the dumb to speak". {Mark 7:31-37} The other miracle is a 
remarkable specimen of a gradual cure, the healing of the blind man at Bethsaida, who upon the 
first touch of Christ saw the men around him walking, but indistinctly as trees, and then after the 
second laying on of hands upon his eyes "saw all things clearly" (8:22-26). He omits important 
parables, but alone gives the interesting parable of the seed growing secretly and bearing first the 
blade, then the ear, then the full grain in the ear (4:26-29). 
 
It is an interesting feature to which Dr. Lange first has directed attention, that Mark lays emphasis 
on the periods of pause and rest which "rhythmically intervene between the several great victories 
achieved by Christ." He came out from his obscure abode in Nazareth; each fresh advance in his 
public life is preceded by a retirement, and each retirement is followed by a new and greater 
victory. The contrast between the contemplative rest and the vigorous action is striking and 
explains the overpowering effect by revealing its secret spring in the communion with God and 
with himself. Thus we have after his baptism a retirement to the wilderness in Judaea before he 
preached in Galilee (1:12); a retirement to the ship (3:7); to the desert on the eastern shore of the 
lake of Galilee (6:31); to a mountain (6:46); to the border land of Tyre and Sidon (7:24); to 
Decapolis (7:31); to a high mountain (9:2); to Bethany (11:1); to Gethsemane (14:34); his rest in 
the grave before the resurrection; and his withdrawal from the world and his reappearance in the 
victories of the gospel preached by his disciples. "The ascension of the Lord forms his last 
withdrawal, which is to be followed by his final onset and absolute victory." {961} 
 
Doctrinal Position. 
 
Mark has no distinct doctrinal type, but is catholic, irenic, unsectarian, and neutral as regards the 
party questions within the apostolic church. But this is not the result of calculation or of a 
tendency to obliterate and conciliate existing differences. {962} Mark simply represents the 
primitive form of Christianity itself before the circumcision controversy broke out which 
occasioned the apostolic conference at Jerusalem twenty years after the founding of the church. 
His Gospel is Petrine without being anti-Pauline, and Pauline without being anti-Petrine. Its 
doctrinal tone is the same as that of the sermons of Peter in the Acts. It is thoroughly practical. Its 
preaches Christianity, not theology. 
 
The same is true of the other Gospels, with this difference, however, that Matthew has a special 
reference to Jewish, Luke to Gentile readers, and that both make their selection accordingly under 
the guidance of the Spirit and in accordance with their peculiar charisma and aim, but without 
altering or coloring the facts. Mark stands properly between them just as Peter stood between 
James and Paul. 
 
The Style. 
 
The style of Mark is unclassical, inelegant, provincial, homely, poor and repetitious in 
vocabulary, but original, fresh, and picturesque, and enlivened by interesting touches and flickers. 
{963} 
 



He was a stranger to the arts of rhetoric and unskilled in literary composition, but an attentive 
listener, a close observer, and faithful recorder of actual events. He is strongly Hebraizing, and 
uses often the Hebrew and, but seldom the argumentative for. He inserts a number of Latin 
words, though most of these occur also in Matthew and Luke, and in the Talmud. {964} He uses 
the particle "forthwith" or "straightway" more frequently than all the other Evangelists combined. 
{965} It is his pet word, and well expresses his haste and rapid transition from event to event, 
from conquest to conquest. He quotes names and phrases in the original Aramaic, as "Abba," 
"Boanerges," "Talitha kum," "Corban," "Ephphathah," and "Eloi, Eloi," with a Greek translation. 
{966} He is fond of the historical present, {967} of the direct instead of the indirect mode of 
speech, {968} of pictorical participles, {969} and of affectionate diminutives. {970} He observes 
time and place of important events. {971} He has a number of peculiar expressions not found 
elsewhere in the New Testament. {972} 
 
Characteristic Details. 
 
Mark inserts many delicate tints and interesting incidents of persons and events which he must 
have heard from primitive witnesses. They are not the touches of fancy or the reflections of a 
historian, but the reminiscences of the first impressions. They occur in every chapter. He makes 
some little contribution to almost every narrative he has in common with Matthew and Luke. He 
notices the overpowering impression of awe and wonder, joy and delight, which the words and 
miracles of Jesus and his very appearance made upon the people and the disciples; {973} the 
actions of the multitude as they were rushing and thronging and pressing upon Him that He might 
touch and heal them, so that there was scarcely standing room, or time to eat. {974} On one 
occasion his kinsmen were about forcibly to remove Him from the throng. He directs attention to 
the human emotions and passions of our Lord, how he was stirred by pity, wonder, grief, anger 
and indignation. {975} He notices his attitudes, looks and gestures, {976} his sleep and hunger. 
{977} 
 
He informs us that Jesus, "looking upon" the rich young ruler, "loved him," and that the ruler’s 
"countenance fell" when he was told to sell all he had and to follow Jesus. Mark, or Peter rather, 
must have watched the eye of our Lord and read in his face the expression of special interest in 
that man who notwithstanding his self-righteousness and worldliness had some lovely qualities 
and was not very far from the kingdom. {978} 
 
The cure of the demoniac and epileptic at the foot of the mount of transfiguration is narrated with 
greater circumstantiality and dramatic vividness by Mark than by the other Synoptists. He 
supplies the touching conversation of Jesus with the father of the sufferer, which drew out his 
weak and struggling faith with the earnest prayer for strong and victorious faith: "I believe; help 
Thou mine unbelief." {979} We can imagine how eagerly Peter, the confessor, caught this prayer, 
and how often he repeated it in his preaching, mindful of his own weakness and trials. 
 
All the Synoptists relate on two distinct occasions Christ’s love for little children, but Mark alone 
tells us that He "took little children into his arms, and laid his hands upon them." {980} 
 
Many minor details not found in the other Gospels, however insignificant in themselves, are yet 
most significant as marks of the autopticity of the narrator (Peter). Such are the notices that Jesus 
entered the house of "Simon and Andrew, with James and John"; {Mark 1:29} that the Pharisees 
took counsel "with the Herodians" (3:6); that the raiment of Jesus at the transfiguration became 
exceeding white as snow "so as no fuller on earth can whiten them" (9:3); that blind Bartimaeus 
when called, "casting away his garment, leaped up" (10:50), and came to Jesus; that "Peter and 
James and John and Andrew asked him privately" on the Mount of Olives about the coming 



events (13:3); that the five thousand sat down "in ranks, by hundreds and fifties" (6:40); that the 
Simon who carried the cross of Christ (15:21) was a "Cyrenian" and "the father of Alexander and 
Rufus" (no doubt, two well-known disciples, perhaps at Rome, comp. Romans 16:13). 
 
We may add, as peculiar to Mark and "bewraying" Peter, the designation of Christ as "the 
carpenter"; {Mark 6:3} the name of the blind beggar at Jericho, "Bartimaeus" (10:46); the 
"cushion" in the boat on which Jesus slept (4:38); the "green grass" on the hill side in spring time 
(4:39); the "one loaf" in the ship (8:14); the colt "tied at the door without in the open street" 
(11:4); the address to the daughter of Jairus in her mother tongue (5:41); the bilingual "Abba, 
Father," in the prayer at Gethsemane (14:36; comp. Romans 8:15 Galatians 4:6). 
 
Conclusion. 
 
The natural conclusion from all these peculiarities is that Mark’s Gospel, far from being an 
extract from Matthew or Luke or both, as formerly held, {981} is a thoroughly independent and 
original work, as has been proven by minute investigations of critics of different schools and 
aims. {982} It is in all its essential parts a fresh, life-like, and trustworthy record of the persons 
and events of the gospel history from the lips of honest old Peter and from the pen of his constant 
attendant and pupil. Jerome hit it in the fourth century, and unbiassed critics in the nineteenth 
century confirm it: Peter was the narrator, Mark the writer, of the second Gospel. {983} 
 
Some have gone further and maintain that Mark, "the interpreter of Peter," simply translated a 
Hebrew Gospel of his teacher; {984} but tradition knows nothing of a Hebrew Peter, while it 
speaks of a Hebrew Matthew; and a book is called after its author, not after its translator. It is 
enough to say Peter was the preacher, Mark the reporter and editor. 
 
The bearing of this fact upon the reliableness of the Synoptic record of the life of Christ is self-
evident. It leaves no room for the mythical or legendary hypothesis. {985} 
 
Integrity of the Gospel. 
 
The Gospel closes {Mark 16:9-20} with a rapid sketch of the wonders of the resurrection and 
ascension, and the continued manifestations of power that attend the messengers of Christ in 
preaching the gospel to the whole creation. This close is upon the whole characteristic of Mark 
and presents the gospel as a divine power pervading and transforming the world, but it contains 
some peculiar features, namely: (1) one of the three distinct narratives of Christ’s ascension 
(16:19, "he was received up into heaven;" the other two being those of Luke 24:51 and Acts 1:9-
11), with the additional statement that he "sat down at the right hand of God" (comp. the similar 
statement, 1 Peter 3:22) (2) an emphatic declaration of the necessity of baptism for salvation ("he 
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved"), with the negative clause that unbelief (i.e., the 
rejection of the gospel offer of salvation) condemns ("he that disbelieveth shall be condemned"); 
{986} (3) the fact that the apostles disbelieved the report of Mary Magdalene until the risen Lord 
appeared to them personally (Mark 16:11-14; but John intimates the same, John 20:8,9, especially 
in regard to Thomas, 20:25, and Matthew mentions that some doubted, Matthew 28:17; comp. 
Luke 24:37-41); (4) an authoritative promise of supernatural powers and signs which shall 
accompany the believers. {Mark 16:17,18} Among these is mentioned the pentecostal glossolalia 
under the unique name of speaking with new tongues. {987} 
 
The genuineness of this closing section is hotly contested, and presents one of the most difficult 
problems of textual criticism. The arguments are almost equally strong on both sides, but 
although the section cannot be proven to be a part of the original Gospel, it seems clear: (1) that it 



belongs to primitive tradition (like the disputed section of the adulteress in John 8); and (2) that 
Mark cannot have closed his Gospel with Mark 16:8 (gavr) without intending a more appropriate 
conclusion. The result does not affect the character and credibility of the Gospel. The section may 
be authentic or correct in its statements, without being genuine or written by Mark. There is 
nothing in it which, properly understood, does not harmonize with apostolic teaching. 
 
Note on the Disputed Close of Mark, 16:9-20. 
 

I. Reasons against the genuineness: 
 
1. The section is wanting altogether in the two oldest and most valuable uncial manuscripts, the 
Sinaitic (a) and the Vatican (B). The latter, it is true, after ending the Gospel with Mark 16:8 and 
the subscription kata mapkon, leaves the remaining third column blank, which is sufficient 
space for the twelve verses. Much account is made of this fact by Drs. Burgon and Scrivener; but 
in the same MS. I find, on examination of the facsimile edition, blank spaces from a few lines up 
to two-thirds and three-fourths of a column, at the end of Matthew, John, Acts, 1 Pet. (fol. 200), 1 
John (fol. 208), Jude (fol. 210), Rom. (fol. 227), Eph. (fol. 262), Col. (fol. 272). In the Old 
Testament of B, as Dr. Abbot has first noted (in 1872), there are two blank columns at the end of 
Nehemiah, and a blank column and a half at the end of Tobit. In any case the omission indicates 
an objection of the copyist of B to the section, or its absence in the earlier manuscript he used. 
 
I add the following private note from Dr. Abbot:, "In the Alexandrian MS. a column and a third 
are left blank at the end of Mark, half a page at the end of John, and a whole page at the end of 
the Pauline Epistles. (Contrast the ending of Matthew and Acts.) In the Old Testament, note 
especially in this MS. Leviticus, Isaiah, and the Ep. of Jeremiah, at the end of each of which half 
a page or more is left blank; contrast Jeremiah, Baruch, Lamentations. There are similar blanks at 
the end of Ruth, 2 Samuel, and Daniel, but the last leaf of those books ends a quaternion or quire 
in the MS. In the Sinaitic MS. more than two columns with the whole following page are left 
blank at the end of the Pauline Epistles, though the two next leaves belong to the same 
quaternion; so at the end of the Acts a column and two-thirds with the whole of the following 
page; and at the end of Barnabas a column and a half. These examples show that the matter in 
question depended largely on the whim of the copyist; and that we can not infer with confidence 
that the scribe of B knew of any other ending of the Gospel." 
 
There is also a shorter conclusion, unquestionably spurious, which in L and several MSS. of the 
Aethiopic version immediately follows Mark 16:8, and appears also in the margin of 274, the 
Harclean Syriac, and the best Coptic MS. of the Gospel, while in k of the Old Latin it takes the 
place of the longer ending. For details, see Westcott and Hort, II., Append., pp. 30, 38, 44 sq. 
 
2. Eusebius and Jerome state expressly that the section was wanting in almost all the Greek 
copies of the Gospels. It was not in the copy used by Victor of Antioch. There is also negative 
patristic evidence against it, particularly strong in the case of Cyril of Jerusalem, Tertullian, and 
Cyprian, who had special occasion to quote it (see Westcott and Hort, II., Append., pp. 30-38). 
Jerome’s statement, however, is weakened by the fact that he seems to depend upon Eusebius, 
and that he himself translated the passage in his Vulgate. 
 
3. It is ‘wanting in the important MS. k representing the African text of the Old Latin version, 
which has a different conclusion (like that in L), also in some of the best MSS. of the Armenian 
version, while in others it follows the usual subscription. It is also wanting in an unpublished 
Arabic version (made from the Greek) in the Vatican Library, which is likewise noteworthy for 



reading in 1 Timothy 3:16 4. The way in which the section begins, and in which it refers to Mary 
Magdalene, give it the air of a conclusion derived from some extraneous source. It does not 
record the fulfilment of the promise in Mark 16:7. It uses (16:9) prwth sabbatou for the 
Hebraistic th mia twn sabbatwn of 16:2. It has many words or phrases (e.g., poreuvomai used 
three times) not elsewhere found in Mark, which strengthen the impression that we are dealing 
with a different writer, and it lacks Mark’s usual graphic detail. But the argument from difference 
of style and vocabulary has been overstrained, and can not be regarded as in itself decisive. 
 

II. Arguments in favor of the genuineness: 
 
1. The section is found in most of the uncial MSS., A C D C G D S, in all the late uncials (in L as 
a secondary reading), and in all the cursive MSS., including 1, 33, 69, etc.; though a number of 
the cursives either mark it with an asterisk or note its omission in older copies. Hence the 
statements of Eusebius and Jerome seem to need some qualification. In MSS 22 (as Dr. Burgon 
has first pointed out) the liturgical word telov denoting the end of a reading lesson, is inserted 
after both Mark 16:8 and 16:20, while no such word is placed at the end of the other Gospels. 
This shows that there were two endings of Mark in different copies. 
 
2. Also in most of the ancient versions, the Itala (with the exception of "k," or the codex 
Bobbiensis, used by Columban), the Vulgate, the Curetonian Syriac (last part), the Peshito, the 
Philoxenian, the Coptic, the Gothic (first part), and the Aethiopic, but in several MSS. only after 
the spurious shorter conclusion. Of these versions the Itala, the Curetonian and Peshito Syriac, 
and the Coptic, are older than any of our Greek codices, but the MSS. of the Coptic are not older 
than the twelfth or tenth century, and may have undergone changes as well as the Greek MSS.; 
and the MSS. of the Ethiopic are all modern. The best MSS. of the old Latin are mutilated here. 
The only extant fragment of Mark in the Curetonian Syriac is 16:17-20, so that we cannot tell 
whether Mark 16:9-20 immediately followed 16:8, or appeared as they do in cod. L. But 
Aphraates quotes it. 
 
3. In all the existing Greek and Syriac lectionaries or evangeliaries and synaxaries, as far as 
examined, which contain the Scripture reading lessons for the churches. Dr. Burgon lays great 
stress on their testimony (ch. X.), but he overrates their antiquity. The lection-systems cannot be 
traced beyond the middle of the fourth century when great liturgical changes took place. At that 
time the disputed verses were widely circulated and eagerly seized as a suitable resurrection and 
ascension lesson. 
 
4. Irenaeus of Lyons, in the second half of the second century, long before Eusebius, expressly 
quotes Mark 16:19 as a part of the Gospel of Mark (Adv. Haer., III. 10, 6). The still earlier 
testimony of Justin Martyr (Apol., I. 45) is doubtful (The quotation of Mark 16:17 and 18 in lib. 
viii., c. 1 of the Apostolic Constitutions is wrongly ascribed to Hippolytus.) Marinus, Macarius 
Magnes (or at least the heathen writer whom he cites), Didymus, Chrysostom(??), Epiphanius, 
Nestorius, the apocryphal Gesta Pilati, Ambrose, Augustin, and other later fathers quote from the 
section. 
 
5. A strong intrinsic argument is derived from the fact that Mark cannot intentionally have 
concluded his Gospel with the words efobounto gar. {Mark 16:8} He must either have himself 
written the last verses or some other conclusion, which was accidently lost before the book was 
multiplied by transcription; or he was unexpectedly prevented from finishing his book, and the 
conclusion was supplied by a friendly hand from oral tradition or some written source. 
 



In view of these facts the critics and exegetes are very much divided. The passage is defended as 
genuine by Simon, Mill, Bengel, Storr, Matthaei, Hug, Schleiermacher, Deuteronomy Wette, 
Bleek, Olshausen, Lange, Ebrard, Hilgenfeld, Broadus ("Bapt. Quarterly," Philad., 1869), Burgon 
(1871), Scrivener, Wordsworth, McClellan, Cook, Morison (1882). It is rejected or questioned by 
the critical editors, Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Alford, Westcott and Hort 
(though retained by all in the text with or without brackets), and by such critics and 
Commentators as Fritzsche, Credner, Reuss, Wieseler, Holtzmann, Keim, Scholten, Klostermann, 
Ewald, Meyer, Weiss, Norton, Davidson. Some of these opponents, however, while denying the 
composition of the section by Mark, regard the contents as a part of the apostolic tradition. 
Michelsen surrenders only 16:9-14, and saves 16:15-20. Ewald and Holtzmann conjecture the 
original conclusion from 16:9, 10 and 16-20; Volkmar invents one from elements of all the 
Synoptists. 
 

III. Solutions of the problem. All mere conjectures; certainty is impossible in this case. 
 
1. Mark himself added the section in a later edition, issued perhaps in Alexandria, having been 
interrupted in Rome just as he came to 16:8, either by Peter’s imprisonment and martyrdom, or by 
sickness, or some accident. Incomplete copies got into circulation before he was able to finish the 
book. So Michaelis, Hug, and others. 
 
2. The original conclusion of Mark was lost by some accident, most probably from the original 
autograph (where it may have occupied a separate leaf), and the present paragraph was 
substituted by an anonymous editor or collector in the second century. So Griesbach, Schulthess, 
David Schulz. 
 
3. Luke wrote the section. So Hitzig (Johannes Marcus, p. 187). 
 
4. Godet (in his Com. on Luke, p. 8 and p. 513, Engl. transl.) modifies this hypothesis by 
assuming that a third hand supplied the close, partly from Luke’s Gospel, which had appeared in 
the mean time, and partly {Mark 16:17,18} from another source. He supposes that Mark was 
interrupted by the unexpected outbreak of the Neronian persecution in 64 and precipitously fled 
from the capital, leaving his unfinished Gospel behind, which was afterward completed when 
Luke’s Gospel appeared. In this way Godet accounts for the fact that up to Mark 16:8 Luke had 
no influence on Mark, while such influence is apparent in the concluding section. 
 
5. It was the end of one of the lost Gospel fragments used by Luke 1:1, and appended to Mark’s 
by the last redactor. Ewald. 
 
6. The section is from the pen of Mark, but was purposely omitted by some scribe in the third 
century from hierarchical prejudice, because it represents the apostles in an unfavorable light after 
the resurrection, so that the Lord "upbraided them with their unbelief and hardness of heart". 
{Mark 16:14} Lange (Leben Jesu, I. 166). Unlikely. 
 
7. The passage is genuine, but was omitted in some valuable copy by a misunderstanding of the 
word telov which often is found after Mark 16:8 in cursives. So Burgon. "According to the 
Western order," he says (in the "Quarterly Review" for Oct., 1881), "S. Mark occupies the last 
place. From the earliest period it had been customary to write telov (The End) after 16:8, in 
token that there a famous ecclesiastical lection comes to a close. Let the last leaf of one very 
ancient archetypal copy have begun at 16:9, and let that last leaf have perished; —and all is plain. 
A faithful copyist will have ended the Gospel perforce—as B and a have done—at S. Mark 16:8." 



But this liturgical mark is not old enough to explain the omission in a, B, and the MSS. of 
Eusebius and Jerome; and a reading lesson would close as abruptly with gar as the Gospel itself. 
 
8. The passage cannot claim any apostolic authority; but it is doubtless founded on some tradition 
of the apostolic age. Its authorship and precise date must remain unknown, but it is apparently 
older than the time when the canonical Gospels were generally received; for although it has 
points of contact with them all, it contains no attempt to harmonize their various representations 
of the course of events. So Dr. Hort (II., Appendix, 51). A similar view was held by Dean Alford. 
 
For full information we refer to the critical apparatus of Tischendorf and Tregelles, to the 
monograph of Weiss on Mark (Das Marcusevang., pp. 512-515), and especially to the exhaustive 
discussion of Westcott and Hort in the second volume (Append., pp. 29-51). The most elaborate 
vindication of the genuineness is by Dean Burgon: The Last Twelve Verses o f the Gospel 
according to S. Mark Vindicated against Recent Critical Objections and Established (Oxford and 
Lond., 1871, 334 pages), a very learned book, but marred by its over-confident tone and 
unreasonable hostility to the oldest uncial MSS. (a-and B) and the most meritorious textual critics 
(Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles). For other able defences see Dr. Scrivener (Introd. to the 
Criticism of the New Test., 3d ed., 1883, pp. 583-590), Dr. Morison (Com. on Mark, pp. 446 and 
463 sqq.), and Canon Cook (in Speaker’s Com. on Mark, pp. 301-308). 
 
Lachmann gives the disputed section, according to his principle to furnish the text as found in the 
fourth century, but did not consider it genuine (see his article in "Studien und Kritiken" for 1830, 
p. 843). Tischendorf and Tregelles set the twelve verses apart. Alford incloses them in single 
brackets, Westcott and Hort in double brackets, as an early interpolation; the Revised Version of 
1881 retains them with a marginal note, and with a space between Mark 16:8 and 9. Dean Burgon 
("Quarterly Rev." for Oct., 1881) holds this note of the Revision (which simply states an 
acknowledged fact) to be "the gravest blot of all," and triumphantly refers the critical editors and 
Revisionists to his "separate treatise extending over 300 pages, which for the best of reasons has 
never yet been answered," and in which he has "demonstrated," as he assures us, that the last 
twelve verses in Mark are "as trustworthy as any other verses which can be named." The 
infallible organ in the Vatican seems to have a formidable rival in Chichester, but they are in 
irreconcilable conflict on the true reading of the angelic anthem: {Luke 2:14} the Pope chanting 
with the Vulgate the genitive (eudokia, bonae voluntatis), the Dean, in the same article, 
denouncing this as a "grievous perversion of the truth of Scripture," and holding the evidence for 
the nominative (eudokia) to be "absolutely decisive," as if the combined testimony of a* A B D, 
Irenaeus, Origen (lat.), Jerome, all the Latin MSS., and the Latin Gloria in Excelsis were of no 
account, as compared with his judgment or preference. 
 
{943} Marcus, and the diminutive Marcellus (Little Mallet), are well known Roman names. 
Marcus Tullius Cicero wrote an oration pro Marco Marcello. 
 
{944} Acts 12:12, 25 13:5,13 15:37 Colossians 4:10 2 Timothy 4:11 Philemon 24 1 Peter 5:13. 
 
{945} There is no good reason for taking "son" here literally (with Credner), when the figurative 
meaning so fully harmonizes with Scripture usage and with what we otherwise certainly know of 
Mark’s intimate relations to Peter both from the Acts and from tradition. A daughter of Peter 
(Petronilla) is mentioned by tradition, but not a son. Clement of Alexandria says that Peter and 
Philip begat children. 
 
{946} aneqiov, Colossians 4:10. 
 



{947} emnhmoneuse. It is so translated by Valois, Lardner, Meyer, Weiss, Lightfoot. The 
rendering "recorded," which is preferred by Cruse and Morison, makes it tautological with the 
preceding egraqen. The "he" may be referred to Mark or to Peter, probably to the former. 
 
{948} all ouc wsper suvntaxin twn kuriakwn logwnorlogiwn, (oracles). 
 
{949} Euseb., Hist, Eccl. 3. 39. For a critical discussion of this important testimony see Weiss and 
Morison, also Lightfoot in the "Contemp. Rev.," vol. XXVI. (1875), pp. 393 sqq. There is not the 
slightest evidence for referring this description to a fictitious pre-canonical Mark, as is still done 
by Davidson (new ed., I. 539). 
 
{950} The Latin was provincial, the Greek universal in the Roman empire. Cicero (Pro Arch., 
10): "Graeca leguntur in omnibus fere gentibus; Latina suis finibus, exiguis sane, continentur." 
The tradition that Mark wrote his Gospel first in Latin is too late to deserve any credit. Baronius 
defends it in the interest of the Vulgate, and puts the composition back to the year 45. The 
supposed Latin autograph of Mark’s Gospel at Venice is a fragment of the Vulgate. 
 
{951} Justin Martyr (Dial. c. Tryph., c. 106) actually quotes from the "Memoirs 
(apomnemoneumata) of Peter" the designation of the sons of Zebedee, "Boanerges" or "Sons of 
Thunder;" but he evidently refers to the written Gospel of Mark, who alone mentions this fact, 
Mark 3:17. 
 
{952} See the testimonies of Jerome, Eusebius, Origen, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, 
Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, and Papias, well presented in Kirchhofer (ed. Charteris) on Canonicity, 
pp. 141-150, and in Morison’s Com., pp. xx-xxxiv 
 
{953} Mark 16:19: "The Lord Jesus... was received up into heaven, and sat down at the right hand 
of God;" comp. 1 Peter 3:22: "who is on the right hand of God, having gone into heaven." 
 
{954} Mark 8:27-33. 
 
{955} Dem. Evang., III. 5, quoted by Morison, p. xxxv. In view of the facts quoted above the 
reader may judge of Dr. Davidson’s assertion (Introd. 1882 vol. I., 541): "That Mark was not the 
writer of the canonnical Gospel may be inferred from the fact that it is not specially remarkable in 
particulars relative to Peter." 
 
{956} Irenaeus (Adv. Haer., III. 1) says "after the departure" of Peter and Paul, "post horum 
excessum," or in the original Greek preserved by Eusebius (H. E., V. 8. ed. Heinichen, 1. 224), 
meta thn toutwn exodon. This must mean "after their decease," not "after their departure from 
Rome" (Grabe). But Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Epiphanius, Eusebius, Jerome, and other 
fathers assign the composition to a time before the martyrdom of Peter. Christophorson (in his 
Latin Version of the Church History of Eusebius, publ. 1570, as quoted by Stieren in Iren. Op., I. 
423, note 4) suggested a different reading, meta thn ekdosin, i.e., after the publication of 
Matthew’s Hebrew Gospel, as spoken of in the preceding sentence, and Morison (p. xxv) seems 
inclined to accept this conjecture. Very unlikely; all the MSS., Rufinus and the Latin translator of 
Irenaeus read exodon. See Stieren, in loc. The conflicting statements can be easily harmonized by 
a distinction between the composition before, and the publication after, the death of Peter. By 
publication in those days was meant the copying and distribution of a book. 
 
{957} Acts 10:38. The sermon of Peter to Cornelius is the Gospel of Mark in a nutshell. 
 



{958} Lange (Com., p. 2): "Mark delineates Christ as, from first to last, preeminently the 
victorious conqueror of all Satanic powers. He has left us a record of the manifestation of Christ’s 
power when that great Lion seized upon the ancient world, and of his brief but decisive victory, 
after which only the ruins of the ancient world are left, which in turn furnish the materials for the 
new one." Thomson (Speaker’s Com., Introd. to Gospels, p. xxxv): "The wonder-working son of 
God sweeps over his kingdom, swiftly and meteor-like: and men are to wonder and adore. His 
course is sometimes represented as abrupt, mysterious, awful to the disciples: He leaves them at 
night; conceals himself from them on a journey. The disciples are amazed and afraid. {Mark 
10:24,32} And the Evangelist means the same impression of awe to be imparted to the reader." 
 
{959} The reading of the textus rec. uiou (tou) yeou in Mark 1:1 is sustained by ABDL, nearly 
all the cursives, and retained by Lachmann and Tregelles in the text, by Westcott and Hort in the 
margin. Tischendorf omitted it in his 8th ed. on the strength of his favorite (in its original form), 
and Origen. Irenaeus has both readings. The term occurs seven times in Mark, and is especially 
appropriate at the beginning of his Gospel and a part of its very title. 
 
{960} Mark 3:17; 5:41; 7:1-4; 12:18; 15:6, 35. 
 
{961} See Lange’s Analysis of Mark, Com., pp. 12-14; also his Bibelkunde, pp. 185-187. Lange 
discovered many characteristic features of the Gospels, which have passed without 
acknowledgment into many other books. 
 
{962} As asserted by Baur, Schwegler, Kostlin, and quite recently again by Dr. Davidson, who 
says (I. 505): "The colorless neutrality of the Gospel was an important factor in conciliating 
antagonistic parties." Dr. Morison (p. xlvi) well remarks against this Tubingen tendency criticism: 
"There is not so much as a straw of evidence that the Gospel of Mark occupied a position of 
mediation, or irenic neutrality, in relation to the other two Synoptic Gospels. It is in the mere 
wantonness of a creative imagination that its penman is depicted as warily steering his critical 
bark between some Scylla in St. Matthew’s representations and some Charybdis in St. Luke’s. 
There is no Scylla in the representations of St. Matthew. It must be invented if suspected. There is 
no Charybdis in the representations of St. Luke. Neither is there any indication in St. Mark of 
wary steering, or of some latent aim of destination kept, like sealed orders, under lock and key. 
There is, in all the Gospels, perfect transparency and simplicity, ‘the simplicity that is in Christ.’" 
 
{963} Ewald characterizes Mark’s style as the Schmelz der frischen Blume, as the volle, reine 
Leben der Stoffe, Kahnis as drastisch and frappant, Meyer as malerisch anschaulich. Lange 
speaks of the "enthusiasm and vividness of realization which accounts for the brevity, rapidity, 
and somewhat dramatic tone of the narrative, and the introduction of details which give life to the 
scene." 
 
{964} khnsov(census), kenturiwn (centurio), xesthv (sextarius), spekoulatwp (speculator), 
and the Latinizing phrases to ikanon poiein, {satisfacere, Mark 15:15} escatwv ecei, (in 
extremis esse), sumboulion didonai (consilium dare). Mark even uses the Roman names of 
coins instead of the Greek, kodranthv (quadrans, 12:42). 
 
{965} euyewv or euyuv occurs (according to Bruder’s Concord.) forty-one times in the Gospel of 
Mark, nearly as often as in all other New Test. writings combined. But there are some variations 
in reading. Codex D omits it in several passages. The English Version, by its inexcusable love of 
variations, obliterates many characteristic features of the sacred writers. This very particle is 
translated in no less than seven different ways: straightway, immediately, forthwith, as soon as, 
by and by, shortly, and anon. 



 
{966} Mark 3:17; 5:41 7:11, 34; 14:36; 15:34. 
 
{967} Mark 1:21, 40, 44 2:3, 10, 17; 11:1; 14:43, 66. 
 
{968} Mark 4:39; 5:8, 9, 12; 6:23, 31; 9:25; 12:6. 
 
{969} Such as anableyai, embleqav, peribleqamenov, anaphdhsav, kuqav, 
embrimhsamenov, epistrafeiv apostenaxav.. 
 
{970} As paidion, korasion, kunarion, yugatrion, icyudion, wtarion.. 
 
{971} Time: Mark 1:35 2:1 4:35 6:2 11:11,19 15:25 16:2. Place: 2:1; 5:20; 7:31; 12:41; 13:3; 
14:68; 15:39; 16:5. 
 
{972} asagreuein, alalov, alektorofwnia, gnafeuv, ekyambeisyai, enagkalizesyai, 
exapina, eneilew, exoudenow, ennucon, mogilalov, prasiai prasiai, prosabbaton, 
promerimnan, prosormizesyai, sunylibein, thlaugwv, upolhnion, and others. 
 
{973} Mark 1:22, 27; 2:12; 4:41; 6:2, 51; 10:24, 26, 32. 
 
{974} Mark 3:10, 20, 32; 4:1; 5:21, 31; 6:31, 33. 
 
{975} Mark 6:34: "he had compassion on them;" 6:6: "he marvelled because of their unbelief" (as 
he marvelled also at the great faith of the heathen centurion, Matthew 8:10 Luke 7:8); Mark 3:5: 
"when he had looked round about them with anger, being grieved at the hardening of their heart;" 
8:12: "he sighed deeply in his spirit;" 10:14: "he was moved with indignation," or "was much 
displeased" with the conduct of the disciples. 
 
{976} Mark 1:31; 3:5, 34; 5:32; 7:33, 34; 8:12, 33 ("but he, turning about, and seeing his 
disciples, rebuked Peter") 9:35; 10:23, 32; 11:11. 
 
{977} Mark 4:38; 6:31; 11:12. 
 
{978} Mark 10:21, 22: embleyav autw hgaphsen autov. This must be taken in its natural 
meaning and not weakened into "kissed him," or "spoke kindly to him," or "pitied him." Our 
Saviour, says Morison, in l., "would discern in the young man not a little that was really amiable, 
the result of the partial reception and reflection of gracious Divine influences. There was 
ingenuousness, for instance, and moral earnestness. There was restraint of the animal passions, 
and an aspiration of the spirit toward the things of the world to come." 
 
{979} Mark 9:21-25. Comp. Matthew 17:14-18 Luke 9:37-42. 
 
{980} Mark 9:36; 10:16; comp. with Matthew 18:2 19:13; and Luke 9:48 18:16. 
 
{981} By Augustin, Griesbach, Deuteronomy Wette, Bleek, Baur, Davidson. 
 
{982} As C. H. Weisse, Wilke, Ewald, Lange, Holtzmann, Bernhard Weiss, Westcott, Abbott, 
Morison. See 79, this vol. 
 



{983} Jerome wrote to Hedibia, a pious lady in Gaul (Ep. CXX c. 10, in Opera, ed. Migne, I. 
1002): "Habebat ergo [Paulus] Titum interpretem; sicut et beatus Petrus Marcum, cuius 
evangelium Petro narrante (not dictante), et illo [Marco] scribente, compositum est." This letter 
was written in 406 or 407, from Bethlehem. Morison (p. xxxvii): "If we assume the Patristic 
tradition regarding St. Peter’s relation to St. Mark, we find the contents and texture of the Gospel 
to be without a jar at any point, in perfect accord with the idea." 
 
{984} So James Smith in his Dissertation on the Origin and Connection of the Gospels, and again 
in the Dissertation on the Life and Writings of St. Luke, prefixed to the fourth ed. of his Voyage 
and Shipwreck of St. Paul (1880), pp. 29 sqq. 
 
{985} "In substance and style and treatment, the Gospel of St, Mark is essentially a transcript 
from life. The course and the issue of facts are imaged in it with the clearest outline. If all other 
arguments against the mythic origin of the Evangelic narratives were wanting, this vivid and 
simple record, stamped with the most distinct impress of independence and originality,—totally 
unconnected with the symbolism of the Old Dispensation, totally independent of the deeper 
reasonings of the New,—would be sufficient to refute a theory subversive of all faith in history. 
The details which were originally addressed to the vigorous intelligence of Roman bearers are 
still pregnant with instruction for us. The teaching which ‘met their wants’ in the first age, finds a 
corresponding field for its action now." Westcott, l. c., 369 (Am. ed.). 
 
{986} Mark 16:16 o pisteusav kai baptisyei swyhsetai, o de apisthsav 
katakriyhsetai. This declaration takes the place of the command to baptize, Matthew 28:19. It 
applies only to converted believers (o pisteusav), not to children who are incapable of an act of 
faith or unbelief, and yet are included in the covenant blessing of Christian parents. {comp. 1 
Corinthians 7:14} Hence it is only positive unbelief which condemns, whether with or without 
baptism; while faith saves with baptism, ordinarily, but exceptionally also without baptism. Else 
we should have to condemn the penitent thief, the Quakers, and all unbaptized infants. St. 
Augustin derived from this passage and from John 3:5 (ex udatov) the doctrine of the absolute 
and universal necessity of water-baptism for salvation; and hence the further logical, but not 
theological inference drawn by the great and good bishop of Hippo, with reluctant heart, that all 
unbaptized infants dying in infancy are forever damned (or, at least, excluded from heaven), 
simply on account of Adam’s sin, before they were capable of committing an actual 
transgression. This is the doctrine of the Roman Church to this day. Some Calvinistic divines in 
the seventeenth century held the same view with regard to reprobate infants (if there be such), but 
allowed an indefinite extension of the number of elect infants beyond the confines of 
Christendom. Zwingli held that all infants dying in infancy are saved. Fortunately the Saviour of 
mankind has condemned the dogma horribile of infant damnation by his own conduct toward 
(unbaptized) children, and his express declaration that to them belongs the kingdom of heaven, 
and that our heavenly Father does not wish any of them to perish. Matthew 18:2-6 19:13-15 Mark 
10:13-16 Luke 18:15-17. In the light of these passages we must explain John 3:5 and Mark 16:16, 
which have been so grossly misunderstood. 
 
{987} glwssaiv lalhsousin kainaiv. Tischendorf retains kainaiv Tregelles, Westcott and 
Hort put it in the margin, as it is omitted in several uncials and ancient versions.  

 



82. Luke. 
 
Lucas, Evangelii el medicinae munera pandens;  
 
Artibus hinc, illinc religione, valet: 
 
Utilis ille labor, per quem vixere tot aegri;  
 
Utilior, per quem tot didicere mori! 
 
Critical and Biographical 
 
Schleiermacher: Ueber die Schriften des Lukas. Berlin, 1817. Reprinted in the second vol. of his 
Sammtliche Werke, Berlin, 1836 (pp. 1-220). Translated by Bishop Thirlwall, London, 1825. 
 
James Smith (of Jordanhill, d. 1867): Dissertation on the Life and Writings of St. Luke, prefixed 
to his Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul (1848), 4th ed., revised by Walter E. Smith, London, 
1880 (pp. 293). A most important monograph, especially for the historical accuracy and 
credibility of the Acts, by an expert in navigation and an able scholar. 
 
E. Renan: Les avangiles. Paris, 1877. Ch. XIX, pp. 435-448. 
 
Th. Keim: Aus dem Urchristenthum. Zurich, 1878, Josephus im N. T., pp. 1-27. An unsuccessful 
attempt to prove that Luke used Josephus in his chronological statement, Luke 3:1,2. Keim 
assumes that the third Gospel was written after the "Jewish war" of Josephus (about 75-78), and 
possibly after his "Antiquities" (A. D. 94), though in his Geschichte Jesu (I. 71) he assigns the 
composition of Luke to A. D. 90. 
 
Scholten: Das Paulinische Evangelium, transl. from the Dutch by Redepenning. Elberf., 1881. 
 
The Ancient Testimonies on the Genuineness of Luke, see in Charteris (Kirchhofer): Canonicity, 
Edinb., 1880, pp. l54-166. 
 
On the relation of Luke to Marcion, see especially Volkmar: Das Evangelium Marcions, Leipz., 
1852, and Sanday: The Gospels in the Second Century, London, 1876 (and his article in the 
"Fortnightly Review" for June, 1875). 
 
Exegetical. 
 
Commentaries by Origen (in Jerome’s Latin translation, with a few Greek fragments), Eusebius 
(fragments), Cyril of Alexandria (Syriac Version with translation, ed. by Dean Smith, Oxf., 1858 
and 1859), Euthymius Zigabenus, Theophylact.—Modern Com.: Bornemann (Scholia in Luc. Ev., 
1830), Deuteronomy Wette (Mark and Luke, 3d ed., 1846), Meyer (Mark and Luke, 6th ed., 
revised by B. Weiss, 1878), James Thomson (Edinb., 1851, 3 vols.), J. J. Van Oosterzee (in 
Lange, 3d ed., 1867, Engl. ed. by Schaff and Starbuck, N. Y., 1866), Fr. Godet (one of the very 
best, 2d French ed., 1870, Engl. transl. by Shalders and Cusin, Edinb., 1875, 2 vols., reprinted in 
N. Y., 1881), Bishop W. B. Jones (in Speaker’s Com., Lond. and N. Y., 1878), E. H. Plumptre (in 
Bp. Ellicott’s Com. for English Readers, Lond., 1879), Frederich W. Farrar (Cambridge, 1880), 
Matthew B. Riddle (1882). 
 



Life of Luke. 
 
As Mark is inseparably associated with Peter, so is Luke with Paul. There was, in both cases, a 
foreordained correspondence and congeniality between the apostle and the historian or co-laborer. 
We find such holy and useful friendships in the great formative epochs of the church, notably so 
in the time of the Reformation, between Luther and Melanchthon, Zwingli and Oecolampadius, 
Calvin and Beza, Cranmer, Latimer and Ridley; and at a later period between the two Wesleys 
and Whitefield. Mark, the Hebrew Roman "interpreter" of the Galilaean fisherman, gave us the 
shortest, freshest, but least elegant and literary of the Gospels; Luke, the educated Greek, "the 
beloved physician," and faithful companion of Saul of Tarsus, composed the longest and most 
literary Gospel, and connected it with the great events in secular history under the reigns of 
Augustus and his successors. If the former was called the Gospel of Peter by the ancients, the 
latter, in a less direct sense, may be called the Gospel of Paul, for its agreement in spirit with the 
teaching of the Apostle of the Gentiles. In their accounts of the institution of the Lord’s Supper 
there is even a verbal agreement which points to the same source of information. No doubt there 
was frequent conference between the two, but no allusion is made to each other’s writings, which 
tends to prove that they were composed independently during the same period, or not far apart. 
{988} 
 
Luke nowhere mentions his name in the two books which are by the unanimous consent of 
antiquity ascribed to him, and bear all the marks of the same authorship; but he is modestly 
concealed under the "we" of a great portion of the Acts, which is but a continuation of the third 
Gospel. {989} He is honorably and affectionately mentioned three times by Paul during his 
imprisonment, as "the beloved physician," {Colossians 4:14} as one of his "fellow-laborers," 
{Philemon 24} and as the most faithful friend who remained with him when friend after friend 
had deserted him. {2 Timothy  4:11} His medical profession, although carried on frequently by 
superior slaves, implies some degree of education and accounts for the accuracy of his medical 
terms and description of diseases. {990} It gave him access to many families of social position, 
especially in the East, where physicians are rare. It made him all the more useful to Paul in the 
infirmities of his flesh and his exhausting labors. {991} 
 
He was a Gentile by birth, {992} though he may have become a proselyte of the gate. His 
nationality and antecedents are unknown. He was probably a Syrian of Antioch, and one of the 
earliest converts in that mother church of Gentile Christianity. {993} This conjecture is confirmed 
by the fact that he gives us much information about the church in Antioch, {Acts 11:19-30 13:1-3 
15:1-3, 22-35} that he traces the origin of the name "Christians" to that city (11:19), and that in 
enumerating the seven deacons of Jerusalem he informs us of the Antiochian origin of Nicolas, 
{Acts 6:5} without mentioning the nationality of any of the others. {994} 
 
We meet Luke first as a companion of Paul at Troas, when, after the Macedonian call, "Come 
over and help us," he was about to carry the gospel to Greece on his second great missionary tour. 
For from that important epoch Luke uses the first personal pronoun in the plural: "When he [Paul] 
had seen the vision, straightway we sought to go forth into Macedonia, concluding that God had 
called us to preach the gospel unto them". {Acts 16:10} He accompanied him to Philippi and 
seems to have remained there after the departure of Paul and Silas for Corinth (A. D. 51), in 
charge of the infant church; for the "we" is suddenly replaced by "they" (17:1). Seven years later 
(A. D. 58) he joined the apostle again, when he passed through Philippi on his last journey to 
Jerusalem, stopping a week at Troas; {Acts 20:5,6} for from that moment Luke resumes the "we" 
of the narrative. He was with Paul or near him at Jerusalem and two years at Caesarea, 
accompanied him on his perilous voyage to Rome, of which he gives a most accurate account, 
and remained with him to the end of his first Roman captivity, with which he closes his record 



(A. D. 63). He may however, have been temporarily absent on mission work during the four years 
of Paul’s imprisonment. Whether he accompanied him on his intended visit to Spain and to the 
East, after the year 63, we do not know. The last allusion to him is the word of Paul when on the 
point of martyrdom: "Only Luke is with me". {2 Timothy  4:11} 
 
The Bible leaves Luke at the height of his usefulness in the best company, with Paul preaching 
the gospel in the metropolis of the world. 
 
Post-apostolic tradition, always far below the healthy and certain tone of the New Testament, 
mostly vague and often contradictory, never reliable, adds that he lived to the age of eighty-four, 
labored in several countries, was a painter of portraits of Jesus, of the Virgin, and the apostles, 
and that he was crucified on an olive-tree at Elaea in Greece. His real or supposed remains, 
together with those of Andrew the apostle, were transferred from Patrae in Achaia to the Church 
of the Apostles in Constantinople. {995} 
 
The symbolic poetry of the Church assigns to him the sacrificial ox; but the symbol of man is 
more appropriate; for his Gospel is par excellence the Gospel of the Son of Man. 
 
Sources of Information. 
 
According to his own confession in the preface, Luke was no eye-witness of the gospel history, 
{996} but derived his information from oral reports of primitive disciples, and from numerous 
fragmentary documents then already in circulation. He wrote the Gospel from what he had heard 
and read, the Acts from, what he had seen and heard. He traced the origin of Christianity 
"accurately from the beginning." 
 
His opportunities were the very best. He visited the principal apostolic churches between 
Jerusalem and Rome, and came in personal contact with the founders and leaders. He met Peter, 
Mark, and Barnabas at Antioch, James and his elders at Jerusalem (on Paul’s last visit) Philip and 
his daughters at Caesarea, the early converts in Greece and Rome; and he enjoyed, besides, the 
benefit of all the information which Paul himself had received by revelation or collected from 
personal intercourse with his fellow-apostles and other primitive disciples. The sources for the 
history of the infancy were Jewish-Christian and Aramaean (hence the strongly Hebraizing 
coloring of Luke 1-2); his information of the activity of Christ in Samaria was probably derived 
from Philip, who labored there as an evangelist and afterwards in Caesarea. But a man of Luke’s 
historic instinct and conscientiousness would be led to visit also in person the localities in Galilee 
which are immortalized by the ministry of Christ. From Jerusalem or Caesarea he could reach 
them all in three or four days. 
 
The question whether Luke also used one or both of the other Synoptic Gospels has already been 
discussed in a previous section. It is improbable that he included them among his evidently 
fragmentary sources alluded to in the preface. It is certain that he had no knowledge of our Greek 
Matthew; on the use of a lost Hebrew Matthew and of Mark the opinion of good scholars is 
divided, but the resemblance with Mark, though very striking in some sections, {997} is not of 
such a character that it cannot as well, and even better, be explained from prior oral tradition or 
autoptical memoirs, especially if we consider that the resemblances are neutralized by 
unaccountable differences and omissions. The matter is not helped by a reference to a proto-
Mark, either Hebrew or Greek, of which we know nothing. 
 
Luke has a great deal of original and most valuable matter, which proves his independence and 
the variety of his sources. He adds much to our knowledge of the Saviour, and surpasses Matthew 



and Mark in fulness, accuracy, and chronological order—three points which, with all modesty, he 
claims to have aimed at in his preface. {998} Sometimes he gives special fitness and beauty to a 
word of Christ by inserting it in its proper place in the narrative, and connecting it with a 
particular occasion. But there are some exceptions, where Matthew is fuller, and where Mark is 
more chronological. Considering the fact that about thirty years had elapsed since the occurrence 
of the events, we need not wonder that some facts and words were dislocated, and that Luke, with 
all his honest zeal, did not always succeed in giving the original order. 
 
The peculiar sections of Luke are in keeping with the rest. They have not the most remote affinity 
with apocryphal marvels and fables, nor even with the orthodox traditions and legends of the 
post-apostolic age, but are in full harmony with the picture of Christ as it shines from the other 
Gospels and from the Epistles. His accuracy has been put to the severest test, especially in the 
Acts, where he frequently alludes to secular rulers and events; but while a few chronological 
difficulties, as that of the census of Quirinius, are not yet satisfactorily removed, he has upon the 
whole, even in minute particulars, been proven to be a faithful, reliable, and well informed 
historian. 
 
He is the proper father of Christian church history, and a model well worthy of imitation for his 
study of the sources, his conscientious accuracy, his modesty and his lofty aim to instruct and 
confirm in the truth. 
 
Dedication and Object. 
 
The third Gospel, as well as the Acts of the Apostles, is dedicated to a certain Theophilus (i.e., 
Friend of God), a man of social distinction, perhaps in the service of the government, as appears 
from his title "honorable" or "most noble." {999} He was either a convert or at least a catechumen 
in preparation for church membership, and willing to become sponsor and patron of these books. 
The custom of dedicating books to princes and rich friends of literature was formerly very 
frequent, and has not died out yet. As to his race and residence we can only conjecture that 
Theophilus was a Greek of Antioch, where Luke, himself probably an Antiochean, may have 
previously known him either as his freedman or physician. The pseudo-Clementine Recognitions 
mention a certain nobleman of that name at Antioch who was converted by Peter and changed his 
palace into a church and residence of the apostle. {1000} 
 
The object of Luke was to confirm Theophilus and through him all his readers in the faith in 
which he had already been orally instructed, and to lead him to the conviction of the irrefragable 
certainty of the facts on which Christianity rests. {1001} 
 
Luke wrote for Gentile Christians, especially Greeks, as Matthew wrote for Jews, Mark for 
Romans, John for advanced believers without distinction of nationality. He briefly explains for 
Gentile readers the position of Palestinian towns, as Nazareth, Capernaum, Arimathaea, and the 
distance of Mount Olivet and Emmaus from Jerusalem. {1002} He does not, like Matthew, look 
back to the past and point out the fulfilment of ancient prophecy with a view to prove that Jesus 
of Nazareth is the promised Messiah, but takes a universal view of Christ as the Saviour of all 
men and fulfiller of the aspirations of every human heart. He brings him in contact with the 
events of secular history in the vast empire of Augustus, and with the whole human race by 
tracing his ancestry back to Adam. 
 
These features would suit Gentile readers generally, Romans as well as Greeks. But the long 
residence of Luke in Greece, and the ancient tradition that he labored and died there, give strength 
to the view that he had before his mind chiefly readers of that country. According to Jerome the 



Gospel was written (completed) in Achaia and Boeotia. The whole book is undoubtedly 
admirably suited to Greek taste. It at once captivates the refined Hellenic ear by a historic 
prologue of classic construction, resembling the prologues of Herodotus and Thucydides. It is not 
without interest to compare them. 
 
Luke begins: "Forasmuch as many have taken in hand to draw up a narrative concerning those 
matters which have been fufilled among us, even as they delivered them unto us, which from the 
beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the word: it seemed good to me also, having traced 
the course of all things accurately from the first, to write unto thee in order, most noble 
Theophilus; that thou mightest know the certainty concerning the things wherein thou wast 
instructed." 
 
Herodotus: "These are the researches of Herodotus of Halicarnassus, which he publishes, in order 
to preserve from oblivion the remembrance of former deeds of men, and to secure a just tribute of 
glory to the great and wonderful actions of the Greeks and the barbarians; and withal to put on 
record what were their grounds of feud." 
 
Thucydides: "Thucydides, an Athenian, wrote the history of the war in which the Peloponnesians 
and the Athenians fought against one another. He began to write when they first took up arms, 
believing that it would be great and memorable above any previous war. For he argued that both 
States were then at the full height of their military power, and he saw the rest of the Hellenes 
either siding or intending to side with one or other of them. No movement ever stirred Hellas 
more deeply than this; it was shared by many of the barbarians, and might be said even to affect 
the world at large." (Jowett’s translation.) 
 
These prefaces excel alike in brevity, taste, and tact, but with this characteristic difference: the 
Evangelist modestly withholds his name and writes in the pure interest of truth a record of the 
gospel of peace for the spiritual welfare of all men; while the great pagan historians are inspired 
by love of glory, and aim to immortalize the destructive wars and feuds of Greeks and barbarians. 
 
Contents of the Gospel of Luke. 
 
After a historiographic preface, Luke gives us: first a history of the birth and infancy of John the 
Baptist and Jesus, from Hebrew sources, with an incident from the boyhood of the Saviour (Luke 
1 and 2). Then he unfolds the history of the public ministry in chronological order from the 
baptism in the Jordan to the resurrection and ascension. We need only point out those facts and 
discourses which are not found in the other Gospels and which complete the Synoptic history at 
the beginning, middle, and end of the life of our Lord. {1003} 
 
Luke supplies the following sections: 
 
I. In the history of the Infancy of John and Christ: 
 
The appearance of the angel of the Lord to Zacharias in the temple announcing the birth of John, 
Luke 1:5-25. 
 
The annunciation of the birth of Christ to the Virgin Mary, 1:26-38. 
 
The visit of the Virgin Mary to Elizabeth; the salutation of Elizabeth, 1:39-45. 
 
The Magnificat of the Virgin Mary, 1:46-56. 



 
The birth of John the Baptist, 1:57-66. 
 
The Benedictus of Zacharias, 1:67-80. 
 
The birth of Jesus in Bethlehem, 2:1-7. 
 
The appearance of the angels to the shepherds of Bethlehem, and the "Gloria in excelsis," 2:8-20. 
 
The circumcision of Jesus, and his presentation in the Temple, 2:21-38. 
 
The visit of Jesus in his twelfth year to the passover in Jerusalem, and his conversation with the 
Jewish doctors in the Temple, 2:41-52. 
 
To this must be added the genealogy of Christ from Abraham up to Adam; while Matthew begins, 
in the inverse order, with Abraham, and presents in the parallel section several differences which 
show their mutual independence, Luke 3:23-38; comp. Matthew 1:1-17. 
 
II. In the Public Life of our Lord a whole group of important events, discourses, and incidents 
which occurred at different periods, but mostly on a circuitous journey from Capernaum to 
Jerusalem through Samaria and Peraea (9:51-18:14). This section includes— 
 
1. The following miracles and incidents: 
 
The miraculous draught of fishes, 5:4-11. 
 
The raising of the widow’s son at Nain, 7:11-18. 
 
The pardoning of the sinful woman who wept at the feet of Jesus, 7:36-50. 
 
The support of Christ by devout women who are named, 8:2, 3. 
 
The rebuke of the Sons of Thunder in a Samaritan village, 9:51-56. 
 
The Mission and Instruction of the Seventy, 10:1-6. 
 
Entertainment at the house of Martha and Mary; the one thing needful, 10:38-42. 
 
The woman who exclaimed: "Blessed is the womb that bare thee," 11:27. 
 
The man with the dropsy, 14:1-6. 
 
The ten lepers, 17:11-19. 
 
The visit to Zacchaeus, 19:1-10. 
 
The tears of Jesus over Jerusalem, 19:41-44. 
 
The sifting of Peter, 22:31, 32. 
 
The healing of Malchus, 22:50, 51. 



 
2. Original Parables: 
 
The two Debtors, 7:41-43. 
 
The good Samaritan, 10:25-37. 
 
The importunate Friend, 11:5-8. 
 
The rich Fool, 12:16-21. 
 
The barren Fig-tree, 13:6-9. 
 
The lost Drachma, 15:8-10. 
 
The prodigal Son, 15:11-32. 
 
The unjust Steward, 16:1-13. 
 
Dives and Lazarus, 16:19-31. 
 
The importunate Widow, and the unjust Judge, 18:1-8. 
 
The Pharisee and the Publican 18:10-14. 
 
The ten Pounds, 19:11-28 (not to be identified with the Parable of the Talents in Matthew 25:14-
30). 
 
III. In the history of the Crucifixion and Resurrection 
 
The lament of the women on the way to the cross, Luke 23:27-30. 
 
The prayer of Christ for his murderers, 23:3 
 
His conversation with the penitent malefactor and promise of a place in paradise, 23:39-43. 
 
The appearance of the risen Lord to the two Disciples on the way to Emmaus, 24:13-25; briefly 
mentioned also in the disputed conclusion of Mark, 16:12, 13. 
 
The account of the ascension, Luke 24:50-53; comp. Mark 16:19,20; and Acts 1:3-12. 
 
Characteristic Features of Luke. 
 
The third Gospel is the Gospel of free salvation to all men. {1004} This corresponds to the two 
cardinal points in the doctrinal system of Paul: gratuitousness and universalness of salvation. 
 
1. It is eminently the Gospel of free salvation by grace through faith. Its motto is: Christ came to 
save sinners. "Saviour" and "salvation" are the most prominent ideas {1005} Mary, anticipating 
the birth of her Son, rejoices in God her "Saviour"; {Luke 1:47} and an angel announces to the 
shepherds of Bethlehem "good tidings of great joy which shall be to all the people "(2:10), 
namely, the birth of Jesus as the "Saviour" of men (not only as the Christ of the Jews). He is 



throughout represented as the merciful friend of sinners, as the healer of the sick, as the comforter 
of the broken-hearted, as the shepherd of the lost sheep. The parables peculiar to Luke—of the 
prodigal son, of the lost piece of money, of the publican in the temple, of the good Samaritan—
exhibit this great truth which Paul so fully sets forth in his Epistles. The parable of the Pharisee 
and the publican plucks up self-righteousness by the root, and is the foundation of the doctrine of 
justification by faith. The paralytic and the woman that was a sinner received pardon by faith 
alone. Luke alone relates the prayer of Christ on the cross for his murderers, and the promise of 
paradise to the penitent robber, and he ends with a picture of the ascending Saviour lifting up his 
hands and blessing his disciples. 
 
The other Evangelists do not neglect this aspect of Christ; nothing can be more sweet and 
comforting than his invitation to sinners in Matthew 11, or his farewell to the disciples in John; 
but Luke dwells on it with peculiar delight. He is the painter of Christus Salvator and Christus 
Consolator. 
 
2. It is the Gospel of universal salvation. It is emphatically the Gospel for the Gentiles. Hence the 
genealogy of Christ is traced back not only to Abraham (as in Matthew), but to Adam, the son of 
God and the father of all men. {Luke 3:38} Christ is the second Adam from heaven, the 
representative Head of redeemed humanity—an idea further developed by Paul. The infant 
Saviour is greeted by Simeon as a "Light for revelation to the Gentiles, and the glory of his 
people Israel" (2:32). The Baptist, in applying the prophecy of Isaiah concerning the voice in the 
wilderness, {Isaiah 40} adds the words: {from Isaiah 52:10} "All flesh shall see the salvation of 
God". {Luke 3:6} Luke alone records the mission of the Seventy Disciples who represent the 
Gentile nations, as the Twelve represent the twelve tribes of Israel. He alone mentions the 
mission of Elijah to the heathen widow in Sarepta, and the cleansing of Naaman the Syrian by 
Elisha (4:26, 27). He contrasts the gratitude of the leprous Samaritan with the ingratitude of the 
nine Jewish lepers (17:12-18). He selects discourses and parables, which exhibit God’s mercy to 
Samaritans and Gentiles {1006} Yet there is no contradiction, for some of the strongest passages 
which exhibit Christ’s mercy to the Gentiles and humble the Jewish pride are found in Matthew, 
the Jewish Evangelist. {1007} The assertion that the third Gospel is a glorification of the Gentile 
(Pauline) apostolate, and a covert attack on the Twelve, especially Peter, is a pure fiction of 
modern hypercriticism. 
 
3. It is the Gospel of the genuine and full humanity of Christ. {1008} It gives us the key-note for 
the construction of a real history of Jesus from infancy to boyhood and manhood. Luke represents 
him as the purest and fairest among the children of men, who became like unto us in all things 
except sin and error. He follows him through the stages of his growth. He alone tells us that the 
child Jesus "grew and waxed strong," not only physically, but also in "wisdom"; {Luke 2:40} he 
alone reports the remarkable scene in the temple, informing us that Jesus, when twelve years old, 
sat as a learner "in the midst of the doctors, both hearing them and asking questions;" and that, 
even after that time, He "advanced in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and men" (2:46, 
52). All the Synoptists narrate the temptation in the wilderness, and Mark adds horror to the scene 
by the remark that Christ was "with the wild beasts"; {Mark 1:12, meta twn yhriwn} but Luke 
has the peculiar notice that the devil departed from Jesus only "for a season." He alone mentions 
the tears of Jesus over Jerusalem, and "the bloody sweat" and the strengthening angel in the 
agony of Gethsemane. As he brings out the gradual growth of Jesus, and the progress of the 
gospel from Nazareth to Capernaum, from Capernaum to Jerusalem, so afterwards, in the Acts, he 
traces the growth of the church from Jerusalem to Antioch, from Antioch to Ephesus and Corinth, 
from Greece to Rome. His is the Gospel of historical development. To him we are indebted for 
nearly all the hints that link the gospel facts with the contemporary history of the world. 
 



4. It is the Gospel of universal humanity. It breathes the genuine spirit of charity, liberty, equality, 
which emanate from the Saviour of mankind, but are so often counterfeited by his great 
antagonist, the devil. It touches the tenderest chords of human sympathy. It delights in recording 
Christ’s love and compassion for the sick, the lowly, the despised, even the harlot and the 
prodigal. It mentions the beatitudes pronounced on the poor and the hungry, his invitation to the 
maimed, the halt, and the blind, his prayer on the cross for pardon of the wicked murderers, his 
promise to the dying robber. It rebukes the spirit of bigotry and intolerance of the Jews against 
Samaritans, in the parable of the good Samaritan. It reminds the Sons of Thunder when they were 
about to call fire from heaven upon a Samaritan village that He came not to destroy but to save. It 
tells us that "he who is not against Christ is for Christ," no matter what sectarian or unsectarian 
name he may bear. 
 
5. It is the Gospel for woman. It weaves the purest types of womanhood into the gospel story: 
Elizabeth, who saluted the Saviour before his birth; the Virgin, whom all generations call blessed; 
the aged prophetess Anna, who departed not from the temple; Martha, the busy, hospitable 
housekeeper, with her quiet, contemplative sister Mary of Bethany; and that noble band of female 
disciples who ministered of their substance to the temporal wants of the Son of God and his 
apostles. 
 
It reveals the tender compassion of Christ for all the suffering daughters of Eve: the widow at 
Nain mourning at the bier of her only son; for the fallen sinner who bathed his feet with her tears; 
for the poor sick woman, who had wasted all her living upon physicians, and whom he addressed 
as "Daughter;" and for the "daughters of Jerusalem" who followed him weeping to Calvary. If 
anywhere we may behold the divine humanity of Christ and the perfect union of purity and love, 
dignity and tender compassion, it is in the conduct of Jesus towards women and children. "The 
scribes and Pharisees gathered up their robes in the streets and synagogues lest they should touch 
a woman, and held it a crime to look on an unveiled woman in public; our Lord suffered a woman 
to minister to him out of whom he had cast seven devils." 
 
6. It is the Gospel for children, and all who are of a childlike spirit. It sheds a sacred halo and 
celestial charm over infancy, as perpetuating the paradise of innocence in a sinful world. It alone 
relates the birth and growth of John, the particulars of the birth of Christ, his circumcision and 
presentation in the temple, his obedience to parents, his growth from infancy to boyhood, from 
boyhood to manhood. Luke 1 -2 will always be the favorite chapters for children and all who 
delight to gather around the manger of Bethlehem and to rejoice with shepherds on the field and 
angels in heaven. 
 
7. It is the Gospel of poetry. {1009} We mean the poetry of religion, the poetry of worship, the 
poetry of prayer and thanksgiving, a poetry resting not on fiction, but on facts and eternal truth. In 
such poetry there is more truth than in every-day prose. The whole book is full of dramatic 
vivacity and interest. It begins and ends with thanksgiving and praise. Luke 1-2 are overflowing 
with festive joy and gladness; they are a paradise of fragrant flowers, and the air is resonant with 
the sweet melodies of Hebrew psalmody and Christian hymnody. The Salute of Elizabeth ("Ave 
Maria"), the "Magnificat" of Mary, the "Benedictus" of Zacharias, the "Gloria in Excelsis" of the 
Angels, the "Nunc Dimittis" of Simeon, sound from generation to generation in every tongue, and 
are a perpetual inspiration for new hymns of praise to the glory of Christ. 
 
No wonder that the third Gospel has been pronounced, from a purely literary and humanitarian 
standpoint, to be the most beautiful book ever written. {1010} 
 
The Style. 



 
Luke is the best Greek writer among the Evangelists. {1011} His style shows his general culture. 
It is free from solecisms, rich in vocabulary, rhythmical in construction. But as a careful and 
conscientious historian he varies considerably with the subject and according to the nature of his 
documents. 
 
Matthew begins characteristically with "Book of generation" or "Genealogy" (biblov 
genesewv), which looks back to the Hebrew Sepher toledoth; {comp. Genesis 5:1 2:4} Mark with 
"Beginning of the gospel" (arch tou euaggeliou), which introduces the reader at once to the 
scene of present action; Luke with a historiographic prologue of classical ring, and unsurpassed 
for brevity, modesty, and dignity. But when he enters upon the history of the infancy, which he 
derived no doubt from Aramaic traditions or documents, his language has a stronger Hebrew 
coloring than any other portion of the New Testament. The songs of Zacharias, Elizabeth, Mary, 
and Simeon, and the anthem of the angelic host, are the last of Hebrew psalms as well as the first 
of Christian hymns. They can be literally translated back into the Hebrew, without losing their 
beauty. {1012} The same variation in style characterizes the Acts; the first part is Hebrew Greek, 
the second genuine Greek. 
 
His vocabulary considerably exceeds that of the other Evangelists: he has about 180 terms which 
occur in his Gospel alone and nowhere else in the New Testament; while Matthew has only about 
70, Mark 44, and John 50 peculiar words. Luke’s Gospel has 55, the Acts 135 a pax legovmena, 
and among them many verbal compounds and rare technical terms. 
 
The medical training and practice of Luke, "the beloved physician," familiarized him with 
medical terms, which appear quite naturally, without any ostentation of professional knowledge, 
in his descriptions of diseases and miracles of healing, and they agree with the vocabulary of 
ancient medical writers. Thus he speaks of the "great fever" of Peter’s mother-in-law, with 
reference to the distinction made between great and small fevers (according to Galen); {1013} 
and of "fevers and dysentery," of which the father of Publius at Melita was healed (as Hippocrates 
uses fever in the plural). {1014} 
 
He was equally familiar with navigation, not indeed as a professional seaman, but as an 
experienced traveller and accurate observer. He uses no less than seventeen nautical terms with 
perfect accuracy. {1015} His description of the Voyage and Shipwreck of Paul in Acts 27-28, as 
explained and confirmed by a scholarly seaman, furnishes an irrefragable argument for the ability 
and credibility of the author of that book. {1016} 
 
Luke is fond of words of joy and gladness. {1017} He often mentions the Holy Spirit, and he is 
the only writer who gives us an account of the pentecostal miracle. {1018} Minor peculiarities are 
the use of the more correct limnh of the lake of Galilee for yalassa, nomikov and 
nomodidaskalov for grammateuv, to eirhmenon in quotations for rhyen, nun for arti, 
espera for oqia, the frequency of attraction of the relative pronoun and participial construction. 
 
There is a striking resemblance between the style of Luke and Paul, which corresponds to their 
spiritual sympathy and long intimacy. {1019} They agree in the report of the institution of the 
Lord’s Supper, which is the oldest we have (from A. D. 57); both substitute: "This cup is the new 
covenant in My blood," for "This is My blood of the (new) covenant," and add: "This do in 
remembrance of Me". {Luke 22:19,20 1 Corinthians 11:24,25} They are equally fond of words 
which characterize the freedom and universal destination of the gospel salvation. {1020} They 
have many terms in common which occur nowhere else in the New Testament. {1021} And they 



often meet in thought and expression in a way that shows both the close intimacy and the mutual 
independence of the two writers. {1022} 
 
Genuineness. {1023} 
 
The genuineness of Luke is above reasonable doubt. The character of the Gospel agrees perfectly 
with what we might expect from the author as far as we know him from the Acts and the Epistles. 
No other writer answers the description. 
 
The external evidence is not so old and clear as that in favor of Matthew and Mark. Papias makes 
no mention of Luke. Perhaps he thought it unnecessary, because Luke himself in the preface 
gives an account of the origin and aim of his book. The allusions in Barnabas, Clement of Rome, 
and Hermas are vague and uncertain. But other testimonies are sufficient for the purpose. 
Irenaeus in Gaul says: "Luke, the companion of Paul, committed to writing the gospel preached 
by the latter." The Muratori fragment which contains the Italian traditions of the canon, mentions 
the Gospel of "Luke, the physician, whom Paul had associated with himself as one zealous for 
righteousness, to be his companion, who had not seen the Lord in the flesh, but having carried his 
inquiries as far back as possible, began his history with the birth of John." Justin Martyr makes 
several quotations from Luke, though he does not name him. {1024} This brings us up to the year 
140 or 130. The Gospel is found in all ancient manuscripts and translations. 
 
The heretical testimony of Marcion from the year 140 is likewise conclusive. It was always 
supposed that his Gospel, the only one he recognized, was a mutilation of Luke, and this view is 
now confirmed and finally established by the investigations and concessions of the very school 
which for a short time had endeavored to reverse the order by making Marcion’s caricature the 
original of Luke. {1025} The pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Recognitions quote from Luke. 
Basilides and Valentinus and their followers used all the four Gospels, and are reported to have 
quoted Luke 1:35 for their purpose. 
 
Celsus must have had Luke in view when he referred to the genealogy of Christ as being traced to 
Adam. 
 
Credibility. 
 
The credibility of Luke has been assailed on the ground that he shaped the history by his motive 
and aim to harmonize the Petrine and Pauline, or the Jewish-Christian and the Gentile-Christian 
parties of the church. But the same critics contradict themselves by discovering, on the other 
hand, strongly Judaizing and even Ebionitic elements in Luke, and thus make it an incoherent 
mosaic or clumsy patchwork of moderate Paulinism and Ebionism, or they arbitrarily assume 
different revisions through which it passed without being unified in plan. 
 
Against this misrepresentation we have to say: (1) An irenic spirit, such as we may freely admit in 
the writings of Luke, does not imply an alteration or invention of facts. On the contrary, it is 
simply an unsectarian, catholic spirit which aims at the truth and nothing but the truth, and which 
is the first duty and virtue of a historian. (2) Luke certainly did not invent those marvellous 
parables and discourses which have been twisted into subserviency to the tendency hypothesis; 
else Luke would have had a creative genius of the highest order, equal to that of Jesus himself, 
while he modestly professes to be simply a faithful collector of actual facts. (3) Paul himself did 
not invent his type of doctrine, but received it, according to his own solemn asseveration, by 
revelation from Jesus Christ, who called him to the apostleship of the Gentiles. (4) It is now 
generally admitted that the Tubingen hypothesis of the difference between the two types and 



parties in the apostolic church is greatly overstrained and set aside by Paul’s own testimony in the 
Galatians, which is as irenic and conciliatory to the pillar-apostles as it is uncompromisingly 
polemic against the "false" brethren or the heretical Judaizers. (5) Some of the strongest anti-
Jewish and pro-Gentile testimonies of Christ are found in Matthew and omitted by Luke. {1026} 
 
The accuracy of Luke has already been spoken of, and has been well vindicated by Godet against 
Renan in several minor details. "While remaining quite independent of the other three, the Gospel 
of Luke is confirmed and supported by them all." 
 
Time of Composition. 
 
There are strong indications that the third Gospel was composed (not published) between 58 and 
63, before the close of Paul’s Roman captivity. No doubt it took several years to collect and 
digest the material; and the book was probably not published, i.e., copied and distributed, till after 
the death of Paul, at the same time with the Acts, which forms the second part and is dedicated to 
the same patron. In this way the conflicting accounts of Clement of Alexandria and Irenaeus may 
be harmonized. {1027} 
 
1. Luke had the best leisure for literary composition during the four years of Paul’s imprisonment 
at Caesarea and Rome. In Caesarea he was within easy reach of the surviving eyewitnesses and 
classical spots of the gospel history, and we cannot suppose that he neglected the opportunity. 
 
2. The Gospel was written before the book of Acts, which expressly refers to it as the first treatise 
inscribed to the same Theophilus. {Acts 1:1} As the Acts come down to the second year of Paul’s 
captivity in Rome, they cannot have been finished before A. D. 63; but as they abruptly break off 
without any mention of Paul’s release or martyrdom, it seems quite probable that they were 
concluded before the fate of the apostle was decided one way or the other, unless the writer was, 
like Mark, prevented by some event, perhaps the Neronian persecution, from giving his book the 
natural conclusion. In its present shape it excites in the reader the greatest curiosity which could 
have been gratified with a few words, either that the apostle sealed his testimony with his blood, 
or that he entered upon new missionary tours East and West until at last he finished his course 
after a second captivity in Rome. I may add that the entire absence of any allusion in the Acts to 
any of Paul’s Epistles can be easily explained by the assumption of a nearly contemporaneous 
composition, while it seems almost unaccountable if we assume an interval of ten or twenty 
years. 
 
3. Luke’s ignorance of Matthew and probably also of Mark points likewise to an early date of 
composition. A careful investigator, like Luke, writing after the year 70, could hardly have 
overlooked, among his many written sources, such an important document as Matthew which the 
best critics put before A. D. 70. 
 
4. Clement of Alexandria has preserved a tradition that the Gospels containing the genealogies, 
i.e., Matthew and Luke, were written first. Irenaeus, it is true, puts the third Gospel after. 
Matthew and Mark and after the death of Peter and Paul, that is, after 64 (though certainly not 
after 70). If the Synoptic Gospels were written nearly simultaneously, we can easily account for 
these differences in the tradition. Irenaeus was no better informed on dates than Clement, and was 
evidently mistaken about the age of Christ and the date of the Apocalypse. But he may have had 
in view the time of publication, which must not be confounded with the date of composition. 
Many books nowadays are withheld from the market for some reason months or years after they 
have passed through the hands of the printer. 
 



The objections raised against such an early date are not well founded. {1028} 
 
The prior existence of a number of fragmentary Gospels implied in Luke 1:1 need not surprise us; 
for such a story as that of Jesus of Nazareth must have set many pens in motion at a very early 
time. "Though the art of writing had not existed," says Lange, "it would have been invented for 
such a theme." 
 
Of more weight is the objection that Luke seems to have shaped the eschatological prophecies of 
Christ so as to suit the fulfilment by bringing in the besieging (Roman) army, and by interposing 
"the times of the Gentiles" between the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world. {Luke 
19:43,44 21:20-24} This would put the composition after the destruction of Jerusalem, say 
between 70 and 80, if not later. {1029} But such an intentional change of the words of our Lord is 
inconsistent with the unquestionable honesty of the historian and his reverence for the words of 
the Divine teacher. {1030} Moreover, it is not borne out by the facts. For the other Synoptists 
likewise speak of wars and the abomination of desolation in the holy place, which refers to the 
Jewish wars and the Roman eagles. {Matthew 24:15 Mark 13:14} Luke makes the Lord say:, 
"Jerusalem shall be trodden down by the Gentiles till the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled". {Luke 
21:24} But Matthew does the same when he reports that Christ predicted and commanded the 
preaching of the gospel of the kingdom in all parts of the world before the end can come 
(Matthew 24:14 28:19; comp. Mark 16:15). And even Paul said, almost in the same words as 
Luke, twelve years before the destruction of Jerusalem: "Blindness is happened to Israel until the 
fulness of the Gentiles be come in". {Romans 11:25} Must we therefore put the composition of 
Romans after A. D. 70? On the other hand, Luke reports as clearly as Matthew and Mark the 
words of Christ, that "this generation shall not pass away till all things" (the preceding 
prophecies) "shall be fulfilled". {Luke 21:32} Why did he not omit this passage if he intended to 
interpose a larger space of time between the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world? 
 
The eschatological discourses of our Lord, then, are essentially the same in all the Synoptists, and 
present the same difficulties, which can only be removed by assuming: (1) that they refer both to 
the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world, two analogous events, the former being 
typical of the latter; (2) that the two events, widely distant in time, are represented in close 
proximity of space after the manner of prophetic vision in a panoramic picture. We must also 
remember that the precise date of the end of the world was expressly disclaimed even by the Son 
of God in the days of his humiliation, {Matthew 24:36 Mark 13:32} and is consequently beyond 
the reach of human knowledge and calculation. The only difference is that Luke more clearly 
distinguishes the two events by dividing the prophetical discourses and assigning them to 
different occasions (Luke 17:20-37 and 21:5-33); and here, as in other cases, he is probably more 
exact and in harmony with several hints of our Lord that a considerable interval must elapse 
between the catastrophe of Jerusalem and the final catastrophe of the world. 
 
Place of Composition. 
 
The third Gospel gives no hint as to the place of composition. Ancient tradition is uncertain, and 
modern critics are divided between Greece, {1031} Alexandria, {1032} Ephesus, {1033} 
Caesarea, {1034} Rome. {1035} It was probably written in sections during the longer residence of 
the author at Philippi, Caesarea, and Rome, but we cannot tell where it was completed and 
published. {1036} 
 
{988} Origen, Eusebius, and Jerome erroneously supposed that Paul meant the written Gospel of 
Luke when he speaks of "my gospel," Romans 2:16 16:25 2 Timothy 2:8. The word gospel is not 
used in the New Test. in the sense of a written record, except in the titles which are of post-



apostolic date; and the preface of Luke is inconsistent with the idea that he composed his work 
under the direction of any one man. 
 
{989} The name loukav, Lucas, is abridged from lukanov. Lucanus or Lucilius (as Apollos 
from Apollonius, Silas from Silvanus). It is not to be confounded with Lucius, Acts 13:1 Romans 
16:21. The name was not common, but contractions in as were frequent in the names of slaves, as 
Lobeck observes. Dr. Plumptre (in his Com.) ingeniously conjectures that Luke was from the 
region of Lucania in Southern Italy, and called after the famous poet, M. Annaeus Lucanus, as his 
freedman. In this way be accounts for Luke’s familiarity with Italian localities, {Acts 28:13-15} 
the favor of the uncle of Lucanus, J. Annaeus Gallic, shown to Paul (18:14-17), the tradition of 
the friendship between Paul and Seneca (a brother of Gallio), and the intended journey of Paul to 
Spain, {Romans 15:28} where Seneca and Lucanus were born (at Corduba). But the chronology is 
against this hypothesis. Lucanus was born A. D. 39, when Luke must have been already about 
thirty years of age, as he cannot have been much younger than Paul. 
 
{990} Jerome (Ep. ad Paulinum) says of Luke "Fuit medicus, et pariter omnia verba illius 
animae languentis sunt medicinae." 
 
{991} Comp. Galatians 4:13 2 Corinthians 1:9 4:10,12,16 12:7. 
 
{992} He is distinguished from "those of the circumcision," Colossians 4:14; comp. 4:11. 
 
{993} Eusebius, III. 4: loukav to men geno wn twn ap antioceiav, thn episthmhn de 
iatrov, k. t. l. Jerome, Deuteronomy vir. ill, 7: "Lucas medicus Antiochensis... sectator apostoli 
Pauli, et omnis peregrinationis ejus comes." 
 
{994} James Smith (l. c., p. 4) illustrates the argumentative bearing of this notice by the fact that 
of eight accounts of the Russian campaign of 1812, three by French, three by English, and two by 
scotch authors (Scott and Alison), the last two only make mention of the Scotch extraction of the 
Russian General Barclay de Tolly. 
 
{995} Jerome, Deuteronomy vir. ill., 7: "Sepultus est Constantinopoli, ad quam urbem vicesimo 
Constantii anno ossa eius cum reliquiis Andreae apostoli translata sunt." 
 
{996} Hence the ancient tradition that he was one of the Seventy Disciples, or one of the two 
disciples of Emmaus, cannot be true. 
 
{997} As the account of the stilling of the tempest, Luke 8:22-25, compared with Mark 4:35-41; 
and the parable of the wicked husbandman, Luke 20:9-19, compared with Mark 12:1-12. 
 
{998} Luke 1:3: pasiv� akribwv� kayexhv. Says Godet "Matthew groups together doctrinal 
teachings in the form of great discourses; he is a preacher. Mark narrates events as they occur to 
his mind; he is a chronicler. Luke reproduces the external and internal development of events; he 
is the historian, properly so called." 
 
{999} Luke 1:4: kratiste yeofile. In Acts 1:1 the epithet is omitted. Bengel infers from this 
omission that when Luke wrote the Acts he was on more familiar terms with Theophilus. The 
same title is applied to Governors Felix and Festus, Acts 23:26 24:3 20:25. The A. V. varies 
between "most excellent" and "most noble;" the R. V. uniformly renders "most excellent," which 
is apt to be applied to moral character rather than social position. "Honorable" or "most noble" 



would be preferable. Occasionally, however, the term is used also towards a personal friend (see 
passages in Wetstein). 
 
{1000} For other conjectures on Theophilus, which locate him at Alexandria or at Rome or 
somewhere in Greece, see the Bible Dicts. of Winer and Smith sub Theophilus. Some have 
fancied that he was merely an ideal name for every right-minded reader of the Gospel, as a lover 
of truth. 
 
{1001} Luke 1:4: ina epignwv peri wn kathchyhv thn asfaleian.. 
 
{1002} Luke 1:26; 4:31; 23:51; 24: 13. {Acts 1:12} 
 
{1003} For a full analysis of contents see Van Oosterzee, Com., 8-10; Westcott, Introd. to the G., 
370-372 (Am. ed.); McClellan, Com. on N. T., I. 425-438; Farrar, Com., 31-36; Lange, 
Bibelkunde, 187-193. 
 
{1004} Lange (Leben Jesu, I. 258) gives as the theme of Luke: "the revelation of divine mercy;" 
Godet (Com.) "the manifestation of divine philanthropy"; {Titus 3:4} McClellan (I. 436): 
"salvation of sinners, by God’s grace, through faith in Jesus Christ, and him crucified;" Farrar (p. 
17): "who went about doing good and healing all that were oppressed of the devil" (Acts 10:38, 
better suited for Mark); Van Oosterzee: "as Paul led the people of the Lord out of the bondage of 
the law into the enjoyment of gospel liberty, so did Luke raise sacred history from the standpoint 
of the Israelitish nationality to the higher and holier ground of universal humanity.". 
 
{1005} The term swthr occurs, Luke 1:47 2:11 John 4:42, and often in the Acts and the Epistles 
of Paul, but neither in Matthew nor Mark; swthria occurs, Luke 1:69,77 19:9 John 4:22, and 
repeatedly in the Acts and the Epistles; swthriov, Luke 2:30 3:6 Acts 28:28 Ephesians 6:17 
Titus 2:11 
 
{1006} Luke 4:25-27; 9:52-56; 10:33; 15:11 sqq.; 17:19; 18:10; 19:5. 
 
{1007} See 80, this vol. 
 
{1008} Lange (Bibelkunde, p. 187) calls it "das Evangelium des Menschensohnes, der Humanitat 
Christi, der Verklarung aller Humanitat." 
 
{1009} Farrar (p. 23) calls Luke "the first Christian hymnologist" (better hymnist), and quotes the 
lines from Keble: 
 
Thou hast an ear for angel songs, 
 
A breath the gospel trump to fill, 
 
And taught by thee the Church prolongs 
 
Her hymns of high thanksgiving still. 
 
{1010} This is the judgment of Renan, which is worth preserving in full. "L’Evangile de Luc," he 
says (in Les Evangiles, p. 282 and 283), "est le plus litteraire des evangiles. Tout y revele un 
esprit large et doux, sage, modere, sobre et raisonnable dans l’irrationnel. Ses exagerations, ses 
invraisemblances, ses inconsequences tiennent a la nature meme de la parabole et en font le 



charme. Matthieu arrondit les contours un peu secs de Marc. Luc fait bien plus; il ecrit, il montre 
une vraie entente de la composition. Son livre est un beau recit bien suivi, a la fois hebraique et 
hellenique, joignant l’emotion du drama a la serenite de l’idylle. Tout y rit, tout y pleure, tout y 
chante; partout des larmes et des cantiques; c’est l’hymne du peuple nouveau, L’hosanna des 
petits et des humbles introduits dans le royaume de Dieu. Un esprit de sainte enfance, de joie, de 
ferveur, le sentiment evangelique dans son originalite premiere repandent sur toute la legende 
une teinte d’une incomparable douceur. On ne fut jamais moins sectaire. Pas un reproche, pas un 
mot dur pour le vieux peuple exclu; son exclusion ne le punit-elle pas assez? C’est le plus beau 
livre qu’il y ait. Le plaisir que l’auteur dut avoir a l’ecrire ne sera jamais suffisamment compris." 
 
{1011} Jerome, who had a great genius for language, says, Epist. ad Dam., 20 (145): "Lucas qui 
inter omnes evangelistas Graeci sermonis eruditissimus fuit, quippe et medicus, et qui 
Evangelium Graecis scripserit." in another passage he says that Luke’s "sermo saecularem 
redolet eloqueiatiam." 
 
{1012} See the Version of Delitzsch in his Hebrew New Testament, published by the Brit. and 
For. Bible Society. 
 
{1013} Luke 4:38: hn sunecomenh puretw megavlw. sunecomen his likewise a medical term. 
 
{1014} Acts 28:8: puretoiv kai dusenteriw sunecomenon. Other instances of medical 
knowledge are found in Luke 8:46 22:44 Acts 3:7 9:18 10:9,10. Dr. Plumptre even traces several 
expressions of Paul such as "healthy doctrine," {1 Timothy 1:10 6 3} "gangrene" or "cancer," {2 
Timothy  2:17} the conscience "seared," or rather "cauterized," {1 Timothy 4:2} and the 
recommendation of a little wine for the stomach’s sake, {1 Timothy 5:23} to the influence of "the 
beloved physician," who administered to him in his peculiar physical infirmities. Rather fanciful. 
Rev. W. K. Hobart, of Trinity College, Dublin, published a work (1882) on The Medical 
Language of St. Luke, in which he furnished the proof from internal evidence that the Gospel of 
Luke and the Acts of the Apostles were written by the same person, and that the writer was a 
medical man. He has compared over four hundred peculiar words and phrases of these books with 
the use of the same words in Hippocrates, Aretaeus, Dioscorides, and Galen. 
 
{1015} Among these are seven compounds of plevw, describing the motion and management of a 
ship, as follows: plew, to sail, Luke 8:23 Acts 21:3 27:6,24. apoplew, to sail from, Acts 13:4 
14:26 20:15 27:1 braduploew (from braduv, slow), to sail slowly, Acts 27:7 diaplew, to sail 
through (not "over," as in the A. V.), Acts 27:5. ekplew, to sail away, Acts 15:39 18:18 20:6. 
kataplew, to arrive, Luke 8:26. upoplew, to sail under the lee, Acts 27:4,7. paraplew, to sail 
by, Acts 20:16. Add to these the following nautical terms: anagomai, to get under way, to put to 
sea, Acts 27:4. diaperavw to sail over, Acts 21:2. diaferomai, to be driven to and fro, Acts 
27:27. epikellw, to run the ship ashore, Acts 27:41. euyudromew, to make a straight course, 
Acts 16:11 21:1. paralegomai (middle), to sail by, Acts 27:8,13. upotrecw (aor. 2, 
upedramon), to run under the lee, Acts 27:16. feromai (pass.), to be driven, Acts 27:15,17. 
Also, ekbolhn epoiounto, Acts 27:18, and ekoufizon to ploion, 27:38, which are technical 
terms for lightening the ship by throwing cargo overboard. 
 
{1016} See James Smith, i.e., and Schaff’s Companion to the Gr. Test., pp.57-61. 
 
{1017} As cara, Luke 1:14 2:10 8:13 10:17 15:7,10 24:41,51. 
 
{1018} pneuma agion or pneuma alone, Luke 1:15,34,35,41,67 2:25,26,27 3:16,22,4:1,14,18 
12:10,12; and still more frequently in the Acts, which is the Gospel of the Holy Spirit. 



 
{1019} See Holtzmann, Syn. Evang., pp. 316-324, copied in part (without acknowledgment) by 
Davidson, Introd., I. 437 sqq. Holtzmann enumerates about two hundred expressions or phrases 
common to Luke and Paul, and more or less foreign to the other writers of the New Testament. 
 
{1020} As cariv, eleov, pistiv, dikaiosunh, dikaiov, agion, gnwsiv, dunamiv kuriou.. 
 
{1021} As agnoein, adikia, ayetein, aicmalwtizein, anapempein, antapokrinesyai, 
antikeimenov, antilambanesyai, apelpizein, apologeisyai, atenizein, ekdiwkein, 
epifainein, eugenhv, hcein, katargein, kinduneuein, kurieuein, panoplia, paradeisov, 
sugcairein, suneudokein, usterhma, carizesyai, qalmov also the particles all oudev, ei 
kai, ei mhti, tiv oun. The word kuriov as a substitute for Jesus occurs fourteen times in Luke 
and often in the Epistles, but only once in the Synoptists (the closing verses of Mark 16:19, 20). 
 
{1022} Take the following specimens of striking parallelism (quoted by Holtzmann, 322): 
 
Luke 
 
Paul 
 
6:48: eyhken yemelion epi thn petran 
 
1 Corinthians 3:10: wv sofov apcitektwn yemelion eyhka 
 
8:15: karpoforousin upomonh. 
 
Colossians 1:10,11: karpoforountev kai auxanomenoi eiv pasan upomonhn.. 
 
9:56: ouk hlye qucav anyrwpwn apolesai, alla swsai. 
 
2 Corinthians 10:8:; edwken eiv oikodomhn kai ouk eiv kayairesin. 13:10. 
 
10:8: esyiete ta paratiyemena umin. 
 
1 Corinthians 10:27: pan to paratiyemenon umin esyivete. 
 
10:20: ta onomata umwn egrafh en toiv ouranoiv 
 
Philippians 4:3: wn ta onomata en biblw zwhv. 
 
10:21: apekruyav tauta apo sofwn kai sunetwn kai apekaluyav auta nhpivoiv 
 
 
1 Corinthians 1:19: apolw thn sofivan twnsofwn kai thn suvnesin twn sunetwn 
ayethsw. 27: ta mwra tou kosmou exelexato ov yeov ina kataiscunh touv sofouv.. 
 
11:41: panta kayara umin estin 
 
Titus 1:15: panta men kayara toiv kayaroiv. 
 



11:49: apostelw eiv autouv profhtav kai apostolouv kai ex autwn apoktenousi kai 
ekdiwxousin 
 
 
1 Thessalonians 2:15: twn kai ton kurion apokteinantwn ihsoun kai touv profhtav kai 
hmav ekdiwxantwn.. 
 
12:35: estwsan umwn ai osfuev periezwsmenai. 
 
Ephesians 6:14: sthte oun perizwsamenoi twn osfun umwn en alhyeia.. 
 
18:1: dein pantote proseucesyai kai mh ekkakein. 
 
2 Thessalonians 1:11: eiv o kai proseuxomeqa pantote. Colossians 4:12: pantote 
agwnizomenov uper umwn en taiv proseuxaiv.. Comp. 1 Thessalonians 5:1,7 Romans 1:10: 
mh genoito. Romans 9:14 11:11 Galatians 3:21 
 
20:38: pantev gar autw zwsin. 
 
Romans 14:7,8: eavn te gar zwmen, tw kupiw zwmen. Comp. 2 Corinthians 5:15: kai 
ierousalhm estai patoumenh upo eynwn acriv plhrwywsi kairoi eynwn.. 
 
Romans 11:25: oti pwrwsiv tw israhl gegonen acri ou to plhrwma twn eynw 
 
 
{1023} See the ancient testimonies in Charteris’s Kirchhofer, l. c., 154 sqq. 
 
{1024} Freely admitted by Zeller, Davidson (I. 444), and others of that school. 
 
{1025} Even the author of "Supernatural Religion" was forced at last to surrender to the 
arguments of Dr. Sanday, in 1875, after the question had already been settled years before in 
Germany by Hilgenfeld (1850) and Volkmar (1852). Davidson also (Introd., new ed., I. 446) 
admits: "There is no doubt that Marcion had the Gospel of Luke, which he adapted to his own 
ideas by arbitrary treatment. He lived before Justin, about A. D. 140, and is the earliest writer 
from whom we learn the existence of the Gospel." 
 
{1026} Davidson still adheres to this exploded Tubingen view in his new edition (I. 467): "Luke 
wished to bring Judaism [sic!] and Paulinism together in the sphere of comprehensive 
Christianity, where the former would merge into the latter. In conformity with this purpose, he 
describes the irreconcilable opposition between Jesus and his opponents." As if Matthew and 
Mark and John did not precisely the same thing. He even repeats the absurd fiction of Baur, 
which was refuted long ago, not only by Godet, but even in part at least by Zeller, Holtzmann, 
and Keim, that Luke had "the obvious tendency to depreciate the twelve, in comparison with the 
seventy" (p. 469). Baur derived the chief proof of an alleged hostility of Luke to Peter from his 
omission of the famous passage, "Thou art Rock;" but Mark omits it likewise; and Luke, on the 
other hand, is the only Evangelist who records the word of Christ to Peter, Luke 22:32, on which 
the Romanists base the dogma of papal infallibility. 
 
{1027} The critics differ widely as to the date of composition: (1) For a date prior to A. D. 70 are 
all the older divines, also Lange, Ebrard, Guericke, van Oosterzee, Godet (60-67), Thiersch (58-
60), Alford (58), Riddle (60). (2) For a date between 70 and 90: Deuteronomy Wette, Bleek, 



Reuss, Holtzmann, Guder, Meyer, Weiss (70-80), Keim, Abbott (80-90). (3) For A. D. 100 and 
later: Hilgenfeld and Volkmar (100), Zeller and Davidson (100-110). The date of Baur, A. D. 
140, is perfectly wild and made impossible by the clear testimonies of Justin Martyr and Marcion. 
Hence he was unwilling to retract in toto his former view about the priority of Marcion’s Gospel, 
though he felt obliged to do it in part (Kirchengesch. I. 75 and 78). 
 
{1028} Dr. Abbott, of London (in "Enc. Brit.," X. 813, of the ninth ed., 1879), discovers no less 
than ten reasons for the later date of Luke, eight of them in the preface alone: "(1) the pre-
existence and implied failure of many ‘attempts’ to set forth continuous narratives of the things 
‘surely believed;" (2) the mention of ‘tradition’ of the eye-witnesses and ministers of the word as 
past, not as present; {paredosan, Luke 1:2} (3) the dedication of the Gospel to a man of rank 
(fictitious or otherwise), who is supposed to have been ‘catechized’ in Christian truth; (4) the 
attempt at literary style and at improvement of the ‘usus ecclesiasticus’ of the common tradition; 
(5) the composition of something like a commencement of a Christian hymnology; (6) the 
development of the genealogy and the higher tone of the narrative of the incarnation; (7) the 
insertion of many passages mentioning our Lord as ov kuriov not in address, but in narrative; (8) 
the distinction, more sharply drawn, between the fall of Jerusalem and the final coming; (9) the 
detailed prediction of the fall of Jerusalem, implying reminiscences of its fulfilment; (10) the very 
great development of the manifestations of Jesus after the resurrection. The inference from all this 
evidence would be that Luke was not written till about A. D. 80 at earliest. If it could be further 
demonstrated that Luke used any Apocryphal book (Judith, for example), and if it could be shown 
that the book in question was written after a certain date (Renan suggests A. D. 80 for the date of 
the book of Judith), it might be necessary to place Luke much later; but no such demonstration 
has been hitherto produced. But most of these arguments are set aside by the hmin in Luke 1:2, 
which includes the writer among those who heard the gospel story from the eye-witnesses of the 
life of Christ. It is also evident from the Acts that the writer, who is identical with the third 
Evangelist, was an intimate companion of Paul, and hence belonged to the first generation of 
disciples, which includes all the converts of the apostles from the day of Pentecost down to the 
destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
{1029} Keim (I. 70) thus eloquently magnifies this little difference: "Anders als dem Matthaeus 
steht diesem Schrifstellen [Lukas] das Wirklichkeitsbild der Katastrophe der heiligen Stadt in 
seiner ganzen schrecklichen Grosse vor der Seele, die langwierige und kunstvolle Belagerung des 
Feindes, die Heere, die befestigten Lager, der Ring der Absperrung, die tausend Bedrangnisse, 
die Blutarbeit des Schwerts, die Gefangenfuhrung des Volkes, der Tempel, die Stadt dem Boden 
gleich, Alles unter dem ernsten Gesichtspunkt eines Strafgerichtes Gottes fur die dung des 
Gesandten. Ja uber die Katastrophe hinaus, die ausserste Perspektive des ersten Evangelisten, 
dehnt sich dem neuen Geschichtschreiber eine new unbestimmbar grosse Periode der 
Trummerlage Jerusalemz unter dem ehernen Tritt der Heiden und heidnischer Weltzeiten, 
innerhalb deren er selber schreibt. Unter solchen Umstanden hat die grosse Zukunftrede Jesu bei 
aller Sorgfalt, die wesentlichen Zuge, sogar die Wiederkunft in diesem ‘Geschlect’zu halten die 
mannigfaltigsten Aenderungen erlitten." The same argument is urged more soberly by Holtzmann 
(Syn. Evang., 406 sq.), and even by Guder (in Herzog, IX. 19) and Weiss (in Meyer, 6th ed., p. 
243), but they assume that Luke wrote only a few years after Matthew. 
 
{1030} "It is psychologically impossible," says Godet (p. 543), "that Luke should have indulged 
in manipulating at pleasure the sayings of that Being on whom his faith was fixed, whom he 
regarded as the Son of God." 
 



{1031} Jerome: Achaia and Boeotia; Hilgenfeld (in 1858): Achaia or Macedonia; Godet (in his 
first ed.): Corinth, in the house of Gaius, {Romans 16:23} but more indefinitely in the second ed.: 
Achaia. 
 
{1032} The Peshito, which gives the title: "Gospel of Luke the Evangelist, which he published 
and preached in Greek in Alexandria the Great." 
 
{1033} Kostlin and Overbeck, also Hilgenfeld in 1875 (Einleit., p. 612). 
 
{1034} Michaelis, Kuinol, Schott, Thiersch, and others. 
 
{1035} Hug, Ewald, Zeller, Holtzmann, Keim, Davidson. 
 
{1036} Weiss, in the sixth ed. of Meyer (p. 244) "Wo das Evang. geschrieben sei, ist vollig 
unbekannt."  

 



83. John. 
 
See Literature on John, 40, of this vol.; Life and Character of John, 41-43, of this vol.; Theology 
of John, 72, pp. 549 sqq. 
 
The best comes last. The fourth Gospel is the Gospel of Gospels, the holy of holies in the New 
Testament. The favorite disciple and bosom friend of Christ, the protector of his mother, the 
survivor of the apostolic age was pre-eminently qualified by nature and grace to give to the 
church the inside view of that most wonderful person that ever walked on earth. In his early youth 
he had absorbed the deepest words of his Master, and treasured them in a faithful heart; in 
extreme old age, yet with the fire and vigor of manhood, he reproduced them under the influence 
of the Holy Spirit who dwelt in him and led him, as well as the other disciples, into "the whole 
truth." 
 
His Gospel is the golden sunset of the age of inspiration, and sheds its lustre into the second and 
all succeeding centuries of the church. It was written at Ephesus when Jerusalem lay in ruins, 
when the church had finally separated from the synagogue, when "the Jews" and the Christians 
were two distinct races, when Jewish and Gentile believers had melted into a homogeneous 
Christian community, a little band in a hostile world, yet strong in faith, full of hope and joy, and 
certain of victory. 
 
For a satisfactory discussion of the difficult problems involved in this Gospel and its striking 
contrast with the Synoptic Gospels, we must keep in view the fact that Christ communed with the 
apostles after as well as before his visible departure, and spoke to them through that "other 
Advocate" whom he sent to them from the Father, and who brought to remembrance all things he 
had said unto them. {1037} Here lies the guarantee of the truthfulness of a picture which no 
human artist could have drawn without divine inspiration. Under any other view the fourth 
Gospel, and indeed the whole New Testament, becomes the strangest enigma in the history of 
literature and incapable of any rational solution. 
 
John and the Synoptists. 
 
If John wrote long after the Synoptists, we could, of course, not expect from him a repetition of 
the story already so well told by three independent witnesses. But what is surprising is the fact 
that, coming last, he should produce the most original of all the Gospels. 
 
The transition from Matthew to Mark, and from Mark to Luke is easy and natural; but in passing 
from any of the Synoptists to the fourth Gospel we breathe a different atmosphere, and feel as if 
we were suddenly translated from a fertile valley to the height of a mountain with a boundless 
vision over new scenes of beauty and grandeur. We look in vain for a genealogy of Jesus, for an 
account of his birth, for the sermons of the Baptist, for the history of the temptation in the 
wilderness, the baptism in the Jordan, and the transfiguration on the Mount, for a list of the 
Twelve, for the miraculous cures of demoniacs. John says nothing of the institution of the church 
and the sacraments; though he is full of the mystical union and communion which is the essence 
of the church, and presents the spiritual meaning of baptism and the Lord’s Supper (John 3 and 
John 6). He omits the ascension, though it is promised through Mary Magdalene (20:17). He has 
not a word of the Sermon on the Mount, and the Lord’s Prayer, none of the inimitable parables 
about the kingdom of heaven, none of those telling answers to the entangling questions of the 
Pharisees. He omits the prophecies of the downfall of Jerusalem and the end of the world, and 



most of those proverbial, moral sentences and maxims of surpassing wisdom which are strung 
together by the Synoptists like so many sparkling diamonds. 
 
But in the place of these Synoptical records John gives us an abundance of new matter of equal, if 
not greater, interest and importance. Right at the threshold we are startled, as by a peal of thunder 
from the depths, of eternity: "In the beginning was the Word." And as we proceed we hear about 
the creation of the world, the shining of the true light in darkness, the preparatory revelations, the 
incarnation of the Logos, the testimony of the Baptist to the Lamb of God. We listen with 
increasing wonder to those mysterious discourses about the new birth of the Spirit, the water of 
life, the bread of life from heaven, about the relation of the eternal and only-begotten Son to the 
Father, to the world, and to believers, the mission of the Holy Spirit, the promise of the many 
mansions in heaven, the farewell to the disciples, and at last that sacerdotal prayer which brings 
us nearest to the throne and the beating heart of God. John alone reports the interviews with 
Nicodemus, the woman of Samaria, and the Greek foreigners. He records six miracles not 
mentioned by the Synoptists, and among them the two greatest—the changing of water into wine 
and the raising of Lazarus from the grave. And where he meets the Synoptists, as in the feeding of 
the five thousand, he adds the mysterious discourse on the spiritual feeding of believers by the 
bread of life which has been going on ever since. He makes the nearest approach to his 
predecessors in the closing chapters on the betrayal, the denial of Peter, the trial before the 
ecclesiastical and civil tribunals, the crucifixion and resurrection, but even here he is more exact 
and circumstantial, and adds, interesting details which bear the unmistakable marks of personal 
observation. 
 
He fills out the ministry of Christ in Judaea, among the hierarchy and the people of Jerusalem, 
and extends it over three years; while the Synoptists seem to confine it to one year and dwell 
chiefly on his labors among the peasantry of Galilee. But on close inspection John leaves ample 
room for the Galilaean, and the Synoptists for the Judaean ministry. None of the Gospels is a 
complete biography. John expressly disclaims, this (20:31). Matthew implies repeated visits to 
the holy city when he makes Christ exclaim: "O Jerusalem, Jerusalem ... how often would I have 
gathered thy children together" (23:37; comp. 27:57). On the other hand John records several 
miracles in Cana, evidently only as typical examples of many (2:1 sqq.; 4:47 sqq.; 6:1 sqq.). But 
in Jerusalem the great conflict between light and darkness, belief and unbelief, was most fully 
developed and matured to the final crisis; and this it was one of his chief objects to describe. 
 
The differences between John and the Synoptists are many and great, but there are no 
contradictions. 
 
The Occasion. 
 
Irenaeus, who, as a native of Asia Minor and a spiritual grand-pupil of John, is entitled to special 
consideration, says: "Afterward" [i.e., after Matthew, Mark, and Luke] "John, the disciple of the 
Lord, who also had leaned upon his breast, did himself publish a Gospel during his residence at 
Ephesus in Asia." {1038} In another place he makes the rise of the Gnostic heresy the prompting 
occasion of the composition. {1039} 
 
A curious tradition, which probably contains a grain of truth, traces the composition to a request 
of John’s fellow-disciples and elders of Ephesus. "Fast with me," said John, according to the 
Muratorian fragment (170), "for three days from this time" [when the request was made], "and 
whatever shall be revealed to each of us" [concerning my composing the Gospel], "let us relate it 
to one another. On the same night it was revealed to Andrew, one of the apostles, that John 
should relate all things in his own name, aided by the revision of all. {1040} ... What wonder is it 



then that John brings forward every detail with so much emphasis, even in his Epistles, saying of 
himself, What we have seen with our eyes, and heard with our ears, and our hands have handled, 
these things have we written unto you. For so he professes that he was not only an eyewitness, but 
also a hearer, and moreover a writer of all the wonderful works of the Lord in their historical 
order." {1041} 
 
The mention of Andrew in this fragment is remarkable, for he was associated with John as a pupil 
of the Baptist and as the first called to the school of Christ. {John 1:35-40} He was also 
prominent in other ways and stood next to the beloved three, or even next to his brother Peter in 
the catalogues of the apostles. {1042} 
 
Victorinus of Pettau (d. about 304), in the Scholia on the Apocalypse, says that John wrote the 
Gospel after the Apocalypse, in consequence of the spread of the Gnostic heresy and at the 
request of "all the bishops from the neighboring provinces." {1043} 
 
Jerome, on the basis of a similar tradition, reports that John, being constrained by his brethren to 
write, consented to do so if all joined in a fast and prayer to God, and after this fast, being 
saturated with revelation (revelatione saturatus), he indited the heaven-sent preface: "In the 
beginning was the Word." {1044} 
 
Possibly those fellow-disciples and pupils who prompted John to write his Gospel, were the same 
who afterward added their testimony to the genuineness of the book, speaking in the plural ("we 
know that his witness is true," 21:24), one of them acting as scribe ("I suppose," 21:25). 
 
The outward occasion does not exclude, of course, the inward prompting by the Holy Spirit, 
which is in fact implied in this tradition, but it shows how far the ancient church was from such a 
mechanical theory of inspiration as ignores or denies the human and natural factors in the 
composition of the apostolic writings. The preface of Luke proves the same. 
 
The Object. 
 
The fourth Gospel does not aim at a complete biography of Christ, but distinctly declares that 
Jesus wrought "many other signs in the presence of the disciples which are not written in this 
book" (John 20:30; comp. 21:25). 
 
The author plainly states his object, to which all other objects must be subordinate as merely 
incidental, namely, to lead his readers to the faith "that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and 
that believing they may have life in his name" (20:31). This includes three points: (1) the 
Messiahship of Jesus, which was of prime importance to the Jews, and was the sole or at least the 
chief aim of Matthew, the Jewish Evangelist; (2) the Divine Sonship of Jesus, which was the 
point to be gained with the Gentiles, and which Luke, the Gentile Evangelist, had also in view; 
(3) the practical benefit of such faith, to gain true, spiritual, eternal life in Him and through Him 
who is the personal embodiment and source of eternal life. 
 
To this historico-didactic object all others which have been mentioned must be subordinated. The 
book is neither polemic and apologetic, nor supplementary, nor irenic, except incidentally and 
unintentionally as it serves all these purposes. The writer wrote in full view of the condition and 
needs of the church at the close of the first century, and shaped his record accordingly, taking for 
granted a general knowledge of the older Gospels, and refuting indirectly, by the statement of 
facts and truths, the errors of the day. Hence there is some measure of truth in those theories 
which have made an incidental aim the chief or only aim of the book. 



 
1. The anti-heretical theory was started by Irenaeus. Being himself absorbed in the controversy 
with Gnosticism and finding the strongest weapons in John, he thought that John’s motive was to 
root out the error of Cerinthus and of the Nicolaitans by showing that "there is one God who 
made all things by his word; and not, as they say, one who made the world, and another, the 
Father of the Lord." {1045} Jerome adds the opposite error of Ebionism, Ewald that of the 
disciples of the Baptist. 
 
No doubt the fourth Gospel, by the positive statement of the truth, is the most effective refutation 
of Gnostic dualism and doketism, which began to raise its head in Asia Minor toward the close of 
the first century. It shows the harmony of the ideal Christ of faith and the real Christ of history, 
which the ancient and modern schools of Gnosticism are unable to unite in one individual. But it 
is not on this account a polemical treatise, and it even had by its profound speculation a special 
attraction for Gnostics and philosophical rationalists, from Basilides down to Baur. The ancient 
Gnostics made the first use of it and quoted freely from the prologue, e.g., the passage: "The true 
light, which enlighteneth every man, was coming into the world" (1:9). {1046} 
 
The polemical aim is more apparent in the first Epistle of John, which directly warns against the 
anti-Christian errors then threatening the church, and may be called a doctrinal and practical 
postscript to the Gospel. 
 
2. The supplementary theory. Clement of Alexandria (about 200) states, on the authority of 
"presbyters of an earlier generation," that John, at the request of his friends and the prompting of 
the divine Spirit, added a spiritual Gospel to the older bodily Gospels which set forth the outward 
facts. {1047} The distinction is ingenious. John is more spiritual and ideal than the Synoptists, 
and he represents as it were the esoteric tradition as distinct from the exoteric tradition of the 
church. Eusebius records also as a current opinion that John intended to supply an amount of the 
earlier period of Christ’s ministry which was omitted by the other Evangelists. {1048} John is 
undoubtedly a most welcome supplementer both in matter and spirit, and furnishes in part the key 
for the full understanding of the Synoptists, yet he repeats many important events, especially in 
the closing chapters, and his Gospel is as complete as any. {1049} 
 
3. The Irenic tendency-theory is a modern Tubingen invention. It is assumed that the fourth 
Gospel is purely speculative or theological, the last and crowning literary production which 
completed the process of unifying Jewish and Gentile Christianity and melting them into the one 
Catholic church of the second century. 
 
No doubt it is an Irenicon of the church in the highest and best sense of the term, and a prophecy 
of the church of the future, when all discords of Christendom past and present will be harmonized 
in the perfect union of Christians with Christ, which is the last object of his sacerdotal prayer. But 
it is not an Irenicon at the expense of truth and facts. 
 
In carrying out their hypothesis the Tubingen critics have resorted to the wildest fictions. It is said 
that the author depreciated the Mosaic dispensation and displayed jealousy of Peter. How in the 
world could this promote peace? It would rather have defeated the object. But there is no shadow 
of proof for such an assertion. While the author opposes the unbelieving Jews, he shows the 
highest reverence for the Old Testament, and derives salvation from the Jews. Instead of showing 
jealousy of Peter, he introduces his new name at the first interview with Jesus (1:42), reports his 
great confession even more fully than Matthew, {John 6:68,69} puts him at the head of the list of 
the apostles (21:2), and gives him his due prominence throughout down to the last interview when 
the risen Lord committed to him the feeding of his sheep (21:15-19). This misrepresentation is of 



a piece with the other Tubingen myth adopted by Renan, that the real John in the Apocalypse 
pursues a polemical aim against Paul and deliberately excludes him from the rank of the twelve 
Apostles. And yet Paul himself, in the acknowledged Epistle to the Galatians, represents John as 
one of the three pillar-apostles who recognized his peculiar gift for the apostolate of the Gentiles 
and extended to him the right hand of fellowship. 
 
Analysis. 
 
The object of John determined the selection and arrangement of the material. His plan is more 
clear and systematic than that of the Synoptists. It brings out the growing conflict between belief 
and unbelief, between light and darkness, and leads step by step to the great crisis of the cross, 
and to the concluding exclamation of Thomas, "My Lord and my God." 
 
In the following analysis the sections peculiar to John are marked by a star. 
 
*I. The Prologue. The theme of the Gospel: the Logos, the eternal Revealer of God: 
 
(1.) In relation to God, John 1:1,2. 
 
(2.) In relation to the world. General revelation, 1:3-5. 
 
(3.) In relation to John the Baptist and the Jews. Particular revelation, 1:6-13. 
 
(4.) The incarnation of the Logos, and its effect upon the disciples, 1:14-18. 
 
II. The Public Manifestation of the Incarnate Logos in Active Word and Work, 1:19 to 12:50. 
 
*(1.) The preparatory testimony of John the Baptist pointing to Jesus as the promised and 
expected Messiah, and as the Lamb of God that beareth the sin of the world, 1:19-37. 
 
*(2.) The gathering of the first disciples, 1:38-51. 
 
*(3.) The first sign: the changing of water into wine at Cana in Galilee, 2:1-11. First sojourn in 
Capernaum, 2:12. First Passover and journey to Jerusalem during the public ministry, 2:13. 
 
*(4.) The reformatory cleansing of the Temple, 2:14-22. (Recorded also by the Synoptists, but at 
the close of the public ministry.) Labors among the Jews in Jerusalem, 2:23-25. 
 
*(5.) Conversation with Nicodemus, representing the timid disciples, the higher classes among 
the Jews. Regeneration the condition of entering into the kingdom of God, 3:1-15. The love of 
God in the sending of his Son to save the world, 3:16-21. (Jerusalem.) 
 
*(6.) Labors of Jesus in Judaea. The testimony of John the Baptist: He must increase, but I must 
decrease, 3:22-36. (Departure of Jesus into Galilee after John’s imprisonment, 4:1-3; comp. 
Matthew 4:12 Mark 1:14 Luke 4:14) 
 
*(7.) Labors in Samaria on the journey from Judaea to Galilee. The woman of Samaria; Jacob’s 
well; the water of life; the worship of God the Spirit in spirit and in truth; the fields ripening for 
the harvest, John 4:1-42. Jesus teaches publicly in Galilee, 4:43-45. {comp. Matthew 4:17 Mark 
1:14,15 Luke 4:14,15} 
 



*(8.) Jesus again visits Cana in Galilee and heals a nobleman’s son at Capernaum, John 4:46-54. 
 
*(9.) Second journey to Jerusalem at a feast (the second Passover?). The healing of the infirm 
man at the pool of Bethesda on the Sabbath, 5:1-18. Beginning of the hostility of the Jews. 
Discourse of Christ on his relation to the Father, and his authority to judge the world, 5:19-47. 
 
(10.) The feeding of the five thousand, 6:1-14. The stilling of the tempest, 6:15-21. 
 
*The mysterious discourse in Capernaum on the bread of life; the sifting of the disciples; the 
confession of Peter: "To whom shall we go," etc.; the hinting at the treason of Judas, 6:22-71. 
 
*(11.) Third visit to Jerusalem, at the feast of the Tabernacles. The hasty request of the brethren 
of Jesus who did not believe on him. His discourse in the Temple with opposite effect. Rising 
hostility of the Jews, and vain efforts of the hierarchy to seize him as a false teacher misleading 
the people, 7:1-52. 
 
*(12.) (a) The woman taken in adultery and pardoned by Jesus, 7:53-8:11. Jerusalem. Probably an 
interpolation from oral tradition, authentic and true, but not from the pen of John. Also found at 
the end, and at Luke 21. 
 
*(12.) (b) Discourse on the light of the world. The children of God and the children of the devil. 
Attempts to stone Jesus, John 8:12-59. 
 
*(13.) The healing of the man born blind, on a Sabbath, and his testimony before the Pharisees, 
9:1-41. 
 
*(14.) The parable of the good shepherd, 10:1-21. Speech at the feast of Dedication in Solomon’s 
porch, 10:22-39. Departure to the country beyond the Jordan, 10:40-42. 
 
*(15.) The resurrection of Lazarus at Bethany, and its effect upon hastening the crisis. The 
counsel of Caiaphas. Jesus retires from Jerusalem to Ephraim, 11:1-57. 
 
(16.) The anointing by Mary in Bethany, 12:1-8. The counsel of the chief priests, 12:9-11. 
 
(17.) The entry into Jerusalem, 12:12-19. {Comp. Matthew 21:1-17 Mark 11:1-11 Luke 19:29-44} 
 
*(18.) Visit of the Greeks. Discourse of Jesus on the grain of wheat which must die to bear fruit; 
the voice from heaven; the attraction of the cross; the opposite effect; reflection of the Evangelist; 
summary of the speeches of Jesus, John 12:20-50. 
 
III. The Private Manifestation of Christ in the Circle of his Disciples. During the fourth and last 
Passover week. Jerusalem, 13:1-17:26. 
 
*(l.) Jesus washes the feet of the disciples before the Passover meal, 13:1-20. 
 
(2.) He announces the traitor, 13:21-27. The departure of Judas, 13:27-30. 
 
*(3.) The new commandment of love, 13:31-35. (Here is the best place for the institution of the 
Lord’s Supper, omitted by John, but reported by all the Synoptists and by Paul.) 
 
(4.) Prophecy of Peter’s denial, 13:36-38. 



 
*(5.) The farewell discourses to the disciples; the promise of the Paraclete, and of Christ’s return, 
14:1-16:33. 
 
*(6.) The Sacerdotal Prayer, 17:1-26. 
 
IV. The Glorification of Christ in the Crucifixion and Resurrection, 18:1-20:31. 
 
(1.) The passage over the Kedron, and the betrayal, 18:1-11. 
 
(2.) Jesus before the high priests, Annas and Caiaphas, 18:12-14, 19-24. 
 
(3.) Peter’s denial, 18:15-18, 25-27. 
 
(4.) Jesus before the Roman governor, Pontius Pilate, 18:28-19:16. Original in part (19:4-16). 
 
(5.) The crucifixion, 19:17-37. 
 
(6.) The burial of Jesus, 19:38-42. 
 
(7.) The resurrection. Mary Magdalene, Peter and John visit the empty tomb, 20:1-10. 
 
(8.) Christ appears to Mary Magdalene, 20:11-18. 
 
*(9.) Christ appears to the apostles, except Thomas, on the evening of the resurrection day, 20:19-
23. 
 
*(10.) Christ appears to the apostles, including Thomas, on the following Lord’s Day, 20:26-29. 
 
*(11.) Object of the Gospel, 20:30, 31 
 
*V. The Appendix and Epilogue, 21:1-25. 
 
(1.) Christ appears to seven disciples on the lake of Galilee. The third manifestation to the 
disciples, 21:1-14. 
 
(2.) The dialogue with Simon Peter: "Lovest thou Me?" "Feed My sheep." "Follow Me," 21:15-
19. 
 
(3.) The mysterious word about the beloved disciple, 21:1-23. 
 
(4.) The attestation of the authorship of the Gospel by the pupils of John, 21:24, 25. 
 
Characteristics of the Fourth Gospel. 
 
The Gospel of John is the most original, the most important, the most influential book in all 
literature. The great Origen called it the crown of the Gospels, as the Gospels are the crown of all 
sacred writings. {1050} It is pre-eminently the spiritual and ideal, though at the same time a most 
real Gospel, the truest transcript of the original. It lifts the veil from the holy of holies and reveals 
the glory of the Only Begotten from the Father, full of grace and truth. It unites in harmony the 
deepest knowledge and the purest love of Christ. We hear as it were his beating heart; we lay our 



hands in his wound-prints and exclaim with doubting Thomas: "My Lord and my God." No book 
is so plain and yet so deep, so natural and yet so full of mystery. It is simple as a child and 
sublime as a seraph, gentle as a lamb and bold as an eagle, deep as the sea and high as the 
heavens. 
 
It has been praised as "the unique, tender, genuine Gospel," "written by the hand of an angel," as 
"the heart of Christ," as "God’s love-letter to the world," or "Christ’s love-letter to the church." It 
has exerted an irresistible charm on many of the strongest and noblest minds in Christendom, as 
Origen in Egypt, Chrysostom in Asia, Augustin in Africa, the German Luther, the French Calvin, 
the poetic Herder, the critical Schleiermacher, and a multitude of less famous writers of all 
schools and shades of thought. Even many of those who doubt or deny the apostolic authorship 
cannot help admiring its more than earthly beauties. {1051} 
 
But there are other sceptics who find the Johannean discourses monotonous, tedious, nebulous, 
unmeaning, hard, and feel as much offended by them as the original hearers. {1052} 
 
Let us point out the chief characteristics of this book which distinguish it from the Synoptical 
Gospels. 
 
1. The fourth Gospel is the Gospel of the Incarnation, that is, of the perfect union of the divine 
and human in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, who for this very reason is the Saviour of the 
world and the fountain of eternal life. "The Word became flesh." This is the theoretical theme. 
The writer begins with the eternal pre-existence of the Logos, and ends with the adoration of his 
incarnate divinity in the exclamation of the sceptical Thomas: "My Lord and my God!" Luke’s 
preface is historiographic and simply points to his sources of information; John’s prologue is 
metaphysical and dogmatic, and sounds the keynote of the subsequent history. The Synoptists 
begin with the man Jesus and rise up to the recognition of his Messiahship and divine Sonship; 
John descends from the pre-existent Son of God through the preparatory revelations to his 
incarnation and crucifixion till he resumes the glory which he had before the world began. The 
former give us the history of a divine man, the latter the history of a human God. Not that he 
identifies him with the Godhead (o yeov); on the contrary, he clearly distinguishes the Son and 
the Father and makes him inferior in dignity ("the Father is greater than I"); but he declares that 
the Son is "God" (yeov), that is, of divine essence or nature. 
 
And yet there is no contradiction here between the Evangelists except for those who deem an 
union of the Divine and human in one person an impossibility. The Christian Church has always 
felt that the Synoptic and the Johannean Christ are one and the same, only represented from 
different points of view. And in this judgment the greatest scholars and keenest critics, from 
Origen down to the present time, have concurred. 
 
For, on the one hand, John’s Christ is just as real and truly human as that of the Synoptists. He 
calls himself the Son of man and "a man"; {John 8:40} he "groaned in the spirit" (11:33), he 
"wept" at the grave of a friend (11:35), and his "soul" was "troubled" in the prospect of the dark 
hour of crucifixion (12:27) and the crime of the traitor (13:1). The Evangelist attests with solemn 
emphasis from what he saw with his own eyes that Jesus truly suffered and died (19:33-35). 
{1053} 
 
The Synoptic Christ, on the other hand, is as truly elevated above ordinary mortals as the 
Johannean. It is true, he does not in so many words declare his pre-existence as in John 1:1 6:62 
8:58 17:5,24, but it is implied, or follows as a legitimate consequence. He is conceived without 
sin, a descendant of David, and yet the Lord of David; {Matthew 22:41} he claims authority to 



forgive sins, for which he is accused of blasphemy by the Jews (quite consistently from their 
standpoint of unbelief); he gives his life a ransom for the redemption of the world; he will come 
in his glory and judge all nations; yea, in the very Sermon on the Mount, which all schools of 
Rationalists accept his genuine teaching, He declares himself to be the judge of the world 
(Matthew 7:21-23; comp. 25:31-46), and in the baptismal formula He associates himself and the 
Holy Spirit with the eternal Father, as the connecting link between the two, thus assuming a place 
on the very throne of the Deity (28:19). It is impossible to rise higher. Hence Matthew, the Jewish 
Evangelist, does not hesitate to apply to Him the name Immanuel, that is, "God with us" (1:23). 
Mark gives us the Gospel of Peter, the first who confessed that Jesus is not only "the Christ" in 
his official character, but also "the Son of the living God." This is far more than a son; it 
designates his unique personal relation to God and forms the eternal basis of his historical 
Messiahship (Matthew 16:16; comp. 26:63). The two titles are distinct, and the high priest’s 
charge of blasphemy (26:65) could only apply to the latter. A false Messiah would be an 
impostor, not a blasphemer. We could not substitute the Messiah for the Son in the baptismal 
formula. Peter, Mark, and Matthew were brought up in the most orthodox monotheism, with an 
instinctive horror of the least approach to idolatry, and yet they looked up to their Master with 
feelings of adoration. And, as for Luke, he delights in representing Jesus throughout as the sinless 
Saviour of sinners, and is in full sympathy with the theology of his elder brother Paul, who 
certainly taught the pre-existence and divine nature of Christ several years before the Gospels 
were written or published. {Romans 1:3,4 9:5 2 Corinthians 8:9 Colossians 1:15-17 Philippians 
2:6-11} 
 
2. It is the Gospel of Love. Its practical motto is: "God is love." In the incarnation of the eternal 
Word, in the historic mission of his Son, God has given the greatest possible proof of his love to 
mankind. In the fourth Gospel alone we read that precious sentence which contains the very 
essence of Christianity: "God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that 
whosoever believeth on him should not perish, but have eternal life". {John 3:16} It is the Gospel 
of the Good Shepherd who laid down his life for the sheep (10:11); the Gospel of the new 
commandment: "Love one another" (13:34). And this was the last exhortation of the aged disciple 
"whom Jesus loved." 
 
But for this very reason that Christ is the greatest gift of God to the world, unbelief is the greatest 
sin and blackest ingratitude, which carries in it its own condemnation. The guilt of unbelief, the 
contrast between faith and unbelief is nowhere set forth in such strong light as in the fourth 
Gospel. It is a consuming fire to all enemies of Christ. 
 
3. It is the Gospel of Mystic Symbolism. {1054} The eight miracles it records are significant 
"signs" (shmeia) which symbolize the character and mission of Christ, and manifest his glory. 
They are simply his "works" (erga), the natural manifestations of his marvellous person 
performed with the same ease as men perform their ordinary works. The turning of water into 
wine illustrates his transforming power, and fitly introduces his public ministry; the miraculous 
feeding of the five thousand set him forth as the Bread of life for the spiritual nourishment of 
countless believers; the healing of the man born blind, as the Light of the world; the raising of 
Lazarus, as the Resurrection and the Life. The miraculous draught of fishes shows the disciples to 
be fishers of men, and insures the abundant results of Christian labor to the end of time. The 
serpent in the wilderness prefigured the cross. The Baptist points to him as the Lamb of God 
which taketh away the sin of the world. He represents himself under the significant figures of the 
Door, the good Shepherd, the Vine; and these figures have inspired Christian art and poetry, and 
guided the meditations of the church ever since. 
 



The whole Old Testament is a type and prophecy of the New. "The law was given by Moses; 
grace and truth came by Jesus Christ" (1:17). Herein lies the vast superiority of Christianity, and 
yet the great importance of Judaism as an essential part in the scheme of redemption. Clearly and 
strongly as John brings out the opposition to the unbelieving Jews, he is yet far from going to the 
Gnostic extreme of rejecting or depreciating the Old Testament; on the contrary "salvation comes 
from the Jews" (says Christ to the Samaritan woman, 4:22); and turning the Scripture argument 
against the scribes and Pharisees who searched the letter of the Scriptures, but ignored the spirit, 
Christ confronts them with the authority of Moses on whom they fixed their hope. "If ye believed 
Moses, ye would believe me; for he wrote of me. But ye believe not his writings, how shall ye 
believe my words?" (5:46). John sees Christ everywhere in those ancient Scriptures which cannot 
be broken. He unfolds the true Messianic idea in conflict with the carnal perversion of it among 
the Jews under the guidance of the hierarchy. 
 
The Johannean and Synoptic Discourses of Christ. 
 
4. John gives prominence to the transcendent Discourses about the person of Christ and his 
relation to the Father, to the world, and the disciples. His words are testimonies, revealing the 
inner glory of his person; they are Spirit and they are life. 
 
Matthew’s Gospel is likewise didactic; but there is a marked difference between the contents and 
style of the Synoptic and the Johannean discourses of Jesus. The former discuss the nature of the 
Messianic kingdom, the fulfilment of the law, the duty of holy obedience, and are popular, 
practical, brief, pointed, sententious, parabolic, and proverbial; the latter touch the deepest 
mysteries of theology and Christology, are metaphysical, lengthy, liable to carnal 
misunderstanding, and scarcely discernible from John’s own style in the prologue and the first 
Epistle, and from that used by the Baptist. The transition is almost imperceptible in John 3:16 and 
3:31. 
 
Here we reach the chief difficulty in the Johannean problem. Here is the strong point of sceptical 
criticism. We must freely admit at the outset that John so reproduced the words of his Master as 
to mould them unconsciously into his own type of thought and expression. He revolved them 
again and again in his heart, they were his daily food, and the burden of his teaching to the 
churches from Sunday to Sunday; yet he had to translate, to condense, to expand, and to apply 
them; and in this process it was unavoidable that his own reflections should more or less mingle 
with his recollections. With all the tenacity of his memory it was impossible that at such a great 
interval of time (fifty or sixty years after the events) he should be able to record literally every 
discourse just as it was spoken; and he makes no such claim, but intimates that he selects and 
summarizes. 
 
This is the natural view of the case, and the same concession is now made by all the champions of 
the Johannean authorship who do not hold to a magical inspiration theory and turn the sacred 
writers into unthinking machines, contrary to their own express statements, as in the Preface of 
Luke. But we deny that this concession involves any sacrifice of the truth of history or of any 
lineament from the physiognomy of Christ. The difficulty here presented is usually overstated by 
the critics, and becomes less and less, the higher we rise in our estimation of Christ, and the 
closer we examine the differences in their proper connection. The following reflections will aid 
the student: 
 
(1) In the first place we must remember the marvellous heighth and depth and breadth of Christ’s 
intellect as it appears in the Synoptists as well as in John. He commanded the whole domain of 
religious and moral truth; he spake as never man spake, and the people were astonished at his 



teaching. {Matthew 7:28,29 Mark 1:22 6:2 Luke 4:32 John 7:46} He addressed not only his own 
generation, but through it all ages and classes of men. No wonder that his hearers often 
misunderstood him. The Synoptists give examples of such misunderstanding as well as John. 
{comp. Mark 8:16} But who will set limits to his power and paedagogic wisdom in the matter and 
form of his teaching? Must he not necessarily have varied his style when he addressed the 
common people in Galilee, as in the Synoptists, and the educated, proud, hierarchy of Jerusalem, 
as in John? Or when he spoke on the mountain, inviting the multitude to the Messianic Kingdom 
at the opening of his ministry, and when he took farewell from his disciples in the chamber, in 
view of the great sacrifice? Socrates appears very different in Xenophon and in Plato, yet we can 
see him in both. But here is a far greater than Socrates. {1055} 
 
(2) John’s mind, at a period when it was most pliable and plastic, had been so conformed to the 
mind of Christ that his own thoughts and words faithfully reflected the teaching of his Master. If 
there ever was spiritual sympathy and congeniality between two minds, it was between Jesus and 
the disciple whom he loved and whom he intrusted with the care of his mother. John stood nearer 
to his Lord than any Christian or any of the Synoptists. "Why should not John have been formed 
upon the model of Jesus rather than the Jesus of his Gospel be the reflected image of himself? 
Surely it may be left to all candid minds to say whether, to adopt only the lowest supposition, the 
creative intellect of Jesus was not far more likely to mould His disciple to a conformity with 
itself, than the receptive spirit of the disciple to give birth by its own efforts to that conception of 
a Redeemer which so infinitely surpasses the loftiest image of man’s own creation." {1056} 
 
(3) John reproduced the discourses from the fulness of the spirit of Christ that dwelt in him, and 
therefore without any departure from the ideas. The whole gospel history assumes that Christ did 
not finish, but only began his work while on earth, that he carries it on in heaven through his 
chosen organs, to whom he promised mouth and wisdom {Luke 21:15 Matthew 10:19} and his 
constant presence. {Matthew 19:20 28:20} The disciples became more and more convinced of the 
superhuman character of Christ by the irresistible logic of fact and thought. His earthly life 
appeared to them as a transient state of humiliation which was preceded by a pre-existent state of 
glory with the Father, as it was followed by a permanent state of glory after the resurrection and 
ascension to heaven. He withheld from them "many things" because they could not bear them 
before his glorification. {John 16:12} "What I do," he said to Peter, "thou knowest not now, but 
thou shalt come to know hereafter" (13:7). Some of his deepest sayings, which they had at first 
misunderstood, were illuminated by the resurrection (2:22; 12:16), and then by the outpouring of 
the Spirit, who took things out of the fulness of Christ and declared them to the disciples (16:13, 
14). Hence the farewell discourses are so full of the Promises of the Spirit of truth who would 
glorify Christ in their hearts. Under such guidance we may be perfectly sure of the substantial 
faithfulness of John’s record. 
 
(4) Beneath the surface of the similarity there is a considerable difference between the language 
of Christ and the language of his disciple. John never attributes to Christ the designation Logos, 
which he uses so prominently in the Prologue and the first Epistle. This is very significant, and 
shows his conscientious care. He distinguished his own theology from the teaching of his Master, 
no matter whether he borrowed the term Logos from Philo (which cannot be proven), or coined it 
himself from his reflections on Old Testament distinctions between the hidden and the revealed 
God and Christ’s own testimonies concerning his relation to the Father. The first Epistle of John 
is an echo of his Gospel, but with original matter of his own and Polemical references to the anti-
Christian errors of big day. "The phrases of the Gospel," says Westcott, "have a definite historic 
connection: they belong to circumstances which explain them. The phrases in the Epistle are in 
part generalizations, and in part interpretations of the earlier language in view of Christ’s 
completed work and of the experience of the Christian church." 



 
As to the speeches of the Baptist, in the fourth Gospel, they keep, as the same writer remarks, 
strictly within the limits suggested by the Old Testament. "What he says spontaneously of Christ 
is summed up in the two figures of the ‘Lamb’ and the ‘Bridegroom,’ which together give a 
comprehensive view of the suffering and joy, the redemptive and the completive work of Messiah 
under prophetic imagery. Both figures appear again in the Apocalypse; but it is very significant 
that they do not occur in the Lord’s teaching in the fourth Gospel or in St. John’s Epistles." 
 
(5) There are not wanting striking resemblances in thought and style between the discourses in 
John and in the Synoptists, especially Matthew, which are sufficient to refute the assertion that 
the two types of teaching are irreconcilable. {1057} The Synoptists were not quite unfamiliar with 
the other type of teaching. They occasionally rise to the spiritual height of John and record briefer 
sayings of Jesus which could be inserted without a discord in his Gospel. Take the prayer of 
thanksgiving and the touching invitation to all that labor and are heavy laden, in Matthew 11:25-
30. The sublime declaration recorded by Luke 10:22 and Matthew 11:27: "No one knoweth the 
Son, save the Father; neither doth any know the Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever the 
Son willeth to reveal him," is thoroughly Christ-like according to John’s conception, and is the 
basis of his own declaration in the prologue: "No man hath seen God at any time; the only 
begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath declared him". {John 1:18} Jesus makes 
no higher claim in John than he does in Matthew when he proclaims: "All authority hath been 
given unto me in heaven and on earth". {Matthew 28:18} In almost the same words Jesus says in 
John 17:2: "Thou hast given him power over all flesh." 
 
On the other hand, John gives us not a few specimens of those short, pithy maxims of oriental 
wisdom which characterize the Synoptic discourses. {1058} 
 
The Style of the Gospel of John. 
 
The style of the fourth Gospel differs widely from the ecclesiastical writers of the second century, 
and belongs to the apostolic age. It has none of the technical theological terms of post-apostolic 
controversies, no allusions to the state of the church, its government and worship, but moves in 
the atmosphere of the first Christian generation; yet differs widely from the style of the Synoptists 
and is altogether unique in the history of secular and religious literature, a fit expression of the 
genius of John: clear and deep, simple as a child, and mature as a saint, sad and yet serene, and 
basking in the sunshine of eternal life and love. The fourth Gospel is pure Greek in vocabulary 
and grammar, but thoroughly Hebrew in temper and spirit, even more so than any other book, and 
can be almost literally translated into Hebrew without losing its force or beauty. It has the 
childlike simplicity, the artlessness, the imaginativeness, the directness, the circumstantiality, and 
the rhythmical parallelism which characterize the writings of the Old Testament. The sentences 
are short and weighty, coordinated, not subordinated. The construction is exceedingly simple: no 
involved periods, no connecting links, no logical argumentation, but a succession of self-evident 
truths declared as from immediate intuition. The parallelism of Hebrew poetry is very apparent in 
such double sentences as: "Peace I leave with you; my peace I give unto you;" "A servant is not 
greater than his lord; neither one that is sent greater than he that sent him;" "All things were made 
by him, and without him was not anything made that hath been made." Examples of antithetic 
parallelism are also frequent: "The light shineth in the darkness, and the darkness comprehended 
it not;" "He was in the world, and the world knew him not;" "He confessed, and denied not;" "I 
give unto them eternal life, and they shall never perish." 
 
The author has a limited vocabulary, but loves emphatic repetition, and his very monotony is 
solemn and impressive. He uses certain key-words of the profoundest import, as Word, life, light, 



truth, love, glory, testimony, name, sign, work, to know, to behold, to believe. These are not 
abstract conceptions but concrete realities. He views the world under comprehensive contrasts, as 
life and death, light and darkness, truth and falsehood, love and hatred, God and the devil, and (in 
the first Epistle) Christ and Antichrist. 
 
He avoids the optative, and all argumentative particles, but uses very frequently the simple 
particles kai, de, oun, ina. His most characteristic particle in the narrative portions is "therefore" 
(oun, which is with him not syllogistic like ara and its compounds), but indicative simply of 
continuation and retrospect (like "so" and "then" or the German "nun"), yet with the idea that 
nothing happens without a cause; while the particle "in order that" (ina) indicates that nothing 
happens without a purpose. He avoids the relative pronoun and prefers the connecting "and" with 
the repetition of the noun, as "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and 
the Word was God.... In him was life, and the life was the light of men." The "and" sometimes 
takes the place of "but," as "The light shineth in the darkness, and the darkness comprehended it 
not". {John 1:5} 
 
We look in vain for such important words as church, gospel, repentance (metanoia), but the 
substance is there in different forms. He does not even use the noun "faith" (pistiv), which 
frequently occurs in the Synoptists and in Paul, but he uses the verb "to believe" (pisteuein) 
ninety-eight times, about twice as often as all three Synoptists together. 
 
He applies the significant term Logos (ratio and oratio) to Christ as the Revealer and the 
Interpreter of God (1:18), but only in the Prologue, and such figurative designations as "the Light 
of the world," "the Bread of life," "the Good Shepherd," "the Vine," "the Way," "the Truth," and 
"the Life." He alone uses the double "Verily" in the discourses of the Saviour. He calls the Holy 
Spirit the "Paraclete" or "Advocate" of believers, who pleads their cause here on earth, as Christ 
pleads it on the throne in heaven. There breathes through this book an air of calmness and 
serenity, of peace and repose, that seems to come from the eternal mansions of heaven. {1059} 
 
Is such a style compatible with the hypothesis of a post- and pseudo-apostolic fiction? We have a 
large number of fictitious Gospels, but they differ as much from the fourth canonical Gospel as 
midnight darkness from noonday brightness. 
 
Authorship. 
 
For nearly eighteen centuries the Christian church of all denominations has enjoyed the fourth 
Gospel without a shadow of doubt that it was the work of John the Apostle. But in the nineteenth 
century the citadel was assailed with increasing force, and the conflict between the besiegers and 
defenders is still raging among scholars of the highest ability. It is a question of life and death 
between constructive and destructive criticism. The vindication of the fourth Gospel as a genuine 
product of John, the beloved disciple, is the death-blow of the mythical and legendary 
reconstruction and destruction of the life of Christ and the apostolic history. The ultimate result 
cannot be doubtful. The opponents have been forced gradually to retreat from the year 170 to the 
very beginning of the second century, as the time when the fourth Gospel was already known and 
used in the church, that is to the lifetime of many pupils and friends of John and other eye-
witnesses of the life of Christ. {1060} 
 

I. The External Proof of the Johannean authorship is as strong, yea stronger than that of the 
genuineness of any classical writer of antiquity, and goes up to the very beginning of the 
second century, within hailing distance of the living John. It includes catholic writers, heretics, 



and heathen enemies. There is but one dissenting voice, hardly audible, that of the 
insignificant sect of the Alogi who opposed the Johannean doctrine of the Logos (hence their 
name, with the double meaning of unreasonable, and anti-Logos heretics) and absurdly 
ascribed both the Gospel of John and the Apocalypse to his enemy, the Gnostic Cerinthus. 
{1061} Let us briefly sum up the chief testimonies. 
 
1. Catholic testimonies. We begin at the fourth century and gradually rise up to the age of John. 
All the ancient Greek manuscripts of the New Testament, including the Sinaitic and the Vatican, 
which date from the age of Constantine and are based upon older copies of the second century, 
and all the ancient versions, including the Syriac and old Latin from the third and second 
centuries, contain without exception the Gospel of John, though the Peshito omits his second and 
third Epistles and the Apocalypse. These manuscripts and versions represent the universal voice 
of the churches. 
 
Then we have the admitted individual testimonies of all the Greek and Latin fathers up to the 
middle of the second century, without a dissenting voice or doubt: Jerome (d. 419) and Eusebius 
(d. 340), who had the whole ante-Nicene literature before them; Origen in Egypt (d. 254), the 
greatest scholar of his age and a commentator on John; Tertullian of North Africa (about 200), a 
Catholic in doctrine, a Montanist in discipline, and a zealous advocate of the dispensation of the 
Paraclete announced by John; Clement of Alexandria (about 190), a cultivated philosopher who 
had travelled in Greece, Italy, Syria, and Palestine, seeking religious instruction everywhere; 
Irenaeus, a native of Asia Minor and from 178 bishop of Lyons, a pupil of Polycarp and a grand-
pupil of John himself, who derived his chief ammunition against the Gnostic heresy from the 
fourth Gospel, and represents the four canonical Gospels—no more and no less—as universally 
accepted by the churches of his time; Theophilus of Antioch (180), who expressly quotes from 
the fourth Gospel under the name of John; {1062} the Muratorian Canon (170), which reports the 
occasion of the composition of John’s Gospel by urgent request of his friends and disciples; 
Tatian of Syria (155-170), who in his "Address to the Greeks" repeatedly quotes the fourth 
Gospel, though without naming the author, and who began his, "Diatessaron"—once widely 
spread in the church notwithstanding the somewhat Gnostic leanings of the author, and 
commented on by Ephraem of Syria—with the prologue of John. {1063} From him we have but 
one step to his teacher, Justin Martyr, a native of Palestine (103-166), and a bold and noble-
minded defender of the faith in the reigns of Hadrian and the Antonines. In his two Apologies and 
his Dialogue with Trypho the Jew, he often quotes freely from the four Gospels under the name 
of Apostolic "Memoirs" or "Memorabilia of the Apostles," which were read at his time in public, 
worship. {1064} He made most use of Matthew, but once at least he quotes a passage on 
regeneration {1065} from Christ’s dialogue with Nicodemus which is recorded only by John. 
Several other allusions of Justin to John are unmistakable, and his whole doctrine of the pre-
existent Logos who sowed precious seeds of truth among Jews and Gentiles before his 
incarnation, is unquestionably derived from John. To reverse the case is to derive the sunlight 
from the moon, or the fountain from one of its streams. 
 
But we can go still farther back. The scanty writings of the Apostolic Fathers, so called, have very 
few allusions to the New Testament, and breathe the atmosphere of the primitive oral tradition. 
The author of the "Didache" was well acquainted with Matthew. The first Epistle of Clement has 
strong affinity with Paul. The shorter Epistles of Ignatius show the influence of John’s 
Christology. {1066} Polycarp (d. A. D. 155 in extreme old age), a personal pupil of John, used the 
First Epistle of John, and thus furnishes an indirect testimony to the Gospel, since both these 
‘books must stand or fall together. {1067} The same is true of Papias (died about 150), who 
studied with Polycarp, and probably was likewise a bearer of John. He "used testimonies from the 



former Epistle of John." {1068} In enumerating the apostles whose living words he collected in 
his youth, he places John out of his regular order of precedence, along with Matthew, his fellow-
Evangelist, and "Andrew, Peter, and Philip" in the same order as John 1:40-43; from which it has 
also been inferred that he knew the fourth Gospel. There is some reason to suppose that the 
disputed section on the woman taken in adultery was recorded by him in illustration of John 8:15; 
for, according to Eusebius, he mentioned a similar story in his lost work. {1069} These facts 
combined, make it at least extremely probable that Papias was familiar with John. {1070} The 
joint testimony of Polycarp and Papias represents the school of John in the very field of his later 
labors, and the succession was continued through Polycrates at Ephesus, through Melito at Sardis, 
through Claudius Apollinaris at Hieropolis, and Pothinus and Irenaeus in Southern Gaul. It is 
simply incredible that a spurious Gospel should have been smuggled into the churches under the 
name of their revered spiritual father and grandfather. 
 
Finally, the concluding verse of the appendix, John 21:24, is a still older testimony of a number of 
personal friends and pupils of John, perhaps the very persons who, according to ancient tradition, 
urged him to write the Gospel. The book probably closed with the sentence: "This is the disciple 
who beareth witness of these things, and wrote these things." To this the elders add their 
attestation in the plural: "And we know that his witness is true." A literary fiction would not have 
been benefited by an anonymous postscript. The words as they, stand are either a false testimony 
of the pseudo-John, or the true testimony of the friends of the real John who first received his 
book and published it before or after his death. 
 
The voice of the whole Catholic church, so far as it is heard, on the subject at all, is in favor of the 
authorship of John. There is not a shadow of proof to the contrary opinion except one, and that is 
purely negative and inconclusive. Baur to the very last laid the greatest stress on the entangled 
paschal controversy of the second century as a proof that John could not have written the fourth 
Gospel because he was quoted as an authority for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper on the 14th 
of Nisan; while the fourth Gospel, in flat contradiction to the Synoptists, puts the crucifixion on 
that day (instead of the 15th), and represents Christ as the true paschal lamb slain at the very time 
when the typical Jewish passover was slain. But, in the first place, some of the ablest scholars 
know how to reconcile John with the Synoptic date of the crucifixion on the 15th of Nisan; and, 
secondly, there is no evidence at all that the apostle John celebrated Easter with the 
Quartodecimans on the 14th of Nisan in commemoration of the day of the Lord’s Supper. The 
controversy was between conforming the celebration of the Christian Passover to the day of the 
month, that is to Jewish chronology, or to the day of the week on which Christ died. The former 
would have made Easter, more conveniently, a fixed festival like the Jewish Passover, the latter 
or Roman practice made it a movable feast, and this practice triumphed at the Council of Nicaea. 
{1071} 
 
2. Heretical testimonies. They all the more important in view of their dissent from Catholic 
doctrine. It is remarkable that the heretics seem to have used and commented on the fourth 
Gospel even before the Catholic writers. The Clementine Homilies, besides several allusions, 
very clearly quote from the story of the man born blind, John 9:2,3. {1072} The Gnostics of the 
second century, especially the Valentinians and Basilidians, made abundant use of the fourth 
Gospel, which alternately offended them by its historical realism, and attracted them by its 
idealism and mysticism. Heracleon, a pupil of Valentinus, wrote a commentary on it, of which 
Origen has preserved large extracts; Valentinus himself (according to Tertullian) tried either to 
explain it away, or he put his own meaning into it. Basilides, who flourished about A. D. 125, 
quoted from the Gospel of John such passages as the "true light, which enlighteneth every man 
was coming into the world," {John 1:9} and, "my hour is not yet come" (2:4). {1073} 
 



These heretical testimonies are almost decisive by themselves. The Gnostics would rather have 
rejected the fourth Gospel altogether, as Marcion actually did, from doctrinal objection. They 
certainly would not have received it from the Catholic church, as little as the church would have 
received it from the Gnostics. The concurrent reception of the Gospel by both at so early a date is 
conclusive evidence of its genuineness. "The Gnostics of that date," says Dr. Abbot, {1074} 
"received it because they could not help it. They would not have admitted the authority of a book 
which could be reconciled with their doctrines only by the most forced interpretation, if they 
could have destroyed its authority by denying its genuineness. Its genuineness could then be 
easily ascertained. Ephesus was one of the principal cities of the Eastern world, the centre of 
extensive commerce, the metropolis of Asia Minor. Hundreds, if not thousands, of people were 
living who had known the apostle John. The question whether he, the beloved disciple, had 
committed to writing his recollections of his Master’s life and teaching, was one of the greatest 
interest. The fact of the reception of the fourth Gospel as his work at so early a date, by parties so 
violently opposed to each other, proves that the evidence of its genuineness was decisive. This 
argument is further confirmed by the use of the Gospel by the opposing parties in the later 
Montanistic controversy, and in the disputes about the time of celebrating Easter." 
 
3. Heathen testimony. Celsus, in his book against Christianity, which was written about A. D. 178 
(according to Keim, who reconstructed it from the fragments preserved in the refutation of 
Origen), derives his matter for attack from the four Gospels, though he does not name their 
authors, and he refers to several details which are peculiar to John, as, among others, the blood 
which flowed from the body of Jesus at his crucifixion, {John 19:34} and the fact that Christ 
"after his death arose and showed the marks of his punishment, and how his hands had been 
pierced" (20:25, 27). {1075} 
 
The radical assertion of Baur that no distinct trace of the fourth Gospel can be found before the 
last quarter of the second century has utterly broken down, and his own best pupils have been 
forced to make one concession after another as the successive discoveries of the many Gnostic 
quotations in the Philosophumena, the last book of the pseudo-Clementine Homilies, the Syrian 
Commentary on Tatian’s Diatessaron, revealed the stubborn fact of the use and abuse of the 
Gospel before the middle and up to the very beginning of the second century, that is, to a time 
when it was simply impossible to mistake a pseudo-apostolic fiction for a genuine production of 
the patriarch of the apostolic age. 
 

II. Internal Evidence. This is even still stronger, and leaves at last no alternative but truth or 
fraud. 
 
1. To begin with the style of the fourth Gospel, we have already seen that it is altogether unique 
and without a parallel in post-apostolic literature, betraying a Hebrew of the Hebrews, 
impregnated with the genius of the Old Testament, in mode of thought and expression, in imagery 
and symbolism, in the symmetrical structure of sentences, in the simplicity and circumstantiality 
of narration; yet familiar with pure Greek, from long residence among Greeks. This is just what 
we should expect from John at Ephesus. Though not a rabbinical scholar, like Paul, he was 
acquainted with the Hebrew Scriptures and not dependent on the Septuagint. He has in all 
fourteen quotations from the Old Testament. {1076} Four of these agree with the Hebrew and the 
Septuagint; three agree with the Hebrew against the Septuagint (6:45; 13:18 19:37), the rest are 
neutral, either agreeing with both or differing from both, or being free adaptations rather than 
citations; but none of them agrees with the Septuagint against the Hebrew. {1077} 
 



Among the post-apostolic writers there is no converted Jew, unless it be Hegesippus; none who 
could read the Hebrew and write Hebraistic Greek. After the destruction of Jerusalem the church 
finally separated from the synagogue and both assumed an attitude of uncompromising hostility. 
 
2. The author was a Jew of Palestine. He gives, incidentally and without effort, unmistakable 
evidence of minute familiarity with the Holy Land and its inhabitants before the destruction of 
Jerusalem. He is at home in the localities of the holy city and the neighborhood. He describes 
Bethesda as "a pool by the sheep gate, having five porches" (5:2), Siloam as "a pool which is by 
interpretation Sent" (9:7), Solomon’s porch as being "in the Temple" (10:23), the brook Kedron 
"where was a garden" (18:1); he knows the location of the praetorium (18:28), the meaning of 
Gabbatha (19:13), and Golgotha (19:17), the distance of Bethany from Jerusalem "about fifteen 
furlongs off" (11:18), and he distinguishes it from Bethany beyond Jordan (1:28). He gives the 
date when the Herodian reconstruction of the temple began (2:19). He is equally familiar with 
other parts of Palestine and makes no mistakes such as are so often made by foreigners. He 
locates Cana in Galilee (2:1; 4:26 21:2), to distinguish it from another Cana; Aenon "near to 
Salim" where there are "many waters" (3:23); Sychar in Samaria near "Jacob’s, well," and in 
view of Mount Gerizim (4:5). He knows the extent of the Lake of Tiberias (6:19); he describes 
Bethsaida as "the city of Andrew and Peter" (1:44), as distinct from Bethsaida Julias on the 
eastern bank of the Jordan; he represents Nazareth as a place of proverbial insignificance (1:46). 
 
He is well acquainted with the confused politico-ecclesiastical Messianic ideas and expectations 
of the Jews (1:19-28, 45-49; 4:25; 6:14, 15 7:26; 12:34, and other passages); with the hostility 
between Jews and Samaritans (4:9, 20, 22 8:48); with Jewish usages and observances, as baptism 
(1:25; 3:22, 23 4:2), purification (2:6; 3:25, etc.), ceremonial pollution (18:28), feasts (2:13, 23; 
5:1 7:37, etc.), circumcision, and the Sabbath (7:22, 23). He is also acquainted with the marriage 
and burial rites (2:1-10; 11:17-44), with the character of the Pharisees and their influence in the 
Sanhedrin, the relationship between Annas and Caiaphas. The objection of Bretschneider that he 
represents the office of the high-priest as an annual office arose from a misunderstanding of the 
phrase "that year" (11:49, 51 18:13), by which he means that memorable year in which Christ 
died for the sins of the people. 
 
3. The author was an eye-witness of most of the events narrated. This appears from his life-like 
familiarity with the acting persons, the Baptist, Peter, Andrew, Philip, Nathanael, Thomas, Judas 
Iscariot, Pilate, Caiaphas, Annas, Nicodemus, Martha and Mary, Mary Magdalene, the woman of 
Samaria, the man born blind; and from the minute traits and vivid details which betray 
autopticity. He incidentally notices what the Synoptists omit, that the traitor was "the son of 
Simon" (6:71; 12:4; 13:2, 26) at Thomas was called "Didymus" (11:16; 20:24 21:2); while, on the 
other hand, he calls the Baptist simply "John" (he himself being the other John), without adding 
to it the distinctive title as the Synoptists do more than a dozen times to distinguish him from the 
son of Zebedee. {1078} He indicates the days and hours of certain events, {1079} and the exact or 
approximate number of persons and objects mentioned. {1080} He was privy to the thoughts of 
the disciples on certain occasions, their ignorance and misunderstanding of the words of the 
Master, {1081} and even to the motives and feelings of the Lord. {1082} 
 
No literary artist could have invented the conversation of Christ with Nicodemus on the mystery 
of spiritual regeneration, {John 3} or the conversation with the woman of Samaria, {John 4} or 
the characteristic details of the catechization of the man born blind, which brings out so naturally 
the proud and heartless bigotry of the Jewish hierarchy and the rough, outspoken honesty and 
common sense of the blind man and his parents (9:13-34). The scene at Jacob’s well, described in 
John 4, presents a most graphic, and yet unartificial picture of nature and human life as it still 
remains, though in decay, at the foot of Gerizim and Ebal: there is the well of Jacob in a fertile, 



well-watered valley, there the Samaritan sanctuary on the top of Mount Gerizim, there the waving 
grain-fields ripening for the harvest; we are confronted with the historic antagonism of Jews and 
Samaritans which survives in the Nablus of to-day; there we see the genuine humanity of Jesus, 
as he sat down "wearied with his journey," though not weary of his work, his elevation above the 
rabbinical prejudice of conversing with a woman, his superhuman knowledge and dignity; there is 
the curiosity and quick-wittedness of the Samaritan Magdalene; and how natural is the transition 
from the water of Jacob’s well to the water of life, and from the hot dispute of the place of 
worship to the highest conception of God as an omnipresent spirit, and his true worship in spirit 
and in truth. {1083} 
 
4. The writer represents himself expressly as an eye-witness of the life of Christ. He differs from 
the Synoptists, who never use the first person nor mix their subjective feelings with the narrative. 
"We beheld his glory," he says, in the name of all the apostles and primitive disciples, in stating 
the general impression made upon them by the incarnate Logos dwelling. {1084} And in the 
parallel passage of the first Epistle, which is an inseparable companion of the fourth Gospel, he 
asserts with solemn emphasis his personal knowledge of the incarnate Word of life whom he 
heard with his ears and saw with his eyes and handled with his hands. {1 John 1:1-3} This 
assertion is general, and covers the whole public life of our Lord. But he makes it also in 
particular a case of special interest for the realness of Christ’s humanity; in recording the flow of 
blood and water from the wounded side, he adds emphatically: "He that hath seen hath borne 
witness, and his witness is true: and he knoweth that he saith things that are true, that ye also may 
believe". {John 19:35} Here we are driven to the alternative: either the writer was a true witness 
of what he relates, or he was a false witness who wrote down a deliberate lie. 
 
5. Finally, the writer intimates that he is one of the Twelve, that he is one of the favorite three, that 
he is not Peter, nor James, that he is none other than the beloved John who leaned on the Master’s 
bosom. He never names himself, nor his brother James, nor his mother Salome, but he has a very 
modest, delicate, and altogether unique way of indirect self-designation. He stands behind his 
Gospel like a mysterious figure with a thin veil over his face without ever lifting the veil. He 
leaves the reader to infer the name by combination. He is undoubtedly that unnamed disciple 
who, with Andrew, was led to Jesus by the testimony of the Baptist on the banks of the Jordan 
(1:35-40), the disciple who at the last Supper "was reclining at the table in Jesus’ bosom" (13:23-
25), that "other disciple" who, with Peter, followed Jesus into the court of the high-priest (18:15, 
16), who stood by the cross and was intrusted by the dying Lord with the care of His mother 
(19:26, 27), and that "other disciple whom Jesus loved," who went with Peter to the empty 
sepulchre on the resurrection morning and was convinced of the great fact by the sight of the 
grave-cloths, and the head-cover rolled up in a place by itself (20:2-8). All these narratives are 
interwoven with autobiographic details. He calls himself "the disciple whom Jesus loved," not 
from vanity (as has been most strangely asserted by some critics), but in blessed and thankful 
remembrance of the infinite mercy of his divine Master who thus fulfilled the prophecy of his 
name Johanan, i.e., Jehovah is gracious. In that peculiar love of his all-beloved Lord was summed 
up for him the whole significance of his life. 
 
With this mode of self-designation corresponds the designation of members of his family: his 
mother is probably meant by the unnamed "sister of the mother" of Jesus, who stood by the cross, 
{John 19:25} for Salome was there, according to the Synoptists, and John would hardly omit this 
fact; and in the list of the disciples to whom Jesus appeared at the Lake of Galilee, "the sons of 
Zebedee" are put last (21:2), when yet in all the Synoptic lists of the apostles they are, with Peter 
and Andrew, placed at the head of the Twelve. This difference can only be explained from 
motives of delicacy and modesty. 
 



What a contrast the author presents to those pseudonymous literary forgers of the second and 
third centuries, who unscrupulously put their writings into the mouth of the apostles or other 
honored names to lend them a fictitious charm and authority; and yet who cannot conceal the 
fraud which leaks out on every page. 
 
Conclusion. 
 
A review of this array of testimonies, external and internal, drives us to the irresistible conclusion 
that the fourth Gospel is the work of John, the apostle. This view is clear, self-consistent, and in 
full harmony with the character of the book and the whole history of the apostolic age; while the 
hypothesis of a literary fiction and pious fraud is contradictory, absurd, and self-condemned. No 
writer in the second century could have produced such a marvellous book, which towers high 
above all the books of Justin Martyr and Irenaeus and Tertullian and Clement and Origen, or any 
other father or schoolman or reformer. No writer in the first century could have written it but an 
apostle, and no apostle but John, and John himself could not have written it without divine 
inspiration. 
 
{1037} John 14:26; 16:18. Comp. Matthew 10:19,20 Luke 12:12 Acts 4:8. 
 
{1038} Adv. Haer., III., cap. 1, 2. 
 
{1039} Ibid. III. 11, 1. 
 
{1040} Ut recognoscentibus omnibus, Joannes suo nomine cuncta describe ret. 
 
{1041} "Sic enim non solum visorem, sed et auditorem, sed et scriptorem omnium mirabilium 
Domini per ordinem profitetur." See the Latin text as published by Tregelles, also in Charteris, l. 
c., p. 3, and the translation of Westcott, History of the Canon, p. 187. 
 
{1042} Matthew 10:2 Luke 6:14 Mark 3:16 13:3 John 1:41 12:22 Acts 1:13. 
 
{1043} Quoted by Westcott and Hilgenfeld. I will add the original from Migne, Patrol., V. 333: 
"Cum enim essent Valentinus et Cerinthus, et Ebion, et caeteri scholae satanae, diffusi per 
orbem, convenerunt ad illum de finitimis provinciis omnes episcopi, et compulerunt eum, ut et 
ipse testimonium coscriberet." 
 
{1044} Preface to Com in Matt. 
 
{1045} Adv. Haer., III. 11, 1. 
 
{1046} Basilides in Hippolytus, Ref. Haer., VII. 22. 
 
{1047} In Eusebius, H. E., VI. 14 (quoting from the Hypotyposes): ton iwannhn escaton 
sunidonta oti ta swmatika en toiv euaggelioiv dedhlwtai protrapenta upo twn 
gnwrimwn i.e., either well known friends, or distinguished, notable men, pneumati 
yeoforhyenta, pneumatikon poihsai euaggelion. Origen had a similar view, namely, that 
John alone among the Evangelists clearly teaches the divinity of Christ. Tom. 1:6 in Joan. (Opp., 
IV. 6). 
 
{1048} H. E., III. 24. Jerome repeats this view and connects it with the antiheretical aim, 
Deuteronomy vir. illustr., c. 9, comp. Com. in Matt. Proaem. Theodore of Mopsuestia thought 



that John intended to supplement the Synoptists chiefly by the discourses on the divinity of 
Christ. See Fritzsche’s ed. of fragments of his Commentaries on the New Test., Turici, p. 19 sq. 
(quoted by Hilgenfeld, Einleitung, p. 696). 
 
{1049} Godet expresses the same view (I. 862): "Cette intention de completer les recits 
anterieurs, soit au point de vue historique, comme l’a pense Eusebe, soit sous un rapport plus 
spirituel, comme l’a declare Clement d’Alexandrie, est donc parfaitement fondee en fait; nous la 
constatons commne un but secondaire at, pour mieux dire, comme moyen servant au but 
principal." 
 
{1050} Opera, IV. 6: tolmhteon toinun eipein aparchn men paswn grafwn einai ta 
euaggelia, twn de euaggeliwn aparchn to kata iwavnnhn.. 
 
{1051} DeWette says that the discourses of Christ in John shine with more than earthly brilliancy 
(sie strahlen in mehr als irdischem Brillantfeuer, Exeg. Handbuch, I. 3, p. 7). Holtzmann: "The 
fundamental ideas of the fourth Gospel lie far beyond the horizon of the church in the second 
century, and indeed of the whole Christian church down to the present day" (in Schenkel’s 
"Bibel. Lexik.," II. 234). Baur and Keim (I. 133) give the Gospel the highest praise asa 
philosophy of religion, but deny its historical value. 
 
{1052} Renan and John Stuart Mill have confessed a strong antipathy to these discourses. 
Renan’s last judgment on the Gospel of John (in L’eglise chret., 1879, p. 51) is as follows: "On 
l’a trop admire. Il a de la chaleur, parfois une sorte de sublimite, mais quelque chose d’enfle, de 
faux, d’obsur. La naivete manque tout a fait. L’auteur ne raconte pas; il demontre. Rien de plus 
tatigant que ses longs recits de miracles et que ces discussions, roulant sur des malentendus, a 
les adversaires de Jesus jouent le role d’idiots. Combien a ce pathos verbeux nous preferons le 
doux style, tout hebreu encore, du Discours sur la montagne, et cette limpidite de narration qui 
fait le charme des evangelistes primitifs! Ceux-ci n’ont pas besoin de repeter sans cesse que ce 
qu’ils racontent est vrai. Leur sincerite, inconsciente de l’objection, n’a pas cette soif febrile 
d’attestations repeteesqui montre que l’incredulite, le doute, ont deja commence. Au ton 
legerement excite de ce nouveau narrateur, on dirait qu’il a peur de n’etre pas cru, et qu’il 
cherche a surprendre la religion de son lecteur par des affirmations pleines d’emphase." John 
Stuart Mill (Three Essays on Religion, p. 253) irreverently calls the discourses in John "poor 
stuff," imported from Philo and the Alexandrian Platonists, and imagines that a multitude of 
Oriental Gnostics might have manufactured such a book. But why did they not do it? 
 
{1053} Notwithstanding such passages Dr. Davidson asserts (II. 278): "In uniting the only-
begotten Son of God with the historical Jesus, the evangelist implies the absence of full humanity. 
The personality consists essentially of the Logos, the flesh being only a temporary thing. Body, 
soul, and spirit do not belong to Jesus Christ; he is the Logos incarnate for a time, who soon 
returns to the original state of oneness with the Father." 
 
{1054} Lange, Westcott, Milligan and Moulton dwell at length on this feature. 
 
{1055} Hase (Geschichte Jesu, p. 61) makes some striking remarks on this parallel: "Der Sokrates 
des Xenophon ist ein anderer als der des Plato, jeder hat diejenige Seite aufgefasst, die ihm die 
nachst und liebste war; erst aus beider. Darstellungen erkennen wir den rechten Sokrates. 
Xenophons anschauliche Einfachheit tragt das volle Geprage der Wahrheit dessen, was er 
erzahlt. Dennoch dieser Sokrates, der sich im engen Kreise sittlicher und politischer 
Vorstellungen herumdreht, ist nicht der ganze Sokrates, der weiseste in Griechenland, der die 
grosse Revolution in den Geistem seines Volks hervorgerufen hat. Dagegen der platonische 



Sokrates sich weit mehr zum Schopfer der neuen Periods griechischer Philosophie eignet und 
darnach aussieht, als habe er die Weisheit vom Himmel zur Erde gebracht, der attische Logos." 
 
{1056} Milligan and Moulton, in their excellent Commentary on John, Introd., p. xxxiii. 
 
{1057} "Si Jesus," says Renan, "parlait comme le veut Matthieu, il n’a pu parler comme le veut 
Jean." 
 
{1058} John 1:26, 43; 2:19; 4:44; 6:20, 35, 37; 12:13, 25, 27; 18:16, 20; 20:19, 23. See the lists in 
Godet, I. 197sq., and Westcott, p. lxxxii sq. The following are the principal parallel passages: 
 
John 2:19: Jesus answered and said unto them, Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise 
it up. 
 
Matthew 26:61: This man said, I am able to destroy the temple of God, and to build it in three 
days. Cf. Mark 14:58 15:29 3:18: He that believeth on him is not judged: he that believeth not 
hath been judged already. 
 
Mark 16:16: He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that disbelieveth shall be 
condemned. 
 
4:44: For Jesus himself testified that a prophet hath no honor in his own country. 
 
Matthew 13:57: But Jesus said unto them, A prophet is not without honor, save in his own 
country, and in his own house. Cf. Mark 6:4 Luke 4:24 5:8: Jesus saith unto him, Arise, take up 
thy bed, and walk. 
 
Matthew 9:6: Arise, and take up thy bed, and go unto thy house. Cf. Mark 2:9 Luke 5:24 6:20: It 
is I, be not afraid. 
 
Matthew 14:27: It is I, be not afraid. Cf. Mark 6:50 6:35: He that cometh to me shall not hunger, 
and he that believeth on me shall never thirst. 
 
Matthew 5:6 Luke 6:21: Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall 
be filled. 
 
6:37: All that which the Father giveth me shall come unto me; and him that cometh unto me I will 
in no wise cast out. 
 
Matthew 11:28,29: Come unto me, ye that labor and are heavy laden, ... and ye shall find rest 
unto your souls. 
 
6:46: Not that any man hath seen the Father, save he which is from God, he hath seen the Father. 
Cf. 1:18: No man hath seen God at any time; the only begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the 
Father, he hath declared him. 
 
Matthew 11:27: And no one knoweth the Son, save the Father, neither doth any know the Father, 
save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal him. 
 
12:8: For the poor ye have always with you; but me ye have not always. 
 



Matthew 26:11: For ye have the poor always with you; but me ye have not always. Cf. Mark 14:7 
12:25: He that loveth his life loseth it; and he that hateth his life in this world shall keep it unto 
life eternal. 
 
Matthew 10:39: He that findeth his life shall lose it; and he thatloseth his life for my sake shall 
find it. Cf. Matthew 16:25 Mark 8:35 Luke 9:24 12:27: Now is my soul troubled; and what shall 
say? Father, save me from this hour. But for this cause came I unto this hour. 
 
Matthew 26:38: Then saith he unto them, My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto death. Cf. 
Mark 13:3: Jesus knowing that the Father had given all things into his hands.... 
 
Matthew 11:27: All things have been delivered unto me of my Father. 
 
13:16: Verily, verily I say unto you, A servant is not greater than his lord. 
 
Matthew 10:24: A disciple is not above his master, nor a servant above his lord. Cf. Luke 6:40 
13:20: He that receiveth whomsoever I send receiveth me; and he that receiveth me receiveth him 
that sent me. 
 
Matthew 10:40: He that receiveth you receiveth me, and he that receiveth me receiveth him that 
sent me. 
 
14:18: I will not leave you desolate; I come unto you. Cf. 14:23: We will... make our abode with 
him. 
 
Matthew 28:20: I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world. 
 
15:21: But all these things will they do unto you for my name’s sake. 
 
Matthew 10:22: And ye shall be hated of all men for my name’s make. 
 
17:2: Even as thou gavest him authority over all flesh. 
 
Matthew 28:18: All authority hath been given unto me in heaven and on earth. 
 
20:23: Whosover sins ye forgive, they are forgiven unto them. 
 
Matthew 18:18: What things soever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. 
 
{1059} For further particulars of John’s style see my Companion tothe Study of the Greek Test., 
pp. 66-75, where the opinions of Renan, Ewald, Luthardt, Keim, Godet, Westcott, Hase, and 
Weiss are given on the subject. 
 
{1060} See the literary notices on p. 405 sqq. To the able vindications of the genuineness of John 
there mentioned must now be added the masterly discussion of Dr. Weiss in his Leben Jesu (vol. 
I., 1882, pp. 84-124), which has just come to hand. 
 
{1061} Recently renewed in part by Renan (1879). See below. 
 



{1062} His quotation is considered the earliest by name; but Irenaeus, who wrote between 177 
and 192, represents an older tradition, and proves to his satisfaction that there must be just four 
Gospels to answer the four cherubim in Ezekiel’s vision. Adv. Haer., III. 1, 1; 11, 8; V. 36, 2. 
 
{1063} The Commentary of Ephraem Syrus on the Diatessaron (375) has recently been 
discovered and published from an Armenian translation, at Venice, in 1876. Comp. Zahn, 
Tatian’s Diatessaron, Erlangen, 1881, and Harnack, Die Ueberlieferung der griechisch en 
Apologeten des zweiten Jahrh., Leipzig, 1882, pp. 213 sqq. 
 
{1064} The use of the Gospel of John by Justin Martyr was doubted by Baur and most of his 
followers, but is admitted by Hilgenfeld and Keim. It was again denied by the anonymous author 
of "Supernatural Religion," and by Edwin A. Abbott (in the art. Gospels, "Enc. Brit.," vol. X 
821), and again conclusively proven by Sanday in England, and Ezra Abbot in America. 
 
{1065} The quotation is not literal but from memory, like most of his quotations: 
 
Justin, Apol., I. 61: "For Christ also said, Except ye be born again [anagennhyhte, comp. 1 Peter 
3:23], ye shall in no wise enter [eiselyhte, but comp. the same word In John 8:5 and 7] into the 
kingdom of heaven [the phrase of Matthew]. Now that it is impossible for those who have once 
been born to re-enter the wombs of those that bare them is manifest to all." 
 
John 3:3,4: "Jesus answered and said to him [Nicodemus], Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except 
a man be born anew [or from above, gennhyh anwyen], he cannot see [idein 3: 5, enter into] the 
kingdom of God. Nicodemus saith unto him, How can a man be born when he is old? can he enter 
a second time into his mother’s womb and be born?" 
 
Much account has been made by the Tubingen critics of the slight differences in the quotation 
(anagennhyhte for gennhyh anwyen, eiselyein for idein and basileia twn ouranwn for bav 
tou yeou) to disprove the connection, or, as this is impossible, to prove the dependence of John 
on Justin! But Dr. Abbot, a most accurate and conscientious scholar, who moreover as a Unitarian 
cannot be charged with an orthodox bias, has produced many parallel cases of free quotations of 
the same passage not only from patristic writers, but even from modem divines, including no less 
than nine quotations of the passage by Jeremy Taylor, only two of which are alike. I think he has 
conclusively proven his case for every reasonable mind. See his invaluable monograph on The 
Authorship of the Fourth Gospel, pp. 28 sqq. and 91 sqq. Comp. also Weiss, Leben Jesu, I. 83, 
who sees in Justin Martyr not only "an unquestionable allusion to the Nicodemus story of the 
fourth Gospel," but other isolated reminiscences 
 
{1066} Comp. such expressions as "I desire bread of God, which is the flesh of Jesus Christ... and 
I desire as drink His blood, which is love imperishable," Ad Rom., ch. 7, with John 6:47 sqq.; 
"living water," Ad Rom. 7, with John 4:10,11; "being Himself the Door of the Father," Ad Philad., 
9, with John 10:9; [the Spirit] "knows whence it cometh and whither it goeth," Ad Philad., 7, with 
John 3:8. I quoted from the text of Zahn. See the able art. of Lightfoot in "Contemp. Rev." for 
February, 1875, and his S. Ignatius, 1885. 
 
{1067} Polyc., Ad Phil., ch. 7: "Every one that doth not confess that Jesus Christ hath come in the 
flesh is Antichrist; and whosoever doth not confess the mystery of the cross is of the devil." 
Comp. 1 John 4:3. On the testimony of Polycarp see Lightfoot in the "Contemp. Rev." for May, 
1875. Westcott, p. xxx, says: "A testimony to one" (the Gospel or the first Ep.) "is necessarily by 
inference a testimony to the other." 
 



{1068} According to Eusebius, III. 39. See Lightfoot in the "Contemp. Rev." for August and 
October, 1875. 
 
{1069} Eusebius, H. E., III. 39, closes his account of Papias with the notice: "He has likewise set 
forth another narrative [in his Exposition of the Lord’s Oracles] concerning a woman who was 
maliciously accused before the Lord touching many sins, which is contained in the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews." 
 
{1070} In a tradition too late (ninth century) to be of any critical weight, Papias is even made the 
amanuensis of John in the preparation of his Gospel. A Vatican Codex (of Queen Christina of 
Sweden) has this marginal gloss: "Evangelium Johannis manifestatum et datum est ecclesiis ab 
Johanne adhuc in corpore constituto; sicut Papiss, nomine Hieropolitanus discipulus Johannis 
carus, in exotericis [exegeticis], id est in extremis, quinque libris retulit [referring no doubt to the 
five books of logiwn kuriakwn exhghseiv]. Descripsit vero evangelium dictante Johanne 
recte." This was hailed as a direct testimony of Papias for John by Prof. Aberle (Rom. Cath.) in 
the "Tubing Quartalschrift," 1864, No. 1, but set aside by Hilgenfeld versus Aberle, in his 
"Zeitschrift," 1865, pp. 77 sqq., and Hase, l. c, p. 35. If Eusebius had found this notice in the 
work of Papias, he would have probably mentioned it in connection with his testimonies on the 
Gospels of Matthew and Mark. But see Westcott, Canon, 5th ed., p. 77, note 1. 
 
{1071} See Schurer’s Latin dissertation Deuteronomy controversiis paschalibus, etc., Leipz., 
1869, and the German translation in the "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." for 1970, pp. 182-284. 
 
{1072} In the last portion of the book, discovered and first published by Dressel (XIX. 22). This 
discovery has induced Hilgenfeld to retract his former denial of the quotations in the earlier 
books, Einleit. in d. N. T., p, 43 sq., note. 
 
{1073} See the Philosophumena of Hippolytus, VII. 22, 27; Hofstede de Groot, Basilides, trans. 
from the Dutch, Leipz, 1868; Hort, Basilides, in Smith and Wace, I. 271; Abbot, l. c. 85 sqq. 
 
{1074} L. c., p. 89. 
 
{1075} See Keim, Celsus’ Wahres Wort, 1873, pp. 223-230, besides the older investigations of 
Lardner, Norton, Tholuck, and the recent one of Dr. Abbot, l. c., 58 sq. 
 
{1076} 3John 1:23; 2:17; 6:31, 45; 7:38; 10:34; 12:14, 38, 40; 13:18; 15:25; 19:21, 36, 37. 
 
{1077} See the careful analysis of the passages by Westcott, Intr., pp. xiii sqq. 
 
{1078} Johannes als der Erzahlende, in seinem Selbstbewusstsein, bedarf fur den anderen 
Johannes des Beinamens nicht, ihm liegt die Verwechslung ganz fern. Hase, Geschichte Jesu, p. 
48. The former belief of the venerable historian of Jena in the fall Johannean authorship of the 
fourth Gospel was unfortunately shaken in his conflict with the Tubingen giant, but he declares 
the objections of Baur after all inconclusive, and seeks an escape from the dilemma by the 
untenable compromise that the oral teaching of John a few years after his death was committed to 
writing and somewhat mystified by an able pupil. "Die Botschaft hort er wohl, allein ihm fehlt 
der Glaube." 
 
{1079} John 1:29, 35, 39, 43; 2:1; 4:6, 40, 43, 52; 6:22; 7:14, 37; 11:6, 17, 39; 12:1, 12; 13:30; 
18:28; 19:31; 20:1, 19, 26; 21:4. 
 



{1080} John 1:35; 2:6; 4:18; 6:9, 10, 19; 19:23, 39; 21:8, 11. 
 
{1081} John 2:17, 22; 4:27; 6:60; 12:16; 13:22, 28; 20:9; 21:12. 
 
{1082} 3John 2:24, 25; 4:1-3; 5:6; 6:6, 15; 7:1; 11:33, 38; 13:1, 3, 11, 21 16:19; 18:4; 19:28. 
 
{1083} "How often has this fourth chapter been read since by Christian pilgrims on the very spot 
where the Saviour rested, with the irresistible impression that every word is true and adapted to 
the time and place, yet applicable to all times and places. Jacob’s well is now in ruins and no 
more used, but the living spring of water which the Saviour first opened there to a poor, sinful, 
yet penitent woman is as deep and fresh as ever, and will quench the thirst of souls to the end of 
time." So I wrote in 1871 for the English edition of Lange’s Com. on John, p. 151. Six years 
afterward I fully realized my anticipations, when with a company of friends I sat down on Jacob’s 
well and read John 4 as I never read it before. Palestine, even in "the imploring beauty of decay," 
is indeed a "fifth Gospel" which sheds more light on the four than many a commentary brimful of 
learning and critical conjectures. 
 
{1084} John 1:14: eyeasameya thn doxan. yeaomai is richer than oravw, and means to behold 
or contemplate with admiration and delight. The plural adds force to the statement, as in John 
21:24 1 John 1:1 2 Peter 1:16.  

 



84. Critical Review of the Johannean Problem. 
 
See the Liter. in 40, pp. 408 sqq., and the history of the controversy by Holtzmann, in Bunsen’s 
Bibelwerk, VIII. 56 sqq.; Reuss, Gesch. der heil. Schriften N. T.’s (6th ed.), I. 248 sqq.; Godet, 
Com. (3d ed.), I. 32 sqq.; Holtzmann, Einleitung (2d ed.), 423 sqq.; Weiss, Einleitung (1886), 609 
sqq. 
 
The importance of the subject justifies a special Section on the opposition to the fourth Gospel, 
after we have presented our own view on the subject with constant reference to the recent 
objections. 
 
The Problem Stated. 
 
The Johannean problem is the burning question of modern criticism on the soil of the New 
Testament. It arises from the difference between John and the Synoptists on the one hand, and the 
difference between the fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse on the other. 
 
I. The Synoptic aspect of the problem includes the differences between the first three Evangelists 
and the fourth concerning the theatre and length of Christ’s ministry, the picture of Christ, the 
nature and extent of his discourses, and a number of minor details. It admits the following 
possibilities: 
 
(1.) Both the Synoptists and John are historical, and represent only different aspects of the same 
person and work of Christ, supplementing and confirming each other in every essential point. 
This is the faith of the Church and the conviction of nearly all conservative critics and 
commentators. 
 
(2.) The fourth Gospel is the work of John, and, owing to his intimacy with Christ, it is more 
accurate and reliable than the Synoptists, who contain some legendary embellishments and even 
errors, derived from oral tradition, and must be rectified by John. This is the view of 
Schleiermacher, Lucke, Bleek, Ewald, Meyer, Weiss, and a considerable number of liberal critics 
and exegetes who yet accept the substance of the whole gospel history as true, and Christ as the 
Lord and Saviour of the race. The difference between these scholars and the church tradition is 
not fundamental, and admits of adjustment. 
 
(3.) The Synoptists represent (in the main) the Christ of history, the fourth Gospel the ideal Christ 
of faith and fiction. So Baur and the Tubingen school (Schwegler, Zeller, Kostlin, Hilgenfeld, 
Volkmar, Holtzmann,, Hausrath, Schenkel, Mangold, Keim, Thoma), with their followers and 
sympathizers in France (Nicolas, d’Eichthal, Renan, Reville, Sabatier), Holland (Scholten and the 
Leyden school), and England (the anonymous author of "Supernatural Religion," Sam. Davidson, 
Edwin A. Abbott). But these critics eliminate the miraculous even from the Synoptic Christ, at 
least as far as possible, and approach the fourth hypothesis. 
 
(4.) The Synoptic and Johannean Gospels are alike fictitious, and resolve themselves into myths 
and legends or pious frauds. This is the position of the extreme left wing of modern criticism 
represented chiefly by Strauss. It is the legitimate result of the denial of the supernatural and 
miraculous, which is as inseparable from the Synoptic as it is from the Johannean Christ; but it is 
also subversive of all history and cannot be seriously maintained in the face of overwhelming 
facts and results. Hence there has been a considerable reaction among the radical critics in favor 
of a more historical position. Keim’s, "History of Jesus of Nazara" is a very great advance upon 



Strauss’s "Leben Jesu," though equally critical and more learned, and meets the orthodox view 
half way on the ground of the Synoptic tradition, as represented in the Gospel of Matthew, which 
he dates back to A. D. 66. 
 
II. The Apocalyptic aspect of the Johannean problem belongs properly to the consideration of the 
Apocalypse, but it has of late been inseparably interwoven with the Gospel question. It admits 
likewise of four distinct views: 
 
(1.) The fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse are both from the pen of the apostle John, but 
separated by the nature of the subject, the condition of the writer, and an interval of at least 
twenty or thirty years, to account for the striking differences of temper and style. When he met 
Paul at Jerusalem, A. D. 50, he was one of the three "pillar-apostles" of Jewish Christianity, 
{Galatians 2:9} but probably less than forty years of age, remarkably silent with his reserved 
force, and sufficiently in sympathy with Paul to give him the right hand of fellowship; when he 
wrote the Apocalypse, between A. D. 68 and 70, he was not yet sixty, and when he wrote the 
Gospel he was over eighty years of age. Moreover, the differences between the two books are 
more than counterbalanced by an underlying harmony. This has been acknowledged even by the 
head of the Tubingen critics, who calls the fourth Gospel an Apocalypse spiritualized or a 
transfiguration of the Apocalypse. {1085} 
 
(2.) John wrote the Gospel, but not the Apocalypse. Many critics of the moderate school are 
disposed to surrender the Apocalypse and to assign it to the somewhat doubtful and mysterious 
"Presbyter John," a contemporary of the Apostle John. So Schleiermacher, Lucke, Bleek, 
Neander, Ewald, Dusterdieck, etc. If we are to choose between the two books, the Gospel has no 
doubt stronger claims upon our acceptance. 
 
(3.) John wrote the Apocalypse, but for this very reason he cannot have written the fourth Gospel. 
So Baur, Renan, Davidson, Abbott, and nearly all the radical critics (except Keim). 
 
(4.) The fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse are both spurious and the work of the Gnostic 
Cerinthus (as the Alogi held), or of some anonymous forger. This view is so preposterous and 
unsound that no critic of any reputation for learning and judgment dares to defend it. 
 
There is a correspondence between the four possible attitudes on both aspects of the Johannean 
question, and the parties advocating them. 
 
The result of the conflict will be the substantial triumph of the faith of the church which accepts, 
on new grounds of evidence, all the four Gospels as genuine and historical, and the Apocalypse 
and the fourth Gospel as the works of John. 
 
The Assaults on the Fourth Gospel. 
 
Criticism has completely shifted its attitude on both parts of the problem. The change is very 
remarkable. When the first serious assault was made upon the genuineness of the fourth Gospel 
by the learned General Superintendent Bretschneider (in 1820), he was met with such 
overwhelming opposition, not only from evangelical divines like Olshausen and Tholuck, but also 
from Schleiermacher, Lucke, Credner, and Schott, that he honestly confessed his defeat a few 
years afterward (1824 and 1828). {1086} And when Dr. Strauss, in his Leben Jesu (1835), 
renewed the denial, a host of old and new defenders arose with such powerful arguments that he 
himself (as he confessed in the third edition of 1838) was shaken in his doubt, especially by the 
weight and candor of Neander, although he felt compelled, in self-defence, to reaffirm his doubt 



as essential to the mythical hypothesis (in the fourth edition, 1840, and afterward in his popular 
Leben Jesu, 1864). 
 
But in the meantime his teacher, Dr. Baur, the coryphaeus of the Tubingen school, was preparing 
his heavy ammunition, and led the second, the boldest, the most vigorous and effective assault 
upon the Johannean fort (since 1844). {1087} He was followed in the main question, though with 
considerable modifications in detail, by a number of able and acute critics in Germany and other 
countries. He represented the fourth Gospel as a purely ideal work which grew out of the Gnostic, 
Montanistic, and paschal controversies after the middle of the second century, and adjusted the 
various elements of the Catholic faith with consummate skill and art. It was not intended to be a 
history, but a system of theology in the garb of history. This "tendency" hypothesis was virtually 
a death-blow to the mythical theory of Strauss, which excludes conscious design. 
 
The third great assault inspired by Baur, yet with independent learning and judgment, was made 
by Dr. Keim (in his Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, 1867). He went beyond Baur in one point: he 
denied the whole tradition of John’s sojourn in Ephesus as a mistake of Irenaeus; he thus 
removed even the foundation for the defence of the Apocalypse as a Johannean production, and 
neutralized the force of the Tubingen assault derived from that book. On the other hand, he 
approached the traditional view by tracing the composition back from 170 (Baur) to the reign of 
Trajan, i.e., to within a few years after the death of the apostle. In his denial of the Ephesus 
tradition he met with little favor, {1088} but strong opposition from the Tubingen critics, who see 
the fatal bearing of this denial upon the genuineness of the Apocalypse. {1089} The effect of 
Keim’s movement therefore tended rather to divide and demoralize the besieging force. 
 
Nevertheless the effect of these persistent attacks was so great that three eminent scholars, Hase 
of Jena (1876), Reuss of Strassburg, and Sabatier of Paris (1879), deserted from the camp of the 
defenders to the army of the besiegers. Renan, too, who had in the thirteenth edition of his Vie de 
Jesus (1867) defended the fourth Gospel at least in part, has now (since 1879, in his L’aglise 
chretienne) given it up entirely. {1090} 
 
The Defence of the Fourth Gospel. 
 
The incisive criticism of Baur and his school compelled a thorough reinvestigation of the whole 
problem, and in this way has been of very great service to the cause of truth. We owe to it the 
ablest defences of the Johannean authorship of the fourth Gospel and the precious history which it 
represents. Prominent among these defenders against the latest attacks were Bleek, Lange, 
Ebrard, Thiersch, Schneider, Tischendorf, Riggenbach, Ewald, Steitz, Aberle, Meyer, Luthardt, 
Wieseler, Beyschlag, Weiss, among the Germans; Godet, Pressense, Astie, among the French; 
Niermeyer, Van Oosterzee, Hofstede de Groot, among the Dutch; Alford, Milligan, Lightfoot, 
Westcott, Sanday, Plummer, among the English; Fisher, and Abbot among the Americans. {1091} 
 
It is significant that the school of negative criticism has produced no learned commentary on 
John. All the recent commentators on the fourth Gospel (Lucke, Ewald, Lange, Hengstenberg, 
Luthardt, Meyer, Weiss, Alford, Wordsworth, Godet, Westcott, Milligan, Moulton, Plummer, 
etc.) favor its genuineness. 
 
The Difficulties of the Anti-Johannean Theory. 
 
The prevailing theory of the negative critics is this: They accept the Synoptic Gospels, with the 
exception of the miracles, as genuine history, but for this very reason they reject John; and they 
accept the Apocalypse as the genuine work of the apostle John, who is represented by the 



Synoptists as a Son of Thunder, and by Paul {Galatians 2} as one of the three pillars of 
conservative Jewish Christianity, but for this very reason they deny that he can have written the 
Gospel, which in style and spirit differs so widely from the Apocalypse. For this position they 
appeal to the fact that the Synoptists and the Apocalypse are equally well, and even better 
supported by internal and external evidence, and represent a tradition which is at least twenty 
years older. 
 
But what then becomes of the fourth Gospel? It is incredible that the real John should have 
falsified the history of his Master; consequently the Gospel which bears his name is a post-
apostolic fiction, a religious poem, or a romance on the theme of the incarnate Logos. It is the 
Gospel of Christian Gnosticism, strongly influenced by the Alexandrian philosophy of Philo. Yet 
it is no fraud any more than other literary fictions. The unknown author dealt with the historical 
Jesus of the Synoptists, as Plato dealt with Socrates, making him simply the base for his own 
sublime speculations, and putting speeches into his mouth which he never uttered. 
 
Who was that Christian Plato? No critic can tell, or even conjecture, except Renan, who revived, 
as possible at least, the absurd view of the Alogi, that the Gnostic heretic, Cerinthus the enemy of 
John, wrote the fourth Gospel {1092} Such a conjecture requires an extraordinary stretch of 
imagination and an amazing amount of credulity. The more sober among the critics suppose that 
the author was a highly gifted Ephesian disciple of John, who freely reproduced and modified his 
oral teaching after he was removed by death. But how could his name be utterly unknown, when 
the names of Polycarp and Papias and other disciples of John, far less important, have come down 
to as? "The great unknown" is a mystery indeed. Some critics, half in sympathy with Tubingen, 
are willing to admit that John himself wrote a part of the book, either the historic narratives or the 
discourses, but neither of these compromises will do: the book is a unit, and is either wholly 
genuine or wholly a fiction. 
 
Nor are the negative critics agreed as to the time of composition. Under the increasing pressure of 
argument and evidence they have been forced to retreat, step by step, from the last quarter of the 
second century to the first, even within a few years of John’s death, and within the lifetime of 
hundreds of his hearers, when it was impossible for a pseudo-Johannean book to pass into general 
currency without the discovery of the fraud. Dr. Baur and Schwegler assigned the composition to 
A. D. 170 or 160; Volkmar to 155; Zeller to 150; Scholten to 140; Hilgenfeld to about 130; Renan 
to about 125; Schenkel to 120 or 115; until Keim (in 1867) went up as high as 110 or even 100, 
but having reached such an early date, he felt compelled (1875) {1093} in self-defence to advance 
again to 130, and this notwithstanding the conceded testimonies of Justin Martyr and the early 
Gnostics. These vacillations of criticism reveal the impossibility of locating the Gospel in the 
second century. 
 
If we surrender the fourth Gospel, what shall we gain in its place? Fiction for fact, stone for 
bread, a Gnostic dream for the most glorious truth. 
 
Fortunately, the whole anti-Johannean hypothesis breaks down at every point. It suffers 
shipwreck on innumerable details which do not fit at all into the supposed dogmatic scheme, but 
rest on hard facts of historical recollections. {1094} 
 
And instead of removing any difficulties it creates greater difficulties in their place. There are 
certain contradictions which no ingenuity can solve. If "the great unknown" was the creative artist 
of his ideal Christ, and the inventor of those sublime discourses, the like of which were never 
heard before or since, he 
 



must have been a mightier genius than Dante or Shakespeare, yea greater than his own hero, that 
is greater than the greatest: this is a psychological impossibility and a logical absurdity. 
Moreover, if he was not John and yet wanted to be known as John, he was a deceiver and a liar: 
{1095} this is a moral impossibility. The case of Plato is very different, and his relation to 
Socrates is generally understood. The Synoptic Gospels are anonymous, but do not deceive the 
reader. Luke and the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews honestly make themselves known as 
mere disciples of the apostles. The real parallel would be the apocryphal Gospels and the pseudo-
Clementine productions, where the fraud is unmistakable, but the contents are so far below the 
fourth Gospel that a comparison is out of the question. Literary fictions were not uncommon in 
the ancient church, but men had common sense and moral sense then as well is now to distinguish 
between fact and fiction, truth and lie. It is simply incredible that the ancient church should have 
been duped into an unanimous acceptance of such an important book as the work of the beloved 
disciple almost from the very date of his death, and that the whole Christian church, Greek, Latin, 
Protestant, including an innumerable army of scholars, should have been under a radical delusion 
for eighteen hundred years, mistaking a Gnostic dream for the genuine history of the Saviour of 
mankind, and drinking the water of life from the muddy source of fraud. {1096} 
 
In the meantime the fourth Gospel continues and will continue to shine, like the sun in heaven, its 
own best evidence, and will shine all the brighter when the clouds, great and small, shall have 
passed away. 
 
{1085} See p. 419 sq., and my Companion to the Greek Testament, pp. 76 sqq. 
 
{1086} Before him Edward Evanson, an ex-clergyman of the Church of England, had attacked 
John and all other Gospels except Luke, in The Dissonance of the Four generally received 
Evangelists, 1792. He was refuted by the Unitarian, Dr. Priestley, who came to the conclusion 
that the Gospel of John "bears more internal and unequivocal marks of being written by an eye-
witness than any other writings whatever, sacred or profane." See his Letters to a Young Man 
(Works, vol. XX. 430). 
 
{1087} Ueber die Composition und den Charakter des joh. Evangeliums, an essay in the "Theol. 
Jahrucher" of Zeller, Tubingen, 1844; again in his Krit. Untersuchungen uber die kanon. Evang., 
Tub., 1847, and in his Kirchengesch., 1853 (vol. I., pp. 146 sqq., 166 sqq., third ed.). Godet (I. 
17) calls the first dissertation of Baur justly "one of the most ingenious and brilliant compositions 
which theological science ever produced." 
 
{1088} From Wittichen and Scholten. 
 
{1089} Especially from Hilgenfeld. The tradition of the Ephesian sojourn of John is one of the 
strongest and most constant in the ancient church, and goes back to Polycrates, Irenaeus, 
Polycarp, and Papias, the very pupils and grandpupils of John, who could not possibly be 
mistaken on such a simple fact as this. 
 
{1090} Dr. Weiss (Leben Jesu, I. 106) accords to Dr. Baur the merit of having penetrated deeper 
into the peculiar character of the fourth Gospel and done more for the promotion of its 
understanding then the mechanical old exegesis, which had no conception of the difference and 
looked only for dicta probantia; but he justly adds that Baur’s criticism is "sicklied all over with 
the pale cast" of modern philosophical construction (von der Blasse moderner philosophischer 
Construction angekrankelt). We are prepared to say the same of Dr. Keim, a proud, but noble and 
earnest spirit who died of overwork in elaborating his History of Jesus of Nazara. The most 
scholarly, high-toned, and singularly able argument in the English language against the 



Johannean authorship of the fourth Gospel is the article "Gospels" in the "Encycl. Brit.," 9th ed., 
vol. X. 818-843 (1879), from the pen of Dr. Edwin A. Abbott, head-master of the City of London 
School. 
 
{1091} Without detracting from the merits of the many worthy champions of the cause of truth, I 
venture to give the palm to Dr. Godet, of Neuchatel, in the introductory volume to his third and 
thoroughly revised Commentary on John (Introduction historique et critique, Paris, 1881, 376 
pages), and to Dr. Weiss, of Berlin, in his very able Leben Jesu, Berlin, 1882, vol. I. 84-198. In 
England the battle has been fought chiefly by Bishop Lightfoot, Canon Westcott, Prof. Milligan, 
and Dr. Sanday. In America, Dr. Ezra Abbot (1880) is equal to any of them in the accurate and 
effective presentation of the historical argument for the Johannean authorship of the fourth 
Gospel. His treatise has been reprinted in his Critical Essays, Boston, l888 (pp. 9-107). 
 
{1092} "Tout est possible," says Renan (L’eglise chret., p. 54), "a cesepoques tenebreuses; et, si 
l’aglise, en venerant le quatrieme avangile comme l’oeuvre de Jean, est dupe de celui qu’elle 
regarde comme un de ses plus dangereux ennemis, cela n’est pas en somme plus etrange que tant 
d’autres malentendus qui composent la trame de l’histoire religieuse de l’humanite. Ce qu’il y a 
de sur, c’est que l’auteur est a la fois le pere et l’adversaire du gnosticisme, l’ennemi de ceux qui 
laissaient s’evaporer dans un docetisme nuageux l’humanite reelle de Jesus et le complice de 
ceus qui le releguaient dans l’abstraction divine." He thinks it more probable, however (p. 47), 
that two Ephesian disciples of John (John the Presbyter and Aristion) wrote the Gospel twenty or 
thirty years after his death. 
 
{1093} In the last edition of his abridged Geschichte Jesu. 
 
{1094} As Weiss (I. 109) admirably expresses it: "Ueberall im Einzelnen wie in der 
Gesammtgestaltung des Lebens Jesu stossen wir auf das harte Gestein geschichtlicher 
Erinnerung, welches dem kritischen Auflosungsprozess, der es in ideelle Bildungen verwandeln 
will, unuberwindlichen Widerstand leistet." 
 
{1095} "Als die Dichtung eines halbgnostischen Philosophen aus dem zweiten Jahrhundert ist es 
[the fourth Gospel] ein trugerisches Irrlicht, ja in Wahrheit eine grosse Luge," Weiss, I. 124. 
Renan admits the alternative, only in milder terms: "Il y a la un petit artifice litteraire, du genre 
de ceux qu’affectionne Platon," l. c., p. 52. 
 
{1096} This absurdity is strikingly characterized in the lines of the Swabian poet, Gustav Schwab, 
which he gave me when I was a student at Tubingen shortly after the appearance of Strauss’s 
Leben Jesu: 
 
Hat dieses Buch, das ew’ge Wahrheit ist, 
 
Ein lugenhafter Gnostiker geschrieben, 
 
So hat seit tausend Jahren Jesus Christ 
 
Den Teufel durch Beelzebub vertrieben.  

 



85. The Acts of the Apostles. 
 
Comp. 82. 
 
1. Critical Treatises. 
 
M. Schneckenburger: Zweck der Apostelgeschichte. Bern, 1841. 
 
Schwanbeck: Quellen der Ap. Gesch. Darmstadt, 1847. 
 
Ed. Zeller: Contents and Origin of the Acts of the Apostles. Stuttg., 1854; trsl. by Jos. Dare, 
1875-76, London, 2 vols. 
 
Lekebusch: Composition u. Entstehung der Ap. Gesch. Gotha, 1854. 
 
Klostermann: Vindiciae Lucancae. Gottingen, 1866. 
 
Arthur Konig (R. C.): Die Aechtheit der Ap. Gesch. Breslau, 1867. 
 
J. R. Oertel: Paulus in der Ap. Gesch. Der histor. Char. dieser Schrift, etc. Halle, 1868. 
 
J. B. Lightfoot: Illustrations of the Acts from recent Discoveries, in the "Contemporary Review" 
for May, 1878, pp. 288-296. 
 
Dean Howson: Bohlen Lectures on the Evidential Value of the Acts of the Apostles, delivered in 
Philadelphia, 1880. London and New York, 1880. 
 
Friedr. Zimmer: Galaterbrief und Apostelgeschichte. Hildburghausen, 1882. 
 
Comp. also, in part, J. H. Scholten: Das Paulinische Evangelium, trsl. from the Dutch by 
Redepenning, Elberf., 1881. A critical essay on the writings of Luke (pp. 254 sqq.). 
 
2. Commentaries on Acts. 
 
By Chrysotom; Jerome; Calvin; Olshausen; Deuteronomy Wette (4th ed., revised by Overbeck, 
1870); Meyer (4th ed., 1870; 5th ed., revised by Wendt 1880); Baumgarten (in 2 parts, 1852, 
Engl. transl. in 3 vols., Edinburgh, 1856); Jos. A. Alexander; H. B. Hackett (2d ed., 1858; 3d ed., 
1877); Ewald (1872); Lecher-Gerok (in Lange’s Bibelwerk, transl. by Schaeffer, N. Y., 1866); F. 
C. Cook (Lond., 1866); Alford; Wordsworth; Gloag; Plumptre; (in Ellicott’s Com.); Jacobson (in 
the "Speaker’s Com.," 1880); Lumby (in the "Cambridge Bible for Schools," 1880); Howson and 
Spence (in Schaff’s "Popul. Com.," 1880; revised for "Revision Com.," N. Y., 1882); K. Schmidt 
(Die Apostelgesch. unter dem Hauptgesichtspunkt ihrer Glaubwurdigkeit kritisch exegetisch 
bearbeitet. Erlangen, 1882, 2 vols.); Nosgen (Leipz. 1882), Bethge (1887). 
 
The Acts and the Third Gospel. 
 
The book of Acts, though placed by the ancient ecclesiastical division not in the "Gospel," but in 
the "Apostle," is a direct continuation of the third Gospel, by the same author, and addressed to 
the same Theophilus, probably a Christian convert of distinguished social position. In the former 
he reports what he heard and read, in the latter what he heard and saw. The one records the life 



and work of Christ, the other the work of the Holy Spirit, who is recognized at every step. The 
word Spirit, or Holy Spirit, occurs more frequently in the Acts than in any other book of the New 
Testament. It might properly be called "the Gospel of the Holy Spirit." 
 
The universal testimony of the ancient church traces the two books to the same author. This is 
confirmed by internal evidence of identity of style, continuity of narrative, and correspondence of 
plan. About fifty words not found elsewhere in the New Testament are common to both books. 
{1097} 
 
Object and Contents 
 
The Acts is a cheerful and encouraging book, like the third Gospel; it is full of missionary zeal 
and hope; it records progress after progress, conquest after conquest, and turns even persecution 
and martyrdom into an occasion of joy and thanksgiving. It is the first church history. It begins in 
Jerusalem and ends in Rome. An additional chapter would probably have recorded the terrible 
persecution of Nero and the heroic martyrdom of Paul and Peter. But this would have made the 
book a tragedy; instead of that it ends as cheerfully and triumphantly as it begins. 
 
It represents the origin and progress of Christianity from the capital of Judaism to the capital of 
heathenism. It is a history of the planting of the church among the Jews by Peter, and among the 
Gentiles by Paul. Its theme is expressed in the promise of the risen Christ to his disciples: {Acts 
1:8} "Ye shall receive power, when the Holy Spirit is come upon you: {Acts 2} and ye shall be 
my witnesses both in Jerusalem (Acts 3-7), and in all Judaea and Samaria (Acts 8-12), and unto 
the uttermost part of the earth" (Acts 13-28). The Gospel of Luke, which is the Pauline Gospel, 
laid the foundation by showing how salvation, coming from the Jews and opposed by the Jews, 
was intended for all men, Samaritans and Gentiles. The Acts exhibits the progress of the church 
from and among the Jews to the Gentiles by the ministry of Peter, then of Stephen, then of Philip 
in Samaria, then of Peter again in the conversion of Cornelius, and at last by the labors of Paul 
and his companions. {1098} 
 
The Acts begins with the ascension of Christ, or his accession to his throne, and the founding of 
his kingdom by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit; it closes with the joyful preaching of the 
Apostle of the Gentiles in the capital of the then known world. 
 
The objective representation of the progress of the church is the chief aim of the work, and the 
subjective and biographical features are altogether subordinate. Before Peter, the hero of the first 
or Jewish-Christian division, and Paul, the hero of the second or Gentile-Christian part, the other 
apostles retire and are only once named, except John, the elder James, Stephen, and James, the 
brother of the Lord. Even the lives of the pillar-apostles appear in the history only so far as they 
are connected with the missionary work. In this view the long-received title of the book, added by 
some other hand than the author’s, is not altogether correct, though in keeping with ancient usage 
(as in the apocryphal literature, which includes "Acts of Pilate," "Acts of Peter and Paul," "Acts 
of Philip," etc.). More than three-fifths of it are devoted to Paul, and especially to his later labors 
and journeys, in which the author could speak from personal knowledge. The book is simply a 
selection of biographical memoirs of Peter and Paul connected with the planting of Christianity or 
the beginnings of the church (Origines Ecclesiae). 
 
Sources. 
 
Luke, the faithful pupil and companion of Paul, was eminently fitted to produce the history of the 
primitive church. For the first part he had the aid not only of oral tradition, but she of Palestinian 



documents, as he had in preparing his Gospel. Hence the Hebrew coloring in the earlier chapters 
of Acts; while afterward he writes as pure Greek, as in the classical prologue of his Gospel. Most 
of the events in the second part came under his personal observation. Hence he often speaks in the 
plural number, modestly including himself. {1099} The "we" sections begin Acts 16:10, when 
Paul started from Troas to Macedonia (A. D. 51); they break off when he leaves Philippi for 
Corinth (17:1); they are resumed (20:5, 6) when he visits Macedonia again seven years later (58), 
and then continue to the close of the narrative (A. D. 63). Luke probably remained several years 
at Philippi, engaged in missionary labors, until Paul’s return. He was in the company of Paul, 
including the interruptions, at least twelve years. He was again with Paul in his last captivity, 
shortly before his martyrdom, his most faithful and devoted companion. {2 Timothy  4:11} 
 
Time of Composition. 
 
Luke probably began the book of Acts or a preliminary diary during his missionary journeys with 
Paul in Greece, especially in Philippi, where he seems to have tarried several years; he continued 
it in Caesarea, where he had the best opportunity to gather reliable information of the earlier 
history, from Jerusalem, and such living witnesses as Cornelius and his friends, from Philip and 
his daughters, who resided in Caesarea; and he finished it soon after Paul’s first imprisonment in 
Rome, before the terrible persecution in the summer of 64, which he could hardly have left 
unnoticed. 
 
We look in vain for any allusion to this persecution and the martyrdom of Paul or Peter, or to any 
of their Epistles, or to the destruction of Jerusalem, or to the later organization of the church, or 
the superiority of the bishop over the presbyter, {Comp. Acts 20:17,28} or the Gnostic heresies, 
except by way of prophetic warning (20:30). This silence in a historical work like this seems 
inexplicable on the assumption that the book was written after A. D. 70, or even after 64. But if 
we place the composition before, the martyrdom of Paul, then the last verse is after all an 
appropriate conclusion of a missionary history of Christianity from Jerusalem to Rome. For the 
bold and free testimony of the Apostle of the Gentiles in the very heart of the civilized world was 
the sign and pledge of victory. 
 
The Acts and the Gospels. 
 
The Acts is the connecting link between the Gospels and Epistles. It presupposes and confirms 
the leading events in the life of Christ, on which the church is built. The fact of the resurrection, 
whereof the apostles were witnesses, sends a thrill of joy and an air of victory through the whole 
book. God raised Jesus from the dead and mightily proclaimed him to be the Messiah, the prince 
of life and a Saviour in Israel; this is the burden of the sermons of Peter, who shortly before had 
denied his Master. He boldly bears witness to it before the people, in his pentecostal sermon, 
before the Sanhedrin, and before Cornelius. Paul likewise, in his addresses at Antioch in Pisidia, 
at Thessalonica, on the Areopagus before the Athenian philosophers, and at Caesarea before 
Festus and Agrippa, emphasizes the resurrection without which his own conversion never could 
have taken place. 
 
The Acts and the Epistles. 
 
The Acts gives us the external history of the apostolic church; the Epistles present the internal life 
of the same. Both mutually supplement and confirm each other by a series of coincidences in all 
essential points. These coincidences are all the more conclusive as they are undesigned and 
accompanied by slight discrepancies in minor details. Archdeacon Paley made them the subject of 
a discussion in his Horae Paulinae, {1100} which will retain its place among classical 



monographs alongside of James Smith’s Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul. Arguments such as 
are furnished in these two books are sufficient to silence most of the critical objections against the 
credibility of Acts for readers of sound common sense and unbiased judgment. There is not the 
slightest trace that Luke had read any of the thirteen Epistles of Paul, nor that Paul had read a line 
of Acts. The writings were contemporaneous and independent, yet animated by the same spirit. 
Luke omits, it is true, Paul’s journey to Arabia, his collision with Peter at Antioch, and many of 
his trials and persecutions; but he did not aim at a full biography. The following are a few 
examples of these conspicuously undesigned coincidences in the chronological order: 
 
Paul’s Conversion. 
 
Comp. Acts chs. 9; 22and 26; three accounts which differ only in minor details. 
 
Galatians 1:15-17 1 Corinthians 15:8 1 Timothy 1:13-16. 
 
Paul’s Persecution and Escape at Damascus. 
 
Acts 9:23-25. The Jews took counsel together to kill him... but his disciples took him by night, 
and let him down through the wall lowering him in a basket. 
 
2 Corinthians 11:32,33. In Damascus the governor under Aretas the king guarded the city of the 
Damascenes, in order to take me; and through a window I was let down in a basket by the wall, 
and escaped his hands 
 
Paul’s Visits to Jerusalem. 
 
9:26, 27. And when he was come to Jerusalem... Barnabas took him, and brought him to the 
apostles. 
 
Galatians 1:18. Then after three years [counting from his conversion] I went up to Jerusalem to 
visit Cephas, and tarried with him fifteen days. 
 
15:2. They appointed that Paul and Barnabas, and certain other of them, should go up to 
Jerusalem unto the apostles and elders [to the apostolic conference to settle the question about 
circumcision]. 
 
Gal. 2:1. Then after the space of fourteen years I went up again to Jerusalem with Barnabas, 
taking Titus also with me. And I went up by revelation. [This inner motive does, of course, not 
exclude the church appointment mentioned by Luke.] 
 
Paul Left at Athens Alone. 
 
17:16. Now while Paul waited for them [Silas and Timothy] at Athens. 
 
1 Thessalonians 3:1 We thought it good to be left behind at Athens alone, and sent Timothy, etc. 
Comp 3:7. 
 
Paul Working at his Trade. 
 
18:3. And because he [Aquila] was of the same trade, he abode with them, and they wrought; for 
by their trade they were tent makers. 



 
Comp. Acts 20:34 1 Thessalonians 2:9. Ye remember, brethren, our labor and travail: working 
night and day, that we might not burden any of you. Comp. 1 Corinthians 4:11,12. 
 
Paul’s Two Visits to Acts 18:1 20:2 1 Corinthians 2:1 4:19 16:5. 
 
Work of Apollos at Acts 18:27,28 1 Corinthians 1:12 3:6. 
 
Paul Becoming a Jew to the Jews. 
 
Acts 16:3 18:18 21:23-26 1 Corinthians 9:20. 
 
Baptism of Crispus and Gaius. 
 
Acts 18:8 1 Corinthians 1:14-17. 
 
Collection for the Poor Brethren. 
 
Acts 28:23 1 Corinthians 16:1. 
 
Paul’s Last Journey to Jerusalem. 
 
Acts 20; 6; 24:17 Romans 15:25, 26 
 
His Desire to Visit Rome. 
 
Acts 19:21 Romans 1:13 15:23. 
 
Paul an Ambassador in Bonds. 
 
Acts 28:16-20 Ephesians 6:19,20 
 
The Acts and Secular History. 
 
The Acts brings Christianity in contact with the surrounding world and makes many allusions to 
various places, secular persons and events, though only incidentally and as far as its object 
required it. These allusions are—with a single exception, that of Theudas—in full harmony with 
the history of the age as known from Josephus and heathen writers, and establish Luke’s claim to 
be considered a well-informed, honest, and credible historian. Bishop Lightfoot asserts that no 
ancient work affords so many tests of veracity, because no other has such numerous points of 
contact in all directions with contemporary history, politics, and typography, whether Jewish or 
Greek or Roman. The description of persons introduced in the Acts such as Gamaliel, Herod, 
Agrippa I., Bernice, Felix, Festus, Gallio, agrees as far as it goes entirely with what we know 
from contemporary sources. The allusions to countries, cities, islands, in Syria, Asia Minor, 
Greece, and Italy are without exception correct and reveal an experienced traveller. We mention 
the chief points, some of which are crucial tests. 
 
1. The rebellion of Theudas, Acts 5:36, alluded to in the speech of Gamaliel, which was delivered 
about A. D. 33. Here is, apparently, a conflict with Josephus, who places this event in the reign of 
Claudius, and under the procuratorship of Cuspius Fadus, A. D. 44, ten or twelve years after 
Gamaliel’s speech. {1101} But he mentions no less than three insurrections which took place 



shortly after the death of Herod the Great, one under the lead of Judas (who may have been 
Theudas or Thaddaeus, the two names being interchangeable, comp. Matthew 10:3 Luke 6:16), 
and he adds that besides these there were many highway robbers and murderers who pretended to 
the name of king. {1102} At all events, we should hesitate to charge Luke with an anachronism. 
He was as well informed as Josephus, and more credible. This is the only case of a conflict 
between the two, except the case of the census in Luke 2:2, and here the discovery of a double 
governorship of Quirinius has brought the chronological difficulty within the reach of solution. 
{1103} 
 
2. The rebellion of Judas of Galilee, mentioned in the same speech, Acts 5:37, as having occurred 
in the days of the enrolment (the census of Quirinius), is confirmed by Josephus. {1104} The 
insurrection of this Judas was the most vigorous attempt to throw off the Roman yoke before the 
great war. 
 
3. Candace, Queen of the Ethiopians, 8:27. Strabo mentions a queen of Meroe in Ethiopia, under 
that name, which was probably, like Pharaoh, a dynastic title. {1105} 
 
4. The famine under Claudius, 11:28. This reign (A. D. 41-54) was disturbed by frequent famines, 
one of which, according to Josephus, severely affected Judaea and Syria, and caused great 
distress in Jerusalem under the procuratorship of Cuspius Fadus, A. D. 45. {1106} 
 
5. The death of King Herod Agrippa I. (grandson of Herod the Great), 12:20-23. Josephus says 
nothing about the preceding persecution of the church, but reports in substantial agreement with 
Luke that the king died of a loathsome disease in the seventh year of his reign (A. D. 44), five 
days after he had received, at the theatre of Caesarea, divine honors, being hailed, in heathen 
fashion, as a god by his courtiers. {1107} 
 
6. The proconsular (as distinct from the propraetorian) status of Cyprus, under Sergius Paulus, 
13:7 (sun tw anyupatw sergiw paulw). Here Luke was for a long time considered inaccurate, 
even by Grotius, but has been strikingly confirmed by modern research. When Augustus assumed 
the supreme power (B. C. 27), he divided the government of the provinces with the Senate, and 
called the ruler of the imperatorial provinces, which needed direct military control under the 
emperor as commander of the legions, propraetor (antistrathgov) or legate (presbuthv), the 
ruler of a senatorial province, proconsul (anyupatov). Formerly these terms had signified that 
the holder of the office had previously been praetor (strathgov or hgemwn) or consul (upatov); 
now they signified the administrative heads of the provinces. But this subdivision underwent 
frequent changes, so that only a well-informed person could tell the distinction at any time. 
Cyprus was in the original distribution (B. C. 27) assigned to the emperor, {1108} but since B. C. 
22, and at the time of Paul’s visit under Claudius, it was a senatorial province; {1109} and hence 
Sergius Paulus is rightly called proconsul. Coins have been found from the reign of Claudius 
which confirm this statement. {1110} Yea, the very name of (Sergius) Paulus has been discovered 
by General di Cesnola at Soli (which, next to Salamis, was the most important city of the island), 
in a mutilated inscription, which reads: "in the proconsulship of Paulus." {1111} Under Hadrian 
the island was governed by a propraetor; under Severus, again by a proconsul. 
 
7. The proconsular status of Achaia under Gallio, 18:12 (galliwnov anyupatou ontov thv 
acaiav). Achaia, which included the whole of Greece lying south of Macedonia, was originally a 
senatorial province, then an imperatorial province under Tiberius, and again a senatorial province 
under Claudius. {1112} In the year 53-54, when Paul was at Corinth, M. Annaeus Novatus Gallio, 
the brother of the philosopher L. Annaeus Seneca, was proconsul of Achaia, and popularly 
esteemed for his mild temper as "dulcis Gallio." 



 
8. Paul and Barnabas mistaken for Zeus and Hermes in Lycaonia, 14:11. According to the myth 
described by Ovid, {1113} the gods Jupiter and Mercury (Zeus and Hermes) had appeared to the 
Lycaonians in the likeness of men, and been received by Baucis and Philemon, to whom they left 
tokens of that favor. The place where they had dwelt was visited by devout pilgrims and adorned 
with votive offerings. How natural, therefore, was it for these idolaters, astonished by the miracle, 
to mistake the eloquent Paul for Hermes, and Barnabas who may have been of a more imposing 
figure, for Zeus. 
 
9. The colonial dignity of the city of Philippi, in Macedonia, 16:12 ("a Roman colony," kolwnia; 
comp. 16:21, "being Romans"). Augustus had sent a colony to the famous battlefield where 
Brutus and the Republic expired, and conferred on the place new importance and the privileges of 
Italian or Roman citizenship (jus Italicum). {1114} 
 
10. "Lydia, a seller of purple, of the city of Thyatira," 16:14. Thyatira (now Akhissar), in the 
valley of Lycus in Asia Minor, was famous for its dying works, especially for purple or crimson. 
{1115} 
 
11. The "politarchs" of Thessalonica, 17:6, 8. {1116} This was a very rare title for magistrates, 
and might easily be confounded with the more usual designation "poliarchs." But Luke’s 
accuracy has been confirmed by an inscription still legible on an archway in Thessalonica, giving 
the names of seven "politarchs" who governed before the visit of Paul. {1117} 
 
12. The description of Athens, the Areopagus, the schools of philosophy, the idle curiosity and 
inquisitiveness of the Athenians (mentioned also by Demosthenes), the altar of an unknown God, 
and the quotation from Aratus or Cleanthes, in Acts 17, are fully borne out by classical 
authorities. {1118} 
 
13. The account of Ephesus in the nineteenth chapter has been verified as minutely accurate by 
the remarkable discoveries of John T. Wood, made between 1863 and 1874, with the aid of the 
English Government. The excessive worship of Diana, "the great goddess of Artemis," the 
temple-warden, the theatre (capable of holding twenty-five thousand people) often used for public 
assemblies, the distinct officers of the city, the Roman proconsul (anyupatov), the recorder or 
"town-clerk" (grammateuv), and the Asiarchs (asiarcai) or presidents of the games and the 
religious ceremonials, have all reappeared in ruins and on inscriptions, which may now be studied 
in the British Museum. "With these facts in view," says Lightfoot, "we are justified in saying that 
ancient literature has preserved no picture of the Ephesus of imperial times—the Ephesus which 
has been unearthed by the sagacity and perseverance of Mr. Wood—comparable for its life-like 
truthfulness to the narrative of St. Paul’s sojourn there in the Acts." {1119} 
 
14. The voyage and shipwreck of Paul in Acts 27. This chapter contains more information about 
ancient navigation than any work of Greek or Roman literature, and betrays the minute accuracy 
of an intelligent eye-witness, who, though not a professional seaman, was very familiar with 
nautical terms from close observation. He uses no less than sixteen technical terms, some of them 
rare, to describe the motion and management of a ship, and all of them most appropriately; and he 
is strictly correct in the description of the localities at Crete, Salmone, Fair Havens, Cauda, Lasea 
and Phoenix (two small places recently identified), and Melita (Malta), as well as the motions and 
effects of the tempestuous northeast wind called Euraquilo (A. V. Euroclydon) in the 
Mediterranean. All this has been thoroughly tested by an expert seaman and scholar, James 
Smith, of Scotland, who has published the results of his examination in the classical monograph 



already mentioned. {1120} Monumental and scientific evidence outweighs critical conjectures, 
and is an irresistible vindication of the historical accuracy and credibility of Luke. 
 
The Acts an Irenicum. 
 
But some critics have charged the Acts with an intentional falsification of history in the interest of 
peace between the Petrine and Pauline sections of the church. The work is said to be a Catholic 
Irenicum, based probably on a narrative of Luke, but not completed before the close of the first 
century, for the purpose of harmonizing the Jewish and Gentile sections of the church by 
conforming the two leading apostles, i.e., by raising Peter to the Pauline and lowering Paul to the 
Petrine Plane, and thus making both subservient to a compromise between Judaizing bigotry and 
Gentile freedom. {1121} 
 
The chief arguments on which this hypothesis is based are the suppression of the collision 
between Paul and Peter at Antioch, and the friendly relation into which Paul is brought to James, 
especially at the last interview. Acts 15 is supposed to be in irreconcilable conflict with Galatian. 
But a reaction has taken place in the Tubingen school, and it is admitted now by some of the 
ablest critics that the antagonism between Paulinism and Petrinism has been greatly exaggerated 
by Baur, and that Acts is a far more trustworthy account than he was willing to admit. The Epistle 
to the Galatians itself is the best vindication of the Acts, for it expressly speaks of a cordial 
agreement between Paul and the Jewish pillar-apostles. As to the omission of the collision 
between Peter and Paul at Antioch, it was merely a passing incident, perhaps unknown to Luke, 
or omitted because it had no bearing on the course of events recorded by him. On the other hand, 
he mentions the "sharp contention" between Paul and Barnabas, because it resulted in a division 
of the missionary work, Paul and Silas going to Syria and Cilicia, Barnabas and Mark sailing 
away to Cyprus (15:39-41). Of this Paul says nothing, because it had no bearing on his argument 
with the Galatians. Paul’s conciliatory course toward James and the Jews, as represented in the 
Acts, is confirmed by his own Epistles, in which he says that he became a Jew to the Jews, as 
well as a Gentile to the Gentiles, in order to gain them both, and expresses his readiness to make 
the greatest possible sacrifice for the salvation of his brethren after the flesh. {1 Corinthians 9:20 
Romans 9:3} 
 
The Truthfulness of the Acts. 
 
The book of Acts is, indeed, like every impartial history, an Irenicum, but a truthful Irenicum, 
conceived in the very spirit of the Conference at Jerusalem and the concordat concluded by the 
leading apostles, according to Paul’s own testimony in the polemical Epistle to the Galatians. The 
principle of selection required, of course, the omission of a large number of facts and incidents. 
But the selection was made with fairness and justice to all sides. The impartiality and truthfulness 
of Luke is very manifest in his honest record of the imperfections of the apostolic church. He 
does not conceal the hypocrisy and mean selfishness of Ananias and Sapphira, which threatened 
to poison Christianity in its cradle; {Acts 5:1 sqq.} he informs us that the institution of the 
diaconate arose from a complaint of the Grecian Jews against their Hebrew brethren for 
neglecting their widows in the daily ministration (61 sqq.) he represents Paul and Barnabas as 
"men of like passions" with other men (14:15), and gives us some specimens of weak human 
nature in Mark when he became discouraged by the hardship of missionary life and returned to 
his mother in Jerusalem (13:13), and in Paul and Barnabas when they fell out for a season on 
account of this very Mark, who was a cousin of Barnabas (15:39); nor does he pass in silence the 
outburst of Paul’s violent temper when in righteous indignation he called the high-priest a 
"whited wall" (23:3); and he speaks of serious controversies and compromises even among the 



apostles under the guidance of the Holy Spirit—all for our humiliation and warning as well as 
comfort and encouragement. 
 
Examine and compare the secular historians from Herodotus to Macaulay, and the church 
historians from Eusebius to Neander, and Luke need not fear a comparison. No history of thirty 
years has ever been written so truthful and impartial, so important and interesting, so healthy in 
tone and hopeful in spirit, so aggressive and yet so genial, so cheering and inspiring, so replete 
with lessons of wisdom and encouragement for work in spreading the gospel of truth and peace, 
and yet withal so simple and modest, as the Acts of the Apostles. It is the best as well as the first 
manual of church history. 
 
{1097} See the conclusive proof in Zeller, pp. 414-452 (Engl. transl. by Dare, vol. II. 213-254). 
Holtzmann (Syn. Evang., p. 875): "Als ausgemacht darf man heutzutage wohl annehmen, dass der 
Verfasser der Apostelgeschichte und des dritten Evangeliums ein und dieselbePerson sind." 
Renan speaks in the same confident tone (Les Apotres, pp. x. and xi..): "Une chose hors de doute, 
c’est que les Actes ont eut le meme auteur que le troisieme evangile et sont une continuation de 
cet evangile... La parfaite ressemblance du style et des idees fournissent a cet egard 
d’abondantes demonstrations.... Les deux livres reunis font un ensemble absolument du mime 
style, presentant les memes locutions favorites et la meme facon de citer l’Ecriture."scholten 
dissents from this view and vainly tries to show that while both books originated in the school of 
Paul, the third evangelist elevates Paulinism above Jewish Christianity, and the author of Acts 
recommends Paul to the Jewish-Christian party. The Gospel is polemical, the Acts apologetic. 
Das Paulinische Evangelium, etc., transl. from the Dutch by Redepenning, Elberf., 1881, p. 315. 
 
{1098} The history of the Reformation furnishes a parallel; namely, the further progress of 
Christianity from Rome (the Christian Jerusalem) to Wittenberg, Geneva, Oxford and Edinburgh, 
through the labors of Luther, Calvin, Cranmer and Knox. 
 
{1099} Ewald, in his Commentary on Acts (1872), pp. 35 sqq., infers from the use of the little 
word we and its connection with the other portions that the whole work is from one and the same 
author, who is none other than Luke of Antioch, the "beloved" friend and colaborer of Paul. 
Renan says (La apotres, p. xiv.): "Je persiste a croire que le dernier redacteur des Acts est bien le 
disciple de Paul qui dit ‘nous’aux derniers chapitres,"but he puts the composition down to A. D. 
71 or 72 (p. xx.), and in his Les avangiles, ch. xix., pp. 435 sqq., still later, to the age of Domitian. 
 
{1100} First published in 1790, and often since. See also the list of parallel passages in Dr. 
Plumptre’s Com. on Acts, pp. x. and xi. 
 
{1101} Ant. XX. 5, 1. 
 
{1102} Ant. XVII. 10. 
 
{1103} See above, p. 122. 
 
{1104} Ant. XVIII. 1; XX. 5, 2; War, II. 8, 1. In the first passage Josephus calls Judas a Gaulonite 
(i.e., from the country east of Galilee), but in the other passage he is described as a Galilaean. He 
may have been a native of Gaulonitis and a resident of Galilee. 
 
{1105} Strabo, XVII., p. 820; comp. Pliny IV. 35; Dion Cass., LIV. 5. 
 
{1106} Josephus, Ant. XX. 5; comp, Tacitus, Ann. XII. 43; Sueton., Claud. 28. 



 
{1107} Ant. XVIII. 8. 
 
{1108} Strabo, XIV., at the close. 
 
{1109} Dio Cassius, LIII. 12. 
 
{1110} Akerman, Numismatic Illustrations, pp. 39-42. 
 
{1111} TWN EPI-PAULOU-[ANQ] UPATOU. See Louis Palma di Cesnola’s Cyprus: Its 
Ancient Cities, Tombs, and Temples, New York, 1878, p. 424 sq. He says: "The Proconsul Paulus 
may be the Sergius Paulus of the Acts of the Apostles 13, as instances of the suppression of one 
or two names are not rare." Bishop Lightfoot ("Cont. Review" for 1876, p. 290 sq.) satisfactorily 
accounts for the omission of Sergius, and identifies also the name Sergius Paulus from the elder 
Pliny, who mentions him twice as a Latin author in the first book of his Natural History and as 
his chief authority for the facts in the second and eighteenth books, two of these facts being 
especially connected with Cyprus. The Consul L. Sergius Paulus, whom Galen the physician met 
at Rome A. D. 151, and whom he mentions repeatedly, first under his full name and then simply 
as Paulus, may have been a descendant of the convert of the apostle. 
 
{1112} Tacitus, Ann. I. 76; Sueton., Claudius, c. 25. 
 
{1113} Metam., VIII. 625-724. 
 
{1114} Dion Cass., LI. 4; Pliny, Nat. Hist. IV. 11. 
 
{1115} Strabo, XIII. 4, 14. Inscriptions found in the place attest the existence of a guild of purple-
dealers, with which Lydia was probably connected. 
 
{1116} touv politarcav, i.e., touv arcontav twn politwn, praefectos civitatis, the rulers of 
the city. Grimm says: "Usitatius Graecis erat, polivarco" 
 
{1117} The Thessalonian inscription in Greek letters is given by Boeckh. Leake, and Howson (in 
Conybeare and Howson’s Life and Letters of St. Paul, ch. IX., large Lond. ed., I. 860). Three of 
the names are identical, with those of Paul’s friends in that region-Sopater of Beraea, {Acts 20:4} 
Gaius of Macedonia (19:29), and Secundus of Thessalonica (20:4). I will only give the first line: 
 
POLEITARCOUNTWN SWSIPATROU TOU KLEO. 
 
{1118} See the commentaries on Acts 17:16,18,21,22,23,28. The singular yew in 17:23 creates 
some difficulty; for Pausanias (I. 1-4) mentions "altars to unknown gods" which were set up in 
the harbor and streets of Athens; and Diogenes Lartius (Epimen., c. 3) speaks of "altars without 
name" in many parts of Athens. It is supposed that Paul meant one of these altars, or that he 
ingeniously adapted the polytheistic inscription to his argument. In the dialogue Philopatris 
which is erroneously ascribed to Lucian, one of the speakers swears "by the unknown god of 
Athens." 
 
{1119} See Wood: Discoveries at Ephesus, and Lightfoot’s article above quoted, p. 295. 
Lightfoot aided Mr. Wood in explaining the inscriptions. 
 
{1120} Comp. 82 of this vol., and my Companion to the Greek Test., p. 61. 



 
{1121} This view was first broached by Baur (1836, 1838, and 1845), then carried out by 
Schneckenburger (1841), more fully by Zeller (1854), and by Hilgenfeld (1872, and in his 
Einleitung, 1875). Renan also presents substantially the same view, though somewhat modified. 
"Les Actes" (Les Apotres, p. xxix.) "sont une histoire dogmatique, arrangee pour appuyer les 
doctrines orthodoxes du temps ou inculquer les idees qui souriaent le plus a la piete de 
l’Auteur."he thinks, it could not be otherwise, as we know the history of religions only from the 
reports of believers; "il n’y a que le sceptique qui ecrive l’histoire ad narrandum."  

 



86. The Epistles. 
 
The sermons of Stephen and the apostles in Acts (excepting the farewell of Paul to the Ephesian 
Elders) are missionary addresses to outsiders, with a view to convert them to the Christian faith. 
The Epistles are addressed to baptized converts, and aim to strengthen them in their faith, and, by 
brotherly instruction, exhortation, rebuke, and consolation, to build up the church in all Christian 
graces on the historical foundation of the teaching and example of Christ. The prophets of the Old 
Testament delivered divine oracles to the people; the apostles of the New Testament wrote letters 
to the brethren, who shared with them the same faith and hope as members of Christ. 
 
The readers are supposed to be already "in Christ," saved and sanctified "in Christ," and holding 
all their social and domestic relations and discharging their duties "in Christ." They are "grown 
together" {1122} with Christ, sharing in his death, burial, and resurrection, and destined to reign 
and rule with him in glory forever. On the basis of this new relation, constituted by a creative act 
of divine grace, and sealed by baptism, they are warned against every sin and exhorted to every 
virtue. Every departure from their profession and calling implies double guilt and double danger 
of final ruin. 
 
Occasions and calls for correspondence were abundant, and increased with the spread of 
Christianity over the Roman empire. The apostles could not be omnipresent and had to send 
messengers and letters to distant churches. They probably wrote many more letters than we 
possess, although we have good reason to suppose that the most important and permanently 
valuable are preserved. A former letter of Paul to the Corinthians is implied in 1 Corinthians 5:9: 
"I wrote to you in my epistle;" {1123} and traces of further correspondence are found in 1 
Corinthians 16:3 2 Corinthians 10:9 Ephesians 3:3. The letter "from Laodicea," referred to in 
Colossians 4:16, is probably the encyclical Epistle to the Ephesians. 
 
The Epistles of the New Testament are without a parallel in ancient literature, and yield in 
importance only to the Gospels, which stand higher, as Christ himself rises above the apostles. 
They are pastoral letters to congregations or individuals, beginning with an inscription and 
salutation, consisting of doctrinal expositions and practical exhortations and consolations, and 
concluding with personal intelligence, greetings, and benediction. They presuppose throughout 
the Gospel history, and often allude to the death and resurrection of Christ as the foundation of 
the church and the Christian hope. They were composed amidst incessant missionary labors and 
cares, under trial and persecution, some of them from prison, and yet they abound in joy and 
thanksgiving. They were mostly called forth by special emergencies, yet they suit all occasions. 
Tracts for the times, they are tracts for all times. Children of the fleeting moment, they contain 
truths of infinite moment. They compress more ideas in fewer words than any other writings, 
human or divine, excepting the Gospels. They discuss the highest themes which can challenge an 
immortal mind—God, Christ, and the Spirit, sin and redemption, incarnation, atonement, 
regeneration, repentance, faith and good works, holy living and dying, the conversion of the 
world, the general judgment, eternal glory and bliss. And all this before humble little societies of 
poor, uncultured artisans, freedmen and slaves! And yet they are of more real and general value to 
the church than all the systems of theology from Origen to Schleiermacher—yea, than all the 
confessions of faith. For eighteen hundred years they have nourished the faith of Christendom, 
and will continue to do so to the end of time. This is the best evidence of their divine inspiration. 
 
The Epistles are divided into two groups, Catholic and Pauline. The first is more general; the 
second bears the strong imprint of the intense personality of the Apostle of the Gentiles. 
 



{1122} sumfutoi, Romans 6:5; not "planted together" (as in the A. V. and the Vulgate); the word 
being derived from fuvw to cause to grow, not from futeuw, to plant. 
 
{1123} The so-called Epistle of the Corinthians to Paul and his answer, preserved in Armenian, 
are spurious and worthless.  

 



87. The Catholic Epistles. 
 
I. Storr: Deuteronomy Catholicarum Epp. Occasione et Consilio. Tub. 1789. Staeudlin: 
Deuteronomy Fontibus Epp. Cath. Gott. 1790. J. D. Schulze: Der schriftstellerische Charakter 
und Werth des Petrus, Jacobus und Judas. Leipz. 1802. Der schriftsteller. Ch. des Johannes. 
1803. 
 
II. Commentaries on all the Catholic Epistles by Goeppfert (1780), Schlegel (1783), Carpzov 
(1790), Augusti (1801), Grashof (1830), Jachmann (1838), Sumner (1840), Deuteronomy Wette 
(3d ed. by Bruckner 1865), Meyer (the Cath. Epp. by Huther, Dusterdieck, Beyerschlag), Lange 
(Eng. transl. with additions by Mombert, 1872), John T. Demarest (N. York, 1879); also the 
relevant parts in the "Speaker’s Com.," in Ellicott’s Com., the Cambridge Bible for Schools (ed. 
by Dean Perowne), and in the International Revision Com. (ed. by Schaff), etc. P. I. Gloag: 
Introduction, to the Catholic Epp., Edinb., 1887. 
 
The seven Epistles of James, 1st and 2d Peter, 1st, 2d, and 3d John, and Jude usually follow in the 
old manuscripts the Acts of the Apostles, and precede the Pauline Epistles, perhaps as being the 
works of the older apostles, and representing, in part at least, the Jewish type of Christianity. 
They are of a more general character, and addressed not to individuals or single congregations, as 
those of Paul, but to a larger number of Christians scattered through a district or over the world. 
Hence they are called, from the time of Origen and Eusebius, Catholic. This does not mean in this 
connection anti-heretical (still less, of course, Greek Catholic or Roman Catholic), but encyclical 
or circular. The designation, however, is not strictly correct, and applies only to five of them. The 
second and third Epistles of John are addressed to individuals. On the other hand the Epistle to 
the Hebrews is encyclical, and ought to be numbered with the Catholic Epistles, but is usually 
appended to those of Paul. The Epistle to the Ephesians is likewise intended for more than one 
congregation. The first Christian document of an encyclical character is the pastoral letter of the 
apostolic Conference at Jerusalem (A. D. 50) to the Gentile brethren in Syria and Cilicia. {1124} 
{Acts 15:23-29} 
 
The Catholic Epistles are distinct from the Pauline by their more general contents and the absence 
of personal and local references. They represent different, though essentially harmonious, types 
of doctrine and Christian life. The individuality of James, Peter, and John stand out very 
prominently in these brief remains of their correspondence. They do not enter into theological 
discussions like those of Paul, the learned Rabbi, and give simpler statements of truth, but protest 
against the rising ascetic and Antinomian errors, as Paul does in the Colossians and Pastoral 
Epistles. Each has a distinct character and purpose, and none could well be spared from the New 
Testament without marring the beauty and completeness of the whole. 
 
The time of composition cannot be fixed with certainty, but is probably as follows: James before 
A. D. 50; 1st Peter (probably also 2d Peter and Jude) before A. D. 67; John between A. D. 80 and 
100. 
 
Only two of these Epistles, the 1st of Peter and the 1st of John, belong to the Eusebian 
Homologumena, which were universally accepted by the ancient church as inspired and 
canonical. About the other five there was more or less doubt as to their origin down to the close 
of the fourth century, when all controversy on the extent of the canon went to sleep till the time of 
the Reformation. Yet they bear the general imprint of the apostolic age, and the absence of 
stronger traditional evidence is due in part to their small size and limited use. 
 



James. 
 
Comp. on the lit., biography, and doctrine of James, 27 and 69. 
 
The Epistle of James the Brother of the Lord was written, no doubt, from Jerusalem, the 
metropolis of the ancient theocracy and Jewish Christianity, where the author labored and died a 
martyr at the head of the mother church of Christendom and as the last connecting link between 
the old and the new dispensation. It is addressed to the Jews and Jewish Christians of the 
dispersion before the final doom in the year 70. 
 
It strongly resembles the Gospel of Matthew, and echoes the Sermon on the Mount in the fresh, 
vigorous, pithy, proverbial, and sententious style of oriental wisdom. It exhorts the readers to 
good works of faith, warns them against dead orthodoxy, covetousness, pride, and worldliness, 
and comforts them in view of present and future trials and persecutions. It is eminently practical 
and free from subtle theological questions. It preaches a religion of good works which commends 
itself to the approval of God and all good men. It represents the primary stage of Christian 
doctrine. It takes no notice of the circumcision controversy, the Jerusalem compromise, and the 
later conflicts of the apostolic age. Its doctrine of justification is no protest against that of Paul, 
but prior to it, and presents the subject from a less developed, yet eminently practical aspect, and 
against the error of a barren monotheism rather than Pharisaical legalism, which Paul had in view. 
It is probably the oldest of the New Testament books, meager in doctrine, but rich in comfort and 
lessons of holy living based on faith in Jesus Christ, "the Lord of glory." It contains more 
reminiscences of the words of Christ than any other epistle. {1125} Its leading idea is "the perfect 
law of freedom," or the law of love revealed in Christ. 
 
Luther’s harsh, unjust, and unwise judgment of this Epistle has been condemned by his own 
church, and reveals a defect in his conception of the doctrine of justification which was the 
natural result of his radical war with the Romish error. 
 
Peter. 
 
See on the lit., biography, and theology of Peter, 25, 26, and 70. 
 
The First Epistle of Peter, dated from Babylon, {1126} belongs to the later life of the apostle, 
when his ardent natural temper was deeply humbled, softened, and sanctified by the work of 
grace. It was written to churches in several provinces of Asia Minor, composed of Jewish and 
Gentile Christians together, and planted mainly by Paul and his fellow-laborers; and was sent by 
the hands of Silvanus, a former companion of Paul. It consists of precious consolations, and 
exhortations to a holy walk after the example of Christ, to joyful hope of the heavenly 
inheritance, to patience under the persecutions already raging or impending. It gives us the fruit 
of a rich spiritual experience, and is altogether worthy of Peter and his mission to tend the flock 
of God under Christ, the chief shepherd of souls. {1127} 
 
It attests also the essential agreement of Peter with the doctrine of the Gentile apostle, in which 
the readers had been before instructed. {1 Peter 5:12} This accords with the principle of Peter 
professed at the Council in Jerusalem {Acts 15:11} that we are saved without the yoke of the law, 
"through the grace of the Lord Jesus." His doctrinal system, however, precedes that of Paul and is 
independent of it, standing between James and Paul. Peculiar to him is the doctrine of the descent 
of Christ into Hades (1 Peter 3:19 4:6; comp. Acts 2:32), which contains the important truth of 
the universal intent of the atonement. Christ died for all men, for those who lived before as well 
as after his coming, and he revealed himself to the spirits in the realm of Hades. Peter also warns 



against hierarchical ambition in prophetic anticipation of the abuse of his name and his primacy 
among the apostles. 
 
The Second Epistle of Peter is addressed, shortly before the author’s death, as a sort of last will 
and testament, to the same churches as the first. It contains a renewed assurance of his agreement 
with his "beloved brother Paul," to whose Epistles he respectfully refers, yet with the significant 
remark (true in itself, yet often abused by Romanists) that there are in them "some things hard to 
be understood". {2 Peter 3:15,16} As Peter himself receives in one of these Epistles {Galatians 
2:11} a sharp rebuke for his inconsistency at Antioch (which may be included in the hard things), 
this affectionate allusion proves how thoroughly the Spirit of Christ had, through experience, 
trained him to humility, meekness, and self-denial. The Epistle exhorts the readers to diligence, 
virtue, temperance, patience, godliness, brotherly love, and brotherly kindness; refers to the 
Transfiguration on the Mount, where the author witnessed the majesty of Christ, and to the 
prophetic word inspired by the Holy Spirit; warns against antinomian errors; corrects a mistake 
concerning the second coming; exhorts them to prepare for the day of the Lord by holy living, 
looking for new heavens and a new earth wherein dwelleth righteousness; and closes with the 
words: "Grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, to whom be 
glory both now and forever." 
 
The second Epistle is reckoned by Eusebius among the seven Antilegomena, and its Petrine 
authorship is doubted or denied, in whole or in part, by many eminent divines {1128} but 
defended by competent critics. {1129} The chief objections are: the want of early attestation, the 
reference to a collection of the Pauline Epistles, the polemic against Gnostic errors, some 
peculiarities of style, and especially the apparent dependence of the second chapter on the Epistle 
of Jude. 
 
On the other hand, the Epistle, at least the first and third chapters, contains nothing which Peter 
might not have written, and the allusion to the scene of transfiguration admits only the alternative: 
either Peter, or a forger. It seems morally impossible that a forger should have produced a letter 
so full of spiritual beauty and unction, and expressly denouncing all cunning fabrications. It may 
have been enlarged by the editor after Peter’s death. But the whole breathes an apostolic spirit, 
and could not well be spared from the New Testament. It is a worthy valedictory of the aged 
apostle awaiting his martyrdom, and with its still valid warnings against internal dangers from 
false Christianity, it forms a suitable complement to the first Epistle, which comforts the 
Christians amidst external dangers from heathen and Jewish persecutors. 
 
Jude. 
 
The Epistle of Jude, a, "brother of James" (the Just), {1130} is very short, and strongly resembles 
2 Peter 2, but differs from it by an allusion to the remarkable apocryphal book of Enoch and the 
legend of the dispute of Michael with the devil about the body of Moses. It seems to be addressed 
to the same churches and directed against the same Gnostic heretics. It is a solemn warning 
against the antinomian and licentious tendencies which revealed themselves between A. D. 60 
and 70. Origen remarks that it is "of few lines, but rich in words of heavenly wisdom." The style 
is fresh and vigorous. 
 
The Epistle of Jude belongs likewise to the Eusebian Antilegomena, and has signs of post-
apostolic origin, yet may have been written by Jude, who was not one of the Twelve, though 
closely connected with apostolic circles. A forger would hardly have written under the name of a 
"brother of James" rather than a brother of Christ or an apostle. 
 



The time and place of composition are unknown. The Tubingen critics put it down to the reign of 
Trajan; Renan, on the contrary, as far back as 54, wrongly supposing it to have been intended, 
together with the Epistle of James, as a counter-manifesto against Paul’s doctrine of free grace. 
But Paul condemned antinomianism as severely as James and Jude. {comp. Romans 6, and in fact 
all his Epistles} It is safest to say, with Bleek, that it was written shortly before the destruction of 
Jerusalem, which is not alluded to. {comp. Jude 1:14,15} 
 
The Epistles of John. 
 
Comp. 40-43, 83 and 84. 
 
The First Epistle of John betrays throughout, in thought and style, the author of the fourth Gospel. 
It is a postscript to it, or a practical application of the lessons of the life of Christ to the wants of 
the church at the close of the first century. It is a circular letter of the venerable apostle to his 
beloved children in Asia Minor, exhorting them to a holy life of faith and love in Christ, and 
earnestly warning them against the Gnostic "antichrists," already existing or to come, who deny 
the mystery of the incarnation, sunder religion from morality, and run into Antinomian practices. 
 
The Second and Third Epistles of John are, like the Epistle of Paul to Philemon, short private 
letters, one to a Christian woman by the name of Cyria, the other to one Gains, probably an 
officer of a congregation in Asia Minor. They belong to the seven Antilegomena, and have been 
ascribed by some to the "Presbyter John," a contemporary of the apostle, though of disputed 
existence. But the second Epistle resembles the first, almost to verbal repetition, {1131} and such 
repetition well agrees with the familiar tradition of Jerome concerning the apostle of love, ever 
exhorting the congregation, in his advanced age, to love one another. The difference of opinion in 
the ancient church respecting them may have risen partly from their private nature and their 
brevity, and partly from the fact that the author styles himself, somewhat remarkably, the "elder," 
the "presbyter." This term, however, is probably to be taken, not in the official sense, but in the 
original, signifying age and dignity; for at that time John was in fact a venerable father in Christ, 
and must have been revered and loved as a patriarch among his "little children." 
 
{1124} Hence Origen calls it an epistolh kayolikh. 
 
{1125} Reuss (Gesch. d. heil. Schriften N. Testaments, 5th ed., I. 138): "Thatsache ist, dass die 
Ep. Jacobi fur sich allein mehr wortliche Reminiscenzen aus den Reden Jesu enthalt als alle 
ubrigen Apost. Schriften zusammen.... Insofern dieselben offenbar nicht aus schriftlichen Quellen 
geflossen sind, mogen sie mit das hohere Alter deg Briefs verburgen." Beyschlag (in the new ed. 
of Huther in Meyer, 1881) and Erdmann (1881), the most recent commentators of James, agree 
with Schneckenburger, Neander, and Thiersch in assigning the Epistle to the earliest date of 
Christian literature, against the Tubingen school, which makes it a polemical treatise against Paul. 
Reuss occupies a middle position. The undeveloped state of Christian doctrine, the use of 
sunagwgh; for a Christian assembly, {James 2:2} the want of a clear distinction between Jews 
and Jewish Christians, who are addressed as "the twelve tribes," and the expectation of the 
approaching parousia (5:8), concur as signs of the high antiquity. 
 
{1126} Commentators are divided on the meaning of Babylon, 1 Peter 5:13, whether it be the 
mystic Babylon of the Apocalypse, i.e., heathen Rome, as a persecuting power (the fathers, 
Roman Catholic divines, also Thiersch, Baur, Renan), or Babylon on the Euphrates, or Babylon 
in Egypt (old Cairo). The question is connected with Peter’s presence in Rome, which has been 
discussed in 26. On the date of composition commentators are likewise divided, as they differ in 
their views on the relation of Peter’s Epistle to Romans, Ephesians, and James, and on the 



character of the persecution alluded to in the Epistle. Weiss, who denies that Peter used the 
Epistles of Paul, dates it back as far as 54; the Tubingen critics bring it down to the age of Trajan 
(Volkmar even to 140!), but most critics assign it to the time between 63 and 67, Renan to 63, 
shortly before the Neronian persecution. For once I agree with him. See Huther (in the Meyer 
series), 4th ed., pp. 30 sqq.; Weiss, Die Petrinische Frage (1865); Renan, L’Antechrist, p. vi and 
110; and, on the part of the Tubingen school, Pfleiderer, Paulinismus, pp. 417 sqq.; Hilgenfeld, 
Einleitung, pp. 625 sqq.; Holtzmann, Einleitung, pp. 514 sqq. (2d ed.). 
 
{1127} "This excellent Epistle," says Archbishop Leighton, whose Practical Commentary upon 
the First Epistle General of St. Peter is still unsurpassed for spirituality and unction, "is a brief 
and yet very clear summary both of the consolations and instructions needful for the 
encouragement and direction of a Christian in his journey to heaven, elevating his thoughts and 
desires to that happiness, and strengthening him against all opposition in the way, both that of 
corruption within and temptations and afflictions from without." Bengel: "Mirabilis est gravitas 
et alacritas Petrini sermonis, lectorem suavissime retinens." Alford: "There is no Epistle in the 
sacred canon, the language and spirit of which come more directly home to the personal trials and 
wants and weaknesses of the Christian life." 
 
{1128} Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, Neander, Deuteronomy Wette, Huther, and all the Tubingen 
critics. 
 
{1129} Weiss, Thiersch, Fronmuller, Alford, and especially Fr. Spitta in his Der Zweite Brief des 
Petrus und der Brief des Judas (Halle, 1885, 544 pages). 
 
{1130} Clement of Alexandria, Origen (in Greek), and Epiphanius distinguish him from the 
Apostles. He is mentioned with James as one of the brothers of Jesus, Matthew 18 Mark 6:3. 
Comp. on this whole question the discussion in 27. 
 
{1131} Comp. 2 John 1:4-7 with 1 John 2:7,8 4,2,3. 
 
{1132} As he writes himself to the Thessalonians: {1 Thessalonians 2:7} "We were gentle in the 
midst of you, as when a nurse cherisheth her own children." And to the ungrateful and unsteady 
Galatians 4:9 he writes: "My little children, of whom I am again in travail until Christ be formed 
in you."  

 



88. The Epistles of Paul 
 
pauov genomenov megistov upogrammov. (Clement of Rome.) 
 
Comp. 29-36 and 71. 
 
General Character. 
 
Paul was the greatest worker among the apostles, not only as a missionary, but also as a writer. 
He "labored more than all." And we may well include in this "all" the whole body of theologians 
who came after him; for where shall we find an equal wealth of the profoundest thoughts on the 
highest themes as in Paul? We have from him thirteen Epistles; how many more were lost, we 
cannot even conjecture. The four most important of them are admitted to be genuine even by the 
most exacting and sceptical critics. They are so stamped with the individuality of Paul, and so 
replete with tokens of his age and surroundings, that no sane man can mistake the authorship. We 
might as well doubt the genuineness of Luther’s work on the Babylonian captivity, or his Small 
catechism. The heretic Marcion, in the first half of the second century, accepted ten, excluding 
only the three Pastoral Epistles which did not suit his notions. 
 
The Pauline Epistles are pastoral addresses to congregations of his own founding (except that of 
Rome, and probably also that of Colossae, which were founded by his pupils), or to individuals 
(Timothy, Titus, Philemon). Several of them hail from prison, but breathe the same spirit of faith, 
hope, and joy as the others, and the last ends with a shout of victory. They proceeded from 
profound agitation, and yet are calm and serene. They were occasioned by the trials, dangers, and 
errors incident to every new congregation, and the care and anxiety of the apostle for their 
spiritual welfare. He had led them from the darkness of heathen idolatry and Jewish bigotry to the 
light of Christian truth and freedom, and raised them from the slime of depravity to the pure 
height of saving grace and holy living. He had no family ties, and threw the whole strength of his 
affections into his converts, whom he loved as tenderly as a mother can love her offspring. 
{1132} This love to his spiritual children was inspired by his love to Christ, as his love to Christ 
was the response to Christ’s love for him. Nor was his love confined to the brethren: he was ready 
to make the greatest sacrifice for his unbelieving and persecuting fellow-Jews, as Christ himself 
sacrificed his life for his enemies. 
 
His Epistles touch on every important truth and duty of the Christian religion, and illuminate 
them from the heights of knowledge and experience, without pretending to exhaust them. They 
furnish the best material for a system of dogmatics and ethics. Paul looks back to the remotest 
beginning before the creation, and looks out into the farthest future beyond death and the 
resurrection. He writes with the authority of a commissioned apostle and inspired teacher, yet, on 
questions of expediency, he distinguishes between the command of the Lord and his private 
judgment. He seems to have written rapidly and under great pressure, without correcting his first 
draft. If we find, with Peter, in his letters, "some things hard to be understood," even in this 
nineteenth century, we must remember that Paul himself bowed in reverence before the boundless 
ocean of God’s truth, and humbly professed to know only in part, and to see through a mirror 
darkly. All knowledge in this world "ends in mystery." {1133} Our best systems of theology are 
but dim reflections of the sunlight of revelation. Infinite truths transcend our finite minds, and 
cannot be compressed into the pigeon-holes of logical formulas. But every good commentary 
adds to the understanding and strengthens the estimate of the paramount value of these Epistles. 
 
The Chronological Order. 



 
Paul’s Epistles were written within a period of about twelve years, between A. D. 52 or 53 and 64 
or 67, when he stood at the height of his power and influence. None was composed before the 
Council of Jerusalem. From the date of his conversion to his second missionary journey (A. D. 37 
to 52) we have no documents of his pen. The chronology of his letters can be better ascertained 
than that of the Gospels or Catholic Epistles, by combining internal indications with the Acts and 
contemporary events, such as the dates of the proconsulship of Gallio in Achaia, and the 
procuratorship of Felix and Festus in Judaea. As to the Romans, we can determine the place, the 
year, and the season of composition: he sends greetings from persons in Corinth, {Romans 16:23} 
commends Phoebe, a deaconess of Kenchreae, the port of Corinth, and the bearer of the letter 
(16:1); he had not yet been in Rome (1:13), but hoped to get there after another visit to Jerusalem, 
on which he was about to enter, with collections from Macedonia and Achaia for the poor 
brethren in Judaea (15:22-29; comp. 2 Corinthians 8:1-3); and from Acts we learn that on his last 
visit to Achaia he abode three months in Corinth, and returned to Syria between the Passover and 
Pentecost. {Acts 20:3,6,16} This was his fifth and last journey to Jerusalem, where he was taken 
prisoner and sent to Felix in Caesarea, two years before he was followed by Festus. All these 
indications lead us to the spring of A. D. 58. 
 
The chronological order is this: Thessalonians were written first, A. D. 52 or 53; then Galatians, 
Corinthians, and Romans, between 56 and 58; then the Epistles of the captivity: Colossians, 
Ephesians, Philemon, Philippians, between 61 and 63; last, the Pastoral Epistles, but their date is 
uncertain, except that the second Epistle to Timothy is his farewell letter on the eve of his 
martyrdom. 
 
It is instructive to study the Epistles in their chronological order with the aid of the Acts, and so to 
accompany the apostle in his missionary career from Damascus to Rome, and to trace the growth 
of his doctrinal system from the documentary truths in Thessalonians to the height of maturity in 
Romans; then through the ramifications of particular topics in Colossians, Ephesians, Philippians, 
and the farewell counsels in the Pastoral Epistles. 
 
Doctrinal Arrangement. 
 
More important than the chronological order is the topical order, according to the prevailing 
object and central idea. This gives us the following groups: 
 
1. Anthropological and Soteriological: Galatians and Ro 
 
2. Ethical and Ecclesiastical: First and Second Corinthians. 
 
3. Christological: Colossians and Php 
 
4. Ecclesiological: Ephesians (in part also Corinthians). 
 
5. Eschatological: Thessalonians. 
 
6. Pastoral: Timothy and Titus 
 
7. Social and Personal: Philemon. 
 
The Style. 
 



"The style is the man." This applies with peculiar force to Paul. His style has been called "the 
most personal that ever existed." {1134} It fitly represents the force and fire of his mind and the 
tender affections of his heart. He disclaims classical elegance and calls himself "rude in speech," 
though by no means "in knowledge." He carried the heavenly treasure in earthen vessels. But the 
defects are more than made up by excellences. In his very weakness the Strength of Christ was 
perfected. We are not lost in the admiration of the mere form, but are kept mindful of the 
paramount importance of the contents and the hidden depths of truth which he behind the words 
and defy the power of expression. 
 
Paul’s style is manly, bold, heroic, aggressive, and warlike; yet at times tender, delicate, gentle, 
and winning. It is involved, irregular, and rugged, but always forcible and expressive, and not 
seldom rises to more than poetic beauty, as in the triumphant paean at the end of the eighth 
chapter of Romans, and in the ode on love. {1 Corinthians 13} His intense earnestness and 
overflowing fulness of ideas break through the ordinary rules of grammar. His logic is set on fire. 
He abounds in skilful arguments, bold antitheses, impetuous assaults, abrupt transitions, sudden 
turns, zigzag flashes, startling questions and exclamations. He is dialectical and argumentative; he 
likes logical particles, paradoxical phrases, and plays on words. He reasons from Scripture, from 
premises, from conclusions; he drives the opponent to the wall without mercy and reduces him ad 
absurdum, but without ever indulging in personalities. He is familiar with the sharp weapons of 
ridicule, irony, and sarcasm, but holds them in check and uses them rarely. He varies the 
argument by touching appeals to the heart and bursts of seraphic eloquence. He is never dry or 
dull, and never wastes words; he is brief, terse, and hits the nail on the head. His terseness makes 
him at times obscure, as is the case with the somewhat similar style of Thucydides, Tacitus, and 
Tertullian. His words are as many warriors marching on to victory and peace; they are like a 
mountain torrent rushing in foaming rapids over precipices, and then calmly flowing over green 
meadows, or like a thunderstorm ending in a refreshing shower and bright sunshine. 
 
Paul created the vocabulary of scientific theology and put a profounder meaning into religious 
and moral terms than they ever had before. We cannot speak of sin, flesh, grace, mercy, peace, 
redemption, atonement, justification, glorification, church, faith, love, without bearing testimony 
to the ineffaceable effect which that greatest of Jewish rabbis and Christian teachers has had upon 
the language of Christendom. 
 
Notes. 
 
Chrysostom justly compares the Epistles of Paul to metals more precious than gold and to 
unfailing fountains which flow the more abundantly the more we drink of them. 
 
Beza: "When I more closely consider the whole genius and character of Paul’s style, I must 
confess that I have found no such sublimity of speaking in Plato himself... no exquisiteness of 
vehemence in Demosthenes equal to his." 
 
Ewald begins his Commentary on the Pauline Epistles (Gottingen, 1857) with these striking and 
truthful remarks: "Considering these Epistles for themselves only, and apart from the general 
significance of the great Apostle of the Gentiles, we must still admit that, in the whole history of 
all centuries and of all nations, there is no other set of writings of similar extent, which, as 
creations of the fugitive moment, have proceeded from such severe troubles of the age, and such 
profound pains and sufferings of the author himself, and yet contain such an amount of 
healthfulness, serenity, and vigor of immortal genius, and touch with such clearness and certainty 
on the very highest truths of human aspiration and action.... The smallest as well as the greatest of 
these Epistles seem to have proceeded from the fleeting moments of this earthly life only to 



enchain all eternity they were born of anxiety and bitterness of human strife, to set forth in 
brighter lustre and with higher certainty their superhuman grace and beauty. The divine assurance 
and firmness of the old prophets of Israel, the all-transcending glory and immediate spiritual 
presence of the Eternal King and Lord, who had just ascended to heaven, and all the art and 
culture of a ripe and wonderfully excited age, seem to have joined, as it were, in bringing forth 
the new creation of these Epistles of the times which were destined to last for all times." 
 
On the style of Paul, see my Companion, etc., pp. 62 sqq. To the testimonies there given I add the 
judgment of Reuss (Geschichte der h. Schr. N. T., I. 67): "Still more [than the method] is the style 
of these Epistles the true expression of the personality of the author. The defect of classical 
correctness and rhetorical finish is more than compensated by the riches of language and the 
fulness of expression. The condensation of construction demands not reading simply, but 
studying. Broken sentences, ellipses, parentheses, leaps in the argumentation, allegories, 
rhetorical figures express inimitably all the moods of a wide-awake and cultured mind, all the 
affections of a rich and deep heart, and betray everywhere a pen at once bold, and yet too slow for 
the thought. Antitheses, climaxes, exclamations, questions keep up the attention, and touching 
effusions win the heart of the reader." 
 
{1133} "Das ist das Ende der Philosophie: zu wissen, dass wir glauben mussen." -(Geibel.) 
 
{1134} By Renan, who, notwithstanding his fastidious French taste and antipathy to Paul’s 
theology, cannot help admiring his lofty genius.  

 



89. The Epistles to the Thessalonians. 
 
Thessalonica, {1135} a large and wealthy commercial city of Macedonia, the capital of 
"Macedonia secunda," the seat of a Roman proconsul and quaestor, and inhabited by many Jews, 
was visited by Paul on his second missionary tour, A. D. 52 or 53, and in a few weeks he 
succeeded, amid much persecution, in founding a flourishing church composed chiefly of 
Gentiles. From this centre Christianity spread throughout the neighborhood, and during the 
middle ages Thessalonica was, till its capture by the Turks (A. D. 1430), a bulwark of the 
Byzantine empire and Oriental Christendom, and largely instrumental in the conversion of the 
Slavonians and Bulgarians; hence it received the designation of "the Orthodox City." It numbered 
many learned archbishops, and still has more remains of ecclesiastical antiquity than any other 
city in Greece, although its cathedral is turned into a mosque. 
 
To this church Paul, as its spiritual father, full of affection for his inexperienced children, wrote in 
familiar conversational style two letters from Corinth, during his first sojourn in that city, to 
comfort them in their trials and to correct certain misapprehensions of his preaching concerning 
the glorious return of Christ, and the preceding development of "the man of sin" or Antichrist, 
and "the mystery of lawlessness," then already at work, but checked by a restraining power. The 
hope of the near advent had degenerated into an enthusiastic adventism which demoralized the 
every-day life. He now taught them that the Lord will not come so soon as they expected, that it 
was not a matter of mathematical calculation, and that in no case should the expectation check 
industry and zeal, but rather stimulate them. Hence his exhortations to a sober, orderly, diligent, 
and prayerful life. 
 
It is remarkable that the first Epistles of Paul should treat of the last topic in the theological 
system and anticipate the end at the beginning. But the hope of Christ’s speedy coming was, 
before the destruction of Jerusalem, the greatest source of consolation to the infant church amid 
trial and persecution, and the church at Thessalonica was severely tried in its infancy, and Paul 
driven away. It is also remarkable that to a young church in Greece rather than to that in Rome 
should have first been revealed the beginning of that mystery of anti-Christian lawlessness which 
was then still restrained, but was to break out in its full force in Rome. {1136} 
 
The objections of Baur to the genuineness of these Epistles, especially the second, are futile in the 
judgment of the best critics. {1137} 
 
The Theoretical Theme:: The parousia of Christ. The Practical Theme: Christian hope in the 
midst of persecution. 
 
Leading Thoughts: This is the will of God, even your sanctification. {1 Thessalonians 4:3} 
Sorrow not as the rest who have no hope (4:13). The Lord will descend from heaven, and so shall 
we ever be with the Lord (4:16, 17). The day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night (5:2). 
Let us watch and be sober (5:6). Put on the breastplate of faith and love, and for a helmet, the 
hope of salvation (5:8). Rejoice always; pray without ceasing; in everything give thanks (5:16). 
Prove all things; hold fast that which is good; abstain from every form of evil (5:21, 22). The 
Lord will come to be glorified in his saints. {2 Thessalonians 1:10} But the falling away must 
come first, and the man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition (2:3, 4). The mystery of 
lawlessness doth already work, but is restrained for the time (2:7). Stand fast and hold the 
traditions which ye were taught, whether by word, or by epistle of ours (2:15). If any will not 
work, neither let him eat (3:10). Be not weary in well-doing (3:13). The God of peace sanctify 



you wholly; and may your spirit and soul and body be preserved entire, without blame at the 
coming (en th parousia) our Lord Jesus Christ. {1 Thessalonians 5:23} 
 
{1135} Strabo calls it Qessalonivkaia. Its present name is Salonichi. 
 
{1136} The difficult passage, 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12, must be explained in connection with the 
prophecies of Daniel (the fourth empire) and the Apocalypse. See the commentaries of 
Lunemann, Lange (Riggenbach, translated by Lillie), Ellicott, Jowett, Marcus Dods, and the 
Excursus of Farrar on the Man of Sin (St. Paul, II. 583-587). Many modern exegetes adopt the 
patristic interpretation that "the restraining power" (to katecon) is the Roman empire, "the 
restrainer" (o katecwn) the then reigning emperor (Claudius), and "the man of sin" his 
successor, Nero. But the last is very doubtful. The whole passage must have a prophetic sweep far 
beyond the time of the old Roman empire. There are "many antichrists" and many restraining 
forces and persons in the successive ages, and the end is yet apparently afar off. "Obviously, 
whatever the words signify, they must mean something which has existed from Paul’s day to our 
own, something which, during that whole period, has had the effect of restraining wickedness." 
(Dods, in Schaff’s Com. on the N. T, III 535.) 
 
{1137} Grimm, Lunemann, Reuss, Lipsius, and others have refuted the arguments of Baur. The 
first Epistle is conceded to be genuine also by Hilgenfeld, who declares (Einleit., p 246): "In dem 
ganzen Brief erkennt man die Sprache des Paulus. Es ist kein Grund vorhanden, denselben dem 
Paulus abzusprechen. Nicht so bedeutsam, wie andere Briefe, ist derselbe eines Paulus 
keineswegs unwurdig, vielmehr ein liebenswurdiges Denkmal vaterlicher Fursorge des Apostels 
fur eine junge Christengemeinde." But the second Ep. to the Thess. Hilgenfeld assigns to the age 
of Trajan, as a sort of Pauline Apocalypse; thus reversing the view of Baur, who regarded the 
First Ep. as an imitation of the second. Grotius and Ewald put the Second Ep. likewise first 
(especially on account of 1 Thessalonians 1:7,8, which seems to imply that the congregation had 
already become famous throughout Greece), but they regarded both as genuine.  

 



90. The Epistles to the Corinthians. 
 
Corinth was the metropolis of Achaia, on the bridge of two seas, an emporium of trade between 
the East and the West—wealthy, luxurious, art-loving, devoted to the worship of Aphrodite. Here 
Paul established the most important church in Greece, and labored, first eighteen months, then 
three months, with, perhaps, a short visit between. {2 Corinthians 12:14 13:1} The church 
presented all the lights and shades of the Greek nationality under the influence of the Gospel. It 
was rich in "all utterance and all knowledge," "coming behind in no gift," but troubled by the 
spirit of sect and party, infected with a morbid desire for worldly wisdom and brilliant eloquence, 
with scepticism and moral levity—nay, to some extent polluted with gross vices, so that even the 
Lord’s table and love feasts were desecrated by excesses, and that the apostle, in his absence, 
found himself compelled to excommunicate a particularly offensive member who disgraced the 
Christian profession. {1138} It was distracted by Judaizers and other troublers, who abused the 
names of Cephas, James, Apollos, and even of Christ (as extra-Christians), for sectarian ends. 
{1139} A number of questions of morality and casuistry arose in that lively, speculative, and 
excitable community, which the apostle had to answer from a distance before his second (or third) 
and last visit. 
 
Hence, these Epistles abound in variety of topics, and show the extraordinary versatility of the 
mind of the writer, and his practical wisdom in dealing with delicate and complicated questions 
and unscrupulous opponents. For every aberration he has a word of severe censure, for every 
danger a word of warning, for every weakness a word of cheer and sympathy, for every returning 
offender a word of pardon and encouragement. The Epistles lack the unity of design which 
characterizes Galatians and Romans. They are ethical, ecclesiastical, pastoral, and personal, rather 
than dogmatic and theological, although some most important doctrines, as that on the 
resurrection, are treated more fully than elsewhere. 
 
I. The First Epistle to the Corinthians was composed in Ephesus shortly before Paul’s departure 
for Greece, in the spring of A. D. 57. {1140} It had been preceded by another one, now lost. {1 
Corinthians 5:9} It was an answer to perplexing questions concerning various disputes and evils 
which disturbed the peace and spotted the purity of the congregation. The apostle contrasts the 
foolish wisdom of the gospel with the wise folly of human philosophy; rebukes sectarianism; 
unfolds the spiritual unity and harmonious variety of the church of Christ, her offices and gifts of 
grace, chief among which is love; warns against carnal impurity as a violation of the temple of 
God; gives advice concerning marriage and celibacy without binding the conscience (having "no 
commandment of the Lord," 7:25); discusses the question of meat sacrificed to idols, on which 
Jewish and Gentile Christians, scrupulous and liberal brethren, were divided; enjoins the temporal 
support of the ministry as a Christian duty of gratitude for greater spiritual mercies received; 
guards against improprieties of dress; explains the design and corrects the abuses of the Lord’s 
Supper; and gives the fullest exposition of the doctrine of the resurrection on the basis of the 
resurrection of Christ and his personal manifestations to the disciples, and last, to himself at his 
conversion. Dean Stanley says of this Epistle that it "gives a clearer insight than any other portion 
of the New Testament into the institutions, feelings and opinions of the church of the earlier 
period of the apostolic age. It is in every sense the earliest chapter of the history of the Christian 
church." The last, however, is not quite correct. The Corinthian chapter was preceded by the 
Jerusalem and Antioch chapters. 
 
Leading Thoughts: Is Christ divided? Was Paul crucified for you? {1 Corinthians 1:13} It was 
God’s pleasure through the foolishness of the preaching [not through foolish preaching] to save 
them that believe (1:21). We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling block, and unto 



Gentiles foolishness, but unto them that are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of 
God, and the wisdom of God (1:24). I determined not to know anything among you, save Jesus, 
and him crucified (2:2). The natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God (2:14). 
Other foundation can no man lay than that which is laid, which is Jesus Christ (3:11). Know ye 
not that ye are a temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you? If any man destroy the 
temple of God, him shall God destroy (3:16, 17). Let a man so account of ourselves as of 
ministers of Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God (4:1). The kingdom of God is not in 
word, but in power (4:20). Purge out the old leaven (5:7). All things are lawful for me; but not all 
things are expedient (6:12). Know ye not that your bodies are members of Christ (6:15)? Flee 
fornication (6:18). Glorify God in your body (6:20). Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision 
is nothing; but the keeping of the commandments of God (7:19). Let each man abide in that 
calling wherein he was called (7:20). Ye were bought with a price; become not bondservants of 
men (7:23). Take heed lest this liberty of yours become a stumbling block to the weak (8:9). If 
meat [or wine] maketh my brother to stumble, I will eat no flesh [and drink no wine] for 
evermore, that I make not my brother to stumble (8:13). They who proclaim the gospel shall live 
of the gospel (9:14). Woe is unto me if I preach not the gospel (9:16). I am become all things to 
all men, that I may by all means save some (9 22). Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest 
he fall (10:12). All things are lawful, but all things are not expedient. Let no man seek his own, 
but each his neighbor’s good (10:23). Whosoever shall eat the bread or drink the cup of the Lord 
in an unworthy manner, shall be guilty of the body and the blood of the Lord... He that eateth and 
drinketh eateth and drinketh judgment unto himself if he discern (discriminate) not the body 
(11:27-29). There are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit (12:4). Now abideth faith, hope, 
love, these three; and the greatest of these is love (13:13). Follow after love (14:1). Let all things 
be done unto edifying (14:26). By the grace of God I am what I am (15:9). If Christ hath not been 
raised, your faith is vain; ye are yet in your sins (15:17). As in Adam all die, so also in Christ 
shall all be made alive (15:22). God shall be all in all (15:28). If there is a natural body, there is 
also a spiritual body (15:44). This corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put 
on immortality (15:54). Be ye steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord 
(15:58). Upon the first day in the week let each one of you lay by him in store, as he may prosper 
(16:2). Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men, be strong. Let all that ye do be done in 
love (16:13, 14.). 
 
II. The Second Epistle to the Corinthians was written in the summer or autumn of the same year, 
57, from some place in Macedonia, shortly before the author’s intended personal visit to the 
metropolis of Achaia. {1141} It evidently proceeded from profound agitation, and opens to us 
very freely the personal character and feelings, the official trials and joys, the noble pride and 
deep humility, the holy earnestness and fervent love, of the apostle. It gives us the deepest insight 
into his heart, and is almost an autobiography. He had, in the meantime, heard fuller news, 
through Titus, of the state of the church, the effects produced by his first Epistle, and the intrigues 
of the emissaries of the Judaizing party, who followed him everywhere and tried to undermine his 
work. This unchristian opposition compelled him, in self-defence, to speak of his ministry and his 
personal experience with overpowering eloquence. He also urges again upon the congregation the 
duty of charitable collections for the poor. The Epistle is a mine of pastoral wisdom. 
 
Leading Thoughts: As the sufferings of Christ abound unto us, even so our comfort also 
aboundeth through Christ. {2 Corinthians 1:5} As ye are partakers of the sufferings, so also are 
ye of the comfort (1:7). Not that we have lordship over your faith, but are helpers of your joy 
(1:24). Who is sufficient for these things (2:16)? Ye are our epistle, written in our hearts, known 
and read of all men (3:2). Not that we are sufficient of ourselves, but our sufficiency is from God 
(3:5). The letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life (3:6). The Lord is the Spirit: and where the Spirit 
of the Lord is, there is liberty (3:17). We preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus as Lord, and 



ourselves as your servants for Jesus’ sake (4:5). We have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the 
exceeding greatness of the power may be of God, and not from ourselves (4:7). Our light 
affliction, which is for the moment, worketh for us more and more exceedingly an eternal weight 
of glory (4:17). We know that if the earthly house of our tabernacle be dissolved, we have a 
building from God, a house not made with hands, eternal, in the heavens (5:1). We walk by faith, 
not by sight (5:7). We must all be made manifest before the judgment seat of Christ (5:10). The 
love of Christ constraineth us, because we thus judge, that one died for all, therefore all died 
(5:14). And he died for all, that they who live should no longer live unto themselves, but unto him 
who for their sakes died and rose again (5:15). If any man is in Christ, he is a new creature: the 
old things are passed away; behold, they are become new (5:17). God was in Christ, reconciling 
the world unto himself, not reckoning unto them their trespasses, and having committed unto us 
the word of reconciliation (5:19). We beseech you on behalf of Christ, be ye reconciled to God 
(5:20). Him who knew no sin he made to be sin in our behalf; that we might become the 
righteousness of God in him (5:21). Be not unequally yoked with unbelievers (6:14). I am filled 
with comfort, I overflow with joy in all our affliction (7:4). Godly sorrow worketh repentance 
unto salvation, but the sorrow of the world worketh death (7:10). Ye know the grace of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor, that ye through his 
poverty might become rich (8:9). He that soweth sparingly shall reap also sparingly; and he that 
soweth bountifully shall reap also bountifully (9:6). God loveth a cheerful giver (9:7). He that 
glorieth, let him glory in the Lord (10:17). Not he that commendeth himself is approved, but 
whom the Lord commendeth (10:18). My grace is sufficient for thee; for my power is made 
perfect in weakness (12:9). We can do nothing against the truth, but for the truth (13:8). The 
grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit, be 
with you all (13:14). 
 
{1138} Such scandals would be almost incredible in a Christian church if the apostle did not tell 
us so. As to the case of incest, 1 Corinthians 5:1 sqq., we should remember that Corinth was the 
most licentious city in all Greece, and that in the splendid temple of her patron-goddess on the 
Acropolis there were kept more than a thousand sacred female slaves (ierodouloi) for the 
pleasure of strangers. korinyia korh was the name for a courtesan. Chastity was therefore one 
of the most difficult virtues to practice there; and hence the apostle’s advice of a radical cure by 
absolute abstinence under the peculiar circumstances of the time. 
 
{1139} The question of the Corinthian parties (with special reference to the Christ party) I have 
discussed at length in my Hist. of the Ap. Church, pp. 285-291. Baur’s essay on this subject 
(1831) was the opening chapter in the development of the Tubingen theory. 
 
{1140} Comp. 1 Corinthians 16:5,8 5:7,8 Acts 19:10,21 20:31. 
 
{1141} 2 Corinthians 7:5 8:1 9:2. Some ancient MSS. date the second Epistle from Philippi.  

 



91. The Epistles to the Galatians. 
 
Comp. the introduction to my Com. on Gal. (1882). 
 
Galatians and Romans discuss the doctrines of sin and redemption, and the relation of the law and 
the gospel. They teach salvation by free grace and justification by faith, Christian universalism in 
opposition to Jewish particularism, evangelical freedom versus legalistic bondage. But Galatians 
is a rapid sketch and the child of deep emotion, Romans an elaborate treatise and the mature 
product of calm reflexion. The former Epistle is polemical against foreign intruders and seducers, 
the latter is irenical and composed in a serene frame of mind. The one rushes along like a 
mountain torrent and foaming cataract, the other flows like a majestic river through a boundless 
prairie; and yet it is the same river, like the Nile at the Rapids and below Cairo, or the Rhine in 
the Grisons and the lowlands of Germany and Holland, or the St. Lawrence at Niagara Falls and 
below Montreal and Quebec where it majestically branches out into the ocean. 
 
It is a remarkable fact that the two races represented by the readers of these Epistles—the Celtic 
and the Latin—have far departed from the doctrines taught in them and exchanged the gospel 
freedom for legal bondage; thus repeating the apostasy of the sanguine, generous, impressible, 
mercurial, fickle-minded Galatians. The Pauline gospel was for centuries ignored, misunderstood, 
and (in spite of St. Augustin) cast out at last by Rome, as Christianity itself was cast out by 
Jerusalem of old. But the overruling wisdom of God made the rule of the papacy a training-school 
of the Teutonic races of the North and West for freedom; as it had turned the unbelief of the Jews 
to the conversion of the Gentiles. Those Epistles, more than any book of the New Testament, 
inspired the Reformation of the Sixteenth century, and are to this day the Gibraltar of evangelical 
Protestantism. Luther, under a secondary inspiration, reproduced Galatians in his war against the 
"Babylonian captivity of the church;" the battle for Christian freedom was won once more, and its 
fruits are enjoyed by nations of which neither Paul nor Luther ever heard. 
 
The Epistle to the Galatians (Gauls, originally from the borders of the Rhine and Moselle, who 
had migrated to Asia Minor) was written after Paul’s second visit to them, either during his long 
residence in Ephesus (A. D. 54-57), or shortly afterwards on his second journey to Corinth, 
possibly from Corinth, certainly before the Epistle to the Romans. It was occasioned by the 
machinations of the Judaizing teachers who undermined his apostolic authority and misled his 
converts into an apostasy from the gospel of free grace to a false gospel of legal bondage, 
requiring circumcision as a condition of justification and full membership of the church. It is an 
"Apologia pro vita sua," a personal and doctrinal self-vindication. He defends his independent 
apostleship, {Galatians 1:1-2:14} and his teaching (2:15-4:31), and closes with exhortations to 
hold fast to Christian freedom without abusing it, and to show the fruits of faith by holy living 
(Gal. 5-6). 
 
The Epistle reveals, in clear, strong colors, both the difference and the harmony among the Jewish 
and Gentile apostles—a difference ignored by the old orthodoxy, which sees only the harmony, 
and exaggerated by modern scepticism, which sees only the difference. It anticipates, in grand 
fundamental outlines, a conflict which is renewed from time to time in the history of different 
churches, and, on the largest scale, in the conflict between Petrine Romanism and Pauline 
Protestantism. The temporary collision of the two leading apostles in Antioch is typical of the 
battle of the Reformation. 
 
At the same time Galatians is an Irenicon and sounds the key-note of a final adjustment of all 
doctrinal and ritualistic controversies. "In Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything, nor 



uncircumcision, but faith working through love" (5:6). "And as many as shall walk by this rule, 
peace be upon them, and mercy, and upon the Israel of God" (6:16). 
 
Central Idea: Evangelical freedom. 
 
Key-Words: For freedom Christ set us free: stand fast therefore, and be not entangled again in the 
yoke of bondage (5:1). A man is not justified by works of the law, but only through faith in Jesus 
Christ (2:16). I have been crucified with Christ, and it is no longer I that live but Christ liveth in 
me (2:20). Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for us (3:13). Ye 
were called for freedom, only use not your freedom for an occasion to the flesh, but through love 
be servants one to another (5:13). Walk by the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh 
(5:16).  

 



92. The Epistle to the Romans. 
 
On the church in Rome, see 36 (pp. 360 sqq.); on the theology of the Ep. to the Rom., 71 (pp. 525 
sqq.). 
 
A few weeks before his fifth and last journey to Jerusalem, Paul sent, as a forerunner of his 
intended personal visit, a letter to the Christians in the capital of the world, which was intended 
by Providence to become the Jerusalem of Christendom. Foreseeing its future importance, the 
apostle chose for his theme: The gospel the power of God unto salvation to every believer, the 
Jew first, and also the Gentile. {Romans 1:16,17} Writing to the philosophical Greeks, he 
contrasts the wisdom of God with the wisdom of man. To the world-ruling Romans he represents 
Christianity as the power of God which by spiritual weapons will conquer even conquering 
Rome. Such a bold idea must have struck a Roman statesman as the wild dream of a visionary or 
madman, but it was fulfilled in the ultimate conversion of the empire after three centuries of 
persecution, and is still in the process of ever-growing fulfilment. 
 
In the exposition of his theme the apostle shows: (1) that all men are in need of salvation, being 
under the power of sin and exposed to the judgment of the righteous God, the Gentiles not only 
(1:18-32), but also the Jews, who are still more guilty, having sinned against the written law and 
extraordinary privileges (2:1-3:20); (2) that salvation is accomplished by Jesus Christ, his atoning 
death and triumphant resurrection, freely offered to all on the sole condition of faith, and applied 
in the successive acts of justification, sanctification, and glorification (3:21-8:17); (3) that 
salvation was offered first to the Jews, and, being rejected by them in unbelief, passed on to the 
Gentiles, but will return again to the Jews after the fulness of the Gentiles shall have come in 
(Rom. 9-11); (4) that we should show our gratitude for so great a salvation by surrendering 
ourselves to the service of God, which is true freedom (Rom. 12-16). 
 
The salutations in Romans 16, the remarkable variations of the manuscripts in 15:33; 16:20, 24, 
27, and the omission of the words "in Rome," 1:7, 15, in Codex G, are best explained by the 
conjecture that copies of the letter were also sent to Ephesus (where Aquila and Priscilla were at 
that time, 1 Corinthians 16:19, and again, some years afterwards, 2 Timothy  4:19), and perhaps 
to other churches with appropriate conclusions, all of which are preserved in the present form. 
{1142} 
 
This letter stands justly at the head of the Pauline Epistles. It is more comprehensive and 
systematic than the others, and admirably adapted to the mistress of the world, which was to 
become also the mistress of Western Christendom. It is the most remarkable production of the 
most remarkable man. It is his heart. It contains his theology, theoretical and practical, for which 
he lived and died. It gives the clearest and fullest exposition of the doctrines of sin and grace and 
the best possible solution of the universal dominion of sin and death in the universal redemption 
by the second Adam. Without this redemption the fall is indeed the darkest enigma and 
irreconcilable with the idea of divine justice and goodness. Paul reverently lifts the veil from the 
mysteries of eternal foreknowledge and foreordination and God’s gracious designs in the winding 
course of history which will end at last in the triumph of his wisdom and mercy and the greatest 
good to mankind. Luther calls Romans "the chief book of the New Testament and the purest 
Gospel," Coleridge: "the profoundest book in existence." Meyer: "the greatest and richest of all 
the apostolic works," Godet (best of all): "the cathedral of the Christian faith." 
 
Theme: Christianity the power of free and universal salvation, on condition of faith. 
 



Leading Thoughts: They are all under sin. {Romans 3:9} Through the law cometh the knowledge 
of sin (3:20). Man is justified by faith apart from works of the law (3:28). Being justified by faith 
we have (ecomen or, let us have, ecwmen) peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ (5:1). 
As through one man sin entered into the world, and death through sin, and so death passed unto 
all men, for that all sinned (5:12): [so through one man righteousness entered into the world, and 
life through righteousness, and so life passed unto all men on condition that they believe in Christ 
and by faith become partakers of his righteousness]. Where sin abounded, grace did abound much 
more exceedingly: that as sin reigned in death, even so might grace reign through righteousness 
unto eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord (5:20, 21). Reckon yourselves to be dead unto sin, 
but alive unto God in Christ Jesus (6:11). There is no condemnation to them that are in Christ 
Jesus (8:1). To them that love God all things work together for good (8:28). Whom he foreknew, 
he also foreordained to be conformed to the image of his Son... and whom he foreordained them 
he also called: and whom he called, them he also justified: and whom he justified, them he also 
glorified (8:29, 30). If God is for us, who is against us (8:31)? Who shall separate us from the 
love of Christ (8:35)? Hardening in part hath befallen Israel, until the fulness of the Gentiles be 
come in; and so all Israel shall be saved (11:25). God hath shut up all unto disobedience, that he 
might have mercy upon all (11:32). Of Him, and through Him, and unto Him are all things 
(11:36). Present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your reasonable 
service (12:1). 
 
{1142} On the textual variations, see Westcott and Hort, Appendix, pp. 110-114. Reuss, Ewald, 
Farrar suppose that Romans 16 (or 16:3-20) was addressed to Ephesus. Renan conjectures that an 
editor has combined four copies of the same encyclical letter of Paul, each addressed to a 
different church and having a different ending. Both these views are preferable to Baur’s rejection 
of the last two chapters as spurious; though they are full of the Pauline spirit. Hilgenfeld (Einleit., 
p. 323) and Pfleiderer (Paulinismus, p. 314) maintain, against Baur, the genuineness of Romans 
15 and Romans 16. On the names in Romans 16 see the instructive discussion of Lightfoot in his 
Com. on Philippians, pp. 172-176.  

 



93. The Epistles of the Captivity. 
 
During his confinement in Rome, from A. D. 61 to 63, while waiting the issue of his trial on the 
charge of being "a mover of insurrections among all the Jews throughout the world, and a 
ringleader of the sect of the Nazarenes," {Acts 24:5} the aged apostle composed four Epistles, to 
the Colossians, Ephesians, Philemon, and Philippians. He thus turned the prison into a pulpit, sent 
inspiration and comfort to his distant congregations, and rendered a greater service to future ages 
than he could have done by active labor. He gloried in being a "prisoner of Christ." He 
experienced the blessedness of persecution for righteousness’ sake, {Matthew 5:10} and "the 
peace of God which passeth all understanding". {Philippians 4:7} He often refers to his bonds, 
and the coupling chain or hand-cuff (alusi) by which, according to Roman custom, he was with 
his right wrist fettered day and night to a soldier; one relieving the other and being in turn chained 
to the apostle, so that his imprisonment became a means for the spread of the gospel "throughout 
the whole praetorian guard." {1143} He had the privilege of living in his own hired lodging 
(probably in the neighborhood of the praetorian camp, outside of the walls, to the northeast of 
Rome), and of free intercourse with his companions and distant congregations. 
 
Paul does not mention the place of his captivity, which extended through four years and a half 
(two at Caesarea, two at Rome, and six months spent on the stormy voyage and at Malta). The 
traditional view dates the four Epistles from the Roman captivity, and there is no good reason to 
depart from it. Several modern critics assign one or more to Caesarea, where he cannot be 
supposed to have been idle, and where he was nearer to his congregations in Asia Minor. {1144} 
But in Caesarea Paul looked forward to Rome and to Spain; while in the Epistles of the captivity 
he expresses the hope of soon visiting Colossae and Philippi. In Rome he had the best opportunity 
of correspondence with his distant friends, and enjoyed a degree of freedom which may have 
been denied him in Caesarea. In Philippians he sends greetings from converts in "Caesar’s 
household," {Philippians 4:22} which naturally points to Rome; and the circumstances and 
surroundings of the other Epistles are very much alike. 
 
Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon were composed about the same time and sent by the same 
messengers (Tychicus and Onesimus) to Asia Minor, probably toward the close of the Roman 
captivity, for in Philemon 22, he engaged a lodging in Colosae in the prospect of a speedy release 
and visit to the East. 
 
Philippians we place last in the order of composition, or, at all events, in the second year of the 
Roman captivity; for some time must have elapsed after Paul’s arrival in Rome before the gospeI 
could spread "throughout the whole praetorian guard," {Philippians 1:13} and before the 
Philippians, at a distance of seven hundred miles from Rome (a full month’s journey in those 
days), could receive news from him and send him contributions through Epaphroditus, besides 
other communications which seem to have preceded the Epistle. {1145} 
 
On the other hand, the priority of the composition of Philippians has been recently urged on 
purely internal evidence, namely, its doctrinal affinity with the preceding anti-Judaic Epistles; 
while Colossians and Ephesians presuppose the rise of the Gnostic heresy and thus form the 
connecting link between them and the Pastoral Epistles, in which the same heresy appears in a 
more matured form. {1146} But Ephesians has likewise striking affinities in thought and language 
with Romans in the doctrine of justification, {comp. Ephesians 2:8} and with (Romans 12 and 1 
Corinthians 12 and 1 Corinthians 14) in the doctrine of the church. As to the heresy, Paul had 
predicted its rise in Asia Minor several years before in his farewell to the Ephesian elders. And, 



finally, the grateful and joyful tone of Philippians falls in most naturally with the lofty and 
glorious conception of the church of Christ as presented in Ephesians. 
 
{1143} Philippians 1:7,13,14,17 Ephesians 3:1 ("the prisoner of Christ Jesus in behalf of you 
Gentiles"); 4:1 ("the prisoner in the Lord"); Col. 4:3, 18 ("remember my bonds"); Philem. 10, 13; 
comp. Acts 28:17,30. 
 
{1144} So Bottger, Thiersch, Reuss, Meyer, Weiss. Thiersch dates even 2 Timothy from 
Caesarea, but denies the second Roman captivity. 
 
{1145} This is the prevailing view among critics. I have discussed the order in the History of the 
Apost. Ch. (1853), pp. 322 sqq. 
 
{1146} So Lightfoot (p. 31), followed by Farrar (II. 417). Ewald likewise puts Philippianas before 
Colossians, but denies the genuineuess of Ephesians. Bleek regards the data as insufficient to 
decide the chronological order. See his Einleitung, p. 461, and his posthumous Lectures on 
Colossians, Philemon, and Ephesians, published 1865, p. 7.  

 



94. The Epistle to the Colossians. 
 
The Churches in Phrygia. 
 
The cities of Colossae, Laodicea, and Hierapolis are mentioned together as seats of Christian 
churches in the closing chapter of Colossians, and the Epistle may be considered as being 
addressed to all, for the apostle directs that it be read also in the churches of the Laodiceans. 
{Colossians 4:13-16} They were situated within a few miles of each other in the valley of the 
Lycus (a tributary of the Maeander) in Phrygia on the borders of Lydia, and belonged, under the 
Roman rule, to the proconsular province of Asia Minor. 
 
Laodicea was the most important of the three, and enjoyed metropolitan rank; she was destroyed 
by a disastrous earthquake A. D. 61 or 65, but rebuilt from her own resources without the 
customary aid from Rome. {1147} The church of Laodicea is the last of the seven churches 
addressed in the Apocalypse, {Revelation 3:14-22} and is described as rich and proud and 
lukewarm. It harbored in the middle of the fourth century (after 344) a council which passed an 
important act on the canon, forbidding the public reading of any but "the canonical books of the 
New and Old Testaments" (the list of these books is a later addition), a prohibition which was 
confirmed and adopted by later councils in the East and the West. 
 
Hierapolis was a famous watering-place, surrounded by beautiful scenery, {1148} and the 
birthplace of the lame slave Epictetus, who, with Seneca and Marcus Aurelius, ranks among the 
first heathen moralists, and so closely resembles the lofty maxims of the New Testament that 
some writers have assumed, though without historic foundation, a passing acquaintance between 
him and Paul or his pupil Epaphras of Colossae. {1149} The church of Hierapolis figures in the 
post-apostolic age as the bishopric of Papias (a friend of Polycarp) and Apollinaris. 
 
Colossae, {1150} once likewise famous, was at the time of Paul the smallest of the three 
neighboring cities, and has almost disappeared from the earth; while magnificent ruins of 
temples, theatres, baths, aqueducts, gymnasia, and sepulchres still testify to the former wealth and 
prosperity of Laodicea and Hierapolis. The church of Colossae was the least important of the 
churches to which Paul addressed an Epistle, and it is scarcely mentioned in post-apostolic times; 
but it gave rise to a heresy which shook the church in the second century, and this Epistle 
furnished the best remedy against it. 
 
There was a large Jewish population in Phrygia, since Antiochus the Great had despotically 
transplanted two thousand Jewish families from Babylonia and Mesopotamia to that region. It 
thus became, in connection with the sensuous and mystic tendency of the Phrygian character, a 
nursery of religious syncretism and various forms of fanaticism. 
 
Paul and the Colossians. 
 
Paul passed twice through Phrygia, on his second and third missionary tours, {1151} but probably 
not through the valley of the Lycus. Luke does not say that he established churches there, and 
Paul himself seems to include the Colossians and Laodiceans among those who had not seen his 
face in the flesh. {1152} He names Epaphras, of Colossae, his "dear fellow-servant" and "fellow-
prisoner," as the teacher and faithful minister of the Christians in that place. {1153} But during 
his long residence in Ephesus (A. D. 54-57) and from his imprisonment he exercised a general 
supervision over all the churches in Asia. After his death they passed under the care of John, and 



in the second century they figure prominently in the Gnostic, Paschal, Chiliastic, and Montanistic 
controversies. 
 
Paul heard of the condition of the church at Colossae through Epaphras, his pupil, and Onesimus, 
a runaway slave. He sent through Tychicus {Colossians 4:7} a letter to the church, which was 
also intended for the Laodiceans (4:16); at the same time he sent through Onesimus a private 
letter of commendation to his master, Philemon, a member of the church of Colossae. He also 
directed the Colossians to procure and read "the letter from Laodicea," {1154} which is most 
probably the evangelical Epistle to the Ephesians which was likewise transmitted through 
Tychicus. He had special reasons for writing to the Colossians and to Philemon, and a general 
reason for writing to all the churches in the region of Ephesus; and he took advantage of the 
mission of Tychicus to secure both ends. In this way the three Epistles are closely connected in 
time and aim. They would mutually explain and confirm one another. 
 
The Colossian Heresy. 
 
The special reason which prompted Paul to write to the Colossians was the rise of a new heresy 
among them which soon afterward swelled into a mighty and dangerous movement in the ancient 
church, as rationalism has done in modern times. It differed from the Judaizing heresy which he 
opposed in Galatians and Corinthians, as Essenism differed from Phariseeism, or as legalism 
differs from mysticism. The Colossian heresy was an Essenic and ascetic type of Gnosticism; it 
derived its ritualistic and practical elements from Judaism, its speculative elements from 
heathenism; it retained circumcision, the observance of Sabbaths and new moons, and the 
distinction of meats and drinks; but it mixed with it elements of oriental mysticism and 
theosophy, the heathen notion of an evil principle, the worship of subordinate spirits, and an 
ascetic struggle for emancipation from the dominion of matter. It taught an antagonism between 
God and matter and interposed between them a series of angelic mediators as objects of worship. 
It thus contained the essential features of Gnosticism, but in its incipient and rudimental form, or 
a Christian Essenism in its transition to Gnosticism. In its ascetic tendency it resembles that of the 
weak brethren in the Roman congregation. {Romans 14:5,6,21} Cerinthus, in the age of John, 
represents a more developed stage and forms the link between the Colossian heresy and the post-
apostolic Gnosticism. {1155} 
 
The Refutation. 
 
Paul refutes this false philosophy calmly and respectfully by the true doctrine of the Person of 
Christ, as the one Mediator between God and men, in whom dwells all the fulness of the Godhead 
bodily. And he meets the false asceticism based upon the dualistic principle with the doctrine of 
the purification of the heart by faith and love as the effectual cure of all moral evil. 
 
The Gnostic and the Pauline Pleroma. 
 
"Pleroma" or "fulness" is an important term in Colossians and Ephesians. {1156} Paul uses it in 
common with the Gnostics, and this has been made an argument for the post-apostolic origin of 
the two Epistles. He did, of course, not borrow it from the Gnostics; for he employs it repeatedly 
in his other Epistles with slight variations. It must have had a fixed theological meaning, as it is 
not explained. It cannot be traced to Philo, who, however, uses "Logos" in a somewhat similar 
sense for the plenitude of Divine powers. 
 
Paul speaks of "the pleroma of the earth," i.e., all that fills the earth or is contained in it (1 
Corinthians 10:26,28, in a quotation from Psalm 24:1); "the pleroma," i.e., the fulfilment or 



accomplishment, "of the law," which is love {Romans 13:10}; {1157} "the pleroma," i.e., the 
fulness or abundance, "of the blessing of Christ" {Romans 15:29} "the pleroma," or full measure, 
"of the time" (Galatians 4:4; comp. Ephesians 1:10 Mark 1:15 Luke 21:24); "the pleroma of the 
Gentiles," meaning their full number, or whole body, but not necessarily all individuals; {Romans 
11:25} "the pleroma of the Godhead," i.e., the fulness or plenitude of all Divine attributes and 
energies; {Colossians 1:19 2:9} "the pleroma of Christ," which is the church as the body of Christ 
(Ephesians 1:23; comp. 3:19; 4:13). 
 
In the Gnostic systems, especially that of Valentinus, "pleroma" signifies the intellectual and 
spiritual world, including all Divine powers or aeons, in opposition to the "kenoma," i.e., the 
void, the emptiness, the material world. The distinction was based on the dualistic principle of an 
eternal antagonism between spirit and matter, which led the more earnest Gnostics to an 
extravagant asceticism, the frivolous ones to wild antinomianism. They included in the pleroma a 
succession of emanations from the Divine abyss, which form the links between the infinite and 
the finite; and they lowered the dignity of Christ by making him simply the highest of those 
intermediate aeons. The burden of the Gnostic speculation was always the question: Whence is 
the world? and whence is evil? It sought the solution in a dualism between mind and matter, the 
pleroma and the kenoma; but this is no solution at all. 
 
In opposition to this error, Paul teaches, on a thoroughly monotheistic basis, that Christ is "the 
image of the invisible God" (eikwn tou yeou tou aoratou Colossians 1:15; comp. 2 
Corinthians 4:4— an expression often used by Philo as a description of the Logos, and of the 
personified Wisdom, in Wisd. 7:26); that he is the preexistent and incarnate pleroma or plenitude 
of Divine powers and attributes; that in him the whole fulness of the Godhead, that is, of the 
Divine nature itself, {1158} dwells bodily-wise or corporeally (swmatikwv), as the soul dwells 
in the human body; and that he is the one universal and all-sufficient Mediator, through whom the 
whole universe of things visible and invisible, were made, in whom all things hold together (or 
cohere, sunesthken), and through whom the Father is pleased to reconcile all things to himself. 
 
The Christology of Colossians approaches very closely to the Christology of John; for he 
represents Christ as the incarnate "Logos" or Revealer of God, who dwelt among us "full 
(plhrhv of grace and truth," and out of whose Divine sfulness ek tou plhrwmatov autou) we 
all have received grace for grace. {John 1:1,14,16} Paul and John fully agree in teaching the 
eternal preexistence of Christ, and his agency in the creation and preservation of the world. 
{Colossians 1:15-17 John 1:3} According to Paul, He is "the first-born or first-begotten" of all 
creation (prwtotokov pashv ktisewv, Col. 1:15, distinct from prwtoktistov, first-created), 
i.e., prior and superior to the whole created world, or eternal; according to John He is "the only-
begotten Son" of the Father. (ov monogenhv uiov {1159} John 1:14, 18; comp. John 3:16,18 1 
John 4:9), before and above all created children of God. The former term denotes Christ’s unique 
relation to the world, the latter his unique relation to the Father. 
 
The Pauline authorship of the Epistle to the Colossians will be discussed in the next section in 
connection with the Epistle to the Ephesians. 
 
Theme: Christ all in all. The true gnosis and the false gnosis. True and false asceticism. 
 
Leading Thoughts: Christ is the image of the invisible God, the first-begotten of all creation.—In 
{Colossians 1:15} Christ are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge (2:3).—In him 
dwelleth all the fulness (to plhrwma) of the Godhead bodily (2:9).—If ye were raised together 
with Christ, seek the things that are above, where Christ is, seated on the right hand of God 
(3:1).—When Christ, who is our life, shall be manifested, then shall ye also with him be 



manifested in glory (3:4).—Christ is all, and in all (3:11).—Above all things put on love, which is 
the bond of perfectness (3:14).—Whatsoever ye do, in word or in deed, do all in the name of the 
Lord Jesus (3:17). 
 
{1147} The earthquake took place, according to Tacitus (Ann, XIV. 27), in the seventh, according 
to Eusebius (Chron., Ol. 210, 4), in the tenth year of Nero’s reign, and extended also to 
Hierapolis and Colossae. 
 
{1148} In a Greek inscription, published by Boeckh and quoted by Lightfoot, Hierapolis is thus 
apostrophized: 
 
Hail, fairest soil in all broad Asia’s realm; 
 
Hail, golden city, nymph divine, bedeck’d 
 
With flowing rills, thy jewels. 
 
{1149} Epictetus (epikthtov), a slave and then a freedman of Epaphroditus (who was himself a 
freedman of Nero), was considerably younger than Paul, and taught first at Rome, and, after the 
expulsion of the philosophers by Domitian, at Nicopolis in Epirus, where his discourses 
(Enchiridion) were taken down by Arrian. For, like Socrates, he himself wrote nothing. A 
meeting with Paul or Epaphras would "solve more than one riddle," as Lightfoot says. But he 
shows no trace of a knowledge of Christianity any more than Seneca, whose correspondence with 
Paul is spurious, though both lived at Rome under Nero. Marcus Aurelius, a century later, 
persecuted the Christians and alludes to them only once in his Meditations (XI. 3), where he 
traces their heroic zeal for martyrdom to sheer obstinacy. The self-reliant, stoic morality of these 
philosophers, sublime as it is, would have hindered rather than facilitated their acceptance of 
Christianity, which is based on repentance and humility. 
 
{1150} kolossai, Colossae, is the correct reading of the oldest MSS. against the later Kolassaiv, 
Colossae. Herodotus calls it poliv megavlh, and xenophon eudaimwn kai megalh. In the 
middle ages it was called cwnai. There are few remains of it left two miles north of the present 
town of Chonos, which is inhabited by Christians and Turks. 
 
{1151} Acts 16:6 (thn frugian kai galatikhn cwran); 18:23. 
 
{1152} Colossians 2:1; comp. 1:4, 8, 9; and Lightfoot, Com., pp. 23 sqq. and 238. 
 
{1153} Colossians 1:7; 4:12; comp. Philemon 23. Hilgenfeld (p. 663) thinks that Paul founded 
those churches, and uses this as an argument against the genuineness of the Epistle which implies 
the contrary. But how easily could a forger have avoided such an apparent contradiction. 
 
{1154} Colossians 4:16: thn ek laodikaiav ina kai umeiv a-nagnwte. An abridged 
expression for "the letter left at Laodicea which you will procure thence." So Bleek and 
Lightfoot, in loco. 
 
{1155} On the Colossian heresy I refer chiefly to Neander (I. 319 sqq.), the lectures of Bleek (pp. 
11-19), and the valuable Excursus of Lightfoot, Com., pp. 73-113, who agrees with Neander and 
Bleek, but is more full. Lightfoot refutes the view of Hilgenfeld (Der Gnosticismus u. das N. 
Test., in the "Zeitschrift fur wissensch. Theol.," vol. XIII. 233 sqq.), who maintains that the Ep. 
opposes two different heresies, pure Gnosticism {Colossians 2:8-10} and pure Judaism (2:16-23). 



Comp. his Einleitung, pp. 665 sqq. The two passages are connected by ta stoiceia tou kosmou 
(2:8 and 2:20), and the later history of Gnosticism shows, in a more developed form, the same 
strange mixture of Judaizing and paganizing elements. See the chapter on Gnosticism in the 
second volume. 
 
{1156} The word plhrwma, from plhroun, to fill, to complete, occurs eighteen times in the 
New Test., thirteen times in the Epistles of Paul (see Bruder). It designates the result of the action 
implied in the verb, i.e., complement, completeness, plenitude, perfection; and, in a wider sense 
(as in John 1:16 Colossians 1:19 2:9), fulness, abundance. Like other substantives ending in—ma, 
it has an active sense: the filling substance, that which fills (id quod implet, or id quo res 
impletur). So it is often used by the classics, e.g., . plhrwma polewv, the population of a city; 
in the Septuagint, for the Hebrew alm], abundance, e g., to plhrwma thv ghv. or to plhrwma 
thv yalasshv, that which fills the earth, or the sea; and in the New Test., e.g., Mark 6:43 
(kofinwn plhrwmata); 8:20 (spuridwn pl.). The passive sense is rare: that which is filled (id 
quod impletur or impletum est), the filled receptacle. Comp. Grimm and Robinson, sub verbo, and 
especially Fritzsche, Ad Rom. II. 469 sqq., and Lightfoot. Coloss. 323 sqq. 
 
{1157} In this passage it in equivalent to plhrwsiv, legis observatio. 
 
{1158} Colossians 2:9 to plhvrwma thv yeothtov, deitas, Deity, not yeiothtov, divinitas, 
divinity. Bengel remarks: "Non modo divinae virtutes, sed ipsa divina natura." So also Lightfoot. 
 
{1159} Or, according to the other reading, which is equally well supported, monogenhv yeov, one 
who is only-begotten God.  

 



95. The Epistle to the Ephesians. 
 
Contents. 
 
When Paul took leave of the Ephesian Elders at Miletus, in the spring of the year 58, he earnestly 
and affectionately exhorted them, in view of threatening disturbances from within, to take heed 
unto themselves and to feed "the church of the Lord, which he acquired with his own blood." 
{1160} 
 
This strikes the key-note of the Epistle to the Ephesians. It is a doctrinal and practical exposition 
of the idea of the church, as the house of God, {Ephesians 2:20-22} the spotless bride of Christ 
(5:25-27), the mystical body of Christ (4:12-16), "the fulness of Him that filleth all in all" (1:23). 
The pleroma of the Godhead resides in Christ corporeally; so the pleroma of Christ, the plenitude 
of his graces and energies, resides in the church, as his body. Christ’s fulness is God’s fulness; the 
church’s fulness is Christ’s fulness. God is reflected in Christ, Christ is reflected in the church. 
 
This is an ideal conception, a celestial vision, as it were, of the church in its future state of 
perfection. Paul himself represents the present church militant as a gradual growth unto the 
complete stature of Christ’s fulness (4:13-16). We look in vain for an actual church which is free 
from spot or wrinkle or blemish (5:27). Even the apostolic church was full of defects, as we may 
learn from every Epistle of the New Testament. The church consists of individual Christians, and 
cannot be complete till they are complete. The body grows and matures with its several members. 
"It is not yet made manifest what we shall be". {1 John 3:2} 
 
Nevertheless, Paul’s church is not a speculation or fiction, like Plato’s Republic or Sir Thomas 
More’s Utopia. It is a reality in Christ, who is absolutely holy, and is spiritually and dynamically 
present in his church always, as the soul is present in the members of the body. And it sets before 
us the high standard and aim to be kept constantly in view; as Christ exhorts every one 
individually to be perfect, even as our heavenly Father is perfect. {Matthew 5:48} 
 
With this conception of the church is closely connected Paul’s profound and most fruitful idea of 
the family. He calls the relation of Christ to his church a great mystery, {Ephesians 5:32} and 
represents it as the archetype of the marriage relation, whereby one man and one woman become 
one flesh. He therefore bases the family on new and holy ground, and makes it a miniature of the 
church, or the household of God. Accordingly, husbands are to love their wives even as Christ 
loved the church, his bride, and gave himself up for her; wives are to obey their husbands as the 
church is subject to Christ, the head; parents are to love their children as Christ and the church 
love the individual Christians; children are to love their parents as individual Christians are to 
love Christ and the church. The full and general realization of this domestic ideal would be 
heaven on earth. But how few families come up to this standard. {1161} 
 
Ephesians and the Writings of John. 
 
Paul emphasizes the person of Christ in Colossians, the person and agency of the Holy Spirit in 
Ephesians. For the Holy Spirit carries on the work of Christ in the church. Christians are sealed 
with the Holy Spirit of promise unto the day of redemption. {Ephesians 1:13 4:30} The spirit of 
wisdom and revelation imparts the knowledge of Christ (1:17; 3:16). Christians should be filled 
with the Spirit (5:18), take the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God, and pray in the 
Spirit at all seasons (6:17, 18). 
 



The pneumatology of Ephesians resembles that of John, as the christology of Colossians 
resembles the christology of John. It is the Spirit who takes out of the "fulness" of Christ, and 
shows it to the believer, who glorifies the Son and guides into the truth. {John 14:17 15:26 16:13-
15, etc.} Great prominence is given to the Spirit also in Romans, Galatians, Corinthians, and the 
Acts of the Apostles. 
 
John does not speak of the church and its outward organization (except in the Apocalypse), but he 
brings Christ in as close and vital a contact with the individual disciples as Paul with the whole 
body. Both teach the unity of the church as a fact, and as an aim to be realized more and more by 
the effort of Christians, and both put the centre of unity in the Holy Spirit. 
 
Encyclical Intent 
 
Ephesians was intended not only for the church at Ephesus, the metropolis of Asia Minor, but for 
all the leading churches of that district. Hence the omission of the words "in Ephesus" {Ephesians 
1:1} in some of the oldest and best MSS. {1162} Hence, also, the absence of personal and local 
intelligence. The encyclical destination may be inferred also from the reference in Colossians 
4:16 to the Epistle to the church of Laodicea, which the Colossians were to procure and to read, 
and which is probably identical with our canonical Epistle to the Ephesians. {1163} 
 
Character and Value of the Epistle. 
 
Ephesians is the most churchly book of the New Testament. But it presupposes Colossians, the 
most Christly of Paul’s Epistles. Its churchliness is rooted and grounded in Christliness, and has 
no sense whatever if separated from this root. A church without Christ would be, at best, a 
praying corpse (and there are such churches). Paul was at once the highest of high churchmen, the 
most evangelical of evangelicals, and the broadest of the broad, because most comprehensive in 
his grasp and furthest removed from all pedantry and bigotry of sect or party. {1164} 
 
Ephesians is, in some respects, the most profound and difficult (though not the most important) of 
his Epistles. It certainly is the most spiritual and devout, composed in an exalted and transcendent 
state of mind, where theology rises into worship, and meditation into oration. It is the Epistle of 
the Heavenlies (ta epourania), a solemn liturgy, an ode to Christ and his spotless bride, the 
Song of Songs in the New Testament. The aged apostle soared high above all earthly things to the 
invisible and eternal realities in heaven. From his gloomy confinement he ascended for a season 
to the mount of transfiguration. The prisoner of Christ, chained to a heathen soldier, was 
transformed into a conqueror, clad in the panoply of God, and singing a paean of victory. 
 
The style has a corresponding rhythmical flow and overflow, and sounds at times like the swell of 
a majestic organ. {1165} It is very involved and presents unusual combinations, but this is owing 
to the pressure and grandeur of ideas; besides, we must remember that it was written in Greek, 
which admits of long periods and parentheses. In Ephesians 1:3-14 we have one sentence with no 
less than seven relative clauses, which rise like a thick cloud of incense higher and higher to the 
very throne of God. {1166} 
 
Luther reckoned Ephesians among "the best and noblest books of the New Testament." Witsius 
characterized it as a divine Epistle glowing with the flame of Christian love and the splendor of 
holy light. Braune says: "The exalted significance of the Epistle for all time lies in its 
fundamental idea: the church of Jesus Christ a creation of the Father through the Son in the Holy 
Spirit, decreed from eternity, destined for eternity; it is the ethical cosmos; the family of God 



gathered in the world and in history and still further to be gathered, the object of his nurture and 
care in time and in eternity." 
 
These are Continental judgments. English divines are equally strong in praise of this Epistle. 
Coleridge calls it "the sublimest composition of man;" Alford: "the greatest and most heavenly 
work of one whose very imagination is peopled with things in the heavens;" Farrar: "the Epistle 
of the Ascension, the most sublime, the most profound, and the most advanced and final utterance 
of that mystery of the gospel which it was given to St. Paul for the first time to proclaim in all its 
fulness to the Gentile world." 
 
Theme: The church of Christ, the family of God, the fulness of Christ. 
 
Leading Thoughts: God chose us in Christ before the foundation of the world that we should be 
holy and without blemish before him in love. {Ephesians 1:4} In him we have our redemption 
through his blood, the forgiveness of our trespasses, according to the riches of his grace (1:7). He 
purposed to sum up all things in Christ, the things in the heavens, and the things upon the earth 
(1:10). God gave him to be head over all things to the church, which is his body, the fulness of 
him that filleth all in all (1:23). God, being rich in mercy, quickened us together with Christ and 
raised us up with him, and made us to sit with him in the heavenly places, in Christ Jesus (2:4-6). 
By grace have ye been saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: not of 
works, that no man should glory (2:8, 9). Christ is our peace, who made both one, and broke 
down the middle wall of partition (2:14). Ye are no more strangers and sojourners, but ye are 
fellow-citizens with the saints, and of the household of God, being built upon the foundation of 
the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the chief corner stone (2:19, 20). Unto me, 
who am less than the least of all saints, was this grace given, to preach Unto the Gentiles the 
unsearchable riches of Christ (3:8). That Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith; to the end 
that ye, being rooted and grounded in love, may be strong to apprehend with all the saints what is 
the breadth and length and height and depth, and to know the love of Christ which passeth 
knowledge, that ye may be filled unto all the fulness of God (3:17-19). Give diligence to keep the 
unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace (4:3). There is one body, and one Spirit, one Lord, one 
faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is over all, and through all, and in all (4:6). He 
gave some to be apostles; and some, prophets; and some, pastors and teachers for the perfecting 
of the saints (4:11, 12). Speak the truth in love (4:15). Put on the new man, which after God hath 
been created in righteousness and holiness of truth (4:24). Be ye therefore imitators of God, as 
beloved children, and walk in love, even as Christ also loved you, and gave himself up for as, an 
offering and a sacrifice to God for an odor of a sweet smell (5:1, 2). Wives, be in subjection unto 
your own husbands, as unto the Lord (5:22). Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also 
loved the church, and gave himself up for it (5:25). This mystery is great; but I speak in regard of 
Christ and of the church (532). Children, obey your parents in the Lord (6:1). Put on the whole 
armor of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil (6:11). 
 
{1160} Acts 20:28. Some of the best authorities (a, B, Vulg., etc.) read "church of God." So also 
Westcott and Hort, and the English Revision; but the American Committee prefers, with 
Tischendorf, the reading tou kuriou, which is supported by A, C*, D, E, etc., and suits better in 
this connection. Paul often speaks of "the church of God," but nowhere of "the blood of God." 
Possibly, as Dr. Hort suggests, uiou may have dropped out in a very early copy after tou’ ijdivou. 
See a full discussion by Dr. Abbot, in "Bibl. Sacra" for 1876, pp. 313 sqq. (for kuriou), and by 
Westcott and Hort, Greek Test., II., Notes, pp. 98 sqq. (for yeou). 
 
{1161} For a fine analysis of the Epistle, I refer to Braune’s Com. in the Lange Series (translated 
by Dr. Riddle). He adopts a twofold, Stier and Alford a threefold (trinitarian) division. See also 



Dr. Riddle’s clear analysis in Schaff’s Popular Com. on the New Test., III. (1882). p. 355. I. 
Doctrinal Part, chs. 1-3: The church, the mystical body of Christ, chosen, redeemed, and united in 
Christ. II. Practical Part. chs. 4-6: Therefore, let all the members of the church walk in unity, in 
love, in newness of life, in the armor of God. But we should remember that the Epistle is not 
strictly systematic, and the doctrinal expositions and practical exhortations interlace each other. 
 
{1162} en efesw is omitted in the Sinaitic and Vatican MSS. Marcion retained the Epistle under 
the title "To the Laodicenes," as Tertullian reports. Dr. Hort says: "Transcriptional evidence 
strongly supports the testimony of documents against en efesw." The arguments of Meyer and of 
Woldemar Schmidt (in the fifth ed. of Meyer on Colossians) in favor of the words are not 
conclusive. 
 
{1163} This was already the view of Marcion in the second century. Meyer, however, in loc., 
insists that another letter is meant, which was lost, like one to the Corinthians. The apocryphal 
Ep. to the Laodiceans (in Fabricius, Cod. Apocr. N. T., I. 873 sqq.), consisting of twenty verses, is 
a mere fabrication from the other Epistles of Paul. It was forbidden by the Second Council of 
Nicaea (787). 
 
{1164} But the very reverse of churchy. Nothing can be further removed from the genius of Paul 
than that narrow, mechanical, and pedantic churchiness which sticks to the shell of outward forms 
and ceremonies, and mistakes them for the kernel within. 
 
{1165} Ephesians 5:14 may be a part of a primitive hymn after the type of Hebrew parallelism: 
 
Awake thou that sleepest, 
 
Arise thou from the dead 
 
And Christ will shine upon thee. 
 
{1166} In literal English translation such a sentence is unquestionably heavy and cumbrous. 
Unsympathetic critics, like Deuteronomy Wette, Baur, Renan, Holtzmann, characterize the style 
of Ephesians as verbose, diffuse, overloaded, monotonous, and repetitious. But Grotius, a first-
class classical scholar, describes it (in his Preface) as "rerum sublimitatem adaequans verbis 
sublimioribus quam ulla habuit unquam lingua humana." Harless asserts that not a single word in 
the Epistle is superfluous, and has proved it in his very able commentary. Alford (III. 25) 
remarks: "As the wonderful effect of the Spirit of inspiration on the mind of man is nowhere in 
Scripture more evident than in this Epistle, so, to discern those things of the Spirit, is the spiritual 
mind here more than anywhere required." He contrasts, under this view, the commentaries of 
Deuteronomy Wette and Stier, putting rather too high an estimate on the latter. Maurice (Unity of 
the N. T., p. 535): "Every one must be conscious of an overflowing fulness in the style of this 
Epistle, as if the apostle’s mind could not contain the thoughts that were at work in him, as if each 
one that he uttered had a luminous train before it and behind it, from which it could not disengage 
itself." Bishop Ellicott says that the difficulties of the first chapter are "so great and so deep that 
the most exact language and the most discriminating analysis are too poor and too weak to 
convey the force or connection of expressions so august, and thoughts so unspeakably profound." 
Dr. Riddle: "It is the greatness of the Epistle which makes it so difficult; the thought seems to 
struggle with the words, which seem insufficient to convey the transcendent idea."  

 



96. Colossians and Ephesians Compared and Vindicated. 
 
Comparison. 
 
The Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians were written about the same time and transmitted 
through the same messenger, Tychicus. They are as closely related to each other as the Epistles to 
the Galatians and to the Romans. They handle the same theme, Christ and his church; as 
Galatians and Romans discuss the same doctrines of salvation by free grace and justification by 
faith. 
 
But Colossians, like Galatians, arose from a specific emergency, and is brief, terse, polemical; 
while Ephesians, like Romans, is expanded, calm, irenical. Colossians is directed against the 
incipient Gnostic (paganizing) heresy, as Galatians is directed against the Judaizing heresy. The 
former is anti-Essenic and anti-ascetic, the latter is anti-Pharisaic and anti-legalistic; the one deals 
with a speculative expansion and fantastic evaporation, the latter, with a bigoted contraction, of 
Christianity; yet both these tendencies, like all extremes, have points of contact and admit of 
strange amalgamations; and in fact the Colossian and Galatian errorists united in their ceremonial 
observance of circumcision and the Sabbath. Ephesians, like Romans, is an independent 
exposition of the positive truth, of which the heresy opposed in the other Epistles is a perversion 
or caricature. 
 
Again, Colossians and Ephesians differ from each other in the modification and application of 
their common theme: Colossians is christological and represents Christ as the true pleroma or 
plenitude of the Godhead, the totality of divine attributes and powers; Ephesians is ecclesiological 
and exhibits the ideal church as the body of Christ, as the reflected pleroma of Christ, "the fulness 
of Him who filleth all in all." Christology naturally precedes ecclesiology in the order of the 
system, as Christ precedes the church; and Colossians preceded Ephesians most probably, also in 
the order of composition, as the outline precedes the full picture; but they were not far apart, and 
arose from the same train of meditation. {1167} 
 
This relationship of resemblance and contrast can be satisfactorily explained only on the 
assumption of the same authorship, the same time of composition, and the same group of 
churches endangered by the same heretical modes of thought. With Paul as the author of both 
everything is clear; without that assumption everything is dark and uncertain. "Non est cuiusvis 
hominis," says Erasmus, "Paulinum pectus effingere; tonat, fulgurat, meras flammas loquitur 
Paulus." {1168} 
 
Authorship. 
 
The genuineness of the two cognate Epistles has recently been doubted and denied, but the 
negative critics are by no means agreed; some surrender Ephesians but retain Colossians, others 
reverse the case; while Baur, always bolder and more consistent than his predecessors, rejects 
both. {1169} 
 
They must stand or fall together. But they will stand. They represent, indeed, an advanced state of 
christological and ecclesiological knowledge in the apostolic age, but they have their roots in the 
older Epistles of Paul, and are brimful of his spirit. They were called forth by a new phase of 
error, and brought out new statements of truth with new words and phrases adapted to the case. 
They contain nothing that Paul could not have written consistently with his older Epistles, and 
there is no known pupil of Paul who could have forged such highly intellectual and spiritual 



letters in his name and equalled, if not out-Pauled Paul. {1170} The external testimonies are 
unanimous in favor of the Pauline authorship, and go as far back as Justin Martyr, Polycarp, 
Ignatius, and the heretical Marcion (about 140), who included both Epistles in his mutilated 
canon. {1171} 
 
The difficulties which have been urged against their Pauline origin, especially of Ephesians, are 
as follows: 
 
1. The striking resemblance of the two Epistles, and the apparent repetitiousness and dependence 
of Ephesians on Colossians, which seem to be unworthy of such an original thinker as Paul. 
{1172} But this resemblance, which is more striking in the practical than in the doctrinal part, is 
not the resemblance between an author and an imitator, but of two compositions of the same 
author, written about the same time on two closely connected topics; and it is accompanied by an 
equally marked variety in thought and language. 
 
2. The absence of personal and local references in Ephesians. This is, as already remarked, 
sufficiently explained by the encyclical character of that Epistle. 
 
3. A number of peculiar words not found elsewhere in the Pauline Epistles. {1173} But they are 
admirably adapted to the new ideas, and must be expected from a mind so rich as Paul’s. Every 
Epistle contains some hapaxlegomena. The only thing which is somewhat startling is that an 
apostle should speak of "holy apostles and prophets," {Ephesians 3:5} but the term "holy" (agioi) 
is applied in the New Testament to all Christians, as being consecrated to God, {agiasmenoi, 
John 17:17} and not in the later ecclesiastical sense of a spiritual nobility. It implies no 
contradiction to Ephesians 3:8, where the author calls himself "the least of all saints". {comp. 1 
Corinthians 15:9, "I am the least of the apostles"} 
 
4. The only argument of any weight is the alleged post-Pauline rise of the Gnostic heresy, which 
is undoubtedly opposed in Colossians (not in Ephesians, at least not directly). But why should 
this heresy not have arisen in the apostolic age as well as the Judaizing heresy which sprung up 
before A. D. 50, and followed Paul everywhere? The tares spring up almost simultaneously with 
the wheat. Error is the shadow of truth. Simon Magus, the contemporary of Peter, and the Gnostic 
Cerinthus, the contemporary, of John, are certainly historic persons. Paul speaks {1 Corinthians 
8:1} of a "gnosis which puffeth up," and warned the Ephesian elders, as early as 58, of the rising 
of disturbing errorists from their own midst; and the Apocalypse, which the Tubingen critics 
assign to the year 68, certainly opposes the antinomian type of Gnosticism, the error of the 
Nicolaitans, {Revelation 2:6,15,20} which the early Fathers derived from one of the first seven 
deacons of Jerusalem. All the elements of Gnosticism—Ebionism, Platonism, Philoism, 
syncretism, asceticism, antinomianism—were extant before Christ, and it needed only a spark of 
Christian truth to set the inflammable material on fire. The universal sentiment of the Fathers, as 
far as we can trace it up to Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, and Polycarp found the origin of Gnosticism 
in the apostolic age, and called Simon Magus its father or grandfather. 
 
Against their testimony, the isolated passage of Hegesippus, so often quoted by the negative 
critics, {1174} has not the weight of a feather. This credulous, inaccurate, and narrow-minded 
Jewish Christian writer said, according to Eusebius, that the church enjoyed profound peace, and 
was "a pure and uncorrupted virgin," governed by brothers and relations of Jesus, until the age of 
Trajan, when, after the death of the apostles, "the knowledge falsely so called" (qeudwnumov 
gnwsiv, comp. 1 Timothy 6:20), openly raised its head. {1175} But he speaks of the church in 
Palestine, not in Asia Minor; and he was certainly mistaken in this dream of an age of absolute 
purity and peace. The Tubingen school itself maintains the very opposite view. Every Epistle, as 



well as the Acts, bears testimony to the profound agitations, parties, and evils of the church, 
including Jerusalem, where the first great theological controversy was fought out by the apostles 
themselves. But Hegesippus corrects himself, and makes a distinction between the secret working 
and the open and shameless manifestation of heresy. The former began, he intimates, in the 
apostolic age; the latter showed itself afterward. {1176} Gnosticism, like modern Rationalism, 
{1177} had a growth of a hundred years before it came to full maturity. A post-apostolic writer 
would have dealt very differently with the fully developed systems of Basilides, Valentinus, and 
Marcion. And yet the two short Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians strike at the roots of this 
error, and teach the positive truth with an originality, vigor, and depth that makes them more 
valuable, even as a refutation, than the five books of Irenaeus against Gnosticism, and the ten 
books of the Philosophumena of Hippolytus; and this patent fact is the best proof of their 
apostolic origin. 
 
{1167} Lardner, Credner, Mayerhoff, Hofmann, and Reuss reverse the order on the ground of 
Colossians 4:16, which refers to "the Epistle from Laodicea," assuming that this is the encyclical 
Epistle to the Ephesians. But Paul may have done that by anticipation. On the other hand, the kai 
umeiv (that ye also as well as those to whom I have just written) in Ephesians 6:21, as compared 
with Colossians 4:7, justifies the opposite conclusion (as Harless shows, Com., p. lix). Reuss 
thinks that in writing two letters on the same topic the second is apt to be the shorter. But the 
reverse is more frequent, as a second edition of a book is usually larger than the first. 
Deuteronomy Wette, Baur, Hilgenfeld, and Holtzmann regard Ephesians as an enlarged recasting 
(Umarbeitung and Ueberarbeitung) of Colossians by a pupil of Paul. 
 
{1168} Annot. ad Col. 4:16. 
 
{1169} DeWette first attacked Ephesians as a verbose expansion (wortreiche Erweiterung) of the 
genuine Colossians by a pupil of Paul. See his Introd. to the New Test. (1826, 6th ed. by Messner 
and Lunemann, 1860, pp. 313 sqq., and especially his Com. on Eph., 1843 and 1847). He based 
his doubts chiefly on the apparent dependence of Ephesians on Colossians, and could not 
appreciate the originality and depth of Ephesians. Mayerhoff first attacked Colossians (1838) as a 
post-Pauline abridgment of Ephesians which he regarded as genuine. Baur attacked both (1845), 
as his pupil Schwegler did (1846), and assigned them to an anti-Gnostic writer of the later Pauline 
school. He was followed by Hilgenfeld (1870, 1873, and 1875). Hitzig proposed a middle view 
(1870), that a genuine Epistle of Paul to the Colossians was enlarged and adapted by the same 
author who wrote Ephesians, and this view was elaborately carried out by Holtzmann with an 
attempt to reconstruct the Pauline original (Kritik der Epheser- und Kolosserbriefe, Leipzig, 
1872). But the assumption of another Epistle of Paul to the Colossians is a pure critical fiction. 
History knows only of one such Epistle. Pfleiderer (1873, Paulinismus, p. 370 sq. and 434) 
substantially agrees with Holtzmann, but assumes two different authors for the two Epistles. He 
regards Ephesians as an advance from old Paulinism to the Johannean theology. Renan and 
Ewald admit Colossians to be genuine, but surrender Ephesians, assigning it, however, to an 
earlier date than the Tulbingen critics (Ewald to A. D. 75 or 80). On the other hand, the 
genuineness of both Epistles has been ably defended by Bleek, Meyer, Woldemar Schmidt, 
Braune, Weiss, Alford, Farrar. Bishop Lightfoot, in his Com. on Col., promises to take the 
question of genuineness up in the Com. on Ephes., which, however, has not yet appeared. Dr. 
Samuel Davidson, in the revised edition of his Introduction to the Study of the New Test. (1882, 
vol. II. 176 sqq. and 205 sqq.), reproduces the objections of the Tubingen critics, and adds some 
new ones which are not very creditable to his judgment, e.g., Paul could not warn the Ephesians 
to steal no more, {Ephesians 4:28} and not to be drunk (5:18), because "the Christians of Asia 
Minor had no tendency to drunken excesses, but rather to ascetic abstinence from wine; and the 
advice given to Timothy might perhaps have been more suitable: ‘Drink a little wine’" (p. 213). 



But what then becomes of the Epistle to the Corinthians who tolerated an incestuous person in 
their midst and disgraced the love feasts by intemperance? What of the Epistle to the Romans 
which contains a similar warning against drunkenness? {Romans 13:13} And what could induce a 
pseudo-Paul to slander the church at Ephesus, if it was exceptionally pure? 
 
{1170} Farrar (II. 602): "We might well be amazed if the first hundred years after the death of 
Christ produced a totally unknown writer who, assuming the name of Paul, treats the mystery 
which it was given him to reveal with a masterly power which the apostle himself rarely equalled, 
and most certainly never surpassed. Let any one study the remains of the Apostolic Fathers, and 
he may well be surprised at the facility with which writers of the Tubingen school, and their 
successors, assume the existence of Pauls who lived unheard of and died unknown, though they 
were intellectually and spiritually the equals, if not the superiors, of St. Paul himself!" 
 
{1171} See the quotations in Charteris’s Canonicity, pp. 237 sqq and 247 sqq. 
 
{1172} This is DeWette’s chief argument. See his table of parallel passages in Einleitung, 146a 
(pp. 313-318 of the sixth ed.). 
 
{1173} Such as aiscrologia, {Colossians 3:8} antanaplhrow (1:24), eiphopoievw (1:20), 
eyeloyrhskeia (2:23), piyanologia (2:4); ta epourania, ta {Ephesians 1:3,20 2:6 3:10 
6:12} peumatika (6:12), kosmokratorev (6:12), polupoikilov sofia (3:10). Even the word 
afesiv (Colossians 1:14 and Ephesians 1:7) for paresiv {Romans 3:25} has been counted 
among the strange terms, as if Paul had not known before of the remission of sins. Holtzmann has 
most carefully elaborated the philological argument. But the veteran Reuss (I. 112) treats it as 
futile, and even Davidson must admit (II 219) that "the sentiments (of Ephesians) are generally 
Pauline, as well as the diction," though he adds that "both betray marks of another writer." 
 
{1174} Baur, Schwegler, and Hilgenfeld (Einleit., 652 sq.). 
 
{1175} Eus., H. E., III. 32: "The same author [Hegesippus], relating the events of the times, also 
says that ‘the church continued until then as a pure and uncorrupt virgin (paryenov kayara kai 
adiafyorov emenen h ekklhsia); whilst if there were any at all that attempted to pervert the 
sound doctrine of the saving gospel, they were yet skulking in darkness (en adhlw pou skotei); 
but when the sacred choir of the apostles became extinct, and the generation of those that had 
been privileged to hear their inspired wisdom had passed away, then also arose the combination 
of godless error through the fraud of false teachers. These also, as there was none of the apostles 
left, henceforth attempted, without shame (gumnh loipon hdh th kefalh), to preach their 
falsely so-called gnosis against the gospel of truth.’ Such is the statement of Hegesippus." Comp. 
the notes on the passage by Heinichen in his ed. of Euseb., Tome III., pp. 100-103. 
 
{1176} The same Hegesippus, in Eus., IV. 22, places the rise of the heresies in the Palestinian 
church immediately after the death of James, and traces some of them back to Simon Magus. He 
was evidently familiar with the Pastoral Epistles, and borrowed from them the terms 
qeudwnumov gnwsiv, eterodidaskaloi, ugihv kanwn. 
 
{1177} The critical school of Rationalism began in Germany with Semler of Halle (1725-1791), 
in the middle of the eighteenth century, and culminated in the Tubingen School of our own age.  

 



97. The Epistle to the Philippians. 
 
The Church at Philippi. 
 
Philippi was a city of Macedonia, founded by and called after Philip, the father of Alexander the 
Great, in a fertile region, with contiguous gold and silver mines, on the banks of a small river and 
the highway between Asia and Europe, ten miles from the seacoast. It acquired immortal fame by 
the battle between Brutus and Mark Antony (B. C. 42), in which the Roman republic died and the 
empire was born. After that event it had the rank of a Roman military colony, with the high-
sounding title, "Colonia Augusta Julia Philippensis." {1178} Hence its mixed population, the 
Greeks, of course, prevailing, next the Roman colonists and magistrates, and last a limited 
number of Jews, who had a place of prayer on the riverside. It was visited by Paul, in company 
with Silas, Timothy, and Luke, on his second missionary tour, in the year 52, and became the seat 
of the first Christian congregation on the classical soil of Greece. Lydia, the purple dealer of 
Thyatira and a half proselyte to Judaism, a native slave-girl with a divining spirit, which was used 
by her masters as a means of gain among the superstitious heathen, and a Roman jailer, were the 
first converts, and fitly represent the three nationalities (Jew, Greek, and Roman) and the classes 
of society which were especially benefited by Christianity. "In the history of the gospel at 
Philippi, as in the history of the church at large, is reflected the great maxim of Christianity, the 
central truth of the apostle’s teaching, that here is ‘neither Jew nor Greek, neither bond nor free, 
neither male nor female, but all are one in Christ Jesus." {1179} Here, also, are the first recorded 
instances of whole households (of Lydia and the jailer) being baptized and gathered into the 
church, of which the family is the chief nursery. The congregation was fully organized, with 
bishops (presbyters) and deacons at the head. {Philippians 1:1} 
 
Here the apostle was severely persecuted and marvellously delivered. Here he had his most loyal 
and devoted converts, who were his "joy and crown." For them he felt the strongest personal 
attachment; from them alone he would receive contributions for his support. In the autumn of the 
year 57, after five years’ absence, he paid a second visit to Philippi, having in the meantime kept 
up constant intercourse with the congregation through living messengers; and on his last journey 
to Jerusalem, in the spring of the following year, he stopped at Philippi to keep the paschal feast 
with his beloved brethren. They had liberally contributed out of their poverty to the relief of the 
churches in Judaea. When they heard of his arrival at Rome, they again sent him timely assistance 
through Epaphroditus, who also offered his personal services to the prisoner of the Lord, at the 
sacrifice of his health and almost his life. It was through this faithful fellow-worker that Paul sent 
his letter of thanks to the Philippians, hoping, after his release, to visit them in person once more. 
 
The Epistle. 
 
The Epistle reflects, in familiar ease, his relations to this beloved flock, which rested on the love 
of Christ. It is not systematic, not polemic, nor apologetic, but personal and autobiographic, 
resembling in this respect the First Epistle to the Thessalonians, and to some extent, also, the 
Second Epistle to the Corinthians. It is the free outflow of tender love and gratitude, and full of 
joy and cheerfulness in the face of life and death. It is like his midnight hymn of praise in the 
dungeon of Philippi. "Rejoice in the Lord alway; again I will say, Rejoice". {1180} {Philippians 
4:4} This is the key-note of the letter. {1181} It proves that a healthy Christian faith, far from 
depressing and saddening the heart, makes truly happy and contented even in prison. It is an 
important contribution to our knowledge of the character of the apostle. In acknowledging the gift 
of the Philippians, he gracefully and delicately mingles manly independence and gratitude. He 
had no doctrinal error, nor practical vice to rebuke, as in Galatians and Corinthians. 



 
The only discordant tone is the warning against "the dogs of the concision" (katatomh, 3:2), as 
he sarcastically calls the champions of circumcision (peritomh), who everywhere sowed tares in 
his wheat fields, and at that very time tried to check his usefulness in Rome by substituting the 
righteousness of the law for the righteousness of faith. But he guards the readers with equal 
earnestness against the opposite extreme of antinomian license (3:2-21). In opposition to the spirit 
of personal and social rivalry and contention which manifested itself among the Philippians, Paul 
reminds them of the self-denying example of Christ, who was the highest of all, and yet became 
the lowliest of all by divesting himself of his divine majesty and humbling himself, even to the 
death on the cross, and who, in reward for his obedience, was exalted above every name (2:1-11). 
 
This is the most important doctrinal passage of the letter, and contains (together with 2 
Corinthians 8:9) the fruitful germ of the speculations on the nature and extent of the kenosis, 
which figures so prominently in the history of christology. {1182} It is a striking example of the 
apparently accidental occasion of some of the deepest utterances of the apostle. "With passages 
full of elegant negligence, {Philippians 1:29} like Plato’s dialogues and Cicero’s letters, it has 
passages of wonderful eloquence, and proceeds from outward relations and special circumstances 
to wide-reaching thoughts and grand conceptions." {1183} 
 
The objections against the genuineness raised by a few hyper-critical are not worthy of a serious 
refutation. {1184} 
 
The Later History. 
 
The subsequent history of the church at Philippi is rather disappointing, like that of the other 
apostolic churches in the East. It appears again in the letters of Ignatius, who passed through the 
place on his way to his martyrdom in Rome, and was kindly entertained and escorted by the 
brethren, and in the Epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians, who expressed his joy that "the sturdy 
root of their faith, famous from the earliest days, still survives and bears fruit unto our Lord Jesus 
Christ," and alludes to the labors of "the blessed and glorious Paul" among them. Tertullian 
appeals to the Philippian church as still maintaining the apostle’s doctrine and reading his Epistle 
publicly. The name of its bishop is mentioned here and there in the records of councils, but that is 
all. During the middle ages the city was turned into a wretched village, and the bishopric into a 
mere shadow. At present there is not even a village on the site, but only a caravansary, a mile or 
more from the ruins, which consist of a theatre, broken marble columns, two lofty gateways, and 
a portion of the city wall. {1185} "Of the church which stood foremost among all the apostolic 
communities in faith and love, it may literally be said that not one stone stands upon another. Its 
whole career is a signal monument of the inscrutable counsels of God. Born into the world with 
the brightest promise, the church of Philippi has lived without a history and perished without a 
memorial." {1186} 
 
But in Paul’s Epistle that noble little band of Christians still lives and blesses the church in distant 
countries. 
 
Theme: Theological: The self-humiliation (kenwsiv) of Christ for our salvation. {Philippians 
2:5-11} Practical: Christian cheerfulness. 
 
Leading Thoughts: He who began a good work in you will perfect it (1:6). If only Christ is 
preached, I rejoice (1:13). To me to live is Christ, and to die is gain (1:21). Have this mind in you, 
which was also in Christ Jesus: who emptied himself, etc. (2:5 sqq.). God worketh in you both to 
will and to work (2:13). Rejoice in the Lord alway; again I will say, Rejoice (3:1; 4:1). I count all 



things to be loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ (3:8). I press on toward the goal 
unto the prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus (3:14). Whatsoever things are true, 
whatsoever things are honorable, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, 
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if 
there be any praise, think on these things (4:8). The peace of God passeth all understanding (4:7). 
 
{1178} Augustus conferred upon Philippi the special privilege of the "jus Italicum," which made 
it a miniature likeness of the Roman people, with "praetors" and "lictors," and the other titles of 
the Roman magistrates. Under this character the city appears in the narrative of the Acts (16:12 
sqq.), where "the pride and privilege of Roman citizenship confront us at every turn." See 
Lightfoot, pp. 50 sqq., Braune, and Lumby. 
 
{1179} Lightfoot, l. c., p. 53. 
 
{1180} cairete "combines a parting benediction with an exhortation to cheerfulness. It is neither 
‘farewell’ alone, nor ‘rejoice’ alone" (Lightfoot). 
 
{1181} Bengel: "Summa Epistolae: Gaudeo, gaudete." Farrar (II. 423): "If any one compare the 
spirit of the best-known classic writers in their adversity with that which was habitual to the far 
deeper wrongs and far deadlier sufferings of St. Paul—if he will compare the Epistle to the 
Philippians with the ‘Tristia’ of Ovid, the letters of Cicero from exile, or the treatise which 
Seneca dedicated to Polybius from his banishment in Corsica—he may see, if he will, the 
difference which Christianity has made in the happiness of man." 
 
{1182} The kenosis controversy between the Lutherans of Giessen and Tubingen in the early part 
of the seventeenth century, and the more extensive kenosis literature in the nineteenth century 
(Thomasius, Liebner, Gess, Godet, etc.). 
 
{1183} Dr. Braune, in Lange’s Com., p. 4. 
 
{1184} The arguments of Baur and Swegler have been set aside by Lunemann (1847), Bruckner 
(1848), Resch (1850), Hilgenfeld (1871), and Reuss (1875); those of Holsten (1875 and 1876) by 
P. W. Schmidt, Neutestam, Hyperkritik, 1880. Comp. Holzmann in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift fur 
wiss. Theol.," 1881, 98 sqq. 
 
{1185} Dr. H. B. Hackett, who visited the spot, corrects the false statement of Meyer and other 
commentators that there is still a village (Felibah, or Filibidjek, as Farrar says) on the former site. 
See his translation of Braune on Phil., p. 6. 
 
{1186} Lightfoot, p. 64. But almost the same sad tale may be told of the churches of Palestine, 
Syria, and Asia Minor, under the withering rule of the Mohammedan Turks. Even Ephesus, where 
both Paul and John labored so successfully, is little more than a heap of ruins.  

 



98. The Epistle to Philemon. 
 
Of the many private letters of introduction and recommendation which Paul must have written 
during his long life, only one is left to us, very brief but very weighty. It is addressed to 
Philemon, a zealous Christian at Colossae, a convert of Paul and apparently a layman, who lent 
his house for the religious meetings of the brethren. {1187} The name recalls the touching 
mythological legend of the faithful old couple, Philemon and Baucis, who, in the same province 
of Phrygia, entertained gods unawares and were rewarded for their simple hospitality and 
conjugal love. The letter was written and transmitted at the same time as that to the Colossians. It 
may be regarded as a personal postscript to it. 
 
It was a letter of recommendation of Onesimus (i.e., Profitable), {1188} a slave of Philemon, who 
had run away from his master on account of some offence (probably theft, a very common sin of 
slaves), {1189} fell in with Paul at Rome, of whom he may have heard in the weekly meetings at 
Colossae, or through Epaphras, his fellow-townsman, was converted by him to the Christian faith, 
and now desired to return, as a penitent, in company with Tychicus, the bearer of the Epistle to 
the Colossians. {Colossians 4:9} 
 
Paul and Slavery. 
 
The Epistle is purely personal, yet most significant. Paul omits his official title, and substitutes 
the touching designation, "a prisoner of Christ Jesus," thereby going directly to the heart of his 
friend. The letter introduces us into a Christian household, consisting of father (Philemon), 
mother (Apphia), son (Archippus, who was at the same time a "fellow-soldier," a Christian 
minister), and a slave (Onesimus). It shows the effect of Christianity upon society at a crucial 
point, where heathenism was utterly helpless. It touches on the institution of slavery, which lay 
like an incubus upon the whole heathen world and was interwoven with the whole structure of 
domestic and public life. 
 
The effect of Christianity upon this gigantic social evil is that of a peaceful and gradual care from 
within, by teaching the common origin and equality of men, their common redemption and 
Christian brotherhood, by, emancipating them from slavery unto spiritual freedom, equality, and 
brotherhood in Christ, in whom there is neither Jew nor Greek, neither bond nor free, neither 
male nor female, but all are one moral person. {Galatians 3:28} This principle and the 
corresponding practice wrought first an amelioration, and ultimately the abolition of slavery. The 
process was very slow and retarded by the counteracting influence of the love of gain and power, 
and all the sinful passions of men; but it was sure and is now almost complete throughout the 
Christian world; while paganism and Mohammedanism regard slavery as a normal state of 
society, and hence do not even make an attempt to remove it. It was the only wise way for the 
apostles to follow in dealing with the subject. A proclamation of emancipation from them would 
have been a mere brutum fulmen, or, if effectual, would have resulted in a bloody revolution of 
society in which Christianity itself would have been buried. 
 
Paul accordingly sent back Onesimus to his rightful master, yet under a new character, no more a 
contemptible thief and runaway, but a regenerate man and a "beloved brother," with the touching 
request that Philemon might receive him as kindly as he would the apostle himself, yea as his 
own heart. {Philemon 16,17} Such advice took the sting out of slavery; the form remained, the 
thing itself was gone. What a contrast! In the eyes of the heathen philosophers (even Aristotle) 
Onesimus, like every other slave, was but a live chattel; in the eyes of Paul a redeemed child of 
God and heir of eternal life, which is far better than freedom. {1190} 



 
The New Testament is silent about the effect of the letter. We cannot doubt that Philemon forgave 
Onesimus and treated him with Christian kindness. In all probability he went beyond the letter of 
the request and complied with its spirit, which hints at emancipation. Tradition relates that 
Onesimus received his freedom and became bishop of Beraea in Macedonia; sometimes he is 
confounded with his namesake, a bishop of Ephesus in the second century, or made a missionary 
in Spain and a martyr in Rome, or at Puteoli. {1191} 
 
Paul and Philemon. 
 
The Epistle is at the same time an invaluable contribution to our knowledge of Paul. It reveals 
him to us as a perfect Christian gentleman. It is a model of courtesy, delicacy, and tenderness of 
feeling. Shut up in a prison, the aged apostle had a heart full of love and sympathy for a poor 
runaway slave, made him a freeman in Christ Jesus, and recommended him as if he were his own 
self. 
 
Paul and Pliny. 
 
Grotius and other commentators {1192} quote the famous letter of Pliny the Consul to his friend 
Sabinianus in behalf of a runaway slave. It is very creditable to Pliny, who was born in the year 
when Paul arrived as a prisoner in Rome, and shows that the natural feelings of kindness and 
generosity could not be extinguished even by that inhuman institution. Pliny was a Roman 
gentleman of high culture and noble instincts, although he ignorantly despised Christianity and 
persecuted its innocent professors while Proconsul in Asia. The letters present striking points of 
resemblance: in both, a fugitive slave, guilty, but reformed, and desirous to return to duty; in 
both, a polite, delicate, and earnest plea for pardon and restoration, dictated by sentiments of 
disinterested kindness. But they differ as Christian charity differs from natural philanthropy, as a 
Christian gentleman differs from a heathen gentleman. The one could appeal only to the amiable 
temper and pride of his friend, the other to the love of Christ and the sense of duty and gratitude; 
the one was concerned for the temporal comfort of his client, the other even more for his eternal 
welfare; the one could at best remand him to his former condition as a slave, the other raised him 
to the high dignity of a Christian brother, sitting with his master at the same communion table of 
a common Lord and Saviour. "For polished speech the Roman may bear the palm, but for 
nobleness of tone and warmth of heart he falls far short of the imprisoned apostle." 
 
The Epistle was poorly understood in the ancient church when slavery ruled supreme in the 
Roman empire. A strong prejudice prevailed against it in the fourth century, as if it were wholly 
unworthy of an apostle. Jerome, Chrysostom, and other commentators, who themselves had no 
clear idea of its ultimate social bearing, apologized to their readers that Paul, instead of teaching 
metaphysical dogmas and enforcing ecclesiastical discipline, should take so much interest in a 
poor runaway slave. {1193} But since the Reformation full justice has been done to it. Erasmus 
says: "Cicero never wrote with greater elegance." Luther and Calvin speak of it in high terms, 
especially Luther, who fully appreciated its noble, Christ-like sentiments. Bengel: "mire 
asteiov." Ewald: "Nowhere can the sensibility and warmth of a tender friendship blend more 
beautifully with the loftier feeling of a commanding spirit than in this letter, at once so brief, and 
yet so surpassingly full and significant." Meyer: "A precious relic of a great character, and, 
viewed merely as a specimen of Attic elegance and urbanity, it takes rank among the epistolary 
masterpieces of antiquity." Baur rejects it with trifling arguments as post-apostolic, but confesses 
that it "makes an agreeable impression by its attractive form," and breathes "the noblest Christian 
spirit." {1194} Holtzmann calls it "a model of tact, refinement, and amiability." Reuss: "a model 
of tact and humanity, and an expression of a fine appreciation of Christian duty, and genial, 



amiable humor." Renan, with his keen eye on the literary and aesthetic merits or defects, praises it 
as "a veritable little f-d’oeuvre, of the art of letter-writing." And Lightfoot, while estimating still 
higher its moral significance on the question of slavery, remarks of its literary excellency: "As an 
expression of simple dignity, of refined courtesy, of large sympathy, of warm personal affection, 
the Epistle to Philemon stands unrivalled. And its pre-eminence is the more remarkable because 
in style it is exceptionally loose. It owes nothing to the graces of rhetoric; its effect is due solely 
to the spirit of the writer." 
 
{1187} A worthless tradition makes him bishop of Colossae and a martyr in the Neronian 
persecution. So Onesimus and almost every important man in the apostolic church was turned 
into a bishop and martyr. On the names in the Epistle, see Lightfoot’s Com. on Col. and Philem., 
pp. 372 sqq. 
 
{1188} Hence the good-humored play on the meaning of the word, Philemon 1:11, acrhstov, 
eucrhstov, "unprofitable to thee, but now profitable to thee and to me;" and the play on the 
name, Philemon 1:20, onaimhn, "let me have comfort in thee." 
 
{1189} Philem. 18 seems to describe the actual offence, though the case is stated hypothetically, 
ei de ti... ofeilei (a mild word for ekleyqn, stole). The apostle would not wound the feelings of 
the slave, nor irritate the master, and offers himself to discharge the debt. 
 
{1190} "The Gospel," says Lightfoot (p. 389), "never directly attacks slavery as an institution: the 
apostles never command the liberation of slaves as an absolute duty. It is a remarkable fact that 
St. Paul in this Epistle stops short of any positive injunction. The word ‘emancipation’ seems to 
be trembling on his lips, and yet he does not once utter it. He charges Philemon to take the 
runaway slave Onesimus into his confidence again; to receive him with all affection; to regard 
him no more as a slave, but as a brother; to treat him with the same consideration, the same love, 
which he entertains for the apostle himself to whom he owes everything. In fact he tells him to do 
very much more than emancipate his slave, but this one thing he does not directly enjoin. St. 
Paul’s treatment of this individual case is an apt illustration of the attitude of Christianity toward 
slavery in general." 
 
{1191} For these conflicting legends, see the Acts Sanctorum Boll., XVI. Febr., II. 857 sqq. 
 
{1192} As Hackett (in Lange), Lightfoot, Lumby, and others. 
 
{1193} See Lightfoot, p. 383, and the Speaker’s Com. New Test., III. 829. 
 
{1194} "Es wird hier,"he says (Paulus, II. 88, second ed.), "im Christenthum die schone Idee 
aufgefasst, dass die durch dasselbe mit einander Verbundenen in einer wahren 
Wesensgemeinschaft mit einander stehen, so dass der Eine in dem Anderen sein eigenes Selbst 
erkennt, sich mit ihm vollig Eins weiss und einer fur alle Ewigkeit dauernden Vereinigung 
angehort. "Hilgenfeld admits the genuineness, saying (p. 331): "Der ganze Brief tragt das 
Geprage der einfachen Wahrheit an-sich und verrath auch in den Wortspielen, Philemon 1:11,20, 
die Schreibart des Paulus."  

 



99. The Pastoral Epistles. 
 
Comp. 33, pp. 327-329. 
 
Contents. 
 
The three Pastoral Epistles, two to Timothy and one to Titus, form a group by themselves, and 
represent the last stage of the apostle’s life and labors, with his parting counsels to his beloved 
disciples and fellow-workers. They show us the transition of the apostolic church from primitive 
simplicity to a more definite system of doctrine and form of government. This is just what we 
might expect from the probable time of their composition after the first Roman captivity of Paul, 
and before the composition of the Apocalypse. 
 
They are addressed not to congregations, but to individuals, and hence more personal and 
confidential in their character. This fact helps us to understand many peculiarities. Timothy, the 
son of a heathen father and a Jewish mother, and Titus, (a converted Greek) were among the 
dearest of Paul’s pupils. {1195} They were, at the same time, his delegates and commissioners on 
special occasions, and appear under this official character in the Epistles, which, for this reason, 
bear the name "Pastoral." 
 
The Epistles contain Paul’s pastoral theology and his theory of church government. They give 
directions for founding, training, and governing churches, and for the proper treatment of 
individual members, old and young, widows and virgins, backsliders and heretics. They are rich 
in practical wisdom and full of encouragement, as every pastor knows. 
 
The Second Epistle to Timothy is more personal in its contents than the other two, and has the 
additional importance of concluding the autobiography of Paul. It is his last will and testament to 
all future ministers and soldiers of Christ. 
 
The Pauline Authorship. 
 
There never was a serious doubt as to the Pauline authorship of these Epistles till the nineteenth 
century, except among a few Gnostics in the second century. They were always reckoned among 
the Homologumena, as distinct from the seven Antilegomena, or disputed books of the New 
Testament. As far as external evidence is concerned, they stand on as firm a foundation as any 
other Epistle. They are quoted as canonical by Eusebius, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and 
Irenaeus. Reminiscences from them, in some cases with verbal agreement, are found in several of 
the Apostolic Fathers. They are included in the ancient MSS. and Versions, and in the list of the 
Muratorian canon. Marcion (about 140), it is true, excluded them from his canon of ten Pauline 
Epistles, but he excluded also the Gospels (except a mutilated Luke), the Catholic Epistles, and 
the Apocalypse. {1196} 
 
But there are certain internal difficulties which have induced a number of modern critics to assign 
them all, or at least First Timothy, to a post-Pauline or pseudo-Pauline writer, who either changed 
and adapted Pauline originals to a later state of the church, or fabricated the whole in the interest 
of Catholic orthodoxy. In either case, the writer is credited with the best intentions and must not 
be judged according to the modern standard of literary honesty and literary property. Doctrinally, 
the Pastoral Epistles are made the connecting link between genuine Paulinism and the Johannean 
Logos—philosophy; ecclesiastically, the link between primitive Presbyterianism and Catholic 



Episcopacy; in both respects, a necessary element in the formation process of the orthodox 
Catholic church of the second century. 
 
The objections against the Pauline authorship deserve serious consideration, and are as follows: 
(1) The impossibility of locating these Epistles in the recorded life of Paul; (2) the Gnostic heresy 
opposed; (3) the ecclesiastical organization implied; (4) the peculiarities of style and temper. If 
they are not genuine, Second Timothy must be the oldest, as it is least liable to these objections, 
and First Timothy and Titus are supposed to represent a later development. {1197} 
 
The Time of Composition. 
 
The chronology of the Pastoral Epistles is uncertain, and has been made an objection to their 
genuineness. It is closely connected with the hypothesis of a second Roman captivity, which we 
have discussed in another place. 
 
The Second Epistle to Timothy, whether genuine or not, hails from a Roman prison, and appears 
to be the last of Paul’s Epistles; for he was then hourly expecting the close of his fight of faith, 
and the crown of righteousness from his Lord and Master. {2 Timothy  4:7,8} Those who deny the 
second imprisonment, and yet accept Second Timothy as Pauline, make it the last of the first 
imprisonment. 
 
As to First Timothy and Titus, it is evident from their contents that they were written while Paul 
was free, and after he had made some journeys, which are not recorded in the Acts. Here lies the 
difficulty. Two ways are open: 
 
1. The two Epistles were written in 56 and 57. Paul may, during his three years’ sojourn in 
Ephesus, A. D. 54-57, {see Acts 19:8-10 20:31} easily have made a second journey to 
Macedonia, leaving Ephesus in charge of Timothy; {1 Timothy 1:3} and also crossed over to the 
island of Crete, where he left Titus behind to take care of the churches. {Titus 1:5} Considering 
the incompleteness of the record of Acts, and the probable allusions in 2 Corinthians 2:1 
12:13,14,21 13:1, to a second visit to Corinth, not mentioned in the Acts, these two journeys are 
within the reach of possibility. {1198} But such an early date leaves the other difficulties 
unexplained. 
 
2. The tradition of the second Roman captivity, which can be raised at least to a high degree of 
probability, removes the difficulty by giving us room for new journeys and labors of Paid 
between his release in the spring of 63 and the Neronian persecution in July, 64 (according to 
Tacitus), or three or four years later (according to Eusebius and Jerome), as well as for the 
development of the Gnostic heresy and the ecclesiastical organization of the church which is 
implied in these Epistles. Hence, most writers who hold to the genuineness place First Timothy 
and Titus between the first and second Roman captivities. {1199} 
 
Paul certainly intended to make a journey from Rome to Spain, {Romans 15:24} and also one to 
the East, {Philemon 22 Philippians 1:25,26 2:24} and he had ample time to carry out his intention 
even before the Neronian persecution, if we insist upon confining this to the date of Tacitus. 
{1200} 
 
Those who press the chronological difficulty should not forget that a forger could have very 
easily fitted the Epistles into the narrative of the Acts, and was not likely to invent a series of 
journeys, circumstances, and incidents, such as the bringing of the cloak, the books, and the 
parchments which Paul, in the hurry of travel, had left at Troas. {2 Timothy  4:13} 



 
The Gnostic Heresy. 
 
The Pastoral Epistles, like Colossians, oppose the Gnostic heresy (gnwsiv qeudwnumov, 1 
Timothy 6:20) which arose in Asia Minor during his first Roman captivity, and appears more 
fully developed in Cerinthus, the contemporary of John. This was acknowledged by the early 
Fathers, Irenaeus and Tertullian, who used these very Epistles as Pauline testimonies against the 
Gnosticism of their day. 
 
The question arises, which of the many types of this many-sided error is opposed? Evidently the 
Judaizing type, which resembled that at Colossae, but was more advanced and malignant, and 
hence is more sternly denounced. The heretics were of "the circumcision"; {Titus 1:10} they are 
called "teachers of the law," {nomodidaskaloi, 1 Timothy 1:7, the very reverse of antinomians} 
"given to Jewish fables" (ioudaikoimuyoi, Titus 1:14), and "disputes connected with the law" 
(macai nomikai, Titus 3:9), and fond of foolish and ignorant questionings. {2 Timothy  2:23} 
They were, moreover, extravagant ascetics, like the Essenes, forbidding to marry and abstaining 
from meat, {1 Timothy 4:3, 8; Titus 1:14, 15}. They denied the resurrection and overthrew the 
faith of some. {2 Timothy  2:18} 
 
Baur turned these heretics into anti-Jewish and antinomian Gnostics of the school of Marcion 
(about 140), and then, by consequence, put the Epistles down to the middle of the second century. 
He finds in the "genealogies" {1 Timothy 1:4 Titus 3:9} the emanations, of the Gnostic aeons, and 
in the "antitheses," {1 Timothy 6:20} or anti-evangelical assertions of the heretical teachers, an 
allusion to Marcion’s "antitheses" (antilogies), by which he set forth the supposed contradictions 
between the Old and New Testaments. {1201} But this is a radical misinterpretation, and the more 
recent opponents of the genuineness are forced to admit the Judaizing character of those errorists; 
they identify them with Cerinthus, the Ophites, and Saturninus, who preceded Marcion by several 
decades. {1202} 
 
As to the origin of the Gnostic heresy, which the Tubingen school would put down to the age of 
Hadrian, we have already seen that, like its counterpart, the Ebionite heresy, it dates from the 
apostolic age, according to the united testimony of the later Pauline Epistles, the Epistles of Peter, 
John, and Jude, the Apocalypse, and the patristic tradition. {1203} 
 
Ecclesiastical Organization. 
 
The Pastoral Epistles seem to presuppose a more fully developed ecclesiastical organization than 
the other Pauline Epistles, and to belong to an age of transition from apostolic simplicity, or 
Christo-democracy—if we may use such a term—to the episcopal hierarchy of the second 
century. The church, in proportion as it lost, after the destruction of Jerusalem, its faith in the 
speedy advent of Christ, began to settle down in this world, and to make preparations for a 
permanent home by a fixed creed and a compact organization, which gave it unity and strength 
against heathen persecution and heretical corruption. This organization, at once simple and 
elastic, was episcopacy, with its subordinate offices of the presbyterate and deaconate, and 
charitable institutions for widows and orphans. Such an organization we have, it is said, in the 
Pastoral Epistles, which were written in the name of Paul, to give the weight of his authority to 
the incipient hierarchy. {1204} 
 
But, on closer inspection, there is a very marked difference between the ecclesiastical constitution 
of the Pastoral Epistles and that of the second century. There is not a word said about the divine 
origin of episcopacy; not a trace of a congregational episcopate, such as we find in the Ignatian 



epistles, still less of a diocesan episcopate of the time of Irenaeus and Tertullian. Bishops and 
presbyters are still identical as they are in the Acts 20:17,28, and in the undoubtedly genuine 
Epistle to the Philippians 1:1. Even Timothy and Titus appear simply as delegates of the apostle 
for a specific mission. {1205} The qualifications and functions required of the bishop are aptness 
to teach and a blameless character; and their authority is made to depend upon their moral 
character rather than their office. They are supposed to be married, and to set a good example in 
governing their own household. The ordination which Timothy received {1 Timothy 4:14 5:22} 
need not differ from the ordination of deacons and elders mentioned in Acts 6:6 8:17; (comp. 
14:23; 19:6). "Few features," says Dr. Plumptre, himself an Episcopalian, "are more striking in 
these Epistles than the absence of any high hierarchical system." The Apocalypse, which these 
very critics so confidently assign to the year 68, shows a nearer approach to episcopal unity in the 
"angels" of the seven churches. But even from the "angels," of the Apocalypse there was a long 
way to the Ignatian and pseudo-Clementine bishops, who are set up as living oracles and 
hierarchical idols. 
 
The Style. 
 
The language of the Pastoral Epistles shows an unusual number of un-Pauline words and phrases, 
especially rare compounds, some of them nowhere found in the whole New Testament, or even in 
Greek literature. {1206} 
 
But, in the first place, the number of words peculiar to each one of the three epistles is much 
greater than the number of peculiar words common to all three; consequently, if the argument 
proves anything, it leads to the conclusion of three different authors, which the assailants will not 
admit, in view of the general unity of the Epistles. In the next place, every one of Paul’s Epistles 
has a number of peculiar words, even the little Epistle of Philemon. {1207} The most 
characteristic words were required by the nature of the new topics handled and the heresy 
combated, such as "knowledge falsely so called" qeudwnumov gnwsiv, 1 Timothy 6:20) 
"healthful doctrine" (ugiainousa didaskalia, Tim. 1:10); "Jewish myths"; {Titus 1:14} 
"genealogies"; {Titus 3:9} "profane babblings". {2 Timothy  2:16} Paul’s mind was uncommonly 
fertile and capable of adapting itself to varying, conditions, and had to create in some measure the 
Christian idiom. The Tubingen critics profess the highest admiration for his genius, and yet would 
contract his vocabulary to a very small compass. Finally, the peculiarities of style are 
counterbalanced by stronger resemblances and unmistakable evidences of Pauline authorship. 
"There are flashes of the deepest feeling, outbursts of the most intense expression. There is 
rhythmic movement and excellent majesty in the doxologies, and the ideal of a Christian pastor 
drawn not only with an unfaltering hand, but with a beauty, fulness, and simplicity which a 
thousand years of subsequent experience have enabled no one to equal, much less to surpass." 
{1208} 
 
On the other hand, we may well ask the opponents to give a good reason why a forger should 
have chosen so many new words when he might have so easily confined himself to the 
vocabulary of the other Epistles of Paul; why he should have added "mercy" to the salutation 
instead of the usual form; why he should have called Paul "the chief of sinners," {1 Timothy 1:15} 
and affected a tone of humility rather than a tone of high apostolic authority? 
 
Other Objections. 
 
The Epistles have been charged with want of logical connection, with abruptness, monotony, and 
repetitiousness, unworthy of such an original thinker and writer as Paul. But this feature is only 
the easy, familiar, we may say careless, style which forms the charm as well as the defect of 



personal correspondence. Moreover, every great author varies more or less at different periods of 
life, and under different conditions and moods. 
 
It would be a more serious objection if the theology of these Epistles could be made to appear in 
conflict with that of his acknowledged works. {1209} But this is not the case. It is said that 
greater stress is laid on sound doctrine and good works. But in Galatians, Paul condemns most 
solemnly every departure from the genuine gospel, {Galatians 1:8,9} and in all his Epistles he 
enjoins holiness as the indispensable evidence of faith; while salvation is just as clearly traced to 
divine grace alone, in the Pastoral Epistles, {1 Timothy 1:9 Titus 3:5} as in Romans. 
 
In conclusion, while we cannot be blind to certain difficulties, and may not be able, from want of 
knowledge of the precise situation of the writer, satisfactorily to explain them, we must insist that 
the prevailing evidence is in favor of the genuineness of these Epistles. They agree with Paul’s 
doctrinal system; they are illuminated with flashes of his genius; they bear the marks of his 
intense personality; they contain rare gems of inspired truth, and most wholesome admonition and 
advice, which makes them to-day far more valuable than any number of works on pastoral 
theology and church government. There are not a few passages in them which, for doctrine or 
practice, are equal to the best he ever wrote, and are deeply lodged in the experience and affection 
of Christendom. {1210} 
 
And what could be a more fitting, as well as more sublime and beautiful, finale of such a hero of 
faith than the last words of his last Epistle, written in the very face of martyrdom: "I am already 
being offered, and the time of my departure is come. I have fought the good fight, I have finished 
the course, I have kept the faith: henceforth there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness 
which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give to me at that day: and not only to me, but also to 
all them that have loved his appearing." 
 
Note. 
 
Schleiermacher led the way, in 1807, with his attack on 1 Timothy, urging very keenly historical, 
philological, and other objections, but assuming 2 Timothy and Titus to be the genuine originals 
from which the first was compiled. DeWette followed in his Introduction. Baur left both behind 
and rejected all, in his epoch-making treatise, Die sogenannten Pastoralbriefe, 1835. He was 
followed by Schwegler (1846), Hilgenfeld (1875), Mangold, Schenkel, Hausrath, Pfleiderer (both 
in his Paulinismus and in his Commentary in the Protestanten-Bibel, 1874), Holtzmann; also by 
Ewald, Renan (L’aglise chretienne, pp. 85 sqq.), and Sam. Davidson (Introd., revised ed., II. 21 
sqq.). The most elaborate book against the genuineness is Holtzmann’s Die Pastoralbriefe 
kritisch und exeg. behandelt, Leipzig, 1880 (504 pp.); comp. his Einleitung (1886). 
 
Reuss (Les epitres Pauliniennes, 1878, II. 243 sq., 307 sq., and Gesch. des N. T, 1887, p. 257 
sqq.) rejects 1 Timothy and Titus, but admits 2 Timothy, assigning it to the first Roman captivity. 
He thinks that 2 Timothy would never have been doubted except for its suspicious 
companionship. Some of the opponents, as Pfleiderer and Renan, feel forced to admit some 
scraps of genuine Pauline Epistles or notes, and thus they break the force of the opposition. The 
three Epistles must stand or fall together, either as wholly Pauline, or as wholly pseudo-Pauline. 
 
The genuineness has been ably vindicated by Guericke, Thiersch, Huther, Wiesinger, Otto, 
Wieseler, Van Oosterzee, Lange, Herzog, von Hofmann, Beck, Alford, Gloag, Fairbairn (Past. 
Ep., 1874), Farrar (St. Paul, II. 607 sqq.), Wace (in the Speaker’s Com. New Test., III., 1881, 749 
sqq.), Plumptre (in Schaff’s Com. on the New Test., III., 1882, pp. 550 sqq.), Kolling (Der erste 
Br. a. Tim. 1882), Salmon (1885), and Weiss (1886). 



 
{1195} For biographical details see the Bible Dictionaries and Commentaries. 
 
{1196} See the testimonies in Kirchhofer’s Quellensammlung, as translated and enlarged by 
Charteris, Canonicity, 255-268. Renan admits the resemblance between the First Epistle of 
Clemens Romanus (c. 44) and Second Timothy e.g., in the use of the word (analusiv for death), 
but assumes that both borrowed from a common source, the favorite language of the church of 
Rome, and also that the forger of the Pastoral Epistles probably made use of some authentic 
letters of Paul. L’aglise chret., p. 95: "Quelques passages de ces trois epotres sont d’ailleurs si 
beaux, qu’on peut se demander si le faussaire n’avait pas entre les mains quelques billets 
authentiques de Paul." 
 
{1197} Baur and Hilgenfeld (Einleit., p. 764) bring them down to 150 (after Marcion, 140), and 
date them from Rome. But this is impossible, and rests on a false exegesis. Pfleiderer, of the same 
Tubingen school, puts 2 Timothy in the age of Trajan, the other two in the age of Hadrian. He, 
moreover, regards the passages 2 Timothy  1:15-18 and 4:9-21 as fragments of a genuine Epistle 
of Paul. Comp. also Holtzmann, p. 271. 
 
{1198} So Schrader, Wieseler, Reythmayr, formerly also Reuss (in his Gesch., etc., 5th ed., 1875, 
but withdrawn in his French Com. on the Pauline Epp., 1878). 
 
{1199} So Theophylact, Oecumenius, Ussher, Pearson, Tillemont, Neander, Bleek, Ruffet, Lange, 
Farrar, Plumptre, Lightfoot, etc. 
 
{1200} A release of Paul from the first Roman captivity and a visit to Spain is also asserted by 
such critics as Ewald and Renan. 
 
{1201} The antiyeseiv thv qeudwnumou gnwsewv ("oppositions" in the E. V. and Revision) 
are understood by the best exegetes to mean simply the doctrinal theses which the heretics 
opposed to the sound doctrine. {comp. 2 Timothy  2:23 Titus 1:9} So DeWette, Matthies, and 
Wiesinger. Hofmann and Huther identify them with kenofwniai and logomaciai. {1 Timothy 
5:4} Holtzmann (p. 131) likewise rejects Baur’s interpretation. 
 
{1202} Holtzmann, l. c., p. 127; also Lipsius, Schenkel, Pfleiderer. 
 
{1203} See above, 96 (this vol.) 
 
{1204} Such is the ingenious reasoning of Baur and Renan (L’Egl. chret., pp. 85 and 94 sqq.). 
Comp. the discussion of details by Holtzmann, l. c., ch. XI., pp. 190 sqq. 
 
{1205} 1 Peter 1:3 3:14 2 Timothy 4:9,21 Titus 1:5. See above, 61 (this vol.) The fact is 
acknowledged by impartial episcopal writers, as Dean Alford, Bishop Lightfoot, Dean Stanley, 
and Dean Plumptre (in Schaff’s Com. N. T., III. 552). I will quote from Canon Farrar (St. Paul. II. 
417) "If the Pastoral Epistles contained a clear defence of the Episcopal system of the second 
century, this alone would be sufficient to prove their spuriousness; but the total absence of 
anything resembling it is one of the strongest proofs that they belong to the apostolic age. Bishop 
and presbyter are still synonymous, as they are throughout the New Testament... Timothy and 
Titus exercise functions which would be now called episcopal; but they are not called ‘bishops.’ 
Their functions were temporary, and they simply act as authoritative delegates of the Apostle of 
the Gentiles. Nor is there any trace of exalted pretensions in the overseers whom they appoint. 
The qualifications required of them are almost exclusively moral." Comp. also some good 



remarks of Prof. Wace, in the Speaker’s Com. on the New Test., III. 764, where it is justly said 
that the church polity in the Pastoral Epistles represents an intermediate stage between the 
Presbyterian episcopacy of the earlier apostolic period and the post-apostolic episcopacy. 
 
{1206} This philological argument was begun by Schleiermacher, but confined to First Timothy, 
and was carried out, with reference to all three Epistles, by Holtzmann, l. c., ch. VI., pp. 84-118. I 
will give his results. The Pastoral Epistles have, in all, 897 words. Of these there are 169 
Hapaxlegomena not found in the New Testament, namely: 
 
(a) 74 in First Timothy, such as agayoergein. agneia, adhlothv, andrapodisthv, 
adrofonov, eterodidaskalein, yeosebeia, katastolh, plegma, orismov, filarguria, 
qeudologov, qeudwnumov.. 
 
(b) 46 in Second Timothy, e.g., agwgh, aqlein, beltion, membrana, oryotomein, 
pragmateia, filoyeov.. 
 
(c) 28 in Titus, e, g., airetikov, akatagnwstov, afyoria, aqeudhv, kalodidaskalov, 
mataiologov, presbuvtiv, swthvriov, filagayov, filandrov (palingenesia, Titus 3:5, 
occurs also Matthew 19:28, but in a different sense). 
 
(d) 21 common to two or three Past. Epp., e g, diabolov, (as adjective), anosiov, didaktikov, 
kenofwnia, nomimwv, parayhkh, genealogia, eusebwv.. 
 
{1207} Farrar (II. 611) affirms that there are no less than 111 peculiar terms in Romans, 180 in 
Corinthians, 57 in Galatians, 54 in Phillipians, 6 in Philemon. Luke’s peculiar vocabulary is 
especially rich; he uses, as Holtzmann observes (p. 96), 34 words in common with the Pastoral 
Epistles, and has, besides, 82 words not found in Paul. 
 
{1208} Farrer, II. 611. 
 
{1209} Pfleiderer (Protestanten-Bibel. p. 834) says: "Die kirchliche Lehrrichtung der 
Hirtenbriefe ist eine von der altpaulinischen sehr weit verschiedene. Von den eigenthumlich 
paulinischen Lehren uber Gesetz und Evangelium, uber Werke und Glauben finden sich in 
unseren Briefen nur abgeblasste Reste, die fast wie feststehende uberliefte Formeln klingen, 
wahrend das Glaubensbewusstsein ein anderes geworden ist." In this harsh and unjust judgment 
the fact is overlooked that the three Epistles are pastoral and not doctrinal Epistles. 
 
{1210} Such passages as 1 Timothy 1:15,17 2:1,4-6,8 3:2,16 4:1,4,7,10,15 5:8,17,18,22 6:6,9-12 
2 Timothy 1:6 2:11,12,19,22 4:2,6-8 Titus 1:7,15 2:11.  

 



100. The Epistle To The Hebrews. 
 
I. Commentaries on Hebrews by Chrysostom (d. 407, eJrmhneiva, in 34 Homilies publ. after his 
death by an Antioch. presbyter, Constantinus); Theodoret (d. 457); Oecumenius (10th cent.); 
Theophylact (11th cent.); Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274); Erasmus (d. 1536, Annotationes in N. T., 
with his Greek Test., 1516 and often, and Paraphrasis in N. T., 1522 and often); Card. Cajetanus 
(Epistolae Pauli, etc., 1531); Calvin (d. 1564, Com. in omnes P. Ep. atque etiam in Ep. ad 
Hebraeos, 1539 and often, also Halle, 1831); Beza (d. 1605, transl. and notes, 1557 and often; 
had much influence on King Jame’s Version); Hyperius (at Marburg, d. 1564); Dav. Pareus (d. 
1615, Com. in Ep. ad Hebr.); Corn. A Lapide (Jesuit, d. 1637, Com. in omnes Pauli Epp., 1627 
and often); Guil. Estius (R. C. Prof. at Douai, 1614, etc.); Jac. Cappellus (Sedan, 1624); Lud. 
Cappellus (Geneva, 1632); Grotius (d. 1645, Arminian, a great classical and general scholar); Joh. 
Gerhard (d. 1637); John Owen (the great Puritan divine, d. 1683, Exercitations on the Epistle to 
the Hebrews, London, 1668-80, in 4 vols. fol., Lat. transl., Amsterd., 1700 [new Engl. ed. in 7 
vols., in his Works, Lond., 1826, 21 vols.; Edinb. ed. of Works by W. H. Goold, 1850-55; 24 vols., 
Philad. reprint, 1869], "a work of gigantic strength as well as gigantic size," as Chalmers called it, 
and containing a whole system of Puritan theology); Jac. Pierce (Non-conformist, d. 1726); Sykes 
(d. 1756); Carpzov (d. 1803, Exercitat., etc., 1750); J. D. Michaelis (2d ed., 1780-86, 2 vols.); 
Rosenmuller (1793); Storr (d. 1805; Tub., 1789); Bohme (Lips., 1825); Mos. Stuart (Andover, 
1827, 2 vols., 4th ed., abridged and revised by Robbins, 1860); Kuhnol (1831); Friedrich Bleek 
(Prof. in Bonn., d. 1859; the large Com. in 3 vols., Berlin, 1836-40, an exegetical masterpiece, 
most learned, critical, candid, judicious, and reverential, though free; his Lectures on Hebrews 
were ed., after his death, by Windrath, 1868); Tholuck (Hamburg, 1836, dedicated to Bunsen, 3d 
ed., 1850, transl. by James Hamilton, Edinb., 1852); Stier (1842); DeWette (1847, 2d ed.); Ebrard 
(1850, in Olshausen’s Com., vol. v.; Engl. transl., Edinb., 1853); Turner (new ed. N. Y., 1855); 
Sampson (ed. by Dabney, N. Y., 1856); Lunemann (in Meyer’s Com., 1857, 4th ed., 1878); 
Delitzsch (1857, transl. by Th. L. Kingsbury, Edinb., 1868, 2 vols.); John Brown (Edinb., 1862, 2 
vols.); Reuss (in French, 1862); Lindsay (Edinb., 1867, 2 vols.); Moll (in Lange’s Com., 
translated and enlarged by Kendrick, 1868); Ripley (1868); Kurtz (1869); Ewald (1870); 
Hofmann (1873); Biesenthal (1878); Bloomfield; Alford; Wordsworth; W. Kay (in the Speaker’s 
Com. N. T, vol. iv., 1882); Moulton (in Ellicott’s Com. for English Readers); A. B. Davidson (of 
the New College, Edinburgh. 1882); Angus (1883); Sam. T. Lowrie (1884); Weiss (1888). 
 
II. The doctrinal system of the Ep. has been most fully expounded by Riehm (d. 1888 in Halle): 
Der Lehrbegriff des Hebraerbriefs, Basel und Ludwigsburg, 1858-59, 2 vols.; new ed., 1867, in 1 
vol. (899 pages). Comp. the expositions of Neander, Messner, Baur, Reuss, and Weiss. On the 
use of the O. T., see Tholuck: Das A. T. im N., Hamb., 3d ed., 1849; on the Christology of the 
Epistle, Beyerschlag: Christologie des N. T. (1866), 176 sqq.; on the Melchisedek priesthood, 
Auberlen, in "Studien und Kritiken" for 1857, pp. 453 sqq. Pfleiderer, in his Paulinismus (pp. 
324-366), treats of Hebrews, together with Colossians and the Epistle of Barnabas, as 
representing Paulinism under the influence of Alexandrinism. 
 
III. On the introductory questions, comp. Norton in the: "Christian Examiner" (Boston), 1827-29; 
Olshausen: Deuteronomy auctore Ep. ad Hebraeos (in Opusc. theol., 1834); Wieseler: 
Untersuchung uber den Hebraeerbrief, Kiel, 1861; J. H. Thayer: Authorship and Canonicity of 
the to the Hebrews, in the "Bibliotheca Sacra," Andover, 1867; Zahn, in Herzog’s "Encykl.," vol. 
v. (1879), pp. 656-671; and articles in "Bible Dictionaries," and in "Encycl. Brit.," 9th ed., vol. 
xi., 602 sqq. 
 



The anonymous Epistle "to the Hebrews," like the Book of Job, belongs to the order of 
Melchizedek, combining priestly unction and royal dignity, but being "without father, without 
mother, without pedigree, having neither beginning of days nor end of life". {Hebrews 7:1-3} 
Obscure in its origin, it is clear and deep in its knowledge of Christ. Hailing from the second 
generation of Christians (2:3), it is full of pentecostal inspiration. Traceable to no apostle, it 
teaches, exhorts, and warns with apostolic authority and power. Though not of Paul’s pen, it has, 
somehow, the impress of his genius and influence, and is altogether worthy to occupy a place in 
the canon, after his Epistles, or between them and the Catholic Epistles. Pauline in spirit, it is 
catholic or encyclical in its aim. {1211} 
 
Contents. 
 
The Epistle to the Hebrews is not an ordinary letter. It has, indeed, the direct personal appeals, 
closing messages, and salutations of a letter; but it is more, it is a homily, or rather a theological 
discourse, aiming to strengthen the readers in their Christian faith, and to protect them against the 
danger of apostasy from Christianity. It is a profound argument for the superiority of Christ over 
the angels, over Moses, and over the Levitical priesthood, and for the finality of the second 
covenant. It unfolds far more fully than any other book the great idea of the eternal priesthood 
and sacrifice of Christ, offered once and forever for the redemption of the world, as distinct from 
the national and transient character of the Mosaic priesthood and the ever-repeated sacrifices of 
the Tabernacle and the Temple. The author draws his arguments from the Old Testament itself, 
showing that, by its whole character and express declarations, it is a preparatory dispensation for 
the gospel salvation, a significant type and prophecy of Christianity, and hence destined to pass 
away like a transient shadow of the abiding substance. He implies that the Mosaic oeconomy was 
still existing, with its priests and daily sacrifices, but in process of decay, and looks forward to the 
fearful judgment which a few years, afterward destroyed the Temple forever. {1212} He 
interweaves pathetic admonitions and precious consolations with doctrinal expositions, and every 
exhortation leads him to a new exposition. Paul puts the hortatory part usually at the end. 
 
The author undoubtedly belonged to the Pauline school, which emphasized the great distinction 
between the Old and the New Covenant; while yet fully acknowledging the divine origin and 
paedagogic use of the former. But he brings out the superiority of Christ’s priesthood and 
sacrifice to the Mosaic priesthood and sacrifice; while Paul dwells mainly on the distinction 
between the law and the gospel. He lays chief stress on faith, but he presents it in its general 
aspect as trust in God, in its prospective reference to the future and invisible, and in its connection 
with hope and perseverance under suffering; while Paul describes faith, in its specific evangelical 
character, as a hearty trust in Christ and his atoning merits, and in its justifying effect, in 
opposition to legalistic reliance on works. Faith is defined, or at least described, as "assurance 
(upostasiv) of things hoped for, a conviction (elegcov) of things not seen" (11:1). This applies 
to the Old Testament as well as the New, and hence appropriately opens the catalogue of 
patriarchs and prophets, who encourage Christian believers in their conflict; but they are to look 
still more to Jesus as "the author and perfecter of our faith" (12:2), who is, after all, the 
unchanging object of our faith, "the same yesterday, and to-day, and for ever" (13:8). 
 
The Epistle is eminently Christological. It resembles in this respect Colossians and Philippians, 
and forms a stepping-stone to the Christology of John. From the sublime description of the 
exaltation and majesty of Christ in Hebrews 1:1-4, {comp. Colossians 1:15-20} there is only one 
step to the prologue of the fourth Gospel. The exposition of the high priesthood of Christ reminds 
one of the sacerdotal prayer. {John 17} 
 



The use of proof-texts from the Old Testament seems at times contrary to the obvious historical 
import of the passage, but is always ingenious, and was, no doubt, convincing to Jewish readers. 
The writer does not distinguish between typical and direct prophecies. He recognizes the typical, 
or rather antitypical, character of the Tabernacle and its services, as reflecting the archetype seen 
by Moses in the mount, but all the Messianic prophecies are explained as direct. {Hebrews 1:5-14 
2:11-13 10:5-10} He betrays throughout a high order of Greek culture, profound knowledge of 
the Greek Scriptures, and the symbolical import of the Mosaic worship. {1213} He was also 
familiar with the Alexandrian theosophy of Philo, {1214} but he never introduces foreign ideas 
into the Scriptures, as Philo did by his allegorical interpretation. His exhortations and warnings go 
to the quick of the moral sensibility; and yet his tone is also cheering and encouraging. He had the 
charisma of exhortation and consolation in the highest degree. {1215} Altogether, he was a man 
full of faith and the Holy Spirit, and gifted with a tongue of fire. 
 
The Style. 
 
Hebrews is written in purer Greek than any book of the New Testament, except those portions of 
Luke where he is independent of prior documents. The Epistle begins, like the third Gospel, with 
a rich and elegant period of classic construction. The description of the heroes of faith in the 
eleventh chapter is one of the most eloquent and sublime in the entire history of religious 
literature. He often reasons a minori ad majus (ei... posw mallon). He uses a number of rare 
and choice terms which occur nowhere else in the New Testament. {1216} 
 
As compared with the undoubted Epistles of Paul, the style of Hebrews is less fiery and forcible, 
but smoother, more correct, rhetorical, rhythmical, and free from anacolutha and solecisms. There 
is not that rush and vehemence which bursts through ordinary rules, but a calm and regular flow 
of speech. The sentences are skilfully constructed and well rounded. Paul is bent exclusively on 
the thought; the author of Hebrews evidently paid great attention to the form. Though not strictly 
classical, his style is as pure as the Hellenistic dialect and the close affinity with the Septuagint 
permit. 
 
All these considerations exclude the idea of a translation from a supposed Hebrew original. 
 
The Readers. 
 
The Epistle is addressed to the Hebrew Christians, that is, according to the usual distinction 
between Hebrews and Hellenists, {Acts 6:1 9:27} to the converted Jews in Palestine, chiefly to 
those in Jerusalem. To them it is especially adapted. They lived in sight of the Temple, and were 
exposed to the persecution of the hierarchy and the temptation of apostasy. This has been the 
prevailing view from the time of Chrysostom to Bleek. {1217} The objection that the Epistle 
quotes the Old Testament uniformly after the Septuagint is not conclusive, since the Septuagint 
was undoubtedly used in Palestine alongside with the Hebrew original. 
 
Other views more or less improbable need only be mentioned: (1) All the Christian Jews as 
distinct from the Gentiles; {1218} (2) the Jews of Jerusalem alone; {1219} (3) the Jews of 
Alexandria; {1220} (4) the Jews of Antioch; {1221} (5) the Jews of Rome; {1222} (6) some 
community of the dispersion in the East (but not Jerusalem). {1223} 
 
Occasion and Aim. 
 
The Epistle was prompted by the desire to strengthen and comfort the readers in their trials and 
persecutions (Hebrews 10:32-39 Hebrews 11 and 12), but especially to warn them against the 



danger of apostasy to Judaism (2:2, 3; 3:6, 14; 4:1, 14; 6:1-8; 10:23, 26-31). And this could be 
done best by showing the infinite superiority of Christianity, and the awful guilt of neglecting so 
great a salvation. 
 
Strange that but thirty years after the resurrection and the pentecostal effusion of the Spirit, there 
should have been such a danger of apostasy in the very mother church of Christendom. And yet 
not strange, if we realize the condition of things, between 60 and 70. The Christians in Jerusalem 
were the most conservative of all believers, and adhered as closely as possible to the traditions of 
their fathers. They were contented with the elementary doctrines, and needed to be pressed on 
"unto perfection" (5:12; 6:1-4). The Epistle of James represents their doctrinal stand-point. The 
strange advice which he gave to his brother Paul, on his last visit, reflects their timidity and 
narrowness. Although numbered by "myriads," they made no attempt in that critical moment to 
rescue the great apostle from the hands of the fanatical Jews; they were "all zealous for the law," 
and afraid of the radicalism of Paul on hearing that he was teaching the Jews of the Dispersion "to 
forsake Moses, telling them not to circumcise their children, neither to walk after the customs". 
{Acts 21:20,21} 
 
They hoped against hope for the conversion of their people. When that hope vanished more and 
more, when some of their teachers had suffered martyrdom, {Hebrews 13:7} when James, their 
revered leader, was stoned by the Jews (62), and when the patriotic movement for the deliverance 
of Palestine from the hated yoke of the heathen Romans rose higher and higher, till it burst out at 
last in open rebellion (66), it was very natural that those timid Christians should feel strongly 
tempted to apostatize from the poor, persecuted sect to the national religion, which they at heart 
still believed to be the best part of Christianity. The solemn services of the Temple, the ritual 
pomp and splendor of the Aaronic priesthood, the daily sacrifices, and all the sacred associations 
of the past had still a great charm for them, and allured them to their embrace. The danger was 
very strong, and the warning of the Epistle fearfully solemn. 
 
Similar dangers have occurred again and again in critical periods of history. 
 
Time and Place of Composition. 
 
The Epistle hails and sends greetings from some place in Italy, at a time when Timothy, Paul’s 
disciple, was set at liberty, and the writer was on the point of paying, with Timothy, a visit to his 
readers (13:23, 24). The passage, "Remember them that are in bonds, as bound with them" (13:3), 
does not necessarily imply that he himself was in prison, indeed 13:23 seems to imply his 
freedom. These notices naturally suggest the close of Paul’s first Roman imprisonment, in the 
spring of the year 63, or soon after; for Timothy and Luke were with him there, and the writer 
himself evidently belonged to the circle of his friends and fellow-workers. 
 
There is further internal evidence that the letter was written before the destruction of Jerusalem 
(70), before the outbreak of the Jewish war (66), before the Neronian persecution (in July, 64), 
and before Paul’s martyrdom. None of these important events are even alluded to; {1224} on the 
contrary, as already remarked, the Temple was still standing, with its daily sacrifices regularly 
going on, and the doom of the theocracy was still in the future, though "nigh unto a curse," 
"becoming old and ready to vanish away;" it was "shaken" and about to be removed; the day of 
the fearful judgment was drawing nigh. {1225} 
 
The place of composition was either Rome or some place in Southern Italy, if we assume that the 
writer had already started on his journey to the East. {1226} Others assign it to Alexandria, or 
Antioch, or Ephesus. {1227} 



 
Authorship. 
 
This is still a matter of dispute, and will probably never be decided with absolute certainty. The 
obscurity of its origin is the reason why the Epistle to the Hebrews was ranked among the seven 
Antilegomena of the ante-Nicene church. The controversy ceased after the adoption of the 
traditional canon in 397, but revived again at the time of the Reformation. The different theories 
may be arranged under three heads: (1) sole authorship of Paul; (2) sole authorship of one of his 
pupils; (3) joint authorship of Paul and one of his pupils. Among the pupils again the views are 
subdivided between Luke, Barnabas, Clement of Rome, Silvanus, and Apollos. {1228} 
 
1. The Pauline Authorship was the prevailing opinion of the church from the fourth century to the 
eighteenth, with the exception of the Reformers, and was once almost an article of faith, but has 
now very few defenders among scholars. {1229} It rests on the following arguments: 
 
(a) The unanimous tradition of the Eastern church, to which the letter was in all probability 
directed; yet with the important qualification which weakens the force of this testimony, that 
there was a widely prevailing perception of a difference of style, and consequent supposition of a 
Hebrew original, of which there is no historic basis whatever. Clement of Alexandria ascribed the 
Greek composition to Luke. {1230} Origen observes the greater purity of the Greek style, {1231} 
and mentions Luke and Clement, besides Paul, as possible authors, but confesses his own 
ignorance. {1232} 
 
(b) The mention of Timothy and the reference to a release from captivity {Hebrews 13:23} point 
to Paul. Not necessarily, but only to the circle of Paul. The alleged reference to Paul’s own 
captivity in 10:34 rests on a false reading (desmoiv mou, E. V., "in my bonds," instead of the one 
now generally adopted, toiv desmioiv, "those that were in bonds"). Nor does the request 13:18, 
19, imply that the writer was a prisoner at the time of composition; for 13:23 rather points to his 
freedom, as he expected, shortly to see his readers in company with Timothy. 
 
(c) The agreement of the Epistle with Paul’s system of doctrine, the tone of apostolic authority, 
and the depth and unction which raises the Epistle to a par with his genuine writings. But all that 
can be said in praise of this wonderful Epistle at best proves only its inspiration and canonicity, 
which must be extended beyond the circle of the apostles so as to embrace the writings of Luke, 
Mark, James, and Jude 
 
2. The Non-Pauline Authorship is supported by the following arguments: 
 
(a) The Western tradition, both Roman and North African, down to the time of Augustin, is 
decidedly against the Pauline authorship. This has all the more weight from the fact that the 
earliest traces of the Epistle to the Hebrews are found in the Roman church, where it was known 
before the close of the first century. Clement of Rome makes very extensive use of it, but 
nowhere under the name of Paul. The Muratorian Canon enumerates only thirteen Epistles of 
Paul and omits Hebrews. So does Gaius, a Roman presbyter, at the beginning of the third century. 
Tertullian ascribed the Epistle to Barnabas. According to the testimony of Eusebius, the Roman 
church did not regard the Epistle as Pauline at his day (he died 340). Philastrius of Brescia (d. 
about 387) mentions that some denied the Pauline authorship, because the passage 6:4-6 favored 
the heresy and excessive disciplinary rigor of the Novatians, but he himself believed it to be 
Paul’s, and so did Ambrose of Milan. Jerome (d. 419) can be quoted on both sides. He wavered in 
his own view, but expressly says: "The Latin custom (Latina consuetudo) does not receive it 
among the canonical Scriptures;" and in another place: "All the Greeks receive the Epistle to the 



Hebrews, and some Latins (et nonnulli Latinorum)." Augustin, a profound divine, but neither 
linguist nor critic, likewise wavered, but leaned strongly toward the Pauline origin. The prevailing 
opinion in the West ascribed only thirteen Epistles to Paul. The Synod of Hippo (393) and the 
third Synod of Carthage (397), under the commanding influence of Augustin, marked a transition 
of opinion in favor of fourteen. {1233} This opinion prevailed until Erasmus and the Reformers 
revived the doubts of the early Fathers. The Council of Trent sanctioned it. 
 
(b) The absence of the customary name and salutation. This has been explained from modesty, as 
Paul was sent to the Gentiles rather than the Jews (Pantaenus), or from prudence and the desire to 
secure a better hearing from Jews who were strongly prejudiced against Paul (Clement of 
Alexandria). Very unsatisfactory and set aside by the authoritative tone of the Epistle. 
 
(c) In 2:3 the writer expressly distinguishes himself from the apostles, and reckons himself with 
the second generation of Christians, to whom the word of the Lord was "confirmed by them that 
heard" it at the first from the Lord. Paul, on the contrary, puts himself on a par with the other 
apostles, and derives his doctrine directly from Christ, without any human intervention. 
{Galatians 1:1,12,15,16} This passage alone is conclusive, and decided Luther, Calvin, and Beza 
against the Pauline authorship. {1234} 
 
(d) The difference, not in the substance, but in the form and method of teaching and arguing. 
{1235} 
 
(e) The difference of style (which has already been discussed). This argument does not rest on the 
number of peculiar words for such are found in every book of the New Testament, but in the 
superior purity, correctness, and rhetorical finish of style. 
 
(f) The difference in the quotations from the Old Testament. The author of Hebrews follows 
uniformly the Septuagint, even with its departures from the Hebrew; while Paul is more 
independent, and often corrects the Septuagint from the Hebrew. Bleek has also discovered the 
important fact that the former used the text of Codex Alexandrinus, the latter the text of Codex 
Vaticanus. {1236} It is incredible that Paul, writing to the church of Jerusalem, should not have 
made use of his Hebrew and rabbinical learning in quoting the Scriptures. 
 
3. Conjectures concerning the probable author. Four Pauline disciples and co-workers have been 
proposed, either as sole or as joint authors with Paul, three with some support in tradition—
Barnabas, Luke, and Clement—one without any Apollos. Silvanus also has a few advocates. 
{1237} 
 
(a) Barnabas. {1238} He has in his favor the tradition of the African church (at least Tertullian), 
his Levitical training, his intimacy with Paul, his close relation to the church in Jerusalem, and his 
almost apostolic authority. As the uiov paraklhsewv, {Acts 4:36} he may have written the 
logov paraklhsewv. {Hebrews 13:22} But in this case he cannot be the author of the Epistle 
which goes by his name, and which, although belonging to the Pauline and strongly anti-
Judaizing tendency, is yet far inferior to Hebrews in spirit and wisdom. Moreover, Barnabas was 
a primitive disciple, and cannot be included in the second generation (2:3). 
 
(b) Luke. {1239} He answers the description of 2:3, writes pure Greek, and has many affinities in 
style. {1240} But against him is the fact that the author of Hebrews was, no doubt, a native Jew, 
while Luke was a Gentile. {Colossians 4:11,14} This objection, however, ceases in a measure if 
Luke wrote in the name and under the instruction of Paul. 
 



(c) Clemens Romanus. {1241} He makes thorough use of Hebrews and interweaves passages 
from the Epistle with his own ideas, but evidently as an imitator, far inferior in originality and 
force. 
 
(d) Apollos. {1242} A happy guess of the genius of Luther, suggested by the description given of 
Apollos in the Acts 18:24-28, and by Paul. {1 Corinthians 1:12 3:4-6,22 4:6 16:12 Titus 3:13} 
Apollos was a Jew of Alexandria, mighty in the Scriptures, fervent in spirit, eloquent in speech, 
powerfully confuting the Jews, a friend of Paul, and independently working with him in the same 
cause at Ephesus, Corinth, Crete. So far everything seems to fit. But this hypothesis has not a 
shadow of support in tradition, which could hardly have omitted Apollos in silence among the 
three or four probable authors. Clement names him once, {1243} but not as the author of the 
Epistle which he so freely uses. Nor is there any trace of his ever having been in Rome, and 
having stood in so close a relationship to the Hebrew Christians in Palestine. 
 
The learned discussion of modern divines has led to no certain and unanimous conclusion, but is, 
nevertheless, very valuable, and sheds light in different directions. The following points may be 
regarded as made certain, or at least in the highest degree probable: the author of Hebrews was a 
Jew by birth; a Hellenist, not a Palestinian; thoroughly at home in the Greek Scriptures (less so, if 
at all, in the Hebrew original); familiar with the Alexandrian Jewish theology (less so, if at all, 
with the rabbinical learning of Palestine); a pupil of the apostles (not himself an apostle); an 
independent disciple and coworker of Paul; a friend of Timothy; in close relation with the 
Hebrew Christians of Palestine, and, when he wrote, on the point of visiting them; an inspired 
man of apostolic insight, power, and authority, and hence worthy of a position in the canon as 
"the great unknown." 
 
Beyond these marks we cannot go with safety. The writer purposely withholds his name. The 
arguments for Barnabas, Luke, and Apollos, as well as the objections against them, are equally 
strong, and we have no data to decide between them, not to mention other less known workers of 
the apostolic age. We must still confess with Origen that God only knows the author of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews. 
 
Notes. 
 
I.—The Position of Hebrews in the New Testament. In the old Greek MSS. (A, B, C, D) the 
Epistle to the Hebrews stands before the Pastoral Epistles, as being an acknowledged letter of 
Paul. This order has, perhaps, a chronological value, and is followed in the critical editions 
Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, Westcott and Hort, although Westcott and Hort regard the 
Pastoral Epistles as Pauline, and the Ep. to the Hebrews as un-Pauline. See their Gr. Test., vol. II., 
321. 
 
But in the Latin and English Bibles, Hebrews stands more appropriately at the close of the 
Pauline Epistles, and immediately precedes the Catholic Epistles. 
 
Luther, who had some doctrinal objections to Hebrews and James, took the liberty of putting 
them after the Epistles of Peter and John, and making them the last Epistles except Jude. He 
misunderstood Hebrews 6:4-6 10:26,27 12:17, as excluding the possibility of a second repentance 
and pardon after baptism, and called these passages, "hard knots" that ran counter to all the 
Gospels and Epistles of Paul; but, apart from this, he declared Hebrews to be, "an Epistle of 
exquisite beauty, discussing from Scripture, with masterly skill and thoroughness, the priesthood 
of Christ, and interpreting on this point the Old Testament with great richness and acuteness." 
 



The English Revisers retained, without any documentary evidence, the traditional title, "The 
Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Hebrews." This gives sanction to a particular theory, and is 
properly objected to by the American Revisers. The Pauline authorship is, to say the least, an 
open question, and should have been left open by the Revisers. The ancient authorities entitle the 
letter simply, prov ebraiouv, and even this was probably added by the hand of an early 
transcriber. Still less is the subscription, "Written to the Hebrews from Italy by Timothy" to be 
relied on as original, and was probably a mere inference from the contents. {Hebrews 13:23,24} 
 
II.—The Hapaxtegomena of the Epistle. agenealoghtov, without pedigree (said of 
Melchizedek), Heb. 7:3. amhtwr, motherless, 7:3. apatwr, fatherless, 7:3. apaugasma, 
effulgence (said of Christ in relation to God), 1:2. aisyhthrion, sense, 5:14. akroyinion, spoils, 
7:4. euperistatov (from eu and periisthmi, to place round), a difficult word of uncertain 
interpretation, easily besetting, closely clinging to (E. R. on the margin: admired by many), 12:1. 
kritikov, quick to discern, 4:12. h mellousa oikoumenh, the future world, 2:5. mesiteuein, to 
interpose one’s self, to mediate, 6:17., metriopayein, to have compassion on, to bear gently with, 
5:2 (said of Christ). orkwmosia, oath, 7:20, 21, 28. parapikrainein, to provoke, 3:16. 
parapikrasmov, provocation, 3:8, 15. polumerwv, by divers portions, 1:1. polutropwv, in 
divers manners, 1:1. prodromov, forerunner, 6:20 (of Christ). sunepimarturein, to bear witness 
with, 2:4. trachlizein. to open, 4:13 (tetrachlismena, laid open). upostasiv, substance (or 
person), 1:3 (of God); confidence, 3:14; assurance, 11:1. This word, however, occurs also in 2 
Corinthians 11:17, in the sense of confidence. carakthr, express image (Christ, the very image 
of the essence of God), Heb. 1:3. 
 
On the other hand, the Ep. to the Hebrews has a number of rare words in common with Paul 
which are not elsewhere found in the New Testament or the Septuagint, as aidwv, {Hebrews 
12:13 1 Timothy 2:9} anayewrew, {Hebrews 13:7 Acts 17:23} anupotaktov, {Hebrews 2:8 1 
Timothy 1:9 Titus 1:6,10} apeiyeia, {Hebrews 4:6,11 Romans 11:30,32 Ephesians 2:2 
Colossians 3:5} apolousiv, {Hebrews 11:25 1 Timothy 6:17} afilargurov, {Hebrews 13:5 1 
Timothy 3:3} endikov, {Hebrews 2:1 Romans 3:8} energhv, {Hebrews 4:12 1 Corinthians 16:9 
Philemon 6} efapax, {Hebrews 7:27 10:10 Romans 9:10 1 Corinthians 15:6} kosmikov, 
{Hebrews 9:11 Titus 2:12} mimhthv, {Hebrews 6:12 1 Corinthians 4:16, etc.} nekrow, 
{Hebrews 11:12 Romans 4:19 Colossians 3:5} oregomai, {Hebrews 11:16 1 Timothy 3:1 6:10} 
parakoh, {Hebrews 2:2 Romans 5:10 2 Corinthians 10:6} plhroforia, {Hebrews 6:11 10:22 
Colossians 2:2 1 Thessalonians 1:5} filoxenia. {Hebrews 13:2 Romans 12:13} 
 
On the linguistic peculiarities of Hebrews, see Bleek, I. 315-338 Lunemann, Com., pp. 12 and 24 
sqq. (4th ed., 1878); Davidson, Introd., I. 209 sqq. (revised ed., 1882); and the Speaker’s Com. N. 
T., IV. 7-16. 
 
{1211} See notes at the end of the section. 
 
{1212} Heb. 9:8, "while as the first tabernacle is yet standing" (thv prwthv skhnhv ecoushv 
stasin); 9:6, "the priests go in continually" (eisiasin, not went in, as in the E. V.); 8:4; 13:10; 
6:8; 8:13; 10:25, 27; 12:27. Those who assign the composition to a time after the destruction of 
Jerusalem, deprive the present tenses of their natural import and proper effect. 
 
{1213} The charge of partial ignorance of the Jewish ritual is unfounded, and can therefore not be 
made an argument either for or against the Pauline authorship. In the genuine text of Hebrews 
10:11, the high priest is not mentioned, but the priest (iereuv), and in 7:27 the high priest is not 
asserted to offer daily sacrifice, but to need daily repentance. The altar of incense is placed in the 
holy of holies, 9:4; but this seems to have been a current opinion, which is also mentioned in the 



Apocalypse of Baruch. See Harnack in "Studien und Kritiken" for 1876, p. 572, and W. R. Smith 
in "Enc. Brit.," xi., 606. 
 
{1214} See Carpzov, Sacrae Exercitationes in Ep. ad Heb. ex Philone Alex. (Helmstadii, 1750); 
Riehm, l. c., pp. 9 sqq.; Hilgenfeld, Einleit., p. 384; and Pfleiderer, Paulinismus. 
 
{1215} The Epistle is called a logov paraklhsewv, Hebrews 13:22; comp. 12:5; 6:18 
 
{1216} See note II. at the close. 
 
{1217} So also DeWette, Tholuck, Thiersch, Delitzsch, Lunemann, Riehm, Moll (in Lange’s 
Com.), Langen, Weiss. 
 
{1218} So Oecumenius, Lightfoot, Lange; also Grimm (sub verbo): "Omnes de Judaeis sive 
aramaice sive graece loquentibus Christiani." 
 
{1219} Ebrard. Moulton, on the contrary, thinks that some other church in Palestine is addressed, 
and that Jerusalem is excluded by Hebrews 2:3. 
 
{1220} Wieseler (who adds an unlikely reference to the temple of Onias in Leontopolis), Credner, 
Baur, Hilgenfeld, Kostlin, Reuss, Bunsen, Conybeare and Howson, and Plumptre. 
 
{1221} Von Hofmann. 
 
{1222} Wetstein, Alford, Holtzmann, Kurtz, Zahn; also Renan, who thinks (L’Antechrist. p. 211) 
that the Ep. was written by Barnabas in Ephesus, and addressed to the church in Rome; hence it 
was first known in Rome. 
 
{1223} A. B. Davidson (Ep. to the Hebr., 1882, p. 18). 
 
{1224} Zahn refers Hebrews 10:32-34 to the Neronian persecution; but this is excluded by 12:4, 
"Ye have not yet resisted unto blood" (mecri aimotov) Harnack finds also traces of the Domitian 
persecution. Still more unlikely. 
 
{1225} Lardner, Thiersch, Lindsay, Bullock (in Smith’s B. Dict., Am. ed., II., 1028), and others, 
assign the Epistle to A. D. 63; DeWette, Moll, and Lange to between 62 and 66 (between the 
death of James and the outbreak of the Jewish war); Ebrard to 62; Wieseler (Chronol, des Ap. 
Zeitalters, p. 519) to July, 64; Stuart and Tholuck to about 64; Weiss to 65 ("bald nach der Mitte 
der sechziger Jahre"); Hilgenfeld to between 64 and 66; Davidson (Introd., revised ed., I. 222) to 
66; Ewald to 67; Renan and Kay to 65. On the other hand, Zahn gives as the date A. D. 80, 
Holtzmann and Harnack about 90, Volkmar and Keim, 116-118. These late dates are simply 
impossible, not only for intrinsic reasons and the allusion to Timothy, but also because Clement 
of Rome, who wrote about 95, shows a perfect familiarity with Hebrews. 
 
{1226} The inference of the place from oi apo thv italiav Hebrews 13:24, is uncertain, since 
in the epistolary style it may imply that the writer was at that time out of Italy, or in Italy (which 
would be more distinctly expressed by en italiva oroi ex). The brethren may have been 
fugitives from Italy (so Bleek). But the latter view seems more natural, and is defended by 
Theodoret, who knew Greek as his mother tongue. Tholuck and Ebrard quote the phrases oi apo 
ghv and oi apo yalasshv, travellers by land and sea, and from Polybius, oi apo th 
alexandreiav basileiv, the Alexandrian kings. Still more to the point is Pseudo-Ignatius Ad. 



Her. 8, quoted by Zahn (see his ed. of Ign., p. 270, 12): aspazontai se... pantev oi apo 
filippwn en cristw, oten kai epesteila soi.. 
 
{1227} The Sinaitic MS. and C have the subscription "to the Hebrews," A-adds "from Rome," K 
"from Italy." Sam. Davidson dates it from Alexandria, Renan from Ephesus, where he thinks 
Barnabas was at that time with some fugitive Italians, while Timothy was imprisoned perhaps at 
Corinth (L’Antechrist. p. 210). 
 
{1228} For the patristic testimonies, I refer to the collection in Charteris, Canonicity, pp. 272-
288; for a candid and exhaustive discussion of the whole question, to Bleek’s large Com., I., 82-
272; also to Alford’s Com., vol iv., Part I., pp. 1-62 
 
{1229} Von Hofmann (of Erlangen) is almost the only one in Germany; Bishop Wordsworth and 
Dr. Kay in England. Among the older defenders of the Pauline authorship we mention Owen 
(1668), Mill (1707), Carpzov (1750), Bengel (1752). Sykes (1755), Andr. Cramer (1757), Storr 
(1789), and especially the learned and acute Roman Catholic scholar, Hug, in his Einleitung. 
 
{1230} Dr. Biesenthal has, by a retranslation of the Ep. into Hebrew, endeavored to prove this 
theory in "Das Trostschreiben des Ap. Paulus a die Hebraeer, "Leipz., 1878. But, of course, this 
is no argument any more than Delitzsch’s Hebrew translation of the entire New Testament. Such 
happy phrases as polumerwv kai polutrovpwv {Hebrews 1:1} and emayen ef wn epayen th 
upakohn 
 (5:8) cannot be reproduced in Hebrew at all. 
 
{1231} sunyesei thv lexewv ellhnik wte ra. Ap. Euseb. H. E. VI. 25. 
 
{1232} tiv de o grayav thn epistolhn, tov men alhyev yeov oiden.. 
 
{1233} "Pauli Apostoli epistolae tredecim, ejusdem ad Hebraeos una." 
 
{1234} Calvin: "Scriptor unum se ex apostolorum discipulis profitetur, quod est a Paulina 
consuetudine longe alienum." And on Hebrews 2:3, "Hic locus indicio est; epistolam a Paulo non 
fuisse compositam,"etc. 
 
{1235} As Calvin expresses it: "Ipsa docendi ratio et stilus alium quam Paulum esse satis 
testantur." On this point see especially Riehm’s valuable Lehrbegriff, etc., and the respective 
sections in the works on the N. T. Theology; also Kurtz’s Com., pp. 24 sqq. The parallelisms 
which Dr. Kay sets against this argument in the Speaker’s Com., pp. 14 sqq., only prove what 
nobody denies, the essential agreement of Hebrews with the Pauline Epistles 
 
{1236} See the proof in Bleek, vol. I. 338-375. Conveniently ignored in the Speaker’s Com., p. 
13. 
 
{1237} Of the other friends of Paul, Timothy is excluded by the reference to him in Hebrews 
13:23. Mark, Demas, Titus, Tychicus, Epaphroditus, Epaphras, Aristarchus, Aquila, Jesus Justus 
have never been brought forward as candidates. Silvanus, or Silas, is favorably mentioned by 
Bohme, Mynster, and Riehm (890 sqq.), on account of his prominent position, Acts 
15:22,27,34,40 16:19 1 Peter 5:12. 
 
{1238} Tertullian, Ullmann, Wieseler, Thiersch, Ritschl, Renan, Zahn. W. R. Smith (in the "Enc. 
Brit.") likewise leans to the Barnabas hypothesis. 



 
{1239} Clement of Alexandria (who, however, regarded Luke only, and wrongly, as translator), 
Calvin, Grotius, Crell, Ebrard, Delitzsch, Dollinger. Ebrard supposes that Luke wrote the Epistle 
at the request and in the name of Paul, who suggested the general plan and leading ideas. This is 
the most plausible form of the Luke hypothesis, but does not account for the doctrinal differences. 
 
{1240} This linguistic argument has been overdone by Delitzsch and weakened by fanciful or far-
fetched analogies. See the strictures of Lunemann, pp. 24-31. 
 
{1241} Mentioned as a subjective conjecture by Origen (klhmhv ov genomenov epivskopov 
rwmaiwn egraqe thn epistolhvn) alongside with Luke. Renewed by Erasmus and Bisping. 
 
{1242} Luther, Osiander, Norton, Semler, Bleek, Tholuck, Credner, Reuss, Bunsen, Hilgenfeld, 
Lange, Moll, Kendrick, Alford, Lunemann, Kurtz, Samuel Davidson, A. B. Davidson. The 
Apollos hypothesis has been the most popular until, within the last few years, Renan, Zahn, and 
W. Robertson Smith have turned the current again in favor of the Barnabas hypothesis. Riehm, 
after a full and judicious discussion, wavers between Apollos and Silvanus, but ends with 
Origen’s modest confession of ignorance (p. 894). 
 
{1243} Ep. ad, 100. 47.  

 



101. The Apocalypse. 
 
On the Lit. and life of John, see 40 and 41 (this vol.); on the authorship of the Apoc. and the time 
of composition, 37 (this vol.); 41 (this vol.); and 84 (this vol.) 
 
1. Modern Critical, works of German and French scholars on the Apocalypse: Lucke 
(Voltstandige Einleitung, etc., 2d ed., 1852; 1,074 pages of introductory matter, critical and 
historical; compare with it the review of Bleek in the "Studien and Kritiken" for 1854 and 1855); 
DeWette Com., 1848, with a remarkable preface, (3d ed. by Moller, 1862); Bleek (Posthumous 
Lectures, ed. by Hossbach, 1862); Ewald (Die Johann. Schriften, vol. II, 1862; besides his older 
Latin Com., 1828); Dusterdieck (in Meyer’s Com., 3d ed., 1877); Renan (L’Antechrist, 1873); 
Reuss (1878). A. Sabatier, in Lichtenberger’s "Encyclopedie," I. 396-407. E. Vischer: Die Offenb. 
Joh. eine Jud. Apok. in christl. Bearbeitung, Leipz., 1886. F. Spitta: Die Offenb. Joh. untersucht, 
Halle, 1889. 
 
2. For Doctrinal and Practical exposition, the Commentaries of Hengstenberg (1849, spoiled by 
false prophecies and arbitrary fancies) Auberlen (on Daniel and Revelation, 2d ed., 1854); 
Gaussen (Daniel le prophete, 1850); Ebrard (in Olshausen’s Com., 1853); Luthardt (1861); J. C. 
K. Hofmann (1844 and 1862); J. L. Fuller (follows Hofmann, 1874); Lange (1871, Am. ed. 
enlarged by Craven, 1874); Gebhardt (Lehrbegriff der Apok., 1873); Kliefoth (1874). Comp. also 
Rougemont: La Revelation de St. Jean expliquant l’histoire (1866). Godet: Essay upon the Apoc., 
in his Studies on the N. T., translated from the French by W. H. Lyttleton, London, 1876, 294-
398. 
 
3. English Com.: E. H. Elliott (d. 1875, Horae Rev. 5th ed., 1862, 4 vols.); Wordsworth (4th ed., 
1866); Alford (3d ed., 1866); C. J. Vaughan (3d ed., 1870, practical); William Lee (Archdeacon 
in Dublin, in the "Speaker’s" Com. N. T., vol. iv., 1881, pp. 405-844) E. Huntingford (Lond., 
1882); Milligan (1883 and 1886 the best). Trench: The Epistles to the Seven Churches (2d ed., 
1861), and Plumptre: Expos. of the Epp. to the Seven Ch. (Lond. and N. Y., 1877). 
 
4. American Com. by Moses Stuart (1845, 2 vols., new ed., 1864, with an Excursus on the 
Number of the Beast, II. 452); Cowles (1871). 
 
5. Of Older Commentaries, the most important and valuable are the following: 
 
(a) Greek: Andreas of Caesarea in Cappadocia (5th cent.; the first continuous Com. on the Apoc., 
publ. 1596, also in the works of Chrysostom; see Lucke, p. 983); Arethas Of Caes. in Cappad. 
(not of the 6th cent.,) as stated by Lucke, p. 990, and others, but of the 10th, according to Otto, 
and Harnack, in Altchristl. Liter., 1882, pp, 36 sqq.; his sunoqi scolikh, ed. by J. A. Cramner, 
in his Catenae Graec. Patr. in N. T., Oxon., (1840, vol. VIII.; and in the works of Oecumenius); 
0ecumenius (10th cent., see Lucke, p. 991). 
 
(b) Rom. Cath.: Lud. Ab Alcasar (a Jesuit, 1614); Cornelius A Lapide (1662); Bossuet (1690, and 
in Oeuvres, vol. III., 1819); Bisping (1876). 
 
(c) Protestant: Jos. Mede (Clavis Apocalyptica, Cambr., 1632; Engl. transl. by More, 1643; a new 
transl. by R. B. Cooper, Lond., 1833); Hugo Grotius (first, 1644); Vitringa (1705, 1719, 1721); 
Bengel (1740); Bishop Thomas Newton (in Dissertations on the Prophecies, 8 vols., 1758). 
 



This list is a small selection. The literature on the Apocalypse, especially in English, is immense, 
but mostly impository rather than expository, and hence worthless or even mischievous, because 
confounding and misleading. Darling’s list of English works on the Apocalypse contains nearly 
fifty-four columns (I., 1732-1786). 
 
General Character of the Apocalypse. 
 
The "Revelation" of John, or rather "of Jesus Christ" through John, {1244} appropriately closes 
the New Testament. It is the one and only prophetic book, but based upon the discourses of our 
Lord on the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world, and his second advent. {Matthew 
24} It has one face turned back to the prophecies of old, the other gazing into the future. It 
combines the beginning and the end in Him who is "the Alpha and the Omega." It reminds one of 
the mysterious sphinx keeping ceaseless watch, with staring eyes, at the base of the Great 
Pyramid. "As many words as many mysteries," says Jerome; "Nobody knows what is in it," adds 
Luther. {1245} No book has been more misunderstood and abused; none calls for greater modesty 
and reserve in interpretation. {1246} 
 
The opening and closing chapters are as clear and dazzling as sunlight, and furnish spiritual 
nourishment and encouragement to the plainest Christian; but the intervening visions are, to most 
readers, as dark as midnight, yet with many stars and the full moon illuminating the darkness. The 
Epistles to the Seven Churches, the description of the heavenly Jerusalem, and the anthems and 
doxologies {1247} which are interspersed through the mysterious visions, and glister like brilliant 
jewels on a canopy of richest black, are among the most beautiful, sublime, edifying, and 
inspiring portions of the Bible, and they ought to guard us against a hasty judgment of those 
chapters which we may be unable to understand. The Old Testament prophets were not clearly 
understood until the fulfilment cast its light upon them, and yet they served a most useful purpose 
as books of warning, comfort, and hope for the coming Messiah. The Revelation will be fully 
revealed when the new heavens and the new earth appear—not before. {1248} 
 
"A prophet" (says the sceptical DeWette in his Commentary on Revelation, which was his last 
work) is essentially an inspired man, an interpreter of God, who announces the Word of God to 
men in accordance with, and within the limits of, the divine truth already revealed through Moses 
in the Old Testament, through Christ in the New (the apokaluqi musthriou), Romans 16:25. 
Prophecy rests on faith in a continuous providence of God ruling over the whole world, and with 
peculiar efficacy over Israel and the congregation of Christ, according to the moral laws revealed 
through Moses and Christ especially the laws of retribution. According to the secular view, all 
changes in human affairs proceed partly from man’s power and prudence, partly from accident 
and the hidden stubbornness of fate; but according to the prophetic view, everything happens 
through the agency of God and in harmony with his counsels of eternal and unchangeable justice, 
and man is the maker of his own fortunes by obeying or resisting the will of God. {1249} 
 
The prophecy of the Bible meets the natural desire to know the future, and this desire is most 
intense in great critical periods that are pregnant with fears and hopes. But it widely differs from 
the oracles of the heathen, and the conjectures of farseeing men. It rests on revelation, not on 
human sagacity and guesses; it gives certainty, not mere probability; it is general, not specific; it 
does not gratify curiosity, but is intended to edify and improve. The prophets are not merely 
revealers of secrets, but also preachers of repentance, revivalists, comforters, rebuking sin, 
strengthening faith, encouraging hope. 
 
The Apocalypse is in the New Testament what the Book of Daniel is in the Old, and differs from 
it as the New Testament differs from the Old. Both are prophetic utterances of the will of God 



concerning the future of his kingdom on earth. Both are books of the church militant, and engage 
heaven and earth, divine, human, and satanic powers, in a conflict for life and death. They march 
on as "a terrible army with banners." They reverberate with thunderings and reflect the lightning 
flashes from the throne. But while Daniel looks to the first advent of the Messiah as the heir of 
the preceding world-monarchies, John looks to the second advent of Christ and the new heavens 
and the new earth. He gathers up all the former prophecies and sends them enriched to the future. 
He assures us of the final fulfilment of the prophecy of the serpent-bruiser, which was given to 
our first parents immediately after the fall as a guiding star of hope in the dark night of sin. He 
blends the glories of creation and redemption in the finale of the new Jerusalem from heaven. 
 
The Apocalypse, as to its style of composition, is written in prose, like Daniel, but belongs to 
prophetic poetry, which is peculiar to the Bible and takes there the place of the epic poetry of the 
Greeks; God himself being the hero, as it were, who rules over the destinies of man. It is an 
inspired work of art, and requires for its understanding a poetic imagination, which is seldom 
found among commentators and critics; but the imagination must be under the restraint of sober 
judgment, or it is apt to run into fantastic comments which themselves need a commentary. The 
apocalyptic vision is the last and most complete form of the prophetic poetry of the Bible. The 
strong resemblance between the Revelation and Daniel, Ezekiel and Zechariah is admitted, and 
without them it cannot be understood. 
 
But we may compare it also, as to its poetic form and arrangement, with the book of Job. Both 
present a conflict on earth, controlled by invisible powers in heaven. In Job it is the struggle of an 
individual servant of God with Satan, the arch-slanderer and persecutor of man, who, with the 
permission of God, uses temporal losses, bodily sufferings, mental anguish, harassing doubt, 
domestic affliction, false and unfeeling friends to secure his ruin. In the Apocalypse it is the 
conflict of Christ and his church with the anti-Christian world. In both the scene begins in 
heaven; in both the war ends in victory but in Job long life and temporal prosperity of the 
individual sufferer is the price, in the Apocalypse redeemed humanity in the new heavens and the 
new earth. Both are arranged in three parts: a prologue, the battle with successive encounters, and 
an epilogue. In both the invisible power presiding over the action is the divine counsel of wisdom 
and mercy, in the place of the dark impersonal fate of the Greek drama. {1250} 
 
A comparison between the Apocalypse and the pseudo-apocalyptic Jewish and Christian 
literature—the Fourth Book of Esdras, the Book of Enoch, the Testaments of the Twelve 
Patriarchs, the Apocalypse of Baruch, the Sibylline Oracles, etc.—opens a wide field on which 
we cannot enter without passing far beyond the limits of this work. We may only say that the 
relation is the same as that between the canonical Gospels and the apocryphal pseudo-Gospels, 
between real history and the dreamland of fable, between the truth of God and the fiction of man. 
{1251} 
 
The theme of the Apocalypse is: "I come quickly," and the proper attitude of the church toward it 
is the holy longing of a bride for her spouse, as expressed in the response: {Revelation 22:20} 
"Amen: come, Lord Jesus." It gives us the assurance that Christ is coming in every great event, 
and rules and overrules all things for the ultimate triumph of his kingdom; that the state of the 
church on earth is one of continual conflict with hostile powers, but that she is continually 
gaining victories and will at last completely and finally triumph over all her foes and enjoy 
unspeakable bliss in communion with her Lord. From the concluding chapters Christian poetry 
has drawn rich inspiration, and the choicest hymns on the heavenly home of the saints are echoes 
of John’s description of the new Jerusalem. The whole atmosphere of the book is bracing, and 
makes one feel fearless and hopeful in the face of the devil and the beasts from the abyss. The 
Gospels lay the foundation in faith, the Acts and Epistles build upon it a holy life; the Apocalypse 



is the book of hope to the struggling Christian and the militant church, and insures final victory 
and rest. This has been its mission; this will be its mission till the Lord come in his own good 
time. {1252} 
 
Analysis of Contents. 
 
The Apocalypse consists of a Prologue, the Revelation proper, and an Epilogue. We may 
compare this arrangement to that of the Fourth Gospel, where John 1:1-18 forms the Prologue, 
John 21 the Epilogue, and the intervening chapters contain the evangelical history from the 
gathering of the disciples to the Resurrection. 
 
I. The Prologue and the Epistles to the Seven Churches, Rev. 1-3. The introductory notice; John’s 
salutation and dedication to the Seven Churches in Asia; the vision of Christ in his glory, and the 
Seven Churches; the Seven Epistles addressed to them and through them to the whole church, in 
its various states. {1253} 
 
II. The Revelation proper or the Prophetic Vision of the Church of the Future, 4:1-22:5. It 
consists chiefly of seven Visions, which are again subdivided according to a symmetrical plan in 
which the numbers seven, three, four, and twelve are used with symbolic significance. There are 
intervening scenes of rest and triumph. Sometimes the vision goes back to the beginning and 
takes a new departure. 
 
(1) The Prelude in heaven, Revelation 4 and 5. (a) The appearance of the throne of God. 
{Revelation 4} (b) The appearance of the Lamb who takes and opens the sealed book. {Revelation 
5} 
 
(2) The vision of the seven seals, with two episodes between the sixth and seventh seals, 6:1-8:1. 
 
(3) The vision of the seven trumpets of vengeance, 8:2-11:19. 
 
(4) The vision of the woman (the church) and her three enemies, 12:1-13:18. The three enemies 
are the dragon (12:3-17), the beast from the sea (12:18-13:10), and the beast from the earth, or the 
false prophet (13:11-18). 
 
(5) The group of visions in Revelation 14: (a) the vision of the Lamb on Mount Zion (14:1-5); (b) 
of the three angels of judgment (14:6-11), followed by an episode (14:12, 13); (c) the vision of 
the harvest and the vintage of the earth (14:14-20). 
 
(6) The vision of the seven vials of wrath, 15:1-16:21. 
 
(7) The vision of the final triumph, 17:1-22:5: (a) the fall of Babylon (17:1-19:10); (b) the 
overthrow of Satan (19:11-20:10), with the millennial reign intervening (20:1-6); (c) the 
universal judgment (20:11-15); (d) the new heavens and the new earth, and the glories of the 
heavenly Jerusalem (21:1-22:5). 
 
III. The Epilogue, 22:6-21. The divine attestation, threats, and promises. 
 
Authorship and Canonicity. 
 
The question of authorship has already been discussed in connection with John’s Gospel. The 
Apocalypse professes to be the work of John, who assumes a commanding position over the 



churches of Asia. History knows only one such character, the Apostle and Evangelist, and to him 
it is ascribed by the earliest and most trustworthy witnesses, going back to the lifetime of many 
friends and pupils of the author. It is one of the best authenticated books of the New Testament. 
{1254} 
 
And yet, owing to its enigmatical obscurity, it is the most disputed of the seven Antilegomena; 
and this internal difficulty has suggested the hypothesis of the authorship of "Presbyter John," 
whose very existence is doubtful (being based on a somewhat obscure passage of Papias), and 
who at all events could not occupy a rival position of superintendency over the churches in Asia 
during the lifetime of the great John. The Apocalypse was a stumbling-block to the spiritualism of 
the Alexandrian fathers, and to the realism of the Reformers (at least Luther and Zwingli), and to 
not a few of eminent modern divines; and yet it has attracted again and again the most intense 
curiosity and engaged the most patient study of devout scholars; while humble Christians of every 
age are cheered by its heroic tone and magnificent close in their pilgrimage to the heavenly 
Jerusalem. Rejected by many as unapostolic and uncanonical, and assigned to a mythical 
Presbyter John, it is now recognized by the severest school of critics as an undoubted production 
of the historical Apostle John. {1255} 
 
If so, it challenges for this reason alone our profound reverence. For who was better fitted to be 
the historian of the past and the seer of the future than the bosom friend of our Lord and Saviour? 
Able scholars, rationalistic as well as orthodox, have by thorough and patient investigation 
discovered or fully confirmed its poetic beauty and grandeur, the consummate art in its plan and 
execution. They have indeed not been able to clear up all the mysteries of this book, but have 
strengthened rather than weakened its claim to the position which it has ever occupied in the 
canon of the New Testament. 
 
It is true, the sceptical critics who so confidently vindicate the apostolic origin of the Apocalypse, 
derive from this very fact their strongest weapon against the apostolic origin of the fourth Gospel. 
But the differences of language and spirit which have been urged are by no means irreconcilable, 
and are overruled by stronger resemblances in the theology and christology and even in the style 
of the two books. A proper estimate of John’s character enables us to see that he was not only 
able, but eminently fitted to write both; especially if we take into consideration the intervening 
distance of twenty or thirty years, the difference of the subject (prospective prophecy in one, and 
retrospective history in the other), and the difference of the state of mind, now borne along in 
ecstacy (en preumati) from vision to vision and recording what the Spirit dictated, now calmly 
collecting his reminiscences in full, clear self-consciousness (en noi). {1256} 
 
The Time of Composition. 
 
The traditional date of composition at the end of Domitian’s reign (95 or 96) rests on the clear 
and weighty testimony of Irenaeus, is confirmed by Eusebius and Jerome, and has still its learned 
defenders, {1257} but the internal evidence strongly favors an earlier date between the death of 
Nero (June 9, 68) and the destruction of Jerusalem (August 10, 70). {1258} This helps us at the 
same time more easily to explain the difference between the fiery energy of the Apocalypse and 
the calm repose of the fourth Gospel, which was composed in extreme old age. The Apocalypse 
forms the natural transition from the Synoptic Gospels to the fourth Gospel. The condition of the 
Seven Churches was indeed different from that which existed a few years before when Paul wrote 
to the Ephesians; but the movement in the apostolic age was very rapid. Six or seven years 
intervened to account for the changes. The Epistle to the Hebrews implies a similar spiritual 
decline among its readers in 63 or 64. Great revivals of religion are very apt to be quickly 
followed by a reaction of worldliness or indifference. 



 

The arguments for the early date are the following: 
 
1. Jerusalem was still standing, and the seer was directed to measure the Temple and the altar, 
{Revelation 11:1} but the destruction is predicted as approaching. The Gentiles "shall tread 
(pathsousin) the holy city under foot forty and two months" (11:2; Comp. Luke 21:24), and the 
"dead bodies shall lie in the street of the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom and Egypt, 
where also their Lord was crucified". {Revelation 11:8} The existence of the twelve tribes seems 
also to be assumed in 7:4-8. The advocates of the traditional date understand these passages in a 
figurative sense. But the allusion to the crucifixion compels us to think of the historical 
Jerusalem. 
 
2. The book was written not long after the death of the fifth Roman emperor, that is, Nero, when 
the empire had received a deadly wound (comp. 13:3, 12, 14). This is the natural interpretation of 
17:10, where it is stated that the seven heads of the scarlet-colored beast, i.e., heathen Rome, "are 
seven kings; the five are fallen, the one is, the other is not yet come, and when he cometh, he must 
continue a little while." The first five emperors were Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and 
Nero, with whom the gens Julia ingloriously perished. Next came Galba, a mere usurper (seventy-
three years old), who ruled but a short time, from June, 68, to January, 69, and was followed by 
two other usurpers, Otho and Vitellius, till Vespasian, in 70, restored the empire after an 
interregnum of two years, and left the completion of the conquest of the Jews and the destruction 
of Jerusalem to his son Titus. {1259} Vespasian may therefore be regarded as the sixth head, the 
three rebels not being counted; and thus the composition of the Apocalypse would fall in the 
spring (perhaps Easter) of the year 70. This is confirmed by 13:3, 12, 14, where the deadly wound 
of the beast is represented as being already healed. {1260} But if the usurpers are counted, Galba 
is the sixth head, and the Revelation was written in 68. In either case Julius Caesar must be 
excluded from the series of emperors (contrary to Josephus). 
 
Several critics refer the seventh head to Nero, and ascribe to the seer the silly expectation of the 
return of Nero as Antichrist. {1261} In this way they understand the passage 17:11: "The beast 
that was, and is not, is himself also an eighth and is of the seven." But John makes a clear 
distinction between the heads of the beast, of whom Nero was one, and the beast itself, which is 
the Roman empire. I consider it simply impossible that John could have shared in the heathen 
delusion of Nero redivivus, which would deprive him of all credit as an inspired prophet. He may 
have regarded Nero as a fit type and forerunner of Antichrist, but only in the figurative sense in 
which Babylon of old was the type of heathen Rome. 
 
3. The early date is best suited for the nature and object of the Apocalypse, and facilitates its 
historical understanding. Christ pointed in his eschatological discourses to the destruction of 
Jerusalem and the preceding tribulation as the great crisis in the history of the theocracy and the 
type of the judgment of the world. And there never was a more alarming state of society. The 
horrors of the French Revolution were confined to one country, but the tribulation of the six years 
preceding the destruction of Jerusalem extended over the whole Roman empire and embraced 
wars and rebellions, frequent and unusual conflagrations, earthquakes and famines and plagues, 
and all sorts of public calamities and miseries untold. It seemed, indeed, that the world, shaken to 
its very centre, was coming to a close, and every Christian must have felt that the prophecies of 
Christ were being fulfilled before his eyes. {1262} 
 
It was at this unique juncture in the history of mankind that St. John, with the consuming fire in 
Rome and the infernal spectacle of the Neronian persecution behind him, the terrors of the Jewish 



war and the Roman interregnum around him, and the catastrophe of Jerusalem and the Jewish 
theocracy before him, received those wonderful visions of the impending conflicts and final 
triumphs of the Christian church. His was truly a book of the times and for the times, and 
administered to the persecuted brethren the one but all-sufficient consolation: Maran atha! Maran 
atha! 
 
Interpretation. 
 
The different interpretations are reduced by English writers to three systems according as the 
fulfilment of the prophecy is found in the past, present, or future. {1263} 
 
1. The Preterist system applies the Revelation to the destruction of Jerusalem and heathen Rome. 
So among Roman Catholics: Alcasar (1614), Bossuet (1690). Among Protestants: Hugo Grotius 
(1644), Hammond (1653), Clericus (1698), Wetstein (1752), Abauzit, Herder, Eichhorn, Ewald, 
Lucke, Bleek, DeWette, Reuss, Renan, F. D. Maurice, Samuel Davidson, Moses Stuart Cowles, 
Desprez, etc. Some {1264} refer it chiefly to the overthrow of the Jewish theocracy, others chiefly 
to the conflict with the Roman empire, still others to both. 
 
But there is a radical difference between those Preterists who acknowledge a real prophecy and 
permanent truth in the book, and the rationalistic Preterists who regard it as a dream of a 
visionary which was falsified by events, inasmuch as Jerusalem, instead of becoming the 
habitation of saints, remained a heap of ruins, while Rome, after the overthrow of heathenism, 
became the metropolis of Latin Christendom. This view rests on a literal misunderstanding of 
Jerusalem. 
 
2. The Continuous (or Historical) system: The Apocalypse is a prophetic compend of church 
history and covers all Christian centuries to the final consummation. It speaks of things past, 
present, and future; some of its prophecies are fulfilled, some are now being fulfilled, and others 
await fulfillment in the yet unknown future. Here belong the great majority of orthodox Protestant 
commentators and polemics who apply the beast and the mystic Babylon and the mother of 
harlots drunken with the blood of saints to the church of Rome, either exclusively or chiefly. But 
they differ widely among themselves in chronology and the application of details. Luther, 
Bullinger, Collado, Pareus, Brightman, Mede, Robert Fleming, Whiston, Vitringa, Bengel, Isaac 
Newton, Bishop Newton, Faber, Woodhouse, Elliott, Birks, Gaussen, Auberlen, Hengstenberg, 
Alford, Wordsworth, Lee. 
 
3. The Futurist system: The events of the Apocalypse from Revelation 4 to the close lie beyond 
the second advent of Christ. This scheme usually adopts a literal interpretation of Israel, the 
Temple, and the numbers (the 31 times, 42 months, 1260 days, 3 1/2 years). So Ribera (a Jesuit, 
1592), Lacunza (another Jesuit, who wrote under the name of Ben-Ezra "On the coming of 
Messiah in glory and majesty," and taught the premillennial advent, the literal restoration of the 
ancient Zion, and the future apostasy of the clergy of the Roman church to the camp of 
Antichrist), S. R. Maitland, Deuteronomy Burgh, Todd, Isaac Williams, W. Kelly. 
 
Another important division of historical interpreters is into Post-Millennarians and Pre-
Millennarians, according as the millennium predicted in Revelation 20 is regarded as part or 
future. Augustin committed the radical error of dating the millennium from the time of the 
Apocalypse or the beginning of the Christian era (although the seer mentioned it near the end of 
his book), and his view had great influence; hence the wide expectation of the end of the world at 
the close of the first millennium of the Christian church. Other post-millennarian interpreters date 
the millennium from the triumph of Christianity over paganism in Rome at the accession of 



Constantine the Great (311); still others (as Hengstenberg) from the conversion of the Germanic 
nations or the age of Charlemagne. All these calculations are refuted by events. The millennium 
of the Apocalypse must he in the future, and is still an article of hope. 
 
The grammatical and historical interpretation of the Apocalypse, as well as of any other book, is 
the only safe foundation for all legitimate spiritual and practical application. Much has been done 
in this direction by the learned commentators of recent times. We must explain it from the 
standpoint of the author and in view of his surroundings. He wrote out of his time and for his time 
of things which must shortly come to pass (1:1, 3; 22:20), and he wished to be read and 
understood by his contemporaries (1:3). Otherwise he would have written in vain, and the solemn 
warning at the close (22:18, 19) would be unintelligible. In some respects they could understand 
him better than we; for they were fellow-sufferers of the fiery persecutions and witnesses of the 
fearful judgments described. Undoubtedly he had in view primarily the overthrow of Jerusalem 
and heathen Rome, the two great foes of Christianity at that time. He could not possibly ignore 
that great conflict. 
 
But his vision was not confined to these momentous events. It extends even to the remotest future 
when death and Hades shall be no more, and a new heaven and a new earth shall appear. And 
although the fulfilment is predicted as being near at hand, he puts a millennium and a short 
intervening conflict before the final overthrow of Satan, the beast, and the false prophet. We have 
an analogy in the prophecy of the Old Testament and the eschatalogical discourses of our Lord, 
which furnish the key for the understanding of the Apocalypse. He describes the destruction of 
Jerusalem and the general judgment in close proximity, as if they were one continuous event. He 
sees the end from the beginning. The first catastrophe is painted with colors borrowed from the 
last, and the last appears as a repetition of the first on a grand and universal scale. It is the manner 
of prophetic vision to bring distant events into close proximity, as in a panorama. To God a 
thousand years are as one day. Every true prophecy, moreover, admits of an expanding fulfilment. 
History ever repeats itself, though never in the same way. There is nothing old under the sun, and, 
in another sense, there is nothing new under the sun. 
 
In the historical interpretation of details we must guard against arbitrary and fanciful schemes, 
and mathematical calculations, which minister to idle curiosity, belittle the book, and create 
distrust in sober minds. The Apocalypse is not a prophetical manual of church history and 
chronology in the sense of a prediction of particular persons, dates, and events. This would have 
made it useless to the first readers, and would make it useless now to the great mass of Christians. 
It gives under symbolic figures and for popular edification an outline of the general principles of 
divine government and the leading forces in the conflict between Christ’s kingdom and his foes, 
which is still going on under ever-varying forms. In this way it teaches, like all the prophetic 
utterances of the Gospels and Epistles, lessons of warning and encouragement to every age. We 
must distinguish between the spiritual coming of Christ and his personal arrival or parousia. The 
former is progressive, the latter instantaneous. The coming began with his ascension to heaven 
{comp. Matthew 26:64}: "Henceforth ye shall see the Son of man sitting at the right hand of 
power, and coming on the clouds of heaven" and goes on in unbroken succession of judgments 
and blessings (for "the history of the world is a judgment of the world"); hence the alternation of 
action and repose, of scenes of terror and scenes of joy, of battles and victories. The arrival of the 
Bridegroom is still in the unknown future, and may be accelerated or delayed by the free action of 
the church, but it is as certain as the first advent of Christ. The hope of the church will not be 
disappointed, for it rests on the promise of Him who is called "the Amen, the faithful and true 
witness". {Revelation 3:14} 
 
Notes. 



 
The Number 666. 
 
The historical understanding of the Apocalypse turns, according to its own statement, chiefly on 
the solution of the numerical riddle in the thirteenth chapter, which has tried the wits of 
commentators from the time of Irenaeus in the second century to the present day, and is still 
under dispute. The history of its solution is a history of the interpretation of the whole book. 
Hence I present here a summary of the most important views. First some preliminary remarks. 
 
1. The text, Revelation 13:18: "Here is wisdom: he that hath understanding, let him count the 
number of the beast; for it is the number of a man (ariymov gar anyrwpou estin), and the 
number is six hundred and sixty-six" cxv or exakosioi exhkonta ex 
 
This is the correct reading in the Greek text (supported by Codd). a, A, B (2), P (2), Origen, 
Primasius, and Versions), and is adopted by the best editors. Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. v. 30, quoted 
also in full by Tischendorf in his edition VIII. critica major) found it "in all the most approved 
and ancient copies" en pasi toiv spoudaioiv kai arcaioiv antigrafoiv, and "attested by 
those who had themselves seen John face to face." There was, however, in his day, a very 
remarkable variation, sustained by Cod. C, and "some" copies, known to, but not approved by, 
Irenaeus, namely, 616. (civ, i.e., exakosioi deka ex. In the Anglo-American revision this 
reading is noted in the margin. 
 
2. "The number of a man" may mean either the number of an individual, or of a corporate person, 
or a human number (Menschenzahl), i.e., a number according to ordinary human reckoning (so 
Bleek, who compares metron anyrwpou, "the measure of a man," Revelation 21:17, and Isaiah 
8:1). Just because the number may be counted in the customary way, the writer could expect the 
reader to find it out. He made the solution difficult indeed, but not impossible. Dr. Lee (p. 687) 
deems it not inconsistent with a proper view of inspiration that John himself did not know the 
meaning of the number. But how could he then ask his less knowing readers to count the number? 
 
3. The mystic use of numbers (the rabbinical Ghematria, gewmetriva) was familiar to the Jews in 
Babylon, and passed from them to the Greeks in Asia. It occurs in the Cabbala, in the Sibylline 
Books (I. 324-331), in the Epistle of Barnabas, and was very common also among the Gnostic 
sects (e g., the Abrasax or Abraxas, which signified the unbegotten Father, and the three hundred 
and sixty-five heavens, corresponding to the number of days in the year). {1265} It arose from the 
employment of the letters of the Hebrew and Greek alphabets for the designation of numbers. The 
Hebrew Aleph counts 1, Beth 2, etc., Yodh 10; but Kaph (the eleventh letter) counts 20, Resh (the 
twentieth letter) 200, etc. The Greek letters, with the addition of an acute accent (as a’, b’), have 
the same numerical value in their order down to Sigma, which counts 200; except that (1st) is 
used for 6, and F’ (an antiquated letter Koppa between p and r) for 90. The Hebrew alphabet ends 
with Tau equals 400, the Greek with Omega equals 800. To express thousands an accent is put 
beneath the letter, as, a,-equals 1,000; b, equals 2,000; i,-equals 10,000. 
 
4. On this fact most interpretations of the Apocalyptic puzzle are based. It is urged by Bleek, 
DeWette, Wieseler, and others, that the number 666 must be deciphered from the Greek alphabet, 
since the book was written in Greek and for Greek readers, and uses the Greek letters Alpha and 
Omega repeatedly as a designation of Christ, the Beginning and the End (1:8; 21:6; 22:13). On 
the other hand, Ewald and Renan, and all who favor the Nero-hypothesis, appeal against this 
argument to the strongly Hebraistic spirit and coloring of the Apocalypse and the familiarity of its 
Jewish Christian readers with the Hebrew alphabet. The writer, moreover, may have preferred 
this for the purpose of partial concealment; just as he substituted Babylon for Rome. {comp. 1 



Peter 5:13} But after all, the former view is much more natural. John wrote to churches of Asia 
Minor, chiefly gathered from Gentile converts who knew no Hebrew. Had he addressed 
Christians in Palestine, the case might be different. 
 
5. The number 666 (three sixes) must, in itself, be a significant number, if we keep in view the 
symbolism of numbers which runs through the whole Apocalypse. It is remarkable that the 
numerical value of the name Jesus is 888 (three eights), and exceeds the trinity of the sacred 
number (777) as much as the number of the beast falls below it. {1266} 
 
6. The "beast" coming out of the sea and having seven heads and ten horns {Revelation 13:1-10} 
is the anti-Christian world-power at war with the church of Christ. It is, as in Daniel, an apt image 
of the brutal nature of the pagan state. It is, when in conflict with the church, the secular or 
political Antichrist; while "the false prophet," who works signs and deceives the worshippers of 
the beast (16:13; 19:20; 20:10), is the intellectual and spiritual Antichrist, in close alliance with 
the former, his high-priest and minister of cultus, so to say, and represents the idolatrous religion 
which animates and supports the secular imperialism. In wider application, the false prophet may 
be taken as the personification of all false doctrine and heresy by which the world is led astray. 
For as there are "many Antichrists," so there are also many false prophets. The name "Antichrist," 
however, never occurs in the Apocalypse, but only in the Epistles of John (five times), and there 
in the plural, in the sense of "false prophets" or heretical teachers, who deny that Jesus Christ is 
come in the flesh. {1 John 4:1-3} Paul designates the Antichrist as, "the man of sin," the son of 
perdition who opposeth and exalteth himself against all that is called God or that is worshipped; 
so that he sitteth in the temple of God, setting himself forth as God. {2 Thessalonians 2:3,4} But 
he seems to look upon the Roman empire as a restraining power which, for a time at least, 
prevented the full outbreak of the "mystery of lawlessness," then already at work (2:6-8). He thus 
wrote a year or two before the accession of Nero, and sixteen years or more before the 
composition of the Apocalypse. 
 
The beast must refer to heathen Rome and the seven heads to seven emperors. This is evident 
from the allusion to the "seven mountains," that is, the seven-hilled city (urbs septicollis) on 
which the woman sits, 17:9. But not a few commentators give it a wider meaning, and understand 
by the heads as many world-monarchies, including those of Daniel, before Christ, and extending 
to the last times. So Auberlen, Ganssen, Hengstenberg, Von Hofmann, Godet, and many English 
divines. 
 
7. The numerous interpretations of the mystic number of the beast may be reduced to three 
classes: 
 
(a) The figures 666 represent the letters composing the name of a historical power, or of a single 
man, in conflict with Christ and his church. Here belong the explanations: Latinus, Caesar-
Augustus, Nero, and other Roman emperors down to Diocletian. Even such names as Julian the 
Apostate, Genseric, Mohammed (Maometis), Luther (Martinus Lauterus), Joannes Calvinus, 
Beza Antitheos, Louis XIV., Napoleon Bonaparte, the Duke of Reichstadt (called "King of 
Rome"), Napoleon III., have been discovered in the three sixes by a strange kind of imposition. 
{1267} 
 
(b) The number is chronological, and designates the duration of the life of the beast, whether it be 
heathenism, or Mohammedanism, or popery. 
 
(c) The number is symbolical of Antichrist and the anti-Christian power. 
 



We now proceed to the principal interpretations. 
 
Latinus or the Roman Empire. 
 
Lateinos (lateinov for latinov, Latinus), i.e., the Latin or Roman empire. This is the numerical 
value of 666 in Greek: l equals 30 plusa equals 1 plus t equals 300 plus e equals 5 plus i equals 10 
plus n equals 50 plus oequals 70 plus s equals 200 equals total 666. The Greek form lateinov is 
no valid objection; for ei often represents the Latin long i, as in antoneinov, pauleinov, 
papeirov sabeinov, fausteiov. J. E. Clarke shows that h latinh basileiva, "the Latin 
empire," likewise gives the number 666. {1268} 
 
This interpretation is the oldest we know of, and is already mentioned by Irenaeus, the first 
among the Fathers who investigated the problem, and who, as a pupil of Polycarp in Smyrna (d. 
155), the personal friend of John, deserves special consideration as a witness of traditions from 
the school of the beloved disciple. He mentions three interpretations, all based on the Greek 
alphabet, namely euanyav (which is of no account), lateinov (which he deems possible), and 
Teitan, i.e., Titus (which he, upon the whole, prefers), but he abstains from a positive decision, for 
the reason that the Holy Scripture does not clearly proclaim the name of the beast or Antichrist. 
{1269} 
 
The interpretation Latinus is the only sensible one among the three, and adopted by Hippolytus, 
Bellarmin, Eichhorn, Bleek, DeWette, Ebrard, Dusterdieck, Alford, Wordsworth, Lee, and others. 
 
Latinus was the name of a king of Latium, but not of any Roman emperor. Hence it must here be 
taken in a generic sense, and applied to the whole heathen Roman empire. 
 
Here the Roman Catholic divines stop. {1270} But many Protestant commentators apply it also, 
in a secondary sense, to the Latin or papal church as far as it repeated in its persecuting spirit the 
sins of heathen Rome. The second beast which is described, Revelation 13:11-17, as coming out 
of the earth, and having two horns like unto a lamb, and speaking as a dragon, and exercising all 
the authority of the first beast in his sight, is referred to the papacy. The false prophet receives a 
similar application. So Luther, Vitringa, Bengel, Auberlen, Hengstenberg, Ebrard, and many 
English divines. 
 
Dean Alford advocates this double application in his Commentary. "This name," he says, 
"describes the common character of the rulers of the former Pagan Roman Empire—’Latini sunt 
qui nunc regnant,’ Iren.: and, which Irenaeus could not foresee, unites under itself the character 
of the later Papal Roman Empire also, as revived and kept up by the agency of its false prophet, 
the priesthood. The Latin Empire, the Latin Church, Latin Christianity, have ever been its 
commonly current appellations: its language, civil and ecclesiastical, has ever been Latin: its 
public services, in defiance of the most obvious requisite for public worship, have ever been 
throughout the world conducted in Latin; there is no one word which could so completely 
describe its character, and at the same time unite the ancient and modern attributes of the two 
beasts, as this. Short of saying absolutely that this was the word in St. John’s mind, I have the 
strongest persuasion that no other can be found approaching so near to a complete solution." 
Bishop Wordsworth gives the same anti-papal interpretation to the beast, and indulges in a variety 
of pious and farfetched fancies. See his Com. on 13:18, and his special work on the Apocalypse. 
 
Nero. 
 



The Apocalypse is a Christian counterblast against the Neronian persecution, and Nero is 
represented as the beast of the abyss who will return as Antichrist. The number 666 signifies the 
very name of this imperial monster in Hebrew letters, rs’qi woonoe, Neron Kaesar, as follows: n 
(n) equals 50, r (r) equals 200, (o) equals 6, (n) equals 50, q (k) equals 100, s (s) equals 60, r (r) 
equals 200; in all 666. The Neronian coins of Asia bear the inscription: Nerwn Kai’sar. But the 
omission of the iy (which would add 10 to 666) from rsyq equals Kai’sar, has been explained by 
Ewald (Johanneische Schriften, II. 263) from the Syriac in which it is omitted, and this view is 
confirmed by the testimony of inscriptions of Palmyra from the third century; see Renan 
(L’Antechrist, p. 415). 
 
The coincidence, therefore, must be admitted, and is at any rate most remarkable, since Nero was 
the first, as well as the most wicked, of all imperial persecutors of Christianity, and eminently 
worthy of being characterized as the beast from the abyss, and being regarded as the type and 
forerunner of Antichrist. 
 
This interpretation, moreover, has the advantage of giving the number of a man or a particular 
person (which is not the case with Lateinos), and affords a satisfactory explanation of the varians 
lectio 616; for this number precisely corresponds to the Latin form, Nero Caesar, and was 
probably substituted by a Latin copyist, who in his calculation dropped the final Nun (equals 50), 
from Neron (666 less 50equals616). 
 
The series of Roman emperors (excluding Julius Caesar), according to this explanation, is 
counted thus: Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero, Galba. This makes Nero (who died 
June 9, 68) the fifth, and Galba the sixth, and seems to fit precisely the passage 17:10: "Five [of 
the seven heads of the beast] are fallen, the one [Galba] is, the other [the seventh] is not yet come; 
and when he cometh he must continue a little while." This leads to the conclusion that the 
Apocalypse was written during the short reign of Galba, between June 9, 68, and January 15, 69. 
It is further inferred from 17:11 ("the beast that was, and is not, is himself also an eighth, and is of 
the seven; and he goeth into perdition"), that, in the opinion of the seer and in agreement with a 
popular rumor, Nero, one of the seven emperors, would return as the eighth in the character of 
Antichrist, but shortly perish. 
 
This plausible solution of the enigma was almost simultaneously and independently discovered, 
between 1831 and 1837, by several German scholars, each claiming the credit of originality, viz.: 
C. F. A. Fritzsche (in the "Annalen der gesammten Theol. Liter.," I. 3, Leipzig, 1831); F. Benary 
(in the "Zeitschrift fur specul. Theol.," Berlin, 1836); F. Hitzig (in Ostern und Pfingsten, 
Heidelb., 1837); E. Reuss (in the "Hallesche Allg. Lit.-Zeitung" for Sept., 1837); and Ewald, who 
claims to have made the discovery before 1831, but did not publish it till 1862. It has been 
adopted by Baur, Zeller, Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, Hausrath, Krenkel, Gebhardt, Renan, Aube, 
Reville, Sabatier, Sam. Davidson (I. 291); and among American commentators by Stuart and 
Cowles. It is just now the most popular interpretation, and regarded by its champions as 
absolutely conclusive. 
 
But, as already stated in the text, there are serious objections to the Nero-hypothesis: 
 
(1) The language and readers of the Apocalypse suggest a Greek rather than a Hebrew 
explanation of the numerical riddle. 
 
(2) The seer clearly distinguishes the beast, as a collective name for the Roman empire (so used 
also by Daniel), from the seven heads, i.e., kings (basileiv) or emperors. Nero is one of the five 
heads who ruled before the date of the Apocalypse. He was "slain" (committed suicide), and the 



empire fell into anarchy for two years, until Vespasian restored it, and so the death-stroke was 
healed. {Revelation 13:3} The three emperors between Nero and Vespasian (Galba, Otho, and 
Vitellius) were usurpers, and represent an interregnum and the deadly wound of the beast. This at 
least is a more worthy interpretation and consistent with the actual facts. 
 
It should be noticed, however, that Josephus, Ant. XVIIII. 2, 2; 6, 10, very distinctly includes 
Julius Caesar among the emperors, and calls Augustus the second, Tiberius the third, Caius 
Caligula the fourth Roman emperor. Suetonius begins his Lives of the Twelve Caesars with Julius 
and ends with Domitian, including the lives of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius. This fact tends at all 
events to weaken the foundation of the Nero-hypothesis. 
 
(3) It is difficult to conceive of a reasonable motive for concealing the detested name of Nero 
after his death. For this reason Cowles makes Nero the sixth emperor (by beginning the series 
with Julius Caesar) and assigns the composition to his persecuting reign. But this does not explain 
the wound of the beast and the statement that "it was and is not." 
 
(4) A radical error, such as the belief in the absurd heathen fable of the return of Nero, is 
altogether incompatible with the lofty character and profound wisdom of the Apocalypse, and 
would destroy all confidence in its prophecy. If John, as these writers maintain, composed it in 
68, he lived long enough to be undeceived, and would have corrected the fatal blunder or 
withheld the book from circulation. 
 
(5) It seems incredible that such an easy solution of the problem should have remained unknown 
for eighteen centuries and been reserved for the wits of half a dozen rival rationalists in Germany. 
Truth is truth, and must be thankfully accepted from any quarter and at any time; yet as the 
Apocalypse was written for the benefit of contemporaries of Nero, one should think that such a 
solution would not altogether have escaped them. Irenaeus makes no mention of it. 
 
The Emperor of Rome. 
 
Caesar Romae, from. mr rsyq. So Ewald formerly (in his first commentary, published in 1828). 
But this gives the number 616, which is rejected by the best critics in favor of 666. In his later 
work, Ewald adopts the Nero-hypothesis (Die Johanneischen Schriften, Bd. II., 1862, p. 202 sq.). 
 

Caligula. 
 
From gavio kaisar. But this counts likewise 616. 
 

Titus. 
 
The Greek teitan. Irenaeus considers this the most probable interpretation, because the word is 
composed of six letters, and belongs to a royal tyrant. If we omit the final n (n), we get the other 
reading (616). The objection is that Titus, the destroyer of Jerusalem, was one of the best 
emperors, and not a persecutor of Christians. 
 

Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. 
 



Wetstein refers the letters to Titus Flavius Vespasianus, father and sons (Titus and Domitian). He 
thinks that John used both numbers, 616 in the first, 666 in the second edition of his book. 
"Eleganter" he says in his notes, et apposite Joannes Titum Flavium Vespasianum patrem et filios 
hoc nomine designat... Convenit secundo nomen. Teitavn praenomini ipsorum Titus. Res ipsa 
etiam convenit. Titanes fuerunt qeomavcoi, "tales etiam Vespasiani." Nov. Test., II., p. 806; 
comp. his critical note on p. 805. 
 

Diocletian. 
 
Diocletian, Emperor, in Roman characters, Diocles Augustus, counting only some of the letters, 
namely: DIo CLes aVg Vst Vs. {1271} Diocletian was the last of the persecuting emperors (d. 
313). So Bossuet. To his worthless guess the Huguenots opposed the name of the "grand 
monarch" and persecutor of Protestants, Louis XIV., which yields the same result (LVDo 
VICVs). 
 
The Roman Emperors from Augustus To Vespasian. 
 
Marcker (in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1868, p. 699) has found out that the initial letters of 
the first ten Roman emperors from Octavianus (Augustus) to Titus, including the three usurpers 
Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, yield the numerical value of 666. Dusterdieck (p. 467) calls this "eine 
frappante Spielerei." 
 

Caesar Augustus 
 
Kaisarsebaston (for-v, suited to the neuter yhrion), i.e., the "Caesar Augustan" beast. {1272} The 
official designation of the Roman emperors was "Kaivsar Sebastov" (Caesar Augustus), in which 
their blasphemous apotheosis culminates. In support of it may be quoted "the names of 
blasphemy on the heads of the beast," Revelation 13:1. 
 
This is the conjecture proposed by Dr. Wieseler in his book: Zur Geschichte der Neutest. Schrift 
und des Urchristenthums, 1880, p. 169. It is certainly ingenious and more consistent with the 
character of the Apocalypse than the Nero-hypothesis. It substantially agrees with the 
interpretation Lateinos. But the substitution of a final n for "is an objection, though not more 
serious than the omission of the yodh from qyrs". 
 
The Chronological Solutions.—The Duration of Antichrist. 
 
The number 666 signifies the duration of the beast or antichristian world power, and the false 
prophet associated with the beast. 
 
(1) The duration of Heathenism. But heathen Rome, which persecuted the church, was 
Christianized after the conversion of Constantine, A. D. 311. The other forms and subsequent 
history of heathenism lie outside of the apocalyptic vision. 
 
(2) Mohammedanism. Pope Innocent III., when rousing Western Europe to a new crusade, 
declared the Saracens to be the beast, and Mohammed the false prophet whose power would last 
six hundred and sixty-six years. See his bull of 1213, in which he summoned the fourth Lateran 
Council, in Hardouin, Conc., Tom. VII. 3. But six hundred and sixty-six years have passed since 



the Hegira (622), and even since the fourth Lateran Council (1215); yet Islam still sits on the 
throne in Constantinople, and rules over one hundred and sixty million of consciences. 
 
(3). The anti-Christian Papacy. This interpretation was suggested by mediaeval sects hostile to 
Rome, and was matured by orthodox Protestant divines of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
under the fresh impression of the fearful persecutions which were directly instigated or approved 
by the papacy, and which surpass in cruelty and extent the persecutions of heathen Rome. It is 
asserted that the terrible Duke of Alva alone put more Protestants to death in the Netherlands 
within a few years than all the heathen emperors from Nero to Diocletian; and that the victims of 
the Spanish Inquisition (105,000 persons in eighteen years under Torquemada’s administration) 
outnumber the ancient martyrs. It became almost a Protestant article of faith that the mystical 
Babylon, the mother of harlots, riding on the beast, the woman drunken with the blood of the 
saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus, {Revelation 17:5 sqq.} is none other than the 
pseudo-Christian and anti-Christian church of Rome, and this view is still widely prevalent, 
especially in Great Britain and North America. 
 
Luther struck the key-note of this anti-popery exegesis. He had at first a very low opinion of the 
Apocalypse, and would not recognize it as apostolic or prophetic (1522), but afterward he utilized 
for polemic purposes (in a preface to his edition of the N. T. of 1530). He dated the one thousand 
years {Revelation 20:7} with Augustin from the composition of the book, and the six hundred and 
sixty-six years from Gregory VII., as the supposed founder of the papacy, and understood Gog 
and Magog to mean the unspeakable Turks and the Jews. As Gregory VII. was elected pope 1073, 
the anti-Christian era ought to have come to an end A. D. 1739; but that year passed off without 
any change in the history of the papacy. 
 
Luther was followed by Chytraeus (1563), Selnecker (1567), Hoe v. Honegg (1610 and 1640), 
and other Lutheran commentators. Calvin and Beza wisely abstained from prophetic exposition, 
but other Reformed divines carried out the anti-popery scheme with much learning, as Bibliander 
(1549 and 1559), Bullinger (1557), David Pareus (1618), Joseph Mede (the founder of the 
ingenious system of synchronism, in his Clavis Apocalyptica, 1627), Coccejus (1696), Vitringa (a 
very learned and useful commentator, 1705, 3d ed. 1721), and Joh. Albrecht Bengel (in his 
Gnomon, his Ordo Temporum, 1741, and especially his Erklarte Offenbarung Johannis, 1740, 
new ed. 1834). This truly great and good man elaborated a learned scheme of chronological 
interpretation, and fixed the end of the anti-Christian (papal) reign at the year 1836, and many 
pious people among his admirers in Wurtemburg were in anxious expectation of the millennium 
during that year. But it passed away without any serious change, and this failure, according to 
Bengel’s own correct prediction, indicates a serious error in his scheme. Later writers have again 
and again predicted the fall of the papacy and the beginning of the millennium, advancing the 
date as times progress; but the years 1848 and 1870 have passed away, and the Pope still lives, 
enjoying a green old age, with the additional honor of infallibility, which the Fathers never heard 
of, which even St. Peter never claimed, and St. Paul effectually disputed at Antioch. All 
mathematical calculations about the second advent are doomed to disappointment, and those who 
want to know more than our blessed Lord knew in the days of his flesh deserve to be 
disappointed. "It is not for you to know times or seasons, which the Father hath set within his 
own authority". {Acts 1:7} This settles the question. 
 
Mystical and Symbolical Interpretations. 
 
The number is neither alphabetical nor chronological, but the mystical or symbolical name of 
Antichrist, who is yet to come. Here we meet again with different views. 
 



Primasius, the African commentator of the Apocalypse (a pupil of Augustin), mentions two 
names as giving the general characteristics of Antichrist: antemov and arnoume, the former 
honori contrarius the other from arneomai, to deny, by which the Antichrist is justly described, 
"utpote per duas partes orationis, nominis scilicet et verbi, et personae qualitas et operis 
insinuatur asperitas." Utterly worthless. See Lucke, p. 997. Zullig finds in the figure the name of 
Bileam. Not much better is Hengstenberg’s explanation: Adonikam, i.e., "The Lord arises," a 
good name for Antichrist! {2 Thessalonians 2:4} He bases it on Ezra 2:13: "The children of 
Adonikam, six hundred and sixty-six." Ezra gives a list of the children of Israel who returned 
from the captivity under Zerubbabel. What this has to do with Antichrist is difficult to see. 
 
Von Hofmann and Fuller think that the number implies the personal name of Antichrist. 
 
Another view is this: the number is symbolical, like all other numbers in the Apocalypse, and 
signifies the anti-Christian world-power in all its successive forms from heathen Rome down to 
the end. Hence it admits of many applications, as there are "many Antichrists." The number six is 
the number of human work and toil (six days of the week), as seven is the number of divine rest. 
Or, six is the half of twelve—the number of the church—and indicates the divided condition of 
the temporal power. Three sixes signify worldliness (worldly glory, worldly wisdom, worldly 
civilization) at the height of power, which with all vaunted strength is but weakness and folly, and 
falls short of the divine perfection symbolized by the numbers seven and twelve. Such or similar 
views were suggested by Herder, Auberlen, Rosch, Hengstenberg, Burger, Maurice, Wordsworth, 
Vaughan, Carpenter, etc. 
 
The Messiah of Satan. 
 
To the class of mystical interpretation belongs the recent view of Professor Godet, of Neuchatel, 
which deserves special mention. This eminent commentator sees in 666 the emblematic name of 
The Messiah of Satan in opposition to the divine Messiah. The number was originally represented 
by the three letters cxv. The first and the last letters are an abridgment of the name of Christ, and 
have the value of 606 (x equals 600 plus "equals 6); the middle x is, in virtue of its form and of 
the sibilant sound, the emblem of Satan, and as a cipher has the value of 60. Satan is called in the 
Apocalypse the old serpent in allusion to the history of the temptation. {Genesis 3} This 
explanation was first suggested by Heumann and Herder, and is made by Godet the basis of an 
original theory, namely, that Antichrist or the man of sin will be a Jew who will set up a carnal 
Israel in opposition to the true Messiah, and worship the prince of this world in order to gain 
universal empire. {1273} Corruptio optimi pessima. Renan says: "Nothing can equal in 
wickedness the wickedness of Jews: at the same time the best of men have been Jews; you may 
say of this race whatever good or evil you please, without danger of overstepping the truth." In 
blasphemy, as well as in adoration, the Jew is the foremost of mankind. Only an apostate can 
blaspheme with all his heart. Our Gentile Voltaires are but lambs as compared with Jews in 
reviling Christ and his church. None but Israel could give birth to Judas, none but apostate Israel 
can give birth to Antichrist. Israel answers precisely to the description of the apocalyptic beast, 
which was and is not and shall be, {Revelation 17:11} which was wounded to death, and is to be 
miraculously healed, in order to play, as the eighth head, the part of Antichrist. Godet refers to 
the rising power of the Jews in wealth, politics, and literature, and especially their command of 
the anti-Christian press in Christian countries, as indications of the approach of the fulfilment of 
this prophecy. 
 
Godet holds to the late date of the Apocalypse under Domitian, and rejects the application of the 
seven heads of the beast to Roman emperors. He applies them, like Auberlen, Hengstenberg, and 



others, to as many empires, before and after Christ, but brings in, as a new feature, the Herodian 
dynasty, which was subject to the Roman power. 
 
According to his view, the first head is ancient Egypt trying to destroy Israel in its cradle; the 
second is the Assyro-Babylonian empire which destroyed the kingdom of the ten tribes, and then 
Jerusalem; the third is the Persian empire, which held restored Israel under its authority; the 
fourth is the Greek monarchy under Antiochus Epiphanes (the little horn of Daniel 8, the 
Antichrist of the Old Testament), who attempted to suppress the worship of God in Israel, and to 
substitute that of Zeus; the fifth is the Jewish state under the Herods and the pontificates of Annas 
and Caiaphas, who crucified the Saviour and then tried to destroy his church; the sixth is the 
Roman empire, which is supposed to embrace all political power in Europe to this day; the 
seventh head is that power of short duration which shall destroy the whole political system of 
Europe, and prepare it for the arrival of Antichrist from the bosom of infidel Judaism. In this way 
Godet harmonizes the Apocalypse with the teaching of Paul concerning the restraining effect of 
the Roman empire, which will be overthrown in order to give way to the full sway of Antichrist. 
The eighth head is Israel restored, with a carnal Messiah at its head, who will preach the worship 
of humanity and overthrow Rome, the old enemy of the Jews, {Revelation 18} but be overthrown 
in turn by Christ (Revelation 19 and 2 Thessalonians 2:8). Then follows the millennium, the 
sabbath of humanity on earth after its long week of work, not necessarily a visible reign of Christ, 
but a reign by his Spirit. At the end of this period, Satan, who as yet is only bound, shall try once 
more to destroy the work of God, but shall only prepare his final defeat, and give the signal for 
the universal judgment. {Revelation 20} The terrestrial state founded on the day of creation now 
gives place to the now heavens and the new earth, {Revelation 21} in which God shall be all in 
all. Anticipating the sight of this admirable spectacle, John prostrates himself and invites all the 
faithful to cry with the Spirit and the spouse, "Lord, come—come soon". {Revelation 22} What a 
vast drama! What a magnificent conclusion to the Scriptures opening with Genesis! The first 
creation made man free; the second shall make him holy, and then the work of God is 
accomplished. 
 
Conclusion. 
 
A very ingenious interpretation, with much valuable truth, but not the last word yet on this 
mysterious book, and very doubtful in its solution of the numerical riddle. The primary meaning 
of the beast, as already remarked, is heathen Rome, as represented by that monster tyrant and 
persecutor, Nero, the very incarnation of satanic wickedness. The oldest interpretation (Lateinos), 
known already to a grand-pupil of St. John, is also the best, and it is all the more plausible 
because the other interpretations which give us the alphabetical value of 666, namely, Nero and 
Caesar Augustus, likewise point to the same Roman power which kept up a bloody crusade of 
three hundred years against Christianity. But the political beast, and its intellectual ally, the false 
prophet, appear again and again in history, and make war upon the church and the truth of Christ, 
within and without the circle of the old Roman empire. Many more wonders of exegetical ability 
and historical learning will yet be performed before the mysteries of Revelation are solved, if they 
ever will be solved before the final fulfilment. In the meantime, the book will continue to 
accomplish its practical mission of comfort and encouragement to every Christian in the conflict 
of faith for the crown of life. 
 
{1244} apokaluqiv ihsou cristou Revelation 1:1. The oldest inscription in Cod. "A"—is 
apokaluqiv iwanou. Later MSS. add tou’ aJgivou and tou’ qeolovgou, etc. 
 
{1245} "Tot verba, tot mysteria."—"Niemand weiss, was darinnen steht." Zwingli would take no 
doctrinal proof-text from Revelation. 



 
{1246} The amount of nonsense, false chronology, and prophecy which has been put into the 
Apocalypse is amazing, and explains the sarcastic saying of the Calvinistic, yet vehemently anti-
Puritanic preacher, Robert South (Serm. XXIII., vol. I., 377, Philad. ed., 1844), that "the book 
called the Revelation, the more it is studied, the less it is understood, as generally either finding a 
man cracked, or making him so." The remark is sometimes falsely attributed to Calvin, but he had 
great respect for the book, and quotes it freely for doctrinal purposes, though he modestly or 
wisely abstained from writing a commentary on it. 
 
{1247} Revelation 4:11; 5:8-14; 7:12-17; 11:15; 14:13; 15:3; 19:1, 2, 6, 7. 
 
{1248} Herder: "How many passages in the prophets are obscure in their primary historical 
references, and yet these passages, containing divine truth, doctrine, and consolation, are manna 
for all hearts and all ages. Should it not be so with the book which is an abstract of almost all 
prophets and Apostles?" 
 
{1249} Zur Einleit. in die Offenb. Joh., p. 1. The translation is condensed. 
 
{1250} Prof. Godet compares the Apocalypse with the Song of Songs, viewed as a dramatic 
poem, and calls it "the Canticle of the New Testament," as the Song of Songs is "the Apocalypse 
of the Old." But I cannot see the aptness of this comparison. Eichhorn treated the Apocalypse as a 
regular drama with a prologue, three acts, and an epilogue. 
 
{1251} See Lucke, pp. 66-345; Lange, pp. 6 sqq.; Hilgenfeld, Die judische Apokalyptik (1857); 
Schurer, N. T’liche Zeitgeschichte (1874), pp. 511-563. 
 
{1252} Godet (p. 297): "The Apocalypse is the precious vessel in which the treasure of Christian 
hope has been deposited for all ages of the church, but especially for the church under the cross." 
Dr. Chambers (p. 15): "The scope of this mysterious book is not to convince unbelievers, nor to 
illustrate the divine prescience, nor to minister to men’s prurient desire to peer into the future, but 
to edify the disciples of Christ in every age by unfolding the nature and character of earth’s 
conflicts, by preparing them for trial as not a strange thing, by consoling them with the prospect 
of victory, by assuring them of God’s sovereign control over all persons and things, and by 
pointing them to the ultimate issue when they shall pass through the gates of pearl never more to 
go out." 
 
{1253} Comp. 50, (this vol.). 
 
{1254} See the testimonies in Charteris, Canonicity, pp. 336-357; also Lucke (pp. 419-887), 
Alford (iv. 198-229), Lee (pp. 405-442), and other commentators. 
 
{1255} This is the almost unanimous opinion of the Tubingen critics and their sympathizers on 
the Continent and in England. 
 
{1256} Comp. Revelation 1:10 1 Corinthians 14:15. See, besides the references mentioned at the 
head of the section, the testimony of Dr. Weiss, who, in his Leben Jesu (1882), I. 97-101, ably 
discusses the difference, between the two books, and comes to the conclusion that they are both 
from the same Apostle John. "Yes" (he says, with reference to a significant concession of Dr. 
Baur), "the fourth Gospel is ‘the spiritualized Apocalypse,’ but not because an intellectual hero of 
the second century followed the seer of the Apocalypse, but because the Son of Thunder of the 



Apocalypse had been matured and transfigured by the Spirit and the divine guidance into a 
mystic, and the flames of his youth had burnt down into the glow of a holy love." 
 
{1257} The great majority of older commentators, and among the recent ones Elliott, Alford, 
Hengstenberg, Ebrard, Lange, Hofmann, Godet, Lee, Milligan, and Warfield (in Schaff’s 
"Encycl." III. 2035). I myself formerly advocated the later date, in the Hist. of the Ap. Church 
(1853), pp. 418 sqq 
 
{1258} The early date is advocated or accepted by Neander, Lucke, Bleek, Ewald, DeWette, 
Baur, Hilgenfeld, Reuss, Dusterdieck, Renan, Aube, Stuart, Davidson, Cowles, Bishop Lightfoot, 
Westoott, Holtzmann, Weiss; and among earlier writers by Alcasar, Grotius, Hammond, Abauzit, 
and John Lightfoot. 
 
{1259} Suetonius, Vespas. c. 1 "Rebellione trium principum et caede incertum diu et quasi vagum 
imperium suscepit firmavitque tandem gens Flavia." 
 
{1260} So Bleek (p. 121), Lucke (in the second ed.), Bohmer, Weiss, Dusterdieck (Introd. pp. 55 
sqq. and Com. on Revelation 13:3, and 17:7-14). 
 
{1261} So Ewald, Reuss, Baur, etc. See NOTES below. 
 
{1262} Comp. ch. vi., pp. 376-402, and especially the most graphic description of those terrible 
years by Renan, in L’Antechrist, ch. xiv., pp. 320-339, which I would like to transcribe if space 
permitted. His facts are well supported by heathen and Jewish testimonies especially Tacitus, 
Suetonius, Strabo, Pliny, Josephus, etc. 
 
{1263} See Alford, Com. iv., 245 sqq.; Elliott, 4th vol.; Sam. Davidson, Introd. to the N. T., first 
ed. III. 619, revised ed., vol. II. 297, and Lee, Com. p. 488. Davidson adds a fourth class of 
"extreme," as distinguished from simple "Futurists," who refer the entire book, including 
Revelation 2 and 3, to the last times. Lee substitutes with Lucke the term "Historical" for 
"Continuous," but Historical applies better to the first class called "Preterists." Lee adds (491), as 
a fourth system, the "Spiritual system," and names Augustin (his "City of God," as the first 
philosophy of history), J. C. K. von Hofmann, Hengstenberg, Auberlen, Ebrard as its chief 
defenders. It is the same with what Auberlen calls the reichsgeschichtliche Auslegung. 
 
{1264} So Herder, in his suggestive book MARAN AQA, das Buch von der Zukunft des Herrn, 
des N. Testaments Siegel, Riga, 1779. He was preceded in the anti-Jewish explication by Abauzit 
of Geneva (1730), who assigned the book to the reign of Nero, and Wetstein (1752), and followed 
by Hartwig (1780) and Zullig. The last, in a learned work on the Apocalypse (Stuttgart, 1834, 2 
vols., 1840), refers it exclusively to the Jewish state. 
 
{1265} a-equals 1, b equals 2, r equals 100, a-equals 1, x equals 60, a-equals 1, equals 200; total, 
365. A vast number of engraved stones, called "Abraxas-gems," are still extant. The origin of 
Abraxas is usually ascribed to Basilides or his followers. 
 
{1266} I equals 10 plus h equals 8 plus sequals 200 plus o equals 70 plus u equals 400 plus 
sequals 200, total ihsouv equals 888. Comp. Barnabas, Ep. c. 9; and the Sibylline Books, I. 324-
331. 
 
{1267} These pious absurdities are surpassed by the rationalistic absurdity of Volkmar, who (in 
his Com. on the Apoc., 1862, p. 197) carries the imaginary hostility of John to Paul so far as to 



refer "the false prophet" {Revelation 16:13 19:20} to the Apostle of the Gentiles, because he 
taught {Romans 13} that every soul should be subject to the then reigning Nero (ie., the beast)! 
Even Hilgenfeld (Einleit. p. 436) and Samuel Davidson (I. 291), while agreeing with Volkmar in 
the Nero-hypothesis, protest against such impious nonsense. 
 
{1268} See Lee, Com. p. 687. Adam Clarke regarded this unanswerable. 
 
{1269} Adv. Haer., v. 30, 3 and 4. Josephus, from prudential regard to his patrons, the Flavian 
emperors, withheld the interpretation of the fourth beast and the stone cut out of the mountain in 
Daniel’s vision. Ant. x. 10, 4. On which Havercamp remarks: "Nor is this to be wondered at that 
he would not now meddle with things future; for he had no mind to provoke the Romans by 
speaking of the destruction of that city, which they called the eternal city." 
 
{1270} If they go farther, they discover the anti-Christian beast in the mediaeval German (the so-
called "Holy Roman") empire in conflict with the papacy, in the Napoleonic imperialism, the 
Russian Czarism, the modern German empire (the anti-papal Cultur-Kampf), in fact in every 
secular power which is hostile to the interests of the Roman hierarchy and will "not go to 
Canossa." This would be the very reverse of the old Protestant interpretation. 
 
{1271} D equals 500 plus I equals 1 plus C equals 100 plus L equals 50 plus V equals 5 plus V 
equals 5 equals 666. 
 
{1272} The numerical value of Kaisarsebaston is equal 20 plus 1 plus 10 plus 200 plus 1 plus 100 
plus 200 plus 5 plus 2 plus 1 plus 6 plus 70 plus 50, in all 666. 
 
{1273} In the essay above quoted, p. 388, and in the article Revelation in Johnson’s 
"Cyclopaedia," III. 1606 sqq.  

 



102. Concluding Reflections. Faith and Criticism. 
 
There is no necessary conflict between faith and criticism any more than between revelation and 
reason or between faith and philosophy. God is the author of both, and he cannot contradict 
himself. There is an uncritical faith and a faithless criticism as there is a genuine philosophy and a 
philosophy falsely so called; but this is no argument either against faith or criticism; for the best 
gifts are liable to abuse and perversion; and the noblest works of art may be caricatured. The 
apostle of faith directs us to "prove all things," and to "hold fast that which is good." We believe 
in order to understand, and true faith is the mother of knowledge. A rational faith in Christianity, 
as the best and final religion which God gave to mankind, owes it to itself to examine the 
foundation on which it rests; and it is urged by an irresistible impulse to vindicate the truth 
against every form of error. Christianity needs no apology. Conscious of its supernatural strength, 
it can boldly meet every foe and convert him into an ally. 
 
Looking back upon the history of the apostolic age, it appears to us as a vast battle-field of 
opposite tendencies and schools. Every inch of ground is disputed and has to be reconquered; 
every fact, as well as every doctrine of revelation, is called in question; every hypothesis is tried; 
all the resources of learning, acumen, and ingenuity are arrayed against the citadel of the 
Christian faith. The citadel is impregnable, and victory is certain, but not to those who ignorantly 
or superciliously underrate the strength of the besieging army. In the sixteenth century the contest 
was between Roman Catholicism and Evangelical Protestantism; in the nineteenth century the 
question is Christianity or infidelity. Then both parties believed in the inspiration of the New 
Testament and the extent of the canon, differing only in the interpretation; now inspiration is 
denied, and the apostolicity of all but four or five books is assailed. Then the Word of God, with 
or without tradition, was the final arbiter of religious controversies; now human reason is the 
ultimate tribunal. 
 
We live in an age of discovery, invention, research, and doubt. Scepticism is well nigh 
omnipresent in the thinking world. It impregnates the atmosphere. We can no more ignore it than 
the ancient Fathers could ignore the Gnostic speculations of their day. Nothing is taken for 
granted; nothing believed on mere authority; everything must be supported by adequate proof, 
everything explained in its natural growth from the seed to the fruit. Roman Catholics believe in 
an infallible oracle in the Vatican; but whatever the oracle may decree, the earth moves and will 
continue to move around the sun. Protestants, having safely crossed the Red Sea, cannot go back 
to the flesh-pots of the land of bondage, but must look forward to the land of promise. In the 
night, says a proverb, all cattle are black, but the daylight reveals the different colors. 
 
Why did Christ not write the New Testament, as Mohammed wrote the Koran? Writing was not 
beneath his dignity; he did write once in the sand, though we know not what. God himself wrote 
the Ten Commandments on two tables of stone. But Moses broke them to pieces when he saw 
that the people of Israel worshipped the golden calf before the thunders from Sinai had ceased to 
reverberate in their ears. They might have turned those tables into idols. God buried the great law-
giver out of sight and out of the reach of idolatry. The gospel was still less intended to be a dumb 
idol than the law. It is not a killing letter but a life-giving spirit. It is the spirit that quickeneth; the 
flesh profiteth nothing; the words of Christ "are spirit and are life." A book written by his own 
unerring hand, unless protected by a perpetual miracle, would have been subject to the same 
changes and corruptions in the hands of fallible transcribers and printers as the books of his 
disciples, and the original autograph would have perished with the brittle papyrus. Nor would it 
have escaped the unmerciful assaults of sceptical and infidel critics, and misinterpretations of 
commentators and preachers. He himself was crucified by the hierarchy of his own people, whom 



he came to save. What better fate could have awaited his book? Of course, it would have risen 
from the dead, in spite of the doubts and conjectures and falsehoods of unbelieving men; but the 
same is true of the writings of the apostles, though thousands of copies have been burned by 
heathens and false Christians. Thomas might put his hand into the wound-prints of his risen Lord; 
but "Blessed are they that have not seen and yet have believed." 
 
We must believe in the Holy Spirit who lives and moves in the Church and is the invisible power 
behind the written and printed word. 
 
The form in which the authentic records of Christianity have come down to us, with their 
variations and difficulties, is a constant stimulus to study and research and calls into exercise all 
the intellectual and moral faculties of men. Every one must strive after the best understanding of 
the truth with a faithful use of his opportunities and privileges, which are multiplying with every 
generation. 
 
The New Testament is a revelation of spiritual and eternal truth to faith, and faith is the work of 
the Holy Spirit, though rooted in the deepest wants and aspirations of man. It has to fight its way 
through an unbelieving world, and the conflict waxes hotter and hotter as the victory comes 
nearer. For the last half century the apostolic writings have been passing through the purgatory of 
the most scorching criticism to which a book can be subjected. The opposition is itself a powerful 
testimony to their vitality and importance. 
 
There are two kinds of scepticism: one represented by Thomas, honest, earnest, seeking and at 
last finding the truth; the other represented by Sadducees and Pontius Pilate, superficial, worldly, 
frivolous, indifferent to truth and ending in despair. With the latter "even the gods reason in 
vain." When it takes the trouble to assail the Bible, it deals in sneers and ridicule which admit of 
no serious answer. The roots of infidelity he in the heart and will rather than in the reason and 
intellect, and wilful opposition to the truth is deaf to any argument. But honest, truth-loving 
scepticism always deserves regard and sympathy and demands a patient investigation of the real 
or imaginary difficulties which are involved in the problem of the origin of Christianity. It may be 
more useful to the church than an unthinking and unreasoning orthodoxy. One of the ablest and 
purest sceptical critics of the century (DeWette) made the sad, but honorable confession: 
 
I lived in times of doubt and strife, 
 
When childlike faith was forced to yield; 
 
I struggled to the end of life, 
 
Alas! I did not gain the field. 
 
But he did gain the field, after all, at last; for a few months before his death he wrote and 
published this significant sentence: "I know that in no other name can salvation be found, than in 
the name of Jesus Christ the Crucified, and there is nothing higher for mankind than the divine 
humanity (Gottmenschheit) realized in him, and the kingdom of God planted by him." Blessed are 
those that seek the truth, for they shall find it. 
 
The critical and historical rationalism which was born and matured in this century in the land of 
Luther, and has spread in Switzerland, France, Holland, England, Scotland, and America, 
surpasses in depth and breadth of learning, as well as in earnestness of spirit, all older forms of 
infidelity and heresy. It is not superficial and frivolous, as the rationalism of the eighteenth 



century; it is not indifferent to truth, but intensely interested in ascertaining the real facts, and 
tracing the origin and development of Christianity, as a great historical phenomenon. But it 
arrogantly claims to be the criticism par excellence, as the Gnosticism of the ancient church 
pretended to have the monopoly of knowledge. There is a historical, conservative, and 
constructive criticism, as well as an unhistorical, radical, and destructive criticism; and the former 
must win the fight as sure as God’s truth will outlast all error. So there is a believing and 
Christian Gnosticism as well as an unbelieving and anti- (or pseudo-) Christian Gnosticism. 
 
The negative criticism of the present generation has concentrated its forces upon the life of Christ 
and the apostolic age, and spent an astonishing amount of patient research upon the minutest 
details of its history. And its labors have not been in vain; on the contrary, it has done a vast 
amount of good, as well as evil. Its strength lies in the investigation of the human and literary 
aspect of the Bible; its weakness in the ignoring of its divine and spiritual character. It forms thus 
the very antipode of the older orthodoxy, which so overstrained the theory of inspiration as to 
reduce the human agency to the mechanism of the pen. We must look at both aspects. The Bible 
is the Word of God and the word of holy men of old. It is a revelation of man, as well as of God. 
It reveals man in all his phases of development—innocence, fall, redemption—in all the varieties 
of character, from heavenly purity to satanic wickedness, with all his virtues and vices, in all his 
states of experience, and is an ever-flowing spring of inspiration to the poet, the artist, the 
historian, and divine. It reflects and perpetuates the mystery of the incarnation. It is the word of 
him who proclaimed himself the Son of Man, as well as the Son of God. "Men spake from God, 
being moved by the Holy Spirit." Here all is divine and all is human. 
 
No doubt the New Testament is the result of a gradual growth and conflict of different forces, 
which were included in the original idea of Christianity and were drawn out as it passed from 
Christ to his disciples, from the Jews to the Gentiles, from Jerusalem to Antioch and Rome, and 
as it matured in the mind of the leading apostles. No doubt the Gospels and Epistles were written 
by certain men, at a certain time, in a certain place, under certain surroundings, and for definite 
ends; and all these questions are legitimate objects of inquiry and eminently deserving of ever-
renewed investigation. Many obscure points have been cleared up, thanks, in part, to these very 
critics, who intended to destroy, and helped to build up. 
 
The literary history of the apostolic age, like its missionary progress, was guided by a special 
providence. Christ only finished a part of his work while on earth. He pointed his disciples to 
greater works, which they would accomplish in his name and by his power, after his resurrection. 
He promised them his unbroken presence, and the gift of the Holy Spirit, who, as the other 
Advocate, should lead them into the whole truth and open to them the understanding of all his 
words. The Acts of the Apostles are a history of the Holy Spirit, or of the post-resurrection work 
of Christ in establishing his kingdom on earth. Filled with that Spirit, the apostles and evangelists 
went forth into a hostile world and converted it to Christ by their living word, and they continue 
their conquering march by their written word. 
 
Unbelieving criticism sees only the outside surface of the greatest movement in history, and is 
blind to the spiritual forces working from within or refuses to acknowledge them as truly divine. 
In like manner, the materialistic and atheistic scientists of the age conceive of nature’s laws 
without a lawgiver; of a creature without a creator; and stop with the effect, without rising to the 
cause, which alone affords a rational explanation of the effect. 
 
And here we touch upon the deepest spring of all forms of rationalism, and upon the gulf which 
inseparably divides it from supernaturalism. It is the opposition to the supernatural and the 
miraculous. It denies God in nature and God in history, and, in its ultimate consequences, it 



denies the very existence of God. Deism and atheism have no place for a miracle; but belief in the 
existence of an Almighty Maker of all things visible and invisible, as the ultimate and all-
sufficient cause of all phenomena in nature and in history, implies the possibility of miracle at 
any time; not, indeed, as a violation of his own laws, but as a manifestation of his law-giving and 
creative power over and above (not against) the regular order of events. The reality of the miracle, 
in any particular case, then, becomes a matter of historical investigation. It cannot be disposed of 
by a simple denial from a priori philosophical prejudice; but must be fairly examined, and, if 
sufficiently corroborated by external and internal evidence, it must be admitted. 
 
Now, the miracles of Christ cannot be separated from his person and his teachings. His words are 
as marvellous as his deeds; both form a harmonious whole, and they stand or fall together. His 
person is the great miracle, and his miracles are simply his natural works. He is as much elevated 
above other men as his words and deeds are above ordinary words and deeds. He is separated 
from all mortals by his absolute freedom from sin. He, himself, claims superhuman origin and 
supernatural powers; and to deny them is to make him a liar and impostor. It is impossible to 
maintain his human perfection, which all respectable rationalists admit and even emphasize, and 
yet to refuse his testimony concerning himself. The Christ of Strauss and of Renan is the most 
contradictory of all characters; the most incredible of all enigmas. There is no possible scientific 
mediation between a purely humanitarian conception of Christ, no matter how high he may be 
raised in the scale of beings, and the faith in Christ as the Son of God, whom Christendom has 
adored from the beginning and still adores as the Lord and Saviour of the world. 
 
Nor can we eliminate the supernatural element from the Apostolic Church without destroying its 
very life and resolving it into a gigantic illusion. What becomes of Paul if we deny his 
conversion, and how shall we account for his conversion without the Resurrection and 
Ascension? The greatest of modern sceptics paused at the problem, and felt almost forced to 
admit an actual miracle, as the only rational solution of that conversion. The Holy Spirit was the 
inspiring and propelling power of the apostolic age, and made the fishers of Galilee fishers of 
men. 
 
A Christian, who has experienced the power of the gospel in his heart, can have no difficulty with 
the supernatural. He is as sure of the regenerating and converting agency of the Spirit of God and 
the saving efficacy of Christ as he is of his own natural existence. He has tasted the medicine and 
has been healed. He may say with the man who was born blind and made to see: "One thing I do 
know, that, whereas I was blind, now I see." This is a short creed; but stronger than any argument. 
The fortress of personal experience is impregnable; the logic of stubborn facts is more cogent 
than the logic of reason. Every genuine conversion from sin to holiness is a psychological 
miracle, as much so as the conversion of Saul of Tarsus. 
 
The secret or open hostility to the supernatural is the moving spring of infidel criticism. We may 
freely admit that certain difficulties about the time and place of composition and other minor 
details of the Gospels and Epistles are not, and perhaps never can be, satisfactorily solved; but it 
is, nevertheless, true that they are far better authenticated by internal and external evidence than 
any books of the great Greek and Roman classics, or of Philo and Josephus, which are accepted 
by scholars without a doubt. As early as the middle of the second century, that is, fifty years after 
the death of the Apostle John, when yet many of his personal pupils and friends must have been 
living, the four Canonical Gospels, no more and no less, were recognized and read in public 
worship as sacred books, in the churches of Syria, Asia Minor, Egypt, Italy, and Gaul; and such 
universal acceptance and authority in the face of Jewish and heathen hostility and heretical 
perversion can only be explained on the ground that they were known and used long before. 
Some of them, Matthew and John, were quoted and used in the first quarter of the second century 



by Orthodox and Gnostic writers. Every new discovery, as the last book of the pseudo-
"Clementine Homilies," the "Philosophumena" of Hippolytus, the "Diatessaron" of Tatian, and 
every deeper investigation of the "Gospel Memoirs" of Justin Martyr, and the "Gospel" of 
Marcion in its relation to Luke, have 
 
strengthened the cause of historical and conservative criticism and inflicted bleeding wounds on 
destructive criticism. If quotations from the end of the first and the beginning of the second 
century are very rare, we must remember that we have only a handful of literary documents from 
that period, and that the second generation of Christians was not a race of scholars and scribes 
and critics, but of humble, illiterate confessors and martyrs, who still breathed the bracing air of 
the living teaching, and personal reminiscences of the apostles and evangelists. 
 
But the Synoptical Gospels bear the strongest internal marks of having been composed before the 
destruction of Jerusalem (A. D. 70), which is therein prophesied by Christ as a future event and as 
the sign of the fast approaching judgment of the world, in a manner that is consistent only with 
such early composition. The Epistle to the Hebrews, likewise, was written when the Temple was 
still standing, and sacrifices were offered from day to day. Yet, as this early date is not conceded 
by all, we will leave the Epistle out of view. The Apocalypse of John is very confidently assigned 
to the year 68 or 69 by Baur, Renan, and others, who would put the Gospels down to a much later 
date. They also concede the Pauline authorship of the great anti-Judaic Epistles to the Galatians, 
Romans, and Corinthians, and make them the very basis of their assaults upon the minor Pauline 
Epistles and the Acts of the Apostles, on the ground of exaggerated or purely imaginary 
differences. Those Epistles of Paul were written twelve or fourteen years before the destruction of 
Jerusalem. This brings us within less than thirty years of the resurrection of Christ and the 
birthday of the church. 
 
Now, if we confine ourselves to these five books, which the most exacting and rigorous criticism 
admits to be apostolic—the four Pauline Epistles and the Apocalypse—they alone are sufficient 
to establish the foundation of historical faith; for they confirm by direct statement or allusion 
every important fact and doctrine in the gospel history, without referring to the written Gospels. 
The memory and personal experience of the writers—Paul and John—goes back to the vision of 
Damascus, to the scenes of the Resurrection and Crucifixion, and the first call of the disciples on 
the banks of the Jordan and the shores of the Lake of Galilee. Criticism must first reason Paul and 
John out of history, or deny that they ever wrote a line, before it can expect sensible men to 
surrender a single chapter of the Gospels. 
 
Strong as the external evidence is, the internal evidence of the truth and credibility of the 
apostolic writings is still stronger, and may be felt to this day by the unlearned as well as the 
scholar. They widely differ in style and spirit from all post-apostolic productions, and occupy a 
conspicuous isolation even among the best of books. This position they have occupied for 
eighteen centuries among the most civilized nations of the globe; and from this position they are 
not likely to be deposed. 
 
We must interpret persons and events not only by themselves, but also in the light of subsequent 
history. "By their fruits ye shall know them." Christianity can stand this test better than any other 
religion, and better than any system of philosophy. 
 
Taking our position at the close of the apostolic age, and looking back to its fountain-head and 
forward to succeeding generations, we cannot but be amazed at the magnitude of the effects 
produced by the brief public ministry of Jesus of Nazareth, which sends its blessings through 
centuries as an unbroken and ever-expanding river of life. There is absolutely nothing like it in 



the annals of the race. The Roman empire embraced, at the birth of Christ, over one hundred 
millions of men, conquered by force, and, after having persecuted his religion for three hundred 
years, it died away without the possibility of a resurrection. The Christian church now numbers 
four hundred millions, conquered by the love of Christ, and is constantly increasing. The first 
century is the life and light of history and the turning point of the ages. If ever God revealed 
himself to man, if ever heaven appeared on earth, it was in the person and work of Jesus of 
Nazareth. He is, beyond any shadow of doubt, and by the reluctant consent of sceptics and 
infidels, the wisest of the wise, the purest of the pure, and the mightiest of the mighty. His Cross 
has become the tree of life to all nations; his teaching is still the highest standard of religious 
truth; his example the unsurpassed ideal of holiness; the Gospels and Epistles of his Galilean 
disciples are still the book of books, more powerful than all the classics of human wisdom and 
genius. No book has attracted so much attention, provoked so much opposition, outlived so many 
persecutions, called forth so much reverence and gratitude, inspired so many noble thoughts and 
deeds, administered so much comfort and peace from the cradle to the grave to all classes and 
conditions of men. It is more than a book; it is an institution, an all-pervading omnipresent force, 
a converting, sanctifying, transforming agency; it rules from the pulpit and the chair; it presides at 
the family altar; it is the sacred ark of every household, the written conscience of every Christian 
man, the pillar of cloud by day, the pillar of light by night in the pilgrimage of life. Mankind is 
bad enough, and human life dark enough with it; but how much worse and how much darker 
would they be without it? Christianity might live without the letter of the New Testament, but not 
without the facts and truths which it records and teaches. Were it possible to banish them from the 
world, the sun of our civilization would be extinguished, and mankind left to midnight darkness, 
with the dreary prospect of a dreamless and endless Nirvana. 
 
But no power on earth or in hell can extinguish that sun. There it shines on the horizon, the king 
of day, obscured at times by clouds great or small, but breaking through again and again, and 
shedding light and life from east to west, until the darkest corners of the globe shall be 
illuminated. The past is secure; God will take care of the future. 
 
Magna est veritas et praevalebit. 
 
End of Volume 1. 
 
———— 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998.  

 



History of the Christian Church 
 
SECOND PERIOD 
 
ANTE-NICENE CHRISTIANITY 
 
or, 
 
THE AGE OF PERSECUTION AND MARTYRDOM 
 
from the 
 
DEATH OF JOHN TO CONSTANTINE THE GREAT 
 
A. D. 100-325. 
 
"The blood of martyrs is the seed of the church" 
 

1. Literature on the Ante-Nicene Age 
 
I. Sources 
 
1. The writings of the Apostolic Fathers, the Apologists, and all the ecclesiastical authors of the 
2nd and 3rd, and to some extent of the 4th and 5th centuries; particularly Clement of Rome, 
Ignatius, Polycarp, Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Tertullian, Cyprian, Clement of 
Alexandria, Origen, Eusebius, Jerome, Epiphanius, and Theodoret. 
 
2. The writings of the numerous heretics, mostly extant only in fragments. 
 
3. The works of the pagan opponents of Christianity, as Celsus, Lucian, Porphyry, Julian the 
Apostate. 
 
4. The occasional notices of Christianity, in the contemporary classical authors, Tacitus, 
Suetonius, the younger Pliny, Dion Cassius. 
 
II. Collections of Sources, (besides those included in the comprehensive Patristic Libraries): 
 
Gebhardt, Harnack, and Zahn: Patrum Apostolicorum Opera. Lips., 1876; second ed. 1878 sqq. 
 
Fr. Xav. Funk (R.C.): Opera Patrum Apost. Tubing., 1878, 1881, 1887, 2 vols. The last edition 
includes the Didache. 
 
I. C. Th. Otto: Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum saeculi secundi. Jenae, 1841 sqq., in 9 vols.; 
2nd ed. 1847-1861; 3rd ed. 1876 sqq. ("plurimum aucta et emendata"). 
 
Roberts And Donaldson: Ante-Nicene Christian Library. Edinburgh (T.& T. Clark), 1868-’72, 25 
volumes. American edition, chronologically arranged and enlarged by Bishop A. C. Coxe, D. D., 



with a valuable Bibliographical Synopsis by E. C. Richardson. New York (Christian Literature 
Company), 1885-’87, 9 large vols. 
 
The fragments of the earliest Christian writers, whose works are lost, may be found collected in 
Grabe: Spicilegium Patrum ut et Haereticorum Saeculi I. II. et III. (Oxon. 1700; new ed. Oxf. 
1714, 3 vols.); in Routh: Reliquiae Sacrae, sive auctorum fere jam perditorum secundi, tertiique 
saeculi fragmenta quae supersunt (Oxon. 1814 sqq. 4 vols.; 2nd ed. enlarged, 5 vols. Oxf. 1846-
48); and in Dom. I. B. Pitra (O. S. B., a French Cardinal since 1863): Spicilegium Solesmense, 
complectens sanctorum patrum scriptorumque eccles. anecdota hactenus opera, selecta e 
Graecis, Orientialibus et Latinis codicibus (Paris, 1852-’60, 5 vols.). Comp. also Bunsen: 
Christianity and Mankind, etc. Lond. 1854, vols. V., VI. and VII., which contain the Analecta 
Ante-Nicaena (reliquicae literariae, canonicae, liturgicae). 
 
The haereseological writings of Epiphanius, Philastrius, Pseudo-Tertullian, etc. are collected in 
Franc. Oehler: Corpus haereseologicum. Berol. 1856-61, 3 vols. They belong more to the next 
period. 
 
The Jewish and Heathen Testimonies are collected by N. Lardner, 1764, new ed. by Kippis, 
Lond. 1838. 
 
III. Histories. 
 

1. Ancient Historians. 
 
Hegesippus (a Jewish Christian of the middle of the second century): JUpomnhvmata tw’n 
ejkklhsiastikw’n pravxewn (quoted under the title pevnte uJpomnhvmata and pevnte 
suggravmmata). These ecclesiastical Memorials are only preserved in fragments (on the 
martyrdom of James of Jerusalem, the rise of heresies, etc.) in Eusebius H. Eccl., collected by 
Grabe (Spicileg. II. 203-214), Routh (Reliqu. Sacrae, vol. I. 209-219), and Hilgenfeld 
("Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche Theol." 1876, pp. 179 sqq.). See art. of Weizsacker in Herzog, 
2nd ed., V. 695; and of Milligan in Smith & Wace, II. 875. The work was still extant in the 16th 
century, and may be discovered yet; see Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift" for 1880, p. 127. It is strongly 
Jewish-Christian, yet not Ebionite, but Catholic. 
 
*Eusebius (bishop of Caesarea in Palestine since 315, died 340, "the father of Church History," 
"the Christian Herodotus," confidential friend, adviser, and eulogist of Constantine the Great): 
jEkklhsiastikh; iJstoriva, from the incarnation to the defeat and death of Licinius 324. Chief edd. 
by Stephens, Paris 1544 (ed. princeps); Valesius (with the other Greek church historians), Par. 
1659; Reading, Cambr. 1720; Zimmermann, Francof. 1822; Burton, Oxon. 1838 and 1845 (2 
vols.); Schwegler, Tub. 1852; Lammer, Scaphus. 1862 (important for the text); F. A. Heinichen, 
Lips. 1827, second ed. improved 1868-’70, 3 vols. (the most complete and useful edition of all 
the Scripta Historica of Eus.); G. Dindorf, Lips., 1871. Several versions (German, French, and 
English); one by Hanmer (Cambridge; 1683, etc.); another by C. F. Cruse (an Am. Episc., 
London, 1842, Phil., 1860, included in Bagster’s edition of the Greek Eccles. Historians, London, 
1847, and in Bohn’s Eccles. Library); the best with commentary by A. C. McGiffert (to be 
published by "The Christian Lit. Comp.," New York, 1890). 
 
The other historical writings of Eusebius, including his Chronicle, his Life of Constantine, and his 
Martyrs of Palestine, are found in Heinichen’s ed., and also in the ed. of his Opera omnia, by 



Migne, "Patrol. Graeca," Par. 1857, 5 vols. Best ed. of his Chronicle, by Alfred Schone, Berlin, 
1866 and 1875, 2 vols. 
 
Whatever may be said of the defects of Eusebius as a historical critic and writer, his learning and 
industry are unquestionable, and his Church History and Chronicle will always remain an 
invaluable collection of information not attainable in any other ancient author. The sarcastic 
contempt of Gibbon and charge of willful suppression of truth are not justified, except against his 
laudatory over-estimate of Constantine, whose splendid services to the church blinded his vision. 
For a just estimate of Eusebius see the exhaustive article of Bishop Lightfoot in Smith & Wace, 
II. 308-348. 
 

2. Modern Historians. 
 
William Cave, (died 1713): Primitive Christianity. Lond. 4th ed. 1682, in 3 parts. The same: 
Lives of the most eminent Fathers of the Church that flourished in the first four centuries, 1677-
’83, 2 vols.; revised by ed. H. Carey, Oxford, 1840, in 3 vols. Comp. also Cave’s Scriptorum 
ecclesiasticorum historia literaria, a Christo nato usque ad saeculum XIV; best ed. Oxford 1740-
’43, 2 vols. fol. 
 
*J. L. Mosheim: Commentarii de rebus Christianis ante Constantinum M. Helmst. 1753. The 
same in English by Vidal, 1813 sqq., 3 vols., and by Murdock, New Haven, 1852, 2 vols. 
 
*Edward Gibbon: The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. London, 1776-’88, 6 
vols.; best edd. by Milman, with his own, Guizot’s and Wenck’s notes, and by William Smith, 
including the notes of Milman, etc. Reprinted, London, 1872, 8 vols., New York, Harpers, 1880, 
in 6 vols. In Chs. 15 and 16, and throughout his great work, Gibbon dwells on the outside, and on 
the defects rather than the virtues of ecclesiastical Christianity, without entering into the heart of 
spiritual Christianity which continued beating through all ages; but for fullness and general 
accuracy of information and artistic representation his work is still unsurpassed. 
 
H. G. Tzschirner: Der Fall des Heidenthums. Leipz. 1829. 
 
Edw. Burton: Lectures upon the Ecclesiastical History of the first three Centuries. Oxf. 1833, in 3 
parts (in 1 vol. 1845). He made also collections of the ante-Nicene testimonies to the Divinity of 
Christ, and the Holy Spirit. 
 
Henry H. Milman: The History of Christianity from the Birth of Christ to the Abolition of 
Paganism in the Roman Empire. Lond. 1840. 3 vols.; 2nd ed. 1866. Comp. also the first book of 
his History of Latin Christianity, 2d ed. London and New York, 1860, in 8 vols. 
 
John Kaye (Bishop of Lincoln, d. 1853). Ecclesiastical History of the Second and Third 
Centuries, illustrated from the writinqs of Tertullian. Lond. 1845. Comp. also his books on Justin 
Martyr, Clement of Alex., and the Council of Nicaea (1853). 
 
F. D. Maurice: Lectures on the Eccles. Hist. of the First and Second Cent. Cambr. 1854. 
 
*A. Ritschl: Die Entstehung der alt-katholischen Kirche. Bonn, 1850; 2nd ed. 1857. The second 
edition is partly reconstructed and more positive. 
 



*E. de Pressense (French Protestant): Histoire de trois premiers siecles de l’eglise chretienne. 
Par. 1858 sqq. The same in German trans. by E. Fabarius. Leipz. 1862-’63, 4 vols. English transl. 
by Annie Harwood Holmden, under the title: The Early Years of Christianity. A Comprehensive 
History of the First Three Centuries of the Christian Church, 4 vols. Vol. I. The Apost. Age; vol. 
II. Martyrs and Apologists; vol. III. Heresy and Christian Doctrine; vol. IV. Christian Life and 
Practice. London (Hodder & Stoughton), 1870 sqq., cheaper ed., 1879. Revised edition of the 
original, Paris, 1887 sqq. 
 
W. D. Killen (Presbyterian): The Ancient Church traced for the first three centuries. Edinb. and 
New York, 1859. New ed. N. Y., 1883. 
 
Ambrose Manahan (R. Cath.): Triumph of the Catholic Church in the Early Ages. New York, 
1859. 
 
Alvan Lamson (Unitarian): The Church of the First Three Centuries, with special reference to the 
doctrine of the Trinity; illustrating its late origin and gradual formation. Boston, 1860. 
 
Milo Mahan (Episcopalian): A Church History of the First Three centuries. N. York, 1860. 
Second ed., 1878 (enlarged). 
 
J. J. Blunt: History of the Christian Church during the first three centuries. London, 1861. 
 
Jos. Schwane (R.C.): Dogmengeschichte der vornicanischen Zeit. Munster, 1862. 
 
Th. W. Mossman: History of the Cath. Church of J. Christ from the death of John to the middle of 
the second century. Lond. 1873. 
 
*Ernest Renan: L’Histoire des origines du Christianisme. Paris, 1863-1882, 7 vols. The last two 
vols., I’ eglise Chretienne, 1879, and Marc Aurele, 1882, belong to this period. Learned, critical, 
and brilliant, but thoroughly secular, and skeptical. 
 
*Gerhard Uhlhorn: Der Kampf des Christenthums mit dem Heidenthum. 3d improved ed. 
Stuttgart, 1879. English transl. by Profs. Egbert C. Smyth and C. J. H. Ropes: The Conflict of 
Christianity, etc. N. York, 1879. An admirable translation of a graphic and inspiring, account of 
the heroic conflict of Christianity with heathen Rome. 
 
*Theod. Keim, (d. 1879): Romans und das Christenthum. Ed. from the author’s MSS. by H. 
Ziegler. Berlin, 1881. (667 pages). 
 
Chr. Wordsworth (Bishop of Lincoln): A Church History to the Council of Nicea, A. D. 325. 
Lond. and N. York, 1881. Anglo-Catholic. 
 
A. Plummer: The Church of the Early Fathers, London, 1887. 
 
Of the general works on Church History, those of Baronius, Tillemont (R.C.), Schrockh, Gieseler, 
Neander, and Baur. (the third revised ed. of vol. 1st, Tub. 1853, pp. 175-527; the same also transl. 
into English) should be noticed throughout on this period; but all these books are partly 
superseded by more recent discoveries and discussions of special points, which will be noticed in 
the respective sections.  



 



2. General Character of Ante-Nicene Christianity. 
 
We now descend from the primitive apostolic church to the Graeco-Roman; from the scene of 
creation to the work of preservation; from the fountain of divine revelation to the stream of 
human development; from the inspirations of the apostles and prophets to the productions of 
enlightened but fallible teachers. The hand of God has drawn a bold line of demarcation between 
the century of miracles and the succeeding ages, to show, by the abrupt transition and the striking 
contrast, the difference between the work of God and the work of man, and to impress us the 
more deeply with the supernatural origin of Christianity and the incomparable value of the New 
Testament. There is no other transition in history so radical and sudden, and yet so silent and 
secret. The stream of divine life in its passage from the mountain of inspiration to the valley of 
tradition is for a short time lost to our view, and seems to run under ground. Hence the close of 
the first and the beginning of the second centuries, or the age of the Apostolic Fathers is often 
regarded as a period for critical conjecture and doctrinal and ecclesiastical controversy rather than 
for historical narration. 
 
Still, notwithstanding the striking difference, the church of the second and third centuries is a 
legitimate continuation of that of the primitive age. While far inferior in originality, purity, 
energy, and freshness, it is distinguished for conscientious fidelity in preserving and propagating 
the sacred writings and traditions of the apostles, and for untiring zeal in imitating their holy lives 
amidst the greatest difficulties and dangers, when the religion of Christ was prohibited by law and 
the profession of it punished as a political crime. 
 
The second period, from the death of the apostle John to the end of the persecutions, or to the 
accession of Constantine, the first Christian emperor, is the classic age of the ecclesia pressa, of 
heathen persecution, and of Christian martyrdom and heroism, of cheerful sacrifice of possessions 
and life itself for the inheritance of heaven. It furnishes a continuous commentary on the 
Saviour’s words: "Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves; I came not to send 
peace on earth, but a sword." {1} To merely human religion could have stood such an ordeal of 
fire for three hundred years. The final victory of Christianity over Judaism and heathenism, and 
the mightiest empire of the ancient world, a victory gained without physical force, but by the 
moral power of patience and perseverance, of faith and love, is one of the sublimest spectacles in 
history, and one of the strongest evidences of the divinity and indestructible life of our religion. 
 
But equally sublime and significant are the intellectual and spiritual victories of the church in this 
period over the science and art of heathenism, and over the assaults of Gnostic and Ebionitic 
heresy, with the copious vindication and development of the Christian truth, which the great 
mental conflict with those open and secret enemies called forth. 
 
The church of this period appears poor in earthly possessions and honors, but rich in heavenly 
grace, in world-conquering faith, love, and hope; unpopular, even outlawed, hated, and 
persecuted, yet far more vigorous and expansive than the philosophies of Greece or the empire of 
Rome; composed chiefly of persons of the lower social ranks, yet attracting the noblest and 
deepest minds of the age, and bearing, in her bosom the hope of the world; "as unknown, yet 
well-known, as dying, and behold it lives;" conquering by apparent defeat, and growing on the 
blood of her martyrs; great in deeds, greater in sufferings, greatest in death for the honor of Christ 
and the benefit of generations to come. {2} 
 
The condition and manners of the Christians in this age are most beautifully described by the 
unknown author of the "Epistola ad Diognetum" in the early part of the second century. {3} "The 



Christians," he says, "are not distinguished from other men by country, by language, nor by civil 
institutions. For they neither dwell in cities by themselves, nor use a peculiar tongue, nor lead a 
singular mode of life. They dwell in the Grecian or barbarian cities, as the case may be; they 
follow the usage of the country in dress, food, and the other affairs of life. Yet they present a 
wonderful and confessedly paradoxical conduct. They dwell in their own native lands, but as 
strangers. They take part in all things as citizens; and they suffer all things, as foreigners. Every 
foreign country is a fatherland to them, and every native land is a foreign. They marry, like all 
others; they have children; but they do not cast away their offspring. They have the table in 
common, but not wives. They are in the flesh, but do not live after the flesh. They live upon the 
earth, but are citizens of heaven. They obey the existing laws, and excel the laws by their lives. 
They love all, and are persecuted by all. They are unknown, and yet they are condemned. They 
are killed and are made alive. They are poor and make many rich. They lack all things, and in all 
things abound. They are reproached, and glory in their reproaches. They are calumniated, and are 
justified. They are cursed, and they bless. They receive scorn, and they give honor. They do good, 
and are punished as evil-doers. When punished, they rejoice, as being made alive. By the Jews 
they are attacked as aliens, and by the Greeks persecuted; and the cause of the enmity their 
enemies cannot tell. In short, what the soul is in the body, the Christians are in the world. The 
soul is diffused through all the members of the body, and the Christians are spread through the 
cities of the world. The soul dwells in the body, but it is not of the body; so the Christians dwell 
in the world, but are not of the world. The soul, invisible, keeps watch in the visible body; so also 
the Christians are seen to live in the world, but their piety is invisible. The flesh hates and wars 
against the soul, suffering no wrong from it, but because it resists fleshly pleasures; and the world 
hates the Christians with no reason, but that they resist its pleasures. The soul loves the flesh and 
members, by which it is hated; so the Christians love their haters. The soul is inclosed in the 
body, but holds the body together; so the Christians are detained in the world as in a prison; but 
they contain the world. Immortal, the soul dwells in the mortal body; so the Christians dwell in 
the corruptible, but look for incorruption in heaven. The soul is the better for restriction in food 
and drink; and the Christians increase, though daily punished. This lot God has assigned to the 
Christians in the world; and it cannot be taken from them." 
 
The community of Christians thus from the first felt itself, in distinction from Judaism and from 
heathenism, the salt of the earth, the light of the world, the city of God set on a hill, the immortal 
soul in a dying body; and this its impression respecting itself was no proud conceit, but truth and 
reality, acting in life and in death, and opening the way through hatred and persecution even to an 
outward victory over the world. 
 
The ante-Nicene age has been ever since the Reformation a battle-field between Catholic and 
Evangelical historians and polemics, and is claimed by both for their respective creeds. But it is a 
sectarian abuse of history to identify the Christianity of this martyr period either with 
Catholicism, or with Protestantism. It is rather the common root out of which both have sprung, 
Catholicism (Greek and Roman) first, and Protestantism afterwards. It is the natural transition 
from the apostolic age to the Nicene age, yet leaving behind many important truths of the former 
(especially the Pauline doctrines) which were to be derived and explored in future ages. We can 
trace in it the elementary forms of the Catholic creed, organization and worship, and also the 
germs of nearly all the corruptions of Greek and Roman Christianity. 
 
In its relation to the secular power, the ante-Nicene church is simply the continuation of the 
apostolic period, and has nothing in common either with the hierarchical, or with the Erastian 
systems. It was not opposed to the secular government in its proper sphere, but the secular 
heathenism of the government was opposed to Christianity. The church was altogether based 
upon the voluntary principle, as a self-supporting and self-governing body. In this respect it may 



be compared to the church in the United States, but with this essential difference that in America 
the secular government, instead of persecuting Christianity, recognizes and protects it by law, and 
secures to it full freedom of public worship and in all its activities at home and abroad. 
 
The theology of the second and third centuries was mainly apologetic against the paganism of 
Greece and Rome, and polemic against the various forms of the Gnostic heresy. In this conflict it 
brings out, with great force and freshness, the principal arguments for the divine origin and 
character of the Christian religion and the outlines of the true doctrine of Christ and the holy 
trinity, as afterwards more fully developed in the Nicene and post-Nicene ages. 
 
The organization of this period may be termed primitive episcopacy, as distinct from the apostolic 
order which preceded, and the metropolitan and patriarchal hierarchy which succeeded it. In 
worship it forms likewise the transition from apostolic simplicity to the liturgical and ceremonial 
splendor of full-grown Catholicism. 
 
The first half of the second century is comparatively veiled in obscurity, although considerable 
light has been shed over it by recent discoveries and investigations. After the death of John only a 
few witnesses remain to testify of the wonders of the apostolic days, and their writings are few in 
number, short in compass and partly of doubtful origin: a volume of letters and historical 
fragments, accounts of martyrdom, the pleadings of two or three apologists; to which must be 
added the rude epitaphs, faded pictures, and broken sculptures of the subterranean church in the 
catacombs. The men of that generation were more skilled in acting out Christianity in life and 
death, than in its literary defence. After the intense commotion of the apostolic age there was a 
breathing spell, a season of unpretending but fruitful preparation for a new productive epoch. But 
the soil of heathenism had been broken up, and the new seed planted by the hands of the apostles 
gradually took root. 
 
Then came the great literary conflict of the apologists and doctrinal polemics in the second half of 
the same century; and towards the middle of the third the theological schools of Alexandria, and 
northern Africa, laying the foundation the one for the theology of the Greek, the other for that of 
the Latin church. At the beginning of the fourth century the church east and west was already so 
well consolidated in doctrine and discipline that it easily survived the shock of the last and most 
terrible persecution, and could enter upon the fruits of its long-continued sufferings and take the 
reins of government in the old Roman empire. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1} Comp. Matthew 10:17-39 5:10,12 13:21 16:24 20:22 sq.; 1 Corinthians 15:31 2 Corinthians 
4:10 Romans 8:36 Philippians 3:10 sq. Colossians 1:24 sq.; 1 Peter 2:21 
 
{2} Isaac Taylor, in his Ancient Christianity, which is expressly written against a superstitious 
over-valuation of the patristic age, nevertheless admits (vol. i p. 37): "Our brethren of the early 
church challenge our respect, as well as affection; for theirs was the fervor of a steady faith in 
things unseen and eternal; theirs, often, a meek patience under the most grievous wrongs; theirs 
the courage to maintain a good profession before the frowning face of philosophy, of secular 
tyranny, and of splendid superstition; theirs was abstractedness from the world and a painful self-
denial; theirs the most arduous and costly labors of love; theirs a munificence in charity, 
altogether without example; theirs was a reverent and scrupulous care of the sacred writings; and 
this one merit, if they had no other, is of a superlative degree, and should entitle them to the 



veneration and grateful regards of the modern church. How little do many readers of the Bible, 
nowadays, think of what it cost the Christians of the second and third centuries, merely to rescue 
and hide the sacred treasures from the rage of the heathen!" 
 
{3} C. 5 and 6 (p. 69 sq. ed. Otto. Lips. 1852).  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER I: 
 
SPREAD OF CHRISTIANITY. 
 

3. Literature. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
No statistics or accurate statements, but only scattered hints in 
 
Pliny (107): Ep. x. 96 sq. (the letter to Trajan). Ignatius (about 110): Ad Magnes. c. 10. Ep. ad 
Diogn. (about 120) c. 6. 
 
Justin Martyr (about 140): Dial. 117; Apol. I. 53. 
 
Irenaeus (about 170): Adv. Haer. I. 10; III. 3, 4; v. 20, etc. 
 
Tertullian (about 200): Apol. I. 21, 37, 41, 42; Ad Nat. I. 7; Ad Scap. c. 2, 5; Adv. Jud. 7, 12, 13. 
 
Origen (d. 254): Contr. Cels. I, 7, 27; II. 13, 46; III. 10, 30; Deuteronomy Princ. l. IV. c. 1, 2; 
Com. in Matth. p. 857, ed. Delarue. 
 
Eusebius (d. 340): Hist. Eccl III. 1; v. 1; vii, 1; viii. 1, also books ix. and x. RUFINUS: Hist. 
Eccles. ix. 6. 
 
Augustin (d. 430): Deuteronomy Civitate Dei. Eng. translation by M. Dods, Edinburgh, 1871; 
new ed. (in Schaff’s "Nicene and Post-Nicene Library"), N. York, 1887. 
 
II. Works. 
 
Mich. Le Quien (a learned Dominican, d. 1733): Oriens Christianus. Par. 1740. 3 vols. fol. A 
complete ecclesiastical geography of the East, divided into the four patriarchates of 
Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. 
 
Mosheim: Historical Commentaries, etc. (ed. Murdock) I. 259-290. 
 
Gibbon: The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Chap. xv. 
 
A. Beugnot: Histoire de la destruction du paganisme en Occident. Paris 1835, 2 vols. Crowned 
by the Academie des inscriptions et belles-letters. 
 
Etienne Chastel: Histoire de la destruction du paganisme dans I’ empire d’ Orient. Paris 1850. 
Prize essay of the Academie. 
 
Neander: History of the Christian Relig. and Church (trans. of Torrey), I. 68-79 
 
Wiltsch: Handbuch der kirchl. Geographie u. Statistik. Berlin 1846. I. p. 32 sqq. 
 



Chs. Merivale: Conversion of the Roman Empire (Boyle Lectures for 1864), republ. N. York 
1865. Comp. also his History of the Romans under the Empire, which goes from Julius Caesar to 
Marcus Aurelius, Lond. & N. York, 7 vols. 
 
Edward A. Freeman: The Historical Geography of Europe. Lond. & N. York 1881. 2 vols. (vol. I. 
chs. II. & III. pp. 18-71.) 
 
Comp. Friedlander, Sittengesch. Roms. III. 517 sqq.; and Renan: Marc-Aurele. Paris 1882, ch. 
xxv. pp. 447-464 (Statistique et extension geographique du Christianisme). 
 
V. Schultze: Geschichte des Untergangs des griech-romischen. Heidenthums. Jena, 1887.  

 



4. Hindrances and Helps. 
 
For the first three centuries Christianity was placed in the most unfavorable circumstances, that it 
might display its moral power, and gain its victory over the world by spiritual weapons alone. 
Until the reign of Constantine it had not even a legal existence in the Roman empire, but was first 
ignored as a Jewish sect, then slandered, proscribed, and persecuted, as a treasonable innovation, 
and the adoption of it made punishable with confiscation and death. Besides, it offered not the 
slightest favor, as Mohammedanism afterwards did, to the corrupt inclinations of the heart, but 
against the current ideas of Jews and heathen it so presented its inexorable demand of repentance 
and conversion, renunciation of self and the world, that more, according to Tertullian, were kept 
out of the new sect by love of pleasure than by love of life. The Jewish origin of Christianity also, 
and the poverty and obscurity of a majority of its professors particularly offended the pride of the 
Greeks, and Romans. Celsus, exaggerating this fact, and ignoring the many exceptions, scoffingly 
remarked, that "weavers, cobblers, and fullers, the most illiterate persons" preached the "irrational 
faith," and knew how to commend it especially "to women and children." 
 
But in spite of these extraordinary difficulties Christianity made a progress which furnished 
striking evidence of its divine origin and adaptation to the deeper wants of man, and was 
employed as such by Irenaeus, Justin, Tertullian, and other fathers of that day. Nay, the very 
hindrances became, in the hands of Providence, means of promotion. Persecution led to 
martyrdom, and martyrdom had not terrors alone, but also attractions, and stimulated the noblest 
and most unselfish form of ambition. Every genuine martyr was a living proof of the truth and 
holiness of the Christian religion. Tertullian could exclaim to the heathen: "All your ingenious 
cruelties can accomplish nothing; they are only a lure to this sect. Our number increases the more 
you destroy us. The blood of the Christians is their seed." The moral earnestness of the Christians 
contrasted powerfully with the prevailing corruption of the age, and while it repelled the frivolous 
and voluptuous, it could not fail to impress most strongly the deepest and noblest minds. The 
predilection of the poor and oppressed for the gospel attested its comforting and redeeming 
power. But others also, though not many, from the higher and educated classes, were from the 
first attracted to the new religion; such men as Nicodemus, Joseph of Arimathaea, the apostle 
Paul, the proconsul Sergius Paulus, Dionysius of Athens, Erastus of Corinth, and some members 
of the imperial household. Among the sufferers in Domitian’s persecution were his own near 
kinswoman Flavia Domitilla and her husband Flavius Clemens. In the oldest part of the 
Catacomb of Callistus, which is named after St. Lucina, members of the illustrious gens 
Pomponia, and perhaps also of the Flavian house, are interred. The senatorial and equestrian 
orders furnished several converts open or concealed. Pliny laments, that in Asia Minor men of 
every rank (omnis ordinis) go over to the Christians. Tertullian asserts that the tenth part of 
Carthage, and among them senators and ladies of the noblest descent and the nearest relatives of 
the proconsul of Africa professed Christianity. The numerous church fathers from the middle of 
the second century, a Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Clement, Origen, Tertullian, Cyprian, 
excelled, or at least equalled in talent and culture, their most eminent heathen contemporaries. 
 
Nor was this progress confined to any particular localities. It extended alike over all parts of the 
empire. "We are a people of yesterday," says Tertullian in his Apology, "and yet we have filled 
every place belonging to you—cities, islands, castles, towns, assemblies, your very camp, your 
tribes, companies, palace, senate, forum! We leave you your temples only. We can count your 
armies; our numbers in a single province will be greater." All these facts expose the injustice of 
the odious charge of Celsus, repeated by a modern sceptic, that the new sect was almost entirely 
composed of the dregs of the populace—of peasants and mechanics, of boys and women, of 
beggars and slaves.  



 



5. Causes of the Success of Christianity. 
 
The chief positive cause of the rapid spread and ultimate triumph of Christianity is to be found in 
its own absolute intrinsic worth, as the universal religion of salvation, and in the perfect teaching 
and example of its divine-human Founder, who proves himself to every believing heart a Saviour 
from sin and a giver of eternal life. Christianity is adapted to all classes, conditions, and relations 
among men, to all nationalities and races, to all grades of culture, to every soul that longs for 
redemption from sin, and for holiness of life. Its value could be seen in the truth and self-
evidencing power of its doctrines; in the purity and sublimity of its precepts; in its regenerating 
and sanctifying effects on heart and life; in the elevation of woman and of home life over which 
she presides; in the amelioration of the condition of the poor and suffering; in the faith, the 
brotherly love, the beneficence, and the triumphant death of its confessors. 
 
To this internal moral and spiritual testimony were added the powerful outward proof of its divine 
origin in the prophecies and types of the Old Testament, so strikingly fulfilled in the New; and 
finally, the testimony of the miracles, which, according to the express statements of Quadratus, 
Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Origen, and others, continued in this period to accompany the 
preaching of missionaries from time to time, for the conversion of the heathen. 
 
Particularly favorable outward circumstances were the extent, order, and unity of the Roman 
empire, and the prevalence of the Greek language and culture. 
 
In addition to these positive causes, Christianity had a powerful negative advantage in the 
hopeless condition of the Jewish and heathen world. Since the fearful judgment of the destruction 
of Jerusalem, Judaism wandered restless and accursed, without national existence. Heathenism 
outwardly held sway, but was inwardly rotten and in process of inevitable decay. The popular 
religion and public morality were undermined by a sceptical and materialistic philosophy; 
Grecian science and art had lost their creative energy; the Roman empire rested only on the power 
of the sword and of temporal interests; the moral bonds of society were sundered; unbounded 
avarice and vice of every kind, even by the confession of a Seneca and a Tacitus, reigned in 
Rome and in the provinces, from the throne to the hovel. Virtuous emperors, like Antoninus Pius 
and Marcus Aurelius, were the exception, not the rule, and could not prevent the progress of 
moral decay. Nothing, that classic antiquity in its fairest days had produced, could heal the fatal 
wounds of the age, or even give transient relief. The only star of hope in the gathering night was 
the young, the fresh, the dauntless religion of Jesus, fearless of death, strong in faith, glowing 
with love, and destined to commend itself more and more to all reflecting minds as the only living 
religion of the present and the future. While the world was continually agitated by wars, and 
revolutions, and public calamities, while systems of philosophy, and dynasties were rising and 
passing away, the new religion, in spite of fearful opposition from without and danger from 
within, was silently and steadily progressing with the irresistible force of truth, and worked itself 
gradually into the very bone and blood of the race. 
 
"Christ appeared," says the great Augustin, "to the men of the decrepit, decaying world, that 
while all around them was withering away, they might through Him receive new, youthful life." 
 
Notes. 
 
Gibbon, in his famous fifteenth chapter, traces the rapid progress of Christianity in the Roman 
empire to five causes: the zeal of the early Christians, the belief in future rewards and 
punishment, the power of miracles, the austere (pure) morals of the Christian, and the compact 



church organization. But these causes are themselves the effects of a cause which Gibbon ignores, 
namely, the divine truth of Christianity, the perfection of Christ’s teaching and Christ’s example. 
See the strictures of Dr. John Henry Newman, Grammar of Assent, 445 sq., and Dr. George P. 
Fisher, The Beginnings of Christianity, p. 543 sqq. "The zeal" [of the early Christians], says 
Fisher, "was zeal for a person, and for a cause identified with Him; the belief in the future life 
sprang out of faith in Him who had died and risen again, and ascended to Heaven; the miraculous 
powers of the early disciples were consciously connected with the same source; the purification 
of morals, and the fraternal unity, which lay at the basis of ecclesiastical association among the 
early Christians, were likewise the fruit of their relation to Christ, and their common love to Him. 
The victory of Christianity in the Roman world was the victory of Christ, who was lifted up that 
He might draw all men unto Him." 
 
Lecky (Hist. of Europ. Morals, I. 412) goes deeper than Gibbon, and accounts for the success of 
early Christianity by its intrinsic excellency and remarkable adaptation to the wants of the times 
in the old Roman empire. "In the midst of this movement," he says, "Christianity gained its 
ascendancy, and we can be at no loss to discover the cause of its triumph. No other religion, 
under such circumstances, had ever combined so many distinct elements of power and attraction. 
Unlike the Jewish religion, it was bound by no local ties, and was equally adapted for every 
nation and for every class. Unlike Stoicism, it appealed in the strongest manner to the affections, 
and offered all the charm of a sympathetic worship. Unlike the Egyptian religion, it united with 
its distinctive teaching a pure and noble system of ethics, and proved itself capable of realizing it 
in action. It proclaimed, amid a vast movement of social and national amalgamation, the universal 
brotherhood of mankind. Amid the softening influence of philosophy and civilization, it taught 
the supreme sanctity of love. To the slave, who had never before exercised so large an influence 
over Roman religious life, it was the religion of the suffering and the oppressed. To the 
philosopher it was at once the echo of the highest ethics of the later Stoics, and the expansion of 
the best teaching of the school of Plato. To a world thirsting for prodigy, it offered a history 
replete with wonders more strange than those of Apollonius; while the Jew and the Chaldean 
could scarcely rival its exorcists, and the legends of continual miracles circulated among its 
followers. To a world deeply conscious of political dissolution, and prying eagerly and anxiously 
into the future, it proclaimed with a thrilling power the immediate destruction of the globe—the 
glory of all its friends, and the damnation of all its foes. To a world that had grown very weary 
gazing on the cold passionless grandeur which Cato realized, and which Lucan sung, it presented 
an ideal of compassion and of love—an ideal destined for centuries to draw around it all that was 
greatest, as well as all that was noblest upon earth—a Teacher who could weep by the sepulchre 
of His friend, who was touched with the feeling of our infirmities. To a world, in fine, distracted 
by hostile creeds and colliding philosophies, it taught its doctrines, not as a human speculation, 
but as a Divine revelation, authenticated much less by reason than by faith. ‘With the heart man 
believeth unto righteousness;’ ‘He that doeth the will of my Father will know the doctrine, 
whether it be of God;’ ‘Unless you believe you cannot understand;’ ‘A heart naturally Christian;’ 
‘The heart makes the theologian,’ are the phrases which best express the first action of 
Christianity upon the world. Like all great religions, it was more concerned with modes of feeling 
than with modes of thought. The chief cause of its success was the congruity of its teaching with 
the spiritual nature of mankind. It was because it was true of the moral sentiments of the age, 
because it represented faithfully the supreme type of excellence to which men were then tending, 
because it corresponded with their religious wants, aims, and emotions, because the whole 
spiritual being could then expand and expatiate under its influence that it planted its roots so 
deeply in the hearts of men." 
 
Merivale (Convers. of the Rom. Emp., Preface) traces the conversion of the Roman empire chiefly 
to four causes: 1- the external evidence of the apparent fulfilment of recorded prophecy and 



miracles to the truth of Christianity; 2- the internal evidence of satisfying the acknowledged need 
of a redeemer and sanctifier; 3- the goodness and holiness manifested in the lives and deaths of 
the primitive believers; 4- the temporal success of Christianity under Constantine, which "turned 
the mass of mankind, as with a sweeping revolution, to the rising sun of revealed truth in Christ 
Jesus." 
 
Renan discusses the reasons for the victory of Christianity in the 31st chapter of his Marc-Aurele 
(Paris 1882), pp. 561-588. He attributes it chiefly "to the new discipline of life," and "the moral 
reform," which the world required, which neither philosophy nor any of the established religions 
could give. The Jews indeed rose high above the corruptions of the times. "Glorie eternelle et 
unique, qui doit faire oublier bien des folies et des violence! Les Juifs sont les revolutionnaires du 
1er et du 2e siecle de notre ere." They gave to the world Christianity. "Les populations se 
precipiterent, par une sorte du mouvement instinctif, dans une secte qui satisfaisait leur 
aspirations les plus intimes et ouvrait des esperances infinies." Renan makes much account of the 
belief in immortality and the offer of complete pardon to every sinner, as allurements to 
Christianity; and, like Gibbon, he ignores its real power as a religion of salvation. This accounts 
for its success not only in the old Roman empire, but in every country and nation where it has 
found a home.  

 



6. Means of Propagation. 
 
It is a remarkable fact that after the days of the Apostles no names of great missionaries are 
mentioned till the opening of the middle ages, when the conversion of nations was effected or 
introduced by a few individuals as St. Patrick in Ireland, St. Columba in Scotland, St. Augustine 
in England, St. Boniface in Germany, St. Ansgar in Scandinavia, St. Cyril and Methodius among 
the Slavonic races. There were no missionary societies, no missionary institutions, no organized 
efforts in the ante-Nicene age; and yet in less than 300 years from the death of St. John the whole 
population of the Roman empire which then represented the civilized world was nominally 
Christianized. 
 
To understand this astonishing fact, we must remember that the foundation was laid strong and 
deep by the apostles themselves. The seed scattered by them from Jerusalem to Rome, and 
fertilized by their blood, sprung up as a bountiful harvest. The word of our Lord was again 
fulfilled on a larger scale: "One soweth, and another reapeth. I sent you to reap that whereon ye 
have not labored: others have labored, and ye are entered into their labor". {John 4:38} 
 
Christianity once established was its own best missionary. It grew naturally from within. It 
attracted people by its very presence. It was a light shining in darkness and illuminating the 
darkness. And while there were no professional missionaries devoting their whole life to this 
specific work, every congregation was a missionary society, and every Christian believer a 
missionary, inflamed by the love of Christ to convert his fellow-men. The example had been set 
by Jerusalem and Antioch, and by those brethren who, after the martyrdom of Stephen, "were 
scattered abroad and went about preaching the Word." {4} Justin Martyr was converted by a 
venerable old man whom he met "walking on the shore of the sea." Every Christian laborer, says 
Tertullian, "both finds out God and manifests him, though Plato affirms that it is not easy to 
discover the Creator, and difficult when he is found to make him known to all." Celsus scoffingly 
remarks that fuller, and workers in wool and leather, rustic and ignorant persons, were the most 
zealous propagators of Christianity, and brought it first to women and children. Women and 
slaves introduced it into the home-circle, it is the glory of the gospel that it is preached to the poor 
and by the poor to make them rich. Origen informs us that the city churches sent their 
missionaries to the villages. The seed grew up while men slept, and brought forth fruit, first the 
blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in the ear. Every Christian told his neighbor, the laborer 
to his fellow-laborer, the slave to his fellow-slave, the servant to his master and mistress, the story 
of his conversion, as a mariner tells the story of the rescue from shipwreck. 
 
The gospel was propagated chiefly by living preaching and by personal intercourse; to a 
considerable extent also through the sacred Scriptures, which were early propagated and 
translated into various tongues, the Latin (North African and Italian), the Syriac (the Curetonian 
and the Peshito), and the Egyptian (in three dialects, the Memphitic, the Thebaic, and the 
Bashmuric). Communication among the different parts of the Roman empire from Damascus to 
Britain was comparatively easy and safe. The highways built for commerce and for the Roman 
legions, served also the messengers of peace and the silent conquests of the cross. Commerce 
itself at that time, as well as now, was a powerful agency in carrying the gospel and the seeds of 
Christian civilization to the remotest parts of the Roman empire. 
 
The particular mode, as well as the precise time, of the introduction of Christianity into the 
several countries during this period is for the most part uncertain, and we know not much more 
than the fact itself. No doubt much more was done by the apostles and their immediate disciples, 
than the New Testament informs us of. But on the other hand the mediaeval tradition assigns an 



apostolic origin to many national and local churches which cannot have arisen before the second 
or third century. Even Joseph of Arimathaea, Nicodemus, Dionysius the Areopagite, Lazarus, 
Martha and Mary were turned by the legend into missionaries to foreign lands. 
 
{4} Acts 8:4; 11:19.  

 



7. Extent of Christianity in the Roman Empire. 
 
Justin Martyr says, about the middle of the second century: "There is no people, Greek or 
barbarian, or of any other race, by whatsoever appellation or manners they may be distinguished, 
however ignorant of arts or agriculture, whether they dwell in tents or wander about in covered 
wagons—among whom prayers and thanksgivings are not offered in the name of the crucified 
Jesus to the Father and Creator of all things." Half a century later, Tertullian addresses the 
heathen defiantly: "We are but of yesterday, and yet we already fill your cities, islands, camps, 
your palace, senate and forum; we have left to you only your temples." {5} These, and similar 
passages of Irenaeus and Arnobius, are evidently rhetorical exaggerations. Origen is more 
cautious and moderate in his statements. But it may be fairly asserted, that about the end of the 
third century the name of Christ was known, revered, and persecuted in every province and every 
city of the empire. Maximian, in one of his edicts, says that "almost all" had abandoned the 
worship of their ancestors for the new sect. 
 
In the absence of statistics, the number of the Christians must be purely a matter of conjecture. In 
all probability it amounted at the close of the third and the beginning of the fourth century to 
nearly one-tenth or one-twelfth of the subjects of Rome, that is to about ten millions of souls. 
 
But the fact, that the Christians were a closely united body, fresh, vigorous, hopeful, and daily 
increasing, while the heathen were for the most part a loose aggregation, daily diminishing, made 
the true prospective strength of the church much greater. 
 
The propagation of Christianity among the barbarians in the provinces of Asia and the north-west 
of Europe beyond the Roman empire, was at first, of course, too remote from the current of 
history to be of any great immediate importance. But it prepared the way for the civilization of 
those regions, and their subsequent position in the world. 
 
Notes. 
 
Gibbon and Friedlander (III. 531) estimate the number of Christians at the accession of 
Constantine (306) probably too low at one-twentieth; Matter and Robertson too high at one-fifth 
of his subjects. Some older writers, misled by the hyperbolical statements of the early Apologists, 
even represent the Christians as having at least equalled if not exceeded the number of the 
heathen worshippers in the empire. In this case common prudence would have dictated a policy of 
toleration long before Constantine. Mosheim, in his Hist. Commentaries, etc. (Murdock’s 
translation I. p. 274 sqq.) discusses at length the number of Christians in the second century 
without arriving at definite conclusions. Chastel estimates the number at the time of Constantine 
at 1/15 in the West, 1/10 in the East, 1/12 on an average (Hist. de la destruct. du paganisme, p. 
36). According to Chrysostom, the Christian population of Antioch in his day (380) was about 
100,000, or one-half of the whole. 
 
{5} "Sola vobis relinqitimus templa." Apol. c. 37. Long before Tertullian the heathen Pliny, in his 
famous letter to Trajan (Epp. x. 97) had spoken of "desolata templa" and "sacra solemnia diu 
intermissa, "in consequence of the spread of the Christian superstition throughout the cities and 
villages of Asia Minor.  

 



8. Christianity in Asia. 
 
Asia was the cradle of Christianity, as it was of humanity and civilization. The apostles 
themselves had spread the new religion over Palestine, Syria, and Asia Minor. According to the 
younger Pliny, under Trajan, the temples of the gods in Asia Minor were almost forsaken, and 
animals of sacrifice found hardly any purchasers. In the second century Christianity penetrated to 
Edessa in Mesopotamia, and some distance into Persia, Media, Bactria, and Parthia; and in the 
third, into Armenia and Arabia. Paul himself had, indeed, spent three years in Arabia, but 
probably in contemplative retirement preparing for his apostolic ministry. There is a legend, that 
the apostles Thomas and Bartholomew carried the gospel to India. But a more credible statement 
is, that the Christian teacher Pantaeus of Alexandria journeyed to that country about 190, and that 
in the fourth century churches were found there. 
 
The transfer of the seat of power from Rome to Constantinople, and the founding of the East 
Roman empire under Constantine I. gave to Asia Minor, and especially to Constantinople, a 
commanding importance in the history of the Church for several centuries. The seven 
oecumenical Councils from 325 to 787 were all held in that city or its neighborhood, and the 
doctrinal controversies on the Trinity and the person of Christ were carried on chiefly in Asia 
Minor, Syria, and Egypt. 
 
In the mysterious providence of God those lands of the Bible and the early church have been 
conquered by the prophet of Mecca, the Bible replaced by the Koran, and the Greek church 
reduced to a condition of bondage and stagnation; but the time is not far distant when the East 
will be regenerated by the undying spirit of Christianity. A peaceful crusade of devoted 
missionaries preaching the pure gospel and leading holy lives will reconquer the holy land and 
settle the Eastern question.  

 



9. Christianity in Egypt. 
 
In Africa Christianity gained firm foothold first in Egypt, and there probably as early as the 
apostolic age. The land of the Pharaohs, of the pyramids and sphinxes, of temples and tombs, of 
hieroglyphics and mummies, of sacred bulls and crocodiles, of despotism and slavery, is closely 
interwoven with sacred history from the patriarchal times, and even imbedded in the Decalogue 
as "the house of bondage." It was the home of Joseph and his brethren, and the cradle of Israel. In 
Egypt the Jewish Scriptures were translated more than two hundred years before our era, and this 
Greek version used even by Christ and the apostles, spread Hebrew ideas throughout the Roman 
world, and is the mother of the peculiar idiom of the New Testament. Alexandria was full of 
Jews, the literary as well as commercial centre of the East, and the connecting link between the 
East and the West. There the largest libraries were collected; there the Jewish mind came into 
close contact with the Greek, and the religion of Moses with the philosophy of Plato and 
Aristotle. There Philo wrote, while Christ taught in Jerusalem and Galilee, and his works were 
destined to exert a great influence on Christian exegesis through the Alexandrian fathers. 
 
Mark, the evangelist, according to ancient tradition, laid the foundation of the church of 
Alexandria. The Copts in old Cairo, the Babylon of Egypt, claim this to be the place from which 
Peter wrote his first epistle; {1 Peter 5:13} but he must mean either the Babylon on the Euphrates, 
or the mystic Babylon of Rome. Eusebius names, as the first bishops of Alexandria, Annianos (A. 
D. 62-85), Abilios (to 98), and Kerdon (to 110). This see naturally grew up to metropolitan and 
patriarchal importance and dignity. As early as the second century a theological school flourished 
in Alexandria, in which Clement and Origen taught as pioneers in biblical learning and Christian 
philosophy. From Lower Egypt the gospel spread to Middle and Upper Egypt and the adjacent 
provinces, perhaps (in the fourth century) as far as Nubia, Ethiopia, and Abyssinia. At a council 
of Alexandria in the year 235, twenty bishops were present from the different parts of the land of 
the Nile. 
 
During the fourth century Egypt gave to the church the Arian heresy, the Athanasian orthodoxy, 
and the monastic piety of St. Antony and St. Pachomius, which spread with irresistible force over 
Christendom. 
 
The theological literature of Egypt was chiefly Greek. Most of the early manuscripts of the Greek 
Scriptures—including probably the invaluable Sinaitic and Vatican MSS.—were written in 
Alexandria. But already in the second century the Scriptures were translated into the vernacular 
language, in three different dialects. What remains of these versions is of considerable weight in 
ascertaining the earliest text of the Greek Testament. 
 
The Christian Egyptians are the descendants of the Pharaonic Egyptians, but largely mixed with 
negro and Arab blood. Christianity never fully penetrated the nation, and was almost swept away 
by the Mohammedan conquest under the Caliph Omar (640), who burned the magnificent 
libraries of Alexandria under the plea that if the books agreed with the Koran, they were useless, 
if not, they were pernicious and fit for destruction. Since that time Egypt almost disappears from 
church history, and is still groaning, a house of bondage under new masters. The great mass of the 
people are Moslems, but the Copts—about half a million of five and a half millions—perpetuate 
the nominal Christianity of their ancestors, and form a mission field for the more active churches 
of the West.  

 



10. Christianity in North Africa. 
 
Bottiger: Geschichte der Carthager. Berlin, 1827. 
 
Movers: Die Phonizier. 1840-56, 4 vols. (A standard work.) 
 
Th. Mommsen: Rom. Geschichte, I. 489 sqq. (Book III. chs. 1-7, 5th ed.) 
 
N. Davis: Carthage and her Remains. London & N. York, 1861. 
 
R. Bosworth Smith: Carthage and the Carthaginians. Lond. 2nd ed. 1879. By the same: Rome 
and Carthage. N. York, 1880. 
 
Otto Meltzer: Geschichte der Karthager. Berlin, vol. I. 1879. 
 
These books treat of the secular history of the ancient Carthaginians, but help to understand the 
situation and antecedents. 
 
Julius Lloyd; The North African Church. London, 1880. Comes down to the Moslem Conquest. 
 
The inhabitants of the provinces of Northern Africa were of Semitic origin, with a language 
similar to the Hebrew, but became Latinized in customs, laws, and language under the Roman 
rule. The church in that region therefore belongs to Latin Christianity, and plays a leading part in 
its early history. 
 
The Phoenicians, a remnant of the Canaanites, were the English of ancient history. They carried 
on the commerce of the world; while the Israelites prepared the religion, and the Greeks the 
civilization of the world. Three small nations, in small countries, accomplished a more important 
work than the colossal empires of Assyria, Babylon, and Persia, or even Rome. Occupying a 
narrow strip of territory on the Syrian coast, between Mount Lebanon and the sea, the 
Phoenicians sent their merchant vessels from Tyre and Sidon to all parts of the old world from 
India to the Baltic, rounded the Cape of Good Hope two thousand years before Vasco de Gama, 
and brought back sandal wood from Malabar, spices from Arabia, ostrich plumes from Nubia, 
silver from Spain, gold from the Niger, iron from Elba, tin from England, and amber from the 
Baltic. They furnished Solomon with cedars from Lebanon, and helped him to build his palace 
and the temple. They founded on the northernmost coast of Africa, more than eight hundred years 
before Christ, the colony of Carthage. {6} From that favorable position they acquired the control 
over the northern coast of Africa from the pillars of Hercules to the Great Syrtes, over Southern 
Spain, the islands of Sardinia and Sicily, and the whole Mediterranean sea. Hence the inevitable 
rivalry between Rome and Carthage, divided only by three days’ sail; hence the three Punic wars 
which, in spite of the brilliant military genius of Hannibal, ended in the utter destruction of the 
capital of North Africa (B. C. 146). {7} "Delenda est Carthago," was the narrow and cruel policy 
of the elder Cato. But under Augustus, who carried out the wiser plan of Julius Caesar, there 
arose a new Carthage on the ruins of the old, and became a rich and prosperous city, first heathen, 
then Christian, until it was captured by the barbarous Vandals (A. D. 439), and finally destroyed 
by a race cognate to its original founders, the Mohammedan Arabs (647). Since that time "a 
mournful and solitary silence" once more brooded over its ruins. {8} 
 
Christianity reached proconsular Africa in the second, perhaps already at the close of the first 
century, we do not know when and how. There was constant intercourse with Italy. It spread very 



rapidly over the fertile fields and burning sands of Mauritania and Numidia. Cyprian could 
assemble in 258 a synod of eighty-seven bishops, and in 308 the schismatical Donatists held a 
council of two hundred and seventy bishops at Carthage. The dioceses, of course, were small in 
those days. 
 
The oldest Latin translation of the Bible, miscalled "Itala" (the basis of Jerome’s "Vulgata"), was 
made probably in Africa and for Africa, not in Rome and for Rome, where at that time the Greek 
language prevailed among Christians. Latin theology, too, was not born in Rome, but in Carthage. 
Tertullian is its father. Minutius Felix, Arnobius, and Cyprian bear witness to the activity and 
prosperity of African Christianity and theology in the third century. It reached its highest 
perfection during the first quarter of the fifth century in the sublime intellect and burning heart of 
St. Augustin, the greatest among the fathers, but soon after his death (430) it was buried first 
beneath the Vandal barbarism, and in the seventh century by the Mohammedan conquest. Yet his 
writings led Christian thought in the Latin church throughout the dark ages, stimulated the 
Reformers, and are a vital force to this day. 
 
{6} The Phoenician or Punic name is Karthada, the Greek Karchedon (Karchdwvn), the Latin 
Carthago. It means New City (Neapolis). The word Kereth or Carth enters also into the names of 
other cities of Phoenician origin, as Cirta in Numidia. 
 
{7} See the masterly comparison of Rome and Carthage by Mommsen, Book III. ch. 1. (vol. I. 
506), of the destruction of Carthage in Book IV. ch. 1. (vol. II. 22 sqq.) 
 
{8} On the ruins of Carthage see the descriptions of N. Davis and B. Smith (Rome and Carthage, 
ch. xx. 263-291). The recent conquest of Tunis by France (1881) gives new interest to the past of 
that country, and opens a new chapter for its future. Smith describes Tunis as the most Oriental of 
Oriental towns, with a gorgeous mixture of races—Arabs, Turks, Moors, and Negroes—held 
together by the religion of Islam.  

 



11. Christianity in Europe. 
 
"Westward the course of Empire takes its way." 
 
This law of history is also the law of Christianity. From Jerusalem to Rome was the march of the 
apostolic church. Further and further West has been the progress of missions ever since. 
 
The church of Rome was by far the most important one for all the West. According to Eusebius, it 
had in the middle of the third century one bishop, forty-six presbyters, seven deacons with as 
many sub-deacons, forty-two acolyths, fifty readers, exorcists, and door-keepers, and fifteen 
hundred widows and poor persons under its care. From this we might estimate the number of 
members at some fifty or sixty thousand, i.e. about one-twentieth of the population of the city, 
which cannot be accurately determined indeed, but must have exceeded one million during the 
reign of the Antonines. {9} The strength of Christianity in Rome is also confirmed by the 
enormous extent of the catacombs where the Christians were buried. 
 
From Rome the church spread to all the cities of Italy. The first Roman provincial synod, of 
which we have information, numbered twelve bishops under the presidency of Telesphorus (142-
154). In the middle of the third century (255) Cornelius of Rome held a council of sixty bishops. 
 
The persecution of the year 177 shows the church already planted in the south of Gaul in the 
second century. Christianity came hither probably from the East; for the churches of Lyons and 
Vienne were intimately connected with those of Asia Minor, to which they sent a report of the 
persecution, and Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons, was a disciple of Polycarp of Smyrna. Gregory of 
Tours states, that in the middle of the third century seven missionaries were sent from Rome to 
Gaul. One of these, Dionysius, founded the first church of Paris, died a martyr at Montmartre, and 
became the patron saint of France. Popular superstition afterwards confounded him with 
Dionysius the Areopagite, who was converted by Paul at Athens. 
 
Spain probably became acquainted with Christianity likewise in the second century, though no 
clear traces of churches and bishops there meet us till the middle of the third. The council of 
Elvira in 306 numbered nineteen bishops. The apostle Paul once formed the plan of a missionary 
journey to Spain, and according to Clement of Rome he preached there, if we understand that 
country to be meant by "the limit of the West," to which he says that Paul carried the gospel. {10} 
But there is no trace of his labors in Spain on record. The legend, in defiance of all chronology, 
derives Christianity in that country from James the Elder, who was executed in Jerusalem in 44, 
and is said to be buried at Campostella, the famous place of pilgrimage, where his bones were 
first discovered under Alphonse II, towards the close of the eighth century {11} 
 
When Irenaeus speaks of the preaching of the gospel among the Germans and other barbarians, 
who, "without paper and ink, have salvation written in their hearts by the Holy Spirit," he can 
refer only to the parts of Germany belonging to the Roman empire (Germania cisrhenana). 
 
According to Tertullian Britain also was brought under the power of the cross towards the end of 
the second century. The Celtic church existed in England, Ireland, and Scotland, independently of 
Rome, long before the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons by the Roman mission of Augustine; it 
continued for some time after that event and sent offshoots to Germany, France, and the Low 
Countries, but was ultimately at different dates incorporated with the Roman church. It took its 
origin probably from Gaul, and afterwards from Italy also. The legend traces it to St. Paul and 
other apostolic founders. The venerable Bede (735) says, that the British king Lucius (about 167) 



applied to the Roman bishop Eleutherus for missionaries. At the council of Arles, in Gaul 
(Arelate), in 314, three British bishops, of Eboracum (York), Londinum (London), and Colonia 
Londinensium (i.e. either Lincoln or more probably Colchester), were present. 
 
The conversion of the barbarians of Northern and Western Europe did not begin in earnest before 
the fifth and sixth centuries, and will claim our attention in the history of the Middle Ages. 
 
{9} Gibbon, in his; thirty-first chapter, and Milman estimate the population of Rome at 1,200,000; 
Hoeck (on the basis of the Monumentum Ancyranum), Zumpt and Howson at two millions; 
Bunsen somewhat lower; while Dureau de la Malle tries to reduce it to half a million, on the 
ground that the walls of Servius Tullius occupied an area only one-fifth of that of Paris. But these 
walls no longer marked the limits of the city since its reconstruction after the conflagration under 
Nero, and the suburbs stretched to an unlimited extent into the country. Comp. vol. I. p. 359 
 
{10} Rom. 15:24; Clem. R. Ad Cor. c. 5 (to terma thv dusewv) 
 
{11} See J. B. Gams (R.C.): Die Kirchengeschichte von Spanien, Regensburg, 1862-1879, 5 vols. 
The first vol. (422 pages) is taken up with the legendary history of the first three centuries. 75 
pages are given to the discussion of Paul’s journey to Spain. Gams traces Christianity in that 
country to Paul and to seven disciples of the Apostles sent to Rome, namely, Torquatus, 
Ctesiphon, Secundus, Indaletius, Caecilius, Hesychius, and Euphrasius (according to the Roman 
Martyrologium, edited by Baronius, 1586).  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER II: 
 
PERSECUTION OF CHRISTIANITY AND CHRISTIAN MARTYRDOM. 
 
"Semen est sanguis Christianorum."—Tertullian. 
 

12. Literature. 
 
I. Sources: 
 
Eusebius: H. E., particularly Lib. viii. and ix. 
 
Lactantius: Deuteronomy Mortibus persecutorum. 
 
The Apologies of Justin Martyr, Minucius Felix, Tertullian, and Origen, and the Epistles of 
Cyprian. 
 
Theod. Ruinart: Acta primorum martyrum sincera et selecta. Par. 1689; 2nd ed. Amstel. 1713 
(covering the first four cent.). 
 
Several biographies in the Acta Sanctorum. Antw. 1643 sqq. 
 
Les Acts des martyrs depuis l’origine de l’eglise Chretienne jusqu’a nos temps. Traduits et 
publies par les R. R. P. P benedictins de la congreg. de France. Par. 1857 sqq. 
 
The Martyrol. Hieronymianum (ed. Florentini, Luc. 1668, and in Migne’s Patrol. Lat. Opp. 
Hieron. xi. 434 sqq.); the Martyrol. Romanum (ed. Baron. 1586), the Menolog. Graec. (ed. 
Urbini, 1727); Deuteronomy Rossi, Roller, and other works on the Roman Catacombs. 
 
II. Works. 
 
John Foxe (or Fox, d. 1587): Acts and Monuments of the Church (commonly called Book of 
Martyrs), first pub. at Strasburg 1554, and Basle 1559; first complete ed. fol. London 1563; 9th 
ed. fol. 1684, 3 vols. fol.; best ed. by G. Townsend, Lond. 1843, 8 vols. 8o.; also many abridged 
editions. Foxe exhibits the entire history of Christian martyrdom, including the Protestant martyrs 
of the middle age and the sixteenth century, with polemical reference to the church of Rome as 
the successor of heathen Rome in the work of blood persecution. "The Ten Roman persecutions" 
are related in the first volume. 
 
Kortholdt: Deuteronomy persecutionibus eccl. primcevae. Kiel, 1629. 
 
Gibbon: chap. xvi. 
 
Munter: Die Christen im heidnischen Hause vor Constantin. Copenh. 1828. 
 
Schumann Von Mansegg (R.C.): Die Verfolgungen der ersten christlichen Kirche. Vienna, 1821. 
 



W. Ad. Schmidt: Geschichte der Denk u. Glaubensfreiheit im ersten Jahrhundert der 
Kaiserherrschaft und des Christenthums. Berl. 1847. 
 
Kritzler: Die Heldenzeiten des Christenthums. Vol. i. Der Kampf mit dem Heidthum. Leipz. 1856. 
 
Fr. W. Gass: Das christl. Martyrerthum in den ersten Jahrhunderten. 1859-60 (in Niedner’s 
"Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." for 1859, pp. 323-392, and 1860, pp. 315-381). 
 
F. Overbeck: Gesetze der rom. Kaiser gegen die Christen, in his Studien zur Gesch. der alten 
Kirche, I. Chemn. 1875. 
 
B. Aube: Histoire des persecutions de l’eglise jusqu’ a la fin des Antonins. 2nd ed. Paris 1875 
Crowned by the Academie franacaise. By the same: Histoire des persecutions de l’eglise, La 
polemique payenne a la fin du II. siecle, 1878. Les Chrestiens dans l’empire romain, de la fin des 
Antonins au milieu du IIIe siecle (180-249), 1881. L’eglise et L’etat dans la seconde moitie du 
IIIe siecle, 1886. 
 
K. Wieseler: Die Christenverfolgungen der Casaren, Hist. und chronol. untersucht. Gutersloh, 
1878. 
 
Gerh. Uhlhorn: Der Kampf des Christenthums mit dem Heidenthum. 3d ed. Stuttgart, 1879. Engl. 
transl. by Smyth & Ropes, 1879. 
 
Theod. Keim: Romans und das Christenthum. Berlin, 1881. 
 
E. Renan: Marc-Aurele. Paris, 1882, pp. 53-69.  

 



13. General Survey. 
 
The persecutions of Christianity during the first three centuries appear like a long tragedy: first, 
foreboding signs; then a succession of bloody assaults of heathenism upon the religion of the 
cross; amidst the dark scenes of fiendish hatred and cruelty the bright exhibitions of suffering 
virtue; now and then a short pause; at last a fearful and desperate struggle of the old pagan empire 
for life and death, ending in the abiding victory of the Christian religion. Thus this bloody 
baptism of the church resulted in the birth of a Christian world. It was a repetition and 
prolongation of the crucifixion, but followed by a resurrection. 
 
Our Lord had predicted this conflict, and prepared His disciples for it. "Behold, I send you forth 
as sheep in the midst of wolves. They will deliver you up to councils, and in their synagogues 
they will scourge you; yea and before governors and kings shall ye be brought for My sake, for a 
testimony to them and to the Gentiles. And brother shall deliver up brother to death, and the 
father his child: and children shall rise up against parents, and cause them to be put to death. And 
ye shall be hated of all men for My name’s sake: but he that endureth to the end, the same shall be 
saved." These, and similar words, as well as the recollection of the crucifixion and resurrection, 
fortified and cheered many a confessor and martyr in the dungeon and at the stake. 
 
The persecutions proceeded first from the Jews, afterwards from the Gentiles, and continued, with 
interruptions, for nearly three hundred years. History reports no mightier, longer and deadlier 
conflict than this war of extermination waged by heathen Rome against defenseless Christianity. 
It was a most unequal struggle, a struggle of the sword and of the cross; carnal power all on one 
side, moral power all on the other. It was a struggle for life and death. One or the other of the 
combatants must succumb. A compromise was impossible. The future of the world’s history 
depended on the downfall of heathenism and the triumph of Christianity. Behind the scene were 
the powers of the invisible world, God and the prince of darkness. Justin, Tertullian, and other 
confessors traced the persecutions to Satan and the demons, though they did not ignore the human 
and moral aspects; they viewed them also as a punishment for past sins, and a school of Christian 
virtue. Some denied that martyrdom was an evil, since it only brought Christians the sooner to 
God and the glory of heaven. As war brings out the heroic qualities of men, so did the 
persecutions develop the patience, the gentleness, the endurance of the Christians, and prove the 
world-conquering power of faith. 
 
Number of Persecutions. 
 
From the fifth century it has been customary to reckon ten great persecutions: under Nero, 
Domitian, Trajan, Marcus Aurelius, Septimius Severus, Maximinus, Decius, Valerian, Aurelian, 
and Diocletian. {12} This number was suggested by the ten plagues of Egypt taken as types 
(which, however, befell the enemies of Israel, and present a contrast rather than a parallel), and by 
the ten horns of the Roman beast making war with the Lamb, taken for so many emperors. {13} 
But the number is too great for the general persecutions, and too small for the provincial and 
local. Only two imperial persecutions—those, of Decius and Diocletian—extended over the 
empire; but Christianity was always an illegal religion from Trajan to Constantine, and subject to 
annoyance and violence everywhere. {14} Some persecuting emperors—Nero, Domitian, 
Galerius, were monstrous tyrants, but others—Trajan, Marcus Aurelius, Decius, Diocletian—
were among the best and most energetic emperors, and were prompted not so much by hatred of 
Christianity as by zeal for the maintenance of the laws and the power of the government. On the 
other hand, some of the most worthless emperors—Commodus, Caracalla, and Heliogabalus—



were rather favorable to the Christians from sheer caprice. All were equally ignorant of the true 
character of the new religion. 
 
The Result. 
 
The long and bloody war of heathen Rome against the church, which is built upon a rock, utterly 
failed. It began in Rome under Nero, it ended near Rome at the Milvian bridge, under 
Constantine. Aiming to exterminate, it purified. It called forth the virtues of Christian heroism, 
and resulted in the consolidation and triumph of the new religion. The philosophy of persecution 
is best expressed by the terse word of Tertullian, who lived in the midst of them, but did not see 
the end: "The blood of the Christians is the seed of the Church." 
 
Religious Freedom. 
 
The blood of persecution is also the seed of civil and religious liberty. All sects, schools, and 
parties, whether religious or political, when persecuted, complain of injustice and plead for 
toleration; but few practise it when in power. The reason of this inconsistency lies in the 
selfishness of human nature, and in mistaken zeal for what it believes to be true and right. Liberty 
is of very slow, but sure growth. 
 
The ancient world of Greece and Rome generally was based upon the absolutism of the state, 
which mercilessly trampled under foot the individual rights of men. It is Christianity which taught 
and acknowledged them. 
 
The Christian apologists first proclaimed, however imperfectly, the principle of freedom of 
religion, and the sacred rights of conscience. Tertullian, in prophetic anticipation as it were of the 
modern Protestant theory, boldly tells the heathen that everybody has a natural and inalienable 
right to worship God according to his conviction, that all compulsion in matters of conscience is 
contrary to the very nature of religion, and that no form of worship has any value whatever except 
as far as it is a free voluntary homage of the heart. {15} 
 
Similar views in favor of religious liberty were expressed by Justin Martyr, {16} and at the close 
of our period by Lactantius, who says: "Religion cannot be imposed by force; the matter must be 
carried on by words rather than by blows, that the will may be affected. Torture and piety are 
widely different; nor is it possible for truth to be united with violence, or justice with cruelty. 
Nothing is so much a matter of free will as religion." {17} 
 
The Church, after its triumph over paganism, forgot this lesson, and for many centuries treated all 
Christian heretics, as well as Jews and Gentiles, just as the old Romans had treated the Christians, 
without distinction of creed or sect. Every state-church from the times of the Christian emperors 
of Constantinople to the times of the Russian Czars and the South American Republics, has more 
or less persecuted the dissenters, in direct violation of the principles and practice of Christ and the 
apostles, and in carnal misunderstanding of the spiritual nature of the kingdom of heaven. 
 
{12} So Augustin, Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xviii. 52, but he mentions Antoninus for Marcus 
Aurelius. Lactantius counts six, Sulpitius Severus nine persecutions. 
 
{13} Ex. chs. 5-10 Revelation 17:12 sqq. Augustin felt the impropriety of referring to the 
Egyptian plagues, and calls this a mere conjecture of the human mind which "sometimes hits the 
truth and sometimes is deceived." He also rectifies the number by referring to the persecutions 
before Nero, mentioned in the N. T., and to the persecutions after Diocletian, as that of Julian, 



and the Arian emperors. "When I think of these and the like things," he says, "it does not seem to 
me that the number of persecutions with which the church is to be tried can be definitely stated." 
 
{14} On the relation of Christianity to the laws of the Roman empire, see Aube, Deuteronomy la 
legatite du Christianisme dans l’empire Romain au Ier siecle. Paris 1866. 
 
{15} See the remarkable passage Ad Scapulam, c. 2: "Tamen humani juris et naturalis potestatis 
est unicuique quod putaverit colere, nec alii obest, aut prodest alterius religio. Sed religionis est 
cogere religionem, quae sponte suscipi debeat non vi, cum et hostiae ab animo libenti 
expostulentur. Ita etsi nos compuleritis ad sacrificandum, nihil praestabitis diis vestris. Ab invitis 
enim sacrificia non desiderabunt, nisi si contentiosi sunt; contentiosus autem deus non est." 
Comp. the similar passage in Tertullian, Apolog. c. 24, where after enumerating the various forms 
of idolatry which enjoyed free toleration in the empire he continues: "Videte enim ne et hoc ad 
irreliqiositatis elogium concurrat, adimere libertatem reliqionis et interdicere optionem 
divinitatis, ut non liceat mihi colere quem velim sed cogar colere quem nolim. Nemo se ab invito 
coli volet, ne homo quidem." 
 
{16} Apol. I. c. 2, 4, 12 
 
{17} Instit. div. V. 20.  

 



14. Jewish Persecution. 
 
Sources. 
 
I. Dio Cassius: Hist. Rom. LXVIII. 32; LXIX. 12-14; Justin M.: Apol. I. 31, 47; Eusebius: H. 
Eccl. IV. 2. and 6. Rabbinical traditions in Derenbourg: Histoire de la Palestine depuis Cyrus 
jusqu’a-Adrien (Paris 1867), pp. 402-438. 
 
II. Fr. Munter.: Der Judische Krieg unter Trajan u. Hadrian. Altona and Leipz. 1821. 
 
Deyling: Aeliae Capitol. origines et historiae. Lips. 1743. 
 
Ewald: Gesch. des Volkes Israel, VII. 373-432. 
 
Milman: History of the Jews, Books 18 and 20. 
 
Gratz: Gesch. der Juden. Vol. IV. (Leipz. 1866). 
 
Schurer: Neutestam. Zeitgeschichte (1874), pp. 350-367. 
 
The Jews had displayed their obstinate unbelief and bitter hatred of the gospel in the crucifixion 
of Christ, the stoning of Stephen, the execution of James the Elder, the repeated incarceration as 
of Peter and John, the wild rage against Paul, and the murder of James the Just. No wonder that 
the fearful judgment of God at last visited this ingratitude upon them in the destruction of the 
holy city and the temple, from which the Christians found refuge in Pella. 
 
But this tragical fate could break only the national power of the Jews, not their hatred of 
Christianity. They caused the death of Symeon, bishop of Jerusalem (107); they were particularly 
active in the burning of Polycarp of Smyrna; and they inflamed the violence of the Gentiles by 
eliminating the sect of the Nazarenes. 
 
The Rebellion under Bar-Cochba. Jerusalem again Destroyed. 
 
By severe oppression under Trajan and Hadrian, the prohibition of circumcision, and the 
desecration of Jerusalem by the idolatry of the pagans, the Jews were provoked to a new and 
powerful insurrection (A. D. 132-135). A pseudo-Messiah, Bar-Cochba (son of the stars, 
Numbers 24:17), afterwards called Bar-Cosiba (son of falsehood), put himself at the head of the 
rebels, and caused all the Christians who would not join him to be most cruelly murdered. But the 
false prophet was defeated by Hadrian’s general in 135, more than half a million of Jews were 
slaughtered after a desperate resistance, immense numbers sold into slavery, 985 villages and 50 
fortresses levelled to the ground, nearly all Palestine laid waste, Jerusalem again destroyed, and a 
Roman colony, Aelia Capitolina, erected on its ruins, with an image of Jupiter and a temple of 
Venus. The coins of Aelia Capitolina bear the images of Jupiter Capitolinus, Bacchus, Serapis, 
Astarte. 
 
Thus the native soil of the venerable religion of the Old Testament was ploughed up, and idolatry 
planted on it. The Jews were forbidden to visit the holy spot of their former metropolis upon pain 
of death. {18} Only on the anniversary of the destruction were they allowed to behold and bewail 
it from a distance. The prohibition was continued under Christian emperors to their disgrace. 
Julian the Apostate, from hatred of the Christians, allowed and encouraged them to rebuild the 



temple, but in vain. Jerome, who spent the rest of his life in monastic retirement at Bethlehem (d. 
419), informs us in pathetic words that in his day old Jewish men and women, "in corporibus et 
in habitu suo iram a Domini demonstrantes," had to buy from the Roman watch the privilege of 
weeping and lamenting over the ruins from mount Olivet in sight of the cross, "ut qui quondam 
emerant sanguinem Christi, emant lacrymas suas, et ne fletus quidem i eis gratuitus sit." {19} The 
same sad privilege the Jews now enjoy under Turkish rule, not only once a year, but every Friday 
beneath the very walls of the Temple, now replaced by the Mosque of Omar. {20} 
 
The Talmud. 
 
After this the Jews had no opportunity for any further independent persecution of the Christians. 
Yet they continued to circulate horrible calumnies on Jesus and his followers. Their learned 
schools at Tiberias and Babylon nourished this bitter hostility. The Talmud, i.e. Doctrine, of 
which the first part (the Mishna, i.e. Repetition) was composed towards the end of the second 
century, and the second part (the Gemara, i.e. Completion) in the fourth century, well represents 
the Judaism of its day, stiff, traditional, stagnant, and anti-Christian. Subsequently the Jerusalem 
Talmud was eclipsed by the Babylonian (430-521), which is four times larger, and a still more 
distinct expression of Rabbinism. The terrible imprecation on apostates (pratio haereticorum), 
designed to deter Jews from going over to the Christian faith, comes from the second century, and 
is stated by the Talmud to have been composed at Jafna, where the Sanhedrin at that time had its 
seat, by the younger Rabbi Gamaliel. 
 
The Talmud is the slow growth of several centuries. It is a chaos of Jewish learning, wisdom, and 
folly, a continent of rubbish, with hidden pearls of true maxims and poetic parables. Delitzsch 
calls it "a vast debating club, in which there hum confusedly the myriad voices of at least five 
centuries, a unique code of laws, in comparison with which the law-books of all other nations are 
but lilliputian." It is the Old Testament misinterpreted and turned against the New, in fact, though 
not in form. It is a rabbinical Bible without inspiration, without the Messiah, without hope. It 
shares the tenacity of the Jewish race, and, like it, continues involuntarily to bear testimony to the 
truth of Christianity. A distinguished historian, on being asked what is the best argument for 
Christianity, promptly replied: the Jews. {21} 
 
Unfortunately this people, still remarkable even in its tragical end, was in many ways cruelly 
oppressed and persecuted by the Christians after Constantine, and thereby only confirmed in its 
fanatical hatred of them. The hostile legislation began with the prohibition of the circumcision of 
Christian slaves, and the intermarriage between Jews and Christians, and proceeded already in the 
fifth century to the exclusion of the Jews from all civil and political rights in Christian states. 
Even our enlightened age has witnessed the humiliating spectacle of a cruel Judenhetze in 
Germany and still more in Russia (1881). But through all changes of fortune God has preserved 
this ancient race as a living monument of his justice and his mercy; and he will undoubtedly 
assign it an important part in the consummation of his kingdom at the second coming of Christ. 
 
{18} As reported by Justin M., a native of Palestine and a contemporary of this destruction of 
Jerusalem. Apol. l. c. 47. Tertullian also says, {Adv. Jud. 100. 13} that, "an interdict was issued 
forbidding any one of the Jews to linger in the confines of the district." 
 
{19} Ad Zep 1 15 sqq. Schurer quotes the passage, p. 363. 
 
{20} "The Wailing Place of the Jews" at the cyclopean foundation wall is just outside of the 
Mosque El Aska, and near "Robinson’s Arch." There I saw on Good Friday, 1877, a large number 
of Jews, old and young, men and women, venerable rabbis with patriarchal beards, others dirty 



and repulsive, kissing the stone wall and watering it with their tears, while repeating from 
Hebrew Bibles and prayer-books the Lamentations of Jeremiah, Psalms 76th and 79th, and 
various litanies. Comp. Tobler, Topographie von Jerusalem I. 629. 
 
{21} On the literature of the Talmud see the articles in Herzog, and in McClintock & Strong, and 
especially Schurer, Neutestamentl. Zeitgeschichte (Leipz. 1874), pp. 45-49, to which I add 
Schurer’s essay: Die Predigt Jesu Christi in ihrem Verhaltniss zum Altem Testament und zum 
Judenthum, Darmstadt, 1882. The relation of the Talmud to the Sermon on the Mount and the few 
resemblances is discussed by Pick in McClintock & Strong, vol. ix. 571.  

 



15. Causes of Roman Persecution. 
 
The policy of the Roman government, the fanaticism of the superstitious people, and the self-
interest of the pagan priests conspired for the persecution of a religion which threatened to 
demolish the tottering fabric of idolatry; and they left no expedients of legislation, of violence, of 
craft, and of wickedness untried, to blot it from the earth. 
 
To glance first at the relation of the Roman state to the Christian religion. 
 
Roman Toleration. 
 
The policy of imperial Rome was in a measure tolerant. It was repressive, but not preventive. 
Freedom of thought was not checked by a censorship, education was left untrammelled to be 
arranged between the teacher and the learner. The armies were quartered on the frontiers as a 
protection of the empire, not employed at home as instruments of oppression, and the people were 
diverted from public affairs and political discontent by public amusements. The ancient religions 
of the conquered races were tolerated as far as they did not interfere with the interests of the state. 
The Jews enjoyed special protection since the time of Julius Caesar. 
 
Now so long as Christianity was regarded by the Romans as a mere sect of Judaism, it shared the 
hatred and contempt, indeed, but also the legal protection bestowed on that ancient national 
religion. Providence had so ordered it that Christianity had already taken root in the leading cities 
of the empire before, its true character was understood. Paul had carried it, under the protection of 
his Roman citizenship, to the ends of the empire, and the Roman proconsul at Corinth refused to 
interfere with his activity on the ground that it was an internal question of the Jews, which did not 
belong to his tribunal. The heathen statesmen and authors, even down to the age of Trajan, 
including the historian Tacitus and the younger Pliny, considered the Christian religion as a 
vulgar superstition, hardly worthy of their notice. 
 
But it was far too important a phenomenon, and made far too rapid progress to be long thus 
ignored or despised. So soon as it was understood as a new religion, and as, in fact, claiming 
universal validity and acceptance, it was set down as unlawful and treasonable, a religio illicita; 
and it was the constant reproach of the Christians: "You have no right to exist." {22} 
 
Roman Intolerance. 
 
We need not be surprised at this position. For with all its professed and actual tolerance the 
Roman state was thoroughly interwoven with heathen idolatry, and made religion a tool of 
itspolicy. Ancient history furnishes no example of a state without some religion and form of 
worship. Rome makes no exception to the general rule. "The Romano-Hellenic state religion" 
(says Mommsen), "and the Stoic state-philosophy inseparably combined with it were not merely a 
convenient instrument for every government—oligarchy, democracy, or monarchy—but 
altogether indispensable, because it was just as impossible to construct the state wholly without 
religious elements as to discover any new state religion adapted to form a substitute for the old." 
{23} 
 
The piety of Romulus and Numa was believed to have laid the foundation of the power of Rome. 
To the favor of the deities of the republic, the brilliant success of the Roman arms was attributed. 
The priests and Vestal virgins were supported out of the public treasury. The emperor was ex-
officio the pontifex maximus, and even an object of divine worship. The gods were national; and 



the eagle of Jupiter Capitolinus moved as a good genius before the world-conquering legions. 
Cicero lays down as a principle of legislation, that no one should be allowed to worship foreign 
gods, unless they were recognized by public statute. {24} Maecenas counselled Augustus: "Honor 
the gods according to the custom of our ancestors, and compel {25} others to worship them. Hate 
and punish those who bring in strange gods." 
 
It is true, indeed, that individuals in Greece and Rome enjoyed an almost unlimited liberty for 
expressing sceptical and even impious sentiments in conversation, in books and on the stage. We 
need only refer to the works of Aristophanes, Lucian, Lucretius, Plautus, Terence. But a sharp 
distinction was made then, as often since by Christian governments, between liberty of private 
thought and conscience, which is inalienable and beyond the reach of legislation, and between the 
liberty of public worship, although the latter is only the legitimate consequence of the former. 
Besides, wherever religion is a matter of state-legislation and compulsion, there is almost 
invariably a great deal of hypocrisy and infidelity among the educated classes, however often it 
may conform outwardly, from policy, interest or habit, to the forms and legal acquirements of the 
established creed. 
 
The senate and emperor, by special edicts, usually allowed conquered nations the free practice of 
their worship even in Rome; not, however, from regard for the sacred rights of conscience, but 
merely from policy, and with the express prohibition of making proselytes from the state religion; 
hence severe laws were published from time to time against transition to Judaism. 
 
Obstacles to the Toleration of Christianity. 
 
To Christianity, appearing not as a national religion, but claiming to be the only true universal 
one making its converts among every people and every sect, attracting Greeks and Romans in 
much larger numbers than Jews, refusing to compromise with any form of idolatry, and 
threatening in fact the very existence of the Roman state religion, even this limited toleration 
could not be granted. The same all-absorbing political interest of Rome dictated here the opposite 
course, and Tertullian is hardly just in changing the Romans with inconsistency for tolerating the 
worship of all false gods, from whom they had nothing to fear, and yet prohibiting the worship of 
the only true God who is Lord over all. {26} Born under Augustus, and crucified under Tiberius 
at the sentence of the Roman magistrate, Christ stood as the founder of a spiritual universal 
empire at the head of the most important epoch of the Roman power, a rival not to be endured. 
The reign of Constantine subsequently showed that the free toleration of Christianity was the 
death-blow to the Roman state religion. 
 
Then, too, the conscientious refusal of the Christians to pay divine honors to the emperor and his 
statue, and to take part in any idolatrous ceremonies at public festivities, their aversion to the 
imperial military service, their disregard for politics and depreciation of all civil and temporal 
affairs as compared with the spiritual and eternal interests of man, their close brotherly union and 
frequent meetings, drew upon them the suspicion of hostility to the Caesars and the Roman 
people, and the unpardonable crime of conspiracy against the state. {27} 
 
The common people also, with their polytheistic ideas, abhorred the believers in the one God as 
atheists and enemies of the gods. They readily gave credit to the slanderous rumors of all sorts of 
abominations, even incest and cannibalism, practised by the Christians at their religious 
assemblies and love-feasts, and regarded the frequent public calamities of that age as punishments 
justly inflicted by the angry gods for the disregard of their worship. In North Africa arose the 
proverb: "If God does not send rain, lay it to the Christians." At every inundation, or drought, or 



famine, or pestilence, the fanatical populace cried: "Away with the atheists! To the lions with the 
Christians!" 
 
Finally, persecutions were sometimes started by priests, jugglers, artificers, merchants, and 
others, who derived their support from the idolatrous worship. These, like Demetrius at Ephesus, 
and the masters of the sorceress at Philippi, kindled the fanaticism and indignation of the mob 
against the new religion for its interference with their gains. {28} 
 
{22} "Non licet esse vos." Tertullian, Apol. 4 
 
{23} The History of Rome, translated by Dickson, vol. IV. P. II. p. 559. 
 
{24} "Nisi publice adscitos." 
 
{25} anagkaze, according to Dion Cassius. 
 
{26} Apolog. c. 24 at the close: "Apud vos quod vis coler ejus est praeter Deum verum, quasi non 
hic magis omnium sit Deus, cuius omnes sumus." 
 
{27} Hence the reproachful designation "Hostes Caesarum et populi Romani." 
 
{28} Comp. Arts. 19:24; 16:16.  

 



16. Condition of the Church before the Reign of Trajan. 
 
The imperial persecutions before Trajan belong to the Apostolic age, and have been already 
described in the first volume. We allude to them here only for the sake of the connection. Christ 
was born under the first, and crucified under the second Roman emperor. Tiberius (A. D. 14-37) 
is reported to have been frightened by Pilate’s account of the crucifixion and resurrection, and to 
have proposed to the senate, without success, the enrollment of Christ among the Roman deities; 
but this rests only on the questionable authority of Tertullian. The edict of Claudius (42-54) in the 
year 53, which banished the Jews from Rome, fell also upon the Christians, but as Jews with 
whom they were confounded. The fiendish persecution of Nero (54-68) was intended as a 
punishment, not for Christianity, but for alleged incendiarism (64). It showed, however, the 
popular temper, and was a declaration of war against the new religion. It became a common 
saying among Christians that Nero would reappear as Antichrist. 
 
During the rapidly succeeding reigns of Galba, Otho, Vitellius, Vespacian, and Titus, the church, 
so far as we know, suffered no very serious persecution. 
 
But Domitian (81-96), a suspicious and blasphemous tyrant, accustomed to call himself and to be 
called "Lord and God," treated the embracing of Christianity a crime against the state, and 
condemned to death many Christians, even his own cousin, the consul Flavius Clemens, on the 
charge of atheism; or confiscated their property, and sent them, as in the case of Domitilia, the 
wife of the Clemens just mentioned, into exile. His jealousy also led him to destroy the surviving 
descendants of David; and he brought from Palestine to Rome two kinsmen of Jesus, grandsons 
of Judas, the "brother of the Lord," but seeing their poverty and rustic simplicity, and hearing 
their explanation of the kingdom of Christ as not earthly, but heavenly, to be established by the 
Lord at the end of the world, when He should come to judge the quick and the dead, he let them 
go. Tradition (in Irenaeus, Eusebius, Jerome) assigns to the reign of Domitian the banishment of 
John to Patmos (which, however, must be assigned to the reign of Nero), together with his 
miraculous preservation from death in Rome (attested by Tertullian), and the martyrdom of 
Andrew, Mark, Onesimus, and Dionysius the Areopagite. The Martyrium of Ignatius speaks of 
"many persecutions under Domitian." 
 
His humane and justice-loving successor, Nerva (96-98), recalled the banished, and refused to 
treat the confession of Christianity as a political crime, though he did not recognise the new 
religion as a religio licita.  

 



17. Trajan. A. D. 98-117—Christianity Forbidden—Martyrdom of 
Symeon of Jerusalem, and Ignatius of Antioch. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
Plinius, jun.: Epist. x. 96 and 97 (al. 97 sq.). Tertullian: Apol. c. 2; Eusebius: H. E. III. 11, 32, 33, 
36. Chron. pasch. p. 470 (ed. Bonn.). 
 
Acta Martyrii Ignatii, in Ruinart, p. 8 sqq.; recent edd. by Theod. Zahn, in Patrum Apost. Opera 
(Lips. 1876), vol. II. pp. 301 sqq.; FUNK, Opera Patr. Apost., vol. I. 254-265; II. 218-275; and 
Lightfoot: S. Ignatius and S. Polyc., II. 1, 473-570. 
 
II. Works. 
 
On Trajan’s reign in general see Tillemont, Histoire des Empereurs; Merivale, History of the 
Romans under the Empire. 
 
On Ignatius: Theod. Zahn: Ignatius von Antiochien. Gotha 1873 (631 pages). Lightfoot: S. 
Ignatius and S. Polyc., London 1885, 2 vols. 
 
On the chronology: Adolph Harnack: Die Zeit des Ignatius. Leipzig, 1878 (90 pages); Comp. 
Keim, l. c.. 510-562; but especially Lighfoot, l. c.. II. 1, 390 sqq. 
 
The Epistles of Ignatius will be discussed in chapter XIII. on ecclesiastical literature, 164 and 
165. 
 
Trajan, one of the best and most praiseworthy emperors, honored as the "father of his country," 
but, like his friends, Tacitus and Pliny, wholly ignorant of the nature of Christianity, was the first 
to pronounce it in form a proscribed religion, as it had been all along in fact. He revived the rigid 
laws against all secret societies, {29} and the provincial officers applied them to the Christians, on 
account of their frequent meetings for worship. His decision regulated the governmental 
treatment of the Christians for more than a century. It is embodied in his correspondence with the 
younger Pliny, who was governor of Bithynia in Asia Minor from 109 to 111. 
 
Pliny came in official contact with the Christians. He himself saw in that religion only a 
"depraved and immoderate superstition," and could hardly account for its popularity. He reported 
to the emperor that this superstition was constantly spreading, not only in the cities, but also in 
the villages of Asia Minor, and captivated people of every age, rank, and sex, so that the temples 
were almost forsaken, and the sacrificial victims found no sale. To stop this progress, he 
condemned many Christians to death, and sent others, who were Roman citizens, to the imperial 
tribunal. But he requested of the emperor further instructions, whether, in these efforts, he should 
have respect to age; whether he should treat the mere bearing of the Christian name as a crime, if 
there were no other offence. 
 
To these inquiries Trajan replied: "You have adopted the right course, my friend, with regard to 
the Christians; for no universal rule, to be applied to all cases, can be laid down in this matter. 
They should not be searched for; but when accused and convicted, they should be punished; yet if 
any one denies that be has been a Christian, and proves it by action, namely, by worshipping our 
gods, he is to be pardoned upon his repentance, even though suspicion may still cleave to him 



from his antecedents. But anonymous accusations must not be admitted in any criminal process; it 
sets a bad example, and is contrary to our age" (i.e. to the spirit of Trajan’s government). 
 
This decision was much milder than might have been expected from a heathen emperor of the old 
Roman stamp. Tertullian charges it with self-contradiction, as both cruel and lenient, forbidding 
the search for Christians and yet commanding their punishment, thus declaring them innocent and 
guilty at the same time. But the emperor evidently proceeded on political principles, and thought 
that a transient and contagious enthusiasm, as Christianity in his judgment was, could be 
suppressed sooner by leaving it unnoticed, than by openly assailing it. He wished to ignore it as 
much as possible. But every day it forced itself more and more upon public attention, as it spread 
with the irresistible power of truth. 
 
This rescript might give occasion, according to the sentiment of governors, for extreme severity 
towards Christianity as a secret union and a religio illicita. Even the humane Pliny tells us that he 
applied the rack to tender women. Syria and Palestine suffered heavy persecutions in this reign. 
 
Symeon, bishop of Jerusalem, and, like his predecessor James, a kinsman of Jesus, was accused 
by fanatical Jews, and crucified A. D. 107, at the age of a hundred and twenty years. 
 
In the same year (or probably between 110 and 116) the distinguished bishop Ignatius of Antioch 
was condemned to death, transported to Rome, and thrown before wild beasts in the Colosseum. 
The story of his martyrdom has no doubt been much embellished, but it must have some 
foundation in fact, and is characteristic of the legendary martyrology of the ancient church. 
 
Our knowledge of Ignatius is derived from his disputed epistles, {30} and a few short notices by 
Irenaeus and Origen. While his existence, his position in the early Church, and his martyrdom are 
admitted, everything else about him is called in question. How many epistles he wrote, and when 
he wrote them, how much truth there is in the account of his martyrdom, and when it took place, 
when it was written up, and by whom—all are undecided, and the subject of protracted 
controversy. He was, according to tradition, a pupil of the Apostle John, and by his piety so 
commended himself to the Christians in Antioch that he was chosen bishop, the second after 
Peter, Euodius being, the first. But although he was a man of apostolic character and governed the 
church with great care, he was personally not satisfied, until he should be counted worthy of 
sealing his testimony with his blood, and thereby attaining to the highest seat of honor. The 
coveted crown came to him at last and his eager and morbid desire for martyrdom was gratified. 
The emperor Trajan, in 107, came to Antioch, and there threatened with persecution all who 
refused to sacrifice to the gods. Ignatius was tried for this offence, and proudly confessed himself 
a "Theophorus" ("bearer of God") because, as he said, he had Christ within his breast. Trajan 
condemned him to be thrown to the lions at Rome. The sentence was executed with all haste. 
Ignatius was immediately bound in chains, and taken over land and sea, accompanied by ten 
soldiers, whom he denominated his "leopards," from Antioch to Seleucia, to Smyrna, where he 
met Polycarp, and whence be wrote to the churches, particularly to that in Rome; to Troas, to 
Neapolis, through Macedonia to Epirus, and so over the Adriatic to Rome. He was received by 
the Christians there with every manifestation of respect, but would not allow them to avert or 
even to delay his martyrdom. It was on the 20th day of December, 107, that he was thrown into 
the amphitheater: immediately the wild beasts fell upon him, and soon naught remained of his 
body but a few bones, which were carefully conveyed to Antioch as an inestimable treasure. The 
faithful friends who had accompanied him from home dreamed that night that they saw him; 
some that he was standing by Christ, dropping with sweat as if he had just come from his great 
labor. Comforted by these dreams they returned with the relics to Antioch. 
 



Note on the Date of the Martyrdom of Ignatius. 
 
The date A. D. 107 has in its favor the common reading of the best of the martyrologies of 
Ignatius (Colbertium) ennatw etei, in the ninth year, i.e. from Trajan’s accession, A. D. 98. 
From this there is no good reason to depart in favor of another reading tetarton etov, the 
nineteenth year, i.e. A. D. 116. Jerome makes the date A. D. 109. The fact that the names of the 
Roman consuls are correctly given in the Martyrium Colbertinum, is proof of the correctness of 
the date, which is accepted by such critics as Ussher, Tillemont, Mohler, Hefele, and Wieseler. 
The latter, in his work Die Christenverfolgungen der Caesaren, 1878, pp. 125 sqq., finds 
confirmation of this date in Eusebius’s statement that the martyrdom took place before Trajan 
came to Antioch, which was in his 10th year; in the short interval between the martyrdom of 
Ignatius and Symeon, son of Klopas (Hist. Ecc. III. 32); and finally, in the letter of Tiberian to 
Trajan, relating how many pressed forward to martyrdom—an effect, as Wieseler thinks, of the 
example of Ignatius. If 107 be accepted, then another supposition of Wieseler is probable. It is 
well known that in that year Trajan held an extraordinary triumph on account of his Dacian 
victories: may it not have been that the blood of Ignatius reddened the sand of the amphitheatre at 
that time? 
 
But 107 A. D. is by no means universally accepted. Keim (Romans und das Christenthum, p. 540) 
finds the Martyrium Colbertinum wrong in stating that the death took place under the first 
consulate of Sura and the second of Senecio, because in 107 Sura was consul for the third and 
Senecio for the fourth time. He also objects that Trajan was not in Antioch in 107, but in 115, on 
his way to attack the Armenians and Parthians. But this latter objection falls to the ground if 
Ignatius was not tried by Trajan personally in Antioch. Harnack concludes that it is only barely 
possible that Ignatius was martyred under Trajan. Lightfoot assigns the martyrdom to between 
110 and 118. 
 
{29} Or prohibited clubs. This is the meaning of hetaeria (etaireia or etairia), collegium, 
sodalitas, sodalitium, company, brotherhood, especially a private political club or union for party 
purposes. The Roman sodalities were festive clubs or lodges, and easily available for political and 
revolutionary ends. Trajan refused to sanction a company of firemen in Nicomedia (Pliny, Ep. X. 
34, al. 43). Comp. Buttner, Geschichte der politischen Hetarien in Athen (1840). and Mommsen, 
Deuteronomy collegiis et sodali us Romanorum (Kiel, 1843). 
 
{30} In three recensions, two in Greek, and one in Syriac. The seven shorter Greek Ep. are 
genuine. See below 165.  

 



18. Hadrian. A. D. 117-138. 
 
See Gregorovius: Gesch. Hadrians und seiner Zeit (1851); Renan: L’Eglise, chretienne( 1879), 1-
44, and Wagenmann in Herzog, vol. v. 501-506. 
 
Hadrian, of Spanish descent, a relative of Trajan, and adopted by him on his death-bed, was a 
man of brilliant talents and careful education, a scholar an artist, a legislator and administrator, 
and altogether one of the ablest among the Roman emperors, but of very doubtful morality, 
governed by changing moods, attracted in opposite directions, and at last lost in self-
contradictions and utter disgust of life. His mausoleum (Moles Hadriani) still adorns, as the castle 
of Sant’ Angelo, the bridge of the Tiber in Rome. He is represented both as a friend and foe of the 
church. He was devoted to the religion of the state, bitterly opposed to Judaism, indifferent to 
Christianity, from ignorance of it. He insulted the Jews and the Christians alike by erecting 
temples of Jupiter and Venus over the site of the temple and the supposed spot of the crucifixion. 
He is said to have directed the Asiatic proconsul to check the popular fury against the Christians, 
and to punish only those who should be, by an orderly judicial process, convicted of transgression 
of the laws. {31} But no doubt he regarded, like Trajan, the mere profession of Christianity itself 
such a transgression. 
 
The Christian apologies, which took their rise under this emperor, indicate a very bitter public 
sentiment against the Christians, and a critical condition of the church. The least encouragement 
from Hadrian would have brought on a bloody persecution. Quadratus and Aristides addressed 
their pleas for their fellow-Christians to him, we do not know with what effect. 
 
Later tradition assigns to his reign the martyrdom of St. Eustachius, St. Symphorosa and her 
seven sons, of the Roman bishops Alexander and Telesphorus, and others whose names are 
scarcely known, and whose chronology is more than doubtful. 
 
{31} The rescript of Hadrian to Minucius Fundanus (124 or 128), preserved by Eusebius in a 
Greek translation, (H. H. E., IV. V. 8, 9), is almost an edict of toleration, and hence doubted by 
Baur, Keim, Aube, but defended as genuine by Neander (I. 101, Engl. ed.), Wieseler, Funk, 
Renan (l. c. p. 32 sqq). Renan represents Hadrian as a rieur spirituel, un Lucian couronne prenat 
le monde comme un jeu frivole (p. 6), and therefore more favorable to religious liberty than the 
serious Trajan and the pious Antoninius and Marcus Aurelius. But Friedlander (III. 492) accepts 
the report of Pausanias that Hadrian was zealously devoted to the worship of the gods. Keim 
regards him as a visionary and hostile to Christianity as well as to Judaism.  

 



19 Antoninus Pius. A. D. 137-161. The Martyrdom of Polycarp. 
 
Comte de Champagny (R.C.): Les Antonins. (A. D. 69-180), Paris, 1863; 3d ed. 1874. 3 vols., 8 
vo. Merivale’s History. 
 
Martyrium Polycarp (the oldest, simplest, and least objectionable of the martyr-acts), in a letter of 
the church of Smyrna to the Christians in Pontus or Phrygia, preserved by Eusebius, H. Eccl. IV. 
15, and separately edited from various MSS. by Ussher (1647) and in nearly all the editions of the 
Apostolic Fathers, especially by O. v. Gebhardt, Harnack, and Zahn, II. 132-168, and Prolog. L-
LVI. The recension of the text is by Zahn, and departs from the text of the Bollandists in 98 
places. Best edition by Lightfoot, S. Ign. and S. Polycarp, I. 417 sqq., and II. 1005-1047. Comp. 
the Greek Vita Polycarpi, in Funk, II. 315 sqq. 
 
Ignatius: Ad. Polycarpum. Best ed., by Lightfoot, l. c. 
 
Irenaeus: Adv. Haer. III. 3. 4. His letter to Florinus in Euseb. v. 20. 
 
Polycrates of Ephesus (c. 190), in Euseb. v. 24. 
 
On the date of Polycarp’s death: 
 
Waddington: Memoire sur la chronologie de la vie du rheteur Aelius Aristide (in "Mem. de l’ 
Acad: des inscript. et belles letters," Tom. XXVI. Part II. 1867, pp. 232 sqq.), and in Fastes des 
provinces Asiatiques, 1872, 219 sqq. 
 
Wieseler: Das Martyrium Polykarp’s und dessen Chronologie, in his Christenverfolgungen, etc. 
(1878), 3 87. 
 
Keim: Die Zwolf Martyrer von Smyrna und der Tod des Bishops Polykarp, in his Aus dem 
Urchristenthum (1878), 92-133. 
 
E. Egli: Das Martyrium des Polyk., in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift fur wissensch. Theol." for 1882, 
pp. 227 sqq. 
 
Antoninus Pius protected the Christians from the tumultuous violence which broke out against 
them on account of the frequent public calamities. But the edict ascribed to him, addressed to the 
deputies of the Asiatic cities, testifying to the innocence of the Christians, and holding them up to 
the heathen as models of fidelity and zeal in the worship of God, could hardly have come from an 
emperor, who bore the honorable title of Pius for his conscientious adherence to the religion of 
his fathers; {32} and in any case he could not have controlled the conduct of the provincial 
governors and the fury of the people against an illegal religion. 
 
The persecution of the church at Smyrna and the martyrdom of its venerable bishop, which was 
formerly assigned to the year 167, under the reign of Marcus Aurelius, took place, according to 
more recent research, under Antoninus in 155, when Statius Quadratus was proconsul in Asia 
Minor. {33} Polycarp was a personal friend and pupil of the Apostle John, and chief presbyter of 
the church at Smyrna, where a plain stone monument still marks his grave. He was the teacher of 
Irenaeus of Lyons, and thus the connecting link between the apostolic and post-apostolic ages. As 
he died 155 at an age of eighty-six years or more, he must have been born A. D. 69, a year before 
the destruction of Jerusalem, and may have enjoyed the friendship of St. John for twenty years or 



more. This gives additional weight to his testimony concerning apostolic traditions and writings. 
We have from him a beautiful epistle which echoes the apostolic teaching, and will be noticed in 
another chapter. 
 
Polycarp steadfastly refused before the proconsul to deny his King and Saviour, whom he had 
served six and eighty years, and from whom he had experienced nothing but love and mercy. He 
joyfully went up to the stake, and amidst the flames praised God for having deemed him worthy 
"to be numbered among his martyrs, to drink the cup of Christ’s sufferings, unto the eternal 
resurrection of the soul and the body in the incorruption of the Holy Spirit." The slightly 
legendary account in the letter of the church of Smyrna states, that the flames avoided the body of 
the saint, leaving it unharmed, like gold tried in the fire; also the Christian bystanders insisted, 
that they perceived a sweet odor, as of incense. Then the executioner thrust his sword into the 
body, and the stream of blood at once extinguished the flame. The corpse was burned after the 
Roman custom, but the bones were preserved by the church, and held more precious than gold 
and diamonds. The death of this last witness of the apostolic age checked the fury of the 
populace, and the proconsul suspended the persecution. 
 
{32} He always offered sacrifice himself as high-priest. Friedlander III. 492. 
 
{33} So Waddington, who has made it almost certain that Quadratus was Roman consul A. D. 
142, and proconsul in Asia from 154 to 155, and that Polycarp died Feb. 23, 155. He is followed 
by Renan (1873), Ewald (1873), Aube (1875), Hilgenfeld (1874), Lightfoot (1875), Lipsius 
(1874), 0. v. Gebhardt (1875), Zahn, Harnack (1876), Egli (1882), and again by Lightfoot (1885, 
l. c. I. 647 sqq). Wieseler and Keim learnedly defend the old date (166-167), which rests on the 
authority of Eusebius and Jerome, and was held by Masson and Clinton. But Lightfoot refutes 
their objections (I. 647, sqq.), and sustains Waddington.  

 



20. Persecutions under Marcus Aurelius. A. D. 161-180. 
 
Marcus Aurelius Antoninus: (b. 121, d. 180): twn eiv eauton bibliai, or Meditations. It is a sort 
of diary or common place book, in which the emperor wrote down, towards the close of his life, 
partly amid the turmoil of war "in the land of the Quadi" (on the Danube in Hungary), for his self-
improvement, his own moral reflections together with striking maxims of wise and virtuous men. 
Ed. princeps by Xylander Zurich 1558, and Basle 1568; best ed with a new Latin trans. and very 
full notes by Gataker, Lond. 1643, Cambr. 1652, and with additional notes from the French by 
Dacier, Lond. 1697 and 1704. New ed. of the Greek text by J. M. Schultz, 1802 (and 1821); 
another by Adamantius Coraas, Par. 1816. English translation by George Long, Lond. 1863, 
republ. Boston, revised edition, London, 1880. There are translations into most European 
languages, one in Italian by the Cardinal Francis Barberini (nephew of Pope Urban VIII), who 
dedicated his translation to his own soul, "to make it redder than his purple at the sight of the 
virtues of this Gentile." Comp. also the letters of the famous rhetorician M. Corn. Fronto, the 
teacher of M. Aurelius, discovered and published by Angelo Mai, Milan 1815 and Rome 1823 
(Epistolarum ad Marcum Caesarem Lib. V., etc.) They are, however, very unimportant, except so 
far as they show the life-long congenial friendship between the amiable teacher and his imperial 
pupil. 
 
Arnold Bodek: Marcus Aurelius Antoninus als Freund und Zeitgenosse les Rabbi Jehuda ha-
Nasi. Leipz. 1868. (Traces the connection of this emperor with the Jewish monotheism and 
ethics.) 
 
E. Renan: Marc-Aurele et la fin du monde antique. Paris 1882. This is the seventh and the last 
vol. of his work of twenty years’ labor on the "Histoire des Origines du Christianisme." It is as 
full of genius, learning and eloquence, and as empty of positive faith as the former volumes. He 
closes the period of the definite formation of Christianity in the middle of the second century, but 
proposes in a future work to trace it back to Isaiah (or the "Great Unknown") as its proper 
founder. 
 
Eusebius: H. E. V. 1-3. The Letter of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne to the Christians of Asia 
Minor. Die Akten, des Karpus, des Papylus und der Agathonike, untersucht von AD. Harnack. 
Leipz., 1888. 
 
On the legend of the Legio fulminatrix see Tertullian: Apol. 5; Euseb.: H. E V. 5.; and Dion Cass.: 
Hist. LXXI. 8, 9. 
 
Marcus Aurelius, the philosopher on the throne, was a well-educated, just, kind, and amiable 
emperor, and reached the old Roman ideal of self-reliant Stoic virtue, but for this very reason he 
had no sympathy with Christianity, and probably regarded it as an absurd and fanatical 
superstition. He had no room in his cosmopolitan philanthropy for the purest and most innocent 
of his subjects, many of whom served in his own army. He was flooded with apologies of Melito, 
Miltiades, Athenagoras in behalf of the persecuted Christians, but turned a deaf ear to them. Only 
once, in his Meditations, does he allude to them, and then with scorn, tracing their noble 
enthusiasm for martyrdom to "sheer obstinacy" and love for theatrical display. {34} His excuse is 
ignorance. He probably never read a line of the New Testament, nor of the apologies addressed to 
him. {35} 
 
Belonging to the later Stoical school, which believed in an immediate absorption after death into 
the Divine essence, he considered the Christian doctrine of the immortality of the soul, with its 



moral consequences, as vicious and dangerous to the welfare of the state. A law was passed under 
his reign, punishing every one with exile who should endeavor to influence people’s mind by fear 
of the Divinity, and this law was, no doubt, aimed at the Christians. {36} At all events his reign 
was a stormy time for the church, although the persecutions cannot be directly traced to him. The 
law of Trajan was sufficient to justify the severest measures against the followers of the 
"forbidden" religion. 
 
About the year 170 the apologist Melito wrote: "The race of the worshippers of God in Asia is 
now persecuted by new edicts as it never has been heretofore; shameless, greedy sycophants, 
finding occasion in the edicts, now plunder the innocent day and night." The empire was visited 
at that time by a number of conflagrations, a destructive flood of the Tiber, an earthquake, 
insurrections, and particularly a pestilence, which spread from Ethiopia to Gaul. This gave rise to 
bloody persecutions, in which government and people united against the enemies of the gods and 
the supposed authors of these misfortunes. Celsus expressed his joy that "the demon" [of the 
Christians] was "not only reviled, but banished from every land and sea," and saw in this 
judgment the fulfilment of the oracle: "the mills of the gods grind late." But at the same time 
these persecutions, and the simultaneous literary assaults on Christianity by Celsus and Lucian, 
show that the new religion was constantly gaining importance in the empire. 
 
In 177, the churches of Lyons and Vienne, in the South of France, underwent a severe trial. 
Heathen slaves were forced by the rack to declare, that their Christian masters practised all the 
unnatural vices which rumor charged them with; and this was made to justify the exquisite 
tortures to which the Christians were subjected. But the sufferers, "strengthened by the fountain 
of living water from the heart of Christ," displayed extraordinary faith and steadfastness, and felt, 
that "nothing can be fearful, where the love of the Father is, nothing painful, where shines the 
glory of Christ." 
 
The most distinguished victims of this Gallic persecution were the bishop Pothinus, who, at the 
age of ninety years, and just recovered from a sickness, was subjected to all sorts of abuse, and 
then thrown into a dismal dungeon, where he died in two days; the virgin Blandina, a slave, who 
showed almost superhuman strength and constancy under the most cruel tortures, and was at last 
thrown to a wild beast in a net; Ponticus, a boy of fifteen years, who could be deterred by no sort 
of cruelty from confessing his Saviour. The corpses of the martyrs, which covered the streets, 
were shamefully mutilated, then burned, and the ashes cast into the Rhone, lest any remnants of 
the enemies of the gods might desecrate the soil. At last the people grew weary of slaughter, and a 
considerable number of Christians survived. The martyrs of Lyons distinguished themselves by 
true humility, disclaiming in their prison that title of honor, as due only, they said, to the faithful 
and true witness, the Firstborn from the dead, the Prince of life, {Revelation 1:5} and to those of 
his followers who had already sealed their fidelity to Christ with their blood. 
 
About the same time a persecution of less extent appears to have visited Autun (Augustodunum) 
near Lyons. Symphorinus, a young man of good family, having refused to fall down before the 
image of Cybele, was condemned to be beheaded. On his way to the place of execution his own 
mother called to him: "My son, be firm and fear not that death, which so surely leads to life. Look 
to Him who reigns in heaven. To-day is thy earthly life not taken from thee, but transferred by a 
blessed exchange into the life of heaven." 
 
The story of the "thundering legion" {37} rests on the fact of a remarkable deliverance of the 
Roman army in Hungary by a sudden shower, which quenched their burning thirst and frightened 
their barbarian enemies, A. D. 174. The heathens, however, attributed this not to the prayers of 
the Christian soldiers, but to their own gods. The emperor himself prayed to Jupiter: "This hand, 



which has never yet shed human blood, I raise to thee." That this event did not alter his views 
respecting the Christians, is proved by the persecution in South Gaul, which broke out three years 
later. 
 
Of isolated cases of martyrdom in this reign, we notice that of Justin Martyr, at Rome, in the year 
166. His death is traced to the machinations of Crescens, a Cynic philosopher. 
 
Marcus Aurelius was succeeded by his cruel and contemptible son, Commodus (180-192), who 
wallowed in the mire of every sensual debauchery, and displayed at the same time like Nero the 
most ridiculous vanity as dancer and singer, and in the character of buffoon; but he was 
accidentally made to favor the Christians by the influence of a concubine, {38} Marcia, and 
accordingly did not disturb them. Yet under his reign a Roman senator, Apollonius, was put to 
death for his faith. 
 
{34} Med. xi. 3: mh kata qilhn parataxin, wv oi cristianoi, alla lelogismenov kai 
semnwv kai, wste kai allon peisai atragwdwv 
 
 
{35} Bodek (l. c. p. 82 sqq.) maintains, contrary to the common view, that Marcus Aurelius was 
personally indifferent to heathenism and Christianity, that his acts of respect for the worship of 
the gods, related by Capitolinus and others, were simply official tributes, and that the persecutions 
of the Christians did probably not originate with him. "Er wareben so wenig ein Feind des 
Christenthums, als er ein Feind des Heidenthums war: was wie religioser Fanatismus aussah, 
war in Wahrheit nur politischer Conservatismus" (p. 87). On the other hand, Bodek claims for 
him a friendly sympathy with Judaism in its monotheistic and ethical features, and assumes that 
he had intimate relations with a Jewish rabbi. But there is nothing in his twelve books "Do seipso 
et ad seipsum," which is inconsistent with an enlightened heathen piety under the unconscious 
influence of Christianity, yet hostile to it partly from ignorance of its true nature, partly from a 
conscientious regard to his duty as the pontifex maximus of the state religion. The same was the 
case with Trajan and Decius. Renan (p. 262 sqq.) calls the Meditations of Marcus Aurelius "le 
livre le plus purement humain qu’il y ait. Il ne tranche aucune question controversee. En 
theologie, Marc Aurele flotte entre le deisme pur, le polytheisme enterprete dans un sens 
physique, a la faacon des stoaciens, et une sorte de pantheisme cosmique." 
 
{36} "Si quis aliquid fecerit, quo leves hominum animi superstitio numinis terrerentur, Divus 
Marcus hujusmodi homines in insulam relegari rescripsit." Dig. XLVIII. tit. 19. 1. 13, quoted by 
Lecky in Hist. of Europ. Morals, I. 448. 9 
 
{37} legio fulminatrix, keraunoforo. The twelfth legion bore the name Fulminata as far 
back as the time of Trajan; and hence it cannot be derived from this event. 
 
{38} filoyeo pallakh  

 



21. Condition of the Church from Septimius Severus to Philip the 
Arabian. A. D. 193-249. 
 
Clemens Alex.: Strom. II. 414. Tertull.: Ad Scapulam, c. 4, 5; Apol. (A. D. 198), c. 7, 12, 30, 37, 
49. 
 
Respecting the Alexandrian martyrs comp. Euseb.: VI. 1 and 5. 
 
The Acts of the Carthaginian martyrs, which contain their ipsissima verba from their diaries in 
the prisons, but bear a somewhat Montanistic stamp, see in Ruinart, p 90 sqq. 
 
Lampridius: Vita Alex. Severi, c. 22, 29, 49. 
 
On Philip the Arabian see Euseb.: VI. 34, 36. Hieron.: Chron. ad ann. 246. 
 
J. J. Muller: Staat und Kirche unter Alex. Severus. Zurich 1874. 
 
F. Gorres: Kaiser Alex. Severus und das Christenthum. Leipz., 1877. 
 
Jean Reville: La religion a Rome sous les Severes. Paris, 1886 (vii and 302 pp.); Germ. transl. by 
Kruger, 1888. 
 
With Septimius Severus (193-211), who was of Punic descent and had a Syrian wife, a line of 
emperors (Caracalla, Heliogabalus, Alexander Severus) came to the throne, who were rather 
Oriental than Roman in their spirit, and were therefore far less concerned than the Antonines to 
maintain the old state religion. Yet towards the close of the second century there was no lack of 
local persecutions; and Clement of Alexandria wrote of those times: "Many martyrs are daily 
burned, confined, or beheaded, before our eyes." 
 
In the beginning of the third century (202) Septimius Severus, turned perhaps by Montanistic 
excesses, enacted a rigid law against the further spread both of Christianity and of Judaism. This 
occasioned violent persecutions in Egypt and in North Africa, and produced some of the fairest 
flowers of martyrdom. 
 
In Alexandria, in consequence of this law, Leonides, father of the renowned Origen, was 
beheaded. Potamiaena, a virgin of rare beauty of body and spirit, was threatened by beastly 
passion with treatment worse than death, and, after cruel tortures, slowly burned with her mother 
in boiling pitch. One of the executioners, Basilides, smitten with sympathy, shielded them 
somewhat from abuse, and soon after their death embraced Christianity, and was beheaded. He 
declared that Potamiaena had appeared to him in the night, interceded with Christ for him, and set 
upon his head the martyr’s crown. 
 
In Carthage some catechumens, three young men and two young women, probably of the sect of 
the Montanists, showed remarkable steadfastness and fidelity in the dungeon and at the place of 
execution. Perpetua, a young woman of noble birth, resisting, not without a violent struggle, both 
the entreaties of her aged heathen father and the appeal of her helpless babe upon her breast, 
sacrificed the deep and tender feelings of a daughter and a mother to the Lord who died for her. 
Felicitas, a slave, when delivered of a child in the same dungeon, answered the jailor, who 
reminded her of the still keener pains of martyrdom: "Now I suffer, what I suffer; but then 



another will suffer for me, because I shall suffer for him." All remaining firm, they were cast to 
wild beasts at the next public festival, having first interchanged the parting kiss in hope of a 
speedy reunion in heaven. 
 
The same state of things continued through the first years of Caracalla (211-217), though this 
gloomy misanthrope passed no laws against the Christians. 
 
The abandoned youth, El-Gabal, or Heliogabalus (218-222), who polluted the throne by the 
blackest vices and follies, tolerated all the religions in the hope of at last merging them in his 
favorite Syrian worship of the sun with its abominable excesses. He himself was a priest of the 
god of the sun, and thence took his name. {39} 
 
His far more worthy cousin and successor, Alexander Severus (222-235), was addicted to a 
higher kind of religious eclecticism and syncretism, a pantheistic hero-worship. He placed the 
busts of Abraham and Christ in his domestic chapel with those of Orpheus, Apollonius of Tyana, 
and the better Roman emperors, and had the gospel rule, "As ye would that men should do to you, 
do ye even so to them," engraven on the walls of his palace, and on public monuments. {40} His 
mother, Julia Mammaea, was a patroness of Origen. 
 
His assassin, Maximinus the Thracian (235-238), first a herdsman, afterwards a soldier, resorted 
again to persecution out of mere opposition to his predecessor, and gave free course to the 
popular fury against the enemies of the gods, which was at that time excited anew by an 
earthquake. It is uncertain whether he ordered the entire clergy or only the bishops to be killed. 
He was a rude barbarian who plundered also heathen temples. 
 
The legendary poesy of the tenth century assigns to his reign the fabulous martyrdom of St. 
Ursula, a British princess, and her company of eleven thousand (according to others, ten 
thousand) virgins, who, on their return from a pilgrimage to Rome, were murdered by heathens in 
the neighborhood of Cologne. This incredible number has probably arisen from the 
misinterpretation of an inscription, like "Ursula et Undecimilla" (which occurs in an old missal of 
the Sorbonne), or "Ursula et XI M. V.," i.e. Martyres Virgines, which, by substituting milia for 
martyres, was increased from eleven martyrs to eleven thousand virgins. Some historians place 
the fact, which seems to form the basis of this legend, in connexion with the retreat of the Huns 
after the battle of Chalons, 451. The abridgment of Mil., which may mean soldiers (milites) as 
well as thousands (milia), was another fruitful source of mistakes in a credulous and superstitious 
age. 
 
Gordianus (208-244) left the church undisturbed. Philip the Arabian (244-249) was even 
supposed by some to be a Christian, and was termed by Jerome "primus omnium ex Romanis 
imperatoribus Christianus." It is certain that Origen wrote letters to him and to his wife, Severa. 
 
This season of repose, however, cooled the moral zeal and brotherly love of the Christians; and 
the mighty storm under the following reign served well to restore the purity of the church. 
 
{39} Unless we should prefer to derive it from aeL and gIbiil 
 
{40} Yet he meant no more than toleration, as Lampridius says, 22 (21): Judaeis privilegia 
reservavit, Christianos esse passus est. 
 
 



 



22. Persecutions under Decius, and Valerian. A. D. 249-260. Martyrdom 
of Cyprian. 
 
Dionysius Alex., in Euseb. VI. 40-42; VII. 10, 11. 
 
Cyprian: Deuteronomy Lapsis, and particularly his Epistles of this period. On Cyprian’s 
martyrdom see the Proconsular Acts, and Pontius: Vita Cypriani. 
 
Franz Gorres: Die Toleranzedicte des Kaisers Gallienus, in the "Jahrbucher fur protest. Theol.," 
1877, pp. 606-630. By the same: Die angebliche Christenverfolgung zur Zeit der Kaiser 
Numerianus und Carinus, in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftl. Theologie." 1880 pp. 31-
64. 
 
Decius Trajan (249-251), an earnest and energetic emperor, in whom the old Roman spirit once 
more awoke, resolved to root out the church as an atheistic and seditious sect, and in the year 250 
published an edict to all the governors of the provinces, enjoining return to the pagan state 
religion under the heaviest penalties. This was the signal for a persecution which, in extent, 
consistency, and cruelty, exceeded all before it. In truth it was properly the first which covered 
the whole empire, and accordingly produced a far greater number of martyrs than any former 
persecution. In the execution of the imperial decree confiscation, exile, torture, promises and 
threats of all kinds, were employed to move the Christians to apostasy. Multitudes of nominal 
Christians, {41} especially at the beginning, sacrificed to the gods (sacrificati, thurificati), or 
procured from the, magistrate a false certificate that they had done so (libellatici), and were then 
excommunicated as apostates (lapsi); while hundreds rushed with impetuous zeal to the prisons 
and the tribunals, to obtain the confessor’s or martyr’s crown. The confessors of Rome wrote 
from prison to their brethren of Africa: "What more glorious and blessed lot can fall to man by 
the grace of God, than to confess God the Lord amidst tortures and in the face of death itself; to 
confess Christ the Son of God with lacerated body and with a spirit departing, yet free; and to 
become fellow-sufferers with Christ in the name of Christ? Though we have not yet shed our 
blood, we are ready to do so. Pray for us, then, dear Cyprian, that the Lord, the best captain, 
would daily strengthen each one of us more and more, and at last lead us to the field as faithful 
soldiers, armed with those divine weapons {Ephesians 6:2} which can never be conquered." 
 
The authorities were specially severe with the bishops and officers of the churches. Fabianus of 
Rome, Babylas of Antioch, and Alexander of Jerusalem, perished in this persecution. Others 
withdrew to places of concealment; some from cowardice; some from Christian prudence, in hope 
of allaying by their absence the fury of the pagans against their flocks, and of saving their own 
lives for the good of the church in better times. 
 
Among the latter was Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, who incurred much censure by his course, but 
fully vindicated himself by his pastoral industry during his absence, and by his subsequent 
martyrdom. He says concerning the matter: "Our Lord commanded us in times of persecution to 
yield and to fly. He taught this, and he practised it himself. For since the martyr’s crown comes 
by the grace of God, and cannot be gained before the appointed hour, he who retires for a time, 
and remains true to Christ, does not deny his faith, but only abides his time." 
 
The poetical legend of the seven brothers at Ephesus, who fell asleep in a cave, whither they had 
fled, and awoke two hundred years afterwards, under Theodosius II. (447), astonished to see the 



once despised and hated cross now ruling over city and country, dates itself internally from the 
time of Decius, but is not mentioned before Gregory of Tours in the sixth century. 
 
Under Gallus (251-253) the persecution received a fresh impulse thorough the incursions of the 
Goths, and the prevalence of a pestilence, drought, and famine. Under this reign the Roman 
bishops Cornelius and Lucius were banished, and then condemned to death. 
 
Valerian (253-260) was at first mild towards the Christians; but in 257 he changed his course, and 
made an effort to check the progress of their religion without bloodshed, by the banishment of 
ministers and prominent laymen, the confiscation of their property, and the prohibition of 
religious assemblies. These measures, however, proving fruitless, he brought the death penalty 
again into play. 
 
The most distinguished martyrs of this persecution under Valerian are the bishops Sixtus II. of 
Rome, and Cyprian of Carthage. 
 
When Cyprian received his sentence of death, representing him as an enemy of the Roman gods 
and laws, he calmly answered: "Deo gratias!" Then, attended by a vast multitude to the scaffold, 
he proved once more, undressed himself, covered his eyes, requested a presbyter to bind his 
hands, and to pay the executioner, who tremblingly drew the sword, twenty-five pieces of gold, 
and won the incorruptible crown (Sept. 14, 258). His faithful friends caught the blood in 
handkerchiefs, and buried the body of their sainted pastor with great solemnity. 
 
Gibbon describes the martyrdom of Cyprian with circumstantial minuteness, and dwells with 
evident satisfaction on the small decorum which attended his execution. But this is no fair 
average specimen of the style in which Christians were executed throughout the empire. For 
Cyprian was a man of the highest social standing and connection from his former eminence, as a 
rhetorician and statesman. His deacon, Pontius relates that "numbers of eminent and illustrious 
persons, men of mark family and secular distinction, often urged him, for the sake of their old 
friendship with him, to retire." We shall return to Cyprian again in the history of church 
government, where he figures as a typical, ante-Nicene high-churchman, advocating both the 
visible unity of the church and episcopal independence of Rome. 
 
The much lauded martyrdom of the deacon St. Laurentius of Rome, who pointed the avaricious 
magistrates to the poor and sick of the congregation as the richest treasure of the church, and is 
said to have been slowly roasted to death (Aug. 10, 258) is scarcely reliable in its details, being 
first mentioned by Ambrose a century later, and then glorified by the poet Prudentius. A Basilica 
on the Via Tiburtina celebrates the memory of this saint, who occupies the same position among 
the martyrs of the church of Rome as Stephen among those of Jerusalem. 
 
{41} "Maximus fratrum numerus," says Cyprian.  

 



23. Temporary Repose. A. D. 260-303. 
 
Gallienus (260-268) gave peace to the church once more, and even acknowledged Christianity as 
a religio licita. And this calm continued forty years; for the edict of persecution, issued by the 
energetic and warlike Aurelian (270-275), was rendered void by his assassination; and the six 
emperors who rapidly followed, from 275 to 284, let the Christians alone. 
 
The persecutions under Carus, Numerianus and Carinus from 284 to 285 are not historical, but 
legendary. {42} 
 
During this long season of peace the church rose rapidly in numbers and outward prosperity. 
Large and even splendid houses of worship were erected in the chief cities, and provided with 
collections of sacred books and vessels of gold and silver for the administration of the 
sacraments. But in the same proportion discipline relaxed, quarrels, intrigues, and factions 
increased, and worldliness poured in like a flood. 
 
Hence a new trial was a necessary and wholesome process of purification. {43} 
 
{42} See Franz Gorres, l. c. 
 
{43} Eusebius, H. E. VIII. 1.  

 



24. The Diocletian Persecution, A. D. 303-311. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
Eusebius: H. E. Lib. VIII. -X; Deuteronomy Martyr. Palaest. (ed. Cureton, Lond, 1861); Vita 
Const. (ed. Heinichen, Lips. 1870). 
 
Lactantius: Deuteronomy Mortibus Persec. c. 7 sqq. Of uncertain authorship. 
 
Basilius M.: Oratio in Gordium mart.; Oratio in Barlaham mart. 
 
II. Works. 
 
Baronius: Annal. ad ann. 302-305. 
 
Gibbon: Chrs. XIII., XIV. and XVI. 
 
Jak. Burckhardt: Die Zeit Constantins des Gr. Basel, 1853, p. 325. 
 
Th. Keim: Der Uebertritt Constantins des Gr. zum Christenthum. Zurich 1852. The same: Die 
romischen Toleranzedicte fur das Christenthum (311-313), in the "Tub. Theol. Jahrb." 1852. (His. 
Romans und das Christenthum only comes down to A. D. 192.) 
 
Alb. Vogel: Der Kaiser Diocletian. Gotha 1857. 
 
Bernhardt: Diokletian in s. Verhaltnisse zu den Christen. Bonn, 1862. 
 
Hunziker: Regierung und Christenverfolgung des Kaisers Diocletianus und seiner Nachfolger. 
Leipz. 1868. 
 
Theod. Preuss: Kaiser Diocletian und seine Zeit. Leipz. 1869. 
 
A. J. Mason: The Persecution of Diocletian. Cambridge, 1876. Pages 370. (Comp. a review by 
Ad. Harnack in the "Theol. Literaturzeitung" for 1877. No. 7. f. 169.) 
 
Theod. Zahn: Constantin der Grosse und die Kirche. Hannover, 1876. 
 
Brieger.: Constantin der Gr. als Religionspolitiker. Gotha, 1880. Comp. the Lit. on Constantine, 
in vol. III., 10, 11. 
 
The forty years’ repose was followed by, the last and most violent persecution, a struggle for life 
and death. 
 
"The accession of the Emperor Diocletian is the era from which the Coptic Churches of Egypt 
and Abyssinia still date, under the name of the ‘Era of Martyrs.’ All former persecutions of the 
faith were forgotten in the horror with which men looked back upon the last and greatest: the 
tenth wave (as men delighted to count it) of that great storm obliterated all the traces that had 
been left by others. The fiendish cruelty of Nero, the jealous fears of Domitian, the 
unimpassioned dislike of Marcus, the sweeping purpose of Decius, the clever devices of Valerian, 
fell into obscurity when compared with the concentrated terrors of that final grapple, which 



resulted in the destruction of the old Roman Empire and the establishment of the Cross as the 
symbol of the world’s hope." {44} 
 
Diocletian (284-305) was one of the most judicious and able emperors who, in a trying period, 
preserved the sinking state from dissolution. He was the son of a slave or of obscure parentage, 
and worked himself up to supreme power. He converted the Roman republican empire into an 
Oriental despotism, and prepared the way for Constantine and Constantinople. He associated with 
himself three subordinate co-regents, Maximian (who committed suicide, 310), Galerius (d. 311), 
and Constantius Chlorus (d. 306, the father of Constantine the Great), and divided with them the 
government of the immense empire; thereby quadrupling the personality of the sovereign, and 
imparting vigor to provincial administration, but also sowing the seed of discord and civil war. 
{45} Gibbon calls him a second Augustus, the founder of a new empire, rather than the restorer of 
the old. He also compares him to Charles V., whom he somewhat resembled in his talents, 
temporary success and ultimate failure, and voluntary retirement from the cares of government. 
 
In the first twenty years of his reign Diocletian respected the toleration edict of Gallienus. His 
own wife Prisca his daughter Valeria, and most of his eunuchs and court officers, besides many of 
the most prominent public functionaries, were Christians, or at least favorable to the Christian 
religion. He himself was a superstitious heathen and an oriental despot. Like Aurelian and 
Domitian before him, he claimed divine honors, as the vicar of Jupiter Capitolinus. He was 
called, as the Lord and Master of the world, Sacratissimus Dominus Noster; he guarded his 
Sacred Majesty with many circles of soldiers and eunuchs, and allowed no one to approach him 
except on bended knees, and with the forehead touching the ground, while he was seated on the 
throne in rich vestments from the far East. "Ostentation," says Gibbon, "was the first principle of 
the new system instituted by Diocletian." As a practical statesman, he must have seen that his 
work of the political restoration and consolidation of the empire would lack a firm and permanent 
basis without the restoration of the old religion of the state. Although he long postponed the 
religious question, he had to meet it at last. It could not be expected, in the nature of the case, that 
paganism should surrender to its dangerous rival without a last desperate effort to save itself. 
 
But the chief instigator of the renewal of hostility, according to the account of Lactantius, was 
Diocletian’s co-regent and son-in-law, Galerius, a cruel and fanatical heathen. {46} He prevailed 
at last on Diocletian in his old age to authorize the persecution which gave to his glorious reign a 
disgraceful end. 
 
In 303 Diocletian issued in rapid succession three edicts, each more severe than its predecessor. 
Maximian issued the fourth, the worst of all, April 30, 304. Christian churches were to be 
destroyed; all copies of the Bible were to be burned; all Christians were to be deprived of public 
office and civil rights; and at last all, without exception, were to sacrifice to the gods upon pain of 
death. Pretext for this severity was afforded by the occurrence of fire twice in the palace of 
Nicomedia in Bithynia, where Diocletian resided. {47} It was strengthened by the tearing down of 
the first edict by an imprudent Christian (celebrated in the Greek church under the name of John), 
who vented in that way his abhorrence of such "godless and tyrannical rulers," and was gradually 
roasted to death with every species of cruelty. But the conjecture that the edicts were occasioned 
by a conspiracy of the Christians who, feeling their rising power, were for putting the government 
at once into Christian hands, by a stroke of state, is without any foundation in history. It is 
inconsistent with the political passivity of the church during the first three centuries, which 
furnish no example of rebellion and revolution. At best such a conspiracy could only have been 
the work of a few fanatics; and they, like the one who tore down the first edict, would have 
gloried in the deed and sought the crown of martyrdom. {48} 
 



The persecution began on the twenty-third day of February, 303, the feast of the Terminalia (as if 
to make an end of the Christian sect), with the destruction of the magnificent church in 
Nicomedia, and soon spread over the whole Roman empire, except Gaul, Britain, and Spain, 
where the co-regent Constantius Chlorus, and especially his son, Constantine the Great (from 
306), were disposed, as far as possible, to spare the Christians. But even here the churches were 
destroyed, and many martyrs of Spain (St. Vincentius, Eulalia, and others celebrated by 
Prudentins), and of Britain (St. Alban) are assigned by later tradition to this age. 
 
The persecution raged longest and most fiercely in the East under the rule of Galerius and his 
barbarous nephew Maximin Daza, who was intrusted by Diocletian before his retirement with the 
dignity of Caesar and the extreme command of Egypt and Syria. {49} He issued in autumn, 308, a 
fifth edict of persecution, which commanded that all males with their wives and servants, and 
even their children, should sacrifice and actually taste the accursed offerings, and that all 
provisions in the markets should be sprinkled with sacrificial wine. This monstrous law 
introduced a reign of terror for two years, and left {50} the Christians no alternative but apostasy 
or starvation. All the pains, which iron and steel, fire and sword, rack and cross, wild beasts and 
beastly men could inflict, were employed to gain the useless end. 
 
Eusebius was a witness of this persecution in Caesura, Tyre, and Egypt, and saw, with his own 
eyes, as he tells us, the houses of prayer razed to the ground, the Holy Scriptures committed to the 
flames on the market places, the pastors hunted, tortured, and torn to pieces in the amphitheatre. 
Even the wild beasts, he says, not without rhetorical exaggeration, at last refused to attack the 
Christians, as if they had assumed the part of men in place of the heathen Romans; the bloody 
swords became dull and shattered; the executioners grew weary, and had to relieve each other; 
but the Christians sang hymns of praise and thanksgiving in honor of Almighty God, even to their 
latest breath. He describes the heroic sufferings and death of several martyrs, including his friend, 
"the holy and blessed Pamphilus," who after two years of imprisonment won the crown of life 
(309), with eleven others—a typical company that seemed to him to be "a perfect representation 
of the church." 
 
Eusebius himself was imprisoned, but released. The charge of having escaped martyrdom by 
offering sacrifice is without foundation. {51} 
 
In this, as in former persecutions, the number of apostates who preferred the earthly life to the 
heavenly, was very great. To these was now added also the new class of the traditores, who 
delivered the holy Scriptures to the heathen authorities, to be burned. But as the persecution 
raged, the zeal and fidelity of the Christians increased, and martyrdom spread as by contagion. 
Even boys and girls showed amazing firmness. In many the heroism of faith degenerated to a 
fanatical courting of death; confessors were almost worshipped, while yet alive; and the hatred 
towards apostates distracted many congregations, and produced the Meletian and Donatist 
schisms. 
 
The number of martyrs cannot be estimated with any degree of certainty. The seven episcopal and 
the ninety-two Palestinian martyrs of Eusebius are only a select list bearing a similar relation to 
the whole number of victims as the military lists its of distinguished fallen officers to the large 
mass of common soldiers, and form therefore no fair basis for the calculation of Gibbon, who 
would reduce the whole number to less than two thousand. During the eight years {52} of this 
persecution the number of victims, without including the many confessors who were barbarously 
mutilated and condemned to a lingering death in the prisons and mines, must have been much 
larger. But there is no truth in the tradition (which figures in older church histories) that the 



tyrants erected trophies in Spain and elsewhere with such inscriptions as announce the 
suppression of the Christian sect. {53} 
 
The martyrologies date from this period several legends, the germs of which, however, cannot 
now be clearly sifted from the additions of later poesy. The story of the destruction of the legio 
Thebaica is probably an exaggeration of the martyrdom of St. Mauritius, who was executed in 
Syria, as tribunus militum, with seventy soldiers, at the order of Maximin. The martyrdom of 
Barlaam, a plain, rustic Christian of remarkable constancy, and of Gordius, a centurion (who, 
however, was tortured and executed a few years later under Licinius, 314) has been eulogized by 
St. Basil. A maiden of thirteen years, St. Agnes, whose memory the Latin church has celebrated 
ever since the fourth century, was, according to tradition, brought in chains before the judgment-
seat in Rome; was publicly exposed, and upon her steadfast confession put to the sword; but 
afterwards appeared to her grieving parents at her grave with a white lamb and a host of shining 
virgins from heaven, and said: "Mourn me no longer as dead, for ye see that I live. Rejoice with 
me, that I am forever united in heaven with the Saviour, whom on earth I loved with all my 
heart." Hence the lamb in the paintings of this saint; and hence the consecration of lambs in her 
church at Rome at her festival (Jan. 21), from whose wool the pallium of the archbishop is made. 
Agricola and Vitalis at Bologna, Gervasius and Protasius at Milan, whose bones were discovered 
in the time of Ambrose Janurius, bishop of Benevent, who became the patron saint of Naples, and 
astonishes the faithful by the annual miracle of the liquefaction of his blood, and the British St. 
Alban, who delivered himself to the authorities in the place of the priest he had concealed in his 
house, and converted his executioner, are said to have attained martyrdom under Diocletian. {54} 
 
{44} So Arthur James Mason begins his book on the Persecution of Diocletian. 
 
{45} Maximian (surnamed Herculius) ruled in Italy and Africa, Galerius (Armentarius) on the 
banks of the Danube, and afterwards in the East, Constantius (Chlorus) in Gaul, Spain, and 
Britain; while Diocletian reserved to himself Asia, Egypt, and Thrace, and resided in Nicomedia. 
Galerius married a daughter of Diocletian (the unfortunate Valeria), Constantius a (nominal) 
daughter of Maximian (Theodora), after repudiating their former wives. Constantine, the son of 
the divorced Helena, married Fausta, the daughter of Maximian as his second wife (father and son 
being married to two sisters). He was raised to the dignity of Caesar, July 25, 306. See Gibbon, 
chs. XIII and XIV. 
 
{46} Lactantius (De Morte. Persec. c. 9), calls him "a wild beast," in whom dwelt "a native 
barbarity and a savageness foreign to Roman blood." He died at last of a terrible disease, of which 
Lacantius gives a minute account (ch. 33). 
 
{47} Lactantius charges the incendiarism on Galerius who, as a second Nero, endangered the 
residence for the purpose of punishing the innocent Christians. Constantine, who then resided at 
the Court, on a solemn occasion at a later period, attributes the fire to lightning (Orat. ad Sanct. c. 
25), but the repetition of the occurrence strengthens the suspicion of Lactantius. 
 
{48} Gibbon, ch. XVI., intimates the probability of a political plot. In speaking of the fire in the 
imperial palace of Nicomedia, he says: "The suspicion naturally fell on the Christians; and it was 
suggested, with some degree of probability, that those desperate fanatics, provoked by their 
present sufferings, and apprehensive of impending calamities, had entered into a conspiracy with 
their faithful brethren, the eunuchs of the palace, against the lives of two emperors, whom they 
detested as the irreconcilable enemies of the Church of God." The conjecture of Gibbon was 
renewed by Burkhardt in his work on Constantine, pp. 332 ff, but without any evidence. Baur 



rejects it as artificial and very improbable. (Kirchengesch. I. 452, note). Mason (p. 97 sq.) refutes 
it. 
 
{49} See Lactant., Deuteronomy Morte Persec. ch. 18 and 19, 32, and Gibbon, ch. XIV. V. (vol. 
II. 16 in Smith’s edition). The original name of Maximin was Daza. He must not be confounded 
with Maximian (who was older and died three years before him). He was a rude, ignorant and 
superstitious tyrant, equal to Galerius in cruelty and surpassing him in incredible debauchery (See 
Lact. l. c. ch. 37 sqq.). He died of poison after being defeated by Licinius in 313. 
 
{50} See on this edict of Maximin, Euseb. Mart. Pal. IX. 2; the Acts of Martyrs in Boll., May 8, 
p. 291, and Oct. 19, p. 428; Mason, l. c. 284 sqq. 
 
{51} Lightfoot vindicates him in his learned art. Euseb. in Smith and Wace, Dict. of Christ. Biogr. 
II. 311. 
 
{52} Or ten years, if we include the local persecutions of Maximin and Licinius after the first 
edict of toleration (311-313). 
 
{53} As "Nomine Christianorum deleto; superstitione Christiana ubique deleta, et cultu Deorum 
propagato." See the inscriptions in full in Baronius (ad. ann. 304, no. 8, 9;) but they are 
inconsistent with the confession of the failure in the edict of toleration, and acknowledged to be 
worthless even by Gams (K. Gesch. v. Spanien, I. 387). 
 
{54} For details see the Martyrologies, the "Lives of Saints," also Baronius Annal. This historian 
is so fully convinced of the "insigne et perpetuum miraculum sanguinis S. Januarii," that he 
thinks; it unnecessary to produce; my witness, since "tota Italia, et totus Christianus orbis testis 
est locupletissimus!" Ad ann. 305 no. 6.  

 



25. The Edicts of Toleration. A. D. 311-313. 
 
See Lit. in 24, especially Keim, and Mason (Persecution of Diocletian, pp. 299 and 326 sqq.) 
 
This persecution was the last desperate struggle of Roman heathenism for its life. It was the crisis 
of utter extinction or absolute supremacy for each of the two religions. At the close of the contest 
the old Roman state religion was exhausted. Diocletian retired into private life in 305, under the 
curse of the Christians; he found greater pleasure in planting cabbages at Salona in his native 
Dalmatia, than in governing a vast empire, but his peace was disturbed by the tragical misfortunes 
of his wife and daughter, and in 313, when all the achievements of his reign were destroyed, he 
destroyed himself. 
 
Galerius, the real author of the persecution, brought to reflection by a terrible disease, put an end 
to the slaughter shortly before his death, by a remarkable edict of toleration, which he issued from 
Nicomedia in 311, in connexion with Constantine and Licinius. In that document he declared, that 
the purpose of reclaiming the Christians from their wilful innovation and the multitude of their 
sects to the laws and discipline of the, Roman state, was not accomplished; and that he would 
now grant them permission to hold their religious assemblies provided they disturbed not the 
order of the state. To this he added in conclusion the significant instruction that the Christians, 
"after this manifestation of grace, should pray to their God for the welfare of the emperors, of the 
state, and of themselves, that the state might prosper in every respect, and that they might live 
quietly in their homes." {55} 
 
This edict virtually closes the period of persecution in the Roman empire. 
 
For a short time Maximin, whom Eusebius calls "the chief of tyrants," continued in every way to 
oppress and vex the church in the East, and the cruel pagan Maxentius (a son of Maximian and 
son-in-law of Galerius) did the same in Italy. 
 
But the young Constantine, who hailed from the far West, had already, in 306, become emperor 
of Gaul, Spain, and Britain. He had been brought up at the court of Diocletian at Nicomedia (like 
Moses at the court of Pharaoh) and destined for his successor, but fled from the intrigues of 
Galerius to Britain, and was appointed by his father and proclaimed by the army as his successor. 
He crossed the Alps, and under the banner of the cross, he conquered Maxentius at the Milvian 
bridge near Rome, and the heathen tyrant perished with his army of veterans in the waters of the 
Tiber, Oct. 27, 312. A few months afterwards Constantine met at Milan with his co-regent and 
brother-in-law, Licinius, and issued a new edict of toleration (313), to which Maximin also, 
shortly before his suicide (313), was compelled to give his consent at Nicomedia. {56} The 
second edict went beyond the first of 311; it was a decisive step from hostile neutrality to friendly 
neutrality and protection, and prepared the way for the legal recognition of Christianity, as the 
religion of the empire. It ordered the full restoration of all confiscated church property to the 
Corpus Christianorum, at the expense of the imperial treasury, and directed the provincial 
magistrates to execute this order at once with all energy, so that peace may be fully established 
and the continuance of the Divine favor secured to the emperors and their subjects. 
 
This was the first proclamation of the great principle that every man had a right to choose his 
religion according to the dictates of his own conscience and honest conviction, without 
compulsion and interference from the government. {57} Religion is worth nothing except as an 
act of freedom. A forced religion is no religion at all. Unfortunately, the successors of 
Constantine from the time of Theodosius the Great (383-395) enforced the Christian religion to 



the exclusion of every other; and not only so, but they enforced orthodoxy to the exclusion of 
every form of dissent, which was punished as a crime against the state. 
 
Paganism made another spasmodic effort. Licinius fell out with Constantine and renewed the 
persecution for a short time in the East, but he was defeated in 323, and Constantine became sole 
ruler of the empire. He openly protected and favored the church, without forbidding idolatry, and 
upon the whole remained true to his policy of protective toleration till his death (337). This was 
enough for the success of the church, which had all the vitality and energy of a victorious power; 
while heathenism was fast decaying at its root. 
 
With Constantine, therefore, the last of the heathen, the first of the Christian, emperors, a new 
period begins. The church ascends the throne of the Caesars under the banner of the once 
despised, now honored and triumphant cross, and gives new vigor and lustre to the hoary empire 
of Rome. This sudden political and social revolution seems marvellous; and yet it was only the 
legitimate result of the intellectual and moral revolution which Christianity, since the second 
century, had silently and imperceptibly wrought in public opinion. The very violence of the 
Diocletian persecution betrayed the inner weakness of heathenism. The Christian minority with 
its ideas already controlled the deeper current of history. Constantine, as a sagacious statesman, 
saw the signs of the times and followed them. The motto of his policy is well symbolized in his 
military standard with the inscription: "Hoc signo vinces." {58} 
 
What a contrast between Nero, the first imperial persecutor, riding in a chariot among Christian 
martyrs as burning torches in his gardens, and Constantine, seated in the Council of Nicaea 
among three hundred and eighteen bishops (some of whom—as the blinded Confessor 
Paphnutius, Paul of Neocaesarea, and the ascetics from Upper Egypt clothed in wild raiment—
wore the insignia of torture on their maimed and crippled bodies), and giving the highest sanction 
of civil authority to the decree of the eternal deity of the once crucified Jesus of Nazareth! Such a 
revolution the world has never seen before or since, except the silent, spiritual, and moral 
reformation wrought by Christianity itself at its introduction in the first, and at its revival in the 
sixteenth century. 
 
{55} M. de Broglie (L’aglise et l’Empire, I. 182) well characterizes this manifesto: "Singulier 
document, moitie insolent, moitie suppliant, qui commence par insulter chretiens et finit par leur 
demander de prier leur maatre pour lui." Mason (1. c. p. 299): "The dying emperor shows no 
penitence, makes no confession, except his impotence. He wishes to dupe and outwit the angry 
Christ, by pretending to be not a persecutor but a reformer. With a curse, he dashes his edict of 
toleration in the church’s face, and hopes superstitiously that it will win him indemnity." 
 
{56} It is usually stated (also by Keim, l. c., Gieseler, Baur, vol. I.. 454 sqq.), that Constantine and 
Licinius issued two edicts of toleration, one in the year 312, and one from Milan in 313, since the 
last refers to a previous edict, but the reference seems to be to directions now lost for officials 
which accompanied the edict of Galerius (311), of which Constantine was a co-signatory. There 
is no edict of 312. See Zahn and especially Mason (p. 328 sq.), also Uhlhorn (Conflict, etc., p. 
497, Engl. translation). 
 
{57} "Ut daremus et Christianis et omnibus liberam potestatem sequendi religionem, quam 
quiscunque voluisset." See Euseb. H. X. 5; Lactant. Deuteronomy Mort. Pers. c. 48. Mason (p. 
327) says of the Edict of Milan: "It is the very first announcement of that doctrine which is now 
regarded as the mark and principle of civilization, the foundation of solid liberty, the 
characteristic of modern politics. In vigorous and trenchant sentences it sets forth perfect freedom 
of conscience, the unfettered choice of religion." 



 
{58} For a fuller account of Constantine and his relation to the Church. see the next volume.  

 



26. Christian Martyrdom. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
Ignatius: Epistolae. Martyrum Polycarpi. Tertullian: Ad Martyres. Origenes: Exhortatio ad 
martyrium (protreptikov logov eiv martupion.) Cyprian: Ep. 11 ad mart. Prudentius: peri 
stefawn hymni XIV. Comp. Lit. 12. 
 
II. Works. 
 
Sagittarius: Deuteronomy mart. cruciatibus, 1696. 
 
H. Dodwell: Deuteronomy paucitate martyrum, in his Dissertationes Cyprianiae. Lond. 1684. 
 
Ruinart (R.C.): Praefatio generalis in Acta Martyrum. 
 
P. W. Gass: Das christl. Martyrerthum in den ersten Jahrhunderten, in Niedner’s "Zeitschrift f. 
Hist. Theol." 1859 and ‘60. 
 
E. de Pressense: The Martyrs and Apologists. Translated from the French. London and N. Y. 
1871. (Ch. II. p. 67 sqq.). 
 
Chateaubriand: Les martyrs ou le triomphe de la rel. chret. 2 vols. Paris 1809 and often (best 
Engl. trsl. by O W. Wight, N. York, 1859.) Has no critical or historical value, but merely poetical. 
 
Comp. in part Mrs. Jameson: Sacred and Legendary Art. Lond. 1848. 2 vols. 
 
To these protracted and cruel persecutions the church opposed no revolutionary violence, no 
carnal resistance, but the moral heroism of suffering and dying for the truth. But this very heroism 
was her fairest ornament and staunchest weapon. In this very heroism she proved herself worthy 
of her divine founder, who submitted to the death of the cross for the salvation of the world, and 
even prayed that his murderers might be forgiven. The patriotic virtues of Greek and Roman 
antiquity reproduced themselves here in exalted form, in self-denial for the sake of a heavenly 
country, and for a crown that fadeth not away. Even boys and girls became heroes, and rushed 
with a holy enthusiasm to death. In those hard times men had to make earnest of the words of the 
Lord: "Whosoever doth not bear his cross and come after me, cannot be my disciple." "He, that 
loveth father and mother more than me, is not worthy of me." But then also the promise daily 
proved itself true: "Blessed are they, who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake; for theirs is the 
kingdom of heaven." "He, that loseth his life for my sake, shall find it." And it applied not only to 
the martyrs themselves, who exchanged the troubled life of earth for the blessedness of heaven, 
but also to the church as a whole, which came forth purer and stronger from every persecution, 
and thus attested her indestructible vitality. 
 
These suffering virtues are among the sweetest and noblest fruits of the Christian religion. It is 
not so much the amount of suffering which challenges our admiration, although it was terrible 
enough, as the spirit with which the early Christians bore it. Men and women of all classes, noble 
senators and learned bishops, illiterate artisans and poor slaves, loving mothers and delicate 
virgins, hoary-headed pastors and innocent children approached their tortures in no temper of 
unfeeling indifference and obstinate defiance, but, like their divine Master, with calm self-
possession, humble resignation, gentle meekness, cheerful faith, triumphant hope, and forgiving 



charity. Such spectacles must have often overcome even the inhuman murderer. "Go on," says 
Tertullian tauntingly to the heathen governors, "rack, torture, grind us to powder: our numbers 
increase in proportion as ye mow us down. The blood of Christians is their harvest seed. Your 
very obstinacy is a teacher. For who is not incited by the contemplation of it to inquire what there 
is in the core of the matter? And who, after having joined us, does not long to suffer?" {59} 
 
Unquestionably there were also during this period, especially after considerable seasons of quiet, 
many superficial or hypocritical Christians, who, the moment the storm of persecution broke 
forth, flew like chaff from the wheat, and either offered incense to the gods (thurificati, 
sacrificati), or procured false witness of their return to paganism (libellatici, from libellum), or 
gave up the sacred books (traditores). Tertullian relates with righteous indignation that whole 
congregations, with the clergy at the head, would at times resort to dishonorable bribes in order to 
avert the persecution of heathen magistrates. {60} But these were certainly cases of rare 
exception. Generally speaking the three sorts of apostates (lapsi) were at once excommunicated, 
and in many churches, through excessive rigor, were even refused restoration. 
 
Those who cheerfully confessed Christ before the heathen magistrate at the peril of life, but were 
not executed, were honored as confessors. {61} Those who suffered abuse of all kind and death 
itself, for their faith, were called martyrs or bloodwitnesses. {62} 
 
Among these confessors and martyrs were not wanting those in whom the pure, quiet flame of 
enthusiasm rose into the wild fire of fanaticism, and whose zeal was corrupted with impatient 
haste, heaven-tempting presumption, and pious ambition; to whom that word could be applied: 
"Though I give my body to be burned, and have not love, it profiteth me nothing." They delivered 
themselves up to the heathen officers, and in every way sought the martyr’s crown, that they 
might merit heaven and be venerated on earth as saints. Thus Tertullian tells of a company of 
Christians in Ephesus, who begged martyrdom from the heathen governor, but after a few had 
been executed, the rest were sent away by him with the words: "Miserable creatures, if you really 
wish to die, you have precipices and halters enough." Though this error was far less discreditable 
than the opposite extreme of the cowardly fear of man, yet it was contrary to the instruction and 
the example of Christ and the apostles, {63} and to the spirit of true martyrdom, which consists in 
the union of sincere humility and power, and possesses divine strength in the very consciousness 
of human weakness. And accordingly intelligent church teachers censured this stormy, morbid 
zeal. The church of Smyrna speaks thus: "We do not commend those who expose themselves; for 
the gospel teaches not so." Clement of Alexandria says: "The Lord himself has commanded us to 
flee to another city when we are persecuted; not as if the persecution were an evil; not as if we 
feared death; but that we may not lead or help any to evil doing." In Tertullian’s view martyrdom 
perfects itself in divine patience; and with Cyprian it is a gift of divine grace, which one cannot 
hastily grasp, but must patiently wait for. 
 
But after all due allowance for such adulteration and degeneracy, the martyrdom of the first three 
centuries still remains one of the grandest phenomena of history, and an evidence of the 
indestructible divine nature of Christianity. 
 
No other religion could have stood for so long a period the combined opposition of Jewish 
bigotry, Greek philosophy, and Roman policy and power; no other could have triumphed at last 
over so many foes by purely moral and spiritual force, without calling any carnal weapons to its 
aid. This comprehensive and long-continued martyrdom is the peculiar crown and glory of the 
early church; it pervaded its entire literature and gave it a predominantly apologetic character; it 
entered deeply into its organization and discipline and the development of Christian doctrine; it 
affected the public worship and private devotions; it produced a legendary poetry; but it gave rise 



also, innocently, to a great deal of superstition, and undue exaltation of human merit; and it lies at 
the foundation of the Catholic worship of saints and relics. 
 
Sceptical writers have endeavored to diminish its moral effect by pointing to the fiendish and 
hellish scenes of the papal crusades against the Albigenses and Waldenses, the Parisian massacre 
of the Huguenots, the Spanish Inquisition, and other persecutions of more recent date. Dodwell 
expressed the opinion, which has been recently confirmed by the high authority of the learned and 
impartial Niebuhr, that the Diocletian persecution was a mere shadow as compared with the 
persecution of the Protestants in the Netherlands by the Duke of Alva in the service of Spanish 
bigotry and despotism. Gibbon goes even further, and boldly asserts that "the number of 
Protestants who were executed by the Spaniards in a single province and a single reign, far 
exceeded that of the primitive martyrs in the space of three centuries and of the Roman empire." 
The victims of the Spanish Inquisition also are said to outnumber those of the Roman emperors. 
{64} 
 
Admitting these sad facts, they do not justify any sceptical conclusion. For Christianity is no 
more responsible for the crimes and cruelties perpetrated in its name by unworthy professors and 
under the sanction of an unholy alliance of politics and religion, than the Bible for all the 
nonsense men have put into it, or God for the abuse daily and hourly practised with his best gifts. 
But the number of martyrs must be judged by the total number of Christians who were a minority 
of the population. The want of particular statements by contemporary writers leaves it impossible 
to ascertain, even approximately, the number of martyrs. Dodwell and Gibbon have certainly 
underrated it, as far as Eusebius, the popular tradition since Constantine, and the legendary poesy 
of the middle age, have erred the other way. This is the result of recent discovery and 
investigation, and fully admitted by such writers as Renan. Origen, it is true, wrote in the middle 
of the third century, that the number of Christian martyrs was small and easy to be counted; God 
not permitting that all this class of men should be exterminated. {65} But this language must be 
understood as referring chiefly to the reigns of Caracalla, Heliogabalus, Alexander Severus and 
Philippus Arabs, who did not persecute the Christians. Soon afterwards the fearful persecution of 
Decius broke out, in which Origen himself was thrown into prison and cruelly treated. 
Concerning the preceding ages, his statement must be qualified by the equally valid testimonies 
of Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria (Origen’s teacher), and the still older Irenaeus, who says 
expressly, that the church, for her love to God, "sends in all places and at all times a multitude of 
martyrs to the Father." {66} Even the heathen Tacitus speaks of an "immense multitude" (ingens 
multitudo) of Christians, who were murdered in the city of Rome alone during the Neronian 
persecution in 64. To this must be added the silent, yet most eloquent testimony of the Roman 
catacombs, which, according to the calculation of Marchi and Northcote, extended over nine 
hundred English miles, and are said to contain nearly seven millions of graves, a large proportion 
of these including the relics of martyrs, as the innumerable inscriptions and instruments of death 
testify. The sufferings, moreover, of the church during this period are of course not to be 
measured merely by the number of actual executions, but by the far more numerous insults, 
slanders, vexatious, and tortures, which the cruelty of heartless heathens and barbarians could 
devise, or any sort of instrument could inflict on the human body, and which were in a thousand 
cases worse than death. 
 
Finally, while the Christian religion has at all times suffered more or less persecution, bloody or 
unbloody, from the ungodly world, and always had its witnesses ready for any sacrifice; yet at no 
period since the first three centuries was the whole church denied the right of a peaceful legal 
existence, and the profession of Christianity itself universally declared and punished as a political 
crime. Before Constantine the Christians were a helpless and proscribed minority in an essentially 
heathen world, and under a heathen government. Then they died not simply for particular 



doctrines, but for the facts of Christianity. Then it was a conflict, not for a denomination or sect, 
but for Christianity itself. The importance of ancient martyrdom does not rest so much on the 
number of victims and the cruelty of their sufferings as on the great antithesis and the ultimate 
result in saving the Christian religion for all time to come. Hence the first three centuries are the 
classical period of heathen persecution and of Christian martyrdom. The martyrs and confessors 
of the ante-Nicene age suffered for the common cause of all Christian denominations and sects, 
and hence are justly held in reverence and gratitude by all. 
 
Notes. 
 
Dr. Thomas Arnold, who had no leaning to superstitious and idolatrous saint-worship, in speaking 
of a visit to the church of San Stefano at Rome, remarks: "No doubt many of the particular stories 
thus painted will bear no critical examination; it is likely enough, too, that Gibbon has truly 
accused the general statements of exaggeration. But this is a thankless labor. Divide the sum total 
of the reported martyrs by twenty—by fifty, if you will; after all you have a number of persons of 
all ages and sexes suffering cruel torment and death for conscience’ sake, and for Christ’s; and by 
their sufferings manifestly with God’s blessing ensuring the triumph of Christ’s gospel. Neither 
do I think that we consider the excellence of this martyr spirit half enough. I do not think that 
pleasure is a sin; but though pleasure is not a sin, yet surely the contemplation of suffering for 
Christ’s sake is a thing most needful for us in our days, from whom in our daily life suffering 
seems so far removed. And as God’s grace enabled rich and delicate persons, women and even 
children, to endure all extremities of pain and reproach, in times past; so there is the same grace 
no less mighty now; and if we do not close ourselves against it, it might be in us no less glorious 
in a time of trial." 
 
Lecky, a very able and impartial historian, justly censures the unfeeling chapter of Gibbon on 
persecution. "The complete absence," he says (History of European Morals, I. 494 sqq.), "of all 
sympathy with the heroic courage manifested by the martyrs, and the frigid, and in truth most 
unphilosophical severity with which the historian has weighed the words and actions of men 
engaged in the agonies of a deadly, struggle, must repel every generous nature, while the 
persistence with which he estimates persecutions by the number of deaths rather than the amount 
of suffering, diverts the mind from the really distinctive atrocities of the Pagan persecutions" .... It 
is true that in one Catholic country they introduced the atrocious custom of making the spectacle 
of men burnt alive for their religious opinions an element in the public festivities. It is true, too, 
that the immense majority of the acts of the martyrs are the transparent forgeries of lying monks; 
but it is also true that among the authentic records of Pagan persecutions there are histories, 
which display, perhaps more vividly than any other, both the depth of cruelty to which human 
nature may sink, and the heroism of resistance it may attain. There was a time when it was the 
just boast of the Romans, that no refinement of cruelty, no prolongations of torture, were admitted 
in their stern but simple penal code. But all this was changed. Those hateful games, which made 
the spectacle of human suffering and death the delight of all classes, had spread their brutalising 
influence wherever the Roman name was known, had rendered millions absolutely indifferent to 
the sight of human suffering, had produced in many, in the very centre of an advanced 
civilisation, a relish and a passion for torture, a rapture and an exultation in watching the spasms 
of extreme agony, such as an African or an American savage alone can equal. The most horrible 
recorded instances of torture were usually inflicted, either by the populace, or in their presence, in 
the arena. We read of Christians bound in chains of red-hot iron, while the stench of their half-
consumed flesh rose in a suffocating cloud to heaven; of others who were torn to the very bone 
by, shells or hooks of iron; of holy virgins given over to the lust of the gladiator or to the mercies 
of the pander; of two hundred and twenty-seven converts sent on one occasion to the mines, each 
with the sinews of one leg severed by a red-hot iron, and with an eye scooped from its socket; of 



fires so slow that the victims writhed for hours in their agonies; of bodies torn limb from limb, or 
sprinkled with burning lead; of mingled salt and vinegar poured over the flesh that was bleeding 
from the rack; of tortures prolonged and varied through entire days. For the love of their Divine 
Master, for the cause they believed to be true, men, and even weak girls, endured these things 
without flinching, when one word would have freed them from their sufferings, No opinion we 
may form of the proceedings of priests in a later age should impair the reverence with which we 
bend before the martyr’s tomb. 
 
{59} Comp. a similar passage in the anonymous Ep. ad Diognetum, c. 6 and 7 at the close, and in 
Justin M., Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. c. 110. 
 
{60} Deuteronomy fuga in persec. c. 13: "Massaliter totae ecclesiae tributum sibi irrogaverunt." 
 
{61} omologhtai, confessores, Matthew 10:32 1 Timothy 6:12. 
 
{62} marturev, Acts 22:20 Hebrews 12:1 1 Peter 5:1 Revelation 17:6. 
 
{63} Comp. Matthew 10:23 24:15-20 Philippians 1:20-25 2 Timothy 4:6-8. 
 
{64} The number of Dutch martyrs under the Duke of Alva amounted, according to Grotius, to 
over 100,000; according to P. Sarpi, the R. Cath. historian, to 50,000. Motley, in his History of 
the Rim of the Dutch Republic, vol. II. 504, says of the terrible reign of Alva: "The barbarities 
committed amid the sack and ruin of those blazing and starving cities are almost beyond belief; 
unborn infants were torn from the living bodies of their mothers; women and children were 
violated by the thousands; and whole populations burned and hacked to pieces by soldiers in 
every mode which cruelty, in its wanton ingenuity, could devise." Buckle and Friedlander (III. 
586) assert that during the eighteen years of office of Torquemada, the Spanish Inquisition 
punished, according to the lowest estimate, 105,000 persons, among whom 8,800 were burnt. In 
Andalusia 2000 Jews were executed, and 17,000 punished in a single year. 
 
{65} oligoi kata kairouv kai sfodra euariymhtoi teqnhvkasi... Adv. Cels. III. 8 The 
older testimony of Melito of Sardis, in the well-known fragment from his Apology, preserved by 
Eusebius IV. 26, refers merely to the small number of imperial persecutors before Marcus 
Aurelius. 
 
{66} Adv. Haer. IV. c. 33, 9: Ecclesia omni in loco ob eam, quam habet erga Deum dilectionem, 
multitudinem martyrum in omni tempore praemittit ad Patrem.  

 



27. Rise of the Worship of Martyrs and Relics. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
In addition to the works quoted in 12 and 26, comp. Euseb. H. E. IV. 15; Deuteronomy Mart. 
Palaest. c. 7. Clem. Alex.: Strom. IV. p. 596. Orig.: Exhort. ad mart. c. 30 and 50. In Num. Kom. 
X. 2. Tertull.: Deuteronomy cor. mil. c. 3; Deuteronomy Resurr. carn. c. 43. Cypr.: Deuteronomy 
lapsis, c. 17; Epist. 34 and 57. Const. Apost.: l. 8. 
 
II. Works. 
 
C. Sagittarius: Deuteronomy natalitiis mart. Jen. 1696. 
 
Schwabe: Deuteronomy insigni veneratione, quae obtinuit erga martyres in primit. eccl. Altd. 
1748. 
 
In thankful remembrance of the fidelity of this "noble army of martyrs," in recognition of the 
unbroken communion of saints, and in prospect of the resurrection of the body, the church paid to 
the martyrs, and even to their mortal remains, a veneration, which was in itself well-deserved and 
altogether natural, but which early exceeded the scriptural limit, and afterwards degenerated into 
the worship of saints and relics. The heathen hero-worship silently continued in the church and 
was baptized with Christian names. 
 
In the church of Smyrna, according to its letter of the year 155, we find this veneration still in its 
innocent, childlike form: "They [the Jews] know not, that we can neither ever forsake Christ, who 
has suffered for the salvation of the whole world of the redeemed, nor worship another. Him 
indeed we adore (proskunoumen) as the Son of God; but the martyrs we love as they deserve 
(agapwmen axiwv) for their surpassing love to their King and Master, as we wish also to be their 
companions and fellow-disciples." {67} The day of the death of a martyr was called his heavenly 
birth-day, {68} and was celebrated annually at his grave (mostly in a cave or catacomb), by 
prayer, reading of a history of his suffering and victory, oblations, and celebration of the holy 
supper. 
 
But the early church did not stop with this. Martyrdom was taken, after the end of the second 
century, not only as a higher grade of Christian virtue, but at the same time as a baptism of fire 
and blood, {69} an ample substitution for the baptism of water, as purifying from sin, and as 
securing an entrance into heaven. Origen even went so far as to ascribe to the sufferings of the 
martyrs an atoning virtue for others, an efficacy like that of the sufferings of Christ, on the 
authority of such passages as 2 Corinthians 12:15 Colossians 1:24 2 Timothy 4:6. According to 
Tertullian, the martyrs entered immediately into the blessedness of heaven, and were not required, 
like ordinary Christians, to pass through the intermediate state. Thus was applied the benediction 
on those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, Matthew 5:10-12. Hence, according to 
Origen and Cyprian, their prayers before the throne of God came to be thought peculiarly 
efficacious for the church militant on earth, and, according to an example related by Eusebius, 
their future intercessions were bespoken shortly before their death. 
 
In the Roman Catacombs we find inscriptions where the departed are requested to pray for their 
living relatives and friends. 
 



The veneration thus shown for the persons of the martyrs was transferred in smaller measure to 
their remains. The church of Smyrna counted the bones of Polycarp more precious than gold or 
diamonds. {70} The remains of Ignatius were held in equal veneration by the Christians at 
Antioch. The friends of Cyprian gathered his blood in handkerchiefs, and built a chapel over his 
tomb. 
 
A veneration frequently excessive was paid, not only to the deceased martyrs, but also the 
surviving confessors. It was made the special duty of the deacons to visit and minister to them in 
prison. The heathen Lucian in his satire, "De morte Peregrini," describes the unwearied care of 
the Christians for their imprisoned brethren; the heaps of presents brought to them; and the 
testimonies of sympathy even by messengers from great distances; but all, of course, in Lucian’s 
view, out of mere good-natured enthusiasm. Tertullian the Montanist censures the excessive 
attention of the Catholics to their confessors. The libelli pacis, as they were called—intercessions 
of the confessors for the fallen—commonly procured restoration to the fellowship of the church. 
Their voice had peculiar weight in the choice of bishops, and their sanction not rarely 
overbalanced the authority of the clergy. Cyprian is nowhere more eloquent than in the praise of 
their heroism. His letters to the imprisoned confessors in Carthage are full of glorification, in a 
style somewhat offensive to our evangelical ideas. Yet after all, he protests against the abuse of 
their privileges, from which he had himself to suffer, and earnestly exhorts them to a holy walk; 
that the honor they have gained may not prove a snare to them, and through pride and 
carelessness be lost. He always represents the crown of the confessor and the martyr as a free gift 
of the grace of God, and sees the real essence of it rather in the inward disposition than in the 
outward act. Commodian conceived the whole idea of martyrdom in its true breadth, when he 
extended it to all those who, without shedding their blood, endured to the end in love, humility, 
and patience, and in all Christian virtue. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{67} Martyrium Polycarpi, cap. 17; Comp. Eusebius, H. E. IV. 15. 
 
{68} hmera geneyliov, geneylia, natales, natalitia martyrum. 
 
{69} Lavacrum sanguinis, baptisma dia purov, comp. Matthew 20:22 Luke 12:50 Mark 10:39. 
 
{70} It is worthy of note, however, that some of the startling phenomena related in the Martyrium 
Polycarpi by the congregation of Smyrna are omitted in the narrative of Eusebius (IV. 15), and 
may be a later interpolation.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER III. 
 
LITERARY CONTEST OF CHRISTIANITY WITH JUDAISM AND HEATHENISM. 
 

28. Literature. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
Tacitus (Consul 97, d. about 117): Annal. xv. 44. Comp. his picture of the Jews, Hist. v. 1-5. 
 
Plinius (d. about 114): Ep. x. 96, 97. 
 
Celsus (flourished about 150): alhyhv logov. Preserved in fragments in Origen’s Refutation (8 
books kata kelsou); reconstructed, translated and explained by Theodor Keim: Celsus’ Wahres 
Wort, Aelteste wissenschaftliche Streitschrift, antiker Weltanschauung gegen das Christenthum, 
Zurich 1873 (293 pages). 
 
Lucian (d. about 180): peri thv peregrinou teleuthv c. 11-16; and alhyhv istoria I. 30; II. 
4, 11. 
 
Porphyrius (about 300): kata cristianwn logoi. Only fragments preserved, and collected by 
Holstein, Rom. 1630. His most important works are lost. Those that remain are ed. by A. Nauck, 
1860. 
 
II. Works. 
 
Nath. Lardner: Collection of Ancient Jewish and Heathen Testimonies to the Truth of the 
Christian Religion (Lond. 1727-’57) in the VI. and VII. vols. of his Works, ed. by Kippis, 
London, 1838. Very valuable. 
 
Mosheim: introduction to his Germ. translation of Origen against Celsus. Hamb. 1745. 
 
Bindemann: Celsus und seine Schriften gegen die Christen, in Illgen’s "Zeitschr. fur hist. Theol." 
Leipz. 1842. N. 2, p. 58-146. 
 
Ad. Planck: Lukian u. das Christenthum, in the "Studien u. Kritiken," 1851. N. 4; translated in the 
"Bibliotheca Sacra," Andover, 1852. 
 
F. Chr. Baur: Das Christenthum der 3 ersten Jahrh. Tub. secd. ed. 1860 (and 1863) pp. 370-430. 
 
Neander: General History of the Christian Religion and Church; Engl. trans. by Torrey, vol. I., 
157-178. (12th Boston ed.) 
 
Richard von der Alm: Die Urtheile heidnischer und judischer Schriftsteller der vier ersten Jahrh. 
ueber Jesus und die ersten Christen. Leipz. 1865. (An infidel book.) 
 
H. Kellner (R.C.): Hellenismus und Christenthum oder die geistige Reaction des antiken 
Heidenthums gegen das Christenthum. Koln 1866 (454 pp.) 



 
B. Aube: Deuteronomy l’ Apologetique chretienne au IIe siecle. St. Justin, philosophe et martyr, 
2nd ed. Paris 1875. By the same: Histoire des Persecutions de l’eglise. The second part, also 
under the title La polemique payenne a la fin du IIe siecle. Paris 1878. 
 
E. Renan: Marc-Aurele (Paris 1882), pp. 345 (Celse et Lucien), 379 sqq. (Nouvelles apologies). 
 
J. W. Farrar: Seekers after God. London, 1869, new ed. 1877. (Essays on Seneca, Epictetus, and 
Marcus Aurelius, compared with Christianity.) 
 
Comp. the Lit. quoted in 12, especially Uhlhorn and Keim (1881), and the monographs on Justin 
M., Tertullian, Origen, and other Apologists, which are noticed in sections treating of these 
writers.  

 



29. Literary Opposition to Christianity. 
 
Besides the external conflict, which we have considered in the second chapter, Christianity was 
called to pass through an equally important intellectual and literary struggle with the ancient 
world; and from this also it came forth victorious, and conscious of being the perfect religion for 
man. We shall see in this chapter, that most of the objections of modern infidelity against 
Christianity were anticipated by its earliest literary opponents, and ably and successfully refuted 
by the ancient apologists for the wants of the church in that age. Both unbelief and faith, like 
human nature and divine grace, are essentially the same in all ages and among all nations, but 
vary in form, and hence every age, as it produces its own phase of opposition, must frame its own 
mode of defense. 
 
The Christian religion found at first as little favor with the representatives of literature and art as 
with princes and statesmen. In the secular literature of the latter part of the first century and the 
beginning of the second, we find little more than ignorant, careless and hostile allusions to 
Christianity as a new form of superstition which then began to attract the attention of the Roman 
government. In this point of view also Christ’s kingdom was not of the world, and was compelled 
to force its way through the greatest difficulties; yet it proved at last the mother of an intellectual 
and moral culture far in advance of the Graeco-Roman, capable of endless progress, and full of 
the vigor of perpetual youth. 
 
The pious barbarism of the Byzantine emperors Theodosius II. and Valentinian III. ordered the 
destruction of the works of Porphyrius and all other opponents of Christianity, to avert the wrath 
of God, but considerable fragments have been preserved in the refutations of the Christian 
Fathers, especially Origen, Eusebius, Cyril of Alexandria (against Julian), and scattered notices of 
Jerome and Augustin.  

 



30. Jewish Opposition. Josephus and the Talmud. 
 
The hostility of the Jewish Scribes and Pharisees to the gospel is familiar from the New 
Testament. Josephus mentions Jesus once in his archaeology, but in terms so favorable as to agree 
ill with his Jewish position, and to subject the passage to the suspicion of interpolation or 
corruption. {71} His writings, however, contain much valuable testimony to the truth of the 
gospel history. His "Archaeology" throughout is a sort of fifth Gospel in illustration of the social 
and political environments of the life of Christ. {72} His "History of the Jewish War," in 
particular, is undesignedly a striking commentary on the Saviour’s predictions concerning the 
destruction of the city and temple of Jerusalem, the great distress and affliction of the Jewish 
people at that time, the famine, pestilence, and earthquake, the rise of false prophets and 
impostors, and the flight of his disciples at the approach of these calamities. {73} 
 
The attacks of the later Jews upon Christianity are essentially mere repetitions of those recorded 
in the Gospels—denial of the Messiahship of Jesus, and horrible vituperation of his confessors. 
We learn their character best from the dialogue of Justin with the Jew Trypho. The fictitious 
disputation on Christ by Jason and Papiscus, first mentioned by Celsus, was lost since the seventh 
century. {74} It seems to have been a rather poor apology of Christianity against Jewish 
objections by a Jewish Christian, perhaps by Aristo of Pella. 
 
The Talmud is the Bible of Judaism separated from, and hostile to, Christianity, but it barely 
notices it except indirectly. It completed the isolation of the Jews from all other people. 
 
{71} Joseph. Antiqu. l. XVIII. c. 3, sect. 3. Comp. on this much disputed passage, vol. I., p. 92. 
 
{72} It is the special merit of Keim to have thoroughly utilized Josephus for the biography of 
Jesus. 
 
{73} These coincidences have been traced out in full by Lardner, Works, ed. Kippis, vol. VI. p. 
406 ff. 
 
{74} iasonov kai papiskou antilogia peri cristou. D. Origenes Contra Cels. IV. 51. 
Celsus says, that he read the book which defends the allegorical interpretation, with pity and 
hatred. Comp. Harnack, Altchristl. Literatur, vol. 1. (1882). p. 115 sqq.  

 



31. Pagan Opposition. Tacitus and Pliny. 
 
The Greek and Roman writers of the first century, and some of the second, as Seneca, the elder 
Pliny, and even the mild and noble Plutarch, either from ignorance or contempt, never allude to 
Christianity at all. 
 
Tacitus and the younger Pliny, contemporaries and friends of the emperor Trajan, are the first to 
notice it; and they speak of it only incidentally and with stoical disdain and antipathy, as an 
"exitiabilis superstition" "prava et immodica superstitio," "inflexibilis obstinatio." These 
celebrated and in their way altogether estimable Roman authors thus, from manifest ignorance, 
saw in the Christians nothing but superstitious fanatics, and put them on a level with the hated 
Jews; Tacitus, in fact, reproaching them also with the "odium generis humani." This will afford 
some idea of the immense obstacles which the new religion encountered in public opinion, 
especially in the cultivated circles of the Roman empire. The Christian apologies of the second 
century also show, that the most malicious and gratuitous slanders against the Christians were 
circulated among the common people, even charges of incest and cannibalism, {75} which may 
have arisen in part from a misapprehension of the intimate brotherly love of the Christians, and 
their nightly celebration of the holy supper and love-feasts. 
 
Their Indirect Testimony to Christianity. 
 
On the other hand, however, the scanty and contemptuous allusions of Tacitus and Pliny to 
Christianity bear testimony to a number of facts in the Gospel History. Tacitus, in giving an 
account of the Neronian persecution, incidentally attests, that Christ was put to death as a 
malefactor by Pontius Pilate in the reign of Tiberius; that he was the founder of the Christian sect, 
that the latter took its rise in Judaea and spread in spite of the ignominious death of Christ and the 
hatred and contempt it encountered throughout the empire, so that a "vast multitude" (multitudo 
ingens) of them were most cruelly put to death in the city of Rome alone as early as the year 64. 
He also bears valuable testimony, in the fifth book of his History, together with Josephus, from 
whom he mainly, though not exclusively takes his account, to the fulfilment of Christ’s prophecy 
concerning the destruction of Jerusalem and the overthrow of the Jewish theocracy. 
 
As to Pliny’s famous letter to Trajan, written about 107, it proves the rapid spread of Christianity 
in Asia Minor at that time among all ranks of society, the general moral purity and steadfastness 
of its professors amid cruel persecution, their mode and time of worship, their adoration of Christ 
as God, their observance of a "stated day," which is undoubtedly Sunday, and other facts of 
importance in the early history of the Church. Trajan’s rescript in reply to Pliny’s inquiry, 
furnishes evidence of the innocence of the Christians; he notices no charge against them except 
their disregard of the worship of the gods, and forbids them to be sought for. Marcus Aurelius 
testifies, in one brief and unfriendly allusion, to their eagerness for the crown of martyrdom. 
 
{75} oidipodeioiv mixei, incesti concubitus; and yuesteia deipna, Thyesteae epulae  

 



32. Direct Assaults. Celsus. 
 
The direct assault upon Christianity, by works devoted to the purpose, began about the middle of 
the second century, and was very ably conducted by a Grecian philosopher, Celsus, otherwise 
unknown; according to Origen, an Epicurean with many Platonic ideas, and a friend of Lucian. 
He wrote during the persecuting reign of Marcus Aurelius. {76} 
 
Celsus, with all his affected or real contempt for the new religion, considered it important enough 
to be opposed by an extended work entitled "A True Discourse," of which Origen, in his 
Refutation, has faithfully preserved considerable fragments. {77} These represent their author as 
an eclectic philosopher of varied culture, skilled in dialectics, and familiar with the Gospels, 
Epistles, and even the writings of the Old Testament. He speaks now in the frivolous style of an 
Epicurean, now in the earnest and dignified tone of a Platonist. At one time he advocates the 
popular heathen religion, as, for instance, its doctrine of demons; at another time he rises above 
the polytheistic notions to a pantheistic or sceptical view. He employs all the aids which the 
culture of his age afforded, all the weapons of learning, common sense, wit, sarcasm, and 
dramatic animation of style, to disprove Christianity; and he anticipates most of the arguments 
and sophisms of the deists and infidels of later times. Still his book is, on the whole, a very 
superficial, loose, and light-minded work, and gives striking proof of the inability of the natural 
reason to understand the Christian truth. It has no savor of humility, no sense of the corruption of 
human nature, and man’s need of redemption; it is full of heathen passion and prejudice, utterly 
blind to any spiritual realities, and could therefore not in the slightest degree appreciate the glory 
of the Redeemer and of his work. It needs no refutation, it refutes itself. 
 
Celsus first introduces a Jew, who accuses the mother of Jesus of adultery with a soldier named 
Panthera; {78} adduces the denial of Peter, the treachery of Judas, and the death of Jesus as 
contradictions of his pretended divinity; and makes the resurrection an imposture. Then Celsus 
himself begins the attack, and begins it by combating the whole idea of the supernatural, which 
forms the common foundation of Judaism and Christianity. The controversy between Jews and 
Christians appears to him as foolish as the strife about the shadow of an ass. The Jews believed, 
as well as the Christians, in the prophecies of a Redeemer of the world, and thus differed from 
them only in that they still expected the Messiah’s coming. But then, to what purpose should God 
come down to earth at all, or send another down? He knows beforehand what is going on among 
men. And such a descent involves a change, a transition from the good to the evil, from the lovely 
to the hateful, from the happy to the miserable; which is undesirable, and indeed impossible, for 
the divine nature. In another place he says, God troubles himself no more about men than about 
monkeys and flies. Celsus thus denies the whole idea of revelation, now in pantheistic style, now 
in the levity of Epicurean deism; and thereby at the same time abandons the ground of the popular 
heathen religion. In his view Christianity has no rational foundation at all, but is supported by the 
imaginary terrors of future punishment. Particularly offensive to him are the promises of the 
gospel to the poor and miserable, and the doctrines of forgiveness of sins and regeneration, and of 
the resurrection of the body. This last he scoffingly calls a hope of worms, but not of rational 
souls. The appeal to the omnipotence of God, he thinks, does not help the matter, because God 
can do nothing improper and unnatural. He reproaches the Christians with ignorance, credulity, 
obstinacy, innovation, division, and sectarianism, which they inherited mostly from their fathers, 
the Jews. They are all uncultivated, mean, superstitious people, mechanics, slaves, women, and 
children. The great mass of them he regarded as unquestionably deceived. But where there are 
deceived, there must be also deceivers; and this leads us to the last result of this polemical 
sophistry. Celsus declared the first disciples of Jesus to be deceivers of the worst kind; a band of 
sorcerers, who fabricated and circulated the miraculous stories of the Gospels, particularly that of 



the resurrection of Jesus; but betrayed themselves by contradictions. The originator of the 
imposture, however, is Jesus himself, who learned that magical art in Egypt, and afterwards made 
a great noise with it in his native country. 
 
But here, this philosophical and critical sophistry virtually, acknowledges its bankruptcy. The 
hypothesis of deception is the very last one to offer in explanation of a phenomenon so important 
as Christianity was even in that day. The greater and more permanent the deception, the more 
mysterious and unaccountable it must appear to reason. 
 
Chrysostom made the truthful remark, that Celsus bears witness to the antiquity of the apostolic 
writings. This heathen assailant, who lived almost within hailing distance of St. John, incidentally 
gives us an abridgement of the history of Christ as related by the Gospels, and this furnishes 
strong weapons against modern infidels, who would represent this history as a later invention. "I 
know everything" he says; "we have had it all from your own books, and need no other 
testimony; ye slay yourselves with your own sword." He refers to the Gospels of Matthew, Luke, 
and John, and makes upon the whole about eighty allusions to, or quotations from, the New 
Testament. He takes notice of Christ’s birth from a virgin in a small village of Judaea, the 
adoration of the wise men from the East, the slaughter of the infants by order of Herod, the flight 
to Egypt, where he supposed Christ learned the charms of magicians, his residence in Nazareth, 
his baptism and the descent of the Holy Spirit in the shape of a dove and the voice from heaven, 
the election of disciples, his friendship with publicans and other low people, his supposed cures 
of the lame and the blind, and raising of the dead, the betrayal of Judas, the denial of Peter, the 
principal circumstances in the history of the passion and crucifixion, also the resurrection of 
Christ. {79} 
 
It is true he perverts or abuses most of these facts; but according to his own showing they were 
then generally and had always been believed by the Christians. He alludes to some of the 
principal doctrines of the Christians, to their private assemblies for worship, to the office of 
presbyters. He omits the grosser charges of immorality, which he probably disowned as absurd 
and incredible. 
 
In view of all these admissions we may here, with Lardner, apply Samson’s riddle: "Out of the 
eater came forth meat, and out of the strong came forth sweetness." {80} 
 
{76} Origen (I. 8) indefinitely assigns him to the reign of Hadrian and the Antonines; most 
historians (Mosheim, Gieseler, Baur, Friedlander) to A. D. 150 or later; others (Tillemont, 
Neander, Zeller) to about 160 or 170; Keim (1. c. p. 267) to A. D. 178. As the place of 
composition Keim (p. 274) suggests Rome, others Alexandria. He ably defends his identity with 
the friend of Lucian (p. 291), but makes him out a Platonist rather than an Epicurean (p. 203 
sqq.). 
 
{77} See the restoration of Celsus from these fragments by Dr. Keim, quoted above. 
 
{78} panyhr, panthera, here, and in the Talmud, where Jesus is likewise called yvY ben 
‘na’diyra is used, like the Latin lupa, as a type of ravenous lust hence as a symbolical name for 
moiceivr. So Nitzsch and Baur. But Keim (p. 12) takes it as a designation of the wild rapacious 
(pan yhrwn) Roman soldier. The mother of Jesus was, according to the Jewish informant of 
Celsus, a poor seamstress, and engaged to a carpenter, who plunged her into disgrace and misery 
when he found out her infidelity. 
 



{79} Keim (Geschichte Jesu von Nazara, I. 22) says of Celsus: "Von der Jungfraugeburt bis zum 
Jammer des Todes bei Essig und Galle, bis zu den Wundern des Todes und der Auferstehung hat 
er unsere Evangelien verfolgt, und anderen Quellen, welche zum Theil heute noch fliessen, hat er 
den Glauben an-die Hasslichkeit Jesu und an-die Sundhaftigkeit seiner Junger abgewonnen." 
Comp. Keim’s monograph on Celsus, pp. 219-231. On the bearing of his testimony on the 
genuineness of the Gospel of John, see vol. 1. p. 708. 
 
{80} Judges 14:14. Comp. Lardner’s Works, vol. VII. pp. 210-270. Dr. Doddridge and Dr. Leland 
made good use of Celsus against the Deists of the last century. He may with still greater effect be 
turned against the more radical theories of Strauss and Renan. For Keim’s estimate, see his 
Celsus, 253-261.  

 



33. Lucian. 
 
Edd. of Lucian’s works by Hemsterhuis and Reiz (1743 sqq.), Jacobitz (1836-39), Dindorf (1840 
and 1858), Bekker (1853), Franc. Fritzsche (1860-’69). The pseudo-Lucianic dialogue 
Philopatris (filopatriv, loving one’s country, patriot) in which the Christians are ridiculed and 
condemned as enemies of the Roman empire, is of a much later date, probably from the reign of 
Julian the Apostate (363). See Gesner: Deuteronomy aetate et auctore Philopatridis, Jen. 1714. 
 
Jacob: Charakteristik Lucians. Hamburg 1822. 
 
G. G. Bernays: Lucian und die Cyniker. Berlin. 1879. 
 
Comp. Keim: Celsus, 143-151; Ed. D. Zeller: Alexander und Peregrinus, in the "Deutsche 
Rundschau," for Jan. 1877; Henry Cotterill: Peregrinus Proteus (Edinb. 1879); Ad. Harnack in 
Herzog (ed. II.), VIII. 772-779; and the Lit. quoted in 28. 
 
In the same period the rhetorician Lucian (born at Samosata in Syria about 120, died in Egypt or 
Greece before 200), the Voltaire of Grecian literature, attacked the Christian religion with the 
same light weapons of wit and ridicule, with which, in his numerous elegantly written works, he 
assailed the old popular faith and worship, the mystic fanaticism imported from the East, the 
vulgar life of the Stoics and Cynics of that day, and most of the existing manners and customs of 
the distracted period of the empire. An Epicurean, worldling, and infidel, as he was, could see in 
Christianity only one of the many vagaries and follies of mankind; in the miracles, only jugglery; 
in the belief of immortality, an empty dream; and in the contempt of death and the brotherly love 
of the Christians, to which he was constrained to testify, a silly enthusiasm. 
 
Thus he represents the matter in a historical romance on the life and death of Peregrinus Proteus, 
a contemporary Cynic philosopher, whom he make the basis of a satire upon Christianity, and 
especially upon Cynicism. Peregrinus is here presented as a perfectly contemptible man, who, 
after the meanest and grossest crimes, adultery, sodomy, and parricide, joins the credulous 
Christians in Palestine, cunningly imposes on them, soon rises to the highest repute among them, 
and, becoming one of the confessors in prison, is loaded with presents by them, in fact almost 
worshipped as a god, but is afterwards excommunicated for eating some forbidden food (probably 
meat of the idolatrous sacrifices); then casts himself into the arms of the Cynics, travels about 
everywhere, in the filthiest style of that sect; and at last about the year 165, in frantic thirst for 
fame, plunges into the flames of a funeral pile before the assembled populace of the town of 
Olympia, for the triumph of philosophy. This fiction of the self-burning was no doubt meant for a 
parody on the Christian martyrdom, perhaps with special reference to Polycarp, who a few years 
before had suffered death by fire at Smyrna (155). {81} 
 
Lucian treated the Christians rather with a compassionate smile, than with hatred. He nowhere 
urges persecution. He never calls Christ an impostor, as Celsus does, but a "crucified sophist;" a 
term which he uses as often in a good sense as in the bad. But then, in the end, both the Christian 
and the heathen religions amount, in his view, to imposture; only, in his Epicurean indifferentism, 
he considers it not worth the trouble to trace such phenomena to their ultimate ground, and 
attempt a philosophical explanation. {82} 
 
The merely negative position of this clever mocker of all religions injured heathenism more than 
Christianity, but could not be long maintained against either; the religious element is far too 
deeply seated in the essence of human nature. Epicureanism and scepticism made way, in their 



turns, for Platonism, and for faith or superstition. Heathenism made a vigorous effort to 
regenerate itself, in order to hold its ground against the steady advance of Christianity. But the old 
religion itself could not help feeling more and more the silent influence of the new. 
 
{81} Harnack, l. c. denies a reference to Polycarp. 
 
{82} Berneys (l. c. p. 43) characterizes Lucian very unfavorably: "ein anscheinend nicht sehr 
glucklicher Advocat, ist er ohne ernste Studien ins Literatenthum ubergegangen; unwissend und 
leichtfertig tragt er lediglich eine nihilistische Oede in Bezuq auf alle religiosen und 
metaphysischen Fraqen zur Schau und reisst alle als verkehrt und lacherlich herunter." Berneys 
thinks that the Peregrinus Proteus is not directed against the Christians, but against the Cynic 
philosophers and more particularly against the then still living Theagenes.  

 



34. Neo-Platonism. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
Plotinus: Opera Omnia, ed. Oxf 1835, 3 vols.; ed. Kirchhoff, Lips. 1856; ed. Didot, Par. 1856; H. 
F. Muller, Berlin 1878-80. 
 
Porphyrius: kata cristianwn logoi (fragments collected in Holstein: Dissert. de vita et scriptis 
Porphyr. Rom. 1630). His biographies of Pythagoras, Plotinus, and other works were ed. by A. A. 
Nauck, 1860. 
 
Hierocles: logoiv filalhyeiv prov cristianouv (fragments in Euse b.: Contra Hierocl. lib., 
and probably also in Macarius Magnes: apokritikov h monogenhv Par. 1876). 
 
Philostratus: Deuteronomy Vita Apollonii Tyanensis libri octo (Greek and Latin), Venet. 1501; 
ed. Westerman, Par. 1840; ed. Kayser, Zurich, 1853, 1870. Also in German, French and English 
translations. 
 
II. Works. 
 
Vogt: Neuplatonismus u. Christenthum. Berl. 1836. 
 
Ritter: Gesch. der Philos. vol. 4th, 1834 (in English by Morrison, Oxf. 1838). 
 
Neander: Ueber das neunte Buch in der zweiten Enneade des Plotinus. 1843. (vid. Neander’s 
Wissenschaftl. Abhandlungen, published by Jacobi, Berl. 1851, p. 22 sqq.) 
 
Ullmann: Einflusz des Christentums auf Porphyrius, in "Stud. u. Krit." 1832. 
 
Kirchner: Die Philosophie des Plotin. Halle, 1854. 
 
F. Chr. Baur: Apollonius von Tyana u. Christus. Tub. 1832, republ. by Ed. Zeller, in Drei 
Abhandlungen zur Gesch. der alten Philosophie U. ihres Verh. zum Christenthum. Leipzig, 1876, 
pp. 1-227. 
 
John H. Newman: Apollonius Tyanaeus. Lond. 1849 (Encycl. Metropol. Vol. X., pp. 619-644). 
 
A. Chassang: Ap. de T., sa vie, ses voyages, ses prodiges, etc. Paris, 1862. Translation from the 
Greek, with explanatory notes. 
 
H. Kellner: Porphyrius und sein Verhultniss zum Christenthum, in the Tubingen "Theol. 
Quartalschrift," 1865. No. I. 
 
Albert Reville: Apollonius of Tyana, the Pagan Christ of the third century, translated from the 
French. Lond. 1866. 
 
K. Monkeberg: Apollonius v. Tyana. Hamb. 1877. 
 
Fr. Ueberweg: History of Philosophy (Eng. transl. N. York, 1871), vol. I. 232-259. 
 



Ed. Zeller: Philosophie der Griechen, III. 419 sqq. 
 
More earnest and dignified, but for this very reason more lasting and dangerous, was the 
opposition which proceeded directly and indirectly from Neo-Platonism. This system presents the 
last phase, the evening red, so to speak, of the Grecian philosophy; a fruitless effort of dying 
heathenism to revive itself against the irresistible progress of Christianity in its freshness and 
vigor. It was a pantheistic eclecticism and a philosophico-religious syncretism, which sought to 
reconcile Platonic and Aristotelian philosophy with Oriental religion and theosophy, polytheism 
with monotheism, superstition with culture, and to hold, as with convulsive grasp, the old popular 
religion in a refined and idealized form. Some scattered Christian ideas also were unconsciously 
let in; Christianity already filled the atmosphere of the age too much, to be wholly shut out. As 
might be expected, this compound of philosophy and religion was an extravagant, fantastic, 
heterogeneous affair, like its contemporary, Gnosticism, which differed from it by formally 
recognising Christianity in its syncretism. Most of the NeoPlatonists, Jamblichus in particular, 
were as much hierophants and theurgists as philosophers, devoted themselves to divination and 
magic, and boasted of divine inspirations and visions. Their literature is not an original, healthy 
natural product, but an abnormal after-growth. 
 
In a time of inward distraction and dissolution the human mind hunts up old and obsolete systems 
and notions, or resorts to magical and theurgic arts. Superstition follows on the heels of unbelief, 
and atheism often stands closely connected with the fear of ghosts and the worship of demons. 
The enlightened emperor Augustus was troubled, if he put on his left shoe first in the morning, 
instead of the right; and the accomplished elder Pliny wore amulets as protection from thunder 
and lightning. In their day the long-forgotten Pythagoreanism was conjured from the grave and 
idealized. Sorcerers like Simon Magus, Elymas, Alexander of Abonoteichos, and Apollonius of 
Tyana (d. A. D. 96), found great favor even with the higher classes, who laughed at the fables of 
the gods. Men turned wishfully to the past, especially to the mysterious East, the land of primitive 
wisdom and religion. The Syrian cultus was sought out; and all sorts of religions, all the sense 
and all the nonsense of antiquity found a rendezvous in Rome. Even a succession of Roman 
emperors, from Septimius Severus, at the close of the second century, to Alexander Severus, 
embraced this religious syncretism, which, instead of supporting the old Roman state religion, 
helped to undermine it. {83} 
 
After the beginning of the third century this tendency found philosophical expression and took a 
reformatory turn in Neo-Platonism. The magic power, which was thought able to reanimate all 
these various elements and reduce them to harmony, and to put deep meaning into the old 
mythology, was the philosophy of the divine Plato; which in truth possessed essentially a 
mystical character, and was used also by learned Jews, like Philo, and by Christians, like Origen, 
in their idealizing efforts and their arbitrary allegorical expositions of offensive passages of the 
Bible. In this view we may find among heathen writers a sort of forerunner of the NeoPlatonists 
in the pious and noble-minded Platonist, Plutarch, of Boeotia (d. 120), who likewise saw a deeper 
sense in the myths of the popular polytheistic faith, and in general, in his comparative biographies 
and his admirable moral treatises, looks at the fairest and noblest side of the Graeco-Roman 
antiquity, but often wanders off into the trackless regions of fancy. 
 
The proper founder of Neo-Platonism was Ammonius Saccas, of Alexandria, who was born of 
Christian parents, but apostatized, and died in the year 243. His more distinguished pupil, 
Plotinus, also an Egyptian (204-269), developed the NeoPlatonic ideas in systematic form, and 
gave them firm foothold and wide currency, particularly in Rome, where he taught philosophy. 
The system was propagated by his pupil Porphyry of Tyre (d. 304), who likewise taught in Rome, 
by Jamblichus of Chalcis in Coelo-Syria (d. 333), and by Proclus of Constantinople (d. 485). It 



supplanted the popular religion among in the educated classes of later heathendom, and held its 
ground until the end of the fifth century, when it perished of its own internal falsehood and 
contradictions. 
 
From its love for the ideal, the supernatural, and the mystical, this system, like the original 
Platonism, might become for many philosophical minds a bridge to faith; and so it was even to St. 
Augustin, whom it delivered from the bondage of scepticism, and filled with a burning thirst for 
truth and wisdom. But it could also work against Christianity. Neo-Platonism was, in fact, a direct 
attempt of the more intelligent and earnest heathenism to rally all its nobler energies, especially 
the forces of Hellenic philosophy and Oriental mysticism, and to found a universal religion, a 
pagan counterpart to the Christian. Plotinus, in his opposition to Gnosticism, assailed also, though 
not expressly, the Christian element it contained. On their syncretistic principles the Neo-
Platonists could indeed reverence Christ as a great sage and a hero of virtue, but not as the Son of 
God. They ranked the wise men of heathendom with him. The emperor Alexander Severus (d. 
235) gave Orpheus and Apollonius of Tyana a place in his lararium by the side of the bust of 
Jesus. 
 
The rhetorician Philostratus, the elder, about the year 220, at the request of Julia Domna, the wife 
of Septimius Severus, and a zealous patron of the reform of paganism, idealized the life of the 
pagan magician and soothsayer Apollonius, of the Pythagorean school, and made him out an 
ascetic saint, a divinely inspired philosopher, a religious reformer and worker of miracles, with 
the purpose, as is generally assumed, though without direct evidence, of holding him up as a rival 
of Christ with equal claims to the worship of men. {84} 
 
The points of resemblance are chiefly these: Jesus was the Son of God, Apollonius the son of 
Jupiter; the birth of Christ was celebrated by the appearance of angels, that of Apollonius by a 
flash of lightning; Christ raised the daughter of Jairus, Apollonius a young Roman maiden, from 
the dead; Christ cast out demons, Apollonius did the same; Christ rose from the dead, Apollonius 
appeared after his death. Apollonius is made to combine also several characteristics of the 
apostles, as the miraculous gift of tongues, for he understood all the languages of the world. Like 
St. Paul, he received his earlier education at Tarsus, labored at Antioch, Ephesus, and other cities, 
and was persecuted by Nero. Like the early Christians, he was falsely accused of sacrificing 
children with certain mysterious ceremonies. {85} With the same secret polemical aim Porphyry 
and Jamblichus embellished the life of Pythagoras, and set him forth as the highest model of 
wisdom, even a divine being incarnate, a Christ of heathenism. 
 
These various attempts to Christianize paganism were of course as abortive as so many attempts 
to galvanize a corpse. They made no impression upon their age, much less upon ages following. 
They were indirect arguments in favor of Christianity: they proved the internal decay of the false, 
and the irresistible progress of the true religion, which began to mould the spirit of the age and to 
affect public opinion outside of the church. By inventing false characters in imitation of Christ 
they indirectly conceded to the historical Christ his claim to the admiration and praise of 
mankind. 
 
{83} The oldest apostle of this strange medley of Hellenic, Persian, Chaldean and Egyptian 
mysteries in Rome was Nigidius Figulus, who belonged to the strictest section of the aristocracy, 
and filled the praetorship in 696 a. u. c. (58 B. C.) He foretold the father of the subsequent 
emperor Augustus on the very day of his birth his future greatness. The system was consecrated 
by the name of Pythagoras, the primeval sage of Italian birth, the miracleworker and 
necromancer. The new and old wisdom made a profound impression on men of the highest rank 
and greatest learning, who took part in the citation of spirits, as in the nineteenth century, spirit-



rapping and tablemoving exercised for a while a similar charm. "These last attempts to save the 
Roman theology, like the similar efforts of Cato in the field of politics, produce at once a comical 
and a melancholy impression. We may smile at the creed and its propagators, but still it is a grave 
matter when all men begin to addict themselves to absurdity." Th. Mommsen, History of Rome, 
vol. IV. p. 563 (Dickson’s translation. Lond. 1867.) 
 
{84} Philostratus himself gives no intimation of such design on his part, and simply states that he 
was requested by the empress Julia Domna (A. D. 217), to draw up a biography of Apollonius 
from certain memoranda of Damis, one of his friends and followers. The name of Christ is never 
mentioned by him; nor does he allude to the Gospels, except in one instance, where he uses the 
same phrase as the daemon in St. Luke (viii. 28): "I beseech thee, torment me not" (mh me 
basanishv.). Vita Apoll. IV. 25. Bishop Samuel Parker, in a work on the Divine Authority of the 
Christian Religion (1681), Lardner, Neander (K G. I. 298), and J. S. Watson (in a review of 
Re’ville’s Apoll. of T., in the "Contemporary Review" for 1867, p. 199 ff.), deny the commonly 
received opinion, first maintained by Bishop Daniel Hust, and defended by Baur, Newman, and 
Re’ville, that Philostratus intended to draw a parallel between his hero and Christ. The 
resemblance is studied and fictitious, and it is certain that at a later date Hierocles vainly 
endeavored to lower the dignity of Christ by raising this Pythagorean adventurer as portrayed by 
Philostratus, to a level with the eternal Son of God. 
 
{85} Comp. the account of the resemblance by Baur, l. c. pp. 138 sqq.  

 



35. Porphyry and Hierocles 
 
See the Lit. in 34. 
 
One of the leading Neo-Platonists made a direct attack upon Christianity, and was, in the eyes of 
the church fathers, its bitterest and most dangerous enemy. Towards the end of the third century 
Porphyry wrote an extended work against the Christians, in fifteen books, which called forth 
numerous refutations from the most eminent church teachers of the time, particularly from 
Methodius of Tyre, Eusebius of Caesarea, and Apollinaris of Laodicea. In 448 all the copies were 
burned by order of the emperors Theodosius II. and Valentinian III., and we know the work now 
only from fragments in the fathers. 
 
Porphyry attacked especially the sacred books of the Christians, with more knowledge than 
Celsus. He endeavored, with keen criticism, to point out the contradictions between the Old 
Testament and the New, and among the apostles themselves; and thus to refute the divinity of 
their writings. He represented the prophecies of Daniel as vaticinia post eventum, and censured 
the allegorical interpretation of Origen, by which transcendental mysteries were foisted into the 
writings of Moses, contrary to their clear sense. He took advantage, above all, of the collision 
between Paul and Peter at Antioch, {Galatians 2:11} to reproach the former with a contentious 
spirit, the latter with error, and to infer from the whole, that the doctrine of such apostles must 
rest on lies and frauds. Even Jesus himself he charged with equivocation and inconsistency, on 
account of his conduct in John 7:8 compared with verse 14. 
 
Still Porphyry would not wholly reject Christianity. Like many rationalists of more recent times, 
he distinguished the original pure doctrine of Jesus from the second-handed, adulterated doctrine 
of the apostles. In another work {86} on the "Philosophy of Oracles," often quoted by Eusebius, 
and also by Augustin, {87} he says, we must not calumniate Christ, who was most eminent for 
piety, but only pity those who worship him as God. "That pious soul, exalted to heaven, is 
become, by a sort of fate, an occasion of delusion to those souls from whom fortune withholds the 
gifts of the gods and the knowledge of the immortal Zeus." Still more remarkable in this view is a 
letter to his wife Marcella, which A. Mai published at Milan in 1816, in the unfounded opinion 
that Marcella was a Christian. In the course of this letter Porphyry remarks, that what is born of 
the flesh is flesh; that by faith, love, and hope we raise ourselves to the Deity; that evil is the fault 
of man; that God is holy; that the most acceptable sacrifice to him is a pure heart; that the wise 
man is at once a temple of God and a priest in that temple. For these and other such evidently 
Christian ideas and phrases he no doubt had a sense of his own, which materially differed from 
their proper scriptural meaning. But such things show how Christianity in that day exerted, even 
upon its opponents, a power, to which heathenism was forced to yield an unwilling assent. 
 
The last literary antagonist of Christianity in our period is Hierocles, who, while governor of 
Bythynia, and afterwards of Alexandria under Diocletian, persecuted that religion also with the 
sword, and exposed Christian maidens to a worse fate than death. His "Truth-loving Words to the 
Christians" has been destroyed, like Porphyry’s work, by the mistaken zeal of Christian emperors, 
and is known to us only through the answer of Eusebius of Caesarea. {88} He appears to have 
merely repeated the objections of Celsus and Porphyry, and to have drawn a comparison between 
Christ and Apollonius of Tyana, which resulted in favor of the latter. The Christians says he, 
consider Jesus a God, on account of some insignificant miracles falsely colored up by his 
apostles; but the heathens far more justly declare the greater wonder-worker Apollonius, as well 
as an Aristeas and a Pythagoras, simply a favorite of the gods and a benefactor of men. 
 



{86} peri thv ek logiwn filosofiav. Fabricius, Mosheim, Neander, and others, treat the work 
as genuine, but Lardner denies it to Porphyry. 
 
{87} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, l. XIX. c. 22, 23; Comp. also Eusebius,demonstr. Evang. III. 6. 
 
{88} To this may be added the extracts from an unnamed heathen philosopher (probably 
Hierocles or Porphyrius) in the apologetic work of Macarius Magnes (about 400), which was 
discovered at Athens in 1867, and published by Blondel; , Paris 1876. See L. Duchesne, 
Deuteronomy Marcario Magnete et scriptis ejus, Par. 1877, and Zockler in Herzog, ed. II. vol. 
IX. 160.  

 



36. Summary of the Objections to Christianity. 
 
In general the leading arguments of the Judaism and heathenism of this period against the new 
religion are the following: 
 
1. Against Christ: his illegitimate birth; his association with poor, unlettered fishermen, and rude 
publicans: his form of a servant, and his ignominious death. But the opposition to him gradually 
ceased. While Celsus called him a downright impostor, the Syncretists and Neo-Platonists were 
disposed to regard him as at least a distinguished sage. 
 
2. Against Christianity: its novelty; its barbarian origin; its want of a national basis; the alleged 
absurdity of some of its facts and doctrines, particularly of regeneration and the resurrection; 
contradictions between the Old and New Testaments, among the Gospels, and between Paul and 
Peter; the demand for a blind, irrational faith. 
 
3. Against the Christians: atheism, or hatred of the gods; the worship of a crucified malefactor; 
poverty, and want of culture and standing; desire of innovation; division and sectarianism; want 
of patriotism; gloomy seriousness; credulity; superstition, and fanaticism. Sometimes they were 
charged even with unnatural crimes, like those related in the pagan mythology of Oedipus and his 
mother Jocaste (concubitus Oedipodei), and of Thyestes and Atreus (epulae Thyesteae). Perhaps 
some Gnostic sects ran into scandalous excesses; but as against the Christians in general this 
charge was so clearly unfounded, that it is not noticed even by Celsus and Lucian. The senseless 
accusation, that they worshipped an ass’s head, may have arisen, as Tertullian already intimates, 
{89} from a story of Tacitus, respecting some Jews, who were once directed by a wild ass to fresh 
water, and thus relieved from the torture of thirst; and it is worth mentioning, only to show how 
passionate and blind was the opposition with which Christianity in this period of persecution had 
to contend. 
 
{89} Apol. c. 16: "Somniastis caput asininun esse deum nostrum. Hanc Cornelius Tacitus 
suspicionem ejusmodi dei inseruit," etc.  

 



37. The Apologetic Literature of Christianity. 
 
Comp. Lit. in 1 and 12. 
 
I. The sources are all the writings of the Apologists of the second and third centuries; particularly 
Justin M.: Apologia I. and II.; Tertull.: Apologeticus; Minucius Felix: Octavius; Origen: Contra 
Celsum (kata kelsou) libr. VIII. Aristidis, Philosophi Atheniensis, Sermones duo, Venetiis 
1878. (From an Armenian translation). Complete editions of the Apologists: Apologg. Christ. 
Opp. ed. Prud. Maranus, Par. 1742; Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum seculi secundi, ed. Th. 
Otto, Jenae, 1847 sqq. ed. III. 1876 sqq. A new ed. by O. v. Gebhardt and E. Schwartz, begun 
1888. 
 
II. Fabricius: Dilectus argumentorum et Syllabus scriptorum, qui veritatem Rel. Christ. 
asseruerunt. Hamb. 1725. 
 
Tzschirner: Geschichte der Apologetik. Lpz. 1805 (unfinished). 
 
G. H. Van Sanden: Gesch. der Apol. translated from Dutch into German by Quack and Binder. 
Stuttg. 1846. 2 vols. 
 
Semisch: Justin der Murt. Bresl. 1840. II. 56-225. 
 
W. B. Colton: The Evidences of Christianity as exhibited in the writings of its Apologists down to 
Augustine (Hulsean Prize Essay, 1852), republ. in Boston, 1854. 
 
Karl Werner (R.C.): Geschichte der apologetischen und polemischen Literatur der christl. 
Theologie. Schaffhausen, 1861-’65. 5 vols. (vol. I. belongs here). 
 
James Donaldson: A Critical History of Christian Literature and Doctrine from, the Death of the 
Apostles to the Nicene Council. London, 1864-66. 3 vols. 
 
Adolf Harnack: Die Ueberlieferung der Griechischen Apologeten des zweiten Jahrhunderts in 
der alten Kirche und im Mittelalter. Band I. Heft 1 and 2. Leipz. 1882. 
 
These assaults of argument and calumny called forth in the second century the Christian 
apologetic literature, the vindication of Christianity by the pen, against the Jewish zealot, the 
Grecian philosopher, and the Roman statesman. The Christians were indeed from the first "ready 
always to give an answer to every man that asked them a reason of the hope that was in them." 
But when heathenism took the field against them not only with fire and sword, but with argument 
and slander besides, they had to add to their simple practical testimony a theoretical self-defence. 
The Christian apology against non-Christian opponents, and the controversial efforts against 
Christian errorists, are the two oldest branches of theological science. 
 
The apologetic literature began to appear under the reign of Hadrian, and continued to grow till 
the end of our period. Most of the church teachers took part in this labor of their day. The first 
apologies, by Quadratus, bishop of Athens, Aristides, philosopher of Athens, and Aristo of Pella, 
which were addressed to the emperor Hadrian, and the later works of Melito of Sardis, Claudius 
Apollinaris of Hierapolis, and Miltiades, who lived under Marcus Aurelius, were either entirely 
lost, or preserved only in scattered notices of Eusebius. But some interesting fragments of Melito 
and Aristides have been recently discovered. {90} More valuable are the apologetical works of 



the Greek philosopher and martyr, Justin (d. 166), which we possess in full. After him come, in 
the Greek church, Tatian, Athenagoras, Theophilus of Antioch, and Hermias in the last half of the 
second century, and Origen, the ablest of all, in the first half of the third. 
 
The most important Latin apologists are Tertullian (d. about 220), Minucius Felix (d. between 
220 and 230; according to some, between 161 and 200), the later Arnobius and Lactantius, all of 
North Africa. 
 
Here at once appears the characteristic difference between the Greek and the Latin minds. The 
Greek apologies are more learned and philosophical, the Latin more practical and juridical in 
their matter and style. The former labor to prove the truth of Christianity and its adaptedness to 
the intellectual wants of man; the latter plead for its legal right to exist, and exhibit mainly its 
moral excellency and salutary effect upon society. The Latin also are in general more rigidly 
opposed to heathenism, while the Greek recognize in the Grecian philosophy a certain affinity to 
the Christian religion. 
 
The apologies were addressed in some cases to the emperors (Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, Marcus 
Aurelius) or the provincial governors; in others, to the intelligent public. Their first object was to 
soften the temper of the authorities and people towards Christianity and its professors by refuting 
the false charges against them. It may be doubtful whether they ever reached the hands of the 
emperors; at all events the persecution continued. {91} Conversion commonly proceeds from the 
heart and will, not from the understanding and from knowledge. No doubt, however, these 
writings contributed to dissipate prejudice among honest and susceptible heathens, to spread more 
favorable views of the new religion, and to infuse a spirit of humanity into the spirit of the age, 
the systems of moral philosophy and the legislation of the Antonines. 
 
Yet the chief service of this literature was to strengthen believers and to advance theological 
knowledge. It brought the church to a deeper and clearer sense of the peculiar nature of the 
Christian religion, and prepared her thenceforth to vindicate it before the tribunal of reason and 
philosophy; whilst Judaism and heathenism proved themselves powerless in the combat, and were 
driven to the weapons of falsehood and vituperation. The sophisms and mockeries of a Celsus and 
a Lucian have none but a historical interest; the Apologies of Justin and the Apologeticus of 
Tertullian, rich with indestructible truth and glowing piety, are read with pleasure and edification 
to this day. 
 
The apologists do not confine themselves to the defensive, but carry the war aggressively into the 
territory of Judaism and heathenism. They complete their work by positively demonstrating that 
Christianity is the divine religion, and the only true religion for all mankind. 
 
{90} See on the works of these Apologists, lost and partly recovered, Harnack, l. c. pp. 100 sqq.; 
240 sqq.; and Renan, L’egl. chret. p. 40 sqq. We shall refer to them in the chapter on Christian 
literature. 
 
{91} Orosius, however, relates in big Hist. vii. 14, that Justin M., by his Apology, made the 
emperor Antoninus Pius "benignum erqa Christianos."  

 



38. The Argument against Judaism. 
 
In regard to the controversy with Judaism, we have two principal sources: the Dialogue of Justin 
Martyr with the Jew Trypho, {92} based, it appears, on real interviews of Justin with Trypho; and 
Tertullian’s work against the Jews. {93} Another work from the first half of the second century by 
Aristo of Pella, entitled "A Disputation of Jason and Papiscus concerning Christ," is lost. {94} It 
was known to Celsus who speaks contemptuously of it on account of its allegorical interpretation. 
Origen deems it useful for ordinary readers, though not calculated to make much impression on 
scholars. It was intended to show the fulfillment of the old prophecies in Christ, and ends with the 
conviction of the Jew Papiscus and his baptism by Jason. The author was a Jewish Christian of 
Pella, the city of refuge for the Christians of Jerusalem before the destruction. 
 
I. The defensive apology answered the Jewish objections thus: 
 
(1) Against the charge, that Christianity is an apostasy from the Jewish religion, it was held, that 
the Mosaic law, as far as it relates to outward rites and ceremonies was only a temporary 
institution for the Jewish nation foreshadowing the substance of Christianity, while its moral 
precepts as contained in the Decalogue were kept in their deepest spiritual sense only by 
Christians; that the Old Testament itself points to its own dissolution and the establishment of a 
new covenant; {95} that Abraham was justified before he was circumcised, and women, who 
could not be circumcised, were yet saved. 
 
(2) Against the assertion, that the servant-form of Jesus of Nazareth, and his death by the cross, 
contradicted the Old Testament idea of the Messiah, it was urged, that the appearance of the 
Messiah is to be regarded as twofold, first, in the form of a servant, afterwards in glory; and that 
the brazen serpent in the wilderness, and the prophecies of David in Psalm 22, of Isaiah 53, and 
Zechariah 13, themselves point to the sufferings of Christ as his way to glory. 
 
(3) To the objection, that the divinity of Jesus contradicts the unity of God and is blasphemy, it 
was replied, that the Christians believe likewise in only one God; that the Old Testament itself 
makes a distinction in the divine nature; that the plural expression: "Let us make man," {96} the 
appearance of the three men at Mamre {97} of whom one was confessedly God, {98} yet distinct 
from the Creator, {99} indicate this; and that all theophanies (which in Justin’s view are as many 
christophanies), and the Messianic Psalms, {100} which ascribe divine dignity to the Messiah, 
show the same. 
 
II. The aggressive apology or polemic theology urges as evidence against Judaism: 
 
(1) First and mainly that the prophecies and types of the Old Testament are fulfilled in Jesus 
Christ and his church. Justin finds all the outlines of the gospel history predicted in the Old 
Testament: the Davidic descent of Jesus, for example, in Isaiah 11:1; the birth from a virgin in 
7:14; the birth at Bethlehem in Micah 5:1; the flight into Egypt in Hosea 11:1 (rather than Psalm 
22:10); the appearance of the Baptist in Isaiah 40:1-17 Malachi 4:5; the heavenly voice at the 
baptism of Jesus in Psalm 2:7; the temptation in the wilderness under the type of Jacob’s 
wrestling in Genesis 32:24 sqq.; the miracles of our Lord in Isaiah 35:5; his sufferings and the 
several circumstances of his crucifixion in Isaiah 53 and Psalm 22. In this effort, however, Justin 
wanders also, according to the taste of his uncritical age, into arbitrary fancies and allegorical 
conceits; as when he makes the two goats, of which one carried away the sins into the wilderness, 
and the other was sacrificed, types of the first and second advents of Christ; and sees in the 



twelve bells on the robe of the high priest a type of the twelve apostles, whose sound goes forth 
into all the world. {101} 
 
(2) The destruction of Jerusalem, in which Judaism, according to the express prediction of Jesus, 
was condemned by God himself, and Christianity was gloriously vindicated. Here the Jewish 
priest and historian Josephus, who wrote from personal observation a graphic description of this 
tragedy, had to furnish a powerful historical argument against his own religion and for the truth of 
Christianity. Tertullian sums up the prophetic predictions of the calamities which have befallen 
the Jews for rejecting Christ, "the sense of the Scriptures harmonizing with the events." {102} 
 
{92} dialogov prov trufwna ioudaion... 
 
{93} Adverus Judaeos. Also Cyprian’s Testimoni adv. Judaeos. 
 
{94} iasonov kai papiskou antilogia peri cristou. Comp. the discussion of Harnack, l. c. 
pp. 115-130. He assigns the book to A. D. 135 or soon after. It disappeared in the seventh 
century. 
 
{95} Isaiah 51:4 sqq.; 55 sqq.; Jeremiah 31:31 sqq. 
 
{96} Genesis 1:26; Comp. 3:21 
 
{97} Genesis 18:1 sqq. 
 
{98} Genesis 21:12. 
 
{99} Genesis 19:24. 
 
{100} Psalm 110:1 sqq.; 45:7 sqq.; 72:2-19, and others 
 
{101} Psalm 19:4; Comp. Romans 10:18. 
 
{102} Adv. Jud. c. 13  

 



39. The Defense against Heathenism. 
 
I. The various Objections and Accusations of the heathens, which we have collected in 
 
(1) The attack upon the miraculous in the evangelical history the apologists could meet by 
pointing to the similar element in the heathen mythology; of course proposing this merely in the 
way of argumentum ad hominem, to deprive the opposition of the right to object. For the 
credibility of the miraculous accounts in the Gospels, particularly that of the resurrection of Jesus, 
Origen appealed to the integrity and piety of the narrators, to the publicity of the death of Jesus, 
and to the effects of that event. 
 
(2) The novelty and late appearance of Christianity were justified by the need of historical 
preparation in which the human race should be divinely trained for Christ; but more frequently it 
was urged also, that Christianity existed in the counsel of God from eternity, and had its 
unconscious votaries, especially among the pious Jews, long before the advent of Christ. By 
claiming the Mosaic records, the apologists had greatly the advantage as regards antiquity over 
any form of paganism, and could carry their religion, in its preparatory state, even beyond the 
flood and up to the very gates of paradise. Justin and Tatian make great account of the fact that 
Moses is much older than the Greek philosophers, poets, and legislators. Athenagoras turns the 
tables, and shows that the very names of the heathen gods are modern, and their statues creations 
of yesterday. Clement of Alexandria calls the Greek philosophers thieves and robbers, because 
they stole certain portions of truth from the Hebrew prophets and adulterated them. Tertullian, 
Minucius Felix and others raise the same charge of plagiarism. 
 
(3) The doctrine of the resurrection of the body, so peculiarly offensive to the heathen and 
Gnostic understanding, was supported, as to its possibility, by reference to the omnipotence of 
God, and to the creation of the world and of man; and its propriety and reasonableness were 
argued from the divine image in man, from the high destiny of the body to be the temple of the 
Holy Spirit, and from its intimate connection with the soul, as well as from the righteousness and 
goodness of God. The argument from analogy was also very generally used, but often without 
proper discrimination. Thus, Theophilus alludes to the decline and return of the seasons, the 
alternations of day and night, the renewal of the waning and waxing moon, the growth of seeds 
and fruits. Tertullian expresses his surprise that anybody should deny the possibility and 
probability of the resurrection in view of the mystery of our birth and the daily occurrences of 
surrounding nature. "All things," he says, "are preserved by dissolution, renewed by perishing; 
and shall man... the lord of all this universe of creatures, which die and rise again, himself die 
only to perish forever?" {103} 
 
(4) The charge of immoral conduct and secret vice the apologists might repel with just 
indignation, since the New Testament contains the purest and noblest morality, and the general 
conduct of the Christians compared most favorably with that of the heathens. "Shame! shame!" 
they justly cried; "to roll upon the innocent what you are openly guilty of, and what belongs to 
you and your gods!" Origen says in the preface to the first book against Celsus: "When false 
witness was brought against our blessed Saviour, the spotless Jesus, he held his peace, and when 
he was accused, returned no answer, being fully persuaded that the tenor of his life and conduct 
among the Jews was the best apology that could possibly be made in his behalf.... And even now 
he preserves the same silence, and makes no other answer than the unblemished lives of his 
sincere followers; they are his most cheerful and successful advocates, and have so loud a voice 
that they drown the clamors of the most zealous and bigoted adversaries." 
 



II. To their defence the Christians, with the rising consciousness of victory, added direct 
arguments against heathenism, which were practically sustained by, its dissolution in the 
following period. 
 
(1) The popular religion of the heathens, particularly the doctrine of the gods, is unworthy, 
contradictory, absurd, immoral, and pernicious. The apologists and most of the early church 
teachers looked upon the heathen gods not as mere imaginations or personified powers of nature 
or deifications of distinguished men, but as demons or fallen angels. They took this view from the 
Septuagint version of Psalm 96:5, {104} and from the immorality of those deities, which was 
charged to demons (even sexual intercourse with fair daughters of men, according to Genesis 
6:2). 
 
"What sad fates," says Minucius Felix, "what lies, ridiculous things, and weaknesses we read of 
the pretended gods! Even their form, how pitiable it is! Vulcan limps; Mercury has wings to his 
feet; Pan is hoofed; Saturn in fetters; and Janus has two faces, as if he walked backwards.... 
Sometimes Hercules is a hostler, Apollo a cow-herd, and Neptune, Laomedon’s mason, cheated 
of his wages. There we have the thunder of Jove and the arms of Aeneas forged on the same anvil 
(as if the heavens and the thunder and lightning did not exist before Jove was born in Crete); the 
adultery of Mars and Venus; the lewdness of Jupiter with Ganymede, all of which were invented 
for the gods to authorize men in their wickedness." "Which of the poets," asks Tertullian, "does 
not calumniate your gods? One sets Apollo to keep sheep; another hires out Neptune to build a 
wall; Pindar declares Esculapius was deservedly scathed for his avarice in exercising the art of 
medicine to a bad purpose; whilst the writers of tragedy and comedy alike, take for their subjects 
the crimes or the miseries of the deities. Nor are the philosophers behindhand in this respect. Out 
of pure contempt, they would swear by an oak, a goat, a dog. Diogenes turned Hercules into 
ridicule; and the Roman Cynic Varro introduces three hundred Joves without heads." From the 
stage abuser the sarcastic African father selects, partly from his own former observation, those of 
Diana being flogged, the reading of Jupiter’s will after his decease, and the three half-starved 
Herculesses! Justin brings up the infanticide of Saturn, the parricide, the anger, and the adultery 
of Jupiter, the drunkenness of Bacchus, the voluptuousness of Venus, and he appeals to the 
judgment of the better heathens, who were ashamed of these scandalous histories of the gods; to 
Plato, for example, who for this reason banishes Homer from his ideal State. Those myths, which 
had some resemblance to the Old Testament prophecies or the gospel history, Justin regards as 
caricatures of the truth, framed by demons by abuse of Scripture. The story of Bacchus, for 
instance rests in his fanciful view, on Genesis 49:11 sq.; the myth of the birth of Perseus from a 
virgin, on Isaiah 7:14; that of the wandering of Hercules, on Psalm 19:6; the fiction of the 
miracles of Esculapius on Isaiah 35:1 sqq. 
 
Origen asks Celsus, why it is that he can discover profound mysteries in those strange and 
senseless accidents, which have befallen his gods and goddesses, showing them to be polluted 
with crimes and doing many shameful things; whilst Moses, who says nothing derogatory to the 
character of God, angel, or man, is treated as an impostor. He challenges any one to compare 
Moses and his laws with the best Greek writers; and yet Moses was as far inferior to Christ, as he 
was superior to the greatest of heathen sages and legislators. 
 
(2) The Greek philosophy, which rises above the popular belief, is not suited to the masses, 
cannot meet the religious wants, and confutes itself by its manifold contradictions. Socrates, the 
wisest of all the philosophers, himself acknowledged that he knew nothing. On divine and human 
things Justin finds the philosophers at variance among themselves; with Thales water is the 
ultimate principle of all things; with Anaximander, air; with Heraclitus, fire; with Pythagoras, 
number. Even Plato not seldom contradicts himself; now supposing three fundamental causes 



(God, matter, and ideas), now four (adding the world-soul); now he considers matter is 
unbegotten, now as begotten; at one time he ascribes substantiality to ideas, at another makes 
them mere forms of thought, etc. Who, then, he concludes, would intrust to the philosophers the 
salvation of his soul? 
 
(3) But, on the other hand, the Greek apologists recognized also elements of truth in the Hellenic 
literature, especially in the Platonic and Stoic philosophy, and saw in them, as in the law and the 
prophecies of Judaism, a preparation of the way for Christianity. Justin attributes all the good in 
heathenism to the divine logov, who, even before his incarnation, scattered the seeds of truth 
(hence the name "logov spermaticov"), and incited susceptible spirits to a holy walk. Thus 
there were Christians before Christianity; and among these he expressly reckons Socrates and 
Heraclitus. {105} Besides, he supposed that Pythagoras, Plato, and other educated Greeks, in their 
journeys to the East, became acquainted with the Old Testament writings, and drew from them 
the doctrine of the unity of God, and other like truths, though they in various ways misunderstood 
them, and adulterated them with pagan errors. This view of a certain affinity between the Grecian 
philosophy and Christianity, as an argument in favor of the new religion, was afterwards further 
developed by the Alexandrian fathers, Clement and Origen. {106} 
 
The Latin fathers speak less favorably of the Greek philosophy; yet even Augustin acknowledges 
that the Platonists approach so nearly to Christian truth that with a change of some expressions 
and sentences they would be true Christians (in theory). {107} 
 
{103} Apolog. c. 43. Comp. his special tract Deuteronomy resurrectione Carnis, c. 12, where he 
defends the doctrine more fully against the Gnostics and their radical misconception of the nature 
and import of the body. 
 
{104} pantev oi yeoi twn eynwn daimonia. Comp. 1 Corinthians 10:20. 
 
{105} Also the Stoics and some of the poets as far as their moral teaching went, Comp. Just. Apol. 
II. c. 8, and 13. 
 
{106} See the introduction of E. Spiess to his Logos spermatikos, Leipz. 1871. 
 
{107} Deuteronomy Vera Religione IV. 7: "Proxime Platonici a veritate Christiana absunt vel 
veri Christiani sunt paucis mutatis verbis atque sententiis." Retract. I. 13: "Res ipsa quae nunc 
religio Christiana nuncupatur, erat apud antiquos, nec defuit ab initio generis humani., quousque 
Christus veniret in carnem, unde vera religio, quae jam erat, coepit appellari Christiana." Comp. 
Lactantius, Deuteronomy Falsa Religione, I. 5; Deuteronomy Vita Beata, VII. 7; Minucius Fel., 
Octav. 20  

 



40. The Positive Apology. 
 
The Christian apology completed itself in the positive demonstration of the divinity of the new 
religion; which was at the same time the best refutation of both the old ones. As early as this 
period the strongest historical and philosophical arguments for Christianity were brought forward, 
or at least indicated, though in connection with many untenable adjunct. 
 
1. The great argument, not only with Jews, but with heathens also, was the prophecies; since the 
knowledge of future events can come only from God. The first appeal of the apologists was, of 
course, to the prophetic writings of the Old Testament, in which they found, by a very liberal 
interpretation, every event of the gospel history and every lineament of our Saviour’s character 
and work. In addition to the Scriptures, even such fathers as Clement of Alexandria, and, with 
more caution, Origen, Eusebius, St. Jerome, and St. Augustin, employed also, without hesitation, 
apocryphal prophecies, especially the Sibylline oracles, a medley of ancient heathen, Jewish, and 
in part Christian fictions, about a golden age, the coining of Christ, the fortunes of Rome, and the 
end of the world. {108} And indeed, this was not all error and pious fraud. Through all 
heathenism there runs, in truth, a dim, unconscious presenti-ment and longing hope of 
Christianity. Think of the fourth Eclogue of Virgil, with its predictions of the "virgo" and "nova 
progenies" from heaven, and the "puer," with whom, after the blotting out of sin and the killing of 
the serpent, a golden age of peace was to begin. For this reason Virgil was the favorite poet of the 
Latin church during the middle ages, and figures prominently in Dante’s Divina Comedia as his 
guide through the dreary regions of the Inferno and Purgatorio to the very gates of Paradise. 
Another pseudo-prophetic book used by the fathers (Tertullian, Origen, and apparently Jerome) is 
"The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, "written by a Jewish Christian between A. D. 100 and 
120. It puts into the mouth of the twelve sons of Jacob farewell addresses and predictions of the 
coming of Christ, his death and resurrection, of baptism and the Lord’s Supper, the rejection of 
the gospel by the Jews, and the preaching of Paul, the great apostle of the Gentiles, the 
destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the world. {109} 
 
2. The types. These, too, were found not only in the Old Testament, but in the whole range of 
nature. Justin saw everywhere, in the tree of life in Eden, in Jacob’s ladder, in the rods of Moses 
and Aaron, nay, in every sailing ship, in the wave-cutting oar, in the plough, in the human 
countenance, in the human form with outstretched arms, in banners and trophies—the sacred 
form of the cross, and thus a prefiguration of the mystery of redemption through the crucifixion 
of the Lord. {110} 
 
3. The miracles of Jesus and the apostles, with those which continued to be wrought in the name 
of Jesus, according to the express testimony of the fathers, by their contemporaries. But as the 
heathens also appealed to miraculous deeds and appearances in favor of their religion, Justin, 
Arnobius, and particularly Origen, fixed certain criteria, such as the moral purity of the worker, 
and his intention to glorify God and benefit man, for distinguishing the true miracles from Satanic 
juggleries. "There might have been some ground," says Origen, "for the comparison which Celsus 
makes between Jesus and certain wandering magicians, if there had appeared in the latter the 
slightest tendency to beget in persons a true fear of God, and so to regulate their actions in 
prospect of the day of judgment. But they attempt nothing of the sort. Yea, they themselves are 
guilty of the most grievous crimes; whereas the Saviour would have his hearers to be convinced 
by the native beauty of religion and the holy lives of its teachers, rather than by even the miracles 
they wrought." 
 



The subject of post-apostolic miracles is surrounded by much greater difficulties in the absence of 
inspired testimony, and in most cases even of ordinary immediate witnesses. There is an 
antecedent probability that the power of working miracles was not suddenly and abruptly, but 
gradually withdrawn, as the necessity of such outward and extraordinary attestation of the divine 
origin of Christianity diminished and gave way to the natural operation of truth and moral 
suasion. Hence St. Augustin, in the fourth century, says: "Since the establishment of the church 
God does not wish to perpetuate miracles even to our day, lest the mind should put its trust in 
visible signs, or grow cold at the sight of common marvels." {111} But it is impossible to fix the 
precise termination, either at the death of the apostles, or their immediate disciples, or the 
conversion of the Roman empire, or the extinction of the Arian heresy, or any subsequent era, and 
to sift carefully in each particular case the truth from legendary fiction. 
 
It is remarkable that the genuine writings of the ante-Nicene church are more free from 
miraculous and superstitious elements than the annals of the Nicene age and the middle ages. The 
history of monasticism teems with miracles even greater than those of the New Testament. Most 
of the statements of the apologists are couched in general terms, and refer to extraordinary cures 
from demoniacal possession (which probably includes, in the language of that age, cases of 
madness, deep melancholy, and epilepsy) and other diseases, by the invocation of the name of 
Jesus. {112} Justin Martyr speaks of such cures as a frequent occurrence in Rome and all over the 
world, and Origen appeals to his own personal observation, but speaks in another place of the 
growing scarcity of miracles, so as to suggest the gradual cessation theory as held by Dr. 
Neander, Bishop Kaye, and others. Tertullian attributes many if not most of the conversions of his 
day to supernatural dreams and visions, as does also Origen, although with more caution. But in 
such psychological phenomena it is exceedingly difficult to draw the line of demarcation between 
natural and supernatural causes, and between providential interpositions and miracles proper. The 
strongest passage on this subject is found in Irenaeus, who, in contending against the heretics, 
mentions, besides prophecies and miraculous cures of demoniacs, even the raising of the dead 
among contemporary events taking place in the Catholic church; {113} but he specifies no 
particular case or name; and it should be remembered also, that his youth still bordered almost on 
the Johannean age. 
 
4. The moral effect of Christianity upon the heart and life of its professors. The Christian religion 
has not only taught the purest and sublimest code of morals ever known among men, but actually 
exhibited it in the life sufferings, and death of its founder and true followers. All the apologists, 
from the author of the Epistle to Diognetus down to Origen, Cyprian, and Augustin, bring out in 
strong colors the infinite superiority of Christian ethics over the heathen, and their testimony is 
fully corroborated by the practical fruits of the church, as we shall have occasion more fully to 
show in another chapter. "They think us senseless," says Justin, "because we worship this Christ, 
who was crucified under Pontius Pilate, as God next to the Father. But they would not say so, if 
they knew the mystery of the cross. By its fruits they may know it. We, who once lived in 
debauchery, now study chastity; we, who dealt in sorceries, have consecrated ourselves to the 
good, the increate God; we, who loved money and possessions above all things else, now devote 
our property freely to the general good, and give to every needy one; we, who fought and killed 
each other, now pray for our enemies; those who persecute us in hatred, we kindly try to appease, 
in the hope that they may share the same blessings which we enjoy." {114} 
 
5. The rapid spread of Christianity by purely moral means, and in spite of the greatest external 
obstacles, yea, the bitter persecution of Jews and Gentiles. The anonymous apologetic Epistle to 
Diognetus which belongs to the literature of the Apostolic Fathers, already thus urges this point: 
"Do you not see the Christians exposed to wild beasts, that they may be persuaded to deny the 
Lord, and yet not overcome? Do you not see that the more of them are punished, the greater 



becomes the number of the rest? This does not seem to be the work of man: this is the power of 
God; these are the evidences of his manifestation." {115} Justin Martyr and Tertullian frequently 
go on in a similar strain. Origen makes good use of this argument against Celsus, and thinks that 
so great a success as Christianity met among Greeks and barbarians, learned and unlearned 
persons in so short a time, without any force or other worldly means, and in view of the united 
opposition of emperors, senate, governors, generals, priests, and people, can only be rationally 
accounted for on the ground of an extraordinary providence of God and the divine nature of 
Christ. 
 
6. The reasonableness of Christianity, and its agreement with all the true and the beautiful in the 
Greek philosophy and poesy. All who had lived rationally before Christ were really, though 
unconsciously, already Christians. Thus all that is Christian is rational, and all that is truly 
rational is Christian. Yet, on the other hand, of course, Christianity is supra-rational (not 
irrational). 
 
7. The adaptation of Christianity to the deepest needs of human nature, which it alone can meet. 
Here belongs Tertullian’s appeal to the "testimonia animae naturaliter Christianae; " his 
profound thought, that the human soul is, in its inmost essence and instinct, predestined for 
Christianity, and can find rest and peace in that alone. "The soul," says he, "though confined in 
the prison of the body, though perverted by bad training, though weakened by lusts and passions, 
though given to the service of false gods, still no sooner awakes from its intoxication and its 
dreams, and recovers its health, than it calls upon God by the one name due to him: ‘Great God! 
good God!’—and then looks, not to the capitol, but to heaven; for it knows the abode of the living 
God, from whom it proceeds." {116} 
 
This deep longing of the human soul for the living God in Christ, Augustin, in whom Tertullian’s 
spirit returned purified and enriched, afterwards expressed in the grand sentence: "Thou, O God, 
hast made us for thee, and our heart is restless, till it rests in thee." {117} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{108} Comp. Dr. Friedlieb: Die Sibyllinischen Weissagungen vollstandig gesammelt, 
mitkritischem Commentare und metrischer abersetzung. Leipz. 1852. Another edition with a 
Latin version by C. Alexandre, Paris 1841, second ed. 1869, 2 tom. We have at present twelve 
books of crhsmoiv sibulliakoivin Greek hexameter, and some fragments. They have been 
critically discussed by Blondel (1649), Bleek (1819), Volkmann (1853), Ewald (1858), Tubigen 
(1875), Reuss, and Schurer (see Lit. in his N. T. Zeitgesch. p. 513). The Sibyl figures in the Dies 
Irae alongside with King David (teste David cum Sibylla), as prophesying the day of judgment. 
 
{109} Best edition by Robert Sinker from the Cambridge MS., Cambridge, 1869, and an 
Appendix, 1879; an English translation by Sinker, in the "Ante-Nicene Library," vol. XXII. 
(Edinb. 1871). Discussions by Nitzsch (1810), Ritschl (1850 and 1857), Vorstmann (1857), 
Kayser (1851), Lucke (1852), Dillmann (in Herzog, first ed. XII. 315), Lightfoot (1875), and 
Warfield (in "Presbyt. Review," York, January, 1880, on the apologetical value of the work for its 
allusions to various books of the N. T.). 
 
{110} Apol. l. c., 55; Dial. c. Tryph. c. 91. 
 



{111} On the other hand, however, St. Augustin lent the authority of his name to some of the 
most incredible miracles of his age, wrought by the bones of St. Stephen, and even of Gervasius 
and Protasius. Comp. the treatise of Fr. Nitzsch (jun.) on Augustin’s Doctrine of Miracles, Berlin 
1865; and on the general subject J. H. Newman’s Two Essays on Biblical and Ecclesiastical 
Miracles, third ed. London 1873; and J. B. Mozley’s Bampton Lectures On Miracles. Oxford and 
Lond. (1865), fifth ed. 1880, Lect. VIII. which treats of false miracles. 
 
{112} They are analogous to the "faith-cures," real or pretended, of our own age. 
 
{113} Adv. Haer. II. 31, (S) 4: hdh de kai nekroi hgerysan kai paremeinon sun hmin 
ikanoiv etesi. These two passages can hardly be explained, with Heumann and Neander, as 
referring merely to cases of apparent death. 
 
{114} Apol. l. c. 13 and 14. 
 
{115} Ad Diogn. c. 7. 
 
{116} Tert. Apolog. c. 17. Comp. the beautiful passage in Deuteronomy Testim Animae, c. 2: "Si 
enim anima aut divina aut a Deo data est, sine dubio datorem num novit, et si novit, utique et 
timet.... O testimonium veritatis, quae apud ipsa daemonia testem efficit Christianorum." 
 
{117} Aug. Confess. I. 1: "Fecisti nos ad Te, et inquietum est cor nostrum, donec requiescat in 
Te."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IV: 
 
ORGANIZATION AND DISCIPLINE OF THE CHURCH. 
 
I. The chief sources for this chapter are the Epistles of Ignatius, the works of Irenaeus, Tertullian, 
and especially Cyprian, and the so-called Constitutiones Apostolicae, 
 
II. See the Literature in vol. I. 58 (p. 481 sqq.), particularly the works of Rothe, Ritchsl, 
Lightfoot, and Hatch. 
 

41. Progress in Consolidation. 
 
In the external organization of the church, several important changes appear in the period before 
us. The distinction of clergy and laity, and the sacerdotal view of the ministry becomes prominent 
and fixed; subordinate church offices are multiplied; the episcopate arises; the beginnings of the 
Roman primacy appear; and the exclusive unity of the Catholic church develops itself in 
opposition to heretics and schismatics. The apostolical organization of the first century now gives 
place to the old Catholic episcopal system; and this, in its turn, passes into the metropolitan, and 
after the fourth century into the patriarchal. Here the Greek church stopped, and is governed to 
this day by a hierarchical oligarchy of patriarchs equal in rank and jurisdiction; while the Latin 
church went a step further, and produced in the middle ages the papal monarchy. The germs of 
this papacy likewise betray themselves even in our present period, particularly in Cyprian, 
together with a protest against it. Cyprian himself is as much a witness for consolidated primacy, 
as for independent episcopacy, and hence often used and abused alike by Romanists and 
Anglicans for sectarian purposes. 
 
The characteristics, however, of the pre-Constantinian hierarchy, in distinction from the post-
Constantinian, both Greek and Roman, are, first, its grand simplicity, and secondly, its 
spirituality, or freedom from all connection with political power and worldly splendor. Whatever 
influence the church acquired and exercised, she owed nothing to the secular government, which 
continued indifferent or positively hostile till the protective toleration edict of Constantine (313). 
Tertullian thought it impossible for an emperor to be a Christian, or a Christian to be an emperor; 
and even after Constantine, the Donatists persisted in this view, and cast up to the Catholics the 
memory of the former age: "What have Christians to do with kings? or what have bishops to do in 
the palace?" {118} The ante-Nicene fathers expected the ultimate triumph of Christianity over the 
world from a supernatural interposition at the second Advent. Origen seems to have been the only 
one in that age of violent persecution who expected that Christianity, by continual growth, would 
gain the dominion over the world. {119} 
 
The consolidation of the church and its compact organization implied a restriction of individual 
liberty, in the interest of order, and a temptation to the abuse of authority. But it was demanded 
by the diminution of spiritual gifts, which were poured out in such extraordinary abundance in the 
apostolic age. It made the church a powerful republic within the Roman empire, and contributed 
much to its ultimate success. "In union is strength," especially in times of danger and persecution 
such as the church had to pass through in the ante-Nicene age. While we must deny a divine right 
and perpetual obligation to any peculiar form of government as far as it departs from the simple 
principles of the New Testament, we may concede a historical necessity and great relative 
importance to the ante-Nicene and subsequent organizations of the church. Even the papacy was 



by no means an unmixed evil, but a training school for the barbarian nations during the middle 
ages. Those who condemn, in principle, all hierarchy, sacerdotalism, and ceremonialism, should 
remember that God himself appointed the priesthood and ceremonies in the Mosaic dispensation, 
and that Christ submitted to the requirements of the law in the days of his humiliation. 
 
{118} "Quid Christianis cum regibus? aut quid episcopis cum palatio?" 
 
{119} Contra Cels. VIII. 68. Comp. the remarks of Neander, I. 129 (Boston ed.).  

 



42. Clergy and Laity. 
 
The idea and institution of a special priesthood, distinct from the body of the people, with the 
accompanying notion of sacrifice and altar, passed imperceptibly from Jewish and heathen 
reminiscences and analogies into the Christian church. The majority of Jewish converts adhered 
tenaciously to the Mosaic institutions and rites, and a considerable part never fully attained to the 
height of spiritual freedom proclaimed by Paul, or soon fell away from it. He opposed legalistic 
and ceremonial tendencies in Galatia and Corinth; and although sacerdotalism does not appear 
among the errors of his Judaizing opponents, the Levitical priesthood, with its three ranks of 
high-priest, priest, and Levite, naturally furnished an analogy for the threefold ministry of bishop, 
priest, and deacon, and came to be regarded as typical of it. Still less could the Gentile Christians, 
as a body, at once emancipate themselves from their traditional notions of priesthood, altar, and 
sacrifice, on which their former religion was based. Whether we regard the change as an apostasy 
from a higher position attained, or as a reaction of old ideas never fully abandoned, the change is 
undeniable, and can be traced to the second century. The church could not long occupy the ideal 
height of the apostolic age, and as the Pentecostal illumination passed away with the death of the 
apostles, the old reminiscences began to reassert themselves. {120} 
 
In the apostolic church preaching and teaching were not confined to a particular class, but every 
convert could proclaim the gospel to unbelievers, and every Christian who had the gift could pray 
and teach and exhort in the congregation. {121} The New Testament knows no spiritual 
aristocracy or nobility, but calls all believers "saints" though many fell far short of their vocation. 
Nor does it recognize a special priesthood in distinction from the people, as mediating between 
God and the laity. It knows only one high-priest, Jesus Christ, and clearly teaches the universal 
priesthood, as well as universal kingship, of believers. {122} It does this in a far deeper and larger 
sense than the Old; {123} in a sense, too, which even to this day is not yet fully realized. The 
entire body of Christians are called "clergy" (klh’roi a peculiar people), the heritage of God. 
{124} 
 
On the other hand it is equally clear that there was in the apostolic church a ministerial office, 
instituted by Christ, for the very purpose of raising the mass of believers from infancy and 
pupilage to independent and immediate intercourse with God, to that prophetic, priestly, and 
kingly position, which in principle and destination belongs to them all. {125} This work is the 
gradual process of church history itself, and will not be fully accomplished till the kingdom of 
glory shall come. But these ministers are nowhere represented as priests in any other sense than 
Christians generally are priests, with the privilege of a direct access to the throne of grace in the 
name of their one and eternal high-priest in heaven. Even in the Pastoral Epistles which present 
the most advanced stage of ecclesiastical organization in the apostolic period, while the teaching, 
ruling, and pastoral functions of the presbyter-bishops are fully discussed, nothing is said about a 
sacerdotal function. The Apocalypse, which was written still later, emphatically teaches the 
universal priesthood and kingship of believers. The apostles themselves never claim or exercise a 
special priesthood. The sacrifice which all Christians are exhorted to offer is the sacrifice of their 
person and property to the Lord, and the spiritual sacrifice of thanksgiving and praise. {126} In 
one passage a Christian "altar" is spoken of, in distinction from the Jewish altar of literal and 
daily sacrifices, but this altar is the cross on which Christ offered himself once and forever for the 
sins of the world. {127} 
 
After the gradual abatement of the extraordinary spiritual elevation of the apostolic age, which 
anticipated in its way the ideal condition of the church, the distinction of a regular class of 
teachers from the laity became more fixed and prominent. This appears first in Ignatius, who, in 



his high episcopalian spirit, considers the clergy the necessary medium of access for the people to 
God. "Whoever is within the sanctuary (or altar), is pure; but he who is outside of the sanctuary is 
not pure; that is, he who does anything without bishop and presbytery and deacon, is not pure in 
conscience." {128} Yet he nowhere represents the ministry as a sacerdotal office. The Didache 
calls "the prophets" high-priests, but probably in a spiritual sense. {129} Clement of Rome, in 
writing to the congregation at Corinth, draws a significant and fruitful parallel between the 
Christian presiding office and the Levitical priesthood, and uses the expression "layman" 
(laikov anyrwpov) as antithetic to high-priest, priests, and Levites. {130} This parallel contains 
the germ of the whole system of sacerdotalism. But it is at best only an argument by analogy. 
Tertullian was the first who expressly and directly asserts sacerdotal claims on behalf of the 
Christian ministry, and calls it "sacerdotium," although he also strongly affirms the universal 
priesthood of all believers. Cyprian (d. 258) goes still further, and applies all the privileges, 
duties, and responsibilities of the Aaronic priesthood to the officers of the Christian church, and 
constantly calls them sacerdotes and sacerdotium. He may therefore be called the proper father of 
the sacerdotal conception of the Christian ministry as a mediating agency between God and the 
people. During the third century it became customary to apply the term "priest" directly and 
exclusively to the Christian ministers especially the bishops. {131} In the same manner the whole 
ministry, and it alone, was called "clergy," with a double reference to its presidency and its 
peculiar relation to God. {132} It was distinguished by this name from the Christian people or 
"laity." {133} Thus the term "clergy," which first signified the lot by which office was assigned, 
{Acts 1:17,25} then the office itself, then the persons holding that office, was transferred from the 
Christians generally to the ministers exclusively. 
 
Solemn "ordination" or consecration by the laying on of hands was the form of admission into the 
"ordo ecclesiasticus" or "sacerdotalis." In this order itself there were again three degrees, "ordines 
majores," as they were called: the diaconate, the presbyterate, and the episcopate—held to be of 
divine institution. Under these were the "ordines minores," of later date, from sub-deacon to 
ostiary, which formed the stepping-stone between the clergy proper and the people. {134} 
 
Thus we find, so early as the third century, the foundations of a complete hierarchy; though a 
hierarchy of only moral power, and holding no sort of outward control over the conscience. The 
body of the laity consisted of two classes: the faithful, or the baptized and communicating 
members, and the catechumens, who were preparing for baptism. Those church members who 
lived together in one place, {135} formed a church in the narrower sense. {136} 
 
With the exaltation of the clergy appeared the tendency to separate them from secular business, 
and even from social relations—from marriage, for example—and to represent them, even 
outwardly, as a caste independent of the people, and devoted exclusively to the service of the 
sanctuary. They drew their support from the church treasury, which was supplied by voluntary 
contributions and weekly collections on the Lord’s Day. After the third century they were 
forbidden to engage in any secular business, or even to accept any trusteeship. Celibacy was not 
yet in this period enforced, but left optional. Tertullian, Gregory of Nyssa, and other distinguished 
church teachers, lived in wedlock, though theoretically preferring the unmarried state. Of an 
official clerical costume no certain trace appears before the fourth century; and if it came earlier 
into use, as may have been the ease, after the example of the Jewish church, it must have been 
confined, during the times of persecution, to the actual exercises of worship. 
 
With the growth of this distinction of clergy and laity, however, the idea of the universal 
priesthood continued from time to time to assert itself: in Irenaeus, {137} for example, and in an 
eccentric form in the Montanists, who even allowed women to teach publicly in the church. So 
Tertullian, with whom clerus and laici were at one time familiar expressions, inquires, as the 



champion of the Montanistic reaction against the Catholic hierarchy: "Are not we laymen priests 
also?" {138} It is written, he continues: "He hath made us kings and priests. {Revelation 1:6} It is 
the authority of the church alone which has made a distinction between clergy and laity. Where 
there is no college of ministers, you administer the sacrament, you baptize, you are a priest for 
yourself alone. And where there are three of you, there is a church, though you be only laymen. 
For each one lives by his own faith, and there is no respect of persons with God." {139} All, 
therefore, which the clergy considered peculiar to them, he claimed for the laity as the common 
sacerdotal privilege of all Christians. 
 
Even in the Catholic church an acknowledgment of the general priesthood showed itself in the 
custom of requiring the baptized to say the Lord’s Prayer before the assembled congregation. 
With reference to this, Jerome says: "Sacerdotium laici, id est, baptisma." The congregation also, 
at least in the West, retained for a long time the right of approval and rejection in the choice of its 
ministers, even of the bishop. Clement of Rome expressly requires the assent of the whole 
congregation for a valid election; {140} and Cyprian terms this an apostolic and almost universal 
regulation. {141} According to his testimony it obtained also in Rome, and was observed in the 
case of his contemporary, Cornelius. {142} Sometimes in the filling of a vacant bishopric the 
"suffragium" of the people preceded the "judicium" of the clergy of the diocese. Cyprian, and 
afterwards Athanasius, Ambrose, Augustin, and other eminent prelates, were in a manner pressed 
into the bishopric in this democratic way. Cyprian, with all his high-church proclivities, declares 
it his principle to do nothing as bishop without the advice of the presbyters and deacons, and the 
consent of the people. {143} A peculiar influence, which even the clergy could not withstand, 
attached to the "confessors," and it was sometimes abused by them, as in their advocacy of the 
lapsed, who denied Christ in the Decian persecution. 
 
Finally, we notice cases where the function of teaching was actually exercised by laymen. The 
bishops of Jerusalem and Caesarea allowed the learned Origen to expound the Bible to their 
congregations before his ordination, and appealed to the example of several bishops in the East. 
{144} Even in the Apostolical Constitutions there occurs, under the name of the Apostle Paul, the 
direction: "Though a man be a layman, if experienced in the delivery of instruction, and reverent 
in habit, he may teach; for the Scripture says: ‘They shall be all taught of God.’" {145} The fourth 
general council at Carthage (398) prohibited laymen from teaching in the presence of clergymen 
and without their consent; implying at the same time, that with such permission the thing might 
be done. {146} 
 
It is worthy of notice that a number of the most eminent church teachers of this period, Hermas, 
Justin Martyr, Athenagoras, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Tertullian, Arnobius, and Lactantius, 
were either laymen, or at most only presbyters. Hermas, who wrote one of the most popular and 
authoritative books in the early church, was probably a layman; perhaps also the author of the 
homily which goes under the name of the Second Epistle of Clement of Rome, and has recently 
been discovered in full both in the original Greek and in a Syriac translation; for he seems to 
distinguish himself and his hearers from the presbyters. {147} 
 
{120} Renan, looking at the gradual development of the hierarchy out of the primitive democracy, 
from his secular point of view, calls it, the most profound transformation "in history, and a triple 
abdication": first the club (the congregation) committing its power to the bureau or the committee 
(the college of presbyters), then the bureau to its president (the bishop) who could say: "Je suis le 
club," and finally the presidents to the pope as the universal and infallible bishop; the last process 
being completed in the Vatican Council of 1870. See his Eglise chretienne, p. 88, and his English 
Conferences (Hibbert Lectures, 1880), p 90. 
 



{121} Comp. Acts 8:4 9:27 13:15 18:26,28 Romans 12:6 1 Corinthians 12:10,28 14:1-6,31. Even 
in the Jewish Synagogue the liberty of teaching was enjoyed, and the elder could ask any member 
of repute, even a stranger, to deliver a discourse on the Scripture lesson. {Luke 4:17 Acts 17:2} 
 
{122} 1 Peter 2:5,9 5:3 Revelation 1:6 5:10 20:6. See Neander, Lightfoot, Stanley, etc., and vol. I. 
486 sqq. I add a passage from Hatch’s; Bampton Lectures on The Organization of the Early 
Christian Churches (1881), p. 139: "In earlier times there was a grander faith. For the kingdom of 
God was a kingdom of priests. Not only the ‘four and twenty elders’ before the throne, but the 
innumerable souls of the sanctified upon whom ‘the second death had no power,’ were ‘kings and 
priests unto God.’ Only in that high sense was priesthood predicable of Christian men. For the 
shadow had passed: the reality had come: the one High Priest of Christianity was Christ." 
 
{123} Exodus 19:6. 
 
{124} 1 Peter 5:3. Here Peter warns his fellow-presbyters not to lord it (kurieuein) over the 
klhroi or the klhronomia, i.e., the lot or inheritance of the Lord, the charge allotted to them. 
Comp. Deuteronomy 4:20 9:29 (LXX), 
 
{125} Comp. Ephesians 4:11-13 
 
{126} Romans 12:1 Philippians 2:17 1 Peter 2:5 Hebrews 13:16. 
 
{127} Heb. 13:10. So yusiasthrion is understood by Thomas Aquinas, Bengel, Bleek, 
Lunemann, Riehm, etc. Others explain it of the Lord’s table, Lightfoot (p. 263) of the 
congregation assembled for common worship. 
 
{128} Ad Trall. c. 7: o entov yusiasthion wn kayarov estin o de ektov yusiasthriou wn 
ou kayarov estin: toutestin, o cwriv episkopou kai presbuteriou kai diakonou 
prasswn ti, outov ou kayarov estin th suneidhsei. Funk’s ed. I. 208. Some MSS. omit the 
second clause, perhaps from homoeoteleuton. Von Gebhardt and Harnack also omit it in the 
Greek text, but retain it in the Latin (qui extra attare est, non mundus est). The toutevstin 
evidently requires the clause. 
 
{129} Cf. ch. 13. See note in Schaff’s edition, p. 206 
 
{130} Ad 40: "Unto the high-priest his proper services have been intrusted, and to the priests their 
proper office is appointed, and upon the levites their proper ministrations are laid. The layman is 
bound by the layman’s ordinances o laikov anyrwpov toiv laikoiv prostagmasin 
dedetai)." The passage occurs in the text of Bryennios as well as in the older editions, and there 
is no good reason to suspect it of being an interpolation in the hierarchical interest, as Neander 
and Milman have done. Bishop Lightfoot, in his St. Clement of Rome, p. 128 sq., puts a mild 
construction upon it, and says that the analogy does not extend to the three orders, because 
Clement only knows two (bishops and deacons), and that the high priesthood of Christ is wholly 
different in kind from the Mosaic high priesthood, and exempt from those very limitations on 
which Clement dwells in that chapter. 
 
{131} Sacerdos, also summus sacerdos (Tertullian, Deuteronomy Bapt. 7), and once pontifex 
maximus (De Pudic. 1, with ironical reference, it seems, to the Roman bishop); ordo sacerdotalis 
(De Exhort. Cast. 7); iereuv and sometimes arciereuv (Apost. Const. II. 34, 35, 36, 57; III. 9; vi. 
15, 18, etc.). Hippolytus calls his office an arcierateia and didaskalia (Ref. Haer. I. 



prooem.). Cyprian generally applies the term sacerdos to the bishop, and calls his colleagues 
consacerdotales. 
 
{132} klhrov, clerus, taxi ordo, ordosacerdotalis (Tertulli, Deuteronomy Ehort. Cast. 7), ordo 
eccelesiasticus or ecclesiae (De Monog. 11; Deuteronomy Idolol. 7); klhrikoi, clerici. The first 
instance perhaps of the use of clerus in the sense of clergy is in Tertullian, Deuteronomy Monog. 
c. 12: "Unde enim episcopi et clerus?" and: "Extollimur et inflamur adversus clerum." Jerome (Ad 
Nepotian.) explains this exclusive application of clerus to ministers, "vel quia de sorte sunt 
Domini, vel quia ipse Dominus sors, id est, pars clericorum est." The distinction between the 
regular clergy, who were also monks, and the secular clergy or parish priests, is of much later 
date (seventh or eighth century). 
 
{133} laov, laikoi, plebs. In Tertullian, Cyprian, and in the Apostolic Constitutions the term 
"layman" occurs very often. Cyprian speaks (250) of a "conference held with bishops, presbyters, 
deacons, confessors, and also with laymen who stood firm" (in persecution), Ep. 30, ad Rom 
 
{134} Occasionally, however we find a somewhat wider terminology. Tertullian mentions, 
Deuteronomy Monog c. 12, the ordo viduarum among the ordines ecclesiastici, and even the 
much later Jerome (see In Jesaiam, l. v. c. 19, 18), enumerates quinque ecclesiae ordines, 
episcopos, presbyteros, diaconos, fideles, catechumenos. 
 
{135} paroikoi, parepidhmoi, Ephesians 2:19 1 Peter 2:11. 
 
{136} or parish, paroikia. 
 
{137} Adv. Haer. iv. 8,. 
 
{138} Nonne et laici sacerdotes sumus? 
 
{139} Deuteronomy Exhort. Cast. c. 7. Comp. also Deuteronomy Monog. 7, 12; Deuteronomy 
Bapt. 17; Deuteronomy Orat. 18 
 
{140} Ad Cor. 44: sueudokashv thv ekklhsiav pashv, consentiente universa ecclesia. 
 
{141} Ep. lx. 3-4 (ed. Goldhorn). 
 
{142} Ep. lv. 7: "Factus est Cornelius episcopus de Dei et Christi ejus judicio, de clericorum 
paene omnium testimonio, de plebis quae tum adfuit suffragio, et de sacerdotum antiquorum et 
bonorum virorum collegio." 
 
{143} Sine consensu plebis. 
 
{144} Euseb., H. E. VI. 19: "There [in Caesarea] he [Origen] was also requested by the bishops to 
expound the sacred Scriptures publicly in the church, although he had not yet obtained the 
priesthood by the imposition of hands." It is true this was made the ground of a charge against 
him by Demetrius, bishop of Alexandria; but the charge was that Origen had preached "in the 
presence of bishops," not that he had preached as a layman. And the bishops of Jerusalem and 
Caesarea adduced several examples of holy bishops inviting capable laymen to preach to the 
people. Prudentius and Aedesius, while laymen, founded the church in Abyssinia, Socrates, Hist. 
Eccl. 1. 19. 
 



{145} Const. Apost. VIII. 31. Ambrosiaster, or Hilary the Deacon, in his Com. Ad Ephesians 
4:11,12, says that in early times "omnes docebant et omnes baptizabant." 
 
{146} Can. 98: "Laicus praesentibus clericis nisi ipsis jubentibus, docere non audeat." The 99th 
canon forbids women, no matter how "learned or holy," to "presume to teach men in a meeting." 
Pope Leo I. (Ep 92 and 93) forbids lay preaching in the interest of ecclesiastical order. 
Charlemagne enacted a law that "a layman ought not to recite a lesson in church, nor to say the 
Hallelujah but only the Psalm or responses without the Hallelujah." 
 
{147} The Greek text (of which only a fragment was known before) was found and published by 
Bryennios, 1875, the Syriac version by Bensley, 1876. See Harnack’s ed. in the Patres Apost. vol. 
I., and Lightfoot, S. Clement of Rome, Appendix (1877). Harnack, Hilgenfeld, and Hatch (l. c. 
114; note) suppose that the homily was delivered by a layman, but Lightfoot (p. 304) explains the 
language above alluded to as a common rhetorical figure by which the speaker places himself on 
a level with his audience.  

 



43. New Church Officers. 
 
The expansion of the church, the development of her cultus, and the tendency towards 
hierarchical pomp, led to the multiplication of offices below the diaconate, which formed the 
ordines minores. About the middle of the third century the following new officers are mentioned: 
 
1. Sub-deacons, or under-helpers; {148} assistants and deputies of the deacons; the only one of 
these subordinate offices for which a formal ordination was required. Opinions differ as to its 
value. 
 
2. Readers, {149} who read the Scriptures in the assembly and had charge of the church books. 
 
3. Acolyths, {150} attendants of the bishops in their official duties and processions. 
 
4. Exorcists, {151} who, by prayer and the laying on of hands, cast out the evil spirit from the 
possessed, {152} and from catechumens, and frequently assisted in baptism. This power had been 
formerly considered a free gift of the Holy Spirit. 
 
5. Precentors, {153} for the musical parts of the liturgy, psalms, benedictions, responses, etc. 
 
6. Janitors or sextons, {154} who took care of the religious meeting-rooms, and at a later period 
also of the church-yards. 
 
7. Besides these there were in the larger churches catechists, and, where the church language in 
the worship was not understood, interpreters; but the interpreting was commonly done by 
presbyters, deacons, or readers. 
 
The bishop Cornelius of Rome (d. 252), in a letter on the Novatian schism, {155} gives the 
number of officers in his church as follows: Forty-six presbyters, probably corresponding to the 
number of the meeting-houses of the Christians in the city; seven deacons, after the model of the 
church at Jerusalem; {Acts 6} seven sub-deacons; forty-two acolyths, and fifty-two exorcists, 
readers, and janitors. 
 
As to the ordines majores, the deacons during this period rose in importance. In addition to their 
original duties of caring for the poor and sick, they baptized, distributed the sacramental cup, said 
the church prayers, not seldom preached, and were confidential advisers, sometimes even 
delegates and vicars of the bishops. This last is true especially of the "archdeacon," who does not 
appear, however, till the fourth century. The presbyters, on the contrary, though above the 
deacons, were now overtopped by the new office of bishop, in which the entire government of the 
church became centred. 
 
{148} upodiakonoi, subdiaconi, perhaps the same as the uJphrevtai of the New Testament and 
the earlier fathers. 
 
{149} anagnwstai, lectores, mentioned by Tertullian. 
 
{150} akoluyoi, acolythi. 
 
{151} exorkistai, exorcistae 
 



{152} daimonizomenoi, energoumenoi 
 
{153} qaltai, psalmistae cantores 
 
{154} yurwroi, pulwroi, ostiarii janitores. 
 
{155} In Euseb. vi. 43.  

 



44. Origin of the Episcopate. 
 
Besides the works already cited, compare the special works and essays on the Ignatian 
controversy, published since 1837, by Rothe (close of his Anfange, etc.), Hefele (R.C.), Baur, 
Hilgenfeld, Bunsen, Petermann, Cureton, Lipsius, Uhlhorn, Zahn, Lightfoot (I. 376 sqq). Also R. 
D. Hitchcock on the Origin of Episcopacy, N. Y. 1867 (in the "Am. Presbyt. & Theol. Review" 
for Jan. 1867, pp. 133-169); Lightfoot on the Christian Ministry (1873); Hatch on the 
Organization of the Early Christian Church (1881); Renan, L’Eglise chretienne (1879), ch. VI. 
Progres de l’episcopat; and Gore, The Ministry of the Church (1889). 
 
The most important and also the most difficult phenomenon of our period in the department of 
church organization is the rise and development of the episcopate as distinct from the 
presbyterate. This institution comes to view in the second century as the supreme spiritual office, 
and is retained to this day by all Roman and Greek Christendom, and by a large part of the 
Evangelical church, especially the Anglican communion. A form of government so ancient and so 
widely adopted, can be satisfactorily accounted for only on the supposition of a religious need, 
namely, the need of a tangible outward representation and centralization, to illustrate and embody 
to the people their relation to Christ and to God, and the visible unity of the church. It is therefore 
inseparable from the catholic principle of authority and mediation; while the protestant principle 
of freedom and direct intercourse of the believer with Christ, consistently carried out, infringes 
the strict episcopal constitution, and tends to ministerial equality. Episcopacy in the full sense of 
the term requires for its base the idea of a real priesthood and real sacrifice, and an essential 
distinction between clergy and laity. Divested of these associations, it resolves itself into a mere 
superintendency. {156} 
 
During the lifetime of the apostles, those eye- and ear-witnesses of the divine-human life of Jesus, 
and the inspired organs of the Holy Spirit, there was no room for proper bishops; and those who 
were so called, must have held only a subordinate place. The church, too, in the first century was 
as yet a strictly supernatural organization, a stranger in this world, standing with one foot in 
eternity, and longing for the second coming of her heavenly bridegroom. But in the episcopal 
constitution the church provided an extremely simple but compact and freely expansible 
organization, planted foot firmly upon earth, became an institution for the education of her infant 
people, and, as chiliastic hopes receded, fell into the path of quiet historical development; yet 
unquestionably she thus incurred also the danger of a secularization which reached its height just 
when the hierarchy became complete in the Roman church, and which finally necessitated a 
reformation on the basis of apostolical Christianity. That this secularization began with the 
growing power of the bishops even before Constantine and the Byzantine court orthodoxy, we 
perceive, for instance, in the lax penitential discipline, the avarice, and the corruption with which 
Hippolytus, in the ninth book of his Philosophumena, reproaches Zephyrinus and Callistus, the 
Roman bishops of his time (202-223); also in the example of the bishop Paul of Samosata, who 
was deposed in 269 on almost incredible charges, not only against his doctrine, but still more 
against his moral character. {157} Origen complains that there are, especially in the larger cities, 
overseers of the people of God, who seek to outdo the pomp of heathen potentates, would 
surround themselves, like the emperors, with a body-guard, and make themselves terrible and 
inaccessible to the poor. {158} 
 
We consider, first, the origin of the episcopate. The unreliable character of our documents and 
traditions from the transition period between the close of the apostolic church and the beginning 
of the post-apostolic, leaves large room here for critical research and combination. First of all 
comes the question: Was the episcopate directly or indirectly of apostolic (Johannean) origin? 



{159} Or did it arise after the death of the apostles, and develope itself from the presidency of the 
congregational presbytery? {160} In other words, was the episcopate a continuation and 
contraction of, and substitute for, the apostolate, or was it an expansion and elevation of the 
presbyterate? {161} The later view is more natural and better sustained by facts. Most of its 
advocates date the change from the time of Ignatius in the first quarter of the second century, 
while a few carry it further back to the close of the first, when St. John still lived in Ephesus. 
 
I. For the apostolic origin of episcopacy the following points may be made: 
 
(1) The position of James, who evidently stood at the head of the church at Jerusalem, {162} and 
is called bishop, at least in the pseudo-Clementine literature, and in fact supreme bishop of the 
whole church. {163} This instance, however, stands quite alone, and does not warrant an 
inference in regard to the entire church. 
 
(2) The office of the assistants and delegates of the apostles, like Timothy, Titus, Silas, 
Epaphroditus, Luke, Mark, who had a sort of supervision of several churches and congregational 
officers, and in a measure represented the apostles in special missions. But, in any case, these 
were not limited, at least during the life of the apostles, each to a particular diocese; they were 
itinerant evangelists and legates of the apostles; only the doubtful tradition of a later day assigns 
them distinct bishoprics. If bishops at all, they were missionary bishops. 
 
(3) The angels of the seven churches of Asia, {164} who, if regarded as individuals, look very 
like the later bishops, and indicate a monarchical shaping of the church government in the days of 
John. But, apart from the various interpretations of the Apocalyptic aggeloi, that office appears 
not co-ordinate with the apostolate of John, but subordinate to it, and was no more than a 
congregational superintendency. 
 
(4) The testimony of Ignatius of Antioch, a disciple of John, in his seven (or three) epistles from 
the beginning of the second century (even according to the shorter Syriac version), presupposes 
the episcopate, in distinction from the presbyterate, as already existing, though as a new 
institution, yet in its growth. 
 
(5) The statement of Clement of Alexandria, {165} that John instituted bishops after his return 
from Patmos; and the accounts of Irenaeus, {166} Tertullian, {167} Eusebius, {168} and Jerome, 
{169} that the same apostle nominated and ordained Polycarp (with whom Irenaeus was 
personally acquainted) bishop of Smyrna. 
 
(6) The uncertain tradition in Eusebius, who derived it probably from Hegesippus, that the 
surviving apostles and disciples of the apostles, soon after the destruction of Jerusalem, elected 
Symeon, the son of Klopas and a cousin of Jesus, bishop of that city and successor of James. But 
this arrangement at best was merely local, and not general. {170} 
 
(7) The tradition of the churches of Antioch and Rome, which trace their line of bishops back to 
apostolic institution, and kept the record of an unbroken succession. 
 
(8) A passage in the second of the Pfaff Fragments of Irenaeus, which speaks of "second 
ordinances of the apostles" (deuterai twn apostolwn diataxeiv). Rothe understands by these 
the institution of the episcopate. But aside from the doubtful genuineness of the Fragments, these 
words are at all events of unsettled interpretation, and, according to the connection, relate not to 
the government of the church at all, but to the celebration of the eucharist. 
 



(9) Equally uncertain is the conclusion drawn from an obscure passage in the Epistle of Clement 
of Rome to the Corinthians, which admits of different interpretations. {171} The apostles, it is 
said, foreseeing the future controversy about the name of the episcopal office, appointed bishops 
and deacons, and afterwards made the disposition, {172} that when they should fall asleep, other 
approved men should follow them in office. Rothe refers "they" and "them" to the apostles as the 
main subject. But these words naturally refer to the congregational officers just before mentioned, 
and in this case the "other approved men" are not successors of the apostles, but of the presbyter-
bishops and deacons. {173} This view is sustained by the connection. The difficulty in the 
Corinthian congregation was a rebellion, not against a single bishop, but against a number of 
presbyter-bishops, and Clement reminds them that the apostles instituted this office not only for 
the first generation, but provided for a permanent succession, and that the officers were appointed 
for life, and could therefore not be deposed so long as they discharged their duties. Hence he goes 
on to say, immediately after the disputed passage in chapter 44: "Wherefore we think that those 
cannot justly be thrown out of their ministry who were appointed either by them (the apostles), or 
afterwards by other eminent men, with the consent of the whole congregation; and who have with 
all lowliness and innocency ministered to the flock of Christ, in peace, and without self-interest, 
and were for a long time commended by all." 
 
(10) Finally, the philosophical consideration, that the universal and uncontested spread of the 
episcopate in the second century cannot be satisfactorily explained without the presumption of at 
least the indirect sanction of the apostles. By the same argument the observance of Sunday and 
infant baptism are usually traced to apostolic origin. But it is not quite conclusive, since most of 
the apostles died before the destruction of Jerusalem. It could only apply to John, who was the 
living centre of the church in Asia Minor to the close of the first century. {174} 
 
II. The theory of the post-apostolic origin of the episcopate as a separate office or order, and its 
rise out of the presidency of the original congregational presbyterate, by way of human, though 
natural and necessary, development, is supported by the following facts: 
 
(1) The undeniable identity of presbyters and bishops in the New Testament, {175} conceded 
even by the best interpreters among the church fathers, by Jerome, Chrysostom, and Theodoret, 
and by the best scholars of recent times. 
 
(2) Later, at the close of the first and even in the second century, the two terms are still used in 
like manner for the same office. The Roman bishop Clement, in his First Epistle to the 
Corinthians says, that the apostles, in the newly-founded churches, appointed the first fruits of the 
faith, i.e., the first converts, "bishops and deacons." {176} He here omits the presbuteroi, as 
Paul does in Philippians 1:1, for the simple reason that they are in his view identical with 
episkopoi; while conversely, in c. 57, he enjoins subjection to presbyters, without mentioning 
bishops. {177} The Didache mentions bishops and deacons, but no presbyters. {178} Clement of 
Alexandria distinguishes, it is true, the deaconate, the presbyterate, and the episcopate; but he 
supposes only a two-fold official character, that of presbyters, and that of deacons—a view which 
found advocates so late as the middle ages, even in pope Urban II., A. D. 1091. Lastly, Irenaeus, 
towards the close of the second century, though himself a bishop, makes only a relative difference 
between episcopi and presbyteri; speaks of successions of the one in the same sense as of the 
other; terms the office of the latter episcopatus; and calls the bishops of Rome "presbyters". 
{179} Sometimes, it is true, he appears to use the term "presbyters" in a more general sense, for 
the old men, the fathers. {180} But in any case his language shows that the distinction between 
the two offices was at that time still relative and indefinite. 
 



(3) The express testimony of the learned Jerome, that the churches originally, before divisions 
arose through the instigation of Satan, were governed by the common council of the presbyters, 
and not till a later period was one of the pres-byters placed at the head, to watch over the church 
and suppress schisms. {181} He traces the difference of the office simply to "ecclesiastical" 
custom as distinct from divine institution. {182} 
 
(4) The custom of the church of Alexandria, where, from the evangelist Mark down to the middle 
of the third century, the twelve presbyters elected one of their number president, and called him 
bishop. This fact rests on the authority of Jerome, {183} and is confirmed independently by the 
Annals of the Alexandrian patriarch, Eutychius, of the tenth century. {184} The latter states that 
Mark instituted in that city a patriarch (this is an anachronism) and twelve presbyters, who should 
fill the vacant patriarchate by electing and ordaining to that office one of their number and then 
electing a new presbyter, so as always to retain the number twelve. He relates, moreover, that 
down to the time of Demetrius, at the end of the second century, there was no bishop in Egypt 
besides the one at Alexandria; consequently there could have been no episcopal ordination except 
by going out of the province. 
 
III. Conclusion. The only satisfactory conclusion from these various facts and traditions seems to 
be, that the episcopate proceeded, both in the descending and ascending scale, from the apostolate 
and the original presbyterate conjointly, as a contraction of the former and an expansion of the 
latter, without either express concert or general regulation of the apostles, neither of which, at 
least, can be historically proved. It arose, instinctively, as it were, in that obscure and critical 
transition period between the end of the first and the middle of the second century. It was not a 
sudden creation, much less the invention of a single mind. It grew, in part, out of the general 
demand for a continuation of, or substitute for, the apostolic church government, and this, so far 
as it was transmissible at all, very naturally passed first to the most eminent disciples and fellow-
laborers of the apostles, to Mark, Luke, Timothy, Clement, Ignatius, Polycarp, Papias, which 
accounts for the fact that tradition makes them all bishops in the prominent sense of the term. It 
was further occasioned by the need of a unity in the presbyterial government of congregations, 
which, in the nature of the case and according to the analogy of the Jewish arcisunagwgov, 
{185} required a head or president. This president was called bishop, at first only by eminence, as 
primus inter pares; afterwards in the exclusive sense. In the smaller churches there was, perhaps, 
from the beginning, only one presbyter, who of himself formed this centre, like the chorepiscopi 
or country-bishops in the fourth century. The dioceses of the bishops in Asia Minor and North 
Africa, owing to their large number, in the second and third centuries, can hardly have exceeded 
the extent of respectable pastoral charges. James of Jerusalem, on the other hand, and his 
immediate successors, whose positions in many respects were altogether peculiar, seem to have 
been the only bishops in Palestine. Somewhat similar was the state of things in Egypt, where, 
down to Demetrius (A. D. 190-232), we find only the one bishop of Alexandria. 
 
We cannot therefore assume any strict uniformity. But the whole church spirit of the age tended 
towards centralization; it everywhere felt a demand for compact, solid unity; and this inward bent, 
amidst the surrounding dangers of persecution and heresy, carried the church irresistibly towards 
the episcopate. In so critical and stormy a time, the principle, union is strength, division is 
weakness, prevailed over all. In fact, the existence of the church at that period may be said to 
have depended in a great measure on the preservation and promotion of unity, and that in an 
outward, tangible form, suited to the existing grade of culture. Such a unity was offered in the 
bishop, who held a monarchical, or more properly a patriarchal relation to the congregation. In 
the bishop was found the visible representative of Christ, the great Head of the whole church. In 
the bishop, therefore, all sentiments of piety found a centre. In the bishop the whole religious 
posture of the people towards God and towards Christ had its outward support and guide. And in 



proportion as every church pressed towards a single centre, this central personage must acquire a 
peculiar importance and subordinate the other presbyters to itself; though, at the same time, as the 
language of Clement and Irenaeus, the state of things in Egypt, and even in North Africa, and the 
testimony of Jerome and other fathers, clearly prove, the remembrance of the original equality 
could not be entirely blotted out, but continued to show itself in various ways. 
 
Besides this there was also a powerful practical reason for elevating the powers of the bishop. 
Every Christian congregation was a charitable society, regarding the care of the widow and 
orphan, the poor and the stranger as a sacred trust; and hence the great importance of the bishop 
as the administrative officer by whom the charitable funds were received and the alms disbursed. 
In Greek communities the title bishop (episkopov, epimelithv), was in wide use for financial 
officers. Their administrative functions brought them in close relation to the deacons, as their 
executive aids in the care of the poor and sick. The archdeacon became the right arm, the "eye" 
and "heart" of the bishop. In primitive times every case of poverty or suffering was separately 
brought to the notice of the bishop and personally relieved by a deacon. Afterwards institutions 
were founded for widows and orphans, poor and infirm, and generally placed under the 
superintendence of the bishop; but personal responsibility was diminished by this organized 
charity, and the deacons lost their original significance and became subordinate officers of public 
worship. {186} 
 
Whatever may be thought, therefore, of the origin and the divine right of the episcopate, no 
impartial historian can deny its adaptation to the wants of the church at the time, and its historical 
necessity. 
 
But then, this primitive catholic episcopal system must by no means be confounded with the later 
hierarchy. The dioceses, excepting those of Jerusalem, Ephesus, Alexandria, Antioch, and Rome, 
must have long remained very small, if we look at the number of professing Christians. In the 
Apocalypse seven such centres of unity are mentioned within a comparatively small compass in 
Asia Minor, and at a time when the number of Christians was insignificant. In the year 258, 
Cyprian assembled a council of eighty-seven bishops of North Africa. The functions of the 
bishops were not yet strictly separated from those of the presbyters, and it was only by degrees 
that ordination, and, in the Western church, confirmation also, came to be intrusted exclusively to 
the bishops. 
 
{156} Such is the Swedish and Danish Lutheran, the American Methodist, and the Moravian 
episcopate, which recognizes the validity of non-episcopal orders. The Anglican church harbors a 
high-church and a low-church theory of episcopacy, the one derived from the mediaeval 
hierarchy, the other from the Reformation, but repudiates the primacy as an antichristian 
usurpation, although it must be confessed to be almost as old as episcopacy, its roots going back 
to Clement of Rome, or at all events to the age of Irenaeus. 
 
{157} Comp. Euseb. vii. 27-30 
 
{158} See the passages quoted by Gieseler, vol. I. 282 sq. (Harpers’ ed. of New York.) 
 
{159} This is the Greek, the Roman Catholic, and the high Anglican theory. It is advocated by a 
very few Continental Protestants as Chevalier Bunsen, Rothe and Thiersch (an Irvingite), who 
trace episcopacy to John in Ephesus. 
 
{160} So the Lutheran, Presbyterian, and some eminent Episcopal writers. We mention Mosheim, 
Neander, Lightfoot, Stanley, Hatch. Also Baur and Renan, who judge as mere critics. 



 
{161} Bishop Lightfoot (l. c. p. 194) thus states the question with his own answer: "The 
episcopate was formed, not out of the apostolic order by localization, but out of the presbyterial 
by elevation; and the title, which originally was common to all, came at length to be appropriated 
to the chief among them." 
 
{162} Acts 15:13; 21:18. Comp. vol. I. 264 sqq. 
 
{163} episkopov episkopwn. 
 
{164} Rev. 1:20. For the different views see vol. I. 497 
 
{165} Quis dives salvus, c. 42. 
 
{166} Adv. Haer. III. 3 
 
{167} Deuteronomy Praesc R. C. 32 
 
{168} H. E. III. 36 
 
{169} Catal. sub Polyc 
 
{170} H. E. III. 11. Comp. the fragment of Hegesippus, in IV. 22. Lightfoot (Philippians p. 202) 
remarks against Rothe’s inference: "The account of Hegesippus confines the object of this 
gathering to the appointment of a successor of St. James. If its deliberations had exerted that vast 
and permanent influence on the future of the church which Rothe’s theory supposes, it is scarcely 
possible that this early historian should have been ignorant of the fact, or knowing it should have 
passed it over in silence." 
 
{171} Ad 100, 44: oi apostoloi hmwn egnwsan dia tou kuriouhmwn ihsou cristou oti 
eriv estai epi tou onomatov thv episkophv. dia tauthn oun thn aitian prognwsin 
eilhfotev teleian katesthsan touv proeirhmenouv kai metaxu epinomhn or epimonhn 
edwkan, opwv, ean koimhywsin, diadexwntai eteroi dedokimasmenoi andrev thn 
leitourgian autwn. "Our apostles knew through our Lord Jesus Christ that there would be strife 
over the name of the bishop’s office [i.e., the office of the ministry, in general; Comp. Acts 1:20; 
Sept. Numbers 4:16 Psalm 109:8 2 Chronicles 23:18]. For this cause, therefore, having complete 
foreknowledge, they appointed the aforesaid persons [i.e., presbyter-bishops and deacons; Comp. 
c. 42 and 57], and afterwards they made the disposition [or provided a continuance, if we read 
with Lightfoot epimonhn.], that if these should fall asleep, other approved men should succeed to 
their ministration." 
 
{172} The reading is obscure and disputed. The Alexandrian MS. reads: ejpinomhvn, the 
Constantinopolitan: epidomhn (both have EIII-OMHN). The former word is rare (from or from 
nemw or fromnomov) is not found in the dictionaries; and hence various emendations have been 
proposed, as avponomhvn (Junius), epidochn (Bryennios), epibolhn (von Gebhardt and 
Harnack), epimonhn (Bunsen, Lightfoot), epitrophn (Hilgenfeld), epiloghn, epinomian, 
epistolhn, epitaghn, eti nomon. Rothe (Anfange, p. 374) ingeniously translates epinomhn 
"testamentary disposition" (testamentarische Verfugung equals epinomiv, an after-enactment, a 
codicil), and identifies it with the deuterai diataxeiv of the fragment of Irenaeus. But this is 
rejected by the latest editors as untenable. Lightfoot (with Bunsen) reads epimonhn, permanence 
(not "life-tenure," as Bunsen rendered it). The drift of the passage, however, does not so much 



depend upon the meaning of this word as upon the question whether the apostles, or the 
congregational officers are the grammatical subjects of the following verb, koimhqw’sin. 
 
{173} See also Gebhardt and Harnack (presbyteri et diaconi illi, quos apostoli ipsi constituerunt), 
the Roman Catholic editor Funk ("koimhywsin, sc. episcopi et diaconi de quorum successione 
Clemens agit"), and Bishop Lightfoot ("the first generation of presbyters appointed by the 
apostles themselves"). (Comp. also on this whole passage Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 203), where 
he refutes Rothe’s interpretation; Baur Ursprung des Episcopats, p. 53; Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes 
Israel, VII. 300; Ritschl, Altkath. K. 358 and 413, and Ilgenfeld, Apost. Vater, 70. 
 
{174} Hence Rothe traces the institution to John. And Bishop Lightfoot (Philippians, p. 204) is 
inclined to this view: "Asia Minor was the nurse, if not the mother of episcopacy in the Gentile 
churches. So important an institution, developed in a Christian community, of which St. John was 
the living centre and guide, could hardly, have grown up without his sanction: and early tradition 
very distinctly connects his name with the appointment of bishops in these parts." He repeats the 
same view more confidently in his Ignat. and Polyc., I. 377. 
 
{175} Acts 20:17,28 Philippians 1:1 Titus 1:5 1 Timothy 3:1-7,8-13 1 Peter 5:1,2. Comp. the 
author’s Hist. of the Apost. Ch. 132, 133, pp. 522-531 (N. York ed.); and vol. I. p. 492 sqq. 
 
{176} C. 42. Comp. the Commentary of Lightfoot. "It is impossible that he should have omitted 
the presbyters, more especially as his one object is to defend their authority, which had been 
assailed. The words episkopov and presbuterov therefore are synonymes in Clement, as they 
are in the apostolic writers. In Ignatius and Polycarp they first appear as distinct titles." 
 
{177} The hgoumenoi, c. 1, also, and the prohgoumenoi, c. 21, are not bishops, but 
congregational officers collectively, as in Hebrews 13:7,17,24. 
 
{178} Ch. 15: ceirotonhsate eautoiv episkopouv kai; diakonouv. See Schaff’s monograph 
on the Didache, p. 211 sq 
 
{179} Adv. Haer. iii. 2, c5. Comp. also the letter of Irenaeus to the Roman bishop Victor in 
Euseb., v. 24. 
 
{180} Comp. 2 John 1. and 1. 
 
{181} Ad Titum i. 7. Comp. Epist. 83 and 85. 
 
{182} Ad Titus 1:7: "Sicut ergo presbyteri sciunt, see ex ecclesiae consuetudine ei, qui sibi 
praepositus fuerit, esse subjectos, ita episcopi noverint, se magis consuetudine quam dispositionis 
Dominicae veritate presbyteris esse majores et in commune debere ecclesiam regere." The 
Roman deacon Hilary (Ambrosiaster) says, ad 1 Timothy 3:10: "Hic enim episcopus est, qui inter 
presbyteros primus est." Comp. also Chrysostom Hom. xi. in Epist, 1 ad Tim. 38. 
 
{183} Epist. ad Evangelum (Opp. iv. p. 802, ed. Martinay): Alexandriae a Marco evangelista 
usque ad Heraclam et Dionysium episcopos presbyteri semper unum ex se electum in excelsiori 
gradu collocatum episcopum nominabant, quomodo si exercitus imperatorem faciat, aut diaconi 
elegant de se, quem industrium noverint et archidiaconum vocent. 
 
{184} Ed. Oxon. 1658, p. 331: "Constituit evangelista Marcus una cum Hakania patriarcha 
duodecim presbyteros, qui nempe cum patriarcha manerent, adeo ut cum vacaret patriachatus, 



unum e duodecim presbyteris eligerent, cnius capiti reliqui undecim manus imponentes ipsi 
benedicerent et patriarcham crearent, deinde virum aliquem insignem eligerent, quem secum 
presbyterum constituerent, loco ejus, qui factus est patriarcha, ut ita semper exstarent duodecim. 
Neque desiit Alexandriae institutum hoc de presbyteris, ut scilcet patriarchas crearent ex 
presbyteris duodecim, usque ad tempera Alexandri patriarchae Alexandriae. Is autem vetuit, ne 
deinceps patriarcham presbyteri crearent. Et decrervit, ut mortuo patriarcha convenient 
episcopi, qui patriarcham ordinarent." 
 
{185} Mark 5:35,36,38 Luke 8:41-49 Acts 18:8-17. 
 
{186} The philanthropic and financial aspect of episcopacy has been brought out very fully by 
Hatch, in his Bampton Lectures on The Organization of the Early Christian Churches, Lect. II.  

 



45. Development of the Episcopate. Ignatius. 
 
It is matter of fact that the episcopal form of government was universally established in the 
Eastern and Western church as early as the middle of the second century. Even the heretical sects, 
at least the Ebionites, as we must infer from the commendation of the episcopacy in the pseudo-
Clementine literature, were organized on this plan, as well as the later schismatic parties of 
Novatians, Donatists, etc. But it is equally undeniable, that the episcopate reached its complete 
form only step by step. In the period before us we must note three stages in this development 
connected with the name of Ignatius in Syria (d. 107 or 115), Irenaeus in Gaul (d. 202), and 
Cyprian in North Africa (d. 258). 
 
The episcopate first appears, as distinct from the presbyterate, but as a congregational office only 
(in distinction from the diocesan idea), and as yet a young institution, greatly needing 
commendation, in the famous seven (or three) Epistles of Ignatius of Antioch a disciple of the 
apostles, and the second bishop of that see (Evodius being the first, and Hero the third). He is also 
the first who uses the term "catholic church," as if episcopacy and catholicity sprung up 
simultaneously. The whole story of Ignatius is more legendary than real, and his writings are 
subject to grave suspicion of fraudulent interpolation. We have three different versions of the 
Ignatian Epistles, but only one of them can be genuine; either the smaller Greek version, or the 
lately discovered Syriac. {187} In the latter, which contains only three epistles, most of the 
passages on the episcopate are wanting, indeed; yet the leading features of the institution appear 
even here, and we can recognise ex ungue leonem. {188} In any case they reflect the public 
sentiment before the middle of the second century. 
 
The substance of these epistles with the exception of that to the Romans, in which, singularly 
enough, not a word is said about bishops, {189} consists of earnest exhortations to obey the 
bishop and maintain the unity of the church against the Judaistic and docetic heresies. With the 
near prospect and the most ardent desire for martyrdom, the author has no more fervent wish than 
the perfect inward and outward unity of the faithful; and to this the episcopate seems to him 
indispensable. In his view Christ is the invisible supreme head, the one great universal bishop of 
all the churches scattered over the earth. The human bishop is the centre of unity for the single 
congregation, and stands in it as the vicar of Christ and even of God. {190} The people, therefore, 
should unconditionally obey him, and do nothing without his will. Blessed are they who are one 
with the bishop, as the church is with Christ, and Christ with the Father, so that all harmonizes in 
unity. Apostasy from the bishop is apostasy from Christ, who acts in and through the bishops as 
his organs. 
 
We shall give passages from the shorter Greek text (as edited by Zahn): 
 
If any one is able to continue in purity (en agneia i.e., in the state of celibacy), to the honor of the 
flesh of our Lord, let him continue so without boasting; if he boasts, he is lost (apwleto) if he 
become known more than the bishop, {191} he is corrupt (efyartai). It is becoming, therefore, 
to men and women who marry, that they marry by the counsel of the bishop, that the marriage 
may be in the Lord, and not in lust. Let ever thing be done for the honor of God. Look to the 
bishop, that God also [may look] upon you. I will be in harmony with those who are subject to the 
bishop, and the presbyters, and the deacons; with them may I have a portion near God!" This 
passage is one of the strongest, and occurs in the Syriac Epistle to Polycarp as well as in the 
shorter Greek recension. {192} It characteristically connected episcopacy with celibacy: the 
ascetic system of Catholicism starts in celibacy, as the hierarchical organization of Catholicism 
takes its rise in episcopacy. "It becomes you to be in harmony with the mind (or sentence, 



gnwmh) of the bishop, as also ye do. For your most estimable presbytery, worthy of God, is fitted 
to the bishop as the strings are to the harp." {193} "It is evident that we should look upon the 
bishop as we do upon the Lord himself." {194} "I exhort you that ye study to do all things with a 
divine concord: the bishop presiding in the place of God (eiv topon yeou), and presbyters in the 
place of the college of the apostles, (eiv topon sunedriou twn apostolwn), and the deacons, 
most dear to me, being intrusted with the ministry (diakonivan) of Jesus Christ, who was with the 
Father before all ages, and in the end appeared to us." {195} "Be subject to the bishop, and to one 
another, as Christ [was subject] to the Father according to the flesh, and the apostles to Christ and 
to the Father and to the Spirit, in order that the union be carnal (sarkikh), as well as spiritual." 
{196} "It is necessary, as is your habit, to do nothing without the bishop, and that ye should be 
subject also to the presbytery (tw presbuteriw), as to the apostles of Jesus Christ." {197} "As 
many as are of God and of Jesus Christ, are also with their bishop." {198} "Let all of you follow 
the bishop, as Jesus Christ [follows] the Father; and the presbytery as ye would the apostles; and 
reverence the deacons as the ordinance of God. Without the bishop let no one do anything 
connected with the church. Let that eucharist be accounted valid which is [offered] under the 
bishop or by one he has appointed. Wherever the bishop is found, there let the people be; as 
wherever Christ is, there is the catholic church. Without the bishop it is not lawful either to 
baptize or to celebrate a love-feast. {199} 
 
This is the first time that the term "catholic" is applied to the church, and that episcopacy is made 
a condition of catholicity. 
 
"He that honors the bishop, shall be honored by God; he that does anything without the 
knowledge of the bishop serves the devil." {200} 
 
This is making salvation pretty much depend upon obedience to the bishop; just as Leo I., three 
centuries later, in the controversy with Hilary of Arles, made salvation depend upon obedience to 
the pope by declaring every rebel against the pope to be a servant of the devil! Such daring 
superabundance of episcopalianism clearly betrays some special design and raises the suspicion 
of forgery or large interpolations. But it may also be explained as a special pleading for a novelty 
which to the mind of the writer was essential to the very existence of the church. 
 
The peculiarity in this Ignatian view is that the bishop appears in it as the head and centre of a 
single congregation, and not as equally the representative of the whole church; also, that (as in the 
pseudo-Clementine Homilies) he is the vicar of Christ, and not, as in the later view, merely the 
successor of the apostles,—the presbyters and deacons around him being represented as those 
successors; and finally, that there are no distinctions of order among the bishops, no trace of a 
primacy; all are fully coordinate vicars of Christ, who provides for himself in them, as it were, a 
sensible, perceptible omnipresence in the church. The Ignatian episcopacy, in short, is 
congregational, not diocesan; a new and growing institution, not a settled policy of apostolic 
origin. 
 
{187} The question of the genuineness will be discussed in 165. Cureton (1845) Bunsen, Lipsius, 
and others accept the Syriac version as the original form of the Ignatian epistles, and regard even 
the short Greek text as corrupt, but yet as dating from the middle of the second century. Rothe, 
Hefele, Schaff (first ed.), Dusterdieck, Uhlhorn, Zahn, Harnack, defend the genuineness of the 
shorter Greek recension. The larger Greek recension is universally given up as spurious. The 
origin of the hierarchical system is obscured by pious frauds. See below, 164 and 165. 
 
{188} In the Syriac Ep. to Polycarp, the word bishop occurs four times; in the Syriac Ep. to the 
Ephesians, God is blessed for having given them such a bishop as Onesimus. In the shorter Greek 



Ep. to Polycarp episcopacy is mentioned in the salutation, and in three of the eight chapters (ch. 5 
twice, ch. 6 twice, ch. 8 once). In the 21 chapters of the Greek Ep. to the Ephesians, the word 
bishop occurs thirteen times, presbyter three times, and deacon once (in the first six chapters, and 
ch. 21). In the Greek Trallians, the bishop appears nine times; in the Magnesians, eleven times; in 
the Philadelphians, eight times; in the Smynaeans, nine times. Thus in the three Syriac Epistles 
the bishop is mentioned but six times; in the seven shorter Greek Epistles about fifty times; but 
one of the strongest passages is found in the Syriac Epistle to Polycarp (ch. 5. and 6.). 
 
{189} Except that Ignatius speaks of himself as "the bishop of Syria," who "has found favor with 
God, being sent from the East to the West" (ch. 2). The verb ejpiskopevw is also used, but of 
Christ (ch. 9). 
 
{190} episkopov eiv topon yeou prokayhmenov, each bisbop being thus a sort of pope. 
 
{191} Zahn reads, Ad Polyc. cap. 5: ejan gnwsqh’ plevon tou’ ejpiskovpou, i.e. if he be better 
known or more esteemed than the bishop. The other reading is, plhvn, beyond, or apart from. 
 
{192} Ad Polyc. cap. 5 and 6. The Greek text varies but little from the Syriac. 
 
{193} Ad Ephesians 100. 4: outwv sunhrmostai tw episkopw. wv cordai kiyara.. 
 
{194} Ad Ephesians 100. 6: ton oun episkopon dhlon oti wv auton ton kurion dei 
problepein.. 
 
{195} Ad Magnes. c. 6. 
 
{196} Ibid. c. 13. The desire for "carnal" unity is significant, 
 
{197} Ad Trallian. c. 2: anagkaion estin, wsper poieite, aneu tou episkopou mhden 
prassein umav ktl.. 
 
{198} Ad Philad. c. 3. 
 
{199} Ad. Smyrn. c. 8: opou ean fanh o episkopov, ekei to plhyov estw, wsper ean h 
cristov ihsouv, ekei h kayolikh ekklhsia.. 
 
{200} Ad Smyrn. c. 9: timwn episkopon upo yeou tetimhtai: o layra episkopou ti 
prasswn tw diabolw latreuei...  

 



46. Episcopacy at the time of Irenaeus and Tertullian. 
 
In all these points the idea of the episcopate in Irenaeus, the great opponent of Gnosticism (about 
180), is either lower or higher. This father represents the institution as a diocesan office, and as 
the continuation of the apostolate, the vehicle of the catholic tradition, and the support of 
doctrinal unity in opposition to heretical vagaries. He exalts the bishops of the original apostolic 
churches, above all the church of Rome, and speaks with great emphasis of an unbroken 
episcopal succession as a test of apostolic teaching and a bulwark against heresy. {201} 
 
At the same time the wavering terminology of Irenaeus in the interchangeable use of the words 
"bishop" and "presbyter" reminds us of Clement of Rome, and shows that the distinction of the 
two orders was not yet fully fixed. {202} 
 
The same view of the episcopal succession as the preserver of apostolic tradition and guardian of 
orthodox doctrine, we find also, though less frequently, in the earlier writings of Tertullian, with 
this difference that he uniformly and clearly distinguishes bishops and presbyters, and thus proves 
a more advanced state of the episcopal polity at his time (about 200). {203} But afterwards, in the 
chiliastic and democratic cause of Montanism, he broke with the episcopal hierarchy, and 
presented against it the antithesis that the church does not consist of bishops, and that the laity are 
also priests. {204} 
 
{201} Comp. Adv. Haer. III. 3, c1, 2; 4, 1; IV. 33, c8. I remember what great stress the late Dr. 
Posey, when I saw him at Oxford in 1844, laid on the testimony of Irenaeus for the doctrine of an 
unbroken episcopal succession, as the indispensable mark of a genuine Catholic church; while he 
ignored the simultaneous growth of the primacy, which a year afterwards carried his friend, J. H. 
Newman, over to the church of Rome. The New Testament is the only safe guide and ultimate 
standard in all matters of faith and discipline. The teaching of Irenaeus on episcopacy is well set 
forth by Lightfoot (l. c. p. 237): Irenaeus followed Ignatius after an interval of about two 
generations. With the altered circumstances of the Church, the aspect of the episcopal office has 
also undergone a change. The religious atmosphere is now charged with heretical speculations of 
all kinds. Amidst the competition of rival teachers. all eagerly bidding for support, the perplexed 
believer asks for some decisive test by which he may try the claims of disputants. To this question 
Irenaeeus supplies an answer. ‘If you wish,’ he argues, ‘to ascertain the doctrine of the Apostles, 
apply to the Church of the Apostles.’ In the succession of bishops tracing their descent from the 
primitive age and appointed by the Apostles themselves, you have a guarantee for the 
transmission of the pure faith, which no isolated, upstart, self-constituted teacher can furnish. 
There is the Church of Rome for instance, whose episcopal pedigree is perfect in all its links, and 
whose earliest bishops, Linus and Clement, associated with the Apostles themselves: there is the 
Church of Smyrna again, whose bishop Polycarp, the disciple of St. John, died only the other day. 
Thus the episcopate is regarded now not so much as the centre of ecclesiastical unity, but rather 
as the "depositary of apostolic tradition." 
 
{202} Comp. Adv. Haer. III. 2, c2; IV. 26; V. 20; and his letter to Victor of Rome in Eusebius, H 
E. V. 24. 
 
{203} Deuteronomy Praescr. Hae R. C. 32, 36 
 
{204} Non ecclesia numerus episcoporum. Deuteronomy Pudic. c. 21. Comp. 42, p. 128.  



 



47. Cyprianic Episcopacy. 
 
The old catholic episcopalianism reached its maturity in the middle of the third century in the 
teaching and example of Cyprian, bishop and martyr of the church in North Africa. He represents 
the claims of episcopacy in close connection with the idea of a special priesthood and sacrifice. 
{205} He is the typical high-churchman of the ante-Nicene age. He vigorously put into practice 
what he honestly believed. He had a good opportunity to assert his authority in the controversy 
about the lapsed during the Decian persecution, in the schism of Felicissimus, and in the 
controversy on heretical baptism. 
 
Cyprian considers the bishops as the bearers of the Holy Spirit, who passed from Christ to the 
apostles, from them by ordination to the bishops, propagates himself in an unbroken line of 
succession, and gives efficacy to all religious exercises. Hence they are also the pillars of the 
unity of the church; nay, in a certain sense they are the church itself. "The bishop," says he, "is in 
the church, and the church in the bishop, and if any one is not with the bishop he is not in the 
church." {206} And this is the same with him as to say, he is no Christian. Cyprian is thoroughly 
imbued with the idea of the solidary unity of the episcopate,—the many bishops exercising only 
one office in solidum, each within his diocese, and each at the same time representing in himself 
the whole office. {207} 
 
But with all this, the bishop still appears in Cyprian in the closest connexion with the presbyters. 
He undertook no important matter without their advice. The fourth general council, at Carthage, 
A. D. 398, even declared the sentence of a bishop, without the concurrence of the lower clergy, 
void, and decreed that in the ordination of a presbyter, all the presbyters, with the bishop, should 
lay their hands on the candidate. {208} 
 
The ordination of a bishop was performed by the neighboring bishops, requiring at least three in 
number. In Egypt, however, so long as there was but one bishop there, presbyters must have 
performed the consecration, which Eutychius {209} and Hilary the Deacon {210} expressly assert 
was the case. 
 
{205} "As Cyprian crowned the edifice of episcopal power, so also was he the first to put forward 
without relief or disguise the sacerdotal assumptions; and so uncompromising was the tone in 
which he asserted them, that nothing was left to his successors but to enforce his principles and 
reiterate his language." Lightfoot l. c. p. 257. "If with Ignatius the bishop is the centre of Christian 
unity, if with Irenaeus he is the depository of apostolic tradition, with Cyprian he is the absolute 
viceregerent of Christ in thing spiritual." Ibid. p. 238. 
 
{206} Epist. lxvi. 3. Comp. Ep. lv. 20: Christianus non est, qui in Christi ecclesia non est 
 
{207} Deuteronomy Unit. Eccl. c. 5: Episcopatus unus est, cujus a singulis in solidum pars 
tenetur. Comp. Ep. lv. 20: Quum sit a Christo una ecclesia per totum mundum in multa membra 
divisa, item episcopatus unus episcoporum multorum concordi numerositate diffusus. 
 
{208} Can. 3: Presbyter quum ordinatur, episcopo eum benedicente et manum super caput ejus 
tenente, etiam omnes presbyteri, qui praesentes sunt, manus suas juxta manum episcopi super 
caput illius teneant. 
 
{209} Eutychii Patriarchae Alexandr. Annal. interpr. Pocockio (Oxon. 1658, I. p. 331). See the 
passage quoted, p. 141. 



 
{210} Or Ambrosiaster, Ad Eph. iv. 11.  

 



48. The Pseudo-Clementine Episcopacy. 
 
Besides this orthodox or catholic formation of the episcopate, the kindred monarchical hierarchy 
of the Ebionitic sect deserves attention, as it meets us in the pseudo-Clementine Homilies. 
Chronologically this falls in the middle of the second century, between Ignatius and Irenaeus, and 
forms a sort of transition from the former to the latter; though it cannot exactly be said to have 
influenced the Catholic church. It is rather a heretical counterpart of the orthodox episcopate. The 
organization which consolidated the Catholic church answered the same purpose for a sect. The 
author of the pseudo-Clementine, like Ignatius, represents the bishop as the vicar of Christ, {211} 
and at the same time, according to the view of Irenaeus, as the vicar and successor of the apostles; 
{212} but outstrips both in his high hierarchical expressions, such as kayedra yronov tou 
episkopou, and in his idea of the primacy, or of a universal church monarchy, which he finds, 
however, not as Irenaeus suggests and Cyprian more distinctly states, in Peter and the Roman see, 
but, agreeably to his Judaistic turn, in James of, Jerusalem, the "bishop of bishops." {213} 
 
The Manichaeans had likewise a hierarchical organization (as the Mormons in modern times). 
 
Montanism, on the other hand, was a democratic reaction against the episcopal hierarchy in favor 
of the general priesthood, and the liberty of teaching and prophesying, but it was 
excommunicated and died out, till it reappeared under a different form in Quakerism. 
 
{211} Hom. iii. 60, 62, 66, 70. Ep. Clem. ad Jac. 17. Comp. Recogn. iii. 66. 
 
{212} Hom. xi. 36; Recogn. iii. 66; vi. 15. 
 
{213} episkopo episkopwn, Hom. xi. 35; Recogn. iv. 35.  

 



49. Beginnings of the Metropolitan and Patriarchal Systems 
 
Though the bishops were equal in their dignity and powers as successors of the apostles, they 
gradually fell into different ranks, according to the ecclesiastical and political importance of their 
several districts. 
 
1. On the lowest level stood the bishops of the country churches, the chorepiscopi who, though 
not mentioned before the beginning of the fourth century, probably originated at an earlier period. 
{214} They stood between the presbyters and the city bishops, and met the wants of episcopal 
supervision in the villages of large dioceses in Asia Minor and Syria, also in Gaul. 
 
2. Among the city bishops the metropolitans rose above the rest, that is, the bishops of the capital 
cities of the provinces. {215} They presided in the provincial synods, and, as primi inter pares, 
ordained the bishops of the province. The metropolitan system appears, from the Council of 
Nicaea in 325, to have been already in operation at the time of Constantine and Eusebius, and was 
afterwards more fully carried out in the East. In North Africa the oldest bishop, hence called 
senex, stood as primas, at the head of his province; but the bishop of Carthage enjoyed the highest 
consideration, and could summon general councils. 
 
3. Still older and more important is the distinction of apostolic mother -churches, {216} (such as 
those at Jerusalem, Antioch) Alexandria, Ephesus, Corinth, and Rome. In the time of Irenaeus 
and Tertullian they were held in the highest regard, as the chief bearers of the pure church 
tradition. Among these Antioch, Alexandria, and Rome were most prominent, because they were 
the capitals respectively of the three divisions (eparchiae) of the Roman empire, and centres of 
trade and intercourse, combining with their apostolic origin the greatest political weight. To the 
bishop of Antioch fell all Syria as his metropolitan district; to the bishop of Alexandria, all Egypt; 
to the bishop of Rome, central and lower Italy, without definite boundaries. 
 
4. Here we have the germs of the eparchal or patriarchal system, to which the Greek church to 
this day adheres. The name patriarch was at first, particularly in the East, an honorary title for all 
bishops, and was not till the fourth century exclusively appropriated to the bishops of the three 
ecclesiastical and political capitals of the Roman empire, Antioch, Alexandria and Rome, and 
also to the bishop of Jerusalem honoris causa, and the bishop of Constantinople or New Rome. 
So in the West the term papa afterwards appropriated by the Roman bishop, as summus pontifex, 
vicarius Christi, was current for a long time in a more general application. 
 
{214} The country bishops (cwrepiskopoi) appear first in the councils of Ancyra and Neo-
Caesarea, 314, and again in the Council of Nicaea. They continued to exist in the East till the 9th 
century, when they were superseded by the exarchs (exarcoi) In the West, the chorepiscopi 
performed regular episcopal functions, without proper subordination to the diocesans, and hence 
excited jealousy and hostility till the office was abolished under Charlemagne, and continued only 
as a title of various cathedral dignitaries. See Haddan in Smith & Cheetham Dict. Chr. Ant. I. 
354, and the authorities quoted there 
 
{215} mhtropoleiv, Hence mhtropolitai. 
 
{216} Sedes apostolicae, matrices ecclesiae.  

 



50. Germs of the Papacy. 
 
Comp. the Lit. in vol. I. c25 (p. 245). 
 
Blondel: Traite historique de la primaute en l’eglise. Geneve, 1641. 
 
Salmasius: Deuteronomy Primatu Papae. Lugd. Bat. 1645. 
 
Is. Barrow: The Pope’s Supremacy. Lond. 1680 (new ed. Oxf. 1836. N. York, 1845). 
 
Rothensee (R.C.): Der Primal Des Papstes in allen Christlichen Jahrhunderten, 3 vols. Mainz, 
1836-38 (I. 1-98). 
 
Kenrick (R.C., archbishop of Baltimore, d. 1853): The Primacy of the Apostolic See vindicated. 
N. York, 4th ed. 1855. 
 
R. I. Wilberforce (formerly archdeacon in the Anglican church; died in the Roman church, 1857): 
An Inquiry into the Principles of Church Authority; or Reasons for Recalling my subscriptions to 
the Royal Supremacy. Lond. 1854 (ch. vi.-x.). 
 
J. E. Riddle: The History of the Papacy to the Period of the Reformation. Lond. 1856. 2 vols. 
(Chapter 1, p. 2-113; chiefly taken from Schrockh and Planck). 
 
Thomas Greenwood: Cathedra Petri. A Political History of the great Latin Patriarchate. Lond. 
1856-1872. 6 vols. Vol. I. ch. I.-VI. (A work of independent and reliable learning.) 
 
Joh. Friedrich (Old Cath.): Zur altesten Geschichte des Primates in der Kirche. Bonn, 1879. 
 
E Renan: Conferences d’Angleterre. Rome et le christianisme. Paris 1880. The Hibbert Lectures 
delivered in Lond. 1880. English translation by Charles Beard, London (Williams & Norgate) 
1880, another by Erskine Clement (Boston, 1880). Consists mostly of extracts from his books on 
the Origin of Christianity, skillfully put together. 
 
H. Formby (R.C.): Ancient Rome and its connection with the Christian Religion. London 1880. 
 
Jos. Langen (Old Cath.): Geschichte der romischen Kirche bis zum Pontificate Leo’s I. Bonn, 
1881. 
 
R. F. Littledale (Anglo-Cath.): The Petrine Claims, A Critical Inquiry London 1880. 
Controversial. 
 
Among the great bishops of Antioch, Alexandria, and Rome, the Roman bishop combined all the 
conditions for a primacy, which, from a purely honorary distinction, gradually became the basis 
of a supremacy of jurisdiction. The same propension to monarchical unity, which created out of 
the episcopate a centre, first for each congregation, then for each diocese, pressed on towards a 
visible centre for the whole church. Primacy and episcopacy grew together. In the present period 
we already find the faint beginnings of the papacy, in both its good and its evil features; and with 
them, too, the first examples of earnest protest against the abuse of its power. In the Nicene age 
the bishop of Jerusalem was made an honorary patriarch in view of the antiquity of that church, 
though his diocese was limited; and from the middle of the fourth century the new patriarch of 



Constantinople or New Rome, arose to the primacy among the eastern patriarchs, and became a 
formidable rival of the bishop of old Rome. 
 
The Roman church claims not only human but divine right for the papacy, and traces its 
institution directly to Christ, when he assigned to Peter an eminent position in the work of 
founding his church, against which even the gates of hades shall never prevail. This claim implies 
several assumptions, viz. (1) that Peter by our Lord’s appointment had not simply a primacy of 
personal excellency, or of honor and dignity (which must be conceded to him), but also a 
supremacy of jurisdiction over the other apostles (which is contradicted by the fact that Peter 
himself never claimed it, and that Paul maintained a position of perfect independence, and even 
openly rebuked him at Antioch, Galatians 2:11); (2) that the privileges of this primacy and 
supremacy are not personal only (as the peculiar gifts of Paul or John undoubtedly were), but 
official, hereditary and transferable; (3) that they were actually transferred by Peter, not upon the 
bishop of Jerusalem, or Antioch (where Peter certainly was), but upon the bishop of Rome; (4) 
that Peter was not only at Rome (which is very probable after 63, though not as certain as Paul’s 
presence and martyrdom in Rome), but acted there as bishop till his martyrdom, and appointed a 
successor (of which there is not the slightest historical evidence); and (5) that the bishops of 
Rome, as successors of Peter, have always enjoyed and exercised a universal jurisdiction over the 
Christian church (which is not the case as a matter of fact, and still less as a matter of conceded 
right). 
 
Leaving a full discussion of most of these points to polemical theology, we are here concerned 
with the papacy as a growth of history, and have to examine the causes which have gradually 
raised it to its towering eminence among the governing institutions of the world. 
 
The historical influences which favored the ascendency of the Roman see were: 
 
(1) The high antiquity of the Roman church, which had been honored even by Paul with the most 
important doctrinal epistle of the New Testament. It was properly the only apostolic mother-
church in the West, and was thus looked upon from the first by the churches of Italy, Gaul, and 
Spain, with peculiar reverence. 
 
(2) The labors, martyrdom, and burial at Rome of Peter and Paul, the two leading apostles. The 
whole Roman congregation passed through the fearful ordeal of martyrdom during the Neronian 
persecution, but must soon afterwards have been reorganized, with a halo of glory arising from 
the graves of the victims. 
 
(3) The political pre-eminence of that metropolis of the world, which was destined to rule the 
European races with the sceptre of the cross, as she had formerly ruled them with the sword. 
 
(4) The executive wisdom and the catholic orthodox instinct of the Roman church, which made 
themselves felt in this period in the three controversies on the time of Easter, the penitential 
discipline, and the validity of heretical baptism. 
 
To these may be added, as secondary causes, her firmness under persecutions, and her benevolent 
care for suffering brethren even in distant places, as celebrated by Dionysius of Corinth (180), 
and by Eusebius. 
 
From the time of St. Paul’s Epistle (58), when he bestowed high praise on the earlier Roman 
converts, to the episcopate of Victor at the close of the second century, and the unfavorable 
account by Hippolytus of Pope Zephyrinus and Pope Callistus, we have no express and direct 



information about the internal state of the Roman church. But incidentally it is more frequently 
mentioned than any other. Owing to its metropolitan position, it naturally grew in importance and 
influence with the spread of the Christian religion in the empire. Rome was the battle-field of 
orthodoxy and heresy, and a resort of all sects and parties. It attracted from every direction what 
was true and false in philosophy and religion. Ignatius rejoiced in the prospect of suffering for 
Christ in the centre of the world; Polycarp repaired hither to settle with Anicetus the paschal 
controversy; Justin Martyr presented there his defense of Christianity to the emperors, and laid 
down for it his life; Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Cyprian conceded to that church a position of 
singular pre-eminence. Rome was equally sought as a commanding position by heretics and 
theosophic jugglers, as Simon Magus, Valentine, Marcion, Cerdo, and a host of others. No 
wonder, then, that the bishops of Rome at an early date were looked upon as metropolitan pastors, 
and spoke and acted accordingly with an air of authority which reached far beyond their 
immediate diocese. 
 
Clement of Rome. 
 
The first example of the exercise of a sort of papal authority is found towards the close of the first 
century in the letter of the Roman bishop Clement (d. 102) to the bereaved and distracted church 
of Corinth. This epistle, full of beautiful exhortations to harmony, love, and humility, was sent, as 
the very address shows, {217} not in the bishop’s own name, which is not mentioned at all, but in 
that of the Roman congregation, which speaks always in the first person plural. It was a service of 
love, proffered by one church to another in time of need. Similar letters of instruction, warning 
and comfort were written to other congregations by Ignatius, Polycarp, Dionysius of Corinth, 
Irenaeus. Nevertheless it can hardly be denied that the document reveals the sense of a certain 
superiority over all ordinary congregations. The Roman church here, without being asked (as far 
as appears), gives advice, with superior administrative wisdom, to an important church in the 
East, dispatches messengers to her, and exhorts her to order and unity in a tone of calm dignity 
and authority, as the organ of God and the Holy Spirit. {218} This is all the more surprising if St. 
John, as is probable, was then still living in Ephesus, which was nearer to Corinth than Rome. 
The hierarchical spirit arose from the domineering spirit of the Roman church, rather than the 
Roman bishop or the presbyters who were simply the organs of the people. {219} But a century 
later the bishop of Rome was substituted for the church of Rome, when Victor in his own name 
excommunicated the churches of Asia Minor for a trifling difference of ritual. From this 
hierarchical assumption there was only one step towards the papal absolutism of a Leo and 
Hildebrand, and this found its ultimate doctrinal climax in the Vatican dogma of papal 
infallibility. 
 
Ignatius. 
 
Ignatius, in his Epistle to the Romans (even in the Syriac recension), applies to that congregation 
a number of high-sounding titles, and describes her as "presiding in the place of the region of the 
Romans," and as "taking the lead in charity." {220} This is meant as a commendation of her 
practical benevolence for which she was famous. Dionysius of Corinth in his letter to Soter of 
Rome testifies to it as saying: "This practice has prevailed with you from the very beginning, to 
do good to all the brethren in every way, and to send contributions to many churches in every 
city." {221} The Roman church was no doubt more wealthy than any other, and the liberal use of 
her means must have greatly increased her influence. Beyond this, Ignatius cannot be quoted as a 
witness for papal claims. He says not a word of the primacy, nor does he even mention Clement 
or any other bishop of Rome. The church alone is addressed throughout. He still had a lively 
sense of the difference between a bishop and an apostle. "I do not command you," he writes to the 
Romans, "as if I were Peter or Paul; they were apostles." 



 
Irenaeus. 
 
Irenaeus calls Rome the greatest, the oldest(?) church, acknowledged by all, founded by the two 
most illustrious apostles, Peter and Paul, the church, with which, on account of her more 
important precedence, all Christendom must agree, or (according to another interpretation) to 
which (as the metropolis of the world) all other churches must resort. {222} The "more important 
precedence" places her above the other apostolic churches, to which likewise a precedence is 
allowed. 
 
This is surely to be understood, however, as a precedence only of honor, not of jurisdiction. For 
when Pope Victor, about the year 190, in hierarchical arrogance and intolerance, broke fellowship 
with the churches of Asia Minor, for no other reason but because they adhered to their tradition 
concerning the celebration of Easter, the same Irenaeus, though agreeing with him on the disputed 
point itself, rebuked him very emphatically as a troubler of the peace of the church, and declared 
himself against a forced uniformity in such unessential matters. Nor did the Asiatic churches 
allow themselves to be intimidated by the dictation of Victor. They answered the Roman tradition 
with that of their own sedes apostolicae. The difference continued until the council at Nicaea at 
last settled the controversy in favor of the Roman practice, but even long afterwards the old 
British churches differed from the Roman practice in the Easter observance to the time of 
Gregory I. 
 
Hippolytus. 
 
The celebrated Hippolytus, in the beginning of the third century, was a decided antagonist of the 
Roman bishops, Zephyrinus and Callistus, both for doctrinal and disciplinary reasons. 
Nevertheless we learn from his work called Philosophumena, that at that time the Roman bishop 
already claimed an absolute power within his own jurisdiction; and that Callistus, to the great 
grief of part of the presbytery, laid down the principle, that a bishop can never be deposed or 
compelled to resign by the presbytery, even though he have committed a mortal sin. 
 
Tertullian. 
 
Tertullian points the heretics to the apostolic mother churches, as the chief repositories of pure 
doctrine; and among these gives especial prominence to that of Rome, where Peter was crucified, 
Paul beheaded, and John immersed unhurt in boiling oil(?) and then banished to the island. Yet 
the same father became afterwards an opponent of Rome. He attacked its loose penitential 
discipline, and called the Roman bishop (probably Zephyrinus), in irony and mockery, "pontifex 
maximus" and "episcopus episcoporum." 
 
Cyprian. 
 
Cyprian is clearest, both in his advocacy of the fundamental idea of the papacy, and in his protest 
against the mode of its application in a given case. Starting from the superiority of Peter, upon 
whom the Lord built his church, and to whom he intrusted the feeding of his sheep, in order to 
represent thereby the unity in the college of the apostles, Cyprian transferred the same superiority 
to the Bishop of Rome, as the successor of Peter, and accordingly called the Roman church the 
chair of Peter, and the fountain of priestly unity, {223} the root, also, and mother of the catholic 
church. {224} But on the other side, he asserts with equal energy the equality and relative 
independence of the bishops, as successors of the apostles, who had all an equally direct 
appointment from Christ. In his correspondence he uniformly addresses the Roman bishop as 



"brother" and "colleague," conscious of his own equal dignity and authority. And in the 
controversy about heretical baptism, he opposes Pope Stephen with almost Protestant 
independence, accusing him of error and abuse of his power, and calling a tradition without truth 
an old error. Of this protest he never retracted a word. 
 
Firmilian. 
 
Still more sharp and unsparing was the Cappadocian bishop, Firmilian, a disciple of Origen, on 
the bishop of Rome, while likewise implying a certain acknowledgment of his primacy. Firmilian 
charges him with folly, and with acting unworthily of his position; because, as the successor of 
Peter, he ought rather to further the unity of the church than to destroy it, and ought to abide on 
the rock foundation instead of laying a new one by recognizing heretical baptism. Perhaps the 
bitterness of Firmilian was due partly to his friendship and veneration for Origen, who had been 
condemned by a council at Rome. 
 
Nevertheless, on this question of baptism, also, as on those of Easter, and of penance, the Roman 
church came out victorious in the end. 
 
Comparative Insignificance of the first Popes. 
 
From these testimonies it is clear, that the growing influence of the Roman see was rooted in 
public opinion and in the need of unity in the ancient church. It is not to be explained at all by the 
talents and the ambition of the incumbents. On the contrary, the personality of the thirty popes of 
the first three centuries falls quite remarkably into the background; though they are all canonized 
saints and, according to a later but extremely doubtful tradition, were also, with two exceptions, 
martyrs. {225} Among them, and it may be said down to Leo the Great, about the middle of the 
fifth century, there was hardly one, perhaps Clement, who could compare, as a church leader, 
with an Ignatius, a Cyprian, and an Ambrose; or, as a theolooian, with an Irenaeus, a Tertullian, 
an Athanasius, and an Augustin. {226} Jerome, among his hundred and thirty-six church 
celebrities, of the first four centuries, brings in only four Roman bishops, Clement, Victor, 
Cornelius, and Damasus, and even these wrote only a few epistles. Hippolytus, in his 
Philosophumena, written about 225, even presents two contemporaneous popes, St. Zephyrinus 
(202-218) and Callistus (St. Calixtus I., 218-223), from his own observation, though not without 
partisan feeling, in a most unfavorable light; charging the first with ignorance and avarice, {227} 
the second with scandalous conduct (he is said to have been once a swindler and a fugitive slave 
rescued from suicide), and both of them with the Patripassian heresy. Such charges could not 
have been mere fabrications with so honorable an author as Hippolytus, even though he was a 
schismatic rival bishop to Callistus; they must have had at least some basis of fact. 
 
{217} h ekklhsia tou yeou, h paroikousa rwmhn th ekklhsia tou yeou, th paroikoush 
korinyon. "The church of God which sojourns at Rome to the church of God which mourns at 
Corinth!" paroikov is a temporary, katoikov a permanent, resident. The Christians appear here 
as strangers and pilgrims in this world, who have their home in heaven; comp. 1 Peter 1:17 2:11 
Hebrews 11:13 
 
{218} This is very evident towards the close from the newly discovered portions, (chs. 59, 62 and 
63 edition of Bryennios, Const. 1875). The chapters should new light on the origin of the papal 
domination. Comp. the judicious remarks of Lightfoot in his Appendix to S. Clement of Rome 
(Lond. 1877), p. 252 sqq. 
 



{219} It is quite evident from the Epistle itself that at that time the Roman congregation was still 
governed by a college of presbyters (collegialisch, nicht monarchisch, as Langen, l. c. p. 81, 
expresses it). 
 
{220} prokayhmenh thv agaphv, praesidens in caritate. Inscription. Zahn in his ed., p. 75, 
says: "In caritatis operibus semper primum locum sibi vindicavit ecclesia Romana." Some 
Roman Catholic writers (as Mohler, Patrol. I. 144) explain the phrase very artificially and 
hierarchically: "head of the love-union of Christendom (Vorsteherin des Liebesbundes). "Agape 
never means church, but either love, or love-feast. See Langen, l. c. p. 94. 
 
{221} Euseb., Hist. Eccl. IV. 23, 10: ex archv umin eyov esti touto, pantav men adelfouv 
poikilwv euergetein, ekklhsiaiv te pollaiv taiv mata pasan polin efodia pempein 
 
 
{222} The famous Passage, Adv. Haer. iii. c2, is only extant in Latin, and of disputed 
interpretation: "Ad hanc enim ecclesiam propter potentiorem (according to Massuet’s conjecture: 
potiorem) principalitatem necesse est omnem convenire ecclesia, hoc est, eos qui sunt undique 
fideles, in qua semper ab his, qui sunt undique, conservata est ab apostolis traditio." In the 
original Greek it probably read: prov tauthn gar thn ekklhsian dia thn ikanwteran 
prwteian sumbainein (or, in the local sense, sunercesyai) dei (according to others: anagkh, 
natural necessity) pasan thn ekklhsian, etc. The stress lies on principalitas, which stands 
probably for prwteia (so Thiersch and Gieseler). Comp. Iren. IV. 38, 3, where prwteuei is 
rendered principatitatem habet. Stieren and Ziegler (Irenaeus, 1871, p. 152), however, translate 
propter potentiorem principalitatem: oia thn ikanwteran arcaiothta, "on account of the 
higher antiquity." Comp. on the whole passage an essay by Thiersch in the "Studien und 
Kritiken" 1842, 512 sqq.; Gieseler I. 1. p. 214 (51); Schneemann: Sancti Irenaei de ecclesia 
Romanae principatu testimonium commentatum et defensum, Freiburg i. B. 1870, and Langen, l. 
c. p. 170 sqq. Langen (who is an Old Catholic of the Dollinger school) explains: "Die potior 
principalitas bezeichnet den Vorrang, welchen die Kirche der Hauptptstadt als solche vor alten 
ubrigen Kirchen besass... die Hauptstadt war das Centrum des damaligen Weltverkehrs, und in 
Folge dessen der Sammelplats von Christen aller Art. "He defends the local sense of convenire 
by parallel passages from Herveus of Bordeaux and Hugo Eterianus (p. 172 sq.). But the moral 
sense (to agree) seems more natural. 
 
{223} Petri cathedram atque ecclesiam principalem, unde unitas sacerdotalis exorta est. Epist. 
lv. c. 19 (ed. Bal.) Ad Cornelium episc. Rom. In Goldhorn’s ed., Ep. lix. 19. 
 
{224} Ecclesiae catholicae radicem et matricem. Ep. xl. 2 ed. Bal. (xlviii. ed. Goldh.). Other 
passages in Cyrian favorable to the Roman see are either interpolations or corruptions in the 
interest of the papacy. 
 
{225} Irenaeus recognizes among the Roman bishops from Clement to Eleutherus (177), all of 
whom he mentions by name, only one martyr, to wit, Telesphorus, of whom he says: ov kai 
endoxwv emarturhse, P, Adv. Haer. III., c. 3, c3. So Eusebius, H. E. V. 6. From this we must 
judge of the value of the Roman Catholic tradition on this point. It is so remote from the time in 
question as to be utterly unworthy of credit. 
 
{226} Cardinal Newman says (Apologia, p. 407): "The see of Rome possessed no great mind in 
the whole period of persecution. Afterwards for a long time it had not a single doctor to show. 
The great luminary of the western world is St. Augustin; he, no infallible teacher, has formed the 
intellect of Europe." Dean Stanley remarks (Christian Institutions, p. 241): "There have been 



occupants of the sees of Constantinople, Alexandria, and Canterbury who have produced more 
effect on the mind of Christendom by their utterances than any of the popes." 
 
{227} He calls him in the ninth book of the Philosophumenon, an anhr idiwthv kai 
aiscrokerdhv.  

 



51. Chronology of the Popes. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
The principal sources for the obscure chronology of the early bishops of Rome are the catalogues 
of popes. These are divided into two classes, the oriental or Greek, and the occidental or Latin. To 
the first belong the lists of Hegesippus and Irenaeus, from the second century, that of Eusebius (in 
his Chronicle, and his Church History), and his successors from the fourth century and later. This 
class is followed by Lipsius and Harnack. The second class embraces the catalogues of Augustin 
(Ep. 55, al. 165), Optatus of Mileve (De schism. Donat. II. 3), the "Catalogus Liberianus" 
(coming down to Liberius, 354), the "Catalogus Felicianus" (to 530), the "Catalogus 
Cononianus," based perhaps on the "Catalogus Leoninus" (to 440), the "Liber Pontificalis" 
(formerly supposed to be based on the preceding catalogues, but according to the Abbe Duchesne 
and Waitz, older than the "Liber Felicianus"). The "Liber Pontif." itself exists in different MSS., 
and has undergone many changes. It is variously dated from the fifth or seventh century. 
 
To these may be added the "Martyrologia" and "Calendaria" of the Roman Church, especially the 
"Martyrologium Hieronymianum," and the "Martyrologium Romanum parvum" (both of the 
seventh or eighth century). 
 
The inscriptions on the papal tombs discovered in Rome since 1850, contain names and titles, but 
no dates. 
 
On the "Catalogus Liberianus," see especially the critical essay of Mommsen "Ueber de 
Chronographen des Jahres 354," in the "Transactions of the Royal Saxon Society of Sciences," 
Philos. histor. Section, vol. I. (1850), p. 631 sqq. The text of the Catalogue is given, p. 634-’37, 
and by Lipsius, Chronologie der rom. Bischofe, Append. p. 265-268. The oldest MSS. of the 
"Liber Pontificalis" date from the seventh and eighth centuries, and present a text of A. D. 641, 
but with many variations. "Mit wahrer Sicherheit," says Waitz, "gelangen wir in der Geschichte 
des Papsthums nicht uber das 7te Jahrhundert hinauf." 
 
II. Works. 
 
Phil. Jaffe: Regesta Pontificum Romanorum ab condita ecclesia ad Ann. 1198. Berolini 1851, ed. 
secunda correcta et aucta auspiciis Gul. Wattenbach. Lips. 1881 sqq. Continued by Potthast from 
1198-1304, and supplemented by Harttung (Bd. I. A. D. 748-1198, Gotha 1880). 
 
R A. Lipsius: Chronologie der Rom. Bischofe bis zur Mitte des 4ten Jahrh. Kiel, 1869. Comp. 
Hort’s review of this book in the "Academy" for Sept. 15, 1871. Lipsius: Neue Studien zur 
Papstchronologie, in the "Jahrbucher fur Protest. Theol." Leipz. 1880 (pp. 78-126 and 233-307). 
Lipsius denies that Peter ever was at Rome. 
 
Abbe L. Duchesne: atude sur le Liber Pontificalis. Paris, 1887. La date et les recensions du Liber 
Pontificalis. 1879. Le Liber Pontificalis. Texte, introduction et commentaire. Paris, 1884 and 
1889, 2 vols. 4Â° (with facsimiles). 
 
Adolf Harnack: Die Zeit des Ignatius und die Chronologie der antiochenischen Bischofe bis 
Tyrannus, Leipz. 1878 (p. 73). 
 



G. Waitz: UEber die verschiedenen Texte des Liber Pontificalis, in the "Archiv der Gesellschaft 
fur altere deutsche Geschichtskunde," IV; and his review of Duchesne, and Lipsius, in H. v. 
Sybel’s "Histor. Zeitschrift" for 1880, p. 135 sqq. 
 
The oldest links in the chain of Roman bishops are veiled in impenetrable darkness. Tertullian 
and most of the Latins (and the pseudo-Clementina), make Clement, {Philippians 4:3} the first 
successor of Peter; {228} but Irenaeus, Eusebius, and other Greeks, also Jerome and the Roman 
Catalogue, give him the third place, and put Linus, {2 Timothy  4:21} and Anacletus (or 
Anincletus), between him and Peter. {229} In some lists Cletus is substituted for Anacletus, in 
others the two are distinguished. Perhaps Linus and Anacletus acted during the life time of Paul 
and Peter as assistants or presided only over one part of the church, while Clement may have had 
charge of another branch; for at that early day, the government of the congregation composed of 
Jewish and Gentile Christian elements was not so centralized as it afterwards became. 
Furthermore, the earliest fathers, with a true sense of the distinction between the apostolic and 
episcopal offices, do not reckon Peter among the bishops of Rome at all; and the Roman 
Catalogue in placing Peter in the line of bishops, is strangely regardless of Paul, whose 
independent labors in Rome are attested not only by tradition, but by the clear witness of his own 
epistles and the book of Acts. 
 
Lipsius, after a laborious critical comparison of the different catalogues of popes, arrives at the 
conclusion that Linus, Anacletus, and Clement were Roman presbyters (or presbyter-bishops in 
the N. T. sense of the term), at the close of the first century, Evaristus and Alexander presbyters at 
the beginning of the second, Xystus I. (Latinized: Sixtus), presbyter for ten years till about 128, 
Telesphorus for eleven years, till about 139, and next successors diocesan bishops. {230} 
 
It must in justice be admitted, however, that the list of Roman bishops has by far the preeminence 
in age, completeness, integrity of succession, consistency of doctrine and policy, above every 
similar catalogue, not excepting those of Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, and Constantinople; 
and this must carry great weight with those who ground their views chiefly on external 
testimonies, without being able to rise to the free Protestant conception of Christianity and its 
history of development on earth. 
 
{228} Or at least the first appointed by Peter. Tertullian Deuteronomy Praescr. Hae R. C. 32 
"Romanorum Clementem a Petro ordinatum." The Apost. Const. VII. 6 make Linus {Comp. 2 
Timothy  4:21} the first bishop, appointed by Paul, Clement the next, appointed by Peter. 
According to Epiphanius (Haer. XXVII. 6) Clement was ordained by Peter, but did not enter upon 
his office till after the death of Linus and Anacletus. 
 
{229} The Catalogue of Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. III. 3, 3) down to his own time (A. D. 177) is this: 
The apostles Peter and Paul, Linos, Anacletos, Clement, Evaristus, Alexander, Xystos, 
Telesphoros, who died gloriously as a martyr, Hyginos, Pios, Aniketos, Soter, Eleutheros, who 
then held "the inheritance of the episcopate in the twelfth place from the apostles." Irenaeus adds: 
"In this order and by this succession, the ecclesiastical tradition from the apostles and the 
preaching of the truth have come down to us." 
 
{230} Langen (l. c. p. 100 sqq.) carries the line of Roman presbyter-bishops down to Alexander, 
and dates the monarchical constitution of the Roman church (i.e. the diocesan episcopacy) from 
the age of Trajan or Hadrian. Irenaeus (in Euseb. V. 27) calls the Roman bishops down to 
Anicetus (154) presbuvteroi.  



 



52. List of the Roman Bishops and Roman Emperors during the First 
Three Centuries. 
 
From the lists of Eusebius (till Silvester), Jaffe (Regesta), Potthast (Bibliotheca Hist. Medii Aevi), 
Lipsius and others compared. See a continuation of the list in my History of Mediaeval 
Christianity, p. 205 sqq. 
 
Date 
 
Popes 
 
Emperors 
 
Date 
 
Augustus 
 
27 B. C. 
 
Tiberius 
 
A. D. 14-37 
 
Caligula 
 
67-41 
 
Claudius 
 
41-54 
 
?42-67 
 
Petrus-Apostolus 
 
(63-64) 
 
Nero 
 
54-68 
 
?67-79 
 
Linus-Presbyter 
 
Galba 
 
68 
 



Otho 
 
68-69 
 
Vitellius 
 
69 -69 
 
?79-91 
 
Cletus or Anacletus 
 
Titus 
 
79-81 
 
Domitian 
 
81-96 
 
?91-100 
 
Clemens I 
 
Nerva 
 
96-98 
 
Trajan 
 
98-117 
 
?100-109 
 
Evaristus 
 
?109-119 
 
Alexander I 
 
Hadrian 
 
117-138 
 
?119-128 
 
Xystus or Sixtus I 
 
?128-139 
 
Telesphorus (Martyr) 



 
Antoninus Pius 
 
138-161 
 
?139-142 
 
Hyginus 
 
?142-154 
 
Pius I 
 
?154-168 
 
Anicetus 
 
Marcus Aurelius 
 
161-180 
 
?168-176 
 
Soter 
 
?177- 190 
 
Eleutherus 
 
Commodus 
 
180-190 
 
?190-202 
 
Victor I 
 
Pertinax 
 
190-191 
 
Didius Julianus 
 
191-192 
 
Niger 
 
192-193 
 
Septimius Severus 
 



193-211 
 
202-218 
 
Zephyrinus 
 
Caracalla 
 
211-217 
 
Geta (d. 212) 
 
211-217 
 
M. Opilius Macrinus 
 
217-218 
 
218-223 
 
Callistus, or Calixtus I 
 
Heliogabalus 
 
218-222 
 
(Hippolytus, Antipope) 
 
?223-230 
 
Urbanus I 
 
Alexander Severus 
 
222-235 
 
?230-235 
 
Pontianus (resigned in exile) 
 
235-236 
 
Anterus 
 
Maximin I (the Thracian) 
 
235-237 
 
236-250 
 
Fabianus, Martyr 



 
The two Gordians: 
 
Maximus Pupienus, 
 
Balbinus 
 
237-238 
 
Gordian, the Younger 
 
238-244 
 
Philip 
 
244-249 
 
250-251 
 
The See vacant till March, 251 
 
Decius 
 
249-251 
 
?251-252 
 
Cornelius (in exile) 
 
Gallus 
 
251-252 
 
?251 
 
(Novatianus, Antipope) 
 
252-253 
 
Lucius I 
 
Volusian 
 
252-253 
 
?253-257 
 
Stephanus I 
 
Aemilian 
 



253-268 
 
Valerian 
 
256-259 
 
Gallienus 
 
259-268 
 
?257-258 
 
Xystus (Sixtus) II 
 
Till July 21, 259 
 
The See vacant 
 
259-269 
 
Dionysius 
 
Claudius II 
 
268-270 
 
269-274 
 
Felix I 
 
Aurelian 
 
270-275 
 
275-283 
 
Eutychianus 
 
Tacitus 
 
275-276 
 
Probus 
 
276-282 
 
283-296 
 
Gajus (Caius) 
 
Carus 



 
282-284 
 
Carinus 
 
284-286 
 
Numerian 
 
Diocletian (d. 313) 
 
284-305 
 
Maximian joint Emp. with Diocletian 
 
286-305 
 
296-304 
 
Marcellinus 
 
Constantius (d. 306) 
 
304 or 307 
 
304-307 
 
The See vacant 
 
Galerius (d. 311) 
 
Licinius (d. 323) 
 
Maximin II (Daza) 
 
308-309 
 
Constantine the Great, 
 
309-323 
 
Galerius (d. 311), 
 
308-309 
 
Marcellus 
 
Licinius (d. 323), 
 
309-310 
 



Eusebius, d. Sept. 26(?) 309 
 
Maximin (d. 313), 
 
Maxentius (d. 312), 
 
309-310 
 
The See Vacant 
 
reigning jointly. 
 
311-314 
 
Miltiades (Melchiades) 
 
314-335 Silvester I. 
 
Constantine the Great, 
 
323-337 
 
sole ruler. 
 
The whole number of popes, from the Apostle Peter to Leo XIII. (1878) is two hundred and sixty-
three. This would allow about seven years on an average to each papal reign. The traditional 
twenty-five years of Peter were considered the maximum which none of his successors was 
permitted to reach, except Pius IX., the first infallible pope, who reigned twenty-seven years 
(1846-1878). The average term of office of the archbishops of Canterbury is fourteen years.  

 



53. The Catholic Unity. 
 
J. A. Mohler (R.C.): Die Einheit der Kirche oder das Princip des Katholicismus. Tubingen 1825. 
Full of Catholic enthusiasm for the unity of the church. 
 
R. Rothe: Die Anfange der christl. Kirche. Wittenb. 1837 (pp. 553-711). A Protestant counterpart 
of Mohler’s book. 
 
Huther.: Cyprian’s Lehre von der Einheit der Kirche. Hamb. 1839. 
 
J. W. Nevin: Cyprian; four articles in the "Mercersburg Review," 1852. Comp. Varien’s strictures 
on these articles in the same "Review" for 1853, p. 555 sqq. 
 
Joh. Peters (Ultramontane): Die Lehre des heil. Cyprian von der Einheit der Kirche gegenuber 
den beiden Schismen in Carthago und Rom. Luxemb. 1870. 
 
Jos. H. Reinkens (Old Cath. Bishop): Die Lehre des heil. Cyprian von der Einheit er Kirche. 
Wurzburg, 1873. 
 
Comp. also Hartel’s ed. of Cyprian’s Opera (3 Parts, Vienna, 1868-’71), and the monographs on 
Cyprian by Rettberg (1831), Peters (1877), Fechtrup (1878), and O. Ritschl (1883). 
 
On the basis of Paul’s idea of the unity, holiness, and universality of the church, as the mystical 
body of Christ; hand in hand with the episcopal system of government; in the form of fact rather 
than of dogma; and in perpetual conflict with heathen persecution from without, and heretical and 
schismatic tendencies within—arose the idea and the institution of: "the Holy Catholic Church," 
as the Apostles’ Creed has it; {232} or, in the fuller language of the Nicene-Constantinopolitan, 
"the One Holy Catholic Apostolic Church." In both the oecumenical symbols, as even in the more 
indefinite creeds of the second and third centuries, on which those symbols are based, the church 
appears as an article of faith, {233} presupposing and necessarily, following faith in the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Spirit; and as a holy fellowship, {234} within which the various benefits of 
grace, from the forgiveness of sins to the life everlasting, are enjoyed. 
 
Nor is any distinction made here between a visible and an invisible church. All catholic antiquity 
thought of none but the actual, historical church, and without hesitation applied to this, while yet 
in the eyes of the world a small persecuted sect, those four predicates of unity, holiness, 
universality, and apostolicity, to which were afterwards added exclusiveness infallibility and 
indestructibility. There sometimes occur, indeed, particularly in the Novatian schism, hints of the 
incongruity between the empirical reality and the ideal conception of the church; and this 
incongruity became still more palpable, in regard to the predicate of holiness, after the abatement 
of the spiritual elevation of the apostolic age, the cessation of persecution, and the decay of 
discipline. But the unworthiness of individual members and the external servant-form of the 
church were not allowed to mislead as to the general objective character, which belonged to her 
in virtue of her union with her glorious heavenly Head. 
 
The fathers of our period all saw in the church, though with different degrees of clearness, a 
divine, supernatural order of things, in a certain sense the continuation of the life of Christ on 
earth, the temple of the Holy Spirit, the sole repository of the powers of divine life, the possessor 
and interpreter of the Holy Scriptures, the mother of all the faithful. She is holy because she is 
separated from the service of the profane world, is animated by the Holy Spirit, forms her 



members to holiness, and exercises strict discipline. She is catholic, that is (according to the 
precise sense of which denotes not so much numerical totality as wholeness), complete, and alone 
true, in distinction from all parties and sects. Catholicity, strictly taken, includes the three marks 
of universality, unity, and exclusiveness, and is an essential property of the church as the body 
and organ of Christ, who is, in fact, the only Redeemer for all men. Equally inseparable from her 
is the predicate of apostolicity, that is, the historical continuity or unbroken succession, which 
reaches back through the bishops to the apostles, from the apostles to Christ, and from Christ to 
God. In the view of the fathers, every theoretical departure from this empirical, tangible, catholic 
church is heresy, that is, arbitrary, subjective, ever changing human opinion; every practical 
departure, all disobedience to her rulers is schism, or dismemberment of the body of Christ; either 
is rebellion against divine authority, and a heinous, if not the most heinous, sin. No heresy can 
reach the conception of the church, or rightly claim any one of her predicates; it forms at best a 
sect or party, and consequently falls within the province and the fate of human and perishing 
things, while the church is divine and indestructible. 
 
This is without doubt the view of the ante-Nicene fathers, even of the speculative and 
spiritualistic Alexandrians. The most important personages in the development of the doctrine 
concerning the church are, again, Ignatius, Irenaeus, and Cyprian. Their whole doctrine of the 
episcopate is intimately connected with their doctrine of the catholic unity, and determined by it. 
For the episcopate is of value in their eyes only, is the indispensable means of maintaining and 
promoting this unity: while they are compelled to regard the bishops of heretics and schismatics 
as rebels and antichrists. 
 
1. In the Epistles of Ignatius the unity of the church, in the form and through the medium of the 
episcopate, is the fundamental thought and the leading topic of exhortation. The author calls 
himself a man prepared for union. {235} He also is the first to use the term "catholic" in the 
ecclesiastical sense, when he says: {236} "Where Christ Jesus is, there is the catholic church;" 
that is, the closely united and full totality of his people. Only in her, according to his view, can we 
eat the bread of God; he, who follows a schismatic, inherits not the kingdom of God. {237} 
 
We meet similar views, although not so clearly and strongly stated, in the Roman Clement’s First 
Epistle to the Corinthians, in the letter of the church of Smyrna on the martyrdom of Polycarp, 
and in the Shepherd of Hermas. 
 
2 Irenaeus speaks much more at large respecting the church. He calls her the haven of rescue, the 
way of salvation, the entrance to life, the paradise in this world, of whose trees, to wit, the holy 
Scriptures, we may eat, excepting the tree of knowledge of good and evil, which he takes as a 
type of heresy. The church is inseparable from the Holy Spirit; it is his home, and indeed his only 
dwelling-place on earth. "Where the church is," says he, putting the church first, in the genuine 
catholic spirit, "there is the Spirit of God, and where the Spirit of God is there is all grace." {238} 
Only on the bosom of the church, continues he, can we be nursed to life. To her must we flee, to 
be made partakers of the Holy Spirit; separation from her is separation from the fellowship of the 
Holy Spirit. Heretics, in his view, are enemies of the truth and sons of Satan, and will be 
swallowed up by hell, like the company of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. Characteristic in this 
respect is the well-known legend, which he relates, about the meeting of the apostle John with the 
Gnostic Cerinthus, and of Polycarp with Marcion, the "first-born of Satan." 
 
3. Tertullian is the first to make that comparison of the church with Noah’s ark, which has since 
become classical in Roman catholic theology; and he likewise attributes heresies to the devil, 
without any qualification. But as to schism, he was himself guilty of it since he joined the 



Montanists and bitterly opposed the Catholics in questions of discipline. He has therefore no 
place in the Roman Catholic list of the patres, but simply of the scriptores ecclesiae. 
 
4. Even Clement of Alexandria, and Origen, with all their spiritualistic and idealizing turn of 
mind, are no exception here. The latter, in the words: "Out of the church no man can be saved," 
{239} brings out the principle of the catholic exclusiveness as unequivocally as Cyprian. Yet we 
find in him, together with very severe judgments of heretics, mild and tolerant expressions also; 
and he even supposes, on the ground of Romans 2:6 sqq., that in the future life honest Jews and 
heathens will attain a suitable reward, a low grade of blessedness, though not the "life 
everlasting" in the proper sense. In a later age he was himself condemned as a heretic. 
 
Of other Greek divines of the third century, Methodius in particular, an opponent of Origen, takes 
high views of the church, and in his Symposion poetically describes it as "the garden of God in 
the beauty of eternal spring, shining in the richest splendor of immortalizing fruits and flowers;" 
as the virginal, unspotted, ever young and beautiful royal bride of the divine Logos. 
 
5. Finally, Cyprian, in his Epistles, and most of all in his classical tract: Deuteronomy Unitate 
Eccelesiae, written in the year 251, amidst the distractions of the Novatian schism, and not 
without an intermixture of hierarchical pride and party spirit, has most distinctly and most 
forcibly developed the old catholic doctrine of the church, her unity, universality, and 
exclusiveness. He is the typical champion of visible, tangible church unity, and would have made 
a better pope than any pope before Leo I.; yet after all he was anti-papal and anti-Roman when he 
differed from the pope. Augustin felt this inconsistency, and thought that he had wiped it out by 
the blood of his martyrdom. But he never gave any sign of repentance. His views are briefly as 
follows: 
 
The Catholic church was founded from the first by Christ on St. Peter alone, that, with all the 
equality of power among the apostles, unity might still be kept prominent as essential to her 
being. She has ever since remained one, in unbroken episcopal succession; as there is only one 
sun, though his rays are everywhere diffused. Try once to separate the ray from the sun; the unity 
of the light allows no division. Break the branch from the tree; it can produce no fruit. Cut off the 
brook from the fountain; it dries up. Out of this empirical orthodox church, episcopally organized 
and centralized in Rome, Cyprian can imagine no Christianity at all; {240} not only among the 
Gnostics and other radical heretics, but even among the Novatians, who varied from the Catholics 
in no essential point of doctrine, and only elected an opposition bishop in the interest of their 
rigorous penitential discipline. Whoever separates himself from the catholic church is a foreigner, 
a profane person, an enemy, condemns himself, and must be shunned. No one can have God for 
his father, who has not the church for his mother. {241} As well might one out of the ark of Noah 
have escaped the flood, as one out of the church be saved; {242} because she alone is the bearer 
of the Holy Spirit and of all grace. 
 
In the controversy on heretical baptism, Cyprian carried out the principle of exclusiveness even 
more consistently than the Roman church. For he entirely rejected such baptism, while Stephen 
held it valid, and thus had to concede, in strict consistency, the possibility of regeneration, and 
hence of salvation, outside the Catholic church. Here is a point where even the Roman system, 
generally so consistent, has a loophole of liberality, and practically gives up her theoretical 
principle of exclusiveness. But in carrying out this principle, even in persistent opposition to the 
pope, in whom he saw the successor of Peter and the visible centre of unity, Cyprian plainly 
denied the supremacy of Roman jurisdiction and the existence of an infallible tribunal for the 
settlement of doctrinal controversies and protested against identifying the church in general with 
the church of Rome. And if he had the right of such protest in favor of strict exclusiveness, should 



not the Greek church, and above all the Evangelical, much rather have the right of protest against 
the Roman exclusiveness, and in favor of a more free and comprehensive conception of the 
church? 
 
We may freely acknowledge the profound and beautiful truth at the bottom of this old catholic 
doctrine of the church, and the historical importance of it for that period of persecution, as well as 
for the great missionary work among the barbarians of the middle ages; but we cannot ignore the 
fact that the doctrine rested in part on a fallacy, which, in course of time, after the union of the 
church with the state, or, in other words, with the world, became more and more glaring, and 
provoked an internal protest of ever-growing force. It blindly identified the spiritual unity of the 
church with unity of organization, insisted on outward uniformity at the expense of free 
development, and confounded the faulty empirical church, or a temporary phase of the 
development of Christianity, with the ideal and eternal kingdom of Christ, which will not be 
perfect in its manifestation until the glorious second coming of its Head. The Scriptural principle 
"Out of Christ there is no salvation," was contracted and restricted to the Cyprianic principle: 
"Out of the (visible) church there is no salvation;" and from this there was only one step to the 
fundamental error of Romanism: "Out of the Roman Church there is no salvation." 
 
No effort after outward unity could prevent the distinction of all Oriental and Occidental church 
from showing itself at this early period, in language, customs, and theology; —a distinction 
which afterwards led to a schism to this day unhealed. 
 
It may well be questioned whether our Lord intended an outward visible unity of the church in the 
present order of things. He promised that there should be "one flock one shepherd," but not "one 
fold." {243} There may be one flock, and yet many folds or church organizations. In the 
sacerdotal prayer, our Lord says not one word about church, bishops or popes, but dwells upon 
that spiritual unity which reflects the harmony between the eternal Father and the eternal Son. 
"The true communion of Christian men—’the communion of saints’ upon which all churches are 
built—is not the common performance of external acts, but a communion of soul with soul and of 
the soul with Christ. It is a consequence of the nature which God has given us that an external 
organization should help our communion with one another: it is a consequence both of our 
twofold nature, and of Christ’s appointment that external acts should help our communion with 
Him. But subtler, deeper, diviner than anything of which external things can be either the symbol 
or the bond is that inner reality and essence of union—that interpenetrating community of thought 
and character—which St. Paul speaks of as the ‘unity of the Spirit,’ and which in the sublimest of 
sublime books, in the most sacred words, is likened to the oneness of the Son with the Father and 
of the Father with the Son." {244} 
 
{232} The Church of England retained the term "catholic" in the Creed, and the, ante-papal and 
anti-papal use of this; term (equals general, universal); while Luther in his Catechism, and the 
Moravian church (in her liturgy) substituted the word "Christian," and surrendered the use of 
"catholic" to the Roman Catholics. "Roman" is a sectarian term (in opposition to Greek Catholic 
and Evangelical Catholic). 
 
{233} Credo ecclesiam; yet not in (eiv) ecclesiam, as in the case of the Divine persons 
 
{234} Communio sanctorum. This clause, however, is not found in the original Creed of the 
Roman church before the fifth century. 
 
{235} ayrwpon eiv enwsin kathrtismenon. 
 



{236} Ad Smyrn. c. 8. 
 
{237} Ad Ephesians 100. 5. Ad Trall. c.7. Ad Philad. c. 3, etc {238} Adv. Haer. iii. 24. "Ubi 
ecclesia ibi et Spiritus Dei, et ubi Spiritus Dei, illic et omnis gratia." Protestantism would say, 
conversely, putting the Spirit first: "Ubi Spiritus Dei, ibi ecclesia et omnis gratia." 
 
{239} Hom. 3 in Josuam, c. 5. "Extra hanc domum, id est extra ecclesiam, nemo salvatur." 
 
{240} "Christianus non est, qui in Christi ecclesia non est." 
 
{241} "Habere non potest Deum patrem, qui ecclesiam non habet matrem." 
 
{242} "Extra ecclesia nulla salus." Yet he nowhere says "extra Romanam nulla salus." 
 
{243} John 10:16. It was a characteristic, we may say, an ominous mistake of the Latin Vulgate to 
render poivmnh by ovile (confounding it with aulh). The Authorized Version has copied the 
mischievous blunder ("one fold"), but the Revision of 1881 has corrected it. 
 
{244} Hatch, l. c. p. 187 sq.  

 



54. Councils. 
 
Best Collections of Acts of Councils by Harduin (1715, 12 vols.), and Mansi (1759, 31 vols.). 
 
C. J. Hefele (R.C. Bishop of Rottenburg, and member of the Vatican Council of 1870): 
Conciliengeschichte, Freiburg 1855; second ed. 1873 sqq., 7 vols. down to the Council of 
Florence, A. D. 1447 (See vol. I., pp. 83-242). English translation by W. R. Clark and H. R. 
Oxenham (Edinb. 1871, 2d vol. 1876, 3d vol. 1883). 
 
E. B. Pusey (d. 1882): The Councils of the Church, from the Council of Jerusalem, A. D. 51, to 
the Council of Constantinople, A. D. 381; chiefly as to their constitution, but also as to their 
object and history. Lond. 1857. 
 
A. W. Dale: The Synod of Elvira [A. D. 306] and Christian Life in the Fourth Century. Lond. 
1882. 
 
Comp. the article Council in Smith and Cheetham and Lect. VII. in Hatch, Bampton Lect. on the 
Organization of the Early Christian Church. Lond. 1881, pp. 165 sqq. 
 
Councils or Synods were an important means of maintaining and promoting ecclesiastical unity, 
and deciding questions of faith and discipline. {245} They had a precedent and sanction in the 
apostolic Conference of Jerusalem for the settlement of the circumcision controversy. {246} They 
were suggested moreover by the deliberative political assemblies of the provinces of the Roman 
empire, which met every year in the chief towns. {247} But we have no distinct trace of Councils 
before the middle of the second century (between 50 and 170), when they first appear, in the 
disputes concerning Montanism and Easter. 
 
There are several kinds of Synods according to their size, diocesan, provincial (or metropolitan), 
national, patriarchal, and oecumenical (or universal). {248} Our period knows only the first three. 
Diocesan synods consist of the bishop and his presbyters and deacons with the people assisting, 
and were probably held from the beginning, but are not mentioned before the third century. 
Provincial synods appear first in Greece, where the spirit of association had continued strong 
since the days of the Achaean league, and then in Asia Minor, North Africa, Gaul, and Spain. 
They were held, so far as the stormy times of persecution allowed, once or twice a year, in the 
metropolis, under the presidency of the metropolitan, who thus gradually acquired a supervision 
over the other bishops of the province. Special emergencies called out extraordinary sessions, and 
they, it seems, preceded the regular meetings. They were found to be useful, and hence became 
institutions. 
 
The synodical meetings were public, and the people of the community around sometimes made 
their influence felt. In the time of Cyprian presbyters, confessors, and laymen took an active part, 
a custom which seems to have the sanction of apostolic practice. {249} At the Synod which met 
about 256, in the controversy on heretical baptism, there were present eighty-seven bishops, very 
many priests and deacons, and "maxima pars plebis;" {250} and in the synods concerning the 
restoration of the Lapsi, Cyprian convened besides the bishops, his clergy, the "confessores," and 
"laicos stantes" (i.e. in good standing). {251} Nor was this practice confined to North Africa. We 
meet it in Syria, at the synods convened on account of Paul of Samosata (264-269), and in Spain 
at the council of Elvira. Origen, who was merely a presbyter, was the leading spirit of two 
Arabian synods, and convinced their bishop Beryllus of his Christological error. Even the Roman 



clergy, in their letter to Cyprian, {252} speak of a common synodical consultation of the bishops 
with the priests, deacons, confessors, and laymen in good standing. 
 
But with the advance of the hierarchical spirit, this republican feature gradually vanished. After 
the council of Nicaea (325) bishops alone had seat and voice, and the priests appear hereafter 
merely as secretaries, or advisers, or representatives of their bishops. The bishops, moreover, did 
not act as representatives of their churches, nor in the name of the body of the believers, as 
formerly, but in their own right as successors of the apostles. They did not as yet, however, in this 
period, claim infallibility for their decisions, unless we choose to find a slight approach to such a 
claim in the formula: "Placuit nobis, Sancto Spiritu suggerente," as used, for example, by the 
council of Carthage, in 252. {253} At all events, their decrees at that time had only moral power, 
and could lay no claim to universal validity. Even Cyprian emphatically asserts absolute 
independence for each bishop in his own diocese. "To each shepherd," he says, "a portion of the 
Lord’s flock has been assigned, and his account must be rendered to his Master." 
 
The more important acts, such as electing bishops, excommunication, decision of controversies, 
were communicated to other provinces by epistolae synodicae. In the intercourse and the 
translation of individual members of churches, letters of recommendation {254} from the bishop 
were commonly employed or required as terms of admission. Expulsion from one church was 
virtually an expulsion from all associated churches. 
 
The effect of the synodical system tended to consolidation. The Christian churches from 
independent communities held together by a spiritual fellowship of faith, became a powerful 
confederation, a compact moral commonwealth within the political organization of the Roman 
empire. 
 
As the episcopate culminated in the primacy, so the synodical system rose into the oecumenical 
councils, which represented the whole church of the Roman empire. But these could not be held 
till persecution ceased, and the emperor became the patron of Christianity. The first was the 
celebrated council of Nicaea, in the year 325. The state gave legal validity to the decrees of 
councils, and enforced them if necessary by all its means of coercion. But the Roman government 
protected only the Catholic or orthodox church, except during the progress of the Arian and other 
controversies, before the final result was reached by the decision of an oecumenical Synod 
convened by the emperor. {255} 
 
{245} Concilium, first used in the ecclesiastical sense by Tertullian, Deuteronomy Iejun. c. 13, 
Deuteronomy Pudic. c. 10; suvnodo, assembly, meeting for deliberation (Herodotus, Thucydides, 
Plato, Demosthenes, etc.), first used of Christian assemblies in the pseudo-Apostolical Constit. V. 
20, and the Canons, c. 36 or 38. It may designate a diocesan, or provincial, or general Christian 
convention for either elective, or judicial, or legislative, or doctrinal purposes 
 
{246} A. D. 50. Acts 15 and Galatians 2. Comp. also the Lord’s promise to be present where even 
the smallest number are assembled in his name, Matthew 18:19,20. See vol. I. c64, p. 503 sqq 
 
{247} On the provincial councils of the Roman empire see Marquardt,romische Staatsverwaltung, 
I. 365-377, and Hatch, l. c. p. 164 sqq. The deliberations were preceded by a sacrifice, and the 
president was called highpriest. 
 
{248} That is, within the limits of the old Roman empire, as the orbis terrarum. There never was 
an absolutely universal council. Even the seven oecumenical Councils from 325 to 787 were 
confined to the empire, and poorly attended by Western bishops. The Roman Councils held after 



that time (down to the Vatican Council in 1870) claim to be oecumenical, but exclude the Greek 
and all evangelical churches. 
 
{249} Comp. Acts 15:6,7,12,13,23, where the "brethren" are mentioned expressly, besides the 
apostles and elders, as members of the council, even at the final decision and in the pastoral letter. 
On the difference of reading, see vol. I. 505. 
 
{250} Cyprian, Opera, p. 329, ed. Baluz. In the acts of this council, however (pp. 330-338), only 
the bishops appear as voters, from which some writers infer that the laity, and even the 
presbyters, had no votum decisium. But in several old councils the presbyters and deacons 
subscribed their names after those of the bishops; see Harduin, Coll. Conc. I. 250 and 266; Hefele 
I. 19. 
 
{251} Epp. xi., xiii., lxvi., lxxi. 
 
{252} E p. xxxi. 
 
{253} Cyprian, Ep. liv., on the ground of the edoxe tw agiw pneumati kai hmin, visum est 
Spiritui Sancto et nobis, Acts 15:28. So also, the council of Arles, A. D. 314: Placuit ergo, 
presente Spiritu Sancto et angelis ejus (Harduin, Coll. Concil. I. 262). 
 
{254} Epistolae formatae, grammata tetupwmena. 
 
{255} This policy was inaugurated by Constantine I. A. D. 326 (Cod. Theod. 16, 5, 1). He 
confined the privileges and immunities which, in 313, he had granted to Christians in his later 
enactments to "Catholicae legis observatoribus." He ratified the Nicene creed and exiled Arius 
(325), although he afterwards wavered and was baptized by a semi-Arian bishop (337). His 
immediate successors wavered likewise. But as a rule the Byzantine emperors recognized the 
decisions of councils in dogma and discipline, and discouraged and ultimately prohibited the 
formation of dissenting sects. The state can, of course, not prevent dissent as an individual 
opinion; it can only prohibit and punish the open profession. Full religious liberty requires 
separation of church and state.  

 



55. The Councils of Elvira, Arles, and Ancyra. 
 
Among the ante-Nicene Synods some were occasioned by the Montanist controversy in Asia 
Minor, some by the Paschal controversies, some by the affairs of Origen, some by the Novatian 
schism and the treatment of the Lapsi in Carthage and Rome, some by the controversies on 
heretical baptism (255, 256), three were held against Paul of Samosata in Antioch (264-269). 
 
In the beginning of the fourth century three Synods, held at Elvira, Arles, and Ancyra, deserve 
special mention, as they approach the character of general councils and prepared the way for the 
first oecumenical council. They decided no doctrinal question, but passed important canons on 
church polity and Christian morals. They were convened for the purpose of restoring order and 
discipline after the ravages of the Diocletian persecution. They deal chiefly with the large class of 
the Lapsed, and reflect the transition state from the ante-Nicene to the Nicene age. They are alike 
pervaded by the spirit of clericalism and a moderate asceticism. 
 
1. The Synod of Elvira (Illiberis, or Eliberis, probably on the site of the modern Granada) was 
held in 306, {256} and attended by nineteen bishops, and twenty-six presbyters, mostly from the 
Southern districts of Spain. Deacons and laymen were also present. The Diocletian persecution 
ceased in Spain after the abdication of Diocletian and Maximian Herculeus in 305; while it 
continued to rage for several years longer in the East under Galerius and Maximin. The Synod 
passed eighty-one Latin canons against various forms of heathen immorality then still abounding, 
and in favor of church discipline and austere morals. The Lapsed were forbidden the holy 
communion even in articulo mortis (can. 1). This is more severe than the action of the Nicene 
Synod. The thirty-sixth canon prohibits the admission of sacred pictures on the walls of the 
church buildings, {257} and has often been quoted by Protestants as an argument against image 
worship as idolatrous; while Roman Catholic writers explain it either as a prohibition of 
representations of the deity only, or as a prudential measure against heathen desecration of holy 
things. {258} Otherwise the Synod is thoroughly catholic in spirit and tone. Another characteristic 
feature is the severity against the Jews who were numerous in Spain. Christians are forbidden to 
marry Jews. {259} 
 
The leading genius of the Elvira Synod and the second in the list was Hosius, bishop of Corduba 
(Cordova), who also attended the Council of Nicaea as the chief representative of the West. He 
was native of Cordova, the birth-place of Lucan and Seneca, and more than sixty years in the 
episcopate. Athanasius calls him a man holy in fact as well as in name, and speaks of his wisdom 
in guiding synods. As a far-seeing statesman, he seems to have conceived the idea of reconciling 
the empire with the church and influenced the mind of Constantine in that direction. He is one of 
the most prominent links between the age of persecution and the age of imperial Christianity. He 
was a strong defender of the Nicene faith, but in his extreme old age he wavered and signed an 
Arian formula. Soon afterwards he died, a hundred years old (358). 
 
2. The first Council of Arles in the South of France {260} was held A. D. 314, in consequence of 
an appeal of the Donatists to Constantine the Great, against the decision of a Roman Council of 
313, consisting of three Gallican and fifteen Italian bishops under the lead of Pope Melchiades. 
This is the first instance of an appeal of a Christian party to the secular power, and it turned out 
unfavorably to the Donatists who afterwards became enemies of the government. The Council of 
Arles was the first called by Constantine and the forerunner of the Council of Nicaea. Augustin 
calls it even universal, but it was only Western at best. It consisted of thirty-three bishops {261} 
from Gaul, Sicily, Italy (exclusive of the Pope Sylvester, who, however, was represented by two 
presbyters and two deacons), North Africa, and Britain (three, from York, London, and probably 



from Caerleon on Usk), besides thirteen presbyters and twenty-three deacons. It excommunicated 
Donatus and passed twenty-two canons concerning Easter (which should be held on one and the 
same day), against the non-residence of clergy, against participation in races and gladiatorial 
fights (to be punished by excommunication), against the rebaptism of heretics, and on other 
matters of discipline. Clergymen who could be proven to have delivered sacred books or utensils 
in persecution (the traditores) should be deposed, but their official acts were to be held valid. The 
assistance of at least three bishops was required at ordination. {262} 
 
3. The Council of Ancyra, the capital of Galatia in Asia Minor, was held soon after the death of 
the persecutor Maximin (3l3), probably in the year 314, and represented Asia Minor and Syria. It 
numbered from twelve to eighteen bishops (the lists vary), several of whom eleven years 
afterwards attended the Council of Nicaea. Marcellus of Ancyra who acquired celebrity in the 
Arian controversies, presided, according to others Vitalis of Antioch. Its object was to heal the 
wounds of the Diocletian persecution, and it passed twenty-five canons relating chiefly to the 
treatment of those who had betrayed their faith or delivered the sacred books in those years of 
terror. Priests who had offered sacrifice to the gods, but afterwards repented, were prohibited 
from preaching and all sacerdotal functions, but allowed to retain their clerical dignity. Those 
who had sacrificed before baptism may be admitted to orders. Adultery is to be punished by 
seven years’ penance, murder by life-long penance. {263} 
 
A similar Council was held soon afterwards at, Neo-Caesarea in Cappadocia (between 314-325), 
mostly by the same bishops who attended that of Ancyra, and passed fifteen disciplinary canons. 
{264} 
 
{256} Hefele, Gams, and Dale decide in favor of this date against the superscription which puts it 
down to the period of the Council of Nicaea (324). The chief reason is that Hosius, bishop of 
Cordova, could not be, present in 324 when he was in the Orient, nor at any time after 307, when 
he joined the company of Constantine as one of his private councillors. 
 
{257} "Placuit picturas in ecclesia esse non debere, ne quod colitur et adoratur in parietibus 
depingatur." "There shall be no pictures in the church, lest what is worshipped [saints] and 
adored [God and Christ] should be depicted on the walls." 
 
{258} The last is the interpretation of the canon by DeRossi, in Roma sotteranea, Tom. I., p. 97, 
and Hefele, I. 170. But Dale (p. 292 sqq.) thinks that it was aimed against the idolatry of 
Christians. 
 
{259} The best accounts of the Synod of Elvira are given by Ferdinand de Mendoza, 
Deuteronomy confirmando Concilio Illiberitano ad Clementem VIII., 1593 (reprinted in Mansi II. 
57-397); Fr. Ant. Gonzalez, Collect. Can. Ecclesiae Hispaniae, Madrid, 1808, new ed. with 
Spanish version, 1849 (reprinted in Bruns, Bibl. Eccl. Tom. I. Pars II. 1 sqq.); Hefele, 
Conciliengesch. I. 148-192 (second ed., 1873; or 122 sqq., first ed.); Gams, Kirchengesch. von 
Spanien (1864), vol. II. 1-136; and Dale in his monograph on the Synod of Elvira, London, 1882. 
 
{260} Concilium Arelatense, from Arelate or Arelatum Sextanorum, one of the chief Roman cities 
in South-Eastern Gaul, where Constantine at one time resided, and afterwards the West Gothic 
King Eurich. It was perhaps the seat of the first bishopric of Gaul, or second only to that of Lyons 
and Vienne. Several councils were held in that city, the second in 353 during the Arian 
controversy. 
 
{261} Not 633, as McClintock & Strong’s "Cyclop" has it sub Arles. 



 
{262} See Eus. H. E. x. 5; Mansi, II. 463-468; Munchen, Das ersten Concil von Arles (in the 
"Bonner Zeitschrift fur Philos. und kath. Theol.," No. 9, 26, 27), and Hefele I. 201-219 (2nd ed.). 
 
{263} Hefele, vol. I. 222 sqq., gives the canons in Greek and German with explanation. He calls it 
a Synodus plenaria, i.e., a general council for the churches of Asia Minor and Syria. See also 
Mansi II. 514 sqq. Two Arian Synods were held at Ancyra in 358 and 375. 
 
{264} See Hefele I. 242-251.  

 



56. Collections of Ecclesiastical Law. The Apostolical Constitutions and 
Canons. 
 
Sources. 
 
I. diatagai twn agiwn apostolwn dia klhmneto, etc., Constitutiones Apostolicae, first 
edited by Fr Turrianus, Ven. 1563, then in Cotelier’s ed. of the Patres Apostolici (I. 199 sqq.), in 
Mansi (Collect. Concil. I.), and Harduin (Coll. Conc. I.); newly edited by Ueltzen, Rost. 1853, 
and P. A. de Lagarde, Lips. and Lond. 1854 and 1862. Ueltzen gives the textus receptus 
improved. Lagarde aims at the oldest text, which he edited in Syriac (Didascalia Apostolorum 
Syriace, 1854), and in Greek (Constit. Apostolorum Graece, 1862). Hilgenfels: Nov. Test. extra 
Canonem rec., Lips. (1866), ed. II. (1884), Fasc. IV. 110-121. He gives the Ap. Church Order 
under the title Duae Viae vel Judicium Petri. 
 
Thos. Pell Platt: The aethiopic Didascalia; or the aethiopic Version of the Apostolical 
Constitutions, received in the Church of Abyssinia, with an Engl Transl,, Lond. 1834. 
 
Henry Tattam: The Apostolical Constitutions, or Canons of the Apostles in Coptic. With an Engl. 
translation. Lond. 1848 (214 pages). 
 
II. kanonev ekklhsiastikoi twn ag apostolwn, Canones, qui dicuntur Apostolorum, in 
most collections of church law, and in Cotel. (I. 437 sqq.), Mansi, and Harduin (tom. I.), and in 
the editions of the Ap. Constitutions at the close. Separate edd. by Paul Deuteronomy Lagarde in 
Greek and Syriac: Reliquiae juris ecclesiastici antiquissimae Syriace, Lips. 1856; and Reliquiae 
juris ecclesiastici Graece, 1856 (both to be had at Trubner’s, Strassburg). An Ethiopic translation 
of the Canons, ed. by Winand Fell, Leipz. 1871. 
 
W. G. Beveridge, (Bishop of St. Asaph, d. 1708): Sunovdikon, s. Pandectae Canonum S. G. 
Apostolorum et Conciliorum, ab Ecclesia Gr. reliquit. Oxon. 1672-82, 2 vols. fol. 
 
John Fulton: Index Canonum. In Greek and English. With a Complete Digest of the entire code of 
canon law in the undivided Primitive Church. N. York 1872; revised ed. with Preface by P. 
Schaff, 1883. 
 
Critical Discussions. 
 
Krabbe: Ueber den Ursprung u. den Inhalt der Apost. Constitutionen des Clemens Romanus. 
Hamb. 1829. 
 
S. v. Drey (R.C.): Neue Untesuchungen uber die Constitut. u. Kanones der Ap. Tub. 1832. 
 
J. W. Bickell (d. 1848): Gesch. des Kirchenrechts. Giess. 1843 (I. 1, pp. 52-255). The second part 
appeared, Frankf., 1849. 
 
Chase: Constitations of the Holy Apostles, including the Canons; Whiston’s version revised from 
the Greek; with a prize essay (of Krabbe) upon their origin and contents. New York, 1848. 
 
Bunsen: Hippolytus u. seine Zeit., Leipz. 1852 (I. pp. 418-523, and II. pp. 1126); and in the 2d 
Engl. ed. Hippolytus and his Age, or Christianity and Mankind, Lond. 1854 (vols. V-VII). 



 
Hefele (R.C.): Conciliengeschichte I. p. 792 sqq. (second ed. 1873). The Didache Literature (fully 
noticed in Schaff’s monograph). 
 
Philoth. Bryennios: Didach; tw’n dwvdeka ajpostovlwn. Constantinople, 1833. 
 
Ad. Harnack: Die Lehre der Zwolf Apostel. Leipz., 1884. Die Apostellehre und die judischen 
beiden Wege, 1886. 
 
Ph. Schaff: The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, or the Oldest Church Manual. N. York, 1885. 
3d ed. revised and enlarged, 1889. 
 
Several church manuals or directories of public worship, and discipline have come down to us 
from the first centuries in different languages. They claim directly or indirectly apostolic origin 
and authority, but are post-apostolic and justly excluded from the canon. They give us important 
information on the ecclesiastical laws, morals, and customs of the ante-Nicene age. 
 
1. The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles is the oldest and simplest church manual, of Jewish 
Christian (Palestinian or Syrian) origin, from the end of the first century, known to the Greek 
fathers, but only recently discovered and published by Bryennios (1883). It contains in 16 
chapters (1) a summary of moral instruction based on the Decalogue and the royal commandment 
of love to God and man, in the parabolic form of two ways, the way of life and the way of death; 
(2) directions on the celebration of baptism and the eucharist with the agape; (3) directions on 
discipline and the offices of apostles (i.e. travelling evangelists), prophets, teachers, bishops (i.e. 
presbysters), and deacons; (4) an exhortation to watchfulness in view of the coming of the Lord 
and the resurrection of the saints. A very remarkable book. Its substance survived in the seventh 
book of the Apostolical Constitutions. 
 
2. The Ecclesiastical Canons of the holy apostles or Apostolical Church Order, of Egyptian 
origin, probably of the third century. An expansion of the former in the shape of a fictitious 
dialogue of the apostles, first published in Greek by Bickell (1843), and then also in Coptic and 
Syriac. It contains ordinances of the apostles on morals, worship, and discipline. 
 
3. The Apostolical Constitutions, the most complete and important Church Manual. It is, in form, 
a literary fiction, professing to be a bequest of all the apostles, handed down through the Roman 
bishop Clement, or dictated to him. It begins with the words: "The apostles and elders, to all who 
among the nations have believed in the Lord Jesus Christ. Grace be with you, and peace." It 
contains, in eight books, a collection of moral exhortations, church laws and usages, and liturgical 
formularies which had gradually arisen in the various churches from the close of the first century, 
the time of the Roman Clement, downward, particularly in Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, and 
Rome, partly on the authority of apostolic practice. These were at first orally transmitted; then 
committed to writing in different versions, like the creeds; and finally brought, by some unknown 
hand, into their present form. The first six books, which have a strongly Jewish-Christian tone, 
were composed, with the exception of some later interpolations, at the end of the third century, in 
Syria. The seventh book is an expansion of the Didache of the Twelve Apostles. The eighth book 
contains a liturgy, and, in an appendix, the apostolical canons. The collection of the three parts 
into one whole may be the work of the compiler of the eighth book. It is no doubt of Eastern 
authorship, for the church of Rome nowhere occupies a position of priority or supremacy. {265} 
The design was, to set forth the ecclesiastical life for laity and clergy, and to establish the 
episcopal theocracy. These constitutions were more used and consulted in the East than any work 
of the fathers, and were taken as the rule in matters of discipline, like the Holy Scriptures in 



matters of doctrine. Still the collection, as such, did not rise to formal legal authority, and the 
second Trullan council of 692 (known as quinisextum), rejected it for its heretical interpolations, 
while the same council acknowledged the Apostolical Canons. {266} 
 
The "Apostolical Canons" consist of brief church rules or prescriptions, in some copies eighty-
five in number, in others fifty, and pretend to be of apostolic origin, being drawn up by Clement 
of Rome from the directions of the apostles, who in several places speak in the first person. They 
are incorporated in the "Constitutions" as an appendix to the eighth book, but are found also by 
themselves, in Greek, Syriac, Aethiopic, and Arabic manuscripts. Their contents are borrowed 
partly from the Scriptures, especially the Pastoral Epistles, partly from tradition, and partly from 
the decrees of early councils at Antioch, Neo-Caesarea, Nicaea, Laodicea, &c. (but probably not 
Chalcedon, 451). They are, therefore, evidently of gradual growth, and were collected either after 
the middle of the fourth century, {267} or not till the latter part of the fifth, {268} by some 
unknown hand, probably also in Syria. They are designed to furnish a complete system of 
discipline for the clergy. Of the laity they say scarcely a word. The eighty-fifth and last canon 
settles the canon of the Scripture, but reckons among the New Testament books two epistles of 
Clement and the genuine books of the pseudo-Apostolic Constitutions. 
 
The Greek church, at the Trullan council of 692, adopted the whole collection of eighty-five 
canons as authentic and binding, and John of Damascus placed it even on a parallel with the 
epistles of the apostle Paul, thus showing that he had no sense of the infinite superiority of the 
inspired writings. The Latin church rejected it at first, but subsequently decided for the smaller 
collection of fifty canons, which Dionysus Exiguus about the year 500 translated from a Greek 
manuscript. 
 
{265} Harnack (l. c. 266-268) identifies Pseudo-Clement with Pseudo-Ignatius and assigns him to 
the middle of the fourth century. 
 
{266} Turrianus Bovius; and the eccentric Whiston regarded these pseudoapostolic Constitutions 
as a genuine work of the apostles; containing Christ’s teaching during the forty days between the 
Resurrection and Ascension. But Baronius, Bellarmin, and Petavius attached little weight to them, 
and the Protestant scholars, Daille and Blondel, attacked and overthrew their genuineness and 
authority. The work is a gradual growth, with many repetitions, interpolations, and contradictions 
and anachronisms. James, who was beheaded (A. D. 44), is made to sit in council with Paul (VI. 
14), but elsewhere is represented as dead (V. 7). The apostles condemn post-apostolic heresies 
and heretics (VI. 8), and appoint days of commemoration of their death (VIII. 33). Episcopacy is 
extravagantly extolled. P. de Lagarde says: (Rel juris Eccles. ant., Preface, p. IV.): "Communis 
vivorum doctorum fere omnium nunc invaluit opinio eas [constitutiones] saeculo tertio clam 
succrevisse et quum sex aliquando libris septimo et octavo auctas esse postea." 
 
{267} As Bickell supposes. Beveridge put the collection in the third century. 
 
{268} According to Daille, Dr. von Drey, and Mejer.  

 



57. Church Discipline. 
 
I. Several Tracts of Tertullian (especially Deuteronomy Poenitentia). The Philosophumena of 
Hippolytus (l. IX.). The Epistles of Cyprian, and his work Deuteronomy Lapsis. The Epistolae 
Canonicae of Dionysius of Alex., Gregory Thaumaturgus (about 260), and Peter of Alex. (about 
306), collected in Routh’s Reliquiae Sacrae, tom. III., 2nd ed. TheConstit. Apost. II. 16, 21-24. 
The Canons of the councils of Elvira, Arelate, Ancyra, Neo-Caesarea, and Nicaea, between 306 
and 325 (in the Collections of Councils, and in Routh’s Reliq. Sacr. tom. IV.). 
 
II. Morinus: Deuteronomy Disciplina in administratione sacram poenitentiae, Par. 1651 (Venet. 
1702). 
 
Marshall: Penitential Discipline of the Primitive Church. Lond. 1714 (new ed. 1844). 
 
Fr. Frank: Die Bussdisciplin der Kirche bis zum 7 Jahrh. Mainz. 1868. 
 
On the discipline of the Montanists, see Bonwetsch: Die Geschichte des Montanismus (1881), pp. 
108-118. 
 
The ancient church was distinguished for strict discipline. Previous to Constantine the Great, this 
discipline rested on purely moral sanctions, and had nothing to do with civil constraints and 
punishments. A person might be expelled from one congregation without the least social injury. 
But the more powerful the church became, the more serious were the consequences of her 
censures, and when she was united with the state, ecclesiastical offenses were punished as 
offenses against the state, in extreme cases even with death. The church always abhorred blood 
("ecclesia non sitit sanguiem"), but she handed the offender over to the civil government to be 
dealt with according to law. The worst offenders for many centuries were heretics or teachers of 
false doctrine. 
 
The object of discipline was, on the one hand, the dignity and purity of the church, on the other, 
the spiritual welfare of the offender; punishment being designed to be also correction. The 
extreme penalty was excommunication, or exclusion from all the rights and privileges of the 
faithful. This was inflicted for heresy and schism, and all gross crimes, such as, theft, murder, 
adultery, blasphemy, and the denial of Christ in persecution. After Tertullian, these and like 
offences incompatible with the regenerate state, were classed as mortal sins, {269} in distinction 
from venial sins or sins of weakness. {270} 
 
Persons thus excluded passed into the class of penitents, {271} and could attend only the 
catechumen worship. Before they could be re-admitted to the fellowship of the church, they were 
required to pass through a process like that of the catechumens, only still more severe, and to 
prove the sincerity of their penitence by the absence from all pleasures, from ornament in dress, 
and from nuptial intercourse, by confession, frequent prayer, fasting, almsgiving, and other good 
works. Under pain of a troubled conscience and of separation from the only saving church, they 
readily submitted to the severest penances. The church teachers did not neglect, indeed, to 
inculcate the penitent spirit and the contrition of the heart is the main thing. Yet many of them 
laid too great stress on certain outward exercises. Tertullian conceived the entire church penance 
as a "satisfaction" paid to God. This view could easily obscure to a dangerous degree the all-
sufficient merit of Christ, and lead to that self-righteousness against which the Reformation raised 
so loud a voice. 
 



The time and the particular form of the penances, in the second century, was left as yet to the 
discretion of the several ministers and churches. Not till the end of the third century was a 
rigorous and fixed system of penitential discipline established, and then this could hardly 
maintain itself a century. Though originating in deep moral earnestness, and designed only for 
good, it was not fitted to promote the genuine spirit of repentance. Too much formality and legal 
constraint always deadens the spirit, instead of supporting and regulating it. This disciplinary 
formalism first appears, as already familiar, in the council of Ancyra, about the year 314. {272} 
 
Classes of Penitents. 
 
The penitents were distributed into four classes:— 
 
(1) The weepers, {273} who prostrated themselves at the church doors in mourning garments and 
implored restoration from the clergy and the people. 
 
(2) The hearers, {274} who, like the catechumens called by the same name, were allowed to hear 
the Scripture lessons and the sermon. 
 
(3) The kneelers, {275} who attended the public prayers, but only in the kneeling posture. 
 
(4) The standers, {276} who could take part in the whole worship standing, but were still 
excluded from the communion. 
 
Those classes answer to the four stages of penance. {277} The course of penance was usually 
three or four years long, but, like the catechetical preparation, could be shortened according to 
circumstances, or extended to the day of death. In the East there were special penitential 
presbyters, {278} intrusted with the oversight of the penitential discipline. 
 
Restoration. 
 
After the fulfilment of this probation came the act of reconciliation. {279} The penitent made a 
public confession of sin, received absolution by the laying on of hands of the minister, and 
precatory or optative benediction, {280} was again greeted by the congregation with the brotherly 
kiss, and admitted to the celebration of the communion. For the ministry alone was he for ever 
disqualified. Cyprian and Firmilian, however, guard against the view, that the priestly absolution 
of hypocritical penitents is unconditional and infallible, and can forestall the judgment of God. 
{281} 
 
Two Parties. 
 
In reference to the propriety of any restoration in certain cases, there was an important difference 
of sentiment, which gave rise to several schisms. All agreed that the church punishment could not 
forestall the judgment of God at the last day, but was merely temporal, and looked to the 
repentance and conversion of the subject. But it was a question whether the church should restore 
even the grossest offender on his confession of sorrow, or should, under certain circumstances 
leave him to the judgment of God. The strict, puritanic party, to which the Montanists, the 
Novatians, and the Donatists belonged, and, for a time, the whole African and Spanish Church, 
took ground against the restoration of those who had forfeited the grace of baptism by a mortal 
sin, especially by denial of Christ; since, otherwise, the church would lose her characteristic 
holiness, and encourage loose morality. The moderate party, which prevailed in the East, in 
Egypt, and especially in Rome, and was so far the catholic party, held the principle that the 



church should refuse absolution and communion, at least on the death-bed, to no penitent sinner. 
Paul himself restored the Corinthian offender. {282} 
 
The point here in question was of great practical moment in the times of persecution, when 
hundreds and thousands renounced their faith through weakness, but as soon as the danger was 
passed, pleaded for readmission into the church, and were very often supported in their plea by 
the potent intercessions of the martyrs and confessors, and their libelli pacis. The principle was: 
necessity knows no law. A mitigation of the penitential discipline seemed in such cases justified 
by every consideration of charity and policy. So great was the number of the lapsed in the Decian 
persecution, that even Cyprian found himself compelled to relinquish his former rigoristic views, 
all the more because he held that out of the visible church there was no salvation. 
 
The strict party were zealous for the holiness of God; the moderate, for his grace. The former 
would not go beyond the revealed forgiveness of sins by baptism, and were content with urging 
the lapsed to repentance, without offering them hope of absolution in this life. The latter refused 
to limit the mercy of God and expose the sinner to despair. The former were carried away with an 
ideal of the church which cannot be realized till the second coming of Christ; and while impelled 
to a fanatical separatism, they proved, in their own sects, the impossibility of an absolutely pure 
communion on earth. The others not rarely ran to the opposite extreme of a dangerous looseness, 
were quite too lenient, even towards mortal sins, and sapped the earnestness of the Christian 
morality. 
 
It is remarkable that the lax penitential discipline had its chief support from the end of the second 
century, in the Roman church. Tertullian assails that church for this with bitter mockery. 
Hippolytus, soon after him, does the same; for, though no Montanist, he was zealous for strict 
discipline. According to his statement (in the ninth book of his Philosophumena), evidently made 
from fact, the pope Callistus, whom a later age stamped a saint because it knew little of him, 
admitted bigami and trigami to ordination, maintained that a bishop could not be deposed, even 
though he had committed a mortal sin, and appealed for his view to Romans 14:4, to the parable 
of the tares and the wheat, Matthew 13:30, and, above all, to the ark of Noah, which was a 
symbol of the church, and which contained both clean and unclean animals, even dogs and 
wolves. In short, he considered no sin too great to be loosed by the power of the keys in the 
church. And this continued to be the view of his successors. 
 
But here we perceive, also, how the looser practice in regard to penance was connected with the 
interest of the hierarchy. It favored the power of the priesthood, which claimed for itself the right 
of absolution; it was at the same time matter of worldly policy; it promoted the external spread of 
the church, though at the expense of the moral integrity of her membership, and facilitated both 
her subsequent union with the state and her hopeless confusion with the world. No wonder the 
church of Rome, in this point, as in others, triumphed at last over all opposition. 
 
{269} Peccata mortalia, or, ad mortem; after a rather arbitrary interpretation of 1 John 5:16. 
Tertullian gives seven mortal sins: Homocidium idololatria, fraus, negatio blasphemia. utique et 
moechia et. fornicatio et si qua alia violatio templi Dei. Deuteronomy pudic. c. 19, These he 
declares irremissibilia,horum ultra exoratur non erit Christus; that is, if thev be committed after 
baptism; for baptism washes, away all former guilt. Hence he counselled delay of baptism. 
 
{270} Peccata, venialia. 
 
{271} Poenitentes. 
 



{272} Can. 4 sqq. See Hefele, Conciliengesch (second ed.) I. 225 sqq. Comp. also the fifth canon 
of Neocaesarea, and Hefele, p. 246. 
 
{273} prosklaiontev, flentes; also called ceimazontev, hiemantes 
 
{274} akrowmenoi, audientes, or auditores. The fourteenth canon of Nicaea (Hefele I. 418) 
directs that "Catechumens who had fallen, should for three years be only hearers, but afterwards 
pray with the Catechumens." 
 
{275} gonuklinontev, genuflectentes: also upopiptontev, Substrati. The terra gonu 
klinwnav designating a class of penitents occurs only in the 5th canon of the Council of 
Neocaesarea, held after 314 and before 325. 
 
{276} sunistamenoi, consistentes. 
 
{277} prosklausiv, fletus; akroasiv auditus upoptwsiv, prostratio, humiliatio, sustasiv, 
consistentia. The last three classes are supposed to correspond to three classes of catechumens, 
but without good reason. There was only one class of catechumens, or at most two classes. See 
below, 72. 
 
{278} presbuteroi epi thv metanoiav, presbyteri poenitentiarii 
 
{279} Reconciliatio. 
 
{280} The declarative, and especially the direct indicative or judicial form of absolution seems to 
be of later origin. 
 
{281} Cypr. Epist. LV., c. 15: "Neque enim prejudicamus Domino judicaturo, quominus si 
penitentiam plenam et justam peccatoris invenerit tunc ratum faciat, quod a nobis fuerit hic 
statutum. Si vero nos aliquis poenitentiae simulatione deluserit, Deus, cui non deridetur, et qui 
cor hominis intuetur, de his, quae nos minus perspeximus, judicet et servorum suorum sententiam 
Dominus mendet." Comp. the similar passages in Epist. LXXV. 4, and Deuteronomy Lapsi, c. 17. 
But if the church can err in imparting absolution to the unworthy, as Cyprian concedes, she can 
err also in withholding absolution and in passing sentence of excommunication. 
 
{282} 1 Corinthians 5:1 sqq. Comp. 2 Corinthians 2:5 sqq.  

 



58. Church Schisms. 
 
I. On the Schism of Hippolytus-. The Philosophumena of Hippol. lib. IX. (ed. Miller, Oxf. 1851, 
better by Duncker and Schneidewin, Gott. 1859), and the monographs on Hippolytus, by Bunsen, 
Dollinger, Wordsworth, Jacobi, and others (which will be noticed in chapter XIII. 183). 
 
II. On the Schism of Felicissimus: Cyprian: Epist. 38-40, 42, 55. 
 
III. On the Novatian Schism: Hippol.: Philosoph. 1 IX. Cypr.: Epist. 41-52; and the Epistles of 
Cornelius of Rome, and Dionys. of Alex., in Euseb. H. E., VI. 43-45; VII. 8. Comp. Lit. in 200. 
 
IV. On the Meletian Schism: Documents in Latin translation in Maffei: Osservationi Letterarie, 
Verona, 1738, tom. III p. 11 sqq., and the Greek fragments from the Liber de poenitentia of Peter 
of Alexandria in Routh: Reliquicae Sacr. vol. II. pp. 21-51. Epiphan.: Haer. 68 (favorable to 
Meletius); Athanas.: Apol. contra Arianos, 59; and after him, Socr, Sozom., and Theod. (very 
unfavorable to Meletius). 
 
Out of this controversy on the restoration of the lapsed, proceeded four schisms during the third 
century; two in Rome, one in North Africa, and one in Egypt. Montanism, too, was in a measure 
connected with the question of penitential discipline, but extended also to several other points of 
Christian life, and will be discussed in a separate chapter. 
 
I. The Roman schism of Hippolytus. This has recently been brought to the light by the discovery 
of his Philosophumena (1851). Hippolytus was a worthy disciple of Irenaeus, and the most 
learned and zealous divine in Rome, during the pontificates of Zephyrinus (202-217), and 
Callistus (217-222). He died a martyr in 235 or 236. He was an advocate of strict views on 
discipline in opposition to the latitudinarian practice which we have described in the previous 
section. He gives a most unfavorable account of the antecedents of Callistus, and charges him and 
his predecessor with the patripassian heresy. The difference, therefore, was doctrinal as well as 
disciplinarian. It seems to have led to mutual excommunication and a temporary schism, which 
lasted till A. D. 235. Hippolytus ranks himself with the successors of the apostles, and seems to 
have been bishop of Portus, the port of Rome (according to later Latin tradition), or bishop of 
Rome (according to Greek writers). If bishop of Rome, he was the first schismatic pope, and 
forerunner of Novatianus, who was ordained anti pope in 251. {283} But the Roman Church must 
have forgotten or forgiven his schism, for she numbers him among her saints and martyrs, and 
celebrates his memory on the twenty-second of August. Prudentius, the spanish poet, represents 
him as a Roman presbyter, who first took part in the Novatian schism, then returned to the 
Catholic church, and was torn to pieces by wild horses at Ostia on account of his faith. The 
remembrance of the schism was lost in the glory of his supposed or real martyrdom. According to 
the chronological catalogue of Popes from A. D. 354, a "presbyter" Hippolytus, together with the 
Roman bishop Pontianus, the successor of Callistus, was banished from Rome in the reign of 
Alexander Severus (235), to the mines of Sardinia. {284} 
 
II. The schism of Felicississimus, at Carthage, about the year 250, originated in the personal 
dissatisfaction of five presbyters with the hasty and irregular election of Cyprian to the bishopric, 
by the voice of the congregation, very soon after his baptism, A. D. 248. At the head of this 
opposition party stood the presbyter Novatus, an unprincipled ecclesiastical demagogue, of 
restless, insubordinate spirit and notorious character, {285} and the deacon Felicissimus, whom 
Novatus ordained, without the permission or knowledge of Cyprian, therefore illegally, whether 
with his own hands or through those of foreign bishops. The controversy cannot, however, from 



this circumstance, be construed, as it is by Neander and others, into a presbyterial reaction against 
episcopal autocracy. For the opponents themselves afterwards chose a bishop in the person of 
Fortunatus. The Novatians and the Meletians likewise had the episcopal form of organization, 
though doubtless with many irregularities in the ordination. 
 
After the outbreak of the Decian persecution this personal rivalry received fresh nourishment and 
new importance from the question of discipline. Cyprian originally held Tertullian’s principles, 
and utterly opposed the restoration of the lapsed, till further examination changed his views. Yet, 
so great was the multitude of the fallen, that he allowed an exception in periculo mortis. His 
opponents still saw even in this position an unchristian severity, least of all becoming him, who, 
as they misrepresented him, fled from his post for fear of death. They gained the powerful voice 
of the confessors, who in the face of their own martyrdom freely gave their peace-bills to the 
lapsed. A regular trade was carried on in these indulgences. An arrogant confessor, Lucian, wrote 
to Cyprian in the name of the rest, that he granted restoration to all apostates, and begged him to 
make this known to the other bishops. We can easily understand how this lenity from those who 
stood in the fire, might take more with the people than the strictness of the bishop, who had 
secured himself. The church of Novatus and Felicissimus was a resort of all the careless lapsi. 
Felicissimus set himself also against a visitation of churches and a collection for the poor, which 
Cyprian ordered during his exile. 
 
When the bishop returned, after Easter, 251, he held a council at Carthage, which, though it 
condemned the party of Felicissimus, took a middle course on the point in dispute. It sought to 
preserve the integrity of discipline, yet at the same time to secure the fallen against despair. It 
therefore decided for the restoration of those who proved themselves truly penitent, but against 
restoring the careless, who asked the communion merely from fear of death. Cyprian afterwards, 
when the persecution was renewed, under Gallus, abolished even this limitation. He was thus, of 
course, not entirely consistent, but gradually accommodated his principles to circumstances and 
to the practice of the Roman church. {286} His antagonists elected their bishop, indeed, but were 
shortly compelled to yield to the united force of the African and Roman churches, especially as 
they had no moral earnestness at the bottom of their cause. 
 
His conflict with this schismatical movement strengthened Cyprian’s episcopal authority, and led 
him in his doctrine of the unity of the church to the principle of absolute exclusiveness. 
 
III. The Novatian schism in Rome was prepared by the controversy already alluded to between 
Hippolytus and Callistus. It broke out soon after the African schism, and, like it, in consequence 
of an election of bishop. But in this case the opposition advocated the strict discipline against the 
lenient practice of the dominant church. The Novatianists {287} considered themselves the only 
pure communion, {288} and unchurched all churches which defiled themselves by re-admitting 
the lapsed, or any other gross offenders. They went much farther than Cyprian, even as far as the 
later Donatists. They admitted the possibility of mercy for a mortal sinner, but denied the power 
and the right of the church to decide upon it, and to prevent, by absolution, the judgment of God 
upon such offenders. They also, like Cyprian, rejected heretical baptism, and baptized all who 
came over to them from other communions not just so rigid as themselves. 
 
At the head of this party stood the Roman presbyter Novatian, {289} an earnest, learned, but 
gloomy man, who had come to faith through severe demoniacal disease and inward struggles. He 
fell out with Cornelius, who, after the Decian persecution in 251, was nominated bishop of Rome, 
and at once, to the grief of many, showed great indulgence towards the lapsed. Among his 
adherents the above-named Novatus of Carthage was particularly busy, either from a mere spirit 
of opposition to existing authority, or from having changed his former lax principles on his 



removal to Rome. Novatian, against his will, was chosen bishop by the opposition. Cornelius 
excommunicated him. Both parties courted the recognition of the churches abroad. Fabian, bishop 
of Antioch, sympathized with the rigorists. Dionysius of Alexandria, on the contrary, accused 
them of blaspheming the most gracious Lord Jesus Christ, by calling him unmerciful. And 
especially Cyprian, from his zeal for ecclesiastical unity and his aversion to Novatus, took sides 
with Cornelius, whom he regarded the legitimate bishop of Rome. 
 
In spite of this strong opposition the Novatian sect, by virtue of its moral earnestness, propagated 
itself in various provinces of the West and the East down to the sixth century. In Phrygia it 
combined with the remnants of the Montanists. The council of Nicaea recognized its ordination, 
and endeavored, without success, to reconcile it with the Catholic church. Constantine, at first 
dealt mildly with the Novatians, but afterwards prohibited them to worship in public and ordered 
their books to be burnt. 
 
IV. The Meletian schism in Egypt arose in the Diocletian persecution, about 305, and lasted more 
than a century, but, owing to the contradictory character of our accounts, it is not so well 
understood. It was occasioned by Meletius, bishop of Lycopolis in Thebais, who, according to 
one statement, from zeal for strict discipline, according to another, from sheer arrogance, rebelled 
against his metropolitan, Peter of Alexandria (martyred in 311), and during his absence 
encroached upon his diocese with ordinations, excommunications, and the like. Peter warned his 
people against him, and, on returning from his flight, deposed him as a disturber of the peace of 
the church. But the controversy continued, and spread over all Egypt. The council of Nicaea 
endeavored, by recognizing the ordination of the twenty-nine Meletian bishops, and by other 
compromise measures, to heal the division; but to no purpose. The Meletians afterwards made 
common cause with the Arians. 
 
The Donatist schism, which was more formidable than any of those mentioned, likewise grew out 
of the Diocletian persecution, but belongs more to the next period. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{283} See the particulars in 183, and in Dollinger’s Hippol. and Call., Engl. transl. by A. 
Plummer (1876), p. 92 sqq. 
 
{284} See Mommsen, uber den Chronographen vom Jahr 354 (1850), Lipsius, Chronologie der 
Rom. Bischofe, p. 40 sqq.; Dollinger, I. c. p. 332 sqq.; Jacobi in Herzog 2 VI. 142 sqq. 
 
{285} Cyprian charges him with terrible cruelties, such as robbing widows and orphans, gross 
abuse of his father, and of his wife even during her pregnancy; and says, that he was about to be 
arraigned for this and similar misconduct when the Decian persecution broke out. Ep. 49. 
 
{286} In Ep. 52, Ad Antonianum, he tried to justify himself in regard to this change in his views. 
 
{287} Novatiani, Novatianenses. 
 
{288} kayaroi. 
 
{289} Eusebius and the Greeks call him noouatov, and confound him with Novatus of Carthage. 
Dionysius of Alex., however, calls him noouatianov.  



 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER V: 
 
CHRISTIAN WORSHIP. 
 
I. The richest sources here are the works of Justin M., Tertullian, Cyprian, Eusebius, and the so-
called Constitutiones Apostolicae; also Clement of Rome (Ad Cor. 59-61), and the Homily falsely 
ascribed to him (fully publ. 1875). 
 
II. See the books quoted in vol. I. 455, and the relevant sections in the archaeological works of 
Bingham (Antiquities of the Christian Church, Lond. 1708-22. 10 vols.; new ed. Lond. 1852, in 2 
vols.), Augusti (whose larger work fills 12 vols., Leipz. 1817-31, and his Handbuch der Christl. 
Archaeol. 3 vols. Leipz. 1836), Binterim (R.C.), Siegel, Smith & Cheetham (Dict. of Chr. Ant., 
Lond. 1875, 2 vols.), and Garrucci (Storia della arte crist., 1872-80, 6 vols.) 
 

59. Places of Common Worship. 
 
R. Hospinianus: Deuteronomy Templis, etc. Tig. 1603. And in his Opera, Genev. 1681. 
 
Fabricius: Deuteronomy Templis vett. Christ. Helmst. 1704. 
 
Muratori (R.C.): Deuteronomy primis Christianorum Ecclesiis. Arezzo, 1770. 
 
Hubsch: Altchristliche Kirchen. Karlsruh, 1860. 
 
Jos. Mullooly: St. Clement and his Basilica in Rome. Rome, 2nd ed. 1873. 
 
De Vogue: Architecture civile et relig. du I {e} au Vll {e} siecle. Paris,1877, 2 vols. 
 
The numerous works on church architecture (by Fergusson, Brown, Bunsen, Kugler, Kinkel, 
Kreuser, Schnaase, Lubke, Voillet-le-Duc, Deuteronomy Vogue etc.) usually begin with the 
basilicas of the Constantinian age, which are described in vol. III. 541 sqq. 
 
The Christian worship, as might be expected from the humble condition of the church in this 
period of persecution, was very simple, strongly contrasting with the pomp of the Greek and 
Roman communion; yet by no means puritanic. We perceive here, as well as in organization and 
doctrine, the gradual and sure approach of the Nicene age, especially in the ritualistic solemnity 
of the baptismal service, and the mystical character of the eucharistic sacrifice. 
 
Let us glance first at the places of public worship. Until about the close of the second century the 
Christians held their worship mostly in private houses, or in desert places, at the graves of 
martyrs, and in the crypts of the catacombs. This arose from their poverty, their oppressed and 
outlawed condition, their love of silence and solitude, and their aversion to all heathen art. The 
apologists frequently assert, that their brethren had neither temples nor altars (in the pagan sense 
of these words), and that their worship was spiritual and independent of place and ritual. 
Heathens, like Celsus, cast this up to them as a reproach; but Origen admirably replied: The 
humanity of Christ is the highest temple and the most beautiful image of God, and true Christians 
are living statues of the Holy Spirit, with which no Jupiter of Phidias can compare. Justin Martyr 
said to the Roman prefect: The Christians assemble wherever it is convenient, because their God 



is not, like the gods of the heathen, inclosed in space, but is invisibly present everywhere. 
Clement of Alexandria refutes the superstition, that religion is bound to any building. 
 
In private houses the room best suited for worship and for the love-feast was the oblong dining-
hall, the triclinium, which was never wanting in a convenient Greek or Roman dwelling, and 
which often had a semicircular niche, like the choir {290} in the later churches. An elevated seat 
{291} was used for reading the Scriptures and preaching, and a simple tables {292} for the holy 
communion. Similar arrangements were made also in the catacombs, which sometimes have the 
form of a subterranean church. 
 
The first traces of special houses of worship {293} occur in Tertullian, who speaks of going to 
church, {294} and in his contemporary, Clement of Alexandria, who mentions the double 
meaning of the word ekklhsiva. {295} About the year 230, Alexander Severus granted the 
Christians the right to a place in Rome against the protest of the tavern-keepers, because the 
worship of God in any form was better than tavern-keeping. After the middle of the third century 
the building of churches began in great earnest, as the Christians enjoyed over forty years of 
repose (260-303), and multiplied so fast that, according to Eusebius, more spacious places of 
devotion became everywhere necessary. The Diocletian persecution began (in 303,) with the 
destruction of the magnificent church at Nicomedia, which, according to Lactantius, even 
towered above the neighboring imperial palace. {296} Rome is supposed to have had, as early as 
the beginning of the fourth century, more than forty churches. But of the form and arrangement of 
them we have no account. With Constantine the Great begins the era of church architecture, and 
its first style is the Basilica. The emperor himself set the example, and built magnificent churches 
in Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Constantinople, which, however, have undergone many changes. 
His contemporary, the historian Eusebius, gives us the first account of a church edifice which 
Paulinus built in Tyre between A. D. 313 and 322. {297} It included a large portico (propulon) 
a quadrangular atrium (aiyrion) surrounded by ranges of columns; a fountain in the centre of the 
atrium for the customary washing of hands and feet before entering the church; interior porticoes; 
the nave or central space (basileiov oikov) with galleries above the aisles, and covered by a 
roof of cedar of Lebanon; and the most holy altar (agion agiwn yusiasthrion). Eusebius 
mentions also the thrones (yronoi) for the bishops and presbyters, and benches or seats. The 
church was surrounded by halls and inclosed by a wall, which can still be traced. Fragments of 
five granite columns of this building are among the ruins of Tyre. 
 
The description of a church in the Apostolic Constitutions, {298} implies that the clergy occupy 
the space at the cast end of the church (in the choir), and the people the nave, but mentions no 
barrier between them. Such a barrier, however, existed as early as the fourth century, when the 
laity were forbidden to enter the enclosure of the altar. 
 
{290} Chorus, bhma. The two are sometimes identified, sometimes distinguished, the bema being 
the sanctuary proper for the celebration of the holy mysteries, the choir the remaining part of the 
chancel for the clergy; while the nave was for the laity. 
 
{291} Ambwn, suggestus, pulpitum. 
 
{292} Travpeza, mensa sacra; also ara, altare. 
 
{293} ekklhsia, ekklhsiasthrion, kuriaka, oikov yeou, ecclesia, dominica, domus Dei, 
templum. The names for a church building in the Teutonic and Slavonic languages (Kirche, 
Church, Kerk, Kyrka, Tserkoff, etc.) are derived from the Greek kuriakh, kuriakon, (belonging 
to the Lord, the Lord’s house), through the medium of the Gothic; the names in the Romanic 



languages (Chiesa, Igreja, Eglise, etc.) from the Latin ecclesia, although this is also from the 
Greek, and meant originally assembly (either a local congregation, or the whole body of 
Christians). Churches erected specially in honor of martyrs were called martyria, memoriae, 
tropaea, tituli. 
 
{294} In ecclcsima, in domum Dei venire 
 
{295} topov, and ayroisma twn eklektwn 
 
{296} Deuteronomy Mort. Persec. c. 12. The Chronicle of Edessa (in Assem. Bibl Orient. XI. 
397) mentions the destruction of Christian temples A. D. 292. 
 
{297} Hist. Ecel. X. 4. Eusebius also describes, in rhetorical exaggeration and looseness, the 
churches built by Constantine in Jerusalem, Antioch, and Constantinople (Vita Const. 1. III. 50; 
IV. 58, 59). See Deuteronomy Vogue, Eglises de la terre-sainte, Hubsch, l. c., ,- tnd Smith & 
Cheetliam, I. 368 sqq. 
 
{298} II. 57, ed. Ueltzen, p. 66 sqq.  

 



60. The Lord’s Day. 
 
See Lit. in vol. I. 476. 
 
The celebration of the Lord’s Day in memory of the resurrection of Christ dates undoubtedly 
from the apostolic age. {299} Nothing short of apostolic precedent can account for the universal 
religious observance in the churches of the second century. There is no dissenting voice. This 
custom is confirmed by the testimonies of the earliest post-apostolic writers, as Barnabas, {300} 
Ignatius, {301} and Justin Martyr. {302} It is also confirmed by the younger Pliny. {303} The 
Didache calls the first day "the Lord’s Day of the Lord." {304} 
 
Considering that the church was struggling into existence, and that a large number of Christians 
were slaves of heathen masters, we cannot expect an unbroken regularity of worship and a 
universal cessation of labor on Sunday until the civil government in the time of Constantine came 
to the help of the church and legalized (and in part even enforced) the observance of the Lord’s 
Day. This may be the reason why the religious observance of it was not expressly enjoined by 
Christ and the apostles; as for similar reasons there is no prohibition of polygamy and slavery by 
the letter of the New Testament, although its spirit condemns these abuses, and led to their 
abolition. We may go further and say that coercive Sunday laws are against the genius and spirit 
of the Christian religion which appeals to the free will of man, and uses only moral means for its 
ends. A Christian government may and ought to protect the Christian Sabbath against open 
desecration, but its positive observance by attending public worship, must be left to the 
conscientious conviction of individuals. Religion cannot be forced by law. It looses its value 
when it ceases to be voluntary. 
 
The fathers did not regard the Christian Sunday as a continuation of, but as a substitute for, the 
Jewish Sabbath, and based it not so much on the fourth commandment, and the primitive rest of 
God in creation, to which the commandment expressly refers, as upon the resurrection of Christ 
and the apostolic tradition. There was a disposition to disparage the Jewish law in the zeal to 
prove the independent originality of Christian institutions. The same polemic interest against 
Judaism ruled in the paschal controversies, and made Christian Easter a moveable feast. 
Nevertheless, Sunday was always regarded in the ancient church as a divine institution, at least in 
the secondary sense, as distinct from divine ordinances in the primary sense, which were directly 
and positively commanded by Christ, as baptism and the Lord’s Supper. Regular public worship 
absolutely requires a stated day of worship. 
 
Ignatius was the first who contrasted Sunday with the Jewish Sabbath as something done away 
with. {305} So did the author of the so-called Epistle of Barnabas. {306} Justin Martyr, in 
controversy with a Jew, says that the pious before Moses pleased God without circumcision and 
the Sabbath, {307} and that Christianity requires not one particular Sabbath, but a perpetual 
Sabbath. {308} He assigns as a reason for the selection of the first day for the purposes of 
Christian worship, because on that day God dispelled the darkness and the chaos, and because 
Jesus rose from the dead and appeared to his assembled disciples, but makes no allusion to the 
fourth commandment. {309} He uses the term "to sabbathize" (sabbativzein), only of the Jews, 
except in the passage just quoted, where he spiritualizes the Jewish law. Dionysius of Corinth 
mentions Sunday incidentally in a letter to the church of Rome, A. D., 170: "To-day we kept the 
Lord’s Day holy, in which we read your letter." {310} Melito of Sardis wrote a treatise on the 
Lord’s Day, which is lost. {311} Irenaeus of Lyons, about 170, bears testimony to the celebration 
of the Lord’s Day, {312} but likewise regards the Jewish Sabbath merely as a symbolical and 
typical ordinance, and says that "Abraham without circumcision and without observance of 



Sabbaths believed in God," which proves "the symbolical and temporary character of those 
ordinances, and their inability to make perfect." {313} Tertullian, at the close of the second and 
beginning of the third century, views the Lord’s Day as figurative of rest from sin and typical of 
man’s final rest, and says: "We have nothing to do with Sabbaths, new moons or the Jewish 
festivals, much less with those of the heathen. We have our own solemnities, the Lord’s Day, for 
instance, and Pentecost. As the heathen confine themselves to their festivals and do not observe 
ours, let us confine ourselves to ours, and not meddle with those belonging to them." He thought 
it wrong to fast on the Lord’s Day, or to pray kneeling during its continuance. "Sunday we give to 
joy." But he also considered it Christian duty to abstain from secular care and labor, lest we give 
place to the devil. {314} This is the first express evidence of cessation from labor on Sunday 
among Christians. The habit of standing in prayer on Sunday, which Tertullian regarded as 
essential to the festive character of the day, and which was sanctioned by an ecumenical council, 
was afterwards abandoned by the western church. 
 
The Alexandrian fathers have essentially the same view, with some fancies of their own 
concerning the allegorical meaning of the Jewish Sabbath. 
 
We see then that the ante-Nicene church clearly distinguished the Christian Sunday from the 
Jewish Sabbath, and put it on independent Christian ground. She did not fully appreciate the 
perpetual obligation of the fourth commandment in its substance as a weekly day of rest, rooted 
in the physical and moral necessities of man. This is independent of those ceremonial enactments 
which were intended only for the Jews and abolished by the gospel. But, on the other hand, the 
church took no secular liberties with the day. On the question of theatrical and other amusements 
she was decidedly puritanic and ascetic, and denounced them as being inconsistent on any day 
with the profession of a soldier of the cross. She regarded Sunday as a sacred day, as the Day of 
the Lord, as the weekly commemoration of his resurrection and the pentecostal effusion of the 
Spirit, and therefore as a day of holy joy and thanksgiving to be celebrated even before the rising 
sun by prayer, praise, and communion with the risen Lord and Saviour. 
 
Sunday legislation began with Constantine, and belongs to the next period. 
 
The observance of the Sabbath among the Jewish Christians gradually ceased. Yet the Eastern 
church to this day marks the seventh day of the week (excepting only the Easter Sabbath) by 
omitting fasting, and by standing in prayer; while the Latin church, in direct opposition to 
Judaism, made Saturday a fast day. The controversy on this point began as early as the, end of the 
second century 
 
Wednesday, {315} and especially Friday, {316} were devoted to the weekly commemoration of 
the sufferings and death of the Lord, and observed as days of penance, or watch-days, {317} and 
half-fasting (which lasted till three o’clock in the afternoon). {318} 
 
{299} The original designations of the Christian Sabbath or weekly rest-day are: h mia ormia 
sabbatwn, the first day of the week, {Matthew 28:1 Mark 16:2 Luke 24:1 John 21:1 Acts 20:7 1 
Corinthians 16:2} and hJ hJmevra kuriakhv, the Lord’s Day, which first occurs in Revelation 
1:10, then in Ignatius and the fathers. The Latins render it Dominicus or Dominica dies. Barnabas 
calls it the eighth day, in contrast to the Jewish Sabbath. After Constantine the Jewish term 
Sabbath and the heathen term Sunday (hJmevra tou’ hJlivou, dies Solis) were used also. In the 
edict of Gratian, A. D. 386, two are combined: "Solis die, quem Dominicum rite dixere majores." 
On the Continent of Europe Sunday has ruled out Sabbath completely; while in England, 
Scotland, and the United States Sabbath is used as often as the other or oftener in religious 



literature. The difference is characteristic of the difference in the Continental and the Anglo-
American observance of the Lord’s Day. 
 
{300} Ep., c. 15: "We celebrate the eighth day with joy, on which Jesus rose from the dead, and, 
after having appeared [to his disciple,;], ascended to heaven." It does not follow from this that 
Barnabas put the ascension of Christ likewise on Sunday. 
 
{301} Ep. ad Magnes. c. 8, 9. 
 
{302} Apol. I. 67. 
 
{303} "Stato die," in his letter to Trajan, Ep. X. 97. This "stated day," on which the Christian, in 
Bithynia assembled before day-light to sing hymns to Christ as a God, and to bind themselves by 
a sacramentum, must be the Lord’s Day. 
 
{304} Ch. 14: kuriakh; kuriou, pleonastic. The adjective in Revelation 1:10. 
 
{305} Ep. ad Magna. c. 8, 9 in the shorter Greek recension (wanting in the Syriac edition). 
 
{306} Cap. 15. This Epistle is altogether too fierce in its polemics against Judaism to be the 
production of the apostolic Barnabas. 
 
{307} Dial c. TryPh. M. 19, 27 (Tom. I. P. II. p. 68, 90, in the third ed. of Otto). 
 
{308} Dial. 12 (II, p. 46): sabbatizein umav (so Otto reads, but hma would be better) o kainov 
nomov dia pantov (belong to sabbatizein) eyelei. Comp. Tertullian, Contra Jud. c. 4: "Unde 
nos intelligimis magis, sabbatizare nos ab omni opere servili semper debere, et non tantum 
septimo quoque die, sed per omne tempus." 
 
{309} Apol. I. 67 (I. p. 161): thn de tou hliou hmeran koinh pantev thn suneleusin 
poioumeya, epeidh prwth estin hmevra, en h ov yeov to skotov kai thn ulhn treqav, 
kosmon epoihse, kai ihsouv cristov ov hmeterov swthr th auth hmera ek nekrwn 
anesth. k. t. l. 
 
{310} Eusebius, H. E. IV. 23. 
 
{311} peri kuriakhv logov. Euseb. IV. 26. 
 
{312} In one of his fragments peri tou pasca, and by his part in the Quartadecimanian 
controversy, which turned on the yearly celebration of the Christian Passover, but implied 
universal agreement as to the weekly celebration of the Resurrection. Comp. Hessey, Bampton 
Lectures on Sunday. London, 1860, p. 373. 
 
{313} Adv. Haer. IV. 16. 
 
{314} Deuteronomy Orat. c. 23: "Nos vero sicut accepimus, solo die Dominicae Resurrectionis 
non ab isto tantum [the bowing of the knee], sed omni anxietatis habitu et officio cavere debemus, 
differentes etiam negotia, ne quem diabolo locum demus." Other passages of Tertullian, Cyprian, 
Clement of Alex., and Origen see in Hessey, l. c., pp. 375 ff. 
 
{315} Feria quarta. 



 
{316} Feria sexta, hJ paraskeuhv 
 
{317} Dies stationum of the milites Christi. 
 
{318} Semijejunia.  

 



61. The Christian Passover. (Easter). 
 
R. Hospinianus: Festa Christ., h. e. de origine, progressu, ceremonies el ritibusfestorum dierum 
Christ. Tig. 1593, and often. 
 
A. G. Pillwitz: Gesch. der heil. Zeiten in der abendland. Kirche. Dresden, 1842. 
 
M. A. Nickel (R.C.): Die heil. Zeiten u. Feste nach ihrer Gesch. u. Feier in der kath. Kirche. 
Mainz, 1825-1838. 6 vols. 
 
P. Piper: Gesch. des Osterfestes. Berl. 1845. 
 
Lisco: Das christl. Kirchenjahr. Berlin, 1840, 4th ed. 1850. 
 
Strauss (court-chaplain of the King of Prussia, d. 1863): Das evangel. Kirchenjahr. Berlin, 1850. 
 
Boberstag: Das evangel. Kirchenjahr. Breslau 1857. 
 
H. Alt: Der Christliche Cultus, IInd Part: Das Kirchenjahr, 2nd ed. Berlin 1860. 
 
L. Hensley: Art. Easter in Smith and Cheetham (1875), I. 586-595. 
 
F. X. Kraus (R.C.): Art. Feste in "R. Encykl. der Christl. Alterthumer," vol. I. (1881), pp. 486-
502, and the Lit. quoted there. The article is written by several authors, the section on Easter and 
Pentecost by Dr. Funk of Tubingen. 
 
The yearly festivals of this period were Easter, Pentecost, and Epiphany. They form the rudiments 
of the church year, and keep within the limits of the facts of the New Testament. 
 
Strictly speaking the ante-Nicene church had two annual festive seasons, the Passover in 
commemoration of the suffering of Christ, and the Pentecoste in commemoration of the 
resurrection and exaltation of Christ, beginning with Easter and ending with Pentecost proper. 
But Passover and Easter were connected in a continuous celebration, combining the deepest 
sadness with the highest joy, and hence the term pascha (in Greek and Latin) is often used in a 
wider sense for the Easter season, as is the case with the French paque or paques, and the Italian 
pasqua. The Jewish passover also lasted a whole week, and after it began their Pentecost or feast 
of weeks. The death of Christ became fruitful in the resurrection, and has no redemptive power 
without it. The commemoration of the death of Christ was called the pascha staurosimon or the 
Passover proper. {319} The commemoration of the resurrection was called the pascha 
anastasimon, and afterwards Easter. {320} The former corresponds to the gloomy Friday, the 
other to the cheerful Sunday, the sacred days of the week in commemoration of those great 
events. 
 
The Christian Passover naturally grew out of the Jewish Passover as the Lord’s Day grew out of 
the Sabbath; the paschal lamb being regarded as a prophetic type of Christ, the Lamb of God slain 
for our sins, {1 Corinthians 5:7,8} and the deliverance from the bondage of Egypt as a type of the 
redemption from sin. It is certainly the oldest and most important annual festival of the church, 
and can be traced back to the first century, or at all events to the middle of the second, when it 
was universally observed, though with a difference as to the day, and the extent of the fast 
connected with it. It is based on the view that Christ crucified and risen is the centre of faith. The 



Jewish Christians would very naturally from the beginning continue to celebrate the legal 
passover, but in the light of its fulfillment by the sacrifice of Christ, and would dwell chiefly on 
the aspect of the crucifixion. The Gentile Christians, for whom the Jewish passover had no 
meaning except through reflection from the cross, would chiefly celebrate the Lord’s resurrection 
as they did on every Sunday of the week. Easter formed at first the beginning of the Christian 
year, as the month of Nisan, which contained the vernal equinox (corresponding to our March or 
April.), began the sacred year of the Jews. Between the celebration of the death and the 
resurrection of Christ lay "the great Sabbath," {321} on which also the Greek church fasted by 
way of exception; and "the Easter vigils," {322} which were kept, with special devotion, by the 
whole congregation till the break of day, and kept the more scrupulously, as it was generally 
believed that the Lord’s glorious return would occur on this night. The feast of the resurrection, 
which completed the whole work of redemption, became gradually the most prominent part of the 
Christian Passover, and identical with Easter. But the crucifixion continued to be celebrated on 
what is called "Good Friday." {323} 
 
The paschal feast was preceded by a season of penitence and fasting, which culminated in "the 
holy week." {324} This fasting varied in length, in different countries, from one day or forty 
hours to six weeks; {325} but after the fifth century, through the influence of Rome, it was 
universally fixed at forty days, {326} with reference to the forty days’ fasting of Christ in the 
wilderness and the Old Testament types of that event (the fasting of Moses and Elijah). {327} 
 
{319} Pascha, pasca, is not from the verb pascein, to, suffer (though often con founded with it 
and with the Latin passio by the Father, who were ignorant of Hebrew), but from the Hebrew jsK, 
the Chaldee ahsK’, (Comp. the verb jsK; to pass over, to spare). See Ex. chg. 12 and 13; Leviticus 
23:4-9; Num. ch. 9. It has three meanings in the Sept. and the N. T. 1- the paschal festival, called 
"the feast of unleavened bread," and lasting from the fourteenth to the twentieth of Nisan, in 
commemoration of the sparing of the first-born and the deliverance of Israel from Egypt; 2- the 
paschal lamb which was slain between the two evenings. (3-5 p. m.) on the 14th of Nisan; 3- the 
paschal supper on the evening- of the same day, which marked the beginning of the 15th of 
Nisan, or the first day of the festival. In the first sense it corresponds to the Christian Easter-
festival, as the type corresponds to the substance. Nevertheless the translation Easter for Passover 
in the English version, Acts 12:4, is a strange anachronism (corrected in the Revision). 
 
{320} Easter is the resurrection festival which follow; the Passover proper, but is included in the 
same festive week. The English Easter (Anglo-Saxon easter, eastran, German Ostern) is 
connected with East and sunrise, and is akin to hwv, oriens, aurora (comp. Jac. Grimm’s 
Deutsche Mythol. 1835, p. 181 and 349, and Skeat’s Etym. Dict. E. Lang. sub Easter). The 
comparison of sunrise and the natural spring with the new moral creation in the resurrection of 
Christ, and the transfer of the celebration of Ostara, the old German divinity of the rising, health-
bringing light, to the Christian Easter festival, was easy and natural, because all nature is a 
symbol of spirit, and the heathen myths are dim presentiments and carnal anticipations of 
Christian truths. 
 
{321} to mega sabbaton, to agion sabbaton, Sabbatum magnum. 
 
{322} Pannucivde, vigiae paschae, Easter Eve. Good Friday and Easter Eve were a continuous 
fast, which was prolonged till midnight or cock-crow. See Tertull. Ad uxoR. II. 4; Euseb. H. E. 
VI. 34; Apost. ConSt. V. 18; VII. 23. 
 
{323} Various names: pasca staurwsimou (as distinct from p. anastasimou). hmera 
staurou, paraskeuh; megalh or agia, parasceue, feria sexta major, Good Friday, 



Charfreitag (from cariv or from caruv, dear). But the celebration seems not to, have been 
universal; for Augustin says in his letter Ad Januar., that he did not consider this day holy. See 
Siegel, Handbuch der christl. Kirchl. Alterthumer, I. 374 sqq. 
 
{324} From Palm Sunday to Easter Eve. ebdomav megalh, or tou pasca, hebdomas magna, 
hebdomas nigra (in opposition to dominica in albis), hebdomas crux, Chaiwoche. 
 
{325} Irenaeus, in his letter to Victor of Rome (Euseb. V. 24): "Not only is the dispute respecting 
the day, but also respecting the manner of fasting. For some think that the v ought to fast only one 
day, some two, some more days; some compute their day as consisting of forty hours night and 
day; and this diversity existing among those that observe it, is not a matter that has just sprung up 
in our times, but long ago among those before us, who perhaps not having ruled with sufficient 
strictness, established the practice that arose from their simplicity and ignorance." 
 
{326} quadragesima. 
 
{327} Matthew 4:2; comp. Exodus 34:28 1 Kings 19:8.  

 



62. The Paschal Controversies. 
 
I. The sources for the paschal controversies: 
 
Fragments from Melito, Apollinarius, Polycrates, Clement of Alexandria, Irenaeus, and 
Hippolytus, preserved in Euseb. H. E. IV. 3, 26; V. 23-25; VI. 13; The Chronicon Pasch. I. 12 
sqq., a passage in the Philosophumena of Hippolytus, Lib. VIII. cap. 18 (p. 435, ed. Duncker & 
Schneidewin, 1859), a fragment from Eusebius in Angelo Mai’s Nova P. P. Bibl. T. IV. 2O9-216, 
and the Haeresies of Epiphanius, Haer. LXX. 1-3; LXX. 9. 
 
II. Recent works, occasioned mostly by the Johannean controversy: 
 
Weitzel: Die Christl. Passafeier der drei ersten Jahrh. Pforzheim, 1848 (and in the "Studien und 
Kritiken," 1848, No. 4, against Baur). 
 
Baur: Das Christenthum der 3 ersten Jahrh. (1853). Tub. 3rd ed. 1863, pp. 156-169. And several 
controversial essays against Steitz. 
 
Hilgenfeld: Der Paschastreit und das Evang. Johannis (in "Theol. Jahrbucher" for 1849); Noch 
ein Wort uber den Passahstreit (ibid. 1858); and Der Paschastreit der alten Kirche nach seiner 
Bedeutung fur die Kirchengesch. und fur die Evangelienforschung urkundlich dargestellt. Halle 
1860 (410 pages). 
 
Steitz: Several essays on the subject, mostly against Baur, in the "Studien u. Kritiken, "1856, 
1857, and 1859; in the "Theol. Jahrbucher, "1857, and art. Passah in "Herzog’s Encycl." vol. XII. 
(1859), p. 149 sqq., revised in the new ed., by Wagenmann, XI. 270 sqq. 
 
William Milligan: The Easter Controversies of the second century in their relation to the Gospel 
of St. John, in the "Contemporary Review" for Sept. 1867 (p. 101-118). 
 
Emil Schurer: Deuteronomy Controversiis paschalibus sec. post Chr. soc. exortis, Lips. 1869. By 
the same: Die Paschastreitigkeiten des 2ten Jahrh., in Kahnis’ "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." 1870, 
pp. 182-284. Very full and able. 
 
C. Jos. von Hefele (R.C.): Conciliengeschichte, I. 86-101 (second ed. Freib. 1873; with some 
important changes). 
 
Abbe Duchesne: La question de la Paque, in "Revue des questions historiques," July 1880. 
 
Renan: L’eglise chret. 445-451; and M. Aurele, 194-206 (la question de la Paque). 
 
Respecting the time of the Christian Passover and of the fast connected with it, there was a 
difference of observance which created violent controversies in the ancient church, and almost as 
violent controversies in the modern schools of theology in connection with the questions of the 
primacy of Rome, and the genuineness of John’s Gospel. {328} 
 
The paschal controversies of the ante-Nicene age are a very complicated chapter in ancient 
church-history, and are not yet sufficiently cleared up. They were purely ritualistic and 
disciplinary, and involved no dogma; and yet they threatened to split the churches; both parties 



laying too much stress on external uniformity. Indirectly, however, they involved the question of 
the independence of Christianity on Judaism. {329} 
 
Let us first consider the difference of observance or the subject of controversy. 
 
The Christians of Asia Minor, following the Jewish chronology, and appealing to the authority of 
the apostles John and Philip, celebrated the Christian Passover uniformly on the fourteenth of 
Nisan (which might fall on any of the seven days of the week) by a solemn fast; they fixed the 
close of the fast accordingly, and seem to have partaken on the evening of this day, as the close of 
the fast, but indeed of the Jewish paschal lamb, as has sometimes been supposed, {330} but of the 
communion and love-feast, as the Christian passover and the festival of the redemption completed 
by the death of Christ. {331} The communion on the evening of the 14th or, according to the 
Jewish mode of reckoning, the day from sunset to sunset, on the beginning of the 15th of Nisan 
was in memory of the last pascha supper of Christ. This observance did not exclude the idea that 
Christ died as the true paschal Lamb. For we find among the fathers both this idea and the other 
that Christ ate the regular Jewish passover with his disciples, which took place on the 14th. {332} 
From the day of observance the Asiatic Christians were afterwards called Quartadecimanians. 
{333} Hippolytus of Rome speaks of them contemptuously as a sect of contentious and ignorant 
persons, who maintain that "the pascha should be observed on the fourteenth day of the first 
month according to the law, no matter on what day of the week it might fall." {334} Nevertheless 
the Quartadecimanian observance was probably the oldest and in accordance with the Synoptic 
tradition of the last Passover of our Lord, which it commemorated. {335} 
 
The Roman church, on the contrary, likewise appealing to early custom, celebrated the death of 
Jesus always on a Friday, the day of the week on which it actually occurred, and his resurrection 
always on a Sunday after the March full moon, and extended the paschal fast to the latter day; 
considering it improper to terminate the fast at an earlier date, and to celebrate the communion 
before the festival of the resurrection. Nearly all the other churches agreed with the Roman in this 
observance, and laid the main stress on the resurrection-festival on Sunday. This Roman practice 
created an entire holy week of solemn fasting and commemoration of the Lord’s passion, while 
the Asiatic practice ended the fast on the 14 {th} of Nisan, which may fall sometimes several days 
before Sunday. 
 
Hence a spectacle shocking to the catholic sense of ritualistic propriety and uniformity was 
frequently presented to the world, that one part of Christendom was fasting and mourning over 
the death of our Saviour, while the other part rejoiced in the glory of the resurrection. We cannot 
be surprised that controversy arose, and earnest efforts were made to harmonize the opposing 
sections of Christendom in the public celebration of the fundamental facts of the Christian 
salvation and of the most sacred season of the church-year. 
 
The gist of the paschal controversy was, whether the Jewish paschal-day (be it a Friday or not), or 
the Christian Sunday, should control the idea and time of the entire festival. The Johannean 
practice of Asia represented here the spirit of adhesion to historical precedent, and had the 
advantage of an immovable Easter, without being Judaizing in anything but the observance of a 
fixed day of the month. The Roman custom represented the principle of freedom and 
discretionary change, and the independence of the Christian festival system. Dogmatically stated, 
the difference would be, that in the former case the chief stress was laid on the Lord’s death; in 
the latter, on his resurrection. But the leading interest of the question for the early Church was not 
the astronomical, nor the dogmatical, but the ritualistic. The main object was to secure uniformity 
of observance, and to assert the originality of the Christian festive cycle, and its independence of 



Judaism; for both reasons the Roman usage at last triumphed even in the East. Hence Easter 
became a movable festival whose date varies from the end of March to the latter part of April. 
 
The history of the controversy divides itself into three acts. 
 
1. The difference came into discussion first on a visit of Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, to Anicetus, 
bishop of Rome, between A. D. 150 and 155. {336} It was not settled; yet the two bishops parted 
in peace, after the latter had charged his venerable guest to celebrate the holy communion in his 
church. We have a brief, but interesting account of this dispute by Irenaeus, a pupil of Polycarp, 
which is as follows: {337} 
 
"When the blessed Polycarp sojourned at Rome in the days of Anicetus, and they had some little 
difference of opinion likewise with regard to other points, {338} they forthwith came to a 
peaceable understanding on this head [the observance of Easter], having no love for mutual 
disputes. For neither could Anicetus persuade Polycarp not to observe {339} inasmuch as he 
[Pol.] had always observed with John, the disciple of our Lord, and the other apostles, with whom 
he had associated; nor did Polycarp persuade Anicetus to observe Gr. (threi’n) who said that he 
was bound to maintain the custom of the presbyters (equals bishops) before him. These things 
being so, they communed together; and in the church Anicetus yielded to Polycarp, out of respect 
no doubt, the celebration of the eucharist Gr. (thVn eujcaristivan), and they separated from each 
other in peace, all the church being at peace, both those that observed and those that did not 
observe [the fourteenth of Nisan], maintaining peace." 
 
This letter proves that the Christians of the days of Polycarp knew how to keep the unity of the 
Spirit without uniformity of rites and ceremonies. "The very difference in our fasting," says 
Irenaeus in the same letter, "establishes the unanimity in our faith." 
 
2. A few years afterwards, about A. D. 170, the controversy broke out in Laodicea, but was 
confined to Asia, where a difference had arisen either among the Quartadecimanians themselves, 
or rather among these and the adherents of the Western observance. The accounts on this 
interimistic sectional dispute are incomplete and obscure. Eusebius merely mentions that at that 
time Melito of Sardis wrote two works on the Passover. {340} But these are lost, as also that of 
Clement of Alexandria on the same topic. {341} Our chief source of information is Claudius 
Apolinarius (Apollinaris), {342} bishop of Hierapolis, in Phrygia, in two fragments of his 
writings upon the subject, which have been preserved in the Chronicon Paschale. {343} These 
are as follows: 
 
There are some now who, from ignorance, love to raise strife about these things, being guilty in 
this of a pardonable offence; for ignorance does not so much deserve blame as need instruction. 
And they say that on the fourteenth [of Nisan] the Lord ate the paschal lamb (to provbaton efage) 
with his disciples, but that He himself suffered on the great day of unleavened bread {344} [i.e. 
the fifteenth of Nisan]; and they interpret Matthew as favoring their view from which it appears 
that their view does not agree with the law, {345} and that the Gospels seem, according to them, 
to be at variance. {346} 
 
The Fourteenth is the true Passover of the Lord, the great sacrifice, the. Son of God {347} in the 
place of the lamb... who was lifted up upon the horns of the unicorn... and who was buried on the 
day of the Passover, the stone having been placed upon his tomb. 
 
Here Apolinarius evidently protests against the Quartadecimanian practice, yet simply as one 
arising from ignorance, and not as a blameworthy heresy. He opposes it as a chronological and 



exegetical mistake, and seems to hold that the fourteenth, and not the fifteenth, is the great day of 
the death of Christ as the true Lamb of God, on the false assumption that this truth depends upon 
the chronological coincidence of the crucifixion and the Jewish passover. But the question arises: 
Did he protest from the Western and Roman standpoint which had many advocates in the East, 
{348} or as a Quartadecimanian? {349} In the latter case we would be obliged to distinguish two 
parties of Quartadecimanians, the orthodox or catholic Quartadecimanians, who simply observed 
the 14 {th} Nisan by fasting and the evening communion, and a smaller faction of heretical and 
schismatic Quartadecimanians, who adopted the Jewish practice of eating a paschal lamb on that 
day in commemoration of the Saviour’s last passover. But there is no evidence for this distinction 
in the above or other passages. Such a grossly Judaizing party would have been treated with more 
severity by a catholic bishop. Even the Jews could no more eat of the paschal lamb after the 
destruction of the temple in which it had to be slain. There is no trace of such a party in Irenaeus, 
Hippolytus {350} and Eusebius who speak only of one class of Quartadecimanians. {351} 
 
Hence we conclude that Apolinarius protests against the whole Quartadecimanian practice, 
although very mildly and charitably. The Laodicean controversy was a stage in the same 
controversy which was previously discussed by Polycarp and Anicetus in Christian charity, and 
was soon agitated again by Polycrates and Victor with hierarchical and intolerant violence. 
 
3. Much more important and vehement was the third stage of the controversy between 190 and 
194, which extended over the whole church, and occasioned many synods and synodical letters. 
{352} The Roman bishop Victor, a very different man from his predecessor Anicetus, required 
the Asiatics, in an imperious tone, to abandon their Quartadecimanian practice. Against this 
Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, solemnly protested in the name of a synod held by him, and 
appealed to an imposing array of authorities for their primitive custom. Eusebius has preserved 
his letter, which is quite characteristic. 
 
"We," wrote the Ephesian bishop to the Roman pope and his church, We observe the genuine 
day; neither adding thereto nor taking therefrom. For in Asia great lights {353} have fallen asleep, 
which shall rise again in the day of the Lord’s appearing, in which he will come with glory from 
heaven, and will raise up all the saints: Philip, one of the twelve apostles, who sleeps in 
Hierapolis, and his two aged virgin daughters; his other daughter, also, who having lived under 
the influence of the Holy Spirit, now likewise rests in Ephesus; moreover, John, who rested upon 
the bosom of our Lord, {354} who was also a priest, and bore the sacerdotal plate, {355} both a 
martyr and teacher; he is buried in Ephesus. Also Polycarp of Smyrna, both bishop and martyr, 
and Thraseas, both bishop and martyr of Eumenia, who sleeps in Smyrna. Why should I mention 
Sagaris, bishop and martyr, who sleeps in Laodicea; moreover, the blessed Papirius, and Melito, 
the eunuch [celibate], who lived altogether under the influence of the Holy Spirit, who now rests 
in Sardis, awaiting the episcopate from heaven, in which he shall rise from the dead. All these 
observed the fourteenth day of the passover according to the gospel, deviating in no respect, but 
following the rule of faith. 
 
"Moreover, I, Polycrates, who am the least of you, according to the tradition of my relatives, 
some of whom I have followed. For seven of my relatives were bishops, and I am the eighth; and 
my relatives always observed the day when the people of the Jews threw away the leaven. I, 
therefore, brethren, am now sixty-five years in the Lord, who having conferred with the brethren 
throughout the world, and having studied the whole of the Sacred Scriptures, am not at all 
alarmed at those things with which I am threatened, to intimidate me. For they who are greater 
than I have said, ‘we ought to obey God rather than men.’... I could also mention the bishops that 
were present, whom you requested me to summon, and whom I did call; whose names would 
present a great number, but who seeing my slender body consented to my epistle, well knowing 



that I did not wear my gray hairs for nought, but that I did at all times regulate my life in the Lord 
Jesus." {356} 
 
Victor turned a deaf ear to this remonstrance, branded the Asiatics as heretics, and threatened to 
excommunicate them. {357} 
 
But many of the Eastern bishops, and even Irenaeus, in the name of the Gallic Christians, though 
he agreed with Victor on the disputed point, earnestly reproved him for such arrogance, and 
reminded him of the more Christian and brotherly conduct of his predecessors Anicetus, Pius, 
Hyginus, Telesphorus, and Xystus, who sent the eucharist to their dissenting brethren. He dwelt 
especially on the fraternal conduct of Anicetus to Polycarp. Irenaeus proved himself on this 
occasion, as Eusebius remarks, a true peacemaker, and his vigorous protest seems to have 
prevented the schism. 
 
We have from the same Irenaeus another utterance on this controversy, {358} saying: "The 
apostles have ordered that we should ‘judge no one in meat or in drink, or in respect to a feast-day 
or a new moon or a sabbath day’. {Colossians 2:16} Whence then these wars? Whence these 
schisms? We keep the feasts, but in the leaven of malice by tearing the church of God and 
observing what is outward, in order to reject what is better, faith and charity. That such feasts and 
fasts are displeasing to the Lord, we have heard from the Prophets." A truly evangelical sentiment 
from one who echoes the reaching of St. John and his last words: "Children, love one another." 
 
4. In the course of the third century the Roman practice gained ground everywhere in the East, 
and, to anticipate the result, was established by the council of Nicaea in 325 as the law of the 
whole church. This council considered it unbecoming, in Christians to follow the usage of the 
unbelieving, hostile Jews, and ordained that Easter should always be celebrated on the first 
Sunday after the first full moon succeeding the vernal equinox (March 21), and always after the 
Jewish passover. {359} If the full moon occurs on a Sunday, Easter-day is the Sunday after. By 
this arrangement Easter may take place as early as March 22, or as late as April 25. 
 
Henceforth the Quartadecimanians were universally regarded as heretics, and were punished as 
such. The Synod of Antioch, 341, excommunicated them. The Montanists and Novatians were 
also cleared with the Quartadecimanian observance. The last traces of it disappeared in the sixth 
century. 
 
But the desired uniformity in the observance of Easter was still hindered by differences in 
reckoning the Easter Sunday according to the course of the moon and the vernal equinox, which 
the Alexandrians fixed on the 21st of March, and the Romans on the 18th; so that in the year 387, 
for example, the Romans kept Easter on the 21st of March, and the Alexandrians not till the 25th 
of April. In the West also the computation changed and caused a renewal of the Easter 
controversy in the sixth and seventh centuries. The old British, Irish and Scotch Christians, and 
the Irish missionaries on the Continent adhered to the older cycle of eighty-four years in 
opposition to the later Dionysian or Roman cycle of ninety-five years, and hence were styled 
"Quartadecimanians "by their Anglo-Saxon and Roman opponents, though unjustly; for they 
celebrated Easter always on a Sunday between the 14th and the 20th of the mouth the Romans 
between the 15th and 21st. The Roman practice triumphed. But Rome again changed the calendar 
under Gregory XIII. (A. D. 1583). Hence even to this day the Oriental churches who hold to the 
Julian and reject the Gregorian calendar, differ from the Occidental Christians in the time of the 
observance of Easter. 
 



All these useless ritualistic disputes might have been avoided if, with some modification of the 
old Asiatic practice as to the close of the fast, Easter, like Christmas, had been made an 
immovable feast at least as regards the week, if not the day, of its observance. 
 
Note. 
 
The bearing of this controversy on the Johannean origin of the fourth Gospel has been greatly 
overrated by the negative critics of the Tubingen School. Dr. Baur, Schwegler, Hilgenfeld, Straus 
(Leben Jesu, new ed. 1864, p. 76 sq.), Schenkel, Scholten, Samuel Davidson, Renan (Marc-
Aurele, p. 196), use it as a fatal objection to the Johannean authorship. Their argument is this: 
"The Asiatic practice rested on the belief that Jesus ate the Jewish Passover with his disciples on 
the evening of the 14th of Nisan, and died on the 15th; this belief is incompatible with the fourth 
Gospel, which puts the death of Jesus, as the true Paschal Lamb, on the 14th of Nisan, just before 
the regular Jewish Passover; therefore the fourth Gospel cannot have existed when the Easter 
controversy first broke out about A. D. 160; or, at all events, it cannot be the work of John to 
whom the Asiatic Christians so confidently appealed for their paschal observance." 
 
But leaving out of view the early testimonies for the authenticity of John, which reach back to the 
first quarter of the second century, the minor premise is wrong, and hence the conclusion falls. A 
closer examination of the relevant passages of John leads to the result that he agrees with the 
Synoptic account, which puts the last Supper on the 14th, and the crucifixion on the 15th of 
Nisan. Comp. on this chronological difficulty vol. I. 133 sqq.; and the authorities quoted there, 
especially John Lightfoot, Wieseler, Robinson, Lange, Kirchner, and McClellan. 
 
Weitzel, Steitz, and Wagenmann deny the inference of the Tubingen School by disputing the 
major premise, and argue that the Asiatic observance (in agreement with the Tubingen school and 
their own interpretation of John’s chronology) implies that Christ died as the true paschal lamb on 
the 14th, and not on the 15th of Nisan. To this view we object: 1- it conflicts with the extract from 
Apolinarius in the Chronicon Paschale as given p. 214. 2- There is no contradiction between the 
idea that Christ died as the true paschal lamb, and the Synoptic chronology; for the former was 
taught by Paul 1 Corinthians 5:7, who was quoted for the Roman practice, and both were held by 
the fathers; the coincidence in the time being subordinate to the fact. 3- A contradiction in the 
primitive tradition of Christ’s death is extremely improbable, and it is much easier to conform the 
Johannean chronology to the Synoptic than vice versa. 
 
It seems to me that the Asiatic observance of the 14th of Nisan was in commemoration of the last 
passover of the Lord, and this of necessity implied also a commemoration of his death, like every 
celebration of the Lord’s Supper. In any case, however, these ancient paschal controversies did 
not hinge on the chronological question or the true date of Christ’s death at all but on the week-
day and the manner of its annual observance. The question was whether the paschal communion 
should be celebrated on the 14th of Nisan, or on the Sunday of the resurrection festival, without 
regard to the Jewish chronology. 
 
{328} See note at the end of the section. 
 
{329} So Renan regards the controversy, Marc-Aurele, p. 194, as a conflict between two kinds of 
Christianity. "le christianisme qui s’envisageait comme une suite du judaisme," and "le 
christianisme qui s’envisageait comme la destruction du judaisme." 
 
{330} By Mosheim (De rebus christ. ante Const. M Com., p. 435 sqq.) and Neander (in the first 
edition of his Church Hist., 1. 518, but not in the second I. 512, Germ. ed., I. 298 in Torrey’s 



translation). There is no trace of such a Jewish custom on the part of the Quartadecimani. This is 
admitted by Hefele (I. 87), who formerly held to three parties in this controversy; but there were 
only two. 
 
{331} The celebration of the eucharist is not expressly mentioned by Eusebius, but may be 
inferred. He says (H. E. V. 23): "The churches of all Asia, guided by older tradition (wv ek 
paradosewv arcaioterav, older than that of Rome), thought that they were bound to keep the 
fourteenth day of the moon, on (or at the time of) the feast of the Saviour’s Passover (epi thv 
tou swthriou pasca eorthv), that day on which the Jews were commanded to kill the paschal 
lamb; it being incumbent on them by all means to regulate the close of the fast by that day on 
whatever day of the week it might happen to fall." 
 
{332} Justin M. Dial. c. 111; Iren. Adv. Haer. II. 22, 3; Tert. Deuteronomy Bapt. 19; Origen, In 
Matth.; Epiph. Haer. XLII. St. Paul first declared Christ to be our passover, {1 Corinthians 5:7} 
and yet his companion Luke, with whom his own account of the institution of the Lord’s Supper 
agrees, represents Christ’s passover meal as takin, place on the 14th. 
 
{333} The id v.14, quarta decima. See Exodus 12:6 Leviticus 23:5, where this day is prescribed 
for the celebration of the Passover. Hence Tessareskaidekati’taiQuartodecimani, more correctly 
Quartadecimani. This sectarian name occurs in the canons of the councils of Laodicea, 364, 
Constantinople, 381, etc. 
 
{334} Philosph. or Refutat. of all Haeres. VIII. 18. 
 
{335} So also Renan regards it, L’egl. Chret., p. 445sq., but he brings it, like Baur, in conflict 
with the chronology of the fourth Gospel. He traces the Roman custom from the pontificate of 
Xystus and Telesphorus, A. D. 120. 
 
{336} Renan (l. c., p. 447) conjectures that Trenaeus and Florinus accompanied Polycarp on that 
journey to Rome. Neander and others give a wrong date, 162. Polycarp died in 155, see c 19, p. 
51, The pontificate of Anicetus began in 154 or before. 
 
{337} In a fragment of a letter to the Roman bishop Victor, preserved by Eusebius, H. E. V. c. 24 
(ed. Heinichen, I. 253). 
 
{338} kai peri allwn tinwn mikra scovntev (or econtev) prov allhlouv 
 
{339} mh threin, i.e. the fourteenth of Nisan, as appears from the connection and from ch. 23. 
The threin consisted mainly in fasting, and probably also the celebration of the eucharist in the 
evening. It was a technical term for legal observances, Comp. John 9:16. 
 
{340} H. E. IV. 26. 
 
{341} With the exception of a few fragments in the Chrenicon Paschale. 
 
{342} Eusebius spells his name apolinariov (IV. 21 and 26, 27, ree Heinichen’s ed.), and so do 
Photius, and the Chron. Pachale in most MSS. But the Latins spell his name Apollinaris. He lived 
under Marcus Aurelius (161-180), was an apologist and opponent of Montanism which flourished 
especially in Phrygia, and must not be confounded with one of the two Apollinarius or 
Apollinaris, father and son, of Laodicea in Syria, who flourished in the fourth century. 
 



{343} Ed. Dindorf I. 13; in Routh’s Reliquiae Sacrae I. p. 160. Quoted and discussed by Milligan, 
l. c. p. 109 sq. 
 
{344} If this is the genuine Quartadecimanian view, it proves conclusively that it agreed with the 
Synoptic chronology as to the day of Christ’s death, and that Weitzel and Steitz are wrong on this 
point. 
 
{345} Since according to the view of Apolinarius, Christ as the true fulfillment of the law, must 
have died on the 14th, the day of the legal passover. 
 
{346} This seems to be the meaning of stasiazein dokei, kat autouv, ta euaggelia, inter se 
pugnare, etc. On the assumption namely that John fixes the detail of Christ on the fourteenth of 
Nisan, which, however, is a point in dispute. The opponents who started from the chronology of 
the Synoptists, could retort this objections. 
 
{347} The same argument is urged in the fragments of Hippolytus in the Chronicon Paschale. But 
that Jesus was the true Paschal Lamb is a doctrine in which all the churches were agreed. 
 
{348} So Baur (p. 163 sq.) and the Tubingen School rightly maintain. 
 
{349} As Weitzel, Steitz, and Lechler assume in opposition to Baur. 
 
{350} In the passage of the Philosoph. above quoted and in the fragments of the Paschal 
Chronicle. 
 
{351} Epiphanius, it is true, distinguishes different opinions among the Quartadecimanians (Haer. 
L. cap. 1-3 Contra Quartadecimanas), but be makes no mention of the practice of eating a 
Paschal lamb, or of any difference in this chronology of the death of Christ. 
 
{352} Eusebius, H. E., V. 23-25. 
 
{353} megala stoiceia in the sense of stars used Ep. ad Diog. 7; Justin Dial.c. 23 (ta ourania 
stoiceia). 
 
{354} o epi to sthyov tou kuriou anapeswn. Comp. John 3:25 21:20, This designation, as 
Renan admits Marc-Aurele, (p. 196, note 2), implies that Polycrates acknowledged the Gospel of 
John as genuine. 
 
{355} to petalon. On this singular expression, which is probably figurative for priestly holiness, 
see vol. 1. p. 431, note 1. 
 
{356} Euseb. V. 24 (ed. Heinichen, 1. p. 250 sqq). 
 
{357} He is probably the author of the pseudo-Cypranic homily against dice players (De 
Aleatoribus), which assumes the tone of the papal encyclical. 
 
{358} In the third fragment discovered by Pfaff, probably from his book against Blastus. See 
Opera. ad. Stieren, I. 887. 
 
{359} In the Synodical letter which the fathers of Nicaea addressed to the churches of Egypt, 
Libya, and Pentapolis (Socrates, H. E. l. c. 9), it is said: "We have also gratifying intelligence to 



communicate to you relating to the unity of judgment on the subject of the most holy feast of 
Easter; ... that all the brethren in the East who have heretofore kept this festival at the same time 
as the Jews, will henceforth conform to the Romans and to us, and to all who from the earliest 
time have observed our period of celebrating Easter." Eusebius; reports (Vita Const. III. 19) that 
especially the province of Asia acknowledged the decree. He thinks that only God and the 
emperor Constantine could remove this,; evil of two conflicting celebrations of Easter.  

 



63. Pentecost. 
 
Easter was followed by the festival of Pentecost. {360} It rested on the Jewish feast of harvest. It 
was universally observed, as early as the second century, in commemoration of the appearances 
and heavenly exaltation of the risen Lord, and had throughout a joyous character. It lasted 
through fifty days—Quinquagesima —which were celebrated as a continuous Sunday, by daily 
communion, the standing posture in prayer, and the absence of all fasting. Tertullian says that all 
the festivals of the heathen put together will not make up the one Pentecost of the Christians. 
{361} During that period the Acts of the Apostles were read in the public service (and are read to 
this day in the Greek church). 
 
Subsequently the celebration was limited to the fortieth day as the feast of the Ascension, and the 
fiftieth day, or Pentecost proper (Whitsunday) as the feast of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit 
and the birthday of the Christian Church. In this restricted sense Pentecost closed the cycle of our 
Lord’s festivals (the semestre Domini), among which it held the third place (after Easter and 
Christmas). {362} It was also a favorite time for baptism, especially the vigil of the festival. 
 
{360} pentekosth (hmera), Quinquagesima, is the fiftieth day after the Passover Sabbath, see 
vol. I. 225 sqq. It is used by the fathers; in it wider sense for the whole period of fifty days, from 
Easter to Whitsunday, and in a narrower sense for the single festival of Whitsunday. 
 
{361} Deuteronomy Idol. c. 12; Comp. Deuteronomy Bapt. c. 19; Const. Apost. V. 20. 
 
{362} In this sense Pentecoste is first used by the Council of Elvira (Granada) A. D. 306, can. 43. 
The week following was afterwards called Hebdomadas Spiritus Sancti.  

 



64. The Epiphany 
 
The feast of the Epiphany is of later origin. {363} It spread from the East towards the West, but 
here, even in the fourth century, it was resisted by such parties as the Donatists, and condemned 
as an oriental innovation. It was, in general, the feast of the appearance of Christ in the flesh, and 
particularly of the manifestation of his Messiahship by his baptism in the Jordan, the festival at 
once of his birth and his baptism. It was usually kept on the 6th of January. {364} When the East 
adopted from the West the Christmas festival, Epiphany was restricted to the celebration of the 
baptism of Christ, and made one of the three great reasons for the administration of baptism. 
 
In the West it was afterwards made a collective festival of several events in the life of Jesus, as 
the adoration of the Magi, the first miracle of Cana, and sometimes the feeding of the five 
thousand. It became more particularly the "feast of the three kings," that is, the wise men from the 
East, and was placed in special connexion with the mission to the heathen. The legend of the 
three kings (Caspar, Melchior, Baltazar) grew up gradually from the recorded gifts, gold, 
frankincense, and myrrh, which the Magi offered to the new-born King, of the Jews. {365} 
 
Of the Christmas festival there is no clear trace before the fourth century; partly because the feast 
of the Epiphany in a measure held the place of it; partly because of birth of Christ, the date of 
which, at any rate, was uncertain, was less prominent in the Christian mind than his death and 
resurrection. It was of Western (Roman) origin, and found its way to the East after the middle of 
the fourth century for Chrysostom, in a Homily, which was probably preached Dec. 25, 386, 
speaks of the celebration of the separate day of the Nativity as having been recently introduced in 
Antioch. 
 
{363} h epifaneia, ta epifania, h yeofaneia, hmera twn fwtwn: Epiphania, Theophania, 
Dies Luminum, Festura Trium Regum, etc. The feast is first mentioned by Clement of Alex. as the 
annual commemoration of the. baptism of Christ by the Gnostic sect of the Basilidians (Strom. I. 
21). Neander supposes that they derived it from the Jewish Christians in Palestine. Chrysostom 
often alludes to it. 
 
{364} Augustin, Serm. 202, c 2. 
 
{365} Matt. 2:11. The first indistinct trace, perhaps, is in Tertullian, Adv., Jud. c. 9: "Nam at 
Magos reges fere habuit Oriens." The apocryphal Gospels of the infancy give us no fiction on 
that point.  

 



65. The Order of Public Worship. 
 
The earliest description of the Christian worship is given us by a heathen, the younger Pliny, A. 
D. 109, in his well-known letter to Trajan, which embodies the result of his judicial investigations 
in Bithynia. {366} According to this, the Christians assembled on an appointed day (Sunday) at 
sunrise, sang responsively a song to Christ as to God, {367} and then pledged themselves by an 
oath (sacramentum) not to do any evil work, to commit no theft, robbery, nor adultery, not to 
break their word, nor sacrifice property intrusted to them. Afterwards (at evening) they assembled 
again, to eat ordinary and innocent food (the agape). 
 
This account of a Roman official then bears witness to the primitive observance of Sunday, the 
separation of the love-feast from the morning worship (with the communion), and the worship of 
Christ as God in song. 
 
Justin Martyr, at the close of his larger Apology, {368} describes the public worship more 
particularly, as it was conducted about the year 140. After giving a full account of baptism and 
the holy Supper, to which we shall refer again, he continues: 
 
"On Sunday {369} a meeting of all, who live in the cities and villages, is held, and a section from 
the Memoirs of the Apostles (the Gospels) and the writings of the Prophets (the Old Testament) is 
read, as long as the time permits. {370} When the reader has finished, the president, {371} in a 
discourse, gives all exhortation {372} to the imitation of these noble things. After this we all rise 
in common prayer. {373} At the close of the prayer, as we have before described, {374} bread and 
wine with water are brought. The president offers prayer and thanks for them, according to the 
power given him, {375} and the congregation responds the Amen. Then the consecrated elements 
are distributed to each one, and partaken, and are carried by the deacons to the houses of the 
absent. The wealthy and the willing then give contributions according to their free will, and this 
collection is deposited with the president, who therewith supplies orphans and widows, poor and 
needy, prisoners and strangers, and takes care of all who are in want. We assemble in common on 
Sunday because this is the first day, on which God created the world and the light, and because 
Jesus Christ our Saviour on the same day rose from the dead and appeared to his disciples." 
 
Here, reading of the Scriptures, preaching (and that as an episcopal function), prayer, and 
communion, plainly appear as the regular parts of the Sunday worship; all descending, no doubt, 
from the apostolic age. Song is not expressly mentioned here, but elsewhere. {376} The 
communion is not yet clearly separated from the other parts of worship. But this was done 
towards the end of the second century. 
 
The same parts of worship are mentioned in different places by Tertullian. {377} 
 
The eighth book of the Apostolical Constitutions contains already an elaborate service with 
sundry liturgical prayers. {378} 
 
{366} Comp. c17, p. 46, and G. Boissier, Deuteronomy l’authenticite de la lettre de Pline au sujet 
des Chretiens, in the "Revue Archeol.," 1876, p. 114-125. 
 
{367} "Quod essent soliti stato die ante lucem convenire, Carmenque, Christo, Deo, dicere secum 
invicem." 
 



{368} Apol. l. c. 65-67 (Opera, ed. Otto III. Tom. I. P. I. 177-188). The passage quoted is from ch. 
67. 
 
{369} th tou hliou legomenh hmera 
 
{370} mecriv egcwrei 
 
{371} o proestwv, the presiding presbyter or bisbop. 
 
{372} thn nouyesian kai paraklhsin. 
 
{373} eucav pempomen, preces emittimus. 
 
{374} Chap. 65. 
 
{375} osh dunamiv autw, that is probably pro viribus, quantum potest; or like Tertullian’s "de 
pectore," and "ex proprio ingenio." Others translate wrongly: totis viribus, with all his might, or 
with a clear, load voice. Comp. Otto, l. c. 187. The passages, however, in no case contain any 
opposition to forms of prayer which were certainly in use already at the time, and familiar 
Without book to every worshipper; above all the Lord’s Prayer. The whole liturgical literature of 
the fourth and fifth centuries presupposes a much, older liturgics tradition. The prayers in the 
eighth, book of the Apost. Constitutions are probably among the oldest Portions of the work. 
 
{376} Cap. 13. Justin himself wrote a book entitled vqalthv. 
 
{377} See the passages quoted by Otto, l. c. 184 sq. 
 
{378} B. VIII. 3 sqq. Also VII. 33 sqq. See translation in the "Ante-Nicene Library," vol. XVII., 
P. II. 191 sqq. and 212 sqq.  

 



66. Parts of Worship. 
 
1. The reading of Scripture lessons from the Old Testament with practical application and 
exhortation passed from the Jewish synagogue to the Christian church. The lessons from the New 
Testament came prominently into use as the Gospels and Epistles took the place of the oral 
instruction of the apostolic age. The reading of the Gospels is expressly mentioned by Justin 
Martyr, and the Apostolical Constitutions add the Epistles and the Acts. {379} During the 
Pentecostal season the Acts of the Apostles furnished the lessons. But there was no uniform 
system of selection before the Nicene age. Besides the canonical Scripture, post-apostolic 
writings, as the Epistle of Clement of Rome, the Epistle of Barnabas, and the Pastor of Hermas, 
were read in some congregations, and are found in important MSS. of the New Testament. {380} 
The Acts of Martyrs were also read on the anniversary of their martyrdom. 
 
2. The sermon {381} was a familiar exposition of Scripture and exhortation to repentance and a 
holy life, and gradually assumed in the Greek church an artistic, rhetorical character. Preaching 
was at first free to every member who had the gift of public speaking, but was gradually confined 
as an exclusive privilege of the clergy, and especially the bishop. Origen was called upon to 
preach before his ordination, but this was even then rather an exception. The oldest known 
homily, now recovered in full (1875), is from an unknown Greek or Roman author of the middle 
of the second century, probably before A. D. 140 (formerly ascribed to Clement of Rome). He 
addresses the hearers as "brothers" and "sisters," and read from manuscript. {382} The homily has 
no literary value, and betrays confusion and intellectual poverty, but is inspired by moral 
earnestness and triumphant faith. It closes with this doxology: "To the only God invisible, the 
Father of truth, who sent forth unto us the Saviour and Prince of immortality, through whom also 
He made manifest unto us the truth and the heavenly life, to Him be the glory forever and ever. 
Amen." {383} 
 
3. Prayer. This essential part of all worship passed likewise from the Jewish into the Christian 
service. The oldest prayers of post-apostolic times are the eucharistic thanksgivings in the 
Didache, and the intercession at the close of Clement’s Epistle to the Corinthians, which seems to 
have been used in the Roman church. {384} It is long and carefully composed, and largely 
interwoven with passages from the Old Testament. It begins with an elaborate invocation of God 
in antithetical sentences, contains intercession for the afflicted, the needy, the wanderers, and 
prisoners, petitions for the conversion of the heathen, a confession of sin and prayer for pardon 
(but without a formula of absolution), and closes with a prayer for unity and a doxology. Very 
touching is the prayer for rulers then so hostile to the Christians, that God may grant them health, 
peace, concord and stability. The document has a striking resemblance to portions of the ancient 
liturgies which begin to appear in the fourth century, but bear the names of Clement, James and 
Mark, and probably include some primitive elements. {385} 
 
The last book of the Apostolical Constitutions contains the pseudo- or post-Clementine liturgy, 
with special prayers for believers, catechumens, the possessed, the penitent, and even for the 
dead, and a complete eucharistic service. {386} 
 
The usual posture in prayer was standing with outstretched arms in Oriental fashion. 
 
4. Song. The Church inherited the psalter from the synagogue, and has used it in all ages as an 
inexhaustible treasury of devotion. The psalter is truly catholic in its spirit and aim; it springs 
from the deep fountains of the human heart in its secret communion with God, and gives classic 
expression to the religious experience of all men in every age and tongue. This is the best proof of 



its inspiration. Nothing like it can be found in all the poetry of heathendom. The psalter was first 
enriched by the inspired hymns which saluted the birth of the Saviour of the world, the 
Magnificat of Mary, the Benedictus of Zacharias, the Gloria in Excelsis of the heavenly host, and 
the Nunc Dimittis of the aged Simeon. These hymns passed at once into the service of the Church, 
to resound through all successive centuries, as things of beauty which are "a joy forever." Traces 
of primitive Christian poems can be found throughout the Epistles and the Apocalypse. The 
angelic anthem {Luke 2:14} was expanded into the Gloria in Excelsis, first in the Greek church, 
in the third, if not the second, century, and afterwards in the Latin, and was used as the morning 
hymn. {387} It is one of the classical forms of devotion, like the Latin Te Deum of later date. The 
evening hymn of the Greek church is less familiar and of inferior merit. 
 
The following is a free translation: 
 
Hail! cheerful Light, of His pure glory poured, 
 
Who is th’ Immortal Father, Heavenly, Blest, 
 
Holiest of Holies—Jesus Christ our Lord! 
 
Now are we come to the Sun’s hour of rest, 
 
The lights of Evening round us shine, 
 
We sing the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost Divine! 
 
Worthiest art Thou at all times, to be sung 
 
With undefiled tongue, 
 
Son of our God, Giver of Life alone! 
 
Therefore, in all the world, Thy glories, Lord, we own. {388} 
 
An author towards the close of the second century {389} could appeal against the Artemonites, to 
a multitude of hymns in proof of the faith of the church in the divinity of Christ: "How many 
psalms and odes of the Christians are there not, which have been written from the beginning by 
believers, and which, in their theology, praise Christ as the Logos of God?" Tradition says, that 
the antiphonies, or responsive songs; were introduced by Ignatius of Antioch. The Gnostics, 
Valentine and Bardesanes also composed religious songs; and the church surely learned the 
practice not from them, but from the Old Testament psalms. 
 
The oldest Christian poem preserved to us which can be traced to an individual author is from the 
pen of the profound Christian philosopher, Clement of Alexandria, who taught theology ill that 
city before A. D. 202. It is a sublime but somewhat turgid song of praise to the Logos, as the 
divine educator and leader of the human race, and though not intended and adapted for public 
worship, is remarkable for its spirit and antiquity. {390} 
 
Notes. 
 



I. The Prayer of the Roman Church from the newly recovered portion of the Epistle of Clement to 
the Corinthians, ch. 59-61 (in Bishop Lightfoot’s translation, St. Clement of Rome, Append. pp. 
376-378): 
 
Grant unto us, Lord, that we may set our hope on Thy Name which is the primal source of all 
creation, and open the eyes of our hearts, that we may know Thee, who alone abidest Highest in 
the highest, Holy in the holy; who layest low the insolence of the proud: who scatterest the 
imaginings of nations; who settest the lowly on high, and bringest the lofty low; who makest rich 
and makest poor; who killest and makest alive; who alone art the Benefactor of spirits and the 
God of all flesh; who lookest into the abysses, who scannest the works of man; the Succor of 
them that are in peril, the Saviour of them that are in despair; the Creator and Overseer of every 
spirit; who multipliest the nations upon earth, and hast chosen out from all men those that love 
Thee through Jesus Christ, Thy beloved Son, through whom Thou didst instruct us, didst sanctify 
us, didst honor us. We beseech Thee, Lord and Master, to be our help and succor. Save those 
among us who are in tribulation; have mercy on the lowly; lift up the fallen; show Thyself unto 
the needy; heal the ungodly; convert the wanderers of Thy people; feed the hungry; release our 
prisoners; raise up the weak; comfort the faint-hearted. Let all the Gentiles know that Thou art 
God alone, and Jesus Christ is Thy Son, and we are Thy people and the sheep of Thy pastures 
 
Thou through Thine operation didst make manifest the everlasting faithful of the world. Thou, 
Lord, didst create the earth. Thou art faithful throughout all generations, righteous in Thy 
judgments, marvellous in strength and excellence. Thou that art wise in creating and prudent in 
establishing that which Thou hast made, that art good in the things which are seen and faithful 
with them that trust on Thee, pitiful and compassionate, forgive us our iniquities and our 
unrighteousnesses and our transgressions and shortcomings. Lay not to our account every sin of 
Thy servants and Thine handmaids, but cleanse us with the cleansing of Thy truth, and guide our 
steps to walk in holiness and righteousness and singleness of heart, and to do such things as are 
good and well-pleasing in Thy sight and in the sight of our rulers. Yea Lord, make Thy face to 
shine upon us in peace for our good, that we may be sheltered by Thy mighty hand and delivered 
from every sin by Thine uplifted arm. And deliver up from them that hate us wrongfully. Give 
concord and peace to us and to all that dwell on the earth, as thou gavest to our fathers, when they 
called on Thee in faith and truth with holiness, that we may be saved, while we render obedience 
to Thine almighty and most excellent Name, and to our rulers and governors upon the earth. 
 
"Thou, Lord and Master, hast given them the power of sovereignty through Thine excellent and 
unspeakable might, that we knowing the glory and honor which Thou hast given them may 
submit ourselves unto them, in nothing resisting Thy will. Grant unto them therefore, O Lord, 
health, peace, concord, stability, that they may administer the government which Thou hast given 
them without failure. For Thou, O heavenly Master, King of the ages, givest to the sons of men 
glory and honor and power over all things that are upon earth. Do Thou, Lord, direct their counsel 
according to that which is good and well pleasing in Thy sight, that, administering in peace and 
gentleness with godliness the power which Thou hast given them, they may obtain Thy favor. O 
Thou, who alone art able to do these things and things far more exceeding good than these for us, 
we praise Thee through the High-priest and Guardian of our souls, Jesus Christ, through whom 
be, the glory and the majesty unto Thee both now and for all generations and for ever and ever. 
Amen." 
 
II. A literal translation of the poem of Clement of Alexandria in praise of Christ. 
 
umno tou swthro cristou. (stomion pwlwn adawn). 
 



Bridle of untamed colts, 
 
O footsteps of Christ, 
 
Wing of unwandering birds, 
 
O heavenly way, 
 
Sure Helm of babes, 
 
Perennial Word, 
 
Shepherd of royal lambs! 
 
Endless age, 
 
Assemble Thy simple children, 
 
Eternal Light, 
 
To praise holily, 
 
Fount of mercy, 
 
To hymn guilelessly 
 
Performer of virtue. 
 
With innocent mouths 
 
Noble [is the] life of those 
 
Christ, the guide of children. 
 
Who praise God 
 
O Christ Jesus, 
 
O King of saints, 
 
Heavenly milk 
 
All-subduing Word 
 
Of the sweet breasts 
 
Of the most high Father, 
 
Of the graces of the Bride, 
 
Prince of wisdom, 



 
Pressed out of Thy wisdom. 
 
Support of sorrows, 
 
That rejoicest in the ages, 
 
Babes nourished 
 
Jesus, Saviour 
 
With tender mouths, 
 
Of the human race, 
 
Filled with dewy spirit 
 
Shepherd, Husbandman, 
 
Of the spiritual breast. 
 
Helm, Bridle, 
 
Let us sing together 
 
Heavenly Wing, 
 
Simple praises 
 
Of the all holy flock, 
 
True hymns 
 
Fisher of men 
 
To Christ [the] King, 
 
Who are saved, 
 
Holy reward 
 
Catching the chaste fishes 
 
For the doctrine of life. 
 
With sweet life 
 
Let us sing together, 
 
From the hateful wave 
 



Sing in simplicity 
 
Of a sea of vices. 
 
To the mighty Child. 
 
O choir of peace, 
 
Guide [us], Shepherd 
 
The Christ begotten, 
 
Of rational sheep; 
 
O chaste people 
 
Guide harmless children, 
 
Let us praise together 
 
O holy King. 
 
The God of peace. 
 
This poem was for sixteen centuries merely a hymnological curiosity, until an American 
Congregational minister, Dr. Henry Martyn Dexter, by a happy reproduction, in 1846, secured it a 
place in modern hymn-books. While preparing a sermon (as He. informs me) on "some prominent 
characteristics of the early Christians," {text, Deuteronomy 32:7, "Remember the days of old"} he 
first wrote down an exact translation of the Greek hymn of Clement, and then reproduced and 
modernized it for the use of his congregation in connection with the sermon. It is well known that 
many Psalms of Israel have inspired some of the noblest Christian hymns. The 46th Psalm gave 
the key-note of Luther’s triumphant war-hymn of the Reformation: "Ein’ feste Burg." John 
Mason Neale dug from the dust of ages many a Greek and Latin hymn, to the edification of 
English churches, notably some portions of Bernard of Cluny’s Deuteronomy Contemptu Mundi, 
which runs through nearly three thousand dactylic hexameters, and furnished the material for 
"Brief life is here our portion." "For thee, O dear, dear Country," and "Jerusalem the golden." We 
add Dexter’s hymn as a fair specimen of a useful transfusion and rejuvenation of an old poem. 
 
1. Shepherd of tender youth, 
 
None calls on Thee in vain; 
 
Guiding in love and truth 
 
Help Thou dost not disdain— 
 
Through devious ways; 
 
Help from above. 
 
Christ, our triumphant King, 



 
We come Thy name to sing; 
 
4. Ever be Thou our Guide, 
 
Hither our children bring 
 
Our Shepherd and our Pride, 
 
To shout Thy praise! 
 
Our Staff and Song! 
 
Jesus, Thou Christ of God 
 
2. Thou art our Holy Lord, 
 
By Thy perennial Word 
 
The all-subduing Word, 
 
Lead us where Thou hast trod, 
 
Healer of strife! 
 
Make our faith strong. 
 
Thou didst Thyself abase, 
 
That from sin’s deep disgrace 
 
5. So now, and till we die, 
 
Thou mightest save our race, 
 
Sound we Thy praises high, 
 
And give us life. 
 
And joyful sing: 
 
Infants, and the glad throng 
 
3. Thou art the great High Priest; 
 
Who to Thy church belong, 
 
Thou hast prepared the feast 
 
Unite to swell the song 
 



Of heavenly love 
 
{379} BK. VII. 5. 
 
{380} The Ep. of Clemens in the Codex Alexandrinus (A); Barnabas and Hermas in the Cod. 
Sinaiticus. 
 
{381} omilia, logov, sermo, tractatus. 
 
{382} 19, anaginwskw umin. But the homily may have first been delivered extempore, and 
taken down by short-hand writers (tacugravfoi, notarii). See Lightfoot, p. 306. 
 
{383} Ed. by Bryennios (1875), and in the Patr. Apost. ed. by de Gebhardt and Harnack, I. 111-
143. A good translation by Lightfoot, S. Clement of Rome, Appendix, 380-390. Lightfoot says: 
"If the first Epistle of Clement is the earliest foreshadowing of a Christian liturgy, the so called 
Second Epistle is the first example of a Christian homily." He thinks that the author was a bishop; 
Harnack, that be was a layman, as be seems to distinguish himself from the presbyters. Lightfoot 
assigns him to Corinth, and explains in this way the fact that the homily was bound tip with the 
letter of Clement to the Corinthians; while Harnack ably maintain, the Roman origin from the 
time and circle of Hermas. Bryennios ascribe,; it to Clement of Rome (which is quite impossible), 
Hilgenfeld to Clement of Alexandria (which is equally impossible). 
 
{384} Ad Cor. ch. 59-61, discovered and first published by Bryennios, 1875. We give Clement’s 
prayer below, p. 228 sq. The prayers if the Didache (chs.9 and 10), brought to light by Bryennios, 
1883, are still older, and breathe the spirit of primitive simplicity. See c 68. 
 
{385} See vol. III. 517 sqq., and add to the literature there, quoted, Probst (R.C.), Die Liturgie der 
3 ersten Jahrh., Tub., 1870; C. A. Hammond, Ancient Liturgies (with introduction, notes, and 
liturgical glossary), Oxford and Lond., 1878. 
 
{386} Ap. Const., Bk. VIII., also in the liturgical collections of Daniel, Neale, Hammond, etc. 
 
{387} Const. Apost. lib. VII. 47. Also in Daniel’s Thesaurus Hymnol., tom. III, p. 4, where it is 
called umnov ewyinov (as in Cod. Alex.), and commences: doxa en uqistoi yew. Comp. Tom. 
II. 268 sqq. It is also called hymnus angelicus while the Ter Sanctus {from Isaiah 6:3} came 
afterwards to be distinguished as hymnus seraphicus. Daniel ascribes the former to the third 
century, Routh to the second. It is found with slight variations at the end of the Alexandrian 
Codex of the Bible (in the British Museum), and in the Zurich Psalter reprinted by Tischendorf in 
his Monumenta Sacra. The Latin form is usually traced to Hilary of Poictiers in the fourth 
century. 
 
{388} Daniel, l. c. vol. III. p. 5. Comp. in part Const. Ap. VIII. 37. The umnov eaperinov or 
umnov tou lucnikou, commences: 
 
fwv ilaron ayiav dochv 
 
ayanatou patrov ouraniou. 
 
{389} In Euseb. H. E. V. 28. 
 



{390} In the Paedag. III. 12 (p. 311 ed. Pott.); also in Daniel’s Thesaurus hymnologicus III. p. 3 
and 4. Daniel calls it "vetustissimus hymnus ecclesiae," but the Gloria in Excelsis may dispute 
this claim. The poem has been often translated into Cierinan, by Munter (in Rambach’s 
Anthologie christl. Gesange, I. p, 35); Dorner (Christologie, I. 293); Fortlage (Gesange christl. 
Vorzeit, 1844, p. 38); and in rhyme by Hagenbach (Die K. G. der 3 ersten Jahrh. p. 222 sq.). An 
English translation may be found in Mrs. Charles: The Voice of Christian Life, in Song, N. York, 
1858, p. 44 sq., and a closer one in the "Ante-Nicene Christian Library," vol. V. p. 343 sq.  

 



67. Division of Divine Service. The Disciplina Arcani. 
 
Richard Rothe: Deuteronomy Disciplinae Arcani, quae dicitur, in Ecclesia Christ. Origine. 
Heidelb. 1841; and his art. on the subject in the first ed. of Herzog (vol. I. 469-477). 
 
C. A. Gerh. Von Zezschwitz: System der christl. kirchlichen Katechetik. Leipz. 1863, vol. I. p. 
154-227. See also his art. in the second ed. of Herzog, I. 637-645 (abridged in Schaff’s "Rel. 
Enc."). 
 
G. Nath. Bonwetsch (of Dorpat): Wesen, Entstehunq und Fortgang der Arkandisciplin, in 
Kahnis’ "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." 1873, pp. 203 sqq. 
 
J. P. Lundy: Monumental Christianity. N. York, 1876, p. 62-86. 
 
Comp. also A. W. Haddan in Smith & Cheetham, I. 564-566; Wandinger, in Wetzer & Welte, 
new ed. vol. I. (1882), 1234-1238. Older dissertations on the subject by Schelstrate (1678), Meier 
(1679), Tenzell (1863), Scholliner (1756), Lienhardt (1829), Toklot (1836), Frommann (1833), 
Siegel (1836, I. 506 sqq.). 
 
The public service was divided from. the middle of the second century down to the close of the 
fifth, into the worship of the catechumens, {391} and the worship of the faithful. {392} The 
former consisted of scripture reading, preaching, prayer, and song, and was open to the 
unbaptized and persons under penance. The latter consisted of the holy communion, with its 
liturgical appendages; none but the proper members of the church could attend it; and before it 
began, all catechumens and unbelievers left the assembly at the order of the deacon, {393} and 
the doors were closed or guarded. 
 
The earliest witness for this strict separation is Tertullian, who reproaches the heretics with 
allowing the baptized and the unbaptized to attend the same prayers, and casting the holy even 
before the heathens. {394} He demands, that believers, catechumens, and heathens should occupy 
separate places in public worship. The Alexandrian divines furnished a theoretical ground for this 
practice by their doctrine of a secret tradition for the esoteric. Besides the communion, the 
sacrament of baptism, with its accompanying confession, was likewise treated as a mystery for 
the initiated, {395} and withdrawn from the view of Jews and heathens. 
 
We have here the beginnings of the Christian mystery-worship, or what has been called since 
1679 "the Secret Discipline," (Disciplina Arcani), which is presented in its full development in 
the liturgies of the fourth century, but disappeared from the Latin church after the sixth century, 
with the dissolution of heathenism and the universal introduction of infant baptism. 
 
The Secret Discipline had reference chiefly to the celebration of the sacraments of baptism and 
the eucharist, but included also the baptismal symbol, the Lord’s Prayer, and the doctrine of the 
Trinity. Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Cyril of Jerusalem, and other fathers make a distinction 
between lower or elementary (exoteric) and higher or deeper (esoteric) doctrines, and state that 
the latter are withheld from the uninitiated out of reverence and to avoid giving offence to the 
weak and the heathen. This mysterious reticence, however, does not justify the inference that the 
Secret Discipline included transubstantiation, purgatory, and other Roman dogmas which are not 
expressly taught in the writings of the fathers. The argument from silence is set aside by positive 
proof to the contrary. {396} Modern Roman archaeologists have pressed the whole symbolism of 



the Catacombs into the service of the Secret Discipline, but without due regard to the age of those 
symbolical representations. 
 
The origin of the Secret Discipline has been traced by some to the apostolic age, on the ground of 
the distinction made between "milk for babes" and "strong meat" for those "of full age," and 
between speaking to "carnal" and to "spiritual" hearers. {397} But this distinction has no 
reference to public worship, and Justin Martyr, in his first Apology, addressed to a heathen 
emperor, describes the celebration of baptism and the eucharist without the least reserve. Others 
derive the institution from the sacerdotal and hierarchical spirit which appeared in the latter part 
of the second century, and which no doubt favored and strengthened it; {398} still others, from 
the Greek and Roman mystery worship, which would best explain many expressions and 
formulas, together with all sorts of unscriptural pedantries connected with these mysteries. {399} 
Yet the first motive must be sought rather in an opposition to heathenism; to wit, in the feeling of 
the necessity of guarding the sacred transactions of Christianity, the embodiment of its deepest 
truths, against profanation in the midst of a hostile world, according to Matthew 7:6; especially 
when after Hadrian, perhaps even from the time of Nero, those transactions came to be so 
shamefully misunderstood and slandered. To this must be added a proper regard for modesty and 
decency in the administration of adult baptism by immersion. Finally—and this is the chief 
cause—the institution of the order of catechumens led to a distinction of half-Christians and full-
Christians, exoteric and esoteric, and this distinction gradually became established in the liturgy. 
The secret discipline was therefore a temporary, educational and liturgical expedient of the ante-
Nicene age. The catechumenate and the division of the acts of worship grew together and 
declined to, together. With the disappearance of adult catechumens, or with the general use of 
infant baptism and the union of church and state, disappeared also the secret discipline in the 
sixth century: "cessante causa cessat effectus." 
 
The Eastern church, however, has retained in her liturgies to this day the ancient form for the 
dismission of catechumens, the special prayers for them, the designation of the sacraments as 
"mysteries," and the partial celebration of the mass behind the veil; though she also has for 
centuries had no catechumens in the old sense of the word, that is, adult heathen or Jewish 
disciples preparing for baptism, except in rare cases of exception, or on missionary ground. 
 
{391} leitourgia twn kathcoumenwn, Missa Catechumenorum. The name missa (from which 
our mass is derived) occurs first in Augustin and in the acts of the council of Carthage, A. D. 398. 
it arose from the formula of dismission at the close of each part of the service, and is equivalent to 
missio, dismissio. Augustin (Serm. 49, c. 8): "Take notice, after the sermon the dismissal (missa) 
of the catechumens takes place; the faithful will remain." Afterwards missa came to designate 
exclusively the communion service. In the Greek church leitourgia or litourgia, service, is the 
precise equivalent for missa. 
 
{392} leitourgia twn pistwn, Missa Fidelium. 
 
{393} mh tiv twn kathcoumenwn, mh tiv twn akrowmenwn, mh tiv apistwn, mh tiv 
eterodoxwn, "Let none of the catechumens, let none of the hearers, let none of the unbelievers, 
let none of the heterodox, stay here." Const. Apost. viii. 12. Comp. Chrysostom Hom. in Matt. 
xxiii. 
 
{394} Deuteronomy PraescR. Haer. C. 41: "Quis catechimenus, quis fidelis, incertum est" (that 
is, among the heretics); "pariter adeunt, pariter orant, etiam ethnici, si supervenerint; sanctum 
canibus et porcis, margaritas, licet non veras" (since they have no proper sacraments), 



"jactabunt." But this does not apply to all heretics, least of all to the Manichaeans, who carried 
the notion of mystery in the sacrament much further than the Catholics. 
 
{395} muhtoi, initiati —pistoi, fideles. 
 
{396} The learned Jesuit Emanuel von Scheistrate first used this argument in Antiquitas illustrate 
(Antw. 1678), and Deuteronomy Disciplina Arcani (Rom. 1685); but he was refuted by the 
Lutheran W. Ernst Tentzel, in his Dissert. de Disc. Arcani, Lips. 1683 and 1692. Tentzel, 
Casaubon, Bingham, Rothe, and Zetzschwitz are wrong, however, in confining the Disc. Arc. to 
the ritual and excluding the dogma. See especially Cyril of Jerus. Katech, XVI. 26; XVIIL 32, 33. 
 
{397} Hebrews 5:12-14 1 Corinthians 3:1,2. So some fathers who carry the Disc. Arc. back to the 
Lord’s command, Matthew 7:6, and in recent times Credner (1844), and Wandinger (in the new 
ed. of Wetzer and Welte, I. 1237). St. Paul, 1 Corinthians 14:23-25, implies the presence of 
strangers in the public services, but not necesarily during the communion. 
 
{398} So Bonwetsch, l. c., versus Rothe and Zetzchwitz. 
 
{399} The correspondence is very apparent in the ecclesiastical use of such terms as musthrion, 
sumbolon, muhsiv, mustagwgein, kayarsiv, teleiwsiv, fwtismov (of baptism), etc. On the 
Greek, and especially the Eleusinian cultus of mysteries, Comp. Lobeck, Aglaophanus, 
Konigsberg, 1829; several articles of Preller in Pauly’s Realencyklop. der Alterthumswissenschaft 
III. 83 sqq., V. 311 sqq., Zetzs chwitz, l. c. 156 sqq., and Lubker’s Reallex. des class. Alterthums. 
5th ed. by Erler (1877), p. 762. Lobeck has refuted the older view of Warburton and Creuzer, that 
a secret wisdom, and especially the traditions of a primitive revelation, were propagated in the 
Greek mysteries.  

 



68. Celebration of the Eucharist. 
 
The celebration of the Eucharist or holy communion with appropriate prayers of the faithful was 
the culmination of Christian worship. {400} Justin Martyr gives us the following description, 
which still bespeaks the primitive simplicity: {401} "After the prayers [of the catechumen 
worship] we greet one another with the brotherly kiss. Then bread and a cup with water and wine 
are handed to the president (bishop) of the brethren. He receives them, and offers praise, glory, 
and thanks to the Father of all, through the name of the Son and the Holy Spirit, for these his 
gifts. When he has ended the prayers and thanksgiving, the whole congregation responds: 
‘Amen.’ For ‘Amen’ in the Hebrew tongue means: ‘Be it so.’ Upon this the deacons, as we call 
them, give to each of those present some of the blessed bread, {402} and of the wine mingled 
with water, and carry it to the absent in their dwellings. This food is called with us the eucharist, 
of which none can partake, but the believing and baptized, who live according to the commands 
of Christ. For we use these not as common bread and common drink; but like as Jesus Christ our 
Redeemer was made flesh through the word of God, and took upon him flesh and blood for our 
redemption; so we are taught, that the nourishment blessed by the word of prayer, by which our 
flesh and blood are nourished by transformation (assimilation), is the flesh and blood of the 
incarnate Jesus." 
 
Then he relates the institution from the Gospels, and mentions the customary collections for the 
poor. 
 
We are not warranted in carrying back to this period the full liturgical service, which we find 
prevailing with striking uniformity in essentials, though with many variations in minor points, in 
all quarters of the church in the Nicene age. A certain simplicity and freedom characterized the 
period before us. Even the so-called Clementine liturgy, in the eighth book of the pseudo-
Apostolical Constitutions, was probably not composed and written out in this form before the 
fourth century. There is no trace of written liturgies during the Diocletian persecution. But the 
germs (late from the second century). The oldest eucharistic prayers have recently come to light 
in the Didache, which contains three thanksgivings, for the, cup, the broken and for all mercies. 
(chs. 9 and 10.) 
 
From scattered statements of the ante-Nicene fathers we may gather the following view of the 
eucharistic service as it may have stood in the middle of the third century, if not earlier. 
 
The communion was a regular and the most solemn part of the Sunday worship; or it was the 
worship of God in the stricter sense, in which none but full members of the church could engage. 
In many places and by many Christians it was celebrated even daily, after apostolic precedent, 
and according to the very common mystical interpretation of the fourth petition of the Lord’s 
prayer. {403} The service began, after the dismission of the catechumens, with the kiss of peace, 
given by the men to men, and by the women to women, in token of mutual recognition as 
members of one redeemed family in the midst of a heartless and loveless world. It was based 
upon apostolic precedent, and is characteristic of the childlike simplicity, and love and joy of the 
early Christians. {404} The service proper consisted of two principal acts: the oblation, {405} or 
presenting of the offerings of the congregation by the deacons for the ordinance itself, and for the 
benefit of the clergy and the poor; and the communion, or partaking of the consecrated elements. 
In the oblation the congregation at the same time presented itself as a living thank-offering; as in 
the communion it appropriated anew in faith the sacrifice of Christ, and united itself anew with its 
Head. Both acts were accompanied and consecrated by prayer and songs of praise. 
 



In the prayers we must distinguish, first, the general thanksgiving (the eucharist in the strictest 
sense of the word) for all the natural and spiritual gifts of God, commonly ending with the 
seraphic hymn, Isaiah 6:3; secondly, the prayer of consecration, or the invocation of the Holy 
Spirit {406} upon the people and the elements, usually accompanied by the recital of the words of 
institution and the Lord’s Prayer; and finally, the general intercessions for all classes, especially 
for the believers, on the ground of the sacrifice of Christ on the cross for the salvation of the 
world. The length and order of the prayers, however, were not uniform; nor the position of the 
Lord’s Prayer, which sometimes took the place of the prayer of consecration, being reserved for 
the prominent part of the service. Pope Gregory I. says that it "was the custom of the Apostles to 
consecrate the oblation only by the Lord’s Prayer." The congregation responded from time to 
time, according to the ancient Jewish and the apostolic usage, with an audible "Amen," or "Kyrie 
eleison." The "Sursum corda," also, as an incitement to devotion, with the response, "Habemus ad 
Dominum," appears at least as early as Cyprian’s time, who expressly alludes to it, and in all the 
ancient liturgies. The prayers were spoken, not read from a book. But extemporaneous prayer 
naturally assumes a fixed form by constant repetition. 
 
The elements were common or leavened bread {407} (except among the Ebionites, who, like the 
later Roman church from the seventh century, used unleavened bread), and wine mingled with 
water. This mixing was a general custom in antiquity, but came now to have various mystical 
meanings attached to it. The elements were placed in the hands (not in the mouth) of each 
communicant by the clergy who were present, or, according to Justin, by the deacons alone, amid 
singing of psalms by the congregation, {Psalm 34} with the words: "The body of Christ;" "The 
blood of Christ, the cup of life;" to each of which the recipient responded "Amen." {408} The 
whole congregation thus received the elements, standing in the act. {409} Thanksgiving and 
benediction concluded the celebration. 
 
After the public service the deacons carried the consecrated elements to the sick and to the 
confessors in prison. Many took portions of the bread home with them, to use in the family at 
morning prayer. This domestic communion was practised particularly in North Africa, and 
furnishes the first example of a communio sub una specie. In the same country, in Cyprian’s time, 
we find the custom of infant communion (administered with wine alone), which was justified 
from John 6:53, and has continued in the Greek (and Russian) church to this day, though 
irreconcilable with the apostle’s requisition of a preparatory examination. {1 Corinthians 11:28} 
 
At first the communion was joined with a love feast, and was then celebrated in the evening, in 
memory of the last supper of Jesus with his disciples. But so early as the beginning of the second 
century these two exercises were separated, and the communion was placed in the morning, the 
love feast in the evening, except on certain days of special observance. {410} Tertullian gives a 
detailed description of the Agape in refutation of the shameless calumnies of the heathens. {411} 
But the growth of the churches and the rise of manifold abuses led to the gradual disuse, and in 
the fourth century even to the formal prohibition of the Agape, which belonged in fact only to the 
childhood and first love of the church. It was a family feast, where rich and poor, master and 
slave met on the same footing, partaking of a simple meal, hearing reports from distant 
congregations, contributing to the necessities of suffering brethren, and encouraging each other in 
their daily duties and trials. Augustin describes his mother Monica as going to these feasts with a 
basket full of provisions and distributing them. 
 
The communion service has undergone many changes in the course of time, but still substantially 
survives with all its primitive vitality and solemnity in all churches of Christendom,—a perpetual 
memorial of Christ’s atoning sacrifice and saving love to the human race. Baptism and the Lord’s 



Supper are institutions which proclaim from day to day the historic Christ, and can never be 
superseded by contrivances of human ingenuity and wisdom. 
 
{400} Names: eucaristia, koinwnia, eucharistia, communio, communicatio, etc. 
 
{401} Apol. l. c. 65, 66 
 
{402} eucaristhyentov artou 
 
{403} Cyprian speaks of daily sacrifice,; . Ep. 54: "Sacerdotes qui Sacrificia Dei quotidie 
celebramus." So Ambrose, Ep. 14 ad Marcell., and the oldest liturgical works. But that the 
observance was various, is certified by Augustin, among others. Ep. 118 ad Januar. c. 2: "Alii 
quotidie communicant corpori et sanguini Dominico; alii certis diebus accipiunt; alibi nullus dies 
intermittitur quo non offeratur; alibi sabbato tantum et dominico; alibi tantum dominico." St. 
Basil says (Ep. 289): "We commune four times in the week, on the Lord’s Day, the fourth day, 
the preparation day [Friday], and the Sabbath." Chrysostom complains of the small number of 
communicants at the daily sacrifice. 
 
{404} Romans 16:16; 1 Corinthians 16:20; 2 Corinthians 13:12; 1Thess 5:26; 1 Peter 5:14. The 
Kiss of Peace continued in the Latin church till the end of the thirteenth century, and was then 
transferred to the close of the service or exchanged for a mere form of words: Pax tibi et 
ecclesiae. In the Russian church the clergy kiss each other during the recital of the Nicene Creed 
to show the nominal union of orthodoxy and charity (so often divided). In the Coptic church the 
primitive custom is still in force, and in some small Protestant sects it has been revived. 
 
{405} prosfora. 
 
{406} epiklhsiv tou Pn. JAg. Irenaeus derives this invocatio Spiritus S., as well as the oblation 
and the thanksgiving, from apostolic instruction. See the 2nd fragment, in Stieren, I. 854. It 
appears in all the Greek liturgies. In the Liturgia Jacobi it reads thus: kai exaposteilon ef 
hmav kai epi ta proskeimena dwra tauta to pneuma sou to panagion, to kurion kai 
zwopoion ina agiash kai poihsh ton men arton touton swma agion tou cristou sou, 
kai to pothrion touto aima timion tou Cr. sou, ina genhtai pasi toi ex autwn 
metalambanousin eiv afesin amartiwn kai eiv zwhn aiwnion, eiv agiasmon qucwn kai 
swmatwn, eiv kartoforian ergwn agaywn.. 
 
{407} koinov artov, says; Justin, while in view of its sacred import be calls it also uncommon 
bread and drink. The use of leavened or unleavened bread became afterwards, as is well known, a 
point of controversy between the Roman and Greek churches. 
 
{408} This simplest form of distribution, "swma cristou," and "aima Cr., pothrion zwhv" 
occurs in the Clementine liturgy of the Apostolic Constitutions, VIII. 13, and seems to be the 
oldest. The Didache gives no form of distribution. 
 
{409} The standing posture of the congregation during the principal prayers, and in the 
communion itself, seems to have been at first universal. For this was, indeed, the custom always 
on the day of the resurrection in distinction from Friday ("stantes oramus, quod est signunt 
resurrectionis," says Augustin) besides, the communion was, in the highest sense, a ceremony of 
festivity and joy; and finally, Justin expressly observes: "Then we all stand up to prayer." After 
the twelfth century, kneeling in receiving the elements became general, and passed from the 
Catholic church into the Lutheran and Anglican, while most of the Reformed churches; returned 



to the original custom of standing. Sitting in the communion was first introduced after the 
Reformation by the Presbyterian church of Scotland, and is very common in the United States the 
deacons or elders banding the bread and cup to the communicants in their pews. A curious 
circumstance is the sitting posture of the Pope in the communion, which Dean Stanley regards as 
a relic of the reclining or recumbent posture of the primitive disciples. See his Christ. Instit. p. 
250 sqq. 
 
{410} On Maundy-Thursday, according, to Augustin’s testimony, the communion continued to be 
celebrated in the evening, "tanquam ad insigniorem commemorationem." So on high feasts, as 
Christmas night, Epiphany, and Easter Eve, and in fasting seasons. See Ambrose, Serm. viii. in 
Psalm 118. 
 
{411} Apol. c.39: "About the modest supper-room of the Christians alone a great ado is made. 
Our feast explains itself by its name. The Greeks call it love. Whatever it costs, our outlay in the 
name of piety is gain, since with the good things of the feast we benefit the needy, not as it is with 
you, do parasites aspire to the glory of satisfying their licentious propensities, selling themselves 
for a belly-feast to all disgraceful treatment-but as it is with God himself, a peculiar respect is 
shown to the lowly. If the object of our feast be good, in the light of that consider its further 
regulations. As it is an act of religious service, it permits no vileness or immodesty. The 
participants, before reclining, taste first of prayer to God. As much is eaten as satisfies the 
cravings of hunger; as much is drunk as befits the chaste. They say it is enough, as those who 
remember that even during the night they have to worship God; they talk as those who know that 
the Lord is one of their auditors. After the washing of hands and the bringing in of lights, each is 
asked to stand forth and sing, as he can, a hymn to God, either one from the holy Scriptures or 
one of his own composing-a proof of the measure of our drinking. As the feast commenced with 
prayer, so with prayer it closed. We go from it, not like troops of mischief-doers, nor bands of 
roamers, nor to break out into licentious acts, but to have aq ruucli care of our modesty and 
chastity as if we had been at a school of virtue rather than a banquet." (Translation from the 
"Ante-Nicene Library").  

 



69. The Doctrine of the Eucharist. 
 
Literature. See the works quoted, vol. I. 472, by Waterland (Episc. d. 1740), Dollinger (R. Cath., 
1826; since 1870 Old Cath.), Ebrard (Calvinistic, 1845), Nevin (Calvinistic, 1846), Kahnis (Luth. 
1851, but changed his view in his Dogmatik), E. B. Pusey (high Anglic., 1855), Ruckert 
(Rationalistic, 1856), Vogan (high Anglic., 1871), Harrison (Evang. Angl., 1871), Stanley (Broad 
Church Episc., 1881), Gude (Lutheran, 1887). 
 
On the Eucharistic doctrine of Ignatius, Justin, Irenaeus, and Tertullian, there are also special 
treatises by Thiersch (1841), Semisch (1842), Engelhardt (1842), Baur (1839 and 1857), Steitz 
(1864), and others. 
 
Hofling: Die Lehre der altesten Kirche vom Opfer im Leben und Cultus der Christen. Erlangen, 
1851. 
 
Dean Stanley: The Eucharistic Sacrifice. In "Christian Institutions" (N. Y. 1881) p. 73 sqq. 
 
The doctrine concerning the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, not coming into special discussion, 
remained indefinite and obscure. The ancient church made more account of the worthy 
participation of the ordinance than of the logical apprehension of it. She looked upon it as the 
holiest mystery of the Christian worship, and accordingly celebrated it with the deepest devotion, 
without inquiring into the mode of Christ’s presence, nor into the relation of the sensible signs to 
his flesh and blood. It is unhistorical to carry any of the later theories back into this age; although 
it has been done frequently in the apologetic and polemic discussion of this subject. 
 
1. The Eucharist as a Sacrament. 
 
The Didache of the Apostles contains eucharistic prayers, but no theory of the eucharist. Ignatius 
speaks of this sacrament in two passages, only by way of allusion, but in very strong, mystical 
terms, calling it the flesh of our crucified and risen Lord Jesus Christ, and the consecrated bread a 
medicine of immortality and an antidote of spiritual death. {412} This view, closely connected 
with his high-churchly tendency in general, no doubt involves belief in the real presence, and 
ascribes to the holy Supper an effect on spirit and body at once, with reference to the future 
resurrection, but is still somewhat obscure, and rather an expression of elevated feeling than a 
logical definition. 
 
The same may be said of Justin Martyr, when he compares the descent of Christ into the 
consecrated elements to his incarnation for our redemption. {413} 
 
Irenaeus says repeatedly, in combating the Gnostic Docetism, {414} that broad and wine in the 
sacrament become, by the presence of the Word of God, and by the power of the Holy Spirit, the 
body and blood of Christ and that the receiving of there strengthens soul and body (the germ of 
the resurrection body) unto eternal life. Yet this would hardly warrant our ascribing either 
transubstantiation or consubstantiation to Irenaeus. For in another place he calls the bread and 
wine, after consecration, "antitypes," implying the continued distinction of their substance from 
the body and blood of Christ. {415} This expression in itself, indeed, might be understood as 
merely contrasting here the upper, as the substance, with the Old Testament passover, its type; as 
Peter calls baptism the antitype of the saving water of the flood. {416} But the connection, and 
the usus loquendi of the earlier Greek fathers, require us to take the term antitype, a the sense of 
type, or, more precisely, as the antithesis of archetype. The broad and wine represent and exhibit 



the body and blood of Christ as the archetype, and correspond to them, as a copy to the original. 
In exactly the same sense it is said in Hebrews 9:24—comp Hebrews 8:5—that the earthly 
sanctuary is the antitype, that is the copy, of the heavenly archetype. Other Greek fathers also, 
down to the fifth century, and especially the author of the Apostolical Constitutions, call the 
consecrated elements "antitypes" (sometimes, like Theodoretus, "types") of the body and blood of 
Christ. {417} 
 
A different view, approaching nearer the Calvinistic or Reformed, we meet with among the 
African fathers. Tertullian makes the words of institution: Hoc est corpus meum, equivalent to: 
figura corporis mei, to prove, in opposition to Marcion’s docetism, the reality of the body of 
Jesus—a mere phantom being capable of no emblematic representation {418} This involves, at all 
events, an essential distinction between the consecrated elements and the body and blood of 
Christ in the Supper. Yet Tertullian must not be understood as teaching a merely symbolical 
presence of Christ; for in other places he speaks, according to his general realistic turn, in almost 
materialistic language of an eating of the body of Christ, and extends the participation even to the 
body of the receiver. {419} Cyprian likewise appears to favor a symbolical interpretation of the 
words of institution, yet not so clearly. The idea of the real presence would have much better 
suited his sacerdotal conception of the ministry. In the customary mixing of the wine with water 
he sees a type of the union of Christ with his church, {420} and, on the authority of John 6:53, 
holds the communion of the Supper indispensable to salvation. The idea of a sacrifice comes out 
very boldly in Cyprian. 
 
The Alexandrians are here, as usual, decidedly spiritualistic. Clement twice expressly calls the 
wine a symbol or an allegory of the blood of Christ, and says, that the communicant receives not 
the physical, but the spiritual blood, the life, of Christ; as, indeed, the blood is the life of the body. 
Origen distinguishes still more definitely the earthly elements from the heavenly bread of life, 
and makes it the whole design of the supper to feed the soul with the divine word. {421} 
Applying his unsound allegorical method here, he makes the bread represent the Old Testament, 
the wine the New, and the breaking of the bread the multiplication of the divine word! But these 
were rather private views for the initiated, and can hardly be taken as presenting the doctrine of 
the Alexandrian church. 
 
We have, therefore, among the ante-Nicene fathers, three different views, an Oriental, a North-
African, and an Alexandrian. The first view, that of Ignatius and Irenaeus, agrees most nearly 
with the mystical character of the celebration of the eucharist, and with the catholicizing features 
of the age. 
 
2. The Eucharist as a Sacrifice. 
 
This point is very important in relation to the doctrine, and still more important in relation to the 
cultus and life, of the ancient church. The Lord’s Supper was universally regarded not only as a 
sacrament, but also as a sacrifice, {422} the true and eternal sacrifice of the new covenant, 
superseding all the provisional and typical sacrifices of the old; taking the place particularly of 
the passover, or the feast of the typical redemption from Egypt. This eucharistic sacrifice, 
however, the ante-Nicene fathers conceived not as an unbloody repetition of the atoning sacrifice 
of Christ on the cross, but simply as a commemoration and renewed appropriation of that 
atonement, and, above all, a thank-offering of the whole church for all the favors of God in 
creation and redemption. Hence the current name itself—eucharist; which denoted in the first 
place the prayer of thanksgiving, but afterwards the whole rite. {423} 
 



The consecrated elements were regarded in a twofold light, as representing at once the natural and 
the spiritual gifts of God, which culminated in the self-sacrifice of Christ on the cross. Hence the 
eucharistic prayer, like that connected with the typical passover, related at the same time to 
creation and redemption, which were the more closely joined in the mind of the church for their 
dualistic separation by the Gnostics. The earthly gifts of broad and wine were taken as types and 
pledges of the heavenly gifts of the same God, who has both created and redeemed the world. 
 
Upon this followed the idea of the self-sacrifice of the worshipper himself, the sacrifice of 
renewed self-consecration to Christ in return for his sacrifice on the cross, and also the sacrifice 
of charity to the poor. Down to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the eucharistic elements were 
presented as a thank-offering by the members of the congregation themselves, and the remnants 
went to the clergy and he poor. In these gifts the people yielded themselves as a priestly race and 
a living thank-offering to God, to whom they owed all the blessings alike of providence and of 
grace. In later times the priest alone offered the sacrifice. But even the Roman Missal retains a 
recollection of the ancient custom in the plural form, "We offer," and in the sentence: "All you, 
both brethren and sisters, pray that my sacrifice and your sacrifice, which is equally yours as well 
as mine, may be meat for the Lord." 
 
This subjective offering of the whole congregation on the ground of the objective atoning 
sacrifice of Christ is the real centre of the ancient Christian worship, and particularly of the 
communion. It thus differed both from the later Catholic mass, which has changed the thank-
offering into a sin-offering, the congregational offering into a priest offering; and from the 
common Protestant cultus, which, in opposition to the Roman mass, has almost entirely banished 
the idea of sacrifice from the celebration of the Lord’s Supper, except in the customary offerings 
for the poor. 
 
The writers of the second century keep strictly within the limits of the notion of a congregational 
thank-offering. Thus Justin says expressly, prayers and thanksgivings alone are the true and 
acceptable sacrifices, which the Christians offer. Irenaeus has been brought as a witness for the 
Roman doctrine, only on the ground of a false reading. {424} The African fathers, in the third 
century, who elsewhere incline to the symbolical interpretation of the words of institution, are the 
first to approach on this point the later Roman Catholic idea of a sin-offering; especially Cyprian, 
the steadfast advocate of priesthood and of episcopal authority. {425} The ideas of priesthood, 
sacrifice, and altar, are intimately connected, and a Judaizing or paganizing conception of one 
must extend to all. 
 
{412} Ad Smyrn. c. 7; against the Docetists, who deny thn eucaristian sarka einai tou 
swthrov hmwn L. Cr., k. t. l. and Ad Ephes. C. 20: ov (sc. artov) estin farmakon 
ayanisiav, antidotov tou mh apoyanein, alla zhn en ihsou cristw dia pantov. Both 
passages are wanting in the Syriac version. But the first is cited by Theodoret, Dial. III. p. 231, 
and must therefore have been known even in the Syrian church in his time. 
 
{413} Apol. I. 66 (I. 182, third ed. of Otto). Here also occurs already the term metabolhv, which 
some Roman controversialists use at once as an argument for transubstantiation. Justin says: ex 
hv (i.e. trofhv) aima kai sarkev kata metabolhn trefontai hmwn, ex quo alimento 
sanguis et carnes nostae per mutationem aluntur. But according to the context, this denotes by no 
means a transmutation of the elements, but either the assimilation of them to the body of the 
receiver, or the operation of them upon the body, with reference to the future resurrection. Comp. 
John 6:54 sqq., and like passages in Ignatius and Irenaeus. 
 
{414} Adv. haer. IV. 18, and passim. 



 
{415} In the second of the Fragments discovered by Pfaff (Opp. Tren. ed Stieren, vol. I. p. 855), 
which Maffei and other Roman divines have unwarrantably declared spurious. It is there said that 
the Christians, after the offering of the eucharistic sacrifice, call upon the Holy Ghost, opwv 
apofhnh thn yusian tauthn kai ton arton swma tou cristou, kai to pothrion to aima 
tou 
 Cr., ina oi metalabonte toutwn twn antitupwn, thv afesewv twn amartiwn kai zwhv 
aiwniou tucwsin. 
 
 
{416} 1 Peter 3:20,21. 
 
{417} Const. Apost. l. V. c. 14 ta antitupa musthria tou timiou swmatov autou kai 
aimatov. So VI. 30, and in an eucharistic prayer, VII. 25. Other passages of the Greek fathers see 
in Stieren, l. c. p. 884 sq. Comp. also Bleek’s learned remarks in his large Com. on Hebrews 8:5, 
and Hebrews 9:24. 
 
{418} Adv. Marc. IV. 40; and likewise III. 19. This interpretation is plainly very near that of 
Cecolampadius, who puts the figure in the predicate, and who attached no small weight to 
Tertullian’s authority. But the Zwinglian view, which puts the figure in theejsti. instead of the 
predicate, appears also in Tertullian, Adv. Marc. I. 14, in the words: "Panem qui ipsum corpus 
suum repraesentat." The two interpretations are only grammatical modifications of the same 
symbolical theory. 
 
{419} Deuteronomy Resur. Carnis, c. 8. "Caro corpore et sanguine Christi vescitur, ut et anima 
de Deo saginetur." Deuteronomy Pudic. c. 9, he refers the fatted calf, in the parable of the 
prodigal son, to the Lord’s Supper, and says: "Opimitate Dominici corporis vescitur, eucharistia 
scilicet." Deuteronomy Orat. c. 6: "Quod et corpus Christi in pane censetur," which should 
probably be translated: is to be understood by the bread (not contained in the bread). 
 
{420} For this reason he considers the mixing essential. Epist. 63 (ed. Bal.) c. 13: "Si vinum 
tantum quis offerat, sanguis Christi incipit esse sine nobis; si vero aqua sit sola, plebs incipit esse 
sine Christo. Quando autem utrumque miscetur et adunatione confusa sibi invicem copitlatur, 
tunc sacramentum spirituale et coeleste perficitur." 
 
{421} Comment. ser. in Matt. c. 85 (III. 898): "Panis iste, quem Dem Verbum [Logos] corpus 
suum esse fatetur, verbum est nutritorium animarum, verbum de Deo Verbo procedens, et panis 
de pani coelesti... Non enim panem illum visibilem, quem tenebat in manibus, corpus situm 
dicebat Deus Verbum, sed verbum, in cuius mysterio est panis ille frangendus." Then the same of 
the wine. Origen evidently goes no higher than the Zwinglian theory, while Clement approaches 
the Calvinistic view of a spiritual real fruition of Christ’s life in the Eucharist. 
 
{422} prosfora, yusia, oblatio, sacrificium. 
 
{423} So among the Jews the cup of wine at the paschal supper was called "the cup of blessing," 
pothrion eulogiav —eucaristia, Comp. 1 Corinthians 10:16. 
 

{424} Adv. Haer. IV. c. 18, 4: "Verbum [the Logos] quod offertur Deo;" 
instead of which should be read, according to other manuscripts: 



"Verbum per quod offertur,"—which suits the connexion much better. 
Comp. IV. 17, 6: "Per Jes. Christum offert ecclesia." Stieren reads 
"Verbum quod," but refers it not to Christ, but to the word of the 
prayer. The passage is, at all events, too obscure and too isolated to 
build a dogma upon. 70. The Celebration of Baptism. 
 
The Lit. see in vol. I. 54, p. 465 sq., especially Wall and Hofling. On the archaeology of baptism 
see Bingham’s Antiquities, Augusti’s Denkwurdigkeiten, the first vol. of Binterim, and the art. 
Baptism in Smith and Cheetham, I. 155-172. Also Schaff, on the Didache (1885), p. 29-56. For 
pictorial illustrations see the monumental works of Cav. de Rossi, Garrucci, Roller, on the 
catacombs, and Schaff, l. c. 
 
The "Teaching of the Twelve Apostles" (ch. 7,) enjoins baptism, after catechetical instruction, in 
these words: "Baptize into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost in living 
(running) water. But if thou hast not living water, baptize into other water; and if thou canst not in 
cold, then in warm. But if thou hast neither, pour water upon the head thrice, into the name of the 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost." 
 
Justin Martyr gives the following account of baptism: {426} "Those who are convinced of the 
truth of our doctrine, and have promised to live according to it, are exhorted to prayer, fasting and 
repentance for past sins; we praying and fasting with them. Then they are led by its to a place 
where is water, and in this way they are regenerated, as we also have been regenerated; that is, 
they receive the water-bath in the name of God, the Father and Ruler of all, and of our Redeemer 
Jesus Christ, and of the Holy Ghost. For Christ says: Except ye be born again, ye cannot enter 
into the kingdom of heaven. {John 3:5} Thus, from children of necessity and ignorance, we 
become children of choice and of wisdom, and partakers of the forgiveness of former sins.... The 
baptismal bath is called also illumination (fwtismov) because those who receive it are 
enlightened in the understanding." 
 
This account may be completed by the following particulars from Tertullian and later writers. 
 
Before the act the candidate was required in a solemn vow to renounce the service of the devil, 
that is, all evil, {427} give himself to Christ, and confess the sum of the apostolic faith in God the 
Father, the Son, and Holy Spirit. {428} The Apostles’ Creed, therefore, is properly the baptismal 
symbol, as it grew, in fact, out of the baptismal formula. 
 
This act of turning front sin and turning to God, or of repentance and faith, on the part of the 
candidate, was followed by an appropriate prayer of the minister, and then by the baptism itself 
into the triune name, with three successive immersions in which the deacons and deaconesses 
assisted. The immersion in thrice dipping the head of the candidate who stood nude in the water. 
{429} Single immersion seems to have been introduced by Eunomius about 360, but was 
condemned on pain of degradation, yet it reappeared afterwards in Spain, and Pope Gregory I. 
declared both forms valid, the trine immersion as setting forth the Trinity, the single immersion 
the Unity of the Godhead. {430} The Eastern church, however, still adheres strictly to the trine 
immersion. {431} Baptism by pouring water from a shell or vessel or from the hand on the head 
of the candidate very early occurs also and was probably considered equivalent to immersion. 
{432} The Didache allows pouring in cases of scarcity of water. But afterwards this mode was 
applied only to infirm or sick persons; hence called clinical baptism. {433} The validity of this 
baptism was even doubted by many in the third century; and Cyprian wrote in its defence, taking 



the ground that the mode of application of water was a matter of minor importance, provided that 
faith was present in the recipient and ministrant. {434} According to ecclesiastical law clinical 
baptism at least incapacitated for the clerical office. {435} Yet the Roman bishop Fabian ordained 
Novatian a presbyter, though he had been baptized on a sickbed by aspersion. {436} 
 
Thanksgiving, benediction, and the brotherly kiss concluded the sacred ceremony. 
 
Besides these essential elements of the baptismal rite, we find, so early as the third century, 
several other subordinate usages, which have indeed a beautiful symbolical meaning, but, like all 
redundancies, could easily obscure the original simplicity of this sacrament, as it appears in Justin 
Martyr’s description. Among these appendages are the signing of the cross on the forehead and 
breast of the subject, as a soldier of Christ under the banner of the cross; giving him milk and 
honey (also salt) in token of sonship with God, and citizenship in the heavenly Canaan; also the 
unction of the head, the lighted taper, and the white robe. 
 
Exorcism, or the expulsion of the devil, which is not to be confounded with the essential formula 
of renunciation, was probably practised at first only in special cases, as of demoniacal possession. 
But after the council of Carthage, A. D. 256, we find it a regular part of the ceremony of baptism, 
preceding the baptism proper, and in some eases, it would seem, several times repeated during the 
course of catechetical instruction. To understand fully this custom, we should remember that the 
early church derived the whole system of heathen idolatry, which it justly abhorred as one of the 
greatest crimes, {437} from the agency of Satan. The heathen deities, although they had been 
eminent men during their lives, were, as to their animating principle, identified with demons—
either fallen angels or their progeny. These demons, as we may infer from many passages of 
Justin, Minucius Felix, Tertullian, and others, were believed to traverse the air, to wander over the 
earth, to deceive and torment the race, to take possession of men, to encourage sacrifices, to lurk 
in statues, to speak through the oracles, to direct the flights of birds, to work the illusions of 
enchantment and necromancy, to delude the senses by false miracles, to incite persecution against 
Christianity, and, in fact, to sustain the whole fabric of heathenism with all its errors and vices. 
But even these evil spirits were Subject to the powerful name of Jesus. Tertullian openly 
challenges the pagan adversaries to bring demoniacs before the tribunals, and affirms that the 
spirits which possessed them, would bear witness to the truth of Christianity. 
 
The institution of sponsors, {438} first mentioned by Tertullian, arose no doubt from infant 
baptism, and was designed to secure Christian training, without thereby excusing Christian 
parents from their duty. 
 
Baptism might be administered at any time, but was commonly connected with Easter and 
Pentecost, and in the East with Epiphany also, to give it the greater solemnity. The favorite hour 
was midnight lit up by torches. The men were baptized first, the women afterwards. During the 
week following, the neophytes wore white garments as symbols of their purity. 
 
Separate chapels for baptism, or baptisteries, occur first in the fourth century, and many of them 
still remain in Southern Europe. Baptism might be performed in any place, where, as Justin says, 
"water was." Yet Cyprian, in the middle of the third century, and the pseudo-Apostolical 
Constitutions, require the element to be previously consecrated, that it may become the vehicle of 
the purifying energy of the Spirit. This corresponded to the consecration of the bread and wine in 
the Lord’s Supper, and involved no transformation of the substance. 
 
{426} Apol. I., c. 61 (I. 164 ed. Otto). 
 



{427} Abrenunciatio diaboti. Tertullian: "Renunciare diabolo et pompae et angelis ejus." Const. 
Apost.: apotassomai tw satana kai toiv ergoiv autou kai taiv pompaiv autou, kai 
taiv latreiaiv autou, kai pasi toiv up auton This renunciation of the devil was made, at 
least in the fourth century, as we learn from Cyril of Jerusalem, in the vestibule of the baptistery, 
with the face towards the west, and the hand raised in the repelling posture, as if Satan were 
present (wv paronti apotassesye satana), and was sometimes accompanied with 
exsufflations, or other signs of expulsion of the evil spirit. 
 
{428} omologhsiv, professio. The creed was either said by the catechumen after The priest, or 
confessed in answer to questions, and with the face turned eastwards towards the light. 
 
{429} See the authorities (Quoted in Smith and Cheetham, I. 161, and more fully in Augusti). l. c. 
"Ter mergitamur," says Tertullian. Immersion was very natural in Southern climates. The 
baptisteries of the Nicene age, of which many remain in Asia, Africa, and Southern Europe, were 
built for immersion, and all Oriental churches still adhere to this mode. Garrucci (Storia della 
Arte Cristiana, I. 27) says: "Antichissimo e solenne fu il rito d’ immergere la persona nell’ acqua, 
e tre volte anche it capo, al pronunziare del ministro i tre nomi." Schultze (Die Katacomben, p. 
136): "Die Taufdarstellungen vorkonstantinischer Zeit, deren Zahl sich auf drei belauft, zeigen 
sammtlich erwachsene Tauflinge, in zvei FalIen Knabent von etwa zwolf Jahren, im dritten Falle 
einen Jungling. Der Act wird durch Untertauchen vollzogen." Dean Stanley delights in pictorial 
exaggeration of the baptismal immersion in patristic times as contrasted with modern sprinkling. 
"Baptism," he says, "was not only a bath, but a plunge—an entire submersion in the deep water, a 
leap as into the rolling sea or the rushing river, where for the moment the waves close over the 
bather’s head, and he emerges again as from a momentary grave; or it was a shock of a shower-
bath—the rush of water passed over the whole person from capacious vessels, so as to wrap the 
recipient as within the veil of a splashing cataract. This was the part of the ceremony on which 
the Apostles laid so much stress. It was to them like a burial of the old former self and the rising 
up again of the new self." Christian Institutions, (1881), p. 9. See Schaff, l. c. p. 41 sqq. 
 
{430} Ep. I. 41 in reply to Leander, bishop of Hispala. Thomas Aquinas (Summa Theol., Tom. 
IV., f. 615, ed. Migne) quotes this letter with approval, but gives the preference to trina immersio, 
as expressing "triduum sepulturus Christi et etiam Trinitas personarum." 
 
{431} The Russian Orthodox Catechism defines baptism as "a sacrament, in which a man who 
believes, having his body thrice plunged in water in the name of God the Father, the Son, and the 
Holy Ghost, dies to the carnal life of sin, and is born again of the Holy Ghost to a life spiritual 
and holy." In the case of infants the act is usually completed by pouring water over the head, the 
rest of the body being, immersed. So I was informed by a Greek priest. 
 
{432} Pouring or affusion is the present practice of the Roman Catholic church. It is first found 
on pictures in the Roman catacombs, one of which Deuteronomy Rossi assigns to the second 
century (in the cemetry of Calixtus). "It is remarkable that in almost all the earliest 
representations of baptism that have been preserved to us, this [the pouring of water from vessels 
over the body] is the special act represented." Marriott in Smith and Cheetham, I. 168. But the art 
of painting can only represent a part of the act, not the whole process; in all the Catacomb 
pictures the candidate stands with the feet in water, and is undressed as for immersion, total or 
partial. 
 
{433} "Baptismus clinicorum" (klinikoi, from klinhbed) Clinicus or grabbatarius designated 
one who was baptized on the sick bed. 
 



{434} Ep. 69 (al. 75), ad Magnum. He answered the question as best be could in the absence of 
any ecclesiastical decision at that time. This Epistle, next to Tertullian’s opposition to infant 
baptism, is the oldest document in the controversial baptismal literature. Cyprian quotes (ch. 12) 
several passages from the O. T. where "sprinkling" is spoken of as an act of cleansing, {Exodus 
36:25; Num 8:5-7; 19:8-13}, then concludes: "Whence it appears that sprinkling also of water 
prevails equally with the salutary washing (adspersionem quoque aquae instar salutaris lavacri 
obtinere); and that when this is done in the church where the faith both of the receiver and the 
giver is sound (ubi sit et accipieatis et dantis fides integra), all things hold and may be 
consummated and perfected by the majesty of the Lord and by the truth of faith." But in the same 
Ep., Cyprian denies the validity of heretical and schismatic baptism in any form. See below, 74. 
 
{435} The twelfth canon of the Council of Neo-Caesarea (after 314) ordains: "Whosoever has 
received clinical baptism cannot be promoted to the priesthood, because his [profession of] faith 
was not from free choice, but from necessity (ex anagkhv, fear of death), unless he, excel 
afterwards in zeal and faith, or there is a deficiency of [able] men." This canon passed into the 
Corpus jur. can. c. 1 Dist. 57. See Hefele, Conciliengesch, I. 249 (2nd ed.). 
 
{436} Pouring and sprinkling were still exceptional in the ninth century according to Walafrid 
Strabo (De Rel. Eccl. 100. 26), but they made gradual progress with the spread of infant baptism, 
as the most convenient mode, especially in Northern climates, and came into common use in the 
West at the end of the thirteenth century, Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274) says, that although it may be 
safer to baptize by immersion, yet pouring and sprinkling are also allowable (Summa Theol. P. 
III. Qu. LXVI. Deuteronomy Rapt. art. 7: in Migne’s ed. Tom. IV. fol. 614): "Si totum corpus 
aqua non possit perfundi propter aquae paucitatem, vel propter aliquam aliam causam, opportet 
caput perfundere, in quo manifestatur principium animalis vitae." In Ireland aspersion seems to 
have been practiced very early along with immersion. "Trine immersion, with the alternative of 
aspersion, is ordered in the earliest extant Irish Baptismal Office, in the composition of which, 
however, Roman influence is strongly marked." F. E. Warren, The Liturgy and Ritual of the 
CeItic Church, Oxford (Clarendon Press), 1881, p. 65. Prof. Norman Fox and other Baptist 
writer; think that "neither infant baptism nor the use of pouring and sprinkling for baptism would 
ever have been thought of but for the superstitious idea that baptism was necessary to salvation." 
But this idea prevailed among the fathers and in the Greek church fully as much as in the Roman, 
while it is rejected in most Protestant churches where sprinkling is practiced. 
 
Luther sought to restore immersion, but without effect. Calvin took a similar view of the subject 
as Thomas Aquinas, but he went farther and declared the mode of application to be a matter of 
indifference, Inst. IV. ch. 15, 19: "Whether the person who is baptized be wholly immersed 
(mergatur totus) and whether thrice or once, or whether water be only poured (infusa) or 
sprinkled upon him (aspergatur), is of no importance (minimum refert): but this should be left 
free to the churches according to the difference of countries. Yet the very word baptize signifies 
to immerse (mergere); and it is certain that immersion was the practice of the ancient church." 
Most Protestants agree with Calvin, except the Baptists, who revived the ancient practice, but 
only in part (single instead of trine immersion), and without the patristic ideas of baptismal 
regeneration, infant baptism, and the necessity of baptism for salvation. They regard baptism as a 
mere symbol which exhibits the fact that regeneration and conversion have already taken place. 
 
{437} Tertullian calls it "principals crimen generis humani" (De idol. c. 1), and Cyprian, 
"summum delictum" (Ep. x.). 
 
{438} anadocoi, sponsores, fideijussores.  



 



71. The Doctrine of Baptism. 
 
This ordinance was regarded in the ancient church as the sacrament of the new birth or 
regeneration, and as the solemn rite of initiation into the Christian Church, admitting to all her 
benefits and committing to all her obligations. It was supposed to be preceded, in the case of 
adults, by instruction on the part of the church, and by repentance and faith (i.e. conversion) on 
the part of the candidate, and to complete and seal the spiritual process of regeneration, the old 
man being buried, and the new man arising from the watery grave. Its effect consists in the 
forgiveness of sins and the communication of the Holy Spirit. Justin calls baptism "the water-bath 
for the forgiveness of sins and regeneration," and "the bath of conversion and the knowledge of 
God." It is often called also illumination, spiritual circumcision, anointing, sealing, gift of grace, 
symbol of redemption, death of sins, &c. {439} Tertullian describes its effect thus: "When the 
soul comes to faith, and becomes transformed through regeneration by water and power from 
above, it discovers, after the veil of the old corruption is taken away, its whole light. It is received 
into the fellowship of the Holy Spirit; and the soul, which unites itself to the Holy Spirit, is 
followed by the body." He already leans towards the notion of a magical operation of the 
baptismal water. Yet the subjective condition of repentance and faith was universally required. 
Baptism was not only an act of God, but at the same time the most solemn surrender of man to 
God, a vow for life and death, to live henceforth only to Christ and his people. The keeping of 
this vow was the condition of continuance in the church; the breaking of it must be followed 
either by repentance or excommunication. 
 
From John 3:5 and Mark 16:16, Tertullian and other fathers argued the necessity of baptism to 
salvation. Clement of Alexandria supposed, with the Roman Hermas and others, that even the 
saints of the Old Testament were baptized in Hades by Christ or the apostles. But exception was 
made in favor of the bloody baptism of martyrdom as compensating the want of baptism with 
water; and this would lead to the evangelical principle, that not the omission, but only the 
contempt of the sacrament is damning. {440} 
 
The effect of baptism, however, was thought to extend only to sins committed before receiving it. 
Hence the frequent postponement of the sacrament, {441} which Tertullian very earnestly 
recommends, though he censures it when accompanied with moral levity and presumption. {442} 
Many, like Constantine the Great, put it off to the bed of sickness and of death. They preferred 
the risk of dying unbaptized to that of forfeiting forever the baptismal grace. Death-bed baptisms 
were then what death-bed repentances are now. 
 
But then the question arose, how the forgiveness of sins committed after baptism could be 
obtained? This is the starting point of the Roman doctrine of the sacrament of penance. Tertullian 
{443} and Cyprian {444} were the first to suggest that satisfaction must be made for such sins by 
self-imposed (penitential exercises and good works) such as prayers and almsgiving. Tertullian 
held seven gross sins, which he denoted mortal sins, to be unpardonable after baptism, and to be 
left to the uncovenanted mercies of God; but the Catholic church took a milder view, and even 
received back the adulterers and apostates on their public repentance. 
 
Notes 
 
In reviewing the patristic doctrine of baptism which was sanctioned by the Greek and Roman, 
and, with some important modifications, also by the Lutheran and Anglican churches, we should 
remember that during the first three centuries, and even in the age of Constantine, adult baptism 
was the rule, and that the actual conversion of the candidate was required as a condition before 



administering the sacrament (as is still the case on missionary ground). Hence in preceding 
catechetical instruction, the renunciation of the devil, and the profession of faith. But when the 
same high view is applied without qualification to infant baptism, we are confronted at once with 
the difficulty that infants cannot comply with this condition. They may be regenerated (this being 
an act of God), but they cannot be converted, i.e. they cannot repent and believe, nor do they need 
repentance, having not yet committed any actual transgression. Infant baptism is an act of 
consecration, and looks to subsequent instruction and personal conversion, as a condition to full 
membership of the church. Hence confirmation came in as a supplement to infant baptism. 
 
The strict Roman Catholic dogma, first clearly enunciated by St. Augustin though with reluctant 
heart and in the mildest form, assigns all unbaptized infants to hell on the round of Adam’s sin 
and the absolute necessity of baptism for salvation. A dogma horribile, but falsum. Christ, who is 
the truth, blessed unbaptized infants, and declared: "To such belongs again kingdom of heaven. 
The Augsburg Confession (Art. IX.) still teaches against the Anabaptists: quod baptismus sit 
necessarius ad salutem," but the leading Lutheran divines reduce the absolute necessity of 
baptism to a relative or ordinary necessity; and the Reformed churches, under the influence of 
Calvin’s teaching went further by making salvation depend upon divine election, not upon the 
sacrament, and now generally hold to the salvation of all infants dying in infancy. The Second 
Scotch Confession (A. D. 1580) was the first to declare its abhorrence of "the cruel [popish] 
judgment against infants departing without the sacrament," and the doctrine of "the absolute 
necessity of baptism." 
 
{439} The patristic terms for baptism expressive of doctrine are anagennhsiv, paliggenesia 
(and loutron paliggenesiav, Titus 3:5), yeogenesiv regeneratio, secunda or spiritualis 
nativitas, renascentia; also fwtismov, fwtisma, illuminatio, sfragiv, signaculum, seal, 
muhsiv, mustagwgia, initiation into the mysteries (the sacraments). The sign was almost 
identified with the thing itself. 
 
{440} "Non defectus (or privatio), sed contemtus sacramenti damnat." This leaves the door open 
for the salvation of Quakers, unbaptized children, and elect heathen who die with a desire for 
salvation. 
 
{441} Procrastinatio baptismi. 
 
{442} So the author of the Apost. Constit., VI. 15, disapproves those who say: oti otan teleutw, 
baptizomai, ina mh amarthsw kai rupanw to baptisma.. 
 
{443} Deuteronomy Paenitientia. 
 
{444} Deuteronomy Opere et Eleemosynis.  

 



72. Catechetical Instruction and Confirmation. 
 
Literature. 
 
I. Cyril (kurillov) of Jerusalem (315-386): Eighteen Catechetical Lectures, addressed to 
Catechumens (kathchseiv fwtizomenwn), and Five Mystigogical Lectures, addressed to the 
newly baptized. Best ed. byTouttee, 1720, reprinted in Migne’s Patrol. Gr. vol. 33. 
 
Augustin (d. 430): Deuteronomy Catechizandis Rudibus. 
 
II. Bingham: Antiquities, X. 2. 
 
Zezschwitz (Tub.): System der christl. Kirchl. Katechetik. Leipzig, vol. I. 1863; vol. II. in 2 Parts, 
1869 and 1872. 
 
Joh. Mayer (R.C.):geschichte des Katechumenats, and der Katechese, in den ersten sechs Jahrh. 
Kempten, 1866. 
 
A. Weiss (R.C.): Die altkirchliche Padagogik dargestelit in Katecumenat und Katechese der 
ersten sechs Jahrh. Freiburg, 1869. 
 
Fr. X. Funk (R. C): Die Katechumenats-classen des christl. Alterthums, in the Tubing. "Theol. 
Quartalschrift," Tub. 1883, p. 41-77. 
 
1. The catechumenate or preparation for baptism was a very important institution of the early 
church. It dates substantially from apostolic times. Theophilus was "instructed" in the main facts 
of the gospel history; and Apollos was "instructed" in the way of the Lord. {445} As the church 
was set in the midst of a heathen world, and addressed herself in her missionary preaching in the 
first instance to the adult generation, she saw the necessity of preparing the susceptible for 
baptism by special instruction under teachers called "catechists," who were generally presbyters 
and deacons. {446} The catechumenate preceded baptism (of adults); whereas, at a later period, 
after the general introduction of infant baptism, it followed. It was, on the one hand, a bulwark of 
the church against unworthy members; on the other, a bridge from the world to the church, a 
Christian novitiate, to lead beginners forward to maturity. The catechumens or hearers {447} were 
regarded not as unbelievers, but as half-Christians, and were accordingly allowed to attend all the 
exercises of worship, except the celebration of the sacraments. They embraced people of all 
ranks, ages, and grades of culture, even philosophers, statesmen, and rhetoricians,—Justin, 
Athenagoras, Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Cyprian, Arnobius, Lactantius, who all 
embraced Christianity in their adult years. 
 
The Didache contains in the first six chapters, a high-toned moral catechism preparatory to 
baptism, based chiefly on the Sermon on the Mount. 
 
There was but one or at most two classes of Catechumens. The usual division into three (or four) 
classes rests on confusion with the classes of Penitents. {448} 
 
The catechetical school of Alexandria was particularly renowned for its highly learned character. 
 
The duration of this catechetical instruction was fixed sometimes at two years {449} sometimes at 
three, {450} but might be shortened according to circumstances. Persons of decent moral 



character and general intelligence were admitted to baptism without delay. The Councils allow 
immediate admission in cases of sickness. 
 
2. Confirmation {451} was originally closely connected with baptism, as its positive complement, 
and was performed by the imposition of hands, and the anointing of several parts of the body with 
fragrant balsam-oil, the chrism, as it was called. These acts were the medium of the 
communication of the Holy Spirit, and of consecration to the spiritual priesthood. Later, however, 
it came to be separated from baptism, especially in the case of infants, and to be regarded as a 
sacrament by itself. Cyprian is the first to distinguish the baptism with water and the baptism with 
the Spirit as two sacraments; yet this term, sacrament, was used as yet very indefinitely, and 
applied to all sacred doctrines and rites. 
 
The Western church, after the third century, restricted the power of confirmation to bishops, on 
the authority of Acts 8:17; they alone, as the successors of the apostles, being able to impart the 
Holy Ghost. The Greek church extended this function to priests and deacons. The Anglican 
church retains the Latin practice. Confirmation or some form of solemn reception into full 
communion on personal profession of faith, after proper instruction, was regarded as a necessary 
supplement to infant baptism, and afterwards as a special sacrament. 
 
{445} Luke 1:4 (kathchyhv) Acts 18:25 (kathchmenov); Comp. Romans 2:18 1 Corinthians 
14:19 Galatians 6:6 Hebrews 5:12. The verb kathcew means (1) to resound; (2) to teach by word 
of mouth; (3) in Christian writers, to instruct in the elements of religion. 
 
{446} kathchtai, doctores audientium. The term designates a function, not a special office or 
class. 
 
{447} kathcoumenoi, akroatai, auditores, audientes. 
 
{448} akrowmenoi, or audientes; gonuklinontev, or genuflectentes; and fwtizomenoi, or 
competentes. So Ducange, Augusti, Neander, Hofling, Hefele (in the first ed. of his 
Conciliengesch., but modified in the second, vol. I. 246, 249), Zezschwitz, Herzog, and many 
others. Bona and Bingham add even a fourth class (e�xwyoumenoi). But this artificial 
classification (as Dr. Funk has shown, l. c.) arose from a misunderstanding of the fifth canon of 
Neocaesarea (between 314 and 325), which mentions one govnu klivnwn, but as representing a 
class of penitents, not of catechumens. Suicer, Mayer, and Weiss assume but two classes, 
audientes and competentes. Funk maintains that the candidates for baptism (fwtizomenoi, 
companies or electi baptizandi) were already numbered among the faithful (fideles), and that 
there was only one class of catechumens. 
 
{449} Conc. of Elvira, can. 42 
 
{450} Const. Apost. VIII. 32. 
 
{451} sfragiv, crisma, confirmatio obsignatio, signaculum.  

 



73. Infant Baptism. 
 
On Infant Baptism comp. Just. M.: Dial. c. Tryph. Judg. 100. 43. IREN.: Adv. Haer. II. 22, 4, 
compared with III. 17, 1, and other passages. Tertul.: Deuteronomy Baptismo, c. 18. Cypr.: Epist. 
LIX. ad Fidum. Clem. Alex.: Paedag. III. 217. Orig.: Com. in Rom. V. Opp. IV. 565, and Homil. 
XIV. in Luc. 
 
See Lit. in vol. I. 463sq., especially Wall. Comp. also W. R. Powers: Irenaeus and Infant 
Baptism, in the "Am. Presb. and Theol. Rev." N. Y. 1867, pp. 239-267. 
 
While the church was still a missionary institution in the midst of a heathen world, infant baptism 
was overshadowed by the baptism of adult proselytes; as, in the following periods, upon the 
union of church and state, the order was reversed. At that time, too, there could, of course, be no 
such thing, even on the part of Christian parents, as a compulsory baptism, which dates from 
Justinian’s reign, and which inevitably leads to the profanation of the sacrament. Constantine sat 
among the fathers at the great Council of Nicaea, and gave legal effect to its decrees, and yet put 
off his baptism to his deathbed. The cases of Gregory of Nazianzum, St. Chrysostom, and St. 
Augustin, who had mothers of exemplary piety, and yet were not baptized before early manhood, 
show sufficiently that considerable freedom prevailed in this respect even in the Nicene and post-
Nicene ages. Gregory of Nazianzum gives the advice to put off the baptism of children, where 
there is no danger of death, to their third year. {452} 
 
At the same time it seems an almost certain fact, though by many disputed, that, with the baptism 
of converts, the optional baptism of the children of Christian parents in established congregations, 
comes down from the apostolic age. {453} Pious parents would naturally feel a desire to 
consecrate their offspring from the very beginning to the service of the Redeemer, and find a 
precedent in the ordinance of circumcision. This desire would be strengthened in cases of 
sickness by the prevailing notion of the necessity of baptism for salvation. Among the fathers, 
Tertullian himself not excepted—for he combats only its expediency—there is not a single voice 
against the lawfulness and the apostolic origin of infant baptism. No time can be fixed at which it 
was first introduced. Tertullian suggests, that it was usually based on the invitation of Christ: 
"Suffer the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not." The usage of sponsors, to which 
Tertullian himself bears witness, although he disapproves of it, and still more, the almost equally 
ancient abuse of infant communion, imply the existence of infant baptism. Heretics also practised 
it, and were not censured for it. 
 
The apostolic fathers make, indeed, no mention of it. But their silence proves nothing; for they 
hardly touch upon baptism at all, except Hermas, and he declares it necessary to salvation, even 
for the patriarchs in Hades (therefore, as we may well infer, for children also). Justin Martyr 
expressly teaches the capacity of all men for spiritual circumcision by baptism; and his "all" can 
with the less propriety be limited, since he is here speaking to a Jew. {454} He also says that 
many old men and women of sixty and seventy years of age have been from childhood disciples 
of Christ. {455} Polycarp was eighty-six years a Christian, and must have been baptized in early 
youth. According to Irenaeus, his pupil and a faithful bearer of Johannean tradition, Christ passed 
through all the stages of life, to sanctify them all, and came to redeem, through himself, "all who 
through him are born again unto God, sucklings, children, boys, youths, and adults." {456} This 
profound view seems to involve an acknowledgment not only of the idea of infant baptism, but 
also of the practice of it; for in the mind of Irenaeus and the ancient church baptism and 
regeneration were intimately connected and almost identified. {457} In an infant, in fact, any 
regeneration but through baptism cannot be easily conceived. A moral and spiritual regeneration, 



as distinct from sacramental, would imply conversion, and this is a conscious act of the will, an 
exercise of repentance and faith, of which the infant is not capable. 
 
In the churches of Egypt infant baptism must have been practised from the first. For, aside from 
some not very clear expressions of Clement of Alexandria, Origen distinctly derives it from the 
tradition of the apostles; and through his journeys in the East and West he was well acquainted 
with the practice of the church in his time. {458} 
 
The only opponent of infant baptism among the fathers is the eccentric and schismatic Tertullian, 
of North Africa. He condemns the hastening of the innocent age to the forgiveness of sins, and 
intrusting it with divine gifts, while we would not commit to it earthly property. {459} Whoever 
considers the solemnity of baptism, will shrink more from the receiving, than from the 
postponement of it. But the very manner of Tertullian’s opposition proves as much in favor of 
infant baptism as against it. He meets it not as an innovation, but as a prevalent custom; and he 
meets it not with exegetical nor historical arguments, but only with considerations of religious 
prudence. His opposition to it is founded on his view of the regenerating effect of baptism, and of 
the impossibility of having mortal sins forgiven in the church after baptism; this ordinance cannot 
be repeated, and washes out only the guilt contracted before its reception. On the same ground he 
advises healthy adults, especially the unmarried, to postpone this sacrament until they shall be no 
longer in danger of forfeiting forever the grace of baptism by committing adultery, murder, 
apostasy, or any other of the seven crimes which he calls mortal sins. On the same principle his 
advice applies only to healthy children, not to sickly ones, if we consider that he held baptism to 
be the indispensable condition of forgiveness of sins, and taught the doctrine of hereditary sin. 
With him this position resulted from moral earnestness, and a lively sense of the great solemnity 
of the baptismal vow. But many put off baptism to their death-bed, in moral levity and 
presumption, that they might sin as long as they could. 
 
Tertullian’s opposition, moreover, had no influence, at least no theoretical influence, even in 
North Africa. His disciple Cyprian differed from him wholly. In his day it was no question, 
whether the children of Christian parents might and should be baptized—on this all were 
agreed,—but whether they might be baptized so early as the second or third day after birth, or, 
according to the precedent of the Jewish circumcision, on the eighth day. Cyprian, and a council 
of sixty-six bishops held at Carthage in 253 under his lead, decided for the earlier time, yet 
without condemning the delay. {460} It was in a measure the same view of the almost magical 
effect of the baptismal water, and of its absolute necessity to salvation, which led Cyprian to 
hasten, and Tertullian to postpone the holy ordinance; one looking more at the beneficent effect 
of the sacrament in regard to past sins, the other at the danger of sins to come. 
 
{452} Orat. XL. 
 
{453} Comp. I. 469 sq. The fact is not capable of positive proof, but rests on strong probabilities. 
The Baptists deny it. So does Neander, but lie approves the practice of infant baptism as springing 
from the spirit of Christianity. 
 
{454} Dial. c. Tr. c. 43. 
 
{455} Apol. l. c. 15 (Otto 1. 48): oi ek paidwn emayhteuyhsan tw cristw 
 
 
{456} Adv. Haer. II. 22, 4: "Omnes venit per semetipsum salvare; omnes, inquam qui per cum 
renascuntur in Deum, infantes et parvulos et pueros et juvenes et seniores. Ideo per omnem venit 



aetatem, et infantibus infans factus, sanctificans infantes; in parvulis parvulus, sanctificans hanc 
ipsam habentes aetatem; simul et exemplunt illis pietatis effectus et justitae et subjectionis, in 
juvenibus juvenis," etc. Neander, in discussing this passage remarks, that "from this idea, founded 
on what is inmost in Christianity, becoming prominent in the feeling of Christians, resulted the 
practice of infant baptism" (I. 312, Boston ed.) 
 
{457} Irenaeus speaks of "the washing of regeneration," and of the "baptism of regeneration unto 
God," to baptisma th eiv yeon anagennhsewv (Adv. Haer. l. c. 21, 1); he identifies the 
apostolic commission to baptize with the potestas regenerationis in Deum (III. 17, 1); he says that 
Christ descending into Hades, regenerated the ancient patriarchs (III. c. 22, 4; "in sinum suum 
recipiens pristinos patres regeneravit eos in vitam Dei"), by which he probably meant baptism 
(according to the fancy of Hermas, Clement of Alex., and others). Compare an examination of the 
various passages of Irenaeus in the article by Powers, who comes to the conclusion (l. c. p. 267) 
that "Irenaeus everywhere implies baptism in the regeneration he so often names." 
 
{458} In Ep. ad Rom. (Opera, vol. IV. col. 1047 ed. Migne; or IV. 565 ed. Delarue): "Pro hoc et 
Ecclesia ab apostolis traditionem suscepit, etiam parvulis baptismum dare." In Levit. Hom. VIII. 
(II. 496 in Migne), he says that "secundum Ecclesiae observantiam" baptism was given also to 
children (etiam parvulis). Comp. his Com. in Matt. XV. (III. 1268 sqq.) where he seems to infer 
this custom from the example of Christ blessing little children. That Origen himself was baptized 
in childhood (185 or soon after), is nowhere expressly stated in his works (as far as I know), but 
may be inferred as probable from his descent of, and early religious instruction, by Christian 
parents (reported by Euseb H. E. VI. 19: tw origenei ta thv kata criston didaskaliav ek 
progonwn eswzeto), in connection with the Egyptian custom. Comp. Redepenning, Origenes, I. 
49. It would certainly be more difficult to prove that be was not baptized in infancy. He could 
easily make room for infant baptism in his theological system, which involved the Platonic idea 
of a prehistoric fall of the individual soul. But the Cyprianic and Augustinian theology connected 
it with the historic fall of Adam, and the consequent hereditary depravity and guilt. 
 
{459} "Quid festinat innocens aetas ad remissionem peccatorum?" The "innocens" here is to be 
taken only in a relative sense; for Tertullian in other plain teaches a vitium originis, or hereditary 
sin and guilt, although not as distinctly and clearly as Augustin 
 
{460} A later council of Carthage of the year 418 went further and decreed: "item placuit, ut 
quicunque parvulos recentes ab uteris matrum baptizandos negat... anathema sit."  

 



74. Heretical Baptism. 
 
On Heretical Baptism comp. Eusebius: H.E. VII. 3-5. Cyprian: Epist. LXX.-LXXVI. The Acts of 
the Councils of Carthage, A. D. 255 and 256, and the anonymous tract, Deuteronomy 
Rebaptismate, among Cyprian’s works, and in Routh’s Reliquiae Sacrae, vol. v. 283-328. 
 
Hefele: Conciliengeschichte, I. 117-132 (second ed.). 
 
G. E. Steitz: Ketzertaufe, in Herzog, rev. ed., VII. 652-661. 
 
Heretical baptism was, in the third century, the subject of a violent controversy, important also for 
its bearing on the question of the authority of the Roman see. 
 
Cyprian, whose Epistles afford the clearest information on this subject, followed Tertullian {461} 
in rejecting baptism by heretics as an inoperative mock-baptism, and demanded that all heretics 
coming over to the Catholic church be baptized (he would not say re-baptized). His position here 
was due to his high-church exclusiveness and his horror of schism. As the one Catholic church is 
the sole repository of all grace, there can be no forgiveness of sins, no regeneration or 
communication of the Spirit, no salvation, and therefore no valid sacraments, out of her bosom. 
So far he had logical consistency on his side. But, on the other hand, he departed from the 
objective view of the church, as the Donatists afterwards did, in making the efficacy of the 
sacrament depend on the subjective holiness of the priest. "How can one consecrate water," he 
asks, "who is himself unholy, and has not the Holy Spirit?" He was followed by the North 
African church, which, in several councils at Carthage in the years 255-6, rejected heretical 
baptism; and by the church of Asia Minor, which had already acted on this view, and now, in the 
person of the Cappadocian bishop Firmilian, a disciple and admirer of the great Origen, 
vigorously defended it against Rome, using language which is entirely inconsistent with the 
claims of the papacy. {462} 
 
The Roman bishop Stephen (253-257) appeared for the opposite doctrine, on the ground of the 
ancient practice of his church. {463} He offered no argument, but spoke with the consciousness of 
authority, and followed a catholic instinct. He laid chief stress on the objective nature of the 
sacrament, the virtue of which depended neither on the officiating priest, nor on the receiver, but 
solely on the institution of Christ. Hence he considered heretical baptism valid, provided only it 
was administered with intention to baptize and in the right form, to wit, in the name of the 
Trinity, or even of Christ alone; so that heretics coming into the church needed only confirmation 
or the ratification of baptism by the Holy Ghost. "Heresy," says he, "produces children and 
exposes them; and the church takes up the exposed children, and nourishes them as her own, 
though she herself has not brought them forth." 
 
The doctrine of Cyprian was the more consistent from the hierarchical point of view; that of 
Stephen, from the sacramental. The former was more logical, the latter more practical and 
charitable. The one preserved the principle of the exclusiveness of the church; the other, that of 
the objective force of the sacrament, even to the borders of the opus operatum theory. Both were 
under the direction of the same churchly spirit, and the same hatred of heretics; but the Roman 
doctrine is after all a happy inconsistency of liberality, an inroad upon the principle of absolute 
exclusiveness, an involuntary concession, that baptism, and with it the remission of sin and 
regeneration, therefore salvation, are possible outside of Roman Catholicism. {464} 
 



The controversy itself was conducted with great warmth. Stephen, though advocating the liberal 
view, showed the genuine papal arrogance and intolerance. He would not even admit to his 
presence the deputies of Cyprian, who brought him the decree of the African synod, and he called 
this bishop, who in every respect excelled Stephen, and whom the Roman church now venerates 
as one of her greatest saints, a false Christ and false apostle. {465} He broke off all intercourse 
with the African church, as he had already with the Asiatic. But Cyprian and Firmilian, nothing 
daunted, vindicated with great boldness, the latter also with bitter vehemence, their different 
view, and continued in it to their death. The Alexandrian bishop Dionysius endeavored to 
reconcile the two parties, but with little success. The Valerian persecution, which soon ensued, 
and the martyrdom of Stephen (257) and of Cyprian (258), suppressed this internal discord. 
 
In the course of the fourth century, however, the Roman theory gradually gained on the other, 
received the sanction of the oecumenical Council of Nicaea in 325, was adopted in North Africa 
during the Donatistic controversies, by a Synod of Carthage, 348, defended by the powerful 
dialectics of St. Augustin against the Donatists, and was afterwards confirmed by the Council of 
Trent with an anathema on the opposite view. 
 
Note. 
 
The Council of Trent declares (Sessio Sept., March 3, 1547, canon 4): "If any one says that the 
baptism, which is even given by heretics in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the 
Holy Ghost, with the intention of doing what the church doth, is not true baptism: let him be 
anathema." The Greek church likewise forbids the repetition of baptism which has been 
performed in the name of the Holy Trinity, but requires trine immersion. See the Orthodox Conf. 
Quaest. CII. (in Schaff’s Creeds II. 376), and the Russian Catch. (II. 493), which says: "Baptism, 
is spiritual birth: a man is born but once, therefore he is also baptized but once." But the same 
Catechism declares "trine immersion" to be "most essential in the administration of baptism" (II. 
491). 
 
The Roman church, following the teaching of St. Augustin, bases upon the validity of heretical 
and schismatical baptism even a certain legal claim on all baptized persons, as virtually belonging 
to her communion, and a right to the forcible conversion of heretics under favorable 
circumstances. {466} But as there may be some doubt about the orthodox form and intention of 
heretical baptism in the mind of the convert (e.g. if he be a Unitarian), the same church allows a 
conditional rebaptism with the formula: "If thou art not yet baptized, I baptize thee," etc. 
 
Evangelical creeds put their recognition of Roman Catholic or any other Christian baptism not so 
much on the theory of the objective virtue of the sacrament, as on a more comprehensive and 
liberal conception of the church. Where Christ is, there is the church, and there are true 
ordinances. The Baptists alone, among Protestants, deny the validity of any other baptism but by 
immersion (in this respect resembling the Greek church), but are very far on that account from 
denying the Christian status of other denominations, since baptism with them is only a sign (not a 
means) of regeneration or conversion, which precedes the rite and is independent of it. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{461} Deuteronomy Bapt. c. 15. Comp. also Clement of Alex., Strom. I. 375. 
 



{462} See p. 162. Some Roman divines (Molkenkuhr and Tizzani, as quoted by Hefele, p. 121) 
thought that such an irreverent Epistle as that of Firmilian (the 75th among Cyprian’s Epp.) 
cannot be historical, and that the whole story of the controversy between Pope Stephen and St. 
Cyprian must be a fabrication! Dogma versus facts 
 
{463} According to Hippolytus (Philosoph.), the rebaptism of heretics was unknown before 
Callistus, A. D. 218-223. Cyprian does not deny the antiquity of the Roman customs but pleads 
that truth is better than custom ("quasi consuetudo major sit veritate"). Hefele, 1. p. 121. The 
Epistles of Stephen are lost, and we must learn his position from his opponents. 
 
{464} Unless it be maintained that the baptismal grace, if received outside of the Catholic 
communion, is of no use, but rather increases the guilt (like the knowledge of the heathen), and 
become,; available only by the subjective conversion and regular confirmation of the heretic. This 
was the view of Augustin; see Steitz, l. c., p. 655 sq. 
 
{465} "Pseudochristum, pseudoapostolum, et dolosum operarium." Firmil. Ad Cyp. toward,; the 
end (Ep. 75). Hefele (I. 120) calls this unchristian intolerance of Stephen very mildly "eine grosse 
Unfreundlichkeit." 
 
{466} Augustin thus misinterpreted the "Coge intrare," Luke 14:22, 23, as justifying persecution 
(Ep. ad Bonifac., c. 6). If the holy bishop of Hippo had foreseen the fearful consequences of his 
exegesis, be would have shrunk from it in horror. 
 
{425} Epist. 63 ad Council. c. 14: "Si Jesus Christus, Dominus et Deus noster, ipse est summus 
sacerdos Dei Patris et sacrificium Patri seipsum primus obtulit et hoc fieri in sui 
commemorationem praecepit: utique ille sacerdos vice Christi vere fungitur, gui id, quod 
Christus fecit, imitatur et sacrificium verum et plenum tunc offert."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VI: 
 
CHRISTIAN ART. 
 

75. Literature. 
 
Comp. the Lit. on the Catacombs, ch. VII. 
 
FR. Munter: Sinnbilder u. Kunstvorstellungen der alten Christen. Altona, 1825. 
 
Gruneisen: Ueber die Ursachen des Kunsthasses in den drei ersten Jahrhunderten. Stuttg. 1831. 
 
Helmsdorfer: Christl. Kunstsymbolik u. Ikonographie. Frkf. 1839. 
 
F. Piper: Mythologie u. Symbolik der christl. Kunst. 2 vols. Weimar, 1847-51. Ueber den christl. 
Bilderkreis. Berl. 1852 (p. 3-10). By the same: Einleitung in die monumentale Theologie. Gotha, 
1867. 
 
J. B. Deuteronomy Rossi (R.C.): Deuteronomy Christianis monumentis ijcquvn exhibentibus, in 
the third volume of Pitra’s "Spicilegium Solesmense." Paris, 1855. Also his great work on the 
Roman Catacombs (Roma Sotteranea, 1864-1867), and his Archaeol. "Bulletin" (Bulletino di 
Archeologia cristiana, since 1863). 
 
A. Welby Pugin (architect and Prof. of Ecclis. Antiquities at Oscott, a convert to the R.C. Ch., d. 
1852): Glossary of Ecclesiastical Ornament and Costume. Lond. 1844, 4 
 
P. Raffaelle Garrucci (Jesuit): Storia delta Arte Cristiana nei primi otto secoli delta chiesa. Prato, 
1872-’80, 6 vols. fol., with 500 magnificent plates and illustrations. A most important work, but 
intensely Romish. By the same: Il crocifisso graffito in casa dei Cesari. Rom. 1857. 
 
Fr. Becker.: Die Darstellung Jesu Christi unter dem Bilde des Fisches auf den Monumenten der 
Kirche der Katakomben, erlautert. Breslau, 1866. The same: Das Spott-Crucifix der romischen 
Kaiserpalaste aus dem Anfang des dritten Jahrh. Breslau, 1866 (44 pp.). The same: Die Wand-
und Deckengemalde der rom. Katakomben. Gera, 1876. 
 
Abbe Jos. Al. Martigny: Diction. des Antiquites Chretiennes. Paris, 1865, second ed., 1877. (With 
valuable illustrations). 
 
F. X. Kraus (R.C.): Die christl. Kunst in ihren fruhesten Anfangen. Leipzig, 1873 (219 pages and 
53 woodcuts). Also several articles in his "Real-Encyklop. der. christl. Alterthumer," Freiburg i. 
B. 1880 sqq. (The cuts mostly from Martigny). 
 
H. Achelis: Das Symbol d. Fisches u. d. Fischdemkmaler, Marb., 1888. 
 
C. W. Bennett: Christian Archaeology, N. York, 1888.  

 



76. Origin of Christian Art. 
 
Christianity owed its origin neither to art nor to science, and is altogether independent of both. 
But it penetrates and pervades them with its heaven-like nature, and inspires them with a higher 
and nobler aim. Art reaches its real perfection in worship, as an embodiment of devotion in 
beautiful forms, which afford a pure pleasure, and at the same time excite and promote devotional 
feeling. Poetry and music, the most free and spiritual arts, which present their ideals in word and 
tone, and lead immediately from the outward form to the spiritual substance, were an essential 
element of worship in Judaism, and passed thence, in the singing of psalms, into the Christian 
church. 
 
Not so with the plastic arts of sculpture and painting, which employ grosser material—stone, 
wood, color—as the medium of representation, and, with a lower grade of culture, tend almost 
invariably to abuse when brought in contact with worship. Hence the strict prohibition of these 
arts by the Monotheistic religions. The Mohammedans follow in this respect the Jews; their 
mosques are as bare of images of living beings as the synagogues, and they abhor the image 
worship of Greek and Roman Christians as a species of idolatry. 
 
The ante-Nicene church, inheriting the Mosaic decalogue, and engaged in deadly conflict with 
heathen idolatry, was at first averse to those arts. Moreover her humble condition, her contempt 
for all hypocritical show and earthly vanity, her enthusiasm for martyrdom, and her absorbing 
expectation of the speedy destruction of the world and establishment of the millennial kingdom, 
made her indifferent to the ornamental part of life. The rigorous Montanists, in this respect the 
forerunners of the Puritans, were most hostile to art. But even the highly cultivated Clement of 
Alexandria put the spiritual worship of God in sharp contrast to the pictorial representation of the 
divine. "The habit of daily view," he says, "lowers the dignity of the divine, which cannot be 
honored, but is only degraded, by sensible material." 
 
Yet this aversion to art seems not to have extended to mere symbols such as we find even in the 
Old Testament, as the brazen serpent and the cherubim in the temple. At all events, after the 
middle or close of the second century we find the rude beginnings of Christian art in the form of 
significant symbols in the private and social life of the Christians, and afterwards in public 
worship. This is evident from Tertullian and other writers of the third century, and is abundantly 
confirmed by the Catacombs, although the age of their earliest pictorial remains is a matter of 
uncertainty and dispute. 
 
The origin of these symbols must be found in the instinctive desire of the Christians to have 
visible tokens of religious truth, which might remind them continually of their Redeemer and 
their holy calling, and which would at the same time furnish them the best substitute for the signs 
of heathen idolatry. For every day they were surrounded by mythological figures, not only in 
temples and public places, but in private houses, on the walls, floors, goblets, seal-rings, and 
grave-stones. Innocent and natural as, this effort was, it could easily lead, in the less intelligent 
multitude, to confusion of the sign with the thing signified, and to many a superstition. Yet this 
result was the less apparent in the first three centuries, because in that period artistic works were 
mostly confined to the province of symbol and allegory. 
 
From the private recesses of Christian homes and catacombs artistic representations of holy 
things passed into public churches ill the fourth century, but under protest which continued for a 
long time and gave rise to the violent image controversies which were not settled until the second 
Council of Nicaea (787), in favor of a limited image worship. The Spanish Council of Elvira 



(Granada) in 306 first raised such a protest, and prohibited (in the thirty-sixth canon) "pictures in 
the church (picturas in ecclessia), lest the objects of veneration and worship should be depicted 
on the walls." This sounds almost iconoclastic and puritanic; but in view of the numerous ancient 
pictures and sculptures in the catacombs, the prohibition must be probably understood as a 
temporary measure of expediency in that transition period. {467} 
 
{467} See above, p. 180.  

 



77. The Cross and the Crucifix. 
 
"Religion des Kreuzes, nur du verknupfest in Einem Kranze Der Demuth und Kraft doppelte 
Palme zugleich."—(Schiller.). {468} 
 
Comp. the works quoted in 75, and the lists in Zockler and Fulda. 
 
Justus Lipsius (R.C., d. 1606, is Prof. at Louvain): Deuteronomy Cruce libri tres, ad sacram 
profanamque historiam utiles. Antw., 1595, and later editions. 
 
Jac. Gretser (Jesuit): Deuteronomy Cruce Christi rebusque ad eam pertinentibus. Ingolst., 1598-
1605, 3 vols. 4to; 3rd ed. revised, 1608; also in his Opera, Ratisb., 1734, Tom. I.-III. 
 
Wm. Haslam: The Cross and the Serpent: being a brief History of the Triumph of the Cross. 
Oxford, 1849. 
 
W. R. Alger: History of the Cross. Boston, 1858. 
 
Gabr. Deuteronomy Mortillet: Le, Signe de la Croix avant le Christianisme. Paris, 1866. 
 
A. Ch. A. Zestermann: Die bildliche Darstellung des Kreuzes und der Kreuzigung historisch 
entwickelt. Leipzig, 1867 and 1868. 
 
J. Stockbauer (R.C.): Kunstgeschichte des Kreuzes. Schaffhausen, 1870. 
 
O. Zockler (Prof. in Greifswald): Das Kreuz Christi. Religionshistorische und kirchlich 
archaeologische Untersuchungen. Gutersloh, 1875 (484 pages, with a large list of works, pp. 
xiii.-xxiv.). English translation by M. G. Evans, Lond., 1878. 
 
Ernst v. Bunsen: Das Symbol des Kreuzes bei alten Nationen und die Entstehung des 
Kreuzsymbols der christlichen Kirche. Berlin, 1876. (Full of hypotheses.) 
 
Hermann Fulda: Das Kreuz und die Kreuzigung, Eine antiquarische Untersuchung. Breslau, 
1878. Polemical against the received views since Lipsius,. See a full list of literature in Fulda, pp. 
299-328. 
 
E. Dobbert: Zur Enttehungsgeschichte des Kreuzes, Leipzig, 1880. 
 
The oldest and dearest, but also the, most abused, of the primitive Christian symbols is the cross, 
the sign of redemption, sometimes alone, sometimes with the Alpha and Omega, sometimes with 
the anchor of hope or the palm of peace. Upon this arose, as early as the second century, the 
custom of making the sign of the cross {469} on rising, bathing, going out, eating, in short, on 
engaging in any affairs of every-day life; a custom probably attended in many cases even in that 
age, with superstitious confidence in the magical virtue of this sign; hence Tertullian found it 
necessary to defend the Christians against the heathen charge of worshipping the cross 
(staurolatria). {470} 
 
Cyprian and the Apostolical Constitutions mention the sign of the cross as a part of the baptismal 
rite, and Lactantius speaks of it as effective against the demons in the baptismal exorcism. 
Prudentius recommends it as a preservative against temptations and bad dreams. We find as 



frequently, particularly upon ornaments and tombs, the monogram of the name of Christ, X P, 
usually combined in the cruciform character, either alone, or with the Greek letters Alpha and 
Omega, "the first and the last;" in later cases with the addition "In the sign." {471} Soon after 
Constantine’s victory over Maxentius by the aid of the Labarum (312), crosses were seen on 
helmets, bucklers, standards, crowns, sceptres, coins and seals, in various forms. {472} 
 
The cross was despised by the heathen Romans on account of the crucifixion, the disgraceful 
punishment of slaves and the worst criminals; but the Apologists reminded them of the 
unconscious recognition of the salutary sign in the form of their standards and triumphal symbols, 
and of the analogies in nature, as the form of man with the outstretched arm, the flying bird, and 
the sailing ship. {473} Nor was the symbolical use of the cross confined to the Christian church, 
but is found among the ancient Egyptians, the Buddhists in India, and the Mexicans before the 
conquest, and other heathen nations, both as a symbol of blessing and a symbol of curse. {474} 
 
The cross and the Lord’s Prayer may be called the greatest martyrs in Christendom. Yet both the 
superstitious abuse and the puritanic protest bear a like testimony to the significance of the great 
fact of which it reminds us. 
 
The crucifix, that is the sculptured or carved representation of our Saviour attached to the cross, is 
of much later date, and cannot be clearly traced beyond the middle of the sixth century. It is not 
mentioned by any writer of the Nicene and Chalcedonian age. One of the oldest known 
crucifixes, if not the very oldest, is found in a richly illuminated Syrian copy of the Gospels in 
Florence from the year 586. {475} Gregory of Tours (d. 595) describes a crucifix in the church of 
St. Genesius, in Narbonne, which presented the crucified One almost entirely naked. {476} But 
this gave offence, and was veiled, by order of the bishop, with a curtain, and only at times 
exposed to the people. The Venerable Bede relates that a crucifix, bearing on one side the 
Crucified, on the other the serpent lifted up by Moses, was brought from Rome to the British 
cloister of Weremouth in 686. {477} 
 
Note. 
 
The first symbol of the crucifixion was the cross alone; then followed the cross and the lamb—
either the lamb with the cross on the head or shoulder, or the lamb fastened on the cross; then the 
figure of Christ in connection with the cross—either Christ holding it in his right hand (on the 
sarcophagus of Probus, d. 395), or Christ with the cross in the background (in the church of St. 
Pudentiana, built 398); at last Christ nailed to the cross. 
 
An attempt has been made to trace the crucifixes back to the third or second century, in 
consequence of the discovery, in 1857, of a mock-crucifix on the wall in the ruins of the imperial 
palaces on the western declivity of the Palatine hill in Rome, which is preserved in the Museo 
Kircheriano. It shows the figure of a crucified man with the head of an ass or a horse, and a 
human figure kneeling before it, with the inscription: "Alexamenos worships his God." {478} 
This figure was no doubt scratched on the wall by some heathen enemy to ridicule a Christian 
slave or page of the imperial household, or possibly even the emperor Alexander Severus (222-
235), who, by his religious syncretism, exposed himself to sarcastic criticism. The date of the 
caricature is uncertain; but we know that in the second century the Christians, like the Jews 
before them, were charged with the worship of an ass, and that at that time there were already 
Christians in the imperial palace. {479} After the third Century this silly charge disappears. 
Roman archaeologists (P. Garrucci, P. Mozzoni, and Martigny) infer from this mock-crucifix that 
crucifixes were in use among Christians already at the close of the second century, since the 
original precedes the caricature. But this conjecture is not supported by any evidence. The 



heathen Caecilius in Minucius Felix (ch. 10) expressly testifies the absence of Christian 
simulacra. As the oldest pictures of Christ, so far as we know, originated not among the orthodox 
Christians, but among the heretical and half heathenish Gnostics, so also the oldest known 
representation of the crucifix was a mock-picture from the hand of a heathen—an excellent 
illustration of the word of Paul that the preaching of Christ crucified is foolishness to the Greeks. 
 
{468} "Der deutscheit Muse schonstes Distichon." 
 
{469} Signaculum or signum crucis. 
 
{470} Apol. c. 16; Ad Nat. I. 12. Julian the Apostate raised the same charge against the Christians 
of his day. 
 
{471} "in signo," i.e. "In hoc signo vinces," the motto of Constantine. 
 
{472} Archaeologists distinguish seven or more forms of the cross: 
 
(a) crux decussata (St. Andrew’s cross), X 
 
(b) crux commissa (the Egyptian cross), T 
 
(c) crux immima or ordinaria (the upright Latin cross), 
 
(d) The inverted Latin cross of St. Peter, who considered himself unworthy to suffer in the upright 
position like his Lord, -|- 
 
(e) The Greek cross, consisting of four equally long arms 
 
(f) The double cross 
 
(g) The triple cross (used by the Pope) 
 
The chief forms of the monogram are: 
 
The story of the miraculous invention and raising of the true cross of Christ by Helena, the 
mother of Constantine, belongs to the Nicene age. The connection of the cross with the a-and w 
arose from the Apocalyptic designation of Christ, {Revelation 1:8 21:6 22:13} which is thus 
explained by Prudentius (Cathem. hymn. IX. 10-12): 
 
Alpha et Omega cognominatus; ipse fons et clausula, 
 
Omnia quae sunt, fuerunt, quaeque postfutura sunt. 
 
{473} Minut. Felix, Octav. c. 29: "Tropaea vestra victricia non tantum simplicis crucisfaciem, 
verum etiam adfixi hominis imituntuR. Signum sane crucis naturaliter visimus in navi, cum velis 
tumentibus vehitur, cum expansis palmulis labitur; et cum ergitur jugum, crucis signum est; et 
cum homo porrectis manibus Deum pura mente veneratoR. Ita signo crucis aut ratio naturalis 
innititur, aut vestra religio formatur." Comp. a very similar passage in Tertul., Apol. c.16; and Ad 
Nat. I. 12; also Justin M., Apol. I. 55. 
 



{474} When the temple of Serapis was destroyed (A. D. 390), signs of the cross were found 
beneath the hieroglyphics, and heathen and Christians referred it to their religion. Socrates, H. E. 
V. 17; Sozomenus, VII. 15; Theodoret, V. 22. On the Buddhist cross see Medhurst, China, p. 
217. At the discovery of Mexico the Spaniards found the sign of the cross as an object of worship 
in the idol temples at Anahuac. Prescott, Conquest of Mexico, III. 338-340. See on the heathen 
use of the Cross, Haslam, Mortillet, Zockler (l. c., 7 sqq.), and Brinton, Myths of the New World; 
also an article on "The pre-Christian Cross," in the "Edinburgh Review," Jan. 1870. Zockler says 
(p. 95): "Alter FIuch und Segen, alles Todeselend und alle Lebensherrlichkeit, die durch dir 
vorchristliche Menschheit ausgebreitet gewesen, erscheinen in dem Kreuze auf Golgatha 
conrentrirt zum wundervollsten Gebilde, der religios sittlichen Entwicklung unseres 
Geschlechtes." 
 
{475} See Becker, l. c., p. 38, Westwood’s Palaeographia Sacra, and Smith and Cheetbam, I. 
515. 
 
{476} "Pictura, quae Dominum nostrum quasi praecinctum linteo indicat crucifixum." 
Deuteronomy Gloria. Martyrum, lib. l. c. 28. 
 
{477} Opera, ed. Giles, iv. p. 376. A crucifix is found in an Irish MS. Written about 800. See 
Westwood, as quoted in Smith and Cheetham, I. 516. 
 
{478} alexamenov sebet ai yeon. The monument was first published by the Jesuit Garrucci, 
and is fully discussed by Becker in the essay quoted. A woodcut is also given in Smith and 
Cheetham, I. 516. 
 
{479} Comp. on the supposed onolatreia of the Christians, Tertullian, Apol. c.16 ("Nam et 
somniastis caput asininum esse Deum nostrum" etc.); Ad nationes I. 11, 14; Minut. Felix, Octav. 
9. Tertullian traces this absurdity to Cornelius Tacitus, who charges it upon the Jews (Hist. V. 4).  

 



78. Other Christian Symbols. 
 
The following symbols, borrowed from the Scriptures, were frequently represented in the 
catacombs, and relate to the virtues and duties of the Christian life: The dove, with or without the 
olive branch, the type of simplicity and innocence; {480} the ship, representing sometimes the 
church, as safely sailing through the flood of corruption, with reference to Noah’s ark, sometimes 
the individual soul on its voyage to the heavenly home under the conduct of the storm-controlling 
Saviour; the palm-branch, which the seer of the Apocalypse puts into the hands of the elect, as the 
sign of victory; {481} the anchor, the figure of hope; {482} the lyre, denoting festal joy and sweet 
harmony; {483} the cock, an admonition to watchfulness, with reference to Peter’s fall; {484} the 
hart which pants for the fresh water-brooks; {485} and the vine which, with its branches and 
clusters, illustrates the union of the Christians with Christ according to the parable, and the 
richness and joyfulness of Christian life. {486} 
 
The phoenix, the symbol of rejuvenation and of the resurrection, is derived from the well-known 
heathen myth. {487} 
 
{480} Comp. Matthew 3:16 10:16 Genesis 8:11 So 6:9. 
 
{481} Rev. 7:9. The palm had a similar significance with the heathen, Homace writes (Od. I. 1): 
"Palmaque nobilis Terrarum dominos evehit ad deos." 
 
{482} Hebrews 6:19. Likewise among the heathen. 
 
{483} Comp. Ephesians 5:19. 
 
{484} Matthew 26:34, and parallel passages. 
 
{485} Psalm 42:1. 
 
{486} John 15:1-6. The parables of the Good Shepherd, and of the Vine and the Branches, both 
recorded only by St. John, seem to have been the most prominent in the mind of the primitive 
Christians, as they are in the catacombs. "What they valued" (says Stanley, Christ. Inst., p. 288), 
"what they felt, was new moral Influence, a new life stealing through their veins, a new health 
imparted to their frames, a new courage breathing in their faces, like wine to a weary laborer, like 
sap in the hundred branches of a spreading tree, like juice in thousand clusters of a spreading 
vine." But more important than this was the idea of vital union of the believers with Christ and 
among each other, symbolized by the vine and its branches. 
 
{487} The fabulous phoenix is nowhere mentioned in the Bible, and is first used by Clement of 
Rome, Ad Cor. c. 25, and by Tertiillian, Deuteronomy Resur. c. 13. Comp. Pliny Hist. Nat. XIII. 
4.  

 



79. Historical and Allegorical Pictures 
 
From these emblems there was but one step to iconographic representations. The Bible furnished 
rich material for historical, typical, and allegorical pictures, which are found in the catacombs and 
ancient monuments. Many of them (late from the third or even the second century). 
 
The favorite pictures from the Old Testament are Adam and Eve, the rivers of Paradise, the ark of 
Noah, the sacrifice of Isaac, the passage through the Red Sea, the giving of the law, Moses 
smiting the rock, the deliverance of Jonah, Jonah naked under the gourd the translation of Elijah, 
Daniel in the lions’ den, the three children in the fiery furnace. Then we have scenes from the 
Gospels, and from apostolic and post-apostolic history, such as the adoration of the Magi, their 
meeting with Herod, the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan, the healing of the paralytic, the changing 
water into wine, the miraculous feeding of five thousand, the ten virgins, the resurrection of 
Lazarus, the entry into Jerusalem, the Holy Supper, the portraits of St. Peter and St. Paul. {488} 
 
The passion and crucifixion were never represented in the early monuments, except by the 
symbol of the cross. 
 
Occasionally we find also mythological representations, as Psyche with wings, and playing with 
birds and flowers (an emblem of immortality), Hercules, Theseus, and especially Orpheus, who 
with his magic song quieted the storm and tamed the wild beasts. 
 
Perhaps Gnosticism had a stimulating effect in art, as it had in theology. At all events the sects of 
the Carpocratians, the Basilideans, and the Manichaeans cherished art. Nationality also had 
something to do with this branch of life. The Italians are by nature art artistic people, and shaped 
their Christianity accordingly. Therefore Rome is preeminently the home of Christian art. 
 
The earliest pictures in the catacombs are artistically the best, and show the influence of classic 
models in the beauty and grace of form. From the fourth century there is a rapid decline to 
rudeness and stiffness, and a transition to the Byzantine type. 
 
Some writers {489} have represented this primitive Christian art merely as pagan art in its decay, 
and even the Good Shepherd as a copy of Apollo or Hermes. But while the form is often an 
imitation, the spirit is altogether different, and the myths are understood as unconscious 
prophecies and types of Christian verities, as in the Sibylline books. The relation of Christian art 
to mythological art somewhat resembles the relation of biblical Greek to classical Greek. 
Christianity could not at once invent a new art any more than a new language, but it emancipated 
the old from the service of idolatry and immorality, filled it with a deeper meaning, and 
consecrated it to a higher aim. 
 
The blending of classical reminiscences and Christian ideas is best embodied in the beautiful 
symbolic pictures of the Good Shepherd and of Orpheus. {490} 
 
The former was the most favorite figure, not only in the Catacombs, but on articles of daily use, 
as rings, cups, and lamps. Nearly one hundred and fifty such pictures have come down to us. The 
Shepherd, an appropriate symbol of Christ, is usually represented as a handsome, beardless, 
gentle youth, in light costume, with a girdle and sandals, with the flute and pastoral staff, carrying 
a lamb on his shoulder, standing between two or more sheep that look confidently up to him. 
Sometimes he feeds a large flock on green pastures. If this was the popular conception of Christ, 



it stood in contrast with the contemporaneous theological idea of the homely appearance of the 
Saviour, and anticipated the post-Constantinian conception. 
 
The picture of Orpheus is twice found in the cemetery of Domitilla, and once in that of Callistus. 
One on the ceiling in Domitilla, apparently from the second century, is especially rich: it 
represents the mysterious singer, seated in the centre on a piece of rock, playing on the lyre his 
enchanting melodies to wild and tame animals—the lion, the wolf, the serpent, the horse, the 
ram—at his feet—and the birds in the trees; {491} around the central figure are several biblical 
scenes, Moses smiting the rock, David aiming the sling at Goliath(?), Daniel among the lions, the 
raising of Lazarus. The heathen Orpheus, the reputed author of monotheistic hymns (the 
Orphica), the centre of so many mysteries, the fabulous charmer of all creation, appears here 
either as a symbol and type of Christ Himself, {492} or rather, like the heathen Sibyl, an antitype 
and unconscious prophet of Christ, announcing and foreshadowing Him as the conqueror of all 
the forces of nature, as the harmonizer of all discords, and as ruler over life and death. 
 
{488} For details the reader is referred to the great illustrated works of Perre. Deuteronomy Rossi, 
Garrucci, Parker, Roller, Northcote and Brownlow, etc. 
 
{489} Raoul-Rochette (Memoires sur les antiquites chretiennes; and Tableau des Catacombes), 
and Renan (Marc-Aurele, p. 542 sqq.). 
 
{490} See the illustrations at the end of the volume. 
 
{491} Comp. Horace, Deuteronomy Arte Poet., 391 sqq. 
 
Silvestres homines sacer interpresque deorum 
 
Caedibus et victufaedo delerruit Orpheus, 
 
Dictus ob hoc lenire tigres rabidosque leones. 
 
{492} This is the explanation of nearly all archaeologists since Bosio, except Schultze (Die 
Katak., p. 105).  

 



80. Allegorical Representations of Christ. 
 
Pictures of Christ came into use slowly and gradually, as the conceptions concerning his personal 
appearance changed. The Evangelists very wisely keep profound silence on the subject, and no 
ideal which human genius may devise, can do justice to Him who was God manifest in the flesh. 
 
In the ante-Nicene age the strange notion prevailed that our Saviour, in the state of his 
humiliation, was homely, according to a literal interpretation of the Messianic prophecy: "He hath 
no form nor comeliness." {493} This was the opinion of Justin Martyr, {494} Tertullian, {495} 
and even of the spiritualistic Alexandrian divines Clement, {496} and Origen. {497} A true and 
healthy feeling leads rather to the opposite view; for Jesus certainly had not the physiognomy of a 
sinner, and the heavenly purity and harmony of his soul must in some way have shone, through 
the veil of his flesh, as it certainly did on the Mount of Transfiguration. Physical deformity is 
incompatible with the Old Testament idea of the priesthood, how much more with the idea of the 
Messiah. 
 
Those fathers, however, had the state of humiliation alone in their eye. The exalted Redeemer 
they themselves viewed as clothed with unfading beauty and glory, which was to pass from Him, 
the Head, to his church also, in her perfect millennial state. {498} We have here, therefore, not an 
essential opposition made between holiness and beauty, but only a temporary separation. Nor did 
the ante-Nicene fathers mean to deny that Christ, even in the days of his humiliation, had a 
spiritual beauty which captivated susceptible souls. Thus Clement of Alexandria distinguishes 
between two kinds of beauty, the outward beauty of the flesh, which soon fades away, and the 
beauty of the soul, which consists in moral excellence and is permanent. "That the Lord Himself," 
he says, "was uncomely in aspect, the Spirit testifies by Isaiah: ‘And we saw Him, and he had no 
form nor comeliness; but his form was mean, inferior to men.’ Yet who was more admirable than 
the Lord? But it was not the beauty of the flesh visible to the eye, but the true beauty of both soul 
and body, which He exhibited, which in the former is beneficence; in the latter—that is, the 
flesh—immortality." {499} Chrysostom went further: he understood Isaiah’s description to refer 
merely to the scenes of the passion, and took his idea of the personal appearance of Jesus from 
the forty-fifth Psalm, where he is represented as "fairer than the children of men." Jerome and 
Augustin had the same view, but there was at that time no authentic picture of Christ, and the 
imagination was left to its own imperfect attempts to set forth that human face divine which 
reflected the beauty of sinless holiness. 
 
The first representations of Christ were purely allegorical. He appears now as a shepherd, who 
lays down his life for the sheep, {500} or carries the lost sheep on his shoulders; {501} as a lamb, 
who bears the sin of the world; {502} more rarely as a ram, with reference to the substituted 
victim in the history of Abraham and Isaac; {503} frequently as a fisher. {504} Clement of 
Alexandria, in his hymn, calls Christ the "Fisher of men that are saved, who with his sweet life 
catches the pure fish out of the hostile flood in the sea of iniquity." 
 
The most favorite symbol seems to have been that of the fish. It was the double symbol of the 
Redeemer and the redeemed. The corresponding Greek Ichthys is a pregnant anagram, containing 
the initials of the words: "Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour." {505} In some pictures the 
mysterious fish is swimming in the water with a plate of bread and a cup of wine on his back, 
with evident allusion to the Lord’s Supper. At the same time the fish represented the soul caught 
in the net of the great Fisher of men and his servants, with reference to Matthew 4:19; comp. 
13:47. Tertullian connects the symbol with the water of baptism, saying: {506} "We little fishes 
(pisciculi) are born by our Fish (secundum nostrum), Jesus Christ in water, and can thrive only by 



continuing in the water;" that is if we are faithful to our baptismal covenant, and preserve the 
grace there received. The pious fancy made the fish a symbol of the whole mystery of the 
Christian salvation. The anagrammatic or hieroglyphic use of the Greek Ichthys and the Latin 
Piscis-Christus belonged to the Disciplina Arcani, and was a testimony of the ancient church to 
the faith in Christ’s person as the Son of God, and his work as the Saviour of the world. The 
origin of this symbol must be traced beyond the middle of the second century, perhaps to 
Alexandria, where there was a strong love for mystic symbolism, both among the orthodox and 
the Gnostic heretics. {507} It is familiarly mentioned by Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and 
Tertullian, and is found on ancient remains in the Roman catacombs, marked on the grave-stones, 
rings, lamps, vases, and wall-pictures {508} 
 
The Ichthys-symbol went out of use before the middle of the fourth century, after which it is only 
found occasionally as a reminiscence of olden times. 
 
Previous to the time of Constantine, we find no trace of an image of Christ, properly speaking, 
except among the Gnostic Carpocratians, {509} and in the case of the heathen emperor Alexander 
Severus, who adorned his domestic chapel, as a sort of syncretistic Pantheon, with representatives 
of all religions. {510} The above-mentioned idea of the uncomely personal appearance of Jesus, 
the entire silence of the Gospels about it, and the Old Testament prohibition of images, restrained 
the church from making either pictures or statues of Christ, until in the Nicene age a great change 
took place, though not without energetic and long-continued opposition. Eusebius gives us, from 
his own observation, the oldest report of a statue of Christ, which was said to have been erected 
by the woman with the issue of blood, together with her own statue, in memory of her cure, 
before her dwelling at Caesarea Philippi (Paneas). {511} But the same historian, in a letter to the 
empress Constantia (the sister of Constantine and widow of Licinius), strongly protested against 
images of Christ, who had laid aside his earthly servant form, and whose heavenly glory 
transcends the conception and artistic skill of man. {512} 
 
{493} Isa. 53:2, 3; 52:14; Comp. Psalm 22. 
 
{494} Dial. c. Tryphone Judaeo c. 14 (eiv thn prwthn parousian tou cristou, en h kai 
atimov kai aeidhv kai ynhtov fanhsesyai kekhrugmenov estin) c. 49 (payhtov kai 
atimov kai aeidhv); 85, 88, 100, 110, 121. 
 
{495} Adv. Jud. c. 14: "ne aspectu quidem honestus," and then he quotes Isaiah 53:2 sqq.; Isaiah 
8:14 Psalm 22. Deuteronomy carne Christi, c. 9: "nec humanae honestatis corpus fuit, nedum 
calestis claritatis." 
 
{496} Paedag. III. 1, p. 252; Strom. lib. II. c. 5, p. 440; III. c. 17, p. 559; VI. 17, p. 818 (ed. 
Potter). 
 
{497} Contr. Cels. VI. c. 75, where Origen quotes from Celsus that Christ’s person did not differ 
from others in grandeur or beauty or strength, but was, as the Christians report, "little, ill favored 
and ignoble" (to swma mikron kai duseidev kai agenev hn). He admits the "ill-favored," but 
denies the "ignoble," and doubts the "little," of which there is no certain evidence. He then quotes 
the language of Isaiah 53, but adds the description of Psalm 45:3,4 (Sept.), which represents the 
Messiah as a king arrayed in beauty. Celsus used this false tradition of the supposed uncomeliness 
of Jesus as an argument against his divinity, and an objection to the Christian religion. 
 
{498} Comp. Tertullian, Adv. Judg. 100. 14 (Opera, ed. Oehler II. 740), where he quotes Daniel 
7:13 sq., and Psalm 45:3,4, for the heavenly beauty and glory of the exalted Saviour, and says: 



"Primo sordibus indutus est, id est carnis passibilis et mortalis indignitate... dehinc spoliatus 
pristina sorde, exornatus podere, et mitra et cidari munda, id est secundi adventus; quoniam 
gloriam et honorent adeptus demonstrator." Justin Martyr makes the same distinction between 
the humility of the first and the glory of the second appearance. Dial. c. Tryph. Judg. 100. 14 and 
c. 49, etc. So does Origen in the passage just quoted. 
 
{499} Paedag. lib. III. c. 1, which treats of true beauty. Compare also the last chapter in the 
second book, which is directed against the extravagant fondness of females for dress and jewels 
ornaments the true beauty of the soul, which "blossoms out in the flesh, exhibiting the amiable 
comeliness of self-control, whenever the character, like a beam of light, gleams in the form." 
 
{500} John 10:11. Comp. above, p. 276 
 
{501} Luke 15:3-7; Comp. Isaiah 40:11 Exodus 34:11-15 Psalm 23. 
 
{502} John 1:29 1 Peter 1:19 Revelation 5:12. 
 
{503} Genesis 22:13. 
 
{504} Christ calls the apostles "fishers of men," Matthew 4:19. 
 
{505} ICQYS— ihsouv cristov yeou uiov—wthvr. Comp. Augustin, Deuteronomy Civit. Dei 
xviii. 23 (Jesus Christus Dei Filius Salvator), The acrostic in the Sibyline Books (lib. viii. vs. 217 
sqq.) adds to this word staurov, the Schultza (Katak., p. 129), not satisfied with this 
explanation, goes back to Matthew 7:10, where fish (icyuv) and serpent (ofiv) are contrasted, 
and suggested a contrast between Christ and the devil {comp. Revelation 12:14,1 2 Corinthians 
11:3} Rather artificial. Merz derives the symbol from oqon (hence oqarion in John 21:9) in the 
sense of "fish, flesh." In Palestine fish was, next to bread, the principal food, and a savory 
accompaniment of bread. It figures prominently in the miraculous; feeding of the multitude, 
{John 6:9,11} and in the meal of the risen Saviour on the shares of the Lake of Tiberias. {John 
21:9, oqarion kai arton} By an allegorical stretch, the fish might thus; become to the mind of 
the early church a symbol of Christ’s body, as the heavenly food which he gave for the salvation 
of men. {John 6:51} 
 
{506} Deuteronomy Baptismo, c. 1. 
 
{507} So Pitra, Deuteronomy Pisce symbolico, in "Spicil. Solesm.," III. 524. Comp. Marriott, The 
Testimony of the Catacombs, p. 120 sqq. 
 
{508} The oldest Ichthys-monument known so far was discovered in 1865 in the Coemeterium 
Domitillae, a hitherto inaccessible part of the Roman catacombs, and is traced by Cavalier 
Deuteronomy Rossi to the first century, by Becker to the first half of the second. It is in a wall 
picture, representing three persons with three loaves of bread and a fish. In other pictures we find 
fish, bread, and wine, with evident allusion to the miraculous feeding, {Matthew 15:17} and the 
meals of the risen Saviour with his disciples (Luke, ch. 3; John, ch. 21). Paulinus calls Christ 
"panis ipse verus et aquae vivae piscis." See the interesting illustrators in Garrucci, Martigny, 
Kraus, and other archaeological works. 
 
{509} Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. I. 25. The Carpocratians asserted that even Pilate ordered a portrait of 
Christ to be made. Comp. Hippolytus, Philos, VII. c. 32; Epiphanius, Adv. Haer. XXVI. 6; 
Augustin, Deuteronomy Haer, c. 7. 



 
{510} Apollonius, Orpheus, Abraham, and Christ. See Lampridius, Vita Alex Sev. c. 29. 
 
{511} H. E. VII. 18. Comp. Matthew 9:20. Probably that alleged statue of Christ was a monument 
of Hadrian, or some other emperor to whom the Phoenicians did obeisance, in the form of a 
kneeling woman. Similar representations are seen on coins, particularly from the age of Hadrian. 
Julian the Apostate destroyed the two statues, and substituted his own, which was riven by 
lightning (Sozom. V. 21). 
 
{512} A fragment of this letter is preserved in the acts of the iconoclastic Council of 754, and in 
the sixth act of the Second Council of Nicaea, 787. See Euseb. Opp. ed. Migne, II. col. 1545, and 
Harduin, Conc. IV. 406.  

 



81. Pictures of the Virgin Mary. 
 
De Rossi: Imagines selectae Deiparae Virginis (Rome, 1863); Marriott: Catacombs (Lond. 1870, 
pp. 1-63); Martigny: Dict. sub "Vierge;" KRAUS: Die christl. Kunst (Leipz. 1873, p. 105); 
Northcote and Brownlow: Roma Sotter. (2nd ed. Lond. 1879, Pt. II. p. 133 sqq.; Withrow): 
Catacombs (N. Y. 1874, p. 30, 5 sqq.); Schultze: Die Marienbilder der altchristl. Kunst, and Die 
Katacomben (Leipz. 1882, p. 150 sqq.); Von Lehner: Die Marienverehrung in den 3 ersten Jahrh. 
(Stuttgart, 1881, p. 282 sqq.). 
 
It was formerly supposed that no picture of the Virgin existed before the Council of Ephesus 
(431), which condemned Nestorius and sanctioned the theotokos, thereby giving solemn sanction 
and a strong impetus to the cultus of Mary. But several pictures are now traced, with a high 
degree of probability, to the third, if not the second century. From the first five centuries nearly 
fifty representations of Mary have so far been brought to the notice of scholars, most of them in 
connection with the infant Saviour. 
 
The oldest is a fragmentary wall-picture in the cemetery of Priscilla: it presents Mary wearing a 
tunic and cloak, in sitting posture, and holding at her breast the child, who turns his face round to 
the beholder. Near her stands a young and beardless man (probably Joseph) clothed in the 
pallium, holding a book-roll in one hand, pointing to the star above with the other, and looking 
upon the mother and child with the expression of joy; between and above the figures is the star of 
Bethlehem; the whole represents the happiness of a family without the supernatural adornments 
of dogmatic reflection. {513} In the same cemetery of Priscilla there are other frescos, 
representing (according to Deuteronomy Rossi and Garrucci) the annunciation by the angel, the 
adoration of the Magi, and the finding of the Lord in the temple. The adoration of the Magi (two 
or four, afterwards three) is a favorite part of the pictures of the holy family. In the oldest picture 
of that kind in the cemetery of SS. Peter and Marcellinus, Mary sits on a chair, holding the babe 
in her lap, and receiving the homage of two Magi, one on each side, presenting their gifts on a 
plate. {514} In later pictures the manger, the ox and the ass, and the miraculous star are added to 
the scene. 
 
The frequent pictures of a lady in praying attitude, with uplifted or outstretched arms (Orans or 
Orante), especially when found in company with the Good Shepherd, are explained by Roman 
Catholic archaeologists to mean the church or the blessed Virgin, or both combined, praying for 
sinners. {515} But figures of praying men as well as women are abundant in the catacombs, and 
often represent the person buried in the adjacent tomb, whose names are sometimes given. No 
Ora pro nobis, no Ave Maria, no Theotokos or Deipara appears there. The pictures of the Orans 
are like those of other women, and show no traces of Mariolatry. Nearly all the representations in 
the catacombs keep within the limits of the gospel history. But after the fourth century, and in the 
degeneracy of art, Mary was pictured in elaborate mosaics, and on gilded glasses, as the crowned 
queen of heaven, seated on a throne, in bejewelled purple robes, and with a nimbus of glory, 
worshipped by angels and saints. 
 
The noblest pictures of Mary, in ancient and modern times, endeavor to set forth that peculiar 
union of virgin purity and motherly tenderness which distinguish "the Wedded Maid and Virgin 
Mother" from ordinary women, and exert such a powerful charm upon the imagination and 
feelings of Christendom. No excesses of Mariolatry, sinful as they are, should blind us to the 
restraining and elevating effect of contemplating, with devout reverence, 
 
The ideal of all womanhood, 



 
So mild, so merciful, so strong, so good, 
 
So patient, peaceful, loyal, loving, pure. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{513} See the picture in Deuteronomy Rossi, Plate iv., Northcote and Brownlow, Plate xx (II. 
140), and in Schultze, Katak., p. 151. Deuteronomy Rossi ("Bulletino," 1865, 23, as quoted by N. 
and B.) declares it either coeval with the first Christian art, or little removed from it, either of the 
age of the Flavii or of Trajan and Hadrian, or at the very latest, of the first Antonines. "On the 
roof of this tomb there was figured in fine stucco the Good Shepherd between two sheep, and 
some other subject, now nearly defaced." Deuteronomy Rossi supports his view of the high 
antiquity of this Madonna by the superior, almost classical style of art, and by the fact that the 
catacomb of Priscilla, the mother of Pudens, is one of the oldest. But J. H. Parker, an experienced 
antiquary, assigns this picture to A. D. 523. The young man is, according to Deuteronomy Rossi, 
Isaiah or some other prophet; but Marriott and Schultze refer him to Joseph, which is more 
probable, although the later tradition of the Greek church derived from the Apocryphal Gospels 
and strengthened by the idea of the perpetual virginity, represents him as an old man with several 
children from a previous marriage (the brethren of Jesus, changed into cousins by Jerome and the 
Latin church). Northcote and Brownlow (II. 141) remark: "St. Joseph certainly appears in some of 
the sarcophagi; and in the most ancient of them as a young and beardless man, generally clad in a 
tunic. In the mosaics of St. Mary Major’s, which are of the fifth century, and in which he appears 
four or five times, he is shown of nature age, if not old; and from that time forward this became 
the more common mode of representing him." 
 
{514} See Plate xx. in N. and B. II 140. Schultze (p. 153) traces this picture to the beginning of 
the third century. 
 
{515} According to the usual Roman Catholic interpretation of the apocalyptic vision of the 
woman clothed with the sun, and bringing forth a man-child (12:1, 5). Cardinal Newman reasons 
inconclusively in a letter to Dr. Pusey on his Eirenicon (p. 62): "I do not deny that, under the 
image of the woman, the church is signified; but... the holy apostle would not have spoken of the 
church under this particular image unless there had existed a blessed Virgin Mary, who was 
exalted on high, and the object of veneration of all the faithful." When accompanied by the Good 
Shepherd the Orans is supposed by Northcote and Brownlow (II. 137) to represent Mary as, the 
new Eve, as the Shepherd is the new Adam. It must be admitted that the parallel between Mary 
and Eve is as old as Irenaeus, and contains the fruitful germ of Mariolatry, but in those pictures 
no such contrast is presented.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VII: 
 
THE CHURCH IN THE CATACOMBS. 
 

82. Literature. 
 
Comp. the works quoted in ch. VI., especially Garrucci (6 vols.), and the Table of Illustrations at 
the end of this volume. 
 
I. Older works. By Bosio (Roma Sotterranea, Rom. 1632; abridged edition by P. Giovanni 
Severani da S. Severino, Rom. 1710, very rare); Boldetti (1720); Bottari (1737); D’AGINCOURT 
(1825); Rostell (1830); Marchi (1844); Maitland (The Church in the Catacombs, Lond. 1847); 
Louis Perret (Catacombes de Rome, etc. Paris, 1853 sqq. 5 vols., with 325 splendid plates, but 
with a text that is of little value, and superseded). 
 
II. More recent works. 
 
*Giovanni Battista de Rossi (the chief authority on the Catacombs): La Roma Sotterranea 
Cristiana descritta et illustrata, publ. by order of Pope Pio Nono, Roma (cromolitografia 
Pontificia), Tom. I. 1864, Tom. II. 1867, Tom. III. 1877, in 3 vols. fol. with two additional vols. 
of plates and inscriptions. A fourth volume is expected. Comp. his articles in the bimonthly 
"Bulletino di archeologia Cristiana," Rom. 1863 sqq., and several smaller essays. Roller calls 
Deuteronomy Rossi "le fouilleur le mieux qualifie fervent catholique, mais critique serieux." 
 
*J. Spencer Northcote (Canon of Birmingham) and W. R. Brownlow (Canon of Plymouth): Roma 
Sotteranea. London (Longmans, Green & Co., 1869; second edition), "rewritten and greatly 
enlarged," 1879, 2 vols. The first vol. contains the History, the second, Christian Art. This work 
gives the substance of the investigations of Commendatore Deuteronomy Rossi by his consent, 
together with a large number of chromo-lithographic plates and wood-engravings, with special 
reference to the cemetery of San Callisto. The vol. on Inscriptions is separate, see below. 
 
F. X. Kraus (R.C.), Roma Sotterranea. Die Rom. Katakomben. Freiburg. i. B. (1873), second ed. 
1879. Based upon Deuteronomy Rossi and the first ed. of Northcote & Brownlow. 
 
D. de Richemont: Les catacombes de Rome. Paris, 1870. 
 
Wharton B. Marriott, B.S.F.S.A. (Ch. of England): The Testimony of the Catacombs and of other 
Monuments of Christian Art from the second to the eighteenth century, concerning questions of 
Doctrine now disputed in the Church. London, 1870 (223 pages with illustrations). Discusses the 
monuments referring to the cultus of the Virgin Mary, the supremacy of the Pope, and the state 
after death. 
 
F. Becker: Roms Altchristliche Cometerien. Leipzig, 1874. 
 
W. H. Withrow (Methodist): The Catacombs of Rome and their Testimony relative to Primitive 
Christianity. New York (Nelson & Phillips), 1874. Polemical against Romanism. The author says 
(Pref., p. 6): "The testimony of the catacombs exhibits, more strikingly than any other evidence, 
the immense contrast between primitive Christianity and modern Romanism." 



 
John P. Lundy (Episc.): Monumental Christianity: or the Art and Symbolism of the Primitive 
Church as Witnesses and Teachers of the one Catholic Faith and Practice. New York, 1876. New 
ed. enlarged, 1882, 453 pages, richly illustrated. 
 
*John Henry Parker (Episc.): The Archaeology of Rome. Oxford and London, 1877. Parts ix. and 
x.: Tombs in and near Rome, and Sculpture; Part XII: The Catacombs. A standard work, with the 
best illustrations. 
 
*Theophile Roller (Protest.): Les Catacombes de Rome. Histoire de l’art et des croyances 
religieuses pendant les premiers siecles du Christianisme. Paris, 1879-1881, 2 vols. fol, 720 
pages text and 100 excellent plates en hetiogravure, and many illustrations and inscriptions. The 
author resided several years at Naples and Rome as Reformed pastor. 
 
M. Armellini (R.C.): Le Catacombe Romane descritte. Roma, 1880 (A popular extract from 
Deuteronomy Rossi, 437 pages). By the same the more important work: Il Cimiterio di S. Agnese 
sulla via Nomentana. Rom. 1880. 
 
Dean Stanley: The Roman Catacombs, in his "Christian Institutions." Lond. and N. York, 1881 
(pp. 272-295). 
 
Victor Schultze (Lutheran): Archaeologische Studien ueber altchristliche Monumente. Mit 26 
Holzschnitten. Wien, 1880; Die Katakomben. Die altchristlichen Grabstatten. Ihre Geschichte 
und ihre Monumente (with 52 illustrations). Leipzig, 1882 (342 pages); Die Katakomben von San 
Gennaro dei Poveri in Neapel. Jena, 1877. Also the pamphlet: Der theolog. Ertrag der 
Katakombenforschung. Leipz. 1882 (30 pages). The last pamphlet is against Harnack’s review, 
who charged Schultze with overrating the gain of the catacomb-investigations (see the "Theol. 
Literaturzeitung," 1882.) 
 
Bishop W. J. Kip: The Catacombs of Rome as illustrating the Church of the First Three 
Centuries. N. York, 1853, 6th ed., 1887 (212pages). 
 
K. Ronneke: Rom’s christliche Katakomben. Leipzig, 1886. 
 
Comp. also Edmund Venables in Smith and Cheetham, I. 294-317; Heinrich Merz in Herzog, VII. 
559-568; Theod. Mommsen on the Roman Catac. in "The Contemp. Review." vol. XVII. 160-175 
(April to July, 1871); the relevant articles in the Archaeol. Dicts. of Martigny and Kraus, and the 
Archaeology of Bennett (1888). 
 
III. Christian Inscriptions in the catacombs and other old monuments. 
 
*Commendatore J. B. de Rossi: Inscriptiones Christiana Urbis Romae septimo seculo 
antiquiores. Romae, 1861 (XXIII. and 619 pages). Another vol. is expected. The chief work in 
this department. Many inscriptions also in his Roma Sott. and "Bulletino." 
 
Edward Le Blant: Inscriptions chretiennes de la Gaule anterieures au VIIIme siecle. Paris, 1856 
and 1865, 2 vols. By the same: Manuel d’Epigraphie chretienne. Paris, 1869. 
 
John McCaul: Christian Epitaphs of the First Six Centuries. Toronto, 1869. Greek and Latin, 
especially from Rome. 
 



F. Becker: Die Inschriften der romischen Cometerien. Leipzig, 1878. 
 
*J. Spencer Northcote (R.C. Canon of Birmingham): Epitaphs of the Catacombs or Christian 
Inscriptions in Rome during the First Four Centuries. Lond., 1878 (196 pages). 
 
G. T. Stokes on Greek and Latin Christian Inscriptions; two articles in the "Contemporary 
Review" for 1880 and 1881. 
 
V. Schultze discusses the Inscriptions in the fifth section of his work Die Katakomben (1882), pp. 
235-274, and gives the literature. 
 
The Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum by Bockh, and Kirchhoff, and the Corpus Inscriptionium 
Lat, edited for the Berlin Academy by, Th. Mommsen and others, 1863 sqq. (not yet completed), 
contain also Christian Inscriptions. Prof. E. Hubner has added those of Spain (1871) and Britain 
(1873). G. Petrie has collected the Christian Inscriptions in the Irish language, ed. by Stokes. 
Dublin, 1870 sqq. Comp. the art. "Inscriptions," in Smith and Cheetham, I. 841.  

 



83. Origin and History of the Catacomb. 
 
The Catacombs of Rome and other cities open a new chapter of Church history, which has 
recently been dug up from the bowels of the earth. Their discovery was a revelation to the world 
as instructive and important as the discovery of the long lost cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum, 
and of Nineveh and Babylon. Eusebius says nothing about them; the ancient Fathers scarcely 
allude to them, except Jerome and Prudentius, and even they give us no idea of their extent and 
importance. Hence the historians till quite recently have passed them by in silence. {516} But 
since the great discoveries of Commendatore Deuteronomy Rossi and other archaeologists they 
can no longer be ignored. They confirm, illustrate, and supplement our previous knowledge 
derived from the more important literary remains. 
 
The name of the Catacombs is of uncertain origin, but is equivalent to subterranean cemeteries or 
resting-places for the dead. {517} First used of the Christian cemeteries in the neighborhood of 
Rome, it was afterwards applied to those of Naples, Malta, Sicily, Alexandria, Paris, and other 
cities. 
 
It was formerly supposed that the Roman Catacombs were originally sand-pits (arenariae) or 
stone-quarries (lapidicinae), excavated by the heathen for building material, and occasionally 
used as receptacles for the vilest corpses of slaves and criminals. {518} But this view is now 
abandoned on account of the difference of construction and of the soil. A few of the catacombs, 
however, about five out of thirty, are more or less closely connected with abandoned sand-pits. 
{519} 
 
The catacombs, therefore, with a few exceptions, are of Christian origin, and were excavated for 
the express purpose of Christian burial. Their enormous extent, and the mixture of heathen with 
Christian symbols and inscriptions, might suggest that they were used by heathen also; but this is 
excluded by the fact of the mutual aversion of Christians and idolaters to associate in life and in 
death. The mythological features are few, and adapted to Christian ideas. {520} 
 
Another erroneous opinion, once generally entertained, regarded the catacombs as places of 
refuge from heathen persecution. But the immense labor required could not have escaped the 
attention of the police. They were, on the contrary, the result of toleration. The Roman 
government, although (like all despotic governments) jealous of secret societies, was quite liberal 
towards the burial clubs, mostly of the poorer classes, or associations for securing, by regular 
contributions, decent interment with religious ceremonies. {521} Only the worst criminals, 
traitors, suicides, and those struck down by lightning (touched by the gods) were left unburied. 
The pious care of the dead is an instinct of human nature, and is found among all nations. Death 
is a mighty leveler of distinctions and preacher of toleration and charity; even despots bow before 
it, and are reminded of their own vanity; even hard hearts are moved by it to pity and to tears. "De 
mortuis nihil nisi bonum." 
 
The Christians enjoyed probably from the beginning the privilege of common cemeteries, like the 
Jews, even without an express enactment. Galienus restored them after their temporary 
confiscation during the persecution of Valerian (260). {522} 
 
Being mostly of Jewish and Oriental descent, the Roman Christians naturally followed the 
Oriental custom of cutting their tombs in rocks, and constructing galleries. Hence the close 
resemblance of the Jewish and Christian cemeteries in Rome. {523} The ancient Greeks and 
Romans under the empire were in the habit of burning the corpses (crematio) for sanitary reasons, 



but burial in the earth (humatio), outside of the city near the public roads, or on hills, or in natural 
grottos, was the older custom; the rich had their own sepulchres (sepulcra). 
 
In their catacombs the Christians could assemble for worship and take refuge in times of 
persecution. Very rarely they were pursued in these silent retreats. Once only it is reported that 
the Christians were shut up by the heathen in a cemetery and smothered to death. 
 
Most of the catacombs were constructed during the first three centuries, a few may be traced 
almost to the apostolic age. {524} After Constantine, when the temporal condition of the 
Christians improved, and they could bury their dead without any disturbance in the open air, the 
cemeteries were located above ground, especially above the catacombs, and around the basilicas; 
or on other land purchased or donated for the purpose. Some catacombs owe their origin to 
individuals or private families, who granted the use of their own grounds for the burial of their 
brethren; others belonged to churches. The Christians wrote on the graves appropriate epitaphs 
and consoling thoughts, and painted on the walls their favorite symbols. At funerals they turned 
these dark and cheerless abodes into chapels; under the dim light of the terra-cotta lamps they 
committed dust to dust, ashes to ashes, and amidst the shadows of death they inhaled the breath of 
the resurrection and life everlasting. But it is an error to suppose that the catacombs served as the 
usual places of worship in times of persecution; for such a purpose they were entirely unfitted; 
even the largest could accommodate, at most, only twenty or thirty persons within convenient 
distance. {525} 
 
The devotional use of the catacombs began in the Nicene age, and greatly stimulated the worship 
of martyrs and saints. When they ceased to be used for burial they became resorts of pious 
pilgrims. Little chapels were built for the celebration of the memory of the martyrs. St. Jerome 
relates, {526} how, while a school-boy, about A. D. 350, he used to go with his companions every 
Sunday to the graves of the apostles and martyrs in the crypts at Rome, "where in subterranean 
depths the visitor passes to and fro between the bodies of the entombed on both walls, and where 
all is so dark, that the prophecy here finds its fulfillment: The living go down into Hades." {527} 
Here and there a ray from above, not falling in through a window, but only pressing in through a 
crevice, softens the gloom; as you go onward, it fades away, and in the darkness of night which 
surrounds you, that verse of Virgil comes to your mind: 
 
"Horror ubique animos, simul ipsa silentia terrent." {528} 
 
The poet Prudentius also, in the beginning of the fifth century, several times speaks of these 
burial places, and the devotions held within them. {529} 
 
Pope Damasus (366-384) showed his zeal in repairing and decorating the catacombs, and erecting 
new stair-cases for the convenience of pilgrims. His successors kept up the interest, but by 
repeated repairs introduced great confusion into the chronology of the works of art. 
 
The barbarian invasions of Alaric (410), Genseric (455), Ricimer (472), Vitiges (537), Totila 
(546), and the Lombards (754), turned Rome into a heap of ruins and destroyed many valuable 
treasures of classical and Christian antiquity. But the pious barbarism of relic hunters did much 
greater damage. The tombs of real and imaginary saints were rifled, and cartloads of dead men’s 
bones were translated to the Pantheon and churches and chapels for more convenient worship. In 
this way the catacombs gradually lost all interest, and passed into decay and complete oblivion 
for more than six centuries. 
 



In the sixteenth century the catacombs were rediscovered, and opened an interesting field for 
antiquarian research. The first discovery was made May 31, 1578, by some laborers in a vineyard 
on the Via Salaria, who were digging pozzolana, and came on an old subterranean cemetery, 
ornamented with Christian paintings, Greek and Latin inscriptions and sculptured sarcophagi. "In 
that day," says Deuteronomy Rossi, "was born the name and the knowledge of Roma 
Sotterranea." One of the first and principal explorers was Antonio Bosio, "the Columbus of this 
subterranean world." His researches were published after his death (Roma, 1632). Filippo Neri, 
Carlo Borromeo, and other restorers of Romanism spent, like St. Jerome of old, whole nights in 
prayer amid these ruins of the age of martyrs. But Protestant divines discredited these discoveries 
as inventions of Romish divines seeking in heathen sand-pits for Christian saints who never lived, 
and Christian martyrs who never died. {530} 
 
In the present century the discovery and investigation of the catacombs has taken a new start, and 
is now an important department of Christian archaeology. The dogmatic and sectarian treatment 
has given way to a scientific method with the sole aim to ascertain the truth. The acknowledged 
pioneer in this subterranean region of ancient church history is the Cavalier John Baptist de Rossi, 
a devout, yet liberal Roman Catholic. His monumental Italian work (Roma Sotterranea, 1864-
1877) has been made accessible in judicious condensations to French, German, and English 
readers by Allard (1871), Kraus (1873 and 1879), Northcote & Brownlow (1869 and 1879). Other 
writers, Protestant as well as Roman Catholic, are constantly adding to our stores of information. 
Great progress has been made in the chronology and the interpretation of the pictures in the 
catacombs. 
 
And yet the work is only begun. More than one half of ancient Christian cemeteries are waiting 
for future exploration. Deuteronomy Rossi treats chiefly of one group of Roman catacombs, that 
of Callistus. The catacombs in Naples, Syracuse, Girgenti, Melos, Alexandria, Cyrene, are very 
imperfectly known; still others in the ancient apostolic churches may yet be discovered, and 
furnish results as important for church history as the discoveries of Ilium, Mycenae, and Olympia 
for that of classical Greece. 
 
{516} Mosheim and Gibbon in the last century, and even Neander, Gieseler, andBaur, in our age, 
ignore the very existence of the catacombs, except that Gieseler quotes the well-known passage 
of Jerome. But Dean Milman, in his History of Christianity, Hase, Kurtz, Kraus, and others, in 
their manuals, take brief notice of them. 
 
{517} katakuvmbion, catacumba, also (in some MSS.) catatumba. Various derivations: (1) From 
katav (down from, downwards, as in katabainw, katakeimai, katapempw), and tumbov 
(compare the late Latin tumba, the French tombe, tombeau, and the English tomb, grave), i.e. a 
tomb down in the earth, as distinct from tombs on the surface. This corresponds best to the thing 
itself. (2) From kata and koimaw (to sleep), which would make it equivalent to koimhthvrion, 
dormitorium, sleeping place. (3) From kata and kumbh (the hollow of a vessel) or (cup), 
kumbion (a small cup, Lat. cymbium), which would simply give us the idea of a hollow place. So 
Venables in Smith and Cheetham. Very unlikely. (4) A hybrid term from kata and the Latin 
decumbo, to lie down, to recline. So Marchi, and Northcote and Brownlow (I. 263). The word 
first occurs in a Christian calendar of the third or fourth century (in Catacumbas), and in a letter 
of Gregory I. to the Empress Constantia, towards the end of the sixth century (Epp. III. 30), with 
a special local application to San Sebastian. The earlier writers use the terms koimhthria, 
coemeteria (whence our cemetery), also cryptae, crypts 
 



{518} So Aringhi, Baronius; Severano, Bottari, Boldetti, and all writers prior to Marchi, and his 
pupils, the two brothers Deuteronomy Rossi, who turned the current of opinion. See Northcote 
and Br. I. 377 sqq. 
 
{519} The sand-pits and stone-quarries were made wide enough for a horse and cart, and are cut 
in the tufa litoide and pozzolana pura, which furnish the best building material in Rome; while 
the catacombs have generally very narrow passages, run in straight lines, often cross each other at 
sharp angles, and are excavated in the tufa granulare, which is too soft for building-stone, and too 
much mixed with earth to be used for cement, but easily worked, and adapted for the construction 
of galleries and chambers. See Northcote and Br. I. 376-390. The exceptions are also stated by 
these authors. J. H. Parker has discovered loculi for Christian burial in the recesses of a deserted 
sand-pit. 
 
{520} See the remarks of Northcote and Br. I. 276 against J. H. Parker, who asserts "the mixed 
use of the catacombs for heathens and Christians." 
 
{521} This view is supported by Professor Mommsen, the Roman historian, who says (in 
"Contemporary Review," vol. xxvii. p. 168): "Associations of poor people who clubbed together 
for the burial of their members were not only tolerated but supported by the imperial government, 
which otherwise was very strict against associations. From this point of view, therefore, there was 
no legal impediment to the acquisition of these properties. Christian associations have from the 
very beginning paid great attention to their burials; it was considered the duty of the wealthier 
members to provide for the burial of the poor, and St. Ambrose still allowed churches to sell their 
communion plate, in order to enlarge the cemeteries of the faithful. The catacombs show what 
could be achieved by such means at Rome. Even if their fabulous dimensions are reduced to their 
right measure, they form an immense work, without beauty and ornament, despising in 
architecture and inscription not only pomp and empty phraseology, but even nicety and 
correctness, avoiding the splendor and grandeur as well as the tinsel and vanity of the life of the 
great town that was hurrying and throbbing above, the true commentary of the words of Christ—
’My kingdom is not of this world.’" 
 
{522} Euseb. H. E. VII. 13: 1, ta twn kaloumenwn koimhthriwn apolambanein epitrepwn 
cwria.. 
 
{523} Roller says (in Lichtenberger’s Encycl. des Sc. Rel. II. 685). "Les juifs ensevelissaient dans 
le roc. A Rome ils ont creuse de grandes catacombes presque identique a celles des chretiens. 
Ceux-ci ont ete leurs imitateurs. Les Etrusques se servaient aussi de grottes; mais ils ne les 
reliaient point par des galeries illimitees." Dean Stanley (l. c. p. 274): "The Catacombs are the 
standing monuments of the Oriental and Jewish character, even of Western Christianity. The fact 
that they are the counterparts of the rock-hewn tombs of Palestine, and yet more closely of the 
Jewish cemeteries in the neighborhood of Rome, corresponds to the fact that the early Roman 
Church was not a Latin but an Eastern community, speaking Greek and following the usages of 
Syria. And again, the ease with which the Roman Christians had recourse to these cemeteries is 
an indication of the impartiality of the Roman law, which extended (as Deuteronomy Rossi has 
well pointed out) to this despised sect the same protection in regard to burial, even during the 
times of persecution, that was accorded to the highest in the land. They thus bear witness, to the 
unconscious fostering care of the Imperial Government over the infant church. They are thus 
monuments, not so much of the persecution as of the toleration which the Christians received at 
the hands of the Roman Empire." 
 



{524} Deuteronomy Rossi (as quoted by Northcote and Brownlow I. 112): "Precisely in those 
cemeteries to which history or tradition assigns apostolic origin, I see, in the light of the most 
searching archaeological criticism, the cradle both of Christian subterranean sepulchres, of 
Christian art, and of Christian inscriptions; there I had memorials of persons who appear to 
belong to the times of the Flavii and of Trajan; and finally I discover precise dates of those 
times." 
 
{525} Schultze (Die Katak., p. 73 and 83) maintains in opposition to Marchi, that the catacombs 
were nothing but burial place, and used only for the burial service, and that the little chapels 
(ecclesiolae) were either private sepulchral chambers or post-Constantinian structures. 
 
{526} Com. in Ezekiel 40. 
 
{527} He refers to such passages as Psalm 55:15 Numbers 16:33. 
 
{528} Aen. II. 755: 
 
"Horror on every side, and terrible even the silence." 
 
Or in German: 
 
"Grauen rings um mich her, und schreckvoll selber die Stille." 
 
{529} Peristeph. XI. 153 sqq 
 
{530} E. g. Bishop Burnet (who visited the catacombs in 1685): Letters from Italy and 
Switzerland in 1685 and 1686. He believed that the catacombs were the common burial places of 
the ancient heathen. G. S. Cyprian (1699), J. Basnage (1699), and Peter Zorn (1703), wrote on the 
subject in polemical interest against Rome.  

 



84. Description of the Catacombs. 
 
The Roman catacombs are long and narrow passages or galleries and cross-galleries excavated in 
the bowels of the earth in the hills outside and around the city, for the burial of the dead. They are 
dark and gloomy, with only an occasional ray of light from above. The galleries have two or more 
stories, all filled with tombs, and form an intricate net-work or subterranean labyrinth. Small 
compartments (loculi) were cut out like shelves in the perpendicular walls for the reception of the 
dead, and rectangular chambers (cubicula) for families, or distinguished martyrs. They were 
closed with a slab of marble or tile. The more wealthy were laid in sarcophagi. The ceiling is flat, 
sometimes slightly arched. Space was economized so as to leave room usually only for a single 
person; the average width of the passages being 2Â½ to 3 feet. This economy may be traced to 
the poverty of the early Christians, and also to their strong sense of community in life and in 
death. The little oratories with altars and episcopal chairs cut in the tufa are probably of later 
construction, and could accommodate only a few persons at a time. They were suited for funeral 
services and private devotion, but not for public worship. 
 
The galleries were originally small, but gradually extended to enormous length. Their combined 
extent is counted by hundreds of miles, and the number of graves by millions. {531} 
 
The oldest and best known of the Roman cemeteries is that of St. Sebastian, originally called Ad 
Catacumbas, on the Appian road, a little over two miles south of the city walls. It was once, it is 
said, the temporary resting-place of the bodies of St. Peter and St. Paul, before their removal to 
the basilicas named after them; also of forty-six bishops of Rome, and of a large number of 
martyrs. 
 
The immense cemetery of Pope Callistus (218-223) on the Via Appia consisted originally of 
several small and independent burial grounds (called Lucinae, Zephyrini, Callisti, Hippoliti). It 
has been thoroughly investigated by Deuteronomy Rossi. The most ancient part is called after 
Lucina, and measures 100 Roman feet in breadth by 180 feet in length. The whole group bears 
the name of Callistus, probably because his predecessor, Zephyrinus "set him over the cemetery" 
(of the church of Rome). {532} He was then a deacon. He stands high in the estimation of the 
Roman church, but the account given of him by Hippolytus is quite unfavorable. He was certainly 
a remarkable man, who rose from slavery to the highest dignity of the church. 
 
The cemetery of Domitilla (named in the fourth century St. Petronillae, Nerei et Achillei) is on 
the Via Ardeatina, and its origin is traced back to Flavia Domitilla, grand-daughter or great-
grand-daughter of Vespasian. She was banished by Domitian (about A. D. 95) to the island of 
Pontia "for professing Christ." {533} Her chamberlains (eunuchi cubicularii), Nerus and 
Achilleus, according to an uncertain tradition, were baptized by St. Peter, suffered martyrdom, 
and were buried in a farm belonging to their mistress. In another part of this cemetery 
Deuteronomy Rossi discovered the broken columns of a subterranean chapel and a small chamber 
with a fresco on the wall, which represents an elderly matron named "Veneranda," and a young 
lady, called in the inscription "Petronilla martyr," and pointing to the Holy Scriptures in a chest 
by her side, as the proofs of her faith. The former apparently introduces the latter into Paradise. 
{534} The name naturally suggests the legendary daughter of St. Peter. {535} But Roman divines, 
reluctant to admit that the first pope had any children (though his marriage is beyond a doubt 
from the record of the Gospels), understand Petronilla to be a spiritual daughter, as Mark was a 
spiritual son, of the apostle, {1 Peter 5:13} and make her the daughter of some Roman Petronius 
or Petro connected with the family of Domitilla. 
 



Other ancient catacombs are those of Pruetextatus, Priscilla (St. Silvestri and St. Marcelli), 
Basilla (S. Hermetis, Basillae, Proti, et Hyacinthi), Maximus, St. Hippolytus, St. Laurentius, St. 
Peter and Marcellinus, St. Agnes, and the Ostrianum (Ad Nymphas Petri, or Fons Petri, where 
Peter is said to have baptized from a natural well). Deuteronomy Rossi gives a list of forty-two 
greater or lesser cemeteries, including isolated tombs of martyrs, in and near Rome, which date 
from the first four centuries, and are mentioned in ancient records. {536} 
 
The furniture of the catacombs is instructive and interesting, but most of it has been removed to 
churches and museums, and must be studied outside. Articles of ornament, rings, seals, bracelets, 
neck-laces, mirrors, tooth-picks, ear-picks, buckles, brooches, rare coins, innumerable lamps of 
clay (terra-cotta), or of bronze, even of silver and amber, all sorts of tools, and in the case of 
children a variety of playthings were inclosed with the dead. Many of these articles are carved 
with the monogram of Christ, or other Christian symbols. (The lamps in Jewish cemeteries bear 
generally a picture of the golden candlestick). 
 
A great number of flasks and cups also, with or without ornamentation, are found, mostly outside 
of the graves, and fastened to the grave-lids. These were formerly supposed to have been 
receptacles for tears, or, from the red, dried sediment in them, for the blood of martyrs. But later 
archaeologists consider them drinking vessels used in the agapae and oblations. A superstitious 
habit prevailed in the fourth century, although condemned by a council of Carthage (397), to give 
to the dead the eucharistic wine, or to put a cup with the consecrated wine in the grave. {537} 
 
The instruments of torture which the fertile imagination of credulous people had discovered, and 
which were made to prove that almost every Christian buried in the catacombs was a martyr, are 
simply implements of handicraft. The instinct of nature prompts the bereaved to deposit in the 
graves of their kindred and friends those things which were constantly used by them. The idea 
prevailed also to a large extent that the future life was a continuation of the occupations and 
amusements of the present, but free from sin and imperfection. 
 
On opening the graves the skeleton appears frequently even now very well preserved, sometimes 
in dazzling whiteness, as covered with a glistening glory; but falls into dust at the touch. 
 
{531} I hesitate to state the figures. Roman archaeologists, as Marchi, J. B. de Rossi and his 
brother Michael de R. (a practical mathematician), Martigny and others estimate the length of the 
Roman catacombs variously at from 350 to 900 miles, or as "more than the whole length of Italy" 
(Northcote and Brownlow, I. 2). Allowance is made for from four to seven millions of graves! It 
seems incredible that there should have been so many Christians in Rome in four centuries, even 
if we include the numerous strangers. All such estimates are purely conjectural. See Smith and 
Cheetham, I. 301. Smyth (l. c. p. 15) quotes Rawlinson as saying that 7,000,000 of graves in 400 
years’ time gives an average population of from 500,000 to 700,000. Total population of Rome, 
1,500,000 to 2,000,000 at the beginning of the empire. 
 
{532} This is so stated by Hippolytus, Philosoph. IX. 11. Zephyrinus was buried there contrary to 
the custom of burying the popes in St. Peter’s crypt in the Vatican. Callistus was hurled from a 
window in Trastevere, and hastily removed to the nearest cemetery on the Via Aurelia. The whole 
report of Hippolytus about Callistus is discredited by Northcote and Brownlow (I. 497 sqq.), but 
without good reason. 
 
{533} Eusebius, H. E. III. 18. Deuteronomy Rossi distinguishes two Christian Domitillas, and 
defends this view against Mommsen See "Bulletino," 1875, pp. 69-77, and Mommsen, Corp. 



Inscript. Lat., Tom. VI. p. 172, as quoted by Northcote and Br. I. 86. See also Mommsen in "The 
Contemp. Review," XVII. 169 sq. Lightfoot. Philippians, p. 22, and S. Clement of R., 257. 
 
{534} See the picture in Northcote and Br. I. 182, and on the whole subject of Petronilla, pp. 122, 
176-186. 
 
{535} Acta Sanct. Maii, III. 11. 
 
{536} See also the list in N. and Br. I. pp. xx-xxi, and in Smith and Cheetham, I. 315. 
 
{537} The curious controversy about these blood-stained phials is not yet closed. Chemical 
experiments have led to no decided results. The Congregation of Rites and Relics decided, in 
1668, that the phiolae cruentae or ampullae sanguinolentae were blood-vessels of martyrs, and 
Pius IX. confirmed the decision in 1863. It was opposed by distinguished Roman scholars 
(Mabillon, Tillemont, Muratori, the Jesuit Pere de Buck Deuteronomy phialis rubricatis, 
Brussels, 1855), but defended again, though cautiously and to a very limited extent by 
Deuteronomy Rossi (III. 602), Northcote and Brownlow (II. 330-343), and by F. X. Kraus (Die 
Blutampullen der Rom. Katakomben, 1868, and Ueber den gegenw. Stand der Frage nach dem 
Inhalt und der Bedeutung der rom. Blutampullen, 1872). Comp. also Schultze: Die sogen. 
Blutglaser der Rom. Kat. (1880), and Die Katakomben (1882, pp. 226-232). Roller thinks that the 
phials contained probably perfumery, or perhaps eucharistic wine.  

 



85. Pictures and Sculptures. 
 
The most important remains of the catacombs are the pictures, sculptures, and epitaphs. 
 
I. Pictures. These have already been described in the preceding chapter. They are painted al 
fresco on the wall and ceiling, and represent Christian symbols, scenes of Bible history, and 
allegorical conceptions of the Saviour. A few are in pure classic style, and betray an early origin 
when Greek art still flourished in Rome; but most of them belong to the period of decay. 
Prominence is given to pictures of the Good Shepherd, and those biblical stories which exhibit the 
conquest of faith and the hope of the resurrection. The mixed character of some of the Christian 
frescos may be explained partly from the employment of heathen artists by Christian patrons, 
partly from old reminiscences. The Etrurians and Greeks were in the habit of painting their 
tombs, and Christian Greeks early saw the value of pictorial language as a means of instruction. 
In technical skill the Christian art is inferior to the heathen, but its subjects are higher, and its 
meaning is deeper. 
 
II. The works of sculpture are mostly found on sarcophagi. Many of them are collected in the 
Lateran Museum. Few of them date from the ante-Nicene age. {538} They represent in relief the 
same subjects as the wall-pictures, as far as they could be worked in stone or marble, especially 
the resurrection of Lazarus, Daniel among the lions, Moses smiting the rock, the sacrifice of 
Isaac. 
 
Among the oldest Christian sarcophagi are those of St. Helena, the mother of Constantine (d. 
328), and of Constantia, his daughter (d. 354), both of red porphyry, and preserved in the Vatican 
Museum. The sculpture on the former probably represents the triumphal entry of Constantine into 
Rome after his victory over Maxentius; the sculpture on the latter, the cultivation of the vine, 
probably with a symbolical meaning. {539} 
 
The richest and finest of all the Christian sarcophagi is that of Junius Bassus, Prefect of Rome, A. 
D. 359, and five times Consul, in the crypt of St. Peter’s in the Vatican. {540} It was found in the 
Vatican cemetery (1595). It is made of Parian marble in Corinthian style. The subjects 
represented in the upper part are the sacrifice of Abraham, the capture of St. Peter, Christ seated 
between Peter and Paul, the capture of Christ, and Pilate washing his hands; in the lower part are 
the temptation of Adam and Eve, suffering Job, Christ’s entrance into Jerusalem, Daniel among 
the lions, and the capture of St. Paul. 
 
{538} Renan dates the oldest sculptures from the end of the third century: "Les sarcophages 
sculptes, representant des scenes sacrees, apparaissent vers la fin du III e siecle. Comme les 
peintures chretiennes, ils ne s’ecartent guere, sauf pour le sujet, des habitudes de l’art paien du 
meme temps." (Marc Aurele, p. 546). Comp. also Schultze, Die Katak. 165-186, and especially 
the IXth part of John Henry Parker’s great work, which treats on the Tombs in and near Rome, 
1877. 
 
{539} See photographs of both in Parker, Part IX, Nos. 209 and 210, and pp. 41 and 42. 
 
{540} See a photograph in Parker, l. c., Plate XIII; also in Lundy, Monum. Christianity, p. 112.  

 



86. Epitaphs. 
 
Rudely written, but each letter 
 
Full of hope, and yet of heart-break, 
 
Full of all the tender pathos of the Here 
 
and the Hereafter. 
 
To perpetuate, by means of sepulchral inscriptions, the memory of relatives and friends, and to 
record the sentiments of love and esteem, of grief and hope, in the face of death and eternity, is a 
custom common to all civilized ages and nations. These epitaphs are limited by space, and often 
provoke rather than satisfy curiosity, but contain nevertheless in poetry or prose a vast amount of 
biographical and historical information. Many a grave-yard is a broken record of the church to 
which it belongs. 
 
The Catacombs abound in such monumental inscriptions, Greek and Latin, or strangely mixed 
(Latin words in Greek characters), often rudely written, badly spelt, mutilated, and almost 
illegible, with and without symbolical figures. The classical languages were then in a process of 
decay, like classical eloquence and art, and the great majority of Christians were poor and 
illiterate people. One name only is given in the earlier epitaphs, sometimes the age, and the day of 
burial, but not the date of birth. 
 
More than fifteen thousand epitaphs have been collected, classified, and explained by 
Deuteronomy Rossi from the first six centuries in Rome alone, and their number is constantly 
increasing. Benedict XIV. founded, in 1750, a Christian Museum, and devoted a hill in the 
Vatican to the collection of ancient sarcophagi. Gregory XVI. and Pius IX. patronized it. In this 
Lapidarian Gallery the costly pagan and the simple Christian inscriptions and sarcophagi confront 
each other on opposite walls, and present a striking contrast. Another important collection is in 
the Kircherian Museum, in the Roman College, another in the Christian Museum of the 
University of Berlin. {541} The entire field of ancient epigraphy, heathen and Christian in Italy 
and other countries, has been made accessible by the industry and learning of Gruter, Muratori, 
Marchi, Deuteronomy Rossi, Le Blant, Bockh, Kirchhoff, Orelli, Mommsen, Henzen, Hubner, 
Waddington, McCaul. 
 
The most difficult part of this branch of archaeology is the chronology (the oldest inscriptions 
being mostly undated). {542} Their chief interest for the church historian is their religion, as far 
as it may be inferred from a few words. 
 
The key-note of the Christian epitaphs, as compared with the heathen, is struck by Paul in his 
words of comfort to the Thessalonians, that they should not sorrow like the heathen who have no 
hope, but remember that, as Jesus rose from the dead, so God will raise them also that are fallen 
asleep in Jesus. 
 
Hence, while the heathen epitaphs rarely express a belief in immortality, but often describe death 
as an eternal sleep, the grave as a final home, and are pervaded by a tone of sadness, the Christian 
epitaphs are hopeful and cheerful. The farewell on earth is followed by a welcome from heaven. 
Death is but a short sleep; the soul is with Christ and lives in God, the body waits for a joyful 
resurrection: this is the sum and substance of the theology of Christian epitaphs. The symbol of 



Christ (Ichthys) is often placed at the beginning or end to show the ground of this hope. Again 
and again we find the brief, but significant words: "in peace;" {543} "he" or "she sleeps in peace;" 
{544} "live in God," or "in Christ;" "live forever." {545} "He rests well." "God quicken thy 
spirit." "Weep not, my child; death is not eternal." "Alexander is not dead, but lives above the 
stars, and his body rests in this tomb." {546} "Here Gordian, the courier from Gaul, strangled for 
the faith, with his whole family, rests in peace. The maid servant, Theophila, erected this." {547} 
 
At the same time stereotyped heathen epitaphs continued to be used but of course (not in a 
polytheistic sense), as "sacred to the funeral gods," or "to the departed spirits." {548} The 
laudatory epithets of heathen epitaphs are rare, {549} but simple terms of natural affection very 
frequent, as "My sweetest child;" "Innocent little lamb;" "My dearest husband;" "My dearest 
wife;" "My innocent dove;" "My well-deserving father," or "mother." {550} A. and B. "lived 
together" (for 15, 20, 30, 50, or even 60 years) "without any complaint or quarrel, without taking 
or giving offence." {551} Such commemoration of conjugal happiness and commendations of 
female virtues, as modesty, chastity, prudence, diligence, frequently occur also on pagan 
monuments, and prove that there were many exceptions to the corruption of Roman society, as 
painted by Juvenal and the satirists. 
 
Some epitaphs contain a request to the dead in heaven to pray for the living on earth. {552} At a 
later period we find requests for intercession in behalf of the departed when once, chiefly through 
the influence of Pope Gregory I., purgatory became an article of general belief in the Western 
church. {553} But the overwhelming testimony of the oldest Christian epitaphs is that the pious 
dead are already in the enjoyment of peace, and this accords with the Saviour’s promise to the 
penitent thief, and with St. Paul’s desire to depart and be with Christ, which is far better. {554} 
Take but this example: "Prima, thou livest in the glory of God, and in the peace of our Lord Jesus 
Christ." {555} 
 
Notes. 
 
I. Selection of Roman Epitaphs. 
 
The following selection of brief epitaphs in the Roman catacombs is taken from Deuteronomy 
Rossi, and Northcote, who give facsimiles of the original Latin and Greek. Comp. also the 
photographic plates in Roller, vol. I. Nos. X, XXXI, XXXII, and XXXIII; and vol. II. Nos. LXI, 
LXII, LXV, and LXVI. 
 
1. To dear Cyriacus, sweetest son. Mayest thou live in the Holy Spirit. 
 
2. Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour. To Pastor, a good and innocent son, who lived 4 years, 5 
months and 26 days. Vitalis and Marcellina, his parents. 
 
3. In eternal sleep (somno aeternali). Aurelius Gemellus, who lived... years and 8 months and 18 
days. His mother made this for her dearest well-deserving son. In peace. I commend [to thee], 
Bassilla, the innocence of Gemellus. 
 
4. Lady Bassilla [Saint Bassilla], we, Crescentius and Micina, commend to thee our daughter 
Crescen [tina], who lived 10 months and... days. 
 
5. Matronata Matrona, who lived a year and 52 days. Pray for thy parents. 
 



6. Anatolius made this for his well-deserving son, who lived 7 years, 7 months and 20 days. May 
thy spirit rest well in God. Pray for thy sister. 
 
7. Regina, mayest thou live in the Lord Jesus (vivas in Domino Jesu). 
 
8. To my good and sweetest husband Castorinus, who lived 61 years, 5 months and 10 days; well-
deserving. His wife made this. Live in God! 
 
9. Amerimnus to his dearest, well-deserving wife, Rufina. May God refresh thy spirit. 
 
10. Sweet Faustina, mayest thou live in God. 
 
11. Refresh, O God, the soul of.... 
 
12. Bolosa, may God refresh thee, who lived 31 years; died on the 19th of September. In Christ. 
 
13. Peace to thy soul, Oxycholis. 
 
14. Agape, thou shalt live forever. 
 
15. In Christ. To Paulinus, a neophyte. In peace. Who lived 8 years. 
 
16. Thy spirit in peace, Filmena. 
 
17. In Christ. Aestonia, a virgin; a foreigner, who lived 41 years and 8 days. She departed from 
the body on the 26th of February. 
 
18. Victorina in peace and in Christ. 
 
19. Dafnen, a widow, who whilst she lived burdened the church in nothing. 
 
20. To Leopardus, a neophyte, who lived 3 years, 11 months. Buried on the 24th of March. In 
peace. 
 
21. To Felix, their well-deserving son, who lived 23 years and 10 days; who went out of the 
world a virgin and a neophyte. In peace. His parents made this. Buried on the 2nd of August. 
 
22. Lucilianus to Bacius Valerius, who lived 9 years, 8 [months], 22 days. A catechumen. 
 
23. Septimius Praetextatus Caecilianus, servant of God, who has led a worthy life. If I have 
served Thee [O Lord], I have not repented, and I will give thanks to Thy name. He gave up his 
soul to God (at the age of) thirty-three years and six months. [In the crypt of St. Cecilia in St. 
Callisto. Probably a member of some noble family, the third name is mutilated. Deuteronomy 
Rossi assigns this epitaph to the beginning of the third century.] 
 
24. Cornelius. Martyr. Ep. [iscopus]. 
 
II. The Autun Inscription. 
 
This Greek inscription was discovered A. D. 1839 in the cemetery Saint Pierre l’Estrier near 
Autun (Augustodunum, the ancient capital of Gallia Aeduensis), first made known by Cardinal 



Pitra, and thoroughly discussed by learned archaeologists of different countries. See the 
Spicilegium Solesmense (ed. by Pitra), vols. I.-III., Raf. Garrucci, Monuments d’ epigraphie 
ancienne, Paris 1856, 1857; P. Lenormant, Memoire sur l’inscription d’ Autun, Paris 1855; H. B. 
Marriott, The Testimony of the Catacombs, Lond. 1870, pp. 113-188. The Jesuit fathers Secchi 
and Garrucci find in it conclusive evidence of transubstantiation and purgatory, but Marriott takes 
pains to refute them. Comp. also Schultze, Katak. p. 118. The Ichthys-symbol figures 
prominently in the inscription, and betrays an early origin, but archaeologists differ: Pitra, 
Garrucci and others assign it to A. D. 160-202; Kirchhoff, Marriott, and Schultze, with greater 
probability, to the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth century, Lenormant and Le Blant 
to the fifth or sixth. Deuteronomy Rossi observes that the characters are not so old as the ideas 
which they express. The inscription has some gaps which must be filled out by conjecture. It is a 
memorial of Pectorius to his parents and friends, in two parts; the first six lines are an acrostic 
(Ichthys), and contain words of the dead (probably the mother); in the second part the son speaks. 
The first seems to be older. Schultze conjectures that it is an old Christian hymn. The inscription 
begins with icyuosa uraniou agion or perhaps yeion genov, and concludes with mnhseo 
pektoriou, who prepared the monument for his parents. The following is the translation (partly 
conjectural) of Marriott (l. c. 118): 
 
"Offspring of the heavenly Ichthys, see that a heart of holy reverence be thine, now that from 
Divine waters thou hast received, while yet among mortals, a fount of life that is to immortality. 
Quicken thy soul, beloved one, with ever-flowing waters of wealth-giving wisdom, and receive 
the honey-sweet food of the Saviour of the saints. Eat with a longing hunger, holding Ichthys in 
thine hands." 
 
"To Ichthys... Come nigh unto me, my Lord [and] Saviour [be thou my Guide] I entreat Thee, 
Thou Light of them for whom the hour of death is past." 
 
"Aschandius, my Father, dear unto mine heart, and thou [sweet Mother, and all] that are mine... 
remember Pectorius." 
 
{541} Under the care of Professor Piper (a pupil of Neander), who even before Deuteronomy 
Rossi introduced a scientific knowledge of the sepulchral monuments and inscriptions. Comp. his 
"Monumental Theology," and his essay "Ueber den kirchenhistorischen Gewinn aus Inschriften, 
in the Jahrbucher f. D. Theologie," 1875. 
 
{542} Deuteronomy Rossi traces some up to the first century, but Renan (Marc-Aurele, p. 536) 
maintains: "Les inscriptions chretiennes des catacombes ne remontent qu’ au commencement du 
IIIe sie cle." 
 
{543} In pace; en eirhnh. Frequent also in the Jewish cemeteries (shalom). 
 
{544} Dormit in pace; requiescit in pace; in pace Domini; koimatai en eirhnh. The pagan 
formula "depositus" also occurs, but with an altered meaning: a precious treasure intrusted to 
faithful keeping for a short time. 
 
{545} Vivas, or vive in Deo; vivas in aeternum; vivas inter sanctos. Contrast with these the pagan 
declamations: Sit tibi terra levis; Ossa tua bene quiescant Ave; Vale. 
 
{546} This inscription in the cemetery of Callistus dates from the time of persecution, probably in 
the third century, and alludes to it in these words: "For while on his knees, and about to sacrifice 
to the true God, he was led away to execution. O sad times! in which among sacred rites and 



prayers, even in caverns, we are not safe. What can be more wretched than such a life? and what 
than such a death? when they cannot be buried by their friends and relations-still at the end they 
shine like stars in heaven (tandem in caelo corruscant)." See Maitland, The Church in the Cat., 
second ed. p. 40. 
 
{547} This inscription is in Latin words, but in Greek uncial letters. See Perret, II. 152, and 
Aringhi, p. 387. 
 
{548} D. M. or D. M. S. Dis Manibus sacrum (others explain: Deo Magno or Maximo); memoriae 
aeterrae, etc. See Schultze, p. 250 sq. Sometimes the monogram of Christ is inserted before S, 
and then the meaning may be Deo Magno Christo Sacrum, or Christo Salvatori. So Northcote, p. 
99, who refers to Titus 2:13. 
 
{549} More frequent in those after the middle of the fourth century, as inconparabilis, mirae 
sapientiae or innocentiae, rarissimi exempli, eximiae bonitatis. 
 
{550} Dulcis, dulcissimus, or dulcissima, carus, or cara, carissimus, optimus, incomparabilis, 
famulus Dei, puella Deo placita, agayov, agiov, yeosebhv, semnov, etc. 
 
{551} Sine ulla querela, sine ulla contumelia, sine laesione animi, sine ulla offensa, sine jurgio, 
sine lite motesta, etc. 
 
{552} "Pete, or roga, ora, pro nobis, pro parentibus, pro conjuge, pro filiis, pro sorore." These 
petitions are comparatively rare among the thousands of undated inscriptions before Constantine, 
and mostly confined to members of the family. The Autun inscription (probably from the fourth 
century) ends with the petition of Pectorius to his departed parents, to think of him as often as 
they look upon Christ. See Marriott, p. 185. 
 
{553} Dr. McCaul, of Toronto (as quoted in Smith and Cheetham, 1. 856) says: "I recollect but 
two examples in Christian epitaphs of the first six centuries of the address to the reader for his 
prayers, so common in mediaeval times." 
 
{554} Luke 23:43; Philippians 1:23; 2 Corinthians 5:8. 
 
{555} "Prima, vives in gloria Dei et in pace Domini nostri." Scratched in the mortar round a 
grave in the cemetery of Thraso, in Rome, quoted by Northcote, p. 89. He also quotes Paulinus of 
Nola, who represents a whole host of saints going forth from heaven to receive the soul of St. 
Felix as soon as it had left the body, and conducting it in triumph before the throne of God. A 
distinction, however was made by Tertullian and other fathers between Paradise or Abraham’s 
bosom, whither the pious go, and heaven proper. Comp. Roller’s discussion of the idea of 
refrigerium which often meets us in the epitaphs, Les Catacombes, I. 225 sqq.  

 



87. Lessons of the Catacombs. 
 
The catacombs represent the subterranean Christianity of the ante-Nicene age. They reveal the 
Christian life in the face of death and eternity. Their vast extent, their solemn darkness, their 
labyrinthine mystery, their rude epitaphs, pictures, and sculptures, their relics of handicrafts 
worship, and martyrdom give us a lively and impressive idea of the social and domestic 
condition, the poverty and humility, the devotional spirit, the trials and sufferings, the faith and 
hope of the Christians from the death of the apostles to the conversion of Constantine. A modern 
visitor descending alive into this region of the dead, receives the same impression as St. Jerome 
more than fifteen centuries ago: he is overcome by the solemn darkness, the terrible silence, and 
the sacred associations; only the darkness is deeper, and the tombs are emptied of their treasures. 
"He who is thoroughly steeped in the imagery of the catacombs," says Dean Stanley, not without 
rhetorical exaggeration, "will be nearer to the thoughts of the early church than he who has 
learned by heart the most elaborate treatise even of Tertullian or of Origen." {556} 
 
The discovery of this subterranean necropolis has been made unduly subservient to polemical and 
apologetic purposes both by Roman Catholic and Protestant writers. The former seek and find in 
it monumental arguments for the worship of saints, images, and relics, for the cultus of the Virgin 
Mary, the primacy of Peter, the seven sacraments, the real presence, even for transubstantiation, 
and purgatory; while the latter see there the evidence of apostolic simplicity of life and worship, 
and an illustration of Paul’s saying that God chose the foolish, the weak, and the despised things 
of the world to put to shame them that are wise and strong and mighty. {557} 
 
A full solution of the controversial questions would depend upon the chronology of the 
monuments and inscriptions, but this is exceedingly uncertain. The most eminent archaeologists 
hold widely differing opinions. John Baptist de Rossi of Rome, the greatest authority on the 
Roman Catholic side, traces some paintings and epitaphs in the crypts of St. Lucina and St. 
Domitilia back even to the close of the first century or the beginning of the second. On the other 
hand, J. H. Parker, of Oxford, an equally eminent archaeologist, maintains that fully three-fourths 
of the fresco-paintings belong to the latest restorations of the eighth and ninth centuries, and that 
"of the remaining fourth a considerable number are of the sixth century." He also asserts that in 
the catacomb pictures "there are no religious subjects before the time of Constantine," that 
"during the fourth and fifth centuries they are entirely confined to Scriptural subjects," and that 
there is "not a figure of a saint or martyr before the sixth century, and very few before the eighth, 
when they became abundant." {558} Renan assigns the earliest pictures of the catacombs to the 
fourth century, very few (in Domitilla) to the third. {559} Theodore Mommsen deems 
Deuteronomy Rossi’s argument for the early date of the Coemeterium Domitillae before A. D. 95 
inconclusive, and traces it rather to the times of Hadrian and Pius than to those of the Flavian 
emperors. {560} 
 
But in any case it is unreasonable to seek in the catacombs for a complete creed any more than in 
a modern grave-yard. All we can expect there is the popular elements of eschatology, or the 
sentiments concerning death and eternity, with incidental traces of the private and social life of 
those times. Heathen, Jewish, Mohammedan, and Christian cemeteries have their characteristic 
peculiarities, yet all have many things in common which are inseparable from human nature. 
Roman Catholic cemeteries are easily recognized by crosses, crucifixes, and reference to 
purgatory and prayers for the dead; Protestant cemeteries by the frequency of Scripture passages 
in the epitaphs, and the expressions of hope and joy in prospect of the immediate transition of the 
pious dead to the presence of Christ. The catacombs have a character of their own, which 
distinguishes them from Roman Catholic as well as Protestant cemeteries. 



 
Their most characteristic symbols and pictures are the Good Shepherd, the Fish, and the Vine. 
These symbols almost wholly disappeared after the fourth century, but to the mind of the early 
Christians they vividly expressed, in childlike simplicity, what is essential to Christians of all 
creeds, the idea of Christ and his salvation, as the only comfort in life and in death. The Shepherd, 
whether from the Sabine or the Galilean hills, suggested the recovery of the lost sheep, the tender 
care and protection, the green pasture and fresh fountain, the sacrifice of life: in a word, the whole 
picture of a Saviour. {561} The popularity of this picture enables us to understand the immense 
popularity of the Pastor of Hermas, a religious allegory which was written in Rome about the 
middle of the second century, and read in many churches till the fourth as a part of the New 
Testament (as in the Sinaitic Codex). The Fish expressed the same idea of salvation, under a 
different form, but only to those who were familiar with the Greek (the anagrammatic meaning of 
Ichthys) and associated the fish with daily food and the baptismal water of regeneration. The Vine 
again sets forth the vital union of the believer with Christ and the vital communion of all 
believers among themselves. 
 
Another prominent feature of the catacombs is their hopeful and joyful eschatology. They 
proclaim in symbols and words a certain conviction of the immortality of the soul and the 
resurrection of the body, rooted and grounded in a living union with Christ in this world. {562} 
These glorious hopes comforted and strengthened the early Christians in a time of poverty, trial, 
and persecution. This character stands in striking contrast with the preceding and contemporary 
gloom of paganism, for which the future world was a blank, and with the succeeding gloom of the 
mediaeval eschatology which presented the future world to the most serious Christians as a 
continuation of penal sufferings. This is the chief, we may say, the only doctrinal, lesson of the 
catacombs. 
 
On some other points they incidentally shed new light, especially on the spread of Christianity 
and the origin of Christian art. Their immense extent implies that Christianity was numerically 
much stronger in heathen Rome than was generally supposed. {563} Their numerous decorations 
prove conclusively, either that the primitive Christian aversion to pictures and sculptures, 
inherited from the Jews, was not so general nor so long continued as might be inferred from some 
passages of ante-Nicene writers, or, what is more likely, that the popular love for art inherited 
from the Greeks and Romans was little affected by the theologians, and ultimately prevailed over 
the scruples of theorizers. 
 
The first discovery of the catacombs was a surprise to the Christian world, and gave birth to wild 
fancies about the incalculable number of martyrs, the terrors of persecution, the subterranean 
assemblies of the early Christians, as if they lived and died, by necessity or preference, in 
darkness beneath the earth. A closer investigation has dispelled the romance, and deepened the 
reality. 
 
There is no contradiction between the religion of the ante-Nicene monuments and the religion of 
the ante-Nicene literature. They supplement and illustrate each other. Both exhibit to us neither 
the mediaeval Catholic nor the modern Protestant, but the post-apostolic Christianity of 
confessors and martyrs, simple, humble, unpretending, unlearned, unworldly, strong in death and 
in the hope of a blissful resurrection; free from the distinctive dogmas and usages of later times; 
yet with that strong love for symbolism, mysticism, asceticism, and popular superstitions which 
we find in the writings of Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen. 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{556} Study of Ecclesiastical History, prefixed to his Lectures on the History of the Eastern 
Church, p. 59. 
 
{557} The apologetic interest for Romanism is represented by Marchi, Deuteronomy Rossi, 
Garrucci, Le Blant., D. de Richemond, Armellini, Bertoli, Maurus, Wolter (Die rom. Katakomben 
und die Sakramente der kath. Kirche, 1866), Martigny (Dictionaire, etc., 1877), A. Kuhn (1877), 
Northcote and Brownlow (1879), F. X. Kraus (Real—Encykl. der christl. Alterthumer, 1880 sqq.), 
Diepolder (1882), and among periodicals, by Deuteronomy Rossi’s Bulletino, the Civilta 
Cattolica, the Revue de l’art chretien, and the Revue archeologique. Among the Protestant writers 
on the catacombs are Piper, Parker, Maitland, Lundy, Withrow, Becker, Stanley, Schultze, 
Heinrici, and Roller. See among others: Heinrici, Zur Deutung der Bildwerke altchristlicher 
Grabstatten, in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1882, p. 720-743, and especially Piper, 
Monumentale Theologie. 
 
{558} Catacombs, Pref. p. xi. The writer of the article Catacombs in the "Encycl. Brit." v. 214 
(ninth ed.), is of the same opinion: "It is tolerably certain that the existing frescos are restorations 
of the eighth, or even a later century, from which the character of the earlier work can only very 
imperfectly be discovered." He then refers to Parker’s invaluable photographs taken in the 
catacombs by magnesian light, and condemns, with Milman, the finished drawings in Perret’s 
costly work as worthless to the historian, who wants truth and fidelity. 
 
{559} Marc-Aurele, p. 543. 
 
{560} "Contemp. Rev." for May, 1871, p. 170. 
 
{561} Stanley, l. c., p. 283: "What was the popular Religion of the first Christians? It was, in one 
word, the Religion of the Good Shepherd. The kindness, the courage, the grace, the love, the 
beauty of the Good Shepherd was to them, if we may so say, Prayer Book and Articles, Creeds 
and Canons, all in one. They looked on that figure, and it conveyed to them all that they wanted. 
As ages passed on, the Good Shepherd faded away from the mind of the Christian world, and 
other emblems of the Christian faith have taken his place. Instead of the gracious and gentle 
Pastor, there came the Omnipotent Judge or the Crucified Sufferer, or the Infant in His Mother’s 
arms, or the Master in His Parting Supper, or the figures of innumerable saints and angels, or the 
elaborate expositions of the various forms of theological controversy." 
 
{562} See the concluding chapter in the work of Roller, II. 347 sqq. Raoul-Rochette characterizes 
the art of the Catacombs as "unsysteme d’illusions consolantes." Schultze sees in the sepulchral 
symbols chiefly Auferstehungsgedanken and Auferstehungshoffnungen. Heinrici dissents from 
him by extending the symbolism to the present life as a life of hope in Christ. "Nicht der Gedanke 
an-die Auferstehung des Fleisches fur sich, sondern die christliche Hoffnung uberhaupt, wie sie 
aus der sicheren Lebensgemeinschaft mit Christus erbluht und Leben wie Sterben des Glaubigen 
beherrscht, bedingt die Wahl der religios bedeutsamen Bilder. Sie sind nicht Symbole der 
einstigen Auferstehung, sondern des unverlierbaren Heilsbesitzes in Christus." ("Studien und 
Krit." 1842, p. 729). 
 
{563} Theodore Mommsen (in "The Contemp. Rev." for May, 1871, p. 167): The enormous space 
occupied by the burial vaults of Christian Rome, in their extent not surpassed even by the system 



of cloacae or sewers of Republican Rome, is certainly the work of that community which St. Paul 
addressed in his Epistle to the Romans—"a living witness of its immense development 
corresponding to the importance of the capital."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VIII: 
 
CHRISTIAN LIFE IN CONTRAST WITH PAGAN CORRUPTION. 
 

88. Literature. 
 
I. Sources: The works of the Apostolic Fathers. The Apologies of Justin. The practical treatises of 
Tertullian. The Epistles of Cyprian. The Canons of Councils. The Apostolical Constitutions and 
Canons. The Acts of Martyrs.—On the condition of the Roman Empire: the Histories of Tacitus, 
Suetonius, and Dion Cassius, the writings of Seneca, Horace, Juvenal, Persius, Martial. 
 
II. Literature: W. Cave: Primitive Christianity, or the Religion of the Ancient Christians in the 
first ages of the Gospel. London, fifth ed. 1689. 
 
G. Arnold: Erste Liebe, d. i. Wahre Abbildung der ersten Christen nach ihrem lebendigen 
Glauben und heil. Leben. Frankf. 1696, and often since. 
 
Neander: Denkwurdigkeiten aus der Geschichte des christlichen Lebens (first 1823), vol. i. third 
ed. Hamb. 1845. The same in English by Ryland: Neander’s Memorials of Christian Life, in 
Bohn’s Library, 1853. 
 
L. Coleman: Ancient Christianity exemplified in the private, domestic, social, and civil Life of the 
Primitive Christians, etc. Phil. 1853. 
 
C. Schmidt: Essai historique sur la societe dans le monde Romain, et sur la transformation par le 
Christianisme. Par. 1853. The same transl. into German by A. V. Richard. Leipz. 1857. 
 
E. L. Chastel: etudes historiques sur l’influence de la charite durant les Premiers siecles chret. 
Par. 1853. Crowned by the French Academe. The same transl. into English (The Charity of the 
Primitive Churches), by G. A. Matile. Phila. 1857. 
 
A. Fr. Villemain: Nouveaux essais sur l’infl. du Christianisme dans le monde Grec et Latin. Par. 
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French Academy). 
 
Fr. J. M. Th. Champagny: Les premiers siecles de la charite. Paris, 1854. Also his work Les 
Antonins. Paris, 1863, third ed. 1874, 3 vols. 
 
J. Denis: Histoire des theories et des idees morales dans l’antiquite. Paris, 1856, 2 tom. 
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89. Moral Corruption of the Roman Empire. 
 
Besides the Lit. quoted in 88, comp. the historical works on the Roman Empire by Gibbon, 
Merivale, and Ranke; also J. J. A. Ampere’s Histoire Romaine a Rome (1856-64, 4 vols.). 
 
Friedlaender’s Sittengeschichte Roms (from Augustus to the Antonines. Leipzig, 3 vols., 5th ed. 
1881; andMarquardt and Mommsen’s) Handbuch der romischen Alterthumer (Leipz. 1871, 
second ed. 1876, 7 vols., divided into Staatsrecht, Staatsverwaltung, Privatleben). 
 
Christianity is not only the revelation of truth, but also the fountain of holiness under the 
unceasing inspiration of the spotless example of its Founder, which is more powerful than all the 
systems of moral philosophy. It attests its divine origin as much by its moral workings as by its 
pure doctrines. By its own inherent energy, without noise and commotion, without the favor of 
circumstance—nay, in spite of all possible obstacles, it has gradually wrought the greatest moral 
reformation, we should rather say, regeneration of society which history has ever seen while its 
purifying, ennobling, and cheering effects upon the private life of countless individuals are 
beyond the reach of the historian, though recorded in God’s book of life to be opened on the day 
of judgment. 
 
To appreciate this work, we must first review the moral condition of heathenism in its mightiest 
embodiment in history. 
 
When Christianity took firm foothold on earth, the pagan civilization and the Roman empire had 
reached their zenith. The reign of Augustus was the golden age of Roman literature; his 
successors added Britain and Dacia to the conquests of the Republic; internal organization was 
perfected by Trajan and the Antonines. The fairest countries of Europe, and a considerable part of 
Asia and Africa stood under one imperial government with republican forms, and enjoyed a well-
ordered jurisdiction. Piracy on the seas was abolished; life and property were secure. Military 
roads, canals, and the Mediterranean Sea facilitated commerce and travel; agriculture was 
improved, and all branches of industry flourished. Temples, theatres, aqueducts, public baths, and 
magnificent buildings of every kind adorned the great cities; institutions of learning disseminated 
culture; two languages with a classic literature were current in the empire, the Greek in the East, 
the Latin in the West; the book trade, with the manufacture of paper, was a craft of no small 
importance, and a library belonged to every respectable house. The book stores and public 
libraries were in the most lively streets of Rome, and resorted to by literary people. Hundreds of 
slaves were employed as scribes, who wrote simultaneously at the dictation of one author or 
reader, and multiplied copies almost as fast as the modern printing press. {564} The excavations 
of Pompeii and Herculaneum reveal a high degree of convenience and taste in domestic life even 
in provincial towns; and no one can look without amazement at the sublime and eloquent ruins of 
Rome, the palaces of the Caesars, the Mausoleum of Hadrian, the Baths of Caracalla, the 
Aqueducts, the triumphal arches and columns, above all the Colosseum, built by Vespasian, to a 
height of one hundred and fifty feet, and for more than eighty thousand spectators. The period of 
eighty-four years from the accession of Nerva to the death of Marcus Aurelius has been 
pronounced by high authority "the most happy and prosperous period in the history of the world." 
{565} 
 
But this is only a surface view. The inside did not correspond to the outside. Even under the 
Antonines the majority of men groaned under the yoke of slavery or poverty; gladiatorial shows 
brutalized the people; fierce wars were raging on the borders of the empire; and the most virtuous 
and peaceful of subjects—the Christians—had no rights, and were liable at any moment to be 



thrown before wild beasts, for no other reason than the profession of their religion. The age of the 
full bloom of the Graeco-Roman power was also the beginning of its decline. This imposing show 
concealed incurable moral putridity and indescribable wretchedness. The colossal piles of 
architecture owed their erection to the bloody sweat of innumerable slaves, who were treated no 
better than so many beasts of burden; on the Flavian amphitheatre alone toiled twelve thousand 
Jewish prisoners of war; and it was built to gratify the cruel taste of the people for the slaughter of 
wild animals and human beings made in the image of God. The influx of wealth from conquered 
nations diffused the most extravagant luxury, which collected for a single meal peacocks from 
Samos, pike from Pessinus, oysters from Tarentum, dates from Egypt, nuts from Spain, in short 
the rarest dishes from all parts of the world, and resorted to emetics to stimulate appetite and to 
lighten the stomach. "They eat," says Seneca, "and then they vomit; they vomit, and then they 
eat." Apicius, who lived under Tiberius, dissolved pearls in the wine he drank, squandered an 
enormous fortune on the pleasures of the table, and then committed suicide. {566} He found 
imperial imitators in Vitellius and Heliogabalus (or Elaogabal). A special class of servants, the 
cosmetes, had charge of the dress, the smoothing of the wrinkles, the setting of the false teeth, the 
painting of the eye-brows, of wealthy patricians. Hand in hand with this luxury came the vices of 
natural and even unnatural sensuality, which decency forbids to name. Hopeless poverty stood in 
crying contrast with immense wealth; exhausted provinces, with revelling cities. Enormous taxes 
burdened the people, and misery was terribly increased by war, pestilence, and famine. The 
higher or ruling families were enervated, and were not strengthened or replenished by the lower. 
The free citizens lost physical and moral vigor, and sank to an inert mass. The third class was the 
huge body of slaves, who performed all kinds of mechanical labor, even the tilling of the soil, and 
in times of danger were ready to join the enemies of the empire. A proper middle class of 
industrious citizens, the only firm basis of a healthy community, cannot coexist with slavery, 
which degrades free labor. The army, composed largely of the rudest citizens and of barbarians, 
was the strength of the nation, and gradually stamped the government with the character of 
military despotism. The virtues of patriotism, and of good faith in public intercourse, were 
extinct. The basest avarice, suspicion and envy, usuriousness and bribery, insolence and servility, 
everywhere prevailed. 
 
The work of demoralizing the people was systematically organized and sanctioned from the 
highest places downwards. There were, it is true, some worthy emperors of old Roman energy 
and justice, among whom Trajan, Antoninus Pius, and Marcus Aurelius stand foremost; all honor 
to their memory. But the best they could do was to check the process of internal putrefaction, and 
to conceal the sores for a little while; they could not heal them. Most of the emperors were coarse 
military despots, and some of them monsters of wickedness. There is scarcely an age in the 
history of the world, in which so many and so hideous vices disgraced the throne, as in the period 
from Tiberius to Domitian, and from Commodus to Galerius. "The annals of the emperors," says 
Gibbon, "exhibit a strong and various picture of human nature, which we should vainly seek 
among the mixed and doubtful characters of modern history. In the conduct of those monarchs we 
may trace the utmost lines of vice and virtue; the most exalted perfection and the meanest 
degeneracy of our own species." {567} "Never, probably," says Canon Farrar, "was there any age 
or any place where the worst forms of wickedness were practised with a more unblushing 
effrontery than in the city of Rome under the government of the Caesars." {568} We may not 
even except the infamous period of the papal pornocracy, and the reign of Alexander Borgia, 
which were of short duration, and excited disgust and indignation throughout the church. 
 
The Pagan historians of Rome have branded and immortalized the vices and crimes of the 
Caesars: the misanthropy, cruelty, and voluptuousness of Tiberius; the ferocious madness of 
Caius Caligula, who had men tortured, beheaded, or sawed in pieces for his amusement, who 
seriously meditated the butchery of the whole senate, raised his horse to the dignity of consul and 



priest, and crawled under the bed in a storm; the bottomless vileness of Nero, "the inventor of 
crime," who poisoned or murdered his preceptors Burrhus and Seneca, his half-brother and 
brother-in-law Britannicus, his mother Agrippina, his wife Octavia, his mistress Poppaea, who in 
sheer wantonness set fire to Rome, and then burnt innocent Christians for it as torches in his 
gardens, figuring himself as charioteer in the infernal spectacle; the swinish gluttony of Vitellins, 
who consumed millions of money in mere eating; the refined wickedness of Domitian, who, more 
a cat than a tiger, amused himself most with the torments of the dying and with catching flies; the 
shameless revelry of Commodus with his hundreds of concubines, and ferocious passion for 
butchering men and beasts on the arena; the mad villainy of Heliogabalus, who raised the lowest 
men to the highest dignities, dressed himself in women’s clothes, married a dissolute boy like 
himself, in short, inverted all the laws of nature and of decency, until at last he was butchered 
with his mother by the soldiers, and thrown into the muddy Tiber. And to fill the measure of 
impiety and wickedness, such imperial monsters were received, after their death, by a formal 
decree of the Senate, into the number of divinities and their abandoned memory was celebrated 
by festivals, temples, and colleges of priests! The emperor, in the language of Gibbon, was at 
once "a priest, an atheist, and a god." Some added to it the dignity of amateur actor and gladiator 
on the stage. Domitian, even in his lifetime, caused himself to be called "Dominus et Deus 
noster," and whole herds of animals to be sacrificed to his gold and silver statues. It is impossible 
to imagine a greater public and official mockery of all religion. 
 
The wives and mistresses of the emperors were not much better. They revelled in luxury and vice, 
swept through the streets in chariots drawn by silver-shod mules, wasted fortunes on a single 
dress, delighted in wicked intrigues, aided their husbands in dark crimes and shared at last in their 
tragic fate, Messalina the wife of Claudius, was murdered by the order of her husband in the 
midst of her nuptial orgies with one of her favorites; and the younger Agrippina, the mother of 
Nero, after poisoning her husband, was murdered by her own son, who was equally cruel to his 
wives, kicking one of them to death when she was in a state of pregnancy. These female monsters 
were likewise deified, and elevated to the rank of Juno or Venus. 
 
From the higher regions the corruption descended into the masses of the people, who by this time 
had no sense for anything but "Panem et Circenses," and, in the enjoyment of these, looked with 
morbid curiosity and interest upon the most flagrant vices of their masters. 
 
No wonder that Tacitus, who with terse eloquence and old Roman severity exposes the monstrous 
character of Nero and other emperors to eternal infamy, could nowhere, save perhaps among the 
barbarian Germans, discover a star of hope, and foreboded the fearful vengeance of the gods, and 
even the speedy destruction of the empire. And certainly nothing could save it from final doom, 
whose approach was announced with ever-growing distinctness by wars, insurrections, 
inundations, earthquakes, pestilence, famine, irruption of barbarians, and prophetic calamities of 
every kind. Ancient Rome, in the slow but certain process of dissolution and decay, teaches the 
 
sad moral of all human tales; 
 
‘Tis but the same rehearsal of the past; 
 
First freedom, and then glory—when that fails, 
 
Wealth, vice, corruption, barbarism at last. 
 
{564} Friedlander, III. 369 sqq. (5th ed.), gives much interesting information about the book trade 
in Rome, which was far more extensive than is generally supposed, and was facilitated by slave-



labor. Books were cheap. The first book of Martial (over 700 verses in 118 poems) cost in the 
best outfit only 5 denarii (80 cts.). Julius Caesar conceived the plan of founding public libraries, 
but was prevented from carrying it into effect. In the fourth century there were no less than 
twenty-eight public libraries in Rome. The ease and enjoyment of reading, however, were 
considerably diminished by the many errors, the absence of division and punctuation. Asinius 
Pollio introduced the custom of public readings of new works before invited circles. 
 
{565} Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. III. Renan expresses the same view. 
 
{566} Either from disgust of life, or because he thought he could not live off the remaining ten 
million of sesterces, after he had wasted sixty or a hundred million. Seneca, Ad Helv. x. 9. 
Heliogabalus chose Apicius as his model. These, however, are exceptional cases, and became 
proverbial. See on this whole subject of Roman luxury the third volume of Friedlaender’s 
Sittengeschichte, pp. 1-152. He rather modifies the usual view, and thinks that Apicius had more 
imitators among French epicures under Louis XIV., XV., and XVI. than among the Roman 
nobles, and that some petty German princes of the eighteenth century, like King August of 
Saxony (who wasted eighty thousand thalers on a single opera), and Duke Karl of Wurttemberg, 
almost equalled the heathen emperors in extravagance and riotous living, at the expense of their 
poor subjects. The wealth of the old Romans was much surpassed by that of some modern 
Russian and English noblemen, French bankers, and American merchant princes, but had a much 
greater purchasing value. The richest Romans were Ca. Lentulus, and Narcissus (a freedman of 
Nero), and their fortune amounted to four hundred million sesterces (from sixty-five to seventy 
million marks); while Mazarin left two hundred million francs, Baron James Rothschild (d. 1868) 
two thousand million francs (l. c. p. 13 sqq.). The architecture of the imperial age surpassed all 
modern palaces in extravagance and splendor, but in parks and gardens the modem English far 
surpass the ancient Romans (p. 78 sqq.). 
 
{567} Decline and Fall, ch. III. 
 
{568} Seekers after God, p. 37.  

 



90. Stoic Morality 
 
ED. Zeller: The Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics. Translated from the German by O. J. Reichel. 
London (Longman, Green & Co.), 1870. Chs. x-xii treat of the Stoic Ethics and Religion. 
 
F. W. Farrar (Canon of Westminster): Seekers after God. London (Macmillan & Co.), first ed. n. 
d. (1869), new ed. 1877 (Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius, 336 pages). 
 
Comp. also the essays on Seneca and Paul by Fleury, Aubertin, Baur, Lightfoot, and Reuss 
(quoted in vol. I. 283). 
 
Let us now turn to the bright side of heathen morals, as exhibited in the teaching and example of 
Epictetus, Marcus Aurelius, and Plutarch—three pure and noble characters—one a slave, the 
second an emperor, the third a man of letters, two of them Stoics, one a Platonist. It is refreshing 
to look upon a few green spots in the moral desert of heathen Rome. We may trace their virtue to 
the guidance of conscience (the good demon of Socrates), or to the independent working of the 
Spirit of God, or to the indirect influence of Christianity, which already began to pervade the 
moral atmosphere beyond the limits of the visible church, and to infuse into legislation a spirit of 
humanity and justice unknown before, or to all these causes combined. It is certain that there was 
in the second century a moral current of unconscious Christianity, which met the stronger 
religious current of the church and facilitated her ultimate victory. 
 
It is a remarkable fact that two men who represent the extremes of society, the lowest and the 
highest, were the last and greatest teachers of natural virtue in ancient Rome. They shine like lone 
stars in the midnight darkness of prevailing corruption. Epictetus the slave, and Marcus Aurelius, 
the crowned ruler of an empire, are the purest among the heathen moralists, and furnish the 
strongest "testimonies of the naturally Christian soul." 
 
Both belonged to the school of Zeno. 
 
The Stoic philosophy was born in Greece, but grew into manhood in Rome. It was predestinated 
for that stern, grave, practical, haughty, self-governing and heroic character which from the banks 
of the Tiber ruled over the civilized world. {569} In the Republican period Cato of Utica lived 
and died by his own hand a genuine Stoic in practice, without being one in theory. Seneca, the 
contemporary of St. Paul, was a Stoic in theory, but belied his almost Christian wisdom in 
practice, by his insatiable avarice, anticipating Francis Bacon as "the wisest, brightest, meanest of 
mankind." {570} Half of his ethics is mere rhetoric. In Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius the Stoic 
theory and practice met in beautiful harmony, and freed from its most objectionable features. 
They were the last and the best of that school which taught men to live and to die, and offered an 
asylum for individual virtue and freedom when the Roman world at large was rotten to the core. 
 
Stoicism is of all ancient systems of philosophy both nearest to, and furthest from, Christianity: 
nearest in the purity and sublimity of its maxims and the virtues of simplicity, equanimity, self-
control, and resignation to an all-wise Providence; furthest in the spirit of pride, self-reliance, 
haughty contempt, and cold indifference. Pride is the basis of Stoic virtue, while humility is the 
basis of Christian holiness; the former is inspired by egotism, the latter by love to God and man; 
the Stoic feels no need of a Saviour, and calmly resorts to suicide when the house smokes; while 
the Christian life begins with a sense of sin, and ends with triumph over death; the resignation of 
the Stoic is heartless apathy and a surrender to the iron necessity of fate; the resignation of the 
Christian, is cheerful submission to the will of an all-wise and all-merciful Father in heaven; the 



Stoic sage resembles a cold, immovable statue, the Christian saint a living body, beating in hearty 
sympathy with every joy and grief of his fellow-men. At best, Stoicism is only a philosophy for 
the few, while Christianity is a religion for all. 
 
{569} Zeller, l. c. p. 37: "Nearly all the most important Stoics before the Christian era belong by 
birth to Asia Minor, to Syria, and to the islands of the Eastern Archipelago. Then follow a line of 
Roman Stoics, among whom the Phrygian Epictetus occupies a prominent place; but Greece 
proper is exclusively represented by men of third or fourth-rate capacity." 
 
{570} Niebuhr says of Seneca: "He acted on the principle that he could dispense with the laws of 
morality which he laid down for others." Macaulay: "The business of the philosopher was to 
declaim in praise of poverty, with two millions sterling at usury; to meditate epigrammatic 
conceits about the evils of luxury in gardens which moved the envy of sovereigns; to rant about 
liberty while fawning on the insolent and pampered freedman of a tyrant; to celebrate the divine 
beauty of virtue with the same pen which had just before written a defense of the murder of a 
mother by a son." Farrar (l. c. p. 161): "In Seneca’s life, we see as clearly as in those of many 
professed Christians, that it is impossible to be at once worldly and righteous. His utter failure 
was due to the vain attempt to combine in his own person two opposite characters—that of a 
Stoic and that of a courtier... In him we see some of the most glowing pictures of the nobility of 
poverty combined with the most questionable avidity in the pursuit of wealth." For a convenient 
collection of Seneca’s resemblances to Scripture, see Farrar, ch. XV., 174-185. The most striking 
passages are: "A sacred spirit dwells within us, the observer and guardian of all our evil and our 
good... there is no good man without God." Ep. ad Lucil. 41. Comp. 1 Corinthians 3:16. "Not one 
of us is without fault... no man is found who can acquit himself." Deuteronomy Ira I. 14; II. 27. 
Comp. 1 John 1:8. "Riches.... the greatest source of human trouble." Deuteronomy Tranqu. An. 8. 
Comp. 1 Timothy 6:10. "You must live for another, if you wish to live for yourself." Ep. 48. 
Comp. Romans 12:10. "Let him who hath conferred a favor hold his tongue." Deuteronomy 
Benef. II. 11 Comp. Matthew 6:3.  

 



91. Epictetus. 
 
Epicteti. Dissertationum ab Arriano digestarum Libri IV. Euiusdem Enchiridion et ex deperditis 
Sermonibus Fragmenta... recensuit... Joh. Schweighauser. Lips. 1799, 1800. 5 vols. The Greek 
text with a Latin version and notes. 
 
The Works of Epictetus. Consisting of his Discourses, in four books, the Enchiridion, and 
Fragments. A translation from the Greek, based on that of Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, by Thomas 
Wentworth Higginson. Boston (Little, Brown & Co.), 1865. A fourth ed. of Mrs. Carter’s 
translation was published in 1807 with introduction and notes. 
 
The Discourses of Epictetus, with the Enchiridion and Fragments. Translated, with Notes, etc., by 
George Long. London (George Bell & Sons), 1877. 
 
There are also other English, as well as German and French, versions. 
 
Epictetus was born before the middle of the first century, at Hierapolis, a city in Phrygia, a few 
miles from Colossae and Laodicea, well known to us from apostolic history. He was a compatriot 
and contemporary of Epaphras, a pupil of Paul, and founder of Christian churches in that 
province. {571} There is a bare possibility that he had a passing acquaintance with him, if not 
with Paul himself. He came as a slave to Rome with his master, Epaphroditus, a profligate 
freedman and favorite of Nero (whom he aided in committing suicide), and was afterwards set at 
liberty. He rose above his condition. "Freedom and slavery," he says in one of his Fragments, "are 
but names of virtue and of vice, and both depend upon the will. No one is a slave whose will is 
free." He was lame in one foot and in feeble health. The lameness, if we are to credit the report of 
Origen, was the result of ill treatment, which he bore heroically. When his master put his leg in 
the torture, he quietly said: "You will break my leg;" and when the leg was broken, he added: 
"Did I not tell you so?" This reminds one of Socrates who is reported to have borne a scolding 
and subsequent shower from Xantippe with the cool remark: After the thunder comes the rain. 
Epictetus heard the lectures of Musonius Rufus, a distinguished teacher of the Stoic philosophy 
under Nero and Vespasian, and began himself to teach. He was banished from Rome by 
Domitian, with all other philosophers, before A. D. 90. He settled for the rest of his life in 
Nicopolis, in Southern Epirus, not far from the scene of the battle of Actium. There he gathered 
around him a large body of pupils, old and young, rich and poor, and instructed them, as a second 
Socrates, by precept and example, in halls and public places. The emperor Hadrian is reported to 
have invited him back to Rome (117), but in vain. The date of his death is unknown. 
 
Epictetus led from principle and necessity a life of poverty and extreme simplicity, after the 
model of Diogenes, the arch-Cynic. His only companions were an adopted child with a nurse. His 
furniture consisted of a bed, a cooking vessel and earthen lamp. Lucian ridicules one of his 
admirers, who bought the lamp for three thousand drachmas, in the hope of becoming a 
philosopher by using it. Epictetus discouraged marriage and the procreation of children. Marriage 
might do well in a "community of wise men," but "in the present state of things," which he 
compared to "an army in battle array," it is likely to withdraw the philosopher from the service of 
God. {572} This view, as well as the reason assigned, resembles the advice of St. Paul, with the 
great difference, that the apostle had the highest conception of the institution of marriage as 
reflecting the mystery of Christ’s union with the church. "Look at me," says Epictetus, "who am 
without a city, without a house, without possessions, without a slave; I sleep on the ground; I 
have no wife, no children, no praetorium, but only the earth and the heavens, and one poor cloak. 
And what do I want? Am I not without sorrow? Am I not without fear? Am I not free?... Did I 



ever blame God or man?... Who, when he sees me, does not think that he sees his king and 
master? "His epitaph fitly describes his character: "I was Epictetus, a slave, and maimed in body, 
and a beggar for poverty, and dear to the immortals." 
 
Epictetus, like Socrates, his great exemplar, wrote nothing himself, but he found a Xenophon. His 
pupil and friend, Flavius Arrianus, of Nicomedia, in Bithynia, the distinguished historian of 
Alexander the Great, and a soldier and statesman under Hadrian, handed to posterity a report of 
the oral instructions and familiar conversations (diatribai) of his teacher. Only four of the 
original eight books remain. He also collected his chief maxims in a manual (Enchiridion). His 
biography of that remarkable man is lost. 
 
Epictetus starts, like Zeno and Cleanthes, with a thoroughly practical view of philosophy, as the 
art and exercise of virtue, in accordance with reason and the laws of nature. He bases virtue on 
faith in God, as the supreme power of the universe, who directs all events for benevolent 
purposes. The philosopher is a teacher of righteousness, a physician and surgeon of the sick who 
feel their weakness, and are anxious to be cured. He is a priest and messenger of the gods to 
erring men, that they might learn to be happy even in utter want of earthly possessions. If we wish 
to be good, we must first believe that we are bad. Mere knowledge without application to life is 
worthless. Every man has a guardian spirit, a god within him who never sleeps, who always keeps 
him company, even in solitude; this is the Socratic daimonion, the personified conscience. We 
must listen to its divine voice. "Think of God more often than you breathe. Let discourse of God 
be renewed daily, more surely than your food." The sum of wisdom is to desire nothing but 
freedom and contentment, and to bear and forbear. All unavoidable evil in the world is only 
apparent and external, and does not touch our being. Our happiness depends upon our own will, 
which even Zeus cannot break. The wise man joyously acquiesces in what he cannot control, 
knowing that an all-wise Father rules the whole. "We ought to have these two rules always in 
readiness: that there is nothing good or evil except in the will; and that we ought not to lead 
events, but to follow them." {573} If a brother wrongs me, that is his fault; my business is to 
conduct myself rightly towards him. The wise man is not disturbed by injury and injustice, and 
loves even his enemies. All men are brethren and children of God. They own the whole world; 
and hence even banishment is no evil. The soul longs to be freed from the prison house of the 
body and to return to God. 
 
Yet Epictetus does not clearly teach the immortality of the soul. He speaks of death as a return to 
the elements in successive conflagrations. Seneca approaches much more nearly the Platonic and 
Socratic, we may say Christian, view of immortality. The prevailing theory of the Stoics was, that 
at the end of the world all individual souls will be resolved into the primary substance of the 
Divine Being. {574} 
 
Epictetus nowhere alludes directly to Christianity, but he speaks once of "Galileans," who by 
enthusiasm or madness were free from all fear. {575} He often recurs to his predecessors, 
Socrates, Diogenes, Zeno, Musonius Rufus. His ethical ideal is a cynic philosopher, naked, 
penniless, wifeless, childless, without want or desire, without passion or temper, kindly, 
independent, contented, imperturbable, looking serenely or indifferently at life and death. It 
differs as widely from the true ideal as Diogenes who lived in a tub, and sought with a lantern in 
daylight for "a man," differs from Christ who, indeed, had not where to lay his head, but went 
about doing good to the bodies and souls of men. 
 
Owing to the purity of its morals, the Enchiridion of Epictetus was a favorite book. Simplicius, a 
Neo-Platonist, wrote an elaborate commentary on it; and monks in the middle ages reproduced 
and Christianized it. Origen thought Epictetus had done more good than Plato. Niebuhr says: "His 



greatness cannot be questioned, and it is impossible for any person of sound mind not to be 
charmed by his works." Higginson says: "I am acquainted with no book more replete with high 
conceptions of the deity and noble aims of man." This is, of course, a great exaggeration, unless 
the writer means to confine his comparison to heathen works. 
 
{571} Colossians 1:7; 4:12, 13. 
 
{572} Disc. III. 22. Comp. 1 Corinthians 7:35; but also Ephesians 5:28-33. Farrar, l. c., p. 213, 
thinks that the philosopher and the apostle agree in recommending celibacy as "a counsel of 
perfection." But this is the Roman Catholic, not the Scripture view. 
 
{573} Discourses, III. 10. Here E. discusses the manner in which we ought to bear sickness. 
 
{574} "The only point about which the Stoics were undecided was whether all souls would last 
until that time as separate souls, or whether, as Chrysippus held, only the souls of the wise would 
survive." Zeller, l. c., p. 205. 
 
{575} Disc. IV. 7: "Through madness (upo maniav) it is possible for a man to be so disposed 
towards these things and through habit (upo eyou), as the Galileans." By Galileans he no doubt 
means Christians, and the allusion is rather contemptuous, like the allusion of Marcus Aurelius to 
the martyrs, with this difference that the emperor attributes to obstinacy what Epictetus attributes 
to "habit." But Schweighauser (II. 913 sq.) suspects that the reading upo eyouv is false, and that 
Arrian wrote upo aponoiav, wv oi Gal., so that, Epictetus ascribed to the Christians fury and 
desperation or dementia. To the Greeks the gospel is foolishness, 1 Corinthians 1:22.  

 



92. Marcus Aurelius. 
 
markou antoninou tou autokratorov twn eiv eauton biblia ib (De Rebus suis libri xii). 
Ed. by Thomas Gataker, with a Latin Version and Notes (including those of Casaubon). Trajecti 
ad Rhenum, 1697, 2 vols. fol. The second vol. contains critical dissertations. (The first ed. 
appeared at Cambridge, 1652, in 1 vol.) English translation by George Long, revised ed. London, 
1880. 
 
See the liter. quoted in 20, above (especially Renan’s Marc. Aurele, 1882). 
 
Marcus Aurelius, the last and best representative of Stoicism, ruled the Roman Empire for twenty 
years (A. D. 161-180) at the height of its power and prosperity. He was born April 26, 121, in 
Rome, and carefully educated and disciplined in Stoic wisdom. Hadrian admired him for his good 
nature, docility, and veracity, and Antoninus Pius adopted him as his son and successor. He 
learned early to despise the vanities of the world, maintained the simplicity of a philosopher in 
the splendor of the court, and found time for retirement and meditation amid the cares of 
government and border wars, in which he was constantly engaged. Epictetus was his favorite 
author. He left us his best thoughts, a sort of spiritual autobiography, in the shape of a diary 
which he wrote, not without some self-complacency, for his own improvement and enjoyment 
during the last years of his life (172-175) in the military camp among the barbarians. He died in 
Panonia of the pestilence which raged in the army (March 17, 180). {576} His last words were: 
"Weep not for me, weep over the pestilence and the general misery, {577} and save the army. 
Farewell!" He dismissed his servants and friends, even his son, after a last interview, and died 
alone. 
 
The philosophic emperor was a sincere believer in the gods, their revelations and all-ruling 
providence. His morality and religion were blended. But he had no clear views of the divinity. He 
alternately uses the language of the polytheist, the deist, and the pantheist. He worshipped the 
deity of the universe and in his own breast. He thanks the gods for his good parents and teachers, 
for his pious mother, for a wife, whom he blindly praises as "amiable, affectionate, and pure," and 
for all the goods of life. His motto was "never to wrong any man in deed or word." {578} He 
claimed no perfection, yet was conscious of his superiority, and thankful to the gods that he was 
better than other men. He traced the sins of men merely to ignorance and error. He was mild, 
amiable, and gentle; in these respects the very reverse of a hard and severe Stoic, and nearly 
approaching a disciple of Jesus. We must admire his purity, truthfulness, philanthropy, 
conscientious devotion to duty, his serenity of mind in the midst of the temptations of power and 
severe domestic trials, and his resignation to the will of providence. He was fully appreciated in 
his time, and universally beloved by his subjects. We may well call him among the heathen the 
greatest and best man of his age. {579} "It seems" (says an able French writer, Martha), "that in 
him the philosophy of heathenism grows less proud, draws nearer and nearer to a Christianity 
which it ignored or which it despised, and is ready to fling itself into the arms of the ‘Unknown 
God.’ In the sad Meditations of Aurelius we find a pure serenity, sweetness, and docility to the 
commands of God, which before him were unknown, and which Christian grace has alone 
surpassed. If he has not yet attained to charity in all that fullness of meaning which Christianity 
has given to the world, he already gained its unction, and one cannot read his book, unique in the 
history of Pagan philosophy, without thinking of the sadness of Pascal and the gentleness of 
Fenelon." 
 
The Meditations of Marcus Aurelius are full of beautiful moral maxims, strung together without 
system. They bear a striking resemblance to Christian ethics. They rise to a certain universalism 



and humanitarianism which is foreign to the heathen spirit, and a prophecy of a new age, but 
could only be realized on a Christian basis. Let us listen to some of his most characteristic 
sentiments: 
 
"It is sufficient to attend to the demon [the good genius] within, and to reverence it sincerely. And 
reverence for the demon consists in keeping it pure from passion and thoughtlessness and 
dissatisfaction with what comes from God and men." {580} "Do not act as if thou wert going to 
live ten thousand years. Death hangs over thee. While thou livest, while it is in thy power, be 
good." {581} "Do not disturb thyself. Make thyself all simplicity. Does any one do wrong? It is to 
himself that he does the wrong. Has anything happened to thee? Well; out of the universe from 
the beginning everything which happens has been apportioned and spun out to thee. In a word, 
thy life is short. Thou must turn to profit the present by the aid of reason and justice. Be sober in 
thy relaxation. Either it is a well-arranged universe or a chaos huddled together, but still a 
universe." {582} "A man must stand erect, and not be kept erect by others." {583} "Have I done 
something for the general interest? Well, then, I have had my reward. Let this always be present 
to my mind, and never stop [doing good]." {584} "What is thy art? to be good." {585} "It is a 
man’s duty to comfort himself and to wait for the natural dissolution, and not to be vexed at the 
delay." {586} "O Nature: from thee are all things, in thee are all things, to thee all things return." 
{587} "Willingly give thyself up to Clotho" [one of the fates], "allowing her to spin thy thread 
into whatever things she pleases. Every thing is only for a day, both that which remembers and 
that which is remembered." {588} "Consider that before long thou wilt be nobody and nowhere, 
nor will any of the things exist which thou now seest, nor any of those who are now living. For all 
things are formed by nature to change and be turned, and to perish, in order that other things in 
continuous succession may exist." {589} "It is best to leave this world as early as possible, and to 
bid it friendly farewell." {590} 
 
These reflections are pervaded by a tone of sadness; they excite emotion, but no enthusiasm; they 
have no power to console, but leave an aching void, without hope of an immortality, except a 
return to the bosom of mother nature. They are the rays of a setting, not of a rising, sun; they are 
the swansong of dying Stoicism. The end of that noble old Roman was virtually the end of the 
antique world. {591} 
 
The cosmopolitan philosophy of Marcus Aurelius had no sympathy with Christianity, and 
excluded from its embrace the most innocent and most peaceful of his subjects. He makes but one 
allusion to the Christians, and unjustly traces their readiness for martyrdom to "sheer obstinacy" 
and a desire for "theatrical display." {592} He may have had in view some fanatical enthusiasts 
who rushed into the fire, like Indian gymnosophists, but possibly such venerable martyrs as 
Polycarp and those of Southern Gaul in his own reign. Hence the strange phenomenon that the 
wisest and best of Roman emperors permitted (we cannot say, instigated, or even authorized) 
some of the most cruel persecutions of Christians, especially in Lugdunum and Vienne. We 
readily excuse him on the ground of ignorance. He probably never saw the Sermon on the Mount, 
nor read any of the numerous Apologies addressed to him. 
 
But persecution is not the only blot on his reputation. He wasted his affections upon a vicious and 
worthless son, whom he raised in his fourteenth year to full participation of the imperial power, 
regardless of the happiness of millions, and upon a beautiful but faithless and wicked wife, whom 
he hastened after her death to cover with divine honors. His conduct towards Faustina was either 
hypocritical or unprincipled. {593} After her death he preferred a concubine to a second wife and 
stepmother of his children. 
 



His son and successor left the Christians in peace, but was one of the worst emperors that 
disgraced the throne, and undid all the good which his father had done. {594} 
 
Aristotle was the teacher of Alexander; Seneca, the teacher of Nero; Marcus Aurelius, the father 
of Commodus. 
 
{576} According to less probable accounts he died of suicide, or of poison administered to him by 
order of his son, Commodus. See Renan, p. 485. 
 
{577} "Quid me fletis, et non magis de pestilentia et communi morte cogitatis?" Capitolinus, M. 
Aurelius. 
 
{578} Medit. v. 31. 
 
{579} So Renan, Marc-Aurele, p. 488, without qualification: "Avec lui, la philosophie a regne. 
Un moment, grace a lui, le monde a-ete gouverne par l’homme le meilleur et le plus grand de son 
siecle." But elsewhere he puts Antoninus Pius above Aurelius. "Of the two," he says 
(Conferences d’Angleterre, translated by Clara Erskine Clement, p. 140 sq.): "I consider 
Antonine the greatest. His goodness did not lead him into faults: he was not tormented with that 
internal trouble which disturbed, without ceasing, the heart of his adopted son. This strange 
malady, this restless study of himself, this demon of scrupulousness, this fever of perfection, are 
signs of a less strong and distinguished nature. As the finest thoughts are those which are not 
written, Antonins had in this respect also a superiority over Marcus Aurelius. But let us add, that 
we should be ignorant of Antonine, if Marcus Aurelius had not transmitted to us that exquisite 
portrait of his adopted father, in which he seems to have applied himself through humility, to 
painting the picture of a better man than himself." 
 
{580} Medit. II. 13. 
 
{581} IV. 17. 
 
{582} IV. 26, 27. 
 
{583} III. 5 
 
{584} IX. 4. 
 
{585} IX. 5. 
 
{586} V. 10. 
 
{587} IV. 23. 
 
{588} IV. 34, 35. 
 
{589} XII. 21. 
 
{590} IX. 2, 3; XI. 3. 
 
{591} The significant title of Renan’s book is Marc-Aurele et la fin du monde antique. 
 



{592} XI. 3: "What a soul that is which is ready, if at any moment it must be separated from the 
body, and ready either to be extinguished or dispersed, or continue to exist; but so that this 
readiness comes from a man’s own judgment, not from mere obstinacy, as with the Christians, 
but considerately and with dignity, and in a way to persuade another without scenic show 
(atragwdwv)." I have availed myself in these extracts of Long’s excellent translation, but 
compared them with the Greek original in Gataker’s edition. 
 
{593} At his earnest request the obsequious Senate declared Faustina a goddess; she was 
represented in her temples with the attributes of Juno, Venus, and Ceres; and it was decreed that 
on the day of their nuptials the youth of both sexes should pay their vows before the altar of this 
adulterous woman. See Gibbon, ch. IV. A bas-relief in the museum of the Capitol at Rome 
represents Faustina borne to heaven by a messenger of the gods, and her husband looking at her 
with admiration and love. Renan apologizes for his favorite hero on the ground of the marvellous 
beauty of Faustina, and excuses her, because she naturally grew tired of the dull company of an 
ascetic philosopher! 
 
{594} Renan thus describes the sudden relapse (p. 490): "Horrible deception pourles gens de 
bien! Tant de vertu, tant d’amour n’aboutissant qu’a mettre le monde entre les mains d’un 
equarrisseur de betes, d’un gladiateur! Apres cette belle apparition d’un monde elyseen sur la 
terre, retomber dans l’enfer des Cesars, qu’on croyaitferme pour toujours! La foi dans le bien fut 
alors perdue. Apres Caligula, apres Neron, apres Domitien, on avait pu esperer encore. Les 
experiences n’ avaient pas ete decisives. Maintenant, c’est apres le plus grand effort de 
rationalisme gouvernemental, opres quatre-ving quatre ans d’un regime excellent, apres Nerva, 
Trajan, Adrien, Antonin., Marc-Aurele, que le regne du mal recommence, pire que jamais. Adieu, 
verta; adieu, raison. Puisque Marc-Aurele n’a pas pu sauver le monde, qui le sauvera?"  

 



93. Plutarch. 
 
ploutarcou tou cairwnewv ta hyika. Ed. Tauchnitz Lips. The same with a Latin version and 
notes in 
 
Plutarchi Chaeronensis Moralia, id est, Opera, exceptis vitis, reliqua. Ed. by Daniel Wyttenbach. 
Oxon. 1795-1800, 8 vols. (including 2 Index vols.). French ed. by Dubner, in the Didot 
collection. 
 
Plutarch’s Morals. Translated from the Greek by several Hands. London, 1684-’94, 5th ed. 1718. 
The same as corrected and revised by William W. Goodwin (Harvard University). With an 
introduction by Ralph Waldo Emerson. Boston, 1870, 5 vols. 
 
Octave Greard: Deuteronomy la moralite de Plutarque. Paris, 1866. 
 
Richard Chenevix Trench (Archbishop of Dublin): Plutarch, his life, his Parallel Lives, and his 
Morals. London (Macmillan & Co.), 2nd ed. 1874. 
 
W. Moller: Ueber die Religion des Plutarch. Kiel, 1881. 
 
Julia Wedgwood: Plutarch and the unconscious Christianity of the first two centuries. In the 
"Contemporary Review" for 1881, pp. 44-60. 
 
Equally remarkable, as a representative of "unconscious Christianity" and "seeker after the 
unknown God" though from a different philosophical standpoint, is the greatest biographer and 
moralist of classical antiquity. 
 
It is strange that Plutarch’s contemporaries are silent about him. His name is not even mentioned 
by any Roman writer. What we know of him is gathered from his own works. He lived between 
A. D. 50 and 125, mostly in his native town of Chaeroneia, in Boeotia, as a magistrate and priest 
of Apollos. He was happily married, and had four sons and a daughter, who died young. His 
Conjugal Precepts are full of good advice to husbands and wives. The letter of consolation he 
addressed to his wife on the death of a little daughter, Timoxena, while she was absent from 
home, gives us a favorable impression of his family life, and expresses his hope of immortality. 
"The souls of infants," he says at the close of this letter, "pass immediately into a better and more 
divine state. "He spent some time in Rome (at least twice, probably under Vespasian and 
Domitian), lectured on moral philosophy to select audiences, and collected material for his 
Parallel Lives of Greeks and Romans. He was evidently well-bred, in good circumstances, 
familiar with books, different countries, and human nature and society in all its phases. In his 
philosophy he stands midway between Platonism and Neo-Platonism. He was "a Platonist with an 
Oriental tinge." {595} He was equally opposed to Stoic pantheism and Epicurean naturalism, and 
adopted the Platonic dualism of God and matter. He recognized a supreme God, and also the 
subordinate divinities of the Hellenic religion. The gods are good, the demons are divided 
between good and bad, the human soul combines both qualities. He paid little attention to 
metaphysics, and dwelt more on the practical questions of philosophy, dividing his labors 
between historical and moral topics. He was an utter stranger to Christianity, and therefore neither 
friendly nor hostile. There is in all his numerous writings not a single allusion to it, although at 
his time there must have been churches in every considerable city of the empire. He often speaks 
of Judaism, but very superficially, and may have regarded Christianity as a Jewish sect. But his 
moral philosophy makes a very near approach to Christian ethics. 



 
His aim, as a writer, was to show the greatness in the acts and in the thoughts of the ancients, the 
former in his "Parallel Lives," the latter in his "Morals," and by both to inspire his contemporaries 
to imitation. They constitute together an encyclopaedia of well-digested Greek and Roman 
learning. He was not a man of creative genius, but of great talent, extensive information, amiable, 
spirit, and universal sympathy. Emerson calls him "the chief example of the illumination of the 
intellect by the force of morals." {596} 
 
Plutarch endeavored to build up morality on the basis of religion. He is the very opposite of 
Lucian, who as an architect of ruin, ridiculed and undermined the popular religion. He was a 
strong believer in God, and his argument against atheism is well worth quoting. "There has never 
been," he says, "a state of atheists. You may travel over the world, and you may find cities 
without walls, without king, without mint, without theatre or gymnasium; but you will never find 
a city without God, without prayer, without oracle, without sacrifice. Sooner may a city stand 
without foundations, than a state without belief in the gods. This is the bond of all society and the 
pillar of all legislation." {597} 
 
In his treatise on The Wrong Fear of the Gods, he contrasts superstition with atheism as the two 
extremes which often meet, and commends piety or the right reverence of the gods as the golden 
mean. Of the two extremes he deems superstition the worse, because it makes the gods 
capricious, cruel, and revengeful, while they are friends of men, saviours (swthrev), and not 
destroyers. (Nevertheless superstitious people can more easily be converted to true faith than 
atheists who have destroyed all religious instincts.) 
 
His remarkable treatise on The Delays of Divine Justice in punishing the wicked, {598} would do 
credit to any Christian theologian. It is his solution of the problem of evil, or his theodicy. He 
discusses the subject with several of his relatives (as Job did with his friends), and illustrates it by 
examples. He answers the various objections which arise from the delay of justice and vindicates 
Providence in his dealings with the sinner. He enjoins first modesty and caution in view of our 
imperfect knowledge. God only knows best when and how and how much to punish. He offers the 
following considerations: (1) God teaches us to moderate our anger, and never to punish in a 
passion, but to imitate his gentleness and forbearance. (2) He gives the wicked an opportunity to 
repent and reform. (3) He permits them to live and prosper that he may use them as executioners 
of his justice on others. He often punishes the sinner by the sinner. (4) The wicked are sometimes 
spared that they may bless the world by a noble posterity. (5) Punishment is often deferred that 
the hand of Providence may be more conspicuous in its infliction. Sooner or later sin will be 
punished, if not in this world, at least in the future world, to which Plutarch points as the final 
solution of the mysteries of Providence. He looked upon death as a good thing for the good soul, 
which shall then live indeed; while the present life "resembles rather the vain illusions of some 
dream." 
 
The crown of Plutarch’s character is his humility, which was so very rare among ancient 
philosophers, especially the Stoics, and which comes from true self-knowledge. He was aware of 
the native depravity of the soul, which he calls "a storehouse and treasure of many evils and 
maladies." {599} Had he known the true and radical remedy for sin, he would no doubt have 
accepted it with gratitude. 
 
We do not know how far the influence of these saints of ancient paganism, as we may call 
Epictetus, Marcus Aurelius, and Plutarch, extended over the heathens of their age, but we do 
know that their writings had and still have an elevating and ennobling effect upon Christian 
readers, and hence we may infer that their teaching and example were among the moral forces 



that aided rather than hindered the progress and final triumph of Christianity. But this religion 
alone could bring about such a general and lasting moral reform as they themselves desired. 
 
{595} So Trench calls him, l. c. p. 112. The best account of his philosophy is given by Zeller in 
his Philosophie der Griechen, Part III., 141-182; and more briefly by Ueberweg, Hist. of Phil. 
(Eng. Ver.) I. 234-236. 
 
{596} Introduction to Goodwin’s ed. p. xi. 
 
{597} Adv. Colotem (an Epicurean), c. 31 (Moralia, ed. Tauchnitz, VI. 265). 
 
{598} Deuteronomy Sera Numinis Vindicta. in Goodwin’s ed. vol. IV. 140-188. 
 
{599} poikilon ti kai polupayev kakwn tameion yhsaurisma, wv fhsi dhmokritov. 
Animi ne an-corporis affectiones sint pejores, c. 2 (in Wyttenbach’s ed. Tom. III. p. 17).  

 



94. Christian Morality. 
 
The ancient world of classic heathenism, having arrived at the height of its glory, and at the 
threshold of its decay, had exhausted all the resources of human nature left to itself, and 
possessed no recuperative force, no regenerative principle. A regeneration of society could only 
proceed from religion. But the heathen religion had no restraint for vice, no comfort for the poor 
and oppressed; it was itself the muddy fountain of immorality. God, therefore, who in his infinite 
mercy desired not the destruction but the salvation of the race, opened in the midst of this 
hopeless decay of a false religion a pure fountain of holiness, love, and peace, in the only true and 
universal religion of his Son Jesus Christ. 
 
In the cheerless waste of pagan corruption the small and despised band of Christians was an oasis 
fresh with life and hope. It was the salt of the earth, and the light of the world. Poor in this 
world’s goods, it bore the imperishable treasures of’ the kingdom of heaven. Meek and lowly in 
heart, it was destined, according to the promise of the Lord without a stroke of the sword, to 
inherit the earth. In submission it conquered; by suffering and death it won the crown of life. 
 
The superiority of the principles of Christian ethics over the heathen standards of morality even 
under its most favorable forms is universally admitted. The superiority of the example of Christ 
over all the heathen sages is likewise admitted. The power of that peerless example was and is 
now as great as the power of his teaching. It is reflected in every age and every type of purity and 
goodness. But every period, while it shares in the common virtues and graces, has its peculiar 
moral physiognomy. The ante-Nicene age excelled in unworldliness, in the heroic endurance of 
suffering and persecution, in the contempt of death, and the hope of resurrection, in the strong 
sense of community, and in active benevolence. 
 
Christianity, indeed, does not come "with observation." Its deepest workings are silent and 
inward. The operations of divine grace commonly shun the notice of the historian, and await their 
revelation on the great day of account, when all that is secret shall be made known. Who can 
measure the depth and breadth of all those blessed experiences of forgiveness, peace, gratitude, 
trust in God, love for God and love for man, humility and meekness, patience and resignation, 
which have bloomed as vernal flowers on the soil of the renewed heart since the first Christian 
Pentecost? Who can tell the number and the fervor of Christian prayers and intercessions which 
have gone up from lonely chambers, caves, deserts, and martyrs’ graves in the silent night and the 
open day, for friends and foes, for all classes of mankind, even for cruel persecutors, to the throne 
of the exalted Saviour? But where this Christian life has taken root in the depths of the soul it 
must show itself in the outward conduct, and exert an elevating influence on every calling and 
sphere of action. The Christian morality surpassed all that the noblest philosophers of 
heathendom had ever taught or labored for as the highest aim of man. The masterly picture of it in 
the anonymous Epistle to Diognetus is no mere fancy sketch, but a faithful copy from real life. 
{600} 
 
When the apologists indignantly repel the heathen calumnies, and confidently point to the 
unfeigned piety, the brotherly love, the love for enemies, the purity and chastity, the faithfulness 
and integrity, the patience and gentleness, of the confessors of the name of Jesus, they speak from 
daily experience and personal observation. "We, who once served lust," could Justin Martyr say 
without exaggeration, "now find our delight only in pure morals; we, who once followed sorcery, 
have now consecrated ourselves to the eternal good God; we, who once loved gain above all, now 
give up what we have for the common use, and share with every needy one; we, who once hated 
and killed each other; we, who would have no common hearth with foreigners for difference of 



customs, now, since the appearance of Christ, live with them, pray for our enemies, seek to 
convince those who hate us without cause, that they may regulate their life according to the 
glorious teaching of Christ, and receive from the all-ruling God the same blessings with 
ourselves." Tertullian could boast that he knew no Christians who suffered by the hand of the 
executioner, except for their religion. Minutius Felix tells the heathens: {601} "You prohibit 
adultery by law, and practise it in secret; you punish wickedness only in the overt act; we look 
upon it as criminal even in thought. You dread the inspection of others; we stand in awe of 
nothing but our own consciences as becomes Christians. And finally your prisons are overflowing 
with criminals; but they are all heathens, not a Christian is there, unless he be an apostate." Even 
Pliny informed Trajan, that the Christians, whom he questioned on the rack respecting the 
character of their religion, had bound themselves by an oath never to commit theft, robbery, nor 
adultery, nor to break their word and this, too at a time when the sins of fraud, uncleanness and 
lasciviousness of every form abounded all around. Another heathen, Lucian, bears testimony to 
their benevolence and charity for their brethren in distress, while he attempts to ridicule this 
virtue as foolish weakness in an age of unbounded selfishness. 
 
The humble and painful condition of the church under civil oppression made hypocrisy more rare 
than in times of peace, and favored the development of the heroic virtues. The Christians 
delighted to regard themselves as soldiers of Christ, enlisted under the victorious standard of the 
cross against sin, the world, and the devil. The baptismal vow was their oath of perpetual 
allegiance; {602} the Apostles’ creed their parole; {603} the sign of the cross upon the forehead, 
their mark of service; {604} temperance, courage, and faithfulness unto death, their cardinal 
virtues; the blessedness of heaven, their promised reward. "No soldier," exclaims Tertullian to the 
Confessors, "goes with his sports or from his bed-chamber to the battle; but from the camp, where 
he hardens and accustoms himself to every inconvenience. Even in peace warriors learn to bear 
labor and fatigue, going through all military exercises, that neither soul nor body may flag.... Ye 
wage a good warfare, in which the living God is the judge of the combat, the Holy Spirit the 
leader, eternal glory the prize." To this may be added the eloquent passage of Minutius Felix: 
{605} "How fair a spectacle in the sight of God is a Christian entering the lists with affliction, and 
with noble firmness combating menaces and tortures, or with a disdainful smile marching to 
death through the clamors of the people, and the insults of the executioners; when he bravely 
maintains his liberty against kings and princes, and submits to God, whose servant he is; when, 
like a conqueror, he triumphs over the judge that condemns him. For he certainly is victorious 
who obtains what he fights for. He fights under the eye of God, and is crowned with length of 
days. You have exalted some of your stoical sufferers to the skies; such as Scaevola who, having 
missed his aim in an attempt to kill the king voluntarily burned the mistaking hand. Yet how 
many among us have suffered not only the hand, but the whole body to be consumed without a 
complaint, when their deliverance was in their own power! But why should I compare our elders 
with your Mutius, or Aquilius, or Regulus, when our very children, our sons and daughters, 
inspired with patience, despise your racks and wild beasts, and all other instruments of cruelty? 
Surely nothing but the strongest reasons could persuade people to suffer at this rate; and nothing 
else but Almighty power could support them under their sufferings." 
 
Yet, on the other hand, the Christian life of the period before Constantine has been often 
unwarrantably idealized. In a human nature essentially the same, we could but expect the same 
faults which we found even in the apostolic churches. The Epistles of Cyprian afford 
incontestable evidence, that, especially in the intervals of repose, an abatement of zeal soon 
showed itself, and, on the reopening of persecution, the Christian name was dishonored by hosts 
of apostates. And not seldom did the most prominent virtues, courage in death, and strictness of 
morals, degenerate into morbid fanaticism and unnatural rigor. 
 



{600} See 2, p. 9. sq. 
 
{601} Octavius, cap. 35. 
 
{602} Sacramentum militiae Christianae 
 
{603} Symbolum, or,tessera militaris. 
 
{604} Character militaris, stigma militare, 
 
{605} Octavius, cap. 37  

 



95. The Church and Public Amusements. 
 
Tertullian: Deuteronomy Spectaculis. On the Roman Spectacles see the abundant references in 
Friedlaender, II. 255-580 (5th ed.) 
 
Christianity is anything but sanctimonious gloominess and misanthropic austerity. It is the 
fountain of true joy, and of that peace which "passeth all understanding." But this joy wells up 
from the consciousness of pardon and of fellowship with God, is inseparable from holy 
earnestness, and has no concord with worldly frivolity and sensual amusement, which carry the 
sting of a bad conscience, and beget only disgust and bitter remorse. "What is more blessed," asks 
Tertullian, "than reconciliation with God our Father and Lord; than the revelation of the truth, the 
knowledge of error; than the forgiveness of so great past misdeeds? Is there a greater joy than the 
disgust with earthly pleasure, than contempt for the whole world, than true freedom, than an 
unstained conscience, than contentment in life and fearlessness in death?" 
 
Contrast with this the popular amusements of the heathen: the theatre, the circus, and the arena. 
They were originally connected with the festivals of the gods, but had long lost their religious 
character and degenerated into nurseries of vice. The theatre, once a school of public morals in 
the best days of Greece, when Aeschylos and Sophocles furnished the plays, had since the time of 
Augustus room only for low comedies and unnatural tragedies, with splendid pageantry, frivolous 
music, and licentious dances. {606} Tertullian represents it as the temple of Venus and Bacchus, 
who are close allies as patrons of lust and drunkenness. {607} The circus was devoted to horse 
and chariot races, hunts of wild beasts, military displays and athletic games, and attracted 
immense multitudes. "The impatient crowd," says the historian of declining Rome {608} "rushed 
at the dawn of day to secure their places, and there were many who passed a sleepless and 
anxious night in the adjacent porticos. From the morning to the evening careless of the sun or of 
the rain, the spectators, who sometimes amounted to the number of four hundred thousand, 
remained in eager attention; their eyes fixed on the horses and charioteers, their minds agitated 
with hope and fear for the success of the colors which they espoused; and the happiness of Rome 
appeared to hang on the event of a race. The same immoderate ardor inspired their clamors and 
their applause as often as they were entertained with the hunting of wild beasts and the various 
modes of theatrical representation." 
 
The most popular, and at the same time the most inhuman and brutalizing of these public 
spectacles were the gladiatorial fights in the arena. There murder was practised as an art, from 
sunrise to sunset, and myriads of men and beasts were sacrificed to satisfy a savage curiosity and 
thirst for blood. At the inauguration of the Flavian amphitheatre from five to nine thousand wild 
beasts (according to different accounts) were slain in one day. No less than ten thousand 
gladiators fought in the feasts which Trajan gave to the Romans after the conquest of Dacia, and 
which lasted four months (A. D. 107). Under Probus (A. D. 281) as many as a hundred lions, a 
hundred lionesses, two hundred leopards, three hundred bears, and a thousand wild boars were 
massacred in a single day. {609} The spectacles of the worthless Carinus (284) who selected his 
favorites and even his ministers from the dregs of the populace, are said to have surpassed those 
of all his predecessors. The gladiators were condemned criminals, captives of war, slaves, and 
professional fighters; in times of persecution innocent Christians were not spared, but thrown 
before lions and tigers. Painted savages from Britain, blonde Germans from the Rhine and 
Danube, negroes from Africa, and wild beasts, then much more numerous than now, from all 
parts of the world, were brought to the arena. Domitian arranged fights of dwarfs and women. 
 



The emperors patronized these various spectacles as the surest means of securing the favor of the 
people, which clamored for "Panem et Circenses." Enormous sums were wasted on them from 
the public treasury and private purses. Augustus set the example. Nero was so extravagantly 
liberal in this direction that the populace forgave his horrible vices, and even wished his return 
from death. The parsimonious Vespasian built the most costly and colossal amphitheatre the 
world has ever seen, incrusted with marble, decorated with statues, and furnished with gold, 
silver, and amber. Titus presented thousands of Jewish captives after the capture of Jerusalem to 
the provinces of the East for slaughter in the arena. Even Trajan and Marcus Aurelius made 
bountiful provision for spectacles, and the latter, Stoic as he was, charged the richest senators to 
gratify the public taste during his absence from Rome. Some emperors as Nero, Commodus, and 
Caracalla, were so lost to all sense of dignity and decency that they delighted and gloried in 
histrionic and gladiatorial performances. Nero died by his own hand, with the explanation: "What 
an artist perishes in me." Commodus appeared no less than seven hundred and thirty-five times 
on the stage in the character of Hercules, with club and lion’s skin, and from a secure position 
killed countless beasts and men. 
 
The theatrical passion was not confined to Rome, it spread throughout the provinces. Every 
considerable city had an amphitheatre, and that was the most imposing building, as may be seen 
to this day in the ruins at Pompeii, Capua, Puteoli, Verona, Nismes, Autun (Augustodunum), and 
other places. {610} 
 
Public opinion favored these demoralizing amusements almost without a dissenting voice. {611} 
Even such a noble heathen as Cicero commended them as excellent schools of courage and 
contempt of death. Epictetus alludes to them with indifference. Seneca is the only Roman author 
who, in one of his latest writings, condemned the bloody spectacles from the standpoint of 
humanity, but without effect. Paganism had no proper conception of the sanctity of human life; 
and even the Stoic philosophy, while it might disapprove of bloody games as brutal and inhuman, 
did not condemn them as the sin of murder. 
 
To this gigantic evil the Christian church opposed an inexorable Puritanic rigor in the interest of 
virtue and humanity. No compromise was possible with such shocking public immorality. 
Nothing would do but to flee from it and to warn against it. The theatrical spectacles were 
included in "the pomp of the devil," which Christians renounced at their baptism. They were 
forbidden, on pain of excommunication, to attend them. It sometimes happened that converts, 
who were overpowered by their old habits and visited the theatre, either relapsed into heathenism, 
or fell for a long time into a state of deep dejection. Tatianus calls the spectacles terrible feasts, in 
which the soul feeds on human flesh and blood. Tertullian attacked them without mercy, even 
before he joined the rigorous Montanists. He reminds the catechumens, who were about to 
consecrate themselves to the service of God, that "the condition of faith and the laws of Christian 
discipline forbid, among other sins of the world, the pleasures of the public shows." They excite, 
he says, all sorts of wild and impure passions, anger, fury, and lust; while the spirit of Christianity 
is a spirit of meekness, peace, and purity." What a man should not say he should not hear. All 
licentious speech, nay, every idle word is condemned by God. The things which defile a man in 
going out of his mouth, defile him also when they go in at his eyes and ears. The true wrestlings 
of the Christian are to overcome unchastity by chastity, perfidy by faithfulness, cruelty by 
compassion and charity." Tertullian refutes the arguments with which loose Christians would 
plead for those fascinating amusements; their appeals to the silence of the Scriptures, or even to 
the dancing of David before the ark, and to Paul’s comparison of the Christian life with the 
Grecian games. He winds up with a picture of the fast approaching day of judgment, to which we 
should look forward. He inclined strongly to the extreme view, that all art is a species of fiction 
and falsehood, and inconsistent with Christian truthfulness. In two other treatises {612} he 



warned the Christian women against all display of dress, in which the heathen women shone in 
temples, theatres, and public places. Visit not such places, says he to them, and appear in public 
only for earnest reasons. The handmaids of God must distinguish themselves even outwardly 
from the handmaids of Satan, and set the latter a good example of simplicity, decorum, and 
chastity. 
 
The opposition of the Church had, of course, at first only a moral effect, but in the fourth century 
it began to affect legislation, and succeeded at last in banishing at least the bloody gladiatorial 
games from the civilized world (with the single exception of Spain and the South American 
countries, which still disgrace themselves by bull-fights). Constantine, even as late as 313, 
committed a great multitude of defeated barbarians to the wild beasts for the amusement of the 
people, and was highly applauded for this generous act by a heathen orator; but after the Council 
of Nicaea, in 325, he issued the first prohibition of those bloody spectacles in times of peace, and 
kept them out of Constantinople. {613} "There is scarcely," says a liberal historian of moral 
progress, "any other single reform so important in the moral history of mankind as the 
suppression of the gladiatorial shows, and this feat must be almost exclusively ascribed to the 
Christian church. When we remember how extremely few of the best and greatest men of the 
Roman world had absolutely condemned the games of the amphitheatre, it is impossible to 
regard, without the deepest admiration, the unwavering and uncompromising consistency of the 
patristic denunciations." {614} 
 
{606} Friedlaender, II. 391: "Neben den gewaltigen Aufregungen, die Circus und Arena boten, 
konnte die Buhne ihre Anziehungskraft, fur die Massen nur durch unedle Mittel behaupten durch 
rohe Belustigung und raffinirten Sinnenkitzel: und so hat sie, statt dem verderblichen Einfluss 
jener anderen Schauspiele die Wage zu halten, zur Corruption und Verwilderung Roms nicht am 
wenigsten beigetragcn." 
 
{607} Deuteronomy Spectac. c. 10. Comp. Minut. Felix, Octav. c. 37. 
 
{608} Gibbon, ch. XXXI. (vol. III. 384, ed. Smith). 
 
{609} Gibbon, ch. XII. (I. 646). 
 
{610} See the long list of amphitheatres in Friedlaender, II. 502-566. 
 
{611} Friedlaender, II. 370: "In der ganzen romischen Literatur begegnen wir kaum einer 
Aeusserung des Abscheus, den die heutige Welt gegen diese unmenschlichen Lustbarkeiten 
empfindet. In der Regel werden die Fechterspiele mit der grossten Gleichgiltigkeit erwahnt. Die 
Kinder spielen Gladiatoren wie jetzt in Andalusien Stier und Matador." 
 
{612} Deuteronomy Habitu Muliebri, and Deuteronomy Cultu Feminarum. 
 
{613} On the action of his successors, see vol. III. 122 sq. 
 
{614} Lecky, Hist. of Europ. Morals, II. 36 sq.  

 



96. Secular Callings and Civil Duties. 
 
As to the various callings of life, Christianity gives the instruction: "Let each man abide in that 
calling wherein he was called." {615} It forbids no respectable pursuit, and only requires that it be 
followed in a new spirit to the glory of God and the benefit of men. This is one proof of its 
universal application—its power to enter into all the relations of human life and into all branches 
of society, under all forms of government. This is beautifully presented by the unknown author of 
the Epistle to Diognetus. Tertullian protests to the heathens: {616} "We are no Brahmins nor 
Indian gymnosophists, no hermits, no exiles from life. {617} We are mindful of the thanks we 
owe to God, our Lord and Creator; we despise not the enjoyment of his works; we only temper it, 
that we may avoid excess and abuse. We dwell, therefore, with you in this world, not without 
markets and fairs, not without baths, inns, shops, and every kind of intercourse. We carry on 
commerce and war, {618} agriculture and trade with you. We take part in your pursuits, and give 
our labor for your use." 
 
But there were at that time some callings which either ministered solely to sinful gratification, 
like that, of the stage-player, or were intimately connected with the prevailing idolatry, like the 
manufacture, decoration, and sale of mythological images and symbols, the divination of 
astrologers, and all species of magic. These callings were strictly forbidden in the church, and 
must be renounced by the candidate for baptism. Other occupations, which were necessary 
indeed, but commonly perverted by the heathens to fraudulent purposes—inn-keeping, for 
example—were elevated by the Christian spirit. Theodotus at Ancyra made his house a refuge for 
the Christians and a place of prayer in the Diocletian persecution, in which he himself suffered 
martyrdom. 
 
In regard to military and civil offices under the heathen government, opinion was divided. Some, 
on the authority of such passages as Matthew 5:39 and 26:52, condemned all war as unchristian 
and immoral; anticipating the views of the Mennonites and Friends. Others appealed to the good 
centurion of Capernaum and Cornelius of Caesarea, and held the military life consistent with a 
Christian profession. The tradition of the legio fulminatrix indicates that there were Christian 
soldiers in the Roman armies under Marcus Aurelius, and at the time of Diocletian the number of 
Christians at the court and in civil office was very considerable. 
 
But in general the Christians of those days, with their lively sense of foreignness to this world, 
and their longing for the heavenly home, or the millennial reign of Christ, were averse to high 
office in a heathen state. Tertullian expressly says, that nothing was more alien to them than 
politics. {619} Their conscience required them to abstain scrupulously from all idolatrous usages, 
sacrifices, libations, and flatteries connected with public offices; and this requisition must have 
come into frequent collision with their duties to the state, so long as the state remained heathen. 
They honored the emperor as appointed to earthly government by God, and as standing nearest of 
all men to him in power; and they paid their taxes, as Justin Martyr expressly states, with 
exemplary faithfulness. But their obedience ceased whenever the emperor, as he frequently did, 
demanded of them idolatrous acts. Tertullian thought that the empire would last till the end of the 
world,—then supposed to be near at hand—and would be irreconcilable with the Christian 
profession. Against the idolatrous worship of the emperor he protests with Christian boldness: 
"Augustus, the founder of the empire, would never be called Lord; for this is a surname of God. 
Yet I will freely call the emperor so, only not in the place of God. Otherwise I am free from him; 
for I have only one Lord, the almighty and eternal God, who also is the emperor’s Lord.... Far be 
it from me to call the emperor God, which is not only the most shameful, but the most pernicious 
flattery." 



 
The comparative indifference and partial aversion of the Christians to the affairs of the state, to 
civil legislation and administration exposed them to the frequent reproach and contempt of the 
heathens. Their want of patriotism was partly the result of their superior devotion to the church as 
their country, partly of their situation in a hostile world. It must not be attributed to an "indolent 
or criminal disregard for the public welfare" (as Gibbon intimates), but chiefly to their just 
abhorrence of the innumerable idolatrous rites connected with the public and private life of the 
heathens. While they refused to incur the guilt of idolatry, they fervently and regularly prayed for 
the emperor and the state, their enemies and persecutors. {620} They were the most peaceful 
subjects, and during this long period of almost constant provocation, abuse, and persecutions, 
they never took part in those frequent insurrections and rebellions which weakened and 
undermined the empire. They renovated society from within, by revealing in their lives as well as 
in their doctrine a higher order of private and public virtue, and thus proved themselves patriots in 
the best sense of the word. 
 
The patriotism of ancient Greece and republican Rome, while it commands our admiration by the 
heroic devotion and sacrifice to the country, was after all an extended selfishness, and based upon 
the absolutism of the State and the disregard of the rights of the individual citizen and the 
foreigner. It was undermined by causes independent of Christianity. The amalgamation of 
different nationalities in the empire extinguished sectionalism and exclusivism, and opened the 
wide view of a universal humanity. Stoicism gave this cosmopolitan sentiment a philosophical 
and ethical expression in the writings of Seneca, Epictetus, and Marcus Aurelius. Terence 
embodied it in his famous line: "Homo sum: humani nihil a me alienum puto." But Christianity 
first taught the fatherhood of God, the redemption by Christ, the common brotherhood of 
believers, the duty of charity for all men made in the image of God. It is true that monasticism, 
which began to develop itself already in the third century, nursed indifference to the state and 
even to the family, and substituted the total abandonment of the world for its reformation and 
transformation. It withdrew a vast amount of moral energy and enthusiasm from the city to the 
desert, and left Roman society to starvation and consumption. But it preserved and nursed in 
solitude the heroism of self-denial and consecration, which, in the collapse of the Roman empire, 
became a converting power of the barbarian conquerors, and laid the foundation for a new and 
better civilization. The decline and fall of the Roman empire was inevitable; Christianity 
prolonged its life in the East, and diminished the catastrophe of its collapse in the West, by 
converting and humanizing the barbarian conquerors. {621} St. Augustin pointed to the 
remarkable fact that amid the horrors of the sack of Rome by the Goths, "the churches of the 
apostles and the crypts of the martyrs were sanctuaries for all who fled to them, whether Christian 
or pagan," and "saved the lives of multitudes who impute to Christ the ills that have befallen their 
city." {622} 
 
{615} 1 Corinthians 7:20. 
 
{616} Apol. c. 42. 
 
{617} Exules vitae. 
 
{618} "Militamus," which proves that many Christians served in the army. 
 
{619} Apol. c. 38: "Nec ulla res aliena magis quam publica." 
 
{620} See the prayer for rulers in the newly discovered portions of the Epistle of Clement of 
Rome, quoted in 66, above. 



 
{621} Gibbon, ch. 36, admits this in part. "If the decline of the Roman empire was hastened by 
the conversion of Constantine, the victorious religion broke the violence of the fall, and mollified 
the ferocious temper of the conquerors." Milman says of the Church: "If treacherous(?) to the 
interests of the Roman empire, it was true to those of mankind" (III. 48). Lecky (II. 153) says: "It 
is impossible to deny that the Christian priesthood contributed materially both by their charity and 
by their arbitration, to mitigate the calamities that accompanied the dissolution of the empire; and 
it is equally impossible to doubt that their political attitude greatly increased their power for good. 
Standing between the conflicting form, almost indifferent to the issue, and notoriously exempt 
from the passions of the combat, they obtained with the conqueror, and used for the benefit of the 
conquered, a degree of influence they would never have possessed had they been regarded as 
Roman patriots." 
 
{622} Deuteronomy Civ. Dei. l. c. 1.  

 



97. The Church and Slavery. 
 
See Lit. vol. I. 48, especially Wallon’s Histoire de l’esclavage (Paris, new ed. 1879, 3 vols). 
Comp. also V. Lechler: Sklaverei und Christenthum. Leipzig, 1877, 1878; Theod. Zahn: Sklaverei 
und Christenthum In Der Alten Welt. Heidelberg, 1879. Overbeck: Verh. d. alten Kirche zur 
Sclaverei im rom. Reiche. 1875. 
 
Heathenism had no conception of the general and natural rights of men. The ancient republics 
consisted in the exclusive dominion of a minority over an oppressed majority. The Greeks and 
Romans regarded only the free, i.e. the free-born rich and independent citizens as men in the full 
sense of the term, and denied this privilege to the foreigners, the laborers, the poor, and the 
slaves. They claimed the natural right to make war upon all foreign nations, without distinction of 
race, in order to subject them to their iron rule. Even with Cicero the foreigner and the enemy are 
synonymous terms. The barbarians were taken in thousands by the chance of war (above 100,000 
in the Jewish war alone) and sold as cheap as horses. Besides, an active slave-trade was carried 
on in the Euxine, the eastern provinces, the coast of Africa, and Britain. The greater part of 
mankind in the old Roman empire was reduced to a hopeless state of slavery, and to a half brutish 
level. And this evil of slavery was so thoroughly interwoven with the entire domestic and public 
life of the heathen world, and so deliberately regarded, even by the greatest philosophers, 
Aristotle for instance, as natural and indispensable, that the abolition of it, even if desirable, 
seemed to belong among the impossible things. 
 
Yet from the outset Christianity has labored for this end; not by impairing the right of property, 
not by outward violence, nor sudden revolution; this, under the circumstances, would only have 
made the evil worse; but by its moral power, by preaching the divine descent and original unity of 
all men, their common redemption through Christ, the duty of brotherly love, and the true 
freedom of the spirit. It placed slaves and masters on the same footing of dependence on God and 
of freedom in God, the Father, Redeemer, and Judge of both. It conferred inward freedom even 
under outward bondage, and taught obedience to God and for the sake of God, even in the 
enjoyment of outward freedom. This moral and religious freedom must lead at last to the personal 
and civil liberty of the individual. Christianity redeems not only the soul but the body also, and 
the process of regeneration will end in the resurrection and glorification of the entire natural 
world. 
 
In the period before us, however, the abolition of slavery, save isolated cases of manumission, 
was utterly out of question, considering only the enormous number of the slaves. The world was 
far from ripe for such a step. The church, in her persecuted condition, had as yet no influence at 
all over the machinery of the state and the civil legislation. And she was at that time so absorbed 
in the transcendent importance of the higher world and in her longing for the speedy return of the 
Lord, that she cared little for earthly freedom or temporal happiness. Hence Ignatius, in his epistle 
to Polycarp, counsels servants to serve only the more zealously to the glory of the Lord, that they 
may receive from God the higher freedom; and not to attempt to be redeemed at the expense of 
their Christian brethren, lest they be found slaves to their own caprice. From this we see that 
slaves, in whom faith awoke the sense of manly dignity and the desire of freedom, were 
accustomed to demand their redemption at the expense of the church, as a right, and were thus 
liable to value the earthly freedom more than the spiritual. Tertullian declares the outward 
freedom worthless without the ransom of the soul from the bondage of sin. "How can the world," 
says he, "make a servant free? All is mere show in the world, nothing truth. For the slave is 
already free, as a purchase of Christ; and the freedman is a servant of Christ. If thou takest the 
freedom which the world can give for true, thou hast thereby become again the servant of man, 



and hast lost the freedom of Christ, in that thou thinkest it bondage." Chrysostom, in the fourth 
century, was the first of the fathers to discuss the question of slavery at large in the spirit of the 
apostle Paul, and to recommend, though cautiously, a gradual emancipation. 
 
But the church before Constantine labored with great success to elevate the intellectual and moral 
condition of the slaves, to adjust inwardly the inequality between slaves and masters, as the first 
and efficient step towards the final outward abolition of the evil, and to influence the public 
opinion even of the heathens. Here the church was aided by a concurrent movement in philosophy 
and legislation. The cruel views of Cato, who advised to work the slaves, like beasts of burden, to 
death rather than allow them to become old and unprofitable, gave way to the milder and humane 
views of Seneca, Pliny, and Plutarch, who very nearly approach the apostolic teaching. To the 
influence of the later Stoic philosophy must be attributed many improvements in the slave-code 
of imperial Rome. But the most important improvements were made from the triumph of 
Constantine to the reign of Justinian, under directly Christian influences. Constantine issued a law 
in 315, forbidding the branding of slaves on the face to prevent the disfiguration of the figure of 
celestial beauty (i.e. the image of God). {623} He also facilitated emancipation, in an edict of 316, 
by requiring only a written document, signed by the master, instead of the previous ceremony in 
the presence of the prefect and his lictor. 
 
It is here to be considered, first of all, that Christianity spread freely among the slaves, except 
where they were so rude and degraded as to be insensible to all higher impressions. They were 
not rarely (as Origen observes) the instruments of the conversion of their masters, especially of 
the women, and children, whose training was frequently intrusted to them. Not a few slaves died 
martyrs, and were enrolled among the saints; as Onesimus, Eutyches, Victorinus, Maro, Nereus, 
Achilleus, Blandina, Potamiaena, Felicitas. Tradition makes Onesimus, the slave of Philemon, a 
bishop. The church of St. Vital at Ravenna—the first and noblest specimen of Byzantine 
architecture in Italy—was dedicated by, Justinian to the memory of a martyred slave. But the 
most remarkable instance is that of Callistus, who was originally a slave, and rose to the chair of 
St. Peter in Rome (218-223). Hippolytus, who acquaints us with his history, attacks his doctrinal 
and disciplinarian views, but does not reproach him for his former condition. Callistus sanctioned 
the marriages between free Christian women and Christian slaves. Celsus cast it up as a reproach 
to Christianity, that it let itself down so readily to slaves, fools, women, and children. But Origen 
justly saw an excellence of the new religion in this very fact, that it could raise this despised and, 
in the prevailing view, irreclaimable class of men to the level of moral purity and worth. If, then, 
converted slaves, with the full sense of their intellectual and religious superiority still remained 
obedient to their heathen masters, and even served them more faithfully than before, resisting 
decidedly only their immoral demands (like Potamiaena, and other chaste women and virgins in 
the service of voluptuous masters)—they showed, in this very self-control, the best proof of their 
ripeness for civil freedom, and at the same time furnished the fairest memorial of that Christian 
faith, which raised the soul, in the enjoyment of sonship with God and in the hope of the 
blessedness of heaven, above the sufferings of earth. Euelpistes, a slave of the imperial 
household, who was carried with Justin Martyr to the tribunal of Rusticus, on being questioned 
concerning his condition, replied: "I am a slave of the emperor, but I am also a Christian, and 
have received liberty from Jesus Christ; by his grace I have the same hope as my brethren." 
Where the owners of the slaves themselves became Christians, the old relation virtually ceased; 
both came together to the table of the Lord, and felt themselves brethren of one family, in striking 
contrast with the condition of things among their heathen neighbors as expressed in the current 
proverb: "As many enemies as slaves." {624} Clement of Alexandria frequently urges that "slaves 
are men like ourselves," though he nowhere condemns the institution itself. That there actually 
were such cases of fraternal fellowship, like that which St. Paul recommended to Philemon, we 
have the testimony of Lactantius, at the end of our period, who writes in his Institutes, no doubt 



from life: "Should any say: Are there not also among you poor and rich, servants and masters, 
distinctions among individuals? No; we call ourselves brethren for no other reason than that we 
hold ourselves all equal. For since we measure everything human not by its outward appearance, 
but by its intrinsic value we have notwithstanding the difference of outward relations, no slaves, 
but we call them and consider them brethren in the Spirit and fellow-servants in religion." {625} 
The same writer says: "God would have all men equal... With him there is neither servant nor 
master. If he is the same Father to all, we are all with the same right free. So no one is poor before 
God, but he who is destitute of righteousness; no one rich, but he who is full of virtues." {626} 
 
The testimony of the catacombs, as contrasted with pagan epitaphs, shows that Christianity 
almost obliterated the distinction between the two classes of society. Slaves are rarely mentioned. 
"While it is impossible," says Deuteronomy Rossi, "to examine the pagan sepulchral inscriptions 
of the same period without finding mention of a slave or a freedman, I have not met with one 
well-ascertained instance among the inscriptions of the Christian tombs." {627} 
 
The principles of Christianity naturally prompt Christian slave-holders to actual manumission. 
The number of slaveholders before Constantine was very limited among Christians, who were 
mostly poor. Yet we read in the Acts of the martyrdom of the Roman bishop Alexander, that a 
Roman prefect, Hermas, converted by that bishop, in the reign of Trajan, received baptism at an 
Easter festival with his wife and children and twelve hundred and fifty slaves, and on this 
occasion gave all his slaves their freedom and munificent gifts besides. {628} So in the 
martyrology of St. Sebastian, it is related that a wealthy Roman prefect, Chromatius, under 
Diocletian, on embracing Christianity, emancipated fourteen hundred slaves, after having them 
baptized with himself, because their sonship with God put an end to their servitude to man. {629} 
Several epitaphs in the catacombs mention the fact of manumission. In the beginning of the fourth 
century St. Cantius, Cantianus, and Cantianilla, of an old Roman family, set all their slaves, 
seventy-three in number, at liberty, after they had received baptism. {630} St. Melania 
emancipated eight thousand slaves; St. Ovidius, five thousand; Hermes, a prefect in the reign of 
Trajan, twelve hundred and fifty. {631} 
 
These legendary traditions may indeed be doubted as to the exact facts in the case, and probably 
are greatly exaggerated; but they, are nevertheless conclusive as the exponents of the spirit which 
animated the church at that time concerning the duty of Christian masters. It was felt that in a 
thoroughly Christianized society there can be no room for despotism on the one hand and slavery 
on the other. 
 
After the third century the manumission became a solemn act, which took place in the presence of 
the clergy and the congregation. It was celebrated on church festivals, especially on Easter. The 
master led the slave to the altar; there the document of emancipation was read, the minister 
pronounced the blessing, and the congregation received him as a free brother with equal rights 
and privileges. Constantine found this custom already established, and African councils of the 
fourth century requested the emperor to give it general force. He placed it under the 
superintendence of the clergy. 
 
Notes. 
 
H. Wallon, in his learned and able Histoire de l’esclavage dans l’antiquite (second ed. Paris, 
1879, 3 vols.), shows that the gospel in such passages as Matthew 23:8 Galatians 3:28 Colossians 
3:11 1 Corinthians 12:13 sounded the death knell of slavery, though it was very long in dying, 
and thus sums up the teaching of the ante-Nicene church (III. 237): "Minutius Felix, Tertullien et 
tous ceux communaute de, nature, cette communaute de patrie dans la republique du monde, en 



un language familier a la philosophie, mais qui trouvait parmi les chretiens avec une sanction 
plus haute et un sens plus complet, une application plus serieuse. Devant cc droit commun des 
hommes, fonde sur le droit divin, le pretendu droit des gens n’etait plus qu’ une monstrueuse 
injustice." For the views of the later fathers and the influence of the church on the imperial 
legislation, see ch. VIII. to X. in his third volume. 
 
Lecky discusses the relation of Christianity to slavery in the second vol. of his History of 
European Morals, pp. 66-90, and justly remarks: "The services of Christianity in this sphere were 
of three kinds. It supplied a new order of relations, in which the distinction of classes was 
unknown. It imparted a moral dignity to the servile classes, and it gave an unexampled impetus to 
the movement of enfranchisement." 
 
{623} "Facies, quae ad similitudinen pulchritudinis est coelestis figurata." Cod. Just. IX 17. 17. 
 
{624} "Totidem esse hostes, quot servos." Seneca, Ep. 47. From the time of the Servile Wars the 
Romans lived in constant fear of slave conspiracies and insurrections. The slaves formed nearly 
one half of the population, and in some agricultural districts, as in Sicily and Calabria, they were 
largely in the majority. 
 
{625} Lib. v. c. 15 (ed. Fritsche. Lips. 1842, p. 257). 
 
{626} Inst. v. 14 (p. 257): "Deus enim, qui homines general et inspirat, omnes aequos, id est 
pares esse voluit; eandem conditionem vivendi onnibus posuit; omnes ad sapientiam genuit; 
omnibus immortalitatem spopondit, nemo a beneficiis coelestibus segregatur.... Nemo apud cum 
servus est, nemo dominus; si enim cunctis idem Pater est, aequo jure omnes liberi sumus." 
 
{627} Bulletino for 1866, p. 24. V. Schultze (Die Katakomben, P. 258) infers from the 
monuments that in the early Christian congregations slavery was reduced to a minimum. 
 
{628} Acta Sanct. Boll. Maj. tom. i. p. 371 
 
{629} Acta Sanct. Ian. tom. iii. 275. 
 
{630} Acta Sanct. Maj. tom. vi. 777. 
 
{631} Champagny, Charite chret. p. 210 (as quoted by Lecky, II. 74).  

 



98. The Heathen Family. 
 
In ancient Greece and Rome the state was the highest object of life, and the only virtues properly 
recognized—wisdom, courage, moderation, and justice—were political virtues. Aristotle makes 
the state, that is the organized body of free citizens {632} (foreigners and slaves are excluded), 
precede the family and the individual, and calls man essentially a "political animal." In Plato’s 
ideal commonwealth the state is everything and owns everything, even the children. 
 
This political absolutism destroys the proper dignity and rights of the individual and the family, 
and materially hinders the development of the domestic and private virtues. Marriage was 
allowed no moral character, but merely a political import for the preservation of the state, and 
could not be legally contracted except by free citizens. Socrates, in instructing his son concerning 
this institution, tells him, according to Xenophon, that we select only such wives as we hope will 
yield beautiful children. Plato recommends even community of women to the class of warriors in 
his ideal republic, as the best way to secure vigorous citizens. Lycurgus, for similar reasons, 
encouraged adultery under certain circumstances, requiring old men to lend their young and 
handsome wives to young and strong men. 
 
Woman was placed almost on the same level with the slave. She differs, indeed, from the slave, 
according to Aristotle, but has, after all, really no will of her own, and is hardly capable of a 
higher virtue than the slave. Shut up in a retired apartment of the house, she spent her life with the 
slaves. As human nature is essentially the same in all ages, and as it in never entirely forsaken by 
the guidance of a kind Providence, we must certainly suppose that female virtue was always more 
or less maintained and appreciated even among the heathen. Such characters as Penelope, 
Nausicaa, Andromache, Antigone, Iphigenia, and Diotima, of the Greek poetry and history, bear 
witness of this. Plutarch’s advice to married people, and his letter of consolation to his wife after 
the death of their daughter, breathe a beautiful spirit of purity and affection. But the general 
position assigned to woman by the poets, philosophers, and legislators of antiquity, was one of 
social oppression and degradation. In Athens she was treated as a minor during lifetime, and 
could not inherit except in the absence of male heirs. To the question of Socrates: "Is there any 
one with whom you converse less than with the wife?" his pupil, Aristobulus, replies: "No one, or 
at least very few." If she excelled occasionally, in Greece, by wit and culture, and, like Aspasia, 
Phryne, Lais, Theodota, attracted the admiration and courtship even of earnest philosophers like 
Socrates, and statesmen like Pericles, she generally belonged to the disreputable class of the 
hetaerae or amicae. In Corinth they were attached to the temple of Aphrodite, and enjoyed the 
sanction of religion for the practice of vice. {633} These dissolute women were esteemed above 
housewives, and became the proper and only representatives of some sort of female culture and 
social elegance. To live with them openly was no disgrace even for married men. {634} How 
could there be any proper conception and abhorrence of the sin of licentiousness and adultery, if 
the very gods, a Jupiter, a Mars, and a Venus, were believed to be guilty of those sins! The worst 
vices of earth were transferred to Olympus. 
 
Modesty forbids the mention of a still more odious vice, which even depraved nature abhors, 
which yet was freely discussed and praised by ancient poets and philosophers, practised with 
neither punishment nor dishonor, and likewise divinely sanctioned by the example of Apollo and 
Hercules, and by the lewdness of Jupiter with Ganymede. {635} 
 
The Romans were originally more virtuous, domestic, and chaste, as they were more honest and 
conscientious, than the Greeks. With them the wife was honored by the title domina, matrona, 
materfamilias. At the head of their sacerdotal system stood the flamens of Jupiter, who 



represented marriage in its purity, and the vestal virgins, who represented virginity. The Sabine 
women interceding between their parents and their husbands, saved the republic; the mother and 
the wife of Coriolanus by her prayers averted his wrath, and raised the siege of the Volscian 
army; Lucretia who voluntarily sacrificed her life to escape the outrage to her honor offered by 
king Tarquin, and Virginia who was killed by her father to save her from slavery and dishonor, 
shine in the legendary history of Rome as bright examples of unstained purity. But even in the 
best days of the republic the legal status of woman was very low. The Romans likewise made 
marriage altogether subservient to the interest of the state, and allowed it in its legal form to free 
citizens alone. The proud maxims of the republic prohibited even the legitimate nuptials of a 
Roman with a foreign queen; and Cleopatra and Berenice were, as strangers, degraded to the 
position of concubines of Mark Antony and Titus. According to ancient custom the husband 
bought his bride from her parents, and she fulfilled the coemption by purchasing, with three 
pieces of copper, a just introduction to his house and household deities. But this was for her 
simply an exchange of one servitude for another. "She became the living property of a husband 
who could lend her out, as Cato lent his wife to his friend Hortensius, and as Augustus took Livia 
from Tiberius Nero." Her husband or master, says Gibbon, {636} "was invested with the 
plenitude of paternal power. By his judgment or caprice her behavior was approved or censured, 
or chastised; he exercised the jurisdiction of life and death; and it was allowed, that in cases of 
adultery or drunkenness, the sentence might be properly inflicted. She acquired and inherited for 
the sole profit of her lord; and so clearly was woman defined, not as a person, but as a thing, that, 
if the original title were deficient, she might be claimed like other movables, by the use and 
possession of an entire year." 
 
Monogamy was the rule both in Greece and in Rome, but did not exclude illegitimate connexions. 
Concubinage, in its proper legal sense, was a sort of secondary marriage with a woman of servile 
or plebeian extraction, standing below the dignity of a matron and above the infamy of a 
prostitute. It was sanctioned and regulated by law; it prevailed both in the East and the West from 
the age of Augustus to the tenth century, and was preferred to regular marriage by Vespasian, and 
the two Antonines, the best Roman emperors. Adultery was severely punished, at times even with 
sudden destruction of the offender; but simply as an interference with the rights and property of a 
free man. The wife had no legal or social protection against the infidelity of her husband. The 
Romans worshipped a peculiar goddess of domestic life; but her name Viriplaca, the appeaser of 
husbands, indicates her partiality. The intercourse of a husband with the slaves of his household 
and with public prostitutes was excluded from the odium and punishment of adultery. We say 
nothing of that unnatural abomination alluded to in Romans 1:26,27, which seems to have passed 
from the Etruscans and Greeks to the Romans, and prevailed among the highest as well as the 
lowest classes. The women, however, were almost as corrupt as their husbands, at least in the 
imperial age. Juvenal calls a chaste wife a "rara avis in terris." Under Augustus free-born 
daughters could no longer be found for the service of Vesta, and even the severest laws of 
Domitian could not prevent the six priestesses of the pure goddess from breaking their vow. The 
pantomimes and the games of Flora, with their audacious indecencies, were favorite 
amusements." The unblushing, undisguised obscenity of the Epigrams of Martial, of the 
Romances of Apuleius and Petronius, and of some of the Dialogues of Lucian, reflected but too 
faithfully the spirit of their times." {637} 
 
Divorce is said to have been almost unknown in the ancient days of the Roman republic, and the 
marriage tie was regarded as indissoluble. A senator was censured for kissing his wife in the 
presence of their daughter. But the merit of this virtue is greatly diminished if we remember that 
the husband always had an easy outlet for his sensual passions in the intercourse with slaves and 
concubines. Nor did it outlast the republic. After the Punic war the increase of wealth and luxury, 
and the influx of Greek and Oriental licentiousness swept away the stern old Roman virtues. The 



customary civil and religious rites of marriage were gradually disused; the open community of 
life between persons of similar rank was taken as sufficient evidence of their nuptials; and 
marriage, after Augustus, fell to the level of any partnership, which might be dissolved by the 
abdication of one of the associates. "Passion, interest, or caprice," says Gibbon on the imperial 
age, "suggested daily, motives for the dissolution of marriage; a word, a sign, a message, a letter, 
the mandate of a freedman, declared the separation; the most tender of human connections was 
degraded to a transient society of profit or pleasure." {638} 
 
Various remedies were tardily adopted as the evil spread, but they proved inefficient, until the 
spirit of Christianity gained the control of public opinion and improved the Roman legislation, 
which, however, continued for a long time to fluctuate between the custom of heathenism and the 
wishes of the church. Another radical evil of heathen family life, which the church had to 
encounter throughout the whole extent of the Roman Empire, was the absolute tyrannical 
authority of the parent over the children, extending even to the power of life and death, and 
placing the adult son of a Roman citizen on a level with the movable things and slaves, "whom 
the capricious master might alienate or destroy, without being responsible to any earthly 
tribunal." 
 
With this was connected the unnatural and monstrous custom of exposing poor, sickly, and 
deformed children to a cruel death, or in many cases to a life of slavery and infamy-a custom 
expressly approved, for the public interest, even by a Plato, an Aristotle, and a Seneca! 
"Monstrous offspring," says the great Stoic philosopher, "we destroy; children too, if born feeble 
and ill-formed, we drown. It is not wrath, but reason, thus to separate the useless from the 
healthy." "The exposition of children"—to quote once more from Gibbon—"was the prevailing 
and stubborn vice of antiquity: it was sometimes prescribed, often permitted, almost always 
practised with impunity by the nations who never entertained the Roman ideas of paternal power; 
and the dramatic poets, who appeal to the human heart, represent with indifference a popular 
custom which was palliated by the motives of economy and compassion.... The Roman Empire 
was stained with the blood of infants, till such murders were included, by Valentinian and his 
colleagues, in the letter and spirit of the Cornelian law. The lessons of jurisprudence and 
Christianity had been insufficient to eradicate this inhuman practice, till their gentle influence was 
fortified by the terrors of capital punishment." {639} 
 
{632} koinwnia twn eleuyerwn. 
 
{633} Their name etairai was an Attic euphonism for povrnai. In the temple of Aphrodite at 
Corinth more than a thousand hetaerae were employed as hierodulae and were the ruin of 
foreigners (Strabo, VIII. 6, 20). Korinqiva kovrh was a synonym for hetaera, and expressive of 
the acme of voluptuousness. A full account of these hetaerae and of the whole domestic life of the 
ancient Greeks may be found in Becker’s Charicles, translated by Metcalf, third ed. London, 
1866. Becker says (p. 242), that in the period of the greatest refinement of classical Greece, 
"sensuality, if not the mother, was at all events the nurse of the Greek perception of the 
beautiful." Plato himself, even in his ideal state, despaired of restricting his citizens to the lawful 
intercourse of marriage. 
 
{634} Aspasia bewitched Pericles by her beauty and genius; and Socrates acknowledged his deep 
obligation to the instructions of a courtesan named Diotima. 
 
{635} Lecky (II. 311) derives this unnatural vice of Greece from the influence of the public 
games, which accustomed men to the contemplation of absolute nudity, and awoke unnatural 
passions. See the thirteenth book of Athenaeus, Grote on the Symposium of Plato, and the full 



account in Dollinger’s Heidenthum und Judenthum, 1857, p. 684 sqq. He says: "Bei den Griechen 
tritt das Laster der Paederastie mit allen symptomen einer grossen nationalen Krankheit, 
gleichsam eines ethischen Miasma auf; es zeigt. sich als ein Gefuhl, das starker and heftiger 
wirkte, als die Weiberliebe bei andern Volkern, massloser, leidenschaftlicher in seinem 
Ausbruchen war... In der ganzen Literatur der vorchristlichen Periode ist kaum ein Schriftsteller 
zu finden, der sich entschieden dagegen erklart hatte. Vielmehr war die ganze Gesellschaft davon 
angesteckt, und man athmete das Miama, so zu sagen, mit der Luft ein." Even Socrates and Plato 
gave this morbid vice the sanction of their great authority, if not in practice, at least in theory. 
Comp. Xenophon’s Mem. VIII. 2, Plato’s Charmides, and his descriptions of Eros, and Dollinger, 
l. c. p. 686 sq. Zeno, the founder of the austere sect of Stoics, was praised for the moderation with 
which he practiced this vice. 
 
{636} Chapter XLIV., where he discusses at length the Roman code of laws. 
 
{637} Lecky, II. 321. 
 
{638} Gibbon (ch. XLIV.) confirms the statement by several examples, to which more might be 
added. Maecenas, "qui uxores millies duxit" (Seneca, Ep. 114) was as notorious for his levity in 
forming and dissolving the nuptial tie, as famous for his patronage of literature and art. Martial 
(Epigr. VI. 7), though in evident poetical exaggeration, speaks of ten husbands in one month. 
Juvenal (Satir. VI. 229) exposes a matron, who in five years submitted to the embraces of eight 
husbands. Jerome (Ad Gerontiam) "saw at Rome a triumphant husband bury his twenty-first wife, 
who had interred twenty-two of his less sturdy predecessors." These are extreme cases, and 
hardly furnish a sufficient basis for a general judgment of the state of society in Rome, much less 
in the provinces. We should not forget the noble and faithful Roman women even in the days of 
imperial corruption, as Mallonia, who preferred suicide to the embraces of Tiberius; Helvia, the 
mother of Seneca, and Paulina his wife, who opened her vein to accompany him to the grave; the 
elder Arria who, when her husband Paetus was condemned to death under Claudius (42), and 
hesitated to commit suicide, plunged the dagger in her breast, and, drawing it out, said to him 
with her dying breath: "My Paetus, it does not pain" (Paete, non dolet); and her worthy daughter, 
Caecinia Arria, the wife of Thrasea, who was condemned to death (66), and her granddaughter 
Fannia, who accompanied her husband Helvidius Priscus twice into banishment, and suffered a 
third for his sake after his execution (93). See Pliny, Epist. III. 16; Tacitus, Ann. XVI. 30-34; 
Friedlaender, I. 459 sqq.. Nor should we overlook the monumental evidences of conjugal 
devotion and happiness in numerous Roman epitaphs. See Friedlaender, I. 463. Yet sexual 
immorality reached perhaps its lowest depths in imperial Rome, far lower than in the worst 
periods of the dark ages, or in England under Charles II., or in France under Louis XIV. and XV. 
And it is also certain, as Lecky says (II. 326), "that frightful excesses of unnatural passion, of 
which the most corrupt of modern courts present no parallel, were perpetrated with but little 
concealment on the Palatine." Prenuptial unchastity of men was all but universal among the 
Romans, according to Cicero’s testimony. Even Epictetus, the severest among the Stoic moralists, 
enjoins only moderation, not entire abstinence, from this form of vice. Lampridius relates of 
Alexander Severus, who otherwise legislated against vice, that he provided his unmarried 
provincial governors with a concubine as a part of their outfit, because "they could not exist 
without one" "(quod sine concubinis esse non possent)." 
 
{639} Ch. XLIV. See a good chapter on the exposure of children in Brace, Gesta Christi, p. 72-
83.  

 



99. The Christian Family. 
 
Such was the condition of the domestic life of the ancient world, when Christianity, with its 
doctrine of the sanctity of marriage, with its injunction of chastity, and with its elevation of 
woman from her half-slavish condition to moral dignity and equality with man, began the work of 
a silent transformation, which secured incalculable blessings to generations yet unborn. It laid the 
foundation for a well-ordered family life. It turned the eye from the outward world to the inward 
sphere of affection, from the all-absorbing business of politics and state-life into the sanctuary of 
home; and encouraged the nurture of those virtues of private life, without which no true public 
virtue can exist. But, as the evil here to be abated, particularly the degradation of the female sex 
and the want of chastity, was so deeply rooted and thoroughly interwoven in the whole life of the 
old world, this ennobling of the family, like the abolition of slavery, was necessarily a very slow 
process. We cannot wonder, therefore, at the high estimate of celibacy, which in the eyes of many 
seemed to be the only radical escape from the impurity and misery of married life as it generally 
stood among the heathen. But, although the fathers are much more frequent and enthusiastic in 
the praise of virginity than in that of marriage, yet their views on this subject show an immense 
advance upon the moral standard of the greatest sages and legislators of Greece and Rome. 
 
Chastity before marriage, in wedlock, and in celibacy, in man as well as in woman, so rare in 
paganism, was raised to the dignity of a cardinal virtue and made the corner-stone of the family. 
Many a female martyr preferred cruel torture and death to the loss of honor. When St. Perpetua 
fell half dead from the horns of a wild bull in the arena, she instinctively drew together her dress, 
which had been torn in the assault. The acts of martyrs and saints tell marvellous stories, 
exaggerated no doubt, yet expressive of the ruling Christian sentiment, about heroic resistance to 
carnal temptation, the sudden punishment of unjust charges of impurity by demoniacal possession 
or instant death, the rescue of courtesans from a life of shame and their radical conversion and 
elevation even to canonical sanctity. {640} The ancient councils deal much with carnal sins so 
fearfully prevalent, and unanimously condemn them in every shape and form. It is true, chastity 
in the early church and by the unanimous consent of the fathers was almost identified with 
celibacy, as we shall see hereafter; but this excess should not blind us to the immense advance of 
patristic over heathen morals. 
 
Woman was emancipated, in the best sense of the term, from the bondage of social oppression, 
and made the life and light of a Christian home. Such pure and heroic virgins as the martyred 
Blandina, and Perpetua, and such devoted mothers as Nonna, Anthusa, and Monica, we seek in 
vain among the ancient Greek and Roman maidens and matrons, and we need not wonder that the 
heathen Libanius, judging from such examples as the mother of his pupil Chrysostom, reluctantly 
exclaimed: "What women have these Christians!" The schoolmen of the middle ages derived 
from the formation of woman an ingenious argument for her proper position: Eve was not taken 
from the feet of Adam to be his slave, nor from his head to be his ruler, but from his side to be his 
beloved partner. {641} 
 
At the same time here also we must admit that the ancient church was yet far behind the ideal set 
up in the New Testament, and counterbalanced the elevation of woman by an extravagant over-
estimate of celibacy. It was the virgin far more than the faithful wife and mother of children that 
was praised and glorified by the fathers; and among the canonized saints of the Catholic calendar 
there is little or no room for husbands and wives, although the patriarchs, Moses, and some of the 
greatest prophets (Isaiah, Ezekiel), and apostles (Peter taking the lead) lived in honorable 
wedlock. 
 



Marriage was regarded in the church from the beginning as a sacred union of body and soul for 
the propagation of civil society, and the kingdom of God, for the exercise of virtue and the 
promotion of happiness. It was clothed with a sacramental or semi-sacramental character on the 
basis of Paul’s comparison of the marriage union with the relation of Christ to his church. {642} 
It was in its nature indissoluble except in case of adultery, and this crime was charged not only to 
the woman, but to the man as even the more guilty party, and to every extra-connubial carnal 
connection. Thus the wife was equally protected against the wrongs of the husband, and chastity 
was made the general law of the family life. 
 
We have a few descriptions of Christian homes from the ante-Nicene age, one from an eminent 
Greek father, another from a married presbyter of the Latin church. 
 
Clement of Alexandria enjoins upon Christian married persons united prayer and reading of the 
Scriptures, {643} as a daily morning exercise, and very beautifully says: "The mother is the glory 
of her children, the wife is the glory of her husband, both are the glory of the wife, God is the 
glory of all together." {644} 
 
Tertullian, at the close of the book which he wrote to his wife, draws the following graphic 
picture, which, though somewhat idealized, could be produced only from the moral spirit of the 
gospel and actual experience: {645} "How can I paint the happiness of a marriage which the 
church ratifies, the oblation (the celebration of the communion) confirms, the benediction seals, 
angels announce, the Father declares valid. Even upon earth, indeed, sons do not legitimately 
marry without the consent of their fathers. What an union of two believers—one hope, one vow, 
one discipline, and one worship! They are brother and sister, two fellow-servants, one spirit and 
one flesh. Where there is one flesh, there is also one spirit. They pray together, fast together, 
instruct, exhort, and support each other. They go together to the church of God, and to the table of 
the Lord. They share each other’s tribulation, persecution, and revival. Neither conceals anything 
from the other; neither avoids, neither annoys the other. They delight to visit the sick, supply the 
needy, give alms without constraint, and in daily zeal lay their offerings before the altar without 
scruple or hindrance. They do not need to keep the sign of the cross hidden, nor to express slyly 
their Christian joy, nor to suppress the blessing. Psalms and hymns they sing together, and they 
vie with each other in singing to God. Christ rejoices when he sees and hears this. He gives them 
his peace. Where two are together in his name, there is he; and where he is, there the evil one 
cannot come." 
 
A large sarcophagus represents a scene of family worship: on the right, four men, with rolls in 
their hands, reading or singing; on the left, three women and a girl playing a lyre. 
 
For the conclusion of a marriage, Ignatius {646} required "the consent of the bishop, that it might 
be a marriage for God, and not for pleasure. All should be done to the glory of God." In 
Tertullian’s time, {647} as may be inferred from the passage just quoted, the solemnization of 
marriage was already at least a religious act, though not a proper sacrament, and was sealed by 
the celebration of the holy communion in presence of the congregation. The Montanists were 
disposed even to make this benediction of the church necessary to the validity of marriage among 
Christians. All noisy and wanton Jewish and heathen nuptial ceremonies, and at first also the 
crowning of the bride, were discarded; but the nuptial ring, as a symbol of union, was retained. 
 
In the catacombs the marriage ceremony is frequently represented by the man and the woman 
standing side by side and joining hands in token of close union, as also on heathen documents. On 
a gilded glass of the fourth century, the couple join hands over a small nuptial altar, and around 
the figures are inscribed the words (of the priest): "May ye live in God." {648} 



 
Mixed marriages with heathens and also with heretics, were unanimously condemned by the 
voice of the church in agreement with the Mosaic legislation, unless formed before conversion, in 
which case they were considered valid. {649} Tertullian even classes such marriages with 
adultery. What heathen, asks he, will let his wife attend the nightly meetings of the church, and 
the slandered supper of the Lord, take care of the sick even in the poorest hovels, kiss the chains 
of the martyrs in prison rise in the night for prayer, and show hospitality to strange brethren? 
Cyprian calls marriage with an unbeliever a prostitution of the members of Christ. The Council of 
Elvira in Spain (306) forbade such mixed marriages on pain of excommunication, but did not 
dissolve those already existing. We shall understand this strictness, if, to say nothing of the 
heathen marriage rites, and the wretchedly loose notions on chastity and conjugal fidelity, we 
consider the condition of those times, and the offences and temptations which met the Christian in 
the constant sight of images of the household gods, mythological pictures on the walls, the floor, 
and the furniture; in the libations at table; in short, at every step and turn in a pagan house. 
 
Second marriage.—From the high view of marriage, and also from an ascetic over-estimate of 
celibacy, arose a very, prevalent aversion to re-marriage, particularly of widows. The Shepherd of 
Hermas allows this reunion indeed, but with the reservation, that continuance in single life earns 
great honor with the Lord. Athenagoras goes so far as to call the second marriage a "decent 
adultery." {650} 
 
The Montanists and Novatians condemned re-marriage, and made it a subject of discipline. 
 
Tertullian came forward with the greatest decision, as advocate of monogamy against both 
successive and simultaneous polygamy. {651} He thought thus to occupy the true middle ground 
between the ascetic Gnostics, who rejected marriage altogether, and the Catholics, who allowed 
more than one. {652} In the earlier period of his life, when he drew the above picture of Christian 
marriage, before his adoption of Montanism., he already placed a high estimate on celibacy as a 
superior grade of Christian holiness, appealing to 1 Corinthians 7:9 and advised at least his wife, 
in case of his death, not to marry again, especially with a heathen; but in his Montanistic writings, 
"De Exhortatione Castitatis" and "De Monogamia," he repudiates second marriage from 
principle, and with fanatical zeal contends against it as unchristian, as an act of polygamy, nay of 
"stuprum" and "adulterium." He opposes it with all sorts of acute argument; now, on the ground 
of an ideal conception of marriage as a spiritual union of two souls for time and eternity; now, 
from an opposite sensuous view; and again, on principles equally good against all marriage and in 
favor of celibacy. Thus, on the one hand, he argues, that the second marriage impairs the spiritual 
fellowship with the former partner, which should continue beyond the grave, which should show 
itself in daily intercessions and in yearly celebration of the day of death, and which hopes even 
for outward reunion after the resurrection. {653} On the other hand, however, he places the 
essence of marriage in the communion of flesh, {654} and regards it as a mere concession, which 
God makes to our sensuality, and which man therefore should not abuse by repetition. The ideal 
of the Christian life, with him, not only for the clergy, but the laity also, is celibacy. He lacks 
clear perception of the harmony of the moral and physical elements which constitutes the essence 
of marriage; and strongly as he elsewhere combats the Gnostic dualism, he here falls in with it in 
his depreciation of matter and corporeity, as necessarily incompatible with spirit. His treatment of 
the exegetical arguments of the defenders of second marriage is remarkable. The levirate law, he 
says, is peculiar to the Old Testament economy. To Romans 7:2 he replies, that Paul speaks here 
from the position of the Mosaic law, which, according to the same passage is no longer binding 
on Christians. In 1 Corinthians 7, the apostle allows second marriage only in his subjective, 
human judgment, and from regard to our sensuous infirmity; but in the same chapter {1 
Corinthians 7:40} he recommends celibacy to all, and that on the authority of the Lord, adding 



here, that he also has the Holy Spirit, i.e. the principle, which is active in the new prophets of 
Montanism. The appeal to 1 Timothy 3:2 Titus 1:6, from which the right of laymen to second 
marriage was inferred, as the prohibition of it there related only to the clergy, he met with the 
doctrine of the universal priesthood of believers, which admitted them all both to the privileges 
and to the obligations of priests. But his reasoning always amounts in the end to this: that the state 
of original virgin purity, which has nothing at all to do with the sensual, is the best. The true 
chastity consists therefore not in the chaste spirit of married partners, but in the entire continence 
of "virgines" and "s padones." The desire of posterity, he, contrary to the Old Testament, 
considers unworthy of a Christian, who, in fact, ought to break away entirely from the world, and 
renounce all inheritance in it. Such a morality, forbidding the same that it allows, and rigorously 
setting as an ideal what it must in reality abate at least for the mass of mankind, may be very far 
above the heathen level, but is still plainly foreign to the deeper substance and the world-
sanctifying principle of Christianity. 
 
The Catholic church, indeed, kept aloof from this Montanistic extravagance, and forbade second 
marriage only to the clergy (which the Greek church does to this day); yet she rather advised 
against it, and leaned very decidedly towards a preference for celibacy, as a higher grade of 
Christian morality. {655} 
 
As to the relation of parents and children, Christianity exerted from the beginning a most salutary 
influence. It restrained the tyrannical power of the father. It taught the eternal value of children as 
heirs of the kingdom of heaven, and commenced the great work of education on a religious and 
moral basis. It resisted with all energy the exposition of children, who were then generally 
devoured by dogs and wild beasts, or, if found, trained up for slavery or doomed to a life of 
infamy. Several apologists, the author to the Epistle of Diognetus, Justin Martyr, {656} Minutius 
Felix, Tertullian, and Arnobius speak with just indignation against this unnatural custom. 
Athenagoras declares abortion and exposure to be equal to murder. {657} No heathen philosopher 
had advanced so far. Lactantius also puts exposure on a par with murder even of the worst kind, 
and admits no excuse on the ground of pity or poverty, since God provides for all his creatures. 
{658} The Christian spirit of humanity gradually so penetrated the spirit of the age that the better 
emperors, from the time of Trajan, began to direct their attention to the diminution of these crying 
evils; but the best legal enactments would never have been able to eradicate them without the 
spiritual influence of the church. The institutions and donations of Trajan, Antonins Pius, 
Septimius Severus, and private persons, for the education of poor children, boys and girls, were 
approaches of the nobler heathen towards the genius of Christianity. Constantine proclaimed a 
law in 315 throughout Italy "to turn parents from using a parricidal hand on their new-born 
children, and to dispose their hearts to the best sentiments." The Christian fathers, councils, 
emperors, and lawgivers united their efforts to uproot this monstrous evil and to banish it from 
the civilized world. {659} 
 
{640} Among the converted courtesans of the ancient church in the Roman calendar are St. Mary 
Magdalene, St. Mary of Egypt, St. Afra, St. Pelagia, St. Thais, and St. Theodota. See Charles de 
Bussy Les Courtisanes saintes. St. Vitalius, it is said, visited dens of vice every night, gave 
money to the inmates to keep them from sin, and offered up prayers for their conversion. A 
curious story is told of St. Serapion, who went to such a place by appointment, and prayed and 
prayed and prayed till the unfortunate courtesan was converted and fell half dead at his feet. See 
Lecky, II. 338. 
 
{641} This beautiful idea (often attributed to Matthew Henry, the commentator) was first 
suggested by Augustin. Deuteronomy Genesi ad Literam, l. IX. c. 13 (in Migne’s ed. of Opera, 
III. col. 402), and fully stated by Peter the Lombard, Sentent. l. II. Dist. XVIII. (de formatione 



mulieris): "Mulier de viro, non de qualibet parte corporis viri, sed de latere eius formata est, ut 
ostenderetur quia in consortium creabatur dilectionis, ne forte, si fuisset de capite facta, viro ad 
dominationem videretur preferenda, aut si de pedibus, ad servitutem subjicienda. Quia igitur viro 
nec domina, nec ancilla parabatur, sed socia, nec capite, nec de pedibus, sed de latere fuerat 
producenda, ut juxta se ponendam cognosceret quam de suo latere sumptam didicisset." And 
again by Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theol. Pars. I. Quaest. XCII. Art. III. (in Migne’s ed. l. col. 
1231). 
 
{642} Ephesians 5:28-32. The Vulgate translates to; musthvrion in ver. 32 by sacramentum, and 
thus furnished a quasi-exegetical foundation to the Catholic doctrine of the sacrament of 
marriage. The passage is so used by the Council of Trent and in the Roman Catechism. Ellicott 
(in loc.) judges that "the words cannot possibly be urged in favor of the sacramental nature of 
marriage, but that the very fact of the comparison does place marriage on a far holier and higher 
basis than modern theories are disposed to admit." Bengel refers "the mystery" not to marriage, 
but to the union of Christ with the church ("non matrimonium humanum sed ipsa conjunctio 
Christi et ecclesiae"). Meyer refers it to the preceding quotation from Genesis; Estius and Ellicott 
to the intimate conjugal relationship. 
 
{643} euch kai anagnwsiv. 
 
{644} Paedag. III. 250 
 
{645} Ad Uxorem, l II. c. 8. 
 
{646} Ad Polyc. c. 5. In the Syr. version, c. 2. 
 
{647} Tert. Ad Uxor. II. 8; Comp. Deuteronomy Monog. c. 11; Deuteronomy Pudic. c. 4. 
 
{648} Vivatis in Deo. See the picture in Northcote and Brownlow, II. 303. In other and later 
pictures the ceremony is presided over by Christ, who either crowns the married couple, or is 
represented by his monogram. Ibid. p. 302. 
 
{649} According to 1 Corinthians 7:12,16. 
 
{650} Legat. 33: o deuterov gamov euprephv esti moiseia. According to Origen, bigamists 
may be saved, but will not be crowned by Christ (Hom. XVII. in Luc.). Theophilus Ad Autol. III. 
15, says that with the Christians egkrateia askeitai, monogamia threitai. Perhaps even 
Irenaeus held a similar view, to judge from the manner in which he speaks of the woman of 
Samaria, {John 4:7} "quae in uno viro non mansit, sed fornicata est in multis nuptiis." Adv. Haer. 
III. 17, 2 
 
{651} Comp. Hauber: Tertullian’s Kampf gegen die zweite Ehe, in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 
1845, p. 607 sqq. 
 
{652} Deuteronomy Monog. 1: "Haeretici nuptias auferunt, psychici ingerunt; illi nec semel, isti 
non semel nubunt." 
 
{653} Deuteronomy Exhort Cast. c. 11: "Duplex rubor est, quia in secundo matramonio duae 
uxores eundem circumstant maritum, una spiritu, alia in carne. Nequeenim pristinam poteris 
odisse, cui etiam religiosiorem reservas affectionem ut jam receptae apud Dominum, pro cujus 



spiritu postulas, pro qua oblationes annuas reddis. Stabis ergo ad Dominum cum tot uxoribus 
quot in oratione commemoras, et offeres pro duabus," etc. 
 
{654} Deuteronomy Exhort Cast. c. 9: "Leges videntur matrimonii et stupri differentiam facere, 
per diversitatem illiciti, non per conditionem rei ipsius.... Nuptiae ipsae ex eo constant quod est 
stuprum." 
 
{655} "Non prohibemus secundas nuptias," says Ambrose, "sed non suademus." None of the 
fathers recommends remarriage or even approves of it. Jerome represented the prevailing view of 
the Nicene age. He took the lowest view of marriage as a mere safeguard against fornication and 
adultery, and could conceive of no other motive for second or third marriage but animal passion. 
"The first Adam," he says, "had one wife; the second Adam had no wife. Those who approve of 
digamy hold forth a third Adam, who was twice married, whom they follow" (Contra Jovin. 1). 
Gregory of Nazianzum infers from the analogy of marriage to the union of Christ with his church 
that second marriage is to be reproved, as there is but one Christ and one church (Orat. XXXI). 
 
{656} Apol. I. 27 and 29. 
 
{657} Apol. c. 35 
 
{658} Inst. Div. vi. 20 (p. 48 ed. Lips): "Let no one imagine that even this is allowed, to strangle 
newly-born children, which is the greatest impiety; for God breathes into their souls for life, and 
not for death. But men (that there may be no crime with which they may not pollute their hands) 
deprive souls as yet innocent and simple of the light which they themselves have not given. Can 
they be considered innocent who expose their own offspring as a prey to dogs, and as far as it 
depends upon themselves, kill them in a more cruel manner than if they had strangled them? Who 
can doubt that he is impious who gives occasion for the pity of others? For, although that which 
he has wished should befall the child—namely, that it should be brought up—he has certainly 
consigned his own offspring either to servitude or to the brothel? But who does not understand, 
who is ignorant what things may happen, or are accustomed to happen, in the case of each sex, 
even through error? For this is shown by the example of OEdipus alone, confused with twofold 
guilt. It is therefore as wicked to expose as it is to kill. But truly parricides complain of the 
scantiness of their means, and allege that they have not enough for bringing up more children; as 
though, in truth, their means were in the power of these who possess them, or God did not daily 
make the rich poor, and the poor rich. Wherefore, if any one on account of poverty shall be 
unable to bring up children, it is better to abstain from marriage than with wicked hands to mar 
the work of God." 
 
{659} For further details see Brace, l. c. 79 sqq., and Terme et Monfalcon, Hist. des enfants 
trouves. Paris, 1840.  

 



100. Brotherly Love, and Love for Enemies. 
 
Schaubach: Das Verhaltniss der Moral des classischen Alterthums zur christlichen, beleuchtet 
durch vergleichende Erorterung der Lehre von der Feindesliebe, in the "Studien und Kritiken" 
for 1851, p. 59-121. Also the works of Schmidt, Chastel, Uhlhorn, etc., quoted at 88 above. 
 
It is generally admitted, that selfishness was the soul of heathen morality. The great men of 
antiquity rose above its sordid forms, love of gain and love of pleasure, but were the more under 
the power of ambition and love of fame. It was for fame that Miltiades and Themistocles fought 
against the Persians; that Alexander set out on his tour of conquest; that Herodotus wrote his 
history, that Pindar sang his odes, that Sophocles composed his tragedies, that Demosthenes 
delivered his orations, that Phidias sculptured his Zeus. Fame was set forth in the Olympian 
games as the highest object of life; fame was held up by Aeschylus as the last comfort of the 
suffering; fame was declared by Cicero, before a large assembly, the ruling passion of the very 
best of men. {660} Even the much-lauded patriotism of the heroes of ancient Greece and Rome 
was only an enlarged egotism. In the catalogue of classical virtues we look in vain for the two 
fundamental and cardinal virtues, love and humility. The very word which corresponds in Greek 
to humility {661} signifies generally, in classical usage, a mean, abject mind. The noblest and 
purest form of love known to the heathen moralist is friendship, which Cicero praises as the 
highest good next to wisdom. But friendship itself rested, as was freely admitted, on a utilitarian, 
that is, on an egotistic basis, and was only possible among persons of equal or similar rank in 
society. For the stranger, the barbarian, and the enemy, the Greek and Roman knew no love, but 
only contempt and hatred. The jus talionis, the return of evil for evil, was universally 
acknowledged throughout the heathen world as a just principle and maxim, in direct opposition to 
the plainest injunctions of the New Testament. {662} We must offend those who offend us, says 
Aeschylus. {663} Not to take revenge was regarded as a sign of weakness and cowardice. To 
return evil for good is devilish; to return good for good is human and common to all religions; to 
return good for evil is Christlike and divine, and only possible in the Christian religion. 
 
On the other hand, however, we should suppose that every Christian virtue must find some basis 
in the noblest moral instincts and aspirations of nature; since Christianity is not against nature, but 
simply above it and intended for it. Thus we may regard the liberality, benevolence, humanity and 
magnanimity which we meet with in heathen antiquity, as an approximation to, and preparation 
for, the Christian virtue of charity. The better schools of moralists rose more or less above the 
popular approval of hatred of the enemy, wrath and revenge. Aristotle and the Peripatetics, 
without condemning this passion as wrong in itself, enjoined at least moderation in its exercise. 
The Stoics went further, and required complete apathy or suppression of all strong and passionate 
affections. Cicero even declares placability and clemency one of the noblest traits in the character 
of a great man, {664} and praises Caesar for forgetting nothing except injuries. Seneca, Epictetus, 
Plutarch, and Marcus Aurelius, who were already indirectly and unconsciously under the 
influence of the atmosphere of Christian morality, decidedly condemn anger and vindictiveness, 
and recommend kindness to slaves, and a generous treatment even of enemies. 
 
But this sort of love for an enemy, it should be remembered, in the first place, does not flow 
naturally from the spirit of heathenism, but is, as it were, an accident and exception; secondly, it 
is not enjoined as a general duty, but expected only from the great and the wise; thirdly, it does 
not rise above the conception of magnanimity, which, more closely considered, is itself connected 
with a refined form of egotism, and with a noble pride that regards it below the dignity of a 
gentleman to notice the malice of inferior men; {665} fourthly, it is commended only in its 
negative aspect as refraining from the right of retaliation, not as active benevolence and charity to 



the enemy, which returns good for evil; and finally it is nowhere derived from a religious 
principle, the love of God to man, and therefore has no proper root, and lacks the animating soul. 
 
No wonder, then, that in spite of the finest maxims of a few philosophers, the imperial age was 
controlled by the coldest selfishness, so that, according to the testimony of Plutarch, friendship 
had died out even in families, and the love of brothers and sisters was supposed to be possible 
only in a heroic age long passed by. The old Roman world was a world without charity. Julian the 
Apostate, who was educated a Christian, tried to engraft charity upon heathenism, but in vain. 
The idea of the infinite value of each human soul, even the poorest and humblest, was wanting, 
and with it the basis for true charity. 
 
It was in such an age of universal egotism that Christianity first revealed the true spirit of love to 
man as flowing from the love of God, and exhibited it in actual life. This cardinal virtue we meet 
first within the Church itself, as the bond of union among believers, and the sure mark of the 
genuine disciple of Jesus. "That especially," says Tertullian to the heathen, in a celebrated 
passage of his Apologeticus, "which love works among us, exposes us to many a suspicion. 
‘Behold,’ they say, ‘how they love one another!’ Yea, verily this must strike them; for they hate 
each other. ‘And how ready they are to die for one another!’ Yea, truly; for they are rather ready 
to kill one another. And even that we call each other ‘brethren,’ seems to them suspicious for no 
other reason, than that, among them, all expressions of kindred are only feigned. We are even 
your brethren, in virtue of the common nature, which is the mother of us all; though ye, as evil 
brethren, deny your human nature. But how much more justly are those called and considered 
brethren, who acknowledge the one God as their Father; who have received the one Spirit of 
holiness; who have awaked from the same darkness of uncertainty to the light of the same 
truth?... And we, who are united in spirit and in soul, do not hesitate to have also all things 
common, except wives. For we break fellowship just where other men practice it." 
 
This brotherly love flowed from community of life in Christ. Hence Ignatius calls believers 
"Christ-bearers" and "God-bearers." {666} The article of the Apostles’ Creed: "I believe in the 
communion of saints;" the current appellation of "brother" and "sister;" and the fraternal kiss 
usual on admission into the church, and at the Lord’s Supper, were not empty forms, nor even a 
sickly sentimentalism, but the expression of true feeling and experience, only strengthened by the 
common danger and persecution. A travelling Christian, of whatever language or country, with a 
letter of recommendation from his bishop, {667} was everywhere hospitably received as a long 
known friend. It was a current phrase: In thy brother thou hast seen the Lord himself. The force of 
love reached beyond the grave. Families were accustomed to celebrate at appointed times the 
memory, of their departed members; and this was one of the grounds on which Tertullian opposed 
second marriage. 
 
The brotherly love expressed itself, above all, in the most self-sacrificing beneficence to the poor 
and sick, to widows and orphans, to strangers and prisoners, particularly to confessors in bonds. It 
magnifies this virtue in our view, to reflect, that the Christians at that time belonged mostly to the 
lower classes, and in times of persecution often lost all their possessions. Every congregation was 
a charitable society, and in its public worship took regular collections for its needy members. The 
offerings at the communion and love-feasts, first held on the evening, afterwards on the morning 
of the Lord’s Day, were considered a part of worship. {668} To these were added numberless 
private charities, given in secret, which eternity alone will reveal. The church at Rome had under 
its care a great multitude of widows, orphans, blind, lame, and sick, {669} whom the deacon 
Laurentius, in the Decian persecution, showed to the heathen prefect, as the most precious 
treasures of the church. It belonged to the idea of a Christian housewife, and was particularly the 
duty of the deaconesses, to visit the Lord, to clothe him, and give him meat and drink, in the 



persons of his needy disciples. Even such opponents of Christianity as Lucian testify to this zeal 
of the Christians in labors of love, though they see in it nothing but an innocent fanaticism. "It is 
incredible," says Lucian, "to see the ardor with which the people of that religion help each other 
in their wants. They spare nothing. Their first legislator has put into their heads that they are all 
brethren." {670} 
 
This beneficence reached beyond the immediate neighborhood. Charity begins at home, but does 
not stay at, home. In cases of general distress the bishops appointed special collections, and also 
fasts, by which food might be saved for suffering brethren. The Roman church sent its charities 
great distances abroad. {671} Cyprian of Carthage, who, after his conversion, sold his own estates 
for the benefit of the poor, collected a hundred thousand sestertia, or more than three thousand 
dollars, to redeem Christians of Numidia, who had been taken captive by neighboring barbarians; 
and he considered it a high privilege "to be able to ransom for a small sum of money him, who 
has redeemed us from the dominion of Satan with his own blood." A father, who refused to give 
alms on account of his children, Cyprian charged with the additional sin of binding his children to 
an earthly inheritance, instead of pointing them to the richest and most loving Father in heaven. 
 
Finally, this brotherly love expanded to love even for enemies, which returned the heathens good 
for evil, and not rarely, in persecutions and public misfortunes, heaped coals of fire on their 
heads. During the persecution under Gallus (252), when the pestilence raged in Carthage, and the 
heathens threw out their dead and sick upon the streets, ran away from them for fear of the 
contagion, and cursed the Christians as the supposed authors of the plague, Cyprian assembled his 
congregation, and exhorted them to love their enemies; whereupon all went to work; the rich with 
their money, the poor with their hands, and rested not, till the dead were buried, the sick cared 
for, and the city saved from desolation. The same self-denial appeared in the Christians of 
Alexandria during a ravaging plague under the reign of Gallienus. These are only a few 
prominent manifestations of a spirit which may be traced through the whole history of martyrdom 
and the daily prayers of the Christians for their enemies and persecutors. For while the love of 
friends, says Tertullian, is common to all men, the love of enemies is a virtue peculiar to 
Christians. {672} "You forget," he says to the heathens in his Apology, "that, notwithstanding 
your persecutions, far from conspiring against you, as our numbers would perhaps furnish us with 
the means of doing, we pray for you and do good to you; that, if we give nothing for your gods, 
we do give for your poor, and that our charity spreads more alms in your streets than the offerings 
presented by your religion in your temples." 
 
The organized congregational charity of the ante-Nicene age provided for all the immediate 
wants. When the state professed Christianity, there sprang up permanent charitable institutions for 
the poor, the sick, for strangers, widows, orphans, and helpless old men. {673} The first clear 
proof of such institutions we find in the age of Julian the Apostate, who tried to check the 
progress of Christianity and to revive paganism by directing the high priest of Galatia, Arsacius, 
to establish in every town a Xenodochium to be supported by the state and also by private 
contributions; for, he said, it was a shame that the heathen should be left without support from 
their own, while "among the Jews no beggar can be found, and the godless Galilaeans" (i.e. the 
Christians) "nourish not only their own, but even our own poor." A few years afterwards (370) we 
hear of a celebrated hospital at Caesarea, founded by St. Basilius, and called after him "Basilias," 
and similar institutions all over the province of Cappadocia. We find one at Antioch at the time of 
Chrysostom, who took a practical interest in it. At Constantinople there were as many as thirty-
five hospitals. In the West such institutions spread rapidly in Rome, Sicily, Sardinia, and Gaul. 
{674} 
 



{660} Pro Archia poeta, c. 11: "Trahimur omnes laudis studio, et optimus quisque maxime gloria 
ducitur." 
 
{661} tapeinov tapeinofrwn, tapeinothv, tapeinofrosunh. 
 
{662} Matthew 5:23,24,44 6:12 18:21 Romans 12:17,19,20 1 Corinthians 13:7 1 Thessalonians 
5:15 1 Peter 3:9. 
 
{663} Prom. Vinct. v. 1005, Comp. 1040. Many passages of similar import from Homer, Hesiod, 
Sophocles, Euripedes, etc., see quoted on p. 81 sqq. of the article of Schaubach referred to above. 
 
{664} Deuteronomy Offic. I. 25: "Nihil enim laudabilius, nihil magno et praeclaro viro dignius 
placabilitate et clementia." 
 
{665} Comp. Seneca, Deuteronomy ira II. 32: "Magni animi est injurias despicere. Illemagnus et 
nobilis est, qui more magnae ferae latratus minutorum canum securus exaudit." 
 
{666} cristoforoi, yeoforoi 
 
{667} grammata tetupwmena or koinwnika: epistolae or literae formatae; so called, because 
composed after a certain tupov or forma, to guard against frequent forgeries. 
 
{668} Comp. James 1:27 Hebrews 13:1-3,16. 
 
{669} Comelius, in Euseb. H. E. VI. 43. 
 
{670} Deuteronomy Morte Peregr. c. 13. 
 
{671} Dionysius of Corinth, in Eus. IV. 23. 
 
{672} Ad Scapulam, c. 1: "Ita enim disciplina jubemur diligere inimicos quoque, et orare pro iis 
qui nos persequuntur, ut haec sit perfecta et propria bonitas nostra, non communis. Amicos enim 
diligere omnium est, inimicos autem solorum Christianorum." 
 
{673} Nosocomia, Ptochotrophia, Xenodochia, Cherotrophia, Orphanotrophia, Brephotrophia, 
Gerontocomia (for old men). 
 
{674} See Uhlhorn, Book III. ch. 4 (p. 319 sqq.).  

 



101. Prayer and Fasting. 
 
In regard to the importance and the necessity of prayer, as the pulse and thermometer of spiritual 
life, the ancient church had but one voice. Here the plainest and the most enlightened Christians 
met; the apostolic fathers, the steadfast apologists, the realistic Africans, and the idealistic 
Alexandrians. Tertullian sees in prayer the daily sacrifice of the Christian, the bulwark of faith, 
the weapon against all the enemies of the soul. The believer should not go to his bath nor take his 
food without prayer; for the nourishing and refreshing of the spirit must precede that of the body, 
and the heavenly must go before the earthly. "Prayer," says he, "blots out sins, repels temptations, 
quenches persecutions, comforts, the desponding, blesses the high-minded, guides the wanderers, 
calms the billows, feeds the poor, directs the rich, raises the fallen, holds up the falling, preserves 
them that stand." Cyprian requires prayer by day and by night; pointing to heaven, where we shall 
never cease to pray and give thanks. The same father, however, falls already into that false, 
unevangelical view, which represents prayer as a meritorious work and a satisfaction to be 
rendered to God. {675} Clement of Alexandria conceives the life of a genuine Christian as an 
unbroken prayer. "In every place he will pray, though not openly, in the sight of the multitude. 
Even on his walks, in his intercourse with others, in silence, in reading, and in labor, he prays in 
every way. And though he commune with God only in the chamber of his soul, and call upon the 
Father only with a quiet sigh, the Father is near him." The same idea we find in Origen, who 
discourses in enthusiastic terms of the mighty inward and outward effects of prayer, and with all 
his enormous learning, regards prayer as the sole key to the spiritual meaning of the Scriptures. 
 
The order of human life, however, demands special times for this consecration of the every-day 
business of men. The Christians generally followed the Jewish usage, observed as times of prayer 
the hours of nine, twelve, and three, corresponding also to the crucifixion of Christ, his death, and 
his descent from the cross; the cock-crowing likewise, and the still hour of midnight they 
regarded as calls to prayer. 
 
With prayer for their own welfare, they united intercessions for the whole church, for all classes 
of men, especially for the sick and the needy, and even for the unbelieving. Polycarp enjoins on 
the church of Philippi to pray for all the saints, for kings and rulers, for haters and persecutors, 
and for the enemies of the cross. "We pray," says Tertullian, "even for the emperors and their 
ministers, for the holders of power on earth, for the repose of all classes, and for the delay of the 
end of the world." 
 
With the free outpourings of the heart, without which living piety cannot exist, we must suppose, 
that, after the example of the Jewish church, standing forms of prayer were also used, especially 
such as were easily impressed on the memory and could thus be freely delivered. The familiar "ex 
pectore" and "sine monitore" of Tertullian prove nothing against this; for a prayer committed to 
memory may and should be at the same time a prayer of the heart, as a familiar psalm or hymn 
may be read or sung with ever new devotion. The general use of the Lord’s Prayer in the ancient 
church in household and public worship is beyond all doubt. The Didache (ch. 8) enjoins it three 
times a day. Tertullian, Cyprian, Origen, wrote special treatises upon it. They considered it the 
model prayer, prescribed by the Lord for the whole church. Tertullian calls it the "regular and 
usual prayer, a brief summary of the whole gospel, and foundation of all the other prayers of the 
Christians." The use of it, however, was restricted to communicants; because the address 
presupposes the worshipper’s full sonship with God, and because the fourth petition was taken in 
a mystical sense, as referring to the holy Supper, and was therefore thought not proper for 
catechumens. 
 



As to posture in prayer; kneeling or standing, the raising or closing of the eyes, the extension or 
elevation of the hands, were considered the most suitable expressions of a bowing spirit and a 
soul directed towards God. On Sunday the standing posture was adopted, in token of festive joy 
over the resurrection from sin and death. But there was no uniform law in regard to these forms. 
Origen lays chief stress on the lifting of the soul to God and the bowing of the heart before him; 
and says that, where circumstances require, one can worthily pray sitting, or lying, or engaged in 
business. 
 
After the Jewish custom, fasting was frequently joined with prayer, that the mind, unencumbered 
by earthly matter, might devote itself with less distraction to the contemplation of divine things. 
The apostles themselves sometimes employed this wholesome discipline, {676} though without 
infringing the gospel freedom by legal prescriptions. As the Pharisees were accustomed to fast 
twice in the week, on Monday and Thursday, the Christians appointed Wednesday and especially 
Friday, as days of half-fasting or abstinence from flesh, {677} in commemoration of the passion 
and crucifixion of Jesus. They did this with reference to the Lord’s words: "When the bridegroom 
shall be taken away from them, then will they fast." {678} 
 
In the second century arose also the custom of Quadragesimal fasts before Easter, which, 
however, differed in length in different countries; being sometimes reduced to forty hours, 
sometimes extended to forty days, or at least to several weeks. Perhaps equally ancient are the 
nocturnal fasts or vigils before the high festivals, suggested by the example of the Lord and the 
apostles. {679} But the Quatemporal fasts {680} are of later origin, though founded likewise on a 
custom of the Jews after the exile. On special occasions the bishops appointed extraordinary fasts, 
and applied the money saved to charitable purposes; a usage which became often a blessing to the 
poor. Yet hierarchical arrogance and Judaistic legalism early intruded here, even to the entire 
destruction of the liberty of a Christian man. {681} 
 
This rigidity appeared most in the Montanists. Besides the usual fasts, they observed special 
Xerophagiae {682} as they were called; seasons of two weeks for eating only dry or properly 
uncooked food, bread, salt, and water. The Catholic church, with true feeling, refused to sanction 
these excesses as a general rule, but allowed ascetics to carry fasting even to extremes. A 
confessor in Lyons, for example, lived on bread and water alone, but forsook that austerity when 
reminded that he gave offence to other Christians by so despising the gifts of God. 
 
Against the frequent over-valuation of fasting, Clement of Alexandria quotes the word of Paul: 
The kingdom of God is not meat and drink, therefore neither abstinence from wine and flesh, but 
righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit. 
 
{675} Deuteronomy Orat. Domin. 33: "Cito orationes ad Deum adscendunt, quas ad Deum 
merita operis nostri imponunt." Deuteronomy Lapsis 17: "Dominus orandus est, Dominus nostra 
satisfactione placandus est." Epist. xl. 2: "Preces et orationes, quibus Dominus longa et continua 
satisfactione placandus est." 
 
{676} Comp. Acts 13:2 14:23 2 Corinthians 6:5 
 
{677} Semijejunium, abstinentia. 
 
{678} Matthew 9:15. 
 
{679} Luke 6:12 Acts 16:25. 
 



{680} From quatuor tempora. 
 
{681} Comp. Matthew 9:15 Galatians 4:9 5:1. 
 
{682} Xhrofagivai, aridus victus. See Tertullian, Deuteronomy Jejuu, 15; Hippolytus. Philos. 
VIII. 19.  

 



102. Treatment of the Dead 
 
Comp. Chapter VII. on the Catacombs. 
 
The pious care of the living for the beloved dead is rooted in the noblest instincts of human 
future, and is found among all nations, ancient and modern, even among barbarians. Hence the 
general custom of surrounding the funeral with solemn rites and prayers, and giving the tomb a 
sacred and inviolable character. The profane violation of the dead and robbery of graves were 
held in desecration, and punished by law. {683} No traditions and laws were more sacred among 
the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans than those that guarded and protected the shades of the 
departed who can do no harm to any of the living. "It is the popular belief," says Tertullian, "that 
the dead cannot enter Hades before they are buried." Patroclus appears after his death to his friend 
Achilles in a dream, and thus exhorts him to provide for his speedy burial: 
 
Achilles, sleepest thou, forgetting me? 
 
Never of me unmindful in my life, 
 
Thou dost neglect me dead. O, bury me 
 
Quickly, and give me entrance through the gates 
 
Of Hades; for the souls, the forms of those 
 
Who live no more, repulse me, suffering not 
 
That I should join their company beyond 
 
The river, and I now must wander round 
 
The spacious portals of the House of Death. {684} 
 
Christianity intensified this regard for the departed, and gave it a solid foundation by the doctrine 
of the immortality of the soul and the resurrection of the body. Julian the Apostate traced the 
rapid spread and power of that religion to three causes: benevolence, care of the dead, and 
honesty. {685} After the persecution under Marcus Aurelius, the Christians in Southern Gaul 
were much distressed because the enraged heathens would not deliver them the corpses of their 
brethren for burial. {686} Sometimes the vessels of the church were sold for the purpose. During 
the ravages of war, famine, and pestilence, they considered it their duty to bury the heathen as 
well as their fellow-Christians. When a pestilence depopulated the cities in the reign of the 
tyrannical persecutor Maximinus, "the Christians were the only ones in the midst of such 
distressing circumstances that exhibited sympathy and humanity in their conduct. They continued 
the whole day, some in the care and burial of the dead, for numberless were they for whom there 
was none to care; others collected the multitude of those wasting by the famine throughout the 
city, and distributed bread among all. So that the fact was cried abroad, and men glorified the God 
of the Christians, constrained, as they were by the facts, to acknowledge that these were the only 
really pious and the only real worshippers of God." {687} Lactantius says: "The last and greatest 
office of piety is the burying of strangers and the poor; which subject these teachers of virtue and 
justice have not touched upon at all, as they measure all their duties by utility. We will not suffer 
the image and workmanship of God to lie exposed as a prey to beasts and birds; but we will 



restore it to the earth, from which it had its origin; and although it be in the case of an unknown 
man, we will fulfil the office of relatives, into whose place, since they are wanting, let kindness 
succeed; and wherever there shall be need of man, there we will think that our duty is required." 
{688} 
 
The early church differed from the pagan and even from the Jewish notions by a cheerful and 
hopeful view of death, and by discarding lamentations, rending of clothes, and all signs of 
extravagant grief. The terrors of the grave were dispelled by the light of the resurrection, and the 
idea of death was transformed into the idea of a peaceful slumber. No one, says Cyprian, should 
be made sad by death, since in living is labor and peril, in dying peace and the certainty of 
resurrection; and he quotes the examples of Enoch who was translated, of Simeon who wished to 
depart in peace, several passages from Paul, and the assurance of the Lord that he went to the 
Father to prepare heavenly mansions for us. {689} The day of a believer’s death, especially if he 
were a martyr, was called the day of his heavenly birth. His grave was surrounded with symbols 
of hope and of victory; anchors, harps, palms, crowns. The primitive Christians always showed a 
tender care for the dead; under a vivid impression of the unbroken communion of saints and the 
future resurrection of the body in glory. For Christianity redeems the body as well as the soul, and 
consecrates it a temple of the Holy Spirit. Hence the Greek and Roman custom of burning the 
corpse (crematio) was repugnant to Christian feeling and the sacredness of the body. {690} 
Tertullian even declared it a symbol of the fire of hell, and Cyprian regarded it as equivalent to 
apostasy. In its stead, the church adopted the primitive Jewish usage of burial (inhumatio), {691} 
practiced also by the Egyptians and Babylonians. The bodies of the dead were washed, {692} 
wrapped in linen cloths, {693} sometimes embalmed, {694} and then, in the presence of 
ministers, relatives, and friends, with prayer and singing of psalms, committed as seeds of 
immortality to the bosom of the earth. Funeral discourses were very common as early as the 
Nicene period. {695} But in the times of persecution the interment was often necessarily 
performed as hastily and secretly as possible. The death-days of martyrs the church celebrated 
annually at their graves with oblations, love feasts, and the Lord’s Supper. Families likewise 
commemorated their departed members in the domestic circle. The current prayers for the dead 
were originally only thanksgiving for the grace of God manifested to them. But they afterwards 
passed into intercessions, without any warrant in the reaching of the apostles, and in connection 
with questionable views in regard to the intermediate state. Tertullian, for instance, in his 
argument against second marriage, says of the Christian widow, she prays for the soul of her 
departed husband, {696} and brings her annual offering on the day of his departure. 
 
The same feeling of the inseparable communion of saints gave rise to the usage, unknown to the 
heathens, of consecrated places of common burial. {697} For these cemeteries, the Christians, in 
the times of persecution, when they were mostly poor and enjoyed no corporate rights, selected 
remote, secret spots, and especially subterranean vaults, called at first crypts, but after the sixth 
century commonly termed catacombs, or resting-places, which have been discussed in a previous 
chapter. 
 
We close with a few stanzas of the Spanish poet Prudentius (d. 405), in which he gives forcible 
expression to the views and feelings of the ancient church before the open grave: {698} 
 
No more, ah, no more sad complaining; 
 
Resign these fond pledges to earth: 
 
Stay, mothers, the thick-falling tear-drops; 
 



This death is a heavenly birth. 
 
Take, Earth, to thy bosom so tender,— 
 
Take, nourish this body. How fair, 
 
How noble in death! We surrender 
 
These relics of man to thy care 
 
This, this was the home of the spirit, 
 
Once built by the breath of our God; 
 
And here, in the light of his wisdom, 
 
Christ, Head of the risen, abode. 
 
Guard well the dear treasure we lend thee 
 
The Maker, the Saviour of men: 
 
Shall never forget His beloved, 
 
But claim His own likeness again. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{683} And it occurs occasionally even among Christian nations. The corpse of the richest 
merchant prince of New York, Alexander T. Stewart (d. 1876), was stolen from St. Mark’s grave-
yard, and his splendid mausoleum in Garden City on Long Island is empty. 
 
{684} Iliad XXIII. 81-88, in Bryant’s translation (IT. 284)- 
 
{685} Epist, XLIX. ad Arsacium, the pagan high-priest in Galatia. 
 
{686} Eus. IX. 8. 
 
{687} Eusebius, H. E. V. I. 
 
{688} Instit. Div. Vl. c. 12 
 
{689} Testim. l. III. c. 58 
 
{690} Comp. 1 Corinthians 3:16 6:19 2 Corinthians 6:16. Burial was the prevailing Oriental and 
even the earlier Roman custom before the empire, and was afterwards restored, no doubt under 
the influence of Christianity Minucius Felix says (Octav. c. 34): "Veterem et meliorem 
consuetudinem humandi frequentamus." Comp. Cicero, Deuteronomy Leg. II. 22; Pliny, Hist. 



Nat. VII. 54; Augustin, Deuteronomy Civ Dei I. 12, 13. Sometimes dead Christians were burned 
during the persecution by the heathen to ridicule their hope of a resurrection. 
 
{691} Comp. Genesis 23:19 Matthew 27:60 John 11:17 Acts 5:6 8:2. 
 
{692} Acts 9:37. 
 
{693} Matthew 27:59; Luke 23:53; John 11:44. 
 
{694} John 19:39; 12:7. 
 
{695} We have the funeral orations of Eusebius at the death of Constantine, of Gregory of 
Nazianzum on his father, brother, and sister, of Ambrose on Theodosius. 
 
{696} "Pro anima ejus orat!" Compare, however, the prevailing cheerful tone of the epigraphs in 
the catacombs, p. 301-303. 
 
{697} koimhthria, cimeteria, dormitoria, areae. 
 
{698} From his Iam maesta quiesce querela, the concluding part of his tenth Cathemerinon, 
Opera, ed. Obbarius (1845), p. 41; Schaff, Christ in Song, p. 506 (London ed.). Another version 
by E. Cagwall: "Cease, ye tearful mourners, Thus your hearts to rend: Death is life’s beginning 
Rather than its end."  

 



103. Summary of Moral Reforms. 
 
Christianity represents the thoughts and purposes of God in history. They shine as so many stars 
in the darkness of sin and error. They are unceasingly opposed, but make steady progress and are 
sure of final victory. Heathen ideas and practices with their degrading influences controlled the 
ethics, politics, literature, and the house and home of emperor and peasant, when the little band of 
despised and persecuted followers of Jesus of Nazareth began the unequal struggle against 
overwhelming odds and stubborn habits. It was a struggle of faith against superstition, of love 
against selfishness, of purity against corruption, of spiritual forces against political and social 
power. 
 
Under the inspiring influence of the spotless purity of Christ’s teaching and example, and aided 
here and there by the nobler instincts and tendencies of philosophy, the Christian church from the 
beginning asserted the individual rights of man, recognized the divine image in every rational 
being, taught the common creation and common redemption, the destination of all for immortality 
and glory, raised the humble and the lowly, comforted the prisoner and captive, the stranger and 
the exile, proclaimed chastity as a fundamental virtue, elevated woman to dignity and equality 
with man, upheld the sanctity and inviolability of the marriage tie, laid the foundation of a 
Christian family and happy home, moderated the evils and undermined the foundations of 
slavery, opposed polygamy and concubinage, emancipated the children from the tyrannical 
control of parents, denounced the exposure of children as murder, made relentless war upon the 
bloody games of the arena and the circus, and the shocking indecencies of the theatre, upon 
cruelty and oppression and every vice infused into a heartless and loveless world the spirit of love 
and brotherhood, transformed sinners into saints, frail women into heroines, and lit up the 
darkness of the tomb by the bright ray of unending bliss in heaven. 
 
Christianity reformed society from the bottom, and built upwards until it reached the middle and 
higher classes, and at last the emperor himself. Then soon after the conversion of Constantine it 
began to influence legislation, abolished cruel institutions, and enacted laws which breathe the 
spirit of justice and humanity. We may deplore the evils which followed in the train of the union 
of church and state, but we must not overlook its many wholesome effects upon the Justinian 
code which gave Christian ideas an institutional form and educational power for whole 
generations to this day. From that time on also began the series of charitable institutions for 
widows and orphans, for the poor and the sick, the blind and the deaf, the intemperate and 
criminal, and for the care of all unfortunate,—institutions which we seek in vain in any other but 
Christian countries. 
 
Nor should the excesses of asceticism blind us against the moral heroism of renouncing rights and 
enjoyments innocent in themselves, but so generally abused and poisoned, that total abstinence 
seemed to most of the early fathers the only radical and effective cure. So in our days some of the 
best of men regard total abstinence rather than temperance, the remedy of the fearful evils of 
intemperance. 
 
Christianity could not prevent the irruption of the Northern barbarians and the collapse of the 
Roman empire. The process of internal dissolution had gone too far; nations as well as individuals 
may physically and morally sink so low that they, are beyond the possibility of recovery. Tacitus, 
the heathen Stoic in the second century, and Salvianus, the Christian presbyter in the fifth, each a 
Jeremiah of his age, predicted the approaching doom and destruction of Roman society, looked 
towards the savage races of the North for fresh blood and new vigor. But the Keltic and Germanic 
conquerors would have turned Southern Europe into a vast solitude (as the Turks have laid waste 



the fairest portions of Asia), if they had not embraced the principles, laws, and institutions of the 
Christian church.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IX: 
 
ASCETIC TENDENCIES. 
 

104. Ascetic Virtue and Piety. 
 
Ad. Mohler (R.C.): Geschichte des Monchthums in der Zeit seiner ersten Entstehung u. ersten 
Ausbildung, 1836 ("Vermischte Schriften," ed. Dollinger. Regensb. 1839, II. p. 165 sqq.). 
 
Is. Taylor (Independent): Ancient Christianity, 4th ed. London, 1844, I. 133-299 anti-Puseyite and 
anti Catholic. 
 
H. Ruffner (Presbyt.): The Fathers of the Desert; or an Account of the Origin and Practice of 
Monkery among heathen nations; its passage into the church; and some wonderful Stories of the 
Fathers concerning the primitive Monks and Hermits. N. York, 1850. 2 vols. 
 
Otto Zockler (Lutheran): Kritische Geschichte der Askese. Frkf. and Erlangen, 1863 (434 pages). 
 
P. E. Lucius Die Therapeuten und ihre Stellung in der Geschichte der Askese. Strasburg, 1879. 
 
H. Weingarten: Ueber den Ursprung des Monchthums im nach-Konstantinischen Zeittalter. 
Gotha, 1877. And his article in Herzog’s "Encykl." new ed. vol. X. (1882) p. 758 sqq. (abridged 
in Schaff’s Herzog, vol. II. 1551 sqq. N. Y. 1883). 
 
Ad. Harnack: Das Monchthum, seine Ideale und seine Geschichte. Giessen, 1882. 
 
The general literature on Monasticism is immense, but belongs to the next period. See vol. III. 
147 sq., and the list of books in Zockler, l. c. p. 10-16. 
 
Here we enter a field where the early church appears most remote from the free spirit of 
evangelical Protestantism and modern ethics and stands nearest the legalistic and monastic ethics 
of Greek and Roman Catholicism. Christian life was viewed as consisting mainly in certain 
outward exercises, rather than an inward disposition, in a multiplicity of acts rather than a life of 
faith. The great ideal of virtue was, according to the prevailing notion of the fathers and councils, 
not so much to transform the world and sanctify the natural things and relations created by God, 
as to flee from the world into monastic seclusion, and voluntarily renounce property and 
marriage. The Pauline doctrine of faith and of justification by grace alone steadily retreated, or 
rather, it was never yet rightly enthroned in the general thought and life of the church. The 
qualitative view of morality yielded more and more to quantitative calculation by the number of 
outward meritorious and even supererogatory works, prayer, fasting, alms-giving, voluntary 
poverty, and celibacy. This necessarily brought with it a Judaizing self-righteousness and 
overestimate of the ascetic life, which developed, by an irresistible impulse, into the hermit-life 
and monasticism of the Nicene age. All the germs of this asceticism appear in the second half of 
the third century, and even earlier. 
 
Asceticism in general is a rigid outward self-discipline, by which the spirit strives after full 
dominion over the flesh, and a superior grade of virtue. {699} It includes not only that true 
moderation or restraint of the animal appetites, which is a universal Christian duty, but total 



abstinence from enjoyments in themselves lawful, from wine, animal food, property, and 
marriage, together with all kinds of penances and mortifications of the body. In the union of the 
abstractive and penitential elements, or of self-denial and self-punishment, the catholic asceticism 
stands forth complete in light and shade; exhibiting, on the one hand, wonderful examples of 
heroic renunciation of self and the world, but very often, on the other, a total misapprehension 
and perversion of Christian morality; the renunciation involving, more or less a Gnostic contempt 
of the gifts and ordinances of the God of nature, and the penance or self-punishment running into 
practical denial of the all-sufficient merits of Christ. The ascetic and monastic tendency rests 
primarily upon a lively, though in morbid sense of the sinfulness, of the flesh and the corruption 
of the world; then upon the desire for solitude and exclusive occupation with divine things; and 
finally, upon the 
 
ambition to attain extraordinary holiness and merit. It would anticipate upon earth the life of 
angels in heaven. {700} It substitutes all abnormal, self-appointed virtue and piety for the normal 
forms prescribed by the Creator; and not rarely looks down upon the divinely-ordained standard 
with spiritual pride. It is a mark at once of moral strength and moral weakness. It presumes a 
certain degree of culture, in which man has emancipated himself from the powers of nature and 
risen to the consciousness of his moral calling; but thinks to secure itself against temptation only 
by entire separation from the world, instead of standing in the world to overcome it and transform 
it into the kingdom of God. 
 
Asceticism is by no means limited to the Christian church, but it there developed its highest and 
noblest form. We observe kindred phenomena long before Christ; among the Jews, in the 
Nazarites, the Essenes, and the cognate Therapeutae, {701} and still more among the heathens, in 
the old Persian and Indian religions, especially among the Buddhists, who have even a fully 
developed system of monastic life, which struck some Roman missionaries as the devil’s 
caricature of the Catholic system. In Egypt the priests of Serapis led a monastic life. {702} There 
is something in the very climate of the land of the Pharaohs, in its striking contrast between the 
solitude of the desert and the fertility of the banks of the Nile, so closely bordering on each other, 
and in the sepulchral sadness of the people, which induces men to withdraw from the busy 
turmoil and the active duties of life. It is certain that the first Christian hermits and monks were 
Egyptians. Even the Grecian philosophy was conceived by the Pythagoreans, the Platonists, and 
the Stoics, not as theoretical knowledge merely, but also as practical wisdom, and frequently 
joined itself to the most rigid abstemiousness, so that "philosopher" and "ascetic" were 
interchangeable terms. Several apologists of the second century had by this practical philosophy 
particularly the Platonic, been led to Christianity; and they on this account retained their simple 
dress and mode of life. Tertullian congratulates the philosopher’s cloak on having now become 
the garb of a better philosophy. In the show of self-denial the Cynics, the followers of Diogenes, 
went to the extreme; but these, at least in their later degenerate days, concealed under the guise of 
bodily squalor, untrimmed nails, and uncombed hair, a vulgar cynical spirit, and a bitter hatred of 
Christianity. 
 
In the ancient church there was a special class of Christians of both sexes who, under the name of 
"ascetics" or "abstinents," {703} though still living in the midst of the community, retired from 
society, voluntarily renounced marriage and property, devoted themselves wholly to fasting, 
prayer, and religious contemplation, and strove thereby to attain Christian perfection. Sometimes 
they formed a society of their own, {704} for mutual improvement, an ecclesiola in ecelesia, in 
which even children could be received and trained to abstinence. They shared with the confessors 
the greatest regard from their fellow-Christians, had a separate seat in the public worship, and 
were considered the fairest ornaments of the church. In times of persecution they sought with 
enthusiasm a martyr’s death as the crown of perfection. 



 
While as yet each congregation was a lonely oasis in the desert of the world’s corruption, and 
stood in downright opposition to the surrounding heathen world, these ascetics had no reason for 
separating from it and flying into the desert. It was under and after Constantine, and partly as the 
result of the union of church and state, the consequent transfer of the world into the church, and 
the cessation of martyrdom, that asceticism developed itself to anchoretism and monkery, and 
endeavored thus to save the virgin purity of the church by carrying it into the wilderness. The first 
Christian hermit, Paul of Thebes, is traced back to the middle of the third century, but is lost in 
the mist of fable; St. Anthony, the real father of monks, belongs to the age of Constantine. {705} 
At the time of Cyprian {706} there was as yet no absolutely binding vow. The early origin and 
wide spread of this ascetic life are due to the deep moral earnestness of Christianity, and the 
prevalence of sin in all the social relations of the then still thoroughly pagan world. It was the 
excessive development of the negative, world-rejecting element in Christianity, which preceded 
its positive effort to transform and sanctify the world. 
 
The ascetic principle, however, was not confined, in its influence, to the proper ascetics and 
monks. It ruled more or less the entire morality and piety of the ancient and mediaeval church; 
though on the other hand, there were never wanting in her bosom protests of the free evangelical 
spirit against moral narrowness and excessive regard to the outward works of the law. The 
ascetics were but the most consistent representatives of the old catholic piety, and were 
commended as such by the apologists to the heathens. They formed the spiritual nobility, the 
flower of the church, and served especially as examples to the clergy. 
 
{699} akhsiv, from askew, to exercise, to strengthen; primarily applied to athletic and 
gymnastic exercise-, but used also, even by the heathens and by Philo, of moral self-discipline. 
Clement of Alex. represents the whole Christian life as an askhsiv (Strom. IV. 22) and calls the 
patriarch Jacob an askhthv (Paedlag. I. 7). But at the same time the term askhtaiwav applied 
from the middle of the second century by Athenagoras, Tertullian, Origen, Eusebius, Athanasius, 
Epiphanius, Jerome, etc., to a special class of self-denying Christians. Clement of Alex., styles 
them eklektwn eklektoteroi (Quis Dives salv. 36; Strom. VIII. 15). Thus "ascetics" assumed 
the same meaning as "religious" in the middle ages. Zockler takes a comprehensive view of 
asceticism, and divides it into eight branches, 1- the asceticism of penal discipline and self-
castigation; 2- of domestic life; 3- of diet (fasting, abstinence); 4- of sexual life (celibacy); 5- of 
devotion; 6- of contemplation; 7- of practical life; 8- of social life (solitude, poverty, obedience). 
 
{700} Matthew 22:30. Hence the frequent designation of monastic life as a vita angelica. 
 
{701} As described by Philo in his tract Deuteronomy vita contemplativa (peri biou 
yewrhtikou). Eusebius (II. 17) mistook the Therapeutae for Christian ascetics, and later 
historians for Christian monks. It was supposed that Philo was converted by the Apostle Peter. 
This error was not dispelled till after the Reformation. Lucius in his recent monograph, sees in 
that tract an apology of Christian asceticism written at the close of the third century under the 
name of Philo. But Weingarten (in Herzog X. 761 sqq.) again argues for the Jewish, though post-
Philonic origin of that book. 
 
{702} The Serapis monks have been made known by the researches of Letronne, Boissier, and 
especially Brunet de Presle (Memoire sur le Serapeum de Memphis, 1852 and 1865). Weingarten 
derives Christian monasticism from this source, and traces the resemblance of the two. 
Pachomius was himself a monk of Serapis before his conversion. See Revillout, Le reclus du 
Serapeum (Paris 1880, quoted by Weingarten in Herzog X. 784). 
 



{703} askhtai, continentes also paryenoi, virgines. 
 
{704} askhthrion. 
 
{705} Paul of Thebes withdrew in his sixteenth year, under the Decian persecution (250), to a 
cavern in the lower Thebais, and lived there for one hundred and thirteen years, fed by a raven, 
and known only to God until St. Anthony, about 350, revealed his existence to the world. But his 
biography is a pious romance of Jerome, the most zealous promoter of asceticism and 
monasticism in the West. "The Life of St. Anthony" (d. about 356) is usually ascribed to St. 
Athanasius, and has undoubtedly a strong historic foundation. Eusebius never mentions him, for 
the two passages in the Chronicon (ed. Schone II. 192, 195) belong to the continuation of Jerome. 
But soon after the middle of the fourth century Anthony was regarded as the patriarch of 
monasticism, and his biography exerted great influence upon Gregory of Nazianzum, Jerome, and 
Augustin. See vol. III. 179 sqq. Weingarten denies the Athanasian authorship of the biography, 
but not the historic existence of Anthony (in Herzog, revised ed. vol. X. 774). 
 
{706} Epist. LXII.  

 



105. Heretical and Catholic Asceticism. 
 
But we must now distinguish two different kinds of asceticism in Christian antiquity: a heretical 
and an orthodox or Catholic. The former rests on heathen philosophy, the latter is a development 
of Christian ideas. 
 
The heretical asceticism, the beginnings of which are resisted in the New Testament itself, {707} 
meets us in the Gnostic and Manichaean sects. It is descended from Oriental and Platonic ideas, 
and is based on a dualistic view of the world, a confusion of sin with matter, and a perverted idea 
of God and the creation. It places God and the world at irreconcilable enmity, derives the creation 
from an inferior being, considers the human body substantially evil, a product of the devil or the 
demiurge, and makes it the great moral business of man to rid himself of the same, or gradually to 
annihilate it, whether by excessive abstinence or by unbridled indulgence. Many of the Gnostics 
placed the fall itself in the first gratification of the sexual desire, which subjected man to the 
dominion of the Hyle. 
 
The orthodox or catholic asceticism starts from a literal and overstrained construction of certain 
passages of Scripture. It admits that all nature is the work of God and the object of his love, and 
asserts the divine origin and destiny of the human body, without which there could, in fact, be no 
resurrection, and hence no admittance to eternal glory. {708} It therefore aims not to mortify the 
body, but perfectly to control and sanctify it. For the metaphysical dualism between spirit and 
matter, it substitutes the ethical conflict between the spirit and the flesh. But in practice it exceeds 
the simple and sound limits of the Bible, falsely substitutes the bodily appetites and affections, or 
sensuous nature, as such, for the flesh, or the principle of selfishness, which resides in the soul as 
well as the body; and thus, with all its horror of heresy, really joins in the Gnostic and 
Manichaean hatred of the body as the prison of the spirit. This comes out especially in the 
depreciation of marriage and the family life, that divinely appointed nursery of church and state, 
and in excessive self-inflictions, to which the apostolic piety affords not the remotest parallel. The 
heathen Gnostic principle of separation from the world and from the body, {709} as a means of 
self-redemption, after being theoretically exterminated, stole into the church by a back door of 
practice, directly in face of the Christian doctrine of the high destiny of the body and perfect 
redemption through Christ. 
 
The Alexandrian fathers furnished a theoretical basis for this asceticism in the distinction of a 
lower and higher morality, which corresponds to the Platonic or Pythagorean distinction between 
the life according to nature and the life above nature or the practical and contemplative life. It was 
previously suggested by Hermas about the middle of the second century. {710} Tertullian made a 
corresponding opposite distinction of mortal and venial sins. {711} Here was a source of serious 
practical errors, and an encouragement both to moral laxity and ascetic extravagance. The 
ascetics, and afterwards the monks, formed or claimed to be a moral nobility, a spiritual 
aristocracy, above the common Christian people; as the clergy stood in a separate caste of 
inviolable dignity above the laity, who were content with a lower grade of virtue. Clement of 
Alexandria, otherwise remarkable for his elevated ethical views, requires of the sage or gnostic, 
that he excel the plain Christian not only by higher knowledge, but also by higher, emotionless 
virtue, and stoical superiority to all bodily conditions; and he inclines to regard the body, with 
Plato, as the grave and fetter {712} of the soul. How little he understood the Pauline doctrine of 
justification by faith, may be inferred from a passage in the Stromata, where be explains the word 
of Christ: "Thy faith hath saved thee," as referring, not to faith simply, but to the Jews only, who 
lived 
 



according to the law; as if faith was something to be added to the good works, instead of being 
the source and principle of the holy life. {713} Origen goes still further, and propounds quite 
distinctly the catholic doctrine of two kinds of morality and piety, a lower for all Christians, and a 
higher for saints or the select few. {714} He includes in the higher morality works of 
supererogation, {715} i.e. works not enjoined indeed in the gospel, yet recommended as counsels 
of perfection, {716} which were supposed to establish a peculiar merit and secure a higher degree 
of blessedness. He who does only what is required of all is an unprofitable servant; {717} but he 
who does more, who performs, for example, what Paul, in 1 Corinthians 7:25, merely 
recommends, concerning the single state, or like him, resigns his just claim to temporal 
remuneration for spiritual service, is called a good and faithful servant. {718} 
 
Among these works were reckoned martyrdom, voluntary poverty, and voluntary celibacy. All 
three, or at least the last two of these acts, in connection with the positive Christian virtues, 
belong to the idea of the higher perfection, as distinguished from the fulfilment of regular duties, 
or ordinary morality. To poverty and celibacy was afterwards added absolute obedience; and 
these three things were the main subjects of the consilia evangelica and the monastic vow. 
 
The ground on which these particular virtues were so strongly urged is easily understood. 
Property, which is so closely allied to the selfishness of man and binds him to the earth, and 
sexual intercourse, which brings out sensual passion in its greatest strength, and which nature 
herself covers with the veil of modesty; —these present themselves as the firmest obstacles to 
that perfection, in which God alone is our possession, and Christ alone our love and delight. 
 
In these things the ancient heretics went to the extreme. The Ebionites made poverty the condition 
of salvation. The Gnostics were divided between the two excesses of absolute self-denial and 
unbridled self-indulgence. The Marcionites, Carpocratians, Prodicians, false Basilidians, and 
Manichaeans objected to individual property, from hatred to the material world; and Epiphanes, 
in a book "on Justice" about 125, defined virtue as a community with equality, and advocated the 
community of goods and women. The more earnest of these heretics entirely prohibited marriage 
and procreation as a diabolical work, as in the case of Saturninus, Marcion, and the Encratites; 
while other Gnostic sects substituted for it the most shameless promiscuous intercourse, as in 
Carpocrates, Epiphanes, and the Nicolaitans. 
 
The ancient church, on the contrary, held to the divine institution of property and marriage, and 
was content to recommend the voluntary renunciation of these intrinsically lawful pleasures to the 
few elect, as means of attaining Christian perfection. She declared marriage holy, virginity more 
holy. But unquestionably even the church fathers so exalted the higher holiness of virginity, as 
practically to neutralize, or at least seriously to weaken, their assertion of the holiness of 
marriage. The Roman church, in spite of the many Bible examples of married men of God from 
Abraham to Peter, can conceive no real holiness without celibacy, and therefore requires celibacy 
of its clergy without exception. 
 
{707} 1 Timothy 4:3 Colossians 2:16 sqq. Comp. Romans 14. 
 
{708} The 51st Apostolic Canon, while favoring ascetism as a useful discipline, condemns those 
who "abhor" things in themselves innocent, as marriage, or flesh, or wine, and "blasphemously 
slander God’s work, forgetting that all things are very good, and that God made man, male and 
female." The Canon implies that there were such heretical ascetics in the church, and they are 
threatened with excommunication. 
 
{709} Entwetlichung and Entleiblichung. 



 
{710} Pastor Hermae. Simil. V. 3. "If you do any good beyond or outside of what is commanded 
by God (ektov thv entolhv tou yeou), you will gain for yourself more abundant glory (doxan 
perissoteran), and will be more honored by God then you would otherwise be." 
 
{711} Peccata irremissibilia and remissibilia, or mortalia and venialia. 
 
{712} tafov, desmov 
 
{713} Strom. VI. 14: "When we hear, "Thy faith hath saved thee," {Mark 5:34} do not understand 
him to say absolutely that those who have believed in any way whatever shall be saved, unless 
also works follow. But it was to the Jews alone that he spoke this utterance, who kept the law and 
lived blamelessly, who wanted only faith in the Lord." 
 
{714} In Ep. ad Rom. c. iii. ed. de la Rue iv. p. 507: "Donec quis hoc tantum facit, quod debet, i.e. 
quae praecepta sunt, inutilis servus. Si autem addas aliquid ad praeceptum, tunc non jam inutilis 
servus eris, sed dicetur ad te: Euge serve bone et fidelis. Quid autem sit quod addatur praeceptis 
et supra debitum fiat Paulus ap. dixit: Deuteronomy virginibus autem praeceptum Dominiai non 
habeo, consilium autem do, tamquam misericordiam as-secutus a Domino (1 Corinthians 7:25). 
Hoc opus super praeceptum est. Et iterum praeceptum est, ut hi qui evangelium nunciant, de 
evangelio vivant. Paulus autem dicit, quia nullo horum usus sum: et ideo non inutilis erit servus, 
sed fidelis et prudens." 
 
{715} Opera supererogatonia. 
 
{716} Matthew 19:21 Luke 14:26 1 Corinthians 7:8 sq. 25. Hence consilia evangelica in 
distinction from. 
 
{717} Luke 17:10. 
 
{718} Matthew 25:21.  

 



106. Voluntary Poverty. 
 
The recommendation of voluntary poverty was based on a literal interpretation of the Lord’s 
advice to the rich young ruler, who had kept all the commandments from his youth up: "If thou 
wouldest be perfect, go, sell that thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in 
heaven: and come, follow me." {719} To this were added the actual examples of the poverty of 
Christ and his apostles, and the community of goods in the first Christian church at Jerusalem. 
Many Christians, not of the ascetics only, but also of the clergy, like Cyprian, accordingly gave 
up all their property at their conversion, for the benefit of the poor. The later monastic societies 
sought to represent in their community of goods the original equality and the perfect brotherhood 
of men. 
 
Yet on the other hand, we meet with more moderate views. Clement of Alexandria, for example, 
in a special treatise on the right use of wealth, {720} observes, that the Saviour forbade not so 
much the possession of earthly property, as the love of it and desire for it; and that it is possible to 
retain the latter, even though the possession itself be renounced. The earthly, says he, is a material 
and a means for doing good, and the unequal distribution of property is a divine provision for the 
exercise of Christian love and beneficence. The true riches are the virtue, which can and should 
maintain itself under all outward conditions; the false are the mere outward possession, which 
comes and goes. 
 
{719} Matthew 19:21. 
 
{720} tiv ov swzomenov plousiov.  

 



107. Voluntary Celibacy. 
 
The old catholic exaggeration of celibacy attached itself to four passages of Scripture, viz. 
Matthew 19:12 22:30 1 Corinthians 7:7 sqq.; and Revelation 14:4; but it went far beyond them, 
and unconsciously admitted influences from foreign modes of thought. The words of the Lord in 
Matthew 22:30 {Luke 20:35 sq.} were most frequently cited; but they expressly limit unmarried 
life to the angels, without setting it up as the model for men. Revelation 14:4 was taken by some 
of the fathers more correctly in the symbolical sense of freedom from the pollution of idolatry. 
The example of Christ, though often urged, cannot here furnish a rule; for the Son of God and 
Saviour of the world was too far above all the daughters of Eve to find an equal companion 
among them, and in any case cannot be conceived as holding such relations. The whole church of 
the redeemed is his pure bride. Of the apostles some at least were married, and among them Peter, 
the oldest and most prominent of all. The advice of Paul in 1 Corinthians 7 is so cautiously given, 
that even here the view of the fathers found but partial support; especially if balanced with the 
Pastoral Epistles, where marriage is presented as the proper condition for the clergy. Nevertheless 
he was frequently made the apologist of celibacy by orthodox and heretical writers. {721} 
Judaism—with the exception of the paganizing Essenes, who abstained from marriage—highly 
honors the family life; it allows marriage even to the priests and the high-priests, who had in fact 
to maintain their order by physical reproduction; it considers unfruitfulness a disgrace or a curse. 
 
Heathenism, on the contrary, just because of its own degradation of woman, and its low, sensual 
conception of marriage, frequently includes celibacy in its ideal of morality, and associates it with 
worship. The noblest form of heathen virginity appears in the six Vestal virgins of Rome, who, 
while girls of from six to ten years, were selected for the service of the pure goddess, and set to 
keep the holy fire burning on its altar; but, after serving thirty years, were allowed to return to 
secular life and marry. The penalty for breaking their vow of chastity was to be buried alive in the 
campus sceleratus. 
 
The ascetic depreciation of marriage is thus due, at least in part, to the influence of heathenism. 
But with this was associated the Christian enthusiasm for angelic purity in opposition to the 
horrible licentiousness of the Graeco-Roman world. It was long before Christianity raised woman 
and the family life to the purity and dignity which became them in the kingdom of God. In this 
view, we may the more easily account for many expressions of the church fathers respecting the 
female sex, and warnings against intercourse with women, which to us, in the present state of 
European and American civilization, sound perfectly coarse and unchristian. John of Damascus 
has collected in his Parallels such patristic expressions as these: "A woman is an evil." "A rich 
woman is a double evil." "A beautiful woman is a whited sepulchre." "Better is a man’s 
wickedness than a woman’s goodness." The men who could write so, must have forgotten the 
beautiful passages to the contrary in the proverbs of Solomon; yea, they must have forgotten their 
own mothers. 
 
On the other hand, it may be said, that the preference given to virginity had a tendency to elevate 
woman in the social sphere and to emancipate her from that slavish condition under heathenism, 
where she could be disposed of as an article of merchandise by parents or guardians, even in 
infancy or childhood. It should not be forgotten that many virgins of the early church devoted 
their whole energies as deaconesses to the care of the sick and the poor, or exhibited as martyrs a 
degree of passive virtue and moral heroism altogether unknown before. Such virgins Cyprian, in 
his rhetorical language, calls "the flowers of the church, the masterpieces of grace, the ornament 
of nature, the image of God reflecting the holiness of our Saviour, the most illustrious of the flock 
of Jesus Christ, who commenced on earth that life which we shall lead once in heaven." 



 
The excessive regard for celibacy and the accompanying depreciation of marriage date from 
about the middle of the second century, and reach their height in the Nicene age. 
 
Ignatius, in his epistle to Polycarp, expresses himself as yet very moderately: "If any one can 
remain in chastity of the flesh to the glory of the Lord of the flesh" [or, according to another 
reading, "of the flesh of the Lord], let him remain thus without boasting; {722} if he boast, he is 
lost, and if it be made known, beyond the bishop, {723} he is ruined." What a stride from this to 
the obligatory celibacy of the clergy! Yet the admonition leads us to suppose, that celibacy was 
thus early, in the beginning of the second century, in many cases, boasted of as meritorious, and 
allowed to nourish spiritual pride. Ignatius is the first to call voluntary virgins brides of Christ and 
jewels of Christ. 
 
Justin Martyr goes further. He points to many Christians of both sexes who lived to a great age 
unpolluted; and he desires celibacy to prevail to the greatest possible extent. He refers to the 
example of Christ, and expresses the singular opinion, that the Lord was born of a virgin only to 
put a limit to sensual desire, and to show that God could produce without the sexual agency of 
man. His disciple Tatian ran even to the Gnostic extreme upon this point, and, in a lost work on 
Christian perfection, condemned conjugal cohabitation as a fellowship of corruption destructive 
of prayer. At the same period Athenagoras wrote, in his Apology: "Many may be found among 
us, of both sexes, who grow old unmarried, full of hope that they are in this way more closely 
united to God." 
 
Clement of Alexandria is the most reasonable of all the fathers in his views on this point. He 
considers eunuchism a special gift of divine grace, but without yielding it on this account 
preference above the married state. On the contrary, he vindicates with great decision the moral 
dignity and sanctity of marriage against the heretical extravagances of his time, and lays down the 
general principle, that Christianity stands not in outward observances, enjoyments, and privations, 
but in righteousness and peace of heart. Of the Gnostics he says, that, under the fair name of 
abstinence, they act impiously towards the creation and the holy Creator, and repudiate marriage 
and procreation on the ground that a man should not introduce others into the world to their 
misery, and provide new nourishment for death. He justly charges them with inconsistency in 
despising the ordinances of God and yet enjoying the nourishment created by the same hand, 
breathing his air, and abiding in his world. He rejects the appeal to the example of Christ, because 
Christ needed no help, and because the church is his bride. The apostles also he cites against the 
impugners of marriage. Peter and Philip begot children; Philip gave his daughters in marriage; 
and even Paul hesitated not to speak of a female companion (rather only of his right to lead about 
such a one, as well as Peter). We seem translated into an entirely different, Protestant atmosphere, 
when in this genial writer we read: The perfect Christian, who has the apostles for his patterns, 
proves himself truly a man in this, that he chooses not a solitary life, but marries, begets children, 
cares for the household, yet under all the temptations which his care for wife and children, 
domestics and property, presents, swerves not from his love to God, and as a Christian 
householder exhibits a miniature of the all-ruling Providence. 
 
But how little such views agreed with the spirit of that age, we see in Clement’s own stoical and 
Platonizing conception of the sensual appetites, and still more in his great disciple Origen, who 
voluntarily disabled himself in his youth, and could not think of the act of generation as anything 
but polluting. Hieracas, or Hierax, of Leontopolis in Egypt, who lived during the Diocletian 
persecution, and probably also belonged to the Alexandrian school, is said to have carried his 
asceticism to a heretical extreme, and to have declared virginity a condition of salvation under the 
gospel dispensation. Epiphanius describes him as a man of extraordinary biblical and medical 



learning, who knew the Bible by heart, wrote commentaries in the Greek and Egyptian languages, 
but denied the resurrection of the material body and the salvation of children, because there can 
be no reward without conflict, and no conflict without knowledge. {1 Timothy 2:11} He abstained 
from wine and animal food, and gathered around him a society of ascetics, who were called 
Hieracitae. {724} Methodius was an opponent of the spiritualistic, but not of the ascetic Origen, 
and wrote an enthusiastic plea for virginity, founded on the idea of the church as the pure, 
unspotted, ever young, and ever beautiful bride of God. Yet, quite remarkably, in his "Feast of the 
Ten Virgins," the virgins express themselves respecting the sexual relations with a minuteness 
which, to our modern taste, is extremely indelicate and offensive. 
 
As to the Latin fathers: The views of Tertullian for or and against marriage, particularly against 
second marriage, we have already noticed. {725} His disciple Cyprian differs from him in his 
ascetic principles only by greater moderation in expression, and, in his treatise Deuteronomy 
Habitu Virginum, commends the unmarried life on the ground of Matthew 19:12 1 Corinthians 7, 
and Revelation 14:4. 
 
Celibacy was most common with pious virgins, who married themselves only to God or to Christ, 
{726} and in the spiritual delights of this heavenly union found abundant compensation for the 
pleasures of earthly matrimony. But cases were not rare where sensuality, thus violently 
suppressed, asserted itself under other forms; as, for example, in indolence and ease at the 
expense of the church, which Tertullian finds it necessary to censure; or in the vanity and love of 
dress, which Cyprian rebukes; and, worst of all, in a desperate venture of asceticism, which 
probably often enough resulted in failure, or at least filled the imagination with impure thoughts. 
Many of these heavenly brides {727} lived with male ascetics, and especially with unmarried 
clergyman, under pretext of a purely spiritual fellowship, in so intimate intercourse as to put their 
continence to the most perilous test, and wantonly challenge temptation, from which we should 
rather pray to be kept. This unnatural and shameless practice was probably introduced by the 
Gnostics; Irenaeus at least charges it upon them. The first trace of it in the church appears early 
enough, though under a rather innocent allegorical form, in the Pastor Hermae, which originated 
in the Roman church. {728} It is next mentioned in the Pseudo-Clementine Epistles Ad Virgines. 
In the third century it prevailed widely in the East and West. The worldly-minded bishop Paulus 
of Antioch favored it by his own example. Cyprian of Carthage came out earnestly, {729} and 
with all reason, against the vicious practice, in spite of the solemn protestation of innocence by 
these "sisters," and their appeal to investigations through midwives. Several councils at Elvira, 
Ancyra, Nicaea, &c., felt called upon to forbid this pseudo-ascetic scandal. Yet the intercourse of 
clergy with "mulieres subintroductae" rather increased than diminished with the increasing 
stringency of the celibate laws and has at all times more or less disgraced the Roman priesthood. 
 
{721} Thus, for example, in the rather worthless apocryphal Acta Pauli et Theclae, which are first 
mentioned by, Tertullian (De Baptismo, c. 17, as the production of a certain Asiatic presbyter), 
and must therefore have existed in the second century. There Paul is made to say: makarioi oi 
egkrateiv, oti autoiv lalhsei ov yeov makarioi oi econtev gunaikav wv mh econtev, oti 
autoi klhronomhsousi ton yeon makaria ta swmata twn paryevnwn, oti auta 
euaresthsousin tw yew kai ouk apolesousin ton misyon thv agneiav autwn. See 
Tischendorf: Acia Apostolorum Apocrypha. Lips. 1851, p. 42 sq. 
 
{722} en akauchsia menetw. 
 
{723} ean gnwsyh plhn tou episkopou, according to the larger Greek recension, c. 5, with 
which the Syriac (c. 2) and Armenian versions agree. But the shorter Greek recension reads 



plevon for plhvn which would give the sense: "If he think himself (on that account) above the 
(married) bishop; si majorem se episcopo censeat." 
 
{724} Epiphan. Haer. 67; August. Haer. 47. Comp. Neander, Walch, and the articles of Harnack 
in Herzog (VI. 100), and Salmon in Smith & Wace (III. 24). Epiphanius, the heresy hunter, 
probably exaggerated the doctrines of Hieracas, although he treats his asceticism with respect. It 
is hardly credible that he should have excluded married Christians and all children from heaven 
unless he understood by it only the highest degree of blessedness, as Neander suggests. 
 
{725} See 99, p. 367. 
 
{726} Nuptae Deo, Christo. 
 
{727} adelfai, sorores; {1 Corinthians 9:5} afterwards cleverly called gunaikev suneisaktoi, 
mulieres subintroductae, extraneae. 
 
{728} Simil. IX. c. 11 (ed. Gebhardt & Harnack, p. 218). The Virgines, who doubtless 
symbolically represent the Christian graces (fides, abstinentia, potestas, patientia, simplicita, 
innocentia, castitas, hilaritas, veritas, intelligentia, concordia, and caritas, Comp. C. 15), there 
say to Hermas, when he praises an evening walk ou dunasai af hmwn anacwrhsai mey hmwn 
koimhyhsh wv adelfov, kai ouc wv anhr hmeterov gar adelfov ei kai tou loipou 
mellomen meta sou katoikein, lian gar se agapwmen. Then the first of these virgins, fides, 
comes to the blushing Hermas, and begins to kiss him. The others do the same; they lead him to 
the tower (symbol of the church), and sport with him. When night comes on, they retire together 
to rest, with singing and prayer; kai emeina, he continues, met autwn thn nukta kai 
ekoimhyhn para ton purgon. estrwsan de ai paryenoi touv linouv citwnav eautwn 
camai, kai eme aneklinan eiv to meson autwn, kai ouden olwv epoioun ei mh 
proshuconto kagw met autwn adialeiptwv proshucomhn. It cannot be conceived that the 
apostolic Hermas wrote such silly stuff. It sounds much more like a later Hermas towards the 
middle of the second century. 
 
{729} Ep. I, Xll., also V. and VI.  

 



108. Celibacy of the Clergy. 
 
G. Calixtus (Luth.): Deuteronomy conjug. clericorum. Helmst. 1631; ed. emend. H. Ph. Kr. 
Henke, 1784, 2 Parts. 
 
Lud. Thomassin (Rom. Cath., d. 1696): Vetus et Nova Ecclesiae Disciplina. Lucae, 1728, 3 vols. 
fol.; Mayence, 1787, also in French. P. I. L. II. c. 60-67. 
 
Fr. Zaccaria (R.C.): Storia polemica del celibato sacro. Rom. 1774; and Nuova giustificazione del 
celibato sacro. Fuligno, 1785. 
 
F. W. Carove, (Prot.): Vollstondige Sammlung der Colibatsgesetze. Francf. 1823. 
 
J. Ant. & Aug. Theiner (R.C.): Die Einfuhrung der erzwungenen Ehelosigkeit bei den Geistlichen 
u. ihre Folgen. Altenb. 1828; 2 vols.; second ed. Augsburg, 1845. In favor of the abolition of 
enforced celibacy. 
 
Th. Fr. Klitsche (R.C.): Geschichte des Colibats (from the time of the Apostles to Gregory VII.) 
Augsb. 1830. 
 
A. Mohler: Beleuchtung der (badischen) Denkschrift zur Aufhebunq des Colibats. In his 
"Gesammelte Schriften." Regensb. 1839, vol. I. 177 sqq. 
 
C. J. Hefele (R.C.): Beitroge zur Kirchengesch. Vol. I. 122-139. 
 
A. de Roskovany (R.C.): Costibatus et Breviarium... a monumentis omnium saeculorum 
demonstrata. Pest, 1861. 4 vols. A collection of material and official decisions. Schulte calls it 
"ein gonzlich unkritischer Abdruck von Quellen." 
 
Henry C. Lea (Prot.): A Historical Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy in the Christian Church. 
Philadelphia, 1867 2d ed. enlarged, Boston, 1884 (682 pp.); the only impartial and complete 
history down to 1880. 
 
PROBST (R.C.): Kirchliche Disciplin, 1870. 
 
J. Fried. von. Schulte (Prof. of jurisprudence in Bonn, and one of the leaders among the Old 
Catholics): Der Colibatszwang und, lessen Aufhebung. Bonn 1876 (96 pages). Against celibacy. 
 
All the above works, except that of Lea, are more or less controversial. Comp. also, on the Roman 
Cath. side, art. Celibacy, Martigny, and in Kraus, "Real-Encykl. der christl. Alterthumer" (1881) 
I. 304-307 by Funk, and in the new ed. of Wetzer & Welte’s "Kirchenlexicon;" on the Prot. side, 
Bingham, Book IV. ch. V.; Herzog, 2 III. 299-303; andSmith & Cheetham, I. 323-327. 
 
As the clergy were supposed to embody the moral ideal of Christianity, and to be in the full sense 
of the term the heritage of God, they were required to practise especially rigid sexual temperance 
after receiving their ordination. The virginity of the church of Christ, who was himself born of a 
virgin, seemed, in the ascetic spirit of the age, to recommend a virgin priesthood as coming 
nearest his example, and best calculated to promote the spiritual interests of the church. 
 



There were antecedents in heathenism to sacerdotal celibacy. Buddhism rigorously enjoined it 
under a penalty, of expulsion. The Egyptian priests were allowed one, but forbidden a second, 
marriage, while the people practiced unrestrained polygamy. The priestesses of the Delphic 
Apollo, the Achaian Juno, the Scythian Diana, and the Roman Vesta were virgins. 
 
In the ante-Nicene period sacerdotal celibacy did not as yet become a matter of law, but was left 
optional, like the vow of chastity among the laity. In the Pastoral Epistles of Paul marriage, if not 
expressly enjoined, is at least allowed to all ministers of the gospel (bishops and deacons), and is 
presumed to exist as the rule. {730} It is an undoubted fact that Peter and several apostles, as well 
as the Lord’s brothers, were married, {731} and that Philip the deacon and evangelist had four 
daughters. {732} It is also self-evident that, if marriage did not detract from the authority and 
dignity of an apostle, it cannot be inconsistent with the dignity and purity of any minister of 
Christ. The marriage relation implies duties and privileges, and it is a strange perversion of truth 
if some writers under the influence of dogmatic prejudice have turned the apostolic marriages, 
and that between Joseph and Mary into empty forms. Paul would have expressed himself very 
differently if he had meant to deny to the clergy the conjugal intercourse after ordination, as was 
done by the fathers and councils in the fourth century. He expressly classes the prohibition of 
marriage (including its consequences) among the doctrines of demons or evil spirits that control 
the heathen religions, and among the signs of the apostacy of the latter days. {733} The Bible 
represents marriage as the first institution of God dating from the state of man’s innocency, and 
puts the highest dignity upon it in the Old and New Covenants. Any reflection on the honor and 
purity of the married state and the marriage bed reflects on the patriarchs, Moses, the prophets, 
and the apostles, yea, on the wisdom and goodness of the Creator. {734} 
 
There was all early departure from these Scripture views in the church under the irresistible 
influence of the ascetic enthusiasm for virgin purity. The undue elevation of virginity necessarily 
implied a corresponding depreciation of marriage. 
 
The scanty documents of the post-apostolic age give us only incidental glimpses into clerical 
households, yet sufficient to prove the unbroken continuance of clerical marriages, especially in 
the Eastern churches, and at the same time the superior estimate put upon an unmarried clergy, 
which gradually limited or lowered the former. 
 
Polycarp expresses his grief for Valens, a presbyter in Philippi, "and his wife," on account of his 
covetousness. {735} Irenaeus mentions a married deacon in Asia Minor who was ill-rewarded for 
his hospitality to a Gnostic heretic, who seduced his wife. {736} Rather unfortunate examples. 
Clement of Alexandria, one of the most enlightened among the ante-Nicene father, describes the 
true ideal of a Christian Gnostic as one who marries and has children, and so attains to a higher 
excellence, because he conquers more temptations than that of the single state. {737} Tertullian, 
though preferring celibacy, was a married priest, and exhorted his wife to refrain after his death 
from a second marriage in order to attain to that ascetic purity which was impossible during their 
married life. {738} He also draws a beautiful picture of the holy beauty of a Christian family. An 
African priest, Novatus—another unfortunate example—was arraigned for murdering his unborn 
child. {739} There are also examples of married bishops. Socrates reports that not even bishops 
were bound in his age by any law of celibacy, and that many bishops during their episcopate 
begat children. {740} Athanasius says: {741} "Many bishops have not contracted matrimony; 
while, on the other hand, monks have become fathers. Again, we see bishops who have children, 
and monks who take no thought of having posterity." The father of Gregory of Nazianzum (d. 
390) was a married bishop. and his mother, Nonna, a woman of exemplary piety, prayed earnestly 
for male issue, saw her future son in a prophetic vision, and dedicated him, before his birth, to the 
service of God, and he became the leading theologian of his age. Gregory of Nyssa (d. about 394) 



was likewise a married bishop, though he gave the preference to celibacy. Synesius, the 
philosophic disciple of Hypasia of Alexandria, when pressed to accept the bishopic, of Ptolemais 
(A. D. 410), declined at first, because he was unwilling to separate from his wife, and desired 
numerous offspring; but he finally accepted the office without a separation. This proves that his 
case was already exceptional. The sixth of the Apostolical Canons directs: "Let not a bishop, a 
priest, or a deacon cast off his own wife under pretence of piety; but if he does cast her off, let 
him be suspended. If he go on in it, let him be deprived." The Apostolical Constitutions nowhere 
prescribe clerical celibacy, but assume the single marriage of bishop, priest, and deacon as 
perfectly legitimate. {742} 
 
The inscriptions on the catacombs bear likewise testimony to clerical marriages down to the fifth 
century. {743} 
 
At the same time the tendency towards clerical celibacy set in very early, and made steady and 
irresistible progress, especially in the West. This is manifest in the qualifications of the facts and 
directions just mentioned. For they leave the impression that there were not many happy clerical 
marriages and model pastors’ wives in the early centuries; nor could there be so long as the public 
opinion of the church, contrary to the Bible, elevated virginity above marriage. 
 
1. The first step in the direction of clerical celibacy was the prohibition of second marriage to the 
clergy, on the ground that Paul’s direction concerning "the husband of one wife" is a restriction 
rather than a command. In the Western church, in the early part of the third century, there were 
many clergymen who had been married a second or even a third time, and this practice was 
defended on the ground that Paul allowed remarriage, after the death of one party, as lawful 
without any restriction or censure. This fact appears from the protest of the Montanistic 
Tertullian, who makes it a serious objection to the Catholics, that they allow bigamists to preside, 
to baptize, and to celebrate the communion. {744} Hippolytus, who had equally rigoristic views 
on discipline, reproaches about the same time the Roman bishop Callistus with admitting to 
sacerdotal and episcopal office those who were married a second and even a third time, and 
permitting the clergy to marry after having been ordained. {745} But the rigorous practice 
prevailed, and was legalized in the Eastern church. The Apostolical Constitutions expressly forbid 
bishops, priests, and deacons to marry a second time. They also forbid clergymen to marry a 
concubine, or a slave, or a widow, or a divorced woman, and extend the prohibition of second 
marriage even to cantors, readers, and porters. As to the deaconess, she must be "a pure virgin, or 
a widow who has been but once married, faithful and well esteemed." {746} The Apostolical 
Canons give similar regulations, and declare that the husband of a second wife, of a widow, a 
courtesan, an actress, or a slave was ineligible to the priesthood. {747} 
 
2. The second step was the prohibition of marriage and conjugal intercourse after ordination. This 
implies the incompatibility of the priesthood with the duties and privileges of marriage. Before 
the Council of Elvira in Spain (306) no distinction was made in the Latin church between 
marriages before and after ordination. {748} But that rigoristic council forbade nuptial intercourse 
to priests of all ranks upon pain of excommunication. {749} The Council of Arles (314) passed a 
similar canon. {750} And so did the Council of Ancyra (314), which, however, allows deacons to 
marry as deacons, in case they stipulated for it before taking orders. {751} This exception was 
subsequently removed by the 27th Apostolic Canon, which allows only the lectors and cantors 
belonging to the minor orders to contract marriage. {752} 
 
At the Oecumenical Council of Nicaea (325) an attempt was made, probably under the lead of 
Hosius, bishop of Cordova—the connecting link between Elvira and Nicaea—to elevate the 
Spanish rule to the dignity and authority of an oecumenical ordinance, that is, to make the 



prohibition of marriage after ordination and the strict abstinence of married priests from conjugal 
intercourse, the universal law of the Church; but the attempt was frustrated by the loud protest of 
Paphnutius, a venerable bishop and confessor of a city in the Upper Thebaid of Egypt, who had 
lost one eye in the Diocletian persecution, and who had himself never touched a woman. He 
warned the fathers of the council not to impose too heavy a burden on the clergy, and to 
remember that marriage and conjugal intercourse were venerable and pure. He feared more harm 
than good from excessive rigor. It was sufficient, if unmarried clergymen remain single according 
to the ancient tradition of the church; but it was wrong to separate the married priest from his 
legitimate wife, whom he married while yet a layman. This remonstrance of a strict ascetic 
induced the council to table the subject and to leave the continuance or discontinuance of the 
married relation to the free choice of every clergyman. It was a prophetic voice of warning. {753} 
 
The Council of Nicaea passed no law in favor of celibacy; but it strictly prohibited in its third 
canon the dangerous and scandalous practice of unmarried clergymen to live with an unmarried 
woman, {754} unless she be "a mother or sister or aunt or a person above suspicion." {755} This 
prohibition must not be confounded with prohibition of nuptial intercourse any more than those 
spiritual concubines are to be identified with regular wives. It proves, however, that nominal 
clerical celibacy must have extensively prevailed at the time. 
 
The Greek Church substantially retained the position of the fourth century, and gradually adopted 
the principle and practice of limiting the law of celibacy to bishops (who are usually taken from 
monasteries), and making a single marriage the rule for the lower clergy; the marriage to take 
place before ordination, and not to be repeated. Justinian excluded married men from the 
episcopate, and the Trullan Synod (A. D. 692) legalized the existing practice. In Russia (probably 
since 1274), the single marriage of the lower clergy was made obligatory. This is an error in the 
opposite direction. Marriage, as well as celibacy, should be left free to each man’s conscience. 
 
3. The Latin Church took the third and last step, the absolute prohibition of clerical marriage, 
including even the lower orders. This belongs to the next period; but we will here briefly 
anticipate the result. Sacerdotal marriage was first prohibited by Pope Siricius (A. D. 385), then 
by Innocent I. (402), Leo I. (440), Gregory I. (590), and by provincial Synods of Carthage (390 
and 401), Toledo (400), Orleans (538), Orange (441), Arles (443 or 452), Agde (506), Gerunda 
(517). The great teachers of the Nicene and post-Nicene age, Jerome, Augustin, and Chrysostom, 
by their extravagant laudations of the superior sanctity of virginity, gave this legislation the 
weight of their authority. St. Jerome, the author of the Latin standard version of the Bible, took 
the lead in this ascetic crusade against marriage, and held up to the clergy as the ideal aim of the 
saint, to "cut down the wood of marriage by the axe of virginity." He was willing to praise 
marriage, but only as the nursery of virgins. {756} 
 
Thus celibacy was gradually enforced in the West under the combined influence of the sacerdotal 
and hierarchical interests to the advantage of the hierarchy, but to the injury of morality. {757} 
 
For while voluntary abstinence, or such as springs from a special gift of grace, is honorable and 
may be a great blessing to the church, the forced celibacy of the clergy, or celibacy as a universal 
condition of entering the priesthood, does violence to nature and Scripture, and, all sacramental 
ideas of marriage to the contrary notwithstanding, degrades this divine ordinance, which descends 
from the primeval state of innocence, and symbolizes the holiest of all relations, the union of 
Christ with his church. But what is in conflict with nature and nature’s God is also in conflict 
with the highest interests of morality. Much, therefore, as Catholicism has done to raise woman 
and the family life from heathen degradation, we still find, in general, that in Evangelical 
Protestant countries, woman occupies a far higher grade of intellectual and moral culture than in 



exclusively Roman Catholic countries. Clerical marriages are probably the most happy as a rule, 
and have given birth to a larger number of useful and distinguished men and women than those of 
any other class of society. {758} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{730} The passages 1 Timothy 3:2,12 Titus 1:5, where St. Paul directs that presbyter-bishops and 
deacons must be husbands of "one wife" (miav gunaikov andriv), are differently interpreted. 
The Greek church takes the words both as commanding (dei) one marriage of the clergy (to the 
exclusion, however, of bishops who must be unmarried), and as prohibiting a second marriage. 
The Roman circle understands Paul as conceding one marriage to the weakness of the flesh, but 
as intimating the better way of total abstinence. {Comp. 1 Corinthians 7:7,32,33} Protestant 
commentators are likewise divided; some refer the two passages to simultaneous, others to 
successive polygamy. The former view was held even by some Greek writers, Theodore of 
Mopstueste and Theodoret; but the parallel expression enov androv gunh, 1 Timothy 5:9, seems 
to favor the latter view, since it is very unlikely that polyandry existed in apostolic churches. And 
yet Paul expressly allows without a censure second marriage after the death of the former 
husband or wife, Romans 7:2,3 1 Corinthians 7:39 1Tim 5:14. For this reason some 
commentators Matthies, Hofmann, Huther in Meyer’s Com. understand the apostle as prohibiting 
concubinage or all illegitimate connubial intercourse. 
 
{731} 1 Corinthians 9:5: "Have we no right (exousian) to lead about a wife that is a believer 
(adelfhn gunaika), even as the rest of the apostles (oi loipoi ap) and the brothers of the Lord 
(oi adelfoi kuriou), and Cephas?" The definite article seems to indicate that the majority, if not 
all, the apostles and brothers of the Lord were married. The only certain exception is John, and 
probably also Paul, though he may have been a widower. Tertullian in his blind zeal argued that 
gunaika is to be rendered mulierem, not uxorem (De Monog. c. 8), but his contemporary, 
Clement of Alex., does not question the true interpretation, speaks of Peter, Paul, and Philip, as 
married, and of Philip as giving his daughters in marriage. Tradition ascribes to Peter a daughter, 
St. Petronilla. 
 
{732} Acts 21:8, 9. 
 
{733} 1 Timothy 4:1-3. 
 
{734} Comp. Hebrews 13:4: "Let marriage be had in honor among all, and let the bed be 
undefiled" (timiov ov gamov en pasi, kai koith amiantov). 
 
{735} Ep. ad Phil. c. 11. Some think that incontinence or adultery is referred to; but the proper 
readings filarguria, avaritia, not pleonexia. 
 
{736} Adv. Haer. I. 13, 5 (ed. Stieren I. 155) 
 
{737} (Strom. VII. 12, 1). 741. 
 
{738} Ad Uxor. 1. 7: 1, Ut quod in matrimonionon valuimus, in viduitate sectemur. This clearly 
implies the continuance of sexual intercourse. Tertullian lays down the principle: "Defuncto viro 
matrimonium defungitur." 
 



{739} Cyprian, Epist. 52, cap. 2, Oxf. ed. and ed. Hartel (al. 48). He paints his schismatical 
opponent in the darkest colors, and charges him with kicking his wife in the state of pregnancy, 
and thus producing a miscarriage, but he does not censure, him for his marriage. 
 
{740} Hist. Eccl. V. 22: "in the East all clergymen, and even the bishops themselves to abstain 
from their wives: but this they do of their own accord, there being no law in force to make it 
necessary; for there have been among them many bishops who have had children by their lawful 
wives during their episcopate." 
 
{741} In a letter to the Egyptian in monk Dracontius, who had scruples about accepting a call to 
the episcopate. 
 
{742} This is substantially also the position of Eusebius, Epiphanius, and Chrysostom, as far as 
we may infer from allusions, and their expositions of 1 Timothy 3:2, although all preferred 
celibacy as a higher state. See Funk, l. c. p. 305. The Synod of Gangra, after the middle of the 
fourth century, anathematized (Can. 4) those who maintained that it was wrong to attend the 
eucharistic services of priests living in marriage. See Hefele I. 782, who remarks against 
Baronius, that the canon means such priests as not only, had wives, but lived with them in 
conjugal intercourse (mit denselben ehelich leben). The Codex Ecclesiae Romans ed. by Quesnel 
omits this canon. 
 
{743} Lundy (Monumental Christianity, N. Y. 1876, p. 343 sqq.) quotes the following 
inscriptions of this kind from Gruter, Bosio, Arringhi, Burgon, and other sources: 
 
"The place of the Presbyter Basil and his Felicitas." 
 
"They made it for themselves." 
 
"Susanna, once the happy daughter of the Presbyter Gabinus," 
 
"Here lies in peace joined with her father." 
 
"Gaudentius, the Presbyter, for himself and his wife Severa, a virtuous woman, who lived 42 
years, 3 months, 10 days. Buried on the 4th after the nones of April, Timasius and Promus; being 
consuls." 
 
"Petronia, the wife of a Levite, type of modesty. In this place I lay my bones; spare your tears, 
dear husband and daughters, and believe that it is forbidden to weep for one who lives in God. 
Buried in peace, on the third before the nones of October." 
 
The names of three children appear on the, same tablet, and are no doubt those referred to by 
Petronis; hers, with the consular dates of their burial. Her own interment was A. D. 472. 
 
Gruter and Le Blant both publish a very long and elaborate inscription at Narbonne, A. D. 427, to 
the effect that Rusticus the Bishop, son of Bonosius a Bishop, nephew of Aratoris another Bishop, 
etc., in connection with the presbyter Ursus and the deacon Hermetus began to build the church; 
and that Montanus the sub-deacon finished the apse, etc. 
 
{744} He asks the Catholics with indignation: "Quot enim et digami praesident apud vos, 
insultantes utique apostolo, certe non erubescentes, cum haec sub illis leguntur?.... Digamus 
tinguis? digamus offers?" Deuteronomy Monog. c. 12. 



 
{745} Philosoph. IX. 12. 
 
{746} Const. Ap. VI. 17. 
 
{747} Can. 17, 18, 19, 27. The Jewish high-priests were likewise required to marry a virgin of 
their own people. Leviticus 21:16. 
 
{748} Admitted by Prof. Funk (R. Cath.), who quotes Innocent, Ep. ad Episc. Maced. c. 2; Leo I. 
Ep. XII. c. 5. He also admits that Paul’s direction excludes such a distinction. See Kraus, Real-
Enc. I. 304 sq. 
 
{749} Can. 33 Placuit in totum prohibere episcopis, presbyteris, et diaconibus, vel omnibus 
clericis positis in ministerio, abstinere se a conjugibus suis, et non generare filios; quicunque 
vero fecerit, ab honore clericatus exterminetur." Hefele says (I. 168): "This celebrated canon 
contains the first law of celibacy. It is strange that the canon in its awkward latinity seems to 
prohibit the clergy to abstain from their wives, when in fact it means to prohibit the intercourse. 
On account of the words positis in ministerio, some would see here only a prohibition of sexual 
commerce at the time of the performance of clerical functions, as in the Jewish law; but this was 
self-understood, and would not come up to the disciplinary standard of that age. How little, 
however, even in Spain, that first law on celibacy was obeyed, may be inferred from the letter of 
Pope Siricius to Bishop Himerius of Tarragona, that there were, at the close of the fourth century, 
plurimi sacerdotes Christi et levitu living in wedlock. 
 
{750} Can. 6 (29, see Hefele I. 217) "Praeterea, quod dignum, pudicum et honestum est, 
suademus fratribus, ut sacerdotes et levitae cum uxoribus satis non cogant, quia ministerio 
quotidiano occupantur. Quicunque contra hanc constitutionem fecerit, a cleritatus honore 
deponatur." 
 
{751} Can. 10 (Hefele, Conciliengesch. I. p. 230, 2te Aufl). The canon is adopted in the Corpus 
juris can. c. 8. Dist. 28. The Synod of Neo-Caesarea, between 314-325, can. 1, forbids the priests 
to marry on pain of deposition. This does not conflict with the other canon, and likewise passed 
into the Canon Law, c. 9, Dist. 28. See Hefele, I. 244. 
 
{752} "Of those who come into the clergy unmarried, we permit only the readers and singers if 
they are so minded, to marry afterward." 
 
{753} This important incident of Paphnutius rests on the unanimous testimony of the well 
informed historians Socrates, Hist. Ecll. 1. 11\ Sozoinen (H. E. I. 23), and Gelasius Cyzic. (Hist. 
Conc. Nic. II. 32); see Mansi, Harduin, and Hefele (I. 431-435). It agrees moreover with the 
directions of the Apost. Const. and Canons, and with the present practice of the Eastern churches 
on this subject. The objections of Baronius, Bellarmine, Valesius. and other Romanists are 
unfounded and refuted by Natalis Alexander, and Hefele (l. c.). Funk (R.C.) says: "Die 
Einwendungen, die qeqen den Bericht, vorgebracht wurden, sind vollig nichtig" (utterly futile). 
 
{754} Euphoniously called suneisaktov, subiatroducta (introduced as a companion), ajgaphthv, 
soror. See Hefele, T. 380. Comp. on this canon W. Bright, Notes on the Canons of the First Four 
General Councils. Oxford, 1882, pp. 8, 9. A Council of Antioch had deposed Paul of Samosata, 
bishop of Antioch, for this nasty practice, and for heresy. Euseb. H. E. VII. 30. 
 



{755} Notwithstanding this canonical prohibition the disreputable practice continued. Chrysostom 
wrote a discourse "against persons econtav paryenouv suneisaktouv "and another urging the 
dedicated virgins not to live with them. Jerome complains of the "pestis agapetarum" (Ep. XXII. 
14). 
 
{756} Ep. XXII. "Laudo nuptias, laudo conjugium, sed quia mihi virgines generant." Comp. Ep. 
CXXIII. 
 
{757} And the Roman Church seems to care more for the power, than for the purity of the clergy. 
Gregory VII., who used all his unflinching energy to enforce celibacy, said openly: "Non liberari 
potest ecclesia a servitude laicorum, nisi liberentur clerici ab uxoribus." As clerical celibacy is a 
matter of discipline, not of doctrine, the Pope might at any time abolish it, and Aeneas Sylvius, 
before he ascended the chair of Peter as Pius II. (1458 to 1464), remarked that marriage had been 
denied to priests for good and sufficient reasons, but that still stronger ones now required its 
restoration. The United Greeks and Maronites are allowed to retain their wives. Joseph II. 
proposed to extend the permission. During the French Revolution, and before the conclusion of 
the Concordat (1801), many priests and nuns were married. But the hierarchical interest always 
defeated in the end such movements, and preferred to keep the clergy aloof from the laity in order 
to exercise a greater power over it. "The Latin church," says Lea in his History of Celibacy, "is 
the most wonderful structure in history, and ere its leaders can consent to such a reform they must 
confess that its career, so full of proud recollections, has been an error." 
 
{758} Comp. this History, Vol. VI., 79, p. 473 sqq.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER X: 
 
MONTANISM. 
 

109. Literature. 
 
Sources: 
 
The prophetic utterances of Montanus, Prisca (or Priscilla) and Maximilla, scattered through 
Tertullian and other writers, collected by F. Munter. (Effata et Oracula Montanistarum, Hafniae, 
1829), and by Bonwetsch, in his Gesch. des Mont. p. 197-200. 
 
Tertullian’s writings after A. D. 201, are the chief source, especially Deuteronomy Corona 
Militis; Deuteronomy Fuga in Persec.; Deuteronomy Cult. Feminarum; Deuteronomy Virg. 
Velandis; Deuteronomy Exhort. Castitatis; Deuteronomy Monogamia; Deuteronomy Paradiso; 
Deuteronomy Jejuniis; Deuteronomy Pudicitia; Deuteronomy Spectaculis; Deuteronomy Spe 
Fidelium. His seven books On Ecstasy, mentioned by Jerome, are lost. In his later anti-heretical 
writings (Adv. Marcionem; Adv. Valentin.; Adv. Praxean; Deuteronomy Anima; Deuteronomy 
Resurr. Carnis), Tertullian occasionally refers to the new dispensation of the Spirit. On the 
chronology of his writings see Uhlhorn: Fundamenta chronologiae Tertullianeae, (Gott. 1852), 
Bonwetsch: Die Schriften Tertullians nach der Zeit ihrer Abfassung (Bonn, 1878), and Harnack, 
in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur K. gesch." No. 11. 
 
Irenaeus: Adv. Haer. III. 11, 9; IV. 33, 6 and 7. (The references to Montanism are somewhat 
doubtful). Eusebius: H. E. V. 3. Epipan.: Haer. 48 and 49. 
 
The anti-Montanist writings of Apolinarius (Apollinaris) of Hierapolis, Melito of Sardes, 
Miltiades (peri; tou’ mh; dei’n profhvthn ejn ejkstavsei lalei’n), Apollonius, Serapion, Gaius, and 
an anonymous author quoted by Eusebius are lost. Comp. on the sources Soyres, l. c. p. 3-24, and 
Bonwetsch, l c. p. 16-55. 
 
Works: 
 
Theoph. Wernsdorf: Commentatio de Montanistis Saeculi II. vulgo creditis haereticis. Dantzig, 
1781. A vindication of Montanism as being essentially agreed with the doctrines of the primitive 
church and unjustly condemned. Mosheim differs, but speaks favorably of it. So also Soyres. 
Arnold had espoused the cause of M. before, in his Kirchen-und Ketzerhistorie. 
 
Mosheim: Deuteronomy Rebus Christ. ante Const. M. p. 410-425 (Murdock’s transl I. 501-512). 
 
Walch: Ketzerhistorie, I. 611-666. 
 
Kirchner: Deuteronomy Montanistis. Jenae, 1832. 
 
Neander: Antignosticus oder Geist aus Tertullian’s Schriften. Berlin, 1825 (2d ed. 1847), and the 
second ed. of his Kirchengesch. 1843, Bd. II. 877-908 (Torrey’s transl. Boston ed. vol. I. 506-
526). Neander was the first to give a calm and impartial philosophical view of Montanism as the 
realistic antipode of idealistic Gnosticism. 



 
A. Schwegler: Der Montanismus und die christl. Kirche des 2 ten Jahrh. Tub. 1841. Comp. his 
Nach-Apost. Zeitalter (Tub. 1846). A very ingenious philosophical a-priori construction of 
history in the spirit of the Tubingen School. Schwegler denies the historical existence of 
Montanus, wrongly derives the system from Ebionism, and puts its essence in the doctrine of the 
Paraclete and the new supernatural epoch of revelation introduced by him. Against him wrote 
GEORGII in the "Deutsche Jahrbucher fur Wissenschaft und Kunst," 1842. 
 
Hilgenfeld: Die Glossolalie in der alten Kirche. Leipz. 1850. 
 
Baur: Das Wesen des Montanismus nach den neusten Forschungen, in the "Theol. Jahrbucher." 
Tub. 1851, p. 538 sqq.; and his Gesch. der Christl. Kirche, I. 235-245, 288-295 (3d ed. of 1863). 
Baur, like Schwegler, lays the chief stress on the doctrinal element, but refutes his view on the 
Ebionitic origin of Mont., and reviews it in its conflict with Gnosticism and episcopacy. 
 
Niedner: K. Gesch. 253 sqq., 259 sqq. 
 
Albrecht Ritschl: Entstehung der altkathol. Kirche, second ed. 1857, p. 402-550. R. justly 
emphasizes the practical and ethical features of the sect. 
 
P. Gottwald: Deuteronomy Montanismo Tertulliani. Vratisl. 1862. 
 
A. Reville: Tertullien et le Montanisme, in the "Revue des deux mondes," Nov. 1864. Also his 
essay in the "Nouvelle Revue de Theologic" for 1858. 
 
R. A. Lipsius: Zur Quellenkritik des Epiphanios. Wien, 1865; and Die Quellen der altesten 
Ketzergeschichte. Leipz. 1875. 
 
Emile Strohlin: Essai sur le Montanisme. Strasbourg, 1870. 
 
John Deuteronomy Soyres: Montanism and the Primitive Church (Hulsean prize essay). 
Cambridge, 1878 (163 pa-es). With a useful chronological table. 
 
G. Nathanael Bonwetsch (of Dorpat): Die Geschichte des Montanismus. Erlangen, 1881 (201 
pages). The best book on the subject. 
 
Renan: Marc-Aurele (1882), ch. XIII. p. 207-225. Also his essay Le Montanisme, in the "Revue 
des deux mondes," Feb. 1881. 
 
W. Belck: Geschichte des Montanismus. Leipzig, 1883. 
 
Hilgenfeld: D. Ketzergesch. des Urchristenthums. Leipzig, 1884. (pp. 560-600.) 
 
The subject is well treated by Dr. Moller in Herzog (revis. ed. Bd. X. 255-262); Bp. Hefele in 
Wetzer & Welter, Bd. VII. 252-268, and in his Conciliengesch. revised ed. Bd. I. 83 sqq.; and by 
Dr. Salmond in Smith & Wace, III. 935-945. 
 
Comp. also the Lit. on Tertullian, 196 (p. 818).  

 



110. External History of Montanism. 
 
All the ascetic, rigoristic, and chiliastic elements of the ancient church combined in Montanism. 
They there asserted a claim to universal validity, which the catholic church was compelled, for 
her own interest, to reject; since she left the effort after extraordinary holiness to the 
comparatively small circle of ascetics and priests, and sought rather to lighten Christianity than 
add to its weight, for the great mass of its professors. Here is the place, therefore, to speak of this 
remarkable phenomenon, and not under the head of doctrine, or heresy, where it is commonly 
placed. For Montanism was not, originally, a departure from the faith, but a morbid overstraining 
of the practical morality and discipline of the early church. It was an excessive supernaturalism 
and puritanism against Gnostic rationalism and Catholic laxity. It is the first example of an 
earnest and well-meaning, but gloomy and fanatical hyper-Christianity, which, like all hyper-
spiritualism, is apt to end in the flesh. 
 
Montanism originated in Asia Minor, the theatre of many movements of the church in this period; 
yet not in Ephesus or any large city, but in some insignificant villages of the province of Phrygia, 
once the home of a sensuously mystic and dreamy nature-religion, where Paul and his pupils had 
planted congregations at Colossae, Laodicea, and Hierapolis. {759} The movement was started 
about the middle of the second century during the reign of Antoninus Pius or Marcus Aurelius, by 
a certain Montanus. {760} He was, according to hostile accounts, before his conversion, a 
mutilated priest of Cybele, with no special talents nor culture, but burning with fanatical zeal. He 
fell into somnambulistic ecstasies, and considered himself the inspired organ of the promised 
Paraclete or Advocate, the Helper and Comforter in these last times of distress. His adversaries 
wrongly inferred from the use of the first person for the Holy Spirit in his oracles, that he made 
himself directly the Paraclete, or, according to Epiphanius, even God the Father. Connected with 
him were two prophetesses, Priscilla and Maximilla, who left their husbands. During the bloody 
persecutions under the Antonines, which raged in Asia Minor, and caused the death of Polycarp 
(155), all three went forth as prophets and reformers of the Christian life, and proclaimed the near 
approach of the age of the Holy Spirit and of the millennial reign in Pepuza, a small village of 
Phrygia, upon which the new Jerusalem was to come down. Scenes took place similar to those 
under the preaching of the first Quakers, and the glossolalia and prophesying in the Irvingite 
congregations. The frantic movement soon far exceeded the intention of its authors, spread to 
Rome and North Africa, and threw the whole church into commotion. It gave rise to the first 
Synods which are mentioned after the apostolic age. 
 
The followers of Montanus were called Montanists, also Phrygians, Cataphrygians (from the 
province of their origin), Pepuziani, Priscillianists (from Priscilla, not to be confounded with the 
Priscillianists of the fourth century). They called themselves spiritual Christians (peumatikoiv), in 
distinction from the psychic or carnal Christians (yucikoiv). 
 
The bishops and synods of Asia Minor, though not with one voice, declared the new prophecy the 
work of demons, applied exorcism, and cut off the Montanists from the fellowship of the church. 
All agreed that it was supernatural (a natural interpretation of such psychological phenomena 
being then unknown), and the only alternative was to ascribe it either to God or to his great 
Adversary. Prejudice and malice invented against Montanus and the two female prophets 
slanderous charges of immorality, madness and suicide, which were readily believed. Epiphanius 
and John of Damascus tell the absurd story, that the sacrifice of an infant was a part of the mystic 
worship of the Montanists, and that they made bread with the blood of murdered infants. {761} 
 



Among their literary opponents in the East are mentioned Claudius Apolinarius of Hierapolis, 
Miltiades, Appollonius, Serapion of Antioch, and Clement of Alexandria. 
 
The Roman church, during the episcopate of Eleutherus (177-190), or of Victor (190-202), after 
some vacillation, set itself likewise against the new prophets at the instigation of the presbyter 
Caius and the confessor Praxeas from Asia, who, as Tertullian sarcastically says, did a two-fold 
service to the devil at Rome by driving away prophecy and bringing in heresy (patripassianism), 
or by putting to flight the Holy Spirit and crucifying God the Father. Yet the opposition of 
Hippolytus to Zephyrinus and Callistus, as well as the later Novatian schism, show that the 
disciplinary rigorism of Montanism found energetic advocates in Rome till after the middle of the 
third century. 
 
The Gallic Christians, then severely tried by persecution, took a conciliatory posture, and 
sympathized at least with the moral earnestness, the enthusiasm for martyrdom, and the chiliastic 
hopes of the Montanists. They sent their presbyter (afterwards bishop) Irenaeus to Eleutherus in 
Rome to intercede in their behalf. This mission seems to have induced him or his successor to 
issue letters of peace, but they were soon afterwards recalled. This sealed the fate of the party. 
{762} 
 
In North Africa the Montanists met with extensive sympathy, as the Punic national character 
leaned naturally towards gloomy and rigorous acerbity. {763} Two of the most distinguished 
female martyrs, Perpetua and Felicitas, were addicted to them, and died a heroic death at 
Carthage in the persecution of Septimius Severus (203). 
 
Their greatest conquest was the gifted and fiery, but eccentric and rigoristic Tertullian. He 
became in the year 201 or 202, from ascetic sympathies, a most energetic and influential advocate 
of Montanism, and helped its dark feeling towards a twilight of philosophy, without, however, 
formally seceding from the Catholic Church, whose doctrines he continued to defend against the 
heretics. At all events, he was not excommunicated, and his orthodox writings were always 
highly esteemed. He is the only theologian of this schismatic movement, which started in purely 
practical questions, and we derive the best of our knowledge of it from his works. Through him, 
too, its principles reacted in many respects on the Catholic Church; and that not only in North 
Africa, but also in Spain, as we may see from the harsh decrees of the Council of Elvira in 306. It 
is singular that Cyprian, who, with all his high-church tendencies and abhorrence of schism, was 
a daily reader of Tertullian, makes no allusion to Montanism. Augustin relates that Tertullian left 
the Montanists, and founded a new sect, which was called after him, but was, through his 
(Augustin’s) agency, reconciled to the Catholic congregation of Carthage. {764} 
 
As a separate sect, the Montanists or Tertullianists, as they were also called in Africa, run down 
into the sixth century. At the time of Epiphanius the sect had many adherents in Phrygia, Galatia, 
Cappadocia, Cilicia, and in Constantinople. The successors of Constantine, down to Justinian 
(530), repeatedly enacted laws against them. Synodical legislation about the validity of Montanist 
baptism is inconsistent. {765} 
 
{759} Neander first pointed to the close connection of Montanism with the Phrygian nationality, 
and it is true as far as it goes, but does not explain the spread of the system in North Africa. 
Schwegler and Baur protested against Neander’s view, but Renan justly reasserts it: "La Phrygie 
etait un des pays de l’antiquite les plus portes aux reveries religieuses. Les Phrygiens passaient, 
en general pour niais et simple. Le christianisme eut chez eux, des l’origine un charactere 
essentiellement mystique et ascetique. Deja , dans l’epitre aux Colossiens,, Paul combat des 
erreurs ou les signes precitrseurs du, gnosticisme et les exces d’un asetisme mal entendu 



semblent se meler. Presque partout ailleurs, le christianisme fut une religion de grander villes; 
ici, comme dans la Syrie au dela du Jourdain, ce fut une religion de ourgades et de 
campagnards." 
 
{760} The chronology is uncertain, and varies between 126-180. See the note of Renan in Marc-
Aur. p. 209, Hefele (I. 85), Soyres (p. 25-29 and 157), and Bonwetsch (140-145). Eusebius 
assigns the rise of Montanism to the year 172, which is certainly too late; Epiphanius is confused, 
but leans to 157. Soyres dates it back as far as 130, Hefele to 140, Neander, Bonwetsch, and 
Moller (in Herzog, new ed. X. 255) to 156, Renan to 167. The recent change of the date of 
Polycarp’s martyrdom from 167 to 155, establishes the fact of persecutions in Asia Minor under 
Antoninus Pius. Hefele thinks that the Pastor Hermae, which was written before 151 under Pius 
I., already combats Montanist opinions. Bonwetsch puts the death of Montanus and Maximilla 
between 180 and 200. The name Montanus occurs on Phrygian inscriptions. 
 
{761} Renan says of these slanders (p. 214): "Ce sont la les calomnies ordinaires, qui ne 
manquent jamais sous la plume des ecrivains orthodoxes, quand il s’agit de noircir les 
dissidents." 
 
{762} Tertullian, who mentions these "littteras pacis jam emissas" in favor of the Montanists in 
Asia (Adv. Prax. 1) leaves us in the dark as to the name of the "episcopus Romanus" from whom 
they proceeded and of the other by whom they were recalled, and as to the cause of this 
temporary favor. Victor condemned the Quartodecimanians with whom the Montanists were 
affiliated. Irenaeus protested against it. See Bonwetsch, p. 173 sq. 
 
{763} This disposition, yov pikron, skurwton, and sklhron, even Plutarch notices in the 
Carthaginians (in his politika paraggelmata, c. 3), and contrasts with the excitable and 
cheerful character of the Athenians. 
 
{764} Deuteronomy Haeresibus, 6. 
 
{765} See Hefele, Conciliengesch., I. 754. He explains the inconsistency by the fact that the 
Montanists were regarded by, some orthodox, by others heretical, in the doctrine of the Trinity.  

 



111. Character and Tenets of Montanism. 
 
I. In doctrine, Montanism agreed in all essential points with the Catholic Church, and held very 
firmly to the traditional rule of faith. {766} Tertullian was thoroughly orthodox according to the 
standard of his age. He opposed infant baptism on the assumption that mortal sins could not be 
forgiven after baptism; but infant baptism was not yet a catholic dogma, and was left to the 
discretion of parents. He contributed to the development of the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity, 
by asserting against Patripassianism a personal distinction in God, and the import of the Holy 
Spirit. Montanism was rooted neither, like Ebionism, in Judaism, nor, like Gnosticism, in 
heathenism, but in Christianity; and its errors consist in a morbid exaggeration of Christian ideas 
and demands. Tertullian says, that the administration of the Paraclete consists only in the reform 
of discipline, in deeper understanding of the Scriptures, and in effort after higher perfection; that 
it has the same faith, the same God, the same Christ, and the same sacraments with the Catholics. 
The sect combated the Gnostic heresy with all decision, and forms the exact counterpart of that 
system, placing Christianity chiefly in practical life instead of theoretical speculation, and looking 
for the consummation of the kingdom of God on this earth, though not till the millennium, instead 
of transferring it into an abstract ideal world. Yet between these two systems, as always between 
opposite extremes, there were also points of contact; a common antagonism, for example, to the 
present order of the world, and the distinction of a pneumatic and a psychical church. 
 
Tertullian conceived religion as a process of development, which he illustrates by the analogy of 
organic growth in nature. He distinguishes in this process four stages:—(1.) Natural religion, or 
the innate idea of God; (2.) The legal religion of the Old Testament; (3.) The gospel during the 
earthly life of Christ; and (4.) the revelation of the Paraclete; that is, the spiritual religion of the 
Montanists, who accordingly called themselves the pneumatics, or the spiritual church, in 
distinction from the psychical (or carnal) Catholic church. This is the first instance of a theory of 
development which assumes an advance beyond the New Testament and the Christianity of the 
apostles; misapplying the parables of the mustard seed and the leaven, and Paul’s doctrine of the 
growth of the church in Christ (but not beyond Christ). Tertullian, however, was by no means 
rationalistic in his view. On the contrary, he demanded for all new revelations the closest 
agreement with the traditional faith of the church, the regula fidei, which, in a genuine 
Montanistic work, he terms "immobilis et irreformabilis." Nevertheless he gave the revelations of 
the Phrygian prophets on matters of practice an importance which interfered with the sufficiency 
of the Scriptures. 
 
II. In the field of practical life and discipline, the Montanistic movement and its expectation of the 
near approach of the end of the world came into conflict with the reigning Catholicism; and this 
conflict, consistently carried out, must of course show itself to some extent in the province of 
doctrine. Every schismatic tendency is apt to become in its progress more or less heretical. 
 
1. Montanism, in the first place, sought a forced continuance of the miraculous gifts of the 
apostolic church, which gradually disappeared as Christianity became settled in humanity, and its 
supernatural principle was naturalized on earth. {767} It asserted, above all, the continuance of 
prophecy, and hence it went generally under the name of the nova prophetia. It appealed to 
Scriptural examples, John, Agabus, Judas, and Silas, and for their female prophets, to Miriam and 
Deborah, and especially to the four daughters of Philip, who were buried in Hierapolis, the capital 
of Phrygia. Ecstatic oracular utterances were mistaken for divine inspirations. Tertullian calls the 
mental status of those prophets an "amentia," an "excidere sensu," and describes it in a way 
which irresistibly reminds one of the phenomena of magnetic clairvoyance. Montanus compares a 
man in the ecstasy with a musical instrument, on which the Holy Spirit plays his melodies. 



"Behold," says he in one of his oracles, in the name of the Paraclete, "the man is as a lyre, and I 
sweep over him as a plectrum. The man sleeps; I wake. Behold, it is the Lord who puts the hearts 
of men out of themselves, and who gives hearts to men." {768} As to its matter, the Montanistic 
prophecy related to the approaching heavy judgments of God, the persecutions, the millennium, 
fasting, and other ascetic exercises, which were to be enforced as laws of the church. 
 
The Catholic church did not deny, in theory, the continuance of prophecy and the other 
miraculous gifts, but was disposed to derive the Montanistic revelations from satanic inspirations, 
{769} and mistrusted them all the more for their proceeding not from the regular clergy, but in 
great part from unauthorized laymen and fanatical women. 
 
2. This brings us to another feature of the Montanistic movement, the assertion of the universal 
priesthood of Christians, even of females, against the special priesthood in the Catholic church. 
Under this view it may be called a democratic reaction against the clerical aristocracy, which 
from the time of Ignatius had more and more monopolized all ministerial privileges and 
functions. The Montanists found the true qualification and appointment for the office of teacher 
in direct endowment by the Spirit of God, in distinction from outward ordination and episcopal 
succession. They everywhere proposed the supernatural element and the free motion of the Spirit 
against the mechanism of a fixed ecclesiastical order. 
 
Here was the point where they necessarily assumed a schismatic character, and arrayed against 
themselves the episcopal hierarchy. But they only brought another kind of aristocracy into the 
place of the condemned distinction of clergy and laity. They claimed for their prophets what they 
denied to the Catholic bishops. They put a great gulf between the true spiritual Christians and the 
merely psychical; and this induced spiritual pride and false pietism. Their affinity with the 
Protestant idea of the universal priesthood is more apparent than real; they go on altogether 
different principles. 
 
3. Another of the essential and prominent traits of Montanism was a visionary millennarianism, 
founded indeed on the Apocalypse and on the apostolic expectation of the speedy return of Christ, 
but giving it extravagant weight and a materialistic coloring. The Montanists were the warmest 
millennarians in the ancient church, and held fast to the speedy return of Christ in glory, all the 
more as this hope began to give way to the feeling of a long settlement of the church on earth, and 
to a corresponding zeal for a compact, solid episcopal organization. In praying, "Thy kingdom 
come," they prayed for the end of the world. They lived under a vivid impression of the great 
final catastrophe, and looked therefore with contempt upon the present order of things, and 
directed all their desires to the second advent of Christ. Maximilla says: "After me there is no 
more prophecy, but only the end of the world." {770} 
 
The failure of these predictions weakened, of course, all the other pretensions of the system. But, 
on the other hand, the abatement of faith in the near approach of the Lord was certainly 
accompanied with an increase of worldliness in the Catholic church. The millennarianism of the 
Montanists has reappeared again and again in widely differing forms. 
 
4. Finally, the Montanistic sect was characterized by fanatical severity in asceticism and church 
discipline. It raised a zealous protest against the growing looseness of the Catholic penitential 
discipline, which in Rome particularly, under Zephyrinus and Callistus, to the great grief of 
earnest minds, established a scheme of indulgence for the grossest sins, and began, long before 
Constantine, to obscure the line between the church and the world. Tertullian makes the 
restoration of a rigorous discipline the chief office of the new prophecy. {771} 
 



But Montanism certainly went to the opposite extreme, and fell from evangelical freedom into 
Jewish legalism; while the Catholic church in rejecting the new laws and burdens defended the 
cause of freedom. Montanism turned with horror from all the enjoyments of life, and held even 
art to be incompatible with Christian soberness and humility. It forbade women all ornamental 
clothing, and required virgins to be veiled. It courted the blood-baptism of martyrdom, and 
condemned concealment or flight in persecution as a denial of Christ. It multiplied fasts and other 
ascetic exercises, and carried them to extreme severity, as the best preparation for the millennium. 
It prohibited second marriage as adultery, for laity as well as clergy, and inclined even to regard a 
single marriage as a mere concession on the part of God to the sensuous infirmity of man. It 
taught the impossibility of a second repentance, and refused to restore the lapsed to the fellowship 
of the church. Tertullian held all mortal sins (of which he numbers seven), committed after 
baptism, to be unpardonable, {772} at least in this world, and a church, which showed such lenity 
towards gross offenders, as the Roman church at that time did, according to the corroborating 
testimony of Hippolytus, "he called worse than a den of thieves," even a "spelunca maechorum et 
fornicatorum." {773} 
 
The Catholic church, indeed, as we have already seen, opened the door likewise to excessive 
ascetic rigor, but only as an exception to her rule; while the Montanists pressed their rigoristic 
demands as binding upon all. Such universal asceticism was simply impracticable in a world like 
the present, and the sect itself necessarily dwindled away. But the religious earnestness which 
animated it, its prophecies and visions, its millennarianism, and the fanatical extremes into which 
it ran, have since reappeared, under various names and forms, and in new combinations, in 
Novatianism, Donatism, the spiritualism of the Franciscans, Anabaptism, the Camisard 
enthusiasm, Puritanism, Quakerism, Quietism, Pietism, Second Adventism, Irvingism, and so on, 
by way of protest and wholesome reaction against various evils in the church. {774} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{766} This was acknowledged by its opponents. Epipbanius, Haer. XLVIII. 1, says, the 
Cataphrygians receive the entire Scripture of the Old and New Testament, and agree with the 
Catholic church in their views on the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. 
 
{767} In this point, as in others, Montanism bears a striking affinity to Irvingism, but differs from 
it by its democratic, anti-hierarchical constitution. Irvingism asserts not only the continuance of 
the apostolic gifts, but also of all the apostolic offices, especially the twelvefold apostolate, and is 
highly ritualistic. 
 
{768} Epiph. Haer. xlviii. 4: idou, ov anyrwpov wsei lura, kagw efiptamai wsei 
plhktron, ov anyrwpov koimatai, kagw grhgorw, idou, kuriov estin o existanwn 
kardiav anyrwpwn kai didouv kardian anyrwpoiv.. 
 
{769} Tert. Deuteronomy Jun. 11: "Spiritus diaboli est, dicis, o psychice." Tertullian himself, 
however, always occupied an honorable rank among the church written, though not numbered 
among the church fathers in the technical sense 
 
{770} Bonwetsch, p. 149: "Das Wesen des Montanismus ist eine Reaktion angesichts der nahen 
Parusie gegen Verweltlichung der Kirche." Baur, too, emphasizes this point and puts the chief 
difference between Montanism and Gnosticism in this that the latter looked at the beginning, the 
former at the end of all things." Wie die Gnosis denAnfangspunkt ins Auge fasst, von welchem 



alles ausgeht, die absoluten Principien, durch welche der Selbstoffenbarungsprocess Gottes und 
der Gang der Weltentwicklung bedingt ist, so ist im Montanismus der Hauptpunkt um welchen 
sich alles bewegt, das Ende der Dinge, die Katastrophe, welcher der Weltertlauf entgegengeht." 
(K. Gesch. I. 235). 
 
{771} Deuteronomy Monog. c. 2, he calls the Paraclete "novae disciplinae institutor," but in c. 4 
he says, correcting himself: "Paraclete restitutor potius quam instilator disiplinae." 
 
{772} Comp. Deuteronomy Pud. c. 2. and 19. 
 
{773} Deuteronomy Pudic. c 1: "Audio etiam edictum esse propositum, et quidem peremptorium. 
Pontifex scilicet maximus, quod est episcopus episcoporum (so he calls, ironically, the Roman 
bishop; in all probability he refers to Zephyrinus or Callistus), edicit: Ego et moechiae et 
fornicationis delicta poenitentia functis dimitto... Absit, absit a sponsa Christi tale praeconium! 
IIla, quae vera est. quae pudica, quae sancta, carebit etiam aurium macula. Non habet quibus 
hoc repromittit, et si habuerit, non repromittat, quoniam et terrenum Dei templum citius spelunca 
latronum {Matthew 21:13} appellari potuit a Domino quam moechorum et fornicatorum." 
 
{774} Comp. on these analogous phenomena Soyres, p. 118 sqq. and 142 sqq. He also mentions 
Mormonism as an analogous movement, and so does Renan (Marc-Aurele, p. 209), but this is 
unjust to Montanism, which in its severe ascetic morality differs widely from the polygamous 
pseudo-theocracy in Utah. Montanism much more nearly resembles Irvingism, whose leaders are 
eminently pure and devout men (as Irving, Thierscb, W. W. Andrews).  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XI: 
 
THE HERESIES OF THE ANTE-NICENE AGE. 
 

112. Judaism and Heathenism within the Church. 
 
Having described in previous chapters the moral and intellectual victory of the church over 
avowed and consistent Judaism and heathenism, we must now look at her deep and mighty 
struggle with those enemies in a hidden and more dangerous form: with Judaism and heathenism 
concealed in the garb of Christianity and threatening to Judaize and paganize the church. The 
patristic theology and literature can never be thoroughly understood without a knowledge of the 
heresies of the patristic age, which play as important a part in the theological movements of the 
ancient Greek and Latin churches as Rationalism with its various types in the modern theology of 
the Protestant churches of Europe and America. 
 
Judaism, with its religion and its sacred writings, and Graeco-Roman heathenism, with its secular 
culture, its science, and its art, were designed to pass into Christianity to be transformed and 
sanctified. But even in the apostolic age many Jews and Gentiles were baptized only with water, 
not with the Holy Spirit and fire of the gospel, and smuggled their old religious notions and 
practices into the church. Hence the heretical tendencies, which are combated in the New 
Testament, especially in the Pauline and Catholic Epistles. {775} 
 
The same heresies meet us at the beginning of the second century, and thenceforth in more 
mature form and in greater extent in almost all parts of Christendom. They evince, on the one 
hand, the universal import of the Christian religion in history, and its irresistible power over all 
the more profound and earnest minds of the age. Christianity threw all their religious ideas into 
confusion and agitation. They were so struck with the truth, beauty, and vigor of the new religion, 
that they could no longer rest either in Judaism or in heathenism; and yet many were unable or 
unwilling to forsake inwardly their old religion and philosophy. Hence strange medleys of 
Christian and unchristian elements in chaotic ferment. The old religions did not die without a last 
desperate effort to save themselves by appropriating Christian ideas. And this, on the other hand, 
exposed the specific truth of Christianity to the greatest danger, and obliged the church to defend 
herself against misrepresentation, and to secure herself against relapse to the Jewish or the 
heathen level. 
 
As Christianity was met at its entrance into the world by two other religions, the one relatively 
true, and the other essentially false, heresy appeared likewise in the two leading forms of 
ebionism and gnosticism, the germs of which, as already observed, attracted the notice of the 
apostles. The remark of Hegesippus, that the church preserved a virginal purity of doctrine to the 
time of Hadrian, must be understood as made only in view of the open advance of Gnosticism in 
the second century, and therefore as only relatively true. The very same writer expressly 
observes, that heresy had been already secretly working from the days of Simon Magus. 
Ebionism is a Judaizing, pseudo-Petrine Christianity, or, as it may equally well be called, a 
Christianizing Judaism; Gnosticism is a paganizing or pseudo-Pauline Christianity, or a pseudo-
Christian heathenism. 
 
These two great types of heresy are properly opposite poles. Ebionism is a particularistic 
contraction of the Christian religion; Gnosticism, a vague expansion of it. The one is a gross 



realism and literalism; the other, a fantastic idealism and spiritualism. In the former the spirit is 
bound in outward forms; in the latter it revels in licentious freedom. Ebionism makes salvation 
depend on observance of the law; Gnosticism, on speculative knowledge. Under the influence of 
Judaistic legalism, Christianity must stiffen and petrify; under the influence of Gnostic 
speculation, it must dissolve into empty notions and fancies. Ebionism denies the divinity of 
Christ, and sees in the gospel only a new law; Gnosticism denies the true humanity of the 
Redeemer, and makes his person and his work a mere phantom, a docetistic illusion. 
 
The two extremes, however, meet; both tendencies from opposite directions reach the same 
result—the denial of the incarnation, of the true and abiding union of the divine and the human in 
Christ and his kingdom; and thus they fall together under St. John’s criterion of the antichristian 
spirit of error. In both Christ ceases to be mediator and reconciler and his religion makes no 
specific advance upon the Jewish and the heathen, which place God and man in abstract dualism, 
or allow them none but a transient and illusory union. 
 
Hence, there were also some forms of error, in which Ebionistic and Gnostic elements were 
combined. We have a Gnostic or theosophic Ebionism (the pseudo-Clementine), and a Judaizing 
Gnosticism (in Cerinthus and others). These mixed forms also we find combated in the apostolic 
age. Indeed, similar forms of religious syncretism we meet with even before the time and beyond 
the field of Christianity, in the Essenes, the Therapeutae, and the Platonizing Jewish philosopher, 
Philo. 
 
{775} Comp. vol. 1. 564 sqq., and my History of the Apost. Church, 165-169.  

 



113. Nazarenes and Ebionites (Elkesaites, Mandoeans). 
 
I. Irenaeus: Adv. Haer. I. 26. Hippolytus: Refut. omnium Haer., or Philosophumena, 1. IX. 13-17. 
Epiphanius: Haer. 29, 30, 53. Scattered notices in Justin M., Tertullian, Origen, Hegesippus, 
Eusebius, and Jerome. Several of the Apocryphal Gospels, especially that of the Hebrews. The 
sources are obscure and conflicting. Comp. the collection of fragments from Elxai, the Gospel of 
the Hebrews, etc. in Hilgenfeld’s Novum Test. extra Canonem receptum. Lips. 1866, 
 
II. Gieseler: Nazaraer u. Ebioniten (in the fourth vol. of Staudlin’s and Tzschirner’s "Archiv." 
Leipz. 1820). 
 
Credner: Ueber Essaeer und Ebioniten und einen theitweisen Zusammenhang derselben (in 
Winer’s "Zeitschrift fur wissensch. Theol." Sulzbach, 1829). 
 
Baur: Deuteronomy Ebionitarum Origine et Doctrina ab Essaeis repetenda. Tub. 1831. 
 
Schliemann: Die Clementinen u. der Ebionitismus, Hamb. 1844, p. 362-552. 
 
Ritschl: Ueber die Secte der Elkesaiten (in Niedner’s "Zeitschr. Hist. Theol." 1853, No. 4). 
 
D. Chwolsohn: Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus. St. Petersburg, 1856,Â· vols. 
 
Uhlhorn: Ebioniten and Elkesaiten, in Herzog, new ed., vol. IV. (1879), 13 sqq. and 184 sqq. 
 
G. Salmon: Elkesai, Elkesaites, in Smith & Wace, vol. II. (1880) p. 95 98. 
 
M. N. Siouffi: atudes sur la religion des Soubbas on Sabeens, leurs dogmes, leurs mours. Paris, 
1880. 
 
K. Kessler: Mandaeer, in Herzog, revised ed., IX. (1881), p. 205-222. 
 
AD. Hilgenfeld: Ketzergesch. des Urchristenthums, Leip., 1884 (421 sqq.). 
 
The Jewish Christianity, represented in the apostolic church by Peter and James, combined with 
the Gentile Christianity of Paul, to form a Christian church, in which "neither circumcision 
availeth anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new creature in Christ." 
 
I. A portion of the Jewish Christians, however, adhered even after the destruction of Jerusalem, to 
the national customs of their fathers, and propagated themselves in some churches of Syria down 
to the end of the fourth century, under the name of Nazarenes; a name perhaps originally given in 
contempt by the Jews to all Christians as followers of Jesus of Nazareth. {776} They united the 
observance of the Mosaic ritual law with their belief in the Messiahship and divinity of Jesus, 
used the Gospel of Matthew in Hebrew, deeply mourned the unbelief of their brethren, and hoped 
for their future conversion in a body and for a millennial reign of Christ on the earth. But they 
indulged no antipathy to the apostle Paul, and never denounced the Gentile Christians and 
heretics for not observing the law. They were, therefore, not heretics, but stunted separatist 
Christians; they stopped at the obsolete position of a narrow and anxious Jewish Christianity, and 
shrank to an insignificant sect. Jerome says of them, that, wishing to be Jews and Christians alike, 
they were neither one nor the other. 
 



II. From these Nazarenes we must carefully distinguish the heretical Jewish Christians, or the 
ebionites, who were more numerous. Their name comes not, as Tertullian first intimated, {777} 
from a supposed founder of the sect, Ebion, of whom we know nothing, but from the Hebrew 
word, abyron, poor. It may have been originally, like "Nazarene" and "Galilean," a contemptuous 
designation of all Christians, the majority of whom lived in needy circumstances; {778} but it was 
afterwards confined to this sect; whether in reproach, to denote the poverty of their doctrine of 
Christ and of the law, as Origen more ingeniously than correctly explains it; or, more probably, in 
honor, since the Ebionites regarded themselves as the genuine followers of the poor Christ and his 
poor disciples, and applied to themselves alone the benediction on the poor in spirit. According to 
Epiphanius, Ebion spread his error first in the company of Christians which fled to Pella after the 
destruction of Jerusalem; according to Hegesippus in Eusebius, one Thebutis, after the death of 
the bishop Symeon of Jerusalem, about 107, made schism among the Jewish Christians, and led 
many of them to apostatize, because he himself was not elected to the bishopric. 
 
We find the sect of the Ebionites in Palestine and the surrounding regions, on the island of 
Cyprus, in Asia Minor, and even in Rome. Though it consisted mostly of Jews, Gentile Christians 
also sometimes attached themselves to it. It continued into the fourth century, but at the time of 
Theodoret was entirely extinct. It used a Hebrew Gospel, now lost, which was probably a 
corruption of the Gospel of Matthew. 
 
The characteristic marks of Ebionism in all its forms are: degradation of Christianity to the level 
of Judaism; the principle of the universal and perpetual validity of the Mosaic law; and enmity to 
the apostle Paul. But, as there were different sects in Judaism itself, we have also to distinguish at 
least two branches of Ebionism, related to each other as Pharisaism and Essenism, or, to use a 
modern illustration, as the older deistic and the speculative pantheistic rationalism in Germany, or 
the practical and the speculative schools in Unitarianism. 
 
1. The common Ebionites, who were by far the more numerous, embodied the Pharisaic legalism, 
and were the proper successors of the Judaizers opposed in the Epistle to the Galatians. Their 
doctrine may be reduced to the following propositions: 
 
(a) Jesus is, indeed, the promised Messiah, the son of David, and the supreme lawgiver, yet a 
mere man, like Moses and David, sprung by natural generation from Joseph and Mary. The sense 
of his Messianic calling first arose in him at his baptism by John, when a higher spirit joined itself 
to him. Hence, Origen compared this sect to the blind man in the Gospel, who called to the Lord, 
without seeing him: "Thou son of David, have mercy on me." 
 
(b) Circumcision and the observance of the whole ritual law of Moses are necessary to salvation 
for all men. 
 
(c) Paul is an apostate and heretic, and all his epistles are to be discarded. The sect considered 
him a native heathen, who came over to Judaism in later life from impure motives. 
 
(d) Christ is soon to come again, to introduce the glorious millennial reign of the Messiah, with 
the earthly Jerusalem for its seat. 
 
2. The second class of Ebionites, starting with Essenic notions, gave their Judaism a speculative 
or theosophic stamp, like the errorists of the Epistle to the Colossians. They form the stepping-
stone to Gnosticism. Among these belong the Elkesaites. {779} They arose, according to 
Epiphanius, in the reign of Trajan, in the regions around the Dead Sea, where the Essenes lived. 
Their name is derived from their supposed founder, Elxai or Elkasai, and is interpreted: "hidden 



power," which (according to Gieseler’s suggestion) signifies the Holy Spirit. {780} This seems to 
have been originally the title of a book, which pretended, like the book of Mormon, to be revealed 
by an angel, and was held in the highest esteem by the sect. This secret writing, according to the 
fragments in Origen, and in the "Philosophumena" of Hippolytus, contains the groundwork of the 
remarkable pseudo-Clementine system. {781} (See next section.) It is evidently of Jewish origin, 
represents Jerusalem as the centre of the religious world, Christ as a creature and the Lord of 
angels and all other creatures, the Holy Spirit as a female, enjoins circumcision as well as 
baptism, rejects St. Paul, and justifies the denial of faith in time of persecution. It claims to date 
from the third year of Trajan (101). This and the requirement of circumcision would make it 
considerably older than the Clementine Homilies. A copy of that book was brought to Rome from 
Syria by a certain Alcibiades about A. D. 222, and excited attention by announcing a new method 
of forgiveness of sins. 
 
3. A similar sect are the Mandaeans, from Manda, knowledge (gnw’si) also Sabians, i.e. Baptists 
(from sabi, to baptize, to wash), and Mughtasilah, which has the same meaning. On account of 
their great reverence for John the Baptist, they were called "Christians of John." {782} Their 
origin is uncertain. A remnant of them still exists, in Persia on the eastern banks of the Tigris. 
Their sacred language is an Aramaic dialect of some importance for comparative philology. {783} 
At present they speak Arabic and Persian. Their system is very complicated with the prevalence 
of the heathen element, and comes nearest to Manichaeism. {784} 
 
{776} The heathen enemies of Christianity, as Julian the Apostate, called them sometimes 
"Galileans." So also Epictetus in the only passage, in which he alludes to the Christians. 
 
{777} Praescr. Haeret. c. 13. 
 
{778} Minut. Felix, Octav. 36: "Ceterum quod plerique PAUPERES dicimur non est infamia 
nostra, sed gloria; animus enim ut luxu solvitur, ita frugalitate firmatur." 
 
{779} elkessaioi (Epiphanius); hlcassai (Hippolytus); elkesaitai (Origen). Also 
samqaioi, from vm, sun. 
 
{780} dunamiv kekallumenh. Comp. the dunamiv asarkov in the Clem. Homilies, XVII. 16. 
Other derivations: from elkesi, a village in Galilee (Delitzsch); from yD’v lae from sqikla 
equals apostatae. 
 
{781} See the fragments collected in Hilgenfeld’s Nov. Test. extra Canonem receptum, III. 153-
167. 
 
{782} Johanneschristen, Chretiens de Saint Jean. 
 
{783} Mandaische Grammatik, by Th. Noldeke. Halle, 1875. 
 
{784} For further particulars see the article of Kessler in Herzog, above quoted.  

 



114. The Pseudo-Clementine Ebionism. 
 
I. Sources: 
 
1. ta klhmentia, or more accurately klhmento twn petrou epidhmiwn khrugmatwn 
epitomh first published (without the twentieth and part of the nineteenth homily) by Cotelier in 
"Patres Apost." Par. 1672; Clericus in his editions of Cotelier, 1698, 1700, and 1724; again by 
Schwegler, Stuttg. 1847 (the text of Clericus); then first entire, with the missing portion, from a 
new codex in the Ottobonian Library in the Vatican, by Alb. R. M. Dressel (with the Latin trans. 
of Cotelier and notes), under the title: Clementis Romani quae feruntur Homiliae Viginti nunc 
primum integrae. Gott. 1853; and by Paul de Lagarde: Clementina Graece. Leipz. 1865. 
 
2. Clementis Rom. Recognitiones (anagnwrismoi or anagnwsei), in ten books, extant only in 
the Latin translation of Rufinus (d. 410); first published in Basel, 1526; then better by Cotelier, 
Gallandi, and by Gersdorf in his "Bibl. Patr. Lat." Lips. 1838. Vol. I. In Syriac, ed. by P. de 
Lagarde (Clementis Romani Recognitiones Syriace). Lips. 1861. An English translation of the 
Recognitions of Clement by Dr. Thomas Smith, in the "Ante-Nicene Christian Library," 
Edinburgh, vol. III. (1868), pp. 137-471. The work in the MSS. bears different titles, the most 
common is Itinerarium St. Clementis. 
 
3. Clementine Epitome de Gestis Petri (klhm. episk. rwmh peri twn praxewn epidhmiwn te 
kai khrugmatwn petrou epitomh), first at Paris, 1555; then critically edited by Cotelier, l. c.; 
and more completely with a second epitome by A. R. M. Dressel: Clementinorum Epitomae duae, 
with valuable critical annotations by Fr. Wieseler. Lips. 1859. The two Epitomes are only a 
summary of the Homilies. 
 
II. Works. 
 
Neander and Baur, in their works on Gnosticism (vid. the following section), and in their Church 
Histories. 
 
Schliemann: Die Clementinen nebst den verwandten Schriften, u. der Ebionitismus. Hamb. 1844. 
 
Ad. Hilgenfeld: Die Clementinischen Recognitionem n. Homilien nach ihrem Ursprung n. Inhalt. 
Jena, 1848. Art. by the same in the "Theol. Jahrbucher" for 1854 (483 sqq.), and 1868 (357 sqq.); 
and Die Apost. Vater. Halle 1853, p. 287-302. 
 
G. Uhlhorn: Die Homilien n. Recognitionem des Clemens Romanus. Gott. 1854. Comp. the same 
author’s article "Clementinen," in Herzog, second ed., vol. III. (1878), p. 277-286. 
 
Ritschl: Die Entstehung der altkath. Kirche 1857 (second ed. p. 206-270). 
 
J. Lehmann: Die Clementinischen Schriften mit besonderer Rucksicht auf ihr liter. Verhaltniss. 
Gotha 1869. He mediates between Hilgenfeld and Uhlhorn. (See a review by Lipsius in the 
"Protest. Kirchenztg," 1869, 477-482, and by Lagarde in his "Symmicta," I. 1877, pp. 2-4 and 
108-112, where Lehmann is charged with plagiarism). 
 
R. A. Lipsius: Die Quellen der romischen Petrus-Sage kritish untersucht. Kiel 1872. Lipsius 
finds the basis of the whole Clementine literature in the strongly anti-Pauline Acta Petri. 
 



A. B. Lutterbeck: Die Clementinen und ihr Verh. z. Unfehlbarkeitsdogma. Giessen, 1872. 
 
The system of the pseudo-Clementine Homilies exhibits Ebionism at once in its theosophic 
perfection, and in its internal dissolution. It represents rather an individual opinion, than a sect, 
but holds probably some connection, not definitely ascertained, with the Elkesaites, who, as 
appears from the "Philosophumena," branched out even to Rome. It is genuinely Ebionitic or 
Judaistic in its monotheistic basis, its concealed antagonism to Paul, and its assertion of the 
essential identity of Christianity and Judaism, while it expressly rejects the Gnostic fundamental 
doctrine of the demiurge. It cannot, therefore, properly be classed, as it is by Baur, among the 
Gnostic schools. 
 
The twenty Clementine Homilies bear the celebrated name of the Roman bishop Clement, 
mentioned in Philippians 4:3, as a helper of Paul, but evidently confounded in the pseudo-
Clementine literature with Flavius Clement, kinsman of the Emperor Domitian. They really come 
from an unknown, philosophically educated author, probably a Jewish Christian, of the second 
half of the second century. They are a philosophico-religious romance, based on some historical 
traditions, which it is now impossible to separate from apocryphal accretions. The conception of 
Simon as a magician was furnished by the account in the eighth chapter of Acts, and his labors in 
Rome were mentioned by Justin Martyr. The book is prefaced by a letter of Peter to James, 
bishop of Jerusalem, in which he sends him his sermons, and begs him to keep them strictly 
secret; and by a letter of the pseudo-Clement to the same James in which he relates how Peter, 
shortly before his death, appointed him (Clement) his successor in Rome, and enjoined upon him 
to send to James a work composed at the instance of Peter, entitled "Clementis Epitome 
praedicationum Petri in peregrinationibus." {785} By these epistles it was evidently designed to 
impart to the pretended extract from the itinerant sermons and disputations of Peter, the highest 
apostolical authority, and at the same time to explain the long concealment of them. {786} 
 
The substance of the Homilies themselves is briefly this: Clement, an educated Roman, of the 
imperial family, not satisfied with heathenism, and thirsting for truth, goes to Judaea, having 
heard, under the reign of Tiberius, that Jesus had appeared there. In Caesarea he meets the apostle 
Peter, and being instructed and converted by him, accompanies him on his missionary journeys in 
Palestine, to Tyre, Tripolis, Laodicea, and Antioch. He attends upon the sermons of Peter and his 
long, repeated disputations with Simon Magus, and, at the request of the apostle, commits the 
substance of them to writing. Simon Peter is thus the proper hero of the romance, and appears 
throughout as the representative of pure, primitive Christianity, in opposition to Simon Magus, 
who is portrayed as a "man full of enmity," and a "deceiver," the author of all anti-Jewish 
heresies, especially of the Marcionite Gnosticism. The author was acquainted with the four 
canonical Gospels, and used them, Matthew most, John least; and with them another work of the 
same sort, probably of the Ebionitic stamp, but now unknown. {787} 
 
It has been ingeniously conjectured by Baur (first in 1831), and adopted by his pupils, that the 
pseudo-Clementine Peter combats, under the mask of the Magician, the apostle Paul (nowhere 
named in the Homilies), as the first and chief corrupter of Christianity. {788} This conjecture, 
which falls in easily with Baur’s view of the wide-spread and irreconcilable antagonism of 
Petrinism and Paulinism in the primitive church, derives some support from several malicious 
allusions to Paul, especially the collision in Antioch. Simon Magus is charged with claiming that 
Christ appeared to him in a vision, and called him to be an apostle, and yet teaching a doctrine 
contrary to Christ, hating his apostles, and denouncing Peter, the firm rock and foundation of the 
church, as "self-condemned." {789} But this allusion is probably only an incidental sneer at Paul. 
The whole design of the Homilies, and the account given of the origin, history and doctrine of 
Simon, are inconsistent with such an identification of the heathen magician with the Christian 



apostle. Simon Magus is described in the Homilies {790} as a Samaritan, who studied Greek in 
Alexandria, and denied the supremacy of God and the resurrection of the dead, substituted Mount 
Gerizim for Jerusalem, and declared himself the true Christ. He carried with him a companion or 
mistress, Helena, who descended from the highest heavens, and was the primitive essence and 
wisdom. If Paul had been intended, the writer would have effectually concealed and defeated his 
design by such and other traits, which find not the remotest parallel in the history and doctrine of 
Paul, but are directly opposed to the statements in his Epistles and in the Acts of the Apostles. 
 
In the Recognitions the anti-Pauline tendency is moderated, yet Paul’s labors are ignored, and 
Peter is made the apostle of the Gentiles. 
 
The doctrine which pseudo-Clement puts into the mouth of Peter, and very skillfully interweaves 
with his narrative, is a confused mixture of Ebionitic and Gnostic, ethical and metaphysical ideas 
and fancies. He sees in Christianity only the restoration of the pure primordial religion, {791} 
which God revealed in the creation, but which, on account of the obscuring power of sin and the 
seductive influence of demons, must be from time to time renewed. The representatives of this 
religion are the pillars of the world: Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, and 
Christ. These are in reality only seven different incarnations of the same Adam or primal man, the 
true prophet of God, who was omniscient and infallible. What is recorded unfavorable to these 
holy men, the drunkenness of Noah, the polygamy of the patriarchs, the homicide of Moses, and 
especially the blasphemous history of the fall of Adam, as well as all unworthy anthropopathical 
passages concerning God, were foisted into the Old Testament by the devil and his demons. Thus, 
where Philo and Origen resorted to allegorical interpretation, to remove what seems offensive in 
Scripture, pseudo-Clement adopts the still more arbitrary hypothesis of diabolical interpolations. 
Among the true prophets of God, again, he gives Adam, Moses, and Christ peculiar eminence, 
and places Christ above all, though without raising him essentially above a prophet and lawgiver. 
The history of religion, therefore, is not one of progress, but only of return to the primitive 
revelation. Christianity and Mosaism are identical, and both coincide with the religion of Adam. 
Whether a man believe in Moses or in Christ, it is all the same, provided he blaspheme neither. 
But to know both, and find in both the same doctrine, is to be rich in God, to recognize the new as 
old, and the old as become new. Christianity is an advance only in its extension of the gospel to 
the Gentiles, and its consequent universal character. 
 
As the fundamental principle of this pure religion, our author lays down the doctrine of one God, 
the creator of the world. This is thoroughly Ebionitic, and directly opposed to the dualism of the 
demiurgic doctrine of the Gnostics. But then he makes the whole stream of created life flow forth 
from God in a long succession of sexual and ethical antitheses and syzygies, and return into him 
as its absolute rest; here plainly touching the pantheistic emanation-theory of Gnosticism. God 
himself one from the beginning, has divided everything into counterparts, into right and left, 
heaven and earth, day and night, light and darkness, life and death. The monad thus becomes the 
dyad. The better came first, the worse followed; but from man onward the order was reversed. 
Adam, created in the image of God, is the true prophet; his wife, Eve, represents false prophecy. 
They were followed, first, by wicked Cain, and then by righteous Abel. So Peter appeared after 
Simon Magus, as light after darkness, health after sickness. So, at the last, will antichrist precede 
the advent of Christ. And finally, the whole present order of things loses itself in the future; the 
pious pass into eternal life; the ungodly, since the soul becomes mortal by the corruption of the 
divine image, are annihilated after suffering a punishment, which is described as a purifying fire. 
{792} When the author speaks of eternal punishment, he merely accommodates himself to the 
popular notion. The fulfilling of the law, in the Ebionitic sense, and knowledge, on a half-Gnostic 
principle, are the two parts of the way of salvation. The former includes frequent fasts, ablutions, 



abstinence from animal food, and voluntary poverty; while early marriage is enjoined, to prevent 
licentiousness. In 
 
declaring baptism to be absolutely necessary to the forgiveness of sin, the author approaches the 
catholic system. He likewise adopts the catholic principle involved, that salvation is to be found 
only in the external church. 
 
As regards ecclesiastical organization, he fully embraces the monarchical episcopal view. The 
bishop holds the place of Christ in the congregation, and has power to bind and loose. Under him 
stand the presbyters and deacons. But singularly, and again in true Ebionitic style, James, the 
brother of the Lord, bishop of Jerusalem, which is the centre of Christendom, is made the general 
vicar of Christ, the visible head of the whole church, the bishop of bishops. Hence even Peter 
must give him an account of his labors; and hence, too, according to the introductory epistles, the 
sermons of Peter and Clement’s abstract of them were sent to James for safe-keeping, with the 
statement, that Clement had been named by Peter as his successor at Rome. 
 
It is easy to see that this appeal to a pseudo-Petrine primitive Christianity was made by the author 
of the Homilies with a view to reconcile all the existing differences and divisions in Christendom. 
In this effort he, of course, did not succeed, but rather made way for the dissolution of the 
Ebionitic element still existing in the orthodox catholic church. 
 
Besides these Homilies, of which the Epitome is only a poor abridgement, there are several other 
works, some printed, some still unpublished, which are likewise forged upon Clement of Rome, 
and based upon the same historical material, with unimportant deviations, but are in great 
measure free, as to doctrine, from Judaistic and Gnostic ingredients, and come considerably 
nearer the line of orthodoxy. 
 
The most important of these are the Recognitions of Clement, in ten books, mentioned by Origen, 
but now extant only in a Latin translation by Rufinus. They take their name from the narrative, in 
the last books, of the reunion of the scattered members of the Clementine family, who all at last 
find themselves together in Christianity, and are baptized by Peter. 
 
On the question of priority between these two works, critics are divided, some making the 
Recognitions an orthodox, or at least more nearly orthodox, version of the Homilies; { 793} others 
regarding the Homilies as a heretical corruption of the Recognitions. {794} But in all probability 
both works are based upon older and simpler Jewish-Christian documents, under the assumed 
names of Peter and Clement. {795} 
 
As to their birth-place, the Homilies probably originated in East Syria, the Recognitions in Rome. 
They are assigned to the second half of the second century. 
 
In a literary point of view, these productions are remarkable, as the first specimens of Christian 
romance, next to the "Pastor Hermae." They far surpass, in matter, and especially in moral 
earnestness and tender feeling, the heathen romances of a Chariton and an Achilles Tatios, of the 
fourth or fifth centuries. The style, though somewhat tedious, is fascinating in its way, and 
betrays a real artist in its combination of the didactic and historical, the philosophic and the poetic 
elements. 
 
Notes. 
 



Lagarde (in the Preface to his edition of the Clementina, p. 22) and G. E. Stietz (in the lengthy 
review of Lagarde in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1867, No. III p. 556 sqq), draw a parallel 
between the pseudo-Clementine fiction of Simon and the German story of Faust, the magician, 
and derive the latter from the former through the medium of the Recognitions, which were better 
known in the church than the homilies. George Sabellicus, about A. D. 1507, called himself 
Faustus junior, magus secundus. Clement’s father is called Faustus, and his two brothers, 
Fatistinus and Faustinianus (in the Recognitions Faustus, and Faustinus), were brought up with 
Simon the magician, and at first associated with him. The characters of Helena and Homunculus 
appear in both stories, though very differently. I doubt whether these resemblances are sufficient 
to establish a connection between the two otherwise widely divergent popular fictions. 
 
{785} klhmentov twn petrou epidhmiwn khrugmatwn epitomh. 
 
{786} The Tubingen School, under the lead of Dr. Baur, has greatly exaggerated the importance 
of these heretical fictions which the unknown author never intended to present as solid facts. Thus 
Hilgenfeld says (l. c. p. 1) There is scarcely a single writing which is of so great importance for 
the history of Christianity in its first age, and which has already given such brilliant disclosures[?] 
at the hands of the most renowned critics in regard to the earliest history of the Christian Church, 
as the writing ascribed to the Roman Clement, the Recognitions and Homilies. Their importance 
is confined to the history of heresy, which with the Tubingen school is the most interesting 
portion of ancient church history. 
 
{787} The Tubingen school first denied the use of the fourth Gospel, but the discovery of the 
missing portion by Dressel in 1853 has settled this point, for it contains (Hom. XIX. 22) a clear 
quotation from John 9:1-3. 
 
{788} The hypothesis has been most fully carried out by Lipsius in his article on Simon Magus in 
Schenkel’s "Bibellexicon," vol. V. 301-321. 
 
{789} Comp. Hom. XVII. 19 (p. 351 sq. ed. Dressel) with Galatians 2:11, where Paul uses the 
game word kategnwmenov of Peter. 
 
{790} Hom. II. 22 sqq. (p. 57 sqq.). 
 
{791} The prwth th anyrwpothri paradoyeisa swthriov yrhskeia.. 
 
{792} pur kayarsion, ignis purgatorius. 
 
{793} Clericus, Mohler, Schliemann, Uhlhorn, Schwegler, partly also Lehmann. Uhlhorn has 
since modified his view (1876). 
 
{794} Particularly Hilgenfeld and Ritschl, find among older writers, Cave and Whiston. Salmon 
also assigns the priority of composition to the Recognitions. 
 
{795} The periodoi petrou dia klhmentov, and the still older Khruvgmata Pevtrou (about A. 
D. 140-145), the contents of which are mentioned in Recogn. III. 75, and the oldest Acta Petri, 
parts of which are preserved in the apocryphal Acta Petri et Pauli. See Lipsius, Quellen der rom. 
Petrus-Sage, 1872, pp. 14 sqq. Uhlhorn assents in his last art. in the new ed. of Herzog, III. 285. 
Dr. Salmon (in Smith and Wace, 1. 571) likewise assumes that both are drawn from a common 
original, but that the author of Homilies borrowed the biographical portions from Recognitions.  



 



115. Gnosticism. The Literature. 
 
Sources: 
 
1. Gnostic (of the Valentinian school in the wider sense): Pistis Sopitia; Opus gnosticum e codice 
Coptico descriptum lat. vertit M. G Schwartze, ed. J. H. Petermann. Berl. 1851. Of the middle of 
the third century. An account of the fall and repentance of Sophia and the mystery of redemption. 
Comp. the article of Kostlin in the "Tub. Theol. Jahrbucher," 1854.—The Apocryphal Gospels, 
Acts, and Apocalypses are to a large extent of Gnostic origin, e.g. the Acts of St. Thomas (a 
favorite apostle of the Gnostics), John, Peter, Paul, Philip, Matthew, Andrew, Paul and Thecla. 
Some of them have been worked over by Catholic authors, and furnished much material to the 
legendary lore of the church. They and the stories of monks were the religious novels of the early 
church. See the collections of the apocryphal literature of the N. T. by Fabricius, Thilo, 
Tischendorf, Max Bonnet, D. William Wright, G. Phillips, S. C. Malan, Zahn, and especially 
Lipsius: Die Apokryphen Apostelgeschichten und Apostelligenden (Braunschweig, 1883, 2 vols.) 
Comp. the Lit. quoted in vol. I. 90 sq.; 188 sq., and in Lipsius, I. 34 sqq. 
 
II. Patristic (with many extracts from lost Gnostic writings): Irenaeus: Adv. Hareses. The 
principal source, especially for the Valentinian Gnosticism. Hippolytus: Refutat. Omnium 
Haeresium (Philosophumena), ed. Duncker and Schneidewin. Gott. 1859. Based partly on 
Irenaeus, partly on independent reading of Gnostic works. Tertullian: Deuteronomy 
praeescriptionibus Haereticorum; Adv. Valentin; Scorpiace; Adv. Marcionem. The last is the 
chief authority for Marcionism. Clemens Alex.: Stromata. Scattered notices of great value. 
Origenes: Com. in Evang. Joh. Furnishes much important information and extracts from 
Heracleon. Epiphanius: Panavrion. Full of information, but uncritical and fanatically orthodox. 
Eusebius: Hist. Eccl. Theodoret: Fabulae Haer. 
 
See Fr. Oehler’s Corpus Haereseologicum (a collection of the ancient anti-heretical works of 
Epiphanius, Philastrus, Augustin, etc.). Berol. 1856-1861, 5 vols. 
 
III. Neo-Platonist: Plotinus: pro tou gnwstikou (or Ennead. II. 9). 
 
IV. Critical: R. A. Lipsius: Zur Quellen-Kritik des Epiphanios. Wien 1865. Die Quellen der 
aItesten Ketzergeschichte. Leipz. 1875 (258 pp.) 
 
Ad. Harnack: Zur Quellen-Kritik der Geschichte des Gnosticismus. Leipz. 1873. Comp. his 
article in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur K. Gesell." for 1876, I. Also Hilgenfeld: Ketzergesch. p. 1-83. 
 
Works: 
 
Massuet (R.C.): Dissert. de Gnosticorum rebus, prefixed to his edition of Irenaeus; also in 
Stieren’s edition of Iren. vol. II. pp. 54-180. 
 
Mosheim: Comment. de rebus ante Const. M. pp. 333 sqq. 
 
Neander: Genet. Entwicktlung der gnost. Systeme. Berl. 1818. Comp. the more mature exposition 
in his Ch. Hist. He first opened a calm philosophical treatment of Gnosticism. 
 



Jaques Matter.: Histoire critique du Gnosticisme et de son influence sur les sectes religieuses el 
philosophiques des six premiers siecles Par. 1828; second ed. much enlarged. Strasb. and Par. 
1844, in 3 vols. 
 
Burton: Bampton Lectures on the Heresies of the Apost. Age. Oxf. 1830, 
 
Mohler (R.C.): Der Ursprung des Gnosticismus. Tub. 1831 (in his "Vermischte Schriften." I. pp. 
403 sqq.) 
 
Baur: Die christliche Gnosis in ihrer geschichtl. Entwicklung. Tub. 1835. A masterly 
philosophical analysis, which includes also the systems of Jacob Bohme, Schelling, 
Schleiermacher, and Hegel. Comp. his Kirchengesch. vol. I. 175-234. 
 
Norton: History of the Gnostics. Boston, 1845. 
 
H. Rossel: Gesch. der Untersuch. ueber den Gnostic.; in his "Theol. Nachlass." published by 
Neander. Berl. 1847, vol. 2nd, p. 179 sqq. 
 
Thiersch: Kritik der N. Tlichen Schriften. Erl. 1845 (chap. 5, pp. 231 sqq. and 268 sqq.) 
 
R. A. Lipsius: Der Gnosticismus, sein Wesen, Ursprung und Entwicklungsgang. Leipz. 1860 
(from Ersch and Gruber’s "Allgem. Encycl." 1. Sect. vol. 71). Comp. his critical work on the 
sources of Gn. quoted above. 
 
E. Wilh. Moller: Geschirhte des, Kosmologie in der griechischen Kirche bis auf Origenes. Mit 
specialuntersuchungen ueber die gnostischen Systeme. Halle, 1860 (pp. 189-473). 
 
C. W. King: The Gnostics and their Remains (with illustrations of Gnostic symbols and works of 
art). Lond., 1864. 
 
Henry L. Mansel (Dean of St. Paul’s, d. 1871): The Gnostic Heresies, ed. by J. B. Lightfoot. 
London, 1875. 
 
J. B. Lightfoot: The Colossian Heresy, Excursus in his Com. on Colossians and Philemon. 
London, 187, 5, pp. 73-113. This is the best account of Gnosticism, written by an Englishman, 
but confined to the apostolic ige. 
 
Renan: L’eglise chretienne (Paris, 1879), Chap. IX. and X. p. 140-185, and XVIII. p. 350-363. 
 
J. L. Jacobi: Gnosis, in the new ed. of Herzog, vol. V. (1879), 204-247, condensed in Schaff’s 
"Rel. Encycl." 1882, vol. I. 877 sqq. 
 
G. Salmon, in Smith and Wace, II. 678-687. 
 
G. Koffmane: Die Gnosis nach ihrer Tendenz und Organisation. Breslau, 1881. (Theses, 33 
pages). 
 
Ad. Hilgenfeld: Die Ketzergeschichte des Urchristenthums. Liepzig, 1884 (162 sqq.). 
 
A number of monographs on the individual Gnostics, see below.  



 



116. Meaning, Origin and Character of Gnosticism. 
 
The Judaistic form of heresy was substantially conquered in the apostolic age. More important 
and more widely spread in the second period was the paganizing heresy, known by the name of 
Gnosticism. It was the Rationalism of the ancient church; it pervaded the intellectual atmosphere, 
and stimulated the development of catholic theology by opposition. 
 
The Greek word gnosis may denote all schools of philosophical or religious knowledge, in 
distinction from superficial opinion or blind belief. The New Testament makes a plain distinction 
between true and false gnosis. The true consists in a deep insight into the essence and structure of 
the Christian truth, springs from faith, is accompanied by the cardinal virtues of love and 
humility, serves to edify the church, and belongs among the gifts of grace wrought by the Holy 
Spirit. {796} In this sense, Clement of Alexandria and Origen aimed at gnosis, and all speculative 
theologians who endeavor to reconcile reason and revelation, may be called Christian Gnostics. 
The false gnosis {797} on the contrary, against which Paul warns Timothy, and which he censures 
in the Corinthians and Colossians is a morbid pride of wisdom, an arrogant, self-conceited, 
ambitious knowledge, which puffs up, instead of edifying, {798} runs into idle subtleties and 
disputes, and verifies in its course the apostle’s word: "Professing themselves to be wise, they 
became fools." {799} 
 
In this bad sense, the word applies to the error of which we now speak, and which began to show 
itself at least as early as the days of Paul and John. It is a one-sided intellectualism on a dualistic 
heathen basis. It rests on an over-valuation of knowledge or gnosis, and a depreciation of faith or 
pistis. The Gnostics contrasted themselves by this name with the Pistics, or the mass of believing 
Christians. They regarded Christianity as consisting essentially in a higher knowledge; fancied 
themselves the sole possessors of an esoteric, philosophical religion, which made them genuine, 
spiritual men, and looked down with contempt upon the mere men of the soul and of the body. 
They constituted the intellectual aristocracy, a higher caste in the church. They, moreover, 
adulterated Christianity with sundry elements entirely foreign, and thus quite obscured the true 
essence of the gospel. {800} 
 
We may parallelize the true and false, the believing and unbelieving forms of Gnosticism with the 
two forms of modern Rationalism and modern Agnosticism. There is a Christian Rationalism 
which represents the doctrines of revelation as being in harmony with reason, though 
transcending reason in its present capacity; and there is an anti-Christian Rationalism which 
makes natural reason (ratio) the judge of revelation, rejects the specific doctrines of Christianity, 
and denies the supernatural and miraculous. And there is an Agnosticism which springs from the 
sense of the limitations of thought, and recognizes faith as the necessary organ of the supernatural 
and absolute; {801} while the unbelieving Agnosticism declares the infinite and absolute to be 
unknown and unknowable and tends to indifferentism and atheism. {802} 
 
We now proceed to trace the origin of Gnosticism. 
 
As to its substance, Gnosticism is chiefly of heathen descent. It is a peculiar translation or 
transfusion of heathen philosophy and religion into Christianity. This was perceived by the 
church-fathers in their day. Hippolytus particularly, in his "Philosophumena" endeavors to trace 
the Gnostic heresies to the various systems of Greek philosophy, making Simon Magus, for 
example, dependent on Heraclitus, Valentine on Pythagoras and Plato, Basilides on Aristotle, 
Marcion on Empedocles; and hence he first exhibits the doctrines of the Greek philosophy from 
Thales down. Of all these systems Platonism had the greatest influence, especially on the 



Alexandrian Gnostics; though not so much in its original Hellenic form, as in its later orientalized 
eclectic and mystic cast, of which Neo-Platonism was another fruit. The Platonic speculation 
yielded the germs of the Gnostic doctrine of aeons, the conceptions of matter, of the antithesis of 
an ideal and a real world, of all ante-mundane fall of souls from the ideal world, of the origin of 
sin from matter, and of the needed redemption of the soul from the fetters of the body. We find 
also in the Gnostics traces of the Pythagorean symbolical use of numbers, the Stoic physics and 
ethics, and some Aristotelian elements. 
 
But this reference to Hellenic philosophy, with which Massuet was content, is not enough. Since 
Beausobre and Mosheim the East has been rightly joined with Greece, as the native home of this 
heresy. This may be inferred from the mystic, fantastic, enigmatic form of the Gnostic 
speculation, and from the fact, that most of its representatives sprang from Egypt and Syria. The 
conquests of Alexander, the spread of the Greek language and literature, and the truths of 
Christianity, produced a mighty agitation in the eastern mind, which reacted on the West. 
Gnosticism has accordingly been regarded as more or less parallel with the heretical forms of 
Judaism, with Essenism, Therapeutism, Philo’s philosophico-religious system, and with the 
Cabbala, the origin of which probably dates as far back as the first century. The affinity of 
Gnosticism also with the Zoroastrian dualism of a kingdom of light and a kingdom of darkness is 
unmistakable, especially in the Syrian Gnostics. Its alliance with the pantheistic, docetic, and 
ascetic elements of Buddhism, which had advanced at the time of Christ to western Asia, is 
equally plain. Parsic and Indian influence is most evident in Manichaeism, while the Hellenic 
element there amounts to very little. 
 
Gnosticism, with its syncretistic tendency, is no isolated fact. It struck its roots deep in the mighty 
revolution of ideas induced by the fall of the old religions and the triumph of the new. Philo, of 
Alexandria, who was a contemporary of Christ, but wholly ignorant of him, endeavored to 
combine the Jewish religion, by allegorical exposition, or rather imposition, with Platonic 
philosophy; and this system, according as it might be prosecuted under the Christian or the 
heathen influence, would prepare the way either for the speculative theology of the Alexandrian 
church fathers, or for the heretical Gnosis. Still more nearly akin to Gnosticism is Neo-Platonism, 
which arose a little later than Philo’s system, but ignored Judaism, and derived its ideas 
exclusively from eastern and western heathenism. The Gnostic syncretism, however, differs 
materially from both the Philonic and the Neo-Platonic by taking up Christianity, which the Neo-
Platonists directly or indirectly opposed. This the Gnostics regarded as the highest stage of the 
development of religion, though they so corrupted it by the admixture of foreign matter, as to 
destroy its identity. 
 
Gnosticism is, therefore, the grandest and most comprehensive form of speculative religious 
syncretism known to history. It consists of Oriental mysticism, Greek philosophy, Alexandrian, 
Philonic, and Cabbalistic Judaism, and Christian ideas of salvation, not merely mechanically 
compiled, but, as it were, chemically combined. At least, in its fairly developed form in the 
Valentinian system, it is, in its way, a wonderful structure of speculative or rather imaginative 
thought, and at the same time all artistic work of the creative fancy, a Christian mythological 
epic. The old world here rallied all its energies, to make out of its diverse elements some new 
thing, and to oppose to the real, substantial universalism of the catholic church an ideal, shadowy 
universalism of speculation. But this fusion of all systems served in the end only to hasten the 
dissolution of eastern and western heathenism, while the Christian element came forth purified 
and strengthened from the crucible. 
 
The Gnostic speculation, like most speculative religions, failed to establish a safe basis for 
practical morals. On the one side, a spiritual pride obscured the sense of sin, and engendered a 



frivolous antinomianism, which often ended in sensuality and debaucheries. On the other side, an 
over-strained sense of sin often led the Gnostics, in gIaring contrast with the pagan deification of 
nature, to ascribe nature to the devil, to abhor the body as the seat of evil, and to practice extreme 
austerities upon themselves. 
 
This ascetic feature is made prominent by Mohler, the Roman Catholic divine. But he goes quite 
too far, when he derives the whole phenomenon of Gnosticism (which he wrongly views as a 
forerunner of Protestantism) directly and immediately from Christianity. He represents it as a 
hyper-Christianity, an exaggerated contempt for the world, {803} which, when seeking for itself a 
speculative basis, gathered from older philosophemes, theosophies, and mythologies, all that it 
could use for its purpose. 
 
The number of the Gnostics it is impossible to ascertain. We find them in almost all portions of 
the ancient church; chiefly where Christianity came into close contact with Judaism and 
heathenism, as in Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor; then in Rome, the rendezvous of all forms of 
truth and falsehood; in Gaul, where they were opposed by Irenaeus; and in Africa, where they 
were attacked by Tertullian, and afterwards by Augustin, who was himself a Manichaean for 
several years. They found most favor with the educated, and threatened to lead astray the teachers 
of the church. But they could gain no foothold among the people; indeed, as esoterics, they stood 
aloof from the masses; and their philosophical societies were, no doubt, rarely as large as the 
catholic congregations. 
 
The flourishing period of the Gnostic schools was the second century. In the sixth century, only 
faint traces of them remained; yet some Gnostic and especially Manichaean ideas continue to 
appear in several heretical sects of the middle ages, such as the Priscillianists, the Paulicians, the 
Bogomiles, and the Catharists; and even the history of modern theological and philosophical 
speculation shows kindred tendencies. 
 
{796} logov gnwsewv, logov sofiav, 1 Corinthians 12:8; Comp. 1 Corinthians 13:2,12 John 
17:3. 
 
{797} qeudwnumov gnwsiv 1 Timothy 6:20. 
 
{798} 1 Corinthians 8:1. 
 
{799} Romans 1:22. 
 
{800} Baur takes too comprehensive a view of Gnosticism, and includes in it all systems of 
Christian philosophy of religion down to Schelling and Hegel. 
 
{801} Sir William Hamilton and Dean Mansel. 
 
{802} Hume, Spencer, Comte. As to Kant, he started from Hume, but checked the scepticism of 
the theoretical reason by the categorical imperative of the practical reason. See Calderwood’s 
article "Agnosticism" in Schaffs "Rel. Encycl." vol. I. 
 
{803} He calls Gnosticism a "Verteufelung der Natur."  

 



117. The System of Gnosticism. Its Theology. 
 
Gnosticism is a heretical philosophy of religion, or, more exactly a mythological theosophy, 
which reflects intellectually the peculiar, fermenting state of that remarkable age of transition 
from the heathen to the Christian order of things. If it were merely an unintelligible congeries of 
puerile absurdities and impious blasphemies, as it is grotesquely portrayed by older historians, 
{804} it would not have fascinated so many vigorous intellects and produced such a long-
continued agitation in the ancient church. It is an attempt to solve some of the deepest 
metaphysical and theological problems. It deals with the great antitheses of God and world, spirit 
and matter, idea and phenomenon; and endeavors to unlock the mystery of the creation; the 
question of the rise, development, and end of the world; and of the origin of evil. {805} It 
endeavors to harmonize the creation of the material world and the existence of evil with the idea 
of an absolute God, who is immaterial and perfectly good. This problem can only be solved by 
the Christian doctrine of redemption; but Gnosticism started from a false basis of dualism, which 
prevents a solution. 
 
In form and method it is, as already observed, more Oriental than Grecian. The Gnostics, in their 
daring attempt to unfold the mysteries of an upper world, disdained the trammels of reason, and 
resorted to direct spiritual intuition. Hence they speculate not so much in logical and dialectic 
mode, as in an imaginative, semi-poetic way, and they clothe their ideas not in the simple, clear, 
and sober language of reflection, but in the many-colored, fantastic, mythological dress of type, 
symbol, and allegory. Thus monstrous nonsense and the most absurd conceits are chaotically 
mingIed up with profound thoughts and poetic intuitions. 
 
This spurious supernaturalism which substitutes the irrational for the supernatural, and the 
prodigy for the miracle, pervades the pseudo-historical romances of the Gnostic Gospels and 
Acts. These surpass the Catholic traditions in luxuriant fancy and incredible marvels. 
"Demoniacal possessions," says one who has mastered this literature, {806} "and resurrections 
from the dead, miracles of healing and punishment are accumulated without end; the constant 
repetition of similar events gives the long stories a certain monotony, which is occasionally 
interrupted by colloquies, hymns and prayers of genuine poetic value. A rich apparatus of visions, 
angelic appearances, heavenly voices, speaking animals, defeated and humbled demons is 
unfolded, a superterrestrial splendor of light gleams up, mysterious signs from heaven, 
earthquakes, thunder and lightning frighten the impious; fire, earth, wind and water obey the 
pious; serpents, lions, leopards, tigers, and bears are tamed by a word of the apostles and turn 
upon their persecutors; the dying martyrs are surrounded by coronets, roses, lilies, incense, while 
the abyss opens to swallow up their enemies." 
 
The highest source of knowledge, with these heretics was a secret tradition, in contrast with the 
open, popular tradition of the Catholic church. In this respect, they differ from Protestant sects, 
which generally discard tradition altogether and appeal to the Bible only, as understood by 
themselves. They appealed also to apocryphal documents, which arose in the second century in 
great numbers, under eminent names of apostolic or pre-Christian times. Epiphanius, in his 26th 
Heresy, counts the apocrypha of the Gnostics by thousands, and Irenaeus found among the 
Valentinians alone a countless multitude of such writings. {807} And finally, when it suited their 
purpose, the Gnostics employed single portions of the Bible, without being able to agree either as 
to the extent or the interpretation of the same. The Old Testament they generally rejected, either 
entirely, as in the case of the Marcionites and the Manichaeans, or at least in great part; and in the 
New Testament they preferred certain books or portions, such as the Gospel of John, with its 
profound spiritual intuitions, and either rejected the other books, or wrested them to suit their 



ideas. Marcion, for example, thus mutilated the Gospel of Luke, and received in addition to it 
only ten of Paul’s Epistles, thus substituting an arbitrary canon of eleven books for the catholic 
Testament of twenty-seven. In interpretation they adopted, even with far less moderation than 
Philo, the most arbitrary and extravagant allegorical principles; despising the letter as sensuous, 
and the laws of language and exegesis as fetters of the mind. The number 30 in the New 
Testament, for instance, particularly in the life of Jesus, is made to denote the number of the 
Valentinian aeons; and the lost sheep in the parable is Achamoth. Even to heathen authors, to the 
poems of Homer, Aratus, Anacreon, they applied this method, and discovered in these works the 
deepest Gnostic mysteries. {808} They gathered from the whole field of ancient mythology, 
astronomy, physics, and magic, everything which could, serve in any way to support their fancies. 
 
The common characteristics of nearly all the Gnostic systems are (1) Dualism; the assumption of 
an eternal antagonism between God and matter. (2) The demiurgic notion; the separation of the 
creator of the world or the demiurgos from the proper God. (3) Docetism; the resolution of the 
human element in the person of the Redeemer into mere deceptive appearance. {809} 
 
We will endeavor now to present a clear and connected view of the theoretical and practical 
system of Gnosticism in as it comes before us in its more fully developed forms, especially the 
Valentinian school. 
 
1. The Gnostic Theology. The system starts from absoIute primal being. God is the unfathomable 
abyss, {810} locked up within himself, without beginning, unnamable, and incomprehensible; on 
the one hand, infinitely exalted above every existence; yet, on the other hand, the original aeon, 
the sum of all ideas and spiritual powers. Basilides would not ascribe even existence to him, and 
thus, like Hegel, starts from absolute nonentity, which, however, is identical with absolute being. 
{811} He began where modern Agnosticism ends. 
 
2. Kosmology. The abyss opens; God enters upon a process of development, and sends forth from 
his bosom the several aeons; that is, the attributes and unfolded powers of his nature, the ideas of 
the eternal spirit-world, such as mind, reason, wisdom, power, truth, life. {812} These emanate 
from the absolute in a certain order, according to Valentine in pairs with sexual polarity. The 
further they go from the great source, the poorer and weaker they become. Besides the notion of 
emanation, {813} the Gnostics employed also, to illustrate the self-revelation of the absolute, the 
figure of the evolution of numbers from an original unit, or of utterance in tones gradually 
diminishing to the faint echo. {814} The cause of the procession of the aeons is, with some, as 
with Valentine, the self-limiting love of God; with others, metaphysical necessity. The whole 
body of aeons forms the ideal world, or light-world, or spiritual foulness, the Pleroma, as 
opposed to the Kenoma, or the material world of emptiness. The one is the totality of the divine 
powers and attributes, the other the region of shadow and darkness. Christ belongs to the 
Pleroma, as the chief of the aeons; the Demiurge or Creator belongs to the Kenoma. In opposition 
to the incipient form of this heresy, St. Paul taught that Jesus Christ is the whole pleroma of the 
Godhead, {Colossians 1:19 2:9} and the church the reflected pleroma of Christ. {Ephesians 1:22} 
 
The material visible world is the abode of the principle of evil. This cannot proceed from God; 
else he were himself the author of evil. It must come from an opposite principle. This is Matter 
(ulh), which stands in eternal opposition to God and the ideal world. The Syrian Gnostics, and 
still more the Manichaeans, agreed with Parsism in conceiving Matter as an intrinsically evil 
substance, the raging kingdom of Satan, at irreconcilable warfare with the kingdom of light. The 
Alexandrian Gnostics followed more the Platonic idea of the ulh and conceived this as kevnwma, 
emptiness, in contrast with plhvrwma, the divine, vital fulness, or as the mh on, related to the 
divine being as shadow to light, and forming the dark limit beyond which the mind cannot pass. 



This Matter is in itself dead, but becomes animated by an union with the Pleroma, which again is 
variously described. In the Manichaean system there are powers of darkness, which seize by force 
some parts of the kingdom of light. But usually the union is made to proceed from above. The last 
link in the chain of divine aeons, either too weak to keep its hold on the ideal world, or seized 
with a sinful passion for the embrace of the infinite abyss, falls as a spark of light into the dark 
chaos of matter, and imparts to it a germ of divine life, but in this bondage feels a painful longing 
after redemption, with which the whole world of aeons sympathizes. This weakest aeon is called 
by Valentine the lower Wisdom, or Achamoth, {815} and marks the extreme point, where spirit 
must surrender itself to matter, where the infinite must enter into the finite, and thus form a basis 
for the real world. The myth of Achamoth is grounded in the thought, that the finite is 
incompatible with the absolute, yet in some sense demands it to account for itself. 
 
Here now comes in the third principle of the Gnostic speculation, namely, the world-maker, 
commonly called the Demiurge, {816} termed by Basilides "Archon" or world-ruler, by the 
Ophites. "Jaldabaoth," or son of chaos. He is a creature of the fallen aeon, formed of physical 
material, and thus standing between God and Matter. He makes out of Matter the visible sensible 
world, and rules over it. He has his throne in the planetary heavens, and presides over time and 
over the sidereal spirits. Astrological influences were generally ascribed to him. He is the God of 
Judaism, the Jehovah, who imagines himself to be the supreme and only God. But in the further 
development of this idea the systems differ; the anti-Jewish Gnostics, Marcion and the Ophites, 
represent the Demiurge as an insolent being, resisting the purposes of God; while the Judaizing 
Gnostics, Basilides and Valentine, make him a restricted, unconscious instrument of God to 
prepare the way for redemption. 
 
3. Christology and Soteriology. Redemption itself is the liberation of the light-spirit from the 
chains of dark Matter, and is effected by Christ, the most perfect aeon, who is the mediator of 
return from the sensible phenomenal world to the supersensuous ideal world, just as the 
Demiurge is the mediator of apostacy from the Pleroma to the Kenoma. This redeeming aeon, 
called by Valentine swthvr or jIhsou’ descends through the sphere of heaven, and assumes the 
ethereal appearance of a body; according to another view, unites himself with the man Jesus, or 
with the Jewish Messiah, at the baptism, and forsakes him again at the passion. At all events, the 
redeemer, however conceived in other respects, is allowed no actual contact with sinful matter. 
His human birth, his sufferings and death, are explained by Gnosticism after the manner of the 
Indian mythology, as a deceptive appearance, a transient vision, a spectral form, which he 
assumed only to reveal himself to the sensuous nature of man. Reduced to a clear philosophical 
definition, the Gnostic Christ is really nothing more than the ideal spirit of himself, as in the 
mythical gospel-theory of Strauss. The Holy Ghost is commonly conceived as a subordinate aeon. 
The central fact in the work of Christ is the communication of the Gnosis to a small circle of the 
initiated, prompting and enabling them to strive with clear consciousness after the ideal world and 
the original unity. According to Valentine, the heavenly Soter brings Achamoth after innumerable 
sufferings into the Pleroma, and unites himself with her—the most glorious aeon with the 
Iowest—in an eternal spirit-marriage. With this, all disturbance in the heaven of aeons is allayed, 
and a blessed harmony and inexpressible delight are restored, in which all spiritual (pneumatic) 
men, or genuine Gnostics, share. Matter is at last entirely consumed by a fire breaking out from 
its dark bosom. 
 
4. The Anthropology of the Gnostics corresponds with their theology. Man is a microcosm 
consisting of spirit, body, and soul reflecting the three principles, God, Matter, and Demiurge, 
though in very different degrees. There are three classes of men: the spiritual, {817} in whom the 
divine element, a spark of light from the ideal world, predominates; the material, {818} bodily, 



carnal, physical, in whom matter, the gross sensuous principle, rules; and the psychical, {819} in 
whom the demiurgic, quasi-divine rules; principle, the mean between the two preceding, prevails. 
 
These three classes are frequently identified with the adherents of the three religions respectively; 
the spiritual with the Christians, the carnal with the heathens, the psychical with the Jews. But 
they also made the same distinction among the professors of any one religion, particularly among 
the Christians; and they regarded themselves as the genuine spiritual men in the full sense of the 
word; while they looked upon the great mass of Christians {820} as only psychical, not able to 
rise from blind faith to true knowledge, too weak for the good, and too tender for the evil, longing 
for the divine, yet unable to attain it, and thus hovering between the Pleroma of the ideal world 
and the Kenoma of the sensual. 
 
Ingenious as this thought is, it is just the basis of that unchristian distinction of esoteric and 
exoteric religion, and that pride of knowledge, in which Gnosticism runs directly counter to the 
Christian virtues of humility and love. 
 
{804} Even some of the more recent writers, as Bishop Kaye (Eccl. History of the Second arid 
Third Centuries), and the translators of Irenaeus in the "Ante-Nicene Christian Library" (Edinb. 
1868, vol. 1st, Introductory Notice) have the same idea of the Gnostic system as an impenetrable 
wilderness, of absurdities. But Mansel, Lightfoot, and Salmon show a clear knowledge of the 
subject, and agree; substantially with Neander’s account. 
 
{805} poyen to kakon, or h kakia: unde malum? (See Tertullian), Deuteronomy Praescript. 7; 
Adv. Marc. I. 2; Euseb. H. E, V. 27; Baur, Gnosis, p. 19. 
 
{806} Dr. Lipsius, Die Apokryphen Apostelgeschichten und Apostellegenden (1883), vol. 1. P. 7. 
 
{807} Adv. Haer. l. c. 20. 1: amuyhton plhyov apokrufwn kai noywn grafwn, av autoi 
eplasan, pareisferousin eiv kataplhxin twn anohtwn kai ta thv alhyeiav mh 
epistamenwn grammata.. 
 
{808} Hippol. Philos. IV. 46, V. 8, 13, 20. 
 
{809} dokhtiv, fantasma. 
 
{810} buyov. 
 
{811} So in the old Hindu philosophy, absolute Being is regarded as the ground of all existence. It 
is itself devoid of qualities, incapable of definition, inconceivable, neither one thing nor another 
thing, yet containing in itself the possibilities; of all things; and out from its dark depths the 
universe was evolved through some mysterious impulse. The Vedas describe it thus: "It is neither 
Brahma, nor Vishnoo, nor Sivan, but something back of these, without passion, neither great nor 
small, neither male nor female, but something far beyond." 
 
{812} nouv, logov, sofia, dunamiv, alhyeia, zwh, etc. 
 
{813} probolh (from proballw), a putting forward, a projection. 
 
{814} Basilides and Saturninus use the former illustration; Marcos uses the latter. 
 



{815} h katw sofia, acamwy (Iren. 1. 4; in Stieren, I. 44), hkmrotor a’KiymWt the Chaldaic 
form of the Hebrew jkmh. 
 
{816} dhmiourgov, a term used by Plato in a similar sense. 
 
{817} peumatikoi. 
 
{818} swmatikoi, fusikoi, sarkikoi, ulikoi. 
 
{819} qucikoi. 
 
{820} oi polloi.  

 



118. Ethics of Gnosticism. 
 
All the Gnostic heretics agree in disparaging the divinely created body, and over-rating the 
intellect. Beyond this, we perceive among them two opposite tendencies: a gloomy asceticism, 
and a frivolous antinomianism; both grounded in the dualistic principle, which falsely ascribes 
evil to matter, and traces nature to the devil. The two extremes frequently met, and the Nicolaitan 
maxim in regard to the abuse of the flesh {821} was made to serve asceticism first, and then 
libertinism. 
 
The ascetic Gnostics, like Marcion, Saturninus, Tatian, and the Manichaeans were pessimists. 
They felt uncomfortable in the sensuous and perishing world, ruled by the Demiurge, and by 
Satan; they abhorred the body as formed from Matter, and forbade the use of certain kinds of food 
and all nuptial intercourse, as an adulteration of themselves with sinful Matter; like the Essenes 
and the errorists noticed by Paul in the Colossians and Pastoral Epistles. They thus confounded 
sin with matter, and vainly imagined that, matter being dropped, sin, its accident, would fall with 
it. Instead of hating sin only, which God has not made, they hated the world, which he has made. 
 
The licentious Gnostics, as the Nicolaitans, the Ophites, the Carpocratians, and the Antitactes, in 
a proud conceit of the exaltation of the spirit above matter, or even on the diabolical principle, 
that sensuality must be overcome by indulging it, bade defiance to all moral laws, and gave 
themselves up to the most shameless licentiousness. It is no great thing, said they, according to 
Clement of Alexandria, to restrain lust; but it is surely a great thing not to be conquered by Iust, 
when one indulges in it. According to Epiphanius there were Gnostic sects in Egypt, which, 
starting from a filthy, materialistic pantheism and identifying Christ with the generative powers of 
nature, practised debauchery as a mode of worship, and after having, as they thought, offered and 
collected all their strength, blasphemously exclaimed: "I am Christ." From these pools of 
sensuality and Satanic pride arose the malaria of a vast literature, of which, however, fortunately, 
nothing more than a few names has come down to us. 
 
{821} dei katacrhsyai th sarki, the flesh must be abused to be conquered  

 



119. Cultus and Organization. 
 
In cultus, the Gnostic docetism and hyper-spiritualism led consistently to naked intellectual 
simplicity; sometimes to the rejection of all sacraments and outward means of grace; if not even, 
as in the Prodicians, to blasphemous self-exaltation above all that is called God and worshiped. 
{822} 
 
But with this came also the opposite extreme of a symbolic and mystic pomp, especially in the 
sect of the Marcosians. These Marcosians held to a two-fold baptism, that applied to the human 
Jesus, the Messiah of the psychical, and that administered to the heavenly Christ, the Messiah of 
the spiritual; they decorated the baptistery like a banquet-hall; and they first introduced extreme 
unction. As early as the second century the Basilideans celebrated the feast of Epiphany. The 
Simonians and Carpocratians used images of Christ and of their religious heroes in their worship. 
The Valentinians and Ophites sang in hymns the deep longing of Achamoth for redemption from 
the bonds of Matter. Bardesanes is known as the first Syrian hymn-writer. Many Gnostics, 
following their patriarch, Simon, gave themselves to magic, and introduced their arts into their 
worship; as the Marcosians did in the celebration of the Lord’s Supper. 
 
Of the outward organization of the Gnostics (with the exception of the Manichaeans, who will be 
treated separately), we can say little. Their aim was to resolve Christianity into a magnificent 
speculation; the practical business of organization was foreign to their exclusively intellectual 
bent. Tertullian charges them with an entire want of order and discipline. {823} They formed, not 
so much a sect or party, as a multitude of philosophical schools, like the modern Rationalists. 
Many were unwilling to separate at all from the Catholic church, but assumed in it, as 
theosophists, the highest spiritual rank. Some were even clothed with ecclesiastical office, as we 
must no doubt infer from the Apostolic Canons (51 or 50), where it is said, with evident reference 
to the gloomy, perverse asceticism of the Gnostics: "If a bishop, a priest, or a deacon, or any 
ecclesiastic abstain from marriage, from flesh, or from wine, not for practice in self-denial, but 
from disgust, {824} forgetting that God made everything very good, that he made also the male 
and the female, in fact, even blaspheming the creation; {825} he shall either retract his error, or be 
deposed and cast out of the church. A layman also shall be treated in like manner." Here we 
perceive the polemical attitude which the Catholic church was compelled to assume even towards 
the better Gnostics. 
 
{822} Comp. 2 Thessalonians 2:4 
 
{823} Deuteronomy Praescr. Haeret., c. 41. 
 
{824} bdeluria. 
 
{825} blasfhmwn diaballei thn dhmiourgian.  

 



120. Schools of Gnosticism. 
 
The arbitrary and unbalanced subjectivity of the Gnostic speculation naturally produced a 
multitude of schools. These Gnostic schools have been variously classified. 
 
Geographically they may be reduced to two great families, the Egyptian or Alexandrian, and the 
Syrian, which are also intrinsically different. In the former (Basilides, Valentine, the Ophites), 
Platonism and the emanation theory prevail, in the latter (Saturninus, Bardesanes, Tatian), 
Parsism and dualism. Then, distinct in many respects from both these is the more practical school 
of Marcion, who sprang neither from Egypt nor from Syria, but from Asia Minor, where St. Paul 
had left the strong imprint of his free gospel in opposition to Jewish legalism and bondage. 
 
Examined further, with reference to its doctrinal character, Gnosticism appears in three forms, 
distinguished by the preponderance of the heathen, the Jewish, and the Christian elements 
respectively in its syncretism. The Simonians, Nicolaitans, Ophites, Carpocratians, Prodicians, 
Antitactes, and Manichaeans belong to a paganizing class; Cerinthus, Basilides, Valentine, and 
Justin (as also the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, though these are more properly Ebionitic), to a 
Judaizing; Saturninus, Marcion, Tatian, and the Encratites, to a Christianizing division. But it 
must be remembered here that this distinction is only relative; all the Gnostic systems being, in 
fact, predominantly heathen in their character, and essentially opposed alike to the pure Judaism 
of the Old Testament and to the Christianity of the New. The Judaism of the so-called Judaizing 
Gnostics is only of an apocryphal sort, whether of the Alexandrian or the Cabalistic tinge. {826} 
 
The ethical point of view, from which the division might as well be made, would give likewise 
three main branches: the speculative or theosophic Gnostics (Basilides, Valentine), the practical 
and ascetic (Marcion, Saturninus, Tatian), and the antinomian and libertine (Simonians, 
Nicolaitans, Ophites, Carpocratians, Antitactes). 
 
Having thus presented the general character of Gnosticism, and pointed out its main branches, we 
shall follow chiefly the chronological order in describing the several schools, beginning with 
those which date from the age of the apostles. 
 
{826} Gibbon, who devotes four pages (Ch. XV.) to the Gnostics, dwells exclusively on the anti-
Jewish feature, and makes them express his own aversion to the Old Testament. He calls them 
(from very superficial knowledge, but with his masterly skill of insinuation) "the most polite, the 
most learned, and the most wealthy of the Christian name," and says that, being mostly averse to 
the pleasures of sense, "they morosely arraigned the polygamy of the patriarchs, the gallantries of 
David, and the seraglio of Solomon," and were at a loss to reconcile "the conquest of Canaan, and 
the extirpation of the unsuspecting natives with the common notions of humanity and justice."  

 



121. Simon Magus and the Simonians. 
 
I. Commentaries on Acts 8:9-24. Justin Martyr: Apol. I. 26 and 56. The pseudo-Clementine 
Homilies and Recognitions. Irenaeus, I. 23. Hippolytus, VI. 2-15, etc. 
 
II. Simson: Leben und Lehre Simon des Magiers, in the "Zeitschrift fur hist. Theologie" for 1841. 
 
Hilgenfeld: Der Magier Simon, in the "Zeischrift fur wissenschaftl. Theologie" for 1868. 
 
Lipsius: Simon d. Mag. in Schenkel’s "Bibel-Lexikon," vol. V. (1875), p. 301-321. Comp. the 
literature quoted there, p. 320. 
 
Simon Magus is a historical character known to us from the eighth chapter of the Acts of the 
Apostles. {827} He was probably a native of Gitthon, in Samaria, as Justin Martyr, himself a 
Samaritan, reports; {828} but he may nevertheless be identical with the contemporaneous Jewish 
magician of the same name, whom Josephus mentions as a native of Cyprus and as a friend of 
Procurator Felix, who employed him to alienate Drusilla, the beautiful wife of king Azizus of 
Emesa, in Syria, from her husband, that he might marry her. {829} 
 
Simon represented himself as a sort of emanation of the deity ("the Great Power of God"), {830} 
made a great noise among the half-pagan, half-Jewish Samaritans by his sorceries, was baptized 
by Philip about the year 40, but terribly rebuked by Peter for hypocrisy and abuse of holy things 
to sordid ends. {831} He thus affords the first instance in church history of a confused syncretism 
in union with magical arts; and so far as this goes, the church fathers are right in styling him the 
patriarch, or, in the words of Irenaeus, the "magister "and "progenitor" of all heretics, and of the 
Gnostics in particular. Besides him, two other contemporaneous Samaritans, Dositheus and 
Menander, bore the reputation of heresiarchs. Samaria was a fertile soil of religious syncretism 
even before Christ, and the natural birth-place of that syncretistic heresy which goes by the name 
of Gnosticism. 
 
The wandering life and teaching of Simon were fabulously garnished in the second and third 
centuries by Catho-lics and heretics, but especially by the latter in the interest of Ebionism and 
with bitter hostility to Paul. In the pseudo-Clementine romances he represents all anti-Jewish 
heresies. Simon the Magician is contrasted, as the apostle of falsehood, with Simon Peter, the 
apostle of truth; he follows him, as darkness follows the light, from city to city, in company with 
Helena (who had previously been a prostitute at Tyre, but was now elevated to the dignity of 
divine intelligence); he is refuted by Peter in public disputations at Caesarea, Antioch, and Rome; 
at last he is ignominiously defeated by him after a mock-resurrection and mock-ascension before 
the Emperor Nero; he ends with suicide, while Peter gains the crown of martyrdom. {832} There 
is a bare possibility that, like other heretics and founders of sects, he may have repaired to Rome 
(before Peter); but Justin Martyr’s account of the statue of Simon is certainly a mistake. {833} 
 
The Gnosticism which Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and other fathers ascribe to this Simon and his 
followers is crude, and belongs to the earlier phase of this heresy. It was embodied in a work 
entitled "The Great Announcement" or "Proclamation" {834} of which Hippolytus gives an 
analysis. {835} The chief ideas are the "great power," "the great idea," the male and female 
principle. He declared himself an incarnation of the creative world-spirit, and his female 
companion, Helena, the incarnation of the receptive world-soul. Here we have the Gnostic 
conception of the syzygy. 
 



The sect of the Simonians, which continued into the third century, took its name, if not its rise, 
from Simon Magus, worshipped him as a redeeming genius, chose, like the Cainites, the most 
infamous characters of the Old Testament for its heroes, and was immoral in its principles and 
practices. The name, however, is used in a very indefinite sense, for various sorts of Gnostics. 
 
{827} The Tubingen school, which denies the historical character of the Acts, resolves also the 
story of Simon into a Jewish Christian fiction, aimed at the apostle Paul as the real heretic and 
magician. So Baur, Zeller, and Volkmar. Lipsius ingeniously carries out this Simon-Paul 
hypothesis, and declares (I. c. p. 303): "Der Kern der Sage ist niches als ein vollstandig 
ausgefuhrtes Zerrbild des Heidenapostels, dessen Zage bis in’s einzelne hinein die Person, die 
Lehre, und die Lebenschicksale des Paulus persifliren sollen." But the book of Acts gives the 
earliest record of Simon and is the production, if not of Luke, as we believe with the unanimous 
testimony of antiquity, at all events of a writer friendly to Paul, and therefore utterly unlikely to 
insert an anti-Pauline fiction which would stultify the greater part of his own book. Comp. the 
remarks above, 114, p. 438. 
 
{828} Apol. I, 26 (simwna men tina samarea, ton apo kwmhv legomenhv gittwn); comp. 
Clem. Hom. I. 15; II. 22 (apo gitywn); Hippol. Philos. VI. 7 (ov gitthnov). There was such a 
place as gittai, not far from Flavia Neapolis (Nablus), Justin’s birthplace. It is now called Kuryet 
Jit (Dschit). See Robinson’s Pal. II. 308, and Otto’s note on the passage in Justin (Opera I. 78). 
 
{829} According to Josephus, Ant. XX. 7, 2. The identity is assumed by Neander, Deuteronomy 
Wette, Hilgenfeld. There was on the island of Cyprus a city named Kivtion (Thucyd. I. 112, 1), 
which Justin M. may possibly have confounded with Gitthon, in Samaria, as he confounded Simo 
and Semo on the statue in Rome. But it is much more likely that Josephus was mistaken on a 
question of Samaria than Justin, a native of Flavia Neapolis (the ancient Shechem). 
 
{830} h dunamiv tou yeou h megalh, Acts 8:10. According to the Clementine Homilies (II. 22) 
and Recognitions (II. 7), Simon called himself "the Supreme Power of God" (anwtath dunamiv, 
Virtus Suprema). 
 
{831} The memory of this incident is perpetuated in the name of simony for profane traffic in 
ecclesiastical offices. 
 
{832} The legendary accounts, both catholic and heretical, vary considerably. Justin M. reports 
Simon’s visit to Rome, but assigns it to the reign of Claudius (41-54), and says nothing of an 
encounter with Peter. Other reports put the journey in the reign of Nero (54-68). According to 
Hippolytus, Simon was buried alive at his own request, being confident of rising again on the 
third day, as a pseudo-Christ. According to the Apostolical Constitutions, he attempted to fly, but 
fell and broke his thigh and ankle-bone in answer to the prayers of Peter, and died in consequence 
of this injury. According to Arnobius, he attempted to ascend in a fiery chariot, like Elijah, but 
broke his leg, and in the confusion of shame committed suicide by throwing himself from a high 
mountain. See Lipsius, l. c. p. 310. 
 
{833} He reports (Apol. I26 and 56) that Simon Magus made such an impression by his magical 
arts upon the Roman Senate and people that they paid him divine homage, and erected a statue to 
him on the island of the Tiber. But he mistook Semo Sancus or Sangus, a Sabine-Roman divinity 
unknown to him, for Simo Sanctus. For in 1574 a statue was found in the place described, with 
the inscription: Semoni Sanco Deo Fidio sacrum, etc. The mistake is repeated by Irenaeus Adv. 
Hoer. I. 23, 1, Tertullian Apol. 13, and Eusebius, but Hippolytus who resided at Rome does not 
mention it. See Otto’s note on Just. I. 26, Opera I. 79 sq. (ed. III). 



 
{834} apofasiv megalh. 
 
{835} Philos. VI. 6 sqq.  

 



122. The Nicolaitans. 
 
Irenaeus: Adv. Haer. I. 26, 3; Clement Of Alex.: Strom. III. 4 (and in Euseb. H. E. III. 29); 
Hippolytus: Philos. VII. 24; Epiphanius: Haer. I. 2, 25. 
 
The Nicolaitans are mentioned as a licentious sect in the Apocalypse 2:6, 15. They claimed as 
their founder Nicolas, a proselyte of Antioch and one of the seven deacons of the congregation of 
Jerusalem. {Acts 6:5} He is supposed to have apostatized from the true faith, and taught the 
dangerous principle that the flesh must be abused, {836} that is, at least as understood by his 
disciples, one must make the whole round of sensuality, to become its perfect master. 
 
But the views of the fathers are conflicting. Irenaeus (who is followed substantially by 
Hippolytus) gives a very unfavorable account. 
 
"The Nicolaitanes," he says, "are the followers of that Nicolas who was one of the seven first 
ordained to the diaconate by the apostles. They lead lives of unrestrained indulgence. The 
character of these men is very plainly pointed out in the Apocalypse of John, where they are 
represented as teaching that it is a matter of indifference to practice adultery, and to eat things 
sacrificed to idols. Wherefore the Word has also spoken of them thus: ‘But this thou hast, that 
thou hatest the deeds of the Nicolaitanes, which I also hate.’" 
 
Clement of Alexandria says that Nicolas was a faithful husband, and brought up his children in 
purity, but that his disciples misunderstood his saying (which he attributes also to the Apostle 
Matthias), "that we must fight against the flesh and abuse it." {837} 
 
{836} dei katacrhsyai th sarki. 
 
{837} He adds the curious statement (Strom. III. c. 4) that on a certain occasion Nicolas was 
sharply reproved by the Apostles as a jealous husband, and repelled the charge by offering to 
allow his beautiful wife to become the wife of any other person. Extremely improbable.  

 



123. Cerinthus. 
 
Iren. I. (25) 26, 1; III. 3, 4; III. 11, 1; Hippol. VII. 21; Euseb. III. 28; IV. 14. Comp. Dorner: 
Lehre v. der Person Christi, I. 314 sq. Art. Cerinth in "Smith and Wace," I. 447. 
 
Cerinthus {838} appeared towards the close of the first century in Asia Minor, and came in 
conflict with the aged Apostle John, who is supposed by Irenaeus to have opposed his Gnostic 
ideas in the Gospel and Epistles. The story that John left a public bath when he saw Cerinthus, the 
enemy of the truth, fearing that the bath might fall in, and the similar story of Polycarp meeting 
Marcion and calling him "the first born of Satan," reveal the intense abhorrence with which the 
orthodox churchmen of those days looked upon heresy. {839} 
 
Cerinthus was (according to the uncertain traditions collected by Epiphanius) an Egyptian and a 
Jew either by birth or conversion, studied in the school of Philo in Alexandria, was one of the 
false apostles who opposed Paul and demanded circumcision, {Galatians 2:4 2 Corinthians 
11:13} claimed to have received angelic revelations, travelled through Palestine and Galatia, and 
once came to Ephesus. The time of his death is unknown. 
 
His views, as far as they can be ascertained from confused accounts, assign him a position 
between Judaism and Gnosticism proper. He rejected all the Gospels except a mutilated Matthew, 
taught the validity of the Mosaic law and the millennial kingdom. He was so far strongly 
Judaistic, and may be counted among the Ebionites; but in true Gnostic style he distinguished the 
world-maker from God, and represented the former as a subordinate power, as an intermediate, 
though not exactly hostile, being. In his Christology he separates the earthly man Jesus, who was 
a son of Joseph and Mary, from the heavenly Christ, {840} who descended upon the man Jesus in 
the form of a dove at the baptism in the Jordan, imparted to him the genuine knowledge of God 
and the power of miracles, but forsook him in the passion, to rejoin him only at the coming of the 
Messianic kingdom of glory. The school of Valentine made more clearly the same distinction 
between the Jesus of the Jesus and the divine Saviour, or the lower and the higher Christ—a crude 
anticipation of the modern distinction (of Strauss) between the Christ of history and the Christ of 
faith. The millennium has its centre in Jerusalem, and will be followed by the restoration of all 
things. {841} 
 
The Alogi, an obscure anti-trinitarian and anti-chiliastic sect of the second century, regarded 
Cerinthus as the author of the Apocalypse of John on account of the chiliasm taught in it. They 
ascribed to him also the fourth Gospel, although it is the best possible refutation of all false 
Gnosticism from the highest experimental Gnosis of faith. 
 
Simon Magus, the Nicolaitans and Cerinthus belong to the second half of the first century. We 
now proceed to the more developed systems of Gnosticism, which belong to the first half of the 
second century, and continued to flourish till the middle of the third. 
 
The most important and influential of these systems bear the names of Basilides, Valentinus, and 
Marcion. They deserve, therefore, a fuller consideration. They were nearly contemporaneous, and 
matured during the reigns of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius. Basilides flourished in Alexandria A. 
D. 125; Valentine came to Rome in 140; Marcion taught in Rome between 140 and 150. 
 
{838} khrinyov. 
 



{839} Both recorded by, Irenaeus III. c. 3, 4 as illustrating Titus 3:10. But the same story of John 
in the bath is also told of Ebion, whose very existence is doubtful. 
 
{840} ov anw cristov. He also calls the Holy Spirit h anw dunamiv, the power from on high 
which came down upon Jesus. Valentine called the Jewish Messiah (ov katw cristov). The 
best account of Cerinth’s Christology is given by Dorner. 
 
{841} The chiliastic eschatology of Cerinthus is omitted by Irenaeus, who was himself a chiliast, 
though of a higher spiritual order, but it is described by Caius, Dionysius (in Eusebius), 
Theodoret, and Augustin.  

 



124. Basilides. 
 
Besides the sources in Irenaeus, Hippolytus (L. VII. 20-27), Clemens Alex. (Strom. VII.), 
Eusebius (IV. 7), and Epiphanius, comp. the following monographs: 
 
Jacobi: Basilidis philosophi Gnostici Sentent. ex Hippolyti lib. nuper reperto illustr. Berlin, 1852. 
Comp. his article Gnosis in Herzog, vol. V. 219-223, and in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur 
Kirchengesch." for 1876-77 (I. 481-544). 
 
Uhlhorn: Das Basilidianische System. Gottingen, 1855. The best analysis. 
 
Baur in the Tubinger "Theol. Jahrbucher" for 1856, pp. 121-162. 
 
Hofstede de Groot: Basilides as witness for the Gospel of John, in Dutch, and in an enlarged form 
in German. Leipz. 1868. Apologetic for the genuineness of the fourth Gospel. 
 
Dr. Hort in Smith and Wace, "Dictionary of Christian Biography (Lond. 1877)". I. 268-281 
(comp. Abrasax, p. 9-10). Very able. 
 
Hilgenfeld, in his "Zeitschrift fur wissensch. Theol." 1878, XXI. 228-250, and the Lit. there 
given. 
 
Basilides (Basileivdh") produced the first well-developed system of Gnosis; but it was too 
metaphysical and intricate to be popular. He claimed to be a disciple of the apostle Matthias and 
of an interpreter (eJrmhvneuv") of St. Peter, named Glaucias. He taught in Alexandria during the 
reign of Hadrian (A. D. 117-138). His early youth fell in the second generation of Christians, and 
this gives his quotations from the writings of the New Testament considerable apologetic value. 
He wrote (according to his opponent, Agrippa Castor) "twenty-four books (bibliva) on the 
Gospel." This work was probably a commentary on the canonical Gospels, for Clement of 
Alexandria quotes from "the thirty-third book" of a work of Basilides which he calls "Exegetica." 
{842} 
 
His doctrine is very peculiar, especially according to the extended and original exhibition of it in 
the "Philosophumena." Hippolytus deviates in many respects from the statements of Irenaeus and 
Epiphanius, but derived his information probably from the works of Basilides himself, and he 
therefore must be chiefly followed. {843} The system is based on the Egyptian astronomy and the 
Pythagorean numerical symbolism. It betrays also the influence of Aristotle; but Platonism, the 
emanation-theory, and dualism do not appear. 
 
Basilides is monotheistic rather than dualistic in his primary idea, and so far differs from the other 
Gnostics, though later accounts make him a dualist. He starts from the most abstract notion of the 
absolute, to which he denies even existence, thinking of it as infinitely above all that can be 
imagined and conceived. {844} This ineffable and unnamable God, {845} not only super-existent, 
but non-existent, {846} first forms by his creative word (not by emanation) the world-seed or 
world-embryo, {847} that is, chaos, from which the world develops itself according to 
arithmetical relations, in an unbroken order, like the branches and leaves of the tree from the 
mustard seed, or like the many-colored peacock from the egg. Everything created tends upwards 
towards God, who, himself unmoved, moves all, {848} and by the charm of surpassing beauty 
attracts all to himself. 
 



In the world-seed Basilides distinguishes three kinds of sonship, {849} of the same essence with 
the non-existent God, but growing weaker in the more remote gradations; or three races of 
children of God, a pneumatic, a psychic, and a hylic. The first sonship liberates itself immediately 
from the world-seed, rises with the lightning-speed of thought to God, and remains there as the 
blessed spirit-world, the Pleroma. It embraces the seven highest genii, {850} which, in union with 
the great Father, form the first ogdoad, the type of all the lower circles of creation. The second 
sonship, with the help of the Holy Spirit, whom it produces, and who bears it up, as the wing 
bears the bird, strives to follow the first, {851} but can only attain the impenetrable firmament, 
{852} that is the limit of the Pleroma, and could endure the higher region no more than the fish 
the mountain air. The third sonship, finally, remains fixed in the world-seed, and in need of 
purification and redemption. 
 
Next Basilides makes two archons or world-rulers (demiurges) issue from the world-seed. The 
first or great archon, whose greatness and beauty and power cannot be uttered, creates the 
ethereal world or the upper heaven, the ogdoad, as it is called; the second is the maker and ruler 
of the lower planetary heaven below the moon, the hebdomad. Basilides supposed in all three 
hundred and sixty-five heavens or circles of creation, {853} corresponding to the days of the year, 
and designated them by the mystic name Abrasax, or Abraxas, {854} which, according to the 
numerical value of the Greek letters, is equal to 365. {855} This name also denotes the great 
archon or ruler of the 365 heavens. It afterwards came to be used as a magical formula, with all 
sorts of strange figures, the "Abraxas gems," of which many are still extant. 
 
Each of the two archons, however, according to a higher ordinance, begets a son, who towers far 
above his father, communicates to him the knowledge received from the Holy Spirit, concerning 
the upper spirit-world and the plan of redemption, and leads him to repentance. With this begins 
the process of the redemption or return of the sighing children of God, that is, the pneumatics, to 
the supra-mundane God. This is effected by Christianity, and ends with the consummation, or 
apokatastasis of all things. Like Valentine, Basilides also properly held a threefold Christ—the 
son of the first archon, the son of the second archon, and the son of Mary. But all these are at 
bottom the same principle, which reclaims the spiritual natures from the world-seed to the 
original unity. The passion of Christ was necessary to remove the corporeal and psychical 
elements, which he brought with him from the primitive medley and confusion (sugcusiv 
arcikh). His body returned, after death, into shapelessness (amorfia); his soul rose from the 
grave, and stopped in the hebdomad, or planetary heaven, where it belongs; but his spirit soared, 
perfectly purified, above all the spheres of creation, to the blessed first sonship (uiothv) and the 
fellowship of the non-existent or hyper-existent God. 
 
In the same way with Jesus, the first-fruits, all other pneumatic persons must rise purified to the 
place where they by nature belong, and abide there. For all that continues in its place is 
imperishable; but all that transgresses its natural limits is perishable. Basilides quotes the passage 
of Paul concerning the groaning and travailing of the creation expecting the revelation of the sons 
of God. {Romans 8:19} In the process of redemption he conceded to faith (pistis) more 
importance than most of the Gnostics, and his definition of faith was vaguely derived from 
Hebrews 11:1. 
 
In his moral teaching Basilides inculcated a moderate asceticism, from which, however, his 
school soon departed. He used some of Paul’s Epistles and the canonical Gospels; quoting for 
example, John 1:9 ("The true light, which enlightens every man, was coming into the world"), to 
identify his idea of the world seed with John’s doctrine of the Logos is the light of the world. 
{856} The fourth Gospel was much used and commented upon also by the Ophites, Perates, and 
Valentinians before the middle of the second century. The Gnostics were alternately attracted by 



the mystic Gnosis of that Gospel (especially the Prologue), and repelled by its historic realism, 
and tried to make the best use of it. They acknowledged it, because they could not help it. The 
other authorities of Basilides were chiefly the secret tradition of the apostle Matthias, and of a 
pretended interpreter of Peter, by the name of Glaucias. 
 
His son Isidore was the chief, we may say the only important one, of his disciples. He composed 
a system of ethics and other books, from which Clement of Alexandria has preserved a few 
extracts. The Basilidians, especially in the West, seem to have been dualistic and docetic in 
theory, and loose, even dissolute in practice. They corrupted and vulgarized the high-pitched and 
artificial system of the founder. The whole life of Christ was to them a mere sham. It was Simon 
of Cyrene who was crucified; Jesus exchanged forms with him on the way, and, standing unseen 
opposite in Simon’s form, mocked those who crucified him, and then ascended to heaven. They 
held it prudent to repudiate Christianity in times of persecution, regarding the noble confession of 
martyrs as costing dearly before swine, and practiced various sorts of magic, in which the 
Abraxas gems did them service. The spurious Basilidian sect maintained itself in Egypt till the 
end of the fourth century, but does not seem to have spread beyond, except that Marcus, a native 
of Memphis, is reported by Sulpicius Severus to have brought some of its doctrines to Spain. 
 
{842} Comp. Euseb. Hist. Eccl. IV. 7 and Clem. Alex. Strom. IV. 12. p. 599 sq. Origen (Hom. in 
Luc. I: 1) says that Basilides "had the audacity (etolmhsen) to write a Gospel according to 
Basilides;" but he probably mistook the commentary for an apocryphal Gospel. Hippolytus 
expressly asserts that Basilides, in his account of all things concerning the Saviour after "the birth 
of Jesus" agreed with "the Gospels." 
 
{843} The prevailing opinion is that Hippolytus gives the system of Basilides himself, Irenaeus 
that of his school. So Jacobi, Uhlhorn, Baur, Schaff (first ed.), Moller, Mansel, Hort. The opposite 
view is defended by Hilgenfeld, Lipsius, Volkmar and Scholten. The reasoning of Hort in favor 
of the former view, l. c. p. 269 sq., is based on the extracts of Clement of Alex. from the 
ejxhghtikav of Basilides. He assumes the priority of the Valentinian system, from which Basilides 
proceeded to construct his own by contrast. But history puts Valentinus about a decade later. 
 
{844} Herein, as already remarked, be resembles Hegel, who likewise begins with the idea of 
absolute non-entity, and reconstructs the universe ex nihilo. In both systems "nothing" must be 
understood in a non-natural sense, as opposed to all definite, concrete being or form of existence. 
It is in fact identical with the most abstract conception of pure being. Nichts ist sein, and Sein ist 
Nichts, but, set in motion by a dialectic process, they produce the Werden, and the werden results 
in Dasein. And here again the latest German philosophy meets with the oldest Hindu mythology. 
See the note on p. 453. 
 
{845} arrhtov, akatonomastov. 
 
{846} ov ouk w yeov. 
 
{847} panspermia—a Stoic idea. 
 
{848} akinhtov kinhthv 
 
{849} uiothv trimerhv. 
 
{850} nouv, logov, fronhsiv, sofia, dunamiv, dikaiosunh, andeirhnh.. 
 



{851} Hence it is called mimhtikh. 
 
{852} sterewma 
 
{853} ktiseiv, arcai, dunameiv, exousiai. 
 
{854} abrasaxor abraxav. Abraxas is an euphonic inversion, which seems to date from the 
Latin translator of Irenaeus. 
 
{855} Epiphanius mentions that the Basilidians referred the word to the 365 parts (melh) of the 
human body as well as to the days of the year. But modern writers are inclined to think that the 
engravers of the Abrasax gems and the Basilidians received the mystic name from an older 
common source. Dr. Hort suggests the derivation from Ab-razach, Ab-zarach, i.e. "the father of 
effugence," a name appropriate to a solar deity. According to Movers, Serach was a Phoenician 
name for Adonist, whose worship was connected with the seasons of the year. Comp. 
Bellermann, Ueber die Gemmen der Alten mit dem Abraxasbilde (Berlin, 1817, ‘19) King, The 
Gnostics and their Remains (London, 1864), Hort, l. c., Matter, Abraxas, etc. in Herzog, I. 103-
107, and Kraus, in his "Real-Encykl. der christl. Alterthumer," I. 6-10 (with illustrations). 
 
{856} Philosoph., VII. 22. He also quoted John 2:4, "My hour is not yet come," and Luke 1:35, 
"A Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and a power of the Most High shall overshadow thee." It is 
true that Hippolytus sometimes mixes up the opinions of the matter with those of his followers. 
But there is no ambiguity here where Basilides is introduced with fhsi, "he says," while when 
quoting from the school he uses the formula "according to them (kat autouv)". The joint 
testimony of these early heretics (to when) we must add the (pseudo-Clementine Homilies and the 
heathen Celsus) is overwhelming against the Tubingen hypothesis of the the origin of the fourth 
Gospel. See vol. I. p. 707, and Abbott, Authorship of the Fourth Gospel. p. 85 sqq.  

 



125. Valentinus. 
 
I. The sources are: 1- Fragments Of Valentinus; Ptolomey’s Epistola ad Floram; and exegetical 
fragments of Heracleon. 2- The patristic accounts and refutations of Irenaeus (I. 1-21 and 
throughout his whole work); Hippolytus (VI. 29-37); Tertullian (Adv. Valentinianos); Epiphanius, 
(Haer. XXXI; in Oehler’s ed. I. 305-386). The last two depend chiefly upon Irenaeus. See on the 
sources Lipsius and Heinrici (p. 5-148). 
 
II. Ren. Massuet: Dissert. de Haereticis, Art. I. Deuteronomy Valentino, in his ed. of Irenaeus, 
and in Stieren’s ed. Tom. II. p. 54-134. Very learned and thorough. 
 
George Heinrici: Die Valentinianische Gnosis und die heilige Schrift. Berlin, 1871 (192 pages). 
 
Comp. Neander (whose account is very good, but lacks the additional information furnished by 
Hippolytus); Rossel, Theol. Schriften Berlin, (1847), p. 280 sqq.; Baur, K. Gesch. I. 195-204; and 
Jacobi, in Herzog, 2 vol. V. 225-229. 
 
Valentinus or Valentine {857} is the author of the most profound and luxuriant, as well as the 
most influential and best known of the Gnostic systems. Irenaeus directed his work chiefly 
against it, and we have made it the basis of our general description of Gnosticism. {858} He 
founded a large school, and spread his doctrines in the West. He claimed to have derived them 
from Theodas or Theudas, a pupil of St. Paul. {859} He also pretended to have received 
revelations from the Logos in a vision. Hippolytus calls him a Platonist and Pythagorean rather 
than a Christian. He was probably of Egyptian Jewish descent and Alexandrian education. {860} 
Tertullian reports, perhaps from his own conjecture, that he broke with the orthodox church from 
disappointed ambition, not being made a bishop. {861} Valentine came to Rome as a public 
teacher during the pontificate of Hyginus (137-142), and remained there till the pontificate of 
Anicetus (154). {862} He was then already celebrated; for Justin Martyr, in his lost "Syntagma 
against all Heresies," which he mentions in his "First Apology" (140), combated the Valentinians 
among other heretics before A. D. 140. At that time Rome had become the centre of the church 
and the gathering place of all sects. Every teacher who wished to exercise a general influence on 
Christendom naturally looked to the metropolis. Valentine was one of the first Gnostics who 
taught in Rome, about the same time with Cerdo and Marcion; but though he made a considerable 
impression by his genius and eloquence, the orthodoxy of the church and the episcopal authority 
were too firmly settled to allow of any great success for his vagaries. He was excommunicated, 
and went to Cyprus, where he died about A. D. 160. 
 
His system is an ingenious theogonic and cosmogonic epos. It describes in three acts the creation, 
the fall, and the redemption; first in heaven, then on earth. Great events repeat themselves in 
different stages of being. He derived his material from his own fertile imagination, from Oriental 
and Greek speculations, and from Christian ideas. He made much use of the Prologue of John’s 
Gospel and the Epistles to the Colossians and Ephesians; but by a wild exegesis he put his own 
pantheistic and mythological fancies into the apostolic words, such as Logos, Only Begotten, 
Truth, Life, Pleroma, Ecclesia. 
 
Valentine starts from the eternal primal Being, which he significantly calls Bythos or Abyss. 
{863} It is the fathomless depth in which the thinking mind is lost, the ultimate boundary beyond 
which it cannot pass. The Bythos is unbegotten, infinite, invisible, incomprehensible, nameless, 
the absolute agnoston; yet capable of evolution and development, the universal Father of all 
beings. He continues for immeasurable ages in silent contemplation of his own boundless 



grandeur, glory, and beauty. This "Silence" or "Solitude" (h sigh) is his Spouse or suvzugo. It is 
the silent self-contemplation, the slumbering consciousness of the Infinite. He also calls it 
"Thought" (ennoia), and "Grace" (cariv). {864} The pre-mundane Bythos includes, therefore, at 
least according to some members of the school, the female as well as the male principle; for from 
the male principle alone nothing could spring. According to Hippolytus, Valentine derived this 
sexual duality from the essential nature of love, and said: "God is all love; but love is not love 
except there is some object of affection." {865} He grappled here with a pre-mundane mystery, 
which the Orthodox theology endeavors to solve by the doctrine of the immanent eternal trinity in 
the divine essence: God is love, therefore God is triune: a loving subject, a beloved object, and an 
union of the two. "Ubi amor, ibi trinitas." 
 
After this eternal silence, God enters upon a process of evolution or emanation, i.e. a succession 
of generations of antithetic and yet supplementary ideas or principles. From the Abyss emanate 
thirty aeons in fifteen pairs, {866} according to the law of sexual polarity, in three generations, 
the first called the ogdoad, the second the decad, the third the dodecad. The Aeons are the 
unfolded powers and attributes of the divinity. They correspond to the dynameis in the system of 
Basilides. God begets first the masculine, productive Mind or Reason (o nou), {867} with the 
feminine, receptive Truth (hh alhyeia); these two produce the Word (o logov) and the Life (h 
zwh), and these again the (ideal) Man (o anyrwpov) and the (ideal) Church (hJ ejkklhsiva). The 
influence of the fourth Gospel is unmistakable here, though of course the terminology of John is 
used in a sense different from that of its author. The first two syzygies constitute the sacred 
Tetraktys, the root of all things. {868} The Nous and the Aletheia produce ten aeons (five pairs); 
the Logos and the Zoa, twelve aeons (six pairs). At last the Nous or Monogenes and the Aletheia 
bring forth the heavenly Christ (o anw cristo) and the (female) Holy Spirit (to pneuma agion), 
and therewith complete the number thirty. These aeons constitute together the Pleroma, the 
plenitude of divine powers, an expression which St. Paul applied to the historical Christ. 
{Colossians 2:9} They all partake in substance of the life of the Abyss; but their form is 
conditioned by the Horos (orov), the limiting power of God. This genius of limitation stands 
between the Pleroma and the Hysterema outside, and is the organizing power of the universe, and 
secures harmony. {869} If any being dares to transcend its fixed boundaries and to penetrate 
beyond revelation into the hidden being of God, it is in danger of sinking into nothing. Two 
actions are ascribed to the Horos, a negative by which he limits every being and sunders from it 
foreign elements, and the positive by which he forms and establishes it. {870} The former action 
is emphatically called Horos, the latter is called Stauros (cross, post), because he stands firm and 
immovable, the guardian of the Aeons, so that nothing can come from the Hysterema into the 
neighborhood of the aeons in the Pleroma. 
 
The process of the fall and redemption takes place first in the ideal world of the Pleroma, and is 
then repeated in the lower world. In this process the lower Wisdom or Sophia, also called 
Achamoth or Chakmuth plays an important part. {871} She is the mundane soul, a female aeon, 
the weakest and most remote member of the series of aeons (in number the twenty-eighth), and 
forms, so to speak, the bridge which spans the abyss between God and the real world. Feeling her 
loneliness and estrangement from the great Father, she wishes to unite herself immediately, 
without regard to the intervening links, with him who is the originating principle of the universe, 
and alone has the power of self-generation. She jumps, as it were by a single bound, into the 
depth of the eternal Father, and brings forth of herself alone an abortion (ektrwma), a formless 
and inchoate substance, {872} of which Moses speaks when he says: "The earth was without form 
and void." By this sinful passion she introduces confusion and disturbance into the Pleroma. 
{873} She wanders about outside of it, and suffers with fear, anxiety, and despair on account of 
her abortion. This is the fall; an act both free and necessary. 
 



But Sophia yearns after redemption; the aeons sympathize with her sufferings and aspirations; the 
eternal Father himself commands the projection of the last pair of aeons, Christ and the Holy 
Spirit, "for the restoration of Form, the destruction of the abortion, and for the consolation and 
cessation of the groans of Sophia." They comfort and cheer the Sophia, and separate the abortion 
from the Pleroma. At last, the thirty aeons together project in honor of the Father the aeon Soter 
or Jesus, "the great High Priest," "the Joint Fruit of the Pleroma," and "send him forth beyond the 
Pleroma as a Spouse for Sophia, who was outside, and as a rectifier of those sufferings which she 
underwent in searching after Christ." After many sufferings, Sophia is purged of all passions and 
brought back as the bride of Jesus, together with all pneumatic natures, into the ideal world. The 
demiurge, the fiery and jealous God of the Jews, as "the friend of the bridegroom," {874} with the 
psychical Christians on the border of the Pleroma, remotely shares the joy of the festival, while 
matter sinks back into nothing. 
 
In Valentine’s Christology, we must distinguish properly three redeeming beings: (1) The anw 
cristov or heavenly Christ, who, after the fall of Sophia, emanates from the aeon monogenhv, 
and stands in conjunction with the female principle, the pneuma agion. He makes the first 
announcement to the aeons of the plan of redemption, whereupon they strike up anthems of praise 
and thanksgiving in responsive choirs. (2) The swthr or ihsou, produced by all the aeons 
together, the star of the Pleroma. He forms with the redeemed Sophia the last and highest syzygy. 
(3) The katw cristov, the psychical or Jewish Messiah, who is sent by the Demiurge, passes 
through the body of Mary as water through a pipe, and is at last crucified by the Jews, but, as he 
has merely an apparent body, does not really suffer. With him Soter, the proper redeemer, united 
himself in the baptism in the Jordan, to announce his divine gnosis on earth for a year, and lead 
the pneumatic persons to perfection. 
 
Notes. 
 
Dr. Baur, the great critical historian of ancient Gnosticism and the master spirit of modern 
Gnosticism, ingeniously reproduces the Valentinian system in Hegelian terminology. I quote the 
chief part, as a fair specimen of his historic treatment, from his Kirchengeschichte, vol. I. 201 
sqq. (comp. his Gnosis, p. 124 sqq.): 
 
"Der Geist, oder Gott als der Geist an-sich, geht aus sich heraus, in dieser Sebstoffenbarung 
Gottes entsteht die Welt, die in ihrem Unterschied von Gott auch wieder an-sich mit Gott eins ist. 
Wie man aber auch dieses immanente Verhaltniss von Gott und Welt betrachten mag, als 
Selbstoffenbarung Gottes oder als Weltentwicklung, es ist an-sich ein rein geistiger, im Wesen 
des Geistes begrundeter Process. Der Geist stellt in den Aeonen, die er aus sich hervorgehen 
lasst, sein eigenes Wesen aus sich heraus und sich gegenuber; da aber das Wesen des Geistes an-
sich das Denken und Wissen ist, so kann der Process seiner Selbstoffenbarung nur darin 
bestehen, dass er sich dessen bewusst ist, was er an-sich ist. Die Aeonen des Pleroma sind die 
hochsten Begriffe des geistigen Seins und Lebens, die allgemeinen Denkformen, in welchen der 
Geist das, was er an-sich ist, in bestimmter concreter Weise fur das Bewusstsein ist. Mit dem 
Wissen des Geistes von sich, dem Selbstbewusstsein des sich von sich unterscheidenden Geistes, 
ist aber auch schon nicht blos ein Princip der Differenzirung, sondern, da Gott und Welt an-sich 
Eins sind, auch ein Princip der Materialisirung des Geistes gesetzt. Je grosser der Abstand der 
das Bewusstsein des Geistes vermittelnden Begriffe von dem absolutes Princip ist, um so mehr 
ver dunkelt sich das geistige Bewusstsein, der Geiste, entaussert sich seiner selbst, er ist sich 
selbst nicht mehr klar und durchsichtig, das Pneumatische sinkt zum Prychischen herab, das 
Psychische verdichtet sich zum Materiellen, und mit dem Materiellen verbindet sich in seinem 
Extrem auch der Begriff des Damonischen und Diabolischen. Daniel aber auch das psychische 
an-sich pneumatischer Natur ist, und Keime des geistigen Lebens uberall zuruckgeblieben sind, 



so muss das Pneumatische die materielle Verdunklung des geistigen Bewusstseins auf der Stufe 
des psychischen Lebens wieder durchbrechen und die Decke abwerfen, die in der Welt des 
Demurg auf dem Bewusstsein des Geistes liegt. Die ganze Weltentwicklung ist die Continuitat 
desselben geisigen Processes, es muss daher auch einen Wendepunkt geben, in welchem der 
Geist aus seiner Selbstentauserung zu sich selbst zuruckkehrt und wieder zum klaren Bewusstsein 
dessen, was er an-sich ist, kommt. Dies ist der gnostische Begriff der christlichen Offenbarung. 
Die Wissenden im Sinne der Gnostiker, die Pneumatischen, die als solche auch das wahrhaft 
christliche Bewusstsein in, sich haben, sind ein neues Moment des allgemeinen geistigen Lebens, 
die hochste Stufe der Selbstoffenbarung Gottes und der Weltentwicklung. Diese Periode des 
Weltverlaufs beginnt mit der Erscheinung Christi und endet zuletzt damit, dass durch Christus 
und die Sophia alles Geistige in das Pleroma wieder aufgenommen wird. Daniel Christus, wie 
auf jeder Stufe der Weltentwicklung, so auch schon in den hochsten Regionen der Aeonenwelt, in 
welcher alles seinem Ausgangspunkt hat, and von Anfang an auf dieses Reultant des Ganzen 
angelegt ist, als das wiederherstellende, in der Einheit mit dem Absolutn erhaltende Princip 
thatig ist, so hat er in der Waltanschauung der Gnostiker durchaus die Bedeutung eines absolutn 
Weltprincips." 
 
{857} oualentinov or balentinov. 
 
{858} "No other system," says Baur (I. 203), "affords us such a clear insight into the peculiar 
character of the Gnosis, the inner connection of its view of the world, and the deeper intellectual 
character of the whole." 
 
{859} Clemens Alex. Strom. I. VII. p. 898 (ed. Potter). Nothing certain is known of Theudas. 
 
{860} Epiph. Haer. XXXI. 2. The Jewish extraction may be inferred from some of his terms, as 
"Achamoth." 
 
{861} Deuteronomy Praesc. Haer. c. 30, and Adv. Valent. c. 4. Tertullian and the orthodox 
polemics generally are apt to trace all heresies to impure personal motives. 
 
{862} Iren. III. 4, 3. Comp. Euseb. H. E. IV. 10, 11 (quoting from Irenaeus). All authorities agree 
that he taught at Rome before the middle of the second century. 
 
{863} buyov, alsopropatwr, proarch, autopatwr. 
 
{864} Iren. I. 1, 1; Tert. Adv. Val. c. 7. 
 
{865} Philos. VI. 24. There seems, however, to have been a difference of opinion among the 
Valentinians on the companionship of the Bythos, for in ch. 25 we read: "The Father alone, 
without copulation, has produced an offspring... he alone possesses the power of self-generation." 
 
{866} suzugoi. The same number of aeons as in Hesiod’s theogony. 
 
{867} Also called o pathr (as immediately proceeding from the propatwr), the Father, also ov 
monogenhv, the Onlv Begotten, {comp. John 1:18} and the arch as the Beginning of all things 
(Comp. en arch, John 1:1). 
 
{868} The iera tetraktuv of the Pythagoreans. Tert. (c. 7): "prima quadriga Valentinianae 
factionis, matrix et origo cunctorum." 
 



{869} "Es ist eine tiefe Idee des Vatentinianischen Systems," says Neander (II. 722), "dass, wie 
alles Dasein in der Selbstbeschrankung des Bythos seinen Grund hat, so das Dasein alter 
geschaffenen Wesen auf Beschrankung beruht." 
 
{870} The energeia meristikh kai dioristikh and theenergeia edrastikh kai 
sthristikh.. 
 
{871} Usually identified with Chocmah, but by Lipsius and Jacobi with Chakmuth, the world-
mother, which has a place in the system of Bardesanes. The idea of Sophia as the mediatrix of 
creation is no doubt borrowed from the Proverbs and the Wisdom of Solomon. 
 
{872} ousia amorfov kai akataskeuastov. Philos. VI. 28 (30 ed. Duncker and 
Schneidewin, I. 274). The Thohuvabohu of Genesis. 
 
{873} "Ignorance having arisen within the Pleroma in consequence of Sophia, and shapelessness 
(amorfia) in consequence of the offspring of Sophia, confusion arose in the pleroma (yorubuv 
egeneto en plhrwmati)." Philos. VI. 26 (31 in Duncker and Schneidewin). 
 
{874} ov filov tou numfiou, John 3 29.  

 



126. The School of Valentinus. Heracleon, Ptolemy, Marcos, 
Bardesanes, Harmonius. 
 
Of all the forms of Gnosticism, that of Valentinus was the most popular and influential, more 
particularly in Rome. He had a large number of followers, who variously modified his system. 
Tertullian says, his heresy "fashioned itself into as many shapes as a courtesan who usually 
changes and adjusts her dress every day." 
 
The school of Valentinus divided chiefly into two branches, an Oriental, {875} and an Italian. The 
first, in which Hippolytus reckons one Axionicos, not otherwise known, and Ardesianes 
(jArdhsiavnh, probably the, same with Bardesanes), held the body of Jesus to be pneumatic and 
heavenly, because the Holy Spirit, i.e. Sophia and the demiurgic power of the Highest, came upon 
Mary. The Italian school—embracing Heracleon and Ptolemy —taught that the body of Jesus was 
psychial, and that for this reason the Spirit descended upon him in the baptism. Some 
Valentinians came nearer the orthodox view, than their master. 
 
Heracleon was personally instructed by Valentine, and probably flourished between 170 and 180 
somewhere in Italy. He has a special interest as the earliest known commentator of the Gospel of 
John. Origen, in commenting on the same book, has preserved us about fifty fragments, usually 
contradicting them. They are chiefly taken from the first two, the fourth, and the eighth chapters. 
{876} Heracleon fully acknowledges the canonical authority of the fourth Gospel, but reads his 
own system into it. He used the same allegorical method, as Origen, who even charges him with 
adhering too much to the letter, and not going deep enough into the spiritual sense. He finds in 
John the favorite Valentinian ideas of logos, life, light, love, conflict with darkness, and mysteries 
in all the numbers, but deprives the facts of historical realness. The woman of Samaria, in the 
fourth chapter, represents the redemption of the Sophia; the water of Jacob’s well is Judaism; her 
husband is her spiritual bridegroom from the Pleroma; her former husbands are the Hyle or 
kingdom of the devil. The nobleman in Capernaum {John 4:47} is the Demiurge, who is not 
hostile, but short-sighted and ignorant, yet ready to implore the Saviour’s help for his subjects; 
the nobleman’s son represents the psychics, who will be healed and redeemed when their 
ignorance is removed. The fact that John’s Gospel was held in equal reverence by the 
Valentinians and the orthodox, strongly favors its early existence before their separation, and its 
apostolic origin. {877} 
 
Ptolemy is the author of the Epistle to Flora, a wealthy Christian lady, whom he tried to convert 
to the Valentinian system. {878} He deals chiefly with the objection that the creation of the world 
and the Old Testament could not proceed from the highest God. He appeals to an apostolic 
tradition and to the words of Christ, who alone knows the Father of all and first revealed him. 
{John 1:18} God is the only good, {Matthew 19:17} and hence he cannot be the author of a world 
in which there is so much evil. Irenaeus derived much of his information from the contemporary 
followers of Ptolemy. 
 
Another disciple of Valentine, Marcos, who taught likewise in the second half of the second 
century, probably in Asia Minor, perhaps also in Gaul, blended a Pythagorean and Cabbalistic 
numerical symbolism with the ideas of his master, introduced a ritual abounding in ceremonies, 
and sought to attract beautiful and wealthy women by magical arts. His followers were called 
Marcosians. {879} 
 



The name of Colarbasus, which is often connected with Marcos, must be stricken from the list of 
the Gnostics; for it originated in confounding the Hebrew Kol-Arba, "the Voice of Four," i.e. the 
divine Tetrad at the head of the Pleroma, with a person. {880} 
 
Finally, in the Valentinian school is counted also Bardesanes or Bardaisan (son of Daisan, 
Bardhsavnh). {881} He was a distinguished Syrian scholar and poet, and lived at the court of the 
prince of Edessa at the close of the second and in the early part of the third century. {882} But he 
can scarcely be numbered among the Gnostics, except in a very wide sense. He was at first 
orthodox, according to Epiphanius, but became corrupted by contact with Valentinians. Eusebius, 
on the contrary, makes him begin a heretic and end in orthodoxy. He also reports, that Bardesanes 
wrote against the heresy of Marcion in the Syriac language. Probably he accepted the common 
Christian faith with some modifications and exercised freedom on speculative doctrines, which 
were not yet clearly developed in the Syrian church of that period. {883} His numerous works are 
lost, with the exception of a "Dialogue on Fate," which has recently been published in full. {884} 
It is, however, of uncertain date, and shows no trace of the Gnostic mythology and dualism, 
ascribed to him. He or his son Harmonius (the accounts vary) is the father of Syrian hymnology, 
and composed a book of one hundred and fifty (after the Psalter), which were used on festivals, 
till they were superseded by the Orthodox hymns of St. Ephraem the Syrian, who retained the 
same metres and tunes. {885} He enjoyed great reputation, and his sect is said to have spread to 
the Southern Euphrates, and even to China. 
 
His son Harmonius, of Edessa, followed in his steps. He is said to have studied philosophy at 
Athens. He shares with Bardesanes (as already remarked) the honor of being the father of Syrian 
hymnology. 
 
{875} didaskalia anatolikh. Hippol. VI. 35 (p. 286). 
 
{876} They are collected by Grabe, Spicil. II. 83-117, Stieren, in his ed. of Iren. Tom. I. 938-971. 
Clement of Alexandria (Strom. IV. 9) quotes also from a Commentary of Heracleon on Luke 
12:8. 
 
{877} Baur (I. 203) significantly ignores Heracleon’s Commentary, which is fatal to his 
hypothesis of the late origin of the fourth Gospel. 
 
{878} The Epistola ad Floram is preserved by Epiphanius (Haer XXIII. 3). Stieren, in a Latin 
inaugural address (1813), denied its genuineness, but Rossel in an Appendix to Neanders Church 
History (Germ. ed. II. 1249-1254, in Torrey’s translation I. 725-728), and Heinrici (l. c. p. 75 
sqq.) defend it. 
 
{879} Marcos and the Marcosians are known to us from Clement of Alex. and Iren. (I. 13-21). 
Hippolytus (VI. 39 sqq., p. 296 sqq.) and Epiphanius depend here almost entirely on Irenaeus, 
who speak of Marcos as still living. 
 
{880} It is to be derived from l/ q, voice (not from lKO, all), and B’ra’, four. The confusion was 
first discovered by Heumann (1743), and more fully explained by Volkmar, Die Colarbasus-
Gnosis, in Niedner’s "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." 1855, p. 603-616. Comp. Baur, I. 204, note, and 
Hort in Smith and Wace, I. 594 sq. 
 
{881} Comp. Aug. Hahn: Bardesanes, Gnosticus Syrorum primus hymnologus. Lips. 1819. A. 
Merx: Bardes. v. Edessa. Halle, 1863. Lipsius: In the "Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftl. Theol." 1863, 
p. 435 sqq. A. Hilgenfeld. Bardesanes, der letzte Gnostiker. Leipz. 1864. K. Macke: Syrische 



Lieder gnostischen Ursprungs, in the "Tub. Theol. Quartalschrift" for 1874. Dr. Hort: Bardaisan, 
in Smith and Wace, I. 256-260 (very thorough). 
 
{882} Eusebius (IV. 30) and Jerome (De Vir. illutstr. 33), misled by the common confusion of the 
earlier and later Antonines, assign him to the reign of Marcus Aurelius (161-180), but according 
to the Chronicle of Edessa (Assemani, Bibl. Or. I. 389) He was born July 11, 155, and according 
to Barhebraeus (Chron. Eccl. ed. Abbeloos and Lamy, 1872, p. 79) he died in 223, aged 68 years. 
Hilgenfeld, Jacobi and Hortl adopt the latter date. 
 
{883} Dr. Hort (p. 252) thinks that "there is no reason to suppose that Bardaisan rejected the. 
ordinary faith of Christians, as founded on the Gospels and the writings of the Apostles, except on 
isolated points." The varying modern constructions of his system on a Gnostic basis are all 
arbitrary. 
 
{884} peri eimarmenhv. It was formerly known only from a Greek extract in Eusebius’s 
Proeparatio, Evang. (VI. 9, 10). The Syriac original was discovered among the Nitrian MSS of 
the British Museum, and published by Cureton, in Spicilegium Syriacum. London 1855, with an 
English translation and notes. Merx gives a German translation with notes (p. 25-55). The treatise 
is either identical with the Book of the Laws of Countries, or an extract from it. Dr. Hort doubts its 
genuineness. 
 
{885} Ephraem the Syrian speaks of a book of 150 hymns, by which Bardesanes list had beguiled 
the people, and makes no mention of Harmonius; but Sozomen and Theodoret report that 
Harmonius was the first to adapt the Syrian language to metrical formal, and music, and that his 
hymns and times were used till the time of Ephraem. Dr. Hort explains this contradiction, which 
has not received sufficient attention, by supposing that the book of hymns was really written by 
Harmonius, perhaps in his father’s lifetime, and at his suggestion. But it is equally possible that 
Bardesanes was the author and Harmonius the editor, or that both were hymnists. The testimony 
Ephraem cannot be easily set aside as a pure error. Fragments of hymns of Bardesanes have been 
traced in the Acta Thomae by K. Macke in the article quoted above. The Syriac hymns of 
Ephraem are translated into German by Zingerle (1838), and into English by H. Burgess (1853).  

 



127. Marcion and his School. 
 
I. Justin M.: Apol. I. c. 26 and 58. He wrote also a special work against Marcion, which is lost 
Irenaeus: I. 28. IV. 33 sqq. and several other passages. He likewise contemplated a special treatise 
against Marcion (III. 12) Tertullian: Adv. Marcionem Libri V. Hippol. Philos. VII. 29 (ed. 
Duncker and Schneidewin, pp. 382-394). Epiphanius: Haer. XLII. Philaster.: Haer. XLV. The 
Armenian account of Esnig in his "Destruction of Heretics" 5th century, translated by Neumann, 
in the "Zeitschrift fur histor. Theologie," Leipzig, vol. IV. 1834. Esnig gives Marcionism more of 
a mystic and speculative character than the earlier fathers, but presents nothing which may not be 
harmonized with them. 
 
II Neander (whose account is too charitable), Baur (I. 213-217), Moller (Gesch. der Kosmologie, 
374-407), Fessler. (in Wetzer and Welte, VI. 816-821), Jacobi (in Herzog, V. 231-236), Salmon 
(in Smith and Wace, III. 816-824). Ad. Hilgenfeld: Cerdon und Marcion, in his "Zeitschrift fur 
wissenschaftl. Theol." Leipz. 1881, pp. 1-37. 
 
III. On the critical question of Marcion’s canon and the relation of his mutilated Gospel of Luke 
to the genuine Gospel of Luke, see the works on the Canon, the critical Introductions, and 
especially Volkmar: Das Evangelium Marcions, Text und Kritik (Leipz. 1852), and Sanday: The 
Gospels in the Second Century (London, 1876). The last two have conclusively proved (against 
the earlier view of Baur, Ritschl, and the author of "Supernat. Rel.") the priority of the canonical 
Luke. Comp. vol. I. 668. 
 
Marcion was the most earnest, the most practical, and the most dangerous among the Gnostics, 
full of energy and zeal for reforming, but restless rough and eccentric. He has a remote 
connection with modern questions of biblical criticism and the canon. He anticipated the 
rationalistic opposition to the Old Testament and to the Pastoral Epistles, but in a very arbitrary 
and unscrupulous way. He could see only superficial differences in the Bible, not the deeper 
harmony. He rejected the heathen mythology of the other Gnostics, and adhered to Christianity as 
the only true religion; he was less speculative, and gave a higher place to faith. But he was utterly 
destitute of historical sense, and put Christianity into a radical conflict with all previous 
revelations of God; as if God had neglected the world for thousands of years until he suddenly 
appeared in Christ. He represents an extreme anti-Jewish and pseudo-Pauline tendency, and a 
magical supranaturalism, which, in fanatical zeal for a pure primitive Christianity, nullifies all 
history, and turns the gospel into an abrupt, unnatural, phantomlike appearance. 
 
Marcion was the son of a bishop of Sinope in Pontus, and gave in his first fervor his property to 
the church, but was excommunicated by his own father, probably on account of his heretical 
opinions and contempt of authority. {886} He betook himself, about the middle of the second 
century, to Rome (140-155), which originated none of the Gnostic systems, but attracted them all. 
There he joined the Syrian Gnostic, Cerdo, who gave him some speculative foundation for his 
practical dualism. He disseminated his doctrine by travels, and made many disciples from 
different nations. He is said to have intended to apply at last for restoration to the communion of 
the Catholic Church, when his death intervened. {887} The time and place of his death are 
unknown. He wrote a recension of the Gospel of Luke and the Pauline Epistles, and a work on the 
contradictions between the Old anad New Testaments. Justin Martyr regarded him as the most 
formidable heretic of his day. The abhorrence of the Catholics for him is expressed in the report 
of Irenaeus, that Polycarp of Smyrna, meeting with Marcion in Rome, and being asked by him: 
"Dost thou know me?" answered: "I know the first-born of Satan." {888} 
 



Marcion supposed two or three primal forces (ajrcaiv): the good or gracious God (qeo ajgaqov), 
whom Christ first made known; the evil matter (ulh) ruled by the devil, to which heathenism 
belongs; and the righteous world-maker (dhmiourgo divkaio), who is the finite, imperfect, angry 
Jehovah of the Jews. Some writers reduce his principles to two; but he did not identify the 
demiurge with the hyle. He did not go into any further speculative analysis of these principles; he 
rejected the pagan emanation theory, the secret tradition, and the allegorical interpretation of the 
Gnostics; in his system he has no Pleroma, no Aeons, no Dynameis, no Syzygies, no suffering 
Sophia; he excludes gradual development and growth; everything is unprepared, sudden and 
abrupt. 
 
His system was more critical and rationalistic than mystic and philosophical. {889} He was 
chiefly zealous for the consistent practical enforcement of the irreconcilable dualism which he 
established between the gospel and the law, Christianity and Judaism, goodness and 
righteousness. {890} He drew out this contrast at large in a special work, entitled "Antitheses." 
The God of the Old Testament is harsh, severe and unmerciful as his law; he commands, "Love 
thy neighbor, but hate thine enemy," and returns "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth;" but 
the God of the New Testament commands, "Love thine enemy." The one is only just, the other is 
good. Marcion rejected all the books of the Old Testament, and wrested Christ’s word in Matthew 
5:17 into the very opposite declaration: "I am come not to fulfil the law and the prophets, but to 
destroy them." In his view, Christianity has no connection whatever with the past, whether of the 
Jewish or the heathen world, but has fallen abruptly and magically, as it were, from heaven. {891} 
Christ, too, was not born at all, but suddenly descended into the city of Capernaum in the fifteenth 
year of the reign of Tiberius, and appeared as the revealer of the good God, who sent him. He has 
no connection with the Messiah, announced by the Demiurge in the Old Testament; though he 
called himself the Messiah by way of accommodation. His body was a mere appearance, and his 
death an illusion, though they had a real meaning. {892} He cast the Demiurge into Hades, 
secured the redemption of the soul (not of the body), and called the apostle Paul to preach it. The 
other apostles are Judaizing corrupters of pure Christianity, and their writings are to be rejected, 
together with the catholic tradition. In over-straining the difference between Paul and the other 
apostles, he was a crude forerunner of the Tubingen school of critics. 
 
Marcion formed a canon of his own, which consisted of only eleven books, an abridged and 
mutilated Gospel of Luke, and ten of Paul’s epistles. He put Galatians first in order, and called 
Ephesians the Epistle to the Laodicaeans. He rejected the pastoral epistles, in which the 
forerunners of Gnosticism are condemned, the Epistle to the Hebrews, Matthew, Mark, John, the 
Acts, the Catholic Epistles, and the Apocalypse. 
 
Notwithstanding his violent antinomianism, Marcion taught and practiced the strictest ascetic 
self-discipline, which revolted not only from all pagan festivities, but even from marriage, flesh, 
and wine. (He allowed fish). He could find the true God in nature no more than in history. He 
admitted married persons to baptism only on a vow of abstinence from all sexual intercourse. 
{893} He had a very gloomy, pessimistic view of the world and the church, and addressed a 
disciple as "his partner in tribulation, and fellow-sufferer from hatred." 
 
In worship he excluded wine from the eucharist, but retained the sacramental bread, water-
baptism, anointing with oil, and the mixture of milk and honey given to the newly baptized. {894} 
Epiphanius reports that he permitted females to baptize. The Marcionites practiced sometimes 
vicarious baptism for the dead. {895} Their baptism was not recognized by the church. 
 
The Marcionite sect spread in Italy, Egypt, North Africa, Cyprus, and Syria; but it split into many 
branches. Its wide diffusion is proved by the number of antagonists in the different countries. 



 
The most noteworthy Marcionites are Prepo, Lucanus (an Assyrian), and Apelles. They supplied 
the defects of the master’s system by other Gnostic speculations, and in some instances softened 
down its antipathy to heathenism and Judaism. Apelles acknowledged only one first principle. 
Ambrosius, a friend of Origen, was a Marcionite before his conversion. These heretics were 
dangerous to the church because of their severe morality and the number of their martyrs. They 
abstained from marriage, flesh and wine, and did not escape from persecution, like some other 
Gnostics. 
 
Constantine forbade the Marcionites freedom of worship public and private, and ordered their 
meeting-houses to be handed over to the Catholic Church. {896} The Theodosian code mentions 
them only once. But they existed in the fifth century when Theodoret boasted to have converted 
more than a thousand of these heretics, and the Trullan Council of 692 thought it worth while to 
make provision for the reconciliation of Marcionites. Remains of them are found as late as the 
tenth century. {897} Some of their principles revived among the Paulicians, who took refuge in 
Bulgaria, and the Cathari in the West. 
 
{886} Epiphanius and others mention, as a reason, his seduction of a consecrated virgin; but this 
does not agree well with his asceticism, and Irenaeus and Tertullian bring no charge of youthful 
incontinence against him. 
 
{887} So Tertullian: but Irenaeus tells a similar story of Cerdo. Tertullian also reports that 
Marcion was repeatedly (semel et iterim) excommunicated. 
 
{888} Adv. Haer. iil. c. 3, 4: epiginwskw ton prwtotokon tou satana.. 
 
{889} The Armenian bishop, Esnig, however, brings it nearer to the other forms of Gnosticism. 
According to him Marcion assumed three heavens; in the highest dwelt the good God, far away 
from the world, in the second the God of the Law, in the lowest his angels; beneath, on the earth, 
lay Hyle, or Matter, which he calls also the power (dunamiv) or essence (ousia) of the earth. The 
Hyle is a female principle, and by her aid, as his spouse, the Jewish God of the Law made this 
world, after which he retired to his heaven, and each ruled in his own domain, he with his angels 
in heaven, and Hyle with her sons on earth. Moller (p. 378) is disposed to accept this account as 
trustworthy. Salmon thinks; it such a system as Marcion may have learned from Cerdo, but he 
must have made little account of the mystic element, else it would be mentioned by the earlier 
writers. 
 
{890} "Separatio legis et evangelii proprium et principale opus est Marcionis." Tertullian, Adv. 
Marc I. 19. 
 
{891} "Subito Christus, subito Joannes. Sic sunt omnia apud Marcionem, que suum et plenum 
habent ordinem apud creatorem." Tert. IV. 11. 
 
{892} Renan (L’eglise chret., p. 358) says of the shadowy narrative of Christ’s which Marcion 
elaborated on the basis of his mutilated Luke: "Si Jesus ne nous avait ete connu que par des textes 
de ce genre, on aurait pu douter s’il avaitvraiment existe, ous’il n’ etait pas une fiction, A 
PRIORI, degagee de tout lien avec le realite. Dans un pareil systeme, le Christ ne naissait pas (la 
naissance, pour Marcion, etait une souillure), ne souffrait pas, ne mourait pas." 
 
{893} Tertullian, I. 29; IV. 10. 
 



{894} Tert. I. 14. 
 
{895} So they understood. 1 Corinthians 15:29. 
 
{896} Euseb. Vit. Const. III. 64. 
 
{897} Flugel’s; Mani, p. 160, 167 (quoted by Salmon). Prof. Jacobi (in Herzog, V. 236) quotes a 
letter of Hasenkamp to Lavater of the year 1774, and later authorities, to prove the lingering 
existence of similar opinions in Bosnia and Herzegowina.  

 



128. The Ophites. The Sethites. The Peratae. The Cainites 
 
I. Hippolytus: Philosoph. bk. V. 1-23. He begins his account of the Heresies with the Naasseni, or 
Ophites, and Peratae (the first four books being devoted to the systems of heathen philosophy). 
Irenaeus: Adv. Haer. I. 30 (ed. Stieren, I. 266 sqq.). Epiphan. Haer. 37 (in Oehler’s ed. I. 495 
sqq.). 
 
II. Mosheim: Geschichte der Schlangenbruder. Helmstadt, 1746, ‘48. 
 
E. W. Moller: Geschichte der Kosmologie. Halle, 1860. Die ophitische Gnosis, p. 190 sqq. 
 
Baxmann: Die Philosophumena und die Peraten, in Niedner’s "Zeitschrift fur die Hist. Theol." 
for 1860. Lipsius: Ueber das ophitische System. In "Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftl. Theologie" for 
1863 and ‘64. 
 
Jacobi in Herzog, new ed., vol. V. 240 sq. 
 
George Salmon: "Cainites," in Smith and Wace, vol. I. 380-82. Articles "Ophites" and "Peratae," 
will probably appear in vol. IV., not yet published. 
 
The origin of the Ophites, {898} or, in Hebrew, Naasenes, {899} i.e. Serpent-Brethren, or 
Serpent-Worshippers, is unknown, and is placed by Mosheim and others before the time of 
Christ. In any case, their system is of purely heathen stamp. Lipsius has shown their connection 
with the Syro-Chaldaic mythology. The sect still existed as late as the sixth century; for in 530 
Justinian passed laws against it. 
 
The accounts of their worship of the serpent rest, indeed, on uncertain data; but their name itself 
comes from their ascribing special import to the serpent as the type of gnosis, with reference to 
the history of the fall, {Genesis 3:1} the magic rod of Moses, {Exodus 4:2,3} and the healing 
power of the brazen serpent in the wilderness (Numbers 21:9; Comp. John 3:14). They made use 
of the serpent on amulets. 
 
That mysterious, awe-inspiring reptile, which looks like the embodiment of a thunderbolt, or like 
a fallen angel tortuously creeping in the dust, represents in the Bible the evil spirit, and its motto, 
Eritis sicut Deus, is the first lie of the father of lies, which caused the ruin of man; but in the false 
religions it is the symbol of divine wisdom and an object of adoration; and the Eritis sicus dii 
appears as a great truth, which opened the path of progress. The serpent, far from being the 
seducer of the race, was its first schoolmaster and civilizer by teaching it the difference between 
good and evil. So the Ophites regarded the fall of Adam as the transition from the state of 
unconscious bondage to the state of conscious judgment and freedom; therefore the necessary 
entrance to the good, and a noble advance of the human spirit. They identified the serpent with 
the Logos, or the mediator between the Father and the Matter, bringing down the powers of the 
upper world to the lower world, and leading the return from the lower to the higher. The serpent 
represents the whole winding process of development and salvation. {900} The Manichaeans also 
regarded the serpent as the direct image of Christ. {901} 
 
With this view is connected their violent opposition to the Old Testament. Jaldabaoth, {902} as 
they termed the God of the Jews and the Creator of the world, they represented as a malicious, 
misanthropic being. In other respects, their doctrine strongly resembles the Valentinian system, 
except that it is much more pantheistic, unchristian, and immoral, and far less developed. 



 
The Ophites again branch out in several sects, especially three. 
 
The Sethites considered the third son of Adam the first pneumatic man and the forerunner of 
Christ. They maintained three principles, darkness below, light above, and spirit between. 
 
The Peratae or Peratics {903} (Transcendentalists) are described by Hippolytus as allegorizing 
astrologers and as mystic tritheists, who taught three Gods, three Logoi, three Minds, three Men. 
Christ had a three-fold nature, a three-fold body, and a three-fold power. He descended from 
above, that all things triply divided might be saved. {904} 
 
The Cainites boasted of the descent from Cain the fratricide, and made him their leader. {905} 
They regarded the God of the Jews and Creator of the world as a positively evil being, whom to 
resist is virtue. Hence they turned the history of salvation upside down, and honored all the 
infamous characters of the Old and New Testaments from Cain to Judas as spiritual men and 
martyrs to truth. Judas Iscariot alone among the apostles had the secret of true knowledge, and 
betrayed the psychic Messiah with good intent to destroy the empire of the evil God of the Jews. 
Origen speaks of a branch of the Ophites, who were as great enemies of Jesus as the heathen 
Celsus, and who admitted none into their society who had not first cursed his name. But the 
majority seem to have acknowledged the goodness of Jesus and the benefit of his crucifixion 
brought about by the far-sighted wisdom of Judas. A book entitled "the Gospel of Judas" was 
circulated among them. 
 
No wonder that such blasphemous travesty of the Bible history, and such predilection for the 
serpent and his seed was connected with the most unbridled antinomianism, which changed vice 
into virtue. They thought it a necessary part of "perfect knowledge" to have a complete 
experience of all sins, including even unnamable vices. 
 
Some have identified the Ophites with the false teachers denounced in the Epistle of Jude as filthy 
dreamers, who "defile the flesh, and set at naught dominion, and rail at dignities," who "went in 
the way of Cain, and ran riotously in the error of Balaam for hire, and perished in the gainsaying 
of Korah," as "wandering stars, for whom the blackness of darkness has been reserved forever." 
The resemblance is certainly very striking, and those heretics may have been the forerunners of 
the Ophites of the second century. 
 
{898} ofianoi, from ofiv, serpent, Serpentini. 
 
{899} From vjnI. 
 
{900} As Baur (K. Gesch. I. 195) expresses it: "Die Schlange ist mit EinemWort der durch die 
Gegensatze dialectisch sich hindurchwindende Weltentwicklungsprocess relbst." 
 
{901} Augustin, Deuteronomy Haer. c. 17 and 46. 
 
{902} tWhB; aDly, product of chaos. 
 
{903} From peravw, to pass across, to go beyond (the boundary of the material world). We know 
their system from the confused account of Hippolytus, Philos. I. v. 7 sqq. He says, that their 
blasphemy against Christ has for many years escaped notice. Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Epiphanius 
are silent about the Peratae. Clement of Alex. mentions them. 
 



{904} The following specimen of Peratic transcendental nonsense is reported by Hippolytus (v. 
12): "According to them, the universe is the Father, Son, [and] Matter; [but] each of these three 
has endless capacities in itself. Intermediate, then, between the Matter and the Father sits the Son, 
the Word, the Serpent, always being in motion towards the unmoved Father, and [towards] matter 
itself in motion. And at one time he is turned towards the Father, and receives the powers into his 
own person; but at another time takes up these powers, and is turned towards Matter. And Matter, 
[though] devoid of attribute, and being unfashioned, moulds [into itself] forms from the Son 
which the Son moulded from the Father. But the Son derives shape from the Father after a mode 
ineffable, and unspeakable, and unchangeable... No one can be saved or return [into heaven] 
without the Son, and the Son is the Serpent. For as he brought down from above the paternal 
marks, so again he carries up from thence those marks, roused from a dormnant condition, and 
rendered paternal characteristics, substantial ones from the unsubstantial Being, transferring them 
hither from thence." 
 
{905} kai noi (Hippol. VIII. 20), kai anistai (Clem. Alex. Strom, VII. 17), kai anoi (Epiph. 
Haer. 38), Caiani, Cainaei.  

 



129. Saturninus (Satornilos). 
 
Iren. I. 24, 1, 2; ch. 28. Hippol. VII. 3, 28 (depending on Iren.). Tert. Praesc. Haer. 46. 
Hegesippus in Euseb. IV. 22, 29. Epiph. Haer. XXIII. Theod. Fab. Haer. I. 3. Comp. Moller, l c., 
p. 367-373. 
 
Contemporary with Basilides under Hadrian, was Saturninus or Satornilos {906} in Antioch. He 
was, like him, a pupil of Menander. His system is distinguished for its bold dualism between God 
and Satan, the two antipodes of the universe, and for its ascetic severity. {907} God is the 
unfathomable abyss, absolutely unknown (yeov agnwstov). From him emanates by degrees the 
spirit-world of light, with angels, archangels, powers, and dominions. On the lowest degree, are 
the seven planetary spirits (aggeloi kosmokratore) with the Demiurge or God of the Jews at 
the head. Satan, as the ruler of the hyle, is eternally opposed to the realm of light. The seven 
planetary spirits invade the realm of Satan, and form out of a part of the hyle the material world 
with man, who is filled by the highest 
 
God with a spark of light (spinyhr). Satan creates in opposition a hylic race of men, and 
incessantly pursues the spiritual race with his demons and false prophets. The Jewish God, with 
his prophets, is unable to overcome him. Finally the good God sends the aeon nouv in an unreal 
body, as soter on earth, who teaches the spiritual men by gnosis and strict abstinence from 
marriage and carnal food to emancipate themselves from the vexations of Satan, and also from 
the dominion of the Jewish God and his star-spirits, and to rise to the realm of light. 
 
{906} This second form, says Renan (L’egl. chret, p. 177), is common in inscription. 
 
{907} So Mosheim, Neander, Baur, Gieseler, Renan. But Moller (p. 371) disputes the dualism of 
Saturninus, and maintains that Satan and the God of the Jew,; are alike subordinate, though 
antagonistic beings. But so is Ahriman in the Parsee dualism, and the Demiurge in all the Gnostic 
systems.  

 



130. Carpocrates. 
 
Iren. I. 25 (24). Hippol. VII. 32 (D. & Schn. p. 398 sqq.). Clem. Alex. Strom. III. 511. Epihianius, 
Haer. XXV. 
 
Carpocrates also lived under Hadrian, probably at Alexandria, and founded a Gnostic sect, called 
by his own name, which put Christ on a level with heathen philosophers, prided itself on its 
elevation above all the popular religions, and sank into unbridled immorality. The world is 
created by angels greatly inferior to the unbegotten Father. Jesus was the son of Joseph, and just 
like other men, except that his soul was steadfast and pure, and that he perfectly remembered 
those things which he had witnessed within the sphere of the unbegotten God. For this reason a 
power descended upon him from the Father, that by means of it he might escape from the creators 
of the world. After passing through them all, and remaining in all points free, he ascended again 
to the Father. We may rise to an equality with Jesus by despising in like manner the creators of 
the world. 
 
The Carpocratians, say Irenaeus and Hippolytus, practiced also magical arts, incantations, and 
love-potions, and had recourse to familiar spirits, dream-sending demons, and other 
abominations, declaring that they possess power to rule over the princes and framers of this 
world. But they led a licentious life, and abused the name of Christ as a means of hiding their 
wickedness. They were the first known sect that used pictures of Christ, and they derived them 
from a pretended original of Pontius Pilate. {908} 
 
Epiphanes, a son of Carpocrates, who died at the age of seventeen, was the founder of "monadic" 
Gnosticism, which in opposition to dualism seems to have denied the independent existence of 
evil, and resolved it into a fiction of human laws. He wrote a book on "Justice," and defined it to 
be equality. He taught that God gave his benefits to all men alike and in common, and thence 
derived the community of goods, and even of women. He was worshipped by his adherents after 
his death as a god, at Same in Cephalonia, by sacrifices, libations, banquets, and singing of 
hymns. Here we have the worship of genius in league with the emancipation of the flesh, which 
has been revived in modern times. But it is not impossible that Clement of Alexandria, who 
relates this fact, may have made a similar mistake as Justin Martyr in the case of Simon Magus, 
and confounded a local heathen festival of the moon known as ta jEpifavneia or oJ jEpifanhv with 
a festival in honor of Epiphanes. {909} 
 
{908} Hippol. Philos. VII. 32: eikonav kataskeuazousi tou cristou legontev upo pilatou 
tw kairw ekeinw genesyai.. 
 
{909} This was the conjecture of Mosheim, which has been worked out and modified by Volkmar 
in a monthly periodical of the Wissenschaftl. Verein at Zurich. He maintains that the deity 
worshipped at Same was the new appearing moon, ov epifanhv.  

 



131. Tatian and the Encratites. 
 
I. Tatian: Lovgo pro Ellhna (Oratio adversus Graecos), ed. S. Worth, Oxon. 1700 (an excellent 
ed.); in Otto’s Corpus. Apol., vol. VI., Jenae 1851; and in Migne’s Patrologia Graeca, Tom. VI. 
fol. 803-888. Eng. transl. by Pratten & Dods in the "Ante-Nicene Library," vol. III. (Edinb. 1867). 
A Commentary of St. Ephraem on Tatian’s Diatessaron (To; dia; tessavrwn), was found in an 
Armenian translation in the Armenian Convent at Venice, translated into Latin in 1841 by 
Aucher, and edited by Mosinger (Prof. of Biblical Learning in Salzburg) under the title 
"Evangelii Concordantis Expositio facta a Sancto Ephraemo Doctore Syro." Venet. 1876. The 
Diatessaron itself was found in an Arabic translation in 1886, and published by P. Aug. Ciasca: 
Tatiani Evangeliorum Harmoniae, Arabice, Rom. 1888. A new and more critical edition of the 
Oratio ad Gr., by Ed. Schwartz, Lips., 1888 (105 pp). 
 
Orthodox Notices of Tatian: Iren. I. 28, 1; III. 23, 8 sqq. (in Stieren, I. 259, 551 sq.). Hippol.: 
VIII. 16 (very brief). Clem. Alex.: Strom. l. III. Euseb.: H. E. IV. 16, 28, 29; VI. 13. Epiphanius, 
Haer. 46 (Tatian) and 47 (Encratites). The recently discovered work of Macarius Magnes (Paris 
1876), written about 400, contains some information about the Encratites which agrees with 
Epiphanius. 
 
II. H. A. Daniel: Tatian der Apologet. Halle 1837. 
 
James Donaldson: A Critical History of Christian Liter., etc. Lond. vol. III. rd 1866, which is 
devoted to Tatian, etc., p. 3-62. 
 
Theod. Zahn: Tatian’s Diatessaron. Erlangen, 1881. (The first part of Forschungen zur Gesch. 
des neutestamntl. Kanons). 
 
Ad. Harnack: Tatian’s Diatessaron, in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur Kirchengesch." 1881, p. 471-
505; Die Oratio des Tatian nebst einer Einleitung uber die Zeit dieses Apologeten, in "Texte und 
Untersuchungen zur Gesch. der altchristl. Literatur," vol. I. No. 2, p. 196-231. Leipz., 1883, and 
his art., "Tatian," in "Encycl. Brit." xxiii. (1888). 
 
Fr. Xav. Funk (R.C.): Zur Chronologie Tatian’s, in the Tubing. "Theol. Quartalschrift," 1883, p. 
219-234. 
 
Tatian, a rhetorician of Syria, was converted to Catholic Christianity by Justin Martyr in Rome, 
but afterwards strayed into Gnosticism and died A. D. 172. {910} He resembles Marcion in his 
anti-Jewish turn and dismal austerity. Falsely interpreting 1 Corinthians 7:5, he declared marriage 
to be a kind of licentiousness and a service of the devil. Irenaeus says, that Tatian, after the 
martyrdom of Justin, apostatised from the church, and elated with the conceit of a teacher, and 
vainly puffed up as if he surpassed all others, invented certain invisible aeons similar to those of 
Valentine, and asserted with Marcion and Saturninus that marriage was only corruption and 
fornication. But his extant apologetic treatise against the Gentiles, and his Gospel-Harmony 
(recently recovered), which were written between 153 and 170, show no clear traces of 
Gnosticism, unless it be the omission of the genealogies of Jesus in the "Diatessaron." He was not 
so much anti-catholic as hyper-catholic, and hyper-ascetic. We shall return to him again in the 
last chapter. 
 
His followers, who kept the system alive till the fifth century, were called, from their ascetic life, 
Encratites, or Abstainers, and from their use of water for wine in the Lord’s Supper, 



Hydroparastatae or Aquarians. {911} They abstained from flesh, wine, and marriage, not 
temporarily (as the ancient catholic ascetics) for purposes of devotion, nor (as many modern total 
abstainers from intoxicating drink) for the sake of expediency or setting a good example, but 
permanently and from principle on account of the supposed intrinsic impurity of the things 
renounced. The title "Encratites," however, was applied indiscriminately to all ascetic sects of the 
Gnostics, especially the followers of Saturninus, Marcion, and Severus (Severians, of uncertain 
origin). The Manichaeans also sheltered themselves under this name. Clement of Alexandria 
refers to the Indian ascetics as the forerunners of the Encratites. 
 
The practice of using mere water for wine in the eucharist was condemned by Clement of 
Alexandria, Cyprian, and Chrysostom, and forbidden by Theodosius in an edict of 382. A certain 
class of modern abstinence men in America, in their abhorrence of all intoxicating drinks, have 
resorted to the same heretical practice, and substituted water or milk for the express ordinance of 
our Lord. 
 
{910} The chronology, is not certain. Zahn and Harnack put his birth at A. D. 110, his conversion 
at 150, his death at 172. Funk puts the birth and conversion about 10 years later. 
 
{911} egkratitai, also egkrateiv, egkrathtai, Continentes, the abstemious; or, 
qdroparastatai, Aquarii.  

 



132. Justin the Gnostic. 
 
Hippolytus: Philos. V. 23-27 (p. 214-233), and X. 15 (p. 516-519). 
 
Hippolytus makes us acquainted with a Gnostic by the name of Justin, of uncertain date and 
origin. {912} He propagated his doctrine secretly, and bound his disciples to silence by solemn 
oaths. He wrote a number of books, one called Baruch, from which Hippolytus gives an abstract. 
His gnosis is mostly based upon a mystical interpretation of Genesis, and has a somewhat 
Judaizing cast. Hippolytus, indeed, classes him with the Naassenes, but Justin took an opposite 
view of the serpent as the cause of all evil in history. He made use also of the Greek mythology, 
especially the tradition of the twelve labors of Hercules. He assumes three original principles, two 
male and one female. The first is the Good Being; the second Elohim, the Father of the creation; 
the third is called Eden and Israel, and has a double form, a woman above the middle and a snake 
below. Elohim falls in love with Eden, and from their intercourse springs the spirit-world of 
twenty angels, ten paternal and ten maternal, and these people the world. The chief of the two 
series of angels are Baruch, who is the author of all good, and is represented by the tree of life in 
Paradise, and Naas, the serpent, who is the author of all evil, and is represented by the tree of 
knowledge. The four rivers are symbols of the four divisions of angels. The Naas committed 
adultery with Eve, and a worse crime with Adam; he adulterated the laws of Moses and the 
oracles of the prophets; he nailed Jesus to the cross. But by this crucifixion Jesus was 
emancipated from his material body, rose to the good God to whom he committed his spirit in 
death, and thus he came to be the deliverer. 
 
{912} Lipsius regards him as one of the earliest, Salmon (in "Smith & Wace," III. 587), with 
greater probability, as one of the latest Gnostics. The silence of Irenaeus favors the later date.  

 



133. Hermogenes. 
 
Tertullian: Adv. Hermogenem. Written about A. D. 206. One of his two tracts against H. is lost. 
Hippolytus: Philos. VIII. 17 (p. 432). Comp. Neander: Antignosticus, p. 448; Kaye: Tertullian, p. 
532; Hauck: Tertullian, p. 240; Salmond: in "Smith & Wace," III. 1-3. 
 
Hermogenes was a painter in Carthage at the end of the second and beginning of the third 
century. Tertullian describes him as a turbulent, loquacious, and impudent man, who "married 
more women than he painted." {913} He is but remotely connected with Gnosticism by his 
Platonic dualism and denial of the creation out of nothing. He derived the world, including the 
soul of man, from the formless, eternal matter, {914} and explained the ugly in the natural world, 
as well as the evil in the spiritual, by the resistance of matter to the formative influence of God. In 
this way only he thought he could account for the origin of evil. For if God had made the world 
out of nothing, it must be all good. He taught that Christ on his ascension left his body in the sun, 
and then ascended to the Father. {915} But otherwise he was orthodox and did not wish to 
separate from the church. 
 
{913} This was enough to condemn him in the eyes of a Montanist. 
 
{914} Hippol. l. c.: efh ton yeon ex ulhv sugcronou kai agennhtou panta pepoihkenai.. 
 
{915} This foolish notion be proved from Psalm 19: "He hath placed his tabernacle in the sun."  

 



134. Other Gnostic Sects. 
 
The ancient fathers, especially Hippolytus and Epiphanius, mention several other Gnostic sects 
under various designations. 
 
1. The Docetae or Docetists taught that the body of Christ was not real flesh and blood, but 
merely a deceptive, transient phantom, and consequently that he did not really suffer and die and 
rise again. Hippolytus gives an account of the system of this sect. But the name applied as well to 
most Gnostics, especially to Basilides, Saturninus, Valentinus, Marcion, and the Manichaeans. 
Docetism was a characteristic feature of the first antichristian errorists whom St. John had in 
view. {916} {1 John 4:2 2 John 7} 
 
2. The name Antitactae or Antitactes, denotes the licentious antinomian Gnostics, rather than the 
followers of any single master, to whom the term can be traced. {917} 
 
3. The Prodicians, so named from their supposed founder, Prodicus, considered themselves the 
royal family, {918} and, in crazy self-conceit, thought themselves above the law, the sabbath, and 
every form of worship, even above prayer itself, which was becoming only to the ignorant mass. 
They resembled the Nicolaitans and Antitactae, and were also called Adamites, Barbelitae, 
Borboriani, Coddiani, Phibionitae, and by other unintelligible names. {919} 
 
Almost every form of immorality and lawlessness seems to have been practiced under the 
sanction of religion by the baser schools of Gnosticism, and the worst errors and organized vices 
of modern times were anticipated by them. Hence we need not be surprised at the 
uncompromising opposition of the ancient fathers to this radical corruption and perversion of 
Christianity. 
 
{916} For a fuller account see two good articles of Dr. Salmon on Docetae and Docetism, in 
"Smith & Wace," I. 865-870. 
 
{917} See Clement of Alex., Strom. III. 526. From ajntitavssesqai, to defy, rebel against, the law. 
 
{918} eugeneiv. 
 
{919} See Clem. Alex., Strom. I. f. 304; III. f. 438; VII. f. 722; and Epiphan., Haer. 26 (Oehler’s 
ed. I. 169 sqq.).  

 



135. Mani and the Manichaeans. 
 
Sources. 
 
I. Oriental Sources: The most important, though of comparatively late date. (a) Mohammedan 
(Arabic): Kita¢b al Fihrist. A history of Arabic literature to 987, by an Arab of Bagdad, usually 
called Ibn Abi Jakub An-Nadim; brought to light by Flugel, and published after his death by 
Rodiger and Muller, in 2 vols. Leipz. 1871-’72. Book IX. section first, treats of Manichaeism. 
Flugel’s transl. see below. Kessler calls Fihrist a "Fundstatte allerersten Ranges." Next to it 
comes the relation of the Mohamedan philosopher Al-Shahrastani (d. 1153), in his History of 
Religious Parties and Philosophical Sects, ed. Cureton, Lond. 1842, 2 vols. (I. 188-192); German 
translation by Haarbrucker. Halle, 1851. On other Mohammedan sources see Kessler in Herzog, 2 
IX. 225 sq. (b) Persian sources, relating to the life of Mani; the Shaohnaomeh (the Kings’ Book) 
of Firdausi, ed. by Jul. Mohl. Paris, 1866 (V. 472-475). See Kessler, ibid. 225. (c) Christian 
Sources: In Arabic, the Alexandrian Patriarch Eutychius (d. 916), Annales, ed. Pococke. Oxon. 
1628; Barhebraeus (d. 1286), in his Historia Dynastiarum, ed. Pococke. In Syriac: Ephraem 
Syrus (d. 393), in various writings Esnig or Esnik, an Armenian bishop of the 5th century, who 
wrote against Marcion and Mani German translation from the Armenian by C. Fr. Neumann in 
Illgen’s "Zeitschrift fur die Hist. Theol." 1834, p. 77-78. 
 
II. Greek Sources: Eusebius (H. E. VII. 31, a brief account). Epiphanius (Haer. 66). Cyril Of 
Jerusal. (Catech. VI. 20 sqq.). Titus of Bostra (pro Manicaivou, ed. P. de Lafarde, 1859). Photius: 
Adv. Manichos (Cod. 179 Biblioth.). John Of Damascus: Deuteronomy Haeres. and Dial. 
 
III. Latin Sources: Archelaus (Bishop of Cascar in Mesopotamia, d. about 278): Acta 
Disputationis cum Manete haeresiarcha; first written in Syriac, and so far belonging to the 
Oriental Christian sources (Comp. Jerome, Deuteronomy vir. ill. 72), but extant only in a Latin 
translation, which seems to have been made from the Greek, edited by Zacagni (Rom. 1698) and 
Routh (in Reliquiae Sacrae., vol. V. 3-206), Engl. transl. in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Library" (vol. 
XX. 272-419). These Acts purport to contain the report of a disputation between Archelaus and 
Mani before a large assembly, which was in fall sympathy with the orthodox bishop, but (as 
Beausobre first proved) they are in form a fiction from the first quarter of the fourth century 
(about 320) by a Syrian ecclesiastic (probably of Edessa), yet based upon Manichaean 
documents, and containing much information about Manichaean doctrines. They consist of 
various pieces, and were the chief source of information to the West. Mani is represented (ch. 12) 
as appearing in a many-colored cloak and trousers, with a sturdy staff of ebony, a Babylonian 
book under his left arm, and with a mien of an old Persian master. In his defense he quotes freely 
from the N. T. At the end he makes his escape to Persia (ch. 55). Comp. H. V. Zittwitz: Die Acta 
Archelai et Manetis untersucht, in Kahnis’ "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." 1873, No. IV. 
Oblasinski: Acta Disput. Arch., etc. Lips. 1874 (inaugural dissert.). Ad. Harnack: Die Acta 
Archelai und das Diatessaron Tatians, in "Texte und Untersuch. zur Gesch. der altchristl. Lit." 
vol. I. Heft. 3 (1883), p. 137-153. Harnack tries to prove that the Gospel quotations of Archelaus 
are taken from Tatian’s Diatessaron. Comp. also his Dogmengeschichte, I. (1886), 681-694. 
 
St. Augustin (d. 430, the chief Latin authority next to the translation of Archelaus): Contra 
Epistolam Manichaei; Contra Faustum Manich., and other anti-Manichaean writings, in the 8 
{th} vol. of the Benedictine edition of his Opera. English translation in Schaff’s "Nicene and 
Post-Nicene Library," Vol. IV., N. York, 1887. 
 



Comp. also the Acts of Councils against the Manich. from the fourth century onward, in Mansi 
and Hefele. 
 
Modern Works: 
 
*Isaac Deuteronomy Beausobre (b. 1659 in France, pastor of the French church in Berlin, d. 
1738): Histoire crit. de Manichee et du Manicheisme. Amst. 1734 and 39. 2 vols. 4Â§. Part of the 
first vol. is historical, the second doctrinal. Very full and scholarly. He intended to write a third 
volume on the later Manichaeans. 
 
*F. Chr. Baur: Das Manichaeische Religionssystem nach den Quellen neu untersucht und 
entwickelt. Tub. 1831 (500 pages). A comprehensive Philosophical and critical view. He calls the 
Manich. system a "gluhend prachtiges Natur- und Weltgedicht." 
 
Trechsel: Ueber Kanon, Kritik, und Exegese der Manichaer. Bern, 1832. 
 
D. Chwolson: Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus. Petersb. 1856, 2 vols. 
 
*Gust. Flugel (d. 1870): Mani, seine Lehre und seine Schriften. Aus dem Fihrist des Abi Jakub 
an-Nadim (987). Leipz. 1862. Text, translation, and Commentary, 440 pages. 
 
Fr. Spiegel: Eranische Alterthumskunde, vol. II. 1873, p. 185-232. 
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The accounts of Mosheim, Lardner, Schrockh, Walch, Neander, Gieseler. 
 
We come now to the latest, the best organized, the most consistent, tenacious and dangerous form 
of Gnosticism, with which Christianity had to wage a long conflict. Manichaeism was not only a 
school, like the older forms of Gnosticism, but a rival religion and a rival church. In this respect it 
resembled Islam which at a later period became a still more formidable rival of Christianity; both 
claimed to be divine revelations, both engrafted pseudo-Christian elements on a heathen stock, 
but the starting point was radically different: Manichaeism being anti-Jewish and dualistic, 
Mohammedanism, pseudo-Jewish and severely and fanatically monotheistic. 
 
First the external history. 
 
The origin of Manichaeism is matter of obscure and confused tradition. It is traced to Mani 
(Manes, Manichaeus), {920} a Persian philosopher, astronomer, and painter, {921} of the third 
century (215-277), who came over to Christianity, or rather introduced some Christian elements 
into the Zoroastrian religion, and thus stirred up an intellectual and moral revolution among his 
countrymen. According to Arabic Mohammedan sources, he was the son of Fatak (Pavtekio), a 



high-born Persian of Hamadan (Ecbatana), who emigrated to Ctesiphon in Babylonia. Here he 
received a careful education. He belonged originally to the Judaizing Gnostic sect of the 
Mandaeans or Elkesaites (the Mogtasilah, i.e. Baptists); but in his nineteenth and again in his 
twenty-fourth year (238) a new religion was divinely revealed to him. In his thirtieth year he 
began to preach his syncretistic creed, undertook long journeys and sent out disciples. He 
proclaimed himself to be the last and highest prophet of God and the Paraclete promised by Christ 
(as Mohammed did six hundred years later). He began his "Epistola Fundamenti," in which he 
propounded his leading doctrines, with the words: "Mani, the apostle of Jesus Christ, by the 
providence of God the Father. These are the words of salvation from the eternal and living 
source." He composed many books in the Persian and Syriac languages and in an alphabet of his 
own invention but they are all lost. {922} 
 
At first Mani found favor at the court of the Persian king Shapur I. (Sapor), but stirred up the 
hatred of the priestly cast of the Magians. He fled to East India and China and became acquainted 
with Buddhism. Indeed, the name of Buddha is interwoven with the legendary history of the 
Manichaean system. His disputations with Archelaus in Mesopotamia are a fiction, like the 
pseudo-Clementine disputations of Simon Magus with Peter, but on a better historic foundation 
and with an orthodox aim of the writer {923} 
 
In the year 270 Mani returned to Persia, and won many followers by his symbolic (pictorial) 
illustrations of the doctrines, which he pretended had been revealed to him by God. But in a 
disputation with the Magians, he was convicted of corrupting the old religion, and thereupon was 
crucified, or flayed alive by order of king Behram I. (Veranes) about 277; his skin was stuffed 
and hung up for a terror at the gate of the city Djondishapur (or Gundeshapur), since called "the 
gate of Mani." {924} His followers were cruelly persecuted by the king. 
 
Soon after Mani’s horrible death his sect spread in Turkistan, Mesopotamia, North Africa, Sicily, 
Italy and Spain. As it moved westward it assumed a more Christian character, especially in North 
Africa. It was everywhere persecuted in the Roman empire, first by Diocletian (A. D. 287), and 
afterwards by the Christian emperors. Nevertheless it flourished till the sixth century and even 
later. Persecution of heresy always helps heresy unless the heretics are exterminated. 
 
The mysteriousness of its doctrine, its compact organization, the apparent solution of the terrible 
problem of evil, and the show of ascetic holiness sometimes were the chief points of attraction. 
Even such a profound and noble spirit as St. Augustin was nine years an auditor of the sect before 
he was converted to the Catholic church. He sought there a deeper philosophy of religion and 
became acquainted with the gifted and eloquent Faustus of Numidia, but was disappointed and 
found him a superficial charlatan. Another Manichaean, by the name of Felix, he succeeded in 
converting to the Catholic faith in a public disputation of two days at Hippo. His connection with 
Manichaeism enabled him in his polemic writings to refute it and to develop the doctrines of the 
relation of knowledge and faith, of reason and revelation, the freedom of will, the origin of evil 
and its relation to the divine government. Thus here, too, error was overruled for the promotion of 
truth. 
 
Pope Leo I. searched for these heretics in Rome, and with the aid of the magistrate brought many 
to punishment. Valentinian III. punished them by banishment, Justinian by death. The violent and 
persistent persecutions at last destroyed their organization. But their system extended its influence 
throughout the middle ages down to the thirteenth century, reappearing, under different 
modifications, with a larger infusion of Christian elements, in the Priscillianists, Paulieians, 
Bogomiles, Albigenses, Catharists and other sects, which were therefore called "New 
Manichaeans." Indeed some of the leading features of Manichaeism—the dualistic separation of 



soul and body, the ascription of nature to the devil, the pantheistic confusion of the moral and 
physical, the hypocritical symbolism, concealing heathen views under Christian phrases, the 
haughty air of mystery, and the aristocratic distinction of esoteric and exoteric—still live in 
various forms even in modern systems of philosophy and sects of religion. {925} 
 
{920} manhv, mantov manicaiov, Manes (Gen. Manetis), Manichaeans (the last form always 
used by St. Augustin). The name is either of Persian or Semitic origin, but has not yet been 
satisfactorily explained. Kessler identifies it with Mana, Manda, i.e. knowledge, gnwiv, of the 
Mandaeans. According to the Acta Archelai he was originally called Cubricus, which Kessler 
regards as a corruption of the Arabic Shuraik. 
 
{921} At least, according to Persian accounts; but the Arabs, who hate painting, and the church 
fathers are silent about his skill as a painter. 
 
{922} Among these are mentioned the Book of Mysteries, the Book of Giants, the Book of 
Precepts for Hearers (Capitula or Epistola Fundamenti, from which Augustin gives large 
extracts), Shahpurakan (i.e. belonging to King Shahpur), the Book of Life, the Gospel or the 
Living Gospel. See Kessler, l. c, p. 249 sqq. 
 
{923} Beausobre (vol. I. Pref. p. viii): "Les Actes de cette Dispute sont evidemment une fiction 
pareille a celle de cet imposteur, qui a pris le nom de Clement Romain, et qui a-introduit S. 
Pierre disputant contre Simon le Magicien." 
 
{924} The cruel death of Mani and the maltreatment of his corpse are well attested but his being 
skinned alive is perhaps a later Christian tradition. The Disput. Archelai (c. 55) towards the close 
gives this account: "He was apprehended and brought before the king, who, being inflamed with 
the strongest indignation against him, and fired will the desire of avenging two deaths upon 
him—namely, the death of his own son, and the death of the keeper of the prison—gave orders 
that he should be flayed alive and hung before the gate of the city and that his skin should be 
dipped in certain medicaments and inflated: his flesh, too, he commanded to be given as a prey to 
the birds." See the different accounts in Beausobre, I. 205 sq. 
 
{925} The Mormons or Latter-Day Saints of Utah present an interesting parallel, especially in 
their hierarchical organization; while in their polygamy they as strongly contrast with the ascetic 
Manichaeans, and resemble the Mohammedans.  

 



136. The Manichaean System. 
 
Manichaeism is a compound of dualistic, pantheistic, Gnostic, and ascetic elements, combined 
with a fantastic philosophy of nature, which gives the whole system a materialistic character, 
notwithstanding its ascetic abhorrence of matter. The metaphysical foundation is a radical 
dualism between good and evil, light and darkness, derived from the Persian Zoroastrism (as 
restored by the school of the Magasaeans under the reign of the second Sassanides towards the 
middle of the second century). The prominent ethical feature is a rigid asceticism which strongly 
resembles Buddhism. {926} The Christian element is only a superficial varnish (as in 
Mohammedanism). The Jewish religion is excluded altogether (while in Mohammedanism it 
forms a very important feature), and the Old Testament is rejected, as inspired by the devil and 
his false prophets. The chief authorities were apocryphal Gospels and the writings of Mani. 
 
1. The Manichaean theology begins with an irreconcilable antagonism between the kingdom of 
light and the kingdom of darkness. And this is identified with the ethical dualism between good 
and bad. These two kingdoms stood opposed to each other from eternity, remaining unmingled. 
Then Satan who with his demons was born from darkness, began to rage and made an assault 
upon the kingdom of light. From this incursion resulted the present world, which exhibits a 
mixture of the two elements detached portions of light imprisoned in darkness. Adam was created 
in the image of Satan, but with a strong spark of light, and was provided by Satan with Eve as his 
companion, who represents seductive sensuousness, but also with a spark of light, though smaller 
than that in Adam. Cain and Abel are sons of Satan and Eve, but Seth is the offspring of Adam by 
Eve, and full of light. Thus mankind came into existence with different shares of light, the men 
with more, the women with less. Every individual man is at once a son of light and of darkness, 
has a good soul, and a body substantially evil, with an evil soul corresponding to it. The 
redemption of the light from the bonds of the darkness is effected by Christ, who is identical with 
the sun spirit, and by the Holy Ghost, who has his seat in the ether. These two beings attract the 
lightforces out of the material world, while the prince of darkness, and the spirits imprisoned in 
the stars, seek to keep them back. The sun and moon are the two shining ships (lucidae naves) for 
conducting the imprisoned light into the eternal kingdom of light. The full moon represents the 
ship laden with light; the new moon, the vessel emptied of its cargo; and the twelve signs of the 
zodiac also serve as buckets in this pumping operation. 
 
The Manichaean christology, like the Gnostic, is entirely docetic, and, by its perverted view of 
body and matter, wholly excludes the idea of an incarnation of God. The teachings of Christ were 
compiled and falsified by the apostles in the Spirit of Judaism. Mani, the promised Paraclete, has 
restored them. The goal of history is an entire separation of the light from the darkness; a 
tremendous conflagration consumes the world, and the kingdom of darkness sinks into 
impotence. 
 
Thus Christianity is here resolved into a fantastic dualistic, and yet pantheistic philosophy of 
nature; moral regeneration is identified with a process of physical refinement; and the whole 
mystery of redemption is found in light, which was always worshipped in the East as the symbol 
of deity. Unquestionably there pervades the Manichaean system a kind of groaning of the creature 
for redemption, and a deep sympathy with nature, that hieroglyphic of spirit; but all is distorted 
and confused. The suffering Jesus on the cross (Jesus patibilis) is here a mere illusion, a symbol 
of the world-soul still enchained in matter, and is seen in every plant which works upwards from 
the dark bosom of the earth towards the light, towards bloom and fruit, yearning after freedom. 
Hence the class of the "perfect" would not kill nor wound a beast, pluck a flower, nor break a 



blade of grass. The system, instead of being, as it pretends, a liberation of light from darkness, is 
really a turning of light into darkness. 
 
2. The morality of the Manichaeans was severely ascetic, based on the fundamental error of the 
intrinsic evil of matter and the body; the extreme opposite of the Pelagian view of the essential 
moral purity of human nature. {927} The great moral aim is, to become entirely unworldly in the 
Buddhistic sense; to renounce and destroy corporeity; to set the good soul free from the fetters of 
matter. This is accomplished by the most rigid and gloomy abstinence from all those elements 
which have their source in the sphere of darkness. It was, however, only required of the elect, not 
of catechumens. A distinction was made between a higher and lower morality similar to that in 
the catholic church. The perfection of the elect consisted in a threefold seal or preservative 
(signaculum). {928} 
 
(a) The signaculum oris, that is, purity in words and in diet, abstinence from all animal food and 
strong drink, even in the holy supper, and restriction to vegetable diet, which was furnished to the 
perfect by the "bearers," particularly olives, as their oil is the food of light. 
 
(b) The signaculum manuum: renunciation of earthly property, and of material and industrial 
pursuits, even agriculture; with a sacred reverence for the divine light-life diffused through all 
nature. 
 
(c) The signaculum sinus, or celibacy, and abstinence from any gratification of sensual desire. 
Marriage, or rather procreation, is a contamination with corporeity, which is essentially evil. 
 
This unnatural holiness of the elect at the same time atoned for the unavoidable daily sins of the 
catechumens who paid them the greatest reverence. It was accompanied, however, as in the 
Gnostics, with an excessive pride of knowledge, and if we are to believe the catholic opponents, 
its fair show not rarely concealed refined forms of vice. 
 
3. Organization. Manichaeism differed from all the Gnostic schools in having a fixed, and that a 
strictly hierarchical, organization. This accounts in large measure for its tenacity and endurance. 
At the head of the sect stood twelve apostles, or magistri, among whom Mani and his successors, 
like Peter and the pope, held the chief place. Under them were seventy-two bishops, answering to 
the seventy-two (strictly seventy) disciples of Jesus; and under these came presbyters, deacons 
and itinerant evangelists. {929} In the congregation there were two distinct classes, designed to 
correspond to the catechumens and the faithful in the catholic church: the "hearers;" {930} and 
the "perfect," the esoteric, the priestly caste, {931} which represents the last stage in the process 
of liberation of the spirit and its separation from the world, the transition from the kingdom of 
matter into the kingdom of light, or in Buddhistic terms, from the world of Sansara into Nirwana. 
 
4. The worship of the Manichaeans was, on the whole, very simple. They had no sacrifices, but 
four daily prayers, preceded by ablations, and accompanied by prostrations, the worshipper 
turned towards the sun or moon as the seat of light. They observed Sunday, in honor of the sun, 
which was with them the same with the redeemer; but, contrary to the custom of the catholic 
Christians, they made it a day of fasting. They had weekly, monthly, and yearly fasts. They 
rejected the church festivals, but instead celebrated in March with great pomp the day of the 
martyrdom of their divinely appointed teacher, Mani. {932} The sacraments were mysteries of the 
elect, of which even Augustin could learn very little. Hence it has been disputed whether they 
used baptism or not, and whether they baptized by water, or oil. Probably they practised water 
baptism and anointing, and regarded the latter as a higher spiritual baptism, or distinguished both 
as baptism and confirmation in the catholic church. {933} They also celebrated a kind of holy 



supper, sometimes even under disguise in catholic churches, but without wine (because Christ 
had no blood), and regarding it perhaps, according to their pantheistic symbolism, as the 
commemoration of the light-soul crucified in all nature. Their sign of recognition was the 
extension of the right hand as symbol of common deliverance from the kingdom of darkness by 
the redeeming hand of the spirit of the sun. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{926} Kessler (followed by Harnack) derives Manichaeism exclusively from Chaldaean sources, 
but must admit the strong affinity with Zoroastric and Buddhist ideas and customs. The Fihrist 
says that Mani derived his doctrine from Parsism and Christianity. On the Buddhistic element, 
(see Baur, p. 433-44,). 
 
{927} Schleiermacher correctly represents Manichaeism and Pelagianism as the two fundamental 
heresies in anthropology and soteriology the one makes man essentially evil (in body), and thus 
denies the possibility of redemption; the other makes man essentially good, and thus denies the 
necessity of redemption. 
 
{928} The meaning of signaculum is not criterion (as Baur explains, l. c. p. 248), but seal (as is 
clear from the corresponding Arabic hataom in the Fihrist). See Kessler. 
 
{929} The organization of the Mormons is similar. 
 
{930} Auditores, catechumeni, in Arabic sammaun. 
 
{931} Electi, perfecti, catharistae, eklectoi, teleioi, in the Fihrist siddikun. Faustus terms them 
the sacerdotale genus. 
 
{932} The feast of "the chair," bhma, cathedra. The Mormons likewise celebrate the martyrdom 
of their founder, Joseph Smith who was killed by the mob at Carthage, Illinois (June 27, 1844). 
 
{933} Gieseler and Neander are disposed to deny the use of water-baptism by the Manichaeans, 
Beausobre, Thilo, Baur, and Kessler assert it. The passages in Augustin are obscure and 
conflicting. See Baur, l. c. p. 273-281. The older Gnostic sects (the Marcionites and the 
Valentinians), and the New Manichaeans practised a baptismal rite by water. Some new light is 
thrown on this disputed question by the complete Greek text of the Gnostic Acts of Thomas, 
recently published by Max Bonnet of Montpellier (Acta Thomae, Lips. 1883). Here both baptism 
and anointing are repeatedly mentioned, p. 19 (in a thanksgiving to Christ: kayarisav autouv 
tw sw loutrw kai aleiqav autouv tw sw eleiw apo thv periecoushv autouv planhv), 
20, 35, 68, (where, however, the pouring of oil is mentioned before water-baptism), 73, 32 
(aleiav... kai ebaptisen autouv; ... anelyontwn de; autwn ek twn udatwn labwn arton 
kai pothrion euloghsen eipwn...). Comp. The discussion of Lipsius in Die Apokryphen 
Apostelgeschichten und Apostellegenden (Braunschweig, 1883), p. 331, where he asserts: "Die 
Wassertaufe stand bei den Manichaeern ebenso wie bei den meisten alteren gnostichen Secten un 
Uebung."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XII: 
 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF CATHOLIC THEOLOGY IN CONFLICT WITH HERESY. 
 

137. Catholic Orthodoxy. 
 
I. Sources: The doctrinal and polemical writings of the ante-Nicene fathers, especially Justin 
Martyr, Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Tertullian, Cyprian, Clement Of Alex., and Origen. 
 
II. Literature: The relevant sections in the works on Doctrine History by Petravius, Munscher, 
Neander, Giesler, Baur, Hagenbach, Shedd, Nitzsch, Harnack (first vol. 1886; 2d ed. 1888). 
 
Jos. Schwane (R.C.): Dogmengeschichte der vornicanischen Zeit. Munster, 1862. 
 
Edm. Deuteronomy Pressense: Heresy and Christian Doctrine, transl. by Annie Harwood. Lond. 
1873. 
 
The special literature see below. Comp. also the Lit. in Ch. XIII. 
 
By the wide-spread errors described in the preceding chapter, the church was challenged to a 
mighty intellectual combat, from which she came forth victorious, according to the promise of her 
Lord, that the Holy Spirit should guide her into the whole truth. To the subjective, baseless, and 
ever-changing speculations, dreams, and fictions of the heretics, she opposed the substantial, solid 
realities of the divine revelation. Christian theology grew, indeed, as by inward necessity, from 
the demand of faith for knowledge. But heresy, Gnosticism in particular, gave it a powerful 
impulse from without, and came as a fertilizing thunder-storm upon the field. The church 
possessed the truth from the beginning, in the experience of faith, and in the Holy Scriptures, 
which she handed down with scrupulous fidelity from generation to generation. But now came 
the task of developing the substance of the Christian truth in theoretical form {934} fortifying it 
on all sides, and presenting it in clear light before the understanding. Thus the Christian polemic 
and dogmatic theology, or the church’s logical apprehension of the doctrines of salvation, 
unfolded itself in this conflict with heresy; as the apologetic literature and martyrdom had arisen 
through Jewish and heathen persecution. 
 
From this time forth the distinction between catholic and heretical, orthodoxy and heterodoxy, the 
faith of the church and dissenting private opinion, became steadily more prominent. Every 
doctrine which agreed with the holy scriptures and the faith of the church, was received as 
catholic; that is, universal, and exclusive. {935} Whatever deviated materially from this standard, 
every arbitrary notion, framed by this or that individual, every distortion or corruption of the 
revealed doctrines of Christianity, every departure from the public sentiment of the church, was 
considered heresy.. {936} 
 
Almost all the church fathers came out against the contemporary heresies, with arguments from 
scripture, with the tradition of the church, and with rational demonstration, proving them 
inwardly inconsistent and absurd. 
 
But in doing this, while they are one in spirit and purpose, they pursue two very different courses, 
determined by the differences between the Greek and Roman nationality, and by peculiarities of 



mental organization and the appointment of Providence. The Greek theology, above all the 
Alexandrian, represented by Clement and Origen, is predominantly idealistic and speculative, 
dealing with the objective doctrines of God, the incarnation, the trinity, and christology; 
endeavoring to supplant the false gnosis by a true knowledge, an orthodox philosophy, resting on 
the Christian pistis. It was strongly influenced by Platonic speculation in the Logos doctrine. The 
Latin theology, particularly the North African, whose most distinguished representatives are 
Tertullian and Cyprian, is more realistic and practical, concerned with the doctrines of human 
nature and of salvation, and more directly hostile to Gnosticism and philosophy. With this is 
connected the fact, that the Greek fathers were first philosophers; the Latin were mostly lawyers 
and statesmen; the former reached the Christian faith in the way of speculation, the latter in the 
spirit of practical morality. Characteristically, too, the Greek church built mainly upon the apostle 
John, pre-eminently the contemplative "divine;" the Latin upon Peter, the practical leader of the 
church. While Clement of Alexandria and Origen often wander away into cloudy, almost Gnostic 
speculation, and threaten to resolve the real substance of the Christian ideas into thin spiritualism, 
Tertullian sets himself implacably against Gnosticism and the heathen philosophy upon which it 
rests. "What fellowship," he asks, "is there between Athens and Jerusalem, the academy and the 
church, heretics and Christians?" But this difference was only relative. With all their spiritualism, 
the Alexandrians still committed themselves to a striking literalism; while, in spite of his aversion 
to philosophy, Tertullian labored with profound speculative ideas which came to their full birth in 
Augustin. 
 
Irenaeus, who sprang from the Eastern church, and used the Greek language, but labored in the 
West, holds a kind of mediating position between the two branches of the church, and may be 
taken as, on the whole, the most moderate and sound representative of ecclesiastical orthodoxy in 
the ante-Nicene period. He is as decided against Gnosticism as Tertullian, without overlooking 
the speculative want betrayed in that system. His refutation of the Gnosis, {937} written between 
177 and 192, is the leading polemic work of the second century. In the first book of this work 
Irenaeus gives a full account of the Valentinian system of Gnosis; in the second book be begins 
his refutation in philosophical and logical style; in the third, he brings against the system the 
catholic tradition and the holy, scriptures, and vindicates the orthodox doctrine of the unity of 
God, the creation of the world, the incarnation of the Logos, against the docetic denial of the true 
humanity of Christ and the Ebionitic denial of his true divinity; in the fourth book he further 
fortifies the same doctrines, and, against the antinomianism of the school of Marcion, 
demonstrates the unity of the Old and New Testaments; in the fifth and last book he presents his 
views on eschatology, particularly on the resurrection of the body—so offensive to the Gnostic 
spiritualism—and at the close treats of Antichrist, the end of the world, the intermediate state, and 
the millennium. 
 
His disciple Hippolytus gives us, in the "Philosophumena," a still fuller account, in many 
respects, of the early heresies, and traces them up to, their sources in the heathen systems of 
philosophy, but does not go so deep into the exposition of the catholic doctrines of the church. 
 
The leading effort in this polemic literature was, of course, to develop and establish positively the 
Christian truth; which is, at the same time, to refute most effectually the opposite error. The 
object was, particularly, to settle the doctrines of the rule of faith, the incarnation of God, and the 
true divinity and true humanity of Christ. In this effort the mind of the church, under the constant 
guidance of the divine word and the apostolic tradition, steered with unerring instinct between the 
threatening cliffs. Yet no little indefiniteness and obscurity still prevailed in the scientific 
apprehension and statement of these points. In this stormy time, too, there were as yet no general 
councils to, settle doctrinal controversy by the voice of the whole church. The dogmas of the 



trinity and the person of Christ, did not reach maturity and final symbolical definition until the 
following period, or the Nicene age. 
 
Notes on Heresy. 
 
The term heresy is derived from airesi which means originally either capture (from airew), or 
election, choice (from aireomai), and assumed the additional idea of arbitrary opposition to 
public opinion and authority. In the N. Test. it designates a chosen way of life, a school or sect or 
party, not necessarily in a bad sense, and is applied to the Pharisees, the Sadducees, and even the 
Christians as a Jewish sect; {Acts 5:17 15:5 24:5,14 26:5 28:22} then it signifies discord, arising 
from difference of opinion; {Galatians 5:20 1 Corinthians 11:19} and lastly error. {2 Peter 2:1, 
airesei apwleia destructive heresies, or sects of perdition} This passage comes nearest to the 
ecclesiastical definition. The term heretic (airetikov anyrwpov) occurs only once, Titus 3:10, 
and means a factious man, a sectary, a partisan, rather than an errorist. 
 
Constantine the Great still speaks of the Christian church as a sect, h airesi h kayolikh, h 
agiwtath airesi (in a letter to Chrestus, bishop of Syracuse, in Euseb, H. E. X. c. 5, 21 and 22, 
in Heinichen’s ed. I, 491). But after him church and sect became opposites, the former term being 
confined to the one ruling body, the latter to dissenting minorities. 
 
The fathers commonly use heresy of false teaching, in opposition to Catholic doctrine, and schism 
of a breach of discipline, in opposition to Catholic government. The ancient heresiologists—
mostly uncritical, credulous, and bigoted, though honest and pious, zealots for a narrow 
orthodoxy—unreasonably multiplied the heresies by extending them beyond the limits of 
Christianity, and counting all modifications and variations separately. Philastrius or Philastrus, 
bishop. of Brescia or Brixia (d. 387), in his Liber de Haeresibus, numbered 28 Jewish and 128 
Christian heresies; Epiphanius of Cyprus (d. 403), in his Panavrion. 80 heresies in all, 20 before 
and 60 after Christ; Augustin (d. 430), 88 Christian heresies, including Pelagianism; 
Proedestinatus, 90, including Pelagianism and Nestorianism. (Pope Pius IX. condemned 80 
modern heresies, in his Syllabus of Errors, 1864.) Augustin says that it is "altogether impossible, 
or at any rate most difficult" to define heresy, and wisely adds that the spirit in which error is 
held, rather than error itself, constitutes heresy. There are innocent as well as guilty errors. 
Moreover, a great many people are better than their creed or no-creed, and a great many are 
worse than their creed, however orthodox it may be. The severest words of our Lord were 
directed against the hypocritical orthodoxy of the Pharisees. In the course of time heresy was 
defined to be a religious error held in wilful and persistent opposition to the truth after it has been 
defined and declared by the church in an authoritative manner, or "pertinax defensio dogmatis 
ecclesiae universalis judicio condemnati." Speculations on open questions of theology are no 
heresies Origen was no heretic in his age, but was condemned long after his death. 
 
In the present divided state of Christendom there are different kinds of orthodoxy and heresy. 
Orthodoxy is conformity to a recognized creed or standard of public doctrine; heresy is a wilful 
departure from it. The Greek church rejects the Roman dogmas of the papacy, of the double 
procession of the Holy Ghost, the immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary, and the infallibility 
of the Pope, as heretical, because contrary to the teaching of the first seven oecumenical councils. 
The Roman church anathematized, in the Council of Trent, all the distinctive doctrines of the 
Protestant Reformation. Evangelical Protestants on the other hand regard the unscriptural 
traditions of the Greek and Roman churches as heretical. Among Protestant churches again there 
are minor doctrinal differences, which are held with various degrees of exclusiveness or liberality 
according to the degree of departure from the Roman Catholic church. Luther, for instance, would 
not tolerate Zwingli’s view on the Lord’s Supper, while Zwingli was willing to fraternize with 



him notwithstanding this difference. The Lutheran Formula of Concord, and the Calvinistic 
Synod of Dort rejected and condemned doctrines which are now held with impunity in orthodox 
evangelical churches. The danger of orthodoxy lies in the direction of exclusive and uncharitable 
bigotry, which contracts the truth; the danger of liberalism lies in the direction of laxity and 
indifferentism, which obliterates the eternal distinction between truth and error. 
 
The apostles, guided by more than human wisdom, and endowed with more than ecclesiastical 
authority, judged severely of every essential departure from the revealed truth of salvation. Paul 
pronounced the anathema on the Judaizing teachers, who made circumcision a term of true 
church membership, {Galatians 1:8} and calls them sarcastically "dogs" of the "concision". 
{Philippians 3:2, blepete tou kuna... th katatomh} He warned the elders of Ephesus against 
"grievous wolves" (lukoi barei) who would after his departure enter among them; {Acts 20:29} 
and he characterizes the speculations of the rising gnosis falsely so called (qeudwnumo gnwsi) as 
"doctrines of demons" (didaskaliai daimoniwn, 1 Timothy 4:1; Comp. 1 Timothy 6:3-20 2 
Timothy 3:1 sqq.; 4:3 sqq.). John warns with equal earnestness and severity against all false 
teachers who deny the fact of the incarnation, and calls them antichrists; {1 John 4:3 2 John 7} 
and the second Epistle of Peter and the Epistle of Jude describe the heretics in the darkest colors. 
 
We need not wonder, then, that the ante-Nicene fathers held the gnostic heretics of their days in 
the greatest abhorrence, and called them servants of Satan, beasts in human shape, dealers in 
deadly poison, robbers, and pirates. Polycarp, (Ad Philippians c 7) Ignatius (Ad Smyrn. c. 4), 
Justin M. (Apol. I. c. 26), Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. III. 3, 4), Hippolytus, Tertullian, even Clement of 
Alexandria, and Origen occupy essentially the same position of uncompromising hostility 
towards heresy is the fathers of the Nicene and post-Nicene ages. They regard it as the tares sown 
by the devil in the Lord’s field. {Matthew 13:3-6 sqq} Hence Tertullian infers, "That which was 
first delivered is of the Lord and is true; whilst that is strange and false which was afterwards 
introduced" (Praescr. c. 31: "Exodus ipso ordine manifestatur, id esse dominicum et verum quod 
sit prius traditum, id autem extraneum et falsum quod sit posterius inmissum"). There is indeed a 
necessity for heresies and sects, {1 Corinthians 11:19} but "woe to that man through whom the 
offence cometh". {Matthew 18:7} "It was necessary," says Tertullian (ib. 30), "that the Lord 
should be betrayed; but woe to the traitor." 
 
Another characteristic feature of patristic polemics is to trace heresy, to mean motives, such as 
pride, disappointed ambition, sensual lust, and avarice. No allowance is made for different mental 
constitutions, educational influences, and other causes. There are, however, a few noble 
exceptions. Origen and Augustin admit the honesty and earnestness at least of some teachers of 
error. 
 
We must notice two important points of difference between the ante-Nicene and later heresies, 
and the mode of punishing heresy. 
 
1. The chief ante-Nicene heresies were undoubtedly radical perversions of Christian truth and 
admitted of no kind of compromise. Ebionism, Gnosticism, and Manichaeism were essentially 
anti-Christian. The church could not tolerate that medley of pagan sense and nonsense without 
endangering its very existence. But Montanists, Novatians, Donatists, Quartodecimanians, and 
other sects who differed on minor points of doctrine or discipline, were judged more mildly, and 
their baptism was acknowledged. 
 
2. The punishment of heresy in the ante-Nicene church was purely ecclesiastical, and consisted in 
reproof, deposition, and excommunication. It had no effect on the civil status. 
 



But as soon as church and state began to be united, temporal punishments, such as confiscation of 
property, exile, and death, were added by the civil magistrate with the approval of the church, in 
imitation of the Mosaic code, but in violation of the spirit and example of Christ and the apostles. 
Constantine opened the way in some edicts against the Donatists, A. D. 316. Valentinian I. 
forbade the public worship of Manichaeans (371). After the defeat of the Arians by the second 
Eucumenical Council, Theodosius the Great enforced uniformity of belief by legal penalties in 
fifteen edicts between 381 and 394. Honorius (408), Arcadius, the younger Theodosius, and 
Justinian (529) followed in the same path. By these imperial enactments heretics, i.e. open 
dissenters from the imperial state-religion, were deprived of all public offices, of the right of 
public worship, of receiving or bequeathing properly, of making binding contracts; they were 
subjected to fines, banishment, corporeal punishment, and even death. See the Theos. Code, Book 
XVI. tit. V. Deuteronomy Haereticis. The first sentence of death by the sword for heresy was 
executed on Priscillian and six of his followers who held Manichaean opinions (385). The better 
feeling of Ambrose of Milan and Martin of Tours protested against this act, but in vain. Even the 
great and good St. Augustin, although he had himself been a heretic for nine years, defended the 
principle of religious persecution, on a false exegesis of Cogite eos intrare, Luke 14:23 (Ep. 93 
ad Vinc.; Ep. 185 ad Bonif., Retract. II. 5.). Had he foreseen the crusade against the Albigenses 
and the horrors of the Spanish Inquisition, he would have retracted his dangerous opinion. A 
theocratic or Erastian state-church theory—whether Greek Catholic or Roman Catholic or 
Protestant—makes all offences against the church offences against the state, and requires their 
punishment with more or less severity according to the prevailing degree of zeal for orthodoxy 
and hatred of heresy. But in the overruling Providence of God which brings good out of every 
evil, the bloody persecution of heretics—one of the darkest chapters in church history—has 
produced the sweet fruit of religious liberty. See vol. III. 138-146. 
 
{934} logikwteron, as Eusebius has it. 
 
{935} The term catholic is first used in its ecclesiastical sense by Ignatius, the zealous advocate of 
episcopacy. Ad Smyrn. c. 8: opou a cristov ihsouv, ekei h kayolikh ekklhsia ubi est 
Christus Jesus, illic Catholica Ecclesia. So also in the Letter of the Church of Smyrna on the 
martyrdom of Polycarp (155), in Eusebius, H. E. IV. 15. 
 
{936} From airesiv. See notes below. 
 
{937} elegcov kai anatroph thv qeudwnumou gnwsewv  

 



138. The Holy Scriptures and the Canon. 
 
The works on the Canon by Reuss, Westcott, (6th ed., 1889), Zahn, (1888). Holtzmann: Kanon u. 
Tradition, 1859. Schaff: Companion to the Greek Testament and the English Version. N. York 
and London, 1883; third ed. 1888. Gregory: Prolegomena to Tischendorf’s 8th ed. of the Greek 
Test. Lips., 1884. A. Harnack: Das N. Test. um das jahr 200. Leipz., 1889. 
 
The question of the source and rule of Christian knowledge lies at the foundation of all theology. 
We therefore notice it here before passing to the several doctrines of faith. 
 
1. This source and this rule of knowledge are the holy scriptures of the Old and New Covenants. 
{938} Here at once arises the inquiry as to the number and arrangement of the sacred writings, or 
the canon, in distinction both from the productions of enlightened but not inspired church 
teachers, and from the very numerous and in some cases still extant apocryphal works (Gospels, 
Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypses), which were composed in the first four centuries, in the interest 
of heresies or for the satisfaction of idle curiosity, and sent forth under the name of an apostle or 
other eminent person. These apocrypha, however, did not all originate with Ebionites and 
Gnostics; some were merely designed either to fill chasms in the history of Jesus and the apostles 
by fictitious stories, or to glorify Christianity by vaticinia post eventum, in the way of pious fraud 
at that time freely allowed. 
 
The canon of the Old Testament descended to the church from the Jews, with the sanction of 
Christ and the apostles. The Jewish Apocrypha were included in the Septuagint and passed from 
it into Christian versions. The, New Testament canon was gradually formed, on the model of the 
Old, in the course of the first four centuries, under the guidance of the same Spirit, through whose 
suggestion the several apostolic books had been prepared. The first trace of it appears in 2 Peter 
3:15, where a collection of Paul’s epistles {939} is presumed to exist, and is placed by the side of 
"the other scriptures." {940} The apostolic fathers and the earlier apologists commonly appeal, 
indeed, for the divinity of Christianity to the Old Testament, to the oral preaching of the apostles, 
to the living faith of the Christian churches, the triumphant death of the martyrs, and the 
continued miracles. Yet their works contain quotations, generally without the name of the author, 
from the most important writings of the apostles, or at least allusions to those writings, enough to 
place their high antiquity and ecclesiastical authority beyond all reasonable doubt. {941} The 
heretical canon of the Gnostic Marcion, of the middle of the second century, consisting of a 
mutilated Gospel of Luke and ten of Paul’s epistles, certainly implies the existence of an orthodox 
canon at that time, as heresy always presupposes truth, of which it is a caricature. 
 
The principal books of the New Testament, the four Gospels, the Acts, the thirteen Epistles of 
Paul, the first Epistle of Peter, and the first of John, which are designated by Eusebius as 
"Homologumena," were in general use in the church after the middle of the second century, and 
acknowledged to be apostolic, inspired by the Spirit of Christ, and therefore authoritative and 
canonical. This is established by the testimonies of Justin Martyr, Tatian, Theophilus of Antioch, 
Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen, of the Syriac Peshito (which omits only 
Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John , and the Revelation), the old Latin Versions (which include all books 
but 2 Peter, Hebrews, and perhaps James and the Fragment of Muratori); {942} also by the 
heretics, and the heathen opponent Celsus—persons and documents which represent in this matter 
the churches in Asia Minor, Italy, Gaul, North Africa, Egypt, Palestine, and Syria. We may 
therefore call these books the original canon. 
 



Concerning the other seven books, the "Antilegomena" of Eusebius, viz. the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, {943} the Apocalypse, {944} the second Epistle of Peter, the second and third Epistles 
of John, the Epistle of James, and the Epistle of Jude,—the tradition of the church in the time of 
Eusebius, the beginning of the fourth century, still wavered between acceptance and rejection. 
But of the two oldest manuscripts of the Greek Testament which date from the age of Eusebius 
and Constantine, one—the Sinaitic—contains all the twenty-seven books, and the other—the 
Vatican—was probably likewise complete, although the last chapters of Hebrews, {from Hebrews 
11:14} the Pastoral Epistles, Philemon, and Revelation are lost. There was a second class of 
Antilegomena, called by Eusebius "spurious" (novqa), consisting of several post-apostolic 
writings, viz. the catholic Epistle of Barnabas, the first Epistle of Clement of Rome to the 
Corinthians, the Epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians, the Shepherd of Hermas, the lost 
Apocalypse of Peter, and the Gospel of the Hebrews; which were read at least in some churches 
but were afterwards generally separated from the canon. Some of them are even incorporated in 
the oldest manuscripts of the Bible, as the Epistle of Barnabas and a part of the Shepherd of 
Hermas (both in the original Greek) in the Codex Sinaiticus, and the first Epistle of Clement of 
Rome in the Codex Alexandrinus. 
 
The first express definition of the New Testament canon, in the form in which it has since been 
universally retained, comes from two African synods, held in 393 at Hippo, and 397 at Carthage, 
in the presence of Augustin, who exerted a commanding influence on all the theological questions 
of his age. By that time, at least, the whole church must have already become nearly unanimous 
as to the number of the canonical books; so that there seemed to be no need even of the sanction 
of a general council. The Eastern church, at all events, was entirely independent of the North 
African in the matter. The Council of Laodicea (363) gives a list of the books of our New 
Testament with the exception of the Apocalypse. The last canon which contains this list, is 
probably a later addition, yet the long-established ecclesiastical use of all the books, with some 
doubts as to the Apocalypse, is confirmed by the scattered testimonies of all the great Nicene and 
post Nicene fathers, as Athanasius (d. 373), Cyril of Jerusalem (d. 386), Gregory of Nazianzum 
(d. 389), Epiphanius of Salamis (d. 403), Chrysostom (d. 407), etc. {945} The name Novum 
Testamentum, {946} also Novum Instrumentum (a juridical term conveying the idea of legal 
validity), occurs first in Tertullian, and came into general use instead of the more correct term 
New Covenant. The books were currently divided into two parts, "the Gospel" {947} and "the 
Apostle," and the Epistles, in the second part, into Catholic or General, and Pauline. The Catholic 
canon thus settled remained untouched till the time of the Reformation when the question of the 
Apocrypha and of the Antilegomena was reopened and the science of biblical criticism was born. 
But the most thorough investigations of modern times have not been able to unsettle the faith of 
the church in the New Testament, nor ever will. 
 
2. As to the origin and character of the apostolic writings, the church fathers adopted for the New 
Testament the somewhat mechanical and magical theory of inspiration applied by the Jews to the 
Old; regarding the several books as composed with such extraordinary aid from the Holy Spirit as 
secured their freedom from errors (according to Origen, even from faults of memory). Yet this 
was not regarded as excluding the writer’s own activity and individuality. Irenaeus, for example, 
sees in Paul a peculiar style, which he attributes to the mighty flow of thought in his ardent mind. 
The Alexandrians, however, enlarged the idea of inspiration to a doubtful breadth. Clement of 
Alexandria calls the works of Plato inspired, because they contain truth; and he considers all that 
is beautiful and good in history, a breath of the infinite, a tone, which the divine Logos draws 
forth from the lyre of the human soul. 
 
As a production of the inspired organs, of divine revelation, the sacred scriptures, without critical 
distinction between the Old and New Covenants, were acknowledged and employed against 



heretics as an infallible source of knowledge and an unerring rule of Christian faith and practice. 
Irenaeus calls the Gospel a pillar and ground of the truth. Tertullian demands scripture proof for 
every doctrine, and declares, that heretics cannot stand on pure scriptural ground. In Origen’s 
view nothing deserves credit which cannot be confirmed by the testimony of scripture. 
 
3. The exposition of the Bible was at first purely practical, and designed for direct edification. 
The controversy with the Gnostics called for a more scientific method. Both the orthodox and 
heretics, after the fashion of the rabbinical and Alexandrian Judaism, made large use of 
allegorical and mystical interpretation, and not rarely lost themselves amid the merest fancies and 
wildest vagaries. The fathers generally, with a few exceptions, (Chrysostom and Jerome) had 
scarcely an idea of grammatical and historical exegesis. 
 
Origen was the first to lay down, in connection with the allegorical method of the Jewish 
Platonist, Philo, a formal theory of interpretation, which he carried out in a long series of 
exegetical works remarkable for industry and ingenuity, but meagre in solid results. He 
considered the Bible a living organism, consisting of three elements which answer to the body, 
soul, and spirit of man, after the Platonic psychology. Accordingly, he attributed to the scriptures 
a threefold sense; (1) a somatic, literal, or historical sense, furnished immediately by the meaning 
of the words, but only serving as a veil for a higher idea; (2) a psychic or moral sense, animating 
the first, and serving for general edification; (3) a pneumatic or mystic, and ideal sense, for those 
who stand on the high ground of philosophical knowledge. In the application of this theory he 
shows the same tendency as Philo, to spiritualize away the letter of scripture, especially where the 
plain historical sense seems unworthy, as in the history of David’s crimes; and instead of simply 
bringing out the sense of the Bible, be puts into it all sorts of foreign ideas and irrelevant fancies. 
But this allegorizing suited the taste of the age, and, with his fertile mind and imposing learning, 
Origen was the exegetical oracle of the early church, till his orthodoxy fell into disrepute. He is 
the pioneer, also, in the criticism of the sacred text, and his "Hexapla" was the first attempt at a 
Polyglot Bible. 
 
In spite of the numberless exegetical vagaries and differences in detail, which confute the 
Tridentine fiction of an "unanimis consensus patrum," there is still a certain unanimity among the 
fathers in their way of drawing the most important articles of faith from the Scriptures. In their 
expositions they all follow one dogmatical principle, a kind of analogia fidei. This brings us to 
tradition. 
 
Notes on the Canon. 
 
I. The Statements of Eusebius, 
 
The accounts of Eusebius (d. 340) on the apostolic writings in several passages of his Church 
History (especially III. 25; comp. II. 22, 23; III. 3, 24; V. 8; VI. 14, 25) are somewhat vague and 
inconsistent, yet upon the whole they give us the best idea of the state of the canon in the first 
quarter of the fourth century just before the Council of Nicaea (325). 
 
He distinguishes four classes of sacred books of the Christians (H. E. III. 25, in Heinichen’s ed. 
vol. I. 130 sqq.; comp. his note in vol. III. 87 sqq.). 
 
1. Homologumena, i.e. such as were universally acknowledged (oJmologouvmena): 22 Books of 
the 27 of the N. T., viz.: 4 Gospels, Acts, 14 Pauline Epistles (including Hebrews), 1 Peter, 1 John 
, Revelation. He says: "Having arrived at this point, it is proper that we should give a summary 
catalogue of the afore-mentioned (III. 24) writings of the N. T. (anakefalaiwsasyai ta 



dhlwyeisa th kainh diayhkh grafa). First, then, we must place the sacred quaternion (or 
quartette, tetraktun) of the Gospels, which are followed by the book of the Acts of the Apostles 
(h twn praxewn twn apostolwn grafh). After this we must reckon the Epistles of Paul, and 
next to them we must maintain as genuine (kurwteon, the verb. adj. from kurow, to ratify), the 
Epistle circulated as the former of John (thn feromenhn iwannou proteran), and in like 
manner that of Peter (kai omoiw thn petrou epistolhn). In addition to these books, if it seem 
proper (eige faneih), we must place the Revelation of John (thn apokaluqin iwannou), 
concerning which we shall set forth the different opinions in due course. And these are reckoned 
among those which are generally received (en omologoumenoi)." 
 
In bk. III. ch. 3, Eusebius speaks of "fourteen Epp." of Paul (tou de; paulou prodhloi kai; 
safeiv ai dekatessarev,) as commonly received, but adds that "some have rejected the Ep. to 
the Hebrews, saying that it was disputed as not being one of Paul’s epistles." 
 
On the Apocalypse, Eusebius vacillates according as he gives the public belief of the church or 
his private opinion. He first counts it among the Homologumena, and then, in the same passage 
(III. 25), among the spurious books, but in each case with a qualifying statement (ei faneivh), 
leaving the matter to the judgment of the reader. He rarely quotes the book, and usually as the 
"Apocalypse of John," but in one place (III. 39) he intimates that it was probably written by "the 
second John," which must mean the "Presbyter John," so called, as distinct from the Apostle—an 
opinion which has found much favor in the Schleiermacher school of critics. Owing to its 
mysterious character, the Apocalypse is, even to this day, the most popular book of the N. T. with 
a few, and the most unpopular with the many. It is as well attested as any other book, and the 
most radical modern critics (Baur, Renan) admit its apostolic authorship and composition before 
the destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
2. Antilegomena, or controverted books, yet "familiar to most people of the church" 
(antilegomena, gnwrima d o mw toi polloi, III. 25). These are five (or seven), viz., one 
Epistle of James, one of Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John ("whether they really belong to the Evangelist 
or to another John"). 
 
To these we may add (although Eusebius does not do it expressly) the Hebrews and the 
Apocalypse, the former as not being generally acknowledged as Pauline, the latter on account of 
its supposed chiliasm, which was offensive to Eusebius and the Alexandrian school. 
 
3. Spurious Books (noya), such as the Acts of Paul, the Revelation of Peter, the Shepherd 
(Hermas), the Ep. of Barnabas, the so-called "Doctrines of the Apostles, "and the Gospel 
according to the Hebrews." in which those Hebrews who have accepted Christ take special 
delight." 
 
To these he adds inconsistently, as already remarked, the Apocalypse of John. "which some, as I 
said, reject (hn tine ayetousin), while others reckon it among the books generally received (toi 
omologoumenoi)." He ought to have numbered it with the Antilegomena. 
 
These novqa, we may say, correspond to the Apocrypha of the O. T., pious and useful, but not 
canonical. 
 
4. Heretical Books. These, Eusebius says, are worse than spurious books, and must be "set aside 
as altogether worthless and impious." Among these be mentions the Gospels of Peter, and 
Thomas, and Matthias, the Acts of Andrew, and John, and of the other Apostles. 
 



II. Ecclesiastical Definitions of the Canon. 
 
Soon after the middle of the fourth century, when the church became firmly settled in the Empire, 
all doubts as to the Apocrypha of the Old Testament and the Antilegomena of the New ceased, 
and the acceptance of the Canon in its Catholic shape, which includes both, became an article of 
faith. The first � ’ cumenical Council of Nicaea did not settle the canon, as one might expect, but 
the scriptures were regarded without controversy as the sure and immovable foundation of the 
orthodox faith. In the last (20th or 21st) Canon of the Synod of Gangra, in Asia Minor (about the 
middle of the fourth century), it is said: "To speak briefly, we desire that what has been handed 
down to us by the divine scriptures and the Apostolic traditions should be observed in the 
church." Comp. Hefele, Conciliengesch. I. 789. 
 
The first Council which expressly legislated on the number of canonical books is that of Laodicea 
in Phrygia, in Asia Minor (held between A. D. 343 and 381, probably about 363). In its last canon 
(60 or 59), it enumerates the canonical books of the Old Testament, and then all of the New, with 
the exception of the Apocalypse, in the following order: 
 
"And these are the Books of the New Testament: Four Gospels, according to Matthew, according 
to Mark, according to Luke, according to John; Acts of the Apostles; Seven Catholic Epistles, 
One of James, Two of Peter, Three of John, One of Jude; Fourteen Epistles of Paul, One to the 
Romans, Two to the Corinthians, One to the Galatians, One to the Ephesians, One to the 
Philippians, One to the Colossians, Two to the Thessalonians, One to the Hebrews, Two to 
Timothy, One to Titus, and One to Philemon." 
 
This catalogue is omitted in several manuscripts and versions, and probably is a later insertion 
from the writings of Cyril of Jerusalem. Spittler, Herbst, and Westcott deny, Schrokh and Hefele 
defend, the Laodicean origin of this catalogue. It resembles that of the 85th of the Apostolical 
Canons which likewise omits the Apocalypse, but inserts two Epistles of Clement and the 
pseudo-Apostolical Constitutions. 
 
On the Laodicean Council and its uncertain date see Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, revised ed. vol. 
I. p. 746 sqq., and Westcott, on the Canon of the N. T., second ed., p. 382 sqq. 
 
In the Western church, the third provincial Council of Carthage (held A. D. 397) gave a full list of 
the canonical books of both Testaments, which should be read as divine Scriptures to the 
exclusion of all others in the churches. The N. T. books are enumerated in the following order: 
"Four Books of the Gospels, One Book of the Acts of the Apostles, Thirteen Epp. of the Apostle 
Paul, One Ep. of the same [Apostle] to the Hebrews, Two Epistles of the Apostle Peter, Three of 
John, One of James, One of Jude, One Book of the Apocalypse of John." This canon bad been 
previously adopted by the African Synod of Hippo regius, A. D. 393, at which Augustin, then 
presbyter, delivered his discourse Deuteronomy Fide et Symbolo. The acts of that Council are 
lost, but they were readopted by the third council of Carthage, which consisted only of forty-three 
African bishops, and can claim no general authority. (See Westcott, p. 391, Charteris, p. 20, and 
Hefele, II. 53 and 68, revised ed.) 
 
Augustin, (who was present at both Councils), and Jerome (who translated the Latin Bible at the 
request of Pope Damasus of Rome) exerted a decisive influence in settling the Canon for the 
Latin church. 
 
The Council of Trent (1546) confirmed the traditional view with an anathema on those who 
dissent. "This fatal decree," says Dr. Westcott (p. 426 sq.), "was ratified by fifty-three prelates, 



among whom was not one German, not one scholar distinguished for historical learning, not one 
who was fitted by special study for the examination of a subject in which the truth could only be 
determined by the voice of antiquity." 
 
For the Greek and Roman churches the question of the Canon is closed, although no strictly 
oecumenical council representing the entire church has pronounced on it. But Protestantism 
claims the liberty of the ante-Nicene age and the right of renewed investigation into the origin and 
history of every book of the Bible. Without this liberty there can be no real progress in exegetical 
theology. 
 
{938} Called simply h grafh, ai grafai scriptura, scripturae. 
 
{939} en pasaiv taiv epistolaiv. 
 
{940} tav loipav nottav allav grafav 
 
{941} Comp. Clement of Rome, Ad 100. 47; Polycarp, Ad Philippians 3; Ignatius, Ad Ephesians 
12; Ad Philad. 5; Barnabas, Ep. c. 1; Papias, testimonies on Matthew and Mark, preserved in 
Euseb. III. 39; Justin Martyr, Apol. I. 61 Dial. c. Tryph. 63, 81, 103, 106, and his frequent 
quotations from the so called "Memoir, by the Apostles;" Tatian, Diatessaron, etc. To these must 
be added the testimonies of the early heretics as Basilides (125), Valentine (140), Heracleon, etc. 
See on this subject the works on the Canon, and the critical Introductions to the N.T. The Didache 
quotes often from Matthew, and shows acquaintance with other books; Chs. 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
13, 14, 16. See Schaff, Did., p. 81 sqq. 
 
{942} The Muratorian Canon (so called from its discoverer and first publisher, Muratori, 1740) is 
a fragment of Roman origin, though translated from the Greek, between A. D. 170 and 180, 
begins with Mark, passes to Luke as the third Gospel, then to John, Acts, thirteen Epistles of 
Paul, mentions two Epp. of John, one of Jude, and the Apocalypses of John and Peter; thus 
omitting James, Hebrews, third John, first and second Peter, and mentioning instead an 
apocryphal Apocalypse of Peter, but adding that "some of our body will not have it read in the 
church." The interesting fragment has been much discussed by Credner, Kirchhofer, Reuss, 
Tregelles, Hilgenfeld, Westcott, Hesse, Harnack, Overbeck, Salmon, and Zahn. 
 
{943} Which was regarded as canonical indeed, but not as genuine or Pauline in the West. 
 
{944} Which has the strongest external testimony, that of Justin, Irenaeus etc., in its favor, and 
came into question only in the third century through some antichiliasts on dogmatical grounds. 
 
{945} See lists of patristic canons in Charteris, Canonicity, p. 12 sqq. 
 
{946} diayhkh, covenant, comp. Matthew 26:28, where the Vulgate translates "testamentum," 
instead of faedus 
 
{947} ta euaggelika kai ta apostolika, or to euaggelion kai ov apostolov 
instrumentum evangelicum, apostolicum, or evangelium, apostolus. Hence the Scripture lessons 
in the liturgical churches are divided into "Gospels" and "Epistles."  

 



139. Catholic Tradition. 
 
Irenaeus: Adv. Haer. Lib. I. c. 9, 5; I. 10, 1; III. 3, 1, 2; III. 4, 2; IV. 33, 7. Tertull.: Deuteronomy 
Praescriptionibus Haereticorum; especially c. 13, 14, 17-19, 21, 35, 36, 40, 41; Deuteronomy 
Virgin. veland. c. 1; Adv. Prax. c. 2; on the other hand, Adv. Hermog. c. 22; Deuteronomy Carne 
Christi, c. 7; Deuteronomy Resurr. Carnis, c. 3. Novatian: Deuteronomy Trinitate 3; 
Deuteronomy Regula Fidei. Cyprian: Deuteronomy Unitate Eccl.; and on the other hand, Epist. 
74. Origen: Deuteronomy Princip. lib. I. Praef. 4-6. Cyril of Jerus.: kathchsei (written 348). 
 
J. A. Daniel: Theol. Controversen (the doctrine of the Scriptures as the source of knowledge). 
Halle, 1843. 
 
J. J. Jacobi: Die Kirchl. Lehre von d. Tradition u. heil. Schrift in ihrer Entwicketung dargestellt. 
Berl. I. 1847. 
 
Ph. Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. p. 12 sqq.; II. 11-44. Comp. Lit. in the next section. 
 
Besides appealing to the Scriptures, the fathers, particularly Irenaeus and Tertullian, refer with 
equal confidence to the "rule of faith;" {948} that is, the common faith of the church, as orally 
handed down in the unbroken succession of bishops from Christ and his apostles to their day, and 
above all as still living in the original apostolic churches, like those of Jerusalem, Antioch, 
Ephesus, and Rome. Tradition is thus intimately connected with the primitive episcopate. The 
latter was the vehicle of the former, and both were looked upon as bulwarks against heresy. 
 
Irenaeus confronts the secret tradition of the Gnostics with the open and unadulterated tradition of 
the catholic church, and points to all churches, but particularly to Rome, as the visible centre of 
the unity of doctrine. All who would know the truth, says he, can see in the whole church the 
tradition of the apostles; and we can count the bishops ordained by the apostles, and their 
successors down to our time, who neither taught nor knew any such heresies. Then, by way of 
example, he cites the first twelve bishops of the Roman church from Linus to Eleutherus, as 
witnesses of the pure apostolic doctrine. He might conceive of a Christianity without scripture, 
but he could not imagine a Christianity without living tradition; and for this opinion he refers to 
barbarian tribes, who have the gospel, "sine charta et atramento," written in their hearts. 
 
Tertullian finds a universal antidote for all heresy in his celebrated prescription argument, which 
cuts off heretics, at the outset, from every right of appeal to the holy scriptures, on the ground, 
that the holy scriptures arose in the church of Christ, were given to her, and only in her and by her 
can be rightly understood. He calls attention also here to the tangible succession, which 
distinguishes the catholic church from the arbitrary and ever-changing sects of heretics, and 
which in all the principal congregations, especially in the original sects of the apostles, reaches 
back without a break from bishop to bishop, to the apostles themselves, from the apostles to 
Christ, and from Christ to God. "Come, now," says he, in his tract on Prescription, "if you would 
practise inquiry to more advantage in the matter of your salvation, go through the apostolic 
churches, in which the very chairs of the apostles still preside, in which their own authentic letters 
are publicly read, uttering the voice and representing the face of every one. If Achaia is nearest, 
you have Corinth. If you are not far from Macedonia, you have Philippi, you have Thessalonica. 
If you can go to Asia, you have Ephesus. But if you live near Italy, you have Rome, whence also 
we [of the African church] derive our origin. How happy is the church, to which the apostles 
poured out their whole doctrine with their blood," etc. 
 



To estimate the weight of this argument, we must remember that these fathers still stood 
comparatively very near the apostolic age, and that the succession of bishops in the oldest 
churches could be demonstrated by the living memory of two or three generations. Irenaeus in 
fact, had been acquainted in his youth with Polycarp, a disciple of St. John. But for this very 
reason we must guard against overrating this testimony, and employing it in behalf of traditions 
of later origin, not grounded in the scriptures. 
 
Nor can we suppose that those fathers ever thought of a blind and slavish subjection of private 
judgment to ecclesiastical authority, and to the decision of the bishops of the apostolic mother 
churches. The same Irenaeus frankly opposed the Roman bishop Victor. Tertullian, though he 
continued essentially orthodox, contested various points with the catholic church from his later 
Montanistic position, and laid down, though at first only in respect to a conventional custom—the 
veiling of virgins—the genuine Protestant principle, that the thing to be regarded, especially in 
matters of religion, is not custom but truth. {949} His pupil, Cyprian, with whom biblical and 
catholic were almost interchangeable terms, protested earnestly against the Roman theory of the 
validity of heretical baptism, and in this controversy declared, in exact accordance with 
Tertullian, that custom without truth was only time-honored error. {950} The Alexandrians freely 
fostered all sorts of peculiar views, which were afterwards rejected as heretical; and though the 
paravdosi ajpostolikhv plays a prominent part with them, yet this and similar expressions have in 
their language a different sense, sometimes meaning simply the holy scriptures. So, for example, 
in the well-known passage of Clement: "As if one should be changed from a man to a beast after 
the manner of one charmed by Circe; so a man ceases to be God’s and to continue faithful to the 
Lord, when he sets himself up against the church tradition, and flies off to positions of human 
caprice." 
 
In the substance of its doctrine this apostolic tradition agrees with the holy scriptures, and though 
derived, as to its form, from the oral preaching of the apostles, is really, as to its contents, one and 
the same with there apostolic writings. In this view the apparent contradictions of the earlier 
fathers, in ascribing the highest authority to both scripture and tradition in matters of faith, 
resolve themselves. It is one and the same gospel which the apostles preached with their lips, and 
then laid down in their writings, and which the church faithfully hands down by word and writing 
from one generation to another.. {951} 
 
{948} kanwn thv pistewv, or thv alhyeiav, paradosiv twn apostolwn, or par 
apostolikh, kanwn ekklhsiastikov, to arcaion thv ekklhsiav, susthma, regula fidei, 
regula veritatis, traditio apostolica, lex fidei, fides catholica. Sometimes these terms are used in a 
wider sense, and embrace the whole course of catechetical instruction. 
 
{949} "Christus veritatem se, non consuetudinem cognominavit.... Haereses non tam novitas 
quam veritas revincit. Quodcunque adversus veritatem sapit hoc erit haeresis, etiam vetus 
consuetudo." Deuteronomy Virg. vel. c. 1. 
 
{950} "Cosuetudo sine veritate vetustas erroris est." Ep. 74 (contra Stephanum), c. 9. 
 
{951} So Paul uses the word paradosiv, 2 Thessalonians 2:15: "hold the tradition, which ye 
were taught, whether by word (dia logou), or by epistle of ours" (di epistolhv hmwn) Comp. 
3: 6 (kata thn paradosin h parelabete par hmwn); 1 Corinthians 11:2. In all other 
passages, however, where the word paradosiv, traditio, occurs, it is used in an unfavorable 
sense of extra-scriptural teaching, especially that of the Pharisees. Comp. Matthew 15:2,6 Mark 
7:3,5,9,13 Galatians 1:14 Colossians 2:8. The Reformers attached the same censure to the 



mediaeval tradition of the Roman church, which obscured and virtually set aside the written word 
of God.  

 



140. The Rule of Faith and the Apostles’ Creed. 
 
Rufinus (d. 410): Expos. in Symbolum Apostolorum. In the Append. to Fell’s ed. of Cyprian, 
1682; and in Rufini Opera, Migne’s "Patrologia," Tom. XXI. fol. 335-386. 
 
James Ussher (Prot. archbishop of Armagh, d. 1655): Deuteronomy Romanae Ecclesiae Symbolo 
Apostolico vetere, aliisque fidei formulis. London, 1647. In his Works, Dublin 1847, vol. VII. p. 
297 sqq. Ussher broke the path for a critical history of the creed on the basis of the oldest MSS. 
which he discovered. 
 
John Pearson (Bp. of Chester, d. 1686): Exposition of the Creed, 1659, in many editions (revised 
ed. by Dr. E. Burton, Oxf. 1847; New York 1851). A standard work of Anglican theology. 
 
Peter King (Lord Chancellor of England, d. 1733): History of the Apostles’ Creed. Lond. 1702. 
 
Herm. Witsius (Calvinist, d. at Leyden, 1708): Exercitationes sacrae in Symbolum quod 
Apostolorum dicitur. Amstel. 1700. Basil. 1739. 4. English translation by Fraser. Edinb. 1823, in 
2 vols. 
 
Ed. Kollner (Luth.): Symbolik aller christl. Confessionen. Part I. Hamb. 1837, p. 6-28. 
 
*Aug. Hahn: Bibliothek der Symbole und Glaubensregeln der apostolischkatholischen [in the 
new ed. der alten] Kirche. Breslau, 1842 (pp. 222). Second ed. revised and enlarged by his son, 
G. Ludwig Hahn. Breslau, 1877 (pp. 300). 
 
J. W. Nevin: The Apostles’ Creed, in the "Mercersburg Review," 1849. Purely doctrinal. 
 
Pet. Meyers (R.C.): Deuteronomy Symboli Apostolici Titulo, Origine ei antiquissimis ecclesiae 
temporibus Auctoritate. Treviris 1849 (pp. 210). A learned defense of the Apostolic origin of the 
Creed. 
 
W. W. Harvey: The History and Theology of the three Creeds (the Apostles’, the Nicene, and the 
Athanasian). Lond. 1854. 2 vols. 
 
*Charles A. Heurtley: Harmonia Symbolica. Oxford, 1858. 
 
Michel Nicolas: Le Symbole des apotres. Essai historie. Paris, 1867. (Sceptical). 
 
*J. Rawson Lumby: The History of the Creeds (ante-Nicene, Nicene and Athanasian). London, 
1873, 2d ed. 1880. 
 
*C. A. Swainson: The Nicene and the Apostles’ Creed. London, 1875. 
 
*C. P. Caspari: (Prof. in Christiania): Quellen zur Gesch. des Tauf, symbols und der 
Glaubensregel. Christiania, 1866-1879. 4 vols, Contains new researches and discoveries of MSS. 
 
*F. J. A. Hort: Two Dissertations on monogenh qeov and on the "Constantinopolitan Creed and 
other Eastern Creeds of the Fourth Century. Cambr. and Lond. 1876." Of great critical value. 
 
F. B. Westcott: The Historic Faith. London, 1883. 



 
Ph. Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. 3-42, and II. 10-73. (4th ed. 1884). 
 
In the narrower sense, by apostolic tradition or the rule of faith (kanwn th’ pivstew, regula fidei) 
was understood a doctrinal summary of Christianity, or a compend of the faith of the church. 
Such a summary grew out of the necessity of catechetical instruction and a public confession of 
candidates for baptism. It became equivalent to a symbolum, that is, a sign of recognition among 
catholic Christians in distinction from unbelievers and heretics. The confession of Peter (Matthew 
16:16) gave the key-note, and the baptismal formula {Matthew 28:19} furnished the trinitarian 
frame-work of the earliest creeds or baptismal confessions of Christendom. 
 
There was at first no prescribed formula of faith binding upon all believers. Each of the leading 
churches framed its creed (in a sort of independent congregational way), according to its wants, 
though on the same basis of the baptismal formula, and possibly after the model of a brief 
archetype which may have come down from apostolic days. Hence we have a variety of such 
rules of faith, or rather fragmentary accounts of them, longer or shorter, declarative or 
interrogative, in the ante-Nicene writers, as Irenaeus of Lyons (180), Tertullian of Carthage (200), 
Cyprian of Carthage (250), Novatian of Rome (250), Origen of Alexandria (250), Gregory 
Thaumaturgus (270), Lucian of Antioch (300), Eusebius of Caesarea (325), Marcellus of Ancyra 
(340), Cyril of Jerusalem (350), Epiphanius of Cyprus (374), Rufinus of Aquileja (390), and in 
the Apostolic Constitutions. {952} Yet with all the differences in form and extent there is a 
substantial agreement, so that Tertullian could say that the regula fidei was "una omnino, sola 
immobilis et irreformabilis." They are variations of the same theme. We may refer for illustration 
of the variety and unity to the numerous orthodox and congregational creeds of the Puritan 
churches in New England, which are based upon the Westminster standards. 
 
The Oriental forms are generally longer, more variable and metaphysical, than the Western, and 
include a number of dogmatic terms against heretical doctrines which abounded in the East. They 
were all replaced at last by the Nicene Creed (325, 381, and 451), which was clothed with the 
authority of oecumenical councils and remains to this day the fundamental Creed of the Greek 
Church. Strictly speaking it is the only oecumenical Creed of Christendom, having been adopted 
also in the West, though with a clause (Filioque) which has become a wall of division. We shall 
return to it in the next volume. 
 
The Western forms—North African, Gallican, Italian—are shorter and simpler, have less variety, 
and show a more uniform type. They were all merged into the Roman Symbol, which became and 
remains to this day the fundamental creed of the Latin Church and her daughters. 
 
This Roman symbol is known more particularly under the honored name of the Apostles’ Creed. 
For a long time it was believed (and is still believed by many in the Roman church) to be the 
product of the Apostles who prepared it as a summary of their teaching before parting from 
Jerusalem (each contributing one of the twelve articles by higher inspiration). {953} This tradition 
which took its rise in the fourth century, {954} is set aside by the variations of the ante-Nicene 
creeds and of the Apostles’ Creed itself. Had the Apostles composed such a document, it would 
have been scrupulously handed down without alteration. The creed which bears this name is 
undoubtedly a gradual growth. We have it in two forms. 
 
The earlier form as found in old manuscripts, {955} is much shorter and may possibly go back to 
the third or even the second century. It was probably imported from the East, or grew in Rome, 
and is substantially identical with the Greek creed of Marcellus of Ancyra (about 340), inserted in 
his letter to Pope Julius I. to prove his orthodoxy, {956} and with that contained in the Psalter of 



King Aethelstan.. {957} Greek was the ruling language of the Roman Church and literature down 
to the third century.. {958} 
 
The longer form of the Roman symbol, or the present received text, does not appear before the 
sixth or seventh century. It has several important clauses which were wanting in the former, as 
"he descended into hades," {959} the predicate "catholic" after ecclesiam, {960} "the communion 
of saints," {961} and "the life everlasting." {962} These additions were gathered from the 
provincial versions (Gallican and North African) and incorporated into the older form. 
 
The Apostles’ Creed then, in its present shape, is post-apostolic; but, in its contents and spirit, 
truly apostolic. It embodies the faith of the ante-Nicene church, and is the product of a secondary 
inspiration, like the Gloria in Excelsis and the Te deum, which embody the devotions of the same 
age, and which likewise cannot be traced to an individual author or authors. It follows the 
historical order of revelation of the triune God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, beginning with the 
creation and ending with the resurrection and life eternal. It clusters around Christ as the central 
article of our faith. It sets forth living facts, not abstract dogmas and speaks in the language of the 
people, not of the theological school. It confines itself to the fundamental truths, is simple, brief, 
and yet comprehensive, and admirably adapted for catechetical and liturgical use. It still forms a 
living bond of union between the different ages and branches of orthodox Christendom, however 
widely they differ from each other, and can never be superseded by longer and fuller creeds, 
however necessary these are in their place. It has the authority of antiquity and the dew of 
perennial youth, beyond any other document of post-apostolic times. It is the only strictly 
cumenical Creed of the West, as the Nicene Creed is the only cumenical Creed of the East. {963} 
It is the Creed of creeds, as the Lord’s Prayer is the Prayer of prayers. 
 
Note. 
 
The legendary formulas of the Apostles’ Creed which appear after the sixth century, distribute the 
articles to the several apostles arbitrarily and with some variations. The following is from one of 
the pseudo-Augustinian sermons (see Hahn, p. 47 sq.): 
 
"Decimo die post ascensionem discipulis prae timore Judaeorum congregatis Dominus 
promissum Paracletum misit: quo veniente ut candens ferrum inflammati omniumque linguarum 
peritia repleti Symbolum composuerunt." 
 
Petrus dixit: Credo in Deum Patrem omnipotentem—creatorem coeli et terrae. 
 
Andreas dixit: Et in Jesum Christum, Filium ejus—unicum Dominum nostrum. 
 
Jacobus dixit: Qui conceptus est de Spiritu Sancto—natus ex Maria Virgine. 
 
Joannes dixit: Passus sub Pontio Pilato—crucifixus, mortuus et sepultus. 
 
Thomas dixit: Descendit ad inferna—tertia die resurrexit a mortuis. 
 
Jacobus dixit: Adscendit ad coelos—sedet ad dexteram Dei Patris omnipotentis. 
 
Philippus dixit: Inde venturus est judicare vivos et mortuos. 
 
Bartholomaeus dixit: Credo in Spiritum Sanctum. 
 



Matthaeus dixit: Sanctam Ecclesiam catholicam—Sanctorum communionem. 
 
Simon dixit: Remissionem peccatorum. 
 
Thaddeus dixit: Carnis resurrectionem. 
 
Matthias dixit: Vitam aeternam. 
 
{952} See a collection of these ante-Nicene rules of faith in Hahn, Denzinger, Heurtley, Caspari, 
and Schaff (II.11-41). 
 
{953} This obsolete opinion, first mentioned by Ambrose and Rufinus is still defended by Pet. 
Meyers, l. c. and by Abbe Martigny in his French Dictionary of Christ. Antiquities sub Symbole 
des apotres. Longfellow, in his Divine Tragedy (1871) makes poetic use of it, and arranges the 
Creed in twelve articles, with the names of the supposed apostolic authors. The apostolic origin 
was first called in question by Laurentius Valla, Erasmus, and Calvin. See particulars in Schaff’s 
Creeds I. 22-23. 
 
{954} Rufinus speaks of it as an ancestral tradition (tradunt majores nostri) and supports it by a 
false explanation of symbolum, as "collatio, hoc est quod plures in unum conferunt." See Migne, 
XXI. fol. 337. 
 
{955} In the Graeco-Latin Codex Laudianus (Cod. E of the Acts) in the Bodleian Library at 
Oxford, from the sixth century, and known to the Venerable Bede (731). The Creed is attached at 
the end, is written in uncial letters, and was first made known by Archbishop Ussher. Heurtley (p. 
61 sq.) gives a facsimile. It is reprinted in Caspari, Hahn (second ed. p. 16), and Schaff (II. 47). 
Another copy is found in a MS. of the eighth century in the British Museum, published by 
Swainson, The Nic. and Ap. Creeds, p. 161, and by Hahn in a Nachtrag to the Preface, p. xvi. 
This document, however, inserts catholicam after ecclesiam. Comp. also the form in the 
Explanatio Symboli ad initiandos, by Ambrose in Caspari, II. 48 and 128, and Schaff, II. 50. The 
Creed of Aquileja, as given by Rufinus, has a few additions, but marks them as such so that we 
can infer from it the words of the Roman Creed. With these Latin documents agree the Greek in 
the Psalterium of King Aethelstan, and of Marcellus (see next note). 
 
{956} In Epiphanius, Haer. LXXII. it is assigned to A. D. 341, by others to 337. It is printed in 
Schaff (II. 47), Hahn, and in the first table below. It contains, according to Caspari, the original 
form of the Roman creed as current at the time in the Greek portion of the Roman congregation. 
It differs from the oldest Latin form only by the omission of patera, and the addition of zwhn 
aiwnion 
 
{957} The Psalterium Aethelstani, in the Cotton Library of the British Museum, written in Anglo-
Saxon letters, first published by Ussher, then by Heurtley, Caspari, and Hahn (p. 15). It differs 
from the text of Marcellus by the insertion of patevra and the omission of zwhn aijwvnion, in 
both points agreeing with the Latin text. 
 
{958} On the Greek original of the Roman symbol Caspari’s researches (III. 267-466) are 
conclusive. Harnack (in Herzog 2, vol. I. 567) agrees: "Der griechische Text ist als das Original 
zu betrachten; griechisch wurde das Symbol zu Romans eine lange Zeit hindurch ausschliesslich 
tradirt. Dann trat der lateinisch ubersetzte Text als Parallelform hinzu." Both are disposed to 
trace the symbol to Johannean circles in Asia Minor on account of the term "only begotten," 
(monogenh), which is used of Christ only by John. 



 
{959} Descendit ad inferna, first found in Arian Creeds (eiv adou or eiv adhn) about A. D. 360; 
then in the Creed of Aquileja, about A. D. 390; then in the Creed of Venantius Fortunatus, 590, in 
the Sacramentarium Gallicanum, 650, and in the ultimate text of the Apostles’ Creed in 
Pirminius, 750. See the table in Schaff’s Creeds, II. 54, and critical note on p. 46. Rufinus says 
expressly that this clause was not contained in the Roman creed and explains it wrongly as being 
identical with "buried." Com. c. 18 (in Migne, f. 356): "Sciendum sane est, quod in Ecclesiae 
Romanae Symbolo non habetur additum, ’ descendit ad inferna:’ sed neque in Orientis Ecclesiis 
habetur hic sermo: via tamen verbi eadem videtur esse in eo, quod ‘sepultis dicitur.’ The article 
of the descent is based upon Peter’s teaching," Acts 2:31 ("he was not left in Hades," eiv adou, 
consequently he was there); 1 Peter 3:19; 4:6; and the promise of Christ to the, dying robber, 
Luke 23:34 ("to day thou shalt be with Me in paradise," en tw paradeisw), and undoubtedly 
means a self exhibition of Christ to the spirits of the departed. The translation "descended into 
hell" is unfortunate and misleading. We do not know whether Christ was in hell; but we do know 
from his own lips that he was in paradise between his death and resurrection. The term Hades is 
much more comprehensive than Hell (Gehenna), which is confined to the state and place of the 
lost. 
 
{960} It is found first in the Sacramentarium Gallicanum, 650. The older creeds of Cyprian, 
Rufinus, Augustin, read simply sanctam ecclesiam, Marcellus agian ekklhsian 
 
{961} Sanctorum communionem. After 650. 
 
{962} Contained in Marcellus and Augustin, but wanting in Rufinus and in the Psalter of 
Aethelstan. See on all these additions and their probable date the tables in my Creeds of 
Christendom, II. 54 and 55. 
 
{963} We usually speak of three cumenical creeds; but the Greek church has never adopted the 
Apostles’ Creed and the Athanasian Creed, although she holds the doctrines therein contained. 
The Nicene Creed was adopted in the West, and so far is universal, but the insertion of the 
formula Filioque created and perpetuates the split between the Greek and Latin churches.  

 



141. Variations of the Apostles’ Creed. 
 
We present two tables which show the gradual growth of the Apostles’ Creed, and its relation to 
the Ante-Nicene rules of faith and the Nicene Creed in its final form. {964} 
 
II. COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE APOSTLES’ CREED, 
 
Showing The Different Stages Of Its Growth To Its Present Form. The Additions Are Shown In 
Brackets. 
 
Formula Marcelli Ancryani 
 
About A. D. 340 
 
Formula Roma 
 
From the 3rd or 4th Century 
 
Formula Aquileiensis 
 
From Rufinus (400) 
 
Formula Recepta 
 
Since the 6th or 7th Century 
 
(Later additions in brackets) 
 
The Received Text 
 
pisteuw ei yeon pantakratora 
 
Credo in Deum Patrem omnipotentem. 
 
Credo in Deo Patre omnipotente, 
 
[invisibili et impassibili], 
 
Credo in Deum Patrem omnipotentem, 
 
[Creatorem coeli et terrae], 
 
I believe in God the Father Almighty, 
 
[Maker of heaven and earth]. 
 
kai ei criston ihsoun, ton uion autou ton monogenh, ton kurion hmwn, , 
 
Et in Christum Jesum, Filium ejus unicum, Dominum nostrum; 
 



Et in Christo Jesu, unico filio ejus, Domino nostro; 
 
Et in Jesum Christum, Filium ejus unicum, Dominum nostrum; 
 
And in Jesus Christ, his only begotten Son, our Lord; 
 
ton gennhyenta ek pneumato agiou kai maria th paryenou, 
 
qui natus est de Spiritu Sancto et Maria Virgine; 
 
qui natus est de Spiritu Sancto ex Maria Virgine; 
 
qui [conceptus] est de Spiritu Sancto, natus ex Maria Virgine; 
 
who was [conceived] by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary; 
 
ton epi pontiou pilatou staurwyenta kai tafenta 
 
cruicifixus est sub Pontio Pilato, et sepultus; 
 
cruicifixus sub Pontio Pilato, et sepultus; 
 
[passus] sub Pontio Pilato, cruicifixus, [mortuus], et seupultus; 
 
[suffered] under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, [dead], and buried. 
 
[descendit ad inferna]; 
 
[descendit ad inferna]; 
 
[He descended into Hades]; 
 
kai th trith hmera anastanta ek twn nekrwn, 
 
tertia die resurrexit a mortuis; 
 
tertia die resurrexit a mortuis; 
 
tertia die resurrexit a mortuis; 
 
the third day He rose from the dead; 
 
anabanta ei tou ouranou 
 
ascendit in lus; 
 
ascendit in lus; 
 
ascendit in coelos; 
 
He ascended into heaven; 



 
kai kayhmenon en dexia tou patro, 
 
sedet ad dexteran Patris; 
 
sedet ad dexteram Patris; 
 
sedet ad dexteram Patris [omnipotentis]; 
 
and sitteth on the right hand of God the Father [Almighty]; 
 
o yen ercetai krinein zwnta kai nekrou 
 
inde venturus judicare vivos et mortuos. 
 
inde venturus est judicare vivos et mortuos. 
 
inde venturus judicare vivos et mortuos. 
 
from thence He shall come to judge the quick and the dead. 
 
kai ei agion pneuma 
 
Et in Spiritum Sanctum; 
 
Et in Spiritu Sancto. 
 
[Credo] in Spiritum Sanctum; 
 
[I believe] in the Holy Ghost; 
 
agian ekklhsian 
 
Sanctam Ecclesiam; 
 
Sanctam Ecclesiam; 
 
Sanctam Ecclesiam [catholicam], [Sanctorum communionem]; 
 
the holy [catholic] church, [the communion of saints]; 
 
afesin amartiwn 
 
remissionem peccatorum; 
 
remissionem peccatorum; 
 
remissionem peccatorum; 
 
the forgiveness of sins; 
 



sarko anastasin [zwhn aiwnion] 
 
carnis resurrectionem. 
 
[hujus] carnis resurrectionem. 
 
carnis resurrectionem; [vitam aeternam. Amen]. 
 
the resurrection of the body; [and the life everlasting Amen]. 
 
Comparative Table of the Ante-Nicent Rules of Faith, 
 
as related to the apostles’ creed and the nicene creed. 
 
The Apostles’ Creed. (Rome.) About A. D. 340. 
 
Later additions are in italics. 
 
Irenaeus (Gaul.) A. D. 170. 
 
Tertullian (North Africa.) A. D. 200. 
 
Cyprian (Carthage) A. D. 250. 
 
Novatian (Rome.) A. D. 250. 
 
Origen (Alexandria.) A. D. 230. 
 
I believe 
 
We believe 
 
We believe 
 
I believe 
 
We believe 
 
[We believe in] 
 
1. In God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth;  
 
1.... in one God the Father Almighty, who made heaven and earth, and the sea, and all that in 
them is; 
 
1... in one God, the Creator of the world, who produced all out of nothing... 
 
1. in God the Father; 
 
1. in God the Father and Almighty Lord; 
 



1. One God, who created and framed every thing- 
 
Who in the last days sent 
 
2. And in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord; 
 
2. And in one Christ Jesus, the Son of God [our Lord]; 
 
2. And in the Word, his Son, Jesus Christ; 
 
2. in his Son Christ; 
 
2. in the son of God, Christ Jesus, our Lord God; 
 
2. Our Lord, Jesus Christ- born of the Father before all creation- 
 
3. Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost born of the Virgin Mary; 
 
3. Who became flesh [of the Virgin] for our salvation; 
 
3. Who through the Spirit and power of God the Father descended into the Virgin Mary, was 
made flesh in her womb, and born of her; 
 
3. born of the Virgin and the Holy Ghost- 
 
4. suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried; 
 
4. and his suffering [under Pontius Pilate]; 
 
4. Was fixed on the cross [under Pontius Pilate], was dead and buried; 
 
4. suffered in truth, died; 
 
5. He, descended into Hades; the third day he rose from the dead; 
 
5. and his rising from the dead; 
 
5. rose again the third day; 
 
5. rose from the dead; 
 
6. He ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of God the Father Almighty; 
 
6. and his bodily assumption into heaven; 
 
6. was taken into heaven and sitteth at the right hand of God the Father; 
 
6. was taken up- 
 
7. from thence he shall come to judge the quick and the dead. 
 



7. and his coming from heaven in the glory of the Father to comprehend all things under one 
head,... and to execute righteous judgment over all. 
 
7. He will come to judge the quick and the dead. 
 
8. And I believe in the Holy Ghost; 
 
8. And in the Holy Ghost... 
 
8. And in the Holy Ghost the Paraclete, the Sanctifier, sent by Christ from the Father. 
 
8. in the Holy Ghost; 
 
8. in the Holy Ghost (promised of old to the Church, and granted in the appointed and fitting 
time). 
 
8. the Holy Ghost, united in honor and dignity with the Father and the Son, the holy Catholic 
Church; the communion of saints; 
 
10. the forgiveness of sins; 
 
10. I believe in the forgiveness of sins, 
 
11. the resurrection of the body; 
 
11. And that Christ shall come from heaven to raise all flesh-and to adjudge the impious and 
unjust... to eternal fire, 
 
11. And that Christ will, after the restoration of the flesh, receive his saints 
 
12. and the life everlasting. {965} 
 
12. and to give to the just and holy immortality and eternal glory. 
 
12. into the enjoyment of eternal life and the promises of heaven, and judge the wicked with 
eternal fire. 
 
12. and eternal life through the holy Church 
 
The Apostles’ Creed. 
 
Gregory (Neo-Caesarean.) A. D. 270. 
 
Lucian (Antioch.) A. D. 300. 
 
Eusebius (Caesarea, Pal.) A. D. 325. 
 
Cyril (Jerusalem.) A. D. 350. 
 
Nicano-Constantinoplitan Creed. A. D. 325 and 381. 
 



I believe 
 
[We believe in] 
 
[We believe in] 
 
We believe 
 
We believe 
 
We [I] believe 
 
1. in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth;  
 
1. One God the Father; 
 
1. one God the Father Almighty; 
 
1. in one God the Father Almighty; 
 
1. in one God the Father Almighty; 
 
1. in one God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible and 
invisible; 
 
2. And in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord; 
 
2. One Lord- God of God, the image and likeness of the Godhead,- the Wisdom and Power which 
produces all creation, the true Son of the true Father- 
 
2. And in one Lord Jesus Christ his Son, begotten of the Father before all ages, God of God, 
Wisdom, Life, Light- 
 
2. And in one Lord Jesus Christ his Son, begotten of the Father before all ages, God of God, Light 
of Light, Life of Life, the only-begotten Son, the first-born of every creature, begotten of God the 
Father before all ages; by whom all things were made; 
 
2. And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, begotten of the Father before all 
ages, veru God, by whom all things were made; 
 
2. And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, begotten of the Father before all 
worlds; [ God of God], Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten, not made, being of one 
substance with the Father (oJmoouvsion tw’ Patriv), by whom all things were made; 
 
3. who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary; 
 
3. who was born of a Virgin, according to the Scriptures, and became man- 
 
3. who for our salvation was made flesh and lived among men; 
 
3. who was made flesh and became man; 



 
3. who, for us men, and for our salvation, came down from heaven, and was incarnate by the Holy 
Ghost and [of, ex] the Virgin Mary, and was made man; 
 
4. suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified, dead, and buried; 
 
4. who suffered for us; 
 
4. who suffered; 
 
4. was crucified and was buried; 
 
4. He was crucified for us under Pontius Pilate, and suffered, and was buried;  
 
5. He descended into Hades; the third day be rose from the dead; 
 
5. and rose for us on the third day; 
 
5. and rose on the third day 
 
5. rose on the third day; 
 
5. and on the third day he rose again, according to the Scriptures;  
 
6. He ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of God the Fa ther, Almighty;  
 
6. And ascended into heaven and sitteth on the right hand of God the Father; 
 
6. and ascended to the Father; 
 
6. and ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of the Father 
 
6. and ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of the Father;  
 
7. from thence he shall come to judge the quick and the dead. 
 
7. and again is coming with glory and power, to judge the quick and the dead; 
 
7. and will come again with glory, to judge the quick and the dead. 
 
7. and will come again in glory to judge the quick and the dead; whose kingdom shall have no 
end; 
 
7. and he shall come again, with glory, to judge the quick and the dead; whose kingdom shall 
have no end;  
 
8. And I believe in the Holy Ghost. 
 
8. One Holy Ghost,- the minister of sancitifcation, in whom is revealed God the Father, who is 
over all things and through all things, and God the Son who is through all things—a perfect 
Trinity, not divided nor differing in glory, eternity, and sovereignty- 



 
8. And in the Holy Ghost, given for consolation and sanctification and perfection to those who 
believe- 
 
8. We believe also in the Holy Ghost 
 
8. and in one Holy Ghost, the Advocate, who spake in the Prophets. 
 
8. And [I believe] in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of life, Who proceedeth from the Father 
[and the Son, Filioque], who with the Father and the Son together is worshiped and glorified, 
who spake by the Prophets 
 
9. the holy Catholic Church; the communion of saints;  
 
9. and in one baptism of repentance for the remission on sins; 
 
9. And [I believe] in one holy Catholic and Apostolic Church;  
 
10. the forgiveness of sins; 
 
10. and in one holy Catholic Church; 
 
10. we [I] acknowledge one baptism for the remission of sins;  
 
11. the resurrection of the body; 
 
11. and in the resurrection of the flesh; 
 
11. and we [I] look for the resurrection of the dead;  
 
12. and the life everlasting. 
 
12. and in life everlasting (zwhn aiwnion). 
 
12. and the life of the world to come (zwhn tou mellontov aiwnov). 
 
The words in italics in the last column are additions of the second cumenical Council (381); 
words in brackets are Western changes. 
 
{964} The second table is transferred from the author’s Creeds of Christendom, vol. II. 40 and 41 
(by permission of the publishers, Messrs. Harpers). In the same work will be found other 
comparative illustrative and chronological tables of the oldest symbols. See vol. I. 21 and 28 sq.; 
and vol. II. 54, 55. 
 
{965} The Roman Creed, according to Rufinus (390), ends with carnis resurrctionem; but the 
Greek version of the Roman Creed by Marcellus (341) with zwhn aijwvnion  

 



142. God and the Creation. 
 
E. Wilh. Moller: Geschichte der Kosmologie in der griechischen Kirche bis auf Origenes. Halle, 
1860. p. 112-188; 474-560. The greater part of this learned work is devoted to the cosmological 
theories of the Gnostics. 
 
In exhibiting the several doctrines of the church, we must ever bear in mind that Christianity 
entered the world, not as a logical system but as a divine-hurnan fact; and that the New Testament 
is not only a theological text-book for scholars but first and last a book of life for all believers. 
The doctrines of salvation, of course, lie in these facts of salvation, but in a concrete, living, ever 
fresh, and popular form. The logical, scientific development of those doctrines from the word of 
God and Christian experience is left to the theologians. Hence we must not be surprised to find in 
the period before us, even in the most eminent teachers, a very indefinite and defective 
knowledge, as yet, of important articles of faith, whose practical force those teachers felt in their 
own hearts and impressed on others, as earnestly as their most orthodox successors. The centre of 
Christianity is the divine-human person and the divine-human work of Christ. From that centre a 
change passed through the whole circle of existing religious ideas, in its first principles and its 
last results, confirming what was true in the earlier religion, and rejecting the false. 
 
Almost all the creeds of the first centuries, especially the Apostles’ and the Nicene, begin with 
confession of faith in God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, of the visible and the 
invisible. With the defence of this fundamental doctrine laid down in the very first chapter of the 
Bible, Irenaeus opens his refutation of the Gnostic heresies. He would not have believed the Lord 
himself, if he had announced any other God than the Creator. He repudiates everything like an a-
priori construction of the idea of God, and bases his knowledge wholly on revelation and 
Christian experience. 
 
We begin with the general idea of God, which lies at the bottom of all religion. This is refined, 
spiritualized, and invigorated by the manifestation in Christ. We perceive the advance particularly 
in Tertullian’s view of the irresistible leaning of the human soul towards God, and towards the 
only true God. "God will never be hidden," says he, "God will never fail mankind; he will always 
be recognized, always perceived, and seen, when man wishes. God has made all that we are, and 
all in which we are, a witness of himself. Thus he proves himself God, and the one God, by his 
being known to all; since another must first be proved. The sense of God is the original dowry of 
the soul; the same, and no other, in Egypt, in Syria, and in Pontus; for the God of the Jews all 
souls call their God." But nature also testifies of God. It is the work of his hand, and in itself 
good; not as the Gnostics taught, a product of matter, or of the devil, and intrinsically bad. Except 
as he reveals himself, God is, according to Irenaeus, absolutely hidden and incomprehensible. But 
in creation and redemption he has communicated himself, and can, therefore, not remain entirely 
concealed from any man. 
 
Of the various arguments for the existence of God, we find in this period the beginnings of the 
cosmological and physico-theological methods. In the mode of conceiving the divine nature we 
observe this difference; while the Alexandrians try to avoid all anthropomorphic and 
anthropopathic notions, and insist on the immateriality and spirituality of God almost to 
abstraction, Tertullian ascribes to him even corporeality; though probably, as he considers the 
non-existent alone absolutely incorporeal, he intends by corporeality only to denote the 
substantiality and concrete personality of the Supreme Being.. {966} 
 



The doctrine of the unity of God, as the eternal, almighty, omnipresent, just, and holy creator and 
upholder of all things, the Christian church inherited from Judaism, and vindicated against the 
absurd polytheism of the pagans, and particularly against the dualism of tile Gnostics, which 
supposed matter co-eternal with God, and attributed the creation of the world to the intermediate 
Demiurge. This dualism was only another form of polytheism, which excludes absoluteness, and 
with it all proper idea of God. 
 
As to creation: Irenaeus and Tertullian most firmly rejected the hylozoic and demiurgic views of 
paganism and Gnosticism, and taught, according to the book of Genesis, that God made the 
world, including matter, not, of course, out of any material, but out of nothing or, to express it 
positively, out of his free, almighty will, by his word. {967} This free will of God, a will of love, 
is the supreme, absolutely unconditioned, and all-conditioning cause and final reason of all 
existence, precluding every idea of physical force or of emanation. Every creature, since it 
proceeds from the good and holy God, is in itself, as to its essence, good.. {968} Evil, therefore, is 
not an original and substantial. entity, but a corruption of nature, and hence can be destroyed by 
the power of redemption. Without a correct doctrine of creation there can be no true doctrine of 
redemption, as all the Gnostic systems show. 
 
Origen’s view of an eternal creation is peculiar. His thought is not so much that of all endless 
succession of new worlds, as that of ever new metamorphoses of the original world, revealing 
from the beginning the almighty power, wisdom and goodness of God. With this is connected his 
Platonic view of the pre-existence of the soul. He starts from the idea of an intimate relationship 
between God and the world and represents the latter as a necessary revelation of the former. It 
would be impious and absurd to maintain that there was a time when God did not show forth his 
essential attributes which make up his very being. He was never idle or quiescent. God’s being is 
identical with his goodness and love, and his will is identical with his nature. He must create 
according to his nature, and he will create. Hence what is a necessity is at the same time a free 
act. Each world has a beginning, and an end which are comprehended in the divine Providence. 
But what was before the first world? Origen connects the idea of time with that of the world, but 
cannot get beyond the idea of an endless succession of time. God’s eternity is above time, and yet 
fills all time. Origen mediates the transition from God to the world by the eternal generation of 
the Logos who is the express image of the Father and through whom God creates first the 
spiritual and then the material world. And his generation is itself a continued process; God always 
(ajeiv) begets his Son, and never was without his Son as little as the Son is without the Father. 
{969} 
 
{966} "Omne quod est corpus est sui generis. Nihil est incorporale, nisi quod non est. Habente 
igitur anima invisible corpus," etc. (De Carne Christi, c. 11). "Quis enim negabit, Deum corpus 
esse, etsi Deus spiritus est? Spiritus enim corpus sui generis in sua effigie." (Adv. Prax. c. 7). 
 
{967} Comp. Gen. c. 1 and 2 Psalm 33:9 148:5 John 1:3 Colossians 1:15 Hebrews 1:2 11:3 
Revelation 4:11. 
 
{968} Genesis 1:31; Comp. Psalm 104:24 1 Timothy 4:4. 
 
{969} For a full exposition of Origen’s cosmology see Moller, l. c. p. 536-560. He justly calls it a 
"kirchlich-wissenschaftliches Gegenbild der gnostischen Weltanschauung." Comp. also Huetius 
(Origeniana), Neander, Dorner, Redepenning.  

 



143. Man and the Fall. 
 
It was the universal faith of the church that man was made in the image of God, pure and holy, 
and fell by his own guilt and the temptation of Satan who himself fell from his original state. But 
the extent of sin and the consequences of the fall were not fully discussed before the Pelagian 
controversy in the fifth century. The same is true of the metaphysical problem concerning the 
origin of the human soul. Yet three theories appear already in germ. 
 
Tertullian is the author of traducianism, {970} which derives soul and body from the parents 
through the process of generation.. {971} It assumes that God’s creation de nihilo was finished on 
the sixth day, and that Adam’s soul was endowed with the power of reproducing itself in 
individual souls, just as the first created seed in the vegetable world has the power of 
reproduction in its own kind. Most Western divines followed Tertullian in this theory because it 
most easily explains the propagation of original sin by generation, {972} but it materializes sin 
which originates in the mind. Adam had fallen inwardly by doubt and disobedience before he ate 
of the forbidden fruit. 
 
The Aristotelian theory of creationism traces the origin of each individual soul to a direct agency 
of God and assumes a subsequent corruption of the soul by its contact with the body, but destroys 
the organic unity of soul and body, and derives sin from the material part. It was advocated by 
Eastern divines, and by Jerome in the West. Augustin wavered between the two theories, and the 
church has never decided the question. 
 
The third theory, that of pre-existence, was taught by Origen, as before by Plato and Philo. It 
assumes the pre-historic existence and fall of every human being, and thus accounts for original 
sin and individual guilt; but as it has no support in scripture or human consciousness—except in 
an ideal sense—it was condemned under Justinian, as one of the Origenistic heresies. 
Nevertheless it has been revived from time to time as an isolated speculative opinion. {973} 
 
The cause of the Christian faith demanded the assertion both of man’s need of redemption, 
against Epicurean levity and Stoical self-sufficiency, and man’s capacity for redemption, against 
the Gnostic and Manichaean idea of the intrinsic evil of nature, and against every form of 
fatalism. 
 
The Greek fathers, especially the Alexandrian, are very strenuous for the freedom of the will, as 
the ground of the accountability and the whole moral nature of man, and as indispensable to the 
distinction of virtue and vice. It was impaired and weakened by the fall, but not destroyed. In the 
case of Origen freedom of choice is the main pillar of his theological system. Irenaeus and 
Hippolytus cannot conceive of man without the two inseparable predicates of intelligence and 
freedom. And Tertullian asserts expressly, against Marcion and Hermogenes, free will as one of 
the innate properties of the soul, {974} like its derivation from God, immortality, instinct of 
dominion, and power of divination. {975} On the other side, however, Irenaeus, by his Pauline 
doctrine of the casual connection of the original sin of Adam with the sinfulness of the whole 
race, and especially Tertullian, by his view of hereditary sin and its propagation by generation, 
looked towards the Augustinian system which the greatest of the Latin fathers developed in his 
controversy with the Pelagian heresy, and which exerted such a powerful influence upon the 
Reformers, but had no effect whatever on the Oriental church and was practically disowned in 
part by the church of Rome. {976} 
 



{970} From tradux, a branch for preparation, frequently used by Tertullian, Adv. Valent. c. 25, 
etc. 
 
{971} Tertullian, Deuteronomy Anima, c. 27: "Exodus uno homine toti haec animarum 
redundantia." Cap. 36: "Anima in utero seminata pariter cum carne pariter cum ipsa sortitur et 
sexum," i.e. "the soul, being sown in the womb at the same time with the body, receives likewise 
along with it its sex;" and this takes place so simultaneously "that neither of the two substances 
can be alone regarded as the cause of the sex (ita pariter, ut in causa sexus neutra substantia 
teneatur)." In Tertullian this theory was connected with a somewhat materialistic or strongly 
realistic tendency of thought. 
 
{972} "Tradux aninae tradux peccati." 
 
{973} Notably in our century by one of the profoundest and soundest evangelical divines, Dr. 
Julius Mailer, in his masterly work on The Christian Doctrine of Sin. (Urwick’s translation, 
Edinb. 1868, vol. II. pp. 357 sqq,, Comp. pp. 73, 147, 397). He assumes that man in a 
transcendental, pre-temporal or extratemporal existence, by an act of free self-decision, fixed his 
moral character and fate for his present life. This conclusion, he thinks, reconciles the fact of the 
universalness of sin with that of individual guilt, and accords with the unfathomable depth of our 
consciousness of guilt and the mystery of that inextinguishable melancholy and sadness which is 
most profound in the noblest natures. But Muller found no response, and was opposed by Rothe, 
Dorner, and others. In America, the theory of pre-existence was independently advocated by Dr. 
Edward Beecher in his book: The Conflict of Ages. Boston, 1853. 
 
{974} Inesse nobis to; aujtexouvsion naturaliter, jam et Marcioni ostendimus et Hermogeni 
Deuteronomy Anima, c. 21. Comp. Adv. Marc. II. 5 sqq. 
 
{975} Definimus animam Dei flatu natam, immortalem, corporalem, effigiatam, sub stantia 
simplicem, de suo sapientem, varie procedentem, liberam arbitrii, accidentiis obnoxiam, per 
ingenia mutabilem, rationalem, dominatricem, divinatricem, ex una redundantem. Deuteronomy 
Anima, c. 22. 
 
{976} See vol. III. p. 783 sqq.  

 



144. Christ and the Incarnation. 
 
Literature. 
 
*Dionys. Petavius (or Denis Petau, Prof. of Theol. in Paris, d. 1652): Opus de theologicis 
dogmatibus, etc. Par. 1644-50, in 5 vols. fol. Later ed. of Antw. 1700; by Fr. Ant. Zacharia, 
Venice, 1737 (in 7 vols. fol); with additions by C. Passaglia, and C. Schrader, Rome, 1857 
(incomplete); find a still later one by J. B. Thomas, Bar le Due, 1863, in 8 vols. Petau was a 
thoroughly learned Jesuit and the father of Doctrine History (Dogmengeschichte). In the section 
Deuteronomy Trinitate (vol. II.), he has collected most of the passages of the ante-Nicene and 
Nicene father, and admits a progressive development of the doctrine of the divinity of Christ, and 
of the trinity, for which the Anglican, G. Bull, severely censures him. 
 
*George Bull (Bishop of St. David’s, d. 1710): Defensio Fidei Nicaenae de aeterna Divinitate 
Filii Dei, ex scriptis catholic. doctorum qui intra tria ecclesiae Christianae secula floruerunt. 
Oxf. 1685. (Lond. 1703; again 1721; also in Bp. Bull’s complete Works, ed.) by Edw. Burton, 
Oxf. 1827, and again in 1846 (vol. V., Part I. and II.) English translation in the "Library of Anglo-
Catholic Theology," (Oxford 1851, 2 vols.). Bishop Bull is still one of the most learned and 
valuable writers on the early doctrine of the Trinity, but he reads the ante-Nicene fathers too 
much through the glass of the Nicene Creed, and has to explain and to defend the language of 
more than one half of his long list of witnesses. 
 
Martini: Gesch. des Dogmas von der Gottheit Christi in den ersten vier Jahrh. Rost. 1809 
(rationalistic). 
 
Ad. Moller (R.C.): Athanasius der Gr. Mainz. 1827, second ed. 1844 (Bk 1. Der Glaube der 
Kirche der drei ersten Jahrh. in Betreff der Trinitaet, etc., p. 1-116). 
 
Edw. Burton: Testimonies of the ante-Nicene Fathers to the Divinity of Christ. Second ed. Oxf. 
1829. 
 
*F. C. Baur (I. 1860): Die christl. Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit u. Menschwerdung Gottes in ihrer 
geschichtlichen Entwicklung. Tub. 1841-43. 3 vols. (I. p. 129-341). Thoroughly independent, 
learned, critical, and philosophical. 
 
G. A. Meier: Die Lehre von der Trinitaet in ihrer Hist. Entwicklung. Hamb. 1844. 2 Vols. (I. p. 
48-l34). 
 
*Isaac A. Dorner: Entwicklungsgeschichte der Lehre von der Person Christi (1839), 2d ed. 
Stuttg. u. Berl. 1845-56. 2 vols. (I. pp. 122-747). A masterpiece of exhaustive and conscientious 
learning, and penetrating and fair criticism. Engl. translation by W. I. Alexander and D. W. 
Simon. Edinb. 1864, 5 vols. 
 
Robr. Is. Wilberforce (first Anglican, then, since 1854, R.C.): The Doctrine of the Incarnation of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, in its relation to Mankind and to the Church (more doctrinal than 
historical). 4 {th} ed. Lond. 1852. Ch. V. pp. 93-147. Republ. from an earlier ed., Philad. 1849. 
 
Ph. Schaff: The Conflict of Trinitarianism and Unitarianism in the ante-Nicene age, in the "Bibl. 
Sacra." Andover, 1858, Oct. 
 



M. F. Sadler: Emmanuel, or, The Incarnation of the Son of God the Foundation of immutable 
Truth. London 1867 (Doctrinal). 
 
Henry Parry Liddon (Anglican, Canon of St. Paul’s Cathedral): The Divinity of our Lord and 
Saviour Jesus Christ. (The Bampton Lectures for 1866). London 1867, 9 {th} ed. 1882. Devout, 
able, and eloquent. 
 
Ph. Schaff: Christ and Christianity. N. Y. 1885, p. 45-123. A sketch of the history of Christology 
to the present time. 
 
Comp. the relevant sections in the doctrine-histories of Hagenback, Thomasius, Harnack, etc. 
 
The Messiahship and Divine Sonship of Jesus of Nazareth, first confessed by Peter in the name of 
all the apostles and the eye-witnesses of the divine glory of his person and his work, as the most 
sacred and precious fact of their experience, and after the resurrection adoringly acknowledged by 
the sceptical Thomas in that exclamation, "My Lord and my God!"—is the foundation stone of 
the Christian church; {977} and the denial of the mystery of the incarnation is the mark of 
antichristian heresy. {978} 
 
The whole theological energy of the ante-Nicene period concentrated itself, therefore, upon the 
doctrine of Christ as the God-man and Redeemer of the world. This doctrine was the kernel of all 
the baptismal creeds, and was stamped upon the entire life, constitution and worship of the early 
church. It was not only expressly asserted by the fathers against heretics, but also professed in the 
daily and weekly worship, in the celebration of baptism, the eucharist and the annual festivals, 
especially Easter. It was embodied in prayers, doxologies and hymns of praise. From the earliest 
record Christ was the object not of admiration which is given to finite persons and things, and 
presupposes equality, but of prayer, praise and adoration which is due only to an infinite, 
uncreated, divine being. This is evident from several passages of the New Testament, {979} from 
the favorite symbol of the early Christians, the Ichthys, {980} from the Tersanctus, the Gloria in 
Excelsis, the hymn of Clement of Alexandria in praise of the Logos, {981} from the testimony of 
Origen, who says: "We sing hymns to the Most High alone, and His Only Begotten, who is the 
Word and God; and we praise God and His Only Begotten;" {982} and from the heathen 
testimony of the younger Pliny who reports to the Emperor Trajan that the Christians in Asia 
were in the habit of singing "hymns to Christ as their God." {983} Eusebius, quoting from an 
earlier writer (probably Hippolytus) against the heresy of Artemon, refers to the testimonies of 
Justin, Miltiades, Tatian, Clement, and "many others" for the divinity of Christ, and asks: "Who 
knows not the works of Irenaeus and Melito, and the rest, in which Christ is announced as God 
and man? Whatever psalms and hymns of the brethren were written by the faithful from the 
beginning, celebrate Christ as the Word of God, by asserting his divinity." {984} The same faith 
was sealed by the sufferings and death of "the noble army" of confessors and martyrs, who 
confessed Christ to be God, and died for Christ as God. {985} 
 
Life and worship anticipated theology, and Christian experience contained more than divines 
could in clear words express. So a child may worship the Saviour and pray to Him long before he 
can give a rational account of his faith. The instinct of the Christian people was always in the 
right direction, and it is unfair to make them responsible for the speculative crudities, the 
experimental and tentative statements of some of the ante-Nicene teachers. The divinity of Christ 
then, and with this the divinity of the Holy Spirit, were from the first immovably fixed in the 
mind and heart of the Christian Church as a central article of faith. 
 



But the logical definition of this divinity, and of its relation to the Old Testament fundamental 
doctrine of the unity of the divine essence in a word, the church dogma of the trinity was the work 
of three centuries, and was fairly accomplished only in the Nicene age. In the first efforts of 
reason to grapple with these unfathomable mysteries, we must expect mistakes, crudities, and 
inaccuracies of every kind. 
 
In the Apostolic Fathers we find for the most part only the simple biblical statements of the deity 
and humanity of Christ, in the practical form needed for general edification. Of those fathers 
Ignatius is most deeply imbued with the conviction, that the crucified Jesus is God incarnate, and 
indeed frequently calls him, without qualification, God. {986} 
 
The scientific development of Christology begins with Justin and culminates in Origen. From 
Origen then proceed two opposite modes of conception, the Athanasian and the Arian; the former 
at last triumphs in the council of Nicaea A. D. 325, and confirms its victory in the council of 
Constantinople, 381. In the Arian controversy the ante-Nicene conflicts on this vital doctrine 
came to a head and final settlement. 
 
The doctrine of the Incarnation involves three elements: the divine nature of Christ; his human 
nature; and the relation of the two to his undivided personality. 
 
{977} Matthew 16:16-19 sqq 
 
{978} 1 John 4:1-3. 
 
{979} Comp. Matthew 2:11 9:18 17:14,15 28:9,17 Luke 17:15,16 23:42 John 20:28 Acts 7:59,60 
9:14,21 1 Corinthians 1:2 Philippians 2:10 Hebrews 1:6 1 John 5:13-15 Revelation 5:6-13, etc. 
 
{980} See p. 279. 
 
{981} See p. 230. 
 
{982} Contra Cels. 1. VIII. c. 67. 
 
{983} "Carnem Christo quasi Deo dicere," Epp. X. 97. A heathen mock-crucifix which was 
discovered in 1857 in Rome, represents a Christian as worshipping a crucified ass as "his God." 
See above, p. 272. 
 
{984} ton logon tou yeou ton criston umnousi yeologountev. Hist. Eccl. V. 28. 
 
{985} Comp. Ruinart, Acta Mart.; Prudentius, Peristeph., Liddon, l. c. pp. 400 sqq. "If there be 
one doctrine of our faith" (says Canon Liddon, p. 406) "which the martyrs especially confessed at 
death, it is the doctrine of our Lord’s Divinity. The learned and the illiterate, the young and the 
old, the noble and the lowly, the slave and his master united in this confession. Sometimes it is 
wrung from the martyr reluctantly by cross-examination, sometimes it is proclaimed as a truth 
with which the Christian heart is full to bursting, and which, out of the heart’s abundance, the 
Christian mouth cannot but speak. Sometimes Christ’s Divinity is professed as belonging to the 
great Christian contradiction of the polytheism of the heathen world around. Sometimes it is 
explained as involving Christ’s unity with the Father, against the pagan imputation of ditheism; 
sometimes it is proclaimed as justifying the worship which, as the heathens knew, Christians paid 
to Christ." Many illustrations are given. 
 



{986} Ad. Eph. 100. 18: ov gar yeov hmwn ihsou ov cristov ekuoforhyh upo mariav 
(Deus noster Jesus Christus conceptus est ex Maria); c. 7: en sapki genomen yeov. Ignatius 
calls the blood of Jesus the "blood of God" (en aimati yeou), Ad. Ephesians 1. He desires to 
imitate the sufferings of "his God," mimhth einai tou payov tou yeou mou, Ad Rom. 6. 
Polycarp calls Christ the eternal Son of God, to whom all things in heaven and earth are subject 
(Ad Phil. 100. 2,8 and his last prayer in Martyr. Polyc. c. 14). The anonymous author of the 
Epistle to Diognetus (c. 7,8) teaches that the Father sent to men, not one of his servants, whether 
man or angel, but the very architect and author of all things, by whom all has been ordered, and 
on whom all depends; he sent him as God, and because he is God, his advent is a revelation of 
God. On the Christology of the Apost. Fathers comp., besides Dorner, Schwane’s Ante-Nicene 
Doctrine History, pp. 60ff., and Liddon’s Lectures on the Divinity of Christ, pp. 379 and 411 sqq.  

 



145. The Divinity of Christ. 
 
The dogma of the Divinity of Christ is the centre of interest. It comes into the foreground, not 
only against rationalistic Monarchianism and Ebionism, which degrade Christ to a second Moses, 
but also against Gnosticism, which, though it holds him to be superhuman, still puts him on a 
level with other aeons of the ideal world, and thus, by endlessly multiplying sons of God, after the 
manner of the heathen mythology, pantheistically dilutes and destroys all idea of a specific 
sonship. The development of this dogma started from the Old Testament idea of the word and the 
wisdom of God; from the Jewish Platonism of Alexandria; above all, from the Christology of 
Paul, and from the Logos-doctrine of John. This view of John gave a mighty impulse to Christian 
speculation, and furnished it ever fresh material. It was the form under which all the Greek fathers 
conceived the divine nature and divine dignity of Christ before his incarnation. The term Logos 
was peculiarly serviceable here, from its well-known double meaning of "reason" and "word," 
ratio and oratio; though in John it is evidently used in the latter sense alone. {987} 
 
Justin Martyr developed the first Christology, though not as a novelty, but in the consciousness of 
its being generally held by Christians. {988} Following the suggestion of the double meaning of 
Logos and the precedent of a similar distinction by Philo, be distinguishes in the Logos, that is, 
the divine being of Christ, two elements: the immanent, or that which determines the revelation of 
God to himself within himself; {989} and the transitive, in virtue of which God reveals himself 
outwardly. {990} The act of the procession of the Logos from God {991} he illustrates by the 
figure of generation, {992} without division or diminution of the divine substance; and in this 
view the Logos is the only and absolute Son of God, the only-begotten. The generation, however, 
is not with him an eternal act, grounded in metaphysical necessity, as with Athanasius in the later 
church doctrine. It took place before the creation of the world, and proceeded from the free will 
of God. {993} This begotten ante-mundane (though it would seem not strictly eternal) Logos he 
conceives as a hypostatical being, a person numerically distinct from the Father; and to the 
agency of this person before his incarnation {994} Justin attributes the creation and support of the 
universe all the theophanies (Christophanies) of the Old Testament, and all that is true and 
rational in the world. Christ is the Reason of reasons, the incarnation of the absolute and eternal 
reason. He is a true object of worship. In his efforts to reconcile this view with monotheism, he at 
one time asserts the moral unity of the two divine persons, and at another decidedly subordinates 
the Son to the Father. Justin thus combines hypostasianism, or the theory of the independent, 
personal (hypostatical) divinity of Christ, with subordinationism; he is, therefore, neither Arian 
nor Athanasian; but his whole theological tendency, in opposition to the heresies, was evidently 
towards the orthodox system, and had he lived later, he would have subscribed the Nicene creed. 
{995} The same may be said of Tertullian and of Origen. 
 
In this connection we must also mention Justin’s remarkable doctrine of the "Logos spermatikos," 
or the Divine Word disseminated among men. He recognized in every rational soul something 
Christian, a germ (spevrma) of the Logos, or a spark of the absolute reason. He therefore traced 
all the elements of truth and beauty which are scattered like seeds not only among the Jews but 
also among the heathen to the influence of Christ before his incarnation. He regarded the heathen 
sages, Socrates, (whom he compares to Abraham), Plato, the Stoics, and some of the poets and 
historians as unconscious disciples of the Logos, as Christians before Christ. {996} 
 
Justin derived this idea no doubt from the Gospel of John 1:4,5,9,10, though he only quotes one 
passage from it (3:3-5). His pupil Tatian used it in his Diatessaron. {997} 
 



The further development of the doctrine of the Logos we find in the other apologists, in Tatian, 
Athenagoras, Theophilus of Antioch, and especially in the Alexandrian school. 
 
Clement of Alexandria speaks in the very highest terms of the Logos, but leaves his independent 
personality obscure. He makes the Logos the ultimate principle of all existence, without 
beginning, and timeless; the revealer of the Father, the sum of all intelligence and wisdom, the 
personal truth, the speaking as well as the spoken word of creative power, the proper author of the 
world, the source of light and life, the great educator of the human race, at last becoming man, to 
draw us into fellowship with him and make us partakers of his divine nature. 
 
Origen felt the whole weight of the Christological and trinitarian problem and manfully grappled 
with it, but obscured it by foreign speculations. He wavered between the homo-ousian, or 
orthodox, and the homoi-ousian or subordinatian theories, which afterwards came into sharp 
conflict with each other in the Arian controversy. {998} On the one hand he brings the Son as 
near as possible to the essence of the Father; not only making him the absolute personal wisdom, 
truth, righteousness, reason, {999} but also expressly predicating eternity of him, and 
propounding the church dogma of the eternal generation of the Son. This generation he usually 
represents as proceeding from the will of the Father; but he also conceives it as proceeding from 
his essence and hence, at least in one passage, he already applies the term homo-ousios to the 
Son, thus declaring him coaqual in essence or nature with the Father. {1000} This idea of eternal 
generation, however, has a peculiar form with him, from its close connection with his doctrine of 
an eternal creation. He can no more think of the Father without the Son, than of an almighty God 
without creation, or of light without radiance. {1001} Hence he describes this generation not as a 
single, instantaneous act, but, like creation, ever going on. {1002} But on the other hand he 
distinguishes the essence of the Son from that of the Father; speaks of a difference of substance; 
{1003} and makes the Son decidedly inferior to the Father, calling him, with reference to John 
1:1, merely qeov without the article, that is, God in a relative or secondary sense (Deus de Deo) 
also deuvtero qeov, but the Father God in the absolute sense, oJ qeov (Deus per se), or aujtovqeo, 
also the fountain and root of the divinity. {1004} Hence, he also taught, that the Son should not be 
directly addressed in prayer, but the Father through the Son in the Holy Spirit. {1005} This must 
be limited, no doubt, to absolute worship, for he elsewhere recognizes prayer to the Son and to 
the Holy Spirit. {1006} Yet this subordination of the Son formed a stepping-stone to Arianism, 
and some disciples of Origen, particularly Dionysius of Alexandria, decidedly approached that 
heresy. Against this, however, the deeper Christian sentiment, even before the Arian controversy, 
put forth firm protest, especially in the person of the Roman Dionysius, to whom his Alexandrian 
namesake and colleague magnanimously yielded. 
 
In a simpler way the western fathers, including here Irenaeus and Hippolytus, who labored in the 
West, though they were of Greek training, reached the position, that Christ must be one with the 
Father, yet personally distinct from him. It is commonly supposed that they came nearer the 
homo-ousion than the Greeks. This can be said of Irenaeus, but not of Tertullian. And as to 
Cyprian, whose sphere was exclusively that of church government and discipline, he had nothing 
peculiar in his speculative doctrines. 
 
Irenaeus after Polycarp, the most faithful representative of the Johannean school, keeps more 
within the limits of the simple biblical statements, and ventures no such bold speculations as the 
Alexandrians, but is more sound and much nearer the Nicene standard. He likewise uses the terms 
"Logos" and "Son of God" interchangeably, and concedes the distinction, made also by the 
Valentinians, between the inward and the uttered word, {1007} in reference to man, but contests 
the application of it to God, who is above all antitheses, absolutely simple and unchangeable, and 
in whom before and after, thinking and speaking, coincide. He repudiates also every speculative 



or a priori attempt to explain the derivation of the Son from the Father; this be holds to be an 
incomprehensible mystery. {1008} He is content to define the actual distinction between Father 
and Son, by saying that the former is God revealing himself, the latter, God revealed; the one is 
the ground of revelation, the other is the actual, appearing revelation itself. Hence he calls the 
Father the invisible of the Son, and the Son the visible of the Father. He discriminates most 
rigidly the conceptions of generation and of creation. The Son, though begotten of the Father, is 
still like him, distinguished from the created world, as increate, without beginning, and eternal. 
All this plainly shows that Irenaeus is much nearer the Nicene dogma of the substantial identity of 
the Son with the Father, than Justin and the Alexandrians. If, as he does in several passages, he 
still subordinates the Son to the Father, be is certainly inconsistent; and that for want of an 
accurate distinction between the eternal Logos and the actual Christ. {1009} Expressions like "my 
Father is greater than I," which apply only to the Christ of history, he refers also, like Justin and 
Origen, to the eternal Word. On the other hand, he has been charged with leaning in the opposite 
direction towards the Sabellian and Patripassian views, but unjustly. {1010} Apart from his 
frequent want of precision in expression, he steers in general, with sure biblical and churchly tact, 
equally clear of both extremes, and asserts alike the essential unity and the eternal personal 
distinction of the Father and the Son. 
 
The incarnation of the Logos Irenaeus represents both as a restoration and redemption from sin 
and death, and as the completion of the revelation of God and of the creation of man. In the latter 
view, as finisher, Christ is the perfect Son of Man, in whom the likeness of man to God, the 
similitudo Dei, regarded as moral duty, in distinction from the imago Dei, as an essential 
property, becomes for the first time fully real. According to this the incarnation would be 
grounded in the original plan of God for the education of mankind, and independent of the fall; it 
would have taken place even without the fall, though in some other form. Yet Irenaeus does not 
expressly say this; speculation on abstract possibilities was foreign to his realistic cast of mind. 
 
Tertullian cannot escape the charge of subordinationism. He bluntly calls the Father the whole 
divine substance, and the Son a part of it; {1011} illustrating their relation by the figures of the 
fountain and the stream, the sun and the beam. He would not have two suns, he says, but he might 
call Christ God, as Paul does in Romans 9:5. The sunbeam, too, in itself considered, may be 
called sun, but not the sun a beam. Sun and beam are two distinct things (species) in one essence 
(substantia), as God and the Word, as the Father and the Son. But we should not take figurative 
language too strictly, and must remember that Tertullian was specially interested to distinguish 
the Son from the Father in opposition to the Patripassian Praxeas. In other respects he did the 
church Christology material service. He propounds a threefold hypostatical existence of the Son 
(filiatio): (1) The pre-existent, eternal immanence of the Son in the Father; they being as 
inseparable as reason and word in man, who was created in the image of God, and hence in a 
measure reflects his being; {1012} (2) the coming forth of the Son with the Father for the purpose 
of the creation; (3) the manifestation of the Son in the world by the incarnation. {1013} 
 
With equal energy Hippolytus combated Patripassianism, and insisted on the recognition of 
different hypostases with equal claim to divine worship. Yet he, too, is somewhat trammelled 
with the subordination view. {1014} 
 
On the other hand, according to his representation in the Philosophumena, the Roman bishops 
Zephyrinus and especially Callistus favored Patripassianism. The later popes, however, were firm 
defenders of hypostasianism. One of them, Dionysius, A. D. 262, as we shall see more fully when 
speaking of the trinity, maintained at once the homo-ousion and eternal generation against 
Dionysius of Alexandria, and the hypostatical distinction against Sabellianism, and sketched in 
bold and clear outlines the Nicene standard view. 



 
{987} On the Logos doctrine of Philo, which probably was known to John much has been written 
by Gfrorer (1831), Dahne (1834), Grossmann (1829 and 1841), Dorner (1845), Langen, (1867), 
Heinze (1872), Schurer (1874), Siegfried (1875), Soulier, Pahud, Klasen, and others. 
 
{988} For thorough discussions of Justin’s Logos doctrine see Semisch. Justin der Martyrer, 11. 
289 sqq.; Dorner, Entwicklungsgesch. etc. I. 415-435; Weizsacker. Die Theologie des Mart. 
Justinus, in Dorner’s "Jahrbucher fur deutsche Theol." Bd XII. 1867, p. 60 sqq.; and M. von 
Engelbardt, Das Christenthum Justins des Mart. (1878), p. 107-120, and his art. in the revised ed. 
of Herzog, vol. VII. (1880), p. 326. 
 
{989} logov endiayetov. 
 
{990} logov proforikov. 
 
{991} proercesyai. 
 
{992} gennan, gennasyai. 
 
{993} He calls Christ "the first begotten of God," "prwtotokov tou yeou and the prwton 
gennhma (but not ktisma or poihma tou yeou)". See Apol. I. 21, 23, 33, 46, 63; and Engelhardt, 
l. c. p. 116-120: "Der Logos ist vorweltlich, aber nicht ewig." 
 
{994} logov asarkov. 
 
{995} See the proof in the monograph of Semisch. 
 
{996} Comp. Apol. II. 8, 10, 13. He says that the moral teaching of the Stoics and some of the 
Greek poets was admirable on account of the seed of the Logos implanted in every race of men 
(dia to emfuton panti genei anyrwpwn sperma tou logou), and mentions as examples 
Heraclitus, Musonius, and others, who for this reason were hated and put to death. 
 
{997} On the relation of Justin to John’s Gospel, see especially the very careful examination of 
Ezra Abbot, The Authorship of the Fourth Gospel (Boston, 1880), pp. 29-56. He says (p. 41) 
While Justin’s conceptions in regard to the Logos were undoubtedly greatly affected by Philo and 
the Alexandrian philosophy, the doctrine of the incarnation of the Logos was utterly foreign to 
that philosophy, and could only have been derived, it would seem, from the Gospel of John. He 
accordingly speaks very often in language similar to that of John (1:14) of the Logos as ‘made 
flesh,’ or as ‘having become man.’ That in the last phrase he should prefer the term ‘man’ to the 
Hebraistic ‘flesh’ can excite no surprise. With reference to the deity of the Logos and his 
instrumental agency in creation, compare also especially Apol. II. 6, ‘through him God created all 
things’ (di autou panta ektise) Dial. c. 56, and Apol. I. 63, with John 1:1-3. Since the Fathers 
who immediately followed Justin, as Theophilus, Irenaeus Clement, Tertullian, unquestionably 
founded their doctrine of the incarnation of the Logos on the Gospel of John, the presumption is 
that Justin did the same. He professes to hold his view, in which he owns that some Christians do 
not agree with him ‘because we have been comminded by Christ himself not to follow the 
doctrines of men, but those which were proclaimed by the blessed prophets and taught by 
Him.’(Dial. c. 48). Now, as Canon Westcott observes, ‘the Synoptists do not anywhere declare 
Christ’s pre-existence.’ And where could Justin suppose himself to have found this doctrine 
taught by Christ except in the Fourth Gospel? Compare Apol. I. 46: ‘That Christ is the first-born 
of God, being the Logos [the divine Reason] of which every race of men have been partakers, 



{Comp. John 1:4,5,9} we have been taught and have declared before. And those who have lived 
according to Reason are Christians, even though they were deemed atheists; as for example, 
Socrates and Heraclitus and those like them among the Greeks.’ 
 
{998} Comp. here Neander, Baur, Dorner (I. 635-695), the monographs on Origen by 
Redepenning (II. 295-307), and Thomasius, H. Schultz, Die Christologie des Origenes, in the 
"Jahrb. f. Protest. Theol." 1875, No. II. and III, and the art. of Moller in Herzog 2 XI. 105 sqq. 
 
{999} autosofia, autoalhyeia, autodikaiosunh, autodunamiv, autologov, etc. Contra 
Cels. III. 41; V. 39. Origen repeatedly uses the term "God Jesus," yeov ihsouv, without the 
article, ibid. V. 51; VI. 66. 
 
{1000} In a fragment on the Ep. to the Hebrews (IV. 697, de la Rue): aporroia omoousiov. 
 
{1001} Deuteronomy Princip. IV. 28: "Sicut lux numquam sine splendore esse potuit, ita nec 
Filius quidem sine Patre intelligi potest" 
 
{1002} Deuteronomy Princ. I. 2, 4: "Est aeterna et sempiterna generatio, sicut splendor 
generatur a luce." Horn. in Jerem. IX. 4. aei genna o pathr ton uion 
 
{1003} etirothv thv ousiav ortou upokeimenou, which the advocates of his orthodoxy, 
probably without reason, take is merely opposing the Patripassian conception of the omoousia. 
Redepenning, II. 300-306, gives the principal passages for the homo-ousia and the hetero-ousia. 
 
{1004} phgh, riza thv yeothtov. 
 
{1005} Deuteronomy Orat. c. 15. 
 
{1006} For example, Ad Rom. I. p. 472: "Adorare alium quempiam praeter Patrem et Filium et 
Spiritum sanctum, impietatis est crimen." Contra Cels. VIII. 67. He closes his homilies with a 
doxology to Christ. 
 
{1007} The logov endiayetov and logov proforikov. 
 
{1008} Adv. Haer. II. 28, 6 "Si quis nobis dixerit: quomodo ergo Filius prolatus a Patre est? 
dicimus ei—nemo novit nisi solus, qui generavit Pater et qui natus est Filius." 
 
{1009} The logov asarkov and the logov ensarkov. 
 
{1010} As Duncker in his monograph: Die Christologie des heil. Irenaeus, p. 50 sqq., has 
unanswerably shown 
 
{1011} Adv. Prax. c. 9 "Pater tota subsiantia est, Filius vero derivatio totius et portio, sicut ipse 
profitetur Quia Pater major Me est". {John 14:28} 
 
{1012} Hence he says (Adv. Prax. c. 5), by way of illustration: "Quodcunque cogitaveris, sermo 
est; quodcunque senseris ratio est. Loquaris illud in animo necesse est, et dum loqueris, 
conlocutorem pateris sermonem, in quo inest haec ipsa ratio qua cum eo cogitans loquaris, per 
quem loquens cogitas." 
 



{1013} In German terminology this progress in the filiation (Hypostasirung) may, be expressed: 
die werdende Personlichkeit, die gewordene Personlichkeit, die erscheinende Personlichkeit. 
 
{1014} See the exposition of Dollinger, Hippol. p. 195 sqq.  

 



146. The Humanity of Christ. 
 
Passing now to the doctrine of the Saviour’s Humanity, we find this asserted by IGNATIUS as 
clearly and forcibly as his divinity. Of the Gnostic Docetists of his day, who made Christ a 
spectre, he says, they are bodiless spectres themselves, whom we should fear as wild beasts in 
human shape, because they tear away the foundation of our hope. {1015} He attaches great 
importance to the flesh, that is, the full reality of the human nature of Christ, his true birth from 
the virgin, and his crucifixion under Pontius Pilate; he calls him God incarnate; {1016} therefore 
is his death the fountain of life. 
 
Irenaeus refutes Docetism at length. Christ, he contends against the Gnostics, must be a man, like 
us, if he would redeem us from corruption and make us perfect. As sin and death came into the 
world by a man, so they could be blotted out legitimately and to our advantage only by a man; 
though of course not by one who should be a mere descendant of Adam, and thus himself in need 
of redemption, but by a second Adam, supernaturally begotten, a new progenitor of our race, as 
divine as he is human. A new birth unto life must take the place of the old birth unto death. As the 
completer, also, Christ must enter into fellowship with us, to be our teacher and pattern. He made 
himself equal with man, that man, by his likeness to the Son, might become precious in the 
Father’s sight. Irenaeus conceived the humanity of Christ not as a mere corporeality, though he 
often contends for this alone against the Gnostics, but as true humanity, embracing body, soul, 
and spirit. He places Christ in the same relation to the regenerate race, which Adam bears to the 
natural, and regards him as the absolute, universal man, the prototype and summing up {1017} of 
the whole race. Connected with this is his beautiful thought, found also in Hippolytus in the tenth 
book of the Philosophumena, that Christ made the circuit of all the stages of human life, to 
redeem and sanctify all. To apply this to advanced age, he singularly extended the life of Jesus to 
fifty years, and endeavored to prove this view from the Gospels, against the Valentinians. {1018} 
The full communion of Christ with men involved his participation in all their evils and sufferings, 
his death, and his descent into the abode of the dead. 
 
Tertullian advocates the entire yet sinless humanity of Christ against both the Docetistic Gnostics 
{1019} and the Patripassians. {1020} He accuses the former of making Christ who is all truth, a 
half lie, and by the denial of his flesh resolving all his work in the flesh, his sufferings and his 
death, into an empty show, and subverting the whole scheme of redemption. Against the 
Patripassians be argues, that God the Father is incapable of suffering, and is beyond the sphere of 
finiteness and change. In the humanity, he expressly includes the soul; and this, in his view, 
comprises the reason also; for he adopts not the trichotomic, but the dychotomic division. The 
body of Christ, before the exaltation, he conceived to have been even homely, on a 
misapprehension of Isaiah 53:2, where the suffering Messiah is figuratively said to have "no form 
nor comeliness." This unnatural view agreed with his aversion to art and earthly splendor, but was 
not commonly held by the Christian people if we are to judge from the oldest representations of 
Christ under the figure of a beautiful Shepherd carrying the lamb in his arms or on his shoulders. 
 
Clement of Alexandria likewise adopted the notion of the uncomely personal appearance of Jesus, 
but compensated it with the thought of the moral beauty of his soul. In his effort, however, to 
idealize the body of the Lord, and raise it above all sensual desires and wants, he almost reaches 
Gnostic Docetism. 
 
The Christology of Origen is more fully developed in this part, as well as in the article of the 
divine nature, and peculiarly modified by his Platonizing view of the pre-existence and pre-
Adamic fall of souls and their confinement in the prison of corporeity; but he is likewise too 



idealistic, and inclined to substitute the superhuman for the purely human. He conceives the 
incarnation as a gradual process, and distinguishes two stages in it—the assumption of the soul, 
and the assumption of the body. The Logos, before the creation of the world, nay, from the 
beginning, took to himself a human soul, which had no part in the ante-mundane apostasy, but 
clave to the Logos in perfect love, and was warmed through by him, as iron by fire. Then this fair 
soul, married to the Logos, took from the Virgin Mary a true body, yet without sin; not by way of 
punishment, like the fallen souls, but from love to men, to effect their redemption. Again, Origen 
distinguishes various forms of the manifestation of this human nature, in which the Lord became 
all things to all men, to gain all. To the great mass he appeared in the form of a servant; to his 
confidential disciples and persons of culture, in a radiance of the highest beauty and glory, such 
as, even before the resurrection, broke forth from his miracles and in the transfiguration on the 
Mount. In connection with this comes Origen’s view of a gradual spiritualization and deification 
of the body of Christ, even to the ubiquity which he ascribes to it in its exalted state. {1021} 
 
On this insufficient ground his opponents charged him with teaching a double Christ (answering 
to the lower Jesus and the higher Soter of the Gnostics), and a merely temporary validity in the 
corporeity of the Redeemer. 
 
Origen is the first to apply to Christ the term God-man, {1022} which leads to the true view of the 
relation of the two natures. 
 
{1015} Ep. ad Smyrn. c. 2-5. 
 
{1016} en sarki genomenov yeov (ad Ephes. c. 7); also enwsiv sarkov kai pneumatov. 
Comp. Romans 1:3,4 9:5 1 John 4:1-3 
 
{1017} anakefalaiwsiv, recapitulatio, a term frequently used by Irenaeus. Comp. Romans 
13:9 Ephesians 1:10. 
 
{1018} Adv. Haer. II. 22, 4-6. He appeals to tradition and to the loose conjecture of the Jews that 
Christ was near fifty years, John 8:57. The Valentinian Gnostics allowed only thirty years to 
Christ, corresponding to the number of their aeons. 
 
{1019} Adv. Marcionem, and Deuteronomy Carne Christi. 
 
{1020} Adv. Praxean. 
 
{1021} The view of the ubiquity of Christ’s body was adopted by Gregory of Nyssa, revived by 
Scotus Erigena, but in a pantheistic sense, and by Luther, who made it a support to his doctrine of 
the Lord’s Supper. See Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. p. 286 sqq. 
 
{1022} yeanyrwpov.  

 



147. The Relation of the Divine and the Human in Christ. 
 
The doctrine of the Mutual Relation of the divine and the human in Christ did not come into 
special discussion nor reach a definite settlement until the Christological (Nestorian and 
Eutychian) controversies of the fifth century. 
 
Yet Irenaeus, in several passages, throws out important hints. He teaches unequivocally a true and 
indissoluble union of divinity and humanity in Christ, and repels the Gnostic idea of a mere 
external and transient connection of the divine Soter with the human Jesus. The foundation for 
that union he perceives in the creation of the world by the Logos, and in man’s original likeness 
to God and destination for permanent fellowship with Him. In the act of union, that is, in the 
supernatural generation and birth, the divine is the active principle, and the seat of personality; 
the human, the passive or receptive; as, in general, man is absolutely dependent on God, and is 
the vessel to receive the revelations of his wisdom and love. The medium and bond of the union 
is the Holy Spirit, who took the place of the masculine agent in the generation, and overshadowed 
the virgin womb of Mary with the power of the highest. In this connection he calls Mary the 
counterpart of Eve the "mother of all living" in a higher sense; who, by her believing obedience, 
became the cause of salvation both to herself and the whole human race, {1023} as Eve by her 
disobedience induced the apostasy and death of mankind; —a fruitful but questionable parallel, 
suggested but not warranted by Paul’s parallel between Adam and Christ, afterwards frequently 
pushed too far, and turned, no doubt, contrary to its original sense, to favor the idolatrous worship 
of the blessed Virgin. Irenaeus seems {1024} to conceive the incarnation as progressive, the two 
factors reaching absolute communion (but neither absorbing the other) in the ascension; though 
before this, at every stage of life, Christ was a perfect man, presenting the model of every age. 
 
Origen, the author of the term "God-man," was also the first to employ the figure, since become 
so classical, of an iron warmed through by fire, to illustrate the pervasion of the human nature 
(primarily the soul) by the divine in the presence of Christ. 
 
{1023} "Et sibi et universo generi humano causa facta est salutis." Adv. Haer. III. 22, 4. 
 
{1024} At least according to Dorner, I. 495.  

 



148. The Holy Spirit. 
 
Ed. Burton: Testimonies of the Ante-Nicene Fathers to the Divinity of the Holy Ghost. Oxf. 1831 
(Works, vol. II). 
 
K. F. A. Kahnis. Die Lehre vom heil. Geiste. Halle, 1847. (Pt. I. p. 149-356. Incomplete). 
 
Neander: Dogmengeschichte, ed. by Jacobi, I. 181-186. 
 
The doctrine of Justin Mart. is treated with exhaustive thoroughness by Semisch in his 
monograph (Breslau, 1840), II. 305-332. Comp. also Al. v. Engelhardt: Das Christenthum Justins 
(Erlangen, 1878), P. 143-147. 
 
The doctrine of the Holy Spirit was far less developed, and until the middle of the fourth century 
was never a subject of special controversy. So in the Apostles; Creed, only one article {1025} is 
devoted to the third person of the holy Trinity, while the confession of the Son of God, in six or 
seven articles, forms the body of the symbol. Even the original Nicene Creed breaks off abruptly 
with the words: "And in the Holy Spirit;" the other clauses being later additions. Logical 
knowledge appears to be here still further removed than in Christology from the living substance 
of faith. This period was still in immediate contact with the fresh spiritual life of the apostolic, 
still witnessed the lingering operations of the extraordinary gifts, and experienced in full measure 
the regenerating, sanctifying, and comforting influences of the divine Spirit in life, suffering, and 
death; but, as to the theological definition of the nature and work of the Spirit, it remained in 
many respects confused and wavering down to the Nicene age. 
 
Yet rationalistic historians go quite too far when, among other accusations, they charge the early 
church with making the Holy Spirit identical with the Logos. To confound the functions, as in 
attributing the inspiration of the prophets, for example, now to the Holy Spirit, now to the Logos, 
is by no means to confound the persons. On the contrary, the thorough investigations of recent 
times show plainly that the ante-Nicene fathers, with the exception of the Monarchians and 
perhaps Lactantius, agreed in the two fundamental points, that the Holy Spirit, the sole agent in 
the application of redemption, is a supernatural divine being, and that he is an independent 
person; thus closely allied to the Father and the Son yet hypostatically different from them both. 
This was the practical conception, as demanded even by the formula of baptism. But instead of 
making the Holy Spirit strictly coordinate with the other divine persons, as the Nicene doctrine 
does, it commonly left him subordinate to the Father and the Son. 
 
So in Justin, the pioneer of scientific discovery in Pneumatology as well as in Christology. He 
refutes the heathen charge of atheism with the explanation, that the Christians worship the 
Creator of the universe, in the second place the Son, {1026} in the third rank {1027} the prophetic 
Spirit; placing the three divine hypostases in a descending gradation as objects of worship. In 
another passage, quite similar, he interposes the host of good angels between the Son and the 
Spirit, and thus favors the inference that he regarded the Holy Ghost himself as akin to the angels 
and therefore a created being. {1028} But aside from the obscurity and ambiguity of the words 
relating to the angelic host, the coordination of the Holy Ghost with the angels is utterly 
precluded by many other expressions of Justin, in which he exalts the Spirit far above the sphere 
of all created being, and challenges for the members of the divine trinity a worship forbidden to 
angels. The leading function of the Holy Spirit, with him, as with other apologists, is the 
inspiration of the Old Testament prophets. {1029} In general the Spirit conducted the Jewish 
theocracy, and qualified the theocratic officers. All his gifts concentrated themselves finally in 



Christ; and thence they pass to the faithful in the church. It is a striking fact, however, that Justin 
in only two passages refers the new moral life of the Christian to the Spirit, he commonly 
represents the Logos as its fountain. He lacks all insight into the distinction of the Old Testament 
Spirit and the New, and urges their identity in opposition to the Gnostics. 
 
In Clement of Alexandria we find very little progress beyond this point. Yet he calls the Holy 
Spirit the third member of the sacred triad, and requires thanksgiving to be addressed to him as to 
the Son and the Father. {1030} 
 
Origen vacillates in his Pneumatology still more than in his Christology between orthodox and 
heterodox views. He ascribes to the Holy Spirit eternal existence, exalts him, as he does the Son, 
far above all creatures and considers him the source of all charisms, {1031} especially as the 
principle of all the illumination and holiness of believers under the Old Covenant and the New. 
But he places the Spirit in essence, dignity, and efficiency below the Son, as far as he places the 
Son below the Father; and though he grants in one passage {1032} that the Bible nowhere calls 
the Holy Spirit a creature, yet, according to another somewhat obscure sentence, he himself 
inclines towards the view, which, however he does not avow that the Holy Spirit had a beginning 
(though, according to his system, not in time but from eternity), and is the first and most excellent 
of all the beings produced by the Logos. {1033} In the same connection he adduces three opinions 
concerning the Holy Spirit; one regarding him as not having an origin; another, ascribing to him 
no separate personality; and a third, making him a being originated by the Logos. The first of 
these opinions he rejects because the Father alone is without origin (agennhtov); the second he 
rejects because in Matthew 12:32 the Spirit is plainly distinguished from the Father and the Son; 
the third he takes for the true and scriptural view, because everything was made by the Logos. 
{1034} Indeed, according to Matthew 12:32, the Holy Spirit would seem to stand above the Son; 
but the sin against the Holy Ghost is more heinous than that against the Son of Man, only because 
he who has received the Holy Spirit stands higher than he who has merely the reason from the 
Logos. 
 
Here again Irenaeus comes nearer than the Alexandrians to the dogma of the perfect substantial 
identity of the Spirit with the Father and the Son; though his repeated figurative (but for this 
reason not so definite) designation of the Son and Spirit as the "hands" of the Father, by which he 
made all things, implies a certain subordination. He differs from most of the Fathers in referring 
the Wisdom of the book of Proverbs not to the Logos but to the Spirit; and hence must regard him 
as eternal. Yet he was far from conceiving the Spirit a mere power or attribute; he considered him 
an independent personality, like the Logos. "With God" says he, {1035} "are ever the Word and 
the Wisdom, the Son and the Spirit, through whom and in whom he freely made all things, to 
whom he said, ‘Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.’" But he speaks more of the 
operations than of the nature of the Holy Ghost. The Spirit predicted in the prophets the coming 
of Christ; has been near to man in all divine ordinances; communicates the knowledge of the 
Father and the Son; gives believers the consciousness of sonship; is fellowship with Christ, the 
pledge of imperishable life, and the ladder on which we ascend to God. 
 
In the Montanistic system the Paraclete occupies a peculiarly important place. He appears there as 
the principle of the highest stage of revelation, or of the church of the consummation. Tertullian 
made the Holy Spirit the proper essence of the church, but subordinated him to the Son, as he did 
the Son to the Father, though elsewhere he asserts the "unitas substantiae." In his view the Spirit 
proceeds "a Patre per Filium," as the fruit from the root through the stem. The view of the Trinity 
presented by Sabellius contributed to the suppression of these subordinatian ideas. 
 
{1025} Credo in Spiritum Sanctum. 



 
{1026} en deutera cwra. 
 
{1027} en trith taxei, Apol. I. 13. 
 
{1028} Apol. I. 6: Ekei’novn te (i.e. yeon), kai ton par autou uion elyonta kai didaxanta 
hmav tauta kai ton twn allwn epomenwn kai exomoioumenwn agaywn aggelwn 
straton, pneuma te to profhtikon sebomeya kai proskunoumen.. This passage has been 
variously explained. The questions arise, whether aggelov here is not to be taken in the wider 
sense, in which Justin often uses it, and even applies it to Christ; whether straton depends on 
sebomeya, and not rather on didaxanta, so as to be co-ordinate with hmav, or with tauta, and 
not with qion and pneuma. Still others suspect that stratovn is a false reading for strathgon, 
which would characterize Christ as the leader of the angelic host. It is impossible to co-ordinate 
the host of angels with the Father, Son, and Spirit, as objects of worship, without involving Justin 
in gross self-contradiction (Apol I. 17: yeon monon proskunoumen, etc.). We must either join 
stratovn with hmav, in the sense that Christ is the teacher, not of men only, but also of the host of 
angels; or with tauta in the sense that the Son of God taught us (didaxanta hmav) about these 
things (tauta, i.e. evil spirits, compare the preceding chapter I. 5), but also concerning the good 
angels—ton aggelwn straton being in this case elliptically put for ta peri tou... aggelwn 
stratou. The former is more natural, although a more careful writer than Justin would in this 
case have said tauta hmav instead of hmav tauta. For a summary of the different 
interpretations see Otto’s notes in the third ed. of Justin’s Opera, I. 20-23. 
 
{1029} Hence the frequent designation, to pneuma profhtikon, together with the other, pneuma 
agion and hence also even in the Symb. Nic. Constantin. the definition: pneuma... to lalhsan 
dia twn profhtwn, "who spoke through the prophets." 
 
{1030} Paed. III. p. 311: eucaristountav ainein tw monw patri kai uiw —sun kai tw agiw 
pneumati.. 
 
{1031} Not as ulh twn carismatwn, as Neander and others represent it, but as thn ulhn twn 
carism. parecon, as offering the substance and fairness of the spiritual gifts; therefore as the 
ajrchv and phghv of them. In Joh. II. 6. 
 
{1032} Deuteronomy Princip. I. 3, 3. 
 
{1033} In Joh. tom. II. 6: timiwteron—this comparative, by the way, should be noticed as 
possibly saying more than the superlative, and perhaps designed to distinguish the Spirit from all 
creatures—pantwn twn upo tou patrov dia cristou gegennhmenwn.. 
 
{1034} According to John 1:3 
 
{1035} Adv. Haer. IV. 20, 1.  

 



149. The Holy Trinity. 
 
Comp. the works quoted in 144, especially Petravius, Bull, Baur, and Dorner. 
 
Here now we have the elements of the dogma of the Trinity, that is, the doctrine of the living, 
only true God, Father, Son, and Spirit, of whom, through whom, and to whom are all things. This 
dogma has a peculiar, comprehensive, and definitive import in the Christian system, as a brief 
summary of all the truths and blessings of revealed religion. Hence the baptismal formula, 
{Matthew 28:19} which forms the basis of all the ancient creeds, is trinitarian; as is the apostolic 
benediction also. {2 Corinthians 13:14} This doctrine meets us in the Scriptures, however, not so 
much in direct statements and single expressions, of which the two just mentioned are the 
clearest, as in great living facts; in the history of a threefold revelation of the living God in the 
creation and government, the reconciliation and redemption, and the sanctification and 
consummation of the world—a history continued in the experience of Christendom. In the article 
of the Trinity the Christian conception of God completely defines itself, in distinction alike from 
the abstract monotheism of the Jewish religion, and from the polytheism and dualism of the 
heathen. It has accordingly been looked upon in all ages as the sacred symbol and the 
fundamental doctrine of the Christian church, with the denial of which the divinity of Christ and 
the Holy Spirit, and the divine character of the work of redemption and sanctification, fall to the 
ground. 
 
On this scriptural basis and the Christian consciousness of a threefold relation we sustain to God 
as our Maker, Redeemer, and Sanctifier, the church dogma of the Trinity arose; and it directly or 
indirectly ruled even the ante-Nicene theology though it did not attain its fixed definition till in 
the Nicene age. It is primarily of a practical religious nature, and speculative only in a secondary 
sense. It arose not from the field of metaphysics, but from that of experience and worship; and not 
as an abstract, isolated dogma, but in inseparable connection with the study of Christ and of the 
Holy Spirit; especially in connection with Christology, since all theology proceeds from "God in 
Christ reconciling the world unto himself." Under the condition of monotheism, this doctrine 
followed of necessity from the doctrine of the divinity of Christ and of the Holy Spirit. The unity 
of God was already immovably fixed by the Old Testament as a fundamental article of revealed 
religion in opposition to all forms of idolatry. But the New Testament and the Christian 
consciousness as firmly demanded faith in the divinity of the Son, who effected redemption, and 
of the Holy Spirit, who founded the church and dwells in believers; and these apparently 
contradictory interests could be reconciled only in the form of the Trinity; {1036} that is, by 
distinguishing in the one and indivisible essence of God {1037} three hypostases or persons; 
{1038} at the same time allowing for the insufficiency of all human conceptions and words to 
describe such an unfathomable mystery. 
 
The Socinian and rationalistic opinion, that the church doctrine of the Trinity sprang from 
Platonism {1039} and Neo-Platonism {1040} is therefore radically false. The Indian Trimurti, 
altogether pantheistic in spirit, is still further from the Christian Trinity. Only thus much is true, 
that the Hellenic philosophy operated from without, as a stimulating force, upon the form of the 
whole patristic theology, the doctrines of the Logos and the Trinity among the rest; and that the 
deeper minds of heathen antiquity showed a presentiment of a threefold distinction in the divine 
essence: but only a remote and vague presentiment which, like all the deeper instincts of the 
heathen mind, serves to strengthen the Christian truth. Far clearer and more fruitful suggestions 
presented themselves in the Old Testament, particularly in the doctrines of the Messiah, of the 
Spirit, of the Word, and of the Wisdom of God, and even in the system of symbolical numbers, 
which rests on the sacredness of the numbers three (God), four (the world), seven and twelve (the 



union of God and the world), hence the covenant numbers. But the mystery of the Trinity could 
be fully revealed only in the New Testament after the completion of the work of redemption and 
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. The historical manifestation of the Trinity is the condition of 
the knowledge of the Trinity. 
 
Again, it was primarily the oeconomic or transitive trinity, which the church had in mind; that is, 
the trinity of the revelation of God in the threefold work of creation, redemption, and 
sanctification; the trinity presented in the apostolic writings as a living fact. But from this, in 
agreement with both reason and Scripture, the immanent or ontologic trinity was inferred; that is, 
an eternal distinction in the essence of God itself, which reflects itself in his revelation, and can 
be understood only so far as it manifests itself in his works and words. The divine nature thus 
came to be conceived, not as an abstract, blank unity, but as an infinite fulness of life; and the 
Christian idea of God (as John of Damascus has remarked) in this respect combined Jewish 
monotheism with the truth which lay at the bottom of even the heathen polytheism, though 
distorted and defaced there beyond recognition. 
 
Then for the more definite illustration of this trinity of essence, speculative church teachers of 
subsequent times appealed to all sorts of analogies in nature, particularly in the sphere of the 
finite mind, which was made after the image of the divine, and thus to a certain extent authorizes 
such a parallel. They found a sort of triad in the universal law of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis; 
in the elements of the syllogism; in the three persons of grammar; in the combination of body, 
soul, and spirit in man; in the three leading faculties of the soul; in the nature of intelligence and 
knowledge as involving an union of the thinking subject and the thought object; and in the nature 
of love, as likewise an union between the loving and the loved. {1041} These speculations began 
with Origen and Tertullian; they were pursued by Athanasius and Augustin; by the scholastics 
and mystics of the Middle Ages; by Melanchthon, and the speculative Protestant divines down to 
Schleiermacher, Rothe and Dorner, as well as by philosophers from Bohme to Hegel; and they 
are not yet exhausted, nor will be till we reach the beatific vision. For the holy Trinity, though the 
most evident, is yet the deepest of mysteries, and can be adequately explained by no analogies 
from finite and earthly things. 
 
As the doctrines of the divinity of Christ and of the Holy Spirit were but imperfectly developed in 
logical precision in the ante-Nicene period, the doctrine of the Trinity, founded on them, cannot 
be expected to be more clear. We find it first in the most simple biblical and practical shape in all 
the creeds of the first three centuries: which, like the Apostles’ and the Nicene, are based on the 
baptismal formula, and hence arranged in trinitarian order. Then it appears in the trinitarian 
doxologies used in the church from the first; such as occur even in the epistle of the church at 
Smyrna on the martyrdom of Polycarp. {1042} Clement of Rome calls "God, the Lord Jesus 
Christ, and the Holy Spirit" the object of "the faith and hope of the elect." {1043} The sentiment, 
that we rise through the Holy Spirit to the Son, through the Son to the Father, belongs likewise to 
the age of the immediate disciples of the apostles. {1044} 
 
Justin Martyr repeatedly places Father, Son, and Spirit together as objects of divine worship 
among the Christians (though not as being altogether equal in dignity), and imputes to Plato a 
presentiment of the doctrine of the Trinity. Athenagoras confesses his faith in Father, Son, and 
Spirit, who are one as to power (kata; duvnamin), but whom he distinguishes as to order or 
dignity (tavxi) in subordinatian style. Theophilus of Antioch (180) is the first to denote the 
relation of the three divine persons {1045} by the term Triad. 
 
Origen conceives the Trinity as three concentric circles, of which each succeeding one 
circumscribes a smaller area. God the Father acts upon all created being; the Logos only upon the 



rational creation; the Holy Ghost only upon the saints in the church. But the sanctifying work of 
the Spirit leads back to the Son, and the Son to the Father, who is consequently the ground and 
end of all being, and stands highest in dignity as the compass of his operation is the largest. 
 
Irenaeus goes no further than the baptismal formula and the trinity of revelation; proceeding on 
the hypothesis of three successive stages in the development of the kingdom of God on earth, and 
of a progressive communication of God to the world. He also represents the relation of the 
persons according to Ephesians 4:6; the Father as above all, and the head of Christ; the Son as 
through all, and the head of the church; the Spirit as in all, and the fountain of the water of life. 
{1046} Of a supramundane trinity of essence he betrays but faint indications. 
 
Tertullian advances a step. He supposes a distinction in God himself; and on the principle that the 
created image affords a key to the uncreated original, he illustrates the distinction in the divine 
nature by the analogy of human thought; the necessity of a self-projection, or of making one’s 
self objective in word, for which he borrows from the Valentinians the term probolhv, or prolatio 
rei alterius ex altera, {1047} but without connecting with it the sensuous emanation theory of the 
Gnostics. Otherwise he stands, as already observed, on subordinatian ground, if his comparisons 
of the trinitarian relation to that of root, stem, and fruit; or fountain, flow, and brook; or sun, ray, 
and raypoint, be dogmatically pressed. {1048} Yet he directly asserts also the essential unity of 
the three persons.. {1049} 
 
Tertullian was followed by the schismatic but orthodox Novatian, the author of a special treatise 
Deuteronomy Trinitate, drawn from the Creed, and fortified with Scripture proofs against the two 
classes of Monarchians. 
 
The Roman bishop Dionysius (A. D. 262), a Greek by birth, {1050} stood nearest the Nicene 
doctrine. He maintained distinctly, in the controversy with Dionysius of Alexandria, at once the 
unity of essence and the real personal distinction of the three members of the divine triad, and 
avoided tritheism, Sabellianism, and subordinatianism with the instinct of orthodoxy, and also 
with the art of anathematizing already familiar to the popes. His view has come down to us in a 
fragment in Athanasius, where it is said: "Then I must declare against those who annihilate the 
most sacred doctrine of the church by dividing and dissolving the unity of God into three powers, 
separate hypostases, and three deities. This notion [some tritheistic view, not further known to us] 
is just the opposite of the opinion of Sabellius. For while the latter would introduce the impious 
doctrine, that the Son is the same as the Father, and the converse, the former teach in some sense 
three Gods, by dividing the sacred unity into three fully separate hypostases. But the divine Logos 
must be inseparably united with the God of all, and in God also the Holy Ghost must dwell so that 
the divine triad must be comprehended in one, viz. the all-ruling God, as in a head." {1051} Then 
Dionysius condemns the doctrine, that the Son is a creature, as "the height of blasphemy," and 
concludes: "The divine adorable unity must not be thus cut up into three deities; no more may the 
transcendant dignity and greatness of the Lord be lowered by saying, the Son is created; but we 
must believe in God the almighty Father, and in Jesus Christ his Son, and in the Holy Ghost, and 
must consider the Logos inseparably united with the God of all; for he says, ‘I and my Father are 
one’; and ‘I am in the Father and the Father in me.’ In this way are both the divine triad and the 
sacred doctrine of the unity of the Godhead preserved inviolate." 
 
{1036} triav, first in Theophilus; trinitas, first in Tertullian; from the fourth century more 
distinctly monotria, monav en tradi, triunitas. 
 
{1037} ousia, fusiv, substantia; sometimes also, inaccurately, upostasiv. 
 



{1038} treiv upostaseiv, tria proswpa, personae. 
 
{1039} Comp. Plato, Ep. 2 and 6, which, however, are spurious or doubtful. Legg. IV. p. 185: ov 
yeov archn te kai teleuthn kai mesa twn ontwn apantwn ecwn.. 
 
{1040} Plotinus (in Enn. V. 1) and Porphyry (in Cyril. Alex. c. Jul.) who, however, were already 
unconsciously affected by Christian ideas, speak of treiv upostaseiv but in a sense altogether 
different from that of the church. 
 
{1041} "Ubi amor, ibi trinitas," says St. Augustin. 
 
{1042} C. 14, where Polycarp concludes his prayer at the stake with the words, di ou (i.e. Christ) 
soi (i.e. the Father), sun autw (Christ) kai pneumati agiw doxa kai nun kai eiv tou 
mellontav aiwnav Comp. at the end of c. 22: ov kuriov hv cristov... w h doxa, sun patri 
kai agiw pneumati, eiv touv aiwnav twn aiwnwn... "Dominus Jesus Christus, cui sit gloria 
cum Patre et Spiritu Sancto in saecula saecutorum. Amen." I quote the text from Funk, Patr. 
Apost. I. 298 and 308. 
 
{1043} In the Const. MS. Ad Cor. 58: zh ov yeov kai zh ov kuriov ihsouv cristov kai to 
pneuma agion, h te pistiv kai h elpiv twn eklektwn. "As surely as God liveth... so surely," 
etc. 
 
{1044} In Irenaeus: Adv. Haer. V. 36, 2. 
 
{1045} yeov, logov and sofia. By sofia, like Irenaeus, he means the Holy Spirit. 
 
{1046} Adv. Haer. V. 18, 2. 
 
{1047} Adv. Praxean, c. 8. 
 
{1048} "Tertius"—says he, Adv. Prax. c. 8—"est Spiritus a Deo et Filio, sicut tertius a radice 
fructus ex frutice, et tertius a fonte rivus ex flumine, et tertius a sole apex ex radio. Nihil tamen a 
matrice alienatur, a qua proprietates suas ducit. Ita trinitas [here this word appears for the first 
time, comp. c. 2: oijkonomiva quae unitatem in trinitatem disponit] per consertos [al. consortes] 
et connexos gradus a Patre decurrens et monarchioe nihil obstrepit et oijkonomiva statum 
protegit." 
 
{1049} C. 2: "Tres autem non statu, sed gradu, nec substantia, sed forma, nec potestate, sed 
specie, unius autem substantiae, et unius status, et unius potestatis, quia unus Deus, ex quo et 
gradus isti et formae et species, in nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti deputantur." 
 
{1050} Nothing is known of him except his effective effort against the Sabellian heresy. He was 
consecrated after the death of Xystus, July 22, 259, during the persecution of Valerian. He acted 
with Dionysius of Alexandria in condemning and degrading Paul of Samosata, in 264. He died 
Dec. 26, 269. 
 
{1051} thn yeian triada eiv ena wsper eiv korufhn tina (ton yeon twn olwn, ton 
pantokratora legw) sunkefalaiousyai te kai sunagesyai pasa anagkh. Athanasius, 
Deuteronomy Sent. Dionysii, c. 4 sqq. (Opera, I. 252); Deuteronomy Decr. Syn. Nic. 26 (Routh, 
Reliqu. Sacrae, iii. p. 384, ed. alt.).  



 



150. Antitrinitarians. First Class: The Alogi, Theodotus, Artemon, Paul 
of Samosata. 
 
The works cited at 144, p. 543. 
 
Schleiermacher: Ueber den Gegensatz der sabellianischen u. athanasianischen Vorstellung von 
der Trinitaet (Werke zur Theol. Vol. II.). A rare specimen of constructive criticism (in the interest 
of Sabellianism). 
 
Lobeg. Lange: Geschichte u. Lehrbegriff der Unitarier vor der nicaenischen Synode. Leipz. 1831. 
 
Jos. Schwane (R.C.): Dogmengesch. der vornicaen. Zeit (Munster, 1862), pp. 142-156; 199-203. 
Comp. his art. Antitrinitarier in "Wetzer und Welte," new ed. I. 971-976. 
 
Friedr. Nitzsch: Dogmengeschichte, Part I. (Berlin, 1870), 194-210. 
 
Ad. Harnack: Monarchianismus. In Herzog, 2 vol. X. 1882, 178-213. A very elaborate article. 
Abridged in Schaff’s Herzog, II. 1548 sqq. 
 
Ad. Hilgenfeld: Ketzergeschichte des Urchristenthums (1884) p. 608-628. 
 
That this goal was at last happily reached, was in great part due again to those controversies with 
the opponents of the church doctrine of the Trinity, which filled the whole third century. These 
Antitrinitarians are commonly called Monarchians from (monarciva) {1052} or Unitarians, on 
account of the stress they laid upon the numerical. personal unity of the Godhead. 
 
But we must carefully distinguish among them two opposite classes: the rationalistic or dynamic 
Monarchians, who denied the divinity of Christ, or explained it as a mere "power" (duvnami) and 
the patripassian or modalistic Monarchians, who identified the Son with the Father, and admitted 
at most only a modal trinity, that is a threefold mode of revelation, but not a tripersonality. 
 
The first form of this heresy, involved in the abstract Jewish monotheism, deistically sundered the 
divine and the human, and rose little above Ebionism. After being defeated in the church this 
heresy arose outside of it on a grander scale, as a pretended revelation, and with marvellous 
success, in Mohammedanism which may be called the pseudo-Jewish and pseudo-Christian 
Unitarianism of the East. 
 
The second form proceeded from the highest conception of the deity of Christ, but in part also 
from pantheistic notions which approached the ground of Gnostic docetism. 
 
The one prejudiced the dignity of the Son, the other the dignity of the Father; yet the latter was by 
far the more profound and Christian, and accordingly met with the greater acceptance. 
 
The Monarchians of the first class saw in Christ a mere man, filled with divine power; but 
conceived this divine power as operative in him, not from the baptism only, according to the 
Ebionite view, but from the beginning; and admitted his supernatural generation by the Holy 
Spirit. To this class belong: 
 



1. The Alogians or Alogi, {1053} a heretical sect in Asia Minor about A. D. 170, of which very 
little is known. Epiphanius gave them this name because they rejected the Logos doctrine and the 
Logos Gospel, together with the Apocalypse. "What good," they said, "is the Apocalypse to me, 
with its seven angels and seven seals? What have I to do with the four angels at Euphrates, whom 
another angel must loose, and the host of horsemen with breastplates of fire and brimstone?" 
They seem to have been jejune rationalists opposed to chiliasm and all mysterious doctrines. 
They absurdly attributed the writings of John to the Gnostic, Cerinthus, whom the aged apostle 
opposed. {1054} This is the first specimen of negative biblical criticism, next to Marcion’s 
mutilation of the canon. {1055} 2. The Theodotians; so called from their founder, the tanner 
Theodotus. He sprang from Byzantium; denied Christ in a persecution, with the apology that he 
denied only a man; but still held him to be the supernaturally begotten Messiah. He gained 
followers in Rome, but was excommunicated by the bishop Victor (192-202). After his death his 
sect chose the confessor Natalis bishop, who is said to have afterwards penitently returned into 
the bosom of the Catholic church. A younger Theodotus, the "money-changer," put Melchizedek 
as mediator between God and the angels, above Christ, the mediator between God and men; and 
his followers were called Melchizedekians. {1056} 
 
3. The Artemonites, or adherents of Artemon or Artemos, who came out somewhat later at Rome 
with a similar opinion, declared the doctrine of the divinity of Christ an innovation and a relapse 
to heathen polytheism; and was excommunicated by Zephyrinus (202-217) or afterwards. The 
Artemonites were charged with placing Euclid and Aristotle above Christ, and esteeming 
mathematics and dialectics higher than the gospel. This indicates a critical intellectual turn, 
averse to mystery, and shows that Aristotle was employed by some against the divinity of Christ, 
as Plato was engaged for it. 
 
Their assertion, that the true doctrine was obscured in the Roman church only from the time of 
Zephyrinus, {1057} is explained by the fact brought to light recently through the Philosophumena 
of Hippolytus, that Zephyrinus (and perhaps his predecessor Victor), against the vehement 
opposition of a portion of the Roman church, favored Patripassianism, and probably in behalf of 
this doctrine condemned the Artemonites. {1058} 
 
4. Paul Of Samosata, from 260 bishop of Antioch, and at the same time a high civil officer, 
{1059} is the most famous of these rationalistic Unitarians, and contaminated one of the first 
apostolic churches with his heresy. He denied the personality of the Logos and of the Holy Spirit, 
and considered them merely powers of God, like reason and mind in man; but granted that the 
Logos dwelt in Christ in larger measure than in any former messenger of God, and taught, like the 
Socinians in later times, a gradual elevation of Christ, determined by his own moral development, 
to divine dignity. {1060} He admitted that Christ remained free from sin, conquered the sin of our 
forefathers, and then became the Saviour of the race. To introduce his Christology into the mind 
of the people, he undertook to alter the church hymns, but was shrewd enough to accommodate 
himself to the orthodox formulas, calling Christ, for example, "God from the Virgin," {1061} and 
ascribing to him even homo-ousia with the Father, but of course in his own sense. {1062} 
 
The bishops under him in Syria accused him not only of heresy but also of extreme vanity, 
arrogance, pompousness, avarice, and undue concern with secular business; and at a third synod 
held in Antioch A. D. 269 or 268, they pronounced his deposition. The number of bishops present 
is variously reported (70, 80, 180). Dominus was appointed successor. The result was 
communicated to the bishops of Rome, Alexandria, and to all the churches. But as Paul was 
favored by the queen Zenobia of Palmyra, the deposition could not be executed till after her 
subjection by the emperor Aurelian in 272, and after consultation with the Italian bishops. {1063} 
 



His overthrow decided the fall of the Monarchians; though they still appear at the end of the 
fourth century as condemned heretics, under the name of Samosatians, Paulianists, and 
Sabellians. 
 
{1052} The designation Monarchiani as a sectarian name is first used by Tertullian, Adv. Prox. c. 
10 ("vanissimi isti Monarchiani"); but the Monarchians themselves used monarciva in the good 
sense (Adv. Prax. 3. "Monarchiam, inquiunt, tenemus"), in which it was employed by the 
orthodox fathers in opposition to dualism and polytheism. Irenaeus wrote (according to Jerome) a 
book "De Monarchia, sive quod Deus non sit auctor malorum." In a somewhat different sense, 
the Greek fathers in opposition to the Latin Filioque insist on the monarcivaof the Father, i.e. the 
sovereign dignity of the first Person of the Trinity, as the root and fountain of the Deity. 
 
{1053} From aj privative and lovgo, which may mean both irrational, and opponents of the Logos 
doctrine. The designation occurs first in Epiphanius, who invented the term (Haer. 51, c. 3) to 
characterize sarcastically their unreasonable rejection of the Divine Reason preached by John. 
 
{1054} Hence Epiphanius asks (Haer. 51, 3): pwv estai khrinyou ta kata hrinyou 
legonta?? 
 
{1055} Comp. on the Alogi, Iren. Adv. Haer. III. 11. 9 (alii ... simul evangelium [Joannis] et 
propheticum repellunt spiritum; but the application of this passage is doubtful); Epiphanius, Haer. 
51 and 54. M. Merkel, Historish-kritische Aufklarung der Streitigkeiten der Aloger uber die 
Apokalypsis, Frankf. and Leipz. 1782; by the same: Umstandlicher Beweis dass die Apok. ein 
untergeschobenes Buch sei, Leipz. 1785; F. A. Heinichen, Deuteronomy Alogis, Theodotianis 
atque Artemonites, Leipzig, 1829; Neander, Kirchengesch. l. II. 906, 1003; Dorner, l. c. Bd. II. 
500-503; Schaff, Alogians in "Smith and Wace," I. 87; Lipsius, Quellen der altesten 
Ketzergeschichte, 93 and 214; Schwane, l. c. 145-148; Dollinger, Hippolytus and Callistus, 273-
288 (in Plummer’s transl.); Zahn, in the "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." 1875, p. 72 sq.; Harnack, in 
Herzog, 2 183-186. Harnack infers from Irenaeus that the Alogi were churchly or catholic 
opponents of the Montanistic prophecy as well as the millennarian Gnosticism of Cerinth at a 
time before the canon was fixed; but it is doubtful whether Irenaeus; refers to them at all, and in 
the year 170 the fourth Gospel was undoubtedly recognized throughout the Catholic church. 
 
{1056} On the older Theodotus see Hippol. Philos., VII. 35; X. 23 (in D. and Schu. p. 406 and 
526); Epiph., Haer. 54; Philastr., Haer. 50; Pseudo Tert., Haer. 28; Euseb., H. E. V. 28, On the 
younger Theodotus, see Hippol., VII. 36; Euseb., V. 28; Pseudo-Tert., 29; Epiph., Haer. 55 
(Contra Melchisedecianos). 
 
{1057} Euseb. V. 28. Eusebius derived his information from an anonymous book which 
Nicephorus (IV. 21) calls mikron labuvrinqon, "the little labyrinth," and which Photius (Bibl. c. 
48) ascribes to Caius, but which was probably written b v Hippolytus of Rome. See the note of 
Heinichen in Tom. III. 243 sq., and Dollinger, Hippolytus, p. 3 (Engl. transl.). 
 
{1058} The sources of our fragmentary information about Artemon are Epiphanius, Haer. 65, c. 
1-4; Euseb., H. E. V. 28; VII. 30; Theodoret, Haer. Fab. II. 8. Comp. Kapp, Historia Artemonis, 
1737, Schleiermacher, Dorner, and Harnack. 
 
{1059} "Ducenarius procurator." He was viceroy of the queen of Palmyra, to which Antioch 
belonged at that time. 
 



{1060} ayeopoihsiv ek prokophv or agegonenai yeon ex anyrwpou. He anticipated the 
doctrine of the Socinians who were at first frequently called Samosaterians (e.g. in the Second 
Helvetic Confession). They teach that Christ began as a man and ended as a God, being elevated 
after the resurrection to a quasi-divinity, so as to become an object of adoration and worship. But 
the logical tendency of Socinianism is towards mere humanitarianism. The idea of divinity 
necessarily includes aseity and eternity. A divinity communicated in time is only a finite being. 
 
{1061} yeov ek thv paryevnou. 
 
{1062} Probably he meant the impersonal, pre-existent Logos. But the Synod of Antioch declined 
the term omoousiov impersonal (Sabellian) sense. 
 
{1063} Sources: The fragmentary acts of the Synod of Antioch in Eusebius, VII. 27-30; Jerome, 
Deuteronomy Viris ill. 71; Epiphanius, Haer 65 (or 45 kata tou paulou tou samosatewv, In 
Oehler’s ed. II. 2, P. 380-397); five fragments of sermons of Paul of doubtful genuineness, in 
Ang. Mai’s Vet. Script. Nova Coll. VII. 68 sq.; scattered notices in Athanasius, Hilary, and other 
Nicene fathers; Theodoret Fab. Haer. II. 8. Comp. Dorner and Harnack.  

 



151. Second Class of Antitrinitarians: Praxeas, Noaetus, Callistus, 
Berryllus. 
 
The second class of Monarchians, called by Tertullian "Patripassians" (as afterwards a branch of 
the Monophysites was called "Theopaschites"), {1064} together with their unitarian zeal felt the 
deeper Christian impulse to hold fast the divinity of Christ; but they sacrificed to it his 
independent personality, which they merged in the essence of the Father. They taught that the one 
supreme God by his own free will, and by an act of self-limitation became man, so that the Son is 
the Father veiled in the flesh. They knew no other God but the one manifested in Christ, and 
charged their opponents with ditheism. They were more dangerous than the rationalistic 
Unitarians, and for a number of years had even the sympathy and support of the papal chair. They 
had a succession of teachers in Rome, and were numerous there even at the time of Epiphanius 
towards the close of the fourth century. 
 
1. The first prominent advocate of the Patripassian heresy was Praxeas of Asia Minor. He came to 
Rome under Marcus Aurelius with the renown of a confessor; procured there the condemnation of 
Montanism; and propounded his Patripassianism, to which he gained even the bishop Victor. 
{1065} But Tertullian met him in vindication at once of Montanism and of hypostasianism with 
crushing logic, and sarcastically charged him with having executed at Rome two commissions of 
the devil: having driven away the Holy Ghost, and having crucified the Father. Praxeas, 
constantly appealing to Isaiah 45:5 John 10:30 ("I and my Father are one"), and 14:9 ("He that 
hath seen me hath seen the Father"), as if the whole Bible consisted of these three passages, 
taught that the Father himself became man, hungered, thirsted, suffered, and died in Christ. True, 
he would not be understood as speaking directly of a suffering (pati) of the Father, but only of a 
sympathy (copati) of the Father with the Son; but in any case he lost the independent personality 
of the Son. He conceived the relation of the Father to the Son as like that of the spirit to the flesh. 
The same subject, as spirit, is the Father; as flesh, the Son. He thought the Catholic doctrine 
tritheistic. {1066} 
 
2. Noaetus of Smyrna published the same view about A. D. 200, appealing also to Romans 9:5, 
where Christ is called "the one God over all." When censured by a council he argued in 
vindication of himself, that his doctrine enhanced the glory of Christ. {1067} The author of the 
Philosophumena places him in connection with the pantheistic philosophy of Heraclitus, who, as 
we here for the first time learn, viewed nature as the harmony of all antitheses, and called the 
universe at once dissoluble and indissoluble, originated and unoriginated, mortal and immortal; 
and thus Noaetus supposed that the same divine subject must be able to combine opposite 
attributes in itself. {1068} 
 
Two of his disciples, Epigonus and Cleomenes, {1069} propagated this doctrine in Rome under 
favor of Pope Zephyrinus. 
 
3. Callistus (pope Calixtus I.) adopted and advocated the doctrine of Noaetus. He declared the 
Son merely the manifestation of the Father in human form; the Father animating the Son, as the 
spirit animates the body, {1070} and suffering with him on the cross. "The Father," said he, "who 
was in the Son, took flesh and made it God, uniting it with himself and made it one. Father and 
Son were therefore the name of the one God, and this one person {1071} cannot be two; thus the 
Father suffered with the Son." He considered his opponents "ditheists," {1072} and they in return 
called his followers "Callistians." 
 



These and other disclosures respecting the church at Rome during the first quarter of the third 
century, we owe, as already observed, to the ninth book of the Philosophumena of Hippolytus, 
who was, however, it must be remembered, the leading opponent and rival of Callistus, and in his 
own doctrine of the Trinity inclined to the opposite subordinatian extreme. He calls Callistus, 
evidently with passion, an "unreasonable and treacherous man, who brought together blasphemies 
from above and below only to speak against the truth, and was not ashamed to fall now into the 
error of Sabellius, now into that of Theodotius" (of which latter, however, he shows no trace, but 
the very opposite). {1073} Callistus differed from the ditheistic separation of the Logos from 
God, but also from the Sabellian confusion of the Father and the Son, and insisted on the mutual 
indwelling (pericwrhsi) of the divine Persons; in other words, he sought the way from 
modalistic unitarianism to the Nicene trinitarianism; but he was not explicit and consistent in his 
statements. He excommunicated both Sabellius and Hippolytus; the Roman church sided with 
him, and made his name one of the most prominent among the ancient popes. {1074} 
 
After the death of Callistus, who occupied the papal chair between 218 and 223 or 224, 
Patripassianism disappeared from the Roman church. 
 
4. Beryllus of Bostra (now Bosra and Bosseret), in Arabia Petraea. From him we have only a 
somewhat obscure and very variously interpreted passage preserved in Eusebius. {1075} He 
denied the personal pre-existence {1076} and in general the independent divinity {1077} of 
Christ, but at the same time asserted the indwelling of the divinity of the Father {1078} in him 
during his earthly life. He forms, in some sense, the stepping-stone from simple Patripassianism 
to Sabellian modalism. At an Arabian synod in 244, where the presbyter Origen, then himself 
accused of heresy, was called into consultation, Beryllus was convinced of his error by that great 
teacher, and was persuaded particularly of the existence of a human soul in Christ, in place of 
which he had probably put his patrikh; qeovto, as Apollinaris in a later period put the lovgo. He is 
said to have thanked Origen afterwards for his instruction. Here we have one of the very few 
theological disputations which have resulted in unity instead of greater division. {1079} 
 
{1064} The Orientals usually call them "Sabellians" from their most prominent representative. 
 
{1065} Pseudo-Tert.: "Praxeas hoeresim introduxit quam Victorinus [probably equals Victor] 
corroborare curavit." It is certain from Hippolytus, that Victor’s successors, Zephyrinus and 
Callistus sympathized with Patripassianism. 
 
{1066} The chief source: Tertullian, Adv. Praxean (39 chs., written about 210). Comp. Pseudo-
Tertull. 20. Hippolytus strangely never mentions Praxeas. Hence some have conjectured that he 
was identical with Noaetus, who came likewise from Asia Minor; others identify him with 
Epigonus, or with Callistus, and regard Praxeas as a nickname. The proper view is that Praxeas 
appeared in Rome before Epigonus, probably under Eleutherus, and remained but a short time. 
On the other hand Tertullian nowhere mentions the names of Noaetus, Epigonus, Cleomenes, and 
Callistus. 
 
{1067} ti oun kakon poiw, he asked, doxavzwn ton Cristovn. 
 
{1068} On Noaetus see Hippol., Philos. IX. 7-9 (p. 410-442), and his tract against Noaetus 
(omilia eiv thn airesin nohtou tinov, perhaps the last chapter of his lost work against the 32 
heresies). Epiphanius, Haer. 57, used both these books, but falsely put Noaetus back from the 
close of the second century to about 130. 
 



{1069} Not his teachers, as was supposed by former historians, including Neander. See 
Hippolytus, IX. 7. 
 
{1070} John 14:11. 
 
{1071} proswpon, Callistus, however, rectified this statement, which seems to be merely an 
inference of Hippolytus. 
 
{1072} diyeoi. 
 
{1073} Dollinger here dissents from, Harnack agrees with, the charge of Hippolytus. 
 
{1074} On Callistus see Hippol. IX. 11, 12 (p. 450-462) and c. 27 (p. 528-530). Comp. Dollinger, 
Hippol. und Callistus, ch. IV. (Engl. transl. p. 183 sqq., especially p. 215), and other works on 
Hippolytus; also Langen, Gesch. der rom. Kirche, p. 192-216. Dollinger charges Hippolytus with 
misrepresenting the views of Callistus; while Bishop Wordsworth (St. Hippolytus and the Church 
of Rome, ch. XIV. p. 214 sqq.), charges Callistus with the Sabellian heresy, and defends the 
orthodoxy of Hippolytus by such easy reasoning as this (p. 254): "Callistus is asserted by 
Hippolytus to have been a heretic. No church historian affirms Callistus to have been orthodox. 
All church history that has spoken of Hippolytus,—and his name is one of the most celebrated in 
its annals,—has concurred in bearing witness to the soundness of his faith." Harnack (in Herzog 
X. 202) considers the formula of Callistus as the bridge from the original monarchianism of the 
Roman church to the hypostasis-christology ("Die Bucke, auf welcher di ursprunglich 
monarchianisch gesinnten romischen Crhisten, dem Zuge der Zeit und der kirchtichen, 
Wissenschaft folgend, zur Anerkennung der Hypostasen- Christologie ubergegangen sind.") 
 
{1075} H. E. VI. 33. 
 
{1076} idia ousiav perigrafh i.e. a circumscribed, limited, separate existence. 
 
{1077} idia yeothv. 
 
{1078} h patrikh yeothv. 
 
{1079} The Acts of the Synod of Bostra, known to Eusebius and Jerome, are lost. Our scanty 
information on Beryllus is derived from Eusebius, already quoted, from Jerome, Deuteronomy 
Vir. ill. c. 60, and from a fragment of Origen in the Apology of Pamphilus, Orig. Opera, IV. 22 
(ed. Bened.) Comp. Ullmann, Deuteronomy Beryllo Bostr., Hamb. 1835. Fock, Dissert. de 
Christologia Berylli, 1843; Kober, Beryll v. B. in the Tub. "Theol. Quartalschrift," for 1848. Also 
Baur, Dorner (I. 545 sqq.), Harnack, and Hefele (Conc. Gesch. I. 109).  

 



152. Sabellianism. 
 
Sources: Hippolytyus: Philos. IX. 11 (D. and Schn. p. 450, 456, 458). Rather meagre, but 
important. Epiphan.: Haer: 62. The fragments of letters of Dionysius of Alex. in Athanasius, 
Deuteronomy Sentent. Dion., and later writers, collected in Routh, Reliqu. sacr. Novatian: 
Deuteronomy Trinit. Euseb.: Contra Marcellum. The references in the writiings of Athanasius 
(De Syn.; Deuteronomy Decr. Nic. Syn.; Contra Arian.). Basil M.: Ep. 207, 210, 214, 235. 
Gregory of Naz.: lovgo kata jAreivou k. Sabellivou. 
 
Comp. Schleiermacher, Neander, Baur, Dorner, Harnack, l. c., and Zahn, Marcellus von. Ancyra 
(Gotha, 1867); Nitzsch, Dogmengesch. I. 206-209, 223-225. 
 
5. Sabellius is by far the most original, profound, and ingenious of the ante-Nicene Unitarians, 
and his system the most plausible rival of orthodox trinitarianism. It revives from time to time in 
various modifications. {1080} We know very little of his life. He was probably a Lybian from the 
Pentapolis. He spent some time in Rome in the beginning of the third century, and was first 
gained by Callistus to Patripassianism, but when the latter became bishop be was 
excommunicated. {1081} The former fact is doubtful. His doctrine spread in Rome, and 
especially also in the Pentapolis in Egypt. Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, excommunicated him 
in 260 or 261 {1082} at a council in that city, and, in vehement opposition to him declared in 
almost Arian terms for the hypostatical independence and subordination of the Son in relation to 
the Father. This led the Sabellians to complain of that bishop to Dionysius of Rome, who held a 
council in 262, and in a special treatise controverted Sabellianism, as well as subordinatianism 
and tritheism, with nice orthodox tact. {1083} The bishop of Alexandria very cheerfully yielded, 
and retracted his assertion of the creaturely inferiority of the Son in favor of the orthodox homo-
ousios. Thus the strife was for a while allayed, to be renewed with still greater violence by Arius 
half a century later. 
 
The system of Sabellius is known to us only from a few fragments, and some of these not 
altogether consistent, in Athanasius and other fathers. 
 
While the other Monarchians confine their inquiry to the relation of Father and Son, Sabellius 
embraces the Holy Spirit in his speculation, and reaches a trinity, not a simultaneous trinity of 
essence, however, but only a successive trinity of revelation. He starts from a distinction of the 
monad and the triad in the divine nature. His fundamental thought is, that the unity of God, 
without distinction in itself, unfolds or extends itself {1084} in the course of the world’s 
development in three different forms and periods of revelation {1085} and, after the completion 
of redemption, returns into unity. The Father reveals himself in the giving of the law or the Old 
Testament economy (not in the creation also, which in his view precedes the trinitarian 
revelation); the Son, in the incarnation; the Holy Ghost, in inspiration. The revelation of the Son 
ends with the ascension; the revelation of the Spirit goes on in regeneration and sanctification. He 
illustrates the trinitarian relation by comparing the Father to the disc of the sun, the Son to its 
enlightening power, the Spirit to its warming influence. He is said also to have likened the Father 
to the body, the Son to the soul, the Holy Ghost to the spirit of man; but this is unworthy of his 
evident speculative discrimination. His view of the Logos, {1086} too, is peculiar. The, Logos is 
not identical with the Son, but is the monad itself in its transition to triad; that is, God conceived 
as vital motion and creating principle, the speaking God, {1087} in distinction from the silent 
God. {1088} Each provswpon is another dialevgesqai and the three provswpa together are only 
successive evolutions of the Logos or the worldward aspect of the divine nature. As the Logos 



proceeded from God, so he returns at last into him, and the process of trinitarian development 
{1089} closes. 
 
Athanasius traced the doctrine of Sabellius to the Stoic philosophy. The common element is the 
pantheistic leading view of an expansion and contraction {1090} of the divine nature immanent in 
the world. In the Pythagorean system also, in the Gospel of the Egyptians, and in the pseudo-
Clementine Homilies, there are kindred ideas. But the originality of Sabellius cannot be brought 
into question by these. His theory broke the way for the Nicene church doctrine, by its full 
coordination of the three persons. He differs from the orthodox standard mainly in denying the 
trinity of essence and the permanence of the trinity of manifestation; making Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost only temporary phenomena, which fulfil their mission and return into the abstract 
monad. 
 
{1080} We will only mention Marcellus of Ancyra., Schleiermacher, and Bushnell. 
Schleiermacher’s doctrine of the trinity is a very ingenious improvement of Sabellianism. 
 
{1081} This we learn from Hippolytus, who introduces him rather incidentally (in his account of 
Callistus) as a man well known at his time in the Roman church. 
 
{1082} Sabellius must have been an old man at that time. 
 
{1083} Comp. the close of 149 (this vol.). 
 
{1084} h monav platunyeisa gegone triav. 
 
{1085} onomata, proswpa, —not in the orthodox sense of hypostasis, however, but in the 
primary sense of mask, or part (in a play)—, also morfaiv, schvmata. 
 
{1086} Which was for the first time duly brought out by Dr. Baur. 
 
{1087} yeov lalwn. 
 
{1088} yeov siwpwn. 
 
{1089} dialexiv 
 
{1090} ektasiv, orplatutmov andsustolh.  

 



153. Redemption. 
 
Cotta: Histor. doctrinae de redemptione sanguine J. Chr. facta, in Gerhard: Loci theol., vol. IV. 
p. 105-134. 
 
Ziegler: Hist. dogmatis de redemptione. Gott. 1791. Rationalistic. 
 
K. Baehr.: Die Lehre der Kirche vom Tode Jesu in den drei ersten Jahrh., Sulz b. 1832. Against 
the orthodox doctrine of the satisfactio vicaria. 
 
F. C. Baur: Die christl. Lehre von der Versohnung in ihrer geschichtl. Entw. von der aeltesten 
Zeit bis auf die neueste. Tub. 1838. 764 pages, (See pp. 23-67). Very learned, critical, and 
philosophical, but resulting in Hegelian pantheism. 
 
L. Duncker: Des heil. Irenaeus Christologie. Gott. 1843 (p. 217 sqq.; purely objective). 
 
Baumgarten Crusius: Compendium der christl. Dogmengeschichte. Leipz. 2d Part 1846, 95 sqq. 
(p. 257 sqq.) 
 
Albrecht Ritschl (Prof. in Gottingen): Die christl. Lehre von der Rechtfertigung und Versohnung, 
Bonn, 1870, second revised ed. 1882, sqq., 3 vols. The first vol. (pages 656) contains the history 
the doctrine, but devotes only a few introductory pages to our period (p. 4), being occupied 
chiefly with the Anselmic, the orthodox Lutheran and Calvinistic, and the modern German 
theories of redemption. Ritschl belonged originally to the Tubingen school, but pursues now an 
independent path, and lays greater stress on the ethical forces in history. 
 
The work of the triune God, in his self-revelation, is the salvation, or redemption and 
reconciliation of the world: negatively, the emancipation of humanity from the guilt and power of 
sin and death; positively, the communication of the righteousness and life of fellowship with God. 
First, the discord between the Creator and the creature must be adjusted; and then man can be 
carried onward to his destined perfection. Reconciliation with God is the ultimate aim of every 
religion. In heathenism it was only darkly guessed and felt after, or anticipated in perverted, 
fleshly forms. In Judaism it was divinely promised, typically foreshadowed, and historically 
prepared. In Christianity it is revealed in objective reality, according to the eternal counsel of the 
love and wisdom of God, through the life, death, and resurrection of Christ, and is being 
continually applied subjectively to individuals in the church by the Holy Spirit, through the 
means of grace, on condition of repentance and faith. Christ is, exclusively and absolutely, the 
Saviour of the world, and the Mediator between God and man. 
 
The apostolic scriptures, in the fulness of their inspiration, everywhere bear witness of this 
salvation wrought through Christ, as a living fact of experience. But it required time for the 
profound ideas of a Paul and a John to come up clearly to the view of the church; indeed, to this 
day they remain unfathomed. Here again experience anticipated theology. The church lived from 
the first on the atoning sacrifice of Christ. The cross ruled all Christian thought and conduct, and 
fed the spirit of martyrdom. But the primitive church teachers lived more in the thankful 
enjoyment of redemption than in logical reflection upon it. We perceive in their exhibitions of 
this blessed mystery the language rather of enthusiastic feeling than of careful definition and 
acute analysis. Moreover, this doctrine was never, like Christology and the doctrine of the Trinity, 
a subject of special controversy within the ancient church. The oecumenical symbols touch it only 
in general terms. The Apostles’ Creed presents it in the article on the forgiveness of sins on the 



ground of the divine-human life, death, and resurrection of Christ. The Nicene Creed says, a little 
more definitely, that Christ became man for our salvation, {1091} and died for us, and rose again. 
 
Nevertheless, all the essential elements of the later church doctrine of redemption may be found, 
either expressed or implied, before the close of the second century. The negative part of the 
doctrine, the subjection of the devil, the prince of the kingdom of sin and death, was naturally 
most dwelt on in the patristic period, on account of the existing conflict of Christianity with 
heathenism, which was regarded as wholly ruled by Satan and demons. Even in the New 
Testament, particularly in Colossians 2:15, Hebrews 2:14, and 1 John 3:8, the victory over the 
devil is made an integral part of the work of Christ. But this view was carried out in the early 
church in a very peculiar and, to some extent, mythical way; and in this form continued current, 
until the satisfaction theory of Anselm gave a new turn to the development of the dogma. Satan is 
supposed to have acquired, by the disobedience of our first parents, a legal claim (whether just or 
unjust) upon mankind, and held them bound in the chains of sin and death. {Comp. Hebrews 
2:14,15} Christ came to our release. The victory over Satan was conceived now as a legal ransom 
by the payment of a stipulated price, to wit, the death of Christ; now as a cheat upon him, {1092} 
either intentional and deserved, or due to his own infatuation. {1093} 
 
The theological development of the doctrine of the work of Christ began with the struggle against 
Jewish and heathen influences, and at the same time with the development of the doctrine of the 
person of Christ, which is inseparable from that of his work, and indeed fundamental to it. 
Ebionism, with its deistic and legal spirit, could not raise its view above the prophetic office of 
Christ to the priestly and the kingly, but saw in him only a new teacher and legislator. 
Gnosticism, from the naturalistic and pantheistic position of heathendom, looked upon 
redemption as a physical and intellectual process, liberating the spirit from the bonds of matter, 
the supposed principle of evil; reduced the human life and passion of Christ to a vain show; and 
could ascribe at best only a symbolical virtue to his death. For this reason even Ignatius, Irenaeus, 
and Tertullian, in their opposition to docetism, insist most earnestly on the reality of the humanity 
and death of Jesus, as the source of our reconciliation with God. {1094} 
 
In Justin Martyr appear traces of the doctrine of satisfaction, though in very indefinite terms. He 
often refers to the Messianic fifty-third chapter of Isaiah. {1095} 
 
The anonymous author of the Epistle to an unknown heathen, Diognetus, which has sometimes 
been ascribed to Justin, but is probably of much earlier date, has a beautiful and forcible passage 
on the mystery of redemption, which shows that the root of the matter was apprehended by faith 
long before a logical analysis was attempted. "When our wickedness" he says, {1096} "had 
reached its height, and it had been clearly shown that its reward—punishment and death—was 
impending over us.... God himself took on Him the burden of our iniquities. He gave His own 
Son as a ransom for us, the holy One for transgressors, the blameless One for the wicked, the 
righteous One for the unrighteous, the incorruptible One for the corruptible, the immortal One for 
them that are mortal. For what other thing was capable of covering our sins than His 
righteousness? By what other one was it possible that we, the wicked and ungodly, could be 
justified, than by the only Son of God? O sweet exchange! O unsearchable operation! O benefits 
surpassing all expectation! that the wickedness of many should be hid in a single righteous One, 
and that the righteousness of One should justify many transgressors!" 
 
Irenaeus is the first of all the church teachers to give a careful analysis of the work of redemption, 
and his view is by far the deepest and soundest we find in the first three centuries. Christ, he 
teaches, as the second Adam, repeated in himself the entire life of man, from childhood to 
manhood, from birth to death and hades, and as it were summed up that life and brought it under 



one head, {1097} with the double purpose of restoring humanity from its fall and carrying it to 
perfection. Redemption comprises the taking away of sin by the perfect obedience of Christ; the 
destruction of death by victory over the devil; and the communication of a new divine life to man. 
To accomplish this work, the Redeemer must unite in himself the divine and human natures; for 
only as God could he do what man could not, and only as man could he do in a legitimate way, 
what man should. By the voluntary disobedience of Adam the devil gained a power over man, but 
in an unfair way, by fraud. {1098} By the voluntary obedience of Christ that power was wrested 
from him by lawful means. {1099} This took place first in the temptation, in which Christ 
renewed or recapitulated the struggle of Adam with Satan, but defeated the seducer, and thereby 
liberated man from his thraldom. But then the whole life of Christ was a continuous victorious 
conflict with Satan, and a constant obedience to God. This obedience completed itself in the 
suffering and death on the tree of the cross, and thus blotted out the disobedience which the first 
Adam had committed on the tree of knowledge. This, however, is only the negative side. To this 
is added, as already remarked, the communication of a new divine principle of life, and the 
perfecting of the idea of humanity first effected by Christ. 
 
Origen differs from Irenaeus in considering man, in consequence of sin, the lawful property of 
Satan, and in representing the victory over Satan as an outwitting of the enemy, who had no claim 
to the sinless soul of Jesus, and therefore could not keep it in death. The ransom was paid, not to 
God, but to Satan, who thereby lost his right to man. Here Origen touches on mythical 
Gnosticism. He contemplates the death of Christ, however, from other points of view also, as an 
atoning sacrifice of love offered to God for the sins of the world; as the highest proof of perfect 
obedience to God; and as an example of patience. He singularly extends the virtue of this 
redemption to the whole spirit world, to fallen angels as well as men, in connection with his 
hypothesis of a final restoration. The only one of the fathers who accompanies him in this is 
Gregory of Nyssa. 
 
Athanasius, in his early youth, at the beginning of the next period, wrote the first systematic 
treatise on redemption and answer to the question "Cur Deus homo?" {1100} But it was left for 
the Latin church, after the epoch-making treatise of Anselm, to develop this important doctrine in 
its various aspects. 
 
{1091} dia thn hmeteran swthrian. 
 
{1092} 1 Corinthians 2:8, misapprehended. 
 
{1093} This strange theory is variously held by Irenaeus, Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory 
Nazianzen, Ambrose, Augustin, Leo the Great and Gregory the Great. See Baur, ch. I. and II. p. 
30-118. 
 
{1094} Comp. 146. 
 
{1095} Apol. I. 50, etc. See von Engelhardt, p. 182. 
 
{1096} Ep. ad Diognetum, c. 9. 
 
{1097} This as already intimated in a former connection, is the sense of his frequent expression: 
anakefalaioun, anakefalaiwsiv recapitulare, recapitulatio. 
 
{1098} Dissuasio. 
 



{1099} By suadela, persuasion, announcement of truth, not overreaching or deception. 
 
{1100} logov peri thv enanyrwphsewv tou logou. It was written before the outbreak of the 
Arian controversy. The Athanasian authorship has been contested without good reason; but 
another work with the similar peri thv sarkwsewv tou yeou logou, pseudo-Athanasian, and 
belongs to the younger Apollinaris of Laodicea. See Ritschl, I. 8 sq.  

 



154. Other Doctrines. 
 
The doctrine of the subjective appropriation of salvation, including faith, justification, and 
sanctification, was as yet far less perfectly formed than the objective dogmas; and in the nature of 
the case, must follow the latter. If any one expects to find in this period, or in any of the church 
fathers, Augustin himself not excepted, the Protestant doctrine of justification by faith alone, as 
the "articulus stantis aut cadentis ecclesiae" be will be greatly disappointed. The incarnation of 
the Logos, his true divinity and true humanity, stand almost unmistakably in the foreground, as 
the fundamental truths. Paul’s doctrine of justification, except perhaps in Clement of Rome, who 
joins it with the doctrine of James, is left very much out of view, and awaits the age of the 
Reformation to be more thoroughly established and understood. The fathers lay chief stress on 
sanctification and good works, and show the already existing germs of the Roman Catholic 
doctrine of the meritoriousness and even the supererogatory meritoriousness of Christian virtue. It 
was left to modern evangelical theology to develop more fully the doctrines of soteriology and 
subjective Christianity. 
 
The doctrine of the church, as the communion of grace, we have already considered in the chapter 
on the constitution of the church, {1101} and the doctrine of the sacraments, as the objective 
means of appropriating grace, in the chapter on worship. {1102} 
 
{1101} See especially 53, (this vol.). 
 
{1102} See 66 to 74, (this vol.).  

 



155. Eschatology. Immortality and Resurrection. 
 
I. General Eschatology: 
 
Chr. W Flugge: Geschichte des Glaubens an Unsterblichkeit, Auferstchung, Gericht und 
Vergeltung. 3 Theile, Leipz. 1794-1800. Part III. in 2 vols. gives a history of the Christian 
doctriNe. Not completed. 
 
William Rounseville Alger (Unitarian): A Critical History of the Doctrine of a Future Life. With a 
Complete Literature on the Subject. Philad. 1864, tenth ed. with six new chs. Boston, 1878. He 
treats of the patristic doctrine in Part Fourth, ch. 1. p. 394-407. The Bibliographical Index by 
Prof. Ezra Abbot, of Cambridge, contains a classified list of over 5000 books on the subject, and 
is unequalled in bibliographical literature for completeness and accuracy. 
 
Edm. Spiess: Entwicklungsgeschichte der Vorstellungen vom Zustand nach dem Tode. Jena, 
1877. This book of 616 pages omits the Christian eschatology. 
 
II. Greek and Roman Eschatology: 
 
C. Fr. Nagelsbach: Die homerische Theologie in ihrem Zusammenhang dargestellt. Nurnberg, 
1840. 
 
The same: Die nachhomerische Theologie des griechischen Volksglaubens bis auf Alexander. 
Nurnberg, 1857. 
 
Aug Arndt: Die Ansichten der Alten uber Leben, Tod und Unsterblichkeit. Frankfurt a. M. 1874. 
 
Lehrs: Vorstellungen der Griechen uber das Fortleben nach dem Tode. Second ed. 1875. 
 
Ludwig Friedlaender: Sittengeschichte Roms, fifth ed. Leipz. 1881, vol. III. p. 681-717 (Der 
Unsterblichkeitsglaube). 
 
III. Jewish Eschatology; 
 
A. Kahle: Biblische Eschatologie des Alten Testaments. Gotha, 1870. 
 
A. Wahl: Unsterblichkeits-und Vergeltungslehre des alttestamentlichen Hebraismus. Jena, 1871. 
 
Dr. Ferdinand Weber (d. 1879): System der Altsynagogalen Palaestinischen Theologie aus 
Targum, Midrasch und Talmud. Ed. by Franz Delitzsch and Georg Schnedermann. Leipzig, 1880. 
See chs. XXI. 322-332; XXIV. 371-386. 
 
Aug Wunsche: Die Vorstellungen vom Zustande nach dem Tode nach apokryphen, Talmud, und 
Kirchenvatern In the "Jahrbucher fur Prot. Theol." Leipz. 1880 
 
Bissel: The Eschatology of the Apocrypha. In the "Bibliotheca Sacra," 1879. 
 
IV. Christian Eschatology: 
 
See the relevant chapters in Flugge, and Alger, as above. 



 
Dr. Edward Beecher: History of Opinions on the Scriptural Doctrine of Retribution. New York, 
1878 (334 pages). 
 
The relevant sections in the Doctrine Histories of Munscher, Neander, Gieseler, Baur, Hagenbach 
(H. B. Smith’s ed. vol. I. 213 sqq. and 368 sqq.), Shedd, Friedrich Nitzsch (I. 397 sqq.) 
 
A large number of monographs on Death, Hades, Purgatory, Resurrection, Future Punishment. 
See the next sections. 
 
Christianity—and human life itself, with its countless problems and mysteries—has no meaning 
without the certainty of a future world of rewards and punishments, for which the present life 
serves as a preparatory school. Christ represents himself as "the Resurrection and the Life," and 
promises "eternal life" to all who believe in Him. On his resurrection the church is built, and 
without it the church could never have come into existence. The resurrection of the body and the 
life everlasting are among the fundamental articles of the early baptismal creeds. The doctrine of 
the future life, though last in the logical order of systematic theology, was among the first in the 
consciousness of the Christians, and an unfailing source of comfort and strength in times of trial 
and persecution. It stood in close connection with the expectation of the Lord’s glorious 
reappearance. It is the subject of Paul’s first Epistles, those to the Thessalonians, and is 
prominently discussed in the fifteenth chapter of First Corinthians. He declares the Christians "the 
most pitiable," because the most deluded and uselessly self-sacrificing, "of all men," if their hope 
in Christ were confined to this life. 
 
The ante-Nicene church was a stranger in the midst of a hostile world, and longed for the 
unfading crown which awaited the faithful confessor and martyr beyond the grave. Such a mighty 
revolution as the conversion of the heathen emperor was not dreamed of even as a remote 
possibility, except perhaps by the far-sighted Origen. Among the five causes to which Gibbon 
traces the rapid progress of the Christian religion he assigns the second place to the doctrine of 
the immortality of the soul. We know nothing whatever of a future world which lies beyond the 
boundaries of our observation and experience, except what God has chosen to reveal to us. Left to 
the instincts and aspirations of nature, which strongly crave after immortality and glory, we can 
reach at best only probabilities; while the gospel gives us absolute certainty, sealed by the 
resurrection of Christ. 
 
1. The heathen notions of the future life were vague and confused. The Hindoos, Babylonians, 
and Egyptians had a lively sense of immortality, but mixed with the idea of endless migrations 
and transformations. The Buddhists, starting from the idea that existence is want, and want is 
suffering, make it the chief end of man to escape such migrations, and by various mortifications 
to prepare for final absorption in Nirwana. The popular belief among the ancient Greeks and 
Romans was that man passes after death into the Underworld, the Greek Hades, the Roman 
Orcus. According to Homer, Hades is a dark abode in the interior of the earth, with an entrance at 
the Western extremity of the Ocean, where the rays of the sun do not penetrate. Charon carries 
the dead over the stream Acheron, and the three-headed dog Cerberus watches the entrance and 
allows none to pass out. There the spirits exist in a disembodied state and lead a shadowy dream-
life. A vague distinction was made between two regions in Hades, an Elysium (also "the Islands 
of the Blessed") for the good, and Tartarus for the bad. "Poets and painters," says Gibbon, 
"peopled the infernal regions with so many phantoms and monsters, who dispensed their rewards 
and punishments with so little equity, that a solemn truth, the most congenial to the human heart, 
was oppressed and disgraced by the absurd mixture of the wildest fictions. The eleventh book of 
the Odyssey gives a very dreary and incoherent account of the infernal shades. Pindar and Virgil 



have embellished the picture; but even those poets, though more correct than their great model, 
are guilty of very strange inconsistencies." {1103} 
 
Socrates, Plato, Cicero, Seneca, and Plutarch rose highest among the ancient philosophers in their 
views of the future life, but they reached only to belief in its probability—not in its certainty. 
Socrates, after be was condemned to death, said to his judges: "Death is either an eternal sleep, or 
the transition to a new life; but in neither case is it an evil;" {1104} and he drank with playful 
irony the fatal hemlock. Plato, viewing the human soul as a portion of the eternal, infinite, all-
pervading deity, believed in its pre-existence before this present life, and thus had a strong ground 
of hope for its continuance after death. All the souls (according to his Phaedon and Gorgias,) 
pass into the spirit-world, the righteous into the abodes of bliss, where they live forever in a 
disembodied state, the wicked into Tartarus for punishment and purification (which notion 
prepared the way for purgatory). Plutarch, the purest and noblest among the Platonists, thought 
that immortality was inseparably connected with belief in an all-ruling Providence, and looked 
with Plato to the life beyond as promising a higher knowledge of, and closer conformity to God, 
but only for those few who are here purified by virtue and piety. In such rare cases, departure 
might be called an ascent to the stars, to heaven, to the gods, rather than a descent to Hades. He 
also, at the death of his daughter, expresses his faith in the blissful state of infants who die in 
infancy. Cicero, in his Tusculan Questions and treatise Deuteronomy Senectute, reflects in 
classical language "the ignorance, the errors, and the uncertainty of the ancient philosophers with 
regard to the immortality of the soul." Though strongly leaning to a positive view, he yet found it 
no superfluous task to quiet the fear of death in case the soul should perish with the body. The 
Stoics believed only in a limited immortality, or denied it altogether, and justified suicide when 
life became unendurable. The great men of Greece and Rome were not influenced by the idea of a 
future world as a motive of action. During the debate on the punishment of Catiline and his 
fellow-conspirators, Julius Caesar openly declared in the Roman Senate that death dissolves all 
the ills of mortality, and is the boundary of existence beyond which there is no more care nor joy, 
no more punishment for sin, nor any reward for virtue. The younger Cato, the model Stoic, agreed 
with Caesar; yet before he made an end to his life at Utica, he read Plato’s Phaedon. Seneca once 
dreamed of immortality, and almost approached the Christian hope of the birth-day of eternity, if 
we are to trust his rhetoric, but afterwards he awoke from the beautiful dream and committed 
suicide. The elder Pliny, who found a tragic death under the lava of Vesuvius, speaks of the future 
life as an invention of man’s vanity and selfishness, and thinks that body and soul have no more 
sensation after death than before birth; death becomes doubly painful if it is only the beginning of 
another indefinite existence. Tacitus speaks but once of immortality, and then conditionally; and 
he believed only in the immortality of fame. Marcus Aurelius, in sad resignation, bids nature, 
"Give what thou wilt, and take back again what and when thou wilt." 
 
These were noble and earnest, Romans. What can be expected from the crown of frivolous men 
of the world who moved within the limits of matter and sense and made present pleasure and 
enjoyment the chief end of life? The surviving wife of an Epicurean philosopher erected a 
monument to him, with the inscription "to the eternal sleep." {1105} Not a few heathen epitaphs 
openly profess the doctrine that death ends all; while, in striking contrast with them, the humble 
Christian inscriptions in the catacombs express the confident hope of future bliss and glory in the 
uninterrupted communion of the believer with Christ and God. 
 
Yet the scepticism of the educated and half-educated could not extinguish the popular belief in 
the imperial age. The number of cheerless and hopeless materialistic epitaphs is, after all, very 
small as compared with the many thousands which reveal no such doubt, or express a belief in 
some kind of existence beyond the grave. {1106} 
 



Of a resurrection of the body the Greeks and Romans had no conception, except in the form of 
shades and spectral outlines, which were supposed to surround the disembodied spirits, and to 
make them to some degree recognizable. Heathen philosophers, like Celsus, ridiculed the 
resurrection of the body as useless, absurd, and impossible. 
 
2. The Jewish doctrine is far in advance of heathen notions and conjectures, but presents different 
phases of development. 
 
(a) The Mosaic writings are remarkably silent about the future life, and emphasize the present 
rather than future consequences of the observance or non-observance of the law (because it had a 
civil or political as well as spiritual import); and hence the Sadducees accepted them, although 
they denied the resurrection (perhaps also the immortality of the soul). The Pentateuch contains, 
however, some remote and significant hints of immortality, as in the tree of life with its symbolic 
import; {1107} in the mysterious translation of Enoch as a reward for his piety; {1108} in the 
prohibition of necromancy; {1109} in the patriarchal phrase for dying: "to be gathered to his 
fathers," or "to his people;" {1110} and last, though not least, in the self-designation of Jehovah as 
"the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob," which implies their immortality, since "God is not the 
God of the dead, but of the living." {1111} What has an eternal meaning for God must itself be 
eternal. 
 
(b) In the later writings of the Old Testament, especially during and after the exile, the doctrine of 
immortality and resurrection comes out plainly. {1112} Daniel’s vision reaches out even to the 
final resurrection of "many of them that sleep in the dust of the earth to everlasting life," and of 
"some to shame and everlasting contempt," and prophesies that "they that are wise shall shine as 
the brightness of the firmament, and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars forever and 
ever." {1113} 
 
But before Christ, who first revealed true life, the Hebrew Sheol, the general receptacle of 
departing souls, remained, like the Greek Hades, a dark and dreary abode, and is so described in 
the Old Testament. {1114} Cases like Enoch’s translation and Elijah’s ascent are altogether 
unique and exceptional, and imply the meaning that death is contrary to man’s original 
destination, and may be overcome by the power of holiness. 
 
(c) The Jewish Apocrypha (the Book of Wisdom, and the Second Book of Maccabees), and later 
Jewish writings (the Book of Enoch, the Apocalypse of Ezra) show some progress: they 
distinguish between two regions in Sheol—Paradise or Abraham’s Bosom for the righteous, and 
Gehinnom or Gehenna for the wicked; they emphasize the resurrection of the body, and the future 
rewards and punishments. 
 
(d) The Talmud adds various fanciful embellishments. It puts Paradise and Gehenna in close 
proximity, measures their extent, and distinguishes different departments in both corresponding to 
the degrees of merit and guilt. Paradise is sixty times as large as the world, and Hell sixty times as 
large as Paradise, for the bad preponderate here and hereafter. According to other rabbinical 
testimonies, both are well nigh boundless. The Talmudic descriptions of Paradise (as those of the 
Koran) mix sensual and spiritual delights. The righteous enjoy the vision of the Shechina and 
feast with the patriarchs, and with Moses and David of the flesh of leviathan, and drink wine from 
the cup of salvation. Each inhabitant has a house according to his merit. Among the punishments 
of hell the chief place is assigned to fire, which is renewed every week after the Sabbath. The 
wicked are boiled like the flesh in the pot, but the bad Israelites are not touched by fire, and are 
otherwise tormented. The severest punishment is reserved for idolaters, hypocrites, traitors, and 
apostates. As to the duration of future punishment the school of Shammai held that it was 



everlasting; while the school of Hillel inclined to the milder view of a possible redemption after 
repentance and purification. Some Rabbis taught that hell will cease, and that the sun will burn up 
and annihilate the wicked. {1115} 
 
3. The Christian doctrine of the future life differs from the heathen, and to a less extent also from 
the Jewish, in the following important points: 
 
(a) It gives to the belief in a future state the absolute certainty of divine revelation, sealed by the 
fact of Christ’s resurrection, and thereby imparts to the present life an immeasurable importance, 
involving endless issues. 
 
(b) It connects the resurrection of the body with the immortality of the soul, and thus gives 
concrete completion to the latter, and saves the whole individuality of man from destruction. 
 
(c) It views death as the punishment of sin, and therefore as something terrible, from which nature 
shrinks. But its terror has been broken, and its sting extracted by Christ. 
 
(d) It qualifies the idea of a future state by the doctrine of sin and redemption, and thus makes it 
to the believer a state of absolute holiness and happiness, to the impenitent sinner a state of 
absolute misery. Death and immortality are a blessing to the one, but a terror to the other; the 
former can hail them with joy; the latter has reason to tremble. 
 
(e) It gives great prominence to the general judgment, after the resurrection, which determines the 
ultimate fate of all men according to their works done in this earthly life. 
 
But we must distinguish, in this mysterious article, what is of faith, and what is private opinion 
and speculation. 
 
The return of Christ to judgment with its eternal rewards and punishment is the centre of the 
eschatological faith of the church. The judgment is preceded by the general resurrection, and 
followed by life everlasting. 
 

This faith is expressed in the oecumenical creeds. 
 
The Apostles’ Creed: 
 
"He shall come to judge the quick and the dead," and "I believe in the resurrection of the body 
and life everlasting." 
 
The Nicene Creed: 
 
"He shall come again, with glory, to judge the quick and the dead; whose kingdom shall have no 
end." "And we look for the resurrection of the dead, and the life of the world to come." 
 
The Athanasian Creed, so called, adds to these simple statements a damnatory clause at the 
beginning, middle, and end, and makes salvation depend on belief in the orthodox catholic 
doctrine of the Trinity and the Incarnation, as therein stated. But that document is of much later 
origin, and cannot be traced beyond the sixth century. 
 



The liturgies which claim apostolic or post-apostolic origin, give devotional expression to the 
same essential points in the eucharistic sacrifice. 
 
The Clementine liturgy: 
 
"Being mindful, therefore, of His passion and death, and resurrection from the dead, and return 
into the heavens, and His future second appearing, wherein He is to come with glory and power 
to judge the quick and the dead, and to recompense to every one according to his works." 
 
The liturgy of James: 
 
"His second glorious and awful appearing, when He shall come with glory to judge the quick and 
the dead, and render to every one according to his works." 
 
The liturgy of Mark: 
 
"His second terrible and dreadful coming, in which He will come to judge righteously the quick 
and the dead, and to render to each man according to his works." 
 
All that is beyond these revealed and generally received articles must be left free. The time of the 
Second Advent, the preceding revelation of Antichrist, the millennium before or after the general 
judgment, the nature of the disembodied state between death and resurrection, the mode and 
degree of future punishment, the proportion of the saved and lost, the fate of the heathen and all 
who die ignorant of Christianity, the locality of heaven and hell, are open questions in 
eschatology about which wise and good men in the church have always differed, and will differ to 
the end. The Bible speaks indeed of ascending to heaven and descending to hell, but this is 
simply the unavoidable popular language, as when it speaks of the rising and setting sun. We do 
the same, although we know that in the universe of God there is neither above nor below, and that 
the sun does not move around the earth. The supernatural world may be very far from us, beyond 
the stars and beyond the boundaries of the visible created world (if it has any boundaries), or very 
near and round about us. At all events there is an abundance of room for all God’s children. "In 
my Father’s house are many mansions. I go to prepare a place for you". {John 14:2} This suffices 
for faith. 
 
{1103} Decline and Fall of the R. Emp. ch. XV 
 
{1104} Plato, Apol. 40. 
 
{1105} See Friedlaender, l. c. 682 sq. 
 
{1106} See Friedlaender, p. 685. So in our age, too, the number of sceptics, materialists, and 
atheists, though by no means inconsiderable, is a very small minority compared with the mass of 
believers in a future life. 
 
{1107} Genesis 2:9; 3:22, 24. 
 
{1108} Genesis 5:24. 
 
{1109} Deuteronomy 18:11; comp. 1 Samuel 28:7. 
 
{1110} Genesis 25:8; 35:29; 49:29, 33. 



 
{1111} Exodus 3:6, 16; comp. Matthew 22:32. 
 
{1112} Comp. the famous Goael-passage, Job 19:25-27, which strongly teaches the immortality 
of the soul and the future rectification of the wrongs of this life; Ecclesiastes 12:7 ("the spirit shall 
return to God who gave it"), and 12:14 ("God shall bring every work into judgment, with every 
secret thing, whether it be good or whether it be evil"). 
 
{1113} Daniel 12:2, 3; Comp. Isaiah 65:17 66:22-24. 
 
{1114} See the passages sub Sheol in the Hebrew Concordance. The very name Sheol l/ av] 
expresses either the inexorable demand and insatiability of death (if derived from la’v; , to ask 
pressingly, to urge), or the subterranean character of the region, an abyss (if derived from l’v:, to 
be hollow, comp. hell, hollow, Hohle), and is essentially the same as the Greek Hades and the 
Roman Orcus. The distinction of two regions in the spirit-world (Abraham’s Bosom or Paradise, 
and Gehenna, comp. Luke 16:22,23) does not appear clearly in the canonical books, and is of 
later origin. Oehler (Theol. des A. Test., I. 264) says: "Von einem Unterschied des Looses der im 
Todtenreich Befindlichen ist im Alten Test. nirgends deutlich geredet. Wie vielmehr dort Alles 
gleich werde, schildert Hiob. 3:17-19. Nur in Jes. 14:15 Ezr 32:23, wo den gesturzten Eroberern 
die ausserste Tiefe (rb-teBdy) angewiesen wird, kann mann die Andeutung verschiedener 
Abstufungen des Todtenreichs finden, etwa in dem Sinn, wie Josephus (Bell. Jud. III. 8, 5) den 
Selbstmordern einen, adhv skotiwterov in Aussicht stellt. Sonst ist nur von einer Sonderung 
nach Volkern und Geschlechtern die Rede, nicht von einer Sonderung der Gerechten und 
Ungerechten." 
 
{1115} See these and other curious particulars, with references in Wunsche, l. c. p. 361 sqq., and 
494 sqq. He confesses, however, that it is exceedingly difficult to present a coherent system from 
the various sayings of the Rabbis. The views of the Essenes differed from the common Jewish 
notions; they believed only in the immortality of the soul, and greeted death as a deliverance from 
the prison of the body.  

 



156. Between Death and Resurrection. 
 
Dav. Blondel: Traite de la creance des Peres touchnt l’etat des ames apres cette vie. Charenton, 
1651. 
 
J. A. Baumgarten: Historia doctrinae de Statu Animarum separatarum. Hal. 1754. 
 
Hopfner: Deuteronomy Origine dogm. de Purgatorio. Hal. 1792. 
 
J. A. Ernesti: Deuteronomy veterum Patrum opinione de Statu Animarum a corpore sejunctar. 
LiPs. 1794. 
 
Herbert Mortimer Luckock (Canon of Ely, high-Anglican): After Death. An Examination of the 
Testimony of Primitive Times respecting the State of the Faithful Dead, and their Relationship to 
the Living. London, third ed. 1881. Defends prayers for the dead. 
 
Among the darkest points in eschatology is the middle state, or the condition of the soul between 
death and resurrection. It is difficult to conceive of a disembodied state of happiness or woe 
without physical organs for enjoyment and suffering. Justin Martyr held that the souls retain their 
sensibility after death, otherwise the bad would have the advantage over the good. Origen seems 
to have assumed some refined, spiritual corporeity which accompanies the soul on its lonely 
journey, and is the germ of the resurrection body; but the speculative opinions of that profound 
thinker were looked upon with suspicion, and some of them were ultimately condemned. The idea 
of the sleep of the soul (psychopannychia) had some advocates, but was expressly rejected by 
Tertullian. {1116} Others held that the soul died with the body, and was created anew at the 
resurrection. {1117} The prevailing view was that the soul continued in a conscious, though 
disembodied state, by virtue either of inherent or of communicated immortality. The nature of 
that state depends upon the moral character formed in this life either for weal or woe, without the 
possibility of a change except in the same direction. 
 
The catholic doctrine of the status intermedius was chiefly derived from the Jewish tradition of 
the Sheol, from the parable of Dives and Lazarus, {Luke 16:19 sqq.} and from the passages of 
Christ’s descent into Hades. {1118} The utterances of the ante-Nicene fathers are somewhat 
vague and confused, but receive light from the more mature statements of the Nicene and post-
Nicene fathers, and may be reduced to the following points: {1119} 
 
1. The pious who died before Christ from Abel or Adam down to John the Baptist (with rare 
exceptions, as Enoch, Moses, and Elijah) were detained in a part of Sheol, {1120} waiting for the 
first Advent, and were released by Christ after the crucifixion and transferred to Paradise. This 
was the chief aim and result of the descensus ad inferos, as understood in the church long before 
it became an article of the Apostles’ Creed, first in Aquileja (where, however, Rufinus explained 
it wrongly, as being equivalent to burial), and then in Rome. Hermas of Rome and Clement of 
Alexandria supposed that the patriarchs and Old Testament saints, before their translation, were 
baptized by Christ and the apostles. Irenaeus repeatedly refers to the descent of Christ to the 
spirit-world as the only means by which the benefits of the redemption could be made known and 
applied to the pious dead of former ages. {1121} 
 
2. Christian martyrs and confessors, to whom were afterwards added other eminent saints, pass 
immediately after death into heaven to the blessed vision of God. {1122} 
 



3. The majority of Christian believers, being imperfect, enter for an indefinite period into a 
preparatory state of rest and happiness, usually called Paradise {comp. Luke 23:41} or Abraham’s 
Bosom. {Luke 16:23} There they are gradually purged of remaining infirmities until they are ripe 
for heaven, into which nothing is admitted but absolute purity. Origen assumed a constant 
progression to higher and higher regions of knowledge and bliss. (After the fifth or sixth century, 
certainly since Pope Gregory I., Purgatory was substituted for Paradise). 
 
4. The locality of Paradise is uncertain: some imagined it to be a higher region of Hades beneath 
the earth, yet "afar off" from Gehenna, and separated from it by "a great gulf"; {1123} {comp. 
Luke 16:23,26} others transferred it to the lower regions of heaven above the earth, yet clearly 
distinct from the final home of the blessed. {1124} 
 
5. Impenitent Christians and unbelievers go down to the lower regions of Hades (Gehenna, 
Tartarus, Hell) into a preparatory state of misery and dreadful expectation of the final judgment. 
From the fourth century Hades came to be identified with Hell, and this confusion passed into 
many versions of the Bible, including that of James 1:6. The future fate of the heathen and of 
unbaptized children was left in hopeless darkness, except by Justin and the Alexandrian fathers, 
who extended the operations of divine grace beyond the limits of the visible church. Justin Martyr 
must have believed, from his premises, in the salvation of all those heathen who had in this life 
followed the light of the Divine Logos and died in a state of unconscious Christianity, or 
preparedness for Christianity. For, he says, "those who lived with the Logos were Christians, 
although they were esteemed atheists, as Socrates and Heraclitus, and others like them." {1125} 
 
7. There are, in the other world, different degrees of happiness and misery according to the 
degrees of merit and guilt. This is reasonable in itself, and supported by scripture. 
 
8. With the idea of the imperfection of the middle state and the possibility of progressive 
amelioration, is connected the commemoration of the departed, and prayer in their behalf. No 
trace of the custom is found in the New Testament nor in the canonical books of the Old, but an 
isolated example, which seems to imply habit, occurs in the age of the Maccabees, when Judas 
Maccabaeus and his company offered prayer and sacrifice for those slain in battle," that they 
might be delivered from sin." {1126} In old Jewish service-books there are prayers for the 
blessedness of the dead. {1127} The strong sense of the communion of saints unbroken by death 
easily accounts for the rise of a similar custom among the early Christians. Tertullian bears clear 
testimony to its existence at his time. "We offer," he says "oblations for the dead on the 
anniversary of their birth," i.e. their celestial birthday. {1128} He gives it as a mark of a Christian 
widow, that she prays for the soul of her husband, and requests for him refreshment and 
fellowship in the first resurrection; and that she offers sacrifice on the anniversaries of his falling 
asleep. {1129} Eusebius narrates that at the tomb of Constantine a vast crowd of people, in 
company with the priests of God, with tears and great lamentation offered their prayers to God for 
the emperor’s soul. {1130} Augustin calls prayer for the pious dead in the eucharistic sacrifice an 
observance of the universal church, handed down from the fathers. {1131} He himself 
remembered in prayer his godly mother at her dying request. 
 
This is confirmed by the ancient liturgies, which express in substance the devotions of the ante-
Nicene age, although they were not committed to writing before the fourth century. The 
commemoration of the pious dead is an important part in the eucharistic prayers. Take the 
following from the Liturgy of St. James: "Remember, O Lord God, the spirits of whom we have 
made mention, and of whom we have not made mention, who are of the true faith, {1132} from 
righteous Abel unto this day; do Thou Thyself give them rest there in the land of the living, in 
Thy kingdom, in the delight of Paradise, {1133} in the Bosom of Abraham and of Isaac and of 



Jacob, our holy fathers; whence pain and grief and lamentation have fled away: there the light of 
Thy countenance looks upon them, and gives them light for evermore." The Clementine Liturgy 
in the eighth book of the "Apostolical Constitutions" has likewise a prayer "for those who rest in 
faith," in these words: "We make an offering to Thee for all Thy saints who have pleased Thee 
from the beginning of the world, patriarchs, prophets, just men, apostles, martyrs, confessors, 
bishops, elders, deacons, subdeacons, singers, virgins, widows, laymen, and all whose names 
Thou Thyself knowest." 
 
9. These views of the middle state in connection with prayers for the dead show a strong tendency 
to the Roman Catholic doctrine of Purgatory, which afterwards came to prevail in the West 
through the great weight of St. Augustin and Pope Gregory I. But there is, after all, a considerable 
difference. The ante-Nicene idea of the middle state of the pious excludes, or at all events 
ignores, the idea of penal suffering, which is an essential part of the Catholic conception of 
purgatory. It represents the condition of the pious as one of comparative happiness, inferior only 
to the perfect happiness after the resurrection. Whatever and wherever Paradise may be, it 
belongs to the heavenly world; while purgatory is supposed to be a middle region between heaven 
and hell, and to border rather on the latter. The sepulchral inscriptions in the catacombs have a 
prevailingly cheerful tone, and represent the departed souls as being "in peace" and "living in 
Christ," or "in God." {1134} The same view is substantially preserved in the Oriental church, 
which holds that the souls of the departed believers may be aided by the prayers of the living, but 
are nevertheless "in light and rest, with a foretaste of eternal happiness." {1135} 
 
Yet alongside with this prevailing belief, there are traces of the purgatorial idea of suffering the 
temporal consequences of sin, and a painful struggle after holiness. Origen, following in the path 
of Plato, used the term "purgatorial fire," {1136} by which the remaining stains of the soul shall 
be burned away; but he understood it figuratively, and connected it with the consuming fire at the 
final judgment, while Augustin and Gregory I. transferred it to the middle state. The common 
people and most of the fathers understood it of a material fire; but this is not a matter of faith, and 
there are Roman divines {1137} who confine the purgatorial sufferings to the mind and the 
conscience. A material fire would be very harmless without a material body. A still nearer 
approach to the Roman purgatory was made by Tertullian and Cyprian, who taught that a special 
satisfaction and penance was required for sins committed after baptism, and that the last farthing 
must be paid {Matthew 5:20} before the soul can be released from prison and enter into heaven. 
 
{1116} Deuteronomy Anima, c. 58. The doctrine of the psychopannychia was renewed by the 
Anabaptists, and refuted by Calvin in one of his earliest books. (Paris, 1534.) 
 
{1117} Eusebius, VI. 37, mentions this view as held by some in Arabia. 
 
{1118} Luke 23:43 Acts 2:31 1 Peter 3:19 4:6. 
 
{1119} Comp. among other passages Justin M. Dial. c. 5, 72, 80, 99, 105 (Engelhardt, l. c. p 308); 
Irenaeus, IV. 27, 2; V. 31; Tertullian, Deuteronomy Anima, c. 7, 31, 50, 55, 58; Adv. Marc. IV. 
34; Cyprian, Ep. 52; Clemens Alex., Strom. VI. 762 sq.; Origen, Contra Cels. V. 15; Hom. in 
Luc. XIV. (Tom. III. 948) Hom. in Ez I. (III. 360); Ambrose, Deuteronomy Bono Mortis and Ep. 
20. 
 
{1120} The mediaeval scholastics called that part of Sheol the Limbus Patrum, and assumed that 
it was emptied by Christ at his descent, and replaced by Purgatory, which in turn will be emptied 
it the second Advent, so that after the judgment there will be only heaven and hell. The 
evangelical confessions agree with the Roman Catholic in the twofold state after the judgment, 



but deny the preceding state of Purgatory between heaven and hell. They allow, however, 
different degrees of holiness and happiness as well as guilt and punishment before and after the 
judgment. 
 
{1121} Adv. Haer. IV. 27, 2: "It was for this reason that the Lord descended into the regions 
beneath the earth, preaching His advent to them also, and [declaring] the remission of sins to 
those who believe in Him. Now all those believed in Him who had hope towards him, that is, 
those who proclaimed His advent, and submitted to His dispensations, the righteous men, the 
prophets, and the patriarchs, to whom He remitted sins in the same way, as He did to us, which 
sins we should not lay to their charge, if we would not despise the grace of God." This passage 
exists only in the Latin version 
 
{1122} The Gnostics taught that all souls return immediately to God, but this was rejected as 
heretical. Justin, Dial. 80. 
 
{1123} So apparently Tertullian, who calls Gehenna "a reservoir of secret fire under the earth," 
and Paradise "the place of divine bliss appointed to receive the spirits of the saints, separated 
from the knowledge of this world by that fiery zone [i.e. the river Pyriphlegeton as by a sort of 
enclosure."] Apol. c. 47. 
 
{1124} So Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. V. 5, 1: "Wherefore also the elders who were disciples of the 
apostles tell us that those who were translated were transferred to that place (for paradise has been 
prepared for righteous men, such as have the Spirit; in which place also Paul the apostle, when he 
was caught up, heard words which are unspeakable as regards us in our present condition), and 
that there shall they who have been translated remain until the consummation [of all things], as a 
prelude to immortality." 
 
{1125} Apol. I. 46: oi meta logou biwsantev cristianoi eisi, kan ayeoi enomisyhsan, 
oion en ellhsiv swkrath kai hrakleitov kai oi omoioi autoiv.. Comp. Apol. I. 20, 44; 
Apol. II. 8, 13. He does not say anywhere expressly that the nobler heathen are saved; but it 
follows from his view of the Logos spermaticos (see p. 550). It was renewed in the sixteenth 
century by Zwingli, and may be consistently held by all who make salvation depend on eternal 
election rather than on water-baptism. God is not bound by his own ordinances, and may save 
whom and when and how he pleases. 
 
{1126} 2 Maccabees 12:39 sqq. Roman Catholic divines use this passage (besides Matthew 5:26 
12:32 and 1 Corinthians 1:13-15) as an argument for the doctrine of purgatory. But it would 
prove too much for them; for the sin here spoken of was not venial, but the deadly sin of idolatry, 
which is excluded from purgatory and from the reach of efficacious; intercession. 
 
{1127} See specimens in Luckock, l. c. p. 58 sqq. 
 
{1128} Deuteronomy Cor. Mil. c. 3: "Oblationes pro defunctis, pro natalitiis annua dei facimus." 
Comp. the notes in Oehler’s ed. Tom. I. 422. 
 
{1129} Deuteronomy Monog. c. 10: "Pro anima ejus orat et refrigerium interim adpostulat ei et 
in prima resurrectione consortium." 
 
{1130} Vita Const. IV. 71: sun klauymw pleioni tav eucav uper thv basilewv quchv 
apedidosan tw yew.. 
 



{1131} Sermo 172. He also inferred from the passage on the unpardonable sin {Matthew 12:32} 
that other sins may be forgiven in the future world. Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, XXI. 24. In the 
Council of Chalcedon (452), Dioscurus was charged with a breach of trust for not having 
executed the will of a saintly woman who had left large sums of money to monasteries, hospitals, 
and alms-houses, in the hope of being benefited by the prayers of the faithful recipients. 
 
{1132} tw’n pneumavtwn... ojrqodovxwn. The Greek church lays great stress on orthodoxy; but it 
has here evidently a very wide meaning, as it includes the faith of Abel and all Old Testament 
saints. 
 
{1133} Not Purgatory. This shows the difference between the ante-Nicene and post-Nicene faith. 
See below. 
 
{1134} Sometimes, however, this is expressed in the form of a wish or prayer: "Mayest thou live 
in God" (Vivas in Deo, or in Christo); "May God refresh thy spirit" (Deus refrigeret spiritum 
tuum); "Mayest thou have eternal light in Christ," etc. Comp. 86, (this vol.). 
 
{1135} Longer Russian Catechism, in Schaff’s Creeds, vol. II. p. 503. 
 
{1136} pur kayarsion. It is mentioned also before Origen in the Clementine Homilies, IX. 13. 
The Scripture passage on which the term ignis purgatorius was based, is 1 Corinthians 3:13,15, 
"the fire shall prove each man’s work he himself shall be saved; yet so as through fire." (wv dia 
purov). 
 
{1137} As Mohler, Klee, and others.  

 



157. After Judgment. Future Punishment. 
 
The doctrine of the Fathers on future punishment is discussed by Dr. Edward Beecher, l. c., and in 
the controversial works called forth by Canon Farrar’s Eternal Hope (Five Sermons preached in 
Westminster Abbey, Nov. 1877. Lond., 1879.) See especially 
 
Dr. Pusey: "What is of Faith as to Everlasting Punishment?" A Reply to Dr. Farrar’s Challenge. 
Oxf. and Lond., second ed. 1880 (284 pages). 
 
Canon F. W. Farrar: Mercy and Judgment: A few last words on Christian Eschatology with 
reference to Dr. Pusey’s "What is of Faith?" London and N. York, 1881 (485 pages). See chs. II., 
III., IX.-XII. Farrar opposes with much fervor "the current opinions about Hell," and reduces it to 
the smallest possible dimensions of time and space, but expressly rejects Universalism. He 
accepts with Pusey the Romanizing view of "future purification" (instead of "probation"), and 
thus increases the number of the saved by withdrawing vast multitudes of imperfect Christians 
from the awful doom. 
 
After the general judgment we have nothing revealed but the boundless prospect of aeonian life 
and aeonian death. This is the ultimate boundary of our knowledge. 
 
There never was in the Christian church any difference of opinion concerning the righteous, who 
shall inherit eternal life and enjoy the blessed communion of God forever and ever. But the final 
fate of the impenitent who reject the offer of salvation admits of three answers to the reasoning 
mind: everlasting punishment, annihilation, restoration (after remedial punishment and 
repentance). 
 
I. Everlasting Punishment of the wicked always was, and always will be the orthodox theory. It 
was held by the Jews at the time of Christ, with the exception of the Sadducces, who denied the 
resurrection. {1138} It is endorsed by the highest authority of the most merciful Being, who 
sacrificed his own life for the salvation of sinners. {1139} 
 
Consequently the majority of the fathers who speak plainly on this terrible subject, favor this 
view. 
 
Ignatius speaks of "the unquenchable fire;" {1140} Hermas, of some "who will not be saved," but 
"shall utterly perish," because they will not repent. {1141} 
 
Justin Martyr teaches that the wicked or hopelessly impenitent will be raised at the judgment to 
receive eternal punishment. He speaks of it in twelve passages. "Briefly," he says, "what we look 
for, and have learned from Christ, and what we teach, is as follows. Plato said to the same effect, 
that Rhadamanthus and Minos would punish the wicked when they came to them; we say that the 
same thing will take place; but that the judge will be Christ, and that their souls will be united to 
the same bodies, and will undergo an eternal punishment (aiwnian kolasin) and not, as Plato 
said, a period of only a thousand years (ciliontaeth periodon)" {1142} In another place: "We 
believe that all who live wickedly and do not repent, will be punished in eternal fire" (en aiwniw 
puri). {1143} Such language is inconsistent with the annihilation theory for which Justin M. has 
been claimed. {1144} He does, indeed, reject with several other ante-Nicene writers, the Platonic 
idea that the soul is in itself and independently immortal {1145} and hints at the possibility of the 
final destruction of the wicked, {1146} but he puts that possibility countless ages beyond the final 



judgment, certainly beyond the Platonic millennium of punishment, so that it loses all practical 
significance and ceases to give relief. 
 
Irenaeus has been represented as holding inconsistently all three theories, or at least as hesitating 
between the orthodox view and the annihilation scheme. He denies, like Justin Martyr, the 
necessary and intrinsic immortality of the soul, and makes it dependent on God for the 
continuance in life as well as for life itself. {1147} But in paraphrasing the apostolic rule of faith 
he mentions eternal punishment, and in another place he accepts as certain truth that "eternal fire 
is prepared for sinners," because "the Lord openly affirms, and the other Scriptures prove" it. 
{1148} Hippolytus approves the eschatology of the Pharisees as regards the resurrection, the 
immortality of the soul, the judgment and conflagration, everlasting life and "everlasting 
punishment;" and in another place be speaks of "the rayless scenery of gloomy Tartarus, where 
never shines a beam from the radiating voice of the Word." {1149} According to Tertullian the 
future punishment "will continue, not for a long time, but forever." {1150} It does credit to his 
feelings when he says that no innocent man can rejoice in the punishment of the guilty, however 
just, but will grieve rather. Cyprian thinks that the fear of hell is the only ground of the fear of 
death to any one, and that we should have before our eyes the fear of God and eternal punishment 
much more than the fear of men and brief suffering. {1151} The generality of this belief among 
Christians is testified by Celsus, who tells them that the heathen priests threaten the same "eternal 
punishment" as they, and that the only question was which was right, since both claimed the truth 
with equal confidence. {1152} 
 
II. The final Annihilation of the wicked removes all discord from the universe of God at the 
expense of the natural immortality of the soul, and on the ground that sin will ultimately destroy 
the sinner, and thus destroy itself. 
 
This theory is attributed to Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and others, who believed only in a conditional 
immortality which may be forfeited; but, as we have just seen, their utterances in favor of eternal 
punishment are too clear and strong to justify the inference which they might have drawn from 
their psychology. 
 
Arnobius, however, seems to have believed in actual annihilation; for he speaks of certain souls 
that "are engulfed and burned up," or "hurled down and having been reduced to nothing, vanish in 
the frustration of a perpetual destruction." {1153} 
 
III. The Apokatastasis or final restoration of all rational beings to holiness and happiness. This 
seems to be the most satisfactory speculative solution of the problem of sin, and secures perfect 
harmony in the creation, but does violence to freedom with its power to perpetuate resistance, and 
Ignores the hardening nature of sin and the ever increasing difficulty of repentance. If conversion 
and salvation are an ultimate necessity, they lose their moral character, and moral aim. 
 
Origen was the first Christian Universalist. He taught a final restoration, but with modesty as a 
speculation rather than a dogma, in his youthful work Deuteronomy Principiis (written before 
231), which was made known in the West by the loose version of Rufinus (398). {1154} In his 
later writings there are only faint traces of it; he seems at least to have modified it, and exempted 
Satan from final repentance and salvation, but this defeats the end of the theory. {1155} He also 
obscured it by his other theory of the necessary mutability of free will, and the constant 
succession of fall and redemption. {1156} 
 
Universal salvation (including Satan) was clearly taught by Gregory of Nyssa, a profound thinker 
of the school of Origen (d. 395), and, from an exegetical standpoint, by the eminent Antiochian 



divines Diodorus of Tarsus (d. 394) and Theodore of Mopsuestia (d. 429), and many Nestorian 
bishops. {1157} In the West also at the time of Augustin (d. 430) there were, as he says, 
"multitudes who did not believe in eternal punishment." But the view of Origen was rejected by 
Epiphanius, Jerome, and Augustin, and at last condemned as one of the Origenistic errors under 
the Emperor Justinian (543). {1158} 
 
Since that time universalism was regarded as a heresy, but is tolerated in Protestant churches as a 
private speculative opinion or charitable hope. {1159} 
 
{1138} The point is disputed, but the 4th Maccabees, the 4th Esdras, the Book of Enoch, the 
Apocalypse of Baruch, and the Psalms of Solomon, contain very strong passages, which Dr. 
Pusey has collected, l. c. 48-100, and are not invalidated by the reply of Farrar, ch. VIII. 180-221. 
Josephus (whose testimony Farrar arbitrarily sets aside as worthless) attests the belief of the 
Pharisees and Essenes in eternal punishment, Ant. XVIII. 1, 3; Bell. Judges 2 8,11, Rabbi Akiba 
(about 120) limited the punishment of Gehenna to twelve months; but only for the Jews. The 
Talmud assigns certain classes to everlasting punishment, especially apostates and those who 
despise the wisdom of the Rabbis. The chief passage is Rosh Hoshanah, f. 16 and 17: "There will 
be three divisions on the day of judgment, the perfectly righteous, the perfectly wicked, and the 
intermediate class. The first will be at once inscribed and sealed to life eternal; the second at once 
to Gehenna; {Daniel 12:2} the third will descend into Gehenna and keep rising and sinking". 
{Zechariah 12:10} This opinion was endorsed by the two great schools of Shammai and Hillel, 
but Hillel inclined to a liberal and charitable construction (see p. 596). Farrar maintains that 
Gehenna does not necessarily and usually mean hell in our sense, but (1) for Jews, or the majority 
of Jews, a short punishment, followed by forgiveness and escape; (2) for worse offenders a long 
but still terminable punishment; (3) for the worst offenders, especially Gentiles—punishment 
followed by annihilation. He quotes several modern Jewish authorities of the rationalistic type, 
e.g. Dr. Deutsch, who says: "There is not a word in the Talmud that lends any support to the 
damnable dogma of endless torment." But Dr. Ferd. Weber who is as good authority, says, that 
some passages in the Talmud teach total annihilation of the wicked, others teach everlasting 
punishment, e.g. Pesachim 54: "The fire of Gehenna is never extinguished." Syst. der altsynag. 
Polast. Theologie, p. 375. The Mohammedans share the Jewish belief, but change the inhabitants: 
the Koran assigns Paradise to the orthodox Moslems, and Hell to all unbelievers (Jews, Gentiles, 
and Christians), and to apostates from Islam. 
 
{1139} Matthew 12:32 (the unpardonable sin); Matthew 26:24 (Judas had better never been 
born); Matthew 25:46 ("eternal punishment" contrasted with "eternal life"); Mark 9:48 
("Gehenna, where their worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched"). In the light of these 
solemn declarations we must interpret the passages of Paul (Romans 5:12 sqq.; Romans 14:9 1 
Corinthians 15:22,28), which look towards universal restoration. The exegetical discussion lies 
outside of our scope, but is the meaning of aiwniov has been drawn into the patristic discussion, 
it is necessary to remark that the argumentative force lies not in the etymological and independent 
meaning of the word, which is limited to aeon, but in its connection with future punishment as 
contrasted with future reward, which no man doubts to be everlasting. {Matthew 25:46} On the 
exegetical question see M. Stuart, l. c., and especially the excursus of Taylor Lewis on Olamic 
and Aeonian words in Scripture, in Lange’s Com. on Ecclesiastes (Am. ed. p. 44-51). 
 
{1140} Ep. ad Eph. C. 16: ov toioutov, ruparov genomenov, eiv to pur to asbeston 
cwrhsei... 
 



{1141} Vis. III. 2, 7; Simil. VIII. 9 (ed. Funk, 1. p. 256, 488 sq.). Dr. Pusey claims also 
Polycarp(?), Barrnabas, and the spurious second Ep. of Clement, and many martyrs (from their 
Acts) on his side, p. 151-166. 
 
{1142} Apol. I. 8. (Comp. Plato, Phaedr. I. 249 A; Deuteronomy Republ. p. 615 A.) 
 
{1143} Apol. I. 21: Comp. C. 28, 45, 52; II. 2, 7, 8, 9; Dial. 45, 130. Also v. Engelhardt, p. 206, 
and Donaldson, II. 321. 
 
{1144} By Petavius, Beecher (p. 206), Farrar (p. 236), and others. 
 
{1145} Dial. c. Tr. 4. 5; Comp. Apol. I. 21. Tatian, his disciple, says; (against the Platonists Adv. 
Graec. c. 13) "The soul is not immortal in itself, O Greeks, but mortal (ouk estin ayanatov h 
quch kay eauthn, ynhth de). Yet it is possible for it not to die." Irenaeus, Theophilus of 
Antioch, Arnobius, and Lactantius held the same view. See Nitzsch, I. 35l-353. 
 
{1146} In Dial. c. 5, he puts into the mouth of the aged man by whom he was converted, the 
sentence: "Such as are worthy to see God die no more, but others shall undergo punishment as 
long as it shall please Him that they shall exist and be punished." But just before he had said: "I 
do not say that all souls die: for that would be a godsend to the wicked. What then? the souls of 
the pious remain in a better place, while those of the unjust and wicked are in a worse, waiting for 
the time of judgment." Comp. the note of Otto on the passage, Op. II. 26. 
 
{1147} Adv. Haer. 11. 34, 3: "omnia quae facta sunt... perseverant quoadusque ea Deus et esse et 
perseverare voluerit." Irenaeus reasons that whatever is created had a beginning, and therefore 
may have an end. Whether it will continue or not, depends upon man’s gratitude or ingratitude. 
He who preserves the gift of life and is grateful to the Giver, shall receive length of days forever 
and ever) accipiet et in saeculum saeculi longitudinem dierum); but he who casts it away and 
becomes ungrateful to his Maker, "deprives himself of perseverance forever" (ipse se privat in 
saeculum saeculi perseverantia). From this passage, which exists only in the imperfect Latin 
version, Dodwell, Beecher (p. 260), and Farrar (241) infer that Irenaeus taught annihilation, and 
interpret perseverantia to mean continued existence; while Massuet (see his note in Stieren 1. 
415), and Pusey (p. 183) explain perseverantia of continuance in real life in God, or eternal 
happiness. The passage, it must be admitted, is not clear, for longitudo dierum and perseverantia 
are not identical, nor is perseverantia equivalent to existentia or vita. In Bk. IV. 20, 7, Irenaeus 
says that Christ "became the dispenser of the paternal grace for the benefit of man... lest man, 
failing away from God altogether, should cease to exist" (cessaret esse); but he adds, "the life of 
man consists in beholding God" (vita autem hominus visio Dei). In the fourth Pfaffian Fragment 
ascribed to him (Stieren I. 889), he says that Christ "will come at the end of time to destroy all 
evil (eiv to katarghsai pan to kakon) and to reconcile all things (eiv to apokatallaxai 
to panta), from Colossians 1:20 that there may be an end of all impurity." This passage, like 1 
Corinthians 15:28 and Colossians 1:20, looks towards universal restoration rather than 
annihilation, but admits, like the Pauline passages, of an interpretation consistent with eternal 
punishment. See the long note in Stieren. 
 
{1148} Adv. Haer. III. 4, 1; If. 28, 7. See Pusey, p. 177-181. Ziegler (Irenaus, p. 312) says that 
Irenaeus teaches the eternity of punishment in several passages, or presupposes it, and quotes III. 
23, 3; IV. 27, 4; 28, 1; IV. 33, 11; 39, 4; 40, 1 and 2. 
 
{1149} Philos. IX. 23, 30. 
 



{1150} Apol. c. 45. Comp. Deuteronomy Test.-An. 4; Deuteronomy Spect. 19, 30. Pusey 184 sq. 
 
{1151} Deuteronomy Mortal. 10; Ep. VIII. 2. Pusey, 190. he quotes also the Rocognitions of 
Clement, and the Clementine Homilies, (XI. 11) on this side. 
 
{1152} Orig. C. Cels. VIII. 48. Origen in his answer does not deny the fact, but aims to prove that 
the truth is with the Christians. 
 
{1153} Adv. Gent. 11. 14. The theory of conditional immortality and the annihilation of the 
wicked has been recently renewed by a devout English author, Rev. Edward White, Life in Christ. 
Dr. R. Rothe also advocates annihilation, but not till after the conversion of the wicked has 
become a moral impossibility. See his posthumous Dogmatik, ed. by Schenkel, II. 335. 
 
{1154} Deuteronomy Princ. I. 6, 3. Comp. In Jer. Hom. 19; C. Cels. VI. 26. 
 
{1155} It is usually asserted from Augustin down to Nitzsch (I. 402), that Origen included Satan 
in the apokatastasiv twn pantwn, but In Ep. ad Rom. l. VIII. 9 (Opera IV. 634) he says that 
Satan will not be converted, not even at the end of the world, and in a letter Ad quosdam amicos 
Alex. (Opera I. 5, quoted by Pusey, p. 125) "Although they say that the father of malice and of the 
perdition of those who shall be cast out of the kingdom of God, can be saved which no one can 
say, even if bereft of reason." 
 
{1156} After the apokatastasis has been completed in certain aeons, he speaks of pavlin allh ajrch. 
See the judicious remarks of Neander, I. 656 (Am. ed.) 
 
{1157} Nitzsch (I. 403 sq.) includes also Gregory Nazianzen, and possibly Chrysostom among 
universalists. So does Farrar more confidently (249 sqq., 271 sqq.). But the passages on the other 
side are stronger, see Pusey, 209 sqq., 244 sqq., and cannot be explained from mere 
"accommodation to the popular view." It is true, however, that Chrysostom honored the memory 
of Origen, and eulogized his teacher Diodorus, of Tarsus, and his comments on 1 Corinthians 
15:28 look towards an apokatatasIs. Pusey speaks too disparagingly of Diodor and Theodore of 
Mopsuestia, as the fathers of Nestorianism, and unjustly asserts that they denied the incarnation 
(223-226). They and Chrysostom were the fathers of a sound grammatical exegesis against the 
allegorizing extravagances of the Origenistic school. 
 
{1158} Posey contends (125-137), that Origen was condemned by the fifth ecumenical Council, 
553, but Hefele conclusively proves that the fifteen anathematisms against Origen were passed by 
a local Synod of Constantinople in 543 under Mennas. See his Conciliengesch., second ed., II. 
859 sqq. The same view was before advocated by Dupin, Walch, and Dollinger. 
 
{1159} At least in the Lutheran church of Germany and in the church of England. Bengel very 
cautiously intimates the apokatastasis, and the Pietists in Wurtemberg generally hold it. Among 
recent divines Schleiermacher, the Origen of Germany, is the most distinguished Universalist. He 
started not, like Origen, from freedom, but from the opposite Calvinistic theory of a particular 
election of individuals and nations, which necessarily involves a particular reprobation or 
praetermission rather, but only for time, until the election shall reach at last the fulness of the 
Gentiles and the whole of Israel. Satan was no obstacle with him, as he denied his personal 
existence. A denomination of recent American origin, the Universalists, have a creed of three 
articles called the Winchester Confession (1803), and one article teaches the ultimate restoration 
of "the whole family of mankind to holiness and happiness."  



 



158. Chiliasm. 
 
Corrodi: Kritische Geschichte des Chiliasmus. 1781. Second ed. Zurich, 1794. 4 vols. Very 
unsatisfactory. 
 
Munscher.: Lehre vom tausendjahrigen Reich in den 3 ersten Jahrh. (in Henke’s "Magazin." VI. 
2, p. 233 sqq.) 
 
D. T. Taylor: The Voice of the Church on the Coming and Kingdom of the Redeemer; a History of 
the Doctrine of the Reign of Christ on Earth. Revised by Hastings. Second ed. Peace Dale, R. I. 
1855. Pre-millennial. 
 
W. Volck: Der Chiliasmus. Eine historisch exeget. Studie. Dorpat, 1869 Millennarian. 
 
A. Koch: Das tausendjahrige Reich. Basel, 1872. Millennarian against Hengstenberg. 
 
C. A. Briggs: Origin and History of Premillennarianism. In the "Lutheran Quarterly Review." 
Gettysburg, Pa., for April, 1879. 38 pages. Anti-millennial, occasioned by the "Prophetic 
Conference" of Pre-millennarians, held in New York, Nov. 1878. Discusses the ante-Nicene 
doctrine. 
 
Geo. N. H. Peters: The Theocratic Kingdom of our Lord Jesus, the Christ. N. York, announced 
for publ. in 3 vols. 1884. Pre-millennarian. 
 
A complete critical history is wanting, but the controversial and devotional literature on the 
subject is very large, especially in the English language. We mention (1) on the millennial side 
(embracing widely different shades of opinion). (a) English and American divines: Jos. Mede 
(1627), Twisse, Abbadie, Beverly T. Burnet, Bishop Newton, Edward Irving, Birks, Bickersteth, 
Horatio and Andrew Bonar (two brothers), E. B. Elliott (Horae Apoc.), John Cumming, Dean 
Alford, Nathan Lord, John Lillie, James H. Brooks, E. R. Craven, Nath. West, J. A. Seiss, S. H. 
Kellogg, Peters, and the writings of the Second Adventists, the Irvingites, and the Plymouth 
Brethren. (b) German divines: Spener (Hoffnung besserer Zeiten), Peterson, Bengel (Erklarte 
Offenbarung Johannis, 1740), Oetinger, Stilling, Lavater, Auberlen (on Dan. and Revel.), 
Martensen, Rothe, von Hofmann, Lohe, Delitzsch, Volck, Luthardt. (2) On the anti-millennial 
side—(a) English and American: Bishop Hall, R. Baxter, David Brown (Christ’s Second Advent), 
Fairbairn, Urwick, G. Bush, Mos. Stuart (on Revel.), Cowles (on Dan. ind Revel.), Briggs, etc. (b) 
German: Gerhard, Maresius, Hengstenberg, Keil, Kliefoth, Philippi, and many others. See the 
articles "Millennarianism" by Semisch, and "Pre-Millennarianism" by Kellog, in Schaff-Herzog, 
vols. II. and III., and the literature there given. 
 
The most striking point in the eschatology of the ante-Nicene age is the prominent chiliasm, or 
millennarianism, that is the belief of a visible reign of Christ in glory on earth with the risen 
saints for a thousand years, before the general resurrection and judgment. {1160} It was indeed 
not the doctrine of the church embodied in any creed or form of devotion, but a widely current 
opinion of distinguished teachers, such as Barnabas, Papias, Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian, 
Methodius, and Lactantius; while Caius, Origen, Dionysius the Great, Eusebius (as afterwards 
Jerome and Augustin) opposed it. 
 
The Jewish chiliasm rested on a carnal misapprehension of the Messianic kingdom, a literal 
interpretation of prophetic figures, and an overestimate of the importance of the Jewish people 



and the holy city as the centre of that kingdom. It was developed shortly before and after Christ in 
the apocalyptic literature, as the Book of Enoch, the Apocalypse of Baruch, 4th Esdras, the 
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, and the Sibylline Books. It was adopted by the heretical sect 
of the Ebionites, and the Gnostic Cerinthus. {1161} 
 
The Christian chiliasm is the Jewish chiliasm spiritualized and fixed upon the second, instead of 
the first, coming of Christ. It distinguishes, moreover, two resurrections, one before and another 
after the millennium, and makes the millennial reign of Christ only a prelude to his eternal reign 
in heaven, from which it is separated by a short interregnum of Satan. The millennium is expected 
to come not as the legitimate result of a historical process but as a sudden supernatural revelation. 
 
The advocates of this theory appeal to the certain promises of the Lord, {1162} but particularly to 
the hieroglyphic passage of the Apocalypse, which teaches a millennial reign of Christ upon this 
earth after the first resurrection and before the creation of the new heavens and the new earth. 
{1163} 
 
In connection with this the general expectation prevailed that the return of the Lord was near, 
though uncertain and unascertainable as to its day and hour, so that believers may be always 
ready for it. {1164} This hope, through the whole age of persecution, was a copious fountain of 
encouragement and comfort under the pains of that martyrdom which sowed in blood the seed of 
a bountiful harvest for the church. 
 
Among the Apostolic Fathers Barnabas is the first and the only one who expressly teaches a pre-
millennial reign of Christ on earth. He considers the Mosaic history of the creation a type of six 
ages of labor for the world, each lasting a thousand years, and of a millennium of rest; since with 
God "one day is as a thousand years." The millennial Sabbath on earth will be followed by an 
eighth and eternal day in a new world, of which the Lord’s Day (called by Barnabas "the eighth 
day") is the type. {1165} 
 
Papias of Hierapolis, a pious but credulous contemporary of Polycarp, entertained quaint and 
extravagant notions of the happiness of the millennial reign, for which he appealed to apostolic 
tradition. He put into the mouth of Christ himself a highly figurative description of the more than 
tropical fertility of that period, which is preserved and approved by Irenaeus, but sounds very 
apocryphal. {1166} 
 
Justin Martyr represents the transition from the Jewish Christian to the Gentile Christian chiliasm. 
He speaks repeatedly of the second parousia of Christ in the clouds of heaven, surrounded by the 
holy angels. It will be preceded by the near manifestation of the man of sin (anqrwpo th’ 
ajnomiva) who speaks blasphemies against the most high God, and will rule three and a half 
years. He is preceded by heresies and false prophets. {1167} Christ will then raise the patriarchs, 
prophets, and pious Jews, establish the millennium, restore Jerusalem, and reign there in the midst 
of his saints; after which the second and general resurrection and judgment of the world will take 
place. He regarded this expectation of the earthly perfection of Christ’s kingdom as the key-stone 
of pure doctrine, but adds that many pure and devout Christians of his day did not share this 
opinion. {1168} After the millennium the world will be annihilated, or transformed. {1169} In his 
two Apologies, Justin teaches the usual view of the general resurrection and judgment, and makes 
no mention of the millennium, but does not exclude it. {1170} The other Greek Apologists are 
silent on the subject, and cannot be quoted either for or against chiliasm. 
 
Irenaeus, on the strength of tradition from St. John and his disciples, taught that after the 
destruction of the Roman empire, and the brief raging of antichrist (lasting three and a half years 



or 1260 days), Christ will visibly appear, will bind Satan, will reign at the rebuilt city of 
Jerusalem with the little band of faithful confessors and the host of risen martyrs over the nations 
of the earth, and will celebrate the millennial sabbath of preparation for the eternal glory of 
heaven; then, after a temporary liberation of Satan, follows the final victory, the general 
resurrection, the judgment of the world, and the consummation in the new heavens and the new 
earth. {1171} 
 
Tertullian was an enthusiastic Chiliast, and pointed not only to the Apocalypse, but also to the 
predictions of the Montanist prophets. {1172} But the Montanists substituted Pepuza in Phrygia 
for Jerusalem, as the centre of Christ’s reign, and ran into fanatical excesses, which brought 
chiliasm into discredit, and resulted in its condemnation by several synods in Asia Minor. {1173} 
 
After Tertullian, and independently of Montanism, chiliasm was taught by Commodian towards 
the close of the third century, {1174} Lactantius, {1175} and Victorinus of Petau, {1176} at the 
beginning of the fourth. Its last distinguished advocates in the East were Methodius (d., a martyr, 
311), the opponent of Origen, {1177} and Apollinaris of Laodicea in Syria. 
 
We now turn to the anti-Chiliasts. The opposition began during the Montanist movement in Asia 
Minor. Caius of Rome attacked both Chiliasm and Montanism, and traced the former to the hated 
heretic Cerinthus. {1178} The Roman church seems never to have sympathized with either, and 
prepared itself for a comfortable settlement and normal development in this world. In Alexandria, 
Origen opposed chiliasm as a Jewish dream, and spiritualized the symbolical language of the 
prophets. {1179} His distinguished pupil, Dionysius the Great (d. about 264), checked the 
chiliastic movement when it was revived by Nepos in Egypt, and wrote an elaborate work against 
it, which is lost. He denied the Apocalypse to the apostle John, and ascribed it to a presbyter of 
that name. {1180} Eusebius inclined to the same view. 
 
But the crushing blow came from the great change in the social condition and prospects of the 
church in the Nicene age. After Christianity, contrary to all expectation, triumphed in the Roman 
empire, and was embraced by the Caesars themselves, the millennial reign, instead of being 
anxiously waited and prayed for, began to be dated either from the first appearance of Christ, or 
from the conversion of Constantine and the downfall of paganism, and to be regarded as realized 
in the glory of the dominant imperial state-church. Augustin, who himself had formerly 
entertained chiliastic hopes, framed the new theory which reflected the social change, and was 
generally accepted. The apocalyptic millennium he understood to be the present reign of Christ in 
the Catholic church, and the first resurrection, the translation of the martyrs and saints to heaven, 
where they participate in Christ’s reign. {1181} It was consistent with this theory that towards the 
close of the first millennium of the Christian era there was a wide-spread expectation in Western 
Europe that the final judgment was at hand. 
 
From the time of Constantine and Augustin chiliasm took its place among the heresies, and was 
rejected subsequently even by the Protestant reformers as a Jewish dream. {1182} But it was 
revived from time to time as an article of faith and hope by pious individuals and whole sects, 
often in connection with historic pessimism, with distrust in mission work, as carried on by 
human agencies, with literal interpretations of prophecy, and with peculiar notions about 
Antichrist, the conversion and restoration of the Jews, their return to the Holy Land, and also with 
abortive attempts to calculate "the times and seasons" of the Second Advent, which "the Father 
hath put in his own power," {Acts 1:7} and did not choose to reveal to his own Son in the days of 
his flesh. In a free spiritual sense, however, millennarianism will always survive as the hope of a 
golden age of the church on earth, and of a great sabbath of history after its many centuries of 
labor and strife. The church militant ever longs after the church triumphant, and looks "for new 



heavens and a new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness". {2 Peter 3:13} "There remaineth a 
sabbath rest for the people of God.". {Hebrews 4:9} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1160} Chiliasm (from cilia eth, a thousand years, Revelation 20:2,3) is the Greek, 
millennarianism or millennialism (from mille anni), the Latin term for the same theory. The 
adherents are called Chiliasts, or Millennarians, also Pre-millennarians, or Pre-millennialists (to 
indicate the belief that Christ will appear again before the millennium), but among them many are 
counted who simply believe in a golden age of Christianity which is yet to come. Post-
millennarians or Anti-millennarians are those who put the Second Advent after the millennium. 
 
{1161} See Euseb. H. E. III. 27 and 28. 
 
{1162} Matthew 5:4 19:28 Luke 14:12 sqq. 
 
{1163} Rev. 20:1-6. This is the only strictly millennarian passage in the whole Bible. 
Commentators are still divided as to the literal or symbolical meaning of the millennium, and as 
to its beginning in the past or in the future. But a number of other passages are drawn into the 
service of the millennarian theory, as affording indirect support, especially Isaiah 11:4-9 Acts 
3:21 Romans 11:15. Modern Pre-millennarians also appeal to what they call the unfulfilled 
prophecies of the Old Testament regarding the restoration of the Jews in the holy land. But the 
ancient Chiliasts applied those prophecies to the Christian church as the true Israel. 
 
{1164} Comp. Matthew 24:33,36 Mark 13:32 Acts 1:7 1 Thessalonians 5:1,2 2 Peter 3:10 
Revelation 1:3 3:3. 
 
{1165} Barn. Epist. ch. 15. He seems to have drawn his views from Psalm 90:4, 2 Peter 3:8, but 
chiefly from Jewish tradition. He does not quote the Apocalypse. See Otto in Hilgenfeld’s 
"Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche Theologie." 1877, p. 525-529, and Funk’s note in Patr. Apost. I. 
46. 
 
{1166} Adv. Haer. V. 33, 3 (ed. Stieren I. 809), quoted from the fourth book of The Oracles of the 
Lord: The days will come when vines shall grow, each having ten thousand branches, and in each 
branch ten thousand twigs, and in each true twig ten thousand shoots, and in every one of the 
shoots ten thousand clusters, and on every one of the clusters ten thousand grapes, and every 
grape when pressed will give five-and-twenty measures of wine. And when any one of the saints 
shall lay hold of a cluster, another shall cry out, "I am a better cluster, take me; bless the Lord 
through me." In like manner [He said], "that a grain of wheat shall produce ten thousand ears, and 
that every ear shall have ten thousand grains, and every grain shall yield ten pounds of pure, fine 
flour; and that apples, and seeds, and grass shall produce in similar proportions; and that all 
animals, feeding on the productions of the earth, shall then live in peace and harmony, and be in 
perfect subjection to man." These words were communicated to Papias by "the presbyters, who 
saw John the disciple of the Lord." and who remembered having beard them from John as coming 
from the Lord. There is a similar description of the Messianic times in the twenty-ninth chapter of 
the Apocalypse of Baruch, from the close of the first or beginning of the second century, as 
follows: "The earth shall yield its fruits, one producing ten thousand, and in one vine shall be a 
thousand bunches, and one bunch shall produce one thousand grapes, and one grape shall produce 
one thousand berries, and one berry shall yield a measure of wine. And those who have been 



hungry shall rejoice, and they shall again see prodigies every day. For spirits shall go forth from 
my sight to bring every morning the fragrance of spices, and at the end of the day clouds 
dropping the dew of health. And it shall come to pass, at that time, that the treasure of manna 
shall again descend from above, and they shall eat of it in these years." See the Latin in 
Fritzsche’s ed. of the Libri Apoc. V. T., p. 666. 
 
{1167} Dial. c. Tryph. c. 32, 51, 110. Comp. Daniel 7:25 and 2 Thessalonians 2:8. 
 
{1168} Dial. c. 80 and 81. He appeals to the prophecies of Isaiah (65:17 sqq.), Ezekiel, Ps. 90:4, 
and the Apocalypse of "a man named John, one of the apostles of Christ." In another passage, 
Dial. c. 113, Justin says that as Joshua led Israel into the holy land and distributed it among the 
tribes, so Christ will convert the diaspora and distribute the goodly land, yet not as an earthly 
possession, but give us (hJmi’n) an eternal inheritance. He will shine in Jerusalem as the eternal 
light, for he is the King of Salem after the order of Melchisedek, and the eternal priest of the Most 
High. But be makes no mention of the loosing of Satan after the millennium. Comp. the 
discussion of Justin’s eschatology by M. von Engelhardt, Das Christenthum Justins des Mart. 
(1878), p. 302-307, and by Donaldson, Crit. Hist. of Christ. Lit. II 316-322. 
 
{1169} This point is disputed. Semisch contends for annihilation, Weizsacker for transformation. 
von Engelhardt (p. 309) leaves the matter undecided. In the Dial. c. 113 Justin says that God 
through Christ will renew (kainourgei’n) the heaven and the earth; in the Apologies, that the 
world will be burnt up. 
 
{1170} Apol. I. 50, 51, 52. For this reason Donaldson (11. 263), and Dr. Briggs (l. c. p. 21) 
suspect that the chiliastic passages in the Dialogue (at least ch. 81) are an interpolation, or 
corrupted, but without any warrant. The omission of Justin in Jerome’s lists of Chiliasts can prove 
nothing against the testimony of all the manuscripts. 
 
{1171} Adv. Haer. V. 23-36. On the eschatology of Irenaeus see Ziegler, Iren. der B. v. Lyon 
(Berl. 1871), 298-320; and Kirchner, Die Eschatol. d. Iren. in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 
1863, p. 315-358. 
 
{1172} Deuteronomy Res. Carn. 25; Adv. Marc. III. 24; IV. 29, etc. He discussed the subject in a 
special work, Deuteronomy Spe Fidelium, which is lost. 
 
{1173} See 111, p. 424 sq. 
 
{1174} Instruct. adv. Gentium Deos, 43, 44, with the Jewish notion of fruitful millennial 
marriages. 
 
{1175} Instit. VII. 24; Epit. 71, 72. He quotes from the Sibylline books, and expects the speedy 
end of the world, but not while the city of Rome remains. 
 
{1176} In his Commentary on Revelation, and the fragment Deuteronomy Fabrica Mundi (part of 
a Com. on Genesis). Jerome classes him among the Chiliasts. 
 
{1177} In his Banquet of the Ten Virgins, I X. 5, and Discourse on Resurrection 
 
{1178} Euseb. H. E. II. 25 (against the Montanist Proclus), and III. 28 (against chiliasm). 
 



{1179} Deuteronomy Princ. II. 11. He had, however, in view a very sensuous idea of the 
millennium with marriages and luxuriant feasts. 
 
{1180} Euseb. VII. 24, 25. 
 
{1181} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, XX. 6-10. 
 
{1182} The Augsburg Confession, Art. XVII., condemns the Anabaptists and others "who now 
scatter Jewish opinions that, before the resurrection of the dead, the godly shall occupy the 
kingdom of the world, the wicked being everywhere suppressed." The 41st of the Anglican 
Articles, drawn up by Cranmer (1553), but omitted afterwards in the revision under Elizabeth 
(1563), describes the millennium as "a fable of Jewish dotage."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XIII: 
 
ECCLESIASTICAL LITERATURE OF THE ANTE-NICENE AGE, AND BIOGRAPHICAL 
SKETCHES OF THE CHURCH-FATHERS. 
 

159. Literature. 
 
I. General Patristic Collections. 
 
The Benedictine editions, repeatedly published in Paris, Venice, etc., are the best as far as they 
go, but do not satisfy the present state of criticism. Jesuits (Petavius, Sirmond, Harduin), and 
Dominicans (Combefis, Le Quien) have also published several fathers. These and more recent 
editions are mentioned in the respective sections. Of patristic collections the principal ones are: 
 
Maxima Bibliotheca veteru Patrum, etc. Lugd. 1677, 27 tom. fol. Contains the less voluminous 
writers, and only in the Latin translation. 
 
A. Gallandi (Andreas Gallandius, Oratorian, d. 1779): Bibliotheca Graeco-Latina veterum 
Patrum, etc. Ven. 1765-88, 14 tom. fol. Contains in all 380 ecclesiastical writers (180 more than 
the Bibl Max.) in Greek and Latin, with valuable dissertations and notes. 
 
Abbe Migne (Jacques Paul, b. 1800, founder of the Ultramontane L’Univers religeux and the 
Cath. printing establishment at Montrouge, consumed by fire 1868): Patrologiae cursus 
completus sive Bibliotheca universalis, integra, uniformis, commoda, oeconomica, omnium SS. 
Patrum, Doctorum, Scriptorumque ecelesiasticorum. Petit Montrouge (near Paris), 1844-1866 
(Garnier Freres). The cheapest and most complete patristic library, but carelessly edited, and 
often inaccurate, reaching down to the thirteenth century, the Latin in 222, the Greek in 167 vols., 
reprinted from the Bened. and other good editions, with Prolegomena, Vitae, Dissertations, 
Supplements, etc. Some of the plates were consumed by fire in 1868. but have been replaced. To 
be used with great caution. 
 
Abbe Horoy: Bibliotheca Patristica ab anno MCCXVI. usque ad Concilii Tridentini Tempora. 
Paris, 1879 sqq. A continuation of Migne. Belongs to mediaeval history. 
 
A new and critical edition of the Latin Fathers has been undertaken by the Imperial Academy of 
Vienna in 1866, under the title: Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum Latinorum. The first volume 
contains the works of Sulpicius Severus, ed. by C. Halm, 1866; the second Minucius Felix and 
Jul. Firmicus Maternus, by the same, 1867; Cyprian by Hartel, 1876; Arnobius by Reifferscheid; 
Commodianus by Dombart; Salvianus by Pauly; Cassianus by Petscheig; Priscillian by Schepss, 
etc. So far 18 vols. from 1866 to 1889. 
 
A new and critical edition of the Greek fathers is still more needed. 
 
Handy editions of the older fathers by Oberthur, Richter, Gersdorf, etc. 
 
Special collections of patristic fragments by Grabe (Spicilegium Patrum), Routh (Reliquiae 
Sacrae), Angelo Mai (Scriptorum vet. nova Collectio, Rom. 1825-’38, 10 t.; Spicilegium roman. 



1839-’44, 10 t.; Nova Patrum Bibliotheca, 1852 sqq. 7 t.); Card. Pitra (Spicilegium Solesmense, 
1852 sqq. 5 t.), Liverani (S piciles Liberianum, 1865), and others. 
 
II. Separate Collections of the ante-Nicene Fathers. 
 
Patres Apostolici, best critical editions, one Protestant by Oscar Von Gebhardt, Harnack, and 
Zahn (ed. II. Lips. 1876-’78, in 3 parts); another by Hilgenfeld (ed. II. Lips. 1876 sqq. in several 
parts); one by Bp. Lightfoot (Lond. 1869 sqq.); and one, R. Catholic, by Bp. Hefele, fifth ed. by 
Prof Funk, Tubingen (1878 and ‘81, 2 vols.). See 161. 
 
Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum Seculi II., Ed. Otto. Jenae, 1847-’50; Ed. III. 1876 sqq. A 
new critical ed. by O. v. Gebhardt and E. Schwartz. Lips. 1888 sqq. 
 
Roberts and Donaldson: Ante-Nicene Christian Library. Edinburgh 1857-1872. 24 vols. 
Authorized reprint, N. York, 1885-’86, 8 vol. 
 
III. Biographical, critical, doctrinal. Patristics and Patrology. 
 
St. Jerome (d. 419): Deuteronomy Viris illustrious. Comprises, in 135 numbers, brief notices of 
the biblical and ecclesiastical authors, down to A. D. 393. Continuations by Gennadius (490), 
Isidor (636), Ildefons (667), and others. 
 
Photius (d. 890): muriobiblion, h biblioyhkh, ed. J. Becker, Berol. 1824, 2 t. fol., and in 
Migne, Phot. Opera, t. III. and IV. Extracts of 280 Greek authors, heathen and Christian, whose 
works are partly lost. See a full account in Hergenrother’s, Photius, III. 13-31. 
 
Bellermin (R.C.): Liber de scriptoribus ecclesiasticis (from the O. T. to A. D. 1500). Rom. 1613 
and often. 
 
Tillemont (R.C.): Memoirs pour servir a l’histoire eccles. Par. 1693 sqq. 16 vols. The first six 
centuries. 
 
L. E. Dupin (R.C. d. 1719): Nouvelle Bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques, contenant 
l’histoire de leur vie, etc. Par. 1688-1715, 47 vols. 8, with continuations by Coujet, Petit-Didier to 
the 18th century, and Critiques of R. Simon, 61 vols., 9th ed. Par. 1698 sqq.; another edition, but 
incomplete, Amstel. 1690-1713, 20 vols. 4. 
 
Remi Ceillter (R.C. d. 1761): Histoire generale des auteurs sacres et ecclesiastiques. Par. 1729-
’63, 23 vols. 4; new ed. with additions, Par. 1858-1865 in 14 vols. More complete and exact, but 
less liberal than Dupin; extends to the middle of the thirteenth century. 
 
Will. Cave (Anglican, d. 1713): Scriptorum ecelesiasticorum Historia a Christo nato usque ad 
saecul. XIV. Lond. 1688-98, 2 vols.; Geneva, 1720; Colon. 1722; best edition superintended by 
Waterland, Oxf. 1740-43, reprinted at Basle 1741-’45. This work is arranged in the centurial style 
(saeculum Apostolicum, s. Gnosticuni, s. Novatianum, s. Arianum, s. Nestorianum, s. 
Eutychianum, s. Monotheleticum, etc.) W. Cave: Lives of the most eminent fathers of the church 
that flourished in the first four centuries. Best ed. revised by Henry Cary. Oxf. 1840, 3 vols. 
 
Chas. Oudin (first a monk, then a Protestant, librarian to the University at Leyden, died 1717): 
Commentarius de scriptoribus ecclesiae antiquis illorumque scriptis, a Bellarmino, Possevino, 
Caveo, Dupin et aliis omissis, ad ann. 1460. Lips. 1722. 3 vols. fol. 



 
John Alb. Fabricius ("the most learned, the most voluminous and the most useful of 
bibliographers." born at Leipsic 1668. Prof. of Eloquence at Hamburg, died 1736): Bibliotheca 
Graeca, sive notilia Scriptorum veterum Graecorum; ed. III. Hamb. 1718-’28, 14 vols.; ed. IV. 
by G. Chr. Harless, with additions. Hamb. 1790-1811, in 12 vols. (incomplete). This great work 
of forty years’ labor embraces all the Greek writers to the beginning of the eighteenth century, but 
is inconveniently arranged. (A valuable supplement to it is S. F. G. Hoffmann: Bibliographisches 
Lexicon der gesammten Literatur der Griechen, Leipz. 3 vols.), 2nd ed. 1844-’45. J. A. Fabricius 
published also a Bibliotheca Latina mediae et infimae aetatis, Hamb. 173 ‘46, in 6 vols. (enlarged 
by Mansi, Padua, 1754, 3 tom.), and a Bibliotheca ecclesiastical Hamb. 1718, in 1 vol. fol., which 
contains the catalogues of ecclesiastical authors by Jerome, Gennadius, Isidore, Ildefondus, 
Trithemius (d. 1515) and others. 
 
C. T. G. Schonemann: Bibliotheca historico-literaria patrum Latinorum a Tertulliano usque ad 
Gregorina M. et Isidorum. Lips. 1792, 2 vols. A continuation of Fabricius’ Biblioth. Lat. 
 
G. Lumper (R.C.): Historia theologico-critica de vita, scriptis et doctrina SS. Patrum trium 
primorum saeculorum. Aug. Vind. 1783-’99, 13 t. 8. 
 
A.. Mohler (R.C. d. 1838): Patrologie, oder christliche Literargeschichte. Edited by Reithmayer. 
Regensb. 1840, vol. I. Covers only the first three centuries. 
 
J. Fessler (R.C.): Institutiones patrologicae. Oenip. 1850-’52, 2vols. 
 
J. C. F. Bahr: Geschichte der romischen Literatur. Karlsruhe, 1836, 4th ed. 1868. 
 
Fr. Bohringer (d, 1879): Die Kirche Christi u. ihre Zeugen, oder die K. G. in Biographien. Zur. 
1842 (2d ed. 1861 sqq. and 1873 sqq.), 2 vols. in 7 parts (to the sixteenth century). 
 
Joh. Alzog (R.C., Prof. in Freiburg, d. 1878): Grundriss der Patrologie oder der alteren christl. 
Literargeschichte. Frieburg, 1866; second ed. 1869; third ed. 1876; fourth ed. 1888. 
 
James Donaldson: A Critical History of Christian Literature and Doctrine from the death of the 
Apostles to the Nicene Council. London, 1864-’66. 3 vols. Very valuable, but unfinished. 
 
Jos. Schwane (R.C.): Dogmengeschichte der patristischen Zeit. Munster, 1866. 
 
Adolf Ebert: Geschichte der christlich-lateinischen Literatur von ihren Anfangen bis zum 
Zeitalter Karls des Grossen Leipzig, 1872 (624 pages). The first vol. of a larger work on the 
general history of mediaeval literature. The second vol. (1880) contains the literature from 
Charlemagne to Charles the Bald. 
 
Jos. Nirschl (R.C.): Lehrbuch der Patrologie und Patristik. Mainz. Vol. I. 1881 (VI. and 384). 
 
George A. Jackson: Early Christian Literature Primers. N. York, 1879-1883 in 4 little vols., 
containing extracts from the fathers. 
 
Fr. W. Farrar: Lives of the Fathers. Sketches of Church History in Biographies. Lond. and N. 
York, 1889, 2 vols. 
 
IV. On the Authority and Use of the Fathers. 



 
Dallaeus (Daille, Calvinist): Deuteronomy usu Patrum in decidendis controversiis. Genev. 1656 
(and often). Against the superstitious and slavish R. Catholic overvaluation of the fathers. 
 
J. W. Eberl (R.C.): Leitfaden zum Studium der Patrologie. Augsb. 1854. 
 
J. J. Blunt (Anglican): The Right Use of the Early Fathers. Lond. 1857, 3rd ed. 1859. Confined to 
the first three centuries, and largely polemical against the depreciation of the fathers, by Daille, 
Barbeyrat, and Gibbon. 
 
V. On the Philosophy of the Fathers. 
 
H. Ritter: Geschichte der christl Philosophie. Hamb. 1841 sqq. 2 vols. 
 
Joh. Huber (d. 1879 as an Old Catholic): Die Philosophie der Kirchenvater. Munchen, 1859. 
 
A. Stockl (R.C.): Geschichte der Philosophie der patristischen Zeit. Wurz b. 1858, 2 vols.; and 
Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters. Mainz, 1864-1866. 3 vols. 
 
Friedr. Ueberweg. History of Philosophy (Engl. transl. by Morris & Porter). N. Y. 1876 (first 
vol.). 
 
VI. Patristic Dictionaries. 
 
J. C. Suicer (d. in Zurich, 1660): Thesaurus ecclesiasticus e Patribus Graecis. Amstel., 1682, 
second ed., much improved, 1728. 2 vols. for. (with a new title page. Utr. 1746). 
 
Du Cange (Car. Dufresne a Benedictine, d. 1688): Glossarium ad scriptores mediae et infimae 
Graecitatis. Lugd. 1688. 2 vols. By the same: Glossarium ad scriptores mediae et infimae 
Latinitatis. Par. 1681, again 1733, 6 vols. fol., re-edited by Carpenter 1766, 4 vols., and by 
Henschel, Par. 1840-’50, 7 vols. A revised English edition of Du Cange by E. A. Dayman was 
announced for publication by John Murray (London), but has not yet appeared, in 1889. 
 
E. A. Sophocles: A glossary of Latin and Byzantine Greek. Boston, 1860, enlarged ed. 1870. A 
new ed. by Jos. H. Thayer, 1888. 
 
G. Koffmane: Geschichte des Kirchlateins. Breslau, 1879 sqq. 
 
Wm. Smith and Henry Wace (Anglicans): A Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature, Sects 
and Doctrines London, Vol. I. 18771887, 4 vols. By far the best patristic biographical Dictionary 
in the English or any other language. A noble monument of the learning of the Church of 
England. 
 
E. C. Richardson (Hartford, Conn.): Bibliographical Synopsis of the Ante-Nicene Fathers. An 
appendix to the Am. Ed. of the Ante-Nicene Fathers, N. York, 1887. Very complete.  
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Dominicans (Combefis, Le Quien) have also published several fathers. These and more recent 
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writers, and only in the Latin translation. 
 
A. Gallandi (Andreas Gallandius, Oratorian, d. 1779): Bibliotheca Graeco-Latina veterum 
Patrum, etc. Ven. 1765-88, 14 tom. fol. Contains in all 380 ecclesiastical writers (180 more than 
the Bibl Max.) in Greek and Latin, with valuable dissertations and notes. 
 
Abbe Migne (Jacques Paul, b. 1800, founder of the Ultramontane L’Univers religeux and the 
Cath. printing establishment at Montrouge, consumed by fire 1868): Patrologiae cursus 
completus sive Bibliotheca universalis, integra, uniformis, commoda, oeconomica, omnium SS. 
Patrum, Doctorum, Scriptorumque ecelesiasticorum. Petit Montrouge (near Paris), 1844-1866 
(Garnier Freres). The cheapest and most complete patristic library, but carelessly edited, and 
often inaccurate, reaching down to the thirteenth century, the Latin in 222, the Greek in 167 vols., 
reprinted from the Bened. and other good editions, with Prolegomena, Vitae, Dissertations, 
Supplements, etc. Some of the plates were consumed by fire in 1868. but have been replaced. To 
be used with great caution. 
 
Abbe Horoy: Bibliotheca Patristica ab anno MCCXVI. usque ad Concilii Tridentini Tempora. 
Paris, 1879 sqq. A continuation of Migne. Belongs to mediaeval history. 
 
A new and critical edition of the Latin Fathers has been undertaken by the Imperial Academy of 
Vienna in 1866, under the title: Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum Latinorum. The first volume 
contains the works of Sulpicius Severus, ed. by C. Halm, 1866; the second Minucius Felix and 
Jul. Firmicus Maternus, by the same, 1867; Cyprian by Hartel, 1876; Arnobius by Reifferscheid; 
Commodianus by Dombart; Salvianus by Pauly; Cassianus by Petscheig; Priscillian by Schepss, 
etc. So far 18 vols. from 1866 to 1889. 
 
A new and critical edition of the Greek fathers is still more needed. 
 
Handy editions of the older fathers by Oberthur, Richter, Gersdorf, etc. 
 
Special collections of patristic fragments by Grabe (Spicilegium Patrum), Routh (Reliquiae 
Sacrae), Angelo Mai (Scriptorum vet. nova Collectio, Rom. 1825-’38, 10 t.; Spicilegium roman. 



1839-’44, 10 t.; Nova Patrum Bibliotheca, 1852 sqq. 7 t.); Card. Pitra (Spicilegium Solesmense, 
1852 sqq. 5 t.), Liverani (S piciles Liberianum, 1865), and others. 
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Patres Apostolici, best critical editions, one Protestant by Oscar Von Gebhardt, Harnack, and 
Zahn (ed. II. Lips. 1876-’78, in 3 parts); another by Hilgenfeld (ed. II. Lips. 1876 sqq. in several 
parts); one by Bp. Lightfoot (Lond. 1869 sqq.); and one, R. Catholic, by Bp. Hefele, fifth ed. by 
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Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum Seculi II., Ed. Otto. Jenae, 1847-’50; Ed. III. 1876 sqq. A 
new critical ed. by O. v. Gebhardt and E. Schwartz. Lips. 1888 sqq. 
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160. A General Estimate of the Fathers. 
 
As Christianity is primarily a religion of divine facts, and a new moral creation, the literary and 
scientific element in its history held, at first, a secondary and subordinate place. Of the apostles, 
Paul alone received a learned education, and even he made his rabbinical culture and great natural 
talents subservient to the higher spiritual knowledge imparted to him by revelation. But for the 
very reason that it is a new life, Christianity must produce also a new science and literature; partly 
from the inherent impulse of faith towards deeper and clearer knowledge of its object for its own 
satisfaction; partly from the demands of self-preservation against assaults from without; partly 
from the practical want of instruction and direction for the people. The church also gradually 
appropriated the classical culture, and made it tributary to her theology. Throughout the middle 
ages she was almost the sole vehicle and guardian of literature and art, and she is the mother of 
the best elements of the modern European and American civilization. We have already treated of 
the mighty intellectual labor of our period on the field of apologetic, polemic, and dogmatic 
theology. In this section we have to do with patrology, or the biographical and bibliographical 
matter of the ancient theology and literature. 
 
The ecclesiastical learning of the first six centuries was cast almost entirely in the mould of the 
Graeco-Roman culture. The earliest church fathers, even Clement of Rome, Hermas, and 
Hippolytus, who lived and labored in and about Rome, used the Greek language, after the 
example of the apostles, with such modifications as the Christian ideas required. Not till the end 
of the second century, and then not in Italy, but in North Africa, did the Latin language also 
become, through Tertullian, a medium of Christian science and literature. The Latin church, 
however, continued for a long time dependent on the learning of the Greek. The Greek church 
was more excitable, speculative, and dialectic; the Latin more steady, practical, and devoted to 
outward organization; though we have on both sides striking exceptions to this rule, in the Greek 
Chrysostom, who was the greatest pulpit orator, and the Latin Augustin, who was the profoundest 
speculative theologian among the fathers. 
 
The patristic literature in general falls considerably below the classical in elegance of form, but 
far surpasses it in the sterling quality of its matter. It wears the servant form of its master, during 
the days of his flesh, not the splendid, princely garb of this world. Confidence in the power of the 
Christian truth made men less careful of the form in which they presented it. Besides, many of the 
oldest Christian writers lacked early education, and had a certain aversion to art, from its 
manifold perversion in those days to the service of idolatry and immorality. But some of them, 
even in the second and third centuries, particularly Clement and Origen, stood at the head of their 
age in learning and philosophical culture; and in the fourth and fifth centuries, the literary 
productions of an Athanasius, a Gregory, a Chrysostom, an Augustin, and a Jerome, excelled the 
contemporaneous heathen literature in every respect. Many fathers, like the two Clements, Justin 
Martyr, Athenagoras, Theophilus, Tertullian, Cyprian, and among the later ones, even Jerome and 
Augustin, embraced Christianity after attaining adult years; and it is interesting to notice with 
what enthusiasm, energy, and thankfulness they laid hold upon it. 
 
The term "church-father" originated in the primitive custom of transferring the idea of father to 
spiritual relationships, especially to those of teacher, priest, and bishop. In the case before us the 
idea necessarily includes that of antiquity, involving a certain degree of general authority for all 
subsequent periods and single branches of the church. Hence this title of honor is justly limited to 
the more distinguished teachers of the first five or six centuries, excepting, of course, the apostles, 
who stand far above them all as the inspired organs of Christ. It applies, therefore, to the period of 
the oecumenical formation of doctrines, before the separation of Eastern and Western 



Christendom. The line of the Latin fathers is generally closed with Pope Gregory I. (d. 604), the 
line of the Greek with John of Damascus (d. about 754). 
 
Besides antiquity, or direct connection with the formative age of the whole church, learning, 
holiness, orthodoxy, and the approbation of the church, or general recognition, are the 
qualifications for a church father. These qualifications, however, are only relative. At least we 
cannot apply the scale of fully developed orthodoxy, whether Greek, Roman, or Evangelical, to 
the ante-Nicene fathers. Their dogmatic conceptions were often very indefinite and uncertain. In 
fact the Roman church excludes a Tertullian for his Montanism, an Origen for his Platonic and 
idealistic views, an Eusebius for his semi-Arianism, also Clement of Alexandria, Lactantius, 
Theodoret, and other distinguished divines, from the list of "fathers" (Patres), and designates 
them merely "ecclesiastical writers" (Scriptores Ecclastici). 
 
In strictness, not a single one of the ante-Nicene fathers fairly agrees with the Roman standard of 
doctrine in all points. Even Irenaeus and Cyprian differed from the Roman bishop, the former in 
reference to Chiliasm and Montanism, the latter on the validity of heretical baptism. Jerome is a 
strong witness against the canonical value of the Apocrypha. Augustin, the greatest authority of 
Catholic theology among the fathers, is yet decidedly evangelical in his views on sin and grace, 
which were enthusiastically revived by Luther and Calvin, and virtually condemned by the 
Council of Trent. Pope Gregory the Great repudiated the title "ecumenical bishop" as an 
antichristian assumption, and yet it is comparatively harmless as compared with the official titles 
of his successors, who claim to be the Vicars of Christ, the viceregents of God Almighty on earth, 
and the infallible organs of the Holy Ghost in all matters of faith and discipline. None of the 
ancient fathers and doctors knew anything of the modern Roman dogmas of the immaculate 
conception (1854) and papal infallibility (1870). The "unanimous consent of the fathers" is a 
mere illusion, except on the most fundamental articles of general Christianity. We must resort 
here to a liberal conception of orthodoxy, and duly consider the necessary stages of progress in 
the development of Christian doctrine in the, church. 
 
On the other hand the theology of the fathers still less accords with the Protestant standard of 
orthodoxy. We seek in vain among them for the evangelical doctrines of the exclusive authority 
of the Scriptures, justification by faith alone, the universal priesthood of the laity; and we find 
instead as early as the second century a high estimate of ecclesiastical traditions, meritorious and 
even over-meritorious works, and strong sacerdotal, sacramentarian, ritualistic, and ascetic 
tendencies, which gradually matured in the Greek and Roman types of catholicity. The Church of 
England always had more sympathy with the fathers than the Lutheran and Calvinistic Churches, 
and professes to be in full harmony with the creed, the episcopal polity, and liturgical worship of 
antiquity before the separation of the east and the west; but the difference is only one of degree; 
the Thirty-Nine Articles are as thoroughly evangelical as the Augsburg Confession or the 
Westminster standards; and even the modern Anglo-Catholic school, the most churchly and 
churchy of all, Ignores many tenets and usages which were considered of vital importance in the 
first centuries, and holds others which were unknown before the sixteenth century. The reformers 
were as great and good men as the fathers, but both must bow before the apostles. There is a 
steady progress of Christianity, an ever-deepening understanding and an ever-widening 
application of its principles and powers, and there are yet many hidden treasures in the Bible 
which will be brought to light in future ages. 
 
In general the excellences of the church fathers are very various. Polycarp is distinguished, not 
for genius or learning, but for patriarchal simplicity and dignity; Clement of Rome, for the gift of 
administration; Ignatius, for impetuous devotion to episcopacy, church unity, and Christian 
martyrdom; Justin, for apologetic zeal and extensive reading; Irenaeus, for sound doctrine and 



moderation; Clement of Alexandria, for stimulating fertility of thought; Origen, for brilliant 
learning and bold speculation; Tertullian, for freshness and vigor of intellect, and sturdiness of 
character; Cyprian, for energetic churchliness; Eusebius, for literary industry in compilation; 
Lactantius, for elegance of style. Each had also his weakness. Not one compares for a moment in 
depth and spiritual fulness with a St. Paul or St. John; and the whole patristic literature, with all 
its incalculable value, must ever remain very far below the New Testament. The single epistle to 
the Romans or the Gospel of John is worth more than all commentaries, doctrinal, polemic, and 
ascetic treatises of the Greek and Latin fathers, schoolmen, and reformers. 
 
The ante-Nicene fathers may be divided into five or six classes: 
 
(1.) The apostolic fathers, or personal disciples of the apostles. Of these, Polycarp, Clement, and 
Ignatius are the most eminent. 
 
(2.) The apologists for Christianity against Judaism and heathenism: Justin Martyr and his 
successors to the end of the second century. 
 
(3.) The controversialists against heresies within the church: Irenaeus, and Hippolytus, at the 
close of the second century and beginning of the third. 
 
(4.) The Alexandrian school of philosophical theology: Clement and Origen, in the first half of 
the third century. 
 
(5.) The contemporary but more practical North African school of Tertullian and Cyprian. 
 
(6.) Then there were also the germs of the Antiochian school, and some less prominent writers, 
who can be assigned to no particular class. 
 
Together with the genuine writings of the church fathers there appeared in the first centuries, in 
behalf both of heresy and of orthodoxy, a multitude of apocryphal Gospels, Acts, and 
Apocalypses, under the names of apostles and of later celebrities; also Jewish and heathen 
prophecies of Christianity, such as the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Books of 
Hydaspes, Of Hermas Trismegistos, and of the Sibyls. The frequent use made of such fabrications 
of an idle imagination even by eminent church teachers, particularly by the apologists, evinces 
not only great credulity and total want of literary criticism, but also a very imperfect development 
of the sense of truth, which had not yet learned utterly to discard the pia fraus as immoral 
falsehood. 
 
Notes. 
 
The Roman church extends the line of the Patres, among whom she further distinguishes a small 
number of Doctores ecclesiae emphatically so-called, down late into the middle ages, and 
reckons in it Anselm, Bernard of Clairvaux, Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, and the divines of 
the Council of Trent, resting on her claim to exclusive catholicity, which is recognized neither by 
the Greek nor the Evangelical church. The marks of a Doctor Ecclesiae are: (1) eminens eruditio; 
(2) doctrina orthodoxa; (3) sanctitas vitae; (4) expressa ecclesiae declaratio. The Roman Church 
recognizes as Doctores Ecclesiae the following Greek fathers: Athanasius, Basil the Great, 
Gregory of Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Cyril of Alexandria, and John of Damascus, and the 
following Latin fathers: Ambrose, Jerome, Augustin, Hilarius of Poitiers, Leo I. and Gregory I., 
together with the mediaeval divines Anselm, Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura and Bernard of 
Clairvaux. The distinction between doctores ecclesiae and patres eccelesiae was formally 



recognized by Pope Boniface VIII. in a decree of 1298, in which Ambrose, Augustin, Jerome, and 
Gregory the Great are designated as magni doctores ecclesiae, who deserve a higher degree of 
veneration. Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, and St. Bernard were added to the list by papal decree 
in 1830, Hilary in 1852, Alfonso Maria da Liguori in 1871. Anselm of Canterbury and a few 
others are called doctores in the liturgical service, without special decree. The long line of popes 
has only furnished two fathers, Leo I. and Gregory I. The Council of Trent first speaks of the 
"unanimis consensus patrum," which is used in the same sense as "doctrina ecclesia."  

 



161. The Apostolic Fathers. 
 
Sources: 
 
Patrum Apostolicorum Opera. Best editions by O. von Gebhardt, A. Harnack, Th. Zahn, Lips. 
1876-’8. 3 vols. (being the third ed. of Dressel much improved); by Fr. Xav. Funk (R.C.), Tub. 
1878 and 1881, 2 vols. (being the 5th and enlarged edition of Hefele); by A. Hilgenfeld 
(Tubingen school): Novum Testamentum extra canonem receptum, Lips. 1866, superseded by the 
revised ed. appearing in parts (Clemens R., 1876; Barnabas, 1877; Hermas, 1881); and by Bishop 
Lightfoot, Lond. and Cambr. 1869, 1877, and 1885 (including Clement of Rome, Ignatius and 
Polycarp, with a full critical apparatus, English translations and valuable notes; upon the whole 
the best edition as far as it goes.) 
 
Older editions by B. Cotelerius (Cotelier, R.C.), Par. 1672, 2 vols. fol., including the spurious 
works; republ. and ed. by J. Clericus (Le Clerc), Antw. 1698, 2nd ed. Amst. 1724, 2 vols.; Th. 
Ittig, 1699; Frey, Basel, 1742; R. Russel, Lond. 1746, 2 vols. (the genuine works); Hornemann, 
Havniae, 1828; Guil. Jacobson, Oxon. 1838, ed. IV. 1866, 2 vols. (very elegant and accurate, with 
valuable notes, but containing only Clemens, Ignatius, Polycarp, and the Xartyria of Ign. and 
Polyc.); C. J. Hefele (R.C.), Tub. 1839, ed. IV. 1855, 1 vol. (very handy, with learned and 
judicious prolegomena and notes); A. R. M. Dressel. Lips. 1857, second ed. 1863 (more 
complete, and based on new MSS). Hefele’s and Dressel’s edd. are superseded by the first two 
above mentioned. 
 
English translations of the Apost. Fathers by Archbishop W. Wake (d. 1737), Lond. 1693, 4th ed. 
1737, and often republished in admirable style, though with many inaccuracies; byAlex. Roberts 
and James Donaldson, in the first vol. of Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Christian Library." Edinb. 1867 
(superior to Wake in accuracy, but inferior in old English flavor); by Chs. H. Hoole, Lond. 1870 
and 1872; best by Lightfoot (Clement R. in Appendix, 1877). An excellent German translation by 
H. Scholz, Gutersloh, 1865 (in the style of Luther’s Bible version). 
 
Works: 
 
The Prolegomena to the editions just named, particularly those of the first four. 
 
A. Schwegler: Das nacha postolische Zeitalter, Tub. 1846. 2 vols. A very able but hypercritical 
reconstruction from the Tubingen school, full of untenable hypotheses, assigning the Gospels, 
Acts, the Catholic and later Pauline Epistles to the post-apostolic age, and measuring every writer 
by his supposed Petrine or Pauline tendency, and his relation to Ebionism and Gnosticism. 
 
A. Hilgenfeld: Die apostolischen Vater. Halle, 1853. 
 
J. H. B. Lubkert: Die Theologie der apostolischen Vater, in the "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." 
Leipz. 1854. 
 
Abbe Freppel (Prof. at the Sorbonne): Les Peres Apostoliques et leur epoque, second ed. Paris, 
1859. Strongly Roman Catholic. 
 
Lechler: Das Apost. u. nachapost. Zeitalter. Stuttgart, 1857, p. 476-495; 3d ed., thoroughly 
revised (Leipz., 1885), p. 526 -608. 
 



James Donaldson (LL. D.): A Critical History of Christian Literature, etc. Vol. I. The Apost. 
Fathers. Edinburgh, 1864. The same, separately publ. under the title: The Apostolic Fathers: A 
critical account of their genuine writings and of their doctrines. London, 1874 (412 pages). 
Ignatius is omitted. A work of honest and sober Protestant learning. 
 
George A. Jackson: The Apostolic Fathers and the Apologists of the Second Century. New York 
1879. Popular, with extracts (pages 203). 
 
J. M. Cotterill: Peregrinus Proteus. Edinburgh, 1879. A curious book, by a Scotch Episcopalian, 
who tries to prove that the two Epistles of Clement, the Epistle to Diognetus, and other ancient 
writings, were literary frauds perpetrated by Henry Stephens and others in the time of the revival 
of letters in the sixteenth century. 
 
Josef Sprinzl, (R.C.): Die Theologie der apost. Vater. Wien, 1880. Tries to prove the entire 
agreement of the Ap. Fathers with the modern Vatican theology. 
 
The "apostolic," or rather post-apostolic "fathers" {1183} were the first church teachers after the 
apostles, who had enjoyed in part personal intercourse with them, and thus form the connecting 
link between them and the apologists of the second century. This class consists of Barnabas, 
Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, and, in a broader sense, Hermas, Papias, and the unknown 
authors of the Epistle to Diognetus, and of the Didache. 
 
Of the outward life of these men, their extraction, education, and occupation before conversion, 
hardly anything is known. The distressed condition of that age was very unfavorable to 
authorship; and more than this, the spirit of the primitive church regarded the new life in Christ as 
the only true life, the only one worthy of being recorded. Even of the lives of the apostles 
themselves before their call we have only a few hints. But the pious story of the martyrdom of 
several of these fathers, as their entrance into perfect life, has been copiously written. They were 
good men rather than great men, and excelled more in zeal and devotion to Christ than in literary 
attainments. They were faithful practical workers, and hence of more use to the church in those 
days than profound thinkers or great scholars could have been. "While the works of Tacitus, 
Sueton, Juvenal, Martial, and other contemporary heathen authors are filled with the sickening 
details of human folly, vice, and crime, these humble Christian pastors are ever burning with the 
love of God and men, exhort to a life of purity and holiness in imitation of the example of Christ, 
and find abundant strength and comfort amid trial and persecution in their faith, and the hope of a 
glorious immortality in heaven." {1184} 
 
The extant works of the apostolic fathers are of small compass, a handful of letters on holy living 
and dying, making in all a volume of about twice the size of the New Testament. Half of these 
(several Epistles of Ignatius, the Epistle of Barnabas, and the Pastor of Hermas) are of doubtful 
genuineness; but they belong at all events to that, obscure and mysterious transition period 
between the end of the first century and the middle of the second. They all originated, not in 
scientific study, but in practical religious feeling, and contain not analyses of doctrine so much as 
simple direct assertions of faith and exhortations to holy life; all, excepting Hermas and the 
Didache, in the form of epistles after the model of Paul’s. {1185} Yet they show the germs of the 
apologetic, polemic, dogmatic, and ethic theology, as well as the outlines of the organization and 
the cultus of the ancient Catholic church. Critical research has to assign to them their due place in 
the external and internal development of the church; in doing this it needs very great caution to 
avoid arbitrary construction. 
 



If we compare these documents with the canonical Scriptures of the New Testament, it is evident 
at once that they fall far below in original force, depth, and fulness of spirit, and afford in this a 
strong indirect proof of the inspiration of the apostles. Yet they still shine with the evening red of 
the apostolic day, and breathe an enthusiasm of simple faith and fervent love and fidelity to the 
Lord, which proved its power in suffering and martyrdom. They move in the element of living 
tradition, and make reference oftener to the oral preaching of the apostles than to their writings; 
for these were not yet so generally circulated but they bear a testimony none the less valuable to 
the genuineness of the apostolic writings, by occasional citations or allusions, and by the 
coincidence of their reminiscences with the facts of the gospel history and the fundamental 
doctrines of the New Testament. The epistles of Barnabas, Clement, and Polycarp, and the 
Shepherd of Hernias, were in many churches read in public worship. {1186} Some were even 
incorporated in important manuscripts of the Bible. {1187} This shows that the sense of the 
church, as to the extent of the canon, had not yet become everywhere clear. Their authority, 
however, was always but sectional and subordinate to that of the Gospels and the apostolic 
Epistles. It was a sound instinct of the church, that the writings of the disciples of the apostles, 
excepting those of Mark and Luke, who were peculiarly associated with Peter and Paul, were kept 
out of the canon of the New Testament. For by the wise ordering of the Ruler of history, there is 
an impassable gulf between the inspiration of the apostles and the illumination of the succeeding 
age, between the standard authority of holy Scripture and the derived validity of the teaching of 
the church. "The Bible"—to adopt an illustration of a distinguished writer {1188} —"is not like a 
city of modern Europe, which subsides through suburban gardens and groves and mansions into 
the open country around, but like an Eastern city in the desert, from which the traveler passes by a 
single step into a barren waste." The very poverty of these post-apostolic writings renders homage 
to the inexhaustible richness of the apostolic books which, like the person of Christ, are divine as 
well as human in their origin, character, and effect. {1189} 
 
{1183} The usual name is probably derived from Tertullian, who calls the followers of the 
apostles, Apostolici, Deuteronomy Carne, 2; Proescr, Haer. 30. Westcott calls them sub-
apostolic, Donaldson, ep-apostolic. 
 
{1184} "The most striking feature of these writings," says Donaldson (p. 105), "is the deep living 
piety which pervades them. It consists in the warmest love to God, the deepest interest in man, 
and it exhibits itself in a healthy, vigorous, manly morality." 
 
{1185} Like the N. T. Epistles, the writings of the Apostolic fathers generally open with an 
inscription and Christian salutation, and conclude with a benediction and doxology. The Ep. of 
Clement to the Corinthians beginning thus (ch. 1.): "The church of God, which sojournes in 
Rome to the church of God which sojournes in Corinth, to them that are called and sanctified by 
the will of God, through our Lord Jesus Christ: Grace and peace from Almighty God, through 
Jesus Christ, be multiplied unto You." {Comp. 1 Corinthians 1:2,3 2 Peter 1:2} It concludes (ch. 
65, formerly ch. 59): "The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you, and with all men 
everywhere who are called of God through Him, through whom be glory, honor, power, majesty, 
and eternal dominion unto Him from the ages past to the ages of ages. Amen."—The Ep. of 
Polycarp begins: "Polycarp, and the presbyters that are with him, to the church of God sojourning 
in Philippi: Mercy unto you and peace from God Almighty and from the Lord Jesus Christ our 
Saviour, be multiplied;" and it concludes. "Grace be with you all. Amen." The Ep. of Barnabas 
opens and closes in a very general way, omitting the names of the writer and readers. The 
inscriptions and salutations of the Ignatian Epistles are longer and overloaded, even in the Syriac 
recension. 
 



{1186} Comp. Euseb. H. E. III. 16; IV. 23, as regards the epistle of Clement, which continued to 
be read in the church of Corinth down to the time of Dionysius, A. D. 160, and even to the time 
of Eusebius and Jerome, in the fourth century. The Pastor Hermae is quoted by Irenaeus IV. 3, as 
"scriptura." and is treated by Clement of Alex. and Origen (Ad Rom. Comment. X. c. 31) as 
"scriptura valde utilis et divinitus inspirata." 
 
{1187} The Codex Alexandrinus (A) of the fifth century contains, after the Apocalypse, the 
Epistle of Clemens Romanus to the Corinthians, with a fragment of a homily; and the Codex 
Sinaiticus of the fourth century gives, at the close, the Epistle of Barnabas complete in Greek, and 
also a part of the Greek Pastor Hermae. 
 
{1188} Ascribed to Archbishop Whately. 
 
{1189} Baur, Schwegler, and the other Tubingen critics show great want of spiritual discernment 
in assigning so many N. T. writings, even the Gospel of John to the borrowed moonlight of the 
post-apostolic age. They form the opposite extreme to the Roman overestimate of patristic 
teaching as being of equal authority with the Bible.  

 



162. Clement of Rome. 
 
(I.) The Epistle of Clemens Rom. to the Corinthians. Only the first is genuine, the second so-
called Ep. of Cl. is a homily of later date. Best editions by Philotheos Bryennios (tou en agioiv 
patrov hmwn klhmentov episkopou rwmhv ai duo prov karinyiouv epistolai etc. en 
kwnstantinopolei, 1875. With prolegomena, commentary and facsimiles at the end, 188 pp. 
text, and rxqv or 169 prolegomena); Hilgenfeld (second ed. Leipz. 1876, with prolegomena, 
textual notes and conjectures); Von Gebhardt & Harnack (sec. ed. 1876, with proleg., notes, and 
Latin version); Funk (1878, with Latin version and notes); and Lightfoot (with notes, Lond. 1869, 
and Appendix containing the newly-discovered portions, and an English Version, 1877). 
 
All the older editions from the Alexandrian MS. first published by Junius, 1633, are partly 
superseded by the discovery of the new and complete MS. in Constantinople, which marks an 
epoch in this chapter of church history. 
 
(II.) R. A. Lipsius: Deuteronomy Clementis Rom. Epistola ad Corinth. priore disquisitio. Lips. 
1856 (188 pages). Comp. his review of recent editions in the "Jenaer Literaturzeitung." Jan. 13, 
1877. 
 
B. H. Cowper: What the First Bishop of Rome taught. The Ep. of Clement of R. to the Cor., with 
an Introduction and Notes. London, 1867. 
 
Jos. Mullooly: St. Clement Pope and Martyr, and his Basilica in Rome. Rome, second ed. 1873. 
The same in Italian. Discusses the supposed house and basilica of Clement, but not his works. 
 
Jacobi: Die beiden Briefe des Clemens v. Rom., in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1876, p. 707 
sqq. 
 
Funk: Ein theologischer Fund, in the Tub. "Theol. Quartalschrift," 1876, p. 286 sqq. 
 
Donaldson: The New MS. of Clement of Rome. In the "Theolog. Review." 1877, p. 35 sqq. 
 
Wieseler: Der Brief des rom. Clemens an-die Kor., in the "Jahrbucher fur deutsche Theol." 1877. 
No. III. 
 
Renan: Les evangiles. Paris 1877. Ch. xv. 311-338. 
 
C. J. H. Ropes: The New MS. of Clement of Rome, in the "Presb. Quarterly and Princeton 
Review." N. York 1877, P. 325-343. Contains a scholarly examination of the new readings, and a 
comparison of the concluding prayer with the ancient liturgies. 
 
The relevant sections in Hilgenfeld (Apost. Vater, 85-92), Donaldson (Ap. Fath., 113-190), 
Sprinzl (Theol. d. Apost. Vater, 21 sqq., 57 sqq.), Salmon in Smith and Wace, I. 554 sqq., and 
Uhlhorn in Herzog, 2 sub Clemens Rom. III. 248-257. 
 
Comp. full lists of editions, translations, and discussions on Clement, before and after 1875, in the 
Prolegomena of von Gebhardt & Harnack, XVIII.-XXIV.; Funk, XXXII.-XXXVI.; Lightfoot, p. 
28 sqq., 223 sqq., and 393 sqq., and Richardson, Synopsis, I sqq. 
 



The first rank among the works of the post-Apostolic age belongs to the "Teaching of the 
Apostles," discovered in 1883. {1190} Next follow the letters of Clement, Ignatius, and Polycarp. 
 
I. Clement, a name of great celebrity in antiquity, was a disciple of Paul and Peter, to whom he 
refers as the chief examples for imitation. He may have been the same person who is mentioned 
by Paul as one of his faithful fellow-workers in Philippi; {Philippians 4:3} or probably a Roman 
who was in some way connected with the distinguished Flavian family, and through it with the 
imperial household, where Christianity found an early lodgment. {1191} His Epistle betrays a 
man of classical culture, executive wisdom, and thorough familiarity with the Septuagint Bible. 
The last seems to indicate that he was of Jewish parentage. {1192} What we know with certainty 
is only this, that he stood at the head of the Roman congregation at the close of the first century. 
Yet tradition is divided against itself as to the time of his administration; now making him the 
first successor of Peter, now, with more probability, the third. According to Eusebius he was 
bishop from the twelfth year of Domitian to the third of Trajan (A. D. 92 to 101). Considering 
that the official distinction between bishops and presbyters was not yet clearly defined in his time, 
he may have been co-presbyter with Linus and Anacletus, who are represented by some as his 
predecessors, by others as his successors. {1193} 
 
Later legends have decked out his life in romance, both in the interest of the Catholic church and 
in that of heresy. They picture him as a noble and highly educated Roman who, dissatisfied with 
the, wisdom and art of heathenism, journeyed to Palestine, became acquainted there with the 
apostle Peter, and was converted by him; accompanied him on his missionary tours; composed 
many books in his name; was appointed by him his successor as bishop of Rome, with a sort of 
supervision over the whole church; and at last, being banished under Trajan to the Taurian 
Chersonesus, died the glorious death of a martyr in the waves of the sea. But the oldest witnesses, 
down to Eusebius and Jerome, know nothing of his martyrdom. The Acta Martyrii Clementis (by 
Simon Metaphrastes) make their appearance first in the ninth century. They are purely fictitious, 
and ascribe incredible miracles to their hero. 
 
It is very remarkable that a person of such vast influence in truth and fiction, whose words were 
law, who preached the duty of obedience and submission to an independent and distracted church, 
whose vision reached even to unknown lands beyond the Western sea, should inaugurate, at the 
threshold of the second century, that long line of pontiffs who have outlasted every dynasty in 
Europe, and now claim an infallible authority over the consciences of two hundred millions of 
Christians. {1194} 
 
II. From this Clement we have a Greek epistle to the Corinthians. It is often cited by the church 
fathers, then disappeared, but was found again, together with the fragments of the second epistle, 
in the Alexandrian codex of the Bible (now in the British Museum), and published by Patricius 
Junius (Patrick Young) at Oxford in 1633. {1195} A second, less ancient, but more perfect 
manuscript from the eleventh century, containing the missing chapters of the first (with the oldest 
written prayer) and the whole of the second Epistle (together with other valuable documents), was 
discovered by Philotheos Bryennios, {1196} in the convent library of the patriarch of Jerusalem in 
Constantinople, and published in 1875. {1197} Soon afterwards a Syriac translation was found in 
the library of Jules Mohl, of Paris (d. 1876). {1198} We have thus three independent texts (A, C, 
S), derived, it would seem, from a common parent of the second century. The newly discovered 
portions shed new light on the history of papal authority and liturgical worship, as we have 
pointed out in previous chapters. {1199} 
 
This first (and in fact the only) Epistle to the Corinthians was sent by the Church of God in Rome, 
at its own impulse, and unasked, to the Church of God in Corinth, through three aged and faithful 



Christians: Claudius Ephebus, Valerius Biton, and Fortunatus. {1200} It does not bear the name 
of Clement, and is written in the name of the Roman congregation, but was universally regarded 
as his production. {1201} It stood in the highest esteem in ancient times, and continued in public 
use in the Corinthian church and in several other churches down to the beginning of the fourth 
century. {1202} This accounts for its incorporation in the Alexandrian Bible Codex, but it is 
properly put after the Apocalypse and separated from the apostolic epistles. 
 
And this indicates its value. It is not apostolical, not inspired—far from it—but the oldest and best 
among the sub-apostolic writings both in form and contents. It was occasioned by party 
differences and quarrels in the church of Corinth, where the sectarian spirit, so earnestly rebuked 
by Paul in his first Epistle, had broken out afresh and succeeded in deposing the regular officers 
(the presbyter-bishops). The writer exhorts the readers to harmony and love, humility, and 
holiness, after the pattern of Christ and his apostles, especially Peter and Paul, who had but 
recently sealed their testimony with their blood. He speaks in the highest terms of Paul who, 
"after instructing the whole [Roman] world in righteousness, and after having reached the end of 
the West, and borne witness before the rulers, departed into the holy place, leaving the greatest 
example of patient endurance." {1203} He evinces the calm dignity and executive wisdom of the 
Roman church in her original simplicity, without hierarchical arrogance; and it is remarkable how 
soon that church recovered after the terrible ordeal of the Neronian persecution, which must have 
been almost an annihilation. He appeals to the word of God as the final authority, but quotes as 
freely from the Apocrypha as from the canonical Scriptures (the Septuagint). He abounds in free 
reminiscences of the teaching of Christ and the Apostles. {1204} He refers to Paul’s (First) 
Epistle to the Corinthians, and shows great familiarity with his letters, with James, First Peter, 
and especially the Epistle to the Hebrews, from which he borrows several expressions. Hence he 
is mentioned—with Paul, Barnabas, and Luke—as one of the supposed authors of that 
anonymous epistle. Origen conjectured that Clement or Luke composed the Hebrews under the 
inspiration or dictation of Paul. 
 
Clement bears clear testimony to the doctrines of the Trinity ("God, the Lord Jesus Christ, and the 
Holy Spirit, who are the faith and the hope of the elect"), of the Divine dignity and glory of 
Christ, salvation only by his blood, the necessity of repentance and living faith, justification by 
grace, sanctification by the Holy Spirit, the unity of the church, and the Christian graces of 
humility, charity, forbearance, patience, and perseverance. In striking contrast with the bloody 
cruelties practiced by Domitian, he exhorts to prayer for the civil rulers, that God "may give them 
health, peace, concord, and stability for the administration of the government be has given them." 
{1205} We have here the echo of Paul’s exhortation to the Romans {Romans 13} under the tyrant 
Nero. Altogether the Epistle of Clement is worthy of a disciple of the apostles, although falling 
far short of their writings in original simplicity, terseness, and force. 
 
III. In regard to its theology, this epistle belongs plainly to the school of Paul and strongly 
resembles the Epistle to the Hebrews, while at the same time it betrays the influence of Peter also; 
both these apostles having, in fact, personally labored in the church of Rome, in whose name the 
letter is written, and having left the stamp of their mind upon it. There is no trace in it of an 
antagonism between Paulinism and Petrinism. {1206} Clement is the only one of the apostolic 
fathers, except perhaps Polycarp, who shows some conception of the Pauline doctrine of 
justification by faith. "All (the saints of the Old Testament)," says he, {1207} "became great and 
glorious, not through themselves, nor by their works, nor by their righteousness, but by the will of 
God. Thus we also, who are called by the will of God in Christ Jesus, are righteous not of 
ourselves, neither through our wisdom, nor through our understanding, nor through our piety, nor 
through our works, which we have wrought in purity of heart, but by faith, by which the almighty 
God justified all these from the beginning; to whom be glory to all eternity." And then Clement, 



precisely like Paul in Romans 6, derives sanctification from justification, and continues: "What, 
then, should we do, beloved brethren? Should we be slothful in good works and neglect love? By 
no means! But with zeal and courage we will hasten to fulfil every good work. For the Creator 
and Lord of all things himself rejoices in his works." Among the good works he especially extols 
love, and describes it in a strain which reminds one of Paul’s 1 Corinthians 13: "He who has love 
in Christ obeys the commands of Christ. Who can declare the bond of the love of God, and tell 
the greatness of its beauty? The height to which it leads is unspeakable. Love unites us with God; 
covers a multitude of sins; beareth all things, endureth all things. There is nothing mean in love, 
nothing haughty. It knows no division; it is not refractory; it does everything in harmony. In love 
have all the elect of God become perfect. Without love nothing is pleasing to God. In love has the 
Lord received us; for the love which he cherished towards us, Jesus Christ our Lord gave his 
blood for us according to the will of God, and his flesh for our flesh, and his soul for our soul." 
{1208} Hence all his zeal for the unity of the church. "Wherefore are dispute, anger, discord, 
division, and war among you? Or have we not one God and one Christ and one Spirit, who is 
poured out upon us, and one calling in Christ? Wherefore do we tear and sunder the members of 
Christ, and bring the body into tumult against itself, and go so far in delusion, that we forget that 
we are members one of another?" {1209} 
 
Very beautifully also he draws from the harmony of the universe an incitement to concord, and 
incidentally expresses here the remarkable sentiment, perhaps suggested by the old legends of the 
Atlantis, the orbis alter, the ultima Thule, etc., that there are other worlds beyond the 
impenetrable ocean, which are ruled by the same laws of the Lord. {1210} 
 
But notwithstanding its prevailing Pauline character, this epistle lowers somewhat the free 
evangelical tone of the Gentile apostle’s theology, softens its anti-Judaistic sternness, and blends 
it with the Jewish-Christian counterpart of St. James, showing that the conflict between the 
Pauline and Petrine views was substantially settled at the end of the first century in the Roman 
church, and also in that of Corinth. 
 
Clement knows nothing of an episcopate above the presbyterate; and his epistle itself is written, 
not in his own name, but in that of the church at Rome. But he represents the Levitical priesthood 
as a type of the Christian teaching office, and insists with the greatest decision on outward unity, 
fixed order, and obedience to church rulers. He speaks in a tone of authority to a sister church of 
apostolic foundation, and thus reveals the easy and as yet innocent beginning of the papacy. 
{1211} A hundred years after his death his successors ventured, in their own name, not only to 
exhort, but to excommunicate whole churches for trifling differences. 
 
The interval between Clement and Paul, and the tran-sition from the apostolic to the apocryphal, 
from faith to superstition, appears in the indiscriminate use of the Jewish Apocrypha, and in the 
difference between Paul’s treatment of scepticism in regard to the resurrection, and his disciple’s 
treatment of the same subject. {1212} Clement points not only to the types in nature, the changes 
of the seasons and of day and night, but also in full earnest to the heathen myth of the miraculous 
bird, the phoenix in Arabia, which regenerates itself every five hundred years. When the 
phoenix—so runs the fable—approaches death, it makes itself a nest of frankincense, myrrh, and 
other spices; from its decaying flesh a winged worm arises, which, when it becomes strong, 
carries the reproductive nest from Arabia to Heliopolis in Egypt, and there flying down by day, in 
the sight of all, it lays it, with the bones of its predecessors, upon the altar of the sun. And this 
takes place, according to the reckoning of the priests, every five hundred years. After Clement 
other fathers also used the phoenix as a symbol of the resurrection. {1213} 
 



IV. As to the time of its composition, this epistle falls certainly after the death of Peter and Paul, 
for it celebrates their martyrdom; and probably after the death of John (about 98); for one would 
suppose, that if he had been living, Clement would have alluded to him, in deference to superior 
authority, and that the Corinthian Christians would have applied to an apostle for counsel, rather 
than to a disciple of the apostles in distant Rome. The persecution alluded to in the beginning of 
the epistle refers to the Domitian as well as the Neronian; for he speaks of "sudden and repeated 
calamities and reverses which have befallen us." {1214} He prudently abstains from naming the 
imperial persecutors, and intercedes at the close for the civil rulers. Moreover, he calls the church 
at Corinth at that time "firmly established and ancient." {1215} With this date the report of 
Eusebius agrees, that Clement did not take the bishop’s chair in Rome till 92 or 93. {1216} 
 
{1190} See above p. 184 sq., and my monograph, third revised edition, 1889. 
 
{1191} There are six different conjectures. (1) Clement was the Philippian Clement mentioned by 
Paul. So Origen, Eusebius, Jerome. He may have been a Greek or a Roman laboring for a time in 
Philippi and afterwards in Rome. (2) A distant relative of the emperor Tiberius. So the 
pseudoClementine romances which are historically confused and worthless. (3) The Consul 
Flavius Clemens, Domitian’s cousin, who was put to death by him for "atheism" i.e. the Christian 
faith, A. D. 95, while his wife Domitilla (who founded the oldest Christian cemetery in Rome) 
was banished to an island. So Hilgenfeld, and, less confidently, Harnack. But our Clement died a 
natural death, and if he had been so closely related to the emperor, the fact would have been 
widely, spread in the church. (4) A nephew of Flavius Clemens. So the martyr acts of Nereus and 
Achilles, and Cav. de Rossi. (5) A son of Flavius Clemens. So Ewald. But the sons of the Consul, 
whom Domitian appointed his successors on the throne, were mere boys when Clement was 
bishop of Rome. (6) A Jewish freedman or son of a freedman belonging to the household of 
Flavius Clemens. Plausibly advocated by Lightfoot (p. 265). The imperial household seems to 
have been the centre of the Roman church from the time of Paul’s imprisonment. {Philippians 
4:22} Slaves and freedmen were often very intelligent and cultivated. Hermas Vis. I. 1 and Pope 
Callistus Philos. IX. 12 were formerly slaves. Funk concludes: res non liquet. So also Uhlhorn in 
Herzog. 
 
{1192} Renan (p. 313) thinks that he was a Roman Jew. So also Lightfoot. But Justin Martyr had 
the same familiarity with the Old Testament, though he was a Gentile by birth and education. 
 
{1193} 52, p. 166. Bryennios discusses this question at length in his Prolegomena, and comes to 
the conclusion that Clement was the third bishop of Rome, and the author of both Epistles to the 
Corinthians. He identifies him with the Clement in Philippians 4:3. 
 
{1194} "Clement Romain." says the sceptical Renan, once a student of Roman Catholic theology 
in St. Sulpice. "ne fut pas seulement un personnage reel, ce fut un personnage de premier ordre, 
un vrai chef d’eglise, un eveque, avant que l’episcopat fut nettement constitue j’oserais presque 
dire un pape, si ce mot ne faisait ici un trop fort anachronisme. Son autorite passa pour la plus 
grande de toutes en Italie, en Grece, en Macedonie, durant les dix dernieres annees du Ier siecle. 
A la limite de l’age apostolique, il fut comme unapotre, un epigone de la grande generation des 
disciples de Jesus, une des colonnes de cette Eglise de Rome, qui, depuis la destruction de 
Jerusalem, devenait de plus en plus le centre du christianisme." 
 
{1195} The Alexandrian Bible codex dates from the fifth century, and was presented by Cyril 
Lucar, of Constantinople, to King Charles 1. in 1628. Since 1633 the Ep. of Cl. has been edited 
about thirty times from this single MS. It lacks the concluding chapters (57-66) in whole or in 
part, and is greatly blurred and defaced. It was carefully reexamined and best edited by 



Tischendorf (1867 and 1873), Lightfoot (1869 and 1877), Laurent (1870), and Gebhardt (in his 
first ed. 1875). Their conjectures have been sustained in great part by the discovery of the 
Constantinopolitan MS. See the critical Addenda in the Append. of Lightfoot, p. 396 sqq. 
 
{1196} At that time metropolitan of Serrae (metropolithv serrwn-an ancient see Heraclea), in 
Macedonia—afterwards of Nicomedia. This Eastern prelate was most cordially welcomed by the 
scholars of the West, Catholic and Protestant, to an honored place in the republic of Christian 
learning. His discovery is of inestimable value. In his prolegomena and notes—all in Greek—he 
shows considerable knowledge of the previous editions of Clement (except that of Lightfoot, 
1869) and of modern German literature. It is amusing to find familiar names turned into Greek, as 
Neander (ov neandrov), Gieseler (ov giseleriov), Hefele (ov efelov), Dressel (ov 
dresseliov), Hilgenfeld (ov Ilgemfeldov), Jacobson (ov iakwbsoniov), Tischendorf 
(kwnstantinov ov tisendorfiov), Thiersch (ov yeirsiov), Schroeckh (ov sroikciov), 
Schwegler, (ov soueglerov), Schliemann (ov slimannov), Reithmayr (ov reiymaurov), 
Uhlhorn (ov oulcorniov en th Real Encykl. von Herzog en) levx. Clemens von ROM tom. B v. 
sel 721; p. xz v, etc. He complains, however, of "the higher" or "lofty criticism" (uqhlh 
kritikh) and the "episcophobia" (episkofobia) of certain Germans, and his own criticism is 
checked by his reverence for tradition, which leads him to accept the Second Epistle of Clement 
as genuine, contrary to the judgment of the best scholars. 
 
{1197} The Constantinopolitan codex belongs to the library of the Convent of the Holy Sepulchre 
(tou panagiou tafou) in the Fanar or Phanar, the Greek district of Constantinople, whose 
inhabitants, the Fanariotes, were originally employed as secretaries and transcribers of 
documents. It is a small 8vo parchment of 120 leaves, dates from A. D. 1056, is clearly and 
carefully written in cursive characters, with accents, spiritus, punctuation (but without jota 
subscriptum), and contains in addition the second Epistle of Clement in full, the Greek Ep. of 
Barnabas, the larger Greek recension of the 12 Ignatian Epistles, the "Teaching of the Twelve 
Apostles" (didach twn dwdeka apostolwn), and a work of Chrysostom (a Synopsis of the 
Old and New Testments). The value of this text consists chiefly in the new matter of the first Ep. 
(about one-tenth of the whole, from the close of ch. 57 to the end), and the remainder of the 
second. It presents nearly four hundred variations. The Constantinopolitan codex is preferred by 
Hilgenfeld, the Alexandrian by Lightfoot, Gebhardt and Harnack. The Didache is far more 
important, but was not published till 1883. 
 
{1198} This MS. which escaped the attention of French scholars, is now in Cambridge. It was 
written in the year 1170, in the Convent of Mar Saliba, at Edessa. It contains, with the exception 
of the Apocalypse, the entire New Testament in the Harclean recension (616) of the Philoxenian 
version (508), and the two Epistles of Clement between the Catholic and Pauline Epistles (instead 
of at the close, as in the Alexandrian Cod.), as if they were equal in authority to the canonical 
books. Bishop Lightfoot (Appendix to S. Clemens p. 238) says, that this Syriac version is 
conscientious and faithful, but with a tendency to run into paraphrase, and that it follows the 
Alex. rather than the Constantinopolitan text, but presents also some independent readings. 
 
{1199} See 50, p. 157, and 66, p. 226, 228. 
 
{1200} Mentioned at the close in ch. 65 (which in the Alex. text is ch. 59). Claudius and Valerius 
may have been connected with the imperial household as freedmen. {Comp. Philippians 4:22} 
Fortunatus has been identified by some with the one mentioned 1 Corinthians 16:17, as a younger 
member of the household of Stephanas in Corinth. 
 



{1201} By the author of the Catalogue of contents prefixed to the Alexandrian codex, generally 
called Cod. A: by Dionysius of Corinth, in his letter to Soter of Rome (Euseb. IV, 23); Irenaeus 
(Adv. Haer. I. 3, 3); Clement of Alexandria, who often quotes from it; Origen (Comm. in Joan. 
VI. 36 and other places); (Eusebius H. E. III. 16; IV. 23; V. 6; Jerome) Deuteronomy Virisillustr. 
c. 15. Polycarp already used it, as appears from the similarity of several passages. All modern 
critics (with the exception of Baur, Schwegler, Volkmar, and Cotterill) admit the Clementine 
origin, which is supported by the internal evidence of style and doctrine. Cotterill’s Peregrinus 
Proteus (1879), which puts the Clementine Epistles in their present shape among the Stephanic 
fabrications, is an ingenious literary curiosity, but no serious argument. Renan says (p. 319): "Peu 
d’ecrits sontaussi authentiques." 
 
{1202} Dionysius of Corinth (A. D. 170) first mentions the liturgical use of the Epistle in his 
church. Eusebius (III. 16) testifies from his own knowledge that it was read in very many 
churches (en pleistaiv ekklhsiaiv) both in former times and in his own day. Comp. Jerome, 
Deuteronomy Vir. ill. c. 15. 
 
{1203} 1 Chronicles 5. The terma thv dusewv must be Spain, whither Paul intended to go, 
Romans 15:24,28. To a Roman writing in Rome, Spain or Britain was the Western terminus of 
the earth. Comp. Strabo II. c. 1, 4; III. 2. The hgoumenoi are the Roman magistrates; others refer 
the word specifically to Tigellinus and Nymphidius, the prefects of the praetorium in 67, or to 
Helium and Polycletus, who ruled in Rome during the absence of Nero in Greece in 67. 
 
{1204} Funk gives a list of quotations and parallel passages, Patr. Apost. I. 566-570. From this it 
appears that 157 are from the O. T., including the Apocrypha and (apparently) the Assumption of 
Moses, 158 from the N. T., but only three of the latter are strict quotations (ch. 46 from Matthew 
26:24, and Luke 17:2; ch. 2 and 61 from Titus 3:1). Clement mentions by name only one book of 
the N. T., epistolh tou makariou paulou, with evident reference to 1 Corinthians 1:10 sqq. 
Comp. also the lists of Scripture quotations in the ed. of Bryennios (p. 159-165), and G. and H. p. 
144-155. 
 
{1205} "When we remember," says Lightfoot, p. 268 sq., "that this prayer issued from the fiery 
furnace of persecution after experience of a cruel and capricious tyrant like Domitian, it will 
appear truly sublime—sublime in its utterances and still more sublime in its silence. Who would 
have grudged the Church, of Rome her primacy, if she had always spoken thus?" Ropes (l. c. p. 
343): "The sublimity of this prayer gains a peculiar significance when we remember that it was 
Domitian in whose behalf it was offered." 
 
{1206} Renan (p. 314) call, his epistle "un beau morceau neutre, dont les disciples de Pierre et 
ceux de Paul durent se contenter egalement. Il est probale qu’il fut un des agents les plus 
energetiques de la grande oeuvre que etait en train de s’accomplir, je veux dire, de la 
reconciliation posthume de Pierre et de Paul de la fusior des deux partis, sans l’union desquels 
l’oeuvre du Christ ne pouvait que perir." 
 
{1207} Ch. 32. An echo of Paul’s teaching is found in Polycarp, Ad Php. 100:1, where he refers 
to "the firm root of their faith, preached to them from olden times, which remains to this day, and 
bears fruit in our Lord Jesus Christ." 
 
{1208} Ch. 49. 
 
{1209} Ch. 46. Comp. Ephesians 4:3 sqq. 
 



{1210} 3 Ch. 20: wkeanov anyrwpoiv aperantov kai oi met auton kosmoi taiv autaiv 
tagaiv tou despotou dieuyunontai.. Lightfoot (p. 84) remarks on this passage: "Clement may 
possibly be referring to some known, but hardly accessible land, lying without the pillars of 
Hercules. But more probably he contemplated some unknown land in the far west beyond the 
ocean, like the fabled Atlantis of Plato, or the real America of modern discovery." Lightfoot goes 
on to say that this passage was thus understood by Irenaeus (II. 28, 2), Clement of Alexandria 
(Strom. V. 12), and Origen Deuteronomy Princ. II. 6; In Ezech. VIII. 3, but that, at a later date, 
this opinion was condemned by Tertullian (De Pall. 2 Hermog. 25), Lactantius (Inst. II. 24), and 
Augustin Deuteronomy Civit. Dei XVI. 9. For centuries the idea of Cosmas Indicopleustes that 
the earth was a plain surface and a parallelogram, prevailed in Christian literature. 
 
{1211} See especially chs. 56, 58, 59, 63, of the Constantinopolitan and Syrian text. 
 
{1212} Clement, Ad 100. 25. Contrast with this account the fifteenth chapter of Paul’s first epistle 
to the Corinthians. 
 
{1213} (Tertullian Deuteronomy Resurrect. 13), Origen (C. Cels. IV. 72), Ambrose (Hexaam. V. 
23, 79), Epiphanius, Rufinus, and other patristic writers. The Phoenix was a favorite symbol of 
renovation and resurrection, and even of Christ himself, among the early Christians, and appears 
frequently on coins, medals, rings, cups, and tombstones. But in this point they were no more 
superstitious than the most intelligent heathen contemporaries. Herodotus heard the marvelous 
story of the burial of the parent bird by the offspring from Egyptian priests, II. 73. Ovid and other 
Latin poets refer to it, and Claudian devotes a poem to it. Tacitus (Ann. VI. 28), Pliny (H. Nat. X. 
2, and Dion Cassius LVIII. 27) record that the Phoenix actually reappeared in Egypt, A. D. 34, 
after In interval of 250 years. According to Pliny the bird was also brought to Rome by a decree 
of Claudius, and exhibited in the comitium, in the year of the city 800 (A. D. 47). This, of course, 
was a fraud, but many, and among them probably Clement, who may have seen the wonderful 
bird from Egypt at the time, took it for genuine. But an inspired writer like Paul would never have 
made use of such a heathen fable as an argument for a Christian truth. "It is now known," says 
Lightfoot. "that the story owes its origin to the symbolic and pictorial representations of 
astronomy. The appearance of the phoenix is the recurrence of a period marked by the heliacal 
rising of some prominent star or constellation." See on the whole subject Henrichsen, 
Deuteronomy Phoenicis Fabula (Havn. 1825), Cowper, Gebhardt and Harnack, Funk, and 
Lightfoot on ch. 25 of the Clementine Ep., Piper, Mythologie und Symbolik der christl. Kunst 
(1847) I. 446 sqq., and Lepsius, Chronologie der Aegypter (1849) 180 sq. 
 
{1214} Ch. 1. The usual reading is: genomenav, which refers to past calamities. So Cod. C. The 
Alex. MS. is here defective, probably [genom] enav. Lightfoot reads with the Syrian version 
ginomenav, "which are befalling us" (267 and 399), and refers the passage to the continued perils 
of the church under Domitian. 
 
{1215} bebaiotathn kai arcaian, c. 47. 
 
{1216} The later date (93-97) is assigned to the Epistle by Cotelier, Tillemont, Lardner, Mohler, 
Schliemann, Bunsen, Ritschl, Lipsius, Hilgenfeld, Donaldson, Bryennios, Harnack, Uhlhorn, 
Lightfoot (who puts the letter soon after the martyrdom of Flavius Clement, A. D. 95), Funk (who 
puts it after the death of Domitian, 96). But other writers, including Hugo Grotius, Grabe, Hefele, 
Wieseler, B. H. Cowper, assign the Epistle to an earlier date, and infer from ch. 41 that it must 
have been written before 70, when the temple service in Jerusalem was still celebrated. "Not 
everywhere, brethren," says Clement, "are the daily sacrifices offered (prosferontai yusiai), 
or the vows, or the sin-offerings, or the trespass-offerings, but in Jerusalem only; and even there 



they are not offered prosferetai in every place, but only at the altar before the sanctuary, after 
the victim to be offered has been examined by the high-priest and the ministers already 
mentioned." This argument is very plausible, but not conclusive, since Josephus wrote A. D. 93 in 
a similar way of the sacrifices of the temple, using the praesens historicum, as if it still existed, 
Ant. III. 10. In ch. 6 Clement seems to refer to the destruction of Jerusalem when he says that 
"jealousy and strife have overthrown great cities and uprooted great nations." Cowper (l. c. p. 16) 
mentions the absence of any allusion to the Gospel of John as another argument. But the Synoptic 
Gospels are not named either, although the influence of all the Gospels and nearly all the Epistles 
can be clearly traced in Clement.  

 



163. The Pseudo-Clementine Works. 
 
The most complete collection of the genuine and spurious works of Clement in Migne’s Patrol. 
Graeca, Tom. I. and II. 
 
The name of Clement has been forged upon several later writings, both orthodox and heretical, to 
give them the more currency by the weight of his name and position. These pseudo-Clementine 
works supplanted in the church of Rome the one genuine work of Clement, which passed into 
oblivion with the knowledge of the Greek language. They are as follows: 
 
1. A Second Epistle to the Corinthians, falsely so called, formerly known only in part (12 
chapters), since 1875 in full (20 chapters). {1217} It is greatly inferior to the First Epistle in 
contents and style, and of a later date, between 120 and 140, probably written in Corinth; hence 
its connection with it in MSS. {1218} It is no epistle at all, but a homily addressed to "brothers 
and sisters." It is the oldest known specimen of a post-apostolic sermon, and herein alone lies its 
importance and value. {1219} It is an earnest, though somewhat feeble exhortation to active 
Christianity and to fidelity in persecution, meantime contending with the Gnostic denial of the 
resurrection. It is orthodox in sentiment, calls Christ "God and the Judge of the living and the 
dead," and speaks of the great moral revolution wrought by him in these words: {2 Corinthians 1} 
"We were deficient in understanding, worshipping stocks and stones, gold and silver and brass, 
the works of men; and our whole life was nothing else but death.... Through Jesus Christ we have 
received sight, putting off by his will the cloud wherein we were wrapped. He mercifully saved 
us.... He called us when we were not, and willed that out of nothing we should attain a real 
existence." 
 
2. Two Encyclical Letters on Virginity. They were first discovered by J. J. Wetstein in the library 
of the Remonstrants at Amsterdam, in a Syriac Version written A. D. 1470, and published as an 
appendix to his famous Greek Testament, 1752. {1220} They commend the unmarried life, and 
contain exhortations and rules to ascetics of both sexes. They show the early development of an 
asceticism which is foreign to the apostolic teaching and practice. While some Roman Catholic 
divines still defend the Clementine origin, {1221} others with stronger arguments assign it to the 
middle or close of the second century. {1222} 
 
3. The Apostolical Constitutions and Canons. {1223} The so-called Liturgia S. Clementis is a part 
of the eighth book of the Constitutions. 
 
4. The Pseudo-Clementina, or twenty Ebionitic homilies and their Catholic reproduction, the 
Recognitions. {1224} 
 
5. Five Decretal Letters, which pseudo-Isidore has placed at the head of his collection. Two of 
them are addressed to James, the Lord’s Brother, are older than the pseudo-Isidore, and date from 
the second or third century; the three others were fabricated by him. They form the basis for the 
most gigantic and audacious literary forgery of the middle ages—the Isidorian Decretals—which 
subserved the purposes of the papal hierarchy. {1225} The first Epistle to James gives an account 
of the appointment of Clement by Peter as his successor in the see of Rome, with directions 
concerning the functions of the church-officers and the general administration of the church. The 
second Epistle to James refers to the administration of the eucharist, church furniture, and other 
ritualistic matters. They are attached to the pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Recognitions. But it 
is remarkable that in the Homilies James of Jerusalem appears as the superior of Peter of Rome, 
who must give an account of his doings, and entrust to him his sermons for safe keeping. 



 
{1217} Ed. in full by Bryennios, Const. 1875, p. 113-142 with Greek notes; by Funk, with a Latin 
version (I. 144-171), and by Lightfoot with an English version (380-390). 
 
{1218} It is first mentioned by Eusebius, but with the remark that it was not used by ancient 
writers (H. E. III. 38). Irenaeus, Clement of Alex., and Origen know only one Ep. of Clement. 
Dionysius of Corinth, in a letter to Bishop Soter of Rome, calls it, indeed, "the former" (protevra), 
but with reference to a later epistle of Soter to the Corinthians (Euseb. H. E. IV. 23). Bryennios, 
the discoverer of the complete copy, still vindicates the Clementine authorship of the homily, and 
so does Sprinzl (p. 28), but all other modern scholars give it up. Wocher (1830) assigned it to 
Dionysius of Corinth, Hilgenfeld first to Soter of Rome, afterwards (Clem. Ep. ed. II. 1876, p. 
XLIX) to Clement of Alex. in his youth during his sojourn in Corinth, Harnack (1877) to a third 
Clement who lived in Rome between the Roman and the Alexandrian Clement, Lightfoot (App. p. 
307) and Funk (Prol. xxxix) to an unknown Corinthian before A. D. 140, on account of the 
allusion to the Isthmian games (c. 7) and the connection with the Ep. of Clement. Comp. above p. 
225. 
 
{1219} Lightfoot (p. 317) calls it a testimony "of the lofty moral earnestness and triumphant faith 
which subdued a reluctant world, and laid it prostrate at the feet of the cross." but "almost 
worthless as a literary work." 
 
{1220} Best edition with Latin version by Beelen: S. Clementis R. Epistolae binae, de Virginitate. 
Louvain, 1856. German translation by Zingerle (1827), French by Villecourt (1853), English in 
the "Ante-Nicene Library." 
 
{1221} Villecourt, Beelen, Mohler, Champagny, Bruck. 
 
{1222} Mansi, Hefele, Alzog, Funk (Prol. XLII. sq.). Also all the Protestant critics except 
Wetstein, the discoverer. Lightfoot (l. c. p. 15 sq.) assigns the document to the beginning of the 
third century. Eusebius nowhere mentions it. 
 
{1223} See 56, p. 183 sqq. 
 
{1224} See 114, p. 435 sqq. 
 
{1225} They originated in the east of France between A. D. 829 and 847.  

 



164. Ignatius of Antioch. 
 
Comp. 17 and 45 (this vol.). 
 
Sources: 
 
I. The Epistles. 
 
W. Cureton: The Ancient Syriac Version of the Epistles of S. Ignatius to S. Polycarp, the 
Ephesians, and the Romans. With transl. and notes. Lond. and Berl., 1845. Also in Lightfoot II. 
659-676. 
 
C. C. J. Bunsen: Die 3 achten u. die 4 unachten Briefe des Ignatius von Ant. Hergestellter u. 
verqleichender Text mit Anmerkk. Hamb., 1847. 
 
W. Cureton: Corpus Ignatianum: a complete collection of the Ignatian Epistles, genuine, 
interpolated, and spurious; together with numerous extracts from them as quoted by Eccles. 
writers down to the tenth century; in Syriac, Greek, and Latin, an Engl. transl. of the Syriac text, 
copious notes, and introd. Lond. and Berl., 1849. 
 
J. H. Petermann: S. Ignatii quae feruntur Epistolae, una cum ejusdem martyrio, collatis edd. 
Graecis, versionibusque Syriaca, Armeniaca, Latinis. Lips., 1849. 
 
Theod. Zahn: Ignatii et Polycarpi Epistulae, Martyria, Fragmenta. Lips. 1876 (the second part of 
Patrum Apostolorum Opera, ed. Gebhardt, Harnack and Zahn). This is the best critical ed. of the 
shorter Greek text. Funk admits its superiority ("non hesitans dico, textum quem exhibuit Zahn, 
prioribus longe praestare." Prol., p. lxxv.). 
 
Fr. Xav. Funk: Opera Patrum Apost., vol. I. Tub., 1878. 
 
J. B. Lightfoot: The Apost. Fathers. P. II. vol. I. and II. Lond. l885. English translations of all the 
Epistles of Ignatius (Syriac, and Greek in both recensions) by Roberts, Donaldson, and Crombie, 
in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Library," (1867), and by Lightfoot (1885). 
 
Earlier Engl. translations by Whiston (1711) and Clementson (1827). 
 
German translations by M. I. Wocher (1829) and Jos. Nirschl (Die Briefe des heil. Ign. und sein 
Martyrium, 1870). 
 
II. The Martyria. 
 
Acta Martyrii S. Ignatii (marturrion tou agiou ieromarturov ignatiou tou yeoforou), ed. 
by Ussher (from two Latin copies, 1647), Cotelier (Greek, 1672), Ruinart (1689), Grabe, Ittig, 
Smith, Gallandi, Jacobson, Hefele, Dressel, Cureton, Mosinger, Petermann, Zahn (pp. 301 sqq.), 
(Funk I. 254-265; II. 218-275), and Lightfoot (II. 473-536). A Syriac version was edited by 
Cureton (Corpus Ignat. 222-225, 252-255), and more fully by Mosinger (Supplementum Corporis 
Ignat., 1872). An Armenian Martyr. was edited by Petermann, 1849. The Martyrium Colbertinum 
(from the codex Colbertinus in Paris) has seven chapters. There are several later and discordant 
recensions, with many interpolations. The Acts of Ignatius profess to be written by two of his 
deacons and travelling companions; but they were unknown to Eusebius, they contradict the 



Epistles, they abound in unhistorical statements, and the various versions conflict with each other. 
Hence recent Protestant critics reject them; and even the latest Roman Catholic editor admits that 
they must have been written after the second century. Probably not before the fifth. Comp. the 
investigation of Zahn, Ign. v. Ant., p. 1-74; Funk, Proleg. p. lxxix. sqq., and Lightfoot, II. 363-
536. 
 
The patristic statements concerning Ignatius are collected by Cureton, Bunsen, Petermann, Zahn, 
p. 326-381, and Lightfoot, I. 127-221. 
 
Critical Discussions. 
 
Joh. Dallaeus (Daille): Deuteronomy scriptis quae sub Dionysii Areopagitae et Ignatii nominibus 
circumferuntur, libri duo. Genev., 1666. Against the genuineness. 
 
*J. Pearson: Vindiciae Ignatianae. Cambr., 1672. Also in Cleric. ed. of the Patres Apost. II. 250-
440, and in Migne’s Patrol. Gr., Tom. V. Republished with annotations by E. Churton, in the 
Anglo-Cath. Library, Oxf., 1852, 2 vols. 
 
*R. Rothe: Anfange der christl. Kirche. Wittenb., 1837. I., p. 715 sqq. For the shorter Greek 
recension. 
 
Baron von Bunsen (at that time Prussian ambassador in England): Ignatius von Ant. u. seine Zeit. 
7 Sendschreiben an-Dr. Neander. Hamb., 1847. For the Syriac version. 
 
Baur: Die Ignatianischen Briefe u. ihr neuster Kritiker. Tub., 1848. Against Bunsen and against 
the genuineness of all recensions. 
 
Denzinger. (R.C.): Ueber die Aechtheit des bisherigen Textes der Ignatian. Briefe. Wurzb., 1849. 
 
*G. Uhlhorn: Das Verhaltniss der syrischen Recension der Ignatian. Br. zu der kurzeren 
griechischen. Leipz., 1851 (in the "Zeitschr. fur Hist. Theol."); and his article "Ignatius" in 
Herzog’s Theol. Encykl., vol. vi. (1856), p. 623 sqq., and in the second ed., vol. vi. 688-694. For 
the shorter Greek recension. 
 
Thiersch: Kirche im Apost. Zeitalter. Frankf. u. Erl., 1852, p. 320 sqq. 
 
Lipsius: Ueber die Aechtheit der syr. Recens. der Ignat. Br. Leipz., 1856 (in Niedner’s "Zeitschr. 
fur Hist. Theol."). For the Syriac version. But he afterwards changed his view in Hilgenfeld’s 
"Zeitschrift f. wiss. Theol." 1874, p. 211. 
 
Vaucher: Recherches critiques sur les lettres d’gnace d’Antioche. Geneve, 1856. 
 
Merx: Meletemata Ignatiana. Hal. 1861. 
 
*Theod. Zahn: Ignatius von Antiochien. Gotha, 1873. (631 pages.) For the short Greek recension. 
The best vindication. Comp. the Proleg. to his ed., 1876. 
 
Renan: Les avangiles (1877), ch. xxii. 485-498, and the introduction, p. x sqq. Comp. also his 
notice of Zahn in the "Journal des Savants" for 1874. Against the genuineness of all Ep. except 
Romans. See in reply Zahn, Proleg. p. x. 
 



F. X. Funk: Die Echtheit der Ignatianischen Briefe. Tubingen 1883. 
 
Lightfoot: St. Paul’s Ep. to the Philippians (Lond. 1873), Excurs. on the Chr. Ministry, p. 208-
911, and 232-236. "The short Greek of the Ignatian letters is probably corrupt or spurious: but 
from internal evidence this recension can hardly have been made later than the middle of the 
second century." (p. 210). On p. 232, note, he expressed his preference with Lipsius for the short 
Syriac text. But since then he has changed his mind in favor of the short Greek recension. See his 
S. Ignatius and S. Polycarp, London, 1885, Vol. I., 315-414. He repeats and reinforces Zahn’s 
arguments. 
 
Canon R. Travers Smith: St. Ignatius in Smith and Wace III. (1882), 209-223. For the short Greek 
recensiona. 
 
On the chronology: 
 
Jos. Nirschl: Das Todesjahr des Ignatius v. A. und die drei oriental. Feldzuge des Kaisers Trajan 
(1869); Adolf Harnack: Die Zeit des Ignatius und die Chronologie der Antiochenischen Bischofe 
bis Tyrannus (Leipzig, 1878); and Wiessler: Die Christenverfolgungen der Caesaren (Gutersloh, 
1878), p. 125 sqq. 
 
On the theology of Ignatius, comp. the relevant sections in Mohler, Hilgenfeld, Zahn (422-494), 
Nirschl, and Sprinzl. 
 
I. Life of Ignatius. 
 
Ignatius, surnamed Theophorus, {1226} stood at the head of the Church of Antioch at the close of 
the first century and the beginning of the second, and was thus contemporaneous with Clement of 
Rome and Simeon of Jerusalem. The church of Antioch was the mother-church of Gentile 
Christianity; and the city was the second city of the Roman empire. Great numbers of Christians 
and a host of heretical tendencies were collected there, and pushed the development of doctrine 
and organization with great rapidity. 
 
As in the case of Rome, tradition differs concerning the first episcopal succession of Antioch, 
making Ignatius either the second or the first bishop of this church after Peter, and calling him 
now a disciple of Peter, now of Paul, now of John. The Apostolic Constitutions intimate that 
Evodius and Ignatius presided contemporaneously over that church, the first being ordained by 
Peter, the second by Paul. {1227} Baronius and others suppose the one to have been the bishop of 
the Jewish, the other of the Gentile converts. Thiersch endeavors to reconcile the conflicting 
statements by the hypothesis, that Peter appointed Evodius presbyter, Paul Ignatius, and John 
subsequently ordained Ignatius bishop. But Ignatius himself and Eusebius say nothing of his 
apostolic discipleship; while the testimony of Jerome and the Martyrium Colbertinum that he and 
Polycarp were fellow-disciples of St. John, is contradicted by the Epistle of Ignatius to Polycarp, 
according to which he did not know Polycarp till he came to Smyrna on his way to Rome. {1228} 
According to later story, Ignatius was the first patron of sacred music, and introduced the 
antiphony in Antioch. 
 
But his peculiar glory, in the eyes of the ancient church, was his martyrdom. The minute account 
of it, in the various versions of the Martyrium S. Ignatii, contains many embellishments of pious 
fraud and fancy; but the fact itself is confirmed by general tradition. Ignatius himself says, in his 
Epistle to the Romans, according to the Syriac version: "From Syria to Rome I fight with wild 
beasts, on water and on land, by day and by night, chained to ten leopards [soldiers], {1229} made 



worse by signs of kindness. Yet their wickednesses do me good as a disciple; but not on this 
account am I justified. Would that I might be glad of the beasts made ready for me. And I pray 
that they may be found ready for me. Nay, I will fawn upon them, that they may devour me 
quickly, and not, as they have done with some, refuse to touch me from fear. Yea, and if they will 
not voluntarily do it, I will bring them to it by force." 
 
The Acts of his martyrdom relate more minutely, that Ignatius was brought before the Emperor 
Trajan at Antioch in the ninth year of his reign (107-108), was condemned to death as a Christian, 
was transported in chains to Rome, was there thrown to lions in the Coliseum for the amusement 
of the people, and that his remains were carried back to Antioch as an invaluable treasure. {1230} 
The transportation may be accounted for as designed to cool the zeal of the bishop, to terrify other 
Christians on the way, and to prevent an outbreak of fanaticism in the church of Antioch. {1231} 
But the chronological part of the statement makes difficulty. So far as we know, from coins and 
other ancient documents, Trajan did not come to Antioch on his Parthian expedition till the year 
114 or 115. We must therefore either place the martyrdom later, {1232} or suppose, what is much 
more probable, that Ignatius did not appear before the emperor himself at all, but before his 
governor. {1233} Eusebius, Chrysostom, and other ancient witnesses say nothing of an imperial 
judgment, and the Epistle to the Romans rather implies that Ignatius was not condemned by the 
emperor at all; for otherwise it would have been useless for him to forbid them to intercede in his 
behalf. An appeal was possible from a lower tribunal, but not from the emperor’s. 
 
II. His Letters. 
 
On his journey to Rome, Bishop Ignatius, as a prisoner of Jesus Christ, wrote seven epistles to 
various churches, mostly in Asia Minor. Eusebius and Jerome put them in the following order: (1) 
To the Ephesians; (2) to the Magnesians; (3) to the Trallians; (4) to the Romans; (5) to the 
Philadelphians; (6) to the Smyrneans; (7) to Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna. The first four were 
composed in Smyrna; the other three later in Troas. These seven epistles, in connection with a 
number of other decidedly spurious epistles of Ignatius, have come down to us in two Greek 
versions, a longer and a shorter. The shorter is unquestionably to be preferred to the longer, which 
abounds with later interpolations. Besides these, to increase the confusion of controversy, a 
Syriac translation has been made known in 1845, which contains only three of the former 
epistles—those to Polycarp, to the Ephesians, and to the Romans—and these in a much shorter 
form. This version is regarded by some as an exact transfer of the original; by others, with greater 
probability, as a mere extract from it for practical and ascetic purposes. 
 
The question therefore lies between the shorter Greek copy and the Syriac version. The 
preponderance of testimony is for the former, in which the letters are no loose patch-work, but 
were produced each under its own impulse, were known to Eusebius (probably even to Polycarp), 
{1234} and agree also with the Armenian version of the fifth century, as compared by Petermann. 
The three Syriac epistles, however, though they lack some of the strongest passages on 
episcopacy and on the divinity of Christ, contain the outlines of the same life-picture, and 
especially the same fervid enthusiasm for martyrdom, as the seven Greek epistles. 
 
III. His Character and Position in history. 
 
Ignatius stands out in history as the ideal of a catholic martyr, and as the earliest advocate of the 
hierarchical principle in both its good and its evil points. As a writer, he is remarkable for 
originality, freshness and force of ideas, and for terse, sparkling and sententious style; but in 
apostolic simplicity and soundness, he is inferior to Clement and Polycarp, and presents a 
stronger contrast to the epistles of the New Testament. Clement shows the calmness, dignity and 



governmental wisdom of the Roman character. Ignatius glows with the fire and impetuosity of the 
Greek and Syrian temper which carries him beyond the bounds of sobriety. He was a very 
uncommon man, and made a powerful impression upon his age. He is the incarnation, as it were, 
of the three closely connected ideas: the glory of martyrdom, the omnipotence of episcopacy, and 
the hatred of heresy and schism. Hierarchical pride and humility, Christian charity and churchly 
exclusiveness are typically represented in Ignatius. 
 
As he appears personally in his epistles, his most beautiful and venerable trait is his glowing love 
for Christ as God incarnate, and his enthusiasm for martyrdom. If great patriots thought it sweet 
to die for their country, he thought it sweeter and more honorable to die for Christ, and by his 
blood to fertilize the soil for the growth of His Church. "I would rather die for Christ," says he, 
"than rule the whole earth." "It is glorious to go down in the world, in order to go up into God." 
He beseeches the Romans: "Leave me to the beasts, that I may by them be made partaker of God. 
I am a grain of the wheat of God, and I would be ground by the teeth of wild beasts, that I may be 
found pure bread of God. Rather fawn upon the beasts, that they may be to me a grave, and leave 
nothing of my body, that, when I sleep, I may not be burdensome to any one. Then will I truly be 
a disciple of Christ, when the world can no longer even see my body. Pray the Lord for me, that 
through these instruments I may be found a sacrifice to God." {1235} And further on: "Fire, and 
cross, and exposure to beasts, scattering of the bones, hewing of the limbs, crushing of the whole 
body, wicked torments of the devil, may come upon me, if they only make me partaker of Jesus 
Christ.... My love is crucified, and there is no fire in me, which loves earthly stuff.... I rejoice not 
in the food of perishableness, nor in the pleasures of this life. The bread of God would I have, 
which is the flesh of Christ; and for drink I wish his blood, which is imperishable love." {1236} 
 
From these and similar passages, however, we perceive also that his martyr-spirit exceeds the 
limits of the genuine apostolic soberness and resignation, which is equally willing to depart or to 
remain according to the Lord’s good pleasure. {1237} It degenerates into boisterous impatience 
and morbid fanaticism. It resembles the lurid torch rather than the clear calm light. There mingles 
also in all his extravagant professions of humility and entire unworthiness a refined spiritual pride 
and self-commendation. And, finally, there is something offensive in the tone of his epistle to 
Polycarp, in which he addresses that venerable bishop and apostolic disciple, who at that time 
must have already entered upon the years of ripe manhood, not as a colleague and brother, but 
rather as a pupil, with exhortations and warnings, such as: "Strive after more knowledge than thou 
hast." "Be wise as the serpents." "Be more zealous than thou art." "Flee the arts of the devil." 
{1238} This last injunction goes even beyond that of Paul to Timothy: "Flee youthful lusts," 
{1239} and can hardly be justified by it. Thus, not only in force and depth of teaching, but also in 
life and suffering, there is a significant difference between an apostolic and a post-apostolic 
martyr. 
 
The doctrinal and churchly views of the Ignatian epistles are framed on a peculiar combination 
and somewhat materialistic apprehension of John’s doctrine of the incarnation, and Paul’s idea of 
the church as the body of Jesus Christ. In the "catholic church"—an expression introduced by 
him—that is, the episcopal orthodox organization of his day, the author sees, as it were, the 
continuation of the mystery of the incarnation, on the reality of which he laid great emphasis 
against the Docetists; and in every bishop, a visible representative of Christ, and a personal centre 
of ecclesiastical unity, which he presses home upon his readers with the greatest solicitude and 
almost passionate zeal. He thus applies those ideas of the apostles directly to the outward 
organization, and makes them subservient to the principle and institution of the growing 
hierarchy. Here lies the chief importance of these epistles; and the cause of their high repute with 
catholics and prelatists, {1240} and their unpopularity with anti-episcopalians, and modern critics 
of the more radical school. {1241} 



 
It is remarkable that the idea of the episcopal hierarchy which we have developed in another 
chapter, should be first clearly and boldly brought out, not by the contemporary Roman bishop 
Clement, {1242} but by a bishop of the Eastern church; though it was transplanted by him to the 
soil of Rome, and there sealed with his martyr blood. Equally noticeable is the circumstance, that 
these oldest documents of the hierarchy soon became so interpolated, curtailed, and mutilated by 
pious fraud, that it is today almost impossible to discover with certainty the genuine Ignatius of 
history under the hyper- and pseudo-Ignatius of tradition. 
 
{1226} yeoforov, "bearer of God." The titles of the Epistles call him ignatio o kai yeoforov, 
adding simply the Greek to the Latin name. The Martyrium Ignatii, c. 2, makes him explain the 
term, in answer to a question of Trajan, as meaning "one who has Christ in his breast." The still 
later legend (in Symeon Metaphrastes and the Menaea Graeca), by changing the accent. 
(yeoforov, Theophorus), gives the name the passive meaning, "one carried by God." because 
Ignatius was the child whom Christ took up in his arms and set before his disciples as a pattern of 
humilit y. {Matthew 18:2} So the Acta Sanctorum, 1 Febr. I. 28. The Syrians called him Nurono, 
the Fiery, in allusion to his Latin name from Ignis. 
 
{1227} Ap. Const. VI I. 46: antioceiav euodiov men up emou petrou, ignatiov de upo 
paulou keceirotonhtai.. According to Eusebius (Chron., ed. Schoene II., p. 158) and Jerome, 
Ignatius was "Antiochiae secundus episcopus." Comp. Zahn, Ign v. A., p. 56 sqq., and Harnack, 
Die Zeit des Ign., p. 11 sq. 
 
{1228} Comp. Zahn, p. 402, who rejects this tradition as altogether groundless: "Es fehlt bei 
Ignatius auch jede leiseste Spur davon, dass er noch aus apostolischem Mund die Predigt gehort 
habe." He calls himself five times the least among the Antiochian Christians, and not worthy to 
be one of their number. From this, Zahn infers that he was converted late in life from determined 
hostility to enthusiastic devotion, like Paul. {Comp. 1 Corinthians 15:8-10} 
 
{1229} o esti stratiwtwn tagma is added here for explanation by the two Greek versions, and 
by Eusebius also, H. E. III. 36. 
 
{1230} yhsaurov atimov Mart. c. 6. 
 
{1231} Lucian, in his satire on the Death of Peregrinus, represents this Cynic philosopher as a 
hyocritical bishop and confessor, who while in prison received and sent message, and was the 
centre of attention and correspondence among the credulous and good-natured Christians in Syria 
and Asia Minor. The coincidence is so striking that Zahn and Renan agree in the inference that 
Lucian knew the story of Ignatius, and intended to mimic him in the person of Peregrinus Proteus, 
as he mimicked the martyrdom of Polycarp. See Renan, Les evangiles, p. 430 sq. 
 
{1232} Grabe proposes to read, in the Martyr. c, 2, dekatw ennatw etei, for ennatw which 
would give the year 116. Tillemont and others escape the difficulty by suppossing, without good 
reason, a double Parthian expedition of Trajan, one in 107 and another in 115 or 116. Comp. 
Francke: Zur Geschichte Trajan’s. 1837, p. 253 sqq., and Budinger, Untersuchungen zur rom. 
Kaisergesch. I. 153 sqq. Nirschl assumes even three oriental expeditions of TraJan. Wieseley and 
Frank defend the traditional date (107); Harnack puts the martyrdom down to the reIgn of 
Hadrian or Antoninus Pius, but without solid reasons Zahn (p. 58) leaves it indefinite between 
107 and 116, Lightf. between 110 and 118, 
 
{1233} So Uhlhorn, Zahn (248 sq.), Funk (XLVII.). Comp. Lightfoot (II. 390). 



 
{1234} Polycarp writes to the Philippians (ch. 13), that he had sent them the Epistles of Ignatius 
(tav epistolav ignatiou, tav pemfyeisav hmin up autou kai allav... epemqamen umin). 
Zahn and Funk maintain that this sylloge Polycarpiana consisted of six epistles, and excluded 
that to the Romans. (Ussher excluded the Ep. to Polycarp). Irenaeus quotes a passage from the 
Epistle to the Romans, Adv. Haer. V. 28, 4. Origen speaks of several letters of Ignatius, and 
quotes a passage from Romans and another from Ephesians, Prol. in Cant. Cantic. and Hom. VI. 
in Luc. (III. 30 and 938, Delarue). Zahn (p. 513) finds also traces of Ignatius in Clement of 
Alexandria and Lucian’s book Deuteronomy Morte Peregrini, which was written soon after the 
martyrdom of Polycarp. 
 
{1235} Ad Rom. c. 2, according to the Syriac text; c. 4, in the Greek. 
 
{1236} Ch. 4 (Syr.), or 5-7 (Gr.). 
 
{1237} Comp. Philippians 1:23,24, and Matthew 26:39. 
 
{1238} tav kakotecniav feuge, according to all the MSS., even the Syriac. Bunsen proposes to 
read kakotecnouv, in the sense of seductive women, coquettes, instead of kakotecniav. But 
this, besides being a mere conjecture, would not materially soften the warning. 
 
{1239} 2 Timothy 2:22. 
 
{1240} Such Roman Catholic writers as Nirschl and Sprinzl find the whole theology and church 
polity of Rome in Ignatius. Episcopalians admire him for his advocacy of episcopacy; but he 
proves too little and too much for them; too little because Ignatius knows nothing of a diocesan, 
but only of a congregational episcopacy; too much because he requires absolute obedience to the 
bishop as the representative of Christ himself, while the Presbyters represent the apostles. 
Moreover the Ignatian episcopacy is free from the sacerdotal idea which came in later with 
Cyprian, but is intimated in Clement of Rome. 
 
{1241} Calvin, who, however, knew only the spurious and worthless longer recension, calls the 
Ignatian Epistles abominable trash (Inst. I. 1, c. 13, 29); Dr. W. D. Killen, who ought to know 
better, from strong anti-prelatic feeling, speaks of Ignatius, even according to the shorter Syriac 
recension, as an "anti-evangelical formalist, a puerile boaster, a mystic dreamer and crazy 
fanatic." (Ancient Church, 1859, p. 414). Neander is far more moderate, yet cannot conceive that 
a martyr so near the apostolic age should have nothing more important to say than "such things 
about obedience to the bishops" (Ch. H. I. 192, note, Bost, ed.). Baur and the Tubingen critics 
reject the entire Ignatian literature as a forgery. Rothe on the other hand is favorably impressed 
with the martyr-enthusiasm of the Epistles, and Zahn (an orthodox Lutheran) thinks the Ignatian 
epistles in the shorter Greek recension worthy of a comparison with the epistles of St. Paul (p. 
400).  

 



165. The Ignatian Controversy. 
 
Of all the writings of the apostolic fathers none have been so much discussed, especially in 
modern times, as the Ignatian Epistles. This arises partly from the importance of their contents to 
the episcopal question, partly from the existence of so many different versions. The latter fact 
seems to argue as strongly for the hypothesis of a genuine basis for all, as against the supposition 
of the full integrity of any one of the extant texts. Renan describes the Ignatian problem as the 
most difficult in early Christian literature, next to that of the Gospel of John (Les avang. p. x). 
 
The Ignatian controversy has passed through three periods, the first from the publication of the 
spurious Ignatius to the publication of the shorter Greek recension (A. D. 1495 to 1644); the 
second from the discovery and publication of the shorter Greek recension to the discovery and 
publication of the Syrian version (A. D. 1644 to 1845), which resulted in the rejection of the 
larger Greek recension; the third from the discovery of the Syrian extract to the present time 
(1845-1883), which is favorable to the shorter Greek recension. 
 
1. The Larger Greek Recension of Seven Epistles with eight additional ones. Four of them were 
published in Latin at Paris, 1495, as an appendix to another book; eleven more by Faber 
Stapulensis, also in Latin, at Paris, 1498; then all fifteen in Greek by Valentine Hartung (called 
Paceus or Irenaeus) at Dillingen, 1557; and twelve by Andreas Gesner at Zurich, 1560. The 
Catholics at first accepted them all as genuine works of Ignatius; and Hartung, Baronius, 
Bellarmin defended at least twelve; but Calvin and the Magdeburg Centuriators rejected them all, 
and later Catholics surrendered at least eight as utterly untenable. These are two Latin letters of 
Ignatius to St. John and one to the Virgin Mary with an answer of the Virgin; and five Greek 
letters of Ignatius to Maria Castabolita, with an answer, to the Tarsenses, to the Antiochians, to 
Hero, a deacon of Antioch, and to the Philippians. These letters swarm with offences against 
history and chronology. They were entirely unknown to Eusebius and Jerome. They are worthless 
forgeries, clothed with the name and authority of Ignatius. It is a humiliating fact that the spurious 
Ignatius and his letters to St. John and the Virgin Mary should in a wretched Latin version have 
so long transplanted and obscured the historical Ignatius down to the sixteenth century. No 
wonder that Calvin spoke of this fabrication with such contempt. But in like manner the Mary of 
history gave way to a Mary of fiction, the real Peter to a pseudo-Peter, and the real Clement to a 
pseudo-Clement. Here, if anywhere, we see the necessity and use of historical criticism for the 
defense of truth and honesty. 
 
2. The Shorter Greek Recension of the seven Epistles known to Eusebius was discovered in a 
Latin version and edited by Archbishop Ussher at Oxford, 1644 (Polycarpi et Ignatii Epistolae), 
and in Greek by Isaac Vossius, from a Medicean Codex in 1646, again by Th. Ruinart from the 
Codex Colbertinus (together with the Martyrium) in 1689. We have also fragments of a Syrian 
version (in Cureton), and of an Armenian version apparently from the Syrian (printed in 
Constantinople in 1783, and compared by Petermann). Henceforth the longer Greek recension 
found very few defenders (the eccentric Whiston, 1711, and more recently Fr. C. Meier, 1836), 
and their arguments were conclusively refuted by R. Rothe in his Anfange, (1837), and by K. Fr. 
L. Arndt in the "Studien und Kritiken," (1839). It is generally given up even by Roman Catholic 
scholars (as Petavius, Cotelier, Dupin, Hefele, Funk). But as regards the genuineness of the 
shorter Greek text there are three views among which scholars are divided. 
 
(a) Its genuineness and integrity are advocated by Pearson (Vindiciae Ignatianae, 1672, against 
the doubts of the acute Dallaeus), latterly by Gieseler, Mohler (R.C.), Rothe (1837), Huther 
(1841), Dusterdieck (1843), Dorner (1845), and (since the publication of the shorter Syriac 



version) by Jacobson, Hefele (R.C., 1847 and 1855), Denzinger (R.C., 1849), Petermann (1849), 
Wordsworth, Churton (1852), and most thoroughly by Ulhhorn, (1851 and ‘56), and Zahn (1873, 
Ign. v. Ant. 495-541). The same view is adopted by Wieseler (1878), Funk (in Patr. Apost. 1878, 
Prol LX. sqq., and his monograph, 1883), Canon Travers Smith, (in Smith and Wace, 1882), and 
Lightfoot (1885). 
 
(b) The friends of the three Syriac epistles (see below under No. 3) let only so many of the seven 
epistles stand as agree with those. Also Lardner (1743), Mosheim (1755), Neander (1826), 
Thiersch (1852), Lechler (1857), Robertson and Donaldson (1867), are inclined to suppose at 
least interpolation. 
 
(c) The shorter recension, though older than the longer, is likewise spurious. The letters were 
forged in the later half of the second century for the purpose of promoting episcopacy and the 
worship of martyrs. This view is ably advocated by two very different classes of divines: first by 
Calvinists in the interest of Presbyterianism or anti-prelacy, Claudius Salmasius (1645), David 
Blondel (1646), Dallaeus (1666), Samuel Basnage, and by Dr. Killen of Belfast (1859 and 1883); 
next by the Tubingen school of critics in a purely historical interest, Dr. Baur (1835, then against 
Rothe, 1838, and against Bunsen, 1848 and 1853), Schwegler (1846), and more thoroughly by 
Hilgenfeld (1853). The Tubingen critics reject the whole Ignatian literature as unhistorical 
tendency writings, partly because the entire historical situation implied in it and the circuitous 
journey to Rome are in themselves improbable, partly because it advocates a form of church 
government and combats Gnostic heresies, which could not have existed in the age of Ignatius. 
This extreme scepticism is closely connected with the whole view of the Tubingen school in 
regard to the history of primitive Christianity, and offers no explanation of the stubborn fact that 
Ignatius was a historical character of a strongly marked individuality and wrote a number of 
letters widely known and appreciated in the early church. Renan admits the genuineness of the 
Ep. to the Romans, but rejects the six others as fabrications of a zealous partizan of orthodoxy 
and episcopacy about A. D. 170. He misses in them le genie, le caractere individuel, but speaks 
highly of the Ep. to the Romans, in which the enthusiasm of the martyr has found "son expressio 
la plus exaltee" (p. 489). 
 
(d) We grant that the integrity of these epistles, even in the shorter copy, is not beyond all 
reasonable doubt. As the manuscripts of them contain, at the same time, decidedly spurious 
epistles (even the Armenian translation has thirteen epistles), the suspicion arises, that the seven 
genuine also have not wholly escaped the hand of the forger. Yet there are, in any case, very 
strong arguments for their genuineness and substantial integrity; viz. (1) The testimony of the 
fathers, especially of Eusebius. Even Polycarp alludes to epistles of Ignatius. (2) The raciness and 
freshness of their contents, which a forger could not well imitate. (3) The small number of 
citations from the New Testament, indicating the period of the immediate disciples of the 
apostles. (4) Their way of combating the Judaists and Docetists (probably Judaizing Gnostics of 
the school of Cerinthus), showing us Gnosticism as yet in the first stage of its development. (5) 
Their dogmatical indefiniteness, particularly in regard to the Trinity and Christology, 
notwithstanding very strong expressions in favor of the divinity of Christ. (6) Their urgent 
recommendation of episcopacy as an institution still new and fresh, and as a centre of 
congregational unity in distinction from the diocesan episcopacy of Irenaeus and Tertullian. (7) 
Their entire silence respecting a Roman primacy, even in the epistle to the Romans, where we 
should most expect it. The Roman church is highly recommended indeed, but the Roman bishop 
is not even mentioned. In any case these epistles must have been written before the middle of the 
second century, and reflect the spirit of their age in its strong current towards a hierarchical 
organization and churchly orthodoxy on the basis of the glory of martyrdom. 
 



3. The Syriac Version contains only three epistles (to Polycarp, to the Ephesians, and to the 
Romans), and even these in a much reduced form, less than half of the corresponding Greek 
Epistles. It has the subscription: "Here end the three epistles of the bishop and martyr Ignatius," 
on which, however, Bunsen lays too great stress; for, even if it comes from the translator himself, 
and not from a mere transcriber, it does not necessarily exclude the existence of other epistles 
(comp. Petermann, l. c. p. xxi.). It was discovered in 1839 and ‘43 by the Rev. Henry Tattam in a 
monastery of the Libyan desert, together with 365 other Syriac manuscripts, now in the British 
Museum; published first by Cureton in 1845, and again in 1849, with the help of a third MS. 
discovered in 1847; and advocated as genuine by him, as also by Lee (1846), Bunsen (1847), 
Ritschl (1851 and 1857), Weiss (1852), and most fully by Lipsius (1856), also by E. de Pressene 
(1862), Bohringer (1873), and at first by Lightfoot. 
 
Now, it is true, that all the considerations we have adduced in favor of the shorter Greek text, 
except the first, are equally good, and some of them even better, for the genuineness of the Syrian 
Ignatius, which has the additional advantage of lacking many of the most offensive passages 
(though not in the epistle to Polycarp). 
 
But against the Syriac text is, in the first place, the external testimony of antiquity, especially that 
of Eusebius, who confessedly knew of and used seven epistles, whereas the oldest of the three 
manuscripts of this version, according to Cureton, belongs at the earliest to the sixth century, a 
period, when the longer copy also had become circulated through all the East, and that too in a 
Syriac translation, as the fragments given by Cureton show. Secondly, the internal testimony of 
the fact, that the Syriac text, on close examination, by the want of a proper sequence of thoughts 
and sentences betrays the character of a fragmentary extract from the Greek; as Baur (1848), 
Hilgenfeld (1853), and especially Uhlhorn (185l), and Zahn (1873, p. 167-241), by an accurate 
comparison of the two, have proved in a manner hitherto unrefuted and irrefutable. The short 
Syriac Ignatius has vanished like a dream. Even Lipsius and Lightfoot have given up or modified 
their former view. The great work of Lightfoot on Ignatius and Polycarp (1885) which goes into 
all the details and gives all the documents, may be regarded as a full and final settlement of the 
Ignatian problem in favor of the shorter Greek recension. 
 
The only genuine Ignatius, as the question now stands, is the Ignatius of the shorter seven Greek 
epistles.  

 



166. Polycarp of Smyrna. 
 
Comp 19 and the Lit. there quoted. 
 
S. Polycarpi, Smyrnaeorum episcopi et hieromartyris, ad Philippenses Epistola, first published in 
Latin by Faber Stapulensis (Paris 1498), then with the Greek original by Petrus Halloisius 
(Halloix), Duaei, 1633; and Jac. Usserius (Ussher), Lond. 1647: also in all the editions of the 
Apost. Fath., especially those of Jacobson (who compared several manuscripts), Zahn (1876), 
Funk (1878), and Lightfoot (1885). 
 
Martyrium S. Polycarpi (Epistola circularis ecclesix Smyrnensis), first completed ed. in Gr. & 
Lat. by Archbp. Ussher, Lond. 1647, then in all the ed. of the Patr. Apost., especially that of 
Jacobson (who here also made use of three new codices), of Zahn, and Funk. 
 
L. Duchesne: Vita Sancti Polycarpi Smyrnaeorum episcopi auctore Pionio Primum graece edita. 
Paris 1881. The same also in the second vol. of Funk’s Patr. Apost. (1881) pp. LIV. -LVIII. 315-
347. It is, according to Funk, from the fourth or fifth century, and shows not what Polycarp really 
was, but how he appeared to the Christians of a later age. 
 
Zahn: Ign. v. Ant. p. 495-511; and Proleg. to his ed. of Ign. and Pol. (1876), p. XLII-LV. 
 
Donaldson: Ap. Fath. 191-247. 
 
Renan L’eglise chretienne (1879), ch. ix. and x. p. 437-466. 
 
Lightfoot: S. Ign. and S. Polycarp, (1885), vol. I. 417-704. 
 
Polycarp, born about A. D. 69 or earlier, a disciple of the apostle John, a younger friend of 
Ignatius, and the teacher of Irenaeus (between 130 and 140), presided as presbyter-bishop over 
the church of Smyrna in Asia Minor in the first half of the second century; made a journey to 
Rome about the year 154, to adjust the Easter dispute; and died at the stake in the persecution 
under Antoninus Pius A. D. 155, at a great age, having served the Lord six and eighty years. 
{1243} He was not so original and intellectually active as Clement or Ignatius, but a man of truly 
venerable character, and simple, patriarchal piety. His disciple Irenaeus of Lyons (who wrote 
under Eleutherus, 177-190), in a letter to his fellow-pupil Florinus, who had fallen into the error 
of Gnosticism has given us most valuable reminiscences of this "blessed and apostolic presbyter," 
which show how faithfully he held fast the apostolic tradition, and how he deprecated all 
departure from it. He remembered vividly his mode of life and personal appearance, his 
discourses to the people, and his communications respecting the teaching and miracles of the 
Lord, as he had received them from the mouth of John and other eye-witnesses, in agreement with 
the Holy Scriptures. {1244} In another place, Irenaeus says of Polycarp, that he had all the time 
taught what he had learned from the apostles, and what the church handed down; and relates, that 
he once called the Gnostic Marcion in Rome, "the first-born of Satan." {1245} This is by no 
means incredible in a disciple of John, who, with all his mildness, forbids his people to salute the 
deniers of the true divinity and humanity of the Lord; {1246} and it is confirmed by a passage in 
the epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians, {1247} where he says: "Whoever doth not confess, that 
Jesus Christ is come in the flesh, is antichrist, {1248} and whoever doth not confess the mystery 
of the cross, is of the devil; and he, who wrests the words of the Lord according to his own 
pleasure, and saith, there is no resurrection and judgment, is the first-born of Satan. Therefore 
would we forsake the empty babbling of this crowd and their false teachings, and turn to the word 



which hath been given us from the beginning, watching in prayer, {1249} continuing in fasting, 
and most humbly praying God, that he lead us not into temptation, {1250} as the Lord hath said: 
‘The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak.’" {1251} 
 
This epistle to the Philippians consists of fourteen short chapters, and has been published in full 
since 1633. It is the only, document that remains to us from this last witness of the Johannean 
age, who wrote several letters to neighboring congregations. It is mentioned first by his pupil 
Irenaeus; {1252} it was still in public use in the churches of Asia Minor in the time of Jerome as 
he reports; and its contents correspond with the known life and character of Polycarp; its 
genuineness there is no just reason to doubt. {1253} It has little merit as a literary production, but 
is simple and earnest, and breathes a noble Christian spirit, It was written after the death of 
Ignatius (whose epistles are mentioned, c. 13) in the name of Polycarp and his presbyters; 
commends the Philippians for the love they showed Ignatius in bonds and his companions, and 
for their adherence to the ancient faith; and proceeds with simple, earnest exhortation to love, 
harmony, contentment, patience, and perseverance, to prayer even for enemies and persecutors; 
also giving special directions for deacons, presbyters, youths, wives, widows, and virgins; with 
strokes against Gnostic Docetic errors. Of Christ it speaks in high terms, as the Lord, who sits at 
the right hand of God to whom everything in heaven and earth is subject; whom every living 
being serves; who is coming to judge the quick and the dead; whose blood God will require of all, 
who believe not on him. {1254} Polycarp guards with sound feeling against being considered 
equal with the apostles: "I write these things, brethren, not in arrogance, but because ye have 
requested me. For neither I, nor any other like me, can attain the wisdom of the blessed and 
glorious Paul, who was among you, and in the presence of the then living accurately and firmly 
taught the word of truth, who also in his absence wrote you an epistle, {1255} from which ye may 
edify yourselves in the faith given to you, which is the mother of us all, {1256} hope following 
after, and love to God and to Christ, and to neighbors leading further. {1257} For when any one is 
full of these virtues, he fulfills the command of righteousness; for he, who has love, is far from all 
sin." {1258} This does not agree altogether with the system of St. Paul. But it should be 
remembered that Polycarp, in the very first chapter, represents faith and the whole salvation as 
the gift of free grace. {1259} 
 
The epistle is interwoven with many reminiscences of the Synoptical Gospels and the epistles of 
Paul, John and First Peter, which give to it considerable importance in the history of the canon. 
{1260} 
 
The Martyrium S. Polycarpi (22 chs.), in the form of a circular letter of the church of Smyrna to 
the church of Philomelium in Phrygia, and all "parishes of the Catholic church," appears, from ch. 
18, to have been composed before the first annual celebration of his martyrdom. Eusebius has 
incorporated in his church history the greater part of this beautiful memorial, and Ussher first 
published it complete in the Greek original, 1647. It contains an edifying description of the trial 
and martyrdom of Polycarp, though embellished with some marvellous additions of legendary 
poesy. When, for example, the pile was kindled, the flames surrounded the body of Polycarp, like 
the full sail of a ship, without touching it; on the contrary it shone, unhurt, with a gorgeous color, 
like white baken bread, or like gold and silver in a crucible, and gave forth a lovely fragrance as 
of precious spices. Then one of the executioners pierced the body of the saint with a spear, and 
forthwith there flowed such a stream of blood that the fire was extinguished by it. The narrative 
mentions also a dove which flew up from the burning pile; but the reading is corrupt, and 
Eusebius, Rufinus, and Nicephorus make no reference to it. {1261} The sign of a dove (which is 
frequently found on ancient monuments) was probably first marked on the margin, as a symbol of 
the pure soul of the martyr, or of the power of the Holy Spirit which pervaded him; but the 
insertion of the word dove in the text suggests an intended contrast to the eagle, which flew up 



from the ashes of the Roman emperors, and proclaimed their apotheosis, and may thus be 
connected with the rising worship of martyrs and saints. 
 
Throughout its later chapters this narrative considerably exceeds the sober limits of the Acts of 
the Apostles in the description of the martyrdom of Stephen and the elder James, and serves to 
illustrate, in this respect also, the undeniable difference, notwithstanding all the affinity, between 
the apostolic and the old catholic literature. {1262} 
 
Notes. 
 
I. Of all the writings of the Apostolic Fathers the Epistle of Polycarp is the least original, but 
nearest in tone to the Pastoral Epistles of Paul, and fullest of reminiscences from the New 
Testament. We give the first four chapters as specimens. 
 
I. "Polycarp and the presbyters with him to the congregation of god which sojourns at Philippi. 
Mercy and peace be multiplied upon you, from god almighty, and from Jesus Christ our Saviour". 
 
1. "I have greatly rejoiced with you in the joy you have had in our Lord Jesus Christ, in receiving 
those examples of true charity, and having accompanied, as it well became you, those who were 
bound with holy chains [Ignatius and his fellow-prisoners, Zosimus and Rufus; comp. ch. 9]; who 
are the diadems of the truly elect of God and our Lord; and that the strong root of your faith, 
spoken of in the earliest times, endureth until now, and bringeth forth fruit unto our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who suffered for our sins, but whom God raised from the dead, having loosed the pains of 
Hades; {Acts 2:24} in whom though ye see Him not, ye believe, and believing rejoice with joy 
unspeakable and full of glory; {1 Peter 1:8} into which joy many desire to enter; knowing that by 
grace ye are saved, not by works, {Ephesians 2:8,9} but by the will of God through Jesus Christ." 
 
2. "Wherefore, girding up your loins, serve the Lord in fear {1 Peter 1:13} and truth, as those 
who have forsaken the vain, empty talk and error of the multitude, and believed in Him who 
raised up our Lord Jesus Christ from the dead, and gave him glory {1 Peter 1:21}, and a throne at 
His right hand; {comp. Hebrews 1:3 8:1 12:2} to whom all things in heaven and on earth are 
subject. Him every spirit serves. His blood will God require of those who do not believe in Him. 
But He who raised Him up from the dead will raise up us also, if we do His will, and walk in His 
commandments, and love what He loved, keeping ourselves from all unrighteousness, 
covetousness, love of money, evil-speaking false-witness; not rendering evil for evil, or reviling 
for reviling; {1 Peter 3:9} or blow for blow, or cursing for cursing, remembering the words of the 
Lord Jesus {comp. Acts 20:35} in His teaching: Judge not, that ye be not judged; forgive, and it 
shall be forgiven unto you; be merciful, that ye may obtain mercy; with what measure ye mete, it 
shall be measured to you again, {Matthew 7:1,2 Luke 6:36-38} and once more, Blessed are the 
poor, and those that are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the kingdom of God." 
{Luke 6:20 Matthew 5:3,10} 
 
3. "These things, brethren, I write to you concerning righteousness, not because I take anything 
on myself, but because ye have invited me thereto. For neither I, nor any such as I, can come up 
to the wisdom of the blessed and glorified Paul. He, when among you, accurately and steadfastly 
taught the word of truth in the presence of those who were then alive; and when absent from you, 
he wrote you a letter, which, if you carefully study, you will find to be the means of building you 
up in that faith which has been given you, and which, being followed by hope and preceded by 
love towards God, and Christ, and our neighbor, is the mother of us all. {Galatians 4:26} For if 
any one be inwardly possessed of these graces, be has fulfilled the command of righteousness, 
since he that has love is far from all sin." 



 
4. "But the love of money is a beginning [arch instead of root, rizh] of all kinds of evil,. {1 
Timothy 6:10} Knowing, therefore, that as we brought nothing into the world, so we can carry 
nothing out,, {1 Timothy 6:7} let us arm ourselves with the armor of righteousness; and let us 
teach, first of all, ourselves to walk in the commandments of the Lord. Next teach your wives to 
walk in the faith given to them, and in love and purity tenderly loving their own husbands in all 
truth, and loving all equally in all chastity; and to train up their children in the knowledge and 
fear of God. {comp. Ephesians 6:11,13,14} Let us teach the widows to be discreet as respects the 
faith of the Lord, praying continually for all, being far from all slandering, evil-speaking, false-
witnessing, love of money, and every kind of evil; knowing that they are the altar of God, that He 
clearly perceives all things, and that nothing is hid from Him, neither reasonings, nor reflections, 
nor any one of the secret things of the heart." 
 
II. From the Martyrium Polycarpi. When the Proconsul demanded that Polycarp should swear by 
the genius of Caesar and renounce Christ, he gave the memorable answer: 
 
"Eighty and six years have I served Christ, nor has He ever done me any harm. How, then, could I 
blaspheme my King who saved me" (ton basilea mou ton swsanta me)? Ch. 9. 
 
Standing at the stake with his hands tied to the back, as the fagots were kindled, Polycarp lifted 
up his voice and uttered this sublime prayer as reported by disciples who heard it (ch. 14): 
 
"Lord God Almighty, Father of Thy beloved and blessed Son, Jesus Christ, through whom we 
have received the grace of knowing Thee; God of angels and powers, and the whole creation, and 
of the whole race of the righteous who live in Thy presence; I bless Thee for deigning me worthy 
of this day and this hour that I may be among Thy martyrs and drink of the cup of my Lord Jesus 
Christ, unto the resurrection of eternal life of soul and body in the incorruption of the Holy Spirit. 
Receive me this day into Thy presence together with them, as a fair and acceptable sacrifice 
prepared for Thyself in fulfillment of Thy promise, O true and faithful God. Wherefore I praise 
Thee for all Thy mercies; I bless Thee, I glorify Thee, through the eternal High-Priest, Jesus 
Christ, Thy beloved Son, with whom to Thyself and the Holy Spirit, be glory both now and 
forever. Amen." 
 
For a good popular description of Polycarp, including his letter and martyrdom, see The Pupils of 
St. John the Divine, by the Author of the Heir of Redcliffe, in Macmillan’s "Sunday Library." 
London 1863. 
 
{1242} Still less by the apostle Peter, the alleged first Pope of Rome; on the contrary, he enters a 
solemn protest against hierarchical tendencies for all time to come, 1 Peter 5:14. 
 
{1243} On the change of date from 166 or 167 to 155 or 156, in consequence of Waddington’s 
researches, see p. 50. 
 
{1244} Eusebius, H. E. V. 20. 
 
{1245} Adv. Haer. iii. 3, 4. 
 
{1246} 2 John 1:10 
 
{1247} Ch. 7. 
 



{1248} Comp. 1 John 4:3. 
 
{1249} Comp. 1 Peter 4:17. 
 
{1250} Matthew 6:13, 
 
{1251} Matthew 26:41. 
 
{1252} Adv. Haer. III. 3, 4. Comp. Euseb. H E. III. 36, and Jerome Deuteronomy Vir. ill. c. 17. 
 
{1253} Nor has its integrity been called in question with sufficient reason by Dallaeus, and more 
recently by Bunsen, Ritschl (in the second ed of his Entstehung der altkath. Kirche, p. 584-600), 
Renan (Journal des savants, 1874, and less confidently in L’eglise chret., 1879, p. 442 sqq.), and 
the author of Supernatural Religion (I. 274-278). But the genuineness and integrity of the Ep. are 
ably vindicated by Zahn (1873) and by Lightfoot ("Contemp. Rev.." Feb. 1875, p. 838-852). The 
testimony of Irenaeus, who knew it (Adv. Haer. III. 3, 4), is conclusive. Renan urges chiefly the 
want of originality and force against it. 
 
{1254} Ch. 2. 
 
{1255} epistola must here probably be understood, like the Latin literae, of one epistle. 
 
{1256} Galatians 4:26. 
 
{1257} proagoush. 
 
{1258} Ch. 3. 
 
{1259} cariti este seswsmenoi ouk ex ergwn, allav yelhmati yeou, dia ihsou cristou, 
comp. Ephesians 2:8,9. 
 
{1260} Funk (I. 573 sq.), counts only 6 quotations from the O. T., but 68 reminiscences of 
passages in Matthew (8), Mark (1), Luke (1), Acts (4), Romans, Cor., Gal., Eph., Phil., Col., 
Thess., 1 and 2 Tim., James (1). 1 Pet. (10), 2 Pet. (1 and 2 John ). Comp. the works on the canon 
of the N. T. 
 
{1261} All sorts of corrections, accordingly, have been proposed for peristera in ch. 16; e.g. ep 
aristera a sinistra, or peri sterna, or periptera aimatov (scintillarum instar sanguinis), or 
peri sturaka (circa hastile, around the spike). Comp. Hefele: Patr. Ap. p. 288 (4th ed.) note 4; 
and Funk (5th ed) 299. Funk reads peri sturaka, which gives good sense. So also the ed. of 
Gebh. and Harn. 
 
{1262} Keim (1873), and Lipsius (1876) reject the whole Martyrium. Steitz (1861), Zahn (1876), 
and Funk (Prol XCVII.) the last two chapters as later additions. Donaldson (p. 198 sqq.) assumes 
several interpolations which make it unreliable as a historical document, but admits that it is 
superior to the later martyria by its greater simplicity and the probability of the most part of the 
narrative, especially the circumstances of the flight and capture of Polycarp.  

 



167. Barnabas. 
 
Editions. 
 
First editions in Greek and Latin, except the first four chapters and part of the fifth, which were 
known only in the Latin version, by Archbishop Ussher (Oxf. 1643, destroyed by fire 1644), Luc. 
d’achery (Par. 1645), and Isaac Voss (Amstel. 1646). 
 
First complete edition of the Greek original from the Codex Sinaiticus, to which it is appended, 
by Tischendorf in the facsimile ed. of that Codex, Petropoli, 1862, Tom. IV. 135-141, and in the 
Novum Testam. Sinait. 1863. The text dates from the fourth century. It was discovered by 
Tischendorf in the Convent of St. Catharine at Mt. Sinai, 1859, and is now in the library of St. 
Petersburg. 
 
A new MS. of the Greek B. from the eleventh century (1056) was discovered in Constantinople 
by Bryennios, 1875, together with the Ep. of Clement, and has been utilized by the latest editors, 
especially by Hilgenfeld. 
 
O. v. Gebhardt, Harnack, and Zahn: Patr. Ap. 1876. Gebhardt ed. the text from Cod. Sin. Harnack 
prepared the critical commentary. In the small ed. of 1877 the Const. Cod. is also compared. 
 
Hefele-Funk: Patr. Ap. 1878, p. 2-59. 
 
Ad. Hilgenfeld: Barnabae Epistula. Inteqram Graece iterum edidit, veterem interpretationem 
Latinam, commentarium criticum et adnotationes addidit A. H. Ed. altera et valde aucta. Lips. 
1877. Dedicated to Bryennios. "Orientalis Ecclesicae splendido lumini." who being prevented by 
the Oriental troubles from editing the new MS., sent a collation to H. in Oct. 1876 (Prol. p. xiii). 
The best critical edition. Comp. Harnack’s review in Schurer’s "Theol. Lit. Ztg. 1877, f. 473-
’77". 
 
J. G. Muller (of Basle): Erklarung des Barnabasbriefes. Leipz. 1869. An Appendix to 
Deuteronomy Wette’s Corn. on the N. T. 
 
English translations by Wake (1693), Roberts and Donaldson (in Ante-Nic. Lib. 1867), Hoole 
(1872), Rendall (1877), Sharpe (1880, from the Sinait. MS). German translations by Hefele 
(1840), Scholz (1865), Mayer (1869), Riggenbach (1873). 
 
Critical Discussions. 
 
C. Jos. Hefele (R.C.): Das Sendschreiben des Apostels Barnabas, auf’s Neue untersucht und 
erklart. Tub. 1840. 
 
Joh. Kayser: ueber den sogen. Barnabasbrief. Paderborn, 1866. 
 
Donaldson: Ap. Fathers (1874), p. 248-317. 
 
K. Wieseler: On the Origin and Authorship of the Ep. of B., in the "Jahrbuecher fur Deutsche 
Theol.," 1870, p. 603 sqq. 
 



O. Braunsberger (R.C.): Der Apostel Barnabas. Sein Leben und der ihm beigelegte Brief 
wissenschaftlich gewurdigt. Mainz, 1876. 
 
W. Cunningham: The Ep. of St. Barnabas. London, 1876. 
 
Samuel Sharpe: The Ep. of B. from the Sinaitic MS. London, 1880. 
 
J. Weiss: Der Barnabasbrief kritisch untersucht. Berlin, 1888. 
 
Milligan in Smith and Wace, I. 260-265; Harnack in Herzog 2 II. 101-105. 
 
Other essays by Henke (1827), Rordam (1828), Ullmann (1828), Schenkel (1837), Franke (1840), 
Weizsacker (1864), Heydecke (1874). On the relation of Barnabas to Justin Martyr see M. von 
Engelhardt: Das Christenthum Justins d. M. (1878), p. 375-394. 
 
The doctrines of B. are fully treated by Hefele, Kayser, Donaldson, Hilgenfeld, Braunsberger, and 
Sprinzl. 
 
Comp. the list of books from 1822-1875 in Harnack’s Prol. to the Leipz. ed. of Barn. Ep. p. XX 
sqq.; and in Richardson, Synopsis 16-19 (down to 1887). 
 
The Catholic Epistle of Barnabas, so called, is anonymous, and omits all allusion to the name or 
residence of the readers. He addresses them not as their teacher, but as one among them. {1263} 
He commences in a very general way: "All hail, ye sons and daughters, in the name of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, who loved us, in peace;" and concludes: "Farewell, ye children of love and peace, 
The Lord of glory and all grace be with your spirit. Amen." {1264} For this reason, probably, 
Origen called it a "Catholic" Epistle, which must be understood, however, with limitation. 
Though not addressed to any particular congregation, it is intended for a particular class of 
Christians who were in danger of relapsing into Judaizing errors. 
 
1. Contents. The epistle is chiefly doctrinal (ch. 1-17), and winds up with some practical 
exhortations to walk "in the way of light," and to avoid "the way of darkness" (ch. 18-21). {1265} 
It has essentially the same object as the Epistle to the Hebrews, though far below it in depth, 
originality and unction. It shows that Christianity is the all-sufficient, divine institution for 
salvation, and an abrogation of Judaism, with all its laws and ceremonies. Old things have passed 
away; all things are made new. Christ has indeed given us a law; but it is a new law, without the 
yoke of constraint. {1266} The tables of Moses are broken that the love of Christ may be sealed in 
our hearts. {1267} It is therefore sin and folly to assert that the old covenant is still binding. 
Christians should strive after higher knowledge and understand the difference. 
 
By Judaism, however, the author understands not the Mosaic and prophetic writings in their true 
spiritual sense, but the carnal misapprehension of them. The Old Testament is, with him, rather a 
veiled Christianity, which he puts into it by a mystical allegorical interpretation, as Philo, by the 
same method, smuggled into it the Platonic philosophy. In this allegorical conception he goes so 
far, that he actually seems to deny the literal historical sense. He asserts, for example, that God 
never willed the sacrifice and fasting, the Sabbath observance and temple-worship of the Jews, 
but a purely spiritual worship; and that the laws of food did not relate at all to the eating of clean 
and unclean animals, but only to intercourse with different classes of men, and to certain virtues 
and vices. His chiliasm likewise rests on an allegorical exegesis, and is no proof of a Judaizing 
tendency any more than in Justin, Irenaeus, and Tertullian. He sees in the six days of creation a 
type of six historical millennia of work to be followed first by the seventh millennium of rest, and 



then by the eighth millennium of eternity, the latter being foreshadowed by the weekly Lord’s 
Day. The carnal Jewish interpretation of the Old Testament is a diabolical perversion. The 
Christians, and not the Jews, are the true Israel of God and the righteous owners of the Old 
Testament Scriptures. 
 
Barnabas proclaims thus an absolute separation of Christianity from Judaism. In this respect he 
goes further than any post-apostolic writer. He has been on that ground charged with unsound 
ultra-Paulinism bordering on antinomianism and heretical Gnosticism. But this is unjust. He 
breathes the spirit of Paul, and only lacks his depth, wisdom, and discrimination, Paul, in 
Galatians and Colossians, likewise takes an uncompromising attitude against Jewish 
circumcision, sabbatarianism, and ceremonialism, if made a ground of justification and a binding 
yoke of conscience; but nevertheless he vindicated the Mosaic law as a preparatory school for 
Christianity. Barnabas Ignores this, and looks only at the negative side. Yet he, too, 
acknowledges the new law of Christ. He has some profound glances and inklings of a Christian 
philosophy. He may be called an orthodox Gnostic. He stands midway between St. Paul and 
Justin Martyr, as Justin Martyr stands between Barnabas and the Alexandrian school. Clement 
and Origen, while averse to his chiliasm, liked his zeal for higher Christian knowledge and his 
allegorizing exegesis which obscures every proper historical understanding of the Old Testament. 
 
The Epistle of Barnabas has considerable historical, doctrinal, and apologetic value. He confirms 
the principal facts and doctrines of the gospel. He testifies to the general observance of Sunday on 
"the eighth day," as the joyful commemoration of Christ’s resurrection, in strict distinction from 
the Jewish Sabbath on the seventh. He furnishes the first clear argument for the canonical 
authority of the Gospel of Matthew (without naming it) by quoting the passage: "Many are called, 
but few are chosen," with the solemn formula of Scripture quotation: "as it is written." {1268} He 
introduces also (ch. 5) the words of Christ, that he did not come "to call just men, but sinners," 
which are recorded by Matthew 9:13. He furnishes parallels to a number of passages in the 
Gospels, Pauline Epistles, First Peter, and the Apocalypse. His direct quotations from the Old 
Testament, especially the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and Isaiah, are numerous; but he quotes also 
IV. Esdras and the Book of Enoch. {1269} 
 
2. Authorship. The Epistle was first cited by Clement of Alexandria, and Origen, as a work of the 
apostolic Barnabas, who plays so prominent a part in the early history of the church. {1270} 
Origen seems to rank it almost with the inspired Scriptures. In the Sinaitic Bible, of the fourth 
century, it follows as the "Epistle of Barnabas," immediately after the Apocalypse (even on the 
same page 135, second column), as if it were a regular part of the New Testament. From this we 
may, infer that it was read in some churches as a secondary ecclesiastical book, like the Epistle of 
Clement, the Epistle of Polycarp, and the Pastor of Hermas. Eusebius and Jerome likewise ascribe 
it to Barnabas but number it among the "spurious," or "apocryphal" writings. {1271} They seem 
to have doubted the authority, but not the authenticity of the epistle. The historical testimony 
therefore is strong and unanimous in favor of Barnabas, and is accepted by all the older editors 
and several of the later critics. {1272} 
 
But the internal evidence points with greater force to a post-apostolic writer. {1273} The Epistle 
does not come up to the position and reputation of Barnabas, the senior companion of Paul, unless 
we assume that he was a man of inferior ability and gradually vanished before the rising star of 
his friend from Tarsus. It takes extreme ground against the Mosaic law, such as we can hardly 
expect from one who stood as a mediator between the Apostle of the Gentiles and the Jewish 
Apostles, and who in the collision at Antioch sided with Peter and Mark against the bold 
champion of freedom; yet we should remember that this was only a temporary inconsistency, and 
that no doubt a reaction afterwards took place in his mind. The author in order to glorify the grace 



of the Saviour, speaks of the apostles of Christ before their conversion as over-sinful, {1274} and 
indulges in artificial and absurd allegorical fancies. {1275} He also wrote after the destruction of 
Jerusalem when Barnabas in all probability was no more among the living, though the date of his 
death is unknown, and the inference from Colossians 4:10 and 1 Peter 5:13 is uncertain. 
 
These arguments are not conclusive, it is true, but it is quite certain that if Barnabas wrote this 
epistle, he cannot be the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and vice versa. The difference 
between the two is too great for the unity of the authorship. The ancient church showed sound tact 
in excluding that book from the canon; while a genuine product of the apostolic Barnabas {1276} 
had a claim to be admitted into it as well as the anonymous Epistle to the Hebrews or the writings 
of Mark and Luke. 
 
The author was probably a converted Jew from Alexandria (perhaps by the name Barnabas, 
which would easily explain the confusion), to judge from his familiarity with Jewish literature, 
and, apparently, with Philo and his allegorical method in handling the Old Testament. In Egypt 
his Epistle was first known and most esteemed; and the Sinaitic Bible which contains it was 
probably written in Alexandria or Caesarea in Palestine. The readers were chiefly Jewish 
Christians in Egypt and the East, who overestimated the Mosaic traditions and ceremonies. 
{1277} 
 
3. Time of composition. The work was written after the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple, 
which is alluded to as an accomplished fact; {1278} yet probably before the close of the first 
century, certainly before the reconstruction of Jerusalem under Hadrian (120). {1279} 
 
{1263} ouc wv didaskalov, all wv eiv ex umwn, ch. 1; Comp. 4: polla yelwn grafein, 
ouc wv didaskalov. 
 
{1264} The Cod. Sinaiticus omits "Amen." and adds at the close: epistolh barnaba. 
 
{1265} The last chapters are derived either from the Didache, or from a a still older work, Duae 
Viae vel Judicium Petri, which may have been the common source of both. See my work on the 
Didache, p. 227 sqq., 305, 309, 312 sq., 317. 
 
{1266} Ch. 2: ov kainov nomov tou kuriou hmwn j I. C., aneu (ater) zugou anagkhv wn 
 
{1267} Ch. 4: sunetribh autwn h diayhkh, ina h tou hgaphmenou ihsou 
egkatasfragisyh eiv thn kardian hmwn en elpidi thv pistewv autou.. 
 
{1268} Cap. 4 at the close: prosecwmen mhpote, wv gegraptai, polloi klhtoi, oligoi de 
eklektoi eureywmen. From Matthew 22:14. As long as the fourth chapter of this epistle existed 
only in Latin, the words: "sicut scriptum est" were suspected by Dr. Credner and other critics as 
an interpolation, Hilgenfeld (1853) suggested that the original had simply kayw fhsin, and 
Dressel, in his first edition of the Apostolic Fathers (1857), remarked in loc: "Voces sicut 
scriptum est glossam olent." But the discovery of the Greek original in the Sinaitic MS. of the 
Bible has settled this point, and the Constantinopolitan MS. confirms it. The attempt of Strauss 
and other sceptics to refer the quotation to the apocryphal fourth Book of Esdras, which was 
probably written by a Jewish Christian after the destruction of Jerusalem, and contains the 
passage: "Many are born, but few will be saved." is only worth mentioning as an instance of the 
stubbornness of preconceived prejudice. 
 



{1269} Funk (I. 364-366) gives nine quotations from Genesis, thirteen from Exodus, six from 
Deuteronomy, fourteen from the Psalms, twenty-six from Isaiah, etc., also one from IV. Esdras, 
four from Enoch. Comp. the list in Anger’s Synopsis Evang. (1852), Gebh. and Harn., 217-230. 
 
{1270} See Acts 1:23 4:37 9:26 sq.; Acts 11:22, 30; 14:4, 14; 15:2, etc. Clement of Alex. quotes 
the Epistle seven times (four times under the name of Barnabas), in his Stromtata, Origen, his 
pupil, three or four times (Contra Cels. I. 63; Deuteronomy Princ. III. 2; Ad Rom. I. 24). 
Tertullian does not mention the epistle, but seems to have known it (Comp. Adv, Marc. III. 7; 
Adv. Jud. 14); he, however, ascribes the Ep, to the Hebrews to Barnabas (De Pudic. c. 20). Hefele 
and Funk find probable allusions to it in Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, Ignatius, and Hermas; but these 
are uncertain. On the life and labors of Barnabas see especially Hefele and Braunsberger (p. 1-
135). 
 
{1271} In H. E. III. 25, Eusebius counts it among the "spurious" books (en toi noyoiv... h 
feromenh barnaba epistolh), but immediately afterwards and in VI. 14, among the 
"doubtful" (antilegomena), and Jerome (De Vir. ill. c. 6), "inter apocryphas scripturas." 
 
{1272} Voss, Dupin, Gallandi, Cave, Pearson, Lardner, Henke, Rordam, Schneckenburger, 
Franke, Gieseler, Credner, Bleek (formerly), Deuteronomy Wette, Mohler, Alzog, Sprinzl 
("genuine, but not inspired"), Sharpe. The interpolation hypothesis of Schenkel (1837) and 
Heydeke (1874) is untenable; the book must stand or fall as a whole. 
 
{1273} So Ussher, Daille, Cotelier, Tillemont, Mosheim, Neander, Ullmann, Baur, Hilgenfeld, 
Hefele, Dollinger, Kayser, Donaldson, Westcott, Muller, Wieseler, Weizsacker, Braunsberger, 
Harnack, Funk. Hefele urges eight arguments against the genuineness; but five of them are 
entirely inconclusive. See Milligan, l. c., who examines them carefully and concludes that the 
authenticity of the Epistle is more probable than is now commonly supposed. 
 
{1274} Or "sinners above all sin," uper pasan amartian anomwterouv, homines omni 
peccato iniquiores, c. 5. Paul might call himself in genuine humility "the chief of sinners," {1 
Timothy 1:15} with reference to his former conduct as a persecutor; but he certainly would not 
have used such a term of all the apostles nor would it be true of any of them but Judas. 
 
{1275} He is also charged with several blunders concerning Jewish history and worship which 
can hardly be expected from Barnabas the Levite. Comp. chs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 15. But this is disproved 
by Braunsberger (p. 253 sqq.), who shows that the epistle gives us interesting archaeological 
information in those chapters although he denies the genuineness. 
 
{1276} He is twice called an apostle, Acts 14:4,14, being included with Paul in apostoloi. 
 
{1277} So Neander, Mohler, Hefele (1840), Funk, GudemAnn. On the other hand, Lardner, 
Donaldson, Hilgenfeld, Kayser, Riggenbach, Hefele (1868), Braunsberger, Harnack contend that 
Barnabas and his readers were Gentile Christians, because he distinguishes himself and his 
readers (hJmei’) from the Jews chs. 2, 3, 4, 8. 10, 14, 16. But the same distinction is uniformly 
made by John in the Gospel, and was quite natural after the final separation between the church 
and the synagogue. The mistakes in Jewish history are doubtful and less numerous than the proofs 
of the writer’s familiarity with it. The strongest passage is ch. 16: "Before we became believers in 
God, the house of our heart was... full of idolatry and the house of demons, because we did what 
was contrary to God’s will." But even this, though more applicable to heathen, is not inapplicable 
to Jews; nor need we suppose that there were no Gentiles among the readers. Towards the close 
of the second century there were probably very few unmixed congregations. Lipsius and Volkmar 



seek the readers in Rome, Muller in Asia Minor, Schenkel, Hilgenfeld, Harnack, and Funk in 
Alexandria or Egypt. There is a similar difference of opinion concerning the readers of the Epistle 
to the Hebrews. 
 
{1278} Ch. 16 compared with the explanation of Daniel’s prophecy of the little horn in ch. 4. 
 
{1279} Hefele, Kayser, Baur, Muller, Lipsius, put the composition between 107 and 120 (before 
the building of Aelia Capitolina under Hadrian), and Braunsberger between 110 and 137; but 
Hilgenfeld, Reuss (Gesch. d. N. T, 4th ed., 1864, p. 233), (Ewald Gesch. d. Volkes Israel, VII. 
136), Weizsacker ("in Jahrb. fur Deutsch. Theol.," 1865, p. 391, and 1871, p. 569), Wieseler 
(Ibid. 1870, p. 603-614), and Funk (Prol. p. VI.), at the close of the first century, or even before 
79. Wieseler argues from the author’s interpretation of Daniel’s prophecy concerning the ten 
kingdoms and the little horn (ch. 4 and 16), that the Ep. was written under Domitian, the eleventh 
Rom. emperor, and "the little horn" of Daniel. Weiszacker and Cunningham refer the little hero to 
Vespasian (79-79), Hilgenfeld to Nerva; but even in the last case the Ep. would have been written 
before A. D. 98, when Nerva died. Milligan concludes that it was written very soon after the 
destruction of Jerusalem. But in fresh view of that terrible judgment, we can scarcely account for 
the danger of apostasy to Judaism. The author’s aim seems to presuppose a revival of Judaism 
and of Jewish tendencies within the Christian Church.  

 



168. Hermas. 
 
Editions. 
 
The older editions give only the imperfect Latin Version, first published by Faber Stapulensis 
(Par. 1513). Other Latin MSS. were discovered since. The Greek text (brought from Mt. Athos by 
Constantine Simonides, and called Cod. Lipsiensis) was first published by R. Anger, with a 
preface by G. Dindorf (Lips. 1856); then by Tischendorf, in Dressel’s Patres Apost., Lips 1857 
(p. 572-637); again in the second ed. 1863, where Tischenderf, (sic) in consequence of the 
intervening discovery of the Cod. Sinaiticus retracted his former objections to the originality of 
the Greek Hermas from Mt. Athos, which he had pronounced a mediaeval retranslation from the 
Latin (see the Proleg., Appendix and Preface to the second ed.). The poimhn ov rasiv is also 
printed in the fourth vol. of the large edition of the Codex Sinaiticus, at the close (pp. 142-148), 
Peters b. 1862. The texts from Mt. Athos and Mt. Sinai substantially agree. An Ethiopic 
translation appeared in Leipz. 1860, ed. with a Latin version by Ant. d’abbadie. Comp. Dillmann 
in the "Zeitschrift d. D. Morgenland. Gesellschaft "for 1861; Schodde: Hermas Nabi, the Ethiop. 
V of P. H. examined. Leipz. 1876 (criticised by Harnack in the "Theol. Lit. Ztg." 1877, fol. 58), 
and G. and H’s Proleg. xxxiv. sqq. 
 
O. V. Gebhardt, and Harnack: Patrum Apost. Opera, Fascic. III. Lips. 1877. Greek and Latin. A 
very careful recension of the text (from the Sinaitic MS.) by V. Gebhardt, with ample 
Prolegomena (84 pages), and a critical and historical commentary by Harnack. 
 
Funk’s fifth ed. of Hefele’s Patres Apost. I. 334-563. Gr. and Lat. Follows mostly the text of Von 
Gebhardt. 
 
Ad. Hilgenfeld: Hermae Pastor. Graece e codicibus Sinaitico et Lipsiensi... restituit, etc. Ed. 
altera emendata et valde aucta. Lips. 1881. With Prolegomena and critical annotations (257 pp.). 
By the same: Hermae Pastor Graece integrum ambitu. Lips., 1887 (pp. 130). From the Athos and 
Sinaitic MSS. 
 
S. P. Lambros (Prof. in Athens): A Collation of the Athos Codex of the Shepherd of Hermas, 
together with an Introduction. Translated and edited by J. A. Robinson, Cambridge, 1888. 
 
English translations by Wake (1693, from the Latin version); F. Crombie (Vol. I. of the "Ante-
Nicene Christian Library." 1867, from the Greek of the Sinait. MS.), by Charles H. Hoole (1870, 
from Hilgenfeld’s first ed. of 1866,) and by Robinson (1888). 
 
Essays. 
 
C. Reinh. Jachmann: Der Hirte der Hermas. Konigsberg, 1835. 
 
Ernst Gaa¢b: Der Hirte des Hermas. Basel, 1866 (pp. 203). 
 
Theod. Zahn: Der Hirt des Hermas. Gotha 1868. (Comp. also his review of Gaa¢b in the Studien 
und Kritiken for 1868, pp. 319-349). 
 
Charles R. Hoole (of Christ Church, Oxf.): The Shepherd of Hermas translated into English, with 
an Introduction and Notes. Lond., Oxf. and Cambr. 1870 (184 pages). 
 



Gust. Heyne: Quo tempore Hermae Pastor scriptus sit. Regimonti, 1872. 
 
J. Donaldson: The Apostolical Fathers (1874) p. 318-392. 
 
H. M. Behm: Der Verfasser der Schrift., welche d. Titel "Hirt" fuhrt. Rostock, 1876 (71 pp.). 
 
Brull: Der Hirt des Hermas. Nach Ursprung und Inhalt untersucht. Freiburg i. B. 1882. The 
same: Ueber den Ursprung des ersten Clemensbriefs und des Hirten des Hermas. 1882. 
 
Ad. Link: Christi Person und Werk im Hirten des Hermas. Marburg, 1886. Die Einheit des 
Pastor Hermae. Mar b. 1888. Defends the unity of Hermas against Hilgenfeld. 
 
P. Baumgartner: Die Einheit des Hermas-Buches. Freiburg, 1889. He mediates between 
Hilgenfeld and Link, and holds that the book was written by one author, but at different times. 
 
I. The Shepherd of Hermas {1280} has its title from the circumstance that the author calls himself 
Hermas and is instructed by the angel of repentance in the costume of a shepherd. It is 
distinguished from all the productions of the apostolic fathers by its literary form. It is the oldest 
Christian allegory, an apocalyptic book, a sort of didactic religious romance. This accounts in part 
for its great popularity in the ancient church. It has often been compared with Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s 
Progress and Dante’s Divina Commedia, though far inferior in literary merit and widely different 
in theology from either. For a long time it was only known in an old, inaccurate Latin translation, 
which was first published by Faber Stapulensis in 1513; but since 1856 and 1862, we have it also 
in the original Greek, in two texts, one hailing from Mount Athos re-discovered and compared by 
Lambros, and another (incomplete) from Mount Sinai. 
 
II. Character and Contents. The Pastor Hermae is a sort of system of Christian morality in an 
allegorical dress, and a call to repentance and to renovation of the already somewhat slumbering 
and secularized church in view of the speedily approaching day of judgment. It falls into three 
books: {1281} 
 
(1) Visions; four visions and revelations, which were given to the author, and in which the church 
appears to him first in the form of a venerable matron in shining garments with a book, then as a 
tower, and lastly as a virgin. All the visions have for their object to call Hermas and through him 
the church to repentance, which is now possible, but will close when the church tower is 
completed. 
 
It is difficult to decide whether the writer actually had or imagined himself to have had those 
visions, or invented them as a pleasing and effective mode of instruction, like Dante’s vision and 
Bunyan’s dream. 
 
(2) Mandats, or twelve commandments, prescribed by a guardian angel in the garb of a shepherd. 
 
(3) Similitudes, or ten parables, in which the church again appears, but now in the form of a 
building, and the different virtues are represented under the figures of stones and trees. The 
similitudes were no doubt suggested by the parables of the gospel, but bear no comparison with 
them for beauty and significance. 
 
The scene is laid in Rome and the neighborhood. The Tiber is named, but no allusion is made to 
the palaces, the court, the people and society of Rome, or to any classical work. An old lady, 



virgins, and angels appear, but the only persons mentioned by name are Hermas, Maximus, 
Clement and Grapte. 
 
The literary merit of the Shepherd is insignificant. It differs widely from apostolic simplicity and 
has now only an antiquarian interest, like the pictures and sculptures of the catacombs. It is prosy, 
frigid, monotonous, repetitious, overloaded with uninteresting details, but animated by a pure 
love of nature and an ardent zeal for doing good. The author was a self-made man of the people, 
Ignorant of the classics and Ignored by them, but endowed with the imaginative faculty and a 
talent for popular religious instruction. He derives lessons of wisdom and piety from shepherd 
and sheep, vineyards and pastures, towers and villas, and the language and events of every-day 
life. 
 
The first Vision is a fair specimen of the book, which opens like a love story, but soon takes a 
serious turn. The following is a faithful translation: 
 
1. "He who had brought me up, sold me to a certain Rhoda at Rome. {1282} Many years after, I 
met her again and began to love her as a sister. Some time after this, I saw her bathing in the river 
Tiber, and I gave her my hand and led her out of the river. And when I beheld her beauty, I 
thought in my heart, saying: ‘Happy should I be, if I had a wife of such beauty and goodness.’ 
This was my only thought, and nothing more." 
 
"After some time, as I went into the villages and glorified the creatures of God, for their 
greatness, and beauty, and power, I fell asleep while walking. And the Spirit seized me and 
carried me through a certain wilderness through which no man could travel, for the ground was 
rocky and impassable, on account of the water." 
 
"And when I had crossed the river, I came to a plain; and falling upon my knees, I began to pray 
unto the Lord and to confess my sins. And while I was praying, the heaven opened, and I beheld 
the woman that I loved saluting me from heaven, and saying: ‘Hail, Hermas!’ And when I beheld 
her, I said unto her: ‘Lady, what doest thou here?’ But she answered and said: ‘I was taken up, in 
order that I might bring to light thy sins before the Lord.’ And I said unto her: ‘Hast thou become 
my accuser?’ ‘No,’ said she; ‘but hear the words that I shall say unto thee. God who dwells in 
heaven, and who made the things that are out of that which is not, and multiplied and increased 
them on account of his holy church, is angry with thee because thou hast sinned against me.’ I 
answered and said unto her: ‘Have I sinned against thee? In what way? Did I ever say unto thee 
an unseemly word? Did I not always consider thee as a lady? Did I not always respect thee as a 
sister? Why doest thou utter against me, O Lady, these wicked and foul lies?’ But she smiled and 
said unto me: ‘The desire of wickedness has entered into thy heart. Does it not seem to thee an 
evil thing for a just man, if an evil desire enters into his heart? Yea, it is a sin, and a great one 
(said she). For the just man devises just things, and by devising just things is his glory established 
in the heavens, and he finds the Lord merciful unto him in all his ways; but those who desire evil 
things in their hearts, bring upon themselves death and captivity, especially they who set their 
affection upon this world, and who glory in their wealth, and lay not hold of the good things to 
come. The souls of those that have no hope, but have cast themselves and their lives away, shall 
greatly regret it. But do thou pray unto God, and thy sins shall be healed, and those of thy whole 
house and of all the saints.’" 
 
2. "After she had spoken these words, the heavens were closed, and I remained trembling all over 
and was sorely troubled. And I said within myself: ‘If this sin be set down against me, how can I 
be saved? or how can I propitiate God for the multitude of my sins? or with what words shall I 
ask the Lord to have mercy upon me?’" 



 
"While I was meditating on these things, and was musing on them in my heart, I beheld in front 
of me a great white chair made out of fleeces of wool; and there came an aged woman, clad in 
very shining raiment, and having a book in her hand, and she sat down by herself on the chair and 
saluted me, saying: ‘Hail, Hermas!’ And I, sorrowing and weeping, said unto her: ‘Hail, Lady!’ 
And she said unto me: ‘Why art thou sorrowful, O Hermas, for thou wert wont to be patient, and 
good-tempered, and always smiling? Why is thy countenance cast down? and why art thou not 
cheerful?’ And I said unto her: ‘O Lady, I have been reproached by a most excellent woman, who 
said unto me that I sinned against her.’ And she said unto me: ‘Far be it from the servant of God 
to do this thing. But of a surety a desire after her must have come into thy heart. Such an intent as 
this brings a charge of sin against the servant of God; for it is an evil and horrible intent that a 
devout and tried spirit should lust after an evil deed; and especially that the chaste Hermas should 
do so-he who abstained from every evil desire, and was full of all simplicity, and of great 
innocence!’" 
 
3. "But [she continued] God is not angry with thee on account of this, but in order that thou 
mayest convert thy house, which has done iniquity against the Lord, and against you who art their 
parent. But thou, in thy love for your children (filoteknov wn) didst not rebuke thy house, but 
didst allow it to become dreadfully wicked. On this account is the Lord angry with thee; but He 
will heal all the evils that happened aforetime in thy house; for through the sins and iniquities of 
thy household thou hast been corrupted by the affairs of this life. But the mercy of the Lord had 
compassion upon thee, and upon thy house, and will make thee strong and establish thee in His 
glory. Only be not slothful, but be of good courage and strengthen thy house. For even as the 
smith, by smiting his work with the hammer, accomplishes the thing that he wishes, so shall the 
daily word of righteousness overcome all iniquity. Fail not, therefore, to rebuke thy children, for I 
know that if they will repent with all their heart, they will be written in the book of life, together 
with the saints." 
 
"After these words of hers were ended, she said unto me: ‘Dost thou wish to hear me read?’ I said 
unto her: ‘Yea, Lady, I do wish it.’ She said unto me: ‘Be thou a hearer, and listen to the glories 
of God.’ Then I heard, after a great and wonderful fashion, that which my memory was unable to 
retain; for all the words were terrible, and beyond man’s power to bear. The last words, however, 
I remembered; for they were profitable for us, and gentle: ‘Behold the God of power, who by his 
invisible strength, and His great wisdom, has created the world, and by His magnificent counsel 
hath crowned His creation with glory, and by His mighty word has fixed the heaven, and founded 
the earth upon the waters, and by His own wisdom and foresight has formed His holy church, 
which He has also blessed! Behold, He removes the heavens from their places, and the 
mountains, and the hills, and the stars, and everything becomes smooth before His elect, that He 
may give unto them the blessing which He promised them with great glory and joy, if only they 
shall keep with firm faith the laws of God which they have received.’" 
 
4. "When, therefore, she had ended her reading, and had risen up from the chair, there came four 
young men, and took up the chair, and departed towards the east. Then she called me, and 
touched my breast, and said unto me: ‘Hast thou been pleased with my reading?’ And I said unto 
her: ‘Lady, these last things pleased me; but the former were hard and harsh.’ But she spake unto 
me, saying: ‘These last are for the righteous; but the former are for the heathen and the apostates." 
While she was yet speaking with me, there appeared two men, and they took her up in their arms 
and departed unto the east, whither also the chair had gone. And she departed joyfully; and as she 
departed, she said: ‘Be of good courage, O Hermas!’ 
 



III. The theology of Hermas is ethical and practical. He is free from speculative opinions and 
Ignorant of theological technicalities. He views Christianity as a new law and lays chief stress on 
practice. Herein he resembles James, but he ignores the "liberty" by which James distinguishes 
the "perfect" Christian law from the imperfect old law of bondage. He teaches not only the merit, 
but the supererogatory merit of good works and the sin-atoning virtue of martyrdom. He knows 
little or nothing of the gospel, never mentions the word, and has no idea of justifying faith, 
although he makes faith the chief virtue and the mother of virtues. He dwells on man’s duty and 
performance more than on God’s gracious promises and saving deeds. In a word, his Christianity 
is thoroughly legalistic and ascetic, and further off from the evangelical spirit than any other book 
of the apostolic fathers. Christ is nowhere named, nor his example held up for imitation (which is 
the true conception of Christian life); yet he appears as "the Son of God, and is represented as 
pre-existent and strictly divine." {1283} The word Christian never occurs. 
 
But this meagre view of Christianity, far from being heretical or schismatic, is closely connected 
with catholic orthodoxy as far as we can judge from hints and figures. Hermas stood in close 
normal relation to the Roman congregation (either under Clement or Pius), and has an exalted 
view of the "holy church," as he calls the church universal. He represents her as the first creature 
of God for which the world was made, as old and ever growing younger; yet he distinguishes this 
ideal church from the real and represents the latter as corrupt. He may have inferred this 
conception in part from the Epistle to the Ephesians, the only one of Paul’s writings with which 
he shows himself familiar. He requires water-baptism as indispensable to salvation, even for the 
pious Jews of the old dispensation, who received it from the apostles in Hades. {1284} He does 
not mention the eucharist, but this is merely accidental. The whole book rests on the idea of an 
exclusive church out of which there is no salvation. It closes with the characteristic exhortation of 
the angel: "Do good works, ye who have received earthly blessings from the Lord, that the 
building of the tower (the church) may not be finished while ye loiter; for the labor of the 
building has been interrupted for your sakes. Unless, therefore, ye hasten to do right, the tower 
will be finished, and ye will be shut out." 
 
Much of the theology of Hermas is drawn from the Jewish apocalyptic writings of pseudo-Enoch, 
pseudo-Esdras, and the lost Book of Eldad and Medad. {1285} So his doctrine of angels. He 
teaches that six angels were first created and directed the building of the church. Michael, their 
chief, writes the law in the hearts of the faithful; the angel of repentance guards the penitent 
against relapse and seeks to bring back the fallen. Twelve good spirits which bear the names of 
Christian virtues, and are seen by Hermas in the form of Virgins, conduct the believer into the 
kingdom of heaven; twelve unclean spirits named from the same number of sins hinder him. 
Every man has a good and an evil genius. Even reptiles and other animals have a presiding angel. 
The last idea Jerome justly condemns as foolish. 
 
It is confusing and misleading to judge Hermas from the apostolic conflict between Jewish and 
Gentile Christianity. {1286} That conflict was over. John shows no traces of it in his Gospel and 
Epistles. Clement of Rome mentions Peter and Paul as inseparable. The two types had melted into 
the one Catholic family, and continued there as co-operative elements in the same organization, 
but were as yet very imperfectly understood, especially the free Gospel of Paul. Jewish and pagan 
features reappeared, or rather they never disappeared, and exerted their influence for good and 
evil. Hence there runs through the whole history of Catholicism a legalistic or Judaizing, and an 
evangelical or Pauline tendency; the latter prevailed in the Reformation and produced Protestant 
Christianity. Hermas stood nearest to James and furthest from Paul; his friend Clement of Rome 
stood nearer to Paul and further off from James: but neither one nor the other had any idea of a 
hostile conflict between the apostles. 
 



IV. Relation to the Scriptures. Hermas is the only one of the apostolic fathers who abstains from 
quoting the Old Testament Scriptures and the words of our Lord. This absence is due in part to 
the prophetic character of the Shepherd, for prophecy is its own warrant, and speaks with divine 
authority. There are, however, indications that he knew several books of the New Testament, 
especially the Gospel of Mark, the Epistle of James, and the Epistle to the Ephesians. The name 
of Paul is nowhere mentioned, but neither are the other apostles. It is wrong, therefore, to infer 
from this silence an anti-Pauline tendency. Justin Martyr likewise omits the name, but shows 
acquaintance with the writings of Paul. {1287} 
 
V. Relation to Montanism. The assertion of the prophetic gift and the disciplinarian rigorism 
Hermas shares with the Montanists; but they arose half a century later, and there is no historic 
connection. Moreover his zeal for discipline does not run into schismatic excess. He makes 
remission and absolution after baptism difficult, but not impossible; he ascribes extra merit to 
celibacy and seems to have regretted his own unhappy marriage, but he allows second marriage 
as well as second repentance, at least till the return of the Lord which, with Barnabas, he supposes 
to be near at hand. Hence Tertullian as a Montanist denounced Hermas. 
 
VI. Authorship and time of composition. Five opinions are possible. (a) The author was the friend 
of Paul to whom he sends greetings in Romans 16:14, in the year 58. This is the oldest opinion 
and accounts best for its high authority. {1288} (b) A contemporary of Clement, presbyter-bishop 
of Rome, A. D. 92-101. Based upon the testimony of he book itself. {1289} (c) A brother of 
Bishop Pius of Rome (140). So asserts an unknown author of 170 in the Muratorian fragment of 
the canon. {1290} But he may have confounded the older and younger Hermas with the Latin 
translator. (d) The book is the work of two or three authors, was begun under Trajan before 112 
and completed by the brother of Pius in 140. {1291} (e) Hermas is a fictitious name to lend 
apostolic authority to the Shepherd. (f) Barely worth mentioning is the isolated assertion of the 
Ethiopian version that the apostle Paul wrote the Shepherd under the name of Hermas which was 
given to him by the inhabitants of Lystra. 
 
We adopt the second view, which may be combined with the first. The author calls himself 
Hermas and professes to be a contemporary of the Roman Clement, who was to send his book to 
foreign churches. {1292} This testimony is clear and must outweigh every other. If the Hermas 
mentioned by Paul was a young disciple in 58, he may well have lived to the age of Trajan, and 
be expressly represents himself as an aged man at the time when he wrote. 
 
We further learn from the author that he was a rather unfortunate husband and the father of bad 
children, who had lost his wealth in trade through his own sins and those of his neglected sons but 
who awoke to repentance and now came forward himself, as a plain preacher of righteousness, 
though without any official position, and apparently a mere layman. {1293} He had been formerly 
a slave and sold by his master to a certain Christian lady in Rome by the name of Rhoda. It has 
been inferred from his Greek style that be was born in Egypt and brought up in a Jewish family. 
{1294} But the fact that he first mistook the aged woman who represents the church, for the 
heathen Sibyl, rather suggests that he was of Gentile origin. We may infer the same from his 
complete silence about the prophetic Scriptures of the Old Testament. He says nothing of his 
conversion. 
 
The book was probably written at the close of the first or early in the second century. It shows no 
trace of a hierarchical organization, and assumes the identity of presbyters and bishops; even 
Clement of Rome is not called a bishop. {1295} The state of the church is indeed described as 
corrupt, but corruption began already in the apostolic age, as we see from the Epistles and the 



Apocalypse. At the time of Irenaeus the book was held in the highest esteem, which implies its 
early origin. 
 
VII. Authority and value. No product of post-apostolic literature has undergone a greater change 
in public esteem. The Shepherd was a book for the times, but not for all times. To the Christians 
of the second and third century it had all the charm of a novel from the spirit-world, or as 
Bunyan’s Pilgrims’ Progress has at the present day. It was even read in public worship down to 
the time of Eusebius and Jerome, and added to copies of the Holy Scriptures (as the Codex 
Sinaiticus, where it follows after the Ep. of Barnabas). Irenaeus quotes it as "divine Scripture." 
{1296} The Alexandrian fathers, who with all their learning were wanting in sound critical 
discrimination, regarded it as "divinely inspired," though Origen intimates that others judged less 
favorably. {1297} Eusebius classes it with the "spurious," though orthodox books, like the Epistle 
of Barnabas, the Acts of Paul, etc.; and Athanasius puts it on a par with the Apocrypha of the Old 
Testament, which are useful for catechetical instruction. 
 
In the Latin church where it originated, it never rose to such high authority. The Muratorian 
canon regards it as apocryphal, and remarks that "it should be read, {1298} but not publicly used 
in the church or numbered among the prophets or the apostles." Tertullian, who took offence at its 
doctrine of the possibility of a second repentance, and the lawfulness of second marriage, speaks 
even contemptuously of it. {1299} So does Jerome in one passage, though he speaks respectfully 
of it in another. {1300} Ambrose and Augustin Ignore it. The decree of Pope Gelasius I. (about 
500) condemns the book as apocryphal. Since that time it shared the fate of all Apocrypha, and 
fell into entire neglect. The Greek original even disappeared for centuries, until it turned up 
unexpectedly in the middle of the nineteenth century to awaken a new interest, and to try the 
ingenuity of scholars as one of the links in the development of catholic Christianity. 
 
Note. 
 
The Pastor Hermae has long ceased to be read for devotion or entertainment. We add some 
modern opinions. Mosheim (who must have read it very superficially) pronounced the talk of the 
heavenly spirits in Hermas to be more stupid and insipid than that of the barbers of his day, and 
concluded that he was either a fool or an impostor. The great historian Niebuhr, as reported by 
Bunsen, used to say that he pitied the Athenian [why not the Roman?] Christians who were 
obliged to listen to the reader of such a book in the church. Bunsen himself pronounces it "a well-
meant but silly romance." 
 
On the other hand, some Irvingite scholars, Dr. Thiersch and Mr. Gaab, have revived the old 
belief in a supernatural foundation for the visions, as having been really seen and recorded in the 
church of Rome during the apostolic age, but afterwards modified and mingled with errors by the 
compiler under Pius. Gaab thinks that Hermas was gifted with the power of vision, and inspired 
in the same sense as Swedenborg. 
 
Westcott ascribes "the highest value" to the Shepherd, "as showing in what way Christianity was 
endangered by the influence of Jewish principles as distinguished from Jewish forms." Hist. of 
the Canon of the N. T p. 173 (second ed.) 
 
Donaldson (a liberal Scotch Presbyterian) thinks that the Shepherd "ought to derive a peculiar 
interest from its being the first work extant, the main effort of which is to direct the soul to God. 
The other religious books relate to internal workings in the church—this alone specially deals 
with the great change requisite to living to God.... Its creed is a very short and simple one. Its 
great object is to exhibit the morality implied in conversion, and it is well calculated to awaken a 



true sense of the spiritual foes that are ever ready to assail him." (Ap. Fath., p. 339). But he also 
remarks (p. 336) that "nothing would more completely show the immense difference between 
ancient Christian feeling and modern, than the respect in which ancient, and a large number of 
modern Christians hold this work." 
 
George A. Jackson (an American Congregationalist) judges even more favorably (Ap. Fath., 
1879, p. 15): "Reading the ‘Shepherd,’ and remembering that it appeared in the midst of a society 
differing little from that satirized by Juvenal, we no longer wonder at the esteem in which it was 
held by the early Christians, but we almost join with them in calling it an inspired book." 
 
Mr. Hoole, of Oxford, agrees with the judgment of Athanasius, and puts its literary character on 
the same footing as the pious but rude art of the Roman catacombs. 
 
Dr. Salmon, of Dublin, compares Hermas with Savonarola, who sincerely believed: (a) that the 
church of his time was corrupt and worldly; (b) that a time of great tribulation was at hand, in 
which the dross should be purged away; (c) that there was still an intervening time for repentance; 
(d) that he himself was divinely commissioned to be a preacher of that repentance. 
 
{1280} Pastor Hermae, o poimhn. Comp. Vis. I. 1, 2, 4; II. 2. 
 
{1281} This division, however, is made by later editors. 
 
{1282} So v. Gebh. and Hilgenf. ed. II., with Cod. Sin. But the MSS. vary considerably. The 
Vatican MS. reads: vendidit quandam puellam Romae. The words, eiv rwmhn would indicate that 
the writer was not from Rome; but he often confounds eij and ejn. 
 
{1283} In the Visions and Mandates the person of the Redeemer is mentioned only three times; in 
the Similitudes Hermas speaks repeatedly of the "Son of God." and seems to identify his pre-
existent divine nature with the Holy Spirit. Sim. I X. 1 to pneuma to agion... ov yeov tou yeou 
estin. But a passage in a parable must not be pressed and it is differently explained. Comp. 
Hilgenfeld, Ap. Vater, 166 sq., Harnack’s notes on Sim. V. 5 and IX. 1; the different view of 
Zahn, 139 sqq. and 245 sqq., and especially Link’s monograph quoted above (p. 680). 
 
{1284} This is the natural interpretation of the carious passage Simil. IX. 16: These apostles and 
teachers who preached the name of the Son of God, after having fallen asleep in the power and 
faith of the Son of God, preached to those also who were asleep and gave to them the seal of 
preaching. They descended therefore into the water with them and again ascended (katebhsan 
oun met autwn eiv to udwr kai palin anebhsan). But these descended alive and again 
ascended alive; but those who had fallen asleep before descended dead (nekroi) and ascended 
alive (xwntev). "This imaginary post-mortem baptism is derived from the preaching of Christ in 
Hades," 1 Peter 3:19 4:6. Clement of Alex. quotes this passage with approbation, but supposed 
that Christ as well as the apostles baptized in Hades. Strom. II. 9. 44; VI. 6, 45, 46. Cotelier and 
Donaldson (p. 380) are wrong in interpreting Hermas as meaning merely a metaphorical and 
mystical baptism, or the divine blessings symbolized by it. 
 
{1285} The last is expressly quoted in the Second Vision. 
 
{1286} As is done by, the Tubingen School, but without unanimity. Schwegler, and, with 
qualifications, Hilgenfeld and Lipsius represent Hermas as an Ebionite, while Ritschl on the 
contrary assigns him to the school of Paul. There is no trace whatever in Hermas of the essential 
features of Ebionism circumcision, the sabbath, the antipathy to Paul; -nor on the other hand of an 



understanding of the specific doctrines of Paul. Uhlhorn his the point (l. c. p. 13): "Hermas ist ein 
Glied der damaligen orthodoxen Kirche, und seine Auffassung der christlichen Lehre die eines 
einfachen Gemeindegliedes one be stimmte Auspragung irgend eines Parteicharakters." 
 
{1287} See the list of Scripture allusions of Hermas in Gebhardt’s ed. p. 272-274; in Funk’s ed. I. 
575-578; Hilgenfeld, Die Ap. Vater, 182-184; Zahn, Hermae Pastore N. T. illustratus, Gott. 1867; 
and D. Hirt d. H. 391-482. Zahn discovers considerable familiarity of H. with the N. T. writings. 
On the relation of Hermas to John see Holtzmann, in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift fur wissensch. 
Theol." 1875, p. 40 sqq. 
 
{1288} So Origen (his opinion, puto enim, etc.), Eusebius, Jerome, probably also Irenaeus and 
Clement of Alexandria; among recent writers Cotelier, Cave, Lardner, Gallandi, Lumper, 
Lachmann, Sprinzl. 
 
{1289} Gaab, Zahn, Caspari, Alzog, Salmon (in "Dict. of Chr. Biog. II. 912 sqq."). 
 
{1290} "Pastorem vero nuperrime temporibus nostris in urbe Roma Herma (Hermas) conscripsit, 
sedente, [in] cathedra urbis Romae ecclesiae Pio episcopo, fratre ejus. Et ideo legi cum quidem 
opportet, [sed] publicare vero in ecclesia populo neque inter prophetas completum [read: 
completos] numero, neque inter apostolos, in finem temporum potest." The same view is set forth 
in a poem of pseudo-Tertullian against Marcion: 
 
Post hunc [Hyginus] deinde Pius, Hermas, cui germine frater, 
 
Angelicus Pastor, qui tradita verba locutus. 
 
It is also contained in the Liberian Catalogue of Roman bishops (A. D. 354), and advocated by 
Mosheim, Schrockh, Credner, Hefele, Lipsius, Ritschl, Heyne, v. Gebhardt, Harnack, Brull, 
Funk, Uhlhorn, Baumgartner. Others assume that the brother of Pius was the author, but 
simulated an elder Hermas. 
 
{1291} Hilgenfeld desIgnates these authors H. a. equals Hermas apocalypticus H. P. equals 
Hermas pastoralis H. s. equals Hermas secundarius. See Prol. p. XXI. sq. Thiersch, Count de 
Champagny (Les Antonins, ed. III 1875, T. I, p. 144) and Gueranger likewise assumed more than 
one author. But the book is a unit. Comp. Harnack versus Hilgenfeld in the "Theol. Literatur-
Zeitung" for 1882, f. 249 sqq., Link, Baumgartner, Lambros, quoted above. 
 
{1292} In Vis. II. 4 Hermas receives the command to write "two books and to send one to 
Clement and one to Grapte;" and Clement was to send the books to foreign cities (eiv ta exw 
poleiv). This seems to imply that he was the well known bishop of Rome. Grapte was a 
deaconess, having charge of widows and orphans. The opinion of Origen that Clement and Grapte 
represent the spiritual and literal methods of interpretation is merely an allegorical fancy. 
Donaldson and Harnack assume that Clement is an unknown person, but this is inconsistent with 
the assumed authority of that person. 
 
{1293} He is told in the Second Vision, ch. 2: "Your seed, 0 Hermas, has sinned against God, and 
they have blasphemed against the Lord, and in their great wickedness they, have betrayed their 
parents ... and their iniquities have been filled up. But make known these words to all your 
children, and to your wife who is to be your sister. For she does not restrain her tongue, with 
which she commits iniquity; but on hearing these words she will control herself, and will obtain 
mercy." The words "who is to be your sister" probably refer to future continence or separation. 



Tillemont and Hefele regard Hermas as a presbyter, but Fleury, Hilgenfeld, Thiersch, Zahn, 
Uhlhorn and Salmon as a layman. He always speaks of presbyters as if he were not one of them, 
and severely censures the Roman clergy. Justin Martyr was also a lay-preacher, but with more 
culture. 
 
{1294} Zahn infers from the Jewish Greek idiom of Hermas that he grew up in Jewish circles and 
was perhaps acquainted with the Hebrew language. On the other hand Harnack supposes (Notes 
on Vis. I. 1) that Hermas was descended from Christian parents, else he would not have omitted to 
inform us of his conversion in the house of Rhoda. Hilgenfeld (p. 138) makes Hermas a Jew, but 
his master, who sold him, a Gentile. Robinson conjectures that he was a Greek slave (Sim. IX.) 
and wrote reminiscences of his youth.  

 



169. Papias. 
 
(I.) The fragments of Papias collected in Routh: Reliquiae, Sacrae, ed. II., Oxf., 1846, vol. I., 3-
16. Von Gebhardt and Harnack: Patres Apost., Appendix: Papice Fragmenta, I., 180-196. 
English translation in Roberts and Donaldson. "Ante-Nicene Library." I., 441-448. 
 
Passages on Papias in Irenaeus: Adv. Haer., v. 33, 3, 4. Euseb. H. E. III. 36, 39; Chron. ad 
Olymp. 220, ed. Schone II. 162. Also a few later notices; see Routh and the Leipz. ed. of P. A.. 
The Vita S. Papiae, by the Jesuit Halloix, Duaei, l633, is filled with a fanciful account of the 
birth, education, ordination, episcopal and literary labors of the saint, of whom very little is really 
known. 
 
(II.) Separate articles on Papias, mostly connected with the Gospel question, by Schleiermacher 
(on his testimonies concerning Matthew and Mark in the ("Studien und Kritiken" for l832, p. 
735); Th. Zahn (ibid. 1866, No. IV. p. 649 sqq.); G. E. Steitz (in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 
1868, No. 1. 63-95, and art. Papias in "Herzog’s Encyc." ed. I. vol. XI., 78-86; revised by 
Leimbach in ed. II. vol. XI. 194-206); James Donaldson (The Apost. Fathers 1874, p. 393-402); 
Bishop Lightfoot (in the "Contemporary Review" for Aug., 1875, pp. 377-403; a careful 
examination of the testimonies of Papias concerning the Gospels of Mark and Matthew against 
the misstatements in "Supernatural Religion"); Leimbach (Das Papiasfragment, 1875) 
Weiffenbach Das Papiasfragment, 1874 and 1878); Hilgefeld ("Zeitschrift fur wissensch. Theol." 
1875, 239 sqq.); Ludemann (Zur Erklarunq des Papiasfragments, in the "Jahrbucher fur protest. 
Theol.," 1879, p. 365 sqq.); H. Holtzmann (Papias und Johannes, in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift fur 
wissensch Theologie," 1880, pp. 64-77). Comp. also Westcott on the Canon of the N. T., p. 59-68. 
 
Papias, a disciple of John {1301} and friend of Polycarp, was bishop of Hierapolis, in Phrygia, till 
towards the middle of the second century. According to a later tradition in the "Paschal 
Chronicle," he suffered martyrdom at Pergamon about the same time with Polycarp at Smyrna. 
As the death of the latter has recently been put back from 166 to 155, the date of Papias must 
undergo a similar change; and as his contemporary friend was at least 86 years old, Papias was 
probably born about A. D. 70, so that he may have known St. John, St. Philip the Evangelist, and 
other primitive disciples who survived the destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
Papias was a pious, devout and learned student of the Scriptures, and a faithful traditionist, 
though somewhat credulous and of limited comprehension. {1302} He carried the heavenly 
treasure in an earthen vessel. His associations give him considerable weight. He went to the 
primitive sources of the Christian faith. "I shall not regret," he says, "to subjoin to my 
interpretations [of the Lord’s Oracles], whatsoever I have at any time accurately ascertained and 
treasured up in my memory, as I have received it from the elders (para twn presbuterwn) and 
have recorded it to give additional confirmation to the truth, by my testimony. For I did not, like 
most men, delight in those who speak much, but in those who teach the truth; nor in those who 
record the commands of others [or new and strange commands], but in those who record the 
commands given by the Lord to our faith, and proceeding from truth itself. If then any one who 
had attended on the elders came, I made it a point to inquire what were the words of the elders; 
what Andrew, or what Peter said, or Philip, or Thomas, or James, or John, or Matthew, or any 
other of the disciples of our Lord; and what things Aristion and the elder John, the disciples of the 
Lord, say. For I was of opinion that I could not derive so much benefit from books as from the 
living and abiding voice." {1303} He collected with great zeal the oral traditions of the apostles 
and their disciples respecting the discourses and works of Jesus, and published them in five books 
under the title: "Explanation of the Lord’s Discourses." {1304} 



 
Unfortunately this book, which still existed in the thirteenth century, is lost with the exception of 
valuable and interesting fragments preserved chiefly by Irenaeus and Eusebius. Among these are 
his testimonies concerning the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew and the Petrine Gospel of Mark, 
which figure so prominently in all the critical discussions on the origin of the Gospels. {1305} 
The episode on the woman taken in adultery which is found in some MSS. of John 7:53-8:11, or 
after Luke 21:38, has been traced to the same source and was perhaps to illustrate the word of 
Christ, John 8:15 ("I judge no man"); for Eusebius reports that Papias "set forth another narrative 
concerning a woman who was maliciously accused before the Lord of many sins, which is 
contained in the Gospel according to the Hebrews." {1306} If so, we are indebted to him for the 
preservation of a precious fact which at once illustrates in a most striking manner our Saviour’s 
absolute purity in dealing with sin, and his tender compassion toward the sinner. Papias was an 
enthusiastic chiliast, and the famous parable of the fertility of the millennium which he puts in the 
Lord’s mouth and which Irenaeus accepted in good faith, may have been intended as an 
explanation of the Lord’s word concerning the fruit of the vine which he shall drink new in his 
Father’s kingdom, Matthew 26:29 {1307} His chiliasm is no proof of a Judaizing tendency, for it 
was the prevailing view in the second century. He also related two miracles, the resurrection of a 
dead man which took place at the time of Philip (the Evangelist), as he learned from his 
daughters, and the drinking of poison without harm by Justus Barsabas. 
 
Papias proves the great value which was attached to the oral traditions of the apostles and their 
disciples in the second century. He stood on the threshold of a new period when the last witnesses 
of the apostolic age were fast disappearing, and when it seemed to be of the utmost importance to 
gather the remaining fragments of inspired wisdom which might throw light on the Lord’s 
teaching, and guard the church against error. 
 
But he is also an important witness to the state of the canon before the middle of the second 
century. He knew the first two Gospels, and in all probability also the Gospel of John, for he 
quoted, as Eusebius expressly says, from the first Epistle of John, which is so much like the 
fourth Gospel in thought and style that they stand or fall as the works of one and the same author. 
{1308} He is one of the oldest witnesses to the inspiration and credibility of the Apocalypse of 
John, and commented on a part of it. {1309} He made use of the first Epistle of Peter, but is silent 
as far as we know concerning Paul and Luke. This has been variously explained from accident or 
Ignorance or dislike, but best from the nature of his design to collect only words of the Lord. 
Hermas and Justin Martyr likewise Ignore Paul, and yet knew his writings. That Papias was not 
hostile to the great apostle may be inferred from his intimacy with Polycarp, who lauds Paul in 
his Epistle. 
 
Notes. 
 
The relation of Papias to the Apostle John is still a disputed point. Irenaeus, the oldest witness 
and himself a pupil of Polycarp, calls Papias iwannou men akousthv, polukarpou de 
etairov (Adv. Haer. V. 33, 4). He must evidently mean here the Apostle John. Following him, 
Jerome and later writers (Maximus Confessor, Andrew of Crete and Anastasius Sinaita) call him 
a disciple of the Apostle John, and this view has been defended with much learning and acumen 
by Dr. Zahn (1866), and, independently of him, by Dr. Milligan (on John the Presbyter, in 
Cowper’s "Journal of Sacred Literature" for Oct., 1867, p. 106 sqq.), on the assumption of the 
identity of the Apostle John with "Presbyter John;" comp. 2 and 3 John , where the writer calls 
himself ov presbuterov. Riggenbach (on John the Ap. and John the Presbyter, in the 
"Jahrbucher fur Deutsche Theologie," 1868, pp. 319-334), Hengstenberg, Leimbach, take the 
same view (also Schaff in History of the Apost. Ch., 1853, p. 421). 



 
On the other hand, Eusebius (H. E. III. 39) infers that Papias distinguishes between John the 
Apostle and "the Presbyter John" (ov presbuterov iwannhv) so called, and that he was a pupil 
of the Presbyter only. He bases the distinction on a fragment he quotes from the introduction to 
the "Explanation of the Lord’s Discourses," where Papias says that he ascertained the primitive 
traditions: ti andreav h ti petrov eipen [in the past tense], h ti filippov h ti ywmav h 
iakwbov h ti iwannhv [the Apostle] h matyaiov, h tiv eterov twn tou kuriou mayhtwn, a 
te aristiwn kai o presbuterov iwannhv, oi tou kuriou 
 [not twn apostolwn] mayhtai, legousin [present tense]. Here two Johns seem to be clearly 
distinguished; but the Presbyter John, together with an unknown Aristion, is likewise called a 
disciple of the Lord (not of the Apostles). The distinction is maintained by Steitz, Tischendorf, 
Keim, Weiffenbach, Ludemann, Donaldson, Westcott, and Lightfoot. In confirmation of this 
view, Eusebius states that two graves were shown at Ephesus bearing the name of John (III 39: 
duo en efesw genesyai mnhmata, kai ekateron iwannou eti nun legesyai). But Jerome, 
Deuteronomy Vir. ill. c. 9, suggests, that both graves were only memories of the Apostle. Beyond 
this, nothing whatever is known of this mysterious Presbyter John, and it was a purely critical 
conjecture of the anti-millennarian Dionysius of Alexandria that he was the author of the 
Apocalypse (Euseb. VII. 25). The substance of the mediaeval legend of "Prester John" was 
undoubtedly derived from another source. 
 
In any case, it is certainly possible that Papias, like his friend Polycarp, may have seen and heard 
the aged apostle who lived to the close of the first or the beginning of the second century. It is 
therefore unnecessary to charge Irenaeus with an error either of name or memory. It is more 
likely that Eusebius misunderstood Papias, and is responsible for a fictitious John, who has 
introduced so much confusion into the question of the authorship of the Johannean Apocalypse. 
 
{1295} The church officers appear as a plurality of presbuvteroi, or seniores, or praesides, of 
equal rank, but Clement of Rome is supposed to have a certain supervision in relation to foreIgn 
churches. Vis. II., 2, 4; III, 9; Simil. IX., 31. In one passage (Vis. III., 5) Hermas mentions four 
officers "apostles, bishops, teachers, and deacons." The "bishops" here include presbyters, and the 
"teachers" are either all preachers of the gospel or the presbyter-bishops in their teaching (as 
distinct from their ruling) capacity and function. In other passages be names only the ajpovstoloi 
and didavskaloi, Sim. IX., 15, 16, 25; comp. Paul’s poimevne kaiv didavskaloi, Ephesians 4:11. 
The statements of Hermas on church organization are rather loose and indefinite. They have been 
discussed by Hilgenfeld and Harnack in favor of presbyterianism, by Hefele and Rothe in favor of 
episcopacy. Lightfoot, who identifies Hermas with the brother of bishop Pius (140), says: "Were 
it not known that the writer’s own brother was bishop of Rome(?), we should be at a loss what to 
say about the constitution of the Roman church in his day." (Com. on Philipp., p. 218.) 
 
{1296} Adv. Haer. IV. 20, 2: eipen h grafh h legousa. Then follows a quotation from Mand. I. 
1: "First of all believe that there is one God who created and prepared and made all things out of 
nothing." Possibly the wrong reference was a slip of memory in view of familiar passages, 2 
Maccabees 7:28 (panta ex ouk ontwn epoisen); Hebrews 11:3; Mark 12:29 (ov yeov eiv 
esti); James 2:18 Hilgenfeld thinks that the Hermas was known also to the author of the 
khrugma petrou and pseudo-Clement. 
 
{1297} See the quotations from Clement of Alex. and Origen in G. and H. Prol., p. LIII.-LVI. 
Zahn says that "the history of the ecclesiastical authority of Hermas in the East begins with an 
unbounded recognition of the same as a book resting on divine revelation." 
 
{1298} In private only, or in the church? The passage is obscure and disputed. 



 
{1299} On account of this comparative mildness (Mand. IV., 1), Tertullian calls Hermas 
sarcastically "ille apocryphus Pastor maechorum." Deuteronomy Pud. c. 20; comp. c. 10. 
 
{1300} Jerome calls the Shepherd "revera utilis liber." which was publicly read in certain 
churches of Greece, and quoted by many ancient writers as an authority, but "almost unknown 
among the Latins" (apud Latinos’ paene Ignotus). Op. II. 846. In another passage, Op. VI. 604, 
he condemns the view of the angelic supervision of animals (Vis. IV. 2). 
 
{1301} See notes at the end of this section. 
 
{1302} Eusebius, H. E. III. 39, says that he was sfodra smikrov ton noun, "very, small-
minded" and that this appears from his writings; but he was no doubt unfavorably influenced in 
his judgment by the strong millennarianism of Papias, which he mentions just before; and even if 
well founded, it would not invalidate his testimony as to mere facts. In another place (III. 36), 
Eusebius calls him a man of comprehensive learning and knowledge of the Scriptures (anhr ta 
panta oti malista logiwtatov kai thv grafhv eudhmwn, omni doctrinae genere 
instructissimus et in scriptura sacra versatus). Learning, piety, and good sense are not always 
combined. The passage, however, is wanting in some MSS. of Eusebius. See the note of 
Heinichen, vol. I. 141 sqq. 
 
{1303} para zwshv fwnhv kai menoushv Eus. III. 39 (Heinichen, 1. 148). 
 
{1304} logiwn kuriskwn exhghsiv, Explanatio sermonum Domini. The word exhghsiv here 
no doubt means interpretation of some already existing gospel record, since Anastasius of Sinai 
(d. 599) classes Papias among Biblical exegetes or interpreters. He probably took as his text the 
canonical Gospels, and gave his own comments on the Lord’s Discourses therein contained, 
together with additional sayings which he had derived, directly or indirectly, from personal 
disciples of Christ. Although this work has disappeared for several centuries, it may possibly yet 
be recovered either in the original, or in a Syriac or Armenian version. The work was still extant 
in 1218 in the MSS. collection of the church at Nismes, according to Gallandi and Pitra. It is also 
mentioned thrice in the Catalogue of the Library of the Benedictine Monastery of Christ Church, 
Canterbury, contained in the Cottonian MS. of the thirteenth or fourteenth centurvy. Donaldson, 
p. 402. On the meaning of lovgia see Vol. I. 622 sq. 
 
{1305} See vol. I. p. 622, 633 sq. 
 
{1306} The plural (epi pollaiv amartiaiv, H. E. III. 39) is no argument against the conjecture. 
Cod. D reads amartia instead of moceia in John 8:3. 
 
{1307} See above, 158, p. 616. Card. Pitra, in the first vol. of his Spicileg. Solesm., communicates 
a similar fragment, but this is, as the title and opening words intimate, a translation of Irenaeus, 
not of Papias. The authoress of "The Pupils of St. John." p. 203, remarks on that description of 
Papias: "Understood literally, this is of course utterly unlike anything we know of our blessed 
Lord’s unearthly teaching; yet it does sound like what a literal and narrow mind, listening to mere 
word of mouth narrative, might make of the parable of the Vine, and of the Sower, or of the Grain 
of Mustard-seed; and we also see how providential and how merciful it was that the real words of 
our Lord were so early recorded by two eye-witnesses, and by two scholarly men, under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, instead of being left to the versions that good but dull-minded 
believers might make of them." 
 



{1308} A mediaeval tradition assigns to Papias an account of the origin, and even a part in the 
composition, of the Gospel of John as his amanuensis. So a note prefixed to John’s Gospel in a 
MS. of the ninth century, rediscovered by Pitra and Tischendorf in 1866 in the Vatican library. 
The note is, in Tischendorf’s opinion, older than Jerome, and is as follows: "Evangelium johannis 
manifestatum et datum est ecclesiis ab johanne adhuc in corpore constituto, sicut papias nomine 
hierapolitanus discipulus johannis carus in exotericis [exegeticis], id est in extremis, quinque 
libras retulit. Discripsit vero evangeliumdictante johanne recte." etc. The last sentence is 
probably a mistaken translation of the Greek. See Lightfoot in the "Contemp. Rev.." Oct. 1875, p. 
854; Charteris, Canonicity, p. 168. Another testimony is found in a fragment of a Greek 
commentator Proaemium of the Catena Patrum Graecorum in S. Johannem, ed. by Corderius. 
Antwerp, 1630, according to which John dictated his Gospel to Papias of Hierapolis. See Papiae 
Frag. in Gebh. and Harn’s ed. p. 194. This tradition is discredited by the silence of Eusebius, but 
it shows that in the opinion of the mediaeval church Papias was closely connected with the 
Gospel of John. 
 
{1309} Andreas of Caesarea, In Apoc. c. 34, Serm. 12. See v. G. and H. p. 189.  

 



170. The Epistle to Diognetus. 
 
Editions. 
 
Epistola Ad Diognetum, ed. Otto (with Lat. transl., introduction and critical notes), ed. II. Lips. 
1852. 
 
In the Leipz. edition of the Apost. Fathers, by O. v. Gebhardt and Ad Harnack, I. 216-226; in the 
Tubingen ed. of Hefele-Funk, I. pp 310-333. 
 
W. A. Hollenberg: Der Brief an-Diognet. Berl. 1853. 
 
E. M. Krenkel: Epistola, ad Diogn. Lips. 1860. 
 
English translation: in Kitto’s "Journal of S. Lit." 1852, and in vol. I of the "Ante-Nicene 
Library." Edinb. 1867. 
 
French versions by P. le Gras, Paris 1725; M. de Genoude, 1838; A. Kayser, 1856. 
 
Discussions. 
 
Otto: Deuteronomy Ep. ad Diognetum. 1852. 
 
A. Kayser: La Lettre a Diognete 1856 (in "Revue de Theologie"). 
 
G. J. Snoeck: Specimen theologicum exhibens introductionem in Epistolan ad Diogn. Lugd. Bat. 
1861. 
 
Donaldson: A Critical Hist. of Christian Liter., etc. Lond., 1866, II 126 sqq. He was inclined to 
assume that Henry Stephens, the first editor, manufactured the Ep., but gave up the strange 
hypothesis, which was afterwards reasserted by Cotterill in his Peregrinus Proteus, 1879. 
 
Franz Overbeck: Ueber den pseudo-justinischen Brief an-Diognet. Basel 1872. And again with 
additions in his Studien zur Geschichte der alten Kirche (Schloss-Chemnitz, 1875), p. 1-92. He 
represents the Ep. (like Donaldson) as a post-Constantinian fiction, but has been refuted by 
Hilgenfeld, Keim, Lipsius, and Draseke. 
 
Joh. Draseke: Der Brief an-Diognetos. Leipz. 1881 (207 pp.). Against Overbeck and Donaldson. 
The Ep. was known and used by Tertullian, and probably composed in Rome by a Christian 
Gnostic (perhaps Appelles). Unlikely. 
 
Heinr. Kihn (R.C.): Der Ursprung des Briefes an-Diognet. Freiburg i. B. 1882 (XV. and 168 
pages). 
 
Semisch: art. Diognet, in Herzog 2 III. 611-615 and in his Justin der Mart., (1840, vol. I. 172 
sqq.); Schaff, in McClintock and Strong, III. 807 sq., and Birks, in Smith and Wace, II. 162-167. 
 
The Ep. to D. has also been discussed by Neander, Hefele, Credner, Mohler, Bunsen, Ewald, 
Dorner, Hilgenfeld, Lechler, Baur, Harnack, Zahn, Funk, Lipsius, Keim (especially in Romans 
und das Christhum, 460-468). 



 
1. The short but precious document called the Epistle to Diognetus was unknown in Christian 
literature {1310} until Henry Stephens, the learned publisher of Paris, issued it in Greek and Latin 
in 1592, under the name of Justin Martyr. {1311} He gives no account of his sources. The only 
Codex definitely known is the Strassburg Codex of the thirteenth century, and even this (after 
having been thoroughly compared by Professor Cunitz for Otto’s edition), was destroyed in the 
accidental fire at Strassburg during the siege of 1870. {1312} So great is the mystery hanging 
over the origin of this document, that some modern scholars have soberly turned it into a post-
Constantinian fiction in imitation of early Christianity, but without being able to agree upon an 
author, or his age, or his nationality. 
 
Yet this most obscure writer of the second century is at the same time the most brilliant; and 
while his name remains unknown to this day, he shed lustre on the Christian name in times when 
it was assailed and blasphemed from Jew and Gentile, and could only be professed at the risk of 
life. He must be ranked with the "great unknown" authors of Job and the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
who are known only to God. 
 
2. Diognetius was an inquiring heathen of high social position and culture, who desired 
information concerning the origin and nature of the religion of the Christians, and the secret of 
their contempt of the world, their courage in death, their brotherly love, and the reason of the late 
origin of this new fashion, so different from the gods of the Greeks and the superstition of the 
Jews. A Stoic philosopher of this name instructed Marcus Aurelius in his youth (about 133) in 
painting and composition, and trained him in Attic simplicity of life, and "whatever else of the 
kind belongs to Grecian discipline." Perhaps he taught him also to despise the Christian martyrs, 
and to trace their heroic courage to sheer obstinacy. It is quite probable that our Diognetus was 
identical with the imperial tutor; for he wished especially to know what enabled these Christians 
"to despise the world and to make light of death." {1313} 
 
3. The Epistle before us is an answer to the questions of this noble heathen. It is a brief but 
masterly vindication of Christian life and doctrine from actual experience. It is evidently the 
product of a man of genius, fine taste and classical culture It excels in fresh enthusiasm of faith, 
richness of thought, and elegance of style, and is altogether one of the most beautiful memorials 
of Christian antiquity, unsurpassed and hardly equalled by any genuine work of the Apostolic 
Fathers. {1314} 
 
4. Contents. The document consists of twelve chapters. It opens with an address to Diognetus 
who is described as exceedingly desirous to learn the Christian doctrine and mode of worship in 
distinction from that of the Greeks and the Jews. The writer, rejoicing in this opportunity to lead a 
Gentile friend to the path of truth, exposes first the vanity of idols (ch. 2), then the superstitions of 
the Jews (ch. 3, 4); after this he gives by contrasts a striking and truthful picture of Christian life 
which moves in this world like the invisible, immortal soul in the visible, perishing body (ch. 5 
and 6), {1315} and sets forth the benefits of Christ’s coming (ch. 7). He next describes the 
miserable condition of the world before Christ (ch. 8), and answers the question why He appeared 
so late (ch. 9). In this connection occurs a beautiful passage on redemption, fuller and clearer than 
any that can be found before Irenaeus. {1316} He concludes with an account of the blessings and 
moral effects which flow from the Christian faith (ch. 10). The last two chapters which were 
probably added by a younger contemporary, and marked as such in the MS., treat of knowledge, 
faith and spiritual life with reference to the tree of knowledge and the tree of life in paradise. 
Faith opens the paradise of a higher knowledge of the mysteries of the supernatural world. 
 



The Epistle to Diognetus forms the transition from the purely practical literature of the Apostolic 
Fathers to the reflective theology of the Apologists. It still glows with the ardor of the first love. It 
is strongly Pauline. {1317} It breathes the spirit of freedom and higher knowledge grounded in 
faith. The Old Testament is Ignored, but without any sign of Gnostic contempt. 
 
5. Authorship and Time of composition. The author calls himself "a disciple of the Apostles," 
{1318} but this term occurs in the appendix, and may be taken in a wider sense. In the MS. the 
letter is ascribed to Justin Martyr, but its style is more elegant, vigorous and terse than that of 
Justin and the thoughts are more original and vigorous. {1319} It belongs, however, in all 
probability, to the same age, that is, to the middle of the second century, rather earlier than later. 
Christianity appears in it as something still new and unknown to the aristocratic society, as a 
stranger in the world, everywhere exposed to calumny and persecution of Jews and Gentiles. All 
this suits the reign of Antoninus Pius and of Marcus Aurelius. If Diognetus was the teacher of the 
latter as already suggested, we would have an indication of Rome, as the probable place of 
composition. 
 
Some assign the Epistle to an earlier date under Trajan or Hadrian, {1320} others to the reign of 
Marcus Aurelius, {1321} others to the close of the second century or still later. {1322} The 
speculations about the author begin with Apollos in the first, and end with Stephens in the 
sixteenth century. He will probably remain unknown. {1323} 
 
{1310} Not even Eusebius or Jerome or Photius make any mention of it. Mohler (Patrol. p. 170) 
refers to Photius, but Photius speaks of Justin Martyr, with whose writings he was well 
acquainted. See Hergenrother, Photius, III. 19 sq. 
 
{1311} IOUSTINOU TO filosofou kai marturov epistolh prov diognhton, kai logov 
prov ellhnav. lustini Philosophi et Martyris Ep. ad Diognetum, et Oratio ad Graecos, nunc 
primum luce et latinitate donatae ab Henrico Stephano. Eiusdem Henr. Stephani annotationibus 
additum est Io. lacobi Beureri de quorundam locorum partim interpretatione partim emendations 
iudicium. Tatiani, discipuli Iustini, quaedam. Excudebat Henricus Stephanus. Anno MDXCII. The 
copy of Stephens is still preserved in the University library at Leiden. The copy of Beurer is lost, 
but was probably made from the Strassburg Codex, with which it agrees in the readings published 
by Stephens in his appendix, and by Sylburg in his notes. 
 
{1312} "Epistulae ad Diognetum unum tantummodo exemplar antiquius ad nostram usque 
pervenit memoriam: codicem dico loannis Reuchlini quondam, postea Argentoratensem, qui 
misero illo incendio die nono ante Calendas Septembres anni MDCCCLXX cum tot aliis libris 
pretiosis in ciner es dilapsus est." Von Gebhardt and Harnack, p. 205. They assert, p. 208, that 
the copies of Stephens and Beurer were taken from the Cod. of Strassburg. Otto (Prol. p. 3) 
speaks of "tres codices, Argentoratensis, apographon Stephani, apoqraphon Beureri." 
 
{1313} Comp. Ep. ad Diog., c. 1, with Marcus Aur. Medit., IX. 3 (his only allusion to 
Christianity, quoted p. 329). Marcus Aurelius gratefully remembers his teacher Diognetus Medit., 
I. 6. Diognetus was not a rare name; but the one of our Epistle was a person of social prominence, 
as the term kravtisto, honorable, implies. Otto and Ewald identify the two. Keim and Draseke (p. 
141) admit that our Diognetus belonged to the imperial court, but put him later. 
 
{1314} Ewald (Geschichte des Volkes Israel, Bd. VII. p. 150) places it first among all the early 
Christian epistles which were not received into the N. T., and says that it combines perfectly "the 
fulness and art of Greek eloquence with the purest love of truth, and the ease and grace of words 
with the elevating seriousness of tlle Christian." Bunsen: "Indisputably, after Scripture, the finest 



monument of sound Christian feeling, noble courage, and manly eloquence." Semisch (in Herzog) 
calls it "ein Kleinod des christl. Alterthums, welchem in Geist und Fassung kaum ein zweites 
Schriftwerk der nachapostolishen Zeit gleichsteht." Keim (Romans und das Christenthum, p. 463 
sq.) calIs it "das lieblichste, ja ein fast zauberhaftes Wort des zweiten Jahrhunders." and 
eloquently praises "die reine, klassische Sprache, den schonen, korrekten Satzbau, die rhetorische 
Frische, die schlagenden Antithesen, den geistreichen Ausdruck, die logische Abrundung... die 
unmittelbare, liebswarme, begeisterte, wenn schon mit Bildung durchsattigte Frommigkeit." 
 
{1315} Quoted above, 2, p. 9. 
 
{1316} See above, 153, p. 587. 
 
{1317} "As if no less a person than Paul himself had returned to life for that age." Ewald, vii. 149. 
 
{1318} apostolwn genomenov mayhthv ch. 11. 
 
{1319} The Justinian authorship is defended by Cave, Fabricius, and Otto, but refuted by 
Semisch, Hefele, Keim, and others. 
 
{1320} Tillemont and Mohler to the first century, Hefele and Ewald to the reign of Hadrian (120-
130). Westcott (Can. N. T. p. 76): Not before Trajan, and not much later; everything betokens an 
early age. 
 
{1321} So Keim, who suggests the bloody year 177. 
 
{1322} So Hilgenfeld, Lipsius, Gass, Zahn, Draseke (under Septimus Severus, between 193-211). 
Overbeck’s hypothesis of a post-Constantinian date is exploded. 
 
{1323} Justin M. (the MS. tradition); Marcion before his secession from the church (Bunsen; 
Quadratus Dorner); Apelles, the Gnostic in his old age (Draseke, p. 141). The writer of the art. in 
Smith and Wace, II. 162, identifies the author with one Ambrosius, "a chief man of Greece who 
became a Christian, and all his fellow councillors raised a clamor against him." and refers to 
Cureton’s Spicil. Syriacum, p. 61-69. The Stephanie hypothesis of and Cotterill is a literary and 
moral impossibility.  

 



171. Sixtus of Rome. 
 
Enchiridion SIXTI philosophi Pythagorici, first ed. by Symphor. Champerius, Lugd. 1507 (under 
the title: Sixtii Xysti Anulus); again at Wittenberg with the Carmina aurea of Pythagoras, 1514; 
by Beatus Rhenanus, Bas. 1516; in the "Maxima Bibliotheca Vet. Patrum." Lugd. 1677, Tom. III. 
335-339 (under the title Xysti vel Sexti Pythagorici philosophi ethnici Sententicae, interprete 
Rufino Presbytero Aquilejensi); by U. G. Siber, Lips. 1725 (under the name of Sixtus II. instead 
of Sixtus I.); and by Gildemeister (Gr., Lat. and Syr.), Bonn 1873. 
 
A Syriac Version in P. Lagardii Analecta Syriaca, Lips. and Lond. 1858 (p. 1-31, only the Syriac 
text, derived from seven MSS. of the Brit. Museum, the oldest before A. D. 553, but mutilated). 
 
The book is discussed in the "Max. Bibl." l. c.; by Fontaninus: Historia liter. Aquilejensis (Rom. 
1742); by Fabricius, in the Bibliotheca Graeca, Tom. I. 870 sqq. (ed. Harles, 1790); by Ewald: 
Geschichte des Volkes Israel, vol. VII. (Gottingen, 1859), p. 321-326; and by Tobler in Annulus 
Rufini, Sent. Sext. (Tubingen 1878). 
 
Xystus, or as the Romans spelled the name, Sextus or Sixtus I., was the sixth bishop of Rome, 
and occupied this position about ten years under the reign of Hadrian (119-128). {1324} Little or 
nothing is known about him except that he was supposed to be the author of a remarkable 
collection of moral and religious maxims, written in Greek, translated into Latin by Rufinus and 
extensively read in the ancient church. The sentences are brief and weighty after the manner of 
the Hebrew Proverbs and the Sermon on the Mount. They do not mention the prophets or 
apostles, or even the name of Christ, but are full of God and sublime moral sentiments, only 
bordering somewhat on pantheism. {1325} If it is the production of a heathen philosopher, he 
came nearer the genius of Christian ethics than even Seneca, or Epictetus, or Plutarch, or Marcus 
Aurelius; but the product has no doubt undergone a transformation in Christian hands, and this 
accounts for its ancient popularity, and entitles it to a place in the history of ecclesiastical 
literature. Rufinus took great liberties as translator; besides, the MSS. vary very much. 
 
Origen first cites in two places the Gnomae or Sententiae of Sextus (gnwmai sextou), as a work 
well known and widely read among the Christians of his times, i.e., in the first half of the second 
century, but he does not mention that the writer was a bishop, or even a Christian. Rufinus 
translated them with additions, and ascribes them to Sixtus, bishop of Rome and martyr. But 
Jerome, who was well versed in classical literature, charges him with prefixing the name of a 
Christian bishop to the product of a christless and most heathenish Pythagorean philosopher, 
Xystus, who is admired most by those who teach Stoic apathy and Pelagian sinlessness. Augustin 
first regarded the author as one of the two Roman bishops Sixti, but afterwards retracted his 
opinion, probably in consequence of Jerome’s statement. Maximus the Confessor and John of 
Damascus ascribe it to Xystus of Rome. Gennadius merely calls the work Xysti Sententiae. Pope 
Gelasius declares it spurious and written by heretics. {1326} More recent writers (as Fontanini, 
Brucker, Fabricius, Mosheim) agree in assigning it to the elder Quintus Sextus or Sextius (Q. S. 
Pater), a Stoic philosopher who declined the dignity of Roman Senator offered to him by Julius 
Caesar and who is highly lauded by Seneca. He abstained from animal food, and subjected 
himself to a scrupulous self-examination at the close of every day. Hence this book was entirely 
ignored by modern church historians. {1327} But Paul de Lagarde, who published a Syriac 
Version, and Ewald have again directed attention to it and treat it as a genuine work of the first 
Pope Xystus. Ewald puts the highest estimate on it. "The Christian conscience," he says," appears 
here for the first time before all the world to teach all the world its duty, and to embody the 
Christian wisdom of life in brief pointed sentences.". {1328} But it seems impossible that a 



Christian sage and bishop should write a system of Christian Ethics or a collection of Christian 
proverbs without even mentioning the name of Christ. 
 
Notes. 
 
The following is a selection of the most important of the 430 Sentences of Xystus from the 
Bibliotheca Maxima Veterum Patrum, Tom. III. 335-339. We add some Scripture parallels: 
 
"1. Fidelis homo, electus homo est. 2. Electus homo, homo Dei est. 3. Homo Dei est, qui Deo 
dIgnus est. 4. Deo dIgnus est, qui nihil indigne agit. 5. Dubius in fide, infidelis est. 6. Infidelis 
homo, mortuus est corpore vivente. 7. Vere fidelis est, qui non peccat, atque etiam, in minimis 
caute agit. 8. Non est minimum in humana vita, negligere minima. 9. Omne peccatum impietatem 
puta. Non enim manus, vel oculus peccat, vel aliquod huiusmodi membrum, sed male uti manu vel 
oculo, peccatum est. 10. Omne membrum corporis, quod invitat te contra pudicitiam agere, 
abjiciendum est. Melius est uno membro vivere, quam cum duobus puniri...." {Comp. Matthew 
5:29} 
 
"15. Sapiens vir, et pecuniae contemptor, similis est Deo. 16. Rebus mundanis in causis tantum 
necessariis utere. 17. Quae mundi sunt, mundo et quae Dei sunt, reddantur Deo." {Comp. 
Matthew 22:21} 
 
"18. Certus esto, quod animam tuam fidele depositum acceperis a Deo. 19. Cum loqueris Deo, 
scito quod judiceris a Deo. 20. Optimam purificationem putato, nocere nemini. 21. Enim 
purificatur Dei verbo per sapientiam...." 
 
"28. Quaecumque fecit Deus, pro hominibus ea fecit. 29. Angelus minister est Dei ad hominem. 
30. Tam pretiosus est homo apud Deum, quam angelus. 31. Primus beneficus est Deus: secundus 
est is, qui beneficii eius fit particeps homo. Vive igitur ita, tanquam qui sis secundus post Deum, 
et electus ab eo. 32. Habes, inquam, in te aliquid simile Dei, et ideo utere teipso velut templo Dei, 
propter illud quod te simile est Dei..." {1 Corinthians 3:16,17} 
 
"40. Templum sanctum est Deo mens pii, et altare est optimum ei cor mundum et sine peccato. 41. 
Hostia soli Deo acceptabilis, benefacere hominibus pro Deo. 42. Deo gratiam praestat homo, qui 
quantum possibile est vivit secundum Deum...." 
 
"47. Omne tempus, quo Deo non cogitas, hoc puta te perdidisse. 48. Corpus quidem tuum incedat 
in terra, anima autem semper sit apud Deum. 49. Intellige quae, sint bona, ut bene agas. 50. 
Bona cogitatio hominis Deum non latet et ideo cogitatio tua pura sit ab omni malo. 51. Dignus 
esto eo, qui te dignatus est filium dicere, et age omnia ut filius Dei. 52. Quod Deum patrem 
vocas, huius in actionibus tuis memor esto. 53. Vir castus et sine peccato, potestatem accepit a 
Deo esse filius Dei. {Comp. John 1:13} 54. Bona mens chorus est Dei. 55. Mala mens chorus est 
daemonum malorum...." 
 
"78. Fundamentum pietatis est continentia: culmen autem pietatis amor Dei. 79. Pium hominem 
habeto tamquam teipsum. 80. Opta tibi evenire non quod vis, sed quod expedit. 81. Qualem vis 
esse proximum tuum tibi, talis esto et tu tais proximis...." {Luke 6:31} 
 
"86. Si quid non vis scire Deum, istud nec agas, nec cogites, 87. Priusquam agas quodcunque 
agis, cogita Deum, ut lux eius paecedat actus tuos...." 
 



"96. Deus in bonis actibus hominibus dux est. 97. Neminem inimicum deputes. 98. Dilige omne 
quod eiusdem tecum naturae est, Deum vero plus quam animam dilige. 99. Pessimum est 
peccatoribus, in unum convenire cum peccant. 100. Multi cibi impediunt castitatem, et 
incontinentia ciborum immundum facit hominem. 101. Animantium omnium usus quidem in cibis 
indifferens, abstinere vero rationabilius est. 102. Non cibi per os inferuntur polluunt hominem, 
sed ea quae ex malis actibus proferuntur...." {Mark 7:18-21} 
 
"106. Mali nullius autor est Deus. 107. Non amplius possideas quam usus corporis poscit...." 
 
"115. Ratio quae in te est, vitae, tuaoe lux est. {Matthew 6:22} 116. Ea pete a Deo, quae accipere 
ab homine non potes..." 
 
"122. Nil pretiosum ducas, quod auferre a te possit homo malus. 123. Hoc solum bonum putato, 
quod Deo dignum est. 124. Quod Deo dignum est, hoc et viro bono. 125. Quicquid non convenit 
ad beatudinem Dei. non conveniat nomini Dei. 126. Ea debes velle, quae et Deus vult. 127. Filius 
Dei est, qui haec sola pretiosa ducit quae et Deus. 139. Semper apud Deum mens est sapientIs. 
137. Sapientis mentem Deus inhabitat...." 
 
"181. Sapiens vir etiamsi nudus sit, sapiens apud te habeatur. 182. Neminem propterea magni 
aestimes, quod pecunia divitiisque abundet. 183. Difficile est divitem salvari..." {Matthew 19:3} 
 
"187. Age magna, non magna pollicens. 188. Non eris sapiens, si te reputaveris sapientem. 189. 
Non potest bene vivere qui non integre credit. 190. In tribulationibus quis sit fidelis, agnoscitur. 
191. Finem vitae existima vivere secundum Deum. 192. Nihil putes malum, quod non sit turpe...." 
 
"198. Malitia est aegritudo animae. 199. Animae autem mors iniustitia et impietas. 200. Tunc te 
putato fidelem, cum passionibus animae carueris. 201. Omnibus hominibus ita utere, quasi 
communis omnium post Deum curator. 202. Qui hominibus male utitur, seipso male utitur. 203. 
Qui nihil mali vult, fidelis est...." 
 
"214. Verba tua pietate semper plena sint. 215. In actibus tuis ante oculos pone Deum. 216. Nefas 
est Deum patrem invocare, et aliquid inhonestum agere...." 
 
"261. Ebrietatem quasi insaniam fuge. 262. Homo qui a ventre vincitur, belluae similis est. 263. 
Exodus carne nihil oritur bonum ...." 
 
"302. Omne quod malum est, Deo inimicum est. 303. Qui sapit in te, hunc dicito esse hominem. 
304. Particeps Dei est vir sapiens. 305. Ubi est quod sapit in te, ibi est et bonum tuum. 306. 
Bonum in carne non quaeras. 307. Quod animae non nocet, nec homini. 308. Sapientem hominem 
tanquam Dei ministrum honora post Deum...." 
 
"390. Quaecunque dat mundus, nemo firmiter tenet. 391. Quaecumque dat Deus nemo auferre 
potest. 392. Divina sapientia vera est scientia...." 
 
"403. Animae ascensus ad Deum per Dei verbum est. 404. Sapiens sequitur Deum, et Deus 
animam sapientis. 405. Gaudet rex super his quos regit, gaudet ergo Deus super sapiente. 
Inseparabilis est et ab his quos regit ille, qui regit, ita ergo et Deus ab anima sapientis quam 
tuetur et regit. 406. Reqitur a Deo vir sapiens, et idcirco beatus est...." 
 
"424. Si non diligis Deum, non ibis ad Deum. 425. Consuesce teipsum semper respicere ad 
Deum. 426. Intuendo Deum videbis Deum. 427. Videns Deum facies mentem tuam qualis est 



Deus. 428. Excole quod intra te est, nec ei ex libidine corporis contumeliam facias. 429. 
Incontaminatum custodi corpus tuum, tanquam si indumentum acceperis a Deo, et sicut 
vestimentum corporis immaculatum servare stude. 430. Sapiens mens speculam est Dei." 
 
{1324} Irenaeus (Adv. Haer. 1. III. c. 3, 3) mentions him as the Roman bishop after Clement, 
Evaristus, and Alexander. Eusebius (H. E. iv. 5) relates that he ruled the Roman church for ten 
years. (Jaffe Regesta Ponti cum Rom. p. 3) puts his pontificate beween 119 and 128. The second 
Pope of that name died a martyr A. D. 257 or 258. The two have been sometimes confounded as 
authors of the Enchiridion. Siber published it under the name of Sixtus II. 
 
{1325} See specimens in the Notes. 
 
{1326} See the references in the Biblioth. Max. III. 525; and in Fontanini and Fabricius, l. c. 
 
{1327} Neander, Gieseler, Baur, Donaldson, and others do not even mention the book. 
 
{1328} Geschichte Israels, vol. VII. p. 322. Compare his review of Lagardii Analecta Syriaca in 
the "Gottingen Gel. Anzeigen." 1859, p. 261-269. Both Ewald and P. de Lagarde, his successor, 
characteristically ignore all previous editions and discussions.  

 



172. The Apologists. Quadratus and Aristides. 
 
On the Apologetic Lit. in general, see 28, p. 85 sq., and 37, p. 104. 
 
We now proceed to that series of ecclesiastical authors who, from the character and name of their 
chief writings are called Apologists. They flourished during the reigns of Hadrian, Antoninus, and 
Marcus Aurelius, when Christianity was exposed to the literary as well as bloody persecution of 
the heathen world. They refuted the charges and slanders of Jews and Gentiles, vindicated the 
truths of the Gospel, and attacked the errors and vices of idolatry. They were men of more 
learning and culture than the Apostolic Fathers. They were mostly philosophers and rhetoricians, 
who embraced Christianity in mature age after earnest investigation, and found peace in it for 
mind and heart. Their writings breathe the same heroism, the same enthusiasm for the faith, 
which animated the martyrs in their sufferings and death. 
 
The earliest of these Apologists are Quadratus and Aristides who wrote against the heathen, and 
Aristo of Pella, who wrote against the Jews, all in the reign of Hadrian (117-137). 
 
Quadratus was a disciple of the apostles, and bishop (presbyter) of Athens. His Apology is lost. 
All we know of him is a quotation from Eusebius who says: "Quadratus addressed a discourse to 
Aelius Hadrian, as an apology for the religion that we profess; because certain malicious persons 
attempted to harass our brethren. The work is still in the hands of some of the brethren, as also in 
our own; from which any one may see evident proof, both of the understanding of the man, and of 
his apostolic faith. This writer shows the antiquity of the age in which he lived, in these passages: 
‘The deeds of our Saviour,’ says he, ‘were always before you, for they were true miracles; those 
that were healed, those that were raised from the dead, who were seen, not only when healed and 
when raised, but were always present. They remained living a long time, not only whilst our Lord 
was on earth, but likewise when he left the earth. So that some of them have also lived to our own 
times.’ Such was Quadratus." 
 
Aristides was an eloquent philosopher at Athens who is mentioned by Eusebius as a 
contemporary of Quadratus. {1329} His Apology likewise disappeared long ago, but a fragment of 
it was recently recovered in an Armenian translation and published by the Mechitarists in 1878. 
{1330} It was addressed to Hadrian, and shows that the preaching of Paul in Athens had taken 
root. It sets forth the Christian idea of God as an infinite and indescribable Being who made all 
things and cares for all things, whom we should serve and glorify as the only God; and the idea of 
Christ, who is described as "the Son of the most high God, revealed by the Holy Spirit, descended 
from heaven, born of a Hebrew Virgin. His flesh he received from the Virgin, and he revealed 
himself in the human nature as the Son of God. In his goodness which brought the glad tidings, he 
has won the whole world by his life-giving preaching. [It was he who according to the flesh was 
born from the race of the Hebrews, of the mother of God, the Virgin Mariam.] {1331} He selected 
twelve apostles and taught the whole world by his mediatorial, light-giving truth. And he was 
crucified, being pierced with nails by the Jews; and he rose from the dead and ascended to 
heaven. He sent the apostles into all the world and instructed all by divine miracles full of 
wisdom. Their preaching bears blossoms and fruits to this day, and calls the whole world to 
illumination." 
 
A curious feature in this document is the division of mankind into four parts, Barbarians, Greeks, 
Jews, and Christians. 
 



Aristo of Pella, a Jewish Christian of the first half of the second century, was the author of a lost 
apology of Christianity against Judaism. {1332} 
 
{1329} Hist. Eccl. IV. 3. 
 
{1330} The discovery has called forth a considerable literature which is mentioned by Harnack, 
Texte und Untersuchungen, etc., I., p. 110, note 23. The first part is the most important. See a 
French translation by Gautier, in the "Revue de theol. et de philos.," 1879, p. 78-82; a German 
translation by Himpel in the "Tubing. Theol. Quartalschrift," 1880, reprinted by Harnack, pp. 111 
and 112. The art. Aristides in the first vol. of Smith and Wace (p. 160) is behind the times. 
Bucheler and Renan doubt the genuineness of the document; Gautier, Baunard, Himpel, Harnack 
defend it; but Harnack assumes some interpolation, as the term theotokos, of the Virgin Mary. 
The Armenian MS. is dated 981, and the translation seems to have been made from the Greek in 
the fifth century. At the time of Eusebius the work was still well known in the church. But the 
second piece, which the Mechitarists also ascribe to Aristides, is a homily of later date, apparently 
directed against Nestorianism. 
 
{1331} The bracketed sentence sounds repetitious and like a post-Nicene interpolation. 
 
{1332} See above, 38, p. 107, and l. c. I. 115-130.  

 



173. Justin the Philosopher and Martyr. 
 
Editions of Justin Martyr. 
 
*Justini Philosophi et Martyris Opera omnia, in the Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum saeculi 
secundi, ed. Jo. Car. Th. de Otto, Jen. 1847, 3d ed. 1876-’81. 5 vols. 8vo. Contains the genuine, 
the doubtful, and the spurious works of Justin Martyr with commentary, and Maran’s Latin 
Version. 
 
Older ed. (mostly incomplete) by Robt. Stephanus, Par., 1551; Sylburg, Heidelb., 1593; Grabe, 
Oxon., 1700 (only the Apol. I.); Prudent. Maranus, Par., 1742 (the Bened. ed.), republ. at Venice, 
1747, and in Migne’s Patrol. Gr. Tom. VI. (Paris, 1857), c. 10-800 and 1102-1680, with 
additions from Otto. The Apologies were also often published separately, e.g. by Prof B. L. 
Gildersleeve, N. Y. 1877, with introduction and notes. 
 
On the MSS. of Justin see Otto’s Proleg., p. xx. sqq., and Harnack, Texte. Of the genuine works 
we have only two, and they are corrupt, one in Paris, the other in Cheltenham, in possession of 
Rev. F. A. Fenwick (see Otto, p. xxiv.). 
 
English translation in the Oxford "Library of the Fathers," Lond., 1861, and another by G. J. 
Davie in the "Ante-Nicene Library," Edinb. Vol. II., 1867 (465 pages), containing the Apologies, 
the Address to the Greeks, the Exhortation, and the Martyrium, translated by M. Dods; the 
Dialogue with Trypho, and On the Sole Government of God, trsl. by G. Reith; and also the 
writings of Athenagoras, trsl. by B. P. Pratten. Older translations by Wm. Reeves, 1709, Henry 
Brown, 1755, and J. Chevallier, 1833 (ed. II., 1851). On German and other versions see Otto, 
Prol. LX. sqq. 
 
Works on Justin Martyr. 
 
Bp. Kaye: Some Account of the Writings and Opinions of Justin Martyr. Cambr., 1829, 3d ed., 
1853. 
 
C. A. Credner: Beitrage zur Einleitung in die bibl. Schriften. Halle, vol. I., 1832 (92-267); also in 
Vol. II., 1838 (on the quotations from the O. T., p. 17-98; 104-133; 157-311). Credner discusses 
with exhaustive learning Justin’s relation to the Gospels and the Canon of the N. T., and his 
quotations from the Septuagint. Comp. also his Geschichte des N. T Canon, ed. by Volkmar, 
1860. 
 
*C. Semisch: Justin der Martyrer. Breslau, 1840 and 1842, 2 vols. Very thorough and complete 
up to date of publication. English translation by Ryland, Edinb., 1844, 2 vols. Comp. Semisch: 
Die apostol. Denkwurdigkeiten des Just. M. (Hamb. and Gotha, 1848), and his article Justin in the 
first ed. of Herzog, VII. (1857), 179-186. 
 
Fr. Bohringer: Die Kirchengesch. in Biographien. Vol. I. Zurich, 1842, ed. II., 1861, p. 97-270. 
 
Ad. Hilgenfeld: Krit. Untersuchungen ueber die Evangelien Justin’s. Halle, 1850. Also: Die Ap. 
Gesch. u. der M. Just. in his "Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol.," 1872, p. 495-509, and Ketzergesch., 1884, 
pp. 21 sqq. 
 



*J. C. Th. Otto: Zur Characteristik des heil. Justinus. Wien, 1852. His art. Justinus der 
Apologete, in "Ersch and Gruber’s Encyklop." Second Section, 30th part (1853), pp. 39-76. 
Comp. also his Prolegomena in the third ed. of Justin’s works. He agrees with Semisch in his 
general estimate of Justin. 
 
C. G. Seibert: Justinus, der Vertheidiger des Christenthums vor dem Thron der Caesaren. Elberf., 
1859. 
 
Ch. E. Freppel (R.C. Bp.): Les Apologistes Chretiens du II. {e} siecle. Par., 1860. 
 
L. Schaller: Les deux Apologies de Justin M. au point de vie dogmatique. Strasb., 1861. 
 
B. Aube: Deuteronomy l’apologetique Chretienne au II. {e} siecle. Par., 1861; and S. Justin 
philosophe et martyr, 1875. 
 
E. de Pressense, in the third vol. of his Histoire des trois premiers siecles, or second vol. of the 
English version (1870), which treats of Martyrs and Apologists, and his art. in Lichtenberger VII. 
(1880) 576-583. 
 
Em. Ruggieri: Vita e dottrina di S. Giustino. Rom., 1862. 
 
*J. Donaldson: Hist. of Ante-Nicene Christian Literature. Lond., vol. II. (1866), which treats of 
Justin M., pp. 62-344. 
 
*C. Weizsacker: Die Theologie des Martyrers Justinus in the "Jahrbucher fur Deutsche 
Theologie." Gotha, 1867 (vol. XII., I. pp. 60-120). 
 
Renan: L’eglise chretienne (Par., 1879), ch. XIX., pp. 364-389, and ch. XXV. 480 sqq. 
 
*Moritz von Engelhardt (d. 1881): Das Christenthum Justins des Martyrers. Erlangen, 1878. (490 
pages, no index.) With an instructive critical review of the various treatments of Irenaeus and his 
place in history (p. 1-70). See also his art. Justin in Herzog, 2 VII. 
 
G. F. Purves: The Testimony of Justin M. to Early Christianity. New York. 1888. 
 
Adolf Stahelin: Justin der Martyrer und sein neuster Beurtheiler. Leipzig, 1880 (67 pages). A 
careful review of Engelhardt’s monograph. 
 
Henry Scott Holland: Art. Justinus Martyr, in Smith and Wace III. (1880), 560-587. 
 
Ad. Harnack: Die Werke des Justin, in "Texte und Untersuchungen," etc. Leipz., 1882. I. 130-
195. 
 
The relation of Justin to the Gospels is discussed by Credner, Semisch, Hilgenfeld, Norton, 
Sanday, Westcott, Abbot; his relation to the Acts by Overbeck (1872) and Hilgenfeld; his relation 
to the Pauline Epistles by H. D. Tjeenk Willink (1868), Alb. Thoma (1875), and v. Engelhardt 
(1878). 
 
The most eminent among the Greek Apologists of the second century is Flavius Justinus, 
surnamed "Philosopher and Martyr." {1333} He is the typical apologist, who devoted his whole 
life to the defense of Christianity at a time when it was most assailed, and he sealed his testimony 



with his blood. He is also the first Christian philosopher or the first philosophic theologian. His 
writings were well known to Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Eusebius, Epiphanius, Jerome, and Photius, 
and the most important of them have been preserved to this day. 
 
I. His Life. Justin was born towards the close of the first century, or in the beginning of the 
second, in the Graeco-Roman colony of Flavia Neapolis, so called after the emperor Flavius 
Vespasian, and built near the ruins of Sychem in Samaria (now Nablous). He calls himself a 
Samaritan, but was of heathen descent, uncircumcised, and ignorant of Moses and the prophets 
before his conversion. Perhaps he belonged to the Roman colony which Vespasian planted in 
Samaria after the destruction of Jerusalem. His grandfather’s name was Greek (Bacchius), his 
father’s (Priscus) and his own, Latin. His education was Hellenic. To judge from his employment 
of several teachers and his many journeys, he must have had some means, though he no doubt 
lived in great simplicity and may have been aided by his brethren. 
 
His conversion occurred in his early manhood. He himself tells us the interesting story. {1334} 
Thirsting for truth as the greatest possession, he made the round of the systems of philosophy and 
knocked at every gate of ancient wisdom, except the Epicurean which he despised. He first went 
to a Stoic, but found him a sort of agnostic who considered the knowledge of God impossible or 
unnecessary; then to a Peripatetic, but he was more anxious for a good fee than for imparting 
instruction; next to a celebrated Pythagorean, who seemed to know something, but demanded too 
much preliminary knowledge of music, astronomy and geometry before giving him an insight 
into the highest truths. At last he threw himself with great zeal into the arms of Platonism under 
the guidance of a distinguished teacher who had recently come to his city. {1335} He was 
overpowered by the perception of immaterial things and the contemplation of eternal ideas of 
truth, beauty, and goodness. He thought that he was already near the promised goal of this 
philosophy—the vision of God—when, in a solitary walk not far from the sea-shore, a venerable 
old Christian of pleasant countenance and gentle dignity, entered into a conversation with him, 
which changed the course of his life. The unknown friend shook his confidence in all human 
wisdom, and pointed him to the writings of the Hebrew prophets who were older than the 
philosophers and had seen and spoken the truth, not as reasoners, but as witnesses. More than 
this: they had foretold the coming of Christ, and their prophecies were fulfilled in his life and 
work. The old man departed, and Justin saw him no more, but he took his advice and soon found 
in the prophets of the Old Testament as illuminated and confirmed by the Gospels, the true and 
infallible philosophy which rests upon the firm ground of revelation. Thus the enthusiastic 
Platonist became a believing Christian. 
 
To Tatian also, and Theophilus at Antioch, and Hilary, the Jewish prophets were in like manner 
the bridge to the Christian faith. We must not suppose, however, that the Old Testament alone 
effected his conversion; for in the Second Apology, Justin distinctly mentions as a means the 
practical working of Christianity. While he was yet a Platonist, and listened to the calumnies 
against the Christians, he was struck with admiration for their fearless courage and steadfastness 
in the face of death. {1336} 
 
After his conversion Justin sought the society of Christians, and received from them instruction in 
the history and doctrine of the gospel. He now devoted himself wholly to the spread and 
vindication of the Christian religion. He was an itinerant evangelist or teaching missionary, with 
no fixed abode and no regular office in the church. {1337} There is no trace of his ordination; he 
was as far as we know a lay-preacher, with a commission from the Holy Spirit; yet be 
accomplished far more for the good of the church than any known bishop or presbyter of his day. 
"Every one," says he, "who can preach the truth and does not preach it, incurs the judgment of 
God." Like Paul, he felt himself a debtor to all men, Jew and Gentile, that he might show them 



the way of salvation. And, like Aristides, Athenagoras, Tertullian, Heraclas, Gregory 
Thaumaturgus, he retained his philosopher’s cloak, {1338} that he might the more readily 
discourse on the highest themes of thought; and when he appeared in early morning (as he 
himself tells us), upon a public walk, many came to him with a "Welcome, philosopher!" {1339} 
He spent some time in Rome where he met and combated Marcion. In Ephesus he made an effort 
to gain the Jew Trypho and his friends to the Christian faith. 
 
He labored last, for the second time, in Rome. Here, at the instigation of a Cynic philosopher, 
Crescens, whom he had convicted of ignorance about Christianity, Justin, with six other 
Christians, about the year 166, was scourged and beheaded. Fearlessly and joyfully, as in life, so 
also in the face of death, he bore witness to the truth before the tribunal of Rusticus, the prefect of 
the city, refused to sacrifice, and proved by his own example the steadfastness of which he had so 
often boasted as a characteristic trait of his believing brethren. When asked to explain the mystery 
of Christ, he replied: "I am too little to say something great of him." His last words were: "We 
desire nothing more than to suffer for our Lord Jesus Christ; for this gives us salvation and 
joyfulness before his dreadful judgment seat, at which all the world must appear." 
 
Justin is the first among the fathers who may be called a learned theologian and Christian thinker. 
He had acquired considerable classical and philosophical culture before his conversion, and then 
made it subservient to the defense of faith. He was not a man of genius and accurate scholarship, 
but of respectable talent, extensive reading, and enormous memory. He had some original and 
profound ideas, as that of the spermatic Logos, and was remarkably liberal in his judgment of the 
noble heathen and the milder section of the Jewish Christians. He lived in times when the 
profession of Christ was a crime under the Roman law against secret societies and prohibited 
religious. He had the courage of a confessor in life and of a martyr in death. It is impossible not to 
admire his fearless devotion to the cause of truth and the defense of his persecuted brethren. If not 
a great man, he was (what is better) an eminently good and useful man, and worthy of an honored 
place in "the noble army of martyrs." {1340} 
 
II. Writings. To his oral testimony Justin added extensive literary labors in the field of apologetics 
and polemics. His pen was incessantly active against all the enemies of Christian truth, Jews, 
Gentiles, and heretics. 
 
(1) His chief works are apologetic, and still remain, namely, his two Apologies against the 
heathen, and his Dialogue with the Jew Trypho The First or larger Apology (68 chapters) is 
addressed to the Emperor Antoninus Pius (137-161) and his adopted sons, and was probably 
written about A. D. 147, if not earlier; the Second or smaller Apology (25 chapters) is a 
supplement to the, former, perhaps its conclusion, and belongs to the same reign (not to that of 
Marcus Aurelius). {1341} Both are a defense of the Christians and their religion against heathen 
calumnies and persecutions. He demands nothing but justice for his brethren, who were 
condemned without trial simply as Christians and suspected criminals. He appeals from the, 
lower courts and the violence of the mob to the highest tribunal of law, and feels confident that 
such wise and philosophic rulers as he addresses would acquit them after a fair hearing. He 
ascribes the persecutions to the instigation of the demons who tremble for their power and will 
soon be dethroned. 
 
The Dialogue (142 chapters) is more than twice as large as the two Apologies, and is a 
vindication of Christianity from Moses and the prophets against the objections of the Jews. It was 
written after the former (which are referred to in ch. 120), but also in the reign of Antoninus Pius, 
i.e., before A. D. 161 probably about A. D. 148. {1342} In the Apologies he speaks like a 
philosopher to philosophers; in the Dialogue as a believer in the Old Testament with a son of 



Abraham. The disputation lasted two days, in the gymnasium just before a voyage of Justin, and 
turned chiefly on two questions, how the Christians could profess to serve God, and yet break his 
law, and how they could believe in a human Saviour who suffered and died. Trypho, whom 
Eusebius calls "the most distinguished among the Hebrews of his day," was not a fanatical 
Pharisee, but a tolerant and courteous Jew, who evasively confessed at last to have been much 
instructed, and asked Justin to come again, and to remember him as a friend. The book is a 
storehouse of early interpretation of the prophetic Scriptures. 
 
The polemic works, Against all Heresies, and Against Marcion, are lost. The first is mentioned in 
the First Apology; of the second, Irenaeus has preserved some fragments; perhaps it was only a 
part of the former. {1343} Eusebius mentions also a Psalter of Justin, and a book On the Soul, 
which have wholly disappeared. 
 
(2) Doubtful works which bear Justin’s name, and may have been written by him: An address To 
the Greeks; { 1344} a treatise On the Unity of God; another On the Resurrection. 
 
(3) Spurious works attributed to him: The Epistle to Diognetus probably of the same date, but by 
a superior writer, {1345} the Exhortation to the Greeks, {1346} the Deposition of the True Faith, 
the epistle To Zenas and Serenus, the Refutation of some Theses of Aristotle, the Questions to the 
Orthodox, the Questions of the Christians to the Heathens, and the Questions of the Heathens to 
the Christians. Some of these belong to the third or later centuries. {1347} 
 
The genuine works of Justin are of unusual importance and interest. They bring vividly before us 
the time when the church was still a small sect, despised and persecuted, but bold in faith and 
joyful in death. They everywhere attest his honesty and earnestness, his enthusiastic love for 
Christianity, and his fearlessness in its defense against all assaults from without and perversions 
from within. He gives us the first reliable account of the public worship and the celebration of the 
sacraments. His reasoning is often ingenious and convincing but sometimes rambling and 
fanciful, though not more so than that of other writers of those times. His style is fluent and 
lively, but diffuse and careless. He writes under a strong impulse of duty and fresh impression 
without strict method or aim at rhetorical finish and artistic effect. He thinks pen in hand, without 
looking backward or forward, and uses his memory more than books. Only occasionally, as in the 
opening of the Dialogue, there is a touch of the literary art of Plato, his old master. {1348} But 
the lack of careful elaboration is made up by freshness and truthfulness. If the emperors of Rome 
had read the books addressed to them they must have been strongly impressed, at least with the 
honesty of the writer and the innocence of the Christians. {1349} 
 
III. Theology. As to the sources of his religious knowledge, Justin derived it partly from the Holy 
Scriptures, partly from the living church tradition. He cites, most frequently, and generally from 
memory, hence often inaccurately, the Old Testament prophets (in the Septuagint), and the 
"Memoirs" of Christ, or "Memoirs by the Apostles," as he calls the canonical Gospels, without 
naming the authors. {1350} He says that they were publicly read in the churches with the prophets 
of the Old Testament. He only quotes the words and acts of the Lord. He makes most use of 
Matthew and Luke, but very freely, and from John’s Prologue (with the aid of Philo whom he 
never names) he derived the inspiration of the Logos-doctrine, which is the heart of his theology. 
{1351} He expressly mentions the Revelation of John. He knew no fixed canon of the New 
Testament, and, like Hernias and Papias, he nowhere notices Paul; but several allusions to 
passages of his Epistles (Romans, First Corinthians, Ephesians, Colossians, etc.), can hardly be 
mistaken, and his controversy with Marcion must have implied a full knowledge of the ten 
Epistles which that heretic included in his canon. Any dogmatical inference from this silence is 
the less admissible, since, in the genuine writings of Justin, not one of the apostles or evangelists 



is expressly named except John once, and Simon Peter twice, and "the sons of Zebedee whom 
Christ called Boanerges," but reference is always made directly to Christ and to the prophets and 
apostles in general. {1352} The last are to him typified in the twelve bells on the border of the 
high priest’s garment which sound through the whole world. But this no more excludes Paul from 
apostolic dignity than the names of the twelve apostles on the foundation stones of the new 
Jerusalem. {Revelation 21:14} They represent the twelve tribes of Israel, Paul the independent 
apostolate of the Gentiles. 
 
Justin’s exegesis of the Old Testament is apologetic, typological and allegorical throughout. He 
finds everywhere references to Christ, and turned it into a text book of Christian theology. He 
carried the whole New Testament into the Old without discrimination, and thus obliterated the 
difference. He had no knowledge of Hebrew, {1353} and freely copied the blunders and 
interpolations of the Septuagint. He had no idea of grammatical or historical interpretation. He 
used also two or three times the Sibylline Oracles and Hystaspes for genuine prophecies, and 
appeals to the Apocryphal Acts of Pilate as an authority. We should remember, however, that he 
is no more credulous, inaccurate and uncritical than his contemporaries and the majority of the 
fathers. 
 
Justin forms the transition from the apostolic fathers to the church fathers properly so called. He 
must not be judged by the standard of a later orthodoxy, whether Greek, Roman, or Evangelical, 
nor by the apostolic conflict between Jewish and Gentile Christianity, or Ebionism and 
Gnosticism, which at that time had already separated from the current of Catholic Christianity. It 
was a great mistake to charge him with Ebionism. He was a converted Gentile, and makes a sharp 
distinction between the church and the synagogue as two antagonistic organizations. He belongs 
to orthodox Catholicism as modified by Greek philosophy. The Christians to him are the true 
people of God and heirs of all the promises. He distinguishes between Jewish Christians who 
would impose the yoke of the Mosaic law (the Ebionites), and those who only observe it 
themselves, allowing freedom to the Gentiles (the Nazarenes); the former he does not 
acknowledge as Christians, the latter be treats charitably, like Paul in Romans ch. 14 and 15. The 
only difference among orthodox Christians which he mentions is the belief in the millennium 
which he held, like Barnabas, Irenaeus and Tertullian, but which many rejected. But, like all the 
ante-Nicene writers, be had no clear insight into the distinction between the Old Testament and 
the New, between the law and the gospel, nor any proper conception of the depth of sin and 
redeeming grace, and the justifying power of faith. His theology is legalistic and ascetic rather 
than evangelical and free. He retained some heathen notions from his former studies, though he 
honestly believed them to be in full harmony with revelation. 
 
Christianity was to Justin, theoretically, the true philosophy, {1354} and, practically, a new law of 
holy living and dying. {1355} The former is chiefly the position of the Apologies, the latter that of 
the Dialogue. 
 
He was not an original philosopher, but a philosophizing eclectic, with a prevailing love for Plato, 
whom be quotes more frequently than any other classical author. He may be called, in a loose 
sense, a Christian Platonist. He was also influenced by Stoicism. He thought that the philosophers 
of Greece had borrowed their light from Moses and the prophets. But his relation to Plato after all 
is merely external, and based upon fancied resemblances. He illuminated and transformed his 
Platonic reminiscences by the prophetic Scriptures, and especially by the Johannean doctrine of 
the Logos and the incarnation. This is the central idea of his philosophical theology. Christianity 
is the highest reason. The Logos is the preexistent, absolute, personal Reason, and Christ is the 
embodiment of it, the Logos incarnate. Whatever is rational is Christian, and whatever is 
Christian is rational. {1356} The Logos endowed all men with reason and freedom, which are not 



lost by the fall. He scattered seeds of truth before his incarnation, not only among the Jews but 
also among the Greeks and barbarians, especially among philosophers and poets, who are the 
prophets of the heathen. Those who lived reasonably and virtuously in obedience to this 
preparatory light were Christians in fact, though not in name; while those who lived unreasonably 
were Christless and enemies of Christ. {1357} Socrates was a Christian as well as Abraham, 
though he did not know it. None of the fathers or schoolmen has so widely thrown open the gates 
of salvation. He was the broadest of broad churchmen. 
 
This extremely liberal view of heathenism, however, did not blind him to the prevailing 
corruption. The mass of the Gentiles are idolaters, and idolatry is under the control of the devil 
and the demons. The Jews are even worse than the heathen, because they sin against better 
knowledge. And worst of all are the heretics, because they corrupt the Christian truths. Nor did he 
overlook the difference between Socrates and Christ, and between the best of heathen and the 
humblest Christian. "No one trusted Socrates," he says, "so as to die for his doctrine but Christ, 
who was partially known by Socrates, was trusted not only by philosophers and scholars, but also 
by artizans and people altogether unlearned." 
 
The Christian faith of Justin is faith in God the Creator, and in his Son Jesus Christ the Redeemer, 
and in the prophetic Spirit. All other doctrines which are revealed through the prophets and 
apostles, follow as a matter of course. Below the deity are good and bad angels; the former are 
messengers of God, the latter servants of Satan, who caricature Bible doctrines in heathen 
mythology, invent slanders, and stir up persecutions against Christians, but will be utterly 
overthrown at the second coming of Christ. The human soul is a creature, and hence perishable, 
but receives immortality from God, eternal happiness as a reward of piety, eternal fire as a 
punishment of wickedness. Man has reason and free will, and is hence responsible for all his 
actions; he sins by his own act, and hence deserves punishment. Christ came to break the power 
of sin, to secure forgiveness and regeneration to a new and holy life. 
 
Here comes in the practical or ethical side of this Christian philosophy. It is wisdom which 
emanates from God and leads to God. It is a new law and a new covenant, promised by Isaiah and 
Jeremiah, and introduced by Christ. The old law was only for the Jews, the new is for the whole 
world; the old was temporary and is abolished, the new is eternal; the old commands circumcision 
of the flesh, the new, circumcision of the heart; the old enjoins the observance of one day, the 
new sanctifies all days; the old refers to outward performances, the new to spiritual repentance 
and faith, and demands entire consecration to God. 
 
IV. From the time of Justin Martyr, the Platonic Philosophy continued to exercise a direct and 
indirect influence upon Christian theology, though not so unrestrainedly and naively as in his 
case. {1358} We can trace it especially in Clement of Alexandria and Origen, and even in St. 
Augustin, who confessed that it kindled in him an incredible fire. In the scholastic period it gave 
way to the Aristotelian philosophy, which was better adapted to clear, logical statements. But 
Platonism maintained its influence over Maximus, John of Damascus, Thomas Aquinas, and 
other schoolmen, through the pseudo-Dionysian writings which first appear at Constantinople in 
532, and were composed probably in the fifth century. They sent a whole system of the universe 
under the aspect of a double hierarchy, a heavenly and an earthly, each consisting of three triads. 
 
The Platonic philosophy offered many points of resemblance to Christianity. It is spiritual and 
idealistic, maintaining the supremacy of the spirit over matter, of eternal ideas over all temporary 
phenomena, and the pre-existence and immortality of the soul; it is theistic, making the supreme 
God above all the secondary deities, the beginning, middle, and end of all things; it is ethical, 
looking towards present and future rewards and punishments; it is religious, basing ethics, 



politics, and physics upon the authority of the Lawgiver and Ruler of the universe; it leads thus to 
the very threshold of the revelation of God in Christ, though it knows not this blessed name nor 
his saying grace, and obscures its glimpses of truth by serious errors. Upon the whole the 
influence of Platonism, especially as represented in the moral essays of Plutarch, has been and is 
to this day elevating, stimulating, and healthy, calling the mind away from the vanities of earth to 
the contemplation of eternal truth, beauty, and goodness. To not a few of the noblest teachers of 
the church, from Justin the philosopher to Neander the historian, Plato has been a schoolmaster 
who led them to Christ. 
 
Notes. 
 
The theology and philosophy of Justin are learnedly discussed by Maran, and recently by Mohler 
and Freppel in the Roman Catholic interest, and in favor of his full orthodoxy. Among Protestants 
his orthodoxy was first doubted by the authors of the "Magdeburg Centuries," who judged him 
from the Lutheran standpoint. 
 
Modern Protestant historians viewed him chiefly with reference to the conflict between Jewish 
and Gentile Christianity. Credner first endeavored to prove, by an exhaustive investigation 
(1832), that Justin was a Jewish Christian of the Ebionitic type, with the Platonic Logos-doctrine 
attached to his low creed as an appendix. He was followed by the Tubingen critics, Schwegler 
(1846), Zeller, Hilgenfeld, and Baur himself (1853). Baur, however, moderated Credner’s view, 
and put, Justin rather between Jewish and Gentile Christianity, calling him a Pauline in fact, but 
not in name ("er ist der Sache nach Pauliner, aber dem Namen nach will er es nicht sein"). This 
shaky judgment shows the unsatisfactory character of the Tubingen construction of Catholic 
Christianity as the result of a conflux and compromise between Ebionism and Paulinism. 
 
Ritschl (in the second ed. of his Entstehung der altkatholischen Kirche, 1857) broke loose from 
this scheme and represented ancient Catholicism as a development of Gentile Christianity, and 
Justin as the type of the "katholisch werde de Heidenchristenthum," who was influenced by 
Pauline ideas, but unable to comprehend them in their depth and fulness, and thus degraded the 
standpoint of freedom to a new form of legalism. This he calls a "herabgekommemer or 
abgeschwachter Paulinismus." Engelhardt goes a step further, and explains this degradation of 
Paulinism from the influences of Hellenic heathenism and the Platonic and Stoic modes of 
thought. He says (p. 485): "Justin was at once a Christian and a heathen. We must acknowledge 
his Christianity and his heathenism in order to understand him." Harnack (in a review of E., 1878) 
agrees with him, and lays even greater stress on the heathen element. Against this Stahelin (1880) 
justly protests, and vindicates his truly Christian character. 
 
Among recent French writers, Aube represents Justin’s theology superficially as nothing more 
than popularized heathen philosophy. Renan (p. 389) calls his philosophy "une sorte d’eclectisme 
fonde sur un rationalisme mystic." Freppel returns to Maran’s treatment, and tries to make the 
philosopher and martyr of the second century even a Vatican Romanist of the nineteenth. 
 
For the best estimates of his character and merits see Neander, Semisch, Otto, von Engelhardt, 
Stahelin, Donaldson (II. 147 sqq.), and Holland (in Smith and Wace). 
 
{1333} Tertullian (Adv. Valent. 5) first calls him philosophus et martyr, Hippolytus (Philos. VIII. 
16), "Just. Martyr;" Eusebius (H. E. IV. 12), "a genuine lover of the true philosophy," who "in the 
garb of a philosopher proclaimed the divine word and defended the faith by writings" (IV. 17). 
 



{1334} Dial. c. Tryph. Jud. 100. 2-8. The conversion occurred before the Bar-Cochba war, from 
which Tryphon was flying when Justin met him. Archbishop Trench has reproduced the story in 
thoughtful poetry (Poems, Lond. 1865, p. 1-10). 
 
{1335} This city may be Flavia Neapolis, or more probably Ephesus, where the conversation with 
Trypho took place, according to Eusebius (IV. 18). Some have located the scene at Corinth, 
others at Alexandria. Mere conjectures. 
 
{1336} Apol. II. 12, 13. 
 
{1337} Tillemont and Maran (in Migne’s ed. Col. 114) infer from his mode of describing baptism 
(Apol. I. 65) that he baptized himself, and consequently was a priest. But Justin speaks in the 
name of the Christians in that passage ("We after we have thus washed him," etc.) and throughout 
the Apology; besides baptism was no exclusively clerical act, and could be performed by laymen. 
Equally inconclusive is the inference of Maran from the question of the prefect to the associates 
of Justin (in the Acts of his martyrdom): "Christianos vos ferit Justinus?" 
 
{1338} trivbwn, tribwvnion, pallium, a threadbare cloak, adopted by philosophers and afterwards 
by monks (the cowl) as an emblem of severe study or austere life, or both. 
 
{1339} yilosofe, caire! 
 
{1340} I add the estimate of Pressense (Martyrs and Apologists, p. 251): "The truth never had a 
witness more disinterested, more courageous, more worthy of the hatred of a godless age and of 
the approval of Heaven. The largeness of his heart and mind equalled the fervor of his zeal, and 
both were based on his Christian charity. Justin derived all his eloquence from his heart; his 
natural genius was not of rare order, but the experiences of his early life, illumined by revelation, 
became the source of much fruitful suggestion for himself, and gave to the Church a heritage of 
thought which, ripened and developed at Alexandria, was to become the basis of the great 
apology of Christianity. If we except the beautiful doctrine of the Word germinally present in 
every man, there was little originality in Justin’s theological ideas. In exegesis he is subtle, and 
sometimes puerile; in argument he flags, but where his heart speaks, he stands forth in all his 
moral greatness, and his earnest, generous words are ever quick and telling. Had he remained a 
pagan he would have lived unnoted in erudite mediocrity. Christianity fired and fertilized his 
genius, and it is the glowing soul which we chiefly love to trace in all his writings." 
 
{1341} The year of composition cannot be fixed with absolute certainty. The First Apology is 
addressed "To the Emperor (autokratori) Titus Aelius Adrianus Antoninus, Pius, Augustus 
Caesar; and to Verissimus, his son, philosopher [i.e. Marcus Aurelius]; and to Lucius, the 
philosopher [?]— son by nature of a Caesar [i.e. Caesar Aelius Verus] and of Pius by adoption 
and to the sacred Senate; -and to the whole Roman people," etc. The address violates the curial 
style, and is perhaps (as Mommsen and Volkmar suspect) a later addition, but no one doubts its 
general correctness. From the title "Verissimus," which Marcus Aurelius ceased to bear after his 
adoption by Antonine in 138, and from the absence of the title "Caesar" which he received in 139, 
the older critics have inferred that it must have been written shortly after the death of Hadrian 
(137), and Eusebius, in the Chronicon, assigns it to 141. The early date is strengthened by the fact 
that in the Dialogue, which was written after the Apologies, the Bar-Cochba war (132-135) is 
represented as still going on, or at all events as recent (fugwn ton nun genomenon polemon, ex 
bello nostra aetate profugus, ch. I; Comp. ch. 9). But, on the other hand, Marcus Aurelius was not 
really associated as co-regent with Antonine till 147, and in the book itself Tustin seems to imply 
two regents. Lucius Verus, moreover, was born 130, and could not well be addressed in his eighth 



year as "philosopher;" Eusebius, however, reads "Son of the philosopher Caesar;" and the term 
filovsofo was used in a very wide sense. Of more weight is the fact that the first Apology was 
written after the Syntagma against Marcion, who flourished in Rome between 139-145, though 
this chronology, too, is not quite certain. Justin says that he was writing 150 years after the birth 
of the Saviour; if this is not simply a round number, it helps to fix the date. For these reasons 
modern critics decide for 147-150 (Volkmar, Baur, Von Engelhardt, Hort, Donaldson, Holland), 
or 150 (Lipsius and Renan), or 160 (Keim and Aube). The smaller Apology was written likewise 
under Antoninus Pius (so Neander, Otto, Volkmar, Hort, contrary to Eusebius, iv. 15, 18,) and the 
two rulers, but only one autocrat, while after his death there were two older view, which puts it in 
the reign of Marcus Aurelius; for it presupposes "Augusti" or autocrats. See on the chronology 
Volkmar, Die Zeit Just. des M., in the "Theol. Jahrb." of Tubingen, 1855 (Nos. 2 and 4); Hort On 
the Date of Justin M., in the "Journal of Classic and Sacred Philology," June 1856; Donaldson, II. 
73 sqq.; Engelhardt, l. c. 71-80; Keim, Rom. u. d. Christenth., p. 425; Renan, l. c. p. 367, note, 
and Harnack, Texte und Unters., etc. 1. 172 sq. 
 
{1342} Hort puts the Dial. between 142 and 148; Volkmar in 155; Keim between 160-164; 
Englehardt in 148 or after. 
 
{1343} On these anti-heretical works see Harnack, Zur Quellenkritik des Gnosticismus (1873), 
Lipsius, Die Quellen der altesten Letzergeschichte (1875), and Hilgenfeld, D. Ketzergesch. des 
Urchristenthums (1884, p. 21 sqq.). 
 
{1344} Oratio ad Graecos logov prov ellhnav. 
 
{1345} See above, 170, p. 702. 
 
{1346} Cohortatio ad Graecos, logov parainetikov prov ellhnav. Based on Julius 
Africanus, as proved by Donaldson, and independently by Schurer in the Zeitschrift fur 
Kirchengesch. Bd. II. p. 319. 
 
{1347} On these doubtful and spurious writings see Maranus, Otto, Semisch, Donaldson, and 
Harnack (l. c. 190-193). 
 
{1348} On these doubtful and spurious writings see Maranus, Otto, Semisch, Donaldson, and 
Harnack (l. c. 190-193). 
 
{1349} Comp, Otto Deuteronomy Justiniana dictione, in the Proleg. LXIII-LXXVI. Renan’s 
judgment is interesting, but hardly Just. He says (p. 365): "Justin n’etait un grand esprit; il 
manquait a la, fois de philosophie et de critique; son exegese surtout passerait aujour d’ hui pour 
tres defectueuse; mais il fait preuve dun sens general assez droit; it avait cette espece, de 
credulite mediocre qui permet de raissonner sensement sur des premisses pueriles et de s’arreter 
a temps de faacon a n’etre qu’a moitie absurde." On the next page he says: "Justin etait un esprit 
faible; mais c’etait un noble et bon coeur." Donaldson justly remarks (II. 15 sq.) that the faults of 
style and reasoning attributed to Justin and other Apologists may be paralleled in Plutarch and all 
other contemporaries, and that more learned and able writers could not have done better than 
present the same arguments in a more elaborate and polished form. 
 
{1350} apomnhmoneumata twn apostolwn, a designation peculiar to Justin, and occurring in 
the Apologies and the Dialogue, but nowhere else, borrowed, no doubt, from Xenophon’s 
Memorabilia of Socrates. Four times he calls them simply "Memoirs," four times "Memoirs of 
(or by) the Apostles;" once "Memoirs made by the Apostles," which constitute the one Gospel 



(to euaggelion, Dial. c. 10), and which "are called Gospels" (kaleitai euaggelia, Apol. I. 66, 
a decisive passage), once, quoting from Mark. "Peter’s Memoirs." After long and thorough 
discussion the identity of these Memoirs with our canonical Gospels is settled notwithstanding 
the doubts of the author of Supernatural Religion. It is possible, however, that Justin may have 
used also some kind of gospel harmony such as his pupil Tatian actually prepared. 
 
{1351} One unquestionable quotation from John (3:3-5) is discussed in vol. I. 703 sq. If he did 
not cite the words of John, he evidently moved in his thoughts. 
 
{1352} See the list of Justin’s Scripture quotations or allusions in Otto’s edition, 579-592. The 
most numerous are from the Pentateuch, Isaiah, Matthew, and Luke. Of profane authors he quotes 
Plato, Homer, Euripides, Xenophon, and Menander. 
 
{1353} Donaldson (II. 148) infers from his Samaritan origin, and his attempts in one or two cases 
to give the etymology of Hebrew words (Apol. I. 33), that he, must have known a little Hebrew, 
but it must have been a very little indeed; at all events he never appeals to the Hebrew text. 
 
{1354} He calls the Christian religion (Dial. c. 8) monh filosofia asfalhv te kai 
sumforov, sola philosophia tuta atque utilis. 
 
{1355} teleutaiov nomov kai diayhkh kuriwtath paswn, novissima lex et foedus omnium 
firmissimum. Dial. c. II. 
 
{1356} Very different from the principle of Hegel: All that is rational is real, and all that is real is 
rational. 
 
{1357} He calls them acrhstoi (useless), Apol. I. 46; with reference to the frequent confusion of 
cristov with crhstov, good. Comp. Apol. I. 4: cristianoi einai kathgoroumeqa to de 
crhston miseisyai ou dikaion. Justin knew, however, the true derivation of cristov see Apol. 
II. 6.  

 



174. The Other Greek Apologists. Tatian. 
 
Lit. on the later Greek Apologists: 
 
Otto: Corpus Apologetarum Christ. Vol. VI. (1861): Tatiani Assyrii Opera; vol. VII.: 
Athenagorus; vol. VIII.: Theophilus; Vol. IX.: Hermias, Quadratus, Aristides, Aristo, Miltiades, 
Melito, Apollinaris (Reliquiae) Older ed. by Maranus, 1742, reissued by Migne, 1857, in Tom. 
VI. of his "Patrol. Gr." A new ed. by O. v. Gebhardt and E. Schwartz, begun Leipz. 1888. 
 
The third vol. of Donaldson’s Critical History of Christ. Lit. and Doctr., etc. (Lond. 1866) is 
devoted to the same Apologists. Comp. also Keim’s Romans und das Christenthum (1881), p. 
439-495; and on the MSS. and early traditions Harnack’s Texte, etc. Band I. Heft. 1 and 2 (1882), 
and Schwartz in his ed. (1888). 
 
On Tatian see 131, p. 493-496. 
 
Tatian of Assyria (110-172) was a pupil of Justin Martyr whom he calls a most admirable man, 
and like him an itinerant Christian philosopher; but unlike him he seems to have afterwards 
wandered to the borders of heretical Gnosticism, or at least to an extreme type of asceticism. He 
is charged with having condemned marriage as a corruption and denied that Adam was saved, 
because Paul says: "We all die in Adam." He was an independent, vigorous and earnest man, but 
restless, austere, and sarcastic. {1359} In both respects he somewhat resembles Tertullian. Before 
his conversion he had studied mythology, history, poetry, and chronology, attended the theatre 
and athletic games, became disgusted with the world, and was led by the Hebrew Scriptures to the 
Christian faith. {1360} 
 
We have from him an apologetic work addressed To the Greeks. {1361} It was written in the 
reign of Marcus Aurelius, probably in Rome, and shows no traces of heresy. He vindicates 
Christianity as the "philosophy of the barbarians," and exposes the contradictions, absurdities, 
and immoralities of the Greek mythology from actual knowledge and with much spirit and 
acuteness but with vehement contempt and bitterness. He proves that Moses and the prophets 
were older and wiser than the Greek philosophers, and gives much information on the antiquity of 
the Jews. Eusebius calls this "the best and most useful of his writings," and gives many extracts in 
his Praeparatio Evangelica. 
 
The following specimens show his power of ridicule and his radical antagonism to Greek 
mythology and philosophy: 
 
Ch. 21.—Doctrines of the Christians and Greeks respecting God compared. 
 
We do not act as fools, O Greeks, nor utter idle tales, when we announce that God was born in the 
form of a man. (en). I call on you who reproach us to compare your mythical accounts with our 
narrations. Athene, as they say, took the form of Deiphobus for the sake of Hector, and the 
unshorn Phoebus for the sake of Admetus fed the trailing-footed oxen, and the spouse of Zeus 
came as an old woman to Semele. But, while you treat seriously such things, how can you deride 
us? Your Asclepios died, and he who ravished fifty virgins in one night at Thespiae, lost his life 
by delivering himself to the devouring flame. Prometheus, fastened to Caucasus, suffered 
punishment for his good deeds to men. According to you, Zeus is envious, and hides the dream 
from men, wishing their destruction. Wherefore, looking at your own memorials, vouchsafe us 
your approval, though it were only as dealing in legends similar to your own. We, however, do 



not deal in folly, but your legends are only idle tales. If you speak of the origin of the gods, you 
also declare them to be mortal. For what reason is Hera now never pregnant? Has she grown old? 
or is there no one to give you information? Believe me now, O Greeks, and do not resolve your 
myths and gods into allegory. If you attempt to do this, the divine nature as held by you is 
overthrown by your own selves; for, if the demons with you are such as they are said to be, they 
are worthless as to character; or, if regarded as symbols of the powers of nature, they are not what 
they are called. But I cannot be persuaded to pay religious homage to the natural elements, nor 
can I undertake to persuade my neighbor. And Metrodorus of Lampsacus, in his treatise 
concerning Homer, has argued very foolishly, turning everything into allegory. For he says that 
neither Hera, nor Athene, nor Zeus are what those persons suppose who consecrate to them 
sacred enclosures and groves, but parts of nature and certain arrangements of the elements. 
Hector also, and Achilles, and Agamemnon, and all the Greeks in general, and the Barbarians 
with Helen and Paris, being of the same nature, you will of course say are introduced merely for 
the sake of the machinery of the poem, not one of these personages having really existed. 
 
"But these things we have put forth only for argument’s sake; for it is not allowable even to 
compare our notions of God with those who are wallowing in matter and mud." 
 
Ch. 25.—Boastings and quarrels of the philosophers. 
 
"What great and wonderful things have your philosophers effected? They leave uncovered one of 
their shoulders; they let their hair grow long; they cultivate their beards; their nails are like the 
claws of wild beasts. Though they say that they want nothing, yet, like Proteus [the Cynic, 
Proteus Peregrinus known to us from Lucian], they need a currier for their wallet, and a weaver 
for their mantle, and a woodcutter for their staff, and they need the rich [to invite them to 
banquets], and a cook also for their gluttony. O man competing with the dog [cynic philosopher], 
you know not God, and so have turned to the imitation of an irrational animal. You cry out in 
public with an assumption of authority, and take upon you to avenge your own self; and if you 
receive nothing, you indulge in abuse, for philosophy is with you the art of getting money. You 
follow the doctrines of Plato, and a disciple of Epicurus lifts up his voice to oppose you. Again, 
you wish to be a disciple of Aristotle, and a follower of Democritus rails at you. Pythagoras says 
that he was Euphorbus, and he is the heir of the doctrine of Pherecydes, but Aristotle impugns the 
immortality of the soul. You who receive from your predecessors doctrines which clash with one 
another, you the inharmonious, are fighting against the harmonious. One of you asserts "that God 
is body," but I assert that He is without body; "that the world is indestructible," but I assert that it 
is to be destroyed; "that a conflagration will take place at various times," but I say that it will 
come to pass once for all; "that Minos and Rhadamanthus are judges," but I say that God Himself 
is Judge; "that the soul alone is endowed with immortality," but I say that the flesh also is 
endowed with it. What injury do we inflict upon you, O Greeks? Why do you hate those who 
follow the word of God, as if they were the vilest of mankind? It is not we who eat human flesh—
they among you who assert such a thing have been suborned as false witnesses; it is among you 
that Pelops is made a supper for the gods, although beloved by Poseidon; and Kronos devours his 
children, and Zeus swallows Metis." 
 
Of great importance for the history of the canon and of exegesis is Tatian’s Diatessaron or 
Harmony of the Four Gospels, once widely circulated, then lost, but now measurably recovered. 
{1362} Theodoret found more than two hundred copies of it in his diocese. Ephraem the Syrian 
wrote a commentary on it which was preserved in an Armenian translation by the Mechitarists at 
Venice, translated into Latin by Aucher (1841), and published with a learned introduction by 
Mosinger (1876). From this commentary Zahn has restored the text (1881). Since then an Arabic 
translation of the Diatessaron itself has been discovered and published by Ciasca (1888). The 



Diatessaron begins with the Prologue of John (In principio erat Verbum, etc.), follows his order 
of the festivals, assuming a two years’ ministry, and makes a connected account of the life of 
Christ from the four Evangelists. There is no heretical tendency, except perhaps in the omission 
of Christ’s human genealogies in Matthew and Luke, which may have been due to the influence 
of a docetic spirit. This Diatessaron conclusively proves the existence and ecclesiastical use of 
the four Gospels, no more and no less, in the middle of the second century. 
 
{1358} On the general subject of the relation of Platonism to Christianity, see Ackermann, Das 
Christliche im Plato (1835, Engl. transl. by Asburv, with preface by Shedd, 1861) Baur, Socrates 
und Christus (1837, and again ed. by Zeller, 1876); Tayler Lewis, Plato against the Atheists 
(1845); Hampden, The Fathers of the Greek Philosophy (1862); Cocker, Christianity and Greek 
Philosophy (1870), Ueberweg’s History of Philosophy (Engl. transl. 1872), and an excellent art. 
of Prof. W. S. Tyler, of Amherst College in the third vol. of Schaff-Herzog’s Rel. Encycl. (1883, 
p. 1850-’53). On the relation of Justin to Platonism and heathenism, see von Engelbardt, l. c. 447-
484. 
 
{1359} Comp. Donaldson, III. 27 sqq. 
 
{1360} He tells his conversion himself, Ad Gr. c. 29 and 30. The following passage (29) is 
striking: "While I was giving my most earnest attention to the matter [the discovery of the truth], 
I happened to meet with certain barbaric writings, too old to be compared with the opinions of the 
Greeks, and too divine to be compared with their errors and I was led to put faith in these by the 
unpretending cast of the language, the inartificial character of the writers, the foreknowledge 
displayed of future events, the excellent quality of the precepts, and the declaration of the 
government of the universe as centred in one Being. And, my soul being taught of God, I 
discerned that the former class of writings lead to condemnation, but that these put an end to the 
slavery that is in the world, and rescue us from a multiplicity of rulers and ten thousand tyrants, 
while they give us, not indeed what we had not before received, but what we had received, but 
were prevented by error from retaining." 
 
{1361} Pros Ellhna, Oratio ad Graecos. The best critical edition by Ed. Schwartz, Leipsig, 1888. 
On the MSS. see also Otto’s Proleg., and Harnack’s Texte, etc. Bd. I. Heft. I. p. 1-97. English 
translation by B. P. Pratten, in the "Ante-Nicene Library," III. 1-48; Am. ed. II., 59 sqq. The 
specimens below are from this version, compared with the Greek. 
 
{1362} to dia tessarwn. Eusebius, H. E. IV. 29, and Theodoret, Fab. Haer. I. 20, notice the 
Diatessaron. Comp. Mosinger’s introduction to his ed. of Ephroem’s Com. (Venet. 1876), Zahn’s 
Tatian’s Diatessaron (1881), and Ciasca’s edition of the Arabic version (1888) noticed p. 493.  

 



175. Athenagoras. 
 
Otto, Vol. VII.; Migne, VI. 890-1023. Am. ed. by W. B. Owen, N. Y., 1875. 
 
Clarisse: Deuteronomy Athenagorae vita, scriptis doctrina (Lugd. Bat. 1819); Donaldson, III. 
107-178; Harnack, Texte, I. 176 sqq., and his art. "Athen." in Herzog 2 I. 748-750; Spencer 
Mansel in Smith and Wace, 1. 204-207; Renan, Marc-Aurele, 382-386. 
 
Athenagoras was "a Christian philosopher of Athens," during the reign of Marcus Aurelius (A. 
D., 161-180), but is otherwise entirely unknown and not even mentioned by Eusebius, Jerome, 
and Photius. {1363} His philosophy was Platonic, but modified by the prevailing eclecticism of 
his age. He is less original as an apologist than Justin and Tatian, but more elegant and classical 
in style. 
 
He addressed an Apology or Intercession in behalf of the Christians to the Emperors Marcus 
Aurelius and Commodus. {1364} He reminds the rulers that all their subjects are allowed to 
follow their customs without hindrance except the Christians who are vexed, plundered and killed 
on no other pretence than that they bear the name of their Lord and Master. We do not object to 
punishment if we are found guilty, but we demand a fair trial. A name is neither good nor bad in 
itself, but becomes good or bad according to the character and deeds under it. We are accused of 
three crimes, atheism, Thyestean banquets (cannibalism), Oedipodean connections (incest). Then 
he goes on to refute these charges, especially that of atheism and incest. He does it calmly, 
clearly, eloquently, and conclusively. By a divine law, he says, wickedness is ever fighting 
against virtue. Thus Socrates was condemned to death, and thus are stories invented against us. 
We are so far from committing the excesses of which we are accused, that we are not permitted to 
lust after a woman in thought. We are so particular on this point that we either do not marry at all, 
or we marry for the sake of children, and only once in the course of our life. Here comes out his 
ascetic tendency which he shares with his age. He even condemns second marriage as "decent 
adultery." The Christians are more humane than the heathen, and condemn, as murder, the 
practices of abortion, infanticide, and gladiatorial shows. 
 
Another treatise under his name, "On the Resurrection of the Dead," is a masterly argument 
drawn from the wisdom, power, and justice of God, as well as from the destiny of man, for this 
doctrine which was especially offensive to the Greek mind. It was a discourse actually delivered 
before a philosophical audience. For this reason perhaps he does not appeal to the Scriptures. 
 
All historians put a high estimate on Athenagoras. "He writes," says Donaldson, "as a man who is 
determined that the real state of the case should be exactly known. He introduces similes, he 
occasionally has an antithesis, he quotes poetry but always he has his main object distinctly 
before his mind, and he neither makes a useless exhibition of his own powers, nor distracts the 
reader by digressions. His Apology is the best defence of the Christians produced in that age." 
Spencer Mansel declares him "decidedly superior to most of the Apologists, elegant, free from 
superfluity of language, forcible in style, and rising occasionally into great powers of description, 
and in his reasoning remarkable for clearness and cogency." 
 
Tillemont found traces of Montanism in the condemnation of second marriage and the view of 
prophetic inspiration, but the former was common among the Greeks, and the latter was also held 
by Justin M. and others. Athenagoras says of the prophets that they were in an ecstatic condition 
of mind and that the Spirit of God "used them as if a flute-player were breathing into his flute." 
Montanus used the comparison of the plectrum and the lyre. 



 
{1363} The account of Philippus Sidetes, deacon of Chrysostom, as preserved by Nicephorus 
Callistus, is entirely unreliable. It makes Athenagoras the first head of the school of Alexandria 
under Hadrian, and the teacher of Clement of Alex.—a palpable chronological blunder—and 
states that he addressed his Apology to Hadrian and Antoninus, which is contradicted by the 
inscription. But in a fragment of Methodius, Deuteronomy Resurrectione, there is a quotation 
from the Apology of Athenagoras (c. 24) with his name attached. 
 
{1364} presbeia (embassy) peri cristianwn, Legatio (also Supplicatio, Intercessio pro 
Christianis.) Some take the title in its usual sense, and assume that Athenagoras really went as a 
deputation to the emperor. The book was often copied in the fifteenth century, and there are 
seventeen MSS. extant; the three best contain also the treatise on the Resurrection. Both were 
edited by Henry Stephens, 1557, and often since. The objections against the genuineness are 
weak and have been refuted.  

 



176. Theophilus of Antioch. 
 
Otto, Vol. VIII. Migne, VI. Col. 1023-1168. 
 
Donaldson, Critical History, III. 63-106. Renan, Marc-Aur. 386 sqq. 
 
Theod. Zahn: Der Evanqelien-commentar des Theophilus von Antiochien. Erlangen 1883 (302 
pages). The second part of his Forschung zur Gesch. des neutestam. Kanons und der 
altkirchlichen Lit. Also his Supplementum Clementinum, 1884, p. 198-276 (in self-defense 
against Harnack). 
 
Harnack, Texte, etc. Bd. I., Heft II., 282-298., and Heft. IV. (I 8., 3), 97-175 (on the Gospel 
Commentary cf Theoph. against Zahn). 
 
A. Hauck: Zur Theophilusfrage, Leipz. 1844, and in Herzog, 2 xv. 544. 
 
W. Bornemann: Zur Theophilusfrage; In "Brieger’s Zeitschrift f. Kirchen-Geschte," 1888, p. 169-
283 
 
Theophilus was converted from heathenism by the study of the Scriptures, and occupied the 
episcopal see at Antioch, the sixth from the Apostles, during the later part of the reign of Marcus 
Aurelius. He died about A. D. 181. {1365} 
 
His principal work, and the only one which has come down to us, is his three books to Autolycus, 
an educated heathen friend. {1366} His main object is to convince him of the falsehood of 
idolatry, and of the truth of Christianity. He evinces extensive knowledge of Grecian literature, 
considerable philosophical talent, and a power of graphic and elegant composition. His treatment 
of the philosophers and poets is very severe and contrasts unfavorably with the liberality of Justin 
Martyr. He admits elements of truth in Socrates and Plato, but charges them with having stolen 
the same from the prophets. He thinks that the Old Testament already contained all the truths 
which man requires to know. He was the first to use the term "triad" for the holy Trinity, and 
found this mystery already in the words: "Let us make man"; {Genesis 1:26} for, says he, "God 
spoke to no other but to his own Reason and his own Wisdom," that is, to the Logos and the Holy 
Spirit hypostatized. {1367} He also first quoted the Gospel of John by name, {1368} but it was 
undoubtedly known and used before by Tatian, Athenagoras, Justin, and by the Gnostics, and can 
be traced as far back as 125 within the lifetime of many personal disciples of the Apostle. 
Theophilus describes the Christians as having a sound mind, practising self-restraint, preserving 
marriage with one, keeping chastity, expelling injustice, rooting out sin, carrying out 
righteousness as a habit, regulating their conduct by law, being ruled by truth, preserving grace 
and peace, and obeying God as king. They are forbidden to visit gladiatorial shows and other 
public amusements, that their eyes and ears may not be defiled. They are commanded to obey 
authorities and to pray for them, but not to worship them. 
 
The other works of Theophilus, polemical and exegetical, are lost. Eusebius mentions a book 
against Hermogenes, in which he used proofs from the Apocalypse of John, another against 
Marcion and "certain catechetical books" (Gr.) Jerome mentions in addition commentaries on the 
Proverbs, and on the Gospel, but doubts their genuineness. There exists under his name though 
only in Latin, a sort of exegetical Gospel Harmony, which is a later compilation of uncertain date 
and authorship. 
 



Notes. 
 
Jerome is the only ancient writer who mentions a Commentary or Commentaries of Theophilus 
on the Gospel, but adds that they are inferior to his other books in elegance and style; thereby 
indicating a doubt as to their genuineness. Deuteronomy Vir ill. 25: La734 "Legi sub nomine eius 
[Theophili] in Evangelium et in Proverbia Salomonis Commentarios, (qui mihi cum superiorum 
voluminum) [the works Contra Marcionem, Ad Autolycum, and Contra Hermogenem] elegantia 
et phrasi non videntur congruere." He alludes to the Gospel Commentary in two other passages 
(in the Pref. to his Com. on Matthew, and Ep. 121) (ad Algasiam), and quotes from it the 
exposition of the parable of the unjust steward. {Luke 16:1 sqq.} Eusebius may possibly have 
included the book in the kathchtika; bibliva which he ascribes to Theophilus. 
 
A Latin Version of this Commentary was first published (from MSS. not indicated and since lost) 
by Marg. de la Bigne in Sacrae, Bibliothecae Patrum, Paris 1576, Tom. V. Col. 169-196; also by 
Otto in the Corp. Apol. VIII. 278-324, and with learned notes by Zahn in the second vol. of his 
Forschungen zur Gesch. des neutest. Kanons (1883), p. 31-85. The Commentary begins with an 
explanation of the symbolical import of the four Gospels as follows: "Quatuor evangelia quatuor 
animalibus figurata Jesum Christum demonstrant. Matthaeus enim salvatorem nostrum natum 
passumque homini comparavit. Marcus leonis gerens figuram a solitudine incipit dicens: ‘Vox 
clamantis in deserto: parate viam Domini,’ sane qui regnat invictus. Joannes habet similitudinem 
aquilae, quod ab imis alta petiverit; ait enim: ‘In principio erat Verbum, et verbum erat apud 
Deum, et Deus erat Verbum; hoc erat in principio apud Deum; vel quia Christus resurgens 
volavit ad calos. Lucas vituli speciem gestat, ad instar salvator noster est immolatus, vel quod 
sacerdotii figurat officium." The position of Luke as the fourth is very peculiar and speaks for 
great antiquity. Then follows a brief exposition of the genealogy of Christ by Matthew with the 
remark that Matthew traces the origin "per reges," Luke "per sacerdotes." The first book of the 
Commentary is chiefly devoted to Matthew, the second and third to Luke, the fourth to John. It 
concludes with an ingenious allegory representing Christ as a gardener (who appeared to Mary 
Magdalene, John 20:15), and the church as his garden full of rich flowers as follows (see Zahn, p. 
85): "Hortus Domini est ecclesia catholica, in qua sunt rosae martyrum, lilia virginum, violae 
viduarum, hedera coniugum; nam illa, quae aestimabat eum hortulanum esse significabat scilicet 
eum plantantem diversis virtutibus credentium vitam. Amen." 
 
Dr. Zahn, in his recent monograph (1883), which abounds in rare patristic learning, vindicates 
this Commentary to Theophilus of Antioch and dates the translation from the third century. If so, 
we would have here a work of great apologetic as well as exegetical importance, especially for 
the history of the canon and the text; for Theophilus stood midway between Justin Martyr and 
Irenaeus and would be the oldest Christian exegete. But a Nicene or post-Nicene development of 
theology and church organization is clearly indicated by the familiar use of such terms as regnum 
Christi catholicum, catholica doctrina, catholicum dogma, sacerdos, peccatum originale, 
monachi, saeculares, pagani. The suspicion of a later date is confirmed by the discovery of a MS. 
of this commentary in Brussels, with an anonymous preface which declares it to be a compilation. 
Harnack, who made this discovery, ably refutes the conclusions of Zahn, and tries to prove that 
the commentary ascribed to Theophilus is a Latin work by an anonymous author of the fifth or 
sixth century (470-520). Zahn (1884) defends in part his former position against Harnack, but 
admits the weight of the argument furnished by the Brussels MS. Hauck holds that the 
commentary was written after A. D. 200, but was used by Jerome. Bornemann successfully 
defends Harnack’s view against Zahn and Hauck, and puts the work between 450 and 700. 
 
{1365} Eusebius H. E. IV. 20, and in his Chron. ad arm. IX. M. Aurelii. His supposed 
predecessors were Peter, Evodius, Ignatius, Heron, Cornelius, and Eros. Comp. Harnack, Die Zeit 



des Ignat. und die Chronologie der Antiochen. Bischofe bis Tyrannus (Leipz. 1878 p. 56). Jerome 
(De Vir. ill. 25; Ep. ad Algas., and Praef, in Com. Matth.), Lactantius (Inst. div. 1. 23), and 
Cennadius of Massila (De Vir. ill. 34) likewise mention Theophilus and his writings, but the later 
Greeks, even Photius, seem to have forgotten him. See Harnack, Texte, I. 282 sqq. Renan calls 
him "un docteur tres fecond, un catechiste done d’un grand talent d’exposition, un polemiste 
habile selon les idees du temps." 
 
{1366} yeofilou prov autolukon, Theophili ad Autolycum. We have three MSS. of his books 
Ad Autolycum, the best from the eleventh century, preserved in Venice. See Otto, and Donaldson, 
p. 105. The first printed edition appeared at Zurich, 1546. Three English translations, by J. Betty, 
Oxf. 1722, by W. B Flower, Lond. 1860, and Marcus Dods, Edinb. 1867 (in the "Ante-Nicene 
Libr." III. 49-133). 
 
{1367} Ad Autol. II. 15 (in Migne VI. 1077), where the first three days of creation are called 
tupoi thv triadov, tou yeou, kai tou logou autou kai thv sofiav autou. Comp. c. 18 
(col. 1081), where the trinity is found in Genesis 1:26. In the Gospel Com. of Th. the word 
trinitas occurs five times (see Zahn, l. c. 143). Among Latin writers, Tertullian is the first who 
uses the term trinitas (Adv Prax. 4; Deuteronomy Pud. 21). 
 
{1368} Ad Autol. II. 22: "The Holy Scriptures teach us, and all who were moved by the Spirit, 
among whom John says: ‘In the beginning was the Word (logov), and the Word was with God.’" 
He then quotes John 1:3.  

 



177. Melito of Sardis. 
 
(I.) Euseb. H. E. IV. 13, 26; V. 25. Hieron.: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 24. The remains Of Melito in 
Routh, Reliq. acr. I. 113-153; more fully in Otto, Corp. Ap. IX. (1872), 375-478. His second 
Apology, of doubtful genuineness, in Cureton, Spicilegium Syriacum, Lond. 1835 (Syriac, with 
an English translation), and in Pitra, Spicil. Solesm. II. (with a Latin translation by Renan, which 
was revised by Otto, Corp. Ap. vol. IX.); German transl. by Welte in the Tub." Theol. 
Quartalschrift" for 1862. 
 
(II) Piper in the Studien und Kritiken for 1838, p. 54 154. Uhlhorn in "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol." 
1866. Donaldson, III. 221-239 Steitz in Herzog 2 IX. 537-539. Lightfoot in "Contemp. Review," 
Febr. 1876. Harnack, Texte, etc., I. 240-278. Salmon in Smith and Wace III. 894-900. Renan, 
Marc-Aurele, 172 sqq. (Comp. also the short notice in L’eglise chret., p. 436). 
 
Melito, bishop of Sardis, {1369} the capital of Lydia, was a shining light among the churches of 
Asia Minor in the third quarter of the second century. Polycrates of Ephesus, in his epistle to 
bishop Victor of Rome (d. 195), calls him a "eunuch who, in his whole conduct, was full of the 
Holy Ghost, and sleeps in Sardis awaiting the episcopate from heaven (or visitation,,) on the day 
of the resurrection." The term "eunuch" no doubt refers to voluntary celibacy for the kingdom of 
God.. {1370} {Matthew 19:12} He was also esteemed as a prophet. He wrote a book on prophecy, 
probably against the pseudo-prophecy of the Montanists; but his relation to Montanism is not 
clear. He took an active part in the paschal and other controversies which agitated the churches of 
Asia Minor. He was among the chief supporters of the Quartadeciman practice which was 
afterwards condemned as schismatic and heretical. This may be a reason why his writings fell 
into oblivion. Otherwise he was quite orthodox according to the standard of his age, and a strong 
believer in the divinity of Christ, as is evident from one of the Syrian fragments (see below). 
 
Melito was a man of brilliant mind and a most prolific author. Tertullian speaks of his elegant and 
eloquent genius. {1371} Eusebius enumerates no less than eighteen or twenty works from his pen, 
covering a great variety of topics, but known to us now only by name. {1372} He gives three 
valuable extracts. There must have been an uncommon literary fertility in Asia Minor after the 
middle of the second century. {1373} The Apology of Melito was addressed to Marcus Aurelius, 
and written probably at the outbreak of the violent persecutions in 177, which, however, were of a 
local or provincial character, and not sanctioned by the general government. He remarks that 
Nero and Domitian were the only imperial persecutors, and expresses the hope that, Aurelius, if 
properly informed, would interfere in behalf of the innocent Christians. In a passage preserved in 
the "Paschal Chronicle" he says: "We are not worshipers of senseless stones, but adore one only 
God, who is before all and over all, and His Christ truly God the Word before all ages." 
 
A Syriac Apology bearing his name {1374} was discovered by Tattam, with other Syrian MSS. in 
the convents of the Nitrian desert (1843), and published by Cureton and Pitra (1855). But it 
contains none of the passages quoted by Eusebius, and is more an attack upon idolatry than a 
defense of Christianity, but may nevertheless be a work of Melito under an erroneous title. 
 
To Melito we owe the first Christian list of the Hebrew Scriptures. It agrees with the Jewish and 
the Protestant canon, and omits the Apocrypha. The books of Esther and Nehemiah are also 
omitted, but may be included in Esdras. The expressions "the Old Books," "the Books of the Old 
Covenant," imply that the church at that time had a canon of the New Covenant. Melito made a 
visit to Palestine to seek information on the Jewish canon. 
 



He wrote a commentary on the Apocalypse, and a "Key," probably to the Scriptures. {1375} 
 
The loss of this and of his books "on the Church" and "on the Lord’s Day" are perhaps to be 
regretted most. 
 
Among the Syriac fragments of Melito published by Cureton is one from a work "On Faith," 
which contains a remarkable christological creed, an eloquent expansion of the Regula Fidei. 
{1376} The Lord Jesus Christ is acknowledged as the perfect Reason, the Word of God; who was 
begotten before the light; who was Creator with the Father; who was the Fashioner of man; who 
was all things in all; Patriarch among the patriarchs, Law in the law, Chief Priest among the 
priests, King among the kings, Prophet among the prophets, Archangel among the angels; He 
piloted Noah, conducted Abraham, was bound with Isaac, exiled with Jacob, was Captain with 
Moses; He foretold his own sufferings in David and the prophets; He was incarnate in the Virgin; 
worshipped by the Magi; He healed the lame, gave sight to the blind, was rejected by the people, 
condemned by Pilate, hanged upon the tree, buried in the earth, rose from the dead and appeared 
to the apostles, ascended to heaven; He is the Rest of the departed, the Recoverer of the lost, the 
Light of the blind, the Refuge of the afflicted, the Bridegroom of the Church, the Charioteer of 
the cherubim, the Captain of angels; God who is of God, the Son of the Father, the King for ever 
and ever. 
 
{1369} This is the English spelling. The Germans and French spell Sardes (Gr. ai sardeiv, but 
also sardiv in Herodotus). 
 
{1370} Renan thinks of an act of self-mutilation (in L’eglise chret. 436): "Comme plus tard 
Origene, il voulut que sa chastete fut en quelque sorte materiellement constatee." But St. John, 
too, is called spado by Tertullian (De Monog. 17) and eunuchus by Jerome (In Es. c. 56). 
Athenagoras uses eunoucia for male continence, Leg. c. 33: to en paryeneia kai en eunoucia 
meinai, in virginitate et eunuchi statu manere. 
 
{1371} Elegans et declamatorium ingenium, "in his lost book on Ecstasis, quoted by Jerome, 
Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 24." Harnack draws a comparison between Melito and Tertullian; they 
resembled each other in the variety of topics on which they wrote, and in eloquence, but not in 
elegance of style. 
 
{1372} Eusebius (IV. 26) mentions first his Apology for the faith addressed to the emperor of the 
Romans, and then the following: "Two works On the Passover, and those On the Conduct of Life 
and the Prophets (to peri politeiav kai profhtwn, perhaps two separate books, perhaps kai 
fortwn), one On the Church, and another discourse On the Lord’s Day (peri kuriakhv), one 
also On the Nature (peri fusewv, al. Faith, pistewv) of Man, and another On his Formation 
(peri plasew) a work On the Subjection of the Senses to Faith [ov peri upakohv pistewv 
aisyhthriwn, which Rufinus changes into two books ’ de obedientia fidei de sensibus,’ so also 
Nicephorus]. Besides these, a treatise On the Soul, the Body, and the Mind. A dissertation also, 
On Baptism; one also On Truth and Faith, and [probably another on] the Generation of Christ. 
His discourse On Prophecy, and that On Hospitality. A treatise called The Key (h kleiv), his 
works On the, Devil, and The Revelation of John. The treatise On God Incarnate (peri 
enswmatou yeou, comp. enswmatwsiv equals incarnation), and last of all, the discourse 
(biblidion) addressed to Antonine." He then add,; still another book called eklogai, and 
containing extracts from the Old Testament. Some of these titles may indicate two distinct books, 
as ta peri tou diabolou, kai thv apokaluqewv iwannou. So Rufinus and Jerome 
understood this title. See Heinichen’s notes. Other works were ascribed to him by later writers, as 
On the Incarnation of Christ (peri sarkwsewv cristou), On the Cross, On Faith, and two 



decidedly spurious works, Deuteronomy Passione S. Joannis, and Deuteronomy Transitu b. 
Mariae. 
 
{1373} Comp. Euseb. IV. 21, 25. Renan says (p. 192): "Jamais peut-etre le christianisme n’a plus 
ecrit que durant le IIe siecle en Asie. La culture litteraire etait extremement repandue dans cette 
province; l’art d’ecrire y etait fort commun, et le christianisme en profitait. La litterature des 
Peres d l’aglise commencait. Les siecles suivants ne depasserent pas ces premiers essais de 
l’eloquence chretienne; mais, au point de vue de l’orthodoxie, les livres de ces Peres du IIe siecle 
offraient plus d’une pierre el’achoppement. La lecture en devint suspecte; on les copia de moins 
en moins, et ainsi presque tons ces beaux ecrits disparurent, pour faire place aux ecrivains 
classiques, posterieurs au concile de Nicee, ecrivains plus corrects comme doctrine, mais, en 
general, bien moins originaux que ceux du IIe siecle." 
 
{1374} Under the heading, "The oration of Melito the Philosopher, held before Antonintus 
Caesar, and he spoke[?] to Caesar that he might know God, and he showed him the way of truth, 
and began to speak as follows." Ewald (in the "Gott. Gel. Anz." 1856, p. 655 sqq.) and Renan (M. 
Aur. 184, note) suggest that it is no apology, but Melito’s tract peri alhyeiav as this word very 
often occurs. Jacobi, Otto, and Harnack ascribe it to a different author, probably from Syria. 
 
{1375} A Latin work under the title Melitonis Clavis Sanctae Scripturae was mentioned by Labbe 
in 1653 as preserved in the library of Clermont College, and was at last, after much trouble, 
recovered in Strassburg and elsewhere, and published by Cardinal Pitra in the Spicilegium 
Solesm. 1855 (Tom. II. and III.). But, unfortunately, it turned out to be no translation of Melito’s 
kleiv at all, but a mediaeval glossary of mystic interpretation of the Scriptures compiled from 
Gregory I. and other Latin fathers. This was conclusively proven by Steitz in the "Studien und 
Kritiken" for 1857, p. 584-596. Renan assents (p. 181, note): "L’ouvrage latin que om Pitra a 
publie comme etant la Cle de Meliton, est une compilation de passages des Peres latins pouvant 
servir a l’explication allegorique des ecritures qui figure pour la premiere fois dans la Bible de 
Theodulphe." 
 
{1376} Spicileg. Solesm. T. II. p. LIX.  

 



178. Apolinarius of Hierapolis. Miltiades. 
 
Claudius Apolinarius, {1377} bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia, a successor of Papias, was a very 
active apologetic and polemic writer about A. D. 160-180. He took a leading part in the 
Montanist and Paschal controversies. Eusebius puts him with Melito of Sardis among the 
orthodox writers of the second century, and mentions four of his "many works" as known to him, 
but since lost, namely an "Apology" addressed to Marcus Aurelius (before 174). "Five books 
against the Greeks" "Two books on Truth." "Two books against the Jews." He also notices his 
later books "Against the heresy of the Phrygians" (the Montanists), about 172. {1378} 
 
Apolinarius opposed the Quartodeciman observance of Easter, which Melito defended. {1379} 
Jerome mentions his familiarity with heathen literature, but numbers him among the Chiliasts. 
{1380} The latter is doubtful on account of his opposition to Montanism. Photius praises his style. 
He is enrolled among the saints. {1381} 
 
Miltiades was another Christian Apologist of the later half of the second century whose writings 
are entirely lost. Eusebius mentions among them an "Apology" addressed to the rulers of the 
world, a treatise "against the Greeks," and another "against the Jews;" but be gives no extracts. 
{1382} Tertullian places him between Justin Martyr and Irenaeus. {1383} 
 
{1377} This is the spelling of the ancient Greek authors who refer to him. Latin writers usually 
spell his name Apollinaris or Apollinarius. There are several noted persons of this name: (1) the 
legendary St. Apollinaris, bishop of Ravenna (50-78?), who followed St. Peter from Antioch to 
Rome, was sent by him to Ravenna, performed miracles, died a martyr, and gave name to a 
magnificent basilica built in the sixth century. See Acta Sanct. Jul. V. 344. (2) Apollinarus the 
Elder, presbyter at Laodicea in Syria (not in Phrygia), an able classical scholar and poet, about the 
middle of the fourth century. (3) Apollinaris the Younger, son of the former, and bishop of 
Laodicea between 362 and 380, who with his father composed Christian classics to replace the 
heathen classics under the reign of Julian, and afterwards originated the christological heresy 
which is named after him. See my article in Smith and Wace I. 134 sq. 
 
{1378} H. E. IV. 27; repeated by Jerome, Deuteronomy Viris ill. 26. Two extracts of a work not 
mentioned by Eusebius are preserved in the Chron. Pasch. Copies of three of his apologetic 
books, prov ellhnav peri eusebeiav, peri alhyeiav, are mentioned by Photius. The last two 
are probably identical, as they are connected by kai. See the fragments in Routh, I. 159-174. 
Comp. Donaldson III. 243; Harnack, Texte, I. 232-239, and Smith and Wace I. 132. 
 
{1379} See above, p. 214 sq., and Chron. Pasch. 1. 13. 
 
{1380} Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 18; Com. in Ezech. c. 36. In the latter place Jerome mentions 
Irenaeus as the first, and Apollinaris as the last, of the Greek Chiliasts ("ut Graecos nominem, et 
primum extremumque conjugam, Iren. et Ap."); but this is a palpable error, for Barnabas and 
Papias were Chiliasts before Irenaeus; Methodius and Nepos long after Apolinarius. Perhaps he 
meant Apollinaris of Laodicea, in Syria. 
 
{1381} Acta Sanct. Febr. II. 4. See Wetzer and Welte 2 I. 1086. 
 
{1382} H. E. V. 17. Jerome, Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 39. Comp. Harnack, Texte, I. 278-282, and 
Salmon, in Smith and Wace III. 916. 
 



{1383} Adv. Valent. 5. Miltiades is here called "ecclesiarum sophista," either honorably equals 
rhetor or philosophus (See Otto and Salmon), or with an implied censure ("mit einem ublen 
Nebegeschmack," as Harnack thinks). The relation of Miltiades to Montanism is quite obscure, 
but probably he was an opponent.  

 



179. Hermias. 
 
ermeiou filosofou diasurmov twn exw filosofwn, Hermiae Philosophi Gentilium 
Philosophorum Irrisio, ten chapters. Ed. princeps with Lat. vers. Base!, 1553, Zurich, 1560. 
Worth added it to his Tatian, Oxf. 1700. In Otto and Maranus (Migne, vi. Col. 1167-1180). 
 
Donaldson, III. 179-181. 
 
Under the name of the "philosopher" Hermias (ermeiav or ermiav) otherwise entirely unknown 
to us, we have a "Mockery of Heathen Philosophers," which, with the light arms of wit and 
sarcasm, endeavors to prove from the history of philosophy, by exposing the contradictions of the 
various systems, the truth of Paul’s declaration, that the wisdom of this world is foolishness with 
God. He derives the false philosophy from the demons. He first takes up the conflicting heathen 
notions about the soul, and then about the origin of the world, and ridicules them. The following 
is a specimen from the discussion of the first topic: 
 
"I confess I am vexed by the reflux of things. For now I am immortal, and I rejoice; but now 
again I become mortal, and I weep; but straightway I am dissolved into atoms. I become water, 
and I become air: I become fire: then after a little I am neither air nor fire: one makes me a wild 
beast, one makes me a fish. Again, then, I have dolphins for my brothers. But when I see myself, 
I fear my body, and I no longer know how to call it, whether man, or dog, or wolf, or bull, or bird, 
or serpent, or dragon, or chimaera. I am changed by the philosophers into all the wild beasts, into 
those that live on land and on water, into those that are winged, many-shaped, wild, tame, 
speechless, and gifted with speech, rational and irrational. I swim, fly, creep, run, sit; and there is 
Empedocles too, who makes me a bush." 
 
The work is small and unimportant. {1384} Some put it down to the third or fourth century; but 
the writer calls himself a "philosopher" (though be misrepresents his profession), has in view a 
situation of the church like that under Marcus Aurelius, and presents many points of resemblance 
with the older Apologists and with Lucian who likewise ridiculed the philosophers with keen wit, 
but from the infidel heathen standpoint. Hence we may well assign him to the later part of the 
second century. 
 
{1384} Hase aptly calls it "eine oberflachlich witzige Belustigung uber paradoxe Philosopheme."  

 



180. Hegesippus. 
 
(I.) Euseb. H. E. II. 23; III. 11, 16, 19, 20, 32; IV. 8, 22. Collection of fragments in Grabe, Spicil. 
II. 203-214; Routh, Reliq. S. I. 205-219; Hilgenfeld, in his "Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftliche 
Theol." 1876 and 1878. 
 
(II.) The Annotationes in Heges. Fragm. by Routh, I. 220-292 (very valuable). Donaldson: L. c. 
III. 182-213. Nosgen: Der Kirchl. Standpunkt des Heg. in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur 
Kirchengesch." 1877 (p. 193-233). Against Hilgenfeld. Zahn: Der griech. Irenaeus und der ganze 
Hegesippus im 16ten Jahr., ibid. p. 288-291. H. Dannreuther: Du Temoignage d’Hegesippe sur 
l’eglise chretienne au deux premiers siecles. Nancy 1878. See also his art. in Lichtenberger’s 
"Encycl." vi. 126-129. Friedr. Vogel: Deuteronomy Hegesippo, qui dicitur, Josephi interprete. 
Erlangen 1881. W. Milligan: Hegesippus, in Smith and Wace II. (1880) 875-878. C. Weizsacker: 
Hegesippus, in Herzog 2 V. 695-700. Caspari: Quellen, etc., III. 345-348. 
 
The orthodoxy of Hegesippus has been denied by the Tubingen critics, Baur, Schwegler, and, 
more moderately by Hilgenfeld, but defended by Dorner, Donaldson, Nosgen, Weizsacker, 
Caspari and Milligan. 
 
Contemporary with the Apologists, though not of their class, were Hegesippus (d. about 180), and 
Dionysius of Corinth (about 170). 
 
Hegesippus was an orthodox Jewish Christian {1385} and lived during the reigns of Hadrian, 
Antoninus, and Marcus Aurelius. He travelled extensively through Syria, Greece, and Italy, and 
was in Rome during the episcopate of Anicetus. He collected "Memorials" {1386} of the 
apostolic and post-apostolic churches. He used written sources and oral traditions. Unfortunately 
this work which still existed in the sixteenth century, {1387} is lost, but may yet be recovered. It 
is usually regarded as a sort of church history, the first written after the Acts of St. Luke. This 
would make Hegesippus rather than Eusebius "the father of church history." But it seems to have 
been only a collection of reminiscences of travel without regard to chronological order (else the 
account of the martyrdom of James would have been put in the first instead of the fifth book.) He 
was an antiquarian rather than a historian. His chief object was to prove the purity and catholicity 
of the church against the Gnostic heretics and sects. 
 
Eusebius has preserved his reports on the martyrdom of St. James the Just, Simeon of Jerusalem, 
Domitian’s inquiry for the descendants of David and the relatives of Jesus, the rise of heresies, 
the episcopal succession, and the preservation of the orthodox doctrine in Corinth and Rome. 
These scraps of history command attention for their antiquity; but they must be received with 
critical caution. They reveal a strongly Jewish type of piety, like that of James, but by no means 
Judaizing heresy. He was not an Ebionite, nor even a Nazarene, but decidedly catholic. There is 
no trace of his insisting on circumcision or the observance of the law as necessary to salvation. 
His use of "the Gospel according to the Hebrews" implies no heretical bias. He derived all the 
heresies and schisms from Judaism. He laid great stress on the regular apostolic succession of 
bishops. In ever city he set himself to inquire for two things: purity of doctrine and the unbroken 
succession of teachers from the times of the apostles. The former depended in his view on the 
latter. The result of his investigation was satisfactory in both respects. He found in every 
apostolic church the faith maintained. "The church of Corinth," he says, "continued in the true 
faith, until Primus was bishop there [the predecessor of Dionysius], with whom I had familiar 
intercourse, as I passed many days at Corinth, when I was about sailing to Rome, during which 
time we were mutually refreshed in the true doctrine. After coming to Rome, I stayed with 



Anicetus, whose deacon was Eleutherus. After Anicetus, Soter succeeded, and after him 
Eleutherus. In every succession, however, and in every city, the doctrine prevails according to 
what is announced by the law and the prophets and the Lord." {1388} He gives an account of the 
heretical corruption which proceeded from the unbelieving Jews, from Thebuthis and Simon 
Magus and Cleobius and Dositheus, and other unknown or forgotten names, but "while the sacred 
choir of the apostles still lived, the church was undefiled and pure, like a virgin, until the age of 
Trajan, when those impious errors which had so long crept in darkness ventured forth without 
shame into open daylight." {1389} He felt perfectly at home in the Catholic church of his day 
which had descended from, or rather never yet ascended the lofty mountain-height of apostolic 
knowledge and freedom. And as Hegesippus was satisfied with the orthodoxy of the Western 
churches, so Eusebius was satisfied with the orthodoxy of Hegesippus, and nowhere intimates a 
doubt. 
 
{1385} Eusebius (iv. 22) expressly calls him "a convert from the Hebrews," and this is confirmed 
by the strongly Jewish coloring of his account of James, quoted in full, vol. I. 276 sq. He was 
probably from Palestine. 
 
{1386} upomnhmata, or suggammata, in five books. 
 
{1387} In the library of the convent of St. John at Patmos. See Zahn, l. c. 
 
{1388} Euseb. IV. 22. 
 
{1389} Ibid. III. 32. This passage has been used by Baur and his school as an argument against 
the Pastoral and other apostolic epistles which warn against the Gnostic heresy, but it clearly 
teaches that its open manifestation under Trajan was preceded by its secret working as far back as 
Simon Magus. Hegesippus, therefore, only confirms the N. T. allusions, which likewise imply a 
distinction between present beginnings and future developments of error.  

 



181. Dionysius of Corinth. 
 
Euseb.: H. E. II. 25; III. 4; IV. 21, 23. Hieron.: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 27. 
 
Routh: Rel. S. I. 177-184 (the fragments), and 185-201 (the annotations). Includes Pinytus 
Cretensis and his Ep. ad Dion. (Eus. IV. 23). 
 
Donaldson III. 214-220. Salmon in Smith and Wace II. 848 sq. 
 
Dionysius was bishop of Corinth (probably the successor of Primus) in the third quarter of the 
second century, till about A. D. 170. He was a famous person in his day, distinguished for zeal, 
moderation, and a catholic and peaceful spirit. He wrote a number of pastoral letters to the 
congregations of Lacedaemon, Athens, Nicomedia, Rome, Gortyna in Crete, and other cities. One 
is addressed to Chrysophora, "a most faithful sister." They are all lost, with the exception of a 
summary of their contents given by Eusebius, and four fragments of the letter to Soter and the 
Roman church. They would no doubt shed much light on the spiritual life of the church. Eusebius 
says of him that he "imparted freely not only to his own people, but to others abroad also, the 
blessings of his divine (or inspired) industry." {1390} His letters were read in the churches. 
 
Such active correspondence promoted catholic unity and gave strength and comfort in persecution 
from without and heretical corruption within. The bishop is usually mentioned with honor, but the 
letters are addressed to the church; and even the Roman bishop Soter, like his predecessor 
Clement, addressed his own letter in the name of the Roman church to the church of Corinth. 
Dionysius writes to the Roman Christians: "To-day we have passed the Lord’s holy day, in which 
we have read your epistle. {1391} In reading it we shall always have our minds stored with 
admonition, as we shall also from that written to us before by Clement." He speaks very highly of 
the liberality of the church of Rome in aiding foreign brethren condemned to the mines, and 
sending contributions to every city. 
 
Dionysius is honored as a martyr in the Greek, as a confessor in the Latin church. 
 
{1390} enyeou filoponiav, Euseb. IV. 23. 
 
{1391} umwn thn epistolhn. Euseb. II. 23.  

 



182. Irenaeus 
 
Editions of his Works. 
 
S. Irenaei Episcopi Lugdun. Opera quae supersunt omnia, ed. A. Stieren. Lips. 1853, 2 vols. The 
second volume contains the Prolegomena of older editors, and the disputations of Maffei and 
Pfaff on the Fragments of Irenaeus. It really supersedes all older ed., but not the later one of 
Harvey. 
 
S. Irenaei libros quinque adversus Haereses edidit W. Wigan Harvey. Cambr. 1857, in 2 vols. 
Based upon a new and careful collation of the Cod. Claromontanus and Arundel, and embodying 
the original Greek portions preserved in the Philosoph. of Hippolytus, the newly discovered 
Syriac and Armenian fragments, and learned Prolegomena. 
 
Older editions by Erasmus, Basel 1526 (from three Latin MSS. since lost, repeated 1528, 1534); 
Gallasius, Gen. 1570 (with the use of the Gr. text in Epiphan.); Grynaeus, Bas. 1571 (worthless); 
Fevardentius (Feuardent), Paris 1575, improved ed. Col. 1596, and often; Grabe, Oxf. 1702; and 
above all Massuet, Par. 1710, Ven. 1734, 2 vols. fol., and again in Migne’s "Patrol. Graeco-Lat.," 
Tom. VII. Par. 1857 (the Bened. ed., the best of the older, based on three MSS., with ample 
Proleg. and 3 Dissertations). 
 
English translation by A. Roberts and W. H. Rambaut, 2 vols., in the "Ante-Nicene Library," 
Edinb. 1868. Another by John Keble, ed. by Dr. Pusey, for the Oxford "Library of the Fathers," 
1872. 
 
Biographical and Critical. 
 
Ren. Massuet (R.C.): Dissertationes in Irenaei libros (de hereticis, de Irenaei vita, gestis et 
scriptis, de Ir. doctrina) prefixed to his edition of the Opera, and reprinted in Stieren and Migne. 
Also the Proleg. of Harvey, on Gnosticism, and the Life and Writings of Iren. 
 
H. Dodwell: Dissert. in Iren. Oxon. 1689. 
 
Tillemont: Memoirs, etc. III. 77-99. 
 
Deyling: Irenaeus, evangelicae veritatis confessor ac testis. Lips. 1721. (Against Massuet.) 
 
Stieren: Art. Irenaeus in "Ersch and Gruber’s Encykl." IInd sect. Vol. xxiii. 357-386. 
 
J. Beaven: Life and Writings of Irenaeus. Lond. 1841. 
 
J. M. Prat (R.C.): Histoire de St. Irenee. Lyon and Paris 1843. 
 
L. Duncker: Des heil. Irenaeus Christologie. Gott. 1843. Very, valuable. 
 
K. Graul: Die Christliche Kirche an-der Schwelle des Irenaeischen Zeitalters. Leipz. 1860. (168 
pages.) Introduction to a biography which never appeared. 
 
Ch. E. Freppel (bishop of Angers, since 1869): Saint Irenee et l’eloquence chretienne dans la 
Gaule aux deux premiers siecles. Par. 1861. 



 
G. Schneemann: Sancti Irenaei de ecclesiae Romanae principatu testimonium. Freib. i. Br. 1870. 
 
Bohringer: Die Kirche Christi und ihre Zeugen, vol. II. new ed. 1873. 
 
Heinrich Ziegler: Irenaeus der Bischof von Lyon. Berlin 1871. (320 p.) 
 
R. A. Lipsius: Die Zeit des lrenaeus von Lyon und die Entstehung der altkatholischen Kirche, in 
Sybel’s "Histor. Zeitschrift." Munchen 1872, p. 241 sqq. See his later art. below. 
 
A. Guilloud: St. Irenee et son temps. Lyon 1876. 
 
Bp. Lightfoot: The Churches of Gaul, in the "Contemporary Review" for Aug. 1876. 
 
C. J. H. Ropes: Irenaeus of Lyons, in the Andover "Bibliotheca Sacra" for April 1877, p. 284-334. 
A learned discussion of the nationality of Irenaeus (against Harvey). 
 
J. Quarry: Irenaeus; his testimony to early Conceptions of Christianity. In the "British Quarterly 
Review" for 1879, July and Oct. 
 
Renan: Marc Aurele. Paris 1882, p. 336-344. 
 
TH. Zahn: art. Iren. in HerZog, {2} VII. 129-140 (abridged in Schaff-Herzog), chiefly 
chronological; and R. A. Lipsius in Smith and Wace III. 253-279. Both these articles are very 
important; that of Lipsius is fuller. 
 
Comp. also the Ch. Hist. of Neander, and Baur, and the Patrol. of Mohler, and Alzog. 
 
Special doctrines and relations of Irenaeus have been discussed by Baur, Dorner, Thiersch, 
Hofling, Hopfenmiller, Korber, Ritschl, Kirchner, Zahn, Harnack, Leimbach, Reville, 
Hackenschmidt. See the Lit. in Zahn’s art. in Herzog. {2} 
 
A full and satisfactory monograph of Irenaeus and his age is still a desideratum. 
 
Almost simultaneously with the apology against false religions without arose the polemic 
literature against the heresies, or various forms of pseudo-Christianity, especially the Gnostic; and 
upon this was formed the dogmatic theology of the church. At the head of the old catholic 
controversialists stand Irenaeus and his disciple Hippolytus, both of Greek education, but both 
belonging, in their ecclesiastical relations and labors, to the West. 
 
Asia Minor, the scene of the last labors of St. John, produced a luminous succession of divines 
and confessors who in the first three quarters of the second century reflected the light of the 
setting sun of the apostolic age, and may be called the pupils of St. John. Among them were 
Polycarp of Smyrna, Papias of Hierapolis, Apolinarius of Hierapolis, Melito of Sardis, and others 
less known but honorably mentioned in the letter of Polycrates of Ephesus to bishop Victor of 
Rome (A. D. 190). 
 
The last and greatest representative of this school is Irenaeus, the first among the fathers properly 
so called, and one of the chief architects of the Catholic system of doctrine. 
 



I. Life and Character. Little is known of Irenaeus except what we may infer from his writings. He 
sprang from Asia Minor, probably from Smyrna, where he spent his youth. {1392} He was born 
between A. D. 115 and 125.. {1393} He enjoyed the instruction of the venerable Polycarp of 
Smyrna, the pupil of John, and of other "Elders," who were mediate or immediate disciples of the 
apostles. The spirit of his preceptor passed over to him. "What I heard from him" says he, "that 
wrote I not on paper, but in my heart, and by the grace of God I constantly bring it afresh to 
mind." Perhaps he also accompanied Polycarp on his journey to Rome in connexion with the 
Easter controversy (154). He went as a missionary to Southern Gaul which seems to have derived 
her Christianity from Asia Minor. During the persecution in Lugdunum and Vienne under Marcus 
Aurelius (177), he was a presbyter there and witnessed the horrible cruelties which the infuriated 
heathen populace practiced upon his brethren. {1394} The aged and venerable bishop, Pothinus, 
fell a victim, and the presbyter took the post of danger, but was spared for important work. 
 
He was sent by the Gallican confessors to the Roman bishop Eleutherus (who ruled A. D. 177-
190), as a mediator in the Montanistic disputes. {1395} 
 
After the martyrdom of Pothinus he was elected bishop of Lyons (178), and labored there with 
zeal and success, by tongue and pen, for the restoration of the heavily visited church, for the 
spread of Christianity in Gaul, and for the defence and development of its doctrines. He thus 
combined a vast missionary and literary activity. If we are to trust the account of Gregory of 
Tours, he converted almost the whole population of Lyons and sent notable missionaries to other 
parts of pagan France. 
 
After the year 190 we lose sight of Irenaeus. Jerome speaks of him as having flourished in the 
reign of Commodus, i.e., between 180 and 192. He is reported by later tradition (since the fourth 
or fifth century) to have died a martyr in the persecution under Septimus Severus, A. D. 202, but 
the silence of Tertullian, Hippolytus, Eusebius, and Epiphanius makes this point extremely 
doubtful. He was buried under the altar of the church of St. John in Lyons. {1396} This city 
became again famous in church history in the twelfth century as the birthplace of the Waldensian 
martyr church, the Pauperes de Lugduno. 
 
II. His Character and Position. Irenaeus is the leading representative of catholic Christianity in the 
last quarter of the second century, the champion of orthodoxy against Gnostic heresy, and the 
mediator between the Eastern and Western churches. He united a learned Greek education and 
philosophical penetration with practical wisdom and moderation. He is neither very original nor 
brilliant, but eminently sound and judicious. His individuality is not strongly marked, but almost 
lost in his catholicity. He modestly disclaims elegance and eloquence, and says that he had to 
struggle in his daily administrations with the barbarous Celtic dialect of Southern Gaul; but he 
nevertheless handles the Greek with great skill on the most abstruse subjects. {1397} He is 
familiar with Greek poets (Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Sophocles) and philosophers (Thales, 
Pythagoras, Plato), whom he occasionally cites. He is perfectly at home in the Greek Bible and in 
the early Christian writers, as Clement of Rome, Polycarp, Papias, Ignatius, Hermas, Justin M., 
and Tatian. {1398} His position gives him additional weight, for he is linked by two long lives, 
that of his teacher and grand-teacher, to the fountain head of Christianity. We plainly trace in him 
the influence of the spirit of Polycarp and John. "The true way to God," says he, in opposition to 
the false Gnosis, "is love. It is better to be willing to know nothing but Jesus Christ the crucified, 
than to fall into ungodliness through over-curious questions and paltry subtleties." We may trace 
in him also the strong influence of the anthropology and soteriology of Paul. But he makes more 
account than either John or Paul of the outward visible church, the episcopal succession, and the 
sacraments; and his whole conception of Christianity is predominantly legalistic. Herein we see 
the catholic churchliness which so strongly set in during the second century. 



 
Irenaeus is an enemy of all error and schism, and, on the whole, the most orthodox of the ante-
Nicene fathers. {1399} We must, however, except his eschatology. Here, with Papias and most of 
his contemporaries, be maintains the pre-millennarian views which were subsequently abandoned 
as Jewish dreams by the catholic church. While laboring hard for the spread and defense of the 
church on earth, he is still "gazing up into heaven," like the men of Galilee, anxiously waiting for 
the return of the Lord and the establishment of his kingdom. He is also strangely mistaken about 
the age of Jesus from a false inference of the question of the Jews, John 8:57. 
 
Irenaeus is the first among patristic writers who makes full use of the New Testament. The 
Apostolic Fathers reacho the oral traditions; the Apologists are content with quoting the Old 
Testament prophets and the Lord’s own words in the Gospels as proof of divine revelation; but 
Irenaeus showed the unity of the Old and New Testaments in opposition to the Gnostic 
separation, and made use of the four Gospels and nearly all Epistles in opposition to the mutilated 
canon of Marcion. {1400} 
 
With all his zeal for pure and sound doctrine, Irenaeus was liberal towards subordinate 
differences, and remonstrated with the bishop of Rome for his unapostolic efforts to force an 
outward uniformity in respect to the time and manner of celebrating Easter. {1401} We may 
almost call him a forerunner of Gallicanism in its protest against ultramontane despotism. "The 
apostles have ordained," says he in the third fragment, which appears to refer to that controversy, 
"that we make conscience with no one of food and drink, or of particular feasts, new moons, and 
sabbaths. Whence, then, controversies; whence schisms? We keep feasts but with the leaven of 
wickedness and deceit, rending asunder the church of God, and we observe the outward, to the 
neglect of the higher, faith and love." He showed the same moderation in the Montanistic 
troubles. He was true to his name Peaceful (Gr.) and to his spiritual ancestry. 
 
III. His Writings. (1.) The most important work of Irenaeus is his Refutation of Gnosticism, in 
five books. {1402} It was composed during the pontificate of Eleutherus, that is between the years 
177 and 190. {1403} It is at once the polemic theological masterpiece of the ante-Nicene age, and 
the richest mine of information respecting Gnosticism and the church doctrine of that age. It 
contains a complete system of Christian divinity, but enveloped in polemical smoke, which 
makes it very difficult and tedious reading. The work was written at the request of a friend who 
wished to be informed of the Valentinian heresy and to be furnished with arguments against it. 
Valentinus and Marcion had taught in Rome about A. D. 140, and their doctrines had spread to 
the south of France. The first book contains a minute exposition of the gorgeous speculations of 
Valentinus and a general view of the other Gnostic sects; the second an exposure of the 
unreasonableness and contradictions of these heresies; especially the notions of the Demiurge as 
distinct from the Creator, of the Aeons, the Pleroma and Kenoma, the emanations, the fall of 
Achamoth, the formation of the lower world of matter, the sufferings of the Sophia, the difference 
between the three classes of men, the Somatici, Psychici, and Pneumatici. The last three books 
refute Gnosticism from the Holy Scripture and Christian tradition which teach the same thing; for 
the same gospel which was first orally preached and transmitted was subsequently committed to 
writing and faithfully preserved in all the apostolic churches through the regular succession of the 
bishops and elders; and this apostolic tradition insures at the same time the correct interpretation 
of Scripture against heretical perversion. To the ever-shifting and contradictory opinions of the 
heretics Irenaeus opposes the unchanging faith of the catholic church which is based on the 
Scriptures and tradition, and compacted together by the episcopal organization. It is the same 
argument which Bellarmin, Bossuet, and Mohler use against divided and distracted Protestantism, 
but Protestantism differs as much from old Gnosticism as the New Testament from the 
apocryphal Gospels, and as sound, sober, practical sense differs from mystical and transcendental 



nonsense. The fifth book dwells on the resurrection of the body and the millennial kingdom. 
Irenaeus derived his information from the writings of Valentinus and Marcion and their disciples, 
and from Justin Martyr’s Syntagma. {1404} 
 
The interpretation of Scripture is generally sound and sober, and contrasts favorably with the 
fantastic distortions of the Gnostics. He had a glimpse of a theory of inspiration which does 
justice to the human factor. He attributes the irregularities of Paul’s style to his rapidity of 
discourse and the impetus of the Spirit which is in him. {1405} 
 
(2.) The Epistle to Florinus, of which Eusebius has preserved an interesting and important 
fragment, treated On the Unity of God, and the Origin of Evil. {1406} It was written probably 
after the work against heresies, and as late as 190. {1407} Florinus was an older friend and 
fellow-student of Irenaeus and for some time presbyter in the church of Rome, but was deposed 
on account of his apostasy to the Gnostic heresy. Irenaeus reminded him very touchingly of their 
common studies at the feet of the patriarchal Polycarp, when he held some position at the royal 
court (probably during Hadrian’s sojourn at Smyrna), and tried to bring him back to the faith of 
his youth, but we do not know with what effect. 
 
(3.) On the Ogdoad {1408} against the Valentinian system of Aeons, in which the number eight 
figures prominently with a mystic meaning. Eusebius says that it was written on account of 
Florinus, and that he found in it "a most delightful remark," as follows: "I adjure thee, whoever 
thou art, that transcribest this book, by our Lord Jesus Christ and by his gracious appearance, 
when he shall come to judge the quick and the dead, to compare what thou hast copied, and to 
correct it by this original manuscript, from which thou hast carefully transcribed. And that thou 
also copy this adjuration, and insert it in the copy." The carelessness of transcribers in those days 
is the chief cause of the variations in the text of the Greek Testament which abounded already in 
the second century. Irenaeus himself mentions a remarkable difference of reading in the mystic 
number of Antichrist (666 and 616), on which the historic interpretation of the book depends. 
{Revelation 13:18} 
 
(4.) A book On Schism, addressed to Blastus who was the head of the Roman Montanists and also 
a Quartodeciman. {1409} It referred probably to the Montanist troubles in a conciliatory spirit. 
 
(5.) Eusebius mentions {1410} several. other treatises which are entirely lost, as Against the 
Greeks (or On Knowledge), On Apostolic Preaching, a Book on Various Disputes, {1411} and on 
the Wisdom of Solomon. In the Syriac fragments some other lost works are mentioned. 
 
(6.) Irenaeus is probably the author of that touching account of the persecution of 177, which the 
churches of Lyons and Vienne sent to the churches in Asia Minor and Phrygia, and which 
Eusebius has in great part preserved. He was an eyewitness of the cruel scene, yet his name is not 
mentioned, which would well agree with his modesty; the document breathes his mild Christian 
spirit, reveals his aversion to Gnosticism, his indulgence for Montanism, his expectation of the 
near approach of Antichrist. It is certainly one of the purest and most precious remains of ante-
Nicene literature and fully equal, yea superior to the "Martyrdom of Polycarp," because free from 
superstitious relic-worship. {1412} 
 
(7.) Finally, we must mention four more Greek fragments of Irenaeus, which Pfaff discovered at 
Turin in 1715, and first published. Their genuineness has been called in question by some Roman 
divines, chiefly for doctrinal reasons. {1413} The first treats of the true knowledge, {1414} which 
consists not in the solution of subtle questions, but in divine wisdom and the imitation of Christ; 
the second is on the eucharist; {1415} the third, on the duty of toleration in subordinate points of 



difference, with reference to the Paschal controversies; {1416} the fourth, on the object of the 
incarnation, which is stated to be the purging away of sin and the annihilation of all evil. {1417} 
 
{1392} Harvey derives from the alleged familiarity of Irenaeus with Hebrew and the Syriac 
Peshito the conclusion that he was a Syrian, but Ropes denies the premise and defends the usual 
view of his Greek nationality. See also Caspari, Quellen zur Gesch. des Taufsymb III. 343 sq. 
 
{1393} The change of Polycarp’s martyrdom from 166 to 155 necessitates a corresponding 
change in the chronology of Irenaeus, his pupil, who moreover says that the Apocalypse of John 
was written at the end of Domitian’s reign (d. 96), "almost within our age" (scedon epi thv 
hmeterav geneav, Adv. Haer. v. 30, 3). Zahn (in Herzog) decides for 115, Lipsius (in Smith and 
Wace) for 130 or 125, as the date of his birth. Dodwell favored the year 97 or 98; Grabe 108, 
Tillemont and Lightfoot 120, Leimbach, Hilgenfeld, and Ropes 126, Oscar von Gebhardt 126-
130, Harvey 130, Massuet, Dupin, Bohringer, Kling 140 (quite too late), Ziegler 142-147 
(impossible). The late date is derived from a mistaken understanding of the reference to the old 
age of Polycarp (panu ghraleov but this, as Zahn and Lightfoot remark, refers to the time of his 
martyrdom, not the time of his acquaintance with Irenaeus), and from the assumption of the 
wrong date of his martyrdom (166 instead of 155 or 156). The term prwth hlikia, "first age," 
which Irenaeus uses of the time of his acquaintance with Polycarp (III. 3, 4; comp. Euseb. H. E. 
IV. 14), admits of an extension from boyhood to youth and early manhood; for Irenaeus counts 
five ages of a man’s life (Adv. Hae r I. 22, 4; 24, 4—infans, parvullus, puer, juvenis, senior), and 
includes the thirtieth year in the youth, by calling Christ a juvenis at the time of his baptism. 
Hence Zahn and Lipsius conclude that the prwth hlikia of Irenaeus’s connection with Polycarp 
is not the age of childhood, but of early young-manhood. "Als junger Mann," says Zahn. "etwa 
zwischen dem 18. und 35. Lebensjahre, will Ir. sich des Umqangs mit Pol erfreut haben." Another 
hint is given in the letter of Iren. to Florinus, in which be reminds him of their mutual 
acquaintance with Polycarp in lower Asia in their youth when Florinus was at "the royal court" 
(aulh basilikh). Lightfoot conjectures that this means by anticipation the court of Antoninus 
Pius, when he was proconsul of Asia Minor, A. D. 136, two years before he ascended the imperial 
throne (Waddington, Fastes des provinces Asiatiques, p. 714). But Zahn reasserts the more 
natural explanation of Dodwell, that the court of Emperor Hadrian is meant, who twice visited 
Asia Minor as emperor between the years 122 and 130. 
 
{1394} See above, 20, p. 55 sq. 
 
{1395} Either during, or after the persecution. Euseb. V. S.; Jerome, Deuteronomy Vir. ill c. 35. 
 
{1396} "The story that his bones were dug up and thrown into the street by the Calvinists in 1562 
has been abundantly refuted." Encycl. Brit., ninth ed XIII. 273. 
 
{1397} This is evident from the very passage in which he makes that apology to his friend (Adv. 
Haer., Pref. 3): "Thou wilt not require from me, who dwell among the Celts (en keltoiv), and 
am accustomed for the most part to use a barbarous dialect (barbaron dialekton) any skill in 
discourse which I have not learned, nor any power of composition which I have not practised, nor 
any beauty of style nor persuasiveness of which I know nothing. But thou wilt accept lovingly 
what I write lovingly to thee in simplicity, truthfully, and in my own way (aplwv kai alhywv 
kai idiwtikwv); whilst thou thyself (as being more competent than I am) wilt expand those ideas 
of which I send thee, as it were, only the seeds and principles (spermata kai arcav); and in the 
comprehensiveness of thine understanding, wilt develop to their full extent the points on which I 
briefly touch, so as to set with power before thy companions those things which I have uttered in 



weakness. "Jerome praises the style of Irenaeus as "doctissmus et eloquentissimus," and Massuet 
(Diss. II. 51) adds that his" Greek text as far as preserved, is elegant, polished, and grave." 
 
{1398} Harvey claims for him also Hebrew and Syriac scholarship; but this is disputed. 
 
{1399} Bishop Lightfoot ("Contemp. Rev." May, 1875, p. 827) says that Irenaeus "If on all the 
most important points conforms to the standard which has satisfied the Christian church ever 
since." Renan (p. 341) calls him "le modele de l’homme ecclesiastique accompli." 
 
{1400} See the long list of his Scripture quotations in Stieren, I. 996-1005, and the works on the 
Canon of the N. T. 
 
{1401} Comp. 62, p. 217 sq. 
 
{1402} elegcov kai anatroph thv qeudwnumou gnwsewv, {1 Timothy 6:20} i.e. A Refutation 
and Subversion of Knowledge falsely so called; cited, since Jerome, under the simpler title: 
Adversus Haereses (prov aireseiv). The Greek original of the work, together with the five 
books of Hegesippus, was still in existence in the sixteenth century, and may yet be recovered. 
See Zahn in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur K. Gesch." 1877, p. 288-291. But so far we only have 
fragments of it preserved in Hippolytus (Philosophumena), Eusebius, Theodoret, and especially 
in Epiphanius (Haer. XXXl. c. 9-33). We have, however, the entire work in a slavishly literal 
translation into barbarous Latin, crowded with Grecisms, but for this very reason very valuable. 
Three MSS. of the Latin version survive, the oldest is the Codex Claromontanus of the tenth or 
eleventh century. This and the Arundel MS. are now in England (see a description in Harvey’s 
Preface, i. viii. sqq. with facsimiles). Besides, we have now fragments of a Syrian version, 
derived from the Nitrian MSS. of the British Museum, and fragments of an Armenian translation, 
published by Pitra in his Spicilegium Solesmense vol. I. (1852), both incorporated in Harvey’s 
edition, vol. II. 431-469. They agree closely with the Latin Version. An attempt to restore the 
Greek text from the Latin, for the better understanding of it, has been made on the first four 
chapters of the third book by H. W. J. Thiersch ("Stud. u. Kritiken," 1842). Semler’s objections to 
the genuineness have been so thoroughly refuted by Chr. G. F. Walch (De authentia libiorum 
Irenaei, 1774), that Mohler and Stieren might have spared themselves the trouble. 
 
{1403} Eleutherus is mentioned, III. 3, 3, as then occupying the see of Rome. Lipsius fixes the 
composition between A. D. 180 and 185, Harvey between 182 and 188 (l. c. LVIII). 
 
{1404} On the sources of the history, of heresies see especially the works of Lipsius, and 
Harnack, quoted on p. 443, and Harvey’s Preliminary Observations in vol. I. 
 
{1405} Adv. Haer. III. 7, 2. 
 
{1406} peri monarciav h peri tou mh einai ton yeon poihthn kakwn. Euseb. H. E. V. 20, 
comp. ch. 15. 
 
{1407} Leimbach and Lightfoot regard the letter as one of the earliest writings of Irenaeus, but 
Lipsius (p. 263) puts it down to about A. D. 190 or after, on the ground of the Syriac fragment, 
from a letter of Irenaeus to Victor of Rome (190-202) concerning "Florinus, a presbyter and 
partisan of the error of Valentinus, who published an abominable book." See the fragment in 
Harvey, II. 457. Eusebius makes no mention of such a letter, but there is no good reason to doubt 
its genuineness. 
 



{1408} peri ogdoadov. Euseb. V. 20. 
 
{1409} peri scismatov. Also mentioned by Euseb. l. c. Comp. V. 14; Pseudo-Tertullian Adv. 
Haer. 22; and the Syriac fragment in Harvey II. 456; also the critical discussion of the subject and 
date by Lipsius, 264 sq. 
 
{1410} H E. V. 26. 
 
{1411} biblion dialexewn diaforwn. Harvey and Lipsius make this out to have been a 
collection of homilies on various texts of scripture. 
 
{1412} Eusebius H. E. V. I and 2; also in Routh’s Reliquiae S. 1. 295 sqq., with notes. It has often 
been translated. Comp. on this document the full discussion of Donaldson, III. 250-2S6, and the 
striking judgment of Renan (l. c. p. 340), who calls it "un des morceaux les plus extraordinaires 
que possede aucune litterature," and "la perle de la litterature chretienne au IIe siecle." He 
attributes it to Irenaeus; Harvey denies it to him; Donaldson leaves the authorship in doubt. 
 
{1413} Harvey (I. clxxii) accepts them all as "possessing good external authority, and far more 
convincing internal proof of genuineness, than can alway s be expected in such brief extracts." 
 
{1414} gnwsiv alhyinh perhaps the same treatise as the one mentioned by Eusebius under the 
title peri thv episthmhv 
 
{1415} Discussed in 69, p. 242. 
 
{1416} This Lipsius (p. 266) considers to be the only one of the four fragments which is 
undoubtedly genuine. 
 
{1417} See 157, p. 609, and Stieren’s ed. I. 889.  

 



183. Hippolytus. 
 
(I.) S. Hippolyti episcopi et martyris Opera, Graece et Lat. ed. J. Afabricius, Hamb. 1716-18, 2 
vols. fol.; ed. Gallandi in "Biblioth. Patrum," Ven. 1760, Vol. II.; Migne: Patr. Gr., vol. x. Col. 
583-982. P. Ant. de Lagarde: Hippolyti Romani quae feruntur omnia Graece, Lips. et Lond. 1858 
(216 pages). Lagarde has also published some Syriac and Arabic fragments, of Hippol., in his 
Analecta Syriaca (p. 79-91) and Appendix, Leipz. and Lond. 1858. 
 
Patristic notices of Hippolytus. Euseb.: H. E. VI. 20, 22; Prudentius in the 11th of his Martyr 
Hymns (peri stefanwn) Hieron Deuteronomy Vir. ill. c. 61; Photius, Cod. 48 and 121. 
Epiphanius barely mentions Hippol. (Haer. 31). Theodoret quotes several passages and calls him 
"holy Hippol. bishop and martyr" (Haer. Fab. III. 1 and Dial. I., II. and III.). See Fabricius, 
Hippol. I. VIII.-XX. 
 
S. Hippolyti Epis. et Mart. Refutationis omnium haeresium librorum decem quae supersunt, ed. 
Duncker et Schneidewin. Gott. 1859. The first ed. appeared under the name of Origen: 
wrigenouv filosofumena h kata paswn aireewn elegcov. Origenis Philosophumena, sive 
omnium haeresium refutatio. E codice Parisino ninc primum ed. Emmanuel Miller. Oxon. 
(Clarendon Press), 1851. Another ed. by Abbe Cruice, Par. 1860. An English translation by J. H. 
Macmahon, in the "Ante-Nicene Christian Library," Edinb. 1868. 
 
A MS. of this important work from the 14th century was discovered at, Mt. Athos in Greece in 
1842, by a learned Greek, Minoa des Mynas (who had been sent by M. Villemain, minister of 
public instruction under Louis Philippe, to Greece in search of MSS.), and deposited in the 
national library at Paris. The first book had been long known among the works of Origen, but had 
justly been already denied to him by Huet and Deuteronomy la Rue; the second and third, and 
beginning of the fourth, are still wanting; the tenth lacks the conclusion. This work is now 
universally ascribed to Hippolytus. 
 
Canones S. Hippolyti Arabice e codicibus Romanis cum versione Latina, ed. D. B. de Haneberg. 
Monach. 1870. The canons are very rigoristic, but "certain evidence as to their authorship is 
wanting." 
 
O. Bardenhewer: Des heil. Hippolyt von Rom. Commentar zum B. Daniel. Freib. i. B. 1877, 
 
(II.) E. F. Kimmel: Deuteronomy Hippolyti vita et scriptis. Jen. 1839. Mohler: Patrol. p. 584 sqq. 
Both are confined to the older confused sources of information. 
 
Since the discovery of the Philosophumena the following books and tracts on Hippolytus have 
appeared, which present him under a new light. 
 
Bunsen: Hippolytus and his Age. Lond. 1852. 4 vols. (German in 2 vols. Leipz. 1855); 2d ed. 
with much irrelevant and heterogeneous matter (under the title: Christianity and Mankind). Lond. 
1854. 7 vols. 
 
Jacobi in the "Deutsche Zeitschrift," Berl. 1851 and ‘53; and Art." Hippolytus" in Herzog’s 
Encykl. VI. 131 sqq. (1856), and in Herzog 2 VI. 139-149. 
 
Baur, in the "Theol. Jahrb." Tub. 1853. Volkmar and Ritschl, ibid. 1854, 
 



Gieseler, in the "Stud. u. Krit." for 1853. 
 
Dollinger (R. Cath., but since 1870 an Old Cath.): Hippolytus und Callistus, oder die rom. Kirche 
in der ersten Haelfte des dritten Jahrh. Regensburg 1853. English translation by Alfred Plummer, 
Edinb. 1876 (360 pages). The most learned book on the subject. An apology for Callistus and the 
Roman see, against Hippolytus the supposed first anti-Pope. 
 
Chr. Wordsworth (Anglican): St. Hippolytus and the Church of Rome in the earlier part of the 
third century. London 1853. Second and greatly enlarged edition, 1880. With the Greek text and 
an English version of the 9th and 10th books. The counter-part of Dollinger. An apology for 
Hippolytus against Callistus and the papacy. 
 
L’abbe Cruice (chanoine hon. de Paris): Etudes sur de nouv. doc. hist. des Philosophumena. Paris 
1853 (380 p.) 
 
W. Elfe Tayler: Hippol. and the Christ. Ch. of the third century. Lond. 1853. (245 p.) 
 
Le Normant: Controverse sur les Philos. d’ Orig. Paris 1853. In "Le Correspondant," Tom. 31 p. 
509-550. For Origen as author. 
 
G. Volkmar: Hippolytus und die rom. Zeitgenossen. Zurich 1855. (174 pages.) 
 
Caspari: Quellen zur Gesch. des Taufsymbols und der Glaubensregel. Christiania, vol. III. 349 
sqq. and 374-409. On the writings of H. 
 
Lipsius: Quellen der altesten Ketzergesch. Leipzig 1875. 
 
De Smedt (R.C.): Deuteronomy Auctore Philosophumenon. In "Dissertationes Selectae." Ghent, 
1876. 
 
G. Salmon: Hipp. Romanus in Smith and Wace III. 85-105 (very good.) 
 
I. Life Of Hippolytus. This famous person has lived three lives, a real one in the third century as 
an opponent of the popes of his day, a fictitious one in the middle ages as a canonized saint, and a 
literary one in the nineteenth century after the discovery of his long lost works against heresies. 
He was undoubtedly one of the most learned and eminent scholars and theologians of his time. 
The Roman church placed him in the number of her saints and martyrs, little suspecting that he 
would come forward in the nineteenth century as an accuser against her. But the statements of the 
ancients respecting him are very obscure and confused. Certain it is, that he received a thorough 
Grecian education, and, as he himself says, in a fragment preserved by Photius, heard the 
discourses of Irenaeus (in Lyons or in Rome). His public life falls in the end of the second 
century and the first three decennaries of the third (about 198 to 236), and he belongs to the 
western church, though he may have been, like Irenaeus, of Oriental extraction. At all events he 
wrote all his books in Greek. {1418} 
 
Eusebius is the first who mentions him, and he calls him indefinitely, bishop, and a contemporary 
of Origen and Beryl of Bostra; he evidently did not know where he was bishop, but he gives a list 
of his works which he saw (probably in the library of Caesarea). Jerome gives a more complete 
list of his writings, but no more definite information as to his see, although he was well 
acquainted with Rome and Pope Damasus. He calls him martyr, and couples him with the Roman 
senator Apollonius. An old catalogue of the popes, the Catalogus Liberianus (about A. D. 354), 



states that a "presbyter" Hippolytus was banished, together with the Roman bishop Pontianus, 
about 235, to the unhealthy island of Sardinia, and that the bodies of both were deposited on the 
same day (Aug. 13), Pontianus in the cemetery of Callistus, Hippolytus on the Via Tiburtina 
(where his statue was discovered in 1551). The translation of Pontianus was effected by Pope 
Fabianus about 236 or 237. From this statement we would infer that Hippolytus died in the mines 
of Sardinia and was thus counted a martyr, like all those confessors who died in prison. He may, 
however, have returned and suffered martyrdom elsewhere. The next account we have is from the 
Spanish poet Prudentius who wrote in the beginning of the fifth century. He represents 
Hippolytus in poetic description as a Roman presbyter (therein agreeing with the Liberian 
Catalogue) who belonged to the Novatian party {1419} (which, however, arose several years after 
the death of Hippolytus), but in the prospect of death regretted the schism exhorted his numerous 
followers to return into the bosom of the catholic church, and then, in bitter allusion to his name 
and to the mythical Hippolytus, the son of Theseus, was bound by the feet to a team of wild 
horses and dragged to death over stock and stone. He puts into his mouth his last words: "These 
steeds drag my limbs after them; drag Thou, O Christ, my soul to Thyself." {1420} He places the 
scene of his martyrdom at Ostia or Portus where the Prefect of Rome happened to be at that time 
who condemned him for his Christian profession. Prudentius also saw the subterranean grave-
chapel in Rome and a picture which represented his martyrdom (perhaps intended originally for 
the mythological Hippolytus). {1421} But as no such church is found in the early lists of Roman 
churches, it may have been the church of St. Lawrence, the famous gridiron-martyr, which 
adjoined the tomb of Hippolytus. Notwithstanding the chronological error about the Novatian 
schism and the extreme improbability of such a horrible death under Roman laws and customs, 
there is an important element of truth in this legend, namely the schismatic position of Hippolytus 
which suits the Philosophumena, perhaps also his connection with Portus. The later tradition of 
the catholic church (from the middle of the seventh century) makes him bishop of Portus 
Romanus (now Porto) which lies at the Northern mouth of the Tiber, opposite Ostia, about fifteen 
miles from Rome. {1422} The Greek writers, not strictly distinguishing the city from the 
surrounding country, call him usually bishop of Rome. {1423} 
 
These are the vague and conflicting traditions, amounting to this that Hippolytus was an eminent 
presbyter or bishop in Rome or the vicinity, in the early part of the third century, that he wrote 
many learned works and died a martyr in Sardinia or Ostia. So the matter stood when a discovery 
in the sixteenth century shed new light on this mysterious person. 
 
In the year 1551, a much mutilated marble statue, now in the Lateran Museum, was exhumed at 
Rome near the basilica of St. Lawrence on the Via Tiburtina (the road to Tivoli). This statue is 
not mentioned indeed by Prudentius, and was perhaps originally designed for an entirely different 
purpose, possibly for a Roman senator; but it is at all events very ancient, probably from the 
middle of the third century. {1424} It represents a venerable man clothed with the Greek pallium 
and Roman toga, seated in a bishop’s chair. On the back of the cathedra are engraved in uncial 
letters the paschal cycle, or easter-table of Hippolytus for seven series of sixteen years, beginning 
with the first year of Alexander Severus (222), and a list of writings, presumably written by the 
person whom the statue represents. Among these writings is named a work On the All, which is 
mentioned in the tenth book of the Philosophumena as a product of the writer. {1425} This 
furnishes the key to the authorship of that important work. 
 
Much more important is the recent discovery and publication (in 1851) of one of his works 
themselves, and that no doubt the most valuable of them all, viz. the Philosophumena, or 
Refutation of all Heresies. It is now almost universally acknowledged that this work comes not 
from Origen, who never was a bishop, nor from the antimontanistic and antichiliastic presbyter 
Caius, but from Hippolytus; because, among other reasons, the author, in accordance with the 



Hippolytus-statue, himself refers to a work On the All, as his own, and because Hippolytus is 
declared by the fathers to have written a work Adversus omnes Haereses. {1426} The entire 
matter of the work, too, agrees with the scattered statements of antiquity respecting his 
ecclesiastical position; and at the same time places that position in a much clearer light, and gives 
us a better understanding of those statements. {1427} The author of the Philosophumena appears 
as one of the most prominent of the clergy in or near Rome in the beginning of the third century; 
probably a bishop, since he reckons himself among the successors of the apostles and the 
guardians of the doctrine of the church. He took an active part in all the doctrinal and ritual 
controversies of his time, but severely opposed the Roman bishops Zephyrinus (202-218) and 
Callistus (218-223), on account of their Patripassian leanings, and their loose penitential 
discipline. The latter especially, who had given public offence by his former mode of life, he 
attacked without mercy and not without passion. He was, therefore, if not exactly a schismatical 
counter-pope (as Dollinger supposes), yet the head of a disaffected and schismatic party, 
orthodox in doctrine, rigoristic in discipline, and thus very nearly allied to the Montanists before 
him, and to the later schism of Novatian. It is for this reason the more remarkable, that we have 
no account respecting the subsequent course of this movement, except the later unreliable 
tradition, that Hippolytus finally returned into the bosom of the catholic church, and expiated his 
schism by martyrdom, either in the mines of Sardinia or near Rome (A. D. 235, or rather 236, 
under the persecuting emperor Maximinus the Thracian). 
 
II. His Writings. Hippolytus was the most learned divine and the most voluminous writer of the 
Roman church in the third century; in fact the first great scholar of that church, though like his 
teacher, Irenaeus, he used the Greek language exclusively. This fact, together with his polemic 
attitude to the Roman bishops of his day, accounts for the early disappearance of his works from 
the remembrance of that church. He is not so much an original, productive author, as a learned 
and skilful compiler. In the philosophical parts of his Philosophumena he borrows largely from 
Sextus Empiricus, word for word, without acknowledgment; and in the theological part from 
Irenaeus. In doctrine he agrees, for the most part, with Irenaeus, even to his chiliasm, but is not 
his equal in discernment, depth, and moderation. He repudiates philosophy, almost with 
Tertullian’s vehemence, as the source of all heresies; yet he employs it to establish his own views. 
On the subject of the trinity he assails Monarchianism, and advocates the hypostasian theory with 
a zeal which brought down upon him the charge of ditheism. His disciplinary principles are 
rigoristic and ascetic. In this respect also he is akin to Tertullian, though he places the Montanists, 
like the Quartodecimanians, but with only a brief notice, among the heretics. His style is 
vigorous, but careless and turgid. Caspari calls Hippolytus "the Roman Origen." This is true as 
regards learning and independence, but Origen had more genius and moderation. 
 
The principal work of Hippolytus is the Philosophumena or Refutation of all Heresies. It is, next 
to the treatise of Irenaeus, the most instructive and important polemical production of the ante-
Nicene church, and sheds much new light, not only upon the ancient heresies, and the 
development of the church doctrine, but also upon the history of philosophy and the condition of 
the Roman church in the beginning of the third century. It furthermore affords valuable testimony 
to the genuineness of the Gospel of John, both from the mouth of the author himself, and through 
his quotations from the much earlier Gnostic Basilides, who was a later contemporary of John 
(about A. D. 125). The composition falls some years after the death of Callistus, between the 
years 223 and 235. The first of the ten books gives an outline of the heathen philosophies which 
he regards as the sources of all heresies; hence the title Philosophumena which answers the first 
four books, but not the last six. It is not in the Athos-MS., but was formerly known and 
incorporated in the works of Origen. The second and third books, which are wanting, treated 
probably of the heathen mysteries, and mathematical and astrological theories. The fourth is 
occupied likewise with the heathen astrology and magic, which must have exercised great 



influence, particularly in Rome. In the fifth book the author comes to his proper theme, the 
refutation of all the heresies from the times of the apostles to his own. He takes up thirty-two in 
all, most of which, however, are merely different branches of Gnosticism and Ebionism. He 
simply states the heretical opinions from lost writings, without introducing his own reflection, 
and refers them to the Greek philosophy, mysticism, and magic, thinking them sufficiently 
refuted by being traced to those heathen sources. The ninth book, in refuting the doctrine of the 
Noatians and Callistians, makes remarkable disclosures of events in the Roman church. He 
represents Pope Zephyrinus as a weak and ignorant man who gave aid and comfort to the 
Patripassian heresy, and his successor Callistus, as a shrewd and cunning manager who was once 
a slave, then a dishonest banker, and became a bankrupt and convict, but worked himself into the 
good graces of Zephyrinus and after his death obtained the object of his ambition, the papal chair, 
taught heresy and ruined the discipline by extreme leniency to offenders. Here the author shows 
himself a violent partizan, and must be used with caution. 
 
The tenth book, made use of by Theodoret, contains a brief recapitulation and the author’s own 
confession of faith, as a positive refutation of the heresies. The following is the most important 
part relating to Christ: 
 
"This Word (Logos)" the Father sent forth in these last days no longer to speak by a prophet, nor 
willing that He should be only guessed at from obscure preaching, but bidding Him be manifested 
face to face, in order that the world should reverence Him when it beheld Him, not giving His 
commands in the person of a prophet, nor alarming the soul by an angel, but Himself present who 
had spoken. 
 
"Him we know to have received a body from the Virgin and to have refashioned the old man by a 
new creation, and to have passed in His life through every age, in order that He might be a law to 
every age, and by His presence exhibit His own humanity as a pattern to all men, {1428} and thus 
convince man that God made nothing evil, and that man possesses free will, having in himself the 
power of volition or non-volition, and being able to do both. Him we know to have been a man of 
the same nature with ourselves." 
 
"For, if He were not of the same nature, He would in vain exhort us to imitate our Master. For if 
that man was of another nature, why does He enjoin the same duties on me who am weak? And 
how can He be good and just? But that He might be shown to be the same as we, He underwent 
toil and consented to suffer hunger and thirst, and rested in sleep, and did not refuse His passion, 
and became obedient unto death, and manifested His resurrection, having consecrated in all these 
things His own humanity, as first fruits, in order that thou when suffering mayest not despair, 
acknowledging thyself a man of like nature and waiting for the appearance of what thou gavest to 
Him." {1429} 
 
"Such is the true doctrine concerning the Deity, O ye Greeks and Barbarians, Chaldaeans and 
Assyrians, Egyptians and Africans, Indians and Ethiopians, Celts, and ye warlike Latins, and all 
ye inhabitants of Europe, Asia, and Africa, whom I exhort, being a disciple of the man-loving 
Word and myself a lover of men. Come ye and learn from us, who is the true God, and what is 
His well-ordered workmanship, not heeding the sophistry of artificial speeches, nor the vain 
professions of plagiarist heretics, but the grave simplicity of unadorned truth. By this knowledge 
ye will escape the coming curse of the judgment of fire, and the dark rayless aspect of Tartarus, 
never illuminated by the voice of the Word...." 
 
"Therefore, O men, persist not in your enmity, nor hesitate to retrace your steps. For Christ is the 
God who is over all, {comp. Romans 9:5} who commanded men to wash away sin [in baptism], 



{1430} regenerating the old man, having called him His image from the beginning, showing by a 
figure His love to thee. If thou obeyest His holy commandment and becomest an imitator in 
goodness of Him who is good, thou wilt become like Him, being honored by Him. For God has a 
need and craving for thee, having made thee divine for His glory." 
 
Hippolytus wrote a large number of other works, exegetical, chronological, polemical, and 
homiletical, all in Greek, which are mostly lost, although considerable fragments remain. He 
prepared the first continuous and detailed commentaries on several books of the Scriptures, as the 
Hexaameron (used by Ambrose), on Exodus, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, the larger prophets 
(especially Daniel), Zechariah, also on Matthew, Luke, and the Apocalypse. He pursued in 
exegesis the allegorical method, like Origen, which suited the taste of his age. 
 
Among, his polemical works was one Against Thirty-two Heresies, different from the 
Philosophumena, and described by Photius as a "little book," {1431} and as a synopsis of lectures 
which Hippolytus heard from Irenaeus. It must have been written in his early youth. It began with 
the heresy of Dositheus and ended with that of Noatus. {1432} His treatise Against Noatus which 
is still preserved, presupposes previous sections, and formed probably the concluding part of that 
synopsis. {1433} If not, it must have been the conclusion of a special work against the 
Monarchian heretics, {1434} but no such work is mentioned. 
 
The book On the Universe {1435} was directed against Platonism. It made all things consist of 
the four elements, earth, air, fire, and water. Man is formed of all four elements, his soul, of air. 
But the most important part of this book is a description of Hades, as an abode under ground 
where the souls of the departed are detained until the day of judgment: the righteous in a place of 
light and happiness called Abraham’s Bosom; the wicked in a place of darkness and misery; the 
two regions being separated by a great gulf. The entrance is guarded by an archangel. On the 
judgment day the bodies of the righteous will rise renewed and glorified, the bodies of the wicked 
with all the diseases of their earthly life for everlasting punishment. This description agrees 
substantially with the eschatology of Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and Tertullian. {1436} 
 
The anonymous work called The Little Labyrinth, {1437} mentioned by Eusebius and Theodoret 
as directed against the rationalistic heresy of Artemon, is ascribed by some to Hippolytus, by 
others to Caius. But The Labyrinth mentioned by Photius as a work of Caius is different and 
identical with the tenth book of the Philosophumena, which begins with the words, "The 
labyrinth of heresies." {1438} 
 
The lost tract on the Charismata {1439} dealt probably with the Montanistic claims to continued 
prophecy. Others make it a collection of apostolical canons. 
 
The book on Antichrist {1440} which has been almost entirely recovered by Gudius, represents 
Antichrist as the complete counterfeit of Christ, explains Daniel’s four kingdoms as the 
Babylonian, Median, Grecian, and Roman, and the apocalyptic number of the beast as meaning, 
i.e., heathen Rome. This is one of the three interpretations given by Irenaeus who, however, 
preferred Teitan. 
 
In a commentary on the Apocalypse {1441} he gives another interpretation of the number, namely 
Dantialos (probably because Antichrist was to descend from the tribe of Dan). The woman in the 
twelfth chapter is the church; the sun with which she is clothed, is our Lord; the moon, John the 
Baptist; the twelve stars, the twelve apostles; the two wings on which she was to fly, hope and 
love. Armageddon is the valley of Jehoshaphat. The five kings (17:13) are Nebuchadnezzar, 
Cyrus, Darius, Alexander, and his four successors; the sixth is the Roman empire, the seventh 



will be Antichrist. In his commentary on Daniel he fixes the consummation at A. D. 500, or A. M. 
6000, on the assumption that Christ appeared in the year of the world 5500, and that a sixth 
millennium must yet be completed before the beginning of the millennial Sabbath, which is 
prefigured by the divine rest after creation. This view, in connection with his relation to Irenaeus, 
and the omission of chiliasm from his list of heresies, makes it tolerably certain that be was 
himself a chiliast, although he put off the millennium to the sixth century after Christ. {1442} 
 
We conclude this section with an account of a visit of Pope Alexander III. to the shrine of St. 
Hippolytus in the church of St. Denis in 1159, to which his bones were transferred from Rome 
under Charlemagne. {1443} "On the threshold of one of the chapels the Pope paused to ask, 
whose relics it contained. ‘Those of St. Hippolytus,’ was the answer. ‘Non credo, non credo,’ 
replied the infallible authority, ‘the bones of St. Hippolytus were never removed from the holy 
city.’ But St. Hippolytus, whose dry bones apparently had as little reverence for the spiritual 
progeny of Zephyrinus and Callistus as the ancient bishop’s tongue and pen had manifested 
towards these saints themselves, was so very angry that be rumbled his bones inside the reliquary 
with a noise like thunder. To what lengths he might have gone if rattling had not sufficed we dare 
not conjecture. But the Pope, falling on his knees, exclaimed in terror, I believe, O my Lord 
Hippolytus, I believe, pray be quiet.’ And he built an altar of marble there to appease the 
disquieted saint." 
 
Notes. 
 
The questions concerning the literary works of Hippolytus, and especially his ecclesiastical status 
are not yet sufficiently solved. We add a few additional observations. 
 
I. The List of Books on the back of the Hippolytus-statue has been discussed by Fabricius, Cave, 
Dollinger, Wordsworth, and Volkmar. See the three pictures of the statue with the inscriptions on 
both sides in Fabricius, I. 36-38, and a facsimile of the book titles in the frontispiece of 
Wordsworth’s work. It is mutilated and reads—with the conjectural supplements in brackets and 
a translation—as follows 
 
[prov touv iouda] iouv. 
 
Against the Jews. 
 
[peri parye] niav. 
 
On Virginity. 
 
[Or, perhaps, eiv paroimiav] 
 
[Or, On the Proverbs.] 
 
eiv touv qalmouv. 
 
On the Psalms. 
 
eiv thn eggastrimuyon. 
 
On the Ventriloquist [the witch at Endor?] 
 



[apologia] uper tou kata iwannhn 
 
Apology of the Gospel according to John, 
 
euaggeliou kai apokaluqewv. 
 
and the Apocalypse. 
 
peri carismatwn 
 
On Spiritual Gifts. 
 
apostolikh paradosiv 
 
Apostolic Tradition. 
 
cronikwn [sc. biblov] 
 
Chronicles [Book of] 
 
prov ellhnav, 
 
Against the Greeks, 
 
kai prov platwna, 
 
and against Plato, 
 
h kai peri tou pantov 
 
or also On the All. 
 
protreptikov prov sebhreinan 
 
A hortatory address to Severina. [Perhaps the Empress Severa, second wife of Elogabalus] 
 
apodeixiv cronwn tou pasca 
 
Demonstration of the time of the Pascha 
 
kata [ta] en tw pinaki. 
 
according to the order in the table. 
 
wdai eiv pasav tav grafav. 
 
Hymns on all the Scriptures. 
 
peri yeou, kai sarkov anastasewv. 
 
Concerning God, and the resurrection of the flesh. 



 
peri tou agayou, kai poyen to kakon 
 
Concerning the good, and the origin of evil. 
 
Comp. on this list Fabricius I. 79-89; Wordsworth p. 233-240; Volkmar, p. 2 sqq. 
 
Eusebius and Jerome give also lists of the works of Hippolytus, some being the same, some 
different, and among the latter both mention one Against Heresies, which is probably identical 
with the Philosophumena. On the Canon Pasch. of Hippol. see the tables in Fabricius, I. 137-140. 
 
II. Was Hippolytus a bishop, and where? 
 
Hippolytus does not call himself a bishop, nor a "bishop of Rome," but assumes episcopal 
authority, and describes himself in the preface to the first book as "a successor of the Apostles, a 
partaker with them in the same grace and principal sacerdocy (arcierateia), and doctorship, and 
as numbered among the guardians of the church." Such language is scarcely applicable to a mere 
presbyter. He also exercised the power of excommunication on certain followers of the Pope 
Callistus. But where was his bishopric? This is to this day a point in dispute. 
 
(1.) He was bishop of Portus, the seaport of Rome. This is the traditional opinion in the Roman 
church since the seventh century, and is advocated by Ruggieri (De Portuensi S. Hippolyti, 
episcopi et martyris, Sede, Rom. 1771), Simon de Magistris (Acta Martyrum ad Ostia Tiberina, 
etc. Rom. 1795), Baron Bunsen, Dean Milman, and especially by Bishop Wordsworth. In the 
oldest accounts, however, he is represented as a Roman "presbyter." Bunsen combined the two 
views on the unproved assumption that already at that early period the Roman suburban bishops, 
called cardinales episcopi, were at the same time members of the Roman presbytery. In 
opposition to this Dr. Dollinger maintains that there was no bishop in Portus before the year 313 
or 314; that Hippolytus considered himself the rightful bishop of Rome, and that he could not be 
simultaneously a member of the Roman presbytery and bishop of Portus. But his chief argument 
is that from silence which bears with equal force against his own theory. It is true that the first 
bishop of Portus on record appears at the Synod of Arles, 314, where he signed himself Gregorius 
episcopus de loco qui est in Portu Romano. The episcopal see of Ostia was older, and its 
occupant had (according to St. Augustin) always the privilege of consecrating the bishop of 
Rome. But it is quite possible that Ostia and Portus which were only divided by an island at the 
mouth of the Tiber formed at first one diocese. Prudentius locates the martyrdom of Hippolytus at 
Ostia or Portus (both are mentioned in his poem). Moreover Portus was a more important place 
than Dollinger will admit. The harbor whence the city derived its name Portus (also Portus Ostien 
Portus Urbis, Portus Romae) was constructed by the Emperor Claudius (perhaps Augustus, hence 
Portus Augusti), enlarged by Nero and improved by Trajan (hence Portus Trajani), and was the 
landing place of Ignatius on his voyage to Rome (Martyr. Ign. c. 6: tou kaloumenou portou) 
where he met Christian brethren. Constantine surrounded it with strong walls and towers. Ostia 
may have been much more important as a commercial emporium and naval station (see Smith’s 
Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Geogr. vol. II 501-504); but Cavalier de Rossi, in the Bulletino di Archeol., 
1866, p. 37 (as quoted by Wordsworth, p. 264, sec d ed.), proves from 13 inscriptions that "the 
site and name of Portus are celebrated in the records of the primitive[?] church," and that "the 
name is more frequently commemorated than that of Ostia." The close connection of Portus with 
Rome would easily account for the residence of Hippolytus at Rome and for his designation as 
Roman bishop. In later times the seven suburban bishops of the vicinity of Rome were the 
suffragans of the Pope and consecrated him. Finally, as the harbor of a large metropolis attracts 
strangers from every nation and tongue, Hippolytus might with propriety be called "bishop of the 



nations" (episkopov eqnwn). We conclude then that the Portus-hypothesis is not impossible, 
though it cannot be proven. 
 
(2.) He was bishop of the Arabian Portus Romanus, now Aden on the Red Sea. This was the 
opinion of Stephen Le Moyne (1685), adopted by Cave, Tillemont, and Basnage, but now 
universally given up as a baseless conjecture, which rests on a misapprehension of Euseb. VI. 20, 
where Hippolytus accidentally collocated with Beryllus, bishop of Bostra in Arabia. Adan is 
nowhere mentioned as an episcopal see, and our Hippolytus belonged to the West, although he 
may have been of eastern origin, like Irenaeus. 
 
(3.) Rome. Hippolytus was no less than the first Anti-Pope and claimed to be the legitimate 
bishop of Rome. This is the theory of Dollinger, derived from the Philosophumena and defended 
with much learning and acumen. The author of the Philosophumena was undoubtedly a resident 
of Rome, claims episcopal dignity, never recognized Callistus as bishop, but treated him merely 
as the head of a heretical school (didaskaleion) or sect, calls his adherents "Callistians," some 
of whom he had excommunicated, but admits that Callistus had aspired to the episcopal throne 
and "imagined himself to have obtained" the object of his ambition after the death of Zephyrinus, 
and that his school formed the majority and claimed to be the catholic church Callistus on his part 
charged Hippolytus, on account of his view of the independent personality of the Logos, with the 
heresy of ditheism (a charge which stung him to the quick), and probably proceeded to 
excommunication. All this looks towards an open schism. This would explain the fact that 
Hippolytus was acknowledged in Rome only as a presbyter, while in the East he was widely 
known as bishop, and even as bishop of Rome. Dr. Dollinger assumes that the schism continued 
to the pontificate of Pontianus, the successor of Callistus, was the cause of the banishment of the 
two rival bishops to the pestilential island of Sardinia (in 235), and brought to a close by their 
resignation and reconciliation; hence their bones were brought back to Rome and solemnly 
deposited on the same day. Their death in exile was counted equivalent to martyrdom. Dr. 
Caspari of Christiania who has shed much light on the writings of Hippolytus, likewise believes 
that the difficulty between Hippolytus and Callistus resulted in an open schism and mutual 
excommunication (l. c. III. 330). Langen (Gesch. der rom. Kirche, Bonn. 1881, p. 229) is inclined 
to accept Dollinger’s conclusion as at least probable. 
 
This theory is plausible and almost forced upon us by the Philosophumena, but without any solid 
support outside of that polemical work. History is absolutely silent about an Anti-Pope before 
Novatianus, who appeared fifteen years after the death of Hippolytus and shook the whole church 
by his schism (251), although he was far less conspicuous as a scholar and writer. A schism 
extending through three pontificates (for Hippolytus opposed Zephyrinus as well as Callistus) 
could not be hidden and so soon be forgotten, especially by Rome which has a long memory of 
injuries done to the chair of St. Peter and looks upon rebellion against authority as the greatest 
sin. The name of Hippolytus is not found in any list of Popes and Anti-Popes, Greek or Roman, 
while that of Callistus occurs in all. Even Jerome who spent over twenty years from about 350 to 
372, and afterwards four more years in Rome and was intimate with Pope Damasus, knew 
nothing of the see of Hippolytus, although he knew some of his writings. It seems incredible that 
an Anti-Pope should ever have been canonized by Rome as a saint and martyr. It is much easier 
to conceive that the divines of the distant East were mistaken. The oldest authority which 
Dollinger adduces for the designation "bishop of Rome," that of Presbyter Eustratius of 
Constantinople about A. D. 582 (see p. 84), is not much older than the designation of Hippolytus 
as bishop of Portus, and of no more critical value. 
 
(4.) Dr. Salmon offers a modification of the Dollinger-hypothesis by assuming that Hippolytus 
was a sort of independent bishop of a Greek-speaking congregation in Rome. He thus explains the 



enigmatical expression ejqnw’n ejpiskopo, which Photius applies to Caius, but which probably 
belongs to Hippolytus. But history knows nothing of two independent and legitimate bishops in 
the city of Rome. Moreover there still remains the difficulty that Hippolytus notwithstanding his 
open resistance rose afterwards to such high honors in the papal church. We can only offer the 
following considerations as a partial solution: first, that he wrote in Greek which died out in 
Rome, so that his books became unknown; secondly, that aside from those attacks he did, like the 
schismatic Tertullian, eminent service to the church by his learning and championship of 
orthodoxy and churchly piety; and lastly, that be was believed (as we learn from Prudentius) to 
have repented of his schism and, like Cyprian, wiped out his sin by his martyrdom. 
 
III. But no matter whether Hippolytus was bishop or presbyter in Rome or Portus, he stands out 
an irrefutable witness against the claims of an infallible papacy which was entirely unknown in 
the third century. No wonder that Roman divines of the nineteenth century (with the exception of 
Dollinger who seventeen years after he wrote his book on Hippolytus seceded from Rome in 
consequence of the Vatican decree of infallibility) deny his authorship of this to them most 
obnoxious book. The Abbe Cruice ascribes it to Caius or Tertullian, the Jesuit Armellini to 
Novatian, and de Rossi (1866) hesitatingly to Tertullian, who, however, was no resident of Rome, 
but of Carthage. Cardinal Newman declares it "simply incredible" that a man so singularly 
honored as St. Hippolytus should be the author of "that malignant libel on his contemporary 
popes," who did not scruple "in set words to call Pope Zephyrinus a weak and venal dunce, and 
Pope Callistus a sacrilegious swindler, an infamous convict, and a heresiarch ex cathedra." 
(Tracts, Theological and Ecclesiastical, 1874, p. 222, quoted by Plummer, p. xiv. and 340.) But 
he offers no solution, nor can he. Dogma versus history is as unavailing as the pope’s bull against 
the comet. Nor is Hippolytus, or whoever wrote that "malignant libel "alone in his position. The 
most eminent ante-Nicene fathers, and the very ones who laid the foundations of the catholic 
system, Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Cyprian (not to speak of Origen, and of Novatian, the Anti-
Pope), protested on various grounds against Rome. 
 
{1418} Dr. Caspari (III. 351 note 153) thinks it probable that Hippolytus came from the East to 
Rome in very early youth, and grew up there as a member, and afterwards officer of the Greek 
part of the Roman congregation. Lipsius (p. 40 sqq.) supposes that Hippolytus was a native of 
Asia Minor, and a pupil there of Irenaeus in 170. But this is refuted by Harnack and Caspari (p. 
409) 
 
{1419} He calls it schisma Novati, instead of Novatiani. The two names are often confounded, 
especially by Greek writers including Eusebius. 
 
{1420} Ultima vox autdita senis venerabilis haec est. 
 
"Hi rapiant artus, tu rape, Christe, animam." 
 
{1421} No. xi. of the Peristephanon Liber. Plummer, in Append. C. to Dollinger, p. 345-35l, 
gives the poem in full (246 lines) from Dressel’s text (1860). Baronius charged Prudentius with 
confounding three different Hippolytis and transferring the martyrdom of Hippolytus, the Roman 
officer, guard, and disciple of St. Lawrence, upon the bishop of that name. Dollinger severely 
analyses the legend of Prudentius, and derives it from a picture of a martyr torn to pieces by 
horses, which may have existed near the church of the martyr St. Lawrence (p. 58). 
 
{1422} So first the Paschal Chronicle, and Anastasius. 
 



{1423} Salmon says: "Of the fragments collected in Deuteronomy Lagardes edition the majority 
are entitled merely of ‘Hippolytus,’ or ‘of Hippolytus, bishop and martyr,’ but about twenty 
describe him as ‘bishop of Rome,’ and only three place him elsewhere. The earliest author who 
can be named as so describing him is Apollinaris in the fourth century.... Hippol. likewise appears 
as pope and bishop of Rome in the Greek menologies, and is also honored with the same title by 
the Syrian, Coptic, and Abyssinian churches." See the authorities in Dollinger. 
 
{1424} The reasons for this early age are: (1) The artistic character of the statue, which ante-dates 
the decline of art, which began with Constantine. (2) The paschal cycle, which gives the list of the 
paschal full moons accurately for the years 217-223, but for the next eight years wrongly, so that 
the table after that date became useless, and hence must have been written soon after 222. (3) The 
Greek language of the inscription, which nearly died out in Rome in the fourth century, and gave 
way to the Latin as the language of the Roman church. Dr. Salmon fixes the date of the erection 
of the statue at 235, very shortly after the banishment of Hippolytus. A cast of the Hippolytus-
statue is in the library of the Union Theol. Seminary in New York, procured from Berlin through 
Professor Piper. 
 
{1425} peri tou pantov. See the list of books in the notes. 
 
{1426} On the chair of the statue, it is true, the Philosophumena is not mentioned, and cannot be 
concealed under the title prov ellhnav, which is connected by kaiv with the work against Plato. 
But this silence is easily accounted for, partly from the greater rarity of the book, partly from its 
offensive opposition to two Roman popes. 
 
{1427} The authorship of Hippolytus is proved or conceded by Bunsen, Gieseler, Jacobi, 
Dollinger, Duncker, Schneidewin, Caspari, Milman, Robertson, Wordsworth, Plummer, Salmon. 
Cardinal Newman denies it on doctrinal grounds, but offers no solution. The only rival claimants 
are Origen (so the first editor, Miller, and Le Normant), and Cajus (so Baur and Cruice, the latter 
hesitating between Caius and Tertullian). Origen is out of the question, because of the difference 
of style and theology, and because he was no bishop and no resident at Rome, but only a transient 
visitor (under Zephyrinus, about 211). The only claim of Caius is the remark of Photius, based on 
a marginal note in his MS., but doubted by himself, that Caius wrote a work peri; tou’ pantov and 
an anti-heretical work called "The Labyrinth," and that he was "a presbyter of Rome," and also 
declared by some "a bishop of the heathen." But Caius was an anti-Chiliast, and an opponent of 
Montanism; while Hippolytus was probably a Chiliast, like Irenaeus, and accepted the 
Apocalypse as Johannean, and sympathized with the disciplinary rigorism of the Montanists, 
although he mildly opposed them. See Dollinger, l. c. p. 250 sqq. (Engl. translation), Volkmar, l. 
c. p. 60-71; and Wordsworth, l. c. p. 16-28. Two other writers have been proposed as authors of 
the Philosophumena, but without a shadow of possibility, namely Tertullian by the Abbe Cruice, 
and the schismatic Novatian by the Jesuit Torquati Armellini, in a dissertation Deuteronomy 
priscarefutatione haereseon Origenis nomine ac philosophumenon tituto recens vulgata, Rom. 
1862 (quoted by Plummer, p. 354). 
 
{1428} This idea is borrowed from Irenaeus. 
 
{1429} The reading here is disputed. 
 
{1430} The passage is obscure: ov thn amartian ex anyrwpwn apoplunein prosetaxe. 
Wordsworth translates: "who commanded us to wish away sin from man;" Macmahon: "He has 
arranged to wash away sin from human beings." Bunsen changes the reading thus: "For Christ is 



He whom the God of all has ordered to wash away the sins of mankind." Hippolytus probably 
refers to the command to repent and be baptized for the forgiveness of sin. 
 
{1431} biblidarion. The more usual diminutive of bibliv or biblov is biblidion. 
 
{1432} Lipsius, in his Quellenkrilik des Epiphanios, has made the extraordinary achievement of a 
partial reconstruction of this work from unacknowledged extracts in the anti-heretical writings of 
Epiphanius, Philaster, and Pseudo-Tertullian. 
 
{1433} As suggested by Fabricius (T., 235), Neander (I. 682, Engl. ed.), and Lipsius. It bears in 
the MS. the title "Homily of Hippolytus against the Heresy of one Noatus" omilia ippol. eiv 
airesin mohtou tinov, and was first printed by Vossius in Latin, and then by Fabricius in Greek 
from a Vatican MS. (vol. II. 5-20, in Latin, vol. I. 235-244), and by P. de Lagarde in Greek 
(Hippol. Opera Gr. p. 43-57). Epiphanius made a mechanical use of it. It presupposes preceding 
sections by beginning: "Certain others are privily introducing another doctrine, having become 
disciple,; of one Noatus." The only objection to the identification is that Photius describes the 
entire work against thirty-two Heresies as a little book (biblidarion). Hence Lipsius suggests 
that this was not the suntagma itself, but only a summary of its contents, such as was frequently 
attached to anti-heretical works. Dollinger (p. 191 sqq.) shows the doctrinal agreement of the 
treatise against Noatus with the corresponding section of the Philosophumena, and finds both 
heretical on the subject of the Trinity and the development of the Logos as a subordinate Divine 
personality called into existence before the world by an act of the Father’s will, which doctrine 
afterwards became a main prop of Arianism. Dollinger finds here the reason for the charge of 
partial Valentinianism raised against Hippolytus, as his doctrine of the origination of the Logos 
was confounded with the Gnostic emanation theory. 
 
{1434} So Volkmar (l. c. p. 165): "Der Cod. Vatic. ‘Contra Noatum’ ist der Schluss nicht jener 
kurzeren Hareseologie, sondern einer anderen, von Epiphanius noch vorgefundenen Schrift 
desselben Hippolyt, wie es scheint, gegen alle Monarchianer." Caspari (III. 400 sq.) decides for 
the same view. 
 
{1435} peri thv tou pantov aitiav (or ousiav, as Hippol. himself gives the title, Philos. X. 32 
ed. D. and Schn.), or peri tou pantov (on the Hippolytus-statue). Greek and Latin in Fabricius 
I. 220-222. Greek in P. de Lagarde, p. 68-73. The book was a sort of Christian cosmogony and 
offset to Plato’s Timaeus. 
 
{1436} Comp. Dollinger, p. 330 sqq. He connects the view of Hippolytus on the intermediate 
state with his chiliasm, which does not admit that the souls of the righteous ever can attain to the 
kingdom of heaven and the beatific vision before the resurrection. Wordsworth on the other hand 
denies that Hippol. believed in a millennium and "the Romish doctrine of Purgatory," and accepts 
his view of Hades as agreeing with the Burial Office of the Church of England, and the sermons 
of Bishop Bull on the state of departed souls. Hippol. p. 210-216. He also gives, in Appendix A, 
p. 306-308, an addition to the fragment of the book On the Universe, from a MS. in the Bodleian 
library. 
 
{1437} smikrov laburinyov (Theodoret, Haer. Fa b. II. 5) or spoudasma kata ths 
artemwnov airesewv (Euseb. H. E. V. 28). 
 
{1438} Caspari, III. 404 sq., identifies the two books. 
 
{1439} peri carismatwn apostolikh paradosiv. On the Hippolytus-statue. 



 
{1440} peri tou swthrov hmwn ihsou cristou kai peri anticristou, in Fabricius I. 4-36 
(Gr. and Lat.), and in P. de Lagarde, 1-36 (Greek only). 
 
{1441} Included in Jerome’s list, and mentioned by Jacob of Edessa and by Syncellus. Fragments 
from an Arabic Catena on the Apocalypse in Lagarde’s Anal. Syr., Append. p. 24-27. See Salmon 
in Smith and Wace, III. 105. 
 
{1442} See Dollinger, p. 330 sqq. (Engl. ed.) 
 
{1443} We are indebted for this curious piece of information to Dr. Salmon, who refers to 
Benson, in the "Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology," I. 190.  

 



184. Caius of Rome. 
 
Euseb.: H. E. II. 25; III. 28, 31; VI. 20. Hieron.: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 59. Theodor.: Fa b. Haer. 
II. 3; III. 2. Photius: Biblioth. Cod. 48. Perhaps also Martyr. Polyc., c. 22, where a Caius is 
mentioned as a pupil or friend of Irenaeus. 
 
Routh: Rel. S. II. 125-158 (Comp. also I. 397-403). Bunsen: Analecta Ante-Nicaena I. 409 sq. 
Caspari: Quellen etc., III. 330, 349, 374 sqq. Harnack in Herzog, 2 III. 63 sq. Salmon in Smith 
and Wace I. 384-386. Comp. also Heinichen’s notes on Euseb. II. 25 (in Comment. III. 63-67), 
and the Hippolytus liter., 183, especially Dollinger. (250 sq.) and Volkmar. (60-71). 
 
Among the Western divines who, like Irenaeus and Hippolytus, wrote exclusively in Greek, must 
be mentioned Caius who flourished during the episcopate of Zephyrinus in the first quarter of the 
third century. He is known to us only from a few Greek fragments as an opponent of Montanism 
and Chiliasm. He was probably a Roman presbyter. From his name, {1444} and from the fact that 
he did not number Hebrews among the Pauline Epistles, we may infer that he was a native of 
Rome or at least of the West. Eusebius calls him a very learned churchman or ecclesiastic author 
at Rome, {1445} and quotes four times his disputation with Proclus (Gr.), the leader of one party 
of the Montanists. {1446} He preserves from it the notice that Philip and his four prophetic 
daughters are buried at Hierapolis in Phrygia, and an important testimony concerning the 
monuments or trophies (Gr.) of Peter and Paul, the founders of the Roman church, on the Vatican 
hill and the Ostian road. 
 
This is nearly all that is certain and interesting about Caius. Jerome, as usual in his catalogue of 
illustrious men, merely repeats the, statements of Eusebius, although from his knowledge of 
Rome we might expect some additional information. Photius, on the strength of a marginal note 
in the MS. of a supposed work of Caius On the Universe, says that he was a "presbyter of the 
Roman church during the episcopate of Victor and Zephyrinus, and that he was elected bishop of 
the Gentiles." He ascribes to him that work and also The Labyrinth, but hesitatingly. His 
testimony is too late to be of any value, and rests on a misunderstanding of Eusebius and a 
confusion of Caius with Hippolytus, an error repeated by modern critics. {1447} Both persons 
have so much in common—age, residence, title—that they have been identified (Caius being 
supposed to be simply the praenomen of Hippolytus). {1448} But this cannot be proven; Eusebius 
clearly distinguishes them, and Hippolytus was no opponent of Chiliasm, and only a moderate 
opponent of Montanism; while Caius wrote against the Chiliastic dreams of Cerinthus; but he did 
not deny, as has been wrongly inferred from Eusebius, the Johannean authorship of the 
Apocalypse; he probably meant pretended revelations of that heretic. He and Hippolytus no doubt 
agreed with the canon of the Roman church, which recognized thirteen epistles of Paul (excluding 
Hebrews) and the Apocalypse of John. 
 
Caius has been surrounded since Photius with a mythical halo of authorship, and falsely credited 
with several works of Hippolytus, including the recently discovered Philosophumena. The 
Muratorian fragment on the canon of the New Testament was also ascribed to him by the 
discoverer (Muratori, 1740) and recent writers. But this fragment is of earlier date (A. D. 170), 
and written in Latin, though perhaps originally in Greek. It is as far as we know the oldest Latin 
church document of Rome, and of very great importance for the history of the canon. {1449} 
 
{1444} The name, however, was common, and the New Testament mentions four Caii, {Acts 
19:29 20:4 Romans 16:24 1 Corinthians 1:14 3 John 1:1} Eusebius five. 
 



{1445} anhr ekklhsiastikov and logiwtatov (II. 25 and VT. 20). The former term does not 
necessarily imply an office, but is rendered by Valesius vir catholicus, by Heinichen (Euseb. 
Com. III. 64) ein rechtglaubiger Schriftsteller. 
 
{1446} No doubt the same with the "Proculus noster" commended by Tertullian, Adv. Val. 5. 
Comp. Jerome (C. 59): "Proculum Montani sectatorem." His followers were Trinitarians; another 
party of the Montanists were Monarchians 
 
{1447} See above 183, p. 762 sq. 
 
{1448} So Lightfoot in the "Journal of Philology," I. 98. and Salmon, l. c. p. 386. 
 
{1449} See the document and the discussion about the authorship in Routh. I. 398 sqq., the article 
of Salmon in Smith and Wace III. 1000 sqq., and the different works on the Canon. Most of the 
writers on the subject, including Salmon, regard the fragment as a translation from a Greek 
original, since all other documents of the Roman Church down to Zephyrinus and Hippolytus are 
in Greek. Hilgenfeld and P. de Lagarde have attempted a re-translation. But Hesse (Das Murator. 
Fragment, Giessen, 1873, p. 25-39), and Caspari (Quellen, III. 410 sq.) confidently assert the 
originality of the Latin for the reason that the re-translation into the Greek does not clear up the 
obscurities. The Latin barbarisms occur also in other Roman writers. Caspari, however, thinks 
that it was composed by an African residing in Rome, on the basis of in older Greek document of 
the Roman church. He regards it as the oldest ecclesiastical document in the Latin language ("das 
alteste in lateinischer Sprache geschriebene originale kirchliche Schriftstuck").  

 



185. The Alexandrian School of Theology. 
 
J. G. Michaelis: Deuteronomy Scholae Alexandrinae prima origine, progressu, ac praecpuis 
doctoribus. Hal. 1739. 
 
H. E. Fr. Guerike: Deuteronomy Schola quae Alexandriae floruit catechetica commentatio 
historica et theologica. Hal. 1824 and ‘25. 2 Parts (pp. 119 and 456). The second Part is chiefly 
devoted to Clement and Origen. 
 
C. F. W. Hasselbach: Deuteronomy Schola, quae Alex. floruit, catech. Stettin 1826. P. 1. (against 
Guerike), and Deuteronomy discipulorum... s. Deuteronomy Catechumenorum ordinibus, Ibid. 
1839. 
 
J. Matter: L’Histoire de l’ecole d’Alexandrie, second ed. Par. 1840. 3 vols. 
 
J. Simon: Histoire de l’ecole d’Alexandrie. Par. 1845. 
 
E. Vacherot: Histoire critique de l’ecole d’Alexandrie. Par. 1851. 3 vols. 
 
Neander: I. 527-557 (Am. ed.); Gieseler I. 208-210 (Am. ed.) 
 
Ritter: Gesch. der christl. Philos. I. 421 sqq. 
 
Ueberweg: History of Philosophy, vol. I. p. 311-319 (Engl. transl. 1875). 
 
Redepenning in his Origenes I. 57-83, and art. in Herzog 2 I. 290-292. Comp. also two arts. on 
the Jewish, and the New-Platonic schools of Alexandria, by M. Nicolas in Lichtenberger’s 
"Encyclopedie" I. 159-170. 
 
C. H. Bigg: The Christian Platonists of Alexandria. Lond. 1886. 
 
Alexandria, founded by Alexander the Great three hundred and twenty-two years before Christ, 
on the mouth of the Nile, within a few hours’ sail from Asia and Europe, was the metropolis of 
Egypt, the flourishing seat of commerce, of Grecian and Jewish learning, and of the greatest 
library of the ancient world, and was destined to become one of the great centers of Christianity, 
the rival of Antioch and Rome. There the religious life of Palestine and the intellectual culture of 
Greece commingled and prepared the way for the first school of theology which aimed at a 
philosophic comprehension and vindication of the truths of revelation. Soon after the founding of 
the church which tradition traces to St. Mark, the Evangelist, there arose a "Catechetical school" 
under the supervision of the bishop. {1450} It was originally designed only for the practical 
purpose of preparing willing heathens and Jews of all classes for baptism. But in that home of the 
Philonic theology, of Gnostic heresy, and of Neo-Platonic philosophy, it soon very naturally 
assumed a learned character, and became, at the same time, a sort of theological seminary, which 
exercised a powerful influence on the education of many bishops and church teachers, and on the 
development of Christian science. It had at first but a single teacher, afterwards two or more, but 
without fixed salary, or special buildings. The more wealthy pupils paid for tuition, but the offer 
was often declined. The teachers gave their instructions in their dwellings, generally after the 
style of the ancient philosophers. 
 



The first superintendent of this school known to us was Pantaenus, a converted Stoic philosopher, 
about A. D. 180. He afterwards labored as a missionary in India, and left several commentaries, 
of which, however, nothing remains but some scanty fragments. {1451} He was followed by 
Clement, to A. D. 202 and Clement, by Origen, to 232, who raised the school to the summit of its 
prosperity, and founded a similar one at Caesarea in Palestine. The institution was afterwards 
conducted by Origen’s pupils, Heraclas (d. 248), and Dionysius (d. 265), and last by the blind but 
learned Didymus (d. 395), until, at the end of the fourth century, it sank for ever amidst the 
commotions and dissensions of the Alexandrian church, which at last prepared the way for the 
destructive conquest of the Arabs (640). The city itself gradually sank to a mere village, and 
Cairo took its place (since 969). In the present century it is fast rising again, under European 
auspices, to great commercial importance. 
 
From this catechetical school proceeded a peculiar theology, the most learned and genial 
representatives of which were Clement and Origen. This theology is, on the one hand, a 
regenerated Christian form of the Alexandrian Jewish religious philosophy of Philo; on the other, 
a catholic counterpart, and a positive refutation of the heretical Gnosis, which reached its height 
also in Alexandria, but half a century earlier. The Alexandrian theology aims at a reconciliation 
of Christianity with philosophy, or, subjectively speaking, of pistiv with gnosiv; but it seeks 
this union upon the basis of the Bible, and the doctrine of the church. Its center, therefore, is the 
Divine Logos, viewed as the sum of all reason and all truth, before and after the incarnation. 
Clement came from the Hellenic philosophy to the Christian faith; Origen, conversely, was led by 
faith to speculation. The former was an aphoristic thinker, the latter a systematic. The one 
borrowed ideas from various systems; the other followed more the track of Platonism. But both 
were Christian philosophers and churchly gnostics. As Philo, long before them, in the same city, 
had combined Judaism with Grecian culture, so now they carried the Grecian culture into 
Christianity. This, indeed, the apologists and controversialists of the second century had already 
done, as far back as Justin the "philosopher." But the Alexandrians were more learned, and made 
much freer use of the Greek philosophy. They saw in it not sheer error, but in one view a gift of 
God, and an intellectual schoolmaster for Christ, like the law in the moral and religious here. 
Clement compares it to a wild olive tree, which can be ennobled by faith; Origen (in the fragment 
of an epistle to Gregory Thaumaturgus), to the jewels, which the Israelites took with them out of 
Egypt, and turned into ornaments for their sanctuary, though they also wrought them into the 
golden calf. Philosophy is not necessarily an enemy to the truth, but may, and should be its 
handmaid, and neutralize the attacks against it. The elements of truth in the heathen philosophy 
they attributed partly to the secret operation of the Logos in the world of reason, partly to 
acquaintance with the writings of Moses and the prophets. 
 
So with the Gnostic heresy. The Alexandrians did not sweepingly condemn it, but recognized the 
desire for deeper religious knowledge, which lay at its root, and sought to meet this desire with a 
wholesome supply from the Bible itself. Their maxim was, in the words of Clement: "No faith 
without knowledge, no knowledge without faith;" or: "Unless you believe, you will not 
understand." {1452} Faith and knowledge have the same substance, the saving truth of God, 
revealed in the Holy Scriptures, and faithfully handed down by the church; they differ only in 
form. Knowledge is our consciousness of the deeper ground and consistency of faith. The 
Christian knowledge, however, is also a gift of grace, and has its condition in a holy life. The 
ideal of a Christian gnostic includes perfect love as well as perfect knowledge, of God. Clement 
describes him as one "who, growing grey in the study of the Scriptures, and preserving the 
orthodoxy of the apostles and the church, lives strictly according to the gospel." 
 
The Alexandrian theology is intellectual, profound, stirring and full of fruitful germs of thought, 
but rather unduly idealistic and spiritualistic, and, in exegesis, loses itself in arbitrary allegorical 



fancies. In its efforts to reconcile revelation and philosophy it took up, like Philo, many foreign 
elements, especially of the Platonic stamp, and wandered into speculative views which a later and 
more orthodox, but more narrow-minded and less productive age condemned as heresies, not 
appreciating the immortal service of this school to its own and after times. 
 
{1450} Eusebius (V. 10; VI. 3, 6) calls it to thv kathchsewv didaskaleion and didaskalei 
twn ierwn logwn. Sozomen (III. 15), to ieron didaskaleion twn ierwn mayhmatwn Jerome 
(Catal. 38), and Rufinus (H. E. II. 7), ecclesiastica schola. 
 
{1451} Clemens calls him "the Sicilian bee" (sikelikh melitta, perhaps with reference to his 
descent from Sicily). Jerome (Catal. 36) says of him: "Hujus multi quidem in S. Scripturam 
exstant commentarii sed magis viva voce ecclesiis profuit." Comp. on him Redepenning; 
Origenes I. 63 sqq., and Mohler in Herzog 2 XI. 182. The two brief relies of Pantaenus are 
collected and accompanied with learned notes by Routh, Rel. S. I. 375-383. 
 
{1452} Isaiah 7:9, according to the LXX: ean mh pisteushte, oude mh sunhte..  

 



186. Clement of Alexandria. 
 
(I.) Clementis Alex. Opera omnia Gr. et Lat. ed. Potter (bishop of Oxford). Oxon. 1715. 2 vols. 
Reprinted Venet. 1757. 2 vols. fol., and in Migne’s "Patr. Gr." vols. VIII. and IX., with various 
additions and the comments of Nic. Le Nourry. For an account of the MSS. and editions of 
Clement see Fabricius; Biblioth. Graeca, ed. Harles, vol. VII. 109 sqq. 
 
Other edd. by Victorinus (Florence, 1550); Sylburg (Heidel b. 1592) Heinsius (Graeco-Latin., 
Leyden, 1616); Klotz (Leipz. 1831-34, 4 vols., only in Greek, and very incorrect); W. Dindorf 
(Oxf. 1868-69, 4 vols.). 
 
English translation by Wm. Wilson in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Library," vols. IV. and V. Edinb. 
1867. 
 
(II.) Eusebius: Hist. Eccl. V. 11; VI. 6, 11, 13. Hieronymus: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 38; Photius: 
Biblioth. 109-111. See the Testimonia Veterum de Cl. collected in Potter’s ed. at the beginning of 
vol. I. and in Migne’s ed. VIII. 35-50. 
 
(III.) Hofstede Deuteronomy Groot: Dissert. de Clem. Alex. Groning. 1826. A. F. Daehne: 
Deuteronomy gnwvsei Clem Al. Hal. 1831. 
 
F. R. Eylert: Clem. v. Alex. als Philosoph und Dichter. Leipz. 1832. 
 
Bishop Kaye: Some Account of the Writings and Opinions of Clement of Alex. Lond. 1835. 
 
Kling: Die Bedeutung des Clem. Alex. fur die Entstehung der Theol. ("Stud. u. Krit." for 1841, 
No. 4). 
 
H. J. Reinkens: Deuteronomy Clem. Alex. homine, scriptore, philosopho, theologo. Wratisl. 
(Breslau) 1851. 
 
H. Reuter: Clementis Alex. Theol. moralis. Berl. 1853. 
 
Laemmer.: Clem. Al. de Logo doctrina. Lips. 1855. 
 
Abbe Cognat: Clement d’Alexandrie. Paris 1859. 
 
J. H. Muller: Idees dogm. de Clement d’Alex. Strasb. 1861. 
 
CH. E. Freppel. (R.C.): Clement d’Alexandrie. Paris, 1866, second ed. 1873. 
 
C. Merk: Clemens v. Alex. in s. Abhangigkeit von der griech. Philosophie. Leipz. 1879. 
 
Fr. Jul. Winter: Die Ethik des Clemens v. Alex. Leipz. 1882 (first part of Studien zur Gesch. der 
christl. Ethik). 
 
Jacobi in Herzog 2 III. 269-277, and Westcott in Smith and Wace l. 559-567. 
 
Theod. Zahn: Supplementum Clementinum. Third Part of his Forschungen zur Gesch. des N. T. 
lichen Kanons. Erlangen 1884. 



 
I. Titus Flavius Clemens {1453} sprang from Greece, probably from Athens. He was born about 
150, and brought up in heathenism. He was versed in all branches of Hellenic literature and in all 
the existing systems of philosophy; but in these he found nothing to satisfy his thirst for truth. In 
his adult years, therefore, he embraced the Christian religion, and by long journeys East and West 
he sought the most distinguished teachers, "who preserved the tradition of pure saving doctrine, 
and implanted that genuine apostolic seed in the hearts of their pupils." He was captivated by 
Pantaenus in Egypt, who, says he, "like the Sicilian bee, plucked flowers from the apostolic and 
prophetic meadow, and filled the souls of his disciples with genuine, pure knowledge." He 
became presbyter in the church of Alexandria, and about A. D. 189 succeeded Pantaenus as 
president of the catechetical school of that city. Here he labored benignly some twelve years for 
the conversion of heathens and the education of the Christians, until, as it appears, the persecution 
under Septimius Severus in 202 compelled him to flee. After this we find him in Antioch, and last 
(211) with his former pupil, the bishop Alexander, in Jerusalem. Whether he returned thence to 
Alexandria is unknown. He died before the year 220, about the same time with Tertullian. He has 
no place, any more than Origen, among the saints of the Roman church, though he frequently 
bore this title of honor in ancient times. His name is found in early Western martyrologies, but 
was omitted in the martyrology issued by Clement VIII. at the suggestion of Baronius. Benedict 
XIV. elaborately defended the omission (1748), on the ground of unsoundness in doctrine. 
 
II. Clement was the father of the Alexandrian Christian philosophy. He united thorough biblical 
and Hellenic learning with genius and speculative thought. He rose, In many points, far above the 
prejudices of his age, to more free and spiritual views. His theology, however, is not a unit, but a 
confused eclectic mixture of true Christian elements with many Stoic, Platonic, and Philonic 
ingredients. His writings are full of repetition, and quite lacking in clear, fixed method. He throws 
out his suggestive and often profound thoughts in fragments, or purposely veils them, especially 
in the Stromata, in a mysterious darkness, to conceal them from the exoteric multitude, and to 
stimulate the study of the initiated or philosophical Christians. He shows here an affinity with the 
heathen mystery cultus, and the Gnostic arcana. His extended knowledge of Grecian literature 
and rich quotations from the lost works of poets, philosophers, and historians give him 
importance also in investigations regarding classical antiquity. He lived in an age of transition 
when Christian thought was beginning to master and to assimilate the whole domain of human 
knowledge. "And when it is frankly admitted" (says Dr. Westcott) "that his style is generally 
deficient in terseness and elegance; that his method is desultory; that his learning is undigested: 
we can still thankfully admire his richness of information, his breadth of reading, his largeness of 
sympathy, his lofty aspirations, his noble conception of the office and capacities of the Faith." 
 
III. The three leading works which he composed during his residence as teacher in Alexandria, 
between the years 190 and 195, represent the three stages in the discipline of the human race by 
the divine Logos, corresponding to the three degrees of knowledge required by the ancient in 
mystagogues, {1454} and are related to one another very much as apologetics, ethics, and 
dogmatics, or as faith, love, and mystic vision, or as the, stages of the Christian cultus up to the 
celebration of the sacramental mysteries. The "Exhortation to the Greeks," {1455} in three books, 
with almost a waste of learning, points out the unreasonableness and immorality, but also the 
nobler prophetic element, of heathenism, and seeks to lead the sinner to repentance and faith. The 
"Tutor" or "Educator" {1456} unfolds the Christian morality with constant reference to heathen 
practices, and exhorts to a holy walk, the end of which is likeness to God. The Educator is Christ, 
and the children whom he trains, are simple, sincere believers. The "Stromata" or "Miscellanies," 
{1457} in seven books (the eighth, containing, an imperfect treatise on logic, is spurious), 
furnishes a guide to the deeper knowledge of Christianity, but is without any methodical 
arrangement, a heterogeneous mixture of curiosities of history, beauties of poetry, reveries of 



philosophy, Christian truths and heretical errors (hence the name). He compares it to a thick-
grown, shady mountain or garden, where fruitful and barren trees of all kinds, the cypress, the 
laurel, the ivy, the apple, the olive, the fig, stand confusedly grouped together, that many may 
remain hidden from the eye of the plunderer without escaping the notice of the laborer, who 
might transplant and arrange them in pleasing order. It was, probably, only a prelude to a more 
comprehensive theology. At the close the author portrays the ideal of the true gnostic, that is, the 
perfect Christian, assigning to him, among other traits, a stoical elevation above all sensuous 
affections. The inspiring thought of Clement is that Christianity satisfies all the intellectual and 
moral aspirations and wants of man. 
 
Besides these principal works we have, from Clement also, an able and moderately ascetic 
treatise, on the right use of wealth. {1458} His ethical principles are those of the Hellenic 
philosophy, inspired by the genius of Christianity. He does not run into the excesses of 
asceticism, though evidently under its influence. His exegetical works, {1459} as well as a 
controversial treatise on prophecy against the Montanists, and another on the passover, against 
the Judaizing practice in Asia Minor, are all lost, except some inconsiderable fragments. 
 
To Clement we owe also the oldest Christian hymn that has come down to us; an elevated but 
somewhat turgid song of praise to the Logos, as the divine educator and leader of the human race. 
{1460} 
 
{1453} klhmhnv. It is strange that he, and not his distinguished Roman namesake, should be 
called Flavius. Perhaps he was descended from a freedman of Titus Flavius Clemens, the nephew 
of the Emperor Vespasian and Consul in 95, who with his wife Domitilla was suddenly arrested 
and condemned on the charge of "atheism," i.e. Christianity, by his cousin, the emperor Domitian. 
 
{1454} The apokayarsiv, and the muhsiv, and the epoteia, i.e. purification, initiation, vision. 
 
{1455} logov protreptikov prov ellhnav, Cohortatio ad Graecos, or ad Gentes. 
 
{1456} paidagwgov. This part contains the hymn to Christ at the close. 
 
{1457} strwmateiv, Stromata, or pieces of tapestry, which, when curiously woven, and in divers 
colors present an apt picture of such miscellaneous composition. 
 
{1458} tiv ov swzomenov plousiov, Quis dives salvus or salvetur? an excellent commentary 
on the words of the Lord in Mark 10:17 sqq. A most practical topic for a rich city like Alexandria, 
or any other city and age especially our own, which calls for the largest exercise of liberality for 
literary and benevolent objects. See the tract in Potter’s ed. II. 935-961 (with a Latin version). It 
ends with the beautiful story of St. John and the young robber, which Eusebius has inserted in his 
Church History (III. 23). 
 
{1459} upotupwseiv, Adumbrationes, Outlines, or a condensed survey of the contents of the Old 
and New Testament Scriptures. See the analysis of the fragments by Westcott, in Smith and 
Wace, III. 563 sq., and Zahn l. c. 64-103. 
 
{1460} umnov tou swthrov cristou, written in an anapaestic measure. See 66, p. 230. The 
other hymn added to the "Tutor" written in trimeter iambics, and addressed to the paidagwgov is 
of later date.  



 



187. Origen. 
 
(I.) Origenis Opera omnia Graece et Lat. Ed. Carol. et Vinc. Deuteronomy la Rue. Par. 1733-’59, 
4 vols. fol. The only complete ed., begun by the Benedictine Charles D. L. R., and after his death 
completed by his nephew Vincent. Republ. in Migne’s Patrol. Gr. 1857, 8 vols., with additions 
from Galland (1781), Cramer (1840-44), and Mai (1854). 
 
Other editions by J. Merlinus (ed. princeps, Par. 1512-’19, 2 vols. fol., again in Venice 1516, and 
in Paris 1522; 1530, only the Lat. text); by Erasmus and Beatus Rhenanus (Bas. 1536, 2 vols. fol.; 
1545; 1551; 1557; 1571); by the Benedictine G. Genebrard (Par. 1574; 1604; 1619 in 2 vols. fol., 
all in Lat.); by Corderius (Antw. 1648, partly in Greek); by P. D. Huetius, or Huet, afterwards Bp. 
of Avranges (Rouen, 1668, 2 vols. fol., the Greek writings, with very learned dissertations, 
Origeniana; again Paris 1679; Cologne 1685); by Montfaucon (only the Hexapla, Par. 1713, ‘14, 
2 vols. fol., revised and improved ed. by Field, Oxf. 1875); by Lommatsch (Berol. 1837-48, 25 
vols. oct.). 
 
English translation of select works of Origen by F. Crombie in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Library," 
Edinb. 1868, and N. York 1885. 
 
(II.) Eusebius: Hist. Eccles. VI. 1-6 and passim. Hieronymus: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 54; Ep. 29, 
41, and often. Gregorius Thaumat.: Oratio panegyrica in Origenem. Pamphilus: Apologia Orig. 
Rufinus: Deuteronomy Adulteratione librorum Origenis. All in the last vol. of Delarue’s ed. 
 
(III.) P. D. Huetius: Origeniana. Par. 1679, 2 vols. (and in Delarue’s ed. vol. 4th). Very learned, 
and apologetic for Origen. 
 
G. Thomasius: Origenes. Ein Beitrag zur Dogmengesch. Nurnb. 1837. 
 
E. Rud. Redepenning: Origenes. Eine Darstellung seines Lebens und seiner Lehre. Bonn 1841 
and ‘46, in 2 vols. (pp. 461 and 491). 
 
Bohringer: Origenes und sein Lehrer Klemens, oder die Alexandrinische innerkirchliche Gnosis 
des Christenthums. Bd. V. of Kirchengesch. in Biographieen. Second ed. Leipz. 1873. 
 
Ch. E. Freppel, (R.C.): Origene, Paris 1868, second ed. 1875. 
 
Comp. the articles of Schmitz in Smith’s "Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Biogr." III. 46-55; Moller in 
Herzog 2 Vol. XI. 92-109 Westcott in "Dict. of Chr. Biogr," IV. 96-142; Farrar, in "Lives of the 
Fathers," I. 291-330. 
 
Also the respective sections in Bull (Defens. Fid. Nic. ch. IX. in Delarue, IV. 339-357), Neander, 
Baur, and Dorner (especially on Origen’s doctrine of the Trinity and Incarnation); and on his 
Philosophy, Ritter, Huber, Ueberweg. 
 
I. Life And Character. Origenes, {1461} surnamed "Adamantius" on account of his industry and 
purity of character {1462} is one of the most remarkable men in history for genius and learning, 
for the influence he exerted on his age, and for the controversies and discussions to which his 
opinions gave rise. He was born of Christian parents at Alexandria, in the year 185, and probably 
baptized in childhood, according to Egyptian custom which be traced to apostolic origin. {1463} 
Under the direction of his father, Leonides, {1464} who was probably a rhetorician, and of the 



celebrated Clement at the catechetical school, he received a pious and learned education. While 
yet a boy, be knew whole sections of the Bible by memory, and not rarely perplexed his father 
with questions on the deeper sense of Scripture. The father reproved his curiosity, but thanked 
God for such a son, and often, as he slept, reverentially kissed his breast as a temple of the Holy 
Spirit. Under the persecution of Septimius Severus in 202, he wrote to his father in prison, 
beseeching him not to deny Christ for the sake of his family, and strongly desired to give himself 
up to the heathen authorities, but was prevented by his mother, who hid his clothes. Leonides died 
a martyr, and, as his property was confiscated, he left a helpless widow with seven children. 
Origen was for a time assisted by a wealthy matron, and then supported himself by giving 
instruction in the Greek language and literature, and by copying manuscripts. 
 
In the year 203, though then only eighteen years of age, he was nominated by the bishop 
Demetrius, afterwards his opponent, president of the catechetical school of Alexandria, left 
vacant by the flight of Clement. To fill this important office, he made himself acquainted with the 
various heresies, especially the Gnostic, and with the Grecian philosophy; he was not even 
ashamed to study under the heathen Ammonius Saccas, the celebrated founder of Neo-Platonism. 
He learned also the Hebrew language, and made journeys to Rome (211), Arabia, Palestine (215), 
and Greece. In Rome he became slightly acquainted with Hippolytus, the author of the 
Philosophumena, who was next to himself the most learned man of his age. Dollinger thinks it all 
but certain that he sided with Hippolytus in his controversy with Zephyrinus and Callistus, for he 
shared (at least in his earlier period) his rigoristic principles of discipline, had a dislike for the 
proud and overbearing bishops in large cities, and held a subordinatian view of the Trinity, but he 
was far superior to his older contemporary in genius, depth, and penetrating insight. {1465} 
 
When his labors and the number of his pupils increased he gave the lower classes of the 
catechetical school into the charge of his pupil Heraclas, and devoted himself wholly to the more 
advanced students. He was successful in bringing many eminent heathens and heretics to the 
Catholic church; among them a wealthy Gnostic, Ambrosius, who became his most liberal patron, 
furnishing him a costly library for his biblical studies, seven stenographers, and a number of 
copyists (some of whom were young Christian women), the former to note down his dictations, 
the latter to engross them. His fame spread far and wide over Egypt. Julia Mammaea, mother of 
the Emperor Alexander Severus, brought him to Antioch in 218, to learn from him the doctrines 
of Christianity. An Arabian prince honored him with a visit for the same purpose. 
 
His mode of life during the whole period was strictly ascetic. He made it a matter of principle, to 
renounce every earthly thing not indispensably necessary. He refused the gifts of his pupils, and 
in literal obedience to the Saviour’s injunction he had but one coat, no shoes, and took no thought 
of the morrow. He rarely ate flesh, never drank wine; devoted the greater part of the night to 
prayer and study, and slept on the bare floor. Nay, in his youthful zeal for ascetic holiness, he 
even committed the act of self-emasculation, partly to fulfil literally the mysterious words of 
Christ, in Matthew 19:12, for the sake of the kingdom of God, partly to secure himself against all 
temptation and calumny which might arise from his intercourse with many female catechumens. 
{1466} By this inconsiderate and misdirected heroism, which he himself repented in his riper 
years, he incapacitated himself, according to the canons of the church, for the clerical office. 
Nevertheless, a long time afterwards, in 228, he was ordained presbyter by two friendly bishops, 
Alexander of Jerusalem, and Theoctistus of Caesarea in Palestine, who had, even before this, on a 
former visit of his, invited him while a layman, to teach publicly in their churches, and to 
expound the Scriptures to their people. 
 
But this foreign ordination itself, and the growing reputation of Origen among heathens and 
Christians, stirred the jealousy of the bishop Demetrius of Alexandria, who charged him besides, 



and that not wholly without foundation, with corrupting Christianity by foreign speculations. This 
bishop held two councils, A. D. 231 and 232, against the great theologian, and enacted, that he, 
for his false doctrine, his self-mutilation, and his violation of the church laws, be deposed from 
his offices of presbyter and catechist, and excommunicated. This unrighteous sentence, in which 
envy, hierarchical arrogance, and zeal for orthodoxy joined, was communicated, as the custom 
was, to other churches. The Roman church, always ready to anathematize, concurred without 
further investigation; while the churches of Palestine, Arabia, Phoenicia, and Achaia, which were 
better informed, decidedly disapproved it. 
 
In this controversy Origen showed a genuine Christian meekness. "We must pity them," said he 
of his enemies, "rather than hate them; pray for them, rather than curse them; for we are made for 
blessing, and not for cursing." He betook himself to his friend, the bishop of Caesarea in 
Palestine, prosecuted his studies there, opened a new philosophical and theological school, which 
soon outshone that of Alexandria, and labored for the spread of the kingdom of God. The 
persecution under Maximinus Thrax (235) drove him for a time to Cappadocia. Thence he went 
to Greece, and then back to Palestine. He was called into consultation in various ecclesiastical 
disputes, and had an extensive correspondence, in which were included even the emperor Philip 
the Arabian, and his wife. Though thrust out as a heretic from his home, he reclaimed the erring 
in foreign lands to the faith of the church. At an Arabian council, for example, be convinced the 
bishop Beryllus of his christological error, and persuaded him to retract (A. D. 244). 
 
At last he received an honorable invitation to return to Alexandria, where, meantime, his pupil 
Dionysius had become bishop. But in the Decian persecution he was cast into prison, cruelly 
tortured, and condemned to the stake; and though he regained his liberty by the death of the 
emperor, yet he died some time after, at the age of sixty-nine, in the year 253 or 254, at Tyre, 
probably in consequence of that violence. He belongs, therefore, at least among the confessors, if 
not among the martyrs. He was buried at Tyre. 
 
It is impossible to deny a respectful sympathy, veneration and gratitude to this extraordinary man, 
who, with all his brilliant talents and a best of enthusiastic friends and admirers, was driven from 
his country, stripped of his sacred office, excommunicated from a part of the church, then thrown 
into a dungeon, loaded with chains, racked by torture, doomed to drag his aged frame and 
dislocated limbs in pain and poverty, and long after his death to have his memory branded, his 
name anathematized, and his salvation denied; {1467} but who nevertheless did more than all his 
enemies combined to advance the cause of sacred learning, to refute and convert heathens and 
heretics, and to make the church respected in the eyes of the world. 
 
II. His Theology. Origen was the greatest scholar of his age, and the most gifted, most 
industrious, and most cultivated of all the ante-Nicene fathers. Even heathens and heretics 
admired or feared his brilliant talent and vast learning. His knowledge embraced all departments 
of the philology, philosophy, and theology of his day. With this he united profound and fertile 
thought, keen penetration, and glowing imagination. As a true divine, he consecrated all his 
studies by prayer, and turned them, according to his best convictions, to the service of truth and 
piety. 
 
He may be called in many respects the Schleiermacher of the Greek church. He was a guide from 
the heathen philosophy and the heretical Gnosis to the Christian faith. He exerted an 
immeasurable influence in stimulating the development of the catholic theology and forming the 
great Nicene fathers, Athanasius, Basil, the two Gregories, Hilary, and Ambrose, who 
consequently, in spite of all his deviations, set great value on his services. But his best disciples 
proved unfaithful to many of his most peculiar views, and adhered far more to the reigning faith 



of the church. For—and in this too he is like Schleiermacher—he can by no means be called 
orthodox, either in the Catholic or in the Protestant sense. His leaning to idealism, his predilection 
for Plato, and his noble effort to reconcile Christianity with reason, and to commend it even to 
educated heathens and Gnostics, led him into many grand and fascinating errors. Among these are 
his extremely ascetic and almost docetistic conception of corporeity, his denial of a material 
resurrection, his doctrine of the pre-existence and the pre-temporal fall of souls (including the 
pre-existence of the human soul of Christ), of eternal creation, of the extension of the work of 
redemption to the inhabitants of the stars and to all rational creatures, and of the final restoration 
of all men and fallen angels. Also in regard to the dogma of the divinity of Christ, though he 
powerfully supported it, and was the first to teach expressly the eternal generation of the Son, yet 
he may be almost as justly considered a forerunner of the Arian heteroousion, or at least of the 
semi-Arian homoiousion, as of the Athanasian homoousion. 
 
These and similar views provoked more or less contradiction during his lifetime, and were 
afterwards, at a local council in Constantinople in 543, even solemnly condemned as heretical. 
{1468} But such a man might in such an age hold erroneous opinions without being a heretic. For 
Origen propounded his views always with modesty and from sincere conviction of their 
agreement with Scripture, and that in a time when the church doctrine was as yet very indefinite 
in many points. For this reason even learned Roman divines, such as Tillemont and Mohler have 
shown Origen the greatest respect and leniency; a fact the more to be commended, since the 
Roman church has refused him, as well as Clement of Alexandria and Tertullian, a place among 
the saints and the fathers in the stricter sense. 
 
Origen’s greatest service was in exegesis. He is father of the critical investigation of Scripture, 
and his commentaries are still useful to scholars for their suggestiveness. Gregory Thaumaturgus 
says, he had "received from God the greatest gift, to be an interpreter of the word of God to men." 
For that age this judgment is perfectly just. Origen remained the exegetical oracle until 
Chrysostom far surpassed him, not indeed in originality and vigor of mind and extent of learning, 
but in sound, sober tact, in simple, natural analysis, and in practical application of the text. His 
great defect is the neglect of the grammatical and historical sense and his constant desire to find a 
hidden mystic meaning. He even goes further in this direction than the Gnostics, who everywhere 
saw transcendental, unfathomable mysteries. His hermeneutical principle assumes a threefold 
sense—somatic, psychic, and pneumatic; or literal, moral, and spiritual. His allegorical 
interpretation is ingenious, but often runs far away from the text and degenerates into the merest 
caprice; while at times it gives way to the opposite extreme of a carnal literalism, by which he 
justifies his ascetic extravagance. {1469} 
 
Origen is one of the most important witnesses of the ante-Nicene text of the Greek Testament, 
which is older than the received text. He compared different MSS. and noted textual variations, 
but did not attempt a recension or lay down any principles of textual criticism. The value of his 
testimony is due to his rare opportunities and life-long study of the Bible before the time when 
the traditional Syrian and Byzantine text was formed. 
 
{1461} wrigenhv, Origenes, probably derived from the name of the Egyptian divinity Or or 
Horus (as Phoebigena from Phabus, Diogenes from Zeus). See Huetius I. 1, 2; Redepenning. I. 
421 sq. 
 
{1462} adamantiov (also calkenterov). Jerome understood the epithet to indicate his 
unwearied industry, Photius the irrefragable strength of his arguments. See Redepenning, I. 430. 
 



{1463} So Moller (l. c. 92) and others. But it is only an inference from Origen’s view. There is no 
record as far as I know of his baptism. 
 
{1464} lewnidhv Eus. VI. 1. So Neander and Gieseler. Others spell the name Leonidas 
(Redepenning and Moller). 
 
{1465} See Dollinger, Hippolytus and Callistus, p. 236 sqq. (Plummer’s translation). 
 
{1466} This fact rests on the testimony of Eusebius (vi. 8), who was very well informed 
respecting Origen; and it has been defended by Engelhardt, Redepenning, and Neander, against 
the unfounded doubts of Baur and Schnitzer. The comments of Origen on the passage in Matthew 
speak for rather than against the fact. See also Moller (p. 93). 
 
{1467} Stephen Binet, a Jesuit, wrote a little book, Deuteronomy salute Origenis, Par. 1629, in 
which the reading writers on the subject debate the question of the salvation of Origen, and 
Baronius proposes a descent to the infernal regions to ascertain the truth at last the final revision 
of the heresy-trial is wisely left with the secret counsel of God. See an account of this book by 
Bayle, Diction. sub Origene. Tom. III. 541, note (1). Origen’s "gravest errors," says Westcott (l. 
c.) "are attempts to solve that which is insoluble." 
 
{1468} Not at the fifth ecumenical council of 553, as has been often, through confusion, asserted. 
See Hefele, Conciliengesch. vol. II. 790 sqq. and 859 sqq, Moller, however, in Herzog 2 xi. 113, 
again defends the other view of Noris and Ballerini. See the 15 anathematisms in Mansi, Conc. ix. 
534. 
 
{1469} His exegetical method and merits are fully discussed by Huetius, and by Redepenning (I. 
296-324), also by Diestel, Gesch. des A. T in der christl. Kirche, 1869, p. 36 sq. and 53 sq.  

 



188. The Works of Origen. 
 
Origen was an uncommonly prolific author, but by no means an idle bookmaker. Jerome says, he 
wrote more than other men can read. Epiphanius, an opponent, states the number of his works as 
six thousand, which is perhaps not much beyond the mark, if we include all his short tracts, 
homilies, and letters, and count them as separate volumes. Many of them arose without his 
cooeperation, and sometimes against his will, from the writing down of his oral lectures by 
others. Of his books which remain, some have come down to us only in Latin translations, and 
with many alterations in favor of the later orthodoxy. They extend to all branches of the theology 
of that day. 
 
1. His biblical works were the most numerous, and may be divided into critical, exegetical, and 
hortatory. 
 
Among the critical were the Hexapla {1470} (the Sixfold Bible) and the shorter Tetrapla (the 
Fourfold), on which he spent eight-and-twenty years of the most unwearied labor. The Hexapla 
was the first polyglott Bible, but covered only the Old Testament, and was designed not for the 
critical restoration of the original text, but merely for the improvement of the received Septuagint, 
and the defense of it against the charge of inaccuracy. It contained, in six columns, the original 
text in two forms, in Hebrew and in Greek characters, and the four Greek versions of the 
Septuagint, of Aquila, of Symmachus, and of Theodotion. To these he added, in several books 
two or three other anonymous Greek versions. {1471} The order was determined by the degree of 
literalness. The Tetrapla {1472} contained only the four versions of Aquila, Symmachus, the 
Septuagint, and Theodotion. The departures from the standard he marked with the critical signs 
asterisk(*) for alterations and additions, and obelos for proposed omissions. He also added 
marginal notes, e.g., explanations of Hebrew names. The voluminous work was placed in the 
library at Caesarea, was still much used in the time of Jerome (who saw it there), but doubtless 
never transcribed, except certain portions, most frequently the Septuagint columns (which were 
copied, for instance, by Pamphilus and Eusebius, and regarded as the standard text), and was 
probably destroyed by the Saracens in 653. We possess, therefore, only some fragments of it, 
which were collected and edited by the learned Benedictine Montfaucon (1714), and more 
recently by an equallt learned Anglican scholar, Dr. Field (1875). {1473} 
 
His commentaries covered almost all the books of the Old and New Testaments, and contained a 
vast wealth of original and profound suggestions, with the most arbitrary allegorical and mystical 
fancies. They were of three kinds: (a) Short notes on single difficult passages for beginners; 
{1474} all these are lost, except what has been gathered from the citations of the fathers (by 
Delarue under the title Eklogaiv Selecta). (b) Extended expositions of whole books, for higher 
scientific study; {1475} of, these we have a number of important fragments in the original, and in 
the translation of Rufinus. In the Commentary on John the Gnostic exegeses of Heracleon is 
much used. (c) Hortatory or practical applications of Scripture for the congregation or Homilies. 
{1476} They were delivered extemporaneously, mostly in Caesarea and in the latter part of his 
life, and taken down by stenographers. They are important also to the history of pulpit oratory. 
But we have them only in part, as translated by Jerome and Rufinus, with many unscrupulous 
retrenchments and additions, which perplex and are apt to mislead investigators. 
 
2. Apologetic and polemic works. The refutation of Celsus’s attack upon Christianity, in eight 
books, written in the last years of his life, about 248, is preserved complete in the original, and is 
one of the ripest and most valuable productions of Origen, and of the whole ancient apologetic 
literature. {1477} And yet he did not know who this Celsus was, whether he lived in the reign of 



Nero or that of Hadrian, while modern scholars assign him to the period A. D. 150 to 178. His 
numerous polemic writings against heretics are all gone. 
 
3. Of his dogmatic writings we have, though only in the inaccurate Latin translation of Rufinus, 
his juvenile production, Deuteronomy Principiis, i.e. on the fundamental doctrines of the 
Christian faith, in four books. {1478} It was written in Alexandria, and became the chief source of 
objections to his theology. It was the first attempt at a complete system of dogmatics, but full of 
his peculiar Platonizing and Gnosticizing errors, some of which he retracted in his riper years. In 
this work Origen treats in four books, first, of God, of Christ, and of the Holy Spirit; in the second 
book, of creation and the incarnation, the resurrection and the judgment; in the third, of freedom, 
which he very strongly sets forth and defends against the Gnostics; in the fourth, of the Holy 
Scriptures, their inspiration and authority, and the interpretation of them; concluding with a 
recapitulation of the doctrine of the trinity. His Stromata, in imitation of the work of the same 
name by Clemens Alex., seems to have been doctrinal and exegetical, and is lost with the 
exception of two or three fragments quoted in Latin by Jerome. His work on the Resurrection is 
likewise lost. 
 
4. Among his practical works may be mentioned a treatise on prayer, with an exposition of the 
Lord’s Prayer, {1479} and an exhortation to martyrdom, {1480} written during the persecution of 
Maximin (235-238), and addressed to his friend and patron Ambrosius. 
 
5. Of his letters, of which Eusebius collected over eight hundred, we have, besides a few 
fragments, only all answer to Julius Africanus on the authenticity of the history of Susanna. 
 
Among the works of Origen is also usually inserted the Philocalia, or a collection, in twenty-
seven chapters, of extracts from his writings on various exegetical questions, made by Gregory 
Nazianzen and Basil the Great. {1481} 
 
{1470} ta exapla, also in the singular form to exaploun, Hexaplum (in later writers). Comp. 
Fritzsche in Herzog 2 I. 285. 
 
{1471} Called Quinta (e’), Sexta, and Septima (z’). This would make nine columns in all, but the 
name Enneapla never occurs. Octapla and Heptapa are used occasionally, but very seldom. The 
following passage from Habakkuk 2:4 {quoted Romans 1:17} is found complete in all the 
columns: 
 
to ebraikon 
 
to ebraikon ellhnikoiv grammasin 
 
akulav 
 
summacov 
 
oi o (LXX) 
 
yeodotiwn 
 
‘E’ 
 
S’. 



 
Z’. 
 
bamwntro wxDyq 
 
ousadik bhmounayw ieie. 
 
kai di kaiov en pistei autou zhsetai. 
 
ov de dikaiov th eautou pistei zhsei. 
 
ov de dikaiov th eautou pistew mou zhsetai. 
 
ov de dikaiov th eautou pistei zhsei. 
 
ov de dikaiov th eautou pistei zhsei. 
 
ov de dikaiov th eautou pistei zhsei. 
 
ov de divkaiov th eautou pistei zhsei. 
 
{1472} ta tetrapla, ortetraploun orto tetraselidon, or, tetrapla, tetraplum. 
 
{1474} shmeiwseiv, scolia, scholia. 
 
{1475} tomoi, volumina, also commentarii. 
 
{1476} omiliai. 
 
{1477} Comp. 32, p. 89 sqq. A special ed. by W. Selwyn: Origenis Contra Celsum libri I-IV. 
Lond. 1877. English version by Crombie, 1868. The work of Celsus restored from Origen by 
Keim, Celsus’ Wahres Wort, Zurich 1873. 
 
{1478} peri arcwn. The version of Rufinus with some fragments of a more exact rival version in 
Delarue I. 42-195. A special ed. by Redepenning, Origenes de Princip., Lips. 1836. Comp. also 
K. F. Schnitzer, Orig. uber die Grundlehr en des Christenthums, ein Wiederherstellungsversuch, 
Stuttgart 1836. Rufinus himself confesses that he altered or omitted several pages, pretending that 
it had been more corrupted by heretics than any other work of Origen. Tillemont well remarks 
that Rufinus might have spared himself the trouble of alteration, as we care much less about his 
views than those of the original. 
 
{1479} peri euchv Deuteronomy Oratione. Delarue, I. 195-272. Separate ed. Oxf. 1635, with a 
Latin version. Origen omits (as do Tertullian and Cyprian) the doxology of the Lord’s Prayer, not 
finding it in his MSS. This is one of the strongest negative proofs of its being a later interpolation 
from liturgical usage. 
 
{1480} eiv martupion protreptikov logov or peri marturiou, Deuteronomy Martyrio. First 
published by Wetstein, Basel, 1574; in Delarue, I. 273-310, with Latin version and notes. 
 
{1481} First published in Latin by Genebrardus, Paris 1574, and in Greek and Latin by Delarue, 
who, however, omits those extracts, which are elsewhere given in their appropriate places.  



 



189. Gregory Thaumaturgus. 
 
T. S. Gregorii episcopi Neocaesariensis Opera omnia, ed. G. Vossius, Mag. 1604; better ed. by 
Fronto Ducaeus, Par. 1622, fol.; in Gallandi, Bibl. Vet. Patrum (1766-77), Tom. III., p. 385-470; 
and in Migne. "Patrol. Gr." Tom. X. (1857), 983-1343. Comp. also a Syriac version of Gregory’s 
kata mevro pivsti in R. de Lagarde’s Analecta Syriaca, Leipz. 1858, pp. 31-67. 
 
II. Gregory Of Nyssa: biov kai egkwmion rhyen eiv ton agion grhgorion ton 
yaumatourgon. In the works of Gregory of Nyssa, (Migne, vol. 46). An eulogy full of incredible 
miracles, which the author heard from his grandmother. 
 
English translation by S. D. F. Salmond, in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Library," vol. xx. (1871), p. 1-
156. 
 
C. P. Caspari: Alte und neue Quellen zur Gesc. des Taufsymbols und der Glaubensregel. 
Christiania, 1879, p. 1-160. 
 
Victor Ryssel: Gregorius Thaumaturgus. Sein Leben und seine Schriften. Leipzig, 1880 (160 pp.). 
On other biograpbical essays of G., see Ryssel, pp. 59 sqq. Contains a translation of two hitherto 
unknown Syriac writings of Gregory. 
 
W. Moller in Herzog, 2 V. 404 sq. H. R. Reynolds in Smith & Wace, II. 730-737. 
 
Most of the Greek fathers of the third and fourth centuries stood more or less under the influence 
of the spirit and the works of Origen, without adopting all his peculiar speculative views. The 
most distinguished among his disciples are Gregory Thaumaturgus, Dionysius of Alexandria, 
surnamed the Great, Heraclas, Hieracas, Pamphilus; in a wider sense also Eusebius, Gregory of 
Nyssa and other eminent divines of the Nicene age. 
 
Gregory, surnamed Thaumaturgus, "the wonder-worker," was converted from heathenism in his 
youth by Origen at Caesarea, in Palestine, spent eight years in his society, and then, after a season 
of contemplative retreat, labored as bishop of Neo-Caesarea in Pontus from 244 to 270 with 
extraordinary success. He could thank God on his death-bed, that he had left to his successor no 
more unbelievers in his diocese than he had found Christians in it at his accession; and those were 
only seventeen. He must have had great missionary zeal and executive ability. He attended the 
Synod of Antioch in 265, which condemned Paul of Samasota. 
 
Later story represents him as a "second Moses," and attributed extraordinary miracles to him. But 
these are not mentioned till a century after his time, by Gregory of Nyssa and Basil, who made 
him also a champion of the Nicene orthodoxy before the Council of Nicaea. Eusebius knows 
nothing of them, nor of his trinitarian creed which is said to have been communicated to him by a 
special revelation in a vision. {1482} This creed is almost too Orthodox for an admiring Pupil Of 
Origen, and seems to presuppose the Arian controversy (especially the conclusion). It has 
probably been enlarged. Another and fuller creed ascribed to him, is the work of the younger 
Apollinaris at the end of the fourth century. {1483} 
 
Among his genuine writings is a glowing eulogy on his beloved teacher Origen, which ranks as a 
masterpiece of later Grecian eloquence. {1484} Also a simple paraphrase of the book of 
Ecclesiastes. {1485} To these must be added two books recently published in a Syriac translation, 



one on the co-equality of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and the other on the impassibility and 
the possibility of God. 
 
Notes. 
 
I. The Declaration of faith (ekyesiv pistewv kata apokaluqin) is said to have been revealed 
to Gregory in a night vision by St. John, at the request of the Virgin Mary, and the autograph of it 
was, at the time of Gregory of Nyssa (as he says), in possession of the church of Neocaesarea. It 
is certainly a very remarkable document and the most explicit statement of the doctrine of the 
Trinity from the ante-Nicene age. Caspari (in his Alte und neue Quellen, etc., 1879, pp. 25-64), 
after an elaborate discussion, comes to the conclusion that the creed contains nothing inconsistent 
with a pupil of Origen, and that it was written by Gregory in opposition to Sabellianism and Paul 
of Samosata, and with reference to the controversy between Dionysius of Alexandria and 
Dionysius of Rome on the Trinity, between A. D. 260 and 270. But I think it more probable that it 
has undergone some enlargement at the close by a later hand. This is substantially also the view 
of Neander, and of Dorner (Entwicklungsgesch. der L. v. d. Pers. Christi, I. 735-737). The creed 
is at all events a very remarkable production and a Greek anticipation of the Latin Quicunque 
which falsely goes under the name of the "Athanasian Creed." We give the Greek with a 
translation. See Mansi, Conc. I. 1030 Patr. Gr. X. col. 983; Caspari, l. c.; comp. the comparative 
tables in Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, II. 40 and 41. 
 
Gregory Thaumat. Declaration of Faith. 
 
eiv yeov, pathr logou zwntov, sofiav ufestwshv kai dunamewv kai carakthrov 
aidiou, teleiov teleiou gennhtwr, pathr uiou monogenouv 
 
 
There is one God, the Father of the living Word, (who is his) subsisting Wisdom and Power and 
eternal Impress (Image): perfect Begetter of the Perfect [Begotten], Father of the only begotten 
Son. 
 
eiv kuriov, monov ek monou, yeov ek yeou, carakthr kai eikwn thv yeothtov, logov 
energov, sofia thv twn olwn sustasew periektikh kai dunamiv thv olhv ktisewv 
poihtikhv, uiov alhyinov alhyinou patrov, aoratov aoratou kai ayarto afyartou 
kai ayanatov ayanatou kai aidiov aidiou 
 
 
There is one Lord, Only of Only, God of God, the Image and Likeness of the Godhead, the 
efficient Word, Wisdom comprehensive of the system of all things, and Power productive of the 
whole creation; true Son of the true Father, Invisible of Invisible, and Incorruptible of 
Incorruptible, and Immortal of Immortal, and Eternal of Eternal. 
 
kai en pneuma agion, ek yeou thn uparxin econ, kai di uiou pefhnov dhladh toiv 
anyrwpoiv, eikwn tou uiou teleiou teleia, zwh, zwntwn aitia, phgh; agia, agiothv, 
agiasmou corhgov en w faneroutai yeov o pathr o epi pantwn kai en pasi kai yeov ov 
uiov o dia pantwn: tria teleia, doxh kai aidiothti kai basileia mh merizomenh mhde 
apallotrioumenh.. 
 
And there is one Holy Ghost, having his existence from God, and being manifested (namely, to 
mankind) by the Son; the perfect Likeness of the perfect Son: Life, the Cause of the living; sacred 
Fount; holiness, the Bestower of sanctification; in whom is revealed God the Father, who is over 



all things and in all things, and God the Son, who is through all things: a perfect Trinity, in glory 
and eternity and dominion, neither divided nor alien. 
 
oute oun ktiston ti h doulon en th triadi, oute epeisakton, wv proteron men ouc 
uparcon, usteron de epeiselyon oute oun enelipe pote uiov patri, oute uiw pneuma 
alla atreptov kai analloiwtov h auth triav aei.. 
 
There is therefore nothing created or subservient in the Trinity, nor super-induced, as though not 
before existing, but introduced afterward Nor has the Son ever been wanting to the Father, nor the 
Spirit to the Son, but there is unvarying and unchangeable the same Trinity forever. 
 
II. The Miracles ascribed to Gregory Thaumaturgus in the fourth century, one hundred years after 
his death, by the enlightened and philosophic Gregory of Nyssa, and defended in the nineteenth 
century by Cardinal Newman of England as credible (Two Essays on Bibl. and Eccles. Miracles. 
Lond. 3d ed., 1873, p. 261-270), are stupendous and surpass all that are recorded of the Apostles 
in the New Testament. 
 
Gregory not only expelled demons, healed the sick, banished idols from a heathen temple, but he 
moved large stones by a mere word, altered the course of the Armenian river Lycus, and, like 
Moses of old, even dried up a lake. The last performance is thus related by St. Gregory of Nyssa: 
Two young brothers claimed as their patrimony the possession of a lake. (The name and location 
are not given.) Instead of dividing it between them, they referred the dispute to the 
Wonderworker, who exhorted them to be reconciled to one another. The young men however, 
became exasperated, and resolved upon a murderous duel, when the man of God, remaining on 
the banks of the lake, by the power of prayer, transformed the whole lake into dry land, and thus 
settled the conflict. 
 
Deducting all these marvellous features, which the magnifying distance of one century after the 
death of the saint created, there remains the commanding figure of a great and good man who 
made a most powerful impression upon his and the subsequent generati 
 
{1482} The ekyesiv thv pistewv kata apokaluqin is rejected as spurious by Gieseler and 
Baur, defended by Hahn, Caspari, and Ryssel. It is given in Mansi, Conc. I, 1030, in Hahn, Bibl. 
der Symbole der alten Kirche, second ed. p. 183, and by Caspari, p. 10-17, in Greek and in two 
Latin versions with notes. 
 
{1483} The kata merov pistiv (i.e. the faith set forth piece for piece, or in detail, not in part 
only) was first published in the Greek original by Angelo Mai, Scriptorum Vet. Nova Collectio, 
VII. 170-176. A Syriac translation in the Analecta Syriaca, ed. by P. de Lagarde, pp. 31-42. See 
Caspari, l. c. pp. 65-116, who conclusively proves the Apollinarian origin of the document. A 
third trinitarian confession from Gregory, dialexiv prov ailianon, is lost. 
 
{1484} Best separate edition by Bengel, Stuttgart, 1722. It is also published in the 4th vol. of 
Delarue’s ed. of Origen, and in Migne, Patr. Gr. X. Col. 1049-1104. English version in Ante-Nic. 
Lib., XX., 36-80. 
 
{1485} In Migne, Tom. X. Col. 987-1018.  

 



190. Dionysius the Great. 
 
(I.) S. Dionysii Episcopi Alexandrini quae supersunt Operum et Episto larum fragmenta, in 
Migne’s "Patrol. Gr." Tom. X. Col. 1237-1344 and Addenda, Col. 1575-1602. Older collections 
of the fragments by Simon de Magistris, Rom. 1796, and Routh, Rel. Sacr., vol. IV. 393-454. 
Add Pitra, Spicil. Solesm. I. 15 sqq.—English translation by Salmond in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene 
Library," vol. xx. (1871), p. 161-266. 
 
(II.) Eusebius: H. E. III. 28; VI. 41, 45, 46; VII. 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28. Athanasius: 
Deuteronomy Sent. Dionys. Hieronym.: Deuteronomy Fir. ill. 69. 
 
(III.) Th. Forster: Deuteronomy Doctrina et Sententiis Dionysii Magni Episcopi Alex. Berl. 1865. 
And in the "Zeitschrift fur hist. Theol." 1871. Dr. Dittrich (R.C.): Dionysius der Grosse von 
Alexandrien. Freib. i. Breisg. 1867 (130 pages). Weizsacker in Herzog 2 III. 61, 5 sq. Westcott in 
Smith and Wace I. 850 sqq. 
 
Dionysius Of Alexandria —so distinguished from the contemporary Dionysius of Rome—
surnamed "the Great," {1486} was born about A. D. 190, {1487} of Gentile parents, and brought 
up to a secular profession with bright prospects of wealth and renown, but be examined the 
claims of Christianity and was won to the faith by Origen, to whom he ever remained faithful. He 
disputes with Gregory Thaumaturgus the honor of being the chief disciple of that great teacher; 
but while Gregory was supposed to have anticipated the Nicene dogma of the trinity, the 
orthodoxy of Dionysius was disputed. He became Origen’s assistant in the Catechetical School 
(233), and after the death of Heraclas bishop of Alexandria (248). During the violent persecution 
under Decius (249-251) he fled, and thus exposed himself, like Cyprian, to the suspicion of 
cowardice. In the persecution under Valerian (247), he was brought before the praefect and 
banished, but he continued to direct his church from exile. On the accession of Gallienus he was 
allowed to return (260). He died in the year 265. 
 
His last years were disturbed by war, famine and pestilence, of which he gives a lively account in 
the Easter encyclical of the year 263. {1488} "The present time," he writes, "does not appear a fit 
season for a festival... All things are filled with tears, all are mourning, and on account of the 
multitudes already dead and still dying, groans are daily heard throughout the city... There is not a 
house in which there is not one dead... After this, war and famine succeeded which we endured 
with the heathen, but we bore alone those miseries with which they afflicted us... But we rejoiced 
in the peace of Christ which he gave to us alone... Most of our brethren by their exceeding great 
love and affection not sparing themselves and adhering to one another, were constantly 
superintending the sick, ministering to their wants without fear and cessation, and healing them in 
Christ." The heathen, on the contrary, repelled the sick or cast them half-dead into the street. The 
same self-denying charity in contrast with heathen selfishness manifested itself at Carthage 
during the raging of a pestilence, under the persecuting reign of Gallus (252), as we learn from 
Cyprian. 
 
Dionysius took an active part in the christological, chiliastic, and disciplinary controversies of his 
time, and showed in them moderation, an amiable spirit of concession, and practical churchly 
tact, but also a want of independence and consistency. He opposed Sabellianism, and ran to the 
brink of tritheism, but in his correspondence with the more firm and orthodox Dionysius of Rome 
he modified his view, and Athanasius vindicated his orthodoxy against the charge of having 
sowed the seeds of Arianism. He wished to adhere to Origen’s christology, but the church pressed 
towards the Nicene formula. There is nothing, however, in the narrative of Athanasius which 



implies a recognition of Roman supremacy. His last christological utterance was a letter 
concerning the heresy of Paul of Samosata; he was prevented from attending the Synod of 
Antioch in 264, which condemned and deposed Paul. He rejected, with Origen, the chiliastic 
notions, and induced Nepos and his adherents to abandon them, but he denied the apostolic origin 
of the Apocalypse and ascribed it to the "Presbyter John," of doubtful existence. He held mild 
views on discipline and urged the Novatians to deal gently with the lapsed and to preserve the 
peace of the church. He also counselled moderation in the controversy between Stephen and 
Cyprian on the validity of heretical baptism, though he sided with the more liberal Roman theory. 
 
Dionysius wrote many letters and treatises on exegetic, polemic, and ascetic topics, but only short 
fragments remain, mostly in Eusebius. The chief books were Commentaries on Ecclesiastes, and 
Luke; Against Sabellius (christological); On Nature (philosophical); On the Promises (against 
Chiliasm): On Martyrdom. He compared the style of the fourth Gospel and of the Apocalypse to 
deny the identity of authorship, but he saw only the difference and not the underlying unity. 
{1489} "All the fragments of Dionysius," says Westcott, "repay careful perusal. They are 
uniformly inspired by the sympathy and large-heartedness which he showed in practice." 
 
Dionysius is commemorated in the Greek church on October 3, in the Roman on November 17. 
 
{1486} First by Eusebius in the Proem. to Bk. VII: o megav alexandrewn episkopov 
dionusiov. Athanasius (De Seut. Dion. 6) calls him "teacher of the Catholic church" (thv kayol 
ekklhsiav didaskalov). 
 
{1487} When invited in 265 to attend the Synod of Antioch, he declined on account of the 
infirmities of old age. Eus. VII. 27. 
 
{1488} Preserved by Eusebius VII. 22. 
 
{1489} In Euseb. VII. 25. Dionysius concludes the comparison with praising the pure Greek of 
the Gospel and contrasting with it "the barbarous idioms and solecisms" of the Apocalypse; yet 
the style of the Gospel is thoroughly Hebrew in the inspiring soul and mode of construction. He 
admits however, that the author of the Apocalypse "saw a revelation and received knowledge and 
prophecy," and disclaims the intention of depreciating the book only he cannot conceive that it is 
the product of the same pen as the fourth Gospel. He anticipated the theory of the Schleiermacher 
school of critics who defend the Johannean origin of the Gospel and surrender the Apocalypse; 
while the Tubingen critics and Renan reverse the case. See on this subject vol. I. 716 sq.  

 



191. Julius Africanus. 
 
(I.) The fragments in Routh: Rel. Sacr. II. 221-509. Also in Gallandi, Tom. II., and Migne, "Patr. 
Gr.," Tom. X. Col. 35-108. 
 
(II.) Eusebius: H. E. VI. 31. Jerome: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 63. Socrates: H. E. II. 35. Photius: 
Bibl. 34. 
 
(III.) Fabricius: "Bibl. Gr." IV. 240 (ed. Harles). G. Salmon in Smith and Wace I. 53-57. Ad. 
Harnack in Herzog 2 VII. 296-298. Also Pauly’s "Real-Encykl." V. 501 sq.; Nicolai’s "Griech. 
Lit. Gesch." II. 584; and Smith’s "Dict. of Gr. and Rom. Biogr." I. 56 sq. 
 
Julius Africanus, {1490} the first Christian chronographer and universal historian, an older friend 
of Origen, lived in the first half of the second century at Emmaus (Nicopolis), in Palestine, 
{1491} made journeys to Alexandria, where he heard the lectures of Heraclas, to Edessa, Armenia 
and Phrygia, and was sent on an embassy to Rome in behalf of the rebuilding of Emmaus which 
had been ruined (221). He died about A. D. 240 in old age. He was not an ecclesiastic, as far as 
we know, but a philosopher who pursued his favorite studies after his conversion and made them 
useful to the church. He may have been a presbyter, but certainly not a bishop. {1492} He was the 
forerunner of Eusebius, who in his Chronicle has made copious use of his learned labor and 
hardly gives him sufficient credit, although he calls his chronography "a most accurate and 
labored performance." He was acquainted with Hebrew. Socrates classes him for learning with 
Clement of Alexandria and Origen. 
 
His chief work is his chronography, in five books. It commenced with the creation (B. C. 5499) 
and came down to the year 221, the fourth year of Elagabalus. It is the foundation of the 
mediaeval historiography of the world and the church. We have considerable fragments of it and 
can restore it in part from the Chronicle of Eusebius. A satisfactory estimate of its merits requires 
a fuller examination of the Byzantine and oriental chronography of the church than has hitherto 
been made. Earlier writers were concerned to prove the antiquity of the Christian religion against 
the heathen charge of novelty by tracing it back to Moses and the prophets who were older than 
the Greek philosophers and poets. But Africanus made the first attempt at a systematic chronicle 
of sacred and profane history. He used as a fixed point the accession of Cyrus, which he placed 
Olymp. 55, 1, and then counting backwards in sacred history, he computed 1237 years between 
the exodus and the end of the seventy years’ captivity or the first year of Cyrus. He followed the 
Septuagint chronology, placed the exodus A. M. 3707, and counted 740 years between the exodus 
and Solomon. He fixed the Lord’s birth in A. M. 5500, and 10 years before our Dionysian era, but 
he allows only one year’s public ministry and thus puts the crucifixion A. M. 5531. He makes the 
31 years of the Saviour’s life the complement of the 969 years of Methuselah. He understood the 
70 weeks of Daniel to be 490 lunar years, which are equivalent to 475 Julian years. He treats the 
darkness at the crucifixion as miraculous, since an eclipse of the sun could not have taken place at 
the full moon. 
 
Another work of Africanus, called Cesti (kestoi) or Variegated Girdles, was a sort of universal 
scrap-book or miscellaneous collection of information on geography, natural history, medicine, 
agriculture, war, and other subjects of a secular character. Only fragments remain. Some have 
unnecessarily denied his authorship on account of the secular contents of the book, which was 
dedicated to the Emperor Alexander Severus. 
 



Eusebius mentions two smaller treatises of Africanus, a letter to Origen, "in which he intimates 
his doubts on the history of Susanna, in Daniel, as if it were a spurious and fictitious 
composition," and "a letter to Aristides on the supposed discrepancy between the genealogies of 
Christ in Matthew and Luke, in which he most clearly establishes the consistency of the two 
evangelists, from an account which had been handed down from his ancestors." 
 
The letter to Origen is still extant and takes a prominent rank among the few specimens of higher 
criticism in the literature of the ancient church. He urges the internal improbabilities of the story 
of Susanna, its omission from the Hebrew canon, the difference of style as compared with the 
canonical Daniel, and a play on Greek words which shows that it was originally written in Greek, 
not in Hebrew. Origen tried at great length to refute these objections, and one of his arguments is 
that it would be degrading to Christians to go begging to the Jews for the unadulterated 
Scriptures. 
 
The letter to Aristides on the genealogies solves the difficulty by assuming that Matthew gives 
the natural, Luke the legal, descent of our Lord. It exists in fragments, from which F. Spitta has 
recently reconstructed it. {1493} 
 
{1490} Suidas calls him Sextus Africanus. Eusebius calls him simply afrikanov. 
 
{1491} Not the Emmaus known from Luke 24:16, which was only sixty stadia from Jerusalem, 
but another Emmaus, 176 stadia (22 Roman miles) from Jerusalem. 
 
{1492} Two Syrian writers, Barsalibi and Ebedjesu, from the end of the twelfth century, call him 
bishop of Edessa; but earlier writers know nothing of this title, and Origen addresses him as 
"brother." 
 
{1493} Der Brief des Jul. Africanus an Aristides kritisch untersucht und hergestellt. Halle 1877.  

 



192. Minor Divines of the Greek Church. 
 
A number of divines of the third century, of great reputation in their day, mostly of Egypt and of 
the school of Origen, deserve a brief mention, although only few fragments of their works have 
survived the ravages of time. 
 
I. Heraclas and his brother Plutarch (who afterwards died a martyr) were the oldest distinguished 
converts and pupils of Origen, and older than their teacher. Heraclas had even before him studied 
the New-platonic philosophy under Ammonius Saccas. He was appointed assistant of Origen, and 
afterwards his successor in the Catechetical School. After the death of Demetrius, the jealous 
enemy of Origen, Heraclas was elected bishop of Alexandria and continued in that high office 
sixteen years (A. D. 233-248). We know nothing of his administration, nor of his writings. He 
either did not adopt the speculative opinions of Origen, or prudently concealed them, at least he 
did nothing to recall his teacher from exile. He was succeeded by Dionysius the Great. Eusebius 
says that he was "devoted to the study of the Scriptures and a most learned man, not unacquainted 
with philosophy," but is silent about his conduct to Origen during and after his trial for heresy. 
{1494} 
 
II. Among the successors of Heraclas and Dionysius in the Catechetical School was Theognostus, 
not mentioned by Eusebius, but by Athanasius and Photius. We have from him a brief fragment 
on the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, and a few extracts from his Hypotyposeis 
(Adumbrations). {1495} 
 
III. Pierius probably, succeeded Theognostus while Theonas was bishop of Alexandria (d. 300), 
and seems to have outlived the Diocletian persecution. He was the teacher of Pamphilus, and 
called "the younger Origen." {1496} 
 
IV. Pamphilus, a great admirer of Origen, a presbyter and theological teacher at Caesarea in 
Palestine, and a martyr of the persecution of Maximinus (309), was not an author himself, but one 
of the most liberal and efficient promoters of Christian learning. He did invaluable service to 
future generations by founding a theological school and collecting a large library, from which his 
pupil and friend Eusebius (hence called "Eusebius Pampili"), Jerome, and many others, drew or 
increased their useful information. Without that library the church history of Eusebius would be 
far less instructive than it is now. Pamphilus transcribed with his own hand useful books, among 
others the Septuagint from the Hexapla of Origen. {1497} He aided poor students, and distributed 
the Scriptures. While in prison, he wrote a defense of Origen, which was completed by Eusebius 
in six books, but only the first remains in the Latin version of Rufinus, whom Jerome charges 
with wilful alterations. It is addressed to the confessors who were condemned to the mines of 
Palestine, to assure them of the orthodoxy of Origen from his own writings, especially on the 
trinity and the person of Christ. {1498} 
 
V. Peter, pupil and successor of Theonas, was bishop ofAlexandria since A. D. 300, lived during 
the terrible times of the Diocletian persecution, and was beheaded by order of Maximinus in 311. 
He held moderate views on the restoration of the lapsed, and got involved in the Meletian schism 
which engaged much of the attention of the Council of Nicaea. Meletius, bishop of Lycopolis, 
taking advantage of Peter’s flight from persecution, introduced himself into his diocese, and 
assumed the character of primate of Egypt, but was deposed by Peter in 306 for insubordination. 
We have from Peter fifteen canons on discipline, and a few homiletical fragments in which he 
rejects Origen’s views of the pre-existence and ante-mundane fall of the soul as heathenish, and 
contrary to the Scripture account of creation. This dissent would place him among the enemies of 



Origen, but Eusebius makes no allusion to it, and praises him for piety, knowledge of the 
Scriptures, and wise administration. {1499} 
 
VI. Hieracas (Hierax), from Leontopolis in Egypt, towards the end of the third century, belongs 
only in a wider sense to the Alexandrian school, and perhaps had no connexion with it at all. 
Epiphanius reckons him among the Manichaean heretics. He was, at all events, a perfectly 
original phenomenon, distinguished for his varied learning, allegorical exegesis, poetical talent, 
and still more for his eccentric asceticism. Nothing is left of the works which he wrote in the 
Greek and Egyptian languages. He is said to have denied the historical reality of the fall and the 
resurrection of the body, and to have declared celibacy the only sure way to salvation, or at least 
to the highest degree of blessedness. His followers were called Hieracitae. {1500} 
 
{1494} Hist. Eccl. VI. 15, 26, 35; Chron. ad arm. Abr. 2250, 2265. 
 
{1495} In Routh, Reliquiae Sacre III. 407-422. Cave puts Theognostus after Pierius, about A. D. 
228, but Routh corrects him, (p. 408). 
 
{1496} Euseb. VII. 32 towards the close; Hieron. D, Vir. ill. 76; Praef. in Hos. Photius, Cod. 118, 
119. Eusebius knew Pierius personally, and says that he was greatly celebrated for his voluntary 
poverty, his philosophical knowledge, and his skill in expounding the Scriptures in public 
assemblies. Jerome calls him "Origenes junior." He mentions a long treatise of his on the 
prophecies of Hosea. Photius calls him pamfilou tou marturov ufhghthv See Routh, Rel. S. 
III. 425-431. 
 
{1497} "Jerome says (De Vir. ill. 75): Pamphilus... tanto bibliothecae divinae amore flagravit, ut 
maximam partem Origenis voluminum sua manu descrpserit, quae usque hodie in Caesriensi 
bibliotheca habentur. Sed et in duodecim prophetas viginti quinque ejxhghvsewn Origenis 
volumina manu ejus exarata reperi, quae tanto amplector et servo gaudio, ut Craesi opes habere 
me credam. Si enim laetitia est, unam epistolam habere martyris, quanto magis tot millia 
versuum quae mihi videtur sui sanguinis signasse vestigiis." 
 
{1498} See Routh’s Rel. S. vol. III. 491-512, and vol. IV. 339-392; also in Delarue’s Opera Orig. 
vol. IV., and in the editions of Lommatsch and Migne. Eusebius wrote a separate work on the life 
and martyrdom of his friend and the school which he founded, but it is lost. See H. E. VII. 32; 
comp. VI. 32; VIII. 13, and especially Deuteronomy Mart. Pal. c. 11, where he gives an account 
of his martyrdom and the twelve who suffered with him. The Acta Passionis Pamph. in the Act 
SS. Bolland. Junii I. 64. 
 
{1499} H. E. VIII. 13; IX. 6. The fragments in Routh, IV. 23-82. Peter taught in a sermon on the 
soul, that soul and body were created together on the same day, and that the theory of pre-
existence is derived from "the Hellenic philosophy, and is foreign to those who would lead a 
godly life in Christ" (Routh, p. 49 sq.). 
 
{1500} 0ur information about Hierax is almost wholly derived from Epiphanius, Haer. 67, who 
says that he lived during the Diocletian persecution. Eusebius knows nothing about him; for the 
Egyptian bishop Hierax whom he mentions in two places (VII. 21 and 30), was a contemporary of 
Dionysius of Alexandria, to whom he wrote a paschal letter about 262.  

 



193. Opponents of Origen. Methodius 
 
(I.) meyodiou episkopou kai marturov ta euriskomena panta. In Gallandi’s "Vet. Patr. 
Biblioth." Tom. III.; in Migne’s "Patrol. Gr." Tom. XVIII. Col. 9-408; and by A. Jahn (S. 
Methodii Opera, et S. Methodius Platonizans, Hal. 1865, 2 pts.). The first ed. was publ. by 
Combefis, 1644, and more completely in 1672. English translation in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene 
Libr.," vol. XIV. (Edinb. 1869.) 
 
(II) Hieronymus: Deuteronomy Viris ill. 83, and in several of his Epp. and Comment. Epiphanius: 
Haer. 64. Socrates: H. E. VI. 31. Photius: Bibl. 234-237. 
 
Eusebius is silent about Method., perhaps because of his opposition to Origen; while Photius, 
perhaps for the same reason, pays more attention to him than to Origen, whose Deuteronomy 
Principiis he pronounces blasphemous, Bibl 8. Gregory of Nyssa, Arethas, Leontius Byzantius, 
Maximus, the Martyrologium Romanum (XIV. Kal. Oct.) and the Menologium Graecum (ad diem 
20 Junii), make honorable mention of him. 
 
(III.) Leo Allatius: Diatribe de Methodiorum Scriptis, in his ed. of the Convivium in 1656. 
Fabric." Bibl. Gr.," ed. Harles, VII. 260 sqq. W. Moller in Herzog, 2 IX. 724-726. (He discusses 
especially the relation of Methodius to Origen.) G. Salmon in Smith and Wace, III. 909-911. 
 
The opposition of Demetrius to Origen proceeded chiefly from personal feeling, and had no 
theological significance. Yet it made a pretext at least of zeal for orthodoxy, and in subsequent 
opponents this motive took the principal place. This was the case, so early as the third century, 
with Methodius, who may be called a forerunner of Epiphanius in his orthodox war against 
Origen, but with this difference that he was much more moderate, and that in other respects he 
seems to have been an admirer of Plato whom he imitated in the dramatic dress of composition, 
and of Origen whom he followed in his allegorical method of interpretation. He occupied the 
position of Christian realism against the speculative idealism of the Alexandrian teacher. 
 
Methodius (also called Eubulius) was bishop first of Olympus and then of Patara (both in the 
province of Lycia, Asia Minor on the southern coast), and died a martyr in 311 or earlier in the 
Diocletian persecution. {1501} 
 
His principal work is his Symposium or Banquet of Ten Virgins. {1502} It is an eloquent but 
verbose and extravagant eulogy on the advantages and blessings of voluntary virginity, which he 
describes as "something supernaturally great, wonderful, and glorious," and as "the best and 
noblest manner of life." It was unknown before Christ (the ajrcipavrqeno). At first men were 
allowed to marry sisters, then came polygamy, the next progress was monogamy, with 
continence, but the perfect state is celibacy for the kingdom of Christ, according to his mysterious 
hint in Matthew 19:12, the recommendation of Paul, 1 Corinthians 7:1,7,34,40, and the passage in 
Revelation 14:1-4, where "a hundred and forty-four thousand virgins" are distinguished from the 
innumerable multitude of other saints (7:9). 
 
The literary form is interesting. The ten virgins are, of course, suggested by the parable in the 
gospel. The conception of the Symposium and the dialogue are borrowed from Plato, who 
celebrated the praises of Eros, as Methodius the praises of virginity. Methodius begins with a 
brief dialogue between Eubulios and Eubuloin (i.e. himself) and the virgin Gregorion who was 
present at a banquet of the ten virgins in the gardens of Arete (i.e. personified virtue) and reports 
to him ten discourses which these virgins successively delivered in praise of chastity. At the end 



of the banquet the victorious Thecla, chief of the virgins (St. Paul’s apocryphal companion), 
standing on the right hand of Arete, begins to sing a hymn of chastity to which the virgins 
respond with the oft-repeated refrain, 
 
I keep myself pure for Thee, O Bridegroom, 
 
And holding a lighted torch, I go to meet Thee. {1503} 
 
Then follows a concluding dialogue between Eubulios and Gregorion on the question, whether 
chastity ignorant of lust is preferable to chastity which feels the power of passion and overcomes 
it, in other words, whether a wrestler who has no opponents is better than a wrestler who has 
many and strong antagonists and continually contends against them without being worsted. Both 
agree in giving the palm to the latter, and then they betake themselves to "the care of the outward 
man," expecting to resume the delicate discussion on the next day. 
 
The taste and morality of virgins discussing at great length the merits of sexual purity are very 
questionable, at least from the standpoint of modern civilization, but the enthusiastic praise of 
chastity to the extent of total abstinence was in full accord with the prevailing asceticism of the 
fathers, including Origen, who freed himself from carnal temptation by an act of violence against 
nature. 
 
The work On the Resurrection, likewise in the form of a dialogue, and preserved in large extracts 
by Epiphanius and Photius, was directed against Origen and his views on creation, pre-existence, 
and the immateriality of the resurrection body. The orthodox speakers (Eubulios and Auxentios) 
maintain that the soul cannot sin without the body, that the body is not a fetter of the soul, but its 
inseparable companion and an instrument for good as well is evil, and that the earth will not be 
destroyed, but purified and transformed into a blessed abode for the risen saints. In a book On 
Things Created {1504} he refutes Origen’s view of the eternity of the world, who thought it 
necessary to the conception of God as an Almighty Creator and Ruler, and as the unchangeable 
Being. 
 
The Dialogue On Free Will {1505} treats of the origin of matter, and strongly resembles a work 
on that subject (peri th’ ulh) of which Eusebius gives an extract and which he ascribes to 
Maximus, a writer from the close of the second century. {1506} 
 
Other works of Methodius, mentioned by Jerome, are: Against Porphyry (10, 000 lines); 
Commentaries on Genesis and Canticles; Deuteronomy Pythonissa (on the witch of Endor, 
against Origen’s view that Samuel was laid under the power of Satan when he evoked her by 
magical art). A Homily for Palm Sunday, and a Homily on the Cross are also assigned to him. 
But there were several Methodii among the patristic writers. 
 
{1501} Jerome makes him bishop of Tyre ("Meth. Olympi Lyciae et postea Tyri episcopus"); but 
as all other authorities mention Patara as his second diocese, "Tyre" is probably the error of a 
transcriber for "Patara," or for "Myra," which lies nearly midway between Olympus and Patara, 
and probably belonged to the one or the other diocese before it became an independent see. It is 
not likely that Tyre in Phoenicia should have called a bishop from so great a distance. Jerome 
locates the martyrdom of Methodius at "Chalcis in Greece" (in Euba). But Sophronius, the Greek 
translator, substitutes "in the East for" in Greece. Perhaps (as Salmon suggests, p. 909) Jerome 
confounded Methodius of Patara with a Methodius whose name tradition has preserved as a 
martyr, it Chalcis in the Decian persecution. This confusion is all the more probable as he did not 



know the time of the martyrdom, and says that some assign it to the Diocletian persecution ("ad 
extremum novissimae persecutionis") others to the persecution "sub Decio et Valeriano." 
 
{1502} sumposion twn deka paryenwn, Symposium, or Convivium Decem Virginum. 
 
{1503} agneuw soi, kai lampadav faesforouv kratousa, Numfive, upantasw soi. 
 
{1504} peri twn genhtwn, known to us only from extracts in Photius, Cod. 235. Salmon 
identifies this book with the Xeno mentioned by Socrates, H. E. VI. 13, as an attack upon Origen. 
 
{1505} peri autexousiou, Deuteronomy libero arbitrio. Freedom of the will is strongly 
emphasized by Justin Martyr, Origen, and all the Greek fathers. 
 
{1506} Prap. Evang. VII. 22; Comp. H. E. V. 27; and Routh, Rel. S. II. 87. Moller and Salmon 
suppose that Methodius borrowed from Maximus, and merely furnished the rhetorical 
introduction.  

 



194. Lucian of Antioch. 
 
(I.) Luciani Fragmenta in Routh, Rel. s. IV. 3-17. 
 
(II.) Euseb. H. E. VIII. 13; IX. 6 (and Rufinus’s Eus. IX. 6). Hier Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 77, and in 
other works. Socrat.: H. E. II. 10. So zom.: H. E. III. 5. Epiphan.: Ancoratus, c. 33. Theodor.: H. 
E. I. 3. Philostorgius: H. E., II. 14, 15. Chrysostom’s Hom. in Lucian, (in Opera ed. Montfaucon, 
T. II. 524 sq; Migne, "Patr. Gr." I. 520 sqq.) Ruinart: Acta Mart., p. 503 sq. 
 
(III.) Acta Sanct. Jan. VII. 357 sq. Baron. Ann. ad Ann. 311. Brief notices in Tillemont, Cave, 
Fabricius, Neander, Gieseler, Hefele (Conciliengesch. vol. I). Harnack: Luc. der Mart. in Herzog, 
VIII. (1881), pp. 767-772. J. T. Stokes, in Smith & Wace, III., 748 and 749. 
 
On his textual labors see the critical Introductions to the Bible. 
 
I. Lucian was an eminent presbyter of Antioch and martyr of the Diocletian persecution, renewed 
by Maximin. Very little is known of him. He was transported from Antioch to Nicomedia, where 
the emperor then resided, made a noble confession of his faith before the judge and died under the 
tortures in prison (311). His memory was celebrated in Antioch on the 7th of January. His piety 
was of the severely ascetic type. 
 
His memory was obscured by the suspicion of unsoundness in the faith. Eusebius twice mentions 
him and his glorious martyrdom, but is silent about his theological opinions. Alexander of 
Alexandria, in an encyclical of 321, associates him with Paul of Samosata and makes him 
responsible for the Arian heresy; he also says that he was excommunicated or kept aloof from the 
church (aposunagwgov emeine) during the episcopate of Domnus, Timaeus, and Cyrillus; 
intimating that his schismatic condition ceased before his death. The charge brought against him 
and his followers is that he denied the eternity of the Logos and the human soul of Christ (the 
Logos taking the place of the rational soul). Arius and the Arians speak of him as their teacher. 
On the other hand Pseudo-Athanasius calls him a great and holy martyr, and Chrysostom 
preached an eulogy on him Jan. 1, 387. Baronius defends his orthodoxy, other Catholics deny it. 
{1507} Some distinguished two Lucians, one orthodox, and one heretical; but this is a groundless 
hypothesis. 
 
The contradictory reports are easily reconciled by the assumption that Lucian was a critical 
scholar with some peculiar views on the Trinity and Christology which were not in harmony with 
the later Nicene orthodoxy, but that he wiped out all stains by his heroic confession and 
martyrdom. {1508} 
 
II. The creed which goes by his name and was found after his death, is quite orthodox as far as it 
goes, and was laid with three similar creeds before the Synod of Antioch held A. D. 341, with the 
intention of being substituted for the Creed of Nicaea. {1509} It resembles the creed of Gregorius 
Thaumaturgus, is strictly trinitarian and acknowledges Jesus Christ "as the Son of God, the only 
begotten God," {1510} through whom all things were made, who was begotten of the Father 
before all ages, God of God, Whole of Whole, One of One, Perfect of Perfect, King of Kings, 
Lord of Lords, the living Word, Wisdom, Life, True Light, Way, Truth, Resurrection, Shepherd, 
Door, unchangeable and unalterable, the immutable Likeness of the Godhead, both of the 
substance and will and power and glory of the Father, the first-born of all creation, {1511} who 
was in the beginning with God, the Divine Logos, according to what is said in the Gospel: ‘And 
the Word was God, {John 1:1} through whom all things were made’ (ver. 3), and in whom ‘all 



things consist’: {Colossians 1:17} who in the last days came down from above, and was born of a 
Virgin, according to the Scriptures, and became man, the Mediator between God and man, etc. 
{1512} 
 
III. Lucianus is known also by his critical revision of the text of the Septuagint and the Greek 
Testament. Jerome mentions that copies were known in his day as "exemplaria Lucianea," but in 
other places he speaks rather disparagingly of the texts of Lucian, and of Hesychius, a bishop of 
Egypt (who distinguished himself in the same field). In the absence of definite information it is 
impossible to decide the merits of his critical labors. His Hebrew scholarship is uncertain, and 
hence we do not know whether his revision of the Septuagint was made from the original. {1513} 
 
As to the New Testament, it is likely that he contributed much towards the Syrian recension (if 
we may so call it), which was used by Chrysostom and the later Greek fathers, and which lies at 
the basis of the textus receptus. {1514} 
 
{1507} See Baron. Annal. ad Ann. 311; Deuteronomy Broglie, L’eglise et l’empire, I. 375 
Newman, Arians of the Fourth Century, 414. 
 
{1508} Hefele, Conciliengesch., vol. I., p. 258 sq. (2nd ed.), assumes to the same effect that 
Lucian first sympathized with his countryman, Paul of Samosta, in his humanitarian Christology, 
and hence was excommunicated for a while, but afterwards renounced this heresy, was restored, 
and acquired great fame by his improvement of the text of the Septuagint and by his martyrdom. 
 
{1509} This Synod is recognized as legitimate and orthodox, and its twenty-five canons are 
accepted, although it confirmed the previous deposition of Athanasius for violating a canon. See a 
full acccount in Hefele, l. c. 1. 502-530. 
 
{1510} ton monogenh yeon. Comp. the Vatican and Sinaitic reading of John 1:18, monogenhv 
yeov (without the article), instead of ov monogenhv uiov. The phrase, monogenhv yeov was 
widely used in the Nicene age, not only by the orthodox, but also by Arian writers in the sense of 
one who is both yeov (divine) and monogenhv. See Hort’s Two Dissertations on this subject, 
Cambr., 1876. In the usual punctuation of Lucian’s creed, ton monogenh is connected with the 
preceding ton uion autou, and separated from yeon, so as to read "his Son the only begotten, 
God," etc. 
 
{1511} prwtotokon (not prwtoktiston, first-created) pashv ktisewv, from Colossians 1:17. 
 
{1512} See the creed in full in Athanasius, Ep. de Synodis Arimini et Seleucidae celebratis, 23 
(Opera ed. Montf. I. ii. 735); Mansi, Conc. II. 1339-’42; Schaff,creeds of Christendom, II. 25-28; 
and Hahn, Bibl. der Symb., ed. II., p. 1847-’87. Hefele, l. c., gives a German version. It is not 
given as a creed of Lucian by Athanasius or Socrates (H. E. II. 10), or Hilarius (in his Latin 
version, Deuteronomy Syn. sive de Fide Orient., 29); but Sozomenus reports (H. E. III. 5) that the 
bishops of the Synod of Antioch ascribed it to him, and also that a Semi-Arian synod in Caria, 
367, adopted it under his name (VI. 12). It is regarded as genuine by Cave, Bssnage, Bull, Hahn, 
Dorner, but questioned either in whole or in part by Routh (I. 16), Hefele, Keim, Harnack, and 
Caspari; but the last two acknowledge an authentic basis of Lucian which was enlarged by the 
Antiochian synod. The concluding anathema is no doubt a later addition. 
 
{1513} On his labors in regard to the Sept., see Simeon Metaphrastes and Suidas, quoted in Routh 
IV. 3 sq.; Field’s ed. of the Hexapla of Origen; Nestle in the "Zeitschr. d. D. Morgenl. 
Gesellsch.," 1878, 465-508; and the prospectus to the proposed ed. of the Sept. by P. de Lagarde. 



 
{1514} Dr. Hort, Introd. and Append. to Westcott and Hort’s Greek Test. (Lond. and N. York, 
1881), p. 138, says of Lucian: "Of known names his has a better claim than any other to be 
associated with the early Syrian revision; and the conjecture derives some little support from a 
passage of Jerome. Praetermitto eos codices quos a Luciano et Hesychio nuncupatos adscrit 
perversa contentio," etc. Dr. Scrivener, who denies such a Syrian recension as an ignis fatuus, 
barely alludes to Lucian in his Introduction to the Criticism of the N. Test., 3rd ed., Cambr., 1883, 
pp. 515, 517.  

 



195. The Antiochian School. 
 
Kihn (R.C.): Die Bedeutung der antioch. Schule. Weissenburg, 1856. 
 
C. Hornung: Schola Antioch. Neostad. ad S. 1864. 
 
Jos. Hergenrother. (Cardinal): Die Antioch. Schule. Wurzb. 1866. 
 
Diestel: Gesch. des A. Test. in, der christl. Kirche. Jena, 1869 (pp. 126-141). 
 
W. Moller in Herzog, 2 I. 454-457. 
 
Lucian is the reputed founder of the Antiochian School of theology, which was more fully 
developed in the fourth century. He shares this honor with his friend Dorotheus, likewise a 
presbyter of Antioch, who is highly spoken of by Eusebius as a biblical scholar acquainted with 
Hebrew. {1515} But the real founders of that school are Diodorus, bishop of Tarsus (c. A. D. 379-
394), and Theodorus, bishop of Mopsuestia (393-428), both formerly presbyters of Antioch. 
 
The Antiochian School was not a regular institution with a continuous succession of teachers, like 
the Catechetical School of Alexandria, but a theological tendency, more particularly a peculiar 
type of hermeneutics and exegesis which had its centre in Antioch. The characteristic features are, 
attention to the revision of the text, a close adherence to the plain, natural meaning according to 
the use of language and the condition of the writer, and justice to the human factor. In other 
words, its exegesis is grammatical and historical, in distinction from the allegorical method of the 
Alexandrian School. Yet, as regards textual criticism, Lucian followed in the steps of Origen. Nor 
did the Antiochians disregard the spiritual sense, and the divine element in the Scriptures. The 
grammatico-historical exegesis is undoubtedly the only safe and sound basis for the 
understanding of the Scriptures as of any other book; and it is a wholesome check upon the wild 
licentiousness of the allegorizing method which often substitutes imposition for exposition. But it 
may lead to different results in different hands, according to the spirit of the interpreter. The 
Arians and Nestorians claimed descent from, or affinity with, Lucian and his school; but from the 
same school proceeded also the prince of commentators among the fathers, John Chrysostom, the 
eulogist of Lucian and Diodorus, and the friend and fellow student of Theodore of Mopsuestia. 
Theodoret followed in the same line. 
 
After the condemnation of Nestorius, the Antiochian theology continued to be cultivated at 
Nisibis and Edessa among the Nestorians. 
 
Notes. 
 
Cardinal Newman, when still an Anglican (in his book on Arians of the Fourth Century, p. 414) 
made the Syrian School of biblical criticism responsible for the Arian heresy, and broadly 
maintained that the "mystical interpretation and orthodoxy will stand or fall together." But 
Cardinal Hergenrother, who is as good a Catholic and a better scholar, makes a proper distinction 
between use and abuse, and gives the following fair and discriminating statement of the relation 
between the Antiochian and Alexandrian schools, and the critical and mystical method of 
interpretation to which a Protestant historian can fully assent. (Handbuch der allgem. 
Kirchengeschichte. Freiburg i. B. 2nd ed. 1879, vol. I. p. 281.) 
 



"Die Schule von Antiochien hatte bald den Glanz der Alexandrinischen erreicht, ja sogar 
uberstrahlt. Beide konnten sich vielfach erganzen, da jede ihre eigenthumliche Entwicklung, 
Haltung und Methode hatte, konnten aber auch eben wegen iherer Verschiedenheit leicht unter 
sich in Kampf und auf Abwege von der Kirchenlehre gerathen. Wahrend bei den Alexandrinern 
eine speculativ-intuitive, zum Mystischen sich hinneigende Richtung hervortrat, war bei den 
Antiochenern eine logisch-reflectirende, durchaus nuchterne Verstandesrichtung vorherrschend. 
Wahrend jene enge an-die platonische Philosophie sich anschlossen und zwar vorherrschend in 
der Gestalt, die sie unter dem hellenistischen Juden Philo gewonnen hatte, waren die Antiochener 
einem zum Stoicismus hinneigenden Eklekticismus, dann der Aristotelischen Schule ergeben, 
deren scharfe Dialektik ganz ihrem Geiste zusagte. Demgemass wurde in der alexandrinischen 
Schule, vorzugsweise die allegorisch-mystische Erklarung der heiligen Schrift gepflegt, in der 
Antiochenischen dagegen die buchstabliche, grammatisch-logische und historische 
Interpretation, ohne dass desshalb der mystische Sinn und insbesondere die Typen des Alten 
Bundes ganzlich in Abrede gestellt worden waren. Die Origenisten suchen die Unzulanglichkeit 
des blossen buchstablichen Sinnes und die Nothwendigkeit der allegorischen Auslegung 
nachzuweisen, da der Wortlaut vieler biblischen Stellen Falsches, Widersprechendes, Gottes 
Unwurdiges ergebe; sie fehlten hier durch das Uebermass des Allegorisirens und durch 
Verwechslung der figurlichen Redeweisen, die dem Literalsinne angehoren, mit der mystischen 
Deutung; sie verfluchtigten oft den historischen Gehalt der biblischen Erzahlung, hinter deren 
ausserer Schale sie einen verborgenen Kern suchen zu mussen glaubten. Damit stand ferner in 
Verbindung, dass in der alexandrinischen Schule das Moment des Uebervernunftigen, 
Unausprechlichen, Geheimnissvollen in den gottlichen Dingen stark betont wurde, wahrend die 
Antiochener vor Allem das Vernunftgemasse, dem menschlichen Geiste Entsprechende in den 
Dogmen hervorhoben, das Christenthum als eine das menschliche Denken befriedligende 
Wahrheit nachzuweisen suchten. Indem sie aber dieses Streben verfolgten, wollten die 
hervorragen den Lehrer der antiochenischen Schule keineswegs den ubernaturlichen Charakter 
und die Mysterien der Kirchenlehre bestreiten, sie erkannten diese in der Mehrzahl an-wie 
Chrysotomus und Theodoret; aber einzelne Gelehrte konnten uber dem Bemuhen, die 
Glaubenslehren leicht verstandlich und begreiflich zu machen, ihren Inhalt verunstalten und 
zerstoren." 
 
{1515} Euseb. H. E. VII. 32 (in the beginning) speaks of Dwrovqeo as having known him 
personally. He calls him "learned man (Lovgion andra) who was honored with the rank of 
presbyter of Antioch" at the time of bishop Cyrillus, and "a man of fine taste in sacred literature, 
much devoted to the study of the Hebrew languages so that he read the Hebrew Scriptures with 
great facility." He adds that he "was of a very liberal mind and not unacquainted with the 
preparatory studies pursued among the Greeks, but in other respects a eunuch by nature, having 
been such from his birth."  

 



196. Tertullian and the African School. 
 
Comp. the liter. on Montanism, 109, p. 415. 
 
(I.) Tertulliani quae supersunt omnia. Ed. Franc. Oehler. Lips. 1853, 3 vols. The third vol. 
contains dissertations Deuteronomy Vita et Scriptis Tert. by Nic. Le Nourry, Mosheim, Noesselt, 
Semler, Kaye. Earlier editions by Beatus Rhenanus, Bas. 1521; Pamelius, Antwerp, 1579; 
Rigaltius (Rigault), Par. 1634 and Venet. 1744; Semler, Halle, 1770-3. 6 vols.; Oberthur, 1780; 
Leopold, in Gersdorf’s "Biblioth. patrum Eccles. Latinorum selecta" (IV-VII.), Lips. 1839-41; 
and Migne, Par. I 1884. A new ed. by Reifferscheid will appear in the Vienna "Corpus 
Scriptorum Eccles. Lat." 
 
English transl. by P. Holmes and others in the "Ante-Nicene Christian Library," Edinb. 1868 sqq. 
4 vols. German translation by K. A. H. Kellner. Koln, 1882, 2 vols. 
 
(II.) Euseb. H. G. II. 2, 25; III. 20; V. 5. Jerome: Deuteronomy Viris Ill. c.53. 
 
(III.) Neander: Antignosticus, Geist des Tertullianus u. Einleitung in dessen Schriften. Berl. 1825, 
2d ed. 1849. 
 
J. Kaye: Eccles. Hist. of the second and third Centuries, illustrated from the Writings of 
Tertullian. 3d ed. Lond. 1845. 
 
Carl Hesselberg: Tertullian’s Lehre aus seinen Schriften entwickelt. 1. Th. Leben und Schriften. 
Dorpat 1848 (136 pages). 
 
P. Gottwald: Deuteronomy Montanismo Tertulliani. Breslau, 1863. 
 
Hermann Ronsch: Das Neue Testament Tertullian’s. Leipz. 1871 (731 pages.) A reconstruction of 
the text of the old Latin version of the N. T. from the writings of Tertullian. 
 
Ad. Ebert: Gesch. der Christl. lat. Lit. Leipz. 1874, sqq. I. 24-41. 
 
A. Hauck: Tertullian’s Leben und Schriften, Erlangen, 1877 (410 pages.) With judicious extracts 
from all his writings. 
 
(IV.) On the chronology of Tertullian’s works see Noesselt: Deuteronomy vera aetate et doctrina 
Scriptorum Tertull. (in Oehler’s ed. III. 340-619); Uhlhorn: Fundamenta Chronologica 
Tertullianeae (Gottingen 1852); Bonwetsch: Die Schriften Tertullians nach der Zeit ihrer 
Abfassung (Bonn 1879, 89 pages); Harnack: Zur Chronologie der Schriften Tertullians (Leipz. 
1878); Noeldechen: Abfassungszeit der Schriften Tertullians (Leipz. 1888). 
 
(V.) On special points: oehninger: Tertullian und seine Auferstehungslehre (Augsb. 1878, 34 pp). 
F. J. Schmidt: Deuteronomy Latinitate Tertutliani (Erlang. 1877). M. Klussmann: Curarum 
Tertullianearum, part. I et II. (Halle 1881). G. R. Hauschild: Tertullian’s Psychologie (Frankf. a. 
M. 1880, 78 pp.). By the same: Die Grundsatze u. Mittel der Wortbildung bei Tertullian (Leipz. 
1881, 56 pp); Ludwig.: Tert’s Ethik. (Leipz. 1885). Special treatises on Tertullian, by Hefele, 
Engelhardt, Leopold, Schaff (in Herzog), Ebert, Kolberg. 
 



The Western church in this period exhibits no such scientific productiveness as the Eastern. The 
apostolic church was predominantly Jewish, the ante-Nicene church, Greek, the post-Nicene, 
Roman. The Roman church itself was first predominantly Greek, and her earliest writers—
Clement, Hermas, Irenaeus, Hippolytus—wrote exclusively in Greek. Latin Christianity begins to 
appear in literature at the end of the second century, and then not in Italy, but in North Africa, not 
in Rome, but in Carthage, and very characteristically, not with converted speculative 
philosophers, but with practical lawyers and rhetoricians. This literature does not gradually unfold 
itself, but appears at once under a fixed, clear stamp, with a strong realistic tendency. North 
Africa also gave to the Western church the fundamental book—the Bible in its first Latin 
Version, the so-called Itala, and this was the basis of Jerome’s Vulgata which to this day is the 
recognized standard Bible of Rome. There were, however, probably several Latin versions of 
portions of the Bible current in the West before Jerome. 
 
I. Life of Tertullian. 
 
Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus is the father of the Latin theology and church language, 
and one of the greatest men of Christian antiquity. We know little of his life but what is derived 
from his book and from the brief notice of Jerome in his catalogue of illustrious men. But few 
writers have impressed their individuality so strongly in their books as this African father. In this 
respect, as well as in others, he resembles St. Paul, and Martin Luther. He was born about the 
year 150, at Carthage, the ancient rival of Rome, where his father was serving as captain of a 
Roman legion under the proconsul of Africa. He received a liberal Graeco-Roman education; his 
writings manifest an extensive acquaintance with historical, philosophical, poetic, and antiquarian 
literature, and with juridical terminology and all the arts of an advocate. He seems to have 
devoted himself to politics and forensic eloquence, either in Carthage or in Rome. Eusebius calls 
him "a man accurately acquainted with the Roman laws," {1516} and many regard him as 
identical with the Tertyllus, or Tertullianus, who is the author of several fragments in the 
Pandects. 
 
To his thirtieth or fortieth year he lived in heathen blindness and licentiousness. {1517} Towards 
the end of the second century be embraced Christianity, we know not exactly on what occasion, 
but evidently from deepest conviction, and with all the fiery energy of his soul; defended it 
henceforth with fearless decision against heathens, Jews, and heretics; and studied the strictest 
morality of life. His own words may be applied to himself: "Fiunt, non nascuntur Christiani." He 
was married, and gives us a glowing picture of Christian family life, to which we have before 
referred; but in his zeal for every form of self-denial, he set celibacy still higher, and advised his 
wife, in case he should die before her to remain a widow, or, at least never to marry an 
unbelieving husband; and he afterwards put second marriage even on a level with adultery. He 
entered the ministry of the Catholic church, {1518} first probably in Carthage, perhaps in Rome, 
where at all events he spent some time {1519} but, like Clement of Alexandria and Origen, he 
never rose above the rank of presbyter. 
 
Some years after, between 199 and 203, he joined the puritanic, though orthodox, sect of the 
Montanists. Jerome attributes this change to personal motives, charging it to the envy and insults 
of the Roman clergy, from whom he himself experienced many an indignity. {1520} But 
Tertullian was inclined to extremes from the first, especially to moral austerity. He was no doubt 
attracted by the radical contempt for the world, the strict asceticism, the severe discipline, the 
martyr enthusiasm, and the chiliasm of the Montanists, and was repelled by the growing 
conformity to the world in the Roman church, which just at that period, under Zephyrinus and 
Callistus, openly took under its protection a very lax penitential discipline, and at the same time, 
though only temporarily, favored the Patripassian error of Praxeas, an opponent of the 



Montanists. Of this man Tertullian therefore says, in his sarcastic way: He has executed in Rome 
two works of the devil; has driven out prophecy (the Montanistic) and brought in heresy (the 
Patripassian); has turned off the Holy Ghost and crucified the Father. {1521} Tertullian now 
fought the catholics, or the psychicals, is he frequently calls them, with the same inexorable 
sternness with which he had combated the heretics. The departures of the Montanists, however, 
related more to points of morality and discipline than of doctrine; and with all his hostility to 
Rome, Tertullian remained a zealous advocate of the catholic faith, and wrote, even from his 
schismatic position, several of his most effective works against the heretics, especially the 
Gnostics. Indeed, as a divine, he stood far above this fanatical sect, and gave it by his writings an 
importance and an influence in the church itself which it certainly would never otherwise have 
attained. 
 
He labored in Carthage as a Montanist presbyter and an author, and died, as Jerome says, in 
decrepit old age, according to some about the year 220, according to others not till 240; for the 
exact time, as well as the manner of his death, are unknown. His followers in Africa propagated 
themselves, under the name of "Tertullianists," down to the time of Augustin in the fifth century, 
and took perhaps a middle place between the proper Montanists and the catholic church. That he 
ever returned into the bosom of Catholicism is an entirely groundless opinion. 
 
Strange that this most powerful defender of old catholic orthodoxy and the teacher of the high-
churchly Cyprian, should have been a schismatic and all antagonist of Rome. But he had in his 
constitution the tropical fervor and acerbity of the Punic character, and that bold spirit of 
independence in which his native city of Carthage once resisted, through more than a hundred 
years’ war, {1522} the rising power of the seven-hilled city on the Tiber. He truly represents the 
African church, in which a similar antagonism continued to reveal itself, not only among the 
Donatists, but even among the leading advocates of Catholicism. Cyprian died at variance with 
Rome on the question of heretical baptism; and Augustin, with all his great services to the 
catholic system of faith, became at the same time, through the anti-Peligian doctrines of sin and 
grace, the father of evangelical Protestantism and of semi-Protestant Jansenism. 
 
Hippolytus presents several interesting points of contact. He was a younger contemporary of 
Tertullian though they never met is far as we know. Both were champions of catholic orthodoxy 
against heresy, and yet both opposed to Rome. Hippolytus charged two popes with heresy as well 
as laxity of discipline; and yet in view of his supposed repentance and martyrdom (as reported by 
Prudentius nearly two hundred years afterwards), he canonized in the Roman church; while such 
honor was never conferred upon the African, though he was a greater and more useful man. 
 
II. Character. Tertullian was a rare genius, perfectly original and fresh, but angular, boisterous 
and eccentric; full of glowing fantasy, pointed wit, keen discernment, polemic dexterity, and 
moral earnestness, but wanting in clearness, moderation, and symmetrical development. He 
resembled a foaming mountain torrent rather than a calm, transparent river in the valley. His 
vehement temper was never fully subdued, although he struggled sincerely against it. {1523} He 
was a man of strong convictions, and never hesitated to express them without fear or favor. 
 
Like almost all great men, he combined strange contrarieties of character. Here we are again 
reminded of Luther; though the reformer had nothing of the ascetic gloom and rigor of the 
African father, and exhibits instead with all his gigantic energy, a kindly serenity and childlike 
simplicity altogether foreign to the latter. Tertullian dwells enthusiastically on the divine 
foolishness of the gospel, and has a sublime contempt for the world, for its science and its art; and 
yet his writings are a mine of antiquarian knowledge, and novel, striking, and fruitful ideas. He 
calls the Grecian philosophers the patriarchs of all heresies, and scornfully asks: "What has the 



academy to do with the church? what has Christ to do with Plato—Jerusalem with Athens?" He 
did not shrink from insulting the greatest natural gift of God to man by his "Credo quia absurdum 
est." And yet reason does him invaluable service against his antagonists. {1524} He vindicates the 
principle of church authority and tradition with great force and ingenuity against all heresy; yet, 
when a Montanist, he claims for himself with equal energy the right of private judgment and of 
individual protest. {1525} He has a vivid sense of the corruption of human nature and the absolute 
need of moral regeneration; yet he declares the soul to be born Christian, and unable to find rest 
except in Christ. "The testimonies of the soul," says he, "are as true as they are simple; as simple 
as they are popular; as popular as they are natural; as natural as they are divine." He is just the 
opposite of the genial, less vigorous, but more learned and comprehensive Origen. He adopts the 
strictest supranatural principles; and yet he is a most decided realist, and attributes body, that is, 
as it were, a corporeal, tangible substantiality, even to God and to the soul; while the idealistic 
Alexandrian cannot speak spiritually enough of God, and can conceive the human soul without 
and before the existence of the body. Tertullian’s theology revolves about the great Pauline 
antithesis of sin and grace, and breaks the road to the Latin anthropology and soteriology 
afterwards developed by his like-minded, but clearer, calmer, and more considerate countryman, 
Augustin. For his opponents, be they heathens, Jews, heretics, or Catholics, he has as little 
indulgence and regard as Luther. With the adroitness of a special pleader he entangles them in 
self-contradictions, pursues them into every nook and corner, overwhelms them with arguments, 
sophisms, apophthegms, and sarcasms, drives them before him with unmerciful lashings, and 
almost always makes them ridiculous and contemptible. His polemics everywhere leave marks of 
blood. It is a wonder that he was not killed by the heathens, or excommunicated by the Catholics. 
 
His style is exceedingly characteristic, and corresponds with his thought. It is terse, abrupt, 
laconic, sententious, nervous, figurative, full of hyperbole, sudden turns, legal technicalities, 
African provincialisms, or rather antiquated or vulgar latinisms. {1526} It abounds in latinized 
Greek words, and new expressions, in roughnesses, angles, and obscurities; sometimes, like a 
grand volcanic eruption, belching precious stones and dross in strange confusion; or like the 
foaming torrent tumbling over the precipice of rocks and sweeping all before it. His mighty spirit 
wrestles with the form, and breaks its way through the primeval forest of nature’s thinking. He 
had to create the church language of the Latin tongue. {1527} 
 
In short, we see in this remarkable man both intellectually and morally, the fermenting of a new 
creation, but not yet quite set free from the bonds of chaotic darkness and brought into clear and 
beautiful order. 
 
Notes. 
 
I. Gems from Tertullian’s writings. 
 
The philosophy of persecution: 
 
"Semen Est Sanguis Christianorum." (Apol. c. 50.) 
 
The human soul and Christianity (made for Christ, yet requiring a new birth): 
 
"Testimonium Animae Naturaliter. Christianae." (De Test. Anim. c. 2; see the passages quoted 40, 
p. 120.) 
 
"Fiunt, non, nascuntur Christiani." (Apol. 18. Deuteronomy Test. Anim. 1) 
 



Christ the Truth, not Habit (versus traditionalism): 
 
"Christus Veritas Est, Non Consuetudo." (De Virg. vel 1.) 
 
General priesthood of the laity (versus an exclusive hierarchy): 
 
"Nonne Et Laici Sacerdotes Sumus?" (De Exhort. Cast. 7.) 
 
Religious Liberty, an inalienable right of man (versus compulsion and persecution): 
 
"Humani Juris Et Naturalis Potestatis Est Unicuique Quod Putaverit Colere." (Ad Scap. 2; comp. 
Apol. 14 and the passages quoted 13, p. 35.) 
 
Dr. Baur (Kirchengesch. I. 428) says: "It is remarkable how already the oldest Christian 
Apologists, in vindicating the Christian faith, were led to assert the Protestant principle of 
freedom of faith and conscience "[and we must add, of public worship], "as an inherent attribute 
of the conception of religion against their heathen opponents." Then he quotes Tertullian, as the 
first who gave clear expression to this principle. 
 
II. Estimates of Tertullian as a man and an author. 
 
Neander (Ch. Hist. I. 683 sq., Torrey’s translation): "Tertullian presents special claims to 
attention, both as the first representative of the theological tendency in the North-African church, 
and as a representative of the Montanistic mode of thinking. He was a man of an ardent and 
profound spirit, of warm and deep feelings; inclined to give himself up, with his whole soul and 
strength, to the object of his love, and sternly to repel everything that was foreign from this. He 
possessed rich and various stores of knowledge; which had been accumulated, however, at 
random, and without scientific arrangement. His profoundness of thought was not united with 
logical clearness and sobriety: an ardent, unbridled imagination, moving in a world of sensuous 
images, governed him. His fiery and passionate disposition, and his previous training as an 
advocate and rhetorician, easily impelled him, especially in controversy, to rhetorical 
exaggerations. When he defends a cause, of whose truth he was convinced, we often see in him 
the advocate, whose sole anxiety is to collect together all the arguments which can help his case, 
it matters not whether they are true arguments or only plausible sophisms; and in such cases the 
very exuberance of his wit sometimes leads him astray from the simple feeling of truth. What 
must render this man a phenomenon presenting special claims to the attention of the Christian 
historian is the fact, that Christianity is the inspiring soul of his life and thoughts; that out of 
Christianity an entirely new and rich inner world developed itself to his mind: but the leaven of 
Christianity had first to penetrate through and completely refine that fiery, bold and withal rugged 
nature. We find the new wine in an old bottle; and the tang which it has contracted there, may 
easily embarrass the inexperienced judge. Tertullian often had more within him than he was able 
to express: the overflowing mind was at a loss for suitable forms of phraseology. He had to create 
a language for the new spiritual matter,—and that out of the rude Punic Latin,—without the aid of 
a logical and grammatical education, and as he was hurried along in the current of thoughts and 
feelings by his ardent nature. Hence the often difficult and obscure phraseology; but hence, too, 
the original and striking turns in his mode of representation. And hence this great church-teacher, 
who unites great gifts with great failings, has been so often misconceived by those who could 
form no friendship with the spirit which dwelt in so ungainly a form." 
 
Hase (Kirchengesch. p. 91, tenth ed.): "Die lateinische Kirche hatte fast nur aubersetzungen, bis 
Tertullianus, als Heide Rhetor und Sachwalter zu Rom, mit reicher griechischer Gelehrsamkeit, 



die auch der Kirchenvater gern sehen liess, Presbyter in seiner Vaterstadt Karthago, ein 
strenger, dusterer, feuriger Character, dem Christenthum aus punischem Latein eine Literatur 
errang, in welcher geistreiche Rhetorik, genialer so wie gesuchter Witz, der sinnliches Anfassen 
des Idealen, tiefes Gefuhl and juridische Verstandesansicht mit einander ringen. Er hat der 
afrikanischen Kirche die Losung angegeben: Christus sprach: Ich bin die Wahrheit, nicht, das 
Herkommen. Er hat das Gottesbewusstsein in den Tiefen der Seele hochgehalten, aber ein Mann 
der Auctoritaet hat er die Thorheit des Evangeliums der Weltweisheit seiner Zeitgenossen, das 
Unglaubliche der Wunder Gottes dem gemeinen Weltverstande mit stolzer Ironie 
entgegengehalten. Seine Schriften, denen er unbedenklich Fremdes angeeignet und mit dent 
Gepraege seines Genius versehen hat, sind theils polemisch mit dem hochsten Selbstvertraun der 
katholischen Gesinnung gegen Heiden, Juden und Haeretiker, theils erbaulich; so jedoch, dass 
auch in jenen das Erbauliche, in diesen das Polemische fur strenge Sitte und Zucht vorhanden 
ist." 
 
Hauck (Tertullian’s Leben und Schriften, p. 1) "Unter den Schriftstellern der lateinischen 
Christenheit ist Tertullian einer der bedeutendsten und intressantesten. Er ist der Anfanger der 
lateinischen Theologie, der nicht nur ihrer Sprache seinen Stempel aufgepragt hat, sondern sie 
auch an-die Bahn hinwies, welche sie lange einheilt. Seine Personlichkeit hat ebensoviel 
Anziehendes als Abstossendes; denn wer konnte den Ernst seines sittlichen Strebens, den 
Reichthum und die Lebhaftigkeit seines Geistes, die Festigkeit seiner Ueberzeugung und die 
sturmische Kraft seiner Beredtsamkeit verkennen? Allein ebensowenig lasst sich ubersehen, dass 
ihm in allen Dingen das Mass fehlte. Seine Erscheinung hat nichts Edles; er war nicht frei von 
Bizzarem, ja Gemeinem. So zeigen ihn seine Schriften, die Denkmaler seines Lebens Er war ein 
Mann, der sich in unaufhorlichen Streite bewegte: sein ganzes Wesen tragt die Spuren hievon." 
 
Cardinal Hergenrother, the first Roman Catholic church historian now living (for Dollinger was 
excommunicated in 1870), says of Tertullian (in his Kirchengesch. I. 168, second ed., 1879): 
"Strenge und ernst, oft beissend sarkastisch, in der, Sprache gedrangt und dunkel der heidnischen 
Philosophie durchaus abgeneigt, mit dem romischen Rechte sehr vertraut, hat er in seinen 
zahlreichen Schriften Bedeutendes fur die Darstellung der Kirchlichen Lehre geleistet, und 
ungeachtet seines Uebertritts zu den Montanisten betrachteten ihn die spateren africanischen 
Schriftsteller, auch Cyprian, als Muster und Lehrer." 
 
Pressense (Martyrs and Apoloqists, p. 375): "The African nationality gave to Christianity its most 
eloquent defender, in whom the intense vehemence, the untempered ardor of the race, appear 
purified indeed, but not subdued. No influence in the early ages could equal that of Tertullian; 
and his writings breathe a spirit of such undying power that they can never grow old, and even 
now render living, controversies which have been silent for fifteen centuries. We must seek the 
man in his own pages, still aglow with his enthusiasm and quivering with his passion, for the 
details of his personal history are very few. The man is, as it were, absorbed in the writer, and we 
can well understand it, for his writings embody his whole soul. Never did a man more fully infuse 
his entire moral life into his books, and act through his words." 
 
{1516} H. E. II. 2. He adds that Tertullian was "particularly distinguished among the eminent 
men of Rome," and quotes a passage from his Apology, which is also translated into the Greek. 
 
{1517} Deuteronomy Resurr. Carn. c. 59, he confesses: "Ego me scio neque alia carne adulteria 
commisisse, neque nunc alia carne ad continentiam eniti." Comp. also Apolog., c. 18 and 25; 
Deuteronomy Anima, c. 2; Deuteronomy Paenit., c. 4 and 12; Ad Scapul., c. 5. 
 



{1518} This fact, however, rests only on the authority of Jerome, and does not appear from 
Tertullian’s own writings. Roman Catholic historians, with their dislike to married priests, have 
made him a layman on the insufficient ground of the passage: "Nonne et Laici sacerdotes 
sumus?" Deuteronomy Exhort. Cast., c. 7. 
 
{1519} Deuteronomy Cultu Femin., c. 7. Comp. Euseb. II. 2. 
 
{1520} Deuteronomy Vir. illustr., c. 53: "Hic [Tert.] cum usque ad mediam aetatem presbyter 
ecclesia epermansisset, invidia et contumeliis clericorum Romanae ecclesiae ad Montani dogma 
delapsus in multis libris novac prophetiae meminit." 
 
{1521} Adv. Prax. c. 1. 
 
{1522} B. C. 264-146, 
 
{1523} Comp. his own painful confession in Deuteronomy Patient. c. 1: "Miserrimus ego semper 
aeger caloribus impatientiae." 
 
{1524} In a similar manner Luther, though himself one of the most original and fruitful thinkers, 
sometimes unreasonably abuses reason as the devil’s mistress. 
 
{1525} In this apparent contradiction Luther resembles Tertullian: he fought Romanism with 
private judgment, and Zwinlianism, Anabaptists, and all sectarians ("Schwarm-und Rottengeister" 
as he called them) with catholic authority; he denounced "the damned heathen Aristotle," as the 
father of Popish scholaisticism, and used scholastic distinctions in support of the ubiquity of 
Christ’s body against Zwingli. 
 
{1526} According to Niebuhr, a most competent judge of Latin antiquities. Provinces and 
colonies often retain terms and phrases after they die out in the capital and in the mother country. 
Renan says with reference to Tertullian (Marc-Aurele, p. 456) "La ‘lingua volgata’ d’Afrigue 
contribua ainsi dans une large part a la formation de la langue ecclesiastique de I’Occident, et 
ainsi elle exeraca une influence decisive sur nos langues modernes. Mais il resulta de la une 
autre consequence; cest que les textes fondamentaux de la litterature latine chetienne furent 
ecrits dans une langue que lettres d’Italie trouverent barbare et corrompue, ce qui plus tard 
donna occasion de la part des rheteurs a des objections et a des epigrammes sans fin." Comp. the 
works of Ronsch, Vercellone, Kaulen, Ranke, and Ziegler on the Itala and Vulgata. 
 
{1527} Ruhnken calls Tertullian "Latinitatis pessimum auctorem" and Bishop Kaye the harshest 
and most obscure of writers, but Niebuhr, (Lectures on Ancient History, vol. II. p. 54), Oehler 
(Op. III. 720), and Holmes (the translator of Tert. against Marcion, p. ix.) "judge more favorably 
of his style, which is mostly" the terse and vigorous expression of terse and vigorous thought. 
Renan (Marc Aurele, p. 456) calls Tertullian the strangest literary phenomenon "un melange 
inoua de talent, de faussete d’esprit, d’eloquence et de mauvais gout grand ecrivain, si l’on 
admet que sacrifier toute grammaire et toute correction a l’effet sois bien ecrire." Cardinal 
Newman calls him "the most powerful writer of the early centuries" (Tracts, Theol. and Eccles., 
p. 219).  

 



197. The Writings of Tertullian. 
 
Tertullian developed an extraordinary literary activity in two languages between about 190 and 
220. His earlier books in the Greek language, and some in the Latin, are lost. Those which remain 
are mostly short; but they are numerous, and touch nearly all departments of religious life. They 
present a graphic picture of the church of his day. Most of his works, according to internal 
evidence, fill in the first quarter of the third century, in the Montanistic period of his life, and 
among these many of his ablest writings against the heretics; while, on the other hand, the gloomy 
moral austerity, which predisposed him to Montanism, comes out quite strongly even in his 
earliest productions. {1528} 
 
His works may be grouped in three classes: apologetic; polemic or anti-heretical; and ethic or 
practical; to which may be added as a fourth class the expressly Montanistic tracts against the 
Catholics. We can here only mention the most important: 
 
1. In the Apologetic works against heathens and Jews, he pleads the cause of all Christendom, 
and deserves the thanks of all Christendom. Preaminent among them is the Apologeticus (or 
Apologeticum). {1529} It was composed in the reign of Septimius Severus, between 197 and 200. 
It is unquestionably one of the most beautiful monuments of the heroic age of the church. In this 
work, Tertullian enthusiastically and triumphantly repels the attacks of the heathens upon the new 
religion, and demands for it legal toleration and equal rights with the other sects of the Roman 
empire. It is the first plea for religious liberty, as an inalienable right which God has given to 
every man, and which the civil government in its own interest should not only tolerate but respect 
and protect. He claims no support, no favor, but simply justice. The church was in the first three 
centuries a self-supporting and self-governing society (as it ought always to be), and no burden, 
but a blessing to the state, and furnished to it the most peaceful and useful citizens. The cause of 
truth and justice never found a more eloquent and fearless defender in the very face of despotic 
power, and the blazing fires of persecution, than the author of this book. It breathes from first to 
last the assurance of victory in apparent defeat. 
 
"We conquer," are his concluding words to the prefects and judges of the Roman empire, "We 
conquer in dying; we go forth victorious at the very time we are subdued.... Many of your writers 
exhort to the courageous bearing of pain and death, as Cicero in the Tusculans, as Seneca in his 
Chances, as Diogenes, Pyrrhus, Callinicus. And yet their words do not find so many disciples as 
Christians do, teachers not by words, but by their deeds. That very obstinacy you rail against is 
the preceptress. For who that contemplates it is not excited to inquire what is at the bottom of it? 
Who, after inquiry, does not embrace our doctrines? And, when he has embraced them, desires 
not to suffer that he may become partaker of the fulness of God’s grace, that he may obtain from 
God complete forgiveness, by giving in exchange his blood? For that secures the remission of all 
offences. On this account it is that we return thanks on the very spot for your sentences. As the 
divine and human are ever opposed to each other, when we are condemned by you, we are 
acquitted by the Highest." 
 
The relation of the Apologeticus to the Octavius of Minucius Felix will be discussed in the next 
section. But even if Tertullian should have borrowed from that author (as he undoubtedly 
borrowed, without acknowledgment, much matter from Irenaeus, in his book against the 
Valentinians), he remains one of the most original and vigorous writers. {1530} Moreover the 
plan is different; Minucius Felix pleads for Christianity as a philosopher before philosophers, to 
convince the intellect; Tertullian as a lawyer and advocate before judges, to induce them to give 
fair play to the Christians, who were refused even a hearing in the courts. 



 
The beautiful little tract "On the Testimony of the Soul," (6 chapters) is a supplement to the 
Apologeticus, and furnishes one of the strongest positive arguments for Christianity. Here the 
human soul is called to bear witness to the one true God: it springs from God, it longs for God; its 
purer and nobler instincts and aspirations, if not diverted and perverted by selfish and sinful 
passions, tend upwards and heavenwards, and find rest and peace only in God. There is, we may 
say, a pre-established harmony between the soul and the Christian religion; they are made for 
each other; the human soul is constitutionally Christian. And this testimony is universal, for as 
God is everywhere, so the human soul is everywhere. But its testimony turns against itself if not 
heeded. 
 
"Every soul," he concludes, "is a culprit as well as a witness: in the measure that it testifies for 
truth, the guilt of error lies on it; and on the day of judgment it will stand before the court of God, 
without a word to say. Thou proclaimedst God, O soul, but thou didst not seek to know Him; evil 
spirits were detested by thee, and yet they were the objects of thy adoration; the punishments of 
hell were foreseen by thee, but no care was taken to avoid them; thou hadst a savor of 
Christianity, and withal wert the persecutor of Christians." 
 
2. His polemic works are occupied chiefly with the refutation of the Gnostics. Here belongs first 
of all his thoroughly catholic tract." On the Prescription of Heretics." {1531} It is of a general 
character and lays down the fundamental principle of the church in dealing with heresy. 
Tertullian cuts off all errors and neologies at the outset from the right of legal contest and appeal 
to the holy Scriptures, because these belong only to the catholic church as the legitimate heir and 
guardian of Christianity. Irenaeus had used the same argument, but Tertullian gave it a legal or 
forensic form. The same argument, however, turns also against his own secession; for the 
difference between heretics and schismatics is really only relative, at least in Cyprian’s view. 
Tertullian afterwards asserted, in contradiction with this book, that in religious matters not 
custom nor long possession, but truth alone, was to be consulted. 
 
Among the heretics, he attacked chiefly the Valentinian Gnostics, and Marcion. The work against 
Marcion (A. D. 208) is his largest, and the only one in which he indicates the date of composition, 
namely the 15th year of the reign of Septimius Severus (A. D. 208). {1532} He wrote three works 
against this famous heretic; the first he set aside as imperfect, the second was stolen from him and 
published with many blunders before it was finished. In the new work (in five books), he 
elaborately defends the unity of God, the Creator of all, the integrity of the Scriptures, and the 
harmony of the Old and New Testaments. He displays all his power of solid argument, subtle 
sophistry, ridicule and sarcasm, and exhausts his vocabulary of vituperation. He is more severe 
upon heretics than Jews or Gentiles. He begins with a graphic description of all the physical 
abnormities of Pontus, the native province of Marcion, and the gloomy temper, wild passions, and 
ferocious habits of its people, and then goes on to say: 
 
"Nothing in Pontus is so barbarous and sad as the fact that Marcion was born there, fouler than 
any Scythian, more roving than the Sarmatian, more inhuman than the Massagete, more 
audacious than an Amazon, darker than the cloud of the Euxine, colder than its winter, more 
brittle than its ice, more deceitful than the Ister, more craggy than Caucasus. Nay, more, the true 
Prometheus, Almighty God, is mangled by Marcion’s blasphemies. Marcion is more savage than 
even the beasts of that barbarous region. For what beaver was ever a greater emasculator than he 
who has abolished the nuptial bond? What Pontic mouse ever had such gnawing powers as he 
who has gnawed the Gospel to pieces? Verily, O Euxine, thou hast produced a monster more 
credible to philosophers than to Christians. For the cynic Diogenes used to go about, lantern in 



hand, at mid-day, to find a man; whereas Marcion has quenched the light of his faith, and so lost 
the God whom he had found." 
 
The tracts "On Baptism" "On the Soul," "On the Flesh of Christ," "On the Resurrection of the 
Flesh" "Against Hermogenes," "Against Praxeas," are concerned with particular errors, and are 
important to the doctrine of baptism, to Christian psychology, to eschatology, and christology. 
 
3. His numerous Practical or Ascetic treatises throw much light on the moral life of the early 
church, as contrasted with the immorality of the heathen world. Among these belong the books 
"On Prayer" "On Penance" "On Patience,"—a virtue, which he extols with honest confession of 
his own natural impatience and passionate temper, and which he urges upon himself as well as 
others,—the consolation of the confessors in prison (Ad Martyres), and the admonition against 
visiting theatres (De Spectaculis), which he classes with the pomp of the devil, and against all 
share, direct or indirect, in the worship of idols (De Idololatria). 
 
4. His strictly Montanistic or anti-catholic writings, in which the peculiarities of this sect are not 
only incidentally touched, as in many of the works named above, but vindicated expressly and at 
large, are likewise of a practical nature, and contend, in fanatical rigor, against the restoration of 
the lapsed (De Pudicitia), flight in persecutions, second marriage (De Monogamia, and 
Deuteronomy Exhortatione Castitatis), display of dress in females (De Cultu Feminarum), and 
other customs of the "Psychicals," as he commonly calls the Catholics in distinction from the 
sectarian Pneumatics. His plea, also, for excessive fasting (De Jejuniis), and his justification of a 
Christian soldier, who was discharged for refusing to crown his head (De Corona Militis), belong 
here. Tertullian considers it unbecoming the followers of Christ, who, when on earth, wore a 
crown of thorns for us, to adorn their heads with laurel, myrtle, olive, or with flowers or gems. 
We may imagine what he would have said to the tiara of the pope in his mediaeval splendor. 
 
Notes. 
 
The chronological order of Tertullian’s work can be approximately determined by the frequent 
allusions to the contemporaneous history of the Roman empire, and by their relation to 
Montanism. See especially Uhlhorn, Hauck, Bonwetsch, and also Bp. Kaye (in Oehler’s ed. of the 
Opera III. 709-718.) We divide the works into three classes, according to their relation to 
Montanism. 
 
(1) Those books which belong to the author’s catholic period before A. D. 200; viz.: Apologeticus 
or Apologeticum (in the autumn of 197, according to Bonwetsch; 198, Ebert; 199, Hesselberg; 
200, Uhlhorn); Ad Martyres (197); Ad Nationes (probably soon after Apol.); Deuteronomy 
Testimonio Animae; Deuteronomy Poenitentia; Deuteronomy Oratione; Deuteronomy Baptismo 
(which according to cap. 15, was preceded by a Greek work against the validity of Heretical 
Baptism); Ad Uxorem; Deuteronomy Patientia; Adv. Judaeos; Deuteronomy Praescriptione 
Haereticorum; Deuteronomy Spectaculis (and a lost work on the same subject in the Greek 
language). 
 
Kaye puts Deuteronomy Spectaculis in the Montanistic period. Deuteronomy Praescriptione is 
also placed by some in the Montanistic period before or after Adv. Marcionem. But Bonwetsch (p. 
46) puts it between 199 and 206, probably in 199. Hauck makes it almost simultaneous with 
Deuteronomy Baptismo. He also places Deuteronomy Idololatria in this period. 
 
(2) Those which were certainly not composed till after his transition to Montanism, between A. 
D. 200 and 220; viz.: Adv. Marcionem (5 books, composed in part at least in the 15th year of the 



Emperor Septimius Severus, i.e. A. D. 207 or 208; comp. I. 15); Deuteronomy Anima; 
Deuteronomy Carne Christi; Deuteronomy Resurrectione Carnis; Adv. Praxean; Scorpiace (i.e. 
antidote against the poison of the Gnostic heresy); Deuteronomy Corona Militis; Deuteronomy 
Virginibus veandis; Deuteronomy Exhortatione Castitatis; Deuteronomy Pallio (208 or 209); 
Deuteronomy Fuga in persecutione; Deuteronomy Monogamia; Deuteronomy Jejuniis; 
Deuteronomy Pudicitia; Ad Scapulam (212); Deuteronomy Ecstasi (lost); Deuteronomy Spe 
Fidelium (likewise lost). 
 
Kellner (1870) assigns Deuteronomy Pudicitia, Deuteronomy Monogamia, Deuteronomy Jejunio, 
and Adv. Praxean to the period between 218 and 222. 
 
(3) Those which probably belong to the Montanistic period; viz.: Adv. Valentinianos; 
Deuteronomy cultu Feminarum (2 libri); Adv. Hermogenem. 
 
{1528} On the chronological order see Notes. 
 
{1529} Comp. H. A. Woodham: Tert. Liber Apologeticus with English Notes and an Introduction 
to the Study of Patristical and Ecclesiastical Latinity, Cambridge, 1850. Am. ed. of Select Works 
of Tert., by F. A. March, New York, 1876. p. 26-46. 
 
{1530} Ebert, who was the first to assert the priority of Octavius, nevertheless admits (Gesch. der 
christl. lat. Lit. I. 32) "Tertullian ist einer der genialsten, originallsten und fruchtbarstem unter 
den christlich-lateinischen Autoren." 
 
{1531} Praescriptio, in legal terminology, means an exception made before the merits of a case 
are discussed, showing in limine that the plaintiff ought not to be heard. This book has been most 
admired by R. Catholics as a masterly vindication of the catholic rule of faith against heretical 
assailants; but its force is weakened by Tertullian’s Montanism. 
 
{1532} English translation by Peter Holmes, in the "Ante-Nicene Libr.," vol. VII., 1868 (478 
pages).  

 



198. Minucius Felix. 
 
(I.) M. Minucii Felicis Octavius, best ed. by Car. Halm, Vienna 1867 (in vol. II. of the "Corpus 
Scriptorum Eccles. Latin."), and Bernh. Dombart, with German translation and critical notes, 2d 
ed. Erlangen 1881. Halm has compared the only MS. of this book, ormerly in the Vatican library 
now in Paris, very carefully ("tanta diligentia ut de nullo jam loco dubitari possit quid in codice 
uno scriptum inveniatur"). 
 
Ed. princeps by Faustus Sabaeus (Rom. 1543, as the eighth book of Arnobius Adv. Gent); then by 
Francis Balduin (Heidelb. 1560, as an independent work). Many edd. since, by Ursinus (1583), 
Meursius (1598), Wowerus (1603), Rigaltius (1643), Gronovius (1709, 1743), Davis (1712), 
Lindner (1760, 1773), Russwurm (1824), Lubkert (1836), Muralt (1836), Migne (1844, in 
"Patrol." III. Col. 193 sqq.), Fr Oehler (1847, in Gersdorf’s "Biblioth. Patr. ecelesiast. selecta," 
vol. XIII). Kayser (1863), Cornelissen (Lugd. Bat. 1882), etc. 
 
English translations by H. A. Holden (Cambridge 1853), and R. E. Wallis in Clark’s "Ante-Nic. 
Libr." vol. XIII. p. 451-517. 
 
(II.) Jerome: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. c. 58, and Ep. 48 ad Pammach., and Ep. 70 ad Magn. Lactant.: 
Inst. Div. V. 1, 22. 
 
(III.) Monographs, dissertations and prolegomena to the different editions of M. Fel., by van 
Hoven (1766, also in Lindner’s ed. II. 1773); Meier (Turin, 1824,) Nic. Le Nourry, and Lumper 
(in Migne, "Patr. Lat." III. 194-231; 371-652); Roren (Minuciania, Bedburg, 1859); Behr (on the 
relation of M. F. to Cicero, Gera 1870); Ronsch (in Das N. T Tertull.’s, 1871, P. 25 sqq.); Paul P. 
de Felice (atudes sur l’Octavius, Blois, 1880); Keim (in his Celsus, 1873, 151-168,) and in Rom. 
und das Christenthum, (1881, 383 sq., and 468-486); Ad. Ebert (1874, in Gesch. der christlich-
latein. Lit. I. 24-31); G. Loesche (On the relation of M. F. to Athanagoras), in the "Jahr b. fur 
Prot. Theol." (1882, p. l68-178); RENAN (Marc-Aurele, 1882, p. 389-404); Richard Kuhn: Der 
Octavius des Minucius Felix. Eine heidnisch philosophische Auffassung vom Christenthum. 
Leipz. 1882 (71 pages). See also the art. of Mangold in Herzog 2 X. 12-17 (abridged in Schaff-
Herzog); G. Salmon in Smith and Wace III. 920-924. 
 
(IV.) On the relation of Minuc. Fel. to Tertullian: Ad. Ebert: Tertullian’s Verhaltniss zu Minucius 
Felix, nebst einem Anhang uber Commodian’s Carmen apoloqeticum (1868, in the 5th vol. of the 
"Abhandlungen der philol. histor. Classe der K. sachs. Ges. der Wissenschaften"); W. Hartel (in 
Zeitschrift fur d. oester. Gymnas. 1869, p. 348-368, against Ebert); E. Klusmann ("Jenaer Lit. 
Zeitg," 1878) Bonwetsch (in Die Schriften Tert., 1878, p. 21;) V. Schultze (in "Jahr b. fur Prot. 
Theol." 1881, p. 485-506;) P. Schwenke (Uber die Zeit des Min. Fel. in "Jahr b. fur Prot. Theol." 
1883, p. 263-294). 
 
In close connection with Tertullian, either shortly before, or shortly after him, stands the Latin 
Apologist Minucius Felix. {1533} 
 
Converts are always the most zealous, and often the most effective promoters of the system or 
sect which they have deliberately chosen from honest and earnest conviction. The Christian 
Apologists of the second century were educated heathen philosophers or rhetoricians before their 
conversion, and used their secular learning and culture for the refutation of idolatry and the 
vindication of the truths of revelation. In like manner the Apostles were Jews by birth and 
training, and made their knowledge of the Old Testament Scriptures subservient to the gospel. 



The Reformers of the sixteenth century came out of the bosom of mediaeval Catholicism, and 
were thus best qualified to oppose its corruptions and to emancipate the church from the bondage 
of the papacy. {1534} 
 
I. Marcus Minucius Felix belongs to that class of converts, who brought the rich stores of 
classical culture to the service of Christianity. He worthily opens the series of Latin writers of the 
Roman church which had before spoken to the world only in the Greek tongue. He shares with 
Lactantius the honor of being the Christian Cicero. {1535} He did not become a clergyman, but 
apparently continued in his legal profession. We know nothing of his life except that he was an 
advocate in Rome, but probably of North African descent. {1536} 
 
II. We have from him an apology of Christianity, in the form of a dialogue under the title 
Octavius. {1537} The author makes with his friend Octavius Januarius, who had, like himself, 
been converted from heathen error to the Christian truth an excursion from Rome to the sea-bath 
at Ostia. There they meet on a promenade along the beach with Caecilius Natalis, another friend 
of Minucius, but still a heathen, and, as appears from his reasoning, a philosopher of the sceptical 
school of the New Academy. Sitting down on the large stones which were placed there for the 
protection of the baths, the two friends in full view of the ocean and inhaling the gentle sea 
breeze, begin, at the suggestion of Caecilius, to discuss the religious question of the day. 
Minucius sitting between them is to act as umpire (chaps. 1-4). 
 
Caecilius speaks first (chs. 5-15), in defence of the heathen, and in opposition to the Christian, 
religion. He begins like a sceptic or agnostic concerning the existence of a God as being doubtful, 
but he soon shifts his ground, and on the principle of expediency and utility he urges the duty of 
worshipping the ancestral gods. It is best to adhere to what the experience of all nations has found 
to be salutary. Every nation has its peculiar god or gods; the Roman nation, the most religious of 
all, allows the worship of all gods, and thus attained to the highest power and prosperity. He 
charges the Christians with presumption for claiming a certain knowledge of the highest problems 
which lie beyond human ken; with want of patriotism for forsaking the ancestral traditions; with 
low breeding (as Celsus did). He ridicules their worship of a crucified malefactor and the 
instrument of his crucifixion, and even an ass’s head. He repeats the lies of secret crimes, as 
promiscuous incest, and the murder of innocent children, and quotes for these slanders the 
authority of the celebrated orator Fronto. He objects to their religion that it has no temples, nor 
altars, nor images. He attacks their doctrines of one God, of the destruction of the present world, 
the resurrection and judgment, as irrational and absurd. He pities them for their austere habits and 
their aversion to the theatre, banquets, and other innocent enjoyments. He concludes with the re-
assertion of human ignorance of things which are above us, and an exhortation to leave those 
uncertain things alone, and to adhere to the religion of their fathers, "lest either a childish 
superstition should be introduced, or all religion should be overthrown." 
 
In the second part (ch. 16-38), Octavius refutes these charges, and attacks idolatry; meeting each 
point in proper order. He vindicates the existence and unity of the Godhead, the doctrine of 
creation and providence, as truly rational, and quotes in confirmation the opinions of various 
philosophers (from Cicero). He exposes the absurdity of the heathen mythology, the worship of 
idols made of wood and stone, the immoralities of the gods, and the cruelties and obscene rites 
connected with their worship. The Romans have not acquired their power by their religion, but by 
rapacity and acts of violence. The charge of worshipping a criminal and his cross, rests on the 
ignorance of his innocence and divine character. The Christians have no temples, because they 
will not limit the infinite God, and no images, because man is God’s image, and a holy life the 
best sacrifice. The slanderous charges of immorality are traced to the demons who invented and 
spread them among the people, who inspire oracles, work false miracles and try in every way to 



draw men into their ruin. It is the heathen who practice such infamies, who cruelly expose their 
new-born children or kill them by abortion. The Christians avoid and abhor the immoral 
amusements of the theatre and circus where madness, adultery, and murder are exhibited and 
practiced, even in the name of the gods. They find their true pleasure and happiness in God, his 
knowledge and worship. 
 
At the close of the dialogue (chs. 39-40), Caecilius confesses himself convinced of his error, and 
resolves to embrace Christianity, and desires further instruction on the next day. Minucius 
expresses his satisfaction at this result, which made a decision on his part unnecessary. Joyful and 
thankful for the joint victory over error, the friends return from the sea-shore to Ostia. {1538} 
 
III. The apologetic value of this work is considerable, but its doctrinal value is very insignificant. 
It gives us a lively idea of the great controversy between the old and the new religion among the 
higher and cultivated classes of Roman society, and allows fair play and full force to the 
arguments on both sides. It is an able and eloquent defense of monotheism against polytheism, 
and of Christian morality against heathen immorality. But this is about all. The exposition of the 
truths of Christianity is meager, superficial, and defective. The unity of the Godhead, his all-
ruling providence, the resurrection of the body, and future retribution make up the whole creed of 
Octavius. The Scriptures, the prophets and apostles are ignored, {1539} the doctrines of sin and 
grace, Christ and redemption, the Holy Spirit and his operations are left out of sight, and the name 
of Christ is not even mentioned; though we may reasonably infer from the manner in which the 
author repels the charge of worshipping "a crucified malefactor," that he regarded Christ as more 
than a mere man (ch. 29). He leads only to the outer court of the temple. His object was purely 
apologetic, and he gained his point. {1540} Further instruction is not excluded, but is solicited by 
the converted Caecilius at the close, "as being necessary to a perfect training." {1541} We have 
therefore no right to infer from this silence that the author was ignorant of the deeper mysteries of 
faith. {1542} 
 
His philosophic stand-point is eclectic with a preference for Cicero, Seneca, and Plato. 
Christianity is to him both theoretically and practically the true philosophy which teaches the only 
true God, and leads to true virtue and piety. In this respect he resembles Justin Martyr. {1543} 
 
IV. The literary form of Octavius is very pleasing and elegant. The diction is more classical than 
that of any contemporary Latin writer heathen or Christian. The book bears a strong resemblance 
to Cicero’s Deuteronomy Natura Deorum, in many ideas, in style, and the urbanity, or 
gentlemanly tone. Dean Milman says that it "reminds us of the golden days of Latin prose." 
Renan calls it "the pearl of the apologetic literature of the last years of Marcus Aurelius." But the 
date is under dispute, and depends in part on its relation to Tertullian. 
 
V. Time of composition. Octavius closely resembles Tertullian’s Apologeticus, both in argument 
and language, so that one book presupposes the other; although the aim is different, the former 
being the plea of a philosopher and refined gentleman, the other the plea of a lawyer and ardent 
Christian. The older opinion (with some exceptions) {1544} maintained the priority of 
Apologeticus, and consequently put Octavius after A. D. 197 or 200 when the former was written. 
Ebert reversed the order and tried to prove, by a careful critical comparison, the originality of 
Octavius. {1545} His conclusion is adopted by the majority of recent German writers, {1546} but 
has also met with opposition. {1547} If Tertullian used Minucius, he expanded his suggestions; if 
Minucius used Tertullian, he did it by way of abridgement. 
 
It is certain that Minucius borrowed from Cicero (also from Seneca, and, perhaps, from 
Athenagoras), {1548} and Tertullian (in his Adv. Valent.) from Irenaeus; though both make 



excellent use of their material, reproducing rather than copying it; but Tertullian is beyond 
question a far more original, vigorous, and important writer. Moreover the Roman divines used 
the Greek language from Clement down to Hippolytus towards the middle of the third century, 
with the only exception, perhaps, of Victor (190-202). So far the probability is for the later age of 
Minucius. 
 
But a close comparison of the parallel passages seems to favor his priority; yet the argument is 
not conclusive. {1549} The priority of Minucius has been inferred also from the fact that he twice 
mentions Fronto (the teacher and friend of Marcus Aurelius), apparently as a recent celebrity, and 
Fronto died about 168. Keim and Renan find allusions to the persecutions under Marcus Aurelius 
(177), and to the attack of Celsus (178), and hence put Octavius between 178 and 180. {1550} 
But these assumptions are unfounded, and they would lead rather to the conclusion that the book 
was not written before 200; for about twenty years elapsed (as Keim himself supposes) before the 
Dialogue actually was recorded on paper. 
 
An unexpected argument for the later age of Minucius is furnished by the recent French discovery 
of the name of Marcus Caecilius Quinti F. Natalis, as the chief magistrate of Cirta (Constantine) 
n Algeria, in several inscriptions from the years 210 to 217. {1551} The heathen speaker 
Caecilius Natalis of our Dialogue hailed from that very city (chs. 9 and 31). The identity of the 
two persons can indeed not be proven, but is at least very probable. 
 
Considering these conflicting possibilities and probabilities, we conclude that Octavius was 
written in the first quarter of the third century, probably during the peaceful reign of Alexander 
Severus (A. D. 222-235). The last possible date is the year 250, because Cyprian’s book 
Deuteronomy Idolorum Vanitate, written about that time is largely based upon it. {1552} 
 
{1533} Jerome puts him after Tertullian (and Cyprian), Lactantius beforeTertullian. 
 
{1534} We may, also refer to more recent analogies: the ablest champions of Romanism-as 
Hurter, Newman, Manning, Brown, owe their intellectual and moral equipment to Protestantism; 
while the Old Catholic leaders of the opposition to Vatican Romanism—as Dollinger, Friedrich, 
Reinkens, Reusch, Langen, von Schulte—were formerly eminent teachers in the Roman church. 
 
{1535} Jerome decribes him as "in signis causidicis Romani fori," but he depended on Lactantius, 
who may have derived this simply from the introduction to the book, where the author speaks of 
taking advantage of the court holidays for an excursion to Ostia. The gens Minucia was famous in 
Rome, and an inscription (Gruter, p. 918) mentions one with the cognomen Felix 
 
{1536} From Cirta (now Constantine). This we must infer from the fact that he call Corn. Fronto 
"Cirtensis noster," Octav. c. 9; comp. c. 31, "tuus Fronto." 
 
{1537} In 40 (al. 41) short chapters which, in Halm’s edition, cover 54 pages, oct. The book was 
written several years after the Dialogue and after the death of Octavius (c. 1: "discedens or 
decedens vir eximius et sanctus immensum sui deside rium nobis reliquit," etc.). 
 
{1538} "Post haec laeti hilaresque discessimus, Caecilius quod crediderit, Octavius gaudere [ad 
gaudendum] quod vicerit, ego [Minuc. Fel.] et quod hic crediderit et hie vicerit." 
 
{1539} The only traces are in chs. 29 and 34, which perhaps allude to Jeremiah 17:5 and 1 
Corinthians 15:36,42. 
 



{1540} Keim supposes that he intended to refute Celsus (but he is nowhere mentioned); 
Deuteronomy Felice, that he aimed at Fronto (who is twice mentioned); Kuhn better: public 
opinion, the ignorant prejudice of the higher classes against Christianity. 
 
{1541} C. 40: "Etiam nunc tamen aliqua consubsidunt non obstrepentia veritati, sed perfectae 
institutioni necessaria, de quibus crastino, quod iam sol occasu declivis est, ut de toto (or et die 
toto) congruentius, promptius requiremus." 
 
{1542} Renan (p. 402) takes a different view, namely that Minucius was a liberal Christian of the 
Deistic stamp, a man of the world "qui n’empeche ni la gaiete, ni le talent, ni le gout aimable de 
la vie, ni la recherche, de l’elegance du style. Que nous sommes loin de l’ebionite ou meme du 
juif de Galilee! Octavius, c’est Ciceron, ou mieux Fronton, devenu chretien. En realite, c’est par 
la culture intellectuelle qu’il arrive au deisme. Il aime la nature, il se plait a la conversation des 
gens biens eleves. Des hommes faits sur ce modele n’auraient cree ni l’avangile ni l’Apocalypse; 
mais, reciproquement, sans de tels adherents, l’avangile, l’Apocalypse, les epItres de Paul 
fussent restes les escrits secrets d’une secte fermee, qui, comme les esseens ou les theapeutes, eut 
finlement disparu." Kuhn, also, represents Minucius as a philosopher rather than a Christian, and 
seems to explain his silence on the specific doctrines of Christianity from ignorance. But no 
educated Christian could be ignorant of Christ and His work, nor of the prophets and apostles 
who were regularly read in public worship. 
 
{1543} On the philosophy of Minucius, see the analysis of Kuhn, p. 21 sqq.; 58 sqq. 
 
{1544} Blondel (1641), Daille (1660), Rosler (1777), Russwurm (1824), doubted the priority of 
Tertullian. See Kuhn, l. c., p. v. 
 
{1545} In his essay on the subject (1866), Ebert put Octavius between 160 and the close of the 
second century; in his more recent work on the History of Christ. Lat. Lit. (1874), vol. I., p. 25, be 
assigns it more definitely to between 179 and 185 ("Anfang oder Mitte der achtziger Jahre des 2. 
Jahrh."). He assumes that Minucius used Athenagoras who wrote 177. 
 
{1546} Ueberweg (1866), Ronsch (Das n. T. Tertull. 1871), Keim (1873), Caspari (1875, III. 
411), Herzog (1876), Hauck (1877), Bonwetsch (1878), Mangold (in Herzog 2 1882), Kuhn 
(1882), Renan (1882), Schwenke (1883). The last (pp. 292 and 294) puts the oral dialogue even 
so far back as Hadrian (before 137), and the composition before the death of Antoninus Pius 
(160). 
 
{1547} Hartel (1869), Jeep (1869), Klussmann (1878), Schultze (1881), and Salmon (1883). 
Hartel, while denying that Tertullian borrowed from Minucius, leaves the way open for an 
independent use of an older book by both. Schultze puts Minucius down to the reign of Domitian 
(300-303), which is much too late. 
 
{1548} Renan (p. 390) calls Minucius (although he puts him before Tertullian) a habitual 
plagiarist who often copies from Cicero without acknowledgment. Dombart (p. 135 sqq.), and 
Schwenke (p. 273 sqq.) prove his dependence on Seneca. 
 
{1549} The crucial test of relative priority applied by Ebert is the relation of the two books to 
Cicero. Minucius wrote with Cicero open before him; Tertullian shows no fresh reading of 
Cicero; consequently if the parallel passages contain traces of Cicero, Tertullian must have 
borrowed them from Minucius. But these traces in Tertullian are very few, and the inference is 
disputable. The application of this test has led Hartel and Salmon (in Smith and Wace, III. 92) to 



the opposite conclusion. And Schultze proves (1) that Minucius used other works of Tertullian 
besides the Apologeticus, and (2) that Minucius, in copying from Cicero, makes the same kind of 
verbal changes in copying from Tertullian. 
 
{1550} Chs. 29, 33, 37. I can find in these passages no proof of any particular violent persecution. 
Tortures are spoken of in ch. 37, but to these the Christians were always exposed. Upon the whole 
the situation of the church appears in the introductory chapters, and throughout the Dialogue, is a 
comparatively quiet one, such as we know it to have been at intervals between the imperial 
persecutions. This is also the impression of Schultze and Schwenke. Minucius is silent about the 
argument so current under Marcus Aurelius, that the Christians are responsible for all the public 
calamities. 
 
{1551} Mommsen, Corp. Lat. Inscript. VIII. 6996 and 7094-7098; Recueil de Constantine, 1869, 
p. 695. See an article by Dessau in "Hermes," 1880, t. xv., p. 471-74; Salmon, l. c., p. 924; and 
Renan, l. c., p.’090 sq. Renan admits the possible identity of this Caecilius with the friend of 
Minucius, but suggests in the interest of his hypothesis that he was the son. 
 
{1552} V. Schultze denies Cyprian’s authorship; but the book is attester by Jerome and Augustin.  

 



199. Cyprian. 
 
Comp. 22, 47 and 53. 
 
(I.) S. Cypriani Opera omnia. Best critical ed. by W. Hartel, Vindob. 1868-’71, 3 vols. oct. (in the 
Vienna "Corpus Scriptorum ecclesiast. Latinorum"); based upon the examination of 40 MSS. 
 
Other edd. by Sweynheym and Pannartz, Rom. 1471 (ed. princeps), again Venice 1477; by 
Erasmus, Bas. 1520 (first critical ed., often reprinted); by Paul Manutius, Rom. 1563; by Morell, 
Par. 1564; by Rigault (Rigaltius), Par. 1648; John Fell, Bp. of Oxford, Oxon. 1682 (very good, 
with Bishop Pearson’s Annales Cyprianici), again Amst. 1700 and since; the Benedictine ed. 
begun by Baluzius and completed by Prud. Maranus, Par. 1726, 1 vol. fol. (a magnificent ed., 
with textual emendations to satisfy the Roman curia), reprinted in Venice, 1758, and in Migne’s 
"Patrol. Lat." (vol. IV. Par. 18, and part of vol. V. 9-80, with sundry additions); a convenient 
manual ed. by Gersdorf, Lips. 1838 sq. (in Gersdorf’s "Biblioth. Patrum Lat." Pars II. and III.) 
 
English translations by N. Marshall, Lond., 1717; in the Oxf. "Library of the Fathers," Oxf. 1840 
and by R. G. Wallis in "Ante-Nicene Lib." Edinb. 1868, 2 vols. N. York ed. vol. V. (1885). 
 
(II.) Vita Cypriani by Pontius, and the Acta Proconsularia Martyrii Cypr., both in Ruinart’s Acta 
Mart. II., and the former in most ed. of his works. 
 
(III.) J. Pearson: Annales Cyprianici. Oxon. 1682, in the ed. of Fell. A work of great learning and 
acumen, determining the chronological order of many Epp. and correcting innumerable mistakes. 
 
H. Dodwell: Dissertationes Cyprianicae tres. Oxon. 1684; Amst. 1700; also in Tom. V of 
Migne’s "Patr. Lat." col. 9-80. 
 
A. F. Gervaise: Vie de St. Cyprien. Par. 1717. 
 
F. W. Rettberg: Cyprianus nach seinem Leben u. Wirken. Gott. 1831. 
 
G. A. Poole: Life and Times of Cyprian. Oxf. 1840 (419 pages). High-church Episcop. and anti-
papal, 
 
Aem. Blampignon: Vie de Cyprien. Par. 1861. 
 
Ch. E. Freppel (Ultramontane): Saint Cyprien et l’eglise d’Afrique au troisieme siecle. Paris, 
1865, 2d ed. 1873. 
 
Ad. Ebert: Geschichte der christl. latein. Literatur. Leipz. 1874, vol. I. 54-61. 
 
J. Peters (R.C.): Der heil. Cyprian. Leben u. Wirken. Regensb. 1877. 
 
B. Fechtrup: Der h. Cyprian, Leben u. Lehre, vol. I. Munster, 1878. 
 
Otto Ritschl: Cyprian vom Karthago und die Verfassung der Kirche. Gottingen 1885. 
 
Articles on special topics connected with Cyprian by J. W. Nevin and Varien (both in 
"Mercerburg Review" for 1852 and ‘53); Peters (Ultramontane: Cyprian’s doctrine on Unity of 



the Church in opposition to the schisms of Carthage and Rome, Luxemb 1870); Jos. Hub. 
Reinkens (Old Cath. Bp.: Cypr’s. Doctr. on the Unity of the Church. Wurzburg, 1873). 
 
I. Life of Cyprian. 
 
Thascius Caecilius Cyprianus, bishop and martyr, and the impersonation of the catholic church of 
the middle of the third century, sprang from a noble and wealthy heathen family of Carthage, 
where he was born about the year 200, or earlier. His deacon and biographer, Pontius, considers 
his earlier life not worthy of notice in comparison with his subsequent greatness in the church. 
Jerome tells us, that he stood in high repute as a teacher of rhetoric. {1553} He was, at all events, 
a man of commanding literary, rhetorical, and legal culture, and of eminent administrative ability 
which afterwards proved of great service to him in the episcopal office. He lived in worldly 
splendor to mature age, nor was he free from the common vices of heathenism, as we must infer 
from his own confessions. But the story, that he practised arts of magic arises perhaps from some 
confusion, and is at any rate unattested. Yet, after he became a Christian he believed, like 
Tertullian and others, in visions and dreams, and had some only a short time before his 
martyrdom. 
 
A worthy presbyter, Caecilius, who lived in Cyprian’s house, and afterwards at his death 
committed his wife and children to him, first made him acquainted with the doctrines of the 
Christian religion, and moved him to read the Bible. After long resistance Cyprian forsook the 
world, entered the class of catechumens, sold his estates for the benefit of the poor, {1554} took a 
vow of chastity, and in 245 or 246 received baptism, adopting, out of gratitude to his spiritual 
father, the name of Caecilius. 
 
"He himself, in a tract soon afterwards written to a friend, {1555} gives us the following 
oratorical description of his conversion: While I languished in darkness and deep night, tossing 
upon the sea of a troubled world, ignorant of my destination, and far from truth and light, I 
thought it, according to my then habits, altogether a difficult and hard thing that a man could be 
born anew, and that, being quickened to new life by the bath of saving water, he might put off the 
past, and, while preserving the identity of the body, might transform the man in mind and heart. 
How, said I, is such a change possible? How can one at once divest himself of all that was either 
innate or acquired and grown upon him?... Whence does he learn frugality, who was accustomed 
to sumptuous feasts? And how shall he who shone in costly apparel, in gold and purple, come 
down to common and simple dress? He who has lived in honor and station, cannot bear to be 
private and obscure.... But when, by the aid of the regenerating water, {1556} the stain of my 
former life was washed away, a serene and pure light poured from above into my purified breast. 
So soon as I drank the spirit from above and was transformed by a second birth into a new man, 
then the wavering mind became wonderfully firm; what had been closed opened; the dark became 
light; strength came for that which had seemed difficult; what I had thought impossible became 
practicable." 
 
Cyprian now devoted himself zealously, in ascetic retirement, to the study of the Scriptures and 
the church teachers, especially Tertullian, whom be called for daily with the words: "Hand me the 
master!" {1557} The influence of Tertullian on his theological formation is unmistakable, and 
appears at once, for example, on comparing the tracts of the two on prayer and on patience, or the 
work of the one on the vanity of idols with the apology of the other. It is therefore rather strange 
that in his own writings we find no acknowledgment of his indebtedness, and, as far as I recollect, 
no express allusion whatever to Tertullian and the Montanists. But he could derive no aid and 
comfort from him in his conflict with schism. 
 



Such a man could not long remain concealed. Only two years after his baptism, in spite of his 
earnest remonstrance, Cyprian was raised to the bishopric of Carthage by the acclamations of the 
people, and was thus at the same time placed at the head of the whole North African clergy. This 
election of a neophyte was contrary to the letter of the ecclesiastical laws, {comp. 1 Timothy 3:6} 
and led afterwards to the schism of the party of Novatus. But the result proved, that here, as in the 
similar elevation of Ambrose, Augustin, and other eminent bishops of the ancient church, the 
voice of the people was the voice of God. 
 
For the space of ten years, ending with his triumphant martyrdom, Cyprian administered the 
episcopal office in Carthage with exemplary energy, wisdom, and fidelity, and that in a most 
stormy time, amidst persecutions from without and schismatic agitations within. The persecution 
under Valerian brought his active labors to a close. He was sent into exile for eleven months, then 
tried before the Proconsul, and condemned to be beheaded. When the sentence was pronounced, 
he said: "Thanks be to God," knelt in prayer, tied the bandage over his eyes with his own hand, 
gave to the executioner a gold piece, and died with the dignity and composure of a hero. His 
friends removed and buried his body by night. Two chapels were erected on the spots of his death 
and burial. The anniversary of his death was long observed; and five sermons of Augustin still 
remain in memory of Cyprian’s martyrdom, Sept. 14, 258. 
 
II. Character and Position. 
 
As Origen was the ablest scholar, and Tertullian the strongest writer, so Cyprian was the greatest 
bishop, of the third century. He was born to be a prince in the church. In executive talent, he even 
surpassed all the Roman bishops of his time; and he bore himself towards them, also, as "frater" 
and "collega," in the spirit of full equality. Augustin calls him by, eminence, "the catholic bishop 
and catholic martyr;" and Vincentius of Lirinum, "the light of all saints, all martyrs, and all 
bishops." His stamp of character was more that of Peter than either of Paul or John. 
 
His peculiar importance falls not so much in the field of theology, where he lacks originality and 
depth, as in church organization and discipline. While Tertullian dealt mainly with heretics, 
Cyprian directed his polemics against schismatics, among whom he had to condemn, though he 
never does in fact, his venerated teacher, who died a Montanist. Yet his own conduct was not 
perfectly consistent with his position; for in the controversy on heretical baptism he himself 
exhibited his master’s spirit of opposition to Rome. He set a limit to his own exclusive catholic 
principle of tradition by the truly Protestant maxims: "Consuetudo sine veritate vetustas erroris 
est, and, Non est de consuetudine praescribendum, sed ratione vincendum." In him the idea of the 
old catholic hierarchy and episcopal autocracy, both in its affinity and in its conflict with the idea 
of the papacy, was personally embodied, so to speak, and became flesh and blood. The unity of 
the church, as the vehicle and medium of all salvation, was the thought of his life and the passion 
of his heart. But he contended with the same zeal for an independent episcopate as for a Roman 
primacy; and the authority of his name has been therefore as often employed against the papacy 
as in its favor. On both sides he was the faithful organ of the churchly spirit of the age. 
 
It were great injustice to attribute his high churchly principle to pride and ambition, though 
temptations to this spirit unquestionably beset a prominent position like his. Such principles are, 
entirely compatible with sincere personal humility before God. It was the deep conviction of the 
divine authority, and the heavy responsibility of the episcopate, which lay it the bottom both of 
his first "nolo episcopari," and of subsequent hierarchical feeling. He was as conscientious in 
discharging the duties, as he was jealous in maintaining the rights, of his office. Notwithstanding 
his high conception of the dignity of a bishop, he took counsel of his presbyters in everything, 
and respected the rights of his people. He knew how to combine strictness and moderation, 



dignity and gentleness, and to inspire love and confidence as well as esteem and veneration. He 
took upon himself, like a father, the care of the widows and orphans, the poor and sick. During 
the great pestilence of 252 he showed the most self-sacrificing fidelity to his flock, and love for 
his enemies. He forsook his congregation, indeed, in the Decian persecution, but only, as he 
expressly assured them, in pursuance of a divine admonition, and in order to direct them during 
his fourteen months of exile by pastoral epistles. His conduct exposed him to the charge of 
cowardice. In the Valerian persecution he completely washed away the stain of that flight with 
the blood of his calm and cheerful martyrdom. 
 
He exercised first rigid discipline, but at a later period—not in perfect consistency—he moderated 
his disciplinary principles in prudent accommodation to the exigencies of the times. With 
Tertullian he prohibited all display of female dress, which only deformed the work of the Creator; 
and he warmly opposed all participation in heathen amusements,—even refusing a converted 
play-actor permission to give instruction in declamation and pantomime. He lived in a simple, 
ascetic way, under a sense of the perishableness of all earthly things, and in view of the solemn 
eternity, in which alone also the questions and strifes of the church militant would be perfectly 
settled. "Only above," says he in his tract Deuteronomy Mortalitate, which be composed during 
the pestilence, "only above are true peace, sure repose, constant, firm, and eternal security; there 
is our dwelling, there our home. Who would not fain hasten to reach it? There a great multitude of 
beloved awaits us; the numerous host of fathers, brethren, and children. There is a glorious choir 
of apostles there the number of exulting prophets; there the countless multitude of martyrs, 
crowned with victory after warfare and suffering; there triumphing virgins; there the merciful 
enjoying their reward. Thither let us hasten with longing desire; let us wish to be soon with them, 
soon with Christ. After the earthly comes the heavenly; after the small follows the great after 
perishableness, eternity." 
 
III. His writings. 
 
As an author, Cyprian is far less original, fertile and vigorous than Tertullian, but is clearer, more 
moderate, and more elegant and rhetorical in his style. He wrote independently only on the 
doctrines of the church, the priesthood, and sacrifice. 
 
(1.) His most important works relate to practical questions on church government and discipline. 
Among these is his tract on the Unity of the Church (A. D. 251), that "magna charta" of the old 
catholic high-church spirit, the commanding importance of which we have already considered. 
Then eighty-one Epistles, {1558} some very long, to various bishops, to the clergy and the 
churches of Africa and of Rome, to the confessors, to the lapsed, &c.; comprising also some 
letters from others in reply, as from Cornelius of Rome and Firmilian of Caesarea. They give us a 
very graphic picture of his pastoral labors, and of the whole church life of that day. To the same 
class belongs also his treatise: Deuteronomy Lapsis (A. D. 250) against loose penitential 
discipline. 
 
(2.) Besides these he wrote a series of moral works, On the Grace of God (246); On the Lord’s 
Prayer (252); On Mortality (252); against worldly-mindedness and pride of dress in consecrated 
virgins (De Habitu Virginum); a glowing call to Martyrdom; an exhortation to liberality (De 
Opere el Eleemosynis, between 254 and 256), with a touch of the "opus operatum" doctrine; and 
two beautiful tracts written during his controversy with pope Stephanus: Deuteronomy Bono 
Patienti, and Deuteronomy Zelo et Livore (about 256), in which he exhorts the excited minds to 
patience and moderation. 
 



(3.) Least important are his two apologetic works, the product of his Christian pupilage. One is 
directed against heathenism (de Idolorum Vanitate), and is borrowed in great part, often verbally, 
from Tertullian and Minucius Felix. The other, against Judaism (Testimonia adversus Judaeos), 
also contains no new thoughts, but furnishes a careful collection of Scriptural proofs of the 
Messiahship and divinity of Jesus. 
 
Note.—Among the pseudo-Cyprianic writings is a homily against dice-playing and all games of 
chance (Adversus Aleatores, in Hartel’s ed. III. 92-103), which has been recently vindicated for 
Bishop Victor of Rome (190-202), an African by birth and an exclusive high churchman. It is 
written in the tone of a papal encyclical and in rustic Latin. See Harnack: Der pseudo-cyprian. 
Tractat Deuteronomy Aleatoribus, Leipzig 1888. Ph. Schaff: The Oldest Papal Encyclical, in The 
Independent, N. York, Feb. 28, 1889. 
 
{1553} Catal. c. 67: "Cyprianus Afer primum gloriose rhetoricam docuit." 
 
{1554} Pontius, in his Vita, a very unsatisfactory sketch, prefixed to the editions of the works of 
Cyprian, places this act of renunciation {Matthew 19:21} before his baptism. "inter fidei prima 
rudimenta." Cyprian’s gardens, however, together with a villa, were afterwards restored to him, 
"Dei indulgentia," that is, very probably, through the liberality of his Christian friends. 
 
{1555} Deuteronomy Gratia Dei, ad Donatum, c. 3, 4. 
 
{1556} "Undae genitalis auxilio," which refers of course to baptism. 
 
{1557} "Da magistrum!" So Jerome relates in his notice on Tertullian, Cat. c. 53, on the 
testimony of an old man, who had heard it in his youth from the "notarius beati Cypriani." As to 
the time, Cyprian might have personally known Tertullian, who lived at least till the year 220 or 
230. 
 
{1558} The order of them varies in different editions occasioning frequent confusion in citation.  

 



200. Novatian. 
 
Comp. 58, p. 196 sq. and 183, p. 773. 
 
(I.) Novatiani, Presbyteri Romani, Opera quae exstant omnia. Ed. by Gagnaeus (Par. 1545, in the 
works of Tertullian); Gelenius (Bas. 1550 and 1562); Pamelius (Par. 1598); Gallandi (Tom III.); 
Edw. Welchman (Oxf. 1724); J. Jackson (Lond. 1728, the best ed.); Migne (in "Patrol. Lat." Tom. 
III. col. 861-970). Migne’s ed. includes the dissertation of Lumper and the Commentary of 
Gallandi. 
 
English translation by R. E. Wallis in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Library," vol. II. (1869), p. 297-395; 
Comp. vol. I. 85 sqq. 
 
(II.) Euseb.: H. E. VI. 43, 44, 45. Hieron.: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 66 and 70; Ep. 36 ad Damas.; 
Apol. adv. Ruf. II. 19. Socrates: H. E. IV. 28. The Epistles Of Cyprian and Cornelius referring to 
the schism of Novatian (Cypr. Ep. 44, 45, 49, 52, 55, 59, 60, 68, 69, 73). Epiphanius: Haer. 59; 
Socrates: H. E IV. 28. Theodor.: Haer. Fab. III. 5. Photius Biblioth. 182, 208, 280. 
 
(III.) Walch: Ketzerhistorie II. 185-288. Schoenemann: Biblioth. Hist. Lit. Patr. Latinorum, I. 
135-142. Lumper: Dissert. de Vita, Scriptis, et doctrina Nov., in Migne’s ed. III. 861-884. 
Neander, I. 237-248, and 687 (Am ed.) Caspari: Quellen zur Gesch. des Taufsymbols, III. 428-
430, 437-439. Jos. Langen (Old Cath.): "Gesch. der rom. Kirche (Bonn 1881), p. 289-314. 
Harnack; Novatian in Herzog 2 X. (1882), p. 652-670. Also the works on Cyprian, especially 
Fechtrup. See Lit. 199. On Novatian’s doctrine of the trinity and the person of Christ see Dorner’s 
Entwicklungsgesch. der L. v. d. Pers. Christi (1851), I. 601-604. (Dem Tertullian nahe stehend, 
von ihm abhangig, aber auch ihn verflachend ist Novatian.") 
 
Novatian, the second Roman anti-Pope (Hippolytus being probably the first), orthodox in 
doctrine, but schismatic in discipline, and in both respects closely resembling Hippolytus and 
Tertullian, flourished in the middle of the third century and became the founder of a sect called 
after his name. {1559} He was a man of unblemished, though austere character, considerable 
biblical and philosophical learning, speculative talent, and eloquence. {1560} He is moreover, 
next to Victor and Minucius Felix, the first Roman divine who used the Latin Language, and used 
it with skill. We may infer that at his time the Latin had become or was fast becoming the ruling 
language of the Roman church, especially in correspondence with North Africa and the West; yet 
both Novatian and his rival Cornelius addressed the Eastern bishops in Greek. The epitaphs of 
five Roman bishops of the third century, Urbanus, Anteros, Fabianus, Lucius, and Eutychianus 
(between 223 and 283), in the cemetery of Callistus are Greek, but the epitaph of Cornelius (251-
253) who probably belonged to the noble Roman family of that name, is Latin ("Cornelius Martyr 
E. R. X.") {1561} 
 
At, that time the Roman congregation numbered forty presbyters, seven deacons, seven sub-
deacons, forty-two acolytes, besides exorcists, readers and janitors, and an "innumerable 
multitude of the people," which may have amounted perhaps to about 50,000 members. {1562} 
 
We know nothing of the time and place of the birth and death of Novatian. He was probably an 
Italian. The later account of his Phrygian origin deserves no credit, and may have arisen from the 
fact that he had many followers in Phrygia, where they united with the Montanists. He was 
converted in adult age, and received only clinical baptism by sprinkling on the sick bed without 
subsequent episcopal confirmation, but was nevertheless ordained to the priesthood and rose to 



the highest rank in the Roman clergy. He conducted the official correspondence of the Roman see 
during the vacancy from the martyrdom of Fabian, January 21, 250, till the election of Cornelius, 
March, 251. In his letter to Cyprian, written in the name of "the presbyters and deacons abiding at 
Rome," {1563} he refers the question of the restoration of the lapsed to a future council, but 
shows his own preference for a strict discipline, as most necessary in peace and in persecution, 
and as "the rudder of safety in the tempest." {1564} 
 
He may have aspired to the papal chair to which he seemed to have the best claim. But after the 
Decian persecution had ceased his rival Cornelius, unknown before, was elected by a majority of 
the clergy and favored the lenient discipline towards the Fallen which his predecessors Callistus 
and Zephyrinus had exercised, and against which Hippolytus had so strongly protested twenty or 
thirty years before. Novatian was elected anti-Pope by a minority and consecrated by three Italian 
bishops. {1565} He was excommunicated by a Roman council, and Cornelius denounced him in 
official letters as "a deceitful, cunning and savage beast." Both parties appealed to foreign 
churches. Fabian of Antioch sympathized with Novatian, but Dionysius of Alexandria, and 
especially Cyprian who in the mean time had relaxed his former rigor and who hated schism like 
the very pest, supported Cornelius, and the lax and more charitable system of discipline, together 
with worldly conformity triumphed in the Catholic church. Nevertheless the Novatian schism 
spread East and West and maintained its severe discipline and orthodox creed in spite of imperial 
persecution down to the sixth century. Novatian died a martyr according to the tradition of his 
followers. The controversy turned on the extent of the power of the Keys and the claims of justice 
to the purity of the church and of mercy towards the fallen. The charitable view prevailed by the 
aid of the principle that out of the church there is no salvation. 
 
Novatian was a fruitful author. Jerome ascribes to him works On the Passover; On the Sabbath; 
On Circumcision; On the Priest (De Sacerdote); On Prayer; On the Jewish Meats; On 
Perseverance; { 1566} On Attilus (a martyr of Pergamus); and "On the Trinity." 
 
Two of these books are preserved. The most important is his Liber de Trinitate (31 chs.), 
composed A. D. 256. It has sometimes been ascribed to Tertullian or Cyprian. Jerome calls it a 
"great work," and an extract from an unknown work of Tertullian on the same subject. Novatian 
agrees essentially with Tertullian’s subordination trinitarianism. He ably vindicates the divinity of 
Christ and of the Holy Spirit, strives to reconcile the divine threeness with unity, and refutes the 
Monarchians, especially the Sabellians by biblical and philosophical arguments. 
 
In his Epistola de Cibus Judaicis (7 chapters) written to his flock from a place of retirement 
during persecution, he tries to prove by allegorical interpretation, that the Mosaic laws on food 
are no longer binding upon Christians, and that Christ has substituted temperance and abstinence 
for the prohibition of unclean animals, with the exception of meat offered to idols, which is 
forbidden by the Apostolic council. {Acts 15} 
 
{1559} Novatiani, in the East also kayaroi, which is equivalent to Puritans. 
 
{1560} Jerome calls him and Tertullian eloquentissimi viri (Ad Dam. Ep. 36). Eusebius speaks 
unfavorably of him on account of bis severe discipline, which seemed to deny mercy to poor 
sinners. 
 
{1561} On the subject of the official language of the Roman Church, see especially the learned 
and conclusive investigations of Caspari,l. c. III. 430 sqq., and the inscriptions in Deuteronomy 
Rossi, Rom. sotter. I. 277 sqq., 293, and II. 76 sqq. Also Harnack: D. Pseudo-Cyprian. Tractat D 



Aleatoribus, 1888. Cornelius was not buried officially by the Roman Church, but by private 
members of the same. 
 
{1562} See the letter of Cornelius to Fabius, preserved by Euseb. VI. 33. 
 
{1563} Ep. XXX. of Cyprian (Oxf. and Hartel’s edd.). English version in "Ante-Nic. Libr.," 
Cyprian’s works, I. 85-92. That this letter was written by Novatian, appears from Cyprian’s Ep. 
LV. (ad Antonianum) cap. 4, where Cyprian quotes a passage from the same, and then adds 
"Additum est etiam Novatiano tunc scribente," etc. 
 
{1564} Ch. 2. Comp. also ch. 3, where he says: "Far be it from the Roman Church to slacken her 
vigor with so profane a facility, and to loosen the nerves of her severity by overthrowing the 
majesty of faith; so that when the wrecks of your ruined brethren are not only lying, but are 
falling around, remedies of a too hasty kind, and certainly not likely to avail, should be afforded 
for Communion; and by a false mercy, new wounds should be impressed on the old wounds of 
their transgression; so that even repentance should be snatched from there wretched beings, to 
their greater overthrow." And in ch. 7: "Whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I also 
deny before my Father and before his angels. For God, as He is merciful, so He exacts obedience 
to his precepts, and indeed carefully exacts it; and as be invites to the banquet, so the man that 
hath not a wedding garment be binds hands and feet, and casts him out beyond the assembly of 
the saints. He has prepared heaven but he has also prepared hell. He has prepared places of 
refreshment, but he has also prepared eternal punishment. He has prepared the light that none can 
approach unto, but he has also prepared the vast and eternal gloom of perpetual night." At the 
close be favors an exception in case of impending death of the penitent lapsed, to whom cautious 
help should be administered, "that neither ungodly men should praise our smooth facility, nor 
truly penitent men accuse our severity as cruel." This letter relieves Novatian of the reproach of 
being chiefly influenced in his schism by personal motives, as Pope Cornelius (Euseb. VI. 43), 
and Roman historians maintain (also Harnack, in Herzog X. 661). 
 
{1565} "Exodus exigna et vilissima Italiae parte." See Jaffe Regesta Pontif. Rom. p. 7. Cornelius, 
in his letter to Fabian (Euseb. VI. 43), describes these three bishops as contemptible ignoramuses, 
who were intoxicated when they ordained Novatian "by a shadowy and empty imposition of 
hands." 
 
{1566} Deuteronomy Instantia, probably in persecution, not in prayer. See Caspari, p. 428, note 
284 versus Lardner and Lumper, who explain it of Perseverance in prayer: but this was no doubt 
treated in Deuteronomy Oratione, for which, however, the Vatican Cod. reads Deuteronomy 
Ordinatione.  

 



201. Commodian. 
 
(I.) Commodianus: Instructiones adversus Gentium Deos pro Christiana Disciplina, and Carmen 
Apologeticum adversus Judaeos et Gentes. The Instructiones were discovered by Sirmond, and 
first edited by Rigault at Toul, 1650; more recently by Fr. Oehler in Gersdorf’s "Biblioth. P. 
Lat.," vol. XVIII., Lips. 1847 (p. 133-194,) and by Migne." Patrol." vol. V. col. 201-262. 
 
The second work was discovered and published by Card. Pitra in the "Spicilegium Solesmense," 
Tom. I. Par. 1852, p. 21-49 and Excurs. 537-543, and with new emendations of the corrupt text in 
Tom. IV. (1858), p. 222-224; and better by Ronsch in the "Zeitschrift fur hist. Theol." for 1872. 
 
Both poems were edited together by E. Ludwig: Commodiani Carmina, Lips. 1877 and 1878; and 
by B. Dombart, Vienna. 
 
English translation of the first poem (but in prose) by R. E. Wallis in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene 
Library," vol. III. (1870, pp. 434-474). 
 
(II.) Dodwell: Dissert. de aetate Commod. Prolegg. in Migne, V. 189-200. Alzog: Patrol. 340-
342. J. L. Jacobi in Schneider’s "Zeitschrift fur christl. Wissenschaft und christl. Leben" for 1853, 
pp. 203-209. Ad. Ebert, in an appendix to his essay on Tertullian’s relation to Minucius Felix, 
Leipz. 1868, pp. 69-102; in his Gesch. er christl. lat. Lit., I. 86-93; also his art. in Herzog 2 III. 
325 sq. Leimbach, in an Easter Programme on Commodian’s Carmen apol. adv. Gentes et 
Judaeos, Schmalkalden, 1871 (he clears up many points). Hermann Ronsch, in the "Zeitschrift fur 
historische Theologie" for 1872, No. 2, pp. 163-302 (he presents a revised Latin text with 
philological explanations). Young in Smith and Wace, I. 610-611. 
 
Commodian was probably a clergyman in North Africa. {1567} He was converted from 
heathenism by the study of the Scriptures, especially of the Old Testament. {1568} He wrote 
about the middle of the third century two works in the style of vulgar African latinity, in uncouth 
versification and barbarian hexameter, without regard to quantity and hiatus. They are poetically 
and theologically worthless, but not unimportant for the history of practical Christianity, and 
reveal under a rude dress with many superstitious notions, a humble and fervent Christian heart. 
Commodian was a Patripassian in christology and a Chiliast in eschatology. Hence he is assigned 
by Pope Gelasius to the apocryphal writers. His vulgar African latinity is a landmark in the 
history of the Latin language and poetry in the transition to the Romance literature of the middle 
ages. 
 
The first poem is entitled "Instructions for the Christian Life," written about A. D. 240 or earlier. 
{1569} It is intended to convert heathens and Jews, and gives also exhortations to catechumens, 
believers, and penitents. The poem has over twelve hundred verses and is divided into eighty 
strophes, each of which is an acrostic, the initial letters of the lines composing the title or subject 
of the section. The first 45 strophes are apologetic, and aimed at the heathen, the remaining 35 are 
parenetic and addressed to Christians. The first part exhorts unbelievers to repent in view of the 
impending end of the world, and gives prominence to chiliastic ideas about Antichrist, the return 
of the Twelve Tribes, the first resurrection, the millennium, and the last judgment. The second 
part exhorts catechumens and various classes of Christians. The last acrostic which again reminds 
the reader of the end of the world, is entitled "Nomen Gazaei," {1570} and, if read backwards, 
gives the name of the author: Commodianus mendicus Christi. {1571} 
 



2. The second work which was only brought to light in 1852, is an "Apologetic Poem against 
Jews and Gentiles," and was written about 249. It exhorts them (like the first part of the 
"Instructions" to repent without delay in view of the approaching end of the world). It is likewise 
written in uncouth hexameters and discusses in 47 sections the doctrine of God, of man, and of 
the Redeemer (vers. 89-275); the meaning of the names of Son and Father in the economy of 
salvation (276-573); the obstacles to the progress of Christianity (574-611); it warns Jews and 
Gentiles to forsake their religion (612-783), and gives a description of the last things (784-1053). 
 
The most interesting part of this second poem is the conclusion. It contains a fuller description of 
Antichrist than the first poem. The author expects that the end of the world will soon come with 
the seventh persecution; the Goths will conquer Rome and redeem the Christians; but then Nero 
will appear as the heathen Antichrist, reconquer Rome, and rage against the Christians three years 
and a-half; he will be conquered in turn by the Jewish and real Antichrist from the east, who after 
the defeat of Nero and the burning of Rome will return to Judaea, perform false miracles, and be 
worshipped by the Jews. At last Christ appears, that is God himself (from the Monarchian 
standpoint of the author), with the lost Twelve Tribes as his army, which had lived beyond Persia 
in happy simplicity and virtue; under astounding phenomena of nature he will conquer Antichrist 
and his host, convert all nations and take possession of the holy city of Jerusalem. The concluding 
description of the judgment is preserved only in broken fragments. The idea of a double 
Antichrist is derived from the two beasts of the Apocalypse, and combines the Jewish conception 
of the Antimessiah, and the heathen Nero-legend. But the remarkable feature is that the second 
Antichrist is represented as a Jew and as defeating the heathen Nero, as he will be defeated by 
Christ. The same idea of a double antichrist appears in Lactantius. {1572} 
 
{1567} In the MSS. of the second poem be is called a bishop. Commodian gives no indication of 
his clerical status, but it may be fairly inferred from his learning. In the last section of his second 
poem lie calls himself Gazaeus. Ebert understands this geographically, from the city of Gaza in 
Syria. But in this case he would have written in Greek or in Syriac. The older interpretation is 
preferable, from Gaza (gaza), treasure, or gazophylacium (gazofulakion) treasury, which 
indicates either his possession of the treasure of saving truth or his dependence for support on the 
treasury of the church. 
 
{1568} Ebert suggests that he was a Jewish proselyte; but in the introduction to the first poem he 
says that he formerly worshipped the gods (deos vanos), which he believed to be demons, like 
most of the patristic writers. 
 
{1569} The author upbraids the Gentiles for persevering in unbelief after Christianity had existed 
for 200 years (VI. 2). Ebert dates the Instructions back as far as 239. Alzog puts it down much 
later. 
 
{1570} See above p. 854. Note 1 
 
{1571} The last five lines are (see Migne V. Col. 261, 262): 
 
ostenduntur illis, et legunt gesta de coelo 
 
memoria prisca debito et merita digno. 
 
merces in perpetuo secundum facta tyranno. 
 
omnia non possum comprehendere parvo libello. 



 
curiositas docti inveniet nomenin isto. 
 
{1572} Inst. Div. VII. 16 sqq.  

 



202. Arnobius. 
 
(I.) Arnobii (oratoris) adversus Nationes (or Gentes) libri septem. Best ed. by Reifferscheid, 
Vindob. 1875. (vol. IV. of the "Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum," issued by the 
Academy of Vienna.) 
 
Other editions: by Faustus Sabaeus, Florence 1543 (ed. princeps); Bas. (Frobenius) 1546; Paris 
1580, 1666, 1715; Antw. 1582; Rom. 1583; Genev. 1597; Lugd. Bat. 1598, 165l; by Orelli, Lips. 
1816; Hildebrand, Halle, 1844; Migne, "Patrol. Lat." v. 1844, col. 350 sqq. Fr. Oehler (in 
Gersdorf’s "Bibl. Patr. Lat."), Lips. 1846. On the text see the Prolegg of Oehler and 
Reifferscheid. 
 
English Version by A. Hamilton Bryce and Hugh Campbell, in Clark’s "Ante-Nic. Libr." vol. 
XIX. (Edinb. 1871). German transl. by Benard (1842), and Alleker (1858). 
 
(II.) Hieronymus: Deuteronomy Vir. ill. 79; Chron. ad ann. 325 (xx. Constantini); Ep. 46, and 58, 
ad Paulinum. 
 
(III) The learned Dissertatio praevia of the Benedictine Le Nourry in Migne’s ed. v. 365-714. 
Neander: I. 687-689. Mohler (R.C.): Patrol. I. 906-916. Alzog (R.C.): Patrologie (3d ed), p. 205-
210. Zink: Zur Kritik und Erklarung des Arnob., Bamb. 1873. Ebert, Gesch. der christl. lat. Lit. I 
61-70. Herzog in Herzog 2 I. 692 sq. Moule in Smith and Wace I. 167-169. 
 
Arnobius, a successful teacher of rhetoric with many pupils (Lactantius being one of them), was 
first an enemy, then an advocate of Christianity. He lived in Sicca, an important city on the 
Numidian border to the Southwest of Carthage, in the latter part of the third and the beginning of 
the fourth century. He was converted to Christ in adult age, like his more distinguished fellow-
Africans, Tertullian and Cyprian. "O blindness," he says, in describing the great change, "only a 
short time ago I was worshipping images just taken from the forge, gods shaped upon the anvil 
and by the hammer.... When I saw a stone made smooth and smeared with oil, I prayed to it and 
addressed it as if a living power dwelt in it, and implored blessings from the senseless stock. And 
I offered grievious insult even to the gods, whom I took to be such, in that I considered them 
wood, stone, and bone, or fancied that they dwelt in the stuff of such things. Now that I have been 
led by so great a teacher into the way of truth, I know what all that is, I think worthily of the 
Worthy, offer no insult to the Godhead, and give every one his due.... Is Christ, then, not to be 
regarded as God? And is He who in other respects may be deemed the very greatest, not to be 
honored with divine worship, from whom we have received while alive so great gifts, and from 
whom, when the day comes we expect greater gifts?" {1573} 
 
The contrast was very startling indeed, if we remember that Sicca bore the epithet "Veneria," as 
the seat of the vile worship of the goddess of lust in whose temple the maidens sacrificed their 
chastity, like the Corinthian priestesses of Aphrodite. He is therefore especially severe in his 
exposure of the sexual immoralities of the heathen gods, among whom Jupiter himself takes the 
lead in all forms of vice. {1574} 
 
We know nothing of his subsequent life and death. Jerome, the only ancient writer who mentions 
him, adds some doubtful particulars, namely that he was converted by visions or dreams, that he 
was first refused admission to the Church by the bishop of Sicca, and hastily wrote his apology in 
proof of his sincerity. But this book, though written soon after his conversion, is rather the result 
of an inward impulse and strong conviction than outward occasion. 



 
We have from him an Apology of Christianity in seven books of unequal length, addressed to the 
Gentiles. It was written A. D. 303, {1575} at the outbreak of the Diocletian persecution; for he 
alludes to the tortures, the burning of the sacred Scriptures and the destruction of the meeting 
houses, which were the prominent features of that persecution. {1576} It is preserved in only one 
manuscript (of the ninth or tenth century), which contains also the "Octavius" of Minucius Felix. 
{1577} The first two books are apologetic, the other five chiefly polemic. Arnobius shows great 
familiarity with Greek and Roman mythology and literature, and quotes freely from Homer, 
Plato, Cicero, and Varro. He ably refutes the objections to Christianity, beginning with the 
popular charge that it brought the wrath of the gods and the many public calamities upon the 
Roman empire. He exposes at length the absurdities and immoralities of the heathen mythology. 
He regards the gods as real, but evil beings. 
 
The positive part is meagre and unsatisfactory. Arnobius seems as ignorant about the Bible as 
Minucius Felix. He never quotes the Old Testament, and the New Testament only once. {1578} 
He knows nothing of the history of the Jews, and the Mosaic worship, and confounds the 
Pharisees and Sadducees. Yet be is tolerably familiar, whether from the Gospels or from tradition, 
with the history of Christ. He often refers in growing language to his incarnation, crucifixion, and 
exaltation. He represents him as the supreme teacher who revealed God to man, the giver of 
eternal life, yea, as God, though born a man, as God on high, God in his inmost nature, as the 
Saviour God, and the object of worship. {1579} Only his followers can be saved, but he offers 
salvation even to his enemies. His divine mission is proved by his miracles, and these are attested 
by their unique character, their simplicity, publicity and beneficence. He healed at once a hundred 
or more afflicted with various diseases, he stilled the raging tempest, he walked over the sea with 
unwet foot, he astonished the very waves, he fed five thousand with five loaves, and filled twelve 
baskets with the fragments that remained, he called the dead from the tomb. He revealed himself 
after the resurrection "in open day to countless numbers of men;" "he appears even now to 
righteous men of unpolluted mind who love him, not in any dreams, but in a form of pure 
simplicity." {1580} 
 
His doctrine of God is Scriptural, and strikingly contrasts with the absurd mythology. God is the 
author and ruler of all things, unborn, infinite, spiritual, omnipresent, without passion, dwelling in 
light, the giver of all good, the sender of the Saviour. 
 
As to man, Arnobius asserts his free will, but also his ignorance and sin, and denies his 
immortality. The soul outlives the body but depends solely on God for the gift of eternal duration. 
The wicked go to the fire of Gehenna, and will ultimately be consumed or annihilated. He teaches 
the resurrection of the flesh, but in obscure terms. 
 
Arnobius does not come up to the standard of Catholic orthodoxy, even of the ante-Nicene age. 
Considering his apparent ignorance of the Bible, and his late conversion, we need not be 
surprised at this. Jerome now praises, now censures him, as unequal, prolix, and confused in 
style, method, and doctrine. Pope Gelasius in the fifth century banished his book to the 
apocryphal index, and since that time it was almost forgotten, till it was brought to light again in 
the sixteenth century. Modern critics agree in the verdict that he is more successful in the 
refutation of error than in the defense of truth. 
 
But the honesty, courage, and enthusiasm of the convert for his new faith are as obvious as the 
defects of his theology. If be did not know or clearly understand the doctrines of the Bible, be 
seized its moral tone. {1581} "We have learned," he says, "from Christ’s teaching and his laws, 
that evil ought not to be requited with evil, {comp. Matthew 5:39} that it is better to suffer wrong 



than to inflict it, that we should rather shed our own blood than stain our hands and our 
conscience with that of another. An ungrateful world is now for a long period enjoying the benefit 
of Christ; for by his influence the rage of savage ferocity has been softened, and restrained from 
the blood of a fellow-creature. If all would lend an ear to his salutary and peaceful laws, the world 
would turn the use of steel to occupations of peace, and live in blessed harmony, maintaining 
inviolate the sanctity of treaties." {1582} He indignantly asks the heathen, "Why have our 
writings deserved to be given to the flames, and our meetings to be cruelly broken up? In them 
prayer is offered to the supreme God, peace and pardon are invoked upon all in authority, upon 
soldiers, kings, friends, enemies, upon those still in life, and those released from the bondage of 
the flesh. In them all that is said tends to make men humane, gentle, modest, virtuous, chaste, 
generous in dealing with their substance, and inseparably united to all that are embraced in our 
brotherhood." {1583} He uttered his testimony boldly in the face of the last and most cruel 
persecution, and it is not unlikely that he himself was one of its victims. 
 
The work of Arnobius is a rich store of antiquarian and mythological knowledge, and of African 
latinity. 
 
{1573} Adv. Nat. 1, 39, ed. Reifferscheid, p. 26. 
 
{1574} In book V. 22 he details the crimes of Jupiter who robbed Ceres, Leda, Danae, Europa, 
Alcmena, Electra, Latona, Laodamia, and "a thousand other virgins and a thousand matrons, and 
with them the boy Catamitus of their honor and chastity," and who was made a collection of "all 
impurities of the stage." 
 
{1575} He says that Christianity had then existed three hundred years (I. 13), and that the city of 
Rome was one thousand and fifty years old (II. 71). The last date leaves a choice between A. D. 
296 or 303, according as we reckon by the Varronian or the Fabian era. 
 
{1576} IV. 36; comp. I. 26; II. 77; III. 36, etc. Comp. Euseb. H. E. VIII. 2. 
 
{1577} In the Nation. Libr. of Paris, No. 1661. The copy in Brussels is merely a transcript. The 
MS., though well written, is very corrupt, and leaves room for many conjectures. Reifferscheid 
has carefully compared it at Paris in 1867. 
 
{1578} "Has that well-known word (illud vulgatum) never struck your ears, that the wisdom of 
man is foolishness with God?" II. 6; comp. 1 Corinthians 3:19. 
 
{1579} The strongest passages for the divinity of Christ are I. 37, 39, 42 and 53. In the last 
passage he says (Reifferscheid, p. 36): "Deus ille sublimis fuit [Christus], deus radice ab intima, 
deus ab incognitis regnis et ab omnium principe deo sospitator est missus" 
 
{1580} "per purae speciem simplicitatis," I. 46. This passage speaks against the story, that 
Arnobius was converted by a dream. 
 
{1581} I must differ from Ebert (p 69), who says that Christianity produced no moral change in 
His heart. "In seinem Stil ist Arnobius durchaus Heide, und auch dies ist ein Zeugniss fur die Art 
seines Christenthums, das eben eine innere Umwandlung nicht bewirkt hatte. Das Gemuth hat 
an-seinem Ausdruck nirgends einen Antheil." 
 
{1582} I. 9. 
 



{1583} IV. 36.  

 



203. Victorinus of Petau. 
 
(I.) Opera in the "Max. Biblioth. vet. Patrum." Lugd. Tom. III., in Gallandi’s "Bibl. PP.," Tom. 
IV.; and in Migne’s "Patrol. Lat.," V. 281-344 (De Fabrica Mundi, and Scholia in Apoc. Joannis). 
 
English translation by R. E. Wallis, in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Library," Vol. III., 388-433; N. York 
ed. VII. (1886). 
 
(II.) Jerome: De. Vir. ill., 74. Cassiodor: Justit. Div. Lit., c. 9. Cave: Hist. Lit., I., 147 sq. 
Lumper’s Proleg., in Migne’s ed., V. 281-302, Routh: Reliq., S. I., 65; III., 455-481. 
 
Victorinus, probably of Greek extraction, was first a rhetorician by profession, and became 
bishop of Petavium, or Petabio, {1584} in ancient Panonia (Petau, in the present Austrian Styria). 
He died a martyr in the Diocletian persecution (303). We have only fragments of his writings, and 
they are not of much importance, except for the age to which they belong. Jerome says that he 
understood Greek better than Latin, and that his works are excellent for the sense, but mean as to 
the style. He counts him among the Chiliasts, and ascribes to him commentaries on Genesis, 
Exodus, Leviticus, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Habakkuk, Canticles, the Apocalypse, a book Against all 
Heresies, "et multa alia." Several poems are also credited to him, but without good reason. 
{1585} 
 
1. The fragment on the Creation of the World is a series of notes on the account of creation, 
probably a part of the commentary on Genesis mentioned by Jerome. The days are taken liberally. 
The creation of angels and archangels preceded the creation of man, as light was made before the 
sky and the earth. The seven days typify seven millennia; the seventh is the millennial sabbath, 
when Christ will reign on earth with his elect. It is the same chiliastic notion which we found in 
the Epistle of Barnabas, with the same opposition to Jewish sabbatarianism. Victorinus compares 
the seven days with the seven eyes of the Lord, {Zechariah 4:10} the seven heavens, {comp. 
Psalm 33:6} the seven spirits that dwelt in Christ, {Isaiah 11:2,3} and the seven stages of his 
humanity: his nativity, infancy, boyhood, youth, young-manhood, mature age, death. This is a fair 
specimen of these allegorical plays of a pious imagination. 
 
2. The scholia on the Apocalypse of John are not without interest for the history of the 
interpretation of this mysterious book. {1586} But they are not free from later interpolations of 
the fifth or sixth century. The author assigns the Apocalypse to the reign of Domitian (herein 
agreeing with Irenaeus), and combines the historical and allegorical methods of interpretation. He 
also regards the visions in part as synchronous rather than successive. He comments only on the 
more difficult passages. {1587} We select the most striking points. 
 
The woman in ch. 12 is the ancient church of the prophets and apostles; the dragon is the devil. 
The woman sitting on the seven hills (in ch. 17), is the city of Rome. The beast from the abyss is 
the Roman empire; Domitian is counted as the sixth, Nerva as the seventh, and Nero revived as 
the eighth Roman King. {1588} The number 666 (13:18) means in Greek Teitan {1589} (this is 
the explanation preferred by Irenaeus), in Latin Diclux. Both names signify Antichrist, according 
to the numerical value of the Greek and Roman letters. But Diclux has this meaning by contrast, 
for Antichrist, "although he is cut off from the supernal light, yet transforms himself into an angel 
of light, daring to call himself light." {1590} To this curious explanation is added, evidently by a 
much later hand, an application of the mystic number to the Vandal king Genseric (genshrikov) 
who in the fifth century laid waste the Catholic church of North Africa and sacked the city of 
Rome. 



 
The exposition of ch. 20:1-6 is not so strongly chiliastic, as the corresponding passage in the 
Commentary on Genesis, and hence some have denied the identity of authorship. The first 
resurrection is explained spiritually with reference to Colossians 3:1, and the author leaves it 
optional to understand the thousand years as endless or as limited. Then he goes on to allegorize 
about the numbers: ten signifies the decalogue, and hundred the crown of virginity; for he who 
keeps the vow of virginity completely, and fulfils the precepts of the decalogue, and destroys the 
impure thoughts within the retirement of his own heart, is the true priest of Christ, and reigns with 
him; and "truly in his case the devil is bound." At the close of the notes on ch. 22, the author 
rejects the crude and sensual chiliasm of the heretic Cerinthus. "For the kingdom of Christ," he 
says, "is now eternal in the saints, although the glory of the saints shall be manifested after the 
resurrection." {1591} This looks like a later addition, and intimates the change which 
Constantine’s reign produced in the mind of the church as regards the millennium. Henceforth it 
was dated from the incarnation of Christ. {1592} 
 
{1584} Vict. Petavionensis or Petabionensis; not Pictaviensis (from Poictiers), as in the Rom. 
Martyrologium and Baronius. John Launoy (d. 1678) is said to have first corrected this error. 
 
{1585} Carmina de Jesu Christo Deo et homine; Lignum Vitae; also the hymns Deuteronomy 
Cruce or Deuteronomy Paschate, in Tertullian’s and Cyprian’s works. Routh, III. 483, denies the 
genuineness; so also Lumper in Migne V. 294. 
 
{1586} Comp. Luke, Einleitung in die Offen b. Joh, pp. 972-982 (2nd ed.); and Bleek, 
Vorlesungen uber die Apok., p. 34 sq. Lucke and Bleek agree in regarding this commentary as a 
work of Victorinus, but with later interpolations. Bleek assumes that it was originally more 
pronounced in its chiliasm. 
 
{1587} As Cassiodorus remarks: "Difficillima quaedam loca breviter tractavit.";  
 
{1588} This explanation of 17:10, 11 rests on the expectation of the return of Nero as Antichrist, 
and was afterwards justly abandoned by Andreas and Arethas, but has been revived again, though 
with a different counting of the emperors, by the modern champions of the Nero-hypothesis. See 
the discussion in vol. I, 864 sqq. 
 
{1589} T-equals 300; E-equals 5; I-equals 10; T-equals 300: A-equals l; N-equals 50; in all 666. 
Dropping the final n, we get Teita equals 616, which was the other reading in 13:18, mentioned 
by Irenaeus. Titus was the destroyer of Jerusalem, but in unconconsious fulfilment of Christ’s 
prophecy; he was no persecutor of the church, and was one of the best among the Roman 
emperors. 
 
{1590} D equals 500; I equals 1; C equals 100; L equals 50; V equals 5; X equals 10; in all equals 
666. "Id est quod Graece sonat teitavn id qu od Latine dicitur diclux, quo nomine per antiphrasin 
expresso intelligimus antichrstum, qui cum a luce superna abscissus sit et ea privatus, 
transfigurat tamen se in angelum lucis audens sese dicere lucem. Item invenimus in quodom 
codice, Graeco antemo". "The last name is perhaps a corruption for Anteimo," which occurs on 
coins of Moesia for a ruling dynasty, or may be meant for a designation of character: honori 
contrarius. See Migne, V. 339, and Lucke, p. 978. 
 
{1591} "Nam regnum Christi nunc est sempiternum in sanctis, cum fuerit gloria post 
resurrectionem manifestata sanctorum." (Migne V. 344.) 
 



{1592} Comp. 188, p. 612 sqq.  

 



204. Eusebius, Lactantius, Hosius. 
 
On Eusebius see vol. III. 871-879—Add to Lit. the exhaustive article of Bp. Lightfoot in Smith 
and Wace, II. (1880), p. 308-348; Dr. Salmon, on the Chron. of Eus. ibid. 354-355; and Semisch 
in Herzog {2} IV. 390-398. 
 
On Lactantius see vol. III. 955-959.—Add to Lit. Ebert: Gesch. der christl. lat. Lit. I. (1874), p. 
70-86; and his art. in Herzog 2 VIII. 364-366; and E. S. Ffoulkes in Smith and Wace III. 613-617. 
 
On Hosius, see 55 p. 179 sqq.; and vol. III. 627, 635, 636.—Add to Lit. P. Bonif. Gams (R.C.): 
Kirchengesch. v. Spanien, Regensb. 1862 sqq,, Bd II. 137-309 (the greater part of the second vol. 
is given to Hosius); W. Moller in Herzog {2} VI. 326-328; and T. D. C. Morse in Smith and 
Wace III. 162-174. 
 
At the close of our period we meet with three representative divines, in close connection with the 
first Christian emperor who effected the politico-ecclesiastical revolution known as the union of 
church and state. Their public life and labors belong to the next period, but must at least be briefly 
foreshadowed here. 
 
Eusebius, the historian, Lactantius, the rhetorician, and Hosius, the statesman, form the 
connecting links between the ante-Nicene and Nicene ages; their long lives—two died 
octogenarians, Hosius a centenarian—are almost equally divided between the two; and they 
reflect the lights and shades of both. {1593} Eusebius was bishop of Caesarea and a man of 
extensive and useful learning, and a liberal theologian; Lactantius, a professor of eloquence in 
Nicomedia, and a man of elegant culture; Hosius, bishop of Cordova and a man of counsel and 
action. {1594} They thus respectively represented the Holy Land, Asia Minor, and Spain; we may 
add Italy and North Africa, for Lactantius was probably a native Italian and a pupil of Arnobius 
of Sicca, and Hosius acted to some extent for the whole western church in Eastern Councils. With 
him Spain first emerges from the twilight of legend to the daylight of church history; it was the 
border land of the west which Paul perhaps had visited, which had given the philosopher Seneca 
and the emperor Trajan to heathen Rome, and was to furnish in Theodosius the Great the strong 
defender of the Nicene faith. 
 
Eusebius, Lactantius, and Hosius were witnesses of the cruelties of the Diocletian persecution, 
and hailed the reign of imperial patronage. They carried the moral forces of the age of martyrdom 
into the age of victory. Eusebius with his literary industry saved for us the invaluable monuments 
of the first three centuries down to the Nicene Council; Lactantius bequeathed to posterity, in 
Ciceronian Latin, an exposition and vindication of the Christian religion against the waning 
idolatry of Greece and Rome, and the tragic memories of the imperial persecutors; Hosius was the 
presiding genius of the synods of Elvira (306), Nicaea (325), and Sardica (347), the friend of 
Athanasius in the defense of orthodoxy and in exile. 
 
All three were intimately associated with Constantine the Great, Eusebius as his friend and 
eulogist, Lactantius as the tutor of his eldest son, Hosius as his trusted counsellor who probably 
suggested to him the idea of convening the first ecumenical synod; he was we may say for a few 
years his ecclesiastical prime minister. They were, each in his way, the emperor’s chief advisers 
and helpers in that great change which gave to the religion of the cross the moral control over the 
vast empire of Rome. The victory was well deserved by three hundred years of unjust persecution 
and heroic endurance, but it was fraught with trials and temptations no less dangerous to the 
purity and peace of the church than fire and sword. 
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and heroic endurance, but it was fraught with trials and temptations no less dangerous to the 
purity and peace of the church than fire and sword. 
 
All three were intimately associated with Constantine the Great, Eusebius as his friend and 
eulogist, Lactantius as the tutor of his eldest son, Hosius as his trusted counsellor who probably 
suggested to him the idea of convening the first ecumenical synod; he was we may say for a few 
years his ecclesiastical prime minister. They were, each in his way, the emperor’s chief advisers 
and helpers in that great change which gave to the religion of the cross the moral control over the 
vast empire of Rome. The victory was well deserved by three hundred years of unjust persecution 
and heroic endurance, but it was fraught with trials and temptations no less dangerous to the 
purity and peace of the church than fire and sword. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1593} Eusebius died A. D. 340; Lactantius between 320 and 330; Hosius between 357 and 360. 
 
{1594} Hosius left no literary work. The only document we have from his pen is his letter to the 
Arian Emperor Constantius, preserved by Athanasius (Hist. Arian. 44). See Gains, l. c. II. 215 
sqq. It begins with this noble sentence: "I was a confessor of the faith long before your 
grandfather Maximian persecuted the church. If you persecute me, I am ready to suffer all rather 
than to shed innocent blood and to betray the truth." Unfortunately, in his extreme old age he 
yielded under the infliction of physical violence, and subscribed an Arian creed, but bitterly 
repented before his death. Athanasius expressly says (l. c. 45), that "at the approach of death, as it 
were by his last testament, he abjured the Arian heresy, and gave strict charge that no one should 
receive it." It is a disputed point whether he died at Sirmium in 357, or was permitted to return to 
Spain, and died there about 359 or 360. We are only informed that he was over a hundred years 
old, and over sixty years a bishop. Athan. l. c.; Sulpicius Severus, Hist. II. 55.  
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2. Constantine The Great. A. D. 306-337. 
 
1. Contemporary Sources: Lactantius (330): Deuteronomy mortibus persecutorum, cap. 18 sqq. 
Eusebius: Hist. Eccl. l. Ix. et x.; also his panegyric and very partial Vita Constantini, in 4 books 
(Ei ton bion tou’ makariou Kwnstantinou tou’ basilew) and his Panegyricus or Deuteronomy 
laudibus Constantini; in the editions of the hist. works of Euseb. by Valesius, Par. 1659-1673, 
Amstel. 1695, Cantabr. 1720; Zimmermann, Frcf. 1822; Heinichen, Lips. 1827-30; Burton, Oxon. 
1838. Comp. the imperial documents in the Codex Theodos. l. xvi. also the Letters and Treatises 
of Athanasius (373), and on the heathen side the Panegyric of Nazarius at Rome (321) and the 
Caesars of Julian (363). 
 
2. Later sources: Socrates: Hist. Eccl. l. i. Sozomenus: H. E. l. i et ii. Zosimus (a heathen 
historian and court-officer, comes et advocatus fisci, under Theodosius II.): Jistorivaneva, l. ii. ed. 
Bekker, Bonn. 1837. Eusebius and Zosimus present the extremes of partiality for and against 
Constantine. A just estimate of his character must be formed from the facts admitted by both, and 
from the effect of his secular and ecclesiastical policy. 
 
3. Modern authorities. Mosheim: Deuteronomy reb. Christ. ante Const. M. etc., last section (p. 
958 sqq. In Murdock’s Engl. transl., vol. ii. p. 454-481). Nath. Lardner, in the second part of his 
great work on the Credibility of the Gospel History, see Works ed. by Kippis, Lond. 1838, vol. iv. 
p. 3-55. Abbe de Voisin: Dissertation critique sur la vision de Constantin. Par. 1774. Gibbon: l. c. 
chs. xiv. and xvii.-xxi. Fr. Gusta: Vita di Constantino il Grande. Foligno, 1786. Manso: Das 
Leben Constantins des Gr. Bresl. 1817. Hug (R.C.): Denkschrift zur Ehrenrettung Constant. 
Frieb. 1829. Heinichen: Excurs. in Eus. Vitam Const. 1830. Arendt (R.C.): Const. u. sein Verb. 
zum Christenthum. Tub. (Quartalschrift) 1834. Milman: Hist. of Christianity, etc., 1840, book iii. 
ch. 1-4. Jacob Burckhardt: Die Zeit Const. des Gr. Bas. 1853. Albert de Broglie: L’eglise et 
l’empire romain au IVme siecle. Par. 1856 vols. i. and ii. A. P. Stanley: Lectures on the Hist. of 
the Eastern Church, 1862, Lect. vi. p. 281 sqq. (Am. Ed.). Theod. Keim: Der Uebertritt 
Constantins des Gr. zum Christenthum. Zurich, 1862 (an apology for Constantine’s character 
against Burckhardt’s view). 
 
The last great imperial persecution of the Christians under Diocletian and Galerius, which was 
aimed at the entire uprooting of the new religion, ended with the edict of toleration of 311 and the 
tragical ruin of the persecutors. {1} The edict of toleration was an involuntary and irresistible 
concession of the incurable impotence of heathenism and the indestructible power of Christianity. 
It left but a step to the downfall of the one and the supremacy of the other in the empire of the 
Caesars. 
 
This great epoch is marked by the reign of Constantine I. {2} He understood the signs of the times 
and acted accordingly. He was the man for the times, as the times were prepared for him by that 
Providence which controls both and fits them for each other. He placed himself at the head of true 
progress, while his nephew, Julian the Apostate, opposed it and was left behind. He was the chief 
instrument for raising the church from the low estate of oppression and persecution to well 
deserved honor and power. For this service a thankful posterity has given him the surname of the 
Great, to which he was entitled, though not by his moral character, yet doubtless by his military 
and administrative ability, his judicious policy, his appreciation and protection of Christianity, 
and the far-reaching consequences of his reign. His greatness was not indeed of the first, but of 
the second order, and is to be measured more by what he did than by what he was. To the Greek 
church, which honors him even as a canonized saint, he has the same significance as 
Charlemagne to the Latin. 



 
Constantine, the first Christian Caesar, the founder of Constantinople and the Byzantine empire, 
and one of the most gifted, energetic, and successful of the Roman emperors, was the first 
representative of the imposing idea of a Christian theocracy, or of that system of policy which 
assumes all subjects to be Christians, connects civil and religious rights, and regards church and 
state as the two arms of one and the same divine government on earth. This idea was more fully 
developed by his successors, it animated the whole middle age, and is yet working under various 
forms in these latest times; though it has never been fully realized, whether in the Byzantine, the 
German, or the Russian empire, the Roman church-state, the Calvinistic republic of Geneva, or 
the early Puritanic colonies of New England. At the same time, however, Constantine stands also 
as the type of an undiscriminating and harmful conjunction of Christianity with politics, of the 
holy symbol of peace with the horrors of war, of the spiritual interests of the kingdom of heaven 
with the earthly interests of the state. 
 
In judging of this remarkable man and his reign, we must by all means keep to the great historical 
principle, that all representative characters act, consciously or unconsciously, as the free and 
responsible organs of the spirit of their age, which moulds them first before they can mould it in 
turn, and that the spirit of the age itself, whether good or bad or mixed, is but an instrument in the 
hands of divine Providence, which rules and overrules all the actions and motives of men. 
 
Through a history of three centuries Christianity had already inwardly overcome the world, and 
thus rendered such an outward revolution, as has attached itself to the name of this prince, both 
possible and unavoidable. It were extremely superficial to refer so thorough and momentous a 
change to the personal motives of an individual, be they motives of policy, of piety, or of 
superstition. But unquestionably every age produces and shapes its own organs, as its own 
purposes require. So in the case of Constantine. He was distinguished by that genuine political 
wisdom, which, putting itself at the head of the age, clearly saw that idolatry had outlived itself in 
the Roman empire, and that Christianity alone could breathe new vigor into it and furnish its 
moral support. Especially on the point of the external Catholic unity his monarchical politics 
accorded with the hierarchical episcopacy of the church. Hence from the year 313 he placed 
himself in close connection with the bishops, made peace and harmony his first object in the 
Donatist and Arian controversies and applied the predicate "catholic" to the church in all official 
documents. And as his predecessors were supreme pontiffs of the heathen religion of the empire, 
so he desired to be looked upon as a sort of bishop, as universal bishop of the external affairs of 
the church. {3} All this by no means from mere self-interest, but for the good of the empire, 
which, now shaken to its foundations and threatened by barbarians on every side, could only by 
some new bond of unity be consolidated and upheld until at least the seeds of Christianity and 
civilization should be planted among the barbarians themselves, the representatives of the future. 
His personal policy thus coincided with the interests of the state. Christianity appeared to him, as 
it proved in fact, the only efficient power for a political reformation of the empire, from which the 
ancient spirit of Rome was fast departing, while internal, civil, and religious dissensions and the 
outward pressure of the barbarians threatened a gradual dissolution of society. 
 
But with the political he united also a religious motive, not clear and deep, indeed, yet honest, and 
strongly infused with the superstitious disposition to judge of a religion by its outward success 
and to ascribe a magical virtue to signs and ceremonies. His whole family was swayed by 
religious sentiment, which manifested itself in very different forms, in the devout pilgrimages of 
Helena, the fanatical Arianism of Constantia, and Constantius, and the fanatical paganism of 
Julian. Constantine adopted Christianity first as a superstition, and put it by the side of his 
heathen superstition, till finally in his conviction the Christian vanquished the pagan, though 
without itself developing into a pure and enlightened faith. {4} 



 
At first Constantine, like his father, in the spirit of the Neo-Platonic syncretism of dying 
heathendom, reverenced all the gods as mysterious powers; especially Apollo, the god of the sun, 
to whom in the year 308 he presented munificent gifts. Nay, so late as the year 321 he enjoined 
regular consultation of the soothsayers {5} in public misfortunes, according to ancient heathen 
usage; even later, he placed his new residence, Byzantium, under the protection of the God of the 
Martyrs and the heathen goddess of Fortune; {6} and down to the end of his life he retained the 
title and the dignity of a Pontifex Maximus, or high-priest of the heathen hierarchy. {7} His coins 
bore on the one side the letters of the name of Christ, on the other the figure of the Sun-god, and 
the inscription "Sol invictus." Of course there inconsistencies may be referred also to policy and 
accommodation to the toleration edict of 313. Nor is it difficult to adduce parallels of persons 
who, in passing from Judaism to Christianity, or from Romanism to Protestantism, have so 
wavered between their old and their new position that they might be claimed by both. With his 
every victory, over his pagan rivals, Galerius, Maxentius, and Licinius, his personal leaning to 
Christianity and his confidence in the magic power of the sign of the cross increased; yet he did 
not formally renounce heathenism, and did not receive baptism until, in 337, he was laid upon the 
bed of death. 
 
He had an imposing and winning person, and was compared by flatterers with Apollo. He was 
tall, broad-shouldered, handsome, and of a remarkably vigorous and healthy constitution, but 
given to excessive vanity in his dress and outward demeanor, always wearing an oriental diadem, 
a helmet studded with jewels, and a purple mantle of silk richly embroidered with pearls and 
flowers worked in gold, {8} His mind was not highly cultivated, but naturally clear, strong, and 
shrewd, and seldom thrown off its guard. He is said to have combined a cynical contempt of 
mankind with an inordinate love of praise. He possessed a good knowledge of human nature and 
administrative energy and tact. 
 
His moral character was not without noble traits, among which a chastity rare for the time, {9} 
and a liberality and beneficence bordering on wastefulness were prominent. Many of his laws and 
regulations breathed the spirit of Christian justice and humanity, promoted the elevation of the 
female sex, improved the condition of slaves and of unfortunates, and gave free play to the 
efficiency of the church throughout the whole empire. Altogether he was one of the best, the most 
fortunate, and the most influential of the Roman emperors, Christian and pagan. 
 
Yet he had great faults. He was far from being so pure and so venerable as Eusebius, blinded by 
his favor to the church, depicts him, in his bombastic and almost dishonestly eulogistic 
biography, with the evident intention of setting him up as a model for all future Christian princes. 
It must, with all regret, be conceded, that his progress in the knowledge of Christianity was not a 
progress in the practice of its virtues. His love of display and his prodigality, his suspiciousness 
and his despotism, increased with his power. 
 
The very brightest period of his reign is stained with gross crimes, which even the spirit of the 
age and the policy of an absolute monarch cannot excuse. After having reached, upon the bloody 
path of war, the goal of his ambition, the sole possession of the empire, yea, in the very year in 
which he summoned the great council of Nicaea, he ordered the execution of his conquered rival 
and brother-in-law, Licinius, in breach of a solemn promise of mercy (324). {10} Not satisfied 
with this, he caused soon afterwards, from political suspicion, the death of the young Licinius, his 
nephew, a boy of hardly eleven years. But the worst of all is the murder of his eldest son, Crispus, 
in 326, who had incurred suspicion of political conspiracy, and of adulterous and incestuous 
purposes towards his step-mother Fausta, but is generally regarded as innocent. This domestic 
and political tragedy emerged from a vortex of mutual suspicion and rivalry, and calls to mind the 



conduct of Philip II. towards Don Carlos, of Peter the Great towards his son Alexis, and of 
Soliman the Great towards his son Mustapha. Later authors assert, though gratuitously, that the 
emperor, like David, bitterly repented of this sin. He has been frequently charged besides, though 
it would seem altogether unjustly, with the death of his second wife Fausta (326?), who, after 
twenty years, of happy wedlock, is said to have been convicted of slandering her stepson Crispus, 
and of adultery with a slave or one of the imperial guards, and then to have been suffocated in the 
vapor of an over-heated bath. But the accounts of the cause and manner of her death are so late 
and discordant as to make Constantine’s part in it at least very doubtful. {11} 
 
At all events Christianity did not produce in Constantine a thorough moral transformation. He 
was concerned more to advance the outward social position of the Christian religion, than to 
further its inward mission. He was praised and censured in turn by the Christians and Pagans, the 
Orthodox and the Arians, as they successively experienced his favor or dislike. He bears some 
resemblance to Peter the Great both in his public acts and his private character, by combining 
great virtues and merits with monstrous crimes, and he probably died with the same consolation 
as Peter, whose last words were: "I trust that in respect of the good I have striven to do my people 
(the church), God will pardon my sins." It is quite characteristic of his piety that he turned the 
sacred nails of the Saviour’s cross which Helena brought from Jerusalem, the one into the bit of 
his war-horse, the other into an ornament of his helmet. Not a decided, pure, and consistent 
character, he stands on the line of transition between two ages and two religions; and his life 
bears plain marks of both. When at last on his death bed he submitted to baptism, with the 
remark, "Now let us cast away all duplicity," he honestly admitted the conflict of two antagonistic 
principles which swayed his private character and public life. {12} 
 
From these general remarks we turn to the leading features of Constantine’s life and reign, so far 
as they bear upon the history of the church. We shall consider in order his youth and training, the 
vision of the Cross, the edict of toleration, his legislation in favor of Christianity, his baptism and 
death. 
 
Constantine, son of the co-emperor Constantius Chlorus, who reigned over Gaul, Spain, and 
Britain till his death in 306, was born probably in the year 272, either in Britain or at Naissus 
(now called Nissa), a town of Dardania, in Illyricum. {13} His mother was Helena, daughter of an 
innkeeper, {14} the first wife of Constantius, afterwards divorced, when Constantius, for political 
reasons, married a daughter of Maximian. {15} She is described by Christian writers as a discreet 
and devout woman, and has been honored with a place in the catalogue of saints. Her name is 
identified with the discovery of the cross and the pious superstitions of the holy places. She lived 
to a very advanced age and died in the year 326 or 327, in or near the city of Rome. Rising by her 
beauty and good fortune from obscurity to the splendor of the court, then meeting the fate of 
Josephine, but restored to imperial dignity by her son, and ending as a saint of the Catholic 
church: Helena would form an interesting subject for a historical novel illustrating the leading 
events of the Nicene age and the triumph of Christianity in the Roman empire. 
 
Constantine first distinguished himself in the service of Diocletian in the Egyptian and Persian 
wars; went afterwards to Gaul and Britain, and in the Praetorium at York was proclaimed 
emperor by his dying father and by the Roman troops. His father before him held a favorable 
opinion of the Christians as peaceable and honorable citizens, and protected them in the West 
during the Diocletian persecution in the East. This respectful tolerant regard descended to 
Constantine, and the good effects of it, compared with the evil results of the opposite course of 
his antagonist Galerius, could but encourage him to pursue it. He reasoned, as Eusebius reports 
from his own mouth, in the following manner: "My father revered the Christian God and 
uniformly prospered, while the emperors who worshipped the heathen gods, died a miserable 



death; therefore, that I may enjoy a happy life and reign, I will imitate the example of my father 
and join myself to the cause of the Christians, who are growing daily, while the heathen are 
diminishing." This low utilitarian consideration weighed heavily in the mind of an ambitious 
captain, who looked forward to the highest seat of power within the gift of his age. Whether his 
mother, whom he always revered, and who made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem in her eightieth year 
(A. D. 325), planted the germ of the Christian faith in her son, as Theodoret supposes, or herself 
became a Christian through his influence, as Eusebius asserts, must remain undecided. According 
to the heathen Zosimus, whose statement is unquestionably false and malicious, an Egyptian, who 
came out of Spain (probably the bishop Hosius of Cordova, a native of Egypt, is intended), 
persuaded him, after the murder of Crispus (which did not occur before 326), that by converting 
to Christianity he might obtain forgiveness of his sins. 
 
The first public evidence of a positive leaning towards the Christian religion he gave in his 
contest with the pagan Maxentius, who had usurped the government of Italy and Africa, and is 
universally represented as a cruel, dissolute tyrant, hated by heathens and Christians alike, {16} 
called by the Roman people to their aid, Constantine marched from Gaul across the Alps with an 
army of ninety-eight thousand soldiers of every nationality, and defeated Maxentius in three 
battles; the last in October, 312, at the Milvian bridge, near Rome, where Maxentius found a 
disgraceful death in the waters of the Tiber. 
 
Here belongs the familiar story of the miraculous cross. The precise day and place cannot be 
fixed, but the event must have occurred shortly before the final victory over Maxentius in the 
neighborhood of Rome. As this vision is one of the most noted miracles in church history, and 
has a representative significance, it deserves a closer examination. It marks for us on the one hand 
the victory of Christianity over paganism in the Roman empire, and on the other the ominous 
admixture of foreign, political, and military interests with it. {17} We need not be surprised that 
in the Nicene age so great a revolution and transition should have been clothed with a 
supernatural character. 
 
The occurrence is variously described and is not without serious difficulties. Lactantius, the 
earliest witness, some three years after the battle, speaks only of a dream by night, in which the 
emperor was directed (it is not stated by whom, whether by Christ, or by an angel) to stamp on 
the shields of his soldiers "the heavenly sign of God," that is, the cross with the name of Christ, 
and thus to go forth against his enemy. {18} Eusebius, on the contrary, gives a more minute 
account on the authority of a subsequent private communication of the aged Constantine himself 
under oath—not, however, till the year 338, a year after the death of the emperor, his only 
witness, and twenty-six years after the event. {19} On his march from Gaul to Italy (the spot and 
date are not specified), the emperor, whilst earnestly praying to the true God for light and help at 
this critical time, saw, together with his army, {20} in clear daylight towards evening, (a shining 
cross in the heavens above the sun) with the inscription: "By this conquer," {21} and in the 
following night Christ himself appeared to him while he slept, and directed him to have a 
standard prepared in the form of this sign of the cross, and with that to proceed against Maxentius 
and all other enemies. This account of Eusebius, or rather of Constantine himself, adds to the 
night dream of Lactantius the preceding vision of the day, and the direction concerning the 
standard, while Lactantius speaks of the inscription of the initial letters of Christ’s name on the 
shields of the soldiers. According to Rufinus, {22} a later historian, who elsewhere depends 
entirely on Eusebius and can therefore not be regarded as a proper witness in the case, the sign of 
the cross appeared to Constantine in a dream (which agrees with the account of Lactantius), and 
upon his awaking in terror, an angel (not Christ) exclaimed to him: "Hoc vince." Lactantius, 
Eusebius, and Rufinus are the only Christian writers of the fourth century, who mention the 
apparition. But we have besides one or two heathen testimonies, which, though vague and 



obscure, still serve to strengthen the evidence in favor of some actual occurrence. The 
contemporaneous orator Nazarius, in a panegyric upon the emperor, pronounced March 1, 321, 
apparently at Rome, speaks of an army of divine warriors and a divine assistance which 
Constantine received in the engagement with Maxentius, but he converts it to the service of 
heathenism by recurring to old prodigies, such as the appearance of Castor and Pollux. {23} 
 
This famous tradition may be explained either as a real miracle implying a personal appearance of 
Christ, {24} or as a pious fraud, {25} or as a natural phenomenon in the clouds and an optical 
illusion, {26} or finally as a prophetic dream. 
 
The propriety of a miracle, parallel to the signs in heaven which preceded the destruction of 
Jerusalem, might be justified by the significance of the victory as marking a great epoch in 
history, namely, the downfall of paganism and the establishment of Christianity in the empire. 
But even if we waive the purely critical objections to the Eusebian narrative, the assumed 
connection, in this case, of the gentle Prince of peace with the god of battle, and the subserviency 
of the sacred symbol of redemption to military ambition, is repugnant to the genius of the gospel 
and to sound Christian feeling, unless we stretch the theory of divine accommodation to the spirit 
of the age and the passions and interests of individuals beyond the ordinary limits. We should 
suppose, moreover, that Christ, if he had really appeared to Constantine either in person 
(according to Eusebius) or through angels (as Rufinus and Sozomen modify it), would have 
exhorted him to repent and be baptized rather than to construct a military ensign for a bloody 
battle. {27} In no case can we ascribe to this occurrence, with Eusebius, Theodoret, and older 
writers, the character of a sudden and genuine conversion, as to Paul’s vision of Christ on the way 
to Damascus; {28} for, on the one hand, Constantine was never hostile to Christianity, but most 
probably friendly to it from his early youth, according to the example of his father; and, on the 
other, he put off his baptism quite five and twenty years, almost to the hour of his death. 
 
The opposite hypothesis of a mere military stratagem or intentional fraud is still more 
objectionable, and would compel us either to impute to the first Christian emperor at a venerable 
age the double crime of falsehood and perjury, or, if Eusebius invented the story, to deny to the 
"father of church history" all claim to credibility and common respectability. Besides it should be 
remembered that the older testimony of Lactantius, or whoever was the author of the work on the 
Deaths of Persecutors, is quite independent of that of Eusebius, and derives additional force from 
the vague heathen rumors of the time. Finally the Hoc vince which has passed into proverbial 
significance as a most appropriate motto of the invincible religion of the cross, is too good to be 
traced to sheer falsehood. Some actual fact, therefore, must be supposed to underlie the tradition, 
and the question only is this, whether it was an external visible phenomenon or an internal 
experience. 
 
The hypothesis of a natural formation of the clouds, which Constantine by an optical illusion 
mistook for a supernatural sign of the cross, besides smacking of the exploded rationalistic 
explanation of the New Testament miracles, and deriving an important event from a mere 
accident, leaves the figure of Christ and the Greek or Latin inscription: By this sign thou shalt 
conquer! altogether unexplained. 
 
We are shut up therefore to the theory of a dream or vision, and an experience within the mind of 
Constantine. This is supported by the oldest testimony of Lactantius, as well as by the report of 
Rufinus and Sozomen, and we do not hesitate to regard the Eusebian cross in the skies as 
originally a part of the dream, {29} which only subsequently assumed the character of an outward 
objective apparition either in the imagination of Constantine, or by a mistake of the memory of 
the historian, but in either case without intentional fraud. That the vision was traced to 



supernatural origin, especially after the happy success, is quite natural and in perfect keeping with 
the prevailing ideas of the age. {30} Tertullian and other ante-Nicene and Nicene fathers 
attributed many conversions to nocturnal dreams and visions. Constantine and his friends referred 
the most important facts of his life, as the knowledge of the approach of hostile armies, the 
discovery of the holy sepulchre, the founding of Constantinople, to divine revelation through 
visions and dreams. Nor are we disposed in the least to deny the connection of the vision of the 
cross with the agency of divine Providence, which controlled this remarkable turning point of 
history. We may go farther and admit a special providence, or what the old divines call a 
providentia specialissima; but this does not necessarily imply a violation of the order of nature or 
an actual miracle in the shape of an objective personal appearance of the Saviour. We may refer 
to a somewhat similar, though far less important, vision in the life of the pious English Colonel 
James Gardiner. {31} The Bible itself sanctions the general theory of providential or prophetic 
dreams and nocturnal visions through which divine revelations and admonitions are 
communicated to men. {32} 
 
The facts, therefore, may have been these. Before the battle Constantine, leaning already towards 
Christianity as probably the best and most hopeful of the various religions, seriously sought in 
prayer, as he related to Eusebius, the assistance of the God of the Christians, while his heathen 
antagonist Maxentius, according to Zosimus, {33} was consulting the sibylline books and offering 
sacrifice to the idols. Filled with mingled fears and hopes about the issue of the conflict, he fell 
asleep and saw in a dream the sign of the cross of Christ with a significant inscription and 
promise of victory. Being already familiar with the general use of this sign among the numerous 
Christians of the empire, many of whom no doubt were in his own army, he constructed the 
labarum, {34} or rather he changed the heathen labarum into a standard of the Christian cross 
with the Greek monogram of Christ, {35} which he had also put upon the shields of the soldiers. 
To this cross-standard, which now took the place of the Roman eagles, he attributed the decisive 
victory over the heathen Maxentius. 
 
Accordingly, after his triumphal entrance into Rome, he had his statue erected upon the forum 
with the labarum in his right hand, and the inscription beneath: "By this saving sign, the true 
token of bravery, I have delivered your city from the yoke of the tyrant." {36} Three years 
afterwards the senate erected to him a triumphal arch of marble, which to this day, within sight of 
the sublime ruins of the pagan Colosseum, indicates at once the decay of ancient art, and the 
downfall of heathenism; as the neighboring arch of Titus commemorates the downfall of Judaism 
and the destruction of the temple. The inscription on this arch of Constantine, however, ascribes 
his victory over the hated tyrant, not only to his master mind, but indefinitely also to the impulse 
of Deity; {37} by which a Christian would naturally understand the true God, while a heathen, 
like the orator Nazarius, in his eulogy on Constantine, might take it for the celestial guardian 
power of the "urbs aeterna." 
 
At all events the victory of Constantine over Maxentius was a military and political victory of 
Christianity over heathenism; the intellectual and moral victory having been already 
accomplished by the literature and life of the church in the preceding period. The emblem of 
ignominy and oppression {38} became thenceforward the badge of honor and dominion, and was 
invested in the emperor’s view, according to the spirit of the church of his day, with a magic 
virtue. {39} It now took the place of the eagle and other field-badges, under which the heathen 
Romans had conquered the world. It was stamped on the imperial coin, and on the standards, 
helmets, and shields of the soldiers. Above all military representations of the cross the original 
imperial labarum shone in the richest decorations of gold and gems; was intrusted to the truest 
and bravest fifty of the body guard; filled the Christians with the spirit of victory, and spread fear 



and terror among their enemies; until, under the weak successors of Theodosius II., it fell out of 
use, and was lodged as a venerable relic in the imperial palace at Constantinople. 
 
After this victory at Rome (which occurred October 27, 312), Constantine, in conjunction with 
his eastern colleague, Licinius, published in January, 313, from Milan, an edict of religious 
toleration, which goes a step beyond the edict of the still anti-Christian Galerius in 311, and 
grants, in the spirit of religious eclecticism, full freedom to all existing forms of worship, with 
special reference to the Christian. {40} The edict of 313 not only recognized Christianity within 
existing limits, but allowed every subject of the Roman empire to choose whatever religion he 
preferred. {41} At the same time the church buildings and property confiscated in the Diocletian 
persecution were ordered to be restored, and private property-owners to be indemnified from the 
imperial treasury. 
 
In this notable edict, however, we should look in vain for the modern Protestant and Anglo-
American theory of religious liberty as one of the universal and inalienable rights of man. Sundry 
voices, it is true, in the Christian church itself, at that time, as before and after, declared against 
all compulsion in religion. {42} But the spirit of the Roman empire was too absolutistic to 
abandon the prerogative of a supervision of public worship. The Constantinian toleration was a 
temporary measure of state policy, which, as indeed the edict expressly states the motive, 
promised the greatest security to the public peace and the protection of all divine and heavenly 
powers, for emperor and empire. It was, as the result teaches, but the necessary transition step to a 
new order of things. It opened the door to the elevation of Christianity, and specifically of 
Catholic hierarchical Christianity, with its exclusiveness towards heretical and schismatic sects, 
to be the religion of the state. For, once put on equal footing with heathenism, it must soon, in 
spite of numerical minority, bear away the victory from a religion which had already inwardly 
outlived itself. 
 
From this time Constantine decidedly favored the church, though without persecuting or 
forbidding the pagan religions. He always mentions the Christian church with reverence in his 
imperial edicts, and uniformly applies to it, as we have already observed, the predicate of 
catholic. For only as a catholic, thoroughly organized, firmly compacted, and conservative 
institution did it meet his rigid monarchical interest, and afford the splendid state and court dress 
he wished for his empire. So early as the year 313 we find the bishop Hosius of Cordova among 
his counsellors, and heathen writers ascribe to the bishop even a magical influence over the 
emperor. Lactantius, also, and Eusebius of Caesarea belonged to his confidential circle. He 
exempted the Christian clergy from military and municipal duty (March, 313); abolished various 
customs and ordinances offensive to the Christians (315); facilitated the emancipation of 
Christian slaves (before 316); legalized bequests to catholic churches (321); enjoined the civil 
observance of Sunday, though not as dies Domini, but as dies Solis, in conformity to his worship 
of Apollo, and in company with an ordinance for the regular consulting of the haruspex (321); 
contributed liberally to the building of churches and the support of the clergy; erased the heathen 
symbols of Jupiter and Apollo, Mars and Hercules from the imperial coins (323); and gave his 
sons a Christian education. 
 
This mighty example was followed, as might be expected, by a general transition of those 
subjects, who were more influenced in their conduct by outward circumstances, than by inward 
conviction and principle. The story, that in one year (324) twelve thousand men, with women and 
children in proportion, were baptized in Rome, and that the emperor had promised to each 
convert a white garment and twenty pieces of gold, is at least in accordance with the spirit of that 
reign, though the fact itself, in all probability, is greatly exaggerated. {43} 
 



Constantine came out with still greater decision, when, by his victory over his Eastern colleague 
and brother-in-law, Licinius, he became sole head of the whole Roman empire. To strengthen his 
position, Licinius had gradually placed himself at the head of the heathen party, still very 
numerous, and had vexed the Christians first with wanton ridicule {44} then with exclusion from 
civil and military office, with banishment, and in some instances perhaps even with bloody 
persecution. This gave the political strife for the monarchy between himself and Constantine the 
character also of a war of religions; and the defeat of Licinius in the battle of Adrianople in July, 
324, and at Chalcedon in September, was a new triumph of the standard of the cross over the 
sacrifices of the gods; save that Constantine dishonored himself and his cause by the execution of 
Licinius and his son. 
 
The emperor now issued a general exhortation to his subjects to embrace the Christian religion, 
still leaving them, however, to their own free conviction. In the year 325, as patron of the church, 
he summoned the council of Nice, and himself attended it; banished the Arians, though he 
afterwards recalled them; and, in his monarchical spirit of uniformity, showed great zeal for the 
settlement of all theological disputes, while he was blind to their deep significance. He first 
introduced the practice of subscription to the articles of a written creed and of the infliction of 
civil punishments for non-conformity. In the years 325-329, in connection with his mother, 
Helena, he erected magnificent churches on the sacred spots in Jerusalem. 
 
As heathenism had still the preponderance in Rome, where it was hallowed by its great traditions, 
Constantine, by divine command as he supposed, {45} in the year 330, transferred the seat of his 
government to Byzantium, and thus fixed the policy, already initiated by Domitian, of 
orientalizing and dividing the empire. In the selection of the unrivalled locality he showed more 
taste and genius than the founders of Madrid, Vienna, Berlin, St. Petersburg, or Washington. With 
incredible rapidity, and by all the means within reach of an absolute monarch, he turned this 
nobly situated town, connecting two seas and two continents, into a splendid residence and a new 
Christian Rome, "for which now," as Gregory of Nazianzen expresses it, "sea and land emulate 
each other, to load it with their treasures, and crown it queen of cities." {46} Here, instead of idol 
temples and altars, churches and crucifixes rose; though among them the statues of patron deities 
from all over Greece, mutilated by all sorts of tasteless adaptations, were also gathered in the new 
metropolis. {47} The main hall in the palace was adorned with representations of the crucifixion 
and other biblical scenes. The gladiatorial shows, so popular in Rome, were forbidden here, 
though theatres, amphitheatres, and hippodromes kept their place. It could nowhere be mistaken, 
that the new imperial residence was as to all outward appearance a Christian city. The smoke of 
heathen sacrifices never rose from the seven hills of New Rome except during the short reign of 
Julian the Apostate. It became the residence of a bishop who not only claimed the authority of the 
apostolic see of neighboring Ephesus, but soon outshone the patriarchate of Alexandria and 
rivalled for centuries the papal power in ancient Rome. 
 
The emperor diligently attended divine worship, and is portrayed upon medals in the posture of 
prayer. He kept the Easter vigils with great devotion. He would stand during the longest sermons 
of his bishops, who always surrounded him, and unfortunately flattered him only too much. And 
he even himself composed and delivered discourses to his court, in the Latin language, from 
which they were translated into Greek by interpreters appointed for the purpose. {48} General 
invitations were issued, and the citizens flocked in great crowds to the palace to hear the imperial 
preacher, who would in vain try to prevent their loud applause by pointing to heaven as the source 
of his wisdom. He dwelt mainly on the truth of Christianity, the folly of idolatry, the unity and 
providence of God, the coming of Christ, and the judgment. At times he would severely rebuke 
the avarice and rapacity of his courtiers, who would loudly applaud him with their mouths, and 
belie his exhortation by their works. {49} One of these productions is still extant, {50} in which 



he recommends Christianity in a characteristic strain, and in proof of its divine origin cites 
especially the fulfilment of prophecy, including the Sibylline books and the Fourth Eclogue of 
Virgil, with the contrast between his own happy and brilliant reign and the tragical fate of his 
persecuting predecessors and colleagues. 
 
Nevertheless he continued in his later years true upon the whole to the toleration principles of the 
edict of 313, protected the pagan priests and temples in their privileges, and wisely abstained 
from all violent measures against heathenism, in the persuasion that it would in time die out. He 
retained many heathens at court and in public office, although he loved to promote Christians to 
honorable positions. In several cases, however, he prohibited idolatry, where it sanctioned 
scandalous immorality, as in the obscene worship of Venus in Phenicia; or in places which were 
specially sacred to the Christians, as the sepulchre of Christ and the grove of Mamre; and he 
caused a number of deserted temples and images to be destroyed or turned into Christian 
churches. Eusebius relates several such instances with evident approbation, and praises also his 
later edicts against various heretics and schismatics, but without mentioning the Arians. In his 
later years he seems, indeed, to have issued a general prohibition of idolatrous sacrifice; Eusebius 
speaks of it, and his sons in 341 refer to an edict to that effect; but the repetition of it by his 
successors proves, that, if issued, it was not carried into general execution under his reign. 
 
With this shrewd, cautious, and moderate policy of Constantine, which contrasts well with the 
violent fanaticism of his sons, accords the postponement of his own baptism to his last sickness. 
{51} For this he had the further motives of a superstitious desire, which he himself expresses, to 
be baptized in the Jordan, whose waters had been sanctified by the Saviour’s baptism, and no 
doubt also a fear, that he might by relapse forfeit the sacramental remission of sins. He wished to 
secure all the benefit of baptism as a complete expiation of past sins, with as little risk as possible, 
and thus to make the best of both worlds. Deathbed baptisms then were to half Christians of that 
age what deathbed conversions and deathbed communions are now. Yet he presumed to preach 
the gospel, he called himself the bishop of bishops, he convened the first general council, and 
made Christianity the religion of the empire, long before his baptism! Strange as this 
inconsistency appears to us, what shall we think of the court bishops who, from false prudence, 
relaxed in his favor the otherwise strict discipline of the church, and admitted him, at least tacitly, 
to the enjoyment of nearly all the privileges of believers, before he had taken upon himself even a 
single obligation of a catechumen! 
 
When, after a life of almost uninterrupted health, he felt the approach of death, he was received 
into the number of catechumens by laying on of hands, and then formally admitted by baptism 
into the full communion of the church in the year 337, the sixty-fifth year of his age, by the Arian 
(or properly Semi-Arian) bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia, whom he had shortly before recalled 
from exile together with Arius. {52} His dying testimony then was, as to form, in favor of 
heretical rather than orthodox Christianity, but merely from accident, not from intention. He 
meant the Christian as against the heathen religion, and whatever of Arianism may have polluted 
his baptism, was for the Greek church fully wiped out by the orthodox canonization. After the 
solemn ceremony he promised to live thenceforth worthily of a disciple of Jesus; refused to wear 
again the imperial mantle of cunningly woven silk richly ornamented with gold; retained the 
white baptismal robe; and died a few days after, on Pentecost, May 22, 337, trusting in the mercy 
of God, and leaving a long, a fortunate, and a brilliant reign, such as none but Augustus, of all his 
predecessors, had enjoyed. "So passed away the first Christian Emperor, the first Defender of the 
Faith, the first Imperial patron of the Papal see, and of the whole Eastern Church, the first founder 
of the Holy Places, Pagan and Christian, orthodox and heretical, liberal and fanatical, not to be 
imitated or admired, but much to be remembered, and deeply to be studied." {53} 
 



His remains were removed in a golden coffin by a procession of distinguished civilians and the 
whole army, from Nicomedia to Constantinople, and deposited, with the highest Christian honors, 
in the church of the Apostles, {54} while the Roman senate, after its ancient custom, proudly 
ignoring the great religious revolution of the age, enrolled him among the gods of the heathen 
Olympus. Soon after his death, Eusebius set him above the greatest princes of all times; from the 
fifth century he began to be recognized in the East as a saint; and the Greek and Russian church 
to this day celebrates his memory under the extravagant title of "Isapostolos," the "Equal of the 
apostles." {55} The Latin church, on the contrary, with truer tact, has never placed him among the 
saints, but has been content with naming him "the Great," in just and grateful remembrance of his 
services to the cause of Christianity and civilization. 
 
{1} Comp. vol. i. 57. Galerius died soon after of a disgusting and terrible disease (morbus 
pedicularis), described with great minuteness by Eusebius, H. E. viii. 16, and Lactantius, 
Deuteronomy mort. persec. c. 33. "His body," says Gibbon, ch. xiv. "swelled by an intemperate 
course of life to an unwieldy corpulence, was covered with ulcers and devoured by innumerable 
swarms of those insects which have given their name to a most loathsome disease." Diocletian 
had withdrawn from the throne in 305, and in 313 put an end to his embittered life by suicide. In 
his retirement he found more pleasure in raising cabbage than he had found in ruling the empire; 
a confession we may readily believe. (President Lincoln of the United States, during the dark 
days of the civil war in Dec. 1862, declared that he would gladly exchange his position with any 
common soldier in the tented field.) Maximin, who kept up the persecution in the East, even after 
the toleration edict, as long as he could, died likewise a violent death by poison, in 313. In this 
tragical end of their last three imperial persecutors the Christians saw a palpable judgment of 
God. 
 
{2} His full name in Latin is Caius Flavius Valerius Aurelius Claudius Constantinus Magnus. 
 
{3} episkopov twn ektov [pragmatwn], viz.: th ekklhsiav, in distinction from the proper 
bishops, the episkopoi twn eisw thv ekklhsiav. Vid. Eus.: Vit Const. iv. 24. Comp. 24. 
 
{4} A similar view is substantially expressed by the great historian Niebuhr, Vortrage uber Rom. 
Geschichte, 1848. iii. 302. Mosheim, in his work on the First Three Centuries, p. 965 sqq. 
(Murdock’s Transl. ii. 460 sqq.) labors to prove at length that Constantine was no hypocrite, but 
sincerely believed, during the greater part of his life, that the Christian religion was the only true 
religion. Burckhardt, the most recent biographer of Constantine, represents him as a great 
politician of decided genius, but destitute of moral principle and religious interest. So also Dr. 
Baur. 
 
{5} The haruspices, or interpreters of sacrifices, who foretold future events from the entrails of 
victims. 
 
{6} According to Eusebius (Vit. Const. l. iii. c. 48) he dedicated Constantinople to "the God of the 
martyrs," but, according to Zosimus (Hist. ii. c. 31), to two female deities, probably Mary and 
Fortuna. Subsequently the city stood under the special protection of the Virgin Mary. 
 
{7} His successors also did the same, down to Gratian, 375, who renounced the title, then become 
quite empty. 
 
{8} Euseb. Laud. Const. c. 5. 
 



{9} All Christian accounts speak of his continence, but Julian insinuates the contrary, and charges 
him with the old Roman vice of voracious gluttony (Caes. 329, 335). 
 
{10} Eusebius justifies this procedure towards an enemy of the Christians by the laws of war. But 
what becomes of the breach of a solemn pledge? The murder of Crispus and Fausta he passes 
over in prudent silence, in violation of the highest duty of the historian to relate the truth and the 
whole truth. 
 
{11} Zosimus, certainly in heathen prejudice and slanderous extravagance, ascribes to 
Constantine under the instigation of his mother Helena, who was furious at the loss of her favorite 
grandson, the death of two women, the innocent Fausta and an adulteress, the supposed mother of 
his three successors; Philostorgius, on the contrary, declares Fausta guilty (H. E. ii. 4; only 
fragmentary). Then again, older witnesses indirectly contradict this whole view; two orations, 
namely, of the next following reign, which imply, that Fausta survived the death of her son, the 
younger Constantine, who outlived his father by three years. Comp. Julian. Orat. i., and Monod. 
in Const. Jun. c. 4, ad Calcem Eutrop., cited by Gibbon, ch. xviii., notes 25 and 26. Evagrius 
denies both the murder of Crispus and of Fausta, though only on account of the silence of 
Eusebius, whose extreme partiality for his imperial friend seriously impairs the value of his 
narrative. Gibbon and still more decidedly Niebuhr (Vortrage uber Rom. Geschichte, iii. 302) are 
inclined to acquit Constantine of all guilt in the death of Fausta. The latest biographer, Burckhardt 
(l. c. p. 375) charges him with it rather hastily, without even mentioning the critical difficulties in 
the way. So also Stanley (l. c. p. 300). 
 
{12} The heathen historians extol the earlier part of his reign, and depreciate the later. Thus 
Eutropius, x. 6: "In primo imperii tempore optimis principibus, ultimo mediis comparandus." 
With this judgment Gibbon agrees (ch. xviii.), presenting in Constantine an inverted Augustus: 
"In the life of Augustus we behold the tyrant of the republic, converted, almost by imperceptible 
degrees, into the father of his country and of human kind. In that of Constantine, we may 
contemplate a hero, who had so long inspired his subjects with love, and his enemies with terror, 
degenerating into a cruel and dissolute monarch, corrupted by his fortune, or raised by conquest 
above the necessity of dissimulation." But this theory of progressive degeneracy, adopted also by 
F. C. Schlosser in his Weltgeschichte, by Stanley, l. c. p. 297, and many others, is as untenable as 
the opposite view of a progressive improvement, held by Eusebius, Mosheim, and other 
ecclesiastical historians. For, on the one hand, the earlier life of Constantine has such features of 
cruelty as the surrender of the conquered barbarian kings to the wild beasts in the ampitheatre at 
Treves in 310 or 311, for which he was lauded by a heathen orator; the ungenerous conduct 
toward Herculius, his father-in-law; the murder of the infant son of Maxentius; and the triumphal 
exhibition of the head of Maxentius on his entrance into Rome in 312. On the other hand his most 
humane laws, such as the abolition of the gladiatorial shows and of licentious and cruel rites, date 
from his later reign. 
 
{13} According to Baronius (Ann. 306, n. 16) and others he was born in Britain, because an 
ancient panegyric of 307 says that Constantine ennobled Britain by his birth (tu Britannias nobiles 
oriendo fecisti); but this may be understood of his royal as well as of his natural birth, since he 
was there proclaimed Caesar by the soldiers. The other opinion rests also on ancient testimonies, 
and is held by Pagi, Tillemont, and most of the recent historians. 
 
{14} Ambrose (De obitu Theodos.) calls her stabulariam, when Constantius made her 
acquaintance. 
 



{15} This is the more probable view, and rests on good authority. Zosimus and even the Paschal 
Chronicle call Helena the concubine of Constantius, and Constantine illegitimate. But in this case 
it would be difficult to understand that he was so well treated at the court of Diocletian and 
elected Caesar without opposition, since Constantius had three sons and three daughters by a 
legal wife, Theodora. It is possible, however, that Helena was first a concubine and afterwards 
legally married. Constantine, when emperor, took good care of her position and bestowed upon 
her the title of Augusta and empress with appropriate honors. 
 
{16} Even Zosimus gives the most unfavorable account of him. 
 
{17} "It was," says Milman (Hist. of Christianity, p. 288, N. York ed.), "the first advance to the 
military Christianity of the Middle Ages; a modification of the pure religion of the Gospel, if 
directly opposed to its genuine principles, still apparently indispensable to the social progress of 
man; through which the Roman empire and the barbarous nations, which were blended together 
in the vast European and Christian system, must necessarily have passed before they could arrive 
at a higher civilization and a purer Christianity." 
 
{18} Deuteronomy mortibus persecutorum, c. 44 (ed. Lips. II. 278 sq.): "Commonitus est in 
quiete Constantinus, ut coeleste signum Dei notaret in scutis, atque ita proelium committeret. 
Fecit ut jussus est, et transverse X litera, summo capite circumflexo Christum in scutis notat [i.e., 
he ordered the name of Christ or the two first letters X and P to be put on the shields of his 
soldiers]. Quo signo armatus exercitus capit ferrum."—This work is indeed by Burckhardt and 
others denied to Lactantius, but was at all events composed soon after the event, about 314 or 
315, while Constantine was as yet on good terms with Licinius, to whom the author, c. 46, 
ascribes a similar vision of an angel, who is said to have taught him a form of prayer on his 
expedition against the heathen tyrant Maximin. 
 
{19} In his Vita Constant. i. 27-30, composed about 338, a work more panegyrical than historical, 
and abounding in vague declamation and circumlocution. But in his Church History, written 
before 326, though he has good occasion (l. ix. c. 8, 9), Eusebius says nothing of the occurrence, 
whether through oversight or ignorance, or of purpose, it is hard to decide. In any case the silence 
casts suspicion on the details of his subsequent story, and has been urged against it not only by 
Gibbon, but also by Lardner and others. 
 
{20} This is probably a mistake or an exaggeration. For if a whole army consisting of many 
thousand soldiers of every nation had seen the vision of the cross, Eusebius might have cited a 
number of living witnesses, and Constantine might have dispensed with a solemn oath. But on the 
other hand the two heathen witnesses (see below) extend the vision likewise to the soldiers. 
 
{21} toutw tw shmeiw nika Hac, or Hoc [sc. signo] vince, or vinces. Eusebius leaves the 
impression that the inscription was in Greek. But Nicephorus and Zonaras say that it was in Latin. 
 
{22} Hist. Eccl. ix, 9. Comp. the similar account of Sozomenus, H. E. i. 3. 
 
{23} Nazar. Paneg. in Const. c. 14: "In ore denique est omnium Galliarum [this would seem to 
indicate a pretty general rumor of some supernatural assistance], exercitus visos, qui se divinitus 
missos prae se ferebant," etc. Comp. Baronius, Annal. ad ann. 312, n. 11. This historian adduces 
also (n. 14) another and still older pagan testimony from an anonymous panegyrical orator, who, 
in 313, speaks of a certain undefined omen which filled the soldiers of Constantine with 
misgivings and fears, while it emboldened him to the combat. Baronius and J. H. Newman (in his 
"Essay on Miracles") plausibly suppose this omen to have been the cross. 



 
{24} This is the view of the older historians, Protestant as well as Catholic. Among more modern 
writers on the subject it has hardly any advocates of note, except Dollinger (R. C.), J. H. Newman 
(in his "Essay on Miracles," published in 1842, before his transition to Romanism, and prefixed to 
the first volume of his translation of Fleury), and Guericke (Lutheran). Comp. also Deuteronomy 
Broglie, i. 219 and 442. 
 
{25} So more or less distinctly Hoornebeck (of Leyden), Thomasius, Arnold, Lardner, Gibbon, 
and Waddington. The last writer (Hist. of the Church, vol. i. 171) disposes of it too summarily by 
the remark that "this flattering fable may very safely be consigned to contempt and oblivion." 
Burckhardt, the most recent biographer of Constantine, is of the same opinion. He considers the 
story as a joint fabrication of Eusebius and the emperor, and of no historical value whatever (Die 
Zeit Constantins des Gr. 1853, pp. 394 and 395). Lardner saddles the lie exclusively upon the 
emperor (although he admits him otherwise to have been a sincere Christian), and tries to prove 
that Eusebius himself hardly believed it. 
 
{26} This is substantially the theory of J. A. Fabricius (in a special dissertation), Schrockh (vol. v. 
83), Manso, Heinichen (in the first Excursus to his ed. of Euseb), Gieseler, Neander, Milman, 
Robertson, and Stanley. Gieseler (vol. i. 56, note 29) mentions similar cross-like clouds which 
appeared in Germany, Dec. 1517 and 1552, and were mistaken by contemporary Lutherans for 
supernatural signs. Stanley (Lectures on the Eastern Church, p. 288) refers to the natural 
phenomenon known by the name of "parhelion," which in an afternoon sky not unfrequently 
assumes almost the form of the cross. He also brings in, as a new illustration, the Aurora Borealis 
which appeared in November, 1848, and was variously interpreted, in France as forming the 
letters L. N., in view of the approaching election of Louis Napoleon, in Rome as the blood of the 
murdered Rossi crying for vengeance from heaven against his assassins. Mosheim, after a lengthy 
discussion of the subject in his large work on the ante-Nicene age, comes to no definite 
conclusion, but favors the hypothesis of a mere dream or a psychological illusion. Neander and 
Robertson connect with the supposition of a natural phenomenon in the skies a dream of 
Constantine which reflected the optical vision of the day. Keim, the latest writer on the subject, l. 
c. p. 89, admits the dream, but denies the cross in the clouds. So Mosheim. 
 
{27} Dr. Murdock (notes to his translation of Mosheim) raises the additional objection, which has 
some force from his Puritan standpoint: "If the miracle of the luminous cross was a reality, has 
not God himself sanctioned the use of the cross as the appointed symbol of our religion? so that 
there is no superstition in the use of it, but the Catholics are correct and the Protestants in an error 
on this subject?" 
 
{28} Theodoret says that Constantine was called not of men or by men (oujk ajp j ajnqrwvpou, 
oujde di j ajnqrwvpou, Galatians 1:1), but from heaven, as the divine apostle Paul was 
(oujranovqen kata ton qei’on ajpovstolon). Hist. Eccl. 50: 1: 100:2. 
 
{29} So Sozomenus, H. E. lib. i. cap. 3, expressly represents it: onar eide to tou staurou 
shmeion selagizon etc. Afterwards he gives, it is true, the fuller report of Eusebius in his own 
words. Comp. Rufin. ix. 9; Euseb. Vit. Const. i. 29; Lact. Deuteronomy mort. persec. 44, and the 
allusions of the heathen panegyrists. 
 
{30} Licinius before the battle with Maximin had a vision of an angel who taught him a prayer for 
victory (Lactant. Deuteronomy mort. persec. c. 46). Julian the Apostate was even more 
superstitious in this respect than his Christian uncle, and fully addicted to the whole train of 
omens, presages, prodigies, spectres, dreams, visions, auguries, and oracles (Comp. below, 4). On 



his expedition against the Persians he was supposed by Libanius to have been surrounded by a 
whole army of gods, which, however, in the view of Gregory of Nazianzen, was a host of 
demons. See Ullmann, Gregory of Naz., p. 100. 
 
{31} According to the account of his friend, Dr. Philip Doddridge, who learned the facts from 
Gardiner, as Eusebius from Constantine. When engaged in serious meditation on a Sabbath night 
in July, 1719, Gardiner "suddenly thought he saw an unusual blaze of light fall on the book while 
he was reading, which he at first imagined might have happened by some accident in the candle. 
But lifting up his eyes, he apprehended, to his extreme amazement, that there was before him, as 
it were suspended in the air, a visible representation of the Lord Jesus Christ upon the cross, 
surrounded with a glory; and was impressed as if a voice, or something equivalent to a voice, had 
come to him, to this effect: "O sinner, did I suffer this for thee, and are these the returns?’" After 
this event he changed from a dissolute worldling to an earnest and godly man. But the whole 
apparition was probably, after all, merely an inward one. For the report adds as to the voice: 
"Whether this were an audible voice, or only a strong impression on his mind, equally striking, he 
did not seem confident, though he judged it to be the former. He thought he was awake. But 
everybody knows how easy it is towards midnight to fall into a doze over a dull or even a good 
book. It is very probable then that this apparition resolves itself into a significant dream which 
marked an epoch in his life. No reflecting person will on that account doubt the seriousness of 
Gardiner’s conversion, which was amply proved by his whole subsequent life, even far more than 
Constantine’s was. 
 
{32} Numbers 12:6: "I the Lord will make myself known in a vision, and will speak in a dream." 
Job 33:15,16: "In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep falleth upon men, in 
slumberings upon the bed, then he openeth the ears of men and sealeth their instruction." For 
actual facts see Genesis 31:10,24 37:5 1 Kings 3:5 Daniel 2:4,36 7:1 Matthew 1:20 2:12,13,19,22 
Acts 10:17 22:17,18. 
 
{33} Histor. ii. 16. 
 
{34} labwron, also labouron; derived not from labor, nor from lafuron, i.e. praeda, nor 
from labein, but probably from a barbarian root, otherwise unknown, and introduced into the 
Roman terminology, long before Constantine, by the Celtic or Germanic recruits. Comp. Du 
Cange, Glossar., and Suicer, Thesaur. s. h. v. The labarum, as described by Eusebius, who saw it 
himself (Vita Const. i. 30), consisted of a long spear overlaid with gold, and a crosspiece of 
wood, from which hung a square flag of purple cloth embroidered and covered with precious 
stones. On the of top of the shaft was a crown composed of gold and precious stones, and 
containing the monogram of Christ (see next note), and just under this crown was a likeness the 
emperor and his sons in gold. The emperor told Eusebius (I. ii. c. 7) some incredible things about 
this labarum, e.g. that none of its bearers was ever hurt by the darts of the enemy. 
 
{35} X and P, the first two letters of the name of Christ, so written upon one another as to make 
the form of the cross: P with x (Rho with Chi on the lower part) or P with—(Rho with a dash on 
the lower part to make a cross), or aPw (i.e. Christos—Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the 
end with a chi on the stem to make the cross), and similar forms, of which Munter (Sinnbilder der 
alten Christen, p. 36 sqq.) has collected from ancient coins, vessels, and tombstones more than 
twenty. The monogram, as well as the sign of the cross, was in use among the Christians Iong 
before Constantine, probably as early as the Antonines and Hadrian. Yea, the standards and 
trophies of victory generally had the appearance of a cross, as Minucius Felix, Tertullian, Justin, 
and other apologists of the second century told the heathens. According to Killen (Ancient 
Church, p. 317, note), who quotes Aringhus, Roma subterranea, ii. p. 567, as his authority, the 



famous monogram (of course in a different sense) is found even before Christ on coins of the 
Ptolemies. The only thing new, therefore, was the union of this symbol, in its Christian sense and 
application, with the Roman military standard. 
 
{36} Eus., H. E. ix. 9: toutw tw swthriwdei (salutari, not singulari, as Rufinus has it) shmeiw, 
tw alhyinw elegcw twv andriav, thn polin umwn apo zugou tou turannou diaswyeisan 
eleuyerwsa, k. t. l. Gibbon, however thinks it more probable, that at least the labarum and the 
inscription date only from the second or third visit of Constantine to Rome. 
 
{37} "Instinctu Divinitatis et mentis magnitudine." Divinitas may be taken as an ambiguous word 
like Providence, "which veils Constantine’s passage from Paganism to Christianity." 
 
{38} Cicero says, pro Raberio, c. 5: "Nomen ipsum crucis absit non modo a corpore civium 
Romanorum, sed etiam a cogitatione, oculis, auribus." With other ancient heathens, however, the 
Egyptians, the Buddhists, and even the aborigines of Mexico, the cross seems to have been in use 
as a religious symbol. Socrates relates (H. E. v. 17) that at the destruction of the temple of 
Serapis, among the hieroglyphic inscriptions forms of crosses were found, which pagans and 
Christians alike referred to their respective religions. Some of the heathen converts conversant 
with hieroglyphic characters interpreted the form of the cross to mean the Life to come. 
According to Prescott (Conquest of Mexico, iii. 338-340) the Spaniards found the cross among 
the objects of worship in the idol temples of Anahnac. 
 
{39} Even church teachers long before Constantine, Justin, Tertullian, Minucius Felix, in 
downright opposition to this pagan antipathy, had found the sign of the cross everywhere on the 
face of nature and of human life; in the military banners and trophies of victory, in the ship with 
swelling sails and extended oars, in the plow in the flying bird, in man swimming or praying, in 
the features of the face and the form of the body with outstretched arms. Hence the daily use of 
the of the cross by the early Christians. Comp. vol. ii. 77 (p. 269 sqq.). 
 
{40} This in the second edict of toleration, not the third, as was formerly supposed. An edict of 
312 does not exist and rests on a mistake. See vol. ii. 25, p. 72. 
 
{41} "Haec ordinanda esse credidimus... ut daremus et Christianis et omnibus liberam potestatem 
sequendi religionem, quamquisque voluisset... ut nulli omnino facultatem obnegandam 
putaremus, qui vel observationi Christianorum, vel ei religioni mentem suam dederet, quam ipse 
sibi aptissimam esse sentiret... ut, amotis omnibus ominino conditionibus [by which are meant, no 
doubt, the restrictions of toleration in the edict of 311], nunc libere ac simpliciter unusquisque 
eorum qui eandem observandae religioni Christianorum gerunt voluntatem, citra ullam 
inquietudinem et molestiam sui id ipsum observare contendant." Lact., Deuteronomy mort, 
persec. c. 48 (ii. p. 282, ed. Fritzsche). Eusebius gives the edict in a stiff andobscure Greek 
translation, with some variations, H. E. x. 5. Comp. Niceph. H. E. vii. 41. Also a special essay on 
the edicts of toleration, by Theod. Keim in the Tubinger Theolog. Jahrbucher for 1852, and 
Mason, persecution of Diocletian, pp. 299 and 326. 
 
{42} Compare the remarkable passages of Tertullian, cited in vol. ii. 13, p. 35. Lactantius 
likewise, in the beginning of the fourth century, says, Instit. div. l. v. c. 19 (i. p. 267 sq. ed. Lips.): 
"Non est opus vi et injuria, quia religio cogi non potest; verbis potius, quam verberibus res 
agenda est, ut sit voluntas.... Defendenda religio est, non occidendo, sed moriendo; non saevitia, 
sed patientia; non scelere, sed fide.... Nam si sanguine, si tormentis, si malo religionem defendere 
velis, jam non defendetur illa, sed polluetur atque violabitur. Nihil est enim tam voluntarium, 
quam religio, in qua si animus sacrificantis aversus est, jam sublata, jam nulla est." Comp. c. 20. 



 
{43} For the Acta St. Silvestri and the H. Eccl. of Nicephorus Callist. vii. 34 (in Baronius, ad ann. 
324) are of course not reliable authority on this point. 
 
{44} He commanded the Christians, for example, to hold their large assemblies in open fields 
instead of in the churches, because the fresh air was more wholesome for them than the close 
atmosphere in a building! 
 
{45} "Jubente Deo," says he in one of his laws. Cod. Theodos. l. xiii. tit. v. leg. 7. Later writers 
ascribe the founding of Constantinople to a nocturnal vision of the emperor, and an injunction of 
the Virgin Mary, who was revered as patroness, one might almost suppose as goddess, of the city. 
 
{46} The Turks still call it emphatically the city. For Stambul is a corruption of Istambul, which 
means: eij thn povlin. 
 
{47} The most offensive of these is the colossal bronze statue of Apollo, pretended to be the work 
of Phidias, which Constantine set up in the middle of the Forum on a pillar of porphyry, a 
hundred and twenty feet high, and which, at least according to later interpretations, served to 
represent the emperor himself with the attributes of Christ and the god of the sun! So says the 
author of Antiquit. Constant. in Banduri, and J. v. Hammer: Constantinopolis u. der Bosphorus, i. 
162 (cited in Milman’s notes to Gibbon). Nothing now remains of the pillar but a mutilated piece. 
 
{48} Euseb. V. C. iv. 29-33. Burckhardt, l. c. p. 400, gives little credit to this whole account of 
Eusebius, and thus intimates the charge of deliberate falsehood. 
 
{49} Euseb. Vit. Const. iv. 29 ad finem. 
 
{50} Const. Oratio ad Sanctorum coetum, was preserved in Greek translation by Eusebius as an 
appendix to his biography of the emperor. 
 
{51} The pretended baptism of Constantine by the Roman bishop Sylvester in 324, and his 
bestowment of lands on the pope in connection with it, is a mediaeval fiction, still unblushingly 
defended indeed by Baronius (ad ann. 324, No. 43-49), but long since given up by other Roman 
Catholic historians, such as Noris, Tillemont, and Valesius. It is sufficiently refuted by the 
contemporary testimony of Eusebius alone (Vit. Const. iv. 61, 62), who places the baptism of 
Constantine at the end of his life, and minutely describes it; and Socrates, Sozomen, Ambrose, 
and Jerome coincide with him. 
 
{52} Hence Jerome says, Constantine was baptized into Arianism. And Dr. Newman, the ex-
Tractarian, remarks, that in conferring his benefaction on the church he burdened it with the 
bequest of a heresy, which outlived his age by many centuries, and still exists in its effects in the 
divisions of the East (The Arians of the 4th Century, 1854, p. 138). But Eusebius (not the church 
historian) was probably the nearest bishop, and acted here not as a party leader. Constantine, too, 
in spite of the influence which the Arians had over him in his later years, considered himself 
constantly a true adherent of the Nicene faith, and he is reported by Theodoret (H. E. I. 32) to 
have ordered the recall of Athanasius from exile on his deathbed, in spite of the opposition of the 
Arian Eusebius. He was in these matters frequently misled by misrepresentations, and cared more 
for peace than for truth. The deeper significance of the dogmatic controversy was entirely beyond 
his sphere. Gibbon is right in this matter: "The credulous monarch, unskilled in the stratagems of 
theological warfare, might be deceived by the modest and specious professions of the heretics, 
whose sentiments he never perfectly understood; and while he protected Arius, and persecuted 



Athanasius, he still considered the council of Nice as the bulwark of the Christian faith, and the 
peculiar glory of his own reign." Ch. xxi. 
 
{53} Stanley, l. c. p. 320. 
 
{54} This church became the burial place of the Byzantine emperors, till in the fourth crusade the 
coffins were rifled and the bodies cast out. Mahomet II. destroyed the church and built in its place 
the magnificent mosque which bears his name. See von Hammer, i. 390. 
 
{55} Comp the Acta Sact. ad 21 Maii, p. 13 sq. Niebuhr justly remarks: "When certain oriental 
writers call Constantine ‘equal to the Apostles,’ they do not know what they are saying; and to 
speak of him as a ‘saint’ is a profanation of the word."  

 



3. The Sons of Constantine. A. D. 337-361. 
 
For the literature see 2 and 4. 
 
With the death of Constantine the monarchy also came, for the present, to an end. The empire was 
divided among his three sons, Constantine II., Constans, and Constantius. Their accession was not 
in Christian style, but after the manner of genuine Turkish, oriental despotism; it trod upon the 
corpses of the numerous kindred of their father, excepting two nephews, Gallus and Julian, who 
were saved only by sickness and youth from the fury of the soldiers. Three years later followed a 
war of the brothers for the sole supremacy. Constantine II. was slain by Constans (340), who was 
in turn murdered by a barbarian field officer and rival, Magnentius (350). After the defeat and the 
suicide of Magnentius, Constantius, who had hitherto reigned in the East, became sole emperor, 
and maintained himself through many storms until his natural death (353-361). 
 
The sons of Constantine did their Christian education little honor, and departed from their father’s 
wise policy of toleration. Constantius, a temperate and chaste, but jealous, vain, and weak prince, 
entirely under the control of eunuchs, women, and bishops, entered upon a violent suppression of 
the heathen religion, pillaged and destroyed many temples, gave the booty to the church, or to his 
eunuch, flatterers, and worthless favorites, and prohibited, under penalty of death, all sacrifices 
and worship of images in Rome, Alexandria, and Athens, though the prohibition could not be 
carried out. Hosts now came over to Christianity, though, of course, for the most part with the lips 
only, not with the heart. But this emperor proceeded with the same intolerance against the 
adherents of the Nicene orthodoxy, and punished them with confiscation and banishment. His 
brothers supported Athanasius, but he himself was a fanatical Arian. In fact, he meddled in all the 
affairs of the church, which was convulsed during his reign with doctrinal controversy. He 
summoned a multitude of councils, in Gaul, in Italy, in Illyricum, and in Asia; aspired to the 
renown of a theologian; and was fond of being called bishop of bishops, though, like his father, 
he postponed baptism till shortly before his death. 
 
There were there, it is true, who justified this violent suppression of idolatry, by reference to the 
extermination of the Canaanites under Joshua. {56} But intelligent church teachers, like 
Athanasius, Hosius, and Hilary, gave their voice for toleration, though even they mean 
particularly toleration for orthodoxy, for the sake of which they themselves had been deposed and 
banished by the Arian power. Athanasius says, for example: "Satan, because there is no truth in 
him, breaks in with axe and sword. But the Saviour is gentle, and forces no one, to whom he 
comes, but knocks and speaks to the soul: Open to me, my sister? {57} If we open to him, he 
enters; but if we will not, he departs. For the truth is not preached by sword and dungeon, by the 
might of an army, but by persuasion and exhortation. How can there be persuasion where fear of 
the emperor is uppermost? How exhortation, where the contradicter has to expect banishment and 
death?" With equal truth Hilary confronts the emperor with the wrong of his course, in the words: 
"With the gold of the state thou burdenest the sanctuary of God, and what is torn from the 
temples, or gained by confiscation, or extorted by punishment, thou obtrudest upon God." 
 
By the laws of history the forced Christianity of Constantius must provoke a reaction of 
heathenism. And such reaction in fact ensued, though only for a brief period immediately after 
this emperor’s death. 
 
{56} So Julius Firmicus Maternus, author of a tract Deuteronomy errore profanarum religionum, 
written about 348 and dedicated to the emperors Constantius and Constans. 
 



{57} Song of Solomon 5:2.  

 



4. Julian the Apostate, and the Reaction of Paganism. A. D. 361-363. 
 
SOURCES. 
 
These agree in all the principal facts, even to unimportant details, but differ entirely in spirit and 
in judgment; Julian himself exhibiting the vanity of self-praise, Libanius and Zosimus the 
extreme of passionate admiration, Gregory and Cyril the opposite extreme of hatred and 
abhorrence, Ammianus Marcellinus a mixture of praise and censure. 
 
1. Heathen sources: Juliani imperatoris Opera, quae supersunt omnia, ed. by Petavius, Par. 1583; 
and more completely by Ezech. Spanhemius, Lips. 1696, 2 vols. fol. in one (Spanheim gives the 
Greek original with a good Latin version, and the Ten Books of Cyril of Alex. against Julian). We 
have from Julian: Misopogon (Misopwvgon, the Beard-hater, a defence of himself against the 
accusations of the Antiochians); Caesares (two satires on his predecessors); eight Orationes; 
sixty-five Epistolae (the latter separately and most completely edited, with shorter fragments, by 
Heyler, Mog. 1828); and Fragments of his three or seven Books kata Cristianw’n in the Reply of 
Cyril. Libanius: epitafiov epioulianw, in Lib. Opp. ed. Reiske, Altenb. 1791-97. 4 vols. 
Mamertinus: Gratiarum actio Juliano. The relevant passages in the heathen historians 
AmmianusMarcellinus (I. c. lib. xxi-xxv. 3), Zosimus and Eunapius. 
 
2. Christian Sources (all in Greek): the early church historians, Socrates (l. iii.), Sozomen (I. v. 
and vi.), Theodoret (I. iii.). Gregory Naz.: Orationes invectivae in Jul. duae, written some six 
months after the death of Julian (Opp. tom. i.). Cyril of Alex.: Contra impium Jul. libri x. (in the 
Opp. Cyr., ed. J. Aubert, Par. 1638, tom. vi., and in Spanheim’s ed. of the works of Julian). 
 
LITERATURE. 
 
Tillemont: Memoires, etc., vol. vii. p. 322-423 (Venice ed.), and Histoire des empereurs Rom. 
Par. 1690 sqq., vol. iv. 483-576. Abbe Deuteronomy la Bleterie: Vie de l’empereur Julien. Amst. 
1735. 2 vols. The same in English, Lond. 1746. W. Warburton: Julian. Lond. 3d ed. 1763. Nath. 
Lardner: Works, ed. Dr. Kippis, vol. vii. p. 581 sqq. Gibbon: l. c. ch. xxii.-xxiv., particularly 
xxiii. Neander: Julian u. sein Zeitalter. Leipz. 1812 (his first historical production), and Allg. K. 
G., iii. (2d ed. 1846), p. 76-148. English ed. Torrey, ii. 37-67. Jondot (R.C.): Histoire de 
l’empereur Julien. 1817, 2 vols. C. H. Van Herwerden: Deuteronomy Juliano imper. religionis 
Christ. hoste, eodemque vindice. Lugd. Bat. 1827. G. F. Wiggers: Jul. der Abtrunnige. Leipz. 
1837 (in Illgen’s Zeitschr. f. Hist. Theol.). H. Schulze: Deuteronomy philos. et moribus Jul. 
Strals. 1839. D. Fr. Strauss (author of the mythological "Leben Jesu"): Der Romantiker auf dem 
Thron der Caesaren, oder Julian der Abtr. Manh. 1847 (containing a clear survey of the various 
opinions concerning Julian from Libanius and Gregory to Gibbon, Schlosser, Neander, and 
Ullmann, but hiding a political aim against King Frederick William IV. of Prussia). J. E. Auer 
(R.C.): Kaiser Jul. der Abtr. im Kampf mit den Kirchenvaetern seiner Zeit. Wien, 1855. W. 
Mangold: Jul. der Abtr. Stuttg. 1862. C. Semisch: Jul. der Abtr. Bresl. 1862. F. Lubker: Julians 
Kampf u. Ende. Hamb. 1864. 
 
Notwithstanding this great conversion of the government and of public sentiment, the pagan 
religion still had many adherents, and retained an important influence through habit and 
superstition over the rude peasantry, and through literature and learned schools of philosophy and 
rhetoric at Alexandria, Athens, &c., over the educated classes. And now, under the lead of one of 
the most talented, energetic, and notable Roman emperors, it once more made a systematic and 
vigorous effort to recover its ascendency in the Roman empire. But in the entire failure of this 



effort heathenism itself gave the strongest proof that it had outlived itself forever. It now became 
evident during the brief, but interesting and instructive episode of Julian’s reign, that the policy of 
Constantine was entirely judicious and consistent with the course of history itself, and that 
Christianity really carried all the moral vigor of the present and all the hopes of the future. At the 
same time this temporary persecution was a just punishment and wholesome discipline for a 
secularized church and clergy. {58} 
 
Julian, surnamed the Apostate (Apostata), a nephew of Constantine the Great and cousin of 
Constantius, was born in the year 331, and was therefore only six years old when his uncle died. 
The general slaughter of his kindred, not excepting his father, at the change of the throne, could 
beget neither love for Constantius nor respect for his court Christianity. He afterwards ascribed 
his escape to the special favor of the old gods. He was systematically spoiled by false education 
and made the enemy of that very religion which pedantic teachers attempted to force upon his 
free and independent mind, and which they so poorly recommended by their lives. We have a 
striking parallel in more recent history in the case of Frederick the Great of Prussia. Julian was 
jealously watched by the emperor, and kept in rural retirement almost like a prisoner. With his 
step-brother Gallus, he received a nominally Christian training under the direction of the Arian 
bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia and several eunuchs; he was baptized; even educated for the 
clerical order, and ordained a Lector. {59} He prayed, fasted, celebrated the memory of the 
martyrs, paid the usual reverence to the bishops, besought the blessing of hermits, and read the 
Scriptures in the church of Nicomedia. Even his plays must wear the hue of devotion. But this 
despotic and mechanical force-work of a repulsively austere and fiercely polemic type of 
Christianity roused the intelligent, wakeful, and vigorous spirit of Julian to rebellion, and drove 
him over towards the heathen side. The Arian pseudo-Christianity of Constantius produced the 
heathen anti-Christianity of Julian; and the latter was a well-deserved punishment of the former. 
With enthusiasm and with untiring diligence the young prince studied Homer, Plato, Aristotle, 
and the Neo-Platonists. The partial prohibition of such reading gave it double zest. He secretly 
obtained the lectures of the celebrated rhetorician Libanius, afterwards his eulogist, whose 
productions, however, represent the degeneracy of the heathen literature in that day, covering 
emptiness with a pompous and tawdry style, attractive only to a vitiated taste. He became 
acquainted by degrees with the most eminent representatives of heathenism, particularly the Neo-
Platonic philosophers, rhetoricians, and priests, like Libanius, Aedesius, Maximus, and 
Chrysanthius. These confirmed him in his superstitions by sophistries and sorceries of every kind. 
He gradually became the secret head of the heathen party. Through the favor and mediation of the 
empress Eusebia he visited for some months the schools of Athens (A. D. 355), where he was 
initiated in the Eleusinian mysteries, and thus completed his transition to the Grecian idolatry. 
 
This heathenism, however, was not a simple, spontaneous growth; it was all an artificial and 
morbid production. It was the heathenism of the Neo-Platonic, pantheistic eclecticism, a strange 
mixture of philosophy, poesy, and superstition, and, in Julian at least, in great part an imitation or 
caricature of Christianity. It sought to spiritualize and revive the old mythology by uniting with it 
oriental theosophemes and a few Christian ideas; taught a higher, abstract unity above the 
multiplicity of the national gods, genii, heroes, and natural powers; believed in immediate 
communications and revelations of the gods through dreams, visions, oracles, entrails of 
sacrifices, prodigies; and stood in league with all kinds of magical and theurgic arts. {60} Julian 
himself, with all his philosophical intelligence, credited the most insipid legends of the gods, or 
gave them a deeper, mystic meaning by the most arbitrary allegorical interpretation. He was in 
intimate personal intercourse with Jupiter, Minerva, Apollo, Hercules, who paid their nocturnal 
visits to his heated fancy, and assured him of their special protection. And he practised the art of 
divination as a master. {61} Among the various divinities he worshipped with peculiar devotion 
the great king Helios, or the god of the sun, whose servant he called himself, and whose ethereal 



light attracted him even in tender childhood with magic force. He regarded him as the centre of 
the universe, from which light, life, and salvation proceed upon all creatures. {62} In this view of 
a supreme divinity he made an approach to the Christian monotheism, but substituted an airy 
myth and pantheistic fancy for the only true and living God and the personal historical Christ. 
 
His moral character corresponds with the preposterous nature of this system. With all his brilliant 
talents and stoical virtues, he wanted the genuine simplicity and naturalness, which are the 
foundation of all true greatness of mind and character. As his worship of Helios was a shadowy 
reflection of the Christian monotheism, and so far an involuntary tribute to the religion he 
opposed, so in his artificial and ostentatious asceticism we can only see a caricature of the 
ecclesiastical monasticism of the age which he so deeply despised for its humility and spirituality. 
He was full of affectation, vanity, sophistry, loquacity, and a master in the art of dissimulation. 
Everything he said or wrote was studied and calculated for effect. Instead of discerning the spirit 
of the age and putting himself at the head of the current of true progress, he identified himself 
with a party of no vigor nor promise, and thus fell into a false and untenable position, at variance 
with the mission of a ruler. Great minds, indeed, are always more or less at war with their age, as 
we may see in the reformers, in the apostles, nay, in Christ himself. But their antagonism 
proceeds from a clear knowledge of the real wants and a sincere devotion to the best interests of 
the age; it is all progressive and reformatory, and at last carries the deeper spirit of the age with 
itself, and raises it to a higher level. The antagonism of Julian, starting with a radical 
misconception of the tendency of history and animated by selfish ambition, was one of 
retrogression and reaction, and in addition, was devoted to a bad cause. He had all the faults, and 
therefore deserved the tragic fate, of a fanatical reactionist. 
 
His apostasy from Christianity, to which he was probably never at heart committed, Julian 
himself dates as early as his twentieth year, A. D. 351. But while Constantius lived, he concealed 
his pagan sympathies with consummate hypocrisy, publicly observed Christian ceremonies, while 
secretly sacrificing to Jupiter and Helios, kept the feast of Epiphany in the church at Vienne so 
late as January, 361, and praised the emperor in the most extravagant style, though he thoroughly 
hated him, and after his death all the more bitterly mocked him. {63} For ten years he kept the 
mask. After December, 355, the student of books astonished the world with brilliant military and 
executive powers as Caesar in Gaul, which was at that time heavily threatened by the German 
barbarians; he won the enthusiastic love of the soldiers, and received from them the dignity of 
Augustus. Then he raised the standard of rebellion against his suspicious and envious imperial 
cousin and brother-in-law, and in 361 openly declared himself a friend of the gods. By the sudden 
death of Constantius in the same year he became sole head of the Roman empire, and in 
December, as the only remaining heir of the house of Constantine, {64} made his entry into 
Constantinople amidst universal applause and rejoicing over escape from civil war. 
 
He immediately gave himself, with the utmost zeal, to the duties of his high station, unweariedly 
active as prince, general, judge, orator, high-priest, correspondent, and author. He sought to unite 
the fame of an Alexander, a Marcus Aurelius, a Plato, and a Diogenes in himself. His only 
recreation was a change of labor. He would use at once his hand in writing, his ear in hearing, and 
his voice in speaking. He considered his whole time due to his empire and the culture of his own 
mind. The eighteen short months of his reign (Dec. 361-June 363) comprehend the plans of a life-
long administration and most of his literary works. He practised the strictest economy in the 
public affairs, banished all useless luxury from his court, and dismissed with one decree whole 
hosts of barbers, cup-bearers, cooks, masters of ceremonies, and other superfluous officers, with 
whom the palace swarmed, but surrounded himself instead with equally useless pagan mystics, 
sophists, jugglers, theurgists, soothsayers, babblers, and scoffers, who now streamed from all 
quarters to the court. In striking contrast with his predecessors, he maintained the simplicity of a 



philosopher and an ascetic in his manner of life, and gratified his pride and vanity with contempt 
of the pomp and pleasures of the imperial purple. He lived chiefly on vegetable diet, abstaining 
now from this food, now from that, according to the taste of the god or goddess to whom the day 
was consecrated. He wore common clothing, usually slept on the floor, let his beard and nails 
grow, and, like the strict anachorets of Egypt, neglected the laws of decency and cleanliness. {65} 
This cynic eccentricity and vain ostentation certainly spoiled his reputation for simplicity and 
self-denial, and made him ridiculous. It evinced, also, not so much the boldness and wisdom of a 
reformer, as the pedantry and folly of a reactionist. In military and executive talent and personal 
bravery he was not inferior to Constantine; while in mind and literary culture he far excelled him, 
as well as in energy and moral self-control; and, doubtless to his own credit, he closed his public 
career at the age at which his uncle’s began; but he entirely lacked the clear, sound common sense 
of his great predecessor, and that practical statesmanship, which discerns the wants of the age, 
and acts according to them. He had more uncommon sense than common sense, and the latter is 
often even more important than the former, and indispensable to a good practical statesman. But 
his greatest fault as a ruler was his utterly false position towards the paramount question of his 
time: that of religion. This was the cause of that complete failure which made his reign as 
trackless as a meteor. 
 
The ruling passion of Julian, and the soul of his short but most active, remarkable, and in its 
negative results instructive reign, was fanatical love of the pagan religion and bitter hatred of the 
Christian, at a time when the former had already forever given up to the latter the reins of 
government in the world. He considered it the great mission of his life to restore the worship of 
the gods, and to reduce the religion of Jesus first to a contemptible sect, and at last, if possible, to 
utter extinction from the earth. To this he believed himself called by the gods themselves, and in 
this faith he was confirmed by theurgic arts, visions, and dreams. To this end all the means, which 
talent, zeal, and power could command, were applied; and the failure must be attributed solely to 
the intrinsic folly and impracticability of the end itself. 
 
I. To look, first, at the positive side of his plan, the restoration and reformation of heathenism: 
 
He reinstated, in its ancient splendor, the worship of the gods at the public expense; called forth 
hosts of priests from concealment; conferred upon them all their former privileges, and showed 
them every honor; enjoined upon the soldiers and civil officers attendance at the forsaken temples 
and altars; forgot no god or goddess, though himself specially devoted to the worship of Apollo, 
or the sun; and notwithstanding his parsimony in other respects, caused the rarest birds and whole 
herds of bulls and lambs to be sacrificed, until the continuance of the species became a subject of 
concern. {66} He removed the cross and the monogram of Christ from the coins and standards, 
and replaced the former pagan symbols. He surrounded the statues and portraits of the emperors 
with the signs of idolatry, that every one might be compelled to bow before the gods, who would 
pay the emperors due respect. He advocated images of the gods on the same grounds on which 
afterwards the Christian iconolaters defended the images of the saints. If you love the emperor, if 
you love your father, says he, you like to see his portrait; so the friend of the gods loves to look 
upon their images, by which he is pervaded with reverence for the invisible gods, who are looking 
down upon him. 
 
Julian led the way himself with a complete example. He discovered on every occasion the utmost 
zeal for the heathen religion, and performed, with the most scrupulous devotion, the offices of a 
pontifex maximus, which had been altogether neglected, although not formally abolished, under 
his two predecessors. Every morning and evening he sacrificed to the rising and setting sun, or 
the supreme light-god; every night, to the moon and the stars; every day, to some other divinity. 
Says Libanius, his heathen admirer: "He received the rising sun with blood, and attended him 



again with blood at his setting." As he could not go abroad so often as he would, he turned his 
palace into a temple and erected altars in his garden, which was kept purer than most chapels. 
"Wherever there was a temple," says the same writer, "whether in the city or on the hill or the 
mountain top, no matter how rough, or difficult of access, he ran to it." He prostrated himself 
devoutly before the altars and the images, not allowing the most violent storm to prevent him. 
Several times in a day, surrounded by priests and dancing women, he sacrificed a hundred bulls, 
himself furnishing the wood and kindling the flames. He used the knife himself, and as haruspex 
searched with his own hand the secrets of the future in the reeking entrails. 
 
But his zeal found no echo, and only made him ridiculous in the eyes of cultivated heathens 
themselves. He complains repeatedly of the indifference of his party, and accuses one of his 
priests of a secret league with Christian bishops. The spectators at his sacrifices came not from 
devotion, but from curiosity, and grieved the devout emperor by their rounds of applause, as if he 
were simply a theatrical actor of religion. Often there were no spectators at all. When he 
endeavored to restore the oracle of Apollo Daphneus in the famous cypress grove at Antioch, and 
arranged for a magnificent procession, with libation, dances, and incense, he found in the temple 
one solitary old priest, and this priest ominously offered in sacrifice—a goose. {67} 
 
At the same time, however, Julian sought to renovate and transform heathenism by incorporating 
with it the morals of Christianity; vainly thinking thus to bring it back to its original purity. In this 
he himself unwittingly and unwillingly bore witness to the poverty of the heathen religion, and 
paid the highest tribute to the Christian; and the Christians for this reason not inaptly called him 
an "ape of Christianity." 
 
In the first place, he proposed to improve the irreclaimable priesthood after the model of the 
Christian clergy. The priests, as true mediators between the gods and men, should be constantly in 
the temples, should occupy themselves with holy things, should study no immoral or skeptical 
books of the school of Epicurus and Pyrrho, but the works of Homer, Pythagoras, Plato, 
Chrysippus, and Zeno; they should visit no taverns nor theatres, should pursue no dishonorable 
trade, should give alms, practise hospitality, live in strict chastity and temperance, wear simple 
clothing, but in their official functions always appear in the costliest garments and most imposing 
dignity. He borrowed almost every feature of the then prevalent idea of the Christian priesthood, 
and applied it to the polytheistic religion. {68} Then, he borrowed from the constitution and 
worship of the church a hierarchical system of orders, and a sort of penitential discipline, with 
excommunication, absolution, and restoration, besides a fixed ritual embracing didactic and 
musical elements. Mitred priests in purple were to edify the people regularly with sermons; that 
is, with allegorical expositions and practical applications of tasteless and immoral mythological 
stories! Every temple was to have a well arranged choir, and the congregation its responses. And 
finally, Julian established in different provinces monasteries, nunneries, and hospitals for the sick, 
for orphans, and for foreigners without distinction of religion, appropriated to them considerable 
sums from the public treasury, and at the same time, though fruitlessly, invited voluntary 
contributions. He made the noteworthy concession, that the heathens did not help even their own 
brethren in faith; while the Jews never begged, and "the godless Galileans," as he malignantly 
styled the Christians, supplied not only their own, but even the heathen poor, and thus aided the 
worst of causes by a good practice. 
 
But of course all these attempts to regenerate heathenism by foreign elements were utterly futile. 
They were like galvanizing a decaying corpse, or grafting fresh scions on a dead trunk, sowing 
good seed on a rock, or pouring new wine into old bottles, bursting the bottles and wasting the 
wine. 
 



II. The negative side of Julian’s plan was the suppression and final extinction of Christianity. 
 
In this he proceeded with extraordinary sagacity. He abstained from bloody persecution, because 
he would not forego the credit of philosophical toleration, nor give the church the glory of a new 
martyrdom. A history of three centuries also had proved that violent measures were fruitless. 
According to Libanius it was a principle with him, that fire and sword cannot change a man’s 
faith, and that persecution only begets hypocrites and martyrs. Finally, he doubtless perceived 
that the Christians were too numerous to be assailed by a general persecution without danger of a 
bloody civil war. Hence he oppressed the church "gently," {69} under show of equity and 
universal toleration. He persecuted not so much the Christians as Christianity, by endeavoring to 
draw off its confessors. He thought to gain the result of persecution without incurring the personal 
reproach and the public danger of persecution itself. His disappointments, however, increased his 
bitterness, and had he returned victorious from the Persian war, he would probably have resorted 
to open violence. In fact, Gregory Nazianzen and Sozomen, and some heathen writers also, tell of 
local persecutions in the provinces, particularly at Anthusa and Alexandria, with which the 
emperor is, at least indirectly, to be charged. His officials acted in those cases, not under public 
orders indeed, but according to the secret wish of Julian, who ignored their illegal proceedings as 
long as he could, and then discovered his real views by lenient censure and substantial acquittal 
of the offending magistrates. 
 
He first, therefore, employed against the Christians of all parties and sects the policy of toleration, 
in hope of their destroying each other by internal controversies. He permitted the orthodox 
bishops and all other clergy, who had been banished under Constantius, to return to their 
dioceses, and left Arians, Apollinarians, Novatians, Macedonians, Donatists, and so on, to 
themselves. He affected compassion for the "poor, blind, deluded Galileans, who forsook the 
most glorious privilege of man, the worship of the immortal gods, and instead of them 
worshipped dead men and dead men’s bones." He once even suffered himself to be insulted by a 
blind bishop, Maris of Chalcedon, who, when reminded by him, that the Galilean God could not 
restore his eyesight, answered: "I thank my God for my blindness, which spares me the painful 
sight of such an impious Apostate as thou." He afterwards, however, caused the bishop to be 
severely punished. {70} So in Antioch, also, he bore with philosophic equanimity the ridicule of 
the Christian populace, but avenged himself on the inhabitants of the city by unsparing satire in 
the Misopogon. His whole bearing towards the Christians was instinct with bitter hatred and 
accompanied with sarcastic mockery. {71} This betrays itself even in the contemptuous term, 
Galileans, which he constantly applies to them after the fashion of the Jews, and which he 
probably also commanded to be given them by others. {72} He considered them a sect of fanatics 
contemptible to men and hateful to the gods, and as atheists in open war with all that was sacred 
and divine in the world. {73} He sometimes had representatives of different parties dispute in his 
presence, and then exclaimed: "No wild beasts are so fierce and irreconcilable as the Galilean 
sectarians." When he found that toleration was rather profitable than hurtful to the church, and 
tended to soften the vehemence of doctrinal controversies, he proceeded, for example, to banish 
Athanasius, who was particularly offensive to him, from Alexandria, and even from Egypt, 
calling this greatest man of his age an insignificant manikin, {74} and reviling him with vulgar 
language, because through his influence many prominent heathens, especially heathen women, 
passed over to Christianity. His toleration, therefore, was neither that of genuine humanity, nor 
that of religious indifferentism, but a hypocritical mask for a fanatical love of heathenism and a 
bitter hatred of Christianity. 
 
This appears in his open partiality and injustice against the Christians. His liberal patronage of 
heathenism was in itself an injury to Christianity. Nothing gave him greater joy than an apostasy, 
and he held out the temptation of splendid reward; thus himself employing the impure means of 



proselyting, for which he reproached the Christians. Once he even advocated conversion by 
violent measures. While he called heathens to all the higher offices, and, in case of their palpable 
disobedience, inflicted very mild punishment, if any at all, the Christians came to be everywhere 
disregarded, and their complaints dismissed from the tribunal with a mocking reference to their 
Master’s precept, to give their enemy their cloak also with their coat, and turn the other cheek to 
his blows. {75} They were removed from military and civil office, deprived of all their former 
privileges, oppressed with taxes, and compelled to restore without indemnity the temple property, 
with all their own improvements on it, and to contribute to the support of the public idolatry. 
Upon occasion of a controversy between the Arians and the orthodox at Edessa, Julian 
confiscated the church property and distributed it among his soldiers, under the sarcastic pretence 
of facilitating the Christians’ entrance into the kingdom of heaven, from which, according to the 
doctrine of their religion, {comp. Matthew 19:23,24} riches might exclude them. 
 
Equally unjust and tyrannical was the law, which placed all the state schools under the direction 
of heathens, and prohibited the Christians teaching the sciences and the arts. {76} Julian would 
thus deny Christian youth the advantages of education, and compel them either to sink in 
ignorance and barbarism, or to imbibe with the study of the classics in the heathen schools the 
principles of idolatry. In his view the Hellenic writings, especially the works of the poets, were 
not only literary, but also religious documents to which the heathens had an exclusive claim, and 
he regarded Christianity irreconcilable with genuine human culture. The Galileans, says he in 
ridicule, should content themselves with expounding Matthew and Luke in their churches, instead 
of profaning the glorious Greek authors. For it is preposterous and ungrateful, that they should 
study the writings of the classics, and yet despise the gods, whom the authors revered; since the 
gods were in fact the authors and guides of the minds of a Homer, a Hesiod, a Demosthenes, a 
Thucydides, an Isocrates, and a Lysias, and these writers consecrated their works to Mercury or 
the muses. {77} Hence he hated especially the learned church teachers, Basil, Gregory of 
Nazianzen, Apollinaris of Laodicea, who applied the classical culture to the refutation of 
heathenism and the defence of Christianity. To evade his interdict, the two Apollinaris produced 
with all haste Christian imitations of Homer, Pindar, Euripides, and Menander, which were 
considered by Sozomen equal to the originals, but soon passed into oblivion. Gregory also wrote 
the tragedy of "The Suffering Christ," and several hymns, which still exist. Thus these fathers 
bore witness to the indispensableness of classical literature for a higher Christian education, and 
the church has ever since maintained the same view. {78} 
 
Julian further sought to promote his cause by literary assaults upon the Christian religion; himself 
writing, shortly before his death, and in the midst of his preparations for the Persian campaign, a 
bitter work against it, of which we shall speak more fully in a subsequent section. {79} 
 
3. To the same hostile design against Christianity is to be referred the favor of Julian to its old 
hereditary enemy, Judaism. 
 
The emperor, in an official document affected reverence for that ancient popular religion, and 
sympathy with its adherents, praised their firmness under misfortune, and condemned their 
oppressors. He exempted the Jews from burdensome taxation, and encouraged them even to 
return to the holy land and to rebuild the temple on Moriah in its original splendor. He 
appropriated considerable sums to this object from the public treasury, intrusted his accomplished 
minister Alypius with the supervision of the building, and promised, if he should return victorious 
from the Persian war, to honor with his own presence the solemnities of reconsecration and the 
restoration of the Mosaic sacrificial worship. {80} 
 



His real purpose in this undertaking was certainly not to advance the Jewish religion; for in his 
work against the Christians he speaks with great contempt of the Old Testament, and ranks Moses 
and Solomon far below the pagan lawgivers and philosophers. His object in the rebuilding of the 
temple was rather, in the first place, to enhance the splendor of his reign, and thus gratify his 
personal vanity; and then most probably to put to shame the prophecy of Jesus respecting the 
destruction of the temple (which, however, was actually fulfilled three hundred years before once 
for all), to deprive the Christians of their most popular argument against the Jews, and to break 
the power of the new religion in Jerusalem. {81} 
 
The Jews now poured from east and west into the holy city of their fathers, which from the time 
of Hadrian they had been forbidden to visit, and entered with fanatical zeal upon the great 
national religious work, in hope of the speedy irruption of the Messianic reign and the fulfilment 
of all the prophecies. Women, we are told, brought their costly ornaments, turned them into silver 
shovels and spades, and carried even the earth and stones of the holy spot in their silken aprons. 
But the united power of heathen emperor and Jewish nation was insufficient to restore a work 
which had been overthrown by the judgment of God. Repeated attempts at the building were 
utterly frustrated, as even a contemporary heathen historian of conceded credibility relates, by 
fiery eruptions from on subterranean vaults; {82} and, perhaps, as Christian writers add, by a 
violent whirlwind, lightning, earthquake, and miraculous signs, especially a luminous cross, in 
the heavens, {83} so that the workmen either perished in the flames, or fled from the devoted spot 
in terror and despair. Thus, instead of depriving the Christians of a support of their faith, Julian 
only furnished them a new argument in the ruins of this fruitless labor. 
 
The providential frustration of this project is a symbol of the whole reign of Julian, which soon 
afterward sank into an early grave. As Caesar he had conquered the barbarian enemies of the 
Roman empire in the West; and now he proposed, as ruler of the world, to humble its enemies in 
the East, and by the conquest of Persia to win the renown of a second Alexander. He proudly 
rejected all proposals of peace; crossed the Tigris at the head of an army of sixty-five thousand 
men, after wintering in Antioch, and after solemn consultation of the oracle; took several fortified 
towns in Mesopotamia; exposed himself to every hardship and peril of war; restored at the same 
time, wherever he could, the worship of the heathen gods; but brought the army into a most 
critical position, and, in an unimportant nocturnal skirmish, received from a hostile arrow a 
mortal wound. He died soon after, on the 27th of June, 363, in the thirty-second year of his life; 
according to heathen testimony, in the proud repose and dignity of a Stoic philosopher, 
conversing of the glory of the soul (the immortality of which, however, he considered at best an 
uncertain opinion); {84} but according to later and somewhat doubtful Christian accounts, with 
the hopeless exclamation: "Galilean, thou hast conquered!" {85} The parting address to his 
friends, which Ammianus puts into his mouth, is altogether characteristic. It reminds one of the 
last hours of Socrates, without the natural simplicity of the original, and with a strong admixture 
of self-complacence and theatrical affectation. His body was taken, at his own direction, to 
Tarsus, the birthplace of the apostle Paul, whom he hated more than any other apostle, and a 
monument was erected to him there, with a simple inscription, which calls him a good ruler and a 
brave warrior, but says nothing of his religion. 
 
So died, in the prime of life, a prince, who darkened his brilliant military, executive, and literary 
talents, and a rare energy, by fanatical zeal for a false religion and opposition to the true; 
perverted them to a useless and wicked end; and earned, instead of immortal honor, the shame of 
an unsuccessful Apostate. Had he lived longer, he would probably have plunged the empire into 
the sad distraction of a religious civil war. The Christians were generally expecting a bloody 
persecution in case of his successful return from the Persian war. We need, therefore, the less 
wonder that they abhorred his memory. At Antioch they celebrated his death by festal dancings in 



the churches and theatres. {86} Even the celebrated divine and orator, Gregory Nazianzen, 
compared him to Pharaoh, Ahab, and Nebuchadnezzar. {87} It has been reserved for the more 
impartial historiography of modern times to do justice to his nobler qualities, and to endeavor to 
excuse, or at least to account for his utterly false position toward Christianity, by his perverted 
education, the despotism of his predecessor, and the imperfections of the church in his day. 
 
With Julian himself fell also his artificial, galvanized heathenism, "like the baseless fabric of a 
vision, leaving no wreck behind," save the great doctrine, that it is impossible to swim against the 
stream of history or to stop the progress of Christianity. The heathen philosophers and 
soothsayers, who had basked in his favor, fell back into obscurity. In the dispersion of their dream 
they found no comfort from their superstition. Libanius charges the guilt upon his own gods, who 
suffered Constantius to reign twenty years, and Julian hardly twenty months. But the Christians 
could learn from it, what Gregory Nazianzen had said in the beginning of this reign, that the 
church had far more to fear from enemies within, than from without. 
 
{58} So Gregory of Naz. regarded it, and Tillemont justly remarks, Mem. vii. 322: "Le grand 
nombre de pechez dont beaucoup de Chretiens estoient coupables, fut cause que Dieu donna a ce 
prince la puissance imperials pour les punir; et sa malice fut comme une verge entre les mains de 
Dieu pour les corriger." 
 
{59} Jul. ad Athen. p. 271; Socr. iii. 1; Sozom. v. 2; Theod. iii. 2. 
 
{60} Comp. vol. i. 61. 
 
{61} Libanius says of him, Epit. p. 582:... mantevwn te toi’ arivstoi crwvmeno, aujtov te wn 
oujdamw’n ejn th’ tevcnh deuvtero. Ammanius Marcellinus calls him, xxv. 4, praesagiorum 
sciscitationi nimiae deditus, superstitiosus magis quam sacrorum legitimus observator. Comp. 
Sozom. v. 2. 
 
{62} Comp. his fourth Oratio, which is devoted to the praise of Helios. 
 
{63} Comp. Jul. Orat. i. in Constantii laudes; Epist. ad Athenienses, p. 270; Caesares, p. 335 sq. 
Even heathen authors concede his dissimulation, as Ammianus Marc. xxi. 2, comp. xxii. 5, and 
Libanius, who excuses him with the plea of regard to his security, Opp. p. 528, ed. Reiske. 
 
{64} His older brother, Gallus, for some time emperor at Antioch, had already been justly 
deposed by Constantius in 854, and beheaded, for his entire incapacity and his merciless cruelty. 
 
{65} In the Misopogon (from misevw and pwvgwn, the beard-hater, i.e. hater of bearded 
philosophers), his witty apology to the refined Antiochians for his philosophical beard, p. 338 sq., 
he boasts of this cynic coarseness, and describes, with great complacence, his long nails, his ink-
stained hands, his rough, uncombed beard, inhabited (horribile dictu) by certain qhriva. It should 
not be forgotten, however, that contemporary writers give him the credit of a strict chastity, which 
raises him far above most heathen princes, and which furnishes another proof to the involuntary 
influence of Christian asceticism upon his life. Libanius asserts in his panegyric, that Julian, 
before his brief married life, and after the death of his wife, a sister of Constantius, never knew a 
woman; and Namertinus calls his lectulus, "Vestalium toris purior." Add to this the testimony of 
the honest Ammianus Marcellinus, and the silence of Christian antagonists. Comp. Gibbon, c. 
xxii. note 50; and Carwithen and Lyall: Hist. of the Chr. Ch., etc. p. 54. On the other hand, the 
Christians accused him of all sorts of secret crimes; for instance, the butchering of boys and girls 



(Gregor. Orat. iii. p. 91, and Theodor. iii. 26, 27), which was probably an unfounded inference 
from his fanatical zeal for bloody sacrifices and divinations. 
 
{66} Ammianus Marc. xxv. 4... innumeras sine parsimonia pecudes mactans ut aestemaretur, si 
revertisset de Parthis, boves jam defuturos. 
 
{67} Misopog. p. 362 sq., where Julian himself relates this ludicrous scene, and vents his anger at 
the Antiochians for squandering the rich incomes of the temple upon Christianity and worldly 
pleasures. Dr. Baur, l. c. p. 17, justly remarks on Julian’s zeal for idolatry: "Seine ganze 
personliche Erscheinung, der Mangel an innerer Haltung in seinem Benehmen gegen Heiden und 
Christen, die stete Unruhe und schwarmerische Aufregung, in welcher er sich befand, wenn er 
von Tempel zu Tempel eilte, auf allen Altaren opferte und nichts unversucht liess, um den 
heidnischen Cultus, dessen hochstes Vorbild er selbst als Pontifex maximum sein wollte, in 
seinem vollen Glanz und Geprange, mit alten seinen Ceremonien und Mysterien wieder 
herzustellen, macht einen Eindruck, der es kaum verkennen lasst, wie wenig er sich selbst das 
Unnaturliche und Erfolglose eines solchen Strebens verbergen konnte." 
 
{68} Julian’s views on the heathen priests are laid down especially in his 49th Epistle to Ursacius, 
the highpriest of Gaul, p. 429, and in the fragment of an oration, p. 300 sqq., ed. Spanh. Ullmann, 
in his work on Gregory of Nazianzen, p. 527 sqq., draws an interesting parallel between 
Gregory’s and Julian’s ideal of a priest. 
 
{69} epieikwv ebia zeto, as Gregory Nazianzen, Orat. iv., expresses it. 
 
{70} Socrates: H. E. iii. 12. 
 
{71} Gibbon well says, ch. xxiii.: "He affected to pity the unhappy Christians, but his pity was 
degraded by contempt, his contempt was embittered by hatred; and the sentiments of Julian were 
expressed in a style of sarcastic wit, which inflicts a deep and deadly wound whenever it issues 
from the mouth of a sovereign." 
 
{72} Perhaps there lay at the bottom of this also a secret fear of the name of Christ, as Warburton 
(p. 35) suggests; since the Neo-Platonists believed in the mysterious virtue of names. 
 
{73} asebeiv, dussebeiv, ayeoi. Their religion he calls a mwriva or ajpovnoia. Comp. Ep. 7 
(ap. Heyler, p. 190). 
 
{74} ayrwpiskov eu�telhv. 
 
{75} Matthew 5:39, 40. 
 
{76} Gregory of Naz., Orat. iv., censures the emperor bitterly for forbidding the Christians what 
was the common property of all rational men, as if it were the exclusive possession of the Greeks. 
Even the heathen Ammianus Marcellinus, xxii. 10, condemns this measure: "Illud autem erat 
inclemens, obruendum perenni silentio, quod arcebat docere magistros rhetoricos et grammaticos, 
ritus Christiani cultores." Gibbon is equally decided. Directly, Julian forbade the Christians only 
to teach, but indirectly also to learn, the classical literature; as they were of course unwilling to go 
to heathen schools. 
 
{77} Epist. 42. 
 



{78} Dr. Baur (l. c. p. 42) unjustly charges the fathers with the contradiction of making use of the 
classics as necessary means of education, and yet of condemning heathenism as a work of Satan. 
But this was only the one side, which has its element of truth, especially as applied to the heathen 
religion; while on the other side they acknowledged, with Justin M., Clement and Origen, the 
working of the divine Logos in the Hellenic philosophy and poetry preparing the way for 
Christianity. The indiscriminate condemnation of classical literature dates from a later period, 
from Gregory I. 
 
{79} See below, 9. 
 
{80} Jul. Epist. 25, which is addressed to the Jews, and is mentioned also by Sozomen, v. 22. 
 
{81} Gibbon, ch. xxiii.: "The restoration of the Jewish temple was secretly connected with the 
ruin of the Christian church." 
 
{82} Julian himself seems to admit the failure of the work, but, more prudently, is silent as to the 
cause, in a fragment of an epistle or oration, p. 295, ed. Spanh., according to the usual 
interpretation of this passage. He here asks: Tiv peri tou’ new; fuvsousi, tou’ par j aujtoi’, trivton 
ajnatrapevnto, ejgeiromevnou de oujde nun:: "What will they [i.e., the Jewish prophets] say of 
their own temple, which has been three times destroyed, and is not even now restored?" "This I 
have said (he continues) with no wish to reproach them, for I myself, at so late a day, had 
intended to rebuild it for the honor of him who was worshipped there." He probably saw in the 
event a sign of the divine displeasure with the religion of the Jews, or an accidental misfortune, 
but intended, after his return from the Persian war, to attempt the work anew. It is by no means 
certain, however, that the threefold destruction of the temple here spoken of refers to Julian’s own 
reign. He may have meant, and probably did mean, the destruction by the Assyrians and the 
destruction by the Romans; and as to the third destruction, it may be a mere exaggeration, or may 
refer to the profanation of the temple by Antiochus, or to his own reign. (Comp. Warburton and 
Lardner on this point.) The impartial Ammianus Marcellinus, himself a professed pagan, a friend 
of Julian and his companion in arms, tells us more particularly, lib. xxiii. 1, that Julian, being 
desirous of perpetuating the memory of his reign by some great work, resolved to rebuild at vast 
expense the magnificent temple at Jerusalem, and committed the conduct of this enterprise to 
Alypius at Antioch, and then continues: "Quum itaque rei fortiter instaret Alypius, juvaretque 
provinciae rector, metuendi globi flammarum prope fundamenta crebris assultibus erumpentes 
fecere locum exustis aliquoties operantibus inaccessum; hocque modo clemento destinatius 
repellente, cessavit inceptum." ("Alypius, therefore, set himself vigorously to the work, and was 
assisted by the governor of the province, when fearful balls of fire broke out near the foundations, 
and continued their attacks until they made the place inaccessible to the workmen, after repeated 
scorchings; and thus, the fierce element obstinately repelling them, he gave up his attempt.") 
Michaelis, Lardner (who, however, is disposed to doubt the whole story), Gibbon, Guizot, 
Milman (note on Gibbon), Gieseler, and others, endeavor to explain this as a natural 
phenomenon, resulting from the bituminous nature of the soil and the subterranean vaults and 
reservoirs of the temple hill, of which Josephus and Tacitus speak. When Herod, in building the 
temple, wished to penetrate into the tomb of David, to obtain its treasures, fire likewise broke out 
and consumed the workmen, according to Joseph. Antiqu. Judges 16:7, 1. But when Titus 
undermined the temple, A. D. 70, when Hadrian built there the Aelia Capitolina, in 135, and 
when Omar built a Turkish mosque in 644, no such destructive phenomena occurred as far as we 
know. We must therefore believe, that Providence itself, by these natural causes, prevented the 
rebuilding of the national sanctuary of the Jews. 
 



{83} Gregory Nazianzen, Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, Philostorgius, Rufinus, Ambrose, 
Chrysostom; all of whom regard the event as supernatural, although they differ somewhat in 
detail. Theodoret speaks first of a violent whirlwind, which scattered about vast quantities of 
lime, sand, and other building materials, and was followed by a storm of thunder and lightning; 
Socrates mentions fire from heaven, which melted the workmen’s tools, spades, axes, and saws; 
both add an earthquake, which threw up the stones of the old foundations, filled up the 
excavation, and, as Rufinus has it, threw down the neighboring buildings. At length a calm 
succeeded the commotion, and according to Gregory a luminous cross surrounded by a circle 
appeared in the sky, nay, crosses were impressed upon the bodies of the persons present, which 
were shining by night (Rufinus), and would not wash out (Socrates). Of these writers however, 
Gregory alone is strictly a contemporary witness, relating the event in the year of its occurrence, 
363, and that with the assurance that even the heathens did not call it in question. (Orat. iv. p. 
110-113). Next to him come Ambrose, and Chrysostom, who speaks of this event several times. 
The Greek and Roman church historians, and Warburton, Mosheim, Schrockh, Neander, 
Guericke, Kurtz, Newman, Robertson, and others, of the Protestant, vindicate the miraculous, or 
at least providential, character of the remarkable event. Comp. also J. H. Newman (since gone 
over to Romanism): "Essay on the Miracles recorded in ecclesiastical history," prefixed to the 
Oxford Tractarian translation of Fleury’s Eccles. Hist. from 381-400 (Oxford, 1842) I. p. clxxv.-
clxxxv. Warburton and Newman defend even the crosses, and refer to similar cases, for instance 
one in England in 1610, where marks of a cross of a phosphoric nature and resembling meteoric 
phenomena appeared in connection with lightning and produced by electricity. In Julian’s case 
they assumed that the immediate cause which set all these various physical agents in motion, as in 
the case of the destruction of Sodom, was supernatural. 
 
{84} Ammianus, l. xxv. 3. He was himself in the campaign, and served in the body guard of the 
emperor; thus having the best opportunity for observation. 
 
{85} Sozomen, vi. 2; Theodoret, iii. 25 (Nenivkhka Galilai’e); then, somewhat differing, 
Philostorgius, vii. 15. Gregory Nazianzen, on the contrary, who elsewhere presents Julian in the 
worst light, knows nothing of this exclamation, to which one may apply the Italian maxim: "Se 
non e vero, e ben trovato." The above-named historians mention also other incidents of the death, 
not very credible; e.g. that he threw toward heaven a handful of blood from his wound; that he 
blasphemed the heathen gods; that Christ appeared to him, &c. Sozomen quotes also the 
groundless assertion of Libanius, that the mortal wound was inflicted not by a Persian, but by a 
Christian, and was not ashamed to add, that he can hardly be blamed who had done this "noble 
deed for God and his religion" (dia qeon kai qrhskeivan h ejphv nesen)! This is, so far as I know, 
the first instance, within the Christian church, of the vindication of tyrannicide ad majorem Dei 
gloriam. 
 
{86} Theodor. H. E. iii. 27. 
 
{87} The Christian poet, Prudentius, forms an exception, in his well known just estimate of Julian 
(Apotheos. 450 sqq.), which Gibbon also cites: 
 
——Ductor fortissimus armis; 
 
Conditor et legum celeberrimus; ore manuque 
 
Consultor patriae; sed non consultor habendae 
 
Religionis; amans tercentum millia Divum. 



 
Perfidus ille Deo, sed non et perfidus orbi.  

 



5. From Jovian to Theodosius. A. D. 363-392. 
 
I. The heathen sources here, besides Ammianus Marcellinus (who unfortunately breaks off at the 
death of Valens), Zosimus and Eunapius (who are very partial), are: Libanius: JUper tw’n 
iJerw’n, or Oratio pro templis (first complete ed. by L. de Sinner, in Novus Patrum Grace. saec. 
iv. delectus, Par. 1842). Symmachus: Epist. x. 61 (ed. Pareus, Frcf. 1642). On the Christian side: 
Ambrose: Epist. xvii. and xviii. ad Valentinian. II. Prudentius: Adv. Symmachum. Augustin: 
Deuteronomy civitate Dei, l. v. c. 24-26 (on the emperors from Jovinian to Theodosius, especially 
the latter, whom he greatly glorifies). Socr.: l. iii. c. 22 sqq. Sozom.: l. vi. c. 3 sqq. Theodor.: l. iv. 
c. 1 sqq. Cod. Theodos.: l. ix.-xvi. 
 
II. Deuteronomy la Bleterie: Histoire de l’empereur Jovien. Amsterd. 1740, 2 vols. Gibbon: chap. 
xxv-xxviii. Schrockh: vii. p. 213 sqq. Stuffken: Deuteronomy Theodosii M. in rem christianam 
meritis. Lugd. Batav. 1828 
 
From this time heathenism approached, with slow but steady step, its inevitable dissolution, until 
it found an inglorious grave amid the storms of the great migration and the ruins of the empire of 
the Caesars, and in its death proclaimed the victory of Christianity. Emperors, bishops, and 
monks committed indeed manifold injustice in destroying temples and confiscating property; but 
that injustice was nothing compared with the bloody persecution of Christianity for three hundred 
years. The heathenism of ancient Greece and Rome died of internal decay, which no human 
power could prevent. 
 
After Julian, the succession of Christian emperors continued unbroken. On the day of his death, 
which was also the extinction of the Constantinian family, the general Jovian, a Christian (363-
364), was chosen emperor by the army. He concluded with the Persians a disadvantageous but 
necessary peace, replaced the cross in the labarum, and restored to the church her privileges, but, 
beyond this, declared universal toleration in the spirit of Constantine. Under the circumstances, 
this was plainly the wisest policy. Like Constantine, also, he abstained from all interference with 
the internal affairs of the church, though for himself holding the Nicene faith and warmly 
favorable to Athanasius. He died in the thirty-third year of his age, after a brief reign of eight 
months. Augustin says, God took him away sooner than Julian, that no emperor might become a 
Christian for the sake of Constantine’s good fortune, but only for the sake of eternal life. 
 
His successor, Valentinian I. (died 375), though generally inclined to despotic measures, declared 
likewise for the policy of religious freedom, {88} and, though personally an adherent of the 
Nicene orthodoxy, kept aloof from the doctrinal controversies; while his brother and co-emperor, 
Valens, who reigned in the East till 378, favored the Arians and persecuted the Catholics. Both, 
however, prohibited bloody sacrifices {89} and divination. Maximin, the representative of 
Valentinian at Rome, proceeded with savage cruelty against all who were found guilty of the 
crime of magic, especially the Roman aristocracy. Soothsayers were burnt alive, while their 
meaner accomplices were beaten to death by straps loaded with lead. In almost every case 
recorded the magical arts can be traced to pagan religious usages. 
 
Under this reign heathenism was for the first time officially designated as paganismus, that is, 
peasant-religion; because it had almost entirely died out in the cities, and maintained only a 
decrepit and obscure existence in retired villages. {90} What an inversion of the state of things in 
the second century, when Celsus contemptuously called Christianity a religion of mechanics and 
slaves! Of course large exceptions must in both cases be made. Especially in Rome, many of the 
oldest and most respectable families for a long time still adhered to the heathen traditions, and the 



city appears to have preserved until the latter part of the fourth century a hundred and fifty-two 
temples and a hundred and eighty-three smaller chapels and altars of patron deities. {91} But 
advocates of the old religion—a Themistius, a Libanius, and a Symmachus—limited themselves 
to the claim of toleration, and thus, in their oppressed condition, became, as formerly the 
Christians were, and as the persecuted sects in the Catholic church and the Protestant state 
churches since have been, advocates of religious freedom. 
 
The same toleration continued under Gratian, son and successor of Valentinian (375-383). After a 
time, however; under the influence of Ambrose, bishop of Milan, this emperor went a step 
further. He laid aside the title and dignity of Pontifex Maximus, confiscated the temple property, 
abolished most of the privileges of the priests and vestal virgins, and withdrew, at least in part, 
the appropriation from the public treasury for their support. {92} By this step heathenism became, 
like Christianity before Constantine and now in the American republic, dependent on the 
voluntary system, while, unlike Christianity, it had no spirit of self-sacrifice, no energy of self-
preservation. The withdrawal of the public support cut its lifestring, and left it still to exist for a 
time by vis inertiae alone. Gratian also, in spite of the protest of the heathen party, removed in 
382 the statue and the altar of Victoria, the goddess of victory, in the senate building at Rome, 
where once the senators used to take their oath, scatter incense, and offer sacrifice; though he was 
obliged still to tolerate there the elsewhere forbidden sacrifices and the public support of some 
heathen festivities. Inspired by Ambrose with great zeal for the Catholic faith, he refused freedom 
to heretics, and prohibited the public assemblies of the Eunomians, Photinians, and Manichaeans. 
 
His brother, Valentinian II. (383-392), rejected the renewed petition of the Romans for the 
restoration of the altar of Victoria (384). The eloquent and truly venerable prefect Symmachus, 
who, as princeps senatus and first Pontifex in Rome, was now the spokesman of the heathen 
party, prayed the emperor in a dignified and elegant address, but in the tone of apologetic 
diffidence, to make a distinction between his private religion and the religio urbis, to respect the 
authority of antiquity and the rights of the venerable city, which had attained the dominion of the 
world under the worship of the gods. But Ambrose of Milan represented to the emperor, in the 
firm tone of episcopal dignity and conscious success, that the granting of the petition would be a 
sanctioning of heathenism and a renunciation of his Christian convictions; denied, that the 
greatness of Rome was due to idolatry, to which indeed her subjugated enemies were likewise 
addicted; and contrasted the power of Christianity, which had greatly increased under persecution 
and had produced whole hosts of consecrated virgins and ascetics, with the weakness of 
heathenism, which, with all its privileges, could hardly maintain the number of its seven vestals, 
and could show no works of benevolence and mercy for the oppressed. The same petition was 
renewed in 389 to Theodosius, but again through the influence of Ambrose rejected. The last 
national sanctuary of the Romans had hopelessly fallen. The triumph, which the heathen party 
gained under the usurper Eugenius (392-394), lasted but a couple of years; and after his defeat by 
Theodosius, six hundred of the most distinguished patrician families, the Annii, Probi, Anicii, 
Olybii, Paulini, Bassi, Gracchi, &c., are said by Prudentius to have gone over at once to the 
Christian religion. 
 
{88} Cod. Theodos. l. ix. tit. 16, I. 9 (of the year 371): Testes sunt leges a me in exordio imperii 
mei datae, quibus unicuique, quod animo imbibisset, colendi libera facultas tributa est. This is 
confirmed by Ammian. Marc. l. xxx. c. 9. 
 
{89} Libanius, l. c. (ed. Reiske, ii. 163): to yuein iereia —ekwluyh para toin adelfoin, all 
ou to lianwton. No such law, however, has come down to us. 
 



{90} The word pagani (from pagus), properly villagers, peasantry, then equivalent to rude, 
simple, ignorant, idiwthv, afrwn, first occurs in the religious sense in a law of Valentinian, of 
368 (Cod. Theodos. l. xvi. tit 2, I. 18), and came into general use under Theodosius, instead of the 
earlier terms: gentes, gentiles, nationes, Graeci, cultores simulacrorum, etc. The English heathen 
and heathenism (from heath), and the German Heiden and Heidenthum (from Heide), have a 
similar meaning, and are probably imitations of the Latin paganismus in its later usage. 
 
{91} According to the Descriptiones Urbis of Publicus Victor and Sextus Rufus Festus, which 
cannot have been composed before, nor long after, the reign of Valentinian. Comp. Beugnot, l. c. 
i. 266, and Robertson, l. c. p. 260. 
 
{92} Cod. Theos. xii. 1, 75; xvi. 10, 20. Symmach. Ep. x. 61. Ambrose, Ep. xvii.  

 



6. Theodosius the Great and his Successors. A. D. 392-550. 
 
J. R. Stuffken: Diss. de Theod. M. in rem. Christ. meritis. Leyden, 1828. M. Flechier: Histoire de 
Theodose le Grand. Par. 1860. 
 
The final suppression of heathenism is usually, though not quite justly, ascribed to the emperor 
Theodosius I., who, on this account, as well as for his victories over the Goths, his wise 
legislation, and other services to the empire, bears the distinction of the Great, and deserves, for 
his personal virtues, to be counted among the best emperors of Rome. {93} A native of Spain, son 
of a very worthy general of the same name, he was called by Gratian to be co-emperor in the East 
in a time of great danger from the threatening barbarians (379), and after the death of Valentinian, 
he rose to the head of the empire (392-395). He labored for the unity, of the state and the 
supremacy of the Catholic religion. He was a decided adherent of the Nicene orthodoxy, procured 
it the victory at the second ecumenical council (381), gave it all the privileges of the state 
religion, and issued a series of rigid laws against all heretics and schismatics. In his treatment of 
heathenism, for a time he only enforced the existing prohibition of sacrifice for purposes of magic 
and divination (385), but gradually extended it to the whole sacrificial worship. In the year 391 he 
prohibited, under heavy fine, the visiting of a heathen temple for a religious purpose; in the 
following year, even the private performance of libations and other pagan rites. The practice of 
idolatry was therefore henceforth a political offence, as Constantius had already, though 
prematurely, declared it to be, and was subjected to the severest penalties. {94} 
 
Yet Theodosius by no means pressed the execution of these laws in places where the heathen 
party retained considerable strength; he did not exclude heathens from public office, and allowed 
them at least full liberty of thought and speech. His countryman, the Christian poet Prudentius, 
states with approbation, that in the distribution of the secular offices, he looked not at religion, 
but at merit and talent, and raised the heathen Symmachus to the dignity of consul. {95} The 
emperor likewise appointed the heathen rhetorician, Themistius, prefect of Constantinople, and 
even intrusted him with the education of his son Arcadius. He acknowledged personal friendship 
toward Libanius, who addressed to him his celebrated plea for the temples in 384 or 390; though 
it is doubtful whether he actually delivered it in the imperial presence. In short this emperor stood 
in such favor with the heathens, that after his death he was enrolled by the Senate, according to 
ancient custom, among the gods. {96} 
 
Theodosius issued no law for the destruction of temples. He only continued Gratian’s policy of 
confiscating the temple property and withdrawing entirely the public contribution to the support 
of idolatry. But in many places, especially in the East, the fanaticism of the monks and the 
Christian populace broke out in a rage for destruction, which Libanius bitterly laments. He calls 
these iconoclastic monks "men in black clothes, as voracious as elephants, and insatiably thirsty, 
but concealing their sensuality under an artificial paleness." The belief of the Christians, that the 
heathen gods were living beings, demons, {97} and dwelt in the temples, was the leading 
influence here, and overshadowed all artistic and archaeological considerations. In Alexandria, a 
chief seat of the Neo-Platonic mysticism, there arose, at the instigation of the violent and 
unspiritual bishop Theophilus, {98} a bloody conflict between heathens and Christians, in which 
the colossal statue and the magnificent temple of Serapis, next to the temple of Jupiter 
Capitolinus in Rome the proudest monument of heathen architecture, {99} was destroyed, without 
verifying the current expectation that upon its destruction the heavens would fall (391). The 
power of superstition once broken by this decisive blow, the other temples in Egypt soon met a 
similar fate; though the eloquent ruins of the works of the Pharaohs, the Ptolemies, and the 
Roman emperors in the valley of the Nile still stand and cast their twilight into the mysterious 



darkness of antiquity. Marcellus, bishop of Apamea in Syria, accompanied by an armed band of 
soldiers and gladiators, proceeded with the same zeal against the monuments and vital centres of 
heathen worship in his diocese, but was burnt alive for it by the enraged heathens, who went 
unpunished for the murder. In Gaul, St. Martin of Tours, between the years 375 and 400, 
destroyed a multitude of temples and images, and built churches and cloisters in their stead. 
 
But we also hear important protests from the church against this pious vandalism. Says 
Chrysostom at Antioch in the beginning of this reign, in his beautiful tract on the martyr Babylas: 
"Christians are not to destroy error by force and violence, but should work the salvation of men 
by persuasion, instruction, and love." In the same spirit says Augustin, though not quite 
consistently: "Let us first obliterate the idols in the hearts of the heathen, and once they become 
Christians they will either themselves invite us to the execution of so good a work [the 
destruction of the idols], or anticipate us in it. Now we must pray for them, and not exasperate 
them." Yet he commended the severe laws of the emperors against idolatry. 
 
In the west the work of destruction was not systematically carried on, and the many ruined 
temples of Greece and Italy at this day prove that even then reason and taste sometimes prevailed 
over the rude caprice of fanaticism, and that the maxim, It is easier to tear down than to build up, 
has its exceptions. 
 
With the death of Theodosius the empire again fell into two parts, which were never afterward 
reunited. The weak sons and successors of this prince, Arcadius in the east (395-408) and 
Honorius in the west (395-423), and likewise Theodosius II., or the younger (son of Arcadius, 
408-450), and Valentinian III. (423-455), repeated and in some cases added to the laws of the 
previous reign against the heathen. In the year 408, Honorius even issued an edict excluding 
heathens from civil and military office; {100} and in 423 appeared another edict, which 
questioned the existence of heathens. {101} But in the first place, such laws, in the then critical 
condition of the empire amidst the confusion of the great migration, especially in the West, could 
be but imperfectly enforced; and in the next place, the frequent repetition of them itself proves 
that heathenism still had its votaries. This fact is witnessed also by various heathen writers. 
Zosimus wrote his "New History," down to the year 410, under the reign and at the court of the 
younger Theodosius (appearing in the high office of comes and advocatus fisci, as he styles 
himself), in bitter prejudice against the Christian emperors. In many places the Christians, in their 
work of demolishing the idols, were murdered by the infuriated pagans. 
 
Meantime, however, there was cruelty also on the Christian side. One of the last instances of it 
was the terrible tragedy of Hypatia. This lady, a teacher of the Neo-Platonic philosophy in 
Alexandria, distinguished for her beauty, her intelligence, her learning, and her virtue, and 
esteemed both by Christians and by heathens, was seized in the open street by the Christian 
populace and fanatical monks, perhaps not without the connivance of the violent bishop Cyril, 
thrust out from her carriage, dragged to the cathedral, completely stripped, barbarously murdered 
with shells before the altar, and then torn to pieces and burnt, A. D. 415. {102} Socrates, who 
relates this, adds: "It brought great censure both on Cyril and on the Alexandrian church." 
 
{93} Gibbon gives a very favorable estimate of his character, and justly charges the heathen 
Zosimus with gross prejudice against Theodosius. Schlosser and Milman also extol him. 
 
{94} Cod. Theos. xvi. 10, 12. 
 
{95} Prudent. in Symrnachum (written A-D. 403), l. i. v. 617 sqq.: 
 



Denique pro meritis terrestribus aequa rependens 
 
Munera sacricolis summos impertit honores 
 
Dux bonus, et certare sinit cum laud e suorum, 
 
Nec pago implicitos [i.e. paganos, heathen] per debita culmina mundi 
 
Ire viros prohibet: quoniam coelestia nunquam 
 
Terrenis solitum per iter gradientibus obstant. 
 
Ipse magistratum tibi consulis, ipse tribunal 
 
Contulit. 
 
{96} Claudian, who at this period roused pagan poetry from its long sleep and derived his 
inspiration from the glory of Theodosius and his family, represents his death as an ascension to 
the gods. Deuteronomy tertio consulatu Honorii, v. 162 sqq. 
 
{97} Ambrose, Resp. ad Symmachum: "Dii enim gentium daemonia, ut Scriptura docet." Comp. 
Psalm 96:5, Septuag.: pantev oi yeoi twn eynwn daimonia. On this principle especially St. 
Martin of Tours proceeded in his zeal against the idol temples of Gaul. He asserted that the devil 
himself frequently assumed the visible form of Jupiter and Mercury, of Minerva and Venus, to 
protect their sinking sanctuaries. See Sulpit. Severna: Vita B. Martini, c. 4 and 6. 
 
{98} Gibbon styles him, unfortunately not without reason, "a bold, bad man, whose hands were 
alternately polluted with gold and with blood." 
 
{99} See an extended description of the Serapeion in Gibbon, and especially in Milman: Hist. of 
Christianity, &c., book iii. c. 8 (p. 377 sqq. N. York ed.). 
 
{100} Cod. Theodos. xvi. 5, 42: "Eos qui Catholicae sectae sunt inimici, intra palatium militare 
prohibemus. Nullus nobis sit aliqua ratione conjunctus, qui a nobis fide et religione discordat." 
According to the somewhat doubtful but usually admitted testimony of Zosimus, l. v. c. 46, this 
edict was revoked, in consequence of the threatened resignation of a pagan general, Generid, 
whom Honorius could not dispense with. But Theodosius issued similar laws in the east from 410 
to 439. See Gibbon, Milman, Schrockh, and Neander, l. c. The latter erroneously places the edict 
of Honorius in the year 416, instead of 408. 
 
{101} Theodos. II. in Cod. Theodos. xvi. 10, 22: "Paganos, qui supersunt, quamquam jam nullos 
esse credamus, promulgatarum legum jamdudum praescripta compescant." But between 321 and 
426 appeared no less than eight laws against apostasy to heathenism; showing that many nominal 
Christians changed their religion according to circumstances. 
 
{102} Socrat. vii. 15 (who considers Cyril guilty); the letters of Synesius, a pupil of Hypatia; and 
Philostorg. viii. 9. Comp. also Schrockh, vii. 45 sqq. and Wernsdorf: Deuteronomy Hypatia, 
philosopha Alex. diss. iv. Viteb. 1748. The "Hypatia" of Charles Kingsley is a historical didactic 
romance, with a polemical aim against the Puseyite overvaluation of patristic Christianity.  



 



7. The Downfall of Heathenism. 
 
The final dissolution of heathenism in the eastern empire may be dated from the middle of the 
fifth century. In the year 435 Theodosius II. commanded the temples to be destroyed or turned 
into churches. There still appear some heathens in civil office and at court so late as the beginning 
of the reign of Justinian I. (527-567). But this despotic emperor prohibited heathenism as a form 
of worship in the empire on pain of death, and in 529 abolished the last intellectual seminary of it, 
the philosophical school of Athens, which had stood nine hundred years. At that time just seven 
philosophers were teaching in that school, {103} the shades of the ancient seven sages of 
Greece,—a striking play of history, like the name of the last west-Roman emperor, Romulus 
Augustus, or, in contemptuous diminutive, Augustulus, combining the names of the founder of 
the city and the founder of the empire. 
 
In the West, heathenism maintained itself until near the middle of the sixth century, and even 
later, partly as a private religious conviction among many cultivated and aristocratic families in 
Rome, partly even in the full form of worship in the remote provinces and on the mountains of 
Sicily, Sardinia, {104} and Corsica, and partly in heathen customs and popular usages like the 
gladiatorial shows still extant in Rome in 404, and the wanton Lupercalia, a sort of heathen 
carnival, the feast of Lupercus, the god of herds, still celebrated with all its excesses in February, 
495. But, in general, it may be said that the Graeco-Roman heathenism, as a system of worship, 
was buried under the ruins of the western empire, which sunk under the storms of the great 
migration. It is remarkable that the northern barbarians labored with the same zeal in the 
destruction of idolatry as in the destruction of the empire, and really promoted the victory of the 
Christian religion. The Gothic king Alaric, on entering Rome, expressly ordered that the churches 
of the apostles Peter and Paul should be spared, as inviolable sanctuaries; and he showed a 
humanity, which Augustin justly attributes to the influence of Christianity (even perverted Arian 
Christianity) on these barbarous people. The Christian name, he says, which the heathen 
blaspheme, has effected not the destruction, but the salvation of the city. {105} Odoacer, who put 
an end to the western Roman empire in 476, was incited to his expedition into Italy by St. 
Severin, and, though himself an Arian, showed great regard to the catholic bishops. The same is 
true of his conqueror and successor, Theodoric the Ostrogoth, who was recognized by the east-
Roman emperor Anastasius as king of Italy (A. D. 500), and was likewise an Arian. Thus 
between the barbarians and the Romans, as between the Romans and the Greeks and in a measure 
also the Jews, the conquered gave laws to the conquerors. Christianity triumphed over both. 
 
This is the end of Graeco-Roman heathenism, with its wisdom, and beauty. It fell a victim to a 
slow but steady process of incurable consumption. Its downfall is a sublime tragedy which, with 
all our abhorrence of idolatry, we cannot witness without a certain sadness. At the first 
appearance of Christianity it comprised all the wisdom, literature, art, and political power of the 
civilized world, and led all into the field against the weaponless religion of the crucified 
Nazarene. After a conflict of four or five centuries it lay prostrate in the dust without hope of 
resurrection. With the outward protection of the state, it lost all power, and had not even the 
courage of martyrdom; while the Christian church showed countless hosts of confessors and 
blood-witnesses, and Judaism lives to-day in spite of all persecution. The expectation, that 
Christianity would fall about the year 398, after an existence of three hundred and sixty-five 
years, {106} turned out in the fulfilment to relate to heathenism itself. The last glimmer of life in 
the old religion was its pitiable prayer for toleration and its lamentation over the ruin of the 
empire. Its best elements took refuge in the church and became converted, or at least took 
Christian names. Now the gods were dethroned, oracles and prodigies ceased, sibylline books 



were burned, temples were destroyed, or transformed into churches, or still stand as memorials of 
the victory of Christianity. {107} 
 
But although ancient Greece and Rome have fallen forever, the spirit of Graeco-Roman paganism 
is not extinct. It still lives in the natural heart of man, which at this day as much as ever needs 
regeneration by the spirit of God. It lives also in many idolatrous and superstitious usages of the 
Greek and Roman churches, against which the pure spirit of Christianity has instinctively 
protested from the beginning, and will protest, till all remains of gross and refined idolatry shall 
be outwardly as well as inwardly overcome, and baptized and sanctified not only with water, but 
also with the spirit and fire of the gospel. 
 
Finally the better genius of ancient Greece and Rome still lives in the immortal productions of 
their poets, philosophers, historians, and orators,—yet no longer an enemy, but a friend and 
servant of Christ. What is truly great, and noble, and beautiful can never perish. The classic 
literature had prepared the way for the gospel, in the sphere of natural culture, and was to be 
turned thenceforth into a weapon for its defence. It passed, like the Old Testament, as a rightful 
inheritance, into the possession of the Christian church, which saved those precious works of 
genius through the ravages of the migration of nations and the darkness of the middle ages, and 
used them as material in the rearing of the temple of modern civilization. The word of the great 
apostle of the Gentiles was here fulfilled: "All things are yours." The ancient classics, delivered 
from the demoniacal possession of idolatry, have come into the service of the only true and living 
God, once "unknown" to them, but now everywhere revealed, and are thus enabled to fulfil their 
true mission as the preparatory tutors of youth for Christian learning and culture. This is the 
noblest, the most worthy, and most complete victory of Christianity, transforming the enemy into 
friend and ally. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{103} Damascius of Syria, Simplicius of Cilicia (the most celebrated), Eulalius of Phrygia, 
Priscianus of Lydia, Isidore of Gaza, Hermias, and Diogenes. They had the courage to prefer 
exile to the renunciation of their convictions, and found with King Chosroes of Persia a welcome 
reception, but afterwards returned into the Roman empire under promise of toleration. Comp. 
Schrockh, xvi. p. 74 sqq. 
 
{104} On these remains of heathenism in the West comp. the citations of Gieseler, i. 79, not. 22 
and 23 (i. 2. p. 38-40. Engl. ed. of N. York, i. p. 219 sq.). 
 
{105} Aug.: Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, l. i. c. 1-6. 
 
{106} Augustin mentions this story, Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xviii. 53. Gieseler (vol. i. 79, not. 
17) derives it from a heathen perversion of the Christian (heretical) expectation of the second 
coming of Christ and the end of the world; referring to Philastr. haer. 106: "Alia est haeresis de 
anno annunciato ambigens, quod ait propheta Esaias: Annuntiare annum Dei acceptabilem et 
diem retributionis. Putant ergo quidam, quod ex quo venit Dominus usque ad consummationem 
saeculi non plus nec minus fieri annorum numerum, nisi CCCLXV usque ad Christi Domini 
iterum de coelo divinam praesentiam." 
 
{107} Comp. August.: "Epist. 232, where he thus eloquently addresses the heathen: Videtis 
simulacrorum templa partim sine reparatione collapsa, partim diruta, partim clausa, partim in usus 



alienos commutata; ipsaque simulacra vel confringi, vel incendi, vel includi, vel destrui; atque 
ipsas huius saeculi potestates quae aliquando pro simulacris populum Christianum 
persequebantur, victas et domitas, non a repugnantibus sed a morientibus Christianis, et contra 
eadem simulacra, pro quibus Christianos occidebant, impetus suos legesque vertisse et imperii 
nobilissimi eminentissimum culmen ad sepulcrum piscatoris Petri submisso diademate 
supplicare."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER II. 
 
THE LITERARY TRIUMPH OF CHRISTIANITY OVER GREEK AND ROMAN 
HEATHENISM. 
 

8. Heathen Polemics. New Objections. 
 
I. Comp. The sources at 4 and 5, especially the writings of Julian The Apostate Katav 
Cristianw’n, and Libanius, uJper tw’n iJerw’n. Also Pseudo-lucian: Philopatris (of the age of 
Julian or later, comprised in the works of Lucian). Proclus (412-487): xviii epiceirhmata kata 
cristianwn (preserved in the counter work of Joh. Philoponus: Deuteronomy aeternitate mundi, 
ed. Venet. 1535). In part also the historical works of Eunapius and Zosimus. 
 
II. Marqu. d’Argens: defense du paganisme par l’emper. Julien en grec et en franc. (collected 
from fragments in Cyril), avec des dissertat. Berl. 1764, sec. ed. Augmentee, 1767. This singular 
work gave occasion to two against it by G. Fr. Meier, Halle, 1764, And W. Crichton, Halle, 1765, 
in which the arguments of Julian were refuted anew. Nath. Lardner, in his learned collection of 
ancient heathen testimonies for the credibility of the Gospel History, treats also largely of Julian. 
See his collected works, ed. by Dr. Kippis, Lond. 1838, vol. vii. p. 581-652. Schrockh: vi. 354-
385. Neander: iii. 77 sqq. (Engl. transl. of Torrey ii. 84-93). 
 
The internal conflict between heathenism and Christianity presents the same spectacle of 
dissolution on the one hand and conscious power on the other. And here the Nicene age reaped 
the fruit of the earlier apologists, who ably and fearlessly defended the truth of the true religion 
and refuted the errors of idolatry in the midst of persecution. {108} The literary opposition to 
Christianity had already virtually exhausted itself, and was now thrown by the great change of 
circumstances into apology for heathenism; while what was then apology on the Christian side 
now became triumphant polemics. The last enemy was the Neo-Platonic philosophy, as taught 
particularly in the schools of Alexandria and Athens even down to the fifth century. This 
philosophy, however, as we have before remarked, {109} was no longer the product of pure, fresh 
heathenism, but an artificial syncretism of elements heathen and Christian, Oriental and Hellenic, 
speculative and theurgic, evincing only the growing weakness of the old religion and the 
irresistible power of the new. 
 
Besides the old oft-refuted objections, sundry new ones came forward after the time of 
Constantine, in some cases the very opposite of the earlier ones, touching not so much the 
Christianity of the Bible as more or less the state-church system of the Nicene and post-Nicene 
age, and testifying the intrusion of heathen elements into the church. Formerly simplicity and 
purity of morals were the great ornament of the Christians over against the prevailing corruption; 
now it could be justly observed that, as the whole world had crowded into the church, it had let in 
also all the vices of the world. Against those vices, indeed, the genuine virtues of Christianity 
proved themselves as vigorous as ever. But the heathen either could not or would not look 
through the outward appearance and discriminate the wheat from the chaff. Again: the Christians 
of the first three centuries had confessed their faith at the risk of life, maintained it under 
sufferings and death, and claimed only toleration; now they had to meet reproach from the 
heathen minority for hypocrisy, selfishness, ambition, intolerance, and the spirit of persecution 
against heathens, Jews, and heretics. From being suspected as enemies to the emperor and the 
empire, they now came to be charged in various ways with servile and fawning submission to the 



Christian rulers. Formerly known as abhorring every kind of idolatry and all pomp in worship, 
they now appeared in their growing veneration for martyrs and relics to reproduce and even 
exceed the ancient worship of heroes. 
 
Finally, even the victory of Christianity was branded as a reproach. It was held responsible by the 
latest heathen historians not only for the frequent public calamities, which had been already 
charged upon it under Marcus Aurelius and in the time of Tertullian, but also for the decline and 
fall of the once so mighty Roman empire. But this objection, very popular at the time, is refuted 
by the simple fact, that the empire in the East, where Christianity earlier and more completely 
prevailed, outlived by nearly ten centuries the western branch. The dissolution of the west-Roman 
empire was due rather to its unwieldy extent, the incursion of barbarians, and the decay of morals, 
which was hastened by the introduction of all the vices of conquered nations, and which had 
already begun under Augustus, yea, during the glorious period of the republic; for the republic 
would have lasted much longer if the foundations of public and private virtue had not been 
undermined. {110} Taken from a higher point of view, the downfall of Rome was a divine 
judgment upon the old essentially heathen world, as the destruction of Jerusalem was a judgment 
upon the Jewish nation for their unbelief. But it was at the same time the inevitable transition to a 
new creation which Christianity soon began to rear on the ruins of heathendom by the conversion 
of the barbarian conquerors, and the founding of a higher Christian civilization. This was the best 
refutation of the last charge of the heathen opponents of the religion of the cross. 
 
{108} Comp. vol. i. 60-66. 
 
{109} Comp. 4 (p. 42), and vol. i. 61. 
 
{110} Gibbon, too, imputes the fall of the west-Roman empire not, as unjustly charged by Dr. 
Kurtz (Handbuch der allg. Kirchengesch. i. 2, p. 15, 3d ed.), to Christianity, but almost solely to 
the pressure of its own weight. Comp. his General Observations on the Fall of the R. Empire in 
the West, at the close of ch. xxxviii., where he says: "The decline of Rome was the natural and 
inevitable effect of immoderate greatness. Prosperity ripened the principle of decay; the causes of 
destruction multiplied with the extent of conquest; and as soon as time or accident had removed 
the artificial supports, the stupendous fabric yielded to the pressure of its own weight. The story 
of its ruin is simple and obvious; and instead of inquiring why the Roman empire was destroyed, 
we should rather be surprised that it had subsisted so long." Gibbon then mentions Christianity 
also, it is true, or more properly monasticism, which, he thinks, suppressed with its passive 
virtues the patriotic and martial spirit, and so far contributed to the catastrophe; but adds: "If the 
decline of the Roman empire was hastened [— he says not: caused—] by the conversion of 
Constantine, his victorious religion broke the violence of the fall, and mollified the ferocious 
temper of the conquerors." This view is very different from that of Eunapius and Zosimus, with 
which Kurtz identifies it. Gibbon in general follows more closely Ammianus Marcellinus, whom, 
with all reason, he holds as a historian far superior to the others.—Lord Byron truthfully 
expresses the law of decay to which Rome succumbed, in these words from Childe Harold: 
 
There is the moral of all human tales; 
 
‘T is but the same rehearsal of the past: 
 
First freedom, and then glory—when that fails, 
 
Wealth, vice, corruption, barbarism at last.  



 



9. Julian’s Attack upon Christianity. 
 
For Literature comp. 4 p. 39, 40. 
 
The last direct and systematic attack upon the Christian religion proceeded from the emperor 
Julian. In his winter evenings at Antioch in 363, to account to the whole world for his apostasy, 
he wrote a work against the Christians, which survives, at least in fragments, in a refutation of it 
by Cyril of Alexandria, written about 432. In its three books, perhaps seven (Cyril mentions only 
three), {111} it shows no trace of the dispassionate philosophical or historical appreciation of so 
mighty a phenomenon as Christianity in any case is. Julian had no sense for the fundamental 
ideas of sin and redemption or the cardinal virtues of humility and love. He stood entirely in the 
sphere of naturalism, where the natural light of Helios outshines the mild radiance of the King of 
truth, and the admiration of worldly greatness leaves no room for the recognition of the spiritual 
glory of self-renunciation. He repeated the arguments of a Celsus and a Porphyry in modified 
form; expanded them by his larger acquaintance with the Bible, which he had learned according 
to the letter in his clerical education; and breathed into all the bitter hatred of an Apostate, which 
agreed ill with his famous toleration and entirely blinded him to all that was good in his 
opponents. He calls the religion of "the Galilean" an impious human invention and a 
conglomeration of the worst elements of Judaism and heathenism without the good of either; that 
is, without the wholesome though somewhat harsh discipline of the former, or the pious belief in 
the gods, which belongs to the latter. Hence he compares the Christians to leeches, which draw all 
impure blood and leave the pure. In his view, Jesus, "the dead Jew," did nothing remarkable 
during his lifetime, compared with heathen heroes, but to heal lame and blind people and exorcise 
daemoniacs, which is no very great matter. {112} He was able to persuade only a few of the 
ignorant peasantry, not even to gain his own kinsmen. {113} Neither Matthew, nor. Mark, nor 
Luke, nor Paul called him God. John was the first to venture so far, and procured acceptance for 
his view by a cunning artifice. {114} The later Christians perverted his doctrine still more 
impiously, and have abandoned the Jewish sacrificial worship and ceremonial law, which was 
given for all time, and was declared irrevocable by Jesus himself. {115} A universal religion, with 
all the peculiarities of different national characters, appeared to him unreasonable and impossible. 
He endeavored to expose all manner of contradictions and absurdities in the Bible. The Mosaic 
history of the creation was defective, and not to be compared with the Platonic. Eve was given to 
Adam for a help, yet she led him astray. Human speech is put into the mouth of the serpent, and 
the curse is denounced on him, though he leads man on to the knowledge of good and evil, and 
thus proves himself of great service. Moses represents God as jealous, teaches monotheism, yet 
polytheism also in calling the angels gods. The moral precepts of the decalogue are found also 
among the heathen, except the commands, "Thou shalt have no other gods before me," and, 
"Remember the Sabbath day." He prefers Lycurgus and Solon to Moses. As to Samson and 
David, they were not very remarkable for valor, and exceeded by many Greeks and Egyptians, 
and all their power was confined within the narrow limits of Judea. The Jews never had any 
general equal to Alexander or Caesar. Solomon is not to be compared with Theognis, Socrates, 
and other Greek sages; moreover he is said to have been overcome by women, and therefore does 
not deserve to be ranked among wise men. Paul was an arch-traitor; calling God now the God of 
the Jews, now the God of the Gentiles, now both at once; not seldom contradicting the Old 
Testament, Christ, and himself, and generally accommodating his doctrine to circumstances. The 
heathen emperor thinks it absurd that Christian baptism should be able to cleanse from gross sins, 
while it cannot remove a wart, or gout, or any bodily evil. He puts the Bible far below the 
Hellenic literature, and asserts, that it made men slaves, while the study of the classics educated 
great heroes and philosophers. The first Christians he styles most contemptible men, and the 



Christians of his day he charges with ignorance, intolerance, and worshipping dead persons, 
bones, and the wood of the cross. 
 
With all his sarcastic bitterness against Christianity, Julian undesignedly furnishes some valuable 
arguments for the historical character of the religion he hated and assailed. The learned and 
critical Lardner, after a careful analysis of his work against Christianity, thus ably and truthfully 
sums up Julian’s testimony in favor of it: 
 
"Julian argues against the Jews as well as against the Christians. He has borne a valuable 
testimony to the history and to the books of the New Testament, as all must acknowledge who 
have read the extracts just made from his work. He allows that Jesus was born in the reign of 
Augustus, at the time of the taxing made in Judea by Cyrenius: that the Christian religion had its 
rise and began to be propagated in the times of the emperors Tiberius and Claudius. He bears 
witness to the genuineness and authenticity of the four gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and 
John, and the Acts of the Apostles: and he so quotes them, as to intimate, that these were the only 
historical books received by Christians as of authority, and the only authentic memoirs of Jesus 
Christ and his apostles, and the doctrine preached by them. He allows their early date, and even 
argues for it. He also quotes, or plainly refers to the Acts of the Apostles, to St. Paul’s Epistles to 
the Romans, the Corinthians, and the Galatians. He does not deny the miracles of Jesus Christ, 
but allows him to have ‘healed the blind, and the lame, and demoniacs,’ and ‘to have rebuked the 
winds, and walked upon the waves of the sea.’ He endeavors indeed to diminish these works; but 
in vain. The consequence is undeniable: such works are good proofs of a divine mission. He 
endeavors also to lessen the number of the early believers in Jesus, and yet he acknowledgeth, 
that there were ‘multitudes of such men in Greece and Italy,’ before St. John wrote his gospel. He 
likewise affects to diminish the quality of the early believers; and yet acknowledgeth, that beside 
‘menservants, and maidservants,’ Cornelius, a Roman centurion at Caesarea, and Sergius Paulus, 
proconsul of Cyprus, were converted to the faith of Jesus before the end of the reign of Claudius. 
And he often speaks with great indignation of Peter and Paul, those two great apostles of Jesus, 
and successful preachers of his gospel. So that, upon the whole, he has undesignedly borne 
witness to the truth of many things recorded in the books of the New Testament: he aimed to 
overthrow the Christian religion, but has confirmed it: his arguments against it are perfectly 
harmless, and insufficient to unsettle the weakest Christian. He justly excepts to some things 
introduced into the Christian profession by the late professors of it, in his own time, or sooner; 
but has not made one objection of moment against the Christian religion, as contained in the 
genuine and authentic books of the New Testament." {116} 
 
The other works against Christianity are far less important. 
 
The dialogue Philopatris, or The Patriot, is ascribed indeed to the ready scoffer and satirist Lucian 
(died about 200), and joined to his works; but it is vastly inferior in style and probably belongs to 
the reign of Julian, or a still later period; {117} since it combats the church doctrine of the Trinity 
and of the procession of the Spirit from the Father, though not by argument, but only by ridicule. 
It is a frivolous derision of the character and doctrines of the Christians in the form of a dialogue 
between Critias, a professed heathen, and Triephon, an Epicurean, personating a Christian. It 
represents the Christians as disaffected to the government, dangerous to civil society, and 
delighting in public calamities. It calls St. Paul a half bald, long-nosed Galilean, who travelled 
through the air to the third heaven. {2 Corinthians 12:1-4} 
 
The last renowned representative of Neo-Platonism, Proclus of Athens (died 487), defended the 
Platonic doctrine of the eternity of the world, and, without mentioning Christianity, contested the 



biblical doctrine of the creation and the end of the world in eighteen arguments, which the 
Christian philosopher, John Philoponus, refuted in the seventh century. 
 
The last heathen historians, Eunapius and Zosimus, of the first half of the fifth century, indirectly 
assailed Christianity by a one-sided representation of the history of the Roman empire from the 
time of Constantine, and by tracing its decline to the Christian religion; while, on the contrary, 
AmmianusMarcellinus (died about 390) presents with honorable impartiality both the dark and 
the bright sides of the Christian emperors and of the Apostate Julian. {118} 
 
{111} In the preface to his refutation, Contra Jul. i. p. 3: Triva suggevgraye bibliva kata tw’n 
aJgivwn eujaggelivwn kai kata th’ eujagou’ tw’n Cristianw’n qrhskeiva. But Jerome says, Epist. 
83 (tom. iv. p. 655): "ulianus Augustus septem libros, in expeditione Parthica [or rather before he 
left Antioch and started for Persia], adversus Christianos vomuit." 
 
{112} Cyril has omitted the worst passages of Julian respecting Christ, but quotes the following 
(Contra Jul. l. vi. p. 191, ed. Spanh.), which is very characteristic: "Jesus, who over-persuaded 
much (anapeisav) the lowest among you, some few, has now been talked of (onomazetai) for 
three hundred years, though during his life he performed nothing worth mentioning (ouden 
akohv axion), unless it be thought a mighty matter to heal the cripples and blind persons and to 
exorcise those possessed of demons in the villages of Bethsaida and Bethany (ei mh tiv eietai 
touv kollouv kai touv tuflouv iasasyai, kai daimonwntav eforkizein en bhyseida kai 
en bhyania taiv kwmaiv twn megistwn ergwn einai)" Dr. Lardner has ingeniously inferred 
from this passage that, Julian, by conceding to Christ the power of working miracles, and 
admitting the general truths of the gospel traditions, furnishes an argument for Christianity rather 
than against it. 
 
{113} John 7:5. 
 
{114} "Neither Paul," he says (Cyr. l. x. p. 327), "nor Matthew, nor Luke, nor Mark has dared to 
call Jesus God. But honest John (oo crhstov iwannhv), understanding that a great multitude of 
men in the cities of Greece and Italy were seized with this distemper; and hearing likewise, as I 
suppose, that the tombs of Peter and Paul were respected, and frequented, though as yet privately 
only, however, having heard of it, he then first presumed to advance that doctrine." 
 
{115} Matthew 5:17-19. 
 
{116} Dr. Nathiel Lardner’s Works, ed. by Dr. Kippis in ten vols. Vol. vii. pp. 638 and 639. As 
against the mythical theory of Strauss and Renan the extract from Lardner has considerable force, 
as well as his whole work on the credibility of the Gospel History. 
 
{117} According to Niebuhr’s view it must have been composed under the emperor Phocas, 968 
or 969. Moyle places it in the year 302, Dodwell in the year 261, others in the year 272. 
 
{118} The more is it to be regretted, that the fisrt thirteen books of his history of the Roman 
emperors from Nerva to 353 arelost. The remaining eighteen books reach from 353 to 378.  

 



10. The Heathen Apologetic Literature. 
 
After the death of Julian most of the heathen writers, especially the ablest and most estimable, 
confined themselves to the defence of their religion, and thus became, by reason of their position, 
advocates of toleration; and, of course, of toleration for the religious syncretism, which in its 
cooler form degenerates into philosophical indifferentism. 
 
Among these were Themistius, teacher of rhetoric, senator, and prefect of Constantinople, and 
afterwards preceptor of the young emperor Arcadius; AureliusSymmachus, rhetorician, senator, 
and prefect of Rome under Gratian and Valentinian II., the eloquent pleader for the altar of 
Victoria; and above all, the rhetorician Libanius, friend and admirer of Julian, alternately teaching 
in Constantinople, Nicomedia, and Antioch. These all belong to the second half of the fourth 
century, and represent at once the last bloom and the decline of the classic eloquence. They were 
all more or less devoted to the Neo-Platonic syncretism. They held, that the Deity had implanted 
in all men a religious nature and want, but had left the particular form of worshiping God to the 
free will of the several nations and individuals; that all outward constraint, therefore, was contrary 
to the nature of religion and could only beget hypocrisy. Themistius vindicated this variety of the 
forms of religion as favorable to religion itself, as many Protestants justify the system of sects. 
"The rivalry of different religions," says he in his oration on Jovian, "serves to stimulate zeal for 
the worship of God. There are different paths, some hard, others easy, some rough, others 
smooth, leading to the same goal. Leave only one way, and shut up the rest, and you destroy 
emulation. God would have no such uniformity among men.... The Lord of the universe delights 
in manifoldness. It is his will, that Syrians, Greeks, Egyptians should worship him, each nation in 
its own way, and that the Syrians again should divide into small sects, no one of which agrees 
entirely with another. Why should we thus enforce what is impossible?" In the same style argues 
Symmachus, who withholds all direct opposition to Christianity and contends only against its 
exclusive supremacy. 
 
Libanius, in his plea for the temples addressed to Theodosius I. (384 or 390), called to his aid 
every argument, religious, political, and artistic, in behalf of the heathen sanctuaries, but 
interspersed bitter remarks against the temple-storming monks. He asserts among other things, 
that the principles of Christianity itself condemn the use of force in religion, and commend the 
indulgence of free conviction. 
 
Of course this heathen plea for toleration was but the last desperate defence of a hopeless 
minority, and an indirect self-condemnation of heathenism for its persecution of the Christian 
religion in the first three centuries.  

 



11. Christian Apologists and Polemics. 
 
SOURCES. 
 
I. The Greek Apologists: EusebiusCaes.: Proparaskeuh; eujaggelikhv (Preparatio evang.), and 
apodeixiv euaggelikh (Demonstratio evang.); besides his controversial work against Hierocles; 
and his Theophany, discovered in 1842 in a Syriac version (ed. Lee, Lond. 1842). Athanasius: 
kata twn ellhnwn (Oratio contra Gentes), and peri thv enan yrwphsewv tou logou (De 
incarnatione Verbi Dei): two treatises belonging together (Opera, ed. Bened. tom. i. 1 sqq.). Cyril 
of Alex.: Contra impium Julianum libri X (with extracts from the three books of Julian against 
Christianity). Theodoret: Graecarum affectionum curatio (JEllhnikw’n qerapeutikh; 
paqhmavtwn), disput. XII. 
 
II. The Latin Apologists: Lactantius: Instit. divin. l. vii (particularly the first three books, de falsa 
religione, de origine erroris, and de falsa sapientia; the third against the heathen philosophy). 
JuliusFirmicusMaternus: Deuteronomy errore profanarum religionum (not mentioned by the 
ancients, but edited several times in the sixteenth century, and latterly by F. Munter, Havn. 1826). 
Ambrose: Ep. 17 and 18 (against Symmachus). Prudentius: In Symmachum (an apologetic 
poem). Paul. Orosius: Adv. paganos historiarum l. vii (an apologetic universal history, against 
Eunapius and Zosimus). Augustine: Deuteronomy civitate Dei l. xxii (often separately published). 
Salvianus: Deuteronomy gubernatione Dei l. viii (the eighth book incomplete). 
 
MODERN LITERATURE. 
 
Comp. in part the apologetic literature at 63 of vol. i. Also Schrokh: vii., p. 263-355. Neander: iii., 
188-195 (Engl. ed. of Torrey, ii., 90-93). Dollinger (R.C.): Hdbuch der K. G., vol. I., part 2, p. 50-
91.K. Werner (R.C.): Geschichte der Apolog. und polem. Literatur der christl. Theol. Schaffh. 
1861-’65, 4 vols. vol. i. 
 
In the new state of things the defence of Christianity was no longer of so urgent and direct 
importance as it had been before the time of Constantine. And the theological activity of the 
church now addressed itself mainly to internal doctrinal controversy. Still the fourth and fifth 
centuries produced several important apologetic works, which far outshone the corresponding 
literature of the heathen. 
 
(1) Under Constantine we have Lactantius in Latin, Eusebius and Athanasius in Greek, 
representing, together with Theodoret, who was a century later, the close of the older apology. 
 
Lactantius prefaces his vindication of Christian truth with a refutation of the heathen superstition 
and philosophy; and he is more happy in the latter than in the former. He claims freedom for all 
religions, and represents the transition standpoint of the Constantinian edicts of toleration. 
 
Eusebius, the celebrated historian, collected with diligence and learning in several apologetic 
works, above all in his "Evangelic Preparation," the usual arguments against heathenism, and in 
his "Evangelic Demonstration" the positive evidences of Christianity, laying chief stress upon the 
prophecies. 
 
With less scholarship, but with far greater speculative compass and acumen, the great Athanasius, 
in his youthful productions "against the Greeks," and "on the incarnation of the Logos" (before 
325), gave in main outline the argument for the divine origin, the truth, the reasonableness, and 



the perfection of the Christian religion. These two treatises, particularly the second, are, next to 
Origen’s doctrinal work Deuteronomy principiis, the first attempt to construct a scientific system 
of the Christian religion upon certain fundamental ideas of God and world, sin and redemption; 
and they form the ripe fruit of the positive apology in the Greek church. The Logos, Athanasius 
teaches, is the image of the living, only true God. Man is the image of the Logos. In communion 
with him consist the original holiness and blessedness of paradise. Man fell by his own will, and 
thus came to need redemption. Evil is not a substance of itself, not matter, as the Greeks suppose, 
nor does it come from the Creator of all things. It is an abuse of freedom on the part of man, and 
consists in selfishness or self-love, and in the dominion of the sensuous principle over the reason. 
Sin, as apostasy from God, begets idolatry. Once alienated from God and plunged into finiteness 
and sensuousness, men deified the powers of nature, or mortal men, or even carnal lusts, as in 
Aphrodite. The inevitable consequence of sin is death and corruption. The Logos, however, did 
not forsake men. He gave them the law and the prophets to prepare them for salvation. At last he 
himself became man, neutralized in human nature the power of sin and death, restored the divine 
image, uniting us with God and imparting to us his imperishable life. The possibility and 
legitimacy of the incarnation lie in the original relation of the Logos to the world, which was 
created and is upheld by him. The incarnation, however, does not suspend the universal reign of 
the Logos. While he was in man, he was at the same time everywhere active and reposing in the 
bosom of the Father. The necessity of the incarnation to salvation follows from the fact, that the 
corruption had entered into human nature itself, and thus must be overcome within that nature. 
An external redemption, as by preaching God, could profit nothing. "For this reason the Saviour 
assumed humanity, that man, united with life, might not remain mortal and in death, but imbibing 
immortality might by the resurrection be immortal. The outward preaching of redemption would 
have to be continually repeated, and yet death would abide in man." {119} The object of the 
incarnation is, negatively, the annihilation of sin and death; positively, the communication of 
righteousness and life and the deification of man. {120} The miracles of Christ are the proof of 
his original dominion over nature, and lead men from nature-worship to the worship of God. The 
death of Jesus was necessary to the blotting out of sin and to the demonstration of his life-power 
in the resurrection, whereby also the death of believers is now no longer punishment, but a 
transition to resurrection and glory.—This speculative analysis of the incarnation Athanasius 
supports by referring to the continuous moral effects of Christianity, which is doing great things 
every day, calling man from idolatry, magic, and sorceries to the worship of the true God, 
obliterating sinful and irrational lusts, taming the wild manners of barbarians, inciting to a holy 
walk, turning the natural fear of death into rejoicing, and lifting the eye of man from earth to 
heaven, from mortality to resurrection and eternal glory. The benefits of the incarnation are 
incalculable, like the waves of the sea pursuing one another in constant succession. 
 
(2) Under the sons of Constantine, between the years 343 and 350, JuliusFirmicusMaternus, an 
author otherwise unknown to us, {121} wrote against heathenism with large knowledge of 
antiquity, but with fanatical zeal, regarding it, now on the principle of Euhemerus, as a deification 
of mortal men and natural elements, now as a distortion of the biblical history. {122} At the close, 
quite mistaking the gentle spirit of the New Testament, he urges the sons of Constantine to 
exterminate heathenism by force, as God commanded the children of Israel to proceed against the 
Canaanites; and openly counsels them boldly to pillage the temples and to enrich themselves and 
the church with the stolen goods. This sort of apology fully corresponds with the despotic conduct 
of Constantius, which induced the reaction of heathenism under Julian. 
 
(3) The attack of Julian upon Christianity brought out no reply on the spot, {123} but 
subsequently several refutations, the chief one by Cyril of Alexandria (444), in ten books "against 
the impious Julian," still extant and belonging among his most valuable works. About the same 
time Theodoret wrote an apologetic and polemic work: "The Healing of the Heathen Affections," 



in twelve treatises, in which he endeavors to refute the errors of the false religion by comparison 
of the prophecies and miracles of the Bible with the heathen oracles, of the apostles with the 
heroes and lawgivers of antiquity, of the Christian morality with the immorality of the heathen 
world. 
 
{119} Deuteronomy incarn. c. 44 (Opera ed. Bened. i. p. 86). 
 
{120} ov logov enanyrwphsen, ina hmeiv yeopoihqwmen. 
 
{121} It is uncertain whether he was the author of a mathematical and astrological work written 
some years earlier and published at Basel in 1551, which treats of the influence of the stars upon 
men, but conjures its readers not to divulge these Egyptian and Babylonian mysteries, as 
astrology was forbidden at the time. If he were the author, he must have not only wholly changed 
his religion, but considerably improved his style. 
 
{122} The Egyptian Serapis, for instance, was no other than Joseph, who, being the grand-son of 
Sara, was named Sara’ ajpov. 
 
{123} Though Apollinaris wrote a book "Of the Truth" against the emperor and the heathen 
philosophers, of which Julian is reported to have said sneeringly: anegnwn, egnwn, kategnwn: 
"I have read it, understood it, and condemned it." To which the Christian bishops rejoined in like 
tone: anegnwv, all auk egnwv, ei gar egnwv ouk an-kategnwv: "You have read, but not 
understood, for, had you understood you would not have condemned." So says Sozomen: v. 18. 
Comp. Schrockh: vi. 355.  

 



12. Augustine’s City of God. Salvianus. 
 
(4) Among the Latin apologists we must mention Augustine, Orosius, and Salvianus, of the fifth 
century. They struck a different path from the Greeks, and devoted themselves chiefly to the 
objection of the heathens, that the overthrow of idolatry and the ascendency of Christianity were 
chargeable with the misfortunes and the decline of the Roman empire. This objection had already 
been touched by Tertullian, but now, since the repeated incursions of the barbarians, and 
especially the capture and sacking of the city of Rome under the Gothic king Alaric in 410, it 
recurred with peculiar force. By way of historical refutation the Spanish presbyter Orosius, at the 
suggestion of Augustine, wrote an outline of universal history in the year 417. 
 
Augustine himself answered the charge in his immortal work "On the city of God," (that is) the 
church of Christ, in twenty-two books, upon which he labored twelve years, from 413 to 426, 
amidst the storms of the great migration and towards the close of his life. He was not wanting in 
appreciation of the old Roman virtues, and he attributes to these the former greatness of the 
empire, and to the decline of them he imputes her growing weakness. But he rose at the same 
time far above the superficial view, which estimates persons and things by the scale of earthly 
profit and loss, and of temporary success. "The City of God" is the most powerful, 
comprehensive, profound, and fertile production in refutation of heathenism and vindication of 
Christianity, which the ancient church has bequeathed to us, and forms a worthy close to her 
literary contest with Graeco-Roman paganism. {124} It is a grand funeral discourse upon the 
departing universal empire of heathenism, and a lofty salutation to the approaching universal 
order of Christianity. While even Jerome deplored in the destruction of the city the downfall of 
the empire as the omen of the approaching doom of the world, {125} the African father saw in it 
only a passing revolution preparing the way for new conquests of Christianity. Standing at that 
remarkable turning-point of history, he considers the origin, progress, and end of the perishable 
kingdom of this world, and the imperishable kingdom of God, from the fall of man to the final 
judgment, where at last they fully and forever separate into hell and heaven. The antagonism of 
the two cities has its root in the highest regions of the spirit world, the distinction of good and evil 
angels; its historical evolution commences with Cain and Abel, then proceeds in the progress of 
paganism and Judaism to the birth of Christ, and continues after that great epoch to his return in 
glory. Upon the whole his philosophy of history is dualistic, and does not rise to the unity and 
comprehensiveness of the divine plan to which all the kingdoms of this world and even Satan 
himself are made subservient. He hands the one city over to God, the other to the demons. Yet he 
softens the rigor of the contrast by the express acknowledgment of shades in the one, and rays of 
light in the other. In the present order of the world the two cities touch and influence each other at 
innumerable points; and as not all Jews were citizens of the heavenly Jerusalem, so there were on 
the other hand true children of God scattered among the heathen like Melchisedek and Job, who 
were united to the city of God not by a visible, but by an invisible celestial tie. In this sublime 
contrast Augustine weaves up the whole material of his Scriptural and antiquarian knowledge, his 
speculation, and his Christian experience, but interweaves also many arbitrary allegorical conceits 
and empty subtleties. The first ten books he directs against heathenism, showing up the gradual 
decline of the Roman power as the necessary result of idolatry and of a process of moral 
dissolution, which commenced with the introduction of foreign vices after the destruction of 
Carthage; and he represents the calamities and approaching doom of the empire as a mighty 
preaching of repentance to the heathen, and at the same time as a wholesome trial of the 
Christians, and as the birth-throes of a new creation. In the last twelve books of this tragedy of 
history he places in contrast the picture of the supernatural state of God, founded upon a rock, 
coming forth renovated and strengthened from all the storms and revolutions of time, breathing 
into wasting humanity an imperishable divine life, and entering at last, after the completion of 



this earthly work, into the sabbath of eternity, where believers shall rest and see, see and love, 
love and praise, without end. {126} 
 
Less important, but still noteworthy and peculiar, is the apologetic work of the Gallic presbyter, 
Salvianus, on providence and the government of the world. {127} It was composed about the 
middle of the fifth century (440-455) in answer at once to the charge that Christianity occasioned 
all the misfortunes of the times, and to the doubts concerning divine providence, which were 
spreading among Christians themselves. The blame of the divine judgments he places, however, 
not upon the heathens, but upon the Christianity of the day, and, in forcible and lively, but turgid 
and extravagant style, draws an extremely unfavorable picture of the moral condition of the 
Christians, especially in Gaul, Spain, Italy, and Africa. His apology for Christianity, or rather for 
the Christian faith in the divine government of the world, was also a polemic against the 
degenerate Christians. It was certainly unsuited to convert heathens, but well fitted to awaken the 
church to more dangerous enemies within, and stimulate her to that moral self-reform, which puts 
the crown upon victory over outward foes. "The church," says this Jeremiah of his time, "which 
ought everywhere to propitiate God, what does she, but provoke him to anger? {128} How many 
may one meet, even in the church, who are not still drunkards, or debauchees, or adulterers, or 
fornicators, or robbers, or murderers, or the like, or all these at once, without end? It is even a sort 
of holiness among Christian people, to be less vicious." From the public worship of God, he 
continues, and almost during it, they pass to deeds of shame. Scarce a rich man, but would 
commit murder and fornication. We have lost the whole power of Christianity, and offend God 
the more, that we sin as Christians. We are worse than the barbarians and heathen. If the Saxon is 
wild, the Frank faithless, the Goth inhuman, the Alanian drunken, the Hun licentious, they are by 
reason of their ignorance far less punishable than we, who, knowing the commandments of God, 
commit all these crimes. He compares the Christians especially of Rome with the Arian Goths 
and Vandals, to the disparagement of the Romans, who add to the gross sins of nature the refined 
vices of civilization, passion for theatres, debauchery, and unnatural lewdness. Therefore has the 
just God given them into the hands of the barbarians and exposed them to the ravages of the 
migrating hordes. 
 
This horrible picture of the Christendom of the fifth century is undoubtedly in many respects an 
exaggeration of ascetic and monastic zeal. Yet it is in general not untrue; it presents the dark side 
of the picture, and enables us to understand more fully on moral and psychological grounds the 
final dissolution of the western empire of Rome. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{124} Milman says (l. c. book iii. ch. 10) "The City of God was unquestionably the noblest work, 
both in its original design and in the fulness of its elaborate execution, which the genius of man 
had as yet contributed to the support of Christianity." 
 
{125} Proleg. in Ezek.: In una urbe totus orbis interiit. Epist. 60: Quid salvum est, si Roma perit! 
 
{126} "Ibi vacabimus," reads the conclusion, l. xxii. c. 30, "et videbimus; videbimus, et 
amabimus; amabimus, et laudabimus. Ecce quod erit in fine sine fine. Nam quia alius noster est 
finis, nisi pervenire ad regnum, cuius nullus est finis." Tillemont and Schrockh give an extended 
analysis of the Civitas Dei. So also more recently Dr. Baur in his work on the Christian church 
from the fourth to the sixth century, pp. 43-52. Gibbon, on the other hand, whose great history 
treats in some sense, though in totally different form and in opposite spirit, the same theme, only 



touches this work incidentally, notwithstanding his general minuteness. He says in a 
contemptuous tone, that his knowledge of Augustine is limited to the "Confessions," and the 
"City of God." Of course Augustine’s philosophy of history is almost as flatly opposed to the 
deism of the English historian, as to the heathen views of his contemporaries Ammianus, 
Eunapius, and Zosimus. 
 
{127} Of this book: "De gubernatione Dei, et de justo Dei praesentique judicio," Isaac Taylor has 
made very large use in his interesting work on "Ancient Christianity" (vol. ii. p. 34 sqq.), to refute 
the idealized Puseyite view of the Nicene and post-Nicene age. But he ascribes too great 
importance to it, and forgets that it is an unbalanced picture of the shady side of the church at that 
time. It is true as far as it goes, and yet leaves a false impression. There are books which by a 
partial and one-sided representation make even the truth lie. 
 
{128} "Ipsa Dei ecclesia quae in omnibus esse debet placatrix Dei, quid est aliud quam 
exacerbatrix Dei? aut, praeter paucissimos quosdam, qui mala fugiunt, quid est aliud pene omnis 
coetus Christianorum, quam sentina vitiorum?" (P. 91.)  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER III. 
 
ALLIANCE OF CHURCH AND STATE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC MORALS AND 
RELIGION. 
 
SOURCES. 
 
The church laws of the Christian emperors from Constantine to Justinian, collected in the 
CodexTheodosianus of the year 438 (edited, with a learned commentary, by Jac. Gothofredus, 
Lyons, 1668, in six vols. fol.; afterwards by J. D. Ritter, Lips. 1736, in seven vols.; and more 
recently, with newly discovered books and fragments, by G. Haenel, Bonn, 1842), and in the 
CodexJustinianeus of 534 (in the numerous editions of the Corpus juris civilis Romani). Also 
Eusebius: Vita Constant., and H. Eccl. l. x. On the other hand, the lamentations of the church 
fathers, especially Gregory Naz., Chrysostom, and Augustine (in their sermons), over the 
secularized Christianity of their time. 
 
LITERATURE. 
 
C. G. de Rhoer: Dissertationes de effectu religionis Christianae in jurisprudentiam Romanam. 
Groning. 1776. Martini: Die Einfuhrung der christl. Religion als Staatsreligion im rom. Reiche 
durch Constantin. Munch. 1813. H. O. deMeysenburg: Deuteronomy Christ. religionis vi et 
effectu in jus civile. Gott. 1828. C. Riffel (R.C.): Gesch. Darstellung des Verhaltnisses zwischen 
Kirche u. Staat. Mainz. 1838, vol. i. Troplong: Deuteronomy l’influence du Christianisme sur le 
droit civil des Romains. Par. 1843. P. E. Lind: Christendommens inflydelse paa den sociale 
forfatning. Kjobenh. 1852. B. C. Cooper: The Free Church of Ancient Christendom and its 
Subjugation by Constantine. Lond. 1851(?) 
 
Comp. also Gibbon, chap. xx. Schrockh, several sections from vol. v. onward. Neander, iii. 273-
303. Milman, Anc. Christ. Book iv. ch. 1.  

 



13. The New Position of the Church in the Empire. 
 
The previous chapter has shown us how Christianity gradually supplanted the Graeco-Roman 
heathenism and became the established religion in the empire of the Caesars. Since that time the 
church and the state, though frequently jarring, have remained united in Europe, either on the 
hierarchical basis, with the temporal power under the tutelage of the spiritual, or on the caesaro-
papal, with the spiritual power merged in the temporal; while in the United States of America, 
since the end of the eighteenth century, the two powers have stood peacefully but independently 
side by side. The church could now act upon the state; but so could the state act upon the church; 
and this mutual influence became a source of both profit and loss, blessing and curse, on either 
side. 
 
The martyrs and confessors of the first three centuries, in their expectation of the impending end 
of the world and their desire for the speedy return of the Lord, had never once thought of such a 
thing as the great and sudden change, which meets us at the beginning of this period in the 
relation of the Roman state to the Christian church. Tertullian had even held the Christian 
profession to be irreconcilable with the office of a Roman emperor. {129} Nevertheless, clergy 
and people very soon and very easily accommodated themselves to the new order of things, and 
recognized in it a reproduction of the theocratic constitution of the people of God under the 
ancient covenant. Save that the dissenting sects, who derived no benefit from this union, but were 
rather subject to persecution from the state and from the established Catholicism, the Donatists 
for an especial instance, protested against the intermeddling of the temporal power with religious 
concerns. {130} The heathen, who now came over in a mass, had all along been accustomed to an 
union of politics with religion, of the imperial with the sacerdotal dignity. They could not imagine 
a state without some cultus, whatever might be its name. And as heathenism had outlived itself in 
the empire, and Judaism with its national exclusiveness and its stationary character was totally 
disqualified, Christianity must take the throne. 
 
The change was as natural and inevitable as it was great. When Constantine planted the standard 
of the cross upon the forsaken temples of the gods, he but followed the irresistible current of 
history itself. Christianity had already, without a stroke of sword or of intrigue, achieved over the 
false religion the internal victory of spirit over matter, of truth over falsehood, of faith over 
superstition, of the worship of God over idolatry, of morality over corruption. Under a three 
hundred years’ oppression, it had preserved its irrepressible moral vigor, and abundantly earned 
its new social position. It could not possibly continue a despised sect, a homeless child of the 
wilderness, but, like its divine founder on the third day after his crucifixion, it must rise again, 
take the reins of the world into its hands, and, as an all-transforming principle, take state, science, 
and art to itself, to breathe into them a higher life and consecrate them to the service of God. The 
church, of course, continues to the end a servant, as Christ himself came not to be ministered 
unto, but to minister; and she must at all times suffer persecution, outwardly or inwardly, from 
the ungodly world. Yet is she also the bride of the Son of God, therefore of royal blood; and she 
is to make her purifying and sanctifying influence felt upon all orders of natural life and all forms 
of human society. And from this influence the state, of course, is not excepted. Union with the 
state is no more necessarily a profanation of holy things than union with science and art, which, 
in fact, themselves proceed from God, and must subserve his glory. 
 
On the other hand, the state, as a necessary and divine institution for the protection of person and 
property, for the administration of law and justice, and for the promotion of earthly weal, could 
not possibly persist forever in her hostility to Christianity, but must at least allow it a legal 
existence and free play; and if she would attain a higher development and better answer her moral 



ends than she could in union with idolatry, she must surrender herself to its influence. The 
kingdom of the Father, to which the state belongs, is not essentially incompatible with the church, 
the kingdom of the Son; rather does "the Father draw to the Son," and the Son leads back to the 
Father, till God become "all in all." Henceforth should kings again be nursing fathers, and queens 
nursing mothers to the church, {131} and the prophecy begin to be fulfilled: "The kingdoms of 
this world are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ, and he shall reign forever and 
ever." {132} 
 
The American reparation of church and state, even if regarded as the best settlement of the true 
relation of the two, is not in the least inconsistent with this view. It is not a return to the pre-
Constantinian basis, with its spirit of persecution, but rests upon the mutual reverential 
recognition and support of the two powers, and must be regarded as the continued result of that 
mighty revolution of the fourth century. 
 
But the elevation of Christianity as the religion of the state presents also an opposite aspect to our 
contemplation. It involved great risk of degeneracy to the church. The Roman state, with its laws, 
institutions, and usages, was still deeply rooted in heathenism, and could not be transformed by a 
magical stroke. The christianizing of the state amounted therefore in great measure to a 
paganizing and secularizing of the church. The world overcame the church, as much as the church 
overcame the world, and the temporal gain of Christianity was in many respects cancelled by 
spiritual loss. The mass of the Roman empire was baptized only with water, not with the Spirit 
and fire of the gospel, and it smuggled heathen manners and practices into the sanctuary under a 
new name. The very combination of the cross with the military ensign by Constantine was a most 
doubtful omen, portending an unhappy mixture of the temporal and the spiritual powers, the 
kingdom which is of the earth, and that which is from heaven. The settlement of the boundary 
between the two powers, which, with all their unity, remain as essentially distinct as body and 
soul, law and gospel, was itself a prolific source of errors and vehement strifes about jurisdiction, 
which stretch through all the middle age, and still repeat themselves in these latest times, save 
where the amicable American separation has thus far forestalled collision. 
 
Amidst all the bad consequences of the union of church and state, however, we must not forget 
that the deeper spirit of the gospel has ever reacted against the evils and abuses of it, whether 
under an imperial pope or a papal emperor, and has preserved its divine power for the salvation of 
men under every form of constitution. Though standing and working in the world, and in many 
ways linked with it, yet is Christianity not of the world, but stands above it. 
 
Nor must we think the degeneracy of the church began with her union with the state. {133} 
Corruption and apostasy cannot attach to any one fact or personage, be he Constantine or Gregory 
I. or Gregory VII. They are rooted in the natural heart of man. They revealed themselves, at least 
in the germ, even in the apostolic age, and are by no means avoided, as the condition of America 
proves, by the separation of the two powers. We have among ourselves almost all the errors and 
abuses of the old world, not collected indeed in any one communion, but distributed among our 
various denominations and sects. The history of the church presents from the beginning a twofold 
development of good and of evil, an incessant antagonism of light and darkness, truth and 
falsehood, the mystery of godliness and the mystery of iniquity, Christianity and Antichrist. 
According to the Lord’s parables of the net and of the tares among the wheat, we cannot expect a 
complete separation before the final judgment, though in a relative sense the history of the church 
is a progressive judgment of the church, as the history of the world is a judgment of the world. 
 
{129} Apologeticus, c. 21 "Sed et Caesares credidissent, si aut Caesares non essent saeculo 
necessarii, aut si et Christiani potuissent esse Caesares." 



 
{130} Thus the bishop Donatus of Carthage in 347 rejected the imperial commissioners, Paulus 
and Macarius, with the exclamation: "Quid est imperatori cum ecclesia?" See Optatus Milev.: 
Deuteronomy schismate Donat. l. iii. c. 3. The Donatists, however, were the first to invoke the 
imperial intervention in their controversies, and would doubtless have spoken very differently, 
had the decision turned in their favor. 
 
{131} Isaiah 49:23. 
 
{132} Revelation 11:15. 
 
{133} This view is now very prevalent in America. It was not formerly so. Jonathan Edwards, in 
his "History of Redemption," a practical and edifying survey of church history as an unfolding of 
the plan of redemption, even saw in the accession of Constantine a type of the future appearing of 
Christ in the clouds for the redemption of his people, and attributed to it the most beneficent 
results; to wit: "(1) The Christian church was thereby wholly delivered from persecution.... (2) 
God now appeared to execute terrible judgments on their enemies.... (3) Heathenism now was in a 
great measure abolished throughout the Roman empire.... (4) The Christian church was brought 
into a state of great peace and prosperity."... "This revolution," he further says, p. 312, "was the 
greatest that had occurred since the flood. Satan, the prince of darkness, that king and god of the 
heathen world, was cast out. The roaring lion was conquered by the Lamb of God in the strongest 
dominion he ever had. This was a remarkable accomplishment of" Jeremiah 10:11: "The gods 
that have not made the heaven and the earth, even they shall perish from the earth and from the 
heavens." "This work, still much read in America and England, was written, to be sure, Iong 
before the separation of church and state in New England, viz., in 1739" (first printed in 
Edinburgh in 1774, twenty-six years after the author’s death). But the great difference of the 
judgment of this renowned Puritan divine from the prevailing American opinion of the present 
day is an interesting proof that our view of history is very much determined by the ecclesiastical 
circumstances in which we live, and at the same time that the whole question of church and state 
is not at all essential in Christian theology and ethics. In America all confessions, even the Roman 
Catholics, are satisfied with the separation, while in Europe with few exceptions it is the reverse.  

 



14. Rights and Privileges of the Church. Secular Advantages. 
 
The conversion of Constantine and the gradual establishment of Christianity as the religion of the 
state had first of all the important effect of giving the church not only the usual rights of a legal 
corporation, which she possesses also in America, and here without distinction of confessions, but 
at the same time the peculiar privileges, which the heathen worship and priesthood had heretofore 
enjoyed. These rights and privileges she gradually secured either by tacit concession or through 
special laws of the Christian emperors as laid down in the collections of the Theodosian and 
Justinian Codes. {134} These were limited, however, as we must here at the outset observe, 
exclusively to the catholic or orthodox church. {135} The heretical and schismatic sects without 
distinction, excepting the Arians during their brief ascendency under Arian emperors, were now 
worse off than they had been before, and were forbidden the free exercise of their worship even 
under Constantine upon pain of fines and confiscation, and from the time of Theodosius and 
Justinian upon pain of death. Equal patronage of all Christian parties was totally foreign to the 
despotic uniformity system of the Byzantine emperors and the ecclesiastical exclusiveness and 
absolutism of the popes. Nor can it be at all consistently carried out upon the state-church basis; 
for every concession to dissenters loosens the bond between the church and the state. 
 
The immunities and privileges, which were conferred upon the catholic church in the Roman 
empire from the time of Constantine by imperial legislation, may be specified as follows: 
 
1. The exemption of the clergy from most public burdens. 
 
Among these were obligatory public services, {136} such as military duty, low manual labor, the 
bearing of costly dignities, and in a measure taxes for the real estate of the church. The 
exemption, {137} which had been enjoyed, indeed, not by the heathen priests alone, but at least 
partially by physicians also and rhetoricians, and the Jewish rulers of synagogues, was first 
granted by Constantine in the year 313 to the catholic clergy in Africa, and afterwards, in 319, 
extended throughout the empire. But this led many to press into the clerical office without inward 
call, to the prejudice of the state; and in 320 the emperor made a law prohibiting the wealthy 
{138} from entering the ministry, and limiting the increase of the clergy, on the singular ground, 
that "the rich should bear the burdens of the world, the poor be supported by the property of the 
church." Valentinian I. issued a similar law in 364. Under Valentinian II. and Theodosius I. the 
rich were admitted to the spiritual office on condition of assigning their property to others, who 
should fulfill the demands of the state in their stead. But these arbitrary laws were certainly not 
strictly observed. 
 
Constantine also exempted the church from the land tax, but afterwards revoked this immunity; 
and his successors likewise were not uniform in this matter. Ambrose, though one of the strongest 
advocates of the rights of the church, accedes to the fact and the justice of the assessment of 
church lands; {139} but the hierarchy afterwards claimed for the church a divine right of 
exemption from all taxation. 
 
2. The enrichment and endowment of the church. 
 
Here again Constantine led the way. He not only restored (in 313) the buildings and estates, 
which had been confiscated in the Diocletian persecution, but granted the church also the right to 
receive legacies (321), and himself made liberal contributions in money and grain to the support 
of the clergy and the building of churches in Africa, {140} in the Holy Land, in Nicomedia, 
Antioch, and Constantinople. Though this, be it remembered, can be no great merit in an absolute 



monarch, who is lord of the public treasury as he is of his private purse, and can afford to be 
generous at the expense of his subjects. He and his successors likewise gave to the church the 
heathen temples and their estates and the public property of heretics; but these more frequently 
were confiscated to the civil treasury or squandered on favorites. Wealthy subjects, some from 
pure piety, others from motives of interest, conveyed their property to the church, often to the 
prejudice of the just claims of their kindred. Bishops and monks not rarely used unworthy 
influences with widows and dying persons; though Augustine positively rejected every legacy, 
which deprived a son of his rights. Valentinian I. found it necessary to oppose the legacy-hunting 
of the clergy, particularly in Rome, with a law of the year 370, {141} and Jerome acknowledges 
there was good reason for it. {142} The wealth of the church was converted mostly into real 
estate, or at least secured by it. And the church soon came to own the tenth part of all the landed 
property. This land, to be sure, had long been worthless or neglected, but under favorable 
conditions rose in value with uncommon rapidity. At the time of Chrysostom, towards the close 
of the fourth century, the church of Antioch was strong enough to maintain entirely or in part 
three thousand widows and consecrated virgins besides many poor, sick, and strangers. {143} The 
metropolitan churches of Rome and Alexandria were the most wealthy. The various churches of 
Rome in the sixth century, besides enormous treasures in money and gold and silver vases, owned 
many houses and lands not only in Italy and Sicily, but even in Syria, Asia Minor, and Egypt. 
{144} And when John, who bears the honorable distinction of the Almsgiver for his unlimited 
liberality to the poor, became patriarch of Alexandria (606), he found in the church treasury eight 
thousand pounds of gold, and himself received ten thousand, though be retained hardly an 
ordinary blanket for himself, and is said on one occasion to have fed seven thousand five hundred 
poor at once. {145} 
 
The control of the ecclesiastical revenues vested in the bishops. The bishops distributed the funds 
according, to the prevailing custom into three or four parts: for themselves, for their clergy, for 
the current expenses of worship, and for the poor. They frequently exposed themselves to the 
suspicion of avarice and nepotism. The best of them, like Chrysostom and Augustine, were averse 
to this concernment with earthly property, since it often conflicted with their higher duties; and 
they preferred the poverty of earlier times, because the present abundant revenues diminished 
private beneficence. 
 
And most certainly this opulence had two sides. It was a source both of profit and of loss to the 
church. According to the spirit of its proprietors and its controllers, it might be used for the 
furtherance of the kingdom of God, the building of churches, the support of the needy, and the 
founding of charitable institutions for the poor, the sick, for widows and orphans, for destitute 
strangers and aged persons, {146} or perverted to the fostering of indolence and luxury, and thus 
promote moral corruption and decay. This was felt by serious minds even in the palmy days of 
the external power of the hierarchy. Dante, believing Constantine to be the author of the pope’s 
temporal sovereignty, on the ground of the fictitious donation to Sylvester, bitterly exclaimed: 
 
Your gods ye make of silver and of gold; 
 
And wherein differ from idolaters, 
 
Save that their god is one—yours hundred fold? 
 
Ah, Constantine! what evils caused to flow, 
 
Not thy conversion, but that plenteous dower 
 



Thou on the first rich Father didst bestow! {147} 
 
{134} Comp. 18. 
 
{135} So early as 326 Constantine promulgated the law (Cod. Theodos. lib. xvi. tit. 5, l. 1): 
"Privilegia, quae contemplatione religionis indulta sunt, catholicae tantum legis observatoribus 
prodesse oportet. Haereticos autem atque schismaticos non tantum ab his privilegiis alienos esse 
volumus, sed etiam diversis muneribus constringi et subjici." Yet he was lenient towards the 
Novatians, adding in the same year respecting them (C. Theodos. xvi. 5, 2): "Novatianos non 
adeo comperimus praedamnatos, ut iis quae petiverunt, crederemus minime largienda. Itaque 
ecclesiae suae domos, et loca sepulcris apta sine inquietudine eos firmiter possidere praecipimus." 
Comp. the 8th canon of the Council of Nice, which likewise deals with them indulgently. 
 
{136} The munera publica, or leitourgiai, attaching in part to the person as a subject of the 
empire, in part to the possession of property (munera patrimoniorum). 
 
{137} Immunitas, aleitourghsia. 
 
{138} The decuriones and curiales. 
 
{139} "Si tributum petit Imperator," says he in the Orat. de basilicas non tradendis haereticis, 
"non negamus; agri ecclesiae solvunt tributum, solvimus quae sunt Caesaris Caesari, et qum sunt 
Dei Deo; tributum Caesaris est; non negatur." Baronius (ad ann. 387) endeavors to prove that this 
tribute was meant by Ambrose merely as an act of love, not of duty! 
 
{140} So early as 314 he caused to be paid to the bishop Caecilian of Carthage 3,000 folles 
(trisciliouv foleiv 18,000) from the public treasury of the province for the catholic churches 
in Africa, Numidia, and Mauritania, promising further gifts for similar purposes. Euseb: H. E. x. 
6, and Vit. Const. iv. 28. 
 
{141} In an edict to Damasus, bishop of Rome. Cod. Theod. xvi. 2, 20: "Ecclesiastici... viduaram 
ac pupillarum domos non adeant," etc. 
 
{142} Epist. 34 (al. 2) ad Nepotianum, where he says of this law: "Nec de lege conqueror, sed 
doleo, cur meruerimus hanc legem;" and of the clergy of his time: "Ignominia omnium 
sacerdotum est, propriis studere divitiis," etc. 
 
{143} Chrys. Hom. 66 in Matt. (vii. p. 658). 
 
{144} Comp. the Epistles of Gregory the Great at the end of our period. 
 
{145} See the Vita S. Joannis Eleemosynarii (the next to the last catholic patriarch of Alexandria) 
in the Acta Sanct. Bolland. ad 23 Jan. 
 
{146} The ptwcotrofeia, nosokomeiav, or fanotrofeia, ghrokomei aandxenw 
neorxenodoceia, as they were called; which all sprang from the church. Especially favored was 
the Basilias for sick and strangers in Caesarea, named after its founder, the bishop Basil the 
Great. Basil. Ep. 94. Gregor. Naz. Orat. 27 and 30. 
 
{147} Inferno, canto xix. vs. 112-118, as translated by Wright (with two slight alterations). 
Milton, in his prose works, has translated this passage as well as that of Ariosto, where he 



humorously places the donation of Constantine in the moon among the things lost or abused on 
earth: 
 
Ah, Constantine! of how much ill was cause, 
 
Not thy conversion, but those rich domains 
 
That the first wealthy pope received of thee.  

 



15. Support of the Clergy. 
 
3. The better support of the clergy was another advantage connected with the new position of 
Christianity in the empire. 
 
Hitherto the clergy had been entirely dependent on the voluntary contributions of the Christians, 
and the Christians were for the most part poor. Now they received a fixed income from the church 
funds and from imperial and municipal treasuries. To this was added the contribution of first-
fruits and tithes, which, though not as yet legally enforced, arose as a voluntary custom at a very 
early period, and probably in churches of Jewish origin existed from the first, after the example of 
the Jewish law. {148} Where these means of support were not sufficient, the clergy turned to 
agriculture or some other occupation; and so late as the fifth century many synods recommended 
this means of subsistence, although the Apostolical Canons prohibited the engagement of the 
clergy in secular callings under penalty of deposition. {149} 
 
This improvement, also, in the external condition of the clergy was often attended with a 
proportional degeneracy in their moral character. It raised them above oppressive and distracting 
cares for livelihood, made them independent, and permitted them to devote their whole strength 
to the duties of their office; but it also favored ease and luxury, allured a host of unworthy 
persons into the service of the church, and checked the exercise of free giving among the people. 
The better bishops, like Athanasius, the two Gregories, Basil, Chrysosotom, Theodoret, Ambrose, 
Augustine, lived in ascetic simplicity, and used their revenues for the public good; while others 
indulged their vanity, their love of magnificence, and their voluptuousness. The heathen historian 
Ammianus gives the country clergy in general the credit of simplicity, temperance, and virtue, 
while he represents the Roman hierarchy, greatly enriched by the gifts of matrons, as extreme in 
the luxury of their dress and their more than royal banquets; {150} and St. Jerome agrees with 
him. {151} The distinguished heathen prefect, Praetextatus, said to Pope Damasus, that for the 
price of the bishopric of Rome he himself might become a Christian at once. The bishops of 
Constantinople, according to the account of Gregory Nazianzen, {152} who himself held that see 
for a short time, were not behind their Roman colleagues in this extravagance, and vied with the 
most honorable functionaries of the state in pomp and sumptuous diet. The cathedrals of 
Constantinople and Carthage had hundreds of priests, deacons, deaconesses, subdeacons, 
prelectors, singers, and janitors. {153} 
 
It is worthy of notice, that, as we have already intimated, the two greatest church fathers gave the 
preference in principle to the voluntary system in the support of the church and the ministry, 
which prevailed before the Nicene era, and which has been restored in modern times in the 
United States of America. Chrysostom no doubt perceived that under existing circumstances the 
wants of the church could not well be otherwise supplied, but he was decidedly averse to the 
accumulation of treasure by the church, and said to his hearers in Antioch: "The treasure of the 
church should be with you all, and it is only your hardness of heart that requires her to hold 
earthly property and to deal in houses and lands. Ye are unfruitful in good works, and so the 
ministers of God must meddle in a thousand matters foreign to their office. In the days of the 
apostles people might likewise have given them houses and lands; why did they prefer to sell the 
houses and lands and give the proceeds? Because this was without doubt the better way. Your 
fathers would have preferred that you should give alms of your incomes, but they feared that your 
avarice might leave the poor to hunger; hence the present order of things." {154} Augustine 
desired that his people in Hippo should take back the church property and support the clergy and 
the poor by free gifts. {155} 
 



{148} Leviticus 27:30-33 Numbers 18:20-24 Deuteronomy 14:22 sqq. 2 Chronicles 31:4 sqq. 
 
{149} Constit. Apost. lib. viii. cap. 47, can. 6 (p. 239, ed. Ueltzen): episkopov h presbuvterov 
h diavkonov kosmikav frontivdav mh analambaneto ei de mh, kayaireisyw.. 
 
{150} Lib. xxvii. c. 3. 
 
{151} Hieron. Ep. 34 (al. 2) et passim. 
 
{152} Orat. 32. 
 
{153} The cathedral of Constantinople fell under censure for the excessive number of its clergy 
and subordinate officers, so that Justinian reduced it to five hundred and twenty-five, of which 
probably more than half were useless. Comp. Iust. Novell. ciii. 
 
{154} Homil. 85 in Matt. (vii. 808 sq.). Hom. 21 in 1 Corinthians 7 (x. 190). Comp. also 
Deuteronomy sacerdot. l. iii. c. 16. 
 
{155} Possidius, in Vita Aug. c. 23: "Alloquebatur plebem Dei, malle se ex collationibus plebes 
Dei vivere quam illarum possessionum curam vel gubernationem pati, et paratum se esse illis 
cedere, ut eo modo omnes Dei servi et ministri viverent."  

 



16. Episcopal Jurisdiction and Intercession. 
 
4. We proceed to the legal validity, of the episcopal jurisdiction, which likewise dates from the 
time of Constantine. 
 
After the manner of the Jewish synagogues, and according to the exhortation of St. Paul, {156} 
the Christians were accustomed from the beginning to settle their controversies before the church, 
rather than carry them before heathen tribunals; but down to the time of Constantine the validity, 
of the bishop’s decision depended on the voluntary, submission of both parties. Now this decision 
was invested with the force of law, and in spiritual matters no appeal could be taken from it to the 
civil court. Constantine himself, so early as 314, rejected such an appeal in the Donatist 
controversy with the significant declaration: "The judgment of the priests must be regarded as the 
judgment of Christ himself." {157} Even a sentence of excommunication was final; and Justinian 
allowed appeal only to the metropolitan, not to the civil tribunal. Several councils, that of 
Chalcedon, for example, in 451, went so far as to threaten clergy, who should avoid the episcopal 
tribunal or appeal from it to the civil, with deposition. Sometimes the bishops called in the help of 
the state, where the offender contemned the censure of the church. Justinian I. extended the 
episcopal jurisdiction also to the monasteries. Heraclius subsequently (628) referred even 
criminal causes among the clergy to the bishops, thus dismissing the clergy thenceforth entirely 
from the secular courts; though of course holding them liable for the physical penalty, when 
convicted of capital crime, {158} as the ecclesiastical jurisdiction ended with deposition and 
excommunication. Another privilege, granted by Theodosius to the clergy, was, that they should 
not be compelled by torture to bear testimony before the civil tribunal. 
 
This elevation of the power and influence of the bishops was a salutary check upon the 
jurisdiction of the state, and on the whole conduced to the interests of justice and humanity; 
though it also nourished hierarchical arrogance and entangled the bishops, to the prejudice of 
their higher functions, in all manner of secular suits, in which they were frequently called into 
consultation. Chrysostom complains that "the arbitrator undergoes incalculable vexations, much 
labor, and more difficulties than the public judge. It is hard to discover the right, but harder not to 
violate it when discovered. Not labor and difficulty alone are connected with office, but also no 
little danger." {159} Augustine, too, who could make better use of his time, felt this part of his 
official duty a burden, which nevertheless he bore for love to the church. {160} Others handed 
over these matters to a subordinate ecclesiastic, or even, like Silvanus, bishop of Troas, to a 
layman. {161} 
 
5. Another advantage resulting from the alliance of the church with the empire was the episcopal 
right of intercession. 
 
The privilege of interceding with the secular power for criminals, prisoners, and unfortunates of 
every kind had belonged to the heathen priests, and especially to the vestals, and now passed to 
the Christian ministry, above all to the bishops, and thenceforth became an essential function of 
their office. A church in Gaul about the year 460 opposed the ordination of a monk to the 
bishopric, because, being unaccustomed to intercourse with secular magistrates, though he might 
intercede with the Heavenly Judge for their souls, he could not with the earthly for their bodies. 
The bishops were regarded particularly as the guardians of widows and orphans, and the control 
of their property was intrusted to them. Justinian in 529 assigned to them also a supervision of the 
prisons, which they were to visit on Wednesdays and Fridays, the days of Christ’s passion. 
 



The exercise of this right of intercession, one may well suppose, often obstructed the course of 
justice; but it also, in innumerable cases, especially in times of cruel, arbitrary despotism, 
protected the interests of innocence, humanity, and mercy. Sometimes, by the powerful pleadings 
of bishops with governors and emperors, whole provinces were rescued from oppressive taxation 
and from the revenge of conquerors. Thus Flavian of Antioch in 387 averted the wrath of 
Theodosius on occasion of a rebellion, journeying under the double burden of age and sickness 
even to Constantinople to the emperor himself, and with complete success, as an ambassador of 
their common Lord, reminding him of the words: "If ye forgive men their trespasses, your 
heavenly Father will also forgive you." {162} 
 
6. With the right of intercession was closely connected the right of asylum in churches. 
 
In former times many of the heathen temples and altars, with some exceptions, were held 
inviolable as places of refuge; and the Christian churches now inherited also this prerogative. The 
usage, with some precautions against abuse, was made law by Theodosius II. in 431, and the ill 
treatment of an unarmed fugitive in any part of the church edifice, or even upon the consecrated 
ground, was threatened with the penalty of death. {163} 
 
Thus slaves found sure refuge from the rage of their masters, debtors from the persecution of 
inexorable creditors, women and virgins from the approaches of profligates, the conquered from 
the sword of their enemies, in the holy places, until the bishop by his powerful mediation could 
procure justice or mercy. The beneficence of this law, which had its root not in superstition alone, 
but in the nobler sympathies of the people, comes most impressively to view amidst the ragings 
of the great migration and of the frequent intestine wars. {164} 
 
{156} 1 Corinthians 6:1-6. 
 
{157} "Sacerdotum judicium ita debet haberi, ut si ipse Dominus residens judicet. Optatus Milev.: 
Deuteronomy schism. Donat. f. 184." 
 
{158} Even Constantine, however, before the council of Nice, had declared, that should he 
himself detect a bishop in the act of adultery, he would rather throw over him his imperial mantle 
than bring scandal on the church by punishing a clergyman. 
 
{159} Deuteronomy sacerd. l. iii. c. 18, at the beginning. 
 
{160} In Psalm. xxv. (vol. iv. 115) and Epist. 213, where he complains that before and after noon 
he was beset and distracted by the members of his church with temporal concerns, though they 
had promised to leave him undisturbed five days in the week, to finish some theological labors. 
Comp. Neander, iii. 291 sq. (ed. Torrey, ii. 139 sq.). 
 
{161} Socrat. l. vii. c. 37. 
 
{162} Matthew 6:14. 
 
{163} Cod. Theodos. ix. 45, 1-4. Comp. Socrat. vii. 33. 
 
{164} "The rash violence of despotism," says even Gibbon, "was suspended by the mild 
interposition of the church; and the lives or fortunes of the most eminent subjects might be 
protected by the mediation of the bishop."  



 



17. Legal Sanction of Sunday. 
 
7. The civil sanction of the observance of Sunday and other festivals of the church. 
 
The state, indeed, should not and cannot enforce this observance upon any one, but may 
undoubtedly and should prohibit the public disturbance and profanation of the Christian Sabbath, 
and protect the Christians in their right and duty of its proper observance. Constantine in 321 
forbade the sitting of courts and all secular labor in towns on "the venerable day of the sun," as he 
expresses himself, perhaps with reference at once to the sun-god, Apollo, and to Christ, the true 
Sun of righteousness; to his pagan and his Christian subjects. But he distinctly permitted the 
culture of farms and vineyards in the country, because frequently this could be attended to on no 
other day so well; {165} though one would suppose that the hard-working peasantry were the 
very ones who most needed the day of rest. Soon afterward, in June, 321, he allowed the 
manumission of slaves on Sunday; {166} as this, being an act of benevolence, was different from 
ordinary business, and might be altogether appropriate to the day of resurrection and redemption. 
According to Eusebius, Constantine also prohibited all military exercises on Sunday, and at the 
same time enjoined the observance of Friday in memory of the death of Christ. {167} 
 
Nay, he went so far, in well-meaning but mistaken zeal, as to require of his soldiers, even the 
pagan ones, the positive observance of Sunday, by pronouncing at a signal the following prayer, 
which they mechanically learned: "Thee alone we acknowledge as God; thee we confess as king; 
to thee we call as our helper; from thee we have received victories; through thee we have 
conquered enemies. Thee we thank for good received; from thee we hope for good to come. Thee 
we all most humbly beseech to keep our Constantine and his God-fearing sons through long life 
healthy and victorious." {168} Though this formula was held in a deistical generalness, yet the 
legal injunction of it lay clearly beyond the province of the civil power, trespassed on the rights of 
conscience, and unavoidably encouraged hypocrisy and empty formalism. 
 
Later emperors declared the profanation of Sunday to be sacrilege, and prohibited also the 
collecting of taxes and private debts (368 and 386), and even theatrical and circus performances, 
on Sunday and the high festivals (386 and 425). {169} But this interdiction of public amusements, 
on which a council of Carthage (399 or 401) with reason insisted, was probably never rigidly 
enforced, and was repeatedly supplanted by the opposite practice, which gradually prevailed all 
over Europe. {170} 
 
{165} This exception is entirely unnoticed by many church histories, but stands in the same law 
of 321 in the Cod. Justin. lib. iii. tit. 12, de feriis, l. 3: "Omnes judices, urbanaeque plebes, et 
cunctarum artium officia venerabili die Solis quiescant. Ruri tamen positi agrorum culturae libere 
licenterque inserviant: quoniam frequenter evenit, ut non aptius alio die frumenta sulcis, aut 
vineae scrobibus mandentur, ne occasione momenti pereat commoditas coelesti provisione 
concessa." Such work was formerly permitted, too, on the pagan feast days. Comp. Virgil. Georg. 
i. v. 268 sqq. Cato, Deuteronomy re rust. c. 2. 
 
{166} Cod. Theodos. lib. ii. tit. 8. l. 1: "Emancipandi et manumittendi die festo cuncti licentiam 
habeant, et super his rebus actus non prohibeantur." 
 
{167} Eus. Vit. Const. iv. 18-20. Comp. Sozom. i. 8. In our times military parades and theatrical 
exhibitions in Paris, Vienna, Berlin, and other European cities are so frequent on no other day as 
on the Lord’s day! In France, political elections are usually held on the Sabbath! 
 



{168} Eus. Vit. Const. l. iv. c. 20. The formulary was prescribed in the Latin language, as 
Eusebius says in c. 19. He is speaking of the whole army (comp. c. 18), and it may presumed that 
many of the soldiers were heathen. 
 
{169} The second law against opening theatres on Sundays and festivals (A. D. 425) in the Cod. 
Theodos. l. xv. tit. 7, I. 5, says expressly: "Omni theatrorum atque circensium voluptate per 
universas urbes... denegata, totae Christianorum ac fidelium mentes Dei cultibus occupentur." 
 
{170} As Chrysostom, at the end of the fourth century and the beginning of the fifth, often 
complains that the theatre is better attended than the church; so down to this day the same is true 
in almost all the large cities on the continent of Europe. Only in England and the United States, 
under the influence of Calvinism and Puritanism, are the theatres closed on Sunday.  

 



18. Influence of Christianity on Civil Legislation. The Justinian Code. 
 
Comp. on this subject particularly the works cited at 13, sub ii, by Rhoer, Meysenburg, and 
Troplong; also Gibbon, chap. xliv (an admirable summary of the Roman law), Milman: Lat. 
Christianity, vol. I. B. iii. chap. 5, and in part the works of Schmidt and Chastel on the influence 
of Christianity upon society in the Roman empire, quoted in vol. i. 86. 
 
While in this way the state secured to the church the well-deserved rights of a legal corporation, 
the church exerted in turn a most beneficent influence on the state, liberating it by degrees from 
the power of heathen laws and customs, from the spirit of egotism, revenge, and retaliation, and 
extending its care beyond mere material prosperity to the higher moral interests of society. In the 
previous period we observed the contrast between Christian morality and heathen corruption in 
the Roman empire. {171} We are now to see how the principles of Christian morality gained 
public recognition, and began at least in some degree to rule the civil and political life. 
 
As early as the second century, under the better heathen emperors, and evidently under the 
indirect, struggling, yet irresistible influence of the Christian spirit, legislation took a reformatory, 
humane turn, which was carried by the Christian emperors as far as it could be carried on the 
basis of the ancient Graeco-Roman civilization. Now, above all, the principle of justice and 
equity, humanity and love, began to assert itself in the state. For Christianity, with its doctrines of 
man’s likeness to God, of the infinite value of personality, of the original unity of the human race, 
and of the common redemption through Christ, first brought the universal rights of man to bear in 
opposition to the exclusive national spirit, the heartless selfishness, and the political absolutism of 
the old world, which harshly separated nations and classes, and respected man only as a citizen, 
while at the same time it denied the right of citizenship to the great mass of slaves, foreigners, and 
barbarians. {172} 
 
Christ himself began his reformation with the lowest orders of the people, with fishermen and 
taxgatherers, with the poor, the lame, the blind, with demoniacs and sufferers of every kind, and 
raised them first to the sense of their dignity and their high destiny. So now the church wrought in 
the state and through the state for the elevation of the oppressed and the needy, and of those 
classes which under the reign of heathenism were not reckoned at all in the body politic, but were 
heartlessly trodden under foot. The reformatory motion was thwarted, it is true, to a considerable 
extent, by popular custom, which is stronger than law, and by the structure of society in the 
Roman empire, which was still essentially heathen and doomed to dissolution. But reform was at 
last set in motion, and could not be turned back even by the overthrow of the empire; it 
propagated itself among the German tribes. And although even in Christian states the old social 
maladies are ever breaking forth from corrupt human nature, sometimes with the violence of 
revolution, Christianity is ever coming in to restrain, to purify, to heal, and to console, curbing the 
wild passions of tyrants and of populace, vindicating the persecuted, mitigating the horrors of 
war, and repressing incalculable vice in public and in private life among Christian people. The 
most cursory comparison of Christendom with the most civilized heathen and Mohammedan 
countries affords ample testimony of this. 
 
Here again the reign of Constantine is a turning point. Though an oriental despot, and but 
imperfectly possessed with the earnestness of Christian morality, he nevertheless enacted many 
laws, which distinctly breathe the spirit of Christian justice and humanity: the abolition of the 
punishment of crucifixion, the prohibition of gladiatorial games and cruel rites, the 
discouragement of infanticide, and the encouragement of the emancipation of slaves. Eusebius 
says he improved most of the old laws or replaced them by new ones. {173} Henceforward we 



feel beneath the toga of the Roman lawgiver the warmth of a Christian heart. We perceive the 
influence of the evangelical preaching and exhortations of the father of monasticism out of the 
Egyptian desert to the rulers of the world, Constantine and his sons: that they should show justice 
and mercy to the poor, and remember the judgment to come. 
 
Even Julian, with all his hatred of the Christians, could not entirely renounce the influence of his 
education and of the reigning spirit of the age, but had to borrow from the church many of his 
measures for the reformation of heathenism. He recognized especially the duty of benevolence 
toward all men, charity to the poor, and clemency to prisoners; though this was contrary to the 
heathen sentiment, and though he proved himself anything but benevolent toward the Christians. 
But then the total failure of his philanthropic plans and measures shows that the true love for man 
can thrive only in Christian soil. And it is remarkable, that, with all this involuntary concession to 
Christianity, Julian himself passed not a single law in line with the progress of natural rights and 
equity. {174} 
 
His successors trod in the footsteps of Constantine, and to the end of the West Roman empire 
kept the civil legislation under the influence of the Christian spirit, though thus often occasioning 
conflicts with the still lingering heathen element, and sometimes temporary apostasy and reaction. 
We observe also, in remarkable contradiction, that while the laws were milder in some respects, 
they were in others even more severe and bloody than ever before: a paradox to be explained no 
doubt in part by the despotic character of the Byzantine government, and in part by the disorders 
of the time. {175} 
 
It now became necessary to collect the imperial ordinances {176} in a codex or corpus juris. Of 
the first two attempts of this kind, made in the middle of the fourth century, only some fragments 
remain. {177} But we have the Codex Theodosianus, which Theodosius II. caused to be made by 
several jurists between the years 429 and 438. It contains the laws of the Christian emperors from 
Constantine down, adulterated with many heathen elements; and it was sanctioned by Valentinian 
III. for the western empire. A hundred years later, in the flourishing period of the Byzantine state-
church despotism, Justinian I., who, by the way, cannot be acquitted of the reproach of capricious 
and fickle law-making, committed to a number of lawyers, under the direction of the renowned 
Tribonianus, {178} the great task of making a complete revised and digested collection of the 
Roman law from the time of Hadrian to his own reign; and thus arose, in the short period of seven 
years (527-534), through the combination of the best talent and the best facilities, the celebrated 
Codex Justinianeus, which thenceforth became the universal law of the Roman empire, the sole 
text book in the academies at Rome, Constantinople, and Berytus, and the basis of the legal 
relations of the greater part of Christian Europe to this day. {179} 
 
This body of Roman law {180} is an important source of our knowledge of the Christian life in its 
relations to the state and its influence upon it. It is, to be sure, in great part the legacy of pagan 
Rome, which was constitutionally endowed with legislative and administrative genius, and 
thereby as it were predestined to universal empire. But it received essential modification through 
the orientalizing change in the character of the empire from the time of Constantine, through the 
infusion of various Germanic elements, through the influence of the law of Moses, and, in its best 
points, through the spirit of Christianity. The church it fully recognizes as a legitimate institution 
and of divine authority, and several of its laws were enacted at the direct instance of bishops. So 
the "Common Law," the unwritten traditional law of England and America, though descending 
from the Anglo-Saxon times, therefore from heathen Germandom, has ripened under the 
influence of Christianity and the church, and betrays this influence even far more plainly than the 
Roman code, especially in all that regards the individual and personal rights and liberties of man. 
 



{171} Vol. i 86-93. 
 
{172} Comp. Lactantius: Inst. divin. l. v. c. 15. 
 
{173} Vit. Const. l. iv. c. 26, where the most important laws of Constantine are recapitulated. 
Even the heathen Libanius (Basil. ii. p. 146) records that under Constantine and his sons 
legislation was much more favorable to the lower classes: though he accounts for this only by the 
personal clemency of the emperors. 
 
{174} Troplong, p. 127. C. Schmidt, 378. 
 
{175} Comp. de Rhoer, p. 59 sqq. The origin of this increased severity of penal laws is, at all 
events, not to be sought in the church; for in the fourth and fifth centuries she was still rather 
averse to the death penalty. Comp. Ambros. Ep. 25 and 26 (al. 51 and 52), and Augustine, Ep. 
153 ad Macedonium. 
 
{176} Constitutiones or Leges. If answers to questions, they were called Rescripta; if spontaneous 
decrees, Edicta. 
 
{177} The Codex Gregorianus and Codex Hermogenianus; so called from the compilers, two 
private lawyers. They contained the rescripts and edicts of the heathen emperors from Hadrian to 
Constantine, and would facilitate a comparison of the heathen legislation with the Christian. 
 
{178} Tribonianus, a native of Side in Paphlagonia, was an advocate and a poet, and rose by his 
talents, and the favor of Justinian, to be quaestor, consul, and at last magister officiorum. Gibbon 
compares him, both for his comprehensive learning and administrative ability and for his 
enormous avarice and venality, with Lord Bacon. But in one point these statesmen were very 
different: while Bacon was a decided Christian in his convictions, Tribonianus was accused of 
pagan proclivities and of atheism. In a popular tumult in Constantinople the emperor was obliged 
to dismiss him, but found him indispensable and soon restored him. 
 
{179} The complete Codex Justinianeus, which has long outlasted the conquests of that emperor 
(as Napoleon’s Code has outlasted his), comprises properly three separate works: (1) The 
Institutiones, an elementary text book of jurisprudence, of the year 533. (2) The Digesta or 
Pandectae (pavndektai, complete repository), an abstract of the spirit of the whole Roman 
jurisprudence, according to the decisions of the most distinguished jurists of the earlier times, 
composed in 530-533. (3) The Codex, first prepared in 528 and 529, but in 534 reconstructed, 
enlarged, and improved, and hence called Codex repetitae praelectionis; containing 4,648 
ordinances in 765 titles, in chronological order. To these is added (4) a later Appendix: Novellae 
constitutiones (vearai diatavxei), or simply Novellae (a barbarism); that is, 168 decrees of 
Justinian, subsequently collected from the 1st January, 535, to his death in 565, mostly in Greek, 
or in both Greek and Latin. Excepting some of the novels of Justinian, the codex was composed 
in the Latin language, which Justinian and Tribonianus understood; but afterward, as this tongue 
died out in the East, it was translated into Greek, and sanctioned in this form by the emperor 
Phocas in 600. The emperor Basil the Macedonian in 876 caused a Greek abstract (provceiron 
tw’n novmwn) to be prepared, which, under the name of the Basilicae, gradually supplanted the 
book of Justinian in the Byzantine empire. The Pandects have narrowly escaped destruction. Most 
of the editions and manuscripts of the west (not all, as Gibbon says) are taken from the Codex 
Florentinus, which was transcribed in the beginning of the seventh century at Constantinople, and 
afterward carried by the vissitudes of war and trade to Amalfi, to Pisa, and in 1411 to Florence. 
 



{180} Called Corpus juris Romani or C. juris civilis, in distinction from Corpus juris canonici, 
the Roman Catholic church law, which is based chiefly on the canons of the ancient councils, as 
the civil law is upon the rescripts and edicts of the emperors.  

 



19. Elevation of Woman and the Family. 
 
The benign effect of Christianity on legislation in the Graeco-Roman empire is especially 
noticeable in the following points: 
 
1. In the treatment of women. From the beginning, Christianity labored, primarily in the silent 
way of fact, for the elevation of the female sex from the degraded, slavish position, which it 
occupied in the heathen world; {181} and even in this period it produced such illustrious models 
of female virtue as Nonna, Anthusa, and Monica, who commanded the highest respect of the 
heathens themselves. The Christian emperors pursued this work, though the Roman legislation 
stops considerably short of the later Germanic in regard to the rights of woman. Constantine in 
321 granted women the same right as men to control their property, except in the sale of their 
landed estates. At the same time, from regard to their modesty, he prohibited the summoning 
them in person before the public tribunal. Theodosius I. in 390 was the first to allow the mother a 
certain right of guardianship, which had formerly been intrusted exclusively to men. Theodosius 
II. in 439 interdicted, but unfortunately with little success, the scandalous trade of the lenones, 
who lived by the prostitution of women, and paid a considerable license tax to the state. {182} 
Woman received protection in various ways against the beastly passion of man. The rape of 
consecrated virgins and widows was punishable, from the time of Constantine, with death. {183} 
 
2. In the marriage laws, Constantine gave marriage its due freedom by abolishing the old Roman 
penalties against celibacy and childlessness. {184} On the other hand, marriage now came to be 
restricted under heavy penalties by the introduction of the Old Testament prohibitions of marriage 
within certain degrees of consanguinity, which subsequently were arbitrarily extended even to the 
relation of cousin down to the third remove. {185} Justinian forbade also marriage between 
godparent and godchild, on the ground of spiritual kinship. But better than all, the dignity and 
sanctity of marriage were now protected by restrictions upon the boundless liberty of divorce 
which had obtained from the time of Augustus, and had vastly hastened the decay of public 
morals. Still, the strict view of the fathers, who, following the word of Christ, recognized adultery 
alone as a sufficient ground of divorce, could not be carried out in the state. {186} The legislation 
of the emperors in this matter wavered between the licentiousness of Rome and the doctrine of 
the church. So late as the fifth century we hear a Christian author complain that men exchange 
wives as they would garments, and that the bridal chamber is exposed to sale like a shoe on the 
market! Justinian attempted to bring the public laws up to the wish of the church, but found 
himself compelled to relax them; and his successor allowed divorce even on the ground of mutual 
consent. {187} 
 
Concubinage was forbidden from the time of Constantine, and adultery punished as one of the 
grossest crimes. {188} Yet here also pagan habit ever and anon reacted in practice, and even the 
law seems to have long tolerated the wild marriage which rested only on mutual agreement, and 
was entered into without convenant, dowry, or ecclesiastical sanction. {189} Solemnization by the 
church was not required by the state as the condition of a legitimate marriage till the eighth 
century. Second marriage, also, and mixed marriages with heretics and heathens, continued to be 
allowed, notwithstanding the disapproval of the stricter church teachers; only marriage with Jews 
was prohibited, on account of their fanatical hatred of the Christians. {190} 
 
3. The power of fathers over their children, which according to the old Roman law extended even 
to their freedom and life, had been restricted by Alexander Severus under the influence of the 
monarchical spirit, which is unfavorable to private jurisdiction, and was still further limited under 
Constantine. This emperor declared the killing of a child by its father, which the Pompeian law 



left unpunished, to be one of the greatest crimes. {191} But the cruel and unnatural practice of 
exposing children and selling them into slavery continued for a long time, especially among the 
laboring and agricultural classes. Even the indirect measures of Valentinian and Theodosius I. 
could not eradicate the evil. Theodosius in 391 commanded that children which had been sold as 
slaves by their father from poverty, should be free, and that without indemnity to the purchasers; 
and Justinian in 529 gave all exposed children without exception their freedom. {192} 
 
{181} On this subject, and on the heathen family life, comp. vol. i. 91. 
 
{182} Cod. Theod. lib. xv. tit. 8: de lenonibus. 
 
{183} C. Theod. ix. 24: de raptu virginum et viduarum (probably nuns and deaconesses). 
 
{184} C. Theod. viii. 16, 1. Comp. Euseb. Vit. Const. iv. 26. 
 
{185} C. Theod. iii. 12: de incestis nuptiis. 
 
{186} C. Theod. iii. 16: de repudiis. Hence Jerome says in view of this, Ep. 30 (al. 84) ad 
Oceanum: "Aliae sunt leges Caesarum, aliae Christi; aliud Papinianus [the most celebrated 
Roman jurist, died A. D. 212], aliud Paulus noster praecipit." 
 
{187} Gibbon: "The dignity of marriage was restored by the Christians.... The Christian princes 
were the first who specified the just causes of a private divorce; their institutions, from 
Constantine to Justinian, appear to fluctuate between the custom of the empire and the wishes of 
the church, and the author of the Novels too frequently reforms the jurisprudence of the Code and 
the Pandects .... The successor of Justinian yielded to the prayers of his unhappy subjects, and 
restored the liberty of divorce by mutual consent." 
 
{188} In a law of 326 it is called "facinus atrocissimum, scelus immane." Cod. Theod. l. ix. tit. 7, 
1. 1 sq. And the definition of adultery, too, was now made broader. According to the old Roman 
law, the idea of adultery on the part of the man was limited to illicit intercourse with the married 
lady of a free citizen, and was thought punishable not so much for its own sake, as for its 
encroachment on the rights of another husband. Hence Jerome says, l. c., of the heathen: "Apud 
illos viris impudicitiae frena laxantur, et solo stupro et adulterio condemnato passim per lupanaria 
et ancillulas libido permittitur; quasi culpam dignitas faciat, non voluntas. Apud nos quod non 
licet feminis, aeque non licet viris, et eadem servitus pari conditione censetur." Yet the law, even 
under the emperors, still excepted carnal intercourse with a female slave from adultery. Thus the 
state here also stopped short of the church, and does to this day in countries where the institution 
of slavery exists. 
 
{189} Even a council at Toledo in 398 conceded so far on this point as to decree, can. 17: "Si quis 
habens uxorem fidelis concubinam habeat, non communicet. Ceterum is, qui non habet uxorem et 
pro uxore concubinam habeat, a communione non repellatur, tantum ut unius mulieris aut uxoris 
aut concubinae, ut ei placuerit, sit conjunctione contentus. Alias vero vivens abjiciatur donec 
desinat et per poenitentiam, revertatur." 
 
{190} Cod. Theod. iii. 7, 2; C. Justin. i. 9, 6. A proposal of marriage to a nun was even punished 
with death (ix. 25, 2). 
 
{191} A. D. 318; Valentinian did the same in 374. Cod. Theod. ix. tit. 14 and 15. Comp. the 
Pandects, lib. xlviii. tit. 8, l ix. 



 
{192} Cod. Theod. iii. 3, 1; Cod. Just. iv. 43, 1; viii. 52, 3. Gibbon says: "The Roman empire was 
stained with the blood of infants, till such murders were included, by Valentinian and his 
colleagues, in the letter and spirit of the Cornelian law. The lessons of jurisprudence and 
Christianity had been inefficient to eradicate this inhuman practice, till their gentle influence was 
fortified by the terrors of capital punishment."  

 



20. Social Reforms. The Institution of Slavery. 
 
4. The institution of slavery {193} remained throughout the empire, and is recognized in the laws 
of Justinian as altogether legitimate. {194} The Justinian code rests on the broad distinction of the 
human race into freemen and slaves. It declares, indeed, the natural equality of men, and so far 
rises above the theory of Aristotle, who regards certain races and classes of men as irrevocably 
doomed, by their physical and intellectual inferiority, to perpetual servitude; but it destroys the 
practical value of this concession by insisting as sternly as ever on the inferior legal and social 
condition of the slave, by degrading his marriage to the disgrace of concubinage, by refusing him 
all legal remedy in case of adultery, by depriving him of all power over his children, by making 
him an article of merchandise like irrational beasts of burden, whose transfer from vender to 
buyer was a legal transaction as valid and frequent as the sale of any other property. The purchase 
and sale of slaves for from ten to seventy pieces of gold, according to their age, strength, and 
training, was a daily occurrence. {195} The number was not limited; many a master owning even 
two or three thousand slaves. 
 
The barbarian codes do not essentially differ in this respect from the Roman. They, too, recognize 
slavery as an ordinary condition of mankind and the slave as a marketable commodity. All 
captives in war became slaves, and thousands of human lives were thus saved from indiscriminate 
massacre and extermination. The victory of Stilicho over Rhadagaisus threw 200,000 Goths and 
other Germans into the market, and lowered the price of a slave from twenty-five pieces of gold 
to one. The capture and sale of men was part of the piratical system along all the shores of 
Europe. Anglo-Saxons were freely sold in Rome at the time of Gregory the Great. The barbarian 
codes prohibited as severely as the Justinian code the debasing alliance of the freeman with the 
slave, but they seem to excel the latter in acknowledging the legality and religious sanctity of 
marriages between slaves; that of the Lombards on the authority of the Scripture sentence: 
"Whom God has joined together, let no man put asunder." 
 
The legal wall of partition, which separated the slaves from free citizens and excluded them from 
the universal rights of man, was indeed undermined, but by no means broken down, by the 
ancient church, who taught only the moral and religious equality of men. We find slaveholders 
even among the bishops and the higher clergy of the empire. Slaves belonged to the papal 
household at Rome, as we learn incidentally from the acts of a Roman synod held in 501 in 
consequence of the disputed election of Symmachus, where his opponents insisted upon his 
slaves being called in as witnesses, while his adherents protested against this extraordinary 
request, since the civil law excluded the slaves from the right of giving testimony before a court 
of justice. {196} Among the barbarians, likewise, we read of slaveholding churches, and of 
special provisions to protect their slaves. {197} Constantine issued rigid laws against 
intermarriage with slaves, all the offspring of which must be slaves; and against fugitive slaves 
(A. D. 319 and 326), who at that time in great multitudes plundered deserted provinces or joined 
with hostile barbarians against the empire. But on the other hand he facilitated manumission, 
permitted it even on Sunday, and gave the clergy the right to emancipate their slaves simply by 
their own word, without the witnesses and ceremonies required in other cases. {198} By 
Theodosius and Justinian the liberation of slaves was still further encouraged. The latter emperor 
abolished the penalty of condemnation to servitude, and by giving to freed persons the rank and 
rights of citizens, he removed the stain which had formerly attached to that class. {199} The spirit 
of his laws favored the gradual abolition of domestic slavery. In the Byzantine empire in general 
the differences of rank in society were more equalized, though not so much on Christian principle 
as in the interest of despotic monarchy. Despotism and extreme democracy meet in predilection 
for universal equality and uniformity. Neither can suffer any overshadowing greatness, save the 



majesty of the prince or the will of the people. The one system knows none but slaves; the other, 
none but masters. 
 
Nor was an entire abolition of slavery at that time at all demanded or desired even by the church. 
As in the previous period, she still thought it sufficient to insist on the kind Christian treatment of 
slaves, enjoining upon them obedience for the sake of the Lord, comforting them in their low 
condition with the thought of their higher moral freedom and equality, and by the religious 
education of the slaves making an inward preparation for the abolition of the institution. All hasty 
and violent measures met with decided disapproval. The council of Gangra threatens with the ban 
every one, who under pretext of religion seduces slaves into contempt of their masters; and the 
council of Chalcedon, in its fourth canon, on pain of excommunication forbids monasteries to 
harbor slaves without permission of the masters, lest Christianity be guilty of encouraging 
insubordination. The church fathers, so far as they enter this subject at all, seem to look upon 
slavery as at once a necessary evil and a divine instrument of discipline; tracing it to the curse on 
Ham and Canaan. {200} It is true, they favor emancipation in individual cases, as an act of 
Christian love on the part of the master, but not as a right on the part of the slave; and the well-
known passage: "If then mayest be made free, use it rather," they understand not as a challenge to 
slaves to take the first opportunity to gain their freedom, but, on the contrary, as a challenge to 
remain in their servitude, since they are at all events inwardly free in Christ, and their outward 
condition is of no account. {201} 
 
Even St. Chrysostom, though of all the church fathers the nearest to the emancipation theory and 
the most attentive to the question of slavery in general, does not rise materially above this view. 
{202} According to him mankind were originally created perfectly free and equal, without the 
addition of a slave. But by the fall man lost the power of self-government, and fell into a threefold 
bondage: the bondage of woman under man, of slave under master, of subject under ruler. These 
three relations he considers divine punishments and divine means of discipline. Thus slavery, as a 
divine arrangement occasioned by the fall, is at once relatively justified and in principle 
condemned. Now since Christ has delivered us from evil and its consequences, slavery, according 
to Chrysostom, is in principle abolished in the church, yet only in the sense in which sin and 
death are abolished. Regenerate Christians are not slaves, but perfectly free men in Christ and 
brethren among themselves. The exclusive authority of the one and subjection of the other give 
place to mutual service in love. Consistently carried out, this view leads of course to 
emancipation. Chrysostom, it is true, does not carry it to that point, but he decidedly condemns all 
luxurious slaveholding, and thinks one or two servants enough for necessary help, while many 
patricians had hundreds and thousands. He advises the liberation of superfluous slaves, and the 
education of all, that in case they should be liberated, they may know how to take care of 
themselves. He is of opinion that the first Christian community at Jerusalem, in connection with 
community of goods, emancipated all their slaves; {203} and thus he gives his hearers a hint to 
follow that example. But of an appeal to slaves to break their bonds, this father shows of course 
no trace; he rather, after apostolic precedent, exhorts them to conscientious and cheerful 
obedience for Christ’s sake, as earnestly as he inculcates upon masters humanity and love. The 
same is true of Ambrose, Augustine, and Peter Chrysologus of Ravenna (458). 
 
St. Augustine, the noblest representative of the Latin church, in his profound work on the "City of 
God," excludes slavery from the original idea of man and the final condition of society, and views 
it as an evil consequent upon sin, yet under divine direction and control. For God, he says, created 
man reasonable and lord only over the unreasonable, not over man. The burden of servitude was 
justly laid upon the sinner. Therefore the term servant is not found in the Scriptures till Noah used 
it as a curse upon his offending son. Thus it was guilt and not nature that deserved that name. The 
Latin word servus is supposed to be derived from servare [servire rather], or the preservation of 



the prisoners of war from death, which itself implies the desert of sin. For even in a just war there 
is sin on one side, and every victory humbles the conquered by divine judgment, either reforming 
their sins or punishing them. Daniel saw in the sins of the people the real cause of their captivity. 
Sin, therefore, is the mother of servitude and first cause of man’s subjection to man; yet this does 
not come to pass except by the judgment of God, with whom there is no injustice, and who knows 
how to adjust the various punishments to the merits of the offenders.... The apostle exhorts the 
servants to obey their masters and to serve them ex animo, with good will; to the end that, if they 
cannot be made free from their masters, they may make their servitude a freedom to themselves 
by serving them not in deceitful fear, but in faithful love, until iniquity be overpassed, and all 
man’s principality and power be annulled, and God be all in all. {204} 
 
As might be expected, after the conversion of the emperors, and of rich and noble families, who 
owned most slaves, cases of emancipation became more frequent. {205} The biographer of St. 
Samson Xenodochos, a contemporary of Justinian, says of him: "His troop of slaves he would not 
keep, still less exercise over his fellow servants a lordly authority; he preferred magnanimously to 
let them go free, and gave them enough for the necessaries of life." {206} Salvianus, a Gallic 
presbyter of the fifth century, says that slaves were emancipated daily. {207} On the other hand, 
very much was done in the church to prevent the increase of slavery; especially in the way of 
redeeming prisoners, to which sometimes the gold and silver vessels of churches were applied. 
But we have no reliable statistics for comparing even approximately the proportion of the slaves 
to the free population at the close of the sixth century with the proportion in the former period. 
 
We infer then, that the Christianity of the Nicene and post-Nicene age, though naturally 
conservative and decidedly opposed to social revolution and violent measures of reform, yet in its 
inmost instincts and ultimate tendencies favored the universal freedom of man, and, by elevating 
the slave to spiritual equality with the master, and uniformly treating him as capable of the same 
virtues, blessings, and rewards, has placed the hateful institution of human bondage in the way of 
gradual amelioration and final extinction. This result, however, was not reached in Europe till 
many centuries after our period, nor by the influence of the church alone, but with the help of 
various economical and political causes, the unprofitableness of slavery, especially in more 
northern latitudes, the new relations introduced by the barbarian conquests, the habits of the 
Teutonic tribes settled within the Roman empire, the attachment of the rural slave to the soil, and 
the change of the slave into the serf, who was as immovable as the soil, and thus, in some degree 
independent on the caprice and despotism of his master. 
 
5. The poor and unfortunate in general, above all the widows and orphans, prisoners and sick, 
who were so terribly neglected in heathen times, now drew the attention of the imperial 
legislators. Constantine in 315 prohibited the branding of criminals on the forehead, "that the 
human countenance," as he said, "formed after the image of heavenly beauty, should not be 
defaced." {208} He provided against the inhuman maltreatment of prisoners before their trial. 
{209} To deprive poor parents of all pretext for selling or exposing their children, he had them 
furnished with food and clothing, partly at his own expense and partly at that of the state. {210} 
He likewise endeavored, particularly by a law of the year 331, to protect the poor against the 
venality and extortion of judges, advocates, and tax collectors, who drained the people by their 
exactions. {211} In the year 334 he ordered that widows, orphans, the sick, and the poor should 
not be compelled to appear be. fore a tribunal outside their own province. Valentinian, in 365, 
exempted widows and orphans from the ignoble poll tax. {212} In 364 he intrusted the bishops 
with the supervision of the poor. Honorius did the same in 409. Justinian, in 529, as we have 
before remarked, gave the bishops the oversight of the state prisons, which they were to visit on 
Wednesdays and Fridays, to bring home to the unfortunates the earnestness and comfort of 
religion. The same emperor issued laws against usury and inhuman severity in creditors, and 



secured benevolent and religious foundations by strict laws against alienation of their revenues 
from the original design of the founders. Several emperors and empresses took the church 
institutions for the poor and sick, for strangers, widows, and orphans, under their special 
patronage, exempted them from the usual taxes, and enriched or enlarged them from their private 
funds. {213} Yet in those days, as still in ours, the private beneficence of Christian love took the 
lead, and the state followed at a distance, rather with ratification and patronage than with 
independent and original activity. {214} 
 
{193} Comp. vol. i. 89, and the author’s "Hist. of the Apost. Church," 113. 
 
{194} Instit. lib. i. tit. 5-8; Digest. l. i. tit. 5 and 6, etc. 
 
{195} The legal price, which, however, was generally under the market price, was thus 
established under Justinian (Cod. l. vi. tit. xliii. l. 3): Ten pieces of gold for an ordinary male or 
female slave under ten years; twenty, for slaves over ten; thirty, for such as understood a trade; 
fifty, for notaries and scribes; sixty, for physicians, and midwives. Eunuchs ranged to seventy 
pieces. 
 
{196} Comp. Hefele: "Conciliengeschichte," ii. p. 620; and Milman: "Latin Christianity," vol. i. 
p. 419 (Am. ed.), who infers from this fact, "that slaves formed the household of the Pope, and 
that, by law, they were yet liable to torture. This seems clear from the words of Ennodius." 
 
{197} Comp. Milman, l. c. i. 531. 
 
{198} In two laws of 316 and 321; Corp. Jur. l. i. tit. 13, l. 1 and 2. 
 
{199} Cod. Just. vii. 5, 6; Nov. 22, c. 8 (A. D. 536), and Nov. 78, praef. 1, 2 (A. D. 539). 
 
{200} Gen. ix. 25: "Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be unto his brethren." But 
Christ appeared to remove every curse of sin, and every kind of slavery. The service of God is 
perfect freedom. 
 
{201} 1 Cor. vii. 21. The Greek fathers supply, with mallon crhsai, the word douleia 
(Chrysostom: mallon dovleue); whereas nearly all modem interpreters (except Deuteronomy 
Wette, Meyer, Ewald, and Alford) follow Calvin and Grotius in supplying ejleuqeriva. 
Chrysostom, however, mentions this construction, and in another place (Serm. iv. in Genes. tom. 
v. p. 666) seems himself to favor it. The verb use connects itself more naturally with freedom, 
which is a boon and a blessing, than with bondage, which is a state of privation. Milman, 
however, goes too far when he asserts (Lat. Christianity, vol. i. 492): "The abrogation of slavery 
was not contemplated even as a remote possibility. A general enfranchisement seems never to 
have dawned on the wisest and best of the Christian writers, notwithstanding the greater facility 
for manumission, and the sanctity, as it were, assigned to the act by Constantine, by placing it 
under the special superintendence of the clergy." Compare against this statement the views of 
Chrysostom and Augustine, in the text. 
 
{202} The views of Chrysostom on slavery are presented in his Homilies on Genesis and on the 
Epistles of Paul, and are collected by Mohler in his beautiful article on the Abolition of Slavery 
(Vermischte Schriften, ii. p. 89 sqq.). Mohler says that since the times of the apostle Paul no one 
has done a more valuable service to slaves then St. Chrysostom. But he overrates his merit. 
 



{203} Homil. xi. in Acta Apost. (Opera omn., tom. ix. p. 93): oude gar tote touto hn, all 
eleuyerouv iswv epetrepon ginesyai. The monk Nilus, a pupil of Chrysostom, went so far as 
to declare slaveholding inconsistent with true love to Christ, Ep. lib. i. ep. 142 (quoted by 
Neander in his chapter on monasticism): ou gar oimai oikethn ecein ton filocriston, 
eidota thn carin thn pantav eleuyerwsasan.. 
 
{204} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, lib. xix. cap. 15. 
 
{205} For earlier cases, at the close of the previous period, see vol. i. 89, at the end. 
 
{206} Acta Sanct. Boll. Jun. tom. v. p. 267. According to Palladius, Hist. c. 119, St. Melania had, 
in concert with her husband Pinius, manumitted as many as eight thousand slaves. Yet it is only 
the ancient Latin translation that has this almost incredible number. 
 
{207} Ad Eccles. cath. l. iii. 7 (Galland. tom. x. p. 71): "In usu quidem quotidiano est, ut servi, 
etsi non optimae, certe non infirmae servitudinis, Romana a dominis libertate donentur; in qua 
scilicet et proprietatem peculii capiunt et jus testamentarium consequuntur: ita ut et viventes, cui 
volunt, res suas tradant, et morientes donatione transcribAnt. Nec solum hoc, sed et illa, quae in 
servitute positi conquisierant, ex dominorum domo tollere non vetantur." From this passage it 
appears that many masters, with a view to set their slaves free, allowed them to earn something; 
which was not allowed by the Roman law. 
 
{208} Cod. Theod. ix. 40, 1 and 2. 
 
{209} C. Theod. ix. tit. 3, de custodia reorum. Comp. later similar laws of the year 409 in l. 7, and 
of 529 in the Cod. Justin. i. 4, 22. 
 
{210} Comp. the two laws Deuteronomy alimentis quae inopes parentes de publico petere debent, 
in the Cod. Theod. xi. 27, 1 and 2. 
 
{211} Cod. Theod. I. tit. 7, l. 1: Cessent jam nunc rapaces officialium manus, cessent inquam! 
nam si moniti non cessaverint, gladiis praecidentur. 
 
{212} The capitatio plebeja. Cod. Theod. xiii. 10, 1 and 4. Other laws in behalf of widows, Cod. 
Just. iii. 14; ix. 24. 
 
{213} Cod. Theod. xi. 16, xiii. 1; Cod. Just. i. 3; Nov. 131. Comp. here in general Chastel: The 
Charity of the Primitive Churches (transl. by Mathe), pp. 281-293. 
 
{214} Comp. Chastel, l. c., p. 293: "It appears, then, as to charitable institutions, the part of the 
Christian emperors was much less to found themselves, than to recognize, to regulate, to 
guarantee, sometimes also to enrich with their private gifts, that which the church had founded. 
Everywhere the initiative had been taken by religious charity. Public charity only followed in the 
distance, and when it attempted to go ahead originally and alone, it soon found that it had strayed 
aside, and was constrained to withdraw."  

 



21. Abolition of Gladiatorial Shows. 
 
6. And finally, one of the greatest and most beautiful victories of Christian humanity over heathen 
barbarism and cruelty was the abolition of gladiatorial contests, against which the apologists in 
the second century had already raised the most earnest protest. {215} 
 
These bloody shows, in which human beings, mostly criminals, prisoners of war, and barbarians, 
by hundreds and thousands killed one another or were killed in fight with wild beasts for the 
amusement of the spectators, were still in full favor at the beginning of the period before us. The 
pagan civilization here proves itself impotent. In its eyes the life of a barbarian is of no other use 
than to serve the cruel amusement of the Roman people, who wish quietly to behold with their 
own eyes and enjoy at home the martial bloodshedding of their frontiers. Even the humane 
Symmachus gave an exhibition of this kind during his consulate (391), and was enraged that 
twenty-nine Saxon prisoners of war escaped this public shame by suicide. {216} While the Vestal 
virgins existed, it was their special prerogative to cheer on the combatants in the amphitheatre to 
the bloody work, and to give the signal for the deadly stroke. {217} 
 
The contagion of the thirst for blood, which these spectacles generated, is presented to us in a 
striking example by Augustine in his Confessions. {218} His friend Alypius, afterward bishop of 
Tagaste, was induced by some friends in 385 to visit the amphitheatre at Rome, and went 
resolved to lock himself up against all impressions. "When they reached the spot," says 
Augustine, "and took their places on the hired seats, everything already foamed with bloodthirsty 
delight. But Alypius, with closed eyes, forbade his soul to yield to this sin. O had he but stopped 
also his ears! For when, on the fall of a gladiator in the contest, the wild shout of the whole 
multitude fell upon him, overcome by curiosity he opened his eyes, though prepared to despise 
and resist the sight. But he was smitten with a more grievous wound in the soul than the 
combatant in the body, and fell more lamentably.... For when he saw the blood, he imbibed at 
once the love of it, turned not away, fastened his eyes upon it, caught the spirit of rage and 
vengeance before he knew it, and, fascinated with the murderous game, became drunk with 
bloodthirsty joy.... He looked, shouted applause, burned, and carried with him thence the frenzy, 
by which he was drawn to go back, not only with those who had taken him there, but before them, 
and taking others with him." 
 
Christianity finally succeeded in closing the amphitheatre. Constantine, who in his earlier reign 
himself did homage to the popular custom in this matter, and exposed a great multitude of 
conquered barbarians to death in the amphitheatre at Treves, for which he was highly commended 
by a heathen orator, {219} issued in 325, the year of the great council of the church at Nice, the 
first prohibition of the bloody spectacles, "because they cannot be pleasing in a time of public 
peace." {220} But this edict, which is directed to the prefects of Phoenicia, had no permanent 
effect even in the East, except at Constantinople, which was never stained with the blood of 
gladiators. In Syria and especially in the West, above all in Rome, the deeply rooted institution 
continued into the fifth century. Honorius (395-423), who at first considered it indestructible, 
abolished the gladiatorial shows about 404, and did so at the instance of the heroic self-denial of 
an eastern monk by the name of Telemachus, who journeyed to Rome expressly to protest against 
this inhuman barbarity, threw himself into the arena, separated the combatants, and then was torn 
to pieces by the populace, a martyr to humanity. {221} Yet this put a stop only to the bloody 
combats of men. Unbloody spectacles of every kind, even on the high festivals of the church and 
amidst the invasions of the barbarians, as we see by the grievous complaints of a Chrysostom, an 
Augustine, and a Salvian, were as largely and as passionately attended as ever; and even fights 



with wild animals, in which human life was generally more or less sacrificed, continued, {222} 
and, to the scandal of the Christian name, are tolerated in Spain and South America to this day. 
 
{215} Comp. vol. i. 88. 
 
{216} Symm. l. ii. Ep. 46. Comp. vii. 4. 
 
{217} Prudentius Adv. Symmach. ii. 1095: 
 
Virgo—consurgit ad ictus, 
 
Et quotiens victor ferrum jugulo inserit, illa 
 
Delicias ait esse suas, pectusque jacentis 
 
Virgo modesta jubet, converso pollice, rumpi; 
 
Ni lateat pars ulla animae vitalibus imis, 
 
Altius impresso dum palpitat ense secutor. 
 
{218} Lib. vi. c. 8. 
 
{219} Eumenii Panegyr. c. 12. 
 
{220} Cod. Theod. xv. tit. 12, l. 1, de gladiatoribus: "Cruenta spectacula in otio civili et domestica 
quiete non placent; quapropter omnino gladiatores esse prohibemus." Comp. Euseb. Vita Const. 
iv. 25. 
 
{221} So relates Theodoret: Hist. eccl. l. v. c. 26. For there is no law of Honorius extant on the 
subject. Yet after this time there is no mention of a gladiatorial contest between man and man. 
 
{222} In a law of Leo, of the year 469 (in the Cod. Justin. iii. tit. 12, l. 11), besides the scena 
theatralis and the circense theatrum, also ferarum lacrymosa spectacula are mentioned as existing. 
Salvian likewise, in the fifth century (De gubern. Dei, l. vi. p. 51), censures the delight of his 
contemporaries in such bloody combats of man with wild beasts. So late as the end of the seventh 
century a prohibition from the Trullan council was called for in the East, In the West, Theodoric 
appears to have exchanged the beast fights for military displays, whence proceeded the later 
tournaments. Yet these shows have never become entirely extinct, but remain in the bull fights of 
Southern Europe, especially in Spain.  

 



22. Evils of the Union of Church and State. Secularization of the 
Church. 
 
We turn now to the dark side of the union of the church with the state; to the consideration of the 
disadvantages which grew out of their altered relation after the time of Constantine, and which 
continue to show themselves in the condition of the church in Europe to our own time. 
 
These evil results may be summed up under the general designation of the secularization of the 
church. By taking in the whole population of the Roman empire the church became, indeed, a 
church of the masses, a church of the people, but at the same time more or less a church of the 
world. Christianity became a matter of fashion. The number of hypocrites and formal professors 
rapidly increased; {223} strict discipline, zeal, self-sacrifice, and brotherly love proportionally 
ebbed away; and many heathen customs and usages, under altered names, crept into the worship 
of God and the life of the Christian people. The Roman state had grown up under the influence of 
idolatry, and was not to be magically transformed at a stroke. With the secularizing process, 
therefore, a paganizing tendency went hand in hand. 
 
Yet the pure spirit of Christianity could by no means be polluted by this. On the contrary it 
retained even in the darkest days its faithful and steadfast confessors, conquered new provinces 
from time to time, constantly reacted, both within the established church and outside of it, in the 
form of monasticism, against the secular and the pagan influences, and, in its very struggle with 
the prevailing corruption, produced such church fathers as Athanasius, Chrysostom, and 
Augustine, such exemplary Christian mothers as Nonna, Anthusa, and Monica, and such 
extraordinary saints of the desert as Anthony, Pachomius, and Benedict. New enemies and 
dangers called forth new duties and virtues, which could now unfold themselves on a larger stage, 
and therefore also on a grander scale. Besides, it must not be forgotten, that the tendency to 
secularization is by no means to be ascribed only to Constantine and the influence of the state, but 
to the deeper source of the corrupt heart of man, and did reveal itself, in fact, though within a 
much narrower compass, long before, under the heathen emperors, especially in the intervals of 
repose, when the earnestness and zeal of Christian life slumbered and gave scope to a worldly 
spirit. 
 
The difference between the age after Constantine and the age before consists, therefore, not at all 
in the cessation of true Christianity and the entrance of false, but in the preponderance of the one 
over the other. The field of the church was now much larger, but with much good soil it included 
far more that was stony, barren, and overgrown with weeds. The line between church and world, 
between regenerate and unregenerate, between those who were Christians in name and those who 
were Christians in heart, was more or less obliterated, and in place of the former hostility between 
the two parties there came a fusion of them in the same outward communion of baptism and 
confession. This brought the conflict between light and darkness, truth and falsehood, Christ and 
antichrist, into the bosom of Christendom itself. 
 
{223} Thus Augustine, for example, Tract. in JoAnn. xxv. c. 10, laments that the church filled 
itself daily with those who sought Jesus not for Jesus, but for earthly profit. Comp. the similar 
complaint of Eusebius, Vita Const. l. iv. c. 54.  

 



23. Worldliness and Extravagance. 
 
The secularization of the church appeared most strikingly in the prevalence of mammon worship 
and luxury compared with the poverty and simplicity of the primitive Christians. The aristocracy 
of the later empire had a morbid passion for outward display and the sensual enjoyments of 
wealth, without the taste, the politeness, or the culture of true civilization. The gentlemen 
measured their fortune by the number of their marble palaces, baths, slaves, and gilded carriages; 
the ladies indulged in raiment of silk and gold ornamented with secular or religious figures, and 
in heavy golden necklaces, bracelets, and rings, and went to church in the same flaunting dress as 
to the theatre. {224} Chrysostom addresses a patrician of Antioch: "You count so and so many 
acres of land, ten or twenty palaces, as many baths, a thousand or two thousand slaves, carriages 
plated with silver and gold." {225} Gregory Nazianzen, who presided for a time in the second 
ecumenical council of Constantinople in 381, gives us the following picture, evidently 
rhetorically colored, yet drawn from life, of the luxury of the degenerate civilization of that 
period: "We repose in splendor on high and sumptuous cushions, upon the most exquisite covers, 
which one is almost afraid to touch, and are vexed if we but hear the voice of a moaning pauper; 
our chamber must breathe the odor of flowers, even rare flowers; our table must flow with the 
most fragrant and costly ointment, so that we become perfectly effeminate. Slaves must stand 
ready, richly adorned and in order, with waving, maidenlike hair, and faces shorn perfectly 
smooth, more adorned throughout than is good for lascivious eyes; some, to hold cups both 
delicately and firmly with the tips of their fingers, others, to fan fresh air upon the head. Our table 
must bend under the load of dishes, while all the kingdoms of nature, air, water and earth, furnish 
copious contributions, and there must be almost no room for the artificial products of cook and 
baker.... The poor man is content with water; but we fill our goblets with wine to drunkenness, 
nay, immeasurably beyond it. We refuse one wine, another we pronounce excellent when well 
flavored, over a third we institute philosophical discussions; nay, we count it a pity, if he does 
not, as a king, add to the domestic wine a foreign also." {226} Still more unfavorable are the 
pictures which, a half century later, the Gallic presbyter, Salvianus, draws of the general moral 
condition of the Christians in the Roman empire. {227} 
 
It is true, these earnest protests against degeneracy themselves, as well as the honor in which 
monasticism and ascetic contempt of the world were universally held, attest the existence of a 
better spirit. But the uncontrollable progress of avarice, prodigality, voluptuousness, theatre 
going, intemperance, lewdness, in short, of all the heathen vices, which Christianity had come to 
eradicate, still carried the Roman empire and people with rapid strides toward dissolution, and 
gave it at last into the hands of the rude, but simple and morally vigorous barbarians. When the 
Christians were awakened by the crashings of the falling empire, and anxiously asked why God 
permitted it, Salvian, the Jeremiah of his time, answered: "Think of your vileness and your 
crimes, and see whether you are worthy of the divine protection." {228} Nothing but the divine 
judgment of destruction upon this nominally Christian, but essentially heathen world, could open 
the way for the moral regeneration of society. There must be new, fresh nations, if the Christian 
civilization prepared in the old Roman empire was to take firm root and bear ripe fruit. 
 
{224} Ammianus Marcellinus gives the most graphic account of the extravagant and tasteless 
luxury of the Roman aristocracy in the fourth century; which Gibbon has admirably translated 
and explained in his 31st chapter. 
 
{225} Homil. in Matthew 63, 4 (tom. vii. p. 533), comp. Hom. in Cor. 21, 6, and many other 
places in his sermons. Comp. Neander’s Chrysostomus, i. p. 10 sqq. and Is. Taylor’s Anc. 
Christianity, vol. ii., supplement, p. xxx. sqq. 



 
{226} Orat. xiv. Comp. Ullmann’s monograph on Gregory, p. 6. 
 
{227} Adv. avarit. and Deuteronomy gubern. Dei, passim. Comp. 12, at the close. 
 
{228} Deuteronomy gubern. Dei, l. iv. c. 12, p. 82.  

 



24. Byzantine Court Christianity. 
 
The unnatural confusion of Christianity with the world culminated in the imperial court of 
Constantinople, which, it is true, never violated moral decency so grossly as the court of a Nero 
or a Domitian, but in vain pomp and prodigality far outdid the courts of the better heathen 
emperors, and degenerated into complete oriental despotism. The household of Constantius, 
according to the description of Libanius, {229} embraced no less than a thousand barbers, a 
thousand cup bearers, a thousand cooks, and so many eunuchs, that they could be compared only 
to the insects of a summer day. This boundless luxury was for a time suppressed by the pagan 
Julian, who delighted in stoical and cynical severity, and was fond of displaying it; but under his 
Christian successors the same prodigality returned; especially under Theodosius and his sons. 
These emperors, who prohibited idolatry upon pain of death, called their laws, edicts, and palaces 
"divine," bore themselves as gods upon earth, and, on the rare occasions when they showed 
themselves to the people, unfurled an incredible magnificence and empty splendor. 
 
"When Arcadius," to borrow a graphic description from a modern historian, "condescended to 
reveal to the public the majesty of the sovereign, he was preceded by a vast multitude of 
attendants, dukes, tribunes, civil and military officers, their horses glittering with golden 
ornaments, with shields of gold set with precious stones, and golden lances. They proclaimed the 
coming of the emperor, and commanded the ignoble crowd to clear the streets before him. The 
emperor stood or reclined on a gorgeous chariot, surrounded by his immediate attendants, 
distinguished by shields with golden bosses set round with golden eyes, and drawn by white 
mules with gilded trappings; the chariot was set with precious stones, and golden fans vibrated 
with the movement, and cooled the air. The multitude contemplated at a distance the snow-white 
cushions, the silken carpets, with dragons inwoven upon them in rich colors. Those who were 
fortunate enough to catch a glimpse of the emperor, beheld his ears loaded with golden rings, his 
arms with golden chains, his diadem set with gems of all hues, his purple robes, which, with the 
diadem, were reserved for the emperor, in all their sutures embroidered with precious stones. The 
wondering people, on their return to their homes, could talk of nothing but the splendor of the 
spectacle: the robes, the mules, the carpets, the size and splendor of the jewels. On his return to 
the palace, the emperor walked on gold; ships were employed with the express purpose of 
bringing gold dust from remote provinces, which was strewn by the officious care of a host of 
attendants, so that the emperor rarely set his foot on the bare pavement." {230} 
 
The Christianity of the Byzantine court lived in the atmosphere of intrigue, dissimulation, and 
flattery. Even the court divines and bishops could hardly escape the contamination, though their 
high office, with its sacred functions, was certainly a protecting wall around them. One of these 
bishops congratulated Constantine, at the celebration of the third decennium of his reign (the 
tricennalia), that he had been appointed by God ruler over all in this world, and would reign with 
the Son of God in the other! This blasphemous flattery was too much even for the vain emperor, 
and he exhorted the bishop rather to pray God that he might be worthy to be one of his servants in 
this world and the next. {231} Even the church historian and bishop Eusebius, who elsewhere 
knew well enough how to value the higher blessings, and lamented the indescribable hypocrisy of 
the sham Christianity around the emperor, {232} suffered himself to be so far blinded by the 
splendor of the imperial favor, as to see in a banquet, which Constantine gave in his palace to the 
bishops at the close of the council of Nice, in honor of his twenty years’ reign (the vicennalia), an 
emblem of the glorious reign of Christ upon the earth! {233} 
 
And these were bishops, of whom many still bore in their body the marks of the Diocletian 
persecution. So rapidly had changed the spirit of the age. While, on the other hand, the well-



known firmness of Ambrose with Theodosius, and the life of Chrysostom, afford delightful proof 
that there were not wanting, even in this age, bishops of Christian earnestness and courage to 
rebuke the sins of crowned heads. 
 
{229} Lib., Epitaph. Julian. 
 
{230} Milman: Hist. of Ancient Christianity, p. 440 (Am. ed.). Comp. the sketch of the court of 
Arcadius, which Montfaucon, in a treatise in the last volume of his Opera Chrys., and Muller: 
Deuteronomy genio, moribus, et luxu aevi Theodosiani, Copenh. 1798, have drawn, chiefly from 
the works of Chrysostom. 
 
{231} Euseb. Vit. Const. iv. 48. 
 
{232} V. Const. iv. 54. 
 
{233} V. Const. iii. 15, where Eusebius, at the close of this imperio-episcopal banquet, "which 
transcended all description," says: cristou basileia edoxen antiv fantasiousyai eikona, 
onar t einai all ouc uper to ginomenon..  

 



25. Intrusion of Politics into Religion. 
 
With the union of the church and the state begins the long and tedious history of their collisions 
and their mutual struggles for the mastery: the state seeking to subject the church to the empire, 
the church to subject the state to the hierarchy, and both very often transgressing the limits 
prescribed to their power in that word of the Lord: "Render unto Caesar the things which are 
Caesar’s, and unto God the things that are God’s." From the time of Constantine, therefore, the 
history of the church and that of the world in Europe are so closely interwoven, that neither can 
be understood without the other. On the one hand, the political rulers, as the highest members and 
the patrons of the church, claimed a right to a share in her government, and interfered in various 
ways in her external and internal affairs, either to her profit or to her prejudice. On the other hand, 
the bishops and patriarchs, as the highest dignitaries and officers of the state religion, became 
involved in all sorts of secular matters and in the intrigues of the Byzantine court. This mutual 
intermixture, on the whole, was of more injury than benefit to the church and to religion, and 
fettered her free and natural development. 
 
Of a separation of religion and politics, of the spiritual power from the temporal, heathen 
antiquity knew nothing, because it regarded religion itself only from a natural point of view, and 
subjected it to the purposes of the all-ruling state, the highest known form of human society. The 
Egyptian kings, as Plutarch tells us, were at the same time priests, or were received into the 
priesthood at their election. In Greece the civil magistrate had supervision of the priests and 
sanctuaries. {234} In Rome, after the time of Numa, this supervision was intrusted to a senator, 
and afterward united with the imperial office. All the pagan emperors, from Augustus {235} to 
Julian the Apostate, were at the same time supreme pontiffs (Pontifices Maximi), the heads of the 
state religion, emperor-popes. As such they could not only perform all priestly functions, even to 
offering sacrifices, when superstition or policy prompted them to do so, but they also stood at the 
head of the highest sacerdotal college (of fifteen or more Pontifices), which in turn regulated and 
superintended the three lower classes of priests (the Epulones, Quindecemviri, and Augures), the 
temples and altars, the sacrifices, divinations, feasts, and ceremonies, the exposition of the 
Sibylline books, the calendar, in short, all public worship, and in part even the affairs of marriage 
and inheritance. 
 
Now it may easily be supposed that the Christian emperors, who, down to Gratian (about 380), 
even retained the name and the insignia of the Pontifex Maximus, claimed the same oversight of 
the Christian religion established in the empire, which their predecessors had had of the heathen; 
only with this material difference, that they found here a stricter separation between the religious 
element and the political, the ecclesiastical and the secular, and were obliged to bind themselves 
to the already existing doctrines, usages, and traditions of the church which claimed divine 
institution and authority. 
 
{234} This overseer was called basileuv of the iereiv and iera. 
 
{235} Augustus took the dignity of Pontifex Maximus after the death of Lepidus, a. u. 742, and 
thenceforth that office remained inherent in the imperial, though it was usually conferred by a 
decree of the senate. Formerly the pontifex maximus was elected by the people for life, could take 
no civil office, must never leave Italy, touch a corpse, or contract a second marriage; and he dwelt 
in the old king’s house, the regia. Augustus himself exercised the office despotically enough, 
though with great prudence. He nominated and increased at pleasure the members of the 
sacerdotal college, chose the vestal virgins, determined the authority of the vaticinia, purged the 
Sibylline books of apocryphal interpolations, continued the reform of the calendar begun by 



Caesar, and changed the month Sextius into Augustus in his own honor, as Quintius, the birth-
month of Julius Caesar, had before been rebaptized Julius. Comp. Charles Merivale: Hist. of the 
Romans under the Empire, vol. iii. (Lond. 1851), p, 478 sqq. (This work, which stops where 
Gibbon begins, has been republished in 7 vols. in New York, 1863.)  

 



26. The Emperor-Papacy and the Hierarchy. 
 
And this, in point of fact, took place first under Constantine, and developed under his successors, 
particularly under Justinian, into the system of the Byzantine imperial papacy, {236} or of the 
supremacy of the state over the church. 
 
Constantine once said to the bishops at a banquet, that he also, as a Christian emperor, was a 
divinely appointed bishop, a bishop over the external affairs of the church, while the internal 
affairs belonged to the bishops proper. {237} In this pregnant word he expressed the new posture 
of the civil sovereign toward the church in a characteristic though indefinite and equivocal way. 
He made there a distinction between two divinely authorized episcopates; one secular or imperial, 
corresponding with the old office of Pontifex Maximus, and extending over the whole Roman 
empire, therefore ecumenical or universal; the other spiritual or sacerdotal, divided among the 
different diocesan bishops, and appearing properly in its unity and totality only in a general 
council. 
 
Accordingly, though not yet even baptized, he acted as the patron and universal temporal bishop 
of the church; {238} summoned the first ecumenical council for the settlement of the controversy 
respecting the divinity of Christ; instituted and deposed bishops; and occasionally even delivered 
sermons to the people; but on the other hand, with genuine tact (though this was in his earlier 
period, A. D. 314), kept aloof from the Donatist controversy, and referred to the episcopal 
tribunal as the highest and last resort in purely spiritual matters. In the exercise of his imperial 
right of supervision he did not follow any clear insight and definite theory so much as an 
instinctive impulse of control, a sense of politico-religious duty, and the requirements of the time. 
His word only raised, did not solve, the question of the relation between the imperial and the 
sacerdotal episcopacy and the extent of their respective jurisdictions in a Christian state. 
 
This question became thenceforth the problem and the strife of history both sacred and secular, 
ran through the whole mediaeval conflict between emperor and pope, between imperial and 
hierarchical episcopacy, and recurs in modified form in every Protestant established church. 
 
In general, from this time forth the prevailing view was, that God has divided all power between 
the priesthood and the kingdom (sacerdotium et imperium), giving internal or spiritual affairs, 
especially doctrine and worship, to the former, and external or temporal affairs, such as 
government and discipline, to the latter. {239} But internal and external here vitally interpenetrate 
and depend on each other, as soul and body, and frequent reciprocal encroachments and collisions 
are inevitable upon state-church ground. This becomes manifest in the period before us in many 
ways, especially in the East, where the Byzantine despotism had freer play, than in the distant 
West. 
 
The emperors after Constantine (as the popes after them) summoned the general councils, bore 
the necessary expenses, presided in the councils through commissions, gave to the decisions in 
doctrine and discipline the force of law for the whole Roman empire, and maintained them by 
their authority. The emperors nominated or confirmed the most influential metropolitans and 
patriarchs. They took part in all theological disputes, and thereby inflamed the passion of parties. 
They protected orthodoxy and punished heresy with the arm of power. Often, however, they took 
the heretical side, and banished orthodox bishops from their sees. Thus Arianism, Nestorianism, 
Eutychianism, and Monophysitism successively found favor and protection at court. Even 
empresses meddled in the internal and external concerns of the church. Justina endeavored with 
all her might to introduce Arianism in Milan, but met a successful opponent in bishop Ambrose. 



Eudoxia procured the deposition and banishment of the noble Chrysostom. Theodora, raised from 
the stage to the throne, ruled the emperor Justinian, and sought by every kind of intrigue to 
promote the victory of the Monophysite heresy. It is true, the doctrinal decisions proceeded 
properly from the councils, and could not have maintained themselves long without that sanction. 
But Basiliscus, Zeno, Justinian I., Heraclius, Constans II., and other emperors issued many purely 
ecclesiastical edicts and rescripts without consulting the councils, or through the councils by their 
own influence upon them. Justinian opens his celebrated codex with the imperial creed on the 
trinity and the imperial anathema against Nestorius, Eutyches, Apollinaris, on the basis certainly 
of the apostolic church and of the four ecumenical councils, but in the consciousness of absolute 
legislative and executive authority even over the faith and conscience of all his subjects. 
 
The voice of the catholic church in this period conceded to the Christian emperors in general, 
with the duty of protecting and supporting the church, the right of supervision over its external 
affairs, but claimed for the clergy, particularly for the bishops, the right to govern her within, to 
fix her doctrine, to direct her worship. The new state of things was regarded as a restoration of the 
Mosaic and Davidic theocracy on Christian soil, and judged accordingly. But in respect to the 
extent and application of the emperor’s power in the church, opinion was generally determined, 
consciously or unconsciously, by some special religious interest. Hence we find that catholics and 
heretics, Athanasians and Arians, justified or condemned the interference of the emperor in the 
development of doctrine, the appointment and deposition of bishops, and the patronage and 
persecution of parties, according as they themselves were affected by them. The same Donatists 
who first appealed to the imperial protection, when the decision went against them denounced all 
intermeddling of the state with the church. There were bishops who justified even the most 
arbitrary excesses of the Byzantine despotism in religion by reference to Melchizedek and the 
pious kings of Israel, and yielded them selves willing tools of the court. But there were never 
wanting also fearless defenders of the rights of the church against the civil power. Maximus the 
Confessor declared before his judges in Constantinople, that Melchizedek was a type of Christ 
alone, not of the emperor. 
 
In general the hierarchy formed a powerful and wholesome check on the imperial papacy, and 
preserved the freedom and independence of the church toward the temporal power. That age had 
only the alternative of imperial or episcopal despotism; and of these the latter was the less hurtful 
and the more profitable, because it represented the higher intellectual and moral interests. 
Without the hierarchy, the church in the Roman empire and among the barbarians would have 
been the football of civil and military despots. It was, therefore, of the utmost importance, that the 
church, at the time of her marriage with the state, had already grown so large and strong as to 
withstand all material alteration by imperial caprice, and all effort to degrade her into a tool. The 
Apostolic Constitutions place the bishops even above all kings and magistrates. {240} 
Chrysostom says that the first ministers of the state enjoyed no such honor as the ministers of the 
church. And in general the ministers of the church deserved their honor. Though there were 
prelates enough who abused their power to sordid ends, still there were men like Athanasius, 
Basil, Ambrose, Chrysostom, Augustine, Leo, the purest and most venerable characters, which 
meet us in the fourth and fifth centuries, far surpassing the contemporary emperors. It was the 
universal opinion that the doctrines and institutions of the church, resting on divine revelation, are 
above all human power and will. The people looked, in blind faith and superstition, to the clergy 
as their guides in all matters of conscience, and even the emperors had to pay the bishops, as the 
fathers of the churches, the greatest reverence, kiss their hands, beg their blessing, and submit to 
their admonition and discipline. In most cases the emperors were mere tools of parties in the 
church. Arbitrary laws which were imposed upon the church from without rarely survived their 
makers, and were condemned by history. For there is a divine authority above all thrones, and 
kings, and bishops, and a power of truth above all the machinations of falsehood and intrigue. 



 
The Western church, as a whole, preserved her independence far more than the Eastern; partly 
through the great firmness of the Roman character, partly through the favor of political 
circumstances, and of remoteness from the influence and the intrigues of the Byzantine court. 
Here the hierarchical principle developed itself from the time of Leo the Great even to the 
absolute papacy, which, however, after it fulfilled its mission for the world among the barbarian 
nations of the middle ages, degenerated into an insufferable tyranny over conscience, and thus 
exposed itself to destruction. In the Catholic system the freedom and independence of the church 
involve the supremacy of an exclusive priesthood and papacy; in the Protestant, they can be 
realized only on the broader basis of the universal priesthood, in the self-government of the 
Christian people; though this is, as yet, in all Protestant established churches more or less 
restricted by the power of the state. 
 
{236} In England and Scotland the term Erastianism is used for this; but is less general, and not 
properly applicable at all to the Greek church. For the man who furnished the word, Thomas 
Erastus, a learned and able physician and professor of medicine in Heidelberg (died at Basle in 
Switzerland, 1583), was an opponent not only of the independence of the church toward the state, 
but also of the church ban and of the presbyterial constitution and discipline, as advocated by 
Frederick III., of the Palatinate, and the authors of the Heidelberg Catechism, especially 
Olevianus, a pupil of Calvin. He was at last excommunicated for his views by the church council 
in Heidelberg. 
 
{237} His words, which are to be taken neither in jest and pun (as Neander supposes), nor as mere 
compliment to the bishops, but in earnest, run thus, in Eusebius: Vita Const. l. iv. c. 24: umeiv 
(the episkopoi addressed) men twn eisw thv ekklhsiav, egw de twn ektov upo yeou 
kayestamenov episkopov ean eihn. All depends here on the intrepretation of the antithesis 
twn eisw and twn ektov thv ekklhsiav. (a) The explanation of Stroth and others takes the 
genitive as masculine, oi eisw denoting Christians, and oi ektov heathens; so that Constantine 
ascribed to himself only a sort of episcopate in partibus infidelium. But this contradicts the 
connection; for Eusebius says immediately after, that he took a certain religious oversight over all 
his subjects (tou arcomenouv apantav epeskopei, etc.), and calls him also elsewhere "a 
universal bishop" (i. 44). (b) Gieseler’s interpretation is not much better (I. 2. 92, not. 20, Amer. 
ed. vol. i. p. 371): that oi ektov denotes all his subjects, Christian as well as non-Christian, but 
only in their civil relations, so far as they are outside the church. This entirely blunts the antithesis 
with oiJ eisw, and puts into the emperor’s mouth a mere commonplace instead of a new idea; for 
no one doubted his political sovereignty. (c) The genitive is rather to be taken as neuter in both 
cases, and pragmavtwn to be supplied. This agrees with usage (we find it in Polybius), and gives 
a sense which agrees with the view of Eusebius and with the whole practice of Constantine. There 
is, however, of course, another question: What is the proper distinction between ta eisw and ta 
ektov the interna and externa of the church, or, what is much the same, between the sacerdotal 
jus in sacra and the imperial jus circa sacra. This Constantine and his age certainly could not 
themselves exactly define, since the whole relation was at that time as yet new and undeveloped. 
 
{238} Eusebius in fact calls him a divinely appointed universal bishop, oia tiv koinov 
episkopov ek yeou dakestamenov, sunodouv twn tou yeou leitourgwn sunekrotei. Vit. 
Const. i. 44. His son Constantius was fond of being called "bishop of bishops." 
 
{239} Justinian states the Byzantine theory thus, in the preface to the 6th Novel: "Maxima quidem 
in hominibus sunt dona Dei a superna collata clementia Sacerdotium et Imperium, et illud quidem 
divinis ministrans, hoc autem humanis praesidens ac diligentiam exhibens, ex uno eodemque 
principio utraque procedentia, humanam exornant vitam." But he then ascribes to the Imperium 



the supervision of the Sacerdotium, and "maximam sollicitudinem circa vera Dei dogmata et circa 
Sacerdotum honestatem." Later Greek emperors, on the ground of their anointing, even claimed a 
priestly character. Leo the Isaurian, for example, wrote to Pope Gregory II. in 730: basileuv kai 
iereuv eimi (Mansi xii. 976). This, however, was contested even in the East, and the monk 
Maximus in 655 answered negatively the question put to him: "Ergo non est omnis Christianus 
imperator etiam sacerdos?" At first the emperor’s throne stood side by side with the bishop’s in 
the choir; but Ambrose gave the emperor a seat next to the choir. Yet, after the ancient custom, 
which the Concilium Quinisext., A. D. 692, in its 69th canon, expressly confirmed, the emperors 
might enter the choir of the church, and lay their oblations in person upon the altar—a privilege 
which was denied to all the laity, and which implied at least a half-priestly character in the 
emperor. Gibbon’s statement needs correction accordingly (ch. xx.): "The monarch, whose 
spiritual rank is less honorable than that of the meanest deacon, was seated below the rails of the 
sanctuary, and confounded with the rest of the faithful multitude." 
 
{240} Lib. ii. c. 11, where the bishop is reminded of his exalted position, wv yeoi tupon ecwn en 
anyrwpoiv tw pantwn arcein anyrwpwn, ierewn, basilewn, arcontwn, etc. Comp. c. 33 
and 34.  

 



27. Restriction of Religious Freedom, and Beginnings of Persecution of 
Heretics. 
 
Sam. Eliot: History of Liberty. Boston, 1858, 4 vols. Early Christians, vols. i. and ii. The most 
important facts are scattered through the sections of the larger church histories on the heresies, the 
doctrinal controversies, and church discipline. 
 
An inevitable consequence of the union of church and state was restriction of religious freedom in 
faith and worship, and the civil punishment of departure from the doctrine and discipline of the 
established church. 
 
The church, dominant and recognized by the state, gained indeed external freedom and authority, 
but in a measure at the expense of inward liberty and self-control. She came, as we have seen in 
the previous section, under the patronage and supervision of the head of the Christian state, 
especially in the Byzantine empire. In the first three centuries, the church, with all her external 
lowliness and oppression, enjoyed the greater liberty within, in the development of her doctrines 
and institutions, by reason of her entire separation from the state. 
 
But the freedom of error and division was now still more restricted. In the ante-Nicene age, 
heresy and schism were as much hated and abhorred indeed, as afterward, yet were met only in a 
moral way, by word and writing, and were punished with excommunication from the rights of the 
church. Justin Martyr, Tertullian, and even Lactantius were the first advocates of the principle of 
freedom of conscience, and maintained, against the heathen, that religion was essentially a matter 
of free will, and could be promoted only by instruction and persuasion not by outward force. 
{241} All they say against the persecution of Christians by the heathen applies in full to the 
persecution of heretics by the church. After the Nicene age all departures from the reigning state-
church faith were not only abhorred and excommunicated as religious errors, but were treated 
also as crimes against the Christian state, and hence were punished with civil penalties; at first 
with deposition, banishment, confiscation, and, after Theodosius, even with death. 
 
This persecution of heretics was a natural consequence of the union of religious and civil duties 
and rights, the confusion of the civil and the ecclesiastical, the judicial and the moral, which came 
to pass since Constantine. It proceeded from the state and from the emperors, who in this respect 
showed themselves the successors of the Pontifices Maximi, with their relation to the church 
reversed. The church, indeed, steadfastly adhered to the principle that, as such, she should employ 
only spiritual penalties, excommunication in extreme cases; as in fact Christ and the apostles 
expressly spurned and prohibited all carnal weapons, and would rather suffer and die than use 
violence. But, involved in the idea of Jewish theocracy and of a state church, she practically 
confounded in various ways the position of the law and that of the gospel, and in theory approved 
the application of forcible measures to heretics, and not rarely encouraged and urged the state to 
it; thus making herself at least indirectly responsible for the persecution. This is especially, true of 
the Roman church in the times of her greatest power, in the middle age and down to the end of 
the sixteenth century; and by this course that church has made herself almost more offensive in 
the eyes of the world and of modern civilization than by her peculiar doctrines and usages. The 
Protestant reformation dispelled the dream that Christianity was identical with an outward 
organization, or the papacy, and gave a mighty shock thereby to the principle of ecclesiastical 
exclusiveness. Yet, properly speaking, it was not till the eighteenth century that a radical 
revolution of views was accomplished in regard to religious toleration; and the progress of 
toleration and free worship has gone hand in hand with the gradual loosening of the state-church 



basis and with the clearer separation of civil and religious rights and of the temporal and spiritual 
power. 
 
In the, beginning of his reign, Constantine proclaimed full freedom of religion (312), and in the 
main continued tolerably true to it; at all events he used no violent measures, as his successors 
did. This toleration, however, was not a matter of fixed principle with him, but merely of 
temporary policy; a necessary consequence of the incipient separation of the Roman throne from 
idolatry, and the natural transition from the sole supremacy of the heathen religion to the same 
supremacy of the Christian. Intolerance directed itself first against heathenism; but as the false 
religion gradually died out of itself, and at any rate had no moral energy for martyrdom, there 
resulted no such bloody persecutions of idolatry under the Christian emperors, as there had been 
of Christianity under their heathen predecessors. Instead of Christianity, the intolerance of the 
civil power now took up Christian heretics, whom it recognized as such. Constantine even in his 
day limited the freedom and the privileges which he conferred, to the catholic, that is, the 
prevailing orthodox hierarchical church, and soon after the Council of Nice, by an edict of the 
year 326, expressly excluded heretics and schismatics from these privileges. {242} Accordingly 
he banished the leaders of Arianism and ordered their writings to be burned, but afterward, 
wavering in his views of orthodoxy and heterodoxy, and persuaded over by some bishops and his 
sister, he recalled Arius and banished Athanasius. He himself was baptized shortly before his 
death by an Arian bishop. His son Constantius was a fanatical persecutor both of idolatry and the 
Nicene orthodoxy, and endeavored with all his might to establish Arianism alone in the empire. 
Hence the earnest protest of the orthodox bishops, Hosius, Athanasius, and Hilary, against this 
despotism and in favor of toleration; {243} which came, however, we have to remember, from 
parties who were themselves the sufferers under intolerance, and who did not regard the 
banishment of the Arians as unjust. 
 
Under Julian the Apostate religious liberty was again proclaimed, but only as the beginning of 
return to the exclusive establishment of heathenism; the counterpart, therefore, of Constantine’s 
toleration. After his early death Arianism again prevailed, at least in the East, and showed itself 
more, intolerant and violent than the catholic orthodoxy. 
 
At last Theodosius the Great, the first emperor who was baptized in the Nicene faith, put an end 
to the Arian interregnum, proclaimed the exclusive authority of the Nicene creed, and at the same 
time enacted the first rigid penalties not only against the pagan idolatry, the practice of which was 
thenceforth a capital crime in the empire, but also against all Christian heresies and sects. The 
ruling principle of his public life was the unity of the empire and of the orthodox church. Soon 
after his baptism, in 380, he issued, in connection with his weak coaemperors, Gratian and 
Valentinian II., to the inhabitants of Constantinople, then the chief seat of Arianism, the following 
edict: "We, the three emperors, will, that all our subjects steadfastly adhere to the religion which 
was taught by St. Peter to the Romans, which has been faithfully preserved by tradition, and 
which is now professed by the pontiff Damasus, of Rome, and Peter, bishop of Alexandria, a man 
of apostolic holiness. According to the institution of the apostles and the doctrine of the gospel, 
let us believe in the one Godhead of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, of equal majesty in 
the holy Trinity. We order that the adherents of this faith be called Catholic Christians; we brand 
all the senseless followers of other religions with the infamous name of heretics, and forbid their 
conventicles assuming the name of churches. Besides the condemnation of divine justice, they 
must expect the heavy penalties which our authority, guided by heavenly wisdom, shall think 
proper to inflict." {244} In the course of fifteen years this emperor issued at least fifteen penal 
laws against heretics, {245} by which he gradually deprived them of all right to the exercise of 
their religion, excluded them from all civil offices, and threatened them with fines, confiscation, 



banishment, and in some cases, as the Manichaeans, the Audians, and even the 
Quartodecimanians, with death. 
 
From Theodosius therefore dates the state-church theory of the persecution of heretics, and the 
embodiment of it in legislation. His primary design, it is true, was rather to terrify and convert, 
than to punish, the refractory subjects. {246} 
 
From the theory, however, to the practice was a single step; and this step his rival and colleague, 
Maximus, took, when, at the instigation of the unworthy bishop Ithacius, he caused the Spanish 
bishop, Priscillian, with six respectable adherents of his Manichaean-like sect (two presbyters, 
two deacons, the poet Latronian, and Euchrocia, a noble matron of Bordeaux), to be tortured and 
beheaded with the sword at Treves in 385. This was the first shedding of the blood of heretics by 
a Christian prince for religious opinions. The bishops assembled at Treves, with the exception of 
Theognistus, approved this act. 
 
But the better feeling of the Christian church shrank from it with horror. The bishops Ambrose of 
Milan, {247} and Martin of Tours, {248} raised a memorable protest against it, and broke off all 
communion with Ithacius and the other bishops who had approved the execution. Yet it should 
not be forgotten that these bishops, at least Ambrose, were committed against the death penalty in 
general, and in other respects had no indulgence for heathens and heretics. {249} The whole 
thing, too, was irregularly done; on the one hand the bishops appeared as accusers in a criminal 
cause, and on the other a temporal judge admitted an appeal from the episcopal jurisdiction, and 
pronounced an opinion in a matter of faith. Subsequently the functions of the temporal and 
spiritual courts in the trial of heretics were more accurately distinguished. 
 
The execution of the Priscillianists is the only instance of the bloody punishment of heretics in 
this period, as it is the first in the history of Christianity. But the propriety of violent measures 
against heresy was thenceforth vindicated even by the best fathers of the church. Chrysostom 
recommends, indeed, Christian love toward heretics and heathens, and declares against their 
execution, but approved the prohibition of their assemblies and the confiscation of their churches; 
and he acted accordingly against the Novatians and the Quartodecimanians, so that many 
considered his own subsequent misfortunes as condign punishment. {250} Jerome, appealing to 
Deut. xiii. 6-10, seems to justify even the penalty of death against religious errorists. {251} 
 
Augustine, who himself belonged nine years to the Manichaean sect, and was wonderfully 
converted by the grace of God to the Catholic church, without the slightest pressure from without, 
held at first the truly evangelical view, that heretics and schismatics should not be violently dealt 
with, but won by instruction and conviction; but after the year 400 he turned and retracted this 
view, in consequence of his experience with the Donatists, whom he endeavored in vain to 
convert by disputation and writing, while many submitted to the imperial laws. {252} Thenceforth 
he was led to advocate the persecution of heretics, partly by his doctrine of the Christian state, 
partly by the seditious excesses of the fanatical Circumcelliones, partly by the hope of a 
wholesome effect of temporal punishments, and partly by a false interpretation of the Cogite 
intrare, in the parable of the great supper, Luke 14:23 {253} "It is, indeed, better," says he, "that 
men should be brought to serve God by instruction than by fear of punishment or by pain. But 
because the former means are better, the latter must not therefore be neglected.... Many must 
often be brought back to their Lord, like wicked servants, by the rod of temporal suffering, before 
they attain the highest grade of religious development.... The Lord himself orders that the guests 
be first invited, then compelled, to his great supper." {254} This father thinks that, if the state be 
denied the right to punish religious error, neither should she punish any other crime, like murder 
or adultery, since Paul, in Galatians 5:19, attributes divisions and sects to the same source in the 



flesh. {255} He charges his Donatist opponents with inconsistency in seeming to approve the 
emperors’ prohibitions of idolatry, but condemning their persecution of Christian heretics. It is to 
the honor of Augustine’s heart, indeed, that in actual cases he earnestly urged upon the 
magistrates clemency and humanity, and thus in practice remained true to his noble maxim: 
"Nothing conquers but truth, the victory of truth is love." {256} But his theory, as Neander justly 
observes, "contains the germ of the whole system of spiritual despotism, intolerance, and 
persecution, even to the court of the Inquisition." {257} The great authority of his name was often 
afterward made to justify cruelties from which he himself would have shrunk with horror. Soon 
after him, Leo the Great, the first representative of consistent, exclusive, universal papacy, 
advocated even the penalty of death for heresy. {258} 
 
Henceforth none but the persecuted parties, from time to time, protested against religious 
persecution; being made, by their sufferings, if not from principle, at least from policy and self-
interest, the advocates of toleration. Thus the Donatist bishop Petilian, in Africa, against whom 
Augustine wrote, rebukes his Catholic opponents, as formerly his countryman Tertullian had 
condemned the heathen persecutors of the Christians, for using outward force in matters of 
conscience; appealing to Christ and the apostles, who never persecuted, but rather suffered and 
died. "Think you," says he, "to serve God by killing us with your own hand? Ye err, ye err, if ye, 
poor mortals, think this; God has not hangmen for priests. Christ teaches us to bear wrong, not to 
revenge it." The Donatist bishop Gaudentius says: "God appointed prophets and fishermen, not 
princes and soldiers, to spread the faith." Still we cannot forget, that the Donatists were the first 
who appealed to the imperial tribunal in an ecclesiastical matter, and did not, till after that 
tribunal had decided against them, turn against the state-church system. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{241} Just. Mart. Apol. i. 2, 4, 12; Tertull. Apolog. c. 24, 28; Ad Scapul. c. 2; Lactant. Instit. v. 
19, 20; Epit. c. 54. Comp. vol. i. 51. 
 
{242} Cod. Theod. xvi. 5, 1: Privilegia, quae contemplatione religionis indulta sunt, catholicae 
tantum legis observatoribus prodesse opportet. Haereticos autem atque schismaticos non tantum 
ab his privilegiis alienos esse volumus, sed etiam diversis muneribus constringi et subjici. 
 
{243} Comp. 8, above. 
 
{244} Cod. Theod. xvi, 1, 2. Baronius (Ann.), and even Godefroy call this edict which in this 
case, to be sure, favored the true doctrine, but involves the absolute despotism of the emperor 
over faith, an "edictum aureum, pium et salutare." 
 
{245} Comp. Cod. Theod. xvi. tit. v. leg. 6-33, and Godefroy’s Commentary. 
 
{246} So Sozomen asserts, l. vii. c. 12. 
 
{247} Epist. xxiv. ad Valentin. (tom. ii. p. 891). He would have nothing to do with bishops, "qui 
aliquos, devios licet a fide, ad necem petebant." 
 
{248} In Sulpic. Sever., Hist. Sacra, ii. 50: "Namque tum Martinus apud Treveros constitutus, non 
desinebat increpare Ithacium, ut ab accusatione desisteret, Maximum orare, ut sanguine 
infelicium abstineret: satis superque sufficere, ut episcopali sententia haeretici judicati ecclesiis 



pellerentur: novum esse et inauditum nefas, ut causam ecclesiae judex saeculi judicaret." Comp. 
Sulp. Sev., Dial. iii. c. 11-13, and his Vit. Mart. c. 20. 
 
{249} Hence Gibbon, ch. xxvii., charges them, not quite groundlessly, with inconsistency: "It is 
with pleasure that we can observe the human inconsistency of the most illustrious saints and 
bishops, Ambrose of Milan, and Martin of Tours, who, on this occasion, asserted the cause of 
toleration. They pitied the unhappy men who had been executed at Treves; they refused to hold 
communion with their episcopal murderers; and if Martin deviated from that generous resolution, 
his motives were laudable, and his repentance was exemplary. The bishops of Tours and Milan 
pronounced, without hesitation, the eternal damnation of heretics; but they were surprised and 
shocked by the bloody image of their temporal death, and the honest feelings of nature resisted 
the artificial prejudices of theology." 
 
{250} Hom. xxix. and xlvi. in Matt. Comp. Socrat. H. E. vi. 19. Elsewhere his principle was (in 
Phocam mart. et c. haer. tom. ii. p. 705): emoi eyov esti diwkesyai kai mh diwkein; that is, he 
himself would rather suffer injury than inflict injury. 
 
{251} Epist. xxxvii. (al. liii.) ad Riparium Adv. Vigilantium. 
 
{252} Epist. 93, ad Vincent. 17: "Mea primitus sententia non erat, nisi neminem ad unitatem 
Christi esse cogendum, verbo esse agendum, disputatione pugnandum, ratione vincendum, ne 
fictos catholicos haberemus, quos apertos haereticos noveramus. Sed—he continues haec opinio 
mea non contradicentium verbis, sed demonstrantium superabatur exemplis." Then he adduces his 
experience with the Donatists. Comp. Retract. ii. 5. 
 
{253} The direction: "Compel them to come in," which has often since been abused in defence of 
coercive measures against heretics, must, of course, be interpreted in harmony with the whole 
spirit of the gospel, and is only a strong descriptive term in the parable, to signify the fervent zeal 
in the conversion of the heathen, such as St. Paul manifested without ever resorting to physical 
coercion. 
 
{254} Epist. 185, ad Bonifacium, 21, 24. 
 
{255} C. Gaudent. Donat. i. 20. C. Epist. Parmen. i. 16. 
 
{256} "Non vincit nisi veritas, victoria veritatis est caritas." 
 
{257} Kirchengesch. iii. p. 427; Torrey’s ed. ii. p. 217. 
 
{258} Epist. xv. ad Turribium, where Leo mentions the execution of the Priscillianists with 
evident approbation: "Etiam mundi principes ita hanc sacrilegam amentiam detestati sunt, ut 
auctorem ejus cum plerisque discipulis legum publicarum ense prosternerent."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IV. 
 
THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF MONASTICISM. 
 
SOURCES. 
 
1. Greek: Socrates: Hist. Eccles. lib. iv. cap. 23 sqq. Sozomen: H. E. l. i. c. 12-14; iii. 14; vi. 28-
34. Palladius (first a monk and disciple of the younger Macarius, then bishop of Helenopolis in 
Bithynia, ordained by Chrysostom; 431): Historia Lausiaca (JIstoriva pro Lau’son, a court officer 
under Theodosius II, to whom the work was dedicated), composed about 421, with enthusiastic 
admiration, from personal acquaintance, of the most celebrated contemporaneous ascetics of 
Egypt. Theodoret (457): Historia religiosa, seu ascetica vivendi ratio (filoyeov istopia), 
biographies of thirty Oriental anchorets and monks, for the most part from personal observation. 
Nilus the Elder (an anchoret on Mt. Sinai, about 450): Deuteronomy vita ascetica, Deuteronomy 
exercitatione monastica, Epistolae 355, and other writings. 
 
2. Latin: Rufinus (410): Histor. Eremitica, S. Vitae Patrum. SulpiciusSeverus (about 400): 
Dialogi III. (the first dialogue contains a lively and entertaining account of the Egyptian monks, 
whom he visited; the two others relate to Martin of Tours). Cassianus (432): Institutiones 
coenobiales, and Collationes Patrum (spiritual conversations of eastern monks). 
 
Also the ascetic writings of Athanasius (Vita Antonii), Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, Chrysostom, 
Nilus, Isidore of Pelusium, among the Greek; Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome (his Lives of 
anchorets, and his letters), Cassiodorus, and Gregorythe Great, among the Latin fathers. 
 
LATER LITERATURE. 
 
L. Holstenius (born at Hamburg 1596, a Protest., then a Romanist convert, and librarian of the 
Vatican): Codex regularum monastic., first Rom. 1661; then, enlarged, Par. and Augsb. in 6 vols. 
fol. The older Greek Menologia (mhnologia), and Menaea (mhnaia), and the Latin Calendaria 
and Martyrologia, i.e. church calendars or indices of memorial days (days of the earthly death and 
heavenly birth) of the saints, with short biographical notices for liturgical use. P. 
HerbertRosweyde (Jesuit): Vitae Patrum, sive Historiae Eremiticae, libri x. Antw. 1628. Acta 
Sanctorum, quotquot toto orbe coluntur, Antw. 1643-1786, 53 vols. fol. (begun by the Jesuit 
Bollandus), continued by several scholars of his order, called Bollandists, down to the 11th Oct. 
in the calendar of saints’ days, and resumed in 1845, after long interruption, by Theiner and 
others. D’achery and Mabillon (Benedictines): Acta Sanctorum ordinis S. Benedicti, Par. 1668-
1701, 9 vols. fol. (to 1100). Pet. Helyot (Franciscan): Histoire des ordres monastiques religieux et 
militaires, Par. 1714-’19, 8 vols. 4 to. Alban Butler (R.C.): The Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and 
other principal Saints (arranged according to the Catholic calendar, and completed to the 31st 
Dec.), first 1745; often since (best ed. Lond. 1812-’13) in 12 vols.; another, (Baltimore, 1844, in 4 
vols). Gibbon: Chap. xxxvii. (Origin, Progress, and Effects of Monastic Life; very unfavorable, 
and written in lofty philosophical contempt). Henrion (R.C.): Histoire des ordres religieux, Par. 
1835 (deutsch bearbeitet von S. Fehr, Tub. 1845, 2 vols.). F. v. Biedenfeld: Ursprung u. s. w. 
saemmtlicher Monchsorden im Orient u. Occident, Weimar, 1837, 3 vols. Schmidt (R.C.): Die 
Monchs-, Nonnen-, u. geistlichen Ritterorden nebst Ordensregeln u. Abbildungen., Augsb. 1838, 
sqq. H. H. Milman (Anglican): History of Ancient Christianity, 1844, book iii. ch. 11. H. Ruffner 
(Presbyterian): The Fathers of the Desert, New York, 1850, 2 vols. (full of curious information, in 
popular form). Count de Montalembert (R.C.): Les Moines d’Occident depuis St. Benoit jusqu’a 



St. Bernard, Par. 1860, sqq. (to embrace 6 vols.); transl. into English: The Monks of the West, 
etc., Edinb. and Lond. 1861, in 2 vols. (vol. i. gives the history of monasticism before St. 
Benedict, vol. ii. is mainly devoted to St. Benedict; eloquently eulogistic of, and apologetic for, 
monasticism). Otto Zockler: Kritische Geschichte der Askese. Frankf. a. M. 1863. Comp. also the 
relevant sections of Tillemont, Fleury, Schrockh (vols. v. and viii.), Neander, and Gieseler.  

 



28. Origin of Christian Monasticism. Comparison with other forms of 
Asceticism. 
 
Hospinian: Deuteronomy origine et progressu monachatus, l. vi., Tig. 1588, and enlarged, Genev. 
1669, fol. J. A. Mohler (R.C.): Geschichte des Monchthums in der Zeit seiner Entstehung u. 
ersten Ausbildung, 1836 (in his collected works, Regensb. vol. ii. p. 165 sqq.). Isaac Taylor 
(Independent): Ancient Christianity, Lond. 1844, vol. i. p. 299 sqq. A. Vogel: Ueber das 
Monchthum, Berl. 1858 (in the "Deutsche Zeitschrift fur christl. Wissenschaft," etc.). P. Schaff: 
Ueber den Ursprung und Charakter des Monchthums (in Dorner’s, etc. "Jahrbucher fur deutsche 
Theol.," 1861, p. 555 ff.). J. Cropp: Origenes et causae monachatus. Gott. 1863. 
 
In the beginning of the fourth century monasticism appears in the history of the church, and 
thenceforth occupies a distinguished place. Beginning in Egypt, it spread in an irresistible tide 
over the East and the West, continued to be the chief repository of the Christian life down to the 
times of the Reformation, and still remains in the Greek and Roman churches an indispensable 
institution and the most productive seminary of saints, priests, and missionaries. 
 
With the ascetic tendency in general, monasticism in particular is found by no means only in the 
Christian church, but in other religions, both before and after Christ, especially in the East. It 
proceeds from religious seriousness, enthusiasm, and ambition; from a sense of the vanity of the 
world, and an inclination of noble souls toward solitude, contemplation, and freedom from the 
bonds of the flesh and the temptations of the world; but it gives this tendency an undue 
predominance over the social, practical, and world-reforming spirit of religion. Among the 
Hindoos the ascetic system may be traced back almost to the time of Moses, certainly beyond 
Alexander the Great, who found it there in full force, and substantially with the same 
characteristics which it presents at the present day. {259} Let us consider it a few moments. 
 
The Vedas, portions of which date from the fifteenth century before Christ, the Laws of Menu, 
which were completed before the rise of Buddhism, that is, six or seven centuries before our era, 
and the numerous other sacred books of the Indian religion, enjoin by example and precept entire 
abstraction of thought, seclusion from the world, and a variety of penitential and meritorious acts 
of self-mortification, by which the devotee assumes a proud superiority over the vulgar herd of 
mortals, and is absorbed at last into the divine fountain of all being. The ascetic system is 
essential alike to Brahmanism and Buddhism, the two opposite and yet cognate branches of the 
Indian religion, which in many respects are similarly related to each other as Judaism is to 
Christianity, or also as Romanism to Protestantism. Buddhism is a later reformation of 
Brahmanism; it dates probably from the sixth century before Christ (according to other accounts 
much earlier), and, although subsequently expelled by the Brahmins from Hindostan, it embraces 
more followers than any other heathen religion, since it rules in Farther India, nearly all the 
Indian islands, Japan, Thibet, a great part of China and Central Asia to the borders of Siberia. But 
the two religions start from opposite principles. Brahmanic asceticism {260} proceeds from a 
pantheistic view of the world, the Buddhistic from an atheistic and nihilistic, yet very earnest 
view; the one if; controlled by the idea of the absolute but abstract unity and a feeling of contempt 
of the world, the other by the idea of the absolute but unreal variety and a feeling of deep grief 
over the emptiness and nothingness of all existence; the one is predominantly objective, positive, 
and idealistic, the other more subjective, negative, and realistic; the one aims at an absorption into 
the universal spirit of Brahm, the other consistently at an absorption into nonentity, if it be true 
that Buddhism starts from an atheistic rather than a pantheistic or dualistic basis. 
"Brahmanism"—says a modern writer on the subject {261}—"looks back to the beginning, 



Buddhism to the end; the former loves cosmogony, the latter eschatology. Both reject the existing 
world; the Brahman despises it, because he contrasts it with the higher being of Brahma, the 
Buddhist bewails it because of its unrealness; the former sees God in all, the other emptiness in 
all." Yet as all extremes meet, the abstract all-entity of Brahmanism and the equally abstract non-
entity or vacuity of Buddhism come to the same thing in the end, and may lead to the same 
ascetic practices. The asceticism of Brahmanism takes more the direction of anchoretism, while 
that of Buddhism exists generally in the social form of regular convent life. 
 
The Hindoo monks or gymnosophists (naked philosophers), as the Greeks called them, live in 
woods, caves, on mountains, or rocks, in poverty, celibacy, abstinence, silence: sleeping on straw 
or the bare ground, crawling on the belly, standing all day on tiptoe, exposed to the pouring rain 
or scorching sun with four fires kindled around them, presenting a savage and frightful 
appearance, yet greatly revered by the multitude, especially the women, and performing miracles, 
not unfrequently completing their austerities by suicide on the stake or in the waves of the 
Ganges. Thus they are described by the ancients and by modern travellers. The Buddhist monks 
are less fanatical and extravagant than the Hindoo Yogis and Fakirs. They depend mainly on 
fasting, prayer, psalmody, intense contemplation, and the use of the whip, to keep their rebellious 
flesh in subjection. They have a fully developed system of monasticism in connection with their 
priesthood, and a large number of convents; also nunneries for female devotees. The Buddhist 
monasticism, especially in Thibet, with its vows of celibacy, poverty, and obedience, its common 
meals, readings, and various pious exercises, bears such a remarkable resemblance to that of the 
Roman Catholic church that Roman missionaries thought it could be only explained as a 
diabolical imitation. {262} But the original always precedes the caricature, and the ascetic system 
was completed in India long before the introduction of Christianity, even if we should trace this 
back to St. Bartholomew and St. Thomas. 
 
The Hellenic heathenism was less serious and contemplative, indeed, than the Oriental; yet the 
Pythagoreans were a kind of monastic society, and the Platonic view of matter and of body not 
only lies at the bottom of the Gnostic and Manichaean asceticism, but had much to do also with 
the ethics of Origen and the Alexandrian School. 
 
Judaism, apart from the ancient Nazarites, {263} had its Essenes in Palestine {264} and its 
Therapeutae in Egypt; {265} though these betray the intrusion of foreign elements into the 
Mosaic religion, and so find no mention in the New Testament. 
 
Lastly, Mohammedanism, though in mere imitation of Christian and pagan examples, has, as is 
well known, its dervises and its cloisters. {266} 
 
Now were these earlier phenomena the source, or only analogies, of the Christian monasticism? 
That a multitude of foreign usages and rites made their way into the church in the age of 
Constantine, is undeniable. Hence many have held, that monasticism also came from heathenism, 
and was an apostasy from apostolic Christianity, which Paul had plainly foretold in the Pastoral 
Epistles. {267} But such a view can hardly be reconciled with the great place of this phenomenon 
in history; and would, furthermore, involve the entire ancient church, with its greatest and best 
representatives both east and west, its Athanasius, its Chrysostom, its Jerome, its Augustine, in 
the predicted apostasy from the faith. And no one will now hold, that these men, who all admired 
and commended the monastic life, were antichristian errorists, and that the few and almost 
exclusively negative opponents of that asceticism, as Jovinian, Helvidius, and Vigilantius, were 
the sole representatives of pure Christianity in the Nicene and next following age. 
 



In this whole matter we must carefully distinguish two forms of asceticism, antagonistic and 
irreconcilable in spirit and principle, though similar in form: the Gnostic dualistic, and the 
Catholic. The former of these did certainly come from heathenism; but the latter sprang 
independently from the Christian spirit of self-denial and longing for moral perfection, and, in 
spite of all its excrescences, has fulfilled an important mission in the history of the church. 
 
The pagan monachism, the pseudo-Jewish, the heretical Christian, above all the Gnostic and 
Manichaean, is based on in irreconcilable metaphysical dualism between mind and matter; the 
Catholic Christian Monachism arises from the moral conflict between the spirit and the flesh. The 
former is prompted throughout by spiritual pride and selfishness; the latter, by humility and love 
to God and man. The false asceticism aims at annihilation of the body and pantheistic absorption 
of the human being in the divine; the Christian strives after the glorification of the body and 
personal fellowship with the living God in Christ. And the effects of the two are equally different. 
Though it is also unquestionable, that, notwithstanding this difference of principle, and despite 
the condemnation of Gnosticism and Manichaeism, the heathen dualism exerted a powerful 
influence on the Catholic asceticism and its view of the world, particularly upon anchoretism and 
monasticism in the East, and has been fully overcome only in evangelical Protestantism. The 
precise degree of this influence, and the exact proportion of Christian and heathen ingredients in 
the early monachism of the church, were an interesting subject of special investigation. 
 
The germs of the Christian monasticism may be traced as far back as the middle of the second 
century, and in fact faintly even in the anxious ascetic practices of some of the Jewish Christians 
in the apostolic age. This asceticism, particularly fasting and celibacy, was commended more or 
less distinctly by the most eminent ante-Nicene fathers, and was practised, at least partially, by a 
particular class of Christians (by Origen even to the unnatural extreme of self-emasculation). 
{268} So early as the Decian persecution, about the year 250, we meet also the first instances of 
the flight of ascetics or Christian philosophers into the wilderness; though rather in exceptional 
cases, and by way of escape from personal danger. So long as the church herself was a child of 
the desert, and stood in abrupt opposition to the persecuting world, the ascetics of both sexes 
usually lived near the congregations or in the midst of them, often even in the families, seeking 
there to realize the ideal of Christian perfection. But when, under Constantine, the mass of the 
population of the empire became nominally Christian, they felt, that in this world-church, 
especially in such cities as Alexandria, Antioch, and Constantinople, they were not at home, and 
voluntarily retired into waste and desolate places and mountain clefts, there to work out the 
salvation of their souls undisturbed. 
 
Thus far monachism is a reaction against the secularizing state-church system and the decay of 
discipline, and an earnest, well-meant, though mistaken effort to save the virginal purity of the 
Christian church by transplanting it in the wilderness. The moral corruption of the Roman empire, 
which had the appearance of Christianity, but was essentially heathen in the whole framework of 
society, the oppressiveness of taxes {269} the extremes of despotism and slavery, of extravagant 
luxury and hopeless poverty, the repletion of all classes, the decay of all productive energy in 
science and art, and the threatening incursions of barbarians on the frontiers—all favored the 
inclination toward solitude in just the most earnest minds. 
 
At the same time, however, monasticism afforded also a compensation for martyrdom, which 
ceased with the Christianization of the state, and thus gave place to a voluntary martyrdom, a 
gradual self-destruction, a sort of religious suicide. In the burning deserts and awful caverns of 
Egypt and Syria, amidst the pains of self-torture, the mortification of natural desires, and 
relentless battles with hellish monsters, the ascetics now sought to win the crown of heavenly 



glory, which their predecessors in the times of persecution had more quickly and easily gained by 
a bloody death. 
 
The native land of the monastic life was Egypt, the land where Oriental and Grecian literature, 
philosophy, and religion, Christian orthodoxy and Gnostic heresy, met both in friendship and in 
hostility. Monasticism was favored and promoted here by climate and geographic features, by the 
oasis-like seclusion of the country, by the bold contrast of barren deserts with the fertile valley of 
the Nile, by the superstition, the contemplative turn, and the passive endurance of the national 
character, by the example of the Therapeutae, and by the moral principles of the Alexandrian 
fathers; especially by Origen’s theory of a higher and lower morality and of the merit of voluntary 
poverty and celibacy. Aelian says of the Egyptians, that they bear the most exquisite torture 
without a murmur, and would rather be tormented to death than compromise truth. Such natures, 
once seized with religious enthusiasm, were eminently qualified for saints of the desert. 
 
{259} Comp. the occasional notices of the Indian gymnosophists in Strabo (lib. xv. cap. 1, after 
accounts from the time of Alexander the Great), Arrian (Exped. Alex. l. vii. c. 1-3, and Hist. Ind. 
c. 11), Plinius (Hist Nat. vii. 2), Diodorus Siculus (lib. ii.), Plutarch (Alex. 64), Porphyry (De 
abstinent. l. iv.), Lucian (Fugit. 7), Clemens Alex. (Strom. l. i. and iii.), and Augustine (De Civit. 
Dei, l. xiv. c. 17: "Per opacas Indiae solitudines, quum quidam nudi philosophentur, unde 
gymnosophistae nominantur; adhibent tamen genitalibus tegmina, quibus per caetera membrorum 
carent;" and l. xv. 20, where he denies all merit to their celibacy, because it is not "secundum 
fidem summi boni, qui est Deus"). With these ancient representations agree the narratives of Fon 
Koueki (about 400, translated by M. A. Remusat, Par. 1836), Marco Polo (1280), Bernier (1670), 
Hamilton (1700), Papi, Niebuhr, Orlich, Sonnerat, and others. 
 
{260} The Indian word for it is tapas, i.e. the burning out, or the extinction of the individual being 
and its absorption into the essence of Brahma. 
 
{261} Ad. Wuttke, in his able and instructive work: Das Geistesleben der Chinesen, Japaner, und 
Indier (second part of his History of Heathenism), 1853, p. 593. 
 
{262} See the older accounts of Catholic missionaries to Thibet, in Pinkerton’s Collection of 
Voyages and Travels, vol. vii., and also the recent work of Huc, a French missionary priest of the 
congregation of St. Lazare: Souvenirs d’un Voyage dans la Tartarie, le Thibet, et la Chine, 
pendant les annees 1844-1846. Comp. also on the whole subject the two works of R. S. Hardy: 
"Eastern Monachism" and "A Manual of Buddhism in its modern development, translated from 
Singalese MSS." Lond. 1850. The striking affinity between Buddhism and Romanism extends, by 
the way, beyond monkery and convent life to the heirarchical organization, with the Grand Lama 
for pope, and to the worship, with its ceremonies, feasts, processions, pilgrimages, confessional, a 
kind of mass, prayers for the dead, extreme unction, &c. The view is certainly at least plausible, 
to which the great geographer Carl Ritter (Erdkunde, ii. p. 283-299, 2d ed.) has given the weight 
of his name, that the Lamaists in Thibet borrowed their religious forms and ceremonies in part 
from the Nestorian missionaries. But this view is a mere hypothesis, and is rendered improbable 
by the fact, that Buddhism in Cochin China, Tonquin, and Japan, where no Nestorian 
missionaries ever were, shows the same striking resemblance to Romanism as the Lamaism of 
Thibet, Tartary, and North China. Respecting the singular tradition of Prester John, or the 
Christian priest-king in Eastern Asia, which arose about the eleventh century, and respecting the 
Nestorian missions, see Ritter, l. c. 
 
{263} Comp. Numbers 6:1-21. 
 



{264} Comp. the remarkable description of these Jewish monks by the elder Pliny, Hist. Natur. v. 
15: "Gens sola, et in toto orbe praeter caeteros mira, sine ulla femina, omni venere abdicata, sine 
pecunia, socia palmarum. Ita per seculorum millia (incredibile dictu) gens aeterna est in qua nemo 
nascitur. Tam foecunda illis aliorum vitae penitentia est." 
 
{265} Eusebius, H. E. ii. 17, erroneously takes them for Christians. 
 
{266} H. Ruffner, l. c. vol. i. ch. ii.-ix., gives an extended description of these extra-Christian 
forms of monasticism, and derives the Christian from them, especially from the Buddhist. 
 
{267} So even Calvin, who, in his commentary on 1 Timothy 4:3, refers Paul’s prophecy of the 
ascetic apostasy primarily to the Encratites, Gnostics, Montanists, and Manichaeans, but extends 
it also to the Papists, "quando coelibatum et ciborum abstinentiam severius urgent quam ullum 
Dei praeceptum." So, recently, Ruffner, and especially Is. Taylor, who, in his "Ancient 
Christianity," vol. i. p. 299 sqq., has a special chapter on The Predicted Ascetic Apostasy. The 
best modern interpreters, however, are agreed, that the apostle has the heretical Gnostic dualistic 
asceticism in his eye, which forbade marriage and certain meats as intrinsically impure; whereas 
the Roman and Greek churches make marriage a sacrament, only subordinate it to celibacy, and 
limit the prohibition of it to priests and monks. The application of 1 Timothy 4:1-3 to the Catholic 
church is, therefore, admissible at most only in a partial and indirect way. 
 
{268} Comp. vol. i. 94-97. 
 
{269} Lactantius says it was necessary to buy even the liberty of breathing, and according to 
Zosimus (Hist. ii. 38) the fathers prostituted their daughters to have means to pay their tax.  

 



29. Development of Monasticism. 
 
In the historical development of the monastic institution we must distinguish four stages. The first 
three were completed in the fourth century; the remaining one reached maturity in the Latin 
church of the middle age. 
 
The first stage is an ascetic life as yet not organized nor separated from the church. It comes 
down from the ante-Nicene age, and has been already noticed. It now took the form, for the most 
part, of either hermit or coenobite life, but continued in the church itself, especially among the 
clergy, who might be called half monks. 
 
The second stage is hermit life or anchoretism. {270} It arose in the beginning of the fourth 
century, gave asceticism a fixed and permanent shape, and pushed it to even external separation 
from the world. It took the prophets Elijah and John the Baptist for its models, and went beyond 
them. Not content with partial and temporary retirement from common life, which may be united 
with social intercourse and useful labors, the consistent anchoret secludes himself from all 
society, even from kindred ascetics, and comes only exceptionally into contact with human 
affairs, either to receive the visits of admirers of every class, especially of the sick and the needy 
(which were very frequent in the case of the more celebrated monks), or to appear in the cities on 
some extraordinary occasion, as a spirit from another world. His clothing is a hair shirt and a wild 
beast’s skin; his food, bread and salt; his dwelling, a cave; his employment, prayer, affliction of 
the body, and conflict with satanic powers and wild images of fancy. This mode of life was 
founded by Paul of Thebes and St. Anthony, and came to perfection in the East. It was too 
eccentric and unpractical for the West, and hence less frequent there, especially in the rougher 
climates. To the female sex it was entirely unsuited. There was a class of hermits, the Sarabaites 
in Egypt, and the Rhemoboths in Syria, who lived in bands of at least two or three together; but 
their quarrelsomeness, occasional intemperance, and opposition to the clergy, brought them into 
ill repute. 
 
The third step in the progress of the monastic life brings us to coenobitism or cloister life, 
monasticism in the ordinary sense of the word. {271} It originated likewise in Egypt, from the 
example of the Essenes and Therapeutae, and was carried by St. Pachomius to the East, and 
afterward by St. Benedict to the West. Both these ascetics, like the most celebrated order-
founders of later days, were originally hermits. Cloister life is a regular organization of the ascetic 
life on a social basis. It recognizes, at least in a measure, the social element of human nature, and 
represents it in a narrower sphere secluded from the larger world. As hermit life often led to 
cloister life, so the cloister life was not only a refuge for the spirit weary of the world, but also in 
many ways a school for practical life in the church. It formed the transition from isolated to social 
Christianity. It consists in an association of a number of anchorets of the same sex for mutual 
advancement in ascetic holiness. The coenobites live, somewhat according to the laws of 
civilization, under one roof, and under a superintendent or abbot. {272} They divide their time 
between common devotions and manual labor, and devote their surplus provisions to charity; 
except the mendicant monks, who themselves live by alms. In this modified form monasticism 
became available to the female sex, to which the solitary desert life was utterly impracticable; and 
with the cloisters of monks, there appear at once cloisters also of nuns. {273} Between the 
anchorets and the coenobites no little jealousy reigned; the former charging the latter with ease 
and conformity to the world; the latter accusing the former of selfishness and misanthropy. The 
most eminent church teachers generally prefer the cloister life. But the hermits, though their 
numbers diminished, never became extinct. Many a monk was a hermit first, and then a 
coenobite; and many a coenobite turned to a hermit. 



 
The same social impulse, finally, which produced monastic congregations, led afterward to 
monastic orders, unions of a number of cloisters under one rule and a common government. In 
this fourth and last stage monasticism has done most for the diffusion of Christianity and the 
advancement of learning, {274} has fulfilled its practical mission in the Roman Catholic church, 
and still wields a mighty influence there. At the same time it became in some sense the cradle of 
the German reformation. Luther belonged to the order of St. Augustine, and the monastic 
discipline of Erfurt was to him a preparation for evangelical freedom, as the Mosaic law was to 
Paul a schoolmaster to lead to Christ. And for this very reason Protestantism is the end of the 
monastic life. 
 
{270} From anacwrew, to retire (from human society), anacwrhthv, erhmithv (from erhmia, 
a desert). The word monacov (from monov, alone, and monazein, to live alone), monachus 
(whence monk), also points originally to solitary, hermit life, but is commonly synonymous with 
coenobite or friar. 
 
{271} koinobion, coenobium; from koinov biov, vita communis; then the congregation of 
monks; sometimes also used for the building. In the same sense mavndra, stable, fold, and 
monasthrion, claustrum (whence cloister). Also laurai, laurae (literally, streets), that is cells, 
of which usually a number were built not far apart, so as to form a hamlet. Hence this term is 
often used in the same sense as monasterium. The singular, laura, however, answers to the 
anchoret life. On this nomenclature of monasticism comp. Du Cange, in the Glossarium mediae et 
infimae Latinitatis, under the respective words. 
 
{272} hgoumenov, arcemandrithv, abbav, i.e. father, hence abbot. A female superintendent 
was called in Syriac amma, mother, abbess. 
 
{273} From nonna, i.e. casta, chaste, holy. The word is probably of Coptic origin, and occurs as 
early as in Jerome. The masculine nonnuv, monk, appears frequently in the middle age. Comp. 
the examples in Du Cange, s. v. 
 
{274} Hence Middleton says, not without reason: "By all which I have ever read of the old, and 
have seen of the modern monks, I take the preference to be clearly due to the last, as having a 
more regular discipline, more good learning, and less superstition among them than the first."  

 



30. Nature and Aim of Monasticism. 
 
Monasticism was from the first distinguished as the contemplative life from the practical. {275} It 
passed with the ancient church for the true, the divine, or Christian philosophy, {276} an 
unworldly purely apostolic, angelic life. {277} It rests upon an earnest view of life; upon the 
instinctive struggle after perfect dominion of the spirit over the flesh, reason over sense, the 
supernatural over the natural, after the highest grade of holiness and an undisturbed communion 
of the soul with God; but also upon a morbid depreciation of the body, the family, the state, and 
the divinely established social order of the world. It recognizes the world, indeed, as a creature of 
God, and the family and property as divine institutions, in opposition to the Gnostic Manichaean 
asceticism, which ascribes matter as such to an evil principle. But it makes a distinction between 
two grades of morality: a common and lower grade, democratic, so to speak, which moves in the 
natural ordinances of God; and a higher, extraordinary, aristocratic grade, which lies beyond them 
and is attended with special merit. It places the great problem of Christianity not in the 
transformation, but in the abandonment, of the world. It is an extreme unworldliness, over against 
the worldliness of the mass of the visible church in union with the state. It demands entire 
renunciation, not only of sin, but also of property and of marriage, which are lawful in 
themselves, ordained by God himself, and indispensable to the continuance and welfare of the 
human race. The poverty of the individual, however, does not exclude the possession of common 
property; and it is well known, that some monastic orders, especially the Benedictines, have in 
course of time grown very rich. The coenobite institution requires also absolute obedience to the 
will of the superior, as the visible representative of Christ. As obedience to orders and sacrifice of 
self is the first duty of the soldier, and the condition of military success and renown, so also in 
this spiritual army in its war against the flesh, the world, and the devil, monks are not allowed to 
have a will of their own. To them may be applied the lines of Tennyson: {278} 
 
Theirs not to reason why, 
 
Theirs not to make reply, 
 
Theirs but to do and die. 
 
Voluntary poverty, voluntary celibacy, and absolute obedience form the three monastic vows, as 
they are called, and are supposed to constitute a higher virtue and to secure a higher reward in 
heaven. 
 
But this threefold self-denial is only the negative side of the matter, and a means to an end. It 
places man beyond the reach of the temptations connected with earthly possessions, married life, 
and independent will, and facilitates his progress toward heaven. The positive aspect of 
monasticism is unreserved surrender of the whole man, with all his time and strength, to God; 
though, as we have said, not within, but without the sphere of society and the order of nature. 
This devoted life is employed in continual prayer, meditation, fasting, and castigation of the body. 
Some votaries went so far as to reject all bodily employment, for its interference with devotion. 
But in general a moderate union of spiritual exercises with scientific studies or with such manual 
labor as agriculture, basket making, weaving, for their own living and the support of the poor, 
was held not only lawful but wholesome for monks. It was a proverb, that a laborious monk was 
beset by only one devil; an idle one, by a legion. 
 
With all the austerities and rigors of asceticism, the monastic life had its spiritual joys and 
irresistible charms for noble, contemplative, and heaven-aspiring souls, who fled from the turmoil 



and vain show of the city as a prison, and turned the solitude into a paradise of freedom and sweet 
communion with God and his saints; while to others the same solitude became a fruitful nursery 
of idleness, despondency, and the most perilous temptations and ultimate ruin. {279} 
 
{275} biov yewrhtikov, and biov praktikov, according to Gregory Nazianzen and others. 
Throughout the middle age the distinction between the vita contemplativa and the vita activa was 
illustrated by the two sisters of Lazarus, Luke 10:38-42. 
 
{276} h kata yeon or criston filosofia, h uqhlh filov., i.e. in the sense of the ancients, 
not so much a speculative system, as a mode of life under a particular rule. So in the 
Pythagoreans, Stoics, Cynics, and Neo-Platonists. Ascetic and philosopher are the same. 
 
{277} apostolikov biov, o twn aggelwn biov, vita angelica after an unwarranted application 
of Christ’s word respecting the sexless life of the angels, Matthew 22:30, which is not presented 
here as a model for imitation, but only mentioned as an argument against the Sadducees. 
 
{278} ln his famous battle poem: "The Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaclava," first ed. 1854. 
 
{279} Comp. the truthful remark of Yves de Chartres, of the twelfth century, Ep. 192 (quoted by 
Montalembert): "Non beatum faciunt hominem secreta sylvarum, cacumina montium, si secum 
non habet solitudinem mentis, sabbatum cordis, tranquillitatem conscientiae, ascensiones in 
corde, sine quibus omnem solitudinem comitantur mentis acedia, curiositas, vana gloria, 
periculosae tentationum procellae."  

 



31. Monasticism and the Bible. 
 
Monasticism, therefore, claims to be the highest and purest form of Christian piety and virtue, and 
the surest way to heaven. Then, we should think, it must be preaminently commended in the 
Bible, and actually exhibited in the life of Christ and the apostles. But just in this biblical support 
it falls short. 
 
The advocates of it uniformly refer first to the examples of Elijah, Elisha, and John the Baptist; 
{280} but these stand upon the legal level of the Old Testament, and are to be looked upon as 
extraordinary personages of an extraordinary age; and though they may be regarded as types of a 
partial anchoretism (not of cloister life), still they are nowhere commended to our imitation in this 
particular, but rather in their influence upon the world. 
 
The next appeal is to a few isolated passages of the New Testament, which do not, indeed, in their 
literal sense require the renunciation of property and marriage, yet seem to recommend it as a 
special, exceptional form of piety for those Christians who strive after higher perfection. {281} 
 
Finally, as respects the spirit of the monastic life, reference is sometimes made even to the 
poverty of Christ and his apostles, to the silent, contemplative Mary, in contrast with the busy, 
practical Martha, and to the voluntary community of goods in the first Christian church in 
Jerusalem. 
 
But this monastic interpretation of primitive Christianity mistakes a few incidental points of 
outward resemblance for essential identity, measures the spirit of Christianity by some isolated 
passages, instead of explaining the latter from the former, and is upon the whole a miserable 
emaciation and caricature. The gospel makes upon all men virtually the same moral demand, and 
knows no distinction of a religion for the masses and another for the few. 
 
Jesus, the model for all believers, was neither a coenobite, nor an anchoret, nor an ascetic of any 
kind, but the perfect pattern man for universal imitation. There is not a trace of monkish austerity 
and ascetic rigor in his life or precepts, but in all his acts and words a wonderful harmony of 
freedom and purity, of the most comprehensive charity and spotless holiness. He retired to the 
mountains and into solitude, but only temporarily, and for the purpose of renewing his strength 
for active work. Amidst the society of his disciples, of both sexes, with kindred and friends, in 
Cana and Bethany, at the table of publicans and sinners, and in intercourse with all classes of the 
people, he kept himself unspotted from the world, and transfigured the world into the kingdom of 
God. His poverty and celibacy have nothing to do with asceticism, but represent, the one the 
condescension of his redeeming love, the other his ideal uniqueness and his absolutely peculiar 
relation to the whole church, which alone is fit or worthy to be his bride. No single daughter of 
Eve could have been an equal partner of the Saviour of mankind, or the representative head of the 
new creation. 
 
The example of the sister of Lazarus proves only, that the contemplative life may dwell in the 
same house with the practical, and with the other sex, but justifies no separation from the social 
ties. 
 
The life of the apostles and primitive Christians in general was anything but a hermit life; else 
had not the gospel spread so quickly to all the cities of the Roman world. Peter was married, and 
travelled with his wife as a missionary. Paul assumes one marriage of the clergy as the rule, and 
notwithstanding his personal and relative preference for celibacy in the then oppressed condition 



of the church, he is the most zealous advocate of evangelical freedom, in opposition to all legal 
bondage and anxious asceticism. 
 
Monasticism, therefore, in any case, is not the normal form of Christian piety. It is an abnormal 
phenomenon, a humanly devised service of God, {282} and not rarely a sad enervation and 
repulsive distortion of the Christianity of the Bible. And it is to be estimated, therefore, not by the 
extent of its self-denial, not by its outward acts of self-discipline (which may all be found in 
heathenism, Judaism, and Mohammedanism as well), but by the Christian spirit of humility and 
love which animated it. For humility is the groundwork, and love the all-ruling principle, of the 
Christian life, and the distinctive characteristic of the Christian religion. Without love to God and 
charity to man, the severest self-punishment and the utmost abandonment of the world are 
worthless before God. {283} 
 
{280} So Jerome, Ep. 49 (ed. Ben.), ad Paulinum, where he adduces, besides Elijah and John, 
Isaiah also and the sons of the prophets, as the fathers of monasticism; and in his Vita Pauli, 
where, however, he more correctly designates Paul of Thebes and Anthony as the first hermits, 
properly so called, in distinction from the prophets. Comp. also Sozomen: H. E., 1. i. c. 12: 
tauthv de thv aristhv filosofiav hrxato, wv tinev legousin, hliav ov profhthv kai 
iwannhv ov baptisthv. This appeal to the example of Elijah and John the Baptist has become 
traditional with Catholic writers on the subject. Alban Butler says, under Jan. 15, in the life of 
Paul of Thebes: "Elias and John the Baptist sanctified the deserts, and Jesus Christ himself was a 
model of the eremitical state during his forty days’ fast in the wilderness; neither is it to be 
questioned but the Holy Ghost conducted the saint of this day (Paul of Thebes) into the desert, 
and was to him an instructor there." 
 
{281} Hence called consilia evangelica, in distinction from mandata divina; after 1 Corinthians 
7:25, where Paul does certainly make a similar distinction. The consilium and votum paupertatis 
is based on Matthew 19:21; the votum castitatis, on 1 Corinthians 7:8,25,38-40. For the votum 
obedientiae no particular text is quoted. The theory appears substantially as early as in Origen, 
and was in him not merely a personal opinion, but the reflex of a very widely spread practice. 
Comp. vol. i. 94 and 95. 
 
{282} Comp. Colossians 2:16-23. 
 
{283} Comp. 1 Corinthians 13:1-3. Comp. p. 168 sq.  

 



32. Lights and Shades of Monastic Life. 
 
The contrast between pure and normal Bible-Christianity and abnormal Monastic Christianity, 
will appear more fully if we enter into a close examination of the latter as it actually appeared in 
the ancient church. 
 
The extraordinary rapidity with which this world-forsaking form of piety spread, bears witness to 
a high degree of self-denying moral earnestness, which even in its mistakes and vagrancies we 
must admire. Our age, accustomed and wedded to all possible comforts, but far in advance of the 
Nicene age in respect to the average morality of the masses, could beget no such ascetic extremes. 
In our estimate of the diffusion and value of monasticism, the polluting power of the theatre, 
oppressive taxation, slavery, the multitude of civil wars, and the hopeless condition of the Roman 
empire, must all come into view. Nor must we, by any means, measure the moral importance of 
this phenomenon by numbers. Monasticism from the beginning attracted persons of opposite 
character and from opposite motives. Moral earnestness and religious enthusiasm were 
accompanied here, as formerly in martyrdom, though even in larger measure than there, with all 
kinds of sinister motives; indolence, discontent, weariness of life, misanthropy, ambition for 
spiritual distinction, and every sort of misfortune or accidental circumstance. Palladius, to 
mention but one illustrious example, tells of Paul the Simple, {284} that, from indignation against 
his wife, whom he detected in an act of infidelity, he hastened, with the current oath of that day, 
"in the name of Jesus," {285} into the wilderness; and immediately, though now sixty years old, 
under the direction of Anthony, he became a very model monk, and attained an astonishing 
degree of humility, simplicity, and perfect submission of will. 
 
In view of these different motives we need not be surprised that the moral character of the monks 
varied greatly, and presents opposite extremes. Augustine says he found among the monks and 
nuns the best and the worst of mankind. 
 
Looking more closely, in the first place, at anchoretism, we meet in its history unquestionably 
many a heroic character, who attained an incredible mastery over his sensual nature, and, like the 
Old Testament prophets and John the Baptist, by their mere appearance and their occasional 
preaching, made an overwhelming impression on his contemporaries, even among the heathen. 
St. Anthony’s visit to Alexandria was to the gazing multitude like the visit of a messenger from 
the other world, and resulted in many conversions. His emaciated face, the glare of his eye, his 
spectral yet venerable form, his contempt of the world, and his few aphoristic sentences told more 
powerfully on that age and people than a most elaborate sermon. St. Symeon, standing on a 
column from year to year, fasting, praying, and exhorting the visitors to repentance, was to his 
generation a standing miracle and a sign that pointed them to heaven. Sometimes, in seasons of 
public calamity, such hermits saved whole cities and provinces from the imperial wrath, by their 
effectual intercessions. When Theodosius, in 387, was about to destroy Antioch for a sedition, the 
hermit Macedonius met the two imperial commissaries, who reverently dismounted and kissed 
his hands and feet; he reminded them and the emperor of their own weakness, set before them the 
value of men as immortal images of God, in comparison with the perishable statues of the 
emperor, and thus saved the city from demolition. {286} The heroism of the anchoretic life, in the 
voluntary renunciation of lawful pleasures and the patient endurance of self-inflicted pains, is 
worthy of admiration in its way, and not rarely almost incredible. 
 
But this moral heroism—and these are the weak points of it—oversteps not only the present 
standard of Christianity, but all sound measure; it has no support either in the theory or the 
practice of Christ and the apostolic church; and it has far more resemblance to heathen than to 



biblical precedents. Many of the most eminent saints of the desert differ only in their Christian 
confession, and in some Bible phrases learnt by rote, from Buddhist fakirs and Mohammedan 
dervises. Their highest virtuousness consisted in bodily exercises of their own devising, which, 
without love, at best profit nothing at all, very often only gratify spiritual vanity, and entirely 
obscure the gospel way of salvation. 
 
To illustrate this by a few examples, we may choose any of the most celebrated eastern anchorets 
of the fourth and fifth centuries, as reported by the most credible contemporaries. 
 
The holy Scriptures instruct us to pray and to labor; and to pray not only mechanically with the 
lips, as the heathen do, but with all the heart. But Paul the Simple said daily three hundred 
prayers, counting them with pebbles, which he carried in his bosom (a sort of rosary); when he 
heard of a virgin who prayed seven hundred times a day, he was troubled, and told his distress to 
Macarius, who well answered him: "Either thou prayest not with thy heart, if thy conscience 
reproves thee, or thou couldst pray oftener. I have for six years prayed only a hundred times a 
day, without being obliged to condemn myself for neglect." Christ ate and drank like other men, 
expressly distinguishing himself thereby from John, the representative of the old covenant; and 
Paul recommends to us to use the gifts of God temperately, with cheerful and childlike gratitude. 
{287} But the renowned anchoret and presbyter Isidore of Alexandria (whom Athanasius 
ordained) touched no meat, never ate enough, and, as Palladius relates, often burst into tears at 
table for shame, that he, who was destined to eat angels’ food in paradise, should have to eat 
material stuff like the irrational brutes. Macarius the elder, or the Great, for a long time ate only 
once a week, and slept standing and leaning on a staff. The equally celebrated younger Macarius 
lived three years on four or five ounces of bread a day, and seven years on raw herbs and pulse. 
Ptolemy spent three years alone in an unwatered desert, and quenched his thirst with the dew, 
which he collected in December and January, and preserved in earthen vessels; but he fell at last 
into skepticism, madness, and debauchery. {288} Sozomen tells of a certain Batthaeus, that by 
reason of his extreme abstinence, worms crawled out of his teeth; of Alas, that to his eightieth 
year he never ate bread; of Heliodorus, that he spent many nights without sleep, and fasted 
without interruption seven days. {289} Symeon, a Christian Diogenes, spent six and thirty years 
praying, fasting, and preaching, on the top of a pillar thirty or forty feet high, ate only once a 
week, and in fast times not at all. Such heroism of abstinence was possible, however, only in the 
torrid climate of the East, and is not to be met with in the West. 
 
Anchoretism almost always carries a certain cynic roughness and coarseness, which, indeed, in 
the light of that age, may be leniently judged, but certainly have no affinity with the morality of 
the Bible, and offend not only good taste, but all sound moral feeling. The ascetic holiness, at 
least according to the Egyptian idea, is incompatible with cleanliness and decency, and delights in 
filth. It reverses the maxim of sound evangelical morality and modern Christian civilization, that 
cleanliness is next to godliness. Saints Anthony and Hilarion, as their admirers, Athanasius the 
Great and Jerome the Learned, tell us, scorned to comb or cut their hair (save once a year, at 
Easter), or to wash their hands or feet. Other hermits went almost naked in the wilderness, like the 
Indian gymnosophists. {290} The younger Macarius, according to the account of his disciple 
Palladius, once lay six months naked in the morass of the Scetic desert, and thus exposed himself 
to the incessant attacks of the gnats of Africa, "whose sting can pierce even the hide of a wild 
boar." He wished to punish himself for his arbitrary revenge on a gnat, and was there so badly 
stung by gnats and wasps, that he was thought to be smitten with leprosy, and was recognized 
only by his voice. {291} St. Symeon the Stylite, according to Theodoret, suffered himself to be 
incessantly tormented for a long time by twenty enormous bugs, and concealed an abscess full of 
worms, to exercise himself in patience and meekness. In Mesopotamia there was a peculiar class 
of anchorets, who lived on grass, spending the greater part of the day in prayer and singing, and 



then turning out like beasts upon the mountain. {292} Theodoret relates of the much lauded 
Akepsismas, in Cyprus, that he spent sixty years in the same cell, without seeing or speaking to 
any one, and looked so wild and shaggy, that he was once actually taken for a wolf by a shepherd, 
who assailed him with stones, till he discovered his error, and then worshipped the hermit as a 
saint. {293} It was but a step from this kind of moral sublimity to beastly degradation. Many of 
these saints were no more than low sluggards or gloomy misanthropes, who would rather 
company with wild beasts, with lions, wolves, and hyenas, than with immortal men, and above all 
shunned the face of a woman more carefully than they did the devil. Sulpitius Severus saw an 
anchoret in the Thebaid, who daily shared his evening meal with a female wolf; and upon her 
discontinuing her visits for some days by way of penance for a theft she had committed, he 
besought her to come again, and comforted her with a double portion of bread. {294} The same 
writer tells of a hermit who lived fifty years secluded from all human society, in the clefts of 
Mount Sinai, entirely destitute of clothing, and all overgrown with thick hair, avoiding every 
visitor, because, as he said, intercourse with men interrupted the visits of the angels; whence 
arose the report that he held intercourse with angels. {295} 
 
It is no recommendation to these ascetic eccentricities that while they are without Scripture 
authority, they are fully equalled and even surpassed by the strange modes of self-torture 
practised by ancient and modern Hindoo devotees, for the supposed benefit of their souls and the 
gratification of their vanity in the presence of admiring spectators. Some bury themselves—we 
are told by ancient and modern travellers—in pits with only small breathing holes at the top, 
while others disdaining to touch the vile earth, live in iron cages suspended from trees. Some 
wear heavy iron collars or fetters, or drag a heavy chain fastened by one end round their privy 
parts, to give ostentatious proof of their chastity. Others keep their fists hard shut, until their 
finger nails grow through the palms of their hands. Some stand perpetually on one leg; others 
keep their faces turned over one shoulder, until they cannot turn them back again. Some lie on 
wooden beds, bristling all over with iron spikes; others are fastened for life to the trunk of a tree 
by a chain. Some suspend themselves for half an hour at a time, feet uppermost, or with a hook 
thrust through their naked back, over a hot fire. Alexander von Humboldt, at Astracan, where 
some Hindoos had settled, found a Yogi in the vestibule of the temple naked, shrivelled up, and 
overgrown with hair like a wild beast, who in this position had withstood for twenty years the 
severe winters of that climate. A Jesuit missionary describes one of the class called Tapasonias, 
that he had his body enclosed in an iron cage, with his head and feet outside, so that he could 
walk, but neither sit nor lie down; at night his pious attendants attached a hundred lighted lamps 
to the outside of the cage, so that their master could exhibit himself walking as the mock light of 
the world. {296} 
 
In general, the hermit life confounds the fleeing from the outward world with the mortification of 
the inward world of the corrupt heart. It mistakes the duty of love; not rarely, under its mask of 
humility and the utmost self-denial, cherishes spiritual pride and jealousy; and exposes itself to all 
the dangers of solitude, even to savage barbarism, beastly grossness, or despair and suicide. 
Anthony, the father of anchorets, well understood this, and warned his followers against 
overvaluing solitude, reminding them of the proverb of the Preacher, iv. 10: "Woe to him that is 
alone when he falleth; for he hath not another to help him up." 
 
The cloister life was less exposed to these errors. It approached the life of society and civilization. 
Yet, on the other hand, it produced no such heroic phenomena, and had dangers peculiar to itself. 
Chrysostom gives us the bright side of it from his own experience. "Before the rising of the sun," 
says he of the monks of Antioch, "they rise, hale and sober, sing as with one mouth hymns to the 
praise of God, then bow the knee in prayer, under the direction of the abbot, read the holy 
Scriptures, and go to their labors; pray again at nine, twelve, and three o’clock; after a good day’s 



work, enjoy a simple meal of bread and salt, perhaps with oil, and sometimes with pulse; sing a 
thanksgiving hymn, and lay themselves on their pallets of straw without care, grief, or murmur. 
When one dies, they say: ‘He is perfected;’ and all pray God for a like end, that they also may 
come to the eternal sabbath-rest and to the vision of Christ." Men like Chrysostom, Basil, 
Gregory, Jerome, Nilus, and Isidore, united theological studies with the ascetic exercises of 
solitude, and thus gained a copious knowledge of Scripture and a large spiritual experience. 
 
But most of the monks either could not even read, or had too little intellectual culture to devote 
themselves with advantage to contemplation and study, and only brooded over gloomy feelings, 
or sank, in spite of the unsensual tendency of the ascetic principle, into the coarsest 
anthropomorphism and image worship. When the religious enthusiasm faltered or ceased, the 
cloister life, like the hermit life, became the most spiritless and tedious routine, or hypocritically 
practised secret vices. For the monks carried with them into their solitude their most dangerous 
enemy in their hearts, and there often endured much fiercer conflicts with flesh and blood, than 
amidst the society of men. 
 
The temptations of sensuality, pride, and ambition externalized and personified themselves to the 
anchorets and monks in hellish shapes, which appeared in visions and dreams, now in pleasing 
and seductive, now in threatening and terrible forms and colors, according to the state of mind at 
the time. The monastic imagination peopled the deserts and solitudes with the very worst society, 
with swarms of winged demons and all kinds of hellish monsters. {297} It substituted thus a new 
kind of polytheism for the heathen gods, which were generally supposed to be evil spirits. The 
monastic demonology and demonomachy is a strange mixture of gross superstitions and deep 
spiritual experiences. It forms the romantic shady side of the otherwise so tedious monotony of 
the secluded life, and contains much material for the history of ethics, psychology, and pathology. 
 
Especially besetting were the temptations of sensuality, and irresistible without the utmost 
exertion and constant watchfulness. The same saints, who could not conceive of true chastity 
without celibacy, were disturbed, according to their own confession, by unchaste dreams, which 
at least defiled the imagination. {298} Excessive asceticism sometimes turned into unnatural vice; 
sometimes ended in madness, despair, and suicide. Pachomius tells us, so early as his day, that 
many monks cast themselves down precipices, others ripped themselves up, and others put 
themselves to death in other ways. {299} 
 
A characteristic trait of monasticism in all its forms is a morbid aversion to female society and a 
rude contempt of married life. No wonder, then, that in Egypt and the whole East, the land of 
monasticism, women and domestic life never attained their proper dignity, and to this day remain 
at a very low stage of culture. Among the rules of Basil is a prohibition of speaking with a 
woman, touching one, or even looking on one, except in unavoidable cases. Monasticism not 
seldom sundered the sacred bond between husband and wife, commonly with mutual consent, as 
in the cases of Ammon and Nilus, but often even without it. Indeed, a law of Justinian seems to 
give either party an unconditional right of desertion, while yet the word of God declares the 
marriage bond indissoluble. The Council of Gangra found it necessary to oppose the notion that 
marriage is inconsistent with salvation, and to exhort wives to remain with their husbands. In the 
same way monasticism came into conflict with love of kindred, and with the relation of parents to 
children; misinterpreting the Lord’s command to leave all for His sake. Nilus demanded of the 
monks the entire suppression of the sense of blood relationship. St. Anthony forsook his younger 
sister, and saw her only once after the separation. His disciple, Prior, when he became a monk, 
vowed never to see his kindred again, and would not even speak with his sister without closing 
his eyes. Something of the same sort is recorded of Pachomius. Ambrose and Jerome, in full 
earnest, enjoined upon virgins the cloister life, even against the will of their parents. When Hilary 



of Poictiers heard that his daughter wished to marry, he is said to have prayed God to take her to 
himself by death. One Mucius, without any provocation, caused his own son to be cruelly abused, 
and at last, at the command of the abbot himself, cast him into the water, whence he was rescued 
by a brother of the cloister. {300} 
 
Even in the most favorable case monasticism falls short of harmonious moral development, and 
of that symmetry of virtue which meets us in perfection in Christ, and next to him in the apostles. 
It lacks the finer and gentler traits of character, which are ordinarily brought out only in the 
school of daily family life and under the social ordinances of God. Its morality is rather negative 
than positive. There is more virtue in the temperate and thankful enjoyment of the gifts of God, 
than in total abstinence; in charitable and well-seasoned speech, than in total silence; in connubial 
chastity, than in celibacy; in self-denying practical labor for the church. than in solitary 
asceticism, which only pleases self and profits no one else. 
 
Catholicism, whether Greek or Roman, cannot dispense with the monastic life. It knows only 
moral extremes, nothing of the healthful mean. In addition to this, Popery needs the monastic 
orders, as an absolute monarchy needs large standing armies both for conquest and defence. But 
evangelical Protestantism, rejecting all distinction of a twofold morality, assigning to all men the 
same great duty under the law of God, placing the essence of religion not in outward exercises, 
but in the heart, not in separation from the world and from society, but in purifying and 
sanctifying the world by the free spirit of the gospel, is death to the great monastic institution. 
 
{284} Aplasto, lit. not moulded; hence natural, sincere. 
 
{285} ma ton ihsoun (per Christum, in Salvian), which now took the place of the pagan oath: 
ma ton Diva, by Jupiter. 
 
{286} In Theodoret: Hist. relig. c. (vita) 13. 
 
{287} Comp. Matthew 11:18,19 1 Timothy 4:3-5. 
 
{288} Comp. Hist. Laus. c. 33 and 95. 
 
{289} Hist. Eccles. lib. vi. cap. 34. 
 
{290} These latter themselves were not absolutely naked, but wore a covering over the middle, as 
Augustine, in the passage above cited, Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, l. xiv. c. 17, and later tourists tell 
us. On the contrary, there were monks who were very scrupulous on this point. It is said of 
Ammon, that he never saw himself naked. The monks in Tabennae, according to the rule of 
Pachomius, had to sleep always in their clothes. 
 
{291} Comp. Hist Lausiaca, c. 20, and Tillemont, tom. viii. p. 633. 
 
{292} Theboskoivor pabulatores. Comp. Sozom. H. E. l. vi. 33. Ephraim Syrus delivered a special 
eulogy on them, cited in Tillemont, Mem. tom. viii. p. 292 sq. 
 
{293} Hist. Rel. cap. (vita) xv. (Opera omnia, ed Par. iii. 843 sqq.). 
 
{294} Dial. i. c. 8. Severus sees in this a wonderful example of the power of Christ over wild 
beasts. 
 



{295} L. c. i. c 11. 
 
{296} See Ruffner, l. c. i. 49 sqq., and Wuttke, l. c. p. 369 sqq. 
 
{297} According to a sensuous and local conception of Ephesians 6:12: Ta pneumatika th’ 
ponhriva ejn toi’ ejpouranivoi "die bosen Geister unter dem Himmel" (evil spirits under heaven), 
as Luther translates; while the Vulgate gives it literally, but somewhat obscurely: "Spiritualia 
nequitiae in coelestibus;" and the English Bible quite too freely: "Spiritual wickedness in high 
places." In any case pneumatikav is to be taken in a much wider sense than pneuvmata or 
daimovnia; and ejpouravnia, also, is not fully identical with the cloud heaven or the atmosphere, 
and besides admits a different construction, so that many put a comma after ponhriva. The 
monastic satanology and demonology, we may remark, was universally received in the ancient 
church and throughout the middle ages. And it is well known that Luther retained from his 
monastic life a sensuous, materialistic idea of the devil and of his influence on men. 
 
{298} Athanasius says of St. Anthony, that the devil sometimes appeared to him in the form of a 
woman; Jerome relates of St. Hilarion, that in bed his imagination was often beset with visions of 
naked women. Jerome himself acknowledges, in a letter to a virgin(!), Epist. xxii. (ed. Vallars. t. 
i. p. 91, 92), de Custodia Virginitatis, ad Eustochium: "O quoties ego ipse in eremo constitutus et 
in illa vasta solitudine, quae exusta solis ardoribus horridum monachis praebebat habitaculum, 
putavi me Romanis interesse deliciis.... Ille igitur ego, qui ob gehennae metum tali me carcere 
ipse damnaveram, scorpionum tantum socius et ferarum, saepe choris intereram puellarum. 
Pallebant ora jejuniis, et mens desideriis aestuabat in frigido corpore, et ante hominem suum jam 
in carne praemortuum, sola libidinum incendia bulliebant. Itaque omni auxilio destitutus, ad Jesu 
jacebam pedes, rigabam lacrymis, crine tergebam et repugnantem carnem hebdomadarum inedia 
subjugabam." St. Ephraim warns against listening to the enemy, who whispers to the monk: Ouj 
dunaton pauvsasqei ajpov sou, ejan mh plhroforhvsh ejpiqumivan sou. 
 
{299} Vita Pach. 61. Comp. Nilus, Epist. l. ii. p. 140: Tine ... eJautou esfaxan macaivra etc. Even 
among the fanatical Circumcelliones, Donatist medicant monks in Africa, suicide was not 
uncommon. 
 
{300} Tillem. vii. 430. The abbot thereupon, as Tillemont relates, was informed by a revelation, 
"que Muce avait egale par son obeissance celle d’Abraham," and soon after made him his 
successor.  

 



33. Position of Monks in the Church. 
 
As to the social position of monasticism in the system of ecclesiastical life: it was at first, in East 
and West, even so late as the council of Chalcedon, regarded as a lay institution; but the monks 
were distinguished as religiosi from the seculares, and formed thus a middle grade between the 
ordinary laity and the clergy. They constituted the spiritual nobility, but not the ruling class; the 
aristocracy, but not the hierarchy of the church. "A monk," says Jerome, "has not the office of a 
teacher, but of a penitent, who endures suffering either for himself or for the world." Many monks 
considered ecclesiastical office incompatible with their effort after perfection. It was a proverb, 
traced to Pachomius: "A monk should especially shun women and bishops, for neither will let 
him have peace." {301} Ammonius, who accompanied Athanasius to Rome, cut off his own ear, 
and threatened to cut out his own tongue, when it was proposed to make him a bishop. {302} 
Martin of Tours thought his miraculous power deserted him on his transition from the cloister to 
the bishopric. Others, on the contrary, were ambitious for the episcopal chair, or were promoted 
to it against their will, as early as the fourth century. The abbots of monasteries were usually 
ordained priests, and administered the sacraments among the brethren, but were subject to the 
bishop of the diocese. Subsequently the cloisters managed, through special papal grants, to make 
themselves independent of the episcopal jurisdiction. From the tenth century the clerical character 
was attached to the monks. In a certain sense, they stood, from the beginning, even above the 
clergy; considered themselves preaminently conversi and religiosi, and their life vita religiosa; 
looked down with contempt upon the secular clergy; and often encroached on their province in 
troublesome ways. On the other hand, the cloisters began, as early as the fourth century, to be 
most fruitful seminaries of clergy, and furnished, especially in the East, by far the greater number 
of bishops. The sixth novel of Justinian provides that the bishops shall be chosen from the clergy, 
or from the monastery. 
 
In dress, the monks at first adhered to the costume of the country, but chose the simplest and 
coarsest material. Subsequently, they adopted the tonsure and a distinctive uniform. 
 
{301} Omnino monachum fugere debere mulieres et episcopos. 
 
{302} Sozom. iv. 30.  

 



34. Influence and Effect of Monasticism. 
 
The influence of monasticism upon the world, from Anthony and Benedict to Luther and Loyola, 
is deeply marked in all branches of the history of the church. Here, too, we must distinguish light 
and shade. The operation of the monastic institution has been to some extent of diametrically 
opposite kinds, and has accordingly elicited the most diverse judgments. "It is impossible," says 
Dean Milman, {303} "to survey monachism in its general influence, from the earliest period of its 
inworking into Christianity, without being astonished and perplexed with its diametrically 
opposite effects. Here it is the undoubted parent of the blindest ignorance and the most ferocious 
bigotry, sometimes of the most debasing licentiousness; there the guardian of learning, the author 
of civilization, the propagator of humble and peaceful religion." The apparent contradiction is 
easily solved. It is not monasticism, as such, which has proved a blessing to the church and the 
world; for the monasticism of India, which for three thousand years has pushed the practice of 
mortification to all the excesses of delirium, never saved a single soul, nor produced a single 
benefit to the race. It was Christianity in monasticism which has done all the good, and used this 
abnormal mode of life as a means for carrying forward its mission of love and peace. In 
proportion as monasticism was animated and controlled by the spirit of Christianity, it proved a 
blessing; while separated from it, it degenerated and became at fruitful source of evil. 
 
At the time of its origin, when we can view it from the most favorable point, the monastic life 
formed a healthful and necessary counterpart to the essentially corrupt and doomed social life of 
the Graeco-Roman empire, and the preparatory school of a new Christian civilization among the 
Romanic and Germanic nations of the middle age. Like the hierarchy and the papacy, it belongs 
with the disciplinary institutions, which the spirit of Christianity uses as means to a higher end, 
and, after attaining that end, casts aside. For it ever remains the great problem of Christianity to 
pervade like leaven and sanctify all human society in the family and the state, in science and art, 
and in all public life. The old Roman world, which was based on heathenism, was, if the moral 
portraitures of Salvianus and other writers of the fourth and fifth centuries are even half true, past 
all such transformation; and the Christian morality therefore assumed at the outset an attitude of 
downright hostility toward it, till she should grow strong enough to venture upon her regenerating 
mission among the new and, though barbarous, yet plastic and germinal nations of the middle 
age, and plant in them the seed of a higher civilization. 
 
Monasticism promoted the downfall of heathenism and the victory of Christianity in the Roman 
empire and among the barbarians. It stood as a warning against the worldliness, frivolity, and 
immorality of the great cities, and a mighty call to repentance and conversion. It offered a quiet 
refuge to souls weary of the world, and led its earnest disciples into the sanctuary of undisturbed 
communion with God. It was to invalids a hospital for the cure of moral diseases, and at the same 
time, to healthy and vigorous enthusiasts an arena for the exercise of heroic virtue. {304} It 
recalled the original unity and equality of the human race, by placing rich and poor, high and low 
upon the same level. It conduced to the abolition, or at least the mitigation of slavery. {305} It 
showed hospitality to the wayfaring, and liberality to the poor and needy. It was an excellent 
school of meditation, self-discipline, and spiritual exercise. It sent forth most of those catholic, 
missionaries, who, inured to all hardship, planted the standard of the cross among the barbarian 
tribes of Northern and Western Europe, and afterward in Eastern Asia and South America. It was 
a prolific seminary of the clergy, and gave the church many of her most eminent bishops and 
popes, as Gregory I. and Gregory VII. It produced saints like Anthony and Bernard, and trained 
divines like Chrysostom and Jerome, and the long succession of schoolmen and mystics of the 
middle ages. Some of the profoundest theological discussions, like the tracts of Anselm, and the 
Summa of Thomas Aquinas, and not a few of the best books of devotion, like the "Imitation of 



Christ," by Thomas a Kempis, have proceeded from the solemn quietude of cloister life. Sacred 
hymns, unsurpassed for sweetness, like the Jesu dulcis memoria, or tender emotion, like the 
Stabat mater dolorosa, or terrific grandeur, like the Dies irae, dies illa, were conceived and sung 
by mediaeval monks for all ages to come. In patristic and antiquarian learning the Benedictines, 
so lately as the seventeenth century, have done extraordinary service. Finally, monasticism, at 
least in the West, promoted the cultivation of the soil and the education of the people, and by its 
industrious transcriptions of the Bible, the works of the church fathers, and the ancient classics, 
earned for itself, before the Reformation, much of the credit of the modern civilization of Europe. 
The traveller in France, Italy, Spain, Germany, England, and even in the northern regions of 
Scotland and Sweden, encounters innumerable traces of useful monastic labors in the ruins of 
abbeys, of chapter houses, of convents, of priories and hermitages, from which once proceeded 
educational and missionary influences upon the surrounding hills and forests. These offices, 
however, to the progress of arts and letters were only accessory, often involuntary, and altogether 
foreign to the intention of the founders of monastic life and institutions, who looked exclusively 
to the religious and moral education of the soul. In seeking first the kingdom of heaven, these 
other things were added to them. 
 
But on the other hand, monasticism withdrew from society many useful forces; diffused an 
indifference for the family life, the civil and military service of the state, and all public practical 
operations; turned the channels of religion from the world into the desert, and so hastened the 
decline of Egypt, Syria, Palestine, and the whole Roman empire. It nourished religious 
fanaticism, often raised storms of popular agitation, and rushed passionately into the 
controversies of theological parties; generally, it is true, on the side of orthodoxy, but often, as at 
the Ephesian "council of robbers," in favor of heresy, and especially in behalf of the crudest 
superstition. For the simple, divine way of salvation in the gospel, it substituted an arbitrary, 
eccentric, ostentatious, and pretentious sanctity. It darkened the all-sufficient merits of Christ by 
the glitter of the over-meritorious works of man. It measured virtue by the quantity of outward 
exercises instead of the quality of the inward disposition, and disseminated self-righteousness and 
an anxious, legal, and mechanical religion. It favored the idolatrous veneration of Mary and of 
saints, the worship of images and relics, and all sorts of superstitious and pious fraud. It circulated 
a mass of visions and miracles, which, if true, far surpassed the miracles of Christ and the 
apostles and set all the laws of nature and reason at defiance. The Nicene age is full of the most 
absurd monks’ fables, and is in this respect not a whit behind the darkest of the middle ages. 
{306} Monasticism lowered the standard of general morality in proportion as it set itself above it 
and claimed a corresponding higher merit; and it exerted in general a demoralizing influence on 
the people, who came to consider themselves the profanum vulgus mundi, and to live accordingly. 
Hence the frequent lamentations, not only of Salvian, but of Chrysostom and of Augustine, over 
the indifference and laxness of the Christianity of the day; hence to this day the mournful state of 
things in the southern countries of Europe and America, where monasticism is most prevalent, 
and sets the extreme of ascetic sanctity in contrast with the profane laity, but where there exists 
no healthful middle class of morality, no blooming family life, no moral vigor in the masses. In 
the sixteenth century the monks were the bitterest enemies of the Reformation and of all true 
progress. And yet the greatest of the reformers was a pupil of the convent, and a child of the 
monastic system, as the boldest and most free of the apostles had been the strictest of the 
Pharisees. 
 
{303} Hist. of (ancient) Christianity, Am. ed., p. 432. 
 
{304} Chateaubriand commends the monastic institution mainly under the first view. "If there are 
refuges for the health of the body, ah! permit religion to have such also for the health of the soul, 
which is still more subject to sickness, and the infirmities of which are so much more sad, so 



much more tedious and difficult to cure!" Montalembert (l. c. i. 25) objects to this view as poetic 
and touching but false, and represents monasticism as an arena for the healthiest and strongest 
souls which the world has ever produced, and quotes the passage of Chrysostom: "Come and see 
the tents of the soldiers of Christ; come and see their order of battle; they fight every day, and 
every day they defeat and immolate the passions which assail us." 
 
{305} 1 The abbot Isidore of Pelusium wrote to a slaveholder, Ep. l. i. 142 (cited by Neander): "I 
did not think that the man who loves Christ, and knows the grace which makes us all free, would 
still hold slaves." 
 
{306} The monkish miracles, with which the Vitae Patrum of the Jesuit Rosweyde and the Acta 
Sanctorum swarm, often contradict all the laws of nature and of reason, and would be hardly 
worthy of mention, but that they come from such fathers as Jerome, Rufinus, Severus, Palladius, 
and Theodoret, and go to characterize the Nicene age. We are far from rejecting all and every one 
as falsehood and deception, and accepting the judgment of Isaac Taylor (Ancient Christianity, ii. 
106): "The Nicene miracles are of a kind which shocks every sentiment of gravity, of decency, 
and of piety:—in their obvious features they are childish, horrid, blasphemous, and foul." Much 
more cautious is the opinion of Robertson (Hist. of the Christian Church, i. 312) and other 
Protestant historians, who suppose that, together with the innocent illusions of a heated 
imagination and the fabrications of intentional fraud, there must have been also much that was 
real, though in the nature of the case an exact sifting is impossible. But many of these stories are 
too much even for Roman credulity, and are either entirely omitted or at least greatly reduced and 
modified by critical historians. We read not only of innumerable visions, prophecies, healings of 
the sick and the possessed, but also of raising of the dead (as in the life of Martin of Tours), of the 
growth of a dry stick into a fruitful tree, and of a monk’s passing unseared, in absolute obedience 
to his abbot, through a furnace of fire as through a cooling bath. (Comp. Sulp. Sever. Dial. i. c. 12 
and 13.) Even wild beasts play a large part, and are transformed into rational servants of the 
Egyptian saints of the desert. At the funeral of Paul of Thebes, according to Jerome, two lions 
voluntarily performed the office of sexton. Pachomius walked unharmed over serpents and 
scorpions, and crossed the Nile on crocodiles, which, of their own accord, presented their backs. 
The younger Macarius, or (according to other statements of the Historia Lausiaca; comp. the 
investigation of Tillemont, tom. viii. p. 811 sqq.) the monk Marcus stood on so good terms with 
the beasts, that a hyena (according to Rufinus, V. P. ii. 4, it was a lioness) brought her young one 
to him in his cell, that he might open its eyes; which he did by prayer and application of spittle; 
and the next day she offered him, for gratitude, a large sheepskin; the saint at first declined the 
gift, and reproved the beast for the double crime of murder and theft, by which she had obtained 
the skin; but when the hyena showed repentance, and with a nod promised amendment, Macarius 
took the skin, and afterward bequeathed it to the great bishop Athanasius. Severus (Dial. i. c. 9) 
gives a very similar account of an unknown anchoret, but, like Rufinus, substitutes for the hyena 
of Palladius a lioness with five whelps, and makes the saint receive the present of the skin without 
scruple or reproof. Shortly before (c. 8), he speaks, however, of a wolf, which once robbed a 
friendly hermit, whose evening meal she was accustomed to share, showed deep repentance for it, 
and with bowed head begged forgiveness of the saint. Perhaps Palladius or his Latin translator has 
combined these two anecdotes.  

 



35. Paul of Thebes and St. Anthony. 
 
I. Athanasius: Vita S. Antonii (in Greek, Opera, ed. Ben. ii. 793-866). The same in Latin, by 
Evagrius, in the fourth century. Jerome: Catal. c. 88 (a very brief notice of Anthony); Vita S. 
Pauli Theb. (Opera, ed. Vallars, ii. p. 1-12). Sozom: H. E. l. i. cap. 13 and 14. Socrat.: H. E. iv. 
23, 25. 
 
II. Acta Sanctorum, sub Jan. 17 (tom. ii. p. 107 sqq.). Tillemont: Mem. tom. vii. p. 101-144 (St. 
Antoine, premier pere des solitaires d’Egypte). Butler (R.C.): Lives of the Saints, sub Jan. 17. 
Mohler (R.C.): Athanasius der Grosse, p. 382-402. Neander: K. G. iii. 446 sqq. (Torrey’s Engl. 
ed. ii. 229-234). Bohringer: Die Kirche Christi in Biographien, i. 2, p. 122-151. H. Ruffner: l. c. 
vol. i. p. 247-302 (a condensed translation from Athanasius, with additions). K. Hase: K. Gesch. 
64 (a masterly miniature portrait). 
 
The first known Christian hermit, as distinct from the earlier ascetics, is the fabulous Paul of 
Thebes, in Upper Egypt. In the twenty-second year of his age, during the Decian persecution, A. 
D. 250, he retired to a distant cave, grew fond of the solitude, and lived there, according to the 
legend, ninety years, in a grotto near a spring and a palm tree, which furnished him food, shade, 
and clothing, {307} until his death in 340. In his later years a raven is said to have brought him 
daily half a loaf, as the ravens ministered to Elijah. But no one knew of this wonderful saint, till 
Anthony, who under a higher impulse visited and buried him, made him known to the world. 
After knocking in vain for more than an hour at the door of the hermit, who would receive the 
visits of beasts and reject those of men, he was admitted at last with a smiling face, and greeted 
with a holy kiss. Paul had sufficient curiosity left to ask the question, whether there were any 
more idolaters in the world, whether new houses were built in ancient cities and by whom the 
world was governed? During this interesting conversation, a large raven came gently flying and 
deposited a double portion of bread for the saint and his guest. "The Lord," said Paul, "ever kind 
and merciful, has sent us a dinner. It is now sixty years since I have daily received half a loaf, but 
since thou hast come, Christ has doubled the supply for his soldiers." After thanking the Giver, 
they sat down by the fountain; but now the question arose who should break the bread; the one 
urging the custom of hospitality, the other pleading the right of his friend as the elder. This 
question of monkish etiquette, which may have a moral significance, consumed nearly the whole 
day, and was settled at last by the compromise that both should seize the loaf at opposite ends, 
pull till it broke, and keep what remained in their hands. A drink from the fountain, and 
thanksgiving to God closed the meal. The day afterward Anthony returned to his cell, and told his 
two disciples: "Woe to me, a sinner, who have falsely pretended to be a monk. I have seen Elijah 
and John in the desert; I have seen St. Paul in paradise." Soon afterward he paid St. Paul a second 
visit, but found him dead in his cave, with head erect and hands lifted up to heaven. He wrapped 
up the corpse, singing psalms and hymns, and buried him without a spade; for two lions came of 
their own accord, or rather from supernatural impulse, from the interior parts of the desert, laid 
down at his feet, wagging their tails, and moaning distressingly, and scratched a grave in the sand 
large enough for the body of the departed saint of the desert! Anthony returned with the coat of 
Paul, made of palm leaves, and wore it on the solemn days of Easter and Pentecost. 
 
The learned Jerome wrote the life of Paul, some thirty years afterward, as it appears, on the 
authority of Anathas and Macarius, two disciples of Anthony. But he remarks, in the prologue, 
that many incredible things are said of him, which are not worthy of repetition. If he believed his 
story of the grave-digging lions, it is hard to imagine what was more credible and less worthy of 
repetition. 
 



In this Paul we have an example, of a canonized saint, who lived ninety years unseen and 
unknown in the wilderness, beyond all fellowship with the visible church, without Bible, public 
worship, or sacraments, and so died, yet is supposed to have attained the highest grade of piety. 
How does this consist with the common doctrine of the Catholic church respecting the necessity 
and the operation of the means of grace? Augustine, blinded by the ascetic spirit of his age, says 
even, that anchorets, on their level of perfection, may dispense with the Bible. Certain it is, that 
this kind of perfection stands not in the Bible, but outside of it. 
 
The proper founder of the hermit life, the one chiefly instrumental in giving it its prevalence, was 
St. Anthony of Egypt. He is the most celebrated, the most original, and the most venerable 
representative of this abnormal and eccentric sanctity, the "patriarch of the monks," and the 
"childless father of an innumerable seed." {308} 
 
Anthony sprang from a Christian and honorable Coptic family, and was born about 251, at Coma, 
on the borders of the Thebaid. Naturally quiet, contemplative, and reflective, he avoided the 
society of playmates, and despised all higher learning. He understood only his Coptic vernacular, 
and remained all his life ignorant of Grecian literature and secular science. {309} But he 
diligently attended divine worship with his parents, and so carefully heard the Scripture lessons, 
that he retained them in memory. {310} Memory was his library. He afterward made faithful, but 
only too literal use of single passages of Scripture, and began his discourse to the hermits with the 
very uncatholic-sounding declaration: "The holy Scriptures give us instruction enough." In his 
eighteenth year, about 270, the death of his parents devolved on him the care of a younger sister 
and a considerable estate. Six months afterward he heard in the church, just as he was meditating 
on the apostles’ implicit following of Jesus, the word of the Lord to the rich young ruler: "If thou 
wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou hast and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in 
heaven; and come and follow me." {311} This word was a voice of God, which determined his 
life. He divided his real estate, consisting of three hundred acres of fertile land, among the 
inhabitants of the village, and sold his personal property for the benefit of the poor, excepting a 
moderate reserve for the support of his sister. But when, soon afterward, he heard in the church 
the exhortation, "Take no thought for the morrow," {312} he distributed the remnant to the poor, 
and intrusted his sister to a society of pious virgins. {313} He visited her only once after—a fact 
characteristic of the ascetic depreciation of natural ties. 
 
He then forsook the hamlet, and led an ascetic life in the neighborhood, praying constantly, 
according to the exhortation: "Pray without ceasing;" and also laboring, according to the maxim: 
"If any will not work, neither should he eat." What he did not need for his slender support, he 
gave to the poor. He visited the neighboring ascetics, who were then already very plentiful in 
Egypt, to learn humbly and thankfully their several eminent virtues; from one, earnestness in 
prayer; from another, watchfulness; from a third, excellence in fasting; from a fourth, meekness; 
from all, love to Christ and to fellow men. Thus he made himself universally beloved, and came 
to be reverenced as a friend of God. 
 
But to reach a still higher level of ascetic holiness, he retreated, after the year 285, further and 
further from the bosom and vicinity of the church, into solitude, and thus became the founder of 
an anchoretism strictly so called. At first he lived in a sepulchre; then for twenty years in the ruins 
of a castle; and last on Mount Colzim, some seven hours from the Red Sea, a three days’ journey 
east of the Nile, where an old cloister still preserves his name and memory. 
 
In this solitude he prosecuted his ascetic practices with ever-increasing rigor. Their monotony 
was broken only by basket making, occasional visits, and battles with the devil. In fasting he 
attained a rare abstemiousness. His food consisted of bread and salt, sometimes dates; his drink, 



of water. Flesh and wine he never touched. He ate only once a day, generally after sunset, and, 
like the presbyter Isidore, was ashamed that an immortal spirit should need earthly nourishment. 
Often he fasted from two to five days. Friends, and wandering Saracens, who always had a 
certain reverence for the saints of the desert, brought him bread from time to time. But in the last 
years of his life, to render himself entirely independent of others, and to afford hospitality to 
travellers, he cultivated a small garden on the mountain, near a spring shaded by palms. {314} 
Sometimes the wild beasts of the forest destroyed his modest harvest, till he drove them away 
forever with the expostulation: "Why do you injure me, who have never done you the slightest 
harm? Away with you all, in the name of the Lord, and never come into my neighborhood again." 
He slept on bare ground, or at best on a pallet of straw; but often he watched the whole night 
through in prayer. The anointing of the body with oil he despised, and in later years never washed 
his feet; as if filthiness were an essential element of ascetic perfection. His whole wardrobe 
consisted of a hair shirt, a sheepskin, and a girdle. But notwithstanding all, he had a winning 
friendliness and cheerfulness in his face. 
 
Conflicts with the devil and his hosts of demons were, as with other solitary saints, a prominent 
part of Anthony’s experience, and continued through all his life. The devil appeared to him in 
visions and dreams, or even in daylight, in all possible forms, now as a friend, now as a 
fascinating woman, now as a dragon, tempting him by reminding him of his former wealth, of his 
noble family, of the care due to his sister, by promises of wealth, honor, and renown, by 
exhibitions of the difficulty of virtue and the facility of vice, by unchaste thoughts and images, by 
terrible threatening of the dangers and punishments of the ascetic life. Once he struck the hermit 
so violently, Athanasius says, that a friend, who brought him bread, found him on the ground 
apparently dead. At another time he broke through the wall of his cave and filled the room with 
roaring lions, howling wolves, growling bears, fierce hyenas, crawling serpents and scorpions; 
but Anthony turned manfully toward the monsters, till a supernatural light broke in from the roof 
and dispersed them. His sermon, which he delivered to the hermits at their request, treats 
principally of these wars with demons, and gives also the key to the interpretation of them: "Fear 
not Satan and his angels. Christ has broken their power. The best weapon against them is faith 
and piety .... The presence of evil spirits reveals itself in perplexity, despondency, hatred of the 
ascetics, evil desires, fear of death.... They take the form answering to the spiritual state they find 
in us at the time. {315} They are the reflex of our thoughts and fantasies. If thou art carnally 
minded, thou art their prey; but if thou rejoicest in the Lord and occupiest thyself with divine 
things, they are powerless.... The devil is afraid of fasting, of prayer, of humility and good works. 
His illusions soon vanish, when one arms himself with the sign of the cross." 
 
Only in exceptional cases did Anthony leave his solitude; and then he made a powerful 
impression on both Christians and heathens with his hairy dress and his emaciated, ghostlike 
form. In the year 311, during the persecution under Maximinus, he appeared in Alexandria in the 
hope of himself gaining the martyr’s crown. He visited the confessors in the mines and prisons, 
encouraged them before the tribunal, accompanied them to the scaffold; but no one ventured to 
lay hands on the saint of the wilderness. In the year 351, when a hundred years old, he showed 
himself for the second and last time in the metropolis of Egypt, to bear witness for the orthodox 
faith of his friend Athanasius against Arianism, and in a few days converted more heathens and 
heretics than had otherwise been gained in a whole year. He declared the Arian denial of the 
divinity of Christ worse than the venom of the serpent, and no better than heathenism which 
worshipped the creature instead of the Creator. He would have nothing to do with heretics, and 
warned his disciples against intercourse with them. Athanasius attended him to the gate of the 
city, where he cast out an evil spirit from a girl. An invitation to stay longer in Alexandria he 
declined, saying: "As a fish out of water, so a monk out of his solitude dies." Imitating his 
example, the monks afterward forsook the wilderness in swarms whenever orthodoxy was in 



danger, and went in long processions with wax tapers and responsive singing through the streets, 
or appeared at the councils, to contend for the orthodox faith with all the energy of fanaticism, 
often even with physical force. 
 
Though Anthony shunned the society of men, yet he was frequently visited in his solitude and 
resorted to for consolation and aid by Christians and heathens, by ascetics, sick, and needy, as a 
heaven-descended physician of Egypt for body and soul. He enjoined prayer, labor, and care of 
the poor, exhorted those at strife to the love of God, and healed the sick and demoniac with his 
prayer. Athanasius relates several miracles performed by him, the truth of which we leave 
undecided though they are far less incredible and absurd than many other monkish stories of that 
age. Anthony, his biographer assures us, never boasted when his prayer was heard, nor murmured 
when it was not, but in either case thanked God. He cautioned monks against overrating the gift 
of miracles, since it is not our work, but the grace of the Lord; and he reminds them of the word: 
"Rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you; but rather rejoice, because your names are 
written in heaven." To Martianus, an officer, who urgently besought him to heal his possessed 
daughter, he said: "Man, why dost thou call on me? I am a man, as thou art. If thou believest, pray 
to God, and he will hear thee." Martianus prayed, and on his return found his daughter whole. 
 
Anthony distinguished himself above most of his countless disciples and successors, by his fresh 
originality of mind. Though uneducated and limited, he had sound sense and ready mother wit. 
Many of his striking answers and felicitous sentences have come down to us. When some heathen 
philosophers once visited him, he asked them: "Why do you give yourselves so much trouble to 
see a fool?" They explained, perhaps ironically, that they took him rather for a wise man. He 
replied: "If you take me for a fool, your labor is lost; but if I am a wise man, you should imitate 
me, and be Christians, as I am." At another time, when taunted with his ignorance, he asked: 
"Which is older and better, mind or learning?" The mind, was the answer. "Then," said the 
hermit, "the mind can do without learning." "My book," he remarked on a similar occasion, "is 
the whole creation, which lies open before me, and in which I can read the word of God as often 
as I will." The blind church-teacher, Didymus, whom he met in Alexandria, he comforted with 
the words: "Trouble not thyself for the loss of the outward eye, with which even flies see; but 
rejoice in the possession of the spiritual eye, with which also angels behold the face of God, and 
receive his light." {316} Even the emperor Constantine, with his sons, wrote to him as a spiritual 
father, and begged an answer from him. The hermit at first would not so much as receive the 
letter, since, in any case, being unable to write, he could not answer it, and cared as little for the 
great of this world as Diogenes for Alexander. When told that the emperor was a Christian, he 
dictated the answer: "Happy thou, that thou worshippest Christ. Be not proud of thy earthly 
power. Think of the future judgment, and know that Christ is the only true and eternal king. 
Practise justice and love for men, and care for the poor." To his disciples he said on this occasion: 
"Wonder not that the emperor writes to me, for he is a man. Wonder much more that God has 
written the law for man, and has spoken to us by his own Son." 
 
During the last years of his life the patriarch of monasticism withdrew as much as possible from 
the sight of visitors, but allowed two disciples to live with him, and to take care of him in his 
infirm old age. When he felt his end approaching, he commanded them not to embalm his body, 
according to the Egyptian custom, but to bury it in the earth, and to keep the spot of his interment 
secret. One of his two sheepskins he bequeathed to the bishop Serapion, the other, with his 
underclothing, to Athanasius, who had once given it to him new, and now received it back worn 
out. What became of the robe woven from palm leaves, which, according to Jerome, he had 
inherited from Paul of Thebes, and wore at Easter and Pentecost, Athanasius does not tell us. 
After this disposition of his property, Anthony said to his disciples: "Children, farewell; for 
Anthony goes away, and will be no more with you." With these words he stretched out his feet 



and expired with a smiling face, in the year 356, a hundred and five years old. His grave remained 
for centuries unknown. His last will was thus a protest against the worship of saints and relics, 
which, however, it nevertheless greatly helped to promote. Under Justinian, in 561, his bones, as 
the Bollandists and Butler minutely relate, were miraculously discovered, brought to Alexandria, 
then to Constantinople, and at last to Vienne in South France, and in the eleventh century, during 
the raging of an epidemic disease, the so-called "holy fire," or "St. Anthony’s fire," they are said 
to have performed great wonders. 
 
Athanasius, the greatest man of the Nicene age, concludes his biography of his friend with this 
sketch of his character: "From this short narrative you may judge how great a man Anthony was, 
who persevered in the ascetic life from youth to the highest age. In his advanced age he never 
allowed himself better food, nor change of raiment, nor did he even wash his feet. Yet he 
continued healthy in all his parts. His eyesight was clear to the end, and his teeth sound, though 
by long use worn to mere stumps. He retained also the perfect use of his hands and feet, and was 
more robust and vigorous than those who are accustomed to change of food and clothing and to 
washing. His fame spread from his remote dwelling on the lone mountain over the whole Roman 
empire. What gave him his renown, was not learning nor worldly wisdom, nor human art, but 
alone his piety toward God.... And let all the brethren know, that the Lord will not only take holy 
monks to heaven, but give them celebrity in all the earth, however deep they may bury 
themselves in the wilderness." 
 
The whole Nicene age venerated in Anthony a model saint. {317} This fact brings out most 
characteristically the vast difference between the ancient and the modern, the old Catholic and the 
evangelical Protestant conception of the nature of the Christian religion. The specifically 
Christian element in the life of Anthony, especially as measured by the Pauline standard, is very 
small. Nevertheless we can but admire the needy magnificence, the simple, rude grandeur of this 
hermit sanctity even in its aberration. Anthony concealed under his sheepskin a childlike 
humility, an amiable simplicity, a rare energy of will, and a glowing love to God, which 
maintained itself for almost ninety years in the absence of all the comforts and pleasures of 
natural life, and triumphed over all the temptations of the flesh. By piety alone, without the help 
of education or learning, he became one of the most remarkable and influential men in the history 
of the ancient church. Even heathen contemporaries could not withhold from him their reverence, 
and the celebrated philosopher Synesius, afterward a bishop, before his conversion reckoned 
Anthony among those rare men, in whom flashes of thought take the place of reasonings, and 
natural power of mind makes schooling needless. {318} 
 
{307} Pliny counts thirty-nine different sorts of palm trees, of which the best grow in Egypt, are 
ever green, have thick foliage, and bear a fruit, from which in some places bread is made. 
 
{308} Jerome says of Anthony, in his Vita Pauli Theb. (c. i.): "Non tam ipse auto omnes 
(eremitas) fuit, quam ab eo omnium incitata sunt studia." 
 
{309} According to the common opinion, which was also Augustine’s, Anthony could not even 
read. But Tillemont (tom. vii. 107 and 666), Butler, and others think that this igorance related 
only to the Greek alphabet, not to the Egyptian. Athanasius, p. 795, expresses himself somewhat 
indistinctly; that, from dread of society, he would not mayein grammata (letters? or the arts?), 
but speaks afterward of his regard for reading. 
 
{310} Augustine says of him, Deuteronomy doctr. Christ. 4, that, without being able to read from 
only hearing the Bible, he knew it by heart. The life of Athanasius shows, indeed, that a number 



of Scripture passages were very familiar to him. But of a connected and deep knowledge of 
Scripture in him, or in these anchorets generally, we find no trace. 
 
{311} Matthew 19:21. 
 
{312} Matthew 6:34. 
 
{313} eiv paryenwna, says Athanasius; i.e., not "un monastere de verges," as Tillemont 
translates, for nunneries did not yet exist; but a society of female ascetics within the congregation; 
from which, however, a regular cloister might of course very easily grow. 
 
{314} Jerome, in his Vita Hilarionis, c. 31, gives an incidental description of this last residence of 
Anthony, according to which it was not so desolate as from Athanasius one would infer. He 
speaks even of palms, fruit trees, and vines in this garden, the fruit of which any one would have 
enjoyed. 
 
{315} Athanas. c. 42: elyontev gar (oi ecyroi) opoiouv an eurwsin hmav, toioutoi kai 
autoi ginontai, etc.—an important psychological observation. 
 
{316} This is not told indeed by Athanasius, but by Rufinus, Jerome, and Socrates. Hist. Eccl. 4. 
25 Comp. Tillemont, l. c. p. 129. 
 
{317} Comp. the proofs in Tillemont, l. c. p. 137 sq. 
 
{318} Dion, fol. 51, ed. Petav., cited in Tillemont and Neander.  

 



36. Spread of Anchoretism. Hilarion. 
 
The example of Anthony acted like magic upon his generation, and his biography by Athanasius, 
which was soon translated also into Latin, was a tract for the times. Chrysostom recommended it 
to all as instructive and edifying reading. {319} Even Augustine, the most evangelical of the 
fathers, was powerfully affected by the reading of it in his decisive religious struggle, and was 
decided by it in his entire renunciation of the world. {320} 
 
In a short time, still in the lifetime of Anthony, the deserts of Egypt, from Nitria, south of 
Alexandria, and the wilderness of Scetis, to Libya and the Thebaid, were peopled with anchorets 
and studded with cells. A mania for monasticism possessed Christendom, and seized the people 
of all classes like an epidemic. As martyrdom had formerly been, so now monasticism was, the 
quickest and surest way to renown upon earth and to eternal reward in heaven. This prospect, 
with which Athanasius concludes his life of Anthony, abundantly recompensed all self-denial and 
mightily stimulated pious ambition. The consistent recluse must continually increase his 
seclusion. No desert was too scorching, no rock too forbidding, no cliff too steep, no cave too 
dismal for the feet of these world-hating and man-shunning enthusiasts. Nothing was more 
common than to see from two to five hundred monks under the same abbot. It has been supposed, 
that in Egypt the number of anchorets and cenobites equalled the population of the cities. {321} 
The natural contrast between the desert and the fertile valley of the Nile, was reflected in the 
moral contrast between the monastic life and the world. 
 
The elder Macarius {322} introduced the hermit life in the frightful desert of Scetis; Amun or 
Ammon, {323} on the Nitrian mountain. The latter was married, but persuaded his bride, 
immediately after the nuptials, to live with him in the strictest abstinence. Before the end of the 
fourth century there were in Nitria alone, according to Sozomen, five thousand monks, who lived 
mostly in separate cells or laurae, and never spoke with one another except on Saturday and 
Sunday, when they assembled for common worship. 
 
From Egypt the solitary life spread to the neighboring countries. 
 
Hilarion, whose life Jerome has written graphically and at large, {324} established it in the 
wilderness of Gaza, in Palestine and Syria. This saint attained among the anchorets of the fourth 
century an eminence second only to Anthony. He was the son of pagan parents, and grew up "as a 
rose among thorns." He went to school in Alexandria, diligently attended church, and avoided the 
circus, the gladiatorial shows, and the theatre. He afterward lived two months with St. Anthony, 
and became his most celebrated disciple. After the death of his parents, he distributed his 
inheritance among his brothers and the poor, and reserved nothing, fearing the example of 
Ananias and Sapphira, and remembering the word of Christ: "Whosoever he be of you, that 
forsaketh not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple." {325} He then retired into the wilderness 
of Gaza, which was inhabited only by robbers and assassins; battled, like Anthony, with obscene 
dreams and other temptations of the devil; and so reduced his body—the "ass," which ought to 
have not barley, but chaff—with fastings and night watchings, that, while yet a youth of twenty 
years, he looked almost like a skeleton. He never ate before sunset. Prayers, psalm singing, Bible 
recitations, and basket weaving were his employment. His cell was only five feet high, lower than 
his own stature, and more like a sepulchre than a dwelling. He slept on the ground. He cut his hair 
only once a year, at Easter. The fame of his sanctity gradually attracted hosts of admirers (once, 
ten thousand), so that he had to change his residence several times, and retired to Sicily, then to 
Dalmatia, and at last to the island of Cyprus, where he died in 371, in his eightieth year. His 
legacy, a book of the Gospels and a rude mantle, he made to his friend Hesychius, who took his 



corpse home to Palestine, and deposited it in the cloister of Majumas. The Cyprians consoled 
themselves over their loss, with the thought that they possessed the spirit of the saint. Jerome 
ascribes to him all manner of visions and miraculous cures. 
 
{319} Hom. viii. in Matth. tom. vii. 128 (ed. Montfaucon). 
 
{320} Comp. Aug.: Confess. l. viii. c. 6 and 28. 
 
{321} "Quanti populi," says Rufinus (Vitae Patr. ii c. 7), "habentur in urbibus, tantae paene 
habentur in desertis multitudines monachorum." Gibbon adds the sarcastic remark: "Posterity 
might repeat the saying, which had formerly been applied to sacred animals of the same country, 
That in Egypt it was less difficult to find a god than a man." Montalembert (Monks of the West, 
vol. i. p. 314) says of the increase of monks: "Nothing in the wonderful history of these hermits in 
Egypt is so incredible as their number. But the most weighty authorities agreed in establishing it 
(S. Augustine, Deuteronomy morib. Eccl. 1. 31). It was a kind of emigration of towns to the 
desert, of civilization to simplicity, of noise to silence, of corruption to innocence. The current 
once begun, floods of men, of women, and of children threw themselves into it, and flowed 
thither during a century with irresistible force." 
 
{322} There were several (five or seven) anchorets of this name, who are often confounded. The 
most celebrated are Macarius the elder, or the Great (390), to whom the Homilies probably 
belong; and Macarius the younger, of Alexandria (404), the teacher of Palladius, who spent a long 
time with him, and set him as high as the other. Comp. Tillemont’s extended account, tom. viii. p. 
574-650, and the notes, p. 811 sqq. 
 
{323} On Ammon, or, in Egyptian, Amus and Amun, comp. Tillemont, viii. p. 153-166, and the 
notes, p. 672-674. 
 
{324} Opera, tom. ii. p. 13-40. 
 
{325} Luke 14:33.  

 



37. St. Symeon and the Pillar Saints. 
 
Respecting St. Symeon, or Simeon Stylites, we have accounts from three contemporaries and eye 
witnesses, Anthony, Cosmas, and especially Theodoret (Hist. Relig. c. 26). The latter composed 
his narrative sixteen years before the death the saint. 
 
Evagrius: H. E. i. c. 13. The Acta Sanctorum and Butler, sub Jan. 5. Uhlemann: Symeon, der erste 
Saulenheilige in Syrien. Leipz. 1846. (Comp. also the fine poem of A. Tennyson: St. Symeon 
Stylites, a monologue in which S. relates his own experience.) 
 
It is unnecessary to recount the lives of other such anchorets; since the same features, even to 
unimportant details, repeat themselves in all. {326} But in the fifth century a new and quite 
original path {327} was broken by Symeon, the father of the Stylites or pillar saints, who spent 
long years, day and night, summer and winter, rain and sunshine, frost and heat, standing on high, 
unsheltered pillars, in prayer and penances, and made the way to heaven for themselves so 
passing hard, that one knows not whether to wonder at their unexampled self-denial, or to pity 
their ignorance of the gospel salvation. On this giddy height the anchoretic asceticism reached its 
completion. 
 
St. Symeon the Stylite, originally a shepherd on the borders of Syria and Cilicia, when a boy of 
thirteen years, was powerfully affected by the beatitudes, which he heard read in the church, and 
betook himself to a cloister. He lay several days, without eating or drinking, before the threshold, 
and begged to be admitted as the meanest servant of the house. He accustomed himself to eat only 
once a week, on Sunday. During Lent he even went through the whole forty days without any 
food; a fact almost incredible even for a tropical climate. {328} The first attempt of this kind 
brought him to the verge of death; but his constitution conformed itself, and when Theodoret 
visited him, he had solemnized six and twenty Lent seasons by total abstinence, and thus 
surpassed Moses, Elias, and even Christ, who never fasted so but once. Another of his 
extraordinary inflections was to lace his body so tightly that the cord pressed through to the 
bones, and could be cut off only with the most terrible pains. This occasioned his dismissal from 
the cloister. He afterward spent some time as a hermit upon a mountain, with an iron chain upon 
his feet, and was visited there by admiring and curious throngs. When this failed to satisfy him, 
he invented, in 423, a new sort of holiness, and lived, some two days’ journey (forty miles) east 
of Antioch, for six and thirty years, until his death, upon a pillar, which at the last was nearly 
forty cubits high; {329} for the pillar was raised in proportion as he approached heaven and 
perfection. Here he could never lie nor sit, but only stand, or lean upon a post (probably a 
banister), or devoutly bow; in which last posture he almost touched his feet with his head—so 
flexible had his back been made by fasting. A spectator once counted in one day no less than 
twelve hundred and forty-four such genuflexions of the saint before the Almighty, and then gave 
up counting. He wore a covering of the skins of beasts, and a chain about his neck. Even the holy 
sacrament he took upon his pillar. There St. Symeon stood many long and weary days, and 
weeks, and months, and years, exposed to the scorching sun, the drenching rain, the crackling 
frost, the howling storm, living a life of daily death and martyrdom, groaning under the load of 
sin, never attaining to the true comfort and peace of soul which is derived from a child-like trust 
in Christ’s infinite merits, earnestly striving after a superhuman holiness, and looking to a 
glorious reward in heaven, and immortal fame on earth. Alfred Tennyson makes him graphically 
describe his experience in a monologue to God: 
 
Although I be the basest of mankind, 
 



From scalp to sole one slough and crust of sin, 
 
Unfit for earth, unfit for heaven, scarce meet 
 
For troops of devils, mad with blasphemy, 
 
I will not cease to grasp the hope I hold 
 
Of saintdom, and to clamor, moan, and sob 
 
Battering the gates of heaven with storms of prayer: 
 
Have mercy, Lord, and take away my sin. 
 
Oh take the meaning, Lord: I do not breathe, 
 
Not whisper, any murmur of complaint. 
 
Pain heaped ten hundredfold to this, were still 
 
Less burthen, by ten hundredfold, to bear, 
 
Than were those lead-like tons of sin, that crushed 
 
My spirit flat before Thee. 
 
O Lord, Lord, 
 
Thou knowest I bore this better at the first, 
 
For I was strong and hale of body then; 
 
And though my teeth, which now are dropt away, 
 
Would chatter with the cold, and all my beard 
 
Was tagged with icy fringes in the moon, 
 
I drowned the whoopings of the owl with sound 
 
Of pious hymns and psalms, and sometimes saw 
 
An angel stand and watch me, as I sang. 
 
Now am I feeble grown: my end draws nigh— 
 
I hope my end draws nigh: half deaf I am, 
 
So that I scarce can hear the people hum 
 
About the column’s base; and almost blind, 



 
And scarce can recognize the fields I know. 
 
And both my thighs are rotted with the dew, 
 
Yet cease I not to clamor and to cry, 
 
While my stiff spine can hold my weary head, 
 
Till all my limbs drop piecemeal from the stone: 
 
Have mercy, mercy; take away my sin. 
 
Yet Symeon was not only concerned about his own salvation. People streamed from afar to 
witness this standing wonder of the age. He spoke to all classes with the same friendliness, 
mildness, and love; only women he never suffered to come within the wall which surrounded his 
pillar. From this original pulpit, as a mediator between heaven and earth, he preached repentance 
twice a day to the astonished spectators, settled controversies, vindicated the orthodox faith, 
extorted laws even from an emperor, healed the sick wrought miracles, and converted thousands 
of heathen Ishmaelites, Iberians, Armenians, and Persians to Christianity, or at least to the 
Christian name. All this the celebrated Theodoret relates as an eyewitness during the lifetime of 
the saint. He terms him the great wonder of the world, {330} and compares him to a candle on a 
candlestick, and to the sun itself, which sheds its rays on every side. He asks the objector to this 
mode of life to consider that God often uses very striking means to arouse the negligent, as the 
history of the prophets shows; {331} and concludes his narrative with the remark: "Should the 
saint live longer, he may do yet greater wonders, for he is a universal ornament and honor of 
religion." 
 
He died in 459, in the sixty-ninth year of his age, of a long-concealed and loathsome ulcer on his 
leg; and his body was brought in solemn procession to the metropolitan church Of Antioch. 
 
Even before his death, Symeon enjoyed the unbounded admiration of Christians and heathens, of 
the common people, of the kings of Persia, and of the emperors Theodosius II., Leo, and Marcian, 
who begged his blessing and his counsel. No wonder, that, with all his renowned humility, he had 
to struggle with the temptations of spiritual pride. Once an angel appeared to him in a vision, with 
a chariot of fire, to convey him, like Elijah, to heaven, because the blessed spirits longed for him. 
He was already stepping into the chariot with his right foot, which on this occasion he sprained 
(as Jacob his thigh), when the phantom of Satan was chased away by the sign of the cross. 
Perhaps this incident, which the Acta Sanctorum gives, was afterward invented, to account for his 
sore, and to illustrate the danger of self-conceit. Hence also the pious monk Nilus, with good 
reason, reminded the ostentatious pillar saints of the proverb: "He that exalteth himself shall be 
abased." {332} 
 
Of the later stylites the most distinguished were Daniel (490), in the vicinity of Constantinople, 
and Symeon the younger. 
 
{326} A peculiar, romantic, but not fully historical interest attaches to the biography of the 
imprisoned and fortunately escaping monk Malchus, with his nominal wife, which is preserved to 
us by Jerome. 
 



{327} Original at least in the Christian church. Gieseler refers to a heathen precedent; the 
Fallobatei’ in Syria, mentioned by Lucian, Deuteronomy Dea Syria, c. 28 and 29. 
 
{328} Butler, l. c., however, relates something similar of a contemporary Benedictine monk, Dom 
Claude Leante: "In 1731, when he was about fifty-one years of age, he had fasted eleven years 
without taking any food the whole forty days, except what he daily took at mass; and what added 
to the wonder is, that during Lent he did not properly sleep, but only dozed. He could not bear the 
open air; and toward the end of Lent he was excessively pale and wasted. This fact is attested by 
his brethren and superiors, in a relation printed at Sens, in 1731." 
 
{329} The first pillar, which he himself erected, and on which he lived four years, was six cubits 
(phcewn) high, the second twelve, the third twenty-two, and the fourth, which the people erected 
for him, and on which he spent twenty years, was thirty-six, according to Theodoret; others say 
forty. The top was only three feet in diameter. It probably had a railing, however, on which he 
could lean in sleep or exhaustion. So at least these pillars are drawn in pictures. Food was carried 
up to the pillar saints by their disciples on a ladder. 
 
{330} to mega yauma thv oikoumenhv. Hist. Relig. c. 26, at the beginning. 
 
{331} Referring to Isaiah 20:2 Jeremiah 1:17 28:12 Hosea 1:2 3:1 Ezekiel 4:4 12:5. 
 
{332} Ep. ii. 114; cited in Gieseler, ii. 2, p. 246, note 47 (Edinb. Engl. ed. ii. p. 13, note 47, and in 
Neander. 592), in Syria. The latter is said to have spent sixty-eight years on a pillar. In the East 
this form of sanctity perpetuated itself, though only in exceptional cases, down to the twelfth 
century. The West, so far as we know, affords but one example of a stylite, who, according to 
Gregory of Tours, lived a long time on a pillar near Treves, but came down at the command of 
the bishop, and entered a neighboring cloister.  

 



38. Pachomius and the Cloister life. 
 
On St. Pachomius we have a biography composed soon after his death by a monk of Tabennae, 
and scattered accounts in Palladius, Jerome (Regula Pachomii, Latine reddita, Opp. Hieron. ed. 
Vallarsi, tom. ii. p. 50 sqq.), Rufinus, Sozomen, &c. Comp. Tillemont, tom. vii. p. 167-235, and 
the Vit. Sanct. sub Maj. 14. 
 
Though the strictly solitary life long continued in use, and to this day appears here and there in 
the Greek and Roman churches, yet from the middle of the fourth century monasticism began to 
assume in general the form of the cloister life, as incurring less risk, being available for both 
sexes, and being profitable to the church. Anthony himself gave warning, as we have already 
observed, against the danger of entire isolation, by referring to the proverb: "Woe to him that is 
alone." To many of the most eminent ascetics anchoretism was a stepping stone to the coenobite 
life; to others it was the goal of coenobitism, and the last and highest round on the ladder of 
perfection. 
 
The founder of this social monachism was Pachomius, a contemporary of Anthony, like him an 
Egyptian, and little below him in renown among the ancients. He was born about 292, of heathen 
parents, in the Upper Thebaid, served as a soldier in the army of the tyrant Maximin on the 
expedition against Constantine and Licinius, and was, with his comrades, so kindly treated by the 
Christians at Thebes, that he was won to the Christian faith, and, after his discharge from the 
military service, received baptism. Then, in 313, he visited the aged hermit Palemon, to learn 
from him the way to perfection. The saint showed him the difficulties of the anchorite life: 
"Many," said he, "have come hither from disgust with the world, and had no perseverance. 
Remember, my son, my food consists only of bread and salt; I drink no wine, take no oil, spend 
half the night awake, singing psalms and meditating on the Scriptures, and sometimes pass the 
whole night without sleep." Pachomius was astounded, but not discouraged, and spent several 
years with this man as a pupil. 
 
In the year 325 he was directed by an angel, in a vision, to establish on the island of Tabennae, in 
the Nile, in Upper Egypt, a society of monks, which in a short time became so strong that even 
before his death (348) it numbered eight or nine cloisters in the Thebaid, and three thousand 
(according to some, seven thousand), and, a century later, fifty thousand members. The mode of 
life was fixed by a strict rule of Pachomius, which, according to a later legend, an angel 
communicated to him, and which Jerome translated into Latin. The formal reception into the 
society was preceded by a three-years’ probation. Rigid vows were not yet enjoined. With 
spiritual exercises manual labor was united, agriculture, boat building, basketmaking, mat and 
coverlet weaving, by which the monks not only earned their own living, but also supported the 
poor and the sick. They were divided, according to the grade of their ascetic piety, into four and 
twenty classes, named by the letters of the Greek alphabet. They lived three in a cell. They ate in 
common, but in strict silence, and with the face covered. They made known their wants by signs. 
The sick were treated with special care. On Saturday and Sunday they partook of the communion. 
Pachomius, as abbot, or archimandrite, took the oversight of the whole; each cloister having a 
separate superior and a steward. 
 
Pachomius also established a cloister of nuns for his sister, whom he never admitted to his 
presence when she would visit him, sending her word that she should be content to know that he 
was still alive. In like manner, the sister of Anthony and the wife of Ammon became centres of 
female cloister life, which spread with great rapidity. 
 



Pachomius, after his conversion never ate a full meal, and for fifteen years slept sitting on a stone. 
Tradition ascribes to him all sorts of miracles, even the gift of tongues and perfect dominion over 
nature, so that he trod without harm on serpents and scorpions, and crossed the Nile on the backs 
of crocodiles! {333} Soon after Pachomius, fifty monasteries arose on the Nitrian mountain, in no 
respect inferior to those in the Thebaid. They maintained seven bakeries for the benefit of the 
anchorets in the neighboring Libyan desert, and gave attention also, at least in later days, to 
theological studies; as the valuable manuscripts recently discovered there evince. 
 
From Egypt the cloister life spread with the rapidity of the irresistible spirit of the age, over the 
entire Christian East. The most eminent fathers of the Greek church were either themselves 
monks for a time, or at all events friends and patrons of monasticism. Ephraim propagated it in 
Mesopotamia; Eustathius of Sebaste in Armenia and Paphlagonia; Basil the Great in Pontus and 
Cappadocia. The latter provided his monasteries and nunneries with clergy, and gave them an 
improved rule, which, before his death (379), was accepted by some eighty thousand monks, and 
translated by Rufinus into Latin. He sought to unite the virtues of the anchorite and coenobite life, 
and to make the institution useful to the church by promoting the education of youth, and also (as 
Athanasius designed before him) by combating Arianism among the people. {334} He and his 
friend Gregory Nazianzen were the first to unite scientific theological studies with the ascetic 
exercises of solitude. Chrysostom wrote three books in praise and vindication of the monastic life, 
and exhibits it in general in its noblest aspect. 
 
In the beginning of the fifth century, Eastern monasticism was most worthily represented by the 
elder Nilus of Sinai, a pupil and venerator of Chrysostom, and a copious ascetic writer, who 
retired with his son from a high civil office in Constantinople to Mount Sinai, while his wife, with 
a daughter, travelled to an Egyptian cloister; {335} and by the abbot Isidore, of Pelusium, on the 
principal eastern mouth of the Nile, from whom we have two thousand epistles. {336} The 
writings of these two men show a rich spiritual experience, and an extended and fertile field of 
labor and usefulness in their age and generation. 
 
{333} Mohler remarks on this (Vermischte Schriften, ii. p. 183): "Thus antiquity expresses its 
faith, that for man perfectly reconciled with God there is no enemy in nature. There is more than 
poetry here; there is expressed at least the high opinion his own and future generations had of 
Pachomius." The last qualifying remark suggests a doubt even in the mind of this famous modern 
champion of Romanism as to the real historical character of the wonderful tales of this monastic 
saint. 
 
{334} Gregory Nazianzen, in his eulogy on Basil (Orat. xx. of the old order, Orat. xliii. in the new 
Par. ed.), gives him the honor of endeavoring to unite the theoretical and the practical modes of 
life in monasticism, ina mhvte to filovsofon ajkoinwvnhton h, mhvte to praktikon ajfilovsofon. 
 
{335} Comp. Neander, iii. 487 (Torrey’s translation, vol. ii. p. 250 sqq.), who esteems Nilus 
highly; and the article of Gass in Herzog’s Theol. Encykl. vol. x. p, 355 sqq. His works are in the 
Bibl. Max. vet. Patr. tom. vii., and in Migne’s Patrol. Gr. t. 79. 
 
{336} Comp. on him Tillemont, xv., and H. A. Niemeyer: "De Isid. Pel. vita, scripet doctrina," 
Hal. 1825. His Epistles are in the 7th volume of the Bibliotheca Maxima, and in Migne’s Patrol. 
Graeca, tom. 58, Paris, 1860.  

 



39. Fanatical and Heretical Monastic Societies in The East. 
 
Acta Concil. Gangrenensis, in Mansi, ii. 1095 sqq. Epiphan.: Haer. 70, 75 and 80. Socr.: H. E. ii. 
43. Sozom.: iv. 24. Theodor.: H. E. iv. 9, 10; Fab. haer. iv. 10, 11. Comp. Neander: iii. p. 468 sqq. 
(ed. Torrey, ii. 238 sqq.). 
 
Monasticism generally adhered closely to the orthodox faith of the church. The friendship 
between Athanasius, the father of orthodoxy, and Anthony, the father of monachism, is on this 
point a classical fact. But Nestorianism also, and Eutychianism, Monophysitism, Pelagianism, 
and other heresies, proceeded from monks, and found in monks their most vigorous advocates. 
And the monastic enthusiasm ran also into ascetic heresies of its own, which we must notice here. 
 
1. The Eustathians, so named from Eustathius, bishop of Sebaste and friend of Basil, founder of 
monasticism in Armenia, Pontus, and Paphlagonia. This sect asserted that marriage debarred from 
salvation and incapacitated for the clerical office. For this and other extravagances it was 
condemned by a council at Gangra in Paphlagonia (between 360 and 370), and gradually died 
out. 
 
2. The Audians held similar principles. Their founder, Audius, or Udo, a layman of Syria, 
charged the clergy of his day with immorality, especially avarice and extravagance. After much 
persecution, which he bore patiently, he forsook the church, with his friends, among whom were 
some bishops and priests, and, about 330, founded a rigid monastic sect in Scythia, which 
subsisted perhaps a hundred years. They were Quartodecimans in the practice of Easter, 
observing it on the 14th of Nisan, according to Jewish fashion. Epiphanius speaks favorably of 
their exemplary but severely ascetic life. 
 
3. The Euchites or Messalians, {337} also called Enthusiasts, were roaming mendicant monks in 
Mesopotamia and Syria (dating from 360), who conceived the Christian life as an unintermitted 
prayer, despised all physical labor, the moral law, and the sacraments, and boasted themselves 
perfect. They taught, that every man brings an evil demon with him into the world, which can 
only be driven away by prayer; then the Holy Ghost comes into the soul, liberates it from all the 
bonds of sense, and raises it above the need of instruction and the means of grace. The gospel 
history they declared a mere allegory. But they concealed their pantheistic mysticism and 
antinomianism under external conformity to the Catholic church. When their principles, toward 
the end of the fourth century, became known, the persecution of both the ecclesiastical and the 
civil authority fell upon them. Yet they perpetuated themselves to the seventh century, and 
reappeared in the Euchites and Bogomiles of the middle age. 
 
{337} From qlixlim equals eucitai, from euch, prayer.  

 



40. Monasticism in the West. Athanasius, Ambrose, Augustine, Martin 
of Tours. 
 
I. Ambrosius: Deuteronomy Virginibus ad Marcellinam sororem suam libri tres, written about 
377 (in the Benedictine edition of Ambr. Opera, tom. ii. p. 145-183). Augustinus (A. D. 400): 
Deuteronomy Opere Monachorum liber unus (in the Bened. ed., tom. vi. p. 476-504). 
SulpitiusSeverus (about A. D. 403): Dialogi tres (de virtutibus monachorum orientalium et de 
virtutibus B. Martini); and Deuteronomy Vita Beati Martini (both in the Bibliotheca Maxima vet. 
Patrum, tom. vi. p. 349 sqq., and better in Gallandi’s Bibliotheca vet. Patrum, tom. viii. p. 392 
sqq.). 
 
II. J. Mabillon: Observat. de monachis in occidente ante Benedictum (Praef. in Acta Sanct. Ord. 
Bened.). R. H. Milman: Hist. of Latin Christianity, Lond. 1854, vol. i. ch. vi. p. 409-426: 
"Western Monasticism." Count de Montalembert: The Monks of the West, Engl. translation, vol. 
i. p. 379 sqq. 
 
In the Latin church, in virtue partly of the climate, partly of the national character, {338} the 
monastic life took a much milder form, but assumed greater variety, and found a larger field of 
usefulness than in the Greek. It produced no pillar saints, nor other such excesses of ascetic 
heroism, but was more practical instead, and an important instrument for the cultivation of the 
soil and the diffusion of Christianity and civilization among the barbarians. {339} Exclusive 
contemplation was exchanged for alternate contemplation and labor. "A working monk," says 
Cassian, "is plagued by one devil, an inactive monk by a host." Yet it must not be forgotten that 
the most eminent representatives of the Eastern monasticism recommended manual labor and 
studies; and that the Eastern monks took a very lively, often rude and stormy part in theological 
controversies. And on the other hand, there were Western monks who, like Martin of Tours, 
regarded labor as disturbing contemplation. 
 
Athanasius, the guest, the disciple, and subsequently the biographer and eulogist of St. Anthony, 
brought the first intelligence of monasticism to the West, and astounded the civilized and 
effeminate Romans with two live representatives of the semi-barbarous desert-sanctity of Egypt, 
who accompanied him in his exile in 340. The one, Ammonius, was so abstracted from the world 
that he disdained to visit any of the wonders of the great city, except the tombs of St. Peter and St. 
Paul; while the other, Isidore, attracted attention by his amiable simplicity. The phenomenon 
excited at first disgust and contempt, but soon admiration and imitation, especially among 
women, and among the decimated ranks of the ancient Roman nobility. The impression of the 
first visit was afterward strengthened by two other visits of Athanasius to Rome, and especially 
by his biography of Anthony, which immediately acquired the popularity and authority of a 
monastic gospel. Many went to Egypt and Palestine, to devote themselves there to the new mode 
of life; and for the sake of such, Jerome afterward translated the rule of Pachomius into Latin. 
Others founded cloisters in the neighborhood of Rome, or on the ruins of the ancient temples and 
the forum, and the frugal number of the heathen vestals was soon cast into the shade by whole 
hosts of Christian virgins. From Rome, monasticism gradually spread over all Italy and the isles 
of the Mediterranean, even to the rugged rocks of the Gorgon and the Capraja, where the hermits, 
in voluntary exile from the world, took the place of the criminals and political victims whom the 
justice or tyranny and jealousy of the emperors had been accustomed to banish thither. 
 
Ambrose, whose sister, Marcellina, was among the first Roman nuns, established a monastery in 
Milan, {340} one of the first in Italy, and with the warmest zeal encouraged celibacy even against 



the will of parents; insomuch that the mothers of Milan kept their daughters out of the way of his 
preaching; whilst from other quarters, even from Mauritania, virgins flocked to him to be 
consecrated to the solitary life. {341} The coasts and small islands of Italy were gradually studded 
with cloisters. {342} 
 
Augustine, whose evangelical principles of the free grace of God as the only ground of salvation 
and peace were essentially inconsistent with the more Pelagian theory of the monastic life, 
nevertheless went with the then reigning spirit of the church in this respect, and led, with his 
clergy, a monk-like life in voluntary poverty and celibacy, {343} after the pattern, as he thought, 
of the primitive church of Jerusalem; but with all his zealous commendation he could obtain favor 
for monasticism in North Africa only among the liberated slaves and the lower classes. {344} He 
viewed it in its noblest aspect, as a life of undivided surrender to God, and undisturbed 
occupation with spiritual and eternal things. But he acknowledged also its abuses; he distinctly 
condemned the vagrant, begging monks, like the Circumcelliones and Gyrovagi, and wrote a 
book (De opere monachorum) against the monastic aversion to labor. 
 
Monasticism was planted in Gaul by MartinofTours, whose life and miracles were described in 
fluent, pleasing language by his disciple, Sulpitius Severus, {345} a few years after his death. 
This celebrated saint, the patron of fields, was born in Pannonia (Hungary), of pagan parents. He 
was educated in Italy, and served three years, against his will, as a soldier under Constantius and 
Julian the Apostate. Even at that time he showed an uncommon degree of temperance, humility, 
and love. He often cleaned his servant’s shoes, and once cut his only cloak in two with his sword, 
to clothe a naked beggar with half; and the next night he saw Christ in a dream with the half 
cloak, and plainly heard him say to the angels: "Behold, Martin, who is yet only a catechumen, 
hath clothed me." {346} He was baptized in his eighteenth year; converted his mother; lived as a 
hermit in Italy; afterward built a monastery in the vicinity of Poictiers (the first in France); 
destroyed many idol temples, and won great renown as a saint and a worker of miracles. About 
the year 370 he was unanimously elected by the people, against his wish, bishop of Tours on the 
Loire, but in his episcopal office maintained his strict monastic mode of life, and established a 
monastery beyond the Loire, where he was soon surrounded with eighty monks. He had little 
education, but a natural eloquence, much spiritual experience, and unwearied zeal. Sulpitius 
Severus places him above all the Eastern monks of whom he knew, and declares his merit to be 
beyond all expression. "Not an hour passed," says he, {347} "in which Martin did not pray.... No 
one ever saw him angry, or gloomy, or merry. Ever the same, with a countenance full of heavenly 
serenity, he seemed to be raised above the infirmities of man. There was nothing in his mouth but 
Christ; nothing in his heart but piety, peace, and sympathy. He used to weep for the sins of his 
enemies, who reviled him with poisoned tongues when he was absent and did them no harm .... 
Yet he had very few persecutors, except among the bishops." The biographer ascribes to him 
wondrous conflicts with the devil, whom he imagined he saw bodily and tangibly present in all 
possible shapes. He tells also of visions, miraculous cures, and even, what no oriental anchoret 
could boast, three instances of restoration of the dead to life, two before and one after his 
accession to the bishopric; {348} and he assures us that he has omitted the greater part of the 
miracles which had come to his ears, lest he should weary the reader; but he several times 
intimates that these were by no means universally credited, even by monks of the same cloister. 
His piety was characterized by an union of monastic humility with clerical arrogance. At a supper 
at the court of the tyrannical emperor Maximus in Trier, he handed the goblet of wine, after he 
himself had drunk of it, first to his presbyter, thus giving him precedence of the emperor. {349} 
The empress on this occasion showed him an idolatrous veneration, even preparing the meal, 
laying the cloth, and standing as a servant before him, like Martha before the Lord. {350} More to 
the bishop’s honor was his protest against the execution of the Priscillianists in Treves. Martin 
died in 397 or 400: his funeral was attended by two thousand monks, besides many nuns and a 



great multitude of people; and his grave became one of the most frequented centres of pilgrimage 
in France. 
 
In Southern Gaul, monasticism spread with equal rapidity. John Cassian, an ascetic writer and a 
Semipelagian (432), founded two cloisters in Massilia (Marseilles), where literary studies also 
were carried on; and Honoratus (after 426, bishop of Arles) established the cloister of St. 
Honoratus on the island of Lerina. 
 
{338} Sulpitius Severus, in the first of his three dialogues, gives several amusing instances of the 
difference between the Gallic and Egyptian stomach, and was greatly astonished when the first 
Egyptian anchoret whom he visited placed before him and his four companions a half loaf of 
barley bread and a handful of herbs for a dinner, though they tasted very good after the 
wearisome journey. "Edacitas," says he, "in Graecis gula est, in Gallia natura." (Dial. i. c. 8, in 
Gallandi, t. viii. p. 405.) 
 
{339} "The monastic stream," says Montalembert, l. c., "which had been born in the deserts of 
Egypt, divided itself into two great arms. The one spread in the East, at first inundated everything, 
then concentrated and lost itself there. The other escaped into the West, and spread itself by a 
thousand channels over an entire world, which had to be covered and fertilized." 
 
{340} Augustine, Conf. vii. 6: "Erat monasterium Mediolani plenum bonis fratribus extra urbis 
moenia, sub Ambrosio nutritore." 
 
{341} Ambr.: Deuteronomy virginibus, lib. iii., addressed to his sister Marcellina, about 377. 
Comp. Tillem. x. 102-105, and Schrockh, viii. 355 sqq. 
 
{342} Ambr.: Hexaameron, l. iii. c. 5. Hieron.: Ep. ad Oceanum de morte Fabiolae, Ep. 77 ed. 
Vall. (84 ed. Ben., al. 30). 
 
{343} He himself speaks of a monasterium clericorum in his episcopal residence, and his 
biographer, Possidius, says of him, Vita, c. 5: "Factus ergo presbyter monasterium inter ecclesiam 
mox instituit, et cum Dei servis vivere coepit secundum modum, et regulam sub sanctis apostlis 
constitutam, maxime ut nemo quidquam proprium haberet, sed eis essent omnia communia." 
 
{344} Deuteronomy opera monach. c. 22. Still later, Salvian (De gubern. Dei, viii. 4) speaks of 
the hatred of the Africans for monasticism. 
 
{345} In his Vita Martini, and also in three letters respecting him, and in three very eloquently 
and elegantly written dialogues, the first of which relates to the oriental monks, the two others to 
the miracles of Martin (translated, with some omissions, in Ruffner’s Fathers of the Desert, vol. 
ii. p. 68-178). He tells us (Dial. i. c. 23) that the book traders of Rome sold his Vita Martini more 
rapidly than any other book, and made great profit on it. The Acts of the Saints were read as 
romances in those days. 
 
{346} The biographer here refers, of course, to Matthew 25:40 
 
{347} Toward the close of his biography, c. 26, 27 (Gallandi, tom. viii. 399). 
 
{348} Comp. Dial. ii. 5 (in Gallandi Bibl. tom. viii. p. 412). 
 
{349} Vita M. c. 20 (in Gallandi, viii. 397). 



 
{350} Dial. ii. 7, which probably relates to the same banquet, since Martin declined other 
invitations to the imperial table. Severus gives us to understand that this was the only time Martin 
allowed a woman so near him, or received her service. He commended a nun for declining even 
his official visit as bishop, and Severus remarks thereupon: "O glorious virgin, who would not 
even suffer herself to be seen by Martin! O blessed Martin, who took not this refusal for an insult, 
but commended its virtue, and rejoiced to find in that region so rare an example!" (Dial, ii. c. 12, 
Gall, viii. 414.)  

 



41. St. Jerome as a Monk. 
 
S. Eus. Hieronymi: Opera omnia, ed. Erasmus (assisted by Oecolampadius), Bas. 1516-’20, 9 
vols. fol.; ed. (Bened.) Martianay, Par. 1693-1706, 5 vols. fol. (incomplete); ed. Vallarsi and 
Maffei, Veron. 1734-’42, 11 vols. fol., also Venet. 1766 (best edition). Comp. especially the 150 
Epistles, often separately edited (the chronological order of which Vallarsi, in tom. i. of his 
edition, has finally established). 
 
For extended works on the life of Jerome see DuPin (Nouvelle Biblioth. des auteurs Eccles. tom. 
iii. p. 100-140); Tillemont (tom. xii. 1-356); Martianay (La vie de St. Jerome, Par. 1706); Joh. 
Stilting (in the Acta Sanctorum, Sept. tom. viii. p. 418-688, Antw. 1762); Butler (sub Sept. 30); 
Vallarsi (in Op. Hieron., tom. xi. p. 1-240); Schrockh (viii. 359 sqq., and especially xi. 3-254); 
Engelstoft (Hieron. Stridonensis, interpres, criticus, exegeta, apologeta, historicus, doctor, 
monachus, Havn. 1798); D. v. Colln (in Ersch and Gruber’s Encycl. sect. ii. vol. 8); Collombet 
(Histoire de S. Jerome, Lyons, 1844); and O. Zockler (Hieronymus, sein Leben und Wirken. 
Gotha, 1865). 
 
The most zealous promoter of the monastic life among the church fathers was Jerome, the 
connecting link between Eastern and Western learning and religion. His life belongs almost with 
equal right to the history of theology and the history of monasticism. Hence the church art 
generally represents him as a penitent in a reading or writing posture, with a lion and a skull, to 
denote the union of the literary and anchoretic modes of life. He was the first learned divine who 
not only recommended but actually embraced the monastic mode of life, and his example exerted 
a great influence in making monasticism available for the promotion of learning. To rare talents 
and attainments, {351} indefatigable activity of mind, ardent faith, immortal merit in the 
translation and interpretation of the Bible, and earnest zeal for ascetic piety, he united so great 
vanity and ambition, such irritability and bitterness of temper, such vehemence of uncontrolled 
passion, such an intolerant and persecuting spirit, and such inconstancy of conduct, that we find 
ourselves alternately attracted and repelled by his character, and now filled with admiration for 
his greatness, now with contempt or pity for his weakness. 
 
Sophronius Eusebius Hieronymus was born at Stridon, {352} on the borders of Dalmatia, not far 
from Aquileia, between the years 331 and 342. {353} He was the son of wealthy Christian 
parents, and was educated in Rome under the direction of the celebrated heathen grammarian 
Donatus, and the rhetorician Victorinus. He read with great diligence and profit the classic poets, 
orators, and philosophers, and collected a considerable library. On Sundays he visited, with 
Bonosus and other young friends, the subterranean graves of the martyrs, which made an 
indelible impression upon him. Yet he was not exempt from the temptations of a great and 
corrupt city, and he lost his chastity, as he himself afterward repeatedly acknowledged with pain. 
 
About the year 370, whether before or after his literary tour to Treves and Aquileia is uncertain, 
but at all events in his later youth, he received baptism at Rome and resolved thenceforth to 
devote himself wholly, in rigid abstinence, to the service of the Lord. In the first zeal of his 
conversion he renounced his love for the classics, and applied himself to the study of the hitherto 
distasteful Bible. In a morbid ascetic frame, he had, a few years later, that celebrated dream, in 
which he was summoned before the judgment seat of Christ, and as a heathen Ciceronian, {354} 
so severely reprimanded and scourged, that even the angels interceded for him from sympathy 
with his youth, and he himself solemnly vowed never again to take worldly books into his hands. 
When he woke, he still felt the stripes, which, as he thought, not his heated fancy, but the Lord 
himself had inflicted upon him. Hence he warns his female friend Eustochium, to whom several 



years afterward (A. D. 384) he recounted this experience, to avoid all profane reading: "What 
have light and darkness, Christ and Belial, {2 Corinthians 6:14} the Psalms and Horace, the 
Gospels and Virgil, the Apostles and Cicero, to do with one another?... We cannot drink the cup 
of the Lord and the cup of the demons at the same time." {355} But proper as this warning may 
be against overrating classical scholarship, Jerome himself, in his version of the Bible and his 
commentaries, affords the best evidence of the inestimable value of linguistic and antiquarian 
knowledge, when devoted to the service of religion. That oath, also, at least in later life, he did 
not strictly keep. On the contrary, he made the monks copy the dialogues of Cicero, and 
explained Virgil at Bethlehem, and his writings abound in recollections and quotations of the 
classic authors. When Rufinus of Aquileia, at first his warm friend, but afterward a bitter enemy, 
cast up to him this inconsistency and breach of a solemn vow, he resorted to the evasion that he 
could not obliterate from his memory what he had formerly read; as if it were not so sinful to cite 
a heathen author as to read him. With more reason he asserted, that all was a mere dream, and a 
dream vow was not binding. He referred him to the prophets, "who teach that dreams are vain, 
and not worthy of faith." Yet was this dream afterward made frequent use of, as Erasmus laments, 
to cover monastic obscurantism. 
 
After his baptism, Jerome divided his life between the East and the West, between ascetic 
discipline and literary labor. He removed from Rome to Antioch with a few friends and his 
library, visited the most celebrated anchorets, attended the exegetical lectures of the younger 
Apollinaris in Antioch, and then (374) spent some time as an ascetic in the dreary Syrian desert of 
Chalcis. Here, like so many other hermits, he underwent a grevious struggle with sensuality, 
which he described ten years after with indelicate minuteness in a long letter to his virgin friend 
Eustochium. {356} In spite of his starved and emaciated body, his fancy tormented him with wild 
images of Roman banquets and dances of women; showing that the monastic seclusion from the 
world was by no means proof against the temptations of the flesh and the devil. Helpless he cast 
himself at the feet of Jesus, wet them with tears of repentance, and subdued the resisting flesh by 
a week of fasting and by the dry study of Hebrew grammar (which, according to a letter to 
Rusticus, {357} he was at that time learning from a converted Jew), until he found peace, and 
thought himself transported to the choirs of the angels in heaven. In this period probably falls the 
dream mentioned above, and the composition of several ascetic writings, full of heated eulogy of 
the monastic life. {358} His biographies of distinguished anchorets, however, are very pleasantly 
and temperately written. {359} He commends monastic seclusion even against the will of parents; 
interpreting the word of the Lord about forsaking father and mother, as if monasticism and 
Christianity were the same. "Though thy mother"—he writes, in 373, to his friend Heliodorus, 
who had left him in the midst of his journey to the Syrian desert—"with flowing hair and rent 
garments, should show thee the breasts which have nourished thee; though thy father should lie 
upon the threshold; yet depart thou, treading over thy father, and fly with dry eyes to the standard 
of the cross. This is the only religion of its kind, in this matter to be cruel.... The love of God and 
the fear of hell easily, rend the bonds of the household asunder. The holy Scripture indeed enjoins 
obedience to parents; but he who loves them more than Christ, loses his soul.... O desert, where 
the flowers of Christ are blooming!. O solitude, where the stones for the new Jerusalem are 
prepared! O retreat, which rejoices in the friendship of God! What doest thou in the world, my 
brother, with thy soul greater than the world? How long wilt thou remain in the shadow of roofs, 
and in the smoky dungeon of cities? Believe me, I see here more of the light." {360} The eloquent 
appeal, however, failed of the desired effect; Heliodorus entered the teaching order and became a 
bishop. 
 
The active and restless spirit of Jerome soon brought him again upon the public stage, and 
involved him in all the doctrinal and ecclesiastical controversies of those controversial times. He 
received the ordination of presbyter from the bishop Paulinus in Antioch, without taking charge 



of a congregation. He preferred the itinerant life of a monk and a student to a fixed office, and 
about 380 journeyed to Constantinople, where he heard the anti-Arian sermons of the celebrated 
Gregory Nazianzen, and translated the Chronicle of Eusebius and the homilies of Origen on 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel. In 382, on account of the Meletian schism, he returned to Rome with 
Paulinus and Epiphanius. Here he came into close connection with the bishop, Damasus, as his 
theological adviser and ecclesiastical secretary, {361} and was led by him into new exegetical 
labors, particularly the revision of the Latin version of the Bible, which he completed at a later 
day in the East. 
 
At the same time he labored in Rome with the greatest zeal, by mouth and pen, in the cause of 
monasticism, which had hitherto gained very little foothold there, and met with violent opposition 
even among the clergy. He had his eye mainly upon the most wealthy and honorable classes of 
the decayed Roman society, and tried to induce the descendants of the Scipios, the Gracchi, the 
Marcelli, the Camilli, the Anicii to turn their sumptuous villas into monastic retreats, and to lead a 
life of self-sacrifice and charity. He met with great success. "The old patrician races, which 
founded Rome, which had governed her during all her period of splendor and liberty, and which 
overcame and conquered the world, had expiated for four centuries, under the atrocious yoke of 
the Caesars, all that was most hard and selfish in the glory of their fathers. Cruelly humiliated, 
disgraced, and decimated during that long servitude, by the masters whom degenerate Rome had 
given herself, they found at last in Christian life, such as was practised by the monks, the dignity 
of sacrifice and the emancipation of the soul. These sons of the old Romans threw themselves 
into it with the magnanimous fire and persevering energy which had gained for their ancestors the 
empire of the world. ‘Formerly,’ says St. Jerome, ‘according to the testimony of the apostles, 
there were few rich, few noble, few powerful among the Christians. Now it is no longer so. Not 
only among the Christians, but among the monks are to be found a multitude of the wise, the 
noble, and the rich.’... The monastic institution offered them a field of battle where the struggles 
and victories of their ancestors could be renewed and surpassed for a loftier cause, and over 
enemies more redoubtable. The great men whose memory hovered still over degenerate Rome 
had contended only with men, and subjugated only their bodies; their descendants undertook to 
strive with devils, and to conquer souls.... God called them to be the ancestors of a new people, 
gave them a new empire to found, and permitted them to bury and transfigure the glory of their 
forefathers in the bosom of the spiritual regeneration of the world." {362} 
 
Most of these distinguished patrician converts of Jerome were women—such widows as 
Marcella, Albinia, Furia, Salvina, Fabiola, Melania, and the most illustrious of all, Paula, and her 
family; or virgins, as Eustochium, Apella, Marcellina, Asella, Felicitas, and Demetrias. He 
gathered them as a select circle around him; he expounded to them the Holy Scriptures, in which 
some of these Roman ladies were very well read; he answered their questions of conscience; he 
incited them to celibate life, lavish beneficence, and enthusiastic asceticism; and flattered their 
spiritual vanity by extravagant praises. He was the oracle, biographer, admirer, and eulogist of 
these holy women, who constituted the spiritual nobility of Catholic Rome. Even the senator 
Pammachius, son in-law to Paula and heir to her fortune, gave his goods to the poor, exchanged 
the purple for the cowl, exposed himself to the mockery of his colleagues, and became, in the 
flattering language of Jerome, the general in chief of Roman monks, the first of monks in the first 
of cities. {363} Jerome considered second marriage incompatible with genuine holiness; even 
depreciated first marriage, except so far as it was a nursery of brides of Christ; warned 
Eustochium against all intercourse with married women; and hesitated not to call the mother of a 
bride of Christ, like Paula, a "mother-in-law of God." {364} 
 
His intimacy with these distinguished women, whom he admired more, perhaps, than they 
admired him, together with his unsparing attacks upon the immoralities of the Roman clergy and 



of the higher classes, drew upon him much unjust censure and groundless calumny, which he met 
rather with indignant scorn and satire than with quiet dignity and Christian meekness. After the 
death of his patron Damasus, A. D. 384, he left Rome, and in August, 385, with his brother 
Paulinian, a few monks, Paula, and her daughter Eustochium, made a pilgrimage "from Babylon 
to Jerusalem, that not Nebuchadnezzar, but Jesus, should reign over him." With religious 
devotion and inquiring mind he wandered through the holy places of Palestine, spent some time 
in Alexandria, where he heard the lectures of the celebrated Didymus; visited the cells of the 
Nitrian mountain; and finally, with his two female friends, in 386, settled in the birthplace of the 
Redeemer, to lament there, as he says, the sins of his youth, and to secure himself against others. 
 
In Bethlehem he presided over a monastery till his death, built a hospital for all strangers except 
heretics, prosecuted his literary studies without cessation, wrote several commentaries, and 
finished his improved Latin version of the Bible—the noblest monument of his life—but 
entangled himself in violent literary controversies, not only with opponents of the church 
orthodoxy like Helvidius (against whom he had appeared before, in 384), Jovinian, Vigilantius, 
and Pelagius, but also with his long-tried friend Rufinus, and even with Augustine. {365} 
Palladius says, his jealousy could tolerate no saint beside himself, and drove many pious monks 
away from Bethlehem. He complained of the crowds of monks whom his fame attracted to 
Bethlehem. {366} The remains of the Roman nobility, too, ruined by the sack of Rome, fled to 
him for food and shelter. At the last his repose was disturbed by incursions of the barbarian Huns 
and the heretical Pelagians. He died in 419 or 420, of fever, at a great age. His remains were 
afterward brought to the Roman basilica of Maria Maggiore, but were exhibited also and 
superstitiously venerated in several copies in Florence, Prague, Clugny, Paris, and the Escurial. 
{367} 
 
The Roman church has long since assigned him one of the first places among her standard 
teachers and canonical saints. Yet even some impartial Catholic historians venture to admit and 
disapprove his glaring inconsistencies and violent passions. The Protestant love of truth inclines 
to the judgment, that Jerome was indeed an accomplished and most serviceable scholar and a 
zealous enthusiast for all which his age counted holy, but lacking in calm self-control and proper 
depth of mind and character, and that he reflected, with the virtues, the failings also of his age and 
of the monastic system. It must be said to his credit, however, that with all his enthusiastic zeal 
and admiration for monasticism, he saw with a keen eye and exposed with unsparing hand the 
false monks and nuns, and painted in lively colors the dangers of melancholy, hypochondria, the 
hypocrisy and spiritual pride, to which the institution was exposed. {368} 
 
{351} As he himself boasts in his second apology to Rufinus: "Ego philosophus(?), rhetor, 
grammaticus, dialecticus, hebraeus, graecus, latinus, trilinguis." The celebrated Erasmus, the first 
editor of his works, and a very competent judge in matters of literary talent and merit, places 
Jerome above all the fathers, even St. Augustine (with whose doctrines of free grace and 
predestination he could not sympathize), and often gives eloquent expression to his admiration for 
him. In a letter to Pope Leo X. (Ep. ii. 1, quoted in Vallarsi’s ed. of Jerome’s works, tom. xi. 
290), he says: "Divus Hieronymus sic apud Latinos est theologorum princeps, ut hunc prope 
solum habeamus theologi dignum nomine. Non quod caeteros damnem, sed quod illustres alioqui, 
si cum hoc conferantur, ob huius eminentiam velut obscurentur. Denique tot egregiis est 
cumulatus dotibus, ut vix ullum habeat et ipsa docta Graecia, quem cum hoc viro quest 
componere. Quantum in illo Romanae facundiae! quanta linguarum peritia! quanta omnis 
antiquitatis omnium historiarum notitia! quam fida memoria! quam felix rerum omnium mixtum! 
quam absoluta mysticarum literarum cognitio! super omnia, quis ardor ille, quam admirabilis 
divini pectoris afflatus? ut una et plurimum delectet eloquentia, et doceat eruditione, et rapiat 
sanctimonia." 



 
{352} Hence called Stridonensis; also in distinction from the contemporary but little known 
Greek Jerome, who was probably a presbyter in Jerusalem. 
 
{353} Martianay, Stilting, Cave, Schrockh, Hagenbach, and others, place his birth, according to 
Prosper, Chron. ad ann. 331, in the year 331; Baronius, Du Pin, and Tillemont, with greater 
probability, in the year 342. The last infers from various circumstances, that Jerome lived, not 
ninety-one years, as Prosper states, but only seventy-eight. Vallarsi (t. xi. 8) places his birth still 
later, in the year 346. His death is placed in the year 419 or 420. 
 
{354} "Mentiris," said the Lord to him, when Jerome called himself a Christian, "Ciceronianus es, 
non Christianus, ubi enim thesaurus tuus ibi et cor tuum." Ep. xxii. ad Eustochium, "De custodia 
virginitatis "(tom. i. p. 113). C. A. Heumann has written a special treatise, Deuteronomy ecstasi 
Hieronymi anti-Ciceroniana. Comp. also Schrockh, vol. vii. p. 35 sqq., and Ozanam: "Civilisation 
au 5e Siecle," i. 301. 
 
{355} Ep. xxii. (ed. Vall. i. 112). 
 
{356} Ep. xxii. (i. p. 91, ed. Vallars.) 
 
{357} Ep. cxxv., ed. Vallars. (al. 95 or 4.) 
 
{358} Deuteronomy laude vitae solitariae, Ep. xiv. (tom. i. 28-36) ad Heliodorum. The Roman 
lady Fabiola learned this letter by heart, and Du Pin calls it a masterpiece of eloquence (Nouv. 
Bibl. des auteurs eccl. iii. 102), but it is almost too declamatory and turgid. He himself afterward 
acknowledged it overdrawn. 
 
{359} Gibbon says of them: "The stories of Paul, Hilarion, and Malchus are admirably told; and 
the only defect of these pleasing compositions is the want of truth and common sense." 
 
{360} Ep. xiv. (t. i. 29 sq.) Similar descriptions of the attractions of monastic life we meet with in 
the ascetic writings of Gregory, Basil, Ambrose, Chrysostom, Cassian, Nilus, and Isidor. "So 
great grace," says the venerable monk Nilus of Mount Sinai, in the beginning of the fifth century 
(Ep. lib. i Ep. 1, as quoted by Neander, Am. ed. ii. 250), "so great grace his God bestowed on the 
monks, even in anticipation of the future world, that they wish for no honors from men, and feel 
no longing after the greatness of this world; but, on the contrary, often seek rather to remain 
concealed from men: while, on the other hand, many of the great, who possess all the glory of the 
world, either of their own accord, or compelled by misfortune, take refuge with the lowly monks, 
and, delivered from fatal dangers, obtain at once a temporal and an eternal salvation." 
 
{361} As we infer from a remark of Jerome in Ep. cxxiii. c. 10, written a. 409 (ed. Vallars. i. p. 
901): "Ante annos plurimos, quum in chartis ecclesiasticis" (i.e. probably in ecclesiastical 
documents; though Schrockh, viii. p. 122, refers it to the Holy Scriptures, appealing to a work of 
Bonamici unknown to me), "juvarem Damasum, Romanae urbis episcopum, et orientis atque 
occidentis synodicis consultationibus responderem," etc. The latter words, which Schrockh does 
not quote, favor the common interpretation. 
 
{362} Montalembert, himself the scion of an old noble family in France, l. c. i. p. 388 sq. Comp. 
Hieron., Epist. lxvi. ad Pammachium, de obit. Paulinae (ed. Vallars. i. 391 sqq.). 
 



{363} In one of his Epist. ad Pammach.: "Primus inter monachos in prima urbe... archistrategos 
monachorum." 
 
{364} Ep. xxii. ad Eustochium, "de custodia virginitatis." Even Rufinus was shocked at the 
profane, nay, almost blasphemous expression, socrus Dei, and asked him from what heathen poet 
he had stolen it. 
 
{365} His controversy with Augustine on the interpretation of Galatians 2:14 is not unimportant 
as an index of the moral character of the two most illustrous Latin fathers of the church. Jerome 
saw in the account of the collision between Paul and Peter, in Antioch, an artifice of pastoral 
prudence, and supposed that Paul did not there reprove the senior apostle in earnest, but only for 
effect, to reclaim the Jews from their wrong notions respecting the validity of the ceremonial law. 
Augustine’s delicate sense of truth was justly offended by this exegesis, which, to save the 
dignity of Peter, ascribed falsehood to Paul, and he expressed his opinion to Jerome, who, 
however, very loftily made him feel his smaller grammatical knowledge. But they afterward 
became reconciled. Comp. on this dispute the letters on both sides, in Hieron. Opera, ed. Vall. 
tom. i. 632 sqq., and the treatise of Mohler, in his "Vermischte Schriften," vol. i. p. 1-18. 
 
{366} "Tantis de toto orbe confluentibus obruimur turbis monachorum." 
 
{367} The Jesuit Stilting, the author of the Vita Hieron. in the Acta Sanctorum, devotes nearly 
thirty folio pages to accounts of the veneration paid to him and his relics after his death. 
 
{368} Most Roman Catholic biographers, as Martianay, Vallarsi, Stilting, Dolci, and even the 
Anglican Cave, are unqualified eulogists of Jerome. See also the "Selecta Veterum testimonia de 
Hieronymo ejusque scriptis," in Vallarsi’s edition, tom. xi. pp. 282-300. Tillemont, however, who 
on account of his Jansenist proclivity sympathizes more with Augustine, makes a move toward a 
more enlightened judgment, for which Stilting sharply reproves him. Montalembert (l. c. i. 402) 
praises him as a man of genius, inspired by zeal and subdued by penitence, of ardent faith and 
immense resources of knowledge; yet he incidentally speaks also of his "almost savage 
impetuosity of temper," and "that inexhaustible vehemence which sometimes degenerated into 
emphasis and affectation." Dr. John H. Newman, in his opinion before his transition from 
Puseyism to Romanism, exhibits the conflict in which the moral feeling is here involved with the 
authority of the Roman Church: "I do not scruple to say, that, were he not a saint, there are things 
in his writings and views from which I should shrink; but as the case stands, I shrink rather from 
putting myself in opposition to something like a judgment of the catholic(?) world in favor of his 
saintly perfection." (Church of the Fathers, 263, cited by Robertson.) Luther also here boldly 
broke through tradition, but, forgetful of the great value of the Vulgate even to his German 
version of the Bible, went to the opposite extreme of unjust derogation, expressing several times a 
distinct antipathy to this church father, and charging him with knowing not how to write at all of 
Christ, but only of fasts, virginity, and useless monkish exercises. Le Clerc exposed his defects 
with thorough ability, but unfairly, in his "Quaestiones Hieronymianae" (Amstel. 1700, over 500 
pages). Mosheim and Schrockh are more mild, but the latter considers it doubtful whether Jerome 
did Christianity more good than harm. Among later Protestant historians opinion has become 
somewhat more favorable, though rather to his learning than to his moral character, which betrays 
in his letters and controversial writings too many unquestionable weaknesses.  

 



42. St. Paula. 
 
Hieronymus: Epitaphium Paulae matris, ad Eustochium virginem, Ep. cviii. (ed. Vallarsi, Opera, 
tom. i. p. 684 sqq.; ed. Bened. Ep. lxxxvi). Also the ActaSanctorum, and Butler’s Lives of Saints, 
sub Jan. 26. 
 
Of Jerome’s many female disciples, the most distinguished is St. Paula, the model of a Roman 
Catholic nun. With his accustomed extravagance, he opens his eulogy after her death, in. 404, 
with these words: "If all the members of my body were turned into tongues, and all my joints 
were to utter human voices, I should be unable to say anything worthy of the holy and venerable 
Paula." 
 
She was born in 347, of the renowned stock of the Scipios and Gracchi and Paulus Aemilius, 
{369} and was already a widow of six and thirty years, and the mother of five children, when, 
under the influence of Jerome, she renounced all the wealth and honors of the world, and betook 
herself to the most rigorous ascetic life. Rumor circulated suspicion, which her spiritual guide, 
however, in a letter to Asella, answered with indignant rhetoric: "Was there, then, no other 
matron in Rome, who could have conquered my heart, but that one, who was always mourning 
and fasting, who abounded in dirt, {370} who had become almost blind with weeping, who spent 
whole nights in prayer, whose song was the Psalms, whose conversation was the gospel, whose 
joy was abstemiousness, whose life was fasting? Could no other have pleased me, but that one, 
whom I have never seen eat? Nay, verily, after I had begun to revere her as her chastity deserved, 
should all virtues have at once forsaken me?" He afterward boasts of her, that she knew the 
Scriptures almost entirely by memory; she even learned Hebrew, that she might sing the psalter 
with him in the original; and continually addressed exegetical questions to him, which he himself 
could answer only in part. 
 
Repressing the sacred feelings of a mother, she left her daughter Ruffina and her little son 
Toxotius, in spite of their prayers and tears, in the city, of Rome, {371} met Jerome in Antioch, 
and made a pilgrimage to Palestine and Egypt. With glowing devotion, she knelt before the 
rediscovered cross, as if the Lord were still hanging upon it; she kissed the stone of the 
resurrection which the angel rolled away; licked with thirsty tongue the pretended tomb of Jesus, 
and shed tears of joy as she entered the stable and beheld the manger of Bethlehem. In Egypt she 
penetrated into the desert of Nitria, prostrated herself at the feet of the hermits, and then returned 
to the holy land and settled permanently in the birthplace of the Saviour. She founded there a 
monastery for Jerome, whom she supported, and three nunneries, in which she spent twenty years 
as abbess, until 404. 
 
She denied herself flesh and wine, performed, with her daughter Eustochium, the meanest 
services, and even in sickness slept on the bare ground in a hair shirt, or spent the whole night in 
prayer. "I must," said she, "disfigure my face, which I have often, against the command of God, 
adorned with paint; torment the body, which has participated in many idolatries; and atone for 
long laughing by constant weeping." Her liberality knew no bounds. She wished to die in 
beggary, and to be buried in a shroud which did not belong to her. She left to her daughter (she 
died in 419) a multitude of debts, which she had contracted at a high rate of interest for 
benevolent purposes. {372} 
 
Her obsequies, which lasted a week, were attended by the bishops of Jerusalem and other cities of 
Palestine, besides clergy, monks, nuns, and laymen innumerable. Jerome apostrophizes her: 
"Farewell, Paula, and help with prayer the old age of thy adorer!" 



 
{369} Her father professed to trace his genealogy to Agamemnon, and her husband to Aeneas. 
 
{370} This want of cleanliness, the inseparable companion of ancient ascetic holiness, is bad 
enough in monks, but still more intolerable and revolting in nuns. 
 
{371} "Nesciebat se matrem," says Jerome, "ut Christi probaret ancillam." Revealing the conflict 
of monastic sanctity with the natural virtues which God has enjoined. Montalembert, also, quotes 
this objectionable passage with apparent approbation. 
 
{372} Jerome says, Eustochium hoped to pay the debts of her mother—probably by the help of 
others. Fuller justly remarks: "Liberality should have banks, as well as a stream."  

 



43. Benedict of Nursia. 
 
Gregorius M.: Dialogorum, l. iv. (composed about 594; lib. ii. contains the biography of St. 
Benedict according to the communications of four abbots and disciples of the saint, Constantine, 
Honoratus, Valentinian, and Simplicius, but full of surprising miracles). Mabillon and other 
writers of the Benedictine congregation of St. Maurus: Acta Sanctorum ordinis S. Benedicti in 
saeculorum classes distributa, fol. Par. 1668-1701, 9 vols. (to the year 1100), and Annales ordinis 
S. Bened. Par. 1703-’39, 6 vols. fol. (to 1157). Dom (Domnus) Jos. Deuteronomy Mege: Vie de 
St. Benoit, Par. 1690. The ActaSanctorum, and Butler, sub Mart. 21. Montalembert: The Monks 
of the West, vol. ii. book iv. 
 
Benedict of Nursia, the founder of the celebrated order which bears his name, gave to the Western 
monasticism a fixed and permanent form, and thus carried it far above the Eastern with its 
imperfect attempts at organization, and made it exceedingly profitable to the practical, and, 
incidentally, also to the literary interests of the Catholic Church. He holds, therefore, the dignity 
of patriarch of the Western monks. He has furnished a remarkable instance of the incalculable 
influence which a simple but judicious moral rule of life may exercise on many centuries. 
 
Benedict was born of the illustrious house of Anicius, at Nursia (now Norcia) in Umbria, about 
the year 480, at the time when the political and social state of Europe was distracted and 
dismembered, and literature, morals, and religion seemed to be doomed to irremediable ruin. He 
studied in Rome, but so early as his fifteenth year he fled from the corrupt society of his fellow 
students, and spent three years in seclusion in a dark, narrow, and inaccessible grotto at Subiaco. 
{373} A neighboring monk, Romanus, furnished him from time to time his scanty food, letting it 
down by a cord, with a little bell, the sound of which announced to him the loaf of bread. He 
there passed through the usual anchoretic battles with demons, and by prayer and ascetic 
exercises attained a rare power over nature. At one time, Pope Gregory tells us, the allurements of 
voluptuousness so strongly tempted his imagination that he was on the point of leaving his retreat 
in pursuit of a beautiful woman of previous acquaintance; but summoning up his courage, he took 
off his vestment of skins and rolled himself naked on thorns and briers, near his cave, until the 
impure fire of sensual passion was forever extinguished. Seven centuries later, St. Francis of 
Assisi planted on that spiritual battle field two rose trees, which grew and survived the 
Benedictine thorns and briers. He gradually became known, and was at first taken for a wild beast 
by the surrounding shepherds, but afterward reverenced as a saint. 
 
After this period of hermit life he began his labors in behalf of the monastery proper. In that 
mountainous region he established in succession twelve cloisters, each with twelve monks and a 
superior, himself holding the oversight of all. The persecution of an unworthy priest caused him, 
however, to leave Subiaco and retire to a wild but picturesque mountain district in the Neapolitan 
province, upon the boundaries of Samnium and Campania. There he destroyed the remnants of 
idolatry, converted many of the pagan inhabitants to Christianity by his preaching and miracles, 
and in the year 529, under many difficulties, founded upon the ruins of a temple of Apollo the 
renowned cloister of Monte Cassino, {374} the alma mater and capital of his order. Here he 
labored fourteen years, till his death. Although never ordained to the priesthood, his life there was 
rather that of a missionary and apostle than of a solitary. He cultivated the soil, fed the poor, 
healed the sick, preached to the neighboring population, directed the young monks, who in 
increasing numbers flocked to him, and organized the monastic life upon a fixed method or rule, 
which he himself conscientiously observed. His power over the hearts, and the veneration in 
which he was held, is illustrated by the visit of Totila, in 542, the barbarian king, the victor of the 
Romans and master of Italy, who threw himself on his face before the saint, accepted his reproof 



and exhortations, asked his blessing, and left a better man, but fell after ten years’ reign, as 
Benedict had predicted, in a great battle with the Graeco-Roman army under Narses. Benedict 
died, after partaking of the holy communion, praying, in standing posture, at the foot of the altar, 
on the 21st of March, 543, and was buried by the side of his sister, Scholastica, who had 
established, a nunnery near Monte Cassino and died a few weeks before him. They met only once 
a year, on the side of the mountain, for prayer and pious conversation. On the day of his 
departure, two monks saw in a vision a shining pathway of stars leading from Monte Cassino to 
heaven, and heard a voice, that by this road Benedict, the well beloved of God, had ascended to 
heaven. 
 
His credulous biographer, Pope Gregory I., in the second book of his Dialogues, ascribes to him 
miraculous prophecies and healings, and even a raising of the dead. {375} With reference to his 
want of secular culture and his spiritual knowledge, he calls him a learned ignorant and an 
unlettered sage. {376} At all events he possessed the genius of a lawgiver, and holds the first 
place among the founders of monastic orders, though his person and life are much less interesting 
than those of a Bernard of Clairvaux, a Francis of Assisi, and an Ignatius of Loyola. {377} 
 
{373} In Latin Sublaqueum, or Sublacum, in the States of the Church, over thirty English miles 
(Butler says "near forty," Montalembert, ii. 7, "fifty miles") east of Rome, on the Teverone. 
Butler describes the place as "a barren, hideous chain of rocks, with a river and lake in the 
valley." 
 
{374} Monasterium Cassinense. It was destroyed, indeed, by the Lombards, as early as 583, as 
Benedict is said to have predicted it would be, but was rebuilt in 731, consecrated in 748, again 
destroyed by the Saracens in 857, rebuilt about 950, and more completely, after many other 
calamities, in 1649, consecrated for the third time by Benedict XIII. in 1727, enriched and 
increased under the patronage of the emperors and popes, but in modern times despoiled of its 
enormous income (which at the end of the sixteenth century was reckoned at 500,000 ducats), and 
has stood through all vicissitudes to this day. In the days of its splendor, when the abbot was first 
baron of the kingdom of Naples, and commanded over four hundred towns and villages, it 
numbered several hundred monks, but in 1843 only twenty. It has a considerable library. 
Montalembert (l. c. ii. 19) calls Monte Cassino "the most powerful and celebrated monastery in 
the Catholic universe; celebrated especially because there Benedict wrote his rule and formed the 
type which was to serve as a model to innumerable communities submitted to that sovereign 
code." He also quotes the poetic description from Dante’s Paradiso. Dom Luigi Tosti published 
at Naples, in 1842, a full history of this convent, in three volumes. 
 
{375} Gregor. Dial. ii. 37. 
 
{376} "Scienter nesciens, et sapienter indoctus." 
 
{377} Butler, l. c., compares him even with Moses and Elijah. "Being chosen by God, like 
another Moses, to conduct faithful souls into the true promised land, the kingdom of heaven, he 
was enriched with eminent supernatural gifts, even those of miracles and prophecy. He seemed, 
like another Eliseus, endued by God with an extraordinary power, commanding all nature, and, 
like the ancient prophets, foreseeing future events. He often raised the sinking courage of his 
monks, and baffled the various artifices of the devil with the sign of the cross, rendered the 
heaviest stone light, in building his monastery, by a short prayer, and, in presence of a multitude 
of people, raised to life a novice who had been crushed by the fall of a wall at Monte Cassino." 
Montalembert omits the more extraordinary miracles, except the deliverance of Placidus from the 
whirlpool, which he relates in the language of Bossuet, ii. 15.  



 



44. The Rule of St. Benedict. 
 
The Regula Benedicti has been frequently edited and annotated, best by Holstenius: Codex reg. 
Monast. tom. i. p. 111-135; by Dom Martene: Commentarius in regulam S. Benedicti literalis, 
moralis, historicus, Par. 1690, in 4to.; by Dom Calmet, Par. 1734, 2 vols.; and by Dom Charles 
Brandes (Benedictine of Einsiedeln), in 3 vols., Einsiedeln and New York, 1857. Gieseler gives 
the most important articles in his Ch. H. Bd. i. AbtheiI. 2, 119. Comp. also Montalembert, l. c. ii. 
39 sqq. 
 
The rule of St. Benedict, on which his fame rests, forms an epoch in the history of monasticism. 
In a short time it superseded all contemporary and older rules of the kind, and became the 
immortal code of the most illustrious branch of the monastic army, and the basis of the whole 
Roman Catholic cloister life. {378} It consists of a preface or prologue, and a series of moral, 
social, liturgical, and penal ordinances, in seventy-three chapters. It shows a true knowledge of 
human nature, the practical wisdom of Rome, and adaptation to Western customs; it combines 
simplicity with completeness, strictness with gentleness, humility with courage, and gives the 
whole cloister life a fixed unity and compact organization, which, like the episcopate, possessed 
an unlimited versatility and power of expansion. It made every cloister an ecclesiola in ecclesia, 
reflecting the relation of the bishop to his charge, the monarchical principle of authority on the 
democratic basis of the equality of the brethren, though claiming a higher degree of perfection 
than could be realized in the great secular church. For the rude and undisciplined world of the 
middle age, the Benedictine rule furnished a wholesome course of training and a constant 
stimulus to the obedience, self-control, order, and industry which were indispensable to the 
regeneration and healthy growth of social life. {379} 
 
The spirit of the rule may be judged from the following sentences of the prologus, which contains 
pious exhortations: "Having thus," he says, "my brethren, asked of the Lord who shall dwell in 
his tabernacle, we have heard the precepts prescribed to such a one. If we fulfil these conditions, 
we shall be heirs of the kingdom of heaven. Let us then prepare our hearts and bodies to fight 
under a holy obedience to these precepts; and if it is not always possible for nature to obey, let us 
ask the Lord that he would deign to give us the succor of his grace. Would we avoid the pains of 
hell and attain eternal life, while there is still time, while we are still in this mortal body, and 
while the light of this life is bestowed upon us for that purpose, let us run and strive so as to reap 
an eternal reward. We must then form a school of divine servitude, in which, we trust, nothing too 
heavy or rigorous will be established. But if, in conformity with right and justice, we should 
exercise a little severity for the amendment of vices or the preservation of charity, beware of 
fleeing under the impulse of terror from the way of salvation, which cannot but have a hard 
beginning. When a man has walked for some time in obedience and faith, his heart will expand, 
and he will run with the unspeakable sweetness of love in the way of God’s commandments. May 
he grant that, never straying from the instruction of the Master, and persevering in his doctrine in 
the monastery until death, we may share by patience in the sufferings of Christ, and be worthy to 
share together his kingdom." {380} The leading provisions of this rule are as follows: 
 
At the head of each society stands an abbot, who is elected by the monks, and, with their consent, 
appoints a provost (praepositus), and, when the number of the brethren requires, deans over the 
several divisions (decaniae), as assistants. He governs, in Christ’s stead, by authority and 
example, and is to his cloister, what the bishop is to his diocese. In the more weighty matters he 
takes the congregation of the brethren into consultation; in ordinary affairs only the older 
members. The formal entrance into the cloister must be preceded by a probation of novitiate of 
one year (subsequently it was made three years), that no one might prematurely or rashly take the 



solemn step. If the novice repented his resolution, he could leave the cloister without hindrance; if 
he adhered to it, he was, at the close of his probation, subjected to an examination in presence of 
the abbot and the monks, and then, appealing to the saints, whose relics were in the cloister, he 
laid upon the altar of the chapel the irrevocable vow, written or at least subscribed by his own 
hand, and therewith cut off from himself forever all return to the world. 
 
From this important arrangement the cloister received its stability and the whole monastic 
institution derived additional earnestness, solidity, and permanence. 
 
The vow was threefold, comprising stabilitas, perpetual adherence to the monastic order; 
conversio morum, especially voluntary poverty and chastity, which were always regarded as the 
very essence of monastic piety under all its forms; and obedientia coram Deo et sanctis ejus, 
absolute obedience to the abbot, as the representative of God and Christ. This obedience is the 
cardinal virtue of a monk. {381} 
 
The life of the cloister consisted of a judicious alternation of spiritual and bodily exercises. This 
is the great excellence of the rule of Benedict, who proceeded here upon the true principle, that 
idleness is the mortal enemy of the soul and the workshop of the devil. {382} Seven hours were to 
be devoted to prayer, singing of psalms, and meditation; {383} from two to three hours, especially 
on Sunday, to religious reading; and from six to seven hours to manual labor in doors or in the 
field, or, instead of this, to the training of children, who were committed to the cloister by their 
parents (oblati). {384} 
 
Here was a starting point for the afterward celebrated cloister schools, and for that attention to 
literary pursuits, which, though entirely foreign to the uneducated Benedict and his immediate 
successors, afterward became one of the chief ornaments of his order, and in many cloisters took 
the place of manual labor. 
 
In other respects the mode of life was to be simple, without extreme rigor, and confined to strictly 
necessary things. Clothing consisted of a tunic with a black cowl (whence the name: Black 
Friars); the material to be determined by the climate and season. On the two weekly fast days, 
and from the middle of September to Easter, one meal was to suffice for the day. Each monk is 
allowed daily a pound of bread and pulse, and, according to the Italian custom, half a flagon 
(hemina) of wine; though he is advised to abstain from the wine, if he can do so without injury to 
his health. Flesh is permitted only to the weak and sick, {385} who were to be treated with special 
care. During the meal some edifying piece was read, and silence enjoined. The individual monk 
knows no personal property, not even his simple dress as such; and the fruits of his labor go into 
the common treasury. He should avoid all contact with the world, as dangerous to the soul, and 
therefore every cloister should be so arranged, as to be able to carry on even the arts and trades 
necessary for supplying its wants. {386} Hospitality and other works of love are especially 
commended. 
 
The penalties for transgression of the rule are, first, private admonition, then exclusion from the 
fellowship of prayer, next exclusion from fraternal intercourse, and finally expulsion from the 
cloister, after which, however, restoration is possible, even to the third time. 
 
{378} The Catholic church has recognized three other rules besides that of St. Benedict, viz.: 1. 
That of St. Basil, which is still retained by the Oriental monks; 2. That of St. Augustine, which is 
adopted by the regular canons, the order of the preaching brothers or Dominicans, and several 
military orders; 3. The rule of St. Francis of Assisi, and his mendicant order, in the thirteenth 
century. 



 
{379} Pope Gregory believed the rule of St. Benedict even to be directly inspired, and Bossuet 
(Panegyric de Saint Benoit), in evident exaggeration, calls it "an epitome of Christianity, a 
learned and mysterious abridgment of all doctrines of the gospel, all the institutions of the holy 
fathers, and all the counsels of perfection." Montalembert speaks in a similar strain of French 
declamatory eloquence. Monasticism knows very little of the gospel of freedom, and resolves 
Christianity into a new law of obedience. 
 
{380} We have availed ourselves, in this extract from the preface, of the translation of 
Montalembert, ii. 44 sq. 
 
{381} Cap. 5: "Primus humilitatis gradus est obedientia sine mora. Haec convenit iis, qui nihil 
sibi Christo carius aliquid existimant; propter servitium sanctum, quod professi sunt, seu propter 
metum gehennae, vel gloriam vitae aeternae, mox ut aliquid imperatum a majore fuerit, ac si 
divinitus imperetur, moram pati nesciunt in faciendo." 
 
{382} Cap. 48: "Otiositas inimica est animae; et ideo certis temporibus occupari debent fratres in 
labore manuum, certis iterum horis in lectione divina." 
 
{383} The horaecanonicae are the Nocturnae vigiliae, Matutinae, Prima, Tertia, Sexta, Nona, 
Vespera, and Completorium, and are taken (c. 16) from a literal interpretation of Psalm 119:164: 
"Seven times a day do I praise thee," and v. 62: "At midnight I will rise to give thanks unto thee." 
The Psalter was the liturgy and hymn book of the convent. It was so divided among the seven 
services of the day, that the whole psalter should be chanted once a week. 
 
{384} Cap. 59: "Si quis forte de nobilibus offert filium suum Deo in monasterio, si ipse puer 
minori aetate est, parentes ejus faciant petitionem," etc. 
 
{385} Cap. 40: "Carnium quadrupedum ab omnibus abstinetur comestio, praeter omnino debiles 
et aegrotos." Even birds are excluded, which were at that time only delicacies for princes and 
nobles, as Mabillon shows from the contemporary testimony of Gregory of Tours. 
 
{386} Cap. 66: "Monasterium, si possit fieri, ita debet construi, ut omnia necessaria, id est, aqua, 
molendinum, hortus, pistrinum, vel artes diversae intra monasterium exerceantur, ut non sit 
necessitas monachis vagandi foras, quia omnino non expedit animabus eorum."  

 



45. The Benedictines. Cassiodorus. 
 
Benedict had no presentiment of the vast historical importance, which this rule, originally 
designed simply for the cloister of Monte Cassino, was destined to attain. He probably never 
aspired beyond the regeneration and salvation of his own soul and that of his brother monks, and 
all the talk of later Catholic historians about his far-reaching plans of a political and social 
regeneration of Europe, and the preservation and promotion of literature and art, find no support 
whatever in his life or in his rule. But he humbly planted a seed, which Providence blessed a 
hundredfold. By his rule he became, without his own will or knowledge, the founder of an order, 
which, until in the thirteenth century the Dominicans and Franciscans pressed it partially into the 
background, spread with great rapidity over the whole of Europe, maintained a clear supremacy, 
formed the model for all other monastic orders, and gave to the Catholic church an imposing 
array of missionaries, authors, artists, bishops, archbishops, cardinals, and popes, as Gregory the 
Great and Gregory VII. In less than a century after the death of Benedict, the conquests of the 
barbarians in Italy, Gaul, Spain were reconquered for civilization, and the vast territories of Great 
Britain, Germany, and Scandinavia incorporated into Christendom, or opened to missionary 
labor; and in this progress of history the monastic institution, regulated and organized by 
Benedict’s rule, bears an honorable share. 
 
Benedict himself established a second cloister in the vicinity of Terracina, and two of his favorite 
disciples, Placidus and St. Maurus, {387} introduced the "holy rule," the one into Sicily, the other 
into France. Pope Gregory the Great, himself at one time a Benedictine monk, enhanced its 
prestige, and converted the Anglo-Saxons to the Roman Christian faith, by Benedictine monks. 
Gradually the rule found so general acceptance both in old and in new institutions, that in the time 
of Charlemagne it became a question, whether there were any monks at all, who were not 
Benedictines. The order, it is true, has degenerated from time to time, through the increase of its 
wealth and the decay of its discipline, but its fostering care of religion, of humane studies, and of 
the general civilization of Europe, from the tilling of the soil to the noblest learning, has given it 
an honorable place in history and won immortal praise. He who is familiar with the imposing and 
venerable tomes of the Benedictine editions of the Fathers, their thoroughly learned prefaces, 
biographies, antiquarian dissertations, and indexes, can never think of the order of the 
Benedictines without sincere regard and gratitude. 
 
The patronage of learning, however, as we have already said, was not within the design of the 
founder or his rule. The joining of this to the cloister life is duel if we leave out of view the 
learned monk Jerome, to Cassiodorus, who in 538 retired from the honors and cares of high civil 
office, in the Gothic monarchy of Italy, {388} to a monastery founded by himself at Vivarium 
{389} (Viviers), in Calabria in Lower Italy. Here he spent nearly thirty years as monk and abbot, 
collected a large library, encouraged the monks to copy and to study the Holy Scriptures, the 
works of the church fathers, and even the ancient classics, and wrote for them several literary and 
theological text-books, especially his treatise Deuteronomy institutione divinarum literarum, a 
kind of elementary encyclopaedia, which was the code of monastic education for many 
generations. Vivarium at one time almost rivalled Monte Cassino, and Cassiodorus won the 
honorary title of the restorer of knowledge in the sixth century. {390} 
 
The Benedictines, already accustomed to regular work, soon followed this example. Thus that 
very mode of life, which in its founder, Anthony, despised all learning, became in the course of 
its development an asylum of culture in the rough and stormy times of the migration and the 
crusades, and a conservator of the literary treasures of antiquity for the use of modern times. 
 



{387} This Maurus, the founder of the abbacy of Glanfeuil (St. Maur sur Loire), is the patron 
saint of a branch of the Benedictines, the celebrated Maurians in France (dating from 1618), who 
so highly distinguished themselves in the seventeenth and early part of the eighteenth centuries, 
by their thorough archaeological and historical researches, and their superior editions of the 
Fathers. The most eminent of the Maurians are D. (Dom, equivalent to Domnus, Sir) Menard, 
d’Achery, Godin, Mabillon, le Nourry, Martianay, Ruinart, Martene, Montfaucon, Massuet, 
Garnier, and de la Rue, and in our time Dom Pitra, editor of a valuable collection of patristic 
fragments, at the cloister of Solesme. 
 
{388} He was the last of the Roman consuls—an office which Justinian abolished—and was 
successively the minister of Odoacer, Theodoric, and Athalaric, who made him prefect of the 
praetorium 
 
{389} Or Vivaria, so called from the numerous vivaria or fish ponds in that region. 
 
{390} Comp. Mabillon, Ann. Bened. l. v. c. 24, 27; F. de Ste. Marthe, Vie de Cassiodore, 1684.  

 



46. Opposition to Monasticism. Jovinian. 
 
I. Chrysostomus: prov touv polemoutav toiv epi to monazein enagousin (a vindication of 
monasticism against its opponents, in three books). Hieronymus: Ep. 61, ad Vigilantium (ed. 
Vallars. tom. i. p. 345 sqq.); Ep. 109, ad Riparium (i. 719 sqq.); Adv. Helvidium (A. D. 383); 
Adv. Jovinianum (A. D. 392); Adv. Vigilantium (A. D. 406). All these three tracts are in Opera 
Hieron. tom. ii. p. 206-402. Augustinus: Deuteronomy haeres. cap. 82 (on Jovinian), and c. 84 (on 
Helvidius and the Helvidians). Epiphanius: Haeres. 75 (on Aerius). 
 
II. Chr. W. F. Walch: Ketzerhistorie (1766), part iii. p. 585 (on Helvidius and the 
Antidikomarianites); p. 635 sqq. (on Jovinian); and p. 673 sqq. (on Vigilantius). Vogel: 
Deuteronomy Vigilantio haeretico orthodoxo, Gott. 1756. G. B. Lindner: Deuteronomy Joviniano 
et Vigilantio purioris doctrinae antesignanis, Lips. 1839. W. S. Gilly: Vigilantius and his Times, 
Lond. 1844. Comp. also Neander: Der heil. Joh. Chrysostomus, 3d ed. 1848, vol. i. p. 53 sqq.; 
and Kirchengesch, iii. p. 508 sqq. (Torrey’s translation, ii. p. 265 sqq.). Baur: Die christliche 
Kirche von 4-6ten Jahrh. 1859, p. 311 sqq. 
 
Although monasticism was a mighty movement of the age, engaging either the cooperation or the 
admiration of the whole church, yet it was not exempt from opposition. And opposition sprang 
from very different quarters: now from zealous defenders of heathenism, like Julian and Libanius, 
who hated and bitterly reviled the monks for their fanatical opposition to temples and idol-
worship; now from Christian statesmen and emperors, like Valens, who were enlisted against it 
by its withdrawing so much force from the civil and military service of the state, and, in the time 
of peril from the barbarians, encouraging idleness and passive contemplation instead of active, 
heroic virtue; now from friends of worldly indulgence, who found themselves unpleasantly 
disturbed and rebuked by the religious earnestness and zeal of the ascetic life; lastly, however, 
also from a liberal, almost protestant, conception of Christian morality, which set itself at the 
same time against the worship of Mary and the saints, and other abuses. This last form of 
opposition, however, existed mostly in isolated cases, was rather negative than positive in its 
character, lacked the spirit of wisdom and moderation, and hence almost entirely disappeared in 
the fifth century, only to be revived long after, in more mature and comprehensive form, when 
monasticism had fulfilled its mission for the world. 
 
To this class of opponents belong Helvidius, Jovinian, Vigilantius, and Aerius. The first three are 
known to us through the passionate replies of Jerome, the last through the Panarion of 
Epiphanius. They figure in Catholic church history among the heretics, while they have received 
from many Protestant historians a place among the "witnesses of the truth" and the forerunners of 
the Reformation. 
 
We begin with Jovinian, the most important among them, who is sometimes compared, for 
instance, even by Neander, to Luther, because, like Luther, he was carried by his own experience 
into reaction against the ascetic tendency and the doctrines connected with it. He wrote in Rome, 
before the year 390 a work, now lost, attacking monasticism in its ethical principles. He was at 
that time himself a monk, and probably remained so in a free way until his death. At all events he 
never married, and according to Augustine’s account, he abstained "for the present distress," 
{391} and from aversion to the encumbrances of the married state. Jerome pressed him with the 
alternative of marrying and proving the equality of celibacy with married life, or giving up his 
opposition to his own condition. {392} Jerome gives a very unfavorable picture of his character, 
evidently colored by vehement bitterness. He calls Jovinian a servant of corruption, a barbarous 
writer, a Christian Epicurean, who, after having once lived in strict asceticism, now preferred 



earth to heaven, vice to virtue, his belly to Christ, and always strode along as an elegantly dressed 
bridegroom. Augustine is much more lenient, only reproaching Jovinian with having misled many 
Roman nuns into marriage by holding before them the examples of pious women in the Bible. 
Jovinian was probably provoked to question and oppose monasticism, as Gieseler supposes, by 
Jerome’s extravagant praising of it, and by the feeling against it, which the death of Blesilla (384) 
in Rome confirmed. And he at first found extensive sympathy. But he was excommunicated and 
banished with his adherents at a council about the year 390, by Siricius, bishop of Rome, who 
was zealously opposed to the marriage of priests. He then betook himself to Milan, where the two 
monks Sarmatio and Barbatian held forth views like his own; but he was treated there after the 
same fashion by the bishop, Ambrose, who held a council against him. From this time he and his 
party disappear from history, and before the year 406 he died in exile. {393} 
 
According to Jerome, Jovinian held these four points (1) Virgins, widows, and married persons, 
who have once been baptized into Christ, have equal merit, other things in their conduct being 
equal. (2) Those, who are once with full faith born again by baptism, cannot be overcome 
(subverti) by the devil. (3) There is no difference between abstaining from food and enjoying it 
with thanksgiving. (4) All, who keep the baptismal covenant, will receive an equal reward in 
heaven. 
 
He insisted chiefly on the first point; so that Jerome devotes the whole first book of his refutation 
to this point, while he disposes of all the other heads in the second. In favor of the moral equality 
of married and single life, he appealed to Genesis 2:24, where God himself institutes marriage 
before the fall; to Matthew 19:5, where Christ sanctions it; to the patriarchs before and after the 
flood; to Moses and the prophets, Zacharias and Elizabeth, and the apostles, particularly Peter, 
who lived in wedlock; also to Paul, who himself exhorted to marriage, {394} required the bishop 
or the deacon to be the husband of one wife, {395} and advised young widows to marry and bear 
children. {396} He declared the prohibition of marriage and of divinely provided food a 
Manichaean error. To answer these arguments, Jerome indulges in utterly unwarranted inferences, 
and speaks of marriage in a tone of contempt, which gave offence even to his friends. {397} 
Augustine was moved by it to present the advantages of the married life in a special work, 
Deuteronomy bono conjugali, though without yielding the ascetic estimate of celibacy. {398} 
 
Jovinian’s second point has an apparent affinity with the Augustinian and Calvinistic doctrine of 
the perseverantia sanctorum. It is not referred by him, however, to the eternal and unchangeable 
counsel of God, but simply based on 1 John 3:9, and v. 18, and is connected with his abstract 
conception of the opposite moral states. He limits the impossibility of relapse to the truly 
regenerate, who "plena fide in baptismate renati sunt," and makes a distinction between the mere 
baptism of water and the baptism of the Spirit, which involves also a distinction between the 
actual and the ideal church. 
 
His third point is aimed against the ascetic exaltation of fasting, with reference to Romans 14:20, 
and 1 Timothy 4:3. God, he holds, has created all animals for the service of man; Christ attended 
the marriage feast at Cana as a guest, sat at table with Zaccheus, with publicans and sinners, and 
was called by the Pharisees a glutton and a wine-bibber; and the apostle says: To the pure all 
things are pure, and nothing to be refused, if it be received with thanksgiving. 
 
He went still further, however, and, with the Stoics, denied all gradations of moral merit and 
demerit, consequently also all gradations of reward and punishment. He overlooked the process 
of development in both good and evil. He went back of all outward relations to the inner mind, 
and lost all subordinate differences of degree in the great contrast between true Christians and 
men of the world, between regenerate and unregenerate; whereas, the friends of monasticism 



taught a higher and lower morality, and distinguished the ascetics, as a special class, from the 
mass of ordinary Christians. As Christ, says he, dwells in believers, without difference of degree, 
so also believers are in Christ without difference of degree or stages of development. There are 
only two classes of men, righteous and wicked, sheep and goats, five wise virgins and five 
foolish, good trees with good fruit and bad trees with bad fruit. He appealed also to the parable of 
the laborers in the vineyard, who all received equal wages. Jerome answered him with such things 
as the parable of the sower and the different kinds of ground, the parable of the different numbers 
of talents with corresponding rewards, the many mansions in the Father’s house (by which 
Jovinian singularly understood the different churches on earth), the comparison of the 
resurrection bodies with the stars, which differ in glory, and the passage: "He which soweth 
sparingly, shall reap also sparingly; and he which soweth bountifully, shall reap also bountifully." 
{399} 
 
{391} 1 Corinthians 7:26. 
 
{392} Adv. Jovin. lib. i. c. 40 (Opera, ii. 304): "Et tamen iste formosus monachus, crassus, 
nitidus, dealbatus, et quasi sponsus semper incedens, aut uxorem ducat ut aequalem virginitatem 
nuptiis probet; aut, si non duxerit, frustra contra nos verbis agit, cum opere nobiscum sit." 
 
{393} Augustine says, Deuteronomy haer. c. 82: "Cito ista haeresis oppressa et extincta est;" and 
Jerome writes of Jovinian, in 406, Adv. Vigilant. c. 1, that, after having been condemned by the 
authority of the Roman church, he dissipated his mind in the enjoyment of his lusts. 
 
{394} 1 Corinthians 7:36, 39. 
 
{395} 1 Timothy 3:2, 12. 
 
{396} 1 Timothy 5:14; comp. 1 Timothy 2:15 Hebrews 13:4. 
 
{397} From 1 Corinthians 7:1, for example ("It is good for a man not to touch a woman"), he 
argues, without qualification, l. i. c. 7 (Opera, ii. 246): "Si bonum est mulierem non tangere, 
malum est ergo tangere, nihil enim bono contrarium est, nisi malum; si autem malum est, et 
ignoscitur, ideo conceditur, ne malo quid deterius fiat.... Tolle fornicationem, et non dicet 
[apostolus], unusquisque uxorem suam habeat. "Immediately after this (ii. 247) he argues, from 
the exhortation of Paul to pray without ceasing, 1 Thessalonians 5:17: "Si semper orandum est, 
nunquam ergo conjugio serviendum, quoniam quotiescunque uxori debitum reddo, orare non 
possum." Such sophistries and misinterpretations evidently proceed upon the lowest sensual idea 
of marriage, and called forth some opposition even at that age. He himself afterward felt that he 
had gone too far, and in his Ep. 48 (ed. Vallars. or Ep. 30, ed. Bened.) ad Pammachium, 
endeavored to save himself by distinguishing between the gymnastic (polemically rhetorical) and 
the dogmatic mode of writing. 
 
{398} Deuteronomy bono conj. c. 8: "Duo bona sunt connubium et continentia, quorum alterum 
est melius." 
 
{399} 2 Corinthians 9:6.  

 



47. Helvidius, Vigilantius, and Aerius. 
 
See especially the tracts of Jerome quoted in the preceding section. 
 
Helvidius, whether a layman or a priest at Rome it is uncertain, a pupil, according to the 
statement of Gennadius, of the Arian bishop Auxentius of Milan, wrote a work, before the year 
383, in refutation of the perpetual virginity of the mother of the Lord—a leading point with the 
current glorification of celibacy. He considered the married state equal in honor and glory to that 
of virginity. Of his fortunes we know nothing. Augustine speaks of Helvidians, who are probably 
identical with the Antidicomarianites of Epiphanius. Jerome calls Helvidius, indeed, a rough and 
uneducated man, {400} but proves by quotations of his arguments, that he had at least some 
knowledge of the Scriptures, and a certain ingenuity. He appealed in the first place to Matthew 
1:18,24,25, as implying that Joseph knew his wife not before, but after, the birth of the Lord; then 
to the designation of Jesus as the "first born" son of Mary, in Matthew 1:25, and Luke 2:7; then to 
the many passages, which speak of the brothers and sisters of Jesus; and finally to the authority of 
Tertullian and Victorinus. Jerome replies, that the "till" by no means always fixes a point after 
which any action must begin or cease; {401} that, according to Exodus 34:19,20 Numbers 18:15 
sqq., the "first born" does not necessarily imply the birth of other children afterward, but denotes 
every one, who first opens the womb; that the "brothers" of Jesus may have been either sons of 
Joseph by a former marriage, or, according to the wide Hebrew use of the term, cousins; and that 
the authorities cited were more than balanced by the testimony of Ignatius, Polycarp(?), and 
Irenaeus. "Had Helvidius read these," says he, "he would doubtless have produced something 
more skilful." 
 
This whole question, it is well known, is still a problem in exegesis. The perpetua virginitas of 
Mary has less support from Scripture than the opposite theory. But it is so essential to the whole 
ascetic system, that it became from this time an article of the Catholic faith, and the denial of it 
was anathematized as blasphemous heresy. A considerable number of Protestant divines, {402} 
however, agree on this point with the Catholic doctrine, and think it incompatible with the dignity 
of Mary, that, after the birth of the Son of God and Saviour of the world, she should have borne 
ordinary children of men. 
 
Vigilantius, originally from Gaul, {403} a presbyter of Barcelona in Spain, a man of pious but 
vehement zeal, and of literary talent, wrote in the beginning of the fifth century against the ascetic 
spirit of the age and the superstition connected with it. Jerome’s reply, dictated hastily in a single 
night at Bethlehem in the year 406, contains more of personal abuse and low witticism, than of 
solid argument. "There have been," he says, "monsters on earth, centaurs, syrens, leviathans, 
behemoths.... Gaul alone has bred no monsters, but has ever abounded in brave and noble men,—
when, of a sudden, there has arisen one Vigilantius, who should rather be called Dormitantius, 
{404} contending in an impure spirit against the Spirit of Christ, and forbidding to honor the 
graves of the martyrs; he rejects the Vigils—only at Easter should we sing hallelujah; he declares 
abstemiousness to be heresy, and chastity a nursery of licentiousness (pudicitiam, libidinis 
seminarium).... This innkeeper of Calagurris {405} mingles water with the wine, and would, 
according to ancient art, combine his poison with the genuine faith. He opposes virginity, hates 
chastity, cries against the fastings of the saints, and would only amidst jovial feastings amuse 
himself with the Psalms of David. It is terrible to bear, that even bishops are companions of his 
wantonness, if those deserve this name, who ordain only married persons deacons, and trust not 
the chastity of the single." {406} Vigilantius thinks it better for a man to use his money wisely, 
and apply it gradually to benevolent objects at home, than to lavish it all at once upon the poor or 
give it to the monks of Jerusalem. He went further, however, than his two predecessors, and bent 



his main efforts against the worship of saints and relics, which was then gaining ascendency and 
was fostered by monasticism. He considered it superstition and idolatry. He called the Christians, 
who worshipped the "wretched bones" of dead men, ash-gatherers and idolaters. {407} He 
expressed himself sceptically respecting the miracles of the martyrs, contested the practice of 
invoking them and of intercession for the dead, as useless, and declared himself against the 
Vigils, or public worship in the night, as tending to disorder and licentiousness. This last point 
Jerome admits as a fact, but not as an argument, because the abuse should not abolish the right 
use. 
 
The presbyter Aerius of Sebaste, about 360, belongs also among the partial opponents of 
monasticism. For, though himself an ascetic, he contended against the fast laws and the injunction 
of fasts at certain times, considering them an encroachment upon Christian freedom. Epiphanius 
also ascribes to him three other heretical views: denial of the superiority of bishops to presbyters, 
opposition to the usual Easter festival, and opposition to prayers for the dead. {408} He was hotly 
persecuted by the hierarchy, and was obliged to live, with his adherents, in open fields and in 
caves. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{400} At the very beginning of his work against him, he styles him "hominem rusticum et vix 
primis quoque imbutum literis." 
 
{401} Comp. Matthew 28:20. 
 
{402} Luther, for instance (who even calls Helvidius a "gross fool"), and Zuingle, among the 
Reformers; Olshausen and J. P. Lange, among the later theologians. 
 
{403} Respecting his descent, compare the diffuse treatise of the tedious but thorough Walch, l. c. 
p. 675-677. 
 
{404} This cheap pun he repeats, Epist. 109, ad Ripar. (Opera, i. p. 719), where he says that 
Vigilantius (Wakeful) was so called kat j ajntivfrasin, and should rather be called Dormitantius 
(Sleepy). The fact is, that Vigilantius was wide-awake to a sense of certain superstitions of the 
age 
 
{405} In South Gaul; now Caseres in Gascogne. As the business of innkeeper is incompatible 
with the spiritual office, it has been supposed that the father of Vigilantius was a caupo 
Calagurritanus. Comp. Rossler’s Bibliothek der Kirchenvater, part ix. p. 880 sq., note 100; and 
Walch, l. c. 
 
{406} Adv. Vigil. c. 1 and 2 (Opera, tom. ii. p. 387 sqq.). 
 
{407} "Cinerarios et idolatras, qui mortuorum ossa venerantur." Hieron. Ep. 109, ad Riparium 
(tom. i. p. 719). 
 
{408} Epiph. Haer. 75. Comp. also Walch, l. c. iii. 321-338. Bellarmine, on account of this 
external resemblance, styles Protestantism the Aerian heresy.  



 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER V. 
 
THE HIERARCHY AND POLITY OF THE CHURCH. 
 
Comp. in part the literature in vol. i. c 105 and 110 (to which should be added now, P. A. de 
Lagarde: Constitutiones Apostolorum, Lips. and Lond., 1862); also Gibbon, ch. xx.; Milman: 
Hist. of Ancient Christianity, book iv. c. 1 (Amer. ed. p. 438 sqq.), and the corresponding sections 
in Bingham, Schroeckh, Plank, Neander, Gieseler, Baur, etc. (see the particular literature below).  

 



48. Schools of the Clergy. 
 
Having in a former section observed the elevation of the church to the position of the state 
religion of the Roman empire, and the influence of this great change upon the condition of the 
clergy and upon public morality, we turn now to the internal organization and the development of 
the hierarchy under its new circumstances. The step of progress which we here find 
distinguishing the organization of this third period from the episcopal system of the second and 
the apostolic supervision of the first, is the rise of the patriarchal constitution and of the system of 
ecumenical councils closely connected with it. But we must first glance at the character and 
influence of the teaching order in general. 
 
The work of preparation for the clerical office was, on the one hand, materially facilitated by the 
union of the church with the state, putting her in possession of the treasures, the schools, the 
learning, and the literature of classic heathendom, and throwing the education of the rising 
generation into her hands. The numerous doctrinal controversies kept the spirit of investigation 
awake, and among the fathers and bishops of the fourth and fifth centuries we meet with the 
greatest theologians of the ancient church. These gave their weighty voices for the great value of 
a thorough education to the clerical office, and imparted much wholesome instruction respecting 
the studies proper to this purpose. {409} The African church, by a decree of the council of 
Carthage, in 397, required of candidates a trial of their knowledge and orthodoxy. A law of 
Justinian, of the year 541, established a similar test in the East. 
 
But on the other hand, a regular and general system of clerical education was still entirely 
wanting. The steady decay of the classic literature, the gradual cessation of philosophical and 
artistic production, the growth of monastic prejudice against secular learning and culture, the 
great want of ministers in the suddenly expanded field of the church, the uneasy state of the 
empire, and the barbarian invasions, were so many hinderances to thorough theological 
preparation. Many candidates trusted to the magical virtue of ordination. Others, without inward 
call, were attracted to the holy office by the wealth and power of the church. Others had no time 
or opportunity for preparation, and passed, at the instance of the popular voice or of 
circumstances, immediately from the service of the state to that of the church, even to the 
episcopal office; though several councils prescribed a previous test of their capacity in the lower 
degrees of reader, deacon, and presbyter. Often, however, this irregularity turned to the advantage 
of the church, and gave her a highly gifted man, like Ambrose, whom the acclamation of the 
people called to the episcopal see of Milan even before he was baptized. Gregory Nazianzen 
laments that many priests and bishops came in fresh from the counting house, sunburnt from the 
plow, from the oar, from the army, or even from the theatre, so that the most holy order of all was 
in danger of becoming the most ridiculous. "Only he can be a physician," says he, "who knows 
the nature of diseases; he, a painter, who has gone through much practice in mixing colors and in 
drawing forms; but a clergyman may be found with perfect ease, not thoroughly wrought, of 
course, but fresh made, sown and full blown in a moment, as the legend says of the giants. {410} 
We form the saints in a day, and enjoin them to be wise, though they possess no wisdom at all, 
and bring nothing to their spiritual office, except at best a good will." {411} If such complaints 
were raised so early as the end of the Nicene age, while the theological activity of the Greek 
church was in its bloom, there was far more reason for them after the middle of the fifth century 
and in the sixth, especially in the Latin church, where, even among the most eminent clergymen, 
a knowledge of the original languages of the Holy Scriptures was a rare exception. 
 
The opportunities which this period offered for literary and theological preparation for the 
ministry, were the following: 



 
1. The East had four or five theological schools, which, however, were far from supplying its 
wants. 
 
The oldest and most celebrated was the catechetical school of Alexandria. Favored by the great 
literary treasures, the extensive commercial relations, and the ecclesiastical importance of the 
Egyptian metropolis, as well as by a succession of distinguished teachers, it flourished from the 
middle of the second century to the end of the fourth, when, amidst the Origenistic, Nestorian, 
and Monophysite confusion, it withered and died. Its last ornament was the blind, but learned and 
pious Didymus (340-395). 
 
From the Alexandrian school proceeded the smaller institution of Caesarea in Palestine, which 
was founded by Origen, after his banishment from Alexandria, and received a new but temporary 
impulse in the beginning of the fourth century from his admirer, the presbyter Pamphilus, and 
from his friend Eusebius. It possessed the theological library which Eusebius used in the 
preparation of his learned works. 
 
Far more important was the theological school of Antioch, founded about 290 by the presbyters 
Dorotheus and Lucian. It developed in the course of the fourth century a severe grammatico-
historical exegesis, counter to the Origenistic allegorical method of the Alexandrians; now in 
connection with the church doctrine, as in Chrysostom; now in a rationalizing spirit, as in 
Theodore of Mopsuestia and Nestorius. 
 
The seminary at Edessa, a daughter of the Antiochian school, was started by the learned deacon, 
Ephraim Syrus (378), furnished ministers for Mesopotamia and Persia, and stood for about a 
hundred years. 
 
The Nestorians, at the close of the fifth century, founded a seminary at Nisibis in Mesopotamia, 
which was organized into several classes and based upon a definite plan of instruction. 
 
The West had no such institutions for theological instruction, but supplied itself chiefly from 
cloisters and private schools of the bishops. Cassiodorus endeavored to engage Pope Agapetus in 
founding a learned institution in Rome, but was discouraged by the warlike disquietude of Italy. 
Jerome spent some time at the Alexandrian school under the direction of Didymus. 
 
2. Many priests and bishops, as we have already observed, emanated from the monasteries, where 
they enjoyed the advantages of retirement from the world, undisturbed meditation, the intercourse 
of kindred earnest minds, and a large spiritual experience; but, on the other hand, easily sank into 
a monkish narrowness, and rarely attained that social culture and comprehensive knowledge of 
the world and of men, which is necessary, especially in large cities, for a wide field of labor. 
 
3. In the West there were smaller diocesan seminaries, under the direction of the bishops, who 
trained their own clergy, both in theory and in practice, as they passed through the subordinate 
classes of reader, sub-deacon, and deacon. 
 
Augustine set a good example of this sort, having at Hippo a "monasterium clericorum," which 
sent forth many good presbyters and bishops for the various dioceses of North Africa. Similar 
clerical monasteries or episcopal seminaries arose gradually in the southern countries of Europe, 
and are very common in the Roman Catholic church to this day. 
 



4. Several of the most learned and able fathers of the fourth century received their general 
scientific education in heathen schools, under the setting sun of the classic culture, and then 
studied theology either in ascetic retirement or under some distinguished church teacher, or by the 
private reading of the Scriptures and the earlier church literature. 
 
Thus Basil the Great and Gregory Nazianzen were in the high school of Athens at the same time 
with the prince Julian the Apostate; Chrysostom attended the lectures of the celebrated rhetorician 
Libanius in Antioch; Augustine studied at Carthage, Rome, and Milan; and Jerome was 
introduced to the study of the classics by the grammarian Donatus of Rome. The great and 
invaluable service of these fathers in the development and defence of the church doctrine, in 
pulpit eloquence, and especially in the translation and exposition of the Holy Scriptures, is the 
best evidence of the high value of a classical education. And the church has always, with good 
reason, acknowledged it. 
 
{409} E. g. Chrysostom: Deuteronomy sacerdotio; Augustine: Deuteronomy doctrina Christiana; 
Jerome: in several letters; Gregory the Great: Regula pastoralis. 
 
{410} wv ov muyov poieiv touv gigantav. 
 
{411} Greg. Orat. xliii. c. 26 (Opera omnia, ed. Bened., Paris, 1842, tom. i. p. 791 sq.), and 
similar passages in his other orations, and his Carmen de se ipse et advers. Episc. Comp. 
Ullmann: Greg. v. Naz. p. 511 sqq.  

 



49. Clergy and Laity. Elections. 
 
The clergy, according to the precedent of the Old Testament, came to be more and more rigidly 
distinguished, as a peculiar order, from the body of the laity. The ordination, which was 
solemnized by the laying on of hands and prayer, with the addition at a later period of an 
anointing with oil and balsam, marked the formal entrance into the special priesthood, as baptism 
initiated into the universal priesthood; and, like baptism, it bore an indefeasible character 
(character indelebilis). By degrees the priestly office assumed the additional distinction of 
celibacy and of external marks, such as tonsure, and sacerdotal vestments worn at first only 
during official service, then in every-day life. The idea of the universal priesthood of believers 
retreated in proportion, though it never passed entirely out of sight, but was from time to time 
asserted even in this age. Augustine, for example, says, that as all are called Christians on account 
of their baptism, so all believers are priests, because they are members of the one High Priest. 
{412} 
 
The progress of the hierarchical principle also encroached gradually upon the rights of the people 
in the election of their pastors. {413} But in this period it did not as yet entirely suppress them. 
The lower clergy were chosen by the bishops, the bishops by their colleagues in the province and 
by the clergy. The fourth canon of Nice, probably at the instance of the Meletian schism, directed 
that a bishop should be instituted and consecrated by all, or at least by three, of the bishops of the 
province. This was not aimed, however, against the rights of the people, but against elec-tion by 
only one bishop—the act of Meletius. For the con-sent of the people in the choice of presbyters, 
and especially of bishops, long remained, at least in outward form, in memory of the custom of 
the apostles and the primitive church. There was either a formal vote, {414} particularly when 
there were three or more candidates before the people, or the people were thrice required to 
signify their confirmation or rejection by the formula: "Worthy," or "unworthy." {415} The 
influence of the people in this period appears most prominently in the election of bishops. The 
Roman bishop Leo, in spite of his papal absolutism, asserted the thoroughly democratic principle, 
long since abandoned by his successors: "He who is to preside over all, should be elected by all." 
{416} Oftentimes the popular will decided before the provincial bishops and the clergy assembled 
and the regular election could be held. Ambrose of Milan and Nectarius of Constantinople were 
appointed to the bishopric even before they were baptized; the former by the people, the latter by 
the emperor Theodosius; though in palpable violation of the eightieth apostolic canon and the 
second Nicene. {417} Martin of Tours owed his elevation likewise to the popular voice, while 
some bishops objected to it on account of his small and wasted form. {418} Chrysostom was 
called from Antioch to Constantinople by the emperor Arcadius, in consequence of an unanimous 
vote of the clergy and people. {419} Sometimes the people acted under outside considerations and 
the management of demagogues, and demanded unworthy or ignorant men for the highest offices. 
Thus there were frequent disturbances and collisions, and even bloody conflicts, as in the election 
of Damasus in Rome. In short, all the selfish passions and corrupting influences, which had 
spoiled the freedom of the popular political elections in the Grecian and Roman republics, and 
which appear also in the republics of modern times, intruded upon the elections of the church. 
And the clergy likewise often suffered themselves to be guided by impure motives. Chrysostom 
laments that presbyters, in the choice of a bishop, instead of looking only at spiritual fitness, were 
led by regard for noble birth, or great wealth, or consanguinity and friendship. {420} The bishops 
themselves sometimes did no better. Nectarius, who was suddenly transferred, in 381, by the 
emperor Theodosius, from the praetorship to the bishopric of Constantinople, even before he was 
baptized, {421} wished to ordain his physician Martyrius deacon, and when the latter refused, on 
the ground of incapacity, he replied: "Did not I, who am now a priest, formerly live much more 
immorally than thou, as thou thyself well knowest, since thou wast often an accomplice of my 



many iniquities?" Martyrius, however, persisted in his refusal, because he had continued to live in 
sin long after his baptism, while Nectarius had become a new man since his. {422} 
 
The emperor also, after the middle of the fourth century, exercised a decisive influence in the 
election of metropolitans and patriarchs, and often abused it in a despotic and arbitrary way. 
 
Thus every mode of appointment was evidently exposed to abuse, and could furnish no security 
against unworthy candidates, if the electors, whoever they might be, were destitute of moral 
earnestness and the gift of spiritual discernment. 
 
Toward the end of the period before us the republican element in the election of bishops entirely 
disappeared. The Greek church after the eighth century vested the franchise exclusively in the 
bishops. {423} The Latin church, after the eleventh century, vested it in the clergy of the cathedral 
church, without allowing any participation to the people. But in the West, especially in Spain and 
France, instead of the people, the temporal prince exerted an important influence, in spite of the 
frequent protest of the church. 
 
Even the election of pope, after the downfall of the West Roman empire, came largely under 
control of the secular authorities of Rome; first, of the Ostrogothic kings; then, of the exarchs of 
Ravenna in the name of the Byzantine emperor; and, after Charlemagne, of the emperor of 
Germany; till, in 1059, through the influence of Hildebrand (afterward Gregory VII.), it was 
lodged exclusively with the college of cardinals, which was filled by the pope himself. Yet the 
papal absolutism of the middle age, like the modern Napoleonic military despotism in the state, 
found it well, under favorable prospects, to enlist the democratic principle for the advancement of 
its own interests. 
 
{412} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, lib. xx. cap. 10: "Erunt sacerdotes Dei et Christi et regnabunt 
cum eo mille annos: {Revelation 20:6} non utique de solis episcopis et presbyteris dictum est, qui 
proprie jam vocantur in Ecclesia sacerdotes; sed sicut omnes Christianos dicimus propter 
mysticum chrisma, sic omnes sacerdotes, quoniam membra sunt unius sacerdotis. Deuteronomy 
quibus apostolus Petrus: Plebs, inquit, sancta regale sacerdotium." {1 Peter 2:9} Comp. 
Ambrosiaster ad Ephesians 4:11; Jerome ad Titus 1:7 and Pope Leo I., Sermon. iv. 1. 
 
{413} According to Clemens Romanus, ad Corinth. c. 44, the consent of the whole congregation 
in the choice of their officers was the apostolic and post-apostolic custom; and the Epistles of 
Cyprian, especially Ep. 68, show that the same rule continued in the middle of the third century. 
Comp. vol. i. 105. 
 
{414} zhthsiv, qhfisma, qhgov, scrutinium. 
 
{415} axiov, dignus, or anaxiov, indignus. Constitut. Apost. viii. 4; Concil. Aurelat. ii. (A. D. 
452) c. 54; Gregor. Naz. Orat. xxi. According to a letter of Peter of Alexandria, in Theodor. Hist. 
Eccl. 4. 22, the bishop in the East was elected episkopwn sunodw, qhfw klhrikwn, aithsei 
lawn. He himself was elected archbishop of Alexandria and successor of Athanasius (A. D. 373), 
according to the desire of the latter, "by the unanimous consent of the clergy and of the chief men 
of the city" (iv. cap. 20), and, after his expulsion, he objected to his wicked successor Lucius, 
among other things, that "he had purchased the episcopal office with gold, as though it had been a 
secular dignity,... and had not been elected by a synod of bishops, by the votes of the clergy, or by 
the request of the people, according to the regulations of the church" (iv. c. 22). 
 



{416} Epist. x. c. 4 (opera, ed. Baller. i. 637): "Expectarentur certe vota civium, testimonia 
populorum, quaereretur honoratorum arbitrium, electio clericorum.... In the same epistle, cap. 6: 
Qui praefuturus est omnibus, ab omnibus eligatur." 
 
{417} Paulinus, Vita Ambros.; Sozomen, H. E. l. iv. c. 24, and vii. 8. This historian excuses the 
irregularity by a special interposition of Providence. 
 
{418} Sulpitius Severus, Vita Mart. c. 7: "Incredibilis multitudo non solum ex eo oppido [Tours], 
sed etiam ex vicinis urbibus ad suffragia ferenda convenerat," etc. 
 
{419} Socrates, H. E. vi. 2: qhfismati koinw omou pantwn klhrou te fhmi kai laou.. 
 
{420} Deuteronomy sacerdotio, lib. iii. c. 15. Further on in the same chapter he says even, that 
many are elected on account of their badness, to prevent the mischief they would otherwise do: oi 
de, dia, ponhrian, eiv thn tou klhrou katalegontai taxin, kai ina mh, parofyentev, 
megala ergaswntai kaka. Quite parallel is the testimony of Gregory Nazianzen in his 
Carmen, eiv eauton kai peri episkopwn, or Deuteronomy se ipso et de episcopis, ver. 330 
sqq. (Opera, ed. Bened. Par. tom. ii. p. 796), and elsewhere. 
 
{421} Sozomenus, Hist. Eccl. 7. 100, 8. Sozomen sees in this election a special interposition of 
God. 
 
{422} Sozomenus, vii. c. 10. Otherwise he, as well as Socrates, H. E. v. c. 8, and Theodoret, H. E. 
v. c. 8, speaks very favorably of the character of Nectarius. 
 
{423} The seventh ecumenical council, at Nice, 787, in its third canon, on the basis of a wrong 
interpretation of the fourth canon of the first council of Nice, expressly prohibited the people and 
the secular power from any share in the election of bishops. Also the eighth general council 
prescribes that the bishop should be chosen only by the college of bishops.  

 



50. Marriage and Celibacy of the Clergy. 
 
The progress and influence of monasticism, the general exaltation of the ascetic life above the 
social, and of celibacy above the married state, together with the increasing sharpness of the 
distinction between clergy and laity, all tended powerfully toward the celibacy of the clergy. 
What the apostle Paul, expressly discriminating a divine command from a human counsel, left to 
each one’s choice, and advised, in view of the oppressed condition of the Christians in the 
apostolic age, as a safer and less anxious state only for those who felt called to it by a special gift 
of grace, now, though the stress of circumstances was past, was made, at least in the Latin church, 
an inexorable law. What had been a voluntary, and therefore an honorable exception, now 
became the rule, and the former rule became the exception. Connubial intercourse appeared 
incompatible with the dignity and purity of the priestly office and of priestly functions, especially 
with the service of the altar. The clergy, as the model order, could not remain below the moral 
ideal of monasticism, extolled by all the fathers of the church, and must exhibit the same 
unconditional and undivided devotion to the church within the bosom of society, which 
monasticism exhibited without it. While placed by their calling in unavoidable contact with the 
world, they must vie with the monks at least in the virtue of sexual purity, and thereby increase 
their influence over the people. Moreover, the celibate life secured to the clergy greater 
independence toward the state and civil society, and thus favored the interests of the hierarchy. 
But, on the other hand, it estranged them more and more from the sympathies and domestic 
relations of the people, and tempted them to the illicit indulgence of appetite, which, perhaps, did 
more injury to the cause of Christian morality and to the true influence of the clergy, than the 
advantage of forced celibacy could compensate. 
 
In the practice of clerical celibacy, however, the Greek and the Latin churches diverged in the 
fourth century, and are to this day divided. The Greek church stopped halfway, and limited the 
injunction of celibacy to the higher clergy, who were accordingly chosen generally from the 
monasteries or from the ranks of widower-presbyters; while the Latin church extended the law to 
the lower clergy, and at the same time carried forward the hierarchical principle to absolute 
papacy. The Greek church differs from the Latin, not by any higher standard of marriage, but 
only by a closer adherence to earlier usage and by less consistent application of the ascetic 
principle. It is in theory as remote from the evangelical Protestant church as the Latin is, and 
approaches it only in practice. It sets virginity far above marriage, and regards marriage only in 
its aspect of negative utility. In the single marriage of a priest it sees in a measure a necessary 
evil, at best only a conditional good, a wholesome concession to the flesh for the prevention of 
immorality, {424} and requires of its highest office bearers total abstinence from all matrimonial 
intercourse. It wavers, therefore, between a partial permission and a partial condemnation of 
priestly marriage. 
 
In the East, one marriage was always allowed to the clergy, and at first even to bishops, and 
celibacy was left optional. Yet certain restrictions were early introduced, such as the prohibition 
of marriage after ordination (except in deacons and subdeacons), as well as of second marriage 
after baptism; the apostolic direction, that a bishop should be the husband of one wife, {425} 
being taken as a prohibition of successive polygamy, and at the same time as an allowance of one 
marriage. Besides second marriage, the marrying of a concubine, a widow, a harlot, a slave, and 
an actress, was forbidden to the clergy. With these restrictions, the "Apostolic Constitutions" and 
"Canons" expressly permitted the marriage of priests contracted before ordination, and the 
continuance of it after ordination. {426} The synod of Ancyra, in 314, permitted deacons to marry 
even after ordination, in case they had made a condition to that effect beforehand; otherwise they 
were to remain single or lose their office. {427} The Synod of New Caesarea, which was held at 



about the same time, certainly before 325, does not go beyond this, decreeing: "If a presbyter (not 
a deacon) marry (that is, after ordination), he shall be expelled from the clergy; and if he practise 
lewdness, or become an adulterer, he shall be utterly thrust out and held to penance." {428} At the 
general council of Nice, 325, it was proposed indeed, probably by the Western bishop Hosius, 
{429} to forbid entirely the marriage of priests; but the motion met with strong opposition, and 
was rejected. A venerable Egyptian bishop, Paphnutius, though himself a strict ascetic from his 
youth up, and a confessor who in the last persecution had lost an eye and been crippled in the 
knee, asserted with impressiveness and success, that too great rigor would injure the church and 
promote licentiousness and that marriage and connubial intercourse were honorable and spotless 
things. {430} The council of Gangra in Paphlagonia (according to some, not till the year 380) 
condemned, among several ascetic extravagances of the bishop Eustathius of Sebaste and his 
followers, contempt for married priests and refusal to take part in their ministry. {431} The so-
called Apostolic Canons, which, like the Constitutions, arose by a gradual growth in the East, 
even forbid the clergy, on pain of deposition and excommunication, to put away their wives under 
the pretext of religion. {432} Perhaps this canon likewise was occasioned by the hyper-asceticism 
of Eustathius. 
 
Accordingly we not unfrequently find in the Oriental church, so late as the fourth and fifth 
centuries, not only priests, but even bishops living in wedlock. One example is the father of the 
celebrated Gregory Nazianzen, who while bishop had two sons, Gregory and the younger 
Caesarius, and a daughter. Others are Gregory of Nyssa, who, however, wrote an enthusiastic 
eulogy of the unmarried life, and lamented his loss of the crown of virginity; and Synesius (about 
430), who, when elected bishop of Ptolemais in Pentapolis, expressly stipulated for the 
continuance of his marriage connection. {433} Socrates, whose Church History reaches down to 
the year 439, says of the practice of his time, that in Thessalia matrimonial intercourse after 
ordination had been forbidden under penalty of deposition from the time of Heliodorus of Trica, 
who in his youth had been an amatory writer; but that in the East the clergy and bishops 
voluntarily abstained from intercourse with their wives, without being required by any law to do 
so; for many, he adds, have had children during their episcopate by their lawful wives. {434} 
There were Greek divines, however, like Epiphanius, who agreed with the Roman theory. 
Justinian I. was utterly opposed to the marriage of priests, declared the children of such 
connection illegitimate, and forbade the election of a married man to the episcopal office (A. D. 
528). Nevertheless, down to the end of the seventh century, many bishops in Africa, Libya, and 
elsewhere, continued to live in the married state, as is expressly said in the twelfth canon of the 
Trullan council; but this gave offence and was forbidden. From that time the marriage of bishops 
gradually disappears, while marriage among the lower clergy continues to be the rule. 
 
This Trullan council, which was the sixth ecumenical {435} (A. D. 692), closes the legislation of 
the Eastern church on the subject of clerical marriage. Here—to anticipate somewhat—the 
continuance of a first marriage contracted before ordination was prohibited in the case of bishops 
on pain of deposition, but, in accordance with the Apostolic Constitutions and Canons, allowed in 
the case of presbyters and deacons (contrary to the Roman practice), with the Old Testament 
restriction, that they abstain from sexual intercourse during the season of official service, because 
he who administers holy things must be pure. {436} The same relation is thus condemned in the 
one case as immoral, in the other approved and encouraged as moral; the bishop is deposed if he 
retains his lawful wife and does not, immediately after being ordained, send her to a distant 
cloister; while the presbyter or deacon is threatened with deposition and even excommunication 
for doing the opposite and putting his wife away. 
 
The Western church, starting from the perverted and almost Manichaean ascetic principle, that 
the married state is incompatible with clerical dignity and holiness, instituted a vigorous effort at 



the end of the fourth century, to make celibacy, which had hitherto been left to the option of 
individuals, the universal law of the priesthood; thus placing itself in direct contradiction to the 
Levitical law, to which in other respects it made so much account of conforming. The law, 
however, though repeatedly enacted, could not for a long time be consistently enforced. The 
canon, already mentioned, of the Spanish council of Elvira in 305, was only provincial. The first 
prohibition of clerical marriage, which laid claim to universal ecclesiastical authority, at least in 
the West, proceeded in 385 from the Roman church in the form of a decretal letter of the bishop 
Siricius to Himerius, bishop of Tarragona in Spain, who had referred several questions of 
discipline to the Roman bishop for decision. It is significant of the connection between the 
celibacy of the clergy and the interest of the hierarchy, that the first properly papal decree, which 
was issued in the tone of supreme authority, imposed such an unscriptural, unnatural, and morally 
dangerous restriction. Siricius contested the appeal of dissenting parties to the Mosaic law, on the 
ground that the Christian priesthood has to stand not merely for a time, but perpetually, in the 
service of the sanctuary, and that it is not hereditary, like the Jewish; and he ordained that second 
marriage and marriage with a widow should incapacitate for ordination, and that continuance in 
the married state after ordination should be punished with deposition. {437} And with this 
punishment he threatened not bishops only, but also presbyters and deacons. Leo the Great 
subsequently, extended the requirement of celibacy even to the subdiaconate. The most eminent 
Latin church fathers, Ambrose, Jerome, and even Augustine—though the last with more 
moderation—advocated the celibacy of priests. Augustine, with Eusebius of Vercella before him 
(370), united their clergy in a cloister life, and gave them a monastic stamp; and Martin of Tours, 
who was a monk from the first, carried his monastic life into his episcopal office. The councils of 
Italy, Africa, Spain, and Gaul followed the lead of Rome. The synod of Clermont, for example 
(A. D. 535), declared in its twelfth canon: "No one ordained deacon or priest may continue 
matrimonial intercourse. He is become the brother of her who was his wife. But since some, 
inflamed with lust, have rejected the girdle of the warfare [of Christ], and returned to marriage 
intercourse, it is ordered that such must lose their office forever." Other councils, like that of 
Tours, 461, were content with forbidding clergymen, who begat children after ordination, to 
administer the sacrifice of the mass, and with confining the law of celibacy ad altiorem gradum. 
{438} 
 
But the very fact of the frequent repetition of these enactments, and the necessity of mitigating 
the penalties of transgression, show the great difficulty of carrying this unnatural restriction into 
general effect. In the British and Irish church, isolated as it was from the Roman, the marriage of 
priests continued to prevail down to the Anglo-Saxon period. 
 
But with the disappearance of legitimate marriage in the priesthood, the already prevalent vice of 
the cohabitation of unmarried ecclesiastics with pious widows and virgins "secretly brought in," 
{439} became more and more common. This spiritual marriage, which had begun as a bold 
ascetic venture, ended only too often in the flesh, and prostituted the honor of the church. 
 
The Nicene council of 325 met the abuse in its third canon with this decree: "The great council 
utterly forbids, and it shall not be allowed either to a bishop, or a priest, or a deacon, or any other 
clergyman, to have with him a sunqeivsakto, unless she be his mother, or sister, or aunt, or some 
such person, who is beyond all suspicion." {440} This canon forms the basis of the whole 
subsequent legislation of the church de cohabitatione clericorum et mulierum. It had to be 
repeatedly renewed and strengthened; showing plainly that it was often disobeyed. The council of 
Toledo in Spain, A. D. 527 or 531, ordered in its third canon: "No clergyman, from the subdeacon 
upward, shall live with a female, be she free woman, freed woman, or slave. Only a mother, or a 
sister, or other near relative shall keep his house. If he have no near relative, his housekeeper 
must live in a separate house, and shall under no pretext enter his dwelling. Whosoever acts 



contrary to this, shall not only be deprived of his spiritual office and have the doors of his church 
closed, but shall also be excluded from all fellowship of Catholics." The Concilium Agathense in 
South Gaul, A. D. 506, at which thirty-five bishops met, decreed in the tenth and eleventh canons: 
"A clergyman shall neither visit nor receive into his house females not of his kin; only with his 
mother, or sister, or daughter, or niece may he live. Female slaves, also, and freed women, must 
be kept away from the house of a clergyman." Similar laws, with penalties more or less severe, 
were passed by the council of Hippo, 393, of Angers, 453, of Tours, 461, of Lerida in Spain, 524, 
of Clermont, 535, of Braga, 563, of Orleans, 538, of Tours, 567. {441} The emperor Justinian, in 
the twenty-third Novelle, prohibited the bishop having any woman at all in his house, but the 
Trullan council of 692 returned simply to the Nicene law. {442} The Western councils also made 
attempts to abolish the exceptions allowed in the Nicene canon, and forbade clergymen all 
intercourse with women, except in presence of a companion. 
 
This rigorism, however, which sheds an unwelcome light upon the actual state of things that 
made it necessary, did not better the matter, but rather led to such a moral apathy, that the Latin 
church in the middle age had everywhere to contend with the open concubinage of the clergy, and 
the whole energy of Gregory VII. was needed to restore in a measure the old laws of celibacy, 
without being sufficient to prevent the secret and, to morality, far more dangerous violations of it. 
{443} The later ecclesiastical legislation respecting the mulieres subintroductae is more lenient, 
and, without limiting the intercourse of clergymen to near kindred, generally excludes only 
concubines and those women "de quibus possit haberi suspicio." {444} 
 
{424} 1 Corinthians 7:9. 
 
{425} 1 Timothy 3:2, 12; Lit. i. 6. 
 
{426} Lib. vi. cap. 17 (ed. Ueltzen, p. 144): episkopon kai prebuteron kai diakonon [thus 
including the bishop] eipomen monogamouv kayistasyai... mh exeinai de autoiv meta 
ceirotonian agamoiv ousin eti epi gamon ercesyai, etc. Can. Apost. can. 17 (p. 241): ov 
dusi gamoiv sumplakeiv meta to baptisma... ou dunatai einai episkopo h presbuterov 
h diakonov h olwv tou katalogou tou ieratikou. Comp. can. 18 and can. 5. 
 
{427} Can. 10. Comp. Dr. Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, i. p. 198. 
 
{428} Can. 1. In Harduin, tom. v. p. 1499; Hefele, Conciliengesch. i. 211 sq. This canon passed 
even into the Corpus juris can. c. 9, dist. 28. 
 
{429} Hosius of Cordova, who was present at the council of Elvira in Spain, in 305, where a 
similar proposition was made and carried (can. 33). In the opinion above given, Theiner, Gieseler, 
Robertson, and Hefele agree. 
 
{430} See the account in Socrates, H. E. i. c. 11, where that proposition to prohibit priestly 
marriage is called an innovation, a novmo nearov; in Sozomen, H. E. i. c. 23; and in Gelasius, 
Hist. Conc. Nic. ii. 32. The statement is thus sufficiently accredited, and agrees entirely with the 
ancient practice of the Oriental church and the directions of the Apostolic Constitutions and 
Canons. The third canon of the council of Nice goes not against it, since it forbids only the 
immorality of mulieres subintroductae (comp. vol. i. 95). The doubts of several Roman divines 
(Baronius, Bellarmine, Valesius), who would fain trace the celibacy of the clergy to an apostolic 
origin, arise evidently from dogmatic bias, and are sufficiently refuted by Hefele, a Roman 
Catholic historian, in his Conciliengeschichte, vol. i. p. 417 sqq. 
 



{431} Comp. Hefele, l. c. i. 753 sqq. 
 
{432} Can. 5 (ed. Ueltzen, p. 239): episkopov h presbuterov h diakonov thn eautou 
gunaika mh ekballetw profasei eulabeiav ean de ekbalh, aforixesyw, epimenwn de 
kayaireisyw. Comp. Const. Apost. vi. 17. 
 
{433} Declaring: "God, the law, and the consecrated hand of Theophilus (bishop of Alexandria), 
have given me a wife. I say now beforehand, and I protest, that I will neither ever part from her, 
nor live with her in secret as if in an unlawful connection; for the one is utterly contrary to 
religion, the other to the laws; but I desire to receive many and good children from her" (Epist. 
105 ed. Basil., cited in the original Greek in Gieseler). Comp. on the instances of married bishops, 
Bingham, Christ. Antiq. b. iv. ch. 5; J. A. Theiner and A. Theiner, Die Einfuhrung der 
erzwungenen Ehelosigkeit der christl. Geistlichen u. ihre Folgen (Altenburg, 1828), vol. i. p. 263 
sqq., and Gieseler, vol. i. div. 2, 97, notes at the close. The marriage of Gregory of Nyssa with 
Theosebia is disputed by some Roman Catholic writers, but seems well supported by Greg. Naz. 
Ep. 95, and Greg Nyss. Deuteronomy virg. 3. 
 
{434} Hist. Eccl. v. cap. 22: twn en anatolh pantwn gnwmh (i.e. from principle or 
voluntarily—according to the reading of the Florentine codex) apecomenwn, kai twn 
episkopwn, ei kai boulointo, ou mhn anagkh nomou tou to poiountwn. polloi gar 
autwn en tw kairw thv episkophv kai paidav ek tvh nomimhv gamethv pepoihkasin 
 
 
{435} More precisely, the second Trullan council, held in the Trullan hall of the imperial palace 
in Constantinople; also called Concilium Quinisextum, suvnodo penqevkth, being considered a 
supplement to the fifth and sixth general councils. Comp. respecting it Hefele, iii. 298 sqq. 
 
{436} 1 Can. 3, 4, and especially 12, 13, and 48. In the latter canon bishops are directed, after 
ordination, to commit their wives to a somewhat remote cloister, though to provide for their 
support. 
 
{437} Epist. ad Himerium Episc. Tarraconensem (in Harduin, Acta Conc. i. 849-850), c 7: "Hi 
vero, qui illiciti privilegii excusatione nituntur, ut sibi asserant veteri hoc lege concessum: 
noverint se ab omni ecclesiastico honore, quo indigne usi sunt, apostolicae sedis auctoritate 
dejectos.... Si quilibet episcopus, presbyter atque diaconus, quod non optamus, deinceps fuerit 
talis inventus, jam nunc sibi omnem per nos indulgentiae aditum intelligat obseratum: quia ferro 
necesse est excidantur vulnera, quae fomentorum non senserint medicinam." The exegesis of 
Siricius is utterly arbitrary in limiting the demand of holiness {Leviticus 20:7} to the priests and 
to abstinence from matrimonial intercourse, and in referring the words of Paul respecting walking 
in the flesh, Romans 8:8,9, to the married life, as if marriage were thus incompatible with the idea 
of holiness. Comp. also the striking remarks of Greenwood, Catheda Petri, vol. i. p. 265 sq., and 
Milman, Hist. of Latin Christianity, i. 119 (Amer. ed.), on Siricius. 
 
{438} Comp. Hefele, ii. 568, and Gieseler, l. c. (97, note 7). 
 
{439} The so-called sorores, or mulieres subintroductae, orparyenoi suneisaktoi. Comp. on 
the origin of this practice, vol. i. 95. 
 
{440} By a misinterpretation of the term suneivsakto, the sense of which is fixed in the usage of 
the early church, Baronius and Bellarmine erroneously find in this canon a universal law of 



celibacy, and accordingly deny the above-mentioned statement respecting Paphnutius. Comp. 
Hefele, i. 364. 
 
{441} Comp. the relevant canons of these and other councils in the second and third volumes of 
Hefele’s Conciliengeschichte. 
 
{442} Can. 5: "No clergyman shall have a female in his house, but those allowed in the old canon 
(Nicaen. c. 3). Even eunuchs are to observe this." 
 
{443} "Throughout the whole period," says Milman (Hist. of Latin Christianity, i. 123), "from 
Pope Siricius to the Reformation, as must appear in the course of our history, the law [of clerical 
celibacy] was defied, infringed, eluded. It never obtained anything approaching to general 
observance, though its violation was at times more open, at times more clandestine." 
 
{444} So the Concilium Tridentinum, sess. xxv. de reform. cap. 14. Comp. also the article 
Subintroductae, in the 10th volume of Wetzer and Welte’s Cath. Church Lexicon.  

 



51. Moral Character of the Clergy in general. 
 
Augustine gives us the key to the true view of the clergy of the Roman empire in both light and 
shade, when he says of the spiritual office: "There is in this life, and especially in this day, 
nothing easier, more delightful, more acceptable to men, than the office of bishop, or presbyter, or 
deacon, if the charge be administered superficially and to the pleasure of men; but nothing in the 
eye of God more wretched, mournful, and damnable. So also there is in this life, and especially in 
this day, nothing more difficult, (more laborious) more hazardous than the office of bishop, or 
presbyter, or deacon; but nothing in the eye of God more blessed, if the battle be fought in the 
manner enjoined by our Captain." {445} We cannot wonder, on the one hand that, in the better 
condition of the church and the enlarged field of her labor, a multitude of light-minded and 
unworthy men crowded into the sacred office, and on the other, that just the most earnest and 
worthy bishops of the day, an Ambrose, an Augustine, a Gregory Nazianzen, and a Chrysostom, 
trembled before the responsibility of the office, and had to be forced into it in a measure against 
their will, by the call of the church. 
 
Gregory Nazianzen fled into the wilderness when his father, without his knowledge, suddenly 
consecrated him priest in the presence of the congregation (361). He afterward vindicated this 
flight in his beautiful apology, in which he depicts the ideal of a Christian priest and theologian. 
The priest must, above all, he says, be a model of a Christian, offer himself a holy sacrifice to 
God, and be a living temple of the living God. Then he must possess a deep knowledge, of souls, 
and, as a spiritual physician, heal all classes of men of various diseases of sin, restore, preserve, 
and protect the divine image in them, bring Christ into their hearts by the Holy Ghost, and make 
them partakers of the divine nature and of eternal salvation. He must, moreover, have at 
command the sacred philosophy or divine science of the world and of the worlds, of matter and 
spirit, of good and evil angels, of the all-ruling Providence, of our creation and regeneration, of 
the divine covenants, of the first and second appearing of Christ, of his incarnation, passion, and 
resurrection, of the end of all things and the universal judgment, and above all, of the mystery of 
the blessed Trinity; and he must be able to teach and elucidate these doctrines of faith in popular 
discourse. Gregory, sets forth Jesus as the perfect type of the priest, and next to him he presents in 
an eloquent picture the apostle Paul, who lived only for Christ, and under all circumstances and 
amid all trials by sea and land, among Jews and heathen, in hunger and thirst, in cold and 
nakedness, in freedom and bonds, attested the divine power of the gospel for the salvation of the 
world. This ideal, however, Gregory found but seldom realized. He gives on the whole a very 
unfavorable account of the bishops, and even of the most celebrated councils of his day, charging 
them with ignorance unworthy means of promotion, ambition, flattery, pride, luxury, and worldly 
mindedness. He says even: "Our danger now is, that the holiest of all offices will become the 
most ridiculous; for the highest clerical places are gained not so much by virtue, as by iniquity; no 
longer the most worthy, but the most powerful, take the episcopal chair." {446} Though his 
descriptions, especially in the satirical poem "to himself and on the bishops," composed probably 
after his resignation in Constantinople (A. D. 381), may be in many points exaggerated, yet they 
were in general drawn from life and from experience. {447} 
 
Jerome also, in his epistles, unsparingly attacks the clergy of his time, especially the Roman, 
accusing them of avarice and legacy hunting, and drawing a sarcastic picture of a clerical fop, 
who, with his fine scented clothes, was more like a bridegroom than a clergyman. {448} Of the 
rural clergy’, however, the heathen Ammianus Marcellinus bears a testimony, which is certainly 
reliable, to their simplicity, contentment, and virtue. {449} 
 



Chrysostom, in his celebrated treatise on the priesthood, {450} written probably, before his 
ordination (somewhere between the years 375 and 381), or while he was deacon (between 381 
and 386), portrayed the theoretical and practical qualifications, the exalted duties, responsibilities, 
and honors of this office, with youthful enthusiasm, in the best spirit of his age. He requires of the 
priest, that he be in every respect better than the monk, though, standing in the world, he have 
greater dangers and difficulties to contend with. {451} He sets up as the highest object of the 
preacher, the great principle stated by, Paul, that in all his discourses he should seek to please 
God alone, not men. "He must not indeed despise the approving demonstrations of men; but as 
little must he court them, nor trouble himself when his hearers withhold them. True and 
imperturbable comfort in his labors he finds only in the consciousness of having his discourse 
framed and wrought out to the approval of God." {452} Nevertheless the book as a whole is 
unsatisfactory. A comparison of it with the "Reformed Pastor" of Baxter, which is far deeper and 
richer in all that pertains to subjective experimental Christianity and the proper care of souls, 
would result emphatically in favor of the English Protestant church of the seventeenth century. 
{453} 
 
We must here particularly notice a point which reflects great discredit on the moral sense of many 
of the fathers, and shows that they had not wholly freed themselves from the chains of heathen 
ethics. The occasion of this work of Chrysostom was a ruse, by which he had evaded election to 
the bishopric, and thrust it upon his friend Basil. {454} To justify this conduct, he endeavors at 
large, in the fifth chapter of the first book, to prove that artifice might be lawful and useful; that 
is, when used as a means to a good end. "Manifold is the potency of deception, only it must not 
be employed with knavish intent. And this should be hardly called deception, but rather a sort of 
accommodation (oijkonomiva), wisdom, art, or sagacity, by which one can find many ways of 
escape in an exigency, and amend the errors of the soul." He appeals to biblical examples, like 
Jonathan and the daughter of Saul, who by deceiving their father rescued their friend and 
husband; and, unwarrantably, even to Paul, who became to the Jews a Jew, to the Gentiles a 
Gentile, and circumcised Timothy, though in the Epistle to the Galatians he pronounced 
circumcision useless. Chrysostom, however, had evidently learned this, loose and pernicious 
principle respecting the obligation of truthfulness, not from the Holy Scriptures, but from the 
Grecian sophists. {455} Besides, he by no means stood alone in the church in this matter, but had 
his predecessors in the Alexandrian fathers, {456} and his followers in Cassian, Jerome, and other 
eminent Catholic divines. 
 
Jerome made a doubtful distinction between gumnastikw’"scribere and dogmatikw’"scribere, 
and, with Origen, explained the severe censure of Paul on Peter in Antioch, for example, as a 
mere stroke of pastoral policy, or an accommodation to the weakness of the Jewish Christians at 
the expense of truth. {457} But Augustine’s delicate Christian sense of truth revolted at this 
construction, and replied that such an interpretation undermined the whole authority of Holy 
Scripture; that an apostle could never lie, even for a good object; that, in extremity, one should 
rather suppose a false reading, or wrong translation, or suspect his own apprehension; but that in 
Antioch Paul spoke the truth and justly censured Peter openly for his inconsistency, or for a 
practical (not a theoretical) error, and thus deserves the praise of righteous boldness, as Peter on 
the other hand, by his meek submission to the censure, merits the praise of holy humility. {458} 
 
Thus in Jerome and Augustine we have the representatives of two opposite ethical views: one, 
unduly subjective, judging all moral acts merely by their motive and object, and sanctioning, for 
example, tyrannicide, or suicide to escape disgrace, or breach of faith with heretics (as the later 
Jesuitical casuistry does with the utmost profusion of sophistical subtlety); the other, objective, 
proceeding on eternal, immutable principles and the irreconcilable opposition of good and evil, 
and freely enough making prudence subservient to truth, but never truth subservient to prudence. 



 
Meantime, in the Greek church also, as early as the fourth century, the Augustinian view here and 
there made its way; and Basil the Great, in his shorter monastic Rule, {459} rejected even 
accommodation (oijkonomiva) for a good end, because Christ ascribes the lie, without distinction 
of kinds, exclusively to Satan. {460} In this respect, therefore, Chrysostom did not stand at the 
head of his age, but represented without doubt the prevailing view of the Eastern church. 
 
The legislation of the councils with reference to the clergy, shows in general the earnestness and 
rigor with which the church guarded the moral purity and dignity of her servants. The canonical 
age was, on the average, after the analogy of the Old Testament, the five-and-twentieth year for 
the diaconate, the thirtieth for the priesthood and episcopate. Catechumens, neophytes, persons 
baptized at the point of death, penitents, energumens (such as were possessed of a devil), actors, 
dancers, soldiers, curials (court, state, and municipal officials), {461} slaves, eunuchs, bigamists, 
and all who led a scandalous life after baptism, were debarred from ordination. The frequenting 
of taverns and theatres, dancing and gambling, usury and the pursuit of secular business were 
forbidden to clergymen. But on the other hand, the frequent repetition of warnings against even 
the lowest and most common sins, such as licentiousness, drunkenness, fighting, and buffoonery, 
and the threatening of corporal punishment for certain misdemeanors, yield an unfavorable 
conclusion in regard to the moral standing of the sacred order. {462} Even at the councils the 
clerical dignity was not seldom desecrated by outbreaks of coarse passion; insomuch that the 
council of Ephesus, in 449, is notorious as the "council of robbers." 
 
In looking at this picture, however, we must not forget that in this, period of the sinking empire of 
Rome the task of the clergy was exceedingly difficult, and amidst the nominal conversion of the 
whole population of the empire, their number and education could not keep pace with the sudden 
and extraordinary expansion of their field of labor. After all, the clerical office was the great 
repository of intellectual and moral force for the world. It stayed the flood of corruption; rebuked 
the vices of the times; fearlessly opposed tyrannical cruelty; founded institutions of charity and 
public benefit; prolonged the existence of the Roman empire; rescued the literary treasures of 
antiquity; carried the gospel to the barbarians, and undertook to educate and civilize their rude 
and vigorous hordes. Out of the mass of mediocrities tower the great church teachers of the fourth 
and fifth centuries, combining all the learning, the talent, and the piety of the time, and through 
their immortal writings mightily moulding the succeeding ages of the world. 
 
{445} Epist. 21 "ad Valerium Nihil esse in hac vita et maxime hoc tempore facilius et laetitius et 
hominibus acceptabilius episcopi aut presbyteri aut diaconi officio, si perfunctorie atque 
adulatorie res agatur: sed nihil apud Deum miserius et tristius et damnabilius. Item nihil esse in 
hac vita et maxime hoc tempore difficilius, laboriosius, periculosius episcopi aut presbyteri aut 
diaconi officio, sed apud Deum nihil beatius, si eo modo militetur, quo noster imperator jubet." 
This epistle was written soon after his ordination to the priesthood, A. D. 391. See Opera, ed. 
Bened. tom. ii p. 25. 
 
{446} Orat. xliii. c. 46 (Opera, ed. Bened. tom. i. p. 791), in the Latin translation: "Nunc autem 
periculum est, ne ordo omnium sanctissimus, sit quoque omnium maxime ridiculus. Non enim 
virtute magis, quam maleficio et scelere, sacerdotium paratur; nec digniorum, sed potentiorum, 
throni sunt." In the following chapter, however, he represents his friend Basil as a model of all 
virtues. 
 
{447} Comp. Ullmann: Gregor von Nazianz, Erste Beilage, p. 509-521, where the views of this 
church father on the clerical office and the clergy of his time are presented at large in his own 



words. Also Gieseler, i., ii. 103, gives copious extracts from the writings of Gregory on the vices 
of the clergy. 
 
{448} Hieron. ad Eustochium, and especially ad Nepotianum, de vita clericorum et monachorum 
(Opera, ed. Vall. tom. i. p. 252 sqq.). Yet neither does he spare the monks, but says, ad Nepot.: 
"Nonnulli sunt ditiores monachi quam fuerant seculares et clerici qui possident opes sub Christo 
paupere, quas sub locuplete et fallaci Diabolo non habuerant." 
 
{449} Lib. xxvii. c. 3, sub ann. 367. 
 
{450} Peri iJerwsuvnh, or Deuteronomy Sacerdotio libri sex. The work has been often published 
separately, and several times translated into modern languages (into German, for example, by 
Hasselbach, 1820, and Ritter, 1821; into English by Hollier, 1740, Bunce, 1759; Hohler, 1837; 
Marsh, 1844; and best by B. Harris Cowper, London, 1866). Comp. the list of twenty-three 
different separate editions and translations in Lomler: Joh. Chrysost. Opera praestantissima Gr. et 
Lat. Rudolph. 1840, p. viii, ix. 
 
{451} Deuteronomy Sacerdotio, lib. vi. cap. 2-8. 
 
{452} prov areskeian tou yeou, lib. v. c. 7. 
 
{453} Comp. also the remarks of B. H. Cowper in the introduction to his English translation, 
Lond. 1866, p. xiii. 
 
{454} Not Basil the Great (as Socrates supposes), for he was much older, and died in 379; but 
probably (as Montfaucon conjectures) the bishop of Raphanea in Syria, near Antioch, whose 
name appears among the bishops of the council of Constantinople, in 381. 
 
{455} Even the purest moral philosopher of antiquity, Plato, vindicates falsehood, and 
recommends it to physicians and rulers as a means to a good end, a help to the healing of the sick 
or to the advantage of the people. Comp. Deuteronomy republ. iii. p. 266, ed. Bipont.: ei gar 
orywv elecgomen arti, kai tw onti yeoiv men acrhston qeudov anyrwpoiv de crhv 
imon, wv en farmakou eidei, dhlon oti to ge toiouton iatroiv doteon, idiwtaiv de ouc 
apteon. dhlon, efh toiv arcousi dh thv polewv, eiper tisin alloiv, proshkei 
qeudesyai h polemiwn h politwn eneka, ep wfeleia thv polewv toiv de alloiv pasin 
ouc apteon tou toioutou. The Jewish philosophizing theologian, Philo, had a similar view, in 
his work: Quod Deus sit immutabilis, p. 302. 
 
{456} Clemens Alex., Strom. vi. p. 802, and Origen, Strom. vi. (in Hieron. Apol. i. Adv. Ruf. c. 
18), where he adduces the just cited passage of Plato in defence of a doubtful accommodation at 
the expense of truth. See the relevant passages in Gieseler, i. 63, note 7. 
 
{457} Epist. 48 (ed. Vall., or Ep. 30 ed. Bened., Ep. 50 in older editions), ad Pammachium, pro 
libris contra Jovinianum, and Comm. ad Galatians 2:11 sqq. Also Johannes Cassianus, a pupil of 
Chrysostom, defends the lawfulness of falsehood and deception in certain cases, Coll. xvii. 8 and 
17. 
 
{458} Comp. the somewhat sharp correspondence of the two fathers in Hieron. Epist. 101-105, 
110, 112, 115, 134, 141, in Vallarsi’s ed. (tom. i. 625 sqq.), or in August. Epist 67, 68, 72-75, 81, 
82 (in the Bened. ed. of Aug. tom. ii. 161 sqq.); August.: Deuteronomy mendacio, and Contra 



mendacium; also the treatise of Mohler mentioned above, 41, on this controversy, so instructive 
in regard to the patristic ethics and exegesis. 
 
{459} Regul. brev. interrogate 76, cited by Neander in his monograph on Chrysostom (3d ed.) i. 
p. 97. Neander there adduces still another similar testimony against the lawfulness of the lie, by 
the contemporaneous Egyptian monk, John of Lycopolis, from Pallad. Hist. Lausiaca. 
 
{460} John 8:44. 
 
{461} The ground on which even civil officers were excluded, is stated by the Roman council of 
402, which ordained in the tenth canon: "One who is clothed with a civil office cannot, on 
account of the sins almost necessarily connected with it, become a clergyman without previous 
penance." Comp. Mansi, iii. 1133, and Hefele; ii. 75. 
 
{462} Comp. the decrees of councils in Hefele, ii. 574, 638, 686, 687, 753, 760, &c. Even the 
Can. Apost. 27, 65, and 72, are directed against common crimes in the clergy, such as battery, 
murder, and theft, which therefore must have already appeared, for legislation always has regard 
to the actual state of things. The Pastoral Epistles of Paul contain no exhortations or prohibitions 
of this kind.  

 



52. The Lower Clergy. 
 
As the authority and influence of the bishops, after the accession of Constantine, increased, the 
lower clergy became more and more dependent upon them. The episcopate and the presbyterate 
were now rigidly distinguished. And yet the memory of their primitive identity lingered. Jerome, 
at the end of the fourth century, reminds the bishops that they owe their elevation above the 
presbyters, not so much to Divine institution as to ecclesiastical usage; for before the outbreak of 
controversies in the church there was no distinction between the two, except that presbyter is a 
term of age, and bishop a term of official dignity; but when men, at the instigation of Satan, 
erected parties and sects, and, instead of simply following Christ, named themselves of Paul, or 
Apollos, or Cephas, all agreed to put one of the presbyters at the head of the rest, that by his 
universal supervision of the churches, he might kill the seeds of division. {463} The great 
commentators of the Greek church agree with Jerome in maintaining the original identity of 
bishops and presbyters in the New Testament. {464} 
 
In the episcopal or cathedral churches the Presbyters still formed the council of the bishop. In 
town and country congregations, where no bishop officiated, they were more independent. 
Preaching, administration of the sacraments, and care of souls were their functions. In. North 
Africa they were for a long time not allowed to preach in the presence of the bishop; until 
Augustine was relieved by his bishop of this restriction. The seniores plebis in the African church 
of the fourth and fifth centuries were not clergymen, but civil personages and other prominent 
members of the congregation. {465} 
 
In the fourth century arose the office of archpresbyter, whose duty it was to preside over the 
worship, and sometimes to take the place of the bishop in his absence or incapacity. 
 
The Deacons, also called Levites, retained the same functions which they had held in the 
preceding period. In the West, they alone, not the lectors, were allowed to read in public worship 
the lessons from the Gospels; which, containing the words of the Lord, were placed above the 
Epistles, or the words of the apostles. They were also permitted to baptize and to preach. After the 
pattern of the church in Jerusalem, the number of deacons, even in large congregations, was 
limited to seven; though not rigidly, for the cathedral of Constantinople had, under Justinian I., 
besides sixty presbyters, a hundred deacons, forty deaconesses, ninety subdeacons, a hundred and 
ten lectors, twenty-five precentors, and a hundred janitors—a total of five hundred and twenty-
five officers. Though subordinate to the presbyters, the deacons frequently stood in close relations 
with the bishop, and exerted a greater influence. Hence they not rarely looked upon ordination to 
the presbyterate as a degradation. After the beginning of the fourth century an archdeacon stood 
at the head of the college, the most confidential adviser of the bishop, his representative and 
legate, and not seldom his successor in office. Thus Athanasius first appears as archdeacon of 
Alexandria at the council of Nice, clothed with important influence; and upon the death of the 
latter he succeeds to the patriarchal chair of Alexandria. 
 
The office of Deaconess, which, under the strict separation of the sexes in ancient times, and 
especially in Greece, was necessary to the completion of the diaconate, and which originated in 
the apostolic age, {466} continued in the Eastern church down to the twelfth century. It was 
frequently occupied by the widows of clergymen or the wives of bishops, who were obliged to 
demit the married state before entering upon their sacred office. Its functions were the care of the 
female poor, sick, and imprisoned, assisting in the baptism of adult women, and, in the country 
churches of the East, perhaps also of the West, the preparation of women for baptism by private 
instruction. {467} Formerly, from regard to the apostolic precept in 1 Timothy 5:9, the 



deaconesses were required to be sixty years of age. {468} The general council of Chalcedon, 
however, in 451, reduced the canonical age to forty years, and in the fifteenth canon ordered: "No 
female shall be consecrated deaconess before she is forty years old, and not then without careful 
probation. If, however, after having received consecration, and having been some time in the 
service, she marry, despising the grace of God, she with her husband shall be anathematized." 
The usual ordination prayer in the consecration of deaconesses, according to the Apostolic 
Constitutions, runs thus: "Eternal God, Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Creator of man and 
woman, who didst fill Miriam and Deborah and Hannah and Huldah with the Spirit, and didst not 
disdain to suffer thine only-begotten Son to be born of a woman; who also in the tabernacle and 
the temple didst appoint women keepers of thine holy gates: look down now upon this thine 
handmaid, who is designated to the office of deacon, and grant her the Holy Ghost, and cleanse 
her from all filthiness of the flesh and of the spirit, that she may worthily execute the work 
intrusted to her, to thine honor and to the praise of thine Anointed; to whom with thee and the 
Holy Ghost be honor and adoration forever. Amen." {469} 
 
The noblest type of an apostolic deaconess, which has come down to us from this period, is 
Olympias, the friend of Chrysostom, and the recipient of seventeen beautiful epistles from him. 
{470} She sprang from a respectable heathen family, but received a Christian education; was 
beautiful and wealthy; married in her seventeenth year (A. D. 384) the prefect of Constantinople, 
Nebridius; but in twenty months after was left a widow, and remained so in spite of the efforts of 
the emperor Theodosius to unite her with one of his own kindred. She became a deaconess; lived 
in rigid asceticism; devoted her goods to the poor; and found her greatest pleasure in doing good. 
When Chrysostom came to Constantinople, he became her pastor, and guided her lavish 
benefaction by wise counsel. She continued faithful to him in his misfortune; survived him by 
several years, and died in 420, lamented by all the poor and needy in the city and in the country 
around. 
 
In the West, on the contrary, the office of deaconess was first shorn of its clerical character by a 
prohibition of ordination passed by the Gallic councils in the fifth and sixth centuries; {471} and 
at last it was wholly abolished. The second synod of Orleans, in 533, ordained in its eighteenth 
canon: "No woman shall henceforth receive the benedictio diaconalis [which had been 
substituted for ordinatio], on account of the weakness of this sex." The reason betrays the want of 
good deaconesses, and suggests the connection of this abolition of an apostolic institution with 
the introduction of the celibacy of the priesthood, which seemed to be endangered by every sort 
of female society. The adoption of the care of the poor and sick by the state, and the cessation of 
adult baptisms and of the custom of immersion, also made female assistance less needful. In 
modern times, the Catholic church, it is true, has special societies or orders of women, like the 
Sisters of Mercy, for the care of the sick and poor, the training of children, and other objects of 
practical charity; and in the bosom of Protestantism also similar benevolent associations have 
arisen, under the name of Deaconess Institutes, or Sisters’ Houses, though in the more free 
evangelical spirit, and without the bond of a vow. {472} But, though quite kindred in their object, 
these associations are not to be identified with the office of deaconess in the apostolic age and in 
the ancient church. That was a regular, standing office in every Christian congregation, 
corresponding to the office of deacon; and has never since the twelfth century been revived, 
though the local work of charity has never ceased. 
 
To the ordinary clergy there were added in this period sundry extraordinary church offices, 
rendered necessary by the multiplication of religious functions in large cities and dioceses: 
 
1. Stewards. {473} These officers administered the church property under the supervision of the 
bishop, and were chosen in part from the clergy, in part from such of the laity as were versed in 



law. In Constantinople the "great steward" was a person of considerable rank, though not a 
clergyman. The council of Chalcedon enjoined upon every episcopal diocese the appointment of 
such officers, and the selection of them from the clergy, "that the economy of the church might 
not be irresponsible, and thereby the church property be exposed to waste and the clerical dignity 
be brought into ill repute." {474} For conducting the litigation of the church, sometimes a special 
advocate, called the ekdiko, or defensor, was appointed. 
 
2. Secretaries, {475} for drawing the protocols in public ecclesiastical transactions (gesta 
ecclesiastica). They were usually clergymen, or such as had prepared themselves for the service 
of the church. 
 
3. Nurses or Parabolani, {476} especially in connection with the larger church hospitals. Their 
office was akin to that of the deacons, but had more reference to the bodily assistance than to the 
spiritual care of the sick. In Alexandria, by the fifth century, these officers formed a great guild of 
six hundred members, and were not rarely misemployed as a standing army of episcopal 
domination. {477} Hence, upon a complaint of the citizens of Alexandria against them, to the 
emperor Theodosius II., their number were reduced to five hundred. In the West they were never 
introduced. 
 
4. Buriers of the Dead {478} likewise belonged among these ordines minores of the church. 
Under Theodosius II. there were more than a thousand of them in Constantinople. 
 
{463} Hieron. Comm. ad Titus 1:7: "Idem est ergo presbyter qui episcopus, et antequam diaboli 
instinctu studia in religione fierent ... communi presbyterorum consilio ecclesiae gubernabantur," 
etc. Comp. Epist. ad Evangelum presbyterum (Ep. 146, ed. Vall. Opera, i. 1074 sqq.; Ep. 101, ed. 
Bened.), and Epist. ad Oceanum (Ep. 69, ed. Vall., Ep. 82, ed. Bened.). In the latter epistle he 
remarks: "Apud veteres iidem episcopi et presbyteri fuerunt, quia illud nomen dignitatis est, hoc 
aetatis." 
 
{464} Chrysostom, Hom. i. in Ep. ad Philipp., {Philippians 1:1, on the words sun episkopoiv, 
which imply a number of bishops, i.e. presbyters in one and the same congregation} observes: 
touv presbuterou outwv ekalese tote gar tewv ekoinwnoun toiv onomasi. Of the same 
opinion are Theodoret, ad Philippians 1:1, and ad Tim. iii. 1; Ambrosiaster, ad Ephesians 4:11; 
and the author of the pseudo-Augustinian Questiones V. et N.T., qu. 101. Comp. on this whole 
subject of the original identity of episkopov and presbuterov, my History of the Apostolic 
Church, 132 (Engl. translation, p. 522-531), and Rich. Rothe: Anfange der christlichen Kirche, i. 
p. 207-217. 
 
{465} Optatus of Mileve calls them, indeed, ecclesiasticos viros; not, however, in the sense of 
clerici, from whom, on the contrary, he distinguishes them, but in the broad sense of catholic 
Christians as distinguished from heathens and heretics. Comp. on these seniores plebis, or lay 
elders, as they are called, the discussion of Dr. Rothe: Die Anfange der christl. Kirche U. Ihrer 
Verfassung, vol. i. p. 227 sqq. 
 
{466} Comp. Romans 12:1,12, and my Hist. of the Apost. Church, 135, p. 535 sqq. 
 
{467} Comp. Pelagius ad Romans 16:1. Neander (iii. p. 314, note; Torrey’s transl. ii. p. 158) 
infers from a canon of the fourth council of Carthage, that the latter custom prevailed also in the 
West, since it is there required of "viduae quae ad ministerium baptizandarum mulierum 
eliguntur," "ut possint apto et sano sermone docere imperitas et rusticas mulieres." 
 



{468} Comp. Codex Theodos. 1. xvi., Tit. ii. lex 27: "Nulla nisi emensis 60 annis secundum 
praeceptum apostoli ad diaconissarum consortium transferatur." 
 
{469} Const. Apost. lib. viii. cap. 20. We have given the prayer in full. Neander (iii. p. 322, note) 
omits some passages. The custom of ordaining deaconesses is placed by this prayer and by the 
canon quoted from the council of Chalcedon beyond dispute. The 19th canon of the council of 
Nice, however, appears to conflict with this, in reckoning deaconesses among the laity, who have 
no consecration (ceiroqesiva). Some therefore suppose that the ordination of deaconesses did not 
arise till after the Nicaenum (325), though the Apostolic Constitutions contradict this; while 
others (as Baronius, and recently Hefele, Concilien-Gesch. 1855, vol. i. p. 414) would resolve the 
contradiction by distinguishing between the properceiroqesivaand the simple benediction. But the 
consecration of the deaconesses was certainly accompanied with imposition of hands in presence 
of the whole clergy; since the Apost. Const., 1. viii. c. 19, expressly say to the bishop: epiyhseiv 
auth tav ceirav, parestwtov tou presbuteriou kai twn diakonwn kai twn 
diakonisswn. The contradiction lies, however, in that Nicene canon itself; for (according to the 
Greek Codices) the deaconesses are immediately before counted among the clergy, if we do not, 
with the Latin translation, read deacons instead. Neander helps himself by a distinction between 
proper deaconesses and widows abusive so called. 
 
{470} They are found in Montfaucon’s Bened. edition of Chrysostom, tom. iii. p. 524-604, and in 
Lomler’s edition of Joann. Chrysost. Opera praestantissima, 1840, p. 168-252. These seventeen 
epistles to Olympias are, in the judgment of Photius as quoted by Montfaucon (Op. iii. 524), of 
the epistles of Chrysostom, "longissimae, elegantissimae, omniumque utilissimae." Compare also 
Montfaucon’s prefatory remarks on Olympias. 
 
{471} A mere benediction was appointed in place of ordination. The first synod of Orange 
(Arausicana i.), in 441, directed in the 26th canon: "Diaconae omnimodis non ordinandae [thus 
they had previously been ordained in Gaul also, and reckoned with the clergy]; si quae jam sunt, 
benedictioni, quae populo impenditur, capita submittant." Likewise was the ordination of 
deaconesses forbidden by the council of Epaon in Burgundy, in 517, can. 21, and by the second 
council at Orleans, in 533, can. 17 and 18. 
 
{472} The Deaconess House (Hutterhaus) at Kaiserswerth on the Rhine, founded in 1836; 
Bethany in Berlin, 1847; and similar evangelical hospitals in Dresden, 1842, Strasburg, 1842, 
Paris (institution des deaconess des eglises evangeliques de France), 1841, London (institution of 
Nursing Sisters), 1840, New York (St. Luke’s Hopital), Pittsburg, 1849, Smyrna, Jerusalem, etc. 
 
{473} oikonomoi. Besides these there were also keimhliarcai, sacellarii, thesaurarii. 
 
{474} Conc. Chalced. can. 26. This canon also occurs twice in the Corp. jur. can. c. 21, C. xvi. q. 
7, and c. 4, Dist. lxxix. 
 
{475} tacugrafoi, notarii, excerptores. 
 
{476} Parabolani, probably from paraballein tn zwhn, to risk life; because in contagious 
diseases they often exposed themselves to the danger of death. 
 
{477} A perversion of a benevolent association to turbulent purposes similar to that of the 
firemen’s companies in the large cities of the United States. 
 
{478} kopiatai, copiattae, fossores, fossarii.  



 



53. The Bishops. 
 
The bishops now stood with sovereign power at the head of the clergy and of their dioceses. They 
had come to be universally regarded as the vehicles and propagators of the gifts of the Holy 
Ghost, and the teachers and lawgivers of the church in all matters of faith and discipline. The 
specific distinction between them and the presbyters was carried into everything; while yet it is 
worthy of remark, that Jerome, Chrysostom, and Theodoret, just the most eminent exegetes of the 
ancient church, expressly acknowledged the original identity of the two offices in the New 
Testament, and consequently derive the proper episcopate, not from divine institution, but only 
from church usage. {479} 
 
The traditional participation of the people in the election, which attested the popular origin of the 
episcopal office, still continued, but gradually sank to a mere formality, and at last became 
entirely extinct. The bishops filled their own vacancies, and elected and ordained the clergy. 
Besides ordination, as the medium for communicating the official gifts, they also claimed from 
the presbyters in the West, after the fifth century, the exclusive prerogatives of confirming the 
baptized and consecrating the chrism or holy ointment used in baptism. {480} In the East, on the 
contrary, confirmation (the chrism) is performed also by the presbyters, and, according to the 
ancient custom, immediately follows baptism. 
 
To this spiritual preaminence of the bishops was now added, from the time of Constantine, a civil 
importance. Through the union of the church with the state, the bishops became at the same time 
state officials of weight, and enjoyed the various privileges which accrued to the church from this 
connection. {481} They had thenceforth an independent and legally valid jurisdiction; they held 
supervision of the church estates, which were sometimes very considerable, and they had partial 
charge even of the city, property; they superintended the morals of the people, and even of the 
emperor; and they exerted influence upon the public legislation. They were exempt from civil 
jurisdiction, and could neither be brought as witnesses before a court nor be compelled to take an 
oath. Their dioceses grew larger, and their power and revenues increased. Dominus beatissimus 
(makariwvtato"), sanctissimus (aJgiwvtato"), or reverendissimus, Beatitudo or Sanctitas tua, and 
similar high-sounding titles, passed into universal use. Kneeling, kissing of the hand, and like 
tokens of reverence, came to be shown them by all classes, up to the emperor himself. 
Chrysostom, at the end of the fourth century, says: "The heads of the empire (hyparchs) and the 
governors of provinces (toparchs) enjoy no such honor as the rulers of the church. They are first 
at court, in the society of ladies, in the houses of the great. No one has precedence of them." 
 
To this position corresponded the episcopal insignia, which from the fourth century became 
common: the ring, as the symbol of the espousal of the bishop to the church; the crosier or 
shepherd’s staff (also called crook, because it was generally curved at the top); and the pallium, 
{482} a shoulder cloth, after the example of the ephod of the Jewish high-priest, and perhaps of 
the sacerdotal mantle worn by the Roman emperors as pontifices maximi. The pallium is a 
seamless cloth hanging over the shoulders, formerly of white linen, in the West subsequently of 
white lamb’s wool, with four red or black crosses wrought in it with silk. According to the 
present usage of the Roman church the wool is taken from the lambs of St. Agnes, which are 
every year solemnly blessed and sacrificed by the pope in memory of this pure virgin. Hence the 
later symbolical meaning of the pallium, as denoting the bishop’s following of Christ, the good 
Shepherd, with the lost and reclaimed sheep upon his shoulders. Alexandrian tradition traced this 
vestment to the evangelist Mark; but Gregory Nazianzen expressly says that it was first given by 
Constantine the Great to the bishop Macarius of Jerusalem. {483} In the East it was worn by all 
bishops, in the West by archbishops only, on whom, from the time of Gregory I., it was conferred 



by the pope on their accession to office. At first the investiture was gratuitous, but afterward came 
to involve a considerable fee, according to the revenues of the archbishopric. 
 
As the bishop united in himself all the rights and privileges of the clerical office, so he was 
expected to show himself a model in the discharge of its duties and a follower of the great 
Archbishop and Archshepherd of the sheep. He was expected to exhibit in a high degree the 
ascetic virtues, especially that of virginity, which, according to Catholic ethics, belongs to the 
idea of moral perfection. Many a bishop, like Athanasius, Basil, Ambrose, Augustine, 
Chrysostom, Martin of Tours, lived in rigid abstinence and poverty, and devoted his income to 
religious and charitable objects. 
 
But this very power and this temporal advantage of the episcopate became also a lure for avarice 
and ambition, and a temptation to the lordly and secular spirit. For even under the episcopal 
mantle the human heart still beat, with all those weaknesses and passions, which can only be 
overcome by the continual influence of Divine grace. There were metropolitans and patriarchs, 
especially in Alexandria, Constantinople, and Rome, who, while yet hardly past the age of 
persecution, forgot the servant form of the Son of God and the poverty of his apostles and 
martyrs, and rivalled the most exalted civil officials, nay, the emperor himself, in worldly pomp 
and luxury. Not seldom were the most disgraceful intrigues employed to gain the holy office. No 
wonder, says Ammianus, that for so splendid a prize as the bishopric of Rome, men strive with 
the utmost passion and persistence, when rich presents from ladies and a more than imperial 
sumptuousness invite them. {484} The Roman prefect, Praetextatus, declared jestingly to the 
bishop Damasus, who had obtained the office through a bloody battle of parties, that for such a 
price he would at once turn Christian himself. {485} Such an example could not but shed its evil 
influence on the lower clergy of the great cities. Jerome sketches a sarcastic description of the 
Roman priests, who squandered all their care on dress and perfumery, curled their hair with 
crisping pins, wore sparkling rings, paid far too great attention to women, and looked more like 
bridegrooms than like clergymen. {486} And in the Greek church it was little better. Gregory 
Nazianzen, himself a bishop, and for a long time patriarch of Constantinople, frequently mourns 
the ambition, the official jealousies, and the luxury of the hierarchy, and utters the wish that the 
bishops might be distinguished only by a higher grade of virtue. 
 
{479} See the passages quoted in 52, and the works there referred to. The modern Romish divine, 
Perrone, in his Praelectiones Theologicae, t. ix. 93, denies that the doctrine of the superiority of 
bishops over presbyters by divine right, is an article of the Catholic faith. But the council of 
Trent, sess. xxiii. can. 6, condemns all who deny the divine institution of the three orders. 
 
{480} Innocent I., Ep. ad Decent.: "Ut sine chrismate et episcopi jussione neque presbyter neque 
diaconus jus habeant baptizandi." 
 
{481} Comp. above, ch. iii. 14-16. 
 
{482} JIera stolh, wmoforion, superhumerale, pallium, also ephod (rbae, epwmiv). The ephod 
(Exodus 28:6-11; and xxxix. 2-5), in connection with the square breastplate belonging to it 
(comp. Exodus 28:15-30 39:8-21), was the principal official vestment of the Jewish high-priest, 
and no doubt served as the precedent for the archiepiscopal pallium, but exceeded the latter in 
costliness. It consisted of two shoulder pieces (like the pallium and the chasubles), which hung 
over the upper part of the body before and behind, and were skilfully wrought of fine linen in 
three colors, fastened by golden rings and chains, and richly ornamented with gold thread, and 
twelve precious stones, on which the names of the twelve tribes were graven. Whether the sacred 
oracle, Urim and Thummim (LXX.: dhvlwsi kai ajlhvqeia, Exodus 28:30), was identical with the 



twelve precious stones in the breastplate, the learned are not agreed. Comp. Winer, Bibl. Reallex., 
and W. Smith, Dictionary of the Bible, sub Urim and Thummim. 
 
{483} Orat. xlvii. So Theodoret, Hist. eccl. ii. 27, at the beginning. Macarius is said to have worn 
the gilded vestment in the administration of baptism. 
 
{484} Amm. Marcell. xxvii. c. 3, sub anno 367: "ut dotentur oblationibus matronarum 
procedantque vehiculis insidentes, circumspecte vestiti, epulas curantes profusas, adeo ut eorum 
convivia regales superent mensas." But then with this pomp of the Roman prelates he contrasts 
the poverty of the worthy country bishops. 
 
{485} Besides Ammianus, Jerome also states this, in his book against John of Jerusalem (Opera, 
tom. ii. p. 415, ed. Vallars.): "Miserabilis ille Praetextatus, qui designatus consul est mortuus, 
homo sacrilegus et idolorum cultor, solebat ludens beato papae Damaso dicere: ‘Facite me 
Romanae urbis episcopum, et ero protinus Christianus.’" 
 
{486} Epist. ad Eustochium de virginitate servanda.  

 



54. Organization of the Hierarchy: Country Bishop, City Bishops, and 
Metropolitans. 
 
The episcopate, notwithstanding the unity of the office and its rights, admitted the different 
grades of country bishop, ordinary city bishop, metropolitan, and patriarch. Such a distinction had 
already established itself on the basis of free religious sentiment in the church; so that the 
incumbents of the apostolic sees, like Jerusalem, Antioch, Ephesus, Corinth, and Rome, stood at 
the head of the hierarchy. But this gradation now assumed a political character, and became both 
modified and confirmed by attachment to the municipal division of the Roman empire. 
 
Constantine the Great divided the whole empire into four praefectures (the Oriental, the Illyrian, 
the Italian, and the Gallic); the praefectures into vicariates, dioceses, or proconsulates, fourteen or 
fifteen in all; {487} and each diocese again into several provinces. {488} The praefectures were 
governed by Praefecti Praetorio, the dioceses by Vicarii, the provinces by Rectores, with various 
titles—commonly Praesides. 
 
It was natural, that after the union of church and state the ecclesiastical organization and the 
political should, so far as seemed proper, and hence of course with manifold exceptions, 
accommodate themselves to one another. In the East this principle of conformity was more 
palpably and rigidly carried out than in the West. The council of Nice in the fourth century 
proceeds upon it, and the second and fourth ecumenical councils confirm it. The political 
influence made itself most distinctly felt in the elevation of Constantinople to a patriarchal see. 
The Roman bishop Leo, however, protested against the reference of his own power to political 
considerations, and planted it exclusively upon the primacy of Peter; though evidently the Roman 
see owed its importance to the favorable cooperation of both these influences. The power of the 
patriarchs extended over one or more municipal dioceses; while the metropolitans presided over 
single provinces. The word diocese (dioivkhsi) passed from the political into the ecclesiastical 
terminology, and denoted at first a patriarchal district, comprising several provinces (thus the 
expression occurs continually in the Greek acts of councils), but afterward came to be applied in 
the West to each episcopal district. The circuit of a metropolitan was called in the East an eparchy 
(ejparciva), in the West provincia. An ordinary bishopric was called in the East a parish 
(paroikiva), while in the Latin church the term (parochia) was usually applied to a mere pastoral 
charge. 
 
The lowest rank in the episcopal hierarchy was occupied by the country bishops, {489} the 
presiding officers of those rural congregations, which were not supplied with presbyters from 
neighboring cities. In North Africa, with its multitude of small dioceses, these country bishops 
were very numerous, and stood on an equal footing with the others. But in the East they became 
more and more subordinate to the neighboring city bishops; until at last, partly on account of their 
own incompetence, chiefly for the sake of the rising hierarchy, they were wholly extinguished. 
Often they were utterly unfit for their office; at least Basil of Caesarea, who had fifty country 
bishops in his metropolitan district, reproached them with frequently receiving men totally 
unworthy into the clerical ranks. And moreover, they stood in the way of the aspirations of the 
city bishops; for the greater the number of bishops, the smaller the diocese and the power of each, 
though probably the better the collective influence of all upon the church. The council of Sardica, 
in 343, doubtless had both considerations in view, when, on motion of Hosius, the president, it 
decreed: "It is not permitted, that, in a village or small town, for which a single priest is sufficient, 
a bishop should be stationed, lest the episcopal dignity and authority suffer scandal; {490} but the 
bishops of the eparchy (province) shall appoint bishops only for those places where bishops have 



already been, or where the town is so populous that it is considered worthy to be a bishopric." 
The place of these chorepiscopi was thenceforth supplied either by visitators (periodeutai), who 
in the name of the bishop visited the country congregations from time to time, and performed the 
necessary functions, or by resident presbyters (parochi), under the immediate supervision of the 
city bishop. 
 
Among the city bishops towered the bishops of the capital cities of the various provinces. They 
were styled in the East metropolitans, in the West usually archbishops. {491} They had the 
oversight of the other bishops of the province; ordained them, in connection with two or three 
assistants; summoned provincial synods, which, according to the fifth canon of the council of 
Nice and the direction of other councils, were to be held twice a year; and presided in such 
synods. They promoted union among the different churches by the reciprocal communication of 
synodal acts, and confirmed the organism of the hierarchy. 
 
This metropolitan constitution, which had gradually arisen out of the necessities of the church, 
became legally established in the East in the fourth century, and passed thence to the Graeco-
Russian church. The council of Nice, at that early day, ordered in the fourth canon, that every 
new bishop should be ordained by all, or at least by three, of the bishops of the eparchy (the 
municipal province), under the direction and with the sanction of the metropolitan. {492} Still 
clearer is the ninth canon of the council of Antioch, in 341: "The bishops of each eparchy 
(province) should know, that upon the bishop of the metropolis (the municipal capital) also 
devolves a care for the whole eparchy, because in the metropolis all, who have business, gather 
together from all quarters. Hence it has been found good, that he should also have a precedence in 
honor, {493} and that the other bishops should do nothing without him—according to the old and 
still binding canon of our fathers—except that which pertains to the supervision and jurisdiction 
of their parishes (i.e. dioceses in the modern terminology), and the provinces belonging to them; 
as in fact they ordain presbyters and deacons, and decide all judicial matters. Otherwise they 
ought to do nothing without the bishop of the metropolis, and he nothing without the consent of 
the other bishops." This council, in the nineteenth canon, forbade a bishop being ordained without 
the presence of the metropolitan and the presence or concurrence of the majority of the bishops of 
the province. 
 
In Africa a similar system had existed from the time of Cyprian, before the church and the state 
were united. Every province had a Primas; the oldest bishop being usually chosen to this office. 
The bishop of Carthage, however, was not only primate of Africa proconsularis, but at the same 
time, corresponding to the proconsul of Carthage, the ecclesiastical head of Numidia and 
Mauretania, and had power to summon a general council of Africa. {494} 
 
{487} The dioceses or vicariates were as follows: 
 
I. The Praefectura Orientalis consisted of the five dioceses of Oriens, with Antioch as its political 
and ecclesiastical capital; Aegyptus, with Alexandria; Asia proconsularis, with Ephesus; Pontus, 
with Caesarea in Cappadocia; Thracia, with Heraklea, afterward Constantinople. 
 
II. The Praefectura Illyrica, with Thessalonica as its capital, had only the two dioceses of 
Macedonia and Dacia. 
 
III. The Praefectura Italica embraced Roma (i.e. South Italy and the islands of the Mediterranean, 
or the so-called Suburban provinces); Italia, or the Vicariate of Italy, with its centre at 
Mediolanum (Milan); Illyricum occidentale, with its capital at Sirmium; and Africa occidentalis, 
with Carthage. 



 
IV. The Praefectura Gallica embraced the dioceses of Gallia, with Treveri (Trier) and Lugdunum 
(Lyons); Hispania, with Hispalis (Sevilla); and Britannnia, with Eboracum (York). 
 
{488} Thus the diocese of the Orient, for example, had five provinces, Egypt nine, Pontus 
thirteen, Gaul seventeen, Spain seven. Comp. Wiltsch, Kirchl. Geogr. u. Statistik, i. p. 67 sqq., 
where the provinces are all quoted, as is not necessary for our purpose here. 
 
{489} cwrepiskopoi. The principal statements respecting them are: Epist. Synodi Antioch., A. 
D. 270, in Euseb. H. E. vii. 36 (where they are called episkopoi twn omorwn agrwn); Concil. 
Ancyr., A. D. 315, can. 13 (where they are forbidden to ordain presbyters and deacons); Concil. 
Antioch., A. D. 341, can. 10 (same prohibition); Conc. Laodic., between 320 and 372, can. 57 
(where the erection of new country bishoprics is forbidden); and Conc. Sardic., A. D. 343, can. 6 
(where they are wholly abolished). 
 
{490} Can. 6:... ina mh kateutelixhtai to tou episkopou onoma kai h auyentia or, in the 
Latin version: "Ne vilescat nomen episcopi et auctoritas." Comp. Hefele, i. p. 556. The 
differences between the Greek and Latin text in the first part of this canon have no influence on 
the prohibition of the appointment of country bishops. 
 
{491} mhtropolithv, metropolitanus, and the kindred title exarcov (applied to the most 
powerful metropolitans); arciepiskopov, archiepiscopus, and primas. 
 
{492} This canon has been recently discovered also in a Coptic translation, and published by 
Pitra, in the Spiclegium Solesmense, i. 526 sq. 
 
{493} kai th timh prohgeisyai auton. 
 
{494} Cyprian, Epist. 45, says of his province of Carthage: "Latius fusa est nostra provincia; 
habet enim Numidiam et Mauretaniam sibi cohaerentes."  

 



55. The Patriarchs. 
 
Mich. Le Quien (French Dominican, 1788): Oriens Christianus, in quatuor patriarchatus digestus, 
quo exhibentur ecclesiae, patriarchae caeterique preasules totius Orientis. Opus posthumum, Par. 
1740, 3 vols. fol. (a thorough description of the oriental dioceses from the beginning to 1732). P. 
Jos. Cautelius (Jesuit): Metropolitanarum urbium historia civilis et ecclesiastic in qua Romanae 
Sedis dignitas et imperatorum et regum in eam merits explicantur, Par. 1685 (important for 
ecclesiastical statistics of the West, and the extension of the Roman patriarchate). Bingham 
(Anglican): Antiquities, l. ii. c. 17. Joh. El. Theod. Wiltsch (Evangel.): Handbuch der Kirchl. 
Geographie u. Statistik, Berl. 1846, vol. i. p. 56 sqq. Friedr. Maassen (R.C.): Der Primat des 
Bischofs von Rom. u. die alten Patriarchalkirchen, Bonn, 1853. ThomasGreenwood: Cathedra 
Petri, a Political History of the Latin Patriarchate, Lond. 1859 sqq. (vol. i. p. 158-489). Comp. my 
review of this work in the Am. Theol. Rev., New York, 1864, p. 9 sqq. 
 
Still above the metropolitans stood the five Patriarchs, {495} the oligarchical summit, so to speak, 
the five towers in the edifice of the Catholic hierarchy of the Graeco-Roman empire. 
 
These patriarchs, in the official sense of the word as already fixed at the time of the fourth 
ecumenical council, were the bishops of the four great capitals of the empire, Rome, Alexandria, 
Antioch, and Constantinople; to whom was added, by way of honorary distinction, the bishop of 
Jerusalem, as president of the oldest Christian congregation, though the proper continuity of that 
office had been broken by the destruction of the holy city. They had oversight of one or more 
dioceses; at least of two or more provinces or eparchies. {496} They ordained the metropolitans; 
rendered the final decision in church controversies; conducted the ecumenical councils; published 
the decrees of the councils and the church laws of the emperors; and united in themselves the 
supreme legislative and executive power of the hierarchy. They bore the same relation to the 
metropolitans of single provinces, as the ecumenical councils to the provincial. They did not, 
however, form a college; each acted for himself. Yet in important matters they consulted with one 
another, and had the right also to keep resident legates (apocrisiarii) at the imperial court at 
Constantinople. 
 
In prerogative they were equal, but in the extent of their dioceses and in influence they differed, 
and had a system of rank among themselves. Before the founding of Constantinople, and down to 
the Nicene council, Rome maintained the first rank, Alexandria the second, and Antioch the third, 
in both ecclesiastical and political importance. After the end of the fourth century this order was 
modified by the insertion of Constantinople as the second capital, between Rome and Alexandria, 
and the addition of Jerusalem as the fifth and smallest patriarchate. 
 
The patriarch of Jerusalem presided only over the three meagre provinces of Palestine; {497} the 
patriarch of Antioch, over the greater part of the political diocese of the Orient, which comprised 
fifteen provinces, Syria, Phenicia, Cilicia, Arabia, Mesopotamia, &c.; {498} the patriarch of 
Alexandria, over the whole diocese of Egypt with its nine rich provinces, Aegyptus prima and 
secunda, the lower and upper Thebaid, lower and upper Libya, &c.; {499} the patriarch of 
Constantinople, over three dioceses, Pontus, Asia Minor, and Thrace, with eight and twenty 
provinces, and at the same time over the bishoprics among the barbarians; {500} the patriarch of 
Rome gradually extended his influence over the entire West, two prefectures, the Italian and the 
Gallic, with all their dioceses and provinces. {501} 
 
The patriarchal system had reference primarily only to the imperial church, but indirectly affected 
also the barbarians, who received Christianity from the empire. Yet even within the empire, 



several metropolitans, especially the bishop of Cyprus in the Eastern church, and the bishops of 
Milan, Aquileia, and Ravenna in the Western, during this period maintained their autocracy with 
reference to the patriarchs to whose dioceses they geographically belonged. In the fifth century, 
the patriarchs of Antioch attempted to subject the island of Cyprus, where Paul first had preached 
the gospel, to their jurisdiction; but the ecumenical council of Ephesus, in 431, confirmed to the 
church of Cyprus its ancient right to ordain its own bishops. {502} The North African bishops 
also, with all respect for the Roman see, long maintained Cyprian’s spirit of independence, and in 
a council at Hippo Regius, in 393, protested against such titles as princeps sacerdotum, summus 
sacerdos, assumed by the patriarchs, and were willing only to allow the title of primae sedis 
episcopus. {503} 
 
When, in consequence of the Christological controversies, the Nestorians and Monophysites split 
off from the orthodox church, they established independent schismatic patriarchates, which 
continue to this day, showing that the patriarchal constitution answers most nearly to the oriental 
type of Christianity. The orthodox Greek church, as well as the schismatic sects of the East, has 
substantially remained true to the patriarchal system down to the present time; while the Latin 
church endeavored to establish the principle of monarchical centralization so early as Leo the 
Great, and in the course of the middle age produced the absolute papacy. 
 
{495} Patriavrch; patriarcha; sometimes also, after the political terminology, exarco. The name 
patriarch, originally applied to the progenitors of Israel (Hebrews 7:4, to Abraham; Acts 7:8 sq., 
to the twelve sons of Jacob; ii. 29, to David, as founder of the Davidic Messianic house), was at 
first in the Eastern church an honorary title for bishops in general (so in Gregory Nazianzen, and 
Gregory of Nyssa), but after the council of Constantinople (381), and still more after that of 
Chalcedon (451), it came to be used in an official sense and restricted to the five most eminent 
metropolitans. In the West, several metropolitans, especially the bishop of Aquileia, bore this title 
honoris causa. The bishop of Rome declined that particular term, as placing him on a level with 
other patriarchs, and preferred the name papa. "Patriarch" bespeaks an oligarchical church 
government; "pope," a monarchical. 
 
{496} According to the political division of the empire after Constantine. Comp. 54 
 
{497} Comp. Wiltsch, i. p. 206 sqq. The statement of Ziegler, which Wiltsch quotes and seems to 
approve, that the fifth ecumenical council, of 553, added to the patriarchal circuit of Jerusalem the 
metropolitans of Berytus in Phenicia, and Ruba in Syria, appears to be an error. Ruba nowhere 
appears in the acts of the council, and Berytus belonged to Phoenicia prima, consequently to the 
patriarchate of Antioch. Le Quien knows nothing of such an enlargement of the patriarchate of 
Hierosolyma. 
 
{498} Wiltsch, i. 189 sqq. 
 
{499} Ibid. i. 177 sqq. 
 
{500} Ibid. p. 143 sqq. 
 
{501} Comp. 57, below. 
 
{502} Comp. Wiltsch, i. p. 232 sq., and ii. 469. 
 
{503} Cod. can. eccl. Afr. can. 39, cited by Neander, iii. p. 335 (Germ. ed.).  



 



56. Synodical Legislation on the Patriarchal Power and Jurisdiction. 
 
To follow now the ecclesiastical legislation respecting this patriarchal oligarchy in chronological 
order: 
 
The germs of it already lay in the ante-Nicene period, when the bishops of Antioch, Alexandria, 
and Rome, partly in virtue of the age and apostolic origin of their churches, partly, on account of 
the political prominence of those three cities as the three capitals of the Roman empire, steadily 
asserted a position of preaminence. The apostolic origin of the churches of Rome and Antioch is 
evident from the New Testament: Alexandria traced its Christianity, at least indirectly through the 
evangelist Mark, to Peter, and was politically more important than Antioch; while Rome from the 
first had precedence of both in church and in state. This preaminence of the oldest and most 
powerful metropolitans acquired formal legislative validity and firm establishment through the 
ecumenical councils of the fourth and fifth centuries. 
 
The first ecumenical council of Nice, in 325, as yet knew nothing of five patriarchs, but only the 
three metropolitans above named, confirming them in their traditional rights. {504} In the much-
canvassed sixth canon, probably on occasion of the Meletian schism in Egypt, and the attacks 
connected with it on the rights of the bishop of Alexandria, that council declared as follows: 
 
"The ancient custom, which has obtained in Egypt, Libya, and the Pentapolis, shall continue in 
force, viz.: that the bishop of Alexandria have rule over all these [provinces], since this also is 
customary with the bishop of Rome [that is, not in Egypt, but with reference to his own diocese]. 
Likewise also at Antioch and in the other eparchies, the churches shall retain their prerogatives. 
Now, it is perfectly clear, that, if any one has been made bishop without the consent of the 
metropolitan, the great council does not allow him to be bishop." {505} 
 
The Nicene fathers passed this canon not as introducing anything new, but merely as confirming 
an existing relation on the basis of church tradition; and that, with special reference to 
Alexandria, on account of the troubles existing there. Rome was named only for illustration; and 
Antioch and all the other eparchies or provinces were secured their admitted rights. {506} The 
bishoprics of Alexandria, Rome, and Antioch were placed substantially on equal footing, yet in 
such tone, that Antioch, as the third capital of the Roman empire, already stands as a stepping 
stone to the ordinary metropolitans. By the "other eparchies" of the canon are to be understood 
either all provinces, and therefore all metropolitan districts, or more probably, as in the second 
canon of the first council of Constantinople, only the three eparchates of Caesarea in Cappadocia, 
Ephesus, and Asia Minor, and Heraclea in Thrace, which, after Constantine’s division of the East, 
possessed similar prerogatives, but were subsequently overshadowed and absorbed by 
Constantinople. In any case, however, this addition proves that at that time the rights and dignity 
of the patriarchs were not yet strictly distinguished from those of the other metropolitans. The 
bishops of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch here appear in relation to the other bishops simply as 
primi inter pares, or as metropolitans of the first rank, in whom the highest political eminence 
was joined with the highest ecclesiastical. Next to them, in the second rank, come the bishops of 
Ephesus in the Asiatic diocese of the empire, of Neo-Caesarea in the Pontic, and of Heraclea in 
the Thracian; while Constantinople, which was not founded till five years later, is wholly 
unnoticed in the Nicene council, and Jerusalem is mentioned only under the name of Aelia. 
 
Between the first and second ecumenical councils arose the new patriarchate of Constantinople, 
or New Rome, built by Constantine in 330, and elevated to the rank of the imperial residence. The 
bishop of this city was not only the successor of the bishop of the ancient Byzantium, hitherto 



under the jurisdiction of the metropolitan of Heraclea, but, through the favor of the imperial court 
and the bishops who were always numerously assembled there, it placed itself in a few decennia 
among the first metropolitans of the East, and in the fifth century became the most powerful rival 
of the bishop of old Rome. 
 
This new patriarchate was first officially recognized at the first ecumenical council, held at 
Constantinople in 381, and was conceded "the precedence in honor, next to the bishop of Rome," 
the second place among all bishops; and that, on the purely political consideration, that New 
Rome was the residence of the emperor. {507} At the same time the imperial city and the diocese 
of Thrace (whose ecclesiastical metropolis hitherto had been Heraclea) were assigned as its 
district. {508} 
 
Many Greeks took this as a formal assertion of the equality of the bishop of Constantinople with 
the bishop of Rome, understanding "next" or "after" (meta) as referring only to time, not to rank. 
But it is more natural to regard this as conceding a primacy of honor, which the Roman see could 
claim on different grounds. The popes, as the subsequent protest of Leo shows, were not satisfied 
with this, because they were unwilling to be placed in the same category with the 
Constantinopolitan fledgling, and at the same time assumed a supremacy of jurisdiction over the 
whole church. On the other hand, this decree was unwelcome also to the patriarch of Alexandria, 
because this see had hitherto held the second rank, and was now required to take the third. Hence 
the canon was not subscribed by Timotheus of Alexandria, and was regarded in Egypt as void. 
Afterward, however, the emperors prevailed with the Alexandrian patriarchs to yield this point. 
 
After the council of 381, the bishop of Constantinople indulged in manifold encroachments on the 
rights of the metropolitans of Ephesus and Caesarea in Cappadocia, and even on the rights of the 
other patriarchs. In this extension of his authority he was favored by the fact that, in spite of the 
prohibition of the council of Sardica, the bishops of all the districts of the East continually resided 
in Constantinople, in order to present all kinds of interests to the emperor. These concerns of 
distant bishops were generally referred by the emperor to the bishop of Constantinople and his 
council, the suvnodo ejndhmou’sa, as it was called, that is, a council of the bishops resident 
(ejndhmouvntwn) in Constantinople, under his presidency. In this way his trespasses even upon 
the bounds of other patriarchs obtained the right of custom by consent of parties, if not the 
sanction of church legislation. Nectarius, who was not elected till after that council, claimed the 
presidency at a council in 394, over the two patriarchs who were present, Theophilus of 
Alexandria and Flavian of Antioch; decided the matter almost alone; and thus was the first to 
exercise the primacy over the entire East. Under his successor, Chrysostom, the compass of the 
see extended itself still farther, and, according to Theodoret, {509} stretched over the capital, over 
all Thrace with its six provinces, over all Asia (Asia proconsularis) with eleven provinces, and 
over Pontus, which likewise embraced eleven provinces; thus covering twenty-eight provinces in 
all. In the year 400, Chrysostom went "by request to Ephesus," to ordain there Heraclides of 
Ephesus, and at the same time to institute six bishops in the places of others deposed for simony. 
{510} His second successor, Atticus, about the year 421, procured from the younger Theodosius a 
law, that no bishop should be ordained in the neighboring dioceses without the consent of the 
bishop of Constantinople. {511} This power still needed the solemn sanction of a general council, 
before it could have a firm legal foundation. It received this sanction at Chalcedon. 
 
The fourth ecumenical council, held at Chalcedon in 451 confirmed and extended the power of 
the bishop of Constantinople, by ordaining in the celebrated twenty-eighth canon: 
 
"Following throughout the decrees of the holy fathers, and being acquainted with the recently 
read canon of the hundred and fifty bishops [i.e. the third canon of the second ecumenical council 



of 381], we also have determined and decreed the same in reference to the prerogatives of the 
most holy church of Constantinople or New Rome. For with reason did the fathers confer 
prerogatives (ta presbeia) on the throne [the episcopal chair] of ancient Rome, on account of 
her character as the imperial city (dia to basileuein); and, moved by the same consideration, 
the hundred and fifty bishops recognized the same prerogatives (ta isa presbei’a) also in the most 
holy throne of New Rome; with good reason judging, that the city, which is honored with the 
imperial dignity and the senate [i.e. where the emperor and senate reside], and enjoys the same 
[municipal] privileges as the ancient imperial Rome, should also be equally elevated in 
ecclesiastical respects, and be the second after he (deutevranmetjejkeivnhn)." 
 
"And [we decree] that of the dioceses of Pontus, Asia [Asia proconsularis], and Thrace, only the 
metropolitans, but in such districts of those dioceses as are occupied by barbarians, also the 
[ordinary] bishops, be ordained by the most holy throne of the most holy church at 
Constantinople; while of course every metropolitan in those dioceses ordains the new bishops of a 
province in concurrence with the existing bishops of that province, as is directed in the divine 
(qeivoi) canons. But the metropolitans of those dioceses, as already said, shall be ordained by the 
archbishop (ajrciepiskovpou) of Constantinople, after they shall have been unanimously elected 
in the usual way, and he [the archbishop of Constantinople] shall have been informed of it." 
 
We have divided this celebrated Chalcedonian canon into two parts, though in the Greek text the 
parts are (by kai wste) closely connected. The first part assigns to the bishop of Constantinople 
the second rank among the patriarchs, and is simply a repetition and confirmation of the third 
canon of the council of Constantinople; the second part goes farther, and sanctions the 
supremacy, already actually exercised by Chrysostom and his successors, of the patriarch of 
Constantinople, not only over the diocese of Thrace, but also over the dioceses of Asia Minor and 
Pontus, and gives him the exclusive right to ordain both the metropolitans of these three dioceses, 
and all the bishops of the barbarians {512} within those bounds. This gave him a larger district 
than any other patriarch of the East. Subsequently an edict of the emperor Justinian, in 530, added 
to him the special prerogative of receiving appeals from the other patriarchs, and thus of 
governing the whole Orient. 
 
The council of Chalcedon in this decree only followed consistently the oriental principle of 
politico-ecclesiastical division. Its intention was to make the new political capital also the 
ecclesiastical capital of the East, to advance its bishop over the bishops of Alexandria and 
Antioch, and to make him as nearly as possible equal to the bishop of Rome. Thus was imposed a 
wholesome check on the ambition of the Alexandrian patriarch, who in various ways, as the affair 
of Theophilus and Dioscurus shows, had abused his power to the prejudice of the church. 
 
But thus, at the same time, was roused the jealousy of the bishop of Rome, to whom a rival in 
Constantinople, with equal prerogatives, was far more dangerous than a rival in Alexandria or 
Antioch. Especially offensive must it have been to him, that the council of Chalcedon said not a 
word of the primacy of Peter, and based the power of the Roman bishop, like that of the 
Constantinopolitan, on political grounds; which was indeed not erroneous, yet only half of the 
truth, and in that respect unfair. 
 
Just here, therefore, is the point, where the Eastern church entered into a conflict with the 
Western, which continues to this day. The papal delegates protested against the twenty-eighth 
canon of the Chalcedonian council, on the spot, in the sixteenth and last session of the council; 
but in vain, though their protest was admitted to record. They appealed to the sixth canon of the 
Nicene council, according to the enlarged Latin version, which, in the later addition, "Ecclesia 
Romana semper habuit primatum," seems to assign the Roman bishop a position above all the 



patriarchs, and drops Constantinople from notice; whereupon the canon was read to them in its 
original form from the Greek Acts, without that addition, together with the first three canons of 
the second ecumenical council with their express acknowledgment of the patriarch of 
Constantinople in the second rank. {513} After the debate on this point, the imperial 
commissioners thus summed up the result: "From the whole discussion, and from what has been 
brought forward on either side, we acknowledge that the primacy over all (prov pantwn ta 
prwteia) and the most eminent rank (kai thn exeireton timhn) are to continue with the 
archbishop of old Rome; but that also the archbishop of New Rome should enjoy the same 
precedence of honor (ta presbeia thv timhv), and have the right to ordain the metropolitans in 
the dioceses of Asia, Pontus, and Thrace," &c. Now they called upon the council to declare 
whether this was its opinion; whereupon the bishops gave their full, emphatic consent, and 
begged to be dismissed. The commissioners then closed the transactions with the words: "What 
we a little while ago proposed, the whole council hath ratified;" that is, the prerogative granted to 
the church of Constantinople is confirmed by the council in spite of the protest of the legates of 
Rome. {514} 
 
After the council, the Roman bishop, Leo, himself protested in three letters of the 22d May, 452; 
the first of which was addressed to the emperor Marcian, the second to the empress Pulcheria, the 
third to Anatolius, patriarch of Constantinople. {515} He expressed his satisfaction with the 
doctrinal results of the council, but declared the elevation of the bishop of Constantinople to the 
patriarchal dignity to be a work of pride and ambition—the humble, modest pope!—to be an 
attack upon the rights of other Eastern metropolitans—the invader of the same rights in Gaul!—
especially upon the rights of the Roman see guaranteed by the council of Nice—on the authority 
of a Roman interpolation—and to be destructive of the peace of the church—which the popes 
have always sacredly kept! He would hear nothing of political considerations as the source of the 
authority of his chair, but pointed rather to Divine institution and the primacy of Peter. Leo 
speaks here with great reverence of the first ecumenical council, under the false impression that 
that council in its sixth canon acknowledged the primacy of Rome; but with singular indifference 
of the second ecumenical council, on account of its third canon, which was confirmed at 
Chalcedon. He charges Anatolius with using for his own ambition a council, which had been 
called simply for the extermination of heresy and the establishment of the faith. But the canons of 
the Nicene council, inspired by the Holy Ghost, could be superseded by no synod, however great; 
and all that came in conflict with them was void. He exhorted Anatolius to give up his ambition, 
and reminded him of the words: Tene quod habes, ne alius accipiat coronam tuam. {516} 
 
But this protest could not change the decree of the council nor the position of the Greek church in 
the matter, although, under the influence of the emperor, Anatolius wrote a humble letter to Leo. 
The bishops of Constantinople asserted their rank, and were sustained by the Byzantine emperors. 
The twenty-eighth canon of the Chalcedonian council was expressly confirmed by Justinian I., in 
the 131st Novelle (c. 1), and solemnly renewed by the Trullan council (can. 36), but was omitted 
in the Latin collections of canons by Prisca, Dionysius, Exiguus, and Isidore. The loud 
contradiction of Rome gradually died away; yet she has never formally acknowledged this canon, 
except during the Latin empire and the Latin patriarchate at Constantinople, when the fourth 
Lateran council, under Innocent III., in 1215, conceded that the patriarch of Constantinople 
should hold the next rank after the patriarch of Rome, before those of Alexandria and Antioch. 
{517} 
 
Finally, the bishop of Jerusalem, after long contests with the metropolitan of Caesarea and the 
patriarch of Antioch, succeeded in advancing himself to the patriarchal dignity; but his distinction 
remained chiefly a matter of honor, far below the other patriarchates in extent of real power. Had 
not the ancient Jerusalem, in the year 70, been left with only a part of the city wall and three gates 



to mark it, it would doubtless, being the seat of the oldest Christian congregation, have held, as in 
the time of James, a central position in the hierarchy. Yet as it was, a reflection of the original 
dignity of the mother city fell upon the new settlement of Aelia Capitolina, which, after Adrian, 
rose upon the venerable ruins. The pilgrimage of the empress Helena, and the magnificent church 
edifices of her son on the holy places, gave Jerusalem a new importance as the centre of devout 
pilgrimage from all quarters of Christendom. Its bishop was subordinate, indeed, to the 
metropolitan of Caesarea, but presided with him (probably secundo loco) at the Palestinian 
councils. {518} The council of Nice gave him an honorary precedence among the bishops, though 
without affecting his dependence on the metropolitan of Caesarea. At least this seems to be the 
meaning of the short and some. what obscure seventh canon: "Since it is custom and old tradition, 
that the bishop of Aelia (Jerusalem) should be honored, he shall also enjoy the succession of 
honor, {519} while the metropolis (Caesarea) preserves the dignity allotted to her." The legal 
relation of the two remained for a long time uncertain, till the fourth ecumenical council, at its 
seventh session, confirmed the bishop of Jerusalem in his patriarchal rank, and assigned to him 
the three provinces of Palestine as a diocese, without opposition. 
 
{504} Accordingly Pope Nicolas, in 866, in a letter to the Bulgarian prince Bogoris, would 
acknowledge only the bishops of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch as patriarchs in the proper 
sense, because they presided over apostolic churches; whereas Constantinople was not of 
apostolic founding, and was not even mentioned by the most venerable of all councils, the 
Nicene; Jerusalem was named indeed by these councils, but only under the name of Aelia. 
 
{505} In the oldest Latin Cod. canonum (in Mansi, vi. 1186) this canon is preceded by the 
important words: Ecclesia Romana semper habuit primatum. These are, however, manifestly 
spurious, being originally no part of the canon itself, but a superscription, which gave an 
expression to the Roman inference from the Nicene canon. Comp. Gieseler, i. 2, 93, note 1; and 
Hefele, Hist. of Councils, i. 384 sqq. 
 
{506} So Greenwood also views the matter, Cathedra Petri, 1859, vol. i. p. 181: "It was 
manifestly not the object of this canon to confer any new jurisdiction upon the church of 
Alexandria, but simply to confirm its customary prerogative. By way of illustration, it places that 
prerogative, whatever it was, upon the same level with that of the two other eparchal churches of 
Rome and Antioch. Moreover, the words of the canon disclose no other ground of claim but 
custom; and the customs of each eparchia are restricted to the territorial limits of the diocese or 
eparchia itself. And though, within those limits, the several customary rights and prerogatives 
may have differed, yet beyond them no jurisdiction of any kind could, by virtue of this canon, 
have any existence at all." 
 
{507} Conc. Constant. i. can 3: ton mentoi kwstantinoupolewv episkopon ecein ta 
presbeia thv timhv, meta ton thv rwmhv episkopon, dia to einai authn nean rwmhn. 
This canon is quoted also by Socrates, v. 8, and Sozomen, vii. 9, and confirmed by the council of 
Chalcedon (see below); so that it must be from pure dogmatical bias, that Baronius (Annal. ad 
ann. 381, n. 35, 36) questions its genuineness 
 
{508} The latter is not, indeed, expressly said in the above canon, which seems to speak only of 
an honorary precedence. But the canon was so understood by the bishops of Constantinople, and 
by the historians Socrates (v. 8) and Theodoret (Epist. 86, ad Flavianum), and so interpreted by 
the Chalcedonian council (can. 28). The relation of the bishop of Constantinople to the 
metropolitan of Heraclea, however, remained for a long time uncertain, and at the council ad 
Quercum, 403, in the affair of Chrysostom, Paul of Heraclea took the presidency, though the 



patriarch Theophilus of Alexandria was present. Comp. Le Quien, tom. i. p. 18; and Wiltsch, i. p. 
139. 
 
{509} H. E. lib. v. cap. 28. 
 
{510} According to Sozomen it was thirteen, according to Theophilus of Alexandria at the 
council ad Quercum seventeen bishops, whom he instituted; and this act was charged against him 
as an unheard-of crime. See Wiltsch, i. 141. 
 
{511} Socrates, H. E. l. vii. 28, where such a law is incidentally mentioned. The inhabitants of 
Cyzicus in the Hellespont, however, transgressed the law, on the presumption that it was merely a 
personal privilege of Atticus. 
 
{512} Among the barbarian tribes, over whom the bishops of Constantinople exercised an 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction, were the Huns on the Bosphorus, whose king, Gorda, received baptism 
in the time of Justinian; the Herulians, who received the Christian faith in 527; the Abasgians and 
Alanians on the Euxine sea, who about the same time received priests from Constantinople. 
Comp. Wiltsch, i. 144 and 145. 
 
{513} This correction of the Roman legates is so little to the taste of the Roman Catholic 
historians, especially the ultramontane, that the Ballerini, in their edition of the works of Leo the 
Great, tom. iii. p. xxxvii. sqq., and even Hefele, Conciliengesch. i. p. 385, and ii. p. 522, have 
without proof declared the relevant passage in the Greek Acts of the council of Chalcedon a later 
interpolation. Hefele, who can but concede the departure of the Latin version from the original 
text of the sixth canon of Nice, thinks, however, that the Greek text was not read in Chalcedon, 
because even this bore against the elevation of Constantinople, and therefore in favor of the 
Roman legates. But the Roman legates, as also Leo in his protest against the 28th decree of 
Chalcedon, laid chief stress upon the Roman addition, Ecclesia Romana semper habuit primatum, 
and considered the equalization of any other patriarch with the bishop of Rome incompatible with 
it. Since the legates, as is conceded, appealed to the Nicene canon, the Greeks had first to meet 
this appeal, before they passed to the canons of the council of Constantinople. Only the two 
together formed a sufficient answer to the Roman protest. 
 
{514} Mansi, vii. p. 446-454; Harduin, ii, 639-643; Hefele, ii. 524, 525. 
 
{515} Leo, Epist. 104, 105, and 106 (al, Ep. 78-80). Comp. Hefele, l. c. ii. 530 sqq. 
 
{516} Revelation 3:11. 
 
{517} Harduin, tom. vii. 23; Schrockh, xvii. 43; and Hefele, ii. 544. 
 
{518} Comp. Eusebius, himself the metropolitan of Caesarea, H. E. v. 23. He gives the succession 
of the bishops of Jerusalem, as well as of Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch, while he omits those of 
Caesarea. 
 
{519} akolouyia thv timhv; which is variously interpreted. Comp. Hefele, i. 389 sq.  

 



57. The Rival Patriarchs of Old and New Rome. 
 
Thus at the close of the fourth century we see the Catholic church of the Graeco-Roman empire 
under the oligarchy of five coordinate and independent patriarchs, four in the East and one in the 
West. But the analogy of the political constitution, and the tendency toward a visible, tangible 
representation of the unity of the church, which had lain at the bottom of the development of the 
hierarchy from the very beginnings of the episcopate, pressed beyond oligarchy to monarchy; 
especially in the West. Now that the empire was geographically and politically severed into East 
and West, which, after the death of Theodosius, in 395, had their several emperors, and were 
never permanently reunited, we can but expect in like manner a double head in the hierarchy. 
This we find in the two patriarchs of old Rome and New Rome; the one representing the Western 
or Latin church, the other the Eastern or Greek. Their power and their relation to each other we 
must now more carefully observe. 
 
The organization of the church in the East being so largely influenced by the political 
constitution, the bishop of the imperial capital could not fail to become the most powerful of the 
four oriental patriarchs. By the second and fourth ecumenical councils, as we have already seen, 
his actual preaminence was ratified by ecclesiastical sanction, and he was designated to the 
foremost dignity. {520} From Justinian I. he further received supreme appellate jurisdiction, and 
the honorary title of ecumenical patriarch, which he still continues to bear. {521} He ordained the 
other patriarchs, not seldom decided their deposition or institution by his influence, and used 
every occasion to interfere in their affairs, and assert his supreme authority, though the popes and 
their delegates at the imperial court incessantly protested. The patriarchates of Jerusalem, 
Antioch, and Alexandria were distracted and weakened in the course of the fifth and sixth 
centuries by the tedious monophysite controversies, and subsequently, after the year 622, were 
reduced to but a shadow by the Mohammedan conquests. The patriarchate of Constantinople, on 
the contrary, made important advances southwest and north; till, in its flourishing period, between 
the eighth and tenth centuries, it embraced, besides its original diocese, Calabria, Sicily, and all 
the provinces of Illyricum, the Bulgarians, and Russia. Though often visited with destructive 
earthquakes and conflagrations, and besieged by Persians, Arabians, Hungarians, Russians, 
Latins, and Turks, Constantinople maintained itself to the middle of the fifteenth century as the 
seat of the Byzantine empire and centre of the Greek church. The patriarch of Constantinople, 
however, remained virtually only primus inter pares, and has never exercised a papal supremacy 
over his colleagues in the East, like that of the pope over the metropolitans of the West; still less 
has he arrogated, like his rival in ancient Rome, the sole dominion of the entire church. Toward 
the bishop of Rome he claimed only equality of rights and coordinate dignity. 
 
In this long contest between the two leading patriarchs of Christendom, the patriarch of Rome at 
last carried the day. The monarchical tendency of the hierarchy was much stronger in the West 
than in the East, and was urging a universal monarchy in the church. 
 
The patriarch of Constantinople enjoyed indeed the favor of the emperor, and all the benefit of 
the imperial residence. New Rome was most beautifully and most advantageously situated for a 
metropolis of government, of commerce, and of culture, on the bridge between two continents; 
and it formed a powerful bulwark against the barbarian conquests. It was never desecrated by an 
idol temple, but was founded a Christian city. It fostered the sciences and arts, at a time when the 
West was whelmed by the wild waves of barbarism; it preserved the knowledge of the Greek 
language and literature through the middle ages; and after the invasion of the Turks it kindled by 
its fugitive scholars the enthusiasm of classic studies in the Latin church, till Greece rose from the 
dead with the New Testament in her hand, and held the torch for the Reformation. 



 
But the Roman patriarch had yet greater advantages. In him were united, as even the Greek 
historian Theodoret concedes, {522} all the outward and the inward, the political and the spiritual 
conditions of the highest eminence. 
 
In the first place, his authority rested on an ecclesiastical and spiritual basis, reaching back, as 
public opinion granted, through an unbroken succession, to Peter the apostle; while 
Constantinople was in no sense an apostolica sedes, but had a purely political origin, though, by 
transfer, and in a measure by usurpation, it had possessed itself of the metropolitan rights of 
Ephesus {523} Hence the popes after Leo appealed almost exclusively to the divine origin of their 
dignity, and to the primacy of the prince of the apostles over the whole church. 
 
Then, too, considered even in a political point of view, old Rome had a far longer and grander 
imperial tradition to show, and was identified in memory with the bloom of the empire; while 
New Rome marked the beginning of its decline. When the Western empire fell into the hands of 
the barbarians, the Roman bishop was the only surviving heir of this imperial past, or, in the well-
known dictum of Hobbes, "the ghost of the deceased Roman empire, sitting crowned upon the 
grave thereof." 
 
Again, the very remoteness of Rome from the imperial court was favorable to the development of 
a hierarchy independent of all political influence and intrigue; while the bishop of Constantinople 
had to purchase the political advantages of the residence at the cost of ecclesiastical freedom. The 
tradition of the donatio Constantini, though a fabrication of the eighth century, has thus much 
truth: that the transfer of the imperial residence to the East broke the way for the temporal power 
and the political independence of the papacy. 
 
Further, amidst the great trinitarian and christological controversies of the Nicene and post-
Nicene age, the popes maintained the powerful prestige of almost undeviating ecumenical 
orthodoxy and doctrinal stability; {524} while the see of Constantinople, with its Grecian spirit of 
theological restlessness and disputation, was sullied with the Arian, the Nestorian, the 
Monophysite, and other heresies, and was in general, even in matters of faith, dependent on the 
changing humors of the court. Hence even contending parties in the East were accustomed to seek 
counsel and protection from the Roman chair, and oftentimes gave that see the coveted 
opportunity to put the weight of its decision into the scale. This occasional practice then formed a 
welcome basis for a theory of jurisdiction. The Roma locuta est assumed the character of a 
supreme and final judgment. Rome learned much and forgot nothing. She knew how to turn every 
circumstances with consummate administrative tact, to her own advantage. 
 
Finally, though the Greek church, down to the fourth ecumenical council, was unquestionably the 
main theatre of church history and the chief seat of theological learning, yet, according to the 
universal law of history, "Westward the star of empire takes its way," the Latin church, and 
consequently the Roman patriarchate, already had the future to itself. While the Eastern 
patriarchates were facilitating by internal quarrels and disorder the conquests of the false prophet, 
Rome was boldly and victoriously striking westward, and winning the barbarian tribes of Europe 
to the religion of the cross. 
 
{520} ta presbeia thv timhv... dia to einai authn [i.e. Constantinople] nean rwmhn. Comp. 
56. 
 
{521} The title oikomenikov patriarchv, universalis episcopus, had before been used in 
flattery by oriental patriarchs, and the later Roman bishops bore it, in spite of the protest of 



Gregory I., without scruple. The statement of popes Gregory I. and Leo IX., that the council of 
Chalcedon conferred on the Roman bishop Leo the title of universal episcopus, and that he 
rejected it, is erroneous. No trace of it can be found either in the Acts of the councils or in the 
epistles of Leo. In the Acts, Leo is styled ov agiwtatov kai makariwtatov arciepiskopov 
thv megalhv kai presbuterav rwmhv; ; which, however, in the Latin Acts sent by Leo to the 
Gallican bishops, was thus enlarged: "Sanctus et beatissimus Papa, caput universalis ecclesiae, 
Leo." The papal legates at Chalcedon subscribed themselves: Vicarii apostolici universalis 
ecclesiae papae, which the Greeks translated: thv oikoumenikhv ekklhsiav episkopou. 
Hence probably arose the error of Gregory I. The popes wished to be papae universalis ecclesiae, 
not episcopi or patriarchae universales; no doubt because the latter designation put them on a 
level with the Eastern patriarchs. Comp. Gieseler, i. 2, p. 192, not. 20, and p. 228, not. 72; and 
Hefele, ii. 525 sq. 
 
{522} Epist. 113, to Pope Leo I. 
 
{523} That the apostle Andrew brought the gospel to the ancient Byzantium, is an entirely 
unreliable legend of later times. 
 
{524} One exception is the brief pontificate of the Arian, Felix II, whom the emperor Constantius, 
in 355, forcibly enthroned during the exile of Liberius, and who is regarded by some as an 
illegitimate anti-pope. The accounts respecting him are, however, very conflicting, and so are the 
opinions of even Roman Catholic historians. Liberius also, in 357, lapsed for a short time into 
Arianism that he might be recalled from exile. Another and later exception is Pope Honorius, 
whom even the sixth ecumenical council of Constantinople, 681, anathematized for Monothelite 
heresy.  

 



58. The Latin Patriarch. 
 
These advantages of the patriarch of Rome over the patriarch of Constantinople are at the same 
time the leading causes of the rise of the papacy, which we must now more closely pursue. 
 
The papacy is undeniably the result of a long process of history. Centuries were employed in 
building it, and centuries have already been engaged upon its partial destruction. Lust of honor 
and of power, and even open fraud, {525} have contributed to its development; for human nature 
lies hidden under episcopal robes, with its steadfast inclination to abuse the power intrusted to it; 
and the greater the power, the stronger is the temptation, and the worse the abuse. But behind and 
above these human impulses lay the needs of the church and the plans of Providence, and these 
are the proper basis for explaining the rise, as well as the subsequent decay, of the papal 
dominion over the countries and nations of Europe. 
 
That Providence which moves the helm of the history of world and church according to an eternal 
plan, not only prepares in silence and in a secrecy unknown even to themselves the suitable 
persons for a given work, but also lays in the depths of the past the foundations of mighty 
institutions, that they may appear thoroughly furnished as soon as the time may demand them. 
Thus the origin and gradual growth of the Latin patriarchate at Rome looked forward to the 
middle age, and formed part of the necessary, external outfit of the church for her disciplinary 
mission among the heathen barbarians. The vigorous hordes who destroyed the West-Roman 
empire were to be themselves built upon the ruins of the old civilization, and trained by an awe-
inspiring ecclesiastical authority and a firm hierarchical organization, to Christianity and 
freedom, till, having come of age, they should need the legal schoolmaster no longer, and should 
cast away his cords from them. The Catholic hierarchy, with its pyramid-like culmination in the 
papacy, served among the Romanic and Germanic peoples. until the time of the Reformation, a 
purpose similar to that of the Jewish theocracy and the old Roman empire respectively in the 
inward and outward preparation for Christianity. The full exhibition of this pedagogic purpose 
belongs to the history of the middle age; but the foundation for it we find already being laid in the 
period before us. 
 
The Roman bishop claims, that the four dignities of bishop, metropolitan, patriarch, and pope or 
primate of the whole church, are united in himself. The first three offices must be granted him in 
all historical justice; the last is denied him by the Greek church, and by the Evangelical, and by 
all non-Catholic sects. 
 
His bishopric is the city of Rome, with its cathedral church of St. John Lateran, which bears over 
its main entrance the inscription: Omnium urbis et orbis ecclesiarum mater et caput; thus 
remarkably outranking even the church of St. Peter—as if Peter after all were not the first and 
highest apostle, and had to yield at last to the superiority of John, the representative of the ideal 
church of the future. Tradition says that the emperor Constantine erected this basilica by the side 
of the old Lateran palace, which had come down from heathen times, and gave the palace to Pope 
Sylvester; and it remained the residence of the popes and the place of assembly for their councils 
(the Lateran councils) till after the exile of Avignon, when they took up their abode in the Vatican 
beside the ancient church of St. Peter. 
 
As metropolitan or archbishop, the bishop of Rome had immediate jurisdiction over the seven 
suffragan bishops, afterward called cardinal bishops, of the vicinity: Ostia, Portus, Silva candida, 
Sabina, Praeneste, Tusculum, and Albanum. 
 



As patriarch, he rightfully stood on equal footing with the four patriarchs of the East, but had a 
much larger district and the primacy of honor. The name is here of no account, since the fact 
stands fast. The Roman bishops called themselves not patriarchs, but popes, that they might rise 
the sooner above their colleagues; for the one name denotes oligarchical power, the other, 
monarchical. But in the Eastern church and among modern Catholic historians the designation is 
also quite currently applied to Rome. 
 
The Roman patriarchal circuit primarily embraced the ten suburban provinces, as they were 
called, which were under the political jurisdiction of the Roman deputy, the Vicarius Urbis; 
including the greater part of Central Italy, all Upper Italy, and the islands of Sicily, Sardinia, and 
Corsica. {526} In its wider sense, however, it extended gradually over the entire west of the 
Roman empire, thus covering Italy, Gaul, Spain, Illyria, southeastern Britannia, and northwestern 
Africa. {527} 
 
The bishop of Rome was from the beginning the only Latin patriarch, in the official sense of the 
word. He stood thus alone, in the first place, for the ecclesiastical reason, that Rome was the only 
sedes apostolica in the West, while in the Greek church three patriarchates and several other 
episcopal sees, such as Ephesus, Thessalonica, and Corinth, shared the honor of apostolic 
foundation. Then again, he stood politically alone, since Rome was the sole metropolis of the 
West, while in the East there were three capitals of the empire, Constantinople, Alexandria, and 
Antioch. Hence Augustine, writing from the religious point of view, once calls Pope Innocent I. 
the "ruler of the Western church;" {528} and the emperor Justinian, on the ground of political 
distribution, in his 109th Novelle, where he speaks of the ecclesiastical division of the whole 
world, mentions only five known patriarchates, and therefore only one patriarchate of the West. 
The decrees of the ecumenical councils, also, know no other Western patriarchate than the 
Roman, and this was the sole medium through which the Eastern church corresponded with the 
Western. In the great theological controversies of the fourth and fifth centuries the Roman bishop 
appears uniformly as the representative and the organ of all Latin Christendom. 
 
It was, moreover, the highest interest of all orthodox churches in the West, amidst the political 
confusion and in conflict with the Arian Goths, Vandals, and Suevi, to bind themselves closely to 
a common centre, and to secure the powerful protection of a central authority. This centre they 
could not but find in the primitive apostolic church of the metropolis of the world. The Roman 
bishops were consulted in almost all important questions of doctrine or of discipline. After the 
end of the fourth century they issued to the Western bishops in reply, pastoral epistles and 
decretal letters, {529} in which they decided the question at first in the tone of paternal counsel, 
then in the tone of apostolic authority, making that which had hitherto been left to free opinion, a 
fixed statute. The first extant decretal is the Epistola of Pope Siricius to the spanish bishop 
Himerius, A. D. 385, which contains, characteristically, a legal enforcement of priestly celibacy, 
thus of an evidently unapostolic institution; but in this Siricius appeals to "generalia decreta," 
which his predecessor Liberius had already issued. In like manner the Roman bishops repeatedly 
caused the assembling of general or patriarchal councils of the West (synodos occidentales), like 
the synod of Axles in 314. After the sixth and seventh centuries they also conferred the pallium 
on the archbishops of Salona, Ravenna, Messina, Syracuse, Palermo, Arles, Autun, Sevilla, 
Nicopolis (in Epirus), Canterbury, and other metropolitans, in token of their superior jurisdiction. 
{530} 
 
{525} Recall the interpolations of papistic passages in the works of Cyprian; the Roman 
enlargement of the sixth canon of Nice; the citation of the Sardican canon under the name and the 
authority of the Nicene council; and the later notorious pseudo-Isidorian decretals. The popes, to 



be sure, were not the original authors of these falsifications, but they used them freely and 
repeatedly for their purposes. 
 
{526} Concil. Nicaean. of 325, can. 6, in the Latin version of Rufinus: {Hist. Ecclesiastes 10:6} 
"Et ut apud Alexandria et in urbe Roma vetusta consuetudo servetur, ut vel ille a†gypti, vel hic 
suburbicariarum ecclesiarum sollicitudinem gerat." The words suburb. eccl. are wanting in the 
Greek original, and are a Latin definition of the patriarchal diocese of Rome at the end of the 
fourth century. Since the seventeenth century they have given rise to a long controversy among 
the learned. The jurist Gothofredus and his friend Salmasius limited the regiones suburbicariae to 
the small province of the Praefectus Urbis, i.e. to the city of Rome with the immediate vicinity to 
the hundredth milestone; while the Jesuit Sirmond extended it to the much greater official district 
of the Vicarius Urbis, viz., the ten provinces of Campania, Tuscia with Umbria, Picenum 
suburbicarium, Valeria, Samnium, Apulia with Calabria, Lucania and Brutii, Sicilia, Sardinia, and 
Corsica. The comparison of the Roman bishop with the Alexandrian in the sixth canon of the 
Nicene council favors the latter view; since even the Alexandrian diocese likewise stretched over 
several provinces. The Prisca, however—a Latin collection of canons from the middle of the fifth 
century—has perhaps hit the truth of the matter, in saying, in its translation of the canon in 
question: "Antiqui moris est ut urbis Romae episcopus habeat principatum, ut suburbicaria loca 
[i.e. here, no doubt, the smaller province of the Praefectus] et omnem provinciam suam [i.e. the 
larger district of the Vicarius, or a still wider, indefinite extent] sollicitudine sua gubernet." 
Comp. Mansi, Coll. Conc. vi. 1127, and Hefele, i. 380 sqq. 
 
{527} According to the political division of the empire, the Roman patriarchate embraced in the 
fifth century three praefectures, which were divided into eight political dioceses and sixty-nine 
provinces. These are, (1) the praefecture of Italy, with the three dioceses of Italy, Illyricum, and 
Africa; (2) the praefectum Galliarum, with the dioceses of Gaul, Spain, and Britain; (3) the 
praefecture of Illyricum (not to be confounded with the province of Illyria, which belonged to the 
praefecture of Italy), which, after 879, was separated indeed from the Western empire, as 
Illyricum orientale, but remained ecclesiastically connected with Rome, and embraced the two 
dioceses of Macedonia and Dacia. Comp. Wiltsch, l. c. i. 67 sqq.; Maassen, p. 125; and Hefele, i. 
383. 
 
{528} Contra Julianum, lib. i. cap. 6. 
 
{529} Epistola decretales; an expression, which, according to Gieseler and others, occurs first 
about 500, in the so-called decretum Gelasii de libris recipiendis et non recipiendis. 
 
{530} See the information concerning the conferring of the pallium in Wiltsch, i. 68 sq.  

 



59. Conflicts and Conquests of the Latin Patriarchate. 
 
But this patriarchal power was not from the beginning and to a uniform extent acknowledged in 
the entire West. Not until the latter part of the sixth century did it reach the height we have above 
described. {531} It was not a divine institution, unchangeably fixed from the beginning for all 
times, like a Biblical article of faith; but the result of a long process of history, a human 
ecclesiastical institution under providential direction. In proof of which we have the following 
incontestable facts: 
 
In the first place, even in Italy, several metropolitans maintained, down to the close of our period, 
their own supreme headship, independent of Roman and all other jurisdiction. {532} The 
archbishops of Milan, who traced their church to the apostle Barnabas, came into no contact with 
the pope till the latter part of the sixth century, and were ordained without him or his pallium. 
Gregory I., in 593, during the ravages of the Longobards, was the first who endeavored to 
exercise patriarchal rights there: he reinstated an excommunicated presbyter, who had appealed to 
him. {533} The metropolitans of Aquileia, who derived their church from the evangelist Mark, 
and whose city was elevated by Constantine the Great to be the capital of Venetia and Istria, vied 
with Milan, and even with Rome, calling themselves "patriarchs," and refusing submission to the 
papal jurisdiction even under Gregory the Great. {534} The bishop of Ravenna likewise, after 
408, when the emperor Honorius selected that city for his residence, became a powerful 
metropolitan, with jurisdiction over fourteen bishoprics. Nevertheless he received the pallium 
from Gregory the Great, and examples occur of ordination by the Roman bishop. {535} 
 
The North African bishops and councils in the beginning of the fifth century, with all traditional 
reverence for the apostolic see, repeatedly protested, in the spirit of Cyprian, against 
encroachments of Rome, and even prohibited all appeal in church controversies from their own to 
a transmarine or foreign tribunal, upon pain of excommunication. {536} The occasion of this was 
an appeal to Rome by the presbyter Apiarius, who had been deposed for sundry offences by 
Bishop Urbanus, of Sicca, a disciple and friend of Augustine, and whose restoration was twice 
attempted, by Pope Zosimus in 418, and by Pope Coelestine in 424. From this we see that the 
popes gladly undertook to interfere for a palpably unworthy priest, and thus sacrificed the 
interests of local discipline, only to make their own superior authority felt. The Africans referred 
to the genuine Nicene canon (for which Zosimus had substituted the Sardican appendix 
respecting the appellate jurisdiction of Rome, of which the Nicene council knew nothing), and 
reminded the pope, that the gift of the Holy Ghost, needful for passing a just judgment, was not 
lacking to any province, and that he could as well inspire a whole province as a single bishop. 
The last document in the case of this appeal of Apiarius is a letter of the (twentieth) council of 
Carthage, in 424, to Pope Coelestine I., to the following purport: {537} "Apiarius asked a new 
trial, and gross misdeeds of his were thereby brought to light. The papal legate, Faustinus, has, in 
the face of this, in a very harsh manner demanded the reception of this man into the fellowship of 
the Africans, because he has appealed to the pope and been received into fellowship by him. But 
this very thing ought not to have been done. At last has Apiarius himself acknowledged all his 
crimes. The pope may hereafter no longer so readily give audience to those who come from 
Africa to Rome, like Apiarius, nor receive the excommunicated into church communion, be they 
bishops or priests, as the council of Nice (can. 5) has ordained, in whose direction bishops are 
included. The assumption of appeal to Rome is a trespass on the rights of the African church, and 
what has been [by Zosimus and his legates] brought forward as a Nicene ordinance for it, is not 
Nicene, and is not to be found in the genuine copies of the Nicene Acts, which have been 
received from Constantinople and Alexandria. Let the pope, therefore, in future send no more 
judges to Africa, and since Apiarius has now been excluded for his offences, the pope will surely 



not expect the African church to submit longer to the annoyances of the legate Faustinus. May 
God the Lord long preserve the pope, and may the pope pray for the Africans." In the Pelagian 
controversy the weak Zosimus, who, in opposition to the judgment of his predecessor Innocent, 
had at first expressed himself favorably to the heretics, was even compelled by the Africans to 
yield. The North African church maintained this position under the lead of the greatest of the 
Latin fathers, St. Augustine, who in other respects contributed more than any other theologian or 
bishop to the erection of the Catholic system. She first made submission to the Roman 
jurisdiction, in the sense of her weakness, under the shocks of the Vandals. Leo (440-461) was 
the first pope who could boast of having extended the diocese of Rome beyond Europe into 
another quarter of the globe. {538} He and Gregory the Great wrote to the African bishops 
entirely in the tone of paternal authority without provoking reply. 
 
In Spain the popes found from the first a more favorable field. The orthodox bishops there were 
so pressed in the fifth century by the Arian Vandals, Suevi, Alani, and soon after by the Goths, 
that they sought counsel and protection with the bishop of Rome, which, for his own sake, he was 
always glad to give. So early as 385, Siricius, as we have before observed, issued a decretal letter 
to a Spanish bishop. The epistles of Leo to Bishop Turibius of Asturica, and the bishops of Gaul 
and Spain, {539} are instances of the same authoritative style. Simplicius (467-483) appointed the 
bishop Zeno of Sevilla papal vicar, {540} and Gregory the Great, with a paternal letter, conferred 
the pallium on Leander, bishop of Sevilla. {541} 
 
In Gaul, Leo succeeded in asserting the Roman jurisdiction, though not without opposition, in the 
affair of the archbishop Hilary of Arles, or Arelate. The affair has been differently represented 
from the Gallican and the ultramontane points of view. {542} Hilary (born 403, died 449), first a 
rigid monk, then, against his will, elevated to the bishopric, an eloquent preacher, an energetic 
prelate, and the first champion of the freedom of the Gallican church against the pretensions of 
Rome, but himself not free from hierarchical ambition, deposed Celidonius, the bishop of 
Besanacon, at a council in that city (synodus Vesontionensis), because he had married a widow 
before his ordination, and had presided as judge at a criminal trial and pronounced sentence of 
death; which things, according to the ecclesiastical law, incapacitated him for the episcopal 
office. This was unquestionably an encroachment on the province of Vienne, to which Besaacon 
belonged. Pope Zosimus had, indeed, in 417, twenty-eight years before, appointed the bishop of 
Arles, which was a capital of seven provinces, to be papal vicar in Gaul, and had granted him 
metropolitan rights in the provinces Viennensis, and Narbonensis prima and secunda, though with 
the reservation of causae majores. {543} The metropolitans of Vienne, Narbonne, and Marseilles, 
however, did not accept this arrangement, and the succeeding popes found it best to recognize 
again the old metropolitans. {544} Celidonius appealed to Leo against that act of Hilary. Leo, in 
445, assembled a Roman council (concilium sacerdotum), and reinstated him, as the accusation of 
Hilary, who himself journeyed on foot in the winter to Rome, and protested most vehemently 
against the appeal, could not be proven to the satisfaction of the pope. In fact, he directly or 
indirectly caused Hilary to be imprisoned, and, when he escaped and fled back to Gaul, cut him 
off from the communion of the Roman church, and deprived him of all prerogatives in the 
diocese of Vienne, which had been only temporarily conferred on the bishop of Arles, and were 
by a better judgment (sententia meliore) taken away. He accused him of assaults on the rights of 
other Gallican metropolitans, and above all of insubordination toward the principality of the most 
blessed Peter; and he goes so far as to say: "Whoso disputes the primacy of the apostle Peter, can 
in no way lessen the apostle’s dignity, but, puffed up by the spirit of his own pride, he destroys 
himself in hell." {545} Only out of special grace did he leave Hilary in his bishopric. Not satisfied 
with this, he applied to the secular arm for help, and procured from the weak Western emperor, 
Valentinian III., an edict to Aetius, the magister militum of Gaul, in which it is asserted, almost in 
the words of Leo, that the whole world (universitas; in Greek, oijkoumevnh) acknowledges the 



Roman see as director and governor; that neither Hilary nor any bishop might oppose its 
commands; that neither Gallican nor other bishops should, contrary to the ancient custom, do 
anything without the authority of the venerable pope of the eternal city; and that all decrees of the 
pope have the force of law. 
 
The letter of Leo to the Gallican churches, and the edict of the emperor, give us the first example 
of a defensive and offensive alliance of the central spiritual and temporal powers in the pursuit of 
an unlimited sovereignty. The edict, however, could of course have power, at most, only in the 
West, to which the authority of Valentinian was limited. In fact, even Hilary and his successors 
maintained, in spite of Leo, the prerogatives they had formerly received from Pope Zosimus, and 
were confirmed in them by later popes. {546} Beyond this the issue of the contest is unknown. 
Hilary of Arles died in 449, universally esteemed and loved, without, so far as we know, having 
become formally reconciled with Rome; {547} though, notwithstanding this, he figures in a 
remarkable manner in the Roman calendar, by the side of his papal antagonist Leo, as a canonical 
saint. Undoubtedly Leo proceeded in this controversy far too rigorously and intemperately against 
Hilary; yet it was important that he should hold fast the right of appeal as a guarantee of the 
freedom of bishops against the encroachments of metropolitans. The papal despotism often 
proved itself a wholesome check upon the despotism of subordinate prelates. 
 
With Northern Gaul the Roman bishops came into less frequent contact; yet in this region also 
there occur, in the fourth and fifth centuries, examples of the successful assertion of their 
jurisdiction. 
 
The early British church held from the first a very isolated position, and was driven back, by the 
invasion of the pagan Anglo-Saxons, about the middle of the fifth century, into the mountains of 
Wales, Cornwallis, Cumberland, and the still more secluded islands. Not till the conversion of the 
Anglo-Saxons under Gregory the Great did a regular connection begin between England and 
Rome. 
 
Finally, the Roman bishops succeeded also in extending their patriarchal power eastward, over 
the praefecture of East Illyria. Illyria belonged originally to the Western empire, remained true to 
the Nicene faith through the Arian controversies, and for the vindication of that faith attached 
itself closely to Rome. When Gratian, in 379, incorporated Illyricum Orientale with the Eastern 
empire, its bishops nevertheless refused to give up their former ecclesiastical connection. 
Damasus conferred on the metropolitan Acholius, of Thessalonica, as papal vicar, patriarchal 
rights in the new praefecture. The patriarch of Constantinople endeavored, indeed, repeatedly, to 
bring this ground into his diocese, but in vain. Justinian, in 535, formed of it a new diocese, with 
an independent patriarch at Prima Justiniana (or Achrida, his native city); but this arbitrary 
innovation had no vitality, and Gregory I. recovered active intercourse with the Illyrian bishops. 
Not until the eighth century, under the emperor Leo the Isaurian, was East Illyria finally severed 
from the Roman diocese and incorporated with the patriarchate of Constantinople. {548} 
 
{531} This is conceded by Hefele, i. 383 sq.: "It is, however, not to be mistaken, that the bishop 
of Rome did not everywhere, in all the West, exercise full patriarchal rights; that, to wit, in 
several provinces, simple bishops were ordained without his cooperation." And not only simple 
bishops, but also metropolitans. See the text. 
 
{532} Aujtokevfaloi, also ajkevfaloi, as in the East especially the archbishops of Cyprus and 
Bulgaria were called, and some other metropolitans, who were subject to no patriarch. 
 
{533} Comp. Wiltsch, i. 234. 



 
{534} Comp. Gregory I., Epist. l. iv. 49; and Wiltsch, i. 236 sq. To the metropolis of Aquileia 
belonged the bishopric of Verona, Tridentum (the Trent, since become so famous), Aemona, 
Altinum, Torcellum, Pola, Celina, Sabiona, Forum Julii, Bellunum, Concordia, Feltria, 
Tarvisium, and Vicentia. 
 
{535} Baron. Ann. ad ann. 433; Wiltsch, i. 69, 87. 
 
{536} Comp. the relevant Acts of councils in Gieseler, i. 2, p. 221 sqq., and an extended 
description of this case of appeal in Greenwood, Cath. Petri, i. p. 299-310, and in Hefele, 
Concilien-Gesch. ii. 107 sqq., 120, 123 sq. 
 
{537} Mansi, iii. 839 sq. 
 
{538} Epist. 87; Mansi, vi. 120. 
 
{539} Ep. 93 and 95; Mansi, vi. 131 and 132. 
 
{540} Mansi, vii. 972. 
 
{541} Greg. Ep. i. 41; Mansi, ix. 1059. Comp. Wiltsch, i. 71. 
 
{542} This difference shows itself in the two editions of the works of Leo the Great, respectively: 
that of the French PasquierQuesnel, a Gallican and Jansenist (exiled 1681, died at Brussels 1719), 
which also contains the works, and a vindication, of Hilary of Arles (Par. 1675, in 2 vols.), and 
was condemned in 1676 by the Congregation of the Index, without their even reading it; and that 
of the two brothers Ballerini, which appeared in opposition to the former (Ven. 1755-1757, 3 
vols.), and represents the Italian ultramontane side. Comp. further on this contest of Hilarius 
Arelatensis (not to be confounded with Hilarius Pictaviensis, Hilarius Narbonensis, and others of 
the same name) with Pope Leo, the Vita Hilarii of Honoratus Massiliensis, of about the year 490 
(printed in Mansi, vi. 461 sqq., and in the Acta Sanct. ad d. 5 Maji); the article by Perthel, in 
Illgen’s Zeitschrift for Hist. Theol. 1843; Greenwood, l. c. i. p. 350-356; Milman, Lat. 
Christianity, i. p. 269-276 (Amer. ed.); and the article "Hilarius" in Wetzer and Welte’s 
Kirchenlexic vol. v. p. 181 sqq. 
 
{543} "Nisi magnitudo causae etiam nostrum exquirat examen." Gieseler, i. 2, p. 218; 
Greenwood, i. p. 299. 
 
{544} Comp. Bonifacii I Epist. 12 ad Hilarium Narbon. (not Arelatensen), A. D. 422, in Gieseler, 
p. 219. Boniface here speaks in favor of the Nicene principle, that each metropolitan should rule 
simply over one province. Greenwood overlooks this change, and hence fully justifies Hilary on 
the ground of the appointment of Zosimus. But even though this appointment had stood, the 
deposition of a bishop was still a causa major, which Hilary, as vicar of the pope, should have 
laid before him for ratification. 
 
{545} Leo, Epist. 10 (al. 89) ad Episc. provinciae Viennensis. What an awful perversion this of 
the true Christian stand-point! 
 
{546} The popes Vigil, 539-555, Pelagius, 555-559, and Gregory the Great conferred on the 
archbishop of Arles, besides the pallium, also the papal vicariate (vices). Comp. Wiltsch, i. 71 sq. 
 



{547} At all events, no reconciliation can be certainly proved. Hilary did, indeed, according to the 
account of his disciple and biographer, who some forty years after his death encircled him with 
the halo, take some steps toward reconciliation, and sent two priests as delegates with a letter to 
the Roman prefect, Auxiliaris. The latter endeavored to act the mediator, but gave the delegates to 
understand, that Hilary, by his vehement boldness, had too deeply wounded the delicate ears of 
the Romans. In Leo’s letter a new trespass is charged upon Hilary, on the rights of the bishop 
Projectus, after the deposition of Celidonius. And Hilary died soon after this contest (449). 
Waterland ascribed to him the Athanasian Creed, though without good reason. 
 
{548} Comp. Gieseler, i. 2, p. 21 5 sqq.; and Wiltsch, i. 72 sqq., 431 sqq.  

 



60. The Papacy. 
 
Literature, as in 55, and vol. i. 110. 
 
At last the Roman bishop, on the ground of his divine institution, and as successor of Peter, the 
prince of the apostles, advanced his claim to be primate of the entire church, and visible 
representative of Christ, who is the invisible supreme head of the Christian world. This is the 
strict and exclusive sense of the title, Pope. {549} 
 
Properly speaking, this claim has never been fully realized, and remains to this day an apple of 
discord in the history of the church. Greek Christendom has never acknowledged it, and Latin, 
only under manifold protests, which at last conquered in the Reformation, and deprived the 
papacy forever of the best part of its domain. The fundamental fallacy of the Roman system is, 
that it identifies papacy and church, and therefore, to be consistent, must unchurch not only 
Protestantism, but also the entire Oriental church from its origin down. By the "una sancta 
catholica apostolica ecclesia" of the Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed is to be understood the 
whole body of Catholic Christians, of which the ecclesia Romana, like the churches of 
Alexandria, Antioch, Jerusalem, and Constantinople, is only one of the most prominent branches. 
The idea of the papacy, and its claims to the universal dominion of the church, were distinctly put 
forward, it is true, so early as the period before us, but could not make themselves good beyond 
the limits of the West. Consequently the papacy, as a historical fact, or so far as it has been 
acknowledged, is properly nothing more than the Latin patriarchate run to absolute monarchy. 
 
By its advocates the papacy is based not merely upon church usage, like the metropolitan and 
patriarchal power, but upon divine right; upon the peculiar position which Christ assigned to 
Peter in the well-known words: "Thou art Peter, and on this rock will I build my church." {550} 
This passage was at all times taken as an immovable exegetical rock for the papacy. The popes 
themselves appealed to it, times without number, as the great proof of the divine institution of a 
visible and infallible central authority in the church. According to this view, the primacy is before 
the apostolate, the head before the body, instead of the reverse. 
 
But, in the first place, this preaminence of Peter did not in the least affect the independence of the 
other apostles. Paul especially, according to the clear testimony of his epistles and the book of 
Acts, stood entirely upon his own authority, and even on one occasion, at Antioch, took strong 
ground against Peter. Then again, the personal position of Peter by no means yields the primacy 
to the Roman bishop, without the twofold evidence, first that Peter was actually in Rome, and 
then that he transferred his prerogatives to the bishop of that city. The former fact rests upon a 
universal tradition of the early church, which at that time no one doubted, but is in part weakened 
and neutralized by the absence of any clear Scripture evidence, and by the much more certain 
fact, given in the New Testament itself, that Paul labored in Rome, and that in no position of 
inferiority or subordination to any higher authority than that of Christ himself. The second 
assumption, of the transfer of the primacy to the Roman bishops, is susceptible of neither 
historical nor exegetical demonstration, and is merely an inference from the principle that the 
successor in office inherits all the official prerogatives of his predecessor. But even granting both 
these intermediate links in the chain of the papal theory, the double question yet remains open: 
first, whether the Roman bishop be the only successor of Peter, or share this honor with the 
bishops of Jerusalem and Antioch, in which places also Peter confessedly resided; and secondly, 
whether the primacy involve at the same time a supremacy of jurisdiction over the whole church, 
or be only an honorary primacy among patriarchs of equal authority and rank. The former was the 
Roman view; the latter was the Greek. 



 
An African bishop, Cyprian (258), was the first to give to that passage of the 16th of Matthew, 
innocently as it were, and with no suspicion of the future use and abuse of his view, a papistic 
interpretation, and to bring out clearly the idea of a perpetual cathedra Petri. The same Cyprian, 
however, whether consistently or not, was at the same time equally animated with the 
consciousness of episcopal equality and independence, afterward actually came out in bold 
opposition to Pope Stephen in a doctrinal controversy on the validity of heretical baptism, and 
persisted in this protest to his death. {551} 
 
{549} The name papa—according to some an abbreviation of pater patrum, but more probably, 
like the kindred abbas, pavppa," or pavpa," pa-pa, simply an imitation of the first prattling of 
children, thus equivalent to father—was, in the West, for a long time the honorary title of every 
bishop, as a spiritual father; but, after the fifth century, it became the special distinction of the 
patriarchs, and still later was assigned exclusively to the Roman bishop, and to him in an eminent 
sense, as father of the whole church. Comp. Du Cange, Glossar. s. verb. Papa and Pater Patrum; 
and Hoffmann, Lexic. univers. iv. p. 561. In the same exclusive sense the Italian and Spanish 
papa, the French pape, the English pope, and the German Papst or Pabst, are used. In the Greek 
and Russian churches, on the contrary, all priests are called Popes (from pavpa, papa). The titles 
apostolicus, vicarius Christi, summus pontifex, sedes apostolica, were for a considerable time 
given to various bishops and their sees, but subsequently claimed exclusively by the bishops of 
Rome. 
 
{550} Matthew 16:18: su ei petrov, kai epi tauth th petra [mark the change of the gender 
from the masculine to the feminine, from the person to the thing or the truth confessed—a change 
which disappears in the English and German versions] oikodomhsw mou thn ekklhsian, kai 
pulai adou ou katiscusousin authv. Comp. the commentators, especially Meyer, Lange, 
Alford, Wordsworth, ad loc., and my Hist. of the Apost. Church, 90 and 94 (N. Y. ed. p. 350 sqq., 
and 374 sqq.). 
 
{551} Comp. vol. i. 110.  

 



61. Opinions of the Fathers. 
 
A complete collection of the patristic utterances on the primacy of Peter and his successors, 
though from the Roman point of view, may be found in the work of Rev. Jos. Berington and Rev. 
JohnKirk: "The Faith of Catholics confirmed by Scripture and attested by the Fathers of the first 
five centuries of the Church," 3d ed., London, 1846, vol. ii. p. 1-112. Comp. the works quoted sub 
55, and a curious article of Prof. Ferd. Piper, on Rome, the eternal city, in the Evang. Jahrbuch for 
1864, p. 17-120, where the opinions of the fathers on the claims of the urbs aeterna and its many 
fortunes are brought out. 
 
We now pursue the development of this idea in the church fathers of the fourth and fifth 
centuries. In general they agree in attaching to Peter a certain primacy over the other apostles, and 
in considering him the foundation of the church in virtue of his confession of the divinity of 
Christ; while they hold Christ to be, in the highest sense, the divine ground and rock of the 
church. And herein lies a solution of their apparent self-contradiction in referring the petra in 
Matthew 16:18, now to the person of Peter, now to his confession, now to Christ. Then, as the 
bishops in general were regarded as successors of the apostles, the fathers saw in the Roman 
bishops, on the ground of the ancient tradition of the martyrdom of Peter in Rome, the successor 
of Peter and the heir of the primacy. But respecting the nature and prerogatives of this primacy 
their views were very indefinite and various. It is remarkable that the reference of the rock to 
Christ, which Augustine especially defended with great earnestness, was acknowledged even by 
the greatest pope of the middle ages, Gregory VII., in the famous inscription he sent with a crown 
to the emperor Rudolph: "Petra [i.e., Christ] dedit Petro [i.e., to the apostle], Petrus [the pope] 
diadema Rudolpho." {552} It is worthy of notice, that the post-Nicene, as well as the ante-Nicene 
fathers, with all their reverence for the Roman see, regarded the heathenish title of Rome, urbs 
aeterna, as blasphemous, with reference to the passage of the woman sitting upon a scarlet-
colored beast, full of names of blasphemy, Revelation 17:3 {553} The prevailing opinion seems 
to have been, that Rome and the Roman empire would fall before the advent of Antichrist and the 
second coming of the Lord. {554} 
 
1. The views of the Latin fathers. 
 
The Cyprianic idea was developed primarily in North Africa, where it was first clearly 
pronounced. 
 
Optatus, bishop of Milevi, the otherwise unknown author of an anti-Donatist work about A. D. 
384, is, like Cyprian, thoroughly possessed with the idea of the visible unity of the church; 
declares it without qualification the highest good, and sees its plastic expression and its surest 
safeguard in the immovable cathedra Petri, the prince of the apostles, the keeper of the keys of 
the kingdom of heaven, who, in spite of his denial of Christ, continued in that relation to the other 
apostles, that the unity of the church might appear in outward fact as an unchangeable thing, 
invulnerable to human offence. All these prerogatives have passed to the bishops of Rome, as the 
successors of this apostle. {555} 
 
Ambrose of Milan (397) speaks indeed in very high terms of the Roman church, and concedes to 
its bishops a religious magistracy like the political power of the emperors of pagan Rome; {556} 
yet he calls the primacy of Peter only a "primacy of confession, not of honor; of faith, not of 
rank," {557} and places the apostle Paul on an equality with Peter. {558} Of any dependence of 
Ambrose, or of the bishops of Milan in general during the first six centuries, on the jurisdiction of 
Rome, no trace is to be found. 



 
Jerome (419), the most learned commentator among the Latin fathers, vacillates in his 
explanation of the petra; now, like Augustine, referring it to Christ, {559} now to Peter and his 
confession. {560} In his commentary on Matt. xvi., he combines the two interpretations thus: "As 
Christ gave light to the apostles, so that they were called, after him, the light of the world, and as 
they received other designations from the Lord; so Simon, because he believed on the rock, 
Christ, received the name Peter, and in accordance with the figure of the rock, it is justly said to 
him: ‘I will build my church upon thee (super te),’" He recognizes in the Roman bishop the 
successor of Peter, but advocates elsewhere the equal rights of the bishops, {561} and in fact 
derives even the episcopal office, not from direct divine institution, but from the usage of the 
church and from the presidency in the presbyterium. {562} He can therefore be cited as a witness, 
at most, for a primacy of honor, not for a supremacy of jurisdiction. Beyond this even the 
strongest passage of his writings, in a letter to his friend, Pope Damasus (A. D. 376), does not go: 
"Away with the ambition of the Roman head; I speak with the successor of the fisherman and 
disciple of the cross. Following no other head than Christ, I am joined in the communion of faith 
with thy holiness, that is, with the chair of Peter. On that rock I know the church to be built." 
{563} Subsequently this father, who himself had an eye on the papal chair, fell out with the 
Roman clergy, and retired to the ascetic and literary solitude of Bethlehem, where he served the 
church by his pen far better than he would have done as the successor of Damasus. 
 
Augustine (430), the greatest theological authority of the Latin church, at first referred the words, 
"On this rock I will build my church," to the person of Peter, but afterward expressly retracted this 
interpretation, and considered the petra to be Christ, on the ground of a distinction between petra 
(ejpi tauvth th’ pevtra) and Petrus (su ei Pevtro); a distinction which Jerome also makes, though 
with the intimation that it is not properly applicable to the Hebrew and Syriac Cephas. {564} "I 
have somewhere said of St. Peter" thus Augustine corrects himself in his Retractations at the 
close of his life {565} —"that the church is built upon him as the rock;" a thought which is sung 
by many in the verses of St. Ambrose: 
 
Hoc ipsa petra ecclesiae 
 
Canente, culpam diluit. {566} 
 
The Rock of the church himself 
 
In the cock-crowing atones his guilt. 
 
But I know that I have since frequently said, "that the word of the Lord, ‘Thou art Petrus, and on 
this petra I will build my church,’ must be understood of him, whom Peter confessed as Son of 
the living God; and Peter, so named after this rock, represents the person of the church, which is 
founded on this rock and has received the keys of the kingdom of heaven. For it was not said to 
him: ‘Thou art a rock’ (petra), but, ‘Thou art Peter’ (Petrus); and the rock was Christ, through 
confession of whom Simon received the name of Peter. Yet the reader may decide which of the 
two interpretations is the more probable." In the same strain he says, in another place: "Peter, in 
virtue of the primacy of his apostolate, stands, by a figurative generalization, for the church.... 
When it was said to him, ‘I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven,’ &c., he 
represented the whole church, which in this world is assailed by various temptations, as if by 
floods and storms, yet does not fall, because it is founded upon a rock, from which Peter received 
his name. For the rock is not so named from Peter, but Peter from the rock (non enim a Petro 
petra, sed Petrus a petra), even as Christ is not so called after the Christian, but the Christian 
after Christ. For the reason why the Lord says, ‘On this rock I will build my church’ is that Peter 



had said: ‘Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God,’ On this rock, which then hast 
confessed, says he will build my church. For Christ was the rock (petra enim erat Christus), upon 
which also Peter himself was built; for other foundation can no man lay, than that is laid, which is 
Jesus Christ. Thus the church, which is built upon Christ, has received from him, in the person of 
Peter, the keys of heaven; that is, the power of binding and loosing sins." {567} This Augustinian 
interpretation of the petra has since been revived by some Protestant theologians in the cause of 
anti-Romanism. {568} Augustine, it is true, unquestionably understood by the church the visible 
Catholic church, descended from the apostles, especially from Peter, through the succession of 
bishops; and according to the usage of his time he called the Roman church by eminence the 
sedes apostolica. {569} But on the other hand, like Cyprian and Jerome, he lays stress upon the 
essential unity of the episcopate, and insists that the keys of the kingdom of heaven were 
committed not to a single man, but to the whole church, which Peter was only set to represent. 
{570} With this view agrees the independent position of the North African church in the time of 
Augustine toward Rome, as we have already observed it in the case of the appeal of Apiarius, and 
as it appears in the Pelagian controversy, of which Augustine was the leader. This father, 
therefore, can at all events be cited only as a witness to the limited authority of the Roman chair. 
And it should also, in justice, be observed, that in his numerous writings he very rarely speaks of 
that authority at all, and then for the most part incidentally; showing that he attached far less 
importance to this matter than the Roman divines. {571} 
 
The later Latin fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries prefer the reference of the petra to Peter 
and his confession, and transfer his prerogatives to the Roman bishops as his successors, but 
produce no new arguments. Among them we mention Maximus of Turin (about 450), who, 
however, like Ambrose, places Paul on a level with Peter; {572} then Orosius, and several popes; 
above all Leo, of whom we shall speak more fully in the following section. 
 
2. As to the Greek fathers: Eusebius, Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil, the two Gregories, Ephraim, 
Syrus, Asterius, Cyril of Alexandria, Chrysostom, and Theodoret refer the petra now to the 
confession, now to the person, of Peter; sometimes to both. They speak of this apostle uniformly 
in very lofty terms, at times in rhetorical extravagance, calling him the "coryphaeus of the choir 
of apostles," the prince of the apostles, the "tongue of the apostles," the "bearer of the keys," the 
"keeper of the kingdom of heaven," the "pillar," the "rock," the "firm foundation of the church." 
But, in the first place, they understand by all this simply an honorary primacy of Peter, to whom 
that power was but first committed, which the Lord afterward conferred on all the apostles alike; 
and, in the second place, they by no means favor an exclusive transfer of this prerogative to the 
bishop of Rome, but claim it also for the bishops of Antioch, where Peter, according to Gal. ii., 
sojourned a long time, and where, according to tradition, he was bishop, and appointed a 
successor. 
 
So Chrysostom, for instance, calls Ignatius of Antioch a "successor of Peter, on whom, after 
Peter, the government of the church devolved," {573} and in another place says still more 
distinctly: "Since I have named Peter, I am reminded of another Peter [Flavian, bishop of 
Antioch], our common father and teacher, who has inherited as well the virtues as the chair of 
Peter. Yea, for this is the privilege of this city of ours [Antioch], to have first (ejn ajr ch’/) had the 
coryphaeus of the apostles for its teacher. For it was proper that the city, where the Christian 
name originated, should receive the first of the apostles for its pastor. But after we had him for 
our teacher, we, did not retain him, but transferred him to imperial Rome." {574} 
 
Theodoret also, who, like Chrysostom, proceeded from the Antiochian school, says of the "great 
city of Antioch," that it has the "throne of Peter." {575} In a letter to Pope Leo he speaks, it is 
true, in very extravagant terms of Peter and his successors at Rome, in whom all the conditions, 



external and internal, of the highest eminence and control in the church are combined. {576} But 
in the same epistle he remarks, that the "thrice blessed and divine double star of Peter and Paul 
rose in the East and shed its rays in every direction;" in connection with which it must be 
remembered that he was at that time seeking protection in Leo against the Eutychian robber-
council of Ephesus (449), which had unjustly deposed both himself and Flavian of 
Constantinople. 
 
His bitter antagonist also, the arrogant and overbearing Cyril of Alexandria, descended some 
years before, in his battle against Nestorius, to unworthy flattery, and called Pope Coelestine "the 
archbishop of the whole [Roman] world." {577} The same prelates, under other circumstances, 
repelled with proud indignation the encroachments of Rome on their jurisdiction. 
 
{552} Baronius, Annal. ad ann. 1080, vol. xi. p. 704. 
 
{553} Hieronymus, Adv. Jovin. lib. ii. c. 38 (Opera, t. ii. p. 382), where he addresses Rome: "Ad 
te loquar, quae scriptam in fronte blasphemiam Christi confessione delesti." Prosper: "Eterna cum 
dicitur quae temporalis est, utique nomen est blasphemiae." Comp. Piper, l. c. p. 46. 
 
{554} So Chrysostom ad 2 Thessalonians 2:7; Hieronymus, Ep. cxxi. qu. 11 (tom. i. p. 880 sq.); 
Augustine, Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, lib. xx. cap. 19. 
 
{555} Deuteronomy schismate Donatistarum, lib. ii. cap. 2, 3, and l. vii. 3. The work was 
composed while Siricius was bishop of Rome, hence about 384. 
 
{556} Ambr. Sermo ii. in festo Petri et Pauli: "In urbe Romae, quae principatum et caput obtinet 
nationum: scilicet ut ubi caput superstitionis erat, illic caput quiesceret sanctitatis, et ubi 
gentilium principes habitabant, illic ecclesiarum principes morerentur." In Ps. 40: "Ipse est Petrus 
cui dixit: Tu es Petrus ... ubi ergo Patrus, ibi ecclesia; ubi ecclesia, ibi mulla mors, sed vita 
eterna." Comp. the poetic passage in his Morning Hymn, in the citation from Augustine further 
on. But in another passage he likewise refers the rock to Christ, in Luc. ix. 20: "Petra est 
Christus," etc. 
 
{557} Deuteronomy incarnat. Domini, c. 4: "Primatum confessionis utique, non honoris, 
primatum fidei, non ordinis." 
 
{558} Deuteronomy Spiritu S. ii. 12: "Nec Paulus inferior Petro, quamvis ille ecclesiae 
fundamentum." Sermo ii. in festo P. et P., just before the above-quoted passage: "Ergo beati 
Petrus et Paulus eminent inter universos apostolos, et peculiari quadam praerogativa praecellunt. 
Verum inter ipsos, quis cui praeponatur, incertum est. Puto enim illos aequales esse meritis, qui 
aequales sunt passione." Augustine, too, once calls Paul, not Peter, caput et princeps 
apostolorum, and in another place that he tanti apostolatus meruit principatum. 
 
{559} Hieron. in Amos, vi. 12: "Petra Christus est qui donavit apostolis suis, ut ipsi quoque petrae 
vocentur." And in another place: "Ecclesia Catholica super Petram Christum stabili radici fundata 
est." 
 
{560} Adv. Jovin. l. i. cap. 26 (in Vallars. ed., tom. ii. 279), in reply to Jovinian’s appeal to Peter 
in favor of marriage: "At dicis: super Petrum fundatur ecclesia; licet id ipsum in alio loco super 
omnes apostolos fiat, et cuncti claves regni coelorum accipiant, et ex aequo super eos fortitudo 
ecclesiae solidetur, tamen propterea inter duodecim unus eligitur, ut capite constituto, schismatis 
tollatur occasio." So Epist. xv. ad Damasum papam (ed. Vall. i. 37). 



 
{561} Comp. Epist. 146, ed. Vall. i. 1076 (or Ep. 101 ed. Bened., al. 85) ad Evangelum: 
"Ubicunque fuerit episcopus, sive Romae, sive Eugubii, sive Constantinopoli, sive Rhegii, sive 
Alexandriae, sive Tanis [an intentional collocation of the most powerful and most obscure 
bishoprics], ejusdem est meriti, ejusdem est et sacerdotii. Potentia divitiarum et paupertatis 
humilitas vel sublimiorem vel inferiorem episcopum non facit. Caeterum omnes apostolorum 
successores sunt." 
 
{562} Comp. 52, above. J. Craigie Robertson, Hist. of the Christian Church to 590 (Lond. 1854), 
p. 286, note, finds a remarkable negative evidence against the papal claims in St. Jerome’s Ep. 
125, "where submission to one head is enforced on monks by the instinctive habits of beasts, 
bees, and cranes, the contentions of Esau and Jacob, of Romulus and Remus, the oneness of an 
emperor in his dominions, of a judge in his province, of a master in his house, of a pilot in a ship, 
of a general in an army, of a bishop, the archpresbyter, and the archdeacon in a church; but there 
is no mention of the one universal bishop." 
 
{563} Ep. xv. (alias 57) ad Damasum papam (ed. Vall. l. 37 sq.): "Facessat invidia: Romani 
culminis recedat ambitio, cum successore piscatoris et discipulo crucis loquor. Ego nullum 
primum, nisi Christum sequens, Beatitudini tuae, id est cathedrae Petri, communione consocior. 
Super illam petram aedificatam ecclesiam scio. Quicunque extra hanc domum agnum comederit, 
profanus est. Si quis in Noe arca non fuerit, peribit regnante diluvio." 
 
{564} Hier. Com. in Ep. ad Galatians 2:11,12 (ed. Vallars. tom. vii. col. 409): "Non quod aliud 
significat Petrus, aliud Cephas, sed quo quam nos Latine et Graece petram vocemus, hanc 
Hebraei et Syri, propter linguae inter se viciniam, Cephan, nuncupent." 
 
{565} Retract. l. i. c. 21. 
 
{566} In the Ambrosian Morning Hymn: "Aeterne rerum conditor." 
 
{567} Tract. in Evang. Joannis, 124, 5. The original is quoted among others by Dr. Gieseler, i. 2, 
p. 210 (4th ed.), but with a few unessential omissions. 
 
{568} Especially by Calov in the Lutheran church, and quite recently by Dr. Wordsworth in the 
Church of England (Commentary on Matthew 16:18). But Dr. Alford decidedly protests against 
it, with most of the modern commentators. 
 
{569} Deuteronomy utilit. credendi, 35, he traces the development of the church "ab apostolica 
sede per successiones apostolorum;" and Epist. 43, he incidentally speaks of the "Romana 
ecclesia in qua semper apostolicae cathedrae viguit principatus." Greenwood, i. 296 sq., thus 
resolves the apparent contradiction in Augustine: "In common with the age in which he lived, he 
(St. Augustine) was himself possessed with the idea of a visible representative unity, and 
considered that unity as equally the subject of divine precept and institution with the church-
spiritual itself. The spiritual unity might therefore stand upon the faith of Peter, while the outward 
and visible oneness was inherent in his person; so that while the church derived her esoteric and 
spiritual character from the faith which Peter had confessed, she received her external or 
executive powers from Peter through ‘the succession of bishops’ sitting in Peter’s chair. 
Practically, indeed, there was little to choose between the two theories." Comp. also the thorough 
exhibition of the Augustinian theory of the Catholic church and her attributes by Dr. Rothe, in his 
work Die Anfange der christlichen Kirche, i. p. 679-711. 
 



{570} Deuteronomy diversis Serm. 108: Has enim claves non homo unus, sed unitas accepit 
ecclesiae. Hinc ergo Petri excellentia praedicatur, quia ipsius universitatis et unitatis figuram 
gessit quando ei dictum est: tibi trado, quod omnibus traditum est, etc. 
 
{571} Bellarmine, in Praef. in Libr. de Pontif., calls this article even rem summam fidei 
Christiana! 
 
{572} Hom. v., on the feast of Peter and Paul. To the one, says he, the keys of knowledge were 
committed, to the other the keys of power." Eminent inter universos apostlos et peculiari quadam 
praerogativa praecellunt. Verum inter ipsos quis cui praeponatur, incertum est." The same 
sentence in Ambrose, Deuteronomy Spir. S. ii. 12. 
 
{573} In S. Ignat. Martyr., n. 4. 
 
{574} Hom. ii. in Principium Actorum, n. 6, tom. iii. p. 70 (ed. Montfaucon). The last sentence 
(alla prosecwrhsamen th basilidi rwmh) is by some regarded as a later interpolation in 
favor of the papacy. But it contains no concession of superiority. Chrysostom immediately goes 
on to say: "We have indeed not retained the body of Peter, but we have retained the faith of Peter; 
and while we retain his faith, we have himself." 
 
{575} Epist. 86. 
 
{576} Epist. 113. Comp. Bennington and Kirk, l. c. p. 91-93. In the Epist. 116, to Renatus, one of 
the three papal legates at Ephesus, where he entreats his intercession with Leo, he ascribes to the 
Roman see the control of the church of the world (twn kata thn oikoumenhn ekklhsiwn thn 
hgemonian), but certainly in the oriental sense of an honorary supervision. 
 
{577} arciepiskopon pashv thv oikoumenhv [i. e., of the Roman empire, according to the 
well-known usus loquendi, even of the N. T., Comp. Luke 2:1], patera te kai patriarchn 
kelestinon ton th megalopolew rwmh. Encom. in S. Mar. Deip. (tom. v. p. 384). Comp. his 
Ep. ix. ad Coelest.  

 



62. The Decrees of Councils on the Papal Authority. 
 
Much more important than the opinions of individual fathers are the formal decrees of the 
councils. 
 
First mention here belongs to the council of Sardica in Illyria (now Sofia in Bulgaria) in 343, 
{578} during the Arian controversy. This council is the most favorable of all to the Roman 
claims. In the interest of the deposed Athanasius and of the Nicene orthodoxy it decreed: 
 
(1) That a deposed bishop, who feels he has a good cause, may apply, out of reverence to the 
memory of the apostle Peter, to the Roman bishop Julius, and shall leave it with him either to 
ratify the deposition or to summon a new council. 
 
(2) That the vacant bishopric shall not be filled till the decision of Rome be received. 
 
(3) That the Roman bishop, in such a case of appeal, may, according to his best judgment, either 
institute a new trial by the bishops of a neighboring province, or send delegates to the spot with 
full power to decide the matter with the bishops. {579} 
 
Thus was plainly committed to the Roman bishops an appellate and revisory jurisdiction in the 
case of a condemned or deposed bishop even of the East. But in the first place this authority is not 
here acknowledged as a right already existing in practice. It is conferred as a new power, and that 
merely as an honorary right, and as pertaining only to the bishop Julius in person. {580} 
Otherwise, either this bishop would not be expressly named, or his successors would be named 
with him. Furthermore, the canons limit the appeal to the case of a bishop deposed by his 
comprovincials, and say nothing of other cases. Finally, the council of Sardica was not a general 
council, but only a local synod of the West, and could therefore establish no law for the whole 
church. For the Eastern bishops withdrew at the very beginning, and held an opposition council in 
the neighboring town of Philippopolis; and the city of Sardica, too, with the praefecture of 
Illyricum, at that time belonged to the Western empire and the Roman patriarchate: it was not 
detached from them till 379. The council was intended, indeed, to be ecumenical; but it consisted 
at first of only a hundred and seventy bishops, and after the recession of the seventy-six Orientals, 
it had only ninety-four; and even by the two hundred signatures of absent bishops, mostly 
Egyptian, to whom the acts were sent for their approval, the East, and even the Latin Africa, with 
its three hundred bishoprics, were very feebly represented. It was not sanctioned by the emperor 
Constantius, and has by no subsequent authority been declared ecumenical. {581} Accordingly its 
decrees soon fell into oblivion, and in the further course of the Arian controversy, and even 
throughout the Nestorian, where the bishops of Alexandria, and not those of Rome, were 
evidently at the head of the orthodox sentiment, they were utterly unnoticed. {582} The general 
councils of 381, 451, and 680 knew nothing of such a supreme appellate tribunal, but 
unanimously enacted, that all ecclesiastical matters, without exception, should first be decided in 
the provincial councils, with the right of appeal—not to the bishop of Rome, but to the patriarch 
of the proper diocese. Rome alone did not forget the Sardican decrees, but built on this single 
precedent a universal right. Pope Zosimus, in the case of the deposed presbyter Apiarius of Sicca 
(A. D. 417-418), made the significant mistake of taking the Sardican decrees for Nicene, and thus 
giving them greater weight than they really possessed; but he was referred by the Africans to the 
genuine text of the Nicene canon. The later popes, however, transcended the Sardican decrees, 
withdrawing from the provincial council, according to the pseudo-Isidorian Decretals, the right of 
deposing a bishop, which had been allowed by Sardica, and vesting it, as a causa major, 
exclusively in themselves. 



 
Finally, in regard to the four great ecumenical councils, the first of Nice, the first of 
Constantinople, that of Ephesus, and that of Chalcedon: we have already presented their position 
on this question in connection with their legislation on the patriarchal system. {583} We have 
seen that they accord to the bishop of Rome a precedence of honor among the five officially 
coequal patriarchs, and thus acknowledge him primus inter pares, but, by that very concession, 
disallow his claims to supremacy of jurisdiction, and to monarchical authority over the entire 
church. The whole patriarchal system, in fact, was not monarchy, but oligarchy. Hence the protest 
of the Roman delegates and of Pope Leo against the decrees of the council of Chalcedon in 451, 
which coincided with that of Constantinople in 381. This protest was insufficient to annul the 
decree, and in the East it made no lasting impression; for the subsequent incidental concessions of 
Greek patriarchs and emperors, like that of the usurper Phocas in 606, and even of the sixth 
ecumenical council of Constantinople in 680, to the see of Rome, have no general significance, 
but are distinctly traceable to special circumstances and prejudices. 
 
It is, therefore, an undeniable historical fact, that the greatest dogmatic and legislative authorities 
of the ancient church bear as decidedly against the specific papal claims of the Roman bishopric, 
is in favor of its patriarchal rights and an honorary primacy in the patriarchal oligarchy. The 
subsequent separation of the Greek church from the Latin proves to this day, that she was never 
willing to sacrifice her independence to Rome, or to depart from the decrees of her own greatest 
councils. 
 
Here lies the difference, however, between the Greek and the Protestant opposition to the 
universal monarchy of the papacy. The Greek church protested against it from the basis of the 
oligarchical patriarchal hierarchy of the fifth century; in an age, therefore, and upon a principle of 
church organization, which preceded the grand agency of the papacy in the history of the world. 
The evangelical church protests against it on the basis of a freer conception of Christianity, seeing 
in the papacy an institution, which indeed formed the legitimate development of the patriarchal 
system, and was necessary for the training of the Romanic and Germanic Nations of the middle 
ages, but which has virtually fulfilled its mission and outlived itself. The Greek church never had 
a papacy; the evangelical historically implies one. The papacy stands between the age of the 
patriarchal hierarchy and the age of the Reformation, like the Mosaic theocracy between the 
patriarchal period and the advent of Christianity. Protestantism rejects at once the papal monarchy 
and the patriarchal oligarchy, and thus can justify the former as well as the latter for a certain time 
and a certain stage in the progress of the Christian world. 
 
{578} That this is the true date appears from the recently discovered Festival Epistles of 
Athanasius, published in Syriac by Cureton (London, 1848), in an English translation by 
Williams (Oxford, 1854), and in German by Larsow (Leipzig, 1852). Mansi puts the council in 
the year 344, but most writers, including Gieseler, Neander, Milman, and Greenwood, following 
the erroneous statement of Socrates (ii. 20) and Sozomen (iii. 12), place it in the year 347. Comp. 
on the subject Larsow, Die Festbriefe des Athanasius, p. 31; and Hefele, Conciliengesch. i. p. 513 
sqq. 
 
{579} Can. 3, 4, and 5 (in the Latin translation, can. 3, 4, and 7), in Mansi, iii. 23 sq., and in 
Hefele, i. 539 sqq., where the Greek and the Latin Dionysian text is given with learned 
explanations. The Greek and Latin texts differ in some points. 
 
{580} So the much discussed canones are explained not only by Protestant historians, but also by 
Catholic of the Gallican school, like Peter de Marca, Quesnel, Du-Pin, Richer, Febronius. This 
interpretation agrees best with the whole connection; with the express mention of Julius (which is 



lacking indeed, in the Latin translation of Prisca and in Isidore, but stands distinctly in the Greek 
and Dionysian texts: jIoulivw tw’ ejpiskovpw JRwvm, Julio Romano episcopo); with the words, 
"Si vobis placet" (can. 3), whereby the appeal in question is made dependent first on the decree of 
this council; and finally, with the words, "Sancti Petri apostoli memoriam honoremus," which 
represent the Roman bishop’s right of review as an honorary matter. What Hefele urges against 
these arguments (i. 548 sq.), seems to me very insufficient. 
 
{581} Baronius, Natalis Alexander, and Mansi have endeavored indeed to establish for the 
council an ecumenical character, but in opposition to the weightiest ancient and modern 
authorities of the Catholic church. Comp. Hefele, i. 596 sqq, 
 
{582} It is also to be observed, that the synodal letters, as well as the orthodox ecclesiastical 
writers of this and the succeeding age, which take notice of this council, like Socrates, Sozomen, 
Theodoret, and Basil, make no mention of those decrees concerning Rome. 
 
{583} Comp. 56.  

 



63. Leo the Great. A. D. 440-461. 
 
I. St. Leo Magnus: Opera omnia (sermones et epistolae), ed. Paschas. Quesnel., Par. 1675, 2 vols. 
4to. (Gallican, and defending Hilary against Leo, hence condemned by the Roman Index); and ed. 
Petr. et Hieron. Ballerini (two very learned brothers and presbyters, who wrote at the request of 
Pope Benedict XIV.), Venet. 1753-1757, 3 vols. fol. (Vol. i. contains 96 Sermons and 173 
Epistles, the two other volumes doubtful writings and learned dissertations.) This edition is 
reprinted in Migne’s Patrologiae Cursus completus, vol. 54-57, Par. 1846. 
 
II. Acta Sanctorum: sub Apr. 11 (Apr. tom. ii. p. 14-30, brief and unsatisfactory). Tillemont: 
Mem. t. xv. p. 414-832 (very full). Butler: Lives of the Saints, sub Apr. 11. W. A. Arendt (R.C.): 
Leo der Grosse u. seine Zeit, Mainz, 1835 (apologetic and panegyric). Edw. Perthel: P. Leo’s I. 
Leben u. Lehren, Jena, 1843 (Protestant). Fr. Boehringer: Die Kirche Christi u. ihre Zeugen, 
Zurich, 1846, vol. i. div. 4, p. 170-309. Ph. Jaffe: Regesta Pontif. Rom., Berol. 1851, p. 34 sqq. 
Comp. also Greenwood: Cathedra Petri, Lond. 1859, vol. i. bk. ii. chap. iv.-vi. (The Leonine 
Period); and H. H. Milman: Hist. of Latin Christianity, Lond. and New York, 1860, vol. i. bk. ii. 
ch. iv. 
 
In most of the earlier bishops of Rome the person is eclipsed by the office. The spirit of the age 
and public opinion rule the bishops, not the bishops them. In the preceding period, Victor in the 
controversy on Easter, Callistus in that on the restoration of the lapsed, and Stephen in that on 
heretical baptism, were the first to come out with hierarchical arrogance; but they were somewhat 
premature, and found vigorous resistance in Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and Cyprian, though on all 
three questions the Roman view at last carried the day. 
 
In the period before us, Damasus, who subjected Illyria to the Roman jurisdiction, and established 
the authority of the Vulgate, and Siricius, who issued the first genuine decretal letter, trod in the 
steps of those predecessors. Innocent I. (402-417) took a step beyond, and in the Pelagian 
controversy ventured the bold assertion, that in the whole Christian world nothing should be 
decided without the cognizance of the Roman see, and that, especially in matters of faith, all 
bishops must turn to St. Peter. {584} 
 
But the first pope, in the proper sense of the word, is Leo I., who justly bears the title of "the 
Great" in the history of the Latin hierarchy. In him the idea of the Papacy, as it were, became 
flesh and blood. He conceived it in great energy and clearness, and carried it out with the Roman 
spirit of dominion, so far as the circumstances of the time at all allowed. He marks the same 
relative epoch in the development of the papacy, as Cyprian in the history of the episcopate. He 
had even a higher idea of the prerogatives of the see of Rome than Gregory the Great, who, 
though he reigned a hundred and fifty years later, represents rather the patriarchal idea than the 
papal. Leo was at the same time the first important theologian in the chair of Rome, surpassing in 
acuteness and depth of thought all his predecessors, and all his successors down to Gregory I. 
Benedict XIV. placed him (A. D. 1744) in the small class of doctores ecclesiae, or authoritative 
teachers of the catholic faith. He battled with the Manichaean, the Priscillianist, the Pelagian, and 
other heresies, and won an immortal name as the finisher of the orthodox doctrine of the person 
of Christ. 
 
The time and place of the birth and earlier life of Leo are unknown. His letters, which are the 
chief source of information, commence not before the year 442. Probably a Roman {585} —if not 
one by birth, he was certainly a Roman in the proud dignity of his spirit and bearing, the high 
order of his legislative and administrative talent, and the strength and energy of his will—he 



distinguished himself first under Coelestine (423-432) and Sixtus III. (432-440) as archdeacon 
and legate of the Roman church. After the death of the latter, and while himself absent in Gaul, he 
was elected pope by the united voice of clergy, senate, and people, and continued in that office 
one-and-twenty years (440-461). His feelings at the assumption of this high office, he himself 
thus describes in one of his sermons: "Lord, I have beard your voice calling me, and I was afraid: 
I considered the work which was enjoined on me, and I trembled. For what proportion is there 
between the burden assigned to me and my weakness, this elevation and my nothingness? What is 
more to be feared than exaltation without merit, the exercise of the most holy functions being 
intrusted to one who is buried in sin? Oh, you have laid upon me this heavy burden, bear it with 
me, I beseech you be you my guide and my support." 
 
During the time of his pontificate he was almost the only great man in the Roman empire, 
developed extraordinary activity, and took a leading part in all the affairs of the church. His 
private life is entirely unknown, and we have no reason to question the purity of his motives or of 
his morals. His official zeal, and all his time and strength, were devoted to the interests of 
Christianity. But with him the interests of Christianity were identical with the universal dominion 
of the Roman church. 
 
He was animated with the unwavering conviction that the Lord himself had committed to him, as 
the successor of Peter, the care of the whole church. {586} He anticipated all the dogmatical 
arguments by which the power of the papacy was subsequently established. He refers the petra, 
on which the church is built, to Peter and his confession. Though Christ himself—to sum up his 
views on the subject—is in the highest sense the rock and foundation, besides which no other can 
be laid, yet, by transfer of his authority, the Lord made Peter the rock in virtue of his great 
confession, and built on him the indestructible temple of his church. In Peter the fundamental 
relation of Christ to his church comes, as it were, to concrete form and reality in history. To him 
specially and individually the Lord intrusted the keys of the kingdom of heaven; to the other 
apostles only in their general and corporate capacity. For the faith of Peter the Lord specially 
prayed in the hour of his passion, as if the standing of the other apostles would be the firmer, if 
the mind of their leader remained unconquered. On Peter rests the steadfastness of the whole 
apostolic college in the faith. To him the Lord, after his resurrection, committed the care of his 
sheep and lambs. Peter is therefore the pastor and prince of the whole church, through whom 
Christ exercises his universal dominion on earth. This primacy, however, is not limited to the 
apostolic age, but, like the faith of Peter, and like the church herself, it perpetuates itself; and it 
perpetuates itself through the bishops of Rome, who are related to Peter as Peter was related to 
Christ. As Christ in Peter, so Peter in his successors lives and speaks and perpetually executes the 
commission: "Feed my sheep." It was by special direction of divine providence, that Peter labored 
and died in Rome, and sleeps with thousands of blessed martyrs in holy ground. The centre of 
worldly empire alone can be the centre of the kingdom of God. Yet the political position of Rome 
would be of no importance without the religious considerations. By Peter was Rome, which had 
been the centre of all error and superstition, transformed into the metropolis of the Christian 
world, and invested with a spiritual dominion far wider than her former earthly empire. Hence the 
bishopric of Constantinople, not being a sedes apostolica, but resting its dignity on a political 
basis alone, can never rival the Roman, whose primacy is rooted both in divine and human right. 
Antioch also, where Peter only transiently resided, and Alexandria, where he planted the church 
through his disciple Mark, stand only in a secondary relation to Rome, where his bones repose, 
and where that was completed, which in the East was only laid out. The Roman bishop is, 
therefore, the primus omnium episcoporum, and on him devolves the plenitudo potestatis, the 
solicitudo omnium pastorum, and communis cura universalis ecclesiae. {587} 
 



Leo thus made out of a primacy of grace and of personal fitness a primacy of right and of 
succession. Of his person, indeed, he speaks in his sermons with great humility, but only thereby 
the more to exalt his official character. He tells the Romans, that the true celebration of the 
anniversary of his accession is, to recognize, honor, and obey, in his lowly person, Peter himself, 
who still cares for shepherd and flock, and whose dignity is not lacking even to his unworthy heir. 
{588} Here, therefore, we already have that characteristic combination of humility and arrogance, 
which has stereotyped itself in the expressions: "Servant of the servants of God," "vicar of 
Christ," and even "God upon earth." In this double consciousness of his personal unworthiness 
and his official exaltation, Leo annually celebrated the day of his elevation to the chair of Peter. 
While Peter himself passes over his prerogative in silence, and expressly warns against 
hierarchical assumption, {589} Leo cannot speak frequently and emphatically enough of his 
authority. While Peter in Antioch meekly submits to the rebuke of the junior apostle Paul, {590} 
Leo pronounces resistance to his authority to be impious pride and the sure way to hell. {591} 
Obedience to the pope is thus necessary to salvation. Whosoever, says he, is not with the 
apostolic see, that is, with the head of the body, whence all gifts of grace descend throughout the 
body, is not in the body of the church, and has no part in her grace. This is the fearful but 
legitimate logic of the papal principle, which confines the kingdom of God to the narrow lines of 
a particular organization, and makes the universal spiritual reign of Christ dependent on a 
temporal form and a human organ. But in its very first application this papal ban proved itself a 
brutum fulmen, when in spite of it the Gallican archbishop Hilary, against whom it was directed, 
died universally esteemed and loved, and then was canonized. This very impracticability of that 
principle, which would exclude all Greek and Protestant Christians from the kingdom of heaven, 
is a refutation of the principle itself. 
 
In carrying his idea of the papacy into effect, Leo displayed the cunning tact, the diplomatic 
address, and the iron consistency which characterize the greatest popes of the middle age. The 
circumstances in general were in his favor: the East rent by dogmatic controversies; Africa 
devastated by the barbarians; the West weak in a weak emperor; nowhere a powerful and pure 
bishop or divine, like Athanasius, Augustine, or Jerome, in the former generation; the overthrow 
of the Western empire at hand; a new age breaking, with new peoples, for whose childhood the 
papacy was just the needful school; the most numerous and last important general council 
convened; and the system of ecumenical orthodoxy ready to be closed with the decision 
concerning the relation of the two natures in Christ. 
 
Leo first took advantage of the distractions of the North African church under the Arian Vandals, 
and wrote to its bishops in the tone of an acknowledged over-shepherd. Under the stress of the 
times, and in the absence of a towering, character like Cyprian and Augustine, the Africans 
submitted to his authority (443). He banished the remnants of the Manichaeans and Pelagians 
from Italy, and threatened the bishops with his anger, if they should not purge their churches of 
the heresy. In East Illyrian which was important to Rome as the ecclesiastical outpost toward 
Constantinople, he succeeded in regaining and establishing the supremacy, which had been 
acquired by Damasus, but had afterward slipped away. Anastasius of Thessalonica applied to him 
to be confirmed in his office. Leo granted the prayer in 444, extending the jurisdiction of 
Anastasius over all the Illyrian bishops, but reserving to them a right of appeal in important cases, 
which ought to be decided by the pope according to divine revelation. And a case to his purpose 
soon presented itself, in which Leo brought his vicar to feel that he was called indeed to a 
participation of his care, but not to a plentitude of power (plenitudo potestatis). In the affairs of 
the Spanish church also Leo had an opportunity to make his influence felt, when Turibius, bishop 
of Astorga, besought his intervention against the Priscillianists. He refuted these heretics point by 
point, and on the basis of his exposition the Spaniards drew up an orthodox regula fidei with 
eighteen anathemas against the Priscillianist error. 



 
But in Gaul he met, as we have already, seen, with a strenuous antagonist in Hilary of Arles, and, 
though he called the secular power to his aid, and procured from the emperor Valentinian an edict 
entirely favorable to his claims, he attained but a partial victory. {592} Still less successful was 
his effort to establish his primacy in the East, and to prevent his rival at Constantinople from 
being elevated, by the famous twenty-eighth canon of Chalcedon, to official equality with 
himself. {593} His earnest protest against that decree produced no lasting effect. But otherwise he 
had the most powerful influence in the second stage of the Christological controversy. He 
neutralized the tyranny of Dioscurus of Alexandria and the results of the shameful robber-council 
of Ephesus (449), furnished the chief occasion of the fourth ecumenical council, presided over it 
by his legates (which the Roman bishop had done at neither of the three councils before), and 
gave the turn to the final solution of its doctrinal problem by that celebrated letter to Flavian of 
Constantinople, the main points of which were incorporated in the new symbol. Yet he owed this 
influence by no means to his office alone, but most of all to his deep insight of the question, and 
to the masterly tact with which he held the Catholic orthodox mean between the Alexandrian and 
Antiochian, Eutychian and Nestorian extremes. The particulars of his connection with this 
important dogma belong, however, to the history of doctrine. 
 
Besides thus shaping the polity and doctrine of the church, Leo did immortal service to the city of 
Rome, in twice rescuing it from destruction. {594} When Attila, king of the Huns, the "scourge of 
God," after destroying Aquileia, was seriously threatening the capital of the world (A. D. 452), 
Leo, with only two companions, crozier in hand, trusting in the help of God, ventured into the 
hostile camp, and by his venerable form, his remonstrances, and his gifts, changed the wild 
heathen’s purpose. The later legend, which Raphael’s pencil has employed, adorned the fact with 
a visible appearance of Peter and Paul, accompanying the bishop, and, with drawn sword, 
threatening Attila with destruction unless he should desist. {595} A similar case occurred several 
years after (455), when the Vandal king Genseric, invited out of revenge by the empress Eudoxia, 
pushed his ravages to Rome. Leo obtained from him the promise that at least he would spare the 
city the infliction of murder and fire; but the barbarians subjected it to a fourteen days’ pillage, 
the enormous spoils of which they transported to Carthage; and afterward the pope did everything 
to alleviate the consequent destitution and suffering, and to restore the churches. {596} 
 
Leo died in 461, and was buried in the church of St. Peter. The day and circumstances of his 
death are unknown. {597} 
 
The literary works of Leo consist of ninety-six sermons and one hundred and seventy-three 
epistles, including epistles of others to him. They are earnest, forcible, full of thought, churchly, 
abounding in bold antitheses and allegorical freaks of exegesis, and sometimes heavy, turgid, and 
obscure in style. His collection of sermons is the first we have from a Roman bishops In his 
inaugural discourse he declared preaching to be his sacred duty. The sermons are short and 
simple, and were delivered mostly on high festivals and on the anniversaries of his own elevation. 
{598} Other works ascribed to him, such as that on the calling of all nations, {599} which takes a 
middle ground on the doctrine of predestination, with the view to reconcile the Semipelagians and 
Augustinians, are of doubtful genuineness. 
 
{584} Ep. ad Conc. Cartha. and Ep. ad Concil. Milev., both in 416. In reference to this decision, 
which went against Pelagius, Augustine uttered the word so often quoted by Roman divines: 
"Causa finita est; utinam aliquando finiatur error." But when Zosimus, the successor of Innocent, 
took the part of Pelagius, Augustine and the African church boldly opposed him, and made use of 
the Cyprianic right of protest. "Circumstances alter cases." 
 



{585} As Quesnel and most of his successors infer from Prosper’s Chronicle, and a passage in 
Leo’s Ep. 31, c. 4, where he assigns among the reasons for not attending the council at Ephesus in 
449, that he could not "deserere patriam et sedem apostolicam." Patria, however, may as well 
mean Italy, or at least the diocese of Rome, including the ten suburbican provinces. In the Liber 
pontificalis he is called "natione Tuscus," but in two manuscript copies, "natione Romanus." 
Canisius, in the Acta Sanctorum, adopts the former view. Butler reconciles the difficulty by 
supposing that he was descended of a noble Tuscan family, but born at Rome. 
 
{586} Ep. v. ad Episcopos Metrop. per Illyricum constitutos, c. 2 (ed. Ball. i. 617, in Migne’s 
Patristic Libr. vol. liv. p. 515): "Quia per omnes ecclesias cura nostra distenditur, exigente hoc a 
nobis Domino, qui apostolicae dignitatis beatissimo apostolo Petro primatum fidei suae 
remuneratione commisit, universalem ecclesiam in fundamenti ipsius [Quesnel proposes istius for 
ipsius] soliditate constituens, necessitatem sollicitudinis quam habemus, cum his qui nobis 
collegii caritate juncti sunt, sociamus." 
 
{587} These views Leo repeatedly expresses in his sermons on the festival of St. Peter and on the 
anniversary of his own elevation, as well as in his official letters to the African, Illyrian, and 
South Gallic bishops, to Dioscurus of Alexandria, to the patriarch Anatolius of Constantinople, to 
the emperor Marcian and the empress Pulcheria. Particular proof passages are unnecessary. 
Comp. especially Ep. x., xi., xii., xiv., civ.-cvi. (ed. Baller.), and Perthel, l. c. p. 226-241, where 
the chief passages are given in full. 
 
{588} "Cujus dignitas etiam in indigno haerede non deficit," Sermo iii. in Natal, ordin. c. 4 (vol. i. 
p. 13, ed. Ball.). "Etsi necessarium est trepidare de merito, religiosum est tamen gaudere de dono: 
quoniam qui mihi oneris est auctor, ipse est administrationis adjutor." Serm. ii. c. 1. 
 
{589} 1 Peter 5:3. 
 
{590} Galatians 2:11. 
 
{591} Ep. x. c. 2 (ed. Ball. i. p. 634; ed. Migne, vol. 54, p. 630), to the Gallican bishops in the 
matter of Hilary: "Cui (sc. Petro) quisquis principatum aestimat denegandum, illius quidem nullo 
modo potest minuere dignitatem; sed inflatus spiritu superbiae suae semetipsum in inferna 
demergit." Comp. Ep. clxiv. 3; clvii. 3. 
 
{592} Comp. above, 59. 
 
{593} See the particulars in 36, above, near the close 
 
{594} Comp. Pertbel, l. c. p. 90 sqq., and p. 104 sqq. 
 
{595} Leo himself says nothing of his mission to Attila. Prosper, in Chron. ad ann. 452, mentions 
it briefly, and Canisius, in the Vita Leonis (in the Acta Sanctorum, for the month of April, tom. ii. 
p. 18), with later exaggerations. 
 
{596} Comp. Leo’s 84th Sermon, which was preached soon after the departure of the Vandals, 
and Prosper, Chron ad ann. 455 
 
{597} The Roman calendar places his name on the 11th of April. But different writers fix his 
death on June 28, Oct. 30 (Quesnel), Nov. 4 (Pagi), Nov. 10 (Butler). Butler quotes the 
concession of Bower, the apostate Jesuit, who, in his Lives of the Popes, says of Leo, that "he was 



without doubt a man of extraordinary parts, far superior to all who had governed that church 
before him, and scarce equalled by any since." 
 
{598} Sermones de natali. Canisius (in Acta Sanct., l. c. p. 17) calls Leo Christianum 
Demosthenem. 
 
{599} Deuteronomy vocatione omnium gentium—a work praised highly even by Erasmus, 
Luther, Bullinger, and Grotius. Quesnel has only proved the possibility of Leo’s being the author. 
Comp. Perthel, l. c. p. 127 sqq. The Sacramentarium Leonis, or a collection of liturgical prayers 
for all the festival days of the year, contains some of his prayers, but also many which are of a 
later date.  

 



64. The Papacy from Leo I to Gregory I. A. D. 461-590. 
 
The first Leo and the first Gregory are the two greatest bishops of Rome in the first six centuries. 
Between them no important personage appears on the chair of Peter; and in the course of that 
intervening century the idea and the power of the papacy make no material advance. In truth, they 
went farther in Leo’s mind than they did in Gregory’s. Leo thought and acted as an absolute 
monarch; Gregory as first among the patriarchs; but both under the full conviction that they were 
the successors of Peter. 
 
After the death of Leo, the archdeacon Hilary, who had represented him at the council of 
Ephesus, was elected to his place, and ruled (461-468) upon his principles, asserting the strict 
orthodoxy in the East and the authority of the primacy in Gaul. 
 
His successor, Simplicius (468-483), saw the final dissolution of the empire under Romulus 
Augustulus (476), but, as he takes not the slightest notice of it in his epistles, he seems to have 
ascribed to it but little importance. The papal power had been rather favored than hindered in its 
growth by the imbecility of the latest emperors. Now, to a certain extent, it stepped into the 
imperial vacancy, and the successor of Peter became, in the mind of the Western nations, sole 
heir of the old Roman imperial succession. 
 
On the fall of the empire the pope became the political subject of the barbarian and heretical (for 
they were Arian) kings; but these princes, as most of the heathen emperors had done, allowed 
him, either from policy, or from ignorance or indifference, entire freedom in ecclesiastical affairs. 
In Italy the Catholics had by far the ascendency in numbers and in culture. And the Arianism of 
the new rulers was rather an outward profession than an inward conviction. Odoacer, who first 
assumed the kingdom of Italy (476-493), was tolerant toward the orthodox faith, yet attempted to 
control the papal election in 483 in the interest of the state, and prohibited, under penalty of the 
anathema, the alienation of church property by any bishop. Twenty years later a Roman council 
protested against this intervention of a layman, and pronounced the above prohibition null and 
void, but itself passed a similar decree against the alienation of church estates. {600} 
 
Pope Felix II., or, according to another reckoning, III. (483-492), continued the war of his 
predecessor against the Monophysitism of the East, rejected the Henoticon of the emperor Zeno, 
as an unwarrantable intrusion of a layman in matters of faith, and ventured even the 
excommunication of the bishop Acacius of Constantinople. Acacius replied with a counter 
anathema, with the support of the other Eastern patriarchs; and the schism between the two 
churches lasted over thirty years, to the pontificate of Hormisdas. 
 
Gelasius I. (492-496) clearly announced the principle, that the priestly power is above the kingly 
and the imperial, and that from the decisions of the chair of Peter there is no appeal. Yet from this 
pope we have, on the other hand, a remarkable testimony against what he pronounces the 
"sacrilege" of withholding the cup from the laity, the communio sub una specie. 
 
Anastasius II. (496-498) indulged in a milder tone toward Constantinople, and incurred the 
suspicion of consent to its heresy. {601} 
 
His sudden death was followed by a contested papal election, which led to bloody encounters. 
The Ostrogothic king Theodoric (the Dietrich of Bern in the Niebelungenlied), the conqueror and 
master of Italy (493-526), and, like Odoacer, an Arian, was called into consultation in this 
contest, and gave his voice for Symmachus against Laurentius, because Symmachus had received 



the majority of votes, and had been consecrated first. But the party of Laurentius, not satisfied 
with this, raised against Symmachus the reproach of gross iniquities, even of adultery and of 
squandering the church estates. The bloody scenes were renewed, priests were murdered, cloisters 
were burned, and nuns were insulted. Theodoric, being again called upon by the senate for a 
decision, summoned a council at Rome, to which Symmachus gave his consent; and a synod, 
convoked by a heretical king, must decide upon the pope! In the course of the controversy several 
councils were held in rapid succession, the chronology of which is disputed. {602} The most 
important was the synodus palmaris, {603} the fourth council under Symmachus, held in October, 
501. It acquitted this pope without investigation, on the presumption that it did not behove the 
council to pass judgment respecting the successor of St. Peter. In his vindication of this council—
for the opposition was not satisfied with it—the deacon Ennodius, afterward bishop of Pavia 
(521), gave the first clear expression to the absolutism upon which Leo had already acted: that the 
Roman bishop is above every human tribunal, and is responsible only to God himself. {604} 
Nevertheless, even in the middle age, popes were deposed and set up by emperors and general 
councils. This is one of the points of dispute between the absolute papal system and the 
constitutional episcopal system in the Roman church, which was left unsettled even by the 
council of Trent. 
 
Under Hormisdas (514-523) the Monophysite party in the Greek church was destroyed by the 
energetic zeal of the orthodox emperor Justin, and in 519 the union of that church with Rome was 
restored, after a schism of five-and-thirty years. 
 
Theodoric offered no hinderance to the transactions and embassies, and allowed his most 
distinguished subject to assert his ecclesiastical supremacy over Constantinople. This semi-
barbarous and heretical prince was tolerant in general, and very liberal toward the Catholic 
church; even rising to the principle, which has waited till the modern age for its recognition, that 
the power of the prince should be restricted to civil government, and should permit no trespass on 
the conscience of its subjects." No one," says he, "shall be forced to believe against his will." Yet, 
toward the close of his reign, on mere political suspicion, he ordered the execution of the 
celebrated philosopher Boethius, with whom the old Roman literature far more worthily closes, 
than the Roman empire with Augustulus; and on the same ground he caused the death of the 
senator Symmachus and the incarceration of Pope John I. (523-526). 
 
Almost the last act of his reign was the nomination of the worthy Felix III. (IV.) to the papal 
chair, after a protracted struggle of contending parties. With the appointment he issued the order 
that hereafter, as heretofore, the pope should be elected by clergy and people, but should be 
confirmed by the temporal prince before assuming his office; and with this understanding the 
clergy and the city gave their consent to the nomination. 
 
Yet, in spite of this arrangement, in the election of Boniface II. (530-532) and John II. (532-535) 
the same disgraceful quarrelling and briberies occurred; —a sort of chronic disease in the history 
of the papacy. 
 
Soon after the death of Theodoric (526) the Gothic empire fell to pieces through internal 
distraction and imperial weakness. Italy was conquered by Belisarius (535), and, with Africa, 
again incorporated with the East Roman empire, which renewed under Justinian its ancient 
splendor, and enjoyed a transient after-summer. And yet this powerful, orthodox emperor was a 
slave to the intriguing, heretical Theodora, whom he had raised from the theatre to the throne; and 
Belisarius likewise, his victorious general, was completely under the power of his wife Antonina. 
 



With the conquest of Italy the popes fell into a perilous and unworthy dependence on the emperor 
at Constantinople, who reverenced, indeed, the Roman chair, but not less that of Constantinople, 
and in reality sought to use both as tools of his own state-church despotism. Agapetus (535-536) 
offered fearless resistance to the arbitrary course of Justinian, and successfully protested against 
the elevation of the Eutychian Anthimus to the patriarchal see of Constantinople. But, by the 
intrigues of the Monophysite empress, his successor, Pope Silverius (a son of Hormisdas, 536-
538), was deposed on the charge of treasonable correspondence with the Goths, and banished to 
the island of Pandataria, whither the worst heathen emperors used to send the victims of their 
tyranny, and where in 540 he died—whether a natural or a violent death, we do not know. 
 
Vigilius, a pliant creature of Theodora, ascended the papal chair under the military protection of 
Belisarius (538-554). The empress had promised him this office and a sum of money, on 
condition that he nullify the decrees of the council of Chalcedon, and pronounce Anthimus and 
his friends orthodox. The ambitious and doubled-tongued prelate accepted the condition, and 
accomplished the deposition, and perhaps the death, of Silverius. In his pontificate occurred the 
violent controversy of the three chapters and the second general council of Constantinople (553). 
His administration was an unprincipled vacillation between the dignity and duties of his office 
and subservience to an alien theological and political influence; between repeated condemnation 
of the three chapters in behalf of an Eutychianizing spirit, and repeated retraction of that 
condemnation. In Constantinople, where he resided several years at the instance of the emperor, 
he suffered much personal persecution, but without the spirit of martyrdom, and without its glory. 
For example, at least according to Western accounts, he was violently torn from the altar, upon 
which he was holding with both hands so firmly that the posts of the canopy fell in above him; he 
was dragged through the streets with a rope around his neck, and cast into a common prison; 
because he would not submit to the will of Justinian and his council. Yet he yielded at last, 
through fear of deposition. He obtained permission to return to Rome, but died in Sicily, of the 
stone, on his way thither (554). 
 
Pelagius I. (554-560), by order of Justinian, whose favor he had previously gained as papal legate 
at Constantinople, was made successor of Vigilius, but found only two bishops ready to 
consecrate him. His close connection with the East, and his approval of the fifth ecumenical 
council, which was regarded as a partial concession to the Eutychian Christology, and, so far, an 
impeachment of the authority of the council of Chalcedon, alienated many Western bishops, even 
in Italy, and induced a temporary suspension of their connection with Rome. He issued a letter to 
the whole Christian world, in which he declared his entire agreement with the first four general 
councils, and then vindicated the fifth as in no way departing from the Chalcedonian dogma. But 
only by the military aid of Narses could he secure subjection; and the most refractory bishops, 
those of Aquileia and Milan, he sent as prisoners to Constantinople. 
 
In these two Justinian-made popes we see how much the power of the Roman hierarchy was 
indebted to its remoteness from the Byzantine despotism, and how much it was injured by contact 
with it. 
 
With the descent of the Arian Longobards into Italy, after 668, the popes again became more 
independent of the Byzantine court. They continued under tribute indeed to the ex-archs in 
Ravenna, as the representatives of the Greek emperors (from 554), and were obliged to have their 
election confirmed and their inauguration superintended by them. But the feeble hold of these 
officials in Italy, and the pressure of the Arian barbarians upon them, greatly favored the popes, 
who, being the richest proprietors, enjoyed also great political consideration in Italy, and applied 
their influence to the maintenance of law and order amidst the reigning confusion. 
 



In other respects the administrations of John III. (560-573), Benedict I. (574-578), and Pelagius 
II. (578-590), are among the darkest and the most sterile in the annals of the papacy. 
 
But with Gregory I. (590-604) a new period begins. Next to Leo I. he was the greatest of the 
ancient bishops of Rome, and he marks the transition of the patriarchal system into the strict 
papacy of the middle ages. For several reasons we prefer to place him at the head of the 
succeeding period. He came, it is true, with more modest claims than Leo, who surpassed him in 
boldness, energy, and consistency. He even solemnly protested, as his predecessor Pelagius II. 
had done, against the title of universal bishop, which the Constantinopolitan patriarch, John 
Jejunator, adopted at a council in 587; {605} he declared it an antichristian assumption, in terms 
which quite remind us of the patriarchal equality, and seem to form a step in recession from the 
ground of Leo. But when we take his operations in general into view, and remember the rigid 
consistency of the papacy, which never forgets, we are almost justified in thinking, that this 
protest was directed not so much against the title itself, as against the bearer of it, and proceeded 
more from jealousy of a rival at Constantinople, than from sincere humility. {606} From the same 
motive the Roman bishops avoided the title of patriarch, as placing them on a level with the 
Eastern patriarchs, and preferred the title of pope, from a sense of the specific dignity of the chair 
of Peter. Gregory is said to have been the first to use the humble-proud title: "Servant of the 
servants of God." His successors, notwithstanding his protest, called themselves "the universal 
bishops" of Christendom. What he had condemned in his oriental colleagues as antichristian 
arrogance, the later popes considered but the appropriate expression of their official position in 
the church universal. 
 
{600} This was the fifth (al. fourth) council under, Symmachus, held in Nov. 502, therefore later 
than the synodus palmaris. Comp. Hefele, ii. p. 625 sq. 
 
{601} Dante puts him in hell, and Baronius ascribes his sudden death to an evident judgment of 
God. 
 
{602} Comp. Hefele, ii. p. 615 sqq. 
 
{603} So named from the building in Rome, in which it was held: "A porticu beati Petri Apostoli, 
quae appellatur ad Palmaria," as Anastasius says. In the histories of councils it is erroneously 
given as Synodus III. Many historians, Gieseler among them, place it in the year 503. 
 
{604} Libellus apologeticus pro Synodo IV. Romana, in Mansi, viii. 274. This vindication was 
solemnly adopted by the sixth Roman council under Symmachus, in 503, and made equivalent to 
a decree of council. 
 
{605} Even Justinian repeatedly applied to the patriarch of Constantinople officially the title 
oijkomeniko;" patriavrch," universalis patriarcha. 
 
{606} Bellarmine disposes of this apparent testimony of one of the greatest and best popes against 
the system of popery, which has frequently been urged since Calvin by Protestant 
controversialists, by assuming that the term episcopus universalis is used in two very different 
senses. "Respondeo," he says (in his great controversial work, Deuteronomy controversiis 
christianae fidei, etc., de Romano pontifice, lib. ii. cap. 31), "duobus modis posse intelligi nomen 
universalis episcopi. Uno modo, ut ille, qui dicitur universalis, intelligatur esse solus episcopus 
omnium urbium Christianarum, ita ut caeteri non sint episcopi, sed vicarii tantum illius, qui 
dicitur episcopus universalis, et hoc modo nomen hoc est vere profanum, sacrilegum et 
antichristianum.... Altero modo dici potest episcopus universalis, qui habet curam totius ecclesiae, 



sed generalem, ita ut non excludat particulares episcopos. Et hoc modo nomen hoc posse tribui 
Romano pontifici ex mente Gregorii probatur."  

 



65. The Synodical System. The Ecumenical Councils. 
 
I. The principal sources are the Acts of the Councils, the best and most complete collections of 
which are those of the Jesuit Sirmond (Rom. 1608-1612, 4 vols. fol.); the so-called Collectio 
regia (Paris, 1644, 37 vols. fol.; a copy of it in the Astor Libr., New York); but especially those of 
the Jesuit Hardouin (ƒ€ 1729): Collectio maxima Conciliorum generalium et provincialium (Par. 
1715 sqq., 12 vols. fol.), coming down to 1714, and very available through its five copious 
indexes (tom. i. and ii. embrace the first six centuries; a copy of it, from Van Ess’s library, in the 
Union Theol. Sem. Library, at New York); and the Italian Joannes Dominicus Mansi (archbishop 
of Lucca, died 1769): Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima collection, Florence, 1759-’98, 
in 31 (30) vols. fol. This is the most complete and the best collection down to the fifteenth 
century, but unfinished, and therefore without general indexes; tom. i. contains the Councils from 
the beginning of Christianity to A. D. 304; tom. ii.-ix. include our period to A. D. 590 (I quote 
from an excellent copy of this rare collection in the Union Theol. Sem. Libr., at New York, 30 t. 
James Darling, in his Cyclop. Bibliographica, p. 740-756, gives the list of the contents of an 
earlier edition of the Councils by Nic. Coleti, Venet., 1728, in 23 vols., with a supplement of 
Mansi, in 6 vols. 1748-’52, which goes down to 1727, while the new edition of Mansi only 
reaches to 1509. Brunet, in the "Manuel Du Libraire," quotes the edition of Mansi, Florence, 
1759-1798, with the remark: "Cette collection, dont le dernier volume s’arrete a l’annee 1509, est 
peu commune a Paris ou elle revenait a 600 fr." Strictly speaking its stops in the middle of the 
15th century, except in a few documents which reach further.) Useful abstracts are the Summa 
Conciliorum of Barth. Caranza, in many editions; and in the German language, the Bibliothek der 
Kirchenversammlungen (4th and 5th centuries), by Fuchs, Leipz., 1780-1784, 4 vols. 
 
II. Chr. Wilh. Franz Walch (Luth.): Entwurf einer vollstaendigen Historie der 
Kirchenversammlungen, Leipz., 1759. Edw. H. Landon (Anglic.): A manual of Councils of the 
Holy Catholick Church, comprising the substance of the most remarkable and important canons, 
alphabetically arranged, 12mo. London, 1846. C. J. Hefele (R.C.): Conciliengeshichte, Freiburg, 
1855-1863, 5 vols. (a very valuable work, not yet finished; vol. v. comes down to A. D. 1250). 
Comp. my Essay on Oekumenische Concilien, in Dorner’s Annals of Ger. Theol. vol. viii. 326-
346. 
 
Above the patriarchs, even above the patriarch of Rome, stood the ecumenical or general 
councils, {607} the highest representatives, of the unity and authority of the old Catholic church. 
They referred originally to the Roman empire, but afterward included the adjacent barbarian 
countries, so far as those countries were represented in them by bishops. They rise up like lofty 
peaks or majestic pyramids from the plan of ancient church history, and mark the ultimate 
authoritative settlement of the general questions of doctrine and discipline which agitated 
Christendom in the Graeco-Roman empire. 
 
The synodical system in general had its rise in the apostolic council at Jerusalem, {608} and 
completed its development, under its Catholic form, in the course of the first five centuries. Like 
the episcopate, it presented a hierarchical gradation of orders. There was, first, the diocesan or 
district council, in which the bishop of a diocese (in the later sense of the word) presided over his 
clergy; then the provincial council, consisting of the metropolitan or archbishop and the bishops 
of his ecclesiastical province; next, the patriarchal council, embracing all the bishops of a 
patriarchal district (or a diocese in the old sense of the term); then the national council, 
inaccurately styled also general, representing either the entire Greek or the entire Latin church 
(like the later Lateran councils and the council of Trent); and finally, at the summit stood the 
ecumenical council, for the whole Christian world. There was besides these a peculiar and 



abnormal kind of synod, styled suvnodo" ejndhmou’sa, frequently held by the bishop of 
Constantinople with the provincial bishops resident (ejndhmou’nte") on the spot. {609} 
 
In the earlier centuries the councils assembled without fixed regularity, at the instance of present 
necessities, like the Montanist and the Easter controversies in the latter part of the second century. 
Firmilian of Cappadocia, in his letter to Cyprian, first mentions, that at his time, in the middle of 
the third century, the churches of Asia Minor held regular annual synods, consisting of bishops 
and presbyters. From that time we find an increasing number of such assemblies in Egypt, Syria, 
Greece, Northern Africa, Italy, Spain, and Gaul. The council of Nicaea, A. D. 325, ordained, in 
the fifth canon, that the provincial councils should meet twice a year: during the fast season 
before Easter, and in the fall. {610} In regard to the other synods no direction was given. 
 
The Ecumenical councils were not stated, but extraordinary assemblies, occasioned by the great 
theological controversies of the ancient church. They could not arise until after the conversion of 
the Roman emperor and the ascendancy of Christianity as the religion of the state. They were the 
highest, and the last, manifestation of the power of the Greek church, which in general took the 
lead in the first age of Christianity, and was the chief seat of all theological activity. Hence in that 
church, as well as in others, they are still held in the highest veneration, and kept alive in the 
popular mind by pictures in the churches. The Greek and Russian Christians have annually 
commemorated the seven ecumenical councils, since the year 842, on the first Sunday in Lent, as 
the festival of the triumph of orthodoxy {611} and they live in the hope that an eighth ecumenical 
council shall yet heal the divisions and infirmities of the Christian world. Through their symbols 
of faith those councils, especially of Nice and of Chalcedon, still live in the Western church, both 
Roman Catholic and Evangelical Protestant. 
 
Strictly speaking, none of these councils properly represented the entire Christian world. Apart 
from the fact that the laity, and even the lower clergy, were excluded from them, the assembled 
bishops themselves formed but a small part of the Catholic episcopate. The province of North 
Africa alone numbered many more bishops than were present at either the second, the third, or the 
fifth general council. {612} The councils bore a prevailingly oriental character, were occupied 
with Greek controversies, used the Greek language, sat in Constantinople or in its vicinity, and 
consisted almost wholly of Greek members. The Latin church was usually represented only by a 
couple of delegates of the Roman bishop; though these delegates, it is true, acted more or less in 
the name of the entire West. Even the five hundred and twenty, or the six hundred and thirty 
members of the council of Chalcedon, excepting the two representatives of Leo I., and two 
African fugitives accidentally present, were all from the East. The council of Constantinople in 
381 contained not a single Latin bishop, and only a hundred and fifty Greek, and was raised to the 
ecumenical rank by the consent of the Latin church toward the middle of the following century. 
On the other hand, the council of Ephesus, in 449, was designed by emperor and pope to be an 
ecumenical council; but instead of this it has been branded in history as the synod of robbers, for 
its violent sanction of the Eutychian heresy. The council of Sardica, in 343, was likewise intended 
to be a general council, but immediately after its assembling assumed a sectional character, 
through the secession and counter-organization of the Eastern bishops. 
 
It is, therefore, not the number of bishops present, nor even the regularity of the summons alone, 
which determines the ecumenical character of a council, but the result, the importance and 
correctness of the decisions, and, above all, the consent of the orthodox Christian world. {613} 
 
The number of the councils thus raised by the public opinion of the Greek and Latin churches to 
the ecumenical dignity, is seven. The succession begins with the first council of Nicaea, in the 
year 325, which settled the doctrine of the divinity of Christ, and condemned the Arian heresy. It 



closes with the second council of Nice, in 787, which sanctioned the use of images in the church. 
The first four of these councils command high theological regard in the orthodox Evangelical 
churches, while the last three are less important and far more rarely mentioned. 
 
The ecumenical councils have not only an ecclesiastical significance, but bear also a political or 
state-church character. The very name refers to the oikoumenh, the orbis Romanus, the empire. 
Such synods were rendered possible only by that great transformation, which is marked by the 
accession of Constantine. That emperor caused the assembling of the first ecumenical council, 
though the idea was probably suggested to him by friends among the bishops; at least Rufinus 
says, he summoned the council "ex sacerdotum sententia." At all events the Christian Graeco-
Roman emperor is indispensable to an ecumenical council in the ancient sense of the term; its 
temporal head and its legislative strength. 
 
According to the rigid hierarchical or papistic theory, as carried out in the middle ages, and still 
asserted by Roman divines, the pope alone, as universal head of the church, can summon, 
conduct, and confirm a universal council. But the history of the first seven, or, as the Roman 
reckoning is, eight, ecumenical councils, from 325 to 867, assigns this threefold power to the 
Byzantine emperors. This is placed beyond all contradiction, by the still extant edicts of the 
emperors, the acts of the councils, the accounts of all the Greek historians, and the contemporary 
Latin sources. Upon this Byzantine precedent, and upon the example of the kings of Israel, the 
Russian Czars and the Protestant princes of Germany, Scandinavia, and England—be it justly or 
unjustly—build their claim to a similar and still more extended supervision of the church in their 
dominions. 
 
In the first place, the call of the ecumenical councils emanated from the emperors. {614} They 
fixed the place and time of the assembly, summoned the metropolitans and more distinguished 
bishops of the empire by an edict, provided the means of transit, and paid the cost of travel and 
the other expenses out of the public treasury. In the case of the council of Nicaea and the first of 
Constantinople the call was issued without previous advice or consent from the bishop of Rome. 
{615} In the council of Chalcedon, in 451, the papal influence is for the first time decidedly 
prominent; but even there it appears in virtual subordination to the higher authority of the council, 
which did not suffer itself to be disturbed by the protest of Leo against its twenty-eighth canon in 
reference to the rank of the patriarch of Constantinople. Not only ecumenical, but also provincial 
councils were not rarely called together by Western princes; as the council of Arles in 314 by 
Constantine, the council of Orleans in 549 by Childebert, and—to anticipate an instance—the 
synod of Frankfort in 794 by Charlemagne. Another remarkable fact has been already mentioned: 
that in the beginning of the sixth century several Orthodox synods at Rome, for the purpose of 
deciding the contested election of Symmachus, were called by a secular prince, and he the 
heretical Theodoric; yet they were regarded as valid. 
 
In the second place, the emperors, directly or indirectly, took an active part in all but two of the 
ecumenical councils summoned by them, and held the presidency. Constantine the Great, 
Marcian, and his wife Pulcheria, Constantine Progonatus, Irene, and Basil the Macedonian, 
attended in person; but generally the emperors, like the Roman bishops (who were never present 
themselves), were represented by delegates or commissioners, clothed with full authority for the 
occasion. These deputies opened the sessions by reading the imperial edict (in Latin and Greek) 
and other documents. They presided in conjunction with the patriarchs, conducted the entire 
course of the transactions, preserved order and security, closed the council, and signed the acts 
either at the head or at the foot of the signatures of the bishops. In this prominent position they 
sometimes exercised, when they had a theological interest or opinion of their own, no small 
influence on the discussions and decisions, though they had no votum; as the presiding officers of 



deliberative and legislative bodies generally have no vote, except when the decision of a question 
depends upon their voice. 
 
To this presidency of the emperor or of his commissioners the acts of the councils and the Greek 
historians often refer. Even Pope Stephen V. (A. D. 817) writes, that Constantine the Great 
presided in the council of Nice. According to Eusebius, he introduced the principal matters of 
business with a solemn discourse, constantly attended the sessions, and took the place of honor in 
the assembly. His presence among the bishops at the banquet, which he gave them at the close of 
the council, seemed to that panegyrical historian a type of Christ among his saints! {616} This 
prominence of Constantine in the most celebrated and the most important of all the councils is the 
more remarkable, since at that time he had not yet even been baptized. When Marcian and 
Pulcheria appeared with their court at the council of Chalcedon, to confirm its decrees, they were 
greeted by the assembled bishops in the bombastic style of the East, as defenders of the faith, as 
pillars of orthodoxy, as enemies and persecutors of heretics; the emperor as a second Constantine, 
a new Paul, a new David; the empress as a second Helena; with other high-sounding predicates. 
{617} The second and fifth general councils were the only ones at which the emperor was not 
represented, and in them the presidency was in the hands of the patriarchs of Constantinople. 
 
But together with the imperial commissioners, or in their absence, the different patriarchs or their 
representatives, especially the legates of the Roman bishop, the most powerful of the patriarchs, 
took part in the presiding office. This was the case at the third and fourth, and the sixth, seventh, 
and eighth universal councils. 
 
For the emperor’s connection with the council had reference rather to the conduct of business and 
to the external affairs of the synod, than to its theological and religious discussions. This 
distinction appears in the well-known dictum of Constantine respecting a double episcopate, 
which we have already noticed. And at the Nicene council the emperor acted accordingly. He 
paid the bishops greater reverence than his heathen predecessors had shown the Roman senators. 
He wished to be a servant, not a judge, of the successors of the apostles, who are constituted 
priests and gods on earth. After his opening address, he "resigned the word" to the (clerical) 
officers of the council, {618} by whom probably Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, Eustathius of 
Antioch, and Hosius of Cordova—the latter as special friend of the emperor, and as representative 
of the Western churches and perhaps of the bishop of Rome—are to be understood. The same 
distinction between a secular and spiritual presidency meets us in Theodosius II., who sent the 
comes Candidian as his deputy to the third general council, with full power over the entire 
business proceedings, but none over theological matters themselves; "for"—wrote he to the 
council-, "it is not proper that one who does not belong to the catalogue of most holy bishops, 
should meddle in ecclesiastical discussions." Yet Cyril of Alexandria presided at this council, and 
conducted the business, at first alone, afterward in conjunction with the papal legates; while 
Candidian supported the Nestorian opposition, which held a council of its own under the patriarch 
John of Antioch. 
 
Finally, from the emperors proceeded the ratification of the councils. Partly by their signatures, 
partly by special edicts, they gave the decrees of the council legal validity; they raised them to 
laws of the realm; they took pains to have them observed, and punished the disobedient with 
deposition and banishment. This was done by Constantine the Great for the decrees of Nice; by 
Theodosius the Great for those of Constantinople; by Marcian for those of Chalcedon. The 
second ecumenical council expressly prayed the emperor for such sanction, since he was present 
neither in person nor by commission. The papal confirmation, on the contrary, was not considered 
necessary, until after the fourth general council, in 451. {619} And notwithstanding this, Justinian 
broke through the decrees of the fifth council, of 553, without the consent, and in fact despite the 



intimated refusal of Pope Vigilius. In the middle ages, however, the case was reversed. The 
influence of the pope on the councils increased, and that of the emperor declined; or rather, the 
German emperor never claimed so preaminent a position in the church as the Byzantine. Yet the 
relation of the pope to a general council, the question which of the two is above the other, is still a 
point of controversy between the curialist or ultramontane and the episcopal or Gallican schools. 
 
Apart from this predominance of the emperor and his commissioners, the character of the 
ecumenical councils was thoroughly hierarchical. In the apostolic council at Jerusalem, the elders 
and the brethren took part with the apostles, and the decision went forth in the name of the whole 
congregation. {620} But this republican or democratic element, so to call it, had long since given 
way before the spirit of aristocracy. The bishops alone, as the successors and heirs of the apostles, 
the ecclesia docens, were members of the councils. Hence, in the fifth canon of Nice, even a 
provincial synod is termed "the general assembly of the bishops of the province." The presbyters 
and deacons took part, indeed, in the deliberations, and Athanasius, though at the time only a 
deacon, exerted probably more influence on the council of Nice by his zeal and his gifts, than 
most of the bishops; but they had no votum decisivum, except when, like the Roman legates, they 
represented their bishops. The laity were entirely excluded. 
 
Yet it must be remembered, that the bishops of that day were elected by the popular voice. So far 
as that went, they really represented the Christian people, and were not seldom called to account 
by the people for their acts, though they voted in their own name as successors of the apostles. 
Eusebius felt bound to justify, his vote at Nice before his diocese in Caesarea, and the Egyptian 
bishops at Chalcedon feared an uproar in their congregations. 
 
Furthermore, the councils, in an age of absolute despotism, sanctioned the principle of common 
public deliberation, as the best means of arriving at truth and settling controversy. They revived 
the spectacle of the Roman senate in ecclesiastical form, and were the forerunners of 
representative government and parliamentary legislation. 
 
In matters of discipline the majority decided; but in matters of faith unanimity was required, 
though, if necessary, it was forced by the excision of the dissentient minority. In the midst of the 
assembly an open copy of the Gospels lay upon a desk or table, as, a symbol of the presence of 
Christ, whose infallible word is the rule of all doctrine. Subsequently the ecclesiastical canons 
and the relics of the saints were laid in similar state. The bishops—at least according to later 
usage—sat in a circle, in the order of the dates of their ordination or the rank of their sees; behind 
them, the priests; before or beside them, the deacons. The meetings were opened and closed with 
religious solemnities in liturgical style. In the ancient councils the various subjects were discussed 
in open synod, and the Acts of the councils contain long discourses and debates. But in the 
council of Trent the subjects of action were wrought up in separate committees, and only laid 
before the whole synod for ratification. The vote was always taken by heads, till the council of 
Constance, when it was taken by nations, to avoid the preponderance of the Italian prelates. 
 
The jurisdiction of the ecumenical councils covered the entire legislation of the church, all 
matters of Christian faith and practice (fidei et morum), and all matters of organization arid 
worship. The doctrinal decrees were called dogmata or symbola; the disciplinary, canones. At the 
same time, the councils exercised, when occasion required, the highest judicial authority, in 
excommunicating bishops and patriarchs. 
 
The authority of these councils in the decision of all points of controversy was supreme and final. 
 



Their doctrinal decisions were early invested with infallibility; the promises of the Lord 
respecting the indestructibleness of his church, his own perpetual presence with the ministry, and 
the guidance of the Spirit of truth, being applied in the full sense to those councils, as 
representing the whole church. After the example of the apostolic council, the usual formula for a 
decree was: Visum est Sprirtui Sancto et nobis. {621} Constantine the Great, in a circular letter to 
the churches, styles the decrees of the Nicene council a divine command; {622} a phrase, 
however, in reference to which the abuse of the word divine, in the language of the Byzantine 
despots, must not be forgotten. Athanasius says, with reference to the doctrine of the divinity of 
Christ: "What God has spoken by the council of Nice, abides forever." {623} The council of 
Chalcedon pronounced the decrees of the Nicene fathers unalterable statutes, since God himself 
had spoken through them. {624} The council of Ephesus, in the sentence of deposition against 
Nestorius, uses the formula: "The Lord Jesus Christ, whom he has blasphemed, determines 
through this most holy council." {625} Pope Leo speaks of an "irretractabilis consensus" of the 
council of Chalcedon upon the doctrine of the person of Christ. Pope Gregory the Great even 
placed the first four councils, which refuted and destroyed respectively the heresies and impieties 
of Arius, Macedonius, Nestorius, and Eutyches, on a level with the four canonical Gospels. {626} 
In like manner Justinian puts the dogmas of the first four councils on the same footing with the 
Holy Scriptures, and their canons by the side of laws of the realm. {627} The remaining three 
general councils have neither a theological importance, nor therefore an authority, equal to that of 
those first four, which laid the foundations of ecumenical orthodoxy. Otherwise Gregory would 
have mentioned also the fifth council, of 553, in the passage to which we have just referred. And 
even among the first four there is a difference of rank; the councils of Nice and Chalcedon 
standing highest in the character of their results. 
 
Not so with the rules of discipline prescribed in the canones. These were never considered 
universally binding, like the symbols of faith; since matters of organization and usage, pertaining 
rather to the external form of the church, are more or less subject to the vicissitude of time. The 
fifteenth canon of the council of Nice, which prohibited and declared invalid the transfer of the 
clergy from one place to another, {628} Gregory Nazianzen, fifty-seven years later (382), reckons 
among statutes long dead. {629} Gregory himself repeatedly changed his location, and 
Chrysostom was called from Antioch to Constantinople. Leo I. spoke with strong disrespect of 
the third canon of the second ecumenical council, for assigning to the bishop of Constantinople 
the first rank after the bishop of Rome; and for the same reason be protested against the twenty-
eighth canon of the fourth ecumenical council. {630} Indeed the Roman church has made no 
point of adopting all the disciplinary laws enacted by those synods. 
 
Augustine, the ablest and the most devout of the fathers, conceived, in the best vein of his age, a 
philosophical view of this authority of the councils, which strikes a wise and wholesome mean 
between the extremes of veneration and disparagement, and approaches the free spirit of 
evangelical Protestantism. He justly subordinates these councils to the Holy Scriptures, which are 
the highest and the perfect rule of faith, and supposes that the decrees of a council may be, not 
indeed set aside and repealed, yet enlarged and completed by, the deeper research of a later day. 
They embody, for the general need, the results already duly prepared by preceding theological 
controversies, and give the consciousness of the church, on the subject in question, the clearest 
and most precise expression possible at the time. But this consciousness itself is subject to 
development. While the Holy Scriptures present the truth unequivocally and infallibly, and allow 
no room for doubt, the judgment of bishops may be corrected and enriched with new truths from 
the word of God, by the wiser judgment of other bishops; the judgment of the provincial council 
by that of a general; and the views of one general council by those of a later. {631} In this 
Augustine presumed, that all the transactions of a council were conducted in the spirit of 
Christian humility, harmony, and love; but had he attended the council of Ephesus, in 431, to 



which he was summoned about the time of his death, he would, to his grief, have found the very 
opposite spirit reigning there. Augustine, therefore, manifestly acknowledges a gradual 
advancement of the church doctrine, which reaches its corresponding expression from time to 
time through the general councils; but a progress within the truth, without positive error. For in a 
certain sense, as against heretics, he made the authority of Holy Scripture dependent on the 
authority of the catholic church, in his famous dictum against the Manichaean heretics: "I would 
not believe the gospel, did not the authority of the catholic church compel me." {632} In like 
manner Vincentius Lerinensis teaches, that the church doctrine passes indeed through various 
stages of growth in knowledge, and becomes more and more clearly defined in opposition to 
ever-rising errors, but can never become altered or dismembered. {633} 
 
The Protestant church makes the authority of the general councils, and of all ecclesiastical 
tradition, depend on the degree of its conformity to the Holy Scriptures; while the Greek and 
Roman churches make Scripture and tradition coordinate. The Protestant church justly holds the 
first four general councils in high, though not servile, veneration, and has received their 
statements of doctrine into her confessions of faith, because she perceives in them, though 
compassed with human imperfection, the clearest and most suitable expression of the teaching of 
the Scriptures respecting the Trinity and the divine-human person of Christ. Beyond these 
statements the judgment of the church (which must be carefully distinguished from theological 
speculation) has not to this day materially advanced; —the highest tribute to the wisdom and 
importance of those councils. But this is not saying that the Nicene and the later Athanasian 
creeds are the non plus ultra of all the church’s knowledge of the articles therein defined. Rather 
is it the duty of theology and of the church, while prizing and holding fast those earlier 
attainments, to study the same problems ever anew, to penetrate further and further these sacred 
fundamental mysteries of Christianity, and to bring to light new treasures from the inexhaustible 
mines of the Word of God, under the guidance of the same Holy Spirit, who lives and works in 
the church at this day as mightily as he did in the fifth century and the fourth. Christology, for 
example, by the development of the doctrine of the two states of Christ in the Lutheran church, 
and of the three offices of Christ in the Reformed, has been substantially enriched; the old 
Catholic doctrine, which was fixed with unerring tact at the council of Chalcedon, being directly 
concerned only with the two natures of Christ, as against the dualism of Nestorius and the 
monophysitism of Eutyches. 
 
With this provision for further and deeper soundings of Scripture truth, Protestantism feels itself 
one with the ancient Greek and Latin church in the bond of ecumenical orthodoxy. But toward the 
disciplinary canons of the ecumenical councils its position is still more free and independent than 
that of the Roman church. Those canons are based upon an essentially unprotestant, that is, 
hierarchical and sacrificial conception of church order and worship, which the Lutheran and 
Anglican reformation in part, and the Zwinglian and Calvinistic almost entirely renounced. Yet 
this is not to say that much may not still be learned, in the sphere of discipline, from those 
councils, and that perhaps many an ancient custom or institution is not worthy to be revived in the 
spirit of evangelical freedom. 
 
The moral character of those councils was substantially parallel with that of earlier and later 
ecclesiastical assemblies, and cannot therefore be made a criterion of their historical importance 
and their dogmatic authority. They faithfully reflect both the light and the shade of the ancient 
church. They bear the heavenly treasure in earthen vessels. If even among the inspired apostles at 
the council of Jerusalem there was much debate, {634} and soon after, among Peter, Paul, and 
Barnabas, a violent, though only temporary collision, we must of course expect much worse of 
the bishops of the Nicene and the succeeding age, and of a church already interwoven with a 
morally degenerate state. Together with abundant talents, attainments, and virtues, there were 



gathered also at the councils ignorance, intrigues, and partisan passions, which had already been 
excited on all sides by long controversies preceding and now met and arrayed themselves, as 
hostile armies, for open combat. For those great councils, all occasioned by controversies on the 
most important and the most difficult problems of theology, are, in fact, to the history of doctrine, 
what decisive battles are to the history of war. Just because religion is the deepest and holiest 
interest of man, are religious passions wont to be the most violent and bitter; especially in a time 
when all classes, from imperial court to market stall, take the liveliest interest in theological 
speculation, and are drawn into the common vortex of excitement. Hence the notorious rabies 
theologorum was more active in the fourth and fifth centuries than it has been in any other period 
of history, excepting, perhaps, in the great revolution of the sixteenth century, and the 
confessional polemics of the seventeenth. 
 
We have on this point the testimony of contemporaries and of the acts of the councils themselves. 
St. Gregory Nazianzen, who, in the judgment of Socrates, was the most devout and eloquent man 
of his age, {635} and who himself, as bishop of Constantinople, presided for a time over the 
second ecumenical council, had so bitter an observation and experience as even to lose, though 
without sufficient reason, all confidence in councils, and to call them in his poems "assemblies of 
cranes and geese." "To tell the truth" thus in 382 (a year after the second ecumenical council, and 
doubtless including that assembly in his allusion) he answered Procopius, who in the name of the 
emperor summoned him in vain to a synod—"to tell the truth, I am inclined to shun every 
collection of bishops, because I have never yet seen that a synod came to a good end, or abated 
evils instead of increasing them. For in those assemblies (and I do not think I express myself too 
strongly here) indescribable contentiousness and ambition prevail, and it is easier for one to incur 
the reproach of wishing to set himself up as judge of the wickedness of others, than to attain any 
success in putting the wickedness away. Therefore I have withdrawn myself, and have found rest 
to my soul only in solitude." {636} It is true, the contemplative Gregory had an aversion to all 
public life, and in such views yielded unduly to his personal inclinations. And in any case he is 
inconsistent; for he elsewhere speaks with great respect of the council of Nice, and was, next to 
Athanasius, the leading advocate of the Nicene creed. Yet there remains enough in his many 
unfavorable pictures of the bishops and synods of his time, to dispel all illusions of their 
immaculate purity. Beausobre correctly observes, that either Gregory the Great must be a 
slanderer, or the bishops of his day were very remiss. In the fifth century it was no better, but 
rather worse. At the third general council, at Ephesus, 431, all accounts agree that shameful 
intrigue, uncharitable lust of condemnation, and coarse violence of conduct were almost as 
prevalent as in the notorious robber-council of Ephesus in 449; though with the important 
difference, that the former synod was contending for truth, the latter for error. Even at Chalcedon, 
the introduction of the renowned expositor and historian Theodoret provoked a scene, which 
almost involuntarily reminds us of the modern brawls of Greek and Roman monks at the holy 
sepulchre under the restraining supervision of the Turkish police. His Egyptian opponents 
shouted with all their might: "The faith is gone! Away with him, this teacher of Nestorius!" His 
friends replied with equal violence: "They forced us [at the robber-council] by blows to 
subscribe; away with the Manichaeans, the enemies of Flavian, the enemies of the faith! Away 
with the murderer Dioscurus? Who does not know his wicked deeds? The Egyptian bishops cried 
again: Away with the Jew, the adversary of God, and call him not bishop!" To which the oriental 
bishops answered: "Away with the rioters, away with the murderers! The orthodox man belongs 
to the council!" At last the imperial commissioners interfered, and put an end to what they justly 
called an unworthy and useless uproar. {637} 
 
In all these outbreaks of human passion, however, we must not forget that the Lord was sitting in 
the ship of the church, directing her safely through the billows and storms. The Spirit of truth, 
who was not to depart from her, always triumphed over error at last, and even glorified himself 



through the weaknesses of his instruments. Upon this unmistakable guidance from above, only set 
out by the contrast of human imperfections, our reverence for the councils must be based. Soli 
Deo gloria; or, in the language of Chrysostom: Dovxa tw’ qew’ pavntwn eneken! 
 
{607} The name suvnodo oijkoumenikhv (concilium universale, s. generale) occurs first in the 
sixth canon of the council of Constantinople in 381. The oijkoumevnh (sc. gh’) is, properly, the 
whole inhabited earth; then, in a narrower sense, the earth inhabited by Greeks, in distinction 
from the barbarian countries; finally, with the Romans, the orbis Romanus, the political limits of 
which coincided with those of the ancient Graeco-Latin church. But as the bishops of the 
barbarians outside the empire were admitted, the ecumenical councils represented the entire 
Catholic Christian world. 
 
{608} Acts xv., and Gal. ii. Comp. my History of the Apostolic Church, 67-69 (Engl. ed., p. 245-
257). Mansi, l. c. tom. i. p. 22 (De quadruplici Synodo Apostolorum), and other Roman Catholic 
writers, speak of four Apostolic Synods: Acts 1:13 sqq., for the election of an apostle; ch. vi. for 
the election of deacons; ch. xv. for the settlement of the question of the binding authority of the 
law of Moses; and ch. xxi. for a similar object. But we should distinguish between a private 
conference and consultation, and a public synod. 
 
{609} It is usually supposed there were only four or five different kinds of council. But Hefele 
reckons eight (i. p. 3 and 4) adding to those above named the irregular suvnodoiendhmousai, 
also the synods of the bishops of two or more provinces finally the concilia mixta, consisting of 
the secular and spiritual dignitaries province, as separate classes. 
 
{610} A similar order, with different times, appears still earlier in the 37th of the apostolic 
canons, where it is said (in the ed. of Ueltzen, p. 244): deuterontoue touv sunodov genesywtw 
nepiskopwn. {611} This Sunday, the celebration of which was ordered by the empress Theodora 
in 842, is called among the Greeks the kuriakhvth’ ojrqodoxiva. On that day the ancient councils 
are dramatically reproduced in the public worship. 
 
{612} The schismatical Donatists alone held a council at Carthage in 308, of two hundred and 
seventy bishops (Comp. Wiltsch, Kirchl. Geogr. U. Statistik, i. p. 53 and 54); while the second 
ecumenical council numbered only a hundred and fifty, the third a hundred and sixty (a hundred 
and ninety-eight), and the fifth a hundred and sixty-four. 
 
{613} Schrockh says (vol. viii. p. 201), unjustly, that this general consent belongs among the 
"empty conceits." Of course the unanimity must be limited to orthodox Christendom. 
 
{614} This is conceded even by the Roman Catholic church historian Hefele (i. p. 7), in 
opposition to, Bellarmine and other Romish divines. "The first eight general councils," says he, 
"were appointed and convoked by the emperors; all the subsequent councils, on the contrary [i.e. 
all the Roman Catholic general councils], by the popes; but even in those first councils there 
appears a certain participation of the popes in their convocation, more or less prominent in 
particular instances." The latter assertion is too sweeping, and can by no means be verified in the 
history of the first two of these councils, nor of the fifth. 
 
{615} As regards the council of Nicaea: according to Eusebius and all the ancient authorities, it 
was called by Constantine alone; and not till three centuries later, at the council of 680, was it 
claimed that Pope Sylvester had any share in the convocation. As to the council of Constantinople 
in 381: the Roman theory, that Pope Damasus summoned it in conjunction with Theodosius, rests 
on a confusion of this council with another and an unimportant one of 382. Comp. the notes of 



Valesius to Theodoret, Hist. Ecel. v. 9; and Hefele (who here himself corrects his earlier view), 
vol. i. p. 8, and vol. ii. p. 36. 
 
{616} Euseb., Vita Const. iii. 15: cristou basileiav edoxen antiv fantasiou syaiei kona, 
onartei naiall oucuparto ginomenon.. 
 
{617} Mansi, vii. 170 sqq. The emperor is called there not simply divine, which would be 
idolatrous enough, but most divine, oyeiotatov kai eusebestatov hmwv ndespothv, 
divinissimus et piissimus noster imperator ad sanctam synodum dixit, etc. And these adulatory 
epithets occur repeatedly in the acts of this council. 
 
{618} Eusebius, Vita Const. iii. 13: ome ndh tau teipwn rwmaia glwtth [which was still the 
official language], ufermhneuontov eterou, paredidouton logontoi thv sunodouv 
proedroiv. Yet, according to the immediately following words of Eusebius, the emperor 
continued to take lively interest in the proceedings, hearing, speaking, and exhorting to harmony. 
Eusebius whole account of this synod is brief and unsatisfactory. 
 
{619} To wit, in a letter of the council to Leo (Ep. 89, in the Epistles of Leo, ed. Baller., tom. i. p. 
1099), and in a letter of Marcian to Leo (Ep. 110, tom. i. p. 1182 sq.). 
 
{620} Acts 15:22-23. k. t. l. Comp. my Hist. of the Apostolic Church, 69, and 128. 
 
{621} edoxetw pneuma tia giw kai hmin, Acts 15:28. The provincial councils, too, had already 
used this phrase; e.g. the Concil. Carthaginiense, of 252 (in the Opera Cypriani): "Placuit nobis, 
Sancto Spiritu suggerente, et Domino per visiones multas et manifestas admonente." So the 
council of Arles, in 314: "Placuit ergo, presente Spiritu Sancto et angelis ejus." 
 
{622} yeianentolhn, and yeian boulhsin, in Euseb., Vita Const. iii. 20. Comp. his Ep. ad Eccl. 
Alexandr., in Socrates, H. E. i. 9 where he uses similar expressions. 
 
{623} Isidore of Pelusium also styles the Nicene council divinely inspired, qeov qene�m pneuv 
yeisa (Ep. 1. iv. Ep. 99). So Basil the Great, Ep. 114 (in the Benedictine edition of his Opera 
omnia, tom. iii. p. 207), where he says that the 318 fathers of Nice have not spoken without the 
energeiatou agiou pneumatov (non sine Spiritus Sancti afflatu). 
 
{624} Act. i., in Mansi, vi. p. 672. We quote from the Latin translation: "Nullo autem modo 
patimur a quibusdam concuti definitam fidem, sive fidei symbolum, a sanctis patribus nostris qui 
apud Nicaeam convenerunt illis temporibus: nec permittimus aut nobis, aut aliis, mutare aliquod 
verbum ex his quae ibidem continentur, aut unam syllabam praeterire, memores dicentis: Ne 
transferas terminos aeternos, quos posuerunt patres tui. {Proverbs 22:8 Matthew 10:20} Non 
enim erant ipsi loquentes, sed ipse Spiritus Dei et Patris qui procedit ex ipso." 
 
{625} jJOblasfhmhqei parjaujtou’ kuvrio jIh. Cristo wrisedia th’ parouvsh aJgiwtavth sunovdou. 
 
{626} Lib. i. Ep. 25 (ad Joannem episcopum Constant., et caeteros patriarchas, in Migne’s edition 
of Gr. Opera, tom. iii. p. 478, or in the Bened. ed. iii. 515): "Praeterea, quia corde creditur ad 
justitiam, ore autem confessio fit ad salutem, sicut sancti evangelii quatuor libros, sic quatuor 
concilia suscipere et venerari me fateor. Nicaenum scilicet in quo perversum Arii dogma 
destruitur; Constantinopolitanum quoque, in quo Eunomii et Macedonii error convincitur; 
Ephesinum etiam primum, in quo Nestorii impietas judicatur; Chalcedonense vero, in quo 
Eutychetii [Eutychis] Dioscorique pravitas reprobatur, tota devotione complector, integerrima 



approbatione custodio: quia in his velut in quadrato lapide, sanctae fidei structura consurgit, et 
cujuslibet vitae atque actionis existat, quisquis eorum soliditatem non tenet, etiam si lapis esse 
cernitur, tamen extra aedificium jacet. Quintum quoque concilium pariter veneror, in quo et 
epistola, quae Ibae dicitur, erroris plena, reprobatur," etc. 
 
{627} Justin. Novell. cxxxi. "Quatuor synodorum dogmata sicut sanctas scripturas accipimus, et 
regulas sicut leges observamus." 
 
{628} Conc. Nic. can. 15: wsteapo povlewv eiv polinmh meta bainein mhte episkopon 
mhte presbuteron mhte diakonon. This prohibition arose from the theory of the relation 
between a clergyman and his congregation, as a mystical marriage, and was designed to restrain 
clerical ambition. It appears in the Can. Apost. 13, 14, but was often violated. At the Nicene 
council itself there were several bishops, like Eusebius of Nicomedia, and Eustathius of Antioch, 
who had exchanged their first bishopric for another and a better. 
 
{629} nomouv palaiteynhkotav, Carm. de vita sua, v. 1810. 
 
{630} Epist. 106 (al. 80) ad Anatolium, and Epist. 105 ad Pulcheriam. Comp. above, 57. Even 
Gregory I., so late as 600, writes in reference to the canones of the Constantinopolitan council of 
381: "Romana autem ecclesia eosdem canones vel gesta Synodi illius hactenus non habet, nec 
accepit; in hoc autem eam accepit, quod est per eam contra Macedonium definitum." Lib. vii. Ep. 
34, ad Eulogium episcopum Alexandr. (tom. iii. p. 882, ed. Bened., and in Migne’s ed., iii. 893.) 
 
{631} Deuteronomy Baptismo contra Donatistas, I. ii. 3 (in the Benedictine edition of August. 
Opera, tom. ix. p. 98): "Quis autem nesciat, sanctam Scripturam canonicam, tam Veteris quam 
Novi Testamenti, certis suis terminis contineri, eamque omnibus posterioribus Episcoporum 
literis ita praeponi, ut de illa omnino dubitari et disceptari non possit, utrum verum vel utrum 
rectum sit, quidquid in ea scriptum esse constiterit; Episcoporum autem literas quae post 
confirmatum canonem vel scripta sunt vel scribuntur, et per sermonem forte sapientiorem 
cujuslibet in ea re peritioris, et per aliorum Episcoporum graviorem auctoritatem doctioremque 
prudentiam, et per concilia licere reprehendi, si quid in eis forte a veritate deviatum est; et ipsa 
concilia, quae per singulas regiones vel provincias fiunt, plenariorum conciliorum auctoritate, 
quae fiunt ex universo orbe Christiano, sine ullis ambagibus cedere; ipsaque plenaria saepe 
priora posterioribus emendari, quum aliquo experimento rerum aperitur quod clausum erat et 
cognoscitur quod latebat; sine ullo typho sacrilegae superbiae, sine ulla inflata cervice 
arrogantiae, sine ulla contentione lividae invidiae, cum sancta humilitate, cum pace catholica, 
cum caritate christiana." Comp. the passage Contra Maximinum Arianum, ii. cap. 14, 3 (in the 
Bened. ed., tom. viii. p. 704), where he will have even the decision of the Nicene council 
concerning the homousion measured by the higher standard of the Scriptures. 
 
{632} Contra Epistolam Manichaei, lib. i. c. 5 (in the Bened. ed., tom. viii. p. 154): "Ego vero 
evangelio non crederem, nisi me ecclesiae catholicae commoveret auctoritas." 
 
{633} Commonitorium, c. 23 (in Migne’s Curs. Patrol. tom. 50, p. 667): "Sed forsitan dicit 
aliquis: Nullusne ergo in ecclesia Christi profectus habebitur religionis? Habeatur plane et 
maximus.... Sed ita tamen ut vere profectus sit ille fidei, non permutatio. Si quidem ad profectum 
pertinet ut in semetipsum unaquaeque res amplificetur; ad permutationem vero, ut aliquid ex alio 
in aliud transvertatur. Crescat igitur oportet et multum vehementerque proficiat tam singulorum 
quam omnium, tam unius hominis, quam totius ecclesiae, aetatum ac seculorum gradibus, 
intelligentia, scientia, sapientia, sed in suo dutaxat genere, in eodem scilicet dogmate, eodem 
sensu, eademque sententia." 



 
{634} Acts 15:6: pollhv suzhthsewv genomenhv; which Luther indeed renders quite too 
strongly: "After they had wrangled long." The English versions from Tyndale to King James 
translate: "much disputing." 
 
{635} Hist. Eccl. lib. v. cap. 7. 
 
{636} Ep. ad Procop. 55, old order (al. 130). Similar representations occur in Ep. 76, 84; Carm. de 
vita sua, v. 1680-1688; Carm. x. v. 92; Carm. Adv. Episc. v. 154. Comp. Ullmann, Gregor. von 
Naz., p. 246 sqq., and p. 270. It is remarkable that Gibbon makes no use of these passages to 
support his summary judgment of the general councils at the end of his twentieth chapter, where 
he says: "The progress of time and superstition erased the memory of the weakness, the passion, 
the ignorance, which disgraced these ecclesiastical synods; and the Catholic world has 
unanimously submitted to the infallible decrees of the general councils." 
 
{637} ekbohseiv dhmotikai. See Harduin, tom. ii. p. 71 sqq., and Mansi, tom. vi. p. 590 sq. 
Comp. also Hefele, ii. p. 406 sq.  

 



66. List of the Ecumenical Councils of the Ancient Church, 
 
We only add, by way of a general view, a list of all the ecumenical councils of the Graeco-Roman 
church, with a brief account of their character and work. 
 
1. The Concilium Nicaenum I., A. D. 325; held at Nicaea in Bithynia, a lively commercial town 
near the imperial residence of Nicomedia, and easily accessible by land and sea. It consisted of 
three hundred and eighteen bishops, {638} besides a large number of priests, deacons, and 
acolytes, mostly from the East, and was called by Constantine the Great, for the settlement of the 
Arian controversy. Having become, by decisive victories in 323, master of the whole Roman 
empire, he desired to complete the restoration of unity and peace with the help of the dignitaries 
of the church. The result of this council was the establishment (by anticipation) of the doctrine of 
the true divinity of Christ, the identity of essence between the Son and the Father. The 
fundamental importance of this dogma, the number, learning, piety and wisdom of the bishops, 
many of whom still bore the marks of the Diocletian persecution, the personal presence of the 
first Christian emperor, of Eusebius, "the father of church history," and of Athanasius, "the father 
of orthodoxy" (though at that time only archdeacon), as well as the remarkable character of this 
epoch, combined in giving to this first general synod a peculiar weight and authority. It is styled 
emphatically "the great and holy council," holds the highest place among all the councils, 
especially with the Greeks, {639} and still lives in the Nicene Creed, which is second in authority 
only to the ever venerable Apostles’ Creed. This symbol was, however, not finally settled and 
completed in its present form (excepting the still later Latin insertion of filioque), until the second 
general council. Besides this the fathers assembled at Nicaea issued a number of canons, usually 
reckoned twenty on various questions of discipline; the most important being those on the rights 
of metropolitans, the time of Easter, and the validity of heretical baptism. 
 
2. The Concilium Constantinopolitanum I., A. D. 381 summoned by Theodosius the Great, and 
held at the imperial city, which had not even name in history till five years after the former 
council. This council, however, was exclusively oriental, and comprised only a hundred and fifty 
bishops, as the emperor had summoned none but the adherents of the Nicene party, which had 
become very much reduced under the previous reign. The emperor did not attend it. Meletius of 
Antioch was president till his death; then Gregory Nazianzen; and, after his resignation, the newly 
elected patriarch Nectarius of Constantinople. The council enlarged the Nicene confession by an 
article on the divinity and personality of the Holy Ghost, in opposition to the Macedonians or 
Pneumatomachists (hence the title Symbolum Nicaeno-Constantinopolitanum), and issued seven 
more canons, of which the Latin versions, however, give only the first four, leaving the 
genuineness of the other three, as many think, in doubt. 
 
3. The Concilium Ephesinum, A. D. 431; called by Theodosius II., in connection with the 
Western co-emperor Valentinian III., and held under the direction of the ambitious and violent 
Cyril of Alexandria. This council consisted of, at first, a hundred and sixty bishops, afterward a 
hundred and ninety-eight, {640} including, for the first time, papal delegates from Rome, who 
were instructed not to mix in the debates, but to sit as judges over the opinions of the rest. It 
condemned the error of Nestorius on the relation of the two natures in Christ, without, stating 
clearly the correct doctrine. It produced, therefore, but a negative result, and is the least important 
of the first four councils, as it stands lowest also in moral character. It is entirely rejected by the 
Nestorian or Chaldaic Christians. Its six canons relate exclusively to Nestorian and Pelagian 
affairs, and are wholly omitted by Dionysius Exiguus in his collection. 
 



4. The Concilium Chalcedonense, A. D. 451; summoned by the emperor Marcian, at the instance 
of the Roman bishop Leo; held at Chalcedon in Bithynia, opposite Constantinople; and composed 
of five hundred and twenty (some say six hundred and thirty) bishops. {641} Among these were 
three delegates of the bishop of Rome, two bishops of Africa, and the rest all Greeks and 
Orientals. The fourth general council fixed the orthodox doctrine of the person of Christ in 
opposition to Eutychianism and Nestorianism, and enacted thirty canons (according to some 
manuscripts only twenty-seven or twenty-eight), of which the twenty-eighth was resisted by the 
Roman legates and Leo I. This was the most numerous, and next to the Nicene, the most 
important of all the general councils, but is repudiated by all the Monophysite sects of the Eastern 
church. 
 
5. The Concilium Constantinopolitanum II. was assembled a full century later, by the emperor 
Tustinian, A. D. 553, without consent of the pope, for the adjustment of the tedious Monophysite 
controversy. It was presided over by the patriarch Eutychius of Constantinople, consisted of only 
one hundred and sixty-four bishops, and issued fourteen anathemas against the three chapters, 
{642} so called, or the christological views of three departed bishops and divines, Theodore of 
Mopsueste, Theodoret of Cyros, and Ibas of Edessa, who were charged with leaning toward the 
Nestorian heresy. The fifth council was not recognized, however, by many Western bishops, even 
after the vacillating Pope Vigilius gave in his assent to it, and it induced a temporary schism 
between Upper Italy and the Roman see. As to importance, it stands far below the four previous 
councils. Its Acts, in Greek, with the exception of the fourteen anathemas, are lost. 
 
Besides these, there are two later councils, which have attained among the Greeks and Latins an 
undisputed ecumenical authority: the Third Council of Constantinople, under Constantine 
Progonatus, A. D. 680, which condemned Monothelitism (and Pope Honorius, 638), {643} and 
consummated the old Catholic christology; and the Second Council of Nicaea, under the empress 
Irene, A. D. 787, which sanctioned the image-worship of the Catholic church, but has no 
dogmatical importance. 
 
Thus Nicaea—now the miserable Turkish hamlet Is-nik {644} —has the honor of both opening 
and closing the succession of acknowledged ecumenical councils. 
 
From this time forth the Greeks and Latins part, and ecumenical councils are no longer to be 
named. The Greeks considered the second Trullan {645} (or the fourth Constantinopolitan) 
council of 692, which enacted no symbol of faith, but canons only, not an independent eighth 
council, but an appendix to the fifth and sixth ecumenical councils (hence, called the Quinisexta 
sc. synodus); against which view the Latin church has always protested. The Latin church, on the 
other hand, elevates the fourth council of Constantinople, A. D. 869, {646} which deposed the 
patriarch Photius, the champion of the Greek church in her contest with the Latin, to the dignity 
of an eighth ecumenical council; but this council was annulled for the Greek church by the 
subsequent restoration of Photius. The Roman church also, in pursuance of her claims to 
exclusive catholicity, adds to the seven or eight Greek councils twelve or more Latin general 
councils, down to the Vatican (1870); but to all these the Greek and Protestant churches can 
concede only a sectional character. Three hundred and thirty-six years elapsed between the last 
undisputed Graeco-Latin ecumenical council of the ancient church (A. D. 787), and the first Latin 
ecumenical council of the mediaeval church (1123). The authority of the papal see had to be 
established in the intervening centuries. {647} 
 
{638} This is the usual estimate, resting on the authority of Athanasius, Basil (Ep. 114; Opera, t. 
iii. p 207, ed. Bened.), Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret; whence the council is sometimes 
called the Assembly of the Three Hundred and Eighteen. Other data reduce the number to three 



hundred, or to two hundred and seventy, or two hundred and fifty, or two hundred and eighteen; 
while later tradition swells it to two thousand or more. 
 
{639} For some time the Egyptian and Syrian churches commemorated the council of Nicaea by 
an annual festival. 
 
{640} The opposition council, which John of Antioch, on his subsequent arrival, held in the same 
city in the cause of Nestorius and under the protection of the imperial commissioner Candidian, 
numbered forty-three members, and excommunicated Cyril, as Cyril had excommunicated 
Nestorius. 
 
{641} The synod itself, in a letter to Leo, states the number as only five hundred and twenty; Leo, 
on the contrary (Ep. 102), speaks of about six hundred members; and the usual opinion 
(Tillemont, Memoires, t. xv. p. 641) raises the whole number of members, including deputies, to 
six hundred and thirty. 
 
{642} Tria capitula, kefaleia. 
 
{643} The condemnation of a departed pope as a heretic by an ecumenical council is so 
inconsistent with the claims of papal infallibility, that Romish historians have tried their utmost to 
dispute the fact, or to weaken its force by sophistical pleading. 
 
{644} eiv nikaian. Nice and Nicene are properly misnomers, but sanctioned by the use of Gibbon 
and other great English writers. 
 
{645} Trullum was a saloon with a cupola in the imperial palace of Constantinople. 
 
{646} The Latins call it the fourth because they reject the fourth Constantinopolitan (the second 
Trullan) council of 692, because of its canons, and the fifth of 754 because it condemned the 
worship of images, which was subsequently sanctioned by the second council of Nicaea in 787. 
 
{647} On the number of the ecumenical councils till that of Trent the Roman divines themselves 
are not agreed. The Gallicans reckon twenty-one, Bellarmine eighteen, Hefele only sixteen. The 
undisputed ones, besides the eight already mentioned Graeco-Latin councils, are these eight 
Latin: the first Lateran (Roman) council, A. D. 1123; the second Lateran, A. D. 1139; the third 
Lateran, A. D. 1179; the fourth Lateran, A. D. 1215; the first of Lyons, A. D. 1245; the second of 
Lyons, A. D. 1274; that of Florence, A. D. 1439; (the fifth Lateran, 1512-1517, is disputed;) and 
that of Trent, A. D. 1545-1563. The ecumenical character of the three reformatory councils of 
Pisa, Constance, and Basle, in the beginning of the fifteenth century, and of the fifth Lateran 
council, A. D. 1512-1517, is questioned among the Roman divines, and is differently viewed 
upon ultramontane and upon Gallican principles. Hefele considers them partially ecumenical; that 
is, so far as they were ratified by the pope. [But in the Revised edition of his Conciliengeschichte, 
1873 sqq., he reckons twenty ecumenical councils, including the Vatican, 1870. See Appendix, p. 
1032.]  

 



67. Books of Ecclesiastical Law. 
 
I. Bibiliotheca juris canonici veteris, ed. Voellus (theologian of the Sorbonne) and Justellus 
(Justeau, counsellor and secretary to the French king), Par. 1661, 2 vols. fol. (Vol. i. contains the 
canons of the universal church, Greek and Latin, the ecclesiastical canons of Dionysius Exiguus, 
or of the old Roman church, the canons of the African church, etc. See a list of contents in 
Darling’s Cyclop. Bibliographica, p. 1702 sq.) 
 
II. See the literature in vol. ii. 56 (p. 183). The brothers Ballerini: Deuteronomy antiquis tum 
editis tum ineditis collectionibus et collectoribus canonum ad Gratianum usque in ed. Opp. Leon 
M. Ven., 1753 sqq. The treatises of Quesnel, Marca, Constant, Drey, Theiner, etc., on the history 
of the collections of canons. Comp. Ferd. Walther: Lehrbuch des Kirchenrechts, p. 109 sqq., 8th 
ed., 1839. 
 
The universal councils, through their disciplinary enactments or canons, were the main fountain 
of ecclesiastical law. To their canons were added the decrees of the most important provincial 
councils of the fourth century, at Ancyra (314), Neo-Caesarea (314), Antioch (341), Sardica 
(343), Gangra (365), and Laodicea (between 343 and 381); and in a third series, the orders of 
eminent bishops, popes, and emperors. From these sources arose, after the beginning of the fifth 
century, or at all events before the council of Chalcedon, various collections of the church laws in 
the East, in North Africa, in Italy, Gaul, and Spain; which, however, had only provincial 
authority, and in many respects did not agree among themselves. A codex canonum ecclesiae 
universae did not exist. The earlier collections because eclipsed by two, which, the one in the 
West, the other in the East, attained the highest consideration. 
 
The most important Latin collection comes from the Roman, though by descent Scythian, abbot 
Dionysius Exiguus, {648} who also, notwithstanding the chronological error at the base of his 
reckoning, immortalized himself by the introduction of the Christian calendar, the "Dionysian 
Era." It was a great thought of this "little" monk to view Christ as the turning point of ages, and to 
introduce this view into chronology. About the year 500 Dionysius translated for the bishop 
Stephen of Salona a collection of canons from Greek into Latin, which is still extant, with its 
prefatory address to Stephen. {649} It contains, first, the, fifty so-called Apostolic Canons, which 
pretend to have been collected by Clement of Rome, but in truth were a gradual production of the 
third and fourth centuries; {650} then the canons of the most important councils of the fourth and 
fifth centuries, including those of Sardica and Africa; and lastly, the papal decretal letters from 
Siricius (385) to Anastasius II. (498). The Codex Dionysii was gradually enlarged by additions, 
genuine and spurious, and through the favor of the popes, attained the authority of law almost 
throughout the West. Yet there were other collections also in use, particularly in Spain and North 
Africa. 
 
Some fifty years after Dionysius, John Scholasticus, previously an advocate, then presbyter at 
Antioch, and after 564 patriarch of Constantinople, published a collection of canons in Greek, 
{651} which surpassed the former in completeness and convenience of arrangement, and for this 
reason, as well as the eminence of the author, soon rose to universal authority in the Greek 
church. In it he gives eighty-five Apostolic Canons, and the ordinances of the councils of Ancyra 
(314) and Nicaea (325), down to that of Chalcedon (451), in fifty titles, according to the order of 
subjects. The second Trullan council (Quinisextum, of 692), which passes with the Greeks for 
ecumenical, adopted the eighty-five Apostolic Canons, while it rejected the Apostolic 
Constitutions, because, though, like the canons, of apostolic origin, they had been early 
adulterated. Thus arose the difference between the Greek and Latin churches in reference to the 



number of the so-called Apostolic canons; the Latin church retaining only the fifty of the 
Dionysian collection. 
 
The same John, while patriarch of Constantinople, compiled from the Novelles of Justinian a 
collection of the ecclesiastical state-laws or nomoi, as they were called in distinction from the 
synodal church-laws or kanonev. Practical wants then led to an union of the two, under the title 
of Nomocanon. 
 
These books of ecclesiastical law served to complete and confirm the hierarchical organization, to 
regulate the life of the clergy, and to promote order and discipline; but they tended also to fix 
upon the church an outward legalism, and to embarrass the spirit of progress. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{648} It is uncertain whether he obtained the surname Exiguus from his small stature or his 
monastic humility. 
 
{649} It may be found in the above-cited Bibliotheca, vol. i., and in all good collections of 
councils. He says in the preface that, confusione priscae translationis (the Prisca or Itala) 
offensus, he has undertaken a new translation of the Greek canons. 
 
{650} "Canones, qui dicuntur apostolorum,... quibus plurimi consensum non praebuere facilem;" 
implying that Dionysius himself, with many others, doubted their apostolic origin. In a later 
collection of canons by Dionysius, of which only the preface remains, he entirely omitted the 
apostolic canons, with the remark: "Quos non admisit universitas, ego quoque in hoc opere 
praetermisi." On the pseudo-apostolic Canons and Constitutions, comp. vol. i. 113 (p. 440-442), 
and the well-known critical work of the Roman Catholic theologian Drey. 
 
{651} suvntagmakanonwn, Concordia canonum, in the Bibliotheca of Justellus, tom. ii.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VI. 
 
CHURCH DISCIPLINE AND SCHISMS. 
 

68. Decline of Discipline. 
 
The principal sources are the books of ecclesiastical law and the acts of councils. Comp. the 
literature at 67, and at vol. i. 114. 
 
The union of the church with the state shed, in general, an injurious influence upon the discipline 
of the church; and that, in two opposite directions. 
 
On the one hand it increased the stringency of discipline and led to a penal code for spiritual 
offences. The state gave her help to the church, lent the power of law to acts of suspension and 
excommunication, and accompanied those acts with civil penalties. Hence the innumerable 
depositions and banishments of bishops during the theological controversies of the Nicene and 
the following age, especially under the influence of the Byzantine despotism and the religious 
intolerance and bigotry of the times. Even the penalty of death was decreed, at least against the 
Priscillianists, though under the protest of nobler divines, who clave to the spiritual character of 
the church and of her weapons. {652} Heresy was regarded as the most grievous and 
unpardonable crime against society, and was treated accordingly by the ruling party, without 
respect of creed. 
 
But on the other hand discipline became weakened. With the increasing stringency against 
heretics, firmness against practical errors diminished. Hatred of heresy and laxity of morals, zeal 
for purity of doctrine and indifference to purity of life, which ought to exclude each other, do 
really often stand in union. Think of the history of Pharisaism at the time of Christ, of orthodox 
Lutheranism in its opposition to Spener and the Pietistic movement, and of prelatical Anglicanism 
in its conflict with Methodism and the evangelical party. Even in the Johannean age this was the 
case in the church of Ephesus, which prefigured in this respect both the light and shade of the 
later Eastern church. {653} The earnest, but stiff, mechanical penitential discipline, with its four 
grades of penance, which had developed itself during the Dioclesian persecution, {654} continued 
in force, it is true, as to the letter, and was repeatedly reaffirmed by the councils of the fourth 
century. But the great change of circumstances rendered the practical execution of it more and 
more difficult, by the very multiplication and high position, of those on whom it ought to be 
enforced. In that mighty revolution under Constantine the church lost her virginity, and allied 
herself with the mass of heathendom, which had not yet experienced an inward change. Not 
seldom did the emperors themselves, and other persons of authority, who ought to have led the 
way with a good example, render themselves, with all their zeal for theoretical orthodoxy, most 
worthy of suspension and excommunication by their scandalous conduct, while they were 
surrounded by weak or worldly bishops, who cared more for the favor of their earthly masters, 
than for the honor of their heavenly Lord and the dignity of the church. Even Eusebius, otherwise 
one of the better bishops of his time, had no word of rebuke for the gross crimes of Constantine, 
but only the most extravagant eulogies for his merits. 
 
In the Greek church the discipline gradually decayed, to the great disadvantage of public 
morality, and every one was allowed to partake of the communion according to his conscience. 
The bishops alone reserved the right of debarring the vicious from the table of the Lord. The 



patriarch Nectarius of Constantinople, about 390, abolished the office of penitential priest 
(presbyter poenitentiarius), who was set over the execution of the penitential discipline. The 
occasion of this act was furnished by a scandalous occurrence: the violation of a lady of rank in 
the church by a worthless deacon, when she came to submit herself to public penance. The 
example of Nectarius was soon followed by the other oriental bishops. {655} 
 
Socrates and Sozomen, who inclined to the severity of the Novatians, date the decline of 
discipline and of the former purity of morals from this act. But the real cause lay further back, in 
the connection of the church with the temporal power. Had the state been pervaded with the 
religious earnestness and zeal of Christianity, like the Genevan republic, for example, under the 
reformation of Calvin, the discipline of the church would have rather gained than lost by the 
alliance. But the vast Roman state could not so easily and quickly lay aside its heathen traditions 
and customs; it perpetuated them under Christian names. The great mass of the people received, 
at best, only John’s baptism of repentance, not Christ’s baptism of the Holy Ghost and of fire. 
 
Yet even under these new conditions the original moral earnestness of the church continued, from 
time to time, to make itself known. Bishops were not wanting to confront even the emperors, as 
Nathan stood before David after his fall, in fearless rebuke. Chrysostom rigidly insisted, that the 
deacon should exclude all unworthy persons from the holy communion, though by his vehement 
reproof of the immoralities of the imperial court, he brought upon himself at last deposition and 
exile." Though a captain," says he to those who administer the communion, "or a governor, nay, 
even one adorned with the imperial crown, approach [the table of the Lord] unworthily, prevent 
him; you have greater authority than he.... Beware lest you excite the Lord to wrath, and give a 
sword instead of food. And if a new Judas should approach the communion, prevent him. Fear 
God, not man. If you fear man, he will treat you with scorn; if you fear God, you will appear 
venerable even to men." {656} Synesius excommunicated the worthless governor of Pentapolis, 
Andronicus, for his cruel oppression of the poor and contempt of the exhortations of the bishop, 
and the discipline attained the desired effect. The most noted example of church discipline is the 
encounter between Ambrose and Theodosius I. in Milan about the year 390. The bishop refused 
the powerful and orthodox emperor the communion, and thrust him back from the threshold of 
the church, because in a tempest of rage he had caused seven thousand persons in Thessalonica., 
regardless of rank, sex, or guilt, to be hewn down by his soldiers in horrible cruelty on account of 
a riot. Eight months afterward Ambrose gave him absolution at his request, after he had submitted 
to the public penance of the church and promised in future not to execute a death penalty until 
thirty days after the pronouncing of it, that he might have time to revoke it if necessary, and to 
exercise mercy. {657} Here Ambrose certainly vindicated—though perhaps not without 
admixture of hierarchical loftiness—the dignity and rights of the church against the state, and the 
claims of Christian temperance and mercy against gross military power." Thus," says a modern 
historians "did the church prove, in a time of unlimited arbitrary power, the refuge of popular 
freedom, and saints assume the part of tribunes of the people." {658} 
 
{652} Comp. 27, above. 
 
{653} Rev. ii. 1-7. Comp. my Hist. of the Apostolic Church, p. 429. 
 
{654} Comp. vol. i. 114 (p. 444 sq.). 
 
{655} Sozomen, vii. 16; Socrates, v. 19. This fact has been employed by the Roman church 
against the Protestant, in the controversy on the sacrament of penance. Nectarius certainly did 
abolish the institution of penitential priest, and the public church penance. But for or against 
private penances no inference can be drawn from the statement of these historians. 



 
{656} Hom. 82 (al. 83) in Matt., toward the close (in Montfaucon’s edition of Chrys., tom. vii. p. 
789 sq.). Comp. his exposition of 1 Corinthians 11:27,28, in Hom. 27 and 28, in 1Corinth. 
(English translation in the Oxford Library of the Fathers, etc., p. 379 sqq., and 383 sqq.). 
 
{657} This occurrence is related by Ambrose himself, in 395, in his funeral discourse on 
Theodosius (de obitu Theod. c. 34, in the Bened. ed. of his works, tom. ii. p. 1207), in these 
words: "Deflevit in ecclesia publice peccatum suum, quod ei aliorum fraude obrepserat; gemitu et 
lacrymis oravit veniam. Quod privati erubescunt, non erubuit imperator, publice agere 
poenitentiam; neque ullus postea dies fuit quo non illum doleret errorem. Quid, quod praeclaram 
adeptus victoriam; tamen quia hostes in acie prostrati sunt abstinuit a consortio sacramentorum, 
donec Domini circa se gratiam filiorum experiretur adventu." Also by his biographer Paulinus (de 
vita Ambros. c. 24), by Augustine (De Civit. Dei, v. 26), by the historians Theodoret (v. 17), 
Sozomen (vii. 25), and Rufinus (xi. 18). 
 
{658} Hase, Church History, 117 (p. 161, 7th ed.)  

 



69. The Donatist Schism. External History. 
 
I. Sources. Augustine: Works against the Donatists (Contra epistolam Parmeniani, libri iii.; 
Deuteronomy baptismo, contra Donatistas, libri vii.; Contra literas Petiliani, libri iii.; 
Deuteronomy Unitate Ecclesiae, lib. unus; Contra Cresconium, grammaticum Donat., libri iv.; 
Breviculus Collationis cum Donatistis; Contra Gaudentium, etc.), in the 9th vol. of his Opera, ed. 
Bened. (Paris, 1688). Optatus Milevitanus (about 370): Deuteronomy schismate Donatistarum. L. 
E. Du Pin: Monumenta vett. ad Donatist. Hist. pertinentia, Par. 1700. Excerpta et Scripta vetera 
ad Donatistarum Historiam pertinentia, at the close of the ninth volume of the Bened. ed. of 
Augustine’s works. 
 
II. Literature. Valesius: Deuteronomy schism. Donat. (appended to his ed. of Eusebius). Walch: 
Historie der Ketzereien, etc., vol. iv. Neander: Allg. K. G. ii. 1, p. 366 sqq. (Torrey’s Engl. 
translation, ii. p. 182 sqq.). A. Roux: Deuteronomy Augustine adversario Donat. Lugd. Bat. 1838. 
F. Ribbeck: Donatus u. Augustinus, oder der erste entscheidende Kampf zwischen Separatismus 
u. Kirche., Elberf. 1858. (The author was for a short time a Baptist, and then returned to the 
Prussian established church, and wrote this work against separatism.) 
 
Donatism was by far the most important schism in the church of the period before us. For a whole 
century it divided the North African churches into two hostile camps. Like the schisms of the 
former period, {659} it arose from the conflict of the more rigid and the more indulgent theories 
of discipline in reference to the restoration of the lapsed. But through the intervention of the 
Christianized state, it assumed at the same time an ecclesiastico-political character. The rigoristic 
penitential discipline had been represented in the previous period especially by the Montanists 
and Novatians, who were still living; while the milder principle and practice had found its most 
powerful support in the Roman church, and, since the time of Constantine, had generally 
prevailed. 
 
The beginnings of the Donatist schism appear in the Dioclesian persecution, which revived that 
controversy concerning church discipline and martyrdom. The rigoristic party, favored by 
Secundus of Tigisis, at that time primate of Numidia, and led by the bishop Donatus of Casae 
Nigrae, rushed to the martyr’s crown with fanatical contempt of death, and saw in flight from 
danger, or in the delivering up of the sacred books, only cowardice and treachery, which should 
forever exclude from the fellowship of the church. The moderate party, at whose head stood the 
bishop Mensurius and his archdeacon and successor Caecilian, advocated the claims of prudence 
and discretion, and cast suspicion on the motives of the forward confessors and martyrs. So early 
as the year 305 a schism was imminent, in the matter of an episcopal election for the city of Cita. 
But no formal outbreak occurred until after the cessation of the persecution in 311; and then the 
difficulty arose in connection with the hasty election of Caecilian to the bishopric of Carthage. 
The Donatists refused to acknowledge him, because in his ordination the Numidian bishops were 
slighted, and the service was performed by the bishop Felix of Aptungis, or Aptunga, whom they 
declared to be a traditor, that is, one who had delivered up the sacred writings to the heathen 
persecutors. In Carthage itself he had many opponents, among whom were the elders of the 
congregation (seniores plebis), and particularly a wealthy and superstitious widow, Lucilla, who 
was accustomed to kiss certain relics before her daily communion, and seemed to prefer them to 
the spiritual power of the sacrament. Secundus of Tigisis and seventy Numidian bishops, mostly 
of the rigoristic school, assembled at Carthage deposed and excommunicated Caecilian, who 
refused to appear, and elected the lector Majorinus, a favorite of Lucilla, in his place. After his 
death, in 315, Majorinus was succeeded by Donatus, a gifted man, of fiery energy and eloquence, 



revered by his admirers as a wonder worker, and styled The Great. From this man, and not from 
the Donatus mentioned above, the name of the party was derived. {660} 
 
Each party endeavored to gain churches abroad to its side, and thus the schism spread. The 
Donatists appealed to the emperor Constantine—the first instance of such appeal, and a step 
which they afterward had to repent. The emperor, who was at that time in Gaul, referred the 
matter to the Roman bishop Melchiades (Miltiades) and five Gallican bishops, before whom the 
accused Caecilian and ten African bishops from each side were directed to appear. The decision 
went in favor of Caecilian, and he was now, except in Africa, universally regarded as the 
legitimate bishop of Carthage. The Donatists remonstrated. A second investigation, which 
Constantine intrusted to the council of Arles (Arelate) in 314, led to the same result. When the 
Donatists hereupon appealed from this ecclesiastical tribunal to the judgment of the emperor 
himself, he likewise declared against them at Milan in 316, and soon afterward issued penal laws 
against them, threatening them with the banishment of their bishops and the confiscation of their 
churches. 
 
Persecution made them enemies of the state whose help they had invoked, and fed the flame of 
their fanaticism. They made violent resistance to the imperial commissioner, Ursacius, and 
declared that no power on earth could induce them to hold church fellowship with the "rascal" 
(nebulo) Caecilian. Constantine perceived the fruitlessness of the forcible restriction of religion, 
and, by an edict in 321, granted the Donatists full liberty of faith and worship. He remained 
faithful to this policy of toleration, and exhorted the Catholics to patience and indulgence. At a 
council in 330 the Donatists numbered two hundred and seventy bishops. 
 
Constans, the successor of Constantine, resorted again to violent measures; but neither threats nor 
promises made any impression on the party. It came to blood. The Circumcellions, a sort of 
Donatist mendicant monks, who wandered about the country among the cottages of the peasantry, 
{661} carried on plunder, arson, and murder, in conjunction with mutinous peasants and slaves, 
and in crazy zeal for the martyr’s crown, as genuine soldiers of Christ, rushed into fire and water, 
and threw themselves down from rocks. Yet there were Donatists who disapproved this 
revolutionary frenzy. The insurrection was suppressed by military force; several leaders of the 
Donatists were executed, others were banished, and their churches were closed or confiscated. 
Donatus the Great died in exile. He was succeeded by one Parmenianus. 
 
Under Julian the Apostate the Donatists again obtained, with all other heretics and schismatics, 
freedom of religion, and returned to the possession of their churches, which they painted anew, to 
redeem them from their profanation by the Catholics. But under the subsequent emperors their 
condition grew worse, both from persecutions without and dissensions within. The quarrel 
between the two parties extended into all the affairs of daily life; the Donatist bishop Faustinus of 
Hippo, for example, allowing none of the members of his church to bake bread for the Catholic 
inhabitants. 
 
{659} Comp. vol. i. 115, p. 447 sqq. 
 
{660} "Pars Donati, Donatistae, Donatiani." Previously they were commonly called "Pars 
Majorini." Optatus of Mileve seems, indeed, to know of only one Donatus. But the Donatists 
expressly distinguish Donatus Magnus of Carthage from Donatus a Casis Nigris. Likewise 
Augustine, Contra Cresconium Donat, ii. 1; though he himself had formerly confounded the two. 
 



{661} "Cellas circumientes rusticorum." Hence the name Circumcelliones. But they called 
themselves Milites Christi Agonistici. Their date and origin are uncertain. According to Optatus 
of Mileve, they first appeared under Constans, in 347.  

 



70. Augustine and the Donatists. Their Persecution and Extinction. 
 
At the end of the fourth century, and in the beginning of the fifth, the great Augustine, of Hippo, 
where there was also a strong congregation of the schismatics, made a powerful effort, by 
instruction and persuasion, to reconcile the Donatists with the Catholic church. He wrote several 
works on the subject, and set the whole African church in motion against them. They feared his 
superior dialectics, and avoided him wherever they could. The matter, however, was brought, by 
order of the emperor in 411, to a three days’ arbitration at Carthage, attended by two hundred and 
eighty-six Catholic bishops and two hundred and seventy-nine Donatist. {662} 
 
Augustine, who, in two beautiful sermons before the beginning of the disputation, exhorted to 
love, forbearance and meekness, was the chief speaker on the part of the Catholics Petilian, on the 
part of the schismatics. Marcellinus, the imperial tribune and notary, and a friend of Augustine, 
presided, and was to pass the decisive judgment. This arrangement was obviously partial, and 
secured the triumph of the Catholics. The discussions related to two points: (1) Whether the 
Catholic bishops Caecilian and Felix of Aptunga were traditors; (2) Whether the church lose her 
nature and attributes by fellowship with heinous sinners. The balance of skill and argument was 
on the side of Augustine, though the Donatists brought much that was forcible against 
compulsion in religion, and against the confusion of the temporal and the spiritual powers. The 
imperial commissioner, as might be expected, decided in favor of the Catholics. The separatists 
nevertheless persisted in their view, but their appeal to the emperor continued unsuccessful. 
 
More stringent civil laws were now enacted against them, banishing the Donatist clergy from 
their country, imposing fines on the laity, and confiscating the churches. In 415 they were even 
forbidden to hold religious assemblies, upon pain of death. 
 
Augustine himself, who had previously consented only to spiritual measures against heretics, now 
advocated force, to bring them into the fellowship of the church, out of which there was no 
salvation. He appealed to the command in the parable of the supper, Luke, xiv. 23, to "compel 
them to come in;" where, however, the "compel" (ajnavgkason) is evidently but a vivid hyperbole 
for the holy zeal in the conversion of the heathen, which we find, for example, in the apostle Paul. 
{663} 
 
New eruptions of fanaticism ensued. A bishop Gaudentius threatened, that if the attempt were 
made to deprive him of his church by force, he, would burn himself with his congregation in it, 
and vindicated this intended suicide by the example of Rhazis, in the second book of Maccabees 
(ch. xiv.). 
 
The conquest of Africa by the Arian Vandals in 428 devastated the African church, and put an 
end to the controversy, as the French Revolution swept both Jesuitism and Jansenism away. Yet a 
remnant of the Donatists, as we learn from the letters of Gregory I., perpetuated itself into the 
seventh century, still proving in their ruins the power of a mistaken puritanic zeal and the 
responsibility and guilt of state-church persecution. In the seventh century the entire African 
church sank under the Saracenic conquest. 
 
{662} Augustine gives an account of the debate in his Breviculus Collationis cum Donatists 
(Opera, tom. ix. p. 545-580). 
 
{663} On Augustine’s view Comp. 27, toward the close.  



 



71. Internal History of the Donatist Schism. Dogma of the Church. 
 
The Donatist controversy was a conflict between separatism and catholicism; between 
ecclesiastical purism and ecclesiastical eclecticism; between the idea of the church as an 
exclusive community of regenerate saints and the idea of the church as the general Christendom 
of state and people. It revolved around the doctrine of the essence of the Christian church, and, in 
particular, of the predicate of holiness. It resulted in the completion by Augustine of the catholic 
dogma of the church, which had been partly developed by Cyprian in his conflict with a similar 
schism. {664} 
 
The Donatists, like Tertullian in his Montanistic writings, started from an ideal and spiritualistic 
conception of the church as a fellowship of saints, which in a sinful world could only be 
imperfectly realized. They laid chief stress on the predicate of the subjective holiness or personal 
worthiness of the several members, and made the catholicity of the church and the efficacy of the 
sacraments dependent upon that. The true church, therefore, is not so much a school of holiness, 
as a society of those who are already holy; or at least of those who appear so; for that there are 
hypocrites not even the Donatists could deny, and as little could they in earnest claim infallibility 
in their own discernment of men. By the toleration of those who are openly sinful, the church 
loses, her holiness, and ceases to be church. Unholy priests are incapable of administering 
sacraments; for how can regeneration proceed from the unregenerate, holiness from the unholy? 
No one can give what he does not himself possess. He who would receive faith from a faithless 
man, receives not faith but guilt. {665} It was on this ground, in fact, that they rejected the 
election of Caecilian: that he had been ordained bishop by an unworthy person. On this ground 
they refused to recognize the Catholic baptism as baptism at all. On this point they had some 
support in Cyprian, who likewise rejected the validity of heretical baptism, though not from the 
separatist, but from the catholic point of view, and who came into collision, upon this question, 
with Stephen of Rome. {666} 
 
Hence, like the Montanists and Novatians, they insisted on rigorous church discipline, and 
demanded the excommunication of all unworthy members, especially of such as had denied their 
faith or given up the Holy Scriptures under persecution. They resisted, moreover, all interference 
of the civil power in church affairs; though they themselves at first had solicited the help of 
Constantine. In the great imperial church, embracing the people in a mass, they saw a secularized 
Babylon, against which they set themselves off, in separatistic arrogance, as the only true and 
pure church. In support of their views, they appealed to the passages of the Old Testament, which 
speak of the external holiness of the people of God, and to the procedure of Paul with respect to 
the fornicator at Corinth. 
 
In opposition to this subjective and spiritualistic theory of the church, Augustine, as champion of 
the Catholics, developed the objective, realistic theory, which has since been repeatedly 
reasserted, though with various modifications, not only in the Roman church, but also in the 
Protestant, against separatistic and schismatic sects. He lays chief stress on the catholicity of the 
church, and derives the holiness of individual members and the validity of ecclesiastical functions 
from it. He finds the essence of the church, not in the personal character of the several Christians, 
but in the union of the whole church with Christ. Taking the historical point of view, he goes back 
to the founding of the church, which may be seen in the New Testament, which has spread over 
all the world, and which is connected through the unbroken succession of bishops with the 
apostles and with Christ. This alone can be the true church. It is impossible that she should all at 
once disappear from the earth, or should exist only in the African sect of the Donatists. {667} 
What is all that they may say of their little heap, in comparison with the great catholic 



Christendom of all lands? Thus even numerical preponderance here enters as an argument; 
though under other circumstances it may prove too much, and would place the primitive church at 
a clear disadvantage in comparison with the prevailing Jewish and heathen masses, and the 
Evangelical church in its controversy with the Roman Catholic. 
 
From the objective character of the church as a divine institution flows, according to the catholic 
view, the efficacy of all her functions, the Sacraments in particular. When Petilian, at the Collatio 
cum Donatistis, said: "He who receives the faith from a faithless priest, receives not faith, but 
guilt," Augustine answered: "But Christ is not unfaithful (perfidus), from whom I receive faith 
(fidem), not guilt (reatum). Christ, therefore, is properly the functionary, and the priest is simply 
his organ." "My origin," said Augustine on the same occasion, "is Christ, my root is Christ, my 
head is Christ. The seed, of which I was born, is the word of God, which I must obey even though 
the preacher himself practise not what he preaches. I believe not in the minister by whom I am 
baptized, but in Christ, who alone justifies the sinner and can forgive guilt." {668} 
 
Lastly, in regard to church discipline, the opponents of the Donatists agreed with them in 
considering it wholesome and necessary, but would keep it within the limits fixed for it by the 
circumstances of the time and the fallibility of men. A perfect separation of sinners from saints is 
impracticable before the final judgment. Many things must be patiently borne, that greater evil 
may be averted, and that those still capable of improvement may be improved, especially where 
the offender has too many adherents. "Man," says Augustine, "should punish in the spirit of love, 
until either the discipline and correction come from above, or the tares are pulled up in the 
universal harvest." {669} In support of this view appeal was made to the Lord’s parables of the 
tares among the wheat, and of the net which gathered together of every kind. {Matthew 13} These 
two parables were the chief exegetical battle ground of the two parties. The Donatists understood 
by the field, not the church, but the world, according to the Saviour’s own exposition of the 
parable of the tares; {670} the Catholics replied that it was the kingdom of heaven or the church 
to which the parable referred as a whole, and pressed especially the warning of the Saviour not to 
gather up the tares before the final harvest, lest they root up also the wheat with them. The 
Donatists, moreover, made a distinction between unknown offenders, to whom alone the parable 
of the net referred, and notorious sinners. But this did not gain them much; for if the church 
compromises her character for holiness by contact with unworthy persons at all, it matters not 
whether they be openly unworthy before men or not, and no church whatever would be left on 
earth. 
 
On the other hand, however, Augustine, who, no more than the Donatists, could relinquish the 
predicate of holiness for the church, found himself compelled to distinguish between a true and a 
mixed, or merely apparent body of Christ; forasmuch as hypocrites, even in this world, are not in 
and with Christ, but only appear to be. {671} And yet he repelled the Donatist charge of making 
two churches. In his view it is one and the same church, which is now mixed with the ungodly, 
and will hereafter be pure, as it is the same Christ who once died, and now lives forever, and the 
same believers, who are now mortal and will one day put on immortality’. {672} 
 
With some modification we may find here the germ of the subsequent Protestant distinction of the 
visible and invisible church; which regards the invisible, not as another church, but as the 
ecclesiola in ecclesia (or ecclesiis), as the smaller communion of true believers among professors, 
and thus as the true substance of the visible church, and as contained within its limits, like the 
soul in the body, or the kernel in the shell. Here the moderate Donatist and scholarly theologian, 
Tychoius, {673} approached Augustine; calling the church a twofold body of Christ, {674} of 
which the one part embraces the true Christians, the other the apparent. {675} In this, as also in 
acknowledging the validity of the Catholic baptism, Tychonius departed from the Donatists; 



while he adhered to their views on discipline and opposed the Catholic mixture of the church and 
the world. But neither he nor Augustine pursued this distinction to any clearer development. Both 
were involved, at bottom, in the confusion of Christianity with the church, and of the church with 
a particular outward organization. 
 
{664} Comp. vol. i 111, 115, and 131. 
 
{665} Aug. Contra literas Petil. l. i. cap. 5 (tom. ix. p. 208): "Qui fidem a perfido sumserit, non 
fidem percipit, sed reatum; omnis enim res origine et radice consistit, et si caput non habet 
aliquid, nihil est." 
 
{666} Comp. vol. i. 104, p. 404 sqq. 
 
{667} Augustine, ad Catholicos Epistola contra Donatistas, usually quoted under the shorter title, 
Deuteronomy unitate Ecclesiae, c. 12 (Bened. ed. tom. ix. p. 360): "Quomodo coeptum sit ab 
Jerusalem, et deinde processum in Judaeam et Samariam, et inde in totam terram, ubi adhuc 
crescit ecclesia, donec usque in finem etiam reliquas gentes, ubi adhuc non est, obtineat, scripturis 
sanctis testibus consequenter ostenditur; quisquis aliud evangelizaverit, anathema sit. Aliud autem 
evangelizat, qui periisse dicit de caetero mundo ecclesiam et in parte Donati in sola Africa 
remansisse dicit. Ergo anathema sit. Aut legat mihi hoc in scripturis sanctis, et non sit anathema." 
 
{668} Contra literas Petiliani, l. i. c. 7 (Opera, tom. ix. p. 209): "Origo mea Christus est, radix 
mea Christus est, caput meum Christus est."... In the same place: "Me innocentem non facit, nisi 
qui mortuus est propter delicta nostra et resurrexit propter justificationem nostram. Non enim in 
ministrum, per quem baptizor, credo; sed in cum qui justificat impium, ut deputetur mihi fides in 
justitiam." 
 
{669} Aug. Contra Epistolam Parmeniani, l. iii. c. 2, 10-15 (Opera, tom. ix. p. 62-66). 
 
{670} Breviculus Collat. c. Don. Dies tert. c. 8, 10 (Opera, ix. p. 559): "Zizania inter triticum non 
in ecclesia, sed in ipso mundo permixta dixerunt, quoniam Dominus ait, Ager est mundus". 
{Matthew 13:38} As to the exegetical merits of the controversy see Trench’s "Notes on the 
Parables," p. 83 sqq. (9th Lond. edition, 1863), and Lange’s Commentary on Matt. xiii. (Amer. 
ed. by Schaff, p. 244 sqq.). 
 
{671} Corpus Christi verum atque permixtum, or verum atque simulatum. Comp. Deuteronomy 
doctr. Christ. iii. 32, as quoted below in full. 
 
{672} Breviculus Collationis cum Donatistis, Dies tertius, cap. 10, 19 and 20 (Opera, ix. 564): 
"Deinde calumniantes, quod duas ecclesias Catholici dixerint, unam quae nunc habet permixtos 
malos, aliam quae post resurrectionem eos non esset habitura: veluti non iidem futuri essent 
sancti cum Christo regnaturi, qui nunc pro ejus nomine cum juste vivunt tolerant malos.... 
Deuteronomy duabus etiam ecclesiis calumniam eorum Catholici refutarunt, identidem expressius 
ostendentes, quid dixerint, id est, non eam ecclesiam, quos nunc habet permixtos malos, alienam 
se dixisse a regno Dei, ubi non erunt mali commixti, sed eandem ipsam unam et sanctam 
ecclesiam nunc esse aliter tunc autem aliter futuram, nunc habere malos mixtos, tunc non 
habituram... sicut non ideo duo Christi, quia prior mortuus postea non moriturus." 
 
{673} Or Tichonius, as Augustine spells the name. Although himself a Donatist, he wrote against 
them, "qui contra Donatistas invictissime scripsit, cum fuerit Donatista" (says Aug. Deuteronomy 
doctr. Christ. l. iii. c. 30, 42). He was opposed to rebaptism and acknowledged the validity of the 



Catholic sacraments; but he was equally opposed to the secularism of the Catholic church and its 
mixture with the state, and adhered to the strict discipline of the Donatists. Of his works only one 
remains, viz., Liber regularum, or de septem regulis, a sort of Biblical hermeneutics, or a guide 
for the proper understanding of the mysteries of the Bible. It was edited by Gallandi, in his 
Bibliotheca Veterum Patrum, tom. viii. p. 107-129. Augustine notices these rules at length in his 
work Deuteronomy doctrina Christiana, lib. iii. c. 30 sqq. (Opera, ed. Bened. tom. iii. p. 57 sqq.). 
Tychonius seems to have died before the close of the fourth century. Comp. on him Tillemont, 
Memoires, tom. vi. p. 81 sq., and an article of A. Vogel, in Herzog’s Real-Encyclopaedie, vol. 
xvi. p. 534-536. 
 
{674} "Corpus Domini bipartitum." This was the second of his rules for the true understanding of 
the Scriptures. 
 
{675} Augustine objects only to his mode of expression, Deuteronomy doctr. Christ. iii. 32 (tom. 
iii. 58): "Secunda [regula Tichonii] est de Domini corpore bipartito; non enim revera Domini 
corpus est, quod cum illo non erit in aeternum; sed dicendum fuit de Domini corpore vero atque 
permixto, aut vero atque simulato, vel quid aliud; quia non solum in aeternum, verum etiam nunc 
hypocrites non cum illo esse dicendi sunt, quamvis in ejus esse videantur ecclesia, unde poterat 
ista regula et sic appellari, ut diceretur de permixta ecclesia." Comp. also Dr. Baur, K. G. vom 4-6 
Jahrh., p. 224.  

 



72. The Roman Schism of Damasus and Ursinus. 
 
Rufinus: Hist. Ecclesiastes 2:10. Hieronymus: Chron. ad ann. 366. Socrates: H. E. iv. 29 (all in 
favor of Damasus). Faustinus et Marcellinus (two presbyters of Ursinus): Libellus precum ad 
Imper. Theodos. in Bibl. Patr. Lugd. v. 637 (in favor of Ursinus). With these Christian accounts 
of the Roman schism may be compared the impartial statement of the heathen historian 
Ammianus Marcellinus, xxvii. c. 3, ad ann. 367. 
 
The church schism between Damasus and Ursinus (or Ursicinus) in Rome, had nothing to do with 
the question of discipline, but proceeded partly from the Arian controversy, partly from personal 
ambition. {676} For such were the power and splendor of the court of the successor of the 
Galilean fisherman, even at that time, that the distinguished pagan senator, Praetextatus, said to 
Pope Damasus: "Make me a bishop of Rome, and I will be a Christian to-morrow." {677} The 
schism presents a mournful example of the violent character of the episcopal elections at Rome. 
These elections were as important events for the Romans as the elections of the emperors by the 
Praetorian soldiers had formerly been. They enlisted and aroused all the passions of the clergy 
and the people. 
 
The schism originated in the deposition and banishment of the bishop Tiberius, for his orthodoxy, 
and the election of the Arian Felix {678} as pope in opposition by the arbitrary will of the 
emperor Constantius (A. D. 355). Liberius, having in his exile subscribed the Arian creed of 
Sirmium, {679} was in 358 reinstated, and Felix retired, and is said to have subsequently repented 
his defection to Arianism. The parties, however, continued. 
 
After the death of Liberius in 366, Damasus was, by the party of Felix, and Ursinus by the party 
of Liberius, elected successor of Peter. It came to repeated bloody encounters; even the altar of 
the Prince of Peace was desecrated, and in a church whither Ursinus had betaken himself, a 
hundred and thirty-seven men lost their lives in one day. {680} Other provinces also were drawn 
into the quarrel. It was years before Damasus at last, with the aid of the, emperor, obtained 
undisputed possession of his office, and Ursinus was banished. The statements of the two parties 
are so conflicting in regard to the priority and legitimacy of election in the two cases, and the 
authorship of the bloody scenes, that we cannot further determine on which side lay the greater 
blame. Damasus, who reigned (from 367 to 384) is indeed depicted as in other respects a violent 
man, {681} but he was a man of learning and literary taste, and did good service by his patronage 
of Jerome’s Latin version of the Bible, and by the introduction of the Latin Psalter into the church 
song. {682} 
 
{676} Ammianus Marc., l. c., intimates the latter: "Damasus et Ursinus supra humanum modum 
ad rapiendam episcopatus sedem ardentes scissis studiis asperrimo conflictabantur," etc. 
 
{677} This is related even by St. Jerome (Comp. above 53, p. 267, note), and goes to confirm the 
statements of Ammianus. 
 
{678} Athanasius (Historia Arianorum ad Monachos, 75, Opera ed. Bened. i. p. 389), and 
Socrates (H. E. ii. 37), decidedly condemn him as an Arian. Nevertheless this heretic and anti-
pope has been smuggled into the Roman catalogue of saints and martyrs. Gregory XIII instituted 
an investigation into the matter, which was terminated by the sudden discovery of his remains, 
with the inscription: "Pope and Martyr." 
 



{679} According to Baronius, a. d. 357, the jealousy of Felix was the Delilah, who robbed the 
catholic Samson (Liberius) of his strength. 
 
{680} Ammian. Marc. l. xxvii. c. 3: "Constat in basilica Sicinini (Sicinii), ubi ritus Christiani est 
conventiculum, uno die cxxxvii. reperta cadavera peremtorum." Then he speaks of the pomp and 
luxury of the Roman bishopric, on account of which it was the object of so passionate 
covetousness and ambition, and contrasts with it the simplicity and self-denial of the rural clergy. 
The account is confirmed by Augustine, Brevic. Coll. c. Donat. c. 16, and Hieron. in Chron. an. 
367. Socrates, iv. 29, speaks generally of several fights, in which many lives were lost. 
 
{681} His opponents also charged him with too great familiarity with Roman ladies. The same 
accusation, however, was made against his friend Jerome, on account of his zeal for the spread of 
the ascetic life among the Roman matrons. 
 
{682} Comp. on Damasus his works, edited by Merenda, Rome, 1754, several epistles of Jerome, 
Tillemont, tom. viii. 386, and Butler’s Lives of the Saints, sub Dec. 11th.  

 



73. The Meletian Schism at Antioch. 
 
Hieronymus: Chron. ad ann. 864. Chrysostomus: Homilia in S. Patrem nostrum Meletium, 
archiepiscopum magnae Antiochiae (delivered A. D. 386 or 387, in Montfaucon’s ed. of 
Chrysost. Opera, tom. ii. p. 518-523). Sozomen: H. E. iv. 28; vii. 10, 11. Theodor.: H. E. V. 3, 35. 
Socrates: H. E. iii. 9; v. 9, 17. Comp. Walch: Ketzerhistorie, part iv. p. 410 sqq. 
 
The Meletian schism at Antioch {683} was interwoven with the Arian controversies, and lasted 
through more than half a century. 
 
In 361 the majority of the Antiochian church elected as bishop Meletius, who had formerly been 
an Arian, and was ordained by this party, but after his election professed the Nicene orthodoxy. 
He was a man of rich persuasive eloquence, and of a sweet and amiable disposition, which 
endeared him to the Catholics and Arians. But his doctrinal indecision offended the extremists of 
both parties. When he professed the Nicene faith, the Arians deposed him in council, sent him 
into exile, and transferred his bishopric to Euzoius, who had formerly been banished with Arius. 
{684} The Catholics disowned Euzoius, but split among themselves; the majority adhered to the 
exiled Meletius, while the old and more strictly orthodox party, who had hitherto been known as 
the Eustathians, and with whom Athanasius communicated, would not recognize a bishop of 
Arian consecration, though Catholic in belief, and elected Paulinus, a presbyter of high character, 
who was ordained counter-bishop by Lucifer of Calaris. {685} 
 
The doctrinal difference between the Meletians and the old Nicenes consisted chiefly in this: that 
the latter acknowledged three hypostases in the divine trinity, the former only three prosopa; the 
one laying the stress on the triplicity of the divine essence, the other on its unity. 
 
The orthodox orientals declared for Meletius, the occidentals and Egyptians for Paulinus, as 
legitimate bishop of Antioch. Meletius, on returning from exile under the protection of Gratian, 
proposed to Paulinus that they should unite their flocks, and that the survivor of them should 
superintend the church alone; but Paulinus declined, since the canons forbade him to take as a 
colleague one who had been ordained by Arians. {686} Then the military authorities put Meletius 
in possession of the cathedral, which had been in the hands of Euzoius. Meletius presided, as 
senior bishop, in the second ecumenical council (381), but died a few days after the opening of 
it—a saint outside the communion of Rome. His funeral was imposing: lights were borne before 
the embalmed corpse, and psalms sung in divers languages, and these honors were repeated in all 
the cities through which it passed on its transportation to Antioch, beside the grave of St. Babylas. 
{687} The Antiochians engraved his likeness on their rings, their cups, and the walls of their 
bedrooms. So St. Chrysostom informs us in his eloquent eulogy on Meletius. {688} Flavian was 
elected his successor, although Paulinus was still alive. This gave rise to fresh troubles, and 
excited the indignation of the bishop of Rome. Chrysostom labored for the reconciliation of 
Rome and Alexandria to Flavian. But the party of Paulinus, after his death in 389, elected Evarius 
as successor (392), and the schism continued down to the year 413 or 415, when the bishop 
Alexander succeeded in reconciling the old orthodox remnant with the successor of Meletius. The 
two parties celebrated their union by a splendid festival, and proceeded together in one majestic 
stream to the church. {689} 
 
Thus a long and tedious schism was brought to a close, and the church of Antioch was permitted 
at last to enjoy that peace which the Athanasian synod of Alexandria in 362 had desired for it in 
vain. {690} 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{683} Not to be confounded with the Meletian schism at Alexandria, which arose in the previous 
period. Comp. vol. i. 115 (p. 451). 
 
{684} Sozom. H. E. iv. c. 28.. 
 
{685} This Lucifer was an orthodox fanatic, who afterward himself fell into conflict with 
Athanasius in Alexandria, and formed a sect of his own, the Luciferians, On rigid principles of 
church purity. Comp. Socr. iii. 9; Sozom. iii. 15; and Walch, Ketzerhist. iii. 338 sqq 
 
{686} Theodoret, H. E. lib. iii. 3. He highly applauds the magnanimous proposal of Meletius. 
 
{687} Sozom. vii. c. 10. The historian says that the singing of psalms on such occasions was quite 
contrary to Roman custom. 
 
{688} Chrysostom says in the beginning of this oration, that five years had elapsed since Meletius 
had gone to Jesus. He died in 381, consequently the oration must have been pronounced in 386 or 
387. 
 
{689} Theodoret, H. E. l. v. c. 35. Dr. J. R. Kurtz, in his large work on Church History (Handbuch 
der Kirchengesch. vol. i. part ii. 181, p. 129) erroneously speaks of a resignation of Alexander, by 
which he, from love of peace, induced his congregation to acknowledge the Meletian bishop 
Flavian. But Flavian had died several years before (in 404), and Alexander was himself the 
second successor of Flavian, the profligate Porphyrius intervening. Theodoret knows nothing of a 
resignation. Kurtz must be used with considerable caution, as he is frequently inaccurate, and 
relies too much on secondary authorities. 
 
{690} See the Epist. Synodica Conc. Alex. in Mansi’s Councils, tom. iii. p. 345 sqq.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VII. 
 
PUBLIC WORSHIP AND RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS AND CEREMONIES. 
 
I. The ancient Liturgies; the Acts of Councils; and the ecclesiastical writers of the period. 
 
II. The archaeological and liturgical works of Martene, Mamachi, Bona, Muratori, Pelicia, 
Asseman, Renaudot, Binterim, and Staudenmeier, of the Roman Catholic church; and Bingham, 
Augusti, Siegel, Alt, Piper, Neale, and Daniel, of the Protestant.  

 



74. The Revolution in Cultus. 
 
The change in the legal and social position of Christianity with reference to the temporal power, 
produced a mighty effect upon its cultus. Hitherto the Christian worship had been confined to a 
comparatively small number of upright confessors, most of whom belonged to the poorer classes 
of society. Now it came forth from its secrecy in private houses, deserts, and catacombs, to the 
light of day, and must adapt itself to the higher classes and to the great mass of the people, who 
had been bred in the traditions of heathenism. The development of the hierarchy and the 
enrichment of public worship go hand in hand. A republican and democratic constitution 
demands simple manners and customs; aristocracy and monarchy surround themselves with a 
formal etiquette and a brilliant court-life. The universal priesthood is closely connected with a 
simple cultus; the episcopal hierarchy, with a rich, imposing ceremonial. 
 
In the Nicene age the church laid aside her lowly servant-form, and put on a splendid imperial 
garb. She exchanged the primitive simplicity of her cultus for a richly colored multiplicity. She 
drew all the fine arts into the service of the sanctuary, and began her sublime creations of 
Christian architecture, sculpture, painting, poetry, and music. In place of the pagan temple and 
altar arose everywhere the stately church and the chapel in honor of Christ, of the Virgin Mary, of 
martyrs and saints. The kindred ideas of priesthood, sacrifice, and altar became more fully 
developed and more firmly fixed, as the outward hierarchy grew. The mass, or daily repetition of 
the atoning sacrifice of Christ by the hand of the priest, became the mysterious centre of the 
whole system of worship. The number of church festivals was increased; processions, and 
pilgrimages, and a multitude of significant and superstitious customs and ceremonies were 
introduced. The public worship of God assumed, if we may so speak, a dramatic, theatrical 
character, which made it attractive and imposing to the mass of the people, who were as yet 
incapable, for the most part, of worshipping God in spirit and in truth. It was addressed rather to 
the eye and the ear, to feeling and imagination, than to intelligence and will. In short, we already 
find in the Nicene age almost all the essential features of the sacerdotal, mysterious, ceremonial, 
symbolical cultus of the Greek and Roman churches of the present day. 
 
This enrichment and embellishment of the cultus was, on one hand, a real advance, and 
unquestionably had a disciplinary and educational power, like the hierarchical organization, for 
the training of the popular masses. But the gain in outward appearance and splendor was balanced 
by many a loss in simplicity and spirituality. While the senses and the imagination were 
entertained and charmed, the heart not rarely returned cold and hungry. Not a few pagan habits 
and ceremonies, concealed under new names, crept into the church, or were baptized only with 
water, not with the fire and Spirit of the gospel. It is well known with what peculiar tenacity a 
people cleave to religious usages; and it could not be expected that they should break off in an 
instant from the traditions of centuries. Nor, in fact, are things which may have descended from 
heathenism, to be by any means sweepingly condemned. Both the Jewish cultus and the heathen 
are based upon those universal religious wants which Christianity must satisfy, and which 
Christianity alone can truly meet. Finally, the church has adopted hardly a single existing form or 
ceremony of religion, without at the same time breathing into it a new spirit, and investing it with 
a high moral import. But the limit of such appropriation it is very hard to fix, and the old nature of 
Judaism and heathenism which has its point of attachment in the natural heart of man, continually 
betrayed its tenacious presence. This is conceded and lamented by the most earnest of the church 
fathers of the Nicene and post-Nicene age, the very persons who are in other respects most deeply 
involved in the Catholic ideas of cultus. 
 



In the Christian martyr-worship and saint-worship, which now spread with giant strides over the 
whole Christian world, we cannot possibly mistake the succession of the pagan worship of gods 
and heroes, with its noisy popular festivities. Augustine puts into the mouth of a heathen the 
question: "Wherefore must we forsake gods, which the Christians themselves worship with us?" 
He deplores the frequent revels and amusements at the tombs of the martyrs; though he thinks 
that allowance should be made for these weaknesses out of regard to the ancient custom. Leo the 
Great speaks of Christians in Rome who first worshipped the rising sun, doing homage to the 
pagan Apollo, before repairing to the basilica of St. Peter. Theodoret defends the Christian 
practices at the graves of the martyrs by pointing to the pagan libations, propitiations, gods, and 
demigods. Since Hercules, Aesculapitis, Bacchus, the Dioscuri, and many other objects of pagan 
worship were mere deified men, the Christians, he thinks, cannot be blamed for honoring their 
martyrs—not making them gods but venerating them as witnesses and servants of the only, true 
God. Chrysostom mourns over the theatrical customs, such as loud clapping in applause, which 
the Christians at Antioch and Constantinople brought with them into the church. In the Christmas 
festival, which from the fourth century spread from Rome over the entire church, the holy 
commemoration of the birth of the Redeemer is associated—to this day, even in Protestant 
lands—with the wanton merriments of the pagan Saturnalia. And even in the celebration of 
Sunday, as it was introduced by Constantine, and still continues on the whole continent of 
Europe, the cultus of the old sun-god Apollo mingles, with the remembrance of the resurrection 
of Christ; and the widespread profanation of the Lord’s Day, especially on the continent of 
Europe, demonstrates the great influence which heathenism still exerts upon Roman and Greek 
Catholic, and even upon Protestant, Christendom.  

 



75. The Civil and Religious Sunday. 
 
Geo. Holden: The Christian Sabbath. Lond. 1825 (see ch. v.). John T. Baylee: History of the 
Sabbath. Lond. 1857 (see chs. x.-xiii.). James Aug. Hessey: Sunday, its Origin, History, and 
present Obligation; Bampton Lectures preached before the University of Oxford. Lond. 1860 
(Patristic and high-Anglican). James Gilfillan: The Sabbath viewed in the Light of Reason, 
Revelation, and History, with Sketches of its Literature. Edinb. and New York, 1862 (The Puritan 
and Anglo-American view). Robert Cox: The Literature on the Sabbath Question. Edinb. 1865, 2 
vols. (Latitudinarian, but very full and learned). 
 
The observance of Sunday originated in the time of the apostles, and ever since forms the basis of 
public worship, with its ennobling, sanctifying, and cheering influences, in all Christian lands. 
 
The Christian Sabbath is, on the one hand, the continuation and the regeneration of the Jewish 
Sabbath, based upon God’s resting from the creation and upon the fourth commandment of the 
decalogue, which, as to its substance, is not of merely national application, like the ceremonial 
and civil law, but of universal import and perpetual validity for mankind. It is, on the other hand, 
a new creation of the gospel, a memorial of the resurrection of Christ and of the work of 
redemption completed and divinely sealed thereby. It rests, we may say, upon the threefold basis 
of the original creation, the Jewish legislation, and the Christian redemption, and is rooted in the 
physical, the moral, and the religious wants of our nature. It has a legal and an evangelical aspect. 
Like the law in general, the institution of the Christian Sabbath is a wholesome restraint upon the 
people, and a schoolmaster to lead them to Christ. But it is also strictly evangelical: it was 
originally made for the benefit of man, like the family, with which it goes back beyond the fall to 
the paradise of innocence, as the second institution of God on earth; it was "a delight" to the pious 
of the old dispensation, {Isaiah 58:13} and now, under the new, it is fraught with the glorious 
memories and blessings of Christ’s resurrection and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. The 
Christian Sabbath is the ancient Sabbath baptized with fire and the Holy Ghost, regenerated, 
spiritualized, and glorified. It is the connecting link of creation and redemption, of paradise lost, 
and paradise regained, and a pledge and preparation for the saints’ everlasting rest in heaven. 
{691} 
 
The ancient church viewed the Sunday mainly, we may say, one-sidedly and exclusively, from its 
Christian aspect as a new institution, and not in any way as a continuation of the Jewish Sabbath. 
It observed it as the day of the commemoration of the resurrection or of the now spiritual 
creation, and hence as a day of sacred joy and thanksgiving, standing in bold contrast to the days 
of humiliation and fasting, as the Easter festival contrasts with Good Friday. 
 
So long as Christianity was not recognized and protected by the state, the observance of Sunday 
was purely religious, a strictly voluntary service, but exposed to continual interruption from the 
bustle of the world and a hostile community. The pagan Romans paid no more regard to the 
Christian Sunday than to the Jewish Sabbath. 
 
In this matter, as in others, the accession of Constantine marks the beginning of a new era, and 
did good service to the church and to the cause of public order and morality. Constantine is the 
founder, in part at least, of the civil observance of Sunday, by which alone the religious 
observance of it in the church could be made universal and could be properly secured. In the year 
321 he issued a law prohibiting manual labor in the cities and all judicial transactions, at a later 
period also military exercises, on Sunday. {692} He exempted the liberation of slaves, which as 
an act of Christian humanity and charity, might, with special propriety, take place on that day. 



{693} But the Sunday law of Constantine must not be overrated. He enjoined the observance, or 
rather forbade the public desecration of Sunday, not under the name of Sabbatum or Dies Domini, 
but under its old astrological and heathen title, Dies Solis, familiar to all his subjects, so that the 
law was as applicable to the worshippers of Hercules, Apollo, and Mithras, as to the Christians. 
There is no reference whatever in his law either to the fourth commandment or to the resurrection 
of Christ. Besides he expressly exempted the country districts, where paganism still prevailed, 
from the prohibition of labor, and thus avoided every appearance of injustice. Christians and 
pagans had been accustomed to festival rests. Constantine made these rests to synchronize, and 
gave the preference to Sunday, on which day Christians from the beginning celebrated the 
resurrection of their Lord and Saviour. This and no more was implied in the famous enactment of 
321. It was only a step in the right direction, but probably the only one which Constantine could 
prudently or safely take at that period of transition from the rule of paganism to that of 
Christianity. 
 
For the army, however, he went beyond the limits of negative and protective legislation, to which 
the state ought to confine itself in matters of religion, and enjoined a certain positive observance 
of Sunday, in requiring the Christian soldiers to attend Christian worship, and the heathen 
soldiers, in the open field, at a given signal, with eyes and hands raised towards heaven, to recite 
the following, certainly very indefinite, form of prayer: "Thee alone we acknowledge as God, 
thee we reverence as king, to thee we call as our helper. To thee we owe our victories, by thee 
have we obtained the mastery of our enemies. To thee we give thanks for benefits already 
received, from thee we hope for benefits to come. We all fall at thy feet, and fervently beg that 
thou wouldest preserve to us our emperor Constantine and his divinely beloved sons in long life 
healthful and victorious." {694} 
 
Constantine’s successors pursued the Sunday legislation which he had initiated, and gave a legal 
sanction and civil significance also to other holy days of the church, which have no Scriptural 
authority, so that the special reverence due to the Lord’s Day was obscured in proportion as the 
number of rival claims increased. Thus Theodosius I. increased the number of judicial holidays to 
one hundred and twenty-four. The Valentinians, I. and II., prohibited the exaction of taxes and the 
collection of moneys on Sunday, and enforced the previously enacted prohibition of lawsuits. 
Theodosius the Great, in 386, and still more stringently the younger Theodosius, in 425, forbade 
theatrical performances, and Leo and Anthemius, in 460, prohibited other secular amusements, on 
the Lord’s Day. {695} Such laws, however, were probably never rigidly executed. A council of 
Carthage, in 401, laments the people’s passion for theatrical and other entertainments on Sunday. 
The same abuse, it is well known, very generally prevails to this day upon the continent of 
Europe in both Protestant and Roman Catholic countries, and Christian princes and magistrates 
only too frequently give it the sanction of their example. 
 
Ecclesiastical legislation in like manner prohibited needless mechanical and agricultural labor, 
and the attending of theatres and other public places of amusement, also hunting and weddings, 
on Sunday and on feast days. Besides such negative legislation, to which the state must confine 
itself, the church at the same time enjoined positive observances for the sacred day, especially the 
regular attendance of public worship, frequent communion, and the payment of free-will offerings 
(tithes). Many a council here confounded the legal and the evangelical principles, thinking 
themselves able to enforce by the threatening of penalties what has moral value only as a 
voluntary act. The Council of Eliberis, in 305, decreed the suspension from communion of any 
person living in a town who shall absent himself for three Lord’s Days from church. In the same 
legalistic spirit, the council of Sardica, {696} in 343, and the Trullan council {697} of 692, 
threatened with deposition the clergy who should unnecessarily omit public worship three 
Sundays in succession, and prescribed temporary excommunication for similar neglect among the 



laity. But, on the other hand, the councils, while they turned the Lord’s Day itself into a legal 
ordinance handed down from the apostles, pronounced with all decision against the Jewish 
Sabbatism. The Apostolic Canons and the council of Gangra (the latter, about 450, in opposition 
to the Gnostic Manichaean asceticism of the Eustathians) condemn fasting on Sunday. {698} In 
the Greek church this prohibition is still in force, because Sunday, commemorating the 
resurrection of Christ, is a day of spiritual joy. On the same symbolical ground kneeling in prayer 
was forbidden on Sunday and through the whole time of Easter until Pentecost. The general 
council of Nicaeea, in 325, issued on this point in the twentieth canon the following decision: 
"Whereas some bow the knee on Sunday and on the days of Pentecost [i.e., during the seven 
weeks after Easter], the holy council, that everything may everywhere be uniform, decrees that 
prayers be offered to God in a standing posture." The Trullan council, in 692, ordained in the 
ninetieth canon: "From Saturday evening to Sunday evening let no one bow the knee." The 
Roman church in general still adheres to this practice. {699} The New Testament gives no law for 
such secondary matters; the apostle Paul, on the contrary, just in the season of Easter and 
Pentecost, before his imprisonment, following an inward dictate, repeatedly knelt in prayer. {700} 
The council of Orleans, in 538, says in the twenty-eighth canon: "It is Jewish superstition, that 
one may not ride or walk on Sunday, nor do anything to adorn the house or the person. But 
occupations in the field are forbidden, that people may come to the church and give themselves to 
prayer." {701} 
 
As to the private opinions of the principal fathers on this subject, they all favor the sanctification 
of the Lord’s Day, but treat it as a peculiarly Christian institution, and draw a strong, indeed a too 
strong, line of distinction between it and the Jewish Sabbath; forgetting that they are one in 
essence and aim, though different in form and spirit, and that the fourth commandment as to its 
substance—viz., the keeping holy of one day out of seven—is an integral part of the decalogue or 
the moral law, and hence of perpetual obligation. {702} Eusebius calls Sunday, but not the 
Sabbath, "the first and chief of days and a day of salvation," and commends Constantine for 
commanding that "all should assemble together every week, and keep that which is called the 
Lord’s Day as a festival, to refresh even their bodies and to stir up their minds by divine precepts 
and instruction." {703} Athanasius speaks very highly of the Lord’s Day, as the perpetual 
memorial of the resurrection, but assumes that the old Sabbath has deceased. {704} Macarius, a 
presbyter of Upper Egypt (350), spiritualizes the Sabbath as a type and shadow of the true 
Sabbath given by the Lord to the soul—the true and eternal Sabbath, which is freedom from sin. 
{705} Hilary represents the whole of this life as a preparation for the eternal Sabbath of the next. 
Epiphanius speaks of Sunday as an institution of the apostles, but falsely attributes the same 
origin to the observance of Wednesday and Friday as half fasts. Ambrose frequently mentions 
Sunday as an evangelical festival, and contrasts it with the defunct legal Sabbath. Jerome makes 
the same distinction. He relates of the Egyptian coenobites that they "devote themselves on the 
Lord’s Day to nothing but prayer and reading the Scriptures." But he mentions also without 
censure, that the pious Paula and her companions, after returning from church on Sundays, 
"applied themselves to their allotted works and made garments for themselves and others." 
Augustine likewise directly derives Sunday from the resurrection, and not from the fourth 
commandment. Fasting on that day of spiritual joy he regards, like Ambrose, as a grave scandal 
and heretical practice. The Apostolical Constitutions in this respect go even still further, and 
declare: "He that fasts on the Lord’s Day is guilty of sin." But they still prescribe the celebration 
of the Jewish Sabbath on Saturday in addition to the Christian Sunday. Chrysostom warns 
Christians against sabbatizing with the Jews, but earnestly commends the due celebration of the 
Lord’s Day. Leo the Great, in a beautiful passage—the finest of all the patristic utterances on this 
subject—lauds the Lord’s Day as the day of the primitive creation, of the Christian redemption, 
of the meeting of the risen Saviour with the assembled disciples, of the outpouring of the Holy 
Spirit, of the principal Divine blessings bestowed upon the world. {706} But he likewise brings it 



in no connection with the fourth commandment, and with the other fathers leaves out of view the 
proper foundation of the day in the eternal moral law of God. 
 
Besides Sunday, the Jewish Sabbath also was distinguished in the Eastern church by the absence 
of fasting and by standing in prayer. The Western church, on the contrary, especially the Roman, 
in protest against Judaism, observed the seventh day of the week as a fast day, like Friday. This 
difference between the two churches was permanently fixed by the fifty-fifth canon of the Trullan 
council of 692: "In Rome fasting is practised on all the Saturdays of Quadragesima [the forty 
days’ fast before Easter]. This is contrary to the sixty-sixth apostolic canon, and must no longer 
be done. Whoever does it, if a clergyman, shall be deposed; if a layman, excommunicated." 
 
Wednesday and Friday also continued to be observed in many countries as days commemorative 
of the passion of Christ (dies stationum), with half-fasting. The Latin church, however, gradually 
substituted fasting on Saturday for fasting on Wednesday. 
 
Finally, as to the daily devotions: the number of the canonical hours was enlarged from three to 
seven (according to Psalm 119:164): "Seven times in a day will I praise thee But they were 
strictly kept only in the cloisters, under the technical names of matina (about three o’clock), 
prima (about six), tertia (nine), sexta (noon), nona (three in the afternoon), vesper (six), 
completorium (nine), and mesonyctium or vigilia (midnight). Usually two nocturnal prayers were 
united. The devotions consisted of prayer, singing, Scripture reading, especially in the Psalms, 
and readings from the histories of the martyrs and the homilies of the fathers. In the churches 
ordinarily only morning and evening worship was held. The high festivals were introduced by a 
night service, the vigils." 
 
{691} For a fuller exposition of the Author’s views on the Christian Sabbath, see his Essay on the 
Anglo-American Sabbath (English and German), New York, 1863. 
 
{692} Lex Constantini a. 321 (Cod. Just. 50. 3: Titus 12,3): Imperator Constantinus Aug. 
Helpidio: "Omnes judices, urbanaeque plebes et cunctarum artium officia venerabili die Solis 
quiescant. Ruri tamen positi agrorum culturae libere licenterque inserviant, quoniam frequenter 
evenit, ut non aptius alio die frumenta sulcis aut vineae scrobibus mandentur, ne occasione 
momenti pereat commoditas coelesti provisione concessa. Dat. Non. Mart. Crispo ii. et 
Constantino ii. Coss." In English: "On the venerable Day of the Sun let the magistrates and 
people residing in cities rest, and let all workshops be closed. In the country, however, persons 
engaged in agriculture may freely and lawfully continue their pursuits; because it often happens 
that another day is not so suitable for grain-sowing or for vine-planting; lest by neglecting the 
proper moment for such operations the bounty of heaven should be lost. (Given the 7th day of 
March, Crispus and Constantine being consuls each of them for the second time.)" The 
prohibition of military exercises is mentioned by Eusebius, Vita Const. IV. 19, 20, and seems to 
refer to a somewhat later period. In this point Constantine was in advance of modern Christian 
princes, who prefer Sunday for parades. 
 
{693} Cod. Theod. l. ii. tit. 8, 1: "Sicut indignissimum videbatur, diem Solis... altercantibus 
jurgiis et noxiis partium contentionibus occupari, ita gratum et jocundum est, eo die, quae sunt 
maxime votiva, compleri; atque ideo emancipandi et manumittendi die festo cuncti licentiam 
habeant." 
 
{694} Euseb. Vit. Const. iv. 20. 
 



{695} Cod. Theod. xv. 5, 2, a. 386: "Nullus Solis die populo spectaculum praebeat." If the 
emperor’s birthday fell on Sunday, the acknowledgment of it, which was accompanied by games, 
was to be postponed. 
 
{696} Can. xi. appealing to former ordinances, Comp. Can. Apost. xiii. and xiv. (xiv. and xv.), 
and the council of Elvira, can. xxi. Hefele: Conciliengesch. i. p. 570. 
 
{697} Can. lxxx. 
 
{698} Can. Apost. liii. (alias Iii.): "Si quis episcopus aut presbyter aut diaconus in diebus festis 
non sumit carnem aut vinum, deponatur." Comp. can. lxvi. (lxv.) and Const. Apost. v. 20. The 
council of Gangra says in the 18th canon: "If any one, for pretended ascetic reasons, fast on 
Sunday, let him be anathema." The same council condemns those who despise the house of God 
and frequent schismatical assemblies. 
 
{699} Comp. the Corpus juris can. c. 13, Dist. 3 de consecr. Roman Catholics, however, always 
kneel in the reception and adoration of the sacrament. 
 
{700} Acts 20:36; 21:5. 
 
{701} Comp. the brief scattered decrees of the councils on the sanctification of Sunday, in Hefele, 
l. c. i. 414, 753, 760, 761, 794; ii 69, 647, 756; Neale’s Feasts and Fasts; and Gilfillan: The 
Sabbath, &c., p. 390. 
 
{702} See the principal patristic passages on the Lord’s Day in Hessey, Sunday, etc., p. 90 ff. and 
p. 388 ff. Hessey says, p. 114: "In no clearly genuine passage that I can discover in any writer of 
these two [the fourth and fifth] centuries, or in any public document, ecclesiastical or civil, is the 
fourth commandment referred to as the ground of the obligation to observe the Lord’s Day." The 
Reformers of the sixteenth century, likewise, in their zeal against legalism and for Christian 
freedom, entertained rather lax views on the Sabbath law. It was left for Puritanism in England, at 
the close of Queen Elizabeth’s reign, to bring out the perpetuity of the fourth commandment and 
the legal and general moral feature in the Christian Sabbath. The book of Dr. Bownd, first 
published in 1595, under the title, "The Doctrine of the Sabbath," produced an entire revolution 
on the subject in the English mind, which is visible to this day in the strict observance of the 
Lord’s Day in England, Scotland, the British Provinces, and the United States. Comp. on Dr. 
Bownd’s book my Essay above quoted, p. 16 ff., Gilfillan, p. 69 ff., and Hessey, p. 276 ff. 
 
{703} Deuteronomy Laud. Const. c. 9 arid 17. 
 
{704} In the treatise: Deuteronomy sabbatis et de circumcisione, which is among the doubtful 
works of Athanasius. 
 
{705} Hom. 35. 
 
{706} Leon. Epist. ix. ad Dioscurum Alex. Episc. c. 1 (Opp. ed. Ballerini, tom. i. col. 630): "Dies 
resurrectionis Dominicae... quae tantis divinarum dispositionum mysteriis est consecrata, ut 
quicquid est a Domino insignius constitutum, in huius piei dignitate sit gestum. In hac mundus 
sumpsit exordium. In hac per resurrectionem Christi et mors interitum, et vita accepit initium. In 
hac apostoli a Domino praedicandi omnibus gentibus evangelii tubam sumunt, et inferendum 
universo mundo sacramentum regenerationis accipiunt. In hac, sicut beatus Joannes evangelista 
testatur (Joann. xx. 22), congregatis in unum discipulis, januis clausis, cum ad eos Dominus 



introisset, insufflavit, et dixit: ‘Accipite Spiritum Sanctum; quorum remiseritis peccata, 
remittuntur eis, et quorum detinueritis, detenta erunt.’In hac denique promissus a Domino 
apostolis Spiritus Sanctus advenit: ut coelesti quadam regula insinuatum et traditum noverimus, 
in illa die celebranda nobis esse mysteria sacerdotalium benedictionum, in qua collata sunt omnia 
dona gratiarum."  

 



76. The Church Year. 
 
R. Hospinian: Festa Christian. (Tiguri, 1593) Genev. 1675. M. A. Nickel (R.C.): Die heil. Zeiten 
u. Feste nach ihrer Entstehung u. Feier in der Kath. Kirche, Mainz, 1825 sqq. 6 vols. Pillwitz: 
Geschichte der heil. Zeiten. Dresden, 1842. E. Ranke: Das kirchliche Pericopensystem aus den 
aeltesten Urkunden dargelegt. Berlin, 1847. Fr. Strauss (late court preacher and professor in 
Berlin): Das evangelische Kirchenjahr. Berl. 1850. Lisco: Das christliche Kirchenjahr. Berl. 
(1840) 4th ed. 1850. Bobertag: Das evangelische Kirchenjahr, &c. Breslau, 1857. Comp. also 
Augusti: Handbuch der Christlichen Archaeologie, vol. i. (1836), pp. 457-595. 
 
After the, fourth century, the Christian year, with a cycle of regularly recurring annual religious 
festivals, comes forth in all its main outlines, though with many fluctuations and variations in 
particulars, and forms thenceforth, so to speak, the skeleton of the Catholic cultus. 
 
The idea of a religious year, in distinction from the natural and from the civil year, appears also in 
Judaism, and to some extent in the heathen world. It has its origin in the natural necessity of 
keeping alive and bringing to bear upon the people by public festivals the memory of great and 
good men and of prominent events. The Jewish ecclesiastical year was, like the whole Mosaic 
cultus, symbolical and typical. The Sabbath commemorated the creation and the typical 
redemption, and pointed forward to the resurrection and the true redemption, and thus to the 
Christian Sunday. The passover pointed to Easter, and the feast of harvest to the Christian 
Pentecost. The Jewish observance of these festivals originally bore an earnest, dignified, and 
significant character, but in the hands of Pharisaism it degenerated very largely into slavish 
Sabbatism and heartless ceremony, and provoked the denunciation of Christ and the apostles. The 
heathen festivals of the gods ran to the opposite extreme of excessive sensual indulgence and 
public vice. {707} 
 
The peculiarity of the Christian year is, that it centres in the person and work of Jesus Christ, and 
is intended to minister to His glory. In its original idea it is a yearly representation of the leading 
events of the gospel history; a celebration of the birth, passion, and resurrection of Christ, and of 
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, to revive gratitude and devotion. This is the festival part, the 
semestre Domini. The other half, not festal, the semestre ecclesiae, is devoted to the exhibition of 
the life of the Christian church, its founding, its growth, and its consummation, both is a whole, 
and in its individual members, from the regeneration to the resurrection of the dead. The church 
year is, so to speak, a chronological confession of faith; a moving panorama of the great events of 
salvation; a dramatic exhibition of the gospel for the Christian people. It secures to every 
important article of faith its place in the cultus of the church, and conduces to wholeness and 
soundness of Christian doctrine, as against all unbalanced and erratic ideas. {708} It serves to 
interweave religion with the, life of the people by continually recalling to the popular mind the 
most important events upon which our salvation rests, and by connecting them with the 
vicissitudes of the natural and the civil year. Yet, on the other hand, the gradual overloading of 
the church year, and the multiplication of saints’ days, greatly encouraged superstition and 
idleness, crowded the Sabbath and the leading festivals into the background, and subordinated the 
merits of Christ to the patronage of saints. The purification and simplification aimed at by the 
Reformation became an absolute necessity. 
 
The order of the church year is founded in part upon the history of Jesus and of the apostolic 
church; in part, especially in respect to Easter and Pentecost, upon the Jewish sacred year; and in 
part upon the natural succession of seasons; for the life of nature in general forms the groundwork 
of the higher life of the spirit, and there is an evident symbolical correspondence between Easter 



and spring, Pentecost and the beginning of harvest, Christmas and the winter solstice, the nativity 
of John the Baptist and the summer solstice. 
 
The Christian church year, however, developed itself spontaneously from the demands of the 
Christian worship and public life, after the precedent of the Old Testament cultus, with no 
positive direction from Christ or the apostles. The New Testament contains no certain traces of 
annual festivals; but so early as the second century we meet with the general observance of Easter 
and Pentecost, founded on the Jewish passover and feast of harvest, and answering to Friday and 
Sunday in the weekly cycle. Easter was a season of sorrow, in remembrance of the passion; 
Pentecost was a time of joy, in memory of the resurrection of the Redeemer and the outpouring of 
the Holy Ghost. {709} These two festivals form the heart of the church year. Less important was 
the feast of the Epiphany, or manifestation of Christ as Messiah. In the fourth century the 
Christmas festival was added to the two former leading feasts, and partially took the place of the 
earlier feast of Epiphany, which now came to be devoted particularly to the manifestation of 
Christ among the Genthes. And further, in Easter the pavsca staurwvsimon and ajnastavsimon 
came to be more strictly distinguished, the latter being reckoned a season of joy. 
 
From this time, therefore, we have three great festival cycles, each including a season of 
preparation before the feast and an after-season appropriate: Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost. 
The lesser feasts of Epiphany and Ascension arranged themselves under these. {710} All bear 
originally a christological character, representing the three stages of the redeeming work of 
Christ: the beginning, the prosecution, and the consummation. All are for the glorification of God 
in Christ. 
 
The trinitarian conception and arrangement of the festal half of the church year is of much later 
origin, cotemporary with the introduction of the festival of the Trinity (on the Sunday after 
Pentecost). The feast of Trinity dates from the ninth or tenth century, and was first authoritatively 
established in the Latin church by Pope John XXII., in 1334, as a comprehensive closing 
celebration of the revelation of God the Father, who sent His Son (Christmas), of the Son, who 
died for us and rose again (Easter), and of the Holy Ghost, who renews and sanctifies us 
(Pentecost). {711} The Greek church knows nothing of this festival to this day, though she 
herself, in the Nicene age, was devoted with special earnestness and zeal to the development of 
the doctrine of the Trinity. The reason of this probably is, that there was no particular historical 
fact to give occasion for such celebration, and that the mystery of the holy Trinity, revealed in 
Christ, is properly the object of adoration in all the church festivals and in the whole Christian 
cultus. 
 
But with these three great feast-cycles the ancient church was not satisfied. So early as the Nicene 
age it surrounded them with feasts of Mary, of the apostles, of martyrs, and of saints, which were 
at first only local commemorations, but gradually assumed the character of universal feasts of 
triumph. By degrees every day of the church year became sacred to the memory of a particular 
martyr or saint, and in every case was either really or by supposition the day of the death of the 
saint, which was significantly called his heavenly birth-day. {712} This multiplication of festivals 
has at bottom the true thought, that the whole life of the Christian should be one unbroken 
spiritual festivity. But the Romish calendar of saints anticipates an ideal condition, and corrupts 
the truth by exaggeration, as the Pharisees made the word of God "of none effect" by their 
additions. It obliterates the necessary distinction between Sunday and the six days of labor, to the 
prejudice of the former, and plays into the hands of idleness. And finally, it rests in great part 
upon uncertain legends and fantastic myths, which in some cases even eclipse the miracles of the 
gospel history, and nourish the grossest superstition. 
 



The Greek oriental church year differs from the Roman in this general characteristic: that it 
adheres more closely to the Jewish ceremonies and customs, while the Roman attaches itself to 
the natural year and common life. The former begins in the middle of September (Tisri), with the 
first Sunday after the feast of the Holy Cross; the latter, with the beginning of Advent, four weeks 
before Christmas. Originally Easter was the beginning of the church year, both in the East and in 
the West; and the Apostolic Constitutions and Eusebius call the month of Easter the "first month" 
(corresponding to the month Nisan, which opened the sacred year of the Jews, while the first of 
Tisri, about the middle of our September, opened their civil year). In the Greek church also the 
lectiones continuae of the Holy Scriptures, after the example of the Jewish Parashioth and 
Haphthoroth, became prominent and the church year came to be divided according to the four 
Evangelists; while in the Latin church, since the sixth century, only select sections from the 
Gospels, and Epistles, called pericopes, have been read. Another peculiarity of the Western 
church year, descending from the fourth century, is the division into four portions, of three 
months each, called Quatember, {713} separated from each other by a three days’ fast. Pope Leo 
I. delivered several sermons on the quarterly Quatember fast, {714} and urges especially on that 
occasion charity to the poor. Instead of this the Greek church has a division according to the four 
Gospels, which are read entire in course; Matthew next after Pentecost, Luke beginning on the 
fourteenth of September, Mark at the Easter fast, and John on the first Sunday after Easter. 
 
So early as the fourth century the observance of the festivals was enjoined under ecclesiastical 
penalties, and was regarded as an established divine ordinance. But the most eminent church 
teachers, a Chrysostom, a Jerome, and an Augustine, expressly insist, that the observance of the 
Christian festivals must never be a work of legal constraint, but always an act of evangelical 
freedom; and Socrates, the historian, says, that Christ and the apostles have given no laws and 
prescribed no penalties concerning it. {715} 
 
The abuse of the festivals soon fastened itself on the just use of them and the sensual excesses of 
the pagan feasts, in spite of the earnest warnings of several fathers, swept in like a wild flood 
upon the church. Gregory Nazianzen feels called upon, with reference particularly to the feast of 
Epiphany, to caution his people against public parade, splendor of dress, banquetings, and 
drinking revels, and says: "Such things we will leave to the Greeks, who worship their gods with 
the belly; but we, who adore the eternal Word, will find our only satisfaction in the word and the 
divine law, and in the contemplation of the holy object of our feast." {716} On the other hand, 
however, the Catholic church, especially after Pope Gregory I. (the "pater caerimoniarum"), with 
a good, but mistaken intention, favored the christianizing of heathen forms of cultus and popular 
festivals, and thereby contributed unconsciously to the paganizing of Christianity in the Middle 
Age. The calendar saints took the place of the ancient deities, and Rome became a second time a 
pantheon. Against this new heathenism, with its sweeping abuses, pure Christianity was obliged 
with all earnestness and emphasis to protest. 
 
Note. -The Reformation of the sixteenth century sought to restore the entire cultus, and with it the 
Catholic church year, to its primitive Biblical simplicity; but with different degrees of 
consistency. The Lutheran, the Anglican, and the German Reformed churches—the latter with the 
greater freedom—retained the chief festivals, Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost, together with the 
system of pericopes, and in some cases also the days of Mary and the apostles (though these are 
passing more and more out of use); while the strictly Calvinistic churches, particularly the 
Presbyterians and Congregationalists, rejected all the yearly festivals as human institutions, but, 
on the other hand, introduced a proportionally stricter observance of the weekly day of rest 
instituted by God Himself. The Scotch General Assembly of August 6th, 1575, resolved: "That all 
days which heretofore have been kept holy, besides the Sabbath-days, such as Yule day 
[Christmas], saints’ days, and such others, may be abolished, and a civil penalty be appointed 



against the keepers thereof by ceremonies, banqueting, fasting, and such other vanities." At first, 
the most of the Reformers, even Luther and Bucer, were for the abolition of all feast days, except 
Sunday; but the genius and long habits of the people were against such a radical reform. After the 
end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth century the strict observance of Sunday 
developed itself in Great Britain and North America; while the Protestantism of the continent of 
Europe is much looser in this respect, and not essentially different from Catholicism. It is 
remarkable, that the strictest observance of Sunday is found just in those countries where the 
yearly feasts have entirely lost place in the popular mind: Scotland and New England. In the 
United States, however, for some years past, the Christmas and Easter festivals have regained 
ground without interfering at all with the strict observance of the Lord’s day, and promise to 
become regular American institutions. Good Friday and Pentecost will follow. On Good Friday of 
the year 1864 the leading ministers of the different evangelical churches in New York (the 
Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Dutch and German Reformed, Lutheran, Congregational, Methodist, 
and Baptist) freely united in the celebration of the atoning death of their common Saviour and in 
humiliation and prayer to the great edification of the people. It is acknowledged more and more 
that the observance of the great facts of the evangelical history to the honor of Christ is a common 
inheritance of primitive Christianity and inseparable from Christian worship." These festivals" 
(says Prof. Dr. Henry B. Smith in his admirable opening sermon of the Presbyterian General 
Assembly, N. S., of 1864, on Christian Union and Ecclesiastical Re-union), "antedate, not only 
our (Protestant) divisions, but also the corruptions of the Papacy; they exalt the Lord and not 
man; they involve a public and solemn recognition of essential Christian facts, and are thus a 
standing protest against infidelity; they bring out the historic side of the Christian faith, and 
connect us with its whole history; and all in the different denominations could unite in their 
observance without sacrificing any article of their creed or discipline." There is no danger that 
American Protestantism will transgress the limits of primitive evangelical simplicity in this 
respect, and ever return to the papal Mariolatry and Hagiolatry. The Protestant churches have 
established also many new annual festivals, such as the feasts of the Reformation, of Harvest-
home, and of the Dead in Germany; and in America, the frequent days of fasting and prayer, 
besides the annual Thanksgiving-day, which originated in Puritan New England, and has been 
gradually adopted in almost all the states of the Union, and quite recently by the general 
government itself, as a national institution. With the pericopes, or Scripture lessons, the Reformed 
church everywhere deals much more freely than the Lutheran, and properly reserves the right to 
expound the whole word of Scripture in any convenient order according to its choice. The 
Gospels and Epistles may be read as a regular part of the Sabbath service; but the minister should 
be free to select his text from any portion of the Canonical Scriptures; only it is always advisable 
to follow a system and to go, if possible, every year through the whole plan and order of salvation 
in judicious adaptation to the church year and the wants of the people. 
 
{707} Philo, in his Tract de Cherubim (in Augusti, l. c. p. 481 sq.), paints this difference between 
the Jewish and heathen festivals in strong colors; and the picture was often used by the church 
fathers against the degenerate pagan character of the Christian festivals. 
 
{708} This last thought is well drawn out by W. Archer Butler in one of his sermons: "It is the 
chief advantage of that religious course of festivals by which the church fosters the piety of her 
children, that they tend to preserve a due proportion and equilibrium in our religious views. We 
have all a tendency to adopt particular views of the Christian truths, to insulate certain doctrines 
from their natural accompaniments, and to call our favorite fragment the gospel. We hold a few 
texts so near our eyes that they hide all the rest of the Bible. The church festival system spreads 
the gospel history in all its fulness across the whole surface of the sacred year. It is a sort of 
chronological creed, and forces us, whether we will or no, by the very revolution of times and 
seasons, to give its proper place and dignity to every separate article. ‘Day unto day uttereth 



speech,’ and the tone of each holy anniversary is distinct and decisive. Thus the festival year is a 
bulwark of orthodoxy as real as our confession of faith." History shows, however (especially that 
of Germany and France), that neither the church year nor creeds can prevent a fearful apostasy to 
rationalism and infidelity. 
 
{709} Comp. vol. i. 99 
 
{710} There was no unanimity, however, in this period, in the number of the feasts. Chrysostom, 
for example, counts seven principal feasts, corresponding to the seven days of the week: 
Christmas, Epiphany, Passion, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost, and the Feast of the Resurrection of 
the Dead. The last, however, is not a strictly ecclesiastical feast, and the later Greeks reckon only 
six principal festivals, answering to the six days of creation, followed by the eternal Sabbath of 
the church triumphant in heaven. Comp. Augusti, i. p. 530, 
 
{711} The assertion that the festum Trinitatis descends from the time of Gregory the Great, has 
poor foundation in his words: "Ut de Trinitate specialia cantaremus;" for these refer to the praise 
of the holy Trinity in the general public worship of God. The first clear traces of this festival 
appear in the time of Charlemagne and in the tenth century, when Bishop Stephen of Liege 
vindicated it. Yet so late as 1150 it was counted by the abbot Potho at Treves among the novae 
celebritates. Many considered it improper to celebrate a special feast of the Trinity, while there 
was no distinct celebration of the unity of God. The Roman church year reached its culmination 
and mysterious close in the feast of Corpus Christi (the body of Christ), which was introduced 
under Pope Clement the Fifth, in 1311, and was celebrated on Thursday of Trinity week (feria 
quinta proxima post octavam Pentecostes) in honor of the mystery of transubstantiation. 
 
{712} Hence called Natales, natalitia, nativitas, genevqlia, of the martyrs. The Greek church also 
has its saint for every day of the year, but varies in many particulars from the Roman calendar. 
 
{713} Quatuor tempora. 
 
{714} Sermones de jejunio quatuor temporum. 
 
{715} Comp. the passages in Augusti, l. c. i. p. 474 sqq. 
 
{716} Orat. 38 in Theoph., cited at large by Augusti, p. 483 sq. Comp. Augustine, Ep. 22, 3; 29, 
9, according to which "comessationes et ebrietates in honorem etiam beatissimorum martyrum" 
were of almost daily occurrence in the African church, and were leniently judged, lest the 
transition of the heathen should be discouraged.  

 



77. The Christmas Cycle. 
 
Besides the general literature given in the previous section, there are many special treatises on the 
origin of the Christmas festival, by Bynaeus, Kindler, Ittig, Vogel, Wernsdorf, Jablonsky, Planck, 
Hagenbach, P. Cassel, &c. Comp. Augusti: Archaeol. i. 533. 
 
The Christmas festival {717} is the celebration of the incarnation of the Son of God. It is 
occupied, therefore, with the event which forms the centre and turning-point of the history of the 
world. It is of all the festivals the one most thoroughly interwoven with the popular and family 
life, and stands at the head of the great feasts in the Western church year. It continues to be, in the 
entire Catholic world and in the greater part of Protestant Christendom, the grand jubilee of 
children, on which innumerable gifts celebrate the infinite love of God in the gift of his only-
begotten Son. It kindles in mid-winter a holy fire of love and gratitude, and preaches in the 
longest night the rising of the Sun of life and the glory of the Lord. It denotes the advent of the 
true golden age, of the freedom and equality of all the redeemed before God and in God. No one 
can measure the joy and blessing which from year to year flow forth upon all ages of life from the 
contemplation of the holy child Jesus in his heavenly innocence and divine humility. 
 
Notwithstanding this deep significance and wide popularity, the festival of the birth of the Lord is 
of comparatively late institution. This may doubtless be accounted for in the following manner: In 
the first place, no corresponding festival was presented by the Old Testament, as in the case of 
Easter and Pentecost. In the second place, the day and month of the birth of Christ are nowhere 
stated in the gospel history, and cannot be certainly determined. Again: the church lingered first 
of all about the death and resurrection of Christ, the completed fact of redemption, and made this 
the centre of the weekly worship and the church year. Finally: the earlier feast of Epiphany 
afforded a substitute. The artistic religious impulse, however, which produced the whole church 
year, must sooner or later have called into existence a festival which forms the groundwork of all 
other annual festivals in honor of Christ. For, as Chrysostom, some ten years, after the 
introduction of this anniversary in Antioch, justly said, without the birth of Christ there were also 
no baptism, passion, resurrection, or ascension, and no outpouring of the Holy Ghost; hence no 
feast of Epiphany, of Easter, or of Pentecost. 
 
The feast of Epiphany had spread from the East to the West. The feast of Christmas took the 
opposite course. We find it first in Rome, in the time of the bishop Liberius, who on the twenty-
fifth of December, 360, consecrated Marcella, the sister of St. Ambrose, nun or bride of Christ, 
and addressed her with the words: "Thou seest what multitudes are come to the birth-festival of 
thy bridegroom." {718} This passage implies that the festival was already existing and familiar. 
Christmas was introduced in Antioch about the year 380; in Alexandria, where the feast of 
Epiphany was celebrated as the nativity of Christ, not till about 430. Chrysostom, who delivered 
the Christmas homily in Antioch on the 25th of December, 386, {719} already calls it, 
notwithstanding its recent introduction (some ten years before), the fundamental feast, or the root, 
from which all other Christian festivals grow forth. 
 
The Christmas festival was probably the Christian transformation or regeneration of a series of 
kindred heathen festivals—the Saturnalia, Sigillaria, Juvenalia, and Brumalia—which were kept 
in Rome in the month of December, in commemoration of the golden age of universal freedom 
and equality, and in honor of the unconquered sun, and which were great holidays, especially for 
slaves and children. {720} This connection accounts for many customs of the Christmas season, 
like the giving of presents to children and to the poor, the lighting of wax tapers, perhaps also the 
erection of Christmas trees, and gives them a Christian import; while it also betrays the origin of 



the many excesses in which the unbelieving world indulges at this season, in wanton perversion 
of the true Christmas mirth, but which, of course, no more forbid right use, than the abuses of the 
Bible or of any other gift of God. Had the Christmas festival arisen in the period of the 
persecution, its derivation from these pagan festivals would be refuted by the then reigning 
abhorrence of everything heathen; but in the Nicene age this rigidness of opposition between the 
church and the world was in a great measure softened by the general conversion of the heathen. 
Besides, there lurked in those pagan festivals themselves, in spite of all their sensual abuses, a 
deep meaning and an adaptation to a real want; they might be called unconscious prophecies of 
the Christmas feast. Finally, the church fathers themselves {721} confirm the symbolical 
reference of the feast of the birth of Christ, the Sun of righteousness, the Light of the world, to the 
birth-festival of the unconquered sun, {722} which on the twenty-fifth of December, after the 
winter solstice, breaks the growing power of darkness, and begins anew his heroic career. It was 
at the same time, moreover, the prevailing opinion of the church in the fourth and fifth centuries, 
that Christ was actually born on the twenty-fifth of December; and Chrysostom appeals, in behalf 
of this view, to the date of the registration under Quirinius (Cyrenius), preserved in the Roman 
archives. But no certainly respecting the birthday of Christ can be reached from existing data. 
{723} 
 
Around the feast of Christmas other festivals gradually gathered, which compose, with it, the 
Christmas Cycle. The celebration of the twenty-fifth of December was preceded by the Christmas 
Vigils, or Christmas Night, which was spent with the greater solemnity, because Christ was 
certainly born in the night. {724} 
 
After Gregory the Great the four Sundays before Christmas began to be devoted to the 
preparation for the coming of our Lord in the flesh and for his second coming to the final 
judgment. Hence they were called Advent Sundays. With the beginning of Advent the church 
year in the West began. The Greek church reckons six Advent Sundays, and begins them with the 
fourteenth of November. This Advent season was designed to represent and reproduce in the 
consciousness of the church at once the darkness and the yearning and hope of the long ages 
before Christ. Subsequently all noisy amusements and also weddings were forbidden during this 
season. The pericopes are selected with reference to the awakening of repentance and of desire 
after the Redeemer. 
 
From the fourth century Christmas was followed by the memorial days of St. Stephen, the first 
Christian martyr (Dec. 26), of the apostle and evangelist John (Dec. 27), and of the Innocents of 
Bethlehem (Dec. 28), in immediate succession; representing a threefold martyrdom: martyrdom 
in will and in fact (Stephen), in will without the fact (John), and in fact without the will, an 
unconscious martyrdom of infanthe innocence. But Christian martyrdom in general was regarded 
by the early church as a heavenly birth and a fruit of the earthly birth of Christ. Hence the ancient 
festival hymn for the day of St. Stephen, the leader of the noble army of martyrs: "Yesterday was 
Christ born upon earth, that to-day Stephen might be born in heaven." {725} The close connection 
of the feast of John the, Evangelist with that of the birth of Christ arises from the confidential 
relation of the beloved disciple to the Lord, and from the fundamental thought of his Gospel: 
"The Word was made flesh." The innocent infant-martyrs of Bethlehem, "the blossoms of 
martyrdom, the rosebuds torn off by the hurricane of persecution, the offering of first-fruits to 
Christ, the tender flock of sacrificial lambs," are at the same time the representatives of the 
innumerable host of children in heaven. {726} More than half of the human race are said to die in 
infancy, and yet to children the word emphatically applies: "Theirs is the kingdom of heaven." 
The mystery of infant martyrdom is constantly repeated. How many children are apparently only 
born to suffer, and to die; but in truth the pains of their earthly birth are soon absorbed by the joys 
of their heavenly birth, and their temporary cross is rewarded by an eternal crown. 



 
Eight days after Christmas the church celebrated, though not till after the sixth or seventh century, 
the Circumcision and the Naming of Jesus. Of still later origin is the Christian NewYear’s 
festival, which falls on the same day as the Circumcision. The pagan Romans solemnized the turn 
of the year, like the Saturnalia, with revels. The church teachers, in reaction, made the New Year 
a day of penance and prayer. Thus Augustine, in a sermon: "Separate yourselves from the 
heathen, and at the change of the year do the opposite of what they do. They give each other gifts; 
give ye alms instead. They sing worldly songs; read ye the word of God. They throng the theatre 
come ye to the church. They drink themselves drunken; do ye fast." 
 
The feast of Epiphany {727} on the contrary, on the sixth of January, is older, as we have already 
observed, than Christmas itself, and is mentioned by Clement of Alexandria. It refers in general to 
the manifestation of Christ in the world, and originally bore the twofold character of a celebration 
of the birth and the baptism of Jesus. After the introduction of Christmas, it lost its reference to 
the birth. The Eastern church commemorated on this day especially the baptism of Christ, or the 
manifestation of His Messiahship, and together with this the first manifestation of His miraculous 
power at the marriage at Cana. The Westem church, more Genthe-Christian in its origin, gave this 
festival, after the fourth century, a special reference to the adoration of the infant Jesus by the 
wise men from the east, {728} under the name of the feast of the ThreeKings, and transformed it 
into a festival of Genthe missions; considering the wise men as the representatives of the nobler 
heathen world. {729} Thus at the same time the original connection of the feast with the birth of 
Christ was preserved. Epiphany forms the close of the Christmas Cycle. It was an early custom to 
announce the term of the Easter observance on the day of Epiphany by the so-called Epistolae 
paschales, or gravmmata pascavlia. This was done especially by the bishop of Alexandria, where 
astronomy most flourished, and the occasion was improved for edifying instructions and for the 
discussion of important religious questions of the day. 
 
{717} Natalis, or natalitia Domini or Christi, hJmevragenevqlio, genev qliatou’ Cristou’. 
 
{718} Ambrose, Deuteronomy virgin. iii. 1: "Vides quantus ad natalem Sponsi tui populus 
convenerit, ut nemo impastus recedit?" 
 
{719} Opp. ii. 384. 
 
{720} The Satumalia were the feast of Saturn or Kronos, in representation of the golden days of 
his reign, when all labor ceased, prisoners were set free, slaves went about in gentlemen’s clothes 
and in the hat (the mark of a freeman), and all classes gave themselves up to mirth and rejoicing. 
The Sigillaria were a festival of images and puppets at the close of the Saturnalia on the 21st and 
22d of December, when miniature images of the gods, wax tapers, and all sorts of articles of 
beauty and luxury were distributed to children and among kinsfolk. The Brumalia, from bruma 
(brevissima, the shortest day), had reference to the winter solstice, and the return of the Sol 
invictus. 
 
{721} Chrysostom, Gregory of Nyassa, Leo the Great, and others. 
 
{722} Dies or natales invicti Solis. This is the feast of the Persian sun-god Mithras, which was 
formally introduced in Rome under Domitian and Trajan. 
 
{723} In the early church, the 6th of January, the day of the Epiphany festival, was regarded by 
some as the birth-day of Christ. Among Biblical chronologists, Jerome, Baronius, Lamy, Usher, 
Petavius, Bengel, and Seyffarth, decide for the 25th of December, while Scaliger, Hug Wieseler, 



and Ellicott (Hist. Lectures on the Life of our Lord Jesus Christ, p. 70, note 3, Am. ed.), place the 
birth of Christ in the month of February. The passage in Luke, ii. 8, is frequently cited against the 
common view, because, according to the Talmudic writers, the flocks in Palestine were brought 
in at the beginning of November, and not driven to pasture again till toward March. Yet this rule, 
certainly, admitted many exceptions, according to the locality and the season. Comp. the 
extended discussion in Wieseler: Chronologische Synopse, p. 132 ff., and Seyffarth, Chronologia 
Sacra. 
 
{724} Luke 2:8. 
 
{725} "Heri natus est Christus in terris, ut hodie Stephanus nasceretur in coelis." The connection 
is, however, a purely ideal one; for at first the death-day of Stephen was in August; afterward, on 
account of the discovery of his relics, it was transferred to January. 
 
{726} Comp. the beautiful hymn of the Spanish poet Prudentius, of the fifth century: "Salvete 
flores martyrum." German versions by Nickel, Konigsfeld, Bassler, Hagenbach, &c. A good 
English version in "The Words of the Hymnal Noted," Lond, p. 45: 
 
All hail! ye Infant-Martyr flowers, 
 
Cut off in life’s first dawning hours: 
 
As rosebuds, snapt in tempest strife, 
 
When Herod sought your Saviour’s life, &c. 
 
{727} ta ejpifavneia, or ejpifaniva, Cristfaniva, also qeofaniva. Comp. vol i. 99. 
 
{728} Matthew 2:1-11. 
 
{729} Augustine, Sermo 203: "Hodierno die manifestatus redemptor omnium gentium," &c. The 
transformation of the Persian magi or priest-philosophers into three kings (Caspar, Melchior, and 
Balthasar) by the mediaeval legend was a hasty inference from the triplicity of the gifts and from 
Psalm 72:10,11. The legend brings us at last to the cathedral at Cologne, where the bodies of the 
three saint-kings are to this day exhibited and worshipped.  

 



78. The Easter Cycle. 
 
Easter is the oldest and greatest annual festival of the church. As to its essential idea and 
observance, it was born with the Christian Sunday on the morning of the resurrection. {730} Like 
the passover with the Jews, it originally marked the beginning of the church year. It revolves 
entirely about the person and the work of Christ, being devoted to the great saving fact of his 
passion and resurrection. We have already spoken of the origin and character of this festival, 
{731} and shall confine ourselves here to the alterations and enlargements which it underwent 
after the Nicene age. 
 
The Easter festival proper was preceded by a forty days’ season of repentance and fasting, called 
Quadragesima, at least as early as the year 325; for the council of Nice presupposes the existence 
of this season. {732} This fast was an imitation of the forty days’ fasting of Jesus in the 
wilderness, which itself was put in typical connection with the forty days’ fasting of Moses {733} 
and Elijah, {734} and the forty years’ wandering of Israel through the desert. At first a free-will 
act, it gradually assumed the character of a fixed custom and ordinance of the church. Respecting 
the length of the season much difference prevailed, until Gregory I. (590-604) fixed the 
Wednesday of the sixth week before Easter, AshWednesday as it is called, {735} as the beginning 
of it. On this day the priests and the people sprinkled themselves with dust and ashes, in token of 
their perishableness and their repentance, with the words: "Remember, O man, that dust thou art, 
and unto dust thou must return; repent, that thou mayest inherit eternal life." During 
Quadragesima criminal trials and criminal punishments, weddings, and sensual amusements were 
forbidden; solemn, earnest silence was imposed upon public and private life; and works of 
devotion, penances and charity were multiplied. Yet much hypocrisy was practised in the fasting; 
the rich compensating with exquisite dainties the absence of forbidden meats. Chrysostom and 
Augustine are found already lamenting this abuse. During the days preceding the beginning of 
Lent, the populace gave themselves up to unrestrained merriment, and this abuse afterward 
became legitimized in all Catholic countries, especially in Italy (flourishing most in Rome, 
Venice, and Cologne), in the Carnival. {736} 
 
The six Sundays of Lent are called Quadragesima prima, secunda, and so on to sexta. They are 
also named after the initial words of the introit in the mass for the day: Invocabit, {Psalm 91:15} 
Reminiscere, {Psalm 25:6} Oculi, {Psalm 34:15} Laetare, {Isaiah 66:10} Judica, {Psalm 43:1} 
Palmarum. {from Matthew 21:8} The three Sundays preceding Quadragesima are called 
respectively Estomihi {from Psalm 31:2} or Quinquagesima (i.e., Dominica quinquagesimae diei, 
viz., before Easter), Sexagesima, and Septuagesima; which are, however, inaccurate designations. 
These three Sundays were regarded as preparatory to the Lenten season proper. In the larger cities 
it became customary to preach daily during the Quadragesimal fast; and the usage of daily Lenten 
sermons (Quadragesimales, or sermones Quadragesimales) has maintained itself in the Roman 
church to this day. 
 
The Quadragesimal fast culminates in the Great, or Silent, or HolyWeek, {737} which is 
especially devoted to the commemoration of the passion and death of Jesus, and is distinguished 
by daily public worship, rigid fasting, and deep silence. This week, again, has its prominent days. 
First PalmSunday, {738} which has been, in the East since the fourth century, in the West since 
the sixth, observed in memory of the entry of Jesus into Jerusalem for His enthronement on the 
cross. Next follows MaundyThursday, {739} in commemoration of the institution of the Holy 
Supper, which on this day was observed in the evening, and was usually connected with a love 
feast, and also with feet-washing. The Friday of the Holy Week is distinguished from all others as 
GoodFriday, {740} the day of the Saviour’s death; the day of the deepest penance and fasting of 



the year, stripped of all Sunday splendor and liturgical pomp, veiled in the deepest silence and 
holy sorrow; the communion omitted (which had taken place the evening before), altars 
unclothed, crucifixes veiled, lights extinguished, the story of the passion read, and, instead of the 
church hymns, nothing sung but penitential psalms. Finally the GreatSabbath, {741} the day of 
the Lord’s repose in the grave and descent into Hades; the favorite day in all the year for the 
administration of baptism, which symbolizes participation in the death of Christ. {742} The Great 
Sabbath was generally spent as a fast day, even in the Greek church, which usually did not fast on 
Saturday. 
 
In the evening of the Great Sabbath began the EasterVigils, {743} which continued, with 
Scripture reading, singing, and prayer, to the dawn of Easter morning, and formed the solemn 
transition from the pavsca staurwvsimon to the pavsca ajnastavsimon, and from the deep sorrow 
of penitence over the death of Jesus to the joy of faith in the resurrection of the Prince of life. All 
Christians, and even many pagans, poured into the church with lights, to watch there for the 
morning of the resurrection. On this night the cities were splendidly illuminated, and transfigured 
in a sea of fire; about midnight a solemn procession surrounded the church, and then triumphally 
entered again into the "holy gates," to celebrate Easter. According to an ancient tradition, it was 
expected that on Easter night Christ would come again to judge the world. {744} 
 
The Easter festival itself {745} began with the jubilant salutation, still practized in the Russian 
church: "The Lord is risen!" and the response: "He is truly risen!" {746} Then the holy kiss of 
brotherhood scaled the newly fastened bond of love in Christ. It was the grandest and most joyful 
of the feasts. It lasted a whole week, and closed with the following Sunday, called the 
EasterOctave, {747} or WhiteSunday, {748} when the baptized appeared in white garments, and 
were solemnly incorporated into the church. 
 
{730} The late Dr. Fried. Strauss of Berlin, an eminent writer on the church year (Das 
evangelische Kirchenjahr, p. 218), says: "Das heilige Osterfest ist das christliche Fest schlechthin. 
Es ist nicht blos Hauptfest, sondern das Fest, das einmal im Jahre vollstandig auftritt, aber in allen 
andern Festen von irgend einer Seite wiederkehrt, und eben dadurch diese zu Festen macht. 
Nannte man doch jeden Festtag, ja sogar jeden Sonntag aus diesem Grunde dies paschalis. Daher 
musste es auch das ursprungliche Fest in dem umfassendsten Sinne des Wortes sein. Man kann 
nicht sagen, in welcher christlichen Zeit es entstanden sei; es ist mit der Kirche entstanden, und 
die Kirche ist mit ihm entstanden." 
 
{731} Vol. i. 99 (p. 373 ff.). 
 
{732} In its fifth canon, where it orders that provincial councils be held twice a year, before 
Quadragesima (pro th tessarakosth’), and in the autumn. 
 
{733} Exodus 34:28. 
 
{734} 1 Kings 19:8. 
 
{735} Dies cinerum, caput jejunii, or quadragesimae. 
 
{736} From caro and vale; flesh taking its departure for a time in a jubilee of revelling. 
According to others, it is the converse: dies quo caro valet; i.e., the day on which it is still allowed 
to eat flesh and to indulge the flesh. The Carnival, or Shrove-tide, embraces the time from the 
feast of Epiphany to Ash Wednesday, or, commonly, only the last three or the last eight days 
preceding Lent. It is celebrated in every city of Italy; in Rome, especially, with masquerades, 



races, dramatic plays, farces, jokes, and other forms of wild merriment and frantic joy, yet with 
good humor; replacing the old Roman feasts of Saturnalia, Lupercalia, and Floralia 
 
{737} Septimana sancta, magna, muta; hebdomas nigra, or paschalis; ebdomav megalh, Passion 
Week. 
 
{738} Dominica palmarum; eorth twnbaiwn. 
 
{739} Feria quinta paschae, dies natalis eucharistiae, dies viridium; hmega lhpempth. The 
English name, Maundy Thursday, is derived from maunds or baskets, in which on that day the 
king of England distributed alms to certain poor at Whitehall, Maund is connected with the Latin 
mendicare, and French mendier, to beg. 
 
{740} Dies dominicae passionis; paraskeuh, pascastaurwsimon, hmeratou stauro. In 
German Char-Freitag either from the Greek cariv, or, more probably, from the Latin carus, 
beloved, dear, comp. the English Good Friday. Other etymologists derive it from carena 
(careme), i.e., fasting, or from kar (kuren, to choose), i.e., the chosen day; others still from 
karo-parare, i.e., preparation-day. 
 
{741} megaor agion sabbaton sabbatum magnum, or sanctum. 
 
{742} Romans 6:4-6. 
 
{743} Vigiliae paschales; pannucidev. 
 
{744} Comp. Lactantius: Inst. divin. vii. c. 19; and Hieronymus ad Matthew 25:6 (t. vii. 203, ed. 
Vallarsi): "Unde traditionem apostolicam permansisse, ut in die vigiliarum Paschae ante noctis 
dimidium populos dimittere non liceat, expectantes adventum Christi." 
 
{745} Festum dominicae resurrectionis; eorth anastasimov, kuriakh megalh.. 
 
{746} "Dominus resurrexit."— "Vere resurrexit." 
 
{747} Octava paschae, pascha clausum; ajntivpasca. Octave is applied in genera to the whole 
eight-days’ observance of the great church festivals; then especially to the eighth or last day of 
the feast. 
 
{748} Dominica in albis. Also Quasimodogeniti, from the Introit for public worship, 1 Peter 2:2 
("Quasimodo geniti infantes," "As new-born babes," &c.). Among the Greeks it was called kainh 
kuriakh.  

 



79. The Time of the Easter Festival. 
 
Comp. the Literature in vol. i. at 99; also L. Ideler: Handbuch der Chronologie. Berlin, 1826. Vol. 
ii. F. Piper: Geschichte des Osterfestes. Berlin, 1845. Hefele: Conciliengeschichte. Freiburg, 
1855. Vol. i. p. 286 ff. 
 
The time of the Easter festival became, after the second century, the subject of long and violent 
controversies and practical confusions, which remind us of the later Eucharistic disputes, and give 
evidence that human passion and folly have sought to pervert the great facts and institutions of 
the New Testament from holy bonds of unity into torches of discord, and to turn the sweetest 
honey into poison, but, with all their efforts, have not been able to destroy the beneficent power 
of those gifts of God. 
 
These Paschal controversies descended into the present period, and ended with the victory of the 
Roman and Alexandrian practice of keeping Easter, not, like Christmas and the Jewish Passover, 
on a fixed day of the month, whatever day of the week it might be, but on a Sunday, as the day of 
the resurrection of our Lord. Easter thus became, with all the feasts depending on it, a movable 
feast; and then the different reckonings of the calendar led to many inconveniences and 
confusions. The exact determination of Easter Sunday is made from the first full moon after the 
vernal equinox; so that the day may fall on any Sunday between the 22d day of March and the 
25th of April. 
 
The council of Arles in 314 had already decreed, in its first canon, that the Christian Passover be 
celebrated "uno die et uno tempore per omnem orbem," and that the bishops of Rome should fix 
the time. But as this order was not universally obeyed, the fathers of Nicaea proposed to settle the 
matter, and this was the second main object of the first ecumenical council in 325. The result of 
the transactions on this point, the particulars of which are not known to us, does not appear in the 
canons (probably out of consideration for the numerous Quartodecimanians), but is doubtless 
preserved in the two circular letters of the council itself and the emperor Constantine. {749} The 
feast of the resurrection was thenceforth required to be celebrated everywhere on a Sunday, and 
never on the day of the Jewish passover, but always after the fourteenth of Nisan, on the Sunday 
after the first vernal full moon. The leading motive for this regulation was opposition to Judaism, 
which had dishonored the passover by the crucifixion of the Lord. "We would," says the circular 
letter of Constantine in reference to the council of Nice, "we would have nothing in common with 
that most hostile people, the Jews; for we have received from the Redeemer another way of 
honoring God [the order of the days of the week], and harmoniously adopting this method, we 
would withdraw ourselves from the evil fellowship of the Jews. For what they pompously assert, 
is really utterly absurd: that we cannot keep this feast at all without their instruction.... It is our 
duty to have nothing in common with the murderers of our Lord." This bitter tone against 
Judaism runs through the whole letter. 
 
At Nicaea, therefore, the Roman and Alexandrian usage with respect to Easter triumphed, and the 
Judaizing practice of the Quartodecimanians, who always celebrated Easter on the fourteenth of 
Nisan, became thenceforth a heresy. Yet that practice continued in many parts of the East, and in 
the time of Epiphanius, about A. D. 400, there were many, Quartodecimanians, who, as he says, 
were orthodox, indeed, in doctrine, but in ritual were addicted to Jewish fables, and built upon the 
principle: "Cursed is every one who does not keep his passover on the fourteenth of Nisan." {750} 
They kept the day with the Communion and with fasting till three o’clock. Yet they were divided 
into several parties among themselves. A peculiar offshoot of the Quartodecimanians was the 
rigidly ascetic Audians, who likewise held that the passover must be kept at the very same time 



(not after the same manner) with the Jews, on the fourteenth of Nisan, and for their authority 
appealed to their edition of the Apostolic Constitutions. 
 
And even in the orthodox church these measures did not secure entire uniformity. For the council 
of Nicaea, probably from prudence, passed by the question of the Roman and Alexandrian 
computation of Easter. At least the Acts contain no reference to it. {751} At all events this 
difference remained: that Rome, afterward as before, fixed the vernal equinox, the terminus a quo 
of the Easter full moon, on the 18th of March, while Alexandria placed it correctly on the 21st. It 
thus occurred, that the Latins, the very year after the Nicene council, and again in the years 330, 
333, 340, 341, 343, varied from the Alexandrians in the time of keeping Easter. On this account 
the council of Sardica, as we learn from the recently discovered Paschal Epistles of Athanasius, 
took the Easter question again in hand, and brought about, by mutual concessions, a compromise 
for the ensuing fifty years, but without permanent result. In 387 the difference of the Egyptian 
and the Roman Easter amounted to fully five weeks. Later attempts also to adjust the matter were 
in vain, until the monk Dionysius Exiguus, the author of our Christian calendar, succeeded in 
harmonizing the computation of Easter on the basis of the true Alexandrian reckoning; except that 
the Gallican and British Christians adhered still longer to the old custom, and thus fell into 
conflict with the Anglo-Saxon. The introduction of the improved Gregorian calendar in the 
Western church in 1582 again produced discrepancy; the Eastern and Russian church adhered to 
the Julian calendar, and is consequently now about twelve days behind us. According to the 
Gregorian calendar, which does not divide the months with astronomical exactness, it sometimes 
happens that the Paschal full moon is put a couple of hours too early, and the Christian Easter, as 
was the case in 1825, coincides with the Jewish Passover, against the express order of the council 
of Nicaea. 
 
{749} Socrates: Hist. Ecclesiastes 1:9; Theodoret: H. E. i. 10; Eusebius: Vita Const ii. 17. Comp. 
Hefele, l. c. i. p. 309 sqq. 
 
{750} Epiphanius, Haer. l. c. 1. Comp. Exodus 12:15. 
 
{751} Hefele thinks, however (i. p. 313 f.), from an expression of Cyril of Alexandria and Leo I., 
that the Nicaenum (1) gave the Alexandrian reckoning the preference over the Roman; (2) 
committed to Alexandria the reckoning, to Rome the announcing, of the Easter term; but that this 
order was not duly observed.  

 



80. The Cycle of Pentecost. 
 
The whole period of seven weeks from Easter to Pentecost bore a joyous, festal character. It was 
called Quinquagesima, or Pentecost in the wider sense, {752} and was the memorial of the 
exaltation of Christ at the right hand of the Father, His repeated appearances during the 
mysterious forty days, and His heavenly headship and eternal presence in the church. It was 
regarded as a continuous Sunday, and distinguished by the absence of all fasting and by standing 
in prayer. Quinquagesima formed a marked contrast with the Quadragesima which preceded. The 
deeper the sorrow of repentance had been in view of the suffering and dying Saviour, the higher 
now rose the joy of faith in the risen and eternally living Redeemer. This joy, of course, must 
keep itself clear of worldly amusements, and be sanctified by devotion, prayer, singing, and 
thanksgiving; and the theatres, therefore, remained closed through the fifty days. But the 
multitude of nominal Christians soon forgot their religious impressions, and sought to 
compensate their previous fasting with wanton merry-making. 
 
The seven Sundays after Easter are called in the Latin church, respectively, Quasimodo-geniti, 
Misericordia Domini, Jubilate, Cantate, Rogate, (or, Vocem jucunditatis), Exaudi, and 
Pentecoste. In the Eastern church the Acts of the Apostles are read at this season. 
 
Of the fifty festival days, the fortieth and the fiftieth were particularly prominent. The fortieth day 
after Easter, always a Thursday, was after the fourth century dedicated to the exaltation of Christ 
at the right hand of God, and hence named AscensionDay. {753} The fiftieth day, or the feast of 
Pentecost in the stricter sense, {754} was the kernel and culminating point of this festival season, 
as Easter day was of the Easter cycle. It was the feast of the Holy Ghost, who on this day was 
poured out upon the assembled disciples with the whole fulness of the accomplished redemption; 
and it was at the same time the birth-day of the Christian church. Hence this festival also was 
particularly prized for baptisms and ordinations. Pentecost corresponded to the Jewish feast of 
that name, which was primarily the feast of first-fruits, and afterward became also the feast of the 
giving of the law on Sinai, and in this twofold import was fulfilled in the outpouring of the Holy 
Ghost and the founding of the Christian church. "Both revelations of the divine law," writes 
Jerome to Fabiola, "took place on the fiftieth day after the passover; the one on Sinai, the other on 
Zion; there the mountain was shaken, here the temple; there, amid flames and lightnings, the 
tempest roared and the thunder rolled, here, also with mighty wind, appeared tongues of fire; 
there the sound of the trumpet pealed forth the words of the law, here the cornet of the gospel 
sounded through the mouth of the apostles." 
 
The celebration of Pentecost lasted, at least ultimately, three days or a whole week, closing with 
the Pentecostal Octave, which in the Greek church (so early as Chrysostom) was called The Feast 
of all Saints and Martyrs, {755} because the martyrs are the seed and the beauty of the church. 
The Latin church, on the contrary, though not till the tenth century, dedicated the Sunday after 
Pentecost to the Holy Trinity, and in the later times of the Middle Age, further added to the 
festival part of the church year the feast of CorpusChristi, in celebration of the mystery of 
transubstantiation, on the Thursday after Trinity. It thus invested the close of the church year with 
a purely dogmatic import. Protestantism has retained the feast of Trinity, in opposition to the 
Antitrinitarians; but has, of course, rejected the feast of Corpus Christi. 
 
In the early church, Pentecost was the last great festival of the Christian year. Hence the Sundays 
following it, till Advent, were counted from Whitsunday. {756} The number of the Sundays in the 
second half of the church year therefore varies between twenty-seven and twenty-two, according 
to the time of Easter. In this part of the year we find even in the old lectionaries and 



sacramentaries some subordinate, feasts in memory of great men of the church; such as the feast 
of St. Peter and St. Paul, the founders of the church (June 29); the feast of the chief martyr, 
Laurentius, the representative of the church militant (August, 10); the feast of the archangel 
Michael, the representative of the church triumphant (September 29). 
 
{752} pentekosth. Comp. the author’s Hist. of the Apost. Ch. 54. 
 
{753} Dies ascensionis; eorth thv analhqewv. 
 
{754} Dies pentecostes; pentekosth, hmeratou pneuvmatov. 
 
{755} kuriakh tw nagiwn pantwn marturh santwn. The Western church kept a similar feast 
on the first of November, but not till the eighth century. 
 
{756} So in the Roman church even after the introduction of the Trinity festival. The Protestants, 
on the contrary, as far as they retained the ecclesiastical calendar (Lutherans, Anglicans, &c.), 
make the first Sunday after Pentecost the basis, and count the First, Second, Third Sunday after 
Trinity, instead of the First, Second, etc., Sunday after Whitsunday.  

 



81. The Exaltation of the Virgin Mariology. 
 
Canisius (R.C.): Deuteronomy Maria Virgine libri quinque. Ingolst. 1577. Lamberertini (R.C.): 
Comment. dum Deuteronomy J. Christi, matrisque ejus festis. Patav. 1751. Perrone (R.C.): 
Deuteronomy Immaculata B. V. Mariae conceptu. Rom. 1848. (In defence of the new papal 
dogma of the sinless conception of Mary.) F. W. Genthe: Die Jungfrau Maria, ihre Evangelien u. 
ihre Wunder. Halle, 1852. Comp. also the elaborate article, "Maria, Mutter des Herrn," by Steitz, 
in Herzog’s Protest. Real-Encycl. (vol. ix. p. 74 ff.), and the article, "Maria, die heil. Jungfrau," 
by Reithmayr (R.C.) in Wetzer u. Welte’s Kathol. Kirchenlex. (vi. 835 ff.); also the Eirenicon-
controversy between Pusey and J. H. Newman, 1866. 
 
Into these festival cycles a multitude of subordinate feasts found their way, at the head of which 
stand the festivals of the holy Virgin Mary, honored as queen of the army of saints. 
 
The worship of Mary was originally only a reflection of the worship of Christ, and the feasts of 
Mary were designed to contribute to the glorifying of Christ. The system arose from the inner 
connection of the Virgin with the holy mystery of the Incarnation of the Son of God; though 
certainly, with this leading religious and theological interest other motives combined. As mother 
of the Saviour of the world, the Virgin Mary unquestionably holds forever a peculiar position 
among all women, and in the history of redemption. Even in heaven she must stand peculiarly 
near to Him whom on earth she bore nine months under her bosom, and whom she followed with 
true motherly care to the cross. It is perfectly natural, nay, essential, to sound religious feeling, to 
associate with Mary the fairest traits of maidenly and maternal character, and to revere her as the 
highest model of female purity, love, and piety. From her example issues a silent blessing upon 
all generations, and her name and memory are, and ever will be, inseparable from the holiest 
mysteries and benefits of faith. For this reason her name is even wrought into the Apostles’ 
Creed, in the simple and chaste words: "Conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary." 
 
The Catholic church, however, both Latin and Greek, did not stop with this. After the middle of 
the fourth century it overstepped the wholesome Biblical limit, and transformed the mother of the 
Lord" {757} into a mother of God, the humble handmaid of the Lord" {758} into a queen of 
heaven, the "highly favored" {759} into a dispenser of favors, the "blessed among women" {760} 
into an intercessor above all women, nay, we may almost say, the redeemed daughter of fallen 
Adam, who is nowhere in Holy Scripture excepted from the universal sinfulness, into a sinlessly 
holy co-redeemer. At first she was acquitted only of actual sin, afterward even of original; though 
the doctrine of the immaculate conception of the Virgin was long contested, and was not 
established as an article of faith in the Roman church till 1854. Thus the veneration of Mary 
gradually degenerated into the worship of Mary; and this took so deep hold upon the popular 
religious life in the Middle Age, that, in spite of all scholastic distinctions between latria, and 
dulia, and hyrerdulia, Mariolatry practically prevailed over the worship of Christ. Hence in the 
innumerable Madonnas of Catholic art the human mother is the principal figure, and the divine 
child accessory. The Romish devotions scarcely utter a Pater Noster without an Ave Maria, and 
turn even more frequently and naturally to the compassionate, tender-hearted mother for her 
intercessions, than to the eternal Son of God, thinking that in this indirect way the desired gift is 
more sure to be obtained. To this day the worship of Mary is one of the principal points of 
separation between the Graeco-Roman Catholicism and Evangelical Protestantism. It is one of the 
strongest expressions of the fundamental Romish error of unduly exalting the human factors or 
instruments of redemption, and obstructing, or rendering needless, the immediate access of 
believers to Christ, by thrusting in subordinate mediators. Nor can we but agree with nearly all 
unbiased historians in regarding the worship of Mary as an echo of ancient heathenism. It brings 



plainly to mind the worship of Ceres, of Isis, and of other ancient mothers of the gods; as the 
worship of saints and angels recalls the hero-worship of Greece and Rome. Polytheism was so 
deeply rooted among the people, that it reproduced itself in Christian forms. The popular religious 
want had accustomed itself even to female deities, and very naturally betook itself first of all to 
Mary, the highly favored and blessed mother of the divine-human Redeemer, as the worthiest 
object of adoration. 
 
Let us trace now the main features in the historical development of the Catholic Mariology and 
Mariolatry. 
 
The New Testament contains no intimation of any worship or festival celebration of Mary. On the 
one hand, Mary, is rightly called by Elizabeth, under the influence of the Holy Ghost, "the mother 
of the Lord" {761} —but nowhere "the mother of God," which is at least not entirely 
synonymous—and is saluted by her, as well as by the angel Gabriel, as "blessed among women;" 
{762} nay, she herself prophesies in her inspired song, which has since resounded through all 
ages of the church, that "henceforth all generations shall call me blessed." {763} Through all the 
youth of Jesus she appears as a devout virgin, full of childlike innocence, purity, and humility; 
and the few traces we have of her later life, especially the touching scene at the cross, {764} 
confirm this impression. But, on the other hand, it is equally unquestionable, that she is nowhere 
in the New Testament excepted from the universal sinfulness and the universal need of 
redemption, and represented as immaculately holy, or as in any way an object of divine 
veneration. On the contrary, true to the genuine female character, she modestly stands back 
throughout the gospel history, and in the Acts and the Epistles she is mentioned barely once, and 
then simply as the "mother of Jesus;" {765} even her birth and her death are unknown. Her glory 
fades in holy humility before the higher glory of her Son. In truth, there are plain indications that 
the Lord, with prophetic reference to the future apotheosis of His mother according to the flesh, 
from the first gave warning against it. At the wedding in Cana He administered to her, though 
leniently and respectfully, a rebuke for premature zeal mingled perhaps with maternal vanity. 
{766} On a subsequent occasion he put her on a level with other female disciples, and made the 
carnal consanguinity subordinate to the spiritual kinship of the doing of the will of God. {767} 
The well-meant and in itself quite innocent benediction of an unknown woman upon His mother 
He did not indeed censure, but He corrected it with a benediction upon all who hear the word of 
God and keep it, and thus forestalled the deification of Mary by confining the ascription within 
the bounds of moderation. {768} 
 
In striking contrast with this healthful and sober representation of Mary in the canonical Gospels 
are the numerous apocryphal Gospels of the third and fourth centuries, which decorated the life of 
Mary with fantastic fables and wonders of every kind, and thus furnished a pseudo-historical 
foundation for an unscriptural Mariology and Mariolatry. {769} The Catholic church, it is true, 
condemned this apocryphal literature so early as the Decrees of Gelasius; {770} yet many of the 
fabulous elements of it—such as the names of the parents of Mary, Joachim (instead of Eli, as in 
Luke 3:23) and Anna, {771} the birth of Mary in a cave, her education in the temple, and her 
mock marriage with the aged Joseph {772} —passed into the Catholic tradition. 
 
The development of the orthodox Catholic Mariology and Mariolatry originated as early as the 
second century in an allegorical interpretation of the history of the fall, and in the assumption of 
an antithetic relation of Eve and Mary, according to which the mother of Christ occupies the same 
position in the history of redemption as the wife of Adam in the history of sin and death. {773} 
This idea, so fruitful of many errors, is ingenious, but unscriptural, and an apocryphal substitute 
for the true Pauline doctrine of an antitypical parallel between the first and second Adam. {774} It 
tends to substitute Mary for Christ. Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and Tertullian, are the first who 



present Mary as the counterpart of Eve, as a "mother of all living" in the higher, spiritual sense, 
and teach that she became through her obedience the mediate or instrumental cause of the 
blessings of redemption to the human race, as Eve by her disobedience was the fountain of sin 
and death. {775} Irenaeus calls her also the "advocate of the virgin Eve," which, at a later day, is 
understood in the sense of intercessor. {776} On this account this father stands as the oldest 
leading authority in the Catholic Mariology; though with only partial justice; for he was still 
widely removed from the notion of the sinlessness of Mary, and expressly declares the answer of 
Christ in John 2:4, to be a reproof of her premature haste. {777} In the same way Tertullian, 
Origen, Basil the Great, and even Chrysostom, with all their high estimate of the mother of our 
Lord, ascribe to her on one or two occasions {John 2:3 Matthew 13:47} maternal vanity, also 
doubt and anxiety, and make this the sword {Luke 2:35} which, under the cross, passed through 
her soul. {778} In addition to this typological antithesis of Mary and Eve, the rise of monasticism 
supplied the development of Mariology a further motive in the enhanced estimate of virginity, 
without which no true holiness could be conceived. Hence the virginity of Mary, which is 
unquestioned for the part of her life before the birth of Christ, came to be extended to her whole 
life, and her marriage with the aged Joseph to be regarded as a mere protectorate, and, therefore, 
only a nominal marriage. The passage, Matthew 1:25, which, according to its obvious literal 
meaning the ew and prwtotokov, {779} seems to favor the opposite view, was overlooked or 
otherwise explained; and the brothers of Jesus, {780} who appear fourteen or fifteen times in the 
gospel history and always in close connection with His mother, were regarded not as sons of 
Mary subsequently born, but either as sons of Joseph by a former marriage (the view of 
Epiphanius), or, agreeably to the wider Hebrew use of the term; ajcousins of Jesus (Jerome). 
{781} It was felt—and this feeling is shared by many devout Protestants—to be irreconcilable 
with her dignity and the dignity of Christ, that ordinary children should afterward proceed from 
the same womb out of which the Saviour of the world was born. The name perpetua virgo, ajei 
parqevno, was thenceforth a peculiar and inalienable predicate of Mary. After the fourth century 
it was taken not merely in a moral sense, but in the physical also, as meaning that Mary conceived 
and produced the Lord clauso utero. {782} This, of course, required the supposition of a miracle, 
like the passage of the risen Jesus through the closed doors. Mary, therefore, in the Catholic view, 
stands entirely alone in the history of the world in this respect, as in others: that she was a married 
virgin, a wife never touched by her husband. {783} 
 
Epiphanius, in his seventy-eighth Heresy, combats the advocates of the opposite view in Arabia 
toward the end of the fourth century (367), as heretics under the title of Antidikomarianites, 
opposers of the dignity of Mary, i.e., of her perpetual virginity. But, on the other hand, he 
condemns, in the seventy-ninth Heresy, the contemporaneous sect of the Collyridians in Arabia, a 
set of fanatical women, who, as priestesses, rendered divine worship to Mary, and, perhaps in 
imitation of the worship of Ceres, offered little cakes (kolluride) to her; he claims adoration for 
God and Christ alone. Jerome wrote, about 383, with indignation and bitterness against Helvidius 
and Jovinian, who, citing Scripture passages and earlier church teachers, like Tertullian, 
maintained that Mary bore children to Joseph after the birth of Christ. He saw in this doctrine a 
desecration of the temple of the Holy Ghost, and he even compares Helvidius to Erostratus, the 
destroyer of the temple at Ephesus. {784} The bishop Bonosus of Sardica was condemned for the 
same view by the Illyrican bishops, and the Roman bishop Siricius approved the sentence, A. D. 
392. 
 
Augustine went a step farther. In an incidental remark against Pelagius, he agreed with him in 
excepting Mary, "propter honorem Domini," from actual (but not from original) sin. {785} This 
exception he is willing to make from the sinfulness of the race, but no other. He taught the sinless 
birth and life of Mary, but not her immaculate conception. He no doubt assumed, as afterward 
Bernard of Clairvaux and Thomas Aquinas, a sanctificatio in utero, like that of Jeremiah 



{Jeremiah 1:5} and John the Baptist, {Luke 1:15} whereby, as those two men were fitted for their 
prophetic office, she in a still higher degree was sanctified by a special operation of the Holy 
Ghost before her birth, and prepared to be a pure receptacle for the divine Logos. The reasoning 
of Augustine backward from the holiness of Christ to the holiness of His mother was an important 
turn, which was afterward pursued to further results. The same reasoning leads as easily to the 
doctrine of the immaculate conception of Mary, though also, just as well, to a sinless mother of 
Mary herself, and thus upward to the beginning, of the race, to another Eve who never fell. 
Augustine’s opponent, Pelagius, with his monastic, ascetic idea of holiness and his superficial 
doctrine of sin, remarkably outstripped him on this point, ascribing to Mary perfect sinlessness. 
But, it should be remembered, that his denial of original sin to all men, and his excepting of 
sundry saints of the Old Testament besides Mary, such as Abel, Enoch, Abraham, Isaac, 
Melchizedek, Samuel, Elijah, Daniel, from actual sin, {786} so that pavnte in Romans 5:12, in his 
view, means only a majority, weaken the honor he thus appears to confer upon the mother of the 
Lord. The Augustinian view long continued to prevail; but at last Pelagius won the victory on this 
point in the Roman church. {787} 
 
Notwithstanding this exalted representation of Mary, there appear no clear traces of a proper 
worship of Mary, as distinct from the worship of saints in general, until the Nestorian controversy 
of 430. This dispute formed an important turning-point not only in Christology, but in Mariology 
also. The leading interest in it was, without doubt, the connection of the virgin with the mystery 
of the incarnation. The perfect union of the divine and human natures seemed to demand that 
Mary might be called in some sense the mother of God, yeotokov, Deipara; for that which was 
born of her was not merely the man Jesus, but the God-Man Jesus Christ. {788} The church, 
however, did, of course, not intend by that to assert that she was the mother of the uncreated 
divine essence—for this would be palpably absurd and blasphemous—nor that she herself was 
divine, but only that she was the human point of entrance or the mysterious channel for the 
eternal divine Logos. Athanasius and the Alexandrian church teachers of the Nicene age, who 
pressed the unity of the divine and the human in Christ to the verge of monophysitism, had 
already used this expression frequently and without scruple, {789} and Gregory Nazianzen even 
declares every one impious who denies its validity. {790} Nestorius, on the contrary, and the 
Antiochian school, who were more devoted to the distinction of the two natures in Christ, took 
offence at the predicate yeotokov, saw in it a relapse into the heathen mythology, if not a 
blasphemy against the eternal and unchangeable Godhead, and preferred the expression 
Cristotovko, mater Christi. Upon this broke out the violent controversy between him and the 
bishop Cyril of Alexandria, which ended in the condemnation of Nestorianism at Ephesus in 431. 
 
Thenceforth the qeotovko was a test of orthodox Christology, and the rejection of it amounted to 
the beginning or the end of all heresy. The overthrow of Nestorianism was at the same time the 
victory of Mary-worship. With the honor of the Son, the honor also of the Mother was secured. 
The opponents of Nestorius, especially Proclus, his successor in Constantinople (447), and Cyril 
of Alexandria (444), could scarcely find predicates enough to express the transcendent glory of 
the mother of God. She was the crown of virginity, the indestructible temple of God, the dwelling 
place of the Holy Trinity, the paradise of the second Adam, the bridge from God to man, the loom 
of the incarnation, the sceptre of orthodoxy; through her the Trinity is glorified and adored, the 
devil and demons are put to flight, the nations converted, and the fallen creature raised to heaven. 
{791} The people were all on the side of the Ephesian decision, and gave vent to their joy in 
boundless enthusiasm, amidst bonfires, processions, and illuminations. 
 
With this the worship of Mary, the mother of God, the queen of heaven, seemed to be solemnly 
established for all time. But soon a reaction appeared in favor of Nestorianism, and the church 
found it necessary to condemn the opposite extreme of Eutychianism or Monophysitism. This 



was the office of the council of Chalcedon in 451: to give expression to the element of truth in 
Nestorianism, the duality of nature in the one divine-human person of Christ. Nevertheless the 
qeotovko was expressly retained, though it originated in a rather monophysite view. {792} 
 
{757} hmhthrtou kurivou, Luke 1:43. 
 
{758} hdoulh kuriou, Luke 1:38. 
 
{759} kecaritwmenh (pass. part.), Luke 1:28. 
 
{760} euloghmenh engunaixin, Luke 1:28. 
 
{761} Luke 1:43: hmhthrtou kurioumou. 
 
{762} Luke 1:28: caire, kecaritwmenh okuriov meta sou, euloghmenhsu engunaixin. So 
Elizabeth, Luke 1:42: euloghmenhsu engunaixi, kai euloghmenov ov okarpov thv koiliav 
sou.. 
 
{763} Luke 1:48: apo tou nun makariou si mepa saiai geneai. 
 
{764} John 19:25-27. 
 
{765} Acts 1:14. 
 
{766} John 2:4: tive moi kai soi, gunai Comp. the commentators on the passage. The 
expression "woman" is entirely respectful, comp. John 19:21 20:13,15. But the "What have I to do 
with thee?" is, like the Hebrew ly yLAhm’, {Joshua 22:24 2 Samuel 16:10 19:22 1 Kings 17:18 2 
Kings 3:13 2 Chronicles 35:21} a rebuke and censure of undue interference; comp. Matthew 8:29 
Luke 8:28 Mark 1:24 (also the classics). Meyer, the best grammatical expositor, observes on 
gunai: "That Jesus did not say mhter, flowed involuntarily from the sense of His higher wonder-
working position, whence He repelled the interference of feminine weakness, which here met 
Him even in His mother." 
 
{767} Matthew 12:46-50. 
 
{768} Luke 11:27, 28. The menou’nge is emphatic, utique, but also corrective, imo vero; so here, 
and Romans 2:20 10:18. Luther inexactly translates simply, ja; the English Bible more correctly, 
yea rather. Meyer ad loc.: "Jesus does not forbid the congratulation of His mother, but He applies 
the predicate makavrio as the woman had done, to an outward relation, but to an ethical category, 
in which any one might stand, so that the congratulation of His mother as mother is thereby 
corrected." Van Oosterzee strikingly remarks in his Commentary on Luke (in Lange’s 
Bibelwerk): "The congratulating woman is the prototype of all those, who in all times have 
honored the mother of the Lord above her Son, and been guilty of Mariolatry. If the Lord even 
here disapproves this honoring of His mother, where it moves in so modest limits, what judgment 
would He pass upon the new dogma of Pio Nono, on which a whole new Mariology is built?" 
 
{769} Here belongs, above all, the Protevangelium Jacobi Minoris, which dates from the third or 
fourth century; then the Evangelium de nativitate S. Mariae; the Historia de nativitate Mariae et 
de infantia Salvatoris; the Evangelium infantiae Servatoris; the Evang. Josephi fabri lignarii. 
Comp. Thilo’s Cod. Apocryphus N. Ti. Lips. 1832, and the convenient digest of this apocryphal 
history in R. Hofmann’s Leben Jesu nach den Apocryphen. Leipz. 1851, pp. 5-117. 



 
{770} Decret. de libris apocr. Coll Cone. ap. Harduin, tom. ii. p. 941. Comp. Pope Innocent I., Ep. 
ad Exuperium Tolosanum, c. 7, where the Protevang. Jacobi is rejected and condemned. 
 
{771} Epiphanius also, Haer. 78, no. 17, gives the parents of Jesus these names. To reconcile this 
with Luke 3:23, the Roman theologians suppose, that Eli, or Heli, is an abbreviation of Heliakim, 
and that this is the same with Joakim, or Joachim. 
 
{772} According to the apocryphal Historia Josephi he was already ninety years old; according to 
Epiphanius at least eighty; and was blessed with children by a former marriage. According to 
Origen, also, and Eusebius, and Gregory of Nyssa, Joseph was an aged widower. Jerome, on the 
contrary, makes him, like Mary, a pure coelebs, and says of him: "Mariae quam putatus est 
habuisse, custos potius fait quam maritus;" consequently he must "virginem mansisse cum Maria, 
qui pater Domini meruit adpellari." Contr. Helvid. c. 19. 
 
{773} Romans 5:12 ff.; 1 Corinthians 15:22. But Paul ignores here Eve and Mary altogether. 
 
{774} In later times in the Latin church even the Ave with which Gabriel saluted the Virgin, was 
received as the converse of the name of Eva; though the Greek cai’re Luke 1:28, admits no such 
far-fetched accommodation. In like manner the bruising of the serpent’s head, Genesis 3:15, was 
applied to Mary instead of Christ, because the Vulgate wrongly translates the Hebrew var 
pa’Yvya’ aWh, ipsa conteret caput tuum while the LXX. rightly refers the aWh to r’z, as masc., 
aujtov and likewise all Protestant versions of the Bible. 
 
{775} Irenaeus: Adv. haer. lib. iii. c. 22, 4: "Consequenter autem et Maria virgo obediens 
invenitur, dicens: ‘Ecce ancilla tua, Domine, fiat mihi secundum verbum tuum’; {Luke 1:38} Eva 
vero disobediens: non obedivit enim, quum adhuc esset virgo. Quemadmodum illa virum quidem 
habens Adam, virgo tamen adhuc existens ... inobediens facta, et sibi et universo generihumano 
causa facta est mortis: sic et Maria habens praedestinatum virum, et tamen virgo obediens, et sibi 
et universo generi humano causa facta est salutis.... Sic autem et Evae inobedientiea nodus 
solutionem accepit per obedientiam Mariae. Quod enim allgavit virgo Eva per incredulitatem, hoc 
virgo Maria solvit per fidem." Comp. v. 19, 1. Similar statements occur in Justin M. (Dial. c. 
Tryph. 100), Tertullian (De carne Christi, c. 17), Epiphanius (Haer. 78, 18), Ephraem (Opp. ii. 
318; iii. 607), Jerome (Ep. xxii. ad Eustoch. 21: "Mors per Evam, vita per Mariam"). Even St. 
Augustine carries this parallel between the first and second Eve as far as any of the fathers, in a 
sermon Deuteronomy Adam et Eva et sancta Maria, not heretofore quoted, published from 
Vatican Manuscripts in Angelo Mai’s Nova Patrum Bibliotheca, tom. i. Rom. 1852, pp. 1-4. 
Here, after a most exaggerated invective against woman (whom he calls latrocinium vitae, suavis 
mors, blanda percussio, interfectio lenis, pernicies delicata, malum libens, sapida jugulatio, 
omnium calamitas rerum—and all that in a sermon!), goes on thus to draw a contrast between 
Eve and Mary: "O mulier ista exsecranda, dum decepit! o iterum beata colenda, dum salvat! Plus 
enim contulit gratiae, quam doloris. Licet ipsa docuerit mortem, ipsa tamen genuit dominum 
salvatorem. Inventa est ergo mors per mulierem, vita per virginem.... Ergo malum per feminam, 
immo et per feminam bonum: quia si per Evam cecidimus, magis stamus per Mariam: per Evam 
sumus servituti addicti effeti per Mariam liberi: Eva nobis sustulit diuturnitatem, aeternitatem 
nobis Maria condonavit: Eva nos damnari fecit per arboris pomum, absolvit Maria per arboris 
sacramentum, quia et Christus in ligno pependit ut fructus" (c. 3, pp. 2 and 3). And in conclusion: 
"Haec mater est humani generis, auctor illa salutis. Eva nos educavit, roboravit et Maria: per 
Evam cotidie crescimus, regnamus in aeternum per Mariam: per Evam deducti ad terram, ad 
coelum elevati per Mariam" (c. 4, p. 4). Comp. Aug. Sermo 232, c. 2. 
 



{776} Adv. haer. v. cap. 19, 1: "Quemadmodum illa [Eva] seducta est ut effugeret Deum... sic 
haec [Maria] suasa est obedire Deo, uti virginis Evae virgo Maria fieret advocata [probably a 
translation of sunhgorov or paraklhtov]. Et quemadmodum adstrictum est morti genus 
humanum per virginem, salvatur per virginem, aequa lance disposita, virginalis inobedientia per 
virginalem obedientiam." p 415 
 
{777} Adv. haer. iii. cap. 16, 7 (not. c. 18, as Gieseler, i. 2, p. 277, wrongly cited it): "Dominus 
repellus ejus intempestivam festinationem, dixit: ’ Quid mihi et tibi est mulier?’" So even 
Chrysostom, Hom. 21 in Joh. n. 1. 
 
{778} Tertullian, Deuteronomy carne Christi, c. 7; Origen, in Luc. Hom. 17; Basil, Ep. 260; 
Chrysostom, Hom. 44 in Matt, and Hom. 21 in Joh.; Cyril Alex. In Joann. l. xii. 
 
{779} The reading prwtotokov in Matthew 1:25 is somewhat doubtful, but it is certainly 
genuine in Luke 2:7. 
 
{780} They are always called adelfoi (four in number, James, Joseph or Joses, Simon, and Jude) 
and adelfai (at least two), Matthew 12:46, 47; 13:55, 56; Mark 3:31, 32; 6:3; John 7:3, 5, 10; 
Acts 1:14, etc., but nowhere aneqioi; Mark a term well known to the N. T. vocabulary, 
{Colossians 4:10} or suggeneiv, kinsmen, {Mark 6:4 Luke 1:36,58 2:44 John 8:26 Acts 10:24} 
or uioi thv adelfhv, sister’s sons. {Acts 23:26} This speaks strongly against the cousin-theory. 
 
{781} Comp. on this whole complicated question of the brothers of Christ and the connected 
question of James, the author’s treatise on Jakobus und die Bruder des Herrn, Berlin, 1842, his 
Hist. of the Apostolic Church, 2d ed. 95 (p. 383 of the Leipzig ed.; p. 378 of the English), and his 
article on the Brethren of Christ in the Bibliotheca Sacra of Andover for Oct. 1864 
 
{782} Tertullian (De carne Christi, c. 23: Virgo quantum a viro; non virgo quantum a partu), 
Clement of Alex. (Strom. vii. p. 889), and even Epiphanius (Haer. lxxviii. 19, where it is said of 
Christ: outov estinalhywv anoigwnmhtranmhtrov), were still of another opinion on this 
point. Ambrose of Milan is the first, within my knowledge, to propound this miraculous view 
(Epist. 42 ad Siricium). He appeals to Ezekiel 44:1-3, taking the east gate of the temple, which 
must remain closed because Jehovah passed through it, to refer typically to Mary. "Quos est haec 
porta, nisi Maria? Ideo clausa, quia virgo. Porta igitur Maria, per quam Christus intravit in hunc 
mundum." Deuteronomy inst. Virg. c. 8 (Op. ii. 262). So Ambrose also in his hymn, "A solis 
ortus cardine," and Jerome, Adv. Pelag. l. ii. 4. The resurrection of Jesus from the closed tomb 
and the entrance of the risen Jesus through the closed doors, also, was often used as an analogy. 
The fathers assume that the stone which sealed the Saviour’s tomb, was not rolled away till after 
the resurrection, and they draw a parallel between the sealed tomb from which He rose to 
everlasting life, and the closed gate of the Virgin’s womb from which He was born to earthly life. 
Jerome, Comment. in Matth. xxvii. 60: "Potest novum sepulchrum Mariae virginalem uterum 
demonstrare." Gregory the Great: "Ut ex clauso Virginis utero natus, sic ex clauso sepulchro 
resurrexit in quo nemo conditus fuerat, et postquam resurrexisset, se per clausas fores in 
conspectum apostolorum induxit." Subsequently the catholic view, consistently, removed every 
other incident of an ordinary birth, such as pain and the flow of blood. While Jerome still would 
have Jesus born under all "naturae contumeliis," John Damascenus says (De orth. fide, iv. 14): 
"Since this birth was not preceded by any [carnal] pleasure, it could also have been followed by 
no pangs." Here, too, a passage of prophecy must serve as a proof: Isaiah 66:7: "Before she 
travailed, she brought forth," &c. 
 
{783} Augustine (De s. virg. c. 6): "Sola Maria et spiritu et corpore mater et virgo." 



 
{784} Helvidius adduces the principal exegetical arguments for his view; the passages on the 
Lord’s brothers, and especially Matthew 1:25, pressing the words eginwske and ewv. Jerome 
remarks, on the contrary, that the knowing by no means necessarily denotes nuptial intercourse, 
and that till does not always fix a limit; e.g., Matthew 28:20 and 1 Corinthians 15:25. In like 
manner Helvidius laid stress on the expression prwtotokov, used of Christ, Matthew 1:25 Luke 
2:7; to which Jerome rightly replies that, according to the law, every son who first opens the 
womb is called the first-born, Exodus 34:19,20 Numbers 18:15 ff., whether followed by other 
children or not. The "brothers of Jesus" he explains to be cousins, sons of Alpheus and the sister 
of the Virgin Mary, who likewise was called Mary (as he wrongly infers from John 19:25). The 
main argument of Jerome, however, is the ascetic one: the overvaluation of celibacy. Joseph was 
probably only "custos," not "maritus Mariae" (cap. 19), and their marriage only nominal. He 
would not indeed deny that there are pious souls among married women and widows, but they are 
such as have abstained or ceased from living in conjugal intercourse (cap. 21). Helvidius, 
conversely, ascribed equal moral dignity to the married and the single state. So Jovinian. Comp. 
43. 
 
{785} Deuteronomy Nat. et grat. contra Pelag. c. 36, 42: "Excepta sancto virgine Maria, de qua 
propter honorem Domini nullam prorsus, cum de peccatis agitur, haberi volo guaestionem... hac 
ergo virgine excepta, si omnes illos sanctos et sanctas (whom Peligius takes for sinless)... 
congregare possemus et interrogare, utrum essent sine peccato, quid fuisse responsuros putamus: 
utrum hoc quod iste [Pelagius] dicit, an-quod Joannes apostolus"? {1 John 1:8} In other places, 
however, Augustine says, that the flesh of Mary came "de peccati propagine" (De Gen. ad Lit. x. 
c. 18), and that, in virtue of her descent from Adam, she was subject to death also as the 
consequence of sin ("Maria ex Adam mortua propter peocatum," Enarrat. in Psalm 34, vs. 12). 
This was also the view of Anselm of Canterbury (1109), in his Cur Deus homo, ii. 16, where he 
says of Christ that he assumed sinless manhood "de massa peccatrice, id est de humano genere, 
quod totum infectum errat peccato," and of Mary: "Virgo ipsa, unde assumptus est, est in 
iniquitatibus concepta, et in peccatis concepit eam mater ejus, et cum originali peccato nata est, 
quoniam et ipsa in Adam peccavit in quo omnes peccaverunt." Jerome taught the universal 
sinfulness without any exception, Adv. Pelag. ii. 4. 
 
{786} Augustine, Deuteronomy Nat. et grat. cap. 36. 
 
{787} The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception of Mary was, for the first time after Pelagius, 
plainly brought forward in 1140 at Lyons, but was opposed by Bernard of Clairvaux (Ep. 174), 
and thence continued an avowed issue between the Franciscans and Dominicans, till it gained the 
victory in the papal bull of 1854. 
 
{788} The expression yeotokov does not occur in the Scriptures, and is at best easily 
misunderstood. The nearest to it is the expression of Elizabeth: hmhthrtou kuriou mou, Luke 
1:43, and the words of the angel Gabriel: to gennwmmenon eksou, de te, al. in te, is not 
sufficiently attested, and is a later explanatory addition] agion klhyhsetai uiov yeou, Luke 
1:35. But with what right the distinguished Roman Catholic professor Reithmayr, in the Catholic 
Encyclop. above quoted, vol. vi. p. 844, puts into the mouth of Elizabeth the expression, "mother 
of God my Lord;" I cannot see; for there is no such variation in the reading of Luke 1:43. 
 
{789} The earliest witnesses for qeotovko are Origen (according to Socrates, H. E. vii. 32), 
Eusebius (Vita Const. iii. 43), Cyril of Jerus. (Catech. x. 146), Athanasius (Orat. iii. c. Arian. c. 
14, 83), Didymus (De Trinit. i. 31, 94; ii 4, 133), and Gregory Naz. (Orat. li. 738). But it should 
be remembered that Hesychius, presbyter in Jerusalem (343) calls David, as an ancestor of Christ, 



yeopatwr (Photius, Cod. 275), and that in many apocrypha James is called adelfoyeov 
(Gieseler, i. ii. 134). It is also worthy of note that Augustine (430), with all his reverence for 
Mary, never calls her mater Dei or Deipara; on the contrary, he seems to guard against it, Tract. 
viii. in Ev. Joann. c. 9. "Secundum quod Deus erat [Christus] matrem non habebat." 
 
{790} Orat. li. 738: ei tiv ou yeotokon thn marian upo lambanei, cwriv esti thv 
yeothtov.. 
 
{791} Comp. Cyril’s Encom. in S. M. Deiparam and Homil. Ephes., and the Orationes of Proclus 
in Gallandi, vol. ix. Similar extravagant laudation had already been used by Ephraim Syrus (378) 
in his work, Deuteronomy laudibus Dei genetricis, and in the collection of prayers which bore his 
name, but are in part doubtless of later origin, in the 3d volume of his works, pp. 524-552, ed. 
Benedetti and S. Assemani. 
 
{792} ek mariav thv paryenon, thv yeotokou.  

 



82. Mariolatry. 
 
Thus much respecting the doctrine of Mary. Now the corresponding practice. From this 
Mariology follows Mariolatry. If Mary is, in the strict sense of the word, the mother of God, it 
seems to follow as a logical consequence, that she herself is divine, and therefore an object of 
divine worship. This was not, indeed, the meaning and purpose of the ancient church; as, in fact, 
it never asserted that Mary was the mother of the essential, eternal divinity of the Logos. She was, 
and continues to be, a created being, a human mother, even according to the Roman and Greek 
doctrine. But according to the once prevailing conception of her peculiar relation to deity, a 
certain degree of divine homage to Mary, and some invocation of her powerful intercession with 
God, seemed unavoidable, and soon became a universal practice. 
 
The first instance of the formal invocation of Mary occurs in the prayers of Ephraim Syrus (379), 
addressed to Mary and the saints, and attributed by the tradition of the Syrian church, though 
perhaps in part incorrectly, to that author. The first more certain example appears in Gregory 
Nazianzen (389), who, in his eulogy on Cyprian, relates of Justina that she besought the virgin 
Mary to protect her threatened virginity, and at the same time disfigured her beauty by ascetic 
self-tortures, and thus fortunately escaped the amours of a youthful lover (Cyprian before his 
conversion). {793} But, on the other hand, the numerous writings of Athanasius, Basil, 
Chrysostom, and Augustine, furnish no example of an invocation of Mary. Epiphanius even 
condemned the adoration of Mary, and calls the practice of making offerings to her by the 
Collyridian women, blasphemous and dangerous to the soul. {794} The entire silence of history 
respecting the worship of the Virgin down to the end of the fourth century, proves clearly that it 
was foreign to the original spirit of Christianity, and belongs among the many innovations of the 
post-Nicene age. 
 
In the beginning of the fifth century, however, the worship of saints appeared in full bloom, and 
then Mary, by reason of her singular relation to the Lord, was soon placed at the head, as the most 
blessed queen of the heavenly host. To her was accorded the hyperdulia (uperdouleia)—to 
anticipate here the later scholastic distinction sanctioned by the council of Trent—that is, the 
highest degree of veneration, in distinction from mere dulia (douleia), which belongs to all 
saints and angels, and from latria (latreia), which, properly speaking, is due to God alone. 
From that time numerous churches and altars were dedicated to the holy Mother of God, the 
perpetual Virgin; among them also the church at Ephesus in which the anti-Nestorian council of 
431 had sat. Justinian I., in a law, implored her intercession with God for the restoration of the 
Roman empire, and on the dedication of the costly altar of the church of St. Sophia he expected 
all blessings for church and empire from her powerful prayers. His general, Narses, like the 
knights in the Middle Age, was unwilling to go into battle till he had secured her protection. Pope 
Boniface IV. in 608 turned the Pantheon in Rome into a temple of Mary ad martyres: the pagan 
Olympus into a Christian heaven of gods. Subsequently even her images (made after an original 
pretending to have come from Luke) were divinely worshipped, and, in the prolific legends of the 
superstitious Middle Age, performed countless miracles, before some of which the miracles of the 
gospel history grow dim. She became almost coordinate with Christ, a joint redeemer, invested 
with most of His own attributes and acts of grace. The popular belief ascribed to her, as to Christ, 
a sinless conception, a sinless birth, resurrection and ascension to heaven, and a participation of 
all power in heaven and on earth. She became the centre of devotion, cultus, and art, the popular 
symbol of power, of glory, and of the final victory of catholicism over all heresies. {795} The 
Greek and Roman churches vied throughout the Middle Age (and do so still) in the apotheosis of 
the human mother with the divine-human child Jesus in her arms, till the Reformation freed a 
large part of Latin Christendom from this unscriptural semi-idolatry and concentrated the 



affection and adoration of believers upon the crucified and risen Saviour of the world, the only 
Mediator between God and man. 
 
A word more: respecting the favorite prayer to Mary, the angelic greeting, or the Ave Maria, 
which in the Catholic devotion runs parallel to the Pater Noster. It takes its name from the initial 
words of the salutation of Gabriel to the holy Virgin at the annunciation of the birth of Christ. It 
consists of three parts: 
 
(1) The salutation of the angel: {Luke 1:28} 
 
Ave Maria, gratiae plena, Dominus tecum! 
 
(2) The words of Elizabeth: {Luke 1:42} 
 
Benedicta tu in mulieribus {796}, et benedictus fructus ventris tui, Jesus. 
 
(3) The later unscriptural addition, which contains the prayer proper, and is offensive to the 
Protestant and all sound Christian feeling: 
 
Sancta Maria, mater Dei, ora pro nobis peccatoribus, nunc et in hora mortis. Amen. 
 
Formerly this third part, which gave the formula the character of a prayer, was traced back to the 
anti-Nestorian council of Ephesus in 431, which sanctioned the expression mater Dei, or Dei 
genitrix (qeotovko). But Roman archaeologists {797} now concede that it is a much later 
addition, made in the beginning of the sixteenth century (1508), and that the closing words, nunc 
et in hora mortis, were added even after that time by the Franciscans. But even the first two parts 
did not come into general use as a standing formula of prayer until the thirteenth century. {798} 
From that date the Ave Maria stands in the Roman church upon a level with the Lord’s Prayer 
and the Apostles’ Creed, and with them forms the basis of the rosary. 
 
{793} thn paryenon marian iketeuousa bohyhnai (Virginem Mariam supplex obsecrans) 
paryenw kinduneuoush. Orat. xviii de St. Cypriano, tom. i. p. 279, ed. Paris. The earlier and 
authentic accounts respecting Cyprian know nothing of any such courtship of Cyprian and 
intercession of Mary. 
 
{794} Adv. Haer. Collyrid.: en timh estw maria, o de pathr ... proskuneisyw, thn marian 
mhdeiv proskuneitw. 
 
{795} The Greek church even goes so far as to substitute, in the collects, the name of Mary for the 
name of Jesus, and to offer petitions in the name of the Theotokos. 
 
{796} .These words, according to the textus receptus, had been already spoken also by the angel, 
Luke 1:28: euloghmenhsu en gunaixin, though they are wanting here in important manuscripts, 
and are omitted by Tischendorf and Meyer asa later addition, from i. 42. 
 
{797} Mast, for example, in Wetzer und Welte’s Kathol. Kirchenlexikon, vol. i. p, 563 
 
{798} Peter Damiani (who died A. D. 1072) first mentions, as a solitary case, that a clergyman 
daily prayed the words: "Ave Maria, gratia plena! Dominus tecum, benedicta tu in mulieribus." 
The first order on the subject was issued by Odo, bishop of Paris, after 1196 (comp. Mansi, xxii. 



681): "Exhortentur populum semper presbyteri ad dicendam orationem dominicam et credo in 
Deum et salutationem beatae Virginis."  

 



83. The Festivals of Mary. 
 
This mythical and fantastic, and, we must add, almost pagan and idolatrous Mariology impressed 
itself on the public cultus in a series of festivals, celebrating the most important facts and fictions 
of the life of the Virgin, and in some degree running parallel with the festivals of the birth, 
resurrection, and ascension of Christ. 
 
1. The Annunciation of Mary {799} commemorates the announcement of the birth of Christ by 
the archangel Gabriel, {800} and at the same time the conception of Christ; for in the view of the 
ancient church Mary conceived the Logos (Verbum) through the ear by the word of the angel. 
Hence the festival had its place on the 25th of March, exactly nine months before Christmas; 
though in some parts of the church, as Spain and Milan, it was celebrated in December, till the 
Roman practice conquered. The first trace of it occurs in Proclus, the opponent and successor of 
Nestorius in Constantinople after 430; then it appears more plainly in several councils and 
homilies of the seventh century. 
 
2. The Purification of Mary {801} or Candlemas, in memory of the ceremonial purification of the 
Virgin, {802} forty days after the birth of Jesus, therefore on the 2d of February (reckoning from 
the 25th of December); and at the same time in memory of the presentation of Jesus in the temple 
and his meeting of Simeon and Anna. {803} This, like the preceding, was thus originally as much 
a festival of Christ as of Mary, especially in the Greek church. It is supposed to have been 
introduced by Pope Gelasius in 494, though by some said not to have arisen till 542 under 
Justinian I., in consequence of a great earthquake and a destructive pestilence. Perhaps it was a 
Christian transformation of the old Roman lustrations or expiatory sacrifices (Februa, Februalia), 
which from the time of Numa took place in February, the month of purification or expiation. 
{804} To heathen origin is due also the use of lighted tapers, with which the people on this 
festival marched, singing, out of the church through the city. Hence the name Candlemas. {805} 
 
3. The Ascension, or Assumption rather, of Mary {806} is celebrated on the 15th of August. The 
festival was introduced by the Greek emperor Mauritius (582-602); some say, under Pope 
Gelasius (496). In Rome, after the ninth century, it is one of the principal feasts, and, like the 
others, is distinguished with vigil and octave. 
 
It rests, however, on a purely apocryphal foundation. 
 
The entire silence of the apostles and the primitive church teachers respecting the departure of 
Mary stirred idle curiosity to all sorts of inventions, until a translation like Enoch’s and Elijah’s 
was attributed to her. In the time of Origen some were inferring from Luke 2:35, that she had 
suffered martyrdom. Epiphanius will not decide whether she died and was buried, or not. Two 
apocryphal Greek writings de transitu Mariae, of the end of the fourth or beginning of the fifth 
century, and afterward pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite and Gregory of Tours (595), for the first 
time contain the legend that the soul of the mother of God was transported to the heavenly 
paradise by Christ and His angels in presence of all the apostles, and on the following morning 
{807} her body also was translated thither on a cloud and there united with the soul. Subsequently 
the legend was still further embellished, and, besides the apostles, the angels and patriarchs also, 
even Adam and Eve, were made witnesses of the wonderful spectacle. 
 
Still the resurrection and ascension of Mary are in the Roman church only a matter of "devout and 
probable opinion," not an article of faith; {808} and a distinction is made between the ascensio of 



Christ (by virtue of His divine nature) and the assumptio of Mary (by the power of grace and 
merit). 
 
But since Mary, according to the most recent Roman dogma, was free even from original sin, and 
since death is a consequence of sin, it should strictly follow that she did not die at all, and rise 
again, but, like Enoch and Elijah, was carried alive to heaven. 
 
In the Middle Age—to anticipate briefly—yet other festivals of Mary arose: the Nativity of Mary, 
{809} after A. D. 650; the Presentation of Mary, {810} after the ninth century, founded on the 
apocryphal tradition of the eleven years’ ascetic discipline of Mary in the temple at Jerusalem; the 
Visitation of Mary {811} in memory of her visit to Elizabeth; a festival first mentioned in France 
in 1247, and limited to the western church; and the festival of the Immaculate Conception, {812} 
which arose with the doctrine of the sinless conception of Mary, and is interwoven with the 
history of that dogma down to its official and final promulgation by Pope Pius IX. in 1854. 
 
{799} mera aspasmou, or caritismou, euaggelismou, ensarkwsewv festum annunciationis, 
s. incarnationis, conceptionis Domini. 
 
{800} Luke 1:26-39. 
 
{801} Festum purificationis Mariae, or praesentationis Domini, Simeonis et Hannae occursus; 
upapanth, or upanth, or upanthsiv tou kuriou (the meeting of the Lord with Simeon and 
Anna in the temple). 
 
{802} Comp. Luke 2:22 Leviticus 11:2-7. The apparent incongruity of Mary’s need of 
purification with the prevalent Roman Catholic doctrine of her absolute purity and freedom from 
the ordinary accompaniments of parturition (even, according to Paschasius Radbert, from the 
flow of blood) gave rise to all kinds of artificial explanations. Augustine derived it from the 
consuetudo legis rather than the necessitas expiandi purgandique peccati, and places it on a par 
with the baptism of Christ. (Quaest. in Heptateuchum, l. iii. c. 40.) 
 
{803} Luke 2:22-38. 
 
{804} Februarius, from Februo, the purifying god; like Januarius, from the god Janus. Februare 
equals purgare to purge. February was originally the last month. 
 
{805} Festum candelarum sive luminum. 
 
{806} koimhsiv, or analhqiv thv agia vyeotokou, festum assumptionis. 
 
{807} According to later representations, as in the three discourses of John Damascenus on this 
subject, her body rested, like the body of the Lord, three days uncorrupted in the grave. 
 
{808} The Greek council of Jerusalem in 1672, which was summoned against the Calvinists, 
officially proclaimed it, and thus almost raised it to the authority of a dogma. 
 
{809} Nativitas, natalis B. M. V.; genevqlion, &c. 
 
{810} Festum presentationis. 
 
{811} Festum visitationis. 



 
{812} Festum immaculatae conceptionis B. M. V.  

 



84. The Worship of Martyrs and Saints. 
 
I. Sources: The Memorial Discourses of Basil the Great on the martyr Mamas (a shepherd in 
Cappadocia, about 276), and on the forty martyrs (soldiers, who are said to have suffered in 
Armenia under Licinius in 320); of Gregory Naz. on Cyprian (248), on Athanasius (372), and on 
Basil (379); of Gregory Of Nyssa on Ephraim Syrus (378), and on the megalomartyr Theodorus; 
of Chrysostom on Bernice and Prosdoce, on the Holy Martyrs, on the Egyptian Martyrs, on 
Meletius of Antioch; several homilies of Ambrose, Augustine, Leo the Great, 
PeterChrysologusCaesarius, &c.; Jerome against Vigilantius. The most important passages of the 
fathers on the veneration of saints are conveniently collected in: The Faith of Catholics on certain 
points of controversy, confirmed by Scripture and attested by the Fathers. By Berington and Kirk, 
revised by Waterworth. 3d ed. 1846, vol. iii. pp. 322-416. 
 
II. The later Literature: (1) On the Roman Catholic side: The ActaSanctorum of the Bollandists, 
thus far 58 vols. fol. (1643-1858, coming down to the 22d of October). Theod. Ruinart: Acta 
primorum martyrum sincera et selecta. Par. 1689 (confined to the first four centuries). Laderchio: 
S. patriarcharum et prophetarum, confessorum, cultus perpetuus, etc. Rom. 1730. (2) On the 
Protestant side: J. Dallaeus: Adversus Latinorum de cultus religiosi objecto traditionem. Genev. 
1664. IsaacTaylor: Ancient Christianity. 4th ed. Lond. 1844, vel. ii. p. 173 ff. ("Christianized 
demonolatry in the fourth century.") 
 
The system of saint-worship, including both Hagiology and Hagiolatry, developed itself at the 
same time with the worship of Mary; for the latter is only the culmination of the former. 
 
The New Testament is equally ignorant of both. The expression agioi, sancti, saints, is used by 
the apostles not of a particular class, a spiritual aristocracy of the church, but of all baptized and 
converted Christians without distinction; because they are separated from the world, consecrated 
to the service of God, washed from the guilt of sin by the blood of Christ, and, notwithstanding 
all their remaining imperfections and sins, called to perfect holiness. The apostles address their 
epistles to "the saints" i.e., the Christian believers, "at Rome, Corinth, Ephesus," &c. {813} 
 
After the entrance of the heathen masses into the church the title came to be restricted to bishops 
and councils and to departed heroes of the Christian faith, especially the martyrs of the first three 
centuries. When, on the cessation of persecution, the martyr’s crown, at least within the limits of 
the Roman empire, was no longer attainable, extraordinary ascetic piety, great service to the 
church, and subsequently also the power of miracles, were required as indispensable conditions of 
reception into the Catholic calendar of saints. The anchorets especially, who, though not 
persecuted from without, voluntarily crucified their flesh and overcame evil spirits, seemed to 
stand equal to the martyrs in holiness and in claims to veneration. A tribunal of canonization did 
not yet exist. The popular voice commonly decided the matter, and passed for the voice of God. 
Some saints were venerated only in the regions where they lived and died; others enjoyed a 
national homage; others, a universal. 
 
The veneration of the saints increased with the decrease of martyrdom, and with the remoteness 
of the objects of reverence. "Distance lends enchantment to the view;" but "familiarity" is apt "to 
breed contempt." The sins and faults of the heroes of faith were lost in the bright haze of the past, 
while their virtues shone the more, and furnished to a pious and superstitious fancy the richest 
material for legendary poesy. 
 



Almost all the catholic saints belong to the higher degrees of the clergy or to the monastic life. 
And the monks were the chief promoters of the worship of saints. At the head of the heavenly 
chorus stands Mary, crowned as queen by the side of her divine Son; then come the apostles and 
evangelists, who died a violent death, the protomartyr Stephen, and the martyrs of the first three 
centuries; the patriarchs and prophets also of the Old Covenant down to John the Baptist; and 
finally eminent hermits and monks, missionaries, theologians, and bishops, and those, in general, 
who distinguished themselves above their contemporaries in virtue or in public service. The 
measure of ascetic self-denial was the measure of Christian virtue. Though many of the greatest 
saints of the Bible, from the patriarch Abraham to Peter, the prince of the apostles, lived in 
marriage, the Romish ethics, from the time of Ambrose and Jerome, can allow no genuine 
holiness within the bonds of matrimony, and receives only virgines and some few vidui and 
viduae into its spiritual nobility. {814} In this again the close connection of saint-worship with 
monasticism is apparent. 
 
To the saints, about the same period, were added angels as objects of worship. To angels there 
was ascribed in the church from the beginning a peculiar concern with the fortunes of the militant 
church, and a certain oversight of all lands and nations. But Ambrose is the first who expressly 
exhorts to the invocation of our patron angels, and represents it as a duty. {815} In favor of the 
guardianship and interest of angels appeal was rightly made to several passages of the Old and 
New Testaments: Daniel 10:13,20,21 12:1 Matthew 18:10 Luke 15:7 Hebrews 1:14 Acts 12:15. 
But in Colossians 2:18, and Revelation 19:10 22:8,9, the worship of angels is distinctly rebuked. 
 
Out of the old Biblical notion of guardian angels arose also the idea of patron saints for particular 
countries, cities, churches, and classes, and against particular evils and dangers. Peter and Paul 
and Laurentius became the patrons of Rome; James, the patron of Spain; Andrew, of Greece; 
John, of theologians; Luke, of painters; subsequently Phocas, of seamen; Ivo, of jurists; Anthony, 
a protector against pestilence; Apollonia, against tooth-aches; &c. 
 
These different orders of saints and angels form a heavenly hierarchy, reflected in the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy on earth. Dionysius the Areopagite, a fantastical Christian Platonist of the 
fifth-century, exhibited the whole relation of man to God on the basis of the hierarchy; dividing 
the hierarchy into two branches, heavenly and earthly, and each of these again into several 
degrees, of which every higher one was the mediator of salvation to the one below it. 
 
These are the outlines of the saint-worship of our period. Now to the exposition and estimate of it, 
and then the proofs. 
 
The worship of saints proceeded originally, without doubt, from a pure and truly Christian source, 
to wit: a very deep and lively sense of the communion of saints, which extends over death and the 
grave, and embraces even the blessed in heaven. It was closely connected with love to Christ, and 
with gratitude for everything great and good which he has done through his instruments for the 
welfare of posterity. The church fulfilled a simple and natural duty of gratitude, when, in the 
consciousness of unbroken fellowship with the church triumphant, she honored the memory of 
the martyrs and confessors, who had offered their life for their faith, and had achieved victory for 
it over all its enemies. She performed a duty of fidelity to her own children, when she held up for 
admiration and imitation the noble virtues and services of their fathers. She honored and glorified 
Christ Himself when she surrounded Him with an innumerable company of followers, 
contemplated the reflection of His glory in them, and sang to His praise in the Ambrosian Te 
Deum: 
 
The glorious company of the Apostles praise thee; 



 
The goodly fellowship of the Prophets praise thee; 
 
The noble army of Martyrs praise thee; 
 
The holy church throughout all the world doth acknowledge thee; 
 
The Father, of an infinite majesty; 
 
Thine adorable, true, and only Son; 
 
Also the Holy Ghost, the Comforter. 
 
Thou art the King of glory, O Christ; 
 
Thou art the everlasting Son of the Father. 
 
When thou tookest upon thee to deliver man, thou didst not abhor the Virgin’s womb; {816} 
 
When thou hadst overcome the sharpness of death, thou didst open the kingdom of heaven to all 
believers. 
 
In the first three centuries the veneration of the martyrs in general restricted itself to the thankful 
remembrance of their virtues and the celebration of the day of their death as the day of their 
heavenly birth. {817} This celebration usually took place at their graves. So the church of Smyrna 
annually commemorated its bishop Polycarp, and valued his bones more than gold and gems, 
though with the express distinction: "Christ we worship as the Son of God; the martyrs we love 
and honor as disciples and successors of the Lord, on account of their insurpassable love to their 
King and Master, as also, we wish to be their companions and fellow disciples." {818} Here we 
find this veneration as yet in its innocent simplicity. 
 
But in the Nicene age it advanced to a formal invocation of the saints as our patrons (patroni) and 
intercessors (intercessores, mediatores) before the throne of grace, and degenerated into a form of 
refined polytheism and idolatry. The saints came into the place of the demigods, Penates and 
Lares, the patrons of the domestic hearth and of the country. As once temples and altars to the 
heroes, so now churches and chapels {819} came to be built over the graves of the martyrs, and 
consecrated to their names (or more precisely to God through them). People laid in them, as they 
used to do in the temple of Aesculapius, the sick that they might be healed, and hung in them, as 
in the temples of the gods, sacred gifts of silver and gold. Their graves were, as Chrysostom says, 
move splendidly adorned and more frequently visited than the palaces of kings. Banquets were 
held there in their honor, which recall the heathen sacrificial feasts for the welfare of the manes. 
Their relics were preserved with scrupulous care, and believed to possess miraculous virtue. 
Earlier, it was the custom to pray for the martyrs (as if they were not yet perfect) and to thank 
God for their fellowship and their pious example. Now such intercessions for them were 
considered unbecoming, and their intercession was invoked for the living. {820} 
 
This invocation of the dead was accompanied with the presumption that they take the deepest 
interest in all the fortunes of the kingdom of God on earth, and express it in prayers and 
intercessions. {821} This was supposed to be warranted by some passages of Scripture, like Luke 
15:10, which speaks of the angels (not the saints) rejoicing over the conversion of a sinner, and 
Revelation 8:3,4, which represents an angel as laying the prayers of all the saints on the golden 



altar before the throne of God. But the New Testament expressly rebukes the worship of the 
angels, {Colossians 2:18 Revelation 19:10 22:8,9} and furnishes not a single example of an 
actual invocation of dead men; and it nowhere directs us to address our prayers to any creature. 
Mere inferences from certain premises, however plausible, are, in such weighty matters, not 
enough. The intercession of the saints for us was drawn as a probable inference from the duty of 
all Christians to pray for others, and the invocation of the saints for their intercession was 
supported by the unquestioned right to apply to living saints for their prayers, of which even the 
apostles availed themselves in their epistles. 
 
But here rises the insolvable question: How can departed saints hear at once the prayers of so 
many Christians on earth, unless they either partake of divine omnipresence or divine 
omniscience? And is it not idolatrous to clothe creatures with attributes which belong exclusively 
to Godhead? Or, if the departed saints first learn from the omniscient God our prayers, and then 
bring them again before God with their powerful intercessions, to what purpose this circuitous 
way? Why not at once address God immediately, who alone is able, and who is always ready, to 
hear His children for the sake of Christ? 
 
Augustine felt this difficulty, and concedes his inability to solve it. He leaves it undecided, 
whether the saints (as Jerome and others actually supposed) are present in so many places at once, 
or their knowledge comes through the omniscience of God, or finally it comes through the 
ministry of angels. {822} He already makes the distinction between latreiva, or adoration due to 
God alone, and the invocatio (douleiva) of the saints, and firmly repels the charge of idolatry, 
which the Manichaean Faustus brought against the catholic Christians when he said: "Ye have 
changed the idols into martyrs, whom ye worship with the like prayers, and ye appease the shades 
of the dead with wine and flesh." Augustine asserts that the church indeed celebrates the memory 
of the martyrs with religious solemnity, to be stirred up to imitate them, united with their merits, 
and supported by their prayers, {823} but it offers sacrifice and dedicates altars to God alone. Our 
martyrs, says he, are not gods; we build no temples to our martyrs, as to gods; but we consecrate 
to them only memorial places, as to departed men, whose spirits live with God; we build altars 
not to sacrifice to the martyrs, but to sacrifice with them to the one God, who is both ours and 
theirs. {824} 
 
But in spite of all these distinctions and cautions, which must be expected from a man like 
Augustine, and acknowledged to be a wholesome restraint against excesses, we cannot but see in 
the martyr-worship, as it was actually practised, a new form of the hero-worship of the pagans. 
Nor can we wonder in the least. For the great mass of the Christian people came, in fact, fresh 
from polytheism, without thorough conversion, and could not divest themselves of their old 
notions and customs at a stroke. The despotic form of government, the servile subjection of the 
people, the idolatrous homage which was paid to the Byzantine emperors and their statues, the 
predicates divina, sacra, coelestia, which were applied to the utterances of their will, favored the 
worship of saints. The heathen emperor Julian sarcastically reproached the Christians with 
reintroducing polytheism into monotheism, but, on account of the difference of the objects, 
revolted from the Christian worship of martyrs and relics, as from the "stench of graves and dead 
men’s bones." The Manichaean taunt we have already mentioned. The Spanish presbyter 
Vigilantius, in the fifth century, called the worshippers of martyrs and relics, ashes-worshippers 
and idolaters, {825} and taught that, according to the Scriptures, the living only should pray with 
and for each other. Even some orthodox church teachers admitted the affinity of the saint-worship 
with heathenism, though with the view of showing that all that is good in the heathen worship 
reappears far better in the Christian. Eusebius cites a passage from Plato on the worship of heroes, 
demi-gods, and their graves, and then applies it to the veneration of friends of God and 
champions of true religion; so that the Christians did well to visit their graves, to honor their 



memory there, and to offer their prayers. {826} The Greeks, Theodoret thinks, have the least 
reason to be offended at what takes place at the graves of the martyrs; for the libations and 
expiations, the demi-gods and deified men, originated with themselves. Hercules, Aesculapius, 
Bacchus, the Dioscuri, and the like, are deified men; consequently it cannot be a reproach to the 
Christians that they—not deify, but—honor their martyrs as witnesses and servants of God. The 
ancients saw nothing censurable in such worship of the dead. The saints, our helpers and patrons, 
are far more worthy of such honor. The temples of the gods are destroyed, the philosophers, 
orators, and emperors are forgotten, but the martyrs are universally known. The feasts of the gods 
are now replaced by the festivals of Peter, Paul, Marcellus, Leontius, Antonins, Mauricius, and 
other martyrs, not with pagan pomp and sensual pleasures, but with Christian soberness and 
decency. {827} 
 
Yet even this last distinction which Theodoret asserts, sometimes disappeared. Augustine laments 
that in the African church banqueting and revelling were daily practised in honor of the martyrs, 
{828} but thinks that this weakness must be for the time indulged from regard to the ancient 
customs of the pagans. 
 
In connection with the new hero-worship a new mythology also arose, which filled up the gaps of 
the history of the saints, and sometimes even transformed the pagan myths of gods and heroes 
into Christian legends. {829} The superstitious imagination, visions, and dreams, and pious fraud 
famished abundant contributions to the Christian legendary poesy. 
 
The worship of the saints found eloquent vindication and encouragement not only, in poets like 
Prudentius (about 405) and Paulinus of Nola (died 431), to whom greater freedom is allowed, but 
even in all the prominent theologians and preachers of the Nicene and post-Nicene age. It was as 
popular as monkery, and was as enthusiastically commended by the leaders of the church in the 
East and West. 
 
The two institutions, moreover, are closely connected and favor each other. The monks were most 
zealous friends of saint-worship in their own cause. The church of the fifth century already went 
almost as far in it as the Middle Age, at all events quite as far as the council of Trent; for this 
council does not prescribe the invocation of the saints, but confines itself to approving it as "good 
and useful" (not as necessary) on the ground of their reigning with Christ in heaven and their 
intercession for us, and expressly remarks that Christ is our only, Redeemer and Saviour. {830} 
This moderate and prudent statement of the doctrine, however, has not yet removed the excesses 
which the Roman Catholic people still practise in the worship of the saints, their images, and their 
relics. The Greek church goes even further in theory than the Roman; for the confession of Peter 
Mogilas (which was subscribed by the four Greek patriarchs in 1643, and again sanctioned by the 
council of Jerusalem in 1672), declares it duty and propriety (creov) to implore the intercession 
(mesiteiva) of Mary and the saints with God for us. 
 
We now cite, for proof and further illustration, the most important passages from the church 
fathers of our period on this point. In the numerous memorial discourses of the fathers, the 
martyrs are loaded with eulogies, addressed as present, and besought for their protection. The 
universal tone of those productions is offensive to the Protestant taste, and can hardly be 
reconciled with evangelical ideas of the exclusive and all-sufficient mediation of Christ and of 
justification by pure grace without the merit of works. But it must not be forgotten that in these 
discourses very much is to be put to the account of the degenerate, extravagant, and fulsome 
rhetoric of that time. The best church fathers, too, never separated the merits of the saints from 
the merits of Christ, but considered the former as flowing out of the latter. 
 



We begin with the Greek fathers. Basil the Great calls the forty soldiers who are said to have 
suffered martyrdom under Licinius in Sebaste about 320, not only a "holy choir," an "invincible 
phalanx," but also "common patrons of the human family, helpers of our prayers and most mighty 
intercessors with God." {831} 
 
Ephraim Syrus addresses the departed saints, in general, in such words as these: "Remember me, 
ye heirs of God, ye brethren of Christ, pray to the Saviour for me, that I through Christ may be 
delivered from him who assaults me from day to day;" and the mother of a martyr: "O holy, true, 
and blessed mother, plead for me with the saints, and pray: ‘Ye triumphant martyrs of Christ, 
pray for Ephraim, the least, the miserable,’ that I may find grace, and through the grace of Christ 
may be saved." 
 
Gregory of Nyssa asks of St. Theodore, whom he thinks invisibly present at his memorial feast, 
intercessions for his country, for peace, for the preservation of orthodoxy, and begs him to arouse 
the apostles Peter and Paul and John to prayer for the church planted by them (as if they needed 
such an admonition!). He relates with satisfaction that the people streamed to the burial place of 
this saint in such multitudes that the place looked like an ant hill. In his Life of St. Ephraim, he 
tells of a pilgrim who lost himself among the barbarian posterity of Ishmael, but by the prayer, 
"St. Ephraim, help me!" {832} and the protection of the saint, happily found his way home. He 
himself thus addresses him at the close: "Thou who standest at the holy altar, and with angels 
servest the life-giving and most holy Trinity, remember us all, and implore for us the forgiveness 
of sins and the enjoyment of the eternal kingdom." {833} 
 
Gregory Nazianzen is convinced that the departed Cyprian guides and protects his church in 
Carthage more powerfully by his intercessions than he formerly did by his teachings, because he 
now stands so much nearer the Deity; he addresses him as present, and implores his favor and 
protection. {834} In his eulogy on Athanasius, who was but a little while dead, he prays: "Look 
graciously down upon us, and dispose this people to be perfect worshippers of the perfect Trinity; 
and when the times are quiet, preserve us—when they are troubled, remove us, and take us to thee 
in thy fellowship." 
 
Even Chrysostom did not rise above the spirit of the time. He too is an eloquent and enthusiastic 
advocate of the worship of the saints and their relics. At the close of his memorial discourse on 
Sts. Bernice and Prosdoce—two saints who have not even a place in the Roman calendar—he 
exhorts his hearers not only on their memorial days but also on other days to implore these saints 
to be our protectors: "For they have great boldness not merely during their life but also after 
death, yea, much greater after death. {835} For they now bear the stigmata of Christ [the marks of 
martyrdom], and when they show these, they can persuade the King to anything." He relates that 
once, when the harvest was endangered by excessive rain, the whole population of 
Constantinople flocked to the church of the Apostles, and there elected the apostles Peter and 
Andrew, Paul and Timothy, patrons and intercessors before the throne of grace. {836} Christ, 
says he on Hebrews 1:14, redeems us as Lord and Master, the angels redeem us as ministers. 
 
Asterius of Amasia calls the martyr Phocas, the patron of mariners, "a pillar and foundation of the 
churches of God in the world, the most renowned of the martyrs, who draws men of all countries 
in hosts to his church in Sinope, and who now, since his death, distributes more abundant 
nourishment than Joseph in Egypt." 
 
Among the Latin fathers, Ambrose of Milan is one of the first and most decided promoters of the 
worship of saints. We cite a passage or two. "May Peter, who so successfully weeps for himself, 
weep also for us, and turn upon us the friendly look of Christ. {837} The angels, who are 



appointed to guard us, must be invoked for us; the martyrs, to whose intercession we have claim 
by the pledge of their bodies, must be invoked. They who have washed away their sins by their 
own blood, may pray for our sins. For they are martyrs of God, our high priests, spectators of our 
life and our acts. We need not blush to use them as intercessors for our weakness; for they also 
knew the infirmity of the body when they gained the victory over it." {838} 
 
Jerome disputes the opinion of Vigilantius, that we should pray for one another in this life only, 
and that the dead do not hear our prayers, and ascribes to departed saints a sort of omnipresence, 
because, according to Revelation 14:4, they follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. {839} He 
thinks that their prayers are much more effectual in heaven than they were upon earth. If Moses 
implored the forgiveness of God for six hundred thousand men, and Stephen, the first martyr, 
prayed for his murderers after the example of Christ, should they cease to pray, and to be heard, 
when they are with Christ? 
 
Augustine infers from the interest which the rich man in hell still had in the fate of his five 
surviving brothers, {Luke 16:27} that the pious dead in heaven must have even far more interest 
in the kindred and friends whom they have left behind. {840} He also calls the saints our 
intercessors, yet under Christ, the proper and highest Intercessor, as Peter and the other apostles 
are shepherds under the great chief Shepherd. {841} In a memorial discourse on Stephen, he 
imagines that martyr, and St. Paul who stoned him, to be present, and begs them for their 
intercessions with the Lord with whom they reign. {842} He attributes miraculous effects, even 
the raising of the dead, to the intercessions of Stephen. {843} But, on the other hand, he declares, 
as we have already observed, his inability to solve the difficult question of the way in which the 
dead can be made acquainted with our wishes and prayers. At all events, in Augustine’s practical 
religion the worship of the saints occupies a subordinate place. In his "Confessions" and 
"Soliloquies" he always addresses himself directly to God, not to Mary nor to martyrs. 
 
The Spanish poet Prudentius flees with prayers and confessions of sin to St. Laurentius, and 
considers himself unworthy to be heard by Christ Himself. {844} 
 
The poems of Paulinus of Nola are full of direct prayers for the intercessions of the saints, 
especially of St. Felix, in whose honor he erected a basilica, and annually composed an ode, and 
whom he calls his patron, his father, his lord. He relates that the people came in great crowds 
around the wonder-working relics of this saint on his memorial day, and could not look on them 
enough. 
 
Leo the Great, in his sermons, lays great stress on the powerful intercession of the apostles Peter 
and Paul, and of the Roman martyr Laurentius. {845} 
 
Pope Gregory the Great, at the close of our period, went much farther. 
 
According to this we cannot wonder that the Virgin Mary and the saints are interwoven also in 
the prayers of the liturgies, {846} and that their merits and intercession stand by the side of the 
merits of Christ as a ground of the acceptance of our prayers. 
 
{813} Comp. Acts 9:13,32,41 26:10 Romans 1:7 12:13 15:25,26 1 Corinthians 1:2 6:1 Ephesians 
1:1,15,18 4:12 Philippians 1:1 4:21,22 Revelation 13:7,10, &c. 
 
{814} To reconcile this perverted view with the Bible, the Roman tradition arbitrarily assumes 
that Peter separated from his wife after his conversion; whereas Paul, so late as the year 57, 
expressly presupposes the opposite, and claims for himself the right to take with him a sister as a 



wife on his missionary tours (ajdelfhn gunai’ka periavgein), like the other apostles, and the 
brothers of the Lord, and Cephas. 1 Corinthians 9:5. Married saints, like St. Elisabeth of Hungary 
and St. Louis of France, are rare exceptions. 
 
{815} Deuteronomy viduis c. 9: "Obsecrandi sunt Angeli pro nobis, qui nobis ad praesidium dati 
sunt." Origen had previously commended the invocation of angels. 
 
{816} "Non horruisti Virginis uterum." The translation in the American Episcopal Liturgy has 
softened this expression thus: "Thou didst humble thyself to be born of a Virgin." 
 
{817} Natalitia, genevqlia. 
 
{818} In the Epistle of the church of Smyrna Deuteronomy Martyr. Polycarpi, cap. 17 (Patres-
Apost. ed. Dressel, p. 404): touton men gar uion onta tou yeou proskunoumen touv de 
marturav, wv mayhta kai mimhtav tou kuriou agapwmen axiwv, k. t. l 
 
{819} Memoriae, martuvria. 
 
{820} Augustine, Serm. 159, 1 (al. 17): "Injuria est pro martyre orare, cujus nos debemus 
orationibus commendari." Serm. 284, 5: "Pro martyribus non orat [ecclesia], sed eorum potius 
orationibus se commendat." Serm. 285, 5: "Pro aliis fidelibus defunctis oratur [to wit, for the 
souls in purgatory still needing purification]; pro martyribus non oratur; tam enim perfecti 
exierunt, ut non sint suscepti nostri, sed advocati." Yet Augustine adds the qualification: "Neque 
hoc in se, sed in illo cui capiti perfecta membra cohaeserunt. Ille est enim vere advocatus unus, 
qui interpellat pro nobis, sedens ad dexteram Patris: sed advocatus unus, sicut et pastor unus." 
When the grateful intercessions for the departed saints and martyrs were exchanged for the 
invocation of their intercession, the old formula: "Annue nobis, Domine, ut animae famuli tui 
Leonis haec prosit oblatio," was changed into the later: "Annue nobis, quaesumus, Domine, ut 
intercessione beati Leonis haec nobis prosit oblatio." But instead of praying for the saints, the 
Catholic church now prays for the souls in purgatory. 
 
{821} Ambrose, Deuteronomy viduis, c. 9, calls the martyrs "nostri praesules et speculatores 
(spectatores) vitae actuumque nostrorum." 
 
{822} Deuteronomy cura pro mortuis (A. D. 421), c. 16. In another place he decidedly rejects the 
first hypothesis, because otherwise he himself would be always surrounded by his pious mother, 
and because in Isaiah 63:16 it is said: "Abraham is ignorant of us." 
 
{823} "Et ad excitandam imitationem, et ut mentis eorum consocietur, atque orationibus 
adjuvetur." Contra Faustum l. 20, n. 21. 
 
{824} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xxii. 10: "Nobis Martyres non sunt dii: quia unum eundemque 
Deum et nostrum scimus et Martyrum. Nec tamen miraculis, quae per Memorias nostrorum 
Martyrum fiunt, ullo modo comparanda sunt miracula, quae facta per templa perhibentur illorum. 
Verum si qua similia videntur, sicut a Moyse magi Pharaonis, sic eorum dii victi sunt a 
Martyribus nostris.... Martyribus nostris non templa sicut diis, sed Memorias sicut hominibus 
mortuis, quorum apud Deum vivunt spiritus, fabricamus; nec ibi erigimus altaria, in quibus 
sacrificemus Martyribus, sed uni Deo et Martyrum et nostro sacrificium [corpus Christi] 
immolamus." 
 
{825} Cinerarios and idololatrae. 



 
{826} In his Praeparat. Evangelica, xiii. cap. 11, p, 663. Comp. Demostr. Evang. iii. 3, p. 107. 
 
{827} Theodoret, Graec. affect. curatio. Disp. viii. (Ed. Schulz, iv. p. 902 sq.) 
 
{828} "Commessationes et ebrietates in honorem etiam beatissimorum Martyrum." Ep. 22 and 29. 
 
{829} Thus, e.g., the fate of the Attic king’s son Hippolytus, who was dragged to death by horses 
on the sea shore, was transferred to the Christian martyr Hippolytus, of the beginning of the third 
century. The martyr Phocas, a gardener at Sinope in Pontus, became the patron of all mariners, 
and took the place of Castor and Pollux. At the daily meals on shipboard, Phocas had his portion 
set out among the rest, as an invisible guest, and the proceeds of the sale of these portions was 
finally distributed among the poor as a thank-offering for the prosperous voyage. 
 
{830} Conc. Trid. Sess. xxv.: "Sanctos una cum Christo regnantes orationes suas pro hominibus 
Deo offere; bonum atque utile esse suppliciter eos invocare et ob beneficia impetranda a Deo per 
Filium eius Jesum Christum, qui solus noster redemptor et salvator est, ad eorum orationes, opem 
auxiliumque confugere." 
 
{831} Basil. M. Hom. 19, in XL. Martyres, 8: w corov agiov, w suntagma ieron, w 
sunapismov arraghv, w koinoi fulakev tou genouv tw nanyrwpwn (Ocommunes generis 
humani custodes), agayoi koinwnoi frontidwn, dehsewv sunergoi, presbeutai 
dunatwtatoi (legati apud Deum potentissimi), asterev thv oikoumenhv, 
anyhtwnekklhsiwn, umav ouchghkatekruqen, allouranov upedexato.. 
 
{832} agie efraim, bahyeimoi aitoumeno 
 
{833} aitoumenov hmin amarthmatwna fesin, aiwnioute basileiav apolausin. 
Deuteronomy vita Ephraem. p. 616 (tom. iii.). 
 
{834} su de hmav epopteusiv anwyenilewv, kai ton h me teron diexagoiv logon kai bion, 
k. t. l. Orat. 18 in laud. Cypr. p. 286. 
 
{835} parakalwmen autav, axiwmen genesyai prostatidav hmwn pollh nga recousin 
parrhsian ouci zwsai monon, alla kai teleuth sasai kai pollw mallon teleuth 
sasai. Opp. tom. ii. 770. 
 
{836} Contra ludos et theatra, n. 1, tom. vi. 318. 
 
{837} Hexaem. l. v. cap. 25, 90: "Fleat pro nobis Petrus, qui pro se bene flevit, et in nos pia 
Christi ora convertat. Approperet Jesu Domini passio, quae quotidie delicta nostra condonat et 
munus remissionis operatur." 
 
{838} Deuteronomy viduis, c. 9: "Obsecrandi sunt Angeli pro nobis, qui nobis ad praesidium dati 
sunt; martyres obsecrandi, quorum videmur nobis quoddam corporis pignore patrocinium 
vindicare. Possunt pro peccatis rogare nostris, qui proprio sanguine etiam si qua habuerunt 
peccata laverunt. Isti enim sunt Dei martyres, nostri prae sules, speculatores vitae actuumque 
nostrorum," etc. Ambrose goes farther than the council of Trent, which does not command the 
invocation of the saints, but only commends it, and represents it not as duty, but only as privilege. 
See the passage already cited, p. 437. 
 



{839} Adv. Vigilant. n. 6: "Si agnus ubique, ergo et hi, qui cum agno sunt, ubique esse credendi 
sunt." So the heathen also attributed ubiquity to their demons. Hesiodus, Opera et dies, v. 121 
sqq. 
 
{840} Epist. 259, n. 5. 
 
{841} Sermo 285, n. 5. 
 
{842} Sermo 317, n. 5: "Ambo modo sermonem nostrum auditis; ambo pro nobis orate... 
orationibus suis commendent nos." 
 
{843} Serm. 324. 
 
{844} Hymn. ii. in hon. S. Laurent. vss. 570-584: 
 
Indignus agnosco et scio, 
 
Quem Christus ipse exaudiat; 
 
—Sed per patronos martyres 
 
Potest medelam consequi. 
 
{845} "Cuius oratione," says he of the latter, "et patrocinio adjuvari nos sine cessatione 
confidimus." Serm. 85 in Natal. S. Laurent c. 4. 
 
{846} E. g., the Liturgies of St. James, St. Mark, St. Basil, St. Chrysostom, the Coptic Liturgy of 
St. Cyril, and the Roman Liturgy.  

 



85. Festivals of the Saints. 
 
The system of saint-worship, like that of the worship of Mary, became embodied in a series of 
religious festivals, of which many had only a local character, some a provincial, some a universal. 
To each saint a day of the year, the day of his death, or his heavenly birthday, was dedicated, and 
it was celebrated with a memorial oration and exercises of divine worship, but in many cases 
desecrated by unrestrained amusements of the people, like the feasts of the heathen gods and 
heroes. 
 
The most important saints’ days which come down from the early church, and bear a universal 
character, are the following: 
 
1. The feast of the two chief apostles Peter and Paul, {847} on the twenty-ninth of June, the day 
of their martyrdom. It is with the Latins and the Greeks the most important of the feasts of the 
apostles, and, as the homilies for the day by Gregory Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Ambrose, 
Augustine, and Leo the Great show, was generally introduced as early as the fourth century 
 
2. Besides this, the Roman church has observed since the fifth century a special feast in honor of 
the prince of the apostles and for the glorification of the papal office: the feast of the See of Peter 
{848} on the twenty-second of February, the day on which, according to tradition, he took 
possession of the Roman bishopric. With this there was also an Antiochan St. Peter’s day on the 
eighteenth of January, in memory of the supposed episcopal reign of this apostle in Antioch. The 
Catholic liturgists dispute which of these two feasts is the older. After Leo the Great, the bishops 
used to keep the Natales. Subsequently the feast of the Chains of Peter {849} was introduced in 
memory of the chains which Peter wore, according to Acts 12:6, under Herod at Jerusalem, and, 
according to the Roman legend, in the prison at Rome under Nero. 
 
3. The feast of John, the apostle and evangelist, on the twenty-seventh of December, has already 
been mentioned in connection with the Christmas cycle. {850} 
 
4. Likewise the feast of the protomartyr Stephen, on the twenty-sixth of December, after the 
fourth century. {851} 
 
5. The feast of JohntheBaptist, the last representative of the saints before Christ. This was, 
contrary to the general rule, a feast of his birth, not his martyrdom, and, with reference to the birth 
festival of the Lord on the twenty-fifth of December, was celebrated six months earlier, on the 
twenty-fourth of June, the summer solstice. This was intended to signify at once his relation to 
Christ and his well-known word: "He must increase, but I must decrease." He represented the 
decreasing sun of the ancient covenant; Christ, the rising sun of the new. {852} In order to 
celebrate more especially the martyrdom of the Baptist, a feast of the Beheading of John, {853} 
on the twenty-ninth of August, was afterward introduced; but this never became so important and 
popular as the feast of his birth. 
 
6. To be just to all the heroes of the faith, the Greek church, after the fourth century, celebrated a 
feast of All Saints on the Sunday after Pentecost (the Latin festival of the Trinity). {854} The 
Latin church, after 610, kept a similar feast, the Festum Omnium Sanctorum, on the first of 
November; but this did not come into general use till after the ninth century. 
 
7. The feast of the Archangel Michael, {855} the leader of the hosts of angels, and the 
representative of the church triumphant, {856} on the twenty-ninth of September. This owes its 



origin to some miraculous appearances of Michael in the Catholic legends. {857} The worship of 
the angels developed itself simultaneously with the worship of Mary and the saints, and churches 
also were dedicated to angels, and called after their names. Thus Constantine the Great built a 
church to the archangel Michael on the right bank of the Black Sea, where the angel, according to 
the legend, appeared to some ship-wrecked persons and rescued them from death. Justinian I. 
built as many as six churches to him. Yet the feast of Michael, which some trace back to Pope 
Gelasius I., A. D. 493, seems not to have become general till after the ninth century. 
 
{847} Natalis apostolorum Petri et Pauli. 
 
{848} Festum cathedrae Petri. 
 
{849} Festum catenarum Petri, commonly Petri ad vincula, on the first of August. According to 
the legend, the Herodian Peter’s-chain, which the empress Eudoxia, wife of Theodosius II., 
discovered on a pilgrimage in Jerusalem, and sent as a precious relic to Rome, miraculously 
united with the Neronian Peter’s-chain at Rome on the first contact, so that the two have since 
formed only one holy and inseparable chain! 
 
{850} Comp. 77, volume 3 
 
{851} Ibid. 
 
{852} Comp. John 3:30. This interpretation is given by Augustine, Serm. 12 in Nat. Dom.: "In 
nativitate Christi dies crescit, in Johannis nativitate decrescit. Profectum plane facit dies, quum 
mundi Salvator oritur; defectum patitur, quum ultimus prophetarum generatur." 
 
{853} Festum decollationis S. Johannis B. 
 
{854} This Sunday is therefore called by the Greeks the Martyrs’ and Saints’ Sunday, hkuriakh 
twn agiwn pantwn, or twn agiwnkai marturwn. We have a homily of Chrysostom on it: 
egkwmioneiv touv agiouv pantav touv enolw tw kosmw marturhsantev, or Deuteronomy 
martyribus totius orbis. Hom. lxxiv. Opera, tom. ii. 711 sqq. 
 
{855} Festum S. Michaelis, archangeli. 
 
{856} Rev. xii. 7-9; comp. Jude, vs. 9. 
 
{857} Comp. Augusti, Archaeologie, i. p. 585. Michael, e.g., in a pestilence in Rome in the 
seventh century, is said to have appeared as a deliverer on the Tomb of Hadrian (Moles Hadriani, 
or Mausoleo di Adriano), so that the place received the name of Angel’s Castle (Castello di S. 
Angelo). It lies, as is well known, at the great bridge of the Tiber, and is used as a fortress.  

 



86. The Christian Calendar. The Legends of the Saints. The Acta 
Sanctorum. 
 
This is the place for some observations on the origin and character of the Christian calendar with 
reference to its ecclesiastical elements, the catalogue of saints and their festivals. 
 
The Christian calendar, as to its contents, dates from the fourth and later centuries; as to its form, 
it comes down from classical antiquity, chiefly from the Romans, whose numerous calendars 
contained, together with astronomical and astrological notes, tables also of civil and religious 
festivals and public sports. Two calendars of Christian Rome still extant, one of the year 354, the 
other of the year 448, {858} show the transition. The former contains for the first time the 
Christian week beginning with Sunday, together with the week of heathen Rome; the other 
contains Christian feast days and holidays, though as yet very few, viz., four festivals of Christ 
and six martyr days. The oldest purely Christian calendar is a Gothic one, which originated 
probably in Thrace in the fourth century. The fragment still extant {859} contains thirty-eight 
days for November and the close of October, among which seven days are called by the names of 
saints (two from the Bible, three from the church universal, and two from the Gothic church). 
 
There are, however, still earlier lists of saints’ days, according to the date of the holiday; the 
oldest is a Roman one of the middle of the fourth century, which contains the memorial days of 
twelve bishops of Rome and twenty-four martyrs, together with the festival of the birth of Christ 
and the festival of Peter on the twenty-second of February. 
 
Such tables are the groundwork of the calendar and the martyrologies. At first each community or 
province had its own catalogue of feasts, hence also its own calendar. Such local registers were 
sometimes called diptycha {860} (divptuca), because they were recorded on tables with two 
leaves; yet they commonly contained, besides the names of the martyrs, the names also of the 
earlier bishops and still living benefactors or persons, of whom the priests were to make mention 
by name in the prayer before the consecration of the elements in the eucharist. The spread of the 
worship of a martyr, which usually started from the place of his martyrdom, promoted the 
interchange of names. The great influence of Rome gave to the Roman festival-list and calendar 
the chief currency in the West. 
 
Gradually the whole calendar was filled up with the names of saints. As the number of the 
martyrs exceeded the number of days in the year, the commemoration of several must fall upon 
the same day, or the canonical hours of cloister devotion must be given up. The oriental calendar 
is richer in saints from the Old Testament than the occidental. {861} 
 
With the calendars are connected the Martyrologia, or Acta Martyrum, Acta Sanctorum, called by 
the Greeks Menologia and Menaea. {862} There were at first only "Diptycha" and "Calendaria 
martyrum," i.e., lists of the names of the martyrs commemorated by the particular church in the 
order of the days of their death on the successive days of the year, with or without statements of 
the place and manner of their passion. This simple skeleton became gradually animated with 
biographical sketches, coming down from different times and various authors, containing a 
confused mixture of history and fable, truth and fiction, piety and superstition, and needing to be 
used with great critical caution. As these biographies of the saints were read on their annual days 
in the church and in the cloisters for the edification of the people, they were called Legenda. 
 



The first Acts of the Martyrs come down from the second and third centuries, in part from eye-
witnesses, as, for example, the martyrdom of Polycarp (A. D. 167), and of the martyrs of Lyons 
and Vienne in South Gaul; but most of them originated, at least in their present form, in the post-
Constantinian age. Eusebius wrote a general martyrology, which is lost. The earliest Latin 
martyrology is ascribed to Jerome, but at all events contains many later additions; this father, 
however, furnished valuable contributions to such works in his "Lives of eminent Monks" and his 
"Catalogue of celebrated Church Teachers." Pope Gelasius thought good to prohibit or to restrict 
the church reading of the Acts of the Saints, because the names of the authors were unknown, and 
superfluous and incongruous additions by heretics or uneducated persons (idiotis) might be 
introduced. Gregory the Great speaks of a martyrology in use in Rome and elsewhere, which is 
perhaps the same afterward ascribed to Jerome and widely spread. The present Martyrologium 
Romanum, which embraces the saints of all countries, is an expansion of this, and was edited by 
Baronius with a learned commentary at the command of Gregory XIII. and Sixtus V. in 1586, and 
afterward enlarged by the Jesuit Heribert Rosweyd. 
 
Rosweyd (1629) also sketched, toward the close of the sixteenth century, the plan for the 
celebrated "Acta Sanctorum, quotquot toto orbe coluntur," which Dr. John van Bolland (1665) 
and his companions and continuators, called Bollandists (Henschen, 1681; Papenbroek, 1714; 
Sollier, 1740; Stiltinck, 1762, and others of inferior merit), published at Antwerp in fifty-three 
folio volumes, between the years 1643 and 1794 (including the two volumes of the second 
series), under the direction of the Jesuits, and with the richest and rarest literary aids. {863} This 
work contains, in the order of the days of the year, the biography of every saint in the Catholic 
calendar, as composed by the Bollandists, down to the fifteenth of October, together with all the 
acts of canonization, papal bulls, and other ancient documents belonging thereto, with learned 
treatises and notes; and that not in the style of popular legends, but in the tone of thorough 
historical investigation and free criticism, so far as a general accordance with the Roman Catholic 
system of faith would allow. {864} It was interrupted in 1773 by the abolition of the order of the 
Jesuits, then again in 1794, after a brief resumption of labor and the publication of two more 
volumes (the fifty-second and fifty-third), by the French Revolution and invasion of the 
Netherlands and the partial destruction of the literary, material; but since 1845 (or properly since 
1837) it has been resumed at Brussels under the auspices of the same order, though not with the 
same historical learning and critical acumen, and proceeds tediously toward completion. {865} 
This colossal and amazing work of more than two centuries of pious industry and monkish 
learning will always remain a rich mine for the system of martyr and saint-worship and the 
history of Christian life. 
 
{858} The latter is found in the Acta Sanct. Jun. tom. vii. p. 176 sqq. 
 
{859} Printed in Angelo Mai, Script. vet. nova collect. tom. v. P. 1, pp. 66-68. Comp. Krafft, 
Kirchengeschichte der germanischen Volker. Vol. i. Div. 1, pp. 385-387. 
 
{860} From divptuco, folded double. 
 
{861} The Roman Catholic saint-calendars have passed, without material change, to the 
Protestant church in Germany and other countries. Recently Prof. Piper in Berlin has attempted a 
thorough evangelical reform of the calendar by rejecting the doubtful or specifically Roman 
saints, and adding the names of the forerunners of the Reformation and the Reformers and 
distinguished men of the Protestant churches to the list under their birthdays. To this reform also 
his Evangelischer Kalender is devoted, which has appeared annually since 1850, and contains 
brief, popular sketches of the Catholic and Protestant saints received into the improved calendar. 
Most English and American calendars entirely omit this list of saints. 



 
{862} From mhvn month; hence, month-register. The Greek Menologies, mhnolovgiaare simply 
the lists of the martyrs in monthly order, with short biographical notices. The Menaea, mhnaia, 
are intended for the public worship and comprise twelve folio volumes, corresponding to the 
twelve months, with the officia of the saints for every day, and the proper legends and hymns. 
 
{863} When Rosweyd’s prospectus, which contemplated only 17 volumes, was shown to 
Cardinal Bellarmine, he asked: "What is the man’s age?" "Perhaps forty." "Does he expect to live 
two hundred years?" More than 250 years have passed since, and still the work is unfinished. The 
relation of the principal authors is indicated in the following verse: 
 
Quod Rosweydus praepararat, 
 
Quod Bollandus inchoarat, 
 
Quod Henschenius formarat, 
 
Perfecit(?) Papenbroekius. 
 
{864} The work was even violently persecuted at times in the Romish Church. Papenbroek, for 
proving that the prophet Elijah was not the founder of the Carmelite order, was stigmatized as a 
heretic, and the Acta condemned by the Spanish Inquisition, but the condemnation was removed 
by papal interference in 1715. The Bollandists took holy revenge of the Carmelites by a most 
elaborate biography and vindication of St. Theresa, the glory of that order, in the fifty-fourth 
volume (the first of the new series), 1845, sub Oct. 15th, pp. 109-776. 
 
{865} The names connected with the new (third) series are Joseph van der Moere, Joseph van 
Hecke, Bossue, Buch, Tinnebroek, etc. By 1858 five new folio volumes had appeared at Brussels 
(to the twenty-second of October), so that the whole work now embraces fifty-eight volumes, 
which cost from two thousand four hundred to three thousand francs. The present Bollandist 
library is in the convent of St. Michael in Brussels and embraces in three rooms every known 
biography of a saint, hundreds of the rarest missals and breviaries, hymnals and martyrologies, 
sacramentaries and rituals. A not very correct reprint of the Antwerp original has appeared at 
Venice since 1734. A new edition by Jo. Carnandet is now coming out at Paris and Rome, 1863 
sqq. Complete copies have become very rare. I have seen and used at different times three copies, 
one in the Theol. Seminary Library at Andover, and two at New York (in the Astor Library, and 
in the Union Theol. Sem. Library). Comp. the Prooemium de ratione universa operis, in the Acta 
Sanctorum, vol. vi. for Oct. (published 1845). R. P. Dom Pitra: Etudes sur la Collection des Actes 
des Saintes, par les RR. PP. Jusuites Bollandistes. Par. 1850. Also an article on the Bollandists by 
J. M. Neale in his Essays on Liturgiology and Church History, Lond. 1863, p. 89 ff.  

 



87. Worship of Relics. Dogma of the Resurrection. Miracles of Relics. 
 
Comp. the Literature at 84. Also J. Mabillon (R.C.): Observationes de sanctorum reliquiis (Praef. 
ad Acta s. Bened. Ordinis). Par. 1669. Barrington and Kirk (R.C.): The Faith of Catholics, &c. 
Lond. 1846. Vol. iii. pp. 250-307. On the Protestant side, J. H. Jung: Disquisitio antiquaria de 
reliqu. et profanis et sacris earumque cultu, ed. 4. Hannov. 1783. 
 
The veneration of martyrs and saints had respect, in the first instance, to their immortal spirits in 
heaven, but came to be extended, also, in a lower degree, to their earthly remains or relics. {866} 
By these are to be understood, first, their bodies, or rather parts of them, bones, blood, ashes; then 
all which was in any way closely connected with their persons, clothes, staff, furniture, and 
especially the instruments of their martyrdom. After the time of Ambrose the cross of Christ also, 
which, with the superscription and the nails, are said to have been miraculously discovered by the 
empress Helena in 326, {867} was included, and subsequently His crown of thorns and His coat, 
which are preserved, the former, according to the legend, in Paris, and the latter in Treves. {868} 
Relics of the body of Christ cannot be thought of, since He arose without seeing corruption, and 
ascended to heaven, where, above the reach of idolatry and superstition, He is enthroned at the 
right hand of the Father. His true relics are the Holy Supper and His living presence in the church 
to the end of the world. 
 
The worship of relics, like the worship of Mary and the saints, began in a sound religious feeling 
of reverence, of love, and of gratitude, but has swollen to an avalanche, and rushed into all kinds 
of superstitious and idolatrous excess. "The most glorious thing that the mind conceives," says 
Goethe, "is always set upon by a throng of more and more foreign matter." 
 
As Israel could not sustain the pure elevation of its divinely revealed religion, but lusted after the 
flesh pots of Egypt and coquetted with sensuous heathenism so it fared also with the ancient 
church. 
 
The worship of relics cannot be derived from Judaism; for the Levitical law strictly prohibited the 
contact of bodies and bones of the dead as defiling. {869} Yet the isolated instance of the bones 
of the prophet Elisha quickening by their contact a dead man who was cast into his tomb, {870} 
was quoted in behalf of the miraculous power of relics; though it should be observed that even 
this miracle did not lead the Israelites to do homage to the bones of the prophet nor abolish the 
law of the uncleanness of a corpse. 
 
The heathen abhorred corpses, and burnt them to ashes, except in Egypt, where embalming was 
the custom and was imitated by the Christians on the death of martyrs, though St. Anthony 
protested against it. There are examples, however, of the preservation of the bones of 
distinguished heroes like Theseus, and of the erection of temples over their graves. {871} 
 
The Christian relic worship was primarily a natural consequence of the worship of the saints, and 
was closely connected with the Christian doctrine of the resurrection of the body, which was an 
essential article of the apostolic tradition, and is incorporated in almost all the ancient creeds. For 
according to the gospel the body is not an evil substance, as the Platonists, Gnostics, Manichaeans 
held, but a creature of God; it is redeemed by Christ; it becomes by the regeneration an organ and 
temple of the Holy Ghost; and it rests as a living seed in the grave, to be raised again at the last 
day, and changed into the likeness of the glorious body of Christ. The bodies of the righteous 
"grow green" in their graves, to burst forth in glorious bloom on the morning of the resurrection. 
The first Christians from the beginning set great store by this comforting doctrine, at which the 



heathen, like Celsus and Julian, scoffed. Hence they abhorred also the heathen custom of burning, 
and adopted the Jewish custom of burial with solemn religious ceremonies, which, however, 
varied in different times and countries. 
 
But in the closer definition of the dogma of the resurrection two different tendencies appeared: a 
spiritualistic, represented by the Alexandrians, particularly by Origen and still later by the two 
Gregories; the other more realistic, favored by the Apostles’ Creed, {872} advocated by 
Tertullian, but pressed by some church teachers, like Epiphanius and Jerome, in a grossly 
materialistic manner, without regard to the sw’ma pveumatikovn of Paul and the declaration that 
"flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God." {873} The latter theory was far the more 
consonant with the prevailing spirit of our period, entirely supplanted the other, and gave the 
mortal remains of the saints a higher value, and the worship of them a firmer foundation. 
 
Roman Catholic historians and apologists find a justification of the worship and the healing virtue 
of relics in three facts of the New Testament: the healing of the woman with the issue of blood by 
the touch of Jesus’ garment; {874} the healing of the sick by the shadow of Peter; {875} and the 
same by handkerchiefs from Paul. {876} 
 
These examples, as well as the miracle wrought by the bones of Elisha, were cited by Origen, 
Cyril of Jerusalem, Ambrose, Chrysostom, and other fathers, to vindicate similar and greater 
miracles in their time. They certainly mark the extreme limit of the miraculous, beyond which it 
passes into the magical. But in all these cases the living and present person was the vehicle of the 
healing power; in the second case Luke records merely the popular belief, not the actual healing; 
and finally neither Christ nor the apostles themselves chose that method, nor in any way 
sanctioned the superstitions on which it was based. {877} At all events, the New Testament and 
the literature of the apostolic fathers know nothing of an idolatrous veneration of the cross of 
Christ or the bones and chattels of the apostles. The living words and acts of Christ and the 
apostles so completely absorbed attention that we have no authentic accounts of the bodily 
appearance, the incidental externals, and transient possessions of the founders of the church. Paul 
would know Christ after the spirit, not after the flesh. Even the burial places of most of the 
apostles and evangelists are unknown. The traditions of their martyrdom and their remains date 
from a much later time, and can claim no historical credibility. 
 
The first clear traces of the worship of relics appear in the second century in the church of 
Antioch, where the bones of the bishop and martyr Ignatius (107) were preserved as a priceless 
treasure; {878} and in Smyrna, where the half-burnt bones of Polycarp (167) were considered 
"more precious than the richest jewels and more tried than gold." {879} We read similar things in 
the Acts of the martyrs Perpetua and Cyprian. The author of the Apostolic Constitutions {880} 
exhorts that the relics of the saints, who are with the God of the living and not of the dead, be 
held in honor, and appeals to the miracle of the bones of Elisha, to the veneration which Joseph 
showed for the remains of Jacob, and to the bringing of the bones of Joseph by Moses and Joshua 
into the promised land. {881} Eusebius states that the episcopal throne of James of Jerusalem was 
preserved to his time, and was held in great honor. {882} 
 
Such pious fondness for relics, however, if it is confined within proper limits, is very natural and 
innocent, and appears even in the Puritans of New England, where the rock in Plymouth, the 
landing place of the Pilgrim Fathers in 1620, has the attraction of a place of pilgrimage, and the 
chair of the first governor of Massachusetts is scrupulously preserved, and is used at the 
inauguration of every new president of Harvard University. 
 



But toward the middle of the fourth century the veneration of relics simultaneously with the 
worship of the saints, assumed a decidedly superstitious and idolatrous character. The earthly 
remains of the martyrs were discovered commonly by visions and revelations, often not till 
centuries after their death, then borne in solemn processions to the churches and chapels erected 
to their memory, and deposited under the altar; {883} and this event was annually celebrated by a 
festival. {884} The legend of the discovery of the holy cross gave rise to two church festivals: 
The Feast of the Invention of the Cross {885} on the third of May, which has been observed in the 
Latin church since the fifth or sixth century; and TheFeast of theElevation of the Cross, {886} on 
the fourteenth of September, which has been observed in the East and the West, according to 
some since the consecration of the church of the Holy Sepulchre in 335, according to others only 
since the reconquest of the holy cross by the emperor Heraclius in 628. The relics were from time 
to time displayed to the veneration of the believing multitude, carried about in processions, 
preserved in golden and silver boxes, worn on the neck as amulets against disease and danger of 
every kind, and considered as possessing miraculous virtue, or more strictly, as instruments 
through which the saints in heaven, in virtue of their connection with Christ, wrought miracles of 
healing and even of raising the dead. Their number soon reached the incredible, even from one 
and the same original; there were, for example, countless splinters of the pretended cross of 
Christ from Jerusalem, while the cross itself is said to have remained, by a continued miracle, 
whole and undiminished! Veneration of the cross and crucifix knew no bounds, but can, by no 
means, be taken as a true measure of the worship of the Crucified; on the contrary, with the great 
mass the outward form came into the place of the spiritual intent, and the wooden and silver 
Christ was very often a poor substitute for the living Christ in the heart. {887} 
 
Relics became a regular article of trade, but gave occasion, also, for very many frauds, which 
even such credulous and superstitious relic-worshippers as St. Martin of Tours {888} and Gregory 
the Great {889} lamented. Theodosius I., as early as 386, prohibited this trade; and so did many 
councils; but without success. On this account the bishops found themselves compelled to prove 
the genuineness of the relics by historical tradition, or visions, or miracles. 
 
At first, an opposition arose to this worship of dead men’s bones. St. Anthony, the father of 
monasticism (356), put in his dying protest against it, directing that his body should be buried in 
an unknown place. Athanasius relates this with approbation, {890} and he caused several relics 
which had been given to him to be fastened up, that they might be out of the reach of idolatry. 
{891} But the opposition soon ceased, or became confined to inferior or heretical authors, like 
Vigilantius and Eunomius, or to heathen opponents like Porphyry and Julian. Julian charges the 
Christians, on this point, with apostasy from their own Master, and sarcastically reminds them of 
His denunciation of the Pharisees, who were like whited sepulchres, beautiful without, but within 
full of dead men’s bones and all uncleanness. {892} This opposition, of course, made no 
impression, and was attributed to sheer impiety. Even heretics and schismatics, with few 
exceptions, embraced this form of superstition, though the Catholic church denied the 
genuineness of their relics and the miraculous virtue of them 
 
The most and the best of the church teachers of our period, Hilary, the two Gregories, Basil, 
Chrysostom, Isidore of Pelusium, Theodoret, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, and Leo, even those 
who combated the worship of images on this point, were carried along by the spirit of the time, 
and gave the weight of their countenance to the worship of relics, which thus became an essential 
constituent of the Greek and Roman Catholic religion. They went quite as far as the council of 
Trent, {893} which expresses itself more cautiously, on the worship of relics as well as of saints, 
than the church fathers of the Nicene age. With the good intent to promote popular piety by 
sensible stimulants and tangible supports, they became promoters of dangerous errors and gross 
superstition. 



 
To cite some of the most important testimonies: 
 
Gregory Nazianzen thinks the bodies of the saints can as well perform miracles, as their spirits, 
and that the smallest parts of the body or of the symbols of their passion are as efficacious as the 
whole body. {894} 
 
Chrysostom values the dust and ashes of the martyrs more highly than gold or jewels, and 
ascribes to them the power of healing diseases and putting death to flight. {895} In his festal 
discourse on the translation of the relics of the Egyptian martyrs from Alexandria to 
Constantinople, he extols the bodies of the saints in eloquent strains as the best ramparts of the 
city against all visible enemies and invisible demons, mightier than walls, moats, weapons, and 
armies. {896} 
 
"Let others," says Ambrose, "heap up silver and gold; we gather the nails wherewith the martyrs 
were pierced, and their victorious blood, and the wood of their cross." {897} He himself relates at 
large, in a letter to his sister, the miraculous discovery of the bones of the twin brothers Gervasius 
and Protasius, two otherwise wholly unknown and long-forgotten martyrs of the persecution 
under Nero or Domitian. {898} This is one of the most notorious relic miracles of the early 
church. It is attested by the most weighty authorities, by Ambrose and his younger 
contemporaries, his secretary and biographer Paulinus, the bishop Paulinus of Nola, and 
Augustine, who was then in Milan; it decided the victory of the Nicene orthodoxy over the Arian 
opposition of the empress Justina; yet is it very difficult to be believed, and seems at least in part 
to rest on pious frauds. {899} 
 
The story is, that when Ambrose, in 386, wished to consecrate the basilica at Milan, he was led by 
a higher intimation in a vision to cause the ground before the doors of Sts. Felix and Nahor to be 
dug up, and there he found two corpses of uncommon size, the heads severed from the bodies (for 
they died by the sword), the bones perfectly preserved, together with a great quantity of fresh 
blood. {900} These were the saints in question. They were exposed for two days to the wondering 
multitude, then borne in solemn procession to the basilica of Ambrose, performing on the way the 
healing of a blind man, Severus by name, a butcher by trade, and afterward sexton of this church. 
This, however, was not the only miracle which the bones performed. "The age of miracles 
returned," says Ambrose. "How many pieces of linen, how many portions of dress, were cast 
upon the holy relics and were recovered with the power of healing from that touch. {901} It is a 
source of joy to all to touch but the extremest portion of the linen that covers them; and whoso 
touches is healed. We give thee thanks, O Lord Jesus, that thou hast stirred up the energies of the 
holy martyrs at this time, wherein thy church has need of stronger defence. Let all learn what 
combatants I seek, who are able to contend for us, but who do not assail us, who minister good to 
all, harm to none." In his homily Deuteronomy inventione SS. Gervasii et Protasii, he vindicates 
the miracle of the healing of the blind man against the doubts of the Arians, and speaks of it as a 
universally acknowledged and undeniable fact: The healed man, Severus, is well known, and 
publicly testifies that he received his sight by the contact of the covering of the holy relics. 
 
Jerome calls Vigilantius, for his opposition to the idolatrous veneration of ashes and bones, a 
wretched man, whose condition cannot be sufficiently pitied, a Samaritan and Jew, who 
considered the dead unclean; but he protects himself against the charge of superstition. We honor 
the relics of the martyrs, says he, that we may adore the God of the martyrs; we honor the 
servants, in order thereby to honor the Master, who has said: "He that receiveth you, receiveth 
me." {902} The saints are not dead; for the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is not a God of the 



dead, but of the living. Neither are they enclosed in Abraham’s bosom as in a prison till the day 
of Judgment, but they follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth. {903} 
 
Augustine believed in the above-mentioned miraculous discovery of the bodies of Gervasius and 
Protasius, and the healing of the blind man by contact with them, because he himself was then in 
Milan, in 386, at the time of his conversion, {904} and was an eye-witness, not indeed of the 
discovery of the bones—for this he nowhere says—but of the miracles, and of the great stir 
among the people. {905} 
 
He gave credit likewise to the many miraculous cures which the bones of the first martyr Stephen 
are said to have performed in various parts of Africa in his time. {906} These relics were 
discovered in 415, nearly four centuries after the stoning of Stephen, in an obscure hamlet near 
Jerusalem, through a vision of Gamaliel, by a priest of Lucian; and some years afterward portions 
of them were transported to Uzali, not far from Utica, in North Africa, and to Spain and Gaul, and 
everywhere caused the greatest ado in the superstitious populace. 
 
But Augustine laments, on the other hand, the trade in real and fictitious relics, which was driven 
in his day, {907} and holds the miracles to be really superfluous, now that the world is converted 
to Christianity, so that he who still demands miracles, is himself a miracle. {908} Though he 
adds, that to that day miracles were performed in the name of Jesus by the sacraments or by the 
saints, but not with the same lustre, nor with the same significance and authority for the whole 
Christian world. {909} Thus he himself furnishes a warrant and an entering wedge for critical 
doubt in our estimate of those phenomena. {910} 
 
{866} Reliquiae, and reliqua, leivyana. 
 
{867} The legend of the "invention of the cross" (inventio s. crucis), which is celebrated in the 
Greek and Latin churches by a special festival, is at best faintly implied in Eusebius in a letter of 
Constantine to the bishop Macarius of Jerusalem (Vita Const. iii. 30—a passage which Gieseler 
overlooked—though in iii. 25, where it should be expected, it is entirely unnoticed, as Gieseler 
correctly observes), and does not appear till several decennia later, first in Cyril of Jerusalem 
(whose Epist. ad Constantium of 351, however, is considered by Gieseler and others, on critical 
and theological grounds, a much later production), then, with good agreement as to the main fact, 
in Ambrose, Chrysostom, Paulinus of Nola, Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, and other fathers. 
With all these witnesses the fact is still hardly credible, and has against it particularly the 
following considerations: (1) The place of the crucifixion was desecrated under the emperor 
Hadrian by heathen temples and statues, besides being filled up and defaced beyond recognition. 
(2) There is no clear testimony of a contemporary. (3) The pilgrim from Bordeaux, who visited 
Jerusalem in 333, and in a still extant itinerarium (Vetera Rom. itineraria, ed. P. Wesseling, p. 
593) enumerates all the sacred things of the holy city, knows nothing of the holy cross or its 
Invention (comp. Gieseler, i. 2, p. 279, note 37; Edinb. ed. vol. ii. p. 36). This miracle contributed 
very much to the increase of the superstitious use of crosses and crucifixes. Cyril of Jerusalem 
remarks that about 380 the splinters of the holy cross filled the whole world, and yet, according to 
the account of the devout but credulous Paulinus of Nola (Epist. 31, al. 11), the original remained 
in Jerusalem undiminished,—a continual miracle! Besides Gieseler, comp. particularly the minute 
investigation of this legend by Isaac Taylor, The Invention of the Cross and the Miracles 
therewith connected, in "Ancient Christianity," vol. ii. pp. 277-315. 
 
{868} Comp. Gildemeister: Der heil. Rock von Trier, 2d ed. 1845—a controversial work called 
forth by the Ronge excitement in German Catholicism in 1844. 
 



{869} Numbers 19:11 ff.; Numbers 21:19. The touching of a corpse or a dead bone, or a grave, 
made one unclean seven days, and was to be expiated by washing, upon pain of death. The tent, 
also, in which a person had died, and all open vessels in it, were unclean. Comp. Josephus, c. 
Apion. ii. 26; Antiqu. iii. 11, 3. The Talmudists made the laws still more stringent on this point. 
 
{870} 2 Kings 13:21 (Sept.): hqato twn ostwn elisaie, kai ezhse kai esth epi touv podav 
Comp. the apocryphal book Jesus Sirach (Ecclesiasticus) xlviii. 13, 14; xlix. 12. 
 
{871} Plutarch, in his Life of Theseus, c. 86. 
 
{872} In the phrase anastasiv thv sarkov, instead of tou swmatov, resurrectio carnis, 
instead of corporis. The Nicene creed uses the expression anastasiv nekrwn, resurrectio 
mortuorum. In the German version of the Apostles’ Creed the easily mistaken term Fleisch, flesh, 
is retained; but the English churches say more correctly: resurrection of the body. 
 
{873} Jerome, on the ground of his false translation of Job 19:26, teaches even the restoration of 
all bones, veins, nerves, teeth, and hair (because the Bible speaks of gnashing of teeth among the 
damned, and of the hairs our heads being all numbered!). "Habent dentes," says he of the 
resurrection bodies, "ventrem, genitalia, et tamen nec cibis nec uxoribus indigent." Augustine is 
more cautious, and endeavors to avoid gross, carnal conceptions. Comp. the passages in 
Hagenbach’s Dogmengeschichte, i. 140 (Engl. ed., New York, i. p. 370 ff.). 
 
{874} Matthew 9:20. 
 
{875} Acts 5:14, 15. 
 
{876} Acts 19:11, 12. 
 
{877} On the contrary, the account of the healing of sick by the handkerchiefs of Paul is 
immediately followed by an account of the magical abuse of the name of Jesus, as a warning, 
Acts 19:13 ff. 
 
{878} yhsaurov atimhtov. Martyr. S. Ignat. cap. vii. (Patrum Apostolic. Opera, ed. Dressel, p. 
214). The genuineness of the Martyr-Acts of Ignatius, however, is disputed by many. 
 
{879} ta timiwtera liywn polutelwn kai dokimwtera uper crusion osta autou, Epist. 
Eccl. Smyrn. de Martyr. S. Polyc. c. 18 (ed. Dressel, p. 404), and in Euseb. H. E. iv. 15. 
 
{880} Const. Apost. lib. vi. c. 30. The sixth book dates from the end of the third century. 
 
{881} Comp. Genesis 50:1,2,25,26 Exodus 13:19 Joshua 24:32 Acts 7:16. 
 
{882} Hist. Ecel. vii. 19 and 32. 
 
{883} With reference to Revelation 6:9: "I saw under the altar (uJpokavtw tou’ qusiasthrivou) the 
souls of them that were slain for the word of God," &c. 
 
{884} Festum translationis. 
 
{885} Festum inventionis s. crucis. 
 



{886} Festum exaltationis s. crucis, staurofaneiva. 
 
{887} What Luther says of the "juggleries and idolatries" of the cross under the later papacy, 
which "would rather bear the cross of Christ in silver, than in heart and life," applies, though, of 
course, with many noble exceptions, even to the period before us. Dr. Herzog, in his Theol. 
Encyclopaedia, vol. viii. p. 60 f., makes the not unjust remark: "The more the cross came into use 
in manifold forms and signs, the more the truly evangelical faith in Christ, the Crucified, 
disappeared. The more the cross of Christ was outwardly exhibited, the more it became inwardly 
an offence and folly to men. The Roman Catholic church in this respect resembles those 
Christians, who talk so much of their spiritual experiences, make so much ado about them that 
they at last talk themselves out, and produce glittering nonsense." 
 
{888} Sulpit. Severus, Vita beati Mart. c. 11. 
 
{889} Epist. lib. iv. Ep. 30. Gregory here relates that some Greek monks came to Rome to dig up 
bones near St. Paul’s church to sell, as they themselves confessed, for holy relics in the East 
(confessi sunt, quod illa ossa ad Graeciam essent tamquam Sanctorum reliquias portaturi). 
 
{890} In his Vita Antoini, Opera Athan. ii. 502. 
 
{891} Rufinus, Hist. Ecel. ii. 28. 
 
{892} Cyrillus Alex. Adv. Jul. l. x. tom. vi. p. 356. 
 
{893} Sessio xxv. Deuteronomy Invocat. Sanct., etc. 
 
{894} Adv. Julian. t. i. Orat. iii. p. 76 sq. 
 
{895} Opera, tom. ii. p. 828. 
 
{896} Hom. in MM. Aegypt. tom. ii. p. 834 sq. 
 
{897} Exhort. virgin. 1. 
 
{898} Epist. xxii. Sorori suae, Op. ii. pp. 874-878. Comp. Paulinus, Vit. Ambros. p. iv.; Paulinus 
Nol. Ep. xii. ad Severum; and Augustine in sundry places (see below). 
 
{899} Clericus, Mosheim, and Isaac Taylor (vol. ii. p. 242 ff.) do not hesitate to charge St. 
Ambrose, the author of the Te Deum, with fraud in this story. The latter, however, endeavors to 
save the character of Ambrose by distinguishing between himself and the spirit of his age. 
"Ambrose," says he (ii. 270), "occupies a high position among the Fathers; and there was a vigor 
and dignity in his character, as well as a vivid intelligence, which must command respect; but in 
proportion as we assign praise to the man, individually, we condemn the system which could so 
far vitiate a noble mind, and impel one so lofty in temper to act a part which heathen philosophers 
would utterly have abhorred." 
 
{900} "Invenimus mirae magnitudinis viros duos, ut prisca aetas ferebat, ossa omnia integra, 
sanguinis plurimum!" Did Ambrose really believe that men in the first century (prisca aetas) were 
of greater bodily stature than his contemporaries in the fourth? But especially absurd is the mass 
of fresh blood, which then was exported throughout Christendom as a panacea. According to 



Romish tradition, the blood of many saints, as of Januarius in Naples, becomes liquid every year. 
Taylor the miraculously healed Severus, by trade a butcher, had something to do with this blood. 
 
{901} "Et tactu ipso medicabilia reposcuntur." 
 
{902} Ep. cix. ad Riparium. 
 
{903} Adv. Vigil. c. 6. 
 
{904} Cum illic—Mediolani—essemus. 
 
{905} He speaks of this four times clearly and plainly, Confess. ix. 7; Deuteronomy Civit Dei, 
xxii. 8; Serm. 286 in Natali MM. Protasii et Gervasii; Retract. i. 13, 7. 
 
{906} Serm. 317 and 318 de Martyr. Steph. Is. Taylor (l. c. ii. pp. 316-350) has thoroughly 
investigated the legend of the relics of the proto-martyr, and comes to the conclusion that it 
likewise rests on pious frauds which Augustine honestly believed. 
 
{907} Deuteronomy opere Monachorum, c. 28: "Tam multos hypocrites sub habitu monachomm 
[hostis] usquequoque dispersit, circumeuntes provincias, nusquam missos, nusquam fixos, 
nusquam stantes, nusquam sedentes. Alii membra martyrum, el tamen martyrum, venditant." 
Augustine rejects the pretended miracles of the Donatists, and calls them wonderlings 
(mirabiliarii), who are either deceivers or deceived (In Joann. evang. Tract. xiii. 17). 
 
{908} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xxii. c. 8: "Cur, inquiunt, nunc illa miracula, quae praedicatis 
facta esse, non fiunt? Possem quidem dicere, necessaria fuisse priusquam crederet mundus, ad 
hoc ut crederet mundus. Quisvis adhuc prodigia ut credat inquirit, magnum est ipse prodigium, 
qui mundo credente non credit." Comp. Deuteronomy util. cred. c. 25, 47; c. 50, 98; 
Deuteronomy vera relig. c. 25, 47. 
 
{909} Ibid.: "Nam etiam nunc fiunt miracula in ejus nomine, Sive per sacramenta ejus, Sive per 
orationes vel memorias sanctorum ejus; sed non eadem claritate illustrantur, ut tanta quanta illa 
gloria diffamentur.... Nam plerumque etiam ibi [in the place where these miracles were wrought] 
paucissimi sciunt, ignorantibus caeteris, maxime si magna sit civitas; et quando alibi aliisque 
narrantur, non tanta ea commendat auctoritas, ut sine difficultate vel dubitatione credantur, 
quamvis Christianis fidelibus a fidelibus indicentur." Then follows the account of the famous 
miraculum Protasii et Gervasii, and of several cures in Carthage and Hippo. Those in Hippo were 
wrought by the relics of St. Stephen, and formally confirmed. 
 
{910} Comp. Fr. Nitzsch (jun.): Augustinus’ Lehre vom Wunder, Berlin, 1865, especially pp. 82-
45. (A very full and satisfactory treatise.)  

 



88. Observations on the Miracles of the Nicene Age. 
 
Comp. on the affirmative side especially John H. Newman (now R.C., then Romanizing 
Anglican): Essay on Miracles, in the 1st vol. of the English translation of Fleury’s Ecclesiastical 
History, Oxford, 1842; on the negative, Isaac Taylor (Independent): Ancient Christianity, Lond. 
4th ed. 1844. Vol. ii. pp. 233-365. Dr. Newman previously took the negative side on the question 
of the genuineness of the church miracles in a contribution to the Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, 
1830. 
 
In the face of such witnesses as Ambrose and Augustine, who must be accounted in any event the 
noblest and most honorable men of the early church, it is venturesome absolutely to deny all the 
relic-miracles, and to ascribe them to illusion and pious fraud. But, on the other hand, we should 
not be bribed or blinded by the character and authority of such witnesses, since experience 
sufficiently proves that even the best and most enlightened men cannot wholly divest themselves 
of superstition and of the prejudices of their age {911} Hence, too, we should not ascribe to this 
whole question of the credibility of the Nicene miracles an undue dogmatic weight, nor make the 
much wider issue between Catholicism and Protestantism dependent on it. {912} In every age, as 
in every man, light and shade in fact are mingled, that no flesh should exalt itself above measure. 
Even the most important periods of church history, among which the Nicene age, with all its 
faults, must be numbered, have the heavenly treasure in earthen vessels, and reflect the spotless 
glory of the Redeemer in broken colors. 
 
The most notorious and the most striking of the miracles of the fourth century are Constantine’s 
vision of the cross (A. D. 312), the finding of the holy cross (A. D. 326), the frustration of 
Julian’s building of the temple (A. D. 363) the discovery of the relics of Protasius and Gervasius 
(A. D. 386), and subsequently (A. D. 415) of the bones of St. Stephen, with a countless multitude 
of miraculous cures in its train. Respecting the most important we have already spoken at large in 
the proper places. 
 
We here offer some general remarks on this difficult subject. 
 
The possibility of miracles in general he only can deny who does not believe in a living God and 
Almighty Maker of heaven and earth. The laws of nature are organs of the free will of God; not 
chains by which He has bound Himself forever, but elastic threads which He can extend and 
contract at His pleasure. The actual occurrence of miracles is certain to every believer from Holy 
Scripture, and there is no passage in the New Testament to limit it to the apostolic age. The 
reasons which made miracles necessary as outward proofs of the divine mission of Christ and the 
apostles for the unbelieving Jews of their time, may reappear from time to time in the unbelieving 
heathen and the skeptical Christian world; while spiritual miracles are continually taking place in 
regeneration and conversion. In itself, it is by no means unworthy and incredible that God should 
sometimes condescend to the weakness of the uneducated mass, and should actually vouchsafe 
that which was implored through the mediation of saints and their relics. 
 
But the following weighty considerations rise against the miracles of the Nicene and post-Nicene 
age; not warranting, indeed, the rejection of all, yet making us at least very cautious and doubtful 
of receiving them in particular: 
 
1. These miracles have a much lower moral tone than those of the Bible, while in some cases they 
far exceed them in outward pomp, and make a stronger appeal to our faculty of belief. Many of 
the monkish miracles are not so much super natural and above reason, as they are un natural and 



against reason, attributing even to wild beasts of the desert, panthers and hyenas, with which the 
misanthropic hermits lived on confidential terms, moral feelings and states, repentance and 
conversion {913} of which no trace appears in the New Testament. {914} 
 
2. They serve not to confirm the Christian faith in general, but for the most part to support the 
ascetic life, the magical virtue of the sacrament, the veneration of saints and relics, and other 
superstitious practices, which are evidently of later origin, and are more or less offensive to the 
healthy evangelical mind. {915} 
 
3. The further they are removed from the apostolic age, the more numerous they are, and in the 
fourth century alone there are more miracles than in all the three preceding centuries together, 
while the reason for them, as against the power of the heathen world, was less. 
 
4. The church fathers, with all the worthiness of their character in other respects, confessedly 
lacked a highly cultivated sense of truth, and allowed a certain justification of falsehood ad 
majorem Dei gloriam, or fraus pia, under the misnomer of policy or accommodation; {916} with 
the solitary exception of Augustine, who, in advance of his age, rightly condemned falsehood in 
every form. 
 
5. Several church fathers like Augustine, Martin of Tours, and Gregory I., themselves concede 
that in their time extensive frauds with the relics of saints were already practised; and this is 
confirmed by the fact that there were not rarely numerous copies of the same relics, all of which 
claimed to be genuine. 
 
6. The Nicene miracles met with doubt and contradiction even among contemporaries, and 
Sulpitius Severus makes the important admission that the miracles of St. Martin were better 
known and more firmly believed in foreign countries than in his own. {917} 
 
7. Church fathers, like Chrysostom and Augustine, contradict themselves in a measure, in 
sometimes paying homage to the prevailing faith in miracles, especially in their discourses on the 
festivals of the martyrs, and in soberer moments, and in the calm exposition of the Scriptures, 
maintaining that miracles, at least in the Biblical sense, had long since ceased. {918} 
 
We must moreover remember that the rejection of the Nicene miracles by no means justifies the 
inference of intentional deception in every case, nor destroys the claim of the great church 
teachers to our respect. On the contrary, between the proper miracle and fraud there lie many 
intermediate steps of self-deception, clairvoyance, magnetic phenomena and cures, and unusual 
states of the human soul, which is full of deep mysteries, and stands nearer the invisible spirit-
world than the everyday mind of the multitude suspects. Constantine’s vision of the cross, for 
example, may be traced to a prophetic dream; {919} and the frustration of the building of the 
Jewish temple under Julian, to a special providence, or a historical judgment of God. {920} The 
mytho-poetic faculty, too, which freely and unconsciously produces miracles among children, 
may have been at work among credulous monks in the dreary deserts and magnified an ordinary 
event into a miracle. In judging of this obscure portion of the history of the church we must, in 
general, guard ourselves as well against shallow naturalism and skepticism, as against 
superstitious mysticism, remembering that 
 
There are more things in heaven and on earth, 
 
Than are dreamed of in our philosophy. 
 



{911} Recall, e.g., Luther and the apparitions of the devil, the Magnalia of Cotton Mather, the old 
Puritans and their trials for witchcraft, as well as the modem superstitions of spiritual rappings 
and table-turnings by which many eminent and intelligent persons have been carried along. 
 
{912} As is done by many Roman Catholic historians and apologists in the cause of Catholicism, 
and by Isaac Taylor in the interest of Protestantism. The latter says in his oft-quoted work, vol. ii. 
p. 239: "The question before us [on the genuineness of the Nicene miracles] is therefore in the 
strictest sense conclusive as to the modem controversy concerning church principles and the 
authority of tradition. If the miracles of the fourth century, and those which follow in the same 
track, were real, then Protestantism is altogether indefensible, and ought to be denounced as an 
impiety of the most flagrant kind. But if these miracles were wicked frauds; and if they were the 
first series of a system of impious delusion—then, not only is the modern Papacy to be 
condemned, but the church of the fourth century must be condemned with it; and for the same 
reasons; and the Reformation is to be adhered to as the emancipation of Christendom from the 
thraldom of him who is the ‘father of lies.’ "Taylor accordingly sees in the old Catholic miracles 
sheer lying wonders of Satan, and signs of the apostasy of the church predicted in the Epistles of 
St. Paul. From the same point of view he treats also the phenomena of asceticism and 
monasticism, putting them with the unchristian hatred of the creature and the ascription of nature 
to the devil, which characterized the Gnostics. But he thus involves not only the Nicene age, but 
the ante-Nicene also, up to Irenaeus and Ignatius, in this apostasy, and virtually gives up the 
unbroken continuity of true Christianity. He is, moreover, not consistent in making the church 
fathers, on the one hand, the chief originators of monkish asceticism and false miracles, while, on 
the other hand, he sincerely reveres them and eloquently lauds them for their Christian 
earnestness and their immortal services. Comp. his beautiful concession in vol. i. p. 37 (cited in 
the 1st vol. of this Hist 46, note 2). 
 
{913} Comp. the examples quoted in 34, p. 177 f. 
 
{914} The speaking serpent in Paradise, {Genesis 3} and the speaking ass of Balaam (Numbers 
22:22-33; comp. 2 Peter 2:16), can hardly be cited as analogies, since in those cases the irrational 
beast is merely the organ of a moral power foreign to him. 
 
{915} Is. Taylor, l. c. vol. ii. p. 235, says of the miracles of the Nicene age: "These alleged 
miracles were, almost in every instance, wrought expressly in support of those very practices and 
opinions which stand forward as the points of contrast, distinguishing Romanism from 
Protestantism... the supernatural properties of the eucharistic elements, the invocation of saints, or 
direct praying to them, and the efficacy of their relics; and the reverence or worship due to certain 
visible and palpable religious symbols." Historical questions, however, should be investigated 
and decided with all possible freedom from confessional prejudices. 
 
{916} So especially Jerome, Epist ad Pammachium (Lib. apologeticus pro libris contra 
Jovinianum Ep. xlviii. c. 12, ed. Vallarsi tom i. 222, or Ep. xix. in the Benedictine ed.): "Plura 
esse genera dicendi: et inter caetera, aliud esse gumnastikw’ scribere, aliud dogmatikw’. In priori 
vagam esse disputationem; et adversario respondentem, nunc haec nunc illa proponere, 
argumentari ut libet, aliud loqui, aliud agere, panem, ut dicitur, ostendere, lapidem tenere. In 
sequenti autem aparta frons et, ut ita dicam, ingenuitas necessaria est. Aliud est quaerere, aliud 
definire. In altero pugnandum, in altero docendum est." He then appeals to the Greek and Roman 
classics, the ancient fathers in their polemical writings, and even St. Paul in his arguments from 
the Old Testament. Of interest in this connection is his controversy with Augustine on the 
conduct of Paul toward Peter, Galatians 2:11, which Jerome would attribute to mere policy or 
accommodation. Even Chrysostom utters loose principles on the duty of veracity (De sacerdot. i. 



5), and his pupil Cassian still more, appealing to the example of Rahab (Coll. xvii. 8, 17, etc.). 
Comp. Gieseler, i. ii. p. 307 (102, note 17). The corrupt principle that "the end sanctifies the 
means," is much older than Jesuitism, which is commonly made responsible for it. Christianity 
had at that time not yet wholly overcome the spirit of falsehood in ancient heathenism. 
 
{917} Dialog. i. 18. 
 
{918} This argument is prominently employed by James Craigie Robertson (moderate Anglican): 
History of the Christian Church to Gregory the Great, Lond. 1854, p. 334. "On the subject of 
miracles," says he, "there is a remarkable inconsistency in the statements of writers belonging to 
the end of the fourth and beginning of the fifth centuries. St. Chrysostom speaks of it as a 
notorious and long-settled fact that miracles had ceased (v. Newman, in Fleury, vol. i. p. xxxix). 
Yet at that very time, St. Martin, St. Ambrose, and the monks of Egypt and the East are said to 
have been in full thaumaturgical activity; and Sozomen (viii. 5) tells a story of a change of the 
eucharistic bread into a stone as having happened at Constantinople, while Chrysostom himself 
was bishop. So again, St. Augustine says that miracles such as those of Scripture were no longer 
done, yet he immediately goes on to reckon up a number of miracles which had lately taken 
place, apparently without exciting much sensation, and among them seventy formally attested 
ones, wrought at Hippo alone, within two years, by the relics of St. Stephen (De Civit. Dei, xxii. 
8. 1, 20). On the whole, while I would not deny that miracles may have been wrought after the 
times of the apostles and their associates, I can find very little satisfaction in the particular 
instances which are given." On Augustine’s theory of miracles, comp. above, 87 (p. 459 f.), and 
the treatise of Nitzsch jun. there quoted. 
 
{919} Comp. above, 2 (p. 25). 
 
{920} Comp. above, 4 (p. 55).  

 



89. Processions and Pilgrimages. 
 
Early Latin dissertations on pilgrimages by J. Gretser, Mamachi, Lazari, J. H. Heidegger, etc. J. 
Marx (R.C.): Das Wallfahren in der katholischen Kirche, historisch-kritisch dargestellt. Trier, 
1842. Comp. the relevant sections in the church archaeologies of Bingham, Augusti, Binterim, 
&c. 
 
Solemn religious processions on high festivals and special occasions had been already customary 
among the Jews, {921} and even among the heathen. They arise from the love of human nature 
for show and display, which manifests itself in all countries in military parades, large funerals, 
and national festivities. 
 
The oppressed condition of the church until the time of Constantine made such public 
demonstrations impossible or unadvisable. 
 
In the fourth century, however, we find them in the East and in the West, among orthodox and 
heretics, {922} on days of fasting and prayer, on festivals of thanksgiving, at the burial of the 
dead, the induction of bishops, the removal of relics, the consecration of churches, and especially 
in times of public calamity. The two chief classes are thanksgiving and penitential processions. 
The latter were also called cross-processions, litanies. {923} 
 
The processions moved from church to church, and consisted of the clergy, the monks, and the 
people, alternately saying or singing prayers, psalms, and litanies. In the middle of the line 
commonly walked the bishop as leader, in surplice, stole, and pluvial, with the mitre on his head, 
the crozier in his left hand, and with his right hand blessing the people. A copy of the Bible, 
crucifixes, banners, images and relics, burning tapers or torches, added solemn state to the 
procession. {924} 
 
Regular annual processions occurred on Candlemas, and on Palm Sunday. To these was added, 
after the thirteenth century, the procession on Corpus Christi, in which the sacrament of the altar 
is carried about and worshipped. 
 
Pilgrimages are founded in the natural desire to see with one’s own eyes sacred or celebrated 
places, for the gratification of curiosity, the increase of devotion, and the proving of gratitude. 
{925} These also were in use before the Christian era. The Jews went up annually to Jerusalem at 
their high festivals as afterward the Mohammedans went to Mecca. The heathen also built altars 
over the graves of their heroes and made pilgrimages thither. {926} To the Christians those places 
were most interesting and holy of all, where the Redeemer was born, suffered, died, and rose 
again for the salvation of the world. 
 
Christian pilgrimages to the Holy Land appear in isolated cases even in the second century, and 
received a mighty impulse from the example of the superstitiously pious empress Helena, the 
mother of Constantine the Great. In 326, at the age of seventy-nine, she made a pilgrimage to 
Jerusalem, was baptized in the Jordan, discovered the holy cross, removed the pagan 
abominations and built Christian churches on Calvary and Olivet, and at Bethany. {927} In this 
she was liberally supported by her son, in whose arms she died at Nicomedia in 327. The 
influence of these famous pilgrims’ churches extended through the whole middle age, to the 
crusades, and reaches even to most recent times. {928} 
 



The example of Helena was followed by innumerable pilgrims who thought that by such journeys 
they made the salvation of their souls more sure. They brought back with them splinters from the 
pretended holy cross, waters from the Jordan, earth from Jerusalem and Bethlehem, and other 
genuine and spurious relics, to which miraculous virtue was ascribed. {929} 
 
Several of the most enlightened church fathers, who approved pilgrimages in themselves, felt it 
necessary to oppose a superstitious estimate of them, and to remind the people that religion might 
be practised in any place. Gregory of Nyssa shows that pilgrimages are nowhere enjoined in the 
Scriptures, and are especially unsuitable and dangerous for women, and draws a very unfavorable 
picture of the immorality prevailing at places of such resort. "Change of place," says he, "brings 
God no nearer. Where thou art, God will come to thee, if the dwelling of thy soul is prepared for 
him." {930} Jerome describes with great admiration the devout pilgrimage of his friend Paula to 
the East, and says that he himself, in his Bethlehem, had adored the manger and birthplace of the 
Redeemer; {931} but he also very justly declares that Britain is as near heaven as Jerusalem, and 
that not a journey to Jerusalem, but a holy living there, is the laudable thing. {932} 
 
Next to Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and other localities of the Holy Land, Rome was a preaminent 
place of resort for pilgrims from the West and East, who longed to tread the threshold of the 
princes of the apostles (limina apostolorum). Chrysostom regretted that want of time and health 
prevented him from kissing the chains of Peter and Paul, which made devils tremble and angels 
rejoice. 
 
In Africa, Hippo became a place of pilgrimage on account of the bones of St. Stephen; in 
Campania, the grave of St. Felix, at Nola; in Gaul, the grave of St. Martin of Tours (397). The last 
was especially renowned, and was the scene of innumerable miracles. {933} Even the memory of 
Job drew many pilgrims to Arabia to see the ash heap, and to kiss the earth, where the man of 
God endured so much. {934} 
 
In the Roman and Greek churches the practice of pilgrimage to holy places has maintained itself 
to the present day. Protestantism has divested the visiting of remarkable places, consecrated by 
great men or great events, of all meritoriousness and superstitious accessories, and has reduced it 
to a matter of commendable gratitude and devout curiosity. Within these limits even the 
evangelical Christian cannot view without emotion and edification the sacred spots of Palestine, 
the catacombs of Rome, the simple slabs over Luther and Melanchthon in the castle-church of 
Wittenberg, the monuments of the English martyrs in Oxford, or the rocky landing-place of the 
Puritanic pilgrim fathers in Massachusetts. He feels himself nearer to the spirit of the great dead; 
but he knows that this spirit continues not in their dust, but lives immortally with God and the 
saints in heaven. 
 
{921} As in the siege of Jericho, Joshua 6:3 ff.; at the dedication of Solomon’s temple, 1 Kings 
8:1 ff; on the entrance of Jesus into Jerusalem, Matthew 21:8 ff. 
 
{922} The Arians, for example. Comp. Sozom., H. E. viii. 8, where weekly singing processions of 
the Arians are spoken of. 
 
{923} Litaniae (litaneiai), supplicationes, rogationes, exomologhseiv, stations, collectae. 
 
{924} The antiquity of all these accessory ceremonies cannot be exactly fixed. 
 
{925} Die Statte, die ein guter Mensch betrat, 
 



Ist eingeweiht; nach hundert Jahren klingt 
 
Sein Wort und seine That dem Enkel wieder. 
 
{926} "Religiosa cupiditas est," says Paulinus of Nola, Ep. 3 6, "loca videre, in quibus Christus 
ingressus et passus est et resurrexit et unde ascendit." 
 
{927} Euseb., Vita Const iii. 41 sq., and Deuteronomy locis Ebr. a. v. Bethabara. 
 
{928} Recall the Crimean war of 1854-’56. 
 
{929} Thus Augustine, Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xxii. 8, is already found citing examples of the 
supernatural virtue of the terra sancta of Jerusalem. 
 
{930} Epist. ad Ambrosium et Basilissam. 
 
{931} Adv. Ruffinum ultima Responsio, c. 22 (Opp. ed. Vall. tom. ii. p. 551), where he boastfully 
recounts his literary journeys, and says: "Protinus concito gradu Bethlehem meam reversus sum, 
ubi adoravi praesepe et incunabula Salvatoris." Comp. his Vita Paulae, for her daughter 
Eustochium, where he describes the pilgrim-stations then in use. 
 
{932} Epist. lviii. ad Paulinum (Opp. ed. Vallarsi, tom. i. p. 318; in the Bened. ed. it is Ep. 49; in 
the older editions, Ep. 13): "Non Jerusolymis fuisse, sed Jerusolymis bene vixisse, laudandum 
est." In the same epistle, p. 319, he commends the blessed monk Hilarion, that, though a 
Palestinian, he had been only a day in Jerusalem, "ut nec contemnere loca sancta propter 
viciniam, nec rursus Dominum loco claudere videretur." 
 
{933} The Huguenots in the sixteenth century burnt the bones of St. Martin, as objects of idolatry, 
and scattered their ashes to the winds. 
 
{934} So Chrysostom relates, Hom. v. de statuis, 1, tom. ii. f 59; ina thn korpian ekeinhn 
idwsi kai yeasamenoi katafilhswsi thn ghn..  

 



90. Public Worship of the Lord’s Day. Scripture-Reading and 
Preaching. 
 
J.A. Schmidt: Deuteronomy primitive ecclesiae lectionibus. Helmst. 1697. E. Ranke: Das 
kirchliche Perikopensystem aus den a„ltesten Urkunden der rom. Liturgie. Berlin, 1847. H. T. 
Tzschirner: Deuteronomy claris Eccles. vet. oratoribus Comment. i.-ix. Lips. 1817 sqq. K. W. F. 
Paniel: Pragmatische Geschichte der christl. Beredtsamkeit. Leipz. 1839 ff. 
 
The order and particular parts of the ordinary public worship of God remain the same as they 
were in the previous period. But the strict separation of the service of the Catechumens, {935} 
consisting of prayer, scripture reading, and preaching, from the service of the faithful, {936} 
consisting of the communion, lost its significance upon the universal prevalence of Christianity 
and the union of church and state. Since the fifth century the inhabitants of the Roman empire 
were now considered as Christians at least in name and confession and could attend even those 
parts of the worship which were formerly guarded by secrecy against the profanation of pagans. 
The Greek term liturgy, and the Latin term mass, which is derived from the customary formula of 
dismission, {937} was applied, since the close of the fourth century (398), to the communion 
service or the celebration of the eucharistic sacrifice. This was the divine service in the proper 
sense of the term, to which all other parts were subordinate. We shall speak of it more fully 
hereafter. {938} We have to do at present with those parts which were introductory to the 
communion and belong to the service of the catechumens as well as to that of the communicants. 
 
The reading of a portion of the Holy Scriptures continued to be an essential constituent of divine 
service. Upon the close of the church canon, after the Council of Carthage in 397, and other 
synods, the reading of uncanonical books (such as writings of the apostolic fathers) was 
forbidden, with the exception of the legends of the martyrs on their memorial days. 
 
There was as yet no obligatory system of pericopes, like that of the later Greek and Roman 
churches. The lectio continua, or the reading and exposition of whole books of the Bible, 
remained in practice till the fifth century, and the selection of books for the different parts and 
services of the church year was left to the judgment of the bishop. At high festivals, however, 
such portions were read as bore special reference to the subject of the celebration. By degrees, 
after the example of the Jewish synagogue, {939} a more complete yearly course of selections 
from the New Testament for liturgical use was arranged, and the selections were called lessons or 
pericopes. {940} In the Latin church this was done in the fifth century; in the Greek, in the eighth. 
The lessons {941} were taken from the Gospels and from the Epistles, or the Apostle (in part also 
from the Prophets), and were therefore called the Gospel and the Epistle for the particular Sunday 
or festival. Some churches, however, had three, or even four lessons, a Gospel, an Epistle, and a 
section from the Old Testament and from the Acts. Many manuscripts of the New Testament 
contained only the pericopes or lessons for public worship, {942} and many of these again, only 
the Gospel pericopes. {943} The Alexandrian deacon Euthalius, about 460, divided the Gospel 
and the Apostle, excepting the Revelation, into fifty-seven portions each, for the Sundays and 
feast days of the year; but they were not generally received, and the Eastern church still adhered 
for a long time to the lectio continua. Among the Latin lectionaries still extant, the Lectionarium 
Gallicanum, dating from the sixth or seventh century, and edited by Mabillon, and the so-called 
Comes (i.e., Clergyman’s Companion) or Liber Comitis, were in especial repute. The latter is 
traced by tradition to the learned Jerome, and forms the groundwork of the Roman lectionary and 
the entire Western System of pericopes, which has passed from the Latin church into the 
Anglican and the Lutheran, but has undergone many changes in the course of time. {944} This 



selection of Scripture portions was in general better fitted to the church year, but had the 
disadvantage of withholding large parts of the holy Scriptures from the people. 
 
The lessons were read from the ambo or reading desk by the lector, with suitable formulas of 
introduction; usually the Epistle first, and then the Gospel; closing with the doxology or the 
singing of a psalm. Sometimes the deacon read the Gospel from the altar, to give it special 
distinction as the word of the Lord Himself. 
 
The church fathers earnestly enjoined, besides this, diligent private reading of the Scriptures; 
especially Chrysostom, who attributed all corruption in the church to the want of knowledge of 
the Scriptures. Yet he already found himself compelled to combat the assumption that the Bible is 
a book only for clergy and monks, and not for the people; an assumption which led in the middle 
age to the notorious papal prohibitions of the Scriptures in the popular tongues. Strictly speaking, 
the Bible has been made what it was originally intended to be, really a universal book of the 
people, only by the invention of the art of printing, by the spirit of the Reformation, and by the 
Bible Societies of modern times. For in the ancient church, and in the middle age, the manuscripts 
of the Bible were so rare and so dear, and the art of reading was so limited, that the great mass 
were almost entirely dependent on the fragmentary reading of the Scriptures in public worship. 
This fact must be well considered, to forestall too unfavorable a judgment of that early age. 
 
The reading of the Scripture was followed by the sermon, based either on the pericope just read, 
or on a whole book, in consecutive portions. We have from the greatest pulpit orators of 
antiquity, from Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen, Basil the Great, Chrysostom, Ambrose, 
Augustine, connected homilies on Genesis, the Prophets, the Psalms, the Gospels, and the 
Epistles. But on high festivals a text was always selected suitable and usual for the occasion. 
{945} There was therefore in the ancient church no forced conformity to the pericopes; the 
advantages of a system of Scripture lessons and a consecutive exposition of entire books of 
Scripture were combined. The reading of the pericopes belongs properly to the altar-service, and 
must keep its connection with the church year; preaching belongs to the pulpit, and may extend to 
the whole compass of the divine word. 
 
Pulpit eloquence in the fourth and fifth centuries reached a high point in the Greek church, and is 
most worthily represented by Gregory Nazianzen and Chrysostom. But it also often degenerated 
there into artificial rhetoric, declamatory bombast, and theatrical acting. Hence the abuse of 
frequent clapping and acclamations of applause among the people. {946} As at this day, so in 
that, many went to church not to worship God, but to hear a celebrated speaker, and left as soon 
as the sermon was done. The sermon, they said, we can hear only in the church, but we can pray 
as well at home. Chrysostom often raised his voice against this in Antioch and in Constantinople. 
The discourses of the most favorite preachers were often written down by stenographers and 
multiplied by manuscripts, sometimes with their permission, sometimes without. 
 
In the Western church the sermon was much less developed, consisted in most cases of a simple 
practical exhortation, and took the background of the eucharistic sacrifice. Hence it was a 
frequent thing there for the people to leave the church at the beginning of the sermon; so that 
many bishops, who had no idea of the free nature of religion and of worship, compelled the 
people to hear by closing the doors. 
 
The sermon was in general freely delivered from the bishop’s chair or from the railing of the 
choir (the cancelli), sometimes from the reading-desk. The duty of preaching devolved upon the 
bishops; and even popes, like Leo I. and Gregory I., frequently preached before the Roman 
congregation. Preaching was also performed by the presbyters and deacons. Leo I. restricts the 



right of preaching and teaching to the ordained clergy; {947} yet monks and hermits preached not 
rarely in the streets, from pillars (like St. Symeon), roofs, or trees; and even laymen, like the 
emperor Constantine and some of his successors, wrote and delivered (though not in church) 
religious discourses to the faithful people. {948} 
 
{935} Missa catechumenorum, leitourgiatwn kathcoumenwn. 
 
{936} Missa fidelium, leitourgiatwn pistwn. 
 
{937} Missa is equivalent to missio, dismissio, and meant originally the dismission of the 
congregation after the service by the customary formula: Ite, missa est (ecclesia). After the first 
part of the service the catechumens were thus dismissed by the deacon, after the second part the 
faithful. But with the fusion of the two parts in one, the formula of dismission was used only at 
the close, and then it came to signify also the service itself, more especially the eucharistic 
sacrifice. In the Greek church the corresponding formula of dismission was: ajpoluvesqe ejn 
eijrhvnh, i.e., ite in pace (Apost. Const. lib. viii. c. 15). Ambrosius is the first who uses missa, 
missam facere (Ep. 20), for the eucharistic sacrifice. Other derivations of the word, from the 
Greek muvhsi or the Hebrew verb hc, to act, etc., are too far fetched, and cut off by the fact that 
the word is used only in the Latin church. Comp. vol. i. 101, p. 383 ff. 
 
{938} Comp. below, 96 and 97. 
 
{939} The Jews, perhaps from the time of Ezra, divided the Old Testament into sections, larger or 
smaller, called Parashioth (tYvirP), to wit, the Pentateuch into54 Parashioth, and the Prophets 
(i.e., the later historical books and the prophets proper) into as many Haphtharoth; and these 
sections were read in course on the different Sabbaths. This division is much older than the 
division into verses. 
 
{940} Lectiones, anagnwsmata, anagnwseiv, perikopai. 
 
{941} Lectiones, anagnwsmata, anagnwseiv, perikopai. 
 
{942} Hence called Lectionaria, sc. volumina, or Lectionarii, sc. libri; also Evangelia cum 
Epistolis, Comes (manual of the clergy); in Greek, ajnagnwstikav, eujaggelistavria, ejklogavdia. 
 
{943} Hence Evangelistaria, or Evangelistarim, in distinction from the Epistolaria, Epistolare, or 
Apostolus. 
 
{944} The high antiquity of the Comes appears at any rate in its beginning with the Christmas 
Vigils instead of the Advent Sunday, and its lack of the festival of the Trinity and most of the 
saints’ days. There are different recensions of it, the oldest edited by Pamelius, another by 
Baluze, a third (made by Alcuin at the command of Charlemagne) by Thomasi. E. Ranke, l. c., 
has made it out probable that Jerome composed the Comes under commission from Pope 
Damasus, and is consequently the original author of the Western pericope system. 
 
{945} Comp. Augustine’s Expos. in Joh. in praef.: "Meminit sanctitas vestra, evangelium 
secundum Johannem ex ordine lectionum nos solere tractare. Sed quia nunc interposita est 
solemnitas sanctorum dierum, quibus certas ex evangelio lectiones oportet recitari, quae ita sunt 
annuae, ut aliae esse non possint, ordo ille quem susceperamus, ex necessitate paululum 
intermissus est, non omissus." 
 



{946} krotov, acclamatio, applausus. Chrysostom and Augustine often denounced this theatrical 
disorder, but in vain. 
 
{947} Ep. 62 ad Maxim.: "Praeter eos qui sunt Domini sacerdotes nullus sibi jus docendi et 
praedicandi audeat vindicare, sive sit ille monachus, sive sit laicus, qui alicujus scientiae nomine 
glorietur." 
 
{948} Euseb. Vita Const. iv. 29, 32, 55, and Constantine’s Oratio ad Sanctos, in the appendix  

 



91. The Sacraments in General. 
 
G. L. Hahn: Die Lehre von den Sacramenten in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung innerhalb der 
abendlandischen Kirche bis zum Concil von Trient. Breslau, 1864 (147 pp.). Comp. also the 
article Sacramente by G. E. Steitz in Herzog’s Real-Encyklopadie, vol. xiii. pp. 226-286; and 
Const. VonSchatzler: Die Lehre von der Wirksamkeit der Sacramente ex opere operato. Munich, 
1860. 
 
The use of the word sacramentum in the church still continued for a long time very indefinite. It 
embraced every mystical and sacred thing (omne mysticum sacrumque signum). Tertullian, 
Ambrose, Hilary, Leo, Chrysostom, and other fathers, apply it even to mysterious doctrines and 
facts, like the Trinity, the divinity of Christ, the incarnation, the crucifixion, and the resurrection. 
But after the fifth century it denotes chiefly sacred forms of worship, which were instituted by 
Christ and by which divine blessings are mystically represented, sealed, and applied to men. This 
catholic theological conception has substantially passed into the evangelical churches, though 
with important changes as to the number and operation of the sacraments. {949} 
 
Augustine was the first to substitute a clear doctrine of the nature of the sacraments for a vague 
notion and rhetorical exaggerations. He defines a sacrament to be a visible sign of an invisible 
grace or divine blessing. {950} Two constituents, therefore, belong to such a holy act: the 
outward symbol or sensible element (the signum, also sacramentum in the stricter sense), which is 
visible to the eye, and the inward grace or divine virtue (the res or virtus sacramenti), which is an 
object of faith. {951} The two, the sign and the thing signified, are united by the word of 
consecration. {952} From the general spirit of Augustine’s doctrine, and several of his 
expressions, we must infer that he considered divine institution by Christ to be also a mark of 
such holy ordinance. {953} But subsequently this important point retired from the consciousness 
of the church, and admitted the widening of the idea, and the increase of the number, of the 
sacraments. 
 
Augustine was also the first to frame a distinct doctrine of the operation of the sacraments. In his 
view the sacraments work grace or condemnation, blessing or curse, according to the condition of 
the receiver. {954} They operate, therefore, not immediately and magically, but mediately and 
ethically, not ex opere operato, in the later scholastic language, but through the medium of the 
active faith of the receiver. They certainly have, as divine institutions, an objective meaning in 
themselves, like the life-principle of a seed, and do not depend on the subjective condition of the 
one who administers them (as the Donatists taught); but they reach with blessing only those who 
seize the blessing, or take it from the ordinance, in faith; they bring curse to those who unworthily 
administer or receive them. Faith is necessary not as the efficient cause, but as the subjective 
condition, of the saving operation of the offered grace. {955} Augustine also makes a distinction 
between a transient and a permanent effect of the sacrament, and thereby prepares the way for the 
later scholastic doctrine of the character indelebilis. Baptism and ordination impress an indelible 
character, and therefore cannot be repeated. He is fond of comparing baptism with the badge of 
the imperial service, {956} which the soldier always retains either to his honor or to his shame. 
Hence the Catholic doctrine is: Once baptized, always baptized; once a priest, always a priest. 
Nevertheless a baptized person, or an ordained person, can be excommunicated and eternally lost. 
The popular opinion in the church already inclined strongly toward the superstitious view of the 
magical operation of the sacrament, which has since found scholastic expression in the opus 
operatum theory. 
 



The church fathers with one accord assert a relative (not absolute) necessity of the sacraments to 
salvation. {957} They saw in them, especially in baptism and the eucharist, the divinely appointed 
means of appropriating the forgiveness of sins and the grace of God. Yet with this view they 
firmly held that not the want of the sacraments, but only the contempt of them, was damning. 
{958} In favor of this they appealed to Moses, Jeremiah, John the Baptist, the thief on the 
cross,—who all, however, belonged to the Old Testament economy—and to many Christian 
martyrs, who sealed their faith in Christ with their blood, before they had opportunity to be 
baptized and to commune. The Virgin Mary also, and the apostles, belong in some sense to this 
class, who, since Christ himself did not baptize, received not the Christian baptism of water, but 
instead were on the day of Pentecost baptized with Spirit and with fire. Thus Cornelius also 
received through Peter the gift of the Holy Ghost before baptism; but nevertheless submitted 
himself afterwards to the outward Sacrament. In agreement with this view, sincere repentance and 
true faith, and above all the blood-baptism of martyrdom, {959} were regarded as a kind of 
compensation for the sacraments. 
 
The number of the sacraments remained yet for a long time indefinite; though among the church 
fathers of our period baptism and the Lord’s Supper were regarded either as the only Sacraments, 
or as the prominent ones. 
 
Augustine considered it in general an excellence of the New Testament over the Old, that the 
number of the sacraments was diminished, but their import enhanced, {960} and calls baptism 
and the Supper, with reference to the water and the blood which flowed from the side of the Lord, 
the genuine or chief sacraments, on which the church subsists. {961} But he includes under the 
wider conception of the sacrament other mysterious and holy usages, which were commended in 
the Scriptures, {962} naming expressly confirmation, {963} marriage, {964} and ordination. 
{965} Thus he already recognizes to some extent five Christian sacraments, to which the Roman 
church has since added penance and extreme unction. 
 
Cyril of Jerusalem, in his Mystagogic Catechism, and Ambrose of Milan, in the six books 
Deuteronomy Sacramentis ascribed to him, mention only three sacraments: baptism, 
confirmation, and the Lord’s supper; and Gregory of Nyssa likewise mentions three, but puts 
ordination in the place of confirmation. For in the Eastern church confirmation, or the laying on 
of hands, was less prominent, and formed a part of the sacrament of baptism; while in the 
Western church it gradually established itself in the rank of an independent sacrament. 
 
The unknown Greek author of the pseudo-Dionysian writings of the sixth century enumerates six 
sacraments (musthvria): {966} (1.) baptism, or illumination; (2.) the eucharist, or the consecration 
of consecrations; (3.) the consecration with anointing oil, or confirmation; (4.) the consecration of 
priests; (5.) the consecration of monks; (6.) the consecration of the dead, or extreme unction. Here 
marriage and penance are wanting; in place of them appears the consecration of monks, which 
however was afterwards excluded from the number of the sacraments. 
 
In the North African, the Milanese, and the Gallican churches the washing of feet also long 
maintained the place of a distinct sacrament. {967} Ambrose asserted its sacramental character 
against the church of Rome, and even declared it to be as necessary as baptism, because it was 
instituted by Christ, and delivered men from original sin, as baptism from the actual sin of 
transgression; —a view which rightly found but little acceptance. 
 
This uncertainty as to the number of the sacraments continued till the twelfth century. {968} Yet 
the usage of the church from the fifth century downward, in the East and in the West, appears to 
have inclined silently to the number seven, which was commended by its mystical sacredness. 



This is shown at least by the agreement of the Greek and Roman churches in this point, and even 
of the Nestorians and Monophysites, who split off in the fifth century from the orthodox Greek 
church. {969} 
 
In the West, the number seven was first introduced, as is usually supposed, by the bishop Otto of 
Bamberg (1124), more correctly by Peter Lombard (d. 1164), the "Master of Sentences;" 
rationally and rhetorically justified by Thomas Aquinas and other scholastics (as recently by 
Mohler) from the seven chief religious wants of human life and human society; {970} and finally 
publicly sanctioned by the council of Florence in 1439 with the concurrence of the Greek church, 
and established by the council of Trent with an anathema against all who think otherwise. {971} 
The Reformation returned, in this point as in others, to the New Testament; retained none but 
baptism and the Lord’s Supper as proper sacraments, instituted and enjoined by Christ himself; 
entirely rejected extreme unction (and at first confirmation); consigned penance to the province of 
the inward life, and confirmation, marriage, and orders to the more general province of sacred 
acts and usages, to which a more or less sacramental character may be ascribed, but by no means 
an equality in other respects with baptism and the holy Supper. {972} 
 
{949} The word sacramentum bears among the fathers the following senses: (1) The oath in 
general, as in the Roman profane writers; and particularly the soldier’s oath. (2) The baptismal 
vow, by which the candidate bound himself to the perpetual service of Christ, as miles Christi, 
against sin, the world, and the devil. (3) The baptismal confession, which was regarded as a 
spiritual oath. (4) Baptism itself, which, therefore, was often styled sacramentum fidei, s. salutis, 
also pignus salutis. (5) It became almost synonymous with mystery, by reason of an inaccurate 
translation of the Greek musthvrion, in the Vulgate, {comp. Ephesians 5:32} and was accordingly 
applied to facts, truths, and precepts of the gospel which were concealed from those not 
Christiana, and to the Christian revelation in general. (6) The eucharist, and other holy ordinances 
and usages of the church. (7) After the twelfth century the seven well-known sacraments of the 
Catholic church. Comp. the proofs in Hahn, l. c. pp. 5-10, where yet other less usual senses of the 
word are adduced. 
 
{950} Signum visibile, or forma visibilis gratiae invisibilis. Augustine calls the sacraments also 
verba visibilia, signacula corporalia, signa rerum spiritualium, signacula rerum divinarum 
visibilia, etc. See Hahn, l. c. p. 11 ff. The definition is not adequate. At least a third mark must be 
added, not distinctly mentioned by Augustine, viz., the divina institutio, or, more precisely, a 
mandatum Christi. This is the point of difference between the Catholic and Protestant conceptions 
of the sacrament. The Roman and Greek churches take the divine institution in a much broader 
sense, while Protestantism understands by it an express command of Christ in the New 
Testament, and consequently limits the number of sacraments to baptism and the Lord’s Supper, 
since for the other five sacraments the Catholic church can show no such command. Yet 
confirmation, ordination, and marriage have practically acquired a sacramental import in 
Protestantism, especially in the Lutheran and Anglican churches. 
 
{951} Augustine, Deuteronomy catechiz. rudibus, 50: "Sacramenta signacula quidem rerum 
divinarum esse visibilia, sed res ipsas invisibiles in eis honoari." Serm. ad pop. 292 (tom. v. p. 
770): "Dicuntur sacramenta, quia in eis aliud videtur, aliud intelligitur. Quod videtur, speciem 
habet corporalem; quod intelligitur, fructum habet spiritalem." 
 
{952} Augustine, In Joann Evang. tract. 80: "Detrahe verbum, et quid est aqua [the baptismal 
water] nisi aqua? Accedit verbum ad elementum et fit sacramemtum, etiam ipsum tamquam 
visibile verbum." 
 



{953} Comp. Epist. 82, 14 and 15; Ep. 138, 7; Deuteronomy vera relig. c. 16, 33; and Hahn p. 
154. 
 
{954} Comp. the proof passages in Hahn, p. 279 ff. Thus Augustine says, e.g., Deuteronomy bapt. 
contra Donat. 1. iii. c. 10 (tom. ix. p. 76): "Sacramento suo divina virtus adsistit sive ad salutem 
bene utentium, sive ad perniciem male utentium." Deuteronomy unit. eccl. c.21 (tom. ix. p. 256): 
"Facile potestis intelligere et in bonis esse et in malis sacramenta divina, sed in illis ad salutem, in 
malis ad damnationem." 
 
{955} Hence the later formula: Fides non facit ut sit sacramentum, sed ut prosit. Faith does not 
produce the sacramental blessing, but subjectively receives and appropriates it. 
 
{956} Stigma militare, character militaris. To this the expression character indelebilis certainly 
attaches itself easily, though the doctrine concerning it cannot be traced with certainty back of the 
thirteenth century. Comp. Hahn, l. c. p. 298 ff., where it is referred to the time of Pope Innocent 
III. 
 
{957} Even Augustine, Deuteronomy peccat. merit. et remiss. lib. i. c. 24, 34: "Praeter baptismum 
et participationem mensae dominicae non solum ad regnum Dei, sed nec ad salutem et vitam 
aeternam posse quemquam hominem pervenire." This would, strictly considered, exclude all 
Quakers and unbaptized infants from salvation; but Augustine admits as an exception the 
possibility of a conversion of the heart without baptism. See below. The scholastics distinguished 
more accurately a threefold necessity: (1) absolute: simpliciter necessarium; (2) teleological: in 
ordine ad finem; (3) hypothetical or relative: necessarium ex suppositione, quae est necessitas 
consequentiae. To the sacraments belongs only the last sort of necessity, because now, under 
existing circumstances, God will not ordinarily save any one without these means which he has 
appointed. Comp. Hahn, 1. c. p. 26 ff. According to Thomas Aquinas only three sacraments are 
perfectly necessary, viz., baptism and penance for the individual, and ordination for the whole 
church. 
 
{958} "Non defectus, sed contemptus sacramenti damnat." Comp. Augustine, Deuteronomy bapt. 
contra Donat. 1. iv. c. 25, 32: "Conversio cordis potest quidem inesse non percepto baptismo, sed 
contemto non potest. Neque enim ullo modo dicenda est conversio cordis ad Deum, cum Dei 
sacramentum contemnitur." 
 
{959} Baptismus sanguinis. 
 
{960} Contra Faust. xix. 13: "Prima sacramenta praenunciativa erant Christi venturi; quae cum 
suo adventu Christus implevisset ablata sunt et alia sunt instituta, virtute majora, numero 
pauciora." 
 
{961} Deuteronomy symb. ad Catech. c. 6: "Quomodo Eva facts est ex latere Adam, ita ecclesia 
formatur ex latere Christi. Percussum est ejus latus et statim manavit sanguis et aqua, quae sunt 
ecclesiae genuina sacramenta." Deuteronomy ordine baptismi, c. 5 (Bibl. max. tom. xiv. p. 11): 
"Profluxerunt ex ejus latere sanguis et aqua, duo sanctae ecclesiae praecipua sacramenta." Serm. 
218: "Sacraments, quibus formatur ecclesia." Comp. Chrysostom, Homil. 85 in Joh: ejx 
ajmfotevrwn hJ ejkklhsiva sunevsthke. Tertullian called baptism and the eucharist "sacramenta 
propria," Adv. Marc. i. 14. 
 
{962} "Et si quid aliud in divinis literis commendatur," or: "omne mysticum sacrumque signum." 
 



{963} "Sacrimentum chrismatis," Contr. Lit. Petiliani ii. 104. So even Cyprian, Ep. 72. 
 
{964} "Sacramentum nuptiarum," Deuteronomy nuptiis et concupisc. i. 2. 
 
{965} "Sacramentum dandi baptismum," Deuteronomy bapt ad Donat. i. 2; Epist. Parm ii. 13. 
 
{966} Deuteronomy hierarch. eccles. c. 2 sq. 
 
{967} According to the testimony of Ambrose, Augustine, and the Missale Gallicum vetus. 
Comp. Hahn, l. c. p. 84 f. 
 
{968} Beda Venerabilis (735), Ratramnus of Corbie (868), Ratherius of Verona (974), in 
enumerating the sacraments, name only baptism and the Lord’s Supper; and even Alexander of 
Hales (1245) expressly says (Summa p. iv. Qu. 8, Membr. 2, art. 1): "Christus duo sacraments 
instituit per se ipsum, sacramentum baptismi et sacramentum eucharistiae." Damiani (1072), on 
the other hand, mentions twelve sacraments, viz., baptism, confirmation, anointing of the sick, 
consecration of bishops, consecration of kings, consecration of churches, penance, consecration 
of canons, monks, hermits, and nuns and marriage. Opp. tom. ii. 372 (ed. C. Cajet.). Bernard of 
Clairvaux (1151) names ten sacraments. Confirmation was usually reckoned among the 
sacraments. Comp. Hahn, l. c. 88 ff. 
 
{969} No plain trace, however, of such a definite number appears in the earliest monuments of 
the faith of these Oriental sects, or even in the orthodox theologian John Damascenus. 
 
{970} Usually: Birth equals baptism; growth equals confirmation; nourishment equals the Supper; 
healing of Sickness equals penance; perfect restoration equals extreme unction; propagation of 
society equals marriage; government of society equals orders. Others compare the sacraments 
with the four cardinal natural virtues: prudence, courage, justice, and temperance, and the three 
theological virtues: faith, love, and hope; but vary in their assignments of the several sacraments 
to the several virtues respectively. All these comparisons are, of course, more or less arbitrary and 
fanciful. 
 
{971} The Council of Trent pronounces the anathema upon all who deny the number of seven 
sacraments and its institution by Christ, Sess. vii. de sacr. can. 1: "Si quis dixerit, sacramenta 
novae legis non fuisse omnia a Christo instituta, aut esse plum vel pauciora quam septem, 
anathema sit." In default of a historical proof of the seven sacraments from the writings of the 
church fathers, Roman divines, like Brenner and Perrone, find themselves compelled to resort to 
the disciplina arcani; but this related only to the celebration of the sacraments, and disappeared 
in the fourth century upon the universal adoption of Christianity. Comp. also the treatise of G. L. 
Hahn: Doctrinae Romanae de numero sacramentario septenario rationes historicae. Vratisl. 1859. 
 
{972} A more particular discussion of the differences between the Roman and the Protestant 
doctrines of the sacraments belongs to symbolism and polemics.  

 



92. Baptism. 
 
For the Literature, see vol. i. 37, p. 122; especially Hofling (Lutheran): Das Sacrament der Taufe. 
W. Wall (Anglican): The History of Infant Baptism (1705), new ed. Oxf. 1844, 4vols. C. A. G. v. 
Zezschwitz: System der christlich kirchlichen Katechetik. Vol. i. Leipz. 1863. 
 
On heretical baptism in particular, See Mattes (R.C.): Ueber die Ketzertaufe, in the Tubingen 
"Theol. Quartalschrift," for 1849, pp. 571-637, and 1850, pp. 24-69; and G. E. Steitz, art. 
Ketzertaufe in Herzog’s Theol. Encyclop. vol. vii. pp. 524-541 (partly in opposition to Mattes). 
Concerning the form of baptism, on the Baptist side, T. J. Conant: The Meaning and Use of 
Baptizein philologically and historically investigated. New York, 1861. 
 
The views of the ante-Nicene fathers concerning baptism and baptismal regeneration were in this 
period more copiously embellished in rhetorical style by Basil the Great and the two Gregories, 
who wrote special treatises on this sacrament, and were more clearly and logically developed by 
Augustine. The patristic and Roman Catholic view on regeneration, however, differs considerably 
from the one which now prevails among most Protestant denominations, especially those of the 
more Puritanic type, in that it signifies not so much a subjective change of heart, which is more 
properly called conversion, but a change in the objective condition and relation of the sinner, 
namely, his translation from the kingdom of Satan into the kingdom of Christ. Some modern 
divines make a distinction between baptismal and moral regeneration, in order to reconcile the 
doctrine of the fathers with the fact that the evidences of a new life are wholly wanting in so 
many who are baptized. But we cannot enter here into a discussion of the difficulties of this 
doctrine, and must confine ourselves to a historical statement. 
 
Gregory Nazianzen sees in baptism all blessings of Christianity combined, especially the 
forgiveness of sins, the new birth, and the restoration of the divine image. To children it is a seal 
(sfragiv) of grace and a consecration to the service of God. According to Gregory of Nyssa, the 
child by baptism is instated in the paradise from which Adam was thrust out. The Greek fathers 
had no clear conception of original sin. According to the Pelagian Julian of Eclanum, Chrysostom 
taught: We baptize children, though they are not stained with sin, in order that holiness, 
righteousness, sonship, inheritance, and brotherhood may be imparted to them through Christ. 
{973} 
 
Augustine brought the operation of baptism into connection with his more complete doctrine of 
original sin. Baptism delivers from the guilt of original sin, and takes away the sinful character of 
the concupiscence of the flesh, {974} while for the adult it at the same time effects the 
forgiveness of all actual transgressions before baptism. Like Ambrose and other fathers, 
Augustine taught the necessity of baptism for entrance into the kingdom of heaven, on the ground 
of John 3:5, and deduced therefrom, in logical consistency, the terrible doctrine of the damnation 
of all unbaptized children, though he assigned them the mildest grade of perdition. {975} 
 
The council of Carthage, in 318, did the same, and in its second canon rejected the notion of a 
happy middle state for unbaptized children. It is remarkable, however, that this addition to the 
second canon does not appear in all copies of the Acts of the council, and was perhaps out of 
some horror omitted. {976} 
 
In Augustine we already find all the germs of the scholastic and Catholic doctrine of baptism, 
though they hardly agree properly with his doctrine of predestination, the absolute sovereignty of 
divine grace and the perseverance of saints. According to this view, baptism is the sacrament of 



regeneration, which is, negatively, the means of the forgiveness of sin, that is, both of original sin 
and of actual sins committed before baptism (not after it), and positively, the foundation of the 
new spiritual life of faith through the impartation of the gratia operans and co-operans. The 
subjective condition of this effect is the worthy receiving, that is, penitent faith. Since in the child 
there is no actual sin, the effect of baptism in this case is limited to the remission of the guilt of 
original sin; and since the child cannot yet itself believe, the Christian church (represented by the 
parents and the sponsors) here appears in its behalf, as Augustine likewise supposed, and assumes 
the responsibility of the education of the baptized child to Christian majority. {977} 
 
As to infant baptism: there was in this period a general conviction of its propriety and of its 
apostolic origin. Even the Pelagians were no exception; though infant baptism does not properly 
fit into their system; for they denied original sin, and baptism, as a rite of purification, always has 
reference to the forgiveness of sins. They attributed to infant baptism an improving effect. 
Coelestius maintained that children by baptism gained entrance to the higher stage of salvation, 
the kingdom of God, to which, with merely natural powers, they could not attain. He therefore 
supposed a middle condition of lower salvation for unbaptized children, which in the above 
quoted second canon of the council of Carthage—if it be genuine—is condemned. Pelagius said 
more cautiously: Whither unbaptized children go, I know not; whither they do not go, I know. 
 
But, notwithstanding this general admission of infant baptism, the practice of it was by no means 
universal. Forced baptism, which is contrary to the nature of Christianity and the sacrament, was 
as yet unknown. Many Christian parents postponed the baptism of their children, sometimes from 
indifference, sometimes from fear that they might by their later life forfeit the grace of baptism, 
and thereby make their condition the worse. Thus Gregory Nazianzen and Augustine, though they 
had eminently pious mothers, were not baptized till their conversion in their manhood. But they 
afterward regretted this. Gregory admonishes a mother: "Let not sin gain the mastery in thy child; 
let him be consecrated even in swaddling bands. Thou art afraid of the divine seal on account of 
the weakness of nature. What weakness of faith! Hannah dedicated her Samuel to the Lord even 
before his birth; and immediately after his birth trained him for the priesthood. Instead of fearing 
human weakness, trust in God." 
 
Many adult catechumens and proselytes likewise, partly from light-mindedness and love of the 
world, partly from pious prudence and superstitious fear of impairing the magical virtue of 
baptism, postponed their baptism until some misfortune or severe sickness drove them to the 
ordinance. The most celebrated example of this is the emperor Constantine, who was not baptized 
till he was on his bed of death. The postponement of baptism in that day was equivalent to the 
postponement of repentance and conversion so frequent in ours. This custom was resisted by the 
most eminent church teachers, but did not give way till the fifth century, when it gradually 
disappeared before the universal introduction of infant baptism. 
 
Heretical baptism was now generally regarded as valid, if performed in the name of the triune 
God. The Roman view prevailed over the Cyprianic, at least in the Western church; except among 
the Donatists, who entirely rejected heretical baptism (as well as the catholic baptism), and made 
the efficacy of the sacrament depend not only on the ecclesiastical position, but also on the 
personal piety of the officiating priest. 
 
Augustine, in his anti-Donatistic writings, defends the validity of heretical baptism by the 
following course of argument: Baptism is an institution of Christ, in the administration of which 
the minister is only an agent; the grace or virtue of the sacrament is entirely dependent on Christ, 
and not on the moral character of the administering agent; the unbeliever receives not the power, 
but the form of the sacrament, which indeed is of no use to the baptized as long as he is outside of 



the saving catholic communion, but becomes available as soon as he enters it on profession of 
faith; baptism, wherever performed, imparts an indelible character, or, as he calls it, a "character 
dominicus," "regius." He compares it often to the "nota militaris," which marks the soldier once 
for all, whether it was branded on his body by the legitimate captain or by a rebel, and binds him 
to the service, and exposes him to punishment for disobedience. 
 
Proselyted heretics were, however, always confirmed by the laying on of hands, when received 
into the catholic church. They were treated like penitents. Leo the Great says of them, that they 
have received only the form of baptism without the power of sanctification. {978} 
 
The most eminent Greek fathers of the Nicene age, on the other hand, adhered to the position of 
Cyprian and Firmilian. Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen, Basil, and Cyril of Jerusalem regarded, 
besides the proper form, the true trinitarian faith on the part of the baptizing community, as an 
essential condition of the validity of baptism. The 45th of the so-called Apostolic Canons 
threatens those with excommunication who received converted heretics without rebaptism. But a 
milder view gradually obtained even in the East, which settled at last upon a compromise. 
 
The ecumenical council of Constantinople in 381, in its seventh canon (which, however, is 
wanting in the Latin versions, and is perhaps later), recognizes the baptism of the Arians, the 
Sabbatians (a sort of Novatians, so called from their leader Sabbatius), the Quartodecimanians, 
the Apollinarians, but rejected the baptism of the Eunomians, "who baptize with only one 
immersion," the Sabellians, "who teach the Son-Fatherhood (uiJopatoriva)," the Montanists 
(probably because they did not at that time use the orthodox baptismal formula), and all other 
heretics. These had first to be exercised, then instructed, and then baptized, being treated 
therefore as heathen proselytes. {979} The Trullan council of 692, in its 95th canon repeated this 
canon, and added the Nestorians, the Eutychians, and the followers of Dioscurus and Severus to 
the list of those heretics who may be received into the church on a mere recantation of their error. 
These decisions lack principle and consistency. 
 
The catechetical instruction which preceded the baptism of proselytes and adults, and followed 
the baptism of children, ended with a public examination (scrutinium) before the congregation. 
The Creed—in the East the Nicene, in the West the Apostles’—was committed to memory and 
professed by the candidates or the god-parents of the children. 
 
The favorite times for baptism for adults were Easter and Pentecost, and in the East also 
Epiphany. In the fourth century, when the mass of the population of the Roman empire went over 
from heathenism to Christianity, the baptisteries were thronged with proselytes on those high 
festivals, and the baptism of such masses had often a very imposing and solemn character. 
Children were usually incorporated into the church by baptism soon after their birth. 
 
Immersion continued to be the usual form of baptism, especially in the East; and the threefold 
immersion in the name of the Trinity. Yet Gregory the Great permitted also the single immersion, 
which was customary in Spain as a testimony against the Arian polytheism. {980} 
 
With baptism, several preparatory and accompanying ceremonies, some of them as early as the 
second and third centuries, were connected; which were significant, but overshadowed and 
obscured the original simplicity of the sacrament. These were exorcism, or the expulsion of the 
devil; {981} breathing upon the candidates, {982} as a sign of the communication of the Holy 
Ghost, according to John 20:22; the touching of the ears, {983} with the exclamation: 
Ephphatha!—from Mark 7:34, for the opening of the spiritual understanding; the sign of the cross 
made upon the forehead and breast, as the mark of the soldier of Christ; and, at least in Africa, the 



giving of salt, as the emblem of the divine word, according to Mark 9:50 Matthew 5:13 
Colossians 4:6. Proselytes generally took also a new name, according to Revelation 2:17. 
 
In the act of baptism itself, the candidate first, with his face toward the west, renounced Satan and 
all his pomp and service, {984} then, facing the east, he vowed fidelity to Christ, {985} and 
confessed his faith in the triune God, either by rehearsing the Creed, or in answer to questions. 
{986} Thereupon followed the threefold or the single immersion in the name of the triune God, 
with the calling of the name of the candidate, the deacons and deaconesses assisting. After the 
second anointing with the consecrated oil (confirmation), the veil was removed, with which the 
heads of catechumens, in token of their spiritual minority, were covered during divine worship, 
and the baptized person was clothed in white garments, representing the state of regeneration, 
purity, and freedom. In the Western church the baptized person received at the same time a 
mixture of milk and honey, as a symbol of childlike innocence and as a fore-taste of the 
communion. 
 
{973} The passage is not found in the writings of Chrysostom. Augustine, however, does not 
dispute the citation, but tries to explain it away (contra Julian. i. c. 6, 21). 
 
{974} Deuteronomy nupt. et concup. i. 28: "Dimittitur concupiscentia carnis in baptismo, non ut 
non sit, sed ut in peccatum non imputetur." 
 
{975} "Parvulos in damnatione omnium mitissima futuros." Comp. Deuteronomy peccat. mer. i. 
20, 21, 28; Ep. 186, 27. To the heathen he also assigned a milder and more tolerable 
condemnation, Contr. Julian. iv. 23. 
 
{976} Comp. Neander, l. c. i. p. 424, and especially Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, ii. p. 103. The 
passage in question, which is lacking both in Isidore and in Dionysius, runs thus: "Whoever says 
that there is, in the kingdom of heaven or elsewhere, a certain middle place, where children who 
die without baptism live happy (beate vivant), while yet they cannot without baptism enter into 
the kingdom of heaven, i.e., into eternal life, let him be anathema." 
 
{977} The scholastics were not entirely agreed whether baptism imparts positive grace to all, or 
only to adults. Peter Lombard was of the latter opinion; but most divines extended the positive 
effect of baptism even to children, though under various modifications. Comp. the full exposition 
of the scholastic doctrine of baptism (which does not belong here) in Hahn, l. c. p. 333 ff. 
 
{978} Epist. 129 ad Nicet. c. 7: "Qui baptismum ab haereticis acceperunt... sola invocatione 
Spiritus S. per impositionem manuum confirmandi sunt, quia formam tantum baptismi sine 
sanctificationis virtute sumpserunt." 
 
{979} Comp. Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, ii. 26; Mattes, Ueber die Ketzertaufe, in the Tubingen 
Quartalschrift, 1849, p. 580. 
 
{980} Greg. Ep. i. 43, to Bishop Leander of Seville: "Dum in tribus subsistentiis una substantia 
est, reprehensibile esse nullatenus potest infantem in baptismate vel ter vel semel mergere: 
quando et in tribus mersionibus personarum trinitas, et in una potest personarum singularitas 
designari. Sed quia nunc usque ab haereticis infans in baptismate tertio mergebatur, fiendum apud 
vos non esse censeo, ne dum mersiones numerant, divinitatem dividant." From this we see, at the 
same time, that even in infant baptism, and among heretics, immersion was the custom. Yet in the 
nature of the case, sprinkling, at least of weak or sick children, as in the baptismus clinicorum, 
especially in northern climates, came early into use. 



 
{981} Comp. vol. i. p. 399. 
 
{982} Insufflare, emfusan. 
 
{983} Sacramentum apertionis. 
 
{984} This was the apotagh, or abrenunciatio diaboli, with the words: apotassomai soi, 
satana, kai pash th pomph sou kai pash th latreia sou. The Apostolic Constitutions 
add toiv ergoiv. In Tertullian: "Renunciare diabolo et pompae et angelis ejus." 
 
{985} suntassomai soi, Criste. 
 
{986} omologhsiv, professio.  

 



93. Confirmation. 
 
Comp. the Literature of Baptism, especially Hofling, and Zezschwitz: Der Katechumenat (first 
vol. of his System der Katechetik). Leipzig, 1863. 
 
Confirmation, in the first centuries, was closely connected with the act of baptism as the 
completion of that act, especially in adults. After the cessation of proselyte baptism and the 
increase of infant baptism, it gradually came to be regarded as an independent sacrament. Even 
by Augustine, Leo I., and others, it is expressly called sacramentum. {987} This independence 
was promoted by the hierarchical interest, especially in the Latin church, where the performance 
of this rite is an episcopal function. 
 
The catholic theory of confirmation is, that it seals and completes the grace of baptism, and at the 
same time forms in some sense a subjective complement to infant baptism, in which the baptized 
person, now grown to years of discretion, renews the vows made by his parents or sponsors in his 
name at his baptism, and makes himself personally responsible for them. The latter, however, is 
more properly a later Protestant (Lutheran and Anglican) view. Baptism, according to the 
doctrine of the ancient church, admits the man into the rank of the soldiers of Christ; confirmation 
endows him with strength and courage for the spiritual warfare. 
 
The outward form of confirmation consists in the anointing of the forehead, the nose, the ear, and 
the breast with the consecrated oil, or a mixture of balsam, {988} which symbolizes the 
consecration of the whole man to the spiritual priesthood; and in the laying on of the hands of the 
clergyman, {989} which signifies and effects the communication of the Holy Ghost for the 
general Christian calling. {990} The anointing takes precedence of the imposition of hands, in 
agreement with the Old Testament sacerdotal view; while in the Protestant church, wherever 
confirmation continues, it is entirely abandoned, and only the imposition of hands is retained. 
 
In other respects considerable diversity prevailed in the different parts of the ancient church in 
regard to the usage of confirmation and the time of performing it. 
 
In the Greek church every priest may administer confirmation or holy unction, and that 
immediately after baptism; but in the Latin church after the time of Jerome (as now in the 
Anglican) this function, like the power of ordination, was considered a prerogative of the bishops, 
who made periodical tours in their dioceses to confirm the baptized. Thus the two acts were often 
far apart in time. 
 
{987} Aug. Contra liter. Petil. l. ii. c. 104 (tom. ix. p. 199); Leo, Epist. 156, c. 5. Confirmation is 
called confirmatio from its nature; sigillum or consignatio, from its design; chrisma or unctio, 
from its matter; and impositio manuum, from its form. 
 
{988} Crivsma. This was afterward, in the Latin church, the second anointing, in distinction from 
that which took place at baptism. The Greek church, however, which always conjoins 
confirmation with baptism, stopped with one anointing. Comp. Hahn, l. c. p. 91 f. 
 
{989} Impositio manuum. This, however, subsequently became less prominent than the anointing; 
hence confirmation is also called simply chrisma, or sacramentum chrismatis, unctionis. 
 



{990} The formula now used in the Roman church in the act of confirmation, which is not older, 
however, than the twelfth century, runs: "Signo te signo crucis et confirmo te chrismate salutis, in 
nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti."  

 



94. Ordination. 
 
J. Morinus (R.C.): Comment. Hist. so dogm. de sacris Eccles. ordinationibus. Par. 1655, etc. Fr. 
Halierius (R.C.): Deuteronomy sacris electionibus et ordinationibus. Rom. 1749. 3 vols. fol. G. L. 
Hahn: l. c. p. 96 and p. 354 ff. Comp. the relevant sections in the archaeological works of 
Bingham, Augusti, Binterim, etc. 
 
The ordination of clergymen {991} was as early as the fourth or fifth century admitted into the 
number of sacraments. Augustine first calls it a sacrament, but with the remark that in his time the 
church unanimously acknowledged the sacramental character of this usage. {992} 
 
Ordination is the solemn consecration to the special priesthood, as baptism is the introduction to 
the universal priesthood; and it is the medium of communicating the gifts for the ministerial 
office. It confers the capacity and authority of administering the sacraments and governing the 
body of believers, and secures to the church order, care, and steady growth to the end of time. A 
ruling power is as necessary in the church as in the state. In the Jewish church there was a 
hereditary priestly caste; in the Christian this is exchanged for an unbroken succession of 
voluntary priests from all classes, but mostly from the middle and lower classes of the people. 
 
Like baptism and confirmation, ordination imparts, according to the later scholastic doctrine, a 
character indelebilis, and cannot therefore be repeated. {993} But this of course does not exclude 
the possibility of suspension and excommunication in case of gross immorality or gross error. 
The council of Nice, in 325, acknowledged even the validity of the ordination of the schismatic 
Novatians. 
 
Corresponding to the three ordines majores there were three ordinations: to the diaconate, to the 
presbyterate, and to the episcopate. {994} Many of the most eminent bishops, however, like 
Cyprian and Ambrose, received the three rites in quick succession, and officiated only as bishops. 
 
Different from ordination is installation, or induction into a particular congregation or diocese, 
which may be repeated as often as the minister is transferred. 
 
Ordination was performed by laying on of hands and prayer, closing with the communion. To 
these were gradually added other preparatory and attendant practices; such as the tonsure {995} 
the anointing with the chrism (only in the Latin church after Gregory the Great), investing with 
the insignia of the office (the holy books, and in the case of bishops the ring and staff), the kiss of 
brotherhood, etc. Only bishops can ordain, though presbyters assist. The ordination or 
consecraion of a bishop generally requires, for greater solemnity, the presence of three bishops. 
 
No one can receive priestly orders without a fixed field of labor which yields him support. {996} 
In the course of time further restrictions, derived in part from the Old Testament, in regard to age, 
education, physical and moral constitution, freedom from the bonds of marriage, etc., were 
established by ecclesiastical legislation. 
 
The favorite times for ordination were Pentecost and the quarterly Quatember terms {997} (i.e., 
the beginning of Quadragesima, the weeks after Pentecost, after the fourteenth of September, and 
after the thirteenth of December), which were observed, after Gelasius or Leo the Great, as 
ordinary penitential seasons of the church. The candidates were obliged to prepare themselves for 
consecration by prayer and fasting. 
 



{991} ceirotonia, kayiersi, ordinatio and in the case of bishops, consecratio. 
 
{992} Deuteronomy bono conjug. c. 18 (tom. vi. p. 242), c. 24 (p. 247); Contr. Epist. Parmen. l. 
ii. c. 12 (tom. ix. pp. 29, 30). Comp. Leo M. Epist. xii. c. 9; Gregor. M. Expos. in i. Regg. l. vi. c. 
3. These and other passages in Hahn, p. 97. 
 
{993} Already intimated by Augustine, Deuteronomy bapt. c. Donat. ii. 2: "Sicut baptizatus, si ab 
unitate recesserit, sacramentum dandi non amittit, sic etiam ordinatus, Si ab unitate recesserit, 
sacramentum dandi baptismum [i.e., ordination] non amittit." 
 
{994} On the character of the ordination of the sub-deacons, as well as of diaconissae and 
presbyters, there were afterward diverse views. Usually this was considered ordination only in an 
improper sense. 
 
{995} After the fifth century, but under various forms, tonsura Petri, etc. It was first applied to 
penitents, then to monks, and finally to the clergy. 
 
{996} Hence the old rules: "Ne quis vage ordinetur," and, "Nemo ordinatur sine titulo." Comp. 
Acts 14:23 Titus 1:5 1 Peter 5:1. 
 
{997} Quatuor tempora. Comp. the old verse: "Post crux (Holyrood day, 14th September), post 
cineres (Ash Wednesday), post spiritus (Pentecost) atque Luciae (13th December), Sit tibi in 
auguria quarta sequens feria."  

 



95. The Sacrament of the Eucharist. 
 
Comp. the Literature in vol. i. 38 and 102, the corresponding sections in the Doctrine Histories 
and Archaeologies, and the treatises of G. E. Steitz on the historical development of the doctrine 
of the Lord’s Supper in the Greek church, in Dorner’s "Jahrbucher fur Deutsche Theologie," for 
1864 and 1865. In part also the liturgical works of Neale, Daniel, etc., cited below (98), and 
PhilipFreeman: The Principles of Divine Service. Lond. Part i. 1855, Part ii. 1862. (The author, in 
the introduction to the second part, states as his object: "To unravel, by means of a historical 
survey of the ancient belief concerning the HolyEucharist, viewed as a mystery, and of the later 
departures from it, the manifold confusions which have grown up around the subject, more 
especially since the fatal epoch of the eleventh century." But the book treats not so much of the 
doctrine of the Eucharist, as of the ceremony of it, and the eucharistic sacrifice, with special 
reference to the Anglican church.) 
 
The Eucharist is both a sacrament wherein God conveys to us a certain blessing, and a sacrifice 
which man offers to God. As a sacrament, or the communion, it stands at the head of all sacred 
rites; as a sacrifice it stands alone. The celebration of it under this twofold character forms the 
holy of holies of the Christian cultus in the ancient church, and in the greater part of Christendom 
at this day. {998} 
 
We consider first the doctrine of the Eucharist as a sacrament, then the doctrine of the Eucharist 
as a sacrifice, and finally the celebration of the eucharistic communion and eucharistic sacrifice. 
 
The doctrine of the sacrament of the Eucharist was not a subject of theological controversy and 
ecclesiastical action till the time of Paschasius Radbert, in the ninth century; whereas since then 
this feast of the Saviour’s dying love has been the innocent cause of the most bitter disputes, 
especially in the age of the Reformation, between Papists and Protestants, and among Lutherans, 
Zwinglians, and Calvinists. Hence the doctrine of the ancient church on this point lacks the 
clearness and definiteness which the Nicene dogma of the Trinity, the Chalcedonian Christology, 
and the Augustinian anthropology and soteriology acquired from the controversies preceding 
them. In the doctrine of baptism also we have a much better right to speak of a consensus patrum, 
than in the doctrine of the holy Supper. 
 
In general, this period, following the representatives of the mystic theory in the previous one, was 
already very strongly inclined toward the doctrine of transubstantiation and toward the Greek and 
Roman sacrifice of the mass, which are inseparable in so far as a real sacrifice requires the real 
presence of the victim. But the kind and mode of this presence are not yet particularly defined, 
and admit very different views: Christ may be conceived as really present either in and with the 
elements (consubstantiation, impanation), or under the illusive appearance of the changed 
elements (transubstantiation), or only dynamically and spiritually. 
 
In the previous period we distinguish three views: the mystic view of Ignatius, Justin Martyr, and 
Irenaeus; the symbolical view of Tertullian and Cyprian; and the allegorical or spiritualistic view 
of Clement of Alexandria and Origen. In the present the first view, which best answered the 
mystic and superstitious tendency of the time, preponderated, but the second also was represented 
by considerable authorities. {999} 
 
I. The realistic and mystic view is represented by several fathers and the early liturgies, whose 
testimony we shall further cite below. They speak in enthusiastic and extravagant terms of the 
sacrament and sacrifice of the altar. They teach a real presence of the body and blood of Christ, 



which is included in the very idea of a real sacrifice, and they see in the mystical union of it with 
the sensible elements a sort of repetition of the incarnation of the Logos. With the act of 
consecration a change accordingly takes place in the elements, whereby they become vehicles and 
organs of the life of Christ, although by no means necessarily changed into another substance. To 
denote this change very strong expressions are used, like metabolhv, metabavllein, 
metabavllesqai, metastoiceiou’sqai, metapoiei’sqai, mutatio, translatio, transfiguratio, 
transformatio; {1000} illustrated by the miraculous transformation of water into wine, the 
assimilation of food, and the pervasive power of leaven. 
 
Cyril of Jerusalem goes farther in this direction than any of the fathers. He plainly teaches some 
sort of supernatural connection between the body of Christ and the elements, though not 
necessarily a transubstantiation of the latter. Let us hear the principal passages. {1001} "Then 
follows," he says in describing the celebration of the Eucharist, "the invocation of God, for the 
sending of his Spirit to make the bread the body of Christ, the wine the blood of Christ. For what 
the Holy Ghost touches is sanctified and transformed." "Under the type of the bread {1002} is 
given to thee the body, under the type of the wine is given to thee the blood, that thou mayest be a 
partaker of the body and blood of Christ, and be of one body and blood with him." {1003} "After 
the invocation of the Holy Ghost the bread of the Eucharist is no longer bread, but the body of 
Christ." "Consider, therefore, the bread and the wine not as empty elements, for they are, 
according to the declaration of the Lord, the body and blood of Christ." In support of this change 
Cyril refers at one time to the wedding feast at Cana, which indicates, the Roman theory of 
change of substance; but at another to the consecration of the chrism, wherein the substance is 
unchanged. He was not clear and consistent with himself. His opinion probably was, that the 
eucharistic elements lost by consecration not so much their earthly substance, as their earthly 
purpose. 
 
Gregory of Nyssa, though in general a very faithful disciple of the spiritualistic Origen, is on this 
point entirely realistic. He calls the Eucharist a food of immortality, and speaks of a miraculous 
transformation of the nature of the elements into the glorified body of Christ by virtue of the 
priestly blessing. {1004} 
 
Chrysostom likewise, though only incidentally in his homilies, and not in the strain of sober logic 
and theology, but of glowing rhetoric, speaks several times of an union of our whole nature with 
the body of Christ in the Eucharist, and even of a manducatio oralis. {1005} 
 
Of the Latin fathers, Hilary, {1006} Ambrose, {1007} and Gaudentius (410) come nearest to the 
later dogma of transubstantiation. The latter says: "The Creator and Lord of nature, who produces 
bread from the earth, prepares out of bread his own body, makes of wine his own blood." {1008} 
 
But closely as these and similar expressions verge upon the Roman doctrine of transubstantiation, 
they seem to contain at most a dynamic, not a substantial, change of the elements into the body 
and the blood of Christ. For, in the first place, it must be remembered there is a great difference 
between the half-poetic, enthusiastic, glowing language of devotion, in which the fathers, and 
especially the liturgies, speak of the eucharistic sacrifice, and the clear, calm, and cool language 
of logic and doctrinal definition. In the second place, the same fathers apply the same or quite 
similar terms to the baptismal water and the chrism of confirmation, without intending to teach a 
proper change of the substance of these material elements into the Holy Ghost. On the other hand, 
they not rarely use, concerning the bread and wine, tuvpo, ajntivtupa, figura, signum, and like 
expressions, which denote rather a symbolical than a metabolical relation of them to the body and 
blood of the Lord. Finally, the favorite comparison of the mysterious transformation with the 
incarnation of the Logos, which, in fact, was not an annihilation of the human nature, but an 



assumption of it into unity with the divine, is of itself in favor of the continuance of the substance 
of the elements; else it would abet the Eutychian heresy. 
 
II. The symbolical view, though on a realistic basis, is represented first by Eusebius, who calls the 
Supper a commemoration of Christ by the symbols of his body and blood, and takes the flesh and 
blood of Christ in the sixth chapter of John to mean the words of Christ, which are spirit and life, 
the true food of the soul, to believers. {1009} Here appears the influence of his venerated Origen, 
whose views in regard to the sacramental aspect of the Eucharist he substantially repeats. 
 
But it is striking that even Athanasius, "the father of orthodoxy," recognized only a spiritual 
participation, a self-communication of the nourishing divine virtue of the Logos, in the symbols 
of the bread and wine, and incidentally evinces a doctrine of the Eucharist wholly foreign to the 
Catholic, and very like the older Alexandrian or Origenistic, and the Calvinistic, though by no 
means identical with the latter. {1010} By the flesh and blood in the mysterious discourse of Jesus 
in the sixth chapter of John, which he refers to the Lord’s Supper, he understands not the earthly, 
human, but the heavenly, divine manifestation of Jesus, a spiritual nutriment coming down from 
above, which the Logos through the Holy Ghost communicates to believers (but not to a Judas, 
nor to the unbelieving). {1011} With this view accords his extending of the participation of the 
eucharistic food to believers in heaven, and even to the angels, who, on account of their 
incorporeal nature, are incapable of a corporeal participation of Christ. {1012} 
 
Gregory Nazianzen sees in the Eucharist a type of the incarnation, and calls the consecrated 
elements symbols and antitypes of the great mysteries, but ascribes to them a saving virtue. 
{1013} 
 
St. Basil, likewise, in explaining the words of Christ, "I live by the Father," {John 6:57} against, 
the Arians who inferred from it that Christ was a creature, incidentally gives a spiritual meaning 
to the fruition of the eucharistic elements. "We eat the flesh of Christ," he says, "and drink His 
blood, if we, through His incarnation and human life, become partakers of the Logos and of 
wisdom." {1014} 
 
Macarius the Elder, a gifted representative of the earlier Greek mysticism (390), belongs to the 
same Symbolical school; he calls bread and wine the antitype of the body and blood of Christ, 
and seems to know only a spiritual eating of the flesh of the Lord. {1015} 
 
Theodoret, who was acknowledged orthodox by the council of Chalcedon, teaches indeed a 
transformation (metabavllein) of the eucharistic elements by virtue of the priestly consecration, 
and an adoration of them, which certainly sounds quite Romish, but in the same connection 
expressly rejects the idea of an absorption of the elements in the body of the Lord, as an error 
akin to the Monophysite. "The mystical emblems of the body and blood of Christ," says he, 
"continue in their original essence and form, they are visible and tangible as they were before [the 
consecration]; {1016} but the contemplation of the spirit and of faith sees in them that which they 
have become, and they are adored also as that which they are to believers." {1017} 
 
Similar language occurs in an epistle to the monk Caesarius ascribed to Chrysostom, but perhaps 
not genuine; {1018} in Ephraim of Antioch, cited by Photius; and even in the Roman bishop 
Gelasius at the end of the fifth century (492-496). 
 
The latter says expressly, in his work against Eutyches and Nestorius: "The sacrament of the body 
and blood of Christ, which we receive, is a divine thing, because by it we are made partakers of 
the divine-nature. Yet the substance or nature of the bread and wine does not cease. And 



assuredly the image and the similitude of the body and blood of Christ are celebrated in the 
performance of the mysteries." {1019} 
 
It is remarkable that Augustine, in other respects so decidedly catholic in the doctrine of the 
church and of baptism, and in the cardinal points of the Latin orthodoxy, follows the older 
African theologians, Tertullian and Cyprian, in a symbolical theory of the Supper, which however 
includes a real spiritual participation of the Lord by faith, and in this respect stands nearest to the 
Calvinistic or Orthodox Reformed doctrine, while in minor points he differs from it as much as 
from transubstantiation and consubstantiation. {1020} He was the first to make a clear distinction 
between the outward sign and the inward grace, which are equally essential to the conception of 
the sacrament. He maintains the figurative character of the words of institution, and of the 
discourse of Jesus, on the eating and drinking of his flesh and blood in the sixth chapter of John; 
with Tertullian, he calls the bread and wine "figurae" or "signa corporis et sanguinis Christi" (but 
certainly not mere figures), and insists on a distinction between" that which is visibly received in 
the sacrament, and that which is spiritually eaten and drunk," or between a carnal, visible 
manducation of the sacrament, and a spiritual eating of the flesh of Christ and drinking of his 
blood. {1021} The latter he limits to the elect and the believing, though, in opposition to the 
subjectivism of the Donatists, he asserts that the sacrament (in its objective import) is the body of 
Christ even for unworthy receivers. He says of Judas, that he only ate the bread of the Lord, while 
the other apostles "ate the Lord who was the bread." In another place: The sacramentum "is given 
to some unto life, to others unto destruction;" but the res sacramenti, i.e., "the thing itself of 
which it is the sacramentum, is given to every one who is partaker of it, unto life." "He who does 
not abide in Christ, undoubtedly neither eats His flesh nor drinks His blood, though he eats and 
drinks the sacramentum (i.e., the outward sign) of so great a thing to his condemnation." 
Augustine at all events lays chief stress on the spiritual participation. "Why preparest thou the 
teeth and the belly? Believe, and thou hast eaten." {1022} He claims for the sacrament religious 
reverence, but not a superstitious dread, as if it were a miracle of magical effect. {1023} He also 
expressly rejects the hypothesis of the ubiquity of Christ’s body, which had already come into use 
in support of the materializing view, and has since been further developed by Lutheran divines in 
support of the theory of consubstantiation. "The body with which Christ rose," says he, "He took 
to heaven, which must be in a place.... We must guard against such a conception of His divinity 
as destroys the reality of His flesh. For when the flesh of the Lord was upon earth, it was certainly 
not in heaven; and now that it is in heaven, it is not upon earth." "I believe that the body of the 
Lord is in heaven, as it was upon earth when he ascended to heaven." {1024} Yet this great 
church teacher at the same time holds fast the real presence of Christ in the Supper. He says of the 
martyrs: "They have drunk the blood of Christ, and have shed their own blood for Christ." He 
was also inclined, with the Oriental fathers, to ascribe a saving virtue to the consecrated elements. 
 
Augustine’s pupil, Facundus, taught that the sacramental bread "is not properly the body of 
Christ, but contains the mystery of the body." Fulgentius of Ruspe held the same symbolical 
view; and even at a much later period we can trace it through the mighty influence of Augustine’s 
writings in Isidore of Sevilla, Beda Venerabilis, among the divines of the Carolingian age, in 
Ratramnus, and Berengar of Tours, until it broke forth in a modified form with greater force than 
ever in the sixteenth century, and took permanent foothold in the Reformed churches. 
 
Pope Leo I. is sometimes likewise numbered with the symbolists, but without good reason. He 
calls the communion a "spiritual food," {1025} as Athanasius had done before, but supposes a 
sort of assimilation of the flesh and blood of Christ by the believing participation. "What we 
believe, that we receive with the mouth.... The participation of the body and blood of Christ 
causes that we pass into that which we receive, and bear Christ in us in Spirit and body." 



Voluntary abstinence from the wine in the Supper was as yet considered by this pope a sin. 
{1026} 
 
III. The old liturgies, whose testimony on this point is as important as that of the church fathers, 
presuppose the actual presence of Christ in the Supper, but speak throughout in the stately 
language of sentiment, and nowhere attempt an explanation of the nature and mode of this 
presence, and of its relation to the still visible forms of bread and wine. They use concerning the 
consecrated elements such terms as: The holy body, The dear blood, of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
The sanctified oblation, The heavenly, spotless, glorious, awful, divine gifts, The awful, 
unbloody, holy sacrifice, &c. In the act of consecration the liturgies pray for the sending down of 
the Holy Ghost, that he may "sanctify and perfect" {1027} the bread and wine, or that he may 
sanctify and make "them the body and blood of Christ, {1028} or bless and make." {1029} 
 
IV. As to the adoration of the consecrated elements: This follows with logical necessity from the 
doctrine of transubstantiation, and is the sure touchstone of it. No trace of such adoration appears, 
however, in the ancient liturgies, and the whole patristic literature yields only four passages from 
which this practice can be inferred; plainly showing that the doctrine of transubstantiation was not 
yet fixed in the consciousness of the church. 
 
Chrysostom says: "The wise men adored Christ in the manger; we see him not in the manger, but 
on the altar, and should pay him still greater homage." {1030} Theodoret, in the passage already 
cited, likewise uses the term proskuvnei’n, but at the same time expressly asserts the continuance 
of the substance of the elements. Ambrose speaks once of the flesh of Christ "which we to-day 
adore in the mysteries," {1031} and Augustine, of an adoration preceding the participation of the 
flesh of Christ. {1032} 
 
In all these passages we must, no doubt, take the term proskunei’n and adorare in the wider 
sense, and distinguish the bowing of the knee, which was so frequent, especially in the East, as a 
mere mark of respect, from proper adoration. The old liturgies contain no direction for any such 
act of adoration as became prevalent in the Latin church, with the elevation of the host, after the 
triumph of the doctrine of transubstantiation in the twelfth century. {1033} 
 
{998} Freeman, l. c. Introduction to Part ii. (1857), p. 2, says of the Eucharist, not without justice, 
from a historical and theological point of view: "It was confessedly through long ages of the 
church, and is by the vast majority of the Christian world at this hour, conceived to be... no less 
than the highest line of contact and region of commingling between heaven and earth known to 
us, or provided for us; —a borderland of mystery, where, by gradations baffling sight and 
thought, the material truly blends with the spiritual, and the visible shades off into the unseen; a 
thing, therefore, which of all events or gifts in this world most nearly answers to the highest 
aspirations and deepest yearnings of our wonderfully compounded being; while in some ages and 
climes of the church it has been elevated into something yet more awful and mysterious." 
 
{999} Ruckert divides the fathers into 2 classes: the Metabolical, and the Symbolical. The 
symbolical view he assigns to Tertullian, Clement, Origen, Euseb., Athan., and Augustine. But to 
this designation there are many objections. "Of the Synecdochian (Lutheran) interpretation of the 
words of institution the ancient church knew nothing." So says Kahnis, Luth. Dogmatik, ii. p. 
221. 
 
{1000} But not yet the technical term transubstantiatio, which was introduced by Paschasius 
Radbertus toward the middle of the ninth century, and the corresponding Greek term 
metousivwsi, which is still later. 



 
{1001} Comp. especially his five mystagogical discourses, addresses to the newly baptized. 
Cyril’s doctrine is discussed at large in Ruckert, Das Abendmahl, sein Wesen u. seine Geschichte, 
p. 415 ff. Comp. also Neander, Dogmengesch. i. p. 426, and, in part against Ruckert, Kahnis, Die 
Luth. Dogmatik, ii. p. 211 f 
 
{1002} en tupw artou, which may mean either under the emblem of the bread (still existing as 
such), or under the outward form, sub specie panis. More naturally the former. 
 
{1003} susswmov kai sunaimov autou. 
 
{1004} Orat. catech. magna, c. 37. Comp. Neander, l. c. i. p. 428, and Kahnis, ii. 213. 
 
{1005} Of an emphxaitouv odontav th sarki kai sumplakhnai Comp. the passages from 
Chrysostom in Ebrard and Ruckert, l. c., and Kahnis, ii. p. 215 ff. 
 
{1006} Deuteronomy Trinit. viii. 13 sq. Comp. Ruckert, l. c. p. 460 ff. 
 
{1007} Deuteronomy Mysteriis, c. 8 and 9, where a mutatio of the species elementorum by the 
word of Christ is spoken of, and the changing of Moses’ rod into a serpent, and of the Nile into 
blood, is cited in illustration. The genuineness of this small work, however, is doubtful. Ruckert 
considers Ambrose the pillar of the mediaeval doctrine of the Supper, which he finds in his work 
Deuteronomy mysteries, and Deuteronomy initiandis. 
 
{1008} Serm. p. 42: "Ipse naturarum creator et dominus, qui producit de terra panem, de pane 
rursus, quia et potest et promisit, efficit proprium corpus, et qui de aqua vinum fecit, facit et de 
vino sanguinem." But, on the other hand, Gaudentius (bishop of Brixia) calls the supper a figure 
of the passion of Christ, and the bread the figure (figura) of the body of Christ (p. 43). Comp. 
Ruckert, l. c. 477 f. 
 
{1009} Demonstr. evang. 1, c. 10; Theol. eccl. iii. c. 12, and the fragment of a tract, Deuteronomy 
paschate, published by Angelo Mai in Scriptorum veterum nova collectio, vol. i. p. 247. Comp. 
Neander, l. c. i. 430, and especially Steitz, second article (1865), pp. 97-106. 
 
{1010} To this result H. Voigt comes, after the most thorough investigation, in his learned 
monograph on the doctrine of Athanasius, Bremen, 1861, pp. 170-181, and since that time also 
Steitz, in his second article, already quoted, pp. 109-127. Mohler finds in the passage Ad Scrap. 
iv. 19 (the principal eucharistic declaration of Athanasius then known), the Roman Catholic 
doctrine of the Supper (Athanasius der Gr p. 560 ff.), but by a manifestly strained interpretation, 
and in contradiction with passages in the more recently known Festival Letters of Athanasius, 
which confirm the exposition of Voigt. 
 
{1011} So in the main passage, the fourth Epistle to Serapion (Ad Scrap. iv. 19), which properly 
treats of the sin against the Holy Ghost (c. 8-23), and has been variously interpreted in the interest 
of different confessions, but now receives new light from several passages in the recently 
discovered Syriac Festival Letters of Athanasius, translated by Larsow, Leipzig, 1852, pp. 59, 78 
sqq., 153 sqq., and especially p. 101. 
 
{1012} In the Festival Letters in Larsow, p. 101, Athanasius says: "And not only, my brethren, is 
this bread [of the Eucharist] a food of the righteous, and not only are the saints who dwell on 
earth nourished with such bread and blood, but also in heaven we eat such food; for even to the 



higher spirits and the angels the Lord is nutriment, and He is the delight of all the powers of 
heaven; to all He is all, and over every one He yearns in His love of man." 
 
{1013} Orat. xvii. 12; viii. 17; iv. 52. Comp. Ullmann’s Gregor. v. Naz. pp. 483-488; Neander, l. 
c. i. p. 431; and Steitz in Dorner’s Jahrbucher for 1865, pp. 133-141. Steitz makes Gregory an 
advocate of the symbolical theory. 
 
{1014} Epist. viii. c. 4 (or Ep. 141 in the older editions): This passage, overlooked by Klose, 
Ebrard, and Kahnis, but noticed by Ruckert and more fully by Steitz (l. c. p. 127 ff.), in favor of 
the symbolical view, is the principal one in Basil on the Eucharist, and must regulate the 
interpretation of the less important allusions in his other writings. 
 
{1015} Hom. xxvii. 17, and other passages. Steitz (l. c. p. 142 ff.) enters more fully into the views 
of this monk of the Egyptian desert. 
 
{1016} Dial. ii. Opera ed. Hal. tom. iv. p. 126, where the orthodox man says against the Eranist. 
 
{1017} proskuneiv taiw ekeina onta aperpisteuetai. These words certainly prove that the 
consecrated elements are regarded as being not only subjectively, but in some sense objectively 
and really what the believer takes them for, namely, the body and blood of Christ. But with this 
they also retained, according to Theodoret, their natural reality and their symbolical character. 
 
{1018} Ep. ad Caesarium monach. (in Chrys. Opera, tom. iii. Pars altera, p. 897 of the new Paris 
ed. of Montfaucon after the Benedictine): "Sicut enim antequam sanctificetur panis, panem 
nominamus: divina autem illum sanctificante gratia, mediante sacerdote, liberatus est quidem ab 
appellatione panis; dignus autem habitus dominici corporis appellatione, etiamsi natura panis in 
ipso permansit, et non duo corpora, sed unum corpus Filii praedicamus." This epistle is extant in 
full only in an old Latin version. 
 
{1019} Deuteronomy duabus naturis in Christo Adv. Eutychen et Nestorium (in the Bibl. Max. 
Patrum, tom. viii. p. 703)... "et tamen esse non desinit substantia vel natura panis et vini. Et certe 
imago et similitudo corporis et sanguinis Christi in actione mysteriorum celebrantur." Many 
Roman divines, through dogmatic prejudice, doubt the genuineness of this epistle. Comp. the 
Bibl. Max. tom. viii. pp. 699-700. 
 
{1020} From his immense dogmatic authority, Augustine has been an apple of contention among 
the different confessions in all controversies on the doctrine of the Supper. Albertinus (De euchar. 
pp. 602-742) and Ruckert (l. c. p. 353 ff.) have successfully proved that he is no witness for the 
Roman doctrine; but they go too far when they make him a mere symbolist. That he as little 
favors the Lutheran doctrine, Kahnis (Vom Abendmahl, p. 221, and in the second part of his 
Luth. Dogmatik, p. 207) frankly concedes. 
 
{1021} In Psalm 3:1: "Convivium, in quo corporis et sanguinis sui figuram discipulis 
commendavit." Contra Adamant. xii. 3 ("signum corporis sui"); Contra advers. legis et prophet. 
ii. c. 9; Epist. 23; Deuteronomy Doctr. Christ. iii. 10, 16, 19; Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xxi. c. 20, 
25; Deuteronomy peccat. mer. ac rem. ii. 20 ("quamvis non sit corpus Christi, sanctum est tamen, 
quoniam sacramentum est"). 
 
{1022} Tract. in John 25: "Quid paras dentes et ventrem? Crede, et manducasti." Comp. Tract. 
26: "Qui non manet in Christo, nec manducat carnem ejus, nec bibit ejus sanguinem licet premat 
dentibus sacramentum corporis et sanguinis Christi." 



 
{1023} Deuteronomy Trinit. iii. 10: "Honorem tamquam religiosa possunt habere, stuporem 
tamquam mira non possunt." 
 
{1024} Ep. 146: "Ego Domini corpus ita in coelo esse credo, ut erat in terra, quando ascendit in 
coelum." Comp. similar passages in Tract. in John 13; Ep. 187; Serm. 264. 
 
{1025} "Spiritualis alimonia." This expression, however, as the connection of the passage in 
Serm. lix. 2 clearly shows, by no means excludes an operation of the sacrament on the body; for 
"spiritual" is often equivalent to "supernatural." Even Ignatius called the bread of the Supper "a 
medicine of immortality, and all antidote of death" (favrmakon ajqanasiva, ajntivdoto tou’ mh 
ajpoqanei’n, ajlla zh’n ejn Cristw’ dia pantov) Ad Ephesians 100, 20; though this passage is 
wanting in the shorter Syriac recension. 
 
{1026} Comp. the relevant passages from the writings of Leo in Perthel, Papst Leo 1. Leben u. 
Lehren, p. 216 ff., and in Ruckert, l. c. p. 479 ff. Leo’s doctrine of the Supper is not so clearly 
defined as his doctrine of baptism, and has little that is peculiar. But he certainly had a higher 
than a purely symbolic view of the sacrament and of the sacrifice of the Eucharist. 
 
{1027} In the liturgy of St. Mark (in Neale’s ed.: The Liturgies of S. Mark, S. James, S. Clement, 
S. Chrysostom, S. Basil, Lond. 1859, p. 26): Ina aujta; aJgiavsh kai teleiwvsh... kai poihvsh ton 
men arton sw’ma, to which the congregation answers: jAmhvn. 
 
{1028} In the liturgy of St. James (in Neale, p. 64): Ina... aJgiavsh kai poihvsh ton men arton 
tou’ton sw’ma agion tou’ Cristou’ sou, k. t. l. 
 
{1029} The liturgy of St. Chrysostom (Neale, p. 137) uses the terms eujlovghson and poivhson. 
 
{1030} Hom. 24 in I Cor. 
 
{1031} Deuteronomy Spir. S. iii. II: "Quam [carnem Christi] hodie in mysteriis adoramus, et 
quam apostoli in Domino Jesu adoraverant." 
 
{1032} In Psalm 98, n. 9: "Ipsam carnem nobis manducandam ad salutem dedit; nemo autem 
illam carnem manducat nisi prius adoraverit ... et non modo non peccemus adorando, sed 
peccemus non adorando." 
 
{1033} So says also the Roman liturgist Muratori, Deuteronomy rebus liturgicis, c. xix. p. 227: 
"Uti omnes inter Catholicos eruditi fatentur, post Berengarii haeresiam ritus in Catholica Romana 
ecclesia invaluit, scilicet post consecrationem elevare hostiam et calicem, ut a populo adoretur 
corpus et sanguis Domini." Freeman, Principles of Div. Service, Introduction to Part ii. p. 169, 
asserts: "The Church throughout the world, down to the period of the unhappy change of doctrine 
in the Western church in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, never worshipped either the 
consecrated elements on account of their being the body and blood of Christ, or the presence of 
that body and blood; nor again, either Christ Himself as supernaturally present by consecration, or 
the presence of His divinity; neither have the churches of God to this hour, with the exception of 
those of the Roman obedience, any such custom."  

 



96. The Sacrifice of the Eucharist. 
 
Besides the works already cited on the holy Supper, comp. Hofling: Die Lehre der altesten Kirche 
vom Opfer im Leben u. Cultus der Kirche. Erlangen, 1851. The articles: Messe, Messopfer, in 
Wetzer u. Welte: Kirchenlexicon der kathol. Theologie, vol. vii. (1851), p. 83 ff. G. E. Steitz: Art. 
Messe u. Messopfer in Herzog’s Protest. Real-Encyklopadie, vol. ix. (1858), pp. 375-408. Phil. 
Freeman: The Principles of Divine Service. Part ii. Oxf. and Lond. 1862. This last work sets out 
with a very full consideration of the Mosaic sacrificial cultus, and (in the Pref. p. vi.) unjustly 
declares all the earlier English and German works of Mede, Outram, Patrick, Magee, Bahr, 
Hengstenberg, and Kurtz, on this subject, entirely unsatisfactory and defective. 
 
The Catholic church, both Greek and Latin, sees in the Eucharist not only a sacramentum, in 
which God communicates a grace to believers, but at the same time, and in fact mainly, a 
sacrificium, in which believers really offer to God that which is represented by the sensible 
elements. For this view also the church fathers laid the foundation, and it must be conceded they 
stand in general far more on the Greek and Roman Catholic than on the Protestant side of this 
question. The importance of the subject demands a preliminary explanation of the idea of 
sacrifice, and a clear discrimination of its original Christian form from its later perversion by 
tradition. 
 
The idea of sacrifice is the centre of all ancient religions, both the heathen and the Jewish. In 
Christianity it is fulfilled. For by His one perfect sacrifice on the cross Christ has entirely blotted 
out the guilt of man, and reconciled him with the righteous God. On the ground of this sacrifice of 
the eternal High Priest, believers have access to the throne of grace, and may expect their prayers 
and intercessions to be heard. With this perfect and eternally availing sacrifice the Eucharist 
stands in indissoluble connection. It is indeed originally a sacrament and the main thing in it is 
that which we receive from God, not that which we give to God. The latter is only a consequence 
of the former; for we can give to God nothing which we have not first received from him. But the 
Eucharist is the sacramentum of a sacrificium, the thankful celebration of the sacrificial death of 
Christ on the cross, and the believing participation or the renewed appropriation of the fruits of 
this sacrifice. In other words, it is a feast on a sacrifice. "As oft as ye do eat this bread and drink 
this cup, ye do show the Lord’s death till He come." 
 
The Eucharist is moreover, as the name itself implies, on the part of the church a living and 
reasonable thank-offering, wherein she presents herself anew, in Christ and on the ground of his 
sacrifice, to God with prayers and intercessions. For only in Christ are our offerings acceptable to 
God, and only through the continual showing forth and presenting of His merit can we expect our 
prayers and intercessions to be heard. 
 
In this view certainly, in a deep symbolical and ethical sense, Christ is offered to God the Father 
in every believing prayer, and above all in the holy Supper; i.e. as the sole ground of our 
reconciliation and acceptance. This is the deep truth which lies at the bottom of the Catholic 
mass, and gives it still such power over the religious mind. {1034} 
 
But this idea in process of time became adulterated with foreign elements, and transformed into 
the Graeco-Roman doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass. According to this doctrine the Eucharist 
is an unbloody repetition of the atoning sacrifice of Christ by the priesthood for the salvation of 
the living and the dead; so that the body of Christ is truly and literally offered every day and 
every hour, and upon innumerable altars at the same time. The term mass, which properly 
denoted the dismissal of the congregation (missio, dismissio) at the close of the general public 



worship, became, after the end of the fourth century, the name for the worship of the faithful, 
{1035} which consisted in the celebration of the eucharistic sacrifice and the communion. The 
corresponding terms of the Orientals are leitourgiva, qusiva, prosforav. 
 
In the sacrifice of the mass the whole mysterious fulness and glory of the Catholic worship is 
concentrated. Here the idea of the priesthood reaches its dizzy summit; and here the devotion and 
awe of the spectators rises to the highest pitch of adoration. For to the devout Catholic nothing 
can be greater or more solemn than an act of worship in which the eternal Son of God is veritably 
offered to God upon the altar by the visible hand of the priest for the sins of the world. But 
though the Catholic worship here rises far above the vain sacrifices of heathendom and the 
merely typical sacrifices of Judaism, yet that old sacrificial service, which was interwoven with 
the whole popular life of the Jewish and Graeco-Roman world, exerted a controlling influence on 
the Roman Catholic service of the Eucharist, especially after the nominal conversion of the whole 
Roman heathendom, and obscured the original simplicity and purity of that service almost beyond 
recognition. The sacramentum became entirely eclipsed by the sacrificium, and the sacrificium 
became grossly materialized, and was exalted at the expense of the sacrifice on the cross. The 
endless succession of necessary repetitions detracts from the sacrifice of Christ. 
 
The Biblical support of the sacrifice of the mass is weak, and may be reduced to an unduly literal 
interpretation or a downright perversion of some such passages as Malachi 1:10 f.; 1 Corinthians 
10:21 Hebrews 5:6 7:1 f.; xiii. 10. The Epistle to the Hebrews especially is often misapplied, 
though it teaches with great emphasis the very opposite, viz., the abolition of the Old Testament 
sacrificial system by the Christian worship, the eternal validity of the sacrifice of our only High 
Priest on the right hand of the Father, and the impossibility of a repetition of it (comp. x. 14; vii. 
23, 24). 
 
We pass now to the more particular history. The ante-Nicene fathers uniformly conceived the 
Eucharist as a thank-offering of the church; the congregation offering the consecrated elements of 
bread and wine, and in them itself, to God. {1036} This view is in itself perfectly innocent, but 
readily leads to the doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass, as soon as the elements become 
identified with the body and blood of Christ, and the presence of the body comes to be 
materialistically taken. The germs of the Roman doctrine appear in Cyprian about the middle of 
the third century, in connection with his high-churchly doctrine of the clerical priesthood. 
Sacerdotium and sacrificium are with him correlative ideas, and a Judaizing conception of the 
former favored a like Judaizing conception of the latter. The priest officiates in the Eucharist in 
the place of Christ, {1037} and performs an actual sacrifice in the church. {1038} Yet Cyprian 
does not distinctly say that Christ is the subject of the spiritual sacrifice; rather is the mystical 
body of Christ, the Church, offered to God, and married with Christ. {1039} 
 
The doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass is much further developed in the Nicene and post-Nicene 
fathers, though amidst many obscurities and rhetorical extravagances, and with much wavering 
between symbolical and grossly realistic conceptions, until in all essential points it is brought to 
its settlement by Gregory the Great at the close of the sixth century. These points are the 
following: 
 
1. The eucharistic sacrifice is the most solemn mystery of the church, and fills the faithful with a 
holy awe. Hence the predicates qusivafobera frikth ajnaivmakto, sacrificium tremendum, which 
are frequently applied to it, especially in the Oriental liturgies and homilies. Thus it is said in the 
liturgy of St. James: "We offer to Thee, O Lord, this awful and unbloody sacrifice." The more 
surprising is it that the people should have been indifferent to so solemn an act, and that 



Chrysostom should lament: "In vain is the daily sacrifice, in vain stand we at the altar; there is no 
one to take part." {1040} 
 
2. It is not a new sacrifice added to that of the cross, but a daily, unbloody repetition and 
perpetual application of that one only sacrifice. Augustine represents it, on the one hand, as a 
sacramentum memoriae a symbolical commemoration of the sacrificial death of Christ; to which 
of course there is no objection. {1041} But, on the other hand, he calls the celebration of the 
communion verissimum sacrificium of the body of Christ. The church, he says, offers (immolat) 
to God the sacrifice of thanks in the body of Christ, from the days of the apostles through the sure 
succession of the bishops down to our time. But the church at the same time offers, with Christ, 
herself, as the body of Christ, to God. As all are one body, so also all are together the same 
sacrifice. {1042} According to Chrysostom the same Christ, and the whole Christ, is everywhere 
offered. It is not a different sacrifice from that which the High Priest formerly offered, but we 
offer always the same sacrifice, or rather, we perform a memorial of this sacrifice. {1043} This 
last clause would decidedly favor a symbolical conception, if Chrysostom in other places had not 
used such strong expressions as this: "When thou seest the Lord slain, and lying there, and the 
priest standing at the sacrifice," or: "Christ lies slain upon the altar." {1044} 
 
3. The sacrifice is the anti-type of the Mosaic sacrifice, and is related to it as substance to typical 
shadows. It is also especially foreshadowed by Melchizedek’s unbloody offering of bread and 
wine. The sacrifice of Melchizedek is therefore made of great account by Hilary, Jerome, 
Augustine, Chrysostom, and other church fathers, on the strength of the well-known parallel in 
the seventh chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews 4. The subject of the sacrifice is the body of 
Jesus Christ, which is as truly present on the altar of the church, as it once was on the altar of the 
cross, and which now offers itself to God through his priest. Hence the frequent language of the 
liturgies: "Thou art he who offerest, and who art offered, O Christ, our God." Augustine, 
however, connects with this, as we have already said, the true and important moral idea of the 
self-sacrifice of the whole redeemed church to God. The prayers of the liturgies do the same. 
{1045} 
 
5. The offering of the sacrifice is the exclusive prerogative of the Christian priest. Later Roman 
divines take the words: "This do (poiei’te) in remembrance of me," as equivalent to: "This offer," 
and limit this command to the apostles and their successors in office, whereas it is evidently an 
exhortation to all believers to the commemoration of the atoning death, the communio 
sacramenti, and not to the immolatio sacrificii. 
 
6. The sacrifice is efficacious for the whole body of the church, including its departed members, 
in procuring the gifts which are implored in the prayers of the service. 
 
All the old liturgies proceed under a conviction of the unbroken communion of saints, and contain 
commemorations and intercessions for the departed fathers and brethren, who are conceived to 
be, not in purgatory, but in communion with God and in a condition of progressive holiness and 
blessedness, looking forward in pious longing to the great day of consummation. 
 
These prayers for an increase of bliss, which appeared afterwards very inappropriate, form the 
transition from the original simple commemoration of the departed saints, including the 
patriarchs, prophets and apostles, to intercessions for the suffering souls in purgatory, as used in 
the Roman church ever since the sixth century. {1046} In the liturgy of Chrysostom, still in use in 
the Greek and Russian church, the commemoration of the departed reads. "And further we offer 
to thee this reasonable service on behalf of those who have departed in the faith, our ancestors, 
Fathers, Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, Preachers, Evangelists, Martyrs, Confessors, Virgins, and 



every just spirit made perfect in the faith.... Especially the most holy, undefiled, excellently 
laudable, glorious Lady, the Mother of God and Ever-Virgin Mary.... the holy John the Prophet, 
Forerunner and Baptist, the holy, glorious and all-celebrated Apostles, and all thy Saints, through 
whose prayers look upon us, O God. And remember all those that are departed in the hope of the 
resurrection to eternal life, and give them rest where the light of Thy countenance shines upon 
them." 
 
Cyril of Jerusalem, in his fifth and last mystagogic Catechesis, which is devoted to the 
consideration of the eucharistic sacrifice and the liturgical service of God, gives the following 
description of the eucharistic intercessions for the departed: "When the spiritual sacrifice, the 
unbloody service of God, is performed, we pray to God over this atoning sacrifice for the 
universal peace of the church, for the welfare of the world, for the emperor, for soldiers and 
prisoners, for the sick and afflicted, for all the poor and needy. Then we commemorate also those 
who sleep, the patriarchs, prophets, apostles, martyrs, that God through their prayers and their 
intercessions may receive our prayer; and in general we pray for all who have gone from us, since 
we believe that it is of the greatest help to those souls for whom the prayer is offered, while the 
holy sacrifice, exciting a holy awe, lies before us." {1047} 
 
This is clearly an approach to the later idea of purgatory in the Latin church. Even St. Augustine, 
with Tertullian, teaches plainly, as an old tradition, that the eucharistic sacrifice, the intercessions 
or suffragia and alms, of the living are of benefit to the departed believers, so that the Lord deals 
more mercifully with them than their sins deserve. {1048} His noble mother, Monica, when 
dying, told him he might bury her body where he pleased, and should give himself no concern for 
it, only she begged of him that he would remember her soul at the altar of the Lord. {1049} 
 
With this is connected the idea of a repentance and purification in the intermediate state between 
death and resurrection, which likewise Augustine derives from Matthew 12:32, and 1 Corinthians 
3:15, yet mainly as a mere opinion. {1050} From these and similar passages, and under the 
influence of previous Jewish and heathen ideas and customs, arose, after Gregory the Great, the 
Roman doctrine of the purgatorial fire for imperfect believers who still need to be purified from 
the dross of their sins before they are fit for heaven, and the institution of special masses for the 
dead, in which the perversion of the thankful remembrance of the one eternally availing sacrifice 
of Christ reaches its height, and the idea of the communion utterly disappears. {1051} 
 
In general, in the celebration of the Lord’s Supper the sacrament continually retired behind the 
sacrifice. In the Roman churches in all countries one may see and hear splendid masses at the 
high altar, where the congregation of the faithful, instead of taking part in the communion, are 
mere spectators of the sacrificial act of the priest. The communion is frequently despatched at a 
side altar at an early hour in the morning. 
 
{1034} Freeman states the result of his investigation of the Biblical sacrificial cultus and of the 
doctrine of the old Catholic church on the eucharistic sacrifice, as follows, on p. 280: "It is 
enough for us that the holy Eucharist is all that the ancient types foreshowed that it would be; that 
in it we present ‘memorially,’ yet truly and with prevailing power, by the consecrating Hands of 
our Great High Priest, the wondrous Sacrifice once for all offered by Him at the Eucharistic 
Institution, consummated on the Cross, and ever since presented and pleaded by Him, Risen and 
Ascended, in Heaven; that our material Gifts are identified with that awful Reality, and as such 
are borne in upon the Incense of His Intercession, and in His Holy Hands, into the True Holiest 
Place: that we ourselves, therewith, are home in thither likewise, and abide in a deep mystery in 
the heavenly places in Christ Jesus; that thus we have all manner of acceptance,—sonship, 
kingship, and priesthood unto God; an our whole life, in all its complex action, being sanctified 



and purified for such access, and abiding continually in a heavenly sphere of acceptableness and 
privilege.—Enough for us, again, that on the sacramental side of the mystery, we have been thus 
privileged to give to God His own Gift of Himself to dwell in us, and we in Him; —-that we 
thereby possess an evermore renewedly dedicated being—strengthened with all might, and 
evermore made one with Him. Profoundly reverencing Christ’s peculiar Presence in us and 
around us in the celebration of such awful mysteries, we nevertheless take as the watchword of 
our deeply mysterious Eucharistic worship, ‘Sursum corda,’ and ‘Our life is hid with Christ in 
God.’" 
 
{1035} The missa fidelium, in distinction from the missa catechumenorum. Comp. 90 above. 
 
{1036} Comp. vol. i. 102, p. 389 ff. 
 
{1037} "Vice Christi vere fungitur." 
 
{1038} "Sacrificium verum et plenum offert in ecclesia Patri." 
 
{1039} Epist. 63 ad Caecil. c. 14. Augustine’s view is similar: the church offering herself to God 
in and with Christ as her Head. 
 
{1040} Hom. iii. in Ep. ad Ephes. (new Par. Bened. ed. tom. xi. p. 26): eikh yusia kayhmerinh, 
eikh paresthkamen tw yusiasthriw, oudeiv o metecwn, i.e., Frustra est quotidianum 
sacrificium, frustra adstamus altari: nemo est qui participet. 
 
{1041} Contr. Faust. Manich. l. xx. 18: "Unde jam Christiani, peracti ejusdem sacrificii 
memoriam celebrant, sacrosancta oblatione et participatione corporis et sanguinis Christi." 
Comp. l. xx. 21. This agrees with Augustine’s symbolical conception of the consecrated elements 
as signal imagines, similitudines corporis et sanguinis Christi. Steitz, l. c. p. 379, would make him 
altogether a symbolist, but does not succeed; comp. the preceding section, and Neander, 
Dogmengesch. i. p. 432. 
 
{1042} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, x. 20: "Per hoc [homo Jesus Christus] et sacerdos est ipse 
offerens, ipse et oblatio. Cujus rei sacramentum quotidianum esse voluit ecclesiae sacrificium, 
quae cum ipsius capitis corpus sit, se ipsam per ipsum offere discit." And the faithful in heaven 
form with us one sacrifice, since they with us are one civitas Dei. 
 
{1043} Hom. xvii. in Ep. ad Hebr. tom. xii. pp. 241 and 242: touto gar poieite fhsin, eiv thn 
emhn anamnhsin. ouk allhn yusian, kayaper o arciereuv tote, alla thn authn aei 
poioumen mallon de anamnhsin ergazomeya yusiav.. 
 
{1044} Deuteronomy sacerd. iii. c. 4 (tom. i. 467): otanidhv ton kurion teyumenonkai 
keimenon, kai to nierevaefestwtatwyumati, kai epeucomenon, k. t. l. Homil. xv. ad Popul. 
Antioch. c. 5 (tom. ii. p. 187): enyaov cristov keitaiteyumenov. Comp. Hom. in tom. ii. p. 
394, where it is said of the sacrifice of the Eucharist: yusia proserch frikthkai agia 
esfagmeno prov keitaiov cristov.. 
 
{1045} Freeman regards this as the main thing in the old liturgies. "In all liturgies," says he, l. c. 
p. 190, "the Church has manifestly two distinct though closely connected objects in view. The 
first is, to offer herself in Christ to God; or rather, in strictness and as the highest conception of 
her aim, to procure that she may be offered by Christ Himself, and as in Christ, to the Father. 
And the second object, as the crowning and completing feature of the rite, and woven up with the 



other in one unbroken chain of service, is to obtain communion through Christ with God; or, 
more precisely again, that Christ may Himself give her, through Himself, such communion." 
 
{1046} Neale has collected in an appendix to his English edition of the old liturgies (The 
Liturgies of S. Mark, S. James, etc., Lond. 1859, p. 216 ff.) the finest liturgical prayers of the 
ancient church for the departed saints, and deduces from them the positions, "(1) that prayers for 
the dead, and more especially the oblation of the blessed Eucharist for them, have been from the 
beginning the practice of the Universal Church. (2) And this without any idea of a purgatory of 
pain, or of any state from which the departed soul has to be delivered as from one of misery." The 
second point needs qualification. 
 
{1047} Th’ aJgiva kai frikwdestavth prokeimevnh qusiva, Catech. xxiii. 8. 
 
{1048} Serm. 172, 2 (Opp. tom. v. 1196): "Orationibus sanctae ecclesiae, et sacrificio salutari, et 
eleemosynis, quae pro eorum spiritibus erogantur, non est dubitandum mortuos adjuvari, ut cum 
eis misericordius agatur a Domino." He expressly limits this effect, however, to those who have 
departed in the faith. 
 
{1049} Confess. l. ix. 27: "Tantum illud vos rogo, ut ad Domini altare memineritis mei, ubi 
fueritis." Tertullian considers it the duty of a devout widow to pray for the soul of her husband, 
and to offer a sacrifice on the anniversary of his death; Deuteronomy monogam. c. 10. Comp. 
Deuteronomy corona, c. 2: "Oblationes pro defunctis pro natalitiis annua die facimus." 
 
{1050} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xxi. 24, and elsewhere. The passages of Augustine and the other 
fathers in favor of the doctrine of purgatory are collected in the much-cited work of Berington 
and Kirk: The Faith of Catholics, etc., vol. iii. pp. 140-207. 
 
{1051} There are silent masses, missae solitariae, at which usually no one is present but the priest, 
with the attendant boys, who offers to God at a certain tariff the magically produced body of 
Christ for the deliverance of a soul from purgatory. This institution has also a heathen precedent 
in the old Roman custom of offering sacrifices to the Manes of beloved dead. On Gregory’s 
doctrine of the mass, which belongs in the next period, comp. the monograph of Lau, p. 484f. The 
horrible abuse of these masses for the dead, and their close connection with superstitious 
impostures of purgatory and of indulgence, explain the moral anger of the Reformers at the mass, 
and the strong declarations against it in several symbolical books, especially in the Smalcald 
Articles by Luther (ii. 2, where the mass is called draconis cauda), and in the Heidelberg 
Catechism (the 80th question, which, by the way, is wanting entirely in the first edition of 1563, 
and was first inserted in the second edition by express command of the Elector Friedrich III., and 
in the third edition was enriched with the epithet "damnable idolatry").  

 



97. The Celebration of the Eucharist. 
 
Comp. the Liturgical Literature cited in the next section, especially the works of Daniel, Neale, 
and Freeman. 
 
The celebration of the eucharistic sacrifice and of the communion was the centre and summit of 
the public worship of the Lord’s day, and all other parts of worship served as preparation and 
accompaniment. The old liturgies are essentially, and almost exclusively, eucharistic prayers and 
exercises; they contain nothing besides, except some baptismal formulas and prayers for the 
catechumens. The word liturgy (leitourgia), which properly embraces all parts of the worship of 
God, denotes in the narrower sense a celebration of the eucharist or the mass. 
 
Here lies a cardinal difference between the Catholic and Evangelical cultus: in the former the 
sacrifice of the mass, in the latter the sermon, is the centre. 
 
With all variations in particulars, especially in the introductory portions, the old Catholic liturgies 
agree in the essential points, particularly in the prayers which immediately precede and follow the 
consecration of the elements. They all (excepting some Syriac copies of certain Nestorian and 
Monophysite formularies) repeat the solemn Words of Institution from the Gospels, {1052} 
understanding them not merely in a declaratory but in an operative sense; they all contain the acts 
of Consecration, Intercession, and Communion; all (except the Roman) invoke the Holy Ghost 
upon the elements to sanctify them, and make them actual vehicles of the body and blood of 
Christ; all conceive the Eucharist primarily as a sacrifice, and then, on the basis of the sacrifice, 
as a communion. 
 
The eucharistic action in the narrower sense is called the Anaphora, or the canon missae, and 
begins after the close of the service of the catechumens (which consisted principally of reading 
and preaching, and extended to the Offertory, i.e., the preparation of the bread and wine, and the 
placing of it on the altar). It is introduced with the Anwta kardiva, or Sursum corda, of the priest: 
the exhortation to the faithful to lift up their hearts in devotion, and take part in the prayers; to 
which the congregation answers: Habemus ad Dominum, "We lift them up unto the Lord." Then 
follows the exhortation: "Let us give thanks to the Lord," with the response: "It is meet and 
right." {1053} 
 
The first principal act of the Anaphora is the great prayer of thanksgiving, the eujlogiva or 
eujcaristiva, after the example of the Saviour in the institution of the Supper. In this prayer the 
priest thanks God for all the gifts of creation and of redemption, and the choir generally 
concludes the thanksgiving with the so-called Trisagion or Seraphic Hymn, {Isaiah 6:3} and the 
triumphal Hosanna: {Matthew 20:9} "Holy, Holy, Holy Lord of Sabaoth; heaven and earth are 
full of Thy glory. Hosanna in the highest: blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord: 
Hosanna in the highest." 
 
Then follows the consecration and oblation of the elements, by the commemoration of the great 
facts in the life of Christ, by the rehearsing of the Words of Institution from the Gospels or from 
Paul, and by the invocation of the Holy Ghost, who brings to pass the mysterious change of the 
bread and wine into the sacramental body and blood of Christ. {1054} This invocation of the Holy 
Ghost {1055} appears in all the Oriental liturgies, but is wanting in the Latin church, which 
ascribes the consecration exclusively to the virtue of Christ’s Words of Institution. The form of 
the Words of Institution is different in the different liturgies. {1056} The elevation of the 
consecrated elements was introduced in the Latin church, though not till after the Berengarian 



controversies in the eleventh century, to give the people occasion to show, by the adoration of the 
host, their faith in the real presence of Christ in the sacrament. 
 
To add an example: The prayer of consecration and oblation in one of the oldest and most 
important of the liturgies, that of St. James, runs thus: After the Words of Institution the priest 
proceeds: 
 
Priest: We sinners, remembering His life-giving passion, His saving cross, His death, and His 
resurrection from the dead on the third day, His ascension to heaven, and His sitting at the right 
hand of Thee His God and Father, and His glorious and terrible second appearing, when He shall 
come in glory to judge the quick and the dead, and to render to every man according to his 
works,—offer to Thee, O Lord, this awful and unbloody sacrifice; {1057} beseeching Thee that 
Thou wouldst deal with us not after our sins nor reward us according to our iniquities, but 
according to Thy goodness and unspeakable love to men wouldst blot out the handwriting which 
is against us Thy suppliants, and wouldst vouchsafe to us Thy heavenly and eternal gifts, which 
eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of man what Thou, O God, 
hast prepared for them that love Thee. And reject not Thy people, O loving Lord, for my sake and 
on account of my sins. 
 
He repeats thrice: For Thy people and Thy Church prayeth to Thee. 
 
People: Have mercy upon us, O Lord God, almighty Father! 
 
Priest: Have mercy upon us, almighty God! 
 
Have mercy upon us, O God, our Redeemer I 
 
Have mercy upon us, O God, according to Thy great mercy, and send upon us, and upon these 
gifts here present, Thy most holy Spirit, Lord, Giver of life, who with Thee the God and Father, 
and with Thine only begotten Son, sitteth and reigneth upon one throne, and is of the same 
essence and co-eternal, {1058} who spoke in the law and in the prophets, and in Thy new 
covenant, who descended in the form of a dove upon our Lord Jesus Christ in the river Jordan, 
and rested upon Him, who came down upon Thy holy apostles in the form of tongues of fire in 
the upper room of Thy holy and glorious Zion on the day of Pentecost: send down, O Lord, the 
same Holy Ghost upon us and upon these holy gifts here present, that with His holy and good and 
glorious presence He may sanctify this bread and make it the holy body of Thy Christ. {1059} 
 
People: Amen. 
 
Priest: And this cup the dear blood of Thy Christ. 
 
People: Amen. 
 
"Priest (in a low voice): That they may avail to those who receive them, for the forgiveness of 
sins and for eternal life, for the sanctification of soul and body, for the bringing forth of good 
works, for the strengthening of Thy holy Catholic church which Thou hast built upon the rock of 
faith, that the gates of hell may not prevail against her; delivering her from all error and all 
scandal, and from the ungodly, and preserving her unto the consummation of all things." 
 
After the act of consecration come the intercessions, sometimes very long, for the church, for all 
classes, for the living, and for the dead from righteous Abel to Mary, the apostles, the martyrs, 



and the saints in Paradise; and finally the Lord’s Prayer. To the several intercessions, and the 
Lord’s Prayer, the people or the choir responds Amen. With this closes the act of eucharistic 
sacrifice. 
 
Now follows the communion, or the participation of the consecrated elements. It is introduced 
with the words: "Holy things for holy persons," {1060} and the Kyrie eleison, or (as in the 
Clementine liturgy) the Gloria in Excelsis: "Glory be to God on high, peace on earth, and good 
will to men. {1061} Hosanna to the Son of David! Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the 
Lord: God is the Lord, and he hath appeared among us." The bishop and the clergy communicate 
first, and then the people. The formula of distribution in the Clementine liturgy is simply: "The 
body of Christ;" "The blood of Christ, the cup of life," {1062} to which the receiver answers 
"Amen." In other liturgies it is longer. {1063} 
 
The holy act closes with prayers of thanksgiving, psalms, and the benediction. 
 
The Eucharist was celebrated daily, or at least every Sunday. The people were exhorted to 
frequent communion, especially on the high festivals. In North Africa some communed every 
day, others every Sunday, others still less frequently. {1064} Augustine leaves this to the needs of 
every believer, but says in one place: "The Eucharist is our daily bread." The daily communion 
was connected with the current mystical interpretation of the fourth petition in the Lord’s Prayer. 
Basil communed four times in the week. Gennadius of Massilia commends at least weekly 
communion. In the East it seems to have been the custom, after the fourth century, to commune 
only once a year, or on great occasions. Chrysostom often complains of the indifference of those 
who come to church only to hear the sermon, or who attend the eucharistic sacrifice, but do not 
commune. One of his allusions to this neglect we have already quoted. Some later councils 
threatened all laymen with excommunication, who did not commune at least on Christmas, 
Easter, and Pentecost. 
 
In the Oriental and North African churches prevailed the incongruous custom of infant 
communion, which seemed to follow from infant baptism, and was advocated by Augustine and 
Innocent I. on the authority of John 6:53. In the Greek church this custom continues to this day, 
but in the Latin, after the ninth century, it was disputed or forbidden, because the apostle {1 
Corinthians 11:28,29} requires self-examination as the condition of worthy participation. {1065} 
 
With this custom appear the first instances, and they exceptional, of a communio sub una specie; 
after a little girl in Carthage in the time of Cyprian had been made drunk by receiving the wine. 
But the withholding of the cup from the laity, which transgresses the express command of the 
Lord: "Drink ye all of it," and is associated with a superstitious horror of profaning the blood of 
the Lord by spilling, and with the development of the power of the priesthood, dates only from 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and was then justified by the scholastic doctrine of 
concomitance. 
 
In the Greek church it was customary to dip the bread in the wine, and deliver both elements in a 
spoon. 
 
The customs of house-communion and after-communion for the sick and for prisoners, of 
distributing the unconsecrated remainder of the bread among the non-communicants, and of 
sending the consecrated elements, or their substitutes, {1066} to distant bishops or churches at 
Easter as a token of fellowship, are very old. 
 



The Greek church used leavened bread, the Latin, unleavened. This difference ultimately led to 
intricate controversies. 
 
The mixing of the wine with water was considered essential, and was explained in various 
mystical ways; chiefly by reference to the blood and water which flowed from the side of Jesus 
on the cross. 
 
{1052} Though in various forms. See below. 
 
{1053} Or, according to the Liturgia S. Jacobi: anw scwmen ton noun kai tav kardiav, with 
the response: axion kai dikaion. In the Lit. S. Clem.: Priest: anw ton noun. All (pantev): 
ecomen prov ton kurion.—eucaristhswmen tw kuriw. Resp.: axion kai dikaion. In the 
Lit. S. Chrys. (still in use in the orthodox Greek and Russian church): 
 
ov iereuv anw scwmen tav kardiav. 
 
ov corov ecomen pro ton kurion. 
 
ov iereuv eucaristhswmen tw kuriw. 
 
ov corov axion kai dikaion esti proskunein patera, uion, kai; 
 
agion pneuma, triada omoousion kai acwriston. 
 
{1054} Hence it is said, for example, in the Syriac version of the Liturgy of St. James: "How 
dreadful is this hour, in which the Holy Ghost hastens to come down from the heights of heaven, 
and broods over the Eucharist, and sanctifies it. In holy silence and fear stand and pray." 
 
{1055} epiklhsiv pneumatov agiou, invocatio Spiritus Sancti. 
 
{1056} They are collected by Neale, in his English edition of the Primitive Liturgies, pp. 175-215, 
from 67 ancient liturgies in alphabetical order. Freeman says, rather too strongly, l. c. p. 364: "No 
two churches in the world have even the same Words of Institution." 
 
{1057} prosferomen soi, despota, thn foberan tauthn kai anaimakton yusian. The 
term fobera denotes holy awe, and is previously applied also to the second coming of Christ: 
thv deuterav endoxou kai foberav autou parousiav, sc. memnhmenoi. The Liturgy of St. 
Chrysostom has instead: prosferomen soi thn lofikhn tauthn kai anaimakton latreian 
(doubtless with reference to thelogikh latreia in Romans 12:1). 
 
{1058} exaposteilon ef hmav kai epi ta prokeimena dwra tauta to pneuma sou to 
panagion, eita klinav ton aucena legei to kurion kai zwopoion, to sunyronon soi tw 
yew kai patri, kai tw monogenei sou uiw, to sumbasileuon, to omoousion te kai 
sunaidion. The omoousion, as well as the Nicene Creed in the preceding part of the Liturgy of 
St. James, indicates clearly a post-Nicene origin. 
 
{1059} ina... agiash kai poihsh ton men arton touton swma agion tou cristou sou.. 
 
{1060} ta agia toiv agioiv, Sancta Sanctis. It is a warning to the unworthy not to approach the 
table of the Lord. 
 



{1061} According to the usual reading en anyrwpoiv eudokia. But the older and better attested 
reading is eudokiav, which alters the sense and makes the angelic hymn bimembris: "Glory to 
God in the highest, and on earth peace among men of His good pleasure (i.e., the chosen people 
of God)." 
 
{1062} swma cristou —aima cristou, pothrion zwhv. 
 
{1063} In the Liturgy of St. Mark: swma agion—aima timion tou kuriou kai yeou kai 
swthrov hmwn. In the Mozarabic Liturgy the communicating priest prays: "Corpus et sanguis 
Domini nostri Jesu Christi custodiat corpus et animam meam (tuam) in vitam aeternam." Resp.: 
"Amen." So in the Roman Liturgy, from which it passed into the Anglican. 
 
{1064} Augustine, Epist. 118 ad Janua c. 2: "Alii quotidie communicant corpori et sanguini 
Dominico; alii certis diebus accipiunt; alibi nullus dies intermittitur quo non offeratur; alii 
sabbato tantum et dominico; alibi tantum dominico." 
 
{1065} Comp. P. Zorn: Historia eucharistiae infantum, Berl. 1736; and the article by Kling in 
Herzog’s Encykl. vii. 549 ff. 
 
{1066} These substitutes for the consecrated elements were called ajntivdwra (i.e., anti twn 
dwrwn eucaristikwn), and eulogiae (from the benediction at the close of the service).  

 



98. The Liturgies. Their Origin and Contents. 
 
J. Goar. (a learned Dominican, 1653): eucologion, sive Rituale Graecorum, etc. Gr. et Lat. Par. 
1647 (another ed. at Venice, 1740). Jos. Aloys. Assemani (R.C.): Codex Liturgicus ecclesiae 
universae, ... in quo continentur libri rituales, missales, pontificales, officia, dypticha, etc., 
ecclesiarum Occidentis et Orientis (published under the auspices of Pope Boniface XIV.). Rom. 
1749-’66, 13 vols. Euseb. Renaudot (R.C.): Liturgiarum orientalium collectio. Par. 1716 
(reprinted 1847), 2 vols. L. A. Muratori (R.C., 1750): Liturgia Romana vetus. Venet. 1748, 2 
vols. (contains the three Roman sacramentaries of Leo, Gelasius, and Gregory I., also the Missale 
Gothicum, and a learned introductory dissertation, Deuteronomy rebus liturgicis). W. Palmer 
(Anglican): Origines Liturgicae. Lond. 1832 (and 1845), 2 vols. (with special reference to the 
Anglican liturgy). Ths. Brett: A Collection of the Principal Liturgies used in the Christian Church 
in the celebration of the Eucharist, particularly the ancient (translated into English), with a 
Dissertation upon them. Lond. 1838 (pp. 465). W. Trollope (Anglican): The Greek Liturgy of St. 
James. Edinb. 1848. H. A. Daniel (Lutheran, the most learned German liturgist): Codex 
Liturgicus ecclesiae universae in epitomem redactus. Lips. 1847 sqq. 4 vols. (vol. i. contains the 
Roman, vol. iv. the Oriental Liturgies). Fr. J. Mone (R.C.): Lateinische u. Griechische Messen 
aus dem 2ten his 6ten Jahrhundert. Frankf. a. M. 1850 (with valuable treatises on the Gallican, 
African, and Roman Mass). J. M. Neale (1866, the most learned Anglican ritualist and liturgist, 
who studied the Eastern liturgies daily for thirty years, and almost knew them by heart); 
Tetralogia liturgica; sive S. Chrysostom, S. Jacobi, S. Marci divinae missae: quibus accedit ordo 
Mozarabicus. Lond. 1849. TheSame: The Liturgies of S. Mark, S. James, S. Clement, S. 
Chrysostom, S. Basil, or according to the use of the churches of Alexandria, Jerusalem, 
Constantinople. Lond. 1859 f. (in the Greek original, and the same liturgies in an English 
translation, with an introduction and appendices, also at Lond. 1859). Comp. also Neale’s History 
of the Holy Eastern Church. Lond. 1850; Gen. Introd. vol. second; and his Essays on Liturgiology 
and Church History. Lond. 1863. (The latter, dedicated to the metropolitan Philaret of Moscow, is 
a collection of various learned treatises of the author from the "Christian Remembrancer" on the 
Roman and Gallican Breviary, the Church Collects, the Mozarabic and Ambrosian Liturgies, 
Liturgical Quotations, etc.) The already cited work, of kindred spirit, by the English Episcopal 
divine, Freeman, likewise treats much of the old Liturgies, with a predilection for the Western, 
while Neale has an especial reverence for the Eastern ritual. (Comp. also Bunsen: Christianity and 
Mankind, Lond. 1854, vol. vii., which contains Reliquiae Liturgicae; the Irvingite work: Readings 
upon the Liturgy and other Divine Offices of the Church. Lond. 1848-’54; Hofling: Liturgisches 
Urkundenbuch. Leipz. 1854.) 
 
Liturgy {1067} means, in ecclesiastical language, {1068} the order and administration of public 
worship in general, and the celebration of the Eucharist in particular; then, the book or collection 
of the prayers used in this celebration. The Latin church calls the public eucharistic service Mass, 
and the liturgical books, sacramentarium, rituale, missale, also libri mysteriorum, or simply 
libelli. 
 
The Jewish worship consisted more of acts than of words, but it included also fixed prayers and 
psalms (as Ps. 113-118) and the Amen of the congregation. {Comp. 1 Corinthians 14:16} The 
pagan Greeks and Romans had, in connection with their sacrifices, some fixed prayers and 
formulas of consecration, which, however, were not written but perpetuated by oral tradition. The 
Indian literature, on the contrary, has liturgical books, and even the Koran contains prescribed 
forms of prayer. 
 



The New Testament gives us neither a liturgy nor a ritual, but the main elements for both. The 
Lord’s Prayer, and the Words of the Institution of baptism and of the Holy Supper, are the living 
germs from which the best prayers and baptismal and eucharistic formulas of the church, whether 
oral or written, have grown. From the confession of Peter and the formula of baptism gradually 
arose in the Western church the Apostles’ Creed, which besides its doctrinal import, has also a 
liturgical office, as a public profession of candidates for baptism and of the faithful. In the Eastern 
church the Nicene creed is used instead. The Song of the angelic host is the ground-work of the 
Gloria in Excelsis. The Apocalypse is one sublime liturgic vision. With these belong also the 
Psalms, which have passed as a legitimate inheritance to the Christian church, and have afforded 
at all times the richest material for public edification. 
 
In the ante-Nicene age we find as yet no traces of liturgical books. In each church, of course, a 
fixed order of worship gradually formed itself, which in apostolic congregations ran back to a 
more or less apostolic origin, but became enlarged and altered in time, and, until the fourth 
century, was perpetuated only by oral tradition. For the celebration of the sacraments, especially 
of the Eucharist, belonged to the Disciplina arcani, and was concealed, as the most holy thing of 
the church, from the gaze of Jews and heathens, and even of catechumens, for fear of profanation; 
through a misunderstanding of the warning of the Lord against casting pearls before swine, and 
after the example of the Samothracian and Eleusinian mysteries. {1069} On the downfall of 
heathenism in the Roman empire the Disciplina arcani gradually disappeared, and the 
administration of the sacraments became a public act, open to all. 
 
Hence also we now find, from the fourth and fifth centuries onward, a great number of written 
liturgies, and that not only in the orthodox catholic church, but also among the schismatics (as 
among the Nestorians, and the Monophysites). These liturgies bear in most cases apostolic names, 
but in their present form can no more be of apostolic origin than the so-called Apostolic 
Constitutions and Canons, nor nearly so much as the Apostles’ Creed. They contrast too strongly 
with the simplicity of the original Christian worship, so far as we can infer it from the New 
Testament and from the writings of the apologists and the ante-Nicene fathers. They contain also 
theological terms, such as oJmoouvsio (concerning the Son of God), qeotovko (concerning the 
Virgin Mary), and some of them the whole Nicene Creed with the additions of the second 
oecumenical council of 381, also allusions to the worship of martyrs and saints, and to 
monasticism, which point unmistakably to the Nicene and post-Nicene age. Yet they are based on 
a common liturgical tradition, which in its essential elements reaches back to an earlier time, 
perhaps in some points to the apostolic age, or even comes down from the Jewish worship 
through the channel of the Jewish Christian congregations. Otherwise their affinity, which in 
many respects reminds one of the affinity of the Synoptical Gospels cannot be satisfactorily 
explained. These old catholic liturgies differ from one another in the wording, the number, the 
length, and the order of the prayers, and in other unessential points, but agree in the most 
important parts of the service of the Eucharist. They are too different to be derived from a 
common original, and yet too similar to have arisen each entirely by itself. {1070} 
 
All the old liturgies combine action and prayer, and presuppose, according to the Jewish custom, 
the participation of the people, who frequently respond to the prayers of the priest, and thereby 
testify their own priestly character. These responses are sometimes a simple Amen, sometimes 
Kyrie eleison, sometimes a sort of dialogue with the priest: 
 
Priest: The Lord be with you! 
 
People: And with thy spirit! 
 



Priest: Lift—up your hearts! 
 
People: We lift them up unto the Lord. 
 
Priest: Let us give thanks! 
 
People: It is meet and right. 
 
Some parts of the liturgy, as the Creed, the Seraphic Hymn, the Lord’s Prayer, were said or sung 
by the priest and congregation together. Originally the whole congregation of the faithful {1071} 
was intended to respond; but with the advance of the hierarchical principle the democratic and 
popular element fell away, and the deacons or the choir assumed the responses of the 
congregation, especially where the liturgical language was not intelligible to the people. {1072} 
 
Several of the oldest liturgies, like those of St. Clement and St. James, have long since gone out 
of use, and have only a historical interest. Others, like those of St. Basil and St. Chrysostom, and 
the Roman, are still used, with various changes and additions made at various times, in the Greek 
and Latin churches. Many of their most valuable parts have passed, through the medium of the 
Latin mass-books, into the liturgies and agenda of the Anglican, the Lutheran, and some of the 
Reformed churches. 
 
But in general they breathe an entirely different atmosphere from the Protestant liturgies, even the 
Anglican not excepted. For in them all the eucharistic sacrifice is the centre around which all the 
prayers and services revolve. This act of sacrifice for the quick and the dead is a complete 
service, the sermon being entirely unessential, and in fact usually dispensed with. In 
Protestantism, on the contrary, the Lord’s Supper is almost exclusively Communion, and the 
sermon is the chief matter in every ordinary service. 
 
Between the Oriental and Occidental liturgies there are the following characteristic differences: 
 
1. The Eastern retain the ante-Nicene division of public worship into two parts: the 
leitourgivakathcoumevnwn, MissaCatechumenorum, which is mainly didactic, and the 
leitourgivatw’npistw’n, MissaFidelium, which contains the celebration of the Eucharist proper. 
This division lost its primitive import upon the union of church and state, and the universal 
introduction of infant baptism. The Latin liturgies connect the two parts in one whole. 
 
2. The Eastern liturgies contain, after the Words of Institution, an express Invocation of the Holy 
Ghost, without which the sanctification of the elements is not fully effected. Traces of this appear 
in the Gallican liturgies. But in the Roman liturgy this invocation is entirely wanting, and the 
sanctification of the elements is considered as effected by the priest’s rehearsal of the Words of 
Institution. This has remained a point of dispute between the Greek and the Roman churches. 
Gregory the Great asserts that the apostles used nothing in the consecration but the Words of 
Institution and the Lord’s Prayer. {1073} But whence could he know this in the sixth century, 
since the New Testament gives us no information on the subject? An invocatio Spiritus Sancti 
upon the elements is nowhere mentioned; only a thanksgiving of the Lord, preceding the Words 
of Institution, and forming also, it may be, an act of consecration, though neither in the sense of 
the Greek nor of the Roman church. The Words of Institution: "This is my body," &c., are more-
over addressed not to God, but to the disciples, and express, so to speak, the result of the Lord’s 
benediction. {1074} 3. The Oriental liturgy allowed, more like the Protestant church, the use of 
the various vernaculars, Greek, Syriac, Armenian, Coptic, &c.; while the Roman mass, in its 



desire for uniformity, sacrifices all vernacular tongues to the Latin, and so makes itself 
unintelligible to the people. 
 
4. The Oriental liturgy is, so to speak, a symbolic drama of the history of redemption, repeated 
with little alteration every Sunday. The preceding vespers represent the creation, the fall, and the 
earnest expectation of Christ; the principal service on Sunday morning exhibits the life of Christ 
from his birth to his ascension; and the prayers and lessons are accompanied by corresponding 
symbolical acts of the priests and deacon: lighting and extinguishing candles, opening and closing 
doors, kissing the altar and the gospel, crossing the forehead, mouth, and breast, swinging the 
censer, frequent change of liturgical vestments, processions, genuflexions, and prostrations. The 
whole orthodox Greek and Russian worship has a strongly marked Oriental character, and 
exceeds the Roman in splendor and pomp of symbolical ceremonial. {1075} 
 
The Roman mass is also a dramatic commemoration and representation of the history of 
redemption, especially of the passion and atoning death of Christ, but has a more didactic 
character, and sets forth not so much the objective history, as the subjective application of 
redemption from the Confiteor to the Postcommunio. It affords less room for symbolical action, 
but more for word and song, and follows more closely the course of the church year with varying 
collects and prefaces for the high festivals, {1076} thus gaining variety. In this it stands the nearer 
to the Protestant worship, which, however, entirely casts off symbolical veils, and makes the 
sermon the centre. 
 
Every Oriental liturgy has two main divisions. The first embraces the prayers and acts before the 
Anaphora or Oblation (canon Missae) to the Sursum corda; the second, the Anaphora to the close. 
 
The first division again falls into the Mass of the Catechumens, and the Mass of the Faithful, to 
the Sursum corda. To it belong the Prefatory Prayer, the Introit, Ingressa, or Antiphon, the Little 
Entrance, the Trisagion, the Scripture Lessons, the Prayers after the Gospel, and the Expulsion of 
the Catechumens; then the Prayers of the Faithful, the Great Entrance, the Offertory, the Kiss of 
Peace, the Creed. 
 
The Anaphora comprises the great Eucharistic Prayer of Thanksgiving, the Commemoration of 
the life of Jesus, the Words of Institution, the Oblation of the Elements, the Invocation of the 
Holy Ghost, the Great Intercession for Quick and Dead, the Lord’s Prayer, and finally the 
Communion with its proper prayers and acts, the Thanksgiving, and the Dismissal. {1077} 
 
{1067} leitourgia, from leitov, i.e., belonging to the lewv or laov public, and ergon equals 
ergon tou lew or tou laou, public work, office, function. In Athens the term was applied 
especially to the directing of public spectacles, festive dances, and the distribution of food to the 
people on festal occasions. Paul, in Romans 13:6, calls secular magistrates leitourgoi; Qeou’. 
 
{1068} Comp. Luke 1:23, where the priestly service of Zacharias is called leitourgiva; Hebrews 
8:2,6 9:21 10:11, where the word is applied to the High-Priesthood of Christ; Acts 13:2 Romans 
15:16 Romans 15:27 2 Corinthians 9:12, where religious fasting, missionary service, and 
common beneficences are called leitourgiva or leitourgein. The restriction of the word to 
divine worship or sacerdotal action occurs as early as Eusebius, Vita Const. iv. 37, bishops being 
there called leitourgoi. The limitation of the word to the service of the Lord’s Supper is 
connected with the development of the doctrine of the eucharistic sacrifice. 
 
{1069} Comp. Tertullian, Apolog. c. 7; Origen, Homil. 9 in Levit. toward the end; Cyril of 
Jerusalem, Praefat. ad Catech. 7, etc. 



 
{1070} Trollope says, in the Introduction to his edition of the Liturgia Jacobi: "Nothing short of 
the reverence due to the authority of an apostle, could have preserved intact, through successive 
ages, that strict uniformity of rite and striking identity of sentiment, which pervade these 
venerable compositions; but there is, at the same time, a sufficient diversity both of expression 
and arrangement, to mark them as the productions of different authors, each writing without any 
immediate communication with the others, but all influenced by the same prevailing motives of 
action and the same constant habit of thought." Neale goes further, and, in a special article on 
Liturgical Quotations (Essays on Liturgiology and Church History, Lond. 1863, p. 411 ff.), 
endeavors to prove that Paul several times quotes the primitive liturgy, viz., in those passages in 
which he introduces certain statements with a gegraptai, or legei, or pistov o logov, while 
the statements are not to be found in the Old Testament: 1 Corinthians 2:9 15:45 Ephesians 5:14 1 
Timothy 1:15 3:1 4:1,9 2 Timothy 2:11-13,19 Titus 3:8. But the only plausible instance is 1 
Corinthians 2:9: kaywv gegraptai aofyalmov ouk eide, kai ouv ouk hkouse, kai epi 
kardian anyrwpou ouk anevbh, ahtoimasen ov yeov toiv agapwsin autovn, which, it is 
true, occur word for word (though in the form of prayer, therefore with htoimasav, and 
agapwsi se instead of agapwsin auton) the Anaphora of the Liturgia Jacobi, while the parallel 
commonly cited from Isaiah 64:4 is hardly suitable. But if there had been such a primitive written 
apostolic liturgy, there would have undoubtedly been other and clearer traces of it. The passages 
adduced may as well have been quotations from primitive Christian hymns and psalms, though 
such are very nearly akin to liturgical prayers. 
 
{1071} In the Clementine Liturgy, all, pantev; in the Liturgy of St. James, the People, ov laov. 
 
{1072} In the Liturgies of St. Basil and St. Chrysostom, which have displaced the older Greek 
liturgies, the diakonov or corov usually responds. In the Roman mass the people fall still further 
out of view, but accompany the priest with silent prayers. 
 
{1073} Epist. ad Joann. Episc. Syriac. 
 
{1074} On this disputed point Neale agrees with the Oriental church, Freeman with the Latin. 
Comp. Neale, Tetralogia Liturgica, Praefat. p. xv. sqq., and his English edition of the Primitive 
Liturgies of S. Mark, S. James, etc., p. 23. In the latter place he says of the epiklhsiv 
pneumatov agiou: "By the Invocation of the Holy Ghost, according to the doctrine of the 
Eastern church, and not by the words of institution, the bread and wine are ‘changed,’ 
‘transmuted,’ ‘transelemented,’ ‘transubstantiated’ into our Lord’s Body and Blood. This has 
always been a point of contention between the two churches—the time at which the change takes 
place. Originally, there is no doubt that the Invocation of the Holy Ghost formed a part of all 
liturgies. The Petrine has entirely lost it: the Ephesine (Gallican and Mozarabic) more or less 
retains it: as do also those mixtures of the Ephesine and Petrine—the Ambrosian and Patriarchine 
or Aquileian. To use the words of the authorized Russian Catechism: ‘Why is this (the 
Invocation) so essential? Because at the moment of this act, the bread and wine are changed or 
transubstantiated into the very Body of Christ and into the very Blood of Christ. How are we to 
understand the word Transubstantiation? In the exposition of the faith by the Eastern Patriarchs, it 
is said that the word is not to be taken to define the manner in which the bread and wine are 
changed into the Body and Blood of our Lord; for this none can understand but God; but only this 
much is signified, that the bread, truly, really, and substantially becomes the very true Body of the 
Lord, and the wine the very Blood of the Lord.’ "Freeman, on the contrary in his Principles of 
Div. Serv. vol. ii. Part ii. p. 196 f, asserts: "The Eastern church cannot maintain the position 
which, as represented by her doctors of the last four hundred years, and alleging the authority of 
St. Cyril, she has taken up, that there is no consecration till there has followed (1) a prayer of 



oblation and (2) one of Invocation of the Holy Ghost. In truth, the view refutes itself, for it 
disqualifies the oblation for the very purpose for which it is avowedly placed there, namely to 
make offering of the already consecrated Gifts, i.e., of the Body and Blood of Christ; thus 
reducing it to a level with the oblation at the beginning of the office. The only view that can be 
taken of these very ancient prayers, is that they are to be conceived of as offered simultaneously 
with the recitation of the Institution." 
 
{1075} On the mystical meaning of the Oriental cultus comp. the Commentary of Symeon of 
Thessalonica (1429) on the Liturgy of St. Chrysostom, and Neale’s Introduction to his English 
edition of the Oriental Liturgies, pp. xxvii.-xxxvi. 
 
{1076} The Collects belong strictly only to the Latin church, which has produced many hundred 
such short prayers. The word comes either from the fact that the prayer collects the sense of the 
Epistle and Gospel for the day in the form of prayer; or that the priest collects therein the wishes 
and petitions of the people. The collect is a short liturgical prayer, consisting of one petition, 
closing with the form of mediation through the merits of Christ, and sometimes with a doxology 
to the Trinity. Comp. a treatise of Neale on The Collects of the Church, in Essays on Liturgiology 
and Church History, p. 46 ff, and William Bright: Ancient Collects and Prayers, selected from 
various rituals, Oxford and London, 1860. 
 
{1077} It is a curious fact, that in the Protestant Episcopal Trinity chapel of New York, with the 
full approval of the bishop, Horatio Potter, and the assistance of the choir, on the second of 
March, 1865, the anniversary of the accession of the Russian Czar, Alexander II., the full liturgy 
or mass of the orthodox Graeco-Russian church was celebrated before a numerous assembly by a 
recently arrived Graeco-Russian monk and priest (or deacon), Agapius Honcharenko. This is the 
first instance of an Oriental service in the United States (for the Russian fleet which was in the 
harbor of New York in 1863 held its worship exclusively upon the ships), and probably also the 
first instance of the celebration of the unbloody sacrifice of the mass and the mystery of 
transubstantiation in a Protestant church and with the sanction of Protestant clergy. The liturgy of 
St. Chrysostom, in the Slavonic translation, was intoned by the priest; the short responses, such as 
Hospode, Pomelue (Kyrie, Eleison), were grandly sung by the choir in the Slavonic language, and 
the Beatitudes, the Nicene Creed (of course, without the "Filioque," which is condemned by the 
Greek church as a heretical innovation), and the Gloria in Excelsis in English There were wanting 
only the many genuflexions and prostrations, the trine immersion, and infant communion, to 
complete the illusion of a marriage of the two churches. Some secular journals gave the matter 
the significance of a political demonstration in favor of Russia! One of the religious papers saw in 
it an exhibition of the unity and catholicity of the church, and a resemblance to the miracle of 
Pentecost, in that Greeks, Slavonians, and Americans heard in their own tongues the wonderful 
works of God! But most of the Episcopal and other Protestant papers exposed the doctrinal 
inconsistency, since the Greek liturgy coincides in au important points with the Roman mass. 
Unfortunately for the philo-Russian movement, the Russo-Greek monk Agapius soon afterward 
publicly declared himself an opponent of the holy orthodox oriental church, and charged it with 
serious error. The present Greek church, which regards even the archbishop of Canterbury and, 
the pope of Rome as unbaptized (because unimmersed) heretics and schismatics, could, of course, 
never consent to such an anomalous service as was held in Trinity chapel for the first, and in all 
probability for the last time.  

 



99. The Oriental Liturgies. 
 
There are, in all, probably more than a hundred ancient liturgies, if we reckon revisals, 
modifications, and translations. But according to modern investigations they may all be reduced 
to five or six families, which may be named after the churches in which they originated and were 
used, Jerusalem (or Antioch), Alexandria, Constantinople, Ephesus, and Rome. {1078} Most of 
them belong to the Orientalchurch; for this church was in general much more productive, and 
favored greater variety, than the Western, which sought uniformity in organization and worship. 
And among the Oriental liturgies the Greek are the oldest and most important. 
 
1. The liturgy of St. Clement. This is found in the eighth book of the Apostolic Constitutions, 
and, with them, is erroneously ascribed to the Roman bishop Clement. {1079} It is the oldest 
complete order of divine service, and was probably composed in the East in the beginning of the 
fourth century. {1080} It agrees most with the liturgy of St. James and of Cyril of Jerusalem, and 
may for this reason be considered a branch of the Jerusalem family. We know not in what 
churches, or whether at all, it was used. It was a sort of normal liturgy, and is chiefly valuable for 
showing the difference between the Nicene or ante-Nicene form of worship and the later 
additions and alterations. 
 
The Clementine liturgy rigidly separates the service of the catechumens from that of the faithful. 
{1081} It contains the simplest form for the distribution of the sacred elements: "The body of 
Christ," and "The blood of Christ, the cup of life," with the "Amen" of the congregation to each. 
In the commemoration of the departed it mentions no particular names of saints, not even the 
mother of God, who first found a place in public worship after the council of Ephesus in 431; and 
it omits several prefatory prayers of the priest. Finally it lacks the Nicene creed, and even the 
Lord’s Prayer, which is added to all other eucharistic prayers, and, according to the principles of 
some canonists, is absolutely necessary. {1082} 
 
2. The liturgy of St. James. This is ascribed by tradition to James, the brother to the Lord, and 
bishop of Jerusalem. {1083} It, of course, cannot have been composed by him, even considering 
only the Nicene creed and the expressions oJmoouvsio and qeotovko, which occur in it, and 
which belong to the Nicene and post-Nicene theology. The following passage also bespeaks a 
much later origin: "Let us remember the most holy, immaculate, most glorious, blessed Mother of 
God and perpetual Virgin Mary, with all saints, that we through their prayers and intercessions 
may obtain mercy." The first express mention of its use meets us in Proclus of Constantinople 
about the middle of the fifth century. But it is, as to substance, at all events one of the oldest 
liturgies, and must have been in use as early as the fourth century; for the liturgical quotations in 
Cyril of Jerusalem (in his fifth Mystagogic Catechesis), who died in 386, verbally agree with it. It 
was intended for the church of Jerusalem, which is mentioned in the beginning of the prayer for 
the church universal, as "the glorious Zion, the mother of all churches." {1084} 
 
In contents and diction it is the most important of the ancient liturgies, and the fruitful mother of 
many, among which the liturgies of St. Basil and St. Chrysostom must be separately named. 
{1085} It spread over the whole patriarchate of Antioch, even to Cyprus, Sicily, and Calabria, but 
was supplanted in the orthodox East, after the Mohammedan conquest, by the Byzantine liturgy. 
Only once in a year, on the 23d of October, the festival of St. James, it is yet used at Jerusalem 
and on some islands of Greece. {1086} 
 
The Syriac liturgy of James is a free translation from the Greek; it gives the Invocation of the 
Holy Spirit in a larger form, the other prayers in a shorter; and it betrays a later date. It is the 



source of thirty-nine Monophysite liturgies, which are in use still among the schismatic Syrians or 
Jacobites. {1087} 
 
3. The liturgy of St. Mark, or the Alexandrian liturgy. This is ascribed to the well-known 
Evangelist, who was also, according to tradition, the founder of the church and catechetical 
school in the Egyptian capital. Such origin involves, of course, a shocking anachronism, since the 
liturgy contains the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan creed of 381. In its present form it comes 
probably from Cyril, bishop of Alexandria (444), who was claimed by the orthodox, as well as 
the Monophysites, as an advocate of their doctrine of the person of Christ. {1088} It agrees, at 
any rate, exactly with the liturgy which bears Cyril’s name. 
 
It is distinguished from the other liturgies by the position of the great intercessory prayer for 
quick and dead before the Words of Institution and Invocation of the Holy Ghost, instead of after 
them. It was originally composed in Greek, and afterwards translated into Coptic and Arabic. It 
was used in Egypt till the twelfth century, and then supplanted by the Byzantine. The Copts still 
retained it. The Ethiopian canon is an offshoot from it. There are three Coptic and ten Ethiopian 
liturgies, which belong to the same family. {1089} 
 
4. The liturgy of Edessa or Mesopotamia, or of All Apostles. This is traced to the apostles 
Thaddaeus (Adaeus) and Maris, and is confined to the Nestorians. From it afterwards proceeded 
the Nestorian liturgies: (1) of Theodore the Interpreter; (2) of Nestorius; (3) Narses the Leper; (4) 
of Barsumas; (5) of Malabar, or St. Thomas. The liturgy of the Thomas-Christians of Malabar has 
been much adulterated by the revisers of Diamper. {1090} 
 
5. The liturgy of St. Basil and that of St. Chrysostom form together the Byzantine or 
ConstantinopolItan liturgy, and passed at the same time into the Graeco-Russian church. Both 
descend from the liturgy of St. James and give that ritual in an abridged form. They are living 
books, not dead like the liturgies of Clement and of James. 
 
The liturgy of bishop Basil of Neo-Caesarea (379) is read in the orthodox Greek, and Russian 
church, during Lent (except on Palm Sunday), on the eve of Epiphany, Easter and Christmas, and 
on the feast of St. Basil (1st of January). From it proceeded the Armenian liturgy. 
 
The liturgy of St. Chrysostom (407) is used on all other Sundays. It is an abridgment and 
improvement of that of St. Basil, and, through the influence of the distinguished patriarchs of 
Constantinople, it has since the sixth century dislodged the liturgies of St. James and St. Mark. 
The original text can hardly be ascertained, as the extant copies differ greatly from one another. 
 
The present Greek and Russian ritual, which surpasses even the Roman in pomp, cannot possibly 
have come down in all its details from the age of Chrysostom. Chrysostom is indeed supposed, as 
Proclus says, to have shortened in many respects the worship in Constantinople on account of the 
weakness of human nature; but the liturgy which bears his name is still in the seventh century 
called "the Liturgy of the Holy Apostles," and appears to have received his name not before the 
eighth. 
 
{1078} Neale now (The Liturgies of S. Mark, etc., 1859, p. vii) divides the primitive liturgies into 
five families: (1) That of St. James, or of Jerusalem; (2) that of St. Mark, or of Alexandria.; (3) 
that of St. Thaddaeus, or of the East; (4) that of St. Peter, or of Rome; (5) that of St. John, or of 
Ephesus. Formerly (Hist. of the Holy Eastern Church) he counted the Clementine Liturgy 
separately; but since Daniel has demonstrated the affinity of it with the Jerusalem (or, as he calls 
it, the Antiochian) family, he has put it down as a branch of that family. 



 
{1079} It is given in Cotelier’s edition of the Patres Apostolici, in the various editions of the 
pseudo-Apostolic Constitutions, and in the liturgical collections of Daniel, Neale, and others. 
 
{1080} Neale considers the liturgy the oldest part of the Apostolic Constitutions, places its 
composition in the second or third century, and ascribes its chief elements to the apostle Paul, 
with whose spirit and ideas it in many respects coincides. 
 
{1081} Before the Sursum corda, or beginning of the Eucharist proper, the deacon says: "No 
catechumens, no hearers, no unbelievers, no heretics may remain here (mh tiv twn 
kathcoumenwn, mh tiv twn akrowmenwn, mh tiv twn apistwn, mh tiv twn eterodoxwn). 
Depart, ye who have spoken the former prayer. Mothers, take your children," etc. This 
arrangement is traced to James, the brother of John, the son of Zebedee. 
 
{1082} The absence of the Lord’s Prayer in the Clementine Liturgy is sufficient to refute the view 
of Bunsen, that this prayer was originally the Prayer of Consecration in all liturgies. 
 
{1083} Neale even supposes, as already observed, that St. Paul quotes from the Liturgia Jacobi, 
and not vice versa, especially in 1 Corinthians 2:9 
 
{1084} uper thv endoxou siwn, thv mhtrov paswn twn ekklhsiwn kai uper thv kata 
pasan thn oikoumenhn agiav sou kayolikhv kai apostolikhv ekklhsiav. The 
intercessions for Jerusalem, and for the holy places which God glorified by the appearance of 
Christ and the outpouring of the Holy Ghost (uper twn agiwn sou topwn, ouv edoxasav th 
yeofaneia tou cristou sou, k. t. l.), appears in no other liturgy. 
 
{1085} Neale arranges the Jerusalem family in three divisions, as follows: 
 
1. Sicilian S. James, as said in that island before the Saracen conquest, and partly assimilated to 
the Petrine Liturgy. 
 
2. S. Cyril: where used uncertain, but assumilated to the Alexandrian form. 
 
3. Syriac S. James, the source of the largest number of extant Liturgies. They are these: [1] Lesser 
S. James [2] S. Clement; [3] S. Mark; [4] S. Dionysius; [5] S. Xystus; [6] S. Ignatius; [7] S. Peter 
I; [8] S. Peter II; [9] S. Julius; [10] S. John Evangelist; [11] S. Basil; [12] (S.) Dioscorus; [13] S. 
John Chrysostom I; [14] All Apostles; [15] S. Marutas; [16] S. Eustathius; [17] Philoxenus I; [18] 
Matthew the Shepherd; [19] James Bardaeus; [20]. James of Botra; [21] James of Edessa; [22] 
Moses Bar-Cephas; [23] Thomas of Heraclea; [24] Holy Doctors; [25] Philoxenus II; [26] S. 
John Chrysostom II; [27] Abu’lfaraj; [28] John of Dara; [29] S. Celestine; [30] John Bar-Susan; 
[31] Eleatar of Babylon; [32] John the Scribe; [33] John Maro; [34] Dionysius of Cardon; [35] 
Michael of Antioch; [36] John Bar-Vahib; [37] John Bar-Maaden; [38] Dionysius of Diarbekr; 
[39] Philoxenus of Bagdad. All these, from Syriac S. James inclusive, are Monophysite Liturgies 
 
{1086} There are only two manuscripts, with the fragment of a third, from which the ancient text 
of the Greek Liturgia Jacobi is derived. The first printed edition appeared at Rome in 1526; then 
one at Paris in 1560. Besides these we have the copies in the Bibliotheca Patrum, the Codex 
Apocryphus Novi Testamenti, the Codex Liturgicus of Assemani, the Codex Liturgicus of Daniel, 
and the later separate editions of Trollope (Edinburgh, 1848), and Neale (twice, in his Tetralogia 
Liturgica, 1849, and improved, in his Primitive Liturgies, 1860). 
 



{1087} See the names of them in the preceding quotation from Neale. 
 
{1088} Daniel (iv. 137 sqq.) likewise considers Cyril the probable author, and endeavors to 
separate the apostolical and the later elements. Neale, in the preface to his edition of the Greek 
text, thinks: "The general form and arrangement of the Liturgy of S. Mark may safely be 
attributed to the Evangelist himself, and to his immediate followers, S. Amianus, S. Abilius, and 
S. Cerdo. With the exception of certain manifestly interpolated passages, it had probably assumed 
its present appearance by the end of the second century." 
 
{1089} There is only one important manuscript of the Greek Liturgy of St. Mark, the Codex 
Rossanensis, printed in Renaudot’s Collectio, and more recently by Daniel and Neale. 
 
{1090} The printed edition is a revision by the Portuguese archbishop of Goa, Alexis of Menuze, 
and the council of Diamper (1599), who understood nothing of the Oriental liturgies. Neale says: 
"The Malabar Liturgy I have never been able to see in the original; and an unadulterated copy of 
the original does not seem to exist." He gives a translation of this liturgy in Primitive Liturgies, p. 
128 ff.  

 



100. The Occidental Liturgies. 
 
The liturgies of the Western church may be divided into three classes: (1) the Ephesian family, 
which is traced to a Johannean origin, and embraces the Mozarabic and the Gallican liturgies; (2) 
the Roman liturgy, which, of course, like the papacy itself, must come down from St. Peter; (3) 
the Ambrosian and Aquileian, which is a mixture of the other two. We have therefore here less 
diversity than in the East. The tendency of the Latin church everywhere pressed strongly toward 
uniformity, and the Roman liturgy at last excluded all others. 
 
1. The Old Gallican liturgy, {1091} in many of its features, points back, like the beginnings of 
Christianity in South Gaul, to an Asiatic, Ephesian, and so far we may say Johannean origin, and 
took its later form in the fifth century. Among its composers, or rather the revisers, Hilary, of 
Poictiers is particularly named. In the time of Charlemagne it was superseded by the Roman. 
Gallicanism, which in church organization and polity boldly asserted its rights, suffered itself 
easily to be Romanized in its worship. 
 
The Old British liturgy was without doubt identical with the Gallican, but after the conversion of 
the Anglo-Saxons it was likewise supplanted by the Romans 2. The Old Spanish or (though 
incorrectly so called) Gothic, also named Mozarabic liturgy. {1092} This is in many respects 
allied to the Gallic, and probably came through the latter from a similar Eastern Source. It appears 
to have existed before the incursion of the West Goths in 409; for it shows no trace of the 
influence of the Arian heresy, or of the ritual system of Constantinople. {1093} Its present form is 
attributed to Isidore of Seville and the fourth council of Toledo in 633. It maintained itself in 
Spain down to the thirteenth century and was then superseded by the Roman liturgy. {1094} 
 
It has, like the Gallican, besides the Gospels and Epistles, lessons also from the Old Testament; 
{1095} it differs from the Roman liturgy in the order of festivals; and it contains, before the 
proper sacrificial action, a homiletic exhortation. The formula Sancta Sanctis, (before the 
communion) the fraction of the host into nine parts (in memory of the nine mysteries of the life of 
Christ), the daily communion, the distribution of the cup by the deacon, remind us of the oriental 
ritual. The Mozarabic chant has much resemblance to the Gregorian, but exhibits besides a certain 
independent national character. {1096} 
 
3. The African liturgy is known to us only through fragmentary quotations in Tertullian, Cyprian, 
and Augustine, from which we gather that it belonged to the Roman family. 
 
4. The liturgy Of St. Ambrose. {1097} This is attributed to the renowned bishop of Milan (397), 
and even to St. Barnabas. It is certain, that Ambrose introduced the responsive singing of psalms 
and hymns, and composed several prayers, prefaces, and hymns. His successor, Simplicius (A. D. 
397-400), is supposed to have made several additions to the ritual. Many elements date from the 
reign of the Gothic kings (A. D. 493-568), and the Lombard kings (A. D. 568-739). 
 
The Ambrosian liturgy is still used in the diocese of Milan; and after sundry vain attempts to 
substitute the Roman, it was confirmed by Alexander VI. in 1497 by a special bull, as the Ritus 
Ambrosianus. Excepting some Oriental peculiarities, it coincides substantially with the Roman 
liturgy, but has neither the pregnant brevity of the Roman, nor the richness and fullness of the 
Mozarabic. The prayers for the oblation of the sacrificial gifts differ from the Roman; the 
Apostles’ Creed is not recited till after the oblation; some saints of the diocese are received into 
the canonical lists of the saints; the distribution of the host takes place before the Paternoster, 
with formulas of its own, &c. 



 
The liturgy which was used for a long time in the patriarchate of Aquileia, is allied to the 
Ambrosian, and likewise stands midway between the Roman and the Oriental Gallican liturgies. 
 
5. The Roman liturgy is ascribed by tradition, in its main features, to the Apostle Peter, but cannot 
be historically traced beyond the middle of the fifth century. It has without doubt slowly grown to 
its present form. The oldest written records of it appear in three sacramentaries, which bear the 
names of the three Popes, Leo, Gelasius, and Gregory. 
 
(a) The Sacramentarium Leonianum, falsely ascribed to Pope Leo I. (461), probably dates from 
the end of the fifth century, and is a planless collection of liturgical formularies. It was first edited 
in 1735 from a codex of Verona. {1098} 
 
(b) The Sacramentarium Gelasianum, which was first printed at Rome in 1680, passes for the 
work of the Roman bishop Gelasius (492-496), who certainly did compose a Sacramentarium. 
Many saints’ days are wanting in it, which have been in use since the seventh century. 
 
(c) The Sacramentarium Gregorianum, edited by Muratori and others. Gregory I. (590-604) is 
reputed to be the proper father of the Roman Ordo et Canon Missae, which, with various 
additions and modifications at later periods, gradually attained almost exclusive prevalence in the 
Latin church, and was sanctioned by the Council of Trent. 
 
The collection of the various parts of the Roman liturgy {1099} in one book is called Missale 
Romanum, and the directions for the priests are called Rubricae. {1100} 
 
{1091} Edited by Mabillon: Deuteronomy liturgia Gallicana, libri iii. Par. 1729; and recently in 
much more complete form, from older MSS. by Francis Joseph Mone (archive-director in 
Carlsruhe): Lateinische u. griechische Messen aus dem 2ten his 6ten Jahrlhundert, Frankf. a. M. 
1850. This is one of the most important liturgical discoveries. Mono gives fragments of eleven 
mass-formularies from a codex rescriptus of the former cloister of Reichenau, which are older 
than those previously known, but hardly reach back, as he thinks, to the century (the time of the 
persecution at Lyons, A. D. 177). Comp. against this, Denzinger, in the Tubingen Quartalschrift, 
1850, p. 500 ff. Neale agrees with Mone: Essays on Liturgiology, p. 137. 
 
{1092} Called "Gothic," because its development and bloom falls in the time of the Gothic rule in 
Spain; "Mozarabic" it came to be called after the conquest of Spain by the Arabs. Mozarab, 
Muzarab, Mostarab, is a kind of term of contempt for the Spanish Christians under the Arabic 
dominion, in distinction from the Arabs of pure blood. The word comes not from mixti and 
Arabes, nor from Muza, the Maurian chieftain who subjugated Spain, but from a participle of the 
tenth conjugation of the Arabic verb araba; therefore something like "arabizing Arab," or Arab 
by adoption, in distinction from Arabs of the pure blood. Comp. the distinction between Hellenist 
and Hebrew. 
 
{1093} Pinius (in a dissertation prefixed to the 32d vol. of the Acta Sanctorum) supposes that the 
Spanish liturgy came from the Goths, therefore from Constantinople; but Neale (Essays on 
Liturgiology, p. 130 ff.) endeavors to prove that it was contemporaneous with the introduction of 
Christianity in Spain, but afterward, by Leander of Seville (about 589), was conformed in some 
points to the Oriental ceremonial. 
 
{1094} The Spanish cardinal Ximenes edited from defective manuscripts the first printed edition 
at Toledo, 1500, which, however, is in a measure conformed to the Roman order. He also 



founded in the cathedral of Toledo a chapel (ad Corpus Christi), where the so renovated 
Mozarabic service is still continued daily. A similar chapel was founded in Salamanca for the 
same purpose. Neale, in his Tetralogia Liturgica, gives the Ordo Mozarabicus for comparison 
with the Liturgies of Chrysostom, James, and Mark. The latest edition is that in the 85th volume 
of Migne’s Patrologie, Paris, 1850, with a learned preface. 
 
{1095} On the Mozarabic pericopes comp. an article by Ernst Ranke in Herzog’s Encyclop. vol. 
x. pp. 79-82. He attributes to them great intrinsic value and historical importance. "They even 
seem important," says he, "for the general history of the ancient church. With the unmistakable 
affinity they bear to the Greek on the one hand, and to the Gallican on the other, they evince by 
themselves an intercourse between the Eastern and Western regions of the church, which, begun 
or at least aimed at by Paul, further established by Irenaeus, still under lively prosecution in the 
time of Jerome, afterward ruptured in the most violent manner, is without doubt one of the most 
noteworthy currents in the life of the church." 
 
{1096} Neale has made the discovery, that the Mozarabic litanies were originally metrical, and 
attempts to restore the measure, l c. p. 143 ff. 
 
{1097} Missale Ambrosianum, Mediol. 1768; a later edition under authority of the archbishop 
and cardinal Gaisruck, Mediol. 1850. Comp. an article by Neale: The Ambrosian Liturgy, in his 
Essays on Liturgiology, p. 171 ff. Neale considers the Ambrosian liturgy, like the Gallican and 
Mozarabic, a branch of the Ephesian family. "All three have been moulded by contact with the 
Petrine family; but the Ambrosian, as it might be expected, most of all." He places it, however, 
far below the two others. 
 
{1098} Hence called also Sacram. Veronense. 
 
{1099} Sacramentarium, antiphonarium, lectionarium (containing the lessons from the Old 
Testament, the Acts, the Epistles, and the Apocalypse), evangelarium (the lessons from the 
Gospels), ordo Romanus. 
 
{1100} From their being written or printed in red.  

 



101. Liturgical Vestments. 
 
Besides the liturgical works already cited, Comp. John England (late R.C. bishop of Charleston, 
S. C., d. 1842): A Historical Explanation of the Vestments, Ceremonies, etc., appertaining to the 
holy Sacrifice of the Mass (an Introduction to the American Engl. edition of the Roman Missal). 
Philad. 1843. Fr. Bock. (R.C.): Geschichte der liturgischen Gewander des Mittelalters. Bonn, 
1856, 2 vols. C. Jos. Hefele: Beitrage zur Kirchengeschichte, Archaologie und Liturgik. Vol ii. 
Tub. 1864, p. 150 ff. 
 
The stately outward solemnity of public worship, and the strict separation of the hierarchy from 
the body of the laity, required corresponding liturgical vesture, after the example of the Jewish 
priesthood and cultus, {1101} symbolical of the grades of the clergy and of the different parts of 
the worship. 
 
In the Greek church the liturgical vestments and ornaments are the sticharion, {1102} and the 
orarion, or horarion {1103} for the deacon; the sticharion, the phelonion, {1104} the zone, {1105} 
the epitrachelion, {1106} and the epimanikia {1107} for the priest; the saccos, {1108} the 
omophorion {1109} the epigonation, {1110} and the crozier {1111} for the bishop. The mitre is 
not used by the Greeks. 
 
The vestments in the Latin church are the amict or humeral {1112} the alb (white cope or 
surplice), {1113} the cincture, {1114} the maniple, {1115} the orarium or stole {1116} for the 
priest; the chasuble, {1117} the dalmatic, {1118} the pectoral {1119} and the mitre {1120} for the 
bishop; the pallium for the archbishop. To these are to be added the episcopal ring and staff or 
crozier. 
 
These clerical vestments almost all appear to have been more or less in use before the seventh 
century, though only in public worship; it is impossible exactly to determine the age of each. The 
use of priestly vestments itself originated in fact in the Old Testament, and undoubtedly passed 
into the church through the medium of the Jewish Christianity, but of course with many 
modifications. Constantine the Great presented the bishop Macarius of Jerusalem a splendid stole 
wrought with gold for use at baptism. 
 
The Catholic ritualists of course give to the various mass-vestments a symbolical interpretation, 
which is in part derived from the undeniable meaning of the Jewish priestly garments, {1121} but 
in part is arbitrary, and hence variable. The amict, for example, denotes the collecting of the mind 
from distraction; the alb, the righteousness and holiness of the priests; the maniple, the fruits of 
good works; the stole, the official power of the priest; the mitre, the clerical chieftainship; the 
ring, the marriage of the bishop with the church; the staff his oversight of the flock. 
 
The color of the liturgical garments was for several centuries white; as in the Jewish sacerdotal 
vesture the white color, the symbol of light and salvation, prevailed. But gradually five 
ecclesiastical colors established themselves. The material varied, except that for the amict and the 
alb linen (as in the Old Testament) was prescribed. According to the present Roman custom the 
sacred vestments, like other sacred utensils and the holy water, must be blessed by the bishop or a 
clergyman even appointed for the purpose. The Greeks bless them even before each use of them. 
The Roman Missal, and other liturgical books, give particular directions in the rubrics for the use 
of the mass vestments. 
 



In everyday life, for the first five or six centuries the clergy universally wore the ordinary 
citizens’ dress; then gradually, after the precedent of the Jewish priests {1122} and Christian 
monks, exchanged it for a suitable official costume, to make manifest their elevation above the 
laity. So late as the year 428, the Roman bishop Celestine censured some Gallic priests for 
having, through misinterpretation of Luke 12:35, exchanged the universally used under-garment 
(tunica) and over-garment (toga) for the Oriental monastic dress, and rightly reminded them that 
the clergy should distinguish themselves from other people not so much by outward costume, as 
by purity of doctrine and of life. {1123} Later popes and councils, however, enacted various laws 
and penalties respecting these externals, and the council of Trent prescribed an official dress 
befitting the dignity of the priesthood. {1124} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1101} To which in general the Greek and Roman system of vestments is very closely allied. On 
the Jewish sacred vestments, see Exodus 28:1-43 39:1-31, etc. 
 
{1102} stoicarion, sticarion (by Goar always translated, dalmatica), a long coat 
corresponding to the broidered coat (tn toK, citwvn, tunica, Exodus 28:39) of the Jewish priest, 
and the alba and dalmatica of the Latin church. 
 
{1103} wrarion (from wra, hour of prayer), or wrarion, corresponding to the Latin stola. 
 
{1104} felwnion, failwnion, a wide mantle, corresponding to the casula. 
 
{1105} awnh, girdle, cingulum, balteus, corresponding to the abxef 
 
{1106} epitrachlion, collarium, a double orarion, a scapulary or cape. 
 
{1107} epimanikia, on the arms, corresponding to the manipulus. 
 
{1108} sakkov, a short coat with rich embroidery, without sleeves, and with little bells. 
 
{1109} wmoforion corresponding to the Latin pallium (and so translated by Goar) but broader, 
and fastened about the neck with a button. 
 
{1110} epigonation, also upogonation, a quadrangular shield, reaching from the zwnh to the 
knee, and signifying, according to Simeon Metaphrastes, the victory over death and the devil. 
 
{1111} rabdov, sceptrum. 
 
{1112} The linen cloth which the priest, before celebrating, threw about his neck and shoulders, 
with the prayer: "Impone, Domine, capiti meo galeam salutis ad expugnandos diabolicos 
excursus." It is nowhere mentioned before the eighth century. It answers to the Jewish ephod. 
 
{1113} Alba vestis, tunica, camisia, the white linen robe which hangs from the neck to the feet. 
From the alb arose, by shortening, the surplice (superpelliceum, rochetturn; French: surplis; 
German: Chorrock), which is the ordinary official dress of the lower clergy. 
 
{1114} Cingulum, balteus, zona, a linen girdle for gathering up the alb. 



 
{1115} Manipulus, sudarium, fano, mappula, originally a napkin, hung upon the left arm of 
deacons and priests, afterward only of bishops, after the Confiteor. 
 
{1116} The stola is a linen vestment hanging from both shoulders. The pope wears the stole 
always; the priest, only when officiating. The council of Laodicea after 347 prohibited the 
wearing of it by subdeacons and the lower clergy. 
 
{1117} Casula, planeta, the mass-vestment, covering the whole body, but without sleeves, with a 
cross behind and before embroidered in gold or fine silk. From the casula arose the pluviale, a 
festive mantle with a hood (casula calcullata), used in processions and on other state occasions. 
 
{1118} So called from the place of its origin. It is an overgarment of costly material, similar to the 
casula, and worn under it. 
 
{1119} The pectorale, crux pectoralis, is the breast-cross of bishops and archbishops, and answers 
probably to the breastplate of the Jewish high-priest. 
 
{1120} The mitra, tiara, infula, birretum, is the episcopal head dress, after the type of the Jewish 
tpnxmi (LXX.: kidariv, Vulgate: tiara, mitra), originally single, after the eleventh century with 
two points, supposed to denote the two Testaments. 
 
{1121} On the Jewish sacerdotal vesture and its symbolical meaning, Comp. Braun: Vestitus 
sacerdotum Hebraeorum, Amstel. 1698; Lundius: Die judischen Heiligthumer, pp. 418-445; 
Baehr: Symbolik des mosaischen Cultus, vol. ii. pp. 61-165. 
 
{1122} The prevailing color of the ordinary Jewish priestly costume was white; that of the 
Christian clerical costume, on the contrary, is black. 
 
{1123} "Discernendi a caeteris sumus doctrina, non veste, conversatione, non habitu, mentis 
puritate, non cultu." Comp. Thomassin, Vetus ac nova ecclesiae disciplina, P. i. lib. ii. cap. 43. 
 
{1124} Sess. xiv. cap. 6 de reform.: "Oportet clericos vestes proprio congruentes ordini semper 
deferre, ut per decentiam habitus extrinseci morum honestatem intrinsecam ostendant."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VIII. 
 
CHRISTIAN ART. 
 

102. Religion and Art. 
 
Man is a being intellectual, or thinking and knowing, moral, or willing and acting, and aesthetic, 
or feeling and enjoying. To these three cardinal faculties corresponds the old trilogy of the true, 
the good, and the beautiful, and the three provinces of science, or knowledge of the truth, virtue, 
or practice of the good, and art, or the representation of the beautiful, the harmony of the ideal 
and the real. These three elements are of equally divine origin and destiny. 
 
Religion is not so much a separate province besides these three, as the elevation and sanctification 
of all to the glory of God. It represents the idea of holiness, or of union with God, who is the 
original of all that is true, good, and beautiful. Christianity, as perfect religion, is also perfect 
humanity. It hates only sin; and this belongs not originally to human nature, but has invaded it 
from without. It is a leaven which pervades the whole lump. It aims at a harmonious unfolding of 
all the gifts and powers of the soul. It would redeem and regenerate the whole man, and bring him 
into blessed fellowship with God. It enlightens the understanding, sanctifies the will, gives peace 
to the heart, and consecrates even the body a temple of the Holy Ghost. The ancient word: "Homo 
sum, nihil humani a me alienum puto," is fully true only of the Christian. "All things are yours," 
says the Apostle. All things are of God, and for God. Of these truths we must never lose sight, 
notwithstanding the manifold abuses or imperfect and premature applications of them. 
 
Hence there is a Christian art, as well as a Christian science, a spiritual eloquence, a Christian 
virtue. Feeling and imagination are as much in need of redemption, and capable of sanctification, 
as reason and will. 
 
The proper and highest mission of art lies in the worship of God. We are to worship God "in the 
beauty of holiness." All science culminates in theology and theosophy, all art becomes perfect in 
cultus. Holy Scripture gives it this position, and brings it into the closest connection with religion, 
from the first chapter of Genesis to the last chapter of the Revelation, from the paradise of 
innocence to the new glorified earth. This is especially true of the two most spiritual and noble 
arts, of poetry and music, which proclaim the praise of God—in all the great epochs of the history 
of his kingdom from the beginning to the consummation. A considerable part of the Bible: the 
Psalms, the book of Job, the song of Solomon, the parables, the Revelation, and many portions of 
the historical, prophetical, and didactic books, are poetical, and that in the purest and highest 
sense of the word. Christianity was introduced into the world with the song of the heavenly host, 
and the consummation of the church will be also the consummation of poetry and song in the 
service of the heavenly sanctuary. 
 
Art has always, and in all civilized nations, stood in intimate connection with worship. Among 
the heathen it ministered to idolatry. Hence the aversion or suspicion of the early Christians 
towards it. But the same is true of the philosophy of the Greeks, and the law of the Romans; yet 
philosophy and law are not in themselves objectionable. All depends on the spirit which animates 
these gifts, and the purpose which they are made to serve. 
 



The great revolution in the outward condition of the church under Constantine dissipated the 
prejudices against art and the hindrances to its employment in the service of the church. There 
now arose a Christian art which has beautified and enriched the worship of God, and created 
immortal monuments of architecture, painting, poetry, and melody, for the edification of all ages; 
although, as the cultus of the early church in general perpetuated many elements of Judaism and 
heathenism, so the history of Christian art exhibits many impurities and superstitions which 
provoke and justify protest. Artists have corrupted art, as theologians theology, and priests the 
church. But the remedy for these imperfections is not the abolition of art and the banishment of it 
from the church, but the renovation and ever purer shaping of it by the spirit and in the service of 
Christianity, which is the religion of truth, of beauty, and of holiness. 
 
From this time, therefore, church history also must bring the various arts, in their relation to 
Christian worship, into the field of its review. Henceforth there is a history of Christian 
architecture, sculpture, painting, and above all of Christian poetry and music.  

 



103. Church Architecture. 
 
On the history of Architecture in general, comp. the works of Kugler, Kinkel, Schnaase, and 
others, on the plastic arts; also Kreuser: Der christliche Kirchenbau, seine Geschichte, Symbolik 
u. Bildnerei, Bonn, 1851. 2 vols., and the English works of Knight, Brown, Close, J. Ferguson (A 
Hist. of Architecture, Lond. 1865, 3 vols.), etc. 
 
Architecture is required to provide the suitable outward theatre for the public worship of God, to 
build houses of God among men, where he may hold fellowship with his people, and bless them 
with heavenly gifts. This is the highest office and glory of the art of building. Architecture is a 
handmaid of devotion. A beautiful church is a sermon in stone, and its spire a finger pointing to 
heaven. Under the old covenant there was no more important or splendid building than the temple 
at Jerusalem, which was erected by divine command and after the pattern of the tabernacle of the 
wilderness. And yet this was only a significant emblem and shadow of what was to come. 
 
Christianity is, indeed, not bound to place, and may everywhere worship the omnipresent God. 
The apostles and martyrs held the most solemn worship in modest private dwellings, and even in 
deserts and subterranean catacombs, and during the whole period of persecution there were few 
church buildings properly so called. The cause of this want, however, lay not in conscientious 
objection, but in the oppressed condition of the Christians. No sooner did they enjoy external and 
internal peace, than they built special places of devotion, which in a normal, orderly condition of 
the church are as necessary to public worship as special sacred times. The first certain traces of 
proper church buildings, in distinction from private places, appear in the second half of the third 
century, during the three-and-forty years’ rest between the persecution of Decius and that of 
Diocletian. {1125} But these were destroyed in the latter persecution. 
 
The period of church building properly begins with Constantine the Great. After Christianity was 
acknowledged by the state, and empowered to hold property, it raised houses of worship in all 
parts of the Roman empire. There was probably more building of this kind in the fourth century 
than there has been in a period since, excepting perhaps the nineteenth century in the United 
States, where, every ten years, hundreds of churches and chapels are erected, while in the great 
cities of Europe the multiplication of churches by no means keeps pace with the increase of 
population. {1126} Constantine and his mother Helena led the way with a good example. The 
emperor adorned not only his new residential city, but also the holy Places in Palestine, and the 
African city Constantine, with basilicas, partly at his own expense, partly from the public 
treasury. His successors on the throne, excepting Julian, as well as bishops and wealthy laymen, 
vied with each other in building, beautifying, and enriching churches. This was considered a work 
pleasing to God and meritorious. Ambition and self-righteousness mingled themselves here, as 
they almost everywhere do, with zeal for the glory of God. Chrysostom even laments that many a 
time the poor are forgotten in the church buildings, and suggests that it is not enough to adorn the 
altar, the walls, and the floor, but that we must, above all, offer the soul a living sacrifice to the 
Lord. {1127} Jerome also rebukes those who haughtily pride themselves in the costly gifts which 
they offer to God, and directs them to help needy fellow-Christians rather, since not the house of 
stone, but the soul of the believer is the true temple of Christ. 
 
The fourth century saw in the city of Rome above forty great churches. {1128} In Constantinople 
the Church of the Apostles and the church of St. Sophia, built by Constantine, excelled in 
magnificence and beauty, and in the fifth century were considerably enlarged and beautified by 
Justinian. Sometimes heathen temples or other public buildings were transformed for Christian 
worship. The Emperor Phocas (602-610), for example, gave to the Roman bishop Boniface IV, 



the Pantheon, built by Agrippa under Augustus, and renowned for its immense and magnificent 
dome (now called chiesa della rotonda), and it was thenceforth consecrated to the virgin Mary 
and the martyrs. 
 
But generally the heathen temples, from their small size and their frequent round form, were not 
adapted for the Christian worship, as this is held within the building, and requires large room for 
the congregation, that the preaching and the Scripture-reading may be heard; while the heathen 
sacrifices were performed before the portico, and the multitude looked on without the sanctuary. 
The sanctuary of Pandrosos, on the Acropolis at Athens, holds but few persons, and even the 
Parthenon is not so capacious as an ordinary church. The Pantheon in Rome is an exception, and 
is much larger than most temples. The small round pagan temples were most easily convertible 
into Christian baptisteries and burial chapels. Far more frequently, doubtless, was the material of 
forsaken or destroyed temples applied to the building of churches. 
 
{1125} Euseb. Hist. Ecll. 8, 1. 
 
{1126} The cities of New York, Brooklyn, and Philadelphia, for instance, have more churches 
than the much older cities of Berlin, Vienna, and Paris. New York has some three hundred, Berlin 
and Paris each hardly fifty. This is a noble triumph of the voluntary principle in religion. 
 
{1127} Homil. lxxxi in Matth. 2, and l. 3. 
 
{1128} Optatus of Mileve, Deuteronomy schism. Donat. ii. 4: "Inter quadraginta et quod excurris 
basilicas."  

 



104. The Consecration of Churches. 
 
New churches were consecrated with great solemnity by prayer, singing, the communion, 
eulogies of present bishops, and the depositing of relics of saints. {1129} This service set them 
apart from all profane uses, and designated them exclusively for the service and praise of God 
and the edification of his people. The dedication of Solomon’s temple, {1130} as well as the 
purification of the temple after its desecration by the heathen Syrians, {1131} furnished the 
biblical authority for this custom. In times of persecution the consecration must have been 
performed in silence. But now these occasions became festivals attended by multitudes. Many 
bishops, like Theodoret, even invited the pagans to attend them. The first description of such a 
festivity is given us by Eusebius: the consecration of the church of the Redeemer at the Holy 
Sepulchre, {1132} and of a church at Tyre. {1133} 
 
After the Jewish precedent, {1134} it was usual to celebrate the anniversary of the consecration. 
{1135} 
 
Churches were dedicated either to the holy Trinity, or to one of the three divine Persons, 
especially Christ, or to the Virgin Mary, or to apostles, especially Peter, Paul, and John, or to 
distinguished martyrs and saints. 
 
The idea of dedication, of course, by no means necessarily involves the superstitious notion of the 
omnipresent God being inclosed in a definite place. On the contrary, Solomon had long before 
said at the dedication of the temple at Jerusalem: "Behold, the heaven and heaven of heavens 
cannot contain thee; how much less this house that I have builded." When Athanasius was once 
censured for assembling the congregation on Easter, for want of room, in a newly built but not yet 
consecrated church, he appealed to the injunction of the Lord, that we enter into our closet to 
pray, as consecrating every place. Chrysostom urged that every house should be a church, and 
every head of a family a spiritual shepherd, remembering the account which he must give even 
for his children and servants. {1136} Not walls and roof, but faith and life, constitute the church, 
{1137} and the advantage of prayer in the church comes not so much from a special holiness of 
the place, as from the Christian fellowship, the bond of love, and the prayer of the priests. {1138} 
Augustine gives to his congregation the excellent admonition: "It is your duty to put your talent to 
usury; every one must be bishop in his own house; he must see that his wife, his son, his 
daughter, his servant, since he is bought with so great a price, continues in the true faith. The 
apostle’s doctrine has placed the master over the servant, and has bound the servant to obedience 
to the master, but Christ has paid a ransom for both." {1139} 
 
{1129} This last was, according to Ambrose, Epist. 54, the custom in Rome, and certainly 
wherever such relics were to be had. 
 
{1130} 2 Chronicles 30:5-7. 
 
{1131} 1 Maccabees 4:44 ff. 
 
{1132} Vita Constant. iv. 43-46. 
 
{1133} Hist. Ecclesiastes 10:2-4. Eusebius speaks here in general of the consecration of churches 
after the cessation of persecution, and then, c. 4, gives an oratio panegyriea, delivered probably 
by himself, in which he describes the church at Tyre in a minute, but pompous way. 
 



{1134} ta egkainia, in memory of the purification of the temple under the Maccabees, 1 
Maccabees 4:59 John 10:22. 
 
{1135} Sozomen, H. E. ii. 25 (26). Gregory the Great ordered: "Solemnitates ecclesiarum 
dedicationum per singulos annos sunt celebrandae." 
 
{1136} Hom. vi. in Gen., 2 ekklhsian poihson sou thn oikian kai gar kai epeuyunov ei 
kai thv twn paidiwn kai thv oiketwn swthriav.. 
 
{1137} Serm. in Eutrop.: h ekklhsia ou teucov kai orofov, alla pistiv kai biov.. 
 
{1138} Deuteronomy incomprehensibili: entauya esti ti pleon, oion h omonoia kai h 
sumfwnia kai thv agaphv ov sundesmov kai ai twn ierewn eucai.. 
 
{1139} Serm. 94.  

 



105. Interior Arrangement of Churches. 
 
The interior arrangement of the Christian churches in part imitated the temple at Jerusalem, in 
part proceeded directly, from the Christian spirit. It exhibits, therefore, like the whole catholic 
system, a mixture of Judaism and Christianity. At the bottom of it lay the ideas of the priesthood 
and of sacrifice, and of fellowship with God administered thereby. 
 
Accordingly, in every large church after Constantine there were three main divisions, which 
answered, on the one hand, to the divisions of Solomon’s temple, on the other, to the three classes 
of attendants, the catechumens, the faithful, and the priests, or the three stages of approach to 
God. The evangelical idea of immediate access of the whole believing congregation to the throne 
of grace, does not yet appear. The priesthood everywhere comes between. 
 
1. The portico: In this again must be distinguished: 
 
(a) The inner portico, a covered hall which belonged to the church itself, and was called provnao, 
or commonly, from its long, narrow shape, navrqhx, ferula, i.e., literally, staff, rod. {1140} The 
name paradise also occurs, because on one side of the wall of the portico Adam and Eve in 
paradise were frequently painted,—probably to signify that the fallen posterity of Adam find 
again their lost paradise in the church of Christ. The inner court was the place for all the 
unbaptized, for catechumens, pagans, and Jews, and for members of the church condemned to 
light penance, who might hear the preaching and the reading of the Scriptures, but must withdraw 
before the administration of the Holy Supper. 
 
(b) The outer portico, aulh, atrium, also locus lugentium or hiemantium, which was open, and 
not in any way enclosed within the sacred walls, hence not a part of the house of God properly so 
called. Here those under heavy penance, the "weepers" {1141} as they were called, must tarry, 
exposed to all weather, and apply with tears to those entering for their Christian intercessions. 
 
In this outer portico, or atrium, stood the laver, {1142} in which, after the primitive Jewish and 
heathen custom, maintained to this day in the Roman church, the worshipper, in token of inward 
purification, must wash every time he entered the church. {1143} 
 
After about the ninth century, when churches were no longer built with spacious porticoes, this 
laver was transferred to the church itself, and fixed at the doors in the form of a holywater basin, 
supposed to be an imitation of the brazen sea in the priest’s court of Solomon’s temple. {1144} 
This symbolical usage could easily gather upon itself superstitious notions of the magical virtue 
of the holy water. Even in the pseudo-Apostolic Constitutions the consecrated water is called "a 
means of warding off diseases, frightening away evil spirits, a medicine for body and soul, and 
for purification from sins;" and though these expressions related primarily to the sacramental 
water of baptism as the bath of regeneration, yet they were easily applied by the people to 
consecrated water in general. In the Roman Catholic church the consecration of the water {1145} 
is performed on Easter Sunday evening; in the Greco-Russian church, three times in the year. 
 
2. The temple proper, {1146} the holy place, {1147} or the nave of the church, {1148} as it were 
the ark of the new covenant. This part extended from the doors of entrance to the steps of the 
altar, had sometimes two or four side-naves, according to the size of the church, and was 
designed for the body of the laity, the faithful and baptized. The men sat on the right towards the 
south (in the men’s nave), the women on the left towards the north (in the women’s nave), or, in 
Eastern countries, where the sexes were more strictly separated, in the galleries above. {1149} 



The monks and nuns, and the higher civil officers, especially the emperors with their families, 
usually had special seats of honor in semicircular niches on both sides of the altar. 
 
About the middle of the main nave was the pulpit or the ambo, {1150} or subsequently two desks, 
at the left the Gospel-desk, at the right the Epistle-desk, where the lector or deacon read the 
Scripture lessons. The sermon was not always delivered from the pulpit, but more frequently 
either from the steps of the altar (hence the phrase: "speaking from the rails"), or from the seat of 
the bishop behind the altar-table. {1151} 
 
Between the reading-desks and the altar was the odeum, {1152} the place for the singers, and at 
the right and left the seats for the lower clergy (anagnosts or readers, exorcists, acolytes). This 
part of the nave lay somewhat higher than the floor of the church, though not so high as the altar-
choir, and hence was also called the lower choir, and the gradual, because steps (gradus) led up to 
it. In the Eastern church the choir and nave are scarcely separated, and they form together the 
naov, or temple hall; in the Western the choir and the sanctuary are put together under the name 
cancelli or chancel. 
 
3. The most holy place, {1153} or the choir proper; {1154} called also in distinction from the 
lower choir, the high choir, {1155} for the priests, and for the offering of the sacrifice of the 
Eucharist. No layman, excepting the emperor (in the east), might enter it. It was semi-circular or 
conchoidal {1156} in form, and was situated at the eastern end of the church, opposite the 
entrance doors, because the light, to which Christians should turn themselves, comes from the 
east. {1157} It was separated from the other part of the church by rails or a lattice, {1158} and by 
a curtain, or by sacred doors called in the Greek church the picture-wall, iconostas, on account of 
the sacred paintings on it. {1159} While in the Eastern churches this screen is still used, it in time 
gave place in the West to a low balustrade. 
 
In the middle of the sanctuary stood the altar, {1160} generally a table, or sometimes a chest with 
a lid; at first of wood, then, after the beginning of the sixth century, of stone or marble, or even of 
silver and gold, with a wall behind it, and an overshadowing, dome-shaped canopy, {1161} above 
which a cross was usually fixed. The altar was hollow, and served as the receptacle for the relics 
of the martyrs; it was placed, where this was possible, exactly over the grave of a martyr, 
probably with reference to the passage in the Revelation: "I saw under the altar the souls of them 
that were slain for the word of God, and for the testimony which they held." {1162} Often a 
subterranean chapel or crypt {1163} was built under the church, in order to have the church 
exactly upon the burial place of the saint, and at the same time to keep alive the memory of the 
primitive worship in underground vaults in the times of persecution. 
 
The altar held therefore the twofold office of a tomb (though at the same time the monument of a 
new, higher life), and a place of sacrifice. It was manifestly the most holy place in the entire 
church, to which everything else had regard; whereas in Protestantism the pulpit and the word of 
God come into the foreground, and altar and sacrament stand back. Hence the altar was adorned 
also in the richest manner with costly cloths, with the cross, or at a later period the crucifix, with 
burning tapers, symbolical of Christ the light of the world, {1164} and previously consecrated for 
ecclesiastical use, {1165} with a splendid copy of the Holy Scriptures, or the mass-book, but 
above all with the tabernacle, or little house for preserving the consecrated host, on which in the 
middle ages the German stone-cutters and sculptors displayed wonderful art. 
 
Side altars did not come into use until Gregory the Great. Ignatius, {1166} Athanasius, Gregory 
Nazianzen, and Augustine know of only one altar in the church. The Greek church has no more to 



this day. The introduction of such side altars, which however belong not to the altar space, but to 
the nave of the church, is connected with the progress of the worship of martyrs and relics. 
 
At the left of the altar war, the table of prothesis, {1167} on which the elements for the holy 
Supper were prepared, and which is still used in the Greek church; at the right the sacristy, 
{1168} where the priests robed themselves, and retired for silent prayer. Behind the altar on the 
circular wall (and under the painting of Christ enthroned, if there was one) stood the bishop’s 
chair, {1169} overlooking the whole church. On both sides of it, in a semicircle, were the seats of 
the presbyters. None but the clergy were allowed to receive the holy Supper within the altar rails. 
{1170} 
 
{1140} Sometimes the narthex again was divided into two rooms, the upper place for the kneelers 
(locus substratorum), i.e., catechumens who might participate, kneeling, in the prayers after the 
sermon hence genuflectentes, gonuklinontev and the lower place, bordering on the outer 
portico, for mere hearers, Jews, and pagans (locus audientium). 
 
{1141} Flentes, hiemantes. 
 
{1142} krhnh, cantharus, phiala. 
 
{1143} In Numbers 19:2 ff.; xxxi. 19 ff. {comp. Hebrews 9:13} the sprinkling-water, or "water of 
separation" (i.e., water of purification, LXX.: udwr rantismou), already appears, prepared from 
the ashes of the burned red heifer and water, and used for the cleansing of those made unclean by 
contact with a corpse. The later Jews were very strict in this; no one could appear in the temple or 
synagogue, or perform any act of worship, prayer, or sacrifice, without being washed, 1 Samuel 
16:6 2 Chronicles 30:17. Therefore synagogues were built by preference in the neighborhood of 
streams. The Pharisees were very paltry and pedantic in the matter of these washings; comp. 
Matthew 15:2 Mark 7:3 Luke 11:38. The same custom of symbolical purification before worship 
we find among the ancient Egyptians, Persians, Brahmans (who ascribed to the water of the 
Ganges saving virtue), Greeks, and Romans, and among the Mohammedans. At the entrance of 
every Turkish mosque stands a large font for this purpose. 
 
{1144} 1 Chronicles 7:23-26 2 Chronicles 4:2-5. 
 
{1145} Benedictio fontis. 
 
{1146} naov. 
 
{1147} ieron. 
 
{1148} nauv, navis ecclesiae. Many derive this expression from a confusion of the Greek naov 
with nauv and naiv. Not till the ninth and tenth centuries is navis used in this way. The more 
exact equivalent in English would be long-room, or hall. 
 
{1149} Called eperwa, the elevated galleries on the side walls. Besides this the women’s places 
were protected by wooden lattices from all curious or lascivious glances of the men. Chrysostom 
says, Homil. 74 in Matth.: "Formerly these lattices certainly did not exist; for in Christ there is 
neither male nor female, {Galatians 3:28} and in the time of the apostles men and women were 
together with one accord. But then men were still men, and women were women; now women 
have sunk to the level of prostitutes, and men are like horses in rutting." A sad commentary on 
the moral and religious condition of that time! 



 
{1150} ambwn from anabainw, pulpitum, suggestus. Hence the English pulpit, while the 
corresponding German Kanzel is derived from cancelli. 
 
{1151} bhma, exedra. 
 
{1152} wdeion. Subsequently the singers were usually placed in the galleries of upper-church. 
 
{1153} ta agia twn agiwn, ta aduta, ieratei’on,, sacrarium, sanctuarium. 
 
{1154} corov, bhma, (ascensus). 
 
{1155} Hence the terms high mass, high altar. 
 
{1156} Hence called also kogch, shell. 
 
{1157} Thus so early as this was the line of east and west established as the sacred (or church-
building) line. Yet there were exceptions. Socrates, H. E. v. 22, notes it as peculiar in the church 
of Antioch, that the altar here stood not in the eastern end, but in the western (ou gar prov 
anatola to yusiasthrion, alla prov dusin ora). 
 
{1158} amfiyura, kigklidev, cancelli, whence the name chancel. 
 
{1159} Eusebius mentions, in his description of the church of the bishop Paulinus in Tyre, H. E. 
x. 4, an elegantly wrought lattice, and Athanasius mentions the curtains. Indeed, the pictures 
placed upon these curtains date back even to the fourth century, since Epiphanius, Ep. ad Joann. 
Hierosolymit., inveighed against a painted curtain in a village of Palestine. The lattice has 
perpetuated itself to this day in the picture wall or iconostas (eikonostasiv) in the Russo-Greek 
church. It bears, on the right the picture of Christ, and on the left that of the Virgin Mary, and is 
pierced with three doors; the middle one, called the Emperor’s gate (dweri zarskia), because 
only the emperor, besides the chief priest, may pass through it to take the holy Supper, is 
decorated and distinguished with the utmost splendor; oftentimes a golden sun with a thousand 
rays appears, which suddenly separates during the worship, and discloses the altar; or a Mount 
Zion with innumerable temples and battlements; or a network of golden garlands of flowers and 
fruits, among which especially clusters of grapes, probably with reference to the sacramental 
wine, frequently occur. 
 
{1160} Altare, mensa sacra, yusiasthrion, agia trapeza. The altar-cloth, palla, pallia, covers 
the whole upper face of the altar. This must not be confounded with the corporale (eilhton, from 
eilew, involvo), i.e., a white linen cloth, with which the oblations prepared upon the altar are 
covered. 
 
{1161} purgov, tower; kibwrion (of doubtful origin), ciborium, umbraculum. Subsequently the 
ciborium gave place to the steeple-shaped tabernaculum for the preservation of the body of 
Christ. With the ciborium the dove-shaped form of the receptacle for the body of Christ (hence 
called peristhrion) also gradually disappeared. 
 
{1162} Revelation 6:9. In the Greek and Roman churches every altar must contain some relics, be 
they never so unimportant. 
 
{1163} kruptai, memoriae, confessiones, testimonia. 



 
{1164} This usage also no doubt came from Judaism into the Christian church; for in the temple 
at Jerusalem, and in the tabernacle before it, a lamp was perpetually burning according to divine 
command, Exodus 27:20 f. Probably lamps were in earlier use in the church. But tapers also were 
already in use in the time of Chrysostom, especially for lighting the altar, while lamps were rather 
employed in chapels and before images of saints. 
 
{1165} In the Roman church the second of February, or the fortieth day after Christmas, when 
Mary presented the Lord in the temple, and when the aged Simeon prophetically called the child 
Jesus "a light to lighten the Gentiles," is appointed for this consecration, and is hence called 
Candlemas of Mary, a contraction of the two names, Purification of Mary and Candlemas. 
 
{1166} He even expressly (Ep. ad Philad. c. 4) likens the unity of the church in the episcopate to 
the unity of the altar: en yusiasthrion, wv eiv episkopov.. 
 
{1167} proyesiv. oblationarium, still used in the Greek church. 
 
{1168} skeuofulaktion, diakonikon, sacristia, sacrorum custodia, salutatorium, etc. 
 
{1169} yronov, cathedra. 
 
{1170} Before Ambrose the emperors were permitted to take their seats within the altar-space. 
But Ambrose, with the approval of Theodosius, abolished this custom, and assigned to the 
emperors a special place at the head of the congregation, just outside the rails. Sozomen, H. E. 
vii. 25.  

 



106. Architectural Style. The Basilicas. 
 
Comp. the works on the Basilicas by P. Sarnelli (Antica Basilicografia. Neapoli, 1686), Ciampini 
(Rom. 1693), Guttensohn & Knapp (Monumenta di Rel. christ., ossia raccolta delle antiche chiese 
di Roma. Rom. 1822 sqq. 3 vols.; also in German, Munchen, 1843), Bunsen (Die Basiliken des 
christlichen Roms. Munchen, 1843, a commentary on the preceding), VonQuast (Berl. 1845), and 
Zestermann (Die antiken und die christlichen Basiliken. Leipz. 1847). 
 
The history of church building, from the simple basilicas of the fourth century to the perfect 
Gothic cathedrals of the thirteenth and fourteenth, exhibits, like the history of the other Christian 
arts and the sciences, a gradual subjection and transformation of previous Jewish and heathen 
forms by the Christian principle. The church succeeded to the inheritance of all nations, but could 
only by degrees purge this inheritance of its sinful adulterations, pervade it with her spirit, and 
subject it to her aims; for she fulfils her mission through human freedom, not in spite of it, and 
does not magically transform nations, but legitimately educates them. 
 
The history of Western architecture is the richer. The East contented itself with the Byzantine 
style, and adhered more strictly to the forms of the round temples, baptisteries, and mausoleums; 
while the West, starting from the Roman basilica, developed various styles. 
 
The style of the earliest Christian churches was not copied from the heathen temples, because, 
apart from their connection with idolatry, which was itself highly offensive to the Christian 
sentiment, they were in form and arrangement, as we have already remarked, entirely unsuitable 
to Christian worship. The primitive Christian architecture followed the basilicas, and hence the 
churches built in this style were themselves called basilicas. The connection of the Christian and 
heathen basilicas, which has been hitherto recognized, and has been maintained by celebrated 
connoisseurs, {1171} has been denied by some modem investigators, {1172} who have claimed 
for the Christian an entirely independent origin. And it is perfectly true, as concerns the interior 
arrangement and symbolical import of the building, that these can be ascribed to the Christian 
mind alone. Nor have any forensic or mercantile basilicas, to our knowledge, been transformed 
into Christian churches. {1173} But in external architectural form there is without question an 
affinity, and there appears no reason why the church should not have employed this classic form. 
 
The basilicas, {1174} or royal halls, were public judicial and mercantile buildings, of simple, but 
beautiful structure, in the form of a long rectangle, consisting of a main hall, or main nave, two, 
often four, side naves, {1175} which were separated by colonnades from the central space, and 
were somewhat lower. Here the people assembled for business and amusement. At the end of the 
hall opposite the entrance, stood a semicircular, somewhat elevated niche (apsis, tribune), arched 
over with a half-dome, where were the seats of the judges and advocates, and where judicial 
business was transacted. Under the floor of the tribunal was sometimes a cellar-like place of 
confinement for accused criminals. 
 
In the history of architecture, too, there is a Nemesis. As the cross became changed from a sign of 
weakness to a sign of honor and victory, so must the basilica in which Christ and innumerable 
martyrs were condemned to death, become a place for the worship of the crucified One. The 
judicial tribune became the altar; the seat of the praetor behind it became the bishop’s chair; the 
benches of the jurymen became the seats of presbyters; the hall of business and trade became a 
place of devotion for the faithful people; the subterranean jail became a crypt or burial place, the 
superterrene birth-place, of a Christian martyr. To these were added other changes, especially the 
introduction of a cross-nave between the apse and the main nave, giving to the basilica the 



symbolical form of the once despised, but now glorious cross, and forming, so to speak, a 
recumbent crucifix. The cross with equal arms is called the Greek; that with unequal arms, in 
which the transept is shorter than the main nave from the entrance to the altar, the Latin. Towers, 
which express the heavenward spirit of the Christian religion, were not introduced till the ninth 
century, and were then built primarily for bells. 
 
This style found rapid acceptance in the course of the fourth century with East and West; most of 
all in Rome, where a considerable number of basilicas, some in their ancient venerable simplicity, 
some with later alterations, are still preserved. The church of St. Maria Maggiore on the Esquiline 
hill affords the best view of an ancient basilica; the oldest principal church of Rome—S. 
Giovanni in Laterano (so named from the Roman patrician family of the Laterans), dedicated to 
the Evangelist John and to John the Baptist; the church of St. Paul, outside the city on the way to 
Ostia, which was burnt in 1823, but afterwards rebuilt splendidly in the same style, and 
consecrated by the pope in December, 1854; also S. Clemente, S. Agnese, and S. Lorenzo, 
outside the walls—are examples. The old church of St. Peter (Basilica Vaticana), which was built 
on the spot of this apostle’s martyrdom, the Neronian circus, and was torn down in the fifteenth 
century (the last remnant did not fall till 1606), surpassed all other churches of Rome in splendor 
and wealth, and was rebuilt, not in the same style, but, as is well known, in the Italian style of the 
sixteenth century. 
 
Next to Rome, Ravenna is rich in old church buildings, among which the great basilica of S. 
Apollinare in Classe (in the port town, three miles from the main city, and built about the middle 
of the sixth century) is the most notable. The transept, as in all the churches of this city, is 
wanting. 
 
In the East Roman empire there appeared even under Constantine sundry departures and 
transitions toward the Byzantine style. The oldest buildings there, which follow more or less the 
style of the Roman basilica, are the church at Tyre, begun in 313, destroyed in the middle ages, 
but known to us from the description of the historian Eusebius; {1176} the original St. Sophia of 
Constantine in Constantinople; and the churches in the Holy Land, built likewise by him and his 
mother Helena, at, Mamre or Hebron, at Bethlehem over the birth-spot of Christ, on the Mount of 
Olives in memory of the ascension, and over the holy sepulchre on Mount Calvary. Justinian also 
sometimes built basilicas, for variety, together with his splendid Byzantine churches; and of these 
the church of St. Mary in Jerusalem was the finest, and was destined to imitate the temple of 
Solomon, but it was utterly blotted out by the Mohammedans. {1177} 
 
{1171} Bunsen, Schnaase, Kugler, Kinkel, Quast, &e. 
 
{1172} Zestermann (1847) and Krauser (1851). 
 
{1173} The passage quoted for this view from Ausonius in his address of thanks to the emperor 
Gratian, his pupil, c. 2: "Forum et basilica olim negotiis plena, nunc votis, votisque pro tua salute 
susceptis," implies only, according to the connection, that now all houses and public places are 
full of good wishes for the emperor. 
 
{1174} Stoai basilikaiv The name comes from that of the highest civil magistrate, the arcwn 
basileuv, who held court in these buildings. In the church this designation was very naturally 
transferred to Christ, as the supreme King and Judge. Though of Greek origin, the basilicas first 
reached their full development in Rome, and, properly speaking, arose from the forum Romanum. 
They were strictly fora for the people, but roofed, and so protected from rain and heat. The city of 
Rome had ten of them: the Bas. Julia, Ulpia, Porcia, Marciana, &c. Zestermann, however, denies 



the connection of the Roman basilica with the Athenian stoa; basivleio, from the later times of 
Roman luxury, when the name basilicus was applied to everything grand and costly. 
 
{1175} Basilicas with a single nave are very rare. The pagan basilica of Trier is an instance, and 
the small church of St. Balbina in Rome, said to have been built by Gregory I. in the beginning of 
the seventh century. 
 
{1176} In the panegyric addressed to Paulinus, bishop of Tyre, Hist. Eccl. 10. 100, 4. 
 
{1177} Comp. the more minute descriptions of these churches in the above-mentioned illustrated 
work of Guttensohn and Knapp: Monumenta di religione christ., etc., 1822-’27, and the 
explanatory text by Bunsen: Die Basiliken des christl. Roms. Munchen, 1848. Also Gottfried 
Kinkel: Geschichte der bildenden Kunsten bei der christlichen Volkern, i. p. 61 sqq., and Ferd. 
von Quast: Die Basilika der Alten.  

 



107. The Byzantine Style. 
 
Procopius: Deuteronomy aedificiis Justiniani. L. i. c. 1-3. Car. DufresneDom. duCange: 
Constantinopolis Christiana. Venet. 1729. SalzenbergundKortum: Altchristliche Baudenkmale 
Constantinopels vom V. bis XII Jahrh. (40 magnificent copperplates and illustrations). Berlin, 
1854. 
 
The second style which meets us in this period, is the Byzantine, which in the West modified the 
basilica style, in the East soon superseded it, and in the Russo-Greek church has maintained itself 
to this day. It dates from the sixth century, from the reign of the scholarly and art-loving emperor 
Justinian I. (527-565), which was the flourishing period of Constantinople and of the centralized 
ecclesiastico-political despotism, in many respects akin to the age of Louis XIV. of France. 
 
The characteristic feature of this style is the hemispherical dome, which, like the vault of heaven 
with its glory, spanned the centre of the Greek or the Latin cross, supported by massive columns 
(instead of slender pillars like the basilicas), and by its height and its prominence ruling the other 
parts of the building. This dome corresponds on the one hand to the centralizing principle of the 
Byzantine empire, {1178} but at the same time, and far more clearly than the flat basilica, to that 
upward striving of the Christian spirit from the earth towards the height of heaven, which 
afterwards more plainly expressed itself in the pointed arches and the towers of the Germanic 
cathedral. "While in the basilica style everything looks towards the end of the building where the 
altar and episcopal throne are set, and by this prevailing connection the upward direction is 
denied a free expression, in the dome structure everything concentrates itself about the spacious 
centre of the building over which, drawing the eye irresistibly upward, rises to an awe-inspiring 
height the majestic central dome. The basilica presents in the apse a figure of the horizon from 
which the sun of righteousness arises in his glory; the Byzantine building unfolds in the dome a 
figure of the whole vault of heaven in sublime, imposing majesty, but detracts thereby from the 
prominence of the altar, and leaves for it only a place of subordinate import." 
 
The dome is not, indeed, absolutely new. The Pantheon in Rome, whose imposing dome has a 
diameter of a hundred and thirty-two feet, dates from the age of Augustus, B. C. 26. But here the 
dome rises on a circular wall, and so strikes root in the earth, altogether in character with the 
heathen religion. The Byzantine dome rests on few columns connected by arches, and, like the 
vault of heaven, freely spans the central space of the church in airy height, without shutting up 
that space by walls. 
 
Around the main central dome {1179} stand four smaller domes in a square, and upon each dome 
rises a lofty gilded cross, which in the earlier churches stands upon a crescent, hung with all sorts 
of chains, and fastened by these to the dome. 
 
The noblest and most complete building of this kind is the renowned church of St. Sophia at 
Constantinople, which was erected in lavish Asiatic splendor by the emperor Justinian after a plan 
by the architects Anthemius of Tralles and Isidore of Miletus (A. D. 532-537), and consecrated to 
the Redeemer, {1180} but was transformed after the Turkish conquest into a Mohammedan 
mosque (Aja Sofia). It is two hundred and twenty-eight feet broad, and two hundred and fifty-two 
feet long; the dome, supported by four gigantic columns, rises a hundred and sixty-nine feet high 
over the altar, is a hundred and eight feet in diameter, and floats so freely and airily above the 
great central space, that, in the language of the Byzantine court biographer Procopius, it seems 
not to rest on terra firma, but to hang from heaven by golden chains. {1181} The most costly 
material was used in the building; the Phrygian marble with rose-colored and white veins, the 



dark red marble of the Nile, the green of Laconia, the black and white spotted of the Bosphorus, 
the 
 
gold-colored Libyan. And when the dome reflected the brilliance of the lighted silver chandeliers, 
and sent it back doubled from above, it might well remind one of the vault of heaven with its 
manifold starry glories, and account for the proud satisfaction with which Justinian on the day of 
the consecration, treading in solemn procession the finished building, exclaimed: "I have outdone 
thee, O Solomon!" {1182} The church of St. Sophia stood thenceforth the grand model of the new 
Greek architecture, not only for the Christian East and the Russian church, but even for the 
Mohammedans in the building of their mosques. 
 
In the West the city of Ravenna, on the Adriatic coast, after Honorius, (A. D. 404) the seat of the 
Western empire, or of the eparchate, and the last refuge of the old Roman magnificence and art, 
affords beautiful monuments of the Byzantine style; especially in the church of St. Vitale, which 
was erected by the bishop Maximian in 547. {1183} 
 
In the West the ground plan of the basilica was usually retained, with pillars and entablature, until 
the ninth century, and the dome and vaultings of the Byzantine style were united with it. Out of 
this union arose what is called the Romanesque or the round-arch style, which prevailed from the 
tenth to the thirteenth century, and was then, from the thirteenth to the fifteenth, followed by the 
Germanic or pointed-arch style, with its gigantic masterpieces, the Gothic cathedrals. From the 
fifteenth century eclecticism and confusion prevailed in architecture, till the modern attempts to 
reproduce the ancient style. The Oriental church, on the contrary, has never gone beyond the 
Byzantine, its productivity almost entirely ceasing with the age of Justinian. But it is possible that 
the Graeco Russian church will in the future develop something new. 
 
{1178} Kurtz, in his large Handbuch der K. Gesch., 3d ed. i. 372, well says: "The Byzantine state, 
in that maturity of it which Constantine introduced and Justinian completed, was, in polity, as 
astonishing, gorgeous, majestic a centralized edifice, as the church of St. Sophia in architecture. 
The imperial power, as absolute autocracy, was the all-ruling, all-moving centre of the whole 
state life. The main dome, over-topping all, the full expression of the majesty of the centre, 
towards which all parts of the building strove, to which all were subservient, in the splendor of 
which all basked, was the court and the residence; on it the provinces and the authorities set over 
them leaned, as the subordinate side-domes or half-domes on the main one." 
 
{1179} Qovlo. 
 
{1180} The Wisdom, the Logos, of God; called in Proverbs and the Book of Wisdom sofiva. 
Hence the name of the church. There is still standing in Constantinople a small church of St 
Sophia, which was likewise erected by Justinian. 
 
{1181} In 557, the 32d year of Justinian, the eastern part of the dome fell in, and destroyed the 
altar, together with the tabernacle and the ambo, but was restored in 561. A similar misfortune 
befell it by an earthquake in the twelfth century, and again in 1346. The Turks let the grand 
structure gradually decay, till finally, by command of the Sultan, A. D. 1847-’49, a thorough 
restoration was undertaken under the direction of an Italian architect, Fossati. This brought to 
light the magnificence of the Mosaic pictures which Mohammedan picture-hatred and Turkish 
barbarism had in part destroyed, in part plastered over. The Sultan now caused them to be 
covered with plates of glass, cemented with lime; so that they are secure for a time, till the pile 
shall come again into the service of Christianity. 
 



{1182} nenikhka se solomwn. Comp. the descriptions in Evagrius: Hist. Eccl. l iv. cap. 31; 
Procopius: Deuteronomy aedific. i. 1; and the poem of Paul Silentiarius: ekfrasiv naou thv 
sofiav (a metrical translation of it in the above cited work of Salzenberg and Kortum). 
 
{1183} Comp. on these Byzantine churches Kinkel, l. c., i. p. 100 sqq. and p. 121 sqq., and the 
splendid work of Salzenberg and Kortum, Altchristliche Baudenkmale Konstantinopels, etc.  

 



108. Baptisteries, Grave-Chapels, and Crypts. 
 
Baptisteries or Photisteries, {1184} chapels designed exclusively for the administration of 
baptism, are a form of church building by themselves. In the first centuries baptism was 
performed on streams in the open air, or in private houses. But after the public exercise of 
Christian worship became lawful, in the fourth century special buildings for this holy ordinance 
began to appear, either entirely separate, or connected with the main church (at the side of the 
western main entrance) by a covered passage; and they were generally, dedicated to John the 
Baptist. The need of them arose partly from the still prevalent custom of immersion, partly from 
the fact that the number of candidates often amounted to hundreds and thousands; since baptism 
was at that time administered as a rule, only three or four times a year, on the eve of the great 
festivals (Easter, Pentecost, Epiphany, and Christmas), and at episcopal sees, while the church 
proper was filled with the praying congregation. 
 
These baptismal chapels were not oblong, like the basilicas, but round (like most of the Roman 
temples), and commonly covered with a dome. They had in the centre, like the bathing and 
swimming houses of the Roman watering places, a large baptismal basin, {1185} into which 
several steps descended. Around this stood a colonnade and a circular or polygonal gallery for 
spectators; and before the main entrance there was a spacious vestibule in the form of an entirely 
walled rectangle or oval. Generally the baptisteries had two divisions for the two sexes. The 
interior was sumptuously ornamented; especially the font, on which was frequently represented 
the symbolical figure of a hart panting for the brook, or a lamb, or the baptism of Christ by John. 
The earliest baptistery, of the Constantinian church of St. Peter in Rome, whose living flood was 
supplied from a fountain of the Vatican hill, was adorned with beautiful mosaic, the green, gold, 
and purple of which were reflected in the water. The most celebrated existing baptistery is that of 
the Lateran church at Rome, the original plan of which is ascribed to Constantine, but has 
undergone changes in the process of time. {1186} 
 
After the sixth century, when the baptism of adults had become rare, it became customary to 
place a baptismal basin in the porch of the church, or in the church itself, at the left of the 
entrance, and, after baptism came to be administered no longer by the bishop alone, but by every 
pastor, each parish church contained such an arrangement. Still baptisteries also continued in use, 
and even in the later middle ages new ones were occasionally erected. 
 
Finally, after the time of Constantine it became customary to erect small houses of worship or 
memorial chapels upon the burial-places of the martyrs, and to dedicate them to their memory. 
{1187} These served more especially for private edification. 
 
The subterranean chapels, or crypts, were connected with the churches built over them, and 
brought to mind the worship of the catacombs in the times of persecution. These crypts always 
produce a most earnest, solemn impression, and many of them are of considerable archaeological 
interest. 
 
{1184} fwtisthria, places of enlightening; because the baptized were, according to Hebrews 
6:4, called "enlightened." 
 
{1185} kolombhyra, piscina fons baptismalis. 
 



{1186} In it, according to tradition, the emperor received baptism from pope Silvester I But this 
must be an error; for Constantine did not receive baptism until he was on his death-bed in 
Nicomedia. Comp. 2, above. 
 
{1187} Hence the name martuvria, martyrum memoriae, confessiones. The clergy who officiated 
in them were called klhrikoi marturiwn, martyrarii. The name capellae occurs first in the 
seventh and eighth centuries, and is commonly derived from the cappa (a clerical vestment 
covering the head and body) of St. Martin of Tours, which was preserved and carried about as a 
precious relic and as a national palladium of France.  

 



109. Crosses and Crucifixes. 
 
Jac. Gretser. (R.C.): Deuteronomy cruce Christi. 2 vols. Ingolst. 1608. Just. Lipsius: 
Deuteronomy cruce Christi. Antw. 1694. Fr. Munter: Die Sinnbilder u. Kunstvorstellungen der 
alten Christen. Altona, 1825. C. J. Hefele (R.C.): Alter u. alteste Form der Crucifixe (in the 2d 
vol. of his Beitrage zur Kirchengesch., Archaologie u. Liturgik. Tubingen, 1864, p. 265 sqq.). 
 
The cross, as the symbol of redemption, and the signing of the cross upon the forehead, the eyes, 
the mouth, the breast, and even upon parts of clothing, were in universal use in this period, as 
they had been even in the second century, both in private Christian life and in public worship. 
They were also in many ways abused in the service of superstition; and the nickname cross-
worshippers, {1188} which the heathen applied to the Christians in the time of Tertullian, {1189} 
was in many cases not entirely unwarranted. Besides simple wooden crosses, now that the church 
had risen to the kingdom, there were many crosses of silver and gold, or sumptuously set with 
pearls and gems. {1190} 
 
The conspicuous part which, according to the statements of Eusebius, the cross played in the life 
of Constantine, is well known: forming the instrument of his conversion; borne by fifty men, 
leading him to his victories over Maxentius and Licinius; inscribed upon his banners, upon the 
weapons of his soldiers in his palace, and upon public places, and lying in the right hand of his 
own statue. Shortly afterwards Julian accused the Christians of worshipping the wood of the 
cross. "The sign of universal detestation," says Chrysostom, {1191} "the sign of extreme penalty, 
is now become the object of universal desire and love. We see it everywhere triumphant; we find 
it on houses, on roofs, and on walls, in cities and hamlets, on the markets, along the roads, and in 
the deserts, on the mountains and in the valleys, on the sea, on ships, on books and weapons, on 
garments, in marriage chambers, at banquets, upon gold and silver vessels, in pearls, in painting 
upon walls, on beds, on the bodies of very sick animals, on the bodies of the possessed [— to 
drive away the disease and the demon—], at the dances of the merry, and in the brotherhoods of 
ascetics." Besides this, it was usual to mark the cross on windows and floors, and to wear it upon 
the forehead. {1192} According to Augustine this sign was to remind believers that their calling is 
to follow Christ in true humility, through suffering, into glory. 
 
We might speak in the same way of the use of other Christian emblems from the sphere of nature; 
the representation of Christ by a good Shepherd, a lamb, a fish, and the like, which we have 
already observed in the period preceding. {1193} 
 
Towards the end of the present period we for the first time meet with crucifixes; that is, crosses 
not bare, but with the figure of the crucified Saviour upon them. The transition to the crucifix we 
find in the fifth century in the figure of a lamb, or even a bust of Christ, attached to the cross, 
sometimes at the top, sometimes at the bottom. {1194} Afterwards the whole figure of Christ was 
fastened to the cross, and the earlier forms gave place to this. The Trullan council of 
Constantinople (the Quinisextum), A. D. 692, directed in the 82d canon: "Hereafter, instead of the 
lamb, the human figure of Christ shall be set up on the images." {1195} But subsequently the 
orthodox church of the East prohibited all plastic images, crucifixes among them, and it tolerates 
only pictures of Christ and the saints. The earlier Latin crucifixes offend the taste and disturb 
devotion; but the Catholic art in its flourishing period succeeded in combining, in the figure of the 
suffering and dying Redeemer, the expression of the deepest and holiest anguish with that of 
supreme dignity. In the middle age there was frequently added to the crucifix a group of Mary, 
John, a soldier, and the penitent Magdalene, who on her knees embraced the post of the cross. 
 



{1188} Religiosi crucis. 
 
{1189} Tert. Apolog. c. 16. 
 
{1190} The cross occurs in three forms: the crux decussata x (called St. Andrew’s cross, because 
this apostle is said to have died upon such a one); the crux commissa T; and the crux immissa, 
either with equal arms plus (the Greek cross), or with unequal (the Roman). 
 
{1191} In the homily on the divinity of Christ, 9, tom. i. 571. 
 
{1192} ektupoun ton stauron en tw metwpw, effingere crucem in fronte, postare in fronte, 
which cannot always be understood as merely making the sign with the finger on the forehead. 
Comp. Neander, iii. 547, note. 
 
{1193} Vol. i. 100 (p. 377 sqq.). 
 
{1194} Crosses of this sort, colored red, with a white lamb, are thus described by Paulinus of 
Nola in the beginning of the fifth century, Epist. 32: 
 
"Sub cruce sanguinea niveo stat Christus in agno." 
 
{1195} kata ton anyrwpinon carakthra. Hefele (l. c. 266 sq.) proves that crucifixes did not 
make their first appearance with this council, but that some existed before. The Venerable Bede, 
for example (Opp. ed. Giles, tom. iv.. p. 376), relates that a crucifix, bearing on one side the 
Crucified, on the other the serpent lifted up by Moses, was brought from Rome to the British 
cloister of Weremouth in 686. Gregory of Tours, also (595), Deuteronomy gloria martyrum, lib. i. 
c. 23, describes a crucifix in the church of St. Genesius in Narbonne, which presented the 
Crucified One almost entirely naked (pictura, quae Dominum nostrum quasi praecinctum linteo 
indicat crucifixum). But this crucifix gave offence, and was veiled, by order of the bishop, with a 
curtain, and only at times exposed to the people.  

 



110. Images of Christ. 
 
Fr. Kugler: Handbuch der Geschichte der Malerei seit Constantin dem Berlin, 1847, 2 vols.; and 
other works on the history of painting. Also C. Gruneisen: Die bildliche Darstellung der Gottheit. 
Stuttgart 1828. On the Iconoclastic controversies, comp. Maimbourg (R.C.): Histoire de l’heresie 
de l’Iconoclastes. Par. 1679 sqq. 2 vols. Dallaeus (Calvinist): Deuteronomy imaginibus. Lugd. 
Bat. 1642. Fr. Spanheim: Historia imaginum restituta. Lugd. Bat. 1686. P. E. Jablonski (1757): 
Deuteronomy origine imaginum Christi Domini, in Opuscul. ed. Water, Lugd. Bat. 1804, tom. iii. 
Walch: Ketzergesch., vols. x. and xi. J. Marx: Der Bildersturm der byzantinischen Kaiser. Trier, 
1839. W. Grimm: Die Sage vom Ursprunge der Christusbilder. Berlin, 1843, L. Gluckselig: 
Christus-Archaologie, Prag, 1863. Hefele: Beitrage zur Kirchengeschichte, vol. ii. Tub. 1861 
(Christusbilder, p. 254 sqq.). Comp. the liter. in Hase’s Leben Jesu, p. 79 (5th ed. 1865). 
 
While the temple of Solomon left to the Christian mind no doubt concerning the lawfulness and 
usefulness of church architecture, the second commandment seemed directly to forbid a Christian 
painting or sculpture. "The primitive church," says even a modern Roman Catholic historian, 
{1196} "had no images, of Christ, since most Christians at that time still adhered to the 
commandment of Moses; {Exodus 20:4} the more, that regard as well to the Gentile Christians as 
to the Jewish forbade all use of images. To the latter the exhibition and veneration of images 
would, of course, be an abomination, and to the newly converted heathen it might be a temptation 
to relapse into idolatry. In addition, the church was obliged, for her own honor, to abstain from 
images, particularly from any representation of the Lord, lest she should be regarded by 
unbelievers as merely a new kind and special sort of heathenism and creature-worship. And 
further, the early Christians had in their idea of the bodily form of the Lord no temptation, not the 
slightest incentive, to make likenesses of Christ. The oppressed church conceived its Master only 
under the form of a servant, despised and uncomely, as Isaiah, liii. 2, 3, describes the Servant of 
the Lord." 
 
The first representations of Christ are of heretical and pagan origin. The Gnostic sect of the 
Carpocratians worshipped crowned pictures of Christ, together with images of Pythagoras, Plato, 
Aristotle, and other sages, and asserted that Pilate had caused a portrait of Christ to be made. 
{1197} In the same spirit of pantheistic hero-worship the emperor Alexander Severus (A. D. 222-
235) set up in his domestic chapel for his adoration the images of Abraham, Orpheus, Apollonius, 
and Christ. 
 
After Constantine, the first step towards images in the orthodox church was a change in the 
conception of the outward form of Christ. The persecuted church had filled its eye with the 
humble and suffering servant-form of Jesus, and found therein consolation and strength in her 
tribulation. The victorious church saw the same Lord in heavenly glory on the right hand of the 
Father, ruling over his enemies. The one conceived Christ in his state of humiliation (but not in 
his state of exaltation), as even repulsive, or at least "having no form nor comeliness;" taking too 
literally the description of the suffering servant of God in Isaiah 52:14 and liii. 2, 3. {1198} The 
other beheld in him the ideal of human beauty, "fairer than the children of men," with "grace 
poured into his lips;" after the Messianic interpretation of Psalm 45:3 {1199} 
 
This alone, however, did not warrant images of Christ. For, in the first place, authentic accounts 
of the personal appearance of Jesus were lacking; and furthermore it seemed incompetent to 
human art duly to set forth Him in Whom the whole fulness of the Godhead and of perfect sinless 
humanity dwelt in unity. 
 



On this point two opposite tendencies developed themselves, giving occasion in time to the 
violent and protracted image controversies, until, at the seventh ecumenical council at Nice in 
787, the use and adoration of images carried the day in the church. 
 
1. On the one side, the prejudices of the ante-Nicene period against images in painting or 
sculpture continued alive, through fear of approach to pagan idolatry, or of lowering Christianity 
into the province of sense. But generally the hostility was directed only against images of Christ; 
and from it, as Neander justly observes, {1200} we are by no means to infer the rejection of all 
representations of religious subjects; for images of Christ encounter objections peculiar to 
themselves. 
 
The church historian Eusebius declared himself in the strongest manner against images of Christ 
in a letter to the empress Constantia (the widow of Licinius and sister of Constantine), who had 
asked him for such an image. Christ, says he, has laid aside His earthly servant-form, and Paul 
exhorts us to cleave no longer to the sensible; {1201} and the transcendent glory of His heavenly 
body cannot be conceived nor represented by man; besides, the second commandment forbids the 
making to ourselves any likeness of anything in heaven or in earth. He had taken away from a 
lady an image of Christ and of Paul, lest it should seem as if Christians, like the idolaters, carried 
their God about in images. Believers ought rather to fix their mental eye, above all, upon the 
divinity of Christ, and, for this purpose, to purify their hearts; since only the pure in heart shall 
see God. {1202} The same Eusebius, however, relates of Constantine, without the slightest 
disapproval, that, in his Christian zeal, he caused the public monuments in the forum of the new 
imperial city to be adorned with symbolical representations of Christ, to wit, with figures of the 
good Shepherd and of Daniel in the lion’s den. {1203} He likewise tells us, that the woman of the 
issue of blood, after her miraculous cure, {Matthew 9:20} and out of gratitude for it, erected 
before her dwelling in Caesarea Philippi (Paneas) two brazen statues, the figure of a kneeling 
woman, and of a venerable man (Christ) extending his hand to help her, and that he had seen 
these statues with his own eyes at Paneas. {1204} In the same place he speaks also of pictures 
(probably Carpocratian) of Christ and the apostles Peter and Paul, which he had seen, and 
observes that these cannot be wondered at in those who were formerly heathen, and who had 
been accustomed to testify their gratitude towards their benefactors in this way. 
 
The narrow fanatic Epiphanius of Cyprus (403) also seems to have been an opponent of images. 
For when he saw the picture of Christ or a saint {1205} on the altar-curtain in Anablatha, a village 
of Palestine, he tore away the curtain, because it was contrary to the Scriptures to hang up the 
picture of a man in the church, and he advised the officers to use the cloth for winding the corpse 
of some poor person. {1206} This arbitrary conduct, however, excited great indignation, and 
Epiphanius found himself obliged to restore the injury to the village church by another curtain. 
 
2. The prevalent spirit of the age already very decidedly favored this material representation as a 
powerful help to virtue and devotion, especially for the uneducated classes, whence the use of 
images, in fact, mainly proceeded. 
 
Plastic representation, it is true, was never popular in the East. The Greek church tolerates no 
statues, and forbids even crucifixes. In the West, too, in this period, sculpture occurs almost 
exclusively in bas relief and high relief, particularly on sarcophagi, and in carvings of ivory and 
gold in church decorations. Sculpture, from its more finite nature, lies farther from Christianity 
than the other arts. 
 
Painting, on the contrary, was almost universally drawn into the service of religion; and that, not 
primarily from the artistic impulse which developed itself afterwards, but from the practical 



necessity of having objects of devout reverence in concrete form before the eye, as a substitute 
for the sacred books, which were accessible to the educated alone. Akin to this is the universal 
pleasure of children in pictures. 
 
The church-teachers approved and defended this demand, though they themselves did not so 
directly need such helps. In fact, later tradition traced it back to apostolic times, and saw in the 
Evangelist Luke the first sacred painter. Whereof only so much is true: that he has sketched in his 
Gospel and in the Acts of the Apostles vivid and faithful pictures of the Lord, His mother, and 
His disciples, which are surely of infinitely greater value than all pictures in color and statues in 
marble. {1207} 
 
Basil the Great (379) says "I confess the appearance of the Son of God in the flesh, and the holy 
Mary as the mother of God, who bore Him according to the flesh. And I receive also the holy 
apostles and prophets and martyrs. Their likenesses I revere and kiss with homage, for they are 
handed down from the holy apostles, and are not forbidden, but on the contrary painted in all our 
churches." {1208} His brother, Gregory of Nyssa, also, in his memorial discourse on the martyr 
Theodore, speaks in praise of sacred painting, which "is wont to speak silently from the walls, 
and thus to do much good." The bishop Paulinus of Nola, who caused biblical pictures to be 
exhibited annually at the festival seasons in the church of St. Felix, thought that by them the 
scenes of the Bible were made clear to the uneducated rustic, as they could not otherwise be; 
impressed themselves on his memory, awakened in him holy thoughts and feelings, and 
restrained him from all kinds of vice. {1209} The bishop Leontius of Neapolis in Cyprus, who at 
the close of the sixth century wrote an apology for Christianity against the Jews, and in it noticed 
the charge of idolatry, asserts that the law of Moses is directed not unconditionally against the use 
of religious images, but only against the idolatrous worship of them; since the tabernacle and the 
temple themselves contained cherubim and other figures; and he advocates images, especially for 
their beneficent influences. "In almost all the world," says he, "profligate men, murderers, 
robbers, debauchees, idolaters, are daily moved to contrition by a look at the cross of Christ, and 
led to renounce the world, and practise every virtue." {1210} And Leontius already appeals to the 
miraculous fact, that blood flowed from many of the images. {1211} 
 
Owing to the difficulty, already noticed, of worthily representing Christ Himself, the first subjects 
were such scenes from the Old Testament as formed a typical prophecy of the history of the 
Redeemer. Thus the first step from the field of nature, whence the earliest symbols of Christ—the 
lamb, the fish, the shepherd—were drawn, was into the field of pre-Christian revelation, and 
thence it was another step into the province of gospel history itself. The favorite pictures of this 
kind were, the offering-up of Isaac—the pre-figuration of the great sacrifice on the cross; the 
miracle of Moses drawing forth water from the rock with his rod—which was interpreted either, 
according to 1 Corinthians 10:4, of Christ Himself, or, more especially—and frequently, of the 
birth of Christ from the womb of the Virgin; the suffering Job—a type of Christ in His deepest 
humiliation; Daniel in the lion’s den—the symbol of the Redeemer subduing the devil and death 
in the underworld; the miraculous deliverance of the prophet Jonah from the whale’s belly—
foreshadowing the resurrection; {1212} and the translation of Elijah—foreshadowing the 
ascension of Christ. 
 
About the middle of the fifth century, just when the doctrine of the person of Christ reached its 
formal settlement, the first representations of Christ Himself appeared, even said by tradition to 
be faithful portraits of the original. {1213} From that time the difficulty of representing the God-
Man was removed by an actual representation, and the recognition of the images of Christ, 
especially of the Madonna with the Child, became even a test of orthodoxy, as against the 
Nestorian heresy of an abstract separation of the two natures in Christ. In the sixth century, 



according to the testimony of Gregory of Tours, pictures of Christ were hung not only in churches 
but in almost every private house. {1214} 
 
Among these representations of Christ there are two distinct types received in the church: 
 
(1) The Salvator picture, with the expression of calm serenity and dignity, and of heavenly 
gentleness, without the faintest mark of grief. According to the legend, this was a portrait, 
miraculously imprinted on a cloth, which Christ Himself presented to Abgarus, king of Edessa, at 
his request. {1215} The original is of course lost, or rather never existed, and is simply a mythical 
name for the Byzantine type of the likeness of Christ which appeared after the fifth century, and 
formed the basis of all the various representations of Christ until Raphael and Michael Angelo. 
These pictures present the countenance of the Lord in the bloom of youthful vigor and beauty, 
with a free, high forehead, clear, beaming eyes, long, straight nose, hair parted in the middle, and 
a somewhat reddish beard. 
 
(2) The Ecce Homo picture of the suffering Saviour with the crown of thorns. This is traced back 
by tradition to St. Veronica, who accompanied the Saviour on the way to Golgotha, and gave Him 
her veil to wipe the sweat from His face; whereupon the Lord miraculously imprinted on the cloth 
the image of His thorn-crowned head. {1216} 
 
The Abgarus likeness and the Veronica both lay claim to a miraculous origin, and profess to be 
eijkovne ajceiropoivhtai, pictures not made with human hands. Besides these, however, tradition 
tells of pictures of Christ taken in a natural way by Luke and by Nicodemus. The Salvator picture 
in the Lateran chapel Sancta Sanctorum in Rome, which is attributed to Luke, belongs to the 
Edessene or Byzantine type. 
 
With so different pretended portraits of the Lord we cannot wonder at the variations of the 
pictures of Christ, which the Iconoclasts used as an argument against images. In truth, every 
nation formed a likeness of its own, according to its existing ideals of art and virtue. 
 
Great influence was exerted upon the representations of Christ by the apocryphal description of 
his person in the Latin epistle of Publius Lentulus (a supposed friend of Pilate) to the Roman 
senate, delineating Christ as a man of slender form, noble countenance, dark hair parted in the 
middle, fair forehead, clear eyes, faultless mouth and nose, and reddish beard. {1217} An older, 
and in some points different, description is that of John of Damascus, or some other writer of the 
eighth century, who says: "Christ was of stately form, with beautiful eyes, large nose, curling 
hair, somewhat bent, in the prime of life, with black beard, and sallow complexion, like his 
mother." {1218} 
 
No figure of Christ, in color, or bronze, or marble, can reach the ideal of perfect beauty which 
came forth into actual reality in the Son of God and Son of man. The highest creations of art are 
here but feeble reflections of the original in heaven, yet prove the mighty influence which the 
living Christ continually exerts even upon the imagination and sentiment of the great painters and 
sculptors, and which He will exert to the end of the world. 
 
{1196} Hefele, 1. c. p. 254. 
 
{1197} Irenaeus, Adv. haer. 1, 25, 6: "Imagines quasdam quidem depictas, quasdam autem et de 
reliqua materia fabricatas habent, dicentes formam Christi factam a Pilato illo in tempore, quo fuit 
Jesus cum hominibus. Et has coronant et proponunt eas cum imaginibus mundi philosophorum, 
videlicet cum imagine Pythagorae et Platonis et Aristotelis et reliquorum; et reliquam 



observationem circa eas, similiter ut gentes, faciunt." Comp. Epiphanius, Adv. haer. xxvi. no. 6; 
August., Deuteronomy haer. c. 7. 
 
{1198} So Justin Martyr, Dial. c. Tryph.; Clement, Alex., in several places of the Paedagogus and 
the Stromata; Tertullian, Deuteronomy carne Christi, c. 9, and Adv. Jud. 100, 14; and Origen, 
Contra Cels. vi. c. 75. Celsus made this low conception of the form of the founder of their 
religion one of his reproaches against the Christians. 
 
{1199} So Chrysostom, Homil. 27 (al. 28) in Matth. (tom. vii. p. 371, in the new Paris ed.): oude 
gar yaumatourgwn hn yaumastov monon, alla kai fainomenov aplwv pollhv egeme 
caritov kai touto ov profhthv {Psalm 45} dhlwn elegen wraiov kallei para touv 
uiouv twn anyrwpwn. The passage in Isaiah (liii. 2) be refers to the ignominy which Christ 
suffered on the cross. So also Jerome, who likewise refers Ps. xlv. to the personal appearance of 
Jesus, and says of him: "Absque passionibus crucis universis [hominibus] pulchrior est.... Nisi 
enim babuisset et in vultu quiddam oculisque sidereum, numquam cum statim secuti fuissent 
apostoli, nec qui ad comprehendendum cum venerant. corruissent." {John 18} Hieron. Ep. 65, c. 
8. 
 
{1200} Kirchengesch., vol. iii. p. 550 (Germ. ed.). 
 
{1201} Comp. 2 Corinthians 5:16. 
 
{1202} In Harduin, Collect. concil. tom. iv. p. 406. A fragment of this letter of Eusebius is 
preserved in the acts of the council of the Iconoclasts at Constantinople in 754, and in the sixth 
act of the second council of Nice in 787. 
 
{1203} Vita Const. iii. c. 49. 
 
{1204} Hist. Eccl. lib. vii. cap. 18. According to Philostorgius (vii. 3), it was for a long time 
unknown whom the statues at Paneas represented, until a medicinal plant was discovered at their 
feet, and then they were transferred to the sacristy. The emperor Julian destroyed them, and 
substituted his own statue, which was riven by lightning (Sozom. v. 21). Probably that statue of 
Christ was a monument of Hadrian or some other emperor, to whom the Phoenicians did 
obeisance in the form of a kneeling woman. Similar representations are to be seen upon coins, 
particularly of the time of Hadrian. 
 
{1205} "Imaginem quasi Christi vel sancti cujusdam." 
 
{1206} Epiph. Ep. ad Joann Hierosolym., which Jerome has preserved in a Latin translation. The 
Iconoclastic council at Constantinople in 754 cited several works of Epiphanius against images, 
the genuineness of which, however, is suspicious. 
 
{1207} Jerome, in his biographical sketch of Luke, Deuteronomy viris illustr. c. 7, is silent 
concerning this tradition (which did not arise till the seventh century or later), and speaks of Luke 
merely as medicus, according to Colossians 4:4. 
 
{1208} Epist. 205. Comp. his Oratio in Barlaam, Opp. i. 515, and similar expressions in Gregory 
Naz., Orat. 19 (al. 18). 
 
{1209} Paulinus, Carmen ix. et x. de S. Felicis natali. 
 



{1210} See the fragments of this apology in the 4th act of the second council of Nicaea, and 
Neander, iii. 560 (2d Germ. ed.), who adds the unprejudiced remark: "We cannot doubt that what 
Leontius here says, though rhetorically exaggerated, is nevertheless drawn from life, and is 
founded on impressions actually produced by the contemplation of images in certain states of 
feeling." 
 
{1211} pollakiv aimatwn ruseiv ex eikonwn gegonasi. 
 
{1212} Comp. Matthew 12:39,40. 
 
{1213} The image-hating Nestorians ascribed the origin of iconolatry to their hated, in opponent, 
Cyril of Alexandria, and put it into connection with the Monophysite heresy (Assem., Bibl. 
orient. iii. 2, p. 401). 
 
{1214} Deuteronomy gloria martyrum, lib. i. c. 22. 
 
{1215} 4 First mentioned by the Armenian historian Moses of Chorene in the fifth century, partly 
on the basis of the spurious correspondence, mentioned by Eusebius (H. E i. 13), between Christ 
and Abgarus Uchomo of Edessa. The Abgarus likeness is said to have come, in the tenth century, 
into the church of St. Sophia at Constantinople, thence to Rome, where it is still shown in the 
church of St. Sylvester. But Genoa also pretends to possess the original. The two do not look 
much alike, and are of course only copies. Mr. Gluckselig (Christus-Archaeologie, Prag, 1863) 
has recently made an attempt to restore from many copies an Edessenum redivivum. 
 
{1216} This Veronica likeness is said to have come to Rome about A. D. 700, where it is 
preserved among the relics in St. Peter’s, but is shown only to noble personages. According to the 
common view, advocated especially by Mabillon and Papebroch, the name Veronica arose from 
the simple error of contracting the two words vera icon (eikwvn), the true image. W. Grimm 
considers the whole Veronica story a Latin version of the Greek Abgarus legend. 
 
{1217} The letter of Lentulus has been rightly known in its present form only since the eleventh 
century. Comp. Gabler: Deuteronomy aujqentiva Epistolae Publii Lentuli ad Senatum R. de J. C. 
scriptae. Jenae, 1819, and 1822 (2 dissertations). 
 
{1218} Epist. ad Theoph. imper. de venerandis imag. (of somewhat doubtful origin), in Joh. 
Damasc. Opera, tom. i. p. 631, ed. Le Quien. A third description of the personal appearance of 
Christ, but containing nothing new, occurs in the fourteenth century, in Nicephorus Callisti, Hist. 
Eccl. lib. i. cap. 40.  

 



111. Images of Madonna and Saints. 
 
Besides the images of Christ, representations were also made of prominent characters in sacred 
history, especially of the blessed Virgin with the Child, of the wise men of the east, as three kings 
worshipping before the manger, {1219} of the four Evangelists, the twelve Apostles, particularly 
Peter and Paul, {1220} of many martyrs and saints of the times of persecution, and honored 
bishops and monks of a later day. {1221} 
 
According to a tradition of the eighth century or later, the Evangelist Luke painted not only 
Christ, but Mary also, and the two leading apostles. Still later legends ascribe to him even seven 
Madonnas, several of which, it is pretended, still exist; one, for example, in the Borghese chapel 
in the church of Maria Maggiore at Rome. The Madonnas early betray the effort to represent the 
Virgin as the ideal of female beauty, purity, and loveliness, and as resembling her divine Son. 
{1222} Peter is usually represented with a round head, crisped hair and beard; Paul, with a long 
face, bald crown, and pointed beard; both, frequently, carrying rolls in their hands, or the first the 
cross and the keys (of the kingdom of heaven), the second, the sword (of the word and the Spirit). 
 
Such representations of Christ, of the saints, and of biblical events, are found in the catacombs 
and other places of burial, on sarcophagi and tombstones, in private houses, on cups and seal 
rings, and (in spite of the prohibition of the council of Elvira in 305) {1223} on the walls of 
churches, especially behind the altar. 
 
Manuscripts of the Bible also, liturgical books, private houses, and even the vestments of officials 
in the large cities of the Byzantine empire were ornamented with biblical pictures. Bishop 
Asterius of Amasea in Pontus, in the second half of the fourth century, protested against the 
wearing of these "God-pleasing garments," {1224} and advised that it were better with the 
proceeds of them to honor the living images of God, and support the poor; instead of wearing the 
palsied on the clothes, to visit the sick; and instead of carrying with one the image of the sinful 
woman kneeling and embracing the feet of Jesus, rather to lament one’s own sins with tears of 
contrition. 
 
The custom of prostration {1225} before the picture, in token of reverence for the saint 
represented by it, first appears in the Greek church in the sixth century. And then, that the 
unintelligent people should in many cases confound the image with the object represented, 
attribute to the outward, material thing a magical power of miracles, and connect with the image 
sundry superstitious notions—must be expected. Even Augustine laments that among the rude 
Christian masses there are many image-worshippers, {1226} but counts such in the great number 
of those nominal Christians, to whom the essence of the Gospel is unknown. 
 
As works of art, these primitive Christian paintings and sculptures are, in general, of very little 
value; of much less value than the church edifices. They are rather earnest and elevated, than 
beautiful and harmonious. For they proceeded originally not from taste, but from practical want, 
and, at least in the Greek empire, were produced chiefly by monks. It perfectly befitted the spirit 
of Christianity, to begin with earnestness and sublimity, rather than, as heathenism, with sensuous 
beauty. Hence also its repugnance to the nude, and its modest draping of voluptuous forms; only 
hands, feet, and face were allowed to appear. 
 
The Christian taste, it is well known, afterwards changed, and, on the principle that to the pure all 
things are pure, it represented even Christ on the cross, and the holy Child at His mother’s breast 
or in His mothers arms, without covering. 



 
Furthermore, in the time of Constantine the ancient classical painting and sculpture had 
grievously degenerated; and even in their best days they reached no adequate expression of the 
Christian principle. 
 
In this view, the loss of so many of those old works of art, which, as the sheer apparatus of 
idolatry, were unsparingly destroyed by the iconoclastic storms of the succeeding period, is not 
much to be regretted. It was in. the later middle ages, when church architecture had already 
reached its height, that Christian art succeeded in unfolding an unprecedented bloom of painting 
and sculpture, and in far surpassing, on the field of painting at least, the masterpieces of the 
ancient Greeks. Sculpture, which can present man only in his finite limitation, without the flush 
of life or the beaming eye, like a shadowy form from the realm of the dead, probably attained 
among the ancient Greeks the summit of perfection, above which even Canova and Thorwaldsen 
do not rise. But painting, which can represent man in his organic connection with the world about 
him, and, to a certain degree, in his unlimited depth of soul and spirit, as expressed in the 
countenance and the eye, has waited for the influence of the Christian principle to fulfil its perfect 
mission, and in the Christs of Leonardo da Vinci, Fra Beato Angelico, Correggio, and Albrecht 
Durer, and the Madonnas of Raphael, has furnished the noblest works which thus far adorn the 
history of the art. 
 
{1219} Into the representation of the child Jesus in the manger the ox and ass were almost always 
brought, with reference to Isaiah 1:3: "The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master’s crib: 
but Israel doth not know, my people doth not consider." 
 
{1220} Usually Christ in the middle, and the leading apostles on either side. Augustine, 
Deuteronomy consensu Evangelist. i. 16: "Christus simul cum Petro et Paulo in pictis parietibus." 
 
{1221} Especially the pillar-saint, Symeon. The Antiochians had the picture of their deceased 
bishop Meletius on their seal rings, bowls, cups, and on the walls of their apartments. Comp. 
Chrysostom, Homil. in Miletium. 
 
{1222} The earliest pictures of the Madonna with the child are found in the Roman catacombs, 
and are traced in part by the Cavaliere de Rossi (Imagini Scelte, 1863) to the third and second 
centuries. 
 
{1223} Conc. Eliberin. or Illiberitin. can. 36: "Placuit picturas in ecclesia esse non debere, ne 
quod colitur aut adoratur, in parietibus depingatur." This prohibition seems to have been 
confined, however, to pictures of Christ Himself; else we must suppose that martyrs and saints 
are accounted objects of cultus and adoratio. 
 
{1224} imantia kecarismena tw yew. 
 
{1225} proskunhsiv. 
 
{1226} Deuteronomy moribus ecclesiae cath. i. 75: "Novi multos esse picturarum adulatores." 
The Manichaeans charged the entire catholic church with image-worship.  

 



112. Consecrated Gifts. 
 
It remains to mention in this connection yet another form of decoration for churches, which had 
already been customary among heathen and Jews: consecrated gifts. Thus the temple of Delphi, 
for example, had become exceedingly rich through such presents of weapons, silver and golden 
vessels, statues, &c. In almost every temple of Neptune hung votive tablets, consecrated to the 
god in thankfulness for deliverance from shipwreck by him. {1227} A similar custom seems to 
have existed among the Jews; for I Sam. xxi. implies that David had deposited the sword of the 
Philistine Goliath in the sanctuary. In the court of the priests a multitude of swords, lances, costly 
vessels, and other valuable things, were to be seen. 
 
Constantine embellished the altar space in the church of Jerusalem with rich gifts of gold, silver, 
and precious stones. Sozomen tells us {1228} that Cyril, bishop of Jerusalem, in a time of famine, 
sold the treasures and sacred gifts of the church, and that afterwards some one recognized in the 
dress of an actress the vestment he once presented to the church. 
 
A peculiar variety of such gifts, namely, memorials of miraculous cures, {1229} appeared in the 
fifth century; at least they are first mentioned by Theodoret, who said of them in his eighth 
discourse on the martyrs: "That those who ask with the confidence of faith, receive what they ask, 
is plainly proved by their sacred gifts in testimony of their healing. Some offer feet, others hands, 
of gold or silver, and these gifts show their deliverance from those evils, as tokens of which they 
have been offered by the restored." With the worship of saints this custom gained strongly, and 
became in the middle age quite universal. Whoever recovered from a sickness, considered 
himself bound first to testify by a gift his gratitude to the saint whose aid he had invoked in his 
distress. Parents, whose children fortunately survived the teething-fever, offered to St. Apollonia 
(all whose teeth, according to the legend, had been broken out with pincers by a hangman’s 
servant) gifts of jawbones in wax. In like manner St. Julian, for happily accomplished journeys, 
and St. Hubert, for safe return from the perils of the chase, were very richly endowed; but the 
Virgin Mary more than all. Almost every church or chapel which has a miracle-working image of 
the mother of God, possesses even now a multitude of golden and silver acknowledgments of 
fortunate returns and recoveries. 
 
{1227} Comp. Horace, Ars poet. v. 20. 
 
{1228} H. E. iv. 25. 
 
{1229} ektupwmata.  

 



113. Church Poetry and Music. 
 
J. Rambach: Anthologie christl. Gesange aus allen Jahrh. der christl. Kirche. Altona, 1817-’33. H. 
A. Daniel: Thesaurus hymnologicus. Hal. 1841-’56, 5 vols. EdelestandduMeril: Poesies 
populaires latines anterieures au douzieme siecle. Paris, 1843. C. Fortlage: Gesange der christl. 
Vorzeit. Berlin, 1844. G. A. Konigsfeld u. A. W. v. Schlegel: Altchristliche Hymnen u. Gesaenge 
lateinisch u. Deutsch. Bonn, 1847. Second collection by Konigsfeld, Bonn, 1865. E. E. Koch: 
Geschichte des Kirchenlieds u. Kirchengesangs der christl., insbesondere der deutschen evangel. 
Kirche. 2d ed. Stuttgart, 1852 f. 4 vols. (i. 10-30). F. J. Mone: Latein. Hymnen des Mittelalters 
(from MSS.), Freiburg, 1853-’55. (Vol. i., hymns of God and angels; ii., h. of Mary; iii., h. of 
saints.) Bassler: Auswahl Alt-christl. Lieder vom 2-15ten Jahrh. Berlin, 1858. R. Ch. Trench: 
Sacred Latin Poetry, chiefly lyrical, selected and arranged for use; with Notes and Introduction 
(1849), 2d ed. improved, Lond. and Cambr. 1864. The valuable hymnological works of Dr. J. M. 
Neale (of Sackville College, Oxford): The Ecclesiastical Latin Poetry of the Middle Ages (in 
Henry Thompson’s History of Roman Literature, Lond. and Glasgow., 1852, p. 213 ff.); 
Mediaeval Hymns and Sequences, Lond. 1851; Sequentiae ex Missalibus, 1852; Hymns of the 
Eastern Church, 1862, several articles in the Ecclesiologist; and a Latin dissertation, 
Deuteronomy Sequentiis, in the Essays on Liturgiology, etc., p. 359 sqq. (Comp. also J. Chandler: 
The Hymns of the Primitive Church, now first collected, translated, and arranged, Lond. 1837.) 
 
Poetry, and its twin sister music, are the most sublime and spiritual arts, and are much more akin 
to the genius of Christianity, and minister far more copiously to the purposes of devotion and 
edification than architecture, painting, and sculpture. They employ word and tone, and can speak 
thereby more directly to the spirit than the plastic arts by stone and color, and give more adequate 
expression to the whole wealth of the world of thought and feeling. In the Old Testament, as is 
well known, they were essential parts of divine worship; and so they have been in all ages and 
almost all branches of the Christian church. 
 
Of the various species of religious poetry, the hymn is the earliest and most important. It has a 
rich history, in which the deepest experiences of Christian life are stored. But it attains full bloom 
in the Evangelical church of the German and English tongue, where it, like the Bible, becomes for 
the first time truly the possession of the people, instead of being restricted to priest or choir. 
 
The hymn, in the narrower sense, belongs to lyrical poetry, or the poetry of feeling, in distinction 
from the epic and dramatic. It differs also from the other forms of the lyric (ode, elegy, sonnet, 
cantata, &c.) in its devotional nature, its popular form, and its adaptation to singing. The hymn is 
a popular spiritual song, presenting a healthful Christian sentiment in a noble, simple, and 
universally intelligible form, and adapted to be read and sung with edification by the whole 
congregation of the faithful. It must therefore contain nothing inconsistent with Scripture, with 
the doctrines of the church, with general Christian experience, or with the spirit of devotion. 
Every believing Christian can join in the Gloria in Excelsis or the Te Deum. The classic hymns, 
which are, indeed, comparatively few, stand above confessional differences, and resolve the 
discords of human opinions in heavenly harmony. They resemble in this the Psalms, from which 
all branches of the militant church draw daily nourishment and comfort. They exhibit the bloom 
of the Christian life in the Sabbath dress of beauty and holy rapture. They resound in all pious 
hearts, and have, like the daily rising sun and the yearly returning spring, an indestructible 
freshness and power. In truth, their benign virtue increases with increasing age, like that of 
healing herbs, which is the richer the longer they are bruised. They are true benefactors of the 
struggling church, ministering angels sent forth to minister to them who shall be heirs of 
salvation. Next to the Holy Scripture, a good hymn-book is the richest fountain of edification. 



 
The book of Psalms is the oldest Christian hymn-book, inherited by the church from the ancient 
covenant. The appearance of the Messiah upon earth was the beginning of Christian poetry, and 
was greeted by the immortal songs of Mary, of Elizabeth, of Simeon, and of the heavenly host. 
Religion and poetry are married, therefore, in the gospel. In the Epistles traces also appear of 
primitive Christian songs, in rhythmical quotations which are not demonstrably taken from the 
Old Testament. {1230} We know from the letter of the elder Pliny to Trajan, that the Christians, 
in the beginning of the second century, praised Christ as their God in songs; and from a later 
source, that there was a multitude of such songs. {1231} 
 
Notwithstanding this, we have no complete religious song remaining from the period of 
persecution, except the song of Clement of Alexandria to the divine Logos—which, however, 
cannot be called a hymn, and was probably never intended for public use—the Morning Song 
{1232} and the Evening Song {1233} in the Apostolic Constitutions, especially the former, the so-
called Gloria in Excelsis, which, as an expansion of the doxology of the heavenly hosts, still rings 
in all parts of the Christian world. Next in order comes the Te Deum, in its original Eastern form, 
or the kaq eJkavsthn hJmevran, which is older than Ambrose. The Ter Sanctus, and several 
ancient liturgical prayers, also may be regarded as poems. For the hymn is, in fact, nothing else 
than a prayer in the festive garb of poetical inspiration, and the best liturgical prayers are poetical 
creations. Measure and rhyme are by no means essential. 
 
Upon these fruitful biblical and primitive Christian models arose the hymnology of the ancient 
catholic church, which forms the first stage in the history of hymnology, and upon which the 
mediaeval, and then the evangelical Protestant stage, with their several epochs, follow. 
 
{1230} E. g., Ephesians 5:14, where either the Holy Spirit moving in the apostolic poesy, or (as I 
venture to suggest) the previously mentioned Light personified, is introduced (dio legei) 
speaking in three strophes: 
 
egeire o kayeudwn, 
 
Kai anasta ek twn nekrwn 
 
kai epifausei soi ov cristov. 
 
Comp. Revelation 4:8 1 Timothy 3:16 2 Timothy 2:11; and my History of the Apostolic Church, 
141. 
 
{1231} 2 Comp. Euseb. H. E. v. 28. 
 
{1232} Umno ewqinov, beginning: Dovxa en uyivstoi Qew, in Const. Apost. vii. 47 (al, 48), and 
in Daniel’s Thesaur. hymnol. iii. p. 4. 
 
{1233} umnov esperinov, which begins: fwv ilaron agiav doxhv, see Daniel, iii 5.  

 



114. The Poetry of the Oriental Church. 
 
Comp. the third volume of Daniel’s Thesaurus hymnologicus (the Greek section prepared by B. 
Vormbaum); the works of J. M. Neale, quoted sub 113; an article on Greek Hymnology in the 
Christian Remembrancer, for April, 1859, London; also the liturgical works quoted 98. 
 
We should expect that the Greek church, which was in advance in all branches of Christian 
doctrine and culture, and received from ancient Greece so rich a heritage of poetry, would give 
the key also in church song. This is true to a very limited extent. The Gloria in excelsis and the Te 
Deum are unquestionably the most valuable jewels of sacred poetry which have come down from 
the early church, and they are both, the first wholly, the second in part of Eastern origin, and 
going back perhaps to the third or second century. {1234} But, excepting these hymns in rhythmic 
prose, the Greek church of the first six centuries produced nothing in this field which has had 
permanent value or general use. {1235} It long adhered almost exclusively to the Psalms of 
David, who, as Chrysostom says, was first, middle, and last in the assemblies of the Christians, 
and it had, in opposition to heretical predilections, even a decided aversion to the public use of 
uninspired songs. Like the Gnostics before them, the Arians and the Apollinarians employed 
religious poetry and music as a popular means of commending and propagating their errors, and 
thereby, although the abuse never forbids the right use, brought discredit upon these arts. The 
council of Laodicea, about A. D. 360, prohibited even the ecclesiastical use of all uninspired or 
"private hymns," {1236} and the council of Chalcedon, in 451, confirmed this decree. 
 
Yet there were exceptions. Chrysostom thought that the perverting influence of the Arian 
hymnology in Constantinople could be most effectually counteracted by the positive antidote of 
solemn antiphonies and doxologies in processions. Gregory Nazianzen composed orthodox 
hymns in the ancient measure; but from their speculative theological character and their want of 
popular spirit, these hymns never passed into the use of the church. The same may be said of the 
productions of Sophronius of Jerusalem, who glorified the high festivals in Anacreontic stanzas; 
of Synesius of Ptolemais (about A. D. 410), who composed philosophical hymns; of Nonnus of 
Panopolis in Egypt, who wrote a paraphrase of the Gospel of John in hexameters; of Eudoxia, the 
wife of the emperor Theodosius II.; and of Paul Silentiarius, a statesman under Justinian I., from 
whom we have several epigrams and an interesting poetical description of the church of St. 
Sophia, written for its consecration. Anatolius, bishop of Constantinople (458), is properly the 
only poet of this period who realized to any extent the idea of the church hymn, and whose songs 
were adapted to popular use. {1237} 
 
The Syrian church was the first of all the Oriental churches to produce and admit into public 
worship a popular orthodox poetry, in opposition to the heretical poetry of the Gnostic 
Bardesanes (about A. D. 170) and his son Harmonius. Ephraim Syrus (378) led the way with a 
large number of successful hymns in the Syrian language, and found in Isaac, presbyter of 
Antioch, in the middle of the fifth century, and especially in Jacob, bishop of Sarug in 
Mesopotamia ( 521), worthy successors. {1238} 
 
After the fifth century the Greek church lost its prejudices against poetry, and produced a great 
but slightly known abundance of sacred songs for public worship. 
 
In the history of the Greek church poetry, as well as the Latin, we may distinguish three epochs: 
(1) that of formation, while it was slowly throwing off classical metres, and inventing its peculiar 
style, down to about 650; (2) that of perfection, down to 820; (3) that of decline and decay, to 
1400 or to the fall of Constantinople. The first period, beautiful as are some of the odes of 



Gregory of Nazianzen and Sophronius of Jerusalem, has impressed scarcely any traces on the 
Greek office books. The flourishing period of Greek poetry coincides with the period of the 
image controversies, and the most eminent poets were at the same time advocates of images; pre-
eminent among them being John of Damascus, who has the double honor of being the greatest 
theologian and the greatest poet of the Greek church. 
 
The flower of Greek poetry belongs, therefore, in a later division of our history. Yet, since we 
find at least the rise of it in the fifth century, we shall give here a brief description of its peculiar 
character. 
 
The earliest poets of the Greek church, especially Gregory Nazianzen, in the fourth, and 
Sophronius of Jerusalem in the seventh century, employed the classical metres, which are entirely 
unsuitable to Christian ideas and church song, and therefore gradually fell out of use. {1239} 
Rhyme found no entrance into the Greek church. In its stead the metrical or harmonic prose was 
adopted from the Hebrew poetry and the earliest Christian hymns of Mary, Zacharias, Simeon, 
and the angelic host. Anatolius of Constantinople (458) was the first to renounce the tyranny of 
the classic metre and strike out a new path. The essential points in the peculiar system of the 
Greek versification are the following: {1240} 
 
The first stanza, which forms the model of the succeeding ones, is called in technical language 
Hirmos, because it draws the others after it. The succeeding stanzas are called Troparia (stanzas), 
and are divided, for chanting, by commas, without regard to the sense. A number of troparia, 
from three to twenty or more, forms an Ode, and this corresponds to the Latin Sequence, which 
was introduced about the same time by the monk Notker in St. Gall. Each ode is founded on a 
hirmos and ends with a troparion in praise of the Holy Virgin. {1241} The odes are commonly 
arranged (probably after the example of such Psalms as the 25th, 112th, and 119th) in acrostic, 
sometimes in alphabetic, order. Nine odes form a Canon. {1242} The older odes on the great 
events of the incarnation, the resurrection, and the ascension, are sometimes sublime; but the later 
long canons, in glorification of unknown martyrs are extremely prosaic and tedious and full of 
elements foreign to the gospel. Even the best hymnological productions of the East lack the 
healthful simplicity, naturalness, fervor, and depth of the Latin and of the Evangelical Protestant 
hymn. 
 
The principal church poets of the East are Anatolius (458), AndrewofCrete (660-732), Germanus 
I. (634-734), JohnOfDamascus (about 780), Cosmas of Jerusalem, called the Melodist (780), 
Theophanes (759-818), Theodore of the Studium (826), Methodius I. (846), Joseph of the 
Studium (830), Metrophanes of Smyrna (900), Leo VI. (886-917), and Euthymius (920). 
 
The Greek church poetry is contained in the liturgical books, especially in the twelve volumes of 
the Menaea, which correspond to the Latin Breviary, and consist, for the most part, of poetic or 
half-poetic odes in rhythmic prose. {1243} These treasures, on which nine centuries have 
wrought, have hitherto been almost exclusively confined to the Oriental church, and in fact yield 
but few grains of gold for general use. Neale has latterly made a happy effort to reproduce and 
make accessible in modern English metres, with very considerable abridgments, the most 
valuable hymns of the Greek church. {1244} 
 
We give a few specimens of Neale’s translations of hymns of St. Anatolius, patriarch of 
Constantinople, who attended the council of Chalcedon (451). The first is a Christmas hymn, 
commencing in Greek: 
 
Mevga kai paravdoxon qau’ma. 



 
A great and mighty wonder, 
 
The festal makes secure: 
 
The Virgin bears the Infant 
 
With Virgin-honor pure. 
 
The Word is made incarnate, 
 
And yet remains on high: 
 
And cherubim sing anthems 
 
To shepherds from the sky. 
 
And we with them triumphant 
 
Repeat the hymn again: 
 
‘To God on high be glory, 
 
And peace on earth to men!’ 
 
While thus they sing your Monarch, 
 
Those bright angelic bands, 
 
Rejoice, ye vales and mountains! 
 
Ye oceans, clap your hands! 
 
Since all He comes to ransom, 
 
By all be He adored, 
 
The Infant born in Bethlehem, 
 
The Saviour and the Lord! 
 
Now idol forms shall perish, 
 
All error shall decay, 
 
And Christ shall wield His sceptre, 
 
Our Lord and God for aye. 
 
Another specimen of a Christmas hymn by the same, commencing en Bhqleevm: 
 



In Bethlehem is He born! 
 
Maker of all things, everlasting God! 
 
He opens Eden’s gate, 
 
Monarch of ages! Thence the fiery sword 
 
Gives glorious passage; thence, 
 
The severing mid-wall overthrown, the powers 
 
Of earth and Heaven are one; 
 
Angels and men renew their ancient league, 
 
The pure rejoin the pure, 
 
In happy union! Now the Virgin-womb 
 
Like some cherubic throne 
 
Containeth Him, the Uncontainable: 
 
Bears Him, whom while they bear 
 
The seraphs tremble! bears Him, as He comes 
 
To shower upon the world 
 
The fulness of His everlasting love! 
 
One more on Christ calming the storm, zofera trikumia, as reproduced by Neale: 
 
Fierce was the wild billow 
 
Dark was the night; 
 
Oars labor’d heavily; 
 
Foam glimmer’d white; 
 
Mariners trembled 
 
Peril was nigh; 
 
Then said the God of God 
 
—’Peace! It is I.’ 
 
Ridge of the mountain-wave, 



 
Lower thy crest! 
 
Wail of Euroclydon, 
 
Be thou at rest! 
 
Peril can none be— 
 
Sorrow must fly 
 
Where saith the Light of Light, 
 
—’Peace! It is I.’ 
 
Jesu, Deliverer! 
 
Come Thou to me: 
 
Soothe Thou my voyaging 
 
Over life’s sea! 
 
Thou, when the storm of death 
 
Roars, sweeping by, 
 
Whisper, O Truth of Truth! 
 
-’Peace! It is I.’ 
 
{1234} That the so-called Hymnus angelicus, based on Luke 2:14, is of Greek origin, and was 
used as a morning hymn, is abundantly proven by Daniel, Thesaurus hymnol. tom. ii. p. 267 sqq. 
It is found in slightly varying forms in the Apostolic Constitutions, l. vii. 47 (al. 48), in the 
famous Alexandrian Codex of the Bible, and other places. Of the so called Ambrosian hymn or 
Te Deum, parts at least are Greek, Comp. Daniel, l. c. p. 276 sqq. 
 
{1235} We cannot agree with the anonymous author of the article in the "Christian 
Remembrancer" for April, 1859, p. 282, who places Cosmas of Maiuma as high as Adam of S. 
Victor, John of Damascus as high as Notker, Andrew of Crete as high as S. Bernard, and thinks 
Theophanes and Theodore of the Studium in no wise inferior to the best of Sequence writers of 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. 
 
{1236} Can. 59: ou dei idiwtikouv qalmouv legesyai en th ekklhsia. By this must 
doubtless be understood not only heretical, but, as the connection shows, all extrabiblical hymns 
composed by men, in distinction from the kanonika biblia thv kainhv kai palaiav 
diayhkhv.. 
 
{1237} Neale, in his Hymns of the Eastern Church, p. 3 sqq., gives several of them in free 
metrical reproduction. See below. 
 



{1238} On the Syrian hymnology there are several special treatises, by Augusti: Deuteronomy 
hymnis Syrortim sacris, 1814; Hahn: Bardesanes Gnosticus, Syrorum primus hymnologus, 1819; 
Zingerle: Die heil. Muse der Syrer, 1833 (with German translations from Ephraim). Comp. also 
Jos. Six. Assemani: Bibl. orient. i. 80 sqq. (with Latin versions), and Daniel’s Thes. hymnol. tom. 
iii. 1855, pp. 139-268. The Syrian hymns for Daniel’s Thesaurus were prepared by L. Splieth, 
who gives them with the German version of Zingerle. An English version by H. Burgess: Select 
metrical Hymns and Homilies of Ephraem S., Lond. 1853, 2 vols. 
 
{1239} See some odes of Gregory, Euthymius and Sophronius in Daniel’s Thes. tom. iii. p. 5 sqq. 
He gives also the hymn of Clement of Alex. (umnov tou swthrov cristou), the umnov 
ewyinov, and umnov esperinov, of the third century. 
 
{1240} See the details in Neale’s works, whom we mainly follow as regards the Eastern 
hymnology, and in the article above alluded to in the "Christian Remembrancer" (probably also 
by Neale). 
 
{1241} Hence this last troparion is called Theotokion, from yeotokov, the constant predicate of 
the Virgin Mary. The Stauro-theotokion celebrates Mary at the cross. 
 
{1242} kanwn. Neale says (Hymns of the East. Ch. Introd. p. xxix.): "A canon consists of Nine 
Odes—each Ode containing any number of troparia from three to beyond twenty. The reason for 
the number nine is this: that there are nine Scriptural canticles employed at Lauds (eiv ton 
oryron), on the model of which those in every Canon are formed. The first: that of Moses after 
the passage of the Red Sea—the second, that of Moses in Deuteronomy (ch. xxxiii.)- the third, 
that of Hannah—the fourth, that of Habakkuk—the fifth, that of Isaiah (ch. xxvi. 9-20)—the 
sixth, that of Jonah—the seventh, that of the Three Children (verses 3-34, our "Song" in the Bible 
Version)—the eighth, Benedicite—the ninth, Magnificat and Benedictus." 
 
{1243} Neale, l. c. p. xxxviii., says of the Oriental Breviary: "This is the staple of those three 
thousand pages—under whatever name the stanzas may be presented forming Canons and Odes; 
as Troparia, Idiomela, Stichera, Stichoi, Contakia, Cathismata, Theotokia, Triodia, Stauro-
theotokia, Catavasiai—or whatever else. Nine-tenths of the Eastern Service-book is poetry." 
Besides these we find poetical pieces also in the other liturgical books: the Paracletice or the 
Great Octoechus, in eight parts (for eight weeks and Sundays), the small Octoechus, the Triodion 
(for the Lent season), and the Pentecostarion (for the Easter season). Neale (p. xli.) reckons that 
all these volumes together would form at least 5,000 closely-printed, double column quarto pages, 
of which 4,000 pages would be poetry. He adds an expression of surprise at the "marvellous 
ignorance in which English ecclesiastical scholars are content to remain of this huge treasure of 
divinity—the gradual completion of nine centuries at least." Respecting the value of these 
poetical and theological treasures, however, few will agree with this learned and enthusiastic 
Anglican venerator of the Oriental church. 
 
{1244} Neale, in his preface, says of his translations: "These are literally, I believe, the only 
English versions of any part of the treasures of Oriental Hymnology. There is scarcely a first or 
second-rate hymn of the Roman Breviary which has not been translated: of many we have six or 
eight versions. The eighteen quarto volumes of Greek church-poetry can only at present be 
known to the English reader by my little book."  

 



115. The Latin Hymn. 
 
More important than the Greek hymnology is the Latin from the fourth to the sixteenth century. 
Smaller in compass, it surpasses it in artless simplicity and truth, and in richness, vigor, and 
fulness of thought, and is much more akin to the Protestant spirit. With objective churchly 
character it combines deeper feeling and more subjective appropriation and experience of 
salvation, and hence more warmth and fervor than the Greek. It forms in these respects the 
transition to the Evangelical hymn, which gives the most beautiful and profound expression to the 
personal enjoyment of the Saviour and his redeeming grace. The best Latin hymns have come 
through the Roman Breviary into general use, and through translations and reproductions have 
become naturalized in Protestant churches. They treat for the most part of the great facts of 
salvation and the fundamental doctrines of Christianity. But many of them are devoted to the 
praises of Mary and the martyrs, and vitiated with superstitions. 
 
In the Latin church, as in the Greek, heretics gave a wholesome impulse to poetical activity. The 
two patriarchs of Latin church poetry, Hilary and Ambrose, were the champions of orthodoxy 
against Arianism in the West. 
 
The genius of Christianity exerted an influence, partly liberating, partly transforming, upon the 
Latin language and versification. Poetry in its youthful vigor is like an impetuous mountain 
torrent, which knows no bounds and breaks through all obstacles; but in its riper form it restrains 
itself and becomes truly free in self-limitation; it assumes a symmetrical, well-regulated motion 
and combines it with periodical rest. This is rhythm, which came to its perfection in the poetry of 
Greece and Rome. But the laws of metre were an undue restraint to the new Christian spirit which 
required a new form. The Latin poetry of the church has a language of its own, a grammar of its 
own, a prosody of its own, and a beauty of its own, and in freshness, vigor, and melody even 
surpasses the Latin poetry of the classics. It had to cast away all the helps of the mythological 
fables, but drew a purer and richer inspiration from the sacred history and poetry of the Bible, and 
the heroic age of Christianity. But it had first to pass through a state of barbarism like the 
Romanic languages of the South of Europe in their transition from the old Latin. We observe the 
Latin language under the influence of the youthful and hopeful religion of Christ, as at the breath 
of a second spring, putting forth fresh blossoms and flowers and clothing itself with a new 
garment of beauty, old words assuming new and deeper meanings, obsolete words reviving, new 
words forming. In all this there is much to offend a fastidious classical taste, yet the losses are 
richly compensated by the gains. Christianity at its triumph in the Roman empire found the 
classical Latin rapidly approaching its decay and dissolution; in the course of time it brought out 
of its ashes a new creation. 
 
The classical system of prosody was gradually loosened, and accent substituted for quantity. 
Rhyme, unknown to the ancients as a system or rule, was introduced in the middle or at the end of 
the verse, giving the song a lyrical character, and thus a closer affinity with music. For the hymns 
were to be sung in the churches. This accented and rhymed poetry was at first, indeed, very 
imperfect, yet much better adapted to the freedom, depth, and warmth of the Christian spirit, than 
the stereotyped, stiff, and cold measure of the heathen classics. {1245} Quantity is a more or less 
arbitrary and artificial device; accent, or the emphasizing of one syllable in a polysyllabic word, 
is natural and popular, and commends itself to the ear. Ambrose and his followers, with happy 
instinct, chose for their hymns the Iambic dimeter, which is the least metrical and the most 
rhythmical of all the ancient metres. The tendency to euphonious rhyme went hand in hand with 
the accented rhythm, and this tendency appears occasionally in its crude beginnings in Hilary and 
Ambrose, but more fully in Damasus, the proper father of this improvement. 



 
Rhyme is not the invention of either a barbaric or an overcivilized age, but appears more or less 
in almost all nations, languages, and grades of culture. Like rhythm it springs from the natural 
esthetic sense of proportion, euphony, limitation, and periodic return. {1246} It is found here and 
there, even in the oldest popular poetry of republican Rome, that of Ennius, for example. {1247} 
It occurs not rarely in the prose even of Cicero, and especially of St. Augustine, who delights in 
ingenious alliterations and verbal antitheses, like patet and latet, spes and res, fides and vides, 
bene and plene, oritur and moritur. Damasus of Rome introduced it into sacred poetry. {1248} 
But it was in the sacred Latin poetry of the middle age that rhyme first assumed a regular form, 
and in Adam of St. Victor, Hildebert, St. Bernard, Bernard of Clugny, Thomas Aquinas, 
Bonaventura, Thomas a Celano, and Jacobus de Benedictis (author of the Stabat mater), it 
reached its perfection in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; above all, in that incomparable giant 
hymn on the judgment, the tremendous power of which resides, first indeed in its earnest matter, 
but next in its inimitable mastery of the musical treatment of vowels. I mean, of course, the Dies 
irae of the Franciscan monk Thomas a Celano (about 1250), which excites new wonder on every 
reading, and to which no translation in any modern language can do full justice. In Adam of St. 
Victor, too, of the twelfth century, occur unsurpassable rhymes; e.g., the picture of the Evangelist 
John (in the poem: De, S. Joanne evangelista), which Olshausen has chosen for the motto of his 
commentary on the fourth Gospel, and which Trench declares the most beautiful stanza in the 
Latin church poetry: 
 
Volat avis sine meta 
 
Quo nee vates nec propheta 
 
Evolavit altius: 
 
Tam implenda, {1249} quam impleta {1250} 
 
Nunquam vidit tot secreta 
 
Purus homo purius. 
 
The metre of the Latin hymns is various, and often hard to be defined. Gavanti {1251} supposes 
six principal kinds of verse: 
 
1. Iambici dimetri (as: "Vexilla regis prodeunt"). 
 
2. Iambici trimetri (ternarii vel senarii, as: "Autra deserti teneris sub annis"). 
 
3. Trochaici dimetri ("Pange, lingua, gloriosi corporis mysterium," an eucharistic hymn of 
Thomas Aquinas). 
 
4. Sapphici, cum Adonico in fine (as: "Ut queant axis resonare fibris"). 
 
5. Trochaici (as: "Ave maris stella"). 
 
6. Asclepiadici, cum Glyconico in fine (as: "Sacris solemniis juncta sint gaudia"). 
 
In the period before us the Iambic dimeter prevails; in Hilary and Ambrose without exception. 
 



{1245} Archbishop Trench (Sacred Latin Poetry, 2d ed. Introd. p. 9): "A struggle commenced 
from the first between the form and the spirit, between the old heathen form and the new 
Christian spirit—the latter seeking to release itself from the shackles and restraints which the 
former imposed upon it; and which were to it, not a help and a support, as the form should be, but 
a hindrance and a weakness—not liberty, but now rather a most galling bondage. The new wine 
went on fermenting in the old bottles, till it burst them asunder, though not itself to be spilt and 
lost in the process, but to be gathered into nobler chalices, vessels more fitted to contain it—new, 
even as that which was poured into them was new." This process of liberation Trench illustrates 
in Prudentius, who still adheres in general to the laws of prosody, but indulges the largest license. 
 
{1246} Comp. the excellent remarks of Trench, l. c. p. 26 sqq., on the import of rhyme. Milton, as 
is well known, blinded by his predilection for the ancient classics, calls rhyme (in the preface to 
"Paradise Lost") "the invention of a barbarous age, to set off wretched matter and lame metre; a 
thing of itself to all judicious ears trivial and of no true musical delight." Trench answers this 
biassed judgment by pointing to Milton’s own rhymed odes and sonnets," the noblest lyrics which 
English literature possesses." 
 
{1247} "It is a curious thing," says J. M. Neale (The Eccles. Lat. Poetry of the Middle Ages, p. 
214), "that, in rejecting the foreign laws in which Latin had so long gloried, the Christian poets 
were in fact merely reviving in an inspired form, the early melodies of republican Rome; —the 
rhythmical ballads which were the delight of the men that warred with the Samnites, and the 
Volscians, and Hannibal." 
 
{1248} In his Hymnus de S. Agatha, see Daniel, Thes. hymnol. tom. i. p. 9, and Fortlage, 
Gesange christl. Vorzeit, p. 365. 
 
{1249} The Apocalypse. 
 
{1250} The Gospel history. 
 
{1251} Thesaur. rit sacr., cited in the above-named hymnological work of Konigsfeld and A. W. 
Schlegel, p. xxi., first collection.  

 



116. The Latin Poets and Hymns. 
 
The poets of this period, Prudentius excepted, are all clergymen, and the best are eminent 
theologians whose lives and labors have their more appropriate place in other parts of this work. 
 
Hilary, bishop of Poitiers (hence Pictaviensis, 368), the Athanasius of the West in the Arian 
controversies, is, according to the testimony of Jerome, {1252} the first hymn writer of the Latin 
church. During his exile in Phrygia and in Constantinople, he became acquainted with the Arian 
hymns and was incited by them to compose, after his return, orthodox hymns for the use of the 
Western church. He thus laid the foundation of Latin hymnology. He composed the beautiful 
morning hymn: "Lucis largitor splendide;" the Pentecostal hymn: "Beata nobis gaudia;" and, 
perhaps, the Latin reproduction of the famous Gloria in excelsis. The authorship of many of the 
hymns ascribed to him is doubtful, especially those in which the regular rhyme already appears, 
as in the Epiphany hymn: 
 
Jesus refulsit omnium 
 
Pius redemptor gentium. 
 
We give as a specimen a part of the first three stanzas of his morning hymn, which has been often 
translated into German and English: {1253} 
 
Lucis largitor splendide, 
 
O glorious Father of the light, 
 
Cuius serene lumine 
 
From whose efflugence, calm and bright, 
 
Post lapsa noctis tempora 
 
Soon as hours of night are fled, 
 
Dies refusus panditur: 
 
The brilliance of the dawn is shed: 
 
To verus mundi Lucifer, 
 
Thou art the dark world’s truer ray: 
 
Non is, qui parvi sideris, 
 
No radiance of that lesser day, 
 
Venturae lucis nuntius 
 
That heralds, in the morn begun, 
 



Augusto fulget lumine: 
 
The advent of our darker sun: 
 
Sed toto sole clarior, 
 
But, brighter than its noontide gleam, 
 
Lux ipse totus et dies, 
 
Thyself full daylight’s fullest beam, 
 
Interna nostri pectoris 
 
The inmost mansions of our breast 
 
Illuminans praecordia. 
 
Thou by Thy grace illuminest. 
 
Ambrose, the illustrious bishop of Milan, though some-what younger (397), is still considered, on 
account of the number and value of his hymns, the proper father of Latin church song, and 
became the model for all successors. Such was his fame as a hymnographer that the words 
Ambrosianus and hymnus were at one time nearly synonymous. His genuine hymns are 
distinguished for strong faith, elevated but rude simplicity, noble dignity, deep unction, and a 
genuine churchly and liturgical spirit. The rhythm is still irregular, and of rhyme only imperfect 
beginnings appear; and in this respect they certainly fall far below the softer and richer melodies 
of the middle age, which are more engaging to ear and heart. They are an altar of unpolished and 
unhewn stone. They set forth the great objects of faith with apparent coldness that stands aloof 
from them in distant adoration; but the passion is there, though latent, and the fire of an austere 
enthusiasm burns beneath the surface. Many of them have, in addition to their poetical value, a 
historical and theological value as testimonies of orthodoxy against Arianism. {1254} 
 
Of the thirty to a hundred so-called Ambrosian hymns, {1255} however, only twelve, in the view 
of the Benedictine editors of his works, are genuine; the rest being more or less successful 
imitations by unknown authors. Neale reduces the number of the genuine Ambrosian hymns to 
ten, and excludes all which rhyme regularly, and those which are not metrical. Among the 
genuine are the morning hymn: "Aeterne rerum conditor;" {1256} the evening hymn: "Deus 
creator omnium;" {1257} and the Advent or Christmas hymn: "Veni, Redemptor gentium." This 
last is justly considered his best. It has been frequently reproduced in modern languages, {1258} 
and we add this specimen of its matter and form with an English version: 
 
Veni, Redemptor gentium, 
 
Come, Thou Redeemer of the earth, 
 
Ostende partum Virginis; 
 
Come, testify Thy Virgin Birth: 
 
Miretur omne saeculum: 



 
All lands admire—all times applaud: 
 
Talis partus decet Deum. 
 
Such is the birth that fits a God. 
 
Non ex virili semine, 
 
Begotten of no human will, 
 
Sed mystico spiramine, 
 
But of the Spirit, mystic still, 
 
Verbum Dei factum est caro, 
 
The Word of God, in flesh arrayed, 
 
Fructusque ventris floruit. 
 
The promised fruit to man displayed. 
 
Alvus tumescit Virginis, 
 
The Virgin womb that burden gained 
 
Claustrum pudoris permanet, 
 
With Virgin honor all unstained 
 
Vexilla virtutum micant, 
 
The banners there of virtues glow: 
 
Versatur in templo Deus. 
 
God in His Temple dwells below. 
 
Procedit e thalamo suo, 
 
Proceeding from His chamber free, 
 
Pudoris aulao regiao, 
 
The royal hall of chastity, 
 
Geminae Gigas substantiae, 
 
Giant of twofold substance, straight 
 



Alacris ut currat viam. {1259} 
 
His destined way He runs elate. 
 
Egressus ejus a Patre, 
 
From God the Father He proceeds, 
 
Regressus ejus ad Patrem, 
 
To God the Father back He speeds: 
 
Excursus usque ad inferos 
 
Proceeds—as far as very hell: 
 
Recursus ad sedem Dei. 
 
Speeds back—to light ineffable. 
 
Aequalis aeterno Patri, 
 
O equal to the Father, Thou! 
 
Carnis tropaeo {1260} cingere, 
 
Gird on Thy fleshly trophy (mantle) now 
 
Infirma nostri corporis 
 
The weakness of our mortal state 
 
Virtute firmans perpeti. 
 
With deathless might invigorate. 
 
Praesepe jam fulget tuum, 
 
Thy cradle here shall glitter bright, 
 
Lumenque nox spirat novum, 
 
And darkness breathe a newer light, 
 
Quod nulla nox interpolet, 
 
Where endless faith shall shine serene, 
 
Fideque jugi luceat. 
 
And twilight never intervene. 



 
By far the most celebrated hymn of the Milanese bishop, which alone would have made his name 
immortal, is the Ambrosian doxology, Te Deum laudamus. This, with the Gloria in excelsis, is, as 
already remarked, by far the most valuable legacy of the old Catholic church poetry; and will be 
prayed and sung with devotion in all parts of Christendom to the end of time. According to an old 
legend, Ambrose composed it on the baptism of St. Augustine, and conjointly with him; the two, 
without preconcert, as if from divine inspiration, alternately singing the words of it before the 
congregation. But his biographer Paulinus says nothing of this, and, according to later 
investigations, this sublime Christian psalm is, like the Gloria in excelsis, but a free reproduction 
and expansion of an older Greek hymn in prose, of which some constituents appear in the 
Apostolic Constitutions, and elsewhere. {1261} 
 
Ambrose introduced also an improved mode of singing in Milan, making wise use of the Greek 
symphonies and antiphonies, and popular melodies. This Cantus Ambrosianus, or figural song, 
soon supplanted the former mode of reciting the Psalms and prayers in monotone with musical 
accent and little modulation of the voice, and spread into most of the Western churches as a 
congregational song. It afterwards degenerated, and was improved and simplified by Gregory the 
Great, and gave place to the so-called Cantus Romanus, or choralis. 
 
Augustine, the greatest theologian among the church fathers (430), whose soul was filled with the 
genuine essence of poetry, is said to have composed the resurrection hymn: "Cum rex gloriae 
Christus;" the hymn on the glory of paradise: "Ad perennis vitae fontem melis sitivit arida;" and 
others. But he probably only furnished in the lofty poetical intuitions and thoughts which are 
scattered through his prose works, especially in the Confessions, the materia carminis for later 
poets, like Peter Damiani, bishop of Ostia, in the eleventh century, who put into flowing verse 
Augustine’s meditations on the blessedness of heaven. {1262} Damasus, bishop of Rome (384), a 
friend of Jerome, likewise composed some few sacred songs, and is considered the author of the 
rhyme. {1263} 
 
Coelius Sedulius, a native of Scotland or Ireland, presbyter in the first half of the fifth century, 
composed the hymns: "Herodes, hostis impie," and "A solis ortus cardine," and some larger 
poems. 
 
Marcus Aurelius Clemens Prudentius (405), an advocate and imperial governor in Spain under 
Theodosius, devoted the last years of his life to religious contemplation and the writing of sacred 
poetry, and stands at the head of the more fiery and impassioned Spanish school. Bently calls him 
the Horace and Virgil of Christians, Neale, "the prince of primitive Christian poets." Prudentius is 
undoubtedly the most gifted and fruitful of the old Catholic poets. He was master of the classic 
measure, but admirably understood how to clothe the new ideas and feelings of Christianity in a 
new dress. His poems have been repeatedly edited. {1264} They are in some cases long didactic 
or epic productions in hexameters, of much historical value; {1265} in others, collections of epic 
poems, as the Cathemerinon, {1266} and Peristephanon. {1267} Extracts from the latter have 
passed into public use. The best known hymns of Prudentius are: "Salvete, flores martyrum," in 
memory of the massacred innocents at Bethlehem, {1268} and his grand burial hymn: "Jam 
moesta quiesce querela," which brings before us the ancient worship in deserts and in catacombs, 
and of which Herder says that no one can read it without feeling his heart moved by its touching 
tones. {1269} 
 
We must mention two more poets who form the transition from the ancient Catholic to mediaeval 
church poetry. 
 



VenantiusFortunatus, an Italian by birth, a friend of queen Radegunde (who lived apart from her 
husband, and presided over a cloister), the fashionable poet of France, and at the time of his death 
(about 600), bishop of Poitiers, wrote eleven books of poems on various subjects, an epic on the 
life of St. Martin of Tours, and a theological work in vindication of the Augustinian doctrine of 
divine grace. He was the first to use the rhyme with a certain degree of mastery and regularity, 
although with considerable license still, so that many of his rhymes are mere alliterations of 
consonants or repetitions of vowels. {1270} He first mastered the trochaic tetrameter, a measure 
which, with various modifications, subsequently became the glory of the mediaeval hymn. 
Prudentius had already used it once or twice, but Fortunatus first grouped it into stanzas. His best 
known compositions are the passion hymns: "Vexilla regis prodeunt," and "Pange, lingua, 
gloriosi proelium (lauream) certaminis," which, though not without some alterations, have passed 
into the Roman Breviary. {1271} The "Vexilla regis" is sung on Good Friday during the 
procession in which the consecrated host is carried to the altar. Both are used on the festivals of 
the Invention and the Elevation of the Cross. {1272} The favorite Catholic hymn to Mary: "Ave 
maris stella," {1273} is sometimes ascribed to him, but is of a much later date. 
 
We give as specimens his two famous passion hymns, which were composed about 580. 
 
Vexilla Regis Prodeunt. {1274} 
 
Vexilla regis prodeunt, 
 
The Royal Banners forward go: 
 
Fulget crucis mysterium, 
 
The Cross shines forth with mystic glow: 
 
Quo carne carnis conditor 
 
Where He in flesh, our flesh who made, 
 
Suspensus est patibulo. {1275} 
 
Our sentence bore, our ransom paid. 
 
Quo vulneratus insuper 
 
Where deep for us the spear was dyed, 
 
Mucrone diro lanceae, 
 
Life’s torrent rushing from His side: 
 
Ut nos lavaret crimine 
 
To wash us in the precious flood, 
 
Manavit unda et sanguine. 
 
Where mingled water flowed, and blood. 



 
Impleta sunt quae concinit 
 
Fulfilled is all that David told 
 
David fideli carmine 
 
In true prophetic song of old: 
 
Dicens: in nationibus 
 
Amidst the nations, God, saith he, 
 
Regnavit a ligno Deus. 
 
Hath reigned and triumphed from the Tree. 
 
Arbor decora et fulgida 
 
O Tree of Beauty! Tree of Light! 
 
Ornata regis purpura, 
 
O Tree with royal purple dight! 
 
Electa digno stipite 
 
Elect upon whose faithful breast 
 
Tam sancta membra tangere. 
 
Those holy limbs should find their rest! 
 
Beata cuius brachiis 
 
On whose dear arms, so widely flung, 
 
Pretium pependit saeculi, 
 
The weight of this world’s ransom hung 
 
Statera facta saeculi 
 
The price of human kind to pay, 
 
Praedamque tulit tartaris. {1276} 
 
And spoil the spoiler of his prey! 
 
Pange, Lingua, Gloriosi Proelium Certaminis. {1277} 
 



Sing, my tongue, the glorious battle, {1278} with completed victory rife, 
 
And above the Cross’s trophy, tell the triumph of the strife; 
 
How the world’s Redeemer conquer’d, by surrendering of His life. 
 
God, his Maker, sorely grieving that the first-born Adam fell, 
 
When he ate the noxious apple, whose reward was death and hell, 
 
Noted then this wood, the ruin of the ancient wood to quell. 
 
For the work of our Salvation needs would have his order so, 
 
And the multiform deceiver’s art by art would overthrow; 
 
And from thence would bring the medicine whence the venom of the foe. 
 
Wherefore, when the sacred fulness of the appointed time was come, 
 
This world’s Maker left His Father, left His bright and heavenly home, 
 
And proceeded, God Incarnate, of the Virgin’s holy womb. 
 
Weeps the Infant in the manger that in Bethlehem’s stable stands; 
 
And His limbs the Virgin Mother doth compose in swaddling bands, 
 
Meetly thus in linen folding of her God the feet and hands. 
 
Thirty years among us dwelling, His appointed time fulfilled, 
 
Born for this, He meets His Passion, for that this He freely willed: 
 
On the Cross the Lamb is lifted, where His life-blood shall be spilled. 
 
He endured the shame and spitting, vinegar, and nails, and reed; 
 
As His blessed side is opened, water thence and blood proceed: 
 
Earth, and sky, and stars, and ocean, by that flood are cleansed indeed. 
 
Faithful Cross! above all other, one and only noble Tree! 
 
None in foliage, none in blossom, none in fruit thy peers may be; 
 
Sweetest wood and sweetest iron, sweetest weight is hung on thee! {1279} 
 
Bend thy boughs, O Tree of Glory! thy relaxing sinews bend; 
 
For awhile the ancient rigor, that thy birth bestowed, suspend; 



 
And the King of heavenly beauty on thy bosom gently tend. 
 
Thou alone wast counted worthy this world’s ransom to uphold; 
 
For a shipwreck’d race preparing harbor, like the Ark of old: 
 
With the sacred blood anointed from the wounded Lamb that roll’d. 
 
Laud and honor to the Father, laud and honor to the Son, 
 
Laud and honor to the Spirit, ever Three and ever One: 
 
Consubstantial, co-eternal, while unending ages run. 
 
Far less important as a poet is Gregory I. (590-604), the last of the fathers and the first of the 
mediaeval popes. Many hymns of doubtful origin have been ascribed to him and received into the 
Breviary. The best is his Sunday hymn: "Primo dierum omnium." {1280} 
 
The hymns are the fairest flowers of the poetry of the ancient church. But besides them many epic 
and didactic poems arose, especially in Gaul and Spain, which counteracted the invading flood of 
barbarism, and contributed to preserve a connection with the treasures of the classic culture. 
Juvencus, a Spanish presbyter under Constantine, composed the first Christian epic, a Gospel 
history in four books (3,226 lines), on the model of Virgil, but as to poetic merit never rising 
above mediocrity. Far superior to him is Prudentius (405); he wrote, besides the hymns already 
mentioned, several didactic, epic, and polemic poems. St. Pontius Paulinus, bishop of Nola (431), 
who was led by the poet Ausonius to the mysteries of the Muses, {1281} and a friend of 
Augustine and Jerome, is the author of some thirty poems full of devout spirit; the best are those 
on the festival of S. Felix, his patron. Prosper Aquitanus (460), layman, and friend of Augustine, 
wrote a didactic poem against the Pelagians, and several epigrams; Avitus, bishop of Vienne 
(523), an epic on the creation and the origin of evil; Arator, a court official under Justinian, 
afterwards a sub-deacon of the Roman church (about 544), a paraphrase, in heroic verse, of the 
Acts of the Apostles, in two books of about 1,800 lines. ClaudianusMamertus, {1282} Benedictus 
Paulinus, Elpidius, Orontius, and Draconti 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1252} Catal. vir. illustr. c. 100. Comp. also Isidore of Seville, Deuteronomy offic. Eccles. l. i., 
and Overthur, in the preface to his edition of the works of Hilary. 
 
{1253} The Latin has 8 stanzas. See Daniel, Thesaur. hymnol. tom. i. p. 1. 
 
{1254} Trench sees in the Ambrosian hymns, not without reason (I. c. p. 86), "a rocklike 
firmness, the old Roman stoicism transmuted and glorified into that nobler Christian courage, 
which encountered and at length overcame the world." Fortlage judged the same way before in a 
brilliant description of Latin hymns, l. c. p. 4 f., comp. Daniel, Cod. Lit. iii. p. 282 sq. 
 
{1255} Daniel, ii. pp. 12-115. 
 



{1256} The genuineness of this hymn is put beyond question by two quotations of the 
contemporary and friend of Ambrose, Augustine, Confess. ix. 12, and Retract. i. 12, and by the 
affinity of it with a passage in the Hexaameron of Ambrose, xxiv. 88, where the same thoughts 
are expressed in prose. Not so certain is the genuineness of the other Ambrosian morning hymns: 
"Aeterna coeli gloria," and "Splendor paternae gloriae." 
 
{1257} The other evening hymn: "O lux beata Trinitas," ascribed to him (in the Roman Breviary 
and in Daniel’s Thesaur. i. 36), is scarcely from Ambrose: it has already the rhyme in the form as 
we find it in the hymns of Fortunatus. 
 
{1258} Especially in the beautiful German by John Frank: "Komm, Heidenheiland, Losegeld," 
which is a free recomposition rather than a translation. For another English version (abridged), 
see "The Voice of Christian Life in Song," p. 97: 
 
Redeemer of the nations, come; 
 
Pure offspring of the Virgin’s womb, 
 
Seed of the woman, promised long, 
 
Let ages swell Thine advent song. 
 
{1259} This is an allusion to the "giants" of Genesis 6:4, who, in the early church, were supposed 
to have been of a double substance, being the offspring of the "sons of God," or angels, and the 
"daughters of men," and who furnished a forced resemblance to the twofold nature of Christ, 
according to the mystical interpretation of Psalm 19:5. Comp. Ambr. Deuteronomy incarnate 
Domini, c. 5. 
 
{1260} On the difference of reading,tropaeo, trophaeo, and stropheo or strophio (strophium 
equals "cincugulum aureum cum gemmis"), see Daniel, tom. i. p. 14. 
 
{1261} For instance, the beginning of a morning hymn, in the Codex Alexandrinus of the Bible, 
has been literally incorporated into the Te Deum: 
 
ka ekasthn hmeran euloghsw se, 
 
Per singulas dies benedicimus te, 
 
kai ainesw to onoma sou eiv ton aiwna 
 
Et laudamus nomen tuum in saeculum 
 
kai eiv ton aiwna tou aiwnov. 
 
Et in saeculum saeculi. 
 
kataxiwson, kurie, kai thn hmeran tauthn 
 
Dignare, Domine, die isto 
 
anamarthtouv fulacyhnai hmac. 



 
Sine peccato nos custodire. 
 
Comp. on this whole hymn the critical investigation of Daniel, l. c. vol. ii, p. 289 
 
{1262} This beautiful hymn, "De gloria et gaudiis Paradisi," is found in the appendix to the 6th 
volume of the Benedictine edition of the Opera Augustini, in Daniel’s Thesaurus, tom. i. p. 116, 
and in Trench’s Collection, p. 315 sqq., and elsewhere. Like all the new Jerusalem hymns it 
derives its inspiration from St. John’s description in the concluding chapters of the Apocalypse. 
There is an excellent German translation of it by Konigsfeld and an English translation by 
Wackerbarth, given in part by Neale in his Mediaeval Hymns and Sequences, p. 59. The whole 
hymn is very fine, but not quite equal to the long poem of Bernard of Cluny (in the twelfth 
century), on the contempt of the world, which breathes the same sweet home-sickness to heaven, 
and which Neale (p. 58) justly regards as the most lovely, in the same way that the Dies irae, is 
the most sublime, and the Stabat Mater the most pathetic, of mediaeval hymns. The original has 
not less than 3,000 lines; Neale gives an admirable translation of the concluding part, 
commencing "Hic breve vivitur," and a part of this translation: To thee, O dear, dear Country" (p. 
55), is well worthy of a place in our hymn books. From these and similar mediaeval sources (as 
the "Urbs beata Jerusalem," &c.) is derived in part the famous English hymn: "O mother dear, 
Jerusalem!" (in 31 stanzas), which is often ascribed to David Dickson, a Scotch clergyman of the 
seventeenth century, and which has in turn become the mother of many English hymns on the 
new Jerusalem. (Comp. on it the monographs of H. Bonar, Edinb. 1852, and of W. C. Prime: "O 
Mother dear, Jerusalem," New York, 1865.)—To Augustine is also ascribed the hymn: "O gens 
beata ccelitum," a picture of the blessedness of the inhabitants of heaven, and: Quid, tyranne! 
quid miraris?" an antidote for the tyranny of sin. 
 
{1263} Jerome (De viris ill. c. 103) says of him: "Elegans in versibus componendis ingenium 
habet, multaque et brevia metro edidit." Neale omits Damasus altogether. Daniel, Thes. i. pp. 8 
and 9, gives only two of his hymns, a Hymnus de S. Andrea, and a Hymnus de S. Agatha, the 
latter with regular rhymes, commencing: 
 
Martyris ecce dies Agathae 
 
Christus eam sibi qua sociat 
 
Virginis emicat eximiae, 
 
Et diadema duplex decorat. 
 
{1264} 2 E. g., by Th. Obbarius, Tub. 1845; and by Alb. Dressel, Lips. 1860. 
 
{1265} The Apotheosis, a celebration of the divinity of Christ against its opponents (in 1,063 
lines); the Harmatigenia, on the origin of sin (in 966 lines); the Psychomachia, on the warfare of 
good and evil in the soul (915 lines); Contra Symmachum, on idolatry, &c. 
 
{1266} Kaqhmerinw’n equals Diurnorum (the Christian Day, as we might call it, after the 
analogy of Keble’s Christian Year), hymns for the several hours of the day. 
 
{1267} Peri; stefavnwn, concerning the crowns, fourteen hymns on as many martyrs who have 
inherited the crown of eternal life. Many of them are intolerably tedious and in bad taste. 
 



{1268} 3 Deuteronomy SS. Innocentibus, from the twelfth book of the Cathemerinon, in Prudentii 
Carmina, ed. Obbarius, Tub. 1845, p. 48, in Daniel, tom. i. p. 124, and in Trench, p. 121. 
 
{1269} It is the close of the tenth Cathemerinon, and was the usual burial hymn of the ancient 
church. It has been translated into German by Weiss, Knapp, Puchta, Konigsfeld, Bassler, Schaff 
(in his Deutsches Gesangbuch, No. 468), and others. Trench, p. 281, calls it "the crowning glory 
of the poetry of Prudentius." He never attained this grandeur on any other occasion. Neale, in his 
treatise on the Eccles. Latin Poetry, l. c. p. 22, gives translations of several parts of it, in the metre 
of the original, but without rhyme, commencing thus: 
 
Each sorrowful mourner be silent! 
 
Fond mothers, give over your weeping! 
 
None grieve for those pledges as perished: 
 
This dying is life’s reparation. 
 
Another translation by E. Caswall: "Cease, ye tearful mourners." 
 
{1270} Such as prodeunt—mysterium, viscera—vestigia, fulgida—purpura, etc. 
 
{1271} Daniel, Thes. i. p. 160 sqq., gives both forms: the original, and that of the Brev. 
Romanum. 
 
{1272} Trench has omitted both in his Collection, and admitted instead of them some less 
valuable poems of Fortunatus, Deuteronomy cruce Christi, and Deuteronomy passione Domini, in 
hexameters. 
 
{1273} 3 Daniel, i. p. 204. 
 
{1274} The original text in Daniel, i. p. 160. The translation by Neale, from the Hymnal of the 
English Ecclesiological Society and Neale’s Mediaeval Hymns p. 6. it omits the second stanza, as 
does the Roman Breviary. 
 
{1275} The Roman Breviary substitutes for the last two lines: 
 
Qua vita mortem pertulit 
 
Et morte vitam protulit. 
 
{1276} Brev. Rom.: "Tulitque praedam tartari." 
 
{1277} See the original, which is not rhymed, in Daniel, i. p. 163 sqq., and in somewhat different 
form in the Roman Breviary. The masterly English translation in, the metre of the original is 
Neale’s, l. c. p. 237 sq., and in his Mediaeval Hymns and Sequences, p. 1. Another excellent 
English version by E. Caswell commences: 
 
"Sing, my tongue, the Saviour’s glory; tell His triumph far and wide." 
 



{1278} Proelium certaminis, which the Roman Breviary spoiled by substituting lauream. The 
poet describes the glory of the struggle itself rather than the glory of its termination, as is plain 
from the conclusion of the verse. 
 
{1279} The Latin of this stanza is a jewel: 
 
Crux fidelis, inter omnes arbor una nobilis 
 
Nulla talem silva profert fronde, flore, germine: 
 
Dulce lignum, dulci clavo, dulce pondus sustinens. 
 
(In the Roman Breviary: "Dulce ferrum, dulce lignum, dulce pondus sustinent.") 
 
{1280} See Daniel’s Cod. i. p. 175 sqq. For au excellent English version of the hymn above 
alluded to, see Neale, l. c. p. 233. 
 
{1281} Ausonius yielded the palm to his pupil when he wrote of the verses of Paulinus: 
 
Cedimus ingenio, quantum praecedimus aevo: 
 
Assurget Musae nostra camoena tuae. 
 
{1282} Not to be confounded with Claudius Claudianus, of Alexandria, the most gifted Latin poet 
at the end of the fourth and beginning of the fifth century. The Christian Idyls, Epistles, and 
Epigrams ascribed to him, were probably the work of Claudianus Mamertus, of Vienne (Comp. 
H. Thompson’s Manual of Rom. Lit. p. 204, and J. J. Brunet’s Manual du libraire, tom. iii. p. 
1351 of the 5th ed. Par. 1862). For Claudius Claudianus was a heathen, according to the express 
testimony of Paulus Orosius and of Augustine (De Civit. Dei, v. p. 26: "Poeta Claudianus, 
quamvis a Christi nomine alienus," &c.), and in one of his own epigrams, In Jacobum, magistrum 
equitum, shows his contempt of the Christian religion.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IX. 
 
THEOLOGICAL CONTROVERSIES, AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECUMENICAL 
ORTHODOXY. 
 

117. General Observations. Doctrinal Importance of the Period. 
Influence of the Ancient Philosophy. 
 
The Nicene and Chalcedonian age is the period of the formation and ecclesiastical settlement of 
the ecumenical orthodoxy; that is, the doctrines of the holy trinity and of the incarnation and the 
divine-human person of Christ, in which the Greek, Latin, and evangelical churches to this day in 
their symbolical books agree, in opposition to the heresies of Arianism and Apollinarianism, 
Nestorianism and Eutychianism. Besides these trinitarian and christological doctrines, 
anthropology also, and soteriology, particularly the doctrines of sin and grace, in opposition to 
Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism were developed and brought to a relative settlement; only, 
however, in the Latin church, for the Greek took very little part in the Pelagian controversy. 
 
The fundamental nature of these doctrines, the greatness of the church fathers who were occupied 
with them, and the importance of the result, give this period the first place after the apostolic in 
the history of theology. In no period, excepting the Reformation of the sixteenth century, have 
there been so momentous and earnest controversies in doctrine, and so lively an interest in them. 
The church was now in possession of the ancient philosophy and learning of the Roman empire, 
and applied them to the unfolding and vindication of the Christian truth. In the lead of these 
controversies stood church teachers of imposing talents and energetic piety, not mere book men, 
but venerable theological characters, men all of a piece, as great in acting and suffering as in 
thinking. To them theology was a sacred business of heart and life, {1283} and upon them we 
may pass the judgment of Eusebius respecting Origen: "Their life was as their word, and their 
word was as their life." 
 
The theological controversies absorbed the intellectual activity of that time, and shook the 
foundations of the church and the empire. With the purest zeal for truth were mingled much of the 
odium and rabies theologorum, and the whole host of theological passions; which are the deepest 
and most bitter of passions, because religion is concerned with eternal interests. 
 
The leading personages in these controversies were of course bishops and priests. By their side 
fought the monks, as a standing army, with fanatical zeal for the victory of orthodoxy, or not 
seldom in behalf even of heresy. Emperors and civil officers also mixed in the business of 
theology, but for the most part to the prejudice of its free, internal development; for they imparted 
to all theological questions a political character, and entangled them with the cabals of court and 
the secular interests of the day. In Constantinople, during the Arian controversy, all classes, even 
mechanics, bankers, frippers, market women, and runaway slaves took lively part in the questions 
of Homousion and sub-ordination, of the begotten and the unbegotten. {1284} 
 
The speculative mind of the Eastern church was combined with a deep religious earnestness and a 
certain mysticism, and at the same time with the Grecian curiosity and disputatiousness, which 
afterwards rather injured than promoted her inward life. Gregory Nazianzen, who lived in 
Constantinople in the midst of the Arian wars, describes the division and hostility which this 



polemic spirit introduced between parents and children, husbands and wives, old and young, 
masters and slaves, priests and people. "It has gone so far that the whole market resounds with the 
discourses of heretics, every banquet is corrupted by this babbling even to nausea, every 
merrymaking is transformed into a mourning, and every funeral solemnity is almost alleviated by 
this brawling as a still greater evil; even the chambers of women, the nurseries of simplicity, are 
disturbed thereby, and the flowers of modesty are crushed by this precocious practice of dispute." 
{1285} Chrysostom, like Melanchthon at a later day, had much to suffer from the theological 
pugnacity of his times. 
 
The history of the Nicene age shows clearly that the church of God carries the heavenly treasure 
in earthly vessels. The Reformation of the sixteenth century was likewise in fact an incessant war, 
in which impure personal and political motives of every kind had play, and even the best men 
often violated the apostolic injunction to speak the truth in love. But we must not forget that the 
passionate and intolerant dogmatism of that time was based upon deep moral earnestness and 
strong faith, and so far forth stands vastly above the tolerance of indifferentism, which lightly 
plays with the truth or not rarely strikes out in most vehement intolerance against the faith. 
(Remember the first French revolution.) The overruling of divine Providence in the midst of these 
wild conflicts is unmistakable, and the victory of the truth appears the greater for the violence of 
error. God uses all sorts of men for his instruments, and brings evil passions as well as good into 
his service. The Spirit of truth guided the church through the rush and the din of contending 
parties, and always triumphed over error in the end. 
 
The ecumenical councils were the open battle-fields, upon which the victory of orthodoxy was 
decided. The doctrinal decrees of these councils contain the results of the most profound 
discussions respecting the Trinity and the person of Christ; and the Church to this day has not 
gone essentially beyond those decisions. 
 
The Greek church wrought out Theology and Christology, while the Latin church devoted itself 
to Anthropology and Soteriology. The one, true to the genius of the Greek nationality, was 
predominantly speculative, dialectical, impulsive, and restless; the other, in keeping with the 
Roman character, was practical, traditional, uniform, consistent, and steady. The former followed 
the stimulation of Origen and the Alexandrian school; the latter received its impulse from 
Tertullian and Cyprian, and reached its theological height in Jerome and Augustine. The 
speculative inclination of the Greek church appeared even in its sermons, which not rarely treated 
of the number of worlds, the idea of matter, the different classes of higher spirits, the relation of 
the three hypostases in the Godhead, and similar abstruse questions. The Latin church also, 
however, had a deep spirit of investigation (as we see in Tertullian and Augustine), took an active 
part in the trinitarian and christological controversies of the East, and decided the victory of 
orthodoxy by the weight of its authority. The Greek church almost exhausted its productive force 
in those great struggles, proved indifferent to the deeper conception of sin and grace, as 
developed by Augustine, and after the council of Chalcedon degenerated theologically into 
scholastic formalism and idle refinements. 
 
The fourth and fifth centuries are the flourishing, classical period of the patristic theology and of 
the Christian Graeco-Roman civilization. In the second half of the fifth century the West Roman 
empire, with these literary treasures, went down amidst the storms of the great migration, to take 
a new and higher sweep in the Germano-Roman form under Charlemagne. In the Eastern empire 
scholarship was better maintained, and a certain connection with antiquity was preserved through 
the medium of the Greek language. But as the Greek church had no middle age, so it has had no 
Protestant Reformation. 
 



The prevailing philosophy of the fathers was the Platonic, so far as it was compatible with the 
Christian spirit. The speculative theologians of the East, especially those of the school of Origen, 
and in the West, Ambrose and pre-eminently Augustine, were moulded by the Platonic idealism. 
 
A remarkable combination of Platonism with Christianity, to the injury of the latter, appears in 
the system of mystic symbolism in the pseudo-Dionysian books, which cannot have been 
composed before the fifth century, though they were falsely ascribed to the Areopagite of the 
book of Acts (xvii. 34), and proceeded from the later school of New-Platonism, as represented by 
Proclus of Athens (485). The fundamental idea of these Dionysian writings (on the celestial 
hierarchy; on the ecclesiastical hierarchy; on the divine names; on mystic theology; together with 
ten letters) is a double hierarchy, one in heaven and one on earth, each consisting of three triads, 
which mediates between man and the ineffable, transcendent hyper-essential divinity. This idea is 
a remnant of the aristocratic spirit of ancient heathenism, and forms the connecting link with the 
hierarchical organization of the church, and explains the great importance and popularity which 
the pseudo-Dionysian system acquired, especially in the mystic theology of the middle ages. 
{1286} 
 
In Synesius of Cyrene also the Platonism outweighs the Christianity. He was an enthusiastic pupil 
of Hypatia, the famous female philosopher at Alexandria, and in 410 was called to the bishopric 
of Ptolemais, the capital of Pentapolis. Before taking orders he frankly declared that he could not 
forsake his philosophical opinions, although he would in public accommodate himself to the 
popular belief. Theophilus of Alexandria, the same who was one of the chief persecutors of the 
admirers of Origen, the father of Christian Platonism, accepted this doubtful theory of 
accommodation. Synesius was made bishop, but often regretted that he exchanged his favorite 
studies for the responsible and onerous duties of the bishopric. In his hymns he fuses the 
Christian doctrine of the Trinity with the Platonic idea of God, and the Saviour with the divine 
Helios, whose daily setting and rising was to him a type of Christ’s descent into Hades and 
ascension to heaven. The desire of the soul to be freed from the chains of matter, takes the place 
of the sorrow for sin and the longing after salvation. {1287} 
 
As soon as theology assumed a scholastic character and began to deal more in dialectic forms 
than in living ideas, the philosophy of Aristotle rose to favor and influence, and from John 
Philoponus, A. D. 550, throughout the middle age to the Protestant Reformation, kept the lead in 
the Catholic church. It was the philosophy of scholasticism, while mysticism sympathized rather 
with the Platonic system. 
 
The influence of the two great philosophies upon theology was beneficial or injurious, according 
as the principle of Christianity was the governing or the governed factor. Both systems are 
theistic (at bottom monotheistic), and favorable to the spirit of earnest and profound speculation. 
Platonism, with its ideal, poetic views, stimulates, fertilizes, inspires and elevates the reason and 
imagination, but also easily leads into the errors of gnosticism and the twilight of mysticism. 
Aristotelianism, with its sober realism and sharp logical distinctions, is a good discipline for the 
understanding, a school of dialectic practice, and a help to logical, systematic, methodical 
treatment, but may also induce a barren formalism. The truth is, Christianity itself is the highest 
philosophy, as faith is the highest reason; and she makes successive philosophies, as well as the 
arts and the sciences, tributary to herself, on the Pauline principle that "all things are hers." 
{1288} 
 
{1283} Or, as Gregory Nazianzen says of the true theologian, contemplation was a prelude to 
action, and action a prelude to contemplation, pra’xi (a religious walk) ejpivbasi qewriva (actio 
gradus est ad contemplationem), Oratio xx. 12 (ed. Bened. Paris. tom. i. p. 383). 



 
{1284} So Gregory of Nyssa (not Nazianzen, as J. H. Kurtz, wrongly quoting from Neander, has 
it in his large K. Gesch. i. ii. p. 99) relates from his own observation: Orat. de Deitate Filii et 
Spiritus S. (Opera ii. p. 898, ed. Paris. of 1615). He compares his contemporaries in this respect 
with the Athenians, who are always wishing to hear some new thing. 
 
{1285} Orat. xxvii. 2 (Opera, tom. i. p. 488). Comp. Orat. xxxii. (tom. i. p. 581); Carmen de vita 
sua, vers. 1210 sqq. (tom. ii. p. 737 sq.). 
 
{1286} Comp. Engelhardt: Die angeblichen Schriften des Areop. Dionysius ubersetzt und erklart, 
1823, 2 Parts; Ritter: Geschichte der christl. Philosophie, Bd. ii. p. 515; Baur: Geschichte der 
Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit, ii. 207 f., and his Geschichte der Kirche, from the fourth to the sixth 
century, p. 59 ff.; Joh. Huber: Die Philosophie der Kirchenvater, pp. 327-341; and an article of K. 
Vogt, in Herzog’s Encycl. iii. p. 412 ff. 
 
{1287} Comp. Clausen: Deuteronomy Synesio philosopho, Hafn. 1831; Huber: Philos. der 
Kirchenvater, pp. 315-321; Baur: Church Hist. from the fourth to the sixth century, p. 52 ff., and 
W. Moller in Herzog’s Encycl. vol. xv. p. 335 ff. 
 
{1288} Concerning the influence of philosophy on the church fathers, comp. Ritter’s Geschichte 
der christl. Philosophie; Ackermann, and Baur: Ueber das Christliche im Platonismus; Huber’s 
Philosophie der Kirchenvater (Munich, 1859); NEANDER’S Dogmengeschichte, i p. 59 sqq.; 
ArcherButler’s Lectures on Ancient Philosophy; Shedd’s History of Christian Doctrine, vol. i. ch. 
1 (Philosophical Influences in the Ancient Church); Alb. Stockl: Geschichte der Philosophie des 
Mittelalters, Mainz, 1865, 2 Bde.  

 



118. Sources of Theology. Scripture and Tradition. 
 
Comp. the literature in vol. i. 75 and 76. Also: Eusebius: Hist. Eccl. 3. 3 6, 25 (on the form of the 
canon in the Nicene age); Leander van Ess (R.C.): Chrysostomus oder Stimmen der Kirchenvater 
fur’s Bibellesen. Darmstadt, 1824. 
 
Vincentius Lirinensis (about 450): Commonitorium pro cathol. fidei antiquitate et universitate 
Adv. profanas omnium haer. novitates; frequent editions, e.g. by Baluzius (1663 and 1684), 
Gallandi, Coster, Kluepfel (with prolegom. and notes), Viennae, 1809, and by Herzog, Vratisl. 
1839; also in connection with the Opera Hilarii Arelatensis, Rom. 1731, and the Opera Salviani, 
Par. 1669, and in Migne’s Patrolegis, vol. 50, p. 626 sqq. 
 
The church view respecting the sources of Christian theology and the rule of faith and practice 
remains as it was in the previous period, except that it is further developed in particulars. {1289} 
The divine Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, as opposed to human writings; and the oral 
tradition or living faith of the catholic church from the apostles down, as opposed to the varying 
opinions of heretical sects together form the one infallible source and rule of faith. Both are 
vehicles of the same substance: the saving revelation of God in Christ; with this difference in 
form and office, that the church tradition determines the canon, furnishes the key to the true 
interpretation of the Scriptures, and guards them against heretical abuse. The relation of the two 
in the mind of the ancient church may be illustrated by the relation between the supreme law of a 
country (such as the Roman law, the Code Napoleon, the common law of England, the 
Constitution of the United States) and the courts which expound the law, and decide between 
conflicting interpretations. Athanasius, for example, "the father of orthodoxy," always bases his 
conclusions upon Scripture, and appeals to the authority of tradition only in proof that he rightly 
understands and expounds the sacred books. The catholic faith, says he, is that which the Lord 
gave, the apostles preached, and the fathers have preserved; upon this the church is founded, and 
he who departs from this faith can no longer be called a Christian. {1290} 
 
The sum of doctrinal tradition was contained in what is called the Apostles’ Creed, which at first 
bore various forms, but after the beginning of the fourth century assumed the Roman form now 
commonly used. In the Greek church its place was supplied after the year 325 by the 
NiceneCreed, which more fully expresses the doctrine of the deity of Christ. Neither of these 
symbols goes beyond the substance of the teaching of the apostles; neither contains any doctrine 
specifically Greek or Roman. 
 
The old catholic doctrine of Scripture and tradition, therefore, nearly as it approaches the Roman, 
must not be entirely confounded with it. It makes the two identical as to substance, while the 
Roman church rests upon tradition for many doctrines and usages, like the doctrines of the seven 
sacraments, of the mass, of purgatory, of the papacy, and of the immaculate conception, which 
have no foundation in Scripture. Against this the evangelical church protests, and asserts the 
perfection and sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures as the record of divine revelation; while it does 
not deny the value of tradition, or of the consciousness of the church, in the interpretation of 
Scripture, and regulates public teaching by symbolical books. In the Protestant view tradition is 
not coordinate with Scripture, but subordinate to it, and its value depends on its agreement with 
the Scriptures. The Scriptures alone are the norma fidei; the church doctrine is only the norma 
doctrinae. Protestantism gives much more play to private judgment and free investigation in the 
interpretation of the Scriptures, than the Roman or even the Nicene church. {1291} 
 
I. In respect to the Holy Scriptures: 



 
At the end of the fourth century views still differed in regard to the extent of the canon, or the 
number of the books which should be acknowledged as divine and authoritative. 
 
The Jewish canon, or the Hebrew Bible, was universally received, while the Apocrypha added to 
the Greek version of the Septuagint were only in a general way accounted as books suitable for 
church reading, {1292} and thus as a middle class between canonical and strictly apocryphal 
(pseudonymous) writings. And justly; for those books, while they have great historical value, and 
fill the gap between the Old Testament and the New, all originated after the cessation of 
prophecy, and they cannot therefore be regarded as inspired, nor are they ever cited by Christ or 
the apostles. {1293} 
 
Of the New Testament, in the time of Eusebius, the four Gospels, the Acts, thirteen Epistles of 
Paul, the first Epistle of John, and the first Epistle of Peter, were universally recognized as 
canonical, {1294} while the Epistle to the Hebrews, the second and third Epistles of John, the 
second Epistle of Peter, the Epistle of James, and the Epistle of Jude were by many disputed as to 
their apostolic origin, and the book of Revelation was doubted by reason of its contents. {1295} 
This indecision in reference to the Old Testament Apocrypha prevailed still longer in the Eastern 
church; but by the middle of the fourth century the seven disputed books of the New Testament 
were universally acknowledged, and they are included in the lists of the canonical books given by 
Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen, Amphilochius of Iconium, Cyril of Jerusalem, and Epiphanius; 
except that in some cases the Apocalypse is omitted. 
 
In the Western church the canon of both Testaments was closed at the end of the fourth century 
through the authority of Jerome (who wavered, however, between critical doubts and the 
principle of tradition), and more especially of Augustine, who firmly followed the Alexandrian 
canon of the Septuagint, and the preponderant tradition in reference to the disputed Catholic 
Epistles and the Revelation; though he himself, in some places, inclines to consider the Old 
Testament Apocrypha as deutero-canonical books, bearing a subordinate authority. The council 
of Hippo in 393, and the third (according to another reckoning the sixth) council of Carthage in 
397, under the influence of Augustine, who attended both, fixed the catholic canon of the Holy 
Scriptures, including the Apocrypha of the Old Testament, and prohibited the reading of other 
books in the churches, excepting the Acts of the Martyrs on their memorial days. These two 
African councils, with Augustine, {1296} give forty-four books as the canonical books of the Old 
Testament, in the following order: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, 
Judges, Ruth, four books of Kings (the two of Samuel and the two of Kings), two books of 
Paralipomena (Chronicles), Job, the Psalms, five books of Solomon, the twelve minor Prophets, 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezekiel, Tobias, Judith, Esther, two books of Ezra, two books of 
Maccabees. The New Testament canon is the same as ours. 
 
This decision of the transmarine church however, was subject to ratification; and the concurrence 
of the Roman see it received when Innocent I. and Gelasius I. (A. D. 414) repeated the same 
index of biblical books. 
 
This canon remained undisturbed till the sixteenth century, and was sanctioned by the council of 
Trent at its fourth session. 
 
Protestantism retained the New Testament canon of the Roman church, {1297} but, in accordance 
with the orthodox Jewish and the primitive Christian view, excluded the Apocrypha from the Old. 
{1298} 
 



The most eminent of the church fathers speak in the strongest terms of the full inspiration and the 
infallible authority of the holy Scriptures, and commend the diligent reading of them even to the 
laity. Especially Chrysostom. The want of general education, however, and the enormous cost of 
books, left the people for the most part dependent on the mere hearing of the word of God in 
public worship; and the free private study of the Bible was repressed by the prevailing Spirit of 
the hierarchy. No prohibition, indeed, was yet laid upon the reading of the Bible; but the 
presumption that it was a book of the priests and monks already existed. It remained for a much 
later period, by the invention of printing, the free spirit of Protestantism, and the introduction of 
popular schools, to make the Bible properly a people’s book, as it was originally designed to be; 
and to disseminate it by Bible societies, which now print and circulate more copies of it in one 
year, than were made in the whole middle age, or even in the fifteen centuries before the 
Reformation. 
 
The oldest manuscripts of the Bible now extant date no further back than the fourth century, are 
very few, and abound in unessential errors and omissions of every kind; and the problem of a 
critical restoration of the original text is not yet satisfactorily solved, nor can it be more than 
approximately solved in the absence of the original writings of the apostles. 
 
The oldest and most important manuscripts in uncial letters are the Sinaitic (first discovered by 
Tischendorf in 1859, and published in 1862), the Vatican (in Rome, defective), the Alexandrian 
(in London); then the much mutilated codex of Ephraim Syrus in Paris, and the incomplete codex 
of Cambridge. From these and a few other uncial codices the oldest attainable text must be 
mainly gathered. Secondary sources are quotations in the fathers, the earliest versions, Stich as 
the Syriac Peshito and the Latin Vulgate, and the later manuscripts. {1299} 
 
The faith which rests not upon the letter, but upon the living spirit of Christianity, is led into no 
error by the defects of the manuscripts and ancient and modern versions of the Bible, but only 
excited to new and deeper study. 
 
The spread of the church among all the nations of the Roman empire, and even among the 
barbarians on its borders, brought with it the necessity of translating the Scriptures into various 
tongues. The most important of these versions, and the one most used, is the Latin Vulgate, which 
was made by the learned Jerome on the basis of the older Itala, and which afterwards, 
notwithstanding its many errors, was placed by the Roman church on a level with the original 
itself. The knowledge of Hebrew among the fathers was very rare; the Septuagint was considered 
sufficient, and even the knowledge of Greek diminished steadily in the Latin church after the 
invasion of the barbarians and the schism with the East, so that the Bible in its original languages 
became a sealed book, and remained such until the revival of learning in the fifteenth century. 
 
In the interpretation of the Scriptures the system of allegorical exposition and imposition was in 
high repute, and often degenerated into the most arbitrary conceits, especially in the Alexandrian 
school, to which most of the great dogmatic theologians of the Nicene age belonged. In 
opposition to this system the Antiochian school, founded by Lucian (311), and represented by 
Diodorus of Tarsus, Theodore of Mopsuestia, and best by John Chrysostom and Theodoret, 
advocated a soberer grammatical and historical exegesis, and made a sharper distinction between 
the human and the divine elements in the Scriptures. Theodore thereby incurred the suspicion and 
subsequently even the condemnation of the Greek church. 
 
Among the Latin fathers a similar difference in the interpretation of Scripture appears between 
the discerning depth and lively play of Augustine and the grammatical and archaeological 
scholarship and dogmatical superficiality of Jerome. 



 
II. The Holy Scriptures were universally accepted as the supreme authority and infallible rule of 
faith. But as the Scriptures themselves were variously interpreted, and were claimed by the 
heretics for their views, the fathers of our period, like Irenaeus and Tertullian before them, had 
recourse at the same time to Tradition, as preserved from the apostles through the unbroken 
succession of the bishops. With them the Scriptures are the supreme law; the combined wisdom 
and piety of the catholic church, the organic body of the faithful, is the judge which decides the 
true sense of the law. For to be understood the Bible must be explained, either by private 
judgment or by the universal faith of Christendom. 
 
Strictly speaking, the Holy Ghost, who is the author, is also the only infallible interpreter of the 
Scriptures. But it was held that the Holy Ghost is given only to the orthodox church not to 
heretical and schismatic sects, and that he expresses himself through assembled orthodox bishops 
and universal councils in the clearest and most authoritative way. "The heretics," says Hilary, "all 
cite the Scriptures, but without the sense of the Scriptures; for those who are outside the church 
can have no understanding of the, word of God." They imagine they follow the Scriptures, while 
in truth they follow their own conceits, which they put into the Scriptures instead of drawing their 
thoughts from them. 
 
Even Augustine, who of all the fathers stands nearest to evangelical Protestantism, on this point 
advocates the catholic principle in the celebrated maxim which he urges against the Manichaeans: 
"I would not believe the gospel, if I were not compelled by the authority of the universal church." 
But he immediately adds: "God forbid that I should not believe the gospel." {1300} 
 
But there are different traditions; not to speak of various interpretations of the catholic tradition. 
Hence the need of a criterion of true and false tradition. The semi-Pelagian divine, Vincentius, a 
monk and priest in the South-Gallic cloister of Lirinum (450), {1301} otherwise little known, 
propounded the maxim which formed an epoch in this matter, and has since remained the 
standard in the Roman church: We must hold "what has been everywhere, always, and by all 
believed." {1302} Here we have a threefold test of the ecclesiastical orthodoxy: Catholicity of 
place, of time, and of number; or ubiquity, antiquity, and universal consent; {1303} in other 
words, an article of faith must be traced up to the apostles, and be found in all Christian countries, 
and among all believers. But this principle can be applied only to a few fundamental articles of 
revealed religion, not to any of the specifically Romish dogmas, and, to have any reasonable 
meaning, must be reduced to a mere principle of majority. In regard to the consensus omnium, 
which properly includes both the others, Vincentius himself makes this limitation, by defining the 
condition as a concurrence of the majority of the clergy. {1304} To the voice of the people neither 
he nor the whole Roman system, in matters of faith, pays the slightest regard. In many important 
doctrines, however, there is not even a consensus patrum, as in the doctrine of free will, of 
predestination, of the atonement. A certain freedom of divergent private opinions is the 
indispensable condition of all progress of thought, and precedes the ecclesiastical settlement of 
every article of faith. Even Vincentius expressly asserts a steady advance of the church in the 
knowledge of the truth, though of course in harmony with the previous steps, as a man or a tree 
remains identical through the various stages of growth. {1305} 
 
Vincentius is thoroughly Catholic in the spirit and tendency of his work, and has not the most 
remote conception of the free Protestant study of the Scriptures. But on the other hand he would 
have as little toleration for new dogmas. He wished to make tradition not an independent source 
of knowledge and rule of faith by the side of the Holy Scriptures, but only to have it 
acknowledged as the true interpreter of Scripture, and as a bar to heretical abuse. The criterion of 
the antiquity of a doctrine, which he required, involves apostolicity, hence agreement with the 



spirit and substance of the New Testament. The church, says he, as the solicitous guardian of that 
which is intrusted to her, changes, diminishes, increases nothing. Her sole effort is to shape, or 
confirm, or preserve the old. Innovation is the business of heretics not of orthodox believers. The 
canon of Scripture is complete in itself, and more than sufficient. {1306} But since all heretics 
appeal to it, the authority of the church must be called in as the rule of interpretation, and in this 
we must follow universality, antiquity, and consent. {1307} It is the custom of the Catholics, says 
he in the same work, to prove the true faith in two ways: first by the authority of the holy 
Scriptures, then by the tradition of the Catholic church; not because the canon alone is not of 
itself sufficient for all things, but on account of the many conflicting interpretations and 
perversions of the Scriptures. {1308} 
 
In the same spirit says pope Leo I.: "It is not permitted to depart even in one word from the 
doctrine of the Evangelists and the Apostles, nor to think otherwise concerning the Holy 
Scriptures, than the blessed apostles and our fathers learned and taught." {1309} 
 
The catholic principle of tradition became more and more confirmed, as the authority of the 
fathers and councils increased and the learned study of the Holy Scriptures declined; and tradition 
gradually set itself in practice on a level with Scripture, and even above it. It fettered free 
investigation, and promoted a rigid, stationary and intolerant orthodoxy, which condemned men 
like Origen and Tertullian as heretics. But on the other hand the principle of tradition 
unquestionably exerted a wholesome conservative power, and saved the substance of the ancient 
church doctrine from the obscuring and confusing influence of the pagan barbarism which 
deluged Christendom. 
 

I. -Trinitarian Controversies. 
 

GENERAL LITERATURE OF THE ARIAN CONTROVERSIES. 
 
I. Sources: On the orthodox side most of the fathers of the fourth century; especially the dogmatic 
and polemic works of Athanasius (Orationes c. Arianos; Deuteronomy decretis Nicaenae Synodi; 
Deuteronomy sententia Dionysii; Apologia c. Arianos; Apologia de fuga sua; Historia 
Arianorum, etc., all in tom. i. pars i. ii. of the Bened. ed.), Basil (Adv. Eunomium), Gregory 
Nazianzen (Orationes theologicae), Gregory Of Nyssa (Contra Eunom.), Epiphanius (Ancoratus), 
Hilary (De Trinitate), Ambrose (De Fide), Augustine (De Trinitate, and Contra Maximinimum 
Arianum), Rufinus, and the Greek church historians. 
 
On the heretical side: The fragments of the writings of Arius (Qavleia, and two Epistolae to 
Eusebius of Nicomedia and Alexander of Alexandria), preserved in quotations in Athanasius, 
Epiphanius, Socrates, and Theodoret; comp. Fabricius: Biblioth. gr. viii. p. 309. Fragmenta 
Arianorum about 388 in Angelo Mai: Scriptorum veterum nova collect. Rom. 1828, vol. iii. The 
fragments of the Church History of the Arian Philostorgius, A. D. 350-425. 
 
II. Works: Tillemont (R.C.): Memoires, etc. tom. vi. pp. 239-825, ed. Paris. 1699, and ed. Ven. 
(the external history chiefly). Dionysius Petavius (Jesuit, 1652): Deuteronomy theologicis 
dogmatibus, tom. ii., which treats of the divine Trinity in eight books; and in part toms. iv. and v. 
which treat in sixteen books of the Incarnation of the Word. This is still, though incomplete, the 
most learned work of the Roman church in the History of Doctrines; it first appeared at Paris, 
1644-’50, in five volumes fol., then at Amsterdam, 1700 (in 6 vols.), and at Venice, 1757 (ed. 



Zacharia), and has been last edited by Passaglia and Schrader in Rome, 1857. J. M. Travasa 
(R.C.): Storia critica della vita di Ario. Ven. 1746. S. J. Maimburg: Histoire de l’Arianisme. Par. 
1675. John Pearson (bishop of Chester, 1686): An Exposition of the Creed (in the second article), 
1689, 12th ed. Lond. 1741, and very often edited since by Dobson, Burton, Nichols, Chevalier, 
etc. George Bull (Anglican bishop of St. David’s, 1710): Defensio fidei Nicaenae. Ox. 1685 
(Opp. Lat. fol. ed. Grabe, Lond. 1703. Complete Works, ed. Burton, Oxf. 1827, and again in 
1846, vol. 5th in two parts, and in English in the Anglo-Catholic Library, 1851). This classical 
work endeavors, with great learning, to exhibit the Nicene faith in all the ante-Nicene fathers, and 
so belongs more properly to the previous period. Dan. Waterland (archdeacon of Middlesex, 
1730, next to Bull the ablest Anglican defender of the Nicene faith): Vindication of Christ’s 
Divinity, 1719 ff., in Waterland’s Works, ed. Mildert, vols. i. ii. iii. Oxf. 1843. (Several acute and 
learned essays and sermons in defence of the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity against the high 
Arianism of Dr. Sam. Clarke and Dr. Whitby.) Chr. W. F. Walch: Vollstandige Historic der 
Ketzereien, etc. 11 vols. Leipzig, 1762 ff. Vols. ii. and iii. (exceedingly thorough and exceedingly 
dry). Gibbon: History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ch. xxi. A. Mohler (R.C.): 
Athanasius der Grosse u. die Kirche seiner Zeit. Mainz (1827); 2d ed. 1844 (Bk ii.-vi.). J. H. 
Newman (at the time the learned head of Puseyism, afterwards R.C.): The Arians of the Fourth 
Century. Lond. 1838; 2d ed. (unchanged), 1854. F. Chr. Baur: Die christl. Lehre von der 
Dreieinigkeit u. Menschwerdung in ihrer geschichtl. Entwicklung. 3 vols. Tubingen, 1841-’43. 
Vol. i. pp. 306-825 (to the council of Chalcedon). Comp. also Baur’s Kirchengesch. vom 4ten his 
6ten Jahrh. Tub. 1859, pp. 79-123. Js. A. Dorner: Entwicklungsgesch. der Lehre von der Person 
Christi. 1836, 2d ed. in 2 vols. Stuttg. 1845-’53. Vol. i. pp. 773-1080 (English transl. by W. L. 
Alexander and D. W. Simon, in Clark’s Foreign Theol. Library, Edinb. 1861). R. Wilberforce (at 
the time archdeacon of East Riding, afterwards R.C.): The Doctrine of the Incarnation of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. 4th ed. Lond. 1852. Bishop Kaye: Athanasius and the council of Nicaea. Lond. 
1853. C. Jos. Hefele (R.C.): Conciliengeschichte. Freib. 1855 ff. Vol. i. p. 219 ff. Albert Prince de 
Broglie (R.C.): L’eglise et l’empire romain, au IV. siecle. Paris, 1856-’66, 6 vols. Vol. i. p. 331 
sqq.; vol. ii. 1 sqq. W. W. Harvey: History and Theology of the Three Creeds. Lond. 1856, 2 vols. 
H. Voigt: Die Lehre des Athanasius von Alexandrien. Bremen, 1861. A. P. Stanley: Lectures on 
the History of the Eastern Church. 2d ed. 862 (reprinted in New York). Sects. ii.-vii. (more 
brilliant than solid). Comp. also the relevant sections in the general Church Histories of Fleury, 
Schrockh (vols. v. and vi.), Neander, Gieseler, and in the Doctrine Histories of Munscher-colln, 
Baumgarten-Crusius, Hagenbach, Baur, Beck, Shedd. 
 
{1289} Comp. vol. i. 75 and 76. 
 
{1290} Ad Serap. Ep. i. cap. 28 (Opera, tom. i. pars ii. p. 676): idwmen... thn thv archv 
paradosin kai didaskalian kai pistin thv kayolikhv ekklhsiav hn ov men kuriov 
edwken, oi de apostoloi ekhruxan, kai oi patere efulaxan. Voigt (Die Lehre des 
Athanasius, &c. p. 13 ff.) makes Athanasius even the representative of the formal principle of 
Protestantism, the supreme authority, sufficiency, and self-interpreting character of the 
Scriptures; while Mohler endeavors to place him on the Roman side. Both are biassed, and violate 
history by their preconceptions. 
 
{1291} On this point compare the relevant sections in the works on Symbolic and Polemic 
Theology, and Schaff’s Principle of Protestantism, 1845. 
 
{1292} biblia anaginwskomena (libri ecclesiastici), in distinction from kanonikav or 
kanonizovmena on the one hand, and ajpovkrufa on the other. So Athanasius. 
 



{1293} Heb. xi. 35 ff. probably alludes, indeed, to 2 Macc. vi. ff.; but between a historical 
allusion and a corroborative citation with the solemn h grafh legei there is a wide difference. 
 
{1294} Hence called omologoumena. 
 
{1295} Hence called antilegomena, which, however, is by no means to be confounded with 
ajpovkrufa and novqa. There are no apocrypha, properly speaking, in the New Testament. The 
apocryphal Gospels, Acts, and Apocalypses in every case differ greatly from the apostolic, and 
were never received into the canon. The idea of apocrypha in the Old Testament is innocent, and 
is applied to later Jewish writings, the origin of which is not accurately known, but the contents of 
which are useful and edifying. 
 
{1296} Deuteronomy doctr. Christ. l. ii. c. 8. 
 
{1297} The well-known doubts of Luther respecting some of the antilegomena, especially the 
Epistle of James, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the Revelation, are mere private opinions, which 
have latterly been reasserted by individual Lutheran divines, like Philippi and Kahnis, but have 
had no influence upon the church doctrine. 
 
{1298} The more particular history of the canon belongs to historical and critical Introduction to 
the Bible. Besides the relevant sections in works of this sort, and in Lardner’s Credibility of the 
Gospel History, and Kirchhofer’s Quellensammlung (1844), comp. the following special 
treatises: Thiersch: Herstellung des historischen Standpunkts fur die Kritik der N. T’tlichen 
Schriften, 1845; Credner. Zur Geschichte des Kanons, 1847; Oehler: Kanon des A. Ts. in 
Herzog’s Encyklopadie, vol. vii. pp. 243-270; Landerer: Kanon des Neuen Testaments, ibid. pp. 
270-303; also an extended article: Canon of Scripture, in W. Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible 
(London and Boston, 1860), vol. i. pp. 250-268. 
 
{1299} Full information on this subject may be found in the Introductions to the New Testament, 
and in the Prolegomena of the critical editions of the New Testament, among which the editions 
of Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, and Alford are the most important. Comp. particularly the 
eighth large edition of Tischendorf, begun in 1865, and diligently employing all existing critical 
helps. 
 
{1300} "Ego vero evangelio non crederem, nisi me Catholicae ecclesiae commoveret autoritas.... 
Sed absit ut ego Evangelio non credam. Illi enim credens, non invenio quomodo possim etiam tibi 
[Manichaeus] credere. Apostolorum enim nomina, quae ibi leguntur, non inter se continent 
nomen Manichaei." Contra Epist. Manichaei, quam vocant fundamenti, cap. 6 (ed. Bened. tom. 
viii. p. 154). His object in this argument is to show that the Manichaeans have no right in the 
Scriptures, that the Catholic church is the legitimate owner and interpreter of the Bible. But it is 
an abuse to press this argument at once into the service of Rome as is so often done. Between the 
controversy of the old Catholic church with Manichaeism, and the controversy of Romanism with 
Protestantism, there is an immense difference. 
 
{1301} Lerinum or Lirinum (now St. Honorat) is one of the group of small islands in the 
Mediterranean which formerly belonged to Roman Gaul, afterwards to France. In the fifth 
century it was a seminary of learned monks and priests for France, as Faustus Regiensis, Hilarius 
Arelatensis, Salvianus, and others. 
 
{1302} Commonit. cap. 2 (in Migne’s Patrolog. vol. 50, p. 640): "In ipsa item Catholica Ecclesia 
magnopere curandum est, ut id teneamus quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab omnibus creditum 



est." The Commonitorium was composed, as we learn from the preface and from ch. 42, about 
three years after the ecumenical council of Ephesus, therefore about 434, under the false name of 
Peregrinus, as a help to the memory of the author that he might have the main points of 
ecclesiastical tradition constantly at hand against the heretics. Baronius calls it "opus certe 
aureum," and Bellarmin "parvum mole et virtute maximum." It consisted originally of two books, 
but the manuscript of the second book was stolen from the author, who then added a brief 
summary of both books at the close of the first (c. 41-43). Vossius, Cardinal Norisius (Historia 
Pelagiana, I. ii. c. 11), Natalis Alexander, Hefele, and Schmidt give this work a polemic aim 
against strict Augustinism, for which certainly the Greek church cannot be claimed, so that the 
three criteria of catholicity are wanting. There is pretty strong evidence in the book itself that 
Vincentius belonged to the semi-Pelagian school which arose in Marseille and Lirinum. He was 
probably also the author of the Vincentianae objectiones against Augustine’s doctrine of 
predestination. Comp. on Vincentius, Tillemont’s Memoires, tom. xv. pp. 143-147; the art. 
Vincentius v. L. by H. Schmidt in Herzog’s Encykl. vol. xvii. pp. 211-217; and an essay of C. J. 
Hefele (R.C.), in his Beitrage zur Kirchengeschichte, Archaologie und Liturgik, vol. i. p. 146 ff. 
(Tub. 1864). 
 
{1303} As Vincentius expresses himself in the succeeding sentence: Universitas, antiquitas, 
consensio. Comp. c. 27. 
 
{1304} "Consensio omnium vel certe paene omnium sacerdotum pariter et magistrorum," etc. 
Common. c. 2 (in Migne, p. 640). 
 
{1305} Cap 23 (in Migne, vol 50, p. 667 sqq.). 
 
{1306} Cap. 2: "Quum sit perfectus Scripturarum Canon et sibi ad omnia satis superque 
sufficiat," etc. Cap. 29. 
 
{1307} "Hoc facere curabant... ut divinum canonem secundum universalis ecclesiae traditiones et 
juxta catholici dogmatis regulas interpretentur, in qua item catholica et apostolica ecclesia 
sequantur necesse est universitatem, antiquitatem, consensionem." Commonit. cap. 27 (in Migne, 
vol. 50, p. 674). Comp. c. 2-4. 
 
{1308} Cap. 29 (in Migne, vol. 50, p. 677): "Non quia canon solus non sibi ad universa sufficiat, 
sed quia verba divina, pro suo plerique arbitratu interpretantes, varias opiniones erroresque 
concipiant," etc. 
 
{1309} Epist. 82 ad Episc. Marcianum Aug. (Opera, tom. i. p. 1044, ed. Ballerini, and in Migne, 
liv. p. 918): "Quum ab evangelica apostolicaque doctrina ne uno quidem verbo liceat dissidere, 
aut aliter de Scripturis divinis sapere quam beati apostoli et patres nostri didicerunt atque 
docuerunt," etc.  

 



119. The Arian Controversy down to the Council of Nicaea, 318-325. 
 
The Arian controversy relates primarily to the deity of Christ, but in its course it touches also the 
deity of the Holy Ghost, and embraces therefore the whole mystery of the Holy Trinity and the 
incarnation of God, which is the very centre of the Christian revelation. The dogma of the Trinity 
came up not by itself in abstract form, but in inseparable connection with the doctrine of the deity 
of Christ and the Holy Ghost. If this latter doctrine is true, the Trinity follows by logical 
necessity, the biblical monotheism being presumed; in other words: If God is one, and if Christ 
and the Holy Ghost are distinct from the Father and yet participate in the divine substance, God 
must be triune. Though there are in the Holy Scriptures themselves few texts which directly prove 
the Trinity, and the name Trinity is wholly wanting in them, this doctrine is taught with all the 
greater force in a living form from Genesis to Revelation by the main facts of the revelation of 
God as Creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier, besides being indirectly involved in the deity of Christ 
and the Holy Ghost. 
 
The church always believed in this Trinity of revelation, and confessed its faith by baptism into 
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. This carried with it from the first 
the conviction, that this revelation of God must be grounded in a distinction immanent in the 
divine essence. But to bring this faith into clear and fixed knowledge, and to form the baptismal 
confession into doctrine, was the hard and earnest intellectual work of three centuries. In the 
Nicene age minds crashed against each other, and fought the decisive battles for and against the 
doctrines of the true deity of Christ, with which the divinity of Christianity stands or falls. 
 
The controversies on this fundamental question agitated the Roman empire and the church of East 
and West for more than half a century, and gave occasion to the first two ecumenical councils of 
Nicaea and Constantinople. At last the orthodox doctrine triumphed, and in 381 was brought into 
the form in which it is to this day substantially held in all orthodox churches. 
 
The external history of the Arian controversy, of which we first sketch the main features, falls 
into three stages: 
 
1. From the outbreak of the controversy to the temporary victory of orthodoxy at the council of 
Nicaea; A. D. 318-325. 
 
2. The Arian and semi-Arian reaction, and its prevalence to the death of Constantius; A. D. 325-
361. 
 
3. The final victory, and the completion of the Nicene creed; to the council of Constantinople, A. 
D. 381. 
 
Arianism proceeded from the bosom of the Catholic church, was condemned as heresy at the 
council of Nicaea, but afterwards under various forms attained even ascendency for a time in the 
church, until at the second ecumenical council it was cast out forever. From that time it lost its 
importance as a politico-theological power, but continued as an uncatholic sect more than two 
hundred years among the Germanic nations, which were converted to Christianity under the Arian 
domination. 
 
The roots of the Arian controversy are to be found partly in the contradictory elements of the 
christology of the great Origen, which reflect the crude condition of the Christian mind in the 
third century; partly in the antagonism between the Alexandrian and the Antiochian theology. 



Origen, on the one hand, attributed to Christ eternity and other divine attributes which logically 
lead to the orthodox doctrine of the identity of substance; so that he was vindicated even by 
Athanasius, the two Cappadocian Gregories, and Basil. But, on the other hand, in his zeal for the 
personal distinctions in the Godhead, he taught with equal clearness a separateness of essence 
between the Father and the Son {1310} and the subordination of the Son, as a second or 
secondary God beneath the Father, {1311} and thus furnished a starting point for the Arian 
heresy. The eternal generation of the Son from the will of the Father was, with Origen, the 
communication of a divine but secondary substance, and this idea, in the hands of the less devout 
and profound Arius, who with his more rigid logic could admit no intermediate being between 
God and the creature, deteriorated to the notion of the primal creature. 
 
But in general Arianism was much more akin to the spirit of the Antiochian school than to that of 
the Alexandrian. Arius himself traced his doctrine to Lucian of Antioch, who advocated the 
heretical views of Paul of Samosata on the Trinity, and was for a time excommunicated, but 
afterwards rose to great consideration, and died a martyr under Maximinus. 
 
Alexander, bishop of Alexandria, made earnest of the Origenistic doctrine of the eternal 
generation of the Son (which was afterwards taught by Athanasius and the Nicene creed, but in a 
deeper sense, as denoting the generation of a person of the same substance from the substance of 
the Father, and not of a person of different substance from the will of the Father), and deduced 
from it the homo-ousia or consubstantiality of the Son with the Father. 
 
Arius, {1312} a presbyter of the same city after 313, who is represented as a tall, thin, learned, 
adroit, austere, and fascinating man, but proud, artful, restless, and disputatious, pressed and 
overstated the Origenistic view of the subordination, accused Alexander of Sabellianism, and 
taught that Christ, while he was indeed the creator of the world, was himself a creature of God, 
therefore not truly divine. {1313} 
 
The contest between these two views broke out about the year 318 or 320. Arius and his 
followers, for their denial of the true deity of Christ, were deposed and excommunicated by a 
council of a hundred Egyptian and Libyan bishops at Alexandria in 321. In spite of this he 
continued to hold religious assemblies of his numerous adherents, and when driven from 
Alexandria, agitated his doctrine in Palestine and Nicomedia, and diffused it in an entertaining 
work, half poetry, half prose: The Banquet (Qavleia), of which a few fragments are preserved in 
Athanasius. Several bishops, especially Eusebius of Nicomedia and Eusebius of Caesarea, who 
either shared his view or at least considered it innocent, defended him. Alexander issued a 
number of circular letters to all the bishops against the apostates and Exukontians. {1314} Bishop 
rose against bishop, and province against province. The controversy soon involved, through the 
importance of the subject and the zeal of the parties, the entire church, and transformed the whole 
Christian East into a theological battle-field. 
 
Constantine, the first emperor who mingled in the religious affairs of Christendom, and who did 
this from a political, monarchical interest for the unity of the empire and of religion, was at first 
inclined to consider the contest a futile logomachy, and endeavored to reconcile the parties in 
diplomatic style by letters and by the personal mission of the aged bishop Hosius of Spain; but 
without effect. Questions of theological and religious principle are not to be adjusted, like 
political measures, by compromise, but must be fought through to their last results, and the truth 
must either conquer or (for the time) succumb. Then, in pursuance, as he thought, of a "divine 
inspiration," and probably also with the advice of bishops who were in friendship with him, 
{1315} he summoned the first universal council, to represent the whole church of the empire, and 



to give a final decision upon the relation of Christ to God, and upon some minor questions of 
discipline, the time of Easter, and the Meletian schism in Egypt. 
 
{1310} eterothv thv ousiav, or tou upokeimenou. Deuteronomy Orat. c. 15. 
 
{1311} Hence be termed the logov deuterov yeov, or yeov (without the article, comp. John 
1:1), in distinction from the Father, who is absolute God, ov yeov, or autoyeov, Deus per se. He 
calls the Father also the root (riza) and fountain (phgh) of the whole Godhead. Comp. vol. i. 78. 
Redepenning: Origenes, ii. 304 sq., and Thomasius: Origenes, p. 118 sq. 
 
{1312} areiov. 
 
{1313} This, however, is manifestly contrary to Origen’s view, which made Christ an 
intermediate being between the uncreated Father and the creature, Contra Cels. iii. 34. 
 
{1314} oi ex ouk ontwn. So he named the Arians, for their assertion that the Son of God was 
made ex ouk ontwn out of nothing. 
 
{1315} At least Rufinus says, H. E. i. 1: "Exodus sacerdotum sententia." Probably Hosius and 
Eusebius of Caesarea had most influence with the emperor in this matter, as in others. But of any 
cooperation of the pope in the summoning of the council of Nicaea the earliest documents know 
nothing.  

 



120. The Council of Nicaea, 325. 
 
SOURCES. 
 
(1) The twenty Canones, the doctrinal Symbol, and a Decree of the Council of Nicaea, and 
several Letters of bishop Alexander of Alexandria and the emperor Constantine (all collected in 
Greek and Latin in Mansi: Collect. sacrorum Conciliorum, tom. ii. fol. 635-704). Official minutes 
of the transactions themselves were not at that time made; only the decrees as adopted were set 
down in writing and subscribed by all (comp. Euseb. Vita Const. iii. 14). All later accounts of 
voluminous acts of the council are sheer fabrications (Comp. Hefele, i. p. 249 sqq.) 
 
(2) Accounts of eye-witnesses, especially Eusebius, Vita Const. iii. 4-24 (superficial, rather 
Arianizing, and a panegyric of the emperor Constantine). The Church History of Eusebius, which 
should have closed with the council of Nice, comes down only to the year 324. Athanasius: 
Deuteronomy decretis Synodi Nic.; Orationes iv contra Arianos; Epist. ad Afros, and other 
historical and anti-Arian tracts in tom. i. and ii. of his Opera, ed. Bened. and the more important 
of them also in the first vol. of Thilo’s Bibliotheca Patrum Graec. dogmat. Lips. 1853. (Engl. 
transl. in the Oxford Library of the Fathers.) 
 
(3) The later accounts of Epiphanius: Haer. 69; Socrates: H. E. i. 8 sqq.; Sozomen: H. E. i. 17 
sqq.; Theodoret: H. E. i. 1-13; Rufinus: H. E. i. 1-6 (or lib. x., if his transl. of Eusebius be counted 
in). Gelasius Cyzicenus (about 476): Commentarius actorum Concilii Nicaeni (Greek and Latin in 
Mansi, tom. ii. fol. 759 sqq.; it professes to be founded on an old MS., but is filled with imaginary 
speeches). Comp. also the four Coptic fragments in Pitra: Spicilegium Solesmense, Par. 1852, 
vol. i. p. 509 sqq., and the Syriac fragments in Analecta Nicaena. Fragments relating to the 
Council of Nicaea. The Syriac text from am ancient MS. by H. Cowper, Lond. 1857. 
 
LITERATURE. 
 
Of the historians cited at Âc 119 must be here especially mentioned Tillemont (R.C.), Walch, 
Schrockh, Gibbon, Hefele (i. pp. 249-426), A. de Broglie (vol. ii. ch. iv. pp. 3-70), and Stanley. 
Besides them, Ittig: Historia concilii Nicaeni, Lips. 1712. Is. Boyle: A historical View of the 
Council of Nice, with a translation of Documents, New York, 1856 (in Cruse’s ed. of Euseb.’s 
Church History). Comp. also Âc 65 and 66 above, where this in connection with the other 
ecumenical councils has already been spoken of. 
 
Nicaea, the very name of which speaks victory, was the second city of Bithynia, only twenty 
English miles from the imperial residence of Nicomedia, and easily accessible by sea and land 
from all parts of the empire. It is now a miserable Turkish village, Is-nik, {1316} where nothing 
but a rude picture in the solitary church of St. Mary remains to the memory of the event which 
has given the place a name in the history of the world. 
 
Hither, in the year 325, the twentieth of his reign (therefore the festive vicennalia), the emperor 
summoned the bishops of the empire by a letter of invitation, putting at their service the public 
conveyances, and liberally defraying from the public treasury the expenses of their residence in 
Nicaea and of their return. Each bishop was to bring with him two presbyters and three servants. 
{1317} They travelled partly in the public post carriages, partly on horses, mules, or asses, partly 
on foot. Many came to bring their private disputes before the emperor, who caused all their 
papers, without reading them, to be burned, and exhorted the parties to reconciliation and 
harmony. 



 
The whole number of bishops assembled was at most three hundred and eighteen; {1318} that is, 
about one sixth of all the bishops of the empire, who are estimated as at least eighteen hundred 
(one thousand for the Greek provinces, eight hundred for the Latin), and only half as many as 
were at the council of Chalcedon. Including the presbyters and deacons and other attendants the 
number may, have amounted to between fifteen hundred and two thousand. Most of the Eastern 
provinces were strongly represented; the Latin church, on the contrary, had only seven delegates: 
from Spain Hosius of Cordova, from France Nicasius of Dijon, from North Africa Caecilian of 
Carthage, from Pannonia Domnus of Strido, from Italy Eustorgius of Milan and Marcus of 
Calabria, from Rome the two presbyters Victor or Vitus and Vincentius as delegates of the aged 
pope Sylvester I. A Persian bishop John, also, and a Gothic bishop, Theophilus, the forerunner 
and teacher of the Gothic Bible translator Ulfilas, were present. 
 
The formal sessions began, after preliminary disputations between Catholics, Arians, and 
philosophers, probably about Pentecost, or at farthest after the arrival of the emperor on the 14th 
of June. They closed on the 25th of July, the anniversary of the accession of Constantine; though 
the members did not disperse till the 25th of August. {1319} They were held, it appears, part of 
the time in a church or some public building, part of the time in the emperor’s house. 
 
The formal opening of the council was made by the stately entrance of the emperor, which 
Eusebius in his panegyrical flattery thus describes: {1320} "After all the bishops had entered the 
central building of the royal palace, on the sides of which very many seats were prepared, each 
took his place with becoming modesty, and silently awaited the arrival of the emperor. The court 
officers entered one after another, though only such as professed faith in Christ. The moment the 
approach of the emperor was announced by a given signal, they all rose from their seats, and the 
emperor appeared like a heavenly messenger of God, {1321} covered with gold and gems, a 
glorious presence, very tall and slender, full of beauty, strength, and majesty. With this external 
adornment he united the spiritual ornament of the fear of God, modesty, and humility, which 
could be seen in his downcast eyes, his blushing face, the motion of his body, and his walk. When 
he reached the golden throne prepared for him, he stopped, and sat not down till the bishops gave 
him the sign. And after him they all resumed their seats." 
 
How great the contrast between this position of the church and the time of her persecution but 
scarcely passed! What a revolution of opinion in bishops who had once feared the Roman 
emperor as the worst enemy of the church, and who now greeted the same emperor in his half 
barbarous attire as an angel of God from heaven, and gave him, though not yet even baptized, the 
honorary presidency of the highest assembly of the church! 
 
After a brief salutatory address from the bishop on the right of the emperor, by which we are most 
probably to understand Eusebius of Caesarea, the emperor himself delivered with a gentle voice 
in the official Latin tongue the opening address, which was immediately after translated into 
Greek, and runs thus: {1322} 
 
"It was my highest wish, my friends, that I might be permitted to enjoy your assembly. I must 
thank God that, in addition to all other blessings, he has shown me this highest one of all: to see 
you all gathered here in harmony and with one mind. May no malicious enemy rob us of this 
happiness, and after the tyranny of the enemy of Christ [Licinius and his army] is conquered by 
the help of the Redeemer, the wicked demon shall not persecute the divine law with new 
blasphemies. Discord in the church I consider more fearful and painful than any other war. As 
soon as I by the help of God had overcome my enemies, I believed that nothing more was now 
necessary than to give thanks to God in common joy with those whom I had liberated. But when I 



heard of your division, I was convinced that this matter should by no means be neglected, and in 
the desire to assist by my service, I have summoned you without delay. I shall, however, feel my 
desire fulfilled only when I see the minds of all united in that peaceful harmony which you, as the 
anointed of God, must preach to others. Delay not therefore, my friends, delay not, servants of 
God; put away all causes of strife, and loose all knots of discord by the laws of peace. Thus shall 
you accomplish the work most pleasing to God, and confer upon me, your fellow servant, {1323} 
an exceeding great joy." 
 
After this address he gave way to the (ecclesiastical) presidents of the council {1324} and the 
business began. The emperor, however, constantly, took an active part, and exercised a 
considerable influence. 
 
Among the fathers of the council, besides a great number of obscure mediocrities, there were 
several distinguished and venerable men. Eusebius of Caesarea was most eminent for learning; 
the young archdeacon Athanasius, who accompanied the bishop Alexander of Alexandria, for 
zeal, intellect, and eloquence. Some, as confessors, still bore in their body the marks of Christ 
from the times of persecution: Paphnutius of the Upper Thebaid, Potamon of Heraklea, whose 
right eye had been put out, and Paul of Neo-Caesarea, who had been tortured with red hot iron 
under Licinius, and crippled in both his hands. Others were distinguished for extraordinary 
ascetic holiness, and even for miraculous works; like Jacob of Nisibis, who had spent years as a 
hermit in forests and eaves, and lived like a wild beast on roots and leaves, and Spyridion (or St. 
Spiro) of Cyprus, the patron of the Ionian isles, who even after his ordination remained a simple 
shepherd. Of the Eastern bishops, Eusebius of Caesarea, and of the Western, Hosius, or Osius, of 
Cordova, {1325} had the greatest influence with the emperor. These two probably sat by his side, 
and presided in the deliberations alternately with the bishops of Alexandria and Antioch. 
 
In reference to the theological question the council was divided in the beginning into three 
parties. {1326} 
 
The orthodox party, which held firmly to the deity of Christ, was at first in the minority, but in 
talent and influence the more weighty. At the head of it stood the bishop (or "pope") Alexander of 
Alexandria, Eustathius of Antioch, Macarius of Jerusalem, Marcellus of Ancyra, Rosins of 
Cordova (the court bishop), and above all the Alexandrian archdeacon, Athanasius, who, though 
small and young, and, according to later practice not admissible to a voice or a seat in a council, 
evinced more zeal and insight than all, and gave promise already of being the future head of the 
orthodox party. 
 
The Arians or Eusebians numbered perhaps twenty bishops, under the lead of the influential 
bishop Eusebius of Nicemedia (afterwards of Constantinople), who was allied with the imperial 
family, and of the presbyter Arius, who attended at the command of the emperor, and was often 
called upon to set forth his views. {1327} To these also belonged Theognis of Nicaea, Maris of 
Chalcedon, and Menophantus of Ephesus; embracing in this remarkable way the bishops of the 
several seats of the orthodox ecumenical councils. 
 
The majority, whose organ was the renowned historian Eusebius of Caesarea, took middle ground 
between the right and the left, but bore nearer the right, and finally went over to that side. Many 
of them had an orthodox instinct, but little discernment; others were disciples of Origen, or 
preferred simple biblical expression to a scholastic terminology; others had no firm convictions, 
but only uncertain opinions, and were therefore easily swayed by the arguments of the stronger 
party or by mere external considerations. 
 



The Arians first proposed a creed, which however was rejected with tumultuous disapproval, and 
torn to pieces; whereupon all the eighteen signers of it, excepting Theonas and Secundus, both of 
Egypt, abandoned the cause of Arius. 
 
Then the church historian Eusebius, in the name of the middle party, proposed an ancient 
Palestinian Confession, which was very similar to the Nicene, and acknowledged the divine 
nature of Christ in general biblical terms, but avoided the term in question, oJmoouvsio 
consubstantialis, of the same essence. The emperor had already seen and approved this 
confession, and even the Arian minority were ready to accept it. 
 
But this last circumstance itself was very suspicious to the extreme right. They wished a creed 
which no Arian could honestly subscribe, and especially insisted on inserting the expression 
homo-ousios, which the Arians hated and declared to be unscriptural, Sabellian, and materialistic. 
{1328} The emperor saw clearly that the Eusebian formula would not pass; and, as he had at 
heart, for the sake of peace, the most nearly unanimous decision which was possible, he gave his 
voice for the disputed word. 
 
Then Hosius of Cordova appeared and announced that a confession was prepared which would 
now be read by the deacon (afterwards bishop) Hermogenes of Caesarea, the secretary of the 
synod. It is in substance the well-known Nicene creed with some additions and omissions of 
which we are to speak below. It is somewhat abrupt; the council not caring to do more than meet 
the immediate exigency. The direct concern was only to establish the doctrine of the true deity of 
the Son. The deity of the Holy Spirit, though inevitably involved, did not then come up as a 
subject of special discussion, and therefore the synod contented itself on this point with the 
sentence: "And (we believe) in the Holy Ghost." {1329} The council of Constantinople enlarged 
the last article concerning the Holy Ghost. To the positive part of the Nicene confession is added 
a condemnation of the Arian heresy, which dropped out of the formula afterwards received. 
 
Almost all the bishops subscribed the creed, Hosius at the head, and next him the two Roman 
presbyters in the name of their bishop. This is the first instance of such signing of a document in 
the Christian church. Eusebius of Caesarea also signed his name after a day’s deliberation, and 
vindicated this act in a letter to his diocese. Eusebius of Nicomedia and Theognis of Nicaea 
subscribed the creed without the condemnatory formula, and for this they were deposed and for a 
time banished, but finally consented to all the decrees of the council. The Arian historian 
Philostorgius, who however deserves little credit, {1330} accuses them of insincerity in having 
substituted, by the advice of the emperor, for oJmo-ouvsio" (of the same essence) the semi-Arian 
word oJmoi-ouvsio" (of like essence). Only two Egyptian bishops, Theonas and Secundus, 
persistently refused to sign, and were banished with Arius to Illyria. The books of Arius were 
burned and his followers branded as enemies of Christianity. {1331} 
 
This is the first example of the civil punishment of heresy; and it is the beginning of a long 
succession of civil persecutions for all departures from the Catholic faith. Before the union of 
church and state ecclesiastical excommunication was the extreme penalty. Now banishment and 
afterwards even death were added, because all offences against the church were regarded as at the 
same time crimes against the state and civil society. 
 
The two other points on which the council of Nicaea decided, the Easter question and the 
Meletian schism, have been already spoken of in their place. The council issued twenty canons in 
reference to discipline. The creed and the canons were written in a book, and again signed by the 
bishops. The council issued a letter to the Egyptian and Libyan bishops as to the decision of the 
three main points; the emperor also sent several edicts to the churches, in which he ascribed the 



decrees to divine inspiration, and set them forth as laws of the realm. On the twenty-ninth of July, 
the twentieth anniversary of his accession, he gave the members of the council a splendid banquet 
in his palace, which Eusebius (quite too susceptible to worldly splendor) describes as a figure of 
the reign of Christ on earth; he remunerated the bishops lavishly, and dismissed them with a 
suitable valedictory, and with letters of commendation to the authorities of all the provinces on 
their homeward way. 
 
Thus ended the council of Nicaea. It is the first and most venerable of the ecumenical synods, and 
next to the apostolic council at Jerusalem the most important and the most illustrious of all the 
councils of Christendom. Athanasius calls it "a true monument and token of victory against every 
heresy;" Leo the Great, like Constantine, attributes its decrees to the inspiration of the Holy 
Ghost, and ascribes even to its canons perpetual validity; the Greek church annually observes (on 
the Sunday before Pentecost) a special feast in memory of it. There afterwards arose a multitude 
of apocryphal orations and legends in glorification of it, of which Gelasius of Cyzicus in the fifth 
century collected a whole volume. {1332} 
 
The council of Nicaea is the most important event of the fourth century, and its bloodless 
intellectual victory over a dangerous error is of far greater consequence to the progress of true 
civilization, than all the bloody victories of Constantine and his successors. It forms an epoch in 
the history of doctrine, summing up the results of all previous discussions on the deity of Christ 
and the incarnation, and at the same time regulating the further development of the Catholic 
orthodoxy for centuries. The Nicene creed, in the enlarged form which it received after the 
second ecumenical council, is the only one of all, the symbols of doctrine which, with the 
exception of the subsequently added filioque, is acknowledged alike by the Greek, the Latin, and 
the Evangelical churches, and to this, day, after a course of fifteen centuries, is prayed and sung 
from Sunday to Sunday in all countries of the civilized world. The Apostles’ Creed indeed, is 
much more generally used in the West, and by its greater simplicity and more popular form is 
much better adapted to catechetical and liturgical purposes; but it has taken no root in the Eastern 
church; still less the Athanasian Creed, which exceeds the Nicene in logical precision and 
completeness. Upon the bed of lava grows the sweet fruit of the vine. The wild passions and the 
weaknesses of men, which encompassed the Nicene council, are extinguished, but the faith in the 
eternal deity of Christ has remained, and so long as this faith lives, the council of Nicaea will be 
named with reverence and with gratitude. 
 
{1316} i.e., eiv nikaian, like Stambul, Is-tam-bul, from eiv thn polin. Isnik now contains only 
some fifteen hundred inhabitants. 
 
{1317} The imperial letter of convocation is not extant. Eusebius says, Vita Const. iii. 6, the 
emperor by very respectful letters invited the bishops of all countries to come with all speed to 
Nicaea (speuvdein apantacovqen tou episkovpou gravmmasi timhtikoi prokalouvmeno). Arius 
also was invited (Rufinus, H. E. i. 1). In an invitation of Constantine to the bishop of Syracuse to 
attend the council of Arles (as given by Eusebius, H. E. x. c. 5), the emperor directs him to bring 
with him two priests and three servants, and promises to defray the travelling expenses. The same 
was no doubt done at the council of Nice. Comp. Eus. V. Const. iii. 6 and 9. 
 
{1318} According to Athanasius (Ad Afros, c. 2, and elsewhere), Socrates (H. E. l. 8), Theodoret 
(H. E. i. 7), and the usual opinion. The spirit of mystic interpretation gave to the number 318, 
denoted in Greek by the letters TIH, a reference to the cross (T), and to the holy name Jesus 
(IHsou’). It was also (Ambrose, Deuteronomy fide, i. 18) put in connection with the three 
hundred and eighteen servants of Abraham, the father of the faithful. {Genesis 14:14} Eusebius, 
however, gives only two hundred and fifty bishops (penthvkonta kai diakosivwn ariqmovn), or a 



few over; but with an indefinite number of attendant priests, deacons, and acolyths (Vit. Const. 
iii. 8). The later Arabic accounts of more than two thousand bishops probably arose from 
confounding bishops and clergy in general. Perhaps the number of members increased towards 
the close, so that Eusebius with his 260, and Athanasius with his318, may both be right. The 
extant Latin lists of the subscribers contain the names of no more than two hundred and twenty-
four bishops and chorepiscopi, and many of these are mutilated and distorted by the mistakes of 
transcribers, and varied in the different copies. Comp. the list from an ancient Coptic cloister in 
Pitra’s Spicilegium Solesmense (Par. 1852.), tom. i. p. 516 sqq.; and Hefele, Conciliengesch. i. 
284. 
 
{1319} On the various dates, comp. Hefele, l. c. i. p. 261 sqq. Broglie, ii. 26, puts the arrival of 
the emperor earlier, on the 4th or 5th of June. 
 
{1320} Vita Const. iii. 10. The above translation is somewhat abridged. 
 
{1321} oia yeou tiv ouraniov aggelov. 
 
{1322} According to Eusebius, l. c. iii. c. 12. Sozomen, Socrates, and Rufinus also give the 
emperor’s speech, somewhat differently, but in substantial agreement with this. 
 
{1323} tw umeterw sunyeraponti. 
 
{1324} paredidou ton logon toiv thv sunodou proedroiv, says Euseb. iii. 13. The question 
of the presidency in the ecumenical councils has already been spoken of in 65. 
 
{1325} Athanasius always calls him the Great, ov megav. 
 
{1326} The ancient and the Roman Catholic historians (and A. de Broglie, l. c. vol. ii. p. 21) 
generally assume only two parties, an orthodox majority and a heretical minority. But the position 
of Eusebius of Caesarea, the character of his confession, and the subsequent history of the 
controversy, prove the existence of a middle, semi-Arian party. Athanasius, too, who usually puts 
all shades of opponents together, accuses Eusebius of Caesarea and others repeatedly of 
insincerity in their subscription of the Nicene creed, and yet these were not proper Arians, but 
semi-Arians. 
 
{1327} Rufinus, i. 5: "Evocabatur frequenter Arius in concilium." 
 
{1328} Athanasius himself, however, laid little stress on the term, and rarely used it in his 
theological expositions; he cared more for the thing than the name. The word omoouvsio, from 
omo and oujsiva was not an invention of the council of Nice, still less of Constantine, but had 
previously arisen in theological language, and occurs even in Origen and among the Gnostics, 
though of course it is no more to be found in the Bible than the word trinity. 
 
{1329} Dr. Shedd, therefore, is plainly incorrect in saying, Hist. of Chr. Doctrine, vol. i. p. 308: 
"The problem to be solved by the Nicene council was to exhibit the doctrine of the trinity in its 
completeness; to bring into the creed statement the total data of Scripture upon both the side of 
unity and trinity." This was not done till the council of Constantinople in 381, and strictly not till 
the still later Symbolum Athanasianum. 
 
{1330} Even Gibbon (ch. xxi.) places very little dependence on this historian: "The credibility of 
Philostorgius is lessened, in the eyes of the orthodox, by his Arianism; and in those of rational 



critics [as if the orthodox were necessarily irrational and uncritical!] by his passion, his prejudice, 
and his ignorance." 
 
{1331} Jerome (Adv. Lucifer, c. 20; Opera, ed. Vallars. tom. ii. p. 192 sqq.) asserts, on the 
authority of aged witnesses then still living, that Arius and his adherents were pardoned even 
before the close of the council. Socrates also says (H. E. i. c. 14) that Arius was recalled from 
banishment before Eusebius and Theognis, but under prohibition of return to Alexandria. This 
isolated statement, however, cannot well be harmonized with the subsequent recalling, and 
probably arose from some confusion. 
 
{1332} Stanly (sic) interweaves several of these miraculous legends with graphical minuteness 
into the text of his narrative, thus giving it the interest of romance, at the expense of the dignity of 
historical statement. The simple Spyridion performed, on his journey to the Council, the amazing 
feat of restoring in the dark his two mules to life by annexing the white head to the chestnut mule, 
and the chestnut head to its white companion, and overtook the rival bishops who had cut off the 
heads of the mules with the intention to prevent the rustic bishop from reaching Nicaea and 
hurting the cause of orthodoxy by his ignorance! According to another version of this silly legend 
the decapitation of the mules is ascribed to malicious Arians.  

 



121. The Arian and Semi-Arian Reaction, A. D. 325-361. 
 
The victory of the council of Nicaea over the views of the majority of the bishops was a victory 
only in appearance. It had, to be sure, erected a mighty fortress, in which the defenders of the 
essential deity of Christ might ever take refuge from the assaults of heresy; and in this view it was 
of the utmost importance, and secured the final triumph of the truth. But some of the bishops had 
subscribed the homoousion with reluctance, or from regard to the emperor, or at best with the 
reservation of a broad interpretation; and with a change of circumstances they would readily turn 
in opposition. The controversy now for the first time fairly broke loose, and Arianism entered the 
stage of its political development and power. An intermediate period of great excitement ensued, 
during which council was held against council, creed was set forth against creed, and anathema 
against anathema was hurled. The pagan Ammianus Marcellinus says of the councils under 
Constantius: "The highways were covered with galloping bishops;" and even Athanasius rebuked 
the restless flutter of the clergy, who journeyed the empire over to find the true faith, and 
provoked the ridicule and contempt of the unbelieving world. In intolerance and violence the 
Arians exceeded the orthodox, and contested elections of bishops not rarely came to bloody 
encounters. The interference of imperial politics only poured oil on the flame, and embarrassed 
the natural course of the theological development. 
 
The personal history of Athanasius was interwoven with the doctrinal controversy; he threw 
himself wholly into the cause which he advocated. The question whether his deposition was 
legitimate or not, was almost identical with the question whether the Nicene Creed should prevail. 
 
Eusebius of Nicomedia and Theognis of Nicaea threw all their influence against the adherents of 
the homoousion. Constantine himself was turned by Eusebius of Caesarea, who stood between 
Athanasius and Arius, by his sister Constantia and her father confessor, and by a vague 
confession of Arius, to think more favorably of Arius, and to recall him from exile. Nevertheless 
he afterwards, as before, thought himself in accordance with the orthodox view and the Nicene 
creed. The real gist of the controversy he had never understood. Athanasius, who after the death 
of Alexander in April, 328, {1333} became bishop of Alexandria and head of the Nicene party, 
refused to reinstate the heretic in his former position, and was condemned and deposed for false 
accusations by two Arian councils, one at Tyre under the presidency of the historian Eusebius, the 
other at Constantinople in the year 335 (or 336), and banished by the emperor to Treves in Gaul 
in 336, as a disturber of the peace of the church. 
 
Soon after this Arius, having been formally acquitted of the charge of heresy by a council at 
Jerusalem (A. D. 335), was to have been solemnly received back into the fellowship of the church 
at Constantinople. But on the evening before the intended procession from the imperial palace to 
the church of the Apostles, he suddenly died (A. D. 336), at the age of over eighty years, of an 
attack like cholera, while attending to a call of nature. This death was regarded by many as a 
divine judgment; by others, it was attributed to poisoning by enemies; by others, to the excessive 
joy of Arius in his triumph. {1334} 
 
On the death of Constantine (337), who had shortly before received baptism from the Arian 
Eusebius of Nicomedia, Athanasius was recalled from his banishment (338) by Constantine II. 
(340), and received by the people with great enthusiasm; "more joyously than ever an emperor." 
{1335} Some months afterwards (339) he held a council of nearly a hundred bishops in 
Alexandria for the vindication of the Nicene doctrine. But this was a temporary triumph. 
 



In the East Arianism prevailed. Constantius, second son of Constantine the Great, and ruler in the 
East, together with his whole court, was attached to it with fanatical intolerance. Eusebius of 
Nicomedia was made bishop of Constantinople (338), and was the leader of the Arian and the 
more moderate, but less consistent semi-Arian parties in their common opposition to Athanasius 
and the orthodox West. Hence the name Eusebians. {1336} Athanasius was for a second time 
deposed, and took refuge with the bishop Julius of Rome (339 or 340), who in the autumn of 341 
held a council of more than fifty bishops in defence of the exile and for the condemnation of his 
opponents. The whole Western church was in general more steadfast on the side of the Nicene 
orthodoxy, and honored in Athanasius a martyr of the true faith. On the contrary a synod at 
Antioch, held under the direction of the Eusebians on the occasion of the dedication of a church in 
341, {1337} issued twenty-five canons, indeed, which were generally accepted as orthodox and 
valid, but at the same time confirmed the deposition of Athanasius, and set forth four creeds, 
which rejected Arianism, yet avoided the orthodox formula, particularly the vexed homoousion. 
{1338} 
 
Thus the East and the West were in manifest conflict. 
 
To heal this division, the two emperors, Constantius in the East and Constans in the West, 
summoned a general council at Sardica in Illyria, A. D. 343. {1339} Here the Nicene party and 
the Roman influence prevailed. {1340} Pope Julius was represented by two Italian priests. The 
Spanish bishop Hosius presided. The Nicene doctrine was here confirmed, and twelve canons 
were at the same time adopted, some of which are very important in reference to discipline and 
the authority of the Roman see. But the Arianizing Oriental bishops, dissatisfied with the 
admission of Athanasius, took no part in the proceedings, held an opposition council in the 
neighboring city of Philippopolis, and confirmed the decrees of the council of Antioch. The 
opposite councils, therefore, inflamed the discord of the church, instead of allaying it. 
 
Constantius was compelled, indeed, by his brother to restore Athanasius to his office in 346; but 
after the death of Constans, A. D. 350, be summoned three successive synods in favor of a 
moderate Arianism; one at Sirmium in Pannonia (351), one at Arelate or Arles in Gaul (353), and 
one at Milan in Italy, (355); he forced the decrees of these councils on the Western church, 
deposed and banished bishops, like Liberius of Rome, Hosius of Cordova, Hilary of Poictiers, 
Lucifer of Calaris, who resisted them, and drove Athanasius from the cathedral of Alexandria 
during divine service with five thousand armed soldiers, and supplied his place with an 
uneducated and avaricious Arian, George of Cappadocia (356). In these violent measures the 
court bishops and Eusebia, the last wife of Constantius and a zealous Arian, had great influence. 
Even in their exile the faithful adherents of the Nicene faith were subjected to all manner of abuse 
and vexation. Hence Constantius was vehemently attacked by Athanasius, Hilary, and Lucifer, 
compared to Pharaoh, Saul, Ahab, Belshazzar, and called an inhuman beast, the forerunner of 
Antichrist, and even Antichrist himself. 
 
Thus Arianism gained the ascendency in the whole Roman empire; though not in its original 
rigorous form, but in the milder form of homoi-ousianism or the doctrine of similarity of essence, 
as opposed on the one hand to the Nicene homo-ousianism (sameness of essence), and on the 
other hand to the Arian hetero-ousianism (difference of essence). 
 
Even the papal chair was desecrated by heresy during this Arian interregnum; after the deposition 
of Liberius, the deacon Felix II., "by antichristian wickedness," as Athanasius expresses it, was 
elected his successor. {1341} Many Roman historians for this reason regard him as a mere anti-
pope. But in the Roman church books this Felix is inserted, not only as a legitimate pope, but 
even as a saint, because, according to a much later legend, he was executed by Constantius, 



whom he called a heretic. His memory is celebrated on the twenty-ninth of July. His subsequent 
fortunes are very differently related. The Roman people desired the recall of Liberius, and he, 
weary of exile, was prevailed upon to apostatize by subscribing an Arian or at least Arianizing 
confession, and maintaining church fellowship with the Eusebians. {1342} On this condition he 
was restored to his papal dignity, and received with enthusiasm into Rome (358). He died in 366 
in the orthodox faith, which he had denied through weakness, but not from conviction. 
 
Even the almost centennarian bishop Hosius was induced by long imprisonment and the threats of 
the emperor, though not himself to compose (as Hilary states), yet to subscribe (as Athanasius 
and Sozomen say), the Arian formula of the second council of Sirmium, A. D. 357, but soon after 
repented his unfaithfulness, and condemned the Arian heresy shortly before his death. 
 
The Nicene orthodoxy was thus apparently put down. But now the heretical majority, having 
overcome their common enemy, made ready their own dissolution by divisions among 
themselves. They separated into two factions. The right wing, the Eusebians or Semi-Arians, who 
were represented by Basil of Ancyra and Gregory of Laodicea, maintained that the Son was not 
indeed of the same essence (omo-ouvsio), yet of like essence (omoi-ouvsio), with the Father. To 
these belonged many who at heart agreed with the Nicene faith, but either harbored prejudices 
against Athanasius, or saw in the term oJmo-ouvsio an approach to Sabellianism; for theological 
science had not yet duly fixed the distinction of substance (oujsiva) and person (upovstasi), so 
that the homoousia might easily be confounded with unity of person. The left wing, or the 
decided Arians, under the lead of Eudoxius of Antioch, his deacon Aatius, {1343} and especially 
the bishop Eunomius of Cyzicus in Mysia {1344} (after whom they were called also Eunomians), 
taught that the Son was of a different essence (eteroouvsio), and even unlike the Father 
(anovmoio), and created out of nothing (ek oujk ontwn). They received also, from their standard 
terms, the names of Heterousiasts, Anomaeans, and Exukontians. 
 
A number of councils were occupied with this internal dissension of the anti-Nicene party: two at 
Sirmium (the second, A. D. 357; the third, A. D. 358), one at Antioch (358), one at Ancyra (358), 
the double council at Seleucia and Rimini (359), and one at Constantinople (360). But the 
division was not healed. The proposed compromise of entirely avoiding the word ouvsia, and 
substituting o moio like, for omoiouvsio of like essence, and ajnovmoio, unlike, satisfied neither 
party. Constantius vainly endeavored to suppress the quarrel by his imperio-episcopal power. His 
death in 361 opened the way for the second and permanent victory of the Nicene orthodoxy. 
 
{1333} According to the Syriac preface to the Syriac Festival Letters of Athanasius, first edited 
by Cureton in 1848. It was previously supposed that Alexander died two years earlier. Comp. 
Hefele, i. p. 429. 
 
{1334} Comp. Athanasius, Deuteronomy morte Arii Epist. ad Serapionem (Opera, tom. i. p. 340). 
He got his information from his priest Macarius, who was in Constantinople at the time. 
 
{1335} So says Gregory Nazianzen. The date of his return, according to the Festival Letters of 
Athanasius, was the 23d November, 338. 
 
{1336} oi peri eusebion. 
 
{1337} Hence called the council in encoeniis (egkainivoi) or in dedicatione. 
 



{1338} This apparent contradiction between orthodox canons and semi-Arian confessions has 
occasioned all kinds of hypotheses in reference to this Antiochian synod. Comp. on them, Hefele, 
i. p. 486 sqq. 
 
{1339} Not A. D. 347, as formerly supposed. Comp. Hefele, i. 515 sqq. 
 
{1340} About a hundred and seventy bishops in all (according to Athanasius) were present at 
Sardica, ninety-four occidentals and seventy-six orientals or Eusebians. Sozomen and Socrates, 
on the contrary, estimate the number at three hundred. The signatures of the acts of the council 
are lost, excepting a defective list of fifty-nine names of bishops in Hilary. 
 
{1341} Comp. above, 72, p. 371. 
 
{1342} The apostasy of Liberius comes to us upon the clear testimony of the most orthodox 
fathers, Athanasius, Hilary, Jerome, Sozomen, &c., and of three letters of Liberius himself, which 
Hilary admitted into his sixth fragment, and accompanied with some remarks. Jerome says in his 
Chronicle: "Liberius, taedio victus exilii, in haereticam pravitatem subscribens Romam quasi 
victor intravit." Comp. his Catal. script. eccl c. 97. He probably subscribed what is called the third 
Sirmian formula, that is, the collection of Semi-Arian decrees adopted at the third council of 
Sirmium in 358. Hefele (i. 673), from his Roman point of view, knows no way of saving him but 
by the hypothesis that he renounced the Nicene word (omoousiov), but not the Nicene faith. But 
this, in the case of so current a party term as omoousiov, which Liberius himself afterwards 
declared "the bulwark against all Arian heresy" (Socr. H. E. iv. 12), is entirely untenable. 
 
{1343} He was hated among the orthodox and Semi-Arians, and called ayeov. He was an 
accomplished dialectician, a physician and theological author in Antioch, and died about 370 in 
Constantinople. 
 
{1344} He was a pupil and friend of Aatius, and popularized his doctrine. He died in 392. 
Concerning him, comp. Klose, Geschichte u. Lehre des Eunomius, Kiel, 1833, and Dorner, l. c. 
vol. i. p. 853 sqq. cDorner calls him a deacon; but through the mediation of the bishop Eudoxius 
of Constantinople (formerly of Antioch) he received the bishopric of Cyzicus or Cyzicum as early 
as 360, before he became the head of the Arian party. Theodoret, H. E. l. ii. c. 29.  

 



122. The Final Victory of Orthodoxy, and the Council of 
Constantinople, 381. 
 
Julian the Apostate tolerated all Christian parties, in the hope that they would destroy one 
another. With this view he recalled the orthodox bishops from exile. Even Athanasius returned, 
but was soon banished again as an "enemy of the gods," and recalled by Jovian. Now for a time 
the strife of the Christians among themselves was silenced in their common warfare against 
paganism revived. The Arian controversy took its own natural course. The truth regained free 
play, and the Nicene spirit was permitted to assert its intrinsic power. It gradually achieved the 
victory; first in the Latin church, which held several orthodox synods in Rome, Milan, and Gaul; 
then in Egypt and the East, through the wise and energetic administration of Athanasius, and 
through the eloquence and the writings of the three great Cappadocian bishops Basil, Gregory of 
Nazianzum, and Gregory of Nyssa. 
 
After the death of Athanasius in 373, Arianism regained dominion for a time in Alexandria, and 
practised all kinds of violence upon the orthodox. 
 
In Constantinople Gregory Nazianzen labored, from 379, with great success in a small 
congregation, which alone remained true to the orthodox faith during the Arian rule; and he 
delivered in a domestic chapel, which he significantly named Anastasia (the church of the 
Resurrection), those renowned discourses on the deity of Christ which won him the title of the 
Divine, and with it many persecutions. 
 
The raging fanaticism of the Arian emperor Valens (364-378) against both Semi-Arians and 
Athanasians wrought an approach of the former party to the latter. His successor, Gratian, was 
orthodox, and recalled the banished bishops. 
 
Thus the heretical party was already in reality intellectually and morally broken, when the 
emperor Theodosius I., or the Great, a Spaniard by birth, and educated in the Nicene faith, 
ascended the throne, and in his long and powerful reign (379-395) externally completed the 
triumph of orthodoxy in the Roman empire. Soon after his accession he issued, in 380, the 
celebrated edict, in which he required all his subjects to confess the orthodox faith, and threatened 
the heretics with punishment. After his entrance into Constantinople he raised Gregory Nazianzen 
to the patriarchal chair in place of Demophilus (who honestly refused to renounce his heretical 
conviction), and drove the Arians, after their forty years’ reign, out of all the churches of the 
capital. 
 
To give these forcible measures the sanction of law, and to restore unity in the church of the 
whole empire, Theodosius called the second ecumenical council at Constantinople in May, 381. 
This council, after the exit of the thirty-six Semi-Arian Macedonians or Pneumatomachi, 
consisted of only a hundred and fifty bishops. The Latin church was not represented at all. {1345} 
Meletius (who died soon after the opening), Gregory Nazianzen, and after his resignation 
Nectarius of Constantinople, successively presided. This preferment of the patriarch of 
Constantinople before the patriarch of Alexandria is explained by the third canon of the council, 
which assigns to the bishop of new Rome the first rank after the bishop of old Rome. The 
emperor attended the opening of the sessions, and showed the bishops all honor. 
 
At this council no new symbol was framed, but the Nicene Creed, with some unessential changes 
and an important addition respecting the deity of the Holy Ghost against Macedonianism or 



Pneumatoinachism, was adopted. {1346} In this improved form the Nicene Creed has been 
received, though in the Greek church without the later Latin addition: filioque. 
 
In the seven genuine canons of this council the heresies of the Eunomians or Anomoeans, of the 
Arians or Eudoxians, of the Semi-Arians or Pneumatomachi, of the Sabellians, Marcellians, and 
Apollinarians, were condemned, and questions of discipline adjusted. 
 
The emperor ratified the decrees of the council, and as early as July, 381, enacted the law that all 
churches should be given up to bishops who believed in the equal divinity of the Father, the Son, 
and the Holy Ghost, and who stood in church fellowship with certain designated orthodox 
bishops. The public worship of heretics was forbidden. 
 
Thus Arianism and the kindred errors were forever destroyed in the Roman empire, though 
kindred opinions continually reappear as isolated cases and in other connections. {1347} 
 
But among the different barbarian peoples of the West, especially in Gaul and Spain, who had 
received Christianity from the Roman empire during the ascendency of Arianism, this doctrine 
was perpetuated two centuries longer: among the Goths till 587; among the Suevi in Spain till 
560; among the Vandals who conquered North Africa in 429 and cruelly persecuted the 
Catholics, till their expulsion by Belisarius in 530; among the Burgundians till their incorporation 
in the Frank empire in 534, and among the Longobards till the close of the sixth century. These 
barbarians, however, held Arianism rather through accident than from conviction, and scarcely 
knew the difference between it and the orthodox doctrine. Alaric, the first conqueror of Rome; 
Genseric, the conqueror of North Africa; Theodoric the Great, king of Italy and hero of the 
Niebelungen Lied, were Arians. The first Teutonic translation of the Bible came from the Arian 
missionary Ulfilas. 
 
{1345} In the earliest Latin translation of the canons of this council, indeed, three Roman legates, 
Paschasinus, Lucentius, and Bonifacius, are recorded among the signers (in Mansi, t. vi. p. 1176), 
but from an evident confusion of this council with the fourth ecumenical of 451, which these 
delegates attended. Comp. Hefele, ii. p. 3 and 393. The assertion of Baronius that in reality pope 
Damasus summoned the council, rests likewise on a mistake of the first council of Constantinople 
for the second in 382. 
 
{1346} This modification and enlargement of the Nicene Creed seems not to have originated with 
the second ecumenical council, but to have been current in substance about ten years earlier. For 
Epiphanius, in his Ancoratus, which was composed in 374, gives two similar creeds, which were 
then already in use in the East; the shorter one literally agrees with that of Constantinople (c. 119, 
ed. Migne, tom. iii. p. 231); the longer one (c. 120) is more lengthy on the Holy Ghost; both have 
the anathema. Hefele, ii. 10, overlooks the shorter and more important form. 
 
{1347} John Milton and Isaac Newton cannot properly be termed Arians. Their view of the 
relation of the Son to the Father was akin to that of Arius, but their spirit and their system of ideas 
were totally different. Bishop Bull’s great work, Defensio fidei Nicaenae, first published 1685, 
was directed against Socinian and Arian views which obtained in England, but purely with 
historical arguments drawn from the ante-Nicene fathers. Shortly afterwards the high Arian view 
was revived and ably defended with exegetical, patristic, and philosophical arguments by 
Whiston, Whitby, and especially by Dr. Samuel Clarke (died 1729), in his treatise on the 
"Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity" (1712), which gave rise to a protracted controversy, and to the 
strongest dialectical defence (though broken and irregular in method) of the Nicene doctrine in 
the English language by Dr. Waterland. This trinitarian controversy, one of the ablest and most 



important in the history of English theology, is very briefly and superficially touched in the great 
works of Dr. Baur (vol. iii. p. 685 ff.) and Dorner (vol. ii. p. 903 ff.); but the defect has been 
supplied by Prof. PatrickFairbairn in an Appendix to the English translation of Dorner’s History 
of Christology, Divis. Secd. vol. iii. p. 337 ff.  

 



123. The Theological Principles involved: Import of the Controversy. 
 
Here should be compared, of the works before mentioned, especially Petavius (tom. sec. 
Deuteronomy sanctissima Trinitate), and Mohler (Athanasius, third book), of the Romanists, and 
Baur, Dorner, and Voigt, of the Protestants. 
 
We pass now to the internal history of the Arian conflict, the development of the antagonistic 
ideas; first marking some general points of view from which the subject must be conceived. 
 
To the superficial and rationalistic eye this great struggle seems a metaphysical subtilty and a 
fruitless logomachy, revolving about a Greek iota. But it enters into the heart of Christianity, and 
must necessarily affect in a greater or less degree all other articles of faith. The different views of 
the contending parties concerning the relation of Christ to the Father involved the general 
question, whether Christianity is truly divine, the highest revelation, and an actual redemption, or 
merely a relative truth, which may be superseded by a more perfect revelation. 
 
Thus the controversy is conceived even by Dr. Baur, who is characterized by a much deeper 
discernment of the philosophical and historical import of the conflicts in the history of Christian 
doctrine, than all other rationalistic historians. "The main question," he says, "was, whether 
Christianity is the highest and absolute revelation of God, and such that by it in the Son of God 
the self-existent absolute being of God joins itself to man, and so communicates itself that man 
through the Son becomes truly one with God, and comes into such community of essence with 
God, as makes him absolutely certain of pardon and salvation. From this point of view 
Athanasius apprehended the gist of the controversy, always finally summing up all his objections 
to the Arian doctrine with the chief argument, that the whole substance of Christianity, all reality 
of redemption, everything which makes Christianity the perfect salvation, would be utterly null 
and meaningless, if he who is supposed to unite man with God in real unity of being, were not 
himself absolute God, or of one substance with the absolute God, but only a creature among 
creatures. The infinite chasm which separates creature from Creator, remains unfilled; there is 
nothing really mediatory between God and man, if between the two there be nothing more than 
some created and finite thing, or such a mediator and redeemer as the Arians conceive the Son of 
God in his essential distinction from God: not begotten from the essence of God and coeternal, 
but created out of nothing and arising in time. Just as the distinctive character of the Athanasian 
doctrine lies in its effort to conceive the relation of the Father and Son, and in it the relation of 
God and man, as unity and community of essence, the Arian doctrine on the contrary has the 
opposite aim of a separation by which, first Father and Son, and then God and man, are placed in 
the abstract opposition of infinite and finite. While, therefore, according to Athanasius, 
Christianity is the religion of the unity of God and man, according to Arius the essence of the 
Christian revelation can consist only in man’s becoming conscious of the difference which 
separates him, with all the finite, from the absolute being of God. What value, however, one must 
ask, has such a Christianity, when, instead of bringing man nearer to God, it only fixes the chasm 
between God and man?" {1348} 
 
Arianism was a religious political war against the spirit of the Christian revelation by the spirit of 
the world, which, after having persecuted the church three hundred years from without, sought 
under the Christian name to reduce her by degrading Christ to the category of the temporal and 
the created, and Christianity to the level of natural religion. It substituted for a truly divine 
Redeemer, a created demigod, an elevated Hercules. Arianism proceeded from human reason, 
Athanasianism from divine revelation; and each used the other source of knowledge as a 
subordinate and tributary factor. The former was deistic and rationalistic, the latter theistic and 



supernaturalistic, in spirit and effect. The one made reasonableness, the other agreement with 
Scripture, the criterion of truth. In the one the intellectual interest, in the other the moral and 
religious, was the motive principle. Yet Athanasius was at the same time a much deeper and abler 
thinker than Arius, who dealt in barren deductions of reason and dialectic formulas. {1349} 
 
In close connection with this stood another distinction. Arianism associated itself with the secular 
political power and the court party; it represented the imperio-papal principle, and the time of its 
prevalence under Constantius was an uninterrupted season of the most arbitrary and violent 
encroachments of the state upon the rights of the church. Athanasius, on the contrary, who was so 
often deposed by the emperor, and who uttered himself so boldly respecting Constantius, is the 
personal representative not only of orthodoxy, but also of the independence of the church with 
reference to the secular power, and in this respect a precursor of Gregory VII. in his contest with 
the German imperialism. 
 
While Arianism bent to the changing politics of the court party, and fell into diverse schools and 
sects the moment it lost the imperial support, the Nicene faith, like its great champion Athanasius, 
remained under all outward changes of fortune true to itself, and made its mighty advance only by 
legitimate growth outward from within. Athanasius makes no distinction at all between the 
various shades of Arians and Semi-Arians, but throws them all into the same category of enemies 
of the catholic faith. {1350} 
 
{1348} Die christliche Kirche vom 4-6ten Jahrhundert, 1859, p. 97 sq. 
 
{1349} Baur, Newman (The Arians, p. 17), and others put Arianism into connection with the 
Aristotelian philosophy, Athanasianism with the Platonic; while Petavius, Ritter, to some extent 
also Voigt (I. c. p. 194), and others exactly reverse the relation, and derive the Arian idea of God 
from Platonism and Neo-Platonism. This contrariety of opinion itself proves that such a 
comparison is rather confusing than helpful. The empirical, rational, logical tendency of Arianism 
is, to be sure, more Aristotelian than Platonic; and so far Baur is right. But the Aristotelian logic 
and dialectics may be used equally well in the service of Catholic orthodoxy, as they were in fact 
in the mediaeval scholasticism; while, on the other hand, the Platonic idealism, which was to 
Justin, Origen, and Augustine, a bridge to faith, may lead into all kinds of Gnostic and mystic 
error. All depends on making revelation and faith, or philosophy and reason, the starting-point 
and the ruling power of the theological system. Comp. also the observations of Dr. Dorner against 
Dr. Baur, in his Entwicklungsgesch. der Christologie, vol. i. p. 859, note. 
 
{1350} I cannot refrain from quoting the striking judgment of George Bancroft, once a Unitarian 
preacher, on the import of the Arian controversy and the vast influence of the Athanasian doctrine 
on the onward march of true Christian civilization. "In vain," says he in his address on the 
Progress of the Human Race, delivered before the New York Historical Society in 1854, p. 25 f., 
"did restless pride, as that of Arius, seek to paganize Christianity and make it the ally of imperial 
despotism; to prefer a belief resting on authority and unsupported by an inward witness, over the 
clear revelation of which the millions might see and feel and know the divine glory; to substitute 
the conception, framed after the pattern of heathenism, of an agent, superhuman yet finite, for 
faith in the ever continuing presence of God with man; to wrong the greatness and sanctity of the 
Spirit of God by representing it as a birth of time. Against these attempts to subordinate the 
enfranchising virtue of truth to false worship and to arbitrary power reason asserted its 
supremacy, and the party of superstition was driven from the field. Then mooned Ashtaroth was 
eclipsed and Osiris was seen no more in Memphian grove; then might have been heard the crash 
of the falling temples of Polytheism; and instead of them, came that harmony which holds 
Heaven and Earth in happiest union. Amid the deep sorrows of humanity during the sad conflict 



which was protracted through centuries for the overthrow of the past and the reconstruction of 
society, the consciousness of an incarnate God carried peace into the bosom of mankind. That 
faith emancipated the slave, broke the bondage of woman, redeemed the captive, elevated the 
low, lifted up the oppressed, consoled the wretched, inspired alike the heroes of thought and the 
countless masses. The down-trodden nations clung to it as to the certainty of their future 
emancipation; and it so filled the heart of the greatest poet of the Middle Ages—perhaps the 
greatest poet of all time—that he had no prayer so earnest as to behold in the profound and clear 
substance of the eternal light, that circling of reflected glory which showed the image of man."  

 



124. Arianism. 
 
The doctrine of the Arians, or Eusebians, Aatians, Eunomians, as they were called after their later 
leaders, or Exukontians, Heteroousiasts, and Anomoeans, as they were named from their 
characteristic terms, is in substance as follows: 
 
The Father alone is God; therefore he alone is unbegotten, eternal, wise, good, and unchangeable, 
and he is separated by an infinite chasm from the world. He cannot create the world directly, but 
only through an agent, the Logos. The Son of God is pre-existent, {1351} before all creatures, and 
above all creatures, a middle being between God and the world, the creator of the world, the 
perfect image of the Father, and the executor of his thoughts, and thus capable of being called in a 
metaphorical sense God, and Logos, and Wisdom. {1352} But on the other hand, he himself is a 
creature, that is to say, the first creation of God, through whom the Father called other creatures 
into existence; he was created out of nothing {1353} (not out of the essence of God) by the will of 
the Father before all conceivable time; he is therefore not eternal, but had a beginning, and there 
was a time when he was not. {1354} 
 
Arianism thus rises far above Ebionism, Socinianism, deism, and rationalism, in maintaining the 
personal pre-existence of the Son before all worlds, which were his creation; but it agrees with 
those systems in lowering the Son to the sphere of the created, which of course includes the idea 
of temporalness and finiteness. It at first ascribed to him the predicate of unchangeableness also, 
{1355} but afterwards subjected him to the vicissitudes of created being. {1356} This 
contradiction, however, is solved, if need be, by the distinction between moral and physical 
unchangeableness; the Son is in his nature (fusei) changeable, but remains good (kalov) by a 
free act of his will. Arius, after having once robbed the Son of divine essence, {1357} could not 
consistently allow him any divine attribute in the strict sense of the word; he limited his duration, 
his power, and his knowledge, and expressly asserted that the Son does not perfectly know the 
Father, and therefore cannot perfectly reveal him. The Son is essentially distinct from the Father, 
{1358} and—as Aatius and Eunomius afterward more strongly expressed it—unlike the Father; 
{1359} and this dissimilarity was by some extended to all moral and metaphysical attributes and 
conditions. {1360} The dogma of the essential deity of Christ seemed to Arius to lead of necessity 
to Sabellianism or to the Gnostic dreams of emanation. As to the humanity of Christ, Arius 
ascribed to him only a human body, but not a rational soul, and on this point Apollinarius came to 
the same conclusion, though from orthodox premises, and with the intention of saving the unity 
of the divine personality of Christ. 
 
The later development of Arianism brought out nothing really new, but rather revealed many 
inconsistencies and contradictions. Thus, for example, Eunomius, to whom clearness was the 
measure of truth, maintained that revelation has made everything clear, and man can perfectly 
know God; while Arius denied even to the Son the perfect knowledge of God or of himself. The 
negative and rationalistic element came forth in ever greater prominence, and the controversy 
became a metaphysical war, destitute of all deep religion, spirit. The eighteen formulas of faith 
which Arianism and Semi-Arianism produced between the councils of Nice and Constantinople, 
are leaves without blossoms, and branches without fruit. The natural course of the Arian heresy is 
downward, through the stage of Socinianism, into the rationalism which sees in Christ a mere 
man, the chief of his kind. 
 
To pass now to the arguments used for and against this error: 
 



1. The Arians drew their exegetical proofs from the passages of Scripture which seem to place 
Christ in any way in the category of that which is created, {1361} or ascribe to the incarnate (not 
the pre-temporal, divine) Logos growth, lack of knowledge, weariness, sorrow, and other 
changing human affections and states of mind, {1362} or teach a subordination of the Son to the 
Father. {1363} 
 
Athanasius disposes of these arguments somewhat too easily, by referring the passages 
exclusively to the human side of the person of Jesus. When, for example, the Lord says he knows 
not the day, nor the hour of the judgment, this is due only to his human nature. For how should 
the Lord of heaven and earth, who made days and hours, not know them! He accuses the Arians 
of the Jewish conceit, that divine and human are incompatible. The Jews say How could Christ, if 
he were God, become man, and die on the cross? The Arians say: How can Christ, who was man, 
be at the same time God? We, says Athanasius, are Christians; we do not stone Christ when he 
asserts his eternal Godhead, nor are we offended in him when he speaks to us in the language of 
human poverty. But it is the peculiar doctrine of Holy Scripture to declare everywhere a double 
thing of Christ: that he, as Logos and image of the Father, was ever truly divine, and that he 
afterwards became man for our salvation. When Athanasius cannot refer such terms as "made," 
"created," "became," to the human nature he takes them figuratively for "testified," "constituted," 
"demonstrated." {1364} 
 
As positive exegetical proofs against Arianism, Athanasius cites almost all the familiar proof-
texts which ascribe to Christ divine names, divine attributes, divine works, and divine dignity, 
and which it is unnecessary here to mention in detail. 
 
Of course his exegesis, as well as that of the fathers in general, when viewed from the level of the 
modern grammatical, historical, and critical method, contains a great deal of allegorizing caprice 
and fancy and sophistical subtilty. But it is in general far more profound and true than the 
heretical. 
 
2. The theological arguments for Arianism were predominantly negative and rationalizing. The 
amount of them is, that the opposite view is unreasonable, is irreconcilable with strict 
monotheism and the dignity of God, and leads to Sabellian or Gnostic errors. It is true, Marcellus 
of Ancyra, one of the most zealous advocates of the Nicene homoousianism, fell into the 
Sabellian denial of the tri-personality, {1365} but most of the Nicene fathers steered with unerring 
tact between the Scylla of Sabellianism, and the Charybdis of Tritheism. 
 
Athanasius met the theological objections of the Arians with overwhelming dialectical skill, and 
exposed the internal contradictions and philosophical absurdities of their positions. Arianism 
teaches two gods, an uncreated and a created, a supreme and a secondary god, and thus far 
relapses into heathen polytheism. It holds Christ to be a mere creature, and yet the creator of the 
world; as if a creature could be the source of life, the origin and the end of all creatures! It 
ascribes to Christ a pre-mundane existence, but denies him eternity, while yet time belongs to the 
idea of the world, and is created only therewith, {1366} so that before the world there was nothing 
but eternity. It supposes a time before the creation of the pre-existent Christ; thus involving God 
himself in the notion of time; which contradicts the absolute being of God. It asserts the 
unchangeableness of God, but denies, with the eternal generation of the Son, also the eternal 
Fatherhood; thus assuming after all a very essential change in God. {1367} Athanasius charges 
the Arians with dualism and heathenism, and he accuses them of destroying the whole doctrine of 
salvation. For if the Son is a creature, man remains still separated, as before, from God; no 
creature can redeem other creatures, and unite them with God. If Christ is not divine, much less 
can we be partakers of the divine nature and children of God. {1368} 



 
{1351} pro cronwn kai aiwnwn. 
 
{1352} yeov, logov, sofia. 
 
{1353} poihma, ktisma ex ouk ontwn. Hence the name Exukontians 
 
{1354} archn ecei —ouk hn prin gennhyh, htoi ktisyh —hn pote ote ouk hn. 
 
{1355} analloiwtov, atreptov ov uiov. 
 
{1356} treptov fuvsei wv ta krismata. 
 
{1357} ousia 
 
{1358} eteroousiov tw patri. 
 
{1359} anomoiov kata ousian. Hence the name anomoioi, Anomoeans. 
 
{1360} anomoiov kata panta 
 
{1361} Such as Proverbs 8:22-25 (Comp. Sir. i. 4; xxiv. 8f.), where personified Wisdom, i.e., the 
Logos, says (according to the Septuagint): kuriov ektisenme Heb. qnnIy 
 
Vulg. possedit me ahchn odwn autou eiv erga autou pro tou aiwnov eyemeliwsevn me, k. t. 
l. This passage seemed clearly to prove the two propositions of Arius, that the Father created the 
Son, and that he created him for the purpose of creating the world through him (eiv erga autou). 
Acts 2:36: oti kai kurion auton kai criston epoihsen ov yeov. Hebrews 1:4: kreittwn 
genomeno twn aggelwn. Hebrews 3:2: piston onta tw poihsanti auton. John 1:14: ov 
logov sarx egeneto. Philippians 2:7-9. The last two passages are of course wholly inapposite, 
as they treat of the incarnation of the Son of God, not of his pre-temporal existence and essence. 
Hebrews 1:4 refers to the exaltation of the God-Man. Most plausible of all is the famous passage: 
prwtotokov pashv ktisewv, Colossians 1:15, from which the Arians inferred that Christ 
himself is a ktisiv of God, to wit, the first creature of all. But prwtotokov is not equivalent to 
prwtoktistov or prwtoplastov: on the contrary, Christ is by this very term distinguished 
from the creation, and described as the Author, Upholder, and End of the creation. A creature 
cannot possibly be the source of life for all creatures. The meaning of the expression, therefore, 
is: born before every creature, i.e., before anything was made. The text indicates the distinction 
between the eternal generation of the Son from the essence of the Father, and the temporal 
creation of the world out of nothing by the Son. Yet there is a difference between monogenhv and 
prwtovtoko, which Athanasius himself makes: the former referring to the relation of the Son to 
the Father, the latter, to his relation to the world. 
 
{1362} Such as Luke 2:52 Hebrews 5:8,9 John 12:27,28 Matthew 26:39; &c. 
 
{1363} e.g., John 14:28: o pathr meizwn mou estin. This passage also refers not to the pre-
existent state of Christ, but to the state of humiliation of the God-Man. 
 
{1364} The ektise and eyemeliwse in Proverbs 8:22 ff., on which the Arians laid special stress, 
and of which Athanasius treats quite at large in his second oration against the Arians, he refers 
not to the essence of the Logos (with whom the sofiva was by both parties identified), but to the 



incarnation of the Logos and to the renovation of our race through him: appealing to Ephesians 
2:10: "We are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works." As to the far more 
important passage in Colossians 1:15, Athanasius gives substantially the correct interpretation in 
his Expositio fidei, cap. 3 (ed. Bened. tom. i. 101), where he says: prwtotokon eipwn paulov 
dhloi mh einai auton ktisma, alla gennhma tou patrov xenon gar epi thv yeothtov 
autou to legesyai ktisma. ta gar panta ektisyhsan upo tou patrov dia tou uiou, ov 
de uiov monov ek tou patrov aidiw egennhyh dio prwtotokov esti pashv ktisew ov 
yeov logov, atreptov ex atreptou.. 
 
{1365} Comp. on Marcellus of Ancyra below, 126. 
 
{1366} Mundus non factus est in tempore, sed cum tempore, says Augustine, although I cannot 
just now lay my hand on the passage. Time is the successional form of existence of all created 
things. Now Arius might indeed have said: Time arose with the Son as the first creature. This, 
however, he did not say, but put a time before the Son. 
 
{1367} Of less weight is the objection, which was raised by Alexander of Alexandria: Since the 
Son is the Logos, the Arian God must have been, until the creation of the Son, alogov, a being 
without reason. 
 
{1368} Comp. the second Oration against the Arians, cap. 69 ff.  

 



125. Semi-Arianism. 
 
The Semi-Arians, {1369} or, as they are called, the Homoiousiasts, {1370} wavered in theory and 
conduct between the Nicene orthodoxy and the Arian heresy. Their doctrine makes the 
impression, not of an internal reconciliation of opposites which in fact were irreconcilable, but of 
diplomatic evasion, temporizing compromise, flat, half and half juste milieu. They had a strong 
footing in the subordination of most of the ante-Nicene fathers; but now the time for clear and 
definite decision had come. 
 
Their doctrine is contained in the confession which was proposed to the council of Nicaea by 
Eusebius of Caesarea, but rejected, and in the symbols of the councils of Antioch and Sirmium 
from 340 to 360. Theologically they were best represented first by Eusebius of Caesarea, who 
adhered more closely to his admired Origen, and later by Cyril of Jerusalem, who approached 
nearer the orthodoxy of the Nicene party. 
 
The signal term of Semi-Arianism is homoi-ousion, in distinction from homo-ousion and hetero-
ousion. The system teaches that Christ if; not a creature, but co-eternal with the Father, though 
not of the same, but only of like essence, and subordinate to him. It agrees with the Nicene creed 
in asserting the eternal generation of the Son, and in denying that he was a created being; while, 
with Arianism, it denies the identity of essence. Hence it satisfied neither of the opposite parties, 
and was charged by both with logical incoherence. Athanasius and his friends held, against the 
Semi-Arians, that like attributes and relations might be spoken of, but not like essences or 
substances; these are either identical or different. It may be said of one man that he is like 
another, not in respect of substance, but in respect of his exterior and form. If the Son, as the 
Semi-Arians ad-mit, is of the essence of the Father, he must be also of the same essence. The 
Arians argued: There is no middle being between created and uncreated being; if God the Father 
alone is uncreated, everything out of him, including the Son, is created, and consequently of 
different essence, and unlike him. 
 
Thus pressed from both sides, Semi-Arianism could not long withstand; and even before the 
council of Constantinople it passed over, in the main, to the camp of orthodoxy. {1371} 
 
{1369} hmiareioi. 
 
{1370} omoiousiastoi. The name Eusebians is used of the Arians and Semi-Arians, who both 
for a time made common cause, as a political party under the lead of Eusebius of Nicomedia (not 
of Caesarea), against the Athanasians and Nicenes. 
 
{1371} Bull judges Semi-Arianisn very contemptuously. "Semi-AriAnus," says he (l. iv. 4, 8, vol. 
v. pars ii p. 779), "et semi-Deus, et semi-creatura perinde monstra et portenta sunt quae sani et pii 
omnes merito exhorrent. Filius Dei aut verus omnino Deus, aut mera creatura statuatur necesse 
est; aeternae veritatis axioma est inter Deum et creaturam, inter non factum et factum, medium 
esse nihil." Quite similarly Waterland: A Defence of some Queries relating to Dr. Clarke’s 
Scheme of the Holy Trinity, Works, vol. i p. 404.  

 



126. Revived Sabellianism. Marcellus and Photinus. 
 
I. EusebiusCaesar.: Two books contra Marcellum (kata; Markevllou), and three books 
Deuteronomy ecclesiastica theologia (after his Demonstratio evang.). Hilary: Fragmenta, 1-3. 
Basil the Great: Epist. 52. Epiphanius: Haeres. 72. Retberg: Marcelliana. Gott. 1794 (a collection 
of the Fragments of Marcellus). 
 
II. Montfaucon: Diatribe de causa Marcelli Ancyr. (in Collect. nova Patr. tom. ii. Par. 1707). 
Klose: Geschichte u. Lehre des Marcellus u. Photinus. Hamb. 1837. Mohler: Athanasius der Gr. 
Buch iv. p. 318 sqq. (aiming to vindicate Marcellus, as Neander also does). Baur: l. c. vol. i. pp. 
525-558. Dorner: l. c. i. pp. 864-882. (Both against the orthodoxy of Marcellus.) Hefele: 
Conciliengesch. i. 456 sq. et passim. Willenborg: Ueber die Orthodoxie des Marc. Munster, 1859 
 
Before we pass to the exhibition of the orthodox doctrine, we must notice a trinitarian error which 
arose in the course of the controversy from an excess of zeal against the Arian subordination, and 
forms the opposite extreme. 
 
Marcellus, bishop of Ancyra in Galatia, a friend of Athanasius, and one of the leaders of the 
Nicene party, in a large controversial work written soon after the council of Nicaea against 
Arianism and Semi-Arianism, so pushed the doctrine of the consubstantiality of Christ that he 
impaired the personal distinction of Father and Son, and, at least in phraseology, fell into a 
refined form of Sabellianism. {1372} To save the full divinity of Christ and his equality with the 
Father, he denied his hypostatical pre-existence. As to the orthodoxy of Marcellus, however, the 
East and the West were divided, and the diversity continues even among modem scholars. A 
Semi-Arian council in Constantinople, A. D. 335, deposed him, and intrusted Eusebius of 
Caesarea with the refutation of his work; while, on the contrary, pope Julius of Rome and the 
orthodox council of Sardica (343), blinded by his equivocal declarations, his former services, and 
his close connection with Athanasius, protected his orthodoxy and restored him to his bishopric. 
The counter-synod of Philippopolis, however, confirmed the condemnation. Finally even 
Athanasius, who elsewhere always speaks of him with great respect, is said to have declared 
against him. {1373} The council of Constantinople, A. D. 381, declared even the baptism of the 
Marcellians and Photinians invalid. {1374} 
 
Marcellus wished to hold fast the true deity of Christ without falling under the charge of 
subordinatianism. He granted the Arians right in their assertion that the Nicene doctrine of the 
eternal generation of the Son involves the subordination of the Son, and is incompatible with his 
own eternity. For this reason he entirely gave up this doctrine, and referred the expressions: Son, 
image, firstborn, begotten, not to the eternal metaphysical relation, but to the incarnation. He thus 
made a rigid separation between Logos and Son, and this is the prwton qeudov of this system. 
Before the incarnation there was, he taught, no Son of God, but only a Logos, and by that he 
understood,—at least so he is represented by Eusebius,—an impersonal power, a reason inherent 
in God, inseparable from him, eternal, unbegotten, after the analogy of reason in man. This Logos 
was silent (therefore without word) in God before the creation of the world, but then went forth 
out of God as the creative word and power, the drastikh energeia praxewv of God (not as a 
hypostasis). This power is the principle of creation, and culminates in the incarnation, but after 
finishing the work of redemption returns again into the repose of God. The Son, after completing 
the work of redemption, resigns his kingdom to the Father, and rests again in God as in the 
beginning. The sonship, therefore, is only a temporary state, which begins with the human advent 
of Christ, and is at last promoted or glorified into Godhead. Marcellus reaches not a real God-
Man, but only an extraordinary dynamical indwelling of the divine power in the man Jesus. In 



this respect the charge of Samosatenism, which the council of Constantinople in 335 brought 
against him, has a certain justice, though he started from premises entirely different from those of 
Paul of Samosata. {1375} His doctrine of the Holy Spirit and of the Trinity is to a corresponding 
degree unsatisfactory. He speaks, indeed, of an extension of the indivisible divine monad into a 
triad, but in the Sabellian sense, and denies the three hypostases or persons. 
 
Photinus, first a deacon at Ancyra, then bishop of Sirmium in Pannonia, went still further than his 
preceptor Marcellus. He likewise started with a strict distinction between the notion of Logos and 
Son, {1376} rejected the idea of eternal generation, and made the divine in Christ an impersonal 
power of God. But while Marcellus, from the Sabellian point of view, identified the Son with the 
Logos as to essence, and transferred to him the divine predicates attaching to the Logos, Photinus, 
on the contrary, quite like Paul of Samosata, made Jesus rise on the basis of his human nature, by 
a course of moral improvement and moral merit, to the divine dignity, so that the divine in him is 
a thing of growth. 
 
Hence Photinus was condemned as a heretic by several councils in the East and in the West, 
beginning with the Semi-Arian council at Antioch in 344. He died in exile in 366. {1377} 
 
{1372} In his work peri upotaghv, Deuteronomy subjectione Domini Christi, founded on 1 
Corinthians 15:28. 
 
{1373} Hilary, Fragm. ii. n. 21 (p. 1299, ed. Bened.), states that Athanasius as early as 349 
renounced church fellowship with Marcellus. 
 
{1374} These are meant by the oi apo thv galatwn cwrav ecomenoi in the 7th canon of the 
second ecumenical council. Marcellus and Photinus were both of Ancyra in Galatia. Comp. 
Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, vol. ii. p. 26. 
 
{1375} Dorner (l. c. 880 sq.) asserts of Marcellus, that his Sabellianism ran out to a sort of 
Ebionitism. 
 
{1376} He called God logopathr, because, in his view, God is both Father and Logos. Sabellius 
had used the expression uiopathr, to deny the personal distinction between the Father and the 
Son. Photinus had to say instead of this, logopavthr, because, in his view, the logov, not the 
uiov, is eternally in God. 
 
{1377} Comp. on Photinus, Athanas., Deuteronomy syn. 26; Epiph., Haer. 71; Hilary, 
Deuteronomy trinit. vii. 3-7, etc.; Baur, l. c. vol. i. p. 542 sqq.; Dorner, l. c. i. p. 881 sq.; and 
Hefele, l. c., i. p. 610 sqq.  

 



127. The Nicene Doctrine of the Consubstantiality of the Son with the 
Father. 
 
Comp. the literature in 119 and 120, especially the four Orations of Athanasius against the 
Arians, and the other anti-Arian tracts of this "father of orthodoxy." 
 
The Nicene, Homo-ousian, or Athanasian doctrine was most clearly and powerfully represented 
in the East by Athanasius, in whom it became flesh and blood; {1378} and next to him, by 
Alexander of Alexandria, Marcellus of Ancyra (who however strayed into Sabellianism), Basil, 
and the two Gregories of Cappadocia; and in the West by Ambrose and Hilary. 
 
The central point of the Nicene doctrine in the contest with Arianism is the identity of essence or 
the consubstantiality of the Son with the Father, and is expressed in this article of the (original) 
Nicene Creed: "[We believe] in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God; who is begotten the only-
begotten of the Father; that is, of the essence of the Father, God of God, and Light of Light, very 
God of very God, begotten, not made, being of one substance with the Father." {1379} 
 
The term oJmoouvsio," consubstantial, is of course no more a biblical term, {1380} than trinity; 
{1381} but it had already been used, though in a different sense, both by heathen writers {1382} 
and by heretics, {1383} as well as by orthodox fathers. {1384} It formed a bulwark against Arians 
and Semi-Arians, and an anchor which moored the church during the stormy time between the 
first and the second ecumenical councils. {1385} At first it had a negative meaning against 
heresy; denying, as Athanasius repeatedly says, that the Son is in any sense created or produced 
and changeable. {1386} But afterwards the homoousion became a positive testword of orthodoxy, 
designating, in the sense of the Nicene council, clearly and unequivocally, the veritable and 
essential deity of Christ, in opposition to all sorts of apparent or half divinity, or mere similarity 
to God. The same divine, eternal, unchangeable essence, which is in an original way in the 
Father, is, from eternity, in a derived way, through generation, in the Son; just as the water of the 
fountain is in the stream, or the light of the sun is in the ray, and cannot be separated from it. 
Hence the Lord says: "I am in the Father, and the Father in Me; He that hath seen Me hath seen 
the Father; I and My Father are one. "This is the sense of the expression: "God of God," "very 
God of very God." Christ, in His divine nature, is as fully consubstantial with the Father, as, in 
His human nature, He is with man; flesh of our flesh, and bone of our bone; and yet, with all this, 
He is an independent person with respect to the Father, as He is with respect to other men. In this 
view Basil turns the term oJmoouvsio" against the Sabellian denial of the personal distinctions in 
the Trinity, since it is not the same thing that is consubstantial with itself, but one thing that is 
consubstantial with another. {1387} Consubstantiality among men, indeed, is predicated of 
different individuals who partake of the same nature, and the term in this view might denote also 
unity of species in a tritheistic sense. 
 
But in the case before us the personal distinction of the Son from the Father must not be pressed 
to a duality of substances of the same kind; the homoousion, on the contrary, must be understood 
as identity or numerical unity of substance, in distinction from mere generic unity. Otherwise it 
leads manifestly into dualism or tritheism. The Nicene doctrine refuses to swerve from the 
monotheistic basis, and stands between Sabellianism and tritheism; though it must be admitted 
that the usage of oujsiva and upovstasi still wavered for a time, and the relation of the 
consubstantiality to the numerical unity of the divine essence did not come clearly out till a later 
day. Athanasius insists that the unity of the divine essence is indivisible, and that there is only one 
principle of Godhead. {1388} He frequently illustrates the relation as Tertullian had done before 



him, by the relation between fire and brightness, {1389} or between fountain and stream; though 
in these illustrations the proverbial insufficiency of all similitudes must never be forgotten. "We 
must not," says he, "take the words in John 14:10: ‘I am in the Father and the Father in Me’ as if 
the Father and the Son were two different interpenetrating and mutually complemental 
substances, like two bodies which fill one vessel. The Father is full and perfect, and the Son is the 
fulness of the Godhead." {1390} "We must not imagine," says he in another place, "three divided 
substances {1391} in God, as among men, lest we, like the heathen, invent a multiplicity of gods; 
but as the stream which is born of the fountain, and not separated from it, though there are two 
forms and names. Neither is the Father the Son, nor the Son the Father; for the Father is the 
Father of the Son, and the Son is the Son of the Father. As the fountain is not the stream, nor the 
stream the fountain, but the two are one and the same water which flows from the fountain into 
the stream; so the Godhead pours itself, without division, from the Father into the Son. Hence the 
Lord says: I went forth from the Father, and come from the Father. Yet He is ever with the Father, 
He is in the bosom of the Father, and the bosom of the Father is never emptied of the Godhead of 
the Son." {1392} 
 
The Son is of the essence of the Father, not by division or diminution, but by simple and perfect 
self-communication. This divine self-communication of eternal love is represented by the figure 
of generation, suggested by the biblical terms Father and Son, the only-begotten Son, the 
firstborn. {1393} The eternal generation is an internal process in the essence of God, and the Son 
is an immanent offspring of this essence; whereas creation is an act of the will of God, and the 
creature is exterior to the Creator, and of different substance. The Son, as man, is produced; 
{1394} as God, he is unproduced or uncreated; {1395} he is begotten {1396} from eternity of the 
unbegotten {1397} Father. To this Athanasius refers the passage concerning the Only-begotten 
who is in the bosom of the Father. {1398} 
 
Generation and creation are therefore entirely different ideas. Generation is an immanent, 
necessary, and perpetual process in the essence of God himself, the Father’s eternal 
communication of essence or self to the Son; creation, on the contrary, is an outwardly directed, 
free, single act of the will of God, bringing forth a different and temporal substance out of 
nothing. The eternal fatherhood and sonship in God is the perfect prototype of all similar relations 
on earth. But the divine generation differs from all human generation, not only in its absolute 
spirituality, but also in the fact that it does not produce a new essence of the same kind, but that 
the begotten is identical in essence with the begetter; for the divine essence is by reason of its 
simplicity, incapable of division, and by reason of its infinity, incapable of increase. {1399} The 
generation, properly speaking, has no reference at all to the essence, but only to the hypostatical 
distinction. The Son is begotten not as God, but as Son, not as to his natura, but as to his idiovth, 
his peculiar property and his relation to the Father. The divine essence neither begets, nor is 
begotten. The same is true of the processio of the Holy Ghost, which has reference not to the 
essence, but only to the person, of the Spirit. In human generation, moreover, the father is older 
than the son; but in the divine generation, which takes place not in time, but is eternal, there can 
be no such thing as priority or posteriority of one or the other hypostasis. To the question whether 
the Son existed before his generation, Cyril of Alexandria answered: "The generation of the Son 
did not precede his existence, but he existed eternally, and eternally existed by generation." The 
Son is as necessary to the being of the Father, as the Father to the being of the Son. 
 
The necessity thus asserted of the eternal generation does not, however, impair its freedom, but is 
intended only to deny its being arbitrary and accidental, and to secure its foundation in the 
essence of God himself. God, to be Father, must from eternity beget the Son, and so reproduce 
himself; yet he does this in obedience not to a foreign law, but to his own law and the impulse of 
his will. Athanasius, it is true, asserts on the one hand that God begets the Son not of his will, 



{1400} but by his nature, {1401} yet on the other hand he does not admit that God begets the Son 
without will, {1402} or of force or unconscious necessity. The generation, therefore, rightly 
understood, is an act at once of essence and of will. Augustine calls the Son "will of will." {1403} 
In God freedom and necessity coincide. 
 
The mode of the divine generation is and must be a mystery. Of course all human representations 
of it must be avoided, and the matter be conceived in a purely moral and spiritual way. The 
eternal generation, conceived as an intellectual process, is the eternal self-knowledge of God; 
reduced to ethical terms, it is his eternal and absolute love in its motion and working within 
himself. 
 
In his argument for the consubstantiality of the Son, Athanasius, in his four orations against the 
Arians, besides adducing the proof from Scripture, which presides over and permeates all other 
arguments, sets out now in a practical method from the idea of redemption, now in a speculative, 
from the idea of God. 
 
Christ has delivered us from the curse and power of sin, reconciled us with God, and made us 
partakers of the eternal, divine life; therefore he must himself be God. Or, negatively: If Christ 
were a creature, he could not redeem other creatures from sin and death. It is assumed that 
redemption is as much and as strictly a divine work, as creation. {1404} 
 
Starting from the idea of God, Athanasius argues: The relation of Father is not accidental, arising 
in time; else God would be changeable; {1405} it belongs as necessarily to the essence and 
character of God as the attributes of eternity, wisdom, goodness, and holiness; consequently he 
must have been Father from eternity, and this gives the eternal generation of the Son. {1406} The 
divine fatherhood and sonship is the prototype of all analagous relations on earth. As there is no 
Son without Father, no more is there Father without Son. An unfruitful Father were like a dark 
light, or a dry fountain, a self-contradiction. The non-existence of creatures, on the contrary, 
detracts nothing from the perfection of the Creator, since he always has the power to create when 
he will. {1407} The Son is of the Father’s own interior essence, while the creature is exterior to 
God and dependent on the act of his will. {1408} God, furthermore, cannot be conceived without 
reason (alogo), wisdom, power, and according to the Scriptures (as the Arians themselves 
concede) the Son is the Logos, the wisdom, the power, the Word of God, by which all things were 
made. As light rises from fire, and is inseparable from it, so the Word from God, the Wisdom 
from the Wise, and the Son from the Father. {1409} The Son, therefore, was in the beginning, that 
is, in the beginning of the eternal divine being, in the original beginning, or from eternity. He 
himself calls himself one with the Father, and Paul praises him as God blessed forever. {1410} 
 
Finally Christ cannot be a proper object of worship, as he is represented in Scripture and has 
always been regarded in the Church, without being strictly divine. To worship a creature is 
idolatry. 
 
When we attentively peruse the warm, vigorous, eloquent, and discriminating controversial 
writings of Athanasius and his co-laborers, and compare with them the vague, barren, almost 
entirely negative assertions and superficial arguments of their opponents, we cannot escape the 
impression that, with all their exegetical and dialectical defects in particulars, they have on their 
side an overwhelming preponderance of positive truth, the authority of holy Scripture, the 
profounder speculations of reason, and the prevailing traditional faith of the early church. {1411} 
 
The spirit and tendency of the Nicene doctrine is edifying; it magnifies Christ and Christianity. 
The Arian error is cold and heartless, degrades Christ to the sphere of the creature, and endeavors 



to substitute a heathen deification of the creature for the true worship of God. For this reason also 
the faith in the true and essential deity of Christ has to this day an inexhaustible vitality, while the 
irrational Arian fiction of a half-deity, creating the world and yet himself created, long ago 
entirely outlived itself. {1412} 
 
{1378} Particularly distinguished are his four Orations against the Arians, written in 356. 
 
{1379} kai eiv ena kurion ihsoun criston, ton uion tou yeou gennhyenta ek tou patrov 
monogenh tout estin ek thv ousiav tou patrov, yeon ek yeou kai fwv ek fwtov, yeon 
alhyinon ek yeou alhyinou gennhyenta, ou poihyenta, omoousion tw patri, k. t. l. 
 
{1380} Though John’s yeov hn ov logov, {John 1:1} and Paul’s to einai isa yew, {Philippians 
2:6} are akin to it. The latter passage, indeed, since i1 Samuel is adverbial, denotes rather divine 
existence, than divine being or essence, which would be more correctly expressed by to einai 
ison yew?, or by isoyeov. But the latter would be equally in harmony with Paul’s theology. The 
Jews used the masc. iso, though in a polemical sense, when they drew from the way in which he 
called himself preeminently and exclusively the Son of God the logical inference, that he made 
himself equal with God, John 5:18: oti... patera idion elege ton yeon, ison eauton poiwn 
tw yew. The Vulgate translates: aequalem se faciens Deo. 
 
{1381} The word tria and trinitas, in this application to the Godhead, appears first in Theophilus 
of Antioch and Athenagoras in the second century, and in Tertullian in the third. Confessions of 
faith must be drawn up in language different from the Scriptures—else they mean nothing or 
everything—since they are an interpretation of the Scriptures and intended to exclude false 
doctrines. 
 
{1382} Bull, Def. fidei Nic., Works, vol. v. P. i. p. 70: "omoousion a probatis Graecis 
scriptoribus id dicitur, quod ejusdem cum altero substantiae, essentiae, sive naturae est." He then 
cites some passages from profane writers. Thus Porphyry says, Deuteronomy abstinentia ab esu 
animalium, lib. i. n. 19: eige omoousioi oi twn zwwn qucai hmeterai, i.e., siquidem animae 
animalium sunt ejusdem cum nostris essentiae. Aristotle (in a quotation in Origen) speaks of the 
consubstantiality of all stars, omoouvsia pavnta astra, omnia astra sunt ejusdem essentiae sive 
naturae. 
 
{1383} First by the Gnostic Valentine, in Irenaeus, Adv. haer. l. i. cap. 1, 1 and 5 (ed. Stieren, vol. 
i. 67 and 66). In the last passage it is said of man that he is ulikov, and as such very like God, 
indeed, but not consubstantial, paraplhvsion men, all ouc omoouvsion tw Qew’. The Manichaeans 
called the human soul, in the sense of their emanation system, oJmoouvsion tw’. Qew’. Agapius, 
in Photius (Bibl. Cod. 179), calls even the sun and the moon, in a pantheistic sense, omoousia 
yew. The Sabellinas used the word of the trinity, but in opposition to the distinction of persons. 
 
{1384} Origen deduces from the figurative description apaugasma, Hebrews 1:3, the 
omoouvsion of the Son. His disciples rejected the term, indeed, at the council at Antioch in 264, 
because the heretical Paul of Samosata gave it a perverted meaning, taking oujsiva for the 
common source from which the three divine persons first derived their being. But towards the end 
of the third century the word was introduced again into church use by Theognostus and Dionysius 
of Alexandria, as Athanasius, Deuteronomy Decr. Syn. Nic. c. 25 (ed. Bened. i. p. 230), 
demonstrates. Eusebius, Ep. ad Caesarienses c. 7 (in Socr. H. E. i. 8, and in Athan. Opera i. 241), 
says that some early bishops and authors, learned and celebrated (tw’n palaiw’n tina logivou kai 
epifanei’ epistovpou kai suggrafei’), used omoousion of the Godhead of the Father and Son. 



Tertullian (Adv. Prax.) applied the corresponding Latin phrase unius substantiae to the persons of 
the holy Trinity. 
 
{1385} Cunningham (Hist. Theology, i. p. 291) says of omoousiov: "The number of these 
individuals who held the substance of the Nicene doctrine, but objected to the phraseology in 
which it was expressed, was very small[?]—and the evil thereof, was very inconsiderable; while 
the advantage was invaluable that resulted from the possession and the use of a definite 
phraseology, which shut out all supporters of error, combined nearly all the maintainers of truth, 
and formed a rallying-point around which the whole orthodox church ultimately gathered, after 
the confusion and distinction occasioned by Arian cunning and Arian persecution had passed 
away." 
 
{1386} Athanas. Epist. de Decretis Syn. Nicaenae, cap. 20 (i. p. 226); c. 26 (p. 231); and 
elsewhere. 
 
{1387} Basil. M. Epist. lii. 3 (tom. iii. 146): auth de h fwnh kai to tou sabelliou kakon 
epanoryoutai anairei gar thn tautothta thv upostasewv kai eisagei taleian twn 
proswpwn thn ennoian (tollit enim hypostaseos identitatem perfectamque personarum 
notionem inducit) ou gar auto ti estin eautw omoousion, all eteron eterw (non enim 
idem sibi ipsi consubstantiale est, sed alterun alteri). 
 
{1388} Orat. iv. contra Arianos, c. 1 (tom. i. p. 617): wste duo men einai patera kai uion, 
monada de yeothtov adiaireton kai asciston... mia arch yeothtov kai ou duo arcai, 
oyen kuriwv kai monarcia estin.. 
 
{1389} e.g., Orat. iv. c. Arianos, c. 10 (p. 624): estw de paradeigma anyrwpinon to pur kai 
to ex autou apaugasma 
 (ignes et splendor ex eo ortus), duo men tw einai [this is not accurate, and strictly taken would 
lead to two ousiai] kai orasyai, en de tw ex autou kai adiaireton einai to apaugasma 
autou.. 
 
{1390} 0rat. iii. c. Arian. c. 1 (p. 551): plhrhv kai teleiov estin ov pathr, kai plhrwma 
yeothtov estin ov uiov.. 
 
{1391} treiv upostaseiv [here, as often in the Nicene age, synonymous with ousiai] 
memerismenav kay eautav. Athan. Expos. fidei or ekyesiv pistewv, cap. 2 (Opera, ed. 
Bened. i. p. 100). 
 
{1392} Expositio Fidei, cap. 2: w gar ouk estin h phgh potamov, oude ov potamov phgh, 
amfotera de e kai tauton estin udwr to ek th phgh meteceuomenon, outwv h ek tou 
patrov ei ton uion yeothv arreustwv kai adiairetwv tugcanei, k. t. l. 
 
{1393} pathr, uiov, monogenhv uiov (frequent in John), prwtotokov pashv ktisewv. 
{Colossians 1:15} Waterland (Works, i. p. 368) says of this point of the Nicene doctrine, "that an 
explicit profession of eternal generation might have been dispensed with: provided only that the 
eternal existence of the logov. as a real subsisting person, in and of the Father, which comes to 
the same thing, might be secured. This was the point; and this was all." 
 
{1394} genhtov (not to be confounded with gennhtov), poihtov, factus. Comp. John 1:14: ov 
logov sarx egenetov. 
 



{1395} agenhtov, ou poihyei, non-factus, increatus; not to be confounded with agennhtov, 
non-genitus, which belongs to the Father alone. 
 
{1396} gennhtov, or, as in the Symb. Nic. gennhyeiv, genitus. 
 
{1397} agennhtov, non-genitus. This terminology is very frequent in the writings of Athanasius, 
especially in the Orat. i. contra Arianos, and in his Epist. de decretis Syn. Nic. 
 
{1398} John 1:18: ov monogenhv uiov, o wn (a perpetual or eternal relation, not hn) eiv (motion, 
in distinction from en) ton kolpon tou patrov. Comp. Athanas. Epist. de decr. S. N. c. 22 
(tom. i. p. 227): tiv gar allo to en kolpoiv shmainei, h thn gnhsian ek tou patrov tou 
uiou gennhsin.. 
 
{1399} Bishop John Pearson, in his well-known work: An Exposition of the Creed (Art. ii. p. 209, 
ed. W. S. Dobson, New York, 1851), thus clearly and rightly exhibits the Nicene doctrine in this 
point: "In human generations the son is of the same nature with the father, and yet is not the same 
man; because though he has an essence of the same kind, yet he has not the same essence; the 
power of generation depending on the first prolifical benediction, increase and multiply, it must 
be made by way of multiplication, and thus every son becomes another man. But the divine 
essence, being by reason of its simplicity not subject to division, and in respect of its infinity 
incapable of multiplication, is so communicated as not to be multiplied; insomuch that he who 
proceeds by that communication, has not only the same nature, but is also the same God. The 
Father God, and the Word God; Abraham man and Isaac man: but Abraham one man, Isaac 
another man; not so the Father one God and the Word another, but the Father and the Word both 
the same God." 
 
{1400} mh ek boulhsewv. 
 
{1401} fusei. 
 
{1402} aboulhtwv and ayelhtwv. 
 
{1403} Voluntas de voluntate. Deuteronomy trinit. xv. 20. 
 
{1404} Comp. particularly the second oration contra Arianos, c. 69 sqq. 
 
{1405} Orat. i. contra Arianos, c. 28 (p. 433): dia touto aei pathr kai ouk epigegone (accidit) 
tw yew to pathr, ina mh kai treptov einai nomisyh. Ei gar kalon to einai auton 
patera, ouk aei de hn pathr, ouk aei ara to kalon hn autw. Though to this it might be 
objected that by the incarnation of the Logos and the permanent reception of human nature into 
fellowship with the divine, a certain change has passed, after all, upon the deity. 
 
{1406} Orat. ii. c. Arianos, c. 1 sqq. (p. 469 sqq.); Orat. iii. c. 66 (p. 615), and elsewhere. 
 
{1407} This last argument, in the formally logical point of view, may not be perfectly valid; for 
there may as well be a distinction between an ideal and real fatherhood, as between an ideal and 
real creatorship; and, on the other hand, one might reason with as good right backwards from the 
notion of essential omnipotence to an eternal creation, and say with Hegel: Without the world 
God is not God. But from the speculative and ethical point of view a difference must 
unquestionably be admitted, and an element of truth be acknowledged in the argument of 
Athanasius. The Father needed the Son for his own self-consciousness, which is inconceivable 



without an object. God is essentially love, and this realizes itself in the relation of Father and Son, 
and in the fellowship of the Spirit: Ubi amor ibi trinitas. 
 
{1408} Orat. i. c. 29 (p. 433): to poihma exwyen tou poiountov estin... ov de uiov idion thv 
ousiav gevnnhma esti dio kai to men poihma ouk anagkh aei einai, ote gar bouletai ov 
dhmiourgov ergazetai, to de gennhma ou boulhsei upokeitai, alla th ousiav estin 
idiothv.. 
 
{1409} Comp. the 4th Oration against the Arians, cap. 1 sqq. (p. 617 sqq.) 
 
{1410} The Qeov in the well-known passage, Romans 9:6, is thus repeatedly by Athanasus, e.g., 
Orat. i. contra Arianos, c. 11; Orat. iv. c. 1, and by other fathers (Irenaeus, Tertullian, Cyprian, 
Origen, Chrysostom), as well as by the Reformers and most of the orthodox expositors, referred 
to Christ. This interpretation, too, is most suitable to the connection, and in perfect harmony with 
the Christology of Paul, who sets forth Christ as the image of God, the possessor of the fulness of 
the divine life and glory, the object of worship (Philippians 2:6 Colossians 1:15 ff.; Colossians 
2:9 2 Corinthians 4:4 Ephesians 5:5 1 Timothy 3:16 Titus 2:13); and who therefore, as well as 
John, i. 1, could call him in the predicative sense yeov, i.e., of divine essence, in distinction from 
o Qeov with the article. 
 
{1411} We say the prevailing faith; not denying that the theological knowledge and statement of 
the doctrine of the trinity had hitherto been in many respects indefinite and wavering. The learned 
bishop Bull, indeed, endeavored to prove, in opposition to the Jesuit Petavius, that the ante-
Nicene fathers taught concerning the deity of the Son the very same things as the Nicene. Comp. 
the Preface to his Defensio fidei Nicaenae, ed. Burton, Oxf. 1827, vol. v. Pars. 1, p. ix.: "De 
summa rei, quam aliis persuadere volo, plane ipse, neque id temere, persuasus sum, nempe, quod 
de Filii divinitate contra Arium, idem re ipsa (quanquam aliis fortasse nonnunquam verbis, 
alioque loquendi modo) docuisse Patres ac doctores ecclesiae probatos ad unum omnes, qui ante 
tempora synodi Nicaenae, ab ipsa usque apostolorum aetate, floruerunt." But this assertion can be 
maintained only by an artificial and forced interpretation of many passages, and goes upon a 
mechanical and lifeless view of history. Comp. also the observations of W. Cunningham, 
Historical Theology, vol. i. p. 269 ff. 
 
{1412} Dorner, l. c. i. p. 883, justly says: "Not only to the mind of our time, but to all sound 
reason, does it seem absurd, nay, superstitious, that an under-god, a finite, created being, should 
be the creator."  

 



128. The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit. 
 
The decision of Nicaea related primarily only to the essential deity of Christ. But in the wider 
range of the Arian controversies the deity of the Holy Ghost, which stands and falls with the deity 
of the Son, was indirectly involved. The church always, indeed, connected faith in the Holy Spirit 
with faith in the Father and Son, but considered the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit as only an 
appendix to the doctrine concerning the Father and the Son, until the logical progress brought it to 
lay equal emphasis on the deity and personality of the Holy Ghost, and to place him with the 
Father and Son as an element of equal claim in the Trinity. 
 
The Arians made the Holy Ghost the first creature of the Son, and as subordinate to the Son as the 
Son to the Father. The Arian trinity was therefore not a trinity immanent and eternal, but arising 
in time and in descending grades, consisting of the uncreated God and two created demi-gods. 
The Semi-Arians here, as elsewhere, approached the orthodox doctrine, but rejected the 
consubstantiality, and asserted the creation, of the Spirit. Thus especially Macedonius, a moderate 
Semi-Arian, whom the Arian court-party had driven from the episcopal chair of Constantinople. 
From him the adherents of the false doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit, were, after 362, called 
Macedonians; {1413} also Pneumatomachi, {1414} and Tropici. {1415} 
 
Even among the adherents of the Nicene orthodoxy an uncertainty still for a time prevailed 
respecting the doctrine of the third person of the Holy Trinity. Some held the Spirit to be an 
impersonal power or attribute of God; others, at farthest, would not go beyond the expressions of 
the Scriptures. Gregory Nazianzen, who for his own part believed and taught the consubstantiality 
of the Holy Ghost with the Father and the Son, so late as 380 made the remarkable concession: 
{1416} "Of the wise among us, some consider the Holy Ghost an influence, others a creature, 
others God himself, {1417} and again others know not which way to decide, from reverence, as 
they say, for the Holy Scripture, which declares nothing exact in the case. For this reason they 
waver between worshipping and not worshipping the Holy Ghost, {1418} and strike a middle 
course, which is in fact, however, a bad one." Basil, in 370, still carefully avoided calling the 
Holy Ghost God, though with the view of gaining the weak. Hilary of Poictiers believed that the 
Spirit, who searches the deep things of God, must be divine, but could find no Scripture passage 
in which he is called God, and thought that he must be content with the existence of the Holy 
Ghost, which the Scripture teaches and the heart attests. {1419} 
 
But the church could not possibly satisfy itself with only two in one. The baptismal formula and 
the apostolic benediction, as well as the traditional trinitarian doxologies, put the Holy Ghost on 
an equality with the Father and the Son, and require a divine tri-personality resting upon a unity 
of essence. The divine triad tolerates in itself no inequality of essence, no mixture of Creator and 
creature. Athanasius well perceived this, and advocated with decision the consubstantiality of the 
Holy Spirit against the Pneumatomachi or Tropici. {1420} Basil did the same, {1421} and 
Gregory of Nazianzum, {1422} Gregory of Nyssa, {1423} Didymus, {1424} and Ambrose. 
{1425} 
 
This doctrine conquered at the councils of Alexandria, A. D. 362, of Rome, 375, and finally of 
Constantinople, 381, and became an essential constituent of the ecumenical orthodoxy. 
 
Accordingly the Creed of Constantinople supplemented the Nicene with the important addition: 
"And in the Holy Ghost, who is Lord and Giver of life, who with the Father is worshipped and 
glorified, who spake by the prophets." {1426} 
 



This declares the consubstantiality of the Holy Ghost, not indeed in words, yet in fact, and 
challenges for him divine dignity and worship. 
 
The exegetical proofs employed by the Nicene fathers for the deity of the Holy Ghost are chiefly 
the following. The Holy Ghost is nowhere in Scripture reckoned among creatures or angels, but is 
placed in God himself, co-eternal with God, as that which searches the depths of Godhead. {1 
Corinthians 2:11,12} He fills the universe, and is everywhere present, {Psalm 139:7} while 
creatures, even angels, are in definite places. He was active even in the creation, {Genesis 1:3} 
and filled Moses and the prophets. From him proceeds the divine work of regeneration and 
sanctification (John 3:5 Romans 1:4 8:11 1 Corinthians 6:11; Tit. iii. 5-7; Ephesians 3:16 5:17,19, 
&c). He is the source of all gifts in the church. {1 Corinthians 12} He dwells in believers, like the 
Father and the Son, and makes them partakers of the divine life. Blasphemy against the Holy 
Ghost is the extreme sin, which cannot be forgiven. {Matthew 12:31} Lying to the Holy Ghost is 
called lying to God. {Acts 5:3,4} In the formula of baptism, {Matthew 28:19} and likewise in the 
apostolic benediction, {2 Corinthians 13:13} the Holy Ghost is put on a level with the Father and 
the Son and yet distinguished from both; he must therefore be truly divine, yet at the same time a 
self-conscious person. {1427} The Holy Ghost is the source of sanctification, and unites us with 
the divine life, and thus must himself be divine. The divine trinity tolerates in itself nothing 
created and changeable. As the Son is begotten of the Father from eternity, so the Spirit proceeds 
from the Father through the Son. (The procession of the Spirit from the Son, on the contrary, is a 
subsequent inference of the Latin church from the consubstantiality of the Son, and was unknown 
to the Nicene fathers.) 
 
The distinction between generation and procession is not particularly defined. Augustine calls 
both ineffable and inexplicable. {1428} The doctrine of the Holy Ghost was not in any respect so 
accurately developed in this period, as the doctrine concerning Christ, and it shows many gaps. 
 
{1413} makedonianoi. 
 
{1414} pneumatomacoi. 
 
{1415} tropikoi. This name comes probably from their explaining as mere tropes (figurative 
expressions) or metaphors the passages of Scripture from which the orthodox derived the deity of 
the Holy Spirit. Comp. Athanas., Ad Serap. Ep. i. c. 2 (tom. i. Pars ii. p. 649). 
 
{1416} Orat. xxxi. Deuteronomy Spiritu sancto, cap. 5 (Op. tom. i. p. 559, and in Thilo’s 
Bibliotheca P. Gr. dogm. vol. ii. p. 503). 
 
{1417} twn kay hmav sofwn oi men energeian touto to pneuma agion upelabon, oi de 
ktisma, oi de yeon.. 
 
{1418} oute sebousin, oute atimazousi. 
 
{1419} Deuteronomy trinitate, ii. 29; and xii. 55. 
 
{1420} In the four Epistles to Serapion, bishop of Tmuis, written in 362 (Ep. ad Serapionem 
Thmuitanum episcopum contra illos qui blasphemant et dicunt Spiritum S. rem creatam esse), in 
his Opera, ed. Bened. tom. i. Pars ii. pp. 647-714; also in Thilo’s Biblioth. Patr. Graec. 
dogmatica, vol. i. pp. 666-819. 
 



{1421} Deuteronomy Spiritu Sancto ad S. Amphilochium Iconii episcopum (Opera, ed. Bened. 
tom. iii. and in Thilo’s Bibl. vol. ii. pp. 182-343). 
 
{1422} Orat. xxxi. Deuteronomy Spiritu Sancto (Opera, tom. i. p. 556 sqq. and in Thilo’s Bibl. 
vol. ii. pp. 497-537). 
 
{1423} Orat. catech. c. 2. Comp. Rupp, Gregor v. Nyasa, p. 169 sq. 
 
{1424} Deuteronomy Spiritu S., translated by Jerome. 
 
{1425} Deuteronomy Spiritu S. libri 3. 
 
{1426} Similar additions had already been previously made to the Nicene Creed. Thus 
Epiphanius in his Ancoratus, c. 120, which was written in 374, gives the Nicene Creed as then 
already in general use with the following passage on the Holy Spirit: kai eiv to agion pneuma 
pisteuomen, to lalhsan en nomw, kai khruxan en toiv profhtaiv kai kataban epi ton 
iordanhn, laloun en apostoloiv, oikoun en agioiv outwv de pisteuomen en autw, oti 
esti pneuma agion, pneuma yeou, pneuma teleion, pneuma paraklhton, aktiston, ek tou 
patrov ekporeuomenon, kai ek tou uiou lambanomenon kai pisteuomenon. His shorter 
Creed, Anc. c. 119 (in Migne’s ed. tom. iii. 231), even literally agrees with that of 
Constantinople, but in both he adds the anathema of the original Nicene Creed. 
 
{1427} The well-known passage concerning the three witnesses in heaven, 1 John 5:7, is not cited 
by the Nicene fathers: a strong evidence that it was wanting in the manuscripts of the Bible at that 
time. 
 
{1428} "Ego distinguere nescio, non valeo, non sufficio, propterea quia sicut generatio ita 
processio inenarrabilis est."  

 



129. The Nicene and Constantinopolitan Creed. 
 
We look now at the Creeds of Nicaea and Constantinople side by side, which sum up the result of 
these long controversies. We mark the differences by inclosing in brackets the parts of the former 
omitted by the latter, and italicizing the additions which the latter makes to the former. 
 
The Nicene Creed of 325 {1429} 
 
the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed of 381 {1430} 
 
pisteuomen eiv ena yeon patera pantokratora, pantwn oratwn te kai aoratwn 
poihthn 
 
 
pisteuomen eiv ena yeon, patera pantokratora, poihthn ouranou kai gh, oratwn te 
pantwn kai aoratwn.. 
 
kai ei ena kurion ihsoun criston, ton uion tou yeou gennhyenta ek tou patrov 
monogenh tout estin ek thv ousiav tou patrov yeon ek yeou kai {1431} fw ek fwtov, 
yeon alhyinon ek yeou alhyinou gennhyenta, oupoihyenta, omoousion tw patri di ou ta 
panta egeneto ta te en tw ouranw kai ta en th gh ton di hmav touv anyrwpouv kai dia 
thn hmeteran swthrian katelyonta kai sarkwyenta, kai {1432} enanyrwphsanta 
payonta {1433} kai anastanta th trith hmera, anelyonta eiv touv {1434} ouranouv 
{1435} ercomenon krivnai xwntav kainekrouv. 
 
kai eiv ena kurion ihsoun criston ton uion tou yeou ton monogenh ton ek tou patrov 
gennhyenta pro pantwn twn aiwnwn fwv ek fwtov, yeon alhyinon ek yeou alhyinou, 
gennhyenta, ou poihyenta, omoousion tw patri di ou ta panta egeneto ton di hmav touv 
anyrwvpouv kai dia thn hmeteran swthrian katelyonta ek twn ouranwn, kai 
sarkwyenta ek pneumatov agiou kai mariav thv paryenou, kai enanyrwphsanta 
staurwyenta te uper hmwn epi pontiou pilatou, kai payonta, kai tafenta, kai 
anastanta th trith hmera kata tav grafav, kai anelyonta eiv touv ouranouv, kai 
kaezomenon ek dexiwn tou patrov, kai palin ercomenon meta doxh krinai zwntav kai 
nekrouv ou thv basileiav ouk estai telov.. 
 
kai eiv to agion pneuma. 
 
kai eiv to pneuma to agion, to kurion, to zwopoion, to ek tou patrov ekporeuomenon, 
to sun patri kai uiw proskunoumenon kai sundoxazomenon, to lalhsan dia twn 
profhtwn. eiv mian agian kayolikhn kai apostolikhn ekklhsian omologoumen 
ebaptisma eiv afesin amartiwn prosdokwmen anastasin nekrwn kai zwhn tou 
mellontov aiwnov. amhn. 
 
 
[touv de legontav, oti {1436} hn pote ote ouk hn kai prin gennhyhnai ouk hn kai oti ex 
ouk ontwn egeneto h ex eterav upostasewv h ousiav {1437} faskontav einai h 
ktiston, h trepton, h alloiwton ton uion tou yeou anayematizei h agia kayolikh kai 
apostolikh {1438} ekklhsia.] 
 
We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of all things visible, and invisible. 



 
We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible 
 
"And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, begotten of the Father [the only-begotten, i.e., of 
the essence of the Father, God of God, and] Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten, not 
made, being of one substance with the Father; by whom all things were made [in heaven and on 
earth]; who for us men, and for our salvation, came down and was incarnate and was made man; 
he suffered, and the third day he rose again, ascended into heaven; from thence he cometh to 
judge the quick and the dead." 
 
"And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, begotten of the Father before all 
worlds (aeons), {1439} Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten, not made, being of one 
substance with the Father; by whom all things were made; who for us men, and for our salvation, 
came down from heaven, and was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was made 
man; he was crucified for us under Pontius Pilate, and suffered, and was buried, and the third day 
he rose again, according to the Scriptures, and ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand 
of the Father; from thence he cometh again, with glory, to judge the quick and the dead; whose 
kingdom shall have no end." {1440} 
 
"And in the Holy Ghost." 
 
"And in the Holy Ghost, who is Lord and Giver of life, who pro-ceedeth from the Father, who 
with the Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified, who spake by the prophets. In 
one holy catholic and apostolic church, we acknowledge one baptism for the remission of sins; 
we look fo r the resurrection of the dead, and the life of the world to come. Amen." {1441} 
 
["And those who say: there was a time when he was not; and: he was not before he was made; 
and: he was made out of nothing, or out of another substance or thing, or the Son of God is 
created, or changeable, or alterable; they are condemned by the holy catholic and apostolic 
Church."] 
 
A careful comparison shows that the Constantinopolitan Creed is a considerable improvement on 
the Nicene, both in its omission of the anathema at the close, and in its addition of the articles 
concerning the Holy Ghost and concerning the church and the way of salvation. The addition: 
according to the Scriptures, is also important, as an acknowledgment of this divine and infallible 
guide to the truth. The whole is more complete and symmetrical than the Nicaenum, and in this 
respect is more like the Apostles’ Creed, which, in like manner, begins with the creation and ends 
with the resurrection and the life everlasting, and is disturbed by no polemical dissonance; but the 
Apostles’ Creed is much more simple in structure, and thus better adapted to the use of a 
congregation and of youth, than either of the others. 
 
The Constantinopolitan Creed maintained itself for a time by the side of the Nicene, and after the 
council of Chalcedon in 451, where it was for the first time formally adopted, it gradually 
displaced the other. Since that time it has itself commonly borne the name of the Nicene Creed. 
Yet the original Nicene confession is still in use in some schismatic sects of the Eastern church. 
 
The Latin church adopted the improved Nicene symbol from the Greek, but admitted, in the 
article on the Holy Ghost, the further addition of the well-known filioque, which was first inserted 
at a council of Toledo in 589, and subsequently gave rise to bitter disputes between the two 
 



{1429} It is found, together with the similar Eusebian (Palestinian) confession, in the well-known 
Epistle of Eusebius of Caesarea to his diocese (Epist. ad suae parochiae homines), which is given 
by Athanasius at the close of his Epist. de decretis Nicaenae Synodi (Opera, tom. i. p. 239, and in 
Thilo’s Bibl. vol. i. p. 84 sq.); also, though with some variation by Theodoret, H. E. i. 12, and 
Socrates, H. E. i. 8. Sozomen omitted it (H. E. i. 10) from respect to the disciplina arcani. The 
Symbolum Nicaenum is given also, with unessential variations, by Athanasius in his letter to the 
emperor Jovian c. 3, and by Gelasius Cyzic., Lib. Synod. de Concil. Nicaeno, ii. 36. On the 
unimportant variations in the text, Comp. Walch, Bibl. symbol. p. 75 sqq., and A. Rahn, 
Bibliothek der Symbole, 1842. Comp. also the parallel Creeds of the Nicene age in the Appendix 
to Pearson’s Exposition of the Creed. 
 
{1430} Found in the Acts of the second ecumenical council in all the collections (Mansi, tom. iii. 
566; Harduin, i. 814). It probably does not come directly from this council still less from the 
individual authorship of Gregory of Nyssa or Gregory of Nazianzum to whom it has sometimes 
been ascribed, but the additions by which it is distinguished from the Nicene, were already extant 
in substance under different forms (in the Symbolum Epiphanii, for example, and the Sym b. 
Basilii Magni), and took shape gradually in the course of the controversy. It is striking that it is 
not mentioned as distinct from the Nicene by Gregory Nazianzen in his Epist. 102 to Cledonius 
(tom. ii. 93 ed. Paris 1842), nor by the third ecumenical council at Ephesus. On the other hand, it 
was twice recited at the council of Chalcedon, twice adopted in the acts, and thus solemnly 
sanctioned. Comp. Hefele, ii. 11, 12. 
 
{1431} kai is wanting in Athanasius (De decretis, etc,). 
 
{1432} kai is wanting in Athanasius; Socrates and Galerius have it. 
 
{1433} Gelasius adds tafevnta, buried. 
 
{1434} Without the article in Athanasius. 
 
{1435} Al. kai. 
 
{1436} Athanasius omits oti. 
 
{1437} Here hypostasis and essence are still used interchangeably; though Basil and Bull 
endeavor to prove a distinction. Comp. on the contrary, Petavius, Deuteronomy trinit. l. iv. c. 1 
(p. 314 sqq.). Rufinus, i. 6, translates: "Exodus alia subsistentia aut substantia." 
 
{1438} Athanasius omits agia and apostolikh. Theodoret has both predicates, Socrates has 
apostolikh, all read kayolikh. 
 
{1439} This addition appears as early as the creeds of the council of Antioch in 341. 
 
{1440} This addition likewise is found substantially in the Antiochian creeds of 341, and is 
directed against Marcellus of Ancyra, Sabellius, and Paul of Samosata, who taught that the union 
of the power of God (energeia drastikh) with the man Jesus will cease at the end of the world, 
so that the Son and His kingdom are not eternal Comp. Hefele, i. 438 and 507 sq. 
 
{1441} Similar additions concerning the Holy Ghost, the catholic church, baptism and life 
everlasting are found in the older symbols of Cyril of Jerusalem, Basil, and the two Creeds of 
Epiphanius. See 128 above, and Appendix to Pearson on the Creed, p. 594 ff.  



 



130. The Nicene, Doctrine of the Trinity. The Trinitarian Terminology. 
 
The doctrine of the essential deity and the personality of the Holy Ghost completed the Nicene 
doctrine of the Trinity; and of this doctrine as a whole we can now take a closer view. 
 
This fundamental and comprehensive dogma secured both the unity and the full life of the 
Christian conception of God; and in this respect it represents, as no other dogma does, the whole 
of Christianity. It forms a bulwark against heathen polytheism on the one hand, and Jewish deism 
and abstract monotheism on the other. It avoids the errors and combines the truth of these two 
opposite conceptions. Against the pagans, says Gregory of Nyssa, we hold the unity of essence; 
against the Jews, the distinction of hypostases. We do not reject all multiplicity, but only such as 
destroys the unity of the being, like the pagan polytheism; no more do we reject all unity, but only 
such unity as denies diversity and full vital action. The orthodox doctrine of the Trinity, 
furthermore, formed the true mean between Sabellianism and tritheism, both of which taught a 
divine triad, but at the expense, in the one case, of the personal distinctions, in the other, of the 
essential unity. It exerted a wholesome regulative influence on the other dogmas. It overcame all 
theories of emanation, established the Christian conception of creation by a strict distinction of 
that which proceeds from the essence of God, and is one with him, like the Son and the Spirit, 
from that which arises out of nothing by the free will of God, and is of different substance. It 
provided for an activity and motion of knowledge and love in the divine essence, without the 
Origenistic hypothesis of an eternal creation. And by the assertion of the true deity of the 
Redeemer and the Sanctifier, it secured the divine character of the work of redemption and 
sanctification. 
 
The Nicene fathers did not pretend to have exhausted the mystery of the Trinity, and very well 
understood that all human knowledge, especially in this deepest, central dogma, proves itself but 
fragmentary. All speculation on divine things ends in a mystery, and reaches an inexplicable 
residue, before which the thinking mind must bow in humble devotion. "Man," says Athanasius, 
"can perceive only the hem of the garment of the triune God; the cherubim cover the rest with 
their wings." In his letter to the Monks, written about 358, he confesses that the further he 
examines, the more the mystery eludes his understanding, {1442} and he exclaims with the 
Psalmist: "Such knowledge is too wonderful for me; it is high, I cannot attain unto it." {1443} 
Augustine says in one place: "If we be asked to define the Trinity, we can only say, it is not this 
or that." {1444} But though we cannot explain the how or why of our faith, still the Christian may 
know, and should know, what he believes, and what he does not believe, and should be persuaded 
of the facts and truths which form the matter of his faith. 
 
The essential points of the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity are these: 
 
1. There is only one divine essence or substance. {1445} Father, Son, and Spirit are one in 
essence, or consubstantial. {1446} They are in one another, inseparable, and cannot be conceived 
without each other. In this point the Nicene doctrine is thoroughly monotheistic or monarchian, in 
distinction from tritheism, which is but a new form of the polytheism of the pagans. 
 
The terms essence (oujsiva) and nature (fuvsi), in the philosophical sense, denote not an 
individual, a personality, but the genus or species; not unum in numero, but ens unum in multis. 
All men are of the same substance, partake of the same human nature, though as persons and 
individuals they are very different. {1447} The term homoousion, in its strict grammatical sense, 
differs from monoousion or toutoousion, as well as from heteroousion, and signifies not 
numerical identity, but equality of essence or community of nature among several beings. It is 



clearly used thus in the Chalcedonian symbol, where it is said that Christ is "consubstantial 
(homoousios) with the Father as touching the Godhead, and consubstantial with us [and yet 
individually, distinct from us] as touching the manhood." The Nicene Creed does not expressly 
assert the singleness or numerical unity of the divine essence (unless it be in the first article: "We 
believe in one God"); and the main point with the Nicene fathers was to urge against Arianism the 
strict divinity and essential equality of the Son and Holy Ghost with the Father. If we press the 
difference of homoousion from monoousion, and overlook the many passages in which they assert 
with equal emphasis the monarchia or numerical unity of the Godhead, we must charge them 
with tritheism. {1448} 
 
But in the divine Trinity consubstantiality denotes not only sameness of kind, but at the same 
time numerical unity; not merely the unum in specie, but also the unum in numero. The, three 
persons are related to the divine substance not as three individuals to their species, as Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob, or Peter, John, and Paul, to human nature; they are only one God. The divine 
substance is absolutely indivisible by reason of its simplicity, and absolutely inextensible and 
untransferable by reason of its infinity; whereas a corporeal substance can be divided, and the 
human nature can be multiplied by generation. Three divine substances would limit and exclude 
each other, and therefore could not be infinite or absolute. The whole fulness of the one undivided 
essence of God, with all its attributes, is in all the persons of the Trinity, though in each in his 
own way: in the Father as original principle, in the Son by eternal generation, in the Spirit by, 
eternal procession. The church teaches not one divine essence and three persons, but one essence 
in three persons. Father, Son, and Spirit cannot be conceived as three separate individuals, but are 
in one another, and form a solidaric unity. {1449} 
 
Many passages of the Nicene fathers have unquestionably a tritheistic sound, but are neutralized 
by others which by themselves may bear a Sabellian construction so that their position must be 
regarded as midway between these two extremes. Subsequently John Philoponus, an Aristotelian 
and Monophysite in Alexandria about the middle of the sixth century, was charged with tritheism, 
because he made no distinction between fuvsi and upovstasi, and reckoned in the Trinity three 
natures, substances, and deities, according to the number of persons. {1450} 
 
2. In this one divine essence there are three persons {1451} or, to use a better term, hypostases, 
{1452} that is, three different modes of subsistence {1453} of the one same undivided and 
indivisible whole, which in the Scriptures are called the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. 
{1454} These distinctions are not merely different attributes, powers, or activities of the Godhead, 
still less merely subjective aspects under which it presents itself to the human mind; but each 
person expresses the whole fulness of the divine being with all its attributes, and the three persons 
stand in a relation of mutual knowledge and love. The Father communicates his very life to the 
Son, and the Spirit is the bond of union and communion between the two. The Son speaks, and as 
the God-Man, even prays, to the Father, thus standing over against him as a first person towards a 
second; and calls the Holy Ghost "another Comforter" whom he will send from the Father, thus 
speaking of him as of a third person. {1455} 
 
Here the orthodox doctrine forsook Sabellianism or modalism, which, it is true, made Father, 
Son, and Spirit strictly coordinate, but only as different denominations and forms of manifestation 
of the one God. 
 
But, on the other hand, as we have already intimated, the term person must not be taken here in 
the sense current among men, as if the three persons were three different individuals, or three 
self-conscious and separately acting beings. The trinitarian idea of personality lies midway 
between that of a mere form of manifestation, or a personation, which would lead to 



Sabellianism, and the idea of an independent, limited human personality, which would result in 
tritheism. In other words, it avoids the monoousian or unitarian trinity of a threefold conception 
and aspect of one and the same being, and the triousian or tritheistic trinity of three distinct and 
separate beings. {1456} In each person there is the same inseparable divine substance, united with 
the individual property and relation which distinguishes that person from the others. The word 
person is in reality only a make-shift, in the absence of a more adequate term. Our idea of God is 
more true and deep than our terminology, and the essence and character of God far transcends our 
highest ideas. {1457} 
 
The Nicene fathers and Augustine endeavored, as Tertullian and Dionysius of Alexandria had 
already done, to illustrate the Trinity by analogies from created existence. Their figures were sun, 
ray, and light; fountain, stream, and flow; root, stem, and fruit; the colors of the rainbow; {1458} 
soul, thought, and spirit; {1459} memory, intelligence, and will; {1460} and the idea of love, 
which affords the best illustration, for God is love. {1461} Such figures are indeed confessedly 
insufficient as proofs, and, if pressed, might easily lead to utterly erroneous conceptions. For 
example: sun, ray, and light are not co-ordinate, but the two latter are merely qualities or 
emanations of the first. "Omne simile claudicat." {1462} Analogies, however, here do the 
negative service of repelling the charge of unreasonableness from a doctrine which is in fact the 
highest reason, and which has been acknowledged in various forms by the greatest philosophers, 
from Plato to Schelling and Hegel, though often in an entirely unscriptural sense. A certain trinity 
undeniably runs through all created life, and is especially reflected in manifold ways in man, who 
is created after the image of God; in the relation of body, soul, and spirit; in the faculties of 
thought, feeling, and will; in the nature of self-consciousness; {1463} and in the nature of love. 
{1464} 3. Each divine person has his property, as it were a characteristic individuality, expressed 
by the Greek word idiovth, {1465} and the Latin proprietas. {1466} This is not to be confounded 
with attribute; for the divine attributes, eternity, omnipresence, omnipotence, wisdom, holiness, 
love, etc., are inherent in the divine essence, and are the common possession of all the divine 
hypostases. The idiotes, on the contrary, is a peculiarity of the hypostasis, and therefore cannot be 
communicated or transferred from one to another. 
 
To the first person fatherhood, or the being unbegotten, {1467} is ascribed as his property; to the 
second, sonship, or the being begotten; {1468} to the Holy Ghost, procession. {1469} In other 
words: The Father is unbegotten, but begetting; the Son is uncreated, but begotten; the Holy 
Ghost proceeds from the Father (and, according to the Latin doctrine, also from the Son). But 
these distinctions relate, as we have said, only to the hypostases, and have no force with respect to 
the divine essence which is the same in all, and neither begets nor is begotten, nor proceeds, nor 
is sent. 
 
4. The divine persons are in one another, mutually interpenetrate, and form a perpetual 
intercommunication and motion within the divine essence; as the Lord says: "I am in the Father, 
and the Father in me;" and "the Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the works." {1470} This 
perfect indwelling and vital communion was afterwards designated (by John of Damascus and the 
scholastics) by such terms as ejnuvparxi," pericwvrhsi," {1471} inexistentia, immanentia, 
inhabitatio, circulatio, permeatio, intercommunio, circumincessio. {1472} 
 
5. The Nicene doctrine already contains, in substance, a distinction between two trinities: an 
immanent trinity of constitution, {1473} which existed from eternity, and an economic trinity of 
manifestation; {1474} though this distinction did not receive formal expression till a much later 
period. For the generation of the Son and the procession of the Spirit are, according to the 
doctrine, an eternal process. The perceptions and practical wants of the Christian mind start, 
strictly speaking, with the trinity of revelation in the threefold progressive work of the creation, 



the redemption, and the preservation of the world, but reason back thence to a trinity of being; for 
God has revealed himself as he is, and there can be no contradiction between his nature and his 
works. The eternal pre-existence of the Son and the Spirit is the background of the historical 
revelation by which they work our salvation. The Scriptures deal mainly with the trinity of 
revelation, and only hint at the trinity of essence, as in the prologue of the Gospel of John which 
asserts an eternal distinction between God and the Logos. The Nicene divines, however, 
agreeably to the metaphysical bent of the Greek mind, move somewhat too exclusively in the 
field of speculation and in the dark regions of the intrinsic and ante-mundane relations of the 
Godhead, and too little upon the practical ground of the facts of salvation. 
 
6. The Nicene fathers still teach, like their predecessors, a certain subordinationism, which seems 
to conflict with the doctrine of consubstantiality. But we must distinguish between, a 
subordinatianism of essence (oujsiva) and a subordinatianism of hypostasis, of order and dignity. 
{1475} The former was denied, the latter affirmed. The essence of the Godhead being but one, 
and being absolutely perfect, can admit of no degrees. Father, Son, and Spirit all have the same 
divine essence, yet not in a co-ordinate way, but in an order of subordination. The Father has the 
essence originally and of himself, from no other; he is the primal divine subject, to whom alone 
absoluteness belongs, and he is therefore called preeminently God, {1476} or the principle, the 
fountain, and the root of Godhead. {1477} The Son, on the contrary, has his essence by 
communication from the Father, therefore, in a secondary, derivative way. "The Father is greater 
than the Son." The one is unbegotten, the other begotten; the Son is from the Father, but the 
Father is not from the Son; fatherhood is in the nature of the case primary, sonship secondary. 
The same subordination is still more applicable to the Holy Ghost. The Nicene fathers thought the 
idea of the divine unity best preserved by making the Father, notwithstanding the triad of persons, 
the monad from which Son and Spirit spring, and to which they return. 
 
This subordination is most plainly expressed by Hilary of Poictiers, the champion of the Nicene 
doctrine in the West. {1478} The familiar comparisons of fountain and stream, sun and light, 
which Athanasius, like Tertullian, so often uses, likewise lead to a dependence of the Son upon 
the Father {1479} Even the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed favors it, in calling the Son God of 
God, Light of Light, very God of very God. For if a person has anything, or is anything, of 
another, he has not that, or is not that, of himself. Yet this expression may be more correctly 
understood, and is in fact sometimes used by the later Nicene fathers, as giving the Son and Spirit 
only their hypostases from the Father, while the essence of deity is common to all three persons, 
and is co-eternal in all. 
 
Scriptural argument for this theory of subordination was found abundant in such passages as 
these: "As the Father hath life in himself (ecei zwhn en eautw’), so hath he given (edwke) to the 
Son to have life in himself; and hath given him authority to execute judgment also;" {1480} "All 
things are delivered unto me (pavnta moi paredovqh) of my Father;" {1481} "My father is greater 
than I." {1482} But these and similar passages refer to the historical relation of the Father to the 
incarnate Logos in his estate of humiliation, or to the elevation of human nature to participation in 
the glory and power of the divine, {1483} not to the eternal metaphysical relation of the Father to 
the Son. 
 
In this point, as in the doctrine of the Holy Ghost, the Nicene system yet needed further 
development. The logical consistency of the doctrine of the consubstantiality of the Son, upon 
which the Nicene fathers laid chief stress, must in time overcome this decaying remnant of the 
ante-Nicene subordinationism. {1484} 
 
{1442} Ep. ad Monachos (Opera tom. i. p. 343). 



 
{1443} Ps. cxxxix 6. 
 
{1444} Enarrat. in Psalm 26:8. John Damascenus (Expos. fidei) almost reaches the Socratic 
confession, when he says: All we can know concerning the divine nature is, that it cannot be 
conceived. Of course, such concessions are to be understood cum grano salis. 
 
{1445} ousia, substantia, essentia, fuvsi, natura, to on, to upokeivmenon. Comp. Petavius, 
Deuteronomy Trinitate lib. iv. c. 1 (ed. Par. tom. ii. p. 311): "Christiani scriptores... ousian 
appellant non singularem individuamque, sed communem individuis substantiam." The word 
upokeimenon, however, is sometimes taken as equivalent to provswpon. 
 
{1446} omoousioi. On the import of this, comp. 127, and in the text above. 
 
{1447} "We men," says Athanasius, "consisting of body and soul are all miav fusewv kai 
ousiav, but many persons." 
 
{1448} Cudworth (in his great work on the Intellectual System of the Universe, vol. ii p. 437 ff.) 
elaborately endeavors to show that Athanasius and the Nicene fathers actually taught three divine 
substances in the order of subordination. But he makes no account of the fact that the terminology 
and the distinction of oujsiva and upostasi were at that time not yet clearly settled. 
 
{1449} Comp. the passages from Athanasius and other fathers cited at 126. "The Persons of the 
Trinity," says R. Hooker (Eccles. Polity, B. v. ch. 56, voL ii. p. 315 in Keble’s edition), quite in 
the spirit of the Nicene orthodoxy, "are not three particular substances to whom one general 
nature is common, but three that subsist by one substance which itself is particular: yet they all 
three have it and their several ways of having it are that which makes their personal distinction. 
The Father therefore is in the Son, and the Son in Him, they both in the Spirit and the Spirit in 
both them. So that the Father’s offspring, which is the Son, remaineth eternally in the Father; the 
Father eternally also in the Son, no way severed or divided by reason of the sole and single unity 
of their substance. The Son in the Father as light in that light out of which it floweth without 
separation; the Father in the Son as light in that light which it causeth and leaveth not. And 
because in this respect his eternal being is of the Father, which eternal being is his life, therefore 
he by the Father liveth." In a similar strain, Cunningham says in his exposition of the Nicene 
doctrine of the Trinity (Hist. Theology, i. p. 285): "The unity of the divine nature as distinguished 
from the nature of a creature, might be only a specific and not a numerical unity, and this nature 
might be possessed by more than one divine being; but the Scriptures plainly ascribe a numerical 
unity to the Supreme Being, and, of course, preclude the idea that there are several different 
beings who are possessed of the one divine nature. This is virtually the same thing as teaching us 
that the one divine nature is possessed only by one essence or substance, from which the 
conclusion is clear, that if the Father be possessed of the divine nature, and if the Son, with a 
distinct personality, be also possessed of the divine nature, the Father and the Son must be of one 
and the same substance; or rather—for it can scarcely with propriety be called a conclusion or 
consequence—the doctrine of the consubstantiality of the Son with the Father is just an 
expression or embodiment of the one great truth, the different component parts of which are each 
established by scriptural authority, viz.: that the Father and the Son, having distinct personality in 
the unity of the Godhead, are both equally possessed of the divine, as distinguished from the 
created, nature. Before any creature existed, or had been produced by God out of nothing, the Son 
existed in the possession of the divine nature. If this be true, and if it be also true that God is in 
any sense one, then it is likewise true—for this is just according to the established meaning of 



words, the current mode of expressing it—that the Father and the Son are the same in substance 
as well as equal in power and glory." 
 
{1450} On tritheism, and the doctrine of John Philoponus and John Ascusnages, which is known 
to us only in fragments, comp. especially Baur, Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit, etc., vol. ii. pp. 13-
32. In the English Church the error of tritheism was revived by Dean Sherlock in his "Vindication 
of the Doctrine of the Holy and ever Blessed Trinity," 1690. He maintained that, with the 
exception of a mutual consciousness of each other, which no created spirits can have, the three 
divine persons are "three distinct infinite minds" or "three intelligent beings." He was opposed by 
South, Wallis, and others. See Patrick Fairbairn’s Appendix to the English translation of Dorner’s 
History of Christology, vol. iii. p. 354 ff. (Edinburgh, 1863). 
 
{1451} Provswpa, personae. This term occurs very often in the New Testament, now in the sense 
of person, now of face or countenance, again of form or external appearance. Etymologically 
(from prov and h wy, the eye, face), it means strictly face; then in general, front; also mask, visor, 
character (of a drama); and finally, person, in the grammatical sense. In like manner the Latin 
word persona (from sonus, sound) signifies the mask of the Roman actor, through which he made 
himself audible (personuit); then the actor himself; then any assumed or real character; and 
finally an individual a reasonable being. Sabellianism used the word in the sense of face or 
character; tritheism in the grammatical sense. Owing to this ambiguity of the word, the term 
hypostasis is to be preferred, though this too is somewhat inadequate. Comp. the Lexicons, and 
especially Petavius, Deuteronomy trinit., lib. iv. Dr. Shedd also prefers hypostasis, and observes, 
vol. i. p. 371: "This term (persona), it is obvious to remark, though the more common one in 
English, and perhaps in Protestant trinitarianism generally, is not so well adapted to express the 
conception intended, as the Greek upovstasi. It has a Sabellian leaning, because it does not with 
sufficient plainness indicate the subsistence in the Essence. The Father, Son, and Spirit are more 
than mere aspects or appearances of the Essence. The Latin persona was the mask worn by the 
actor in the play, and was representative of his particular character for the particular time. Now, 
although those who employed these terms undoubtedly gave them as full and solid a meaning as 
they could, and were undoubtedly true trinitarians, yet the representation of the eternal and 
necessary hypostatical distinctions in the Godhead, by terms derived from transitory scenical 
exhibitions, was not the best for purposes of science, even though the poverty of human language 
should justify their employment for popular and illustrative statements." 
 
{1452} upostaseiv subsistentiae. Comp. Hebrews 1:3. (The other passages of the New 
Testament where the word is used, Hebrews 3:14 11:1 2 Corinthians 9:4 11:17, do not belong 
here.) upostasi, and the corresponding Latin sub-stantia, strictly foundation, then essence, 
substance, is originally pretty much synonymous with oujsiva, essentia, and is in fact as we have 
already said, frequently interchanged with it, even by Athanasius, and in the anathema at the close 
of the original Nicene Creed. But gradually (according to Petavius, after the council at Alexandria 
in 862) a distinction established itself in the church terminology, in which Gregory of Nyasa, 
particularly in his work: Deuteronomy differentia essentiae et hypostaseos (tom. iii. p. 32 sqq.) 
had an important influece. Comp. Petavius, l. c. p. 314 sqq. 
 
{1453} tropoi uparxewv, an expression, however, capable of a Sabellian sense. 
 
{1454} This question of the tri-personality of God must not be confounded with the modern 
question of the personality of God in general. The tri-personality was asserted by the Nicene 
fathers in opposition to abstract monarchianism and Sabellianism; the personality is asserted by 
Christian theism against pantheism, which makes a personal relation of the spirit of man to God 
impossible. Schleiermacher, who as a philosopher leaned decidedly to pantheism, admitted (in a 



note to his Reden uber die Religion) that devotion and prayer always presume and require the 
personality of God. The philosophical objection, that personality necessarily includes limitation 
by other personalities, and so contradicts the notion of the absoluteness of God, is untenable; for 
we can as well conceive an absolute personality, as an absolute intelligence and an absolute will, 
to which, however, the power of self-limitation must be ascribed, not as a weakness, but as a 
perfection. The orthodox tri-personality does not conflict with this total personality, but gives it 
full organic life. 
 
{1455} John 14:16: allon paraklhton, comp. v. 26; c. xv. 26: ov paraklhtov, on egw 
pemqw umin para patrov, —a clear distinction of Spirit, Son, and Father. 
 
{1456} Comp. Petavius, l. c., who discusses very fully the trinitarian terminology of the Nicene 
fathers. Also J. H. Newman, The Arians, etc. p. 208: "The word person, which we venture to use 
in speaking of those three distinct manifestations of Himself, which it has pleased Almighty God 
to give us, is in its philosophical sense too wide for our meaning. Its essential signification, as 
applied to ourselves, is that of an individual intelligent agent, answering to the Greek upovstasi, 
or reality. On the other hand, if we restrict it to its etymological sense of persona or provswpon, 
i.e., character, it evidently means less than Scripture doctrine, which we wish to ascertain by it; 
denoting merely certain outward expressions of the Supreme Being relatively to ourselves, which 
are of an accidental and variable nature. The statements of Revelation then lie between this 
internal and external view of the Divine Essence, between Tritheism, and what is popularly called 
Unitarianism." Dr. Shedd, History of Christian Doctrine, vol. i. p. 365: "The doctrine of a 
subsistence in the substance of the Godhead brings to view a species of existence that is so 
anomalous and unique, that the human mind derives little or no aid from those analogies which 
assist it in all other cases. The hypostasis is a real subsistence,—a solid essential form of 
existence, and not a mere emanation, or energy, or manifestation,—but it is intermediate between 
substance and attributes. It is not identical with the substance, for there are not three substances. It 
is not identical with attributes, for the three Persons each and equally possess all the divine 
attributes.... Hence the human mind is called upon to grasp the notion of a species of existence 
that is totally sui generis, and not capable of illustration by any of the ordinary comparisons and 
analogies." 
 
{1457} As Augustine says, Deuteronomy trinitate, lib. vii. cap. 4 (7, ed. Bened. Venet. tom. viii. 
foL 858): "Verius cogitatur Deus quam dicitur, et verius est quam cogitatur." 
 
{1458} Used by Basil and Gregory of Nyasa. 
 
{1459} quch, enyumhsiv, pneuma, in Gregory Nazianzen. 
 
{1460} Augustine, Deuteronomy trinit. x. c. 11 (18), tom. viii. fol. 898: "Haec tria, memoria, 
intelligentia, voluntas, quoniam non sunt tres vitae, sed una vita, nec tres mentes, sed una mens: 
consequenter utique non tres substantiae sunt, sed una substantia." 
 
{1461} Augustine, ib. viii. 8 (f. 875): "Immo vero vides trinitatem, si caritatem vides;" ix. 2 (f. 
879): "Tria sunt, amans, et quod amatur, et amor." And in another place: "Tres sunt, amans, 
amatus, et mutuus amor." 
 
{1462} This was clearly felt and confessed by the fathers themselves, who used these illustrations 
merely as helps to their understanding. Joh. Damascenus (De fide orthod. l. i. c. 8; Opera, tom. i. 
p. 137) says: "It is impossible for any image to be found in created things, representing in itself 
the nature of the Holy Trinity without any point of dissimilitude. For can a thing created, and 



compound, and changeable, and circumscribed, and corruptible, clearly express the superessential 
divine essence, which is exempt from all these defects?" Comp. Mosheim’s notes to Cudworth, 
vol. ii. 422 f. (Lond. ed. of 1845). 
 
{1463} The trinity of self-consciousness consists in a process of becoming objective to one’s self, 
and knowing one’s self in this objectivity, according to the logical law of thesis, antithesis, and 
synthesis, or in the unity of the subject thinking and the subject thought. This speculative 
argument has been developed by Leibnitz, Hegel, and other German philosophers, and is adopted 
also by Dr. Shedd, Hist. of Christian Doct. i. p. 366 ff., note. But this analogy properly leads at 
best only to a Sabellian tri-personality, not to the orthodox. 
 
{1464} The ethical induction of the Trinity from the idea of love was first attempted by 
Augustine, and has more recently been pursued by Sartorius, J. Muller, J. P. Lange, Martensen, 
Liebner, Schoberlein, and others. It is suggested by the moral essence of God, which is love, the 
relation of the Father to the Son, and the "fellowship" of the Holy Ghost, and it undoubtedly 
contains a deep element of truth; but, strictly taken, it yields only two different personalities and 
an impersonal relation, thus proving too much for the Father and the Son, and too little for the 
Holy Spirit. 
 
{1465} Also idion. Gregory of Nyssa calls these characteristic distinctions gnwristi kai 
ifiothtev, peculiar marks of recognition. The terms idiothv, and upovstasi were sometimes used 
synonymously. The word idiothv, fem. (from idiov), peculiarity, is of course not to be 
confounded with iiwvth, masc., which likewise comes from idiov, but means a private man, then 
layman, then an imbecile, idiot, 
 
{1466} Proprietas personalis; also character hypostaticus. 
 
{1467} agennhsiva, paternitas. 
 
{1468} gennhsia, gevnnhsiv, generatio filiatio. 
 
{1469} ekporeusiv, procesio; also ekpemqiv, missio; both from John 15:15 (pemqw —
ekporeuetai) and similar passages, which relate, however, not to the eternal trinity of 
constitution, but to the historical trinity of manifestation. Gregory Nazianzen says: idion patrov 
men h agennhsia, uiou de h gennhsiv, pneumatov de h ekpemqiv.. 
 
{1470} John 14:10: o de pathr o en emoi menwn, autov poiei ta erga v.11: egw en tw 
patri, kai o pathr en emoi. This also refers, strictly, not to the eternal relation, but to the 
indwelling of the Father in the historical, incarnate Christ. 
 
{1471} From pericwrevw (with eiv), to circulate, go about, progredi, ambulare. Comp. Petavius, 
Deuteronomy trinit., lib. iv. c. 16 (tom. ii. p. 453 sqq.), and Deuteronomy incarnatione, lib. iv. c. 
14 (tom. iv. p. 473 sqq.). The thing itself is clearly taught even by the Nicene fathers, especially 
by Athanasius in his third Oration against the Arians, c. 3 sqq., and elsewhere, with reference to 
the relation of the Son to the Father, although he never, so far as I know, used the word 
pericwvrhsi. Gregory Nazianzen uses the verb pericwrei’n (not the noun) of the vital 
interpenetration of the two natures in Christ. Gibbon, in his contemptuous account of the Nicene 
controversy (chapter xxi.) calls the pericwvrhsi or circumincessio "the deepest and darkest corner 
of the whole theological abyss," but takes no pains even to explain this idea. The old Protestant 
theologians defined the pericwvrhsi as "immanentia, h. e. inexistentia mutua et singularissima, 



intima et perfectissima inhabitatio unius personae in alia." Comp. Joh. Gerhard, Loci theologici, 
tom. i. p. 197 (ed. Cotta). 
 
{1472} From incedo, denoting the perpetual internal motion of the Trinity, the circumfusio or 
mutua commeatio, et communicatio personarum inter se. Petavius (in the 2d and 4th vol. l. c.), 
Cudworth (Intellectual System of the Universe, vol. ii. p. 454, ed. of Harrison, Lond. 1845), and 
others use instead of this, circuminsessio, from sedeo, which rather expresses the repose of the 
persons in one another, the inexistentia or mutua existentia personarum. This would correspond to 
the Greek enuvparxi rather than to pericwvrhsi. 
 
{1473} Ad intra, tropov uparxewv. 
 
{1474} Ad extra, tropov aokaluqewv 
 
{1475} upotagh taxewv kai axiwmatov. 
 
{1476} ov yeov, and autoyeov, in distinction from yeov. Waterland (Works, vol. i. p. 315) 
remarks on this: "The title of o Qeov, being understood in the same sense with autovqeo, was, as 
it ought to be, generally reserved to the Father, as the distinguishing personal character of the first 
Person of the Holy Trinity. And this amounts to no more than the acknowledgment of the 
Father’s prerogative, as Father. But as it might also signify any Person who is truly and 
essentially God, it might properly be applied to the Son too: and it is so applied sometimes, 
though not so often as it is to the Father." 
 
{1477} h phgh, h aitia, h riza thv yeothtov: fons, origo, principium. 
 
{1478} Deuteronomy trinit. iii. 12: "Et quis non Patrem potiorem confitebitur, ut ingenitum a 
genito, ut Patrem a Filio, ut eum qui miserit ab eo qui missus sit, ut volentem ab eo qui obediat? 
Et ipse nobis erit testis: Pater major me est. Haec ita ut sunt intelligenda sunt, sed cavendum est, 
ne apud imperitos gloriam Filii honor Patris infirmet." In the same way Hilary derives all the 
attributes of the Son from the Father. Comp. also Hilary, Deuteronomy Synodis, seu de fide 
Orientalium, pp. 1178 and 1182 (Opera, ed. Bened.), and the third and eighteenth canons of the 
Sirmian council of 357. 
 
{1479} Comp. the relevant passages from Athanasius, Basil, and the Gregories, in Bull, Defensio, 
sect. iv. (Pars ii. p. 688 sqq.). Even John of Damascus, with whom the productive period of the 
Greek theology closes, still teaches the same subordination, Deuteronomy orthod. fide, i. 10: 
Pavnta osa ecei o uio kai to pneu’ma, ek tou’ patro ecei, kai auto to einai. 
 
{1480} John 5:26, 27. 
 
{1481} Matthew 11:27; Comp. xxviii. 18. 
 
{1482} John 14:28. Cudworth (I. c. ii. 422) agrees with several of the Nicene fathers in referring 
this passage to the divinity of Christ, for the reason that the superiority of the eternal God over 
mortal man was no news at all. Mosheim in a learned note to Cudworth in loco, protests against 
both interpretations, and correctly so. For Christ speaks here of his entire divine-human person, 
but in the state of humiliation. 
 
{1483} John 17:5; Philippians 2:9-11. 
 



{1484} All important scholars since Petavius admit the subordinatism in the Nicene doctrine of 
the trinity; e.g., Bull, who in the fourth (not third, as Gibbon says) section of his famous Defensio 
fidei Nic. (Works, vol. v. Pars ii. pp. 685-796) treats quite at large of the subordination of the Son 
to the Father, and in behalf of the identity of the Nicene and ante-Nicene doctrine proves that all 
the orthodox fathers, before and after the council of Nice, "uno ore docuerunt naturam 
perfectionesque divinas Patri Filioque competere non callateraliter aut coordinate, sed 
subordinate; hoc est, Filium eandem quidem naturam divinam cum Patre communem habere, sed 
a Patre communicatam; ita scilicet ut Pater solus naturam illam divinam a se habeat, sive a nullo 
alio, Filius autem a Patre; proinde Pater divinitatis, quae in Filio est, origo se principium sit," etc. 
So Waterland, who, in his vindication of the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity against Samuel 
Clarke, asserts such a supremacy of the Father as is consistent with the eternal and necessary 
existence, the consubstantiality, and the infinite perfection of the Son. Among modem historians 
Neander, Gieseler, Baur (Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit, etc. i. p. 468 ff.), and Dorner (Lehre von 
der Person Christi, i p. 929 ff.) arrive at the same result. But while Baur and Dorner (though from 
different points of view) recognize in this a defect of the Nicene doctrine, to be overcome by the 
subsequent development of the church dogma, the great Anglican divines, Cudworth (Intellectual 
System, vol. ii. p. 421 ff.), Pearson, Bull, Waterland (and among American divines Dr. Shedd) 
regard the Nicene subordinationism as the true, Scriptural, and final form of the trinitarian 
doctrine, and make no account of Augustine, who went beyond it. Kahnis (Der Kirchenglaube, ii. 
p. 66 ff.) thinks that the Scriptures go still further than the Nicene fathers in subordinating the Son 
and the Spirit to the Father.  

 



131. The Post-Nicene Trinitarian Doctrine of Augustine. 
 
Augustine: Deuteronomy trinitate, libri xv., begun in 400, and finished about 415; and his anti-
Arian works: Contra sermonem Arianorum; Collatio cum Maximino Arianorum episcopo; Contra 
Maximinum haereticum, libri ii. (all in his Opera omnia, ed. Bened. of Venice, 1733, in tom. viii. 
pp. 626-1004; and in Migne’s ed. Par. 1845, tom. viii. pp. 683-1098). 
 
While the Greek church stopped with the Nicene statement of the doctrine of the Trinity, the 
Latin church carried the development onward under the guidance of the profound and devout 
speculative spirit of Augustine in the beginning of the fifth century, to the formation of the 
Athanasian Creed. Of all the fathers, next to Athanasius, Augustine performed the greatest service 
for this dogma, and by his discriminating speculation he exerted more influence upon the 
scholastic theology and that of the Reformation, than all the Nicene divines. The points in which 
he advanced upon the Nicene Creed, are the following: {1485} 
 
1. He eliminated the remnant of subordinationism, and brought out more clearly and sharply the 
consubstantiality of the three persons and the numerical unity of their essence. {1486} 
 
Yet he too admitted that the Father stood above the Son and the Spirit in this: that he alone is of 
no other, but is absolutely original and independent; while the Son is begotten of him, and the 
Spirit proceeds from him, and proceeds from him in a higher sense than from the Son. {1487} We 
may speak of three men who have the same nature; but the persons in the Trinity are not three 
separately subsisting individuals. The divine substance is not an abstract generic nature common 
to all, but a concrete, living reality. One and the same God is Father, Son, and Spirit. All the 
works of the Trinity are joint works. Therefore one can speak as well of an incarnation of God, as 
of an incarnation of the Son, and the theophanies of the Old Testament, which are usually 
ascribed to the Logos, may also be ascribed to the Father and the Holy Ghost. 
 
If the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity lies midway between Sabellianism and tritheism, 
Augustine bears rather to the Sabellian side. He shows this further in the analogies from the 
human spirit, in which he sees the mystery of the Trinity reflected, and by which he illustrates it 
with special delight and with fine psychological discernment, though with the humble impression 
that the analogies do not lift the veil, but only make it here and there a little more penetrable. He 
distinguishes in man being, which answers to the Father, knowledge or consciousness, which 
answers to the Son, and will, which answers to the Holy Ghost. {1488} A similar trinity he finds 
in the relation of mind, word, and love; again in the relation of memory, intelligence, and will or 
love, which differ, and yet are only one human nature (but of course also only one human 
person). {1489} 
 
2. Augustine taught the procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son as well as from the Father, 
though from the Father mainly. This followed from the perfect essential unity of the hypostases, 
and was supported by some passages of Scripture which speak of the Son sending the Spirit. 
{1490} He also represented the Holy Ghost as the love and fellowship between Father and Son, as 
the bond which unites the two, and which unites believers with God. {1491} 
 
The Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan Creed affirms only the processio Spiritus a Patre, though not 
with an exclusive intent, but rather to oppose the Pneumatomachi, by giving the Spirit a relation 
to the Father as immediate as that of the Son. The Spirit is not created by the Son, but eternally 
proceeds directly from the Father, as the Son is from eternity begotten of the Father. Everything 
proceeds from the Father, is mediated by the Son, and completed by the Holy Ghost. Athanasius, 



Basil, and the Gregories give this view, without denying procession from the Son. Some Greek 
fathers, Epiphanius, {1492} Marcellus of Ancyra, {1493} and Cyril of Alexandria, {1494} derived 
the Spirit from the Father and the Son; while Theodore of Mopsuestia and Theodoret would admit 
no dependence of the Spirit on the Son. 
 
Augustine’s view gradually met universal acceptance in the West. It was adopted by Boathius, 
Leo the Great and others. {1495} It was even inserted in the Nicene Creed by the council of 
Toledo in 589 by the addition of filioque, together with an anathema against its opponents, by 
whom are meant, however, not the Greeks, but the Arians. 
 
Here to this day lies the main difference in doctrine between the Greek and Latin churches, 
though the controversy over it did not break out till the middle of the ninth century under 
patriarch Photius, (867). {1496} Dr. Waterland briefly sums up the points of dispute thus: {1497} 
"The Greeks and Latins have had many and tedious disputes about the procession. One thing is 
observable, that though the ancients, appealed to by both parties, have often said that the Holy 
Ghost proceeds from the Father, without mentioning the Son, yet they never said that he 
proceeded from the Father alone; so that the modern Greeks have certainly innovated in that 
article in expression at least, if not in real sense and meaning. As to the Latins, they have this to 
plead, that none of the ancients ever condemned their doctrine; that many of them have expressly 
asserted it; that the oriental churches themselves rather condemn their taking upon them to add 
anything to a creed formed in a general council, than the doctrine itself; that those Greek 
churches that charge their doctrine as heresy, yet are forced to admit much the same thing, only in 
different words; and that Scripture itself is plain, that the Holy Ghost proceeds at least by the Son, 
if not from him; which yet amounts to the same thing." 
 
This doctrinal difference between the Greek and the Latin Church, however insignificant it may 
appear at first sight, is characteristic of both, and illustrates the contrast between the conservative 
and stationary theology of the East, after the great ecumenical councils, and the progressive and 
systematizing theology of the West. The wisdom of changing an ancient and generally received 
formula of faith may be questioned. It must be admitted, indeed, that the Nicene Creed has 
undergone several other changes which were embodied in the Constantinopolitan Creed, and 
adopted by the Greeks as well as the Latins. But in the case of the Filioque, the Eastern Church 
which made the Nicene Creed, was never consulted, and when the addition was first brought to 
the notice of the bishop of Rome by Charlemagne, he protested against the innovation. His 
successors acquiesced in it, and the Protestant churches accepted the Nicene Creed with the 
Filioque, though without investigation. The Greek Church has ever protested against it since the 
time of Photius, and will never adopt it. She makes a sharp distinction between the procession, 
which is an eternal and internal process in the Holy Trinity itself, and the mission, of the Spirit, 
which is an act of revelation in time. The Spirit eternally proceeds from the Father alone (though 
through the Son); but was sent by the Father and the Son on the day of Pentecost. Hence the 
present tense is used of the former, {John 15:26} and the future of the latter (14:26; 15:26). The 
Greek Church is concerned for the dignity and sovereignty of the Father, as the only source and 
root of the Deity. The Latin Church is concerned for the dignity of the Son, as being of one 
substance with the Father, and infers the double procession from the double mission. 
 
{1485} The Augustinian doctrine of the trinity is discussed at length by Baur, Die christl. Lehre 
von der Dreieinigkeit, etc. vol. i. pp. 826-888. Augustine had but an imperfect knowledge of the 
Greek language, and was therefore not accurately acquainted with the writings of the Nicene 
fathers, but was thrown the more upon his own thinking. Comp. his confession, Deuteronomy 
trinit. l. iii. cap. 1 (tom. viii. f. 793, ed. Bened. Venet., from which in this section I always quote, 
though giving the varying chapter-division of other editions). 



 
{1486} Deuteronomy trinit. l. vii. cap. 6 (11), tom. viii. f. 863: "Non major essentia est Pater et 
Filius et Spiritus Sanctus simul, quam solus Pater, aut solus Filius; sed tres simul illae substantiae 
[here equivalent to upostavsei] sive personae, si ita dicendae sunt, aequales sunt singulis: quod 
animalis homo non percipit." Ibid. (f. 863): "Ita dicat unam essentiam, ut non existimet aliud alio 
vel majus, vel melius, vel aliqua ex parte divisum." Ibid. lib. viii. c. 1 (fol. 865): "Quod vero ad se 
dicuntur singuli, non dici pluraliter tres, sed unam ipsam trinitatem: sicut Deus Pater, Deus Filius, 
Deus Spiritus Sanctus; et bonus Pater, bonus Filius, bonus Spiritus Sanctus; et omnipotens Pater, 
omnipotens Filius, omnipotens Spiritus Sanctus; nec tamen tres Dii, aut tres boni, aut tres 
omnipotentes, sed unus Deus, bonus, omnipotens ipsa Trinitas." Lib. xv. 17 (fol. 988): "Pater 
Deus, et Filius Deus, et Spiritus S. Deus, et simul unus Deus." Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xi. cap. 
24: "Non tres Dii vel tres omnipotentes, sed unus Deus omnipotens." So the Athanasian Creed, 
vers. 11. 
 
{1487} Deuteronomy trinit. l. xv. c. 26 (47, fol. 1000): "Pater solus non est de alio, ideo solus 
appellatur ingenitus, non quidem in Scripturis, sed in consuetudine disputantium... Filius autem 
de Patre natus est: et Spiritus Sanctus de Patre principaliter, et ipso sine ullo temporis intervallo 
dante, communiter de utroque procedit." 
 
{1488} Confess. xiii. 11: "Dico haec tria: esse, nosse, velle. Sum enim, et novi, et volo; sum 
sciens, et volens; et scio esse me, et velle; et volo esse, et scire. In his igitur tribus quam sit 
inseparabilis vita, et una vita, et una mens, et una essentia, quam denique inseparabilis distinctio, 
et tamen distinctio, videat qui potest." This comparison he repeats in a somewhat different form, 
Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, xi. 26. 
 
{1489} Mens, verbum, amor; —memoria, intelligentia, voluntas or caritas; for voluntas and 
caritas are with him essentially the same: "Quid enim est aliud caritas quam voluntas?" Again: 
amans, amatus, mutuus amor. On these, and similar analogies which we have already mentioned 
in 130, comp. Augustine, Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, l. xi. c. 24; Deuteronomy trinit. xiv. and xv., 
and the criticism of Baur, l. c. i. p. 844 sqq. 
 
{1490} John 15:26: ov paraklhtov, on egw pevmyw umin para tou patrov, and xvi. 7: 
pemqw auton prov umav compared with John 14:26: to pneuma to agion, o pemqei o 
pathr en tw onomati mou. Augustine appeals also to John 20:22, where Christ breathes the 
Holy Ghost on his disciples, Deuteronomy trinit. iv. c. 20 (29), fol. 829: "Nec possumus dicere 
quod Spiritus S. et a Filio non procedat, neque enim frusta idem Spiritus et Patris et Filii Spiritus 
dicitur. Nec video quid aliud significare voluerit, cum sufflans in faciem discipulorum ait: 
‘Accipite Spiritum S.’" Tract. 99 in Evang. Joh. 9: "Spiritus S. non de Patre procedit in Filium, et 
de Filio procedit ad sanctificandam creatuam, sed simul de utroque procedit." But after all, he 
makes the Spirit proceed mainly from the Father: de patre principaliter. Deuteronomy trinit. xv. c. 
26 (47). Augustine moreover regards the procession of the Spirit from the Son as the gift of the 
Father which is implied in the communication of life to the Son. Comp. Tract 99 in Evang. Joh. 8: 
"A quo habet Filius ut sit Deus (est enim de Deo Deus), ab illo habet utique ut etiam de illo 
procedat Spiritus Sanctus: ac per hoc Spiritus Sanctus ut etiam de Filio procedat sicut procedit de 
Patre, ab ipso habet Patre." 
 
{1491} Deuteronomy trinit. xv. c. 17 (27) fol. 987: "Spiritus S. secundum Scriptams sacras nec 
Patris solius est, nec Filii solius, sed amborum, et ideo communem, qua invicem se diligunt Pater 
et Filius, nobis insinuat caritatem." Undoubtedly God is love; but this may be said in a special 
sense of the Holy Ghost. Deuteronomy trinit. xv. c. 17 (29), fol. 988: "Ut scillicet in illa simplici 
summaque natura non sit aliud substantia et aliud caritas, sed substantia ipsa sit caritas et caritas 



ipsa sit substantia, sive in Patre, sive in Filio, sive in Spiritu S., et tamen proprie Spiritus S. 
caritas nuncupetur." 
 
{1492} Ancor. 9: ara yeov ek patrov kai uiou to pneuma. Yet he says not expressly: 
ekporeuetai ek tou uiou. 
 
{1493} Though in a Sabellian sense. 
 
{1494} Who in his anathemas against Nestorius condemns also those who do not derive the Holy 
Ghost from Christ. Theodoret replied: If it be meant that the Spirit is of the same essence with 
Christ, and proceeds from the Father, we agree; but if it be intended that the Spirit has his 
existence through the Son, this is impious. Comp. Neander, Dogmengesch. i. p. 822. 
 
{1495} Comp. the passages in Hagenbach’s Dogmengeschichte, vol. i. p. 267 (in the Engl. ed. by 
H. B. Smith, New York, 1861), and in Perthel, Leo der G. p. 138 ff Leo says, e.g., Serm. lxxv. 2: 
"Huius enim beata trinitatis incommutabilis deitas una est in substantia indivisa in opere, concors 
in voluntate, par in potential aequalis in gloria." 
 
{1496} Comp. on this Controversy J. G. Walch: Historia Controversiae Graecorum Latinorumque 
de Processione Spir. S., Jen. 1751. Also John Mason Neale; A History of the Holy Eastern 
Church, Lond. 1850, vol. i. 1093. A. P. Stanley (Eastern Church, p. 142) calls this dispute which 
once raged so long and so violently, "an excellent specimen of the race of extinct controversies." 
 
{1497} Works, vol. iii. p. 237 f.  

 



132. The Athanasian Creed. 
 
G. Joh. Voss (Reform): Deuteronomy tribus symbolis, diss. ii. 1642, and in his Opera Omnia, 
Amstel. 1701 (forming an epoch in critical investigation). Archbishop Usher: Deuteronomy 
symbolis. 1647. J. H. Heidegger (Ref.): Deuteronomy symbolo Athanasiano. Zur. 1680. Em. 
Tentzel (Luth.): Judicia eruditoram de Symb. Athan. studiose collecta. Goth. 1687. Montfaucon 
(R.C.): Diatribe in Symbolum Quicunque, in the Benedictine ed. of the Opera Athanasii, Par. 
1698, tom. ii. pp. 719-735. Dan. Waterland (Anglican): A Critical History of the Athanasian 
Creed. Cambridge, 1724, sec. ed. 1728 (in Waterland’s Works, ed. Mildert, vol. iii. pp. 97-270, 
Oxf. 1843). Dom. M. Speroni (R.C.): Deuteronomy symbolo vulgo S. Athanasii. Dias. i. and ii. 
Patav. 1750-’51. E. Kollner (Luth.): Symbolik aller christl. Confessionen. Hamb. vol. i. 1837, pp. 
53-92. W. W. Harvey (Angl.): The History and Theology of the Three Creeds. Lond. 1854, vol. 
ii. pp. 541-695. Ph. Schaff: The Athanasian Creed, in the Am. Theolog. Review, New York, 
1866, pp. 584-625. (Comp. the earlier literature, in chronological order, in Waterland, l. c. p. 108 
ff., and in Kollner). 
 
[Comp. here the notes in Appendix, p. 1034, and the later and fuller treatment in Schaff: Creeds 
of Christendom, N. York, 4th ed., 1884, vol. i. 34-42; vol. ii. 66-72, with the facsimile of the 
oldest MS. of the Athan. Creed in the Utrecht Psalter, ii. 555 sq. The rediscovery of that MS. in 
1873 occasioned a more thorough critical investigation of the whole subject, with the result that 
the Utrecht Psalter dates from the ninth century, and that there is no evidence that the pseudo-
Athanasian Creed, in its present complete form, existed before the age of Charlemagne. The 
statements in this section which assume an earlier origin, must be modified accordingly. Added 
1889.] 
 
The post-Nicene or Augustinian doctrine of the Trinity reached its classic statement in the third 
and last of the ecumenical confessions, called the Symbolum Athanasianum, or, as it is also 
named from its initial words, the Symbolum Quicumque; beyond which the orthodox development 
of the doctrine in the Roman and Evangelical churches to this day has made no advance. {1498} 
This Creed is unsurpassed as a masterpiece of logical clearness, rigor, and precision; and so far as 
it is possible at all to state in limited dialectic form, and to protect against heresy, the 
inexhaustible depths of a mystery of faith into which the angels desire to look, this liturgical 
theological confession achieves the task. We give it here in full, anticipating the results of the 
Christological controversies; and we append parallel passages from Augustine and other older 
writers, which the unknown author has used, in some cases word for word, and has woven with 
great dexterity into an organic whole. {1499} 
 
1. Quicumque vult salvus esse, ante omnia opus est, ut teneat catholicam fidem. {1500} 
 
1. Whosoever will be saved, before all things it is necessary that he hold the catholic [true 
Christian] faith 
 
2. Quam nisi quisque integram inviolatamque {1501} servaverit, absque dubio {1502} in 
aeternum peribit. 
 
2. Which faith except every one do keep whole and undefiled, without doubt he shall perish 
everlastingly. 
 
3. Fides autem catholica haec est, ut unum Deum in trinitate et trinitatem in unitate veneremur; 
{1503} 



 
3. But this is the catholic faith: That we worship one God in trinity, and trinity in unity; 
 
4. Neque confundentes personas; neque substantiam separantes. {1504} 
 
4. Neither confounding the persons; nor dividing the substance. 
 
5. Alia est enim persona Patris: alia Filii: alia Spiritus Sancti. {1505} 
 
5. For there is one person of the Father: another of the Son: another of the Holy Ghost. 
 
6. Sed Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti una est divinitas: aequalis gloria, coaeterna majestas. 
{1506} 
 
6. But the Godhead of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost is all one: the glory 
equal, the majesty coeternal. 
 
7. Qualis Pater, talis Filius, talis (et) Spiritus Sanctus. {1507} 
 
7. Such as the Father is, such is the Son, and such is the Holy Ghost. 
 
8. Increatus Pater: increatus Filius: increatus (et) Spiritus Sanctus. 
 
8. The Father is uncreated: the Son is uncreated: the Holy Ghost is uncreated. 
 
9. Immensus Pater: immensus Filius: immensus Spiritus Sanctus. {1508} 
 
9. The Father is immeasurable: the Son is immeasurable: the Holy Ghost is immeasurable. 
 
10. Aeternus Pater: aeternus Filius: aeternus (et) Spiritus Sanctus. {1509} 
 
10. The Father is eternal: the Son eternal: the Holy Ghost eternal. 
 
11. Et tamen non tree aeterni: sed unus aeternus. 
 
11. And yet there are not three eternals; but one eternal. 
 
12. Sicut non tres increati: nec tres immensi: sed unus increatus et unus immensus. 
 
12. As also there are not three uncreated: nor three immeasurable: but one uncreated, and one 
immeasurable. 
 
13. Similiter omnipotens Pater: omnipotens Filius: omnipotens (et) Spiritus Sanctus. 
 
13. So likewise the Father is almighty: the Son almighty: and the Holy Ghost almighty, 
 
14. Et tamen non tres omnipo-entes; sed unus omnipotens. {1510} 
 
14. And yet there are not three almighties: but one almighty. 
 
15. Ita Deus Pater: Deus Filius: Deus (et) Spiritus Sanctus. {1511} 



 
15. So the Father is God: the Son is God: and the Holy Ghost is God. 
 
16. Et tamen non tres Dii; sed unus est Deus. {1512} 
 
16. And yet there are not three Gods; but one God. 
 
17. Ita Dominus Pater: Dominus Filius: Dominus (et) Spiritus Sanctus. 
 
17. So the Father is Lord: the Son Lord: and the Holy Ghost Lord. 
 
18. Et tamen non tres Domini; sed unus est Dominus. {1513} 
 
18. And yet not three Lords; but one Lord 
 
19. Quia sicut singulatim unamquamque personam et 
 
19. For like as we are compelled by the Christian verity to Deum et Dominum confiteri christiana 
veritate compellimur: {1514} acknowledge every Person by himself to be God and Lord 
 
20. Ita tres Deos, aut (tres) {1515} Dominos dicere catholica religione prohibemur. 
 
20. So are we forbidden by the catholic religion to say, there are three Gods, or three Lords. 
 
21. Pater a nullo est factus; nec creatus; nec genitus. 
 
21. The Father is made of none; neither created; nor begotten. 
 
22. Filius a Patre solo est: {1516} non factus; nec creatus; sed genitus. 
 
22. The Son is of the Father alone: not made; nor created; but begotten. 
 
23. Spiritus Sanctus a Patre et Filio: non factus; nec creatus; nec genitus (est); sed procedens. 
{1517} 
 
23. The Holy Ghost is of the Father and the Son: not made; neither created; nor begotten; but 
proceeding. 
 
24. Unus ergo Pater, non tres Patres: unus Filius, non tres Filii: unus Spiritus Sanctus, non tres 
Spiritus Sancti. {1518} 
 
24. Thus there is one Father, not three Fathers: one Son, not three Sons: one Holy Ghost, not three 
Holy Ghosts. 
 
25. Et in hac trinitate nihil prius, aut posterius: nihil maius, aut minus. {1519} 
 
25. And in this Trinity none is before or after another: none is greater or less than another. 
 
26. Sed totae tres personae coaeternae sibi sunt et coaequales. 
 
26. But the whole three Persons are co-eternal together, and co-equal 



 
27. Ita, ut per omnia, sicut jam supra dictum est, et unitas in trinitate et trinitas in unitate 
veneranda sit. {1520} 
 
27. So that in all things, as aforesaid, the Unity in Trinity, and the Trinity in Unity is to be 
worshipped. 
 
28. Qui vult ergo salvos esse, ita de trinitate sentiat. 
 
28. He therefore that will be saved, must thus think of the Trinity. 
 
The origin of this remarkable production is veiled in mysterious darkness. Like the Apostles’ 
Creed, it is not so much the work of any one person, as the production of the spirit of the church. 
As the Apostles’ Creed represents the faith of the ante-Nicene period, and the Nicene Creed the 
faith of the Nicene, so the Athanasian Creed gives formal expression to the post-Nicene faith in 
the mystery of the Trinity and the incarnation of God. The old tradition which, since the eighth 
century, has attributed it to Athanasius as the great champion of the orthodox doctrine of the 
Trinity, has been long ago abandoned on all hands; for in the writings of Athanasius and his 
contemporaries, and even in the acts of the third and fourth ecumenical councils, no trace of it is 
to be found. {1530} It does not appear at all in the Greek church till the eleventh or twelfth 
century; and then it occurs in a few manuscripts which bear the manifest character of translations, 
vary from one another in several points, and omit or modify the clause on the procession of the 
Holy Ghost from the Father and the Son (v. 23). {1531} It implies the entire post-Nicene or 
Augustinian development of the doctrine of the Trinity, and even the Christological discussions 
of the fifth century, though it does not contain the anti-Nestorian test-word qeotovko, mother of 
God. It takes several passages verbally from Augustine’s work on the Trinity which was not 
completed till the year 415, and from the Commonitorium of Vincentius of Lerinum, 434; works 
which evidently do not quote the passages from an already existing symbol, but contribute them 
as stones to the building. On the other hand it contains no allusion to the Monophysite and 
Monothelite controversies, and cannot be placed later than the year 570; for at that date Venantius 
Fortunatus of Poictiers wrote a short commentary on it. 
 
It probably originated about the middle of the fifth century, in the school of Augustine, and in 
Gaul, where it makes its first appearance, and acquires its first ecclesiastical authority. But the 
precise author or compiler cannot be discovered, and the various views of scholars concerning 
him are mere opinions. {1532} From Gaul the authority of this symbol spread over the whole of 
Latin Christendom, and subsequently made its way into some portions of the Greek church in 
Europe. The various Protestant churches have either formally adopted the Athanasian Creed 
together with the Nicene and the Apostles’, or at all events agree, in their symbolical books, with 
its doctrine of the trinity and the person of Christ. {1533} 
 
The Athanasian Creed presents, in short, sententious articles, and in bold antitheses, the church 
doctrine of the Trinity in opposition to Unitarianism and tritheism, and the doctrine of the 
incarnation and the divine-human person of Christ in opposition to Nestorianism and 
Eutychianism, and thus clearly and concisely sums up the results of the trinitarian and 
Christological controversies of the ancient church. It teaches the numerical unity of substance and 
the triad of persons in the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost, with the perfect deity and 
perfect humanity of Christ in one indivisible person. In the former case we have one substance or 
nature in three persons; in the latter, two natures in one divine-human person. 
 



On this faith eternal salvation is made to depend. By the damnatory clauses in its prologue and 
epilogue the Athanasianum has given offence even to those who agree with its contents. But the 
original Nicene Creed contained likewise an anathema, which afterwards dropped out of it; the 
anathema is to be referred to the heresies, and may not be applied to particular persons, whose 
judge is God alone; and finally, the whole intention is, not that salvation and perdition depend on 
the acceptance and rejection of any theological formulary or human conception and exhibition of 
the truth, but that faith in the revealed truth itself, in the living God, Father, Son, and Spirit, and 
in Jesus Christ the God-Man and the Saviour of the world, is the thing which saves, even where 
the understanding may be very defective, and that unbelief is the thing which condemns; 
according to the declaration of the Lord: "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he 
that believeth not shall be damned." In particular actual cases Christian humility and charity of 
course require the greatest caution, and leave the judgment to the all-knowing and just God. 
 
The Athanasian Creed closes the succession of ecumenical symbols; symbols which are 
acknowledged by the entire orthodox Christian world, except that Evangelical Protestantism 
ascribes to them not an absolute, but only a relative authority, and reserves the right of freely 
investigating and further developing all church doctrines from the inexhaustible fountain of the 
infallible word of God. 
 

II. The Origenistic Controversies. 
 
I. Epiphanius: Haeres. 64. Several Epistles of Epiphanius, Theophilus of Alex., and Jerome (in 
Jerome’s Epp. 51 and 87-100, ed. Vallarsi). The controversial works of Jerome and Rufinus on 
the orthodoxy of Origen (Rufini Praefatio ad Orig. peri; ajrcw’n; and Apologia s. invectivarum in 
Hieron.; Hieronymi Ep. 84 ad Pammachium et Oceanum de erroribus Origenis; Apologia Adv. 
Rufinum libri iii, written 402-403, etc.). Palladius: Vita Johannis Chrysostomi (in Chrysost. 
Opera, vol. xiii. ed. Montfaucon). Socrates: H. E. vi. 3-18. Sozomenus: H. E. viii. 2-20. 
Theodoret: H. E. v. 27 sqq. Photius: Biblioth. Cod. 59. Mansi: 
 
II. Huetius: Origeniana (Opera Orig. vol. iv. ed. Deuteronomy la Rue). Doucin: Histoire des 
mouvements arrives dans l’eglise au sujet d’Origene. Par. 1700. Walch: Historie der Ketzereien. 
Th. vii. p. 427 sqq. Schrockh: Kirchengeschichte, vol. x. 108 sqq. Comp. the monographs Of 
Redepenning and Thomasius on Origen; and Neander: Der heil. Joh. Chrysostomus. Berl. 1848, 
3d ed. vol. ii. p. 121 sqq. Hefele (R.C.): Origenistenstreit, in the Kirchenlexicon of Wetzer and 
Welte, vol. vii. p. 847 sqq., and Conciliengeschichte, vol. ii. p. 76 sqq. O. Zockler: Hieronymus. 
Gotha, 1865, p. 238 ff; 391 ff. 
 
{1498} In striking contrast with this unquestionable historical eminence of this Creed is Baur’s 
slighting treatment of it in his work of three volumes on the history of the doctrine of the Trinity, 
where he disposes of it in a brief note, vol. ii. p. 33, as a vain attempt to vindicate by logical 
categories the harsh and irreconcilable antagonism of unity and triad. 
 
{1499} In the Latin text we follow chiefly the careful revision of Waterland, ch. ix. (Works, vol. 
iii. p. 221 ff.), who also adds the various readings of the best manuscripts, and several parallel 
passages from the church fathers previous to 430, as he pushes the composition back before the 
third ecumenical council (431). We have also compared the text of Montfaucon (in his edition of 
Athanasius) and of Walch (Christl. Concordienbuch, 1750). The numbering of verses differs after 
ver. 19. Waterland puts vers. 19 and 20 in one, also vers. 25 and 26, 89 and 40, 41 and 42, 
making only forty verses in all. So Montfaucon, p. 735 ff. Walch makes forty-four verses. 



 
{1500} Comp. Augustine, Contra Maximin. Arian. l. ii. c. 3 (Opera, tom. viii. f. 729, ed. Venet.): 
"Haec est fides nostra, quoniam haec est fides recta, quae etiam catholica nuncupatur." 
 
{1501} Some manuscripts: "inviolabilemque." 
 
{1502} "Absque dubio is wanting in the Cod. reg. Paris.," according to Waterland. 
 
{1503} Gregory Naz. Orat. xxiii. p. 422:... monavda ejn triavdi, kai; triavda ejn monavdi 
proskuvnoumevnhn. 
 
{1504} A similar sentence occurs in two places in the Commonitorium of Vincentius of Lerinum 
(450): "Ecclesia vero catholica unam divinitatem in trinitatis plenitudine et trinitatis 
aequalitatem, in una atque eadem majestate veneratur, ut neque singularitas substantiae 
personarum confundat proprietatem, neque item trinitatis distinctio unitatem separet deitatis" 
(cap. 18 and 22). See the comparative tables in Montfaucon in Opera Athan. tom. ii. p. 725 sq. 
From this and two other parallels Anthelmi (Disquisitio de Symb. Athan., Par. 1698) has inferred 
that Vincentius of Lerinum was the author of the Athanasian Creed. But such arguments point 
much more strongly to Augustine, who affords many more parallels, and from whom Vincentius 
drew. 
 
{1505} Vincentius Lirl. c. cap. 19: "Alia est persona Patris, alia Patris, alia Spiritus Sancti. Sed 
Patris et Filii et Spiritus S. non alia et alia, sed una eademque natura." A similar passage is 
quoted by Waterland from the Symbolum Pelagii. 
 
{1506} Augustine, tom. viii. p. 744 (ed. Venet.): "Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti unam virtutem, 
unam substantiam, unam deitatem, unam majestatem, unam gloriam." 
 
{1507} Faustini Fid. (cited by Waterland): "Qualis est Pater secundum substantiam, talem genuit 
Filium," etc. 
 
{1508} So Augustine, except that he has magnus for immensus. Comp. below. lmmensus is 
differently translated in the different Greek copies: akatavlhpto. apeiro, and ametro,—a proof that 
the original is Latin. Venantius Fortunatus, in his Expositio fidei Catholicae, asserts: "Non est 
mensurabuis in sua natura, quia illocaus est, incircumscriptus, ubique totus, ubique praesens, 
ubique potens." The word is thus quite equivalent to omnipresent. The translation 
"incomprehensible" in the Anglican Book of Common Prayer is inaccurate, and probably came 
from the Greek translation akatavlhpto. 
 
{1509} Augustine, Op. tom. v. p. 543: "Aeternus Pater, coaeternus Filius, coaeternus Spiritus 
Sanctus." 
 
{1510} In quite parallel terms Augustine, Deuteronomy trinit, lib. v. cap. 8 (tom. viii. 837 sq.); At 
"Magnus Pater, magnus Filius, magnus Spiritus S., non tamen tres magni, sed unus magnus... Et 
bonus Pater, bonus Filius, bonus Spiritus S.; nec tres boni, sed unus bonus; de quo dictum est, 
‘Nemo bonus nisi unus Deus.’... Itaque omnipotens Pater, omnipotens Filius, omnipotens Spiritus 
S.; nec tamen tres omnipotentes, sed unus omnipotens, ‘ex quo omnia, per quem omnia, in quo 
omnia, ipsi gloria’." 
 
{1511} Comp. Augustine, Deuteronomy trinit. lib. viii. in Prooem. to cap. 1 "Sicut Deus Pater, 
Deus Filius, Deus Spiritus S.; et bonus P., bonus F., bonus Sp. S.; et omnipotens P., omnipotens 



F., omnipotens Sp. S.; nec tamen tres Dii, aut tres boni, aut tree omnipotentes; sed unus Deus, 
bonus, omnipotens, ipse Trinitas."—Serm. 215 (Opera, tom. v. p. 948): "Unus Pater Deus, unus 
Filius Deus, unus Spiritus S. Deus: nec tamen Pater et F. et Sp. S. tres Dii, sed unus Deus." 
Deuteronomy trinit. x. c. 11 (18); "Haec igitur tria, memoria, intelligentia, voluntas, quoniam non 
sunt tres vitae, sed una vita; nec tres mentes, sed una mens; consequenter utique nec tres 
substantiae sunt, sed una substantia." Comp. also Ambrosius, Deuteronomy Spiritu S. iii. 111: 
"Ergo sanctus Pater, sanctus Filius, santus et Spiritus; sed non tres sancti; quia unus est Deus 
sanctus, unus est Dominus;" and similar places. 
 
{1512} Comp. the above passage from Augustine, and Deuteronomy trinit l. c. 5 (al. 8): "Et 
tamen hanc trinitatem non tres Deos, sed unum Deum." A similar passage in Vigilius of Tapsus, 
Deuteronomy trinitate, and in a sermon of Caesarius of Arles, which is ascribed to Augustine (v. 
399). 
 
{1513} Augustine: "Non tamen sunt duo Dii et duo Domini secundum formam Dei, sed ambo 
cum Spiritu suo unus est Dominus... sed simul omnes non tres Dominos esse Deos, sed unum 
Dominum Deum dico." Contra Maximin. Arian. 1. ii. c. 2 and 8 (Opera, viii. f. 729). 
 
{1514} 1 Others read: "Deum ac Dominum." 
 
{1515} Waterland omits tres, Walch has it. 
 
{1516} Solo is intended to distinguish the Son from the Holy Ghost, who is of the Father and of 
the Son; thus containing already the Latin doctrine of the double procession. Hence some Greek 
copies strike out alone, while others inconsistently retain it. 
 
{1517} This is manifestly the Latin doctrine of the processio, which would be still more plainly 
expressed if it were said: "sed ab utroque procedens." Comp. Augustine, Deuteronomy trinit. lib. 
xv. cap. 26 (47): "Non igitur ab utroque est genitus, sed procedit ab utroque amborum Spiritus." 
Most Greek copies (comp. in Moutfaucon in Athan. Opera, tom. ii. p. 728 sqq.) omit et Filio, and 
read only ajpo tou’ patrov. 
 
{1518} Augustine, Contra Maxim. ii. 3 (tom. viii. f. 729): "In Trinitate quae Deus est, unus est 
Pater, non duo vel tres; et unus Filius, non duo vel tres; et unus amborum Spiritus, non duo vel 
tres." 
 
{1519} August. Serm. 215, tom. v. f. 948: "In hac trinitate non est aliud alio majus aut minus, 
nulla operum separatio, nulla dissimilitude substantiae." Waterland quotes also a kindred passage 
from the Symb. Pelagii. 
 
{1520} So Waterland and the Anglican Liturgy. The Lutheran Book of Concord reverses the 
order, and reads: trinitas in unitate, et unitas in trinitate. 
 
{1530} Ger. Vossius first demonstrated the spuriousness of the tradition in his decisive treatise of 
1642. Even Roman divines, like Quesnel, Dupin, Pagi, Tillemont, Montfaucon, and Muratori, 
admit the spuriousness. Kollner adduces nineteen proofs against the Athanasian origin of the 
Creed, two or three of which are perfectly sufficient without the rest. Comp. the most important 
in my treatise, l. c. p. 592 ff. 
 
{1531} Wherever the creed has come into use in the Greek churches, this verse has been omitted 
as a Latin interpolation. 



 
{1532} Comp. the catalogue of opinions in Waterland, vol. iii. p. 117; in Kollner; and in my own 
treatise. The majority of voices have spoken in favor of Vigilius of Tapsus in Africa, A. D. 484; 
others for Vincentius of Lerinum, 434; Waterland for Hilary of Arles, about 430; while others 
ascribe it indefinitely to the North African, or Gallic, or Spanish church in the sixth or seventh 
century. Harvey recently, but quite groundlessly, has dated the composition back to the year 401, 
and claims it for the bishop Victricius of Rouen (Hist. and Theol. of the Three Creeds, vol. ii. p. 
583 f.). He thinks that Augustine quotes from it, but this father nowhere alludes to such a symbol; 
the author of the Creed, on the contrary, has taken several passages from Augustine, 
Deuteronomy Trinitate, as well as from Vincentius of Lerinum and other source. Comp. the notes 
to the Creed above, and my treatise, p. 596 ff. 
 
{1533} On this agreement of the symbolical books of the Evangelical churches with the 
Athanasianum, comp. my treatise, l. c. p. 610 ff. Luther considers this Creed the weightiest and 
grandest production of the church since the time of the Apostles. In the Church of England it is 
still sung or chanted in the cathedrals. The Protestant Episcopal church in the United States, on 
the contrary, has excluded it from the Book of Common Prayer.  

 



133. The Orgenistic Controversy in Palestine. Epiphanius, Rufinus, and 
Jerome, A. D. 394-399. 
 
Between the Arian and the Nestorian controversies and in indirect connection with the former, 
come the vehement and petty personal quarrels over the orthodoxy of Origen, which brought no 
gain, indeed, to the development of the church doctrine, yet which have a bearing upon the 
history of theology, as showing the progress of orthodoxy under the twofold aspect of earnest zeal 
for the pure faith, and a narrow-minded intolerance towards all free speculation. The 
condemnation of Origen was a death blow to theological science in the Greek church, and left it 
to stiffen gradually into a mechanical traditionalism and formalism. We shall confine ourselves, if 
possible, to the points of general interest, and omit the extremely insipid and humiliating details 
of personal invective and calumny. 
 
It is the privilege of great pioneering minds to set a mass of other minds in motion, to awaken 
passionate sympathy and antipathy, and to act with stimulating and moulding power even upon 
after generations. Their very errors are often more useful than the merely traditional orthodoxy of 
unthinking men, because they come from an honest search after truth, and provoke new 
investigation. One of these minds was Origen, the most learned and able divine of the ante-
Nicene period, the Plato or the Schleiermacher of the Greek church. During his life-time his 
peculiar, and for the most part Platonizing, views already aroused contradiction, and to the 
advanced orthodoxy of a later time they could not but appear as dangerous heresies. Methodius of 
Tyre (311) first attacked his doctrines of the creation and the resurrection; while Paulphilus (309), 
from his prison, wrote an apology for Origen, which Eusebius afterwards completed. His name 
was drawn into the Arian controversies, and used and abused by both parties for their own ends. 
The question of the orthodoxy of the great departed became in this way a vital issue of the day, 
and rose in interest with the growing zeal for pure doctrine and the growing horror of all heresy. 
 
Upon this question three parties arose: free, progressive disciples, blind adherents, and blind 
opponents. {1534} 
 
1. The true, independent followers of Origen drew from his writings much instruction and 
quickening, without committing themselves to his words, and, advancing with the demands of the 
time, attained a clearer knowledge of the specific doctrines of Christianity than Origen himself, 
without thereby losing esteem for his memory and his eminent services. Such men were 
Pamphilus, Eusebius of Caesarea, Didymus of Alexandria, and in a wider sense Athanasius, Basil 
the Great, Gregory of Nazianzum, and Gregory of Nyssa; and among the Latin fathers, Hilary, 
and at first Jerome, who afterwards joined the opponents. Gregory of Nyssa, and perhaps also 
Didymus, even adhered to Origen’s doctrine of the final salvation of all created intelligences. 
 
2. The blind and slavish followers, incapable of comprehending the free spirit of Origen, clave to 
the letter, held all his immature and erratic views, laid greater stress on them than Origen himself, 
and pressed them to extremes. Such mechanical fidelity to a master is always apostasy to his 
spirit, which tends towards continual growth in knowledge. To this class belonged the Egyptian 
monks in the Nitrian mountains; four in particular: Dioscurus, Ammonius, Eusebius, and 
Enthymius, who are known by the name of the "tall brethren," {1535} and were very learned. 
 
3. The opponents of Origen, some from ignorance, others from narrowness and want of 
discrimination, shunned his speculations as a source of the most dangerous heresies, and in him 
condemned at the same time all free theological discussion, without which no progress in 



knowledge is possible, and without which even the Nicene dogma would never have come into 
existence. To these belonged a class of Egyptian monks in the Scetic desert, with Pachomius at 
their head, who, in opposition to the mysticism and spiritualism of the Origenistic monks of 
Nitria, urged grossly sensuous views of divine things, so as to receive the name of 
Anthropomorphites. The Roman church, in which Origen was scarcely known by name before the 
Arian disputes, shared in a general way the strong prejudice against him as an unsound and 
dangerous writer. 
 
The leader in the crusade against the bones of Origen was the bishop Epiphanius of Salamis 
(Constantia) in Cyprus (403), an honest, well-meaning, and by his contemporaries highly 
respected, but violent, coarse, contracted, and bigoted monastic saint and heresy hunter. He had 
inherited from the monks in the deserts of Egypt an ardent hatred of Origen as an arch-heretic, 
and for this hatred he gave documentary justification from the numerous writings of Origen in his 
Panarion, or chest of antidotes for eighty heresies, in which he branded him as the father of 
Arianism and many other errors. {1536} Not content with this, he also endeavored by journeying 
and oral discourse to destroy everywhere the influence of the long departed teacher of 
Alexandria, and considered himself as doing God and the church the greatest service thereby. 
 
With this object the aged bishop journeyed in 394 to Palestine, where Origen was still held in the 
highest consideration, especially with John, bishop of Jerusalem, and with the learned monks 
Rufinus and Jerome, the former of whom was at that time in Jerusalem and the latter in 
Bethlehem. He delivered a blustering sermon in Jerusalem, excited laughter, and vehemently 
demanded the condemnation of Origen. John and Rufinus resisted; but Jerome, who had 
previously considered Origen the greatest church teacher after the apostles, and had learned much 
from his exegetical writings, without adopting his doctrinal errors, yielded to a solicitude for the 
fame of his own orthodoxy, passed over to the opposition, broke off church fellowship with John, 
and involved himself in a most violent literary contest with his former friend Rufinus; which 
belongs to the chronique scandaleuse of theology. The schism was terminated indeed by the 
mediation of the patriarch Theophilus in 397, but the dispute broke out afresh. Jerome condemned 
in Origen particularly his doctrine of pre-existence, of the final conversion of the devils, and of 
demons, and his spiritualistic sublimation of the resurrection of the body; while Rufinus, having 
returned to the West (398), translated several works of Origen into Latin, and accommodated 
them to orthodox taste. Both were in fact equally zealous to defend themselves against the charge 
of Origenism, and to fasten it upon each other, and this not by a critical analysis and calm 
investigation of the teachings of Origen, but by personal denunciations and miserable invectives. 
{1537} 
 
Rufinus was cited before pope Anastasius (398-402), who condemned Origen in a Roman synod; 
but he sent a satisfactory defense and found an asylum in Aquileia. He enjoyed the esteem of such 
men as Paulinus of Nola and Augustine, and died in Sicily (410). 
 
{1534} Similar parties have arisen with reference to Luther, Schleiermacher, and other great 
theologians and philosophers. 
 
{1535} adelfoi makroi, on account of their bodily size. 
 
{1536} Haeer. 64. Compare also his Epistle to bishop John of Jerusalem, written 394 and 
translated by Jerome into Latin (Ep. 51, ed. Vallarsi), where he enumerates eight heresies of 
Origen relating to the trinity, the doctrine of man, of angels, of the world, and the last things. 
 
{1537} 2 Comp. the description of their conduct by Zockler, Hieronymus, p. 396 ff.  



 



134. The Origenistic Controversy in Egypt and Constantinople. 
Theophilus and Chrysostom A. D. 399-407. 
 
Meanwhile a second act of this controversy was opened in Egypt, in which the unprincipled, 
ambitious, and intriguing bishop Theophilus of Alexandria plays the leading part. This bishop 
was at first an admirer of Origen, and despised the anthropomorphite monks, but afterwards, 
through a personal quarrel with Isidore and the "four tall brethren," who refused to deliver the 
church funds into his hands, he became an opponent of Origen, attacked his errors in several 
documents (399-403), {1538} and pronounced an anathema on his memory, in which he was 
supported by Epiphanius, Jerome, and the Roman bishop Anastasius. At the same time he 
indulged in the most violent measures against the Origenistic, monks, and banished them from 
Egypt. Most of these monks fled to Palestine; but some: fifty, among whom were the four tall 
brethren, went to Constantinople, and found there a cordial welcome with the bishop 
JohnChrysostom in 401. 
 
In this way that noble man became involved in the dispute. As an adherent of the Antiochian 
school, and as a practical theologian, he had no sympathy with the philosophical speculation of 
Origen, but he knew how to appreciate his merits in the exposition of the Scriptures, and was 
impelled by Christian love and justice to intercede with Theophilus in behalf of the persecuted 
monks, though he did not admit them to the holy communion till they proved their innocence. 
 
Theophilus now set every instrument in motion to overthrow the long envied Chrysostom, and 
employed even Epiphanius, then almost an octogenarian, as a tool of his hierarchical plans. This 
old man journeyed in mid-winter in 402 to Constantinople, in the imagination that by his very 
presence he would be able to destroy the thousand-headed hydra of heresy, and he would neither 
hold church fellowship with Chrysostom, who assembled the whole clergy of the city to greet 
him, nor pray for the dying son of the emperor, until all Origenistic heretics should be banished 
from the capital, and he might publish the anathema from the altar. But he found that injustice 
was done to the Nitrian monks, and soon took ship again to Cyprus, saying to the bishops who 
accompanied him to the sea shore: "I leave to you the city, the palace, and hypocrisy; but I go, for 
I must make great haste." He died on the ship in the summer of 403. 
 
What the honest coarseness of Epiphanius failed to effect, was accomplished by the cunning of 
Theophilus, who now himself travelled to Constantinople, and immediately appeared as accuser 
and judge. He well knew how to use the dissatisfaction of the clergy, of the empress Eudoxia, and 
of the court with Chrysostom on account of his moral severity and his bold denunciations. {1539} 
In Chrysostom’s own diocese, on an estate "at the oak" {1540} in Chalcedon, he held a secret 
council of thirty-six bishops against Chrysostom, and there procured, upon false charges of 
immorality, unchurchly conduct, and high treason, his deposition and banishment in 403. {1541} 
Chrysostom was recalled indeed in three days in consequence of an earthquake and the 
dissatisfaction of the people, but was again condemned by a council in 404, and banished from 
the court, because, incensed by the erection of a silver statue of Eudoxia close to the church of St. 
Sophia, and by the theatrical performances connected with it, he had with unwise and unjust 
exaggeration opened a sermon on Mark 6:17 ff., in commemoration of John the Baptist with the 
personal allusion: "Again Herodias rages, again she raves, again she dances, and again she 
demands the head of John [this was Chrysostom’s own name] upon a charger." {1542} From his 
exile in Cucusus and Arabissus he corresponded with all parts of the Christian world, took lively 
interest in the missions in Persia and Scythia, and appealed to a general council. His opponents 
procured from Arcadius an order for his transportation to the remote desert of Pityus. On the way 



thither he died at Comana in Pontus, A. D. 407, in the sixtieth year of his age, praising God for 
everything, even for his unmerited persecutions. {1543} 
 
Chrysostom was venerated by the people as a saint, and thirty years after his death, by order of 
Theodosius II. (438), his bones were brought back in triumph to Constantinople, and deposited in 
the imperial tomb. The emperor himself met the remains at Chalcedon, fell down before the 
coffin, and in the name of his guilty parents, Arcadius and Eudoxia, implored the forgiveness of 
the holy man. The age could not indeed understand and appreciate the bold spirit of Origen, but 
was still accessible to the narrow piety of Epiphanius and the noble virtues of Chrysostom. 
 
In spite of this prevailing aversion of the time to free speculation, Origen always retained many 
readers and admirers, especially among the monks in Palestine, two of whom, Domitian and 
Theodorus Askidas, came to favor and influence at the court of Justinian I. But under this 
emperor the dispute on the orthodoxy of Origen was renewed about the middle of the sixth 
century in connection with the controversy on the Three Chapters, and ended with the 
condemnation of fifteen propositions of Origen at a council in 544. {1544} Since then no one has 
ventured until recent times to raise his voice for Origen, and many of his works have perished. 
 
With Cyril of Alexandria the theological productivity of the Greek church, and with Theodoret 
the exegetical, became almost extinct. The Greeks thenceforth contented themselves for the most 
part with revisions and collections of the older treasures. A church which no longer advances, 
goes backwards, or falls in stagnation. 
 

III. The Christological Controversies. 
 
Among the works on the whole field of the Christological controversies should be compared 
especially the already cited works of Petavius (tom. iv. Deuteronomy incarnatione Verbi), Walch 
(Ketzerhistorie, vol. v.-ix.), Baur, and Dorner. The special literature will be given at the heads of 
the several sections. 
 
{1538} In his Epistola Synodica ad episcopos Palaestinos et ad Cyprios, 400, and in three 
successive Epistolae Paschales, from 401-403, all translated by Jerome and forming Epp. 92, 96, 
98, and l00 of his Epistles, according to the order of Vallarsi. They enter more deeply into the 
topics of the controversy than Jerome’s own writings against Origen. Jerome (Ep. 99 ad 
Theophilum) pays him the compliment: "Rhetoricae eloquentiae jungis philosophos, et 
Demosthenem atque Platonem nobis consocias." 
 
{1539} According to Socrates (H. E. vi. 4) another special reason for the disaffection was, that 
Chrysostom always ate alone, and never accepted an invitation to a banquet, either on account of 
dyspepsia or habitual abstemiousness. But by the people he was greatly esteemed and loved as a 
man and as a preacher. 
 
{1540} Pro thn dru’n, Synodus ad Quercum. The estate belonged to the imperial prefect Rufinus, 
and had a palace, a large church, and a monastery. Sozomen, viii. 17. 
 
{1541} Among the twenty-nine charges were these: that Chrysostom called the Saint Epiphanius 
a fool and demon; that he wrote a book full of abuse of the clergy; that he received visits from 
females without witnesses; that he bathed alone and ate alone! See Hefele, ii. p. 78 sqq. 
 



{1542} palin hrwdiav mainetai, palin tarassetai, palin orceitai, palin epi pinaki 
thn kefalhn tou iwannou zhtei labein. Comp. Socr. H. E. vi. 18. Eudoxia was a young and 
beautiful woman, who despised her husband, and indulged her passions. She died four years after 
the birth of her son Theodosius the Younger, whose true father is said to have been the comes 
John. Comp, Gibbon, ch. xxxii. 
 
{1543} doxa tw yew pantwn eneken, were his last words, the motto of his life and work. 
 
{1544} It was only a sunodov endhmousa, i.e., a council of the bishops just then in 
Constantinople, and is not to be confounded with the fifth ecumenical council at Constantinople 
in 553, which decided only the controversy of the Three Chapters. Comp. Mansi, Conc. tom. ix. 
fol. 395-399 (where the fifteen canons are given); Walch, Ketzerhistorie, vii. 660; and Gieseler, 
K. Gesch. i. ii. p. 368.  

 



135. General View. Alexandrian and Antiochian Schools. 
 
The Trinity and Christology, the two hardest problems and most comprehensive dogmas of 
theology, are intimately connected. Hence the settlement of the one was immediately followed by 
the agitation and study of the other. The speculations on the Trinity had their very origin in the 
study of the person of Christ, and led back to it again. The point of union is the idea of the 
incarnation of God. But in the Arian controversy the Son of God was viewed mainly in his 
essential, pre-mundane relation to the Father; while in the Christological contest the incarnate 
historical Christ and the constitution of his divine-human person was the subject of dispute. 
 
The notion of redemption, which forms the centre of Christian thinking, demands a Redeemer 
who unites in his person the nature of God and the nature of man, yet without confusion. In order 
to be a true Redeemer, the person must possess all divine attributes, and at the same time enter 
into all relations and conditions of mankind, to raise them to God. Four elements thus enter into 
the orthodox doctrine concerning Christ: He is true God; be is true man; he is one person; and the 
divine and human in him, with all the personal union and harmony, remain distinct. 
 
The result of the Arian controversies was the general acknowledgment of the essential and eternal 
deity of Christ. Before the close of that controversy the true humanity of Christ at the same time 
came in again for treatment; the church having indeed always maintained it against the Gnostic 
Docetism, but now, against a partial denial by Apollinarianism, having to express it still more 
distinctly and lay stress on the reasonable soul. And now came into question, further, the relation 
between the divine and the human natures in Christ. Origen, who gave the impulse to the Arian 
controversy, had been also the first to provoke deeper speculation on the mystery of the person of 
Christ. But great obscurity and uncertainty had long prevailed in opinions on this great matter. 
The orthodox Christology is the result of powerful and passionate conflicts. It is remarkable that 
the notorious rabies theologorum has never in any doctrinal controversy so long and violently 
raged as in the controversies on the person of the Reconciler, and in later times on the love-feast 
of reconciliation. 
 
The Alexandrian school of theology, with its characteristic speculative and mystical turn, favored 
a connection of the divine and human in the act of the incarnation so close, that it was in danger 
of losing the human in the divine, or at least of mixing it with the divine; {1545} while, 
conversely, the Antiochian or Syrian school, in which the sober intellect and reflection prevailed, 
inclined to the opposite extreme of an abstract separation of the two natures. {1546} In both cases 
the mystery of the incarnation, the veritable and permanent union of the divine and human in the 
one person of Christ, which is essential to the idea of a Redeemer and Mediator, is more or less 
weakened or altered. In the former case the incarnation becomes a transmutation or mixture 
(suvgkrasi) of the divine and human; in the latter, a mere indwelling (enoivkhsi) of the Logos in 
the man, or a moral union (sunavfeia) of the two natures, or rather of the two persons. 
 
It was now the problem of the church, in opposition to both these extremes, to assert the personal 
unity and the distinction of the two natures in Christ with equal solicitude and precision. This she 
did through the Christological controversies which agitated the Greek church for more than two 
hundred years with extraordinary violence. The Roman church, though in general much more 
calm, took an equally deep interest in this work by some of its more eminent leaders, and twice 
decided the victory of orthodoxy, at the fourth general council and at the sixth, by the powerful 
influence of the bishop of Rome. 
 
We must distinguish in this long drama five acts: 



 
1. The Apollinarian controversy, which comes in the close of the Nicene age, and is concerned 
with the full humanity of Christ, that is, the question whether Christ, with his human body and 
human soul (anima animans), assumed also a human spirit (nou’, pneu’ma, anima rationalis). 
 
2. The Nestorian controversy, down to the rejection of the doctrine of the double personality of 
Christ by the third ecumenical council of Ephesus, A. D. 431. 
 
3. The Eutychian controversy, to the condemnation of the doctrine of one nature, or more exactly 
of the absorption of the human in the divine nature of Christ; to the fourth ecumenical council at 
Chalcedon, A. D. 451. 
 
4. The Monophysite dispute; the partial reaction towards the Eutychian theory; down to the fifth 
general council at Constantinople A. D. 553. 
 
5. The Monothelite controversy, A. D. 633-680, which terminated with the rejection of the 
doctrine of one will in Christ by the sixth general council at Constantinople in 680, and lies this 
side of our period. 
 
{1545} Even Athanasius is not wholly free from this leaning to the monophysite view, and speaks 
of an enwsiv fusikhv of the Logos with his flesh, and of one incarnate nature of the divine 
Logos, mia fusiv tou yeou logou sesarkwmenh, which with his flesh is to be worshipped; see 
his little tract Deuteronomy incarnatione Dei Verbi (peri thv sarkwsewv tou yeou logou) in 
the 3d tom. of the Bened. ed. p. 1. But in the first place it must be considered that this tract (which 
is not to be confounded with his large work Deuteronomy incarnatione Verbi Dei, peri thv 
enanyrwphsewv tou logou, in the first tom. P. i. of the Bened. ed. pp. 47-97), is by many 
scholars (Montfaucon, Mohler, Hefele) denied to Athanasius, though on insufficient grounds; and 
further, that at that time fusi, ousia and upostasi were often interchanged, and did not 
become sharply distinguished till towards the end of the Nicene age. "In the indefiniteness of the 
notions of fuvsi and upovstasi," says Neander (Dogmengeschichte, i. p. 340), "the Alexandrians 
were the more easily moved, for the sake of the one upostasiv, to concede also only one fusiv 
in Christ, and set the enwsiv fusikh against those who talked of two natures." Comp. Petavius, 
Deuteronomy incarn. Verbi, lib. ii. c. 3 (tom. iv. p. 120, de vocabulis fusewv et upostasewv); 
also the observations of Dorner, l. c. i. p. 1072, and of Hefele, Conciliengesch. ii. p. 128 f. The 
two Gregories speak, indeed, of duo fuseiv in Christ, yet at the same time of a sugkrasiv, and 
anakrasiv, i.e., mingling of the two. 
 
{1546} Theodore, bishop of Mopsuestia in Cilicia, the head of the Antiochian school, compares 
the union of the divine and human in Christ with the marriage union of man and woman, and says 
that one cannot conceive a complete nature without a complete person (urovstasi). Comp. 
Neander, l. c. i. p. 343; Dorner, ii. p. 39 ff.; Fritzsche: Deuteronomy Theodori Mopsvest. vita et 
scriptis, Halae, 1837, and an article by W. Moller in Herzog’s Encycl. vol. xv. P. 715 ff. Of the 
works of Theodore of Mopsuestia we have only fragments, chiefly in the acts of the fifth 
ecumenical council (in Mansi, Conc. tom. ii. fol. 203 sqq.), and a commentary on the twelve 
Prophets, which cardinal Angelo Mai discovered, and edited in 1854 at Rome in his Nova 
Bibliotheca SS. Patrum, tom. vii. Pars i. pp. 1-408, together with some fragments of 
commentaries on New Testament books, edited by Fritzsche, jun., Turici, 1847; and by Pitra in 
Spicileg. Solesm. tom. i. Par. 1852.  

 



136. The Apollinarian Heresy, A. D. 362-381. 
 
Sources: 
 
I. Apollinaris: peri sarkwsewv —peri pistewv —oeri anastasewv —kata kefaleion, 
—and controversial works against Porphyry, and Eunomius, biblical commentaries, and epistles. 
Only fragments of these remain in the answers of Gregory of Nyassa and Theodoret, and in 
Angelo Mai: Nov. Biblioth. Patrum, tom. vii. (Rom. 1854), Pars secunda, pp. 82-91 (commentary 
on Ezekiel), in Leontinus Byzantinus, and in the Catenae, especially the Catena in Evang. Joh., 
ed. Corderius, 1630. 
 
II. Against Apollinaris: Athanasius: Contra Apollinarium, libri ii. (peri sarkwsewstou kuriou 
hmwn jI. C. kata apollinariou, in Opera, tom. i. pars secunda, pp. 921-955, ed. Bened., and in 
Thilo’s Bibl. Patr. Gr. dogm., vol. i. pp. 862-937). This work was written about the year 372 
against Apollinarianism in the wider sense, without naming, Apollinaris or his followers; so that 
the title above given is wanting in the oldest codices. Similar errors, though in like manner 
without direct reference to Apollinaris, and evading his most important tenet, were combated by 
Athanasius in the Epist. ad Epictetum episcopum Corinthi contra haereticos (Opp. i. ii. 900 sqq., 
and in Thilo, i. p. 820 sqq.), which is quoted even by Epiphanius. Gregory Of Nyssa: logov 
antirrhtikov prov ta apollinariou, first edited by L. A. Zacagni from the treasures of the 
Vatican library in the unfortunately incomplete Collectanea monumentorum veterum ecclesiae 
Graecae et Latinae, Romae, 1698, pp. 123-287, and then by Gallandi, Bibliotheca Vet. Patrum, 
tom. vi. pp. 517-577. Gregory Naz.: Epist. ad Nectarium, and Ep. i. and ii. ad Cledonium (or Orat. 
46 and 51-52; comp. Ullmann’s Gregor v. Naz. p. 401 sqq.). Basilius M.: Epist. 265 (A. D. 377), 
in the new Bened. ed. of his Opera, Par. 1839, tom. iii. Pars ii. p. 591 sqq. Epiphanius: Haer. 77. 
Theodoret: Fabul. haer. iv. 8; v. 9; and Diolog. i.-Iii. 
 
Literature. 
 
Dion. Petavius: Deuteronomy incarnatione Verbi, lib. i. cap. 6 (in the fourth vol. of the 
Theologicorum dogmatum, pp. 24-34, ed. Par. 1650). Jac. Basnage: Dissert. de Hist. haer. 
Apollinar. Ultraj. 1687. C. W. F. Walch: l. c. iii. 119-229. Baur: l. c. vol. i. pp. 585-647. Dorner: 
l. c. i. pp. 974-1080. H. Voigt: Die Lehre des Athanasius, &c. Bremen, 1861. Pp. 306-345. 
 
Apollinaris, {1547} bishop of Laodicea in Syria, was the first to apply the results of the trinitarian 
discussions of the Nicene age to Christology, and to introduce the long Christological 
controversies. He was the first to call the attention of the Church to the psychical and pneumatic 
side of the humanity of Christ, and by contradiction brought out the doctrine of a reasonable 
human soul in him more clearly and definitely than it had before been conceived. 
 
Apollinaris, like his father (Apollinaris the Elder, who was a native of Alexandria, and a presbyter 
in Laodicea), was distinguished for piety, classical culture, a scholarly vindication of Christianity 
against Porphyry and the emperor Julian, and adhesion to the Nicene faith. He was highly 
esteemed, too, by Athanasius, who, perhaps through personal forbearance, never mentions him by 
name in his writings against his error. 
 
But in his zeal for the true deity of Christ, and his fear of a double personality, he fell into the 
error of denying his integral humanity. Adopting the psychological trichotomy, he attributed to 
Christ a human body, and a human (animal) soul, {1548} but not a human spirit or reason; {1549} 
putting the divine Logos in the place of the human spirit. In opposition to the idea of a mere 



connection of the Logos with the man Jesus, he wished to secure an organic unity of the two, and 
so a true incarnation; but he sought this at the expense of the most important constituent of man. 
He reaches only a qeo sarkofovro, as Nestorianism only an anqrwpo qeofovro, instead of the 
proper qeavnqrwpo. He appealed to the fact that the Scripture says, the word was made flesh—
not spirit; {1550} God was manifest in the flesh, &c.; to which Gregory Nazianzen justly replied 
that in these passages the term savrx was used by synecdoche for the whole human nature. In this 
way Apollinaris established so close a connection of the Logos with human flesh, that all the 
divine attributes were transferred to the human nature, and all the human attributes to the divine, 
and the two were merged in one nature in Christ. Hence he could speak of a crucifixion of the 
Logos, and a worship of his flesh. He made Christ a middle being between God and man, in 
whom, as it were, one part divine and two parts human were fused in the unity of a new nature. 
{1551} 
 
Epiphanius expresses himself concerning the beginning of the controversy in these unusually 
lenient and respectful terms: "Some of our brethren, who are in high position, and who are held in 
great esteem with us and all the orthodox, have thought that the spirit (o nou’) should be excluded 
from the manifestation of Christ in the flesh, and have preferred to hold that our Lord Christ 
assumed flesh and soul, but not our spirit, and therefore not a perfect man. The aged and 
venerable Apollinaris of Laodicea, dear even to the blessed father Athanasius, and in fact to all 
the orthodox has been the first to frame and promulgate this doctrine. At first, when some of his 
disciples communicated it to us, we were unwilling to believe that such a man would put this 
doctrine in circulation. We supposed that the disciples had not understood the deep thoughts of so 
learned and so discerning a man, and had themselves fabricated things which he did not teach," 
&c. 
 
So early as 362, a council at Alexandria rejected this doctrine (though without naming the 
author), and asserted that Christ possessed a reasonable soul. But Apollinaris did not secede from 
the communion of the Church, and begin to form a sect of his own, till 375. He died in 390. His 
writings, except numerous fragments in the works of his opponents, are lost. 
 
Apollinaris, therefore, taught the deity of Christ, but denied the completeness (teleiovth) of his 
humanity, and, taking his departure from the Nicene postulate of the homoousion ran into the 
Arian heresy, which likewise put the divine Logos in the place of the human spirit in Christ, but 
which asserted besides this the changeableness (treptovth) of Christ; while Apollinaris, on the 
contrary, aimed to establish more firmly the unchangeableness of Christ, to beat the Arians with 
their own weapons, and provide a better vindication of the Nicene dogma. He held the union of 
full divinity with full humanity in one person, therefore, of two wholes in one whole, to be 
impossible. {1552} He supposed the unity of the person of Christ, and at the same time his 
sinlessness, could be saved only by the excision of the human spirit; since sin has its seat, not in 
the will-less soul, nor in the body, but in the intelligent, free, and therefore changeable will or 
spirit of man. He also charged the Church doctrine of the full humanity of Christ with limiting the 
atoning suffering of Christ to the human nature, and so detracting from the atoning virtue of the 
work of Christ; for the death of a man could not destroy death. The divine nature must participate 
in the suffering throughout. His opponents, for this reason, charged him with making deity suffer 
and die. He made, however, a distinction between two sides of the Logos, the one allied to man 
and capable of suffering, and the other allied to God and exalted above all suffering. The relation 
of the divine pneumatic nature in Christ to the human psychical and bodily nature Apollinaris 
illustrated by the mingling of wine and water, the glowing fire in the iron, and the union of soul 
and body in man, which, though distinct, interpenetrate and form one thing. 
 



His doctrine, however, in particulars, is variously represented, and there arose among his 
disciples a complex mass of opinions, some of them differing strongly from one another. 
According to one statement Apollinaris asserted that Christ brought even his human nature from 
heaven, and was from eternity ensarko; according to another this was merely an opinion of his 
disciples, or an unwarranted inference of opponents from his assertion of an eternal determination 
to incarnation, and from his strong emphasizing of the union of the Logos with the flesh of Christ, 
which allowed that even the flesh might be worshipped without idolatry. {1553} 
 
The Church could not possibly accept such a half Docetistic incarnation, such a mutilated and 
stunted humanity of Christ, despoiled of its royal head, and such a merely partial redemption as 
this inevitably involved. The incarnation of the Logos is his becoming completely man. {1554} It 
involves, therefore, his assumption of the entire undivided nature of man, spiritual and bodily, 
with the sole exception of sin, which in fact belongs not to the original nature of man, but has 
entered from without, as a foreign poison, through the deceit of the devil. Many things in the life 
of Jesus imply a reasonable soul: sadness, anguish, and prayer. The spirit is just the most essential 
and most noble constituent of man, the controlling principle, {1555} and it stands in the same 
need of redemption as the soul and the body. Had the Logos not assumed the human spirit, he 
would not have been true man at all, and could not have been our example. Nor could he have 
redeemed the spirit; and a half-redemption is no redemption at all. To be a full Redeemer, Christ 
must also be fully man, tevleio anqrwpo. This was the weighty doctrinal result of the Apollinarian 
controversy. 
 
Athanasius, the two Gregories, Basil, and Epiphanius combated the Apollinarian error, but with a 
certain embarrassment, attacking it rather from behind and from the flank, than in front, and 
unprepared to answer duly its main point, that two integral persons cannot form one person. The 
later orthodox doctrine surmounted this difficulty by teaching the impersonality of the human 
nature of Christ, and by making the personality of Christ to reside wholly in the Logos. 
 
The councils at Rome under Damasus, in 377 and 378, and likewise the second ecumenical 
council, in 381, condemned the Apollinarians. {1556} Imperial decrees pursued them, in 388, 
397, and 428. Some of them returned into the catholic church; others mingled with the 
Monophysites, for whose doctrine Apollinaris had, in some measure, prepared the way. 
 
With the rejection of this error, however, the question of the proper relation of the divine and 
human natures in Christ was not yet solved, but rather for the first time fairly raised. Those 
church teachers proved the necessity of a reasonable human soul in Christ. But respecting the 
mode of the union of the two natures their views were confused and their expressions in some 
cases absolutely incorrect and misleading. {1557} It was through the succeeding stages of the 
Christological controversies that the church first reached a clear insight into this great mystery: 
God manifest in the flesh. 
 
{1547} The name is usually written Apollinaris, even by Petavius, Baur, and Dorner, and by all 
English writers. We have no disposition to disturb the established usage in a matter of so little 
moment. But the Greek fathers always write Apollinavrio, and hence Apollinarius (as in Jerome, 
Deuteronomy viris illustr., c. 104) is more strictly correct. 
 
{1548} swma. 
 
{1549} Yuch alogo, the inward vitality which man has in common with animals. 
 



{1550} nouv, pneuma, or the quch logikh, anima rationalis, the motive, self-active, free 
element, the aujtokivnhton, the thinking and willing, immortal spirit, which distinguishes man 
from animals. Apollinaris followed the psychological trichotomy of Plato. JO anqrwpo, says he in 
Gregory of Nyssa, ei estin ek pneuvmato kai fuch’ kaiv swvmato, for which he quotes 1 
Thessalonians 5:23, and Galatians 5:17. But in another fragment he designates the whole spiritual 
principle in man by quch, and makes the place of it in Christ to be supplied by the Logos. Comp. 
the passages in Gieseler, vol. i. Div. ii. p. 73 (4th ed.). From this time the triple division of human 
nature was unjustly accounted heterodox. 
 
{1551} He even ventured to adduce created analogies, such as the mule, midway between the 
horse and the ass; the grey color, a mixture of white and black; and spring in distinction from 
winter and summer. Christ says he, is oute anyrwpov olov, oute yeov, alla yeou kai 
anyrwpou mixiv.. 
 
{1552} The result of this construction he called anyrwpoyeov, a sort of monstrosity, which he 
put in the same category with the mythological figures of the minotaur, the well-known Cretan 
monster with human body and bull’s head, or the body of a bull and the head of a man. But the 
Apollinarian idea of the union of the Logos with a truncated human nature might be itself more 
justly compared with this monster. 
 
{1553} Dorner, who has treated this section of the history of Christology, as well as others, with 
great thoroughness, says, i. 977: "That the school of Apollinaris did not remain in all points 
consistent with itself, nor true to its founder, is certain; but it is less certain whether Apollinaris 
himself always taught the same thing." Theodoret charges him with a change of opinion, which 
Dorner attributes to different stages of the development of his system. 
 
{1554} esarkwsiv is at the same time enanyrwphsiv. Christ was really anyrwpov, not merely 
wv anyrwpov, as Apollinaris taught on the strength of Philippians 2:7. 
 
{1555} to kuriwtaton. 
 
{1556} Conc. Constant. i. can. 1, where, with the Arians, semi-Arians, Pneumatomachi, 
Sabellians, and Marcellians or Photinians, the Apollinarians also are anathematized. 
 
{1557} This is true even of Athanasius. Comp. the note on him in 136, p. 706 f.  

 



137. The Nestorian Controversy, A. D. 428-431. 
 
Sources. 
 
I. Nestorius: Omilivai, Sermones; Anathematismi. Extracts from the Greek original in the Acts of 
the council of Ephesus; in a Latin translation in Marius Mercator, a North African layman who 
just then resided in Constantinople, Opera, ed. Garnerius, Par. 1673. Pars ii, and better ed. 
Baluzius, Par. 1684; also in Gallandi, Bibl. vet. P. P. viii. pp. 615-735, and in Migne’s Patrol. 
tom. 48. Nestorius’ own account (Evagr. H. E. i. 7) was used by his friend Irenaeus (comes, then 
bishop of Tyre till 448) in his Tragodia s. comm. de rebus in synodo Ephesina ac in Oriente toto 
gestis, which, however, is lost; the documents attached to it were revised in the 6th century in the 
Synodicon adversus tragodiam Irenaei, in Mansi, tom. v. fol. 731 sqq. In favor of Nestorius, or at 
least of his doctrine, Theodoret (457) in his works against Cyril, and in three dialogues entitled 
Eranisthv (Beggar). Comp. also the fragments of Theodore of Mopsuestia, (429). 
 
II. Against Nestorius: Cyril of Alex.: jAnaqematismoi; , Five Books kata; Nestorivou, and several 
Epistles against Nest., and Theod., in vol. vi. of Aubert’s ed. of his Opera, Par. 1638 (in Migne’s 
ed. t. ix.). Socrates: vii. c. 29-35 (written after 431, but still before the death of Nestorius; comp. 
c. 84). Evagrius: H. E. i. 2-7. Liberatus (deacon of Carthage about 553): Breviarium causes 
Nestorianorum et Eutychianorum (ed. Gartnier, Par. 1675, and printed in Gallandi, Bibl. vet. Patr. 
tom. xii. pp. 121-161). LeontinusByzant. (monachus): Deuteronomy sectis; and contra Nestorium 
et Eutychen (in Gallandi, Bibl. tom. xii. p. 625 sqq., and 658-700). A complete collection of all 
the acts of the Nestorian controversy in Mansi, tom. iv. fol. 567 sqq., and tom. v. vii. ix. 
 
Later Literature. 
 
Petavius: Theolog. dogmatum tom. iv. (de incarnations), lib. i. c. 7 sqq. Jo. Garnier: Deuteronomy 
haeresi et libris Nestorii (in his edition of the Opera Marii Mercator. Par. 1673, newly edited by 
Migne, Par. 1846). Gibbon: Decline and Fall of the R. E. ch. 41. P. E. Jablonski: Deuteronomy 
Nestorianismo. Berol. 1724. Gengler (R.C.): Ueber die Verdammung des Nestorius (Tubinger 
Quartalschrift, 1835, No. 2). Schrockh: K. Geschichte, vol. xviii. pp. 176-312. Walch: Ketzerhist. 
v. 289-936. Neander: K. Gesch. vol. iv. pp. 856-992. Gieseler, vol. i. Div. ii. pp. 131 ff. (4th ed.). 
Baur: Dreieinigkeit, vol. i. 693-777. Dorner: Christologie, vol. ii. pp. 60-98. Hefele (R.C.): 
Conciliengesch., vol. ii. pp. 134: ff. H. H. Milman: History of Latin Christianity, vol. i. ch. iii. pp. 
195-252. (Stanley, in his History of the Eastern Church, has seen fit to ignore the Nestorian, and 
the other Christological controversies—the most important in the history of the Greek church!) 
Comp. also W. Moller: Article Nestorius, in Herzog’s Theol. Encykl. vol. x. (1858) pp. 288-296, 
and the relevant sections in the works on Doctrine History. 
 
Apollinarianism, which sacrificed to the unity of the person the integrity of the natures, at least of 
the human nature, anticipated the Monophysite heresy, though in a peculiar way, and formed the 
precise counterpart to the Antiochian doctrine, which was developed about the same time, and 
somewhat later by Diodorus, bishop of Tarsus (died 394), and Theodore, bishop of Mopsuestia 
(393-428), and which held the divine and human in Christ so rigidly apart as to make Christ, 
though not professedly, yet virtually a double person. 
 
From this school proceeded Nestorius, the head and martyr of the Christological heresy which 
bears his name. His doctrine differs from that of Theodore of Mopsuestia only in being less 
speculative and more practical, and still less solicitous for the unity of the person of Christ. 
{1558} He was originally a monk, then presbyter in Antioch, and after 428 patriarch of 



Constantinople. In Constantinople a second Chrysostom was expected in him, and a restorer of 
the honor of his great predecessor against the detraction of his Alexandrian rival. He was an 
honest man, of great eloquence, monastic piety, and the spirit of a zealot for orthodoxy, but 
impetuous, vain, imprudent, and wanting in sound, practical judgment. In his inaugural sermon he 
addressed Theodosius II. with these words: "Give me, O emperor, the earth purified of heretics, 
and I will give thee heaven for it; help me to fight the heretics, and I will help thee to fight the 
Persians." {1559} 
 
He immediately instituted violent measures against Arians, Novatians, Quartodecimanians, and 
Macedonians, and incited the emperor to enact more stringent laws against heretics. The 
Pelagians alone, with whose doctrine of free will (but not of original sin) he sympathized, he 
treated indulgently, receiving to himself Julian of Eclanum, Coelestius, and other banished 
leaders of that party, interceding for them in 429 with the emperor and with the pope Celestine, 
though, on account of the very unfavorable reports concerning Pelagianism which were spread by 
the layman Marius Mercator, then living in Constantinople, his intercessions were of no avail. By 
reason of this partial contact of the two, Pelagianism was condemned by the council of Ephesus 
together with Nestorianism. 
 
But now Nestorius himself fell out with the prevailing faith of the church in Constantinople. The 
occasion was his opposition to the certainly very bold and equivocal expression mother of God, 
which had been already sometimes applied to the virgin Mary by Origen, Alexander of 
Alexandria, Athanasius, Basil, and others, and which, after the Arian controversy, and with the 
growth of the worship of Mary, passed into the devotional language of the people. {1560} 
 
It was of course not the sense, or monstrous nonsense, of this term, that the creature bore the 
Creator, or that the eternal Deity took its beginning from Mary; which would be the most absurd 
and the most wicked of all heresies, and a shocking blasphemy; but the expression was intended 
only to denote the indissoluble union of the divine and human natures in Christ, and the veritable 
incarnation of the Logos, who took the human nature from the body, of Mary, came forth God-
Man from her womb, and as God-Man suffered on the cross. For Christ was borne as a person, 
and suffered as a person; and the personality in Christ resided in his divinity, not in his humanity. 
So, in fact, the reasonable soul of man, which is the centre of the human personality, participates 
in the suffering and the death-struggle of the body, though the soul itself does not and cannot die. 
 
The Antiochian theology, however, could not conceive a human nature without a human 
personality, and this it strictly separated from the divine Logos. Therefore Theodore of 
Mopsuestia had already disputed the term theotokos with all earnestness. "Mary," says he, "bore 
Jesus, not the Logos, for the Logos was, and continues to be, omnipresent, though he dwelt in 
Jesus in a special manner from the beginning. Therefore Mary is strictly the mother of Christ, not 
the mother of God. Only in a figure, per anaphoram, can she be called also the mother of God, 
because God was in a peculiar sense in Christ. Properly speaking, she gave birth to a man in 
whom the union with the Logos had begun, but was still so incomplete that he could not yet (till 
after his baptism) be called the Son of God." He even declared it "insane" to say that God was 
born of the Virgin; "not God, but the temple in which God dwelt, was born of Mary." 
 
In a similar strain Nestorius, and his friend Anastasius, a priest whom he had brought with him 
from Antioch, argued from the pulpit against the theotokon. Nestorius claimed that he found the 
controversy already existing in Constantinople, because some were calling Mary mother of God 
(qeotovko), others, mother of Man (anqrwpotovko). He proposed the middle expression, mother 
of Christ (Cristotovko), because Christ was at the same time God and man. He delivered several 
discourses on this disputed point. "You ask," says he in his first sermon, "whether Mary may be 



called mother of God. Has God then a mother? If so, heathenism itself is excusable in assigning 
mothers to its gods; but then Paul is a liar, for he said of the deity of Christ that it was without 
father, without mother, and without descent. {1561} No, my dear sir, Mary did not bear God; ... 
the creature bore not the uncreated Creator, but the man who is the instrument of the Godhead; 
the Holy Ghost conceived not the Logos, but formed for him, out of the virgin, a temple which he 
might inhabit. {John 2:21} The incarnate God did not die, but quickened him in whom he was 
made flesh.... This garment, which he used, I honor on account of the God which was covered 
therein and inseparable therefrom; ... I separate the natures, but I unite the worship. Consider 
what this must mean. He who was formed in the womb of Mary, was not himself God, but God 
assumed him [assumsit, i.e., clothed himself with humanity], and on account of Him who 
assumed, he who was assumed is also called God." {1562} 
 
From this word the Nestorian controversy took its rise; but this word represented, at the same 
time, a theological idea and a mighty religious sentiment; it was intimately connected with the 
growing veneration of Mary; it therefore struck into the field of devotion, which lies much nearer 
the people than that of speculative theology; and thus it touched the most vehement passions. The 
word theotokos was the watchword of the orthodox party in the Nestorian controversy, as the 
term homoousios had been in the Arian; and opposition to this word meant denial of the mystery 
of the incarnation, or of the true union of the divine and human natures in Christ. 
 
And unquestionably the Antiochian Christology, which was represented by Nestorius, did not 
make the Logos truly become man. It asserted indeed, rightly, the duality of the natures, and the 
continued distinction between them; it denied, with equal correctness, that God, as such, could 
either be born, or suffer and die; but it pressed the distinction of the two natures to double 
personality. It substituted for the idea of the incarnation the idea of an assumption of human 
nature, or rather of an entire man, into fellowship with the Logos, {1563} and an indwelling of 
Godhead in Christ. {1564} Instead of God-Man, {1565} we have here the idea of a mere God-
bearing man; {1566} and the person of Jesus of Nazareth is only the instrument or the temple, 
{1567} in which the divine Logos dwells. The two natures form not a personal unity, {1568} but 
only a moral unity, an intimate friendship or conjunction. {1569} They hold an outward, 
mechanical relation to each other, {1570} in which each retains its peculiar attributes, {1571} 
forbidding any sort of communicatio idiomatum. This union is, in the first place, a gracious 
condescension on the part of God, {1572} whereby the Logos makes the man an object of the 
divine pleasure; and in the second place, an elevation of the man to higher dignity and to sonship 
with God. {1573} By virtue of the condescension there arises, in the third place, a practical 
fellowship of operation, {1574} in which the humanity becomes the instrument and temple of the 
deity and the enwsi scetikhv cuIminates. Theodore of Mopsuestia, the able founder of the 
Antiochian Christology, set forth the elevation of the man to sonship with God (starting from 
Luke 2:3) under the aspect of a gradual moral process, and made it dependent on the progressive 
virtue and meritoriousness of Jesus, which were completed in the resurrection, and earned for him 
the unchangeableness of the divine life as a reward for his voluntary victory of virtue. 
 
The Antiochian and Nestorian theory amounts therefore, at bottom, to a duality of person in 
Christ, though without clearly avowing it. It cannot conceive the reality of the two natures 
without a personal independence for each. With the theanthropic unity of the person of Christ it 
denies also the theanthropic unity of his work, especially of his sufferings and death; and in the 
same measure it enfeebles the reality of redemption. {1575} 
 
From this point of view Mary, of course, could be nothing more than mother of the man Jesus, 
and the predicate theotokos, strictly understood, must appear absurd or blasphemous. Nestorius 
would admit no more than that God passed through (transiit) the womb of Mary. 



 
This very war upon the favorite shibboleth of orthodoxy provoked the bitterest opposition of the 
people and of the monks, whose sympathies were with the Alexandrian theology. They 
contradicted Nestorius in the pulpit, and insulted him on the street; while he, returning evil for 
evil, procured corporal punishments and imprisonment for the monks, and condemned the view 
of his antagonists at a local council in 429. {1576} 
 
His chief antagonist in Constantinople was Proclus, bishop of Cyzicum, perhaps an unsuccessful 
rival of Nestorius for the patriarchate, and a man who carried the worship of Mary to an excess 
only surpassed by a modern Roman enthusiast for the dogma of the immaculate conception. In a 
bombastic sermon in honor of the Virgin {1577} he praised her as "the spotless treasure-house of 
virginity; the spiritual paradise of the second Adam; the workshop, in which the two natures were 
annealed together; the bridal chamber in which the Word wedded the flesh; the living bush of 
nature, which was unharmed by the fire of the divine birth; the light cloud which bore him who 
sat between the Cherubim; the stainless fleece, bathed in the dews of Heaven, with which the 
Shepherd clothed his sheep; the handmaid and the mother, the Virgin and Heaven." 
 
Soon another antagonist, far more powerful, arose in the person of the patriarch Cyril of 
Alexandria, a learned, acute, energetic, but extremely passionate, haughty, ambitious, and 
disputatious prelate. Moved by interests both personal and doctrinal, he entered the field, and 
used every means to overthrow his rival in Constantinople, as his like-minded uncle and 
predecessor, Theophilus, had overthrown the noble Chrysostom in the Origenistic strife. The 
theological controversy was at the same time a contest of the two patriarchates. In personal 
character Cyril stands far below Nestorius, but he excelled him in knowledge of the world, 
shrewdness, theological learning and acuteness, and had the show of greater veneration for Christ 
and for Mary on his side; and in his opposition to the abstract separation of the divine and human 
he was in the right, though he himself pressed to the verge of the opposite error of mixing or 
confusing the two natures in Christ. {1578} In him we have a striking proof that the value of a 
doctrine cannot always be judged by the personal worth of its representatives. God uses for his 
purposes all sorts of instruments, good, bad, and indifferent. 
 
Cyril first wrote to Nestorius; then to the emperor, the empress Eudokia, and the emperor’s sister 
Pulcheria, who took lively interest in church affairs; finally to the Roman bishop Celestine; and 
he warned bishops and churches east and west against the dangerous heresies of his rival. 
Celestine, moved by orthodox instinct, flattered by the appeal to his authority, and indignant at 
Nestorius for his friendly reception of the exiled Pelagians, condemned his doctrine at a Roman 
council, and deposed him from the patriarchal chair, unless he should retract within ten days 
(430). 
 
As Nestorius persisted in his view, Cyril, despising the friendly mediation of the patriarch John of 
Antioch, hurled twelve anathemas, or formulas of condemnation, at the patriarch of 
Constantinople from a council at Alexandria by order of the pope (430). {1579} 
 
Nestorius replied with twelve counter-anathemas, in which he accused his opponents of the 
heresy of Apollinaris. {1580} Theodoret of Cyros, the learned expositor and church historian, also 
wrote against Cyril at the instance of John of Antioch. 
 
The controversy had now become so general and critical, that it could be settled only by an 
ecumenical council. 
 
{1558} So Dorner also states the difference, vol. ii. p. 62 f. 



 
{1559} Socrates, H. E., vii. 29. 
 
{1560} yeotokov deipara, genitrix Dei, mater Dei. On the earlier use of this word comp. 
Petavius: Deuteronomy incarnatione, lib. v. c. 15 (tom. iv. p. 47 1 sqq., Paris ed. of 1650). In the 
Bible the expression does not occur and only the approximate mhthr tou kuriou, in Luke 1:43; 
mhthr ihsou, on the contrary, is frequent. Cyril appeals to Galatians 4:4: "God sent forth his 
Son, made of a woman." To the Protestant mind qeotovko is offensive on account of its 
undeniable connection with the Roman Catholic worship of Mary, which certainly reminds us of 
the pagan mothers of gods. Comp. 82 and 83. 
 
{1561} Hebrews 7:3: apatwr, amhtwp, aneu genealogiav. 
 
{1562} In the original in Mansi, iv. 1197; in a Latin translation in Marius Mercator, ed. Garnier, 
Migne, p. 757 ff. Comp. this and similar passages also in Hefele, ii. p. 137, and Gieseler, i. 2, 
139. 
 
{1563} proslhqiv. Theodore of Mopsuestia says (Act. Conc. Ephes. in Mansi, iv. fol. 1349): ov 
despothv yeov logov anyrwpon eilhfe teleion (hominem perfectum assumpsit), instead of 
fusin anyrwpou eilhfe, or sarx egenetov.. 
 
{1564} enoikhsiv, in distinction from ensarkwsiv. 
 
{1565} qeanyrwpov. 
 
{1566} yeoforo, also yeodocov, from devcesyai, God-assuming. 
 
{1567} Instrumentum, templum, nao, a favorite term with the Nestorians. 
 
{1568} enwsiv kay upostasin. 
 
{1569} sunafeia, connection, affinity, intercourse, attachment in distinction from enwsiv, true 
interior union. Cyril of Alexandria charges Nestorius, in his Epist. ad Coelestinum: -
feugeipantacou to legein, thn enwsin, all onomazei thn sunafeian, wsper estin o 
exwyen.. 
 
{1570} enwsiv scetikh, a unity of relation (from scesiv, condition, relation) in distinction from 
an enwsiv fusikh, or sugkrasiv, physical unity or commixture. 
 
{1571} idiwmata. 
 
{1572} enwsiv kata carin, or kat eudokian. 
 
{1573} enwsiv kat axian, kay uioyesian. 
 
{1574} enwsiv kat energeian. 
 
{1575} Cyril charges upon Nestorius (Epist. ad Coelest.), that he does not say the Son of God 
died and rose again, but always only the man Jesus died and rose. Nestorius himself says, in his 
second homily (in Mar. Merc. 763 sq.): It may be said that the Son of God, in the wider sense, 
died, but not that God died. Moreover, the Scriptures, in speaking of the birth, passion, and death, 



never say God, but Christ, or Jesus, or the Lord, —all of them names which suit both natures. A 
born, dead, and buried God, cannot be worshipped. Pilate, says he in another sermon, did not 
crucify the Godhead, but the clothing of the Godhead, and Joseph of Arimathea did not shroud 
and bury the Logos (in Marius Merc. 789 sqq.). 
 
{1576} According to a partisan report of Basilius to the emperor Theodosius, Nestorius struck, 
with his own hand, a presumptuous monk who forbade the bishop, as an obstinate heretic, to 
approach the altar, and then made him over to the officers, who flogged him through the streets 
and then cast him out of the city. 
 
{1577} See Mansi, tom iv. 578; and the remarks of Walch, vol. v. 373 ff. 
 
{1578} Comp. in particular his assertion of an enwsi fusikhv in the third of his Anathematismi 
against Nestorius; Hefele (ii. 155), however, understands by this not an enwsi ei mivan fuvsin, 
but only a real union in one being, one existence. 
 
{1579} Cyrilli Opera, tom. iii. 67; in Mansi, iv. fol. 1067 sqq.; in Gieseler, i. ii. p. 143 ff. (88, not. 
20); in Hefele, ii. 155 ff. 
 
{1580} In Marius Mercator, p. 909; Gieseler, i. ii. 145 f.; Hefele, ii. 158 ff.  

 



138. The Ecumenical Council of Ephesus, A. D. 431. The Compromise. 
 
For the Acts of the Council, see Mansi (tom. iv. fol. 567-1482, and a part of tom. v.), Harduin, 
and Fuchs, and an extended history of the council and the transactions connected with it in 
Walch, Schrockh, and Hefele (ii. pp. 162-271). We confine ourselves to the decisive points. 
 
Theodosius II., in connection with his Western colleague, Valentinian III., summoned a universal 
council on Pentecost, A. D. 431, at Ephesus, where the worship of the Virgin mother of God had 
taken the place of the worship of the light and life dispensing virgin Diana. This is the third of the 
ecumenical councils, and is held, therefore, by all churches, in high regard. But in moral character 
this council stands far beneath that of Nicaea or of the first council of Constantinople. An 
uncharitable, violent, and passionate Spirit ruled the transactions. The doctrinal result, also, was 
mainly only negative; that is to say, condemnation of Nestorianism. The positive and ecumenical 
character of the council was really secured only by the subsequent transactions, and the union of 
the dominant party of the council with the protesting minority of Oriental bishops. {1581} 
 
Nestorius came first to Ephesus with sixteen bishops, and with an armed escort, as if he were 
going into battle. He had the imperial influence on his side, but the majority of the bishops and 
the prevailing voice of the people in Ephesus, and also in Constantinople, were against him. The 
emperor himself could not be present in person, but sent the captain of his body-guard, the comes 
Candidian. Cyril appeared with a numerous retinue of fifty Egyptian bishops, besides monks, 
parabolani, slaves, and seamen, under the banner of St. Mark and of the holy Mother of God. On 
his side was the archbishop Memnon of Ephesus, with forty of his Asiatic suffragans and twelve 
bishops from Pamphilia; and the clergy, the monks, and the people of Asia Minor were of the 
same sentiment. The pope of Rome—for the first time at an ecumenical council—was represented 
by two bishops and a priest, who held with Cyril, but did not mix in the debates, as they affected 
to judge between the contending parties, and thus maintain the papal authority. This deputation, 
however, did not come in at the beginning. {1582} The patriarch John of Antioch, a friend of 
Nestorius, was detained on the long journey with his bishops. 
 
Cyril refused to wait, and opened the council in the church of St. Mary with a hundred and sixty 
bishops {1583} sixteen days after Pentecost, on the 22d of June, in spite of the protest of the 
imperial commissioner. Nestorius was thrice cited to appear, but refused to come until all the 
bishops should be assembled. The council then proceeded without him to the examination of the 
point in dispute, and to the condemnation of Nestorius. The bishops unanimously cried: 
"Whosoever does not anathematize Nestorius, let himself be anathema; the true faith 
anathematizes him; the holy council anathematizes him. Whosoever holds fellowship with 
Nestorius, let him be anathema. We all anathematize the letter and the doctrines of Nestorius. We 
all anathematize Nestorius and his followers, and his ungodly faith, and his ungodly doctrine. We 
all anathematize Nestorius," &c. {1584} Then a multitude of Christological expressions of the 
earlier fathers and several passages from the writings of Nestorius were read, and at the close of 
the first session, which lasted till late in the night, the following sentence of deposition was 
adopted and subscribed by about two hundred bishops: "The Lord Jesus Christ, who is 
blasphemed by him [Nestorius], determines through this holy council that Nestorius be excluded 
from the episcopal office, and from all sacerdotal fellowship." {1585} 
 
The people of Ephesus hailed this result with universal jubilee, illuminated the city, and 
accompanied Cyril with torches and censers in state to his house. {1586} 
 



On the following day Nestorius was informed of the sentence of deposition in a laconic edict, in 
which he was called a new Judas. But he indignantly protested against the decree, and made 
complaint in an epistle to the emperor. The imperial commissioner declared the decrees invalid, 
because they were made by only a portion of the council, and he prevented as far as possible the 
publication of them. 
 
A few days after, on the 26th or 27th of June, John of Antioch at last reached Ephesus, and 
immediately, with forty-two bishops of like sentiment, among whom was the celebrated 
Theodoret, held in his dwelling, under the protection of the imperial commissioner and a body-
guard, a counter council or conciliabulum, yielding nothing to the haste and violence of the other, 
deposed Cyril of Alexandria and Memnon of Ephesus from all priestly functions, as heretics and 
authors of the whole disorder and declared the other bishops who voted with them 
excommunicate until they should anathematize the heretical propositions of Cyril. {1587} 
 
Now followed a succession of mutual criminations, invectives, arts of church diplomacy and 
politics, intrigues, and violence, which give the saddest picture of the uncharitable and unspiritual 
Christianity of that time. But the true genius of Christianity is, of course, far elevated above its 
unworthy organs, and overrules even the worst human passions for the cause of truth and 
righteousness. 
 
On the 10th of July, after the arrival of the papal legates, who bore themselves as judges, Cyril 
held a second session, and then five more sessions (making seven in all), now in the house of 
Memnon, now in St. Mary’s church, issuing a number of circular letters and six canons against 
the Nestorians and Pelagians. 
 
Both parties applied to the weak emperor, who, without understanding the question, had hitherto 
leaned to the side of Nestorius, but by public demonstrations and solemn processions of the 
people and monks of Constantinople under the direction of the aged and venerated Dalmatius, 
was awed into the worship of the mother of God. He finally resolved to confirm both the 
deposition of Nestorius and that of Cyril and Memnon, and sent one of the highest civil officers, 
John, to Ephesus, to publish this sentence, and if possible to reconcile the contending parties. The 
deposed bishops were arrested. The council, that is the majority, applied again to the emperor and 
his colleague, deplored their lamentable condition, and desired the release of Cyril and Memnon, 
who had never been deposed by them, but on the contrary had always been held in high esteem as 
leaders of the orthodox doctrine. The Antiochians likewise took all pains to gain the emperor to 
their side, and transmitted to him a creed which sharply distinguished, indeed, the two natures in 
Christ, yet, for the sake of the unconfused union of the two (asuvgcuto evwsi), conceded to Mary 
the disputed predicate theotokos. 
 
The emperor now summoned eight spokesmen from each of the two parties to himself to 
Chalcedon. Among them were, on the one side, the papal deputies, on the other John of Antioch 
and Theodoret of Cyros, while Cyril and Memnon were obliged to remain at Ephesus in prison, 
and Nestorius at his own wish was assigned to his former cloister at Antioch, and on the 25th of 
October, 431, Maximian was nominated as his successor in Constantinople. After fruitless 
deliberations, the council of Ephesus was dissolved in October, 431, Cyril and Memnon set free, 
and the bishops of both parties commanded to go home. 
 
The division lasted two years longer, till at last a sort of compromise was effected. John of 
Antioch sent the aged bishop Paul of Emisa a messenger to Alexandria with a creed which he had 
already, in a shorter form, laid before the emperor, and which broke the doctrinal antagonism by 
asserting the duality of the natures against Cyril, and the predicate mother of God against 



Nestorius. {1588} "We confess," says this symbol, which was composed by Theodoret, "that our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, is perfect God and perfect man, of a reasonable 
soul and body subsisting; {1589} as to his Godhead begotten of the Father before all time, but as 
to his manhood, born of the Virgin Mary in the end of the days for us and for our salvation; of the 
same essence with the Father as to his Godhead, and of the same substance with us as to his 
manhood; {1590} for two natures are united with one another. {1591} Therefore we confess one 
Christ, one Lord, and one Son. By reason of this union, which yet is without confusion, {1592} 
we also confess that the holy Virgin is mother of God, because God the Logos was made flesh 
and man, and united with himself the temple [humanity] even from the conception; which temple 
he took from the Virgin. But concerning the words of the Gospel and Epistles respecting Christ, 
we know that theologians apply some which refer to the one person to the two natures in 
common, but separate others as referring to the two natures, and assign the expressions which 
become God to the Godhead of Christ, but the expressions of humiliation to his manhood." 
{1593} Cyril assented to this confession, and repeated it verbally, with some further doctrinal 
explanations, in his answer to the irenical letter of the patriarch of Antioch, but insisted on the 
condemnation and deposition of Nestorius as the indispensable condition of church fellowship. At 
the same time he knew how to gain the imperial court to the orthodox side by all kinds of 
presents, which, according to the Oriental custom of testifying submission to princes by presents, 
were not necessarily regarded as bribes. The Antiochians, satisfied with saving the doctrine of 
two natures, thought it best to sacrifice the person of Nestorius to the unity of the church, and to 
anathematize his "wicked and unholy innovations." {1594} Thus in 433 union was effected, 
though not without much contradiction on both sides, nor without acts of imperial force. 
 
The unhappy Nestorius was dragged from the stillness of his former cloister, the cloister of 
Euprepius before the gates of Antioch, in which he had enjoyed four years of repose, from one 
place of exile to another, first to Arabia, then to Egypt, and was compelled to drink to the dregs 
the bitter cup of persecution which he himself, in the days of his power, had forced upon the 
heretics. He endured his suffering with resignation and independence, wrote his life under the 
significant title of Tragedy, {1595} and died after 439, no one knows where nor when. 
Characteristic of the fanaticism of the times is the statement quoted by Evagrius, {1596} that 
Nestorius, after having his tongue gnawed by worms in punishment for his blasphemy, passed to 
the harder torments of eternity. The Monophysite Jacobites are accustomed from year to year to 
cast stones upon his supposed grave in Upper Egypt and have spread the tradition that it has never 
been moistened by the rain of heaven, which yet falls upon the evil and the good. The emperor, 
who had formerly favored him, but was now turned entirely against him, caused all his writings to 
be burned, and his followers to be named after Simon Magus, and stigmatized as Simonians. 
{1597} 
 
The same orthodox zeal turned also upon the writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia, the long 
deceased teacher of Nestorius and father of his error. Bishop Rabulas of Edessa (435) pronounced 
the anathema upon him and interdicted his writings; and though his successor Ibas (436-457) 
again interested himself in Theodore, and translated several of his writings into Syriac (the 
ecclesiastical tongue of the Persian church), yet the persecution soon broke out afresh, and the 
theological school of Edessa where the Antiochian theology had longest maintained its life, and 
whence the Persian clergy had proceeded, was dissolved by the emperor Zeno in 489. This was 
the end of Nestorianism in the Roman empire. 
 
{1581} It is with reference to this council mainly that Dean Milman (Latin Christianity, i. 227) 
passes the following harsh and sweeping judgment on the ecumenical councils of the ancient 
church: "Nowhere is Christianity less attractive, and, if we look to the ordinary tone and character 
of the proceedings, less authoritative, than in the councils of the church. It is in general a fierce 



collision of two rival factions, neither of which will yield, each of which is solemnly pledged 
against conviction. Intrigue, injustice, violence, decisions on authority alone, and that the 
authority of a turbulent majority, decisions by wild acclamation rather than after sober inquiry, 
detract from the reverence, and impugn the judgments, at least of the later councils. The close is 
almost invariably a terrible anathema, in which it is impossible not to discern the tones of human 
hatred, of arrogant triumph, of rejoicing at the damnation imprecated against the humiliated 
adversary. Even the venerable council of Nicaea commenced with mutual accusals and 
recriminations, which were suppressed by the moderation of the emperor; and throughout the 
account of Eusebius there is an adulation of the imperial convert with something of the 
intoxication, it might be of pardonable vanity, at finding themselves the objects of royal favor, 
and partaking in royal banquets. But the more fatal error of that council was the solicitation, at 
least the acquiescence in the infliction, of a civil penalty, that of exile, against the recusant 
prelates. The degeneracy is rapid from the council of Nicaea to that of Ephesus, where each party 
came determined to use every means of haste, manoeuvre, court influence, bribery, to crush his 
adversary; where there was an encouragement of, if not an appeal to, the violence of the 
populace, to anticipate the decrees of the council; where each had his own tumultuous foreign 
rabble to back his quarrel; and neither would scruple at any means to obtain the ratification of 
their anathemas through persecution by the civil government." This is but the dark side of the 
picture. In spite of all human passions and imperfections truth triumphed at last, and this alone 
accounts for the extraordinary effect of these ecumenical councils, and the authority they still 
enjoy in the whole Christian world. 
 
{1582} St Augustine also was one of the Western bishops who were summoned, the emperor 
having sent a special officer to him; but he had died shortly before, on the 28th of August, 430. 
 
{1583} Before the sentence of deposition came to be subscribed, the number had increased to a 
hundred and ninety-eight. According to the Roman accounts Cyril presided in the name and under 
the commission of the pope; but in this case he should have yielded the presidency in the second 
and subsequent sessions, at which the papal legates were present; which he did not do. 
 
{1584} In Mansi, tom. iv. p. 1170 sq.; Hefele, ii. 169. 
 
{1585} ov blasfhmhyeiv toinun par autou kuriov hmwn ihsouv cristov wrise dia thv 
paroushv agiwtathv sunodou, allotrion einai ton auton nestorion tou episkopikou 
axiwmatov kai pantov sullogou ieratikou. Mansi, iv. fol. 1211; Hefele, ii. 172. 
 
{1586} So Cyril himself complacently relates in a letter to his friends in Egypt. See Mansi, tom. 
iv. 1241 sq. 
 
{1587} The Acts of this counter council in Mansi, tom. iv. 1259 sqq. (Acta Conciliabuli). Comp. 
also Hefele, ii. 178 ff. 
 
{1588} In Mansi, tom. v. fol. 305; Hefele, ii. 246; and Gieseler, i. ii. p. 150 
 
{1589} yeon teleion kai anyrwpon teleion ek quchv logikhv (against Apollinaris), kai 
swmatov. 
 
{1590} omoousion tw patri kata thn yeothta, kai omoousion hmin kata thn 
anyrwpothta. Here homoousios, at least in the second clause, evidently does not imply 
numerical unity, but only generic unity. 
 



{1591} duo gar fusewn enwsiv gegone, in opposition to the miva fuvsi of Cyril. 
 
{1592} kata tauthn thn thv asugcutou (against Cyril) enwsewv ennoian. 
 
{1593} kai tav men yeoprepeiv kata thn yeothta tou cristou, tav de tapeinav kata 
thn anyrwpovthta autou paradidontav. Gieseler says (i. ii. p. 152), Nestorius never 
asserted anything but what agrees with this confession which Cyril subscribed. But he pressed the 
distinction of the natures in Christ so far that it amounted, in substance, though not in expression, 
to two persons; he taught not a true becoming man, but the union of the Logos with a tevleio 
avnqrwpo, a human person therefore not nature; and he constantly denied the theotokos, except in 
an improper sense. His doctrine was unquestionably much distorted by his cotemporaries; but so 
also was the doctrine of Cyril. 
 
{1594} tav faulav autou kai bebhlouv kainofwniav. 
 
{1595} Fragments in Evagrius, H. E. i. 7, and in the Synodicon adversus Tragoediam Irenaei, c. 6. 
That the book bore the name of Tragedy, is stated by Ebedjesu, a Nestorian metropolitan. The 
imperial commissioner, Irenaeus, afterwards bishop of Tyre, a friend of Nestorius, composed a 
book concerning him and the ecclesiastical history of his time, likewise under the title of 
Tragedy, fragments of which, in a Latin translation, are preserved in the so-called Synodicon, in 
Mansi, v. 731 sqq. 
 
{1596} Hist. Eccl. 1, 6. 
 
{1597} For his sad fate and his upright character Nestorius, after having been long abhorred, has 
in modem times, since Luther, found much sympathy; while Cyril by his violent conduct has 
incurred much censure. Walch, l. c. v. p. 817 ff., has collected the earlier opinions. Gieseler and 
Neander take the part of Nestorius against Cyril, and think that he was unjustly condemned. So 
also Milman, who would rather meet the judgment of the Divine Redeemer loaded with the errors 
of Nestorius than with the barbarities of Cyril, but does not enter into the theological merits of the 
controversy. (History of Latin Christianity, i. 210.) Petavius, Baur, Hefele, and Ebrard, on the 
contrary, vindicate Cyril against Nestorius, not as to his personal conduct, which was anything 
but Christian, but in regard to the particular matter in question, viz., the defence of the unity of 
Christ against the division of his personality. Dorner (ii. 81 ff.) justly distributes right and wrong, 
truth and error, on both sides, and considers Nestorius and Cyril representatives of two equally 
one-sided conceptions, which complement each other. Cyril’s strength lay on the religious and 
speculative side of Christology, that of Nestorius on the ethical and practical. Kahnis gives a 
similar judgment, Dogmatik, ii. p. 8 6.  

 



139. The Nestorians. 
 
Jos. Sim. Assemani: Deuteronomy Syris Nestorianis, in his Bibliotheca Orientalis. Rom. 1719-
1728, fol. tom. iii. P. ii. Ebedjesu (Nestorian metropolitan of Nisibis, 1318): Liber Margaritae de 
veritate fidei (a defence of Nestorianism), in Ang. Mai’s Scrip. vet. nova collect. x. ii. 317. 
Gibbon: Chap. xlvii., near the end. E. Smith and H. G. O. Dwight: Researches in Armenia; with a 
visit to the Nestorian and Chaldean Christians of Oormiah and Salmas. 2 vols. Bost. 1833. Justin 
Perkins: A Residence of eight years in Persia. Andover, 1843. Wiltsch: Kirchliche Geographie u. 
Statistik. Berl. 1846, i. 214 ff. Geo. Percy Badger: The Nestorians and their Rituals. Illustrated 
(with colored plates), 2 vols. Lond. 1852. H. Newcomb: A Cyclopaedia of Missions. New York, 
1856, p. 553 ff. Petermann: Article Nestorianer, in Herzog’s Theol. Encykl. vol. x. (1858), pp. 
279-288. 
 
While most of the heresies of antiquity, Arianism not excepted, have been utterly obliterated from 
history, and only raise their heads from time to time as individual opinions under peculiar 
modifications, the Christological heresies of the fifth century, Nestorianism and Monophysitism, 
continue in organized sects to this day. These schismatic churches of the East are the petrified 
remains or ruins of important chapters in the history of the ancient church. They are sunk in 
ignorance and superstition; but they are more accessible to Western Christianity than the 
orthodox Greek church, and offer to the Roman and Protestant churches an interesting field of 
missions, especially among the Nestorians and the Armenians. 
 
The Nestorians differ from the orthodox Greek church in their repudiation of the council of 
Ephesus and of the worship of Mary as mother of God, of the use of images (though they retain 
the sign of the cross), of the doctrine of purgatory (though they have prayers for the dead), and of 
transubstantiation (though they hold the real presence of Christ in the eucharist), as well as in 
greater simplicity of worship. They are subject to a peculiar hierarchical organization with eight 
orders, from the catholicus or patriarch to the sub-deacon and reader. The five lower orders, up to 
the priests, may marry; in former times even the bishops, archbishops, and patriarchs had this 
privilege. Their fasts are numerous and strict. The feast-days begin with sunset, as among the 
Jews. The patriarch eats no flesh; he is chosen always from the same family; he is ordained by 
three metropolitans. Most of the ecclesiastical books are written in the Syriac language. 
 
After Nestorianism was exterminated from the Roman empire, it found an asylum in the kingdom 
of Persia, whither several teachers of the theological school of Edessa fled. One of them, 
Barsumas, became bishop of Nisibis (435-489), {1598} founded a new theological seminary 
there, and confirmed the Persian Christians in their aversion to the Cyrillian council of Ephesus, 
and in their adhesion to the Antiochian and Nestorian theology. They were favored by the Persian 
kings, from Pherozes, or Firuz, onward (461-488), out of political opposition to Constantinople. 
At the council of Seleucia (498) they renounced all connection with the orthodox church of the 
empire. They called themselves, after their liturgical language, Chaldaean or Assyrian Christians, 
while they were called by their opponents Nestorians. They had a patriarch, who after the year 
496 resided in the double city of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, and after 762 in Bagdad (the capital of the 
Saracenic empire), under the name of Yazelich (catholicus), and who, in the thirteenth century, 
had no less than twenty-five metropolitans under his supervision. 
 
The Nestorian church flourished for several centuries, spread from Persia, with great missionary 
zeal, to India, Arabia, and even to China and Tartary, and did good service in scholarship and in 
the founding of schools and hospitals. Mohammed is supposed to owe his imperfect knowledge 
of Christianity to a Nestorian monk, Sergius; and from him the sect received many privileges, so 



that it obtained great consideration among the Arabians, and exerted an influence upon their 
culture, and thus upon the development of philosophy and science in general. {1599} Among the 
Tartars, in the eleventh century, it succeeded in converting to Christianity a king, the priest-king 
Presbyter John (Prester John) of the Kerait, and his successor of the same name. {1600} But of 
this we have only uncertain accounts, and at all events Nestorian Christianity has since left but 
slight traces in Tartary and in China. 
 
Under the Mongol dynasty the Nestorians were cruelly persecuted. The terrible Tamerlane, the 
scourge and the destroyer of Asia, towards the end of the fourteenth century almost exterminated 
them. Yet they have maintained themselves on the wild mountains and in the valleys of Kurdistan 
and in Armenia under the Turkish dominion to this day, with a separate patriarch, who from 1559 
till the seventeenth century resided at Mosul, but has since dwelt in an almost inaccessible valley 
on the borders of Turkey and Persia. They are very ignorant and poor, and have been much 
reduced by war, pestilence, and cholera. 
 
A portion of the Nestorians, especially those in cities, united from time to time, under the name of 
Chaldaeans, with the Roman church, and have a patriarch of their own at Bagdad. 
 
And on the other side, Protestant missionaries from America have made vigorous and successful 
efforts, since 1833, to evangelize and civilize the Nestorians by preaching, schools, translations of 
the Bible, and good books. {1601} 
 
The Thomas-Christians in East India are a branch of the Nestorians, named from the apostle 
Thomas, who is supposed to have preached the gospel on the coast of Malabar. They honor the 
memory of Theodore and Nestorius in their Syriac liturgy, and adhere to the Nestorian patriarchs. 
In the sixteenth century they were, with reluctance, connected with the Roman church for sixty 
years (1599-1663) through the agency of Jesuit missionaries. But when the Portuguese power in 
India was shaken by the Dutch, they returned to their independent position, and since the 
expulsion of the Portuguese they have enjoyed the free exercise of their religion on the coast of 
Malabar. The number of the Thomas-Christians is said still to amount to seventy thousand souls, 
who form a province by themselves under the British empire, governed by priests and elders. 
 
{1598} Not to be confounded with the contemporary Monophysite abbot Barsumas, a saint of the 
Jacobites. 
 
{1599} The observations of Alex. von Humboldt, in the 2d vol. of his Kosmos (Stuttg. and Tub. 
1847, p. 247 E), on the connection of Nestorianism with the culture and physical science of the 
Arabians, are worthy of note: "It was one of the wondrous arrangements in the system of things, 
that the Christian sect of the Nestorians, which has exerted a very important influence on the 
geographical extension of knowledge, was of service even to the Arabians before the latter found 
their way to learned and disputatious Alexandria; that Christian Nestorianism, in fact, under the 
protection of the arms of Islam, was able to penetrate far into Eastern Asia. The Arabians, in other 
words, gained their first acquaintance with Grecian literature through the Syrians, a kindred 
Semitic race; while the Syrians themselves, scarcely a century and a half before, had first 
received the knowledge of Grecian literature through the anathematized Nestorians. Physicians 
who had been educated in the institutions of the Greeks, and at the celebrated medical school 
founded by the Nestorian Christians at Edessa in Mesopotamia, were, so early as the times of 
Mohammed, living, befriended by him and by Abu-Bekr, in Mecca." 
 
"The school of Edessa, a model of the Benedictine schools of Monte Casino and Salerno, 
awakened the scientific search for materia medica in the mineral and vegetable kingdoms. When 



it was dissolved by Christian fanaticism under Zeno the Isaurian, the Nestorians scattered towards 
Persia, where they soon attained political importance, and established a new and thronged 
medical institute at Dschondisapur in Khuzistan. They succeeded in spreading their science and 
their faith to China towards the middle of the seventh century under the dynasty of Thang, five 
hundred and seventy-two years after Buddhism had penetrated thither from India." 
 
"The seed of Western culture, scattered in Persia by educated monks, and by the philosophers of 
the last Platonic school of Athens who were persecuted by Justinian, took beneficent root among 
the Arabians during their first Asiatic campaign. Feeble as the science of the Nestorian priests 
may have been, it could still, with its peculiar medical and pharmaceutic turn, act genially upon a 
race which had long lived in free converse with nature, and had preserved a more fresh sensibility 
to every sort of study of nature, than the people of Greek and Italian cities. What gives the 
Arabian epoch the universal importance which we must here insist upon, is in great part 
connected with the trait of national character just indicated. The Arabians, we repeat, are to be 
regarded as the proper founders of the physical sciences, in the sense which we are now 
accustomed to attach to the word." 
 
{1600} On this fabulous priest-kingdom, which the popes endeavored by unsuccessful embassies 
to unite to the Roman church, and whose light was quenched by the tide of the conquests of 
Zengis Khan, comp. Mosheim: Historia Tartarorum Eccles. Helmst. 1741; Neander: 
Kirchengesch. vol. v. p. 84 ff. (9th part of the whole work, 2d. 1841); and Ritter: Erdkunde, part 
ii. vol. i. pp. 256, 283 (2d ed. 1832). 
 
{1601} Dr. Justin Perkins, Asahel Grant, Rhea, Stoddard, Wright, and other missionaries of the 
American Board of Commisioners for Foreign Missions. The centre of their labors is Oormiah, a 
city of 25,000 inhabitants, of whom 1,000 are Nestorians. Comp. on this subject Newcomb, l. c. 
556 ff., especially the letter of Dr. Perkins of 1854, p. 564 ff., on the present condition of this 
mission; also Joseph P. Thompson: Memoir of the Rev. David Tappan Stoddard, missionary to 
the Nestorians, Boston, 1858; and a pamphlet issued by the American B. C. F. M.: Historical 
Sketch of the Mission to the Nestorians by Justin Perkins, and of the Assyrian Mission by Rev. 
Thomas Laurie, New York, 1862. The American Board of Foreign Missions look upon the 
Nestorian and Armenian missions as a means and encouraging pledge of the conversion of the 
millions of Mohammedans among whom Providence has placed and preserved those ancient 
sects, as it would seem, for such an end.  

 



140. The Eutychian Controversy. The Council of Robbers, A. D. 449. 
 
Comp. the Works at 137. 
 
Sources. 
 
Acts of the council of Chalcedon, of the local council of Constantinople, and of the Robber Synod 
of Ephesus. The correspondence between Leo and Flavian, etc. For these acts, letters, and other 
documents, see Mansi, Conc. tom. v. vi. and vii. (Gelasius?): Breviculus historiae 
Eutychianistarum a. gesta de nomine Acacii (extending to 486, in Mansi, vii. 1060 sqq.). 
Liberatus: Breviarium causae Nest. et Eutych. LeontinusByzant.: Contra Nest. et Eutych. The last 
part of the Synodicon adv. tragodiam Irenaei (in Mansi, v. 731 sqq.). Evagrius: H. E. i. 9 sqq. 
Theodoret: jEranisthv" (the Beggar) or Poluvmorfo" (the Multiformed), —a refutation of the 
Egyptian Eutychian system of doctrines (which begged together so much from various old 
heresies, as to form a now one), in three dialogues, written in 447 (Opera, ed. Schulze, vol. iv.). 
 
Literature. 
 
Petavius: Deuteronomy incarnatione Verbi, lib. i. c. 14-18, and the succeeding books, particularly 
iii., iv., and v. (Theolog. dogmatum, tom. iv. p. 65 sqq. ed. Par. 1650). Tillemont: Memoires, tom. 
xv. pp. 479-719. C. A. Salig: Deuteronomy Eutychianismo ante Eutychen. Wolfenb. 1723. 
Walch: Ketzerhist. vol. vi. 3-640. Schrockh: vol. xviii. 433-492. Neander: Kirchengesch. iv. pp. 
942-992. Baur: Gesch. der Lehre von d. Dreieinigkeit, etc. i. 800-825. Dorner: Gesch. d. Lehre v. 
d. Pers. Chr. ii. 99-149. Hefele (R.C.): Conciliengesch. ii. pp. 295-545. W. Cunningham: 
Historical Theology, i. pp. 311-’15. Comp. also the Monographs of Arendt (1835) and Perthel 
(1848) on Leo I. 
 
The result of the third universal council was rather negative than positive. The council 
condemned the Nestorian error, without fixing the true doctrine. The subsequent union of the 
Alexandrians and the Antiochians was only a superficial peace, to which each party had 
sacrificed somewhat of its convictions. Compromises are generally of short duration; principles 
and systems must develope themselves to their utmost consequences; heresies must ripen, and 
must be opened to the core. As the Antiochian theology begot Nestorianism, which stretched the 
distinction of the human and divine natures in Christ to double personality; so the Alexandrian 
theology begot the opposite error of Eutychianism or Monophysitism, which urged the personal 
unity of Christ at the expense of the distinction of natures, and made the divine Logos absorb the 
human nature. The latter error is as dangerous as the former. For if Christ is not true man, he 
cannot be our example, and his passion and death dissolve at last into mere figurative 
representations or docetistic show. 
 
A large portion of the party of Cyril was dissatisfied with the union creed, and he was obliged to 
purge himself of inconsistency. He referred the duality of natures spoken of in the symbol to the 
abstract distinction of deity and humanity, while the two are so made one in the one Christ, that 
after the union all separation ceases, and only one nature is to be recognized in the incarnate Son. 
The Logos, as the proper subject of the one nature, has indeed all human, or rather divine-human, 
attributes, but without a human nature. Cyril’s theory of the incarnation approaches 
Patripassianism, but differs from It in making the Son a distinct hypostasis from the Father. It 
mixes the divine and human; but It mixes them only in Christ, and so is Christo-theistic, but not 
pantheistic. {1602} 
 



On the other side, the Orientals or Antiochians, under the lead of John, Ibas, and especially 
Theodoret, interpreted the union symbol in their sense of a distinction of the two natures 
continuing in the one Christ even after the incarnation, and actually obtained the victory for this 
moderate Nestorianism, by the help of the bishop of Rome, at the council of Chalcedon. 
 
The new controversy was opened by the party of monophysite sentiment. 
 
Cyril died in 444. His arch-deacon, Dioscurus (Diovskoro), who had accompanied him to the 
council at Ephesus, succeeded him in the patriarchal chair of Alexandria (444-451), and 
surpassed him in all his had qualities, while he fell far behind him in intellect and in theological 
capacity. {1603} He was a man of unbounded ambition and stormy passion, and shrank from no 
measures to accomplish his designs and to advance the Alexandrian see to the supremacy of the 
entire East; in which he soon succeeded at the Council of Robbers. He put himself at the head of 
the monophysite party, and everywhere stirred the fire of a war against the Antiochian 
Christology. 
 
The theological representative, but by no means the author, of the monophysite heresy which 
bears his name, was Eutyches, {1604} an aged and respected, but not otherwise important 
presbyter and archimandrite (head of a cloister of three hundred monks) in Constantinople, who 
had lived many years in monastic seclusion, and had only once appeared in public, to raise his 
voice, in that procession, for the Cyrillian council of Ephesus and against Nestorius. His relation 
to the Alexandrian Christology is like that of Nestorius to the Antiochian; that is, he drew it to a 
head, brought it to popular expression, and adhered obstinately to it; but he is considerably 
inferior to Nestorius in talent and learning. His connection with this controversy is in a great 
measure accidental. 
 
Eutyches, like Cyril, laid chief stress on the divine in Christ, and denied that two natures could be 
spoken of after the incarnation. In our Lord, after his birth, he worshipped only one nature, the 
nature of God become flesh and man. {1605} The impersonal human nature is assimilated and, as 
It were, deified by the personal Logos, so that his body is by no means of the same substance 
(omoouvsion) with ours, but a divine body. {1606} All human attributes are transferred to the one 
subject, the humanized Logos. Hence it may and must be said: God is born, God suffered, God 
was crucified and died. He asserted, therefore, on the one hand, the capability of suffering and 
death in the Logos-personality, and on the other hand, the deification of the human in Christ. 
 
Theodoret, in three dialogues composed in 447, attacked this Egyptian Eutychian type of doctrine 
as a beggar’s basket of Docetistic, Gnostic, Apollinarian, and other heresies, {1607} and 
advocated the qualified Antiochian Christology, i.e., the doctrine of the unfused union of two 
natures in one person. Dioscurus accused him to the patriarch Domnus in Antioch of dividing the 
one Lord Christ into two Sons of God; and Theodoret replied to this with moderation. Dioscurus, 
on his part, endeavored to stir up the court in Constantinople against the whole church of Eastern 
Asia. Domnus and Theodoret likewise betook themselves to the capital, to justify their doctrine. 
The controversy now broke forth with greater violence, and concentrated on the person of 
Eutyches in Constantinople. 
 
At a local synod of the patriarch Flavian at Constantinople in 448 {1608} Eutyches was charged 
with his error by Eusebius, bishop of Dorylaeum in Phrygia, and upon his wilful refusal, after 
repeated challenges, to admit the dyophysitism after the incarnation, and the consubstantiality of 
Christ’s body with our own, he was deposed and put under the ban of the church. On his way 
home, he was publicly insulted by the populace. The council confessed its faith that "Christ, after 



the incarnation, consisted of two natures {1609} in one hypostasis and in one person, one Christ, 
one Son, one Lord." 
 
Both parties endeavored to gain the public opinion, and addressed themselves to distant bishops, 
especially to Leo I. of Rome. Leo, in 449, confirmed the decision of the council in several 
epistles, especially in a letter to Flavian, which forms an epoch in the history, of Christology, and 
in which he gave a masterly, profound, and clear analysis of the orthodox doctrine of two natures 
in one person. {1610} But Eutyches had powerful friends among the monks and at the court, and 
a special patron in Dioscurus of Alexandria, who induced the emperor Theodosius II. to convoke 
a general council. 
 
This synod met at Ephesus, in August, 449, and consisted of one hundred and thirty-five bishops. 
It occupies a notorious place in the chronique scandaleuse of church history. Dioscurus presided, 
with brutal violence, protected by monks and an armed soldiery; while Flavian and his friends 
hardly dared open their lips, and Theodoret was entirely excluded. When an explanation from 
Eusebius of Dorylaeum, who had been the accuser of Eutyches at the council of Constantinople, 
was presented, many voices exclaimed: "Let Eusebius be burnt; let him be burnt alive. As he has 
cut Christ in two, so let him be cut in two." {1611} The council affirmed the orthodoxy and 
sanctity of Eutyches, who defended himself in person; adopted the twelve anathematisms of 
Cyril; condemned dyophysitism as a heresy, and deposed and excommunicated its advocates, 
including Theodoret, Flavian, and Leo. The three Roman delegates (the bishops Julius and 
Renatus, and the deacon Hilarus) dared not even read before the council the epistle addressed to it 
by Leo, {1612} and departed secretly, that they might not be compelled to subscribe its decisions. 
{1613} Flavian was so grossly maltreated by furious monks that he died of his wounds a few days 
later, in banishment, having first appealed to a new council. In his stead the deacon Anatolius, a 
friend and agent of Dioscurus, was chosen patriarch of Constantinople. He, however, afterwards 
went over to the orthodox party, and effaced the infamy of his elevation by his exquisite Greek 
hymns. 
 
The conduct of these unpriestly priests was throughout so arbitrary and tyrannical, that the second 
council of Ephesus has ever since been branded with the name of the "Council of Robbers." 
{1614} "Nothing," Neander justly observes, {1615} "could be more contradictory to the spirit of 
the gospel than the fanatical zeal of the dominant party in this council for dogmatical formulas, in 
which they fancied they had Christ, who is spirit and life, although in temper and act they denied 
Him." Dioscurus, for example, dismissed a charge of unchastity and other vices against a bishop, 
with the remark: "If you have an accusation against his orthodoxy, we will receive it; but we have 
not come together to pass judgment concerning unchastity." {1616} Thus fanatical zeal for 
doctrinal formulas outweighed all interests of morality, as if, as Theodoret remarks, Christ had 
merely prescribed a system of doctrine, and had not given also rules of life. 
 
{1602} Cyril’s true view is most clearly expressed in the following propositions (comp. Mansi, v. 
320, and Niedner, p. 364): The ensarkwsiv was fusikh enwsi or becoming man, on the part of 
God, so that there is only mia sesarkwmenh fusiv tou logou. ov weov logov, enwyeiv 
sarki kay upostasin, egeneto anyrwpov sunhfyh anyrwpw. mia hdh noeitai fusiv 
meta thn enwsin, h autou tou logou sesarkwmenh. h tou kuriou sarx estin idia tou 
yeou logou, ouc eterou tinov par auton.. The enwsiv twn fuvsewn is not, indeed, exactly a 
sugcusiv twn fusewn, but at all events excludes all diairesiv, and demands an absolute co-
existence and interpenetration of the logov and the sarx. The consequence of this incarnation is 
the existence of a new entity, a divine-human subject, which is in nothing only God or only man, 
but in everything is both in one, and whose attributes (proprietates, idiomata) are not, some divine 
and others human, but all divine-human. 



 
{1603} Towards the memory of Cyril he behaved very recklessly. He confiscated his considerable 
estate (Cyril was of wealthy family), accused him of squandering the church funds in his war 
against Nestorius, and unseated several of his relatives. He was himself charged, at the council of 
Chalcedon, with embezzlement of the moneys of the church and of the poor. 
 
{1604} That is, the Fortunate. His opponents said he should rather have been named Atyches, the 
Unfortunate. He must not be confounded with the deacon Eutyches, who attended Cyril to the 
council of Ephesus. Leo the Great in his renowned letter to Flavian, calls him "very ignorant and 
unskilled," multum imprudens et nimis imperious, and justly attributes his error rather to 
imperitia than to versutia. So also Petavius and Hefele (ii. p. 800). 
 
{1605} mian fusin proskunein, kai tauthn yeou sarkwyentov kai enanyrwphsantov, or 
as he declared before the synod at Constantinople: omologw ek duo fusewn gegennhsyai ton 
kurionhmwn pro thv enhsewv meta de thn enwsin mian fusin omologw. Mansi, tom. vi. 
fol. 744. In behalf of his view he appealed to the Scriptures, to Athanasius and Cyril, and to the 
council of Ephesus in 431. 
 
{1606} The other side imputed to Eutychianism the doctrine of a heavenly body, or of an apparent 
body, or of the transformation of the Logos into flesh. So Theodoret, Fab. haer. iv. 13. Eutyches 
said, Christ had a swma anyrwpou, but not a swma anyrwvpinon, and he denied the 
consubstantiality of his sarx with ours. Yet he expressly guarded himself against Docetism, and 
against all speculation: fusiologein emautw ouk epitrepw. He was really neither a 
philosopher nor a theologian, but only insisted on some theological opinions and points of 
doctrine with great tenacity and obstinacy. 
 
{1607} Hence the title of the dialogues: eranisthv, Beggar, and polumorfov, the Multiform. 
Under this name the Eutychian speaker is introduced. Theodoret also wrote an apologia uper 
diodwrou kai yeodwrou which is lost. 
 
{1608} sunodov edhmousa. Its acts are incorporated in the acts of the council of Chalcedon, in 
Mansi, vi. 649 sqq. 
 
{1609} ek duo fusewn, or, as others more accurately said, en duo fusesi, —an unessential 
difference, which reappears in the Creed of the council of Chalcedon. Comp. Mansi, tom. vi. fol. 
685, and Neander, iv. p. 988. The first form may be taken also in a monophysite sense. 
 
{1610} This Epistola Dogmatica ad Flavianum (Ep. 28 in Ballerini, 24 in Quesnel), which Leo 
transmitted, with letters to the emperor and the emperor’s sister, Pulcheria, and the Robber 
Synod, by his legates, was afterwards formally approved at the council of Chalcedon in 451, and 
invested with almost symbolical authority. It may be found in the Opera Leonis, ed. Baller. tom. i. 
pp. 801-838; in Mansi, tom. v. fol. 1359; and in Hefele (Latin and German), ii. 335-346. Comp. 
on It also Walch, vi. p. 182 ff., and Baur, i. 809 ff. 
 
{1611} Conc. Chalced. Actio i. in Harduin, tom. ii. fol. 161. 
 
{1612} This, moreover, made reference to the famous Epistola Dogmatica, addressed to Flavian, 
which was also intended to be read before the council. Comp. Hefele, ii. 352. 
 
{1613} Leo at least asserts this in reference to the deacon Hilarus. The two other delegates appear 
to have returned home before the council broke up. Renatus does not appear at all in the Acta, but 



Theodoret praises him for his courage at the Synod of Robbers. With the three delegates Leo sent 
also a notary, Dulcitius. 
 
{1614} suvnodov lhstrikh, latrocinium Ephesinum; first so called by pope Leo in a letter to 
Pulcheria, dated July 20th, 451 (Ep. 95, ed. Ballerini, alias Ep. 75). The official Acta of the 
Robber Synod were read before the council of Chalcedon, and included in its records. These of 
themselves show dark enough. But with them must be compared the testimony of the defeated 
party, which was also rendered at the council of Chalcedon; the contemporaneous correspondence 
of Leo; and the accounts of the old historians. Comp. the details in Tillemont, Walch, Schrockh, 
Neander, and Hefele. 
 
{1615} Kirchengesch. iv. p. 969 (2d Germ. ed. 1847). 
 
{1616} At the third session of the council of Chalcedon, Dioscurus himself was accused of gross 
intemperance and other evil habits. Comp. Hefele, ii. p. 429.  

 



141. The Ecumenical Council of Chalcedon, A. D. 451. 
 
Comp. the Acta Concilii, together with the previous and subsequent epistolary correspondence, in 
Mansi (tom. vii.), Harduin (tom. ii.), and Fuchs, and the sketches of Evagrius: H. E. l. ii. c. 4; 
among later historians: Walch; Schrockh; Neander; Hefele, l. c.. The latter, ii. 392, gives the 
literature in detail. 
 
Thus the party of Dioscurus, by means of the court of the weak Theodosius II., succeeded in 
subjugating the Eastern church, which now-looked to the Western for help. 
 
Leo, who occupied the papal chair from 440 to 461, with an ability, a boldness, and an unction 
displayed by none of his predecessors, and by few of his successors, and who, moreover, on this 
occasion represented the whole Occidental church, protested in various letters against the Robber 
Synod, which had presumed to depose him; and he wisely improved the perplexed state of affairs 
to enhance the authority of the papal see. He wrote and acted with imposing dignity, energy, 
circumspection, and skill, and with a perfect mastery of the question in controversy; —manifestly 
the greatest mind and character of his age, and by far the most distinguished among the popes of 
the ancient Church. He urged the calling of a new council in free and orthodox Italy, but 
afterwards advised a postponement, ostensibly on account of the disquiet caused in the West by 
Attila’s ravages, but probably in the hope of reaching a satisfactory result, even without a council, 
by inducing the bishops to subscribe his Epistola Dogmatica. {1617} 
 
At the same time a political change occurred, which, as was often the case in the East, brought 
with it a doctrinal revolution. Theodosius died, in July, 450, in consequence of a fall from his 
horse; he left no male heirs, and the distinguished general and senator Marcian became his 
successor, by marriage with his sister Pulcheria, {1618} who favored Pope Leo and the 
dyophysite doctrine. The remains of Flavian were honorably interred, and several of the deposed 
bishops were reinstated. 
 
To restore the peace of the empire, the new monarch, in May, 451, in his own name and that of 
his Western colleague, convoked a general council; not, however, to meet in Italy, but at Nicaea, 
partly that he might the better control it partly that he might add to its authority by the memories 
of the first ecumenical council. The edict was addressed to the metropolitans, and reads as 
follows: 
 
"That which concerns the true faith and the orthodox religion must be preferred to all other 
things. For the favor of God to us insures also the prosperity of our empire. Inasmuch, now, as 
doubts have arisen concerning the true faith, as appears from the letters of Leo, the most holy 
archbishop of Rome, we have determined that a holy council be convened at Nicaea in Bithynia, 
in order that by the consent of all the truth may be tested, and the true faith dispassionately and 
more explicitly declared, that in time to come no doubt nor division may have place concerning it. 
Therefore let your holiness, with a convenient number of wise and orthodox bishops from among 
your suffragans, repair to Nicaea, on the first of September ensuing. We ourselves also, unless 
hindered by wars will attend in person the venerable synod." {1619} 
 
Leo, though dissatisfied with the time and place of the council, yielded, sent the bishops 
Paschasinus and Lucentius, and the priest Boniface, as legates, who, in conjunction with the 
legates already in Constantinople, were to represent him at the synod, over which Paschasinus 
was to preside in his name. {1620} 
 



The bishops assembled at Nicaea, in September, 451, but, on account of their turbulent conduct, 
were soon summoned to Chalcedon, opposite Constantinople, that the imperial court and senate 
might attend in person, and repress, as far as possible, the violent outbreaks of the religious 
fanaticism of the two parties. Here, in the church of St. Euphemia, on a hill commanding a 
magnificent prospect, and only two stadia or twelve hundred paces from the Bosphorus, the 
fourth ecumenical council was opened on the 8th of October, and sat till the lst of November. In 
number of bishops it far exceeded all other councils of the ancient Church, {1621} and in 
doctrinal importance is second only to the council of Nicaea. But all the five or six hundred 
bishops, except the papal delegates and two Africans, were Greeks and Orientals. The papal 
delegates had, therefore, to represent the whole of Latin Christendom. The imperial 
commissioners, {1622} who conducted the external course of the proceedings, in the name of the 
emperor, with the senators present, sat in the middle of the church, before the screen of the 
sanctuary. On the left sat the Roman delegates, who, for the first time at an ecumenical council, 
conducted the internal proceedings, as spiritual presidents; next them sat Anatolius, of 
Constantinople, Maximus, of Antioch, and most of the bishops of the East; —all opponents of 
Eutychianism. On the right sat Dioscurus, of Alexandria (who, however, soon had to give up his 
place and sit in the middle), Juvenal, of Jerusalem, and the other bishops of Egypt, Illyricum, and 
Palestine; —the Eutychians. 
 
The proceedings were, from the outset, very tumultuous, and the theological fanaticism of the two 
parties broke out at times in full blaze, till the laymen present were compelled to remind the 
bishops of their clerical dignity. {1623} When Theodoret, of Cyrus, was introduced, the Orientals 
greeted him with enthusiasm, while the Egyptians cried: "Cast out the Jew, the enemy of God, the 
blasphemer of Christ!" The others retorted, with equal passion: "Cast out the murderer Dioscurus! 
Who is there that knows not his crimes?" The feeling against Nestorius was so strong, that 
Theodoret could only quiet the council by resolving (in the eighth session) to utter the anathema 
against his old friend, and against all who did not call Mary "mother of God," and who divided 
the one Christ into two sons. But the abhorrence of Eutyches and the Council of Robbers was still 
stronger, and was favored by the court. Under these influences most of the Egyptians soon went 
over to the left, and confessed their error, some excusing themselves by the violent measures 
brought to bear upon them at the Robber Synod. The records of that Synod, and of the previous 
one at Constantinople (in 448), with other official documents, were read by the secretaries, but 
were continually interrupted by incidental debates, acclamations, and imprecations, in utter 
opposition to all our modern conceptions of parliamentary decorum, though experience is 
continually presenting us with fresh examples of the uncontrollable vehemence of human 
passions in excited assemblies. 
 
So early as the close of the first session the decisions of the Robber Synod had been annulled, the 
martyr Flavian declared orthodox, and Dioscurus of Alexandria, Juvenal of Jerusalem, and other 
chiefs of Eutychianism, deposed. The Orientals exclaimed: "Many years to the Senate! Holy God, 
holy mighty, holy immortal God, have mercy upon us. Many years to the emperors! The impious 
must always be overthrown! Dioscurus, the murderer [of Flavian], Christ has deposed! This is a 
righteous judgment, a righteous senate, a righteous council!" 
 
Dioscurus was in a subsequent session three times cited in vain to defend himself against various 
charges of avarice, injustice, adultery, and other vices, and divested of all spiritual functions; 
while the five other deposed bishops acknowledged their error, and were readmitted into the 
council. 
 
At the second session, on the 10th of October, Dioscurus having already departed, the Nicaeno-
Constantinopolitan symbol, two letters of Cyril (but not his anathemas), and the famous Epistola 



Dogmatica of Leo to Flavian, were read before the council amid loud applause—the bishops 
exclaiming: "That is the faith of the fathers! That is the faith of the apostles! So we all believe! So 
the orthodox believe Anathema to him who believes otherwise! Through Leo, Peter has thus 
spoken. Even so did Cyril teach! That is the true faith." {1624} 
 
At the fifth and most important session, on the 22d of October, the positive confession of faith 
was adopted, which embraces the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitan symbol, and then, passing on to 
the point in controversy, expresses itself as follows, almost in the words of Leo’s classical epistle: 
{1625} 
 
"Following the holy fathers, we unanimously teach one and the same Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, 
complete as to his Godhead, and complete as to his manhood; truly God, and truly man, of a 
reasonable soul and human flesh subsisting; consubstantial with the Father as to his Godhead, and 
consubstantial also with us as to his manhood;" {1626} like unto us in all things, yet without sin; 
{1627} as to his Godhead begotten of the Father before all worlds, but as to his manhood, in these 
last days born, for us men and for our salvation, of the Virgin Mary, the mother of God; {1628} 
one and the same Christ, Son, Lord, Only-begotten, known in (of) two natures, {1629} without 
confusion, without conversion, without severance, and without division; {1630} the distinction of 
the natures being in no wise abolished by their union, but the peculiarity of each nature being 
maintained, and both concurring in one person and hypostasis. {1631} We confess not a Son 
divided and sundered into two persons, but one and the same Son, and Only-begotten, and God-
Logos, our Lord Jesus Christ, even as the prophets had before proclaimed concerning him, and he 
himself hath taught us, and the symbol of the fathers hath handed down to us. 
 
"Since now we have drawn up this decision with the most comprehensive exactness and 
circumspection, the holy and ecumenical synod {1632} hath ordained, that no one shall presume 
to propose, orally, or in writing, another faith, or to entertain or teach it to others; and that those 
who shall dare to give another symbol or to teach another faith to converts from heathenism or 
Judaism, or any heresy, shall, if they be bishops or clergymen, be deposed from their bishopric 
and spiritual function, or if they be monks or laymen, shall be excommunicated." 
 
After the public reading of this confession, all the bishops exclaimed: "This is the faith of the 
fathers; this is the faith of the apostles; to this we all agree; thus we all think." 
 
The symbol was solemnly ratified at the sixth session (Oct. 25th), in the presence of the emperor 
and the empress. The emperor thanked Christ for the restoration of the unity of faith, and 
threatened all with heavy punishment, who should thereafter stir up new controversies; 
whereupon the synod exclaimed: "Thou art both priest and king, victor in war, and teacher of the 
faith." 
 
At its subsequent sessions the synod was occupied with the appeal of Ibas, bishop of Edessa, who 
had been deposed by the Robber Synod, and was now restored; with other cases of discipline; 
with some personal matters; and with the enactment of twenty-eight canons, which do not 
concern us here. {1633} 
 
The emperor, by several edicts, gave the force of law to the decisions of the council, and 
commanded that all Eutychians should be banished from the empire, and their writings burned. 
{1634} Pope Leo confirmed the doctrinal confession of the council, but protested against the 
twenty-eighth canon, which placed the patriarch of Constantinople on an equality with him. 
Notwithstanding these ratifications and rejoicings, the peace of the Church was only apparent, 
and the long Monophysite troubles were at hand. {1635} 



 
But before we proceed to these, we must enter into a more careful exposition of the Chalcedonian 
Christology, which has become the orthodox doctrine of Christendom. 
 
{1617} Respecting this apparent inconsistency of Leo, see Hefele, who considers it at length, ii. 
387 ff. 
 
{1618} Who, however, stipulated as a condition of the marriage, that she still be allowed to keep 
her vow of perpetual virginity. Marcian was a widower, sixty years of age, and had the reputation 
of great ability and piety. Some authors place him, as emperor, by the side of Constantine and 
Theodosius, or even above them. Comp. Leo’s Letters, Baronius (Annales), Tillemont (Emper. 
iii. 284), and Gibbon (at the end of ch. xxxiv.). The last-named author says of Marcian: "The zeal 
which he displayed for the orthodox creed, as it was established by the council of Chalcedon, 
would alone have inspired the grateful eloquence of the Catholics. But the behavior of Marcian, 
in a private life, and afterwards on the throne, may support a more rational belief, that he was 
qualified to restore and invigorate an empire, which had been almost dissolved by the successive 
weakness of two hereditary monarchs.... His own example gave weight to the laws which he 
promulgated for the reformation of manners." 
 
{1619} This promise was in fact fulfilled, although only at one session, the sixth. 
 
{1620} Evagrius, H. E. ii. c. 4: "The bishops Paschasinus and Lucentius, and the presbyter 
Boniface, were the representatives of Leo, archpriest of the elder Rome." Besides them bishop 
Julian of Cos, Leo’s legate at Constantinople, also frequently appears in the council, but he had 
his seat among the bishops, not the papal delegates. 
 
{1621} There are only imperfect registers of the subscriptions yet extant, and the statements 
respecting the number of members vary from 520 to 630. 
 
{1622} arcontev, judices. There were six of them. 
 
{1623} Such tumultuous outcries (ekbohsei dhmoti kai), said the commissioners and senators, 
ill-beseemed bishops, and were of no advantage to either side. 
 
{1624} Mansi, tom. vi. 971: auth h pistiv twn paterwn, auth h pisti twn apostolwn, 
pantev outw pisteuomen, oi oryodoxoi outw pisteuousin, anayema tw mh outw 
pisteuonti, , k. t. l. 
 
{1625} Complete in Mansi, tom. vii. f. 111-118, The Creed is also given by Evagrius, ii. 4. 
 
{1626} omoousiov is used in both clauses, though with a shade of difference: Christ’s homoousia 
with the Father implies numerical unity or identity of substance (God being one in essence, 
monoousios); Christ’s homoousia with men means only generic unity or equality of nature. 
Compare the remarks in 130, p. 672 f. 
 
{1627} ena kai auton uion ton kurion hmwn I. criston ton auton en yeothti kai teleion 
ton auton en anyrwpothti, yeon alhywv kai ayrwpon alhywv ton auton, ek quchv 
logikhv [against Apollinaris] kai swmatov, omoiousion tw patri kata thn yeothta, kai 
omoousion ton auton hmin kata thn anyrwpovthta, kata panta omoion hmin cwriv 
amartiav.. 
 



{1628} thv yeotokou, against Nestorius. This, however, is immediately after modified by the 
phrase kata thn anyrwpothta (in distinction from kata thn yeothta). Mary was the mother 
not merely of the human nature of Jesus, but of the theanthropic person Jesus Christ; not, 
however, according to his eternal Godhead, but according to his humanity. In like manner, the 
subject of the passion was the theanthropic person, yet not according to his divine impassible 
nature, but according to his human nature. 
 
{1629} en duo fusesin and the Latin translation, in duabus naturis, is directed against Eutyches. 
The present Greek text reads, it is true, ek duvo fuvsewn, which, however, signifies, and 
according to the connection, can only signify, essentially the same thing, but is also capable of 
being understood in an Eutychian and Monophysite sense, namely, that Christ has arisen from the 
confluence of two natures, and since the incarnation has only one nature. Understood in this 
sense, Dioscurus at the council was very willing to accept the formula ek duo fusewn. But for 
this very reason the Orientals, and also the Roman legates, protested with one voice against ejk 
and insisted upon another formula with ejn which was adopted. Baur (l. c. i. p. 820 f.) and Dorner 
(ii. p. 129) assert that ek is the accurate and original expression, and is a concession to 
Monophysitism, that It also agrees better(?) with the verb gnwrivzomen (to recognize by certain 
tokens) but that it was from the very beginning changed by the Occidentals into ejn. But we 
prefer the view of Gieseler, Neander (iv. 988), Hefele (ii. 451 f), and Beck (Dogmengeschichte, p. 
251), that en duvo fuvsesin was the original reading of the symbol, and that It was afterwards 
altered in the interest of Monophysitism. This is proved by the whole course of the proceedings at 
the fifth session of the council of Chalcedon, where the expression ek duvo fuvsewn was 
protested against, and is proved by the testimony of the abbot Euthymius, a cotemporary, and by 
that of Severus, Evagrius, and Leontius of Byzantium. Severus, the Monophysite patriarch of 
Antioch since 513, charges the fathers of Chalcedon with the inexcusable crime of having taught: 
en duo fusesin adiairetoi gnwrizesyai ton yeon (see Mansi, vii. 839). Evagrius (H. E. ii. 5) 
maintains that both formulas amount to essentially the same thing, and reciprocally condition 
each other. Dorner also affirms the same. His words are: "The Latin formula has ‘to acknowledge 
Christ as Son in two natures,’ the Greek has ‘to recognize Christ as Son from two natures,’ which 
is plainly the same thought. The Latin formula is only a free, but essentially faithful translation, 
only that its coloring expresses somewhat more definitely still Christ’s subsisting in two natures, 
and is therefore more literally conformable to the Roman type of doctrine" (l. c. ii. p. 129 f.). 
 
{1630} asugcutwv, atreptwv [against Eutyches], adiaretwv, acwristwv [against 
Nestorius]— gnwrizomenon.. 
 
{1631} eiv eproswpon kai mian upostasin. 
 
{1632} h agia kai oikoumenikh sunodov. 
 
{1633} Respecting the famous 28th canon of the council, which gives the bishop of 
Constantinople equal rights with the bishop of Rome, and places him next after him in rank, 
Comp. above 56 (p. 279 ff.). 
 
{1634} Eutyches, who, in the very beginning of the controversy, said of himself, that he had lived 
seventy years a monk died probably soon after the meeting of the council. Dioscurus was 
banished to Gangra, in Paphlagonia, and lived tin 454. Comp. Schrockh, Th. xviii. p. 492. 
 
{1635} Dorner judges very unfavorably of the council of Chalcedon (ii. p. 83), and denies it all 
vocation, inward or outward, to render a positive decision of the great question in controversy; 
forgetting that the third ecumenical council, which condemned Nestorius, was, in Christian spirit 



and moral dignity, decidedly inferior to the fourth. "Notwithstanding its 630 bishops," says he (ii. 
130), "it is very far from being able to claim canonical authority. The fathers of this council 
exhibIt neither the harmony of an assembly animated by the Holy Ghost, nor that certainty of 
judgment, past wavering and inconsistency, nor that manly courage in maintaining a well-gained 
conviction, which is possible where, out of antitheses long striving for unity, a bright and clear 
persuasion, shared by the general body, has arisen." Kahnis (Der Kirchenglaube, Bd. ii. 1864, p. 
89) judges as follows: "The significance of the Chalcedonian symbol does not lie in the 
ecumenical character of this council, for ecumenical is an exceedingly elastic idea; nor in its 
results being a development of those of the council of Ephesus (431), for, while at Ephesus the 
doctrine of the unity, here that of the distinction, in Christ’s person, was the victorious side; nor in 
the spirit with which all the proceedings were conducted, for passions, intrigues, political views, 
tumultuous disorder, &c., prevailed in it in abundant measure: but it lies rather in the unity of 
acknowledgment which it has received in the Church, even to our day, and in the inner unity of its 
definitions."  

 



142. The Orthodox Christology—Analysis and Criticism. 
 
The first council of Nicaea had established the eternal preexistent Godhead of Christ. The symbol 
of the fourth ecumenical council relates to the incarnate Logos, as he walked upon earth and sits 
on the right hand of the Father, and it is directed against errors which agree with the Nicene 
Creed as opposed to Arianism, but put the Godhead of Christ in a false relation to his humanity. It 
substantially completes the orthodox Christology of the ancient Church; for the definitions added 
by the Monophysite and Monothelite controversies are few and comparatively unessential. 
 
The same doctrine, in its main features, and almost in its very words (though with less definite 
reference to Nestorianism and Eutychianism), was adopted in the second part of the pseudo-
Athanasian Creed, {1636} and in the sixteenth century passed into all the confessions of the 
Protestant churches. {1637} Like the Nicene doctrine of the Trinity, it is the common inheritance 
of Greek, Latin, and Evangelical Christendom; except that Protestantism, here as elsewhere, 
reserves the right of searching, to ever new depths, the inexhaustible stores of this mystery in the 
living Christ of the Gospels and the apostolic writings. {1638} 
 
The person of Jesus Christ in the fulness of its theanthropic life cannot be exhaustively set forth 
by any formulas of human logic. Even the imperfect, finite personality of man has a mysterious 
background, that escapes the speculative comprehension; how much more then the perfect 
personality of Christ, in which the tremendous antitheses of Creator and creature, Infinite and 
finite, immutable, eternal Being and changing, temporal becoming, are harmoniously conjoined! 
The formulas of orthodoxy can neither beget the true faith, nor nourish it; they are not the bread 
and the water of life, but a standard for theological investigation and a rule of public teaching. 
{1639} 
 
Such considerations suggest the true position and the just value of the Creed of Chalcedon, 
against both exaggeration and disparagement. That symbol does not aspire to comprehend the 
Christological mystery, but contents itself with setting forth the facts and establishing the 
boundaries of orthodox doctrine. It does not mean to preclude further theological discussion, but 
to guard against such erroneous conceptions as would mutilate either the divine or the human in 
Christ, or would place the two in a false relation. It is a light-house, to point out to the ship of 
Christological speculation the channel between Scylla and Charybdis, and to save it from 
stranding upon the reefs of Nestorian dyophysitism or of Eutychian monophysitism. It contents 
itself with settling, in clear outlines, the eternal result of the theanthropic process of incarnation, 
leaving the study of the process itself to scientific theology. The dogmatic letter of Leo, it is true, 
takes a step beyond this, towards a theological interpretation of the doctrine; but for this very 
reason it cannot have the same binding and normative force as the symbol itself. 
 
As the Nicene doctrine of the Trinity stands midway between tritheism and Sabellianism, so the 
Chalcedonian formula strikes the true mean between Nestorianism and Eutychianism. 
 
It accepts dyophysitism; and so far it unquestionably favored and satisfied the moderate 
Antiochian party rather than the Egyptian. {1640} But at the same time it teaches with equal 
distinctness, in opposition to consistent Nestorianism, the inseparable unity of the person of 
Christ. 
 
The following are the leading ideas of this symbol: 
 



1. A true incarnation of the Logos, or of the second person in the Godhead. {1641} The motive is 
the unfathomable love of God; the end, the redemption of the fallen race, and its reconciliation 
with God. This incarnation is neither a conversion of God into a man, nor a conversion of a man 
into God; neither a humanizing of the divine, nor a deification or apotheosis of the human; nor on 
the other hand is it a mere outward, transitory connection of the two factors; but an actual and 
abiding union of the two in one personal life. 
 
It is primarily and pre-eminently a condescension and self-humiliation of the divine Logos to 
human nature, and at the same time a consequent assumption and exaltation of the human nature 
to inseparable and eternal communion with the divine person. The Logos assumes the body, soul, 
and spirit of man, and enters into all the circumstances and infirmities of human life on earth, 
with the single exception of sin, which indeed is not an essential or necessary element of 
humanity, but accidental to it. "The Lord of the universe," as Leo puts the matter in his epistle, 
"took the form of a servant; the impassible God became a suffering man; the Immortal One 
submitted himself to the dominion of death; Majesty assumed into itself lowliness; Strength, 
weakness; Eternity, mortality." The same, who is true God, is also true man, without either 
element being altered or annihilated by the other, or being degraded to a mere accident. 
 
This mysterious union came to pass, in an incomprehensible way, through the power of the Holy 
Ghost, in the virgin womb of Mary. But whether the miraculous conception was only the 
beginning, or whether it at the same time completed the union, is not decided in the Creed of 
Chalcedon. According to his human nature at least Christ submitted himself to the laws of gradual 
development and moral conflict, without which, indeed, he could be no example at all for us. 
 
2. The precise distinction between nature and person. Nature or substance is the totality of 
powers and qualities which constitute a being; person is the Ego, the self-conscious, self-
asserting, and acting subject. There is no person without nature, but there may be nature without 
person (as in irrational beings). {1642} The Church doctrine distinguishes in the Holy Trinity 
three persons (though not in the ordinary human sense of the word) in one divine nature or 
substance which they have in common; in its Christology it teaches, conversely, two natures in 
one person (in the usual sense of person) which pervades both. Therefore it cannot be said: The 
Logos assumed a human person, {1643} or united himself with a definite human individual: for 
then the God-Man would consist of two persons; but he took upon himself the human nature, 
which is common to all men; and therefore he redeemed not a particular man, but all men, as 
partakers of the same nature or substance. {1644} The personal Logos did not become an 
individual aqrwpo, but sarx, flesh, which includes the whole of human nature, body, soul, and 
spirit. The personal self-conscious Ego resides in the Logos. But into this point we shall enter 
more fully below. 
 
3. The result of the incarnation, that infinite act of divine love, is the God-Man. Not a (Nestorian) 
double being, with two persons; nor a compound (Apollinarian or Monophysite) middle being a 
tertium quid, neither divine nor human; but one person, who is both divine and human. Christ has 
a rational human soul, and—according to a definition afterwards added—a human will, {1645} 
and is therefore in the full sense of the word the Son of man; while yet at the same time he is the 
eternal Son of God in one person, with one undivided self-consciousness. 
 
4. The duality of the natures. This was the element of truth in Nestorianism, and on this the 
council of Chalcedon laid chief stress, because this council was principally concerned with the 
condemnation of Eutychianism or monophysitism, as that of Ephesus (431) had been with the 
condemnation of Nestorianism, or abstract dyophysitism. Both views, indeed, admitted the 
distinction of the natures, but Eutychianism denied it after the act of the incarnation, and (like 



Apollinarianism) made Christ a middle being, an amalgam, as it were, of the two natures, or, 
more accurately, one nature in which the human element is absorbed and deified. 
 
Against this it is affirmed by the Creed of Chalcedon, that even after the incarnation, and to all 
eternity, the distinction of the natures continues, without confusion or conversion, {1646} yet, on 
the other hand, without separation or division, {1647} so that the divine will remain ever divine, 
and the human, ever human, {1648} and yet the two have continually one common life, and 
interpenetrate each other, like the persons of the Trinity. {1649} 
 
The continuance of the divine nature unaltered is involved in its unchangeableness, and was 
substantially conceded by all parties. The controversy, therefore, had reference only to the human 
nature. 
 
And here the Scriptures are plainly not on the Eutychian side. The Christ of the Gospels by no 
means makes the impression of a person in whom the human nature had been absorbed, or 
extinguished, or even weakened by the divine; on the contrary, he appears from the nativity to the 
sepulchre as genuinely and truly human in the highest and fairest sense of the word. The body 
which he had of the substance of Mary, was born, grew, hungered and thirsted, slept and woke, 
suffered and died, and was buried, like any other human body. His rational soul felt joy and 
sorrow, thought, spoke, and acted after the manner of men. The only change which his human 
nature underwent, was its development to full manhood, mental and physical, in common with 
other men, according to the laws of growth, yet normally, without sin or inward schism; and its 
ennoblement and completion by its union with the divine. 
 
5. The unity of the person. {1650} This was the element of truth in Eutychianism and the later 
monophysitism, which, however, they urged at the expense of the human factor. There is only 
one and the self-same Christ, one Lord, one Redeemer. There is a unity in the distinction, as well 
as a distinction in the unity. "The same who is true God," says Leo, "is also true man, and in this 
unity there is no deceit; for in it the lowliness of man and the majesty of God perfectly pervade 
one another.... Because the two natures make only one person, we read on the one hand: ‘The Son 
of man came down from heaven’, {John 3:13} while yet the Son of God took flesh from the 
Virgin; and on the other: ‘The Son of God was crucified and buried’, {1 Corinthians 2:8} while 
yet he suffered not in his Godhead as co-eternal and consubstantial with the Father, but in the 
weakness of human nature." 
 
Here again the Chalcedonian formula has a firm and clear basis in Scripture. In the gospel history 
this personal unity everywhere unmistakably appears. The self-consciousness of Christ is not 
divided. It is one and the self-same theanthropic subject that speaks, acts, and suffers, that rises 
from the dead, ascends to heaven, sits at the right hand of God, and shall come again in glory to 
judge the quick and the dead. 
 
The divine and the human are as far from forming a double personality in Christ, as the soul and 
the body in man, or as the regenerate and the natural life in the believer. As the human personality 
consists of such an union of the material and the spiritual natures that the spirit is the ruling 
principle and personal centre: so does the person of Christ consist in such an union of the human 
and the divine natures that the divine nature is the seat of self-consciousness, and pervades and 
animates the human. {1651} 
 
I may refer also to the familiar ancient analogy of the fire and the iron. 
 



6. The whole work of Christ is to be referred to his person, and not to be attributed to the one or 
the other nature exclusively. It is the one divine-human Christ, who wrought miracles of almighty 
power,—by virtue of the divine nature dwelling in him,—and who suffered and was buried,—
according to his passible, human nature. The person was the subject, the human nature the seat 
and the sensorium, of the passion. It is by this hypostatical union of the divine and the human 
natures in all the stages of the humiliation and exaltation of Christ, that his work and his merits 
acquire an infinite and at the same time a genuinely human and exemplary significance for us. 
Because the God-Man suffered, his death is the reconciliation of the world with God; and because 
he suffered as Man, he has left us an example, that we should follow his steps. {1652} 
 
7. The anhypostasia, impersonality, or, to speak more accurately, the enhypostasia, of the human 
nature of Christ. This is a difficult point, but a necessary link in the orthodox doctrine of the one 
God-Man; for otherwise we must have two persons in Christ, and, after the incarnation, a fourth 
person, and that a human, in the divine Trinity. The impersonality of Christ’s human nature, 
however, is not to be taken as absolute, but relative, as the following considerations will show. 
 
The centre of personal life in the God-Man resides unquestionably in the Logos, who was from 
eternity the second person in the Godhead, and could not lose his personality. He united himself, 
as has been already observed, not with a human person, but with human nature. The divine nature 
is therefore the root and basis of the personality of Christ. Christ himself, moreover, always 
speaks and acts in the full consciousness of his divine origin and character; as having come from 
the Father, having been sent by him, and, even during his earthly life, living in heaven and in 
unbroken communion with the Father. {1653} And the human nature of Christ had no 
independent personality of its own, besides the divine; it had no existence at all before the 
incarnation, but began with this act, and was so incorporated with the preexistent Logos-
personality as to find in this alone its own full self-consciousness, and to be permeated and 
controlled by it in every stage of its development. But the human nature forms a necessary 
element in the divine personality, and in this sense we may say with the older Protestant 
theologians, that Christ is a persona sunqeto, which was divine and human at once. {1654} 
 
Thus interpreted, the church doctrine of the enhypostasia presents no very great metaphysical or 
psychological difficulty. It is true we cannot, according to our modern way of thinking, conceive 
a complete human nature without personality. We make personality itself consist in intelligence 
and free will, so that without it the nature sinks to a mere abstraction of powers, qualities, and 
functions. {1655} But the human nature of Jesus never was, in fact, alone; it was from the 
beginning inseparably united with another nature, which is personal, and which assumed the 
human into a unity of life with itself. The Logos-personality is in this case the light of self-
consciousness, and the impelling power of will, and pervades as well the human nature as the 
divine. {1656} 
 
8. Criticism and development. This Chalcedonian Christology has latterly been subjected to a 
rigorous criticism, and has been charged now with dualism, now with docetism, according as its 
distinction of two natures or its doctrine of the impersonality of the human nature has most struck 
the eye. {1657} 
 
But these imputations neutralize each other, like the imputations of tritheism and modalism which 
may be made against the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity when either the tripersonality or the 
consubstantiality is taken alone. This, indeed, is the peculiar excellence of the creed of 
Chalcedon, that it exhibits so sure a tact and so wise a circumspection in uniting the colossal 
antitheses in Christ, and seeks to do justice alike to the distinction of the natures and to the unity 
of the person. {1658} In Christ all contradictions are reconciled. 



 
Within these limits there remains indeed ample scope for further Christological speculations on 
the possibility, reality, and mode of the incarnation; on its relation to the revelation of God and 
the development of man; on its relation to the immutability of God and the trinity of essence and 
the trinity of revelation:—questions which, in recent times especially, have been earnestly and 
profoundly discussed by the Protestant theologians of Germany. {1659} 
 
The great want, in the present state of the Christological controversy, is, on the one hand, a closer 
discussion of the Pauline idea of the kenosis, the self-limitation, self-renunciation of the Logos, 
and on the other hand, a truly human portrait of Jesus in his earthly development from childhood 
to the fall maturity of manhood, without prejudice to his deity, but rather showing forth his 
absolute uniqueness and sinless perfection as a proof of his Godhead. Both these tasks can and 
should be so performed, that the enormous labor of deep and earnest thought in the ancient 
church be not condemned as a sheer waste of strength, but in substance confirmed, expanded, and 
perfected. 
 
And even among believing Protestant scholars, who agree in the main views of the theanthropic 
glory of the person of Christ, opinions still diverge. Some restrict the kenosis to the laying aside 
of the divine form of existence, or divine dignity and glory; {1660} others strain it in different 
degrees, even to a partial or entire emptying of the divine essence out of himself, so that the inner 
trinitarian process between Father and Son, and the government of the world through the Son, 
were partially or wholly suspended during his earthly life. {1661} Some, again, view the 
incarnation as an instantaneous act, consummated in the miraculous conception and nativity; 
others as a gradual process, an ethical unification of the eternal Logos and the man Jesus in 
continuous development, so that the complete God-Man would be not so much the beginning as 
the consummation of the earthly life of Jesus. 
 
But all these more recent inquiries, earnest, profound, and valuable as they are, have not as yet 
led to any important or generally accepted results, and cannot supersede the Chalcedonian 
Christology. The theology of the church will ever return anew to deeper and still deeper 
contemplation and adoration of the theanthropic person of Jesus Christ, which is, and ever will 
be, the sun of history, the miracle of miracles, the central mystery of godliness, and the 
inexhaustible fountain of salvation and life for the lost race of man. 
 
{1636} Comp. above 132. 
 
{1637} Comp. my article cited in 132 upon the Symbolum Quicunque. One of the briefest and 
clearest Protestant definitions of the person of Christ in the sense of the Chalcedonian formula, is 
the one in the Westminster (Presbyterian) Shorter Catechism: "Dominus Jesus Christus est 
electorum Dei Redemptor unicus, qui eternus Dei filius cum esset factus est homo; adeoque fuit, 
est eritque qeanqrwpoe [in] naturis duabus distinctis persona unica in sempiternum" or, as it is in 
English: "The only Redeemer of God’s elect is the Lord Jesus Christ, who, being the eternal Son 
of God, became man, and so was, and continueth to be, God and Man, in two distinct natures, 
and one person forever." The Westminster Confession formulates this doctrine (ch. viii. sec 21) 
in very nearly the words of the Chalcedonian symbol: "The Son of God, the second person in the 
Trinity, being very and eternal God, of one substance and equal with the Father, did, when the 
fulness of time was come, take upon Him man’s nature, with all the essential properties and 
common infirmities thereof, yet without sin; being conceived by the power of the Holy Ghost, in 
the womb of the Virgin Mary, of her substance. So that two whole, perfect, and distinct 
natures,—the Godhead and the manhood,—were inseparably joined together in one person, 



without conversion, composition, or confusion. Which person is very God and very man, yet one 
Christ, the only Mediator between God and man." 
 
{1638} The Lutheran Church has framed the doctrine of a threefold communicatio idiomatum, 
and included It in the Formula Concordiae. The controversy between the Lutheran theologians of 
Giessen and Tubingen, in the seventeenth century, concerning the kthsiv (the possession), the 
xrhsiv (the use), the kruqiv (the secret use), and the kenwsiv (the entire abdication) of the 
divine attributes by the incarnate Logos, led to no definite results, and was swallowed up in the 
thirty years’ war. It has been resumed in modified form by modern German divines. 
 
{1639} Comp. Cunningham (Historical Theology, vol. i. p. 319): "The chief use now to be made 
of an examination of these controversies [the Eutychian and Nestorian] is not so much to guard us 
against errors[?] which may be pressed upon us, and into which we may be tempted to fall, but 
rather to aid us in forming clear and definite conceptions of the truths regarding the person of 
Christ, which all profess to believe; in securing precision and accuracy of language in explaining 
them, and especially to assist us in realizing them; in habitually regarding as great and actual 
realities the leading features of the constitution of Christ’s person, which the word of God unfolds 
to us." 
 
{1640} Accordingly in Leo’s Epistola Dogmatica also, which was the basis of the Creed, 
Nestorius is not even mentioned, while Eutyches, on the other hand, is refuted at length. But in a 
later letter of Leo, addressed to the emperor, A. D. 457 (Ep. 156, ed. Ballerini), he classes 
Nestorius and Eutyches together, as equally dangerous heretics. The Creed of Chalcedon is also 
regarded by Baur, Niedner, and Dorner as exhibiting a certain degree of preference for the 
Nestorian dyophysitism. 
 
{1641} enanyrwphsiv yeou, ensarkwsiv, incarnatio,—in distinction from a mere sunafeia, 
conjunctio, or scetikh enwsiv, of the divine and human, by proslhqiv (from, 
proslambanw), assumptio, of the human, and enoikhsiv the divine; and on the other hand, 
from a fusikh enwsiv or krasiv, sugcusiv, or sarkwsiv in the sense of transmutation. The 
diametrical opposite of the enanqrwphsi Qeou’ is the heathen apoqewsi anqrwpou. 
 
{1642} Compare the weighty dissertation of Boethius: Deuteronomy duabus naturis et una 
persona Christi, adversus Eutychen et Nestorium (Opera, ed. Basil., 1546, pp. 948-957), in which 
he defines natura (fuvsi or ousiva), substantia (upostasiv), and persona (proswpon). 
"Natura," he says, "est cujuslibet substantia specificata proprietas; persona vero rationabilis 
naturae individua subsistentia." 
 
{1643} teleion anyrwpon eilhfe, as Theodore of Mopsuestia and the strict Nestorians 
expressed themselves. 
 
{1644} As Augustine says: Deus Verbum non accepit personam hominis, sed naturam, et in 
eternam personam divinitatis accepit temporalem substantiam carnis. And again: "Deus naturam 
nostram, id est, animam rationalem carnemque hominis Christi suscepit." (De corrept. et grat. 30, 
tom. x. f. 766.) Comp. Johannes Damascenus Deuteronomy fide orthod. iii. c. 6, II. The Anglican 
theologian, Richard Hooker, styled on account of his sober equipoise of intellect "the judicious 
Hooker," sets forth this point of the Church doctrine as follows: "He took not angels but the seed 
of Abraham. It pleased not the Word or Wisdom of God to take to itself some one person 
amongst men, for then should that one have been advanced which was assumed, and no more, but 
Wisdom to the end she might save many built her house of that Nature which is common unto all, 
she made not this or that man her habitation, but dwelt in us. If the Son of God had taken to 



himself a man now made and already perfected, it would of necessity follow, that there are in 
Christ two persons, the one assuming, and the other assumed; whereas the Son of God did not 
assume a man’s person into his own, but a man’s nature to his own person; and therefore took 
semen, the seed of Abraham, the very first original and element of our nature, before it was come 
to have any personal human subsistence. The flesh and the conjunction of the flesh with God 
began both at one instant; his making and taking to himself our flesh was but one act, so that in 
Christ there is no personal subsistence but one, and that from everlasting. By taking only the 
nature of man he still continueth one person, and changeth but the manner of his subsisting, 
which was before in the glory of the Son of God, and is now in the habIt of our flesh." 
(Ecclesiastical Polity, book v. ch. 52, in Keble’s edition of Hooker’s works, vol. ii. p. 286 f.) In 
just the same manner Anastasius Sinaita and John of Damascus express themselves. Comp. 
Dorner, ii. p. 183 ff. Hooker’s allusion to Hebrews 2:16 (ou gar dhpou aggelwn epilambanetai, 
alla; spermatos Abraam epilambanetai), it may be remarked, rests upon a false interpretation, 
since ejpilambavnesqai does not refer to the incarnation, but signifies: to take hold of in order to 
help or redeem (as in Sirach, iv. 11). Comp. bohqh’sai, Hebrews 2:18. 
 
{1645} The sixth ecumenical council, held at Constantinople, A. D. 680, condemned 
monothelitism, and decided in favor of dyothelitism, or the doctrine of two wills (or volitions) in 
Christ, which are necessary to the ethical conflict and victory of his own life and to his office as 
an example for us. This council teaches (Mansi, tom xi. 637): Duo fusika qelhsei htoi qelhmata en 
autw’ kai duo fusika energeia adiairetw, atreptw, ameristw, asugcutw khruttomen. These wills are 
not opposite to one another, but the human will is ever in harmony with the divine, and in all 
things obedient to it. "Not my will, but thine be done:" therein is found the distinction and the 
unity. 
 
{1646} asugcutwv and atreptwv. 
 
{1647} adiairetw and acwristwv. 
 
{1648} "Tenet," says Leo, in his epistle to Flavian, "sine defectu proprietatem suam utraque 
natura, et sicut formam servi Dei formam non adimit, ita formam Dei servi forma non minuit.... 
Agit utraque cum alterius communione quod Proprium est; Verbo scilicet operante quod Verbi 
est, et came exsequente quod carnis est. Unum horum coruscat miraculis, aliud succumbIt 
injuriis." 
 
{1649} Here belongs John of Damascus’ doctrine of the pericwrhsiv, Permeatio, circummeatio, 
circulatio, circumincessio, intercommunio, or reciprocal indwelling and pervasion, which has 
relation not merely to the Trinity but also to Christology. The verb pericwrein, is, so far as I 
know, first applied by Gregory of Nyasa (Contra Apollinarium) to the interpenetration and 
reciprocal pervasion of the two natures in Christ. On this rested also the doctrine of the exchange 
or communication of attributes, antidosiv, antimetastasiv, koinwnia idiwmatwn, 
communicatio idiomatum. The antimetastasiv twn onomatwn, also antimeyistasiv, 
transmutatio proprietalum, transmutation of attributes, is, strictly speaking, not identical with 
antidosiv, but a deduction from it, and the rhetorical expression for it. The doctrine of the 
communicatio idiomatum, however, awaited a full development much later, in the Lutheran 
church, where great subtlety was employed in perfecting it. This Lutheran doctrine has never 
found access into the Reformed church, and least of all the ubiquitarian hypothesis invented as a 
prop to consubstantiation; although a certain measure of truth lies at the basis of this, if it is 
apprehended dynamically, and not materially. 
 



{1650} The enwsiv kay upostasin, or enwsiv upostatikh, unio hypostatica or personalis, 
unitas personae. The unio personalis is the status unionis, the result of the unitio or incarnatio. 
 
{1651} Comp. the Athanasian Creed: "Sicut anima rationalis et caro unus est homo, ita Deus et 
homo unus est Christus." In the same does Augustine express himself, and indeed this passage in 
the Creed, as well as several others, appears to be taken from him. Dr. Shedd (History of 
Christian Doctrine, i. p. 402) carries out vividly this analogy of the human personality with that of 
Christ, as follows: "This union of the two natures in one self-conscious Ego may be illustrated by 
reference to man’s personal constitution. An individual man is one person. But this one person 
consists of two natures,—a material nature and a mental nature. The personality, the self-
consciousness, is the resultant of the union of the two. Neither one of itself makes the person." 
[This is not quite exact. Personality lies in the reasonable soul, which can maintain its self-
conscious existence without the body, even as in Christ His personality resides in the divine 
nature, as Dr. Shedd himself clearly states on p. 406.] "Both body and soul are requisite in order 
to a complete individuality. The two natures do not make two individuals. The material nature, 
taken by itself, is not the man; and the mental part, taken by itself, is not the man. But only the 
union of the two is. Yet in this intimate union of two such diverse substances as matter and mind, 
body and soul, there is not the slightest alteration of the properties of each substance or nature. 
The body of a man is as truly and purely material as a piece of granite; and the immortal mind of 
a man is as truly and purely spiritual and immaterial as the Godhead itself. Neither the material 
part nor the mental part, taken by itself, and in separation, constitutes the personality; otherwise 
every human individual would be two persons in juxtaposition. There is therefore a material 
‘nature,’ but no material ‘person,’ and there is a mental ‘nature,’ but no mental ‘person.’ The 
person is the union of these two natures, and is not to be denominated either material or mental, 
but human. In like manner the person of Christ takes its denomination of theanthropic, or divine-
human, neither from the divine nature alone, nor the hurnan nature alone, but from the union of 
both natures." 
 
{1652} Here also the orthodox Protestant theology is quite in agreement with the old Catholic. 
We cite two examples from the two opposite wings of English Protestantism. The Episcopalian 
theologian, Richard Hooker, says, with evident reference to the above-quoted passage from the 
letter of Leo: "To Christ we ascribe both working of wonders and suffering of pains, we use 
concerning Him speeches as well of humility as of divine glory, but the one we apply unto that 
nature which He took of the Virgin Mary, the other to that which was in the beginning" (Eccles. 
Polity, book v. ch. 52, vol. ii. p, 291, Keble’s edition). The great Puritan theologian of the 
seventeenth century, John Owen, says, yet more explicitly: "In all that Christ did as the King, 
Priest, and Prophet of the church,—in all that He did and suffered, in all that He continueth to do 
for us, in or by virtue of whether nature soever it be done or wrought,—it is not to be considered 
as the act and work of this or that nature in Him alone, but it is the act and work of the whole 
person,—of Him that is both God and man in one person." (Declaration of the Glorious mystery 
of the Person of Christ; chap. xviii., in Owen’s Works, vol. i. p. 234). Comp. also the admirable 
exposition of the article Passus est in Bishop Pearson’s Exposition of the Creed (ed. Dobson, p. 
283 ff.). 
 
{1653} The Logos is, according to the scholastic terminology of the later Greek theologians, 
especially John of Damascus, idiosuvstato, or idioupovstato, i.e., per se subsistens, and 
idioperiovristo, proprio termino circumscriptus. "Haec et similia vocabula," says the learned 
Petavius (Theol. Dogm. tom. iv. p. 430), "demonstrant hypostasin non aliena ope fultam ac 
sustentatam existere, sed per semet ipsam, ac proprio termino definitam." Schleiermacher’s 
Christology therefore, on this point, forms the direct opposite, of the Chalcedonian; it makes the 
man Jesus the bearer of the personality, that is, transfers the proper centre of gravity in the 



personality to the human individuality of Christ, and views the divine nature as the supreme 
revelation of God in Him, as an impersonal principle, as a vital power. In this view the proper 
idea of the incarnation is lost. The same thing is true of the Christology of Hase, Keim, Beyschlag 
(and R. Rothe). 
 
{1654} The correct Greek expression is, therefore, not anupostasia but enupostasia. The 
human nature of Christ was anupostatov, impersonalis, before the incarnation, but became 
anupostatov by the incarnation, that is, en auth th tou yeou logou upostasei upostasa, 
and also eteroupostatov, and sunupostatov (compersonata), i.e., quod per se et proprie 
modo non subsistit, sed inest in alio per se subsistente et substantia cum eo copulatur. Christ did 
not assume a human person, but a humana natura, in qua ipse Deus homo nasceretur. The 
doctrine of the a hypostasia, impersonalitas, or rather en hypostasia, of the human nature of 
Christ, is already observed, in incipient form, in Cyril of Alexandria, and was afterwards more 
fully developed by John of Damascus (De orthodoxa fide, lib. iii.), who, however, did not, for all 
this, conceive Christ as a mere generic being typifying mankind, but as a concrete human 
individual. Comp. Petavius, Deuteronomy incarnatione, l. v. c. 5-8 (tom. iv. p. 421 sqq.); Dorner, 
l. c. ii. p. 262 ff.; and J. P. Lange, Christliche Dogmatik, Part ii. p. 713. 
 
{1655} Even in the scholastic era this difficulty was felt. Peter the Lombard says (Sentent. iii. d. 5 
d.): Non accepit Verbum Dei personam hominis, sed naturam, quia non erat ex carne illa una 
composita persona, quam Verbum accepit, sed accipiendo univIt et uniendo accepit. E: A 
quibusdam opponitur, quod persona assumpsit personam. Persona enim est substantia naturalis 
individuae naturae, hoc autem est anima. Ergo si animam assumpsit et personam. Quod ideo non 
sequitur, quia anima non est persona, quando alii rei unita est personaliter, sed quando per se est. 
IIla autem anima nunquam fuIt quin esset alii rei conjuncta. 
 
{1656} The Puritan theologian, John Owen (Works, vol. i. p. 223), says of the human nature of 
Christ quite correctly, and in agreement with the Chalcedonian Christology: "In itself it is 
anupostato—that which hath not a subsistence of its own, which should give it individuation and 
distinction from the same nature in any other person. But it hath its subsistence in the person of 
the Son, which thereby is its own. The divine nature, as in that person, is its suppositum." 
 
{1657} Dr. Baur (Geschichte der Trinitatslehre, Bd. i. p. 823 f.) imputes to the Creed of 
Chalcedon "untenable inconsistency, equivocal indefiniteness, and discordant incompleteness," 
but ascribes to it the merit of insisting upon the human in Christ as having equal claims with the 
divine, and of thus leaving the possibility of two equally legitimate points of view. Dr. Dorner, 
who regards the Chalcedonian statement as premature and inadequate (Geschichte der 
Christologie, Bd. ii. pp. 83, 130), raises against it the double objection of leaning to docetism on 
the one hand and to dualism on the other. He sums up his judgment of the labors of the ancient 
church down to John of Damascus in the sphere of Christology in the following words (ii. 273): 
"If we review the result of the Christological speculation of the ancient church, it is undeniable 
that the satisfying and final result cannot be found in it, great as its traditional influence even to 
this day is. It mutilates the human nature, inasmuch as, in an Apollinarian way, it joins to the 
trunk of a human nature the head of the divine hypostasis, and thus sacrifices the integrity of the 
humanity to the unity of the person. Yet after all—and this is only the converse of the same 
fault—in its whole doctrine of the natures and the will, it gives the divine and the human only an 
outward connection, and only, as it were, pushes the two natures into each other, without 
modification even of their properties. We discover, it is true, endeavors after something better, 
which indicate that the Christological image hovering before the mind, has not yet, with all the 
apparent completeness of the theory, found its adequate expression. But these endeavors are 
unfruitful." Dr. W. Beyschlag, in his essay before the German Evangelische Kirchentag at 



Altenburg, hold in 1864, concurs with these remarks, and says of the Chalcedonian dogma: 
"Instead of starting from the living intuition of the God-filled humanity of Christ, it proceeded 
from the defective and abstract conception of two separate natures, to be, as it were, added 
together in Christ; introduced thereby an irremediable dualism into his personal life; and at the 
same time, by transferring the personality wholly to the divine nature, depressed the humanity 
which in thesi it recognized, to a mere unsubstantial accident of the Godhead, at bottom only 
apparent and docetistic." But Beyschlag denies the real personal pre-existence of Christ and 
consequently a proper incarnation, and has by this denial caused no small scandal among the 
believing party in Germany. Dorner holds firmly to the pre-existence and incarnation, but makes 
the latter a gradual ethical unification of the Logos and the human nature, consummated in the 
baptism and the exaltation of Christ. 
 
{1658} F. R. Hasse (Kirchengeschichte, i. p. 177): "By the Creed of Chalcedon justice has been 
done to both the Alexandrian and the Antiochian Christology; the antagonism of the two is 
adjusted, and in the dogma of the one yeanyrwpov done away." 
 
{1659} Witness the Christological investigations of Schleiermacher, R. Rothe, Goschel, Dorner, 
Liebner, Lange, Thomasius, Martensen, Gess, Ebrard, Schoberlein, Plitt, Beyschlag, and others. 
A thorough criticism of the latest theories is given by Dorner, in his large work on Christology, 
Bd. ii. p. 1260 ff. (Eng. transl. Div. 2d, vol. iii. p. l00 ff.), and in several dissertations upon the 
immutability of God, found in his Jabrbucher fur Deutsche Theologie, 1856 and 1858; also by 
Philippi, Kirchliche Glaubenslehre, iv. i. pp. 344-382; Plitt, Evangelische Glaubenslehre (1863), 
i. p. 360 ff.; and Woldemar Schmidt, Das Dogma vom Gottmenschen, mit Beziehung auf die 
neusten Losungsversuche der Gegensatze, Leipzig, 1865. The English theology has contented 
itself with the traditional acceptance and vindication of the old Catholic doctrine of Christ’s 
person, without instituting any special investigations of its own, while the doctrine of the Trinity 
has been thoroughly reproduced and vindicated by Cudworth, Bull, and Waterland, without, 
however, being developed further. Dr. Shedd also considers the Chalcedonian symbol as the ne 
plus ultra of Christological knowledge, "beyond which it is probable the human mind is unable to 
go, in the endeavor to unfold the mystery of Christ’s complex person, which in some of its 
aspects is even more baffling than the mystery of the Trinity" (History of Christian Doctrine, i. p. 
408). This is probably also the reason why this work, in surprising contrast with every other 
History of Doctrine, makes no mention whatever of the Monophysite, Monothelite, Adoptian, 
Scholastic, Lutheran, Socinian, Rationalistic, and later Evangelical controversies and theories 
respecting this central dogma of Christianity. 
 
{1660} Of the doxa yeou, John 17:5; the morfh yeou, Philippians 2:6 ff. 
 
{1661} Among these modem Kenotics, W. F. Gess goes the farthest in his Lehre von der Person 
Christi (Basel, 1856). Dorner opposes the theory of the Kenotics and calls them Theopaschites 
and Patripassians (ii. 126 ff.). There is, however, an essential distinction, inasmuch as the ancient 
Monophysite Theopaschitism reduces the human nature of Christ to a mere accident of his 
Godhead, while Thomasius, Gess, and the other German Kenotics or Kenosists acknowledge the 
full humanity of Christ, and lay great stress on it.  

 



143. The Monophysite Controversies. 
 
I. The Acta in Mansi, tom. vii.-ix. The writings already cited of Liberatus and LeontinusByzant. 
Evagrius: H. E. ii. v. Nicephorus: H. E. xvi. 25. Procopius (about 552): anekdota, Hist. arcana 
(ed. Orelli, Lips. 1827). Facundus (bishop of Hermiane in Africa, but residing mostly in 
Constantinople): Pro defensione trium capitulorum, in 12 books (written A. D. 547, ed. Sirmond, 
Paris, 1629, and in Galland. xi. 665). FulgentiusFerrandus (deacon in Carthage, 551): Pro tribus 
capitulis (in Gall. tom. xi.). AnastasiusSinaita (bishop of Antioch, 564): Odhgo adv. Acephalos. 
AngeloMai: Script vet. Bova collectio, tom. vii. A late, though unimportant, contribution to the 
history of Monophysitism (from 581 to 583) is the Church History of the Monophysite bishop 
Johnof Ephesus (of the sixth century): The Third Part of the Eccles. History of John, bishop of 
Ephesus, Oxford, 1853 (edited by W. Cureton from the Syrian literature of the Nitrian convent). 
 
II. Petavius: Deuteronomy Incarnatione, lib. i. c. 16-18 (tom. iv. p. 74 sqq.). Walch: Bd, vi.-viii. 
Schrockh: Th. xviii. pp. 493-636. Neander: Kirchengeschichte, v. 993-1038. Gieseler: i. ii. pp. 
347-376 (4th ed.), and his Commentatio qua Monophysitarum veterum variae de Christi persona 
opiniones... illustrantur (1835 and 1838). Baur: Geschichte der Trinitatslehre, Bd. ii. pp. 37-96. 
Dorner: Geschichte der Christologie, ii. pp. 150-193. Hefele (R.C.): Conciliengeschichte, ii. 545 
ff. F. Rud. Hasse: Kirchengeschichte (1864), Bd. i. p. 177 ff. A. Ebrard: Handbuch der Kirchen- 
und Dogmengeschichte (1865), Bd. i. pp. 263-279. 
 
The council of Chalcedon did not accomplish the intended pacification of the church, and in 
Palestine and Egypt it met with passionate opposition. Like the council of Nicaea, it must pass a 
fiery trial of conflict before it could be universally acknowledged in the church. "The 
metaphysical difficulty," says Niedner, "and the religious importance of the problem, were 
obstacles to the acceptance of the ecumenical authority of the council." Its opponents, it is true, 
rejected the Eutychian theory of an absorption of the human nature into the divine, but 
nevertheless held firmly to the doctrine of one nature in Christ; and on this account, from the time 
of the Chalcedonian council they were called Monophysites, {1662} while they in return 
stigmatized the adherents of the council as Dyophysites and Nestorians. They conceded, indeed, a 
composite nature (mia fusi sunqeto or mia fuvsi ditth), but not two natures. They assumed a 
diversity of qualities without corresponding substances, and made the humanity in Christ a mere 
accident of the immutable divine substance. 
 
Their main argument against Chalcedon was, that the doctrine of two natures necessarily led to 
that of two persons, or subjects, and thereby severed the one Christ into two Sons of God. They 
were entirely at one with the Nestorians in their use of the terms "nature" and "person," and in 
rejecting the orthodox distinction between the two. They could not conceive of human nature 
without personality. From this the Nestorians reasoned that, because in Christ there are two 
natures, there must be also two independent hypostases; the Monophysites, that, because there is 
but one person in Christ, there can be only one nature. They regarded the nature as something 
common to all individuals of a species (koivnon), yet as never existing simply as such, but only in 
individuals. According to them, therefore, over, fusi or ousia is in fact always an individual 
existence. {1663} 
 
The liturgical shibboleth of the Monophysites was: God has been crucified. This they introduced 
into their public worship as an addition to the Trisagion: "Holy, God, holy Mighty, holy 
Immortal, who hast been crucified for us, have mercy upon us." {1664} From this they were also 
called Theopaschites. {1665} This formula is in itself orthodox, and forms the requisite 
counterpart to qeotoko, {1666} provided we understand by God the Logos, and in thought supply: 



"according to the flesh" or "according to the human nature." In this qualified sense it was 
afterwards in fact not only sanctioned by Justinian in a dogmatical decree, but also by the fifth 
ecumenical council, though not as an addition to the Trisagion. For the theanthropic person of 
Christ is the subject, as of the nativity, so also of the passion; his human nature is the seat and the 
organ (sensorium) of the passion. But as an addition to the Trisagion, which refers to the 
Godhead generally, and therefore to the Father, and the Holy Ghost, as well as the Son, the 
formula is at all events incongruous and equivocal. Theopaschitism is akin to the earlier 
Patripassianism, in subjecting the impassible divine essence, common to the Father and the Son, 
to the passion of the God-Man on the cross; yet not, like that, by confounding the Son with the 
Father, but by confounding person with nature in the Son. 
 
Thus from the council of Chalcedon started those violent and complicated Monophysite 
controversies which convulsed the Oriental church, from patriarchs and emperors down to monks 
and peasants, for more than a hundred years, and which have left their mark even to our day. 
They brought theology little appreciable gain, and piety much harm; and they present a gloomy 
picture of the corruption of the church. The intense concern for practical religion, which animated 
Athanasius and the Nicene fathers, abated or went astray; theological speculation sank towards 
barren metaphysical refinements; and party watchwords and empty formulas were valued more 
than real truth. We content ourselves with but a summary of this wearisome, though not 
unimportant chapter of the history of doctrines, which has recently received new light from the 
researches of Gieseler, Baur, and Dorner. {1667} 
 
The external history of the controversy is a history of outrages and intrigues, depositions and 
banishments, commotions, divisions, and attempted reunions. Immediately after the council of 
Chalcedon bloody fights of the monks and the rabble broke out, and Monophysite factions went 
off in schismatic churches. In Palestine Theodosius (451-453) thus set up in opposition to the 
patriarch Juvenal of Jerusalem; in Alexandria, Timotheus Aelurus {1668} and Peter Mongus 
{1669} (454-460), in opposition to the newly-elected patriarch Protarius, who was murdered in a 
riot in Antioch; Peter the Fuller {1670} (463-470). After thirty years’ confusion the Monophysites 
gained a temporary victory under the protection of the rude pretender to the empire, Basiliscus 
(475-477), who in an encyclical letter, {1671} enjoined on all bishops to condemn the council of 
Chalcedon (476). After his fall, Zeno (474-475 and 477-491), by advice of the patriarch Acacius 
of Constantinople, issued the famous formula of concord, the Henoticon, which proposed, by 
avoiding disputed expressions, and condemning both Eutychianism and Nestorianism alike, to 
reconcile the Monophysite and dyophysite views, and tacitly set aside the Chalcedonian formula 
(482). But this was soon followed by two more schisms, one among the Monophysites 
themselves, and one between the East and the West. Felix II., bishop of Rome, immediately 
rejected the Henoticon, and renounced communion with the East (484-519). The strict 
Monophysites were as ill content with the Henoticon, as the adherents of the council of 
Chalcedon; and while the former revolted from their patriarchs, and became Acephali, {1672} the 
latter attached themselves to Rome. It was not till the reign of the emperor Justin I. (518-527), 
that the authority of the council of Chalcedon was established under stress of a popular tumult, 
and peace with Rome was restored. The Monophysite bishops were now deposed, and fled for the 
most part to Alexandria, where their party was too powerful to be attacked. 
 
The internal divisions of the Monophysites turned especially on the degree of essential difference 
between the humanity of Christ and ordinary human nature, and the degree, therefore, of their 
deviation from the orthodox doctrine of the full consubstantiality of the humanity of Christ with 
ours. {1673} The most important of these parties were the Severians (from Severus, the patriarch 
of Antioch) or Phthartolaters (adorers of the corruptible), {1674} who taught that the body of 
Christ before the resurrection was mortal and corruptible; and the Julianists (from bishop Julian 



of Halicarnassus, and his contemporary Xenajas of Hierapolis) or Aphthartodocetae, {1675} who 
affirmed the body of Christ to have been originally incorruptible, and who bordered on docetism. 
The former conceded to the Catholics, that Christ as to the flesh was consubstantial with us (kata 
sarka oJmoouvsio hmi’n). The latter argued from the commingling (suvgcusi) of the two natures, 
that the corporeality of Christ became from the very beginning partaker of the incorruptibleness 
of the Logos, and was subject to corruptibleness merely kat j oijkonomivan. They appealed in 
particular to Jesus’ walking on the sea. Both parties were agreed as to the incorruptibleness of the 
body of Christ after the resurrection. The word fqora, it may be remarked, was sometimes used in 
the sense of frailty, sometimes in that of corruptibleness. 
 
The solution of this not wholly idle question would seem to be, that the body of Christ before the 
resurrection was similar to that of Adam before the fall; that is, it contained the germ of 
immortality and incorruptibleness; but before its glorification it was subject to the influence of the 
elements, was destructible, and was actually put to death by external violence, but, through the 
indwelling power of the sinless spirit, was preserved from corruption, and raised again to 
imperishable life. A relative immortality thus became absolute. {1676} So far we may without 
self-contradiction affirm both the identity of the body of Christ before and after his resurrection, 
and its glorification after resurrection. {1677} 
 
The Severians were subdivided again, in respect to the question of Christ’s omniscience, into 
Theodosians, and Themistians, or Agnoetae. {1678} The Julianists were subdivided into 
Ktistolatae, {1679} and Aktistetae {1680} according as they asserted or denied that the body of 
Christ was a created body. The most consistent Monophysite was the rhetorician Stephanus 
Niobes (about 550), who declared every attempt to distinguish between the divine and the human 
in Christ inadmissible, since they had become absolutely one in him. {1681} An abbot of Edessa, 
Bar Sudaili, extended this principle even to the creation, which be maintained would at last be 
wholly absorbed in God. John Philoponus (about 530) increased the confusion; starting with 
Monophysite principles, taking fusi in a concrete instead of an abstract sense, and identifying it 
with upostasi, he distinguished in God three individuals, and so became involved in tritheism. 
This view he sought to justify by the Aristotelian categories of genus, species, and individuum. 
{1682} 
 
{1662} monofusitai, from monh or mia, fusiv. They conceded the ek duo fuv esin (as even 
Eutyches and Dioscurus had done), but denied the en duo fuvsesin, after the enwsiv. 
 
{1663} idikon. 
 
{1664} agiov ov yeov, agiov iscurov, agiov ayanatov, ov staurwyeiv di hmav, elehson 
hmav. An extension of the seraphic ascription, Isaiah 6:3. 
 
{1665} yeopascitai. 
 
{1666} 
 
{1667} The external history of Monophysitism is related with wearisome minuteness by Walch in 
three large volumes (vi.-viii.) of his Entwurf einer vollstandigen Historie der Ketzereien, etc., his 
auf die Zeiten der Reformation. 
 
{1668} ailourov, Cat. 
 
{1669} moggov, the Stammerer; literally, the Hoarse. 



 
{1670} fullo, gnafeu. He introduced the formula: yeov estaurwyh di hmav into the liturgy. 
He was in 485 again raised to the patriarchate. 
 
{1671} egkuklion. This, however, excited so much opposition, that the usurper in 477 revoked it 
in an ajntegkuvklion. 
 
{1672} akefaloi, without head. 
 
{1673} petavius, l. c. lib. i. c. 17, enumerates twelve factions of the Monophysites. 
 
{1674} Fyartolatrai (from fyartov corruptible, and latrhv, servant, worshipper), 
corrupticolae. 
 
{1675} afyartodokhtai, also called Phantasiastae, because they appeared to acknowledge only 
a seeming body of Christ. Gieseler, however, in the second part of the above-mentioned 
dissertation, has shown that the Julianist view was not strictly docetistic, but kindred with the 
view of Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Hilary, Gregory of Nyssa, and Apollinaris. 
 
{1676} Comp. the Augustinian distinction of immortalitas minor and immortalitas major. 
 
{1677} As was done by Augustine and Leo the Great. The latter affirms, Sermo 69, Deuteronomy 
resurrectione Domini, c. 4: "Resurrectio Domini non finis carnis, sed commutatio fuit, nec virtutis 
augmento consumpta substantia est. Qualitas transiit, non natura defecit; et factum est corpus 
impassibile, immortale, incorruptibile... nihil remansit in carne Christi infirmum, ut et ipsa sit per 
essentiam et non sit ipsa per gloriam." Comp. moreover, respecting the Aphthartodocetic 
controversy of the Monophysites, the remarks of Dorner, ii. 159 ff. and of Ebrard, Kirchen- und 
Dogmengeschichte, i. 268 f. 
 
{1678} After their leader Themistius, deacon of Alexandria; also called by their opponents, 
Agnoetae, Agnohtai, because they taught that Christ in his condition of humiliation was not 
omniscient, but shared our ignorance of many things. {Comp. Luke 2:52 Mark 13:32} This view 
leads necessarily to dyophysitism, and accordingly was rejected by the strict Monophysites. 
 
{1679} ktistolatrai, or, from their founder, gaanitae. These viewed the body of Christ as 
created, ktiston. 
 
{1680} aktisthtai. These said that the body of Christ in itself was created, but that by its union 
with the Logos it became increate, and therefore also incorruptible. 
 
{1681} His adherents were condemned by the other Monophysites as Niobitae. 
 
{1682} His followers were called Philoponiaci, Tritheistae. Philoponus, it may be remarked, was 
not the first promulgator of this error; but (as appears from Assem. Bibl. orient. tom. ii. p. 327; 
comp. Hefele, ii. 655) the Monophysite John Askusnages, who ascribed to Christ only one nature, 
but to each person in the Godhead a separate nature, and on this account was banished by the 
emperor and excommunicated by the patriarch of Constantinople. Among the more famous 
Tritheists we have also Stephen Gobarus, about 600.  

 



144. The Three, Chapters, and the Fifth Ecumenical Council, A. D. 553. 
 
Comp., besides the literature already cited, H. Noris (R.C.): Historia Pelagiana et dissertatio de 
Synodo Quinta oecumen. in qua Origenis et Th. Mopsuesteni Pelagiani erroris auctorum justa 
damnatio, et Aquilejense schisma describitur, etc. Padua, 1673, fol., and Verona, 1729. John 
Garnier (R.C.): Dissert. de V. Synodo. Paris, 1675 (against Card. Noris). Hefele (R.C.): vol. ii. 
775-899.—The Greek Acta of the 5th council, with the exception of the 14 anathemas and some 
fragments, have been lost; but there is extant an apparently contemporary Latin translation (in 
Mansi, tom. ix. 163 sqq.), respecting whose genuineness and completeness there has been much 
controversy (comp. Hefele, ii. p. 831 ff.). 
 
The further fortunes of Monophysitism are connected with the emperor Justinian I. (527-565). 
This learned and unweariedly active ruler, ecclesiastically devout, but vain and ostentatious, 
aspired, during his long and in some respects brilliant reign of nearly thirty years, to the united 
renown of a lawgiver and theologian, a conqueror and a champion of the true faith. He used to 
spend whole nights in prayer and fasting, and in theological studies and discussions; he placed his 
throne under the special protection of the Blessed Virgin and the archangel Michael; in his 
famous Code, and especially in the Novelles, he confirmed and enlarged the privileges of the 
clergy; he adorned the capital and the provinces with costly temples and institutions of charity; 
and he regarded it as his especial mission to reconcile heretics, to unite all parties of the church, 
and to establish the genuine orthodoxy for all time to come. In all these undertakings he fancied 
himself the chief actor, though very commonly he was but the instrument of the empress, or of 
the court theologians and eunuchs; and his efforts to compel a general uniformity only increased 
the divisions in church and state. 
 
Justinian was a great admirer of the decrees of Chalcedon, and ratified the four ecumenical 
councils in his Code of Roman law. But his famous wife Theodora, a beautiful, crafty, and 
unscrupulous woman, whom he—if we are to believe the report of Procopius {1683} —raised 
from low rank, and even from a dissolute life, to the partnership of his throne, and who, as 
empress, displayed the greatest zeal for the church and for ascetic piety, was secretly devoted to 
the Monophysite view, and frustrated all his plans. She brought him to favor the liturgical 
formula of the Monophysites: "God was crucified for us, so that he sanctioned it in an 
ecclesiastical decree" (533). {1684} 
 
Through her influence the Monophysite Anthimus was made patriarch of Constantinople (535), 
and the characterless Vigilius bishop of Rome (538), under the secret stipulation that he should 
favor the Monophysite doctrine. The former, however, was soon deposed as a Monophysite 
(536), and the latter did not keep his promise. {1685} Meanwhile the Origenistic controversies 
were renewed. The emperor was persuaded, on the one hand, to condemn the Origenistic errors in 
a letter to Mennas of Constantinople; on the other hand, to condemn by an edict the Antiochian 
teachers most odious to the Monophysites: Theodore of Mopsuestia (the teacher of Nestorius), 
Theodoret of Cyros, and Ibas of Edessa (friends of Nestorius); though the last two had been 
expressly declared orthodox by the council of Chalcedon. Theodore he condemned absolutely, 
but Theodoret only as respected his writings against Cyril and the third ecumenical council at 
Ephesus, and Ibas as respected his letter to the Persian bishop Maris, in which he complains of 
the outrages of Cyril’s party in Edessa, and denies the communicatio idiomatum. These are the 
so-called Three Chapters, or formulas of condemnation, or rather the persons and writings 
designated and condemned therein. {1686} 
 



Thus was kindled the violent controversy of the Three Chapters, of which it has been said that it 
has filled more volumes than it was worth lines. The East yielded easily to craft and force; the 
West resisted. {1687} Pontianus of Carthage declared that neither the emperor nor any other man 
had a right to sit in judgment upon the dead. Vigilius of Rome, however, favored either party 
according to circumstances, and was excommunicated for awhile by the dyophysite Africans, 
under the lead of Facundus of Hermiane. He subscribed the condemnation of the Three Chapters 
in Constantinople, A. D. 548, but refused to subscribe the second edict of the, emperor against the 
Three Chapters (551), and afterwards defended them. 
 
To put an end to this controversy, Justinian, without the concurrence of the pope, convoked at 
Constantinople, A. D. 553, the Fifth Ecumenical Council, which consisted of a hundred and sixty-
four bishops, and held eight sessions, from the 5th of May to the 2d of June, under the presidency 
of the patriarch Eutychius of Constantinople. It anathematized the Three Chapters; that is, the 
person of Theodore of Mopsuestia, the anti-Cyrillian writings of Theodoret, and the letter of Ibas, 
{1688} and sanctioned the formula "God was crucified," or "One of the Trinity has suffered," yet 
not as an addition to the Trisagion. {1689} The dogmatic decrees of Justinian were thus 
sanctioned by the church. But no further mention appears to have been made of Origenism; and in 
truth none was necessary, since a local synod of 544 had already condemned it. Perhaps also 
Theodore Askidas, a friend of the Origenists, and one of the leaders of the council, prevented the 
ecumenical condemnation of Origen. But this is a disputed point, and is connected with the 
difficult question of the genuineness and completeness of the Acts of the council. {1690} 
 
Vigilius at first protested against the Council, which, in spite of repeated invitations, he had not 
attended, and by which he was suspended; but he afterwards signified his adherence, and was 
permitted, after seven years’ absence, to return to Rome, but died on the journey, at Syracuse, in 
555. His fourfold change of opinion does poor service to the claim of papal infallibility. His 
successor, Pelagius I., immediately acknowledged the council. But upon this the churches in 
Northern Italy, Africa, and Illyria separated themselves from the Roman see, and remained in 
schism till Pope Gregory I. induced most of the Italian bishops to acknowledge the council. 
 
The result of this controversy, therefore, was the condemnation of the Antiochian theology, and 
the partial victory of the Alexandrian monophysite doctrine, so far as it could be reconciled with 
the definitions of Chalcedon. But the Chalcedonian dyophysitism afterwards reacted, in the form 
of dyothelitism, and at the sixth ecumenical council, at Constantinople, A. D. 680 (called also 
Concilium Trullanum I.), under the influence of a letter of pope Agatho, which reminds us of the 
Epistola Dogmatica of Leo, it gained the victory over the Monothelite view, which so far involves 
the Monophysite, as the ethical conception of one will depends upon the physical conception of 
one nature. 
 
But notwithstanding the concessions of the fifth ecumenical council, the Monophysites remained 
separated from the orthodox church, refusing to acknowledge in any manner the dyophysite 
council of Chalcedon. Another effort of Justinian to gain them, by sanctioning the 
Aphthartodocetic doctrine of the incorruptibleness of Christ’s body (564), threatened to involve 
the church in fresh troubles; but his death soon afterwards, in 565, put an end to these fruitless 
and despotic plans of union. His successor Justin II. in 565 issued an edict of toleration, which 
exhorted all Christians to glorify the Lord, without contending about persons and syllables. Since 
that time the history of the Monophysites has been distinct from that of the catholic church. 
 
{1683} Historia Arcana. c. 9. 
 



{1684} This addition remained in use among the Catholics in Syria till it was thrown out by the 
Concilium Quinisextum (can. 81). Thenceforth it was confined to the Monophysites and 
Monothelites. The opinion gained ground among the Catholics, that the formula taught a 
quaternity, instead of a trinity. Gieseler, i. P. ii. p. 366 ff. 
 
{1685} Hefele (ii. p. 552) thinks that Vigilius was never a Monophysite at heart, and that he only 
gave the promise in the interest of "his craving ambition." The motive, however, of course cannot 
alter the fact, nor weaken the argument, furnished by his repeated recantations, against the claims 
of the papal see to infallibility. 
 
{1686} tria kefalaia, tria capitula. "Chapters" are properly articles, or brief propositions, 
under which certain errors are summed up in the form of anathemas. The twelve anathemas of 
Cyril against Nestorius were also called icEIdAaia. By the Three Chapters, however, are to be 
understood in this case: 1. The person and writings of Theodore of Mopsuestia; 2. the anti-
Cyrillian writings of Theodoret; 3. the letter of Ibas to Maris. Hence the appellation impia 
capitula, aO’CGi Ke4paAaia. This deviation from ordinary usage has occasioned much 
confusion. 
 
{1687} Especially the African Fulgentius Ferrandus, Liberatus, and Facundus of Hermiane, who 
wrote in defence of the Three Chapters; also the Roman deacon Rusticus. 
 
{1688} These anathemas are found in the concluding sentence of the council (Mansi, tom. ix. 
376): "Praedicta igitur tria capitula anathematizamus, id est Theodorum impium Mopsuestenum, 
cum nefandis ejus conscriptis, et quae impie Theodoretus conscripsit, et impiam epistolam, quae 
dicitur Ibae." 
 
{1689} Collect viii. can. 10: ei tiv ouk omologei ton estauwmenon sarki kurion hmwn 
ihsoun criston einai yeon alhyinwn kai kurion th doxh, kai ena th agia triado, 
otoituto anayema estwn. "Whoever does not acknowledge that our Lord Jesus Christ, who 
was crucified in the flesh, is true God and Lord of glory, and one of the Holy Trinity, let him be 
anathema." 
 
{1690} In the 11th anathema, it is true, the name of Origen is condemned along with other 
heretics (Arius, Eunomius, Macedonius, Apollinaris, Nestorius, Eutyches), but the connection is 
incongruous, and the name is regarded by Halloix, Garnier, Jacob Basnage, Walch, and others, as 
all interpolation. Noris and Hefele (ii. p. 874) maintain its genuineness. At all events the fifteen 
anathemas against Origen do not belong to it, but to an earlier Constantinopolitan synod, held in 
544. Comp. Hefele, ii. p. 768 ff.  

 



145. The Monophysite Sects: Jacobites, Copts, Abyssinians, Armenians, 
Maronites. 
 
Euseb. Renaudot (R.C., 1720): Historia patriarcharum Alexandrinorum Jacobitarum a D. Marco 
usque ad finem saec. xiii. Par. 1713. Also by the same: Liturgiarum orientalium collectio. Par. 
1716, 2 vols. 4to. Jos. Sim. Assemani (R.C., 1768): Bibliotheca orientalis. Rom. 1719 sqq., 4 
vols. folio (vol. ii. treats Deuteronomy scriptoribus Syria Monophysitis). Michael le Quien (R.C., 
1733): Oriens Christianus. Par. 1740, 3 vols. folio (vols. 2 and 3). Veyssiere Deuteronomy La 
Croze: Histoire du Christianisme d’Ethiope et d’Armenie. La Haye, 1739. Gibbon: Chapter xlvii. 
towards the end. Makrizi (Mohammedan, a historian and jurist at Cairo, died 1441): Historia 
Coptorum Christianorum (Arabic and Latin), ed. H. T. Wetzer, Sulzbach, 1828; a better edition by 
F. Wustenfeld, with translation and annotations, Gottingen, 1845. J. E. T. Wiltsch Kirchliche 
Statistik. Berlin, 1846, Bd. i. p. 225 ff. John Mason Neale (Anglican): The Patriarchate of 
Alexandria. London, 1847, 2 vols. Also: A History of the Holy Eastern Church. Lond. 1850, 2 
vols. (vol. ii. contains among other things the Armenian and Copto-Jacobite Liturgy). E. 
Dulaurier: Histoire, dogmes, traditions, et liturgie de l’Eglise Armeniane. Par. 1859. Arthur 
Penrhyn Stanley: Lectures on the History of the Eastern Church. New York, 1862, Lect. i. p. 92 
ff. Respecting the present condition of the Jacobites, Copts, Armenians, and Maronites, consult 
also works of Eastern travel, and the numerous accounts in missionary magazines and other 
religious periodicals. 
 
The Monophysites, like their antagonists, the Nestorians, have maintained themselves in the East 
as separate sects under their own bishops and patriarchs, even to the present day; thus proving the 
tenacity of those Christological errors, which acknowledge the full Godhead and manhood of 
Christ, while those errors of the ancient church, which deny the Godhead, or the manhood 
(Ebionism, Gnosticism, Manichaeism, Arianism, etc.), as sects, have long since vanished. These 
Christological schismatics stand, as if enchanted, upon the same position which they assumed in 
the fifth century. The Nestorians reject the third ecumenical council, the Monophysites the fourth; 
the former hold the distinction of two natures in Christ even to abstract separation, the latter the 
fusion of the two natures in one with a stubbornness which has defied centuries, and forbids their 
return to the bosom of the orthodox Greek church. They are properly the ancient national 
churches of Egypt, Syria, and Armenia, in distinction from the orthodox Greek church, and the 
united or Roman church of the East. 
 
The Monophysites are scattered upon the mountains and in the valleys and deserts of Syria, 
Armenia, Assyria, Egypt, and Abyssinia, and, like the orthodox Greeks of those countries, live 
mostly under Mohammedan, partly under Russian, rule. They supported the Arabs and Turks in 
weakening and at last conquering the Byzantine empire, and thus furthered the ultimate victory of 
Islam. In return, they were variously favored by the conquerors, and upheld in their separation 
from the Greek church. They have long since fallen into stagnation, ignorance, and superstition, 
and are to Christendom as a praying corpse to a living man. They are isolated fragments of the 
ancient church history, and curious petrifactions from the Christological battle-fields of the fifth 
and sixth centuries, coming to view amidst Mohammedan scenes. But Providence has preserved 
them, like the Jews, and doubtless not without design, through storms of war and persecution, 
unchanged until the present time. Their very hatred of the orthodox Greek church makes them 
more accessible both to Protestant and Roman missions, and to the influences of Western 
Christianity and Western civilization. 
 



On the other hand, they are a door for Protestantism to the Arabs and the Turks; to the former 
through the Jacobites, to the latter through the Armenians. There is the more reason to hope for 
their conversion, because the Mohammedans despise the old Oriental churches, and must be won, 
if at all, by a purer type of Christianity. In this respect the American missions among the 
Armenians in the Turkish empire, are, like those among the Nestorians in Persia, of great 
prospective importance, as outposts of a religion which is destined sooner or later to regenerate 
the East. 
 
With the exception of the Chalcedonian Christology, which they reject as Nestorian heresy, most 
of the doctrines, institutions, and rites of the Monophysite sects are common to them with the 
orthodox Greek church. They reject, or at least do not recognize, the filioque; they hold to the 
mass, or the Eucharistic sacrifice, with a kind of transubstantiation; leavened bread in the Lord’s 
Supper; baptismal regeneration by trine immersion; seven sacraments (yet not explicitly, since 
they either have no definite term for sacrament, or no settled conception of it); the patriarchal 
polity; monasticism; pilgrimages, and fasting; the requisition of a single marriage for priests and 
deacons (bishops are not allowed to marry); {1691} the prohibition of the eating of blood or of 
things strangled. {1692} On the other hand, they know nothing of purgatory and indulgences, and 
have a simpler worship than the Greeks and Romans. According to their doctrine, all men after 
death go into Hades, a place alike without sorrow or joy; after the general judgment they enter 
into heaven or are cast into hell; and meanwhile the intercessions and pious works of the living 
have an influence on the final destiny of the departed. Like the orthodox Greeks, they honor 
pictures and relics of the saints, but not in the same degree. Scripture and tradition are with them 
coordinate sources of revelation and rules of faith. The reading of the Bible is not forbidden, but 
is limited by the ignorance of the people themselves. They use in worship the ancient vernacular 
tongues, which, however, are now dead languages to them. 
 
There are four branches of the Monophysites: the Syrian Jacobites; the Copts, including the 
Abyssinians; the Armemians; and the less ancient Maronites. 
 
I. The Jacobites in Syria, Mesopotamia, and Babylonia. Their name comes down from their 
ecumenical {1693} metropolitan Jacob, surnamed Baradai, or Zanzalus. {1694} This remarkable 
man, in the middle of the sixth century, devoted himself for seven and thirty years (511-578), 
with unwearied zeal to the interests of the persecuted Monophysites. "Light-footed as Asahel," 
{1695} and in the garb of a beggar, he journeyed hither and thither amid the greatest dangers and 
privations; revived the patriarchate of Antioch; ordained bishops, priests, and deacons; organized 
churches; healed divisions; and thus saved the Monophysite body from impending extinction. 
 
The patriarch bears the title of patriarch of Antioch, because the succession is traced back to 
Severus of Antioch; but he commonly resides in Diarbekir, or other towns or monasteries. Since 
the fourteenth century, the patriarch has always borne the name Ignatius, after the famous martyr 
and bishop of Antioch. The Jacobite monks are noted for gross superstition and rigorous 
asceticism. A part of the Jacobites have united with the church of Rome. Lately some Protestant 
missionaries from America have also found entrance among them. 
 
II. The Copts, {1696} in Egypt, are in nationality the genuine descendants of the ancient 
Egyptians, though with an admixture of Greek and Arab blood. Soon after the council of 
Chalcedon, they chose Timotheus Aelurus in opposition to the patriarch Proterius. After varying 
fortunes, they have, since 536, had their own patriarch of Alexandria, who, like most of the 
Egyptian dignitaries, commonly resides at Cairo. He accounts himself the true successor of the 
evangelist Mark, St. Athanasius, and Cyril. He is always chosen from among the monks, and, in 
rigid adherence to the traditionary nolo episcopari, he is elected against his will; he is obliged to 



lead a strict ascetic life, and at night is waked every quarter of an hour for a short prayer. He 
alone has the power to ordain, and he performs this function not by imposition of hands, but by 
breathing on and anointing the candidate. His jurisdiction extends over the churches of Egypt, 
Nubia, and Abyssinia, or Ethiopia. He chooses and anoints the Abuna (i.e., Our Father), or 
patriarch for Abyssinia. Under him are twelve bishops, some with real jurisdiction, some titular; 
and under these again other clergy, down to readers and exorcists. There are still extant two 
incomplete Coptic versions of the Scriptures, the Upper Egyptian or Thebaic, called also, after the 
Arabic name of the province, the Sahidic, i.e., Highland version; and the Lower Egyptian or 
Memphitic. {1697} 
 
The Copts were much more numerous than the Catholics, whom they scoffingly nicknamed 
Melchites, {1698} or Caesar-Christians. They lived with them on terms of deadly enmity, and 
facilitated the conquest of Egypt by the Saracens (641). But they were afterwards cruelly 
persecuted by these very Saracens, {1699} and dwindled from some two millions of souls to a 
hundred and fifty or two hundred thousand, of whom about ten thousand, or according to others 
from thirty to sixty thousand, live in Cairo, and the rest mostly in Upper Egypt. They now, in 
common with all other religious sects, enjoy toleration. They and the Abyssinians are 
distinguished from the other Monophysites by the Jewish and Mohammedan practice of 
circumcision, which is performed by lay persons (on both sexes), and in Egypt is grounded upon 
sanitary considerations. They still observe the Jewish law of meats. They are sunk in poverty, 
ignorance, and semi-barbarism. Even the clergy, who indeed are taken from the lowest class of 
the people, are a beggarly set, and understand nothing but how to read mass, and perform the 
various ceremonies. They do not even know the Coptic or old Egyptian, their own ancient 
ecclesiastical language. They live by farming, and their official fees. The literary treasures of 
their convents in the Coptic, Syriac, and Arabic languages, have been of late secured for the most 
part to the British Museum, by Tattam and other travellers. 
 
Missions have lately been undertaken among them, especially by the Church Missionary Society 
of England (commencing in 1825), and the United Presbyterians of America, but with little 
success so far. {1700} 
 
The Abyssinian church is a daughter of the Coptic, and was founded in the fourth century, by two 
missionaries from Alexandria, Frumentius and Aedesius. It presents a strange mixture of 
barbarism, ignorance, superstition, and Christianity. Its Ethiopic Bible, which dates perhaps from 
the first missionaries, includes in the Old Testament the apocryphal book of Enoch. The 
Chronicles of Axuma (the former capital of the country), dating from the fourth century, receive 
almost the same honor as the Bible. The council of Chalcedon is accounted an assembly of fools 
and heretics. The Abyssinian church has retained even more Jewish elements than the Coptic. It 
observes the Jewish Sabbath together with the Christian Sunday; it forbids the use of the flesh of 
swine and other unclean beasts; it celebrates a yearly feast of general lustration or rebaptizing of 
the whole nation; it retains the model of a sacred ark, called the ark of Zion, to which gifts and 
prayers are offered, and which forms the central point of public worship. It believes in the 
magical virtue of outward ceremonies, especially immersion, as the true regeneration. Singularly 
enough it honors Pontius Pilate as a saint, because be washed his hands of innocent blood. The 
endless controversies respecting the natures of Christ, which have died out elsewhere still rage 
there. The Abyssinians honor saints and pictures, but not images; crosses, but not the crucifix. 
Every priest carries a cross in his hand, and presents it to every one whom he meets, to be kissed. 
The numerous churches are small and dome-shaped above, and covered with reeds and straw. On 
the floor lie a number of staves and crutches, on which the people support themselves during the 
long service, as, like all the Orientals, they are without benches. Slight as are its remains of 



Christianity, Abyssinia still stands, in agriculture, arts, laws, and social condition, far above the 
heathen countries of Africa—a proof that even a barbaric Christianity is better than none. 
 
The influences of the West have penetrated even to Abyssinia. The missions of the Jesuits in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and of the Protestants in the nineteenth, have been 
prosecuted amidst many dangers and much self-denial, yet hitherto with but little success. {1701} 
 
III. The Armenians. These are the most numerous, interesting, and hopeful of the Monophysite 
sects, and now the most accessible to evangelical Protestantism. Their nationality reaches back 
into hoary antiquity, like Mount Ararat, at whose base lies their original home. They were 
converted to Christianity in the beginning of the fourth century, under King Tiridates, by Gregory 
the Enlightener, the first patriarch and ecclesiastical writer and the greatest saint of the 
Armenians. {1702} They were provided by him with monasteries and seminaries, and afterwards 
by Mesrob {1703} with a version of the Scriptures, made from the Greek with the help of the 
Syriac Peschito; which at the same time marks the beginning of the Armenian literature, since 
Mesrob had first to invent his alphabet. The Armenian canon has four books found in no other 
Bible; in the Old Testament, the History of Joseph and Asenath, and the Testament of the twelve 
Patriarchs, and in the New, the Epistle of the Corinthians to Paul and a Third, but spurious, 
Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians. The next oldest work in the Armenian language is the history 
of their land and people, by Moses Chorenensis, a half century later. 
 
The Armenians fell away from the church of the Greek Empire in 552, from which year they date 
their era. The Persians favored the separation on political grounds, but were themselves 
thoroughly hostile to Christianity, and endeavored to introduce the Zoroastrian religion into 
Armenia. The Armenian church, being left unrepresented at the council of Chalcedon through the 
accidental absence of its bishops, accepted in 491 the Henoticon of the emperor Zeno, and at the 
synod of Twin (Tevin or Tovin, the capital at that time), held A. D. 595, declared decidedly for 
the Monophysite doctrine. The Confessio Armenica, which in other respects closely resembles 
the Nicene Creed, is recited by the priest at every morning service. The Armenian church had for 
a long time only one patriarch or Catholicus, who at first resided in Sebaste, and afterwards in the 
monastery of Etschmiezin (Edschmiadsin), their holy city, at the foot of Mount Ararat, near 
Erivan (now belonging to Russia), and had forty-two archbishops under him. At his consecration 
the dead hand of Gregory the Enlightener is even yet always used, as the medium of tactual 
succession. Afterwards other patriarchal sees were established, at Jerusalem (in 1311), at Sis, in 
Cilicia (in 1440), and after the fall of the Greek empire in Constantinople (1461). {1704} In 637 
Armenia fell under Mohammedan dominion, and belongs now partly to Turkey and partly to 
Russia. But the varying fortunes and frequent oppressions of their country have driven many 
thousands of the Armenians abroad, and they are now scattered in other parts of Russia and 
Turkey, as well as in Persia, India, and Austria. 
 
The Armenians of the diaspora are mostly successful traders and brokers, and have become a 
nation and a church of merchant princes, holding great influence in Turkey. Their dispersion, and 
love of trade, their lack of political independence, their tenacious adherence to ancient national 
customs and rites, the oppressions to which they are exposed in foreign countries, and the 
influence which they nevertheless exercise upon these countries, make their position in the 
Orient, especially in Turkey, similar to that of the Jews in the Christian world. 
 
The whole number of the Armenians is very variously estimated, from two and a half up to fifteen 
millions. {1705} 
 



The Armenian church, it may be remarked, has long been divided into two parts, which, although 
internally very similar, are inflexibly opposed to each other. The united Armenians, since the 
council of Florence, A. D. 1439, have been connected with the church of Rome. To them belongs 
the congregation of the Mechitarists, which was founded by the Abbot Mechitar (1749), and 
possesses a famous monastery on the island of San Lazzaro near Venice, from which centre it has 
successfully labored since 1702 for Armenian literature and education in the interest of the 
Roman Catholic church. {1706} The schismatical Armenians hold firmly to their peculiar ancient 
doctrines and polity. They regard themselves as the orthodox, and call the united or Roman 
Armenians schismatics. 
 
Since 1830, the Protestant Missionary, Tract, and Bible societies of England, Basle, and the 
United States, have labored among the Armenians especially among the Monophysite portion, 
with great success, The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, {1707} in 
particular, has distributed Bibles and religious books in the Armenian and Armeno-Turkish 
{1708} language, and founded flourishing churches and schools in Constantinople, Broosa, 
Nicomedia, Trebizond, Erzroom, Aintab, Kharpoot, Diarbekir, and elsewhere. Several of these 
churches have already endured the crucial test of persecution, and justify bright hopes for the 
future. As the Jewish Synagogues of the diaspora were witnesses for monotheism among 
idolaters, and preparatory schools of Christianity, so are these Protestant Armenian churches, as 
well as the Protestant Nestorian, outposts of evangelical civilization in the East, and perhaps the 
beginning of a resurrection of primitive Christianity in the lands of the Bible and harbingers of 
the future conversion of the Mohammedans. {1709} 
 
IV. The youngest sect of the Monophysites, and the solitary memorial of the Monothelite 
controversy, are the Maronites, so called from St. Maron, and the eminent monastery founded by 
him in Syria (400). {1710} They inhabit the range of Lebanon, with its declivities and valleys, 
from Tripolis on the North to the neighborhood of Tyre and the lake of Gennesaret on the South, 
and amount at most to half a million. They have also small churches in Aleppo, Damascus, and 
other places. They are pure Syrians, and still use the Syriac language in their liturgy, but speak 
Arabic. They are subject to a patriarch, who commonly resides in the monastery of Kanobin on 
Mt. Lebanon. They were originally Monothelites, even after the doctrine of one will of Christ, 
which is the ethical complement of the doctrine of one nature, had been rejected at the sixth 
ecumenical Council (A. D. 680). But after the Crusades (1182), and especially after 1596, they 
began to go over to the Roman church, although retaining the communion under both kinds, their 
Syriac missal, the marriage of priests, and their traditional fast-days, with some saints of their 
own, especially St: Maron. 
 
From these came, in the eighteenth century, the three celebrated Oriental scholars, the Assemani, 
Joseph Simon (1768), his brother Joseph Aloysius, and their cousin Stephen Evodius. These were 
born on Mt. Lebanon, and educated at the Maronite college at Rome. 
 
There are also Maronites in Syria, who abhor the Roman church. {1711} 
 

IV. The Anthropological Controversies. 
 
WORKS ON THE PELAGIAN CONTROVERSY IN GENERAL. 
 
Sources: 
 



I. Pelagius: Expositiones in epistolas Paulinas (composed before 410); Epistola ad Demetriadem, 
in 30 chapters (written A. D. 413); Libellus fidei ad Innocentium I. (417, also falsely called 
Explanatio Symboli ad Damasum). These three works have been preserved complete, as supposed 
works of Jerome, and have been incorporated in the Opera of this father (tom. xi. ed. of 
Vallarsius). Of the other writings of Pelagius (De natura; Deuteronomy libero arbitrio; Capitula; 
Epist. ad Innocent. I., which accompanied the Libellus fidei), we have only fragments in the 
works of his opponents, especially Augustine. In like manner we have only fragments of the 
writings of Coelestius: Definitiones; Symbolum ad Zosimum; and of Julianus of Eclanum: Libri 
iv. ad Turbantium episcopum contra Augustini primum de nuptiis; Libri viii. ad Florum contra 
Augustini secundum de nuptiis. Large and literal extracts in the extended replies of Augustine to 
Julian 
 
II. Augustinus: Deuteronomy peccatorum meritis et remissione (412); Deuteronomy spiritu et 
litera (418); Deuteronomy natura et gratia (415); Deuteronomy gestis Pelagii (417); Deuteronomy 
gratia Christi et de peccato originali (418); Deuteronomy nuptiis et concupiscentia (419); Contra 
duas Epistolas Pelagianorum (420); Contra Julianum, libri vi. (421); Opus imperfectum contra 
Julianum (429); Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio (426 or 427); Deuteronomy correptione et 
gratia (427) Deuteronomy praedestinatione sanctorum (428 or 429); Deuteronomy dono 
perseverantivae (429); and other anti-Pelagian writings, which are collected in the 10th volume of 
his Opera, in two divisions, ed. Bened. Par. 1690, and again Venet. 1733. (it is the Venice Bened. 
edition from which I have quoted throughout in this section. In Migne’s edition of Aug., Par. 
1841, the anti-Pelagian writings form likewise the tenth tomus of 1912 pages.) Hieronymus: Ep. 
133 (in Vallarsi’s, and in Migne’s ed.; or, Ep. 43 in the Bened. ed.) ad Ctesiphontem (315); 
Dialogi contra Pelagianos, libri iii. (Opera, ed. Vallars. vol. ii. f. 693-806, and ed. Migne, ii. 495-
590). P. Orosius: Apologeticus c. Pelag. libri iii. (Opera, ed. Haverkamp). MariusMercator, a 
learned Latin monk in Constantinople (428-451): Commonitoria, 429, 431 (ed. Baluz. Paris, 
1684, and Migne, Par. 1846). Collection of the Acta in Mansi, tom. iv. 
 
Literature: 
 
Gerh. Joh. Vossius: Hist. de controversiis, quas Pelagius ejusque reliquiae moverunt, libri vii. 
Lugd. Batav. 1618 (auct. ed. Amstel. 1655). Cardinal Henr. Norisius: Historia Pelagiana et 
dissert. de Synodo Quinta Oecumen. Batavii, 1673, fol. (and in Opera, Veron. 1729, i.). Garnier 
(Jesuit): Dissert. vii. quibus integra continentur Pelagianorum hist. (in his ed. of the Opera of 
Marius Mercator, i. 113). The Praefatio to the 10th vol. of the Benedictine edition of Augustine’s 
Opera. Corn. Jansenius (1638): Augustinus, sive doctrina S. Augustini de humanae naturae 
sanitate, aegritudine, medicina, adv. Pelagianos et Massilienses. Lovan. 1640, fol. (He read 
Augustine twenty times, and revived his system in the Catholic church.) Tillemont: Memoires, 
etc. Tom. xiii. pp. 1-1075, which is entirely devoted to the life of Augustine. Ch. Wilh. Fr. Walch: 
Ketzerhistorie. Leipz. 1770. Bd. iv. and v. Schrockh: Kirchengeschichte. Parts xiv. and xv. 
(1790). G. F. Wiggers (sen.): Versuch einer pragmatischen Darstellung des Augustinismus und 
Pelagianismus, in zwei Theilen. Hamburg, 1833. (The first part appeared 1821 in Berlin; the 
second, which treats of Semi-Pelagianism, in 1833 at Hamburg. The common title-page bears 
date 1833. The first part has also been translated into English by Prof. Emerson, Andover, 1840). 
J. L. Jacobi: Die Lehre des Pelagius. Leipzig, 1842. F. Bohringer: Die Kirche Christi in 
Biographien. Bd. #1 3, pp. 444-626, Zurich, 1845. Gieseler: Kirchengeschichte. Bd. i. Abth. 2 pp. 
106-131 (4th ed. 1845, entirely favorable to Pelagianism). Neander: Kirchengeschichte. Bd. iv. 
(2d ed. 1847, more Augustinian). Schaff: The Pelagian Controversy, in the Bibliotheca Sacra, 
Andover, May, 1848 (No. xviii.). Theod. Gangauf: Metaphysische Psychologie des heiligen 
Augustinus. Augsb. 1852. Thorough, but not completed. H. HartMilman: History of Latin 
Christianity. New York, 1860, vol. i. ch. ii. pp. 164-194. Jul. Muller: Die christliche Lehre von 



der Sunde. Bresl. 1838, 5th ed. 1866, 2 vols. (An English translation by Pulsford, Edinburgh.) 
Thesame: Der Pelagianismus. Berlin, 1854. (A brief, but admirable essay.) Hefele: 
Conciliengeschichte. Bd. ii. 1856, p. 91 ff. W. Cunningham: Historical Theology. Edinburgh, 
1863, vol. i, pp. 321-358. Fr. Worter (R.C.): Der Pelagianismus nach seinem Ursprung und seiner 
Lehre. Freiburg, 1866. Nourrisson: La philosophie de S. Augustin. Par. 1866, 2 vols. (vol. i. 452 
ff.; ii. 352 ff.). Comp. also the literature in 178, and the relevant chapters in the Doctrine-
Histories of Munscher, Baumgarten-Crusius, Hagenbach, Neander, Baur, Beck, Shedd. 
 
{1691} Laymen are allowed to marry twice, but a third marriage is regarded as fornication. 
 
{1692} Comp. Acts 15:20. The Latin church saw in this ordinance of the apostolic council merely 
a temporary measure during the existence of Jewish Christianity. 
 
{1693} Ecumenical, i.e., not restricted to any particular province. 
 
{1694} From his beggarly clothing. Baradai signifies in Arabic and Syriac horse blanket, of 
coarse cloth, and tzavnzalon is vile aliquid et tritum (see Rodiger in Herzog’s Encycl. vi. 401). 
 
{1695} 2 Samuel 2:18. 
 
{1696} From aiguptov, Guptos, and not, as some suppose, from the town Koptos, nor from an 
abbreviation of Jacobite. They are the most ancient, but Christian Egyptians, in distinction from 
the Pharaonic (Chem), those of the Old Testament (Mizrim), the Macedonian or Greek (aig) and 
the modem Arab Egyptians (Misr). 
 
{1697} Of this latter H. Tattam and P. Botticher (1852) have lately published considerable 
fragments. 
 
{1698} From the Hebrew melech, king. 
 
{1699} So that even their Arabic historian Makrzi was moved to compassion for them. 
 
{1700} A detailed, but very unfavorable description of the Copts is given by Edward W. Lane in 
his "Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians," 1833. Notwithstanding this they stand 
higher than the other Egyptians. A. P. Stanley (Hist. of the Eastern Church, p. 95) says of them: 
"The Copts are still, even in their degraded state, the most civilized of the natives: the intelligence 
of Egypt still lingers in the Coptic scribes, who are on this account used as clerks in the offices of 
their conquerors, or as registrars of the water-marks of the Nile." Comp. also the occasional 
notices of the Copts in the Egyptological writings of Wilkinson, Bunsen, Lepsius, Brugsch, and 
others. 
 
{1701} Especially worthy of note are the labors of the Basle missionaries, Samuel Gobat (now 
Anglican bishop in Jerusalem), Kugler, Isenberg, Blumhardt, and Krapf since 1830. Comp. Gobat 
in the Basler Missionsmagazin for 1834, Part 1 and 2. Isenberg: Abyssinien und die evangelische 
Mission, Bonn, 1844, 2 Bde. and Isenberg and Krapf: Journals, 1843. Also Harris: Highlands of 
Ethiopia 1844. The imported fragments of an Abyssinian translation of the Bible, dating from the 
fourth or fifth century, have drawn the attention of Westem scholars. Prof. A. Dillmann (now in 
Giessen) has since 1854 published the Aethiopic Old Testament, a grammar, and a lexicon of the 
Aethiopic language. Of the older works on Abyssinia the principal are Ludolphus: Historia 
Aethiopica, Frankf. 1681; Geddes: Church History of Aethiopia, Lond. 1696, and LaCroze: 



Histoire du Christianisme d’Ethiopie et d’Armenie, La Haye, 1739. They have all drawn their 
principal materials from the Jesuits, especially from the general history of Tellez, published 1660. 
 
{1702} Fwtisthv, Illuminator. He was married and had several sons. He was urgently invited to 
the Nicene council, but sent his son Aristax in his stead, to whom he resigned his office, and then 
withdrew himself for the rest of his life into a mountain-cave. There are homilies of his still 
extant, which were first printed in 1737 in Constantinople. 
 
{1703} Called Mesrop, Mjesrob, Mjesrop, and Marchtoz. Comp. respecting this man and the 
origin of the Armenian version of the Bible, the chronicle of his pupil, Moses Chorenensis, and 
the article by Petermann in Herzog’s Encycl. Bd. ix. p. 370 ff. 
 
{1704} Respecting the patriarchal and metropolitan sees and the bishoprics of the Armenians, 
comp. Le Quien, tom. i., and Wiltsch, Kirchliche Geographie und Statistik, ii. p. 375 ff. 
 
{1705} Stanley (History of the Eastern Church, p. 92), supported by Neale and Haxthausen 
(Transcaucasia), estimates the number of the Armenians at over eight millions. But Dr. G. W. 
Wood, of New York, formerly a missionary among them, informs me that their total number 
probably does not exceed six millions, of whom about two and a half millions are probably in 
Turkey. 
 
{1706} Comp. C. F. Neumann: Geschichte der armenischen Literatur nach den Werken der 
Mechitaristen, Leipzig, 1836. The chief work of the Mechitarists is the history of Armenia, by P. 
Michael Tschamtschean (1823), in three vols., Venice, 1784. 
 
{1707} This oldest and most extensive of American missionary societies was founded A. D. 1810, 
and is principally supported by the Congregationalists and New School Presbyterians. 
 
{1708} The Armeno-Turkish is the Turkish language written in Armenian characters. 
 
{1709} Compare, respecting the Armenian mission of the American Board, the publications of 
this Society; EliSmith and H. G. O. Dwight: Missionary Researches in Armenia, Boston, 1833; 
Dr. H. G. O. Dwight: Christianity revived in the East, New York, 1850; H. Newcomb: 
Cyclopaedia of Missions, pp. 124-154. The principal missionaries among the Armenians are H. 
G. O. Dwight, W. Goodell, C. Hamlin, G. W. Wood, F. Riggs, D. Ladd, P. O. Powers, W. G. 
Schauffler (a Wurtemberger, but educated at the Theol. Seminary of Andover, Mass.), and Benj. 
Schneider (a German from Pennsylvania, but likewise a graduate of Andover). 
 
{1710} He is probably the same Maron whose life Theodoret wrote, and to whom Chrysostom 
addressed a letter when in exile. He is not to be confounded with the later John Maron, of the 
seventh century, who, according to the legendary traditions of the catholic Maronites, acting as 
papal legate at Antioch, converted the whole of Lebanon to the Roman church, and became their 
first patriarch. T he name "Maronites" occurs first in the eighth century, and that as a name of 
heretics, in John of Damascus. 
 
{1711} Respecting the present condition of the Maronites, comp. also Robinson’s Palestine, 
Ritter’s Erdkunde, Bd. xvii. Abtheil. 1, and Rodiger’s article in Herzog’s Encycl. Bd. x. p. 176 ff. 
A few years ago (1860), the Maronites drew upon themselves the sympathies of Christendom by 
the cruelties which their old hereditary enemies, the Druses, perpetrated upon them.  



 



146. Character of the Pelagian Controversy. 
 
While the Oriental Church was exhausting her energies in the Christological controversies, and, 
with the help of the West, was developing the ecumenical doctrine of the person of Christ, the 
Latin church was occupied with the great anthropological and soteriological questions of sin and 
grace, and was bringing to light great treasures of truth, without either help from the Eastern 
church or influence upon her. The third ecumenical council, it is true, condemned Pelagianism, 
but without careful investigation, and merely on account of its casual connection with 
Nestorianism. The Greek historians, Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, and Evagrius, although they 
treat of that period, take not the slightest notice of the Pelagian controversies. In this fact we see 
the predominantly practical character of the West, in contradistinction to the contemplative and 
speculative East. Yet the Christological and anthropologico-soteriological controversies are 
vitally connected, since Christ became man for the redemption of man. The person and the work 
of the Redeemer presuppose on the one hand man’s capability of redemption, and on the other his 
need of redemption. Manichaeism denies the former, Pelagianism the latter. In opposition to these 
two fundamental anthropological heresies, the church was called to develope the whole truth. 
 
Before Augustine the anthropology of the church was exceedingly crude and indefinite. There 
was a general agreement as to the apostasy and the moral accountability of man, the terrible curse 
of sin, and the necessity of redeeming grace; but not as to the extent of native corruption, and the 
relation of human freedom to divine grace in the work of regeneration and conversion. The 
Greek, and particularly the Alexandrian fathers, in opposition to the dualism and fatalism of the 
Gnostic systems, which made evil a necessity of nature, laid great stress upon human freedom, 
and upon the indispensable cooperation of this freedom with divine grace; while the Latin fathers, 
especially Tertullian and Cyprian, Hilary and Ambrose, guided rather by their practical 
experience than by speculative principles, emphasized the hereditary sin and hereditary guilt of 
man, and the sovereignty of God’s grace, without, however, denying freedom and individual 
accountability. {1712} The Greek church adhered to her undeveloped synergism, {1713} which 
coordinates the human will and divine grace as factors in the work of conversion; the Latin 
church, under the influence of Augustine, advanced to the system of a divine, monergism, {1714} 
which gives God all the glory, and makes freedom itself a result of grace; while Pelagianism, on 
the contrary, represented the principle of a human monergism, which ascribes the chief merit of 
conversion to man, and reduces grace to a mere external auxiliary. After Augustine’s death, 
however the intermediate system of Semi-Pelagianism, akin to the Greek synergism, became 
prevalent in the West. 
 
Pelagius and Augustine, in whom these opposite forms of monergism were embodied, are 
representative men, even more strictly than Arius and Athanasius before them, or Nestorius and 
Cyril after them. The one, a Briton, more than once convulsed the world by his errors; the other, 
an African, more than once by his truths. They represented principles and tendencies, which, in 
various modifications, extend through the whole history of the church, and reappear in its 
successive epochs. The Gottschalk controversy in the ninth century, the Reformation, the 
synergistic controversy in the Lutheran church, the Arminian in the Reformed, and the Jansenistic 
in the Roman Catholic, only reproduce the same great contest in new and specific aspects. Each 
system reflects the personal character and experience of its author. Pelagius was an upright monk, 
who without inward conflicts won for himself, in the way of tranquil development, a legal piety 
which knew neither the depths of sin nor the heights of 
 
grace. Augustine, on the other hand, passed through sharp convulsions and bitter conflicts, till he 
was overtaken by the unmerited grace of God, and created anew to a life of faith and love. 



Pelagius had a singularly clear, though contracted mind, and an earnest moral purpose, but no 
enthusiasm for lofty ideals; and hence he found it not hard to realize his lower standard of 
holiness. Augustine had a bold and soaring intellect, and glowing heart, and only found peace 
after he had long been tossed by the waves of passion; he had tasted all the misery of sin, and 
then all the glory of redemption, and this experience qualified him to understand and set forth 
these antagonistic powers far better than his opponent, and with a strength and fulness surpassed 
only by the inspired apostle Paul. Indeed, Augustine, of all the fathers, most resembles, in 
experience and doctrine, this very apostle, and stands next to him in his influence upon the 
Reformers. 
 
The Pelagian controversy turns upon the mighty antithesis of sin and grace. It embraces the whole 
cycle of doctrine respecting the ethical and religious relation of man to God, and includes, 
therefore, the doctrines of human freedom, of the primitive state, of the fall, of regeneration and 
conversion, of the eternal purpose of redemption, and of the nature and operation of the grace of 
God. It comes at last to the question, whether redemption is chiefly a work of God or of man; 
whether man needs to be born anew, or merely improved. The soul of the Pelagian system is 
human freedom; the soul of the Augustinian is divine grace. Pelagius starts from the natural man, 
and works up, by his own exertions, to righteousness and holiness. Augustine despairs of the 
moral sufficiency of man, and derives the now life and all power for good from the creative grace 
of God. The one system proceeds from the liberty of choice to legalistic piety; the other from the 
bondage of sin to the evangelical liberty of the children of God. To the former Christ is merely a 
teacher and example, and grace an external auxiliary to the development of the native powers of 
man; to the latter he is also Priest and King, and grace a creative principle, which begets, 
nourishes, and consummates a new life. The former makes regeneration and conversion a gradual 
process of the strengthening and perfecting of human virtue; the latter makes it a complete 
transformation, in which the old disappears and all becomes new. The one loves to admire the 
dignity and strength of man; the other loses itself in adoration of the glory and omnipotence of 
God. The one flatters natural pride, the other is a gospel for penitent publicans and sinners. 
Pelagianism begins with self-exaltation and ends with the sense of self-deception and impotency. 
Augustinianism casts man first into the dust of humiliation and despair, in order to lift him on the 
wings of grace to supernatural strength, and leads him through the hell of self-knowledge up to 
the heaven of the knowledge of God. The Pelagian system is clear, sober, and intelligible, but 
superficial; the Augustinian sounds the depths of knowledge and experience, and renders 
reverential homage to mystery. The former is grounded upon the philosophy of common sense, 
which is indispensable for ordinary life, but has no perception of divine things; the latter is 
grounded upon the philosophy of the regenerate reason, which breaks through the limits of nature, 
and penetrates the depths of divine revelation. The former starts with the proposition: Intellectus 
praecedit fidem; the latter with the opposite maxim: Fides praecedit intellectum. Both make use 
of the Scriptures; the one, however, conforming them to reason, the other subjecting reason to 
them. Pelagianism has an unmistakable affinity with rationalism, and supplies its practical side. 
To the natural will of the former system corresponds the natural reason of the latter; and as the 
natural will, according to Pelagianism, is competent to good, so is the natural reason, according to 
rationalism, competent to the knowledge of the truth. All rationalists are Pelagian in their 
anthropology; but Pelagius and Coelestius were not consistent, and declared their agreement with 
the traditional orthodoxy in all other doctrines, though without entering into their deeper meaning 
and connection. Even divine mysteries may be believed in a purely external, mechanical way, by 
inheritance from the past, as the history of theology, especially in the East, abundantly proves. 
 
The true solution of the difficult question respecting the relation of divine grace to human 
freedom in the work of conversion, is not found in the denial of either factor; for this would either 
elevate man to the dignity of a self-redeemer, or degrade him to an irrational machine, and would 



ultimately issue either in fatalistic pantheism or in atheism; but it must be sought in such a 
reconciliation of the two factors as gives full weight both to the sovereignty of God and to the 
responsibility of man, yet assigns a preaminence to the divine agency corresponding to the 
infinite exaltation of the Creator and Redeemer above the sinful creature. And although 
Angustine’s solution of the problem is not altogether satisfactory, and although in his zeal against 
the Pelagian error he has inclined to the opposite extreme; yet in all essential points, he has the 
Scriptures, especially the Epistles of Paul, as well as Christian experience, and the profoundest 
speculation, on his side. Whoever reads the tenth volume of his works, which contains his Anti-
Pelagian writings in more than fourteen hundred folio columns (in the Benedictine edition), will 
be moved to wonder at the extraordinary wealth of thought and experience treasured in them for 
all time; especially if he considers that Augustine, at the breaking out of the Pelagian controversy, 
was already fifty-seven years old, and had passed through the Manichaen and Donatist 
controversies. Such giants in theology could only arise in an age when this queen of the sciences 
drew into her service the whole mental activity of the time. 
 
The Pelagian controversy was conducted with as great an expenditure of mental energy, and as 
much of moral and religious earnestness, but with less passion and fewer intrigues, than the 
Trinitarian and Christological conflicts in the East. In the foreground stood the mighty genius and 
pure zeal of Augustine, who never violated theological dignity, and, though of thoroughly 
energetic convictions, had a heart full of love. Yet even he yielded so far to the intolerant spirit of 
his time as to justify the repression of the Donatist and Pelagian errors by civil penalties. 
 
{1712} On the anthropology of the ante-Nicene and Nicene fathers, comp. the relevant sections in 
the larger works on Doctrine History, and Wiggers, l. c. vol. l. p. 407 ff. 
 
{1713} From sun, and ergon. There are, it may be remarked, different forms of synergism. The 
synergism of Melanchthon subordinates the human activity to the divine, and assigns to grace the 
initiative in the work of conversion. 
 
{1714} From monon and ergon.  

 



147. External History of the Pelagian Controversy, A. D. 411-431. 
 
Pelagius {1715} was a simple monk, born about the middle of the fourth century in Britain, the 
extremity of the then civilized world. He was a man of clear intellect, mild disposition, learned 
culture, and spotless character; even Augustine. with all his abhorrence of his doctrines, 
repeatedly speaks respectfully of the man. {1716} He studied the Greek theology, especially that 
of the Antiochian school, and early showed great zeal for the improvement of himself and of the 
world. But his morality was not so much the rich, deep life of faith, as it was the external 
legalism, the ascetic self-discipline and self-righteousness of monkery. It was characteristic, that, 
even before the controversy, he took great offence at the well-known saying of Augustine: "Give 
what thou commandest, and command what thou wilt." {1717} He could not conceive, that the 
power to obey the commandment must come from the same source as the commandment itself. 
Faith, with him, was hardly more than a theoretical belief; the main thing in religion was moral 
action, the keeping of the commandments of God by one’s own strength. This is also shown in 
the introductory remarks of his letter to Demetrias, a noble Roman nun, of the gens Anicia, in 
which he describes a model virgin as a proof of the excellency of human nature: "As often as I 
have to speak concerning moral improvement and the leading of a holy life, I am accustomed first 
to set forth the power and quality of human nature, and to show what it can accomplish. {1718} 
For never are we able to enter upon the path of the virtues, unless hope, as companion, draws us 
to them. For every longing after anything dies within us, so soon as we despair of attaining that 
thing." 
 
In the year 409, Pelagius, already advanced in life, was in Rome, and composed a brief 
commentary on the Epistles of Paul. This commentary, which has been preserved among the 
works of Jerome, displays a clear and sober exegetical talent. {1719} He labored quietly and 
peacefully for the improvement of the corrupt morals of Rome, and converted the advocate 
Coelestius, of distinguished, but otherwise unknown birth, to his monastic life, and to his views. 
It was from this man, younger, more skilful in argument, more ready for controversy, and more 
rigorously consistent than his teacher, that the controversy took its rise. Pelagius was the moral 
author, Coelestius the intellectual author, of the system represented by them. {1720} They did not 
mean actually to found a new system, but believed themselves in accordance with Scripture and 
established doctrine. They were more concerned with the ethical side of Christianity than with the 
dogmatic; but their endeavor after moral perfection was based upon certain views of the natural 
power of the will, and these views proved to be in conflict with anthropological principles which 
had been developed in the African church for the previous ten years under the influence of 
Augustine. 
 
In the year 411, the two friends, thus united in sentiment, left Rome, to escape the dreaded Gothic 
King Alaric, and went to Africa. They passed through Hippo, intending to visit Augustine, but 
found that he was just then at Carthage, occupied with the Donatists. Pelagius wrote him a very 
courteous letter, which Augustine answered in a similar tone; intimating, however, the 
importance of holding the true doctrine concerning sin. "Pray for me," he said, "that God may 
really make me that which you already take me to be." Pelagius soon proceeded to Palestine. 
Coelestius applied for presbyters’ orders in Carthage, the very place where he had most reason to 
expect opposition. This inconsiderate step brought on the crisis. He gained many friends, it is 
true, by his talents and his ascetic zeal, but at the same time awakened suspicion by his novel 
opinions. 
 
The deacon Paulinus of Milan, who was just then in Carthage, and who shortly afterwards at the 
request of Augustine wrote the life of Ambrose, warned the bishop Aurelius against Coelestius, 



and at a council held by Aurelius at Carthage in 412, {1721} appeared as his accuser. Six or seven 
errors, he asserted he had found in the writings of Coelestius: 
 
1. Adam was created mortal, and would have died, even if he had not sinned. 
 
2. Adam’s fall injured himself alone, not the human race. 
 
3. Children come into the world in the same condition in which Adam was before the fall. 
 
4. The human race neither dies in consequence of Adam’s fall, nor rises again in consequence of 
Christ’s resurrection. 
 
5. Unbaptized children, as well as others, are saved. {1722} 
 
6. The law, as well as the gospel, leads to the kingdom of heaven. 
 
7. Even before Christ there were sinless men. 
 
The principal propositions were the second and third, which are intimately connected, and which 
afterwards became the especial subject of controversy. 
 
Coelestius returned evasive answers. He declared the propositions to be speculative questions of 
the schools, which did not concern the substance of the faith, and respecting which different 
opinions existed in the church. He refused to recant the errors charged upon him, and the synod 
excluded him from the communion of the church. He immediately went to Ephesus, and was 
there ordained presbyter. 
 
Augustine had taken no part personally in these transactions. But as the Pelagian doctrines found 
many adherents even in Africa and in Sicily, he wrote several treatises in refutation of them so 
early as 412 and 415, expressing himself, however, with respect and forbearance. {1723} 
 
{1715} His British name is said to have been Morgan, that is, Of the sea, Marigena, in Greek 
Pelavgio. 
 
{1716} Comp. the passages where Augustine speaks of Pelagius, in Wiggers, l. c. i. p. 35 f. Yet 
Augustine, not without reason, accuses him of duplicity, on account of his conduct at the synod of 
Diospolis in Palestine. Wiggers (i. p. 40) says of him: "it must be admitted that Pelagius was not 
always sufficiently straightforward; that he did not always express his views without ambiguity; 
that, in fact, he sometimes in synods condemned opinions which were manifestly his own. This 
may have arisen, it is true, in great part from his love of peace and the slight value which he 
attached to theoretical opinions." 
 
{1717} "Da quod jubes, et jube quod vis," Confess. l. x. c. 29, et passim. Augustine himself 
relates the above-mentioned fact, Deuteronomy dono persev. c. 20 (or 53, tom. x. f. 851): "Quae 
mea verba, Pelagius Romae, cum a quodam fratre et coapiscopo meo fuissent eo praesente 
commemorata, ferre non potuit, et contradicens aliquanto commotius pene cum eo, qui illa 
commemoraverat, litigavit." 
 
{1718} "Soleo prius humanae naturae vim qualitatemque monstrare, et quid efficere possit, 
ostendere." Ep. ad Demetr. c. 2. 
 



{1719} It found its way among the works of Jerome (tom. xi. ed. Vallars., and in Migne’s edition, 
tom. xi. f. 643-902) before the breaking out of the controversy, but has received doctrinal 
emendations from Cassiodorus, at least in the Epistle to the Romans. The confounding of 
Pelagius with Jerome arose partly from his accommodation to the ecclesiastical terminology, 
partly from his actual agreement with the prevailing tendency of monasticism. It is remarkable 
that both wrote an ascetic letter to the nun Demetrias. Comp. Jerome, Ep. 130 (ed. Vallarsi, and 
Migne, or 97 in the Bened. ed.) ad Demetriadem de servanda Virginitate (written in 414). She had 
also correspondence with Augustine. Semler has published the letters of Augustine, Jerome, and 
Pelagius to Demetrias in a separate form (Halle, 1775). Some have also ascribed to Pelagius the 
ascetic Epistola ad Celantiam matronam de ratione pie vivendi, which, like his Ep. ad 
Demetriadem, has found its way into the Epistles of Jerome (Ep. 148 in Vallarsi’s ed. tom. i. 
1095, and in Migne’s ed. tom. i. 1204). The monasticism of Pelagius, however, was much cooler, 
more sober, and more philosophical than that of the enthusiastic Jerome, inclined as he was to all 
manner of extravagances. 
 
{1720} To this extent Pelagius and Coelestius appear to sustain a relation to Pelagianism similar 
to that which Dr. Pusey and John Henry Newman did to Puseyism. Jerome (in his letter to 
Ctesiphon) says of Coelestius, that he was, although the disciple of Pelagius, yet teacher and 
leader of the whole array (magister et totius ductor exercitus). Augustine calls Pelagius more 
dissembling and crafty, Coelestius more frank and open (De peccato orig. c. 12). Marius Mercator 
ascribes to Coelestius an incredibilis loquacitas. But Augustine and Julian of Eclanum also 
mutually reproach each other with a vagabunda loquacitas. 
 
{1721} According to Mansi and the common view. The brothers Ballerini and Hefele (ii. 91) 
decide in favor of the year 411. The incomplete Acta of the council are found in Mansi, tom. iv. 
fol. 289 sqq., and in the Commonitorium Marii Mercatoris ibidem, f. 293. 
 
{1722} Marius Mercator, it is true, does not cite this proposition among the others, f. 292, but he 
brings it up subsequently, f. 296: "In ipsa autem accusatione capitulorum, quae eidem Pelagio 
tum objecta sunt, etiam haec continentur, cum aliis execrandis, quae Coelestius ejus discipulus 
sentiebat, id est, infantes etiamsi non baptizentur, habere vitam aeternam." 
 
{1723} Deuteronomy peccatorum meritis et remissione; Deuteronomy spiritu et liters; 
Deuteronomy natura et gratia; Deuteronomy perfectione justitiae hominis.  

 



148. The Pelagian Controversy in Palestine. 
 
Meanwhile, in 414, the controversy broke out in Palestine, where Pelagius was residing, and 
where he had aroused attention by a letter to the nun Demetrias. His opinions gained much wider 
currency there, especially among the Origenists; for the Oriental church had not been at all 
affected by the Augustinian views, and accepted the two ideas of freedom and grace, without 
attempting to define their precise relation to each other. But just then there happened to be in 
Palestine two Western theologians, Jerome and Orosius; and they instituted opposition to 
Pelagius. 
 
Jerome, who lived a monk at Bethlehem, was at first decidedly favorable to the synergistic theory 
of the Greek fathers, but at the same time agreed with Ambrose and Augustine in the doctrine of 
the absolutely universal corruption of sin. {1724} But from an enthusiastic admirer of Origen he 
had been changed to a bitter enemy. The doctrine of Pelagius concerning free will and the moral 
ability of human nature he attributed to the influence of Origen and Rufinus; and he took as a 
personal insult an attack of Pelagius on some of his writings. {1725} He therefore wrote against 
him, though from wounded pride and contempt he did not even mention his name; first in a letter 
answering inquiries of a certain Ctesiphon at Rome (415); {1726} then more at length in a 
dialogue of three books against the Pelagians, written towards the end of the year 415, and soon 
after the acquittal of Pelagius by the synod of Jerusalem. {1727} Yet in this treatise and elsewhere 
Jerome himself teaches the freedom of the will, and only a conditional predestination of divine 
foreknowledge, and thus, with all his personal bitterness against the Pelagians, stands on Semi-
Pelagian ground, though Augustine eulogizes the dialogue. {1728} 
 
A young Spanish ecclesiastic, Paul Orosius, was at that time living with Jerome for the sake of 
more extended study, and had been sent to him by Augustine with letters relating to the 
Origenistic and Pelagian controversy. 
 
At a diocesan synod, convoked by the bishop John of Jerusalem in June, 415, {1729} this Orosius 
appeared against Pelagius, and gave information that a council at Carthage had condemned 
Coelestius, and that Augustine had written against his errors. Pelagius answered with evasion and 
disparagement: "What matters Augustine to me?" Orosius gave his opinion, that a man who 
presumed to speak contumeliously of the bishop to whom the whole North African church owed 
her restoration (alluding apparently to the settlement of the Donatist controversies), deserved to 
be excluded from the communion of the whole church. John, who was a great admirer of the 
condemned Origen, and made little account of the authority of Augustine, declared: "I am 
Augustine," {1730} and undertook the defence of the accused. He permitted Pelagius, although 
only a monk and layman, to take his seat among the presbyters. {1731} Nor did he find fault with 
Pelagius’ assertion, that man can easily keep the commandments of God, and become free from 
sin, after the latter had conceded, in a very indefinite manner, that for this the help of God is 
necessary. Pelagius had the advantage of understanding both languages, while John spoke only 
Greek, Orosius only Latin, and the interpreter often translated inaccurately. After much 
discussion it was resolved, that the matter should be laid before the Roman bishop, Innocent, 
since both parties in the controversy belonged to the Western church. Meanwhile these should 
refrain from all further attacks on each other. 
 
A second Palestinian council resulted still more favorably to Pelagius. This consisted of fourteen 
bishops, and was held at Diospolis or Lydda, in December of the same year, under the presidency 
of Eulogius, bishop of Caesarea, to judge of an accusation preferred by two banished bishops of 
Gaul, Heros and Lazarus, acting in concert with Jerome. {1732} The charges were unskilfully 



drawn up, and Pelagius was able to avail himself of equivocations, and to condemn as folly, 
though not as heresy, the teachings of Coelestius, which were also his own. The synod, of which 
John of Jerusalem was a member, did not go below the surface of the question, nor in fact 
understand it, but acquitted the accused of all heresy. Jerome is justified in calling this a 
"miserable synod;" {1733} although Augustine is also warranted in saying: "it was not heresy, 
that was there acquitted, but the man who denied the heresy." {1734} 
 
Jerome’s polemical zeal against the Pelagians cost him dear. In the beginning of the year 416, a 
mob of Pelagianizing monks, ecclesiastics, and vagabonds broke into his monastery at 
Bethlehem, maltreated the inmates, set the building on fire, and compelled the aged scholar to 
take to flight. Bishop John of Jerusalem let this pass unpunished. No wonder that Jerome, even 
during the last years of his life, in several epistles indulges in occasional sallies of anger against 
Pelagius, whom he calls a second Catiline. 
 
{1724} Compare, respecting his relation to Pelagianism, O. Zockler: Hieronymus (1865), p. 310 
ff. and p. 420 ff. 
 
{1725} Comp. Jerome: Praefat. libri i. in Jeremiam (Opera, ed. Vallarsi, tom. iv. 834 sq.), where 
he speaks very contemptuously of Pelagius: "Nuper indoctus calumniator erupit, qui 
commentarios meos in epistolam Pauli ad Ephesios reprehendendos putat." Soon afterwards he 
designates Grunnius, i.e., Rufinus, as his praecursor, and thus connects him with the Origenistic 
heresies. Pelagius had also expressed himself unfavorably respecting his translation of the Old 
Testament from the Hebrew. 
 
{1726} Epist. 133 ad Ctesiphont. Adv. Pelag. (Opera, i. 1025-1042). 
 
{1727} Dialogus c. Pelag. (Opera, tom. ii. 693-806). 
 
{1728} Op. imperf. contra Jul. iv. 88, where he says of it: Mira et ut talem fidem decebat, 
venustate composuit. The judgment is just as to the form, but too favorable as to the contents of 
this dialogue. Comp. Zockler, Hieronymus, p. 428. 
 
{1729} The Acta of the Conventus Hierosolymitanus, according to a report of Orosius, in his 
Apologia pro libertate arbitrii, cap. 3 and 4, are found in Mansi, iv. 301 sqq. 
 
{1730} "Augustinus ego sum." To this Orosius replied not infelicitously: "Si Angustini personam 
sumis, Augustini sententiam sequere." Mansi, iv. 308. 
 
{1731} Orosius was much scandalized by the fact that a bishop should order "laicum in consessu 
presbyterorum, reum haereseos manifestae in medio catholicorum sedere." 
 
{1732} The scattered accounts of the Concilium Diospolitanum are collected in Mansi, tom. iv. 
311 sqq. Comp. Hefele, ii. p. 95 ff. 
 
{1733} "Quidquid in illa miserabili synodo Diospolitana dixisse se denegat, in hoc opere 
confitetur," he wrote, A. D. 419, in a letter to Augustine (Ep. 143, ed. Vallars. tom. i. 1067). 
Comp. Mansi, iv. 315. 
 
{1734} Comp. Augustine, Deuteronomy gestis Pelagii, c. 1 sqq. (tom. x. fol. 192 sqq.). Pope 
innocent I. (402-417) wrote a consoling letter to Jerome, and a letter of reproof to John of 
Jerusalem for his inaction. Epp. 136 and 137 in Jerome’s Epistles.  



 



149. Position of the Roman Church. Condemnation of Pelagianism. 
 
The question took another turn when it was brought before the Roman see. Two North African 
synods, in 416, one at Carthage and one at Mileve (now Mela), again condemned the Pelagian 
error, and communicated their sentence to pope Innocent. {1735} A third and more confidential 
letter was addressed to him by five North African bishops, of whom Augustine was one. {1736} 
Pelagius also sent him a letter and a confession of faith, which, however, were not received in due 
time. 
 
Innocent understood both the controversy and the interests of the Roman see. He commended the 
Africans for having addressed themselves to the church of St. Peter, before which it was seemly 
that all the affairs of Christendom should be brought; he expressed his full agreement with the 
condemnation of Pelagius, Coelestius, and their adherents; but he refrained from giving judgment 
respecting the synod of Diospolis. {1737} 
 
But soon afterwards (in 417) Innocent died, and was succeeded by Zosimus, who was apparently 
of Oriental extraction (417-418). {1738} At this juncture, a letter from Pelagius to Innocent was 
received, in which he complained of having suffered wrong, and gave assurance of his orthodoxy. 
Coelestius appeared personally in Rome, and succeeded by his written and oral explanations in 
satisfying Zosimus. He, like Pelagius, demonstrated with great fulness his orthodoxy on points 
not at all in question, represented the actually controverted points as unimportant questions of the 
schools, and professed himself ready, if in error, to be corrected by the judgment of the Roman 
bishop. 
 
Zosimus, who evidently had no independent theological opinion whatever, now issued (417) to 
the North African bishops an encyclical letter accompanied by the documentary evidence, 
censuring them for not having investigated the matter more thoroughly, and for having aspired, in 
foolish, overcurious controversies, to know more than the Holy Scriptures. At the same time he 
bore emphatic testimony to the orthodoxy of Pelagius and Coelestius, and described their chief 
opponents, Heros and Lazarus, as worthless characters, whom he had visited with 
excommunication and deposition. They in Rome, he says, could hardly refrain from tears, that 
such men, who so often mentioned the gratia Dei and the adjutorium divinum, should have been 
condemned as heretics. Finally he entreated the bishops to submit themselves to the authority of 
the Roman see. {1739} 
 
This temporary favor of the bishop of Rome towards the Pelagian heresy is a significant presage 
of the indulgence of later popes for Pelagianizing tendencies, and of the papal condemnation of 
Jansenism. 
 
The Africans were too sure of their cause, to yield submission to so weak a judgment, which, 
moreover, was in manifest conflict with that of Innocent. In a council at Carthage, in 417 or 418, 
they protested, respectfully but decidedly, against the decision of Zosimus, and gave him to 
understand that he was allowing himself to be greatly deceived by the indefinite explanations of 
Coelestius. In a general African council held at Carthage in 418, the bishops, over two hundred in 
number, defined their opposition to the Pelagian errors, in eight (or nine) Canons, which are 
entirely conformable to the Augustinian view. {1740} They are in the following tenor: 
 
1. Whosoever says, that Adam was created mortal, and would, even without sin, have died by 
natural necessity, let him be anathema. 
 



2. Whoever rejects infant baptism, or denies original sin in children, so that the baptismal 
formula, "for the remission of sins," would have to be taken not in a strict, but in a loose sense, let 
him be anathema. 
 
3. Whoever says, that in the kingdom of heaven, or elsewhere, there is a certain middle place, 
where children dying without baptism live happy (beate vivant), while yet without baptism they 
cannot enter into the kingdom of heaven, i.e., into eternal life, let him be anathema. {1741} 
 
The fourth canon condemns the doctrine that the justifying grace of God merely effects the 
forgiveness of sins already committed; and the remaining canons condemn other superficial views 
of the grace of God and the sinfulness of man. 
 
At the same time the Africans succeeded in procuring from the emperor Honorius edicts against 
the Pelagians. 
 
These things produced a change in the opinions of Zosimus, and about the middle of the year 418, 
he issued an encyclical letter to all the bishops of both East and West, pronouncing the anathema 
upon Pelagius and Coelestius (who had meanwhile left Rome), and declaring his concurrence 
with the decisions of the council of Carthage in the doctrines of the corruption of human nature, 
of baptism, and of grace. Whoever refused to subscribe the encyclical, was to be deposed, 
banished from his church, and deprived of his property. {1742} 
 
Eighteen bishops of Italy refused to subscribe, and were deposed. Several of these afterwards 
recanted, and were restored. 
 
The most distinguished one of them, however, the bishop Julian, of Eclanum, a small place near 
Capua in Campania, remained steadfast till his death, and in banishment vindicated his principles 
with great ability and zeal against Augustine, to whom he attributed all the misfortunes of his 
party, and who elaborately confuted him. {1743} Julian was the most learned, the most acute, and 
the most systematic of the Pelagians, and the most formidable opponent of Augustine; deserving 
respect for his talents, his uprightness of life, and his immovable fidelity to his convictions, but 
unquestionably censurable for excessive passion and overbearing pride. {1744} 
 
Julian, Coelestius, and other leaders of the exiled Pelagians, were hospitably received in 
Constantinople, in 429, by the patriarch Nestorius, who sympathized with their doctrine of the 
moral competency of the will, though not with their denial of original sin, and who interceded for 
them with the emperor and with pope Celestine, but in vain. Theodosius, instructed by Marius 
Mercator in the merits of the case, commanded the heretics to leave the capital (429). Nestorius, 
in a still extant letter to Coelestius, {1745} accords to him the highest titles of honor, and 
comforts him with the examples of John the Baptist and the persecuted apostles. Theodore of 
Mopsuestia (428), the author of the Nestorian Christology, wrote in 419 a book against the 
Augustinian anthropology, of which fragments only are left. {1746} 
 
Of the subsequent life of Pelagius and Coelestius we have no account. The time and place of their 
death are entirely unknown. Julian is said to have ended his life a schoolmaster in Sicily, A. D. 
450, after having sacrificed all his property for the poor during a famine. 
 
Pelagianism was thus, as early as about the year 430, externally vanquished. It never formed an 
ecclesiastical sect, but simply a theological school. It continued to have individual adherents in 
Italy till towards the middle of the fifth century, so that the Roman bishop, Leo the Great, found 



himself obliged to enjoin on the bishops by no means to receive any Pelagian to the communion 
of the church without an express recantation. 
 
At the third ecumenical council in Ephesus, A. D. 431 (the year after Augustine’s death), Pelagius 
(or more properly Coelestius) was put in the same category with Nestorius. And indeed there is a 
certain affinity between them: both favor an abstract separation of the divine and the human, the 
one in the person of Christ, the other in the work of conversion, forbidding all organic unity of 
life. According to the epistle of the council to pope Celestine, the Western Acta against the 
Pelagians were read at Ephesus and approved, but we do not know in which session. We are also 
ignorant of the discussions attending this act. In the canons, Coelestius, it is true, is twice 
condemned together with Nestorius, but without statement of his teachings. {1747} 
 
The position of the Greek church upon this question is only negative; she has in name condemned 
Pelagianism, but has never received the positive doctrines of Augustine. She continued to teach 
synergistic or Semi-Pelagian views, without, however, entering into a deeper investigation of the 
relation of human freedom to divine grace. {1748} 
 
{1735} See the proceedings of the Concilium Carthaginense in Mansi, iv. 321 sqq., and of the 
Concilium Milevitanurn, ibid. f. 326 sqq. 
 
{1736} Mansi, iv. 337 sqq. 
 
{1737} The answers of Innocent are found in Mansi, tom. iii. f. 1071 sqq. 
 
{1738} The notices of his life, as well as the Epistolae and Decreta Zosimi papae, are collected in 
Mansi, iv. 345 sqq. 
 
{1739} See the two epistles of Zosimus ad Africanos episcopos, in Mansi, iv. 350 and 353. 
 
{1740} It is the 16th Carthaginian synod. Mansi gives the canons in full, tom. iii. 810-823 (Comp. 
iv. 377). So also Wiggers, i. 214 ff. Hefele, ii. pp. 102-106, gives only extracts of them. 
 
{1741} It is significant, that the third canon, which denies the salvation of unbaptized children, is 
of doubtful authenticity, and is wanting in Isidore and Dionysius. Hence the difference in the 
number of the canons against the Pelagians, as to whether there are 8 or 9. 
 
{1742} Epistola tractoria, or tractatoria, of which only some fragments are extant. Comp. Mansi, 
iv. 370. This letter was written after and not before the African council of 418 and the 
promulgation of the sacrum rescriptum of Honorius against the Pelagians, as Tillemont (xiii. 738) 
and the Benedictines (in the Preface to the 10th volume of the Opera August. 18) have proved, in 
opposition to Baronius, Noris, and Garnier. 
 
{1743} In two large works: Contra Julianum, libri vi. (Opera, tom. x. f. 497-711), and in the Opus 
imperfectum contra secundam Juliani responsionem, in six books (tom. x. P. ii. f. 874-1386), 
before completing which he died (A. D. 430). 
 
{1744} Gennadius, in his Liber de scriptoribus ecclesiastics, calls Julian of Eclanum "vir acer 
ingenio, in divinis scripturis doctus, Graeca et Latina lingua scholasticus." By Augustine, 
however, in the Opus imperf. contra Jul. l. iv. 50 (Opera, x. P. ii. fol. 1163), he is called "in 
disputatione loquacissimus, in contentione calumniosissimus, in professions fallacissimus," 
because he maligned the Catholics, while giving himself out for a Catholic. He was married. 



 
{1745} In Marius Mercator, in a Latin translation, ed. Garnier-Migne, p. 182. 
 
{1746} In Photius, Bibl. Cod. 177, and in the Latin translation of Marius Mercator, also in the 
works of Jerome, tom. ii. 807-814 (ed. Vall.). The book was written contra Hiramum, i.e., 
Hieronymum, and was entitled: Pro tou legonta fusei kai ou gnwmh ptaiein tou anqrwmou logoi 
pente, against those who say that men sin by nature, and not by free will. 
 
{1747} Can. i. and Can. iv. The latter reads: "If clergymen fall away and either secretly or 
publicly hold with Nestorius or Coelestius, the synod decrees that they also be deposed." Dr. 
Shedd (ii. 191) observes with justice: "The condemnation of Pelagianism which was finally 
passed by the council of Ephesus, seems to have been owing more to a supposed connection of 
the views of Pelagius with those of Nestorius, than to a clear and conscientious conviction that his 
system was contrary to Scripture and the Christian experience." 
 
{1748} Comp. Munscher, Dogmengeschichte, vol. iv. 238, and Neander, Dogmengeschichte, vol. 
i. p. 412.  

 



150. The Pelagian System: Primitive State and Freedom of Man; the 
Fall. 
 
The peculiar anthropological doctrines, which Pelagius clearly apprehended and put in actual 
practice, which Coelestius dialectically developed, and bishop Julian most acutely defended, 
stand in close logical connection with each other, although they were not propounded in 
systematic form. They commend themselves at first sight by their simplicity, clearness, and 
plausibility, and faithfully express the superficial, self-satisfied morality of the natural man. They 
proceed from a merely empirical view of human nature, which, instead of going to the source of 
moral life, stops with its manifestations, and regards every person, and every act of the will, as 
standing by itself, in no organic connection with a great whole. 
 
We may arrange the several doctrines of this system according to the great stages of the moral 
history of mankind. 
 
I. The Primitive State of mankind, and the doctrine of Freedom. 
 
The doctrine of the primitive state of man holds a subordinate position in the system of Pelagius, 
but the doctrine of freedom is central; because in his view the primitive state substantially 
coincides with the present, while freedom is the characteristic prerogative of man, as a moral 
being, in all stages of his development. 
 
Adam, he taught, was created by God sinless, and entirely competent to all good, with an 
immortal spirit and a mortal body. He was endowed with reason and free will. With his reason he 
was to have dominion over irrational creatures; with his free will he was to serve God. Freedom is 
the supreme good, the honor and glory of man, the bonum naturae, that cannot be lost. It is the 
sole basis of the ethical relation of man to God, who would have no unwilling service. It consists 
according to Pelagius, essentially in the liberum arbitrium, or the possibilitas boni et mali; the 
freedom of choice, and the absolutely equal ability at every moment to do good or evil. {1749} 
The ability to do evil belongs necessarily to freedom, because we cannot will good without at the 
same time being able to will evil. Without this power of contrary choice, the choice of good itself 
would lose its freedom, and therefore its moral value. Man is not a free, self-determining moral 
subject, until good and evil, life and death, have been given into his hand. {1750} 
 
This is the only conception of freedom which Pelagius has, and to this he and his followers 
continually revert. He views freedom in its form alone, and in its first stage, and there fixes and 
leaves it, in perpetual equipoise between good and evil, ready at any moment to turn either way. It 
is without past or future; absolutely independent of everything without or within; a vacuum, 
which may make itself a plenum, and then becomes a vacuum again; a perpetual tabula rasa, upon 
which man can write whatsoever he pleases; a restless choice, which, after every decision, reverts 
to indecision and oscillation. The human will is, as it were, the eternal Hercules at the cross-road, 
who takes first a step to the right, then a step to the left, and ever returns to his former position. 
Pelagius knows only the antithesis of free choice and constraint; no stages of development, no 
transitions. He isolates the will from its acts, and the acts from each other, and overlooks the 
organic connection between habit and act. Human liberty, like every other spiritual power, has its 
development; it must advance beyond its equilibrium, beyond the mere ability to sin or not to sin, 
and decide for the one or the other. When the will decides, it so far loses its indifference, and the 
oftener it acts, the more does it become fixed; good or evil becomes its habit, its second nature; 
and the will either becomes truly free by deciding for virtue, and by practising virtue, or it 



becomes the slave of vice. {1751} "Whosoever committeth sin, is the servant of sin." Goodness is 
its own reward, and wickedness is its own punishment. Liberty of choice is not a power, but a 
weakness, or rather a crude energy, waiting to assume some positive form, to reject evil and 
commit itself to good, and to become a moral self-control, in which the choice of evil, as in 
Christ, is a moral, though not a physical, impossibility. Its impulse towards exercise is also an 
impulse towards self-annihilation, or at least towards self-limitation. The right use of the freedom 
of choice leads to a state of holiness; the abuse of it, to a state of bondage under sin. The state of 
the will is affected by its acts, and settles towards a permanent character of good or evil. Every 
act goes to form a moral state or habit; and habit is in turn the parent of new acts. Perfect freedom 
is one with moral necessity, in which man no longer can do evil because he will not do it, and 
must do good because he wills to do it; in which the finite will is united with the divine in joyful 
obedience, and raised above the possibility of apostasy. This is the blessed freedom of the 
children of God in the state of glory. There is, indeed, a subordinate sphere of natural virtue and 
civil justice, in which even fallen man retains a certain freedom of choice, and is the artificer of 
his own character. But as respects his relation to God, he is in a state of alienation from God, and 
of bondage under sin; and from this he cannot rise by his own strength, by a bare resolution of his 
will, but only by a regenerating act of grace. received in humility and faith, and setting him free 
to practise Christian virtue. Then, when born again from above, the will of the new man co-
operates with the grace of God, in the growth of the Christian life. {1752} 
 
Physical death Pelagius regarded as a law of nature, which would have prevailed even without 
sin. {1753} The passages of Scripture which represent death as the consequence of sin, he 
referred to moral corruption or eternal damnation. {1754} Yet be conceded that Adam, if he had 
not sinned, might by a special privilege have been exempted from death. 
 
II. The Fall of Adam and its Consequences. 
 
Pelagius, destitute of all idea of the organic wholeness of the race or of human nature, viewed 
Adam merely as an isolated individual; he gave him no representative place, and therefore his 
acts no bearing beyond himself. 
 
In his view, the sin of the first man consisted in a single, isolated act of disobedience to the divine 
command. Julian compares it to the insignificant offence of a child, which allows itself to be 
misled by some sensual bait, but afterwards repents its fault. "Rude, inexperienced, thoughtless, 
having not yet learned to fear, nor seen an example of virtue," {1755} Adam allowed himself to 
be enticed by the pleasant look of the forbidden fruit, and to be determined by the persuasion of 
the woman. This single and excusable act of transgression brought no consequences, either to the 
soul or the body of Adam, still less to his posterity who all stand or fall for themselves. 
 
There is, therefore, according to this system, no original sin, and no hereditary guilt. Pelagius 
merely conceded, that Adam, by his disobedience, set a bad example, which exerts a more or less 
injurious influence upon his posterity. In this view he condemned at the synod of Diospolis (415) 
the assertion of Coelestius, that Adam’s sin injured himself alone, not the human race. {1756} He 
was also inclined to admit an increasing corruption of mankind, though he ascribed it solely to the 
habit of evil, which grows in power the longer it works and the farther it spreads. {1757} Sin, 
however, is not born with man; it is not a product of nature, but of the will. {1758} Man is born 
both without virtue and without vice, but with the capacity for either. {1759} The universality of 
sin must be ascribed to the power of evil example and evil custom. 
 
And there are exceptions to it. The "all" in Romans 5:12 is to be taken relatively for the majority. 
Even before Christ there were men who lived free from sin, such as righteous Abel, Abraham, 



Isaac, the Virgin Mary, and many others. {1760} From the silence of the Scriptures respecting the 
sins of many righteous men, he inferred that such men were without sin. {1761} In reference to 
Mary, Pelagius is nearer the present Roman Catholic view than Augustine, who exempts her only 
from actual sin, not from original. {1762} Jerome, with all his reverence for the blessed Virgin, 
does not even make this exception but says, without qualification, that every creature is under the 
power of sin and in need of the mercy of God. {1763} 
 
With original sin, of course, hereditary guilt also disappears; and even apart from this connection, 
Pelagius views it as irreconcilable with the justice of God. From this position a necessary 
deduction is the salvation of unbaptized infants. Pelagius, however, made a distinction between 
vita aeterna or a lower degree of salvation, and the regnum coelorum of the baptized saints; and 
he affirmed the necessity of baptism for entrance into the kingdom of heaven. {1764} 
 
In this doctrine of the fall we meet with the same disintegrating view of humanity as before. 
Adam is isolated from his posterity; his disobedience is disjoined from other sins. He is simply an 
individual, like any other man, not the representative of the whole race. There are no creative 
starting-points; every man begins history anew. In this system Paul’s exhibitions of Adam and 
Christ as the representative ancestors of mankind have no meaning. If the act of the former has 
merely an individual significance, so also has that of the latter. If the sin of Adam cannot be 
imputed, neither can the merit of Christ. In both cases there is nothing left but the idea of 
example, the influence of which depends solely upon our own free will. But there is an 
undeniable solidarity between the sin of the first man and that of his posterity. 
 
In like manner sin is here regarded almost exclusively as an isolated act of the will, while yet 
there is also such a thing as sinfulness; there are sinful states and sinful habits, which are 
consummated and strengthened by sins of act, and which in turn give birth to other sins of act. 
 
There is a deep truth in the couplet of Schiller, which can easily be divested of its fatalistic intent: 
 
This is the very curse of evil deed, 
 
That of new evil it becomes the seed. {1765} 
 
Finally, the essence and root of sin is not sensuality, as Pelagius was inclined to assume (though 
he did not express himself very definitely on this point), but self-seeking, including pride and 
sensuality as the two main forms of sin. The sin of Satan was a pride that aimed at equality with 
God, rebellion against God; and in this the fall of Adam began, and was inwardly consummated 
before he ate of the forbidden fruit. 
 
{1749} Deuteronomy gratia Christi et de pecc. origin. c. 18 (19, tom. x. fol. 238) where Augustine 
cites the following passage from the treatise of Pelagius, Deuteronomy libero arbitrio: "Habemus 
possibilitatem utriusque partis a Deo insitam, velut quamdam, ut ita dicam, radicem fructiferam et 
fecundam, quae ex voluntate hominis diversa gignat et pariat, et quae possit ad proprii cultoris 
arbitrium, vel nitere flore virtutum, vel sentibus horrere vitiorum." Against this Augustine cites 
the declaration of our Lord, Matthew 7:18, that "a good tree cannot bear evil fruit, nor a corrupt 
tree good fruit," that therefore there cannot be "una eademque radix bonortim et malorum." 
 
{1750} Ep. ad Demet. cap. 3: "In hoc enim gemini itineris ne, in hoc utriusque libertate partis, 
rationabilis animae decus positum est. Hinc, inquam, totus naturae nostrae honor consistit, hinc 
dignitas, hinc denique optimi quique laudem merentur, hinc praemium. Nec esset omnino virtus 
ulla in bono perseverantis, si is ad malum transire non potuisset. Volens namque Deus 



rationabilem creaturam voluntarii boni munere [al. munire] et liberi arbitrii potestate donare, 
utriusque partis possibilitatem homini inserendo, proprium ejus fecit esse quod velit, ut boni ac 
mali capax, naturaliter utrumque posset, et ad alterutrum voluntatem deflecteret. Neque enim 
aliter spontaneum habere poterat bonum, nisi aeque etiam ea creatura malum habere potusit. 
Utrumque nos posse voluit optimus Creator, sed unum facere, bonum scilicet, quod et imperavit; 
malique facultatem ad hoc tantum dedit, ut voluntatem ejus ex nostra voluntate faceremus. Quod 
ut ita sit, hoc quoque ipsum, quia etiam mala facere possumus, bonum est. Donum, inquam, quia 
boni partem meliorem facit. Facit enim ipsam voluntariam sui juris, non necessitate devinctam, 
sed judicio liberam." 
 
{1751} Pelagius himself, it must be admitted, recognized to some extent the power of habit and 
its effect upon the will (Ep. ad Demetr. c. 8); but Coelestius and Julian carried out his idea of the 
freedom of choice more consistently to the conception of a purely qualitative or formal power 
which admits of no growth or change by actual exercise, but remains always the same. Comp. 
Niedner (in the posthumous edition of his Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte, Berlin, 1866, p. 345 
f.), who justly remarks, in opposition to Baur’s defense of the Pelagian conception of freedom: 
"Freedom in its first stage, as the power of choice, is a moral (as well as a natural) faculty, and 
hence capable of development either by way of deterioration into a sinful inclination, or by rising 
to a higher form of freedom. This is the point which Coelestius and Julian ignored: they attached 
too little weight to the use of freedom." 
 
{1752} Comp. the thorough and acute criticism of the Pelagian conception of freedom by Julius 
Muller, Die christliche Lehre von der Sunde, Bd. ii. p. 49 ff. (3d ed. 1849). 
 
{1753} Coelestius in Marius Mercator. Common. ii. p. 133: "Adam mortalem factum, qui sive 
peccaret, sive non peccaret, moriturus fuisset." 
 
{1754} The words of God to Adam, Genesis 3:19: "Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou 
return," Julian interpreted not as a curse, but as a consolation, and as an argument for the natural 
mortality of Adam, by straining the "Dust thou art." See August. Opus imperfectum contra Julian. 
l. vi. cap. 27 (x. fol. 1346 sqq.). 
 
{1755} "Rudis, imperitus, incautus, sine experimento timoris, sine exemplo justitiae." 
 
{1756} "Adae peccatum ipsi soli obfuisse, et non generi humano; et infantes qui nascuntur, in eo 
statu esse, in quo fuit Adam ante praevaricationem." In Angustine’s Deuteronomy pecc. orig. c. 
13 (f. 258). 
 
{1757} Ep. ad Demet. cap. 8: "Longa consuetudo vitiorum, quae nos infecit a parvo paulatimque 
per multos corrupit annos, et ita postea obligatos sibi et addictos tenet, ut vim quodammodo 
videatur habere natura." He also says of consuetudo, that it "aut vitia aut virtutes alit." 
 
{1758} Coelestius, Symb. fragm. i.: In remissionem autem peccatorum baptizandos infantes non 
idcireo diximus, ut peccatum ex traduce [or, peccatum naturm, pecca. tum naturale] firmare 
videamur, quod longe a catholico sensu alienum est; quia peccatum non cum homine nascitur, 
quod postmodum exercetur ab homine quia non naturm delictum, sed voluntatis ease 
demonstrator. 
 
{1759} Pelagius, in the first book of the Pro libero arbitrio, cited in Augustine’s Deuteronomy 
pecc. orig. cap. 13 (14, tom. x. f. 258): "Omne bonum ac malum, quo vel laudabiles vel 
vituperabiles sumus, non nobiscum oritur, sed agitur a nobis: capaces enim utriusque rei, non 



pleni nascimur, et ut sine virtute, ita et sine vitio procreamur; atque ante actionem propriae 
voluntatis id solum in homine eat, quod Deus condidit." It is not, however, very congruous with 
this, that in another place he speaks of a natural or inborn holiness. Ad Demet. c. 4: "Est in animis 
nostris naturalis quaedam, ut its dixerim, sanctitas." 
 
{1760} Comp. Pelagius, Com. in Romans 5:12, and in August. Deuteronomy natum et gratia, cap. 
36 (42, Opera, tom. x. fol. 144): "Deinde commemorat [Pelagius] eos, qui non modo non 
peccasse, verum etiam juste vixisse referuntur, Abel, Enoch, Melchisedech, Abraham, Isaac, 
Jacob, Jesu Nove, Phineas, Samuel, Nathan, Elias, Joseph, Elizaeus, Micheas, Daniel, Ananias, 
Agarias, Meisael, Ezechiel, Mardochaeus, Simeon, Joseph, cui despondata erat virgo Maria, 
Johannes. Adjungit etiam feminas, Debboram, Annam, Samuelis matrem, Judith, Esther, alteram 
Annam faliam Phanuel, Elizabeth, ipsam etiam Domini ac Salvatoris nostri matrem, quam dicit 
sine peccato confiteri necesse ease pietati." 
 
{1761} "De illis, quorum justitiae meminit [Scriptura sacra] et peccatorum sine dubio meminisset, 
si qua eos peccasse sensisset." In Aug. Deuteronomy Nat. et grat. c. 37 (43; tom. x. fol. 145). 
 
{1762} In the passage cited, Augustine agrees with Pelagius in reference to Mary ‘propter 
honorem Domini,’ but only as respects actual sin, of which the connection shows him to be 
speaking; for in other passages he affirms the conception of Mary in sin. Comp. Enarratio in 
Psalmum xxxiv. vs. 13 (ed. Migne, tom. iv. 335): "Maria ex Adam mortua propter peccatum, 
Adam mortuus propter peccatum, et caro Domini ex Maria mortua est propter delenda peccata." 
Deuteronomy Genesi ad literam, lib. x. c. 18 (32), where he discusses the origin of Christ’s soul, 
and says: "Quid incoinquinatius illo utero Virginia, cujus caro etiamsi de peccati propagine venit, 
non tamen de peccati propagine concepit...?" See above, 80, p. 418. 
 
{1763} Adv. Pelag. l. ii. c. 4 (tom. ii. 744, ed. Vallarsi): "Anamarthton, id est sine peccato esse 
[hominem posse] nego, id enim soli Deo competit, omnisque creatura peccato subjacet, et indiget 
misericordia Dei, dicente Scriptura: Misericordia Domini plena est terra." 
 
{1764} August. Deuteronomy peccatorum meritis et remissione, lib. i. c. 21 (30, tom. x. f. 17); 
Deuteronomy haeresibus, cap. 88. 
 
{1765} Das eben ist der Fluch der bosen That, 
 
Dass sie, fortzeugend, immer Boses muss gebaren.  

 



151. The Pelagian System Continued: Doctrine, of Human Ability and 
Divine Grace. 
 
III. The Present Moral Condition of man is, according to the Pelagian system, in all respects the 
same as that of Adam before the fall. Every child is born with the same moral powers and 
capabilities with which the first man was created by God. For the freedom of choice, as we have 
already seen, is not lost by abuse, and is altogether the same in heathens, Jews, and Christians, 
except that in Christians it is aided by grace. {1766} Pelagius was a creationist, holding that the 
body alone is derived from the parents, and that every soul is created directly by God, and is 
therefore sinless. The sin of the father, inasmuch as it consists in isolated acts of will, and does 
not inhere in the nature, has no influence upon the child. The only difference is, that, in the first 
place, Adam’s posterity are born children, and not, like him, created full-grown; and secondly, 
they have before them the bad example of his disobedience, which tempts them more or less to 
imitation, and to the influence of which by far the most—but not all—succumb. 
 
Julian often appeals to the virtues of the heathen, such as valor, chastity, and temperance, in proof 
of the natural goodness of human nature. 
 
He looked at the matter of moral action as such, and judged it accordingly. "If the chastity of the 
heathen," he objects to Augustine’s view of the corrupt nature of heathen virtue, "were no 
chastity, then it might be said with the same propriety that the bodies of unbelievers are no 
bodies; that the eyes of the heathen could not see; that grain which grew in their fields was no 
grain." 
 
Augustine justly ascribed the value of a moral act to the inward disposition or the direction of the 
will, and judged it from the unity of the whole life and according to the standard of love to God, 
which is the soul of all true virtue, and is bestowed upon us only through grace. He did not deny 
altogether the existence of natural virtues, such as moderation, lenity, benevolence, generosity, 
which proceed from the Creator, and also constitute a certain merit among men; but he drew a 
broad line of distinction between them and the specific Christian graces, which alone are good in 
the proper sense of the word, and alone have value before God. 
 
The Holy Scriptures, history, and Christian experience, by no means warrant such a favorable 
view of the natural moral condition of man as the Pelagian system teaches. On the contrary, they 
draw a most gloomy picture of fearful corruption and universal inclination to all evil, which can 
only be overcome by the intervention of divine grace. Yet Augustine also touches an extreme, 
when, on a false application of the passage of St. Paul: "Whatsoever is not of faith, is sin," 
{Romans 14:23} he ascribes all the virtues of the heathen to ambition and love of honor, and so 
stigmatizes them as vices. {1767} And in fact he is in this inconsistent with himself. For, 
according to his view, the nature which God created, remains, as to its substance, good; the divine 
image is not wholly lost, but only defaced; and even man’s sorrow in his loss reveals a remaining 
trace of good. {1768} 
 
Pelagius distinguishes three elements in the idea of good:. Power, will, and act (posse, velle, and 
esse). The first appertains to man’s nature, the second to his free will, the third to his conduct. 
The power or ability to do good, the ethical constitution, is grace, and comes therefore from God, 
as an original endowment of the nature of man. It is the condition of volition and action, though it 
does not necessarily produce them. Willing and acting belong exclusively to man himself. {1769} 



The power of speech, of thought, of sight, is God’s, gift; but whether we shall really think, speak, 
or see, and whether we shall think, speak, or see well or ill, depends upon ourselves. {1770} 
 
Here the nature of man is mechanically sundered from his will and act; and the one is referred 
exclusively to God, the others to man. Moral ability does not exist over and above the will and its 
acts, but in them, and is increased by exercise; and thus its growth depends upon man himself. On 
the other hand, the divine help is indispensable even to the willing and doing of good; for God 
works in us both to will and to do. {1771} The Pelagian system is founded unconsciously upon 
the deistic conception of the world as a clock, made and wound up by God, and then running of 
itself, and needing at most some subsequent repairs. God, in this system, is not the omnipresent 
and everywhere working Upholder and Governor of the world, in whom the creation lives and 
moves and has its being, but a more or less passive spectator of the operation of the universe. 
{1772} Jerome therefore fairly accuses the Pelagians (without naming them) of denying the 
absolute dependence of man on God, and cites against them the declaration of Christ, John 5:17, 
concerning the uninterrupted activity of God. {1773} 
 
IV. The doctrine of the Grace of God. 
 
The sufficiency of the natural reason and will of man would seem to make supernatural revelation 
and grace superfluous. But this Pelagius does not admit. Besides the natural grace, as we may 
call his concreated ability, he assumes also a supernatural grace, which through revelation 
enlightens the understanding, and assists man to will and to do what is good. {1774} This grace 
confers the negative benefit of the forgiveness of past sins, or justification, which Pelagius 
understands in the Protestant sense of declaring righteous, and not (like Augustine) in the 
Catholic sense of making righteous; {1775} 
 
Ihm ziemt’s, die Welt im Innern zu bewegen, 
 
Natur in sich, sich in Natur zu hegen, 
 
So dass, was in ihm lebt und webt und ist, 
 
Nie seine Kraft, nie seinen Geist vermisst. 
 
What were a God who only from without 
 
Upon his finger whirled the universe about? 
 
‘Tis his within itself to move the creature; 
 
Nature in him to warm, himself in nature; 
 
So that what in him lives and moves and is, 
 
Shall ever feel some living breath of his. 
 
and the positive benefit of a strengthening of the will by the power of instruction and example. As 
we have been followers of Adam in sin, so should we become imitators of Christ in virtue. "In 
those not Christians," says Pelagius, "good exists in a condition of nakedness and helplessness; 
but in Christians it acquires vigor through the assistance of Christ." {1776} He distinguishes 
different stages of development in grace corresponding to the increasing corruption of mankind. 



At first, he says, men lived righteous by nature (justitia per naturam), then righteous under the 
law (justitia sub lege), and finally righteous under grace (justitia gratiae), or the gospel. {1777} 
When the inner law, or the conscience, no longer sufficed, the outward or Mosaic law came in; 
and when this failed, through the overmastering habit of sinning, it had to be assisted by the view 
and imitation of the virtue of Christ, as set forth in his example. {1778} Julian of Eclanum also 
makes kinds and degrees of the grace of God. The first gift of grace is our creation out of nothing; 
the second, our rational soul; the third, the written law; the fourth, the gospel, with all its benefits. 
In the gift of the Son of God grace is completed. {1779} 
 
Grace is therefore a useful external help (adjutorium) to the development of the powers of nature, 
but is not absolutely necessary. Coelestius laid down the proposition, that grace is not given for 
single acts. {1780} Pelagius, it is true, condemned those who deny that the grace of God in Christ 
is necessary for every moment and every act; but this point was a concession wrung from him in 
the controversy, and does not follow logically from his premises. {1781} 
 
Grace moreover, according to Pelagius, is intended for all men (not, as Augustine taught, for the 
elect few only), but it must first be deserved. This, however, really destroys its freedom. {1782} 
"The heathen," he says, "are liable to judgment and damnation, because they, notwithstanding 
their free will, by which they are able to attain unto faith and to deserve God’s grace, make an 
evil use of the freedom bestowed upon them; Christians, on the other hand, are worthy of reward, 
because they through good use of freedom deserve the grace of God, and keep his 
commandments." {1783} 
 
Pelagianism, therefore, extends the idea of grace too far, making it include human nature itself 
and the Mosaic law; while, on the other hand, it unduly restricts the specifically Christian grace to 
the force of instruction and example. Christ is indeed the Supreme Teacher, and the Perfect 
Example, but He is also High-priest and King, and the Author of a new spiritual creation. Had He 
been merely a teacher, He would not have been specifically distinct from Moses and Socrates, 
and could not have redeemed mankind from the guilt and bondage of sin. Moreover, He does not 
merely influence believers from without, but lives and works in them through the Holy Ghost, as 
the principle of their spiritual life. Hence Augustine’s wish for his opponent: "Would that 
Pelagius might confess that grace which not merely promises us the excellence of future glory, 
but also brings forth in us the faith and hope of it; a grace, which not merely admonishes to all 
good, but also from within inclines us thereto; not merely reveals wisdom, but also inspires us 
with the love of wisdom." {1784} This superficial conception of grace is inevitable, with the 
Pelagian conception of sin. If human nature is uncorrupted, and the natural will competent to all 
good, we need no Redeemer to create in us a new will and a new life, but merely an improver and 
ennobler; and salvation is essentially the work of man. The Pelagian system has really no place 
for the ideas of redemption, atonement, regeneration, and new creation. It substitutes for them our 
own moral effort to perfect our natural powers, and the mere addition of the grace of God as a 
valuable aid and support. It was only by a happy inconsistency, that Pelagius and his adherents 
traditionally held to the church doctrines of the Trinity and the person of Christ. Logically their 
system led to a rationalistic Christology. {1785} 
 
Pelagianism is a fundamental anthropological heresy, denying man’s need of redemption, and 
answering to the Ebionistic Christology, which rejects the divinity of Christ. It is the opposite of 
Manichaeism, which denies man’s capability of redemption, and which corresponds to the 
Gnostic denial of the true humanity of Christ. {1786} 
 



{1766} Pelagius, in Aug. Deuteronomy gratia Christi, c. 31 (x. 244): "Liberi arbitrii potestatem 
dicimus in omnibus esse generaliter, in Christianis, Judaeis atque gentilibus. In omnibus est 
liberum arbitrium aequaliter per natumam, sed in solis Christianis juvatur gratia." 
 
{1767} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, v. 13-20 and xix. 25. In the latter place he calls the virtues, 
which do not come from true religion, vices. "Virtutes... nisi ad Deum retulerit, etiam ipsa vitia 
sunt potius quam virtutes." From this is doubtless derived the sentence so often attributed to 
Augustine: "The virtues of the heathen are splendid vices," which, however, in this form and 
generality, does not, to my knowledge, occur in his writings. More on this point, see below, 156. 
 
{1768} Deuteronomy Genesi ad Lit. viii. 14; ReTract. ii. 24. Comp. Wiggers, i. p. 120 ff. 
 
{1769} Pelagius, Pro libero arbitrio, cited in Augustine’s Deuteronomy gratia Christi, c. 4 (5, tom. 
x. fol. 232): "Posse in natura, velle in arbitrio, esse in effectu locamus. Primum illud, id est posse, 
ad Deum proprie pertinet, qui illud creatrrae suae contulit, duo vero reliqua, hoc est velle et esse, 
ad hominem referenda sunt quia de arbitrii fonte descendunt. Ergo in voluntate et opera bono laus 
hominis est: immo et hominis et Dei, qui ipsius voluntatis et operis possibilitatem dedit, quique 
ipsam possibilitatem gratiae suae adjuvat semper auxilio." 
 
{1770} "Quod possumus videre oculis, nostrum non est: quod vero bene aut male videmus, hoc 
nostrum est.... Quod loqui possumus, Dei est: quod vero bene vel male loquimur, nostrum est." 
Quoted in Augustine’s Deuteronomy gratia Christi, c. 15 and 16 (fol. 237 and 238). Augustine 
cites against these examples Psalm 119:37: "Averte oculos meos, ne videant vanitatem." 
 
{1771} Phil. ii. 13. Augustine appeals to this passage, Deuteronomy gratia Christi, c. 5 (f. 232 sq.) 
with great emphasis, as if Paul with prophetic eye had had in view the error of Pelagius. 
 
{1772} It is against this deistic view that the pregnant lines of Goethe are directed: 
 
Was war’ ein Gott der nur von aussen stiesse, 
 
Im Kreis das All am Finger laufen liesse; 
 
{1773} Epistola ad Ctesiphontem. Dr. Neander (Church History, vol. ii. p. 604 ff. Torrey’s 
transl.) regards this difference of view concerning the relation of the Creator to the creature as the 
most original and fundamental difference between the Augustinian and Pelagian system, although 
it did not clearly come to view in the progress of the controversy. 
 
{1774} Pelagius, in Aug. Deuteronomy gratia Christi, c. 7 (8, x. f. 233): "Deus... gratiae suae 
auxilium subministrat, ut quod per liberum homines facere jubentur arbitrium, facilius possent 
implere per gratiam." 
 
{1775} Pelag. Com. in Romans 4:6: "Ad hoc fides prima ad justitiam reputatur, ut de praeterito 
absolvatur et de paesenti justificatur, et ad futura fidei opera praeparatur." Similarly Julian of 
Eclanum. Augustine, on the contrary, has the evangelical conception of faith and of grace, but not 
of justification, which he interprets subjectively as a progressive making righteous, like the 
Roman church. Comp. Deuteronomy gratia Christi, c. 47 (52, x. f. 251): "gratiam Dei... in qua 
nos sua, non nostrae justitiae justos facit, ut ea sit vera nostra justitia quae nobis ab illo est." In 
another passage, however, he seems to express the Protestant view. Deuteronomy spir. et Lit. c. 
26 (45, tom. x. 109): "Certe ita dictum est: justificabuntur, se si diceretur: justi habebuntur, justi 



deputabuntur, sicut dictum est de quodam: Ille autem volens se justificare (Luc. x. 29), i.e., ut 
justus haberetur et deputaretur." 
 
{1776} In Aug. Deuteronomy gratia Chr. c. 31 (tom. x. fol. 244): "In illis nudum et inerme est 
conditionis bonum; in his vero qui ad Christum pertinent, Christi munitur auxilio." 
 
{1777} Aug. Deuteronomy pecc. orig. c. 26 (30, tom. x. f. 266): "Non, sicut Pelagius et ejus 
discipuli, tempora dividamus dicentes: primum vixisse justos homines ex natura, deinde sub lege, 
tertio sub gratia." 
 
{1778} Cited from Pelagius, l. c.: "Postquam nimia, sicut disputant, peccandi consuetudo 
praevaluit cui sanandae lex parum valeret, Christus advenit et tanquam morbo desperatissimo non 
per discipulos, sed per se ipsum medicus ipse subvenit." 
 
{1779} In Angustine’s Opus imperf. i. 94 (tom. x. f. 928) 
 
{1780} "Gratiam Dei et adjutorium non ad singulos actus dari." 
 
{1781} Comp., respecting this, Augustine, Deuteronomy gratia Christi, cap. 2 (tom. x fol. 229 
sq.). 
 
{1782} Comp. Romans 4:4,5 Ephesians 2:8,9. Shakespeare has far better understood the nature of 
grace than Pelagius, in the famous speech of Portia in the Merchant of Venice (Act IV. Sc, 1): 
 
The quality of mercy is not strained: 
 
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven 
 
Upon the place beneath; it is twice blessed, 
 
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes. 
 
{1783} Pelagius in Aug. Deuteronomy gratis Chr. c. 31 (x. f. 245). The illi, according to the 
connection, must refer to those not Christians, the hi to Christians. Yet according to his principles 
we might in turn fairly subdivide each class since according to him there are good heathens and 
bad Christians. Against this Augustine urges: "Ubi est illud apostoli: Justificati gratis per gratiam 
ipsius? {Romans 3:24} Ubi est illud: Gratis salvi facti estis?" {Ephesians 2:8} He concludes with 
the just proposition: "Non est gratia, nisi gratuita." 
 
{1784} Deuteronomy gratia Christi, c. 10 (tom. x. f. 235). 
 
{1785} Wiggers, l. c. vol. i. p. 467, judges similarly. Also Neander, in his Dogmengeschichte, Bd. 
i. p. 884: "The Pelagian principles would logically have led to rationalistic views, to an entire 
rejection of the supernatural element, and to the belief that mankind needs only to develop itself 
from within itself, without the revelation and self-impartation of God, in order to attain the good. 
But they do not develop their first principles so consistently as this, and what Biblical elements 
they incorporate with their system are unquestionably not taken in merely by way of 
accommodation, but through the persuasion that a supernatural revelation is necessary, in order to 
realize the destiny of mankind." Comp. Cunningham, Hist. Theology, i. p. 829: "Modern 
Socinians and Rationalists are the only consistent Pelagians. When men reject what Pelagius 



rejected, they are bound in consistency to reject everything that is peculiar and distinctive in the 
Christian system as a remedial scheme." 
 
{1786} Comp. Augustine, Contra duas Epist. Pelagianorum l. ii. c. 2, where he describes 
Manichaeism and Pelagianism at length as the two opposite extremes, and opposes to them the 
Catholic doctrine.  

 



152. The Augustinian System: The Primitive State of Man, and Free 
Will. 
 
Augustine (354-430) had already in his Confessions, in the year 400, ten years before the 
commencement of the Pelagian controversy, set forth his, deep and rich experiences of human sin 
and divine grace. This classical autobiography, which every theological student should read, is of 
universal application, and in it every Christian may bewail his own wanderings, despair of 
himself, throw himself unconditionally into the arms of God, and lay hold upon unmerited grace. 
{1787} Augustine had in his own life passed through all the earlier stages of the history of the 
church, and had overcome in theory and in practice the heresy of Manichaeism, before its 
opposite, Pelagianism, appeared. By his theological refutation of this latter heresy, and by his 
clear development of the Biblical anthropology, he has won the noblest and most lasting renown. 
As in the events recorded in his Confessions he gives views of the evangelical doctrines of sin 
and of grace, so in the doctrines of his anti-Pelagian writings he sets forth his personal 
experience. He teaches nothing which he has not felt. In him the philosopher and the living 
Christian are everywhere fused. His loftiest metaphysical speculation passes unconsciously into 
adoration. The living aroma of personal experience imparts to his views a double interest, and an 
irresistible attraction for all earnest minds. {1788} 
 
Yet his system was not always precisely the same; it became perfect only through personal 
conflict and practical tests. Many of his earlier views—e.g., respecting the freedom of choice, and 
respecting faith as a work of man—he himself abandoned in his Retractations; {1789} and hence 
he is by no means to be taken as an infallible guide. He holds, moreover, the evangelical doctrines 
of sin and grace not in the Protestant sense, but, like his faithful disciples, the Jansenists, in 
connection with the sacramental and strict churchly system of Catholicism; he taught the 
necessity of baptismal regeneration and the damnation of all unbaptized children, and identified 
justification in substance with sanctification, though he made sanctification throughout a work of 
free grace, and not of human merit. It remains the exclusive prerogative of the inspired apostles to 
stand above the circumstances of their time, and never, in combating one error, to fall into its 
opposite. Nevertheless, Augustine is the brightest star in the constellation of the church fathers, 
and diffuses his light through the darkest periods of the middle ages, and among Catholics and 
Protestants alike, even to this day. {1790} 
 
His anthropology may be exhibited under the three stages of the religious development of 
mankind, the status integritatis, the status corruptionis, and the status redemtionis. 
 
I. The Primitive State of man, or the State of Innocence. 
 
Augustine’s conception of paradise is vastly higher than the Pelagian, and involves a far deeper 
fall and a far more glorious manifestation of redeeming grace. The first state of man resembles 
the state of the blessed in heaven, though it differs from that final state as the undeveloped germ 
from the perfect fruit. According to Augustine man came from the hand of his Maker, his genuine 
masterpiece, without the slightest fault. He possessed freedom, to do good; reason, to know God; 
and the grace of God. But by this grace Augustine (not happy in the choice of his term) means 
only the general supernatural assistance indispensable to a creature, that he may persevere in 
good. {1791} The relation of man to God was that of joyful and perfect obedience. The relation of 
the body to the soul was the same. The flesh did not yet lust against the spirit; both were in 
perfect harmony, and the flesh was wholly subject to the spirit. "Tempted and assailed by no 
strife of himself against himself, Adam enjoyed in that place the blessedness of peace with 



himself." To this inward state, the outward corresponded. The paradise was not only spiritual, but 
also visible and material, without heat or cold, without weariness or excitement, without sickness, 
pains, or defects of any kind. The Augustinian, like the old Protestant, delineations, of the 
perfection of Adam and the blissfulness of paradise often exceed the sober standard of Holy 
Scripture, and borrow their colors in part from the heavenly paradise of the future, which can 
never be lost. {1792} 
 
Yet Augustine admits that the original state of man was only relatively perfect, perfect in its kind; 
as a child may be a perfect child, while he is destined to become a man; or as the seed fulfils its 
idea as seed, though it has yet to become a tree. God alone is immutable and absolutely good; 
man is subject to development in time, and therefore to change. The primal gifts were bestowed 
on man simply as powers, to be developed in either one of two ways. Adam could go straight 
forward, develop himself harmoniously in untroubled unity with God, and thus gradually attain 
his final perfection; or he could fall away, engender evil ex nihilo by abuse of his free will, and 
develop himself through discords and contradictions. It was graciously made possible that his 
mind should become incapable of error, his will, of sin, his body, of death; and by a normal 
growth this possibility would have become actual. But this was mere possibility, involving, in the 
nature of the case, the opposite possibility of error, sin, and death. 
 
Augustine makes the important distinction between the possibility of not sinning {1793} and the 
impossibility of sinning. {1794} The former is conditional or potential freedom from sin, which 
may turn into its opposite, the bondage of sin. This belonged to man before the fall. The latter is 
the absolute freedom from sin or the perfected holiness, which belongs to God, to the holy angels 
who have acceptably passed their probation, and to the redeemed saints in heaven. 
 
In like manner he distinguishes between absolute and relative immortality. {1795} The former is 
the impossibility of dying, founded upon the impossibility of sinning; an attribute of God and of 
the saints after the resurrection. The latter is the bare pre-conformation for immortality, and 
implies the opposite possibility of death. This was the immortality of Adam before the fall, and if 
he had persevered, it would have passed into the impossibility of dying; but it was lost by sin. 
{1796} 
 
Freedom, also, Augustine holds to be an original endowment of man; but he distinguishes 
different kinds of it, and different degrees of its development, which we must observe, or we 
should charge him with self-contradiction. {1797} 
 
By freedom Augustine understands, in the first place, simply spontaneity or self-activity, as 
opposed to action under external constraint or from animal instinct. Both sin and holiness are 
voluntary, that is, acts of the will, not motions of natural necessity. {1798} This freedom belongs 
at all times and essentially to the human will, even in the sinful state (in which the will is, strictly 
speaking, self-willed); it is the necessary condition of guilt and punishment, of merit and reward. 
In this view no thinking man can deny freedom, without destroying the responsibility and the 
moral nature of man. An involuntary, will is as bald a self-contradiction as an unintelligent 
intelligence. {1799} 
 
A second form of freedom is the liberum arbitrium, or freedom of choice. Here Augustine goes 
half-way with Pelagius; especially in his earlier writings, in opposition to Manichaeism, which 
denied all freedom, and made evil a natural necessity and an original substance. Like Pelagius he 
ascribes freedom of choice to the first man before the fall. God created man with the double 
capacity of sinning or not sinning, forbidding the former and commanding the latter. But 
Augustine differs from Pelagius in viewing Adam not as poised in entire indifference between 



good and evil, obedience and disobedience but as having a positive constitutional tendency to the 
good, yet involving, at the same time, a possibility of sinning. {1800} Besides, Augustine, in the 
interest of grace and of true freedom, disparages the freedom of choice, and limits it to the 
beginning, the transient state of probation. This relative indecision cannot be at all predicated of 
God or the angels, of the saints or of sinners. It is an imperfection of the will, which the actual 
choosing of the good or the evil more or less surmounts. Adam, with the help of divine grace, 
without which be might will the good, indeed, but could not persevere in it, should have raised 
himself to the true freedom, the moral necessity of good; but by choosing the evil, he fell into the 
bondage of sin. {1801} Augustine, however, incidentally concedes, that the liberum arbitrium still 
so far exists even in fallen man, that he can choose, not indeed between sin and holiness, but 
between individual actions within the sphere of sinfulness and of justitia civilis. {1802} 
 
Finally, Augustine speaks most frequently and most fondly of the highest freedom, the free self-
decision or self-determination of the will towards the good and holy, the blessed freedom of the 
children of God; which still includes, it is true, in this earthly life, the possibility of sinning, but 
becomes in heaven the image of the divine freedom, a felix necessitas boni, and cannot, because 
it will not, sin. {1803} it is the exact opposite of the dura necessitas mali in the state of sin. It is 
not a faculty possessed in common by all rational minds, but the highest stage of moral 
development, confined to true Christians. This freedom Augustine finds expressed in that word of 
our Lord: "If the Son shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed." It does not dispense with 
grace, but is generated by it; the more grace, the more freedom. The will is free in proportion as it 
is healthy, and healthy in proportion as it moves in the element of its true life, in God, and obeys 
Him of its own spontaneous impulse. To serve God is the true freedom. {1804} 
 
{1787} An ingenious but somewhat far-fetched parallel is drawn by Dr. Kleinert between 
Augustine and Faust, as two antipodal representatives of mankind, in a brochure: Augustin und 
Goethe’s Faust, Berlin, 1866. A more obvious comparison is that of the Confessions of Augustine 
with the Confessions of Rousseau, and with Goethe’s Wahrheit und Dichtung. 
 
{1788} Dr. Baur, in his posthumous Vorlesungen uber the Dogmengeschichte, published by his 
son (1866, Bd. i. p. ii. p. 26), makes the fine remark respecting him: "With Augustine himself 
everything lies in the individuality of his nature, as it was shaped by the course of his life, by his 
experiences and circumstances." He should have added, however, that in so magnificent a 
personality as Augustine’s, that which is most individual is also the most universal, and the most 
subjective is the most objective. 
 
{1789} Retract. l. i. c. 9. 
 
{1790} Baur, l. c. p. 32 f.: "From the time that Augustine directed the development of the 
Christian system to the two doctrines of sin and grace, this tendency always remained in the 
Occidental dogmatics the prevailing one, and so great and increasingly predominant in the course 
of time did the authority of Augustine become in the church, that even those who had departed 
from his genuine teachings, which many were unwilling to follow out with rigid consistency, yet 
believed themselves bound to appeal to his authority, which his writings easily gave them 
opportunity to do, since his system, as the result of periods of development so various, and 
antitheses so manifold, offers very different sides, from which it can be interpreted." 
 
{1791} Grace, in this wider sense, as source of all good, Augustine makes independent of sin, and 
ascribes the possession of it even to the good angels. Comp. Deuteronomy corrupt. et grat. 32 
(tom. x. 767, 768): "Dederat [Deus homini] adjutorium sine quo in ea [bona voluntate] non posset 
permanere si vellet; ut autem vellet, in ejus libero reliquit arbitrio. Posset ergo permanere si 



vellet: quia non deerat adjutorium per quod posset et sine quo non posset perseveranter bonum 
tenere quod vellet.... Si autem hoc adjutorium vel angelo vel homini, cum primum facti sunt, 
defuisset, quoniam non talis natura facta erat, ut sine divino adjutorio posset manere si vellet, non 
utique sua culpa cecidissent: adjutorium quippe defuisset, sine quo manere non possent." We see 
here plainly the germ of the scholastic and Roman Catholic doctrine of the justitia originalis, 
which was ascribed to the first man as a special endowment of divine grace or a supernatural 
accident, on the ground of the familiar distinction between the imago Dei (which belongs to the 
essence of man and consists in reason and free will) and the similitude Dei (the actual conformity 
to the divine will). 
 
{1792} Comp. several passages in the Opus imperf. i. 71; iii. 147; vi. 9, 17; Contra Jul. v. 5; 
Deuteronomy civitate Dei, xiii. 1, 13, 14, 21; xiv. 10, where he depicts the beatitudo and deliciae 
of Eden in poetic colors, and extends the perfection even to the animal and vegetable realms. Yet 
he is not everywhere consistent. His views became more exaggerated from his opposition to 
Pelagianism. In the treatise, Deuteronomy libero arbitrio, iii. c. 24, 71, 72, which he completed A. 
D. 395, he says, that the first human beings were neither wise nor foolish, but had at first only the 
capability to become one or the other. "Infans nec stultus nec sapiens dici potest, quamvis jam 
homo sit; ex quo apparet natumm hominis recipere aliquid medium, quod neque stultitiam neque 
sapientiam recte vocaris." "Ita factus est homo, ut quamvis sapiens nondum esset, praeceptum 
tamen posset accipere." On the other hand, in his much later Opus imperf. c. Julianum, l. v. c. 1 
(tom. x. f. 1222) he ascribes to the first men excellentissima sapientia, appealing to Pythagoras, 
who is said to have declared him the wisest who first gave names to things. 
 
{1793} Posse non peccare, which at the same time implies the possibilitas peccandi Comp. Opus 
imperf. v. 60 (fol. 1278): "Prorsus ita factus est, ut peccandi possibilitatem haberet a necessario, 
peccatum vero a possibili," i.e., the possibility of sinning was necessary, but the sinning itself 
merely possible. The peccare posse, says Augustine, in the same connection, is natura, the 
peccare is culpa. 
 
{1794} Non posse peccare, or impossibilitas peccandi. 
 
{1795} Between the non posse mori and the posse non mori, or between the immortalitas major 
and the immortalitas minor. 
 
{1796} Comp. Opus imperf. l. vi. cap. 30 (tom. x. fol 1360): "Illa vero immortalitas in qua sancti 
angeli vivunt, et in qua nos quoque victuri sumus, procul dubio major est. Non enim talis, in qua 
homo habeat quidem in potestate non mori, sicut non peccare, sed etiam possit et mori, quia 
potest peccare: sed talis est illa immortalitas, in qua omnis qui ibi est, vel erit, mori non poterit, 
quia nec peccare jam poterit." Deuteronomy corrept. et grat. 33 (x. f. 168): "Prima libertas 
voluntatis erat, posse non peccare, novissima erit multo major, non posse peccare: Prima 
immortalitas erat, posse non mori, novissima erit multo major, non posse mori: prima erat 
perseverantiae potestas, bonum posse non deserere; novissima erit felicitas perseverantiae, bonum 
non posse deserere." 
 
{1797} The distinctions in the Augustinian idea of freedom have been overlooked by Wiggers 
and most of the old historians, but, on the other hand, brought out with more or less clearness by 
Neander (in the Kirchengeschichte and in the Dogmengeschichte), by Ritter (Gesch. der christl. 
Philosophic, ii. p. 341 ff.), Jul. Muller (Die christl. Lehre von der Sunde, ii. 45 ff.), Joh. Huber 
(Philosophic der Kirchenvater, p. 296 ff.). Baur bases his acute criticism of the Augustinian 
system in part upon the false assumption that Augustine’s view of the liberum arbitrium was 
precisely the same as that of Pelagius. See below. 



 
{1798} Retract. i. c. 9, 4: "Voluntas est qua et peccatur, et recte vivitur." 
 
{1799} Here belong especially the first chapters of the treatises, Deuteronomy gratia et libero 
arbitrio (tom. x. fol. 717-721), of the Opus imperf. contra Julianum, and Contra duas epistolas 
Pelagianorum. In this sense even the strictest adherents of the Augustinian and Calvinistic system 
have always more or less explicitly conceded human freedom. Thus Cunningham, a Calvinist of 
the Free Church of Scotland, in his presentation of the Pelagian controversy (Hist. Theol. i. p. 
325): "Augustine certainly did not deny man’s free will altogether, and in every sense of the 
word; and the most zealous defenders of the doctrines of grace and of Calvinistic principles have 
admitted that there is a free will or free agency, in some sense, which man has, and which is 
necessary to his being responsible for his transgressions of God’s law. It is laid down in our own 
(the Westminster) Confession, that ‘God hath endued the will of man with that natural liberty, 
that it is neither forced, nor by any absolute necessity of nature determined to good or evil.’" Dr. 
Shedd, an American Presbyterian of the Old School, in his History of Christian Doctrine, ii. p. 66, 
where he, in Augustine’s view, expresses his own, says: "The guilt of sin consists in its unforced 
wilfulness; and this guilt is not in the least diminished by the fact that the will cannot overcome 
its own wilfulness. For this wicked wilfulness was not created in the will, but is the product of the 
will’s act of apostasy. The present impotence to holiness is not an original and primitive 
impotence. By creation Adam had plenary power, not indeed to originate holiness, for no creature 
has this, but to preserve and perpetuate it. The present destitution of holiness, and impossibility 
of originating it, is due therefore to the creature’s apostatizing agency, and is a part of his 
condemnation." Also, p. 80: "There is no author in the whole theological catalogue, who is more 
careful and earnest than Augustine, to assert that sin is self-activity, and that its source is in the 
voluntary nature of man. Sin, according to him, is not a substance, but an agency; it is not the 
essence of any faculty in man, but only the action of a faculty." Neither Dr. Cunningham nor Dr. 
Shedd, however, takes any account of the different forms and degrees of freedom in the 
Augustinian system. 
 
{1800} This important distinction is overlooked by Baur, in his Kirchengeschichte vom 4-6ten 
Jahrhundert, p. 143. It takes off the edge from his sharp criticism of the Augustinian system, in 
which he charges it with inconsistency in starting from the same idea of freedom as Pelagius and 
yet opposing it. 
 
{1801} Comp. respecting this conception of freedom, the treatise, Deuteronomy libero arbitrio (in 
Opera, tom. i. f. 569 sqq.), which was begun A. D. 388, and finished A. D. 395, and belongs 
therefore to his earliest writings; also, Deuteronomy correptione et gratia (especially cap. 9-11), 
and the sixth book of the Opus imperf. c. Julianum. Also Contra duas epistolas Pelag. l. ii. c. 2 
(tom. x. f. 432), where he opposes both the Manichaean denial of the liberum arbitrium and the 
Pelagian assertion of its continuance after the fall. "Manichaei negant, homini bono ex libero 
arbitrio fuisse initium mali; Pelagiani dicunt, etiam hominem malum sufficienter habere liberum 
arbitrium ad faciendum praeceptum bonum; catholica [fides] utrosque redarguit, et illis dicens: 
Fecit Deus hominem rectum, et istis dicens: Si vos Filius liberaverit, vere liberi eritis." 
 
{1802} Contra duas Epist. Pelag. ii. c. 5 (or 9, tom. x. f. 436): "Peccato Adae arbitrium liberum de 
hominum natura periisse non dicimus, sed ad peccandum valere in hominibus subditis diabolo, ad 
bene autem pieque vivendum non valere, nisi ipsa voluntas hominis Dei gratia fuerit liberata, et 
ad omne bonum actionis, sermonis, cogitationis adjuta." Also, Deuteronomy gratia et libero 
arbitrio, c. 15 (x. f. 184): "Semper est autem in nobis voluntas libera, sed non semper est bona. 
Aut enim a justitia libera est, quando servit peccato, et tunc est mala; aut a peceato libera est, 
quando servit justitiae, et tunc est bona. Gratia vero Dei semper est bona." Dr. Baur, it is true (Die 



christl Kirche vom Anfang des 4ten bis Ende des 6ten Jahrhunderts, p. 140), is not wholly wrong 
when he, with reference to this passage, charges Augustine with an equivocal play upon words, in 
retaining the term freedom, but changing its sense into its direct opposite. "Meaningless as it is," 
says Baur, "to talk in this equivocal sense of freedom, we however see even from this what 
interest the idea of freedom still had for him, even after he had sacrificed it to the determinism of 
his system." The Lutheran theolgians likewise restricted the liberum arbitrium of fallen man to 
the justitia civilis, in distinction from the justitia Dei, or spiritualis. Comp. Melanchthon, in the 
Confessio Augustana, art. xviii. The Formula Concordiae goes even beyond Augustine, and 
compares the natural man in spiritualibus et divinis rebus with a "status salis," "truncus," and 
"lapis" nay, makes him out yet worse off, inasmuch as he is not merely passive, but "voluntati 
divinae rebellis est et inimicus" (pp. 661 and 662). 
 
{1803} Deuteronomy corrept. et gratia, 32 (x. 768): "Quid erit liberius libero arbitrio, quando non 
poterit servire peccato?... 33: Prima libertas voluntatis erat, posse non peccare, novissima erit 
multo major, non posse peccare." 
 
{1804} "Deo servire vera libertas est;" a profound and noble saying. This higher conception of 
freedom Augustine had substantially expressed long before the Pelagian controversy, e.g., in the 
Confessions. Comp. also Deuteronomy civit. Dei l. xiv. c. 11: "Arbitriam igitur voluntatis tunc est 
vere liberum, quum vitiis peccatisque non servit. Tale datum est a Deo: quod amissum proprio 
vitio, nisi a quo dari potuit, reddi non potest. Unde veritas dicit: Si vos filisliberaverit, tunc vere 
liberi eritis, Id ipsum est autem, ac si diceret: Si vos Filius salvos fecerit, tunc vere salvi eritis. 
inde quippe liberatur, unde salvatur."  

 



153. The Augustinian System: The Fall and its Consequences. 
 
To understand Augustine’s doctrine of the fall of man, we must remember, first of all, that he 
starts with the idea of the organic unity of the human race, and with the profound parallel of Paul 
between the first and the second Adam; {1805} that he views the first man not merely as an 
individual, but at the same time as the progenitor and representative of the whole race, standing to 
natural mankind in the same relation as that of Christ to redeemed and regenerate mankind. The 
history of the fall, recorded in a manner at once profound and childlike in the third chapter of 
Genesis, has, therefore, universal significance. In Adam human nature fell, and therefore all, who 
have inherited that nature from him, who were in him as the fruit in the germ, and who have 
grown up, as it were, one person with him. {1806} 
 
But Augustine did not stop with the very just idea of an organic connection of the human race, 
and of the sin of Adam with original sin; he also supposed a sort of pre-existence of all the 
posterity of Adam in himself, so that they actually and personally sinned in him, though not, 
indeed, with individual consciousness. Since we were, at the time of the fall, "in lumbis Adami," 
the sin of Adam is "jure seminationis et germinationis," our sin and guilt, and physical death is a 
penalty even upon infant children, as it was a penalty upon Adam. The posterity of Adam 
therefore suffer punishment not for the sin of another, but for the sin which they themselves 
committed in Adam. This view, as we shall see farther on, Augustine founds upon a false 
interpretation of Romans 5:12. 
 
I. The Fall. The original state of man included the possibility of sinning, and this was the 
imperfection of that state. This possibility became reality. Why it should have been realized, is 
incomprehensible; since evil never has, like good, a sufficient reason. It is irrationality itself. 
Augustine fixes an immense gulf between the primitive state and the state of sin. But when 
thought has accomplished this adventurous leap, it finds his system coherent throughout. 
 
Adam did not fall without temptation from another. That angel, who, in his pride, had turned 
away from God to himself, tempted man, who, standing yet in his integrity, provoked his envy. 
He first approached the woman, the weaker and the more credulous. The essence of the sin of 
Adam consisted not in the eating of the fruit; for this was in itself neither wrong nor harmful; but 
in disobedience to the command of God. "Obedience was enjoined by that commandment, as the 
virtue which, in the rational creature, is, as it were, the mother and guardian of all virtues." The 
principle, the root of sin, was pride, self-seeking, the craving of the will to forsake its author, and 
become its own. This pride preceded the outward act. Our first parents were sinful in heart, before 
they had yet fallen into open disobedience. "For man never yet proceeded to an evil work, unless 
incited to it by an evil will." This pride even preceded the temptation of the serpent. "If man had 
not previously begun to take pleasure in himself, the serpent could have had no hold upon him." 
 
The fall of Adam appears the greater, and the more worthy of punishment, if we consider, first, 
the height he occupied, the divine image in which he was created; then, the simplicity of the 
commandment, and ease of obeying it, in the abundance of all manner of fruits in paradise; and 
finally, the sanction of the most terrible punishment from his Creator and greatest Benefactor. 
 
Thus Augustine goes behind the appearance to the substance; below the surface to the deeper 
truth. He does not stop with the outward act, but looks chiefly at the disposition which lies at its 
root. 
 



II. The Consequences of the primal sin, both for Adam and for his posterity, are, in Augustine’s 
view, comprehensive and terrible in proportion to the heinousness of the sin itself. And all these 
consequences are at the same time punishments from the righteous God, who has, by one and the 
same law, joined reward with obedience and penalty with sin. They are all comprehended under 
death, in its widest sense; as Paul says: "The wages of sin is death;" and in Genesis 2:17 we are to 
understand by the threatened death, all evil both to body and to soul. 
 
Augustine particularizes the consequences of sin under seven heads; the first four being negative, 
the others positive: 
 
1. Loss of the freedom of choice, {1807} which consisted in a positive inclination and love to the 
good, with the implied possibility of sin. In place of this freedom has come the hard necessity of 
sinning, bondage to evil. "The will, which, aided by grace, would have become a source of good, 
became to Adam, in his apostasy from God, a source of evil." 
 
2. Obstruction of knowledge. Man was originally able to learn everything easily, without labor, 
and to understand everything aright. But now the mind is beclouded, and knowledge can be 
acquired and imparted only in the sweat of the face. 
 
3. Loss of the grace of God, which enabled man to perform the good which his freedom willed, 
and to persevere therein. By not willing, man forfeited his ability, and now, though he would do 
good, he cannot. 
 
4. Loss of paradise. The earth now lies under the curse of God: it brings forth thorns and thistles, 
and in the sweat of his face man must eat his bread. 
 
5. Concupiscence, i.e., not sensuousness in itself, but the preponderance of the sensuous, the 
lusting of the flesh against the spirit. Thus God punishes sin with sin—a proposition which Julian 
considered blasphemy. Originally the body was as joyfully obedient to the spirit, as man to God. 
There was but one will in exercise. By the fall this beautiful harmony has been broken, and that 
antagonism has arisen which Paul describes in the seventh chapter of the Epistle to the Romans. 
(Augustine referred this passage to the regenerate state.) The rebellion of the spirit against God 
involved, as its natural punishment, the rebellion of the flesh against the spirit. Concupiscentia, 
therefore, is substantially the same as what Paul calls in the bad sense "flesh." It is not the sensual 
constitution in itself, but its predominance over the higher, rational nature of man. {1808} It is 
true, however, that Augustine, in his longing after an unimpeded life in the spirit, was inclined to 
treat even lawful appetites, such as hunger and thirst, so far as they assume the form of craving 
desire, as at least remotely connected with the fall. {1809} Julian attributed the strength of animal 
desire to the animal element in the original nature of man. Augustine answered, that the 
superiority of man to the brute consists in the complete dominion of reason over the sensual 
nature, and that therefore his approach to the brute in this respect is a punishment from God. 
Concupiscence then is no more a merely corporeal thing than the biblical savrx, but has its seat in 
the soul, without which no lust arises. We must, therefore, suppose a conflict in the soul itself, a 
lower, earthly, self-seeking instinct, and a higher, god-like impulse. 
 
This is the generic sense of concupiscentia: the struggle of the collective sensual and psychical 
desires against the god-like spirit. But Augustine frequently employs the word, as other 
corresponding terms are used, in the narrower sense of unlawful sexual desire. This appeared 
immediately after the fall, in the shame of our first parents, which was not for their nakedness 
itself, since this was nothing new to them, but for the lusting of the body; for something, 
therefore, in and of itself good (the body’s, own enjoyment, as it were), but now unlawfully 



rising, through the discord between body and soul. But would there then have been propagation 
without the fall? Unquestionably; but it would have left the dominion of reason over the sensual 
desire undisturbed. Propagation would have been the act of a pure will and chaste love, and 
would have had no more shame about it than the scattering of seed upon the maternal bosom of 
the earth. But now lust rules the spirit; and Augustine in his earlier years had had bitter 
experience of its tyranny. To this element of sin in the act of procreation he ascribes the pains of 
childbirth, which in fact appear in Genesis as a consequence of the fall, and as a curse from God. 
Had man remained pure, "the ripe fruit would have descended from the maternal womb without 
labor or pain of the woman, as the fruit descends from the tree." {1810} 
 
6. Physical death, with its retinue of diseases and bodily pains. Adam was indeed created mortal, 
that is, capable of death, but not subject to death. By a natural development the possibility of 
dying would have been overcome by the power of immortality; the body would have been 
gradually spiritualized and clothed with glory, without a violent transition or even the weakness 
of old age. But now man is fallen under the bitter necessity of death. Because the spirit forsook 
God willingly, it must now forsake the body unwillingly. With profound discernment Augustine 
shows that not only the actual severance of soul and body, but the whole life of sinful man is a 
continual dying. Even with the pains of birth and the first cry of the child does death begin. The 
threatening of the Lord, therefore: "In the day ye eat thereof, ye shall die," began at once to be 
fulfilled. For though our first parents lived many years afterwards, they immediately began to 
grow old and to die. Life is an unceasing march towards death, and "to no one is it granted, even 
for a little, to stand still, or to go more slowly, but all are constrained to go with equal pace, and 
no one is impelled differently from others. For he whose life has been shorter, saw therefore no 
shorter day than he whose life was longer. And he who uses more time to reach death, does not 
therefore go slower, but only makes a longer journey." 
 
7. The most important consequence of the fall of Adam is original sin and hereditary guilt in his 
whole posterity; and as this was also one of the chief points of controversy, it must be exhibited at 
length. 
 
{1805} Romans 5:12 ff.; 1 Corinthians 15:22. 
 
{1806} Deuteronomy civit. Dei, l. xiii. c. 14: "Omnes enim fuimus in illo uno, quando omnes 
fuimus ille unus, qui per feminam lapsus est in peccatum, quae de illo facta est ante peccatum." 
Compare other passages below. 
 
{1807} Of course not in indifferent things of ordinary life, in which the greatest sinner is free to 
choose, but in reference to the great religous decision for or against God and divine things. 
 
{1808} Not the "sentiendi vivacitas," but the "ribido sentiendi, quae nos ad sentiendum, sive 
consentientes mente, sive repugnantes, appetitu voluptatis impellit." C. Julianum, l. iv. c. 14 (65, 
tom. x. f. 615). He illustrates the difference by a reference to Matthew 5:28. "Non ait Dominus: 
qui viderit mulierem, sed: qui viderit ad conpiscendum, jam maechatus est eam in corde suo. ... 
Illud [videre] Deus condidit, instruendo corpus humanum; illud [videre ad concupiscendum] 
diabolus seminavit, persuadendo peccatum." 
 
{1809} "Quis autem mente sobrius non mallet, si fieri posset, sine ulla mordaci voluptate carnali 
vel arida sumere alimenta, vel humida, sicut suminus haec aaria, quae de circumfusis auris 
respirando et spirando sorbemus et fundimus?" Contra Jul. iv. c. 14, 68, f. 616. 
 
{1810} Deuteronomy civitate Dei, xiv. 26.  



 



154. The Augustinian System: Original Sin, and the Origin of the 
Human Soul. 
 
Original sin, {1811} according to Augustine, is the native bent of the soul towards evil, with 
which all the posterity of Adam—excepting Christ, who was conceived by the Holy Ghost and 
born of a pure Virgin—come into the world, and out of which all actual sins of necessity proceed. 
It appears principally in concupiscence, or the war of the flesh against the spirit. Sin is not merely 
an individual act, but also a condition, a status and habitus, which continues, by procreation, from 
generation to generation. Original sin results necessarily, as has been already remarked, from the 
generic and representative character of Adam, in whom human nature itself, and so, potentially, 
all who should inherit that nature, fell. {1812} The corruption of the root communicates itself to 
the trunk and the branches. But where sin is, there is always guilt and ill-desert in the eyes of a 
righteous God. The whole race, through the fall of its progenitor, has become a massa perditionis. 
This, of course, still admits different degrees both of sinfulness and of guilt. 
 
Original sin and guilt are propagated by natural generation. The generic character planted in 
Adam unfolds itself in a succession of individuals, who organically grow one out of another. As 
sin, however, is not merely a thing of the body, but primarily and essentially of the spirit, the 
question arises, on which of the current theories as to the origin and propagagation of souls 
Augustine based his view. 
 
This metaphysical problem enters theology in connection with the doctrine of original sin; this, 
therefore, is the place to say what is needful upon it. {1813} The Gnostic and pantheistic 
emanation-theory had long since been universally rejected as heretical. But three other views had 
found advocates in the church: 
 
1. The Traducian {1814} or Generation-theory teaches that the soul originates with the body from 
the act of procreation, and therefore through human agency. It is countenanced by several 
passages of Scripture, such as Genesis 5:3 Psalm 51:5 Romans 5:12 1 Corinthians 15:22 
Ephesians 2:3; it is decidedly suitable to the doctrine of original sin; and hence, since Tertullian, 
it has been adopted by most Western theologians in support and explanation of that doctrine. 
{1815} 
 
2. The Creation-theory ascribes each individual soul to a direct creative act of God, and supposes 
it to be united with the body either at the moment of its generation, or afterwards. This view is 
held by several Eastern theologians and by Jerome, who appeals to the unceasing creative activity 
of God. {John 5:17} It required the assumption that the Soul, which must proceed pure from the 
hand of the Creator, becomes sinful by its connection with the naturally generated body. Pelagius 
and his followers were creationists. {1816} 
 
3. The theory of Pre-existence, which was originated by Plato and more fully developed by 
Origen, supposes that the soul, even before the origin of the body, existed and sinned in another 
world, and has been banished in the body as in a prison, {1817} to expiate that personal Adamic 
guilt, and by an ascetic process to be restored to its original state. This is one of the Origenistic 
heresies, which were condemned under Justinian. Even Gregory of Nyssa, although, like 
Nemesius and Cyril of Alexandria, he supposed the soul to be created before the body, compares 
Origen’s theory to the heathen myths and fables. Origen himself allowed that the Bible does not 
directly teach the pre-existence of the soul, but maintained that several passages, such as the strife 
between Esau and Jacob in the womb, and the leaping of John the Baptist in the womb of 



Elizabeth at the salutation of Mary, imply it. The only truth in this theory is that every human soul 
has from eternity existed in the thought and purpose of God. {1818} 
 
Augustine emphatically rejects the doctrine of pre-existence, {1819} without considering that his 
own theory of a generic pre-existence and apostasy of all men in Adam is really liable to similar 
objections. For he also hangs the whole fate of the human race on a transcendental act of 
freedom, lying beyond our temporal consciousness though, it is true, he places this act in the 
beginning of earthly history, and ascribes it to the one general ancestor, while Origen transfers it 
into a previous world, and views it as an act of each individual soul. {1820} 
 
But between creationism and traducianism Augustine wavers, because the Scriptures do not 
expressly decide. He wishes to keep both the continuous creative activity of God and the organic 
union of body and soul. 
 
Augustine regards this whole question as belonging to science and the schools, not to faith and 
the church, and makes a confession of ignorance which, in a man of his speculative genius, 
involves great self-denial. "Where the Scripture," he says, "renders no certain testimony, human 
inquiry must beware of deciding one way or the other. If it were necessary to salvation to know 
anything concerning it, Scripture would have said more." {1821} 
 
The three theories of the origin of the soul, we may remark by way of concluding criticism, admit 
of a reconciliation. Each of them contains an element of truth, and is wrong only when 
exclusively held. Every human soul has an ideal pre-existence in the divine mind, the divine will, 
and we may add, in the divine life; and every human soul as well as every human body is the 
product of the united agency of God and the parents. Pre-existentianism errs in confounding an 
ideal with a concrete, self-conscious, individual pre-existence; traducianism, in ignoring the 
creative divine agency without which no being, least of all an immortal mind, can come into 
existence, and in favoring a materialistic conception of the soul; creationism, in denying the 
human agency, and thus placing the soul in a merely accidental relation to the body. 
 
{1811} Peccatum originals, vitium hereditarium. 
 
{1812} Deuteronomy peccatorum meritis et remissione, l. iii. c. 7 (14, tom. x. f. 78): "In Adam 
omnes tunc peccaverunt, quando in ejus natura illa insita vi, qua eos gignere poterat, adhuc omnes 
ille unus fuerunt." Deuteronomy corrept. et gratia, 28 (x. f 765): "Quia vero [Adam] per liberum 
arbitrium Deum deseruit, justum judicium Dei expertus est, ut cum tota sua stirpe, quae in illo 
adhuc posita tota cum illo peccaverat, damnaretur." This view easily fell in with Augustine’s 
Platonico-Aristotelian realism, which regarded the general conceptions as the original types of 
individual things. But the root of it lay deeper in his Christian consciousness and profound 
conviction of the all-pervading power of sin. 
 
{1813} "La premiere difficulte est," says Leibnitz in the Theodicee, Partie i. 86, "comment l’ame 
a pu etre infectee du peche originel, qui est la racine des peches actuels, sans qu’il y sit en de 
l’injustice en Dieu a l’y exposer." 
 
{1814} From tradux, propagator. The author of this theory is Tertullian, Deuteronomy anima, c. 
27 (Opera, ed. Fr. Oehler, tom. ii. p. 599 sqq.): "Immo simul ambas [animam et corpus] et concipi 
et confici et perfici dicimus, sicut et promi, nec ullum intervenire momentum in concepta quo 
locus ordinetur.... Igitur ex uno homine tota haec animarum redundantia." Cap. 86 (p. 617): 
"Anima in utero seminata pariter cum came pariter cum ipsa sortitur." Comp. c. 19 (anima velut 
surculus quidam ex matrice Adam in propaginem deducta); Deuteronomy resurr. carnis, c. 45; 



Adv. Valentin. c. 26 (tradux animae). With Tertullian this theory was connected with a 
materializing view of the soul. 
 
{1815} Jerome says of the maxima pars occidentalium, that they teach: "Ut quomodo corpus ex 
corpore, sic anima nascatur ex anima, et simili cum brutis animalibus conditione subsistat." Ep. 
78 ad Marcell. Leo the Great declared it even to be catholica fides, that every man "in corporis et 
animae subetantiam fomari intra materna viscera." Ep. 15 ad Turrib. Similarly among the Oriental 
fathers, Theodoret, Fab. haer. v. 9: h ekklhsia toi’ qeioi peiqomenh logoi, —levgei thn yuchn 
sundhmiourgei’sqaitw’ swmati. 
 
{1816} Jerome says, appealing to John 5:17 Zechariah 12:1 Psalm 33:15: "Quotidie Deus 
fabricatur animas, cujus velle fecisse est, et conditor esse non cessat." Pelagius, in his Confession 
of Faith, declares for the view that souls are made and given by God Himself. 
 
{1817} The sw’ma interpreted as sh’ma (sepulchre). Origen appeals to the groaning of the 
creation, Romans 8:19. 
 
{1818} Lately the theory of pre-existence has found in America an advocate in Dr. Edward 
Beecher, in his book: The Conflict of Ages, Boston, 1853. Wordsworth has given it a poetic garb 
in his Ode on Immortality: 
 
Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting: 
 
The soul that rises with us, our life’s star, 
 
Hath had elsewhere its setting, 
 
And cometh from afar. 
 
{1819} Deuteronomy civit. Dei, xi. 23. Ad Oros. c. Priscill. et Orig. c. 8. In his earlier work, 
Deuteronomy libero arbitrio (about 395), he spoke more favorably of Pre-existentianism. 
 
{1820} Comp. Baur, Vorlesungen uber die Dogmengeschichte, Bd. i. Th. ii. p. 31: "What 
essentially distinguishes the Augustinian system from that of Origen, consists only[?] in this, that 
in place of the pretemporal fall of souls we have the Adamic apostasy, and that what in Origen 
bears yet a heathen impress, has in Augustine assumed a purely Old Testament [certainly, 
however, also a Pauline] form." 
 
{1821} Deuteronomy peccatorum mer. et remiss. l. ii. c. 36, 59. He still remained thus undecided 
in his Retractations, lib. i. cap. 1, 3 (Opera, tom. i. f. 4), where he honestly acknowledges: "Quod 
attinet ad ejus [animi] originem... nec tunc sciebam, nec adhuc scio." He frequently treats of this 
question, e.g., Deuteronomy anima et ejus origine Deuteronomy Genesi ad literam, x. 23; Epist. 
190 ad Optatum; and Opus imperf. iv. 104. Comp. also Gangauf, l. c.. p. 248 ff. and John Huber, 
Philosophie der Kirchenvater, p. 291ff. Huber gives the following terse presentation of the 
Augustinian doctrine: "In the problem of the origin of the soul Augustine arrived at no definite 
view. In his earlier writings he is as yet even unsettled as to the doctrine of pre-existence (De lib. 
arbitr. i. 12, 24; iii. 20 and 21), but afterwards he rejects it most decidedly, especially as presented 
by Origen, and at the same time criticizes his whole theory of the origin of the world" (De civit. 
Dei, xi. 23). In like manner he declares against the theory of emanation, according to which the 
soul has flowed out of God (De Genes. ad. lit. vii. 2, 3), is of one nature (Epist. 166 ad Hieron. 3) 
and coeternal (De civ. Dei, x. 31). Between creationism and generationism, however, he can 



come to no decision, being kept in suspense not so much by scientific as by theological 
considerations. As to generationism, he remembers Tertullian, and fears being compelled, like 
him, to affirm the corporeality of the soul. He perceives, however, that this theory explains the 
transmission of original sin, and propounds the inquiry, whether perchance one soul may not 
spring from another, as one light is kindled from another without diminution of its flame (Ep. 190 
ad Optatum, 4, 14-15). But for creationism the chief difficulty lies in this very doctrine of original 
sin. If the soul is created directly by God, it is pure and sinless, and the question arises, how it has 
deserved to be clothed with corrupt flesh and brought into the succession of original sin. God 
Himself appears there to be the cause of its sinfulness, inasmuch as he caused it to become guilty 
by uniting it with the body (De an. et ejus orig. i. 8, 9; ii. 9, 13). All the passages of Scripture 
relevant to this point agree only in this, that God is the Giver, Author, and Former of souls; but 
how he forms them—whether he creates them out of nothing or derives them from the parents, 
they do not declare (lb. iv. 11, 15).—His doctrine, that God created everything together as to the 
germ, might naturally have inclined him rather to generationism, yet he does not get over his 
indecision, and declares even in his Retractations (i. 1, 3), that he neither know previously nor 
knows now, whether succeeding souls were descended from the first one or newly created as 
individuals.  

 



155. Arguments for the Doctrine of Original Sin and Hereditary Guilt. 
 
We now pass to the proofs by which Augustine established his doctrine of original sin and guilt, 
and to the objections urged by his opponents. 
 
1. For Scriptural authority he appealed chiefly and repeatedly to the words in Romans 5:12, ef w 
pante hmarton, which are erroneously translated by the Vulgate: in quo {1822} omnes 
peccaverunt. As Augustine had but slight knowledge of Greek, he commonly confined himself to 
the Latin Bible, and here he referred the in quo to Adam (the "one man" in the beginning of the 
verse, which is far too remote); but the Greek ef w must be taken as neuter and as a conjunction 
in the sense: on the ground that, or because, all have sinned. {1823} The exegesis of Augustine, 
and his doctrine of a personal fall, as it were, of all men in Adam, are therefore doubtless 
untenable. On the other hand, Paul unquestionably teaches in this passage a causal connection 
between sin and death, and also a causal connection between the sin of Adam and the sinfulness 
of his posterity, therefore original sin. The proof of this is found in the whole parallel between 
Adam and Christ, and their representative relation to mankind, {Comp. 1 Corinthians 15:45 ff.} 
and especially in the pante hmarton, but not in the ef w as translated by the Vulgate and 
Augustine. Other passages of Scripture to which Augustine appealed, as teaching original sin, 
were such as Genesis 8:21 Psalm 51:7 John 3:6 1 Corinthians 2:14 Ephesians 2:3 2. The practice 
of infant baptism in the church, with the customary formula, "for remission of sins," and such 
accompanying ceremonies as exorcism, presupposes the dominion of sin and of demoniacal 
powers even in infancy. Since the child, before the awakening of self-consciousness, has 
committed. no actual sin, the effect of baptism must relate to the forgiveness of original sin and 
guilt. {1824} This was a very important point from the beginning of the controversy, and one to 
which Augustine frequently reverted. 
 
Here he had unquestionably a logical advantage over the Pelagians, who retained the traditional 
usage of infant baptism, but divested it of its proper import, made it signify a mere ennobling of a 
nature already good, and, to be consistent, should have limited baptism to adults for the 
forgiveness of actual sins. 
 
The Pelagians, however, were justly offended by the revolting inference of the damnation of 
unbaptized infants, which is nowhere taught in the Holy Scriptures, and is repugnant to every 
unperverted religious instinct. Pelagius inclined to assign to unbaptized infants a middle state of 
half-blessedness, between the kingdom of heaven appointed to the baptized and the hell of the 
ungodly; though on this point he is not positive. {1825} He evidently makes salvation depend, not 
so much upon the Christian redemption, as upon the natural moral character of individuals. Hence 
also baptism had no such importance in his view as in that of his antagonist. 
 
Augustine, on the authority of Matthew 25:34,46, and other Scriptures, justly denies a neutral 
middle state, and meets the difficulty by supposing different degrees of blessedness and 
damnation (which, in fact, must be admitted), corresponding to the different degrees of holiness 
and wickedness. But, constrained by the idea of original sin, and by the supposed necessity of 
baptism to salvation, he does not shrink from consigning unbaptized children to damnation itself, 
{1826} though he softens to the utmost this frightful dogma, and reduces the damnation to the 
minimum of punishment or the privation of blessedness. {1827} He might have avoided the 
difficulty, without prejudice to his premises, by his doctrine of the election of grace, or by 
assuming an extraordinary application of the merits of Christ in death or in Hades. But the 
Catholic doctrine of the necessity of outward baptism to regeneration and entrance into the 



kingdom of God, forbade him a more liberal view respecting the endless destiny of that half of 
the human race which die in childhood. 
 
We may recall, however, the noteworthy fact, that the third canon of the North-African council at 
Carthage in 418, which condemns the opinion that unbaptized children are saved, is in many 
manuscripts wanting, and is therefore of doubtful authenticity. The sternness of the Augustinian 
system here gave way before the greater power of Christian love. Even Augustine, Deuteronomy 
civitate Dei, speaking of the example of Melchisedec, ventures the conjecture, that God may have 
also among the heathen an elect people, true Israelites according to the spirit, whom He draws to 
Himself through the secret power of His spirit. Why, we may ask, is not this thought applicable 
above all to children, to whom we know the Saviour Himself, in a very special sense (and without 
reference to baptism) ascribes a right to the kingdom of heaven? 
 
3. The testimony of Scripture and of the church is confirmed by experience. The inclination to 
evil awakes with the awaking of consciousness and voluntary activity. Even the suckling gives 
signs of self-will, spite, and disobedience. As moral development advances, the man feels this 
disposition to be really bad, and worthy of punishment, not a mere limitation or defect. Thus we 
find even the child subject to suffering, to sickness, and to death. It is contrary to the pure idea of 
God, that this condition should have been the original one. God must have created man faultless 
and inclined towards good. The conviction that human nature is not as it should be, in fact 
pervades all mankind. Augustine, in one place, cites a passage of the third book of Cicero’s 
Republic: "Nature has dealt with man not as a real mother, but as a step-mother, sending him into 
the world with a naked, frail, and feeble body, and with a soul anxious to avoid burdens, bowed 
down under all manner of apprehensions, averse to effort, and inclined to sensuality. Yet can we 
not mistake a certain divine fire of the spirit, which glimmers on in the heart as it were under 
ashes." Cicero laid the blame of this on creative nature. "He thus saw clearly the fact, but not the 
cause, for he had no conception of original sin, because he had no knowledge of the Holy 
Scriptures." 
 
{1822} Which presupposes en w. The whole verse reads in the Vulgate: "Propterea, sicut per 
unum hominem peccatum in hunc mundum intravit et per peccatum more, et ita in omnes 
homines mors pertransiit, in quo omnes peccaverunt." Comp. Augustine, Deuteronomy peccat. 
merit. et remissione, i. 8, 10; Op. imperf. ii. 63; Contra duas Ep. Pel. iv. 4; Deuteronomy nupt. et 
concup. ii. 5. Pelagius explained the passage: {ad Romans 5:12} "In eo, quod omnes peccaverunt, 
exemplo Adae peccant," or per imitationem in contrast with per propagationem. Julian translated 
ef j w propter quod. Comp. Contra Jul. vi. 75; Op. imperf. ii. 66. 
 
{1823} Ef w (ef oi) is equivalent to epi touvtw oti, on the ground that, presupposing that, 
propterea quod. So Meyer, in loco, and others. R. Rothe (in an extremely acute exegetical 
monograph upon Romans 5:12-21, Wittenberg, 1836) and Chr. Fr. Schmid (Bibl. Theol. ii. p. 
126) explain ef w byepi touvtw’ wste, i.e., under the more particular specification that, inasmuch 
as. Comp. the Commentaries. 
 
{1824} Comp. Deuteronomy nuptiis et concup. i. c. 26 (tom. x. f. 291 sq.); Deuteronomy peccat. 
mer. et remiss. i. c. 26 (39, tom. x. fol. 22); Deuteronomy gratia Christi, c. 82, 33 (x. 245 sq.), and 
other passages. The relation of the doctrine of original sin to the practice of infant baptism came 
very distinctly into view from the beginning of the controversy. Some have even concluded from 
a passage of Augustine (De pecc. mer. iii. 6), that the controversy began with infant baptism and 
not with original sin. Comp. Wiggers, i. p. 59. 
 



{1825} "Quo non eant scio, quo eant nescio," says he of unbaptized children. He ascribed to them, 
it is true, salus or vita aeterna, but not the reguum coelorum. Aug. Deuteronomy pecc. mer. et 
remissione, i. 18; iii. 3. In the latter place Augustine says, that it is absurd to affirm a "vita aeterna 
extra regnum Dei." In his book, Deuteronomy haeresibus, cap. 88, Augustine says of the 
Pelagians that they assign to unbaptized children "aeternam et beatam quandam vitam extra 
regnum Dei," and teach that children being born without original sin, are baptized for the purpose 
of being admitted "ad regnum Dei," and transferred "de bono in melius." 
 
{1826} Deuteronomy pecc. orig. c. 31 (36, tom. x. f. 269): "Unde ergo recte infans illa perditione 
punitur, nisi quia pertinet ad massam perditionis?" Deuteronomy nupt et concup. c. 22 (x. 292): 
"Remanet originale peccatum, per quod [parvuli] sub diaboli potestate captivi sunt, nisi inde 
lavacro regenerationis et Christi sanguine redimantur et transeant in regnum redemtoris sui." 
Deuteronomy peccat. merit. et remissione, iii. cap. 4 (x. 74): "Manifestum est, eos [parvulos] ad 
damnationem, nisi hoc [incorporation with Christ through baptism] eis collatum fuerit, pertinere. 
Non autem damnari possent, si peccatum utique non haberent." 
 
{1827} Contra Julianum, l. v. c. 11 (44, tom. x. f. 651): "Si enim quod de Sodomis sit {Matthew 
10:15 11:24} et utique non solis intelligi voluit, alius alio tolerabilius in die judicii punietur quis 
dubitaverit parvulos non baptizatos, qui solum habent originale peccatum, nec ullis propriis 
aggravantur, in damnatione omnium levissima futuros?" Comp. Deuteronomy pecc. meritis et 
remissione, l. i. c. 16 (or 21, tom. x. 12): "Potest proinde recte dici, parvulos sine baptismo de 
corpore exeuntes in damnatione omnium mitissima futuros."  

 



156. Answers to Pelagian Objections. 
 
To these positive arguments must be added the direct answers to the objections brought against 
the Augustinian theory, sometimes with great acuteness, by the Pelagians, and especially by 
Julian of Eclanum, in the dialectic course of the controversy. 
 
Julian sums up his argument against Augustine in five points, intended to disprove original sin 
from premises conceded by Augustine himself: If man is the creature of God, he must come from 
the hands of God good; if marriage is in itself good, it cannot generate evil; if baptism remits all 
sins and regenerates, the children of the baptized cannot inherit sin; if God is righteous, he cannot 
condemn children for the sins of others; if human nature is capable of perfect righteousness, it 
cannot be inherently defective. {1828} 
 
We notice particularly the first four of these points; the fifth is substantially included in the first. 
 
1. If original sin propagates itself in generation, if there is a tradux peccati and a malum naturale, 
then sin is substantial, and we are found in the Manichaean error, except that we make God, who 
is the Father of children, the author of sin, while Manichaeism refers sin to the devil, as the father 
of human nature. {1829} 
 
This imputation was urged repeatedly and emphatically by the sharp and clear-sighted Julian. But 
according to Augustine all nature is, and ever remains, in itself good, so far as it is nature (in the 
sense of creature); evil is only corruption of nature, vice cleaving to it. Manichaeus makes evil a 
substance, Augustine, only an accident; the former views it as a positive and eternal principle, the 
latter derives it from the creature, and attributes to it a merely negative or privative existence; the 
one affirms it to be a necessity of nature, the other, a free act; the former locates it in matter, in 
the body, the latter, in the will. {1830} Augustine retorted on the Pelagians the charge of 
Manichaeism, for their locating the carnal lust of man in his original nature itself, and so 
precluding its cure. But in their view the concupiscentia carnis was not what it was to Augustine, 
but an innocent natural impulse, which becomes sin only when indulged to excess. 
 
2. If evil is nothing substantial, we should expect that the baptized and regenerate, in whom its 
power is broken, would beget sinless children. If sin is propagated, righteousness should be 
propagated also. 
 
But baptism, according to Augustine, removes only the guilt (reatus) of original sin, not the sin 
itself (concupiscentia). In procreation it is not the regenerate spirit that is the agent, but the nature 
which is still under the dominion of the concupiscentia. "Regenerate parents produce not as sons 
of God, but as children of the world." All that are born need therefore regeneration through the 
same baptism, which washes away the curse of original sin. Augustine appeals to analogies; 
especially to the fact that from the seed of the good olive a wild olive grows, although the good 
and the wild greatly differ. {1831} 
 
3. But if the production of children is not possible without fleshly lust, must not marriage be 
condemned? {1832} 
 
No; marriage, and the consequent production of children, are, like nature, in themselves good. 
They belong to the mutual polarity of the sexes. The blessing: "Be fruitful and multiply," and the 
declaration: "Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his 
wife, and they shall be one flesh," come down from paradise itself, and generation would have 



taken place even without sin, yet "sine ulla libidine," as a "tranquilla motio et conjunctio vel 
commixtio membrorum." Carnal concupiscence is subsequent and adventitious, existing now as 
an accident in the act of generation, and concealed by nature herself with shame; but it does not 
annul the blessing of marriage. It is only through sin that the sexual parts have become pudenda; 
in themselves they are honorable. Undoubtedly the regenerate are called to reduce concupiscence 
to the mere service of generation, that they may produce children, who shall be children of God, 
and therefore born again in Christ. Such desire Augustine, with reference to 1 Corinthians 7:3 ff., 
calls "a pardonable guilt." But since, in the present state, the concupiscentia carnis is inseparable 
from marriage, it would have been really more consistent to give up the "bonum nuptiarum," and 
to regard marriage as a necessary evil; as the monastic asceticism, favored by the spirit of the age, 
was strongly inclined to do. And in this respect there was no material difference between 
Augustine and Pelagius. The latter went fully as far, and even farther, in his praise of virginity, as 
the highest form of Christian virtue; his letter to the nun Demetrias is a picture of a perfect virgin 
who in her moral purity proves the excellency of human nature. 
 
4. It contradicts the righteousness of God, to suppose one man punished for the sin of another. We 
are accountable only, for sins which are the acts of our own will. Julian appealed to the oft-quoted 
passage, Ezek. xviii. 2-4, where God forbids the use of the proverb in Israel: "The fathers have 
eaten sour grapes, and the children’s teeth are set on edge," and where the principle is laid down: 
"The soul that sinneth, it shall die." {1833} 
 
On the individualizing principle of Pelagius this objection is very, natural, and is irrefragable; but 
in the system of Augustine, where mankind appears as an organic whole, and Adam as the 
representative of human nature and as including all his posterity, it partially loses its force. 
Augustine thus makes all men sharers in the fall, so that they are, in fact, punished for what they 
themselves did in Adam. But this by no means fully solves the difficulty. He should have applied 
his organic view differently, and should have carried it farther. For if Adam must not be isolated 
from his descendants, neither must original sin be taken apart from actual sin. God does not 
punish the one without the other. He always looks upon the life of man as a whole; upon original 
sin as the fruitful mother of actual sins; and he condemns a man not for the guilt of another, but 
for making the deed of Adam his own, and repeating the fall by his own voluntary transgression. 
This every one does who lives beyond unconscious infancy. But Augustine, as we have already, 
seen, makes even infancy subject to punishment for original sin alone, and thus unquestionably 
trenches not only upon the righteousness of God, but also upon his love, which is the beginning 
and end of his ways, and the key to all his works. 
 
To sum up the Augustinian doctrine of sin: This fearful power is universal; it rules the species, as 
well as individuals; it has its seat in the moral character of the will, reaches thence to the 
particular actions, and from them reacts again upon the will; and it subjects every man, without 
exception, to the punitive justice of God. Yet the corruption is not so great as to alter the 
substance of man, and make him incapable of redemption. The denial of man’s capacity for 
redemption is the Manichaean error, and the opposite extreme to the Pelagian denial of the need 
of redemption. "That is still good," says Augustine, "which bewails lost good; for had not 
something good remained in our nature, there would be no grief over lost good for punishment." 
{1834} Even in the hearts of the heathen the law of God is not wholly obliterated, {1835} and 
even in the life of the most abandoned men there are some good works. But these avail nothing to 
salvation. They are not truly good, because they proceed from the turbid source of selfishness. 
Faith is the root, and love the motive, of all truly good actions, and this love is shed abroad in our 
hearts by the Holy Ghost. "Whatsoever is not of faith, is sin." Before the time of Christ, therefore, 
all virtues were either, like the virtues of the Old Testament saints, who hoped in the same Christ 
in whom we believe, consciously or unconsciously Christian; or else they prove, on closer 



inspection, to be comparative vices or seeming virtues, destitute of the pure motive and the right 
aim. Lust of renown and lust of dominion were the fundamental traits of the old Romans, which 
first gave birth to those virtues of self-devotion to freedom and country, so glorious in the eyes of 
men; but which afterwards, when with the destruction of Carthage all manner of moral corruption 
poured in, begot the Roman vices. {1836} 
 
This view of heathen or natural morality as a specious form of vice, though true to a large extent, 
is nevertheless an unjust extreme, which Augustine himself cannot consistently sustain. Even he 
was forced to admit important moral differences among the heathen: between, for example, a 
Fabricius, of incorruptible integrity, and the traitor Catiline; and though he merely defines this 
difference negatively, as a greater and less degree of sin and guilt, yet this itself involves the 
positive concession, that Fabricius stands nearer the position of Christian morality, and that there 
exists at least relative goodness among the heathen. Moreover, he cannot deny, that there were 
before Christ, not only among the Israelites, but also among the Gentiles, God-fearing souls, such 
as Melchisedec and Job, true Israelites, not according to the flesh, but according to the spirit, 
whom God by the secret workings of His Spirit drew to Himself even without baptism and the 
external means of grace. {1837} So the Alexandrian fathers saw scattered rays of the Logos in the 
dark night of heathenism; only they were far from discriminating so sharply between what was 
Christian and what was not Christian. 
 
All human boasting is therefore excluded, man is sick, sick unto death out of Christ, but he is 
capable of health; and the worse the sickness, the greater is the physician, the more powerful is 
the remedy—redeeming grace. 
 
{1828} Contra Julianum Pelagianum, l. ii. c. 9 (31, tom. x. f. 545 sq.). 
 
{1829} Comp. as against this the 2d book Deuteronomy nuptiis et concup.; Contra Jul. l. i. and ii., 
and the Opus imperf., in the introduction, and lib. iv. cap. 38. 
 
{1830} "Non est ulla substantia vel natura, sed vitium." Deuteronomy nupt. et concup. l. ii. c. 34 
(57, x. f. 332). "Non ortum est malum nisi in bono; nec tamen summo et immutabli, quod est 
natura Dei, sed facto de nihilo per sapientiam Dei." Ibid. lib. ii. c. 29 (or 50, tom. x. f 327). Comp. 
particularly also Contra duas Epist. Pelag. ii. c. 2, where he sharply discriminates his doctrine 
alike from Manichaeism and Pelagianism. These passages were overlooked by Baur and Milman, 
who think that there is good foundation for the charge of Manichaeism against Augustine’s 
doctrine of sin. Gibbon; (ch. xxxiii.) derived the orthodoxy of Augustine from the Manichaean 
school! 
 
{1831} Deuteronomy peccat. mer. et remiss. ii. cap. 9 and c. 25; Deuteronomy nuptiis et concup. 
i. c. 18; Contra Julian. vi. c. 5. 
 
{1832} Comp. against this especially the first book Deuteronomy nuptiis et concupiscentia (tom. 
x. f. 279 sqq.), written 418 or 419, in order to refute this objection. Julian answered this in a work 
of four books, which gave Augustine occasion to compose the second book Deuteronomy nuptiis 
et concup., and the six books Contra Julianum, A. D. 421. Julian published an answer to this 
again, which Augustine in turn refuted in his Opus imperf., A. D. 429, during the writing of 
which he died, A. D. 430. 
 
{1833} Aug. Opus imperf. iii. 18, 19 (tom. x. 1067, 1069). Augustine’s answer is unsatisfactory. 
 
{1834} Deuteronomy Genesi ad literam, viii. 14. 



 
{1835} Romans 2:14. 
 
{1836} The sentence often ascribed to Augustine, that "all pagan virtues are but splendid vices," 
is not Augustinian in form, but in substance. Comp. the quotation and remarks above, 151. Dr. 
Baur states his view correctly and clearly when he says (Vorlesungen uber die 
Dogmengeschichte, Bd. i. Part 2, p. 342): "If, as Augustine taught, faith in Christ is the highest 
principle of willing and acting, nothing can be truly good, which has not its root in faith, which 
principle Augustine thus expressed, using the words of the apostle Paul, Romans 14:23: ‘Omne, 
quod non ex fide, peccatum.’ Augustine judged therefore all good in the will and act of man after 
the absolute standard of Christian good, and accordingly could only regard the virtues of the 
heathen as seeming virtues, and ascribe to anything pre-Christian an inner value only so far as it 
had an inner reference to faith in Christ." Comp. also Baur’s Geschichte der christl. Kirche vom 
4-6ten Jahrhundert, p. 153 ff. Neander represents Augustine’s doctrine on heathen virtue thus 
(Church History, vol. iv. 1161, 2d Germ. ed., or vol. ii. p. 620, in Torrey’s translation): 
"Augustine very justly distinguishes the patriotism of the ancients from that which is to be called 
‘virtue,’ in the genuinely Christian sense, and which depends on the disposition towards God 
(virtus from virtus vera); but then he goes so far as to overlook altogether what bears some 
relationship to the divine life in such occasional coruscations of the moral element of human 
nature, and to see in them nothing but a service done for evil spirits and for man’s glory. He 
contributed greatly, on this particular side, to promote in the Western church the partial and 
contracted way of judging the ancient pagan times, as opposed to the more liberal Alexandrian 
views of which we still find traces in many of the Orientals in this period, and to which Augustine 
himself, in the earlier part of his life, as a Platonist, had been inclined. Still the vestiges of his 
earlier and loftier mode of thinking are to be discerned in his later writings, where he searches 
after and recognizes the scattered fragments of truth and goodness in the pagan literature, which 
he uniformly traces to the revelation of the Spirit, who is the original source of all that is true and 
good, to created minds; though this is inconsistent with his own theory respecting the total 
corruption of human nature, and with the particularism of his doctrine of predestination." 
 
{1837} Comp. Deuteronomy peccat. orig. c. 24 (28, tom. x. f. 265), where he asserts that the 
grace and faith of Christ operated even unconsciously "sive in eis justis quos sancta Scriptura 
commemorat, sive in eis justis quos quidem illa non commemorat, sed tamen fuisse credendi 
sunt, vel ante diluvium, vel inde usque ad legem datam, vel ipsius legis tempore, non solum in 
filiis Israel, sicut fuerant prophetae, sed etiam extra eundem sicut, fuit Job. Et ipsorum enim corda 
eadem mundabantur mediators fide, et diffundebatur in eis caritas per Spiritum Sanctum, qui ubi 
vult spirat, non merita sequens, sed etiam ipsa merita faciens."  

 



157. Augustine’s Doctrine of Redeeming Grace. 
 
Augustine reaches his peculiar doctrine of redeeming grace in two ways. First he reasons upwards 
from below, by the law of contrast; that is, from his view of the utter incompetency of the 
unregenerated man to do good. The greater the corruption, the mightier must be the remedial 
principle. The doctrine of grace is thus only the positive counterpart of the doctrine of sin. In the 
second place he reasons downwards from above; that is, from his conception of the all-working, 
all-penetrating presence of God in natural life, and much more in the spiritual. While Pelagius 
deistically severs God and the world after the creation, and places man on an independent footing, 
Augustine, even before this controversy, was, through his speculative genius and the earnest 
experience of his life, deeply penetrated with a sense of the absolute dependence of the creature 
on the Creator, in whom we live, and move, and have our being. But Augustine’s impression of 
the immanence of God in the world has nothing pantheistic; it does not tempt him to deny the 
transcendence of God and his absolute independence of the world. Guided by the Holy Scriptures, 
he maintains the true mean between deism and pantheism. In the very beginning of his 
Confessions {1838} he says very beautifully: "How shall I call on my God, on my God and Lord? 
Into myself must I call Him, if I call on Him; and what place is there in me, where my God may 
enter into me, the God, who created heaven and earth? O Lord my God, is there anything in me, 
that contains Thee? Do heaven and earth contain Thee, which Thou hast created, in which Thou 
didst create me? Or does all that is, contain Thee, because without Thee there had existed nothing 
that is? Because then I also am, do I supplicate Thee, that Thou wouldst come into me, I, who had 
not in any wise been, if Thou wert not in me? I yet live, I do not yet sink into the lower world, 
and yet Thou art there. If I made my bed in hell, behold, Thou art there. I were not, then, O my 
God, I utterly were not, if Thou wert not in me. Yea, still more, I were not, O my God, if I were 
not in Thee, from whom all, in whom all, through whom all is. Even so, Lord, even so." In short, 
man is nothing without God, and everything in and through God. The undercurrent of this 
sentiment could not but carry this father onward to all the views he developed in opposition to the 
Pelagian heresy. 
 
While Pelagius widened the idea of grace to indefiniteness, and reduced it to a medley of natural 
gifts, law, gospel, forgiveness of sins, enlightenment, and example, Augustine restricted grace to 
the specifically Christian sphere (and, therefore, called it gratia Christi), though admitting its 
operation previous to Christ among the saints of the Jewish dispensation; but within this sphere 
he gave it incomparably greater depth. With him grace is, first of all, a creative power of God in 
Christ transforming men from within. It produces first the negative effect of forgiveness of sins, 
removing the hindrance to communion with God; then the positive communication of a new 
principle of life. The two are combined in the idea of justification, which, as we have already 
remarked, Augustine holds, not in the Protestant sense of declaring righteous once for all, but in 
the Catholic sense of gradually making righteous; thus substantially identifying it with 
sanctification. {1839} Yet, as he refers this whole process to divine grace, to the exclusion of all 
human merit, he stands on essentially Evangelical ground. {1840} As we inherit from the first 
Adam our sinful and mortal life, so the second Adam implants in us, from God, and in God, the 
germ of a sinless and immortal life. Positive grace operates, therefore, not merely from without 
upon our intelligence by instruction and admonition, as Pelagius taught, but also in the centre of 
our personality, imparting to the will the power to do the good which the instruction teaches, and 
to imitate the example of Christ. {1841} Hence he frequently calls it the inspiration of a good 
will, or of love, which is the fulfilling of the law. {1842} "Him that wills not, grace comes to 
meet, that he may will; him that wills, she follows up, that he may not will in vain." {1843} Faith 
itself is an effect of grace; indeed, its first and fundamental effect, which provides for all others, 
and manifests itself in love. He had formerly held faith to be a work of man (as, in fact, though 



not exclusively, the capacity of faith, or receptivity for the divine, may be said to be); but he was 
afterwards led, particularly by the words of Paul in 1 Corinthians 4:7: "What hast thou, that thou 
hast not received?" to change his view. {1844} In a word, grace is the breath and blood of the new 
man; from it proceeds all that is truly good and divine, and without it we can do nothing 
acceptable to God. 
 
From this fundamental conception of grace arise the several properties which Augustine ascribes 
to it in opposition to Pelagius: 
 
First, it is absolutely necessary to Christian virtue; not merely auxiliary, but indispensable, to its 
existence. It is necessary "for every good act, for every good thought, for every good word of 
man at every moment." Without it the Christian life can neither begin, proceed, nor be 
consummated. It was necessary even under the old dispensation, which contained the gospel in 
the form of promise. The saints before Christ lived of His grace by anticipation. "They stood," 
says Augustine, "not under the terrifying, convicting, punishing law, but under that grace which 
fills the heart with joy in what is good, which heals it, and makes it free." {1845} 
 
It is, moreover, unmerited. Gratia would be no gratia if it were not gratuita, gratis data. {1846} 
As man without grace can do nothing good, he is, of course, incapable of deserving grace; for, to 
deserve grace, he must do something good. "What merits could we have, while as yet we did not 
love God? That the love with which we should love might be created, we have been loved, while 
as yet we had not that love. Never should we have found strength to love God, except as we 
received such a love from Him who had loved us before, and because He had loved us before. 
And, without such a love, what good could we do? Or, how could we not do good, with such a 
love?" "The Holy Spirit breathes where He will, and does not follow merits, but Himself 
produces the merits! {1847} Grace, therefore, is not bestowed on man because he already 
believes, but that he may believe; not because he has deserved it by good works, but that he may 
deserve good works." Pelagius reverses the natural relation by making the cause the effect, and 
the effect the cause. The ground of our salvation can only be found in God Himself, if He is to 
remain immutable. Augustine appeals to examples of pardoned sinners, "where not only no good 
deserts, but even evil deserts, had preceded." Thus the apostle Paul, "averse to the faith, which he 
wasted, and vehemently inflamed against it, was suddenly converted to that faith by the 
prevailing power of grace, and that in such wise that he was changed not only from an enemy to a 
friend, but from a persecutor to a sufferer of persecution for the sake of the faith he had once 
destroyed. For to him it was given by Christ, not only to believe on him, but also to suffer for his 
sake." He also points to children, who without will, and therefore without voluntary merit 
preceding, are through holy baptism incorporated in the kingdom of grace. {1848} His own 
experience, finally, afforded him an argument, to him irrefutable, for the free, undeserved 
compassion of God. And if in other passages he speaks of merits, he means good works which the 
Holy Ghost effects in man, and which God graciously rewards, so that eternal life is grace for 
grace. "If all thy merits are gifts of God, God crowns thy merits not as thy merits, but as the gifts 
of his grace." {1849} 
 
Grace is irresistible in its effect; not, indeed, in the way of physical constraint imposed on the 
will, but as a moral power, which makes man willing, and which infallibly attains its end, the 
conversion and final perfection of its subject. {1850} This point is closely connected with 
Augustine’s whole doctrine of predestination, and consistently leads to it or follows from it. 
Hence the Pelagians repeatedly raised the charge that Augustine, under the name of grace, 
introduced a certain fatalism. But the irresistibility must manifestly not be extended to all the 
influences of grace; for the Bible often speaks of grieving, quenching, lying to, and blaspheming 
the Holy Ghost, and so implies that grace may be resisted; and it presents many living examples 



of such resistance. It cannot be denied, that Saul, Solomon, Ananias, and Sapphira, and even the 
traitor Judas, were under the influence of divine grace, and repelled it. Augustine, therefore, must 
make irresistible grace identical with the specific grace of regeneration in the elect, which at the 
same time imparts the donum perseverantiae. {1851} 
 
Grace, finally, works progressively or by degrees. It removes all the consequences of the fall; but 
it removes them in an order agreeable to the finite, gradually unfolding nature of the believer. 
Grace is a foster-mother, who for the greatest good of her charge, wisely and lovingly 
accommodates herself to his necessities as they change from time to time. Augustine gives 
different names to grace in these different steps of its development. In overcoming the resisting 
will, and imparting a living knowledge of sin and longing for redemption, grace is gratia 
praeveniens or praeparans. In creating faith and the free will to do good, and uniting the soul to 
Christ, it is gratia operans. Joining with the emancipated will to combat the remains of evil, and 
bringing forth good works as fruits of faith, it is gratia cooperans. Finally, in enabling the 
believer to persevere in faith to the end, and leading him at length, though not in this life, to the 
perfect state, in which he can no longer sin nor die, it is gratia perficiens. {1852} This includes 
the donum perseverantiae, which is the only certain token of election. {1853} "We call ourselves 
elect, or children of God, because we so call all those whom we see regenerate, visibly leading a 
holy life. But he alone is in truth what he is called, who perseveres in that from which he receives 
the name." Therefore so long as a man yet lives, we can form no certain judgment of him in this 
respect. Perseverance till death, i.e., to the point where the danger of apostasy ceases, is 
emphatically a grace, "since it is much harder to possess this gift of grace than any other; though 
for him to whom nothing is hard, it is as easy to bestow the one as the other." 
 
And as to the relation of grace to freedom: Neither excludes the other, though they might appear 
to conflict. In Augustine’s system freedom, or self-determination to good, is the correlative in 
man of grace on the part of God. The more grace, the more freedom to do good, and the more joy 
in the good. The two are one in the idea of love, which is objective and subjective, passive and 
active, an apprehending and a being apprehended. {1854} 
 
We may sum up the Augustinian anthropology under these three heads: 
 
1. The Primitive State: Immediate, undeveloped unity of man with God; child-like innocence; 
germ and condition of everything subsequent; possibility of a sinless and a sinful development. 
 
2. The State of Sin: Alienation from God; bondage; dominion of death; with longing after 
redemption. 
 
3. The State of Redemption or of Grace: Higher, mediated unity with God; virtue approved 
through conflict; the blessed freedom of the children of God; here, indeed, yet clogged with the 
remains of sin and death, but hereafter absolutely perfect, without the possibility of apostasy. 
 
{1838} Liber i. c. 2. 
 
{1839} Deuteronomy spiritu et litera, c. 26 (tom. x. f. 109): "Quid est enim aliud, justificati, quam 
justi facti, ab illo scilicet qui justificat impium, ut ex impio fiat justus?" Retract. ii. 33: 
"Justificamur gratia Dei, hoc est justi efficimur." 
 
{1840} Comp. Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio, c. 8 (19), and many other places, where he 
ascribes fides, caritas, omnia bona opera, and vita aeterna to the free, unmerited grace of God. 
 



{1841} "Non lege atque doctrina insonante forinsecus, sed interna et occulta, mirabili ac ineffabili 
potestate operatur Deus in cordibus hominum non solum veras revelationes, sed bonas etiam 
voluntates." Deuteronomy grat. Christi, cap. 24 (x. f. 24). 
 
{1842} Deuteronomy corrept. et grat. cap. 2 (x. 751): "Inspiratio bonae voluntatis atque operis." 
Without this grace men can "nullum prorsus sive cogitando, sive volendo et amando, sive agendo 
facere bonum." Elsewhere he calls it also, "inspiratio dilectionis" and "caritatis." C. duas Epist. 
Pel. iv., and Deuteronomy gratia Christi, 39. 
 
{1843} "Nolentem praevenit, ut velit; volentem subsequitur, ne frustra velit." Enchir. c. 82. 
 
{1844} Comp. Retract i. c. 23; Deuteronomy dono perseverantiae, c. 20, and Deuteronomy 
praedest. c. 2. 
 
{1845} "Erant tamen et legis tempore homines Dei, non sub lege terrente, convincente, puniente, 
sed sub gratia delectante, sanante, liberante." Deuteronomy grat. Christi et de peccato origin. l. ii. 
c. 25 (29). 
 
{1846} Comp. Deuteronomy gestis Pelagii, 33 (x. 210); Deuteronomy pecc. orig. 28 (x. 265): 
"Non Dei gratia erit ullo modo, nisi gratuita fuerit omni modo." In many other passages he says: 
gratia gratis datur; gratia praecedit bona opera; gratia praecedit merita; gratia indignis datur. 
 
{1847} Deuteronomy pecc. orig. 28 (x. 265): "Et ipsorum [prophetarum] corda eadem 
mundabantur mediatoris fide, et diffundebatur in eis caritas per Spiritum Sanctum, qui ubi vult 
spirat, non merita sequens, sed etiam ipsa merita faciens." 
 
{1848} Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio, cap. 22 (44, tom. x. f. 742). Parvuli, he says, have 
no will to receive grace, nay, often struggle with tears against being baptized, "quod eis ad 
magnum impietatis peccatum imputaretur, si jam libero uterentur arbitrio: et tamen haeret etiam 
in reluctantibus gratia, apertissime nullo bono merito praecedente, alioquin gratia jam non esset 
gratia." He then calls attention to the fact that grace is sometimes bestowed on children of 
unbelievers, and is withheld from many children of believers. 
 
{1849} Deuteronomy grat. et lib. arbitrio, c. 6 (f. 726), where Augustine, from passages like 
James 1:17 John 3:27 Ephesians 2:8, draws the conclusion: "Si ergo Dei dona sunt bona merita 
tua, non Deus coronat merita tua tamquam merita tua, sed tamquam dona sua." 
 
{1850} "Subventum est infirmitati voluntatis humanae, ut divina gratia indeclinabiliter et 
insuperabiliter [not inseparabiliter, as the Jesuit edition of Louvain, 1577, reads] ageretur; et 
ideo, quamvis infirma, non tamen deficeret, neque adversitate aliqua vinceretur." Deuteronomy 
corrept. et grat. 38 (tom. x. p. 771). 
 
{1851} It is in this sense that the Calvinistic theologians have always understood the Augustinian 
system, especially the Presbyterians. So, e.g., Dr. Cunningham (l. c. vol. ii. p. 352): "Augustine, 
in asserting the invincibility or irresistibility of grace, did not mean—and those who in 
subsequent times have embraced this general system of doctrine as scriptural, did not intend to 
convey the idea—that man was compelled to do that which was good, or that he was forced to 
repent and believe against his will, whether he would or not, as the doctrine is commonly 
misrepresented, but merely that he was certainly and effectually made willing, by the renovation 
of his will through the power of God, whenever that power was put forth in a measure Sufficient 
and Adequate to produce the result. Augustine, and those who have adopted his system, did not 



mean to deny that men may, in some sense and to some extent, resist the Spirit, the possibility of 
which is clearly indicated in Scripture; inasmuch as they have most commonly held that, to use 
the language of our [the Westminster] Confession, ‘persons who are not elected and who finally 
perish, may have some common operations of the Spirit,’ which, of course, they resist and throw 
off." Similarly Dr. Shedd (Hist. of Doct. vol. ii. 73), who, however, extends irresistible grace to 
all the regenerate. "Not all grace," he says, "but the grace which actually regenerates, Augustine 
denominates irresistible. By this he meant, not that the human will is converted unwillingly or by 
compulsion, but that divine grace is able to overcome the utmost obstinacy of the human spirit.... 
Divine grace is irresistible, not in the sense that no form of grace is resisted by the sinner; but 
when grace reaches that special degree which constitutes it regenerating, it then overcomes the 
sinner’s opposition, and makes him willing in the day of God’s power." This is Calvinistic, but 
not Augustinian, although given as Augustine’s view. For according to Augustine all the baptized 
are regenerate, and yet many are eternally lost. (Comp. Ep. 98, 2; Deuteronomy pecc. mer. et rem. 
i. 39, and the passages in Hagenbach’s Doctrine History, vol. i. p. 358 ff. in the Anglo-American 
edition.) The gratia irresistiblis must therefore be restricted to the narrower circle of the electi. 
Augustine’s doctrine of baptism is far more Lutheran and Catholic than Calvinistic. According to 
Calvin, the regenerating effect of baptism is dependent on the decretum divinum, and the truly 
regenerate is also elect, and therefore can never finally fall from grace. Augustine, for the honor 
of the sacrament, assumes the possibility of a fruitless regeneration; Calvin, in the interest of 
election and regeneration, assumes the possibility of an ineffectual baptism. 
 
{1852} Summing all the stages together, Augustine says: "Et quis istam etsi parvam dare coeperat 
caritatem, nisi ille qui praeparat voluntatem, et cooperando perficit, quod operando incipit? 
Quoniam ipse ut velimus operatur incipiens qui volentibus cooperatur perficiens. Propter quod ait 
Apostolus: Certus sum, quoniam qui operatur in vobis opus bonum, perficiet usque in diem 
Christi Jesu". {Philippians 1:6} Deuteronomy grat. et lib. arbitr. c. 27, 33 (tom. x. 735). 
 
{1853} Augustine treats of this in the Liber de dono persevemntiae, one of his latest writings, 
composed in 428 or 429 (tom. x. f. 821 sqq.). 
 
{1854} Comp. upon this especially the book Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio, which 
Augustine wrote A. D. 426, addressed to Valentinus and other monks of Adrumetum, to refute 
the false reasoning of those, "qui sic gratiam Dei defendunt, ut negent hominis liberum arbitrium" 
(c. 1, tom. x. f. 717).  

 



158. The Doctrine of Predestination. 
 
I. Augustinus: Deuteronomy praedestinatione sanctorum ad Prosperum et Hilarium (written A. D. 
428 or 429 against the Semi-Pelagians); Deuteronomy dono perseverantiae (written in the same 
year and against the same opponents); Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio (written A. D. 426 or 
427 ad Valentinum et Monachos Adrumetinos); Deuteronomy correptione et gratia (written to the 
same persons and in the same year). 
 
II Corn. Jansenius: Augustinus. Lovan. 1640, tom. iii. Jac. Sirmond (Jesuit): Historia 
praedestinatiana. Par. 1648 (and in his Opera, tom. iv. p. 271). CarlBeck: Die Augustinische, 
Calvinistische und Lutherische Lehre von der Praedestination aus den Quellen dargestellt und mit 
besonderer Rucksicht auf Schleiermacher’s Erwahlungslehre comparativ beurtheilt. "Studien und 
Kritiken," 1847. J. B. Mozley: Augustinian Doctrine of Predestination. Lond. 1855. 
 
Augustine did not stop with this doctrine of sin and grace. He pursued his anthropology and 
soteriology to their source in theology. His personal experience of the wonderful and undeserved 
grace of God, various passages of the Scriptures, especially the Epistle to the Romans, and the 
logical connection of thought, led him to the doctrine of the unconditional and eternal purpose of 
the omniscient and omnipotent God. In this he found the programme of the history of the fall and 
redemption of the human race. He ventured boldly, but reverentially, upon the brink of that abyss 
of speculation, where all human knowledge is lost in mystery and in adoration. 
 
Predestination, in general, is a necessary attribute of the divine will, as foreknowledge is an 
attribute of the divine intelligence; though, strictly speaking, we cannot predicate of God either a 
before or an after, and with him all is eternal present. It is absolutely inconceivable that God 
created the world or man blindly, without a fixed plan, or that this plan can be disturbed or 
hindered in any way by his creatures. Besides, there prevails everywhere, even in the natural life 
of man, in the distribution of mental gifts and earthly blessings, and yet much more in the realm 
of grace, a higher guidance, which is wholly independent of our will or act. Who is not obliged, in 
his birth in this or that place, at this or that time, under these or those circumstances, in all the 
epochs of his existence, in all his opportunities of education, and above all in his regeneration and 
sanctification, to recognize and adore the providence and the free grace of God? The further we 
are advanced in the Christian life, the less are we inclined to attribute any merit to ourselves, and 
the more to thank God for all. The believer not only looks forward into eternal life, but also 
backward into the ante-mundane eternity, and finds in the eternal purpose of divine love the 
beginning and the firm anchorage of his salvation. {1855} 
 
So far we may say every reflecting Christian must believe in some sort of election by free grace; 
and, in fact, the Holy Scriptures are full of it. But up to the time of Augustine the doctrine had 
never been an object of any very profound inquiry, and had therefore never been accurately 
defined, but only very superficially and casually touched. The Greek fathers, and Tertullian, 
Ambrose, Jerome, and Pelagius, had only taught a conditional predestination, which they made 
dependent on the foreknowledge of the free acts of men. In this, as in his views of sin and grace, 
Augustine went far beyond the earlier divines, taught an unconditional election of grace, and 
restricted the purpose of redemption to a definite circle of the elect, who constitute the minority 
of the race. {1856} 
 
In Augustine’s system the doctrine of predestination is not, as in Calvin’s, the starting-point, but 
the consummation. It is a deduction from his views of sin and grace. It is therefore more practical 
than speculative. It is held in check by his sacramental views. If we may anticipate a much later 



terminology, it moves within the limits of infralapsarianism, but philosophically is less consistent 
than supralapsarianism. While the infralapsarian theory, starting with the consciousness of sin, 
excludes the fall—the most momentous event, except redemption, in the history of the world—
from the divine purpose, and places it under the category of divine permission, making it 
dependent on the free will of the first man; the supralapsarian theory, starting with the conception 
of the absolute sovereignty of God, includes the fall of Adam in the eternal and unchangeable 
plan of God, though, of course, not as an end, or for its own sake (which would be blasphemy), 
but as a temporary means to an opposite end, or as the negative condition of a revelation of the 
divine justice in the reprobate, and of the divine grace in the elect. Augustine, therefore, strictly 
speaking, knows nothing of a double decree of election and reprobation, but recognizes simply a 
decree of election to salvation; though logical instinct does sometimes carry him to the verge of 
supralapsarianism. In both systems, however, the decree is eternal, unconditioned, and 
immutable; the difference is in the subject, which, according to one system, is man fallen, 
according to the other, man as such. It was a noble, inconsistency which kept Augustine from the 
more stringent and speculative system of supralapsarianism; his deep moral convictions revolted 
against making any allowance for sin by tracing its origin to the divine will; and by his peculiar 
view of the inseparable connection between Adam and the race, he could make every man as it 
were individually responsible for the fall of Adam. But the Pelagians, who denied this 
connection, charged him with teaching a kind of fatalism. 
 
The first sin, according to Augustine’s theory, was an act of freedom, which could and should 
have been avoided. But once committed, it subjected the whole race, which was germinally in the 
loins of Adam, to the punitive justice of God. All men are only a mass of perdition, {1857} and 
deserve, both for their innate and their actual sin, temporal and eternal death. God is but just, if 
He leave a great portion, nay (if all heathen and unbaptized children are lost), the greatest portion, 
of mankind to their deserved fate. But He has resolved from eternity to reveal in some His grace, 
by rescuing them from the mass of perdition, and without their merit saving them. 
 
This is the election of grace, or predestination. It is related to grace itself, as cause to effect, as 
preparation to execution. {1858} It is the ultimate, unfathomable ground of salvation. It is 
distinguished from foreknowledge, as will from intelligence; it always implies intelligence, but is 
not always implied in it. {1859} God determines and knows beforehand what He will do; the fall 
of man, and the individual sins of men, He knows perfectly even from eternity, but He does not 
determine or will them, He only permits them. There is thus a point, where prescience is 
independent of predestination, and where human freedom, as it were, is interposed. (Here lies the 
philosophical weakness, but, on the other hand, the ethical strength of the infralapsarian system, 
as compared with the supralapsarian). The predetermination has reference only to good, not to 
evil. It is equivalent to election, while predestination, in the supralapsarian scheme, includes the 
decretum electionis and the decretum reprobationis. Augustine, it is true, speaks also in some 
places of a predestination to perdition (in consequence of sin), but never of a predestination to sin. 
{1860} The election of grace is conditioned by no foreseen merit, but is absolutely free. God does 
not predestinate His children on account of their faith, for their faith is itself a gift of grace; but 
He predestinates them to faith and to holiness. {1861} 
 
Thus also the imputation of teaching that a man may be elect, and yet live a godless life, is 
precluded. {1862} Sanctification is the infallible effect of election. Those who are thus 
predestinated as vessels of mercy, may fall for a while, like David and Peter, but cannot finally 
fall from grace. They must at last be saved by, the successive steps of vocation, justification, and 
glorification, as certainly as God is almighty and His promises Yea and Amen; {1863} while the 
vessels of wrath are lost through their own fault. To election necessarily belongs the gift of 
perseverance, the donum perseverantiae, which is attested by a happy death. Those who fall 



away, even though they have been baptized and regenerated, show thereby, that they never 
belonged to the number of the elect. {1864} Hence we cannot certainly know in this life who are 
of the elect, and we must call all to repentance and offer to all salvation, though the vocation of 
grace only proves effectual to some. 
 
Augustine, as, already remarked, deduced this doctrine from his view of sin. If all men are by 
nature utterly incompetent to good, if it is grace that works in us to will and to do good, if faith 
itself is an undeserved gift of grace: the ultimate ground of salvation can then be found only in the 
inscrutable counsel of God. He appealed to the wonderful leadings in the lives of individuals and 
of nations, some being called to the gospel and to baptism, while others die in darkness. Why 
precisely this or that one attains to faith and others do not, is, indeed, a mystery. We cannot, says 
he, in this life explain the readings of Providence; if we only believe that God is righteous, we 
shall hereafter attain to perfect knowledge. 
 
He could cite many Scripture texts, especially the ninth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, for 
his doctrine. But other texts, which teach the universal vocation to salvation, and make man 
responsible for his reception or rejection of the gospel, he could only explain by forced 
interpretations. Thus, for instance, be understands in 1 Timothy 2:4 by the all men, whom God 
will have to be saved, all manner of men, rich and poor, learned and unlearned, or he wrests the 
sense into: All who are saved, are saved only by the will of God. {1865} When he finds no other 
way of meeting objections, be appeals to the inscrutable wisdom of God. 
 
Augustine’s doctrine of predestination was the immediate occasion of a theological controversy 
which lasted almost a hundred years, developed almost every argument for and against the 
doctrine, and called forth a system holding middle ground, to which we now turn. 
 
{1855} Romans 8:29 Ephesians 1:4. 
 
{1856} Comp. the opinions of the pre-Augustinian fathers respecting grace, predestination, and 
the extent of redemption, as given in detail in Wiggers, i. p. 440 ff. He says, p. 448: "In reference 
to predestination, the fathers before Augustine were entirely at variance with him, and in 
agreement with Pelagius. They, like Pelagius, founded predestination upon prescience, upon the 
fore-knowledge of God, as to who would make themselves worthy or unworthy of salvation. 
They assume, therefore, not the unconditional predestination of Augustine, but the conditional 
predestination of the Pelagians. The Massilians had, therefore, a full right to affirm (Aug. Ep. 
225), that Augustine’s doctrine of predestination was opposed to the opinions of the fathers and 
the sense of the church (ecclesiastico sensui), and that no ecclesiastical author had ever yet 
explained the Epistle to the Romans as Augustine did, or in such a way as to derive from it a 
grace that had no respect to the merits of the elect. And it was only by a doubtful inference (De 
dono pers. 19) that Augustine endeavored to prove that Cyprian, Ambrose, and Gregory 
Nazianzen had known and received his view of predestination, by appealing to the agreement 
between this doctrine and their theory of grace." Pelagius says of predestination in his 
Commentary on Romans 8:29 and ix. 80: "Quos praevidit conformes esse in vita, voluit ut fierent 
conformes in gloria..... Quos praescivit credituros, hos vocavit, vocatio autem volentes colligit, 
non invitos." 
 
{1857} Massa perditionis, a favorite expression of Augustine. 
 
{1858} Deuteronomy praedest. Sanct. c. 10 (or 19, tom. x f. 803): "Inter gratiam et 
praedestinationem hoc tantum interest, quod praedestinatio eat gratiae praeparatio, gratia vero 
jam ipsa donatio. Quod itaque ait apostolus: Non ex operibus ne forte quis extollatur, ipsius enim 



sumus figmentum, creati in Christo Jesu in operibus bonis, {Ephesians 2:9} gratia est; quod 
autem sequitur: Quae praeparavit Deus, ut in illis ambulamus, praedestinatio est, quae sine 
praescientia non potest esse." Further on in the same chapter: "Gratia est ipsius praedestinationis 
effectus." 
 
{1859} Deuteronomy praed. sanctorum, cap. 10: "Praedestinatio... sine praescientia non potest 
esse; potest autem esse sine praedestinatione praescientia. Praedestinatione quippe Deus ea 
praescivit, quod fuerat ipse facturus... praescire autem potens est etiam quae ipse non facit, sicut 
quaecumque peccata." Comp. Deuteronomy dono perseverantiae, c. 18 (f847 sq.). 
 
{1860} Deuteronomy anima et ejus origine (written A. D. 419), l. iv. c. 11 (or 16, tom. x. f 395): 
"Exodus uno homine omnes homines ire in condemnationem qui nascuntur ex Adam, nisi ita 
renascantur in Christo... quos praedestinavit ad aeternam vitam misericordissimus gratiae 
largitor: qui eat et illis quos praedestinavit ad aeternam mortem, justissimus supplicii retributor." 
Comp. Tract. in Joann. xlviii. 4: "ad sempiternum interitum praedestinatos," and similar passages. 
 
{1861} Deuteronomy praed. sanct. c. 18 (37, x. f. 815): "Elegit ergo nos Deus in Christo ante 
mundi constitutionem, praedestinans nos in adoptionem filiorum: non quia per nos sancti et 
immaculati futuri eramus, sed elegit praedestinavitque ut essemus." Augustine then goes on to 
attack the Pelagian and Semi-Pelagian theory of a predestination conditioned upon the foreseen 
holiness of the creature. Cap. 19 (38): "Nec quia credidimus, sed ut credamus, vocamur." 
 
{1862} This imputation of some monks of Adrumetum in Tunis is met by Augustine particularly 
in his treatise Deuteronomy correptione et gratia (A. D. 427), in which he shows that as gratia and 
the liberum arbitrium, so also correptio and gratia, admonition and grace, are by no means 
mutually exclusive, but rather mutually condition each other. 
 
{1863} Deuteronomy corrept. et grat. c. 7 (14): "Nemo eorum [electorum] perit, quia non fallitur 
Deus. Horum si quisquam perit, vitio humano vincitur Deus; sed nemo eorum perit, quia nulla re 
vincitur Deus." Ibid. c. 9 (23, f. 763): "Quicunque ergo in Dei providentissima dispositione 
praesciti, praedestinati, vocati, justificati, glorificati sunt, non dico etiam nondum renati, sed 
etiam nondum nati, jam filii Dei sunt, et omnino perire non possunt." For this he appeals to 
Romans 8:31 ff.; John 6:37,39, etc. 
 
{1864} Deuteronomy corrept. et gratia, c. 9 (23, x. f. 763): "Ab illo [Deo] datur etiam 
perseverantia in bono usque in finem; neque enim datur nisi eis qui non peribunt: quoniam qui 
non perseverant peribunt." Ibid. c. 11 (36, f. 770): "Qui autem cadunt et pereunt, in 
praedestinatorum numero non fuerunt." 
 
{1865} Opus imperf. iv. 124; Deuteronomy corrept. et gratia, i. 28; Deuteronomy praed. sanct. 8; 
Enchir. c. 103; Epist. 217, c. 6. Comp. Wiggers, l. c. pp. 365 and 463 ff.  

 



159. Semi-Pelagianism. 
 
Comp. the Works at 146. 
 
Sources. 
 
I. Joh. Cassianus (432): Collationes Patrum xxiv, especially the xiii. In the Opera omnia, cum 
commentaries D. Alardi Gazaei (Gazet), Atrebati (Atrecht or Arras in France), 1628 and 1733; 
reprinted, with additions, in Migne’s Patrologia, tom. xlix. and l. (tom. i. pp. 478-1328), and also 
published several times separately. Vincentius Lirinsis (450), FaustusRhegiensis (490-500), and 
other Semi-Pelagian writers, see Gallandi, Biblioth. tom. x., and Migne, Patrol. tom. l. and liii. 
 
II. Augustinus: Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio; Deuteronomy correptione et gratia; 
Deuteronomy praedestinatione Sanctorum; Deuteronomy dono perseverantiae (all in the 10th vol. 
of the Benedict. ed.). ProsperAquitanus (a disciple and admirer of Augustine, 460): Epistola ad 
Augustinum de reliquiis Pelagianae haereseos in Gallia (Aug. Ep. 225, and in Opera Aug. tom. x. 
780), and Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio (contra Collatorem). Hilarius: Ad Augustinum de 
eodem argumento (Ep. 226 among the Epp. Aug., and in tom. x. 783). Also the Augustinian 
writings of Avitus of Vienne, Caesarius of Arles, Fulgentius of Ruspe, and others. (Comp. 
Gallandi, Bibl. tom. xi.; Migne, Patrol. vol. li.) 
 
The Acta of the Synod of Orange, A. D. 529, in Mansi, tom. viii. 711 sqq. 
 
Literature. 
 
Jac. Sirmond: Historia praedestinatiana. Par. 1648. JohannGeffken: Historia Semipelagianismi 
antiquissima (more properly antiquissimi). Gott. 1826 (only goes to the year 434). G. Fr. 
Wiggers: Versuch einer pragmatischen Darstellung des Semipelagianismus in seinem Kampfe 
gegen den Augustinismus his zur zweiten Synode zu Orange. Hamburg, 1833 (the second part of 
his already cited work upon Augustinianism and Pelagianism). A very thorough work, but 
unfortunately without index. Comp, also Walch, Schrockh, and the appropriate portions of the 
later works upon the history of the church and of doctrines. 
 
Semi-Pelagianism is a somewhat vague and indefinite attempt at reconciliation, hovering midway 
between the sharply marked systems of Pelagius and Augustine, taking off the edge of each, and 
inclining now to the one, now to the other. The name was introduced during the scholastic age, 
but the system of doctrine, in all essential points, was formed in Southern France in the fifth 
century, during the latter years of Augustine’s life and soon after his death. It proceeded from the 
combined influence of the pre-Augustinian synergism and monastic legalism. Its leading idea is, 
that divine grace and the human will jointly accomplish the work of conversion and 
sanctification, and that ordinarily man must take the first step. It rejects the Pelagian doctrine of 
the moral roundness of man, but rejects also the Augustinian doctrine of the entire corruption and 
bondage of the natural man, and substitutes the idea of a diseased or crippled state of the 
voluntary power. It disowns the Pelagian conception of grace as a mere external auxiliary; but 
also, quite as decidedly, the Augustinian doctrines of the sovereignty, irresistibleness, and 
limitation of grace; and affirms the necessity and the internal operation of grace with and through 
human agency, a general atonement through Christ, and a predestination to salvation conditioned 
by the foreknowledge of faith. The union of the Pelagian and Augustinian elements thus 
attempted is not, however, an inward organic coalescence, but rather a mechanical and arbitrary 



combination, which really satisfies neither the one interest nor the other, but commonly leans to 
the Pelagian side. {1866} 
 
For this reason it admirably suited the legalistic and ascetic piety of the middle age, and indeed 
always remained within the pale of the Catholic church, and never produced a separate sect. 
 
We glance now at the main features of the origin and progress of this school. 
 
The Pelagian system had been vanquished by Augustine, and rejected and condemned as heresy 
by the church. This result, however, did not in itself necessarily imply the complete approval of 
the Augustinian system. Many, even opponents of Pelagius, recoiled from a position so wide of 
the older fathers as Augustine’s doctrines of the bondage of man and the absolute election of 
grace, and preferred a middle ground. 
 
First the monks of the convent of Adrumetum in North Africa differed among themselves over 
the doctrine of predestination; some perverting it to carnal security, others plunging from it into 
anguish and desperation, and yet others feeling compelled to lay more stress than Augustine upon 
human freedom and responsibility. Augustine endeavored to allay the scruples of these monks by 
his two treatises, Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio, and Deuteronomy correptione et gratia. 
The abbot Valentinus answered these in the name of the monks in a reverent and submissive tone. 
{1867} 
 
But simultaneously a more dangerous opposition to the doctrine of predestination arose in 
Southern Gaul, in the form of a regular theological school within the Catholic church. The 
members of this school were first called "remnants of the Pelagians," {1868} but commonly 
Massilians, from Massilia (Marseilles), their chief centre, and afterwards Semi-Pelagians. 
Augustine received an account of this from two learned and pious lay friends, Prosper, and 
Hilarius, {1869} who begged that he himself would take the pen against it. This was the occasion 
of his two works, Deuteronomy praedestinatione sanctorum, and Deuteronomy dono 
perseverentiae, with which he worthily closed his labors as an author. He deals with these 
disputants more gently than with the Pelagians, and addresses them as brethren. After his death 
(430) the discussion was continued principally in Gaul; for then North Africa was disquieted by 
the victorious invasion of the Vandals, which for several decades shut it out from the circle of 
theological and ecclesiastical activity. 
 
At the head of the Semi-Pelagian party stood JohnCassian, the founder and abbot of the 
monastery at Massilia, a man of thorough cultivation, rich experience, and unquestioned 
orthodoxy. {1870} He was a grateful disciple of Chrysostom, who ordained him deacon, and 
apparently also presbyter. His Greek training and his predilection for monasticism were a 
favorable soil for his Semi-Pelagian theory. He labored awhile in Rome with Pelagius, and 
afterwards in Southern France, in the cause of monastic piety, which he efficiently promoted by 
exhortation and example. Monasticism sought in cloistered retreats a protection against the 
allurements of sin, the desolating incursions of the barbarians, and the wretchedness of an age of 
tumult and confusion. But the enthusiasm for the monastic life tended strongly to over-value 
external acts and ascetic discipline, and resisted the free evangelical bent of the Augustinian 
theology. Cassian wrote twelve books Deuteronomy coenobiorum institutis, in which be first 
describes the outward life of the monks, and then their inward conflicts and victories over the 
eight capital vices: intemperance, unchastity, avarice, anger, sadness, dulness, ambition, and 
pride. More important are his fourteen Collationes Patrum, conversations which Cassian and his 
friend Germanus had had with the most experienced ascetics in Egypt, during a seven years’ 
sojourn there. 



 
In this work, especially in the thirteenth Colloquy, {1871} he rejects decidedly the errors of 
Pelagius, {1872} and affirms the universal sinfulness of men, the introduction of it by the fall of 
Adam, and the necessity, of divine grace to every individual act. But, with evident reference to 
Augustine, though without naming him, he combats the doctrines of election and of the 
irresistible and particular operation of grace, which were in conflict with the church tradition, 
especially, with the Oriental theology, and with his own earnest ascetic legalism. 
 
In opposition to both systems he taught that the divine image and human freedom were not 
annihilated, but only weakened, by the fall; in other words, that man is sick, but not dead, that he 
cannot indeed help himself, but that he can desire the help of a physician, and either accept or 
refuse it when offered, and that he must cooperate with the grace of God in his salvation. The 
question, which of the two factors has the initiative, he answers, altogether empirically, to this 
effect: that sometimes, and indeed usually, the human will, as in the cases of the Prodigal Son, 
Zacchaeus, the Penitent Thief, and Cornelius, determines itself to conversion; sometimes grace 
anticipates it, and, as with Matthew and Paul, draws the resisting will—yet, even in this case, 
without constraint—to God. {1873} Here, therefore, the gratia praeveniens is manifestly 
overlooked. 
 
These are essentially Semi-Pelagian principles, though capable of various modifications and 
applications. The church, even the Roman church, has rightly emphasized the necessity of 
prevenient grace, but has not impeached Cassian, who is properly the father of the Semi-Pelagian 
theory. Leo the Great even commissioned him to write a work against Nestorianism, {1874} in 
which he found an excellent opportunity to establish his orthodoxy, and to clear himself of all 
connection with the kindred heresies of Pelagianism and Nestorianism, which were condemned 
together at Ephesus in 431. He died after 432, at an advanced age, and though not formally 
canonized, is honored as a saint by some dioceses. His works are very extensively read for 
practical edification. 
 
Against the thirteenth Colloquy of Cassian, ProsperAquitanus, an Augustinian divine and poet, 
who, probably on account of the desolations of the Vandals, had left his native Aquitania for the 
South of Gaul, and found comfort and repose in the doctrines of election amid the wars of his age, 
wrote a book upon grace and freedom, {1875} about 432, in which he criticises twelve 
propositions of Cassian, and declares them all heretical, except the first. He also composed a long 
poem in defence of Augustine and his system, {1876} and refuted the "Gallic slanders and 
Vincentian imputations," which placed the doctrine of predestination in the most odious light. 
{1877} 
 
But the Semi-Pelagian doctrine was the more popular, and made great progress in France. Its 
principal advocates after Cassian are the following: the presbyter-monk Vicentius of Lerinum, 
author of the Commonitorium, in which he developed the true catholic test of doctrine, the 
threefold consensus, in covert antagonism to the novel doctrines of Augustinianism (about 434); 
{1878} Faustus, bishop of Rhegium (Riez), who at the council of Arles (475) refuted the hyper-
Augustinian presbyter Lucidus, and was commissioned by the council to write a work upon the 
grace of God and human freedom; {1879} Gennadius, presbyter at Marseilles (died after 495), 
who continued the biographical work of Jerome, Deuteronomy viris illustribus, down to 495, and 
attributed Augustine’s doctrine of predestination to his itch for writing; {1880} Arnobius the 
younger; {1881} and the much discussed anonymous tract Praedestinatus (about 460), which, by 
gross exaggeration, and by an unwarranted imputation of logical results which Augustine had 
expressly forestalled, placed the doctrine of predestination in an odious light, and then refuted it. 
{1882} 



 
The author of the Praedestinatus says, that a treatise had fallen into his hands, which fraudulently 
bore upon its face the name of the Orthodox teacher Augustine, in order to smuggle in, under a 
Catholic name, a blasphemous dogma, pernicious to the faith. On this account he had undertaken 
to transcribe and to refute this work. The treatise itself consists of three books; the first, following 
Augustine’s book, Deuteronomy haeresibus, gives a description of ninety heresies from Simon 
Magus down to the time of the author, and brings up, as the last of them, the doctrine of a double 
predestination, as a doctrine which makes God the author of evil, and renders all the moral 
endeavors of men fruitless; {1883} the second book is the pseudo-Augustinian treatise upon this 
ninetieth heresy, but is apparently merely a Semi-Pelagian caricature by the same author; {1884} 
the third book contains the refutation of the thus travestied pseudo-Augustinian doctrine of 
predestination, employing the usual Semi-Pelagian arguments. 
 
A counterpart to this treatise is found in the also anonymous work, Deuteronomy vocatione 
omnium gentium, which endeavors to commend Augustinianism by mitigation, in the same 
degree that the Praedestinatus endeavors to stultify it by exaggeration. {1885} It has been 
ascribed to pope Leo I. (461), of whom it would not be unworthy; but it cannot be supposed that 
the work of so distinguished a man could have remained anonymous. The author avoids even the 
term praedestinatio, and teaches expressly, that Christ died for all men and would have all to be 
saved; thus rejecting the Augustinian particularism. But, on the other hand, he also rejects the 
Semi-Pelagian principles, and asserts the utter inability of the natural man to do good. He 
unhesitatingly sets grace above the human will, and represents the whole life of faith, from 
beginning to end, as a work of unmerited grace. He develops the three thoughts, that God desires 
the salvation of all men; that no one is saved by his own merits, but by grace; and that the human 
understanding cannot fathom the depths of divine wisdom. We must trust in the righteousness of 
God. Every one of the damned suffers only the righteous punishment of his sins; while no saint 
can boast himself in his merits, since it is only of pure grace that he is saved. But how is it with 
the great multitude of infants that die every year without baptism, and without opportunity of 
coming to the knowledge of salvation? The author feels this difficulty, without, however, being 
able to solve it. He calls to his help the representative character of parents, and dilutes the 
Augustinian doctrine of original sin to the negative conception of a mere defect of good, which, 
of course, also reduces the idea of hereditary guilt and the damnation of unbaptized children. He 
distinguishes between a general grace which comes to man through the external revelation in 
nature, law, and gospel, and a special grace, which effects conversion and regeneration by an 
inward impartation of saving power, and which is only bestowed on those that are saved. 
 
Semi-Pelagianism prevailed in Gaul for several decades. Under the lead of Faustus of Rhegium it 
gained the victory in two synods, at Arles in 472 and at Lyons in 475, where Augustine’s doctrine 
of predestination was condemned, though without mention of his name. 
 
{1866} Wiggers (ii. pp. 359-364) gives a comparative view of the three systems in parallel 
columns. Comp. also the criticism of Baur, Die christliche Kirche vom vierten bis zum sechsten 
Jahrhundert, p. 181 ff. The latter, with his wonted sharpness of criticism, judges very unfavorably 
of Semi-Pelagianism as a whole. "This halving and neutralizing," he says, p. 199 ff., "this attempt 
at equal distribution of the two complementary elements, not only setting them apart, but also 
balancing them with one another, so that sometimes the one, sometimes the other, is predominant, 
and thus within this whole sphere everything is casual and arbitrary, varying and indefinite 
according to the diversity of circumstances and individuals, this is characteristic of Semi-
Pelagianism throughout. If the two opposing theories cannot be inwardly reconciled, at least they 
must be combined in such a way as that a specific element must be taken from each; the Pelagian 



freedom and the Augustinian grace must be advanced to equal rank. But this method only gains 
an external juxtaposition of the two." 
 
{1867} His answer is found in the Epistles of Augustine, Ep. 216, and in Opera, tom. x. f. 746 
(ed. Bened.). 
 
{1868} "Reliquiae Pelagianorum." So Prosper calls them in his letter to Augustine. He saw in 
them disguised, and therefore only so much the more dangerous, Pelagians. 
 
{1869} Not to be confounded with Hilarius, bishop of Arles, in distinction from whom he is 
called Hilarius Prosperi. Hilary calls himself a layman (Aug. Ep. 226, 9). Comp. the Benedictines 
in (tom. x. f. 785; Wiggers, ii. 187). 
 
{1870} Wiggers treats thoroughly and at length of him, in the above cited monograph, vol. ii. pp. 
7-136. He has been mistakenly supposed a Scythian. His name and his fluent Latinity indicate an 
occidental origin. Yet he was in part educated at Bethlehem and in Constantinople, and spent 
seven years among the anchorites in Egypt. He mentioned John Chrysostom even in the evening 
of his life with grateful veneration. (De incarn. vii. 30 sq.) "What I have written," he says, "John 
has taught me, and therefore account it not so much mine as his. For a brook rises from a spring, 
and what is ascribed to the pupil, must be reckoned wholly to the honor of the teacher." On the 
life and writings of Cassian compare also Schonemann, Bibliotheca, vol. ii. (reprinted in Migne’s 
ed. vol. i.). 
 
{1871} Deuteronomy protectione Dei. In Migne’s edition of Cass. Opera, vol. i. pp. 397-964 
 
{1872} He calls the Pelagian doctrine of the native ability of man "profanam opinionem" (Coll. 
xiii. 16, in Migne’s ed. tom. i. p. 942), and even says: "Pelagium paene omnes impietate 
[probably here equivalent to "contempt of grace," as Wiggers, ii. 20, explains it] et amentia 
vicisse" (De incarn. Dom. v. 2, tom. ii. 101). 
 
{1873} "Nonnumquam," says he, Deuteronomy institut. coeno b. xii. 18 (Opera, vol. ii. p. 456, 
ed. Migne), "etiam inviti trahimur ad salutem." This is, however, according to Cassian, a rare 
exception. The general distinction between Semi-Pelagianism and the Melanchthonian synergism 
may be thus defined, that the former ascribes the initiative in the work of conversion to the human 
will, the latter to divine grace, which involves also a different estimate of the importance of the 
gratia praeveniens or praeparans. 
 
{1874} Deuteronomy incarnations Christi, libri vii. in Migne’s ed. tom. ii. 9-272. 
 
{1875} Found in the works of Prosper, Paris, 1711 (tom. li. in Migne’s Patrol.), and also in the 
Appendix to the Opera Augustini (tom. x. 171-198, ed. Bened.), under the title Pro Augustino, 
liber contra Collatorem. Comp. Wiggers, ii. p. 138 ff. 
 
{1876} Carmen de ingratis. He charges the Semi-Pelagians with ingratitude to Augustine and his 
great merits to the cause of religion. 
 
{1877} These Responsiones Prosperi Aquitani ad capitula calumniantium Gallorum and Ad 
capitula objectionum Vincentianorum (of Vincentius Lirinensis) are also found in the Appendix 
to the 10th vol. of the Benedictine edition of the Opera Augustini, f. 198 sqq. and f. 207 sqq. 
Among the objections of Vincentius are, e.g., the following: 
 



3. Quia Deus majorem partem generis humani ad hoc creet, ut illam perdat in aeternum. 
 
4. Quia major pars generis humani ad hoc creetur a Deo, ut non Dei, sed diaboli faciat 
voluntatem. 
 
10. Quia adulteria et corruptelae virginum sacrarum ideo contingant, quia illas 
 
Deus ad hoc praedestinavit ut caderent. 
 
{1878} Comp. above, 118; also Wiggers, ii. p. 208 ff., and Baur, l. c. p. 185 ff, who likewise 
impute to the Commonitorium a Semi-Pelagian tendency. This is beyond doubt, if Vincentius was 
the author of the above-mentioned Objectiones Vincentisanae. Perhaps the second part of the 
Commonitorium, which, except the last chapters, has been lost, was specially directed against the 
Augustinian doctrine of predestination, and was on this account destroyed, while the first part 
acquired almost canonical authority in the Catholic church. 
 
{1879} Deuteronomy gratia Dei et humanae mentis libero arbitrio (in the Biblioth. maxima 
Patrum, tom. viii.). This work is regarded as the ablest defence of Semi-Pelagianism written in 
that age. Comp. upon it Wiggers, ii. p. 224 ff. 
 
{1880} Deuteronomy viris illustr. c. 38, where he speaks in other respects eulogistically of 
Augustine. He refers to the passage in Proverbs 10:19: "In multiloquio non fugies peccatum." 
Comp. respecting him Wiggers, ii. 350 ff. and Neander, Dogmengeschichte, i. p. 406. His works 
are found in Migne’s Patrol. vol. 58. 
 
{1881} In his Commentarius in Psalmos, written about 460, especially upon Ps. cxxvii.: "Nisi 
Dominus aedificaverit domum." Some, following Sirmond, consider him as the author of the 
next-mentioned treatise Praedestinatus, but without good ground. Comp. Wiggers, ii. p. 348 f. 
 
{1882} "Praedestinatus, seu Praedestinatorum haeresis, et libri S. Augustino temere adscripti 
refutatio." The haeresis Praedestinatorum is the last of ninety heresies, and consists in the 
assertion: "Dei praedestinatione peccata committi." This work was first discovered by J. Sirmond 
and published at Paris in 1643 (also in Gallandi, Biblioth. tom. x. p. 359 sqq., and in Migne’s 
Patrol. tom. liii. p. 587 sqq., together with Sirmond’s Historia Praedestinatiana). It occasioned in 
the seventeenth century a lively controversy between the Jesuits and the Jansenists, as to whether 
there had existed a distinct sect of Praedestinarians. The author, however, merely feigned such a 
sect to exist, in order to avoid the appearance of attacking Augustine’s authority. See details in 
Wiggers, ii. p. 329 ff.; Neander, Dogmengeschichte, i. 399 ff.; and Baur, p. 190 ff. The latter 
says: "The treatise [more accurately the second book of it; the whole consists of three books] is 
ascribed to Augustine, but as the ascription is immediately after declared false, both assertions are 
evidently made with the purpose of condemning Augustine’s doctrine with its consequences (only 
not directly in his name), as one morally most worthy of reprobation." Neander ascribes only the 
first and the third book, Baur also the second book, to a Semi-Pelagian. 
 
{1883} The first book has also been reprinted in the Corpus haereseolog. ed. F. Oehler, tom. i. 
Berol. 1856, pp. 233-268. 
 
{1884} Just as the Capitula Gallorum and the Objectiones Vincentianae exaggerate 
Angustinianism, in order the more easily to refute it. 
 



{1885} It is found among the works of Leo I. and also of Prosper Aquitanus, but deviates from 
the views of the latter. Comp. Quesnel’s learned Dissertationes de auctore libri de vocatione 
gentium, in the second part of his edition of Leo’s works, and also Wiggers, ii. p. 218 ff.  

 



160. Victory of Semi-Augustinianism. Council of Orange, A. D. 529. 
 
But these synods were only provincial, and were the cause of a schism. In North Africa and in 
Rome the Augustinian system of doctrine, though in a somewhat softened form, attained the 
ascendency. In the decree issued by pope Gelasius in 496 de libris recipiendis et non recipiendis 
(the beginning of an Index librorum prohibitorum), the writings of Augustine and Prosper 
Aquitanus are placed among books ecclesiastically sanctioned, those of Cassian and Faustus of 
Rhegium among the apocryphal or forbidden. Even in Gaul it found in the beginning of the sixth 
century very capable and distinguished advocates, especially in Avitus, archbishop of Vienne 
(490-523), and Caesarius, archbishop of Arles (502-542). Associated with these was Fulgentius 
of Ruspe (533), in the name of the sixty African bishops banished by the Vandals and then living 
in Sardinia. {1886} 
 
The controversy was stirred up anew by the Scythian monks, who in their zeal for the 
Monophysite theopaschitism, abhorred everything connected with Nestorianism, and urged first 
pope Hormisdas, and then with better success the exiled African bishops, to procure the 
condemnation of Semi-Pelagianism. 
 
These transactions terminated at length in the triumph of a moderate Augustinianism, or of what 
might be called Semi-Augustinianism, in distinction from Semi-Pelagianism. At the synod of 
Orange (Arausio) in the year 529, at which Caesarius of Arles was leader, the Semi-Pelagian 
system, yet without mention of its adherents, was condemned in twenty-five chapters or canons, 
and the Augustinian doctrine of sin and grace was approved, without the doctrine of absolute or 
particularistic predestination. {1887} A similar result was reached at a synod of Valence 
(Valencia), held the same year, but otherwise unknown. {1888} 
 
The synod of Orange, for its Augustinian decisions in anthropology and soteriology, is of great 
importance. But as the chapters contain many repetitions (mostly from the Bible and the works of 
Augustine and his followers), it will suffice to give extracts containing in a positive form the most 
important propositions. 
 
Chap. 1. The sin of Adam has not injured the body only, but also the soul of man. 
 
2. The sin of Adam has brought sin and death upon all mankind. 
 
3. Grace is not merely bestowed when we pray for it, but grace itself causes us to pray for it. 
 
5. Even the beginning of faith, the disposition to believe, is effected by grace. 
 
9. All good thoughts and works are God’s gift. 
 
10. Even the regenerate and the saints need continually the divine help. 
 
12. What God loves in us, is not our merit, but his own gift. 
 
13. The free will weakened {1889} in Adam, can only be restored through the grace of baptism. 
 
16. All good that we possess is God’s gift, and therefore no one should boast. 
 
18. Unmerited grace precedes meritorious works. {1890} 



 
19. Even had man not fallen, he would have needed divine grace for salvation. 
 
23. When man sins, he does his own will; when he does good, he executes the will of God, yet 
voluntarily. 
 
25. The love of God is itself a gift of God. 
 
To these chapters the synod added a Creed of anthropology and soteriology, which, in opposition 
to Semi-Pelagianism, contains the following five propositions: {1891} 
 
1. Through the fall free will has been so weakened, that without prevenient grace no one can love 
God, believe on Him, or do good for God’s sake, as he ought (sicut oportuit, implying that he 
may in a certain measure). 
 
2. Through the grace of God all may, by the co-operation of God, perform what is necessary for 
their soul’s salvation. 
 
3. It is by no means our faith, that any have been predestinated by God to sin (ad malum), but 
rather: if there are people who believe so vile a thing, we condemn them with utter abhorrence 
(cum omni detestatione). {1892} 
 
4. In every good work the beginning proceeds not, from us, but God inspires in us faith and love 
to Him without merit precedent on our part, so that we desire baptism, and after baptism can, with 
His help, fulfil His will. 
 
5. Because this doctrine of the fathers and the synod is also salutary for the laity, the 
distinguished men of the laity also, who have been present at this solemn assembly, shall 
subscribe these acts. 
 
In pursuance of this requisition, besides the bishops, the Praefectus praetorio Liberius, and seven 
other viri illustres, signed the Acts. This recognition of the lay element, in view of the 
hierarchical bent of the age, is significant, and indicates an inward connection of evangelical 
doctrine with the idea of the universal priesthood. And they were two laymen, we must 
remember, Prosper and Hilarius, who first came forward in Gaul in energetic opposition to Semi-
Pelagianism and in advocacy of the sovereignty of divine grace. 
 
The decisions of the council were sent by Caesarius to Rome, and were confirmed by pope 
Boniface II. in 530. Boniface, in giving his approval, emphasized the declaration, that even the 
beginning of a good will and of faith is a gift of prevenient grace, while Semi-Pelagianism left 
open a way to Christ without grace from God. And beyond question, the church was fully 
warranted in affirming the pre-eminence of grace over freedom, and the necessity and importance 
of the gratia praeveniens. 
 
Notwithstanding this rejection of the Semi-Pelagian teachings (not teachers), they made their way 
into the church again, and while Augustine was universally honored as a canonized saint and 
standard teacher, Cassian and Faustus of Rhegium remained in grateful remembrance as saints in 
France. {1893} 
 
At the close of this period Gregory the Great represents the moderated Augustinian system, with 
the gratia praeveniens, but without the gratia irresistibilis and without a particularistic decretum 



absolutum. Through him this milder Augustinianism exerted great influence upon the mediaeeval 
theology. Yet the strict Augustinianism always had its adherents, in such men as Bede, Alcuin, 
and Isidore of Seville, who taught a gemina praedestinatio, sive electorum ad salutem, sive 
reproborum ad mortem; it became prominent again in the Gottschalk controversy in the ninth 
century, was repressed by scholasticism and the prevailing legalism; was advocated by the 
precursors of the Reformation, especially by Wiclif and Huss; and in the Reformation of the 
sixteenth century, it gained a massive acknowledgment and an independent development in 
Calvinism, which, in fact, partially recast it, and gave it its most consistent form. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1886} He wrote Deuteronomy veritate praedestinationis et gratiae Dei, three libb. against 
Faustus. He uses in these the expression praedestinatio duplex, but understands by the second 
praedestinatio the praedestination to damnation, not to sin, and censures those who affirmed a 
predestination to sin. Yet he expressly consigned to damnation all unbaptized children, even such 
as die in their mother’s womb. Comp. Wiggers, ii. p. 378. 
 
{1887} Comp. the transactions of the Concilium Arausicanum, the twenty-five Capitula, and the 
Symbolum in the Opera Aug. ed. Bened. Appendix to tom. x. 157 sqq.; in Mansi, tom. viii. p. 712 
sqq.; and in Hefele, ii. p. 704 ff. The Benedictine editors trace back the several Capitula to their 
sources in the works of Augustine, Prosper, and others. 
 
{1888} The Acts of the synod of Valence, in the metropolitan province of Vienne, held in the 
same year or in 530, have been lost. Pagi, and the common view, place this synod after the synod 
of Orange, Hefele, on the contrary (ii. 718), before it. But we have no decisive data. 
 
{1889} "Arbitrium voluntatis in primo homine in infirmatum" (not "amissum"). 
 
{1890} There are then meritorious works. "Debetur merces bonis operibus, si fiant, sed gratia 
quae non debetur praecedit, ut fiant" Chap. 18 taken from Augustine’s Opus imperf. c. Jul. i. c. 
133 and from the Sentences of Prosper Aquitanus, n. 297. But, on the other hand, Augustine also 
says: "Merita nostra sunt Dei munera." 
 
{1891} In the Latin original, the Epilogus reads as follows (Aug. Opera, tom. x. Appendix, f. 159 
sq.): 
 
Ac sic secundum suprascriptas sanctarum scripturarum Bententias vel antiquerum patrum 
definitiones hoc, Deo propitiante, et praedicare debemus et credere, quod per peccatum primi 
hominis its inclinatum et attenuatum fuerit liberum arbitrium, ut nullus postea aut diligere Deum 
sicut oportuit, aut credere in Deum, aut operari propter Deum quod bonum eat, possit, nisi gratia 
cum et misericordia divina praevenerit. Unde Abel justo et Noe, et Abrahae, et Isaac, et Jacob, et 
omni antiquorum sanctorum multitudini illam praeclaram fidem, quam in ipsorum laude praedicat 
apostolus Paulus, non per bonum naturae, quod prius in Adam datum fuerat, sed per gratiam Dei 
credimus fuisse collatam. Quam gratiam etiam post adventum Domini omnibus qui baptizari 
desiderant, non in libero arbitrio haberi, sed Christi novimus simul et credimus largitate conferri, 
secundum illud quod jam supra dictum est, et quod praedicat Paulus apostolus: Vobis donatum 
est pro Christo non solum ut in eum credatis, sed etiam ut pro illopatiamini; {Philippians 1:29} et 
illud: Deus qui caepit in vobis bonum opus, perficiet usque in diem Domini nostri Jesu Christi; 
{Philippians 1:6} et illud: Gratia salvi facti estis per fidem, et hoc non ex vobis, Dei enim donum 



est; {Ephesians 2:8} et quod de se ipso ait apostolus: Misericordiam consecutus sum ut fidelis 
essem; {1 Corinthians 7:29} non dixit quia eram, sed ut essem; et illud: Quid habes quod non 
accepisti?; {1 Corinthians 4:7} et illud: Omne datum bonum et omne donum perfectum de 
sursum est, descendens a Patre luminum (Jac. i. 17); et illud: Nemo habet quidquam boni, nisi illi 
datum fuerit de super (Joann. iii. 23). Innumerabilia sunt sanctarum scripturarum testimonia quae 
possunt ad probandam gratiam proferri, sed brevitatis studio praetermissa sunt, quia et revera cui 
pauca non sufficiunt plura non proderunt. 
 
"Hoc etiam secundum fidem catholicam credimus, quod accepta per baptismum gratia, omnes 
baptizati, Christo auxilante et cooperante, quae ad salutem animae pertinent, possint et debeant, si 
fideliter laborare voluerint, adimplere." 
 
"Aliquos vero ad malum divina potestate praedestinatos esse non serum non credimus, sed etiam 
si sunt, qui tantum malum credere velint cum omni detestatione illis anathema dicimus." 
 
Hoc etiam salubriter profitemur et credimus, quod in omni opere bono non nos incipimus et 
postea per Dei misericordiam adjuvamur, sed ipse nobis, nullis praecedentibus bonis meritis, et 
fidem et amorem sui prius inspirat, ut et baptismi sacramenta fideliter requiramus, et post 
baptismum cum ipsius adjutorio ea quae sibi sunt placita implere possimus. Unde manifestissime 
credendum est, quod et illius latronis, quem Dominus ad paradisi patriam revocavit, et Cornelii 
centurionis, ad quem angelus Domini missus est, et Zachaei, qui ipsum Dominum suscipere 
meruit, illa tam admirabilis fides non fuit de natum, sed divinae largitatis donum. 
 
"Et quia definitionem antiquoram patrum nostamque, quae suprascripta est, non solum religiosis, 
sed etiam laicis medicamentum esse, et desideramus et cupimus: placuit ut eam etiam illustres ac 
magnifici viri, qui nobiscum ad praefatam festivitatem convenerunt, propria manu subscriberent." 
 
Then follow the names of fourteen bishops (headed by Caesarius) and eight laymen (headed by 
Petrus Marcellinus Felix Liberius, vir clarissimus et illustris Praefectus Praetorii Galliarum atque 
Patricius). 
 
{1892} This undoubtedly takes for granted, that Augustine did not teach this; and in fact he taught 
only a predestination of the wicked to perdition, not a predestination to sin. 
 
{1893} Comp. respecting the further history of anthropology Wiggers: Schicksale der 
augustinischen Anthropologie von der Verdammung des Semipelagianismus auf den Synoden zu 
Orange und Valence, 529, bis zur Reaction des Monchs Gottschalk fur den Augustinimus, in 
Niedner’s "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theologie," 1854, p. 1 ff.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER X. 
 
CHURCH FATHERS, AND THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE. 
 
Comp. the general literature on the Fathers in vol. i. 116, and the special literature in the several 
sections following. 
 
I.—The Greek Fathers. 
 

161. Eusebius of Caesarea. 
 
I. EusebiusPamphili: Opera omnia Gr. et Lat., curis variorum nempe II. Valesii, Fr. Vigeri, B. 
Montfaucon, Card. Angelo Maii edita; collegit et denuo recognovit J. P. Migne. Par. (Petit-
Montrouge) 1857. 6 vols. (tom. xix.-xxiv. of Migne’s Patrologia Graeca). Of his several works 
his Church History has been oftenest edited, sometimes by itself, sometimes in connection with 
his Vita Constantini, and with the church histories of his successors; best by Henr. Valesius (Du 
Valois), Par. 1659-’73, 8 vols., and Cantabr. 1720, 3 vols., and again 1746 (with additions by G. 
Reading, best ed.); also (without the later historians) by E. Zimmermann, Francof. 1822; F. A. 
Heinichen, Lips. 1827-’8, 3 vols.; E. Burton, Oxon. 1838, 2 vols. (1845 and 1856 in 1 vol.); 
Schwegler, Tub. 1852; also in various translations: In German by Stroth, Quedlinburg, 1776 ff., 2 
vols.; by Closs, Stuttg. 1839; and several times in French and English; in English by Hanmer 
(1584), T. Shorting, and better by Chr. Fr. Cruse (an Amer. Episcopalian of German descent, 
died in New York, 1865): The Ecclesiastical History of Euseb. Pamph., etc., Now York, 1856 
(10th ed.), and Lond. 1858 (in Bohn’s Eccles. Library). Comp. also the literary notices in Brunet, 
sub Euseb., and James Darling, Cyclop. Bibliograph. p. 1072 ff. 
 
II. Biographies by Hieronymus (De viris illustr. c. 81, a brief sketch, with a list of his works), 
Valesius (De vita scriptisque Eusebii Caesar.), W. Cave (Lives of the most eminent Fathers of the 
Church, vol. ii. pp. 95-144, ed. H. Cary, Oxf. 1840), Heinichen, Stroth, Cruse, and others, in their 
editions of the Eccles. Hist. of Eusebius. F. C. Baur: Comparatur Eusebius Hist. eccl. parens cum 
parente Hist. Herodoto. Tub. 1834. Haenell: Deuteronomy Euseb. Caes. religionis christ. 
defensore. Gott. 1843. Sam. Lee: Introductory treatise in his Engl. edition of the Theophany of 
Eusebius, Cambr. 1843. Semisch: Art. Eusebius v. Caes. in Herzog’s Encycl. vol. iv. (1855), pp. 
229-238. LymanColeman: Eusebius as a historian, in the Bibliotheca Sacra, Andover, 1858, pp. 
78-96. (The biography by Acacius, his successor in the see of Caesarea, Socr. ii. 4, is lost.) 
 
This third period is uncommonly rich in great teachers of the church, who happily united 
theological ability and practical piety, and who, by their development of the most important 
dogmas in conflict with mighty errors, earned the gratitude of posterity. They monopolized all the 
learning and eloquence of the declining Roman empire, and made it subservient to the cause of 
Christianity for the benefit of future generations. They are justly called fathers of the church; they 
belong to Christendom without distinction of denominations; and they still, especially Athanasius 
and Chrysostom among the Greek fathers, and Augustine and Jerome among the Latin, by their 
writings and their example, hold powerful sway, though with different degrees of authority 
according to the views entertained by the various churches concerning the supremacy of the Bible 
and the value of ecclesiastical tradition. 
 



We begin the series of the most important Nicene and post-Nicene divines with Eusebius of 
Caesarea, the "father of church history," the Christian Herodotus. 
 
He was born about the year 260 or 270, probably in Palestine, and was educated at Antioch, and 
afterwards at Caesarea in Palestine, under the influence of the works of Origen. He formed an 
intimate friendship with the learned presbyter Pamphilus, {1894} who had collected a 
considerable biblical and patristic library, and conducted a flourishing theological school which 
he had founded at Caesarea, till in 309 he died a martyr in the persecution under Diocletian. 
{1895} Eusebius taught for a long time in this school; and after the death of his preceptor and 
friend, he travelled to Tyre and to Egypt, and was an eye-witness of the cruel scenes of the last 
great persecution of the Christians. He was imprisoned as a confessor, but soon released. 
 
Twenty years later, when Eusebius, presiding at the council at Tyre (335 or 336), took sides 
against Athanasius, the bishop Potamon of Hieraclea, according to the account of Epiphanius, 
exclaimed in his face: "How dost thou, Eusebius, sit as judge of the innocent Athanasius? Who 
can bear it? Why! didst thou not sit with me in prison in the time of the tyrants? They plucked out 
my eye for my confession of the truth; thou camest forth unhurt; thou hast suffered nothing for 
thy confession; unscathed thou art here present. How didst thou escape from prison? On some 
other ground than because thou didst promise to do an unlawful thing [to sacrifice to idols]? or, 
perchance, didst thou actually do this? "But this insinuation of cowardice and infidelity to Christ 
arose probably from envy and party passion in a moment of excitement. With such a stain upon 
him, Eusebius would hardly have been intrusted by the ancient church with the episcopal staff. 
{1896} 
 
About the year 315, or earlier, Eusebius was chosen bishop of Caesarea, {1897} where he labored 
till his death in 340. The patriarchate of Antioch, which was conferred upon him after the 
deposition of Eustathius in 331, he in honorable self-denial, and from preference for a more quiet 
literary life, declined. 
 
He was drawn into the Arian controversies against his will, and played an eminent part at the 
council of Nicaea, where he held the post of honor at the right hand of the presiding emperor. In 
the perplexities of this movement he took middle ground, and endeavored to unite the opposite 
parties. This brought him, on the one hand, the peculiar favor of the emperor Constantine, but, on 
the other, from the leaders of the Nicene orthodoxy, the suspicion of a secret leaning to the Arian 
heresy. {1898} It is certain that, before the council of Nicaea, he sympathized with Arius; that in 
the council he proposed an orthodox but indefinite compromise-creed; that after the council he 
was not friendly with Athanasius and other defenders of orthodoxy; and that, in the synod of 
Tyre, which deposed Athanasius in 335, he took a leading part, and, according to Epiphanius, 
presided. In keeping with these facts is his silence respecting the Arian controversy (which broke 
out in 318) in an Ecclesiastical History which comes down to 324, and was probably not 
completed till 326, when the council of Nicaea would have formed its most fitting close. He 
would rather close his history with the victory of Constantine over Licinius than with the Creed 
over which theological parties contended, and with which he himself was implicated. But, on the 
other hand, it is also a fact that he subscribed the Nicene Creed, though reluctantly, and reserving 
his own interpretation of the homoousion; that he publicly recommended it to the people of his 
diocese; and that he never formally rejected it. 
 
The only satisfactory solution of this apparent inconsistency is to be found in his own indecision 
and leaning to a doctrinal latitudinarianism, not unfrequent in historians who become familiar 
with a vast variety of opinions in different ages and countries. On the important point of the 
homoousion he never came to a firm and final conviction. He wavered between the older 



Origenistic subordinationism and the Nicene orthodoxy. He asserted clearly and strongly with 
Origen the eternity of the Son, and so far was decidedly opposed to Arianism, which made Christ 
a creature in time; but he recoiled from the homoousion, because it seemed to him to go beyond 
the Scriptures, and hence he made no use of the term, either in his book against Marcellus, or in 
his discourses against Sabellius. Religious sentiment compelled him to acknowledge the full deity 
of Christ; fear of Sabellianism restrained him. He avoided the strictly orthodox formulas, and 
moved rather in the less definite terms of former times. Theological acumen he constitutionally 
lacked. He was, in fact, not a man of controversy, but of moderation and peace. He stood upon 
the border between the ante-Nicene theology and the Nicene. His doctrine shows the color of 
each by turns, and reflects the unsettled problem of the church in the first stage of the Arian 
controversy. {1899} 
 
With his theological indecision is connected his weakness of character. He was an amiable and 
pliant court-theologian, and suffered himself to be blinded and carried away by the splendor of 
the first Christian emperor, his patron and friend. Constantine took him often into his counsels, 
invited him to his table, related to him his vision of the cross, showed him the famous labarum, 
listened standing to his occasional sermons, wrote him several letters, and intrusted to him the 
supervision of the copies of the Bible for the use of the churches in Constantinople. 
 
At the celebration of the thirtieth anniversary of this emperor’s reign (336), Eusebius delivered a 
panegyric decked with the most pompous hyperbole, and after his death, in literal obedience to 
the maxim: "De mortuis nihil nisi bonum," he glorified his virtues at the expense of veracity and 
with intentional omission of his faults. With all this, however, he had noble qualities of mind and 
heart, which in more quiet times would have been an ornament to any episcopal see. And it must 
be said, to his honor, that he never claimed the favor of the emperor for private ends. 
 
The theological and literary value of Eusebius lies in the province of learning. He was an 
unwearied reader and collector, and probably surpassed all the other church fathers, hardly 
excepting even Origen and Jerome, in compass of knowledge and of acquaintance with Grecian 
literature both heathen and Christian; while in originality, vigor, sharpness, and copiousness of 
thought, he stands far below Origen, Athanasius, Basil, and the two Gregories. His scholarship 
goes much further in breadth than in depth, and is not controlled and systematized by a 
philosophical mind or a critical judgment. 
 
Of his works, the historical are by far the most celebrated and the most valuable; to wit, his 
Ecclesiastical History, his Chronicle, his Life of Constantine, and a tract on the Martyrs of 
Palestine in the Diocletian persecution. The position of Eusebius, at the close of the period of 
persecution, and in the opening of the period of the imperial establishment of Christianity, and his 
employment of many ancient documents, some of which have since been lost, give these works a 
peculiar value. He is temperate, upon the whole, impartial, and truth-loving—rare virtues in an 
age of intense excitement and polemical zeal like that in which he lived. The fact that he was the 
first to work this important field of theological study, and for many centuries remained a model in 
it, justly entitles him to his honorable distinction of Father of Church History. Yet he is neither a 
critical student nor an elegant writer of history, but only a diligent and learned collector. His 
Ecclesiastical History, from the birth of Christ to the victory of Constantine over Licinius in 324, 
gives a colorless, defective, incoherent, fragmentary, yet interesting picture of the heroic youth of 
the church, and owes its incalculable value, not to the historic art of the author, but almost 
entirely to his copious and mostly literal extracts from foreign, and in some cases now extinct, 
sources. As concerns the first three centuries, too, it stands alone; for the successors of Eusebius 
begin their history where he leaves off. 
 



His Chronicle consists of an outline-sketch of universal history down to 325, arranged by ages 
and nations (borrowed largely from the Chronography of Julius Africanus), and an abstract of this 
universal chronicle in tabular form. The Greek original is lost, with the exception of unconnected 
fragments by Syncellus; but the second part, containing the chronological tables, was translated 
and continued by Jerome to 378, and remained for centuries the source of the synchronistic 
knowledge of history, and the basis of historical works in Christendom. {1900} Jerome also 
translated, with several corrections and additions, a useful antiquarian work of Eusebius, the so-
called Onomasticon, a description of the places mentioned in the Bible. {1901} 
 
In his Life, and still more in his Eulogy, of Constantine, Eusebius has almost entirely forgotten 
the dignity of the historian in the zeal of the panegyrist. Nevertheless, this work is the chief 
source of the history of the reign of his imperial friend. {1902} 
 
Next in importance to his historical works are his apologetic; namely, his Praeparatio evangelica, 
{1903} and his Demonstratio evangelica. {1904} These were both written before 324, and are an 
arsenal of the apologetic material of the ancient church. The former proposes, in fifteen books, to 
give a documentary refutation of the heathen religious from Greek writings. The latter gives, in 
twenty books, of which only the first ten are preserved, the positive argument for the absolute 
truth of Christianity, from its nature, and from the fulfilment of the prophecies in the Old 
Testament. The Theophany, in five books, is a popular compend from these two works, and was 
probably written later, as Epiphanius wrote his Anacephalaeosis after the Panarion, for more 
general use. {1905} It is known in the Greek original from fragments only, published by Cardinal 
Mai, {1906} and now complete in a Syriac version which was discovered in 1839 by Tattam, in a 
Nitrian monastery, and was edited by Samuel Lee at London in 1842. {1907} To this class also 
belongs his apologetic tract Against Hierocles. {1908} 
 
Of much less importance are the two dogmatic works of Eusebius: Against Marcellus, and Upon 
the Church Theology (likewise against Marcellus), in favor of the hypostatical existence of the 
Son. {1909} 
 
His Commentaries on several books of the Bible (Isaiah, Psalms, Luke) pursue, without 
independence, and without knowledge of the Hebrew, the allegorical method of Origen. {1910} 
 
To these are to be added, finally, some works in Biblical Introduction and Archaeology, the 
Onomasticon, already alluded to, a sort of sacred geography, and fragments of an enthusiastic 
Apology for Origen, a juvenile work which he and Pamphilus jointly produced before 309, and 
which, in the Origenistic controversy, was the target of the bitterest shots of Epiphanius and 
Jerome. {1911} 
 
{1894} Hence the surname eusebiov (ov filov) tou pamfilou, Pamphhili, by which anciently 
he was most frequently distinguished from many other less noted men of the same name, e.g.: 
Eusebius of Nicomedia (341), Eusebius of Vercelli (371), Eusebius Emesenus, of Emesa or 
Emisa in Phoenicia (360), and others. On this last comp. Opuscula quae supersunt Graeca, ed. 
Augusti, Elberfeld, 1829, somewhat hastily; corrected by Thilo, Ueber die Schriften des Euseb. 
von Alex. und des Euseb. von Emisa, Halle, 1832. 
 
{1895} Jerome remarks of Pamphilus (De viris illustribus, c. 75): "Tanto bibliothecae divinae 
amore flagravit, ut maximam partem Origenis voluminum sua manu descripserit, quae usque 
hodie [a. 392] in Caesariensi bibliotheca habentur." 
 
{1896} So Valesius also views the matter, while Baronius puts faith in the rebuke. 



 
{1897} Hence he is also called Eusebius Caesariensis or Palestinus. 
 
{1898} So thought, among the ancients, Hilary, Jerome (who otherwise speaks favorably of 
Eusebius), Theodoret, and the second council of Nicaea (A. D. 787), which unjustly condemned 
him even expressly, as an Arian heretic; and so have thought, among modems, Baronius, 
Petavius, Clericus, Tillemont, Gieseler; while the church historian Socrates, the Roman bishops 
Gelasius and Pelagius II., Valesius, G. Bull, Cave (who enters into a fall vindication, l. c. p. 135 
sqq.), and Sam. Lee (and most Anglicans), have defended the orthodoxy of Eusebius, or at least 
mention him with very high respect. The Gallican church has even placed him in the catalogue of 
saints. Athanasius never expressly charges him with apostasy from the Nicene faith to Arianism 
or to Semi-Arianism, but frequently says that before 325 he held with Arius, and changed his 
opinion at Nicaea. This is the view of Mohler also (Athanasius der Grosse, p. 333 ff.), whom 
Dorner (History of Christology, i. 792) inaccurately reckons among the opponents of the 
orthodoxy of Eusebius. The testimonies of the ancients for and against Eusebius are collected in 
Migne’s edition of his works, tom. i. pp. 68-98. Among recent writers Dr. Samuel Lee has most 
fully investigated the orthodoxy of Eusebius in the Preliminary Dissertation to his translation of 
the Theophania from the Syriac, pp. xxiv.-xcix. He arrives at the conclusion (p. xcviii.), "that 
Eusebius was no Arian; and that the same reasoning must prove that he was no Semi-Arian; that 
he did in no degree partake of the error of Origen, ascribed to him so positively and so 
groundlessly by Photius." But this is merely a negative result. 
 
{1899} The same view is taken substantially by Baur (Geschichte der Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit 
und Menschwerdung, i. 475 ff.), Domer (Entwicklungsgeschichte der Lehre von der Person 
Christi, i. 792 ff), Semisch (Art. Eusebius in Herzog’s Encyklopadie, vol iv. 233), and other 
modem German theologians. 
 
{1900} The Greek title was: cronikwn kanonwn pantodaph istoria (Hieron. Deuteronomy 
viris illustr. c. 81); the Latin is: Chronica Eusebii s. Canones historiae universae, Hieronymo 
interprete. See Vallarsi’s ed. of Jerome’s works, tom. viii. 1-820. Jerome also calls it Temporum 
librum. It is now known also (since 1818) in an Armenian translation. Most complete edition by 
Angelo Mai, in Script vet. nova coll. tom. viii. Rom. 1833, republished in Migne’s edition of the 
complete works of Eusebius, tom. i. p. 100 sqq. 
 
{1901} peri twn topikwn onomatwn twn en th yeia grafh, Deuteronomy situ et nominibus 
locorum Hebraicorum, in Jerome’s works, tom. iii. 121-290. A new edition, Greek and Latin, by 
Larsow and Parthey, Berol. 1862. 
 
{1902} Socrates already observes (in the first book of his Church History) that Eusebius wrote the 
Life of Constantine more as a panegyrical oration than as an accurate account of events. Baronius 
(Annal. ad an. 324, n. 5) compares the Vita Constantini, not unfitly, with the Cyropaedia of 
Xenophon, who, as Cicero says, "vitam Cyri non tam ad historiae fidem conscripsit, quam ad 
effigiem justi principis exhibendam." This is the most charitable construction we can put upon 
this book, the tone of which is intolerably offensive to a manly and independent spirit acquainted 
with the crimes of Constantine. But we should remember that stronger men, such as Athanasius, 
Hilary, and Epiphanius have overrated Constantine, and called him, "most pious," and "of blessed 
memory." Burckhardt, in his work on Constantine, p. 346 and passim, speaks too contemptuously 
of Eusebius, without any reference to his good qualities and great merits. 
 
{1903} Best edited by Thomas Gaisford, Oxon. 1843, 4 vols. 8vo. In Migne’s edition it forms 
tom. iii. 



 
{1904} Likewise edited by Gaisford, Oxf. 1852, 2 vols. 8 vo. In Migne’s edition tom.! v. 
 
{1905} Dr. Sam. Lee, however, is of the opposite opinion, see p. xxii. of the Preface to his 
translation." It appears probable to me," he says, "that this more popular and more useful work 
[the Theophania] was first composed and published, and that the other two [the Praeparatio, and 
the Demonstratio Evangelica]—illustrating, as they generally do, some particular points only—
argued in order in our work—were reserved for the reading and occasional writing of our author 
during a considerable number of years, as well for the satisfaction of his own mind, as for the 
general reading of the learned. It appears probable to me, therefore, that this was one of the first 
productions of Eusebius, if not the first after the persecutions ceased." 
 
{1906} In the fourth volume of the Novae Patrum Bibliothecae, Rom. 1847, pp. 108-156, 
reprinted in Migne’s edition of the works of Eusebius tom. v. 609 sqq. 
 
{1907} Also in English, under the title: On the Theophania, or Divine Manifestation of our 
Saviour Jesus Christ, by Eusebius, translated into English, with Notes, from an ancient Syriac 
Version of the Greek original, now lost; to which is prefixed a Vindication of the orthodoxy, and 
prophetical views, of that distinguished writer, by Sam. Lee, D. D., Cambr. 1848. The MS. of this 
work is deposited in the British Museum; it was written at Edessa in the Estranghelo, or old 
church-handwriting of the Syrians, on very fine and well-prepared skin. Dr. Lee assigns it to the 
year 411 (I. c. p. xii.). 
 
{1908} In Migne’s edition, tom. iv. 195-868. 
 
{1909} In Migne’s edition, tom vi. p. 107 sqq. 
 
{1910} Angelo Mai has published new fragments of Commentaries of Eusebius on the Psalms 
and on the Gospel of Luke in Novae Patrum Bibliothecae tom. iv. p. 77 sqq. and p. 160 sqq., and 
republished in Migne’s ed. vol. vi. 
 
{1911} The sixth book was added by Eusebius alone after the death of his friend. The first book is 
still extant in the Latin version of Rufinus, and some extracts in Photius.  

 



162. The Church Historians after Eusebius. 
 
I. The Church Histories of Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, Evagrius, Philostorgius, and 
TheodorusLector have been edited, with the Eccles. Hist. of Eusebius, by Valesius, Par. 1659-’73, 
in 3 vols. (defective reprint, Frankf. a. M. 1672-’79); best ed., Cambridge, 1720, and again 1746, 
in 3 vols., with improvements and additions by Guil. Reading. Best English translation by 
Meredith, Hanmer, and Wye Saltonstall, Cambr. 1688, 1692, and London, 1709. New ed. in 
Bohn’s Ecclesiastical Library, Land. 1851, in 4 vols. small 8vo. 
 
II. F. A. Holzhausen: Deuteronomy fontibus, quibus Socrates, Sozomenus, ac Theodoretus in 
scribenda historia sacra usi sunt. Gott. 1825. G. Dangers: Deuteronomy fontibus, indole et 
dignitate librorum Theod. Lectoris et Evagrii. Gott. 1841. J. G. Dowling: An Introduction to the 
Critical Study of Eccl. History. Lond. 1838, p. 84 ff. F. Chr. Baur: Die Epochen der kirchlichen 
Geschichtschreibung. Tub. 1852, pp. 7-32. Comp. P. Schaff: History of the Apostolic Church, 
Gen. Introd. p. 52 f. 
 
Eusebius, without intending it, founded a school of church historians, who continued the thread of 
his story from Constantine the Great to the close of the sixth century, and, like him, limited 
themselves to a simple, credulous narration of external facts, and a collection of valuable 
documents, without an inkling of the critical sifting, philosophical mastery, and artistic 
reproduction of material, which we find in Thucydides and Tacitus among the classics, and in 
many a modern historian. None of them touched the history of the first three centuries; Eusebius 
was supposed to have done here all that could be desired. The histories of Socrates, Sozomen, and 
Theodoret run nearly parallel, but without mutual acquaintance or dependence, and their contents 
are very similar. {1912} Evagrius carried the narrative down to the close of the sixth century. All 
of them combine ecclesiastical and political history, which after Constantine were inseparably 
interwoven in the East; and (with the exception of Philostorgius) all occupy essentially the same 
orthodox stand-point. They ignore the Western church, except where it comes in contact with the 
East. 
 
These successors of Eusebius are: 
 
Socrates, an attorney or scholasticus in Constantinople, born in 380. His work, in seven books, 
covers the period from 306 to 439, and is valuable for its numerous extracts from sources, and its 
calm, impartial representation. It has been charged with a leaning towards Novatianism. He had 
upon the whole a higher view of the duty of the historian than his contemporaries and successors; 
he judged more liberally of heretics and schismatics, and is less extravagant in the praise of 
emperors and bishops. {1913} 
 
Hermias Sozomen, a native of Palestine, a junior contemporary of Socrates, and likewise a 
scholasticus in Constantinople, wrote the history of the church, in nine books, from 323 to the 
death of Honorius in 423, {1914} and hence in its subjects keeps pace for the most part with 
Socrates, though, as it would appear, without the knowledge of his work, and with many 
additions on the history of the hermits and monks, for whom he had a great predilection. {1915} 
 
Theodoret, bishop of Cyrus, was born at Antioch about 390, of an honorable and pious mother; 
educated in the cloister of St. Euprepius (perhaps with Nestorius); formed upon the writings of 
Diodorus of Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia; made bishop of Cyros, or Cyrrhos, in Syria, 
after 420; and died in 457. He is known to us from the Christological controversies as the most 
scholarly advocate of the Antiochian dyophysitism or moderate Nestorianism; condemned at 



Ephesus in 431, deposed by the council of Robbers in 449, acquitted in 451 by the fourth 
ecumenical council on condition of his condemning Nestorius and all deniers of the theotokos, 
but again partially condemned at the fifth long after his death. He was, therefore, like Eusebius, 
an actor as well as an author of church history. As bishop, he led an exemplary life, his enemies 
themselves being judges, and was especially benevolent to the poor. He owned nothing valuable 
but books, and applied the revenues of his bishopric to the public good. He shared the 
superstitions and weaknesses of his age. 
 
His Ecclesiastical History, in five books, composed about 450, reaches from 325 to 429. It is the 
most valuable continuation of Eusebius, and, though shorter, it furnishes an essential supplement 
to the works of Socrates and Sozomen. 
 
His "Historia religiosa" consists of biographies of hermits and monks, written with great 
enthusiasm for ascetic holiness, and with many fabulous accessories, according to the taste of the 
day. His "Heretical Fables," {1916} though superficial and marred by many errors, is of some 
importance for the history of Christian doctrine. It contains a severe condemnation of Nestorius, 
which we should hardly expect from Theodoret. {1917} 
 
Theodoret was a very fruitful author. Besides these histories, he wrote valuable commentaries on 
most of the books of the Old Testament and on all the Epistles of Paul; dogmatic and polemic 
works against Cyril and the Alexandrian Christology, and against the heretics; an apology of 
Christianity against the Greek philosophy; and sermons and letters. {1918} 
 
Evagrius (born about 536 in Syria, died after 594) was a lawyer in Antioch, and rendered the 
patriarch Gregory great service, particularly in an action for incest in 588. He was twice married, 
and the Antiochians celebrated his second wedding (592) with public plays. He is the last 
continuator of Eusebius and Theodoret, properly so called. He begins his Ecclesiastical History of 
six books with the council of Ephesus, 431, and closes it with the twelfth year of the reign of the 
emperor Maurice, 594. He is of special importance on the Nestorian and Eutychian controversies; 
gives accounts of bishops and monks, churches and public buildings, earthquakes and other 
calamities; and interweaves political history, such as the wars of Chosroes and the assaults of the 
barbarians. {1919} He was strictly orthodox, and a superstitious venerator of monks, saints, and 
relics. {1920} 
 
TheodorusLector, reader in the church of Constantinople about 525, compiled an abstract from 
Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret, under the title of Historia tripartita, which is still extant in 
the manuscript; {1921} and composed a continuation of Socrates from 431 to 518, of which 
fragments only are preserved in John Damascenus, Nilus, and Nicephorus Callisti. {1922} 
 
Of Philostorgius, an Arian church historian (born in 368), nothing has come down to us but 
fragments in Photius; and these breathe so strong a partisan spirit, that the loss of the rest is not to 
be regretted. He described the period from the commencement of the Arian controversy to the 
reign of Valentinian III. A. D. 423. 
 
The series of the Greek church historians closes with NicephorusCallistus or Callisti (i.e., son of 
Callistus), {1923} who lived at Constantinople in the fifteenth century. He was surprised that the 
voice of history had been silent since the sixth century, and resumed the long-neglected task 
where his predecessors had left it, but on a more extended plan of a general history of the catholic 
church from the beginning to the year 911. We have, however, only eighteen books to the death 
of emperor Phocas in 610, and a list of contents of five other books. He made large use of 
Eusebius and his successors, and added unreliable traditions of the later days of the Apostles, the 



history of Monophysitism, of monks and saints, of the barbarian irruptions, &c. He, too, ignores 
the Pelagian controversy, and takes little notice of the Latin church after the fifth century. {1924} 
 
In the Latin church—to anticipate thus much—Eusebius found only one imitator and continuator, 
the presbyter and monk Rufinus, of Aquileia (330-410). He was at first a friend of Jerome, 
afterwards a bitter enemy. He translated, with abridgments and insertions at his pleasure, the 
Ecclesiastical History of Eusebius, and continued it to Theodosius the Great (392). Yet his 
continuation has little value. He wrote also biographies of hermits; an exposition of the Apostles’ 
Creed; and translations of several works of Origen, with emendations of offensive portions. 
{1925} 
 
Cassiodorus, consul and monk (died about 562), composed a useful abstract of the works of 
Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret, in twelve books, under the title of Historia tripartita, for the 
Latin church of the middle age. 
 
The only properly original contributions to church history from among the Latin divines were 
those of Jerome (419) in his biographical and literary Catalogue of Illustrious Men (written in 
392), which Gennadius, a Semi-Pelagian presbyter of South Gaul, continued to the year 495. 
SulpiciusSeverus (420) wrote in good style a Sacred History, or History of the Old and New 
Testament, from the creation down to the year 400; and PaulusOrosius (about 415) an apologetic 
Universal History, which hardly, however, deserves the name of a history. 
 
{1912} The frequent supposition (of Valois with others) that Sozomen wrote to complete 
Socrates, and Theodoret to complete both, cannot be proved. The authors seem independent of 
one another. Theodoret says in the Prooemium: "Since Eusebius of Palestine, commencing his 
history with the holy apostles, has described the events of the church to the reign of the God-
beloved Constantine, I have begun my history where he ended his." He makes no mention of any 
other writers on the same subject. Nor does Sozomen, l. i. c. 1, where he alludes to his 
predecessors. Valesius charges Sozomen with plagiarism. 
 
{1913} Separate edition by Hussey: Socratis scholastici Historia Eccl. Oxon. 1853, 3 vols. 8vo. 
 
{1914} According to the usual, but incorrect statement, to the year 489. 
 
{1915} He informs us (Book v. c. 15) that his grandfather, with his whole family, was converted 
to Christianity by a miracle of the monk Hilarion. 
 
{1916} airetikhv kakomuyiav epitomhv, in five books; in Schulze’s edition of the Opera, tom. 
iv. p. 280 sqq. The fifth book presents a summary of the chief articles of the orthodox faith, a sort 
of dogmatical compend. 
 
{1917} Book iv. ch. 12. Garnier, Cave, and Oudin regard this anti-Nestorian chapter as a later 
interpolation, though without good reason; Schulze (note in loco, tom. iv. p. 368) defends it as 
genuine. It should be remembered that Theodoret at the council of Chalcedon could only save 
himself from expulsion by anathematizing Nestorius. 
 
{1918} Theodoreti Opera omnia cum et studio Jac. Sirmondi, Par. 1642, 4 vols. fol., with an 
additional vol. v. by Gamier, 1684. Another edition by J. L. Schulze, Halle, 1768-’74, 5 tom. in 
10 vols., which has been republished by J. P. Migne, Par. 1860, in 5 vols. (Patrologia Graeca, 
tom. lxxx.-lxxxiv.). The last volume in Schulze’s and Migne’s editions contains Garnier’s 



Auctarium ad opera Theod. and his Dissertations on the life and on the faith of Theodoret, and on 
the fifth ecumenical Synod. Comp. also Schrockh, Church History, vol. xviii. 
 
{1919} VaIesius blames him "quod non tantam diligentiam adhibuit in conquirendis antiquitatis 
ecclesiasticae monumentis, quam in legendis profanis auctoribus." 
 
{1920} The first edition was from a Parisian manuscript by Rob. Stephanus, Par. 1544. Valesius, 
in his complete edition, employed two more manuscripts. A new edition, according to the text of 
Valesius, appeared at Oxford in 1844. 
 
{1921} Valesius intended to edit it, and contented himself with giving the variations, since the 
book furnished nothing new. 
 
{1922} Collected in the edition of Valesius. 
 
{1923} Not to be confounded with Nicephorus, patriarch of Constantinople, who was deposed 
during the image controversy and died 828. His works, among which is also a brief 
Chronographia ab Adamo ad Michaelis et Theophili tempora (828), form tom. c. in Migne’s 
Patrologia Graeca. 
 
{1924} First edition in Latin by John Lange, Basil. 1658; in Greek and Latin by Front. Ducaeus, 
Par. 1630, in 2 vols. There exists but one Greek manuscript copy of Nicephorus, as far as we 
know, which is in the possession of the imperial library of Vienna. 
 
{1925} His works are edited by Vallarsi, Veron. 1745, vol. i. fol. (unfinished). The Ecclesiastical 
History has several times appeared separately, and was long a needed substitute for Eusebius in 
the West.  

 



163. Athanasius the Great. 
 
I. S. Athanasius: Opera omnia quae extant vel quae ejus nomine circumferuntur, etc., Gr. et lat., 
opera et studio monachorum ordinis S. Benedicti e congregatione S. Mauri (Jac. Lopin et B. de, 
Montfaucon). Paris, 1698. 3 tom. fol. (or rather 2 tomi, the first in two parts). This is the most 
elegant and correct edition, but must be completed by two volumes of the Collectio nova Patrum, 
ed. B. de Montfaucon. Par. 1706. 2 tom. fol. More complete, but not so handsome, is the edition 
of 1777, Patav., in 4 vols. fol. (Brunet says of the latter "adition moins belle et moins chere quo 
cello de Paris, mais augmentee d’un 4e vol., lequel renferme les opuscules de S. Athan., tires de 
la Collectio nova du P. Montfaucon et des Anecdota de Wolf, et de plus l’interpretatio 
Psalmorum.") But now both these older editions need again to be completed by the Syrian Festal 
Letters of Athanasius, discovered by Dr. Tattam in a Nitrian monastery in 1843; edited by W. 
Cureton in Syriac and English at London in 1846 and 1848 (and in English by H. Burgess and H. 
Williams, Oxf. 1854, in the Libr. of the Fathers); in German, with notes by F. Larson, at Leipzig 
in 1852; and in Syriac and Latin by Card. Angelo Mai in the Nova Patr. Bibliotheca, Rom. 1853, 
tom. vi. pp. 1-168. A new and more salable, though less accurate, edition of the Opera omnia 
Athan. (a reprint of the Benedictine) appeared at Petit-Montrouge (Par.) in J.P. Migne’s 
Patrologia Gr. (tom. xxv.-xxviii.), 1857, in 4 vols. 
 
The more important dogmatic works of Athanasius have been edited separately by J. C. Thilo, in 
the first volume of the Bibliotheca Patrum Graec. dogmatica, Lips. 1853; and in an English 
translation, with explanations and indexes, by J. H. Newman, Oxf. 1842-’44 (Library of the 
Fathers, vols. 8, 13, 19). 
 
II. GregoriusNaz.: Oratio panegyrica in Magnum Athanasium (Orat. xxi.). Several VitaeAthan. in 
the 1st vol. of the Bened. ed. of his Opera. ActaSanctorum for May 2d. G. Hermant: La Vie 
d’Athanase, etc. Par. 1679. 2 vols. Tillemont: Memoires, vol. viii. pp. 2-258 (2d ed. Par. 1713). 
W. Cave: Lives of the most eminent Fathers of the first Four Centuries, vol. ii. pp. 145-364 (Oxf. 
ed. of 1840). Schrockh: Th. xii. pp. 101-270. J. A. Mohler: Athanasius der Grosse und die Kirche 
seiner Zeit, besonders im Kampfe mit dem Arianismus. Mainz, 1827. 2d (title) ed. 1844. 
HeinrichVoigt: Die Lehre des heiligen Athanasius von Alexandria oder die kirchliche Dogmatik 
des 4ten Jahrhunderts auf Grund der biblischen Lehre vom Logos. Bremen, 1861. A. P. Stanley: 
Lectures on the History of the Eastern Church. New York, 1862, lecture vii. (pp. 322-358). 
 
Athanasius is the theological and ecclesiastical centre, as his senior contemporary Constantine is 
the political and secular, about which the Nicene age revolves. Both bear the title of the Great; the 
former with the better right, that his greatness was intellectual and moral, and proved itself in 
suffering, and through years of warfare against mighty, errors and against the imperial court. 
Athanasius contra mundum, et mundus contra Athanasium, is a well-known sentiment which 
strikingly expresses his fearless independence and immovable fidelity to his convictions. He 
seems to stand an unanswerable contradiction to the catholic maxim of authority: Quod sem per, 
quod ubique, quod ab omnibus creditum est, and proves that truth is by no means always on the 
side of the majority, but may often be very unpopular. The solitary Athanasius even in exile, and 
under the ban of council and emperor, was the bearer of the truth, and, as he was afterwards 
named, the "father of orthodoxy." {1926} 
 
On a martyrs’ day in 313 the bishop Alexander of Alexandria saw a troop of boys imitating the 
church services in innocent sport, Athanasius playing the part of bishop, and performing baptism 
by immersion. {1927} He caught in this a glimpse of future greatness; took the youth into his 
care; and appointed him his secretary, and afterwards his archdeacon. Athanasius studied the 



classics, the Holy Scriptures, and the church fathers, and meantime lived as an ascetic. He already 
sometimes visited St. Anthony in his solitude. 
 
In the year 325 he accompanied his bishop to the council of Nicaea, and at once distinguished 
himself there by his zeal and ability in refuting Arianism and vindicating the eternal deity of 
Christ, and incurred the hatred of this heretical party, which raised so many storms about his life. 
 
In the year 328 {1928} he was nominated to the episcopal succession of Alexandria, on the 
recommendation of the dying Alexander, and by the voice of the people, though not yet of 
canonical age, and at first disposed to avoid the election by flight; and thus he was raised to the 
highest ecclesiastical dignity of the East. For the bishop of Alexandria was at the same time 
metropolitan of Egypt, Libya, and Pentapolis. 
 
But now immediately began the long series of contests with the Arian party, which had obtained 
influence at the court of Constantine, and had induced the emperor to recall Arius and his 
adherents from exile. Henceforth the personal fortunes of Athanasius are so inseparably 
interwoven with the history of the Arian controversy that Nicene and Athanasian are equivalent 
terms, and the different depositions and restorations of Athanasius denote so many depressions 
and victories of the Nicene orthodoxy. Five times did the craft and power of his opponents, upon 
the pretext of all sorts of personal and political offences, but in reality on account of his 
inexorable opposition to the Arian and Semi-Arian heresy, succeed in deposing and banishing 
him. The first exile he spent in Treves, the second chiefly in Rome, the third with the monks in 
the Egyptian desert; and he employed them in the written defence of his righteous cause. Then the 
Arian party, was distracted, first by internal division, and further by the death of the emperor 
Constantius (361), who was their chief support. The pagan Julian recalled the banished bishops of 
both parties, in the hope that they might destroy one another. Thus, Athanasius among them, who 
was the most downright opposite of the Christian-hating emperor, again received his bishopric. 
But when, by his energetic and wise administration, he rather restored harmony in his diocese, 
and sorely injured paganism, which he feared far less than Arianism, and thus frustrated the 
cunning plan of Julian, the emperor resorted to violence, and banished him as a dangerous 
disturber of the peace. For the fourth time Athanasius left Alexandria, but calmed his weeping 
friends with the prophetic words: "Be of good cheer; it is only a cloud, which will soon pass 
over." By presence of mind he escaped from an imperial ship on the Nile, which had two hired 
assassins on board. After Julian’s death in 362 he was again recalled by Jovian. But the next 
emperor Valens, an Arian, issued in 367 an edict which again banished all the bishops who had 
been deposed under Constantius and restored by Julian. The aged Athanasius was obliged for the 
fifth time to leave his beloved flock, and kept himself concealed more than four months in the 
tomb of his father. Then Valens, boding ill from the enthusiastic adherence of the Alexandrians to 
their orthodox bishop, repealed the edict. 
 
From this time Athanasius had peace, and still wrote, at a great age, with the vigor of youth, 
against Apollinarianism. In the year 373 {1929} he died, after an administration of nearly forty-
six years, but before the conclusion of the Arian war. He had secured by his testimony the final 
victory of orthodoxy, but, like Moses, was called away from the earthly scene before the goal was 
reached. 
 
Athanasius, like many great men (from David and Paul to Napoleon and Schleiermacher), was 
very small of stature, {1930} somewhat stooping and emaciated by fasting and many troubles, but 
fair of countenance, with a piercing eye and a personal appearance of great power even over his 
enemies. {1931} His omnipresent activity, his rapid and his mysterious movements, his 
fearlessness, and his prophetic insight into the future, were attributed by his friends to divine 



assistance, by his enemies to a league with evil powers. Hence the belief in his magic art. {1932} 
His congregation in Alexandria and the people and monks of Egypt were attached to him through 
all the vicissitudes of his tempestuous life with equal fidelity and veneration. Gregory Nazianzen 
begins his enthusiastic panegyric with the words: "When I praise Athanasius, I praise virtue itself, 
because he combines all virtues in himself." Constantine the Younger called him "the man of 
God;" Theodoret, "the great enlightener;" and John of Damascus, "the corner-stone of the church 
of God." 
 
All this is, indeed, very hyperbolical, after the fashion of degenerate Grecian rhetoric. Athanasius 
was not free from the faults of his age. But he is, on the whole, one of the purest, most imposing, 
and most venerable personages in the history of the church; and this judgment will now be almost 
universally accepted. {1933} 
 
He was (and there are few such) a theological and churchly character in magnificent, antique 
style. He was a man of one mould and one idea, and in this respect one-sided; yet in the best 
sense, as the same is true of most great men who are borne along with a mighty and 
comprehensive thought, and subordinate all others to it. So Paul lived and labored for Christ 
crucified, Gregory VII. for the Roman hierarchy, Luther for the doctrine of justification by faith, 
Calvin for the idea of the sovereign grace of God. It was the passion and the life-work of 
Athanasius to vindicate the deity of Christ, which he rightly regarded as the corner-stone of the 
edifice of the Christian faith, and without which he could conceive no redemption. For this truth 
he spent all his time and strength; for this he suffered deposition and twenty years of exile; for 
this he would have been at any moment glad to pour out his blood. For his vindication of this 
truth he was much hated, much loved, always respected or feared. In the unwavering conviction 
that he had the right and the protection of God on his side, he constantly disdained to call in the 
secular power for his ecclesiastical ends, and to degrade himself to an imperial courtier, as his 
antagonists often did. 
 
Against the Arians he was inflexible, because he believed they hazarded the essence of 
Christianity itself, and he allowed himself the most invidious and the most contemptuous terms. 
He calls them polytheists, atheists, Jews, Pharisees, Sadducees, Herodians, spies, worse 
persecutors than the heathen, liars, dogs, wolves, antichrists, and devils. But he confined himself 
to spiritual weapons, and never, like his successor Cyril a century later, used nor counselled 
measures of force. He suffered persecution, but did not practise it; he followed the maxim: 
Orthodoxy should persuade faith, not force it. 
 
Towards the unessential errors of good men, like those of Marcellus of Ancyra, he was indulgent. 
Of Origen he spoke with esteem, and with gratitude for his services, while Epiphanius, and even 
Jerome, delighted to blacken his memory and burn his bones. To the suspicions of the orthodoxy 
of Basil, whom, by the way, be never personally knew, he gave no ear, but pronounced his 
liberality a justifiable condescension to the weak. When he found himself compelled to write 
against Apollinaris, whom he esteemed and loved, he confined himself to the refutation of his 
error, without the mention of his name. He was more concerned for theological ideas than for 
words and formulas; even upon the shibboleth homoousios he would not obstinately insist, 
provided only the great truth of the essential and eternal Godhead of Christ were not sacrificed. 
At his last appearance in public, as president of the council of Alexandria in 362, he acted as 
mediator and reconciler of the contending parties, who, notwithstanding all their discord in the 
use of the terms ousia and hypostasis, were one in the ground-work of their faith. 
 
No one of all the Oriental fathers enjoyed so high consideration in the Western church as 
Athanasius. His personal sojourn in Rome and Treves, and his knowledge of the Latin tongue, 



contributed to this effect. He transplanted monasticism to the West. But it was his advocacy of the 
fundamental doctrine of Christianity that, more than all, gave him his Western reputation. Under 
his name the Symbolum Quicunque, of much later, and probably of French, origin, has found 
universal acceptance in the Latin church, and has maintained itself to this day in living use. His 
name is inseparable from the conflicts and the triumph of the doctrine of the holy Trinity. 
 
As an author, Athanasius is distinguished for theological depth and discrimination, for dialectical 
skill, and sometimes for fulminating eloquence. He everywhere evinces a triumphant intellectual 
superiority over his antagonists, and shows himself a veritable malleus haereticorum. He pursues 
them into all their hiding-places, and refutes all their arguments and their sophisms, but never 
loses sight of the main point of the controversy, to which he ever returns with renewed force. His 
views are governed by a strict logical connection; but his stormy fortunes prevented him from 
composing a large systematic work. Almost all his writings are occasional, wrung from him by 
circumstances; not a few of them were hastily written in exile. 
 
They may be divided as follows: 
 
1. Apologetic works in defence of Christianity. Among these are the two able and enthusiastic 
kindred productions of his youth (composed before 325): "A Discourse against the Greeks," and 
"On the Incarnation of the Divine Word," {1934} which he already looked upon as the central 
idea of the Christian religion. 
 
2. Dogmatic and Controversial works in defence of the Nicene faith; which are at the same time 
very important to the history of the Arian controversies. Of these the following are directed 
against Arianism: An Encyclical Letter to all Bishops (written in 341); On the Decrees of the 
Council of Nicaea (352); On the Opinion of Dionysius of Alexandria (352); An Epistle to the 
Bishops of Egypt and Libya (356); four Orations against the Arians (358); A Letter to Serapion 
on the Death of Arius (358 or 359); A History of the Arians to the Monks (between 358 and 360). 
To these are to be added four Epistles to Serapion on the Deity of the Holy Spirit (358), and two 
books Against Apollinaris, in defence of the full humanity of Christ (379). 
 
3. Works in his own PersonalDefence: An Apology against the Arians (350); an Apology to 
Constantius (356); an Apology concerning his Flight (De fuga, 357 or 358); and several letters. 
 
4. Exegetical works; especially a Commentary on the Psalms, in which he everywhere finds types 
and prophecies of Christ and the church, according to the extravagant allegorizing method of the 
Alexandrian school; and a synopsis or compendium of the Bible. But the genuineness of these 
unimportant works is by many doubted. {1935} 
 
5. Ascetic and Practical works. Chief among these are his "Life of St. Anthony," composed about 
365, or at all events after the death of Anthony, {1936} and his "Festal Letters," which have but 
recently become known. {1937} The Festal Letters give us a glimpse of his pastoral fidelity as 
bishop, and throw new light also on many of his doctrines, and on the condition of the church in 
his time. In these letters Athanasius, according to Alexandrian custom, announced annually, at 
Epiphany, to the clergy and congregations of Egypt, the time of the next Easter, and added 
edifying observations on passages of Scripture, and timely exhortations. These were read in the 
churches, during the Easter season, especially on Palm-Sunday. As Athanasius was bishop forty-
five years, he would have written that number of Festal Letters, if he had not been several times 
prevented by flight or sickness. The letters were written in Greek, but soon translated into Syriac, 
and lay buried for centuries in the dust of a Nitrian cloister, till the research of Protestant 
Scholarship brought them again to the light. 



 
{1926} O pathr th orqodoxiva. So Epiphanius already calls him, Haer. 69, c. 2. 
 
{1927} So Rufinus relates, H. E. l. i. c. 14. Most Roman historians, Hermant, Tillemont, Butler, 
and the author of the Vita Athan. in the Bened. ed. (tom. i. p. iii.), reject this legend, partly on 
account of chronological difficulty, partly because it seemed incompatible with the dignity of 
such a saint. Mohler passes it in silence. 
 
{1928} This is the true date, according to the summaries of the newly-discovered Festal Letters of 
Athanasius, and not "a few weeks (or months rather) after the close of the council," as the editor 
of the English translation of the historical tracts of Athanasius (Oxford Library of the Fathers, 
1843, Preface, p. xxi), and even Stanley (I. c. p. 325), still say. The older hypothesis rests on a 
misapprehension of the pente mh’ne in a passage of Athanasius, Apol. pro fuga sua, tom. i. P. 1, 
p. 140, which Theodoret erroneously dates from the close of the council of Nicaea, instead of the 
readmission of the Meletians into the fellowship of the church (H. E. i. 26). Alexander died in 
328, not in 326. See particulars in Larsow, l. c. p. 26, and 121 above. 
 
{1929} Opinions concerning the year of his death waver between 371 and 373. As he was bishop 
forty-six years, and came to the see in 328 (not 326, as formerly supposed), he cannot have died 
before 372 or 373. 
 
{1930} Julian called him contemptuously (Ep. 51) mhde anhr, all anqrwpisko eutelh. 
 
{1931} Comp. Gregory Naz. in his Eulogy. 
 
{1932} This belief embodied itself in the Arian form of the legend of St. George of Cappadocia, 
the Arian bishop elected in opposition to Athanasius, and killed by the populace in Alexandria, in 
his contest with the wizard Athanasius. In this way Arians revenged themselves on the memory of 
their great adversary. Afterwards the wizard became a dragon, whom George on his horse 
overcomes. According to others, George was a martyr under Diocletian. 
 
{1933} The rationalistic historian Henke (Geschichte der christl. Kirche, 5th ed. 1818, i. p. 212) 
called him, indeed, a "haughty hard-head," and the "author of many broils and of the unhappiness 
of many thousand men." But the age of the rationalistic debasement of history, thank God, is past. 
Quite different is the judgment of Gibbon, who despised the faith of Athanasiis, yet could not 
withhold from him personally the tribute of his admiration. "We have seldom," says he in ch. xxi. 
of his celebrated work, "an opportunity of observing, either in active or speculative life, what 
effect may be produced, or what obstacles may be surmounted by the force of a single mind, 
when it is inflexibly applied to the pursuit of a single object. The immortal name of Athanasius 
will never be separated from the Catholic doctrine of the Trinity, to whose defence he consecrated 
every moment and every faculty of his being.... Amidst the storms of persecution the archbishop 
of Alexandria was patient of labor, jealous of fame, careless of safety; and although his mind was 
tainted by the contagion of fanaticism, Athanasius displayed a superiority of charater and abilities 
which would have qualified him far better than the degenerate sons of Constantine for the 
government of a great monarchy." Dr. Baur thus characterizes Athanasius (Vorlesungen uber die 
Dogmengeschichte, vol. i. ii. p. 41): "His talent for speculative dogmatic investigations, in which 
he knew how to lay hold, sharply and clearly, of the salient point of the dogma, was as great as 
the power with which he stood at the head of a party and managed a theological controversy.... 
The devotion, with which he defended the cause of orthodoxy, and the importance of the dogma, 
which was the subject of dispute, have made his name one of the most venerable in the church. In 
modern times he has been frequently charged with a passionate love for theological controversy. 



But the most recent ecclesiastical and doctrinal historians are more and more unanimous in 
according to him a pure zeal for Christian truth, and a profound sense for the apprehension of the 
same. It is a strong testimony for the purity of his character that his congregation at Antioch 
adhered to him with tender affection to the last." A. Deuteronomy Broglie (L’eglise et l’empire 
romain au IVe siecle, vol. ii. p. 25) finds the principal quality of the mind of Athanasius in "un 
rare melange de droiture de sens et de subtilite de raisonnement. Dans la discussion la plus 
compliquee rien ne lui echappait, mais rien no l’ebranlait. Il demelait toutes les nuances de la 
pensee de son adversaire, en penetrait tous les detours; mais il ne perdait jamais de vue le point 
principal et le but du debat.... Unissant lea qualites des deux ecoles, il discutait comme un Grec et 
concluait nettement comme un Latin. Cette combinaison originale, relevee par une indomptable 
fermete de caractere, fait encore aujourd’hui le seul merite qu’ a distance nous puissions 
pleinement apprecier dans sea ecrits." 
 
{1934} Logo kata Ellhnwn (or Contra Gentes), and Peri th’ enanqrwphsew tou’ logou in the first 
volume, Part 1, of the Bened. ed. pp. 1-97. The latter tract (De incarnatione Verbi Dei) against 
unbelievers is not to be confounded with the tract written much later (A. D. 364), and by some 
considered spurious: Deuteronomy incarnations Dei Verbi et contra Arianos, tom. i. Pars ii. pp. 
871-890. 
 
{1935} Comp. the arguments on both sides in the Opera, tom. ii. p. 1004 sqq. and tom. iii. p. 124 
sqq. 
 
{1936} Opera, tom. ii. (properly tom. i. Pars. ii.), pp. 785-866. Comp. above, 35. 
 
{1937} Comp. the cited editions of the Festal Letters by Cureton, Larsow, and Angelo Mai.  

 



164. Basil the Great. 
 
I. S. Basilius Caes. Cappad. archiepisc.: Opera omnia quae exstant vel quae ejus nomine 
circumferuntur, Gr. et Lat. ed. Jul. Garnier, presbyter and monk of the Bened. order. Paris, 1721-
’30. 3 vols. fol. Eadem ed. Parisina altera, emendata et aucta a Lud. de Sinner, Par. (Gaume 
Fratres) 1839, 8 tomi in 6 Partes (an elegant and convenient ed.). Reprinted also by Migne, Par. 
1857, in 4 vols. (Patrol. Gr. tom xxix, xxxii.). The first edition of St. Basil was superintended by 
Erasmus with Froben in Basle, 1532. Comp. also Opera Bas. dogmatica selecta in Thilo’s Bibl. 
Patr. Gr. dogm. vol. ii. Lips. 1854 (under care of J. D. H. Goldhorn, and containing the Libri iii. 
adversus Eunomium, and Liber i. de Spiritu Sancto). 
 
II. Ancient accounts and descriptions of Basil in the funeral discourses and eulogies of 
GregoryNaz. (Oratio xliii.), Gregory Nyss., Amphilochius, Ephraem Syrus. Garnier: Vita S. 
Basilii, in his edition of the Opera, tom. iii. pp. xxxviii.-ccliv. (in the new Paris ed. of 1839; or 
tom. i. in Migne’s reprint). Comp. also the Vitae in the ActaSanctorum, sub Jan. 14, by Hermant, 
Tillemont (tom. ix.), Fabricius (Bibl. tom. ix.), Cave, Pfeiffer, Schrockh (Part xiii. pp. 8-220), 
Bohringer, W. Klose (Basilius der Grosse, Stralsund, 1835), and Fialon (Etude historique et 
litteraire sur S. Basile, Par. 1866). 
 
The Asiatic province of Cappadocia produced in the fourth century the three distinguished church 
teachers, Basil and the two Gregories, who stand in strong contrast with the general character of 
their countrymen; for the Cappadocians are described as a cowardly, servile, and deceitful race. 
{1938} 
 
Basil was born about the year 329, {1939} at Caesarea, the capital of Cappadocia, in the bosom of 
a wealthy and pious family, whose ancestors had distinguished themselves as martyrs. The seed 
of piety had been planted in him by his grandmother, St. Macrina, and his mother, St. Emmelia. 
He had four brothers and five sisters, who all led a religious life; two of his brothers, Gregory, 
bishop of Nyssa, and Peter, bishop of Sebaste, and his sister, Macrina the Younger, are, like 
himself, among the saints of the Eastern church. He received his literary education at first from 
his father, who was a rhetorician; afterwards at school in Constantinople (347), where he enjoyed 
the instruction and personal esteem of the celebrated Libanius; and in Athens, where he spent 
several years, between 351 and 355, {1940} studying rhetoric, mathematics, and philosophy, in 
company with his intimate friend Gregory Nazianzen, and at the same time with prince Julian the 
Apostate. 
 
Athens, partly through its ancient renown and its historical traditions, partly by excellent teachers 
of philosophy and eloquence, Sophists, as they were called in an honorable sense, among whom 
Himerius and Proaeresius were at that time specially conspicuous, was still drawing a multitude 
of students from all quarters of Greece, and even from the remote provinces of Asia. Every 
Sophist had his own school and party, which was attached to him with incredible zeal, and 
endeavored to gain every newly arriving student to its master. In these efforts, as well as in the 
frequent literary contests and debates of the various schools among themselves, there was not 
seldom much rude and wild behavior. To youth who were not yet firmly grounded in Christianity, 
residence in Athens, and occupation with the ancient classics, were full of temptation, and might 
easily kindle an enthusiasm for heathenism, which, however, had already lost its vitality, and was 
upheld solely by the artificial means of magic, theurgy, and an obscure mysticism. {1941} 
 
Basil and Gregory remained steadfast, and no poetical or rhetorical glitter could fade the 
impressions of a pious training. Gregory says of their studies in Athens, in his forty-third Oration: 



{1942} "We knew only two streets of the city, the first and the more excellent one to the 
churches, and to the ministers of the altar; the other, which, however, we did not so highly 
esteem, to the public schools and to the teachers of the sciences. The streets to the theatres, 
games, and places of unholy amusements, we left to others. Our holiness was our great concern; 
our sole aim was to be called and to be Christians. In this we placed our whole glory." {1943} In a 
later oration on classic studies Basil encourages them, but admonishes that they should be 
pursued with caution, and with constant regard to the great Christian purpose of eternal life, to 
which all earthly objects and attainments are as shadows and dreams to reality. In plucking the 
rose one should beware of the thorns, and, like the bee, should not only delight himself with the 
color and the fragrance, but also gain useful honey from the flower. {1944} 
 
The intimate friendship of Basil and Gregory, lasting from fresh, enthusiastic youth till death, 
resting on an identity of spiritual and moral aims, and sanctified by Christian piety, is a lovely 
and engaging chapter in the history of the fathers, and justifies a brief episode in a field not yet 
entered by any church historian. 
 
With all the ascetic narrowness of the time, which fettered even these enlightened fathers, they 
still had minds susceptible to science and art and the beauties of nature. In the works of Basil and 
of the two Gregories occur pictures of nature such as we seek in vain in the heathen classics. The 
descriptions of natural scenery among the poets and philosophers of ancient Greece and Rome 
can be easily compressed within a few pages. Socrates, as we learn from Plato, was of the opinion 
that we can learn nothing from trees and fields, and hence he never took a walk; he was so bent 
upon self-knowledge, as the true aim of all learning, that he regarded the whole study of nature as 
useless, because it did not tend to make man either more intelligent or more virtuous. The deeper 
sense of the beauty of nature is awakened by the religion of revelation alone, which teaches us to 
see everywhere in creation the traces of the power, the wisdom, and the goodness of God. The 
book of Ruth, the book of Job, many Psalms, particularly the 104th, and the parables, are without 
parallel in Grecian or Roman literature. The renowned naturalist, Alexander von Humboldt, 
collected some of the most beautiful descriptions of nature from the fathers for his purposes. 
{1945} They are an interesting proof of the transfiguring power of the spirit of Christianity even 
upon our views of nature. 
 
A breath of sweet sadness runs through them, which is entirely foreign to classical antiquity. This 
is especially manifest in Gregory of Nyssa, the brother of Basil. "When I see," says he, for 
example, "every rocky ridge, every valley, every plain, covered with new-grown grass; and then 
the variegated beauty of the trees, and at my feet the lilies doubly enriched by nature with sweet 
odors and gorgeous colors; when I view in the distance the sea, to which the changing cloud leads 
out—my soul is seized with sadness which is not without delight. And when in autumn fruits 
disappear, leaves fall, boughs stiffen, stripped of their beauteous dress—we sink with the 
perpetual and regular vicissitude into the harmony of wonder-working nature. He who looks 
through this with the thoughtful eye of the soul, feels the littleness of man in the greatness of the 
universe." {1946} Yet we find sunny pictures also, like the beautiful description of spring in an 
oration of Gregory Nazianzen on the martyr Mamas. {1947} 
 
A second characteristic of these representations of nature, and for the church historian the most 
important, is the reference of earthly beauty to an eternal and heavenly principle, and that 
glorification of God in the works of creation, which transplanted itself from the Psalms and the 
book of Job into the Christian church. In his homilies on the history of the Creation, Basil 
describes the mildness of the serene nights in Asia Minor, where the stars, "the eternal flowers of 
heaven, raised the spirit of man from the visible to the invisible." In the oration just mentioned, 
after describing the spring in the most lovely and life-like colors, Gregory Nazianzen proceeds: 



"Everything praises God and glorifies Him with unutterable tones; for everything shall thanks be 
offered also to God by me, and thus shall the song of those creatures, whose song of praise I here 
utter, be also ours.... Indeed it is now [alluding to the Easter festival] the spring-time of the world, 
the spring-time of the spirit, spring-time for souls, spring-time for bodies, a visible spring, an 
invisible spring, in which we also shall there have part, if we here be rightly transformed, and 
enter as new men upon a new life." Thus the earth becomes a vestibule of heaven, the beauty of 
the body is consecrated an image of the beauty of the spirit. 
 
The Greek fathers placed the beauty of nature above the works of art, having a certain prejudice 
against art on account of the heathen abuses of it. "If thou seest a splendid building, and the view 
of its colonnades would transport thee, look quickly at the vault of the heavens and the open 
fields, on which the flocks are feeding on the shore of the sea. Who does not despise every 
creation of art, when in the silence of the heart he early wonders at the rising sun, as it pours its 
golden (crocus-yellow) light over the horizon? when, resting at a spring in the deep grass or under 
the dark shade of thick trees, he feeds his eye upon the dim vanishing distance?" So Chrysostom 
exclaims from his monastic solitude near Antioch, and Humboldt {1948} adds the ingenious 
remark: "It was as if eloquence had found its element, its freedom, again at the fountain of nature 
in the then wooded mountain regions of Syria and Asia Minor." 
 
In the rough times of the first introduction of Christianity among the Celtic and Germanic tribes, 
who had worshipped the dismal powers of nature in rude symbols, an opposition to intercourse 
with nature appeared, like that which we find in Tertullian to pagan art; and church assemblies of 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, at Tours (1163) and at Paris (1209), forbid the monks the 
sinful reading of books on nature, till the renowned scholastics, Albert, the Great (1280), and the 
gifted Roger Bacon (1294), penetrated the mysteries of nature and raised the study of it again to 
consideration and honor. 
 
We now return to the life of Basil. After finishing his studies in Athens he appeared in his native 
city of Caesarea as a rhetorician. But he soon after (A. D. 360) took a journey to Syria, Palestine, 
and Egypt, to become acquainted with the monastic life; and he became more and more 
enthusiastic for it. He distributed his property to the poor, and withdrew to a lonely romantic 
district in Pontus, near the cloister in which his mother Emmelia, with his sister Macrina, and 
other pious and cultivated virgins, were living. "God has shown me," he wrote to his friend 
Gregory, "a region which exactly suits my mode of life; it is, in truth, what in our happy jestings 
we often wished. What imagination showed us in the distance, that I now see before me. A high 
mountain, covered with thick forest, is watered towards the north by fresh perennial streams. At 
the foot of the mountain a wide plain spreads out, made fruitful by the vapors which moisten it. 
The surrounding forest, in which many varieties of trees crowd together, shuts me off like a 
strong castle. The wilderness is bounded by two deep ravines. On one side the stream, where it 
rushes foaming down from the mountain, forms a barrier hard to cross; on the other a broad ridge 
obstructs approach. My hut is so placed upon the summit, that I overlook the broad plain, as well 
as the whole course of the Iris, which is more beautiful and copious than the Strymon near 
Amphipolis. The river of my wilderness, more rapid than any other that I know, breaks upon the 
wall of projecting rock, and rolls foaming into the abyss: to the mountain traveller, a charming, 
wonderful sight; to the natives, profitable for its abundant fisheries. Shall I describe to you the 
fertilizing vapors which rise from the (moistened) earth, the cool air which rises from the 
(moving) mirror of the water? Shall I tell of the lovely singing of the birds and the richness of 
blooming plants? What delights me above all is the silent repose of the place. It is only now and 
then visited by huntsmen; for my wilderness nourishes deer and herds of wild goats, not your 
bears and your wolves. How would I exchange a place with him? Alcmaeon, after he had found 
the Echinades, wished to wander no further." {1949} 



 
This romantic picture shows that the monastic life had its ideal and poetic side for cultivated 
minds. In this region Basil, free from all cares, distractions, and interruptions of worldly life, 
thought that he could best serve God. "What is more blessed than to imitate on earth the choir of 
angels, at break of day to rise to prayer, and praise the Creator with anthems and songs; then go to 
labor in the clear radiance of the sun, accompanied everywhere by prayer, seasoning work with 
praise, as if with salt? Silent solitude is the beginning of purification of the soul. For the mind, if 
it be not disturbed from without, and do not lose itself through the senses in the world, withdraws 
into itself, and rises to thoughts of God." In the Scriptures he found, "as in a store of all 
medicines, the true remedy for his sickness." 
 
Nevertheless, he had also to find that flight from the city was not flight from his own self. "I have 
well forsaken," says he in his second Epistle, {1950} "my residence in the city as a source of a 
thousand evils, but I have not been able to forsake myself. l am like a man who, unaccustomed to 
the sea, becomes seasick, and gets out of the large ship, because it rocks more, into a small skiff, 
but still even there keeps the dizziness and nausea. So is it with me; for while I carry about with 
me the passions which dwell in me, I am everywhere tormented with the same restlessness, so 
that I really get not much help from this solitude." In the sequel of the letter, and elsewhere, he 
endeavors, however, to show that seclusion from worldly business, celibacy, solitude, perpetual 
occupation with the Holy Scriptures, and with the life of godly men, prayer and contemplation, 
and a corresponding ascetic severity of outward life, are necessary for taming the wild passions, 
and for attaining the true quietness of the soul. 
 
He succeeded in drawing his friend Gregory to himself. Together they prosecuted their prayer, 
studies, and manual labor; made extracts from the works of Origen, which we possess, under the 
name of Philocalia, as the joint work of the two friends; and wrote monastic rules which 
contributed largely to extend and regulate the coenobite life. 
 
In the year 364 Basil was made presbyter against his will, and in 370, with the co-operation of 
Gregory and his father, was elected bishop of Caesarea and metropolitan of all Cappadocia. In 
this capacity he had fifty country bishops under him, and devoted himself thenceforth to the 
direction of the church and the fighting of Arianism, which had again come into power through 
the emperor Valens in the East. He endeavored to secure to the catholic faith the victory, first by 
close connection with the orthodox West, and then by a certain liberality in accepting as 
sufficient, in regard to the not yet symbolically settled doctrine of the Holy Ghost, that the Spirit 
should not be considered a creature. But the strict orthodox party, especially the monks, 
demanded the express acknowledgment of the divinity of the Holy Ghost, and violently opposed 
Basil. The Arians pressed him still more. The emperor wished to reduce Cappadocia to the 
heresy, and threatened the bishop by his prefects with confiscation, banishment, and death. Basil 
replied: "Nothing more? Not one of these things touches me. His property cannot be forfeited, 
who has none; banishment I know not, for I am restricted to no place, and am the guest of God, to 
whom the whole earth belongs; for martyrdom I am unfit, but death is a benefactor to me, for it 
sends me more quickly to God, to whom I live and move; I am also in great part already dead, 
and have been for a long time hastening to the grave." 
 
The emperor was about to banish him, when his son, six years of age, was suddenly taken sick, 
and the physicians gave up all hope. Then he sent for Basil, and his son recovered, though he died 
soon after. The imperial prefect also recovered from a sickness, and ascribed his recovery to the 
prayer of the bishop, towards whom he had previously behaved haughtily. Thus this danger was 
averted by special divine assistance. 
 



But other difficulties, perplexities, and divisions, continually met him, to obstruct the attainment 
of his desire, the restoration of the peace of the church. These storms, and all sorts of hostilities, 
early wasted his body. He died in 379, two years before the final victory of the Nicene orthodoxy, 
with the words: "Into Thy hands, O Lord I commit my spirit; Thou hast redeemed me, O Lord, 
God of truth." {1951} He was borne to the grave by a deeply sorrowing multitude. 
 
Basil was poor, and almost always sickly; he had only a single worn-out garment, and ate almost 
nothing but bread, salt, and herbs. The care of the poor and sick he took largely upon himself. He 
founded in the vicinity of Caesarea that magnificent hospital, Basilias, which we have already 
mentioned, chiefly for lepers, who were often entirely abandoned in those regions, and left to the 
saddest fate; he himself took in the sufferers, treated them as brethren, and, in spite of their 
revolting condition, was not afraid to kiss them. {1952} 
 
Basil is distinguished as a pulpit orator and as a theologian, and still more as a shepherd of souls 
and a church ruler; and in the history of monasticism he holds a conspicuous place. {1953} In 
classical culture he yields to none of his contemporaries, and is justly placed with the two 
Gregories among the very first writers among the Greek fathers. His style is pure, elegant, and 
vigorous. Photius thought that one who wished to become a panegyrist, need take neither 
Demosthenes nor Cicero for his model, but Basil only. 
 
Of his works, his Five Books against Eunomius, written in 361, in defence of the deity of Christ, 
and his work on the Holy Ghost, written in 375, at the request of his friend Amphilochius, are 
important to the history of doctrine. {1954} He at first, from fear of Sabellianism, recoiled from 
the strong doctrine of the homoousia; but the persecution of the Arians drove him to a decided 
confession. Of importance in the East is the Liturgy ascribed to him, which, with that of St. 
Chrysostom, is still in use, but has undoubtedly reached its present form by degrees. We have 
also from St. Basil nine Homilies on the history of the Creation, which are full of allegorical 
fancies, but enjoyed the highest esteem in the ancient church, and were extensively used by 
Ambrose and somewhat by Augustine, in similar works; {1955} Homilies on the Psalms; 
Homilies on various subjects; several ascetic and moral treatises; {1956} and three hundred and 
sixty-five Epistles, {1957} which furnish much information concerning his life and times. 
 
{1938} Particularly in the Letters of Isidore of Pelusium, who flourished in the beginning of the 
fifth century. Gregory Nazianzen gives a more favorable picture of the Cappadocians, and boasts 
of their orthodoxy, which, however, might easily be united with the faults above mentioned, 
especially in the East. 
 
{1939} According to Garnier; Comp. his Vita Bas. c. 1, 2. Fabricius puts the birth erroneously 
into the year 816. 
 
{1940} On the time of his residence in Athens, see Tillemont and Garnier. 
 
{1941} On this Athenian student-life of that day see especially the 43d, ch. 14 sqq. (in older 
editions the 20th) Oration of Gregory Nazianzen, and Libanius, Deuteronomy vita sua, p. 13, ed. 
Reiske. 
 
{1942} The Oratio funebris in laudem Basilii M. c. 21 (Opera, ed. Migne, ii. p. 523). 
 
{1943} hmin de tov megav pragma kai onoma, cristianou kai einai kai onomazesyai.. 
 



{1944} Oratio ad adolescentes, quomodo possint ex gentilium libris fructum capere? or more 
simply, Deuteronomy legendis libris gentilium (in Gamier’s ed. tom. ii. P. i. pp. 243-259). This 
famous oration, which helped to preserve at least some regard for classical studies in the middle 
age, has been several times edited separately; as by Hugo Grotius (with a new Latin translation 
and Prolegomena), 1623; Joh. Potter, 1694; J. H. Majus, 1714; &c. 
 
{1945} In the second volume of his Kosmos, Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1847, p. 27 ff. Humboldt 
justly observes, p. 26: "The tendency of Christian sentiment was, to prove from the universal 
order and from the beauty of nature the greatness and goodness of the Creator. Such a tendency, 
to glorify the Deity from His works, occasioned a prepension to descriptions of nature." The 
earliest and largest picture of this kind he finds in the apologetic writer, Minucius Felix. Then he 
draws several examples from Basil (for whom he confesses he had "long entertained a special 
predilection"), Epist. xiv. and Epist. ccxxiii. (tom. iii. ed. Gamier), from Gregory of Nyasa, and 
from Chrysostom. 
 
{1946} From several fragments of Gregory of Nyasa combined and translated (into German) by 
Humboldt, l. c. p. 29 f. 
 
{1947} See Ullmann’s Gregor von Nazianz, p. 210 ff. 
 
{1948} L.. c. p. 30. 
 
{1949} Ep. xiv. grhgoriwv etairwv (tom. iii. p. 132, ed. nova Paris. Garn.), elegantly 
reproduced in German by Humboldt, l. c. p. 28, with the observation: "In this simple description 
of landscape and of forest-life, sentiments are expressed which more intimately blend with those 
of modem times, than anything that has come down to us from Greek or Roman antiquity." 
 
{1950} Addressed to his friend Gregory, Ep. ii. c. 1 (tom. iii. p. 100). 
 
{1951} With this prayer of David, Psalm 31:5, Luther also took leave of the world. 
 
{1952} Greg. Naz. Orat. xliii. 63, p. 817 sq. 
 
{1953} K. Hase (102) thus briefly and concisely characterizes him: "An admirer of Libanius and 
St. Anthony, as zealous for science as for monkery, greatest in church government." 
 
{1954} The former in tom. i., the latter in tom. iii., ed. Garnier. Both are incorporated in Thilo’s 
Bibliotheca Patr. Graec. dogm. tom. ii.  

 



165. Gregory of Nyssa. 
 
I. S. GregoriusNyssenus: Opera omnia, quae reperiri potuerunt, Gr. et Lat., nunc primum e mss. 
codd. edita, stud. Front. Ducaei (Fronto le Duc, a learned Jesuit). Paris, 1615, 2 vols. fol. To be 
added to this. Appendix Gregorii ex ed. Jac. Gretseri, Par. 1618, fol.; and the Antirrhetoricus adv. 
Apollinar., first edited by L. Al. Zacagni, Collectanea monum. vet. eccl. Graec. et Lat. Rom. 
1698, and in Gallandi, Bibliotheca, tom. vi. Later editions of the Opera by Aeg. Morel, Par. 1638, 
3 vols. fol. ("moins belle que cello de 1615, mais plus ample et plus commode... peu correcte," 
according to Brunet); by Migne, Petit-Montrouge (Par.), 1858, 3 vols.; and by Franc. Oehler, 
Halis Saxonum, 1865 sqq. (Tom. i. continens libros dogmaticos, but only in the Greek original.) 
Oehler has also commenced an edition of select treatises of Gregory of Nyasa in the original with 
a German version. The Benedictines of St. Maur had prepared the critical apparatus for an edition 
of Gregory, but it was scattered during the French Revolution. Angelo Mai, in the Nov. Patrum 
Biblioth. tom. iv. Pars i. pp. 1-53 (Rom. 1847), has edited a few writings of Gregory unknown 
before, viz., a sermon Adversus Arium et Sabellium, a sermon Deuteronomy Spiritu Sancto adv. 
Macedonianos, and a fragment Deuteronomy processione Spiritus S. a Filio (doubtful). 
 
II. Lives in the Acta Sanctorum, and in Butler, sub Mart. 9. Tillemont: Mem. tom. ix. p. 561 sqq. 
Schrockh: Part xiv. pp. 1-147. Jul. Rupp: Gregors des Bischofs von Nyssa Leben und Meinungen. 
Leipz. 1834 (unsatisfactory). W. Moller: Gregorii Nyss. doctrina de hominis natura, etc. Halis, 
1854, and article in Herzog’s Encykl. vol. v. p. 354 sqq. 
 
GregoryofNyssa was a younger brother of Basil, and the third son of his parents. Of his honorable 
descent he made no account. Blood, wealth, and splendor, says he, we should leave to the friends 
of the world; the Christian’s lineage is his affinity with the divine, his fatherland is virtue, his 
freedom is the sonship of God. He was weakly and timid, and born not so much for practical life, 
as for study and speculation. He formed his mind chiefly upon the writings of Origen, and under 
the direction of his brother, whom he calls his father and preceptor. Further than this his early life 
is unknown. 
 
After spending a short time as a rhetorician he broke away from the world, retired into solitude in 
Pontus, and became enamored of the ascetic life. 
 
Quite in the spirit of the then widely-spread tendency towards the monastic life, he, though 
himself married, commends virginity in a special work, as a higher grade of perfection, and 
depicts the happiness of one who is raised above the incumbrances and snares of marriage, and 
thus, as he thinks, restored to the original state of man in Paradise. {1958} "From all the evils of 
marriage," he says, "virginity is free; it has no lost children, no lost husband to bemoan; it is 
always with its Bridegroom, and delights in its devout exercises, and, when death comes, it is not 
separated from him, but united with him forever." The essence of spiritual virginity, however, in 
his opinion, by no means consists merely in the small matter of sensual abstinence, but in the 
purity of the whole life. Virginity is to him the true philosophy, the perfect freedom. The purpose 
of asceticism in general he considered to be not the affliction of the body—which is only a 
means—but the easiest possible motion of the spiritual functions. 
 
His brother Basil, in 372, called him against his will from his learned ease into his own vicinity as 
bishop of Nyssa, an inconsiderable town of Cappadocia. He thought it better that the place should 
receive its honor from his brother, than that his brother should receive his honor from his place. 
And so it turned out. As Gregory labored zealously for the Nicene faith, he drew the hatred of the 
Arians, who succeeded in deposing him at a synod in 376, and driving him into exile. But two 



years later, when the emperor Valens died and Gratian revoked the sentences of banishment, 
Gregory recovered his bishopric. 
 
Now other trials came upon him. His brothers and sisters died in rapid succession. He delivered 
an eulogy upon Basil, whom he greatly venerated, and he described the life and death of his 
beautiful and noble sister Macrina, who, after the death of her betrothed, that she might remain 
true to him, chose single life, and afterwards retired with her mother into seclusion, and exerted 
great influence over her brothers. 
 
Into her mouth he put his theological instructions on the soul, death, resurrection, and final 
restoration. {1959} She died in the arms of Gregory, with this prayer: "Thou, O God, hast taken 
from me the fear of death. Thou hast granted me, that the end of this life should be the beginning 
of true life. Thou givest our bodies in their time to the sleep of death, and awakest them again 
from sleep with the last trumpet.... Thou hast delivered us from the curse and from sin by Thyself 
becoming both for us; Thou hast bruised the head of the serpent, hast broken open the gates of 
hell, hast overcome him who had the power of death, and hast opened to us the way to, 
resurrection. For the ruin of the enemy and the security of our life, Thou hast put upon those who 
feared Thee a sign, the sign of Thy holy cross, O eternal God, to whom I am betrothed from the 
womb, whom my soul has loved with all its might, to whom I have dedicated, from my youth up 
till now, my flesh and my soul. Oh! send to me an angel of light, to lead me to the place of 
refreshment, where is the water of peace, in the bosom of the holy fathers. Thou who hast broken 
the flaming sword, and bringest back to Paradise the man who is crucified with Thee and flees to 
Thy mercy. Remember me also in Thy kingdom!... Forgive me what in word, deed, or thought, I 
have done amiss! Blameless and without spot may my soul be received into Thy hands, as a 
burnt-offering before Thee!" {1960} 
 
Gregory attended the ecumenical council of Constantinople, and undoubtedly, since he was one 
of the most eminent theologians of the time, exerted a powerful influence there, and according to 
a later, but erroneous, tradition, he composed the additions to the Nicene Creed which were there 
sanctioned. {1961} The council intrusted to him, as "one of the pillars of catholic orthodoxy," a 
tour of visitation to Arabia and Jerusalem, where disturbances had broken out which threatened a 
schism. He found Palestine in a sad condition, and therefore dissuaded a Cappadocian abbot, who 
asked his advice about a pilgrimage of his monks to Jerusalem. "Change of place," says he, 
"brings us no nearer God, but where thou art, God can come to thee, if only the inn of thy soul is 
ready.... It is better to go out of the body and to raise one’s self to the Lord, than to leave 
Cappadocia to journey to Palestine." He did not succeed in making peace, and he returned to 
Cappadocia lamenting that there were in Jerusalem men "who showed a hatred towards their 
brethren, such as they ought to have only towards the devil, towards sin, and towards the avowed 
enemies of the Saviour." 
 
Of his later life we know very little. He was in Constantinople thrice afterwards, in 383, 385, and 
394, and he died about the year 395. 
 
The wealth of his intellectual life he deposited in his numerous writings, above all in his 
controversial doctrinal works: Against Eunomius; Against Apollinaris; On the Deity of the Son 
and the Holy Ghost; On the difference between ousia and hypostasis in God; and in his 
catechetical compend of the Christian faith. {1962} The beautiful dialogue with his sister Macrina 
on the soul and the resurrection has been already mentioned. Besides these he wrote many 
Homilies, especially on the creation of the world, and of man, {1963} on the life of Moses, on the 
Psalms, on Ecclesiastes, on the Song of Solomon, on the Lord’s Prayer, on the Beatitudes; 
Eulogies on eminent martyrs and saints (St. Stephen, the Forty Martyrs, Gregory Thaumaturgus, 



Ephrem, Meletius, his brother Basil); various valuable ascetic tracts; and a biography of his sister 
Macrina, addressed to the monk Olympios. 
 
Gregory was more a man of thought than of action. He had a fine metaphysical head, and did 
lasting service in the vindication of the mystery of the Trinity and the incarnation, and in the 
accurate distinction between essence and hypostasis. Of all the church teachers of the Nicene age 
he is the nearest to Origen. He not only follows his sometimes utterly extravagant allegorical 
method of interpretation, but even to a great extent falls in with his dogmatic views. {1964} With 
him, as with Origen, human freedom plays a great part. Both are idealistic, and sometimes, 
without intending it or knowing it, fall into contradiction with the church doctrine, especially in 
eschatology. Gregory adopts, for example, the doctrine of the final restoration of all things. The 
plan of redemption is in his view absolutely universal, and embraces all spiritual beings. Good is 
the only positive reality; evil is the negative, the non-existent, and must finally abolish itself, 
because it is not of God. Unbelievers must indeed pass through a second death, in order to be 
purged from the filthiness of the flesh. But God does not give them up, for they are his property, 
spiritual natures allied to him. His love, which draws pure souls easily and without pain to itself, 
becomes a purifying fire to all who cleave to the earthly, till the impure element is driven off. As 
all comes forth from God, so must all return into him at last. 
 
{1955} exahmeron, or Homiliae ix. in Hexaameron. Opera, i. pp. 1-125, ed. Garnier (new ed.). 
An extended analysis of these sermons is given by Schrockh, xiii. pp. 168-181. 
 
{1956} Moralia, or short ethical rules, Constitutiones monasticae, &c., in tom. ii. 
 
{1957} Including some spurious, some doubtful, and some from other persons. Tom. iii, pp. 97-
681. The numbering of Garnier differs from those of former editors. 
 
{1958} That he was married appears from his own concession, Deuteronomy virginitate, c. 3, 
where by Theosebia he means his wife (not, as some earlier Roman scholars, and Rupp, l. c. p. 
25, suppose, his sister), and from Gregory Nazianzen’s letter of condolence, Ep. 95. He laments 
that his eulogy of parqeniva can no longer bring him the desired fruit. Theosebia seems to have 
lived till 384. Gregory Nazianzen, in his short eulogy of her, says that she rivalled her brothers-
in-law (Basil and Peter) who were in the priesthood. 
 
{1959} In his dialogue, Deuteronomy anima et resurrectione (Peri yuch’ kai anastasew meta th’ 
idia adelfh’ Makrinh dialogo), Opp. iii. 181 sqq. (ed. Morell. 1638), also separately edited by J. 
G. Krabinger, Lips. 1837, and more recently, together with his biography of his sister, by Franc. 
Oehler, with a German translation, Leipz. 1858. The last-mentioned edition is at the same time 
the first volume of a projected Select Library of the Fathers, presenting the original text with a 
new German translation. The dialogue was written after the death of his brother Basil, and 
occasioned by it. 
 
{1960} Nyss. peri tou biou thv makaria makrinhv. 
 
{1961} In Niceph. Call. H. E. xiii. 13. These additions were in use several years before 881, and 
are found in Epiphanius, Anchorate, n. 120 (tom. ii. p. 122). 
 
{1962} The logov kathchtikov ov megav stands worthily by the side of the similar work of 
Origen, Deuteronomy principiis. Separate edition, Gr. and Lat. with notes, by J. G. Krabinger, 
Munich, 1888. 
 



{1963} The Hexaameron of Gregory is a supplement to his brother Basil’s Hexaameron, and 
discusses the more obscure metaphysical questions connected with this subject. His book on the 
Workmanship of Man, though written first, may be regarded as a continuation of the 
Hexaameron, and beautifully sets forth the spiritual and royal dignity and destination of man, for 
whom the world was prepared and adorned as his palace. 
 
{1964} On his relation to Origen, Comp. the appendix of Rupp, l. c. pp. 243-262.  

 



166. Gregory Nazianzen. 
 
I. S. GregoriusTheologus, vulgo Nazianzenus: Opera omnia, Gr. et Lat. opera et studio 
monachorum S. Benedicti e congreg. S. Mauri (Clemencet). Paris, 1778, tom. i. (containing his 
orations). This magnificent edition (one of the finest of the Maurian editions of the fathers) was 
interrupted by the French Revolution, but afterwards resumed, and with a second volume (after 
papers left by the Maurians) completed by A. B. Caillau, Par. l837-’40, 2 vols. fol. Reprinted in 
Migne’s Patrolog. Graec. (tom. 35-38), Petit-Montrouge, 1857, in 4 vols. (on the separate editions 
of his Orationes and Carmina, see Brunet, Man. du libraire, tom. ii. 1728 sq.) 
 
II. Biographical notices in Gregory’s Epistles and Poems, in Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, 
Rufinus, and Suidas (s. v. Grhgorio). Gregorius Presbyter (of uncertain origin, perhaps of 
Cappadocia in the tenth century): Bio tou’ Grhgoriou (Greek and Latin in Migne’s ed. of the 
Opera, tom. i. 243-304). G. Hermant: La vie de S. Basile le Grand et celle de S. Gregoire de 
Nazianz. Par. 1679, 2 vols. ActaSanctorum, tom. ii. Maji, p. 373 sqq. Bened. Editores: Vita Greg. 
ex iis potissimum scriptis adornata (in Migne’s ed. tom. i. pp. 147-242). Tillemont: Memoires, 
tom. ix. pp. 305-560, 692-731. LeClerc: Bibliotheque Universelle, tom. xviii. pp. 1-128. W. Cave: 
Lives of the Fathers, vol. iii. pp. 1-90 (ed. Oxf. 1840). Schrockh: Part xiii. pp. 275-466. 
CarlUllmann: Gregorius von Nazianz, der Theologe. Ein Beitrag zur Kirchen- und 
Dogmengeschichte des 4ten Jahrhunderts. Darmstadt, 1825. (One of the best historical 
monographs by a theologian of kindred spirit.) Comp. also the articles of Hefele in Wetzer und 
Welte’s Kirchenlexikon, vol. iv. 736 ff., and Gass in Herzog’s Encykl. vol. v. 349. 
 
Gregory Nazianzen, or Gregory the Theologian, is the third in the Cappadocian triad; inferior to 
his bosom friend Basil as a church ruler, and to his namesake of Nyssa as a speculative thinker, 
but superior to both as an orator. With them he exhibits the flower of Greek theology in close 
union with the Nicene faith, and was one of the champions of orthodoxy, though with a mind 
open to free speculation. His life, with its alternations of high station, monastic seclusion, love of 
severe studies, enthusiasm for poetry, nature, and friendship, possesses a romantic charm. He was 
"by inclination and fortune tossed between the silence of a contemplative life and the tumult of 
church administration, unsatisfied with either, neither a thinker nor a poet, but, according to his 
youthful desire, an orator, who, though often bombastic and dry, labored as powerfully for the 
victory of orthodoxy as for true practical Christianity." {1965} 
 
Gregory Nazianzen was born about 330, a year before the emperor Julian, either at Nazianzum, a 
market-town in the south-western part of Cappadocia, where his father was bishop, or in the 
neighboring village of Arianzus. {1966} 
 
In the formation of his religious character his mother Nonna, one of the noblest Christian women 
of antiquity, exerted a deep and wholesome influence. By her prayers and her holy life she 
brought about the conversion of her husband from the sect of the Hypsistarians, who, without 
positive faith, worshipped simply a supreme being; and she consecrated her son, as Hannah 
consecrated Samuel, even before his birth; to the service of God. "She was," as Gregory describes 
her, "a wife according to the mind of Solomon; in all things subject to her husband according to 
the laws of marriage, not ashamed to be his teacher and his leader in true religion. She solved the 
difficult problem of uniting a higher culture, especially in knowledge of divine things and strict 
exercise of devotion, with the practical care of her household. If she was active in her house, she 
seemed to know nothing of the exercises of religion; if she occupied herself with God and his 
worship, she seemed to be a stranger to every earthly occupation: she was whole in everything. 
Experiences had instilled into her unbounded confidence in the effects of believing prayer; 



therefore she was most diligent in supplications, and by prayer overcame even the deepest 
feelings of grief over her own and others’ sufferings. She had by this means attained such control 
over her spirit, that in every sorrow she encountered, she never uttered a plaintive tone before she 
had thanked God." He especially celebrates also her extraordinary liberality and self-denying love 
for the poor and the sick. But it seems to be not in perfect harmony with this, that he relates of 
her: "Towards heathen women she was so intolerant, that she never offered her mouth or hand to 
them in salutation. {1967} She ate no salt with those who came from the unhallowed altars of 
idols. Pagan temples she did not look at, much less would she have stepped upon their ground; 
and she was as far from visiting the theatre." Of course her piety moved entirely in the spirit of 
that time, bore the stamp of ascetic legalism rather than of evangelical freedom, and adhered 
rigidly to certain outward forms. Significant also is her great reverence for sacred things. "She did 
not venture to turn her back upon the holy table, or to spit upon the floor of the church." Her 
death was worthy of a holy life. At a great age, in the church which her husband had built almost 
entirely with his own means, she died, holding fast with one hand to the altar and raising the other 
imploringly to heaven, with the words: "Be gracious to me, O Christ, my King!" Amidst universal 
sorrow, especially among the widows and orphans whose comfort and help she had been, she was 
laid to rest by the side of her husband near the graves of the martyrs. Her affectionate son says in 
one of the poems in which he extols her piety and her blessed end: "Bewail, O mortals, the mortal 
race; but when one dies, like Nonna, praying, then weep I not." 
 
Gregory was early instructed in the Holy Scriptures and in the rudiments of science. He soon 
conceived a special predilection for the study of oratory, and through the influence of his mother, 
strengthened by a dream, {1968} he determined on the celibate life, that he might devote himself 
without distraction to the kingdom of God. Like the other church teachers of this period, he also 
gave this condition the preference, and extolled it in orations and poems, though without denying 
the usefulness and divine appointment of marriage. His father, and his friend Gregory of Nyssa 
were among the few bishops who lived in wedlock. 
 
From his native town he went for his further education to Caesarea in Cappadocia, where he 
probably already made a preliminary acquaintance with Basil; then to Caesarea in Palestine, 
where there were at that time celebrated schools of eloquence; thence to Alexandria, where his 
revered Athanasius wore the supreme dignity of the church; and finally to Athens, which still 
maintained its ancient renown as the seat of Grecian science and art. Upon the voyage thither he 
survived a fearful storm, which threw him into the greatest mental anguish, especially because, 
though educated a Christian, he, according to a not unusual custom of that time, had not yet 
received holy baptism, which was to him the condition of salvation. His deliverance he ascribed 
partly to the intercession of his parents, who had intimation of his peril by presentiments and 
dreams, and he took it as a second consecration to the spiritual office. 
 
In Athens be formed or strengthened the bond of that beautiful Christian friendship with Basil, of 
which we have already spoken in the life of Basil. They were, as Gregory says, as it were only 
one soul animating two bodies. He became acquainted also with the prince Julian, who was at that 
time studying there, but felt wholly repelled by him, and said of him with prophetic foresight: 
"What evil is the Roman empire here educating for itself!" {1969} He was afterwards a bitter 
antagonist of Julian, and wrote two invective discourses against him after his death, which are 
inspired, however, more by the fire of passion than by pure enthusiasm for Christianity, and 
which were intended to expose him to universal ignominy as a horrible monument of enmity to 
Christianity and of the retributive judgment of God. {1970} 
 
Friends wished him to settle in Athens as a teacher of eloquence, but he left there in his thirtieth 
year, and returned through Constantinople, where he took with him his brother Caesarius, a 



distinguished physician, {1971} to his native city and his parents’ house. At this time his baptism 
took place. With his whole soul he now threw himself into a strict ascetic life. He renounced 
innocent enjoyments, even to music, because they flatter the senses. "His food was bread and salt, 
his drink water, his bed the bare ground, his garment of coarse, rough cloth. Labor filled the day; 
praying, singing, and holy contemplation, a great part of the night. His earlier life, which was 
anything but loose, only not so very strict, seemed to him reprehensible; his former laughing now 
cost him many tears. Silence and quiet meditation were law and pleasure to him." {1972} Nothing 
but love to his parents restrained him from entire seclusion, and induced him, contrary to talent 
and inclination, to assist his father in the management of his household and his property. 
 
But he soon followed his powerful bent toward the contemplative life of solitude, and spent a 
short time with Basil in a quiet district of Pontus in prayer, spiritual contemplations, and manual 
labors. "Who will transport me," he afterwards wrote to his friend concerning this visit, {1973} 
"back to those former days, in which I revelled with thee in privations? For voluntary poverty is 
after all far more honorable than enforced enjoyment. Who will give me back those songs and 
vigils? who, those risings to God in prayer, that unearthly, incorporeal life, that fellowship and 
that spiritual harmony of brothers raised by thee to a God-like life? who, the ardent searching of 
the Holy Scriptures, and the light which, under the guidance of the Spirit, we found therein?" 
Then he mentions the lesser enjoyments of the beauties of surrounding nature. 
 
On a visit to his parents’ house, Gregory against his will, and even without his previous 
knowledge, was ordained presbyter by his father before the assembled congregation on a feast 
day of the year 361. Such forced elections and ordinations, though very offensive to our taste, 
were at that time frequent, especially upon the urgent wish of the people, whose voice in many 
instances proved to be indeed the voice of God. Basil also, and Augustine, were ordained 
presbyters, Athanasius and Ambrose bishops, against their will. Gregory fled soon after, it is true, 
to his friend in Pontus, but out of regard to his aged parents and the pressing call of the church, he 
returned to Nazianzum towards Easter in 362, and delivered his first pulpit discourse, in which he 
justified himself in his conduct, and said: "It has its advantage to hold back a little from the call of 
God, as Moses, and after him Jeremiah, did on account of their age; but it has also its advantage 
to come forward readily, when God calls, like Aaron and Isaiah; provided both be done with a 
devout spirit, the one on account of inherent weakness, the other in reliance upon the strength of 
him who calls." His enemies accused him of haughty contempt of the priestly office; but he gave 
as the most important reason of his flight, that he did not consider himself worthy to preside over 
a flock, and to undertake the care of immortal souls, especially in such stormy times. 
 
Basil, who, as metropolitan, to strengthen the catholic interest against Arianism, set about the 
establishment of new bishoprics in the small towns of Cappadocia, intrusted to his young friend 
one such charge in Sasima, a poor market town at the junction of three highways, destitute of 
water, verdure, and society, frequented only by rude wagoners, and at the time an apple of discord 
between him and his opponent, the bishop Anthimus of Tyana. A very strange way of showing 
friendship, unjustifiable even by the supposition that Basil wished to exercise the humility and 
self-denial of Gregory. {1974} No wonder that, though a bishopric in itself was of no account to 
Gregory, this act deeply wounded his sense of honor, and produced a temporary alienation 
between him and Basil. {1975} At the combined request of his friend and his aged father, he 
suffered himself indeed to be consecrated to the new office; but it is very doubtful whether he 
ever went to Sasima. {1976} At all events we soon afterwards find him in his solitude, and then 
again, in 372, assistant of his father in Nazianzum. In a remarkable discourse delivered in the 
presence of his father in 372, he represented to the congregation his peculiar fluctuation between 
an innate love of the contemplative life of seclusion and the call of the Spirit to public labor. 
 



"Come to my help," said he to his hearers, {1977} "for I am almost torn asunder by my inward 
longing and by the Spirit. The longing urges me to flight, to solitude in the mountains, to quietude 
of soul and body, to withdrawal of spirit from all sensuous things, and to retirement into myself, 
that I may commune undisturbed with God, and be wholly penetrated by the rays of His Spirit.... 
But the other, the Spirit, would lead me into the midst of life, to serve the common weal, and by 
furthering others to further myself, to spread light, and to present to God a people for His 
possession, a holy people, a royal priesthood, {Titus 2:14 1 Peter 2:9} and His image again 
purified in many. For as a whole garden is more than a plant, and the whole heaven with all its 
beauties is more glorious than a star, and the whole body more excellent than one member, so 
also before God the whole well-instructed church is better than one well-ordered person, and a 
man must in general look not only on his own things, but also on the things of others. So Christ 
did, who, though He might have remained in His own dignity and divine glory, not only humbled 
Himself to the form of a servant, but also, despising all shame, endured the death of the cross, that 
by His suffering He might blot out sin, and by His death destroy death." 
 
Thus he stood a faithful helper by the side of his venerable and universally beloved father, who 
reached the age of almost a hundred years, and had exercised the priestly office for forty-five; and 
on the death of his father, in 374, he delivered a masterly funeral oration, which Basil attended. 
{1978} "There is," said he in this discourse, turning to his still living mother, "only one life, to 
behold the (divine) life; there is only one death—sin; for this is the corruption of the soul. But all 
else, for the sake of which many exert themselves, is a dream which decoys us from the true; it is 
a treacherous phantom of the soul. When we think so, O my mother, then we shall not boast of 
life, nor dread death. For whatsoever evil we yet endure, if we press out of it to true life, if we, 
delivered from every change, from every vortex, from all satiety, from all vassalage to evil, shall 
there be with eternal, no longer changeable things, as small lights circling around the great." 
 
A short time after he had been invested with the vacant bishopric, he retired again, in 375, to his 
beloved solitude, and this time be went to Seleucia in Isauria, to the vicinity of a church dedicated 
to St. Thecla. 
 
There the painful intelligence reached him of the death of his beloved Basil, A. D. 379. On this 
occasion be wrote to Basil’s brother, Gregory of Nyssa: "Thus also was it reserved for me still in 
this unhappy life to hear of the death of Basil and the departure of this holy soul, which is gone 
out from us, only to go in to the Lord, after having already prepared itself for this through its 
whole life." He was at that time bodily and mentally very much depressed. In a letter to the 
rhetorician Eudoxius he wrote: "You ask, how it fares with me. Very badly. I no longer have 
Basil; I no longer have Caesarius; my spiritual brother, and my bodily brother. I can say with 
David, my father and my mother have forsaken me. My body is sickly, age is coming over my 
head, cares become more and more complicated, duties overwhelm me, friends are unfaithful, the 
church is without capable pastors, good declines, evil stalks naked. The ship is going in the night, 
a light nowhere, Christ asleep. What is to be done? O, there is to me but one escape from this evil 
case: death. But the hereafter would be terrible to me, if I had to judge of it by the present state." 
 
But Providence had appointed him yet a great work and in exalted position in the Eastern capital 
of the empire. In the year 379 he was called to the pastoral charge by the orthodox church in 
Constantinople, which, under the oppressive reign of Arianism, was reduced to a feeble handful; 
and he was exhorted by several worthy bishops to accept the call. He made his appearance 
unexpectedly. With his insignificant form bowed by disease, his miserable dress, and his simple, 
secluded mode of life, he at first entirely disappointed the splendor-loving people of the capital, 
and was much mocked and persecuted. {1979} But in spite of all he succeeded, by his powerful 
eloquence and faithful labor, in building up the little church in faith and in Christian life, and 



helped the Nicene doctrine again to victory. In memory of this success his little domestic chapel 
was afterwards changed into a magnificent church, and named Anastasia, the Church of the 
Resurrection. 
 
People of all classes crowded to his discourses, which were mainly devoted to the vindication of 
the Godhead of Christ and to the Trinity, and at the same time earnestly inculcated a holy walk 
befitting the true faith. Even the famous Jerome, at that time already fifty years old, came from 
Syria to Constantinople to hear these discourses, and took private instruction of Gregory in the 
interpretation of Scripture. He gratefully calls him his preceptor and catechist. 
 
The victory of the Nicene faith, which Gregory had thus inwardly promoted in the imperial city, 
was outwardly completed by the celebrated edict of the new emperor Theodosius, in February, 
380. When the emperor, on the 24th of December of that year, entered Constantinople, he 
deposed the Arian bishop, Demophilus, with all his clergy, and transferred the cathedral church 
{1980} to Gregory with the words: "This temple God by our hand intrusts to thee as a reward for 
thy pains." The people tumultuously demanded him for bishop, but he decidedly refused. And in 
fact he was not yet released from his bishopric of Nazianzum or Sasima (though upon the latter 
he had never formally entered); he could be released only by a synod. 
 
When Theodosius, for the formal settlement of the theological controversies, called the renowned 
ecumenical council in May, 381, Gregory was elected by this council itself bishop of 
Constantinople, and, amidst great festivities, was inducted into the office. In virtue of this dignity 
he held for a time the presidency of the council. 
 
When the Egyptian and Macedonian bishops arrived, they disputed the validity of his election, 
because, according to the fifteenth canon of the council of Nice, he could not be transferred from 
his bishopric of Sasima to another; though their real reason was, that the election had been made 
without them, and that Gregory would probably be distasteful to them as a bold preacher of 
righteousness. This deeply wounded him. He was soon disgusted, too, with the operations of 
party passions in the council, and resigned with the following remarkable declaration: 
 
"Whatever this assembly may hereafter determine concerning me, I would fain raise your mind 
beforehand to something far higher: I pray you now, be one, and join yourselves in love! Must we 
always be only derided as infallible, and be animated only by one thing, the spirit of strife? Give 
each other the hand fraternally. But I will be a second Jonah. I will give myself for the salvation 
of our ship (the church), though I am innocent of the storm. Let the lot fall upon me, and cast me 
into the sea. A hospitable fish of the deep will receive me. This shall be the beginning of your 
harmony. I reluctantly ascended the episcopal chair, and gladly I now come down. Even my weak 
body advises me this. One debt only have I to pay: death; this I owe to God. But, O my Trinity! 
for Thy sake only am I sad. Shalt Thou have an able man, bold and zealous to vindicate Thee? 
Farewell, and remember my labors and my pains." 
 
In the celebrated valedictory which be delivered before the assembled bishops, he gives account 
of his administration; depicts the former humiliation and the present triumph of the Nicene faith 
in Constantinople, and his own part in this great change, for which he begs repose as his only 
reward; exhorts his hearers to harmony and love; and then takes leave of Constantinople and in 
particular of his beloved church, with this address: 
 
"And now, farewell, my Anastasia, who bearest a so holy name; thou hast exalted again our faith, 
which once was despised; thou, our common field of victory, thou new Shiloh, where we first 



established again the ark of the covenant, after it had been carried about for forty years on our 
wandering in the wilderness." 
 
Though this voluntary resignation of so high a post proceeded in part from sensitiveness and 
irritation, it is still an honorable testimony to the character of Gregory in contrast with the many 
clergy of his time who shrank from no intrigues and by-ways to get possession of such dignities. 
He left Constantinople in June, 381, and spent the remaining years of his life mostly in solitude 
on his paternal estate of Arianzus in the vicinity of Nazianzum, in religious exercises and literary 
pursuits. Yet he continued to operate through numerous epistles upon the affairs of the church, 
and took active interest in the welfare and sufferings of the men around him. The nearer death 
approached, the more he endeavored to prepare himself for it by contemplation and rigid ascetic 
practice, that he "might be, and might more and more become, in truth a pure mirror of God and 
of divine things; might already in hope enjoy the treasures of the future world; might walk with 
the angels; might already forsake the earth, while yet walking upon it; and might be transported 
into higher regions by the Spirit." In his poems he describes himself, living solitary in the clefts of 
the rocks among the beasts, going about without shoes, content with one rough garment, and 
sleeping upon the ground covered with a sack. He died in 390 or 391; the particular 
circumstances of his death being now unknown. His bones were afterwards brought to 
Constantinople; and they are now shown at Rome and Venice. 
 
Among the works of Gregory stand pre-eminent his five Theological Orations in defence of the 
Nicene doctrine against the Eunomians and Macedonians, which he delivered in Constantinople, 
and which won for him the honorary title of the Theologian (in the narrower sense, i.e., vindicator 
of the deity of the Logos). {1981} His other orations (forty-five in all) are devoted to the memory 
of distinguished martyrs, friends, and kindred, to the ecclesiastical festivals, and to public events 
or his own fortunes. Two of them are bitter attacks on Julian after his death. {1982} They are not 
founded on particular texts, and have no strictly logical order and connection. 
 
He is the greatest orator of the Greek church, with the exception perhaps of Chrysostom; but his 
oratory often degenerates into arts of persuasion, and is full of labored ornamentation and 
rhetorical extravagances, which are in the spirit of his age, but in violation of healthful, natural 
taste. 
 
As a poet he holds a subordinate, though respectable place. He wrote poetry only in his later life, 
and wrote it not from native impulse, as the bird sings among the branches, but in the strain of 
moral reflection, upon his own life, or upon doctrinal and moral themes. Many of his orations are 
poetical, many of his poems are prosaic. Not one of his odes or hymns passed into use in the 
church. Yet some of his smaller pieces, apothegms, epigrams, and epitaphs, are very beautiful, 
and betray noble affections, deep feeling, and a high order of talent and cultivation. {1983} 
 
We have, finally, two hundred and forty-two (or 244) Epistles from Gregory, which are important 
to the history of the time, and in some cases very graceful and interesting. 
 
{1965} So K. Hase admirably characterizes him, in his Lehrbuch, p. 138 (7th ed.). The judgment 
of Gibbon (Decline and Fall, ch. xxii.) is characteristic: "The title of Saint has been added to his 
name: but the tenderness of his heart, and the elegance of his genius, reflect a more pleasing 
lustre on the memory of Gregory Nazianzen." The praise of "the tenderness of his heart" suggests 
to the skeptical historian another fling at the ancient church, by adding the note: "I can only be 
understood to mean, that such was his natural temper when it was not hardened, or inflamed, by 
religious zeal. From his retirement, he exhorts Nectarius to prosecute the heretics of 
Constantinople." 



 
{1966} Respecting the time and place of his birth, views are divided. According to Suidas, 
Gregory was over ninety years old, and therefore, since he died in 389 or 390, must have been 
born about the year 800. This statement was accepted by Pagi and other Roman divines, to 
remove the scandal of his canonized father’s having begotten children after he became bishop; 
but it is irreconcilable with the fact that Gregory, according to his own testimony (Carmen de vita 
sua, v. 112 and 238, and Orat. v. c. 23), studied in Athens at the same time with Julian the 
Apostate, therefore in 355, and left Athens at the age of thirty years. Comp. Tillemont, tom. ix. 
pp. 693-697; Schrockh, Part xiii. p. 276, and the admirable monograph of Ullmann, p. 548 sqq. 
(of which I have made special use in this section). 
 
{1967} Against the express injunction of love for enemies, Hatt. v. 44 ff. The command of 2 John 
5:10,11, which might be quoted in justification of Nonna, refers not to pagans, but to anti-
Christian heretics. 
 
{1968} There appeared to him two veiled virgins, of unearthly beauty, who called themselves 
Purity and Chastity, companions of Jesus Christ, and friends of those who renounced all earthly 
connections for the sake of leading a perfectly divine life. After exhorting the youth to join 
himself to them in spirit, they rose again to heaven. Carmen iv. v. 205-285. 
 
{1969} Oion kakon h Rwmaiwn trefei. 
 
{1970} These Invectivae, or lovgoisthliteutikoiv, are, according to the old order, the 3d and 4th, 
according to the new the 4th and 5th, of Gregory’s Orations, tom. i. pp. 78-176, of the 
Benedictine edition. 
 
{1971} To this Caesarius, who was afterwards physician in ordinary to the emperor in 
Constantinople, many, following Photius, ascribe the still extant collection of theological and 
philosophical questions, Dialogi iv sive Quaestiones Theol. et philos. 145; but without sufficient 
ground. Comp. Fabricius, Bibl. Gr. viii. p. 435. He was a true Christian, but was not baptized till 
shortly before his death in 368. His mother Nonna followed the funeral procession in the white 
raiment of festive joy. He was afterwards, like his brother Gregory, his sister Gorgonia, and his 
mother, received into the number of the saints of the Catholic church. 
 
{1972} Ullmann, l. c. p. 50. 
 
{1973} Epist. ix. p. 774, of the old order, or Ep. vi. of the new (ed. Bened. ii. p. 6). 
 
{1974} Gibbon (ch. xxvii.) very unjustly attributes this action of Basil to hierarchical pride and to 
an intention to insult Gregory. Basil treated his own brother not much better; for Nyssa was 
likewise an insignificant place. 
 
{1975} Gregory gave to the pangs of injured friendship a touching expression in the following 
lines from the poem on his own Life (De vita sua, vss. 476 sqq. tom. ii. p. 699, of the Bened. ed., 
or tom. iii. 1062, in Migne’s ed.): 
 
toiaut ayhnai, kai ponoi koinov logwn, 
 
omostegov te kai sunestiov biov, 
 
nouv eienamfoin, ou duw, yuam elladov, 



 
kai dexiai, kosmon men wporrw balein, 
 
autou de koinon tw yew zhsai bion, 
 
logou te dounai tw monw sofw logw. 
 
Dieskedastai pavnta, erriptai camai, 
 
Aurai fepousi ta palaia elpivda. 
 
Talia Athenae, et communia studia, 
 
Ejusdem texti et mensae consors vita, 
 
Mena una, non duae in ambobus, res mira Graeciae, 
 
Dataeque dexterae, mundum ut procul rejiceremus, 
 
Deoque simul viveremus, 
 
Et literas soli sapienti Verbo dedicaremus. 
 
Dissipata haec sunt omnia, et humi projects, 
 
Venti auferunt spes nostras antiquas. 
 
Gibbon (ch. xxvii.) quotes this passage with admiration, though with characteristic omission of 
vss. 479-481, which refer to their harmony in religion; and he aptly alludes to a parallel from 
Shakespeare, who had never read the poems of Gregory Nazianzen, but who gave to similar 
feelings a similar expression, in the Midsummer Night’s Dream, where Helena utters the same 
pathetic complaint to her friend Hermia: 
 
Is all the counsel that we two have shared, 
 
The sister’s vows, &e. 
 
{1976} Gibbon says: "He solemnly protests, that he never consummated his spiritual marriage 
with this disgusting bride." 
 
{1977} Orat. xii. 4; tom. i. 249 sq. (in Migne’s ed. tom. i. p. 847). 
 
{1978} Orat. xviii. epitafiov eiv ton patera, parontov basileiou (ed. Bened. tom. i. pp. 
330-362; in Migne’s ed. i. 981 sqq.). 
 
{1979} Once the Arian populace even stormed his church by night, desecrated the altar, mixed the 
holy wine with blood, and Gregory but barely escaped the fury of common women and monks, 
who were armed with clubs and stones. The next day he was summoned before the court for the 
tumult, but so happily defended himself, that the occurrence heightened the triumph of his just 
cause. Probably from this circumstance he afterwards received the honorary title of confessor. 
See Ullmann, p. 176. 



 
{1980} Not the church of St. Sophia, as Tillemont assumes, but the church of the Apostles, as 
Ullmann, p. 223, supposes; for Gregory never names the former, but mentions the latter 
repeatedly, and that as the church in which he himself preached. Constantine built both, but made 
the church of the Apostles the more magnificent, and chose it for his own burial place (Euseb. 
Vita Const. iv. 58-60); St. Sophia afterwards became under Justinian the most glorious monument 
of the later Greek architecture, and the cathedral of Constantinople. 
 
{1981} Hence called also logoi yeologikoi, Orationes theologicae. They are Orat. xxvii.-xxxi. 
in the Bened. ed. tom. i. pp. 487-577 (in Migne, tom. ii. 9 sqq.), and in the Bibliotheca Patrum 
Graec. dogmatica of Thilo, vol. ii. pp. 366-537. 
 
{1982} Invectivae, Orat. iv. et v. in the Bened. ed. tom. i. 73-176 (in Migne’s ed. tom. i. pp. 531-
722). His horror of Julian misled him even to eulogize the Arian emperor Constantius, to whom 
his brother was physician. 
 
{1983} His poems fill together with the Epistles the whole second tome of the magnificent 
Benedictine edition, so delightful to handle, which was published at Paris, 1842 (edente et curante 
D. A. B. Caillau), and vols. iii. and iv. of Migne’s reprint. They are divided by the Bened. editor 
into: I. Poamata theologica (dogmatica, moralia); II. historica (a. autobiographical, quae spectant 
ipsum Gregorium, peri eautou, Deuteronomy seipso and b. peri twn eterwn, quae spectant 
alios); III. epitaphia; IV. epigrammata; and V. a long tragedy, Christus patiens, with Christ, the 
Holy Virgin, Joseph, Theologus, Mary Magdalene, Nicodemus, Nuntius, and Pilate as actors. 
This is the first attempt at a Christian drama. The order of the poems, as well as the Orations and 
Epistles, differs in the Benedictine from that of the older editions. See the comparative table in 
tom. ii. p. xv. sqq. One of the finest passages in his poems is his lamentation over the temporary 
suspension of his friendship with Basil, quoted above, p. 914.  

 



167. Didymus of Alexandria. 
 
I. DidymiAlexandrini Opera omnia: accedunt S. Amphilochii et Nectarii scripta quae supersunt 
Graece, accurante et denuo recognoscente J. P. Migne. Petit-Montrouge (Paris), 1858. (Tom. 
xxxix. of the Patrologia Graeca.) 
 
II. Hieronymus: Deuteronomy viris illustr. c. 109, and Prooem. in Hoseam. Scattered accounts in 
Rufinus, Palladius, Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret. Tillemont: Memoires, x. 164. Fabricius: 
Bibl. Gr. tom. ix. 269 sqq. ed. Harless (also in Migne’s ed. of the Opera, pp. 131-140). Schrockh: 
Church History, vii. 74-87. Guericke: Deuteronomy schola Alexandrina. Hal. 1824. 
 
Didymus, the last great teacher of the Alexandrian catechetical school, and a faithful follower of 
Origen, was born probably at Alexandria about the year 309. Though he became in his fourth year 
entirely blind, and for this reason has been surnamed Caecus, yet by extraordinary industry he 
gained comprehensive and thorough knowledge in philosophy, rhetoric, and mathematics. He 
learned to write by means of wooden tablets in which the characters were engraved; and he 
became so familiar with the Holy Scriptures by listening to the church lessons, that he knew them 
almost all by heart. 
 
Athanasius nominated him teacher in the theological school, where he zealously labored for 
nearly sixty years. Even men like Jerome, Rufinus, Palladius, and Isidore, sat at his feet with 
admiration. He was moreover an enthusiastic advocate of ascetic life, and stood in high esteem 
with the Egyptian anchorites; with St. Anthony in particular, who congratulated him, that, though 
blind to the perishable world of sense, he was endowed with the eye of an angel to behold the 
mysteries of God. He died at a great age, in universal favor, in 395. 
 
Didymus was thoroughly orthodox in the doctrine of the Trinity, and a discerning opponent of the 
Arians, but at the same time a great venerator of Origen, and a participant of his peculiar views 
concerning the pre-existence of souls, and probably concerning final restoration. For this reason 
he was long after his death condemned with intolerant zeal by several general councils. {1984} 
 
We have from him a book On the Holy Ghost, translated by Jerome into Latin, in which he 
advocates, with much discrimination, and in simple, biblical style, the consubstantiality of the 
Spirit with the Father, against the Semi-Arians and Pneumatomachi of his time; {1985} and three 
books on the Trinity, in the Greek original. {1986} He wrote also a brief treatise against the 
Manichaeans. Of his numerous exegetical works we have a commentary on the Catholic Epistles, 
{1987} and large fragments, in part uncertain, of commentaries on the Psalms, Job, Proverbs, and 
some Pauline Epistles. {1988} 
 
{1984} First at the fifth ecumenical council in 553. The sixth council in 680 stigmatized him as a 
defender of the abominable doctrine of Origen, who revived the heathen fables of the 
transmigration of souls; and the seventh repeated this in 787 
 
{1985} Didymus wrote only one book Deuteronomy Spiritu Sancto (see Jerome, Deuteronomy 
viris illustr. c. 135: librum unum de Sp. S. Didymi quem in Latinum transtuli). The division into 
three books is of later date. 
 
{1986} Discovered and edited by Joh. Aloys. Mingarelli, at Bologna, 1769, with a Latin 
translation and learned treatises on the life, doctrine, and writings of Didymus. (Dr. Herzog, 
Encykl. iii. p. 384, confounds this edition with a preliminary advertisement by the brother 



Ferdinand Mingarelli: Veterum testimonia de Didymo Alex. coeco, ex quibus tres libri de 
Trinitate nuper detecti eidem asseruntur, Rom. 1764. The title of the work itself is: Didymus, 
Deuteronomy Trinitate libri tres, nunc primum ex Passioneiano codice Gr. editi, Latine conversi, 
ac notis illustrati a D. Joh. Aloys. Mingarellio, Bononiae 1769, fol.) 
 
{1987} The Latin version is found in the libraries of the church fathers. The original Greek has 
been edited by Dr. Fr. Lucke from Muscovite manuscripts in four academic dissertations: 
Quaestiones ac vindiciae Didymianae, sive Didymi Alex. enarratio in Epistolas Catholicas Latina, 
Graeco exemplari magnam partem e Graecis scholiis restituta, Gotting. 1829-’32. Reprinted in 
Migne’s edition of Opera Didymi, pp. 1731-1818. 
 
{1988} In Migne’s ed. p. 1109 sqq.  

 



168. Cyril of Jerusalem. 
 
I. S. Cyrilus, archiepisc. Hierosolymitanus: Opera quae exstant omnia, &c., cura et studio Ant. 
Aug. Touttaei (Touttee), presb. et monachi Bened. e congreg. S. Mauri. Paris, 1720. 1 vol. fol. 
(edited after Touttee’s death by the Benedictine D. Prud. Maranus. Comp. therewith Sal. 
Deyling: Cyrillus Hieros. a corruptelis Touttaei aliorumque purgatus. Lips. 1728). Reprint, 
Venice, 1763. A new ed. by Migne, Petit-Montrouge, 1857 (Patrol. Gr. tom. xxxiii., which 
contains also the writings of Apollinaris of Laodicea, Diodor of Tarsus, and others). The 
Catecheses of Cyril have also been several times edited separately, and translated into modern 
languages. Engl. transl. in the Oxford Library of the Fathers, vol. ii. Oxf. 1839. 
 
II. Epiphanius: Haer. lx. 20; lxxiii. 23, 27, 37. Hieronymus: Deuteronomy viris illustr. c. 112. 
Socrates: H. E. ii. 40, 42, 45; iii. 20. Sozomen: iv. 5, 17, 20, 22, 25. Theodoret: H. E. ii. 26, 27; 
iii. 14; v. 8. The Dissertationes Cyrillianae de vita et scriptis S. Cyr. &c. in the Benedictine 
edition of the Opera, and in Migne’s reprint, pp. 31-822. The ActaSanctorum, and Butler, sub 
mense Martii 18. Tillemont: tom. viii. pp. 428-439, 779-787. Also the accounts in the well-known 
patristic works of Dupin, Ceillier, Cave, Fabricius. Schrockh: Part xii. pp. 369-476. 
 
Cyrilus, presbyter and, after 350, bishop of Jerusalem, was extensively involved during his public 
life in the Arian controversies. His metropolitan, Acacius of Caesarea, an Arian, who had 
elevated him to the episcopal chair, fell out with him over the Nicene faith and on a question of 
jurisdiction, and deposed him at a council in 357. His deposition was confirmed by an Arian 
council at Constantinople in 360. 
 
After the death of the emperor Constantius he was restored to his bishopric in 361, and in 363 his 
embittered adversary, Acacius, converted to the orthodox faith. When Julian encouraged the Jews 
to rebuild the temple, Cyril is said to have predicted the miscarriage of the undertaking from the 
prophecies of Daniel and of Christ, and he was justified by the result. Under the Arian emperor 
Valens he was again deposed and banished, with all the other orthodox bishops, till he finally, 
under Theodosius, was permitted to return to Jerusalem in 379, to devote himself undisturbed to 
the supervision and restoration of his sadly distracted church until his death. 
 
He attended the ecumenical council in Constantinople in 381, which confirmed him in his office, 
and gave him the great praise of having suffered much from the Arians for the faith. He died in 
386, with his title to office and his orthodoxy universally acknowledged, clear of all the 
suspicions which many had gathered from his friendship with Semi-Arian bishops during his first 
exile. {1989} 
 
From Cyril we have an important theological work, complete, in the Greek original: his twenty-
three Catecheses. {1990} The work consists of connected religious lectures or homilies, which he 
delivered while presbyter about the year 347, in preparing a class of catechumens for baptism. It 
follows that form of the Apostles’ Creed or the Rule of Faith which was then in use in the 
churches of Palestine and which agrees in all essential points with the Roman; it supports the 
various articles with passages of Scripture, and defends them against the heretical perversions of 
his time. The last five, called the Mystagogic Catecheses, {1991} are addressed to newly baptized 
persons, and are of importance in the doctrine of the sacraments and the history of liturgy. In 
these he explains the ceremonies then customary at baptism: Exorcism, the putting off of 
garments, anointing, the short confession, triple immersion, confirmation by the anointing oil; 
also the nature and ritual of the holy Supper, in which he sees a mystical vital union of believers 
with Christ, and concerning which he uses terms verging at least upon the doctrine of 



transubstantiation. In connection with this he gives us a full account of the earliest eucharistic 
liturgy, which coincides in all essential points with such other liturgical remains of the Eastern 
church, as the Apostolic Constitutions and the Liturgy of St. James. 
 
The Catecheses of Cyril are the first example of a popular compend of religion; for the 
catechetical work of Gregory of Nyssa (logo kathchtiko o mega) is designed not so much for 
catechumens, as for catechists and those intending to become teachers. 
 
Besides several homilies and tracts of very doubtful genuineness, a homily on the healing of the 
cripple at Bethesda {1992} and a remarkable letter to the emperor Constantius of the year 351, are 
also ascribed to Cyril. {1993} In the letter he relates to the emperor the miraculous appearance of 
a luminous cross extending from Golgotha to a point over the mount of Olives (mentioned also by 
Socrates, Sozomen, and others), and calls upon him to praise the "consubstantial Trinity." {1994} 
 
{1989} His sentiments on the holy Trinity are discussed at length in the third preliminary 
dissertation of the Bened. editor (in Migne’s ed. p. 167 sqq.). 
 
{1990} kathchseiv fwtizomenwn (or baptizomenwn), catecheses illuminandorum. They are 
preceded by a procatechesis. 
 
{1991} kathchseiv mustagwgi kai. The name is connected with the mysterious practices of 
the disciplina arcani of the early church. Comp. the conclusion of the first Mystagogic 
Catechesis, c. 11 (Migne, p. 1075). The mystagogic lectures are also separately numbered. The 
first is a general exhortation to the baptized on 1 Peter 5:8; the second treats Deuteronomy 
baptismo; the third, Deuteronomy chrismate; the fourth, Deuteronomy corpore et sanguine 
Christi; the fifth, Deuteronomy sacra liturgia et communione. 
 
{1992} Homilia in paralyticum, John 5:2-16 (in Migne’s ed. pp. 1131-1158). 
 
{1993} Ep. ad Constantium imper. Deuteronomy viso Hierosolymus lucidae crucis signo, pp. 
1154-1178. 
 
{1994} thn agian kai omoousion triada, ton alhinon yeon hmwn, w prepei pasa doxa 
eiv touv aiwnov twn aiwnwn..  

 



169. Epiphanius. 
 
I. S. Epiphanius: Opera omnia, Gr. et Lat., Dionysius Petavius ex veteribus libris recensuit, Latine 
vertit et animadversionibus illustravit. Paris, 1622, 2 vols. fol. The same edition reprinted with 
additions at Cologne (or rather at Leipsic), 1682, and by J. P. Migne Petit-Montrouge, 1858, in 3 
vols. (tom. xli.-xliii. of Migne’s Patrologia Graeca). The Panavrion or Panaria of Epiphanius, 
together with his Anacephalaeosis, with the Latin version of both by Petavius, has also been 
separately edited by Fr. Oehler, as tom. ii. and iii. of his Corpus haereseologicum, Berol. 1859-
’61. (Part second of tom. iii. contains the Animadversiones of Petavius, and A. Jahn’s Symbolae 
ad emendanda et illustranda S. Epiphanii Panaria.) 
 
II. Hieronymus: Deuteronomy viris illustr. c. 114, and in several of his Epistles relating to the 
Origenistic controversies, Epp. 66 sqq. ed. Vallarsi. Socrates: Hist. Eccl. l. vi. c. 10-14. Sozomen: 
H. E. viii. 11-15. Old biographies, full of fables, see in Migne’s edition, tom. i., and in Petav. ii. 
318 sqq. The Vita Epiph. in the ActaSanctorum for May, tom. iii. die 12, pp. 36-49 (also reprinted 
in Migne’s ed. tom. i.). Tillemont: Memoires, tom. x. pp. 484-521, and the notes, pp. 802-809. Fr. 
Arm. Gervaise: L’histoire et la vie Deuteronomy saint Epiphane. Par. 1738. Fabricius: Biblioth. 
Graeca ed. Harless, tom. viii. p. 255 sqq. (also reprinted in Migne’s ed. of Epiph. i. 1 sqq.). W. 
Cave: Lives of the Fathers, iii. 207-236 (new Oxf. ed.). Schrockh: Th. x. 3 ff. R. Adelb. Lipsius: 
Zur Quellenkritik des Epiphanies. Wien, 1865. (A critical analysis of the older history of heresies, 
in Epiph. haer. 13-57, with special reference to the Gnostic systems.) 
 
Epiphanius, {1995} who achieved his great fame mainly by his learned and intolerant zeal for 
orthodoxy, was born near Eleutheropolis in Palestine, between 310 and 320, and died at sea, at a 
very advanced age, on his way back from Constantinople to Cyprus, in 403. According to an 
uncertain, though not improbable tradition, he was the son of poor Jewish parents, and was 
educated by a rich Jewish lawyer, until in his sixteenth year he embraced the Christian religion, 
{1996} —the first example, after St. Paul, of a learned Jewish convert and the only example 
among the ancient fathers; for all the other fathers were either born of Christian parents, or 
converted from heathenism. 
 
He spent several years in severe ascetic exercises among the hermits of Egypt, and then became 
abbot of a convent near Eleutheropolis. In connection with his teacher and friend Hilarion he 
labored zealously for the spread of monasticism in Palestine. {1997} 
 
In the year 367 he was unanimously elected by the people and the monks bishop of Salamis 
(Constantia), the capital of the island of Cyprus. Here he wrote his works against the heretics, and 
took active part in the doctrinal controversies of his age. He made it his principal business to 
destroy the influence of the arch-heretic Origen, for whom he had contracted a thorough hatred 
from the anchorites of Egypt. On this mission he travelled in his old age to Palestine and 
Constantinople, and died in the same year in which Chrysostom was deposed and banished, an 
innocent sacrifice on the opposite side in the violent Origenistic controversies. {1998} 
 
Epiphanius was revered even by his cotemporaries as a saint and as a patriarch of orthodoxy. 
Once as he passed through the streets of Jerusalem in company with bishop John, mothers 
brought their children to him that he might bless them, and the people crowded around him to kiss 
his feet and to touch the hem of his garment. After his death his name was surrounded by a halo 
of miraculous legends. He was a man of earnest, monastic piety, and of sincere but illiberal zeal 
for orthodoxy. His good nature easily allowed him to be used as an instrument for the passions of 
others, and his zeal was not according to knowledge. He is the patriarch of heresy-hunters. He 



identified Christianity with monastic piety and ecclesiastical orthodoxy and considered it the 
great mission of his life to pursue the thousand-headed hydra of heresy into all its hiding places. 
Occasionally, however, his fiery zeal consumed what was subsequently considered an essential 
part of piety and orthodoxy. Sharing the primitive Christian abhorrence of images, he destroyed a 
picture of Christ or some saint in a village church in Palestine; and at times he violated 
ecclesiastical order. 
 
The learning of Epiphanius was extensive, but ill digested. He understood five languages: 
Hebrew, Syriac, Egyptian, Greek, and a little Latin. Jerome, who himself knew but three 
languages, though he knew these far better than Epiphanius, called him the Five-tongued, {1999} 
and Rufinus reproachfully says of him that he considered it his sacred duty as a wandering 
preacher to slander the great Origen in all languages and nations. {2000} He was lacking in 
knowledge of the world and of men, in sound judgment, and in critical discernment. He was 
possessed of a boundless credulity, now almost proverbial, causing innumerable errors and 
contradictions in his writings. His style is entirely destitute of beauty or elegance. 
 
Still his works are of considerable value as a storehouse of the history of ancient heresies and of 
patristic polemics. They are the following: 
 
1. The Anchor, {2001} a defence of Christian doctrine, especially of the doctrines of the Trinity, 
the incarnation, and the resurrection; in one hundred and twenty-one chapters. He composed this 
treatise A. D. 373, at the entreaty of clergymen and monks, as a stay for those who are tossed 
about upon the sea by heretics and devils. In it he gives two creeds, a shorter and a longer, which 
show that the addition made by the second ecumenical council to the Nicene symbol, in respect to 
the doctrine of the Holy Ghost and of the church, had already been several years in use in the 
church. {2002} For the shorter symbol, which, according to Epiphanius, had to be said at baptism 
by every orthodox catechumen in the East, from the council of Nicaea to the tenth year of 
Valentinian and Valens (A. D. 373), is precisely the same as the Constantinopolitan; and the 
longer is even more specific against Apollinarianism and Macedonianism, in the article 
concerning the Holy Ghost. Both contain the anathemas of the Nicene Creed; the longer giving 
them in an extended form. 
 
2. The Panarium, or Medicine-chest, {2003} which contains antidotes for the poison of all 
heresies. This is his chief work, composed between the years 374 and 377, in answer to 
solicitations from many quarters. And it is the chief hereseological work of the ancient church. It 
is more extensive than any of the similar works of Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and Hippolytus before 
it, and of Philastrius (or Philastrus), Augustine, Theodoret, pseudo-Tertullian, pseudo-Jerome, 
and the author of Praedestinatus, after it. {2004} Epiphanius brought together, with the diligence 
of an unwearied compiler, but without logical or chronological arrangement, everything he could 
learn from written or oral sources concerning heretics from the beginning of the world down to 
his time. But his main concern is the antidote to heresy, the doctrinal refutations, in which he 
believed himself to be doing God and the church great service, and which, with all their 
narrowness and passion, contain many good thoughts and solid arguments. He improperly 
extends the conception of heresy over the field of all religion; whereas heresy is simply a 
perversion or caricature of Christian truth, and lives only upon the Christian religion. He 
describes and refutes no less than eighty heresies, {2005} twenty of them preceding the time of 
Christ. {2006} The pre-Christian heresies are: Barbarism, from Adam to the flood; Scythism; 
Hellenism (idolatry proper, with various schools of philosophy); Samaritanism (including four 
different sects); and Judaism (subdivided into seven parties: Pharisees, Sadducees, Scribes, 
Hemerobaptists, Osseans, Nazarenes, and Herodians). {2007} Among the Christian heresies, of 
which Simon Magus, according to ancient tradition, figures as patriarch, the different schools of 



Gnosticism (which may be easily reduced to about a dozen) occupy the principal space. With the 
sixty-fourth heresy Epiphanius begins the war upon the Origenists, Arians, Photinians, 
Marcellians, Semi-Arians, Pneumatomachians, Antidikomarianites, and other heretics of his age. 
In the earlier heresies he made large use, without proper acknowledgment, of the well-known 
works of Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and Hippolytus, and other written sources and oral traditions. In 
the latter sections he could draw more on his own observation and experience. 
 
3. The Anacephalaeosis is simply an abridgment of the Panarion, with a somewhat different 
order. {2008} 
 
This is the proper place to add a few words upon similar works of the post-Nicene age. 
 
About the same time, or shortly after Epiphanius (380), Philastrius or Philastrus, bishop of Brixia 
(Brescia), wrote his Liber de haeresibus (in 156 chapters). {2009} He was still more liberal with 
the name of heresy, extending it to one hundred and fifty-six systems, twenty-eight before Christ, 
and a hundred and twenty-eight after. He includes peculiar opinions on all sorts of subjects: 
Haeresis de stellis coelo affixis, haeresis de peccato Cain, haeresis de Psalterii inequalitate, 
haeresis de animalibus quatuor in prophetis, haeresis de Septuaginta interpretibus, haeresis de 
Melchisedech sacerdote, haeresis de uxoribus, et concubinis Salomonis! 
 
He was followed by St. Augustine, who in the last years of his life wrote a brief compend on 
eighty-eight heresies, commencing with the Simonians and ending with the Pelagians. {2010} 
 
The unknown author of the book called Praedestinatus added two more heretical parties, the 
Nestorians and the Predestinarians, to Augustine’s list; but the Predestinarians are probably a 
mere invention of the writer for the purpose of caricaturing and exposing the heresy of an 
absolute predestination to good and to evil. {2011} 
 
4. In addition to those anti-heretical works, we have from Epiphanius a biblical archeological 
treatise on the Measures and Weights of the Scriptures, {2012} and another on the Twelve Gems 
on the breastplate of Aaron, with an allegorical interpretation of their names. {2013} 
 
A Commentary of Epiphanius on the Song of Songs was published in a Latin translation by 
Foggini in 1750 at Rome. Other works ascribed to him are lost, or of doubtful origin. 
 
{1995} There are several prominent ecclesiastical writers of that name. Compare a list of them in 
Fabricius, l. c. 
 
{1996} See the biography of his pupil John, ch. 2, in Migne’s ed. i. 25 sqq. Cave accepts this 
story, and it receives some support from the Palestine origin of Epiphanius, and from his 
knowledge of the Hebrew language, which was then so rare that Jerome was the only father 
besides Epiphanius who possessed it. 
 
{1997} He composed an eulogy on Hilarion, which, with some others of his works, is lost 
 
{1998} Comp. above, 133 and 134. 
 
{1999} Pentaglwtto. 
 
{2000} Hieron. Apol. adv. Rufinum, l. iii. c. 6 (Opera, tom. ii. 537, ed. Vall.) and l. ii. 21 and 22 
(tom. ii. 515). Jerome says that "papa" Epiphanius had read the six thousand[?] books of Origen, 



and in his apology against Rufinus and in his letters he speaks of him with great respect as a 
confederate in the war upon Origen. He acknowledges, however, that his statements need an 
accurate and careful verification. In his Liber de viris illustribus, cap. 114, he disposes of him 
very summarily with two sentences: "Epiphanius, Cypri Salaminae episcopus, scripsit adversus 
omnes haereses libros, et multa alia, quae ab eruditus propter res, a simplicioribus propter verba 
lectitantur. Superest usque hodie, et in extrema jam senectute varia cudit opera." 
 
{2001} agkurwtov, Ancoratus, or Ancora fidei catholicae in tom, ii of Petavius; tom. iii. 11-236 
of Migne. 
 
{2002} Anc. n. 119 and 120 (tom. iii. 23 sqq. ed. Migne). 
 
{2003} panarion, Panarium (Panaria), sive Arcula, or Adversus lxxx. haereses (Petavius, tom. i. 
f. 1-1108; Migne, tom. i. 173-1200, and tom. ii. 10-832). Epiphanius himself names it panavrion, 
eit oun kibwtion iatrikon kai qhriodhktikon, Panarium, sive Arculam Medicam ad eorum qui a 
serpentibus icti sunt remedium (Epist. ad Acacium et Paulum, in Oehler’s ed. i. p. 7). 
 
{2004} Compare the convenient collection of the Latin writers Deuteronomy haeresibus, viz.: 
Philastrius, Augustine, the author of Praedestinatus (the first book), pseudo-Tertullian, pseudo-
Jerome, Isdortis Hispalensis, and Gennadius (De ecclesiasticis dogmatibus), in the first volume of 
Franz Oehler’s Corpus haereseologicum, Berolini, 1856. This collection is intended to embrace 
eight volumes. Tom. ii. and iii. contain the anti-heretical works of Epiphanius; the remaining 
volumes are intended for Theodoret, pseudo-Origen, John of Damascus, Leontius, Timotheus, 
Irenaeus, and Nicetae Choniatae Thesaurus orthodoxae fidei. 
 
{2005} Perhaps with a mystic reference to the eighty concubines in the Song of Songs, vi. 8: 
"Sexaginta sunt reginae et octoginta concubinae, et adolescentularum non est numerus. Una est 
columba mea, perfecta mea." (Vulgate.) 
 
{2006} Pseudo-Tertullian (in Libellus adversus omnes haereses), Philastrus, and pseudo-
Hieronymus (Indiculus de haeresibus) likewise include the Jewish sects among the heresies; 
while Irenaeus, Augustine, Theodoret, and the unknown author of the Semi-Pelagian work 
Praedestinatus more correctly begin with the Christian sects. For further particulars, see the 
comparative tables of Lipsius, l. c. p. 4 ff. 
 
{2007} Epiphanius in his shorter work, the Anacephalaeosis, deviates somewhat from the order in 
the Panarion. His twenty heresies before Christ are as follows: 
 
Order in the Panarion: 
 
1. Barbarismus, 
 
2. Scythismus, 
 
3. Hellenismus, 
 
4. Judaismus, 
 
Hellenismi 
 
5. Stoici, 



 
6. Platonici, 
 
7. Pythagorei, 
 
8. Epicurei, 
 
Samaritismi 
 
9. Samaritae, 
 
10. Esseni, 
 
11. Sebuaei, 
 
12. Gortheni, 
 
13. Dosithei, 
 
Judaismi 
 
14. Saducaei, 
 
15. Scribae, 
 
16. Pharisaei, 
 
17. Hemerobaptistae 
 
18. Nazaraei, 
 
19. Osseni or Ossaei, 
 
20. Herodiani 
 
Order in the Anacephalaeosis: 
 
1. Barbarismus, 
 
2. Scythismus, 
 
3. Hellenismus, 
 
4. Judaismus. 
 
5. Samaritismus, 
 
Hellenismi 
 
6. Pythagorei, 
 



7. Platonici, 
 
8. Stoici, 
 
9. Epicurei, 
 
Sararitismi 
 
10. Gortheni, 
 
11. Sebuaei, 
 
12. Esseni, 
 
13. Dosithei, 
 
Judaismi 
 
14. Scribae, 
 
15. Pharisaei, 
 
16. Sadducaei, 
 
17. Hemerobaptistae, 
 
18. Ossaei, 
 
19. Nazaraei, 
 
20. Herodiani 
 
{2008} anakefalaiwsiv, or Epitome Panarii (tom. ii. 126, ed. Pata tom. ii. 834-886, ed. 
Migne). 
 
{2009} Edited by J. A. Fabricius, Hamburg, 1728; by Gallandi, Bibliotheca, tom. vii. pp. 475-
521; and by Oehler in tom. i. of his Corpus haereseolog. pp. 5-185. The close affinity of 
Philastrus with Epiphanius is usually accounted for on the ground of the dependence of the 
former on the latter. This seems to have been the opinion of Augustine, Epistola 222 ad 
Quodvultdeum. But Lipsius (l. c. p. 29 ff.) derives both from a common older source, viz., the 
work of Hippolytus against thirty-two heresies and explains the offence of Epiphanius (who 
mentions Hippolytus only once) by the unscrupulousuess of the authorship of the age, which had 
no hesitation in decking itself with borrowed plumes. 
 
{2010} Liber de haeresibus, addressed to Quodvultdeus, a deacon who had requested him to write 
such a work. Augustine, in his letter of reply to Quodvultdeus (Ep. 222 in the Bened. edition) 
alludes to the work of Philastrus, whom he had seen with Ambrose in Milan, and to that of 
Epiphanius, and calls the latter "longe Philastrio doctiorem." The work of Augustine is also 
embodied in Oehler’s Corpus haereseol. tom. i. pp. 189-225. The following is a complete list of 
the heresies of Augustine as given by him at the close of the preface: 1. Simoniani; 2. 
Menandriani; 3. Saturniniani; 4. Basilidiani; 5. Nicolaitae; 6. Gnostici; 7. Carpocratiani; 8. 



Cerinthiani, vel Merinthiani; 9. Nazaraei; 10. Hebio-naei; 11. Valentiniani; 12. Secundiani; 13. 
Ptolemaei; 14. Marcitae; 15. Colorbasii; 16. Heracleonitae; 17. Ophitae; 18. Caiani; 19. Sethiani; 
20. Archontici; 21. Cerdoniani; 22. Marcionitae; 23. Apellitae; 24. Se-veriani; 25. Tatiani, vel 
Encratitae; 26. Cataphryges; 27. Pepuziani, alias Quintilliani; 28. Artotyritae; 29. 
Tessarescaedecatitae; 30. Alegi; 31. Adamiani; 32. Elcesaei et Sampsaei; 33. Theodotiani; 34. 
Mel-chisedechiani; 35. Bardesanistae; 36. Noatiani; 37. Valesii; 38. Ca-thari, sive Novatiani; 39. 
Angelici; 40. Apostolici; 41. Sabelliani; 42. Ori-geniani; 43. Alii Origeniani; 44. Pauliani; 45. 
Photiniani; 46. Manichaei; 47. Hieracitae; 48. Meletiani; 49. Ariani; 50. Vadiani, sive Anthropo-
morphitae; 51. Semiariani; 52. Macedoniani; 53. Aariani; 54. Aatiani, qui et Eunomiani; 55. 
Apollinaristae; 56. Antidicomarianitae; 57. Mas-saliani, sive Euchitae; 58. Metangismonitae; 59. 
Seleuciani, vel Her-miani; 60. Proclianitae; 61. Patriciani; 62. Ascitae; 63. Passaloryn-chitae; 64. 
Aquarii; 65. Coluthiani; 66. Floriniani; 67. Deuteronomy mundi statu dissentientes; 68. Nudis 
pedibus ambulantes; 69. Donatistae, sive Do-natiani; 70. Priscillianistae; 71. Cum hominibus non 
manducantes; 72. Rhetoriani; 73. Christi divinitatem passibilem dicentes; 74. Triformem deum 
putantes; 75. Aquam Deo coaeternam dicentes; 76. Imaginem Dei non esse animam dicentes; 77. 
Innumerabiles mundos opinantes; 78. Animas converti in daemones et in quaecunque animalia 
existi-mantes; 79. Liberationem omnium apud inferos factam Christi descen-sione credentes; 80. 
Christi de Patre nativitati initium temporis dantes; 81. Luciferiani; 82. Iovinianistae; 83. Arabici; 
84. Helvidiani; 85. Pater-niani, sive Venustiani; 86. Tertullianistae; 87. Abeloitae; 88. Pelagiani, 
qui et Caelestiani. 
 
{2011} Corpus haereseol. i. 229-268. Comp. above, 159. 
 
{2012} peri metrwn kai staymwn, Deuteronomy ponderibus et mensuris, written in 392. (Tom. 
ii. 158, ed. Petav.; tom. iii. 237, ed. Migne.) 
 
{2013} peri twn dwdeka liywn, Deuteronomy xii. gemmis in veste Aaronis. (Tom. ii. 233, ed. 
Pet; iii. 293, ed. Migne.)  

 



170. John Chrysostom. 
 
I. S. Joannis Chrysostomi. archiepiscopi Constantinopolitani, Opera omnia quae exstant vel quae 
ejus nomine circumferuntur, ad MSS. codices Gallic. etc. castigata, etc. (Gr. et Lat.). Opera et 
studio D. Bernardi de Montfaucon, monachi ordinis S. Benedicti e congregatione S. Mauri, opem 
ferentibus aliis ex eodem sodalitio monachis. Paris. 1718-’38, in 13 vols. fol. The same edition 
reprinted at Venice, 1734-’41, in 13 vols. fol. (after which I quote in this section); also at Paris by 
Sinner (Gaume), 1834-’39, in 13 vols. (an elegant edition, with some additions), and by J. P. 
Migne, Petit-Montrouge, 1859-’60, in 13 vols. Besides we have a number of separate editions of 
the Homilies, and of the work on the Priesthood, both in Greek, and in translations. A selection of 
his writings in Greek and Latin was edited by F. G. Lomler, Rudolphopoli, 1840, 1 volume. 
German translations of the Homilies (in part) by J. A. Cramer (Leipzig, 1748-’51), Feder 
(Augsburg, 1786), Ph. Mayer (Nurnberg, 1830), W. Arnoldi (Trier, 1831), Jos. Lutz (Tubingen, 
1853); English translations of the Homilies on the New Testament in the Oxford Library of the 
Fathers, 1842-’53. 
 
II. Palladius (a friend of Chrysostom and bishop of Helenopolis in Bithynia, author of the Historia 
Lausiaca; according to others a different person): Dialogus historicus de vita et conversatione 
beati Joannis Chrysostomi cum Theodoro ecclesiae Romanae diacono (in the Bened. ed. of the 
Opera, tom. xiii. pp. 1-89). Hieronymus: Deuteronomy viris illustribus, c. 129 (a very brief 
notice, mentioning only the work de sacerdotio). Socrates: H. E. vi. 3-21. Sozomen: H. E. viii. 2-
23. Theodoret: H. E. v. 27-36. B. deMontfaucon: Vita Joannis Chrys. in his edition of the Opera, 
tom. xiii. 91-178. TestimoniaVeterum de S. Joann. Chrys. scriptis, ibid. tom. xiii. 256-292. 
Tillemont: Memoires, vol. xi. pp. 1-405. F. Stilting: Acta Sanctorum, Sept. 14 (the day of his 
death), tom. iv. pp. 401-709. A. Butler: Lives of Saints, sub Jan. 27. W. Cave: Lives of the 
Fathers, vol. iii. p. 237 ff. J. A. Fabricius: Biblioth. Gr. tom. viii. 454 sqq. Schrockh: Vol. x. p. 
309 ff. A. Neander: Der heilige Chrysostomus (first 1821), 3d edition, Berlin, 1848, 2 vols. Abbe 
Rochet: Histoire de S. Jean Chrysostome. Par. 1866, 2 vols. Comp. also A. F. Villemain’s 
Tableau de l’eloquence chretienne au IVe siecle. Paris, 1854. 
 
John, to whom an admiring posterity since the seventh century has given the name Chrysostomus, 
the Golden-mouthed, is the greatest expositor and preacher of the Greek church, and still enjoys 
the highest honor in the whole Christian world. No one of the Oriental fathers has left a more 
spotless reputation; no one is so much read and so often quoted by modern commentators. 
 
He was born at Antioch, A. D. 347. {2014} His father was a distinguished military officer. His 
mother Anthusa, who from her twentieth year was a widow, shines with Nonna and Monica 
among the Christian women of antiquity. She was admired even by the heathen, and the famous 
rhetorician Libanius, on hearing of her consistency and devotion, felt constrained to exclaim: 
"Ah! what wonderful women there are among the Christians." {2015} She gave her son an 
admirable education, and early planted in his soul the germs of piety, which afterwards bore the 
richest fruits for himself and for the church. By her admonitions and the teachings of the Bible he 
was secured against the seductions of heathenism. 
 
He received his literary training from Libanius, who accounted him his best scholar, and who, 
when asked shortly before his death (395) whom he wished for his successor, replied: "John, if 
only the Christians had not carried him away." 
 



After the completion of his studies he became a rhetorician. He soon resolved, however, to devote 
himself to divine things, and after being instructed for three years by bishop Meletius in Antioch, 
he received baptism. 
 
His first inclination after his conversion was to adopt the monastic life, agreeably to the ascetic 
tendencies of the times; and it was only by the entreaties of his mother, who adjured him with 
tears not to forsake her, that he was for a while restrained. Meletius made him reader, and so 
introduced him to a clerical career. He avoided an election to the bishopric (370) by putting 
forward his friend Basil, whom he accounted worthier, but who bitterly complained of the 
evasion. This was the occasion of his celebrated treatise On the Priesthood, in which, in the form 
of a dialogue with Basil, he vindicates his not strictly truthful conduct, and delineates the 
responsible duties of the spiritual office. {2016} 
 
After the death of his mother he fled from the seductions and tumults of city life to the monastic 
solitude of the mountains near Antioch, and there spent six happy years in theological study and 
sacred meditation and prayer, under the guidance of the learned abbot Diodorus (afterwards 
bishop of Tarsus, 394), and in communion with such like-minded young men as Theodore of 
Mopsuestia, the celebrated father of Antiochian (Nestorian) theology (429). Monasticism was to 
him a most profitable school of experience and self-government; because he embraced this mode 
of life from the purest motives, and brought into it intellect and cultivation enough to make the 
seclusion available for moral and spiritual growth. 
 
In this period he composed his earliest writings in praise of monasticism and celibacy, and his 
two long letters to the fallen Theodore (subsequently bishop of Mopsuestia), who had regretted 
his monastic vow and resolved to marry. {2017} Chrysostom regarded this small affair from the 
ascetic stand-point of his age as almost equal to an apostasy from Christianity, and plied all his 
oratorical arts of sad sympathy, tender entreaty, bitter reproach, and terrible warning, to reclaim 
his friend to what he thought the surest and safest way to heaven. To sin, he says, is human, but to 
persist in sin is devilish; to fall is not ruinous to the soul, but to remain on the ground is. The 
appeal had its desired effect, and cannot fail to make a salutary impression upon every reader, 
provided we substitute some really great offence for the change of a mode of life which can only 
be regarded as a temporary and abnormal form of Christian practice. 
 
By excessive self-mortifications John undermined his health, and returned about 380 to Antioch. 
There he was immediately ordained deacon by Meletius in 386, and by Flavian was made 
presbyter. By his eloquence and his pure and earnest character he soon acquired great reputation 
and the love of the whole church. 
 
During the sixteen or seventeen years of his labors in Antioch he wrote the greater part of his 
Homilies and Commentaries, his work on the Priesthood, a consolatory Epistle to the despondent 
Stagirius, and an admonition to a young widow on the glory of widowhood and the duty of 
continuing in it. He disapproved second marriage, not as sinful or illegal, but as inconsistent with 
an ideal conception of marriage and a high order of piety. 
 
After the death of Nectarius (successor of Gregory Nazianzen), towards the end of the year 397, 
Chrysostom was chosen, entirely without his own agency, patriarch of Constantinople. At this 
post he labored several years with happy effect. But his unsparing sermons aroused the anger of 
the empress Eudoxia, and his fame excited the envy of the ambitious patriarch Theophilus of 
Alexandria. An act of Christian love towards the persecuted Origenistic monks of Egypt involved 
him in the Origenistic controversy, and at last the united influence of Theophilus and Eudoxia 
overthrew him. Even the sympathy of the people and of Innocent I., the bishop of Rome, was 



unavailing in his behalf. He died in banishment on the fourteenth of September, A. D. 407, 
thanking God for all. {2018} The Greeks celebrate his memorial day on the thirteenth of 
November, the Latins on the twenty-seventh of January, the day on which his remains in 438 
were solemnly deposited in the Church of the Apostles in Constantinople with those of the 
emperors and patriarchs. 
 
Persecution and undeserved sufferings tested the character of Chrysostom, and have heightened 
his fame. The Greek church honors him as the greatest teacher of the church, approached only by 
Athanasius and the three Cappadocians. His labors fall within the comparatively quiet period 
between the Trinitarian and the Christological controversies. He was not therefore involved in 
any doctrinal controversy except the Origenistic; and in that he had a very innocent part, as his 
unspeculative turn of mind kept him from all share in the Origenistic errors. Had he lived a few 
decades later he would perhaps have fallen under suspicion of Nestorianism; for he belonged to 
the same Antiochian school with his teacher Diodorus of Tarsus, his fellow-student Theodore of 
Mopsuestia, and his successor Nestorius. From this school, whose doctrinal development was not 
then complete, he derived a taste for the simple, sober, grammatico-historical interpretation, in 
opposition to the arbitrary allegorizing of the Alexandrians, while he remained entirely free from 
the rationalizing tendency which that school soon afterwards discovered. He is thus the soundest 
and worthiest representative of the Antiochian theology. In anthropology he is a decided 
synergist; and his pupil Cassian, the founder of Semi-Pelagianism, gives him for an authority. 
{2019} But his synergism is that of the whole Greek church; it had no direct conflict with 
Augustinianism, for Chrysostom died several years before the opening of the Pelagian 
controversy. He opposed the Arians and Novatians, and faithfully and constantly adhered to the 
church doctrine, so far as it was developed; but he avoided narrow dogmatism and angry 
controversy, and laid greater stress on practical piety than on unfruitful orthodoxy. {2020} 
 
Valuable as the contributions of Chrysostom to didactic theology may be, his chief importance 
and merit lie not in this department, but in homiletical exegesis, pulpit eloquence, and pastoral 
care. Here he is unsurpassed among the ancient fathers, whether Greek or Latin. By talent and 
culture he was peculiarly fitted to labor in a great metropolis. At that time a bishop, as he himself 
says, enjoyed greater honor at court, in the society of ladies, in the houses of the nobles, than the 
first dignitaries of the empire. {2021} Hence the great danger, of hierarchical pride and worldly 
conformity, to which so many of the prelates succumbed. This danger Chrysostom happily 
avoided. He continued his plain monastic mode of life in the midst of the splendor of the imperial 
residence, and applied all his superfluous income to the support of the sick and the stranger. Poor 
for himself, he was rich for the poor. He preached an earnest Christianity fruitful in good works, 
he insisted on strict discipline, and boldly attacked the vices of the age and the hollow, worldly, 
hypocritical religion of the court. He, no doubt, transcended at times the bounds of moderation 
and prudence, as when he denounced the empress Eudoxia as a new Herodias thirsting after the 
blood of John; but he erred "on virtue’s side," and his example of fearless devotion to duty has at 
all times exerted a most salutary influence upon clergymen in high and influential stations. 
Neander not inaptly compares his work in the Greek church with that of Spener, the practical 
reformer in the Lutheran church of the seventeenth century, and calls him a martyr of Christian 
charity, who fell a victim in the conflict with the worldly spirit of his age. {2022} 
 
In the pulpit Chrysostom was a monarch of unlimited power over his hearers. His sermons were 
frequently interrupted by noisy theatrical demonstrations of applause, which he indignantly 
rebuked as unworthy of the house of God. {2023} He had trained his natural gift of eloquence, 
which was of the first order, in the school of Demosthenes and Libanius, and ennobled and 
sanctified it in the higher school of the Holy Spirit. {2024} He was in the habit of making careful 
preparation for his sermons by the study of the Scriptures, prayer, and meditation; but he knew 



how to turn to good account unexpected occurrences, and some of his noblest efforts were 
extemporaneous effusions under the inspiration of the occasion. His ideas are taken from 
Christian experience and especially from the inexhaustible stores of the Bible, which he made his 
daily bread, and which he earnestly recommended even to the laity. He took up whole books and 
explained them in order, instead of confining himself to particular texts, as was the custom after 
the introduction of the pericopes. His language is noble, solemn, vigorous, fiery, and often 
overpowering. Yet he was by no means wholly free from the untruthful exaggerations and 
artificial antitheses, which were regarded at that time as the greatest ornament and highest 
triumph of eloquence, but which appear to a healthy and cultivated taste as defects and 
degeneracies. The most eminent French preachers, Bossuet, Massillon, and Bourdaloue, have 
taken Chrysostom for their model. 
 
By far the most numerous and most valuable writings of this father are the Homilies, over six 
hundred in number, which he delivered while presbyter at Antioch and while bishop at 
Constantinople. {2025} They embody his exegesis; and of this they are a rich storehouse, from 
which the later Greek commentators, Theodoret, Theophylact, and Oecumenius, have drawn, 
sometimes content to epitomize his expositions. Commentaries, properly so called, he wrote only 
on the first eight chapters of Isaiah and on the Epistle to the Galatians. But nearly all his sermons 
on Scripture texts are more or less expository. He has left us homilies on Genesis, the Psalms, the 
Gospel of Matthew, the Gospel of John, the Acts, and all the Epistles of Paul, including the 
Epistle to the Hebrews. His homilies on the Pauline Epistles are especially esteemed. {2026} 
 
Besides these expository sermons on whole books of the Scriptures, Chrysostom delivered 
homilies on separate sections or verses of Scripture, festal discourses, orations in commemoration 
of apostles and martyrs, and discourses on special occasions. Among the last are eight homilies 
Against the Jews (against Judaizing tendencies in the church at Antioch), twelve homilies Against 
the Anomoeans (Arians), and especially the celebrated twenty and one homilies On the Statues, 
which called forth his highest oratorical powers. {2027} He delivered the homilies on the Statues 
at Antioch in 387 during a season of extraordinary public excitement, when the people, oppressed 
by excessive taxation, rose in rebellion, tore down the statues of the emperor Theodosius I., the 
deceased empress Flacilla, and the princes Arcadius and Honorius, dragged them through the 
streets, and so provoked the wrath of the emperor that he threatened to destroy the city—a 
calamity which was avoided by the intercession of bishop Flavian. 
 
The other works of Chrysostom are his youthful treatise on the Priesthood already alluded to; a 
number of doctrinal and moral essays in defence of the Christian faith, and in commendation of 
celibacy and the nobler forms of monastic life; {2028} and two hundred and forty-two letters, 
nearly all written during his exile between 403 and 407. The most important of the letters are two 
addressed to the Roman bishop Innocent I., with his reply, and seventeen long letters to his friend 
Olympias, a pious widow and deaconess. They all breathe a noble Christian spirit, not desiring to 
be recalled from exile, convinced that there is but one misfortune,—departure from the path of 
piety and virtue, and filled with cordial friendship, faithful care for all the interests of the church, 
and a calm and cheerful looking forward to the glories of heaven. {2029} 
 
The so-called Liturgy of Chrysostom, which is still in use in the Greek and Russian churches, has 
been already noticed in the proper place. {2030} 
 
Among the pupils and admirers of Chrysostom we mention as deserving of special notice two 
abbots of the first half of the fifth century: the elder Nilus of Sinai, who retired with his son from 
one of the highest civil stations of the empire to the contemplative solitude of Mount Sinai, while 
his wife and daughter entered a convent of Egypt; {2031} and IsidoreofPelusium, or Pelusiota, a 



native of Alexandria, who presided over a convent not far from the mouth of the Nile, and 
sympathized with Cyril against Nestorius, but warned him against his violent passions. {2032} 
They are among the worthiest representatives of ancient monasticism, and, in a large number of 
letters and exegetical and ascetic treatises, they discuss, with learning, piety, judgment, and 
moderation, nearly all the theological and practical questions of their age. 
 
{2014} Baur (Vorlesungen uber die Dogmengeschichte, Bd. i. Abthlg. ii. p. 50) and others 
erroneously state the year 354 as that of his birth. Comp. Tillemont and Montfaucon (tom. xiii. 
91). 
 
{2015} babai oiai para cristianoiv gunaikev eisi. Chrysostom himself relates this of his 
heathen teacher (by whom undoubtedly we are to understand Libanius), though, it Is true, with 
immediate reference only to the twenty years’ widowhood of his mother; Ad viduam juniorem, 
Opera, tom. i. p. 340. Comp. the remarks of Montfaucon in the Vita, tom. xiii. 92. 
 
{2016} peri ierwsunhv. Deuteronomy sacerdotio libri vi. Separate editions are: That of 
Frobenius at Basel, 1525, Greek, with a preface by Erasmus; that of Hughes at Cam. bridge, 
1710, Greek and Latin, with the Life of Chrysostom by Cave; that of J. A. Bengel, Stuttgart, 1725, 
Greek and Latin, reprinted at Leipsic in 1825 and 1834; besides several translations into modern 
languages. Comp. above, 51, p. 253. 
 
{2017} Compare Tillemont, Montfaucon, and Neander (l. c. i. p. 86 ff.). 
 
{2018} Compare particulars above, 134. 
 
{2019} Julian of Eclanum had already appealed several times to Chrysostom against Augustine, 
as Augustine notes Contra Jul., and in the Opus imperfectum. 
 
{2020} Niedner (Geschichte der christl. Kirche, 1846, p. 323, and in his posthumous Lehrbuch, 
1866, p. 303) briefly characterizes him thus: "In him we find a most complete mutual 
interpenetration of theoretical and practical theology, as well as of the dogmatical and ethical 
elements, exhibited mainly in the fusion of the exegetical and homiletical. Hence his exegesis was 
guarded against barren philology and dogma; and his pulpit discourse was free from doctrinal 
abstraction and empty rhetoric. The introduction of the knowledge of Christianity from the 
sources into the practical life of the people left him little time for the development of special 
dogmas." 
 
{2021} The toparcoi and uparcoi, the praefect praetorio. Homil. iii. in Acta Apost. 
 
{2022} In his monograph on Chrysostom, vol. i. p. 5. 
 
{2023} This Greek custom of applauding the preacher by clapping the hands and stamping the 
feet (called kroto, from krouw) was a sign of the secularization of the church after its union with 
the state. It is characteristic of his age that a powerful sermon of Chrysostom against this abuse 
was most enthusiastically applauded by his hearers! 
 
{2024} KarlHase (Kirchengeschichte, 104, seventh edition) truly says of Chrysostom that "he 
complemented the sober clearness of the Antiochian exegesis and the rhetorical arts of Libanius 
with the depth of his warm Christian heart, and that he carried out in his own life, as far as mortal 
man can do it, the ideal of the priesthood which, in youthful enthusiasm, he once described." 
 



{2025} They are contained in vols. ii.-xii of the Benedictine edition. 
 
{2026} A beautiful edition of the Homilies on the Pauline Epistles in Greek (but without the Latin 
version) has been recently published in connection with the Oxford Library of the Fathers under 
the title: S. Joannis Chrysostomi interpretatio omnium Epistolarum Paulinarum per homilias 
facta, Oxon. 1849-’52, 4 vols. The English translation has already been noticed. 
 
{2027} The Homiliae xii contra Anomoeans de incomprehensibili Dei natura, and the Orationes 
viii adversus Judaeos are in the first, the Homilies xxi ad populum Antiochenum, de statuis, and 
the six Orationes de fato et providential in the second volume of the Bened. edition. The Homilies 
on the Statues are translated into English in the Oxford Library of the Fathers, 1842, 1 volume. 
 
{2028} Ad Theodorum lapsum; Adversus oppugnatores vitae monasticae; Comparatio regis et 
monachi; Deuteronomy compunctione cordis; Deuteronomy virginitate; Ad viduam juniorem, 
etc., —all in the first volume of the Bened. edition together with the vi Libri de Sacerdotio; also 
in Lomler’s selection of Chrys. Opera praestantissima. 
 
{2029} The Epistles are in tom. iii. The Epistolae ad Olympiadem, and ad Innocentium are also 
included in Lomler’s selection (pp. 165-252). On Olympias, compare above, 52, and especially 
Tillemont, tom. xi. pp. 416-440. 
 
{2030} See above, 99.  

 



171. Cyril of Alexandria. 
 
I. S. Cyrillus, Alex. archiepisc.: Opera omnia, Gr. et Lat., cura et studio Joan. Auberti. Lutetiae, 
1638, 6 vols. in 7 fol. The same edition with considerable additions by J. P. Migne, Petit-
Montrouge, 1859, in 10 vols. (Patrol. Gr. tom. lxviii-lxxvii.). Comp. Angelo Mai’s Nova 
Bibliotheca Patrum, tom. ii. pp. 1-498 (Rom. 1844), and tom. iii. (Rom. 1845), where several 
writings of Cyril are printed for the first time, viz.: Deuteronomy incarnatione Domini; 
Explanatio in Lucam; Homiliae; Excerpta; Fragments of Commentaries on the Psalms, and the 
Pauline and Catholic Epistles. (These additional works are incorporated in Migne’s edition.) 
Cyrilli Commentarii in Lucca Evangelium quae supersunt, Syriace, e manuscriptis spud museum 
Britannicum edidit Rob. Payne Smith, Oxonii, 1858. The same also in an English version with 
valuable notes by R. P. Smith, Oxford, 1859, in 2 vols. 
 
II. Scattered notices of Cyril in Socrates, MariusMercator, and the Acts of the ecumenical 
Councils of Ephesus and Chalcedon. Tillemont: Tom. xiv. 267-676, and notes, pp. 747-795. 
Cellier: Tom. xiii. 241 sqq. ActaSanctorum: Jan. 28, tom. ii. A. Butler: Jan. 28. Fabricius: 
Biblioth. Gr. ed. Harless, vol. ix. p. 446 sqq. (The Vita of the Bollandists and the Noticia literaria 
of Fabricius are also reprinted in Migne’s edition of Cyril, tom. i. pp. 1-90.) Schrockh Theil xviii. 
313-354. Comp. also the Prefaces of AngeloMai to tom. ii. of the Nova Bibl. Patrum, and of R. P. 
Smith to his translation of Cyril’s Commentary on Luke. 
 
While the lives and labors of most of the fathers of the church continually inspire our admiration 
and devotion, Cyril of Alexandria makes an extremely unpleasant, or at least an extremely 
equivocal, impression. He exhibits to us a man making theology and orthodoxy the instruments of 
his passions. 
 
Cyrillus became patriarch of Alexandria about the year 412. He trod in the footsteps of his 
predecessor and uncle, the notorious Theophilus, who had deposed the noble Chrysostom and 
procured his banishment; in fact, he exceeded Theophilus in arrogance and violence. He had 
hardly entered upon his office, when he closed all the churches of the Novatians in Alexandria, 
and seized their ecclesiastical property. In the year 415 he fell upon the synagogues of the very 
numerous Jews with armed force, because, under provocation of his bitter injustice, they had been 
guilty of a trifling tumult; he put some to death, and drove out the rest, and exposed their property 
to the excited multitude. 
 
These invasions of the province of the secular power brought him into quarrel and continual 
contest with Orestes, the imperial governor of Alexandria. He summoned five hundred monks 
from the Nitrian mountains for his guard, who publicly insulted the governor. One of them, by the 
name of Ammon, wounded him with a stone, and was thereupon killed by Orestes. But Cyril 
caused the monk to be buried in state in a church as a holy martyr to religion, and surnamed him 
Thaumasios, the Admirable; yet he found himself compelled by the universal disgust of cultivated 
people to let this act be gradually forgotten. 
 
Cyril is also frequently charged with the instigation of the murder of the renowned Hypatia, a 
friend of Orestes. But in this cruel tragedy he probably had only the indirect part of exciting the 
passions of the Christian populace which led to it, and of giving them the sanction of his high 
office. {2033} 
 
From his uncle he had learned a strong aversion to Chrysostom, and at the notorious Synodus ad 
Quercum near Chalcedon, A. D. 403, he voted for his deposition. He therefore obstinately 



resisted the patriarchs of Constantinople and Antioch, when, shortly after the death of 
Chrysostom, they felt constrained to repeal his unjust condemnation; and he was not even 
ashamed to compare that holy man to the traitor Judas. Yet he afterwards yielded, at least in 
appearance, to the urgent remonstrances of Isidore of Pelusium and others, and admitted the name 
of Chrysostom into the diptychs {2034} of his church (419), and so brought the Roman see again 
into communication with Alexandria. 
 
From the year 428 to his death in 444 his life was interwoven with the Christological 
controversies. He was the most zealous and the most influential champion of the anti-Nestorian 
orthodoxy at the third ecumenical council, and scrupled at no measures to annihilate his 
antagonist. Besides the weapons of theological learning and acumen, he allowed himself also the 
use of wilful misrepresentation, artifice, violence, instigation of people and monks at 
Constantinople, and repeated bribery of imperial officers, even of the emperor’s sister Pulcheria. 
By his bribes he loaded the church property at Alexandria with debt, though he left considerable 
wealth even to his kindred, and adjured his successor, the worthless Dioscurus, with the most 
solemn religious ceremonies, not to disturb his heirs. {2035} 
 
His subsequent exertions for the restoration of peace cannot wipe these stains from his character; 
for he was forced to those exertions by the power of the opposition. His successor Dioscurus, 
however (after 444), made him somewhat respectable by inheriting all his passions without his 
theological ability, and by setting them in motion for the destruction of the peace. 
 
Cyril furnishes a striking proof that orthodoxy and piety are two quite different things, and that 
zeal for pure doctrine may coaxist with an unchristian spirit. In personal character he 
unquestionably stands far below his unfortunate antagonist. The judgment of the Catholic 
historians is bound by the authority of their church, which, in strange blindness, has canonized 
him. {2036} Yet Tillemont feels himself compelled to admit that Cyril did much that is unworthy 
of a saint. {2037} The estimate of Protestant historians has been the more severe. The moderate 
and honest Chr. W. Franz Walch can hardly give him credit for anything good; {2038} and the 
English historian, H. H. Milman, says he would rather appear before the judgment-seat of Christ, 
loaded with all the heresies of Nestorius, than with the barbarities of Cyril. {2039} 
 
But the faults of his personal character should not blind us to the merits of Cyril as a theologian. 
He was a man of vigorous and acute mind and extensive learning and is clearly to be reckoned 
among the most important dogmatic and polemic divines of the Greek church. {2040} Of his 
contemporaries Theodoret alone was his superior. He was the last considerable representative of 
the Alexandrian theology and the Alexandrian church, which, however, was already beginning to 
degenerate and stiffen; and thus be offsets Theodoret, who is the most learned representative of 
the Antiochian school. He aimed to be the same to the doctrine of the incarnation and the person 
of Christ, that his purer and greater predecessor in the see of Alexandria had been to the doctrine 
of the Trinity a century before. But he overstrained the supranaturalism and mysticism of the 
Alexandrian theology, and in his zeal for the reality of the incarnation and the unity of the person 
of Christ, he went to the brink of the monophysite error; even sustaining himself by the words of 
Athanasius, though not by his spirit, because the Nicene age had not yet fixed beyond all 
interchange the theological distinction between ousia and upostasi. {2041} 
 
And connected with this is his enthusiastic zeal for the honor of Mary as the virgin-mother of 
God. In a pathetic and turgid eulogy on Mary, which he delivered at Ephesus during the third 
ecumenical council, he piles upon her predicates which exceed all biblical limits, and border upon 
idolatry. {2042} "Blessed be thou," says he, "O mother of God! Thou rich treasure of the world, 
inextinguishable lamp, crown of virginity, sceptre of true doctrine, imperishable temple, 



habitation of Him whom no space can contain, mother and virgin, through whom He is, who 
comes in the name of the Lord. Blessed be thou, O Mary, who didst hold in thy womb the Infinite 
One; thou through whom the blessed Trinity is glorified and worshipped, through whom the 
precious cross is adored throughout the world, through whom heaven rejoices and angels and 
archangels are glad, through whom the devil is disarmed and banished, through whom the fallen 
creature is restored to heaven, through whom every believing soul is saved." {2043} These and 
other extravagant praises are interspersed with polemic thrusts against Nestorius. 
 
Yet Cyril did not, like Augustine, exempt the Virgin from sin or infirmity, but, like Basil, he 
ascribed to her a serious doubt at the crucifixion concerning the true divinity of Christ, and a 
shrinking from the cross, similar to that of Peter, when he was scandalized at the bare mention of 
it, and exclaimed: "Be it far from thee, Lord!" {Matthew 16:22} In commenting on John 19:25, 
Cyril says: The female sex somehow is ever fond of tears, {2044} and given to much 
lamentation.... It was the purpose of the holy evangelist to teach, that probably even the mother of 
the Lord Himself took offence {2045} at the unexpected passion; and the death upon the cross, 
being so very bitter, was near unsettling her from her fitting mind.... Doubt not that she admitted 
{2046} some such thoughts as these: I bore Him who is laughed at on the wood; but when He said 
He was the true Son of the Omnipotent God, perhaps somehow He was mistaken. {2047} He said, 
‘I am the Life;’ how then has He been crucified? how has He been strangled by the cords of His 
murderers? how did He not prevail over the plot of His persecutors? why does He not descend 
from the cross, since He bade Lazarus to return to life, and filled all Judaea with amazement at 
His miracles? And it is very natural that woman, {2048} not knowing the mystery, should slide 
into some such trains of thought. For we should understand, that the gravity of the circumstances 
of the Passion was enough to overturn even a self-possessed mind; it is no wonder then if woman 
{2049} slipped into this reasoning. Cyril thus understands the prophecy of Simeon {Luke 2:35} 
concerning the sword, which, he says, "meant the most acute pain, cutting down the woman’s 
mind into extravagant thoughts. For temptations test the hearts of those who suffer them, and 
make bare the thoughts which are in them." {2050} 
 
Aside from his partisan excesses, he powerfully and successfully represented the important truth 
of the unity of the person of Christ against the abstract dyophysitism of Nestorius. 
 
For this reason his Christological writings against Nestorius and Theodoret are of the greatest 
importance to the history of doctrine. {2051} Besides these he has left us a valuable apologetic 
work, composed in the year 433, and dedicated to the emperor Theodosius II., in refutation of the 
attack of Julian the Apostate upon Christianity; {2052} and a doctrinal work on the Trinity and 
the incarnation. {2053} As an expositor he has the virtues and the faults of the arbitrary 
allegorizing and dogmatizing method of the Alexandrians, and with all his copiousness of thought 
he affords far less solid profit than Chrysostom or Theodoret. He has left extended commentaries, 
chiefly in the form of sermons, on the Pentateuch (or rather on the most important sections and 
the typical significance of the ceremonial law), on Isaiah, on the twelve Minor Prophets, and on 
the Gospel of John. {2054} To these must now be added fragments of expositions of the Psalms, 
and of some of the Epistles of Paul, first edited by Angelo Mai; and a homiletical commentary on 
the Gospel of Luke, which likewise has but recently become known, first by fragments in the 
Greek original, and since complete in a Syriac translation from the manuscripts of a Nitrian 
monastery. {2055} And, finally, the works of Cyril include thirty Easter Homilies (Homiliae 
paschales), in which, according to Alexandrian custom, he announced the time of Easter; several 
homilies delivered in Ephesus and elsewhere; and eighty-eight Letters, relating for the most part, 
to the Nestorian controversies. {2056} 
 



{2031} Comp. S. P. N. Nili abbatis opera omnia, variorum curis, nempe Leonis Allatii, Petri 
Possini, etc., edita, nunc primum in unum collecta et ordinata, accurante J. P. Migne, Par. 1860, 1 
volume. (Patrol. Gr. tom. 79.) 
 
{2032} Comp. S. IsidoriPelusiotae Epistolarum libri v, ed. Possinus (Jesuit), republished by 
Migne, Par. 1860. (Patrol. Gr. tom. 78, including the dissertation of H. Ag. Niemeyer: 
Deuteronomy Isid. Pel. vita, scriptis et doctrina, Hal. 1825.) It is not certain that Isidore was a 
pupil of Chrysostom, but he frequently mentions him with respect, and was evidently well 
acquainted with his writings. See the dissertation of Niemeyer, in Migne’s ed. p. 15 sq. 
 
{2033} Comp. above, 6, p. 67, and Tillemont, tom. xiv. 274-’76. The learned, but superstitious 
and credulous Roman Catholic hagiographer, Alban Butler (Lives of the Saints, sub Jan. 28), 
considers Cyril innocent, and appeals to the silence of Orestes and Socrates. But Socrates, H. E. l. 
vii. c. 15, expressly says of this revolting murder: touto ou mikron mwmon kurillw, kai th 
twn alexandrewn ekklhsia eirgasato, and adds that nothing can be so contrary to the spirit 
of Christianity as the permission of murders and similar acts of violence. Walch, Schrockh, 
Gibbon, and Milman incline to hold Cyril responsible for the murder of Hypatia, which was 
perpetrated under the direction of a reader of his church, by the name of Peter. But the evidence is 
not sufficient. J. C. Robertson (History of the Christian Church, i. p. 401) more cautiously says: 
"That Cyril had any share in this atrocity appears to be an unsupported calumny; but the 
perpetrators were mostly officers of his church, and had unquestionably drawn encouragement 
from his earlier proceedings; and his character deservedly suffered in consequence." Similarly W. 
Bright (A History of the Church from 313 to 451, p. 275): "Had there been no onslaught on the 
syna gogues, there would doubtless have been no murder of Hypatia." 
 
{2034} That is, the diptuca nekrwn, or two-leaved tablets, with the list of names of 
distinguished martyrs and bishops, and other persons of merit, of whom mention was to be made 
in the prayers of the church. The Greek church has retained the use of diptychs to this day. 
 
{2035} Dioscurus, however, did not keep his word, but extorted from the heirs of Cyril immense 
sums of money, and reduced them to extreme want. So one of Cyril’s relatives complained to the 
(Conc, Chalc. Act. iii. in Hardouin, tom. ii. 406). A verification of the Proverb: Ill gotten, ill 
gone. 
 
{2036} Even the monophysite Copts and Abyssinians celebrate his memory under the abbreviated 
name of Kerlos, and the title of Doctor of the World. 
 
{2037} Memoires, xiv. 541: "S. Cyrille est Saint: mais on ne peut pas dire que toutes es actions 
soient saintes." 
 
{2038} Comp. the description at the close of the fifth volume of his tedious but thorough 
Ketzerhistorie, where, after recounting the faults of Cyril, he exclaims, p. 932: "Can a man read 
such a character without a shudder? And yet nothing is fabricated here, nothing overdrawn; 
nothing is done but to collect what is scattered in history. And what is worst: I find nothing at all 
that can be said in his praise." Schrockh (l. c. p. 352), in his prolix and loquacious way, gives an 
equally unfavorable opinion, and the more extols his antagonist Theodoret (p. 355 sqq.), who was 
a much more learned and pious man, but in his life-time was persecuted, and after his death 
condemned as a heretic, while Cyril was pronounced a saint. 
 
{2039} History of Latin Christianity, vol. i. p. 210: "Cyril of Alexandria, to those who esteem the 
stern and uncompromising assertion of certain Christian tenets the one paramount Christian 



virtue, may be the hero, even the saint: but while ambition, intrigue, arrogance, rapacity, and 
violence, are proscribed as unchristian means—barbarity, persecution, bloodshed, as unholy and 
unevangelic wickednesses—posterity will condemn the orthodox Cyril as one of the worst 
heretics against the spirit of the Gospel. Who would not meet the judgment of the divine 
Redeemer loaded with the errors of Nestorius rather than the barbarities of Cyril?" 
 
{2040} Baur (Vorlesungen uber Dogmengeschichte, i. ii. p. 47) says of Cyril: "The current 
estimate of him is not altogether just. As a theologian he must be placed higher than he usually is. 
He remained true to the spirit of the Alexandrian theology, particularly in his predilection for the 
allegorical and the mystical, and he had a doctrine consistent with itself." 
 
{2041} This is not considered by R. P. Smith, when, in the Preface to his English translation of 
Cyril’s Commentary on the Gospel of Luke from the Syriac (p. v.), he says, that Cyril never 
transcended Athanasius’ doctrine of miva fusi tou’ Qeou’logou sesarkwmenh, and that both are 
irreconcilable with the dogma of Chalcedon, which rests upon the Antiochian theology. Comp. 
137-140, above. 
 
{2042} Encomium in sanctam Mariam Deiparam, in tom. v. Pars ii. p. 880 (in Migne’s ed. tom. x. 
1029 sqq.). 
 
{2043} di hv pasa pnoh pisteuousa swzetai 
 
{2044} filodakru 
 
{2045} eskandalise payov. 
 
{2046} Eisedexato. 
 
{2047} all uion eauton alhyinon einai legwn tou pantwn kratountov yeou, taca pou 
kai diesfalleto.. 
 
{2048} Or woman’s nature, to gunaion, which is sometimes used in a contemptuous sense, like 
the German Weibsbild. 
 
{2049} to gunaion. 
 
{2050} Cyril, in Joann. lib. xii. (in Migne’s ed. of Cyril, vol. vii. col. 661 sq.). Dr. J. H. Newman 
(in his Letter to Dr. Pusey on his Eirenicon, Lond. 1866, p. 136) escapes the force of the 
argument of this and similar passages of Basil and Chrysostom against the Roman Mariolatry by 
the sophistical distinction, that they are not directed against the Virgin’s person, so much as 
against her nature (to gunaion), of which the fathers had the low estimation then prevalent, 
looking upon womankind as the "varium et mutabile semper," and knowing little of that true 
nobility which is exemplified in the females of the Germanic races, and in those of the old Jewish 
stock, Miriam, Deborah, Judith, Susanna. But it was to the human nature of Mary, and not to 
human nature in the abstract, that Cyril, whether right or wrong, attributed a doubt concerning the 
true divinity of her Son. I think there is no warrant for such a supposition in the accounts of the 
crucifixion, and the sword in the prophecy of Simeon means anguish rather than doubt. But this 
makes the antagonism of these Greek fathers with the present Roman Mariology only the more 
striking. Newman (l. c. p. 144) gratuitously assumes that the tradition of the sinlessness of the 
holy Virgin was obliterated and confused at Antioch and New Caesarea by the Arian troubles. 
But this would apply at best only to Chrysostom and Basil, and not to Cyril of Alexandria, who 



lived half a century after the defeat of Arianism at the second ecumenical council, and who was 
the leading champion of the theotokos in the Nestorian controversy. Besides there is no clear trace 
of the doctrine of the sinlessness of Mary before St. Augustine, either among the Greek or Latin 
fathers; for the tradition of Mary as the second Eve does not necessarily imply that doctrine, and 
was associated in Irenaeus and Tertullian with views similar to those expressed by Basil, 
Chrysostom, and Cyril. Comp. 81 and 82, above. 
 
{2051} Adversus Nestorii blasphemias contradictionum libri v (Kata tw’n Nestwrivou dusfhmiwn 
pentabiblo antirrhto); Explanatio xii capitum s. anathematismorum (Epilusi twn dwdeka 
kefalaiwn); Apologeticus pro xii capitibus adversus Orientales episcopos; Contra Theodoretum 
pro xii capitibus—all in the last volume of the edition of Aubert (in Migne, in tom. ix.). 
 
{2052} Contra Julianum Apostatam libri x, tom. vi. in Aubert (tom. ix. in Migne); also in 
Spanheim’s Opera Juliani. Comp. 4 and 9, above. 
 
{2053} Deuteronomy S. Trinitate, et de incarnatione Unigeniti, etc., tom. v. Pars i. Not to be 
confounded with the spurious work Deuteronomy trinitate, in tom. vi. 1-35, which combats the 
monothelite heresy, and is therefore of much later origin. 
 
{2054} Tom. i.-iv. 
 
{2055} By Angelo Mai and R. P. Smith. See the Literature above. 
 
{2056} The Homilies and Letters in tom. v. Pars ii. ed. Aubert (in Migne, with additions, in tom. 
x.).  

 



172. Ephraem the Syrian. 
 
I. S. Ephraem Syrus: Opera omnia quae exstant Greece, Syriace, Latine, in sex tomos distributa, 
ad MSS. codices Vaticanos aliosque castigata, etc.: nunc primum, sub auspiciis S. P. Clementis 
XII. Pontificis Max. e Bibl. Vaticana prodeunt. Edited by the celebrated Oriental scholar J. S. 
Assemani (assisted by his nephew Stephen Evodius Assemani, 1732-’43, 6 vols. and the Maronite 
Jesuit Peter Benedict). Romae, fol. (vols. i.-iii. contain the Greek and Latin translations; vols. iv.-
vi., which are also separately numbered i.-iii., the Syriac writings with a Latin version). 
Supplementary works edited by the Mechitarists, Venet. 1836, 4 vols. 8 vo. The hymns of 
Ephraem have also been edited by Aug. Hahn and Fr. L. Sieffert: Chrestomathia Syriaca sive S. 
Ephraemi carmina selecta, notis criticis, philologicis, historicis, et glossario locupletissimo 
illustr., Lips. 1825; and by Daniel: Thes. hymn. tom. iii. (Lips. 1855) pp. 139-268. German 
translation by Zingerle: Die heil. Muse der Syrer. Innsbruck, 1830. English translation by 
HenryBurgess: Select metrical Hymns and Homilies of Ephr. Syrus, transl. Lond. 1853, 2 vols. 12 
mo. Comp. 114, above. 
 
II. Gregorius Nyss.: Vita et encomium S. Ephr. Syr. (in Opera Greg. ed. Paris. 1615, tom. ii. pp. 
1027-1048; or in Migne’s ed. of Greg. tom. iii. 819-850, and in Ephr. Op. tom. i.). The Vita per 
Metaphrastem; several anonymous biographies; the Testimonia veterum and Judicia recentiorum; 
the Dissertation de rebus gestis, scriptis, editionibusque Ephr. Syr., etc., all in the first volume, 
and the Acta Ephraemi Syriaca auctore anonymo, in the sixth volume, of Assemani’s edition of 
the Opera Ephr. Jerome: Cat. vir. ill. c. 115. Sozomen: H. E. iii. c. 16; vi. 34. Theodoret: H. E. iv. 
29. ActaSanctorum for Fehr. i. (Antw. 1658), pp. 67-78. Butler: The Lives of the Saints, sub July 
9. W. Cave: Lives of the Fathers, &c. Vol. iii. 404-412 (Oxford ed. of 1840). Fabricius: Bibl. Gr. 
(reprinted in Assemani’s ed. of the Opera i. lxiii. sqq.). Lengerke: Deuteronomy Ephraemo Syro 
S. Scripturae interprete, Hal. 1828; Deuteronomy Ephr. arte hermeneutica, Regiom. 1831. 
Alsleben: Das Leben des h. Ephraem. Berlin, 1853. E. Rodiger: Art. Ephram in Herzog’s Encykl. 
vol. iv. (1855), p. 85 ff. 
 
Before we leave the Oriental fathers, we must give a sketch of Ephraem or Ephraim {2057} the 
most distinguished divine, orator, and poet, of the ancient Syrian church. He is called "the pillar 
of the church," "the teacher," "the prophet, of the Syrians," and as a hymn-writer "the guitar of the 
Holy Ghost." His life was at an early date interwoven with miraculous legends, and it is 
impossible to sift the truth from pious fiction. 
 
He was born of heathen parents in Mesopotamia (either at Edessa or at Nisibis) in the beginning 
of the fourth century, and was expelled from home by his father, a priest of the god Abnil, for his 
leaning to Christianity. {2058} He went to the venerated bishop and confessor Jacob of Nisibis, 
who instructed and probably also baptized him, took him to the council of Nicaea in 325, and 
employed him as teacher. He soon acquired great celebrity by his sacred learning, his zealous 
orthodoxy, and his ascetic piety. In 363, after the cession of Nisibis to the Persians, he withdrew 
to Roman territory, and settled in Edessa, which about that time became the chief seat of 
Christian learning in Syria. {2059} He lived a hermit in a cavern near the city, and spent his time 
in ascetic exercises, in reading, writing, and preaching to the monks and the people with great 
effect. He acquired complete mastery over his naturally violent temper, he denied himself all 
pleasures, and slept on the bare ground. He opposed the remnants of idolatry in the surrounding 
country, and defended the Nicene orthodoxy against all classes of heretics. He made a journey to 
Egypt, where he spent several years among the hermits. He also visited, by divine admonition, 
Basil the Great at Caesarea, who ordained him deacon. Basil held him in the highest esteem, and 
afterwards sent two of his pupils to Edessa to ordain him bishop; but Ephraem, in order to escape 



the responsible office, behaved like a fool, and the messengers returned with the report that he 
was out of his mind. Basil told them that the folly was on their side, and Ephraem was a man full 
of divine wisdom. 
 
Shortly before his death, when the city of Edessa was visited by a severe famine, Ephraem quitted 
his solitary cell and preached a powerful sermon against the rich for permitting the poor to die 
around them, and told them that their wealth would ruin their soul, unless they made good use of 
it. The rich men felt the rebuke, and intrusted him with the distribution of their goods. Ephraem 
fitted up about three hundred beds, and himself attended to the sufferers, whether they were 
foreigners or natives, till the calamity was at an end. Then he returned to his cell, and a few days 
after, about the year 379, he expired, soon following his friend Basil. 
 
Ephraem, says Sozomen, attained no higher clerical degree than that of deacon, but his 
attainments in virtue rendered him equal in reputation to those who rose to the highest sacerdotal 
dignity, while his holy life and erudition made him an object of universal admiration. He left 
many disciples who were zealously attached to his doctrines. The most celebrated of them were 
Abbas, Zenobius, Abraham, Maras, and Simeon, whom the Syrians regard as the glory of their 
country. {2060} 
 
Ephraem was an uncommonly prolific author. His fertility was prophetically revealed to him in 
his early years by the vision of a vine which grew from the root of his tongue, spreading in every 
direction to the ends of the earth, and was loaded with new and heavier clusters the more it was 
plucked. His writings consist of commentaries on the Scriptures, homilies, ascetic tracts, and 
sacred poetry. The commentaries and hymns, or metrical prose, are preserved in the Syriac 
original, and have an independent philological value for Oriental scholars. The other writings 
exist only in Greek, Latin, and Armenian translations. Excellent Greek translations were known 
and extensively read so early as the time of Chrysostom and Jerome. His works furnish no clear 
evidence of his knowledge of the Greek language; some writers assert his acquaintance with 
Greek, others deny it. {2061} 
 
His commentaries extended over the whole Bible, "from the book of creation to the last book of 
grace," as Gregory of Nyssa says. We have his commentaries on the historical and prophetical 
books of the Old Testament and the Book of Job in Syriac, and his commentaries on the Epistles 
of Paul in an Armenian translation. {2062} They have been but little used thus far by 
commentators. He does not interpret the text from the original Hebrew, but from the old Syriac 
translation, the Peshito. {2063} 
 
His sermons and homilies, of which, according to Photius, he composed more than a thousand, 
are partly expository, partly polemical, against Jews, heathen, and heretics. {2064} They evince a 
considerable degree of popular eloquence; they are full of pathos, exclamations, apostrophes, 
antitheses, illustrations, severe rebuke, and sweet comfort, according to the subject; but also full 
of exaggerations, bombast, prolixity, and the superstitious of his age, such as the over-estimate of 
ascetic virtue, and excessive veneration of the Virgin Mary, the saints, and relics. {2065} Some of 
his sermons were publicly read after the Bible lesson in many Oriental and even Occidental 
churches. {2066} 
 
His hymns were intended to counteract the influence of the heretical views of Bardesanes and his 
son Harmonius, which spread widely by means of popular Syrian songs. "When Ephraem 
perceived," says Sozomen, "that the Syrians were charmed with the elegant diction and 
melodious versification of Harmonius, he became apprehensive, lest they should imbibe the same 
opinions; and therefore, although he was ignorant of Greek learning, he applied himself to the 



study of the metres of Harmonius, and composed similar poems in accordance with the doctrines 
of the church, and sacred hymns in praise of holy men. From that period the Syrians sang the odes 
of Ephraem, according to the method indicated by Harmonius." Theodoret gives a similar 
account, and says, that the hymns of Ephraem combined harmony and melody with piety, and 
subserved all the purposes of valuable and efficacious medicine against the heretical hymns of 
Harmonius. It is reported that he wrote no less than three hundred thousand verses. {2067} But, 
with the exception of his commentaries, all his Syriac works are written in verse, i.e., in lines of 
an equal number of syllables, and with occasional rhyme and assonance, though without regular 
metre. {2068} 
 
{2057} The Greeks spell his name Efraim, the Latins Ephraem. 
 
{2058} This is the account of the Syriac Acta Ephraemi, in the sixth volume of the Opera p. xxiii 
sqq. But according to another account, which is followed by Butler and Cave, his parents were 
Christians, and dedicated him to God from the cradle. 
 
{2059} On the early history of Christianity in Edessa, compare W. Cureton: Ancient Syriac 
Documents relative to the earliest Establishment of Christianity in Edessa and the neighboring 
Countries, from the Year after our Lord’s Ascension to the Beginning of the Fourth Century. 
Lond. 1866. 
 
{2060} Sozomen, H. E. iii. 16. Cave (I. c. iii. 409) says of him: "He had all the virtues that can 
render a man great and excellent, and this that crowned all the rest, that he would not know it, nor 
cared to hear of it; being desirous, as Nyssen tells us, ou dokein, all einai crhstov, not to 
seem, but to be really good." 
 
{2061} Sozomen and Theodoret expressly say that Ephraem was not acquainted with the Greek 
language, but used the Syriac "as a medium for reflecting the rays of divine grace." According to 
the legend he was miraculously endowed with the knowledge of the Greek on his visit to Basil, 
who was in like manner inspired to greet him in Syriac. 
 
{2062} Opera, tom. iv. and v., or vol. i. and ii. of the Opera Syr., and the supplements of the 
Mechitarists. 
 
{2063} He refers, however, occasionally to the original, as, for instance, ad Genesis 1:1: 
"Interjecta particula at quae in Hebraico textu hac loco legitur, idem valet, quod Syriacus 
articulus." (Opera, vi. 116.) But such references prove no more than a superficial knowledge of 
Hebrew. 
 
{2064} Opera, tom. i. ii. iii. and iv. Compare Photius, Bibl. Cod. 196. 
 
{2065} There is even a prayer to the holy Virgin (in Latin only) in his Works, tom. iii. p. 577; if it 
be genuine; for there are no other clear traces of such prayers before the fifth century. Mary is 
there addressed as "immaculata... atque ab omni sorde ac labe peccati alienissima, virgo Dei 
sponsa, ac Domina nostra," etc. 
 
{2066} Hieron, Deuteronomy script. eccl. c.115, 
 
{2067} Sozomen, iii. 16: triakosia muriada epwn, —eph and sticoi is equivalent to verses 
or lines. Origen says of the Book of Job that it contains nearly 10,000 eph. 
 



{2068} Comp. Rodiger, in Herzog’s Encycl. vol. iv. p. 89, and the Observationes prosodicae of 
Hahn and Sieffert in their Chrestomathia Syriaca.  

 



II.—The Latin Fathers. 
 

173. Lactantius. 
 
I. Lactantius, Lucius Caecilius Firmianus: Opera. First edition in venerabili monasterio 
Sublacensi, 1465. (Brunet: "Livre precieux, qui est en meme temps la premiere edition de 
Lactance, et le premier ouvrage impr. en Italia avec date.") Later editions by J. L. Brunemann, 
Lips. 1739; Le Brun and N. Lenglet Du Fresnoy, Par. 1748, 2 vols. 4to; F. E. a S. Xaverio, Rom. 
1754-’9, and Migne, Par. 1844, in 2 vols. A convenient manual edition by O. Fridol. Fritzsche, in 
Gersdorf’s Bibliotheca Patrum ecclesiast. selecta, Lips. 1842, vol. x. and xi. 
 
II. The introductory essays to the editions. Jerome: Cat. vir. illustr. c. 80. Notices in Dupin, 
Ceillier, Cave (Vol. iii. pp. 373-384), Schonemann (Biblioth. Patr. Lat. i. 177 sqq.), &c. Mohler: 
Patrologie, i. pp. 917-933. On the Christology of Lactantius, comp. Dorner: 
Entwicklungsgeschichte der Lehre Von der Person Christi. Th. i. p. 761 ff. 
 
Firmiamus Lactantius stands among the Latin fathers, like Eusebius among the Greek, on the 
border between the second period and the third, and unites in his reminiscences the personal 
experience of both the persecution and the victory of the church in the Roman empire; yet in his 
theological views he belongs rather to the ante-Nicene age. 
 
According to his own confession he sprang from heathen parents. He was probably, as some have 
inferred from his name, a native of Firmum (Fermo) in Italy; he studied in the school of the 
rhetorician and apologist Arnobius of Sicca, and on this account has been taken by some for an 
African; he made himself known by a poetical work called Symposion, a collection of a hundred 
riddles in hexameters for table amusement; and he was called to Nicomedia by Dioclesian to 
teach Latin eloquence. But as this city was occupied mostly by Greeks, he had few hearers, and 
devoted himself to authorship. {2069} In his manhood, probably shortly before or during the 
persecution under Dioclesian, he embraced Christianity; he was witness of the cruel scenes of that 
persecution, though not himself a sufferer in it; and he wrote in defence of the hated and reviled 
religion. 
 
Constantine subsequently (after 312) brought him to his court in Gaul, and committed to him the 
education of his son Crispus, whom the emperor caused to be executed in 326. At court he lived 
very simply, and withstood the temptations of luxury and avarice. He is said to have died in the 
imperial residence at Treves at a great age, about the year 330. 
 
Jerome calls Lactantius the most learned man of his time. {2070} His writings certainly give 
evidence of varied and thorough knowledge, of fine rhetorical culture, and particularly of eminent 
power of statement in clear, pure, and elegant style. In this last respect he surpasses almost all the 
Latin fathers, except Jerome, and has not unjustly been called the Christian Cicero. {2071} His is 
the famous derivation of the word religion from religare, defining it as the reunion of man with 
God, reconciliation; answering to the nature of Christianity, and including the three ideas of an 
original unity, a separation by sin, and a restoration of the unity again. {2072} 
 
But he is far more the rhetorician than the philosopher or theologian, and, as Jerome observes, has 
greater skill in the refutation of error than in the establishment of truth. The doctrinal matter of his 
writings, as in the case of his preceptor Arnobius, is very vague and unsatisfactory, and he does 



not belong to the narrower circle of the fathers, the authoritative teachers of the church. Pope 
Gelasius counted his works among the apocrypha, i.e., writings not ecclesiastically received. 
 
Notwithstanding this, his Institutes, on account of their elegant style, have been favorite reading, 
and are said to have appeared in more than a hundred editions. His mistakes and errors in the 
exposition of points of Christian doctrine do not amount to heresies, but are mostly due to the 
crude and unsettled state of the church doctrine at the time. In the doctrine of sin he borders upon 
Manichaeism. In anthropology and soteriology he follows the synergism which, until Augustine, 
was almost universal. In the doctrine of the Trinity he was, like most of the ante-Nicene fathers, 
subordinationist. He taught a duplex nativitas of Christ, one at the creation, and one at the 
incarnation. Christ went forth from God at the creation, as a word from the mouth, yet 
hypostatically. {2073} 
 
His most important work is his Divine Institutes, a comprehensive refutation of heathenism and 
defence of Christianity, designed to make Christianity better known among the cultivated classes, 
and to commend it by scholarship and attractive style. {2074} He seems to have begun the work 
during the Dioclesianic persecution, but afterwards to have enlarged and improved it about the 
year 321; for he dedicated it to the emperor, whom he celebrates as the first Christian prince. 
{2075} 
 
To the same apologetic purpose was his work Deuteronomy morte, or mortibus, persecutorum, 
which is of some importance to the external history of the church. {2076} It describes with minute 
knowledge, but in vehement tone, the cruel persecutions of the Christians from Nero to 
Dioclesian, Galerius, and Maximinus (314), and the divine judgments on the persecutors, who 
were compelled to become involuntary witnesses to the indestructible power of Christianity. 
 
In his book Deuteronomy opificio Dei {2077} he gives observations on the organization of the 
human nature, and on the divine wisdom displayed in it. 
 
In the treatise Deuteronomy ira Dei {2078} he shows that the punitive justice of God necessarily 
follows from his abhorrence of evil, and is perfectly compatible with his goodness; and he closes 
with an exhortation to live such a life that God may ever be gracious to us, and that we may never 
have to fear his wrath. 
 
We have also from Lactantius various Fragmenta and Carmina de Phoenice, de Passione Domini, 
de resurrectione Domini, and one hundred Aenigmata, each of three hexameters. {2079} 
 
{2069} He says of his heathen life, Inst. div. i. 1, that he trained youth by his "non ad virtutem, 
sed plane ad argutam malitiam." 
 
{2070} Catal. c.80: "Lact. vir omnium suo tempore eruditissimus." In Ep. 58 ad Paulinum (ed. 
Vall.), c. 10, he gives the following just view of him: "Lact. quasi quidam fluvius eloquentiae 
Tullianae, utinam tam nostra affirmare potuisset, quam facile aliena destruxit." O. Friedol. 
Fritzsche, in the Praefatio of his edition of his Opera, thus estimates him: "Firm. Lactantius, qui 
Ciceronis felicissimus exstitit imitator, non solum sermonis castitate et elegantia orationisque 
flumine, sed, qua erat summa eruditione, rerum etiam copia et varietate inter reliquos ecclesiae 
latinae scriptores maxime eminuit, eoque factum est, ut, quamvis doctrinam ejus non satis esse 
sanam viros pios haud lateret, nunquam tamen prorsus negligeretur." 
 
{2071} Or, as Jerome, l. c., calls him: "Fluvius eloquentiae Tullianae." 
 



{2072} Instit. div. l. iv. cap. 28 (vol. i. p. 223, ed. Fritzsche): "Hoc vinculo pietatis obstricti Deo 
et religati sumus; unde ipsa religio nomen accepit, non ut Cicero interpretatus est, a relegendo" 
Cicero says, Deuteronomy natura deorum, ii. 28: "Qui omnia quae ad cultum deorum pertinerent, 
diligenter retmetarent et tamquam relegerent, religiosi dicti sunt ex relegendo, ut elegantes ex 
eligendo, itemque ex diligendo diligentes." This derivation is not impossible, since we have legio 
from legere, and several nouns ending in io from verbs of the third conjugation, as regio, 
contagio, oblivio. But the derivation of Lactantius gives a more correct and profound idea of 
religion, and etymologically it is equally admissible; for although religare would rather yield the 
noun religatio, yet we have optio from optare, rebellio from rebellare internecio from 
internecare, &c. Augustine (Retract. i. 13), Jerome (Ad Amos, c. 9), and the majority of Christian 
divines have adopted the definition of Lactantius. 
 
{2073} According to a statement of Jerome (Ep. 41 ad Pammach. et Ocean.) he denied the 
personality of the Holy Ghost. 
 
{2074} Institutionum divinarum libri vii. The title was chosen with reference to the Institutiones 
juris civilis (i. 1). The several books then bear the following superscriptions: 1. Deuteronomy 
falsa religione; 2. Deuteronomy origine erroris; 3. Deuteronomy fan sapientia; 4. Deuteronomy 
vera sapientia; 5. Deuteronomy justitia; 6. Deuteronomy vero cultu; 7. Deuteronomy vita beata. 
Lactantius himself made an abstract of it under the title: Epitome ad Pentadium fratrem, in 
Fritzsche, Pars ii. pp. 114-171. 
 
{2075} L. i. c. 1: "Quod opus nunc nominis tui auspicio inchoamus, Constantine imperator 
maxims, qui primus Romanorum principum, repudiatis erroribus, majestatem Dei singularis ac 
veri cognovisti et honorasti," &c. This passage, by the way, does not appear in all the codices. 
Comp. the note in the ed. of Fritzsche, Pars i. p. 3. 
 
{2076} In the ed. of Fritzsche, P. ii. pp. 248-286. This work is wanting in the earlier editions, and 
also in several manuscripts, and is therefore sometimes denied to Lactantius, e.g., by Dom de 
Nourry, in a learned dissertation on this question, reprinted in the Appendix to the second volume 
of Migne’s edition of Lactantius, p. 839 sqq. But its style, upon the whole, agrees with his; the 
work entirely suits his time and circumstances; and it is probably the same that Jerome cites under 
the name Deuteronomy persecutions. Jac. Burckhardt, in his monograph on Constantine the 
Great, 1853, treats this book throughout as an untrustworthy romance, but without proof, and with 
an obvious aversion to all the fathers, similar to that of Gibbon. 
 
{2077} In the ed. of Fritzsche, Pars ii. pp. 172-208. 
 
{2078} Ibid. ii. 208-247. 
 
{2079} Ibid. ii. p. 286 sqq. Other works of Lactantius, cited by Jerome, are lost.  

 



174. Hilary of Poitiers. 
 
I. S. Hilarius Pictaviensis: Opera, studio et labore monach. S. Benedicti e congreg. S. Mauri. 
Paris, 1693, 1 vol. fol. The same ed. enlarged and improved by Scip. Maffei, Verona, 1730, 2 
vols. fol. (reprinted in Venice, 1749). Am ed. by Fr. Overthur, Wirceburgi, 1785-’88, 4 vols.; and 
one by Migne, Petit-Montrouge, 1844-’45, in 2 vols. (Patrol. Lat. tom. ix. and x.). 
 
II. The Praefatio et Vitae in the first vol. of the ed. of Maffei, and Migne (tom. i. 125 sqq.). 
Hieronymus: Deuteronomy viris illustr. c. 100. Tillemont (tom. vii.); Ceillier (tom. v.); and 
Butler, sub Jan. 14. Kling, in Herzog’s Encykl. vi. 84 ff. On the Christology of Hilary, comp. 
especially Dorner, Entwicklungsgeschichte, i. 1037 ff. 
 
Hilary of Poitiers, or Pictaviensis, so named from his birth-place and subsequent bishopric in 
Southwestern France, and so distinguished from other men of the same name, {2080} was 
especially eminent in the Arian controversies for his steadfast confession and powerful defence of 
the orthodox faith, and has therefore been styled the "Athanasius of the West." 
 
He was born towards the end of the third century, and embraced Christianity in mature age, with 
his wife and his daughter Apra. {2081} He found in the Holy Scriptures the solution of the riddle 
of life, which he had sought in vain in the writings of the philosophers. In the year 350 he became 
bishop of his native city, and immediately took a very decided stand against Arianism, which was 
at that time devastating the Gallic church. For this he was banished by Constantius to Phrygia in 
Asia Minor, where Arianism ruled. Here, between 356 and 361, he wrote his twelve books on the 
Trinity, the main work of his life. {2082} He was recalled to Gaul, then banished again, and spent 
the last years of his life in rural retirement till his death in 368. 
 
We have from him, besides the theological work already mentioned several smaller polemic 
works against Arianism, viz., On Synods, or the Faith of the Orientals (358); fragments of a 
history of the Synod of Ariminum and Seleucia; a tract against the Arian emperor Constantius, 
and one against the Arian bishop Auxentius of Milan. He wrote also Commentaries on the Psalms 
(incomplete), and the Gospel of Matthew, which are partly a free translation of Origen, {2083} 
and some original hymns, which place him next to Ambrose among the lyric poets of the ancient 
church. 
 
Hilary was a man of thorough biblical knowledge, theological depth and acuteness, and earnest, 
efficient piety. He had schooled himself in the works of Origen and Athanasius, but was at the 
same time an independent thinker and investigator. His language is often obscure and heavy, but 
earnest and strong, recalling Tertullian. He had to reproduce the profound thoughts of Athanasius 
and other Greek fathers in the Latin language, which is far less adapted to speculation than the 
copious, versatile, finely-shaded Greek. The incarnation of God was to him, as it was to 
Athanasius, the centre of theology and of the Christian life. He had an effective hand in the 
development of the dogma of the consubstantiality of the Son with the Father, and the dogma of 
the person of Christ. In this he was specially eminent for his fine use of the Gospel of John. But 
he could not get clear of subordinationism, nor call the Holy Ghost downright God. His 
Pneumatology, as well as his anthropology and soteriology, was, like that of all the fathers before 
Augustine, comparatively crude. In Christology he saw farther and deeper than many of his 
contemporaries. He made the distinction clear between the divine and the human in Christ, and 
yet held firmly to the unity of His person. He supposes a threefold birth of the Son of God: the 
eternal generation in the bosom of the Father, to whom the Son is equal in essence and glory; the 
incarnation, the humiliation of Himself to the form of a servant from the free impulse of love; and 



the birth of the Son of God out of the Son of Man in the resurrection, the transfiguration of the 
form of a servant into the form of God, at once showing forth again the full glory of God, and 
realizing the idea of humanity. {2084} 
 
{2080} As Hilarius Arelatensis (449), celebrated for his contest with pope Leo I. 
 
{2081} We have from him an Epistola ad Apram (or Abram in other manuscripts), filiam suam, 
written in 358, in tom. ii. 549 (ed. Migne). He sent to her his famous morning hymn: "Lucia 
largitor splendide." 
 
{2082} Deuteronomy trinitate libri xii. (tom. i. 26-472, ed. Migne). 
 
{2083} Jerome (De viris illustr. c. 100) says of his Commentary on the Psalms: "In quo opere 
imitatus Origenem, nonnulla etiam de suo addidit," and of the Commentary on Matthew and the 
tract on Job: "Quos de Graeco Origenis ad sensum transtulit." 
 
{2084} Kling says, l. c. p. 94: "Hilary holds a most important place in the development of 
Christology, and his massive analysis contains fruitful germs which in the succeeding centuries 
have been only in part developed; profound and comprehensive thoughts, the stimulating and 
fertilizing power of which reaches down even into our own time; nor need our time be ashamed 
to learn from this ancient master, as well as from other teachers of that age."  

 



175. Ambrose. 
 
I. S. Ambrosius Mediolanensis episcopus: Opera ad manuscriptos codices Vaticanos, Gallicanos, 
Belgicos, &c., emendata, studio et labore monachorum ord. S. Benedicti e congreg. S. Mauri 
(Jac. du Fricke et Nic. de Nourry). Paris. 1686-’90, 2 vols. fol. This edition was reprinted at 
Venice, 1748-’51, in 4 vols. fol., and in 1781 in 8 vols. 4to, and by Abbe Migne in his Patrol., 
Petit-Montrouge, 1843, 2 tom. in 4 Parts with some additions. The Libri tres de officiis, and the 
Hexaameron of Ambrose have also been frequently published separately. A convenient edition of 
both is included in Gersdorf’s Bibliotheca Patrum Latinorum selecta, vols. viii. and ix. Lips. 
1839. His hymns are found also in Daniel’s Thesaurus hymnolog tom. i. p. 12 sqq. 
 
II. Paulinus (deacon of Milan and secretary of Ambrose): Vita S. Ambrosii (written by request of 
St. Augustine, derived from personal knowledge, from Marcella, sister of Ambrose, and several 
friends). The Vita of an anonymous writer, in Greek and Latin, in the Bened. ed. of the Opera. 
Both in the Appendix to tom. ii. ed. Benedictinae. BenedictiniEditores: Vita Ambrosii ex ejus 
potissimum scriptis collecta et secundum chronologiae ordinem digesta, in the Bened. ed., in the 
Appendix to tom. ii., and in Migne’s reprint, tom. i. (very thorough and instructive). Comp. also 
the Selecta veterum testimonia de S. Ambr. in the same editions. The biographies of Hermant 
(1678), Tillemont (tom. x. pp. 78-306), Vagliano (Sommario degli archivescovi di Milano), 
Butler (sub Dec. 7), Schrockh, Bohringer, J. P. Silbert (Das Leben des heiligen Ambrosius, Wien, 
1841). 
 
Ambrose, son of the governor (praefectus) of Gaul, which was one of the three great dioceses of 
the Western empire, was born at Treves (Treviri) about 340, educated at Rome for the highest 
civil offices, and after greatly distinguishing himself as a rhetorician, was elected imperial 
president (praetor) of Upper Italy; whereupon Probus, prefect of Italy, gave him the remarkable 
advice, afterwards interpreted as an involuntary prophecy: "Go, and act not the judge, but the 
bishop." He administered this office with justice and mildness, enjoying universal esteem. 
 
The episcopal chair of Milan, the second capital of Italy, and frequently the residence of the 
emperors, was at that time occupied by the Cappadocian, Auxentius, the head of the Arian party 
in the West. Soon after the arrival of Ambrose, Auxentius died. A division then arose among the 
people in the choice of a successor, and a dangerous riot threatened. The governor considered it 
his duty to allay the storm. But while he was yet speaking to the people, the voice of a child 
suddenly rang out: "Let Ambrose be bishop!" It seemed a voice of God, and Arians and Catholics 
cried, Amen. 
 
Ambrose was at that time a catechumen, and therefore not even baptized. He was terrified, and 
seized all possible, and even most eccentric, means to escape the responsible office. He was 
obliged to submit, was baptized, and eight days afterwards, in 374, was consecrated bishop of 
Milan. His friend, Basil the Great of Caesarea, was delighted that God had chosen such a man to 
so important a post, who counted noble birth, wealth, and eloquence loss, that he might win 
Christ. 
 
From this time forward Ambrose lived wholly for the church, and became one of the greatest 
bishops of ancient Christendom, full of Roman dignity, energy, and administrative wisdom, and 
of the unction of the Holy Ghost. He began his work with the sale of his great estates and of his 
gold and silver for the benefit of the poor; reserving an allowance for his pious sister Marcella or 
Marcellina, who in early youth had taken the vow of virginity. With voluntary poverty he 
associated the strictest regimen of the ascetic spirit of his time; accepted no invitations to 



banquets; took dinner only on Sunday, Saturday, and the festivals of celebrated martyrs; devoted 
the greater part of the night to prayer, to the hitherto necessarily neglected study of the Scriptures 
and the Greek fathers, and to theological writing; preached every Sunday, and often in the week; 
was accessible to all, most accessible to the poor and needy; and administered his spiritual 
oversight, particularly his instruction of catechumens, with the greatest fidelity. 
 
The Arians he vigorously opposed by word and act, and contributed to the victory of the Nicene 
faith in the West. In this work he behaved himself towards the Arian empress Justina with rare 
boldness, dignity, and consistency, in the heroic spirit of an Athanasius. The court demanded the 
cession of a catholic church for the use of the Arians, and claimed for them equal rights with the 
orthodox. But Ambrose asserted the entire independence of the church towards the state, and by 
perseverance came off victorious in the end. It was his maxim, that the emperor is in the church, 
but not over the church, and therefore has no right to the church buildings. 
 
He did not meddle in secular matters, nor ask favor of the magistracy, except when he could put 
in a word of intercession for the unfortunate and for persons condemned to death in those 
despotic times. This enabled him to act the more independently in his spiritual office, as a real 
prince of the church, fearless even of the emperor himself. Thus he declared to the usurper 
Maximus, who desired church fellowship, that he would never admit him, unless he should do 
sincere penance for the murder of the emperor Gratian. 
 
When the Roman prefect, Symmachus, the noblest and most eloquent advocate of the decaying 
heathenism of his time, implored the emperor Valentinian, in an apology for the altar of Victory 
which stood in the hall of the Roman senate, to tolerate the worship and the sanctuaries of the 
ancient gods, Ambrose met him with an admirable reply, and prevented the granting of his 
request. 
 
The most imposing appearance of our bishop against the temporal power was in his dealing with 
Theodosius, when this truly great, but passionate and despotic, emperor, enraged at Thessalonica 
for a riot, had caused many thousand innocent persons to be put to death with the guilty, and 
Ambrose, interesting himself for the unfortunate, like a Nathan with David, demanded repentance 
of the emperor, and refused him the holy communion. "How wilt thou," said he to him in the 
vestibule of the church, "how wilt thou lift up in prayer the hands still dripping with the blood of 
the murdered? How wilt thou receive with such hands the most holy body of the Lord? How wilt 
thou bring to thy mouth his precious blood? Get thee away, and dare not to heap crime upon 
crime." When Theodosius appealed to David’s murder and adultery, the bishop answered: "Well, 
if thou hast imitated David in sin, imitate him also in repentance." {2085} The emperor actually 
submitted to ecclesiastical discipline, made public confession of his sin, and did not receive 
absolution until he had issued a law that the sentence of death should never be executed till thirty 
days after it was pronounced. {2086} 
 
From this time the relation between Ambrose and Theodosius continued undisturbed, and the 
emperor is reported to have said afterwards with reference to the bishop, that he had recently 
found the first man who told him the truth, and that he knew only one man who was worthy to be 
bishop. He died in the arms of Ambrose at Milan in 395. The bishop delivered his funeral oration 
in which he tells, to his honor, that on his dying bed he was more concerned for the condition of 
the church than for himself, and says to the soldiers: "The faith of Theodosius was your victory; 
let your truth and faith be the strength of his sons. Where unbelief is, there is blindness, but where 
fidelity is, there is the host of angels." 
 



Two years after this, Ambrose himself was fatally sick. All Milan was in terror. When he was 
urged to pray God for a lengthening of his life, he answered: "I have so lived among you that I 
cannot be ashamed to live longer; but neither do I fear to die; for we have a good Lord." During 
his sickness he had miraculous intimations and heard heavenly voices, and he himself related that 
Christ appeared to him smiling. His notary and biographer, the deacon Paulinus, who adorns his 
life throughout with miraculous incidents, tells us: {2087} "Not long before his death, while he 
was dictating to me his exposition of the Forty-third Psalm, I saw upon his head a flame in the 
form of a small shield; hereupon his face became white as snow, and not till some time after did it 
return to its natural color." In the night of Good Friday, on Saturday, the 4th of April, 397, he 
died, at the age of fifty-seven years, having first spent several hours, with his hands crossed, in 
uninterrupted prayer. Even Jews and pagans lamented his death. On the night of Easter following 
many were baptized in the church where his body was exposed Not a few of the newly baptized 
children saw him seated in the episcopal chair with a shining star upon his head. Even after his 
death he wrought miracles in many places, in proof of which Paulinus gives his own experience, 
credible persons, and documents. 
 
Ambrose, like Cyprian before him, and Leo I. after him, was greatest in administration. As bishop 
he towered above the contemporary popes. As a theologian and author he is only a star of the 
second magnitude among the church fathers, yielding by far to Jerome and Augustine. We have 
from this distinguished prelate several exegetical, doctrinal, and ascetic works, besides homilies, 
orations, and letters. In exegesis he adopts the allegorical method entire, and yields little 
substantial information. The most important among his exegetical works are his homilies on the 
history of creation (Hexaameron, written 389), an Exposition of twenty-one Psalms (390-397), 
and a Commentary on the Gospel of Luke (386). {2088} The Commentary on the Pauline Epistles 
(Ambrosiaster so called or Pseudo-Ambrosius) which found its way among his works, is of 
uncertain authorship, perhaps the work of the Roman deacon Hilary under pope Damasus, and 
resembles in many respects the commentaries of Pelagius. Among his doctrinal writings his five 
books On Faith, three On the Holy Ghost, and six On the Sacraments (catechetical sermons on 
baptism, confirmation, and the eucharist) are worthy of mention. Among his ethical writings the 
work On Duties is the most important. It resembles in form the well-known work of Cicero on the 
same subject, and reproduces it in a Christian spirit. It is a collection of rules of living for the 
clergy, and is the first attempt at a Christian doctrine of morals, though without systematic 
method. {2089} Besides this he composed several ascetic essays: Three books on Virgins; On 
Virginity; On the Institution of the Virgin; On Exhortation to Virginity; On the Fall of a 
Consecrated Virgin, &c., which contributed much to the spread of celibacy and monastic piety. 
Of his ninety-one Epistles several are of considerable historical interest. 
 
In his exegesis and in his theology, especially in the doctrine of the incarnation and the Trinity, 
Ambrose is entirely dependent on the Greek fathers; most on Basil, whose Hexaameron he almost 
slavishly copied. In anthropology he forms the transition from the Oriental doctrine to the system 
of Augustine, whose teacher and forerunner he was. He is most peculiar in his ethics, which he 
has set forth in his three books Deuteronomy Officiis. As a pulpit orator he possessed great 
dignity, force, and unction, and made a deep impression on Augustine, to whose conversion he 
contributed a considerable share. Many mothers forbade their daughters to hear him lest he 
should induce them to lead a life of celibacy. 
 
Ambrose has also a very important place in the history of worship, and did immortal service for 
the music and poetry of the church, as in a former section we have seen. {2090} Here again, as in 
theology and exegesis, he brought over the treasures of the Greek church into the Latin. The 
church of Milan uses to this day a peculiar liturgy 
 



which is called after him the ritus Ambrosianus. 
 
{2085} "Qui sequutus es errantem, sequere corrigentem" Paulinus, Vita Ambr. c. 24. 
 
{2086} Paulinus, l. c. c. 24: "Quod ubi audivit clementissimus imperator, ita suscepit, ut publicam 
poenitentiam non abhorreret," &c. Ambrose himself says in his funeral oration on Theodosius: 
"Stravit omne, quo utebatur insigne regium, deflevit in ecclesia publice peccatum suum, neque 
ullus postea dies fuit, quo non illum doleret errorem." The main fact is beyond doubt; but the 
details are not all reliable, and may have been exaggerated for hierarchical ends. 
 
{2087} Vita Ambr. c. 42. 
 
{2088} The exegetical works are in tom. i. of the Bened. ed., excepting Ambrosiaster, which is in 
the Appendix to tom. ii. Jerome had a contemptuous opinion of his exegetical writings. In the 
preface to his translation of the thirty-nine Homilies of Origen on Luke, he compares the 
superficial and meagre Commentary of Ambrose on Luke to the croaking of a raven which makes 
sport of the colors of all other birds, and yet is itself dark all over (totus ipse tenebrosus). Against 
this attack Rufinus felt it his duty to defend Ambrose, "qui non solum Mediolanensis ecclesiae, 
verum etiam omnium ecclesiarum columna quaedam et turris inexpugnabilis fuit" (Invect. ii. adv. 
Hieron.). In his Catalogus vir. illustr. c. 124, Jerome disposes of Ambrose with the following 
frosty and equivocal notice: "Ambrosius Mediolanensis episcopus, usque in presentem diem 
scribit, de quo, quia superest, meum judicium subtraham, ne in alterutram partem aut adulatio in 
me reprehendatur, aut veritas." In his Epistles, however, he occasionally makes favorable allusion 
to his ascetic writings which fell in with his own taste. Augustine, from a sense of gratitude to his 
spiritual father, always mentions his name with respect. The passages of Augustine on Ambrose 
are collected in the Selecta veterum testimonia at the beginning of the first tome of the Bened. 
edition. But the unfavorable notice of Jerome quoted above is omitted there. 
 
{2089} Deuteronomy officiis ministrorum in three books (in the Bened. ed. tom. ii. f. 1-142). 
Comp. F. Hassler: Ueber das Verhaltniss der heidnischen und christlichen Ethik auf Grund einer 
Vergleichung des ciceronianischen Buches Deuteronomy officiis mit dem gleichnamigen des 
heiligen Ambrosius, Munchen, 1866. 
 
{2090} Paulinus, in Vita Ambr. c. 13, relates: "Hoc in tempore primum antiphonae hymni ac 
vigiliae in ecclesia Mediolanensi celebrari coeperunt. Cuius celebritatis devotio usque in 
hodiernum diem non solum in eadem ecclesia, verum per omnes pene occidentis provincias 
manet."  

 



176. Jerome as a Divine and Scholar. 
 
Comp. the Literature at 41; and especially the excellent monograph (which has since reached us) 
of Prof. OttoZockler: Hieronymus. Sein Leben und Wirken aus seinen Schriften dargestellt. 
Gotha, 1865. 
 
Having already sketched the life and character of Jerome (born about 340, died in 419) in 
connection with the history of monasticism, we limit ourselves here to his theological and literary 
labors, in which he did his chief service to the church, and has gained the greatest credit to 
himself. 
 
Jerome is the most learned, the most eloquent, and the most interesting author among the Latin 
fathers. He had by nature a burning thirst for knowledge, {2091} and continued unweariedly 
teaching, and learning, and writing, to the end of a very long life. {2092} His was one of those 
intellectual natures, to which reading and study are as indispensable as daily bread. He could not 
live without books. He accordingly collected, by great sacrifices, a library for that time very 
considerable and costly, which accompanied him on his journeys. {2093} He further availed 
himself of the oral instruction of great church teachers, like Apollinaris the Elder in Laodicea, 
Gregory Nazianzen in Constantinople, and Didymus of Alexandria, and was not ashamed to 
become an inquiring pupil in his mature age. His principle in studying was, in his own words: "To 
read the ancients, to test everything, to hold fast the good, and never to depart from the catholic 
faith." {2094} 
 
Besides the passion for knowledge, which is the mother of learning, he possessed a remarkable 
memory, a keen understanding, quick and sound judgment, an ardent temperament, a lively 
imagination, sparkling wit, and brilliant power of expression. He was a master in all the arts and 
artifices of rhetoric, and dialectics. He, far more than Lactantius, deserves the name of the 
Christian Cicero, though he is inferior to Lactantius in classic purity, and was not free from the 
faulty taste, of his time. Tertullian had, indeed, long before applied the Roman language as the 
organ of Christian theology; Cyprian, Lactantius, Hilary, and Ambrose, had gone further on the 
same path; and Augustine has enriched the Christian literature with a greater number of pregnant 
sentences than all the other fathers together. Nevertheless Jerome is the chief former of the Latin 
church language, for which his Vulgate did a decisive and standard service similar to that of 
Luther’s translation of the Bible for German literature, and that of the authorized English 
Protestant version for English. {2095} 
 
His scholarship embraced the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew languages and literature; while even 
Augustine had but imperfect knowledge of the Greek, and none at all of the Hebrew. Jerome was 
familiar with the Latin classics, especially with Cicero, Virgil, and Horace; {2096} and even after 
his famous anti-Ciceronian vision (which transformed him from a more or less secular scholar 
into a Christian ascetic and hermit) he could not entirely cease to read over the favorite authors of 
his youth, or at least to quote them from his faithful memory; thus subjecting himself to the 
charge of inconsistency, and even of perjury, from Rufinus. {2097} Equally accurate was his 
knowledge of the literature of the church. Of the Latin fathers he particularly admired Tertullian 
for his powerful genius and vigorous style, though he could not forgive him his Montanism; after 
him Cyprian, Lactantius, Hilary, and Ambrose. In the Greek classics he was less at home; yet he 
shows acquaintance with Hesiod, Sophocles, Herodotus, Demosthenes, Aristotle, Theophrastus, 
and Galen. But in the Greek fathers he was well read, especially in Origen, Eusebius, Didymus, 
and Gregory Nazianzen; less in Irenaeus, Athanasius, Basil, and other doctrinal writers. 
 



The Hebrew he learned with great labor in his mature years; first from a converted but 
anonymous Jew, during his five years’ ascetic seclusion in the Syrian desert of Chalcis (374-379); 
afterwards in Bethlehem (about 385) from the Palestinian Rabbi Bar-Anina, who, through fear of 
the Jews, visited him by night. {2098} This exposed him to the foolish rumor among bigoted 
opponents, that he preferred Judaism to Christianity, and betrayed Christ in preference to the new 
"Barabbas." {2099} He afterwards, in translating the Old Testament, brought other Jewish 
scholars to his aid, who cost him dear. He also inspired several of his admiring female pupils, like 
St. Paula and her daughter Eustochium, with enthusiasm for the study of the sacred language of 
the old covenant, and brought them on so far that they could sing with him the Hebrew Psalms in 
praise of the Lord. He lamented the injurious influence of these studies on his style, since "the 
rattling sound of the Hebrew soiled all the elegance and beauty of Latin speech." {2100} Yet, on 
the other hand, he was by the same means preserved from flying off into hollow and turgid 
ornamentations, from which his earlier writings, such as his letters to Heliodorus and Innocentius, 
are not altogether free. Though his knowledge of Hebrew was defective, it was much greater than 
that of Origen, Epiphanius, and Ephraem Syrus, the only other fathers besides himself who 
understood Hebrew at all; and it is the more noticeable, when we consider the want of 
grammatical and lexicographical helps and of the Masoretic punctuation. {2101} 
 
Jerome, who unfortunately was not free from vanity, prided himself not a little upon his learning, 
and boasted against his opponent Rufinus, that he was "a philosopher, a rhetorician, a 
grammarian, a dialectician, a Hebrew, a Greek, a Latin, three-tongued," that is, master of the 
three principal languages of the then civilized world. {2102} 
 
All these manifold and rare gifts and attainments made him an extremely influential and useful 
teacher of the church; for he brought them all into the service of an earnest and energetic, though 
monkishly eccentric piety. They gave him superior access to the sense of the Holy Scriptures, 
which continued to be his daily study to extreme old age, and stood far higher in his esteem than 
all the classics. His writings are imbued with Bible knowledge, and strewn with Bible quotations. 
 
But with all this he was not free from faults as glaring as his virtues are shining, which disturb our 
due esteem and admiration. He lacked depth of mind and character, delicate sense of truth, and 
firm, strong convictions. He allowed himself inconsistencies of every kind, especially in his 
treatment of Origen, and, through solicitude for his own reputation for orthodoxy, he was unjust 
to that great teacher, to whom he owed so much. He was very impulsive in temperament, and too 
much followed momentary, changing impressions. Many of his works were thrown off with great 
haste and little consideration. He was by nature an extremely vain, ambitious, and passionate 
man, and he never succeeded in fully overcoming these evil forces. He could not bear censure. 
Even his later polemic writings are full of envy, hatred, and anger. In his correspondence with 
Augustine, with all assurances of respect, he everywhere gives that father to feel his own 
superiority as a comprehensive scholar, and in one place tells him that he never had taken the 
trouble to read his writings, excepting his Soliloquies and "some commentaries on the Psalms." 
He indulged in rhetorical exaggerations and unjust inferences, which violated the laws of truth 
and honesty; and he supported himself in this, with a characteristic reference to the sophist 
Gorgias, by the equivocal distinction between the gymnastic or polemic style and the didactic. 
{2103} From his master Cicero he had also learned the vicious rhetorical arts of bombast, 
declamatory fiction, and applause-seeking effects, which are unworthy of a Christian theologian, 
and which invite the reproach of the divine judge in that vision: "Thou liest! thou art a 
Ciceronian, not a Christian; for where thy treasure is, there thy heart is also." 
 
{2091} As he himself says, Ep. 84, c. 3 (Opera, ed. Vallarsi, tom. i. 523): "Dum essem juvenis, 
miro discendi ferebar ardore, nee juxta quorundam praesumptionem ipse me docui." 



 
{2092} Sulpicius Severus, who describes from his own observation the learned seclusion of the 
aged Jerome at Bethlehem, where, however, he was much interrupted and stimulated by the visits 
of Christians from all parts of the world, says of him, in Dial. i. 4: "Totus semper in lectione, 
totus in libris est; non die, non nocte requiescit; aut legit aliquid semper, aut scribit," &c. 
 
{2093} He confesses that the purchase of the numerous works of Origen had exhausted his purse, 
Ep. 84, c. 3 (tom. i. 525): "Legi, inquam, legi Origenem, et, si in legendo crimen est, fateor; et 
nostrum marsupium Alexandrinae chartae evacuarunt." When he saw, and was permitted to use, 
the library of Pamphiltus in Caesarea, with all the works of Origen, he thought he possessed more 
than the riches of Croesus (De viris illustr. c. 75). 
 
{2094} "Meum propositum est, antiquos legere, probare singula, retinere quae bona sunt, et a fide 
catholica numquam recedere." 
 
{2095} Ozanam (Histoire de la civilisation chret. au 5. siecle, ii. 100) calls Jerome, "Le maitre de 
la prose chretienne pour tous lea siecles suivants." Zockler Says (l. a. p. 323): "As Cicero raised 
the language of his time to the classic grade, and cast it for all times in a model form, so, of the 
Western church fathers, Jerome was the one to make the Latin language Christian, and Christian 
theology Latin." Erasmus placed him as an author in several respects even above Cicero. 
 
{2096} Virgil is quoted in the Letters of Jerome some fifty times, in his other works much more 
frequently; Horace, in the Letters, some twenty times; of the prose writers Cicero more than all, 
next to him Varro, Sallust, Quintilian, Seneca, Suetonius, and Pliny. Virgil, however, is viewed 
by Jerome, and by Augustine, who likewise admired him greatly, simply as a great poet, and not, 
as he afterwards came to be considered in the Latin church, especially through the influence of 
Dante’s Divina Commedia, as a divine and prophet of heathenism. 
 
{2097} Comp. 41 above, and Zockler l. c. p. 45 ff., 156, and 325. It is certain that Jerome, after 
that dream of about 374, almost entirely suspended and even abhorred the study of the classics for 
fifteen years (comp. the Preface to his Commentary on the Galatians, written a. 388, Opera, tom. 
vii. 486, ed. Vallarsi), but that afterwards at Bethlehem he instructed the monks in grammaticis et 
humanioribus (Rufinus, Apol. ii. 8), and inserted quotations from the classics in his later writings, 
although mostly as reminiscences of his former reading ("quasi antiqui per nebulam somnii 
recordamur," as he says in the preface above referred to), and with the obvious intent of making 
profane literature subservient to the Bible (comp. his Epistola xxi. ad Damasum, cap. 13). Both 
Jerome and Rufinus permitted themselves to be carried by passion to exaggerated assertions at the 
expense of truth. 
 
{2098} Ep. 84 ad Pammach. et Ocean. c. 3 (tom. i. 524, ed. Vallarsi): "Veni rursum Jerosolymam 
et Bethlehem. Quo labore, quo pretio Baraninam nocturnum babui praeceptorem! Timebat enim 
Judaeos, et mihi alterum exhibebat Nicodemum." 
 
{2099} So Rufinus wrested the name, with reference to Mark 15:7. Comp. Rufinus, Apol. or 
Invect. ii. 12, and the answer of Jerome to these calumnies, in the Apol. adv. libros Ruf. l. i. c. 13 
(tom. ii. 469). 
 
{2100} In the Preface to his Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians: "Omnem sermonis 
elegantiam et Latini eloquii venustatem stridor Hebraicae lectionis sordidavit." This, however, is 
to be understood cum grano salis. 
 



{2101} That there were at that time as yet no vowel-points or other diacritical signs in writing 
Hebrew words, has been proved against Buxtorf by L. Capellus, Morinus, and Clericus, and 
among modem Oriental scholars, especially by Hupfeld (Studien und Kritiken, 1830, p. 549 ff.). 
Comp. Zockler, l. c.. p. 345 f. 
 
{2102} Apol adv. Ruf. lib. iii. c. 6 (tom. ii. 537). His claim to be a philosopher may be 
questioned. In the same place he calls "papa" Epiphanius pentaglwtto, a man of five tongues, 
because besides the three chief languages he also understood the Syriac and the Egyptian or 
Coptic. But his knowledge of the languages was far inferior to that of Jerome. Augustine regarded 
Jerome as the most learned man among all mortals. "Quod Hieronymus nescivit," he said, "nullus 
mortalium unquam scivit." Comp. also the enthusiastic praise of Erasmus, quoted 41, p. 206, who 
placed him far above all the fathers; while Luther acknowledged his learning indeed, but could 
not bear his monastic spirit, and judged him harshly and unjustly. Comp. M. Lutheri Colloquia, 
ed. H. Bindseil, 1863, tom. iii. 135, 149, 193; ii. 340, 349, 357. 
 
{2103} Between gumnastikwv scribere and dogmatikwv scribere. Ep. 48 ad Pammachium pro 
libris contra Jovinianum, cap. 13.  

 



177. The Works of Jerome. 
 
The writings of Jerome, which fill eleven folios in the edition of Vallarsi, may be divided into 
exegetical, historical, polemic doctrinal, and polemic ethical works, and epistles. {2104} 
 
I. The exegetical works stand at the head. 
 
Among these the Vulgata, {2105} or Latin version of the whole Bible, Old Testament and New, is 
by far the most important and valuable, and constitutes alone an immortal service. {2106} 
 
Above all his contemporaries, and above all his successors down to the sixteenth century, Jerome, 
by his linguistic knowledge, his Oriental travel, and his entire culture, was best fitted, and, in fact, 
the only man, to undertake and successfully execute so gigantic a task, and a task which just then, 
with the approaching separation of East and West, and the decay of the knowledge of the original 
languages of the Bible in Latin Christendom, was of the highest necessity. Here, its so often in 
history, we plainly discern the hand of divine Providence. Jerome began the work during his 
second residence in Rome (382-385), at the suggestion of pope Damasus, who deserves much 
more credit for that suggestion than for his hymns. He at first intended only a revision of the Itala, 
the old Latin version of the Bible which came down from the second century, and the text of 
which had fallen into inextricable confusion through the negligence of transcribers and the 
caprice of correctors. {2107} He finished the translation at Bethlehem, in the year 405, after 
twenty years of toil. He translated first the Gospels, then the rest of the New Testament, next the 
Psalter (which he wrought over twice, in Rome and in Bethlehem), {2108} and then, in irregular 
succession, the historical, prophetic, and poetical books, and in part the Apocrypha, which, 
however, he placed decidedly below the canonical books. By this "labor pius, sed periculosa 
praesumtio," as he called it, he subjected himself to all kinds of enmity from ignorance and blind 
aversion to change, and was abused as a disturber of the peace and falsifier of the Scripture; 
{2109} but from other sources he received much encouragement. The New Testament and the 
Psalter were circulated and used in the church long before the completion of the whole. 
Augustine, for example, was using the New Testament of Jerome, and urged him strongly to 
translate the Old Testament, but to translate it from the Septuagint. {2110} Gradually the whole 
version made its way on its own merits, without authoritative enforcement, and was used in the 
West, at first together with the Itala, and after about the ninth century alone. 
 
The Vulgate takes the first place among the Bible-versions of the ancient church. It exerted the 
same influence upon Latin Christendom as the Septuagint upon Greek, and it is directly or 
indirectly the mother of most of the earlier versions in the European vernaculars. {2111} It is 
made immediately from the original languages, though with the use of all accessible helps, and is 
as much superior to the Itala as Luther’s Bible to the older German versions. From the present 
stage of biblical philology and exegesis the Vulgate can be charged, indeed, with innumerable 
faults, inaccuracies, inconsistencies, and arbitrary, dealing, in particulars; {2112} but 
notwithstanding these, it deserves, as a whole, the highest praise for the boldness with which it 
went back from the half-deified Septuagint directly to the original Hebrew; for its union of 
fidelity and freedom; and for the dignity, clearness, and gracefulness of its style. Accordingly, 
after the extinction of the knowledge of Greek, it very naturally became the clerical Bible of 
Western Christendom, and so continued to be, till the genius of the Reformation in Germany, 
Switzerland, Holland, and England, returning to the original text, and still further penetrating the 
spirit of the Scriptures, though with the continual help of the Vulgate, produced a number of 
popular Bibles, which were the same to the evangelical laity that the Vulgate had been for many 



centuries to the Catholic clergy. This high place the Vulgate holds even to this day in the Roman 
church, where it is unwarrantably and perniciously placed on an equality with the original. {2113} 
 
The Commentaries of Jerome cover Genesis, the Major and Minor Prophets, Ecclesiastes, Job, 
some of the Psalms, {2114} the Gospel of Matthew, and the Epistles to the Galatians, Ephesians, 
Titus, and Philemon. {2115} Besides these he translated the Homilies of Origen on Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel, on the Gospel of Luke, and on the Song of Solomon. Of the last he says: "While Origen 
in his other writings has surpassed all others, on the Song of Solomon he has surpassed himself." 
{2116} 
 
His best exegetical labors are those on the Prophets (Particularly his Isaiah, written A. D. 408-
410; his Ezekiel, A. D. 410-415; and his Jeremiah to chap. xxxii., interrupted by his death), and 
those on the Epistles to the Galatians, Ephesians, and Titus, (written in 388), together with his 
critical Questions (or investigations) on Genesis. But they are not uniformly carried out; many 
parts are very indifferent, others thrown off with unconscionable carelessness in reliance on his 
genius and his reading, or dictated to an amanuensis as they came into his head. {2117} He not 
seldom surprises by clear, natural, and conclusive expositions, while just on the difficult passages 
he wavers, or confines himself to adducing Jewish traditions and the exegetical opinions of the 
earlier fathers, especially of Origen, Eusebius, Apollinaris, and Didymus, leaving the reader to 
judge and to choose. His scholarly industry, taste, and skill, however, always afford a certain 
compensation for the defect of method and consistency, so that his Commentaries are, after all, 
the most instructive we have from the Latin church of that day, not excepting even those of 
Augustine, which otherwise greatly surpass them in theological depth and spiritual unction. He 
justly observes in the Preface to his Commentary on Isaiah: "He who does not know the 
Scriptures, does not know the power and wisdom of God; ignorance of the Bible is ignorance of 
Christ." {2118} 
 
Jerome had the natural talent and the acquired knowledge, to make him the father of grammatico-
historical interpretation, upon which all sound study of the Scriptures must proceed. He very 
rightly felt that the expositor must not put his own fancies into the word of God, but draw out the 
meaning of that word, and he sometimes finds fault with Origen and the allegorical method for 
roaming in the wide fields of imagination, and giving out the writer’s own thought and fancy for 
the hidden Wisdom of the Scriptures and the church. {2119} In this healthful exegetical spirit he 
excelled all the fathers, except Chrysostom and Theodoret. In the Latin church no others, except 
the heretical Pelagius (whose short exposition of the Epistles of Paul is incorporated in the works 
of Jerome), and the unknown Ambrosiaster (whose commentary has found its way among the 
works of Ambrose), thought like him. But he was far from being consistent; he committed the 
very fault he censures in Eusebius, who in the superscription of his Commentary on Isaiah 
promised a historical exposition, but, forgetting the promise, fell into the fashion of Origen. 
Though he often makes very bold utterances, such as that on the original identity of presbyter and 
bishop, {2120} and even shows traces of a loose view of inspiration, {2121} yet he had not the 
courage, and was too scrupulously concerned for his orthodoxy, to break with the traditional 
exegesis. He could not resist the impulse to indulge, after giving the historical sense, in fantastic 
allegorizing, or, as he expresses himself, "to spread the sails of the spiritual understanding." 
{2122} 
 
He distinguishes in most cases a double sense of the Scriptures: the literal and the spiritual, or the 
historical and the allegorical; sometimes, with Origen and the Alexandrians, a triple sense: the 
historical, the tropological (moral), and the pneumatical (mystical). 
 



The word of God does unquestionably carry in its letter a living and life-giving spirit; and is 
capable of endless application to all times and circumstances; and here lies the truth in the 
allegorical method of the ancient church. But the spiritual sense must be derived with tender 
conscientiousness and self-command from the natural, literal meaning, not brought from without, 
as another sense beside, or above, or against the literal. 
 
Jerome goes sometimes as far as Origen in the unscrupulous twisting of the letter and the history, 
and adopts his mischievous principle of entirely rejecting the literal sense whenever it may seem 
ludicrous or unworthy. For instance: By the Shunamite damsel, the concubine of the aged king 
David, he understands (imitating Origen’s allegorical obliteration of the double crime against 
Uriah and Bathsheba) the ever-virgin Wisdom of God, so extolled by Solomon; {2123} and the 
earnest controversy between Paul and Peter he alters into a sham fight for the instruction of the 
Antiochian Christians who were present; thus making out of it a deceitful accommodation, over 
which Augustine (who took just offence at such patrocinium mendacii) drew him into an 
epistolary controversy characteristic of the two men. {2124} 
 
It is remarkable that Augustine and Jerome, in the two exegetical questions, on which they 
corresponded, interchanged sides, and each took the other’s point of view. In the dispute on the 
occurrence in Antioch (Gal. ii. 11-14), Augustine represented the principle of evangelical 
freedom and love of truth, Jerome the principle of traditional committal to dogma and an 
equivocal theory of accommodation; while in their dispute on the authority of the Septuagint 
Jerome held to true progress, Augustine to retrogression and false traditionalism. And each 
afterwards saw his error, and at least partially gave it up. 
 
In the exposition of the Prophets, Jerome sees too many allusions to the heretics of his time (as 
Luther finds everywhere allusions to the Papists, fanatics, and sectarians); and, on the other hand, 
with the zeal he inherited from Origen against all chiliasm, he finds far too little reference to the 
end of, all things in the second coming of our Lord. He limits, for example, even the 
eschatological discourse of Christ in the twenty-fourth chapter of Matthew, and Paul’s prophecy 
of the man of sin in the second Epistle to the Thessalonians, to the destruction of Jerusalem. 
 
Among the exegetical works in the wider sense belongs the book On the Interpretation of the 
Hebrew Names, an etymological lexicon of the proper names of the Old and New Testaments, 
useful for its time, but in many respects defective, and now worthless; {2125} and a free 
translation of the Onomasticon of Eusebius, a sort of biblical topology in alphabetical order, still 
valuable to antiquarian scholarship. {2126} 
 
II. The historical works, some of which we have already elsewhere touched, are important to the 
history of the fathers and the saints to Christian literature, and to the history of morals. 
 
First among them is a free Latin reproduction and continuation of the Greek Chronicle of 
Eusebius; i.e., chronological tables of the most important events of the history of the world and 
the church to the year 379. {2127} Jerome dictated this work quite fugitively during his residence 
with Gregory Nazianzen in Constantinople (A. D. 380). In spite of its many errors, it formed a 
very useful and meritorious contribution to Latin literature, and a principal source of the scanty 
historical information of Western Christendom throughout the middle age. Prosper Aquitanus, a 
friend of Augustine and defender of the doctrines of free grace against the Semi-Pelagians in 
Gaul, continued the Chronicle to the year 449; later authors brought it down to the middle of the 
sixth century. 
 



More original is the Catalogue of Illustrious Authors, {2128} which Jerome composed in the tenth 
year of Theodosius (A. D. 392 and 393), {2129} at the request of his friend, an officer, Dexter. It 
is the pioneer in the history of theological literature, and gives, in one hundred and thirty-five 
chapters, short biographical notices of as many ecclesiastical writers, from the apostles to Jerome 
himself, with accounts of their most important works. It was partly designed to refute the charge 
of ignorance, which Celsus, Porphyry, Julian, and other pagans, made against the Christians. 
Jerome, at that time, was not yet so violent a heretic-hater, and was quite fair and liberal in his 
estimate of such men as Origen and Eusebius. {2130} But many of his sketches are too short and 
meagre; even those, for example, of so important men as Cyprian, Athanasius, Basil the Great, 
Gregory of Nyssa, Epiphanius, Ambrose, and Chrysostom (407). {2131} His junior cotemporary, 
Augustine, who had at that time already written several philosophical, exegetical, and polemic 
works, he entirely omits. 
 
The Catalogue was afterwards continued in the same spirit by the Semi-Pelagian Gennadius of 
Marseilles, by Isidore of Seville, by Ildefonsus, and by others, into the middle age. 
 
Jerome wrote also biographies of celebrated hermits, Paul of Thebes (A. D. 375), Hilarion, and 
the imprisoned Malchus (A. D. 390), in very graceful and entertaining style, but with many 
fabulous and superstitious accompaniments, and with extravagant veneration of the monastic life, 
which he aimed by these writings to promote. {2132} They were read at that time as eagerly as 
novels. These biographies, and several necrological letters in honor of deceased friends, such as 
Nepotian, Lucinius, Lea, Blasilla, Paulina, Paula, and Marcella are masterpieces of rhetorical 
ascetic hagiography. They introduce the legend ary literature of the middle age, with its 
indiscriminate mixture of history and fable, and its sacrifice of historical truth to popular 
edification. 
 
III. Of the polemic doctrinal and ethical works {2133} some relate to the Arian controversies, 
some to the Origenistic, some to the Pelagian. In the first class belongs the Dialogue against the 
schismatic Luciferians, {2134} which Jerome wrote during his desert life in Syria (A. D. 379) on 
the occasion of the Meletian schism in Antioch; also his translation of the work of Didymus On 
the Holy Ghost, begun in Rome and finished in Bethlehem. His book Against Bishop John of 
Jerusalem (A. D. 399), and his Apology to his former friend Rufinus, in three books (A. D. 402-
403), are directed against Origenism. {2135} In the third class belongs the Dialogue against the 
Pelagians, in three books (A. D. 415). Other polemic works, Against Helvidius (written in 383), 
Against Jovinian (A. D. 393), and Against Vigilantius (dictated rapidly in one night in 406), are 
partly doctrinal, partly ethical in their nature, and mainly devoted to the advocacy of the 
immaculate virginity of Mary, celibacy, vigils, relic-worship, and the monastic life. 
 
These controversial writings, the contents of which we have already noted in the proper place, do 
the author, on the whole, little credit, and stand in striking contrast with his fame as one of the 
principal saints of the Roman church. They show an accurate acquaintance with all the arts of an 
advocate and all the pugilism of a dialectician, together with boundless vehemence and fanatical 
zealotism, which scruple over no weapons of wit, mockery, irony, suspicion, and calumny, to 
annihilate opponents, and which pursue them even after their death. {2136} And their contents 
afford no sufficient compensation for these faults. For Jerome was not an original, profound, 
systematic, or consistent thinker, and therefore very little fitted for a didactic theologian. In the 
Arian controversy he would not enter into any discussion of the distinction between ousia and 
upostasi, and left this important question to the decision of the Roman bishop Damasus; in the 
Origenistic controversy he must, in his violent condemnation of all Origenists, contradict his own 
former view and veneration of Origen as the greatest teacher after the Apostles; and in the 
Pelagian controversy he was influenced chiefly by personal considerations, and drawn half way to 



Augustine’s side; for while he was always convinced of the universality of sin, {2137} in 
reference to the freedom of the will and predestination he adopted synergistic or Semi-Pelagian 
views, and afterwards continued in the highest consideration among the Semi-Pelagians down to 
Erasmus. {2138} 
 
He is equally unsatisfactory as a moralist and practical divine. He had no connected system of 
moral doctrine, and did not penetrate to the basis and kernel of the Christian life, but moved in the 
outer circle of asceticism and casuistry. Following the spirit of his time, he found the essence of 
religion in monastic flight from the world and contempt of the natural ordinances of God, 
especially of marriage; and, completely reversing sound principles, he advocated even ascetic 
filth as an external mark of inward purity. {2139} Of marriage he had a very low conception, 
regarding it merely as a necessary evil for the increase of virgins. From the expression of Paul in 
1 Corinthians 7:1: "It is good not to touch a woman," he draws the utterly unwarranted inference: 
"It is therefore bad to touch one; for the only opposite of good is bad;" and he interprets the woe 
of the Lord upon those that are with child and those that give suck, {Matthew 24:19} as a 
condemnation of pregnancy in general, and of the crying of little children, and of all the trouble 
and fruit of the married life. The disagreeable fact of the marriage of Peter he endeavors to 
weaken by the groundless assumption that the apostle forsook his wife when he forsook his net, 
and, besides, that "he must have washed away the stain of his married life by the blood of his 
martyrdom." {2140} 
 
In a letter, otherwise very beautiful and rich, to the young Nepotian, {2141} he gives this advice: 
"Let your lodgings be rarely or never visited by women. You must either ignore alike, or love 
alike, all the daughters and virgins of Christ. Nay, dwell not under the same roof with them, nor 
trust their former chastity; you cannot be holier than David, nor wiser than Solomon. Never forget 
that a woman drove the inhabitants of Paradise out of their possession. In sickness any brother, or 
your sister, or your mother, can minister to in the lack of such relatives, the church herself 
maintains many aged women, whom you can at the same time remunerate for their nursing with 
welcome alms. I know some who are well in the body indeed, but sick in mind. It is a dangerous 
service in any case, that is done to you by one whose face you often see. If in your official duty as 
a clergyman you must visit a widow or a maiden, never enter her house alone. Take with you only 
those whose company does you no shame; only some reader, or acolyth, or psalm-singer, whose 
ornament consists not in clothes, but in good morals, who does not crimp his hair with crisping 
pins, but shows chastity in his whole bearing. But privately or without witnesses, never put 
yourself in the presence of a woman." 
 
Such exhortations, however, were quite in the spirit of that age, and were in part founded in 
Jerome’s own bitter experience in his youth, and in the thoroughly corrupt condition of social life 
in the sinking empire of Rome. 
 
While advocating these ascetic extravagancies Jerome does not neglect to chastise the clergy and 
the monks for their faults with the scourge of cutting satire. And his writings are everywhere 
strewn with the pearls of beautiful moral maxims and eloquent exhortations to contempt of the 
world and godly conduct. {2142} 
 
IV. The Epistles of Jerome, with all their defects are uncommonly instructive and interesting, and, 
in easy flow and elegance of diction, are not inferior to the letters of Cicero. Vallarsi has for the 
first time put them into chronological order in the first volume of his edition, and has made the 
former numbering of them (even that of the Benedictine edition) obsolete. He reckons in all a 
hundred and fifty, including several letters from cotemporaries, such as Epiphanius, Theophilus 
of Alexandria, Augustine, Damasus, Pammachius, and Rufinus; some of them written directly to 



Jerome, and some treating of matters in which he was interested. They are addressed to friends 
like the Roman bishop Damasus, the senator Pammachius, the bishop Paulinus of Nola, 
Theophilus of Alexandria, Evangelus, Rufinus, Heliodorus, Riparius, Nepotianus, Oceanus, 
Avitus, Rusticus, Gaudentius, and Augustine, and some to distinguished ascetic women and 
maidens like Paula, Eustochium, Marcella, Furia, Fabiola, and Demetrias. They treat of almost all 
questions of philosophy and practical religion, which then agitated the Christian world, and they 
faithfully reflect the virtues and the faults and the remarkable contrasts of Jerome and of his age. 
 
Orthodox in theology and Christology, Semi-Pelagian in anthropology, Romanizing in the 
doctrine of the church and tradition, anti-chiliastic in eschatology, legalistic and ascetic in ethics, 
a violent fighter of all heresies, a fanatical apologist of all monkish extravagancies,—Jerome was 
revered throughout the catholic middle age as the patron saint of Christian and ecclesiastical 
learning, and, next to Augustine, as maximus doctor ecclesiae; but by his enthusiastic love for the 
Holy Scriptures, his recourse to the original languages, his classic translation of the Bible, and his 
manifold exegetical merits, he also played materially into the hands of the Reformation, and as a 
scholar and an author still takes the first rank, and as an influential theologian the second (after 
Augustine), among the Latin fathers; while, as a moral character, he decidedly falls behind many 
others, like Hilary, Ambrose, and Leo I., and, even according to the standard of Roman 
asceticism, can only in a very limited sense be regarded as a saint. {2143} 
 
{2104} The Vallarsi edition, Verona, 1734-’42, and with improvements, Venet. 1766’72, is much 
more complete and accurate than the Benedictine or Maurine edition of Martianay and Pouget, in 
5 vols. 1706, although this far surpassed the older editions of Erasmus, and Marianus Victorius. 
The edition of Migne, Paris (Petit-Montrouge), 1845-’46, also in 11 volumes (tom. xxii.-xxx. of 
the Patrologia Lat.), notwithstanding the boastful title, is only an uncritical reprint of the edition 
of Vallarsi with unessential changes in the order of arrangement; the Vitae Hieronymi and the 
Testimonia de Hieronymo being transferred from the eleventh to the first volume, which is more 
convenient. Vallarsi, a presbyter of Verona, was assisted in his work by Scipio Maffei, and 
others. I have mostly used his edition, especially in the Epistles. 
 
{2105} The name Vulgata, sc. editio, koinh ekdosi, i. e., the received text of the Bible, was a 
customary designation of the Septuagint, as also of the Latin Itala (frequently so used in Jerome 
and Augustine), sometimes used in the bad sense of a vulgar, corrupt text as distinct from the 
original. The council of Trent sanctioned the use of the term in the honorable sense for Jerome’s 
version of the Bible. With the same right Luther’s version might be called the German, King 
James’ version the English Vulgate. 
 
{2106} This is now pretty generally acknowledged. We add a few of the most weighty 
testimonies. Luther, who bore a real aversion to Jerome on account of his fanatical devotion to 
monkery, still, in view of the invaluable assistance he received from the Vulgate in his own 
similar work, does him the justice to say: "St. Jerome has personally done more and greater in 
translation than any one man will imitate." Zockler, l. c. p. 183, thinks: "The Vulgate is 
unquestionably the most important and most meritorious achievement of our author, the ripest 
fruit of his laborious studies, not only in the department of Hebrew, in which he leaves all other 
ecclesiastical authors of antiquity far behind, but also in that of Greek and of biblical criticism 
and exegesis in general, in which he excels at least all, even the greatest, of the Western fathers." 
O. F. Fritzsche (in Herzog’s Encykl. vol. xvii. p. 435): "The severe judgment respecting the labor 
of Jerome softened with time, and, in fact, so swung to the opposite, that he was regarded as 
preserved from error by the guidance of the Holy Ghost. This certainly cannot be admitted, for 
the defects are palpably many and various. Yet criticism must acknowledge that Jerome 
performed a truly important service for his age; that he first gave the Old Testament to the West, 



and in a measure also the New, in a substantially pure form; put a stop, provisionally, to the 
confusion of the Bible text; and as a translator gave, on the whole, the true sense. He very 
properly aimed to be interpres, not paraphrastes, but in the great dissimilarity between the 
Hebrew and Latin idiom, he encountered the danger of slavish literalness. This he has in general 
avoided, and has been able to keep a certain mean between too great strictness and too great 
freedom, so that the language, though everywhere showing the Hebrew tinge, would not at all 
offend, but rather favor, the reader of that day. Yet it may be said that Jerome could have done 
still better. It was not that reverence, caution, restrained him; to avoid offence, he adhered as 
closely as possible to the current version, especially in the New Testament." He sometimes let 
false translations stand, when they seemed harmless ("quod non nocebat, mutare noluimus"), and 
probably followed popular usage in respect to phraseology; so that the style is not perfectly 
uniform. Finally, he did not always give himself due time, but worked rapidly. This is particularly 
true in the Apocrypha, of which, however, he had a very low estimate. Some parts he left entirely 
untouched, others he translated or revised very hastily. Comp. also the opinion of the English 
scholar, B. F. Westcott, in W. Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, vol. iii. pp. 1696 and 1714 f., who 
says among other things: "When every allowance has been made for the rudeness of the original 
Latin, and the haste of Jerome’s revision, it can scarcely be denied that the Vulgate is not only the 
most venerable but also the most precious monument of Latin Christianity. For ten centuries it 
preserved in Western Europe a text of Holy Scripture far purer than that which was current in the 
Byzantine church; and at the revival of Greek learning, guided the way towards a revision of the 
late Greek text, in which the best biblical critics have followed the steps of Bentley, with ever-
deepening conviction of the supreme importance of the coincidence of the earliest Greek and 
Latin authorities." 
 
{2107} Jerome says of the Itala: "Tot sunt exemplaria paene quot codices," and frequently 
complains of the "varietas" and "vitiositas" of the Codices Latini, which he charges partly upon 
the original translators, partly upon presumptuous revisers, partly upon negligent transcribers. 
Comp. especially his Praefat. in Evang. ad Damasum. 
 
{2108} Both versions continued in use, the former as the Psalterium Romanum, the other as the 
Psalterium Gallicanum, like the two English versions of the Psalms in the worship of the 
Anglican church. 
 
{2109} Falsarius, sacrilegus, et corruptor Scripturae. 
 
{2110} Augustine feared, from the displacement of the Septuagint, which he regarded as 
apostolically sanctioned, and as inspired, a division between the Greek and Latin church, but 
yielded afterwards, in part at least, to the correct view of Jerome, and rectified in his Retractations 
several false translations in his former works. Westcott, in his scholarly article on the Vulgate (in 
Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, iii. 702), makes the remark: "There are few more touching 
instances of humility than that of the young Augustine bending himself in entire submission 
before the contemptuous and impatient reproof of the veteran scholar." 
 
{2111} Excepting the Gothic version, which is older than Jerome, and the Slavonic, which comes 
down from Methodius and Cyril. 
 
{2112} It has been so censured long ago by Le Clere in his Quaestiones Hieronymianae, 
 
{2113} For particulars respecting the Vulgate, see H. Hody: Deuteronomy Bibliorum textibus 
originalibus, Oxon. 1705; Joh. Clericus: Quaestiones Hieronymianae, Amsterd. 1719 (who, 
provoked by the exaggerated praise of the Benedictine editor, Martianay, subjected the Vulgate to 



a sharp and penetrating though in part unjust criticism); Leander van Ess: Pragmatisch-kritische 
Geschichte der Vulgata, Tub. 1824; the lengthy article Vulgata by O. F. Fritzsche in Herzog’s 
Theol. Encycl. vol. xvii. pp. 422-460; an article on the same subject by B. F. Westcott in W. 
Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, 1863, vol. iii. pp. 688-718; and Zockler: Hieronymus, pp. 99 ff.; 
183 ff.; 343 ff. 
 
The text of the Vulgate, in the course of time, has become as corrupt as the text of the Itala was at 
the time of Jerome, and it is as much in need of a critical revision from manuscript sources, as the 
textus receptus of the Greek Testament. The authorized editions of Sixtus V. and Clement XIII. 
have not accomplished this task. Martianay, in the Benedictine edition of Jerome’s work, did 
more valuable service towards an approximate restoration of the Vulgate in its original form from 
manuscript sources. Of late the learned Barnabite C. Vercellone has commenced such a critical 
revision in Variae Lectiones Vulgatae Latin. Bibliorum editionis, tom. i. (Pentat.), Rome, 1860; 
tom. ii. Pars prior (to 1 Regg.), 1862. Westcott, in the article referred to, has made use of the chief 
results of this work, which may be said to create an epoch in the history of the Vulgate. 
 
{2114} His seven treatises on Psalms x.-xvi. (probably translated from Origen), and his brief 
annotations to all the Psalms (commentarioli) are lost, but the pseudo-hieronymianum breviarium 
in Psalmos, a poor compilation of later times (Opera, vii. 1-588), contains perhaps fragments of 
these. 
 
{2115} Opera, tom. iii. iv. v. vi. and vii. Jerome dedicated his commentaries and other writings 
mostly to those high-born ladies of Rome whom he induced to embrace the ascetic mode of life, 
as Paula, Eustochium, Marcella, &c. h. He received much encouragement from them in his 
labors; —such was the lively theological interest which prevailed in some female circles at the 
time. He was, however, censured on this account, and defended himself in the Preface to his 
Commentary on Zephaniah, tom. vi. 671, by referring to Deborah and Huldah, Judith and Esther, 
Anna, Elizabeth, and Mary, not forgetting the heathen Sappho, Aspasia, Themista, and the 
Cornelia Gracchorum, as examples of literary women. 
 
{2116} Praef. in Homil. Orig. in Cantic. Cant. tom. iii. 500. Rufinus, during the Origenistic 
controversy, did not forget to remind him of this sentence. 
 
{2117} He frequently excuses this "dictare quodcunque in buccam venerit," by his want of time 
and the weakness of his eyes. Comp. Preface to the third book of his Comment. in Ep. ad Galat. 
(tom. vii. 486). At the close of the brief Preface to the second book of his Commentary on the Ep. 
to the Ephesians (tom. vii. 486), he says that he often managed to write as many as a thousand 
lines in one day ("interdum per singulos dies usque ad numerum mille versuum—i.e., here stivcoi 
—pervenire"). 
 
{2118} "Qui nescit Scripturas, nescit Dei virtutem ejusque sapientiam; ignoratio Scripturarum 
ignoratio Christi est." 
 
{2119} Comp. particularly the Preface to the fifth book of his Commentary on Isaiah, and Ep. 53 
ad Paulinum, c. 7. 
 
{2120} In the Comm. on Titus 1:5, and elsewhere, e.g., Epist. 69 ad Oceanum, c. 3, and Epist. 
146 ad Evangelum, c. 1. Such assertions, which we find also in Ambrosiaster, Chrysostom, and 
Theodoret were not disputed at that time, but subsequently they gave rise to violent disputes 
between Episcopalians and Presbyterians. Comp. my History of the Apostolic Church, 132. 
 



{2121} He admits, for instance, chronological contradictions, or, at least inexplicable difficulties 
in the Gospel history (Ep. 57 ad Pammach. c. 7 and 8), and he even ventures unjustly to censure 
St. Paul for supposed solecisms, barbarisms, and weak arguments (Ep. 121 ad Alag.; Comment. 
in Galatians 3:1 4:24 6:2; Comment. in Ephesians 3:3,8,13; Comment. in Titus 1:3). 
 
{2122} "Spiritualis intelligentiae vela panders," or "spirituale aedificium super historiae 
fundamentum extruere," or "quasi inter saxa et scopulos" (between Scylla and Charybdis), "sic 
inter historiam et allegoriam omtionis cursum flectere." 
 
{2123} Ep. 52 ad Nepotianum, c. 2-4. He objects against the historical construction, that it is 
absurd, inasmuch as the aged David, then seventy years old, might as well have warmed himself 
in the arms of Bathsheba, Abigail, and the other wives and concubines still living, considering 
that Abraham at a still more advanced age was content with his Sarah, Isaac with his Rebeccah. 
The Shunamite, therefore, must be "sapientia quae numquam senescit" (c. 4, tom. i. 258). 
Nevertheless, in another place, he understands the same passage literally, Contra Jovinian. l. i. c. 
24 (tom. i. 274), where he mentions this and other sins of David, "non quod sanctis viris aliquid 
detrahere audeam, sed quod aliud sit in lege versari, aliud in evangelio." 
 
{2124} Comp. Jerome’s Com. on Galatians 2:11-14; Aug. Epp. 28, 40, and 82, or Epp. 56, 67, 
and 116 among the Epistles of Jerome (Opera, i. 300 sqq.; 404 sqq.; 761 sqq.) After defending for 
a long time his false interpretation, Jerome gave it up at last, A. D. 415, in his Dial. contra Pelag. 
l. i. c. 22. Augustine, on the other hand, yielded his erroneous preference for a translation of the 
Old Testament from the Septuagint instead of the original Hebrew, although he continued to 
entertain an exaggerated estimate of the value of the Septuagint and the very imperfect Itala. 
Besides these two points of dispute the Origenistic errors were a subject of correspondence 
between these most distinguished fathers of the Latin Church. 
 
{2125} Liber de interpretatione nominum Hebraicorum, or Deuteronomy nominibus Hebr. 
(Opera, tom iii. 1-120). Clericus, in his Quaestiones Hieronymianae, severely criticised this book. 
 
{2126} Liber de situ et nominibus locorum Hebraicorum, usually cited under the title Eusebii 
Onomasticon (urbium et locorum S. Scripturae). Opera, tom. iii. 121-290. Comp. Clericus: 
Eusebii Onomasticon cum versione Hieronymi, Amstel. 1707, and a modern convenient edition 
in Greek and Latin by F. Larsow and G. Parthey, Berlin, 1862. 
 
{2127} Opera, viii. 1-820, including the Greek fragments. There is added also the Chronicon of 
Prosper Aquitanus (pp. 821-856), and the Apparatus, Castigationes et Notae of Arn. Pontac. We 
must mention also the famous separate edition of Jerome’s Chronicle and its continuators by 
Joseph Scaliger: Thesaurus temporum Eusebii Pamphili, Hieronymi, Prosperi, etc., Lugd. Bat. 
1606, ed. altera Amstel. 1658. Scaliger and Vallarsi have spent immense industry and acuteness 
in editing this work made very difficult by the many chronological and other blunders and the 
corruptions of the text caused by ignorant and careless transcribers. The Chronicle of Eusebius is 
now known also in an Armenian translation, edited by Angelo Mai, Rome, 1833. The Greek 
original is lost with the exception of a few fragments of Syncellus. 
 
{2128} Liber de illustribus viris, or Deuteronomy scriptoribus ecclesiasticis, frequently quoted by 
the title Catalogus. See Opera, ed. Vallarsi, tom. ii. 821-956, together with the Greek translation 
of Pseudo-Sophronius. 
 
{2129} This date is given by himself, cap. 135, in which he speaks of his own writings. 
 



{2130} In the very first chapter he says of the Second Epistle of Peter that it was by most rejected 
as spurious "propter styli cum priore dissonantiam." A thorough investigation, however, leads to a 
more favorable result as to the genuineness of this Epistle. He admits in his catalogue even 
heretics, as Tatian, Bardesanes, and Priscillian, also the Jews Philo and Josephus, and the heathen 
philosopher Seneca. 
 
{2131} Of Chrysostom he merely says, cap. 129: "Joannes Antiochenae ecclesiae presbyter, 
Eusebii Emiseni Diodorique sectator, multa componere dicitar, de quibus peri ierosunh tantum 
legi." But afterwards, during the Origenistic controversies, he translated a passionate libel of 
Theophilus of Alexandria against Chrysostom, and praised it as a valuable book (Comp. Ep. 114 
ad Theophilum, written 405). Fragments of this miserable Libellus Theophili contra Joannem 
Chrysost. are preserved in the Defensio trium capp. l. vi. by Facundus of Hermiane. 
 
{2132} Opera, tom. ii. 1 sqq. In most of the former editions these Vitae are wrongly placed 
among the Epistles. To the same class of writings belongs the translation of the Regula Pachomii. 
Characteristic is the judgment of Gibbon (ch. xxxvii. ad Ann. 370): "The stories of Paul, Hilarion, 
and Malchus by Jerome are admirably told: and the only defect of these pleasing compositions is 
the want of truth and common sense." 
 
{2133} All in the second volume of the editions of Vallarsi (p. 171 sqq.) and Migne (p. 155 sqq.). 
 
{2134} Altercatio Luciferiani et Orthodoxi, or Dialogus contra Luciferianos. The Luciferians had 
their name from Lucifer, bishop of Calaris in Sardinia (died 371), the head of the strict 
Athanasian party, who arbitrarily ordained Paulinus bishop of Antioch in opposition to the 
legitimate Meletius (362), because the latter had been elected by the Arian or Semi-Arian party, 
although immediately after his ordination he had given in his adhesion to the Nicene faith. 
Lucifer afterwards fell out with the orthodox and organized a new schismatic party, which 
adopted Novatian principles of discipline, but in the beginning of the fifth century gradually 
returned to the bosom of the Catholic church. 
 
{2135} Besides these Jerome translated several letters of Epiphanius and Theophilus of 
Alexandria against the Origenists, which have been incorporated by Vallarsi with the collection 
of Jerome’s Epistles. 
 
{2136} Of the dead Jovinian he says (Adv. Vigil. c. 1): "Ille Romanae ecclesicae auctoritate 
damnatus, inter phasides aves et carnes suillas non tam emisit spiritum, quam cructavit." He 
threatened his former friend Rufinus, whose language he had perverted into a threat to take his 
life, with a libel suit, and after his death in 410 he wrote in an ignoble sense of triumph (in the 
Prologue to his Commentary on Ezekiel): "Scorpius inter Enceladum et Porphyrionem Trinacriae 
humo premitur, et hydra multorum capitum contra nos aliquando sibilare cessavit." From 
Jerome’s polemical writings one would form a most unfavorable opinion of Rufinus. Two divines 
of Aquileja, Fontanini and Maria de Rubeis, felt it their duty to vindicate his memory against 
unjust aspersions. Comp. Zockler, l. c. p. 266 f. Augustine, in a letter to Jerome (Ep. Hieron. 110, 
c. 10), called it a "magnum et triste miraculum," that the friendship of Jerome and Rufinus should 
have turned into such enmity, and urged him to reconciliation, but in vain. This change, however, 
is easily explained, since hatred is only inverted love. Rufinus, it must be remembered, had not 
spared Jerome, and charged him even with worse than heathen impiety for calling, in hyper-
ascetic zeal, Paula, the mother of the nun Eustochium, the "mother-in-law of God" (socrus Dei). 
See his Ep. xxii. c. 20 ad Paulam. 
 
{2137} Comp. particularly the passage Dial adv. Pelag. l. ii. c. 4 (tom. ii. p. 744). 



 
{2138} Hence it is not accidental, that several writings of Pelagius, his Commentary on the 
Epistles of Paul (with some emendations), his Epistola ad Demetriadem de virginitate, his 
Libellus fidei addressed to pope Innocent, and the Epistola ad Celantiam matronam de rations pie 
vivendi (which was probably likewise written by him), found their way, by an irony of history, 
into the writings of Jerome, on a seeming resemblance in spirit and aim. 
 
{2139} "Difficile inter epulas servatur pudicitia. Nitens cutis sordidum ostendit animum." So he 
wrote to two ladies, a mother and her daughter in Gaul, Ep. 117, c. 6 (tom. i. 786). St. Anthony, 
the patriarch of monks, and other saints of the desert were of the same opinion, who washed 
themselves but seldom and combed their hair but once in a year, on holy Easter (when they ought 
to have been eminently holy, that is, according to their notions, eminently slovenly). What a 
contrast this to our modern principle that cleanliness is next to godliness! We must, however, 
judge this catholic ascetic cynicism from the stand-point of antiquity. Even Socrates, starting 
from the principle that freedom from need was divine, despised undergarments and shoes, and 
contented himself with a miserable cloak. Yet he did not neglect cleanliness altogether, and 
censured his disciple Antisthenes, who ostentatiously wore a dirty and torn cloak, by reminding 
him: "Friend, vanity peeps out from the holes of thy cloak." Man is by nature lazy and dirty. 
Industry and cleanliness are the fruit of discipline and civilization. In this respect Europe is in 
advance of Asia, the Teutonic races in advance of the Latin. The Italians call the English and 
Americans, soap-wasters. The use of soap and of the razor is a test of modern civilization. 
 
{2140} Compare the work Against Jovinian, l. i. c. 7, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 26, 33, etc., and several 
of his ascetic letters. Some of his utterances on the state of matrimony gave offence even to his 
monastic friends. 
 
{2141} Ep. 52 (i. 254 sqq.) de vita clericorum et monachorum, c. 5. 
 
{2142} Comp. a collection of the principal doctrinal and moral sentences of Jerome in Zockler p. 
429 ff. and p. 458 ff. 
 
{2143} Comp. the various estimates of Jerome at 41 above; in Vallarsi, Opera Hier., tom. xi. 282-
300, and in Zockler, l. c. pp. 465-476. In the preface to his valuable monograph (p. v) Zockler 
says: "Jerome is chiefly the orator and the scholar among the fathers. His life is essentially neither 
the life of a monk, nor a priest—for monk and priest he was only by the way—nor that of a 
saint—for he was no saint at all, at least not in the sense of the Roman church. It is from 
beginning to end the life of a scholar, a life replete with literary studies and all sorts of scholarly 
enterprises." This judgment we can subscribe only with two qualifications: he was as much a 
monk as a scholar, and exerted an extraordinary influence on the spread of monasticism in the 
West; and his reputation as a saint rests precisely on the Romish overestimate of asceticism, as 
distinguished from the evangelical Protestant form of piety.  

 



178. Augustine. 
 
I. S. Aurelii Augustini Hipponensis episcopi Opera Post Lovaniensium theologorum recensionem 
[which appeared at Antwerp in 1577 in 11 vols.] castigatus [referring to tomus primus, etc.] 
denuo ad MSS. codd. Gallicanos, etc. Opera et studio monachorum ordinis S. Benedicti e 
congregatione S. Mauri [Fr. Delfau, Th. Blampin, P. Coustant, and Cl. Guesnie]. Paris, 1679-
1700, xi tom. in 8 fol. vols. The same edition reprinted, with additions, at Antwerp, 1700-1703, 
12 parts in 9 fol.; and at Venice, 1729-’34, in xi tom. in 8 fol. (this is the edition from which I 
have generally quoted; it is not to be confounded with another Venice edition of 1756-’69 in xviii 
vols. 4to, which is full of printing errors); also at Bassano, 1807, in 18 vols.; by Gaume fratres, 
Paris, 1836-’39, in xi tom. in 22 parts (a very elegant edition); and lastly by J. P. Migne, Petit-
Montrouge, 1841-’49, in xii tom. (Patrol. Lat. tom. xxxii.-xlvii.). Migne’s edition (which I have 
also used occasionally) gives, in a supplementary volume (tom. xii.), the valuable Notitia literaria 
de vita, scriptis et editionibus Aug. from Schonemann’s Bibliotheca historico-literaria Patrum 
Lat. vol. ii. Lips. 1794, the Vindiciae Augustinianae of Norisius, and the writings of Augustine 
first published by Fontanini and Angelo Mai. But a thoroughly reliable critical edition of 
Augustine is still a desideratum. On the controversies relating to the merits of the Bened. edition, 
see the supplementary volume of Migne, xii. p. 40 sqq., and Thuillier: Histoire de la nouvelle ed. 
de S. Aug. par les PP. Benedictins, Par. 1736. The first printed edition of Augustine appeared at 
Basle, 1489-’95; another, a. 1509, in 11 vols. (I have a copy of this edition in black letter, but 
without a title page); then the edition of Erasmus published by Frobenius, Bas. 1528-’29, in 10 
vols. fol.: the Editio Lovaniensis, or of the divines of Louvain, Antw. 1577, in 11 vols., and often. 
Several works of Augustine have been often separately edited, especially the Confessions and the 
City of God. Compare a full list of the editions down to 1794 in Schonemann’s Bibliotheca, vol. 
ii. p. 73 sqq. 
 
II. Possidius (Calamensis episcopus, a pupil and friend of Aug.): Vita Augustini (brief, but 
authentic, written 432, two years after his death, in tom. x. Append. 257-280, ed. Bened., and in 
nearly all other editions). Benedictini Editores: Vita Augustini ex ejus potissimum scriptis 
concinnata, in 8 books (very elaborate and extensive), in tom. xi. 1-492, ed. Bened. (in Migne’s 
reprint, tom. i. pp. 66-578). The biographies of Tillemont (Mem. tom. xiii.); ElliesDupin 
(Nouvelle bibliotheque des auteurs ecclesiastiques, tom. ii. and iii.); P. Bayle (Dictionnaire 
historique et critique, art. Augustin); RemiCeillier (Histoire generale des auteurs sacres et eccles., 
vol. xi. and xii.); Cave (Lives of the Fathers, vol. ii.); Kloth (Der heil. Aug., Aachen, 1840, 2 
vols.); Bohringer (Kirchengeschichte in Biographien, vol. i. P. iii. p. 99 ff.); Poujoulat (Histoire 
de S. Aug. Par. 1843 and 1852, 2 vols.; the same in German by Fr. Hurter, Schaffh. 1847, 2 
vols.); Eisenbarth (Stuttg. 1853); Ph. Schaff (St. Augustine, Berlin, 1854; English ed. New York 
and London, 1854); C. Bindemann (Der heil. Aug., vol. i. Berl. 1844; vol. ii. 1855, incomplete). 
Braune: Monica und Augustin. Grimma, 1846. Comp. also the literature at 146, p. 783. 
 
The Philosophy of Augustine is discussed in the larger Histories of Philosophy by Brucker, 
Tennemann, Rixner, H. Ritter (vol. vi. pp. 153-443), Huber (Philosophie der Kirchenvater), and 
in the following works: Theod. Gangauf: Metaphysische Psychologie des heil. Augustinus. 1ste 
Abtheilung, Augsburg, 1852. T. Thery: Le genie philosophique et litteraire de saint Augustin. 
Par. 1861. Abbe Flottes: atudes sur saint Aug., son genie, son ame, sa philosophie. Par. 1861. 
Nourrisson: La philosophie de saint Augustin (ouvrage couronne par l’Institut de France), 
deuxieme ed. Par. 1866, 2 vols. 
 
It is a venturesome and delicate undertaking to write one’s own life, even though that life be a 
masterpiece of nature or of the grace of God, and therefore most worthy to be described. Of all 



autobiographies none has so happily avoided the reef of vanity and self-praise, and none has won 
so much esteem and love through its honesty and humility as that of St. Augustine. 
 
The "Confessions," which he wrote in the forty-sixth year of his life, still burning in the ardor of 
his first love, are full of the fire and unction of the Holy Ghost. They are a sublime effusion, in 
which Augustine, like David in the fifty-first Psalm, confesses to God, in view of his own and of 
succeeding generations, without reserve the sins of his youth; and they are at the same time a 
hymn of praise to the grace of God, which led him out of darkness into light, and called him to 
service in the kingdom of Christ. {2144} Here we see the great church teacher of all times 
"prostrate in the dust, conversing with God, basking in his love; his readers hovering before him 
only as a shadow." He puts away from himself all honor, all greatness, all beauty, and lays them 
gratefully at the feet of the All-merciful. The reader feels on every hand that Christianity is no 
dream nor illusion, but truth and life, and he is carried along in adoration of the wonderful grace 
of God. 
 
Aurelius Augustinus, born on the 13th of November, 354, {2145} at Tagaste, an unimportant 
village of the fertile province Numidia in North Africa, not far from Hippo Regius, inherited from 
his heathen father, Patricius, {2146} a passionate sensibility, from his Christian mother, Monica 
(one of the noblest women in the history of Christianity, of a highly intellectual and spiritual cast, 
of fervent piety, most tender affection, and all-conquering love), the deep yearning towards God 
so grandly expressed in his sentence: "Thou hast made us for Thee, and our heart is restless till it 
rests in Thee." {2147} This yearning, and his reverence for the sweet and holy name of Jesus, 
though crowded into the background, attended him in his studies at the schools of Madaura and 
Carthage, on his journeys to Rome and Milan, and on his tedious wanderings through the 
labyrinth of carnal pleasures, Manichaean mock-wisdom, Academic skepticism, and Platonic 
idealism; till at last the prayers of his mother, the sermons of Ambrose, the biography of St. 
Anthony, and, above all, the Epistles of Paul, as so many instruments in the hand of the Holy 
Ghost, wrought in the man of three and thirty years that wonderful change which made him an 
incalculable blessing to the whole Christian world, and brought even the sins and errors of his 
youth into the service of the truth. {2148} 
 
A son of so many prayers and tears could not be lost, and the faithful mother who travailed with 
him in spirit with greater pain than her body had in bringing him into the world, {2149} was 
permitted, for the encouragement of future mothers, to receive shortly before her death an answer 
to her prayers and expectations, and was able to leave this world with joy without revisiting her 
earthly home. For Monica died on a homeward journey, in Ostia at the mouth of the Tiber, in her 
fifty-sixth year, in the arms of her son, after enjoying with him a glorious conversation that soared 
above the confines of space and time, and was a foretaste of the eternal Sabbath-rest of the saints. 
She regretted not to die in a foreign land, because she was not far from God, who would raise her 
up at the last day. "Bury my body anywhere," was her last request, "and trouble not yourselves for 
it; only this one thing I ask, that you remember me at the altar of my God, wherever you may be." 
{2150} Augustine, in his Confessions, has erected to Monica the noblest monument that can 
never perish. 
 
If ever there was a thorough and fruitful conversion, next to that of Paul on the way to Damascus, 
it was that of Augustine, when, in a garden of the Villa Cassiciacum, not far from Milan, in 
September of the year 386, amidst the most violent struggles of mind and heart—the birth-throes 
of the new life—he heard that divine voice of a child: "Take, read!" and he "put on the Lord Jesus 
Christ". {Romans 13:14} It is a touching lamentation of his: "I have loved Thee late, Thou 
Beauty, so old and so new; I have loved Thee late! And lo! Thou wast within, but I was without, 
and was seeking Thee there. And into Thy fair creation I plunged myself in my ugliness; for Thou 



wast with me, and I was not with Thee! Those things kept me away from Thee, which had not 
been, except they had been in Thee! Thou didst call, and didst cry aloud, and break through my 
deafness. Thou didst glimmer, Thou didst shine, and didst drive away, my blindness. Thou didst 
breathe, and I drew breath, and breathed in Thee. I tasted Thee, and I hunger and thirst. Thou 
didst touch me, and I burn for Thy peace. If I, with all that is within me, may once live in Thee, 
then shall pain and trouble forsake me; entirely filled with Thee, all shall be life to me." 
 
He received baptism from Ambrose in Milan on Easter Sunday, 387, in company with his friend 
and fellow-convert Alypius, and his natural son Adeodatus (given by God). It impressed the 
divine seal upon the inward transformation. He broke radically with the world; abandoned the 
brilliant and lucrative vocation of a teacher of rhetoric, which he had followed in Rome and 
Milan; sold his goods for the benefit of the poor: and thenceforth devoted his rare gifts 
exclusively to the service of Christ, and to that service he continued faithful to his latest breath. 
After the death of his mother, whom he revered and loved with the most tender affection, he went 
a second time to Rome for several months, and wrote books in defence of true Christianity 
against false philosophy and the Manichaean heresy. Returning to Africa, he spent three years, 
with his friends Alypius and Evodius, on an estate in his native Tagaste, in contemplative and 
literary retirement. 
 
Then, in 391, he was chosen presbyter against his will, by the voice of the people, which, as in the 
similar cases of Cyprian and Ambrose, proved to be the voice of God, in the Numidian maritime 
city of Hippo Regius (now Bona); and in 395 he was elected bishop in the same city. For eight 
and thirty years, until his death, he labored in this place, and made it the intellectual centre of 
Western Christendom. {2151} 
 
His outward mode of life was extremely simple, and mildly ascetic. He lived with his clergy in 
one house in an apostolic community of goods, and made this house a seminary of theology, out 
of which ten bishops and many lower clergy went forth. Females, even his sister, were excluded 
from his house, and could see him only in the presence of others. But he founded religious 
societies of women; and over one of these his sister, a saintly widow, presided. {2152} He once 
said in a sermon, that he had nowhere found better men, and he had nowhere found worse, than in 
monasteries. Combining, as he did, the clerical life with the monastic, he became unwittingly the 
founder of the Augustinian order, which gave the reformer Luther to the world. He wore the black 
dress of the Eastern coenobites, with a cowl and a leathern girdle. He lived almost entirely on 
vegetables, and seasoned the common meal with reading or free conversation, in which it was a 
rule that the character of an absent person should never be touched. He had this couplet engraved 
on the table: 
 
Quisquis amat dictis absentum rodere vitam, 
 
Hanc mensam vetitam noverit esse sibi. 
 
He often preached five days in succession, sometimes twice a day, and set it as the object of his 
preaching, that all might live with him, and he with all, in Christ. Wherever he went in Africa, he 
was begged to preach the word of salvation. {2153} He faithfully administered the external affairs 
connected with his office, though he found his chief delight in contemplation. He was specially 
devoted to the poor, and, like Ambrose, upon exigency, caused the church vessels to be melted 
down to redeem prisoners. But he refused legacies by which injustice was done to natural heirs, 
and commended the bishop Aurelius of Carthage for giving back unasked some property which a 
man had bequeathed to the church, when his wife unexpectedly bore him children. 
 



Augustine’s labors extended far beyond his little diocese. He was the intellectual head of the 
North African and the entire Western church of his time. He took active interest in all theological 
and ecclesiastical questions. He was the champion of the orthodox doctrine against Manichaean, 
Donatist, and Pelagian. In him was concentrated the whole polemic power of the catholicism of 
the time against heresy and schism; and in him it won the victory over them. 
 
In his last years he took a critical review of his literary productions, and gave them a thorough 
sifting in his Retractations. His latest controversial works against the Semi-Pelagians, written in a 
gentle spirit, date from the same period. He bore the duties of his office alone till his seventy-
second year, when his people unanimously elected his friend Heraclius to be his assistant and 
successor. 
 
The evening of his life was troubled by increasing infirmities of body and by the unspeakable 
wretchedness which the barbarian Vandals spread over his country in their victorious invasion, 
destroying cities, villages, and churches, without mercy, and even besieging the fortified city of 
Hippo. {2154} Yet he faithfully persevered in his work. The last ten days of his life he spent in 
close retirement, in prayers and tears and repeated reading of the penitential Psalms, which he had 
caused to be written on the wall over his bed, that he might have them always before his eyes. 
Thus with an act of penance he closed his life. In the midst of the terrors of the siege and the 
despair of his people he could not suspect what abundant seed he had sown for the future. 
 
In the third month of the siege of Hippo, on the 28th of August, 430, in the seventy-sixth year of 
his age, in full possession of his faculties, and in the presence of many friends and pupils, he 
passed gently and happily into that eternity to which he had so long aspired. "O how wonderful," 
wrote he in his Meditations, {2155} "how beautiful and lovely are the dwellings of Thy house, 
Almighty God! I burn with longing to behold Thy beauty in Thy bridal-chamber.... O Jerusalem, 
holy city of God, dear bride of Christ, my heart loves thee, my soul has already long sighed for 
thy beauty!.... The King of kings Himself is in the midst of thee, and His children are within thy 
walls. There are the hymning choirs of angels, the fellowship of heavenly citizens. There is the 
wedding-feast of all who from this sad earthly pilgrimage have reached thy joys. There is the far-
seeing choir of the prophets; there the number of the twelve apostles; there the triumphant army 
of innumerable martyrs and holy confessors. Full and perfect love there reigns, for God is all in 
all. They love and praise, they praise and love Him evermore.... Blessed, perfectly and forever 
blessed, shall I too be, if, when my poor body shall be dissolved,... I may stand before my King 
and God, and see Him in His glory, as He Himself hath deigned to promise: ‘Father, I will that 
they also whom Thou hast given Me be with Me where I am; that they may behold My glory 
which I had with Thee before the world was.’" This aspiration after the heavenly Jerusalem found 
grand expression in the hymn Deuteronomy gloria et gaudiis Paradisi: 
 
"Ad perennis vitae fontem mens sativit arida," 
 
which is incorporated in the Meditations of Augustine, and the idea of which originated in part 
with him, though it was not brought into poetical form till long afterwards by Peter Damiani. 
{2156} 
 
He left no will, for in his voluntary poverty he had no earthly property to dispose of, except his 
library; this he bequeathed to the church, and it was fortunately preserved from the depredations 
of the Arian barbarians. {2157} 
 
Soon after his death Hippo was taken and destroyed by the Vandals. {2158} Africa was lost to the 
Romans. A few decades later the whole West-Roman empire fell in ruins. The culmination of the 



African church was the beginning of its decline. But the work of Augustine could not perish. His 
ideas fell like living seed into the soil of Europe, and produced abundant fruits in nations and 
countries of which he had never heard. {2159} 
 
Augustine, the man with upturned eye, with pen in the left hand, and a burning heart in the right 
(as he is usually represented), is a philosophical and theological genius of the first order, towering 
like a pyramid above his age, and looking down commandingly upon succeeding centuries. He 
had a mind uncommonly fertile and deep, bold and soaring; and with it, what is better, a heart full 
of Christian love and humility. He stands of right by the side of the greatest philosophers of 
antiquity and of modern times. We meet him alike on the broad highways and the narrow 
footpaths, on the giddy Alpine heights and in the awful depths of speculation, wherever 
philosophical thinkers before him or after him have trod. As a theologian he is facile princeps, at 
least surpassed by no church father, scholastic, or reformer. With royal munificence he scattered 
ideas in passing, which have set in mighty motion other lands and later times. He combined the 
creative power of Tertullian with the churchly spirit of Cyprian, the speculative intellect of the 
Greek church with the practical tact of the Latin. He was a Christian philosopher and a 
philosophical theologian to the full. It was his need and his delight to wrestle again and again 
with the hardest problems of thought, and to comprehend to the utmost the divinely revealed 
matter of the faith. {2160} He always asserted, indeed, the primacy of faith, according to his 
maxim: Fides praecedit intellectum; appealing, with theologians before him, to the well-known 
passage of Isaiah 7:9 (in the LXX.): "Nisi credideritis, non intelligetis." But to him faith itself was 
an acting of reason, and from faith to knowledge, therefore, there was a necessary transition. 
{2161} He constantly looked below the surface to the hidden motives of actions and to the 
universal laws of diverse events. The metaphysician and the Christian believer coalesced in him. 
His meditatio passes with the utmost ease into oratio, and his oratio into meditatio. With 
profundity he combined an equal clearness and sharpness of thought. He was an extremely skilful 
and a successful dialectician, inexhaustible in arguments and in answers to the objections of his 
adversaries. 
 
He has enriched Latin literature with a greater store of beautiful, original, and pregnant proverbial 
sayings, than any classic author, or any other teacher of the church. {2162} 
 
He had a creative and decisive hand in almost every dogma of the church, completing some, and 
advancing others. The centre of his system is the free redeeming grace of God in Christ, operating 
through the actual, historical church. He is evangelical or Pauline in his doctrine of sin and grace, 
but catholic (that is, old-catholic, not Roman Catholic) in his doctrine of the church. The Pauline 
element comes forward mainly in the Pelagian controversy, the catholic-churchly in the Donatist; 
but each is modified by the other. 
 
Dr. Baur incorrectly makes freedom the fundamental idea of the Augustinian system (it much 
better suits the Pelagian), and founds on this view an ingenious, but only half true, comparison 
between Augustine and Origen. "There is no church teacher of the ancient period," says he, 
{2163} "who, in intellect and in grandeur and consistency of view, can more justly be placed by 
the side of Origen than Augustine; none who, with all the difference in individuality and in mode 
of thought, so closely resembles him. How far both towered above their times, is most clearly 
manifest in the very fact that they alone, of all the theologians of the first six centuries, became 
the creators of distinct systems, each proceeding from its definite idea, and each completely 
carried out; and this fact proves also how much the one system has that is analogous to the other. 
The one system, like the other, is founded upon the idea of freedom; in both there is a specific act, 
by which the entire development of human life is determined; and in both this is an act which lies 
far outside of the temporal consciousness of the individual; with this difference alone, that in one 



system the act belongs to each separate individual himself, and only falls outside of his temporal 
life and consciousness; in the other, it lies within the sphere of the temporal history of man, but is 
only the act of one individual. If in the system of Origen nothing gives greater offence than the 
idea of the pre-existence and fall of souls, which seems to adopt heathen ideas into the Christian 
faith, there is in the system of Augustine the same overleaping of individual life and 
consciousness, in order to explain from an act in the past the present sinful condition of man; but 
the pagan Platonic point of view is exchanged for one taken from the Old Testament.... What 
therefore essentially distinguishes the system of Augustine from that of Origen, is only this: the 
fall of Adam is substituted for the pre-temporal fall of souls, and what in Origen still wears a 
heathen garb, puts on in Augustine a purely Old Testament form." 
 
The learning of Augustine was not equal to his genius, nor as extensive as that of Origen and 
Eusebius, but still considerable for his time, and superior to that of any of the Latin fathers, with 
the single exception of Jerome. He had received in the schools of Madaura and Carthage a good 
theoretical and rhetorical preparation for the forum, which stood him in good stead also in 
theology. He was familiar with Latin literature, and was by no means blind to the excellencies of 
the classics, though he placed them far below the higher beauty of the Holy Scriptures. The 
Hortensius of Cicero (a lost work) inspired him during his university course with enthusiasm for 
philosophy and for the knowledge of truth for its own sake; the study of Platonic and Neo-
Platonic works (in the Latin version of the rhetorician Victorinus) kindled in him an incredible 
fire; {2164} though in both he missed the holy name of Jesus and the cardinal virtues of love and 
humility, and found in them only beautiful ideals without power to conform him to them. His 
City of God, his book on heresies, and other writings, show an extensive knowledge of ancient 
philosophy, poetry, and history, sacred and secular. He refers to the most distinguished persons of 
Greece and Rome; he often alludes to Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, Plotin, Porphyry, Cicero, 
Seneca, Horace, Virgil, to the earlier Greek and Latin fathers, to Eastern and Western heretics. 
But his knowledge of Greek literature was mostly derived from Latin translations. With the Greek 
language, as he himself frankly and modestly confesses, he had, in comparison with Jerome, but a 
superficial acquaintance. {2165} Hebrew he did not understand at all. Hence, with all his 
extraordinary familiarity with the Latin Bible, he made many mistakes in exposition. He was 
rather a thinker than a scholar, and depended mainly on his own resources, which were always 
abundant. {2166} 
 
{2144} Augustine himself says of his Confessions: "Confessionum mearum libri tredecim et de 
malis et de bonis meis Deum laudant justum et bonum, atque in eum excitant humanum 
intellectum et affectum." Retract. l. ii. c. 6. 
 
{2145} He died, according to the Chronicle of his friend and pupil Prosper Aquitanus, the 28th of 
August, 430 (in the third month of the siege of Hippo by the Vandals); according to his 
biographer Possidius he lived seventy-six years. The day of his birth Augustine states himself, 
Deuteronomy vita beata, 6 (tom. i. 800): "Idibus Novembris mihi natalis dies erat." 
 
{2146} He received baptism shortly before his death. 
 
{2147} Conf. i. I: "Fecisti nos ad Te, et inquietum est cor nostrum, donee requiescat in Te." In all 
his aberrations, which we would hardly know, if it were not from his own free confession, he 
never sunk to anything mean, but remained, like Paul in his Jewish fanaticism, a noble intellect 
and an honorable character, with burning love for the true and the good. 
 
{2148} For particulars respecting the course of Augustine’s life, see my work above cited, and 
other monographs. Comp. also the fine remarks of Dr. Baur in his posthumous Lectures on 



Doctrine-History (1866), vol. i. Part ii, p. 26 ff. He compares the development of Augustine with 
the course of Christianity from the beginning to his time, and draws a parallel between Augustine 
and Origen. 
 
{2149} Conf. ix. c. 8: "Quae me parturivit et carne ut in hanc temporalem, et corde, ut in 
aeternam lucem nascerer." L. v. 9: "Non enim satis eloquor, quid erga me habebat animi, et 
quanto majore sollicitudine me parturiebat spiritu, quam came pepererat." 
 
{2150} Conf. l. ix. c. 11 "Tantum illud vos rogo, ut ad Domini altare memineritis mei, ubi 
fueritis." This must be explained from the already prevailing custom of offering prayers for the 
dead, which, however, had rather the form of thanksgiving for the mercy of God shown to them, 
than the later form of intercession for them. Comp. above, 84, p. 432 ff. 
 
{2151} He is still known among the inhabitants of the place as "the great Christian" (Rumi 
Kebir). Gibbon (ch. xxxiii. ad Ann. 430) thus describes the place which became so famous 
through Augustine: "The maritime colony of Hippo, about two hundred miles westward of 
Carthage, had formerly acquired the distinguishing epithet of Regius, from the residence of the 
Numidian kings; and some remains of trade and populousness still adhere to the modern city, 
which is known in Europe by the corrupted name of Bona." See below, Fn 126. 
 
{2152} He mentions a sister, "soror mea, sancta proposita" [monasterii], without naming her 
Epist. 211, n. 4 (ed. Bened.), alias Ep. 109. He also had a brother by the name of Navigius. 
 
{2153} Possidius says, in his Vita Aug.: "Caeterum episcopatu suscepto multo instantius ac 
ferventius majore auctoritate, non in una tantum regione, sed ubicunque rogatus verisset verbum 
salutis alacriter ac suaviter, pullulante atque crescente Domini ecclesia, praedicavit." 
 
{2154} Possidius, c. 28, gives a vivid picture of the ravages of the Vandals, which have become 
proverbial. Comp. also Gibbon, ch. xxxiii. 
 
{2155} I freely combine several passages. 
 
{2156} Comp. Daniel: Thesaurus hymnol. i. p. 116 sqq., and iv. p. 203 sq., and 116, above (p. 
593, note 1). 
 
{2157} Possidius says, Vita, c. 31: "Testamentum nullum fecit, quia unde faceret, pauper Dei non 
habuit. Ecclesiae bibliothecam omnesque codices diligenter posteris custodiendos semper 
jubebat." 
 
{2158} The inhabitants escaped to the sea. There appears no bishop of Hippo after Augustine. In 
the seventh century the old city was utterly destroyed by the Arabians, but two miles from it Bona 
was built out of its ruins. Comp. Tillemont, xii i. 945, and Gibbon, ch. xxxiii. Gibbon says, that 
Bona, "in the sixteenth century, contained about three hundred families of industrious, but 
turbulent manufacturers. The adjacent territory is renowned for a pure air, a fertile soil, and plenty 
of exquisite fruits." Since the French conquest of Algiers, Bona was rebuilt in 1832, and is 
gradually assuming a French aspect. It is now one of the finest towns in Algeria, the key to the 
province of Constantine, has a public garden, several schools, considerable commerce, and a 
population of over 10,000 of French, Moors, and Jews, the great majority of whom are foreigners. 
The relics of St. Augustine have been recently transferred from Pavia to Bona. See the letters of 
abbe Sibour to Poujoulat sur la translation de la relique de saint Augustin de Pavie a Hippone, in 
Poujoulat’s Histoire de saint Augustin, tom. i. p. 413 sqq. 



 
{2159} Even in Africa Augustine’s spirit reappeared from time to time, notwithstanding the 
barbarian confusion, as a light in darkness, first in Vigilius, bishop of Tapsus, who, at the close of 
the fifth century, ably defended the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity and the person of Christ, and 
to whom the authorship of the so-called Athanasian Creed has sometimes been ascribed; in 
Fulgentius, bishop of Ruspe, one of the chief opponents of Semi-Pelagianism, and the later 
Arianism, who with sixty catholic bishops of Africa was banished for several years by the Arian 
Vandals to the island of Sardinia, and who was called the Augustine of the sixth century (died 
533); and in Facundus of Hermiane (died 570), and FulgentiusFerrandus and Liberatus, two 
deacons of Carthage, who took a prominent part in the Three Chapter controversy. 
 
{2160} Or, as he wrote to a friend about the year 410, Epist. 120, c. 1, 2 (tom. ii. p. 347, ed. 
Bened. Venet.; in older ed., Ep. 122): "Ut quod credis intelligas... non ut fidem respuas, sed ea 
quae fidei firmitate jam tenes, etiam rationis luce conspicias." He continues, ibid. c. 3: "Absit 
namque, ut hoe in nobis Deus oderit, in quo nos reliquis animalibus excellentiores creavit. Absit, 
inquam, ut ideo credamus, ne rationem accipiamus vel quaeramus; cum etiam credere non 
possemus, nisi rationales animas haberemus." In one of his earliest works, Contra Academ. l. iii. 
c. 20, 43, he says of himself: "Ita sum affectus, ut quid sit verum non credendo solum, sed etiam 
intelligendo apprehendere impatienter desiderem." 
 
{2161} Comp. Deuteronomy praed. Sanct. cap. 2, 5 (tom. x. p. 792): "Ipsum credere nihil aliud 
est quam cum assensione cogitare. Non enim omnia qui cogitat, credit, cum ideo cogitant, 
plurique ne credant; sed cogitat omnia qui credit, et credendo cogitat et cogitando credit. Fides si 
non cogitetur, nulls est." Ep. 120, cap. 1, 3 (tom. ii. 347), and Ep. 137, c. 4, 15 (tom. ii. 408): 
"Intellectui fides aditum aperit, infidelitas claudit." Augustine’s view of faith and knowledge is 
discussed at large by Gangauf, Metaphysische Psychologie des heil Augustinus, i. pp. 31-76, and 
by Nourrisson, La philosophie de saint Augustin, tom. ii. 282-290. 
 
{2162} Prosper Aquitanus collected from the works of Augustine a long list of sentences (see the 
Appendix to the tenth vol. of the Bened. ed. p. 223 sqq.), with reference to theological purport 
and the Pelagian controversies. We recall some of the best, which he has omitted: 
 
"Novum Testamentum in Vetere latet, Vetus in Novo patet." 
 
"Distingue tempora, et concordabit Scriptura." 
 
"Cor nostrum inquietum est, donec requiescat in Te." 
 
"Da quod jubes, et jube quod vis." 
 
"Non vincit nisi veritas, victoria veritatis est caritas." 
 
"Ubi amor, ibi trinitas." 
 
"Fides praecedit intellectum." 
 
"Deo servire vera libertas est." 
 
"Nulla infelicitas frangit, quem felicitas nulls corrumpit." 
 



The famous maxim of ecclesiastical harmony: "In necessariis unitas, in dubiis (or non necessariis) 
libertas, in omnibus (in utrisque) caritas,"—which is often ascribed to Augustine, dates in this 
form not from him, but from a much later period. Dr. Lucke (in a special treatise on the antiquity 
of the author, the original form, etc., of this sentence, Gottingen, 1850) traces the authorship to 
RupertMeldenius, an irenical German theologian of the seventeenth century. 
 
{2163} l. c. p. 30 sq. 
 
{2164} Adv. Academicos, l. ii. c. 2, 5: "Etiam mihi ipsi de me incredibile incendium concitarunt." 
And in several passages of the Civitas Dei (viii. 3-12; xxii. 27) he speaks very favorably of Plato, 
and also of Aristotle, and thus broke the way for the high authority of the Aristotelian philosophy 
with the scholastics of the middle age. 
 
{2165} It is sometimes asserted that he had no knowledge at all of the Greek. So Gibbon, for 
example, says (ch. xxxiii.): "The superficial learning of Augustine was confined to the Latin 
language." But this is as much a mistake as the other assertion of Gibbon, that "the orthodoxy of 
St. Augustine was derived from the Manichaean school." In his youth he had a great aversion to 
the glorious language of Hellas (Conf. i. 14), and read the writings of Plato in a Latin translation 
(vii. 9). But after his baptism during his second residence in Rome, he took it up again with 
greater zest, for the sake of his biblical studies. In Hippo he had, while presbyter, good 
opportunity to advance in it, since his bishop, Aurelius, a native Greek, understood his mother 
tongue much better than the Latin. In his books he occasionally makes reference to the Greek. In 
his work Contra Jul. i. c. 6 21 (tom. x. 510), he corrects the Pelagian Julian in a translation from 
Chrysostom, quoting the original. "Ego ipsa verba Graeca quae a Joanne dicta sunt ponam: dia 
tou’to kai ta paidia baptizomen, kaitoi amapthmata ouk econta, quod est Latine: Ideo et infantes 
baptizamus, quamvis peccata non habentes." Julian had freely rendered this: "cum non sint 
coinquinati peccato," and had drawn the inference: "Sanctus Joannes Constantinopolitanus negat 
esse in parvulis originale peccatum." Augustine helps himself out of the pinch by arbitrarily 
supplying propria to aJmarthvmata, so that the idea of sin inherited from another is not excluded. 
The Greek fathers, however, did not consider hereditary corruption to be proper sin or guilt at all, 
but only defect, weakness, or disease. In the City of God, lib. xix. c. 23, he quotes a passage from 
Porphyry’s ejk logivwn filosofiva. It is probable that he read Plotin, and the Panarion of 
Epiphanius or the summary of it, in Greek (while the Church History of Eusebius he knew only in 
the translation of Rufinus). But in his exegetical and other works he very rarely consults the 
Septuagint or Greek Testament, and was content with the very imperfect Itala or the improved 
version of Jerome. The Benedictine editors overestimate his knowledge of Greek. He himself 
frankly confesses that he knew very little of it, Deuteronomy Trinit. l. iii. Prooem. ("Graecae 
linguae non sit nobis tantus habitus, ut talium rerum libris legendis et intelligendis uno modo 
reperiamur idonei"), and Contra literas Petiliani (written in 400), l. ii. c. 38 ("Et ego quidem 
Graecae linguae perparum assecutus sum, et prope nihil"). On the philosophical learning of 
Augustine may be compared Nourrisson, l. c. ii. p. 92 ff. 
 
{2166} The following are some of the most intelligent and appreciative estimates of Augustine. 
Erasmus (Ep. dedicat. ad Alfons. archiep. Tolet. 1529) says, with an ingenious play upon the 
name Aurelius Augustinus: "Quid habet orbis christianus hoc scriptore magis aureum vel 
augustius? ut ipsa vocabula nequaquam fortuito, sed numinis providentia videantur indita viro. 
Auro sapientiae nihil pretiosius: fulgore eloquentiae cum sapientia conjunctae nihil mirabilius.... 
Non arbitror alium esse doctorem, in quem opulentus ille ac benignus Spiritus dotes suas omnes 
largius effuderit, quam in Augustinum." The great philosopher Leibnitz (Praefat. ad Theodic. 34) 
calls him "virum sane magnum et ingenii stupendi," and "vastissimo ingenio praeditum." Dr. 
Baur, without sympathy with his views, speaks enthusiastically of the man and his genius. 



Among other things be says (Vorlesungen uber Dogmengeschichte, i. i. p. 61): "There is scarcely 
another theological author so fertile and withal so able as Augustine. His scholarship was 
certainly not equal to his mind; yet even that is sometimes set too low, when it is asserted that he 
had no acquaintance at all with the Greek language; for this is incorrect, though he had attained 
no great proficiency in Greek." C. Bindemann (a Lutheran divine) begins his thorough 
monograph (vol. i. preface) with the well-deserved eulogium: "St. Augustine is one of the greatest 
personages in the church. He is second in importance to none of the teachers who have wrought 
most in the church since the apostolic time; and it can well be said that among the church fathers 
the first place is due to him, and in the time of the Reformation a Luther alone, for fulness and 
depth of thought and grandeur of character, may stand by his side. He is the summit of the 
development of the mediaeval Westem church; from him descended the mysticism, no less than 
the scholasticism, of the middle age; he was one of the strongest pillars of the Roman 
Catholicism, and from his works, next to the Holy Scriptures, especially the Epistles of Paul, the 
leaders of the Reformation drew most of that conviction by which a new age was introduced." 
Staudenmaier, a Roman Catholic theologian, counts Augustine among those minds in which a 
hundred others dwell (Scotus Erigena, i. p. 274). The Roman Catholic philosophers A. Gunther 
and Th. Gangauf, put him on an equality with the greatest philosophers, and discern in him a 
providential personage endowed by the Spirit of God for the instruction of all ages. A striking 
characterization is that of Dr. JohannesHuber (in his instructive work: Die Philosophie der 
Kirchenvater, Munich, 1859, p. 312 sq.): "Augustine is a unique phenomenon in Christian 
history. No one of the other fathers has left so luminous traces of his existence. Though we find 
among them many rich and powerful minds yet we find in none the forces of personal character, 
mind, heart, and will, so largely developed and so harmoniously working. No one surpasses him 
in wealth of perceptions and dialectical sharpness of thoughts, in depth and fervor of religious 
sensibility, in greatness of aims and energy of action. He therefore also marks the culmination of 
the patriotic age, and has been elevated by the acknowledgment of succeeding times as the first 
and the universal church father.—His whole character reminds us in many respects of Paul, with 
whom he has also in common the experience of being called from manifold errors to the service 
of the gospel, and like whom he could boast that he had labored in it more abundantly than all the 
others. And as Paul among the Apostles pre-eminently determined the development of 
Christianity, and became, more than all others, the expression of the Christian mind, to which 
men ever afterwards return, as often as in the life of the church that mind becomes turbid, to draw 
from him, as the purest fountain, a fresh understanding of the gospel doctrine,—so has Augustine 
turned the Christian nations since his time for the most part into his paths, and become pre-
eminently their trainer and teacher, in the study of whom they always gain a renewal and 
deepening of their consciousness. Not the middle age alone, but the Reformation also, was ruled 
by him, and whatever to this day boasts of the Christian spirit, is connected at least in part with 
Augustine." Nourrisson, the latest French writer on Augustine, whose work is clothed with the 
authority of the Institute of France, assigns to the bishop of Hippo the fast rank among the 
masters of human thought, alongside of Plato and Leibnitz, Thomas Aquinas and Bossuet. "Si une 
critique toujours respectueuse, mais d’une inviolable sincerite, est une des formes les plus hautes 
de l’admiration, j’estime, au contraire, n’avoir fait qu’exalter ce grand coeur, ce psychologue 
consolant et emu, ce metaphysicien subtil et sublime, en un mot, cet attachant et poetique genie, 
dont la place reste marquee, au premier rang, parmi le maitres de la pensee humaine, a cote de 
Platon et de Descartes, d’Aristote et de saint Thomas, de Leibniz et de Bossuet." (La philosophie 
de saint Augustin, Par. 1866, tom. i. p. vii.) Among English and American writers, Dr. Shedd, in 
the Introduction to his edition of an old translation of the Confessions (1860), has furnished a 
truthful and forcible description of the mind and heart of St. Augustine, as portrayed in this 
remarkable book.  



 



179. The Works of Augustine. 
 
The numerous writings of Augustine, the composition of which extended through four and forty 
years, are a mine of Christian knowledge and experience. They abound in lofty ideas, noble 
sentiments, devout effusions, clear statements of truth, strong arguments against error, and 
passages of fervid eloquence and undying beauty, but also in innumerable repetitions, fanciful 
opinions, and playful conjectures of his uncommonly fertile brain. {2167} His style is full of life 
and vigor and ingenious plays on words, but deficient in purity and elegance, and by no means 
free from wearisome prolixity and from that vagabunda loquacitas, with which his adroit 
opponent, Julian of Eclanum, charged him. He would rather, as he said, be blamed by 
grammarians, than not understood by the people; and he bestowed little care upon his style, 
though he many a time rises in lofty poetic flight. He made no point of literary renown, but, 
impelled by love to God and to the church, he wrote from the fulness of his mind and heart. The 
writings before his conversion, a treatise on the Beautiful (De Pulchro et Apto), the orations and 
eulogies which he delivered as rhetorician at Carthage, Rome, and Milan, are lost. The professor 
of eloquence, the heathen philosopher, the Manichaean heretic, the sceptic and freethinker, are 
known to us only, from his regrets and recantations in the Confessions and other works. His 
literary career for as commences in his pious retreat at Cassiciacum where he prepared himself 
for a public profession of his faith. He appears first, in the works composed at Cassiciacum, 
Rome, and near Tagaste, as a Christian philosopher, after his consecration to the priesthood as a 
theologian. Yet even in his theological works he everywhere manifests the metaphysical and 
speculative bent of his mind. He never abandoned or depreciated reason, he only subordinated it 
to faith and made it subservient to the defence of revealed truth. Faith is the pioneer of reason, 
and discovers the territory which reason explores. 
 
The following is a classified view of his most important works, the contents of the most of which 
we have already noticed in former sections. {2168} 
 
I. Autobiographical works. To these belong the Confessions and the Retractations; the former 
acknowledging his sins, the latter his theoretical errors. In the one he subjects his life, in the other 
his writings, to close criticism; and these productions therefore furnish the best standard for 
judging of his entire labors. {2169} 
 
The Confessions are the most profitable, at least the most edifying, product of his pen; indeed, we 
may no doubt say, the most edifying book in all the patristic literature. They were accordingly, 
the most read even during his lifetime, {2170} and they have been the most frequently published 
since. {2171} A more sincere and more earnest book was never written. The historical part, to the 
tenth book, is one of the devotional classics of all creeds, and second in popularity only to the 
"Imitation of Christ," by Thomas a Kempis, and Bunyan’s "Pilgrim’s Progress." Certainly no 
autobiography is superior to it in true humility, spiritual depth, and universal interest. Augustine’s 
experience, as a heathen sensualist, a Manichaean heretic, an anxious inquirer, a sincere penitent, 
and a grateful convert, is reflected in every human soul that struggles through the temptations of 
nature and the labyrinth of error to the knowledge of truth and the beauty of holiness, and after 
many sighs and tears finds rest ad peace in the arms of a merciful Saviour. Rousseau’s 
"Confessions," and Goethe’s "Truth and Poetry," though written in a radically different spirit, 
may be compared with Augustine’s Confessions as works of rare genius and of absorbing 
interest, but, by attempting to exalt human nature in its unsanctified state, they tend as much to 
expose its vanity and weakness, as the work of the bishop of Hippo, being written with a single 
eye to the glory of God, raises man from the dust of repentance to a new and imperishable life of 
the Spirit. {2172} 



 
Augustine composed the Confessions about the year 400. The first ten books contain, in the form 
of a continuous prayer and confession before God, a general sketch of his earlier life, of his 
conversion, and of his return to Africa in the thirty-fourth year of his age. The salient points in 
these books are the engaging history of his conversion in Milan, and the story of the last days of 
his noble mother in Ostia, spent as it were at the very gate of heaven and in full assurance of a 
blessed reunion at the throne of glory. The last three books (and a part of the tenth) are devoted to 
speculative philosophy; they treat, partly in tacit opposition to Manichaeism, of the metaphysical 
questions of the possibility of knowing God, and the nature of time and space; and they give an 
interpretation of the Mosaic cosmogony in the style of the typical allegorical exegesis usual with 
the fathers, but foreign to our age; they are therefore of little value to the general reader, except as 
showing that even abstract metaphysical subjects may be devotionally treated. 
 
The Retractations were produced in the evening of his life (427), when, mindful of the proverb: 
"In the multitude of words there wanteth not sin," {2173} and remembering that we must give 
account for every idle word, {2174} he judged himself, that he might not be judged. {2175} He 
revised in chronological order the numerous works he had written before and during his 
episcopate, and retracted or corrected whatever in them seemed to his riper knowledge false or 
obscure. In all essential points, nevertheless, his theological system remained the same from his 
conversion to this time. The Retractations give beautiful evidence of his love of truth, his 
conscientiousness, and his humility. {2176} 
 
To this same class should be added the Letters of Augustine, of which the Benedictine editors, in 
their second volume, give two hundred and seventy (including letters to Augustine) in 
chronological order from A. D. 386 to A. D. 429. These letters treat, sometimes very minutely, of 
all the important questions of his time, and give us an insight of his cares, his official fidelity, his 
large heart, and his effort to become, like Paul, all things to all men. 
 
When the questions of friends and pupils accumulated, he answered them in special works; and in 
this way he produced various collections of Quaestiones and Responsiones, dogmatical, 
exegetical, and miscellaneous (A. D. 390, 397, &c.). 
 
II. Philosophical treatises, in dialogue; almost all composed in his earlier life; either during his 
residence on the country-seat Cassiciacum in the vicinity of Milan, where he spent half a year 
before his baptism in instructive and stimulating conversation in a sort of academy or Christian 
Platonic banquet with Monica, his son Adeodatus, his brother Navigius, his friend Alypius, and 
some cousins and pupils; or during his second residence in Rome; or soon after his return to 
Africa. {2177} 
 
To this class belong the works: Contra Academicos libri tres (386), in which he combats the 
skepticism and probabilism of the New Academy,—the doctrine that man can never reach the 
truth, but can at best attain only probability; Deuteronomy vita beata (386), in which he makes 
true blessedness to consist in the perfect knowledge of God; Deuteronomy ordine,—on the 
relation of evil to the divine order of the world {2178} (386); Soliloquia (387), communings with 
his own soul concerning God, the highest good, the knowledge of truth, and immortality; 
Deuteronomy immortalitate animae (387), a continuation of the Soliloquies; Deuteronomy 
quantitate animae (387), discussing sundry questions of the size, the origin, the incorporeity of 
the soul; Deuteronomy musica libri vi (387389); Deuteronomy magistro (389), in which, in a 
dialogue with his son Adeodatus, a pious and promising, but precocious youth, who died soon 
after his return to Africa (389), he treats on the importance and virtue of the word of God, and on 
Christ as the infallible Master. {2179} To these may be added the later work, Deuteronomy anima 



et ejus origine (419). Other philosophical works on grammar, dialectics (or ars bene disputandi), 
rhetoric, geometry, and arithmetic, are lost. {2180} 
 
These works exhibit as yet little that is specifically Christian and churchly; but they show a 
Platonism seized and consecrated by the spirit of Christianity, full of high thoughts, ideal views, 
and discriminating argument. They were designed to present the different stages of human 
thought by which he himself had reached the knowledge of the truth, and to serve others as steps 
to the sanctuary. They form an elementary introduction to his theology. He afterwards, in his 
Retractations, withdrew many things contained in them, like the Platonic view of the pre-
existence of the soul, and the Platonic idea that the acquisition of knowledge is a recollection or 
excavation of the knowledge hidden in the mind. {2181} The philosopher in him afterwards 
yielded more and more to the theologian, and his views became more positive and empirical, 
though in some cases narrower also and more exclusive. Yet he could never cease to 
philosophize, and even his later works, especially Deuteronomy Trinitate and Deuteronomy 
Civitate Dei, are full of profound speculations. Before his conversion he, followed a particular 
system of philosophy, first the Manichaean, then the Platonic; after his conversion he embraced 
the Christian philosophy, which is based on the divine revelation of the Scriptures, and is the 
handmaid of theology and religion; but at the same time he prepared the way for the catholic 
ecclesiastical philosophy, which rests on the authority of the church, and became complete in the 
scholasticism of the middle age. 
 
In the history of philosophy he deserves a place in the highest rank, and has done greater service 
to the science of sciences than any other father, Clement of Alexandria and Origen not excepted. 
He attacked and refuted the pagan philosophy as pantheistic or dualistic at heart; he shook the 
superstitions of astrology and magic; he expelled from philosophy the doctrine of emanation, and 
the idea that God is the soul of the world; he substantially advanced psychology; he solved the 
question of the origin and the nature of evil more nearly than any of his predecessors, and as 
nearly as most of his successors; he was the first to investigate thoroughly the relation of divine 
omnipotence and omniscience to human freedom, and to construct a theodicy; in short, he is 
properly the founder of a Christian philosophy, and not only divided with Aristotle the empire of 
the mediaeval scholasticism, but furnished also living germs for new systems of philosophy, and 
will always be consulted in the speculative establishment of Christian doctrines. 
 
III. Apologetic works against Pagans and Jews. Among these the twenty-two books, 
Deuteronomy Civitate Dei, are still well worth reading. They form the deepest and richest 
apologetic work of antiquity; begun in 413, after the occupation of Rome by the Gothic king 
Alaric, finished in 426, and often separately published. They condense his entire theory of the 
world and of man, and are the first attempt at a comprehensive philosophy of universal history 
under the dualistic view of two antagonistic currents or organized forces, a kingdom of this world 
which is doomed to final destruction and a kingdom of God which will last forever. {2182} 
 
IV. Religious-Theological works of a general nature (in part anti-Manichaean): Deuteronomy 
utilitate credendi, against the Gnostic exaltation of knowledge (392); Deuteronomy fide et 
symbolo, a discourse which, though only presbyter, he delivered on the Apostles’ Creed before 
the council at Hippo at the request of the bishops in 393; Deuteronomy doctrina Christiana iv libri 
(397; the fourth book added in 426), a compend of exegetical theology for instruction in the 
interpretation of the Scriptures according to the analogy of the faith; Deuteronomy catechizandis 
rudibus, likewise for catechetical purposes (400); Enchiridion, or Deuteronomy fide, spe et 
caritate, a brief compend of the doctrine of faith and morals, which he wrote in 421, or later, at 
the request of Laurentius; hence also called Manuale ad Laurentium. 
 



V. Polemic-Theological works. These are the most copious sources of the history of doctrine. The 
heresies collectively are reviewed in the book Deuteronomy haeresibus ad Quodvultdeum, written 
between 428 and 430 to a friend and deacon in Carthage, and giving a survey of eighty-eight 
heresies, from the Simonians to the Pelagians. {2183} In the work Deuteronomy vera religione 
(390) Augustine proposed to show that the true religion is to be found not with the heretics and 
schismatics, but only in the catholic church of that time. 
 
The other controversial works are directed against the particular heresies of Manichaeism, 
Donatism, Arianism, Pelagianism, and Semi-Pelagianism. Augustine, with all the firmness of his 
convictions, was free from personal antipathy, and used the pen of controversy in the genuine 
Christian spirit, fortiter in re, suaviter in modo. He understood Paul’s alhqeueinen ajgaph, and 
forms in this respect a pleasing contrast to Jerome, who probably had by nature no more fiery 
temperament than he, but was less able to control it. "Let those," he very beautifully says to the 
Manichaeans, "burn with hatred against you, who do not know how much pains it costs to find 
the truth, how hard it is to guard against error; —but I, who after so great and long wavering 
came to know the truth, must bear myself towards you with the same patience which my fellow-
believers showed towards me while I was wandering in blind madness in your opinions." {2184} 
 
1. The anti-Manichaean works date mostly from his earlier life, and in time and matter follow 
immediately upon his philosophical writings. {2185} In them he afterwards found most to retract, 
because he advocated the freedom of the will against the Manichaean fatalism. The most 
important are: Deuteronomy moribus ecclesiae catholicae, et de moribus Manichaeorum, two 
books (written during his second residence in Rome, 388); Deuteronomy vera religione (390); 
Unde malum, et de libero arbitrio, usually simply Deuteronomy libero arbitrio, in three books, 
against the Manichaean doctrine of evil as a substance, and as having its seat in matter instead of 
free will (begun in 388, finished in 395); Deuteronomy Genesi contra Manichaeos, a defence of 
the biblical doctrine of creation (389); Deuteronomy duabus animabus, against the psychological 
dualism of the Manichaeans (392); Disputatio contra Fortunatum (a triumphant refutation of this 
Manichaean priest in Hippo in August, 392); Contra Epistolam Manichaei quam vocant 
fundamenti (397); Contra Faustum Manichaeum, in thirty-three books (400-404); Deuteronomy 
natura boni (404), &c. 
 
These works treat of the origin of evil; of free will; of the harmony of the Old and New 
Testaments, and of revelation and nature; of creation out of nothing, in opposition to dualism and 
hylozoism; of the supremacy of faith over knowledge; of the, authority of the Scriptures and the 
church; of the true and the false asceticism, and other disputed points; and they are the chief 
source of our knowledge of the Manichaean Gnosticism and of the arguments against it. Having 
himself belonged for nine years to this sect, Augustine was the better fitted for the task of refuting 
it, as Paul was peculiarly prepared for the confutation of the Pharisaic Judaism. His doctrine of 
the nature of evil is particularly valuable, He has triumphantly demonstrated for all time, that evil 
is not a corporeal thing, nor in any way substantial, but a product of the free will of the creature, a 
perversion of substance in itself good, a corruption of the nature created by God. 
 
2. Against the Priscillianists, a sect in Spain built on Manichaean principles, are directed the book 
Ad Paulum Orosium contra Priscillianistas et Origenistas (411); {2186} the book Contra 
mendacium, addressed to Consentius (420); and in part the 190th Epistle (alias Ep. 157), to the 
bishop Optatus, on the origin of the soul (418), and two other letters, in which he refutes 
erroneous views on the nature of the soul, the limitation of future punishments, and the 
lawfulness of fraud for supposed good purposes. 
 



3. The anti-Donatistic works, composed between the years 393 and 420, argue against separatism, 
and contain Augustine’s doctrine of the church and church-discipline, and of the sacraments. To 
these belong: Psalmus contra partem Donati (A. D. 393), a polemic popular song without regular 
metre, intended to offset the songs of the Donatists; Contra epistolam Parmeniani, written in 400 
against the Carthaginian bishop of the Donatists, the successor of Donatus; Deuteronomy 
baptismo contra Donatistas, in favor of the validity of heretical baptism (400); Contra literas 
Petiliani (about 400), against the view of Cyprian and the Donatists, that the efficacy of the 
sacraments depends on the personal worthiness and the ecclesiastical status of the officiating 
priest; Ad Catholicos Epistola contra Donatistas, vulgo Deuteronomy unitate ecclesiae (402); 
Contra Cresconium grammaticum Donatistam (406); Breviculus collationis cum Donatistis, a 
short account of the three-days’ religious conference with the Donatists (411); Deuteronomy 
correctione Donatistarum (417); Contra Gaudentium, Donat. Episcopum, the last anti-Donatistic 
work (420). {2187} 
 
4. The anti-Arian works have to do with the deity of Christ and of the Holy Ghost, and with the 
Holy Trinity. By far the most important of these are the fifteen books Deuteronomy Trinitate 
(400-416); —the most profound and discriminating production of the ancient church on the 
Trinity, in no respect inferior to the kindred works of Athanasius and the two Gregories, and for 
centuries final to the dogma. {2188} This may also be counted among the positive didactic works, 
for it is not directly controversial. The Collatio cum Maximino Ariano, an obscure babbler, 
belongs to the year 428. 
 
5. The numerous anti-Pelagian works of Augustine are his most influential and most valuable. 
They were written between the years 412 and 429. In them Augustine, in his intellectual and 
spiritual prime, developes his system of anthropology and soteriology, and most nearly 
approaches the position of evangelical Protestantism: On the Guilt and the Remission of Sins, and 
Infant Baptism (412); On the Spirit and the Letter (413); On Nature and Grace (415); On the Acts 
of Pelagius (417); On the Grace of Christ, and Original Sin (418); On Marriage and 
Concupiscence (419); On Grace and Free Will (426); On Discipline and Grace (427); Against 
Julian of Eclanum (two large works, written between 421 and 429, the Second unfinished, and 
hence called Opus imperfectum); On the Predestination of the Saints (428); On the Gift of 
Perseverance (429); &c. {2189} 
 
VI. Exegetical works. The best of these are: Deuteronomy Genesi ad literam (The Genesis word 
for word), in twelve books, an extended exposition of the first three chapters of Genesis, 
particularly the history of the creation literally interpreted, though with many mystical and 
allegorical interpretations also (written between 401 and 415); {2190} Enarrationes in Psalmos 
(mostly sermons); {2191} the hundred and twenty-four Homilies on the Gospel of John (416 and 
417); {2192} the ten Homilies on the First Epistle of John (417); the Exposition of the Sermon on 
the Mount (393); the Harmony of the Gospels (De consensu evangelistarum, 400); the Epistle to 
the Galatians (394); and the unfinished commentary on the Epistle to the Romans. {2193} 
 
Augustine deals more in lively, profound, and edifying thoughts on the Scriptures than in proper 
grammatical and historical exposition, for which neither he nor his readers had the necessary 
linguistic knowledge, disposition, or taste. He grounded his theology less upon exegesis than 
upon his Christian and churchly mind, saturated with Scriptural truths. 
 
VII. Ethical or Practical and Ascetic works. Among these belong three hundred and ninety-six 
Sermones (mostly very short) de Scripturis (on texts of Scripture), de tempore (festival sermons), 
de sanctis (in memory of apostles, martyrs, and saints), and de diversis (on various occasions), 
some of them dictated by Augustine, some taken down by hearers. {2194} Also various moral 



treatises: Deuteronomy continentia (395); Deuteronomy mendacio (395), against deception (not 
to be confounded with the similar work already mentioned Contra mendacium, against the fraud-
theory of the Priscillianists, written in 420); Deuteronomy agone Christiano (396); Deuteronomy 
opere monachorum, against monastic idleness (400); Deuteronomy bono conjugali adv. 
Jovinianum (400); Deuteronomy virginitate (401); Deuteronomy fide et operibus (413); 
Deuteronomy adulterinis conjugiis, on 1 Corinthians 7:10 sqq. (419); Deuteronomy bono 
viduitatis (418); Deuteronomy patientia (418); Deuteronomy cura pro mortuis gerenda, to 
Paulinus of Nola (421); Deuteronomy utilitate jejunii; Deuteronomy diligendo Deo; Meditationes; 
etc. {2195} 
 
As we survey, this enormous literary labor, augmented by many other treatises and letters now 
lost, and as we consider his episcopal labors, his many journeys, and his adjudications of 
controversies among the faithful, which often robbed him of whole days, we must be really 
astounded at the fidelity, exuberance, energy, and perseverance of this father of the church. 
Surely, such a life was worth the living. 
 
{2167} Ellies Dupin (Bibliotheque ecclesiastique, tom. iii. lre partie, p. 818) and Nourrisson (l. c. 
tom. ii. p. 449) apply to Augustine the term magnus opinator, which Cicero used of himself. 
There is, however, this important difference that Augustine, along with his many opinions on 
speculative questions in philosophy and theology, had very positive convictions in all essential 
doctrines, while Cicero was a mere ecclectic in philosophy. 
 
{2168} Possidius counts in all, including sermons and letters, one thousand and thirty writings of 
Augustine. On these see, above all, his Retractations, where he himself reviews ninety-three of 
his works (embracing two hundred and thirty-two books, see ii. 67), in chronological order; in the 
first book those which he wrote while a layman and presbyter, in the second those which he wrote 
when a bishop. Also the extended chronological index in Schonemann’s Biblioth. historico-
literaria Patrum Latinorum, vol. ii. (Lips. 1794), p. 340 spq. (reprinted in the supplemental 
volume, xii., of Migne’s ed. of the Opera, p. 24 sqq.); and other systematic and alphabetical lists 
in the eleventh volume of the Bened. ed. (p. 494 sqq., ed. Venet.), and in Migne, tom. xi. 
 
{2169} For this reason the Benedictine editors have placed the Retractations and the Confessions 
at the head of his works. 
 
{2170} He himself says of them, Retract. l. ii. c. 6: "Multis fratribus eos [Confessionum libros 
tredecim] multum placuisse et placere scio." Comp. Deuteronomy dono perseverantiae, c. 20: 
"Quid autem meorum opusculorum frequentius et delectabilius innotescere potuit quam libri 
Confessionum mearum?" Comp. Ep. 231 Dario comiti. 
 
{2171} Schonemann (in the supplemental volume of Migne’s ed. of Augustine, p. 134 sqq.) cites 
a multitude of separate editions of the Confessions in Latin, Italian, spanish, Portuguese, French, 
English, and German, from A. D. 1475 to 1776. Since that time several new editions have been 
added. There are German translations by H. Kautz (R.C., Arnsberg, 1840), G. Rapp (Prot., 2d ed., 
Stuttg., 1847), and others. The best English edition is that of Dr. E. B. Pusey: The Confessions of 
S. Angustine, Oxford (first in 1838, as the first volume in the Oxf. Library of the Fathers, together 
with an edition of the Latin original). It is, however, as Dr. Pusey says, only a revision of the 
translation of Rev. W. Watts, D. D., London, 1650, accompanied with a long preface (pp. i-xxxv) 
and elucidations from Augustine’s works in notes and at the end (pp. 314-346). The edition of Dr. 
W. G. T. Shedd, Andover, 1860, is, as he says, "a reprint of an old translation by an author 
unknown to the editor, which was republished in Boston in 1843." A cursory comparison shows, 
that this anonymous Boston reprint agrees almost word for word with Pusey’s revision of Watts, 



omitting his introduction and all his notes. Dr. Shedd has, however, added an excellent original 
introduction, in which he clearly and vigorously characterizes the Confessions and draws a 
comparison between them and the Confessions of Rousseau. He calls the former (p. xxvii) not 
inaptly the best commentary yet written upon the seventh and eighth chapters of Romans. "That 
quickening of the human spirit, which puts it again into vital and sensitive relations to the holy 
and eternal; that illumination of the mind, whereby it is enabled to perceive with clearness the 
real nature of truth and righteousness; that empowering of the will, to the conflict of victory—the 
entire process of restoring the Divine image in the soul of man—is delineated in this book, with a 
vividness and reality never exceeded by the uninspired mind." "It is the life of God in the soul of 
a strong man, rushing and rippling with the freedom of the life of nature. He who watches can 
almost see the growth; he who listens can hear the perpetual motion; and he who is in sympathy 
will be swept along." 
 
{2172} Nourrisson (l. c. tom. i. p. 19) calls the Confessions "cet ouvrage unique, souvent imite, 
toujours parodie, oa¹ il s’accuse se condamne et s’humilie, priere ardente, recit entrainant, 
metaphysique incomparable, histoire de tout un monde qui se reflete dans l’histoire d’une ame." 
 
{2173} Proverbs 10:19. This verse (ex multiloquio non effugies peccatum) the Semi-Pelagian 
Gennadius (De viris illustr. sub Aug.) applies against Augustine in excuse for his erroneous 
doctrines of freedom and predestination. 
 
{2174} Matthew 12:36. 
 
{2175} 1 Corinthians 11:31. Comp. his Prologus to the two books of Retractationes. 
 
{2176} "J. Morell Mackenzie (in W. Smith’s Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and 
Mythology, vol. i. p. 422) happily calls the Retractations of Augustine one of the noblest 
sacrifices ever laid upon the altar of truth by a majestic intellect acting in obedience to the purest 
conscientiousness." 
 
{2177} In tom. i. of the ed. Bened., immediately after the Retractationes and Confessiones, and at 
the close of the volume. On these philosophical writings, see Brucker: Historia critics 
Philosophiae, Lips. 1766, tom. iii. pp. 485-507; H. Ritter: Geschichte der Philosophie, vol. vi. p. 
153 ff.; Bindemann, l. c. p. 282 sqq.; Huber, l. c. p. 242 sqq.; Gangauf, l. c. p. 25 sqq., and 
Nourrison, l. c. ch. i. and ii. Nourrison makes the just remark (i. p. 53): "Si la philosophie est la 
recherche de la verite, jamais sans doute il ne s’est rencontre une a¢me plus philosophe que celle 
de saint Augustin. Car jamais a¢me n’a supporte avec plus d’impatience les anxietes du doute et 
n’a fait plus d’efforts pour dissiper les fantomes de l’erreur." 
 
{2178} Or on the question: "Utrum omnia bona et mala divinae providentiae ordo contineat?" 
Comp. Retract. i. 3. 
 
{2179} Augustine, in his Confessions (I. ix. c. 6), expresses himself in this touching way about 
this son of his illicit love: "We took with us [on returning from the country to Milan to receive the 
sacrament of baptism] also the boy Adeodatus, the son of my carnal sin. Thou hadst formed him 
well. He was but just fifteen years old, and he was superior in mind to many grave and learned 
men. I acknowledge Thy gifts, O Lord, my God, who createst all, and who canst reform our 
deformities; for I had no part in that boy but sin. And when we brought him up in Thy nurture, 
Thou, only Thou, didst prompt us to it; I acknowledge Thy gifts. There is my book entitled, 
Deuteronomy Magistro; he speaks with me there. Thou knowest that all things there put into his 
mouth were in his mind when he was sixteen years of age. That maturity of mind was a terror to 



me; and who but Thou is the artificer of such wonders? Soon Thou didst take his life from the 
earth; and I think more quietly of him now, fearing no more for his boyhood, nor his youth, nor 
his whole life. We took him to ourselves as one of the same age in Thy grace, to be trained in Thy 
nurture; and we were baptized together; and all trouble about the past fled from us." 
 
{2180} The books on grammar, dialectics, rhetoric, and the ten Categories of Aristotle, in the 
Appendix to the first volume of the Bened. ed., are spurious. For the genuine works of Augustine 
on these subjects were written in a different form (the dialogue) and for a higher purpose, and 
were lost in his own day. Comp. Retract. i. c. 6. In spite of this, Prantl (Geschichte der Logik im 
Abendlande, pp. 665-674, cited by Huber, l. c. p. 240) has advocated the genuineness of the 
Principia dialecticae, and Huber inclines to agree. Gangauf, l. c. p. 5, and Nourrisson, i. p. 37, 
consider them spurious. 
 
{2181} h mayhsiv ouk allo ti h anamnhsiv. On his Plato, in the Phaedo, as is well known, 
rests his doctrine of pre-existence. Augustine was at first in favor of the idea, Solil. ii. 20, n. 35; 
afterwards he rejected it, Retract. i. 4, 4. 
 
{2182} In the Bened. ed. tom. vii. Comp. Retract. ii. 43, and above, 12. The City of God and the 
Confessions are the only writings of Augustine which Gibbon thought good to read (chap. 
xxxiii.). Huber (l. c. p. 315) says: "Augustine’s philosophy of history, as he presents it in his 
Civitas Dei, has remained to this hour the standard philosophy of history for the church 
orthodoxy, the bounds of which this orthodoxy, unable to perceive in the motions of the modern 
spirit the fresh morning air of a higher day of history, is scarcely able to transcend." Nourrisson 
devotes a special chapter to the consideration of the two cities of Augustine, the City of the World 
and the City of God (tom. ii. 43-88). Compare also the Introduction to Saisset’s Traduction de la 
Cite de Dieu, Par. 1855. 
 
{2183} This work is also incorporated in the Corpus haereseologicum of Fr. Oehler, tom. i. pp. 
192-225. 
 
{2184} Comp. Contra Epist. Manichaei quam vocant fundamenti, l. i. 2. 
 
{2185} The earliest anti-Manichaean writings (De libero arbitrio; Deuteronomy moribus eccl. 
cath. et de moribus Manich.) are in tom. i. ed. Bened.; the latter in tom. viii. 
 
{2186} Tom. viii. p. 611 sqq. 
 
{2187} All these in tom. lx. Comp. above, 69 and 70. 
 
{2188} Tom. viii. ed. Bened. p. 749 sqq. Comp. 131, above. The work was stolen from him by 
some impatient friends before revision, and before the completion of the twelfth book, so that he 
became much discouraged, and could only be moved to finish it by urgent entreaties. 
 
{2189} Opera, tom. x., in two parts, with an Appendix. The same in Migne. Comp. 146-160, 
above. 
 
{2190} Tom. iii. 117-324. Not to be confounded with two other books on Genesis, in which he 
defends the biblical doctrine of creation against the Manichaeans. In this exegetical work he 
aimed, as he says, Retract. ii. c. 24, to interpret Genesis "non secundum allegoricas 
significationes, sed secundum rerum gestarum proprietatem." The work is more original and 
spirited than the Hexaameron of Basil or of Ambrose. 



 
{2191} Tom. iv., the whole volume. 
 
{2192} Tom. iii., 289-824. 
 
{2193} All in tom. iii. 
 
{2194} Tom. v., which contains besides these a multitude (317) of doubtful and spurious 
sermons, likewise divided into four classes. To these must be added recently discovered sermons, 
edited from manuscripts in Florence, Monte Cassino, etc., by M. Denis (1792), O. F. Frangipane 
(1820), A. L. Caillau (Paris, 1836), and AngeloMai (in the Nova Bibliotheca Patrum). 
 
{2195} Most of them in tom. vi. ed. Bened. On the scripta deperdita, dubia et spuria of Augustine, 
see the index by Schonemann, l. c. p. 50 sqq., and in the supplemental volume of Migne’s edition, 
pp. 34-40. The so-called Meditations of Augustine (German translation by AugustKrohne, 
Stuttgart, 1854) are a later compilation by the abbot of Fescamp in France, at the close of the 
twelfth century, from the writings of Augustine, Gregory the Great, Anselm, and others.  

 



180. The Influence of Augustine upon Posterity and his Relation to 
Catholicism and Protestantism. 
 
Before we take leave of this imposing character, and of the period of church history in which he 
shines as the brightest star, we must add some observations respecting the influence of Augustine 
on the world since his time, and his position with reference to the great antagonism of 
Catholicism and Protestantism. All the church fathers are, indeed, the common inheritance of 
both parties; but no other of them has produced so permanent effects on both, and no other stands 
in so high regard with both, as Augustine. Upon the Greek church alone has he exercised little or 
no influence; for this church stopped with the undeveloped synergistic anthropology of the 
previous age. {2196} 
 
1. Augustine, in the first place, contributed much to the development of the doctrinal basis which 
Catholicism and Protestantism hold in common against such radical heresies of antiquity, as 
Manichaeism, Arianism, and Pelagianism. In all these great intellectual conflicts he was in 
general the champion of the cause of Christian truth against dangerous errors. Through his 
influence the canon of Holy Scripture (including, indeed, the Old Testament Apocrypha) was 
fixed in its present form by the councils of Hippo (393) and Carthage (397). He conquered the 
Manichaean dualism, hylozoism, and fatalism, and saved the biblical idea of God and of creation 
and the biblical doctrine of the nature of sin and its origin in the free will of man. He developed 
the Nicene dogma of the Trinity, completed it by the doctrine of the double procession of the 
Holy Ghost, and gave it the form in which it has ever since prevailed in the West, and in which it 
received classical expression from his school in the Athanasian Creed. In Christology, on the 
contrary, he added nothing, and he died shortly before the great Christological conflicts opened, 
which reached their ecumenical settlement at the council of Chalcedon, twenty years after his 
death. Yet he anticipated Leo in giving currency in the West to the important formula: "Two 
natures in one person." {2197} 
 
2. Augustine is also the principal theological creator of the Latin-Catholic system as distinct from 
the Greek Catholicism on the one hand, and from evangelical Protestantism on the other. He ruled 
the entire theology of the middle age, and became the father of scholasticism in virtue of his 
dialectic mind, and the father of mysticism in virtue of his devout heart, without being 
responsible for the excesses of either system. For scholasticism thought to comprehend the divine 
with the understanding, and lost itself at last in empty dialectics; and mysticism endeavored to 
grasp the divine with feeling, and easily strayed into misty sentimentalism; Augustine sought to 
apprehend the divine with the united power of mind and heart, of bold thought and humble faith. 
{2198} Anselm, Bernard of Clairvaux, Thomas Aquinas, and Bonaventura, are his nearest of kin 
in this respect. Even now, since the Catholic church has become a Roman church, he enjoys 
greater consideration in it than Ambrose, Hilary, Jerome, or Gregory the Great. All this cannot 
possibly be explained without an interior affinity. {2199} 
 
His very conversion, in which, besides the Scriptures, the personal intercourse of the hierarchical 
Ambrose and the life of the ascetic Anthony had great influence, was a transition not from 
heathenism to Christianity (for he was already a Manichaean Christian), but from heresy to the 
historical, episcopally organized church, as, for the time, the sole authorized vehicle of the 
apostolic Christianity in conflict with those sects and parties which more or less assailed the 
foundations of the gospel. {2200} It was, indeed, a full and unconditional surrender of his mind 
and heart to God, but it was at the same time a submission of his private judgment to the authority 
of the church which led him to the faith of the gospel. {2201} In the same spirit he embraced the 



ascetic life, without which, according to the Catholic principle, no high religion is possible. He 
did not indeed enter a cloister, like Luther, whose conversion in Erfurt was likewise essentially 
catholic, but he lived in his house in the simplicity of a monk, and made and kept the vow of 
voluntary poverty and celibacy. {2202} 
 
He adopted Cyprian’s doctrine of the church, and completed it in the conflict with Donatism by 
transferring the predicates of unity, holiness, universality, exclusiveness, and maternity, directly 
to the actual church of the time, which, with a firm episcopal organization, an unbroken 
succession, and the Apostles’ Creed, triumphantly withstood the eighty or the hundred opposing 
sects in the heretical catalogue of the day, and had its visible centre in Rome. In this church he 
had found rescue from the shipwreck of his life, the home of true, Christianity, firm ground for 
his thinking, satisfaction for his heart, and a commensurate field for the wide range of his powers. 
The predicate of infallibility alone he does not plainly bring forward; he assumes a progressive 
correction of earlier councils by later; and in the Pelagian controversy he asserts the same 
independence towards pope Zosimus, which Cyprian before him had shown towards pope 
Stephen in the controversy on heretical baptism, with the advantage of having the right on his 
side, so that Zosimus found himself compelled to yield to the African church. {2203} 
 
He was the first to give a clear and fixed definition of the sacrament, as a visible sign of invisible 
grace, resting on divine appointment; but he knows nothing of the number seven; this was a much 
later enactment. In the doctrine of baptism he is entirely Catholic, {2204} though in logical 
contradiction with his dogma of predestination; but in the doctrine of the holy communion he 
stands, like his predecessors, Tertullian and Cyprian, nearer to the Calvinistic theory of a spiritual 
presence and fruition of Christ’s body and blood. He also contributed to promote, at least in his 
later writings, the Catholic faith of miracles, {2205} and the worship of Mary; {2206} though he 
exempts the Virgin only from actual sin, not from original, and, with all his reverence for her, 
never calls her mother of God. {2207} 
 
At first an advocate of religious liberty and of purely spiritual methods of opposing error, he 
afterwards asserted the fatal principle of the coge intrare, and lent the great weight of his 
authority to the system of civil persecution, at the bloody fruits of which in the middle age he 
himself would have shuddered; for he was always at heart a man of love and gentleness, and 
personally acted on the glorious principle: "Nothing conquers but truth, and the victory of truth is 
love." {2208} 
 
Thus even truly great and good men have unintentionally, through mistaken zeal, become the 
authors of much mischief. 
 
3. But, on the other hand, Augustine is, of all the fathers, nearest to evangelical Protestantism, 
and may be called, in respect of his doctrine of sin and grace, the first forerunner of the 
Reformation. The Lutheran and Reformed churches have ever conceded to him, without scruple, 
the cognomen of Saint, and claimed him as one of the most enlightened witnesses of the truth and 
most striking examples of the marvellous power of divine grace in the transformation of a sinner. 
It is worthy of mark, that his Pauline doctrines, which are most nearly akin to Protestantism, are 
the later and more mature parts of his system, and that just these found great acceptance with the 
laity. The Pelagian controversy, in which he developed his anthropology, marks the culmination 
of his theological and ecclesiastical career, and his latest writings were directed against the 
Pelagian Julian and the Semi-Pelagians in Gaul, who were brought to his notice by the two 
friendly laymen, Prosper and Hilary. These anti-Pelagian works have wrought mightily, it is most 
true, upon the Catholic church, and have held in check the Pelagianizing tendencies of the 



hierarchical and monastic system, but they have never passed into its blood and marrow. They 
waited for a favorable future, and nourished in silence an opposition to the prevailing system. 
 
Even in the middle age the better sects, which attempted to simplify, purify, and spiritualize the 
reigning Christianity by return to the Holy Scriptures, and the reformers before the Reformation 
such as Wiclif, Russ, Wessel, resorted most, after the apostle Paul, to the bishop of Hippo as the 
representative of the doctrine of free grace. 
 
The Reformers were led by his writings into a deeper understanding of Paul, and so prepared for 
their great vocation. No church teacher did so much to mould Luther and Calvin; none furnished 
them so powerful weapons against the dominant Pelagianism and formalism; none is so often 
quoted by them with esteem and love. {2209} 
 
All the Reformers in the outset, Melancthon and Zwingle among them, adopted his denial of free 
will and his doctrine of predestination, and sometimes even went beyond him into the abyss of 
supralapsarianism, to cut out the last roots of human merit and boasting. In this point Augustine 
holds the same relation to the Catholic church, as Luther to the Lutheran; that is, he is a heretic of 
unimpeachable authority, who is more admired than censured even in his extravagances; yet his 
doctrine of predestination was indirectly condemned by the pope in Jansenism, as Luther’s view 
was rejected as Calvinism by the Form of Concord. {2210} For Jansenism was nothing but a 
revival of Augustinianism in the bosom of the Roman Catholic church. {2211} 
 
The excess of Augustine and the Reformers in this direction is due to the earnestness and energy 
of their sense of sin and grace. The Pelagian looseness could never beget a reformer. It was only 
the unshaken conviction of man’s own inability, of unconditional dependence on God, and of the 
almighty power of his grace to give us strength for every good work, which could do this. He who 
would give others the conviction that he has a divine vocation for the church and for mankind, 
must himself be penetrated with the faith of an eternal, unalterable decree of God, and must cling 
to it in the darkest hours. 
 
In great men, and only in great men, great opposites and apparently antagonistic truths live 
together. Small minds cannot hold them. The catholic, churchly, sacramental, and sacerdotal 
system stands in conflict with the evangelical Protestant Christianity of subjective, personal 
experience. The doctrine of universal baptismal regeneration, in particular, which presupposes a 
universal call (at least within the church), can on principles of logic hardly be united with the 
doctrine of an absolute predestination, which limits the decree of redemption to a portion of the 
baptized. Augustine supposes, on the one hand, that every baptized person, through the inward 
operation of the Holy Ghost, which accompanies the outward act of the sacrament, receives the 
forgiveness of sins, and is translated from the state of nature into the state of grace, and thus, qua 
baptizatus, is also a child of God and an heir of eternal life; and yet, on the other hand, he makes 
all these benefits dependent on the absolute will of God, who saves only a certain number out of 
the "mass of perdition," and preserves these to the end. Regeneration and election, with him, do 
not, as with Calvin, coincide. The former may exist without the latter, but the latter cannot exist 
without the former. Augustine assumes that many are actually born into the kingdom of grace 
only to perish again; Calvin holds that in the case of the non-elect baptism is an unmeaning 
ceremony; the one putting the delusion in the inward effect, the other in the outward form. The 
sacramental, churchly system throws the main stress upon the baptismal regeneration to the injury 
of the eternal election; the Calvinistic and Puritan system sacrifices the virtue of the sacrament to 
the election; the Lutheran and Anglican system seeks a middle ground, without being able to give 
a satisfactory theological solution of the problem. The Anglican church allows the two opposite 



views, and sanctions the one in the baptismal service of the Book of Common Prayer, the other in 
her Thirty-nine Articles, which are moderately Calvinistic. 
 
It was an evident ordering of God, that the Augustinian system, like the Latin Bible of Jerome, 
appeared just in that transitional period of history, in which the old civilization was passing away 
before the flood of barbarism, and a new order of things, under the guidance of the, Christian 
religion, was in preparation. The church, with her strong, imposing organization and her firm 
system of doctrine, must save Christianity amidst the chaotic turmoil of the great migration, and 
must become a training-school for the barbarian nations of the middle age. {2212} 
 
In this process of training, next to the Holy Scriptures, the scholarship of Jerome and the theology 
and fertile ideas of Augustine were the most important intellectual agent. 
 
Augustine was held in so universal esteem that he could exert influence in all directions, and even 
in his excesses gave no offence. He was sufficiently catholic for the principle of church authority, 
and yet at the same time so free and evangelical that he modified its hierarchical and sacramental 
character, reacted against its tendencies to outward, mechanical ritualism, and kept alive a deep 
consciousness of sin and grace, and a spirit of fervent and truly Christian piety, until that spirit 
grew strong enough to break the shell of hierarchical tutelage, and enter a new stage of its 
development. No other father could have acted more beneficently on the Catholicism of the 
middle age, and more successfully provided for the evangelical Reformation than St. Augustine, 
the worthy successor of Paul, and the precursor of Luther and Calvin. 
 
Had he lived at the time of the Reformation, he would in all probability have taken the lead of the 
evangelical movement against the prevailing Pelagianism of the Roman church. For we must not 
forget that, notwithstanding their strong affinity, there is an important difference between 
Catholicism and Romanism or Popery. They sustain a similar relation to each other as the 
Judaism of the Old Testament dispensation, which looked to, and prepared the way for, 
Christianity, and the Judaism after the crucifixion and after the destruction of Jerusalem, which is 
antagonistic to Christianity. Catholicism covers the entire ancient and mediaeval history of the 
church, and includes the Pauline, Augustinian, or evangelical tendencies which increased with the 
corruptions of the papacy and the growing sense of the necessity of a "reformatio in capite et 
membris." Romanism proper dates from the council of Trent, which gave it symbolical 
expression and anathematized the doctrines of the Reformation. Catholicism is the strength of 
Romanism, Romanism is the weakness of Catholicism. Catholicism produced Jansenism, Popery 
condemned it. Popery never forgets and never learns anything, and can allow no change in 
doctrine (except by way of addition), without sacrificing its fundamental principle of infallibility, 
and thus committing suicide. But Catholicism may ultimately burst the chains of Popery which 
have so long kept it confined, and may assume new life and vigor. 
 
Such a personage as Augustine, still holding a mediating place between the two great divisions of 
Christendom, revered alike by both, and of equal influence with both, is furthermore a welcome 
pledge of the elevating prospect of a future reconciliation of Catholicism and Protestantism in a 
higher unity, conserving all the truths, losing all the errors, forgiving all the sins, forgetting all the 
enmities of both. After all, the contradiction between authority and freedom, the objective and the 
subjective, the churchly and the personal, the organic and the individual, the sacramental and the 
experimental in religion, is not absolute, but relative and temporary, and arises not so much from 
the nature of things, as from the deficiencies of man’s knowledge and piety in this world. These 
elements admit of an ultimate harmony in the perfect state of the church, corresponding to the 
union of the divine and human natures, which transcends the limits of finite thought and logical 
comprehension, and is yet completely realized in the person of Christ. They are in fact united in 



the theological system of St. Paul, who had the highest view of the church, as the mystical "body 
of Christ," and "the pillar and ground of the truth," and who was at the same time the great 
champion of evangelical freedom, individual responsibility, and personal union of the believer 
with his Saviour. We believe in and hope for one holy catholic apostolic church, one communion 
of saints, one fold, and one Shepherd. The more the different churches become truly Christian, or 
draw nearer to Christ, and the more they give real effect to His kingdom, the nearer will they 
come to one another. For Christ is the common head and vital centre of all believers, and the 
divine harmony of all discordant human sects and creeds. In Christ, says Pascal, one of the 
greatest and noblest disciples of Augustine, In Christ all contradictions are solved. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{2196} It betrays a very contracted, slavish, and mechanical view of history, when Roman 
Catholic divines claim the fathers as their exclusive property; forgetting that they taught a great 
many things which are as inconsistent with the papal as with the Protestant Creed, and knew 
nothing of certain dogmas (such as the infallibility of the pope, the seven sacraments, 
transubstantiation, purgatory, indulgences, auricular confession, the immaculate conception of the 
Virgin Mary, etc.), which are essential to Romanism. "I recollect well," says Dr. Newman, the 
former intellectual leader of Oxford Tractarianism (in his Letter to Dr. Pusey on his Eirenicon, 
1866, p. 5), "what an outcast I seemed to myself, when I took down from the shelves of my 
library the volumes of St. Athanasius or St. Basil, and set myself to study them; and how, on the 
contrary, when at length I was brought into Catholic communion, I kissed them with delight, with 
a feeling that in them I had more than all that I had lost, and, as though I were directly addressing 
the glorious saints, who bequeathed them to the Church, I said to the inanimate pages, ‘You are 
now mine, and I am yours, beyond any mistake.’" With the same right the Jews might lay 
exclusive claim to the writings of Moses and the prophets. The fathers were living men, 
representing the onward progress and conflicts of Christianity in their time, unfolding and 
defending great truths, but not unmixed with many errors and imperfections which subsequent 
times have corrected. Those are the true children of the fathers who, standing on the foundation of 
Christ and the apostles, and, kissing the New Testament rather than any human writings, follow 
them only as far as they followed Christ, and who carry forward their work in the onward march 
of true evangelical catholic Christianity. 
 
{2197} He was summoned to the council of Ephesus, which condemned Nestorianism in 431, but 
died a year before it met. He prevailed upon the Gallic monk, Leporius, to retract Nestorianism. 
His Christology is in many points defective and obscure. Comp. Dorner’s History of Christology, 
ii. pp. 90-98. Jerome did still less for this department of doctrine. 
 
{2198} Wiggers (Pragmat. Darstellung des Augustinismus und Pelagianismus, i. p. 27) finds the 
most peculiar and remarkable point of Augustine’s character in his singular union of intellect and 
imagination, scholasticism and mysticism, in which neither can be said to predominate. So also 
Huber, l. c. p. 313. 
 
{2199} Nourrisson, the able expounder of the philosophy of Augustine, says (I. c. tom. i. p. iv): 
"Je ne crois pas, qu’excepte saint Paul, aucun homme ait contribue davantage, par sa parole 
comme par ses ecrits, a-organiser, a-interpreter, a repandre le christianisme; et, apres saint Paul, 
nul apparemment, non pas meme le glorieux, l’invincible Athanase, n’a travaille d’une maniere 
aussi puissante a fonder l’unite catholique." 
 



{2200} On the catholic and ascetic character of his conversion and his religion, see the 
observations in my work on Augustine, ch. viii., in the German edition. 
 
{2201} We recall his famous anti-Manichaean dictum: "Ego evangelio non crederem, nisi me 
catholicae ecclesiae commoveret auctoritas." The Protestant would reverse this maxim, and 
ground his faith in the church on his faith in Christ and in the gospel. So with the well-known 
maxim of Irenaeus: "Ubi ecclesia, ibi Spiritus Dei, et ubi Spiritus Dei, ibi ecclesia." According to 
the spirit of Protestantism it would be said conversely: "Where the Spirit of God is, there is the 
church, and where the church is, there is the Spirit of God." 
 
{2202} According to genuine Christian principles it would have been far more noble, if he had 
married the African woman with whom he had lived in illicit intercourse for thirteen years, who 
was always faithful to him, as he was to her, and had borne him his beloved and highly gifted 
Adeodatus; instead of casting her off, and, as he for a while intended, choosing another for the 
partner of his life, whose excellences were more numerous. The superiority of the evangelical 
Protestant morality over the Catholic asceticism is here palpable. But with the prevailing spirit of 
his age he would hardly have enjoyed so great regard, nor accomplished so much good, if he had 
been married. Celibacy was the bridge from the heathen degradation of marriage to the 
evangelical Christian exaltation and sanctification of the family life. 
 
{2203} On Augustine’s doctrine of the church, see 71, above, and especially the thorough account 
by R. Rothe: Anfange der christl. Kirche und ihrer Verfassung, vol. i. (1837), pp. 679-711. 
"Augustine," says he, "decidedly adopted Cyprian’s conception [of the church] in all essential 
points. And once adopting it, he penetrated it in its whole depth with his wonderfully powerful 
and exuberant soul, and, by means of his own clear, logical mind, gave it the perfect and rigorous 
system which perhaps it still lacked" (p. 679 f)." Augustine’s conception of the doctrine of the 
church was about standard for succeeding times" (p. 685). 
 
{2204} Respecting Augustine’s doctrine of baptism, see the thorough discussion in W. Wall’s 
History of Infant Baptism, vol. i. p. 173 ff. (Oxford ed. of 1862). His view of the slight 
condemnation of all unbaptized children contains the germ of the scholastic fancy of the limbus 
infantum and the poena damni, as distinct from the lower regions of hell and the poena sensus. 
 
{2205} In his former writings he expressed a truly philosophical view concerning miracles (De 
vera relig. c. 25, 47; c. 50, 98; Deuteronomy utilit. credendi, c. 16, 34; Deuteronomy peccat. 
meritis et remiss. l. ii. c. 32, 52, and Deuteronomy civit Dei, xxii. c. 8); but in his Retract. l. i. c. 
14, 5, he corrects or modifies a former remark in his book Deuteronomy utilit. credendi, stating 
that he did not mean to deny the continuance of miracles altogether, but only such great miracles 
as occurred at the time of Christ ("quia non tanta nec omnia, non quia nulla fiunt"). See above, 87 
and 88, and the instructive monograph of the younger Nitzsch (Lic. and Privatdocent in Berlin): 
Augustinus’ Lehre vom Wunder, Berlin, 1865 (97 pp.). 
 
{2206} See above, 81 and 82. 
 
{2207} Comp. Tract. in Evang. Joannis, viii, c. 9, where he says: "Cur ergo ait matri filius: Quid 
mihi et tibi est, mulier? nondum venit hora mea. {John 2:4} Dominus noster Jesus Christus et 
Deus erat et homo: secundum quod Deus erat, matrem non habebat; secundum quod homo erat, 
habebat. Mater ergo [Maria] erat carnis, mater humanitatis, mater infirmitatis quam suscepit 
propter nos." This strict separation of the Godhead from the manhood of Jesus in his birth from 
the Virgin would have exposed Augustine in the East to the suspicion of Nestorianism. But he 
died a year before the council of Ephesus, at which Nestorius was condemned. 



 
{2208} See above, 27, p. 144 f. He changed his view partly from his experience that the 
Donatists, in his own diocese, were converted to the catholic unity "timore legum imperialium," 
and were afterwards perfectly good Catholics. He adduces also a misinterpretation of Luke 14:23, 
and Proverbs 9:9: "Da sapienti occasionem et sapientior erit." Ep. 93, ad Vincentium Rogatistam, 
17 (tom. ii. p. 237 sq. ed. Bened.). But he expressly discouraged the infliction of death on 
heretics, and adjured the proconsul Donatus, Ep. 100, by Jesus Christ, not to repay the Donatists 
in kind. "Corrigi eos cupimus, non necari." 
 
{2209} Luther pronounced upon the church fathers (with whom, however, excepting Augustine, 
he was but slightly acquainted) very condemnatory judgments, even upon Basil, Chrysostom, and 
Jerome (for Jerome he had a downright antipathy, on account of his advocacy of fasts, virginity, 
and monkery); he was at times dissatisfied even with Augustine, because he after all did not find 
in him his sola fide, his articulus stantis et cadentis ecclesiae, and says of him: "Augustine often 
erred; he cannot be trusted. Though he was good and holy, yet he, as well as other fathers, was 
wanting in the true faith." But this cursory utterance is overborne by numerous commendations; 
and all such judgments of Luther must be taken cum grano salis. He calls Augustine the most 
pious, grave, and sincere of the fathers, the patron of divines, who taught a pure doctrine and 
submitted it in Christian humility to the Holy Scriptures, etc., and he thinks, if he had lived in the 
sixteenth century, he would have been a Protestant (si hoc seculo viveret, nobiscum sentiret), 
while Jerome would have gone with Rome. Compare his singular but striking judgments on the 
fathers in Lutheri colloquia, ed. H. E. Bindseil, 1863, tom. iii. 149, and many other places. 
Gangauf, a Roman Catholic (a pupil of the philosopher Gunther), concedes (l. c. p. 28, note 13) 
that Luther and Calvin built their doctrinal system mainly on Augustine, but, as he correctly 
thinks, with only partial right. Nourrisson, likewise a Roman Catholic, derives Protestantism from 
a corrupted(!) Augustinianism, and very superficially makes Lutheranism and Calvinism 
essentially to consist in the denial of the freedom of the will, which was only one of the questions 
of the Reformation. "On ne saurait le meconnaitre, de l’Augustinianisme corrompu, mais enfin de 
l’Augustinianisme procede le Protestantisme. Car, sans parler de Wiclef et de Huss, qui, nourris 
de saint Augustin, soutiennent, avec le realisme platonicien, la doctrine de la predestination; 
Luther et Calvin ne font guere autre chose, dans leurs Principaux ouvages, que cultiver des 
semences d’Augustinianisme" (l. c. ii. p. 176). But the Reformation is far more, of course, than a 
repristination of an old controversy; it is a new creation, and marks the epoch of modern 
Christianity which is different both from the mediaeval and from ancient or patristic Christianity. 
 
{2210} It is well known that Luther, as late as 1526, in his work, Deuteronomy servo arbitrio, 
against Erasmus, which he never retracted, proceeded upon the most rigorous notion of the divine 
omnipotence, wholly denied the freedom of the will, declared it a mere lie (merum mendacium), 
pronounced the calls of the Scriptures to repentance a divine irony, based eternal salvation and 
eternal perdition upon the secret will of God, and almost exceeded Calvin. See particulars in the 
books on doctrine-history; the inaugural dissertation of Jul. Muller: Lutheri de praedestinatione et 
libero arbitrio doctrina, Gott. 1832; and a historical treatise on predestination by CarlBeck in the 
Studien und Kritiken for 1847. We add, as a curiosity, the opinion of Gibbon (ch. xxxiii.), who, 
however, had a very limited and superficial knowledge of Augustine: "The rigid system of 
Christianity which he framed or restored, has been entertained, with public applause, and secret 
reluctance, by the Latin church. The church of Rome has canonized Augustine, and reprobated 
Calvin. Yet as the real difference between them is invisible even to a theological microscope, the 
Molinists are oppressed by the authority of the saint, and the Jansenists are disgraced by their 
resemblance to the heretic. In the mean while the Protestant Arminians stand aloof, and deride the 
mutual perplexity of the disputants. Perhaps a reasoner, still more independent, may smile in his 
tum when he peruses an Arminian commentary on the Epistle to the Romans." Nourrisson (ii. 



179), from his Romish standpoint, likewise makes Lutheranism to consist "essentiellement dans 
la question du libre arbitre." But the principle of Lutheranism, and of Protestantism generally, is 
the supremacy of the Holy Scriptures as a rule of faith, and justification by free grace through 
faith in Christ. 
 
{2211} On the mighty influence of Augustine in the seventeenth century in France, especially on 
the noble Jansenists, see the works on Jansenism, and also Nourrisson, l. c. tom. ii. pp. 186-276. 
 
{2212} Guizot, the Protestant historian and statesman, very correctly says in his Histoire generale 
de la civilization en Europe (Deuxieme leacon, p. 45 sq. ed. Bruxelles, 1850): "S’il n’eut pas ete 
une eglise, je ne sais ce qui en serait avenu au milieu de la chute de l’empire romain.... Si le 
christianisme n’eut ete comme dans les premiers temps, qu’une croyance, un sentiment, une 
conviction individuelle, on peut croire qu’il aurait succombe au milieu de la dissolution de 
l’empire et de l’invasion des barbares. Il a succombe plus tard, en Asie et dans tous le nord de 
l’Afrique, sous une invasion de meme nature, sous l’invasion des barbares musulmans; il a 
succombe alors, quoiqu’il fut a l’etat d’institution, d’eglise constituee. A bien plus forte raison le 
meme fait aurait pu arriver au moment de la chute de l’empire romain. Il n’y avait alors aucun des 
moyens par lesquels aujourd’hui les influences morales s’etablissent ou’ resistent 
independamment des institutions, aucun des moyens par lesquels une pure verite, une pure idee 
acquiert un grand empire sur les esprits, gouverne les actions, determine des evenemens. Rien de 
semblable n’existait au IVe siecle, pour donner aux idees, aux sentiments personels, une pareille 
autorite. Il est clair qu’il fallait une societe fortement organisee, fortement gouvernee, pour lutter 
contre un pareil desastre, pour sortir victorieuse d’un tel ouragan. Je no crois pas trop dire en 
affirmant qu’a la fin du IVe et au commencement du Ve siecle, c’est l’eglise chretienne qui a 
sauve le christianisme; c’est l’eglise avec ses institutions, ses magistrats, son pouvoir, qui s’est 
defendue vigoureusement contre la dissolution interieure de l’empire, contre la barbarie, qui a 
conquis les barbares, qui est devenue le lien, le moyen, le principe de civilisation entre le monde 
romain et le monde barbare."  

 



History of the Christian Church 
 

LIST OF POPES AND EMPERORS 
 
From Constantine the Great to Gregory the Great, A. D. 314-590. 
 
Comp. the lists in vol. ii. 166 sqq., and vol. iv. 205 Sqq. 
 
This list is based upon Jaffe’s Regesta, Potthast’s Biblioth. Hist. Medii Aevi, and Cardinal 
Hergenrother’s list, in his Kirchengesch., third ed. (1886), vol. iii. 1057 sqq. 
 
Date 
 
Pope 
 
Emperor 
 
Date 
 
311-314 
 
Melchiades 
 
Constantine I, or The Great 
 
306 (323)-337 
 
314-335 
 
Silvester I 
 
336-337 
 
Marcus 
 
Constantine II (in Gaul) 
 
337-340 
 
337-352 
 
Julius I 
 
Constantius II (In the East) 
 
337-350 
 
Constans (In Italy) 



 
352-66 
 
Liberius 
 
357 
 
Filix II, Antipope 
 
Constantius Alone 
 
350-361 
 
Julian 
 
361-363 
 
Jovian 
 
363-364 
 
366-843 
 
Damasus 
 
Valentinian I 
 
364-375 
 
Valens 
 
364-378 
 
366-367 
 
Ursicinus, Antipope 
 
Gratian 
 
375-383 
 
Valentinian II (in the West) 
 
375-392 
 
385-398 
 
Siricius 
 
Theodosius 
 



379-395 
 
398-402 
 
Anastasius 
 
Arcadius (in the East) 
 
395-408 
 
402-417 
 
Innocent I 
 
Honorius (in the West) 
 
395-423 
 
417-418 
 
Zosimus 
 
Theodosius II (E.) 
 
408-450 
 
418-422 
 
Bonifacius 
 
(418 Dec. 27) 
 
(Eulalius, Antipope) 
 
422-432 
 
Coelestinus I 
 
Valentinian III (W.) 
 
423-455 
 
432-440 
 
Sixtus III 
 
440-461 
 
Leo I the Great 
 
Marcian (E.) 



 
450-457 
 
Maximus Avitus (W.) 
 
455-457 
 
Majorian (W.) 
 
457-461 
 
Leo I. (E.) 
 
457-474 
 
461-468 
 
Hilarus 
 
Severus (W.) 
 
461-465 
 
Vacancy (W.) 
 
465-467 
 
468-483 
 
Simplicius 
 
Anthemius (W.) 
 
467-472 
 
Olybrius (W.) 
 
472-473 
 
Glycerius (W.) 
 
473-474 
 
Julius Nepos (W.) 
 
474 
 
Conciliengeschichte, Freiburg i. B. 1855 sqq.; second revised ed. 1873 sqq., 7 vols., down to the 
Council of Florence (1447). 
 
Page 353. Add to footnote: 



 
The reign of Pope Pius IX. has added another Council to the Latin list of oecumenical Councils, 
that of the Vatican, 1870, which is counted as the twentieth (by Bishop Hefele, in the revised 
edition of his Conciliengesch., i. 60), and which decreed the infallibility of the Pope in all his 
official utterances, thereby superseding the necessity of future oecumencal Councils. It has given 
rise to the Old Catholic secession, headed by eminent scholars such as Dollinger, Reinkens, 
Reusch, Langen. See the author’s Creeds of Christendom, vol. i. 134 sqq. 
 
Page 518. Add to Lit. 
 
C. A. Hammond: Antient Liturgies (with introduction, notes, and liturgical glossary). Oxford, 
1878. Ch. A. Swainson: Greek Liturgies, chiefly from Original Sources. Cambridge, 1884. 
 
Page 541. 103. Church Architecture: 
 
On the history of Architecture in general, see the works of Kugler: Geschichte der Baukunst 
(1859, 3 vols.); Schnaase: Gesch. der Kunst (1843-66, 8 vols.); Lubke History of Art (Eng. transl. 
New York, 1877, 2 vols.); ViolletLeDuc: Lectures an Architecture (London, 1877), and his 
numerous works in French, including Dictionnaire Deuteronomy l’architecture Franacaise 
(Paris, 1853-69, 10 vols.); JamesFergusson: History of Architecture of all Countries from the 
earliest Times to the present (Lond., 1865; 2d ed., 1874, 4 vols.). On church architecture in 
particular: RichardBrown: Sacred Architecture; its Rise, Progress, and Present State (Lond., 
1845); Kreuser: Der christl. Kirchenbau (Bonn, 1851); Hubsch: Altchristl. Kirchen (Karlsruhe, 
1858-61); DeVogue: Architecture civile et relig. d u I {e} au VII {e} siecle (Paris, 1877, 2 vols.); 
Ch. E. Norton: Studies of Church Buildings in the Middle Ages (Now York, 1880). There are also 
special works on the basilicas in Rome, Constantinople, and Ravenna. See 106 and 107. 
 
Page 560. 109. Crosses and Crucifixes. 
 
Comp. the Lit. in vol. ii. 75 and 77. 
 
Page 563. Add to Lit. 
 
Mrs. Jameson and Lady Eastlake: The History of Our Lord as exemplified in Works of Art (with 
illustrations). London, 1864; second ed. 1865. 2 vols. Also the works on Christian Art, and on the 
Catacombs quoted in vol. ii. 75 and 82. 
 
Page 622. Add to Lit., line 3 from below: 
 
EugeneRevillout: Le Concile de Nicee d’apres les textes coptes et les diverses collections 
canoniques. Paris, 1881. The works on Arianism and on Athanasius include accounts of the 
Council of Nicaea. On the Nicene Creed and its literature, see Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, 
vol. i. 12 sqq. and 24 sqq.; and the article of Ad. Harnack, in Herzog, {2} vol. viii. 1881 212-230, 
abridged inSchaff-Herzog (1886), ii. 1648 sqq. 
 
Page 651. Add to Lit., line 13: 
 
Theod. Zahn: Marcellus Von Ancyra. Gotha, 1867. (Zahn represents Marcellus as essentially 
orthodox and agreed with Irenaeus, but as seeking to gain a more simple and satisfactory 
conception of the truth from the Bible than the theology of the age presented. Neander, 
Dogmengesch., i. 275, had suggested a similar view.) W. Moller: Art. Marcellus in Herzog 2 vol. 



ix. 1881, 279-282. (Partly in opposition toZahn.) E. S. Ffoulkes, in Smith and Wace, iii. 808-813. 
(Ignores the works of Zahn and other German writers.) 
 
Page 689. 132. The Athanasian Creed. Add to Lit.: 
 
A. P. Stanley: The Athanasian Creed. Lond., 1871. E. S. Ffoulkes: The Athanasian Creed. Lond., 
1872. Ch. A. Heurtley: The Athanasian Creed. Oxf., 1872. (Against Ffoulkes.) J. R. Lumby: 
History of the Creeds. Cambridge, 1873; second ed. 1880. The UtrechtPsalter, a facsimile ed., 
published in London, 1875. This contains the oldest MS. of the Athan. Creed, which by Ussher 
and Waterland was assigned to the sixth century, but by recent scholars to the ninth century. C. A. 
Swainson: The Nicene and Apostles’ Creeds, together with an Account o f the Growth and 
Reception of the Creed of St. Athanasius. Lond., 1875. (Comp. his art. Creed in Smith and Wace, 
i. 711.) G. D. W. Ommaney: Early History of the Athan. Creed. An Examination of Recent 
Theories. Lond., 1875; 2d ed. 1880. Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, i. 34 sqq. and ii. 66-72, 555 
sq. (With a facsimile of the oldest MS. from the Utrecht Psalter.) 
 
Page 696. 
 
The statements concerning the origin and age of the Athanasian Creed should be conformed to 
the authors views as expressed in his work on Creeds, i. 36. The latest investigations do not 
warrant us to trace it higher than the eighth or seventh century. The first commentary on it 
ascribed to Venantius Fortunatus, 570, is of doubtful genuineness, and denied to him by Gieseler, 
Ffoulkes, and others. The majority of recent Anglican writers, including Stanley, Swainson, and 
Lumby, assign the Creed to an unknown author in Gaul between A. D. 750 and 850, probably 
during the reign of Charlemagne (d. 814). Hardy and Ommaney plead for an earlier date. The 
question is not yet fully settled. The Creed consists of two parts, one on the Trinity and one on the 
Incarnation, which were afterward welded together by a third hand. The second part was found 
separately as a fragment of a sermon on the Incarnation, at Treves, in a MS. from the middle of 
the eighth century, and was first published by Prof. Swainson, 1871, and again in 1875. 
 
Page 872. Add to Lit. on Eusebius: 
 
Fr. Ad. Heinichen: Eusebii Pamphili Scripta Historica. New ed. Lips., 1868-70. 3 Tom. The third 
vol. (804 pages) contains Commentarii et Meletemata. The ample indexes and critical and 
explanatory notes make this the most useful edition of the Church History and other historical 
works of Eusebius. Dindorf’s ed., Lips., 1867 sqq., 4 vols., includes the two apologetic works. 
Best ed. of the Chronicle by Alfred Schone: Eusebii Chronicorum libri II. Berol. 1866 and 1875. 
2 Tom., 4. Schone was assisted by Petermann in the Armenian Version, and by Rodiger in the 
Syriac Epitome. He gives also the cronografei’onsuvntomon of the year 853, the first part of 
which professes to be derived from the labors of Eusebius. Stein: Eusebius nach s. Leben, s. 
Schriften, und s. dogmatischen Charakter. Wurzburg, 1859. Bishop Lightfoot: art. Eusebius of 
Caes. in Smith and Wace, vol. ii. (full and fair). Semisch: art. Eus. v. Caes. in Herzog, 2 vol. iv. 
390-398. A new translation of Eusebius, with commentary, by A. C. McGiffert, will appear, N. 
York, 1890. 
 
Page 885. Add to Lit. on Athanasius: 
 
G. R. Sievers: Athanasii Vita acephala (written before 412, first publ. by Maffei, 1738). Ein 
Beitrag zur Gesch. des Athan. In the "Zeitschr. fur Hist. Theol." (ed. by Kahnis). Gotha, 1868, pp. 
89-162. Bohringer: Athanasius und Arius, in his Kirchengesch. in Biogr. Bd. vi., new ed. Leipz., 
1874. Hergenrother (R.C.): Der heil. Athanas. der Gr. Cologne, 1877 (an essay, pages 24). L. 



Atzberger: Die Logoslehre des heil. Athanas. Munchen, 1880. W. Moller: Art. Athan. in Herzog, 
2 i. 740-747.Ludtke: in Wetzer and Welte, 2 i. 1882, 1534-1543.Gwatkin: Studies in Arianism. 
Cambr. 1882. 
 
Page 890. Add to footnote at the bottom: 
 
Villemain considers Athanasius the greatest man between the Apostles and Gregory VII., and 
says of him: "Sa vie, ses combats, son genie servirent plus a l’agrandissement du christianisme 
que toute la puissance de Constantin.... Athanase cherche le triomphe, et non le martyre. Tel 
qu’un chef de parti, tel qu’un general experimente qui se sent necessaire aux siens, Athan. ne 
s’expose que pour le succes, ne combat que pour vaincre, se retire quelque fois pour reparaitre 
avec l’eclat d’un triomphe populaire." (Tableau de l’eloquence chretienne au IV, {e siecle} p. 
92.) 
 
Page 894 line 11. Add to Lit. on St. Basil: 
 
Dorgens: Der heil. Basilius und die class. Studien. Leipz., 1857. Eug. Fialon. atude historique et 
literaire sur S. Basile, suivie de l’hexaemeron. Paris, 1861. G. B. Sievers: Leben des Libanios. 
Berl., 1868 (p294 sqq.). Bohringer: Die drei Kappadozier oder die trinitarischen Epigonen 
(Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, and Gregory of Naz.), in Kirchengesch. in Biograph., new ed. Bd. vii. 
and viii. 1875. Weiss: Die drei grossen Kappadozier als Exegeten. Braunsberg, 1872. R. 
TraversSmith: St. Basil the Great. London, 1879. (Soc. for Promoting Christian Knowledge), 232 
pages. Scholl: Des heil. Basil Lehre von der Gnade. Freib., 1881. W. Moller, in Herzog, 2 ii. 116-
121. E. Venables, in Smith and Wace, i. 282-297. Farrar: "Lives of the Fathers," 1889. vol. ii. 1-
55. 
 
Page 904 line 7. Add to Lit. on Gregory of Nyssa: 
 
Bohringer: Kirchengesch. in Biogr., new ed., vol. viii. 1876. G Herrmann: Greg. Nyss. Sententiae 
de salute adipiscenda. Halle, 1875.. T. Bergades: Deuteronomy universo et de anima hominis 
doctrina Gregor. Nyss. Leipz., 1876. W. Moller, in Herzog, 2 v. 396-404. E. Venables, in Smith 
and Wace, ii. 761-768. A. Paumier, in Lichtenberger, 723-725. On his doctrine of the Trinity and 
the Person of Christ, see especially Baur and Dorner. On his doctrine of the apokatastasis and 
relation to Origen, see Moller, G. Herrmann, and Bergades. l. c. Farrar: "Lives of the Fathers," 
(1889), ii. 56-83. 
 
Page 909, line 4. Add to Lit. on Gregory of Nazianzus: 
 
A. Grenier: La vie et les poesies de saint Gregoire de Nazianze. Paris, 1858. Bohringer: K. G. in 
Biogr., new ed., vol. viii. 1876. Abbe A. Benoit: Vie de saint Gregoire de Nazianze. Paris, 1877. 
J. R. Newman: Church of the Fathers, pp. 116-145, 551. Dabas: La femme au quatrieme siecle 
dans les poesies de Greg. de Naz. Bordeaux, 1868. H. W. Watkins, in Smith and Wace, ii. 741-
761. W. Gass, in Herzog, 2 v. 392-396. A. Paumier, in Lichtenberger, v., 716-722. On his 
christology, see Neander, Baur and especially Dorner. His views on future punishment have been 
discussed by Farrar, and Pusey (see vol. ii. 612). Farrar:: "Lives of the Fathers," i. 491-582. 
 
Page 920, line 22. Add: 
 
In one of his plaintive songs from his religious retreat, after lamenting the factions of the church, 
the loss of youth, health, strength, parents, and friends, and his gloomy and homeless condition, 
Gregory thus gives touching expression to his faith in Christ as the last and only comforter: 



 
Thy will be done, O Lord! That day shall spring, 
 
When at thy word, this clay shall reappear. 
 
No death I dread, but that which sin will bring; 
 
No fire or flood without thy wrath I fear; 
 
For Thou, O Christ, my King, art fatherland to me. 
 
My wealth, and might, and rest; my all I find in Thee. 1 
 
1 Pro eauton, in Daniel’s Thesaurus Hymnol., iii., 11: 
 
criste anax, sudemoipatrh, syeno, olbov, apantav, 
 
soi daranaqux aimibion kai kh deameiqav. 
 
Page 924. After line 2, add to Lit. on Cyril of Jerusalem: 
 
J. H. Newman: Preface to the Oxford transl. of Cyril in the "Library of the Fathers" (1839). E. 
Venables, in Smith and Wace, i. 760-763. C. Burk, in Herzog, 2 iii. 416-418. 
 
Page 933, line 4 from below. Add to Lit. on Chrysostom: 
 
Villemain: L’eloquence chretienne dans le quatrieme siecle. Paris 1849; new ed. 1857. P. Albert: 
St. Jean Chrysostome considere comme orateur populaire. Paris, 1858. AbbeRochet: Histoire de 
S. Jean Chrysostome. Paris, 1866. 2 vols. Th. Forster: Chrysostomus in seinem Verhaltniss zur 
antiochenischen Schule. Gotha, 1869. W. Maggilvray: John of the Golden Mouth. Lond., 1871. 
Am. Thierry: S. J. Chrysostome et l’ imperatrice Eudoxie. 2d ed. Paris, 1874. Bohringer: Johann 
Chrysostomus und Olympias, in his K. G. in Biogr., vol. ix., new ed., 1876. W. R. W. Stephens: 
St. Chrysostom: his Life and Times. London, 1872; 3d ed., 1883. F. W. Farrar, in "Lives of the 
Fathers," Lond., 1889, ii. 460-540. 
 
Engl. translation of works of St. Chrys., edited by Schaff, N. York, 1889, 6 vols. (with 
biographical sketch and literature by Schaff). 
 
Page 942, line 14. Add to Lit. on Cyril of Alex.: 
 
A new ed. of Cyril’s works, including his Com. on the Minor Prophets, the Gospel of John, the 
Five Books against Nestorius, the Scholia on the Incarnation, etc., was prepared with great pains 
by PhilipPusey (son of Dr. Pusey). Oxf., 1868-81. In 5 vols Engl. trans. in the Oxford "Library of 
the Fathers." 1874 sqq. See an interesting sketch of Ph. Pusey (d. 1880) and his ed. in the "Church 
Quarterly Review" (London), Jan., 1883, pp. 257-291. 
 
Page 942, line 24. Add: 
 
Hefele: Conciliengesch., vol. ii., revised ed. (1875), where Cyril figures very prominently, pp. 
135, 157, 167 sqq., 247 sqq., 266 sqq., etc. C. Burk, in Herzog, 2 iii. 418 sq. W. Bright: St. 
Cyrillus of Al., in Smith and Wace, i. 763-773. 



 
Page 950. Add to Lit. on Ephraem: 
 
Evangelii Concordantis Expositio facta a S. Ephraemo Doctore Syro. Venet., 1876. (A 
Commentary on Tatian’s Diatessaron, found in the Mechitarist Convent at Venice in an 
Armenian translation, translated into Latin, 1841, by Aucher, and published with an introduction 
by Prof. Mosinger of Salzburg.) Comp. also the art. Ephraem, in Herzog, 2 iv. 255-261 by 
Radiger, revised by Spiegel. In Smith and Wace, ii. 137-145 by E. Venables. 
 
Page 955. Add to Lit. on Lactantius: 
 
English translation by W. Fletcher, in Clark’s "Ante-Nicene Library," vols. xxi. and xxii. Edinb., 
1871. For an estimate of his literary merits, see Ebert: Gesch. der christl. lat. Lit. Leipz., 1874 
sqq., vol. i. 70-86. Ebert, in Herzog, 2 viii. 364-366.Ffoulkes, in Smith and Wace, iii. 613-617. 
 
Page 959, line 9. Add to Lit. on Hilary of Poitiers: 
 
Reinkens: Hilarius von Poitiers. Schaffhausen, 1864. Semisch, in Herzog, 2 vi. 416-427. 
Cazenove, in Smith and Wace, ii. 54-66, and his St. Hilary of Poitiers. Lond., 1883. (Soc. for 
Promot. Christian Knowledge.) Farrar: in "Lives of the Fathers" (1889), i. 426-467. 
 
Page 961. Add to Lit on Ambrose, 
 
Bannard: Histoire de S. Ambroise. Paris, 1871. Ebert: Gesch. der christl. lat. Lit., i. 135-176 
(1874). Robinson Thornton: St. Ambrose: his Life, Times, and Teaching. Lond., 1879, 215 pages 
(Soc. for Promoting Christ. Knowledge). Plitt, in Herzog, 2 i. 331-335. J. Ll. Davies, in Smith 
and Wace, i. 91-99. Cunitz, in Lichtenberger, i. 229-232. Farrar: "Lives of the Fathers "(1889), ii. 
84-149. On the hymns of Ambrose, Comp. especially Ebert, l. c. 
 
Page 967. Add to Lit. on Jerome: 
 
AmedeeThierry: St. Jerome, la societe chretienne a Rome et l’emigration romaine en terre sainte. 
Par., 1867. 2 vols. (He says at the close: "There is no continuation of Jerome’s work; a few more 
letters of Augustine and Paulinus, and night falls on the West.") Lubeck: Hieronymus quos 
noverit scriptores et ex quibus hauserit. Leipzig, 1872. Ebert: Gesch. der christl. lat. Lit. Leipz., 
1874 sqq., i. 176-203 (especially on the Latinity of Jerome, in which he places him first among 
the fathers). Edward L. Cutts: St. Jerome. London, 1877 (Soc. for Promot. Chr. Knowledge), 230 
pages. Zockler, in Herzog, {2} vi. 103-108.Cunitz, in Lichtenberger, vii. 243-250. Freemantle, in 
Smith and Wace, iii. 29-50. (Jerome lived and reigned for a thousand years). His writings contain 
the whole spirit of the church of the middle ages, its monasticism, its contrast of sacred things 
with profane, its credulity and superstition, its subjection to hierarchical authority, its dread of 
heresy, its passion for pilgrimages. To the society which was thus in a great measure formed by 
him, his Bible was the greatest boon which could have been given. But he founded no school and 
had no inspiring power; there was no courage or width of view in his spiritual legacy which could 
break through the fatal circle of bondage to received authority which was closing round manki 
 
On Jerome as a Bible translator, comp. F. Kaulen (R.C.): Geschichte der Vulgata. Mainz, 1869. 
HermannRonsch: Itala und Vulgata. Das Sprachidiom der urchristlichen Itala und der 
katholischen Vulgata. 2d ed., revised. Marburg, 1875. L. Ziegler: Die latein Bibelubersetzungen 
vor Hieronymus und die Itala des Augustinus. Munchen, 1879. (He maintains the existence of 
several Latin versions or revisions before Jerome.) Westcott’s art. "Vulgate," in Smith’s Dict. of 



the Bible. O. F. Fritzsche: Latein. Bibelubersetzungen, in the new ed. of Herzog, vol. viii. (1881), 
pp. 433-472. Westcott and Hort’s Greek Testament, vol. ii., lntrod., pp. 78-84. 
 
Page 989, line 13. Add to Lit. on Augustine: 
 
English translations of select works of Aug. by Dr. Pusey and others in the Oxford Library of the 
Fathers: the Confessions, vol. i., 1839, 4th ed., 1853; Sermons, vol. xvi., 1844, and vol. xx., 1845; 
Short Treatises, vol. xxii., 1847; Expositions on the Psalms, vols. xxiv., xxv., xxx., xxxii., xxxvii., 
xxxix., 1847, 1849, 1850, 1853, 1854; Homilies on John, vols. xxvi. and xxix., 1848 and 1849. 
Another translation by MarcusDods and others, Edinb. (T. and T. Clark), 1871-76, 15 vols., 
containing the City of God, the Anti-Donatist, the Anti-Pelagian, the Anti-Manichaean writings, 
Letters, On the Trinity, the Sermon on the Mount, and the Harmony of the Gospels, On Christian 
Doctrine, the Euchiridion, on Catechising, on Faith and the Creed, Lectures on John, and 
Confessions. The same revised with new translations and Prolegomena, edited by PhilipSchaff, 
N. York, 1886-88, 8 vols. German translation of select writings of Aug. in the Kempten 
Bibliothek Der Kirchenvater, 1871-79, 8 vols. 
 
On the same page, line 30. Substitute and add at the close of Lit.: 
 
C. Bindemann: Der heil. Augustin. Berlin, 1844-55-69. 3 vols. Gangauf: Des heil. Aug. Lehre von 
Gott dem dreieinigen. Augsburg, 1866. Reinkens: Geschichtsphilosophie des heil. Augustin. 
Schaffhausen, 1866. EmilFeuerlein: Ueber die Stellung Augustin’s in der Kirchen- und 
Kulturgeschichte. 1869. (In v. Sybel’s "Hist. Zeitschrift" for 1869, vol. xi., 270-313). Ernst: Die 
Werke und Tugenden der Unglaubigen nach Augustin. Freib., 1872.: Aurelius {Bohringer} 
Augustinus, revised ed. Leipz., 1877-78. 2 parts. Aug. Dorner: Augustinus, sein Theol. System 
und seine religionsphilosophische Auschauung. Berlin, 1873. Ebert: Gesch. der christl. lat. Lit. 
Leipzig, 1874 sqq., vol. i. 203-243. Edward L. Cutts: St. Augustine. London (Soc. for Prom. 
Christian Knowledge), 1880. H. Reuter: Augustinische Studien, in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur 
Kirchengesch." for 1880-83 (four articles on Aug.’s doctrine of the church, predestination, the 
kingdom of God, etc.). Ch. H. Collett: St. Aug., a Sketch o f his Life and Writings as affecting the 
Controversy with Rome. Lond., 1883. W. Cunningham: S. Austin and his Place in Christian 
Thought (Hulsean Lectures for 1885), Cambridge, 1886 (283 pp.). James F. Spalding: The 
Teaching and Influence of Saint Augustine. N. York, 1886 (106 pp.). H. Reuter: Augustinische 
Studien, Gotha, 1887 (516 pp.; able, learned, and instructive). Ad. Harnack: Augustin’s 
Confessionen. Giessen, 1888 (31 pp., brief, but suggestive). F. W. Farrar, in his "Lives of the 
Fathers," Lond. 1889, vol. ii. 298-460. 
 
On the Philosophy of Aug., compare besides the works quoted on same page: 
 
Erdmann: Grundriss der Gesch. der Philos., i. 231 sqq. Ueberweg: History of Philos. Engl. transl. 
by Morris, vol. i. 333-346. Ferraz: Deuteronomy la psychologie de S. Aug. 2d ed. Paris, 1869. 
Schutz: Augustinum non esse ontologum. Monast., 1867. G. Loesche: Deuteronomy Augustino 
Plotinizanto in doctrina de Deo disserenda. Jenae, 1880. (68 pages.) 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected¸ and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998.  

 



HISTORY 
 
of 
 
MEDIEVAL CHRISTIANITY 
 
FROM A. D. 590 TO 1517. 
 

CHAPTER I. 
 
General Introduction to Mediaeval Church History. 
 

1. Sources and Literature. 
 
August Potthast: Bibliotheca Historica Medii Aoevi. Wegweiser durch die Geschichtswerke des 
Europaischen Mittelalters von 375-1500. Berlin, 1862. Supplement, 1868. 
 
The mediaeval literature embraces four distinct branches; 
 
1. The Romano-Germanic or Western Christian; 
 
2. The Graeco-Byzantine or Eastern Christian; 
 
3. The Talmudic and Rabbinical; 
 
4. The Arabic and Mohammedan. 
 
We notice here only the first and second; the other two will be mentioned in subdivisions as far as 
they are connected with church history. 
 
The Christian literature consists partly of documentary sources, partly of historical works. We 
confine ourselves here to the most important works of a more general character. Books referring 
to particular countries and sections of church history will be noticed in the progress of the 
narrative. 
 
I. Documentary Sources. 
 
They are mostly in Latin—the official language of the Western Church,—and in Greek,—the 
official language of the Eastern Church. 
 
(1) For the history of missions: the letters and biographies of missionaries. 
 
(2) For church polity and government: the official letters of popes, patriarchs, and bishops. 
 
The documents of the papal court embrace (a) Regesta (registra), the transactions of the various 
branches of the papal government from A. D. 1198-1572, deposited in the Vatican library, and 



difficult of access. (b) Epistolae decretales, which constitute the basis of the Corpus juris 
canonici, brought to a close in 1313. (c) The bulls (bulla, a seal or stamp of globular form, though 
some derive it from boulhv, will, decree) and briefs (breve, a short, concise summary), i.e., the 
official letters since the conclusion of the Canon law. They are of equal authority, but the bulls 
differ from the briefs by their more solemn form. The bulls are written on parchment, and sealed 
with a seal of lead or gold, which is stamped on one side with the effigies of Peter and Paul, and 
on the other with the name of the reigning pope, and attached to the instrument by a string; while 
the briefs are written on paper, sealed with red wax, and impressed with the seal of the fisherman 
or Peter in a boat. 
 
(3) For the history of Christian life: the biographies of saints, the disciplinary canons of synods, 
the ascetic literature. 
 
(4) For worship and ceremonies: liturgies, hymns, homilies, works of architecture sculpture, 
painting, poetry, music. The Gothic cathedrals are as striking embodiments of mediaeval 
Christianity as the Egyptian pyramids are of the civilization of the Pharaohs. 
 
(5) For theology and Christian learning: the works of the later fathers (beginning with Gregory 
I.), schoolmen, mystics, and the forerunners of the Reformation. 
 
II. Documentary Collections. Works of Mediaeval Writers. 
 
(1) For the Oriental Church. 
 
Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae, opera Niebuhrii, Bekkeri, et al. Bonnae, 1828-’78, 50 
vols. 8vo. Contains a complete history of the East-Roman Empire from the sixth century to its 
fall. The chief writers are Zonaras, from the Creation to A. D. 1118; Nicetas, from 1118 to 1206; 
Gregoras, from 1204 to 1359; Laonicus, from 1298 to 1463; Ducas, from 1341 to 1462; 
Phrantzes, from 1401 to 1477. 
 
J. A. Fabricius (d. 1736): Bibliotheca Graeca sive Notitia Scriptorum veterum Graecorum, 4th 
ed., by G. Chr. Harless, with additions. Hamburg, 1790-1811, 12 vols. A supplement by S. F. W. 
Hoffmann: Bibliographisches Lexicon der gesammten Literatur der Griechen. Leipzig, 1838-’45, 
3 vols. 
 
(2) For the Westem Church. 
 
Bibliotheca Maxima Patrum. Lugduni, 1677, 27 vols. fol. 
 
Martene (d. 1739) and Durand (d. 1773): Thesaurus Anecdotorum Novus, seu Collectio 
Monumentorum, etc. Paris, 1717, 5 vols. fol. By the same: Veterum Scriptorum et 
Monumentorum Collectio ampliss. Paris, 1724-’38, 9 vols. fol. 
 
J. A. Fabricius: Bibliotheca Latina Mediae et Infimae Ætatis. Hamb. 1734, and with supplem. 
1754, 6 vols. 4to. 
 
Abbe Migne: Patralogiae Cursus Completus, sive Bibliotheca Universalis... Patrum, etc. Paris, 
1844-’66. The Latin series (1844-’55) has 221 vols. (4 vols. indices); the Greek series (1857-66) 
has 166 vols. The Latin series, from tom. 80-217, contains the writers from Gregory the Great to 
Innocent III. Reprints of older editions, and most valuable for completeness and convenience, 
though lacking in critical accuracy. 



 
Abbe Horay: Medii Ævi Bibliotheca Patristica ab anno MCCXVI usque ad Concilii Tridentini 
Tempora. Paris, 1879 sqq. A continuation of Migne in the same style. The first 4 vols. contain the 
Opera Honori III. 
 
Joan. Domin. Mansi (archbishop of Lucca, d. 1769): Sacrorum Conciliorum nova et amplissima 
Collectio. Florence and Venice 1759-1798, 31 vols. fol. The best collection down to 1509. A new 
ed. (facsimile) publ. by Victor Palme, Paris and Berlin 1884 sqq. Earlier collections of Councils 
by Labbe and Cossart (1671-72, 18 vols), Colet (with the supplements of Mansi, 1728-52, 29 
vols. fol.), and Hardouin (1715, 12 vols. fol.). 
 
C. Cocquelines: Magnum Bullarium Romanum. Bullarum, Privilegiorum ac Diplomatum 
Romanorum Pontificum usque ad Clementem XII. amplissima Collectio. Rom. 1738-58. 14 Tom. 
fol. in 28 Partes; new ed. 1847-72, in 24 vols. 
 
A. A. Barberi: Magni Bullarii Rom. Continuatio a Clemente XIII ad Pium VIII. (1758-1830). 
Rom. 1835-’57, 18 vols. fol. The bulls of Gregory XVI. appeared 1857 in 1 vol. 
 
G. H. Pertz (d. 1876): Monumenta Germaniae Historica. Hannov. 1826-1879. 24 vols. fol. 
Continued by G. Waitz. 
 
III. Documentary Histories. 
 
Acta Sanctorum Bollandistarum. Antw. Bruxellis et Tongerloae, 1643-1794; Brux. 1845 sqq., 
new ed. Paris, 1863-75, in 61 vols. fol. (with supplement). See a list of contents in the seventh 
volume for June or the first volume for October; also in the second part of Potthast, sub "Vita," 
pp. 575 sqq. 
 
This monumental work of John Bolland (a learned Jesuit, 1596-1665), Godefr. Henschen (1681), 
Dan. Papebroch (1714), and their associates and followers, called Bollandists, contains 
biographies of all the saints of the Catholic Church in the order of the calendar, and divided into 
months. They are not critical histories, but compilations of an immense material of facts and 
fiction, which illustrate the life and manners of the ancient and mediaeval church. Potthast justly 
calls it a "riesenhaftes Denkmal wissenschaftlichen Strebens." It was carried on with the aid of the 
Belgic government, which contributed (since 1837) 6,000 francs annually. 
 
Caes. Baronius (d. 1607): Annales ecclesiastici a Christo nato ad annum 1198. Rom. 1588-1593, 
12 vols. Continued by Raynaldi (from 1198 to 1565), Laderchi (from 1566-1571), and A. Theiner 
(1572-1584). Best ed. by Mansi, with the continuations of Raynaldi, and the Critica of Pagi, 
Lucca, 1738-’59, 35 vols. fol. text, and 3 vols. of index universalis. A new ed. by A. Theiner (d. 
1874), Bar-le-Duc, 1864 sqq. Likewise a work of herculean industry, but to be used with critical 
caution, as it contains many spurious documents, legends and fictions, and is written in the 
interest and defence of the papacy. 
 
IV. Modern Histories of the Middle Ages. 
 
J. M. F. Frantin: Annales du moyen age. Dijon, 1825, 8 vols. 8vo. 
 
F. Rehm: Geschichte des Mittelalters. Marbg, 1821-’38, 4 vols. 8vo. 
 
Heinrich Leo: Geschichte des Mittelalters. Halle, 1830, 2 vols. 



 
Charpentier: Histoire literaire du moyen age. Par. 1833. 
 
R. Hampson: Medii aevi Calendarium, or Dates, Charters, and Customs of the Middle Ages, with 
Kalenders from the Xth to the XVth century. London, 1841, 2 vols. 8vo. 
 
Henry Hallam (d. 1859): View of the State of Europe during the Middle Ages. London, 1818, 3d 
ed. 1848, Boston ed. 1864 in 3 vols. By the same: Introduction to the Literature of Europe in the 
15th, 16th, and 17th centuries. Several ed., Engl. and Am. Boston ed. 1864 in 4 vols.; N. York, 
1880, in 4 vols. 
 
Charles Hardwick (l859): A History of the Christian Church. Middle Age. 3d ed. by Stubbs, 
London, 1872. 
 
Henry Hart Milman (1868): History of Latin Christianity; including that of the Popes to the 
Pontificate of Nicholas V. London and N. York, 1854, 8 vols., new ed., N. York (A. C. 
Armstrong & Son), 1880. 
 
Richard Chenevix Trench (Archbishop of Dublin): Lectures on Mediaeval Church History. 
London, 1877, republ. N. York, 1878. 
 
V. The Mediaeval Sections of the General Church Histories. 
 
(a) Roman Catholic: Baronius (see above), Fleury, Mohler, Alzog, Dollinger (before 1870), 
Hergenrother. 
 
(b) Protestant: Mosheim, Schrockh, Gieseler, Neander, Baur, Hagenbach, Robertson. Also 
Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Rom. Empire (Wm. Smith’s ed.), from ch. 45 to the close. 
 
VI. Auxiliary. 
 
Domin. Du Cange (Charles du Fresne, d. 1688): Glossarium ad Scriptores mediae et infimae 
Latinitatis, Paris, 1678; new ed. by Henschel, Par. 1840-’50, in 7 vols. 4to; and again by Favre, 
1883 sqq.—By the same: Glossarium ad Scriptores medicae et infimae Graecitatis, Par. 1682, 
and Lugd. Batav. 1688, 2 vols. fol. These two works are the philological keys to the knowledge of 
mediaeval church history. 
 
An English ed. of the Latin glossary has been announced by John Murray, of London: Mediaeval 
Latin-English Dictionary, based upon the great work of Du Cange. With additions and 
corrections by E. A. Dayman.  

 



History of the Christian Church 
 

2. The Middle Age. Limits and General Character. 
 
The Middle Age, as the term implies, is the period which intervenes between ancient and modern 
times, and connects them, by continuing the one, and preparing for the other. It forms the 
transition from the Graeco-Roman civilization to the Romano-Germanic, civilization, which 
gradually arose out of the intervening chaos of barbarism. The connecting link is Christianity, 
which saved the best elements of the old, and directed and moulded the new order of things. 
 
Politically, the middle age dates from the great migration of nations and the downfall of the 
western Roman Empire in the fifth century; but for ecclesiastical history it begins with Gregory 
the Great, the last of the fathers and the first of the popes, at the close of the sixth century. Its 
termination, both for secular and ecclesiastical history, is the Reformation of the sixteenth century 
(1517), which introduces the modern age of the Christian era. Some date modern history from the 
invention of the art of printing, or from the discovery of America, which preceded the 
Reformation; but these events were only preparatory to a great reform movement and extension 
of the Christian world. 
 
The theatre of mediaeval Christianity is mainly Europe. In Western Asia and North Africa, the 
Cross was supplanted by the Crescent; and America, which opened a new field for the ever-
expanding energies of history, was not discovered until the close of the fifteenth century. 
 
Europe was peopled by a warlike emigration of heathen barbarians from Asia as America is 
peopled by a peaceful emigration from civilized and Christian Europe. 
 
The great migration of nations marks a turning point in the history of religion and civilization. It 
was destructive in its first effects, and appeared like the doom of the judgment-day; but it proved 
the harbinger of a new creation, the chaos preceding the cosmos. The change was brought about 
gradually. The forces of the old Greek and Roman world continued to work for centuries 
alongside of the new elements. The barbarian irruption came not like a single torrent which 
passes by, but as the tide which advances and retires, returns and at last becomes master of the 
flooded soil. The savages of the north swept down the valley of the Danube to the borders of the 
Greek Empire, and southward over the Rhine and the Vosges into Gaul, across the Alps into Italy, 
and across the Pyrenees into Spain. They were not a single people, but many independent tribes; 
not an organized army of a conqueror, but irregular hordes of wild warriors ruled by intrepid 
kings; not directed by the ambition of one controlling genius, like Alexander or Caesar, but 
prompted by the irresistible impulse of a historical instinct, and unconsciously bearing in their 
rear the future destinies of Europe and America. They brought with them fire and sword, 
destruction and desolation, but also life and vigor, respect for woman, sense of honor, love of 
liberty—noble instincts, which, being purified and developed by Christianity, became the 
governing principles of a higher civilization than that of Greece and Rome. The Christian monk 
Salvian, who lived in the midst of the barbarian flood, in the middle of the fifth century, draws a 
most gloomy and appalling picture of the vices of the orthodox Romans of his time, and does not 
hesitate to give preference to the heretical (Arian) and heathen barbarians, "whose chastity 
purifies the deep stained with the Roman debauches." St. Augustin (d. 430), who took a more 
sober and comprehensive view, intimates, in his great work on the City of God, the possibility of 
the rise of a new and better civilization from the ruins of the old Roman empire; and his pupil, 



Orosius, clearly expresses this hopeful view. "Men assert," he says, "that the barbarians are 
enemies of the State. I reply that all the East thought the same of the great Alexander; the Romans 
also seemed no better than the enemies of all society to the nations afar off, whose repose they 
troubled. But the Greeks, you say, established empires; the Germans overthrow them. Well, the 
Macedonians began by subduing the nations which afterwards they civilized. The Germans are 
now upsetting all this world; but if, which Heaven avert, they, finish by continuing to be its 
masters, peradventure some day posterity will salute with the title of great princes those in whom 
we at this day can see nothing but enemies."  

 



3. The Nations of Mediaeval Christianity. The Kelt, the Teuton, and the 
Slav. 
 
The new national forces which now enter upon the arena of church-history may be divided into 
four groups: 
 
1. The Romanic or Latin nations of Southern Europe, including the Italians, Spaniards, 
Portuguese and French. They are the natural descendants and heirs of the old Roman nationality 
and Latin Christianity, yet mixed with the new Keltic and Germanic forces. Their languages are 
all derived from the Latin; they inherited Roman laws and customs, and adhered to the Roman 
See as the centre of their ecclesiastical organization; they carried Christianity to the advancing 
barbarians, and by their superior civilization gave laws to the conquerors. They still adhere, with 
their descendants in Central and South America, to the Roman Catholic Church. 
 
2. The Keltic race, embracing the Gauls, old Britons, the Picts and Scots, the Welsh and Irish with 
their numerous emigrants in all the large cities of Great Britain and the United States, appear in 
history several hundred years before Christ, as the first light wave of the vast Aryan migration 
from the mysterious bowels of Asia, which swept to the borders of the extreme West. {1} The 
Gauls were conquered by Caesar, but afterwards commingled with the Teutonic Francs, who 
founded the French monarchy. The Britons were likewise subdued by the Romans, and 
afterwards driven to Wales and Cornwall by the Anglo-Saxons. The Scotch in the highlands 
(Gaels) remained Keltic, while in the lowlands they mixed with Saxons and Normans. 
 
The mental characteristics of the Kelts remain unchanged for two thousand years: quick wit, 
fluent speech, vivacity, sprightliness, impressibility, personal bravery and daring, loyalty to the 
chief or the clan, but also levity, fickleness, quarrelsomeness and incapacity for self-government. 
"They shook all empires, but founded none." The elder Cato says of them: "To two things are the 
Kelts most attent: to fighting (ars militaris), and to adroitness of speech (argute loqui)." Caesar 
censures their love of levity and change. The apostle Paul complains of the same weakness. 
Thierry, their historian, well describes them thus: "Their prominent attributes are personal valor, 
in which they excel all nations; a frank, impetuous spirit open to every impression; great 
intelligence, but joined with extreme mobility, deficient perseverance, restlessness under 
discipline and order, boastfulness and eternal discord, resulting from boundless vanity." 
Mommsen quotes this passage, and adds that the Kelts make good soldiers, but bad citizens; that 
the only order to which they submit is the military, because the severe general discipline relieves 
them of the heavy burden of individual self-control. {2} 
 
Keltic Christianity was at first independent of Rome, and even antagonistic to it in certain 
subordinate rites; but after the Saxon and Norman conquests, it was brought into conformity, and 
since the Reformation, the Irish have been more attached to the Roman Church than even the 
Latin races. The French formerly inclined likewise to a liberal Catholicism (called Gallicanism); 
but they sacrificed the Gallican liberties to the Ultramontanism of the Vatican Council. The 
Welsh and Scotch, on the contrary, with the exception of a portion of the Highlanders in the 
North of Scotland, embraced the Protestant Reformation in its Calvinistic rigor, and are among its 
sternest and most vigorous advocates. The course of the Keltic nations had been anticipated by 
the Galatians, who first embraced with great readiness and heartiness the independent gospel of 
St. Paul, but were soon turned away to a Judaizing legalism by false teachers, and then brought 
back again by Paul to the right path. 
 



3. The Germanic {3} or Teutonic {4} nations followed the Keltic migration in successive 
westward and southward waves, before and after Christ, and spread over Germany, Switzerland, 
Holland, Scandinavia, the Baltic provinces of Russia, and, since the Anglo-Saxon invasion, also 
over England and Scotland and the northern (non-Keltic) part of Ireland. In modern times their 
descendants peacefully settled the British Provinces and the greater part of North America. The 
Germanic nations are the fresh, vigorous, promising and advancing races of the middle age and 
modern times. Their Christianization began in the fourth century, and went on in wholesale style 
till it was completed in the tenth. The Germans, under their leader Odoacer in 476, deposed 
Romulus Augustulus—the shadow of old Romulus and Augustus—and overthrew the West 
Roman Empire, thus fulfilling the old augury of the twelve birds of fate, that Rome was to grow 
six centuries and to decline six centuries. Wherever they went, they brought destruction to 
decaying institutions. But with few exceptions, they readily embraced the religion of the 
conquered Latin provinces, and with childlike docility submitted to its educational power. They 
were predestinated for Christianity, and Christianity for them. It curbed their warlike passions, 
regulated their wild force, and developed their nobler instincts, their devotion and fidelity, their 
respect for woman, their reverence for all family-relations, their love of personal liberty and 
independence. The Latin church was to them only a school of discipline to prepare them for an 
age of Christian manhood and independence, which dawned in the sixteenth century. The 
Protestant Reformation was the emancipation of the Germanic races from the pupilage of 
mediaeval and legalistic Catholicism. 
 
Tacitus, the great heathen historian, no doubt idealized the barbarous Germans in contrast with 
the degenerate Romans of his day (as Montaigne and Rousseau painted the savages "in a fit of ill 
humor against their country"); but he unconsciously prophesied their future greatness, and his 
prophecy has been more than fulfilled. 
 
4. The Slavonic or Slavic or Slavs {5} in the East and North of Europe, including the Bulgarians, 
Bohemians (Czechs), Moravians, Slovaks, Servians, Croatians, Wends, Poles, and Russians, were 
mainly converted through Eastern missionaries since the ninth and tenth century. The Eastern 
Slavs, who are the vast majority, were incorporated with the Greek Church, which became the 
national religion of Russia, and through this empire acquired a territory almost equal to that of the 
Roman Church. The western Slavs, the Bohemians and Poles, became subject to the Papacy. 
 
The Slavs, who number in all nearly 80,000,000, occupy a very subordinate position in the 
history of the middle ages, and are isolated from the main current; but recently, they have begun 
to develop their resources, and seem to have a great future before them through the commanding 
political power of Russia in Europe and in Asia. Russia is the bearer of the destinies of 
Panslavism and of the, Eastern Church. 
 
5. The Greek nationality, which figured so conspicuously in ancient Christianity, maintained its 
independence down to the fall of the Byzantine Empire in 1453; but it was mixed with Slavonic 
elements. (The Greek Church was much weakened by the inroads of Mohammedanism) and lost 
the possession of the territories of primitive Christianity, but secured a new and vast missionary 
field in Russia. 
 
{1} keltoivor Kevltai, Celtae, Galavtai, Galatae or Galati, Galli, Gael. Some derive it from celt, a 
cover, shelter; others from celu (Lat. celo) to conceal. Herodotus first mentions them, as dwelling 
in the extreme northwest of Europe. On these terms see Diefenbach, Celtica, Brandes, Kelten und 
Germanen, Thierry, Histoire des Gaulois, the art. Galli in Pauly’s Realencyclopadie, and the 
introductions to the critical Commentaries on the Galatians by Wieseler and Lightfoot (and 
Lightfoot’s Excursus I). The Galatians in Asia Minor, to whom Paul addressed his epistle, were a 



branch of the Keltic race, which either separated from the main current of the westward 
migration, or, being obstructed by the ocean, retraced their steps, and turned eastward. Wieseler 
(in his Com. and in several articles in the "Studien und Kritiken," and in the "Zeitschrift fur 
Kirchengeschichte," 1877 No. 1) tries to make them Germans, a view first hinted at by Luther. 
But the fickleness of the Galatian Christians is characterristic of the ancient Gauls and modern 
French. 
 
{2} Romische Geschichte, Vol. I., p. 329, 5th ed., Berlin, 1868. 
 
{3} The word is of uncertain origin. Some derive it from a Keltic root, garm or gairm, i.e. noise; 
some from the old German gere (guerre), a pointed weapon, spear or javelin (so that German 
would mean an armed man, or war-man, Wehrmann); others, from the Persian irman, erman, i.e. 
guest. 
 
{4} From the Gothic thiudisco, gentiles, popularis; hence the Latin teutonicus, and the German 
deutsch or teutsch (which may also be connected with diutan, deutsch deutlich). In the English 
usage, the term German is confined to the Germans proper, and Dutch to the Hollanders; but 
Germanic and Teutonic apply to all cognate races. 
 
{5} The term Slav or Slavonian is derived by some from slovo, word, by others, from slava, glory. 
From it are derived the words slave and slavery (Sclave, esclave), because many Slavs were 
reduced to a state of slavery or serfdom by their German masters. Webster spells slave instead of 
slav, and Edward A. Freeman, in his Historical Essays (third series, 1879), defends this spelling 
on three grounds: (1) No English word ends in v. But many Russian words do, as Kiev, Yaroslav, 
and some Hebrew grammars use Tav and Vav for Tau and Vau. (2) Analogy. We write Dane, 
Swede, Pole, not Dan, etc. But the a-in Slav has the continental sound, and the tendency is to get 
rid of mute vowels. (3) The form Slave perpetuates the etymology. But the etymology (slave 
equals dou’lo) is uncertain, and it is well to distinguish the national name from the ordinary 
slaves, and thus avoid offence. The Germans also distinguish between Slaven, Sclaven.  

 



4. Genius of Mediaeval Christianity. 
 
Mediaeval Christianity is, on the one hand, a legitimate continuation and further development of 
ancient Catholicism; on the other hand, a preparation for Protestantism, 
 
Its leading form are the papacy, monasticism, and scholasticism, which were developed to their 
height, and then assailed by growing opposition from within. 
 
Christianity, at its first introduction, had to do with highly civilized nations; but now it had to lay 
the foundation of a new civilization among barbarians. The apostles planted churches in the cities 
of the Jews, Greeks, and Romans, and the word "pagan" i.e, villager, backwoodsman, gradually 
came to denote an idolater. They spoke and wrote in a language which had already a large and 
immortal literature; their progress was paved by the high roads of the Roman legions; they found 
everywhere an established order of society, and government; and their mission was to infuse into 
the ancient civilization a new spiritual life and to make it subservient to higher moral ends. But 
the missionaries of the dark ages had to visit wild woods and untilled fields, to teach rude nations 
the alphabet, and to lay the foundation for society, literature and art. 
 
Hence Christianity assumed the character of a strong disciplinary institution, a training school for 
nations in their infancy, which had to be treated as children. Hence the legalistic, hierarchical, 
ritualistic and romantic character of mediaeval Catholicism. Yet in proportion as the nations were 
trained in the school of the church, they began to assert their independence of the hierarchy and to 
develop a national literature in their own language. Compared with our times, in which thought 
and reflection have become the highest arbiter of human life, the middle age was an age of 
passion. The written law, such as it was developed in Roman society, the barbarian could not 
understand and would not obey. But he was easily impressed by the spoken law, the living word, 
and found a kind of charm in bending his will absolutely before another will. Thus the teaching 
church became the law in the land, and formed the very foundation of all social and political 
organization. 
 
The middle ages are often called "the dark ages:" truly, if we compare them with ancient 
Christianity, which preceded, and with modern Christianity, which followed; falsely and unjustly, 
if the church is made responsible for the darkness. Christianity was the light that shone in the 
darkness of surrounding barbarism and heathenism, and gradually dispelled it. Industrious priests 
and monks saved from the wreck of the Roman Empire the treasures of classical literature, 
together with the Holy Scriptures and patristic writings, and transmitted them to better times. The 
mediaeval light was indeed the borrowed star and moon-light of ecclesiastical tradition, rather 
than the clear sun-light from the inspired pages of the New Testament; but it was such light as the 
eyes of nations in their ignorance could bear, and it never ceased to shine till it disappeared in the 
day-light of the great Reformation. Christ had his witnesses in all ages and countries, and those 
shine all the brighter who were surrounded by midnight darkness. 
 
Pause where we may upon the desert-road, 
 
Some shelter is in sight, some sacred safe abode. 
 
On the other hand, the middle ages are often called, especially by Roman Catholic writers, "the 
ages of faith." They abound in legends of saints, which had the charm of religious novels. All 
men believed in the supernatural and miraculous as readily as children do now. Heaven and hell 
were as real to the mind as the kingdom of France and the, republic of Venice. Skepticism and 



infidelity were almost unknown, or at least suppressed and concealed. But with faith was 
connected a vast deal of superstition and an entire absence of critical investigation and judgment. 
Faith was blind and unreasoning, like the faith of children. The most incredible and absurd 
legends were accepted without a question. And yet the morality was not a whit better, but in 
many respects ruder, coarser and more passionate, than in modern times. 
 
The church as a visible organization never had greater power over the minds of men. She 
controlled all departments of life from the cradle to the grave. She monopolized all the learning 
and made sciences and arts tributary to her. She took the lead in every progressive movement. 
She founded universities, built lofty cathedrals, stirred up the crusades, made and unmade kings, 
dispensed blessings and curses to whole nations. The mediaeval hierarchy centering in Rome re-
enacted the Jewish theocracy on a more comprehensive scale. It was a carnal anticipation of the 
millennial reign of Christ. It took centuries to rear up this imposing structure, and centuries to 
take it down again. 
 
The opposition came partly from the anti-Catholic sects, which, in spite of cruel persecution, 
never ceased to protest against the corruptions and tyranny of the papacy; partly from the spirit of 
nationality which arose in opposition to an all-absorbing hierarchical centralization; partly from 
the revival of classical and biblical learning, which undermined the reign of superstition and 
tradition; and partly from the inner and deeper life of the Catholic Church itself, which loudly 
called for a reformation, and struggled through the severe discipline of the law to the light and 
freedom of the gospel. The mediaeval Church was a schoolmaster to lead men to Christ. The 
Reformation was an emancipation of Western Christendom from the bondage of the law, and a 
re-conquest of that liberty "wherewith Christ hath made us free". {Galatians 5:1}  

 



5. Periods of the Middle Age. 
 
The Middle Age may be divided into three periods: 
 
1. The missionary period from Gregory I. to Hildebrand or Gregory VII., A. D. 590-1073. The 
conversion of the northern barbarians. The dawn of a new civilization. The origin and progress of 
Islam. The separation of the West from the East. Some subdivide this period by Charlemagne 
(800), the founder of the German-Roman Empire. 
 
2. The palmy period of the papal theocracy from Gregory VII. to Boniface VIII., A. D. 1073-
1294. The height of the papacy, monasticism and scholasticism. The Crusades. The conflict 
between the Pope and the Emperor. If we go back to the rise of Hildebrand, this period begins in 
1049. 
 
3. The decline of mediaeval Catholicism and preparation for modern Christianity, from Boniface 
VIII. to the Reformation, A. D. 1294-1517. The papal exile and schism; the reformatory councils; 
the decay of scholasticism; the growth of mysticism; the revival of letters, and the art of printing; 
the discovery of America; forerunners of Protestantism; the dawn of the Reformation. 
 
These three periods are related to each other as the wild youth, the ripe manhood, and the 
declining old age. But the gradual dissolution of mediaevalism was only the preparation for a new 
life, a destruction looking to a reconstruction. 
 
The three periods may be treated separately, or as a continuous whole. Both methods have their 
advantages: the first for a minute study; the second for a connected survey of the great 
movements. 
 
According to our division laid down in the introduction to the first volume, the three periods of 
the middle ages are the fourth, fifth and sixth periods of the general history of Christianity. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998.  

 



History of the Christian Church 
 
FOURTH PERIOD 
 
THE CHURCH AMONG THE BARBARIANS 
 
FROM GREGORY I. TO GREGORY VII. 
 
A. D. 590 to 1049. 
 

CHAPTER II. 
 
CONVERSION OF THE NORTHERN AND WESTERN BARBARIANS 
 

6. Character of Mediaeval Missions. 
 
The conversion of the new and savage races which enter the theatre of history at the threshold of 
the middle ages, was the great work of the Christian church from the sixth to the tenth century. 
Already in the second or third century, Christianity was carried to the Gauls, the Britons and the 
Germans on the borders of the Rhine. But these were sporadic efforts with transient results. The 
work did not begin in earnest till the sixth century, and then it went vigorously forward to the 
tenth and twelfth, though with many checks and temporary relapses caused by civil wars and 
foreign invasions. 
 
The Christianization of the Kelts, Teutons, and Slavonians was at the same time a process of 
civilization, and differed in this respect entirely from the conversion of the Jews, Greeks, and 
Romans in the preceding age. Christian missionaries laid the foundation for the alphabet, 
literature, agriculture, laws, and arts of the nations of Northern and Western Europe, as they now 
do among the heathen nations in Asia and Africa. "The science of language," says a competent 
judge, {6} "owes more than its first impulse to Christianity. The pioneers of our science were 
those very apostles who were commanded to go into all the world and preach the gospel to every 
creature; and their true successors, the missionaries of the whole Christian church." The same 
may be said of every branch of knowledge and art of peace. The missionaries, in aiming at piety 
and the salvation of souls, incidentally promoted mental culture and temporal prosperity. The 
feeling of brotherhood inspired by Christianity broke down the partition walls between race and 
race, and created a brotherhood of nations. 
 
The mediaeval Christianization was a wholesale conversion, or a conversion of nations under the 
command of their leaders. It was carried on not only by missionaries and by spiritual means, but 
also by political influence, alliances of heathen princes with Christian wives, and in some cases 
(as the baptism of the Saxons under Charlemagne) by military force. It was a conversion not to 
the primary Christianity of inspired apostles, as laid down in the New Testament, but to the 
secondary Christianity of ecclesiastical tradition, as taught by the fathers, monks and popes. It 
was a baptism by water, rather than by fire and the Holy Spirit. The preceding instruction 
amounted to little or nothing; even the baptismal formula, mechanically recited in Latin, was 



scarcely understood. The rude barbarians, owing to the weakness of their heathen religion, readily 
submitted to the new religion; but some tribes yielded only to the sword of the conqueror. 
 
This superficial, wholesale conversion to a nominal Christianity must be regarded in the light of a 
national infant-baptism. It furnished the basis for a long process of Christian education. The 
barbarians were children in knowledge, and had to be treated like children. Christianity, assumed 
the form of a new law leading them, as a schoolmaster, to the manhood of Christ. 
 
The missionaries of the middle ages were nearly all monks. They were generally men of limited 
education and narrow views, but devoted zeal and heroic self-denial. Accustomed to primitive 
simplicity of life, detached from all earthly ties, trained to all sorts of privations, ready for any 
amount of labor, and commanding attention and veneration by their unusual habits, their celibacy, 
fastings and constant devotions, they were upon the whole the best pioneers of Christianity and 
civilization among the savage races of Northern and Western Europe. The lives of these 
missionaries are surrounded by their biographers with such a halo of legends and miracles, that it 
is almost impossible to sift fact from fiction. Many of these miracles no doubt were products of 
fancy or fraud; but it would be rash to deny them all. 
 
The same reason which made miracles necessary in the first introduction of Christianity, may 
have demanded them among barbarians before they were capable of appreciating the higher 
moral evidences. 
 
I. THE CONVERSION OF ENGLAND, IRELAND, AND SCOTLAND. 
 
{6} Max Muller, Science of Language, I. 121.  

 



7. Literature. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
Gildas (Abbot of Bangor in Wales, the oldest British historian, in the sixth cent.): Deuteronomy 
excidio Britanniae conquestus, etc. A picture of the evils of Britain at the time. Best ed. by 
Joseph Stevenson, Lond., 1838. (English Historical Society’s publications.) 
 
Nennius (Abbot of Bangor about 620): Eulogium Britanniae, sive Historia Britonum. Ed. 
Stevenson, 1838. 
 
The Works of Gildas and Nennius transl. from the Latin by J. A. Giles, London, 1841. 
 
*Beda Venerabilis (d. 734): Historia Ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum; in the sixth vol. of Migne’s 
ed. of Bedae Opera Omnia, also often separately published and translated into English. Best ed. 
by Stevenson, Lond., 1838; and by Giles, Lond., 1849. It is the only reliable church-history of the 
Anglo-Saxon period. 
 
The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, from the time of Caesar to 1154. A work of several successive 
hands, ed. by Gibson with an Engl. translation, 1823, and by Giles, 1849 (in one vol. with Bede’s 
Eccles. History). 
 
See the Six Old English Chronicles, in Bohn’s Antiquarian Library (1848); and Church 
Historians of England trans. by Jos. Stevenson, Lond. 1852-’56, 6 vols. 
 
Sir. Henry Spelman (d. 1641): Concilia, decreta, leges, constitutiones in re ecclesiarum orbis 
Britannici, etc. Lond., 1639-’64, 2 vols. fol. (Vol. I. reaches to the Norman conquest; vol. ii. to 
Henry VIII). 
 
David Wilkins (d. 1745): Concilia Magnae Britanniae et Hiberniae (from 446 to 1717), Lond., 
1737, 4 vols. fol. (Vol. I. from 446 to 1265). 
 
*Arthur West Haddan and William Stubbs: Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating to 
Great Britain and Ireland: edited after Spelman and Wilkins. Oxford (Clarendon Press), 1869 to 
‘78. So far 3 vols. To be continued down to the Reformation. 
 
The Penitentials of the Irish and Anglo-Saxon Churches are collected and edited by F. 
Kunstmann (Die Lat. Poenitentialbucher der Angelsachsen, 1844); Wasserschleben (Die 
Bussordnungen der abendland. Kirche, 1851); Schmitz (Die Bussbucher u. d. Bussdisciplin d. 
Kirche, 1883). 
 
II. Historical Works. 
 
(a) The Christianization of England. 
 
*J. Ussher. (d. 1655): Britannicarum Eccles. Antiquitates. Dublin, 1639; London, 1687; Works 
ed. by Elrington, 1847, Vols. V. and VI. 
 
E. Stillingfleet (d. 1699): Origenes Britannicae; or, the Antiqu. of the British Churches. London, 
1710; Oxford, 1842; 2 vols. 



 
J. Lingard (R.C., d. 1851): The History and Antiquities of the Anglo-Saxon Church. London, 
1806, new ed., 1845. 
 
Karl Schrodl (R.C.): Das erste Jahrhundert der englischen Kirche. Passau & Wien, 1840. 
 
Edward Churton (Rector of Crayke, Durham): The Early English Church. London, 1841 (new ed. 
unchanged, 1878). 
 
James Yeowell: Chronicles of the Ancient British Church anterior to the Saxon era. London, 
1846. 
 
Francis Thackeray (Episcop.): Researches into the Eccles. and Political State of Ancient Britain 
under the Roman Emperors. London, 1843, 2 vols. 
 
*Count Deuteronomy Montalembert (R.C., d. 1870): The Monks of the West. Edinburgh and 
London, 1861-’79, 7 vols. (Authorized transl. from the French). The third vol. treats of the British 
Isles. 
 
Reinhold Pauli: Bilder aus Alt-England. Gotha, 1860. 
 
W F. Hook: Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury. London, 2nd ed., 1861 sqq. 
 
G. F. Maclear. (D. D., Head-master of King’s College School): Conversion of the West. The 
English. London, 1878. By the same: The Kelts, 1878. (Popular.) 
 
William Bright (Dr. and Prof, of Eccles. Hist., Oxford): Chapters on Early English Church 
History Oxford, 1878 (460 pages). 
 
John Pryce: History of the Ancient British Church. Oxford, 1878. 
 
Edward L. Cutts: Turning Points of English Church-History. London, 1878. 
 
Dugald MacColl: Early British Church. The Arthurian Legends. In "The Catholic Presbyterian," 
London and New York, for 1880, No. 3, pp. 176 sqq. 
 
(b) The Christianization of Ireland, Wales, and Scotland. 
 
Dr. Lanigan (R.C.): Ecclesiastical History of Ireland. Dublin, 1829. 
 
William G. Todd (Episc., Trinity Coll., Dublin): The Church of St. Patrick: A Historical Inquiry 
into the Independence of the Ancient Church of Ireland. London, 1844. By the same: A History of 
the Ancient Church of Ireland. London, 1845. By the same: Book of Hymns of the Ancient Church 
of Ireland. Dublin, 1855. 
 
Ferdinand Walter: Das alte Wales. Bonn, 1859. 
 
John Cunningham (Presbyterian): The Church History of Scotland from the Commencement of the 
Christian Era to the Present Day. Edinburgh, 1859, 2 vols. (Vol. I., chs. 1-6). 
 



C. Innes: Sketches of Early Scotch History, and Social Progress. Edinb., 1861. (Refers to the 
history of local churches, the university and home-life in the mediaeval period.) 
 
Thomas McLauchan (Presbyt.): The Early Scottish Church: the Ecclesiastical History of Scotland 
from the First to the Twelfth Century. Edinburgh, 1865. 
 
*DR. J. H. A. Ebrard: Die iroschottische Missionskirche des 6, 7 und 8 ten Jahrh., und ihre 
Verbreitung auf dem Festland. Gutersloh, 1873. 
 
Comp. Ebrard’s articles Die culdeische Kirche des 6, 7 und 8ten Jahrh., in Niedner’s "Zeitschrift 
fur Hist. Theologie" for 1862 and 1863. 
 
Ebrard and McLauchan are the ablest advocates of the anti-Romish and alleged semi-Protestant 
character of the old Keltic church of Ireland and Scotland; but they present it in a more favorable 
light than the facts warrant. 
 
*Dr. W. D. Killen (Presbyt.): The Ecclesiastical History of Ireland from the Earliest Period to the 
Present Times. London, 1875, 2 vols. 
 
*Alex. Penrose Forbes (Bishop of Brechin, d. 1875): Kalendars of Scottish Saints. With Personal 
Notices of those of Alba, Laudonia and Stratchclyde. Edinburgh (Edmonston & Douglas), 1872. 
By the same: Lives of S. Ninian and S. Kentigern. Compiled in the twelfth century. Ed. from the 
best MSS. Edinburgh, 1874. 
 
*William Reeves (Canon of Armagh): Life of St. Columba, Founder of Hy. Written by Adamnan, 
ninth Abbot of that monastery. Edinburgh, 1874. 
 
*William F. Skene: Keltic Scotland. Edinburgh, 2 vols., 1876, 1877. 
 
*F. E. Warren (Fellow of St. John’s Coll., Oxford): The Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church. 
Oxford 1881 (291 pp.). 
 
F. Loofs: Antiquae Britonum Scotorumque ecclesiae moves, ratio credendi, vivendi, etc. Lips., 
1882. 
 
Comp. also the relevant sections in the Histories Of England, Scotland, and Ireland, by Hume, 
(Ch. I-III.), Lingard (Ch. I. VIII.), Lappenberg (Vol. I.), Green (Vol. I.), Hill Burton (Hist. of 
Scotland, Vol. I.); Milman’s Latin Christianity (Book IV., Ch. 3-5); Maclear’s Apostles of 
Mediaeval Europe (Lond. 1869), Thomas Smith’s Mediaeval Missions (Edinb. 1880).  

 



8. The Britons. 
 
Literature: The works of Bede, Gildas, Nennius, Ussher, Bright, Pryce, quoted in 7. 
 
Britain made its first appearance in secular history half a century before the Christian era, when 
Julius Caesar, the conqueror of Gaul, sailed with a Roman army from Calais across the channel, 
and added the British island to the dominion of the eternal city, though it was not fully subdued 
till the reign of Claudius (A. D. 41-54). It figures in ecclesiastical history from the conversion of 
the Britons in the second century. Its missionary history is divided into two periods, the Keltic 
and the Anglo-Saxon, both catholic in doctrine, as far as developed at that time, slightly differing 
in discipline, yet bitterly hostile under the influence of the antagonism of race, which was 
ultimately overcome in England and Scotland but is still burning in Ireland, the proper home of 
the Kelts. The Norman conquest made both races better Romanists than they were before. 
 
The oldest inhabitants of Britain, like the Irish, the Scots, and the Gauls, were of Keltic origin, 
half naked and painted barbarians, quarrelsome, rapacious, revengeful, torn by intestine factions, 
which facilitated their conquest. They had adopted, under different appellations, the gods of the 
Greeks and Romans, and worshipped a multitude of local deities, the genii of the woods, rivers, 
and mountains; they paid special homage to the oak, the king of the forest. They offered the fruits 
of the earth, the spoils of the enemy, and, in the hour of danger, human lives. Their priests, called 
druids, {7} dwelt in huts or caverns, amid the silence and gloom of the forest, were in possession 
of all education and spiritual power, professed to know the secrets of nature, medicine and 
astrology, and practised the arts of divination. They taught, as the three principles of wisdom: 
"obedience to the laws of God, concern for the good of man, and fortitude under the accidents of 
life." They also taught the immortality of the soul and the fiction of metempsychosis. One class of 
the druids, who delivered their instructions in verse, were distinguished by the title of bards, who 
as poets and musicians accompanied the chieftain to the battle-field, and enlivened the feasts of 
peace by the sound of the harp. There are still remains of druidical temples—the most remarkable 
at Stonehenge on Salisbury Plain, and at Stennis in the Orkney Islands—that is, circles of huge 
stones standing in some cases twenty feet above the earth, and near them large mounds supposed 
to be ancient burial-places; for men desire to be buried near a place of worship. 
 
The first introduction of Christianity into Britain is involved in obscurity. The legendary history 
ascribes it at least to ten different agencies, namely, (1) Bran, a British prince, and his son 
Caradog, who is said to have become acquainted with St. Paul in Rome, A. D. 51 to 58, and to 
have introduced the gospel into his native country on his return. (2) St. Paul. (3) St. Peter. (4) St. 
Simon Zelotes. (5) St. Phillip (6) St. James the Great. (7) St. John (8) Aristobulus. {Romans 
16:10} (9) Joseph of Arimathaea, who figures largely in the post-Norman legends of Glastonbury 
Abbey, and is said to have brought the holy Graal—the vessel or platter of the Lord’s Supper—
containing the blood of Christ, to England. (10) Missionaries of Pope Eleutherus from Rome to 
King Lucius of Britain. {8} 
 
But these legends cannot be traced beyond the sixth century, and are therefore destitute of all 
historic value. A visit of St. Paul to Britain between A. D. 63 and 67 is indeed in itself not 
impossible (on the assumption of a second Roman captivity), and has been advocated even by 
such scholars as Ussher and Stillingfleet, but is intrinsically improbable, and destitute of all 
evidence. {9} 
 
The conversion of King Lucius in the second century through correspondence with the Roman 
bishop Eleutherus (176 to 190), is related by Bede, in connection with several errors, and is a 



legend rather than an established fact. {10} Irenaeus of Lyons, who enumerates all the churches 
one by one, knows of none in Britain. Yet the connection of Britain with Rome and with Gaul 
must have brought it early into contact with Christianity. About A. D. 208 Tertullian exultingly 
declared "that places in Britain not yet visited by Romans were subject to Christ." {11} St. Alban, 
probably a Roman soldier, died as the British proto-martyr in the Diocletian persecution (303), 
and left the impress of his name on English history. {12} Constantine, the first Christian emperor, 
was born in Britain, and his mother, St. Helena, was probably a native of the country. In the 
Council of Arles, A. D. 314, which condemned the Donatists, we meet with three British bishops, 
Eborius of York (Eboracum), Restitutus of London (Londinum), and Adelfius of Lincoln 
(Colonia Londinensium), or Caerleon in Wales, besides a presbyter and deacon. {13} In the Arian 
controversy the British churches sided with Athanasius and the Nicene Creed, though hesitating 
about the term homoousios. {14} A notorious heretic, Pelagius (Morgan), was from the same 
island; his abler, though less influential associate, Celestius, was probably an Irishman; but their 
doctrines were condemned (429), and the Catholic faith reastablished with the assistance of two 
Gallic bishops. {15} 
 
Monumental remains of the British church during the Roman period are recorded or still exist at 
Canterbury (St. Martin’s), Caerleon, Bangor, Glastonbury, Dover, Richborough (Kent), Reculver, 
Lyminge, Brixworth, and other places. {16} 
 
The Roman dominion in Britain ceased about A. D. 410; the troops were withdrawn, and the 
country left to govern itself. The result was a partial relapse into barbarism and a demoralization 
of the church. The intercourse with the Continent was cut off, and the barbarians of the North 
pressed heavily upon the Britons. For a century and a half we hear nothing of the British churches 
till the silence is broken by the querulous voice of Gildas, who informs us of the degeneracy of 
the clergy, the decay of religion, the introduction and suppression of the Pelagian heresy, and the 
mission of Palladius to the Scots in Ireland. This long isolation accounts in part for the trifling 
differences and the bitter antagonism between the remnant of the old British church and the new 
church imported from Rome among the hated Anglo-Saxons. 
 
The difference was not doctrinal, but ritualistic and disciplinary. The British as well as the Irish 
and Scotch Christians of the sixth and seventh centuries kept Easter on the very day of the full 
moon in March when it was Sunday, or on the next Sunday following. They adhered to the older 
cycle of eighty-four years in opposition to the later Dionysian cycle of ninety-five years, which 
came into use on the Continent since the middle of the sixth century. {17} They shaved the fore-
part of their head from ear to ear in the form of a crescent, allowing the hair to grow behind, in 
imitation of the aureola, instead of shaving, like the Romans, the crown of the head in a circular 
form, and leaving a circle of hair, which was to represent the Saviour’s crown of thorns. They 
had, moreover—and this was the most important and most irritating difference—become 
practically independent of Rome, and transacted their business in councils without referring to the 
pope, who began to be regarded on the Continent as the righteous ruler and judge of all 
Christendom. 
 
From these facts some historians have inferred the Eastern or Greek origin of the old British 
church. But there is no evidence whatever of any such connection, unless it be perhaps through 
the medium of the neighboring church of Gaul, which was partly planted or moulded by Irenaeus 
of Lyons, a pupil of St. Polycarp of Smyrna, and which always maintained a sort of independence 
of Rome. 
 
But in the points of dispute just mentioned, the Gallican church at that time agreed with Rome. 
Consequently, the peculiarities of the British Christians must be traced to their insular isolation 



and long separation from Rome. The Western church on the Continent passed through some 
changes in the development of the authority of the papal see, and in the mode of calculating 
Easter, until the computation was finally fixed through Dionysius Exiguus in 525. The British, 
unacquainted with these changes, adhered to the older independence and to the older customs. 
They continued to keep Easter from the 14th of the moon to the 20th. This difference involved a 
difference in all the moveable festivals, and created great confusion in England after the 
conversion of the Saxons to the Roman rite. 
 
{7} The word Druid or Druidh is not from the Greek dru’, oak (as the elder Pliny thought), but a 
Keltic term draiod, meaning sage, priest, and is equivalent to the magi in the ancient East. In the 
Irish Scriptures draiod is used for magi, Matthew 2:1. 
 
{8} See Haddan & Stubbs, Counc. and Eccles. Doc. I. 22-26, and Pryce, 31 sqq. Haddan says, 
that "statements respecting (a) British Christians at Rome, (b) British Christians in Britain, (c) 
Apostles or apostolic men preaching in Britain, in the first century—rest upon either guess, 
mistake or fable;" and that "evidence alleged for the existence of a Christian church in Britain 
during the second century is simply unhistorical." Pryce calls these early agencies "gratuitons 
assumptions, plausible guesses, or legendary fables." Eusebius, Dem. Ev. III. 5, speaks as if some 
of the Twelve or of the Seventy had "crossed the ocean to the isles called British;" but the passage 
is rhetorical and indefinite. In his Church History he omits Britain from the apostolic mission-
field. 
 
{9} It is merely an inference from the well-known passage of Clement of Rome, Ep. ad Corinth. 
c. 5, that Paul carried the gospel "to the end of the West" (ejpi; to; tevrmath’"duvsew"). But this is 
far more naturally understood of a visit to Spain which Paul intended, {Romans 15:28} and which 
seems confirmed by a passage in the Muratorian Fragment about 170 ("Profectionem Pauli ab 
urbe ad Spaniam proficiscentis"); while there is no trace whatever of an intended or actual visit to 
Britain. Canon Bright calls this merely a "pious fancy" (p. 1), and Bishop Lightfoot remarks: "For 
the patriotic belief of some English writers, who have included Britain in the Apostle’s travels, 
there is neither evidence nor probability" (St. Clement of Rome p. 50). It is barely possible 
however, that some Galatian converts of Paul, visiting the far West to barter the hair-cloths of 
their native land for the useful metal of Britain, may have first made known the gospel to the 
Britons in their kindred Keltic tongue. See Lightfoot, Com. on Gal., p. 246. 
 
{10} Book I., ch. 4: "Lucius, king of the Britons, sent a letter to Eleutherus, entreating that by his 
command he might be made a Christian. He soon obtained his pious request, and the Britons 
preserved the faith, which they had received, uncorrupted and entire, in peace and tranquillity, 
until the time of the Emperor Diocletian." Comp. the footnote of Giles in loc. Haddan says (I. 25): 
"The story of Lucius rests solely upon the later form of the Catalogus Pontificum Romanorum 
which was written c. a. d. 530, and which adds to the Vita Eleutherus (a. d. 171-186) that ’ Hic 
(Eleutherus) accepit epistolam a Lucio Britanniae Rege, ut Chrristianus efficeretur par ejus 
mandatum.’ But these words are not in the original Catalogus, written shortly after a. d. 353." 
Beda copies the Roman account. Gildas knows nothing of Lucius. According to other accounts, 
Lucius (Lever Maur, or the Great Light) sent Pagan and Dervan to Rome, who were ordained by 
Evaristus or Eleutherus, and on their return established the British church. See Lingard, History of 
England, I. 46. 
 
{11} Adv. Judaeos 7: "Britannorum inaccessa Romanis loca, Christo vero subdita." Bishop Kaye 
(Tertull., p. 94) understands this passage as referring to the farthest extremities of Britain. So 
Burton (II. 207): "Parts of the island which had not been visited by the Romans." See Bright, p. 5. 
 



{12} Bede I. 7. The story of St. Alban is first narrated by Gildas in the sixth century. Milman and 
Bright (p. 6) admit his historic reality. 
 
{13} Wiltsch, Handbuch der Kirchl. Geogr. und Statistik I. 42 and 238, Mansi, Conc. II. 467, 
Haddan and Stubbs, l. c.., I. 7. Haddan identifies Colonia Londinensium with Col. Legionensium, 
i.e. Caerleon-on-Usk. 
 
{14} See Haddan and Stubbs, I. 7-10. 
 
{15} Bede I. 21 ascribes the triumph of the Catholic faith over the Pelagian heresy to the 
miraculous healing of a lame youth by Germanus (St. Germain), Bishop of Auxerre. Comp. also 
Haddan and Stubbs, I. 15-17. 
 
{16} See Haddan and Stubbs, I. 36-40. 
 
{17} The British and Irish Christians were stigmatized by their Roman opponents as heretical 
Quartodecimans (Bede III. 4); but the Eastern Quartodecimans invariably celebrated Easter on 
the fourteenth day of the month (hence their designation), whether it fell on a Sunday or not; 
while the Britons and Irish celebrated it always on a Sunday between the 14th and the 20th of the 
month; the Romans between the 15th and 21st. Comp. Skene, l. c. II. 9 sq.; the elaborate 
discussion of Ebrard, Die, iro-schott. Missionskirche, 19-77, and Killen, Eccles. Hist. of Ireland, 
I. 57 sqq.  

 



9. The Anglo-Saxons. 
 
Literature. 
 
I. The sources for the planting of Roman Christianity among the Anglo-Saxons are several Letters 
of Pope Gregory I. (Epp., Lib. VI. 7, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59; IX. 11, 108; XI. 28, 29, 64, 
65, 66, 76; in Migne’s ed. of Gregory’s Opera, Vol. III.; also in Haddan and Stubbs, III. 5 sqq.); 
the first and second books of Bede’s Eccles. Hist.; Goscelin’s Life of St. Augustin, written in the 
11th century, and contained in the Acta Sanctorum of May 26th; and Thorne’s Chronicles of St. 
Augustine’s Abbey. See also Haddan and Stubbs, Councils, etc., the 3d vol., which comes down to 
A. D. 840. 
 
II. Of modern lives of St. Augustin, we mention Montalembert, Monks of the West, Vol. III.; 
Dean Hook, Archbishops of Canterbury, Vol. I., and Dean Stanley, Memorials of Canterbury, 1st 
ed., 1855, 9th ed. 1880. Comp. Lit. in Sec. 7. 
 
British Christianity was always a feeble plant, and suffered greatly, from the Anglo-Saxon 
conquest and the devastating wars which followed it. With the decline of the Roman power, the 
Britons, weakened by the vices of Roman civilization, and unable to resist the aggressions of the 
wild Picts and Scots from the North, called Hengist and Horsa, two brother-princes and reputed 
descendants of Wodan, the god of war, from Germany to their aid, A. D. 449. {18} 
 
From this time begins the emigration of Saxons, Angles or Anglians, Jutes, and Frisians to 
Britain. They gave to it a new nationality and a new language, the Anglo-Saxon, which forms the 
base and trunk of the present people and language of England (Angle-land). They belonged to the 
great Teutonic race, and came from the Western and Northern parts of Germany, from the 
districts North of the Elbe, the Weser, and the Eyder, especially from Holstein, Schleswig, and 
Jutland. They could never be subdued by the Romans, and the emperor Julian pronounced them 
the most formidable of all the nations that dwelt beyond the Rhine on the shores of the Western 
ocean. They were tall and handsome, with blue eyes and fair skin, strong and enduring, given to 
pillage by land, and piracy by sea, leaving the cultivation of the soil, with the care of their flocks, 
to women and slaves. They were the fiercest among the Germans. They sacrificed a tenth of their 
chief captives on the altars of their gods. They used the spear, the sword, and the battle-axe with 
terrible effect. "We have not," says Sidonius, bishop of Clermont, {19} "a more cruel and more 
dangerous enemy than the Saxons. They overcome all who have the courage to oppose them.... 
When they pursue, they infallibly overtake; when they are pursued, their escape is certain. They 
despise danger; they are inured to shipwreck; they are eager to purchase booty with the peril of 
their lives. Tempests, which to others are so dreadful, to them are subjects of joy. The storm is 
their protection when they are pressed by the enemy, and a cover for their operations when they 
meditate an attack." Like the Bedouins in the East, and the Indians of America, they were divided 
in tribes, each with a chieftain. In times of danger, they selected a supreme commander under the 
name of Konyng or King, but only for a period. 
 
These strangers from the Continent successfully repelled the Northern invaders; but being well 
pleased with the fertility and climate of the country, and reinforced by frequent accessions from 
their countrymen, they turned upon the confederate Britons, drove them to the mountains of 
Wales and the borders of Scotland, or reduced them to slavery, and within a century and a half 
they made themselves masters of England. From invaders they became settlers, and established 
an octarchy or eight independent kingdoms, Kent, Sussex, Wessex, Essex, Northumbria, Mercia, 



Bernicia, and Deira. The last two were often united under the same head; hence we generally 
speak of but seven kingdoms or the Anglo-Saxon heptarchy. 
 
From this period of the conflict between the two races dates the Keltic form of the Arthurian 
legends, which afterwards underwent a radical telescopic transformation in France. They have no 
historical value except in connection with the romantic poetry of mediaeval religion. {20} 
 
{18} The chronology, is somewhat uncertain. See Lappenberg’s Geschichte von England, Bd. I., 
p. 73 sqq. 
 
{19} Quoted by Lingard, I. 62. The picture here given corresponds closely with that given in 
Beowulf’s Drapa, from the 9th century. 
 
{20} King Arthur (or Artus), the hero of Wales, of the Chronicles of Geoffrey of Monmouth, and 
the romances of the Round Table, if not entirely mythical, was one of the last Keltic chiefs, who 
struggled against the Saxon invaders in the sixth century. He resided in great state at Caerleon in 
Wales, surrounded by valorous knights, seated with him at a round table, gained twelve victories 
over the Saxons, and died in the battle of Mount Badon or Badon Hill near Bath (a. d. 520). The 
legend was afterwards Christianized, transferred to French soil, and blended with the 
Carlovingian Knights of the Round Table, which never existed. Arthur’s name was also 
connected since the Crusades with the quest of the Holy Grail or Graal (Keltic greal, old French 
san greal or greel), i.e. the wonderful bowl-shaped vessel of the Lord’s Supper (used for the 
Paschal Lamb, or, according to another view, for the cup of blessing), in which Joseph of 
Arimathaea caught the blood of the Saviour at the cross, and which appears in the Arthurian 
romances as the token of the visible presence of Christ, or the symbolic embodiment of the 
doctrine of transubstantiation. Hence the derivation of Grail from sanguis realis, real blood, or 
sang royal, the Lord’s blood. Others derive it from the Romanic greal, cup or dish; still others 
from the Latin graduale. See Geoffrey of Monmouth, Chronicon sive Historia Britonum (1130 
and 1147, translated into English by Aaron Thomson, London, 1718); Sir T. Malory, History of 
Prince Arthur (1480-1485, new ed. by, Southey, 1817); Wolfram von Eschenbach Parcival and 
Titurel (about 1205, transl. by K. Simrock, Stuttg., 1842); Lachmann, Wolfram von Eschenbach 
(Berlin, 1833, 2nd ed, 1854); Goschel Die Sage von Parcival und vom Gral nach Wolfram von 
Eschenbach (Berlin, 1858); PaulinParis, Les Romans de la Table Ronde (Paris, 1860); Tennyson, 
The Idylls, of the King (1859), and The Holy Grail (1869); Skene, Four Ancient Books of Wales 
(1868); Stuart-Glennie, Arthurian Localities (1869); Birch-Herschfeld, Die Sage vom Gral, 
(Leipz., 1877); and an article of Goschel, Gral in the first ed. of Herzog’s Encykl. V. 312 
(omitted in the second ed.).  

 



10. The Mission of Gregory and Augustin. Conversion of Kent, A. D. 
595-604. 
 
With the conquest of the Anglo-Saxons, who were heathen barbarians, Christianity was nearly 
extirpated in Britain. Priests were cruelly massacred, churches and monasteries were destroyed, 
together with the vestiges of a weak Roman civilization. The hatred and weakness of the Britons 
prevented them from offering the gospel to the conquerors, who in turn would have rejected it 
from contempt of the conquered. {21} 
 
But fortunately Christianity was re-introduced from a remote country, and by persons who had 
nothing to do with the quarrels of the two races. To Rome, aided by the influence of France, 
belongs the credit of reclaiming England to Christianity and civilization. In England the first, and, 
we may say, the only purely national church in the West was founded, but in close union with the 
papacy. "The English church," says Freeman, "reverencing Rome, but not slavishly bowing down 
to her, grew up with a distinctly national character, and gradually infused its influence into all the 
feelings and habits of the English people. By the end of the seventh century, the independent, 
insular, Teutonic church had become one of the brightest lights of the Christian firmament. In 
short, the introduction of Christianity completely changed the position of the English nation, both 
within its own island and towards the rest of the world." {22} 
 
The origin of the Anglo-Saxon mission reads like a beautiful romance. Pope Gregory I., when 
abbot of a Benedictine convent, saw in the slave-market of Rome three Anglo-Saxon boys offered 
for sale. He was impressed with their fine appearance, fair complexion, sweet faces and light 
flaxen hair; and learning, to his grief, that they were idolaters, he asked the name of their nation, 
their country, and their king. When he heard that they were Angles, he said: "Right, for they have 
angelic faces, and are worthy to be fellow-heirs with angels in heaven." They were from the 
province Deira. "Truly," he replied, "are they De-ira-ns, that is, plucked from the ire of God, and 
called to the mercy of Christ." He asked the name of their king, which was Ælla or Ella (who 
reigned from 559 to 588). "Hallelujah," he exclaimed, "the praise of God the Creator must be 
sung in those parts." He proceeded at once from the slave market to the pope, and entreated him 
to send missionaries to England, offering himself for this noble work. He actually started for the 
spiritual conquest of the distant island. But the Romans would not part with him, called him back, 
and shortly afterwards elected him pope (590). What he could not do in person, he carried out 
through others. {23} 
 
In the year 596, Gregory, remembering his interview with the sweet-faced and fair-haired Anglo-
Saxon slave-boys, and hearing of a favorable opportunity for a mission, sent the Benedictine 
abbot Augustin (Austin), thirty other monks, and a priest, Laurentius, with instructions, letters of 
recommendation to the Frank kings and several bishops of Gaul, and a few books, to England. 
{24} The missionaries, accompanied by some interpreters from France, landed on the isle of 
Thanet in Kent, near the mouth of the Thames. {25} King Ethelbert, by his marriage to Bertha, a 
Christian princess from Paris, who had brought a bishop with her, was already prepared for a 
change of religion. He went to meet the strangers and received them in the open air; being afraid 
of some magic if he were to see them under roof. They bore a silver cross for their banner, and 
the image of Christ painted on a board; and after singing the litany and offering prayers for 
themselves and the people whom they had come to convert, they preached the gospel through 
their Frank interpreters. The king was pleased with the ritualistic and oratorical display of the new 
religion from distant, mighty Rome, and said: "Your words and promises are very fair; but as they 
are new to us and of uncertain import, I cannot forsake the religion I have so long followed with 



the whole English nation. Yet as you are come from far, and are desirous to benefit us, I will 
supply you with the necessary sustenance, and not forbid you to preach and to convert as many as 
you can to your religion." {26} Accordingly, he allowed them to reside in the City of Canterbury 
(Dorovern, Durovernum), which was the metropolis of his kingdom, and was soon to become the 
metropolis of the Church of England. They preached and led a severe monastic life. Several 
believed and were baptized, "admiring," as Bede says, "the simplicity of their innocent life, and 
the sweetness of their heavenly doctrine." He also mentions miracles. Gregory warned Augustin 
not to be puffed up by miracles, but to rejoice with fear, and to tremble in rejoicing, remembering 
what the Lord said to his disciples when they boasted that even the devils were subject to them. 
For not all the elect work miracles, and yet the names of all are written in heaven. {27} 
 
King Ethelbert was converted and baptized (probably June 2, 597), and drew gradually his whole 
nation after him, though he was taught by the missionaries not to use compulsion, since the 
service of Christ ought to be voluntary. 
 
Augustin, by order of pope Gregory, was ordained archbishop of the English nation by Vergilius, 
{28} archbishop of Arles, Nov. 16, 597, and became the first primate of England, with a long line 
of successors even to this day. On his return, at Christmas, he baptized more than ten thousand 
English. His talents and character did not rise above mediocrity, and he bears no comparison 
whatever with his great namesake, the theologian and bishop of Hippo; but he was, upon the 
whole, well fitted for his missionary work, and his permanent success lends to his name the halo 
of a borrowed greatness. He built a church and monastery at Canterbury, the mother-church of 
Anglo-Saxon Christendom. He sent the priest Laurentius to Rome to inform the pope of his 
progress and to ask an answer to a number of questions concerning the conduct of bishops 
towards their clergy, the ritualistic differences between the Roman and the Gallican churches, the 
marriage of two brothers to two sisters, the marriage of relations, whether a bishop may be 
ordained without other bishops being present, whether a woman with child ought to be baptized, 
how long after the birth of an infant carnal intercourse of married people should be delayed, etc. 
Gregory answered these questions very fully in the legalistic and ascetic spirit of the age, yet, 
upon the whole, with much good sense and pastoral wisdom. {29} 
 
It is remarkable that this pope, unlike his successors, did not insist on absolute conformity to the 
Roman church, but advises Augustin, who thought that the different customs of the Gallican 
church were inconsistent with the unity of faith, "to choose from every church those things that 
are pious, religious and upright;" for "things are not to be loved for the sake of places, but places 
for the sake of good things." {30} In other respects, the advice falls in with the papal system and 
practice. He directs the missionaries not to destroy the heathen temples, but to convert them into 
Christian churches, to substitute the worship of relics for the worship of idols, and to allow the 
new converts, on the day of dedication and other festivities, to kill cattle according to their 
ancient custom, yet no more to the devils, but to the praise of God; for it is impossible, he 
thought, to efface everything at once from their obdurate minds; and he who endeavors to ascend 
to the highest place, must rise by degrees or steps, and not by leaps. {31} This method was 
faithfully followed by his missionaries. It no doubt facilitated the nominal conversion of England, 
but swept a vast amount of heathenism into the Christian church, which it took centuries to 
eradicate. 
 
Gregory sent to Augustin, June 22, 601, the metropolitan pall (pallium), several priests (Mellitus, 
Justus, Paulinus, and others), many books, sacred vessels and vestments, and relics of apostles 
and martyrs. He directed him to ordain twelve bishops in the archiepiscopal diocese of 
Canterbury, and to appoint an archbishop for York, who was also to ordain twelve bishops, if the 
country adjoining should receive the word of God. Mellitus was consecrated the first bishop of 



London; Justus, bishop of Rochester, both in 604 by Augustin (without assistants); Paulinus, the 
first archbishop of York, 625, after the death of Gregory and Augustin. {32} The pope sent also 
letters and presents to king Ethelbert, "his most excellent son," exhorting him to persevere in the 
faith, to commend it by good works among his subjects, to suppress the worship of idols, and to 
follow the instructions of Augustin. 
 
{21} Bede (I. 22) counts it among the most wicked acts or neglects rather, of the Britons 
mentioned even by their own historian Gildas, that they, never preached the faith to the Saxons 
who dwelt among them. 
 
{22} History of the Norman conquest of England, Vol. I., p. 22 (Oxford ed. of 1873). 
 
{23} Beda (B. II., ch. 1 at the close) received this account "from the ancients" (ab antiquis, or 
traditione majorum), but gives it as an episode, not as a part of the English mission (which is 
related I. 53). The elaborate play on words excites critical suspicion of the truth of the story, 
which, though well told, is probably invented or embellished, like so many legends about 
Gregory, ."Se non vero, e ben trovato." 
 
{24} Among these books were a Bible in 2 vols., a Psalter, a book of the Gospels, a Martyrology, 
Apocryphal Lives of the Apostles, and some Commentaries. "These are the foundation or 
beginning of the library of the whole English church." 
 
{25} The first journey of Augustin, in 595, was a failure. He started finally for England July 23d, 
596, wintered in Gaul, and landed in England the following year with about forty persons, 
including Gallic priests and interpreters. Haddan and Stubbs, III. 4. 
 
{26} Bede I. 25. 
 
{27} "Non enim omnes electi miracula faciunt, sed tamen eorum omnium nomina in caelo sunt 
ascripta." Greg., Ad Augustinum Anglorum Episcopum, Epp. Lib. XI. 28, and Bede I. 31. 
 
{28} Not Ætherius, as Bede has it, I. 27, and in other places. Ætherius was the contemporary 
archbishop of Lyons. 
 
{29} Bede I. 27 sqq. gives extracts from Gregory’s answers. It is curious how the pope handles 
such delicate subjects as the monthly courses and the carnal intercourse between married people. 
A husband, he says, should not approach his wife after the birth of an infant, till the infant be 
weaned. Mothers should not give their children to other women to suckle. A man who has 
approached his wife is not to enter the church unless washed with water and till after sunset. We 
see here the genius of Romanism which aims to control by its legislation all the ramifications of 
human life, and to shackle the conscience by a subtle and minute casuistry. Barbarians, however, 
must be treated like children. 
 
{30} "Non enim pro locis res, sed pro bonis rebus loca amanda sunt. Exodus singulis ergo 
quibusdam ecclesiis, quae pia, quae religiosa, quae recta sunt, elige, et haec quasi in fasciculum 
collecta apud Anglorum mentes in consuetudinem depone." Gr. Respons. ad interrogat. Aug., Ep. 
XI. 64, and Bede I. 27. 
 
{31} "Is qui locum summum ascendere nititur, gradibus wel passibus, saltibus elevatur." Ep. lib. 
XI. 76 (and Bede I. 30). This epistle of the year 601 is addressed to Mellitus on his way to 
England, but is intended for Augustin ad faciliorem Anglorum conversionem. In Sardinia, where 



Christianity already prevailed, Gregory advised Bishop Januarius to suppress the remaining 
heathenism by imprisonment and corporal punishment. 
 
{32} York and London had been the first metropolitan sees among the Britons. London was even 
then, as Bede (II. 3) remarks, a mart of many nations resorting to it by sea and land.  

 



11. Antagonism of the Saxon and British Clergy. 
 
Bede, II. 2; Haddan and Stubbs, III. 38-41. 
 
Augustin, with the aid of king Ethelbert, arranged (in 602 or 603) a conference with the British 
bishops, at a place in Sussex near the banks of the Severn under an oak, called "Augustin’s Oak." 
{33} He admonished them to conform to the Roman ceremonial in the observance of Easter 
Sunday, and the mode of administering baptism, and to unite with their Saxon brethren in 
converting the Gentiles. Augustin had neither wisdom nor charity enough to sacrifice even the 
most trifling ceremonies on the altar of peace. He was a pedantic and contracted churchman. He 
met the Britons, who represented at all events an older and native Christianity, with the haughty 
spirit of Rome, which is willing to compromise with heathen customs, but demands absolute 
submission from all other forms of Christianity, and hates independence as the worst of heresies. 
 
The Britons preferred their own traditions. After much useless contention, Augustin proposed, 
and the Britons reluctantly accepted, an appeal to the miraculous interposition of God. A blind 
man of the Saxon race was brought forward and restored to sight by his prayer. The Britons still 
refused to give up their ancient customs without the consent of their people, and demanded a 
second and larger synod. 
 
At the second Conference, seven bishops of the Britons, with a number of learned men from the 
Convent of Bangor, appeared, and were advised by a venerated hermit to submit the Saxon 
archbishop to the moral test of meekness and humility as required by Christ from his followers. If 
Augustin, at the meeting, shall rise before them, they should hear him submissively; but if he 
shall not rise, they should despise him as a proud man. As they drew near, the Roman dignitary 
remained seated in his chair. He demanded of them three things, viz. compliance with the Roman 
observance of the time of Easter, the Roman form of baptism, and aid in efforts to convert the 
English nation; and then he would readily tolerate their other peculiarities. They refused, 
reasoning among themselves, if he will not rise up before us now, how much more will he despise 
us when we shall be subject to his authority? Augustin indignantly rebuked them and threatened 
the divine vengeance by the arms of the Saxons. "All which," adds Bede, "through the 
dispensation of the divine judgment, fell out exactly as he had predicted." For, a few years 
afterwards (613), Ethelfrith the Wild, the pagan King of Northumbria, attacked the Britons at 
Chester, and destroyed not only their army, but slaughtered several hundred {34} priests and 
monks, who accompanied the soldiers to aid them with their prayers. The massacre was followed 
by the destruction of the flourishing monastery of Bangor, where more than two thousand monks 
lived by the labor of their hands. 
 
This is a sad picture of the fierce animosity of the two races and rival forms of Christianity. 
Unhappily, it continues to the present day, but with a remarkable difference: the Keltic Irish who, 
like the Britons, once represented a more independent type of Catholicism, have, since the 
Norman conquest, and still more since the Reformation, become intense Romanists; while the 
English, once the dutiful subjects of Rome, have broken with that foreign power altogether, and 
have vainly endeavored to force Protestantism upon the conquered race. The Irish problem will 
not be solved until the double curse of national and religious antagonism is removed. 
 
{33} On the time and place of the two conferences see the notes in Haddan and Stubbs, III. 40 and 
41. 
 
{34} Bede mentions twelve hundred, but the Saxon chronicle (a. d. 607) only two hundred.  



 



12. Conversion of the Other Kingdoms of the Heptarchy. 
 
Augustin, the apostle of the Anglo-Saxons, died A. D. 604, and lies buried, with many of his 
successors, in the venerable cathedral of Canterbury. On his tomb was written this epitaph: "Here 
rests the Lord Augustin, first archbishop of Canterbury, who being formerly sent hither by the 
blessed Gregory, bishop of the city of Rome, and by God’s assistance supported with miracles, 
reduced king Ethelbert and his nation from the worship of idols to the faith of Christ, and having 
ended the days of his office in peace, died on the 26th day of May, in the reign of the same king." 
{35} 
 
He was not a great man; but he did a great work in laying the foundations of English Christianity 
and civilization. 
 
Laurentius (604-619), and afterwards Mellitus (619-624) succeeded him in his office. 
 
Other priests and monks were sent from Italy, and brought with them books and such culture as 
remained after the irruption of the barbarians. The first archbishops of Canterbury and York, and 
the bishops of most of the Southern sees were foreigners, if not consecrated, at least 
commissioned by the pope, and kept up a constant correspondence with Rome. Gradually a native 
clergy arose in England. 
 
The work of Christianization went on among the other kingdom of the heptarchy, and was aided 
by the marriage of kings with Christian wives, but was more than once interrupted by relapse into 
heathenism. Northumbria was converted chiefly through the labors of the sainted Aidan (d. Aug. 
31, 651), a monk from the island Iona or Hii, and the first bishop of Lindisfarne, who is even 
lauded by Bede for his zeal, piety and good works, although he differed from him on the Easter 
question. {36} Sussex was the last part of the Heptarchy which renounced paganism. It took 
nearly a hundred years before England was nominally converted to the Christian religion. {37} 
 
To this conversion England owes her national unity and the best elements of her civilization. {38} 
 
The Anglo-Saxon Christianity was and continued to be till the Reformation, the Christianity of 
Rome, with its excellences and faults. It included the Latin mass, the worship of saints, images 
and relics, monastic virtues and vices, pilgrimages to the holy city, and much credulity and 
superstition. Even kings abdicated their crown to show their profound reverence for the supreme 
pontiff and to secure from him a passport to heaven. Chapels, churches and cathedrals were 
erected in the towns; convents founded in the country by the bank of the river or under the shelter 
of a hill, and became rich by pious donations of land. The lofty cathedrals and ivy-clad ruins of 
old abbeys and cloisters in England and Scotland still remain to testify in solemn silence to the 
power of mediaeval Catholicism. 
 
{35} Bede II., c. 3; Haddan and Stubbs, III. 53. 
 
{36} Bede III., c. 14-17; V. 24. 
 
{37} See the details of the missionary labors in the seven kingdoms in Bede; also in Milman l. c..; 
and the documents in Haddan and Stubbs, vol. III. 
 
{38} "The conversion of the heptarchic kingdom," says Professor Stubbs (Constitutional History 
of England, Vol. I., p. 217), "during the seventh century not only revealed to Europe and 



Christendom the existence of a new nation, but may be said to have rendered the new nation 
conscious of its unity in a way in which, under the influence of heathenism, community of 
language and custom had failed to do."  

 



13. Conformity to Row Established. Wilfrid, Theodore, Bede. 
 
The dispute between the Anglo-Saxon or Roman, and the British ritual was renewed in the middle 
of the seventh century, but ended with the triumph of the former in England proper. The spirit of 
independence had to take refuge in Ireland and Scotland till the time of the Norman conquest, 
which crushed it out also in Ireland. 
 
Wilfrid, afterwards bishop of York, the first distinguished native prelate who combined clerical 
habits with haughty magnificence, acquired celebrity by expelling "the quartodeciman heresy and 
schism," as it was improperly called, from Northumbria, where the Scots had introduced it 
through St. Aidan. The controversy was decided in a Synod held at Whitby in 664 in the presence 
of King Oswy or Oswio and his son Alfrid. Colman, the second success or of Aidan, defended the 
Scottish observance of Easter by the authority of St. Columba and the apostle John. Wilfrid rested 
the Roman observance on the authority of Peter, who had introduced it in Rome, and on the 
universal custom of Christendom. When he mentioned, that to Peter were intrusted the keys of the 
kingdom of heaven, the king said: "I will not contradict the door-keeper, lest when I come to the 
gates of the kingdom of heaven, there should be none to open them." By this irresistible argument 
the opposition was broken, and conformity to the Roman observance established. The Scottish 
semi-circular tonsure also, which was ascribed to Simon Magus, gave way to the circular, which 
was derived from St. Peter. Colman, being worsted, returned with his sympathizers to Scotland, 
where he built two monasteries. Tuda was made bishop in his place. {39} 
 
Soon afterwards, a dreadful pestilence raged through England and Ireland, while Caledonia was 
saved, as the pious inhabitants believed, by the intercession of St. Columba. 
 
The fusion of English Christians was completed in the age of Theodorus, archbishop of 
Canterbury (669 to 690), and Beda Venerabilis (b. 673, d. 735), presbyter and monk of 
Wearmouth. About the same time Anglo-Saxon literature was born, and laid the foundation for 
the development of the national genius which ultimately broke loose from Rome. 
 
Theodore was a native of Tarsus, where Paul was born, educated in Athens, and, of course, 
acquainted with Greek and Latin learning. He received his appointment and consecration to the 
primacy of England from Pope Vitalian. He arrived at Canterbury May 27, 669, visited the whole 
of England, established the Roman rule of Easter, and settled bishops in all the sees except 
London. He unjustly deposed bishop Wilfrid of York, who was equally devoted to Rome, but in 
his later years became involved in sacerdotal jealousies and strifes. He introduced order into the 
distracted church and some degree of education among the clergy. He was a man of autocratic 
temper, great executive ability, and, having been directly sent from Rome, he carried with him 
double authority. "He was the first archbishop," says Bede, "to whom the whole church of 
England submitted." During his administration the first Anglo-Saxon mission to the mother-
country of the Saxons and Friesians was attempted by Egbert, Victberet, and Willibrord (689 to 
692). His chief work is a "Penitential" with minute directions for a moral and religious life, and 
punishments for drunkenness, licentiousness, and other prevalent vices. {40} 
 
The Venerable Bede was the first native English scholar, the father of English theology and 
church history. He spent his humble and peaceful life in the acquisition and cultivation of 
ecclesiastical and secular learning, wrote Latin in prose and verse, and translated portions of the 
Bible into Anglo-Saxon. His chief work is his—the only reliable—Church History of old 
England. He guides us with a gentle hand and in truly Christian spirit, though colored by Roman 
views, from court to court, from monastery to monastery, and bishopric to bishopric, through the 



missionary labyrinth of the miniature kingdoms of his native island. He takes the Roman side in 
the controversies with the British churches. {41} 
 
Before Bede cultivated Saxon prose, Caedmon (about 680), first a swine-herd, then a monk at 
Whitby, sung, as by inspiration, the wonders of creation and redemption, and became the father 
of Saxon (and Christian German) poetry. His poetry brought the Bible history home to the 
imagination of the Saxon people, and was a faint prophecy of the "Divina Comedia" and the 
"Paradise Lost." {42} We have a remarkable parallel to this association of Bede and Caedmon in 
the association of Wiclif, the first translator of the whole Bible into English (1380), and the 
contemporary of Chaucer, the father of English poetry, both forerunners of the British 
Reformation, and sustaining a relation to Protestant England somewhat similar to the relation 
which Bede and Caedmon sustain to mediaeval Catholic England. 
 
The conversion of England was nominal and ritual, rather than intellectual and moral. Education 
was confined to the clergy and monks, and consisted in the knowledge of the Decalogue, the 
Creed and the Pater Noster, a little Latin without any Greek or Hebrew. The Anglo-Saxon clergy 
were only less ignorant than the British. The ultimate triumph of the Roman church was due 
chiefly to her superior organization, her direct apostolic descent, and the prestige of the Roman 
empire. It made the Christianity of England independent of politics and court-intrigues, and kept 
it in close contact with the Christianity of the Continent. The advantages of this connection were 
greater than the dangers and evils of insular isolation. Among all the subjects of Teutonic tribes, 
the English became the most devoted to the Pope. They sent more pilgrims to Rome and more 
money into the papal treasury than any other nation. They invented the Peter’s Pence. At least 
thirty of their kings and queens, and an innumerable army of nobles ended their days in cloistral 
retreats. Nearly all of the public lands were deeded to churches and monasteries. But the 
exuberance of monasticism weakened the military and physical forces of the nation 
 
Danish and the Norman conquests. The power and riches of the church secularized the clergy, 
and necessitated in due time a reformation. Wealth always tends to vice, and vice to decay. The 
Norman conquest did not change the ecclesiastical relations of England, but infused new blood 
and vigor into the Saxon race, which is all the better for its mixed character. 
 
We add a list of the early archbishops and bishops of the four principal English sees, in the order 
of their foundation: {43} 
 
Canterbury 
 
London 
 
Rochester. 
 
York 
 
Augustin 
 
597 
 
Mellitus 
 
604 
 



Justus 
 
604 
 
Paulinus 
 
625 
 
Laurentius 
 
604 
 
Cedd in Essex 
 
654 
 
Romanus 
 
624 
 
Chad 
 
665 
 
Mellitus 
 
619 
 
Wini 
 
666 
 
Paulinus 
 
633 
 
Wilfrid, consecrated 665, in possession 
 
669 
 
Justus 
 
624 
 
Erconwald 
 
675 
 
Ithamar 
 
644 



 
Honorius 
 
627 
 
Waldhere 
 
693 
 
Damian 
 
655 
 
669 
 
Deusdedit 
 
655 
 
Ingwald 
 
704 
 
Putta 
 
669 
 
Bosa 
 
678 
 
Theodore 
 
668 
 
Cwichelm 
 
676 
 
Wilfrid again 
 
686 
 
Brihtwald 
 
693 
 
Gebmund 
 
678 
 



Bosa again 
 
691 
 
Tatwin 
 
731 
 
Tobias 
 
693 
 
John 
 
706 
 
{39} See a full account of this controversy in Bede, III, c. 25, 26, and in Haddan and Stubbs, III. 
100-106. 
 
{40} The works of Theodore (Poenitentiale, etc.) in Migne’s Patrol., Tom. 99, p. 902. Comp. also 
Bede, IV. 2, Bright, p. 223, and especially Haddan and Stubbs, III. 114-227, where his Penitential 
is given in full. It was probably no direct work of Theodore, but drawn up under his eye and 
published by his authority. It presupposes a very bad state of morals among the clergy of that age. 
 
{41} See Karl Werner (R.C.), Beda und seine Zeit, 1875. Bright, l. c.., pp. 326 sqq. 
 
{42} Beda, Hist. Eccl. Angl., IV. 24. Caedmonis monachi Paraphrasis poetica Genescos ac 
praecipuarum sacrae paginae Historiarum, ed. F. Junius, Amst., 1655; modern editions by B. 
Thorpe, Lond., 1832, and C. W. M. Grein, Gotting., 1857. Bouterwek, Caedmon’s des 
Angelsachen biblische Dichtungen, Elberfeld, 1849-54, 2 Parts. F. Hammerich, AElteste 
christliche Epik der Angelsachsen, Deutschen und Nordlander. Transl. from the Danish by 
Michelsen, 1874. Comp. also the literature on the German Heliand, 27. 
 
{43} From Bright, p. 449, compared with the dates in Haddan and Stubbs vol. III.  

 



14. The Conversion of Ireland. St. Patrick and St. Bridget. 
 
Literature. 
 
I. The writings of St. Patrick are printed in the Vitae Sanctorum of the Bollandists, sub March 
17th; in Patricii Opuscula, ed. Warsaeus (Sir James Ware, Lond., 1656); in Migne’s Patrolog., 
Tom. LIII. 790-839, and with critical notes in Haddan and Stubbs, Councils, etc., Vol. II, Part II, 
(1878), pp. 296-323. 
 
II. The Life of St. Patrick in the Acta Sanctorum, Mart., Tom. II. 517 sqq. 
 
Tillemont: Memoires, Tom. XVI. 452, 781. 
 
Ussher: Brit. Eccl. Antiqu. 
 
J. H. Todd: St. Patrick, Apostle of Ireland. Dublin, 1864. 
 
C. Joh. Greith (R.C.): Geschichte der altirischen Kirche und ihrer Verbindung mit Rom., Gallien 
und Alemannien, als Einleitung in die Geschichte des Stifts St. Gallen. Freiburg i. B. 1867. 
 
Daniel de Vinne: History Of the Irish Primitive Church, together with the Life of St. Patrick. N. 
York, 1870 
 
J. Francis Sherman (R.C.): Loca Patriciana: an Identification of Localities, chiefly in Leinster, 
visited by St. Patrick. Dublin, 1879. 
 
F. E. Warren (Episc.): The Manuscript Irish Missal at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. London, 
1879. Ritual of the Celtic Church. Oxf. 1881. 
 
Comp. also the works of Todd, McLauchan, Ebrard, Killen, and Skene, quoted in 7, and Forbes, 
Kalendars of Scottish Saints, p. 431. 
 
The church-history of Ireland is peculiar. It began with an independent catholicity (or a sort of 
semi-Protestantism), and ended with Romanism, while other Western countries passed through 
the reverse order. Lying outside of the bounds of the Roman empire, and never invaded by 
Roman legions, {44} that virgin island was Christianized without bloodshed and independently of 
Rome and of the canons of the oecumenical synods. The early Irish church differed from the 
Continental churches in minor points of polity and worship, and yet excelled them all during the 
sixth and seventh centuries in spiritual purity and missionary zeal. After the Norman conquest, it 
became closely allied to Rome. In the sixteenth century the light of the Reformation did not 
penetrate into the native population; but Queen Elizabeth and the Stuarts set up by force a 
Protestant state-religion in antagonism to the prevailing faith of the people. Hence, by the law of 
re-action, the Keltic portion of Ireland became more intensely Roman Catholic being filled with 
double hatred of England on the ground of difference of race and religion. This glaring anomaly 
of a Protestant state church in a Roman Catholic country has been removed at last after three 
centuries of oppression and misrule, by the Irish Church Disestablishment Act in 1869 under the 
ministry of Gladstone. 
 
The early history of Ireland (Hibernia) is buried in obscurity. The ancient Hibernians were a 
mixed race, but prevailingly Keltic. They were ruled by petty tyrants, proud, rapacious and 



warlike, who kept the country in perpetual strife. They were devoted to their religion of Druidism. 
Their island, even before the introduction of Christianity, was called the Sacred Island. It was also 
called Scotia or Scotland down to the eleventh century. {45} The Romans made no attempt at 
subjugation, as they did not succeed in establishing their authority in Caledonia. 
 
The first traces of Irish Christianity are found at the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth 
century. 
 
As Pelagius, the father of the famous heresy, which bears his name, was a Briton, so Coelestius, 
his chief ally and champion, was a Hibernian; but we do not know whether he was a Christian 
before be left Ireland. Mansuetus, first bishop of Toul, was an Irish Scot (A. D. 350). Pope 
Caelestine, in 431, ordained and sent Palladius, a Roman deacon, and probably a native Briton, 
"to the Scots believing in Christ," as their first bishop. {46} This notice by Prosper of France 
implies the previous existence of Christianity in Ireland. But Palladius was so discouraged that he 
soon abandoned the field, with his assistants for North Britain, where he died among the Picts. 
{47} For nearly two centuries after this date, we have no authentic record of papal intercourse 
with Ireland; and yet during that period it took its place among the Christian countries. It was 
converted by two humble individuals, who probably never saw Rome, St. Patrick, once a slave, 
and St. Bridget, the daughter of a slave-mother. {48} The Roman tradition that St. Patrick was 
sent by Pope Caelestine is too late to have any claim upon our acceptance, and is set aside by the 
entire silence of St. Patrick himself in his genuine works. It arose from confounding Patrick with 
Palladius. The Roman mission of Palladius failed; the independent mission of Patrick succeeded. 
He is the true Apostle of Ireland, and has impressed his memory in indelible characters upon the 
Irish race at home and abroad. 
 
St. Patrick or Patricius (died March 17, 465 or 493) was the son of a deacon, and grandson of a 
priest, as he confesses himself without an intimation of the unlawfulness of clerical marriages. 
{49} He was in his youth carried captive into Ireland, with many others, and served his master six 
years as a shepherd. While tending his flock in the lonesome fields, the teachings of his childhood 
awakened to new life in his heart without any particular external agency. He escaped to France or 
Britain, was again enslaved for a short period, and had a remarkable dream, which decided his 
calling. He saw a man, Victoricius, who handed him innumerable letters from Ireland, begging 
him to come over and help them. He obeyed the divine monition, and devoted the remainder of 
his life to the conversion of Ireland (from A. D. 440 to 493). {50} 
 
"I am," he says, "greatly a debtor to God, who has bestowed his grace so largely upon me, that 
multitudes were born again to God through me. The Irish, who never had the knowledge of God 
and worshipped only idols and unclean things, have lately become the people of the Lord, and are 
called sons of God." He speaks of having baptized many thousands of men. Armagh seems to 
have been for some time the centre of his missionary operations, and is to this day the seat of the 
primacy of Ireland, both Roman Catholic and Protestant. He died in peace, and was buried in 
Downpatrick (or Gabhul), where he began his mission, gained his first converts and spent his 
declining years. {51} 
 
His Roman Catholic biographers have surrounded his life with marvelous achievements, while 
some modern Protestant hypercritics have questioned even his existence, as there is no certain 
mention of his name before 634; unless it be "the Hymn of St. Sechnall (Secundinus) in praise of 
St. Patrick, which is assigned to 448. But if we accept his own writings, "there can be no 
reasonable doubt" (we say with a Presbyterian historian of Ireland) "that he preached the gospel 
in Hibernia in the fifth century; that he was a most zealous and efficient evangelist, and that he is 
eminently entitled to the honorable designation of the Apostle of Ireland. {52} 



 
The Christianity of Patrick was substantially that of Gaul and old Britain, i.e. Catholic, orthodox, 
monastic, ascetic, but independent of the Pope, and differing from Rome in the age of Gregory I. 
in minor matters of polity and ritual. In his Confession he never mentions Rome or the Pope; he 
never appeals to tradition, and seems to recognize the Scriptures (including the Apocrypha) as the 
only authority in matters of faith. He quotes from the canonical Scriptures twenty-five times; 
three times from the Apocrypha. It has been conjectured that the failure and withdrawal of 
Palladius was due to Patrick, who had already monopolized this mission-field; but, according to 
the more probable chronology, the mission of Patrick began about nine years after that of 
Palladius. From the end of the seventh century, the two persons were confounded, and a part of 
the history of Palladius, especially his connection with Pope Caelestine, was transferred to 
Patrick. {53} 
 
With St. Patrick there is inseparably connected the most renowned female saint of Ireland, St. 
Bridget (or Brigid, Brigida, Bride), who prepared his winding sheet and survived him many years. 
She died Feb. 1, 523 (or 525). She is "the Mary of Ireland," and gave her name to innumerable 
Irish daughters, churches, and convents. She is not to be confounded with her name-sake, the 
widow-saint of Sweden. Her life is surrounded even by a still thicker cloud of legendary fiction 
than that of St. Patrick, so that it is impossible to separate the facts from the accretions of a 
credulous posterity. She was an illegitimate child of a chieftain or bard, and a slave-mother, 
received holy orders, became deformed in answer to her own prayer, founded the famous nunnery 
of Kildare (i.e. the Church of the Oak), {54} foretold the birth of Columba, and performed all 
sorts of signs and wonders. 
 
Upon her tomb in Kildare arose the inextinguishable flame called "the Light of St. Bridget," 
which her nuns (like the Vestal Virgins of Rome) kept 
 
"Through long ages of darkness and storm" (Moore). 
 
Six lives of her were published by Colgan in his Trias Thaumaturgus, and five by the Bollandists 
in the Acta Sanctorum. 
 
Critical Note on St. Patrick. 
 
We have only one or two genuine documents from Patrick, both written in semi-barbarous (early 
Irish) Latin, but breathing a humble, devout and fervent missionary spirit without anything 
specifically Roman, viz. his autobiographical Confession (in 25 chapters), written shortly before 
his death (493?), and his Letter of remonstrance to Coroticus (or Ceredig), a British chieftain 
(nominally Christian), probably of Ceredigion or Cardigan, who had made a raid into Ireland, and 
sold several of Patrick’s converts into slavery (10 chapters). The Confession, as contained in the 
"Book of Armagh," is alleged to have been transcribed before A. D. 807 from Patrick’s original 
autograph, which was then partly illegible. There are four other MSS. of the eleventh century, 
with sundry additions towards the close, which seem to be independent copies of the same 
original. See Haddan & Stubbs, note on p. 296. The Epistle to Coroticus is much shorter, and not 
so generally accepted. Both documents were first printed in 1656, then in 1668 in the Acta 
Sanctorum, also in Migne’s Patrologia (Vol. 53), in Miss Cusack’s Life of St. Patrick, in the 
work of Ebrard (l. c.. 482 sqq.), and in Haddan & Stubbs, Councils (Vol. II., P. II., 296 sqq.). 
 
There is a difference of opinion about Patrick’s nationality, whether he was of Scotch, or British, 
or French extraction. He begins his Confession: "I, Patrick, a sinner, the rudest and the least of all 
the faithful, and the most contemptible with the multitude (Ego Patricius, peccator, rusticissimus 



et minimus omnium fidelium et contemptibilissimus apud plurimos, or, according to another 
reading, contemptibilis sum apud plurimos), had for my father Calpornus (or Calphurnius), a 
deacon (diaconum, or diaconem), the son of Potitus (al. Photius), a presbyter (filium quondam 
Potiti presbyteri), who lived in the village of Bannavem (or Banaven) of Tabernia; for he had a 
cottage in the neighborhood where I was captured. I was then about sixteen years old; but I was 
ignorant of the true God, and was led away into captivity to Hibernia." Bannavem of Tabernia is, 
perhaps Banavie in Lochaber in Scotland (McLauchlan); others fix the place of his birth in 
Kilpatrick (i.e. the cell or church of Patrick), near Dunbarton on the Clyde (Ussher, Butler, 
Maclear); others, somewhere in Britain, and thus explain his epithet "Brito" or "Briton" (Joceline 
and Skene); still others seek it in Armoric Gaul, in Boulogne (from Bononia), and derive Brito 
from Brittany (Lanigan, Moore, Killen, Deuteronomy Vinne). 
 
He does not state the instrumentality of his conversion. Being the son of a clergyman, he must 
have received some Christian instruction; but he neglected it till he was made to feel the power of 
religion in communion with God while in slavery. "After I arrived in Ireland," he says (ch. 6), 
"every day I fed cattle, and frequently during the day I prayed; more and more the love and fear 
of God burned, and my faith and my spirit were strengthened, so that in one day I said as many as 
a hundred prayers, and nearly as many in the night." He represents his call and commission as 
coming directly from God through a vision, and alludes to no intervening ecclesiastical authority 
or episcopal consecration. In one of the oldest Irish MSS., the Book of Durrow, he is styled a 
presbyter. In the Epistle to Coroticus, he appears more churchly and invested with episcopal 
power and jurisdiction. It begins: "Patricius, peccator indoctus, Hiberione (or Hyberione) 
constitutus episcopus, certissime reor, a Deo accepi id quod sum: inter barbaras utique gentes 
proselytus et profuga, ob amorem Dei." (So according to the text of Haddan & Stubbs, p. 314; 
somewhat different in Migne, Patrol. LIII. 814; and in Ebrard, p. 505.) But the letter does not 
state where or by whom he was consecrated. 
 
The "Book of Armagh "contains also an Irish hymn (the oldest monument of the Irish Keltic 
language), called S. Patricii Canticum Scotticum, which Patrick is said to have written when he 
was about to convert the chief monarch of the island (Laoghaire or Loegaire). {55} The hymn is a 
prayer for the special aid of Almighty God for so important a work; it contains the principal 
doctrines of orthodox Christianity, with a dread of magical influences of aged women and 
blacksmiths, such as still prevails in some parts of Ireland, but without an invocation of Mary and 
the saints, such as we might expect from the Patrick of tradition and in a composition intended as 
a breast-plate or corselet against spiritual foes. The following is the principal portion: 
 
5. I bind to myself to-day,— 
 
The Power of God to guide me, 
 
The Might of God to uphold me, 
 
The Wisdom of God to teach me, 
 
The Eye of God to watch over me, 
 
The Ear of God to hear me, 
 
The Word of God to give me speech. 
 
The Hand of God to protect me, 



 
The Way of God to go before me, 
 
The Shield of God to shelter me, 
 
The Host of God to defend me, 
 
Against the snares of demons, 
 
Against the temptations of vices, 
 
Against the lusts of nature, 
 
Against every man who meditates injury to me. 
 
Whether far or near, 
 
With few or with many. 
 
6. I have set around me all these powers, 
 
Against every hostile savage power, 
 
Directed against my body and my soul, 
 
Against the incantations of false prophets, 
 
Against the black laws of heathenism, 
 
Against the false laws of heresy, 
 
Against the deceits of idolatry, 
 
Against the spells of women, and smiths, and druids, 
 
Against all knowledge which blinds the soul of man. 
 
7. Christ protect me to-day 
 
Against poison, against burning, 
 
Against drowning, against wound, 
 
That I may receive abundant reward. 
 
8. Christ with me, Christ before me, 
 
Christ behind me, Christ within me, 
 
Christ beneath me, Christ above me, 
 



Christ at my right, Christ at my left, 
 
Christ in the fort [i.e. at home], 
 
Christ in the chariot-seat [travelling by land], 
 
Christ in the poop [travelling by water]. 
 
9. Christ in the heart of every man who thinks of me, 
 
Christ in the mouth of every man who speaks to me, 
 
Christ in every eye that sees me, 
 
Christ in every ear that hears me. 
 
10. I bind to myself to-day 
 
The strong power of an invocation of the Trinity, 
 
The faith of the Trinity in Unity, 
 
The Creator of [the elements]. 
 
11. Salvation is of the Lord, 
 
Salvation is of the Lord, 
 
Salvation is of Christ; 
 
May thy salvation, O Lord, be ever with us. 
 
The fourth and last document which has been claimed as authentic and contemporary, is a Latin 
"Hymn in praise of St. Patrick" (Hymnus Sancti Patricii, Episcopi Scotorum) by St. Sechnall 
(Secundinus) which begins thus: 
 
Audite, omnes amantes Deum, sancta merita 
 
Viri in Christo beati Patrici Episcopi: 
 
Quomodo bonum ob actum simulatur angelis, 
 
Perfectamque propter uitam aequatur Apostolis. 
 
The poem is given in full by Haddan & Stubbs, 324-327, and assigned to "before A. D. 448(?)," 
in which year Sechnall died. But how could he anticipate the work of Patrick, when his mission, 
according to the same writers, began only eight years earlier (440), and lasted till 493? The hymn 
is first mentioned by Tyrechanus in the "Book of Armagh." 
 
The next oldest document is the Irish hymn of St. Fiacc on St. Patrick, which is assigned to the 
latter part of the sixth century, (l. c. 356-361). The Senchus Mor is attributed to the age of St. 



Patrick; but it is a code of Irish laws, derived from Pagan times, and gradually modified by 
Christian ecclesiastics in favor of the church. The Canons attributed to St. Patrick are of later date 
(Haddan & Stubbs, 328 sqq.). 
 
It is strange that St. Patrick is not mentioned by Bede in his Church History, although he often 
refers to Hibernia and its church, and is barely named as a presbyter in his Martyrology. He is 
also ignored by Columba and by the Roman Catholic writers, until his mediaeval biographers 
from the eighth to the twelfth century Romanized him, appealing not to his genuine Confession, 
but to spurious documents and vague traditions. He is said to have converted all the Irish 
chieftains and bards, even Ossian, the blind Homer of Scotland, who sang to him his long epic of 
Keltic heroes and battles. He founded 365 or, according to others, 700 churches, and consecrated 
as many bishops, and 3,000 priests (when the whole island had probably not more than two or 
three hundred thousand inhabitants; for even in the reign of Elizabeth it did not exceed 600,000). 
{56} He changed the laws of the kingdom, healed the blind, raised nine persons from death to life, 
and expelled all the snakes and frogs from Ireland. {57} His memory is celebrated March 17, and 
is a day of great public processions with the Irish Catholics in all parts of the world. His death is 
variously put in the year 455 (Tillemont), 464 or 465 (Butler, Killen), 493 (Ussher, Skene, 
Forbes, Haddan & Stubbs). Forbes (Kalendars, p. 433) and Skene (Keltic Scotland, II. 427 sqq.) 
come to the conclusion that the legend of St. Patrick in its present shape is not older than the ninth 
century, and dissolves into three personages: Sen-Patrick, whose day in the Kalendar is the 24th 
of August; Palladius, "qui est Patricius," to whom the mission in 431 properly belongs, and 
Patricius, whose day is the 17th of March, and who died in 493. "From the acts of these three 
saints, the subsequent legend of the great Apostle of Ireland was compiled, and an arbitrary 
chronology applied to it." 
 
{44} Agricola thought of invading Ireland, and holding it by a single legion, in order to remove 
from Britain the dangerous sight of freedom. Tacitus, Agric., c. 24. 
 
{45} Isidore of Seville in 580 (Origines XIV. 6) was the first to call Hibernia by the name of 
Scotia: "Scotia eadem et Ibernia, proxima Britanniae insula." 
 
{46} Prosper Aquitan. (a. d. 455-463), Chron. adan. 431: "Ad Scotos in Christum credentes 
ordinatus a Papa Coelestino Palladius primus Episcopus mittitur." Comp. Vita S. Palladii in the 
Book of Armagh, and the notes by Haddan and Stubbs, Vol. II., Part II., pp. 290, 291. 
 
{47} He is said to have left in Ireland, when he withdrew, some relics of St. Peter and Paul, and a 
copy of the Old and New Testaments, which the Pope had given him, together with the tablets on 
which he himself used to write. Haddan & Stubbs, p. 291. 
 
{48} Hence Montalembert says (II. 393): "The Christian faith dawned upon Ireland by means of 
two slaves." The slave-trade between Ireland and England flourished for many centuries. 
 
{49} This fact is usually, omitted by Roman Catholic writers. Butler says simply: "His father was 
of a good family." Even Montalembert conceals it by calling "the Gallo-Roman(?) Patrick, son of 
a relative of the great St. Martin of Tours" (II. 390). He also repeats, without a shadow of proof, 
the legend that St. Patrick was consecrated and commissioned by Pope St. Celestine (p. 391), 
though he admits that "legend and history have vied in taking possession of the life of St. 
Patrick." 
 
{50} The dates are merely conjectural. Haddan & Stubbs (p. 295) select a. d. 440 for St. Patrick’s 
mission (as did Tillemont & Todd), and 493 as the year of his death. According to other accounts, 



his mission began much earlier, and lasted sixty years. The alleged date of the foundation of 
Armagh is a. d. 445. 
 
{51} Afterwards Armagh disputed the claims of Downpatrick See Killen I. 71-73. 
 
{52} Killen, Vol. I. 12. Patrick describes himself as "Hiberione constitutus episcopus." 
Afterwards he was called "Episcopus Scotorum," then "Archiapostolus Scotorum," then "Abbat 
of all Ireland," and "Archbishop, First Primate, and Chief Apostle of Ireland." See Haddan & 
Stubbs, p. 295. 
 
{53} Haddan & Stubbs, p. 294, note: "The language of the Hymns of S. Sechnall and of S. Fiacc, 
and of S. Patrick’s own Confessio, and the silence of Prosper, besides chronological difficulties, 
disprove, upon purely historical grounds, the supposed mission from Rome of S. Patrick himself; 
which first appears in the Scholia on S. Fiacc’s Hymn." 
 
{54} The probable date of foundation is a. d. 480. Haddan & Stubbs, p. 295. 
 
{55} The Irish was first published by Dr. Petrie, and translated by Dr. Todd. Haddan & Stubbs 
(320-323) give the Irish and English in parallel columns. Some parts of this hymn are said to be 
still remembered by the Irish peasantry, and repeated at bed-time as a protection from evil, or "as 
a religious armor to protect body and soul against demons and men and vices." 
 
{56} See Killen I. 76, note. Montalembert says, III. 118, note: "Irish narratives know scarcely any 
numerals but those of three hundred and three thousand." 
 
{57} A witty Irishman, who rowed me (in 1875) over Lake Killarney, told me that St. Patrick put 
the last snake into an iron box, and sunk it to the bottom of the lake, although he had solemnly 
promised to let the creature out. I asked him whether it was not a sin to cheat a snake? "Not at 
all," was his quick reply, "he only paid him in the same coin; for the first snake cheated the whole 
world." The same guide told me that Cromwell killed all the good people in Ireland, and let the 
bad ones live; and when I objected that he must have made an exception with his ancestors, he 
politely replied: "No, my parents came from America."  

 



15. The Irish Church after St. Patrick. 
 
The Missionary Period. 
 
The labors of St. Patrick were carried on by his pupils and by many British priests and monks 
who were driven from England by the Anglo-Saxon invasion in the 5th and 6th centuries. {58} 
There was an intimate intercourse between Ireland and Wales, where British Christianity sought 
refuge, and between Ireland and Scotland, where the seed of Christianity, had been planted by 
Ninian and Kentigern. In less than a century, after St. Patrick’s death Ireland was covered with 
churches and convents for men and women. The monastic institutions were training schools of 
clergymen and missionaries, and workshops for transscribing sacred books. Prominent among 
these are the monasteries of Armagh, Banchor or Bangor (558), Clonard (500), Clonmacnois 
(528), Derry (555), Glendolough (618). 
 
During the sixth and seventh centuries Ireland excelled all other countries in Christian piety, and 
acquired the name of "the Island of Saints." We must understand this in a comparative sense, and 
remember that at that time England was just beginning to emerge from Anglo-Saxon heathenism, 
Germany was nearly all heathen, and the French kings—the eldest sons of the Church—were 
"monsters of iniquity." Ireland itself was distracted by civil wars between the petty kings and 
chieftains; and the monks and clergy, even the women, marched to the conflict. Adamnan with 
difficulty secured a law exempting women from warfare, and it was not till the ninth century that 
the clergy in Ireland were exempted from "expeditions and hostings" (battles). The slave-trade 
was in full vigor between Ireland and England in the tenth century, with the port of Bristol for its 
centre. The Irish piety was largely based on childish superstition. But the missionary zeal of that 
country is nevertheless most praiseworthy. Ireland dreamed the dream of converting heathen 
Europe. Its apostles went forth to Scotland, North Britain, France, Germany, Switzerland, and 
North Italy. "They covered the land and seas of the West. Unwearied navigators, they landed on 
the most desert islands; they overflowed the Continent with their successive immigrations. They 
saw in incessant visions a world known and unknown to be conquered for Christ. The poem of 
the Pilgrimage of St. Brandan, that monkish Odyssey so celebrated in the middle ages, that 
popular prelude of the Divina Commedia, shows us the Irish monks in close contact with all the 
dreams and wonders of the Keltic ideal." {59} 
 
The missionaries left Ireland usually in companies of twelve, with a thirteenth as their leader. 
This duodecimal economy was to represent Christ and the twelve apostles. The following are the 
most prominent of these missionary bands: {60} 
 
St. Columba, with twelve brethren, to Hy in Scotland, A. D. 563. 
 
St. Mohonna (or Macarius, Mauricius), sent by Columba, with twelve companions, to the Picts. 
 
St. Columbanus, with twelve brethren, whose names are on record, to France and Germany, A. D. 
612. 
 
St. Kilian, with twelve, to Franconia and Wurzburg, A. D. 680. 
 
St. Eloquius, with twelve, to Belgium, A. D. 680. 
 
St. Rudbert or Rupert, with twelve, to Bavaria, A. D. 700. 
 



St. Willibrord (who studied twelve years in Ireland), with twelve, to Friesland, A. D. 692. 
 
St. Forannan, with twelve, to the Belgian frontier, A. D. 970. 
 
It is remarkable that this missionary activity of the Irish Church is confined to the period of her 
independence of the Church of Rome. We hear no more of it after the Norman conquest. 
 
The Irish Church during this missionary period of the sixth and seventh centuries had a peculiar 
character, which we learn chiefly from two documents of the eighth century, namely, the 
Catalogue of the Saints of Ireland, {61} and the Litany of Angus the Culdee. {62} 
 
The Catalogue distinguishes three periods and three orders of saints: secular, monastic, and 
eremitical. 
 
The saints of the time of St. Patrick were all bishops full of the Holy Ghost, three hundred and 
fifty in number, founders of churches; they had one head, Christ, and one leader, Patrick, 
observed one mass and one tonsure from ear to ear, and kept Easter on the fourteenth moon after 
the vernal equinox; they excluded neither laymen nor women; because, founded on the Rock of 
Christ, they feared not the blast of temptation. They sprung from the Romans, Franks, Britons and 
Scots. This order of saints continued for four reigns, from about A. D. 440 till 543. 
 
The second order, likewise of four reigns, till A. D. 599, was of Catholic Presbyters, three 
hundred in number, with few bishops; they had one head, Christ, one Easter, one tonsure, as 
before; but different and different rules, and they refused the services of women, separating them 
from the monasteries. 
 
The third order of saints consisted of one hundred holy presbyters and a few bishops, living in 
desert places on herbs and water and the alms of the faithful; they had different tonsures and 
Easters, some celebrating the resurrection on the 14th, some on the 16th moon; they continued 
through four reigns till 665. 
 
The first period may be called episcopal, though in a rather non-episcopal or undiocesan sense. 
Angus, in his Litany, invokes "seven times fifty [350] holy cleric bishops," whom "the saint 
[Patrick] ordained," and "three hundred pure presbyters, upon whom he conferred orders." In 
Nennius the number of presbyters is increased to three thousand, and in the tripartite Life of 
Patrick to five thousand. These bishops, even if we greatly reduce the number as we must, had no 
higher rank than the ancient chorepiscopi or country-bishops in the Eastern Church, of whom 
there were once in Asia Minor alone upwards of four hundred. Angus the Culdee gives us even 
one hundred and fifty-three groups of seven bishops, each group serving in the same church. 
Patrick, regarding himself as the chief bishop of the whole Irish people, planted a church 
wherever he made a few converts and could obtain a grant from the chief of a clan, and placed a 
bishop ordained by himself over it. "It was a congregational and tribal episcopacy, united by a 
federal rather than a territorial tie under regular jurisdiction. During Patrick’s life, he no doubt 
exercised a superintendence over the whole; but we do not see any trace of the metropolitan 
jurisdiction of the church of Armagh over the rest." {63} 
 
The second period was monastic and missionary. All the presbyters and deacons were monks. 
Monastic life was congenial to the soil, and had its antecedents in the brotherhoods and 
sisterhoods of the Druids. {64} It was imported into Ireland probably from France, either directly 
through Patrick, or from the monastery of St. Ninian at Galloway, who himself derives it from St. 
Martin of Tours. {65} Prominent among these presbyter-monks are the twelve apostles of Ireland 



headed by St. Columba, who carried Christianity to Scotland in 563, and the twelve companions 
of Columbanus, who departed from Ireland to the Continent about 612. The most famous 
monastery was that of Bennchar, or Bangor, founded A. D. 558 by Comgall in the county of 
Down, on the south side of Belfast Lough. Comgall had four thousand monks under his care. {66} 
From Bangor proceeded Columbanus and other evangelists. 
 
By a primitive Keltic monastery we must not understand an elaborate stone structure, but a rude 
village of wooden huts or bothies (botha) on a river, with a church (ecclais), a common eating-
hall, a mill, a hospice, the whole surrounded by a wall of earth or stone. The senior monks gave 
themselves entirely to devotion and the transcribing of the Scriptures. The younger were occupied 
in the field and in mechanical labor, or the training of the rising generation. These monastic 
communities formed a federal union, with Christ as their invisible head. They were training 
schools of the clergy. They attracted converts from the surrounding heathen population, and 
offered them a refuge from danger and violence. They were resorted to by English noblemen, 
who, according to Bede, were hospitably received, furnished with books, and instructed. Some 
Irish clergymen could read the Greek Testament at a time when Pope Gregory J. was ignorant of 
Greek. There are traces of an original Latin version of the Scriptures differing from the Itala and 
Vulgate, especially in Patrick’s writings. {67} But "there is no trace anywhere of any Keltic 
version of the Bible or any part of it. St. Chrysostom’s words have been misunderstood to support 
such a supposition, but without ground." {68} If there had been such a translation, it would have 
been of little use, as the people could not read it, and depended for their scanty knowledge of the 
word of God on the public lessons in the church. 
 
The "Book of Armagh," compiled by Ferdomnach, a scribe or learned monk of Armagh, in 807, 
gives us some idea of the literary state of the Irish Church at that time. {69} It contains the oldest 
extant memoirs of St. Patrick, the Confession of St. Patrick, the Preface of Jerome to the New 
Testament, the Gospels, Epistles, Apocalypse and Acts, with some prefaces chiefly taken from 
the works of Pelagius, and the Life of St. Martin of Tours by Sulpicius Severus, with a short 
litany on behalf of the writer. 
 
In the ninth century John Scotus Erigena, who died in France, 874, startled the Church with his 
rare, but eccentric, genius and pantheistic speculations. He had that power of quick repartee for 
which Irishmen are distinguished to this day. When asked by Charles the Bald at the dinner-table, 
what was the difference between a Scot and a Sot (quid distat inter Scottum et Sottum?), John 
replied: "Nothing at all but the table, please your Majesty." 
 
{58} Petrie (Round Towers, p. 137, quoted by Killen I. 26) speaks of crowds of foreign 
ecclesiastics—Roman, Egyptian, French, British, Saxon—who flocked Ireland as a place of 
refuge in the fifth and sixth centuries. 
 
{59} Montalembert, II. 397. 
 
{60} See Reeves, S. Columba, Introd, p. lxxi. 
 
{61} Catalogus Sanctorum Hiberniae published by Ussher from two MSS, and in Haddan & 
Stubbs, 292-294. 
 
{62} Contained in the Leabhar Breac, and in the Book of Leinster. 
 
{63} Skene II. 22 
 



{64} Ammianus Marcellinus (XV. 9) describes the Druids as "bound together in brotherhoods and 
corporations, according to the precepts of Pythagoras!" See Killen, I. 29. 
 
{65} See next section. St. Patrick also is said to have been one of St. Martin’s disciples; but St. 
Martin lived nearly one hundred years earlier. 
 
{66} Angus the Culdee, in his Litany, invokes "forty thousand monks, with the blessing of God, 
under the rule of Comgall of Bangor." But this is no doubt a slip of the pen for "four thousand." 
Skene II. 56. Bangor on the northeastern coast of Ireland must not be confounded with Bangor on 
the westem coast of Wales. 
 
{67} Haddan & Stubbs, Vol. I., 170-198, give a collection of Latin Scripture quotations of British 
or Irish writers from the fifth to the ninth century (Fastidius, St. Patrick, Gildas, Columbanus, 
Adamnanus, Nennius, Asser, etc.), and come to the conclusion that the Vulgate, though known to 
Fastidius in Britain about a. d. 420, was probably unknown to St. Patrick, writing half a century 
later in Ireland, but that from the seventh century on, the Vulgate gradually superseded the Irish 
Latin version formerly in use. 
 
{68} Haddan & Stubbs, I. 192; Comp. p. 10. Ebrard and other writers state the contrary, but 
without proof. 
 
{69} First published in the Swords Parish Magazine, 1861.  

 



16. Subjection of Ireland to English and Roman Rule. 
 
The success of the Roman mission of Augustin among the Anglo-Saxons encouraged attempts to 
bring the Irish Church under the papal jurisdiction and to force upon it the ritual observances of 
Rome. England owes a good deal of her Christianity to independent Irish and Scotch missionaries 
from Bangor and Iona; but Ireland (as well as Germany) owes her Romanism, in great measure, 
to England. Pope Honorius (who was afterwards condemned by the sixth oecumenical council for 
holding the Monothelite heresy) addressed to the Irish clergy in 629 an exhortation—not, 
however, in the tone of authoritative dictation, but of superior wisdom and experience—to 
conform to the Roman mode of keeping Easter. This is the first known papal encyclical addressed 
to that country. A Synod was held at Magh-Lene, and a deputation sent to the Pope (and the three 
Eastern patriarchs) to ascertain the foreign usages on Easter. The deputation was treated with 
distinguished consideration in Rome, and, after three years’ absence, reported in favor of the 
Roman cycle, which indeed rested on a better system of calculation. It was accordingly adopted 
in the South of Ireland, under the influence of the learned Irish ecclesiastic Cummian, who 
devoted a whole year to the study of the controversy. A few years afterwards Thomian, 
archbishop and abbot of Armagh (from 623 to 661), and the best Irish scholar of his age, 
introduced, after correspondence with the Pope, the Roman custom in the North, and thereby 
promoted his authority in opposition to the power of the abbot of Iona, which extended over a 
portion of Ireland, and strongly favored the old custom. But at last Abbot Adamnan likewise 
yielded to the Roman practice before his death (704). 
 
The Norman conquest under William I., with the sanction of the Pope, united the Irish Church 
still more closely to Rome (1066). Gregory VII., in an encyclical letter to the king, clergy and 
laity of Ireland (1084)., boldly, challenged their obedience to the Vicar of the blessed Peter, and 
invited them to appeal to him in all matters requiring arbitration. 
 
The archbishops of Canterbury, Lanfranc and Anselm, claimed and exercised a sort of 
supervision over the three most important sea-ports, Dublin, Waterford, and Limerick, on the 
ground that the Norman settlers applied to them for bishops and priests. Their influence was 
exerted in favor of conformity to Rome. Clerical celibacy was more generally introduced, 
uniformity in ritual established, and the large number of bishoprics reduced to twenty-three under 
two archbishops, Armagh for the North and Cashel for the South; while the bishop of Dublin was 
permitted to remain under the care of the archbishop of Canterbury. This reorganization of the 
polity in the interest of the aggrandizement of the hierarchy was effected about 1112 at the synod 
of Rathbreasail, which was attended by 58 bishops, 317 priests, a large number of monks, and 
King Murtogh O’Brien with his nobles. {70} 
 
At last Ireland was invaded and conquered by England under Henry II., with the effectual aid of 
Pope Adrian IV.—the only Englishman that sat on the papal throne. In a curious bull of 1155, he 
justified and encouraged the intended invasion in the interest of the papacy, and sent the king the 
ring of investiture as Lord of Ireland calling upon that licentious monarch to "extirpate the 
nurseries of vice" in Ireland, to "enlarge the borders of the (Roman) Church," and to secure to St. 
Peter from each house "the annual pension of one penny" (equal in value in the twelfth century to 
at least two or three shillings of our present currency). {71} Henry carried out his design in 1171, 
and with a strong military force easily subdued the whole Irish nation, weakened and distracted 
by civil wars, to British rule, which has been maintained ever since. A Synod at Armagh regarded 
the subjugation as a righteous judgment for the sins of the people, and especially for the slave 
trade. The bishops were the first to acknowledge Henry, hoping to derive benefit from a foreign 
regime, which freed them from petty tyrants at home. A Synod of Cashel in 1172, among other 



regulations, ordered that all offices of the church should hereafter in all parts of Ireland be 
conformed to the observances of the Church of England. A papal legate henceforward was 
constantly residing in Ireland. Pope Alexander III. was extremely gratified with this extension of 
his dominion, and in September, 1172, (in the same tone of sanctimonious arrogance) issued a 
brief confirming the bull of Adrian, and expressing a hope that "the barbarous nation" would 
attain under the government of Henry "to some decency of manners;" he also wrote three 
epistles—one to Henry II., one to the kings and nobles of Ireland, and one to its hierarchy—
enjoining obedience of Ireland to England, and of both to the see of St. Peter. {72} 
 
{70} See details in Lanigan and Killen (ch. vii.). 
 
{71} This papal-Irish bull is not found in the Bullarium Romanum, the editors of which were 
ashamed of it, and is denounced by some Irish Romanists as a monstrous and outrageous forgery, 
but it is given by, Matthew Paris (1155), was confirmed by Pope Alexander III. in a letter to 
Henry II. (a. d. 1172), published in Ireland in 1175, printed in Baronius, Annales, ad a. d. 1159, 
who took his copy from a Codex Vaticanus and is acknowledged as undoubtedly genuine by Dr. 
Lanigan, the Roman Catholic historian of Ireland (IV. 64), and other authorities; comp. Killen I. 
211 sqq. It is as follows: 
 
"Adrian, Bishop, Servant of the servants of God, to his dearest son in Christ, the illustrious King 
of England, greeting and apostolic benediction." 
 
Full laudably, and profitably has your magnificence conceived the design of propagating your 
glorious renown on earth, and of completing your reward of eternal happiness in heaven, whilst 
as a Catholic prince you are intent on enlarging the borders of the Church, teaching the truth of 
the Christian faith to the ignorant and rude, extirpating the nurseries of iniquity from the field of 
the Lord, and for the more convenient execution of this purpose, requiring the counsel and favor 
of the Apostolic See. In which the maturer your deliberation and the greater the discretion of your 
procedure, by, so much the happier, we trust, will be your progress, with the assistance of the 
Lord; because whatever has its origin in ardent faith and in love of religion always has a 
prosperous end and issue. 
 
There is indeed no doubt but that Ireland and all the islands on which Christ the Sun of 
Righteousness has shone, and which have received the doctrines of the Christian faith, belong to 
the jurisdiction of St. Peter and of the holy Roman Church, as your Excellency also 
acknowledges. And therefore we are the more solicitous to propagate a faithful plantation among 
them, and a seed pleasing to the Lord, as we have the secret conviction of conscience that a very, 
rigorous account must be rendered of them. 
 
You then, most dear son in Christ, have signified to us your desire to enter into the island of 
Ireland that you may reduce the people to obedience to laws, and extirpate the nurseries of vice, 
and that you are willing to pay from each house a yearly pension of one penny to St. Peter, and 
that you will preserve the rights of the churches of this land whole and inviolate. We, therefore, 
with that grace and acceptance suited to your pious and laudable design, and favorably assenting 
to your petition, hold it good and acceptable that, for extending the borders of the church, 
restraining the progress of vice, for the correction of manners, the planting of virtue, and the 
increase of the Christian religion, you enter that island, and execute therein whatever shall pertain 
to the honor of God and welfare of the land; and that the people of that land receive you 
honorably, and reverence you as their lord—the rights of their churches still remaining sacred and 
inviolate, and saving to St. Peter the annual pension of one penny from every house. 
 



"If then you are resolved to carry the design you have conceived into effectual execution, study to 
train that nation to virtuous manners, and labor by yourself and others whom you shall judge meet 
for this work, in faith, word, and life, that the church may be there adorned; that the religion of 
the Christian faith may be planted and grow up, and that all things pertaining to the honor of God 
and the salvation of souls be so ordered that you may be entitled to the fulness of eternal reward 
in God, and obtain a glorious renown on throughout all ages." 
 
{72} Killen, I. 226 sq.  

 



17. The Conversion of Scotland. St. Ninian and St. Kentigern. 
 
See the works of Skene (the second vol.), Reeves, McLauchan, Ebrard, Cunningham, mentioned 
in 7. 
 
Also Dr. Reeves: The Culdees of the British Islands as they appear in History, 1864. 
 
Dr. Jos. Robertson: Statuta Ecclesiae Scoticanae, 1866, 2 vols. 
 
Bishop Forbes: The Kalendars of Scottish Saints, Edinb., 1872; Lives of S. Ninian and S. 
Kentigern, compiled in the 12th century, Edinb., 1874. 
 
Haddan & Stubbs: Councils and Ecclesiast. Docum., Vol. II, Part I. (Oxf., 1873), pp. 103 sqq. 
 
Scotland (Scotia) before the tenth century was comprised in the general appellation of Britain 
(Britannia), as distinct from Ireland (Hibernia). It was known to the Romans as Caledonia, {73} to 
the Kelts as Alban; but the name of Scotia was exclusively appropriated to Ireland till the tenth 
century. The independent history of Scotland begins with the establishment of the Scottish 
monarchy in the ninth century. At first it was a purely Keltic kingdom; but in the course of time 
the Saxon race and feudal institutions spread over the country, and the Keltic tribes retreated to 
the mountains and western islands. The names of Scot and Scotch passed over to the English-
speaking people and their language; while the Keltic language, formerly known as Scotch, 
became known as Irish. 
 
The Keltic history of Scotland is full of fable, and a battlefield of Romanists and Protestants, 
Episcopalians and Presbyterians, who have claimed it for their respective systems of doctrine and 
church-polity. It must be disentangled from the sectarian issues of the Culdean controversy. The 
historian is neither a polemic nor an apologist, and should aim at nothing but the truth. 
 
Tertullian says, that certain places in Britain which the Romans could not conquer were made 
subject to Christ. It is quite likely that the first knowledge of Christianity reached the Scots and 
Picts from England; but the constant wars between them and the Britons and the decline of the 
Roman power were unfavorable to any mission work. 
 
The mission of Palladius to Scotland by Pope Caelestius is as vague and uncertain as his mission 
to Ireland by the same Pope, and is strongly mixed up with the mission of Patrick. An Irish 
colony from the North-Eastern part of Ulster, which had been Christianized by Patrick, settled in 
Scotland towards the close of the fifth century, and continued to spread along the coasts of Argyle 
and as far as the islands of Mull and Iona, until its progress was checked by the Northern Picts. 
 
The first distinct fact in the church history of Scotland is the apostolate of St. Ninian at the close 
of the fourth century, during the reign of Theodosius in the East. We have little reliable 
information of him. The son of a British king, he devoted himself early to the ministry of Christ. 
He spent some time in Rome, where the Pope commissioned him to the apostolate among the 
heathen in Caledonia, and in Gaul with Bishop Martin of Tours, who deserves special praise for 
his protest against the capital punishment of heretics in the case of the Priscillianists. He began 
the evangelization of the Southern Picts in the Eastern districts of modern Scotland. He built a 
white stone church called "Candida Casa," at Whittern (Quhithern, Witerna) in Galloway, on the 
South-Westem border of Scotland by the sea side, and dedicated it to the memory of St. Martin, 
who had died in that year (397). {74} This was the beginning of "the Great Monastery" 



("Magnum Monasterium") or monastery of Rosnat, which exerted a civilizing and humanizing 
influence on the surrounding country, and annually attracted pilgrims from England and Scotland 
to the shrine of St. Ninian. His life has been romanized and embellished with legends. He made a 
newborn infant indicate its true father, and vindicate the innocence of a presbyter who had been 
charged by the mother with the crime of violation; he caused leeks and herbs to grow in the 
garden before their season; he subdued with his staff the winds and the waves of the sea; and even 
his relics cured the sick, cleansed the lepers, and terrified the wicked, "by all which things," says 
Ailred, his biographer, "the faith of believers is confirmed to the praise and glory of Christ." 
 
St. Kentigern (d. Nov. 13, 603), also called St. Mungo (the gracious one), {75} the first bishop of 
Glasgow, labored in the sixth century for the conversion of the people in Cumberland, Wales, and 
on the Clyde, and re-converted the Picts, who had apostatized from the faith. He was the 
grandson of a heathen king in Cumbria or Strathclyde, the son of a Christian, though unbaptized 
mother. He founded a college of Culdees or secular monks, and several churches. He wore a hair 
shirt and garment of goat-skin, lived on bread and vegetables, slept on a rocky couch and a stony 
pillow, like Jacob, rose in the night to sing psalms, recited in the morning the whole psalter in a 
cold stream, retired to desert places during Lent, living on roots, was con-crucified with Christ on 
Good Friday, watched before the tomb, and spent Easter in hilarity and joy. He converted more 
by his silence than his speech, caused a wolf and a stag to drag the plough, raised grain from a 
field sown with sand, kept the rain from wetting his garments, and performed other marvels 
which prove the faith or superstition of his biographers in the twelfth century. Jocelyn relates 
also, that Kentigern went seven times to Rome, and received sundry privileges and copies of the 
Bible from the Pope. There is, however, no trace of such visits in the works of Gregory I., who 
was more interested in the Saxon mission than the Scotch. Kentigern first established his 
episcopal chair in Holdelm (now Hoddam), afterwards in Glasghu (Glasgow). He met St. 
Columba, and exchanged with him his pastoral stave. {76} He attained to the age of one hundred 
and eighty-five years, and died between A. D. 601 and 612 (probably 603). {77} He is buried in 
the crypt of the cathedral of St. Mungo in Glasgow, the best preserved of mediaeval cathedrals in 
Scotland. 
 
St. Cuthbert (d. March 20, 687), whose life has been written by Bede, prior of the famous 
monastery of Mailros (Melrose), afterwards bishop of Lindisfarne, and last a hermit, is another 
legendary saint of Scotland, and a number of churches are traced to him or bear his name. {78} 
 
{73} In Gaelic, Calyddom, land of forests, or, according to others, from Kaled, i.e hard and wild. 
 
{74} On Whittern and the Candida Casa, see Nicholson, History of Galloway, I. 115; Forbes, S. 
Ninian and S. Kentigern, 268, and Skene, II. 46. 
 
{75} In Welsh, Cyndeyrn means chief, Munghu dear, amiable. See Skene, II. 183. 
 
{76} The meeting of the two saints, as recorded by Jocelyn, reminds one of the meeting of St. 
Antony with the fabulous Paul of Thebes. 
 
{77} See Forbes, Kalendars, p. 372, and Skene, II. 197. 
 
{78} Forbes (p. 319) gives a list of 26.  

 



18. St. Columba and the Monastery of Iona. 
 
John Jamieson (D. D.): A Historical Account of the Ancient Culdees of Iona, and of their 
Settlements in Scotland, England, and Ireland. Edinb., 1811 (p. 417). 
 
Montalembert: La Moines d’ Occident, Vol. III., pp. 99-332 (Paris, 1868). 
 
The Duke of Argyll: Iona. Second ed., London, 1871 (p. 149) 
 
*Adamnan: Life of St. Columba, Founder of Hy, ed. by William Reeves (Canon of Armagh), 
Edinburgh, 1874. (Originally printed for the Irish Archaeolog. Society and for the Bannatyne 
Club, Dublin, 1856). 
 
Skene: Celtic Scotland, II. 52 sqq. (Edinb., 1877). Comp. the Lit. in 7. 
 
Saint Columba or Columbcille, (died June 9, 597) is the real apostle of Scotland. He is better 
known to us than Ninian and Kentigern. The account of Adamnan (624-704), the ninth abbot of 
Hy, was written a century after Columba’s death from authentic records and oral traditions, 
although it is a panegyric rather than a history. Later biographers have romanized him like St. 
Patrick. He was descended from one of the reigning families of Ireland and British Dalriada, and 
was born at, Gartan in the county of Donegal about A. D. 521. He received in baptism the 
symbolical name Colum, or in Latin Columba (Dove, as the symbol of the Holy Ghost), to which 
was afterwards added cille or kill, i.e. "of the church," or "the dove of the cells," on account of his 
frequent attendance at public worship, or, more probably, for his being the founder of many 
churches. {79} He entered the monastic seminary of Clonard, founded by St. Finnian, and 
afterwards another monastery near Dublin, and was ordained a priest. He planted the church at 
Derry in 545, the monastery of Darrow in 553, and other churches. He seems to have fondly 
clung all his life to his native Ireland, and to the convent of Derry. In one of his elegies, which 
were probably retouched by the patriotism of some later Irish bard, he sings: 
 
Were all the tributes of Scotia [i.e. Ireland] mine, 
 
From its midland to its borders, 
 
I would give all for one little cell 
 
In my beautiful Derry. 
 
For its peace and for its purity, 
 
For the white angels that go 
 
In crowds from one end to the other, 
 
I love my beautiful Derry. 
 
For its quietness and purity, 
 
For heaven’s angels that come and go 
 



Under every leaf of the oaks, 
 
I love my beautiful Derry. 
 
My Derry, my fair oak grove, 
 
My dear little cell and dwelling, 
 
O God, in the heavens above I 
 
Let him who profanes it be cursed. 
 
Beloved are Durrow and Derry, 
 
Beloved is Raphoe the pure, 
 
Beloved the fertile Drumhome, 
 
Beloved are Sords and Kells! 
 
But sweeter and fairer to me 
 
The salt sea where the sea-gulls cry 
 
When I come to Derry from far, 
 
It is sweeter and dearer to me— 
 
Sweeter to me. {80} 
 
In 563, the forty-second year of his age, Columba prompted by a passion for travelling and a zeal 
for the spread of Christianity, {81} sailed with twelve fellow-apostles to the West of Scotland, 
possibly on invitation of the provincial king, to whom he was related by blood. He was presented 
with the island of Hy, commonly called Iona, {82} near the Western coast of Scotland about fifty 
miles West from Oban. It is an inhospitable island, three miles and a half long and a mile and a 
half broad, partly cultivated, partly covered with hill pasture, retired dells, morass and rocks, now 
in possession of the Duke of Argyll, numbering about three hundred Protestant inhabitants, an 
Established Presbyterian Church, and a Free Church. The neighboring island of Staffa, though 
smaller and uninhabited, is more interesting to the ordinary tourist, and its Fingal’s Cave is one of 
the most wonderful specimens of the architectural skill of nature; it looks like a Gothic cathedral, 
66 feet high, 42 feet broad, and 227 feet long, consisting of majestic basalt columns, an arched 
roof, and an open portal towards the ocean, which dashes in and out in a constant succession of 
waves, sounding solemn anthems in this unique temple of nature. Columba and his fellow-monks 
must have passed it on their missionary wanderings; but they were too much taken up with 
heaven to look upon the wonders of the earth, and the cave remained comparatively unknown to 
the world till 1772. Those islands wore the same aspect in the sixth century as now, with the 
exception of the woods, which have disappeared. Walter Scott (in the "Lord of the Isles") has 
thrown the charm of his poetry over the Hebridean archipelago, from which proceeded the 
Christianization of Scotland. {83} 
 



By the labors of Columba and his successors, Iona has become one of the most venerable and 
interesting spots in the history of Christian missions. It was a light-house in the darkness of 
heathenism. We can form no adequate conception of the self-denying zeal of those heroic 
missionaries of the extreme North, who, in a forbidding climate and exposed to robbers and wild 
beasts, devoted their lives to the conversion of savages. Columba and his friends left no 
monuments of stone and wood; nothing is shown but the spot on the South of the island where he 
landed, and the empty stone coffin where his body was laid together with that of his servant; his 
bones were removed afterwards to Dunkeld. The old convent was destroyed and the monks were 
killed by the wild Danes and Norsemen in the tenth century. The remaining ruins of Iona—a 
cathedral, a chapel, a nunnery, a graveyard with the tombstones of a number of Scottish and 
Norwegian and Irish kings, and three remarkable carved crosses, which were left of three hundred 
and sixty that (according to a vague tradition) were thrown into the sea by the iconoclastic zeal of 
the Reformation—are all of the Roman Catholic period which succeeded the original Keltic 
Christianity, and which lived on its fame. During the middle ages Iona was a sort of Jerusalem of 
the North, where pilgrims loved to worship, and kings and noblemen desired to be buried. When 
the celebrated Dr. Johnson, in his Tour to the Hebrides, approached Iona, he felt his piety grow 
warmer. No friend of missions can visit that lonely spot, shrouded in almost perpetual fog, 
without catching new inspiration and hope for the ultimate triumph of the gospel over all 
obstacles. {84} 
 
The arrival of Columba at Iona was the beginning of the Keltic church in Scotland. The island 
was at that time on the confines of the Pictic and Scotic jurisdiction, and formed a convenient 
base for missionary labors among the Scots, who were already Christian in name, but needed 
confirmation, and among the Picts, who were still pagan, and had their name from painting their 
bodies and fighting naked. Columba directed his zeal first to the Picts; he visited King Brude in 
his fortress, and won his esteem and co-operation in planting Christianity among his people. "He 
converted them by example as well as by word" (Bede). He founded a large number of churches 
and monasteries in Ireland and Scotland directly or through his disciples. {85} He was involved in 
the wars so frequent in those days, when even women were required to aid in battle, and he 
availed himself of military force for the overthrow of paganism. He used excommunication very 
freely, and once pursued a plunderer with maledictions into the sea until the water reached to his 
knees. But these rough usages did not interfere with the veneration for his name. He was only a 
fair type of his countrymen. "He had," says Montalembert, "the vagabond inclination, the ardent, 
agitated, even quarrelsome character of the race." He had the "perfervidum ingenium Scotorum." 
He was manly, tall and handsome, incessantly active, and had a sonorous and far-reaching voice, 
rolling forth the Psalms of David, every syllable distinctly uttered. He could discern the signs of 
the weather. Adamnan ascribes to him an angelic countenance, a prophetic fore-knowledge and 
miracles as great as those performed by Christ, such as changing water into wine for the 
celebration of the eucharist, when no wine could be obtained, changing bitter fruit into sweet, 
drawing water from a rock, calming the storm at sea, and curing many diseases. His biography 
instead of giving solid facts, teems with fabulous legends, which are told with childlike credulity. 
O’Donnell’s biography goes still further. Even the pastoral staff of Columba, left accidentally 
upon the shore of Iona, was transported across the sea by his prayers to meet its disconsolate 
owner when he landed somewhere in Ireland. {86} 
 
Columba died beside the altar in the church while engaged in his midnight devotions. Several 
poems are ascribed to him—one in praise of the natural beauties of his chosen island, and a 
monastic rule similar to that of St. Benedict; but the "regula ac praecepta" of Columba, of which 
Wilfrid spoke at the synod of Whitby, probably mean discipline or observance rather than a 
written rule. {87} 
 



The church establishment of Columba at Iona belongs to the second or monastic period of the 
Irish church, of which it formed an integral part. It consisted of one hundred and fifty persons 
under the monastic rule. At the head of it stood a presbyter-abbot, who ruled over the whole 
province, and even the bishops, although the episcopal function of ordination was recognized. 
{88} The monks were a family of brethren living in common. They were divided into three 
classes: the seniors, who attended to the religious services, instruction, and the transcribing of the 
Scriptures; the middle-aged, who were the working brethren, devoted to agriculture, the tending 
of the cattle, and domestic labor; and the youth, who were alumni under instruction. The dress 
consisted of a white tunica or under garment, and a camilla or outer garment and hood made of 
wool. Their food was bread, milk, eggs, fish, and on Sundays and festivals mutton or beef. The 
doctrinal views and ecclesiastical customs as to the observance of Easter and the tonsure were the 
same as among the Britons and the Irish in distinction from the Roman system introduced by 
Augustin among the Saxons. {89} 
 
The monastery of Iona, says Bede, held for a long time the pre-eminence over the monasteries 
and churches of the Picts and Northern Scots. Columba’s successors, he adds, were distinguished 
for their continency, their love of God, and strict attention to their rules of discipline, although 
they followed "uncertain cycles in their computation of the great festival (Easter), because they 
were so far away from the rest of the world, and had none to supply them with the synodical 
decrees on the paschal observance; wherefore they only practised such works of piety and 
chastity as they could learn from the prophetical, evangelical, and apostolical writings. This 
manner of keeping Easter continued among them for a hundred and fifty years, till the year of our 
Lord’s incarnation 715." {90} 
 
Adamnan (d. 704), the ninth successor of Columba, in consequence of a visit to the Saxons, 
conformed his observance of Easter to the Roman Church; but his brethren refused to follow him 
in this change. After his death, the community of Iona became divided on the Easter question, 
until the Columban monks, who adhered to the old custom, were by royal command expelled 
(715). With this expulsion terminates the primacy of Iona in the kingdom of the Picts. 
 
The monastic church was broken up or subordinated to the hierarchy of the secular clergy. 
 
{79} In the Irish calendar there are twenty saints of the name Columba, or Columbanus, 
Columbus, Columb. The most distinguished next to Columbcille is Columbanus, the Continental 
missionary, who has often been confounded with Columba. In the Continental hagiology, the 
name is used for female saints. See Reeves, p. 248. 
 
{80} Montalembert, III. 112. This poem strikes the key-note of father Prout’s more musical "Bells 
of Shandon which sound so grand on the river Lee." 
 
{81} "Pro Christo peregrinare volens," says Adamnan (p. 108), who knows nothing of his 
excommunication and exile from Ireland in consequence of a great battle. And yet it is difficult to 
account for this tradition. In one of the Irish Keltic poems ascribed to Columba, he laments to 
have been driven from Erin by his own fault and in consequence of the blood shed in his battles. 
Montalembert, III. 145. 
 
{82} This is not an adaptation to Columba’s Hebrew name (Neander), but a corruption of Ii-
shona, i.e. the Holy Island (from Ii, the Keltic name for island, and hona or shona, sacred). So Dr. 
Lindsay Alexander and Cunningham. But Reeves (l. c. Introd., p. cxxx.) regards Ioua as the 
genuine form, which is the feminine adjective of Iou (to be pronounced like the English Yeo). The 
island has borne no fewer than thirty names. 



 
{83} "No two objects of interest," says the Duke of Argyll (Iona, p. 1) "could be more absolutely 
dissimilar in kind than the two neighboring islands, Staffa and Iona:—Iona dear to Christendom 
for more than a thousand years; —Staffa known to the scientific and the curious only since the 
close of the last century. Nothing but an accident of geography could unite their names. The 
number of those who can thoroughly understand and enjoy them both is probably very small." 
 
{84} "Hither came holy men from Erin to take counsel with the Saint on the troubles of clans and 
monasteries which were still dear to him. Hither came also bad men red-handed from blood and 
sacrilege to make confession and do penance at Columba’s feet. Hither, too, came chieftains to be 
blessed, and even kings to be ordained—for it is curious that on this lonely spot, so far distant 
from the ancient centres of Christendom, took place the first recorded case of a temporal 
sovereign seeking from a minister of the Church what appears to have been very like formal 
consecration. Adamnan, as usual, connects his narrative of this event, which took place in 547, 
with miraculous circumstances, and with Divine direction to Columba, in his selection of Aidan, 
one of the early kings of the Irish Dalriadic colony in Scotland." 
 
"The fame of Columba’s supernatural powers attracted many and strange visitors to the shores on 
which we are now looking. Nor can we fail to remember, with the Reilig Odhrain at our feet, how 
often the beautiful galleys of that olden time came up the sound laden with the dead,—"their dark 
freight a vanished life." A grassy mound not far from the present landing place is known as the 
spot on which bodies were laid when they were first carried to the shore. We know from the 
account of Columba’s own burial that the custom is to wake the body with the singing of psalms 
during three days and nights before laying it to its final rest. It was then home in solemn 
procession to the grave. How many of such processions must have wound along the path that 
leads to the Reilig Odhrain! How many fleets of galley must have ridden at anchor on that bay 
below us, with all those expressive signs of mourning which belong to ships, when kings and 
chiefs who had died in distant lands were carried hither to be buried in this holy Isle! From 
Ireland, from Scotland, and from distant Norway there came, during many centuries, many royal 
funerals to its shores. And at this day by far the most interesting remains upon the Island are the 
curious and beautiful tombstones and crosses which lie in the Reilig Odhrain. They belong 
indeed, even the most ancient of them, to, in age removed by many hundred years from 
Columba’s time. But they represent the lasting reverence which his name has inspired during so 
many generations and the desire of a long succession of chiefs and warriors through the Middle 
Ages and down almost to our own time, to be buried in the soil he trod." The Duke of Argyll, l. 
c.., pp. 95-98. 
 
{85} See a list of churches in Reeves, p. xlix. lxxi., and Forbes, Kalendar, etc. p. 306, 307; comp. 
also Skene, II. 127 sqq. 
 
{86} Montalembert’s delineation of Columba’s character assumes, apparently, the truth of these 
biographies, and is more eloquent than true. See Skene, II. 145. 
 
{87} On the regula Columbani, see Ebrard, 147 sqq. 
 
{88} Bede, H. E., III. 4; V. 9. 
 
{89} For a very full account of the economy and constitution of Iona, see Reeves, Introduction to 
Life of Saint Columba, pp. c.-cxxxii. 
 
{90} H. E. III. 4.  



 



19. The Culdees. 
 
After the expulsion of the Columban monks from the kingdom of the Picts in the eighth century, 
the term Culdee or Ceile De, or Kaledei, first appears in history, and has given rise to much 
controversy and untenable theories. {91} It is of doubtful origin, but probably means servants or 
worshippers of God. {92} it was applied to anchorites, who, in entire seclusion from society, 
sought the perfection of sanctity. They succeeded the Columban monks. They afterwards 
associated themselves into communities of hermits, and were finally brought under canonical rule 
along with the secular clergy, until at length the name of Culdee became almost synonymous with 
that of secular canon. 
 
The term Culdee has been improperly applied to the whole Keltic church, and a superior purity 
has been claimed for it. 
 
There is no doubt that the Columban or the Keltic church of Scotland, as well as the early Irish 
and the early British churches, differed in many points from the mediaeval and modern church of 
Rome, and represent a simpler and yet a very active missionary type of Christianity. 
 
The leading peculiarities of the ancient Keltic church, as distinct from the Roman, are: 
 
1. Independence of the Pope. Iona was its Rome, and the Abbot of Iona, and afterwards of 
Dunkeld, though a mere Presbyter, ruled all Scotland. 
 
2. Monasticism ruling supreme, but mixed with secular life, and not bound by vows of celibacy; 
while in the Roman church the monastic system was subordinated to the hierarchy of the secular 
clergy. 
 
3. Bishops without dioceses and jurisdiction and succession. 
 
4. Celebration of the time of Easter. 
 
5. Form of the tonsure. 
 
It has also been asserted, that the Kelts or Culdees were opposed to auricular confession, the 
worship of saints, and images, purgatory, transubstantiation, the seven sacraments, and that for 
this reason they were the forerunners of Protestantism. 
 
But this inference is not warranted. Ignorance is one thing, and rejection of an error from superior 
knowledge is quite another thing. The difference is one of form rather than of spirit. Owing to its 
distance and isolation from the Continent, the Keltic church, while superior to the churches in 
Gaul and Italy—at least during the sixth and seventh centuries—in missionary zeal and success, 
was left behind them in other things, and adhered to a previous stage of development in truth and 
error. But the general character and tendency of both during that period were essentially different 
from the genius of Protestant Christianity. We find among the Kelts the same or even greater love 
for monasticism and asceticism the same superstitious belief in incredible miracles, the same 
veneration for relics (as the bones of Columba and Aidan, which for centuries were carried from 
place to place), the same scrupulous and narrow zeal for outward forms and ceremonies (as the 
observance of the mere time of Easter, and the mode of monastic tonsure), with the only 
difference that the Keltic church adhered to an older and more defective calendar, and to the 
semi-circular instead of the circular tonsure. There is not the least evidence that the Keltic church 



had a higher conception of Christian freedom, or of any positive distinctive principle of 
Protestantism, such as the absolute supremacy of the Bible in opposition to tradition, or 
justification by faith without works, or the universal priesthood of all believers. {93} 
 
Considering, then, that the peculiarities of the Keltic church arose simply from its isolation of the 
main current of Christian history, the ultimate triumph of Rome, with all its incidental evils, was 
upon the whole a progress in the onward direction. Moreover, the Culdees degenerated into a 
state of indolence and stagnation during the darkness of the ninth and tenth centuries, and the 
Danish invasion, with its devastating and disorganizing influences. We still find them in the 
eleventh century, and frequently at war with the Roman clergy about landed property, tithes and 
other matters of self-interest, but not on matters of doctrine, or Christian life. The old Culdee 
convents of St. Andrews Dunkeld, Dunblane and Brechin were turned into the bishop’s chapter 
with the right of electing the bishop. Married Culdees were gradually supplanted by Canons-
Regular. They lingered longest in Brechin, but disappeared in the thirteenth century. The decline 
of the Culdees was the opportunity of Rome. The Saxon priests and monks, connected with the 
more civilized countries, were very active and aggressive, building cathedrals, monasteries, 
hospitals, and getting possession of the land. 
 
{91} To Adamnan and to Bede, the name was entirely unknown. Skene (II. 226) says: "In the 
whole range of ecclesiastical history there is nothing more entirely destitute of authority than the 
application of this name to the Columban monks of the sixth and seventh centuries, or more 
utterly baseless than the fabric which has been raised upon that assumption." The most learned 
and ingenious construction of an imaginary Protestant Culdee Church was furnished by Ebrard 
and McLauchlan. 
 
{92} The word Culdee is variously derived from the Gaelic Gille De, servant of God; from the 
Keltic Cuil or Ceal, retreat, recess, and Cuildich, men of the recess (Jamieson, McLauchlan, 
Cunningham); from the Irish Ceile De, the spouse of God (Ebrard), or the servant of God 
(Reeves); from the Irish Culla, cowl, i.e. the black monk; from the Latin Deicola, cultores Dei 
(Colidei), worshippers of God the Father, in distinction from Christicolae (Calechrist in Irish), or 
ordinary Christians (Skene); from the Greek kellew’tai, men of the cells (Goodall). The earliest 
Latin form is Kaledei. in Irish Keile as a substantive means socius maritus, also servus. On the 
name, see Braun, Deuteronomy Culdeis, Bonn, 1840, McLauchlan pp. 175 sq.; Ebrard pp. 2 sq., 
and Skene, II. 238. 
 
{93} The Duke of Argyll who is a Scotch Presbyterian, remarks (l. c. p. 41): "It is vain to look, in 
the peculiarities of the Scoto-Irish Church, for the model either of primitive practice, or of any 
particular system. As regards the theology of Columba’s time, although it was not what we now 
understand as Roman, neither assuredly was it what we understand as Protestant. Montalembert 
boasts, and I think with truth, that in Columba’s life we have proof of the practice of the auricular 
confession, of the invocation of saints, of confidence in their protection, of belief in 
transubstantiation[?], of the practices of fasting and of penance, of prayers for the dead, of the 
sign of the crow in familiar—and it must be added—in most superstitious use. On the other hand 
there is no symptom of the worship or ‘cultus’ of the Virgin, and not even an allusion to such an 
idea as the universal bishopric of Rome, or to any special authority as seated there."  

 



20. Extinction of the Keltic Church, and Triumph of Rome under King 
David I. 
 
The turning-point in the history of the Scotch church is the reign of the devout Saxon queen St. 
Margaret, one of the best queens of Scotland (1070-1093). She exerted unbounded influence over 
her illiterate husband, Malcolm III., and her sons. She was very benevolent, self-denying, well 
versed in the Scriptures, zealous in reforming abuses, and given to excessive fasting, which 
undermined her constitution and hastened her death. "ln St. Margaret we have an embodiment of 
the spirit of her age. What ostentatious humility, what almsgiving, what prayers! What piety, had 
it only been freed from the taint of superstition! The Culdees were listless and lazy, while she was 
unwearied in doing good. The Culdees met her in disputation, but, being ignorant, they were 
foiled. Death could not contend with life. The Indian disappears before the advance of the white 
man. The Keltic Culdee disappeared before the footsteps of the Saxon priest." {94} 
 
The change was effected by the same policy as that of the Norman kings towards Ireland. The 
church was placed upon a territorial in the place of a tribal basis, and a parochial system and a 
diocesan episcopacy was substituted for the old tribal churches with their monastic jurisdiction 
and functional episcopacy. Moreover the great religious orders of the Roman Church were 
introduced and founded great monasteries as centres of counter-influence. And lastly, the Culdees 
were converted from secular into regular Canons and thus absorbed into the Roman system. 
When Turgot was appointed bishop of St. Andrews, A. D. 1107 "the whole rights of the Keledei 
over the whole kingdom of Scotland passed to the bishopric of St. Andrews." 
 
From the time of Queen Margaret a stream of Saxons and Normans poured into Scotland, not as 
conquerors but as settlers, and acquired rapidly, sometimes by royal grant, sometimes by 
marriage, the most fertile districts from the Tweed to the Pentland Firth. From these settlers 
almost every noble family of Scotland traces its descent. They brought with them English 
civilization and religion. 
 
The sons and successors of Margaret enriched the church by magnificent endowments. Alexander 
I. founded the bishoprics of Moray and Dunkeld. His younger brother, David I., the sixth son of 
Malcolm III., who married Maud, a grand-niece of William the Conqueror (1110) and ruled 
Scotland from 1124 to 1153, founded the bishoprics of Ross, Aberdeen, Caithness, and Brechin, 
and several monasteries and religious houses. The nobility followed his example of liberality to 
the church and the hierarchy so that in the course of a few centuries one half of the national 
wealth passed into the hands of the clergy, who were at the same time in possession of all the 
learning. 
 
In the latter part of David’s reign an active crusade commenced against the Culdee establishments 
from St. Andrews to Iona, until the very name gradually disappeared; the last mention being of 
the year 1332, when the usual formula of their exclusion in the election of a bishop was repeated. 
 
Thus the old Keltic Church came to an end, leaving no vestiges behind it, save here and there the 
roofless walls of what had been a church, and the numerous old burying-grounds to the use of 
which the people still cling with tenacity, and where occasionally an ancient Keltic cross tells of 
its former state. All else has disappeared; and the only records we have of their history are the 
names of the saints by whom they were founded preserved in old calendars, the fountains near the 
old churches bearing their name, the village fairs of immemorial antiquity held on their day, and 
here and there a few lay families holding a small portion of land, as hereditary custodiers of the 



pastoral staff, or other relic of the reputed founder of the church, with some small remains of its 
jurisdiction. {95} 
 
{94} Cunningham, Church Hist. of Scotland, p. 100. 
 
{95} Skene, II. 418.  

 



II. THE CONVERSION OF FRANCE, GERMANY, AND ADJACENT 
COUNTRIES. 
 
General Literature. 
 
I. Germany Before Christianity. 
 
Tacitus: Germania (cap. 2, 9, 11, 27, 39-45); Annal. (XIII. 57; Hist. IV. 64). 
 
Jac. Grimm: Deutsche, Mythologie. Gottingen, 2nd ed. 1854, 2 vols. 
 
A. F. Ozanam: Les Germains avant le christianisme. Par. 1847. 
 
K. Simrock. Deutsche Mythologie. Bonn, 2nd ed. 1864. 
 
A. Planck: Die Gotter und der Gottesglaube der Deutschen. In "Jahrb. fur Deutsche Theol.," 
1866, No. 1. 
 
II. The Christianization Of Germany. 
 
F. W. Rettberg: Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands. Gottingen, 1846-48. 2 vols. 
 
C. J. Hefele (R.C.): Geschichte der Einfuhrung des Christenthums im sudwestl. Deutschland. 
Tubingen 1837. 
 
H. Ruckert: Culturgeschichte des deutschen Volkes in der Zeit des Uebergangs aus dem 
Heidenthum. Leipz. 1853, 2 Vols. 
 
W. Krafft: Kirchengeschichte der German. Volker. Berlin 1854. (first vol.) 
 
Hiemer (R.C.): Einfuhrung des Christenthums in Deutschen Landen. Schaffhausen 1857 sqq. 4 
vols. 
 
Count de Montalembert (R.C.): The Monks of the West from St. Benedict to St. Bernard. Edinb. 
and Lond. 1861 sqq. 7 vols. 
 
I. Friedrich (R.C., Since 1870 Old Cath.): Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands. Regensb. 1866, 1869, 
2 vols. 
 
Charles Merivale: Conversion of the West. The Continental Teutons. London 1878. (Popular). 
 
G. Korber: Die Ausbreitung des Christenthums im sudlichen Baden. Heidelb. 1878. 
 
R. Cruel: Geschichte der deutschen Predigt im Mittelalter. Detmold 1879. (Chs. I. and II.) 
 

21. Arian Christianity among the Goths and other German Tribes. 
 



I. Editions of the remains of the Gothic Bible Version of Wulfila: by H. C. von der Gabelenz and 
J. Loebe, Leipz. 1836-46; Massmann, 1855-57; E. Bernhardt, 1875 (with the Greek text and 
notes); and Stamm, 7th ed. 1878, and in fac-simile by Uppstrom, 1854-1868. See also Ulphilae 
Opera, and Schaff, Compan. to Gr. Test., p. 150. 
 
Ulphilae Opera (Versio Bibliorum Gothica), in Migne’s Patrolog., Tom. XVIII. pp. 462-1559 
(with a Gothic glossary). 
 
II. G. Waitz: Ueber das Leben und die Lehre des Ulfila. Hanover 1840. 
 
W. Bessel: Das Leben des Ulfilas und die Bekehrung der Gothen zum Christenthum. Gotting. 
1860. 
 
W. Krafft: l. c. I. 213-326; and Deuteronomy Fontibus Ulfilae Arianismi. 1860. 
 
A. Helfferich: Der west-gothische Arianismus und die spanische Ketzergeschichte. Berlin 1860. 
 
We now proceed to the conversion of the Continental Teutons, especially those of France and 
Germany. 
 
The first wholesale conversions of the Germanic or Teutonic race to the Christian religion took 
place among the Goths in the time when Arianism was at the height of power in the East Roman 
empire. The chief agents were clerical and other captives of war whom the Goths in their raids 
carried with them from the provinces of the Roman empire and whom they learned to admire and 
love for their virtue and supposed miraculous power. Constantine the Great entered into friendly 
relations with them, and is reported by Eusebius and Socrates to have subjected them to the cross 
of Christ. It is certain that some ecclesiastical organization was effected at that time. Theophilus, 
a bishop of the Goths, is mentioned among the fathers of the Council of Nicaea, 325. 
 
The real apostle of the Goths is Ulifilas, {96} who was consecrated bishop in 348 at 
Constantinople, and died there in 381, aged seventy years. He invented the Gothic alphabet, and 
translated the Bible into Gothic, but was an Arian, or rather a semi-Arian, who regarded Christ as 
a secondary God and the Holy Spirit merely as a sanctifying power. {97} 
 
Arianism spread with great rapidity among the Visigoths, Ostrogoths, Burgundians, and Vandals. 
This heretical form of Christianity, however, was more a matter of accident than preference and 
conviction among the Germans, and soon gave way to orthodoxy when they became acquainted 
with it. When Alaric, the famous king of the Visigoths, captured Rome (410), he treated the city 
with marked leniency, which Augustin justly traced to the influence of the Christian faith even in 
heretical form. The Vandals, the rudest among the Teutonic tribes, made an exception; they 
fiercely persecuted the orthodox Christians in North Africa (since 430) and desolated this once 
flourishing field of the Catholic Church, the scene of the immortal labors of St. Augustin. Their 
kingdom was destroyed under Justinian (534), but the Catholic Church never rose from its ruins, 
and the weak remnant was conquered by the sword of Islam (670). 
 
Chrysostom made a noble effort to convert the Eastern Goths from Arianism to Catholicity, but 
his mission ceased after his death (407). 
 
The conversion of the Franks to Catholic christianity and various political circumstances led to 
the abandonment of Arianism among the other Germanic tribes. The Burgundians who spread 
from the Rhine to the Rhone and Saone, embraced Catholic Christianity in 517, and were 



incorporated into the French kingdom in 534. The Suevi who spread from Eastern Germany into 
France and Spain, embraced the Catholic faith in 550. The Visigoths in Spain, through their king, 
Reccared the Catholic, subscribed an orthodox creed at the third Council of Toledo, A. D. 589, 
but the last of the Gothic kings, Roderic, was conquered by the Saracens, breaking into Spain 
from Africa, in the bloody battle of Xeres de la Frontera, A. D. 711. 
 
The last stronghold of Arianism were the Longobards or Lombards, who conquered Northern 
Italy (still called Lombardy) and at first persecuted the Catholics. They were converted to the 
orthodox faith by the wise influence of Pope Gregory I. (590616), and the Catholic queen 
Theodelinde (d. 625) whose husband Agilulf (590-616) remained Arian, but allowed his son 
Adelwald to be baptized and brought up in the Catholic Church. An Arian reaction followed, but 
Catholicism triumphed under Grimoald (662-671), and Liutprand (773-774). Towards the close 
of the eighth century, Pepin and Charlemagne, in the interest of France and the papacy, destroyed 
the independence of the Lombards after a duration of about two hundred years, and transferred 
the greater part of Italy to the Eastern empire and to the Pope. In these struggles the Popes, being 
then (as they have been ever since) opposed from hierarchical interest to the political unity of 
Italy, aided the Franks and reaped the benefit. 
 
{96} The usual spelling. Better: Wulfila, i.e. Wolflein, Little Wolf. 
 
{97} In his testamentary creed, which he always held (semper sic credidi), he confesses faith "in 
God the Father and in his only begotten Son our Lord and God, and in the Holy Spirit as virtutem 
illuminantem et sanctificantem nec Deum nec Dominum sed ministrum Christi." Comp. Krafft, l. 
c. 328 sqq.  

 



22. Conversion of Clovis and the Franks. 
 
Gregorius Turonensis (d. 595): Historia Francorum Eccles. (till A..D. 591). 
 
J. W. Lobell: Gregor von Tours und seine Zeit, Leipz. 1839. 
 
A. Thierry: Recits des temps Merovingiens. Par. 1842, 2 vols. 
 
F. W. Rettberg: Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands. Gott. 1846, I. 258-278. 
 
Kornhack: Geschichte der Franken unter den Merovingern. Greifsw. 1863. 
 
Montalembert, l. c. II. 219 sqq. 
 
Comp. also Henri Martin: Histoire de France; Sir James Stephen: Lectures on the History of 
France (Lond. 1859); Guizot: Histoire de la civilization en France (1830 sqq.), and his Histoire 
de France, 1870. 
 
The Salian Franks were the first among the Teutonic tribes which were converted to catholic or 
orthodox Christianity. Hence the sovereign of France is styled by the Popes "the oldest son of the 
church," and Rheims, where Clovis was baptized, is the holy city where most of the French kings 
down to Charles X. (1824) were consecrated. {98} The conversion of the Franks prepared the way 
for the downfall of the Arian heresy among the other Germanic nations, and for the triumph of the 
papacy in the German empire under Charlemagne. 
 
The old Roman civilization of Gaul, though nominally Christian, was in the last stage of 
consumption when the German barbarians invaded the soil and introduced fresh blood. Several 
savage tribes, even the Huns, passed through Gaul like a tempest, leaving desolation behind them, 
but the Franks settled there and changed Gaul into France, as the Anglo-Saxons changed Britain 
into England. They conquered the Gallo-Romans, cruelly spoiled and almost exterminated them 
in the North-Eastern districts. Before they accepted the Christianity of the conquered race, they 
learned their vices. "The greatest evil of barbarian government," says Henri Martin, {99} "was 
perhaps the influence of the greedy and corrupt Romans who insinuated themselves into the 
confidence of their new masters." To these degenerate Christians Montalembert traces the arts of 
oppression and the refinements of debauchery and perfidy which the heathen Germans added to 
their native brutality. "The barbarians derived no advantage from their contact with the Roman 
world, depraved as it was under the empire. They brought with them manly virtues of which the 
conquered race had lost even the recollection; but they borrowed, at the same time, abject and 
contagious vices, of which the Germanic world had no conception. They found Christianity there; 
but before they yielded to its beneficent influence, they had time to plunge into all the baseness 
and debauchery, of a civilization corrupted long before it was vanquished. The patriarchal system 
of government which characterized the ancient Germans, in their relations with their children and 
slaves as well as with their chiefs, fell into ruin in contact with that contagious depravity." {100} 
 
The conversion of the Salian Franks took place under the lead of their victorious king Chlodwig 
or Clovis (Ludovicus, Louis), the son of Childeric and grandson of Merovig (hence the name of 
Merovingians). He ruled from the year 481 to his death in 511. With him begins the history not 
only of the French empire, its government and laws, but also of the French nation, its religion and 
moral habits. He married a Christian princess, Chlotilda, a daughter of the king of the 
Burgundians (493), and allowed his child to be baptized. Before the critical battle at Tolbiac 



{101} near Cologne against the invasion of the Allemanni, he prayed to Jesus Christ for aid after 
having first called upon his own gods, and promised, in case of victory, to submit to baptism 
together with his warriors. After the victory he was instructed by Bishop Remigius of Rheims. 
When he heard the story of the crucifixion of Christ, he exclaimed: "Would I had been there with 
my valiant Franks to avenge him!" On Christmas, in the year 496, he descended before the 
cathedral of Rheims into the baptismal basin, and three thousand of his warriors followed him as 
into the joys of paradise. "When they arose from the waters, as Christian disciples, one might 
have seen fourteen centuries of empire rising with them; the whole array of chivalry, the long 
series of the crusades, the deep philosophy of the schools, in one word all the heroism, all the 
liberty, all the learning of the later ages. A great nation was commencing its career in the world—
that nation was the Franks." {102} 
 
But the change of religion had little or no effect on the character of Clovis and his descendants, 
whose history is tarnished with atrocious crimes. The Merovingians, half tigers, half lambs, 
passed with astonishing rapidity from horrible massacres to passionate demonstrations of 
contrition, and from the confessional back again to the excesses of their native cruelty. The 
crimes of Clovis are honestly told by such saintly biographers as Gregory of Tours and Hincmar, 
who feel no need of any excuse for him in view of his services to religion. St. Remigius even 
advised the war of conquest against the Visigoths, because they were Arians. 
 
"The Franks," says a distinguished Catholic Frenchman, {103} "were sad Christians. While they 
respected the freedom of the Catholic faith, and made external profession of it, they violated 
without scruple all its precepts, and at the same time the simplest laws of humanity. After having 
prostrated themselves before the tomb of some holy martyr or confessor; after having 
distinguished themselves by the choice of an irreproachable bishop; after having listened 
respectfully to the voice of a pontiff or monk, we see them, sometimes in outbreaks of fury, 
sometimes by cold-blooded cruelties, give full course to the evil instincts of their savage nature. 
Their incredible perversity was most apparent in the domestic tragedies, the fratricidal executions 
and assassinations, of which Clovis gave the first example, and which marked the history of his 
son and grandson with an ineffaceable stain. Polygamy and perjury mingled in their daily life 
with a semi-pagan superstition, and in reading these bloody biographies, scarcely lightened by 
some transient gleams of faith or humility, it is difficult to believe that, in embracing Christianity, 
they gave up a single pagan vice or adopted a single Christian virtue." 
 
"It was against this barbarity of the soul, far more alarming than grossness and violence of 
manners, that the Church triumphantly struggled. From the midst of these frightful disorders, of 
this double current of corruption and ferocity, the pure and resplendent light of Christian sanctity 
was about to rise. But the secular clergy, itself tainted by the general demoralization of the two 
races, was not sufficient for this task. They needed the powerful and soon preponderating 
assistance of the monastic Army. It did not fail: the church and France owe to it the decisive 
victory of Christian civilization over a race much more difficult to subdue than the degenerate 
subjects of Rome or Byzantium. While the Franks, coming from the North, completed the 
subjugation of Gaul, the Benedictines were about to approach from the South, and super-impose a 
pacific and beneficent dominion upon the Germanic barbarian conquest. The junction and union 
of these forces, so unequal in their civilizing power, were destined to exercise a sovereign 
influence over the future of our country." 
 
Among these Benedictine monks, St. Maurus occupies the most prominent place. He left Monte 
Casino before the death of St. Benedict (about 540), with four companions, crossed the Alps, 
founded Glanfeuil on the Loire, the first Benedictine monastery in France, and gave his name to 
that noble band of scholars who, more than a thousand years after, enriched the church with the 



best editions of the fathers and other works of sacred learning. {104} He had an interview with 
King Theodebert (the grandson of Clovis), was treated with great reverence and received from 
him a large donation of crown lands. Monastic establishments soon multiplied and contributed 
greatly to the civilization of France. {105} 
 
{98} With the oil of the miraculous cruise of oil (Ampulla Remensis) which, according to 
Hincmar, a dove brought from heaven at the confirmation of Clovis, and which was destroyed in 
1794, but recovered in 1824. 
 
{99} Vol. I. p. 394, quoted by Montalembert. 
 
{100} Montalembert, Vol. II. p. 230. 
 
{101} Tolbiacum Zulpich. 
 
{102} Ozanam, Etudes Germaniques, II. 54. 
 
{103} Montalembert II. 235. Comp. also the graphic description of the Merovingian house in 
Dean Milman’s Lat. Christ., Bk. III, ch. 2 (Vol. I., p. 395, Am. ed.). 
 
{104} The brotherhood of St. Maur was founded in 1618, and numbered such scholars as 
Mabillon, Montfaucon, and Ruinart. 
 
{105} The legendary history of monasticism under the Merovingians is well told by 
Montalembert, II. 236-386.  

 



23. Columbanus and the Irish Missionaries on the Continent. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
The works of Columbanus in Patrick Fleming’s Collectanea sacra (Lovanii, 1667), and in Migne: 
Patrolog., Tom. 87, pp. 1013-1055. His life by Jonas in the Acta Sanct. Ord. Bened., Tom. II., 
Sec. II., 2-26. (Also in Fleming’s Coll.) 
 
II. Works. 
 
Lanigan (R. K.): Eccles. Hist. of Ireland (1829), II. 263 sqq. 
 
Montalembert: Monks of the West, II. 397 sqq. 
 
Ph. Heber: Die vorkarolingischen Glaubenshelden am Rhein, 1867. 
 
Lutolf (R.C.): Die Glaubensboten der Schweiz vor St. Gallus. Luzern, 1871. 
 
Ebrard: Die iroschottische Missionskirche (1873), pp. 25-31; 284-340. 
 
Killen: Ecclesiast. Hist. of Ireland (1875), I. 41 sqq. 
 
W. Smith and H. Wace: Dict. Christ. Biography (1877), I. 605-607. 
 
G. Hertel: Ueber des heil. Columba Leben und Wirken, besonders seine Klosterregel. In the 
"Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol.," 1875, p. 396; and another article in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur 
Kirchengesch.," 1879, p. 145. 
 
While the Latin Benedictine monks worked their way up from the South towards the heart of 
France, Keltic missionaries carried their independent Christianity from the West to the North of 
France, the banks of the Rhine, Switzerland and Lombardy; but they were counteracted by 
Roman missionaries, who at last secured the control over France and Germany as well as over the 
British Isles. 
 
St. Columbanus {106} is the pioneer of the Irish missionaries to the Continent. His life has been 
written with great minuteness by Jonas, a monk of his monastery at Bobbio. He was born in 
Leinster, A. D. 543, in which year St. Benedict, his celebrated monastic predecessor, died at 
Monte Casino, and was trained in the monastery of Bangor, on the coast of Down, under the 
direction of St. Comgall. Filled with missionary zeal, he left his native land with twelve 
companions, and crossed over the sea to Gaul in 590, {107} or in 585, {108} several years before 
Augustin landed in England. He found the country desolated by war; Christian virtue and 
discipline were almost extinct. He travelled for several years, preaching and giving an example of 
humility and charity. He lived for whole weeks without other food than herbs and wild berries. 
He liked best the solitude of the woods and eaves, where even the animals obeyed his voice and 
received his caresses. In Burgundy he was kindly received by King Gontran, one of the grandsons 
of Clovis; refused the offer of wealth, and chose a quiet retreat in the Vosges mountains, first in a 
ruined Roman fort at Annegray, and afterwards at Luxeuil (Luxovium). Here he established a 
celebrated monastery on the confines of Burgundy and Austrasia. A similar institution he founded 
at Fontaines. Several hundred disciples gathered around him. Luxeuil became the monastic 
capital of Gaul, a nursery of bishops and saints, and the mother of similar institutions. 



 
Columbanus drew up a monastic rule, which in all essential points resembles the more famous 
rule of St. Benedict, but is shorter and more severe. It divides the time of the monks between 
ascetic exercises and useful agricultural labor, and enjoins absolute obedience on severe penalties. 
It was afterwards superseded by the Benedictine rule, which had the advantage of the papal 
sanction and patronage. {109} 
 
The life of Columbanus in France was embittered and his authority weakened by his controversy 
with the French clergy and the court of Burgundy. He adhered tenaciously to the Irish usage of 
computing Easter, the Irish tonsure and costume. Besides, his extreme severity of life was a 
standing rebuke of the worldly priesthood and dissolute court. He was summoned before a synod 
in 602 or 603, and defended himself in a letter with great freedom and eloquence, and with a 
singular mixture of humility and pride. He calls himself (like St. Patrick) "Columbanus, a sinner," 
but speaks with an air of authority. He pleads that he is not the originator of those ritual 
differences, that he came to France, a poor stranger, for the cause of Christ, and asks nothing but 
to be permitted to live in silence in the depth of the forests near the bones of his seventeen 
brethren, whom he had already seen die. "Ah! let us live with you in this Gaul, where we now are, 
since we are destined to live with each other in heaven, if we are found worthy to enter there." 
The letter is mixed with rebukes of the bishops, calculations of Easter and an array of Scripture 
quotations. At the same time he wrote several letters to Pope Gregory I., one of which only is 
preserved in the writings of Columbanus. There is no record of the action of the Synod on this 
controversy, nor of any answer of the Pope. 
 
The conflict with the court of Burgundy is highly honorable to Columbanus, and resulted in his 
banishment. He reproved by word and writing the tyranny of queen Brunehild (or Brunehauld) 
and the profligacy of her grandson Theodoric (or Thierry II.); he refused to bless his illegitimate 
children and even threatened to excommunicate the young king. He could not be silenced by 
flattery and gifts, and was first sent as a prisoner to Besanacon, and then expelled from the 
kingdom in 610. {110} 
 
But this persecution extended his usefulness. We find him next, with his Irish friends who 
accompanied him, on the lake of Zurich, then in Bregenz (Bregentium) on the lake of Constance, 
planting the seeds of Christianity in those charming regions of German Switzerland. His 
preaching was accompanied by burning the heathen idols. Leaving his disciple St. Gall at 
Bregenz, he crossed the Alps to Lombardy, and founded a famous monastery at Bobbio. He 
manfully fought there the Arian heresy, but in a letter to Boniface IV. he defended the cause of 
Nestorius, as condemned by the Fifth General Council of 553, and called upon the Pope to 
vindicate the church of Rome against the charge of heresy. He speaks very boldly to the Pope, but 
acknowledges Rome to be "the head of the churches of the whole world, excepting only the 
singular prerogative of the place of the Lord’s resurrection" (Jerusalem). {111} He died in 
Bobbio, Nov. 21, 615. The poetry of grateful love and superstitious faith has adorned his simple 
life with various miracles. 
 
Columbanus was a man of considerable learning for his age. He seems to have had even some 
knowledge of Greek and Hebrew. His chief works are his Regula Monastica, in ten short 
chapters; seventeen Discourses; his Epistles to the Gallic Synod on the paschal controversy, to 
Gregory I., and to Boniface IV.; and a few poems. The following characteristic specimen of his 
ascetic view of life is from one of the discourses: "O mortal life! how many hast thou deceived, 
seduced, and blinded! Thou fliest and art nothing; thou appearest and art but a shade; thou risest 
and art but a vapor; thou fliest every day, and every day thou comest; thou fliest in coming, and 
comest in flying, the same at the point of departure, different at the end; sweet to the foolish, 



bitter to the wise. Those who love thee know thee not, and those only know thee who despise 
thee. What art thou, then, O human life? Thou art the way of mortals, and not their life. Thou 
beginnest in sin and endest in death. Thou art then the way of life and not life itself. Thou art only 
a road, and an unequal road, long for some, short for others; wide for these, narrow for those; 
joyous for some, sad for others, but for all equally rapid and without return. It is necessary, then, 
O miserable human life! to fathom thee, to question thee, but not to trust in thee. We must 
traverse thee without dwelling in thee—no one dwells upon a great road; we but march over it, to 
reach the country beyond." {112} 
 
Several of the disciples of Columbanus labored in eastern Helvetia and Rhaetia. 
 
Sigisbert separated from him at the foot of the St. Gothard, crossed eastward over the Oberalp to 
the source of the Rhine, and laid the foundation of the monastery of Dissentis in the Grisons, 
which lasts to this day. 
 
St. Gall (Gallus), the most celebrated of the pupils of Columbanus, remained in Switzerland, and 
became the father of the monastery and city called after him, on the banks of the river Steinach. 
He declined the bishopric of Constanz. His double struggle against the forces of nature and the 
gods of heathenism has been embellished with marvelous traits by the legendary poetry of the 
middle ages. {113} When he died, ninety-five years old, A. D. 640, the whole surrounding 
country of the Allemanni was nominally Christianized. The monastery of St. Gall became one of 
the most celebrated schools of learning in Switzerland and Germany, where Irish and other 
missionaries learned German and prepared themselves for evangelistic work in Switzerland and 
Southern Germany. There Notker Balbulus, the abbot (died 912), gave a lasting impulse to sacred 
poetry and music, as the inventor or chief promoter of the mediaeval Laudes or Prosae, among 
which the famous "Media vita in morte sumus" still repeats in various tongues its solemn funeral 
warning throughout Christendom. 
 
Fridold or Fridolin, who probably came from Scotland, preached the gospel to the Allemanni in 
South Germany. But his life is involved in great obscurity, and assigned by some to the time of 
Clovis I. (481-511), by others more probably to that of Clovis II. (638-656). 
 
Kilian or Kyllina, of a noble Irish family, is said to have been the apostle of Franconia and the 
first bishop of Wurzburg in the seventh century. 
 
{106} Also called Columba the younger, to distinguish him from the Scotch Columba. There is a 
second St. Columbanus, an abbot of St. Trudo (St. Troud) in France, and a poet, who died about 
the middle of the ninth century. 
 
{107} The date assigned by Hertel, l. c.., and Meyer von Knonau, in "Allg. Deutsche Biographie," 
IV. 424 (1876). 
 
{108} The date according to the Bollandists and Smith’s Dict. of Chr. Biogr. Ebrard puts the 
emigration of Columbanus to Gaul in the year 594. 
 
{109} There is a considerable difference between his Regula Monastica, in ten chapters, and his 
Regula Coenobialis Fratrum, sive, Liber de quotidianis Poenitentiis Monachorum, in fifteen 
chapters. The latter is unreasonably rigorous, and imposes corporal punishments for the slightest 
offences, even speaking at table, or coughing at chanting. Ebrard (l. c.., p. 148 sqq.) contends that 
the Regula Coenobialis, which is found only in two codices, is of later origin. Comp. Hertel, l. c.. 
 



{110} For a full account of this quarrel see Montalembert, II. 411 sqq. 
 
{111} "Roma orbis terrarum caput est ecclesiarum, salva loci Dominicae resurrectiois singulari 
praerogativa." 
 
{112} Montalembert, II. 436. 
 
{113} See the anonymous Vita S. Galli in Pertz, Monumenta II. 123, and in the Acta Sanct., Tom. 
VII. Octobris. Also Greith, Geschichte der altirischen Kirche als Einleitung in die, Gesch. des 
Stifts St. Gallen (1857), the chapter on Gallus, pp. 333 sqq.  

 



24. German Missionaries before Boniface. 
 
England derived its Anglo-Saxon population from Germany in the fifth century, and in return 
gave to Germany in the eighth century the Christian religion with a strong infusion of popery. 
Germany afterwards shook off the yoke of popery, and gave to England the Protestant 
Reformation. In the seventeenth century, England produced Deism, which was the first act of 
modern unbelief, and the forerunner of German Rationalism. The revival of evangelical theology 
and religion which followed in both countries, established new points of contact between these 
cognate races, which meet again on common ground in the Western hemisphere to commingle in 
the American nationality. 
 
The conversion of Germany to Christianity and to Romanism was, like that of England, the slow 
work of several centuries. It was accomplished by missionaries of different nationalities, French, 
Scotch-Irish, English, and Greek. It began at the close of the second century, when Irenaeus 
spoke of Christian congregations in the two Germanies, {114} i.e. Germania prima and secunda, 
on the upper and lower Rhine; and it was substantially completed in the age of Charlemagne in 
the eighth century. But nearly the entire North-Eastern part of Germany, which was inhabited 
mostly by Slavonic tribes, remained heathen till the eleventh and thirteenth centuries. 
 
We must distinguish especially three stages: (1) the preparatory labors of Italian, French, and 
Scotch-Irish missionaries; (2) the consolidating romanizing work of Boniface of England and his 
successors; (3) the forcible military conversion of the Saxons under Charlemagne. The fourth and 
last missionary stage, the conversion of the Prussians and Slavonic races in North-Eastern 
Germany, belongs to the next period. 
 
The light of Christianity came to Germany first from the Roman empire in the Roman colonies on 
the Rhine. At the council of Arles in 314, there was a bishop Maternus of Cologne with his 
deacon, Macrinus, and a bishop of Treves by the name of Agrocius. 
 
In the fifth century the mysterious Severinus from the East appeared among the savages on the 
banks of the Danube in Bavaria as an angel of mercy, walking bare-footed in mid-winter, 
redeeming prisoners of war, bringing food and clothing with the comfort of the Gospel to the 
poor and unfortunate, and won by his self-denying labors universal esteem. French monks and 
hermits left traces of their work at St. Goar, St. Elig, Wulfach, and other places on the charming 
banks of the Rhine. The efficient labors of Columbanus and his Irish companions and pupils 
extended from the Vosges to South Germany and Eastern Switzerland. Willebrord, an Anglo-
Saxon, brought up in an Irish convent, left with twelve brethren for Holland (690) became the 
Apostle of the Friesians, and was consecrated by the Pope the first bishop of Utrecht (Trajectum), 
under the name of Clemens. He developed an extensive activity of nearly fifty years till his death 
(739). 
 
When Boniface arrived in Germany he found nearly in all parts which he visited, especially in 
Bavaria and Thuringia, missionaries and bishops independent of Rome, and his object was fully 
as much to romanize this earlier Christianity, as to convert the heathen. He transferred the conflict 
between the Anglo-Saxon mission of Rome and the older Keltic Christianity of Patrick and 
Columba and their successors from England to German soil, and repeated the role of Augustin of 
Canterbury. The old Easter controversy disappears after Columbanus, and the chief objects of 
dispute were freedom from popery and clerical marriage. In both respects, Boniface succeeded, 
after a hard struggle, in romanizing Germany. 
 



The leaders of the opposition to Rome and to Bonifacius among his predecessors and 
contemporaries were Adelbert and Clemens. We know them only from the letters of Boniface, 
which represent them in a very, unfavorable light. Adelbert, or Aldebert (Eldebert), was a Gaul 
by nation, and perhaps bishop of Soissons; at all events he labored on the French side of the 
Rhine, had received episcopal ordination, and enjoyed great popularity from his preaching, being 
regarded as an apostle, a patron, and a worker of miracles. According to Boniface, he was a 
second Simon Magus, or immoral impostor, who deceived the people by false miracles and relics, 
claimed equal rank with the apostles, set up crosses and oratories in the fields, consecrated 
buildings in his own name, led women astray, and boasted to have relics better than those of 
Rome, and brought to him by an angel from the ends of the earth. Clemens was a Scotchman 
(Irishman), and labored in East Franconia. He opposed ecclesiastical traditions and clerical 
celibacy, and had two sons. He held marriage with a brother’s widow to be valid, and had 
peculiar views of divine predestination and Christ’s descent into Hades. Aldebert and Clemens 
were condemned without a hearing, and excommunicated as heretics and seducers of the people, 
by a provincial Synod of Soissons, A. D. 744, and again in a Synod of Rome, 745, by Pope 
Zacharias, who confirmed the decision of Boniface. Aldebert was at last imprisoned in the 
monastery of Fulda, and killed by shepherds after escaping from prison. Clemens disappeared. 
{115} 
 
{114} aientai’ Germaniai idrumenaie kklhsiai. Adv. haer. I. 10, 2 
 
{115} Comp. besides the Letters of Boniface, the works of Neander, Rettberg, Ebrard, Werner 
and Fischer, quoted below.  

 



25. Boniface, the Apostle of Germany. 
 
I. Bonifacius: Epistolae et Sermones, first ed. by Serrarius, Mogunt. 1605, then by Wurdtwein, 
1790, by Giles, 1842, and in Migne’s Patrol. Tom, 89, pp. 593-801 (together with Vitae, etc.). 
Jaffe: Monumenta Moguntina. Berol. 1866. 
 
II. Biographies of Bonifacius. The oldest by Willibald, his pupil and companion (in Pertz, 
Monum. II. 33, and in Migne, l. c. p. 603); by Othlo, a German Benedictine monk of the eleventh 
cent. (in Migne, p. 634); Letzner (1602); Loffler (1812); Seiters (1845); Cox (1853); J. P. Muller 
(1870); Hope (1872); Aug. Werner Bonifacius und die Romanisirung Von Mitteleuropa. Leipz., 
1875; Pfahler (Regensb. 1880); Otto Fischer (Leipz. 1881); Ebrard: Bonif. der Zerstorer des 
columbanischen Kirchenthums auf dem Festlande (Gutersloh, 1882; against Fischer and very 
unjust to B.; see against it Zopffel in the "Theol. Lit. Zeitg," 1882, No. 22). Cf. the respective 
sections in Neander, Gfrorer, Rettberg (II. 307 sqq.) 
 
On the Councils of Bonif see Hefele: Conciliengeschicht e, III. 458. 
 
Boniface or Winfried {116} surpassed all his predecessors on the German mission-field by the 
extent and result of his labors, and acquired the name of the Apostle of Germany. He was born 
about 680 from a noble family, at Kirton in Wessex the last stronghold of paganism among the 
Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. He was brought up in the convent of Nutsal near Winchester, and 
ordained priest at the age of thirty. He felt it his duty, to christianize those countries from which 
his Anglo-Saxon forefathers had emigrated. It was a formidable task, requiring a heroic courage 
and indomitable perseverance. 
 
He sacrificed his splendid prospects at home, crossed the channel, and began his missionary 
career with two or three companions among the Friesians in the neighborhood of Utrecht in 
Holland (715). His first attempt was a failure. Ratbod, the king of Friesland, was at war with 
Charles Martel, and devastated the churches and monasteries which had been founded by the 
Franks, and by Willibrord. 
 
But far from being discouraged, he was only stimulated to greater exertion. After a brief sojourn 
in England, where he was offered the dignity of abbot of his convent, he left again his native land, 
and this time forever. He made a pilgrimage to Rome, was cordially welcomed by Pope Gregory 
II. and received a general commission to Christianize and romanize central Europe (718). 
Recrossing the Alps, he visited Bavaria and Thuringia, which had been evangelized in part by the 
disciples of Columban, but he was coldly received because he represented their Christianity as 
insufficient, and required submission to Rome. He turned his steps again to Friesland where order 
had been restored, and assisted Willibrord, archbishop of Utrecht, for three years. In 722 he 
returned to Thuringia in the wake of Charles Martel’s victorious army and preached to the 
heathen in Hesse who lived between the Franks and the Saxons, between the middle Rhine and 
the Elbe. He founded a convent at Amanaburg (Amoneburg) on the river Ohm. 
 
In 723 he paid, on invitation, a second visit to Rome, and was consecrated by Gregory II. as a 
missionary bishop without a diocese (episcopus regionarius). He bound himself on the grave of 
St. Peter with the most stringent oath of fealty to the Pope similar to that which was imposed on 
the Italian or suburban bishops. {117} 
 
From this time his work assumed a more systematic character in the closest contact with Rome as 
the centre of Christendom. Fortified with letters of commendation, he attached himself for a short 



time to the court of Charles Martel, who pushed his schemes of conquest towards the Hessians. 
Aided by this secular help and the Pope’s spiritual authority, he made rapid progress. By a master 
stroke of missionary policy he laid the axe to the root of Teutonic heathenism; with his own hand, 
in the presence of a vast assembly, he cut down the sacred and inviolable oak of the Thunder-God 
at Geismar (not far from Fritzlar), and built with the planks an oratory or church of St. Peter. His 
biographer, Willibald, adds that a sudden storm from heaven came to his aid and split the oak in 
four pieces of equal length. This practical sermon was the death and burial of German mythology. 
He received from time to time supplies of books, monks and nuns from England. The whole 
church of England took a deep interest in his work, as we learn from his correspondence. He 
founded monastic colonies near Erfurt, Fritzlar, Ohrdruf, Bischofsheim, and Homburg. The 
victory of Charles Martel over the Saracens at Tours (732) checked the westward progress of 
Islam and insured the triumph of Christianity in central Europe. 
 
Boniface was raised to the dignity of archbishop (without a see) and papal legate by the new Pope 
Gregory III. (732), and thus enabled to coerce the refractory bishops. 
 
In 738 he made his third and last pilgrimage to Rome with a great retinue of monks and converts, 
and received authority to call a synod of bishops in Bavaria and Allemannia. On his return he 
founded, in concert with Duke Odilo, four Bavarian bishoprics at Salzburg, Freising, Passau, and 
Ratisbon or Regensburg (739). To these he added in central Germany the sees of Wurzburg, 
Buraburg (near Fritzlar), Erfurt, Eichstadt (742). He held several synods in Mainz and elsewhere 
for the organization of the churches and the exercise of discipline. The number of his baptized 
converts till 739 is said to have amounted to many thousands. 
 
In 743 he was installed Archbishop of Mainz or Mayence (Moguntum) in the place of bishop 
Gervillius (Gewielieb) who was deposed for indulging in sporting propensities and for homicide 
in battle. His diocese extended from Cologne to Strasburg and even to Coire. He would have 
preferred Cologne, but the clergy there feared his disciplinary severity. He aided the sons of 
Charles Martel in reducing the Gallic clergy to obedience, exterminating the Keltic element, and 
consolidating the union with Rome. 
 
In 744, in a council at Soissons, where twenty-three bishops were present, his most energetic 
opponents were condemned. In the same year, in the very heart of Germany, he laid the 
foundation of Fulda, the greatest of his monasteries, which became the Monte Casino of 
Germany. 
 
In 753 he named Lull or Lullus his successor at Mainz. Laying aside his dignities, he became 
once more a humble missionary, and returned with about fifty devoted followers to the field of 
the baffled labors of his youth among the Friesians, where a reaction in favor of heathenism had 
taken place since the death of Willibrord. He planted his tents on the banks of the river Borne 
near Dockum (between Franecker and Groningen), waiting for a large number of converts to be 
confirmed. But, instead of that, he was assailed and slain, with his companions, by armed pagans. 
He met the martyr’s death with calmness and resignation, June 5, 754 or 755. His bones were 
deposited first at Utrecht, then at Mainz, and at last in Fulda. Soon after his death, an English 
Synod chose him, together with Pope Gregory and Augustin, patron of the English church. In 
1875 Pope Pius IX. directed the Catholics of Germany and England to invoke especially the aid 
of St. Boniface in the distress of modern times. 
 
The works of Boniface are epistles and sermons. The former refer to his missionary labors and 
policy, the latter exhibit his theological views and practical piety. Fifteen short sermons are 
preserved, addressed not to heathen, but to Christian converts; they reveal therefore not so much 



his missionary as his edifying activity. They are without Scripture text, and are either festal 
discourses explaining the history of salvation, especially the fall and redemption of man, or 
catechetical expositions of Christian doctrine and duty. We give as a characteristic specimen of 
the latter, the fifteenth sermon, on the renunciation of the devil in baptism: 
 
Sermon XV. 
 
I. Listen, my brethren, and consider well what you have solemnly renounced in your baptism. 
You have renounced the devil and all his works, and all his pomp. But what are the works of the 
devil? They are pride, idolatry, envy, murder, calumny, lying, perjury, hatred, fornication, 
adultery, every kind of lewdness, theft, false witness, robbery, gluttony, drunkenness, Slander, 
fight, malice, philters, incantations, lots, belief in witches and were-wolves, abortion, 
disobedience to the Master, amulets. These and other such evil things are the works of the devil, 
all of which you have forsworn by your baptism, as the apostle says: Whosoever doeth such 
things deserves death, and shall not inherit the kingdom of heaven. But as we believe that, by the 
mercy of God, you will renounce all these things, with heart and hand, in order to become fit for 
grace, I admonish you, my dearest brethren, to remember what you have promised Almighty God. 
 
II. For, first, you have promised to believe in Almighty God, and in his Son, Jesus Christ, and in 
the Holy Spirit, one almighty God in perfect trinity. 
 
III. And these are the commandments which you shall keep and fulfil: to love God, whom you 
profess, with all your heart, all your soul, and all your strength, and to love your neighbor as 
yourselves; for on these commandments hang the whole law and the prophets. Be patient, have 
mercy, be benevolent, chaste, pure. Teach your sons to fear God; teach your whole family to do 
so. Make peace where you go, and let him who sits in court; give a just verdict and take no 
presents, for presents make even a wise man blind. 
 
IV. Keep the Sabbath and go to church-to pray, but not to prattle. Give alms according to your 
power, for alms extinguish sins as water does fire. Show hospitality to travelers, visit the sick, 
take care of widows and orphans, pay your tithes to the church, and do to nobody what you would 
not have done to yourself. Fear God above all. Let the servants be obedient to their masters, and 
the masters just to their servants. Cling to the Lord’s Prayer and the Creed, and communicate 
them to your own children and to those whose baptismal sponsors you are. Keep the fast, love 
what is right, stand up against the devil, and partake from time to time of the Lord’s Supper. Such 
are the works which God commands you to do and fulfil. 
 
V. Believe in the advent of Christ, the resurrection of the body, and the judgment of all men. For 
then the impious shall be separated from the just, the one for the everlasting fire, the others for the 
eternal life. Then begins a life with God without death, a light without shadows, a health without 
sickness, a plenty without hunger, a happiness without fear, a joy with no misgivings. Then 
comes the eternal glory, in which the just shall shine like suns, for no eye has ever seen, no ear 
has ever heard, no heart has ever dreamed, of all that which God has prepared for those whom he 
loves. 
 
VI. I also remind you, my beloved brethren, that the birth-day of our Lord is approaching, in 
order that you may abstain from all that is worldly or lewd or impure or bad. Spit out all malice 
and hatred and envy; it is poison to your heart. Keep chaste even with respect to your own wives. 
Clothe yourselves with good works. Give alms to the poor who belong to Christ; invite them 
often to your feasts. Keep peace with all, and make peace between those who are at discord. If, 
with the aid of Christ, you will truly fulfil these commands, then in this life you can with 



confidence approach the altar of God, and in the next you shall partake of the everlasting bliss. 
{118} 
 
Bonifacius combined the zeal and devotion of a missionary with worldly prudence and a rare 
genius for organization and administration. He was no profound scholar, but a practical statesman 
and a strict disciplinarian. He was not a theologian, but an ecclesiastic, and would have made a 
good Pope. He selected the best situations for his bishoprics and monasteries, and his far-sighted 
policy has been confirmed by history. He was a man of unblemished character and untiring 
energy. He was incessantly active, preaching, traveling, presiding over Synods, deciding 
perplexing questions about heathen customs and trivial ceremonies. He wrought no miracles, such 
as were usually expected from a missionary in those days. His disciple and biographer apologizes 
for this defect, and appeals as an offset to the invisible cures of souls which he performed. {119} 
 
The weak spot in his character is the bigotry and intolerance which he displayed in his 
controversy with the independent missionaries of the French and Scotch-Irish schools who had 
done the pioneer work before him. He reaped the fruits of their labors, and destroyed their further 
usefulness, which he might have secured by a liberal Christian policy. He hated every feature of 
individuality and national independence in matters of the church. To him true Christianity was 
identical with Romanism, and he made Germany as loyal to the Pope as was his native England. 
He served under four Popes, Gregory II., Gregory III., Zacharias, and Stephen, and they could not 
have had a more devoted and faithful agent. Those who labored without papal authority were to 
him dangerous hirelings, thieves and robbers who climbed up some other way. He denounced 
them as false prophets, seducers of the people, idolaters and adulterers (because they were 
married and defended clerical marriage). {120} He encountered from them a most determined 
opposition, especially in Bavaria. In connection with his servile Romanism is his pedantic 
legalism and ceremonialism. His epistles and sermons show a considerable knowledge of the 
Bible, but also a contracted legalistic spirit. He has much to say about matters of outward 
conformity to Roman authority and usages and about small questions of casuistry, such as 
whether it was right to eat horse flesh, rabbits, storks, meat offered to idols, to marry a widow 
after standing god-father to her son, how often the sign of the cross should be made in preaching. 
In his strength and his weakness, his loyalty, to Rome, and in the importance of the work he 
accomplished, he resembled Augustin, the Roman apostle of his Anglo-Saxon ancestors. 
 
Boniface succeeded by indomitable perseverance, and his work survived him. This must be his 
vindication. In judging of him we should remember that the controversy between him and his 
French and Scotch-Irish opponents was not a controversy between Catholicism and evangelical 
Protestantism (which was not yet born), but between organized Catholicism or Romanism and 
independent Catholicism. Mediaeval Christianity was very weak, and required for its self-
preservation a strong central power and legal discipline. It is doubtful whether in the barbarous 
condition of those times, and amid the commotions of almost constant civil wars, the independent 
and scattered labors of the anti-Roman missionaries could have survived as well and made as 
strong an impression upon the German nation as a consolidated Christianity with a common 
centre of unity, and authority. 
 
Roman unity was better than undisciplined independency, but it was itself only a preparatory 
school for the self-governing freedom of manhood. 
 
After Boniface had nearly completed his work, a political revolution took place in France which 
gave it outward support. Pepin, the major domus of the corrupt Merovingian dynasty, overthrew 
it with the aid of Pope Zacharias, who for his conquest of the troublesome Lombards rewarded 
him with the royal crown of France (753). Fifty years afterwards this political alliance of France 



and Germany with the Italian papacy was completed by Charlemagne and Leo III., and lasted for 
many centuries. Rome had the enchantment of distance, the prestige of power and culture, and 
promised to furnish the strongest support to new and weak churches. Rome was also the 
connecting link between mediaeval and ancient civilization, and transmitted to the barbarian races 
the treasures of classical literature which in due time led to the revival of letters and to the 
Protestant Reformation. 
 
{116} One that wins peace. His Latin name Bonifacius, Benefactor, was probably his monastic 
name, or given to him by the pope on his second visit to Rome. 723. 
 
{117} The juramentum of Boniface, which he ever afterwards remembered and observed with 
painful conscientiousness deserves to be quoted in full, as it contains his whole missionary policy 
(see Migne, l. c.., p. 803): 
 
"In nomine Domini Dei Salvatoris nostri Jesus Christi, imperante domino Leone Magno 
imperatore, anno 7 post consulatum ejus, sed et Constantini Magni imperatoris ejus filii anno 4, 
indictione 6. Promitto ego Bonifacius, Dei gratia episcopus, tibi, beate Petre, apostolorum 
princeps vicarioque tuo beato Gregorio papae et successoribus ejus, per Patrem et Filium, et 
Spiritum Sanctum, Trinitatem inseparabilem, et hoc sacratissimum corpus tuum, me omnem 
fidem et puritatem sanctae fidei catholicae exhibere, et in unitate ejusdem fidei, Deo operante, 
persistere in quo omnis Christianorum salus esse sine dubio comprobatur, nullo modo me contra 
unitatem communis et universalis Ecclesiae, quopiam consentire, sed, ut dixi, fidem et puritatem 
meam atque concursum, tibi et utilitatibus tiae Ecclesiae, cui a Domino Deo potestasligandi 
solvendique data est, et praedicto vicario tuo atque successoribus ejus, per omnia exhibere. Sed 
et si cognovero antistites contra instituta antiqua sanctorum patrum conversari, cum eis nullam 
habere communionem aut conjunctionem; sed magis, si valuero prohibere, prohibeam; si minus, 
hoc fideliter statim Domino meo apostolico renuntiabo. Quod si, quod absit, contra hujus 
professionis meae seriem aliquid facere quolibet modo, seu ingenio, vel occasione, tentavero, 
reus inveniar in aeterno judicio, ultionem Ananiae et Saphirae incurram, qui vorbis etiam de 
rebus propriis fraudem facere praesumpsit: hoc autem indiculum sacramenti ego Bonifacius 
exiguus episcopus manu propria, ita ut praescriptum, Deo teste et judice, feci sacramentum, quod 
et conservare promitto." 
 
With all his devotion to the Roman See, Boniface was manly and independent enough to 
complain in a letter to Pope Zacharias of the scandalous heathen practices in Rome which were 
reported by travellers and filled the German Christians with prejudice and disobedience to Rome. 
See the letter in Migne, l. c. p. 746 sqq. 
 
{118} In Migne, l. c., p. 870. A German translation in Cruel, Geschichte der deutschen Predigt im 
Mittelalter (1879), p. 14. 
 
{119} Othlo, Vita Bonif., c. 26 (Migne, l. c. fol. 664). 
 
{120} The description he gives of their immorality, must be taken with considerable deduction. In 
Ep. 49 to Pope Zacharias (a. d. 742) in Migne, l. c.., p. 745, he speaks of deacons, priests and 
bishops hostile to Rome, as being guilty of habitual drunkenness, concubinage, and even 
polygamy. I will only quote what he says of the bishops: "Et inveniuntur quidem inter eos 
episcopi, qui, licet dicant se fornicarios vel adulteros non esse, sed sunt ebriosi, et injuriosi, vel 
venatores, et qui pugnant in exercitu armati, et effundunt propria manu sanguinem hominum, sive 
paganorum, sive Christianorum."  



 



26. The Pupils of Boniface. Willibald, Gregory of Utrecht, Sturm of 
Fulda. 
 
Boniface left behind him a number of devoted disciples who carried on his work. 
 
Among these we mention St. Willibald, the first bishop of Eichstadt. He was born about A. D. 
700 from a noble Anglo-Saxon family and a near relative of Boniface. In his early manhood he 
made a pilgrimage to Rome and to the Holy Land as far as Damascus, spent several years among 
the Benedictines in Monte Casino, met Boniface in Rome, joined him in Germany (A. D. 740) 
and became bishop of Eichstadt in Bavaria in 742. He directed his attention chiefly to the 
founding of monasteries after the Benedictine rule. He called to his side his brother Wunnebald, 
his sister Walpurgis, and other helpers from England. He died July 7, 781 or 787. He is 
considered by some as the author of the biography of Boniface; but it was probably the work of 
another Willibald, a presbyter of Mainz. 
 
Gregory, Abbot of Utrecht, was related to the royal house of the Merovingians, educated at the 
court, converted in his fifteenth year by a sermon of Boniface, and accompanied him on his 
journeys. After the death of Boniface he superintended the mission among the Friesians, but 
declined the episcopal dignity. In his old age he became lame, and was carried by his pupils to 
wherever his presence was desired. He died in 781, seventy-three years old. 
 
Sturm, the first Abbot of Fulda (710 to Dec. 17, 779), was of a noble Bavarian family and 
educated by Boniface. With his approval he passed with two companions through the dense beech 
forests of Hesse in pursuit of a proper place for a monastery. Singing psalms, he rode on an ass, 
cutting a way through the thicket inhabited by wild beasts; at night after saying his prayers and 
making the sign of the cross he slept on the bare ground under the canopy of heaven till sunrise. 
He met no human being except a troupe of heathen slaves who bathed in the river Fulda, and 
afterwards a man with a horse who was well acquainted with the country. He found at last a 
suitable place, and took solemn possession of it in 744, after it was presented to him for a 
monastery by Karloman at the request of Boniface, who joined him there with a large number of 
monks, and often resorted to this his favorite monastery. "In a vast solitude," he wrote to Pope 
Zacharias in 751, "among the tribes entrusted to my preaching, there is a place where I erected a 
convent and peopled it with monks who live according to the rule of St. Benedict in strict 
abstinence, without flesh and wine, without intoxicating drink and slaves, earning their living 
with their own hands. This spot I have rightfully secured from pious men, especially from 
Karloman, the late prince of the Franks, and dedicated to the Saviour. There I will occasionally 
rest my weary limbs, and repose in death, continuing faithful to the Roman Church and to the 
people to which I was sent?" {121} 
 
Fulda received special privileges from Pope Zacharias and his successors, {122} and became a 
centre of German Christianity and civilization from which proceeded the clearing of the forests, 
the cultivation of the soil, and the education of youths. The number of Benedictine monks was 
increased by large re-enforcements from Monte Casino, after an Italian journey of Sturm in 747. 
The later years of his life were disturbed by a controversy with Lullus of Mainz about the bones 
of Boniface after his martyrdom (755) and by calumniations of three monks who brought upon 
him the displeasure of King Pepin. He was, however, reinstated in his dignity and received the 
remains of his beloved teacher which repose in Fulda. Charlemagne employed him as missionary 
among the Saxons. His bones were deposited in the convent church. Pope Innocent II. canonized 
him, A. D, 1139. {123} 



 
{121} Condensed translation from Epist. 75 in Migne, fol. 778. 
 
{122} See "Fulda und seine Privilegien" in Jul. Harttung, Diplomatisch-historische Forschungen, 
Gotha, 1879, pp. 193 sqq. 
 
{123} The chief source is the Vita Sturmi by his pupil Eigil abbot of Fulda, 818 to 822, in 
Mabillon, "Acta Sanct. Ord. Bened." Saec. VIII. Tom. 242-259.  

 



27. The Conversion of the Saxons. Charlemagne and Alcuin. The 
Heliand, and the Gospel-Harmony. 
 
Funk: Die Unterwerfung der Sachsen unter Karl dem Gr. 1833. 
 
A. Schaumann: Geschichte des niedersachs. Volkes. Gotting. 1839. 
 
Bottger: Die Einfahrung des Christenthums in Sachsen. Hann. 1859. 
 
W. Giesebrecht; Geschichte der deutschen Kaiserzeit, Vol. I. (1863), pp. 110 sqq. 
 
Of all the German tribes the fierce and warlike Saxons were the last to accept the Christian 
religion. They differed in this respect very much from their kinsmen who had invaded and 
conquered England. But the means employed were also as different: rude force in one case, moral 
suasion in the other. The Saxons inhabited the districts of modern Hanover, Oldenburg, 
Brunswick, and Westphalia, which were covered with dense forests. They had driven the Franks 
beyond the Weser and the Rhine, and they were now driven back in turn by Charles Martel, 
Pepin, and Charlemagne. They hated the foreign yoke of the Franks, and far-off Rome; they hated 
the tithe which was imposed upon them for the support of the church. They looked upon 
Christianity as the enemy of their wild liberty and independence. The first efforts of Ewald, 
Suidbert, and other missionaries were fruitless. Their conversion was at last brought about by the 
sword from political as well as religious motives, and was at first merely nominal, but resulted 
finally in a real change under the silent influence of the moral forces of the Christian religion. 
 
Charlemagne, who became master of the French kingdom in 768, had the noble ambition to unite 
the German tribes in one great empire and one religion in filial communion with Rome, but he 
mistook the means. He employed material force, believing that people become Christians by 
water-baptism, though baptized against their will. He thought that the Saxons, who were the most 
dangerous enemies of his kingdom, must be either subdued and Christianized, or killed. He 
pursued the same policy towards them as the squatter sovereigns would have the United States 
government pursue towards the wild Indians in the Western territories. Treaties were broken, and 
shocking cruelties were committed on both sides, by the Saxons from revenge and for 
independence, by Christians for punishment in the name of religion and civilization. Prominent 
among these atrocities is the massacre of four thousand five hundred captives at Verden in one 
day. As soon as the French army was gone, the Saxons destroyed the churches and murdered the 
priests, for which they were in turn put to death. 
 
Their subjugation was a work of thirty-three years, from 772 to 805. Widukind (Wittekind) and 
Albio (Abbio), the two most powerful Saxon chiefs, seeing the fruitlessness of the resistance, 
submitted to baptism in 785, with Charlemagne as sponsor. {124} 
 
But the Saxons were not entirely defeated till 804, when 10,000 families were driven from house 
and home and scattered in other provinces. Bloody laws prohibited the relapse into heathenism. 
The spirit of national independence was defeated, but not entirely crushed, and broke out seven 
centuries afterwards in another form against the Babylonian tyranny of Rome under the lead of 
the Saxon monk, Martin Luther. 
 
The war of Charlemagne against the Saxons was the first ominous example of a bloody crusade 
for the overthrow of heathenism and the extension of the church. It was a radical departure from 



the apostolic method, and diametrically opposed to the spirit of the gospel. This was felt even in 
that age by the more enlightened divines. Alcuin, who represents the English school of 
missionaries, and who expresses in his letters great respect and admiration for Charlemagne, 
modestly protested, though without effect, against this wholesale conversion by force, and asked 
him rather to make peace with the "abominable" people of the Saxons. He properly held that the 
heathen should first be instructed before they are required to be baptized and to pay tithes; that 
water-baptism without faith was of no use; that baptism implies three visible things, namely, the 
priest, the body, and the water, and three invisible things, namely, the Spirit, the soul, and faith; 
that the Holy Spirit regenerates the soul by faith; that faith is a free act which cannot be enforced; 
that instruction, persuasion, love and self-denial are the only proper means for converting the 
heathen. {125} 
 
Charlemagne relaxed somewhat the severity of his laws or capitularies after the year 797. He 
founded eight bishoprics among the Saxons: Osnabruck, Munster, Minden, Paderborn, Verden, 
Bremen, Hildesheim, and Halberstadt. From these bishoprics and the parochial churches grouped 
around them, and from monasteries such as Fulda, proceeded those higher and nobler influences 
which acted on the mind and heart. 
 
The first monument of real Christianity among the Saxons is the "Heliand" (Heiland, i.e., Healer, 
Saviour) or a harmony of the Gospels. It is a religious epos strongly resembling the older work of 
the Anglo-Saxon Caedmon on the Passion and Resurrection. From this it no doubt derived its 
inspiration. For since Bonifacius there was a lively intercourse between the church of England 
and the church in Germany, and the language of the two countries was at that time essentially the 
same. In both works Christ appears as the youthful hero of the human race, the divine conqueror 
of the world and the devil, and the Christians as his faithful knights and warriors. The Heliand 
was composed in the ninth century by one or more poets whose language points to Westphalia as 
their home. The doctrine is free from the worship of saints, the glorification of Peter, and from 
ascetic excesses, but mixed somewhat with mythological reminiscences. Vilmar calls it the only 
real Christian epos, and a wonderful creation of the German genius. {126} 
 
A little later (about 870) Otfried, a Franconian, educated at Fulda and St. Gall, produced another 
poetic harmony of the Gospels, which is one of the chief monuments of old high German 
literature. It is a life of Christ from his birth to the ascension, and ends with a description of the 
judgment. It consists of fifteen thousand rhymed lines in strophes of four lines. 
 
Thus the victory of Christianity in Germany as well as it, England, was the beginning of poetry 
and literature, and of true civilization, 
 
The Christianization of North-Eastern Germany, among the Slavonic races, along the Baltic 
shores in Prussia, Livonia, and Courland, went on in the next period, chiefly through Bishop Otto 
of Bamberg, the apostle of Pomerania, and the Knights of the Teutonic order, and was completed 
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 
 
{124} "Jetzt war Sachsen besiegt," says Giesebrecht (l. c.., p. 117), "und mit Blutgesetzen worden 
das Christenthum und das Konigthum zugliech den Sachsen aufgedrungen. Mit Todesstrafen 
wurde die Taufe erzwungen, die heidnischen Gebrauche bedroht; jede Verletzung eines 
chistlichen Priesters wurde, wie der Aufruhr gegen den Konig und der Ungehorsam gegen seine 
Befehle, zu einem todeswuerdigen Verbrechen gestempelt." 
 
{125} Neander III. 152 sqq. (Germ, ed.; Torrey’s trnsl. III. 76). It seems to me, from looking over 
Alcuin’s numerous epistles to the emperor, he might have used his influence much more freely 



with his pupil. Merivale says (p. 131): "Alcuin of York, exerted his influence upon those 
Northern missions from the centre of France, in which he had planted himself. The purity and 
simplicity of the English school of teachers contrasted favoably with the worldly, character of the 
Frankish priesthood, and Charlemagne himelf was impressed with the importance of intrusting 
the establishment of the Church throughout his Northern conquests to these foreigners rather than 
to his own subjects. He appointed the Anglo-Saxon Willibrord to preside over the district of 
Estphalia, and Liudger, a Friesian by birth, but an Englishman by his training at York, to organize 
the church in Westphalia; while he left to the earlier foundation of Fulda, which had also received 
its first Christian traditions from the English Boniface and his pupil Sturm, the charge of Engern 
or Angaria. From the teaching of these strangers there sprang up a crop of Saxon priests and 
missionaries; from among the youths of noble family whom the conqueror had carried off from 
their homes as hostages, many were selected to be trained in the monasteries for the life of monks 
and preachers. Eventually the Abbey of Corbie, near Amiens, was founded by one of the Saxon 
converts, and became an important centre of Christian teaching. From hence sprang the daughter-
foundation of the New Corbie, or Corby, on the banks of the Weser, in the diocese of Paderborn. 
This abbey received its charter from Louis le Debonnaire in 823, and became no less important an 
institution for the propagation of the faith in the north of Germany, than Fulda still continued to 
be in the centre, and St. Gall in the South." 
 
{126} See Ed. Sievers, Heliand, Halle, 1878.  

 



III. THE CONVERSION OF SCANDINAVIA. 
 
General Literature. 
 
I. Scandinavia before Christianity. 
 
The Eddas, edit. Rask (Copenhagen, 1818); A. Munch (Christiania, 1847); Mobius (Leipzig, 
1860). 
 
N. M. Petersen: Danmarks Historie i Hedenold. Copenhagen, 1834-37, 3 vols.; Den Nordiske 
Mythologie, Copenhagen, 1839. 
 
N. F. S. Grundtvig: Nordens Mythologie. Copenhagen, 1839. 
 
Thorpe: Northern Mythology. London, 1852, 3 vols. 
 
Rasmus B. Anderson: Norse Mythology; Myths of the Eddas systematized and interpreted. 
Chicago, 1875. 
 
II. The Christianization of Scandinavia. 
 
Claudius Oernhjalm: Historia Sueonum Gothorumque Ecclesiae. Stockholm, 1689, 4 vols. 
 
E. Pontoppidan: Annales Ecclesiae Danicae. Copenhagen, 1741. 
 
F. Munter: Kirchengeschichte von Danmark und Norwegen. Copenhagen and Leipzig, 1823-33, 3 
vols. 
 
R. Reuterdahl: Svenska kyrkans historia. Lund, 1833, 3 vols., first volume translated into German 
by E. T. Mayerhof, under the title: Leben Ansgars. 
 
Fred Helweg: Den Danske Kirkes Historie. Copenhagen, 1862. 
 
A. Jorgensen: Den nordiske Kirkes Grundloeggelse. Copenhagen, 1874. 
 
Neander: Geschichte der christlichen Kirche, Vol. IV., pp. 1-150 
 

28. Scandinavian Heathenism. 
 
Wheaton: History of the Northmen. London 1831. 
 
Depping: Histoire des expeditions maritimes des Normands. Paris, 1843. 2 vols. 
 
F. Worsaae: Account of the Danes in England, Ireland, and Scotland. London, 1852; The Danish 
Conquest of England and Normandy. London, 1863. These works are translated from the Danish. 
 
Scandinavia was inhabited by one of the wildest and fiercest, but also one of the strongest and 
most valiant branches of the Teutonic race, a people of robbers which grew into a people of 



conquerors. Speaking the same language—that which is still spoken in Iceland—and worshipping 
the same gods, they were split into a number of small kingdoms covering the present Denmark, 
Sweden, and Norway. Every spring, when the ice broke in the fjords, they launched their boats or 
skiffs, and swept, each swarm under the leadership of its own king, down upon the coasts of the 
neighboring countries. By the rivers they penetrated far into the countries, burning and destroying 
what they could not carry away with them. When autumn came, they returned home, loaded with 
spoil, and they spent the winter round the open hearth, devouring their prey. But in course of 
time, the swarms congregated and formed large armies, and the robber-campaigns became 
organized expeditions for conquest; kingdoms were founded in Russia, England, France, and 
Sicily. In their new homes, however, the Northern vikings soon forgot both their native language 
and their old gods, and became the strong bearers of new departures of civilization and the valiant 
knights of Christianity. 
 
In the Scandinavian mythology, there were not a few ideas which the Christian missionary could 
use as connecting links. It was not absolutely necessary for him to begin with a mere negation; 
here, too, there was an "unknown God" and many traits indicate that, during the eighth and ninth 
centuries, people throughout Scandinavia became more and more anxious to hear something 
about him. When a man died, he went to Walhall, if he had been brave, and to Niflheim, if he had 
been a coward. In Walhall he lived together with the gods, in great brightness and joy, fighting all 
the day, feasting all the night. In Niflheim he sat alone, a shadow, surrounded with everything 
disgusting and degrading. But Walhall and Niflheim were not to last forever. A deep darkness, 
Ragnarokr, shall fall over the universe; Walhall and Niflheim shall be destroyed by fire; the gods, 
the heroes, the shadows, shall perish. Then a new heaven and a new earth shall be created by the 
All-Father, and he shall judge men not according as they have been brave or cowardly, but 
according as they have been good or bad. From the Eddas themseIves, it appears that, throughout 
Scandinavian heathendom, there now and then arose characters who, though they would not cease 
to be brave, longed to be good. The representative of this goodness, this dim fore-shadowing of 
the Christian idea of holiness, was Baldur, the young god standing on the rainbow and watching 
the worlds, and he was also the link which held together the whole chain of the Walhall gods; 
when he died, Ragnarokr came. 
 
A transition from the myth of Baldur to the gospel of Christ cannot have been very difficult to the 
Scandinavian imagination; and, indeed, it is apparent that the first ideas which the Scandinavian 
heathens formed of the "White Christ" were influenced by their ideas of Baldur. It is a question, 
however, not yet settled, whether certain parts of the Scandinavian mythology, as, for instance, 
the above myths of Ragnarokr and Baldur, are not a reflex of Christian ideas; and it is quite 
probable that when the Scandinavians in the ninth century began to look at Christ under the image 
of Baldur, they had long before unconsciously remodeled their idea of Baldur after the image of 
Christ. 
 
Another point, of considerable importance to the Christian missionary, was that, in Scandinavian 
heathendom, he had no priesthood to encounter. Scandinavian paganism never became an 
institution. There were temples, or at least altars, at Leire, near Roeskilde, in Denmark; at 
Sigtuna, near Upsall, in Sweden, and at Moere, near Drontheim, in Norway; and huge sacrifices 
of ninety-nine horses, ninety-nine cocks, and ninety-nine slaves were offered up there every Juul-
time. But every man was his own priest. At the time when Christianity first appeared in 
Scandinavia, the old religion was evidently losing its hold on the individuals and for the very 
reason, that it had never succeeded in laying hold on the nation. People continued to swear by the 
gods, and drink in their honor; but they ceased to pray to them. They continued to sacrifice before 
taking the field or after the victory, and to make the sign of the cross, meaning Thor’s hammer, 
over a child when it was named; but there was really nothing in their life, national or individual, 



public or private, which demanded religious consecration. As, on the one side, characters 
developed which actually went beyond the established religion, longing for something higher and 
deeper, it was, on the other side, still more frequent to meet with characters which passed by the 
established religion with utter indifference, believing in nothing but their own strength. 
 
The principal obstacle which Christianity had to encounter in Scandinavia was moral rather than 
religious. In his passions, the old Scandinavian was sometimes worse than a beast. Gluttony and 
drunkenness he considered as accomplishments. But he was chaste. A dishonored woman was 
very seldom heard of, adultery never. In his energy, he was sometimes fiercer than a demon. He 
destroyed for the sake of destruction, and there were no indignities or cruelties which he would 
not inflict upon a vanquished enemy. But for his friend, his king, his wife, his child, he would 
sacrifice everything, even life itself; and he would do it without a doubt, without a pang, in pure 
and noble enthusiasm. Such, however, as his morals were, they, had absolute sway over him. The 
gods he could forget, but not his duties. The evil one, among gods and men, was he who saw the 
duty, but stole away from it. The highest spiritual power among the old Scandinavians, their only 
enthusiasm, was their feeling of duty; but the direction which had been given to this feeling was 
so absolutely opposed to that pointed out by the Christian morality, that no reconciliation was 
possible. Revenge was the noblest sentiment and passion of man; forgiveness was a sin. The 
battle-field reeking with blood and fire was the highest beauty the earth could show; patient and 
peaceful labor was an abomination. It was quite natural, therefore, that the actual conflict between 
Christianity and Scandinavian paganism should take place in the field of morals. The pagans slew 
the missionaries, and burnt their schools and churches, not because they preached new gods, but 
because they "corrupted the morals of the people" (by averting them from their warlike pursuits), 
and when, after a contest of more than a century, it became apparent that Christianity would be 
victorious, the pagan heroes left the country in great swarms, as if they were flying from some 
awful plague. The first and hardest work which Christianity had to do in Scandinavia was 
generally humanitarian rather than specifically religious.  

 



29. The Christianization of Denmark. St. Ansgar. 
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During the sixth and seventh centuries the Danes first came in contact with Christianity, partly 
through their commercial intercourse with Duerstede in Holland, partly through their perpetual 
raids on Ireland; and tales of the "White Christ" were frequently told among them, though 
probably with no other effect than that of wonder. The first Christian missionary who visited 
them and worked among them was Willebrord. Born in Northumbria and educated within the pale 
of the Keltic Kirk he went out, in 690, as a missionary to the Frises. Expelled by them he came, 
about 700, to Denmark, was well received by king Yngrin (Ogendus), formed a congregation and 
bought thirty Danish boys, whom he educated in the Christian religion, and of whom one, 
Sigwald, is still remembered as the patron saint of Nuremberg, St. Sebaldus. But his work seems 
to have been of merely temporary effect. 
 
Soon, however, the tremendous activity which Charlemagne developed as a political organizer, 
was felt even on the Danish frontier. His realm touched the Eyder. Political relations sprang up 
between the Roman empire and Denmark, and they opened a freer and broader entrance to the 
Christian missionaries. In Essehoe, in Holstein, Charlemagne built a chapel for the use of the 
garrison; in Hamburg he settled Heridock as the head of a Christian congregation; and from a 
passage in one of Alcuin’s letters {127} it appears that a conversion of the Danes did not lie 
altogether outside of his plans. Under his successor, Lewis the Pious, Harald Klak, one of the 
many petty kings among whom Denmark was then divided, sought the emperor’s support and 
decision in a family feud, and Lewis sent archbishop Ebo of Rheims, celebrated both as a political 
negotiator and as a zealous missionary, to Denmark. In 822 Ebo crossed the Eyder, accompanied 
by bishop Halitgar of Cambray. In the following years he made several journeys to Denmark, 
preached, baptized, and established a station of the Danish mission at Cella Wellana, the present 
Welnau, near Essehoe. But he was too much occupied with the internal affairs of the empire and 
the opportunity which now opened for the Danish mission, demanded the whole and undivided 
energy of a great man. In 826 Harald Klak was expelled and sought refuge with the emperor, Ebo 
acting as a mediator. At Ingelheim, near Mentz, the king, the queen, their son and their whole 
retinue, were solemnly baptized, and when Harald shortly after returned to Denmark with support 
from the emperor, he was accompanied by that man who was destined to become the Apostle of 
the North, Ansgar. 
 



Ansgar was born about 800 (according to general acceptation Sept. 9, 801) in the diocese of 
Amiens, of Frankish parents, and educated in the abbey of Corbie, under the guidance of 
Adalhard. Paschasius Radbertus was among his teachers. In 822 a missionary colony was planted 
by Corbie in Westphalia, and the German monastery of Corwey or New Corwey was founded. 
Hither Ansgar was removed, as teacher in the new school, and he soon acquired great fame both 
on account of his powers as a preacher and on account of his ardent piety. When still a boy he had 
holy visions, and was deeply impressed with the vanity of all earthly greatness. The crown of the 
martyr seemed to him the highest grace which human life could attain, and he ardently prayed 
that it might be given to him. The proposition to follow king Harald as a missionary, among the 
heathen Danes he immediately accepted, in spite of the remonstrances of his friends, and 
accompanied by Autbert he repaired, in 827, to Denmark, where he immediately established a 
missionary station at Hedeby, in the province of Schleswig. The task was difficult, but the 
beginning was not without success. Twelve young boys were bought to be educated as teachers, 
and not a few people were converted and baptized. His kindness to the poor, the sick, to all who 
were in distress, attracted attention; his fervor as a preacher and teacher produced sympathy 
without, as yet, provoking resistance. But in 829 king Harald was again expelled and retired to 
Riustri, a possession on the mouth of the Weser, which the emperor had given to him as a fief. 
Ansgar was compelled to follow him and the prospects of the Danish mission became very dark, 
the more so as Autbert had to give up any further participation in the work on account of ill 
health, and return to New Corwey. At this time an invitation from the Swedish king, Bjorn, gave 
Ansgar an opportunity to visit Sweden, and he stayed there till 831, when the establishment of an 
episcopal see at Hamburg, determined upon by the diet of Aix-le-chapelle in 831, promised to 
give the Danish mission a new impulse. All Scandinavia was laid under the new see, and Ansgar 
was consecrated its first bishop by bishop Drago of Metz, a brother of the emperor, with the 
solemn assistance of three archbishops, Ebo of Rheims, Hetti of Treves and Obgar of Mentz. A 
bull of Gregory IV. {128} confirmed the whole arrangement, and Ansgar received personally the 
pallium from the hands of the Pope. In 834 the emperor endowed the see with the rich monastery 
of Thorout, in West Flanders, south of Bruges, and the work of the Danish mission could now be 
pushed with vigor. Enabled to treat with the petty kings of Denmark on terms of equality, and 
possessed of means to impress them with the importance of the cause, Ansgar made rapid 
progress, but, as was to be expected, the progress soon awakened opposition. In 834 a swarm of 
heathen Danes penetrated with a fleet of six hundred small vessels into the Elb under the 
command of king Horich I., and laid siege to Hamburg. The city was taken, sacked and burnt; the 
church which Ansgar had built, the monastery in which he lived, his library containing a copy of 
the Bible which the emperor had presented to him, etc., were destroyed and the Christians were 
driven away from the place. For many days Ansgar fled from hiding-place to hiding-place in 
imminent danger of his life. He sought refuge with the bishop of Bremen, but the bishop of 
Bremen was jealous, because Scandinavia had not been laid under his see, and refused to give any 
assistance. The revenues of Thorout he lost, as the emperor, Charles the Bald, gave the fief to one 
of his favorites. Even his own pupils deserted him. 
 
In this great emergency his character shone forth in all its strength and splendor; he bore what 
God laid upon him in silence and made no complaint. Meanwhile Lewis the German came to his 
support. In 846 the see of Bremen became vacant. The see of Hamburg was then united to that of 
Bremen, and to this new see, which Ansgar was called to fill, a papal bull of May 31, 864, gave 
archiepiscopal rank. Installed in Bremen, Ansgar immediately took up again the Danish mission 
and again with success. He won even king Horich himself for the Christian cause, and obtained 
permission from him to build a church in Hedeby, the first Christian church in Denmark, 
dedicated to Our Lady. Under king Horich’s son this church was allowed to have bells, a 
particular horror to the heathens, and a new and larger church was commenced in Ribe. By 



Ansgar’s activity Christianity became an established and acknowledged institution in Denmark, 
and not only in Denmark but also in Sweden, which he visited once more, 848-850. 
 
The principal feature of his spiritual character was ascetic severity; he wore a coarse hair-shirt 
close to the skin, fasted much and spent most of his time in prayer. But with this asceticism he 
connected a great deal of practical energy; he rebuked the idleness of the monks, demanded of his 
pupils that they should have some actual work at hand, and was often occupied in knitting, while 
praying. His enthusiasm and holy raptures were also singularly well-tempered by good common 
sense. To those who wished to extol his greatness and goodness by ascribing miracles to him, he 
said that the greatest miracle in his life would be, if God ever made a thoroughly pious man out of 
him. {129} Most prominent, however, among the spiritual features of his character shines forth 
his unwavering faith in the final success of his cause and the never-failing patience with which 
this faith fortified his soul. In spite of apparent failure he never gave up his work; overwhelmed 
with disaster, he still continued it. From his death-bed he wrote a letter to king Lewis to 
recommend to him the Scandinavian mission. Other missionaries may have excelled him in 
sagacity and organizing talent, but none in heroic patience and humility. He died at Bremen, Feb. 
3, 865, and lies buried there in the church dedicated to him. He was canonized by Nicholas I. 
 
Ansgar’s successor in the archiepiscopal see of Hamburg-Bremen was his friend and biographer, 
Rimbert, 865-888. In his time all the petty kingdoms into which Denmark was divided, were 
gathered together under one sceptre by King Gorm the Old; but this event, in one respect very 
favorable to the rapid spread of Christianity, was in other respects a real obstacle to the Christian 
cause as it placed Denmark, politically, in opposition to Germany, which was the basis and only 
support of the Christian mission to Denmark. King Gorm himself was a grim heathen; but his 
queen, Thyra Danabod, had embraced Christianity, and both under Rimbert and his successor, 
Adalgar, 888-909, the Christian missionaries were allowed to work undisturbed. A new church, 
the third in Denmark, was built at Aarhus. But under Adalgar’s successor, Unni, 909-936, King 
Gorm’s fury, half political and half religious, suddenly burst forth. The churches were burnt, the 
missionaries were killed or expelled, and nothing but the decisive victory of Henry the Fowler, 
king of Germany, over the Danish king saved the Christians in Denmark from complete 
extermination. By the peace it was agreed that King Gorm should allow the preaching of 
Christianity in his realm, and Unni took up the cause again with great energy. Between Unni’s 
successor, Adaldag, 936-988, and King Harald Blue Tooth, a son of Gorm the Old, there grew up 
a relation which almost might be called a co-operation. Around the three churches in Jutland: 
Schleswig, Ribe and Aarhus, and a fourth in Funen: Odense, bishoprics were formed, and 
Adaldag consecrated four native bishops. The church obtained right to accept and hold donations, 
and instances of very large endowments occurred. 
 
The war between King Harald and the German king, Otto II., arose from merely political causes, 
but led to the baptism of the former, and soon after the royal residence was moved from Leire, 
one of the chief centres of Scandinavian heathendom, to Roeskilde, where a Christian church was 
built. Among the Danes, however, there was a large party which was very ill-pleased at this turn 
of affairs. They were heathens because heathenism was the only religion which suited their 
passions. They clung to Thor, not from conviction, but from pride. They looked down with 
indignation and dismay upon the transformation which Christianity everywhere effected both of 
the character and the life of the people. Finally they left the country and settled under the 
leadership of Palnatoke, at the mouth of the Oder, where they founded a kind of republic, 
Jomsborg. 
 
From this place they waged a continuous war upon Christianity in Denmark for more than a 
decade, and with dreadful effect. The names of the martyrs would fill a whole volume, says 



Adam of Bremen. The church in Roeskilde was burnt. The bishopric of Funen was abolished. The 
king’s own son, Swen, was one of the leaders, and the king himself was finally shot by Palnatoke, 
991. Swen, however, soon fell out with the Joms vikings, and his invasion of England gave the 
warlike passions of the nation another direction. 
 
From the conquest of that country and its union with Denmark, the Danish mission received a 
vigorous impulse. King Swen himself was converted, and showed great zeal for Christianity. He 
rebuilt the church in Roeskilde, erected a new church at Lund, in Skaane, placed the sign of the 
cross on his coins, and exhorted, on his death-bed, his son Canute to work for the Christianization 
of Denmark. The ardor of the Hamburg-Bremen archbishops for the Danish mission seemed at 
this time to have cooled, or perhaps the growing difference between the language spoken to the 
north of the Eyder and that spoken to the south of that river made missionary work in Denmark 
very difficult for a German preacher. Ansgar had not felt this difference; but two centuries later it 
had probably become necessary for the German missionary to learn a foreign language before 
entering on his work in Denmark. 
 
Between England and Denmark there existed no such difference of language. King Canute the 
Great, during whose reign (1019-1035) the conversion of Denmark was completed, could employ 
English priests and monks in Denmark without the least embarrassment. He re-established the 
bishopric of Funen, and founded two new bishoprics in Sealand and Skaane; and these three sees 
were filled with Englishmen consecrated by the archbishop of Canterbury. He invited a number 
of English monks to Denmark, and settled them partly as ecclesiastics at the churches, partly in 
small missionary stations, scattered all around in the country; and everywhere, in the style of the 
church-building and in the character of the service the English influence was predominating. This 
circumstance, however, did in no way affect the ecclesiastical relation between Denmark and the 
archiepiscopal see of Hamburg-Bremen. The authority of the archbishop, though not altogether 
unassailed, was nevertheless generally submitted to with good grace, and until in the twelfth 
century an independent Scandinavian archbishopric was established at Lund, with the exception 
of the above cases, he always appointed and consecrated the Danish bishops. Also the relation to 
the Pope was very cordial. Canute made a pilgrimage to Rome, and founded several Hospitia 
Danorum there. He refused, however, to permit the introduction of the Peter’s pence in Denmark, 
and the tribute which, up to the fourteenth century, was annually sent from that country to Rome, 
was considered a voluntary gift. 
 
The last part of Denmark which was converted was the island of Bornholm. It was christianized 
in 1060 by Bishop Egius of Lund. It is noticeable, however, that in Denmark Christianity was not 
made a part of the law of the land, such as was the case in England and in Norway. 
 
{127} Epist. 13, in Monumenta Alcuiniana, Ed. Jaffe. 
 
{128} Mabillon: Act. Sanct. Bened. Ord. IV. 2, p. 124. 
 
{129} Si dignus essem apud Deum meum, rogarem quatenus unum mihi concederet signum, 
videlicet ut de me sua gratia faceret bonum hominem. Vita by Rimbert, c. 67 (Migne 118, p. 
1008).  

 



30. The Christianization of Sweden. 
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Just when the expulsion of Harald Klak compelled Ansgar to give up the Danish mission, at least 
for the time being, an embassy was sent by the Swedish king, Bjorn, to the emperor, Lewis the 
Pious, asking him to send Christian missionaries to Sweden. Like the Danes, the Swedes had 
become acquainted with Christianity through their wars and commercial connections with foreign 
countries, and with many this acquaintance appears to have awakened an actual desire to become 
Christians. Accordingly Ansgar went to Sweden in 829, accompanied by Witmar. While crossing 
the Baltic, the vessel was overtaken and plundered by pirates, and he arrived empty handed, not 
to say destitute, at Bjorko or Birka, the residence of King Bjorn, situated on an island in the 
Maelarn. Although poverty, and misery were very poor introduction to a heathen king in ancient 
Scandinavia, he was well received by the king; and in Hergeir, one of the most prominent men at 
the court of Birka, he found a warm and reliable friend. Hergeir built the first Christian chapel in 
Sweden, and during his whole life he proved an unfailing and powerful support of the Christian 
cause. After two years’ successful labor, Ansgar returned to Germany; but he did not forget the 
work begun. As soon as he was well established as bishop in Hamburg, he sent, in 834, Gautbert, 
a nephew of Ebo, to Sweden, accompanied by Nithard and a number of other Christian priests, 
and well provided with everything necessary for the work. Gautbert labored with great success. In 
Birka he built a church, and thus it became possible for the Christians, scattered all over Sweden, 
to celebrate service and partake of the Lord’s Supper in their own country without going to 
Duerstede or some other foreign place. But here, as in Denmark, the success of the Christian 
mission aroused the jealousy and hatred of the heathen, and, at last, even Hergeir was not able to 
keep them within bounds. An infuriated swarm broke into the house of Gautbert. The house was 
plundered; Nithard was murdered; the church was burnt, and Gautbert himself was sent in chains 
beyond the frontier. He never returned to Sweden, but died as bishop of Osnabruck, shortly 
before Ansgar. When Ansgar first heard of the outbreak in Sweden, he was himself flying before 
the fury of the Danish heathen, and for several years he was unable to do anything for the 
Swedish mission. Ardgar, a former hermit, now a priest, went to Sweden, and in Birka he found 
that Hergeir had succeeded in keeping together and defending the Christian congregation; but 
Hergeir died shortly after, and with him fell the last defence against the attacks of the heathen and 
barbarians. 
 
Meanwhile Ansgar had been established in the archiepiscopal see of Hamburg-Bremen. In 848, 
he determined to go himself to Sweden. The costly presents he gave to king Olaf, the urgent 
letters he brought from the emperor, and the king of Denmark, the magnificence and solemnity of 
the appearance of the mission made a deep impression. The king promised that the question 
should be laid before the assembled people, whether or not they would allow Christianity to be 
preached again in the country. In the assembly it was the address of an old Swede, proving that 
the god of the Christians was stronger even than Thor, and that it was poor policy for a nation not 
to have the strongest god, which finally turned the scales, and once more the Christian 
missionaries were allowed to preach undisturbed in the country,. Before Ansgar left, in 850, the 
church was rebuilt in Birka, and, for a number of years, the missionary labor was continued with 



great zeal by Erimbert, a nephew of Gautbert, by Ansfrid, born a Dane, and by Rimbert, also a 
Dane. 
 
Nevertheless, although the persecutions ceased, Christianity made little progress, and when, in 
935, Archbishop Unni himself visited Birka, his principal labor consisted in bringing back to the 
Christian fold such members as had strayed away among the heathen, and forgotten their faith. 
Half a century later, however, during the reign of Olaf Skotkonge, the mission received a 
vigorous impulse. The king himself and his sons were won for the Christian cause, and from 
Denmark a number of English missionaries entered the country. The most prominent among these 
was Sigfrid, who has been mentioned beside Ansgar as the apostle of the North. By his exertions 
many were converted, and Christianity became a legally recognized religion in the country beside 
the old heathenism. In the Southern part of Sweden, heathen sacrifices ceased, and heathen altars 
disappeared. In the Northern part, however, the old faith still continued to live on, partly because 
it was difficult for the missionaries to penetrate into those wild and forbidding regions, partly 
because there existed a difference of tribe between the Northern and Southern Swedes, which 
again gave rise to political differences. 
 
The Christianization of Sweden was not completed until the middle of the twelfth century.  

 



31. The Christianization of Norway and Iceland. 
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Christianity was introduced in Norway almost exclusively by the exertions of the kings, and the 
means employed were chiefly violence and tricks. The people accepted Christianity not because 
they had become acquainted with it and felt a craving for it, but because they were compelled to 
accept it, and the result was that heathen customs and heathen ideas lived on in Christian Norway 
for centuries after they had disappeared from the rest of Scandinavia. 
 
The first attempt to introduce Christianity in the country was made in the middle of the tenth 
century by Hakon the Good. Norway was gathered into one state in the latter part of the ninth 
century by Harald Haarfagr, but internal wars broke out again under Harald’s son and successor, 
Eric. These troubles induced Hakon, an illegitimate son of Harald Haarfagr and educated in 
England at the court of king Athelstan, to return to Norway and lay claim to the crown. He 
succeeded in gaining a party in his favor, expelled Eric and conquered all Norway, where he soon 
became exceedingly popular, partly on account of his valor and military ability, partly also on 
account of the refinement and suavity of his manners. Hakon was a Christian, and the 
Christianization of Norway seems to have been his highest goal from the very first days of his 
reign. But he was prudent. Without attracting any great attention to the matter, he won over to 
Christianity a number of those who stood nearest to him, called Christian priests from England, 
and built a church at Drontheim. Meanwhile he began to think that the time had come for a more 
public and more decisive step, and at the great Frostething, where all the most prominent men of 
the country were assembled, he addressed the people on the matter and exhorted them to become 
Christians. The answer he received was very characteristic. They had no objection to Christianity 
itself, for they did not know what it meant, but they suspected the king’s proposition, as if it were 
a political stratagem by means of which he intended to defraud them of their political rights and 
liberties. Thus they not only refused to become Christians themselves, but even compelled the 
king to partake in their heathen festivals and offer sacrifices to their heathen gods. The king was 
very indignant and determined to take revenge, but just as he had got an army together, the sons 
of the expelled Eric landed in Norway and in the battle against them, 961, he received a deadly 
wound. 
 
The sons of Eric, who had lived in England during their exile, were likewise Christians, and they 
took up the cause of Christianity in a very high-handed manner, overthrowing the heathen altars 
and forbidding sacrifices. But the impression they made was merely odious, and their successor, 
Hakon Jarl, was a rank heathen. The first time Christianity really gained a footing in Norway, was 



under Olaf Trygveson. Descended from Harald Haarfagr, but sold, while a child, as a slave in 
Esthonia, he was ransomed by a relative who incidentally met him and recognized his own kin in 
the beauty of the boy, and was educated at Moscow. Afterwards he roved about much in 
Denmark, Wendland, England and Ireland, living as a sea-king. In England he became acquainted 
with Christianity and immediately embraced it, but he carried his viking-nature almost unchanged 
over into Christianity, and a fiercer knight of the cross was probably never seen. Invited to 
Norway by a party which had grown impatient of the tyranny of Hakon Jarl, he easily made 
himself master of the country, in 995, and immediately set about making Christianity its religion, 
"punishing severely," as Snorre says, "all who opposed him, killing some, mutilating others, and 
driving the rest into banishment." In the Southern part there still lingered a remembrance of 
Christianity from the days of Hakon the Good, and things went on here somewhat more 
smoothly, though Olaf more than once gave the people assembled in council with him the choice 
between fighting him or accepting baptism forthwith. But in the Northern part all the craft and all 
the energy of the king were needed in order to overcome the opposition. Once, at a great heathen 
festival at Moere, he told the assembled people that, if he should return to the heathen gods it 
would be necessary for him to make some great and awful sacrifice, and accordingly he seized 
twelve of the most prominent men present and prepared to sacrifice them to Thor. They were 
rescued, however, when the whole assembly accepted Christianity and were baptized. In the year 
1000, he fell in a battle against the united Danish and Swedish kings, but though he reigned only 
five years, he nevertheless succeeded in establishing Christianity as the religion of Norway and, 
what is still more remarkable, no general relapse into heathenism seems to have taken place after 
his death. 
 
During the reign of Olaf the Saint, who ruled from A. D. 1014-’30, the Christianization of the 
country was completed. His task it was to uproot heathenism wherever it was still found lurking, 
and to give the Christian religion an ecclesiastical organization. Like his predecessors, he used 
craft and violence to reach his goal. Heathen idols and altars disappeared, heathen customs and 
festivals were suppressed, the civil laws were brought into conformity with the rules of Christian 
morals. The country was divided into dioceses and parishes, churches were built, and regular 
revenues were raised for the sustenance of the clergy. For the most part he employed English 
monks and priests, but with the consent of the archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen, under whose 
authority he placed the Norwegian church. After his death, in the battle of Stiklestad, July 29, 
1030, he was canonized and became the patron saint of Norway. 
 
To Norway belonged, at that time, Iceland. From Icelandic tradition as well as from the "De 
Mensura Orbis" by Dicuilus, an Irish monk in the beginning of the ninth century, it appears that 
Culdee anchorites used to retire to Iceland as early as the beginning of the eighth century, while 
the island was still uninhabited. These anchorites, however, seem to have had no influence 
whatever on the Norwegian settlers who, flying from the tyranny of Harald Haarfagr, came to 
Iceland in the latter part of the ninth century and began to people the country. The new-comers 
were heathen, and they looked with amazement at Auda the Rich, the widow of Olaf the White, 
king of Dublin, who in 892 took up her abode in Iceland and reared a lofty cross in front of her 
house. But the Icelanders were great travellers, and one of them, Thorvald Kodranson, who in 
Saxony had embraced Christianity, brought bishop Frederic home to Iceland. Frederic stayed 
there for four years, and his preaching found easy access among the people. The mission of 
Thangbrand in the latter part of the tenth century failed, but when Norway, or at least the 
Norwegian coast, became Christian, the intimate relation between Iceland and Norway soon 
brought the germs which Frederic had planted, into rapid growth, and in the year 1000 the 
Icelandic Althing declared Christianity to be the established religion of the country. The first 
church was built shortly after from timber sent by Olaf the Saint from Norway to the treeless 
island.  



 



IV. THE CHRISTIANIZATION OF THE SLAVS. 
 

32. General Survey. 
 
A. Regenvolscius: Systema Hist. chronol. Ecclesiarum Slavonic. Traj. ad Rhen., 1652. 
 
A. Wengerscius: Hist. ecclesiast. Ecclesiarum Slavonic. Amst., 1689. 
 
Kohlius: Introductio in Hist. Slavorum imprimis sacram. Altona, 1704. 
 
J. Ch. Jordan: Origines Slavicae. Vindob., 1745. 
 
S. de Bohusz: Recherches hist. sur l’origine des Sarmates, des Esclavons, et des Slaves, et sur les 
epoques de la conversion de ces peuples. St. Petersburg and London, 1812. 
 
P. J. Schafarik: Slavische Alterthumer. Leipzig, 1844, 2 vols. 
 
Horvat: Urgeschichte der Slaven. Pest, 1844. 
 
W. A. Maciejowsky: Essai Hist. sur l’eglise ehret. primitive de deux rites chez les Slaves. 
Translated from Polish into French by L. F. Sauvet, Paris, 1846. 
 
At what time the Slavs first made their appearance in Europe is not known. Latin and Greek 
writers of the second half of the sixth century, such as Procopius, Jornandes, Agathias, the 
emperor Mauritius and others, knew only those Slavs who lived along the frontiers of the Roman 
empire. In the era of Charlemagne the Slavs occupied the whole of Eastern Europe from the 
Baltic to the Balkan; the Obotrites and Wends between the Elbe and the Vistula; the Poles around 
the Vistula, and behind them the Russians; the Czechs in Bohemia. Further to the South the 
compact mass of Slavs was split by the invasion of various Finnish or Turanian tribes; the Huns 
in the fifth century, the Avars in the sixth, the Bulgarians in the seventh, the Magyars in the ninth. 
The Avars penetrated to the Adriatic, but were thrown back in 640 by the Bulgarians; they then 
settled in Panonia, were subdued and converted by Charlemagne, 791-796, and disappeared 
altogether from history in the ninth century. The Bulgarians adopted the Slavic language and 
became Slavs, not only in language, but also in customs and habits. Only the Magyars, who 
settled around the Theiss and the Danube, and are the ruling race in Hungary, vindicated 
themselves as a distinct nationality. 
 
The great mass of Slavs had no common political organization, but formed a number of 
kingdoms, which flourished, some for a shorter, and others for a longer period, such as Moravia, 
Bulgaria, Bohemia, Poland, and Russia. In a religious respect also great differences existed 
among them. They were agriculturists, and their gods were representatives of natural forces; but 
while Radigost and Sviatovit, worshipped by the Obotrites and Wends, were cruel gods, in whose 
temples, especially at Arcona in the island of Rugen, human beings were sacrificed, Svarog 
worshipped by the Poles, and Dazhbog, worshipped by the Bohemians, were mild gods, who 
demanded love and prayer. Common to all Slavs, however, was a very elaborate belief in fairies 
and trolls; and polygamy, sometimes connected with sutteeism, widely prevailed among them. 
Their conversion was attempted both by Constantinople and by Rome; but the chaotic and ever-
shifting political conditions under which they lived, the rising difference and jealousy between 



the Eastern and Western churches, and the great difficulty which the missionaries experienced in 
learning their language, presented formidable obstacles, and at the close of the period the work 
was not yet completed.  

 



33. Christian Missions among the Wends. 
 
ADAM Of BRENEN (d. 1067): Gesta Hammenb. (Hamburgensis) Eccl. Pont., in Pertz: 
Monumenta Germ., VII. 
 
Helmoldus (d. 1147) and Arnoldus Lubecensis: Chronicon Slavorum sive Annales Slavorum, 
from Charlemagne to 1170, ed. H. Bangert. Lubecae, 1659. German translation by Laurent. 
Berlin, 1852. 
 
Spieker: Kirchengeschichte der Mark Brandenburg. Berlin, 1839. 
 
Wiggers: Kirchengeschichte Mecklenburgs. Parchim, 1840. 
 
Giesebrecht: Wendische Geschichten. Berlin, 1843. 
 
Charlemagne was the first who attempted to introduce Christianity among the Slavic tribes which, 
under the collective name of Wends, occupied the Northern part of Germany, along the coast of 
the Baltic, from the mouth of the Elbe to the Vistula: Wagrians in Holstein, Obotrites in 
Mecklenburg, Sorbians on the Saxon boundary, Wilzians in Brandenburg, etc. But in the hands of 
Charlemagne, the Christian mission was a political weapon; and to the Slavs, acceptation of 
Christianity became synonymous with political and national subjugation. Hence their fury against 
Christianity which, time after time, broke forth, volcano-like, and completely destroyed the work 
of the missionaries. The decisive victories which Otto I. gained over the Wends, gave him an 
opportunity to attempt, on a large scale, the establishment of the Christian church among them. 
Episcopal sees were founded at Havelberg in 946, at Altenburg or Oldenburg in 948, at Meissen, 
Merseburg, and Zeitz in 968, and in the last year an archiepiscopal see was founded at 
Magdeburg. Boso, a monk from St. Emmeran, at Regensburg, who first had translated the 
formulas of the liturgy into the language of the natives, became bishop of Merseburg, and 
Adalbert, who first had preached Christianity in the island of Rugen, became archbishop. 
 
But again the Christian church was used as a means for political purposes, and, in the reign of 
Otto II., a fearful rising took place among the Wends under the leadership of Prince Mistiwoi. He 
had become a Christian himself; but, indignant at the suppression which was practiced in the 
name of the Christian religion, he returned to heathenism, assembled the tribes at Rethre, one of 
the chief centres of Wendish heathendom, and began, in 983, a war which spread devastation all 
over Northern Germany. The churches and monasteries were burnt, and the Christian priests were 
expelled. Afterwards Mistiwoi was seized with remorse, and tried to cure the evil he had done in 
an outburst of passion. But then his subjects abandoned him; he left the country, and spent the last 
days of his life in a Christian monastery at Bardewick. His grandson, Gottschalk, whose Slavic 
name is unknown, was educated in the Christian faith in the monastery of St. Michael., near 
Luneburg; but when he heard that his father, Uto, had been murdered, 1032, the old heathen 
instincts of revenge at once awakened within him. He left the monastery, abandoned Christianity, 
and raised a storm of persecution against the Christians, which swept over all Brandenburg, 
Mecklenburg, and Holstein. Defeated and taken prisoner by Bernard of Lower Saxony, he 
returned to Christianity; lived afterwards at the court of Canute the Great in Denmark and 
England; married a Danish princess, and was made ruler of the Obotrites. A great warrior, he 
conquered Holstein and Pommerania, and formed a powerful Wendish empire; and on this solid 
political foundation, he attempted, with considerable success, to build up the Christian church. 
The old bishoprics were re-established, and new ones were founded at Razzeburg and 
Mecklenburg; monasteries were built at Leuzen, Oldenburg, Razzeburg, Lubeck, and 



Mecklenburg; missionaries were provided by Adalbert, archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen; the 
liturgy was translated into the native tongue, and revenues were raised for the support of the 
clergy, the churches, and the service. 
 
But, as might have been expected, the deeper Christianity penetrated into the mass of the people, 
the fiercer became the resistance of the heathen. Gottschalk was murdered at Lentz, June 7, 1066, 
together with his old teacher, Abbot Uppo, and a general rising now took place. The churches and 
schools were destroyed; the priests and monks were stoned or killed as sacrifices on the heathen 
altars; and Christianity, was literally swept out of the country. It took several decades before a 
new beginning could be made, and the final Christianization of the Wends was not achieved until 
the middle of the twelfth century.  

 



34. Cyrillus and Methodius, the Apostles of the Slavs. Christianization 
of Moravia, Bohemia and Poland. 
 
F. M. Pelzel et J. Dobrowsky: Rerrum Bohemic. Scriptores. Prague. 
 
Friese: Kirchengeschichte d. Konigreichs Polen. Breslau, 1786. 
 
Franz. Palacky: Geschichte von Bohmen. Prague, 3d ed., 1864 sqq., 5 vols. (down to 1520). 
 
Wattenbach: Geschichte d. christl. Kirche in Bohmen und Mahren. Wien, 1849. 
 
A. Friud: Die Kirchengesch. Bohmens. Prague, 1863 sqq. 
 
Biographies of Cyrillus and Methodius, by J. Dobrowsky (Prague, 1823, and 1826); J. A. Ginzel 
(Geschichte der Slawenapostel und der Slawischen Liturgie. Leitmeritz, 1857); Philaret (in the 
Russian, German translation, Mitau, 1847); J. E. Biley (Prague, 1863); Dummler and F. 
Milkosisch (Wien, 1870). 
 
The Moravian Slavs were subjugated by Charlemagne, and the bishop of Passau was charged 
with the establishment of a Christian mission among them. Moymir, their chief, was converted 
and bishoprics were founded at Olmutz and Nitra. But Lewis the German suspected Moymir of 
striving after independence and supplanted him by Rastislaw or Radislaw. Rastislaw, however, 
accomplished what Moymir had only been suspected of. He formed an independent Moravian 
kingdom and defeated Lewis the German, and with the political he also broke the ecclesiastical 
connections with Germany, requesting the Byzantine emperor, Michael III., to send him some 
Greek missionaries. 
 
Cyrillus and Methodius became the apostles of the Slavs. Cyrillus, whose original name was 
Constantinus, was born at Thessalonica, in the first half of the ninth century, and studied 
philosophy in Constantinople, whence his by-name: the philosopher. Afterwards he devoted 
himself to the study of theology, and went to live, together with his brother Methodius, in a 
monastery. A strong ascetic, he became a zealous missionary. In 860 he visited the Chazares, a 
Tartar tribe settled on the North-Eastern shore of the Black Sea, and planted a Christian church 
there. He afterward labored among the Bulgarians and finally went, in company with his brother, 
to Moravia, on the invitation of Rastislaw, in 863. 
 
Cyrillus understood the Slavic language, and succeeded in making it available for literary 
purposes by inventing a suitable alphabet. He used Greek letters, with some Armenian and 
Hebrew, and some original letters. His Slavonic alphabet is still used with alterations in Russia, 
Wallachia, Moldavia, Bulgaria, and Servia. He translated the liturgy and the pericopes into 
Slavic, and his ability to preach and celebrate service in the native language soon brought 
hundreds of converts into his fold. A national Slavic church rapidly arose; the German priests 
with the Latin liturgy left the country. It corresponded well with the political plans of Rastislaw, 
to have a church establishment entirely independent of the German prelates, but in the difference 
which now developed between the Eastern and Western churches, it was quite natural for the 
young Slavic church to connect itself with Rome and not with Constantinople, partly because 
Cyrillus always had shown a kind of partiality to Rome, partly because the prudence and 
discrimination with which Pope Nicholas I. recently had interfered in the Bulgarian church, must 
have made a good impression. 



 
In 868 Cyrillus and Methodius went to Rome, and a perfect agreement was arrived at between 
them and Pope Adrian II., both with respect to the use of the Slavic language in religious service 
and with respect to the independent position of the Slavic church, subject only to the authority of 
the Pope. Cyrillus died in Rome, Feb. 14, 869, but Methodius returned to Moravia, having been 
consecrated archbishop of the Pannonian diocese. 
 
The organization of this new diocese of Pannonia was, to some extent, an encroachment on the 
dioceses of Passau and Salzburg, and such an encroachment must have been so much the more 
irritating to the German prelates, as they really had been the first to sow the seed of Christianity 
among the Slavs. The growing difference between the Eastern and Western churches also had its 
effect. The German clergy considered the use of the Slavic language in the mass an unwarranted 
innovation, and the Greek doctrine of the single procession of the Holy Spirit, still adhered to by 
Methodius and the Slavic church, they considered as a heresy. Their attacks, however, had at first 
no practical consequences, but when Rastislaw was succeeded in 870 by Swatopluk, and Adrian 
II. in 872 by John VIII., the position of Methodius became difficult. Once more, in 879, he was 
summoned to Rome, and although, this time too, a perfect agreement was arrived at, by which the 
independence of the Slavic church was confirmed, and all her natural peculiarities were 
acknowledged, neither the energy of Methodius, nor the support of the Pope was able to defend 
her against the attacks which now were made upon her both from without and from within. 
Swatopluk inclined towards the German-Roman views, and Wichin one of Methodius’s bishops, 
became their powerful champion. 
 
After the death of Swatopluk, the Moravian kingdom fell to pieces and was divided between the 
Germans, the Czechs of Bohemia, and the Magyars of Hungary; and thereby the Slavic church 
lost, so to speak, its very foundation. Methodius died between 881 and 910. At the opening of the 
tenth century the Slavic church had entirely lost its national character. The Slavic priests were 
expelled and the Slavic liturgy abolished, German priests and the Latin liturgy taking their place. 
The expelled priests fled to Bulgaria, whither they brought the Slavic translations of the Bible and 
the liturgy. 
 
Neither Charlemagne nor Lewis the Pious succeeded in subjugating Bohemia, and although the 
country was added to the diocese of Regensburg, the inhabitants remained pagans. But when 
Bohemia became a dependency of the Moravian empire and Swatopluk married a daughter of the 
Bohemian duke, Borziwai, a door was opened to Christianity. Borziwai and his wife, Ludmilla, 
were baptized, and their children were educated in the Christian faith. Nevertheless, when 
Wratislav, Borziwai’s son and successor, died in 925, a violent reaction took place. He left two 
sons, Wenzeslav and Boleslav, who were placed under the tutelage of their grandmother, 
Ludmilla. But their mother, Drahomira, was an inveterate heathen, and she caused the murder 
first of Ludmilla, and then of Wenzeslav, 938. Boleslav, surnamed the Cruel, had his mother’s 
nature and also her faith, and he almost succeeded in sweeping Christianity out of Bohemia. But 
in 950 he was utterly defeated by the emperor, Otto I., and compelled not only to admit the 
Christian priests into the country, but also to rebuild the churches which had been destroyed, and 
this misfortune seems actually to have changed his mind. He now became, if not friendly, at least 
forbearing to his Christian subjects, and, during the reign of his son and successor, Boleslav the 
Mild, the Christian Church progressed so far in Bohemia that an independent archbishopric was 
founded in Prague. The mass of the people, however, still remained barbarous, and heathenish 
customs and ideas lingered among them for more than a century. Adalbert, archbishop of Prague, 
from 983 to 997, {130} preached against polygamy, the trade in Christian slaves, chiefly carried 
on by the Jews, but in vain. Twice he left his see, disgusted and discouraged; finally he was 
martyred by the Prussian Wends. Not until 1038 archbishop Severus succeeded in enforcing laws 



concerning marriage, the celebration of the Lord’s Day, and other points of Christian morals. 
About the contest between the Romano-Slavic and the Romano-Germanic churches in Bohemia, 
nothing is known. Legend tells that Methodius himself baptized Borziwai and Ludmilla, and the 
first missionary, work was, no doubt, done by Slavic priests, but at the time of Adalbert the 
Germanic tendency was prevailing. 
 
Also among the Poles the Gospel was first preached by Slavic missionaries, and Cyrillus and 
Methodius are celebrated in the Polish liturgy {131} as the apostles of the country. As the 
Moravian empire under Rastislaw comprised vast regions which afterward belonged to the 
kingdom of Poland, it is only natural that the movement started by Cyrillus and Methodius should 
have reached also these regions, and the name of at least one Slavic missionary among the Poles, 
Wiznach, is known to history. 
 
After the breaking up of the Moravian kingdom, Moravian nobles and priests sought refuge in 
Poland, and during the reign of duke Semovit Christianity had become so powerful among the 
Poles, that it began to excite the jealousy of the pagans, and a violent contest took place. By the 
marriage between Duke Mieczyslav and the Bohemian princess Dombrowka, a sister of Boleslav 
the Mild, the influence of Christianity became still stronger. Dombrowka brought a number of 
Bohemian priests with her to Poland, 965, and in the following year Mieczyslav himself was 
converted and baptized. With characteristic arrogance he simply demanded that all his subjects 
should follow his example, and the pagan idols were now burnt or thrown into the river, pagan 
sacrifices were forbidden and severely punished, and Christian churches were built. So far the 
introduction of Christianity among the Poles was entirely due to Slavic influences, but at this time 
the close political connection between Duke Mieczyslav and Otto I. opened the way for a 
powerful German influence. Mieczyslav borrowed the whole organization of the Polish church 
from Germany. It was on the advice of Otto I. that he founded the first Polish bishopric at Posen 
and placed it under the authority of the archbishop of Magdeburg. German priests, representing 
Roman doctrines and rites, and using the Latin language, began to work beside the Slavic priests 
who represented Greek doctrines and rites and used the native language, and when finally the 
Polish church was placed wholly under the authority of Rome, this was not due to any 
spontaneous movement within the church itself, such as Polish chroniclers like to represent it, but 
to the influence of the German emperor and the German church. Under Mieczyslav’s son, 
Boleslav Chrobry, the first king of Poland and one of the most brilliant heroes of Polish history, 
Poland, although christianized only on the surface, became itself the basis for missionary labor 
among other Slavic tribes. 
 
It was Boleslav who sent Adalbert of Prague among the Wends, and when Adalbert here was 
pitifully martyred, Boleslav ransomed his remains, had them buried at Gnesen (whence they 
afterwards were carried to Prague), and founded here an archiepiscopal see, around which the 
Polish church was finally consolidated. The Christian mission, however, was in the hands of 
Boleslav, just as it often had been in the hands of the German emperors, and sometimes even in 
the hands of the Pope himself, nothing but a political weapon. The mass of the population of his 
own realm was still pagan in their very hearts. Annually the Poles assembled on the day on which 
their idols had been thrown into the rivers or burnt, and celebrated the memory of their gods by 
dismal dirges, {132} and the simplest rules of Christian morals could be enforced only by the 
application of the most barbarous punishments. Yea, under the political disturbances which 
occurred after the death of Mieczyslav II., 1034, a general outburst of heathenism took place 
throughout the Polish kingdom, and it took a long time before it was fully put down. 
 
{130} Passio S. Adalberti, in Scriptores Rerum Prussicarum I., and Vita S. Adalberti in 
Monumenta German. IV. 



 
{131} Missale proprium regum Poloniae, Venet. 1629; Officia propria patronorum regni 
Poloniae, Antwerp, 1627. 
 
{132} Grimm: Deutsche Mythologie, II. 733.  

 



35. The Conversion of the Bulgarians. 
 
Constantinus Porphyrogenitus: Life of Basilius Macedo, in Hist. Byzant. Continuatores post 
Theophanem. Greek and Latin, Paris, 1685. 
 
Photii Epistola, ed. Richard. Montacutius. London, 1647. 
 
Nicholas I.: Responsa ad Consulta Bulgarorum, in Mansi: Coll. Concil., Tom. XV., pp. 401-434; 
and in Harduin: Coll. Concil., V., pp. 353-386. 
 
A. Pichler: Geschichte der kirchlichen Trennung zwischen dem Orient und Occident. Munchen, 
1864, I., pp. 192 sqq. 
 
Comp. the biographies of Cyrillus and Methodius, mentioned in 34. 
 
The Bulgarians were of Turanian descent, but, having lived for centuries among Slavic nations, 
they had adopted Slavic language, religion, customs and habits. Occupying the plains between the 
Danube and the Balkan range, they made frequent inroads into the territory of the Byzantine 
empire. In 813 they conquered Adrianople and carried a number of Christians, among whom was 
the bishop himself, as prisoners to Bulgaria. Here these Christian prisoners formed a congregation 
and began to labor for the conversion of their captors, though not with any great success, as it 
would seem, since the bishop was martyred. But in 861 a sister of the Bulgarian prince, Bogoris, 
who had been carried as a prisoner to Constantinople, and educated there in the Christian faith, 
returned to her native country, and her exertions for the conversion of her brother at last 
succeeded. 
 
Methodius was sent to her aid, and a picture he painted of the last judgment is said to have made 
an overwhelming impression on Bogoris, and determined him to embrace Christianity. He was 
baptized in 863, and entered immediately in correspondence with Photius, the patriarch of 
Constantinople. His baptism, however, occasioned a revolt among his subjects, and the horrible 
punishment, which he inflicted upon the rebels, shows how little as yet he had understood the 
teachings of Christianity. 
 
Meanwhile Greek missionaries, mostly monks, had entered the country, but they were intriguing, 
arrogant, and produced nothing but confusion among the people. In 865 Bogoris addressed 
himself to Pope Nicolas I., asking for Roman missionaries, and laying before the Pope one 
hundred and six questions concerning Christian doctrines, morals and ritual, which he wished to 
have answered. The Pope sent two bishops to Bulgaria, and gave Bogoris very elaborate and 
sensible answers to his questions. 
 
Nevertheless, the Roman mission did not succeed either. The Bulgarians disliked to submit to any 
foreign authority. They desired the establishment of an independent national church, but this was 
not to be gained either from Rome or from Constantinople. Finally the Byzantine emperor, 
Basilius Macedo, succeeded in establishing Greek bishops and a Greek archbishop in the country, 
and thus the Bulgarian church came under the authority of the patriarch of Constantinople, but its 
history up to this very day has been a continuous struggle against this authority. The church is 
now ruled by a Holy Synod, with an independent exarch. 
 
Fearful atrocities of the Turks against the Christians gave rise to the Russo-Turkish war in 1877, 
and resulted in the independence of Bulgaria, which by the Treaty of Berlin in 1878 was 



constituted into "an autonomous and tributary principality, under the suzerainty of the Sultan," 
but with a Christian government and a national militia. Religious proselytism is prohibited, and 
religious school-books must be previously examined by the Holy Synod. But Protestant 
missionaries are at work among the people, and practically enjoy full liberty.  

 



36. The Conversion of the Magyars. 
 
Joh. de Thwrocz: Chronica Hungarorum, in Schwandtner: Scriptores Rerum Hungaricarum, I. 
Vienna, 1746-8. 
 
Vita S. Stephani, in Act. Sanctor. September. 
 
Vita S. Adalberti, in Monument. German. IV. 
 
Horvath: History of Hungary. Pest, 1842-46. 
 
Aug. Theiner: Monumenta vetera historica Hungariam sacram illustrantia. Rom., 1859, 1860, 2 
Tom. fol. 
 
The Magyars, belonging to the Turanian family of nations, and allied to the Finns and the Turks, 
penetrated into Europe in the ninth century, and settled, in 884, in the plains between the Bug and 
the Sereth, near the mouth of the Danube. On the instigation of the Byzantine emperor, Leo the 
Wise, they attacked the Bulgarians, and completely defeated them. The military renown they thus 
acquired gave them a new opportunity. The Frankish king Arnulf invoked their aid against 
Swatopluk, the ruler of the Moravian empire. Swatopluk, too, was defeated, and his realm was 
divided between the victors. The Magyars, retracing their steps across the Carpathian range, 
settled in the plains around the Theiss and the Danube, the country which their forefathers, the 
Huns, once had ruled over, the, present Hungary. They were a wild and fierce race, worshipping 
one supreme god under the guise of various natural phenomena: the sky, the river, etc. They had 
no temples and no priesthood, and their sacrifices consisted of animals only, mostly horses. But 
the oath was kept sacred among them, and their marriages were monogamous, and inaugurated 
with religious rites. 
 
The first acquaintance with Christianity the Magyars made through their connections with the 
Byzantine court, without any further consequences. But after settling in Hungary, where they 
were surrounded on all sides by Christian nations, they were compelled, in 950, by the emperor, 
Otto I., to allow the bishop of Passau to send missionaries into their country; and various 
circumstances contributed to make this mission a rapid and complete success. Their prince, 
Geyza, had married a daughter of the Transylvanian prince, Gyula, and this princess, Savolta, had 
been educated in the Christian faith. Thus Geyza felt friendly towards the Christians; and as soon 
as this became known, Christianity broke forth from the mass of the population like flowers from 
the earth when spring has come. The people which the Magyars had subdued when settling in 
Hungary, and the captives whom they had carried along with them from Bulgaria and Moravia, 
were Christians. Hitherto these Christians had concealed their religion from fear of their rulers, 
and their children had been baptized clandestinely; but now they assembled in great multitudes 
around the missionaries, and the entrance of Christianity into Hungary looked like a triumphal 
march. {133} 
 
Political disturbances afterwards interrupted this progress, but only for a short time. Adalbert of 
Prague visited the country, and made a great impression. He baptized Geyza’s son, Voik, born in 
961, and gave him the name of Stephanus, 994. Adalbert’s pupil, Rodla, remained for a longer 
period in the country, and was held in so high esteem by the people, that they afterwards would 
not let him go. When Stephanus ascended the throne in 997, he determined at once to establish 
Christianity as the sole religion of his realm, and ordered that all Magyars should be baptized, and 
that all Christian slaves should be set free. This, however, caused a rising of the pagan party 



under the head of Kuppa, a relative of Stephanus; but Kuppa was defeated at Veszprim, and the 
order had to be obeyed. 
 
Stephanus’ marriage with Gisela, a relative of the emperor, Otto III., brought him in still closer 
contact with the German empire, and he, like Mieczyslav of Poland, borrowed the whole 
ecclesiastical organization from the German church. Ten bishoprics were formed, and placed 
under the authority of the archbishop of Gran on the Danube (which is still the seat of the primate 
of Hungary); churches were built, schools and monasteries were founded, and rich revenues were 
procured for their support; the clergy was declared the first order in rank, and the Latin language 
was made the official language not only in ecclesiastical, but also in secular matters. As a reward 
for his zeal, Stephanus was presented by Pope Silvester II. with a golden crown, and, in the year 
1000, he was solemnly crowned king by the archbishop of Gran, while a papal bull conferred on 
him the title of "His Apostolic Majesty." And, indeed, Stephanus was the apostle of the Magyars. 
As most of the priests and monks, called from Germany, did not understand the language of the 
people, the king himself travelled about from town to town, preached, prayed, and exhorted all to 
keep the Lord’s Day, the fast, and other Christian duties. Nevertheless, it took a long time before 
Christianity really took hold of the Magyars, chiefly on account of the deep gulf created between 
the priests and their flocks, partly by the difference of language, partly by the exceptional position 
which Stephanus had given the clergy in the community, and which the clergy soon learned to 
utilize for selfish purposes. Twice during the eleventh century there occurred heavy relapses into 
paganism; in 1045, under King Andreas, and in 1060, under King Bela. 
 
{133} See the letter from Bishop Pilgrin of Passau to Pope Benedict VI. in Mansi, Concil. I.  

 



37. The Christianization of Russia. 
 
Nestor (monk of Kieff, the oldest Russian annalist, d. 1116): Annales, or Chronicon (from the 
building of the Babylonian tower to 1093). Continued by Niphontes (Nifon) from 1116-1157, and 
by others to 1676. Complete ed. in Russ by Pogodin, 1841, and with a Latin version and glossary 
by Fr. Miklosisch, Vindobon, 1860. German translation by Schlozer, Gottingen, 1802-’9, 5 vols. 
(incomplete). 
 
J. G. Stritter: Memoriae Populorum olim ad Danubium, etc., incolentium ex Byzant. Script. 
Petropoli, 1771. 4 vols. A collection of the Byzantine sources. 
 
N. M. Karamsin: History of Russia, 12 vols. St. Petersburg, 1816-29, translated into German and 
French. 
 
Ph. Strahl: Beitrage zur russ. Kirchen-Geschichte (vol. I.). Halle, 1827; and Geschichte d. russ 
Kirche (vol. I.). Halle, 1830 (incomplete). 
 
A. N. Mouravieff (late chamberlain to the Czar and Under-Procurator of the Most Holy Synod): A 
History of the Church of Russia (to the founding of the Holy Synod in 1721). St. Petersburg, 
1840, translated into English by Rev. R. W. Blackmore. Oxford, 1862. 
 
A. P. Stanley: Lectures on the Eastern Church. Lec. IX.-XII. London, 1862. 
 
L. Boissard: L’eglise de Bussie. Paris, 1867, 2 vols. 
 
The legend traces Christianity in Russia back to the Apostle St. Andrew, who is especially 
revered by the Russians. Mouravieff commences his history of the Russian church with these 
words: "The Russian church, like the other Orthodox churches of the East, had an apostle for its 
founder. St. Andrew, the first called of the Twelve, hailed with his blessing long beforehand the 
destined introduction of Christianity into our country. Ascending up and penetrating by the 
Dniepr into the deserts of Scythia, he planted the first cross on the hills of Kieff, and ‘See you,’ 
said he to his disciples, ‘those hills? On those hills shall shine the light of divine grace. There 
shall be here a great city, and God shall have in it many churches to His name.’ Such are the 
words of the holy Nestor that point from whence Christian Russia has sprung." 
 
This tradition is an expansion of the report that Andrew labored and died a martyr in Scythia, 
{134} and nothing more. 
 
In the ninth century the Russian tribes, inhabiting the Eastern part of Europe, were gathered 
together under the rule of Ruric, a Varangian prince, {135} who from the coasts of the Baltic 
penetrated into the centre of the present Russia, and was voluntarily accepted, if not actually 
chosen by the tribes as their chief. He is regarded as the founder of the Russian empire, A. D. 
862, which in 1862 celebrated its millennial anniversary. About the same time or a little later the 
Russians became somewhat acquainted with Christianity through their connections with the 
Byzantine empire. The Eastern church, however, never developed any great missionary activity, 
and when Photius, the patriarch of Constantinople, in his circular letter against the Roman see, 
speaks of the Russians as already converted at his time (867), a few years after the founding of 
the empire, he certainly exaggerates. When, in 945, peace was concluded between the Russian 
grand-duke, Igor, and the Byzantine emperor, some of the Russian soldiers took the oath in the 
name of Christ, but by far the greatest number swore by Perun, the old Russian god. In Kieff, on 



the Dniepr, the capital of the Russian realm, there was at that time a Christian church, dedicated 
to Elijah, and in 955 the grand-duchess, Olga, went to Constantinople and was baptized. She did 
not succeed, however, in persuading her son, Svatoslav, to embrace the Christian faith. 
 
The progress of Christianity among the Russians was slow until the grand-duke Vladimir (980-
1015), a grandson of Olga, and revered as Isapostolos ("Equal to an Apostle") with one sweep 
established it as the religion of the country. The narrative of this event by Nestor is very dramatic. 
Envoys from the Greek and the Roman churches, from the Mohammedans and the Jews (settled 
among the Chazares) came to Vladimir to persuade him to leave his old gods. He hesitated and 
did not know which of the new religions he should choose. Finally he determined to send wise 
men from among his own people to the various places to investigate the matter. The envoys were 
so powerfully impressed by a picture of the last judgment and by the service in the church of St. 
Sophia in Constantinople, that the question at once was settled in favor of the religion of the 
Byzantine court. 
 
Vladimir, however, would not introduce it without compensation. He was staying at Cherson in 
the Crimea, which he had just taken and sacked, and thence he sent word to the emperor Basil, 
that he had determined either to adopt Christianity and receive the emperor’s sister, Anne, in 
marriage, or to go to Constantinople and do to that city as he had done to Cherson. He married 
Anne, and was baptized on the day of his wedding, A. D. 988. 
 
As soon as he was baptized preparations were made for the baptism of his people. The wooden 
image of Perun was dragged at a horse’s tail through the country, soundly flogged by all passers-
by, and finally thrown into the Dniepr. Next, at a given hour, all the people of Kieff, men, women 
and children, descended into the river, while the grand Duke kneeled, and the Christian priests 
read the prayers from the top of the cliffs on the shore. Nestor, the Russian monk and annalist, 
thus describes the scene: "Some stood in the water up to their necks, others up to their breasts, 
holding their young children in their arms; the priests read the prayers from the shore, naming at 
once whole companies by the same name. It was a sight wonderfully curious and beautiful to 
behold; and when the people were baptized each returned to his own home." 
 
Thus the Russian nation was converted in wholesale style to Christianity by despotic power. It is 
characteristic of the supreme influence of the ruler and the slavish submission of the subjects in 
that country. Nevertheless, at its first entrance in Russia, Christianity penetrated deeper into the 
life of the people than it did in any other country, without, however, bringing about a 
corresponding thorough moral transformation. Only a comparatively short period elapsed, before 
a complete union of the forms of religion and the nationality took place. Every event in the 
history of the nation, yea, every event in the life of the individual was looked upon from a 
religious point of view, and referred to some distinctly religious idea. The explanation of this 
striking phenomenon is due in part to Cyrill’s translation of the Bible into the Slavic language, 
which had been driven out from Moravia and Bohemia by the Roman priests, and was now 
brought from Bulgaria into Russia, where it took root. While the Roman church always insisted 
upon the exclusive use of the Latin translation of the Bible and the Latin language in divine 
service, the Greek church always allowed the use of the vernacular. Under its auspices there were 
produced translations into the Coptic, Syriac, Armenian, and Slavic languages, and the effects of 
this principle were, at least in Russia, most beneficial. During the reign of Vladimir’s successor, 
Jaroslaff, 1019-1054, not only were churches and monasteries and schools built all over the 
country, but Greek theological books were translated, and the Russian church had, at an early 
date, a religious literature in the native tongue of the people. Jaroslaff, by his celebrated code of 
laws, became the Justinian of Russia. 
 



The Czars and people of Russia have ever since faithfully adhered to the Oriental church which 
grew with the growth of the empire all along the Northern line of two Continents. As in the West, 
so in Russia, monasticism was the chief institution for the spread of Christianity among heathen 
savages. Hilarion (afterwards Metropolitan), Anthony, Theodosius, Sergius, Lazarus, are 
prominent names in the early history of Russian monasticism. 
 
The subsequent history of the Russian church is isolated from the main current of histoy, and 
almost barren of events till the age of Nikon and Peter the Great. At first she was dependent on 
the patriarch of Constantinople. In 1325 Moscow was founded, and became, in the place of Kieff, 
the Russian Rome, with a metropolitan, who after the fall of Constantinople became independent 
(1461), and a century later was raised to the dignity of one of the five patriarchs of the Eastern 
Church (1587). But Peter the Great made the Northern city of his own founding the ecclesiastical 
as well as the political metropolis, and transferred the authority of the patriarchate of Moscow to 
the "Holy Synod" (1721), which permanently resides in St. Petersburg and constitutes the highest 
ecclesiastical judicatory of Russia under the caesaropapal rule of the Czar, the most powerful 
rival of the Roman Pope. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{134} Euseb. III. 1. 
 
{135} The Varangians were a tribe of piratical Northmen who made the Slavs and Finns tributary.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER III. 
 
MOHAMMEDANISM IN ITS RELATION TO CHRISTIANITY. {136} 
 
"There is no God but God, and Mohammed is his apostle."—The Koran. 
 
"There is one God and one Mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus, who gave 
himself a ransom for all."—1 Tim. ii. 5, 6. 
 

38. Literature. 
 
See A. Sprenger’s Bibliotheca Orientalis Sprengeriana. Giessen, 1857. 
 
W. Muir.: Life of Mahomet, Vol. I., ch. 1. Muir discusses especially the value of Mohammedan 
traditions. 
 
Ch. Friedrici: Bibliotheca Orientalis. London (Trubner & Co.) 1875 sqq. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
1. The Koran or AL-Koran. The chief source. The Mohammedan Bible, claiming to be given by 
inspiration to Mohammed during the course of twenty years. About twice as large as the New 
Testament. The best Arabic MSS., often most beautifully written, are in the Mosques of Cairo, 
Damascus, Constantinople, and Paris; the largest, collection in the library of the Khedive in 
Cairo. Printed editions in Arabic by Hinkelmann (Hamburg, 1694); Molla Osman Ismael (St. 
Petersburg, 1787 and 1803); G. Flugel (Leipz., 1834); revised by Redslob (1837, 1842, 1858). 
Arabice et Latine, ed. L. Maraccius, Patav., 1698, 2 vols., fol. (Alcorani textus universus, with 
notes and refutation). A lithographed edition of the Arabic text appeared at Lucknow in India, 
1878 (A. H. 1296). 
 
The standard English translations: in prose by Geo. Sale (first publ., Lond., 1734, also 1801, 
1825, Philad., 1833, etc.), with a learned and valuable preliminary discourse and notes; in the 
metre, but without the rhyme, of the original by J. M. Rodwell (Lond., 1861, 2d ed. 1876, the 
Suras arranged in chronological order). A new transl. in prose by E. H. Palmer. (Oxford, 1880, 2 
vols.) in M. Muller’s "Sacred Books of the East." Parts are admirably translated by Edward W. 
Lane. 
 
French translation by Savary, Paris, 1783, 2 vols.; enlarged edition by Garcin de Tassy, 1829, in 3 
vols.; another by M. Kasimirski, Paris, 1847, and 1873. 
 
German translations by Wahl (Halle, 1828), L. Ullmann (Bielefeld, 1840, 4th ed. 1857), and parts 
by Hammer von Purgstall (in the Fundgruben des Orients), and Sprenger (in Das Leben und die 
Lehre des Mohammad). 
 
2. Secondary sources on the Life of Moh. and the origin of Islam are the numerous poems of 
contemporaries, especially in Ibn Ishac, and the collections of the sayings of Moh., especially the 
Sahih (i.e. The True, the Genuine) of Albuchari (d. 871). Also the early Commentaries on the 



Koran, which explain difficult passages, reconcile the contradictions, and insert traditional 
sayings and legends. See Sprenger, III. CIV. sqq. 
 
II. Works On The Koran. 
 
Th. Noldeke: Geschichte des Quorans, (History of the Koran), Gottingen, 1860; and his art. in the 
"Encycl. Brit., 9th ed. XVI. 597-606." 
 
Garcin de Tassy: L’Islamisme d’apres le Coran l’enseignement doctrinal et la pratique, 3d ed. 
Paris, 1874. 
 
Gustav Weil: Hist. kritische Einleitung in den Koran. Bielefeld und Leipz., 1844, 2d ed., 1878. 
 
Sir William Muir: The Coran. Its Composition and Teaching; and the Testimony it bears to the 
Holy Scriptures. (Allahabad, 1860), 3d ed., Lond., 1878. 
 
Sprenger, l. c.., III., pp. xviii.-cxx. 
 
III. Biographies of Mohammed. 
 
1. Mohammedan biographers. 
 
Zohri (the oldest, died after the Hegira 124). 
 
Ibn Ishac (or Ibni Ishak, d. A. H. 151, or A. D. 773), ed. in Arabic from MSS. by Wustenfeld, 
Gott., 1858-60, translated by Weil, Stuttg., 1864. 
 
Ibn (Ibni) Hisham (d. A. H. 213, A. D. 835), also ed. by Wustenfeld, and translated by Weil, 1864. 
 
Katib Al Waquidi (or Wackedee, Wackidi, d. at Bagdad A. H. 207, A. D. 829), a man of 
prodigious learning, who collected the traditions, and left six hundred chests of books (Sprenger, 
III., LXXI.), and his secretary, Muhammad Ibn Saad (d. A. H. 230, A. D. 852), who arranged, 
abridged, and completed the biographical works of his master in twelve or fifteen for. vols.; the 
first vol. contains the biography of Moh., and is preferred by Muir and Sprenger to all others. 
German transl. by Wellhausen: Muhammed in Medina. From the Arabic of Vakidi. Berlin, 1882. 
 
Tabari (or Tibree, d. A. H. 310, A. D. 932), called by Gibbon "the Livy of the Arabians." 
 
Muir says (I., CIII.): "To the three biographies by Ibn Hisham, by Wackidi, and his secretary, and 
by Tabari, the judicious historian of Mahomet will, as his original authorities, confine himself. He 
will also receive, with a similar respect, such traditions in the general collections of the earliest 
traditionists—Bokhari, Muslim, Tirmidzi, etc., —as may bear upon his subject. But he will reject 
as evidence all later authors." Abulfeda (or Abulfida, d. 1331), once considered the chief 
authority, now set aside by much older sources. 
 
*Syed Ahmed Khan Bahador (member of the Royal Asiatic Society): A Series of Essays on the 
Life of Mohammed. London (Trubner & Co.), 1870. He wrote also a "Mohammedan Commentary 
on the Holy Bible." He begins with the sentence: "In nomine Dei Misericordis Miseratoris. Of all 
the innumerable wonders of the universe, the most marvellous is religion." 
 



Syed Ameer Ali, Moulve (a Mohammedan lawyer, and brother of the former): A Critical 
Examination of the Life and Teachings of Mohammed. London 1873. A defense of Moh. chiefly 
drawn from Ibn-Hisham and Ibn-al Athir (1160-1223). 
 
2. Christian Biographies. 
 
Dean Prideaux (d. 1724): Life of Mahomet, 1697, 7th ed. Lond., 1718. Very unfavorable. 
 
Count Boulinvilliers: The Life of Mahomet. Transl. from the French. Lond., 1731. 
 
Jean Gagnier (d. 1740): La vie de Mahomet, 1732, 2 vols., etc. Amsterd. 1748, 3 vols. Chiefly 
from Abulfeda and the Sonna. He also translated Abulfeda. 
 
*Gibbon: Decline and Fall, etc. (1788), chs. 50-52. Although not an Arabic scholar, Gibbon 
made the best use of the sources then accessible in Latin, French, and English, and gives a 
brilliant and, upon the whole, impartial picture. 
 
*Gustav Weil: Mohammed der Prophet, sein Leben und seine Lehre. Stuttgart, 1843. Comp. also 
his translation of Ibn Ishac, and Ibn Hisham, Stuttgart, 1864, 2 vols.; and his Biblische Legenden 
der Muselmanner aus arabischen Quellen und mit jud. Sagen verglichen. Frcf., 1845. The last is 
also transl. into English. 
 
Th. Carlyle: The Hero as Prophet, in his Heroes Hero- Worship and the Heroic in History. 
London, 1840. A mere sketch, but full of genius and stimulating hints. He says: "We have chosen 
Mahomet not as the most eminent prophet, but as the one we are freest to speak of. He is by no 
means the truest of prophets, but I esteem him a true one. Farther, as there is no danger of our 
becoming, any of us, Mahometans, I mean to say all the good of him I justly can. It is the way to 
get at his secret." 
 
Washington Irving: Mahomet and His Followers. N. Y., 1850. 2 vols. 
 
George Bush: The Life of Mohammed. New York (Harpers). 
 
*SIR William MUIR (of the Bengal Civil Service): The Life of Mahomet. With introductory 
chapters on the original sources for the biography of Mahomet, and on the pre-Islamite history of 
Arabia. Lond., 1858-1861, 4 vols. Learned, able, and fair. Abridgement in 1 vol. Lond., 1877. 
 
*A. Sprenger: First an English biography printed at Allahabad, 1851, and then a more complete 
one in German, Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad. Nach bisher grosstentheils 
unbenutzten Quellen. Berlin, 1861-’65, 2d ed. 1869, 3 vols. This work is based on original and 
Arabic sources, and long personal intercourse with Mohammedans in India, but is not a well 
digested philosophical biography. 
 
*Theod. Noldeke: Das Leben Muhammeds. Hanover, 1863. Comp. his elaborate art. in Vol. 
XVIII. of Herzog’s Real-Encycl., first ed. 
 
E. Renan: Mahomet, et les origines de l’islamisme, in his "Etudes de l’histoire relig.," 7th ed. 
Par., 1864. 
 
Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire: Mahomet et le Oran. Paris, 1865. Based on Sprenger and Muir. 
 



Ch. Scholl: L’Islam et son Fondateur. Paris, 1874. 
 
R. Bosworth Smith (Assistant Master in Harrow School): Mohammed and Mohammedanism. 
Lond. 1874, reprinted New York, 1875. 
 
J. W. H. Stobart: Islam and its Founder. London, 1876. 
 
J. Wellhausen: Art. Moh. in the "Encycl. Brit." 9th ed. vol. XVI. 545-565. 
 
IV. History Of The Arabs And Turks. 
 
Jos. von Hammer-Purgstall: Geschichte des osmanischen Reiches. Pesth, 1827-34, 10 vols. A 
smaller ed. in 4 vols. This standard work is the result of thirty years’ labor, and brings the history 
down to 1774. By the same: Literaturgeschichte der Araber. Wien, 1850-’57, 7 vols. 
 
*G. Weil: Gesch. der Chalifen. Mannheim, 1846-5l, 3 vols. 
 
*Caussin de Perceval: Essai sur l’histoire des Arabes. Paris, 1848, 3 vols. 
 
*Edward A. Freeman (D. C. L., LL. D.): History and Conquests of the Saracens. Lond., 1856, 3d 
ed. 1876. 
 
Robert Durie Osborn (Major of the Bengal Staff Corps): Islam under the Arabs. London., 1876; 
Islam under the Khalifs of Baghdad. London, 1877. 
 
Sir Edward S. Creasy: History of the Ottoman Turks from the Beginning of their Empire to the 
present Time. Lond., 2d ed. 1877. Chiefly founded on von Hammer’ 
 
Th. Noldeke: Geschichte der Perser und Araber zur Zeit der Sasaniden. Aus der arabischen 
Chronik des Tabari ubersetzt. Leyden, 1879. 
 
Sir Wm. Muir: Annals of the Early Caliphate. London 1883. 
 
V. Manners And Customs Of The Mohammedans. 
 
Joh. Ludwig Burckhardt: Travels in Nubia, 1819; Travels in Syria and Palestine, 1823; Notes on 
the Bedouins, 1830. 
 
*Edw. W. Lane: Modern Egyptians. Lond., 1836, 5th ed. 1871, in 2 vols. 
 
*Rich. F. Burton: Personal narrative of a Pilgrimage to El Medinah and Meccah, Lond. 1856, 3 
vols. 
 
C. B. Klunzinger: Upper Egypt: its People and its Products. A descriptive Account of the 
Manners, Customs, Superstitions, and Occupations of the People of the Nile Valley, the Desert, 
and the Red Sea Coast. New York, 1878. A valuable supplement to Lane. 
 
Books of Eastern Travel, especially on Egypt and Turkey. Bahrdt’s Travels in Central Africa 
(1857), Palgrave’s Arabia (1867), etc. 
 
VI. Relation Of Mohammedanism To Judaism.\ 



 
*Abraham Geiger: Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthum aufgenommen? Bonn, 1833. 
 
Hartwig Hirschfeld: Judische Elemente im Koran. Berlin, 1878. 
 
VII. Mohammedanism as a Religion, and its Relation to Christianity. 
 
L. Maracci: Prodromus ad refutationem Alcorani. Rom., 1691, 4 vols. 
 
S. Lee: Controversial Tracts on Christianity and Mahometanism. 1824. 
 
J. Dollingber (R.C.): Muhammed’s Religion nach ihrer innern Entwicklung u. ihrem Einfluss auf 
das Leben der Volker. Regensb. 1838. 
 
A. Mohler (R.C.): Das Verhaltniss des Islam zum Christenthum (in his "Gesammelte Schriften"). 
Regensb., 1839. 
 
C. F. Gerock: Versuch einer Darstellung der Christologie des Koran. Hamburg and Gotha, 1839. 
 
J. H. Newman (R.C.): The Turks in their relation to Europe (written in 1853), in his "Historical 
Sketches." London, 1872, pp. 1-237. 
 
Dean Arthur P. Stanley: Mahometanism and its relations to the Eastern Church (in Lectures on 
the "History of the Eastern Church." London and New York, 1862, pp. 360-387). A picturesque 
sketch. 
 
Dean Milman: History of Latin Christianity. Book IV., chs. 1 and 2. (Vol. II. p. 109). 
 
Theod. Noldeke: Art. Muhammed und der Islam, in Herzog’s "Real-Encyclop." Vol. XVIII. 
(1864), pp. 767-820.’ 
 
*Eman. Deutsch: Islam, in his "Liter. Remains." Lond. and N. York, 1874, pp. 50-134. The 
article originally appeared in the London "Quarterly Review" for Oct. 1869, and is also printed at 
the end of the New York (Harper) ed. of R. Bosworth Smith’s Mohammed. Reports of the 
General Missionary Conference at Allahabad, 1873. 
 
J. Muhleisen Arnold (formerly chaplain at Batavia): Islam: its History, Character, and Relation 
to Christianity. Lond., 1874, 3d ed. 
 
Gustav. Rosch: Die Jesusmythen des Islam, in the "Studien und Kritiken." Gotha, 1876. (No. III. 
pp. 409-454). 
 
Marcus Dods: Mohammed, Buddha, and Christ. Lond. 2d ed. 1878. 
 
Ch. A. Aiken: Mohammedanism as a Missionary Religion. In the "Bibliotheca Sacra," of 
Andover for 1879, p. 157. 
 
Archbishop Trench: Lectures on Mediaeval Church History (Lect. IV. 45-58). London, 1877. 
 
Henry H. Jessup (Amer. Presbyt. missionary at Beirut): The Mohammedan Missionary Problem. 
Philadelphia, 1879. 



 
Edouard Sayous: Jesus Christ d’apres Mahomet. Paris 1880. 
 
G. P. Badger: Muhammed in Smith and Wace, III. 951-998. 
 
{136} Mahomet and Mahometanism, is the usual, but Mohammad, Muhammad, or Mohammed, 
Mohammedanism, is the more correct spelling in English. Sale, Deutsch, B. Smith, Khan 
Bahador, and others, spell Mohammed; Sprenger, Mohammad; Noldeke, Muhammed; Gibbon, 
Carlyle and Muir, retain Mahomet. The word means: the Praised, the Glorified, the Illustrious; 
but according to Sprenger and Deutsch, the Desired, perhaps with reference to the Messianic 
interpretation of "the Desire of all nations," Haggai 2:7. See on the name, Sprenger, I. 155 sqq., 
and Deutsch, p. 68 note.  

 



39. Statistics and Chronological Table. 
 
Estimate of the Mohammedan Population (According to Keith Johnston). 
 
In Asia, 112,739,000 
 
In Africa, 50,416,000 
 
In Europe, 5,974,000 
 

Total, 169,129,000 
 
Mohammedans Under Christian Governments. 
 
England in India rules over 41,000,000 
 
Russia in Central Asia rules over 6,000,000 
 
France in Africa rules over 2,000,000 
 
Holland in Java and Celebes rules over 1,000,000 
 
Total, 50,000,000 
 
A. D. Chronological Survey. 
 
570. Birth of Mohammed, at Mecca. 
 
610. Mohammed received the visions of Gabriel and began his career as a prophet. (Conversion 
of the Anglo-Saxons). 
 
622. The Hegira, or the flight of Mohammed from Mecca to Medina. Beginning of the 
Mohammedan era. 
 
632. (June 8) Death of Mohammed at Medina. 
 
632. Abu Bekr, first Caliph or successor of Mohammed 
 
636. Capture of Jerusalem by the Caliph Omar. 
 
640. Capture of Alexandria by Omar. 
 
711. Tharyk crosses the Straits from Africa to Europe, and calls the mountain Jebel Tharyk 
(Gibraltar). 
 
732. Battle of Poitiers and Tours; Abd-er-Rahman defeated by Charles Martel; Western Europe 
saved from Moslem conquest. 
 



786-809. Haroun al Rashid, Caliph of Bagdad. Golden era of Mohammedanism. Correspondence 
with Charlemagne. 
 
1063. Allp Arslan, Seljukian Turkish prince. 
 
1096. The First Crusade. Capture of Jerusalem by Godfrey of Bouillon. 
 
1187. Saladin, the Sultan of Egypt and scourge of the Crusaders, conquers at Tiberias and takes 
Jerusalem, (1187); is defeated by Richard Coeur de Lion at Askelon, and dies 1193. Decline of 
the Crusades. 
 
1288-1326. Reign of Othman, founder of the Ottoman (Turkish) dynasty. 
 
1453. Capture of Constantinople by Mohammed II., "the Conqueror," and founder of the 
greatness of Turkey. (Exodus of Greek scholars to Southern Europe; the Greek Testament 
brought to the West; the revival of letters.) 
 
1492. July 2. Boabdil (or Alien Abdallah) defeated by Ferdinand at Granada; end of Moslem rule 
in Spain. (Discovery of’ America by Columbus). 
 
1517. Ottoman Sultan Selim I. conquers Egypt, wrests the caliphate from the Arab line of the 
Koreish through Motawekkel Billah, and transfers it to the Ottoman Sultans; Ottoman caliphate 
never acknowledged by Persian or Moorish Moslems. (The Reformation.) 
 
1521-1566. Solyman II., "the Magnificent," marks the zenith of the military power of the Turks; 
takes Belgrade (1521), defeats the Hungarians (1526), but is repulsed from Vienna (1529 and 
1532). 
 
1571. Defeat of Selim II. at the naval battle of Lepanto by the Christian powers under Don John 
of Austria. Beginning of the decline of the Turkish power. 
 
1683. Final repulse of the Turks at the gates of Vienna by John Sobieski, king of Poland, 2Sept. 
12; Eastern Europe saved from Moslem rule. 
 
1792. Peace at Jassy in Moldavia, which made the Dniester the frontier between Russia and 
Turkey. 
 
1827. Annihilation of the Turko-Egyptian fleet by, the combined squadrons of England, France, 
and Russia, in the battle of Navarino, October 20. Treaty of Adrianople, 1829. Independence of 
the kingdom of Greece, 1832. 
 
1856. End of Crimean War; Turkey saved by England and France aiding the Sultan against the 
aggression of Russia; Treaty of Paris; European agreement not to interfere in the domestic affairs 
of Turkey. 
 
1878. Defeat of the Turks by Russia; but checked by the interference of England under the lead of 
Lord Beaconsfield. Congress of the European powers, and Treaty of Berlin; independence of 
Bulgaria secured; Anglo-Turkish Treaty; England occupies Cyprus—agrees to defend the frontier 
of Asiatic Turkey against Russia, on condition that the Sultan execute fundamental reforms in 
Asiatic Turkey. 
 



1880. Supplementary Conference at Berlin. Rectification and enlargement of the boundary of 
Montenegro and Greece.  

 



40. Position of Mohammedanism in Church History. 
 
While new races and countries in Northern and Western Europe, unknown to the apostles, were 
added to the Christian Church, we behold in Asia and Africa the opposite spectacle of the rise and 
progress of a rival religion which is now acknowledged by more than one-tenth of the inhabitants 
of the globe. It is called "Mohammedanism" from its founder, or "Islam," from its chief virtue, 
which is absolute surrender to the one true God. Like Christianity, it had its birth in the Shemitic 
race, the parent of the three monotheistic religions, but in an obscure and even desert district, and 
had a more rapid, though less enduring success. 
 
But what a difference in the means employed and the results reached! Christianity made its 
conquest by peaceful missionaries and the power of persuasion, and carried with it the blessings 
of home, freedom and civilization. Mohammedanism conquered the fairest portions of the earth 
by the sword and cursed them by polygamy, slavery, despotism and desolation. The moving 
power of Christian missions was love to God and man; the moving power of Islam was fanaticism 
and brute force. Christianity has found a home among all nations and climes; Mohammedanism, 
although it made a most vigorous effort to conquer the world, is after all a religion of the desert, 
of the tent and the caravan, and confined to nomad and savage or half-civilized nations, chiefly 
Arabs, Persians, and Turks. It never made an impression on Europe except by brute force; it is 
only encamped, not really domesticated, in Constantinople, and when it must withdraw from 
Europe it will leave no trace behind. 
 
Islam in its conquering march took forcible possession of the lands of the Bible, and the Greek 
church, seized the throne of Constantine, overran Spain, crossed the Pyrenees, and for a long time 
threatened even the church of Rome and the German empire, until it was finally repulsed beneath 
the walls of Vienna. The Crusades which figure so prominently in the history of mediaeval 
Christianity, originated in the desire to wrest the holy land from the followers of "the false 
prophet," and brought the East in contact with the West. The monarchy and the church of Spain, 
with their architecture, chivalry, bigotry, and inquisition, emerged from a fierce conflict with the 
Moors. Even the Reformation in the sixteenth century was complicated with the Turkish question, 
which occupied the attention of the diet of Augsburg as much as the Confession of the 
Evangelical princes and divines. Luther, in one of his most popular hymns, prays for deliverance 
from "the murdering Pope and Turk," as the two chief enemies of the gospel; {137} and the 
Anglican Prayer Book, in the collect for Good Friday, invokes God "to have mercy upon all 
Turks," as well as upon "Jews, Infidels, and Heretics." {138} 
 
The danger for Western Christendom from that quarter has long since passed away; the 
"unspeakable" Turk has ceased to be unconquerable, but the Asiatic and a part of the East 
European portion of the Greek church are still subject to the despotic rule of the Sultan, whose 
throne in Constantinople has been for more than four hundred years a standing insult to 
Christendom. 
 
Mohammedanism then figures as a hostile force, as a real Ishmaelite in church history; it is the 
only formidable rival which Christianity ever had, the only religion which for a while at least 
aspired to universal empire. 
 
And yet it is not hostile only. It has not been without beneficial effect upon Western civilization. 
It aided in the development of chivalry; it influenced Christian architecture; it stimulated the 
study of mathematics, chemistry, medicine (as is indicated by the technical terms: algebra, 
chemistry, alchemy); and the Arabic translations and commentaries on Aristotle by the Spanish 



Moors laid the philosophical foundation of scholasticism. Even the conquest of Constantinople by 
the Turks brought an inestimable blessing to the West by driving Greek scholars with the Greek 
Testament to Italy to inaugurate there the revival of letters which prepared the way for the 
Protestant Reformation. 
 
Viewed in its relation to the Eastern Church which it robbed of the fairest dominions, 
Mohammedanism was a well-deserved divine punishment for the unfruitful speculations, bitter 
contentions, empty ceremonialism and virtual idolatry which degraded and disgraced the 
Christianity of the East after the fifth century. The essence of true religion, love to God and to 
man, was eaten out by rancor and strife, and there was left no power of ultimate resistance to the 
foreign conqueror. The hatred between the orthodox Eastern church and the Eastern schismatics 
driven from her communion, and the jealousy between the Greek and Latin churches prevented 
them from aiding each other in efforts to arrest the progress of the common foe. The Greeks 
detested the Latin Filioque as a heresy more deadly than Islam; while the Latins cared more for 
the supremacy of the Pope than the triumph of Christianity, and set up during the Crusades a rival 
hierarchy in the East. Even now Greek and Latin monks in Bethlehem and Jerusalem are apt to 
fight at Christmas and Easter over the cradle and the grave of their common Lord and Redeemer, 
unless Turkish soldiers keep them in order! {139} 
 
But viewed in relation to the heathenism from which it arose or which it converted, 
Mahommedanism is a vast progress, and may ultimately be a stepping-stone to Christianity, like 
the law of Moses which served as a schoolmaster to lead men to the gospel. It has destroyed the 
power of idolatry in Arabia and a large part of Asia and Africa, and raised Tartars and Negroes 
from the rudest forms of superstition to the belief and worship of the one true God, and to a 
certain degree of civilization. 
 
It should be mentioned, however, that, according to the testimony of missionaries and African 
travelers, Mohammedanism has inflamed the simple minded African tribes with the impure fire of 
fanaticism and given them greater power of resistance to Christianity. Sir William Muir, a very 
competent judge, thinks that Mohammedanism by the poisoning influence of polygamy and 
slavery, and by crushing all freedom of judgment in religion has interposed the most effectual 
barrier against the reception of Christianity. "No system," he says, "could have been devised with 
more consummate skill for shutting out the nations over which it has sway, from the light of truth. 
Idolatrous Arabs might have been aroused to spiritual life and to the adoption of the faith of 
Jesus; Mahometan Arabia is, to the human eye, sealed against the benign influences of the 
gospel.... The sword of Mahomet and the Coran are the most fatal enemies of civilization, liberty, 
and truth." {140} 
 
This is no doubt true of the past. But we have not yet seen the end of this historical problem. It is 
not impossible that Islam may yet prove to be a necessary condition for the revival of a pure 
Scriptural religion in the East. Protestant missionaries from England and America enjoy greater 
liberty under the Mohammedan rule than they would under a Greek or Russian government. The 
Mohammedan abhorrence of idolatry and image worship, Mohammedan simplicity and 
temperance are points of contact with the evangelical type of Christianity, which from the 
extreme West has established flourishing missions in the most important parts of Turkey. The 
Greek Church can do little or nothing with the Mohammedans; if they are to be converted it must 
be done by a Christianity which is free from all appearance of idolatry, more simple in worship, 
and more vigorous in life than that which they have so easily conquered and learned to despise. It 
is an encouraging fact that Mohammedans have, great respect for the Anglo-Saxon race. They 
now swear by the word of an Englishman as much as by the beard of Mohammed. 
 



Islam is still a great religious power in the East. It rules supreme in Syria, Palestine, Asia Minor, 
Egypt, North Africa, and makes progress among the savage tribes in the interior of the Dark 
Continent. It is by no means simply, as Schlegel characterized the system, "a prophet without 
miracles, a faith without mysteries, and a morality without love." It has tenacity, aggressive 
vitality and intense enthusiasm. Every traveller in the Orient must be struck with the power of its 
simple monotheism upon its followers. A visit to the Moslem University in the Mosque El Azhar 
at Cairo is very instructive. It dates from the tenth century (975), and numbers (or numbered in 
1877, when I visited it) no less than ten thousand students who come from all parts of the 
Mohammedan world and present the appearance of a huge Sunday School, seated in small groups 
on the floor, studying the Koran as the beginning and end of all wisdom, and then at the stated 
hours for prayer rising to perform their devotions under the lead of their teachers. They live in 
primitive simplicity, studying, eating and sleeping on a blanket or straw mat in the same mosque, 
but the expression of their faces betrays the fanatical devotion to their creed. They support 
themselves, or are aided by the alms of the faithful. The teachers (over three hundred) receive no 
salary and live by private instruction or presents from rich scholars. 
 
Nevertheless the power of Islam, like its symbol, the moon, is disappearing before the sun of 
Christianity which is rising once more over the Eastern horizon. Nearly one-third of its followers 
are under Christian (mostly English) rule. It is essentially a politico-religious system, and Turkey 
is its stronghold. The Sultan has long been a "sick man," and owes his life to the forbearance and 
jealousy of the Christian powers. Sooner or later he will be driven out of Europe, to Brusa or 
Mecca. The colossal empire of Russia is the hereditary enemy of Turkey, and would have 
destroyed her in the wars of 1854 and 1877, if Catholic France and Protestant England had not 
come to her aid. In the meantime the silent influences of European civilization and Christian 
missions are undermining the foundations of Turkey, and preparing the way for a religious, moral 
and social regeneration and transformation of the East. "God’s mills grind slowly, but surely and 
wonderfully fine." A thousand years before Him are as one day, and one day may do the work of 
a thousand years. 
 
{137} Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort, 
 
Und steur’ des Papst’s und Turken Mord. 
 
{138} The words "all Jews, Turks, Infidels, and Heretics," were inserted by the framers of the 
Prayer Book in the first edition (1547); the rest of the collect is translated from the old Latin 
service. In the middle ages the word "infidel" denoted a Mohammedan. The Mohammedans in 
turn call Christians, Jews, and all other religionists, "infidels" and "dogs." 
 
{139} Archbishop Trench, l. c.. p. 54: "We can regard Mohammedanism in no other light than as 
a scourge of God upon a guilty church. He will not give his glory to another. He will not suffer 
the Creator and the creature to be confounded; and if those who should have been witnesses for 
the truth, who had been appointed thereunto, forsake, forget, or deny it, He will raise up witnesses 
from quarters the most unlooked for, and will strengthen their hands and give victory to their 
arms even against those who bear his name, but have forgotten his truth." Similarly Dr. Jessup, l. 
c.. p. 14: "The Mohammedan religion arose, in the providence of God, as a scourge to the 
idolatrous Christianity, and the pagan systems of Asia and Africa—a protest against polytheism, 
and a preparation for the future conversion to a pure Christianity of the multitude who have fallen 
under its extraordinary power." Carlyle calls the creed of Mohammed "a kind of Christianity 
better than that of those miserable Syrian Sects with the head full of worthless noise, the heart 
empty and dead. The truth of it is imbedded in portentous error and falsehood; but the truth makes 



it to be believed, not the falsehood: it succeeded by its truth. A bastard kind of Christianity, but a 
living kind; with a heart-life in it; not dead, chopping, barren logic merely." 
 
{140} Life of Mahomet, IV. 321, 322.  

 



41. The Home, and the Antecedents of Islam. 
 
On the Aborigines of Arabia and its religious condition before Islam, compare the preliminary 
discourse of Sale, Sect. 1 and 2; Muir, Vol. I. ch. 2d; Sprenger, I. 13-92, and Stobart, ch. 1. 
 
The fatherland of Islam is Arabia, a peninsula between the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean and the 
Persian Gulf. It is covered with sandy deserts, barren hills, rock-bound coasts, fertile wadies, and 
rich pastures. It is inhabited by nomadic tribes and traders who claim descent from five 
patriarchal stocks, Cush, Shem, Ishmael, Keturah, and Esau. It was divided by the ancients into 
Arabia Deserta, Arabia Petraea (the Sinai district with Petra as the capital), and Arabia Felix (El-
Yemen, i.e. the land on the right hand, or of the South). Most of its rivers are swelled by 
periodical rains and then lose themselves in the sandy plains; few reach the ocean; none of them 
is navigable. It is a land of grim deserts and strips of green verdure, of drought and barrenness, 
violent rains, clear skies, tropical heat, date palms, aromatic herbs, coffee, balsam, myrrh, 
frankincense, and dhurra (which takes the place of grain). Its chief animals are the camel, "the 
ship of the desert," an excellent breed of horses, sheep, and goats. The desert, like the ocean, is 
not without its grandeur. It creates the impression of infinitude, it fosters silence and meditation 
on God and eternity. Man is there alone with God. The Arabian desert gave birth to some of the 
sublimest compositions, the ode of liberty by Miriam, the ninetieth Psalm by Moses, the book of 
Job, which Carlyle calls "the grandest poem written by the pen of man." 
 
The Arabs love a roaming life, are simple and temperate, courteous, respectful, hospitable, 
imaginative, fond of poetry and eloquence, careless of human life, revengeful, sensual, and 
fanatical. Arabia, protected by its deserts, was never properly conquered by a foreign nation. 
 
The religious capital of Islam, and the birthplace of its founder—its Jerusalem and Rome—is 
Mecca (or Mekka), one of the oldest cities of Arabia. It is situated sixty-five miles East of Jiddah 
on the Red Sea, two hundred and forty-five miles South of Medina, in a narrow and sterile valley 
and shut in by bare hills. It numbered in its days of prosperity over one hundred thousand 
inhabitants, now only about forty-five thousand. It stands under the immediate control of the 
Sultan. The streets are broad, but unpaved, dusty in summer, muddy in winter. The houses are 
built of brick or stone, three or four stories high; the rooms better furnished than is usual in the 
East. They are a chief source of revenue by being let to the pilgrims. There is scarcely a garden or 
cultivated field in and around Mecca, and only here and there a thorny acacia and stunted 
brushwood relieves the eye. The city derives all its fruit—watermelons, dates, cucumbers, limes, 
grapes, apricots, figs, almonds—from Taif and Wady Fatima, which during the pilgrimage season 
send more than one hundred camels daily to the capital. The inhabitants are indolent, though 
avaricious, and make their living chiefly of the pilgrims who annually flock thither by thousands 
and tens of thousands from all parts of the Mohammedan world. None but Moslems are allowed 
to enter Mecca, but a few Christian travellers—Ali Bey (the assumed name of the Spaniard, 
Domingo Badia y Leblich, d. 1818), Burckhardt in 1814, Burton in 1852, Maltzan in 1862, Keane 
in 1880—have visited it in Mussulman disguise, and at the risk of their lives. To them we owe 
our knowledge of the place. {141} 
 
The most holy place in Mecca is Al-Kaaba, a small oblong temple, so called from its cubic form. 
{142} To it the faces of millions of Moslems are devoutly turned in prayer five times a day. It is 
inclosed by the great mosque, which corresponds in importance to the temple of Solomon in 
Jerusalem and St. Peter’s cathedral in Rome, and can hold about thirty-five thousand persons. It is 
surrounded by colonnades, chambers, domes and minarets. Near it is the bubbling well Zemzem, 
from which Hagar and Ishmael are said to have quenched their burning thirst. The Kaaba is much 



older than Mecca. Diodorus Siculus mentions it as the oldest and most honored temple in his 
time. It is supposed to have been first built by angels in the shape of a tent and to have been let 
down from heaven; there Adam worshipped after his expulsion from Paradise; Seth substituted a 
structure of clay and stone for a tent; after the destruction by the deluge Abraham and Ishmael 
reconstructed it, and their footsteps are shown. {143} It was entirely rebuilt in 1627. It contains 
the famous Black Stone, {144} in the North-Eastern corner near the door. This is probably a 
meteoric stone, or of volcanic origin, and served originally as an altar. The Arabs believe that it 
fell from Paradise with Adam, and was as white as milk, but turned black on account of man’s 
sins. {145} It is semi-circular in shape, measures about six inches in height, and eight inches in 
breadth, is four or five feet from the ground, of reddish black color, polished by innumerable 
kisses (like the foot of the Peter-statue in St. Peter’s at Rome), encased in silver, and covered with 
black silk and inscriptions from the Koran. It was an object of veneration from time immemorial, 
and is still devoutly kissed or touched by the Moslem pilgrims on each of their seven circuits 
around the temple. {146} 
 
Mohammed subsequently cleared the Kaaba of all relics of idolatry, and made it the place of 
pilgrimage for his followers. He invented or revived the legend that Abraham by divine command 
sent his son Ishmael with Hagar to Mecca to establish there the true worship and the pilgrim 
festival. He says in the Koran: "God hath appointed the Kaaba, the sacred house, to be a station 
for mankind," and, "Remember when we appointed the sanctuary as man’s resort and safe retreat, 
and said, ‘Take ye the station of Abraham for a place of prayer.’ And we commanded Abraham 
and Ishmael, ‘Purify my house for those who shall go in procession round it, and those who shall 
bow down and prostrate themselves.’" {147} 
 
Arabia had at the time when Mohammed appeared, all the elements for a wild, warlike, eclectic 
religion like the one which he established. It was inhabited by heathen star-worshippers, Jews, 
and Christians. 
 
The heathen were the ruling race, descended from Ishmael, the bastard son of Abraham 
(Ibrahim), the real sons of the desert, full of animal life and energy. They had their sanctuary in 
the Kaaba at Mecca, which attracted annually large numbers of pilgrims long before Mohammed. 
 
The Jews, after the destruction of Jerusalem, were scattered in Arabia, especially in the district of 
Medina, and exerted considerable influence by their higher culture and rabbinical traditions. 
 
The Christians belonged mostly to the various heretical sects which were expelled from the 
Roman empire during the violent doctrinal controversies of the fourth and fifth centuries. We find 
there traces of Arians, Sabellians, Ebionites, Nestorians, Eutychians, Monophysites, Marianites, 
and Collyridians or worshippers of Mary. Anchorets and monks settled in large numbers in Wady 
Feiran around Mount Serbal, and Justinian laid the foundation of the Convent of St. Catharine at 
the foot of Mount Sinai, which till the year 1859 harbored the oldest and most complete uncial 
manuscript of the Greek Scriptures of both Testaments from the age of Constantine. But it was a 
very superficial and corrupt Christianity which had found a home in those desert regions, where 
even the apostle Paul spent three years after his conversion in silent preparation for his great 
mission. 
 
These three races and religions, though deadly hostile to each other, alike revered Abraham, the 
father of the faithful, as their common ancestor. This fact might suggest to a great mind the idea 
to unite them by a national religion monotheistic in principle and eclectic in its character. This 
seems to have been the original project of the founder of Islam. 
 



It is made certain by recent research that there were at the time and before the call of Mohammed 
a considerable number of inquirers at Mecca and Medina, who had intercourse with Eastern 
Christians in Syria and Abyssinia, were dissatisfied with the idolatry around them, and inclined to 
monotheism, which they traced to Abraham. They called themselves Hanyfs, i.e. Converts, 
Puritans. One of them, Omayah of Taif, we know to have been under Christian influence; others 
seem to have derived their monotheistic ideas from Judaism. Some of the early converts of 
Mohammed as, Zayd (his favorite slave), Omayab, or Umaijah (a popular poet), and Waraka (a 
cousin of Chadijah and a student of the Holy Scriptures of the Jews and Christians) belonged to 
this sect, and even Mohammed acknowledged himself at first a Hanyf. {148} Waraka, it is said, 
believed in him, as long as he was a Hanyf, but then forsook him, and died a Christian or a Jew. 
{149} 
 
Mohammed consolidated and energized this reform-movement, and gave it a world-wide 
significance, under the new name of Islam, i.e. resignation to God; whence Moslem (or Muslim), 
one who resigns himself to God. 
 
{141} See Ali Bey’s Travels in Asia and Africa, 1803-1807 (1814, 3 vols.); the works of 
Burckhardt, and Burton mentioned before; and Muir, I. 1-9. 
 
{142} The Cube-house or Square house, Maison carree. It is also called Beit Ullah, (Beth-el), i.e. 
House of God. It is covered with cloth. See a description in Burckhaxdt, Travels, Lond., 1829, p. 
136, Burton II. 154, Sprenger II. 340, and Khan Ballador’s Essay on the History of the Holy 
Mecca (a part of the work above quoted). Burckhardt gives the size: 18 paces long, 14 broad, 35 
to 40 feet high. Burton: 22 paces (equals 55 English feet) long, 18 paces (45 feet) broad. 
 
{143} Baliador says, l. c..: "The most ancient and authentic of all the local traditions of Arabia... 
represent the temple of the Kaaba as having been constructed in the 42d century a. m., or 19th 
century B. C., by Abraham, who was assisted in his work by his son Ishmael." He quotes Genesis 
12:7 13:18 in proof that Abraham raised "altars for God’s worship on every spot where he had 
adored Him." But the Bible nowhere says that he ever was in Mecca. 
 
{144} It is called in Arabic Hhajera el-Assouad, the Heavenly Stone. Muir II. 35. 
 
{145} Bahador discredits this and other foolish traditions, and thinks that the Black Stone was a 
Piece of rock from the neighboring Abba Kobais mountain, and put in its present place by 
Ishmael at the desire of Abraham. 
 
{146} See pictures of the Kaaba and the Black Stone, in Bahador, and also in Muir, II. 18, and 
description, II. 34 sqq. 
 
{147} Rodwell’s translation, pp. 446 and 648. Sprenger, II. 279, regards the Moslem legend of the 
Abrahamic origin of the Kaaba worship as a pure invention of Mohammed, of which there is no 
previous trace. 
 
{148} Sprenger I. 45: "Die bisher unbekannt gebliebenen Hanyfen waren die Vorlaufer des 
Mohammad. Er nennt sich selbst einen Hanyf, und wahrend der ersten Periode seines Lehramtes 
hat er wenig anderes gethan, als ihre Lehre bestatigt." 
 
{149} According to Sprenger, I. 91 sqq., he died a Christian; but Deutsch, l. c.., p. 77, says: 
"Whatever Waraka was originally, he certainly lived and died a Jew." He infers this from the fact 
that when asked by Chadijah for his opinion concerning Mohammed’s revelations, he cried out: 



"Koddus! Koddus! (i.e., Kadosh, Holy). Verily this is the Namus (i.e., nomo, Law) which came to 
Moses. He will be the prophet of his people."  

 



42. Life and Character of Mohammed. 
 
Mohammed, an unschooled, self-taught, semi-barbarous son of nature, of noble birth, handsome 
person, imaginative, energetic, brave, the ideal of a Bedouin chief, was destined to become the 
political and religious reformer, the poet, prophet, priest, and king of Arabia. 
 
He was born about A. D. 570 at Mecca, the only child of a young widow named Amina. {150} 
His father Abdallah had died a few months before in his twenty-fifth year on a mercantile journey 
in Medina, and left to his orphan five camels, some sheep and a slave girl. {151} He belonged to 
the heathen family of the Ha shim, which was not wealthy, but claimed lineal descent from 
Ishmael, and was connected with the Koreish or Korashites, the leading tribe of the Arabs and the 
hereditary guardians of the sacred Kaaba. {152} Tradition surrounds his advent in the world with 
a halo of marvellous legends: he was born circumcised and with his navel cut, with the seal of 
prophecy written on his back in letters of light; he prostrated himself at once on the ground, and, 
raising his hands, prayed for the pardon of his people; three persons, brilliant as the sun, one 
holding a silver goblet, the second an emerald tray, the third a silken towel, appeared from 
heaven, washed him seven times, then blessed and saluted him as the "Prince of Mankind." He 
was nursed by a healthy Bedouin woman of the desert. When a boy of four years he was seized 
with something like a fit of epilepsy, which Wackidi and other historians transformed into a 
miraculous occurrence. He was often subject to severe headaches and feverish convulsions, in 
which he fell on the ground like a drunken man, and snored like a camel. {153} In his sixth year 
he lost his mother on the return from Medina, whither she had taken him on camel’s back to ‘visit 
the maternal relations of his father, and was carried back to Mecca by his nurse, a faithful slave 
girl. He was taken care of by his aged grandfather, Abd al Motkalib, and after his death in 578 by 
his uncle Abu Talib, who had two wives and ten children, and, though poor and no believer in his 
nephew’s mission, generously protected him to the end. 
 
He accompanied his uncle on a commercial journey to Syria, passing through the desert, ruined 
cities of old, and Jewish and Christian settlements, which must have made a deep impression on 
his youthful imagination. 
 
Mohammed made a scanty living as an attendant on caravans and by watching sheep and goats. 
The latter is rather a disreputable occupation among the Arabs, and left to unmarried women and 
slaves; but he afterwards gloried in it by appealing to the example of Moses and David, and said 
that God never calls a prophet who has not been a shepherd before. According to tradition—for, 
owing to the strict prohibition of images, we have no likeness of the prophet—he was of medium 
size, rather slender, but broad-shouldered and of strong muscles, had black eyes and hair, an oval-
shaped face, white teeth, a long nose, a patriarchal beard, and a commanding look. His step was 
quick and firm. He wore white cotton stuff, but on festive occasions fine linen striped or dyed in 
red. He did everything for himself; to the last he mended his own clothes, and cobbled his 
sandals, and aided his wives in sewing and cooking. He laughed and smiled often. He had a most 
fertile imagination and a genius for poetry and religion, but no learning. He was an "illiterate 
prophet," in this respect resembling some of the prophets of Israel and the fishermen of Galilee. It 
is a disputed question among Moslem and Christian scholars whether he could even read and 
write. {154} Probably he could not. He dictated the Koran from inspiration to his disciples and 
clerks. What knowledge he possessed, he picked up on the way from intercourse with men, from 
hearing books read, and especially from his travels. 
 
In his twenty-fifth year he married a rich widow, Chadijah (or Chadidsha), who was fifteen years 
older than himself, and who had previously hired him to carry on the mercantile business of her 



former husband. Her father was opposed to the match; but she made and kept him drunk until the 
ceremony was completed. He took charge of her caravans with great success, and made several 
journeys. The marriage was happy and fruitful of six children, two sons and four daughters; but 
all died except little Fatima, who became the mother of innumerable legitimate and illegitimate 
descendants of the prophet. He also adopted Ali, whose close connection with him became so 
important in the history of Islam. He was faithful to Chadijah, and held her in grateful 
remembrance after her death. {155} He used to say, "Chadijah believed in me when nobody else 
did." He married afterwards a number of wives, who caused him much trouble and scandal. His 
favorite wife, Ayesha, was more jealous of the dead Chadijah than any of her twelve or more 
living rivals, for he constantly held up the toothless old woman as the model of a wife. 
 
On his commercial journeys to Syria, he became acquainted with Jews and Christians, and 
acquired an imperfect knowledge of their traditions. He spent much of his time in retirement, 
prayer, fasting, and meditation. He had violent convulsions and epileptic fits, which his enemies, 
and at first he himself, traced to demoniacal possessions, but afterwards to the overpowering 
presence of God. His soul was fired with the idea of the divine unity, which became his ruling 
passion; and then he awoke to the bold thought that he was a messenger of God, called to warn 
his countrymen to escape the judgment and the damnation of hell by forsaking idolatry and 
worshipping the only true God. His monotheistic enthusiasm was disturbed, though not 
weakened, by his ignorance and his imperfect sense of the difference between right and wrong. 
 
In his fortieth year (A. D. 610), he received the call of Gabriel, the archangel at the right hand of 
God, who announced the birth of the Saviour to the Virgin Mary. The first revelation was made to 
him in a trance in the wild solitude of Mount Hira, an hour’s walk from Mecca. He was directed 
"to cry in the name of the Lord." He trembled, as if something dreadful had happened to him, and 
hastened home to his wife, who told him to rejoice, for he would be the prophet of his people. He 
waited for other visions; but none came. He went up to Mount Hira again—this time to commit 
suicide. But as often as he approached the precipice, he beheld Gabriel at the end of the horizon 
saying to him: "I am Gabriel, and thou art Mohammed, the prophet of God. Fear not!" He then 
commenced his career of a prophet and founder of a new religion, which combined various 
elements of the three religious represented in Arabia, but was animated and controlled by the faith 
in Allah, as an almighty, ever-present and working will. From this time on, his life was enacted 
before the eyes of the world, and is embodied in his deeds and in the Koran. 
 
The revelations continued from time to time for more than twenty years. When asked how they 
were delivered to him, he replied (as reported by Ayesha): "Sometimes like the sound of a bell—a 
kind of communication which was very severe for me; and when the sounds ceased, I found 
myself aware of the instructions. And sometimes the angel would come in the form of a man, and 
converse with me, and all his words I remembered." 
 
After his call, Mohammed labored first for three years among his family and friends, under great 
discouragements, making about forty converts, of whom his wife Chadijah was the first, his 
father-in-law, Abu Bakr, and the young, energetic Omar the most important. His daughter Fatima, 
his adopted son Ali, and his slave Zayd likewise believed in his divine mission. Then he publicly 
announced his determination to assume by command of God the office of prophet and lawgiver, 
preached to the pilgrims flocking to Mecca, attacked Meccan idolatry, reasoned with his 
opponents, answered their demand for miracles by producing the Koran "leaf by leaf," as 
occasion demanded, and provoked persecution and civil commotion. He was forced in the year 
622 to flee for his life with his followers from Mecca to Medina (El-Medina an-Nabi, the City of 
the Prophet), a distance of two hundred and fifty miles North, or ten days’ journey over the sands 
and rocks of the desert. 



 
This flight or emigration, called Hegira or Hidshra, marks the beginning of his wonderful 
success, and of the Mohammedan era (July 15, 622). He was recognized in Medina as prophet 
and lawgiver. At first he proclaimed toleration: "Let there be no compulsion in religion;" but 
afterwards he revealed the opposite principle that all unbelievers must be summoned to Islam, 
tribute, or the sword. With an increasing army of his enthusiastic followers, he took the field 
against his enemies, gained in 624 his first victory over the Koreish with an army of 305 (mostly 
citizens of Medina) against a force twice as large, conquered several Jewish and Christian tribes, 
ordered and watched in person the massacre of six hundred Jews in one day, {156} while their 
wives and children were sold into slavery (627), triumphantly entered Mecca (630), demolished 
the three hundred and sixty idols of the Kaaba, and became master of Arabia. The Koreish were 
overawed by his success, and now shouted: "There is but one God, and Mohammed is his 
prophet." The various tribes were melted into a nation, and their old hereditary feuds changed into 
a common fanatical hatred of the infidels, as the followers of all other religions were called. The 
last chapter of the Koran commands the remorseless extermination of all idolaters in Arabia, 
unless they submit within four months. 
 
In the tenth year of the Hegira, the prophet made his last pilgrimage to Mecca at the head of forty 
thousand Moslems, instructed them in all important ordinances, and exhorted them to protect the 
weak, the poor, and the women, and to abstain from usury. He planned a large campaign against 
the Greeks. 
 
But soon after his return to Medina, he died of a violent fever in the house and the arms of 
Ayesha, June 8, 632, in the sixty-third year of his age, and was buried on the spot where he died, 
which is now enclosed by a mosque. He suffered great pain, cried and wailed, turned on his couch 
in despair, and said to his wives when they expressed their surprise at his conduct: "Do ye not 
know that prophets have to suffer more than all others? One was eaten up by vermin; another died 
so poor that he had nothing but rags to cover his shame; but their reward will be all the greater in 
the life beyond." Among his last utterances were: "The Lord destroy the Jews and Christians! Let 
his anger be kindled against those that turn the tombs of their prophets into places of worship! O 
Lord, let not my tomb be an object of worship! Let there not remain any faith but that of Islam 
throughout the whole of Arabia.... Gabriel, come close to me! Lord, grant me pardon and join me 
to thy companionship on high! Eternity in paradise! Pardon! Yes, the blessed companionship on 
high!" {157} 
 
Omar would not believe that Mohammed was dead, and proclaimed in the mosque of Medina: 
"The prophet has only swooned away; he shall not die until he have rooted out every hypocrite 
and unbeliever." But Abu Bakr silenced him and said: "Whosoever worships Mohammed, let him 
know that Mohammed is dead; but whosoever worships God, let him know that the Lord liveth, 
and will never die." Abu Bakr, whom he had loved most, was chosen Calif, or Successor of 
Mohammed. 
 
Later tradition, and even the earliest biography, ascribe to the prophet of Mecca strange miracles, 
and surround his name with a mythical halo of glory. He was saluted by walking trees and stones; 
he often made by a simple touch the udders of dry goats distend with milk; be caused floods of 
water to well up from the parched ground, or gush forth from empty vessels, or issue from 
betwixt the fingers; he raised the dead; he made a night journey on his steed Borak through the air 
from Mecca to Jerusalem, from Jerusalem to paradise and the mansions of the prophets and 
angels, and back again to Mecca. {158} But he himself, in several passages of the Koran, 
expressly disclaims the power of miracles; he appeals to the internal proofs of his doctrine, and 



shields himself behind the providence of God, who refuses those signs which might diminish the 
merit of faith and aggravate the guilt of unbelief. {159} 
 
Character of Mohammed. 
 
The Koran, if chronologically arranged, must be regarded as the best commentary on his 
character. While his followers regard him to this day as the greatest prophet of God, he was long 
abhorred in Christendom as a wicked impostor, as the antichrist, or the false prophet, predicted in 
the Bible, and inspired by the father of lies. 
 
The calmer judgment of recent historians inclines to the belief that he combined the good and bad 
qualities of an Oriental chief, and that in the earlier part of his life he was a sincere reformer and 
enthusiast, but after the establishment of his kingdom a slave of ambition for conquest. He was a 
better man in the period of his adversity and persecution at Mecca, than during his prosperity and 
triumph at Medina. History records many examples of characters rising from poverty and 
obscurity to greatness, and then decaying under the sunshine of wealth and power. He 
degenerated, like Solomon, but did not repent, like the preacher of "vanity of vanities." He had a 
melancholic and nervous temperament, liable to fantastic hallucinations and alternations of high 
excitement and deep depression, bordering at times on despair and suicide. The story of his early 
and frequent epileptic fits throws some light on his revelations, during which he sometimes 
growled like a camel, foamed at his mouth, and streamed with perspiration. He believed in evil 
spirits, omens, charms, and dreams. His mind was neither clear nor sharp, but strong and fervent, 
and under the influence of an exuberant imagination. He was a poet of high order, and the Koran 
is the first classic in Arabic literature. He believed himself to be a prophet, irresistibly impelled 
by supernatural influence to teach and warn his fellow-men. He started with the over-powering 
conviction of the unity of God and a horror of idolatry, and wished to rescue his countrymen from 
this sin of sins and from the terrors of the judgment to come; but gradually he rose above the 
office of a national reformer to that of the founder of a universal religion, which was to absorb the 
other religions, and to be propagated by violence. It is difficult to draw the line in such a character 
between honest zeal and selfish ambition, the fear of God and the love of power and glory. 
 
He despised a throne and a diadem, lived with his wives in a row of low and homely cottages of 
unbaked bricks, and aided them in their household duties; he was strictly temperate in eating and 
drinking, his chief diet being dates and water; he was not ashamed to milk his goats, to mend his 
clothes and to cobble his shoes; his personal property at his death amounted to some confiscated 
lands, fourteen or fifteen slaves, a few camels and mules, a hundred sheep, and a rooster. This 
simplicity of a Bedouin Sheikh of the desert contrasts most favorably with the luxurious style and 
gorgeous display of Mohammed’s successors, the Califs and Sultans, who have dozens of palaces 
and harems filled with eunuchs and women that know nothing beyond the vanities of dress and 
etiquette and a little music. He was easy of access to visitors who approached him with faith and 
reverence; patient, generous, and (according to Ayesha) as modest and bashful "as a veiled 
virgin." But towards his enemies he was cruel and revengeful. He did not shrink from perfidy. He 
believed in the use of the sword as the best missionary, and was utterly unscrupulous as to the 
means of success. He had great moral, but little physical courage; he braved for thirteen years the 
taunts and threats of the people, but never exposed himself to danger in battle, although he always 
accompanied his forces. 
 
Mohammed was a slave of sensual passion. Ayesha, who knew him best in his private character 
and habits, used to say: "The prophet loved three things, women, perfumes and food; he had his 
heart’s desire of the two first, but not of the last." The motives of his excess in polygamy were his 
sensuality which grew with his years, and his desire for male offspring. His followers excused or 



justified him by the examples of Abraham, David and Solomon, and by the difficulties of his 
prophetic office, which were so great that God gave him a compensation in sexual enjoyment, 
and endowed him with greater capacity than thirty ordinary men. For twenty-four years he had 
but one wife, his beloved Chadijah, who died in 619, aged sixty-five, but only two months after 
her death he married a widow named Sawda (April 619), and gradually increased his harem, 
especially during the last two years of his life. When he heard of a pretty woman, says Sprenger, 
he asked her hand, but was occasionally refused. He had at least fourteen legal wives, and a 
number of slave concubines besides. At his death he left nine widows. He claimed special 
revelations which gave him greater liberty of sexual indulgence than ordinary Moslems (who are 
restricted to four wives), and exempted him from the prohibition of marrying near relatives. {160} 
He married by divine command, as he alleged, Zeynab, the wife of Zayd, his adopted son and 
bosom-friend. His wives were all widows except Ayesha. One of them was a beautiful and rich 
Jewess; she was despised by her sisters, who sneeringly said: "Pshaw, a Jewess!" He told her to 
reply: "Aaron is my father and Moses my uncle!" Ayesha, the daughter of Abu Bakr, was his 
especial favorite. He married her when she was a girl of nine years, and he fifty-three years old. 
She brought her doll-babies with her, and amused and charmed the prophet by her playfulness, 
vivacity and wit. She could read, had a copy of the Koran, and knew more about theology, 
genealogy and poetry than all the other widows of Mohammed. He announced that she would be 
his wife also in Paradise. Yet she was not free from suspicion of unfaithfulness until he received a 
revelation of her innocence. After his death she was the most sacred person among the Moslems 
and the highest authority on religious and legal questions. She survived her husband forty-seven 
years and died at Medina, July 13, 678, aged sixty-seven years. {161} 
 
In his ambition for a hereditary dynasty, Mohammed was sadly disappointed: he lost his two sons 
by Chadijah, and a third one by Mary the Egyptian, his favorite concubine. 
 
To compare such a man with Jesus, is preposterous and even blasphemous. Jesus was the sinless 
Saviour of sinners; Mohammed was a sinner, and he knew and confessed it. He falls far below 
Moses, or Elijah, or any of the prophets and apostles in moral purity. But outside of the sphere of 
revelation, he ranks with Confucius, and Cakya Muni the Buddha, among the greatest founders of 
religions and lawgivers of nations. 
 
{150} We know accurately the date of Mohammed’s death (June 8, 632), but the year of his birth 
only by reckoning backwards; and as his age is variously stated from sixty-one to sixty-five, there 
is a corresponding difference in the statements of the year of his birth. Deuteronomy Sacy fixes it 
April 20, 571, von Hammer 569, Muir Aug. 20, 570, Sprenger between May 13, 567, and April 
13, 571, but afterwards (I. 138), April 20, 571, as most in accordance with early tradition. 
 
{151} According to Ihn Ishak and Wackidi. Bahador adopts this tradition, in the last of his essays 
which treats of "the Birth and Childhood of Mohammed." But according to other accounts, 
Abdallah died several months (seven or eighteen) after Mohammed’s birth. Muir. I. 11; Sprenger, 
I. 138. 
 
{152} On the pedigree of Mohammed, see an essay in the work of Syed Ahmed Khan Bahador, 
and MuirI1. 242-271. The Koreish were not exactly priests, but watched the temple, kept the 
keys, led the processions, and provided for the pilgrims. Hashim, Mohammed’s great-grandfather 
(b. a. d. 442), thus addressed the Koreish: "Ye are the neighbors of God and the keepers of his 
house. The pilgrims who come honoring the sanctity of his temple, are his guests; and it is meet 
that ye should entertain them above all other guests. Ye are especially chosen of God and exalted 
unto this high dignity; wherefore honor big guests and refresh them." He himself set an example 



of munificent hospitality, and each of the Koreish contributed according to his ability. Muir I. 
CCXLVII. 
 
{153} Sprenger has a long chapter on this disease of Mohammed, which he calls with Schonlein, 
hysteria muscularis I. 207-268. 
 
{154} Sprenger discusses the question, and answers it in the affirmative, Vol. II. 398 sqq. The 
Koran (29) says: "Formerly [before I sent down the book, i.e. the Koran] thou didst not read any 
book nor write one with thy right hand!" From this, some Moslems infer that after the reception 
of the Koran, he was supernaturally taught to read and write; but others hold that he was ignorant 
of both. Syed Ahmed Khan Bahador says: "Not the least doubt now exists that the Prophet was 
wholly unacquainted with the art of writing, being also, as a matter of course(?), unable to read 
the hand-writing of others; for which reason, and for this only, be was called Ummee" (illiterate). 
 
{155} Sprenger attributes his faithfulness to Chadyga (as he spells the name) not to his merit, but 
to his dependence. She kept her fortune under her own control, and gave him only as much as he 
needed. 
 
{156} So Sprenger, III. 221. Others give seven hundred and ninety as the number of Jews who 
were beheaded in a ditch. 
 
{157} See Sprenger, III. 552 sqq., Muir, IV. 270 sqq. 
 
{158} This absurd story, circumstantially described by Abulfeda, is probably based on a dream 
which Mohammed himself relates in the Koran, Sura 17, entitled The Night Journey: "Glory be to 
Him who carried his servant by night from the sacred temple of Mecca to the temple that is 
remote" [i.e. in Jerusalem]. In the Dome of the Rock on Mount Moriah, the hand-prints of the 
angel Gabriel are shown in the mysterious rock which attempted to follow Mohammed to its 
native quarry in Paradise, but was kept back by the angel! 
 
{159} See an interesting essay on the "Miracles of Mohammed" in Tholuck’s Miscellaneous 
Essays (1839), Vol. I., pp. 1-27. Also Muir, I., pp. 65 sqq.; Sprenger, II. 413 sqq. 
 
{160} He speaks freely of this subject in the Koran, Sur. 4, and 33. In the latter (Rodman’s transl., 
p. 508) this scandalous passage occurs: "O Prophet! we allow thee thy wives whom thou hast 
dowered, and the slaves whom thy right hand possesseth out of the booty which God hath granted 
thee, and the daughters of thy uncle, and of thy paternal and maternal aunts who fled with thee to 
Medina, and any believing woman who hath given herself up to the Prophet, if the Prophet 
desired to wed her, a privilege for thee above the rest of the faithful." Afterwards in the same 
Sura (p. 569) he says: "Ye must not trouble the Apostle of God, nor marry his wives after him 
forever. This would be a grave offence with God." 
 
{161} Sprenger, III. 61-87, gives a full account of fourteen wives of Mohammed, and especially 
of Ayesha, according to the list of Zohry and Ibn Saad. Sprenger says, p. 37: "Der Prophet hatte 
keine Wohnung fur sich selbst. Sein Hauptquartier war in der Hutte der Ayischa und die 
offentlichen Geschafte verrichtete er in der Moschee, aber er brachte jede Nacht bei einer seiner 
Frauen zu und war, wie es scheint, auch ihr Gast beim Essen. Er ging aber taglich, wenn er bei 
guter Laune war, bei allen seinen Frauen umher, gab jeder einen Kuss, sprach einige Worte und 
spielte mit ihr. Wir haben gesehen, dass seine Familie neun Hutten besass, dies war auch die, 
Anzahl der Frauen, welche er bei seinem Tode hinterliess. Doch gab es Zeiten, zu denen sein 
Harem starker war. Er brachte dann einige seiner Schonen in den Hausern von Nachbarn unter. 



Es kam auch vor, dass zwei Frauen eine Hutte bewohnten. Stiefkinderwohnten, so lange sie jung 
waren, bei ihren Muttern."  

 



43. The Conquests of Islam. 
 
"The sword," says Mohammed, "is the key of heaven and hell; a drop of blood shed in the cause 
of Allah, a night spent in arms, is of more avail than two months of fasting or prayer: whosoever 
falls in battle, his sins are forgiven, and at the day of judgment his limbs shall be supplied by the 
wings of angels and cherubim." This is the secret of his success. Idolaters had to choose between 
Islam, slavery, and death; Jews and Christians were allowed to purchase a limited toleration by 
the payment of tribute, but were otherwise kept in degrading bondage. History records no soldiers 
of greater bravery inspired by religion than the Moslem conquerors, except Cromwell’s Ironsides, 
and the Scotch Covenanters, who fought with purer motives for a nobler cause. 
 
The Califs, Mohammed’s successors, who like him united the priestly and kingly dignity, carried 
on his conquests with the battle-cry: "Before you is paradise, behind you are death and hell." 
Inspired by an intense fanaticism, and aided by the weakness of the Byzantine empire and the 
internal distractions of the Greek Church, the wild sons of the desert, who were content with the 
plainest food, and disciplined in the school of war, hardship and recklessness of life, subdued 
Palestine, Syria, and Egypt, embracing the classical soil of primitive Christianity. Thousands of 
Christian churches in the patriarchal dioceses of Jerusalem, Antioch and Alexandria, were 
ruthlessly destroyed, or converted into mosques. Twenty-one years after the death of Mohammed 
the Crescent ruled over a realm as large as the Roman Empire. Even Constantinople was besieged 
twice (668 and 717), although in vain. The terrible efficacy of the newly invented "Greek fire," 
and the unusual severity of a long winter defeated the enemy, and saved Eastern and Northern 
Europe from the blight of the Koran. A large number of nominal Christians who had so fiercely 
quarreled with each other about unfruitful subtleties of their creeds, surrendered their faith to the 
conqueror. In 707 the North African provinces, where once St. Augustin had directed the 
attention of the church to the highest problems of theology and religion, fell into the hands of the 
Arabs. 
 
In 711 they crossed from Africa to Spain and established an independent Califate at Cordova. The 
moral degeneracy and dissensions of the Western Goths facilitated their subjugation. Encouraged 
by such success, the Arabs crossed the Pyrenees and boasted that they would soon stable their 
horses in St. Peter’s cathedral in Rome, but the defeat of Abd-er Rahman by Charles Martel 
between Poitiers and Tours in 732—one hundred and ten years after the Hegira—checked their 
progress in the West, and in 1492—the same year in which Columbus discovered a new 
Continent—Ferdinand defeated the last Moslem army in Spain at the gates of Granada and drove 
them back to Africa. The palace and citadel of the Alhambra, with its court of lions, its delicate 
arabesques and fretwork, and its aromatic gardens and groves, still remains, a gorgeous ruin of 
the power of the Moorish kings. 
 
In the East the Moslems made new conquests. In the ninth century they subdued Persia, 
Afghanistan, and a large part of India. They reduced the followers of Zoroaster to a few scattered 
communities, and conquered a vast territory of Brahminism and Buddhism even beyond the 
Ganges. The Seliuk Turks in the eleventh century, and the Mongols in the thirteenth, adopted the 
religion of the Califs whom they conquered. Constantinople fell at last into the hands of the Turks 
in 1453, and the magnificent church of St. Sophia, the glory of Justinian’s reign, was turned into a 
mosque where the Koran is read instead of the Gospel, the reader holding the drawn scimetar in 
his hand. From Constantinople the Turks threatened the German empire, and it was not till 1683 
that they were finally defeated by Sobieski at the gates of Vienna and driven back across the 
Danube. 
 



With the senseless fury of fanaticism and pillage the Tartar Turks have reduced the fairest 
portions of Eastern Europe to desolation and ruin. With sovereign contempt for all other religions, 
they subjected the Christians to a condition of virtual servitude, treating them like "dogs," as they 
call them. They did not intermeddle with their internal affairs, but made merchandise of 
ecclesiastical offices. The death penalty was suspended over every attempt to convert a 
Mussulman. Apostasy from the faith is also treason to the state, and merits the severest 
punishment in this world, as well as everlasting damnation in the world to come. 
 
After the Crimean war in 1856, the death penalty for apostasy was nominally abolished in the 
dominions of the Sultan, and in the Berlin Treaty of 1878 liberty of religion (more than mere 
toleration) was guaranteed to all existing sects in the Turkish empire, but the old fanaticism will 
yield only to superior force, and the guarantee of liberty is not understood to imply the liberty of 
propaganda among Moslems. Christian sects have liberty to prey on each other, but woe to them 
if they invade the sacred province of Islam. {162} 
 
A Mohammedan tradition contains a curious prophecy that Christ, the son of Mary, will return as 
the last Calif to judge the world. {163} The impression is gaining ground among the Moslems that 
they will be unable ultimately to withstand the steady progress of Christianity and Western 
civilization. The Sultan, the successor of the Califs, is a mere shadow on the throne trembling for 
his life. The dissolution of the Turkish empire, which may be looked for at no distant future, will 
break the backbone of lslam, and open the way for the true solution of the Eastern question—the 
moral regeneration of the Lands of the Bible by the Christianity of the Bible. 
 
{162} If Protestant missionaries enjoy more toleration and liberty in Turkey than in Roman 
Catholic Austria and in Greek Catholic Russia, it must be understood with the above limitation. 
Turkish toleration springs from proud contempt of Christianity in all its forms; Russian and 
Austrian intolerance, from despotism and bigoted devotion to a particular form of Christianity. 
 
{163} Among the traditional sayings of Mohammed is this (Gerock, l. c.., p. 132): "I am nearest 
to Jesus, both as to the beginning and the end; for there is no prophet between me and Jesus; and 
at the end of time he will be my representative and my successor. The prophets are all brethren, as 
they have one father, though their mothers are different. The origin of all their religions is the 
same, and between me and Jesus there is no other prophet!"  

 



44. The Koran, and the Bible. 
 
Mohammed’s truth lay in a sacred Book, 
 
Christ’s in a holy Life.—Milnes (Palm-Leaves). 
 
The Koran {164} is the sacred book, the Bible of the Mohammedans. It is their creed, their code 
of laws, their liturgy. It claims to be the product of divine inspiration by the arch-angel Gabriel, 
who performed the function assigned to the Holy Spirit in the Scriptures. {165} The 
Mohammedans distinguish two kinds of revelations: those which were literally delivered as 
spoken by the angel (called Wahee Matloo, or the word of God), and those which give the sense 
of the inspired instruction in the prophet’s own words (called Wahee Ghair Matloo, or Hadees). 
The prophet is named only five times, but is addressed by Gabriel all through the book with the 
word Say, as the recipient and sacred penman of the revelations. It consists of 114 Suras {166} 
and 6,225 verses. Each Sura (except the ninth) begins with the formula (of Jewish origin): "In the 
name of Allah, the God of Mercy, the Merciful." {167} 
 
The Koran is composed in imperfect metre and rhyme (which is as natural and easy in the Arabic 
as in the Italian language). Its language is considered the purest Arabic. Its poetry somewhat 
resembles Hebrew poetry in Oriental imagery and a sort of parallelism or correspondence of 
clauses, but it loses its charm in a translation; while the Psalms and Prophets can be reproduced in 
any language without losing their original force and beauty. The Koran is held in superstitious 
veneration, and was regarded till recently as too sacred to be translated and to be sold like a 
common book. {168} 
 
Mohammed prepared and dictated the Koran from time to time as he received the revelations and 
progressed in his career, not for readers, but for hearers, leaving much to the suggestive action of 
the public recital, either from memory or from copies taken down by his friends. Hence its 
occasional, fragmentary character. About a year after his death, at the direction of Abu-Bakr, his 
father-in-law and immediate successor, Zayd, the chief ansar or amanuensis of the Prophet, 
collected the scattered fragments of the Koran "from palm-leaves, and tablets of white stone, and 
from the breasts of men," but without any regard to chronological order or continuity of subjects. 
Abu-Bakr committed this copy to the custody of Haphsa, one of Mohammed’s widows. It 
remained the standard during the ten years of Omar’s califate. As the different readings of copies 
occasioned serious disputes, Zayd, with several Koreish, was commissioned to secure the purity 
of the text in the Meccan dialect, and all previous copies were called in and burned. The 
recension of Zayd has been handed down with scrupulous care unaltered to this day, and various 
readings are almost unknown; the differences being confined to the vowel-points, which were 
invented at a later period. The Koran contains many inconsistencies and contradictions; but the 
expositors hold that the later command supersedes the earlier. 
 
The restoration of the chronological order of the Suras is necessary for a proper understanding of 
the gradual development of Islam in the mind and character of its author. {169} There is a 
considerable difference between the Suras of the earlier, middle, and later periods. In the earlier, 
the poetic, wild, and rhapsodical element predominates; in the middle, the prosaic, narrative, and 
missionary; in the later, the official and legislative. Mohammed began with descriptions of 
natural objects, of judgment, of heaven and hell, impassioned, fragmentary utterances, mostly in 
brief sentences; he went on to dogmatic assertions, historical statements from Jewish and 
Christian sources, missionary appeals and persuasions; and he ended with the dictatorial 
commands of a legislator and warrior. "He who at Mecca is the admonisher and persuader, at 



Medina is the legislator and the warrior, who dictates obedience and uses other weapons than the 
pen of the poet and the scribe. When business pressed, as at Medina, poetry makes way for prose, 
{170} and although touches of the poetical element occasionally break forth, and he has to defend 
himself up to a very late period against the charge of being merely a poet, yet this is rarely the 
case in the Medina Suras; and we are startled by finding obedience to God and the Apostle, God’s 
gifts and the Apostle’s, God’s pleasure and the Apostle’s, spoken of in the same breath, and 
epithets, and attributes, applied to Allah, openly applied to Mohammed, as in Sura IX." {171} 
 
The materials of the Koran, as far as they are not productions of the author’s own imagination, 
were derived from the floating traditions of Arabia and Syria, from rabbinical Judaism, and a 
corrupt Christianity, and adjusted to his purposes. 
 
Mohammed had, in his travels, come in contact with professors of different religions, and on his 
first journey with camel-drivers he fell in with a Nestorian monk of Bostra, who goes by different 
names (Bohari, Bahyra, Sergius, George), and welcomed the youthful prophet with a presage of 
his future greatness. {172} His wife Chadijah and her cousin Waraka (a reputed convert to 
Christianity, or more probably a Jew) are said to have been well acquainted with the sacred books 
of the Jews and the Christians. 
 
The Koran, especially in the earlier Suras, speaks often and highly of the Scriptures; calls them 
"the Book of God," "the Word of God," "the Tourat" (Thora, the Pentateuch), "the Gospel" 
(Ynyil), and describes the Jews and Christians as "the people of the Book," or "of the Scripture," 
or "of the Gospel." It finds in the Scriptures prophecies of Mohammed and his success, and 
contains narratives of the fall of Adam and Eve, Noah and the Deluge, Abraham and Lot, the 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, Moses and Joseph, John the Baptist, the Virgin Mary and 
Jesus, sometimes in the words of the Bible, but mostly distorted and interspersed with rabbinical 
and apocryphal fables. {173} 
 
It is quite probable that portions of the Bible were read to Mohammed; but it is very improbable 
that he read it himself; for according to the prevailing Moslem tradition he could not read at all, 
and there were no Arabic translations before the Mohammedan conquests, which spread the 
Arabic language in the conquered countries. Besides, if he had read the Bible with any degree of 
care, he could not have made such egregious blunders. The few allusions to Scripture 
phraseology—as "giving alms to be seen of men," "none forgiveth sins but God only"—may be 
derived from personal intercourse and popular traditions. Jesus (Isa) is spoken of as "the Son of 
Mary, strengthened by the Holy Spirit." Noah (Nuh), Abraham (Ibrahym), Moses (Musa), Aaron 
(Harun), are often honorably mentioned, but apparently always from imperfect traditional or 
apocryphal sources of information. {174} 
 
The Koran is unquestionably one of the great books of the world. It is not only a book, but an 
institution, a code of civil and religious laws, claiming divine origin and authority. It has left its 
impress upon ages. It feeds to this day the devotions, and regulates the private and public life, of 
more than a hundred millions of human beings. It has many passages of poetic beauty, religious 
fervor, and wise counsel, but mixed with absurdities, bombast, unmeaning images, low 
sensuality. It abounds in repetitions and contradictions, which are not removed by the convenient 
theory of abrogation. It alternately attracts and repels, and is a most wearisome book to read. 
Gibbon calls the Koran "a glorious testimony to the unity of God," but also, very properly, an 
"endless, incoherent rhapsody of fable and precept and declamation, which seldom excites a 
sentiment or idea, which sometimes crawls in the dust, and is sometimes lost in the clouds." 
{175} Reiske {176} denounces it as the most absurd book and a scourge to a reader of sound 
common sense. Goethe, one of the best judges of literary and poetic merit, characterizes the style 



as severe, great, terrible, and at times truly sublime. "Detailed injunctions," he says, "of things 
allowed and forbidden, legendary stories of Jewish and Christian religion, amplifications of all 
kinds, boundless tautologies and repetitions, form the body of this sacred volume, which to us, as 
often as we approach it, is repellent anew, next attracts us ever anew, and fills us with admiration, 
and finally forces us into veneration." He finds the kernel of Islam in the second Sura, where 
belief and unbelief with heaven and hell, as their sure reward, are contrasted. Carlyle calls the 
Koran "the confused ferment of a great rude human soul; rude, untutored, that cannot even read, 
but fervent, earnest, struggling vehemently to utter itself In words;" and says of 
Mohammedanism: "Call it not false, look not at the falsehood of it; look at the truth of it. For 
these twelve centuries it has been the religion and life-guidance of the fifth part of the whole 
kindred of mankind. Above all, it has been a religion heartily believed." But with all his 
admiration, Carlyle confesses that the reading of the Koran in English is "as toilsome a task" as 
he ever undertook. "A wearisome, confused jumble, crude, incondite; endless iterations, long-
windedness, entanglement; insupportable stupidity, in short, nothing but a sense of duty could 
carry any European through the Koran. We read it, as we might in the State-Paper Office, 
unreadable masses of lumber, that we may get some glimpses of a remarkable man." And yet 
there are Mohammedan doctors who are reported to have read the Koran seventy thousand times! 
What a difference of national and religious taste! Emanuel Deutsch finds the grandeur of the 
Koran chiefly in its Arabic diction, "the peculiarly dignified, impressive, sonorous nature of 
Semitic sound and parlance; its sesquipedalia verba, with their crowd of prefixes and affixes, 
each of them affirming its own position, while consciously bearing upon and influencing the 
central root, which they envelop like a garment of many folds, or as chosen courtiers move round 
the anointed person of the king." E. H. Palmer says that the claim of the Koran to miraculous 
eloquence, however absurd it may sound to Western ears, was and is to the Arab incontrovertible, 
and he accounts for the immense influence which it has always exercised upon the Arab mind, by 
the fact, "that it consists not merely of the enthusiastic utterances of an individual, but of the 
popular sayings, choice pieces of eloquence, and favorite legends current among the desert tribes 
for ages before this time. Arabic authors speak frequently of the celebrity attained by the ancient 
Arabic orators, such as Shaiban Wail; but unfortunately no specimens of their works have come 
down to us. The Quran, however, enables us to judge of the speeches which took so strong a hold 
upon their countrymen." {177} 
 
Of all books, not excluding the Vedas, the Koran is the most powerful rival of the Bible, but falls 
infinitely below it in contents and form. 
 
Both contain the moral and religious code of the nations which own it; the Koran, like the Old 
Testament, is also a civil and political code. Both are oriental in style and imagery. Both have the 
fresh character of occasional composition growing out of a definite historical situation and 
specific wants. But the Bible is the genuine revelation of the only true God in Christ, reconciling 
the world to himself; the Koran is a mock-revelation without Christ and without atonement. 
Whatever is true in the Koran is borrowed from the Bible; what is original, is false or frivolous. 
The Bible is historical and embodies the noblest aspirations of the human race in all ages to the 
final consummation; the Koran begins and stops with Mohammed. The Bible combines endless 
variety with unity, universal applicability with local adaptation; the Koran is uniform and 
monotonous, confined to one country, one state of society, and one class of minds. The Bible is 
the book of the world, and is constantly travelling to the ends of the earth, carrying spiritual food 
to all races and to all classes of society; the Koran stays in the Orient, and is insipid to all who 
have once tasted the true word of the living God. {178} Even the poetry of the Koran never rises 
to the grandeur and sublimity of Job or Isaiah, the lyric beauty of the Psalms, the sweetness and 
loveliness of the Song of Solomon, the sententious wisdom of the Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes. 
 



A few instances must suffice for illustration. 
 
The first Sura, called "the Sura of Praise and Prayer," which is recited by the Mussulmans several 
times in each of the five daily devotions, fills for them the place of the Lord’s Prayer, and 
contains the same number of petitions. We give it in a rhymed, and in a more literal translation: 
 
In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate! 
 
Praise be to Allah, who the three worlds made, 
 
The Merciful, the Compassionate, 
 
The King of the day of Fate, 
 
Thee alone do we worship, and of Thee alone do we ask aid. 
 
Guide us to the path that is straight— 
 
The path of those to whom Thy love is great, 
 
Not those on whom is hate, 
 
Nor they that deviate! Amen. {179} 
 
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
 
Praise be to God, Lord of the worlds! 
 
The Compassionate, the Merciful! 
 
King on the day of judgment! 
 
Thee only do we worship, and to Thee do we cry for help. 
 
Guide Thou us on the right path, 
 
The path of those to whom Thou art gracious; 
 
Not of those with whom Thou art angered, 
 
Nor of those who go astray. {180} 
 
We add the most recent version in prose: 
 
In the name of the merciful and compassionate God. 
 
Praise belongs to God, the Lord of the worlds, the merciful, the compassionate, the ruler of the 
day of judgment! Thee we serve and Thee we ask for aid. Guide us in the right path, the path of 
those Thou art gracious to; not of those Thou art wroth with; nor of those who err. {181} 
 



As this Sura invites a comparison with the Lord’s Prayer infinitely to the advantage of the latter, 
so do the Koran’s descriptions of Paradise when contrasted with St. John’s vision of the heavenly 
Jerusalem: 
 
Joyous on that day shall be the inmates of Paradise in their employ; 
 
In shades, on bridal couches reclining, they and their spouses: 
 
Therein shall they have fruits, and whatever they require— 
 
‘Peace!’ shall be the word on the part of a merciful Lord. 
 
But be ye separated this day, O ye sinners! {182} 
 
The sincere servants of God 
 
A stated banquet shall they have 
 
Of fruits; and honored shall they be 
 
In the gardens of delight, 
 
Upon couches face to face. 
 
A cup shall be borne round among them from a fountain, 
 
Limpid, delicious to those who drink; 
 
It shall not oppress the sense, nor shall they therewith be drunken, 
 
And with them are the large-eyed ones with modest refraining glances, 
 
fair like the sheltered egg. {183} 
 
{164} Arabic quran, i.e. the reading or that which should be read, the book. It is read over and 
over again in all the mosques and schools. 
 
{165} Sura 53 (Rodwell, p. 64): 
 
The Koran is no other than a revelation revealed to him: 
 
One terrible in power [Gabriel, i.e. the Strong one of God] taught it him. 
 
Endued with wisdom, with even balance stood he 
 
In the highest part of the horizon. 
 
He came nearer and approached, 
 
And was at the distance of two bows, or even closer,— 
 



And he revealed to his servant what he revealed. 
 
I add the view of a learned modern Mohammedan, Syed Ahmed Khan Babador, who says (l. c., 
Essay on the Holy Koran): "The Holy Koran was delivered to Mohammed neither in the form of 
graven tablets of stone, nor in that of cloven tongues of fire; nor was it necessary that the 
followers of Mohammed, like those of Moses, should be furnished with a copy or counterpart, in 
case the original should be lost. No mystery attended the delivery of it, for it was on 
Mohammed’s heart that it was engraven, and it was with his tongue that it was communicated to 
all Arabia. The heart of Mohammed was the Sinai where he received the revelation, and his 
tablets of stone were the hearts of true believers." 
 
{166} Sura means either revelation, or chapter, or part of a chapter. The Mohammedan 
commentators refer it primarily to the succession of subjects or parts, like the rows of bricks in a 
wall. The titles of the Suras are generally taken from some leading topic or word in each, as "The 
Sun," "The Star," "The Charges," "The Scattering," "The Adoration," "The Spider," "Women," 
"Hypocrites," "Light," "Jonas," "The Cave," "The Night Journey," "The Cow," "The Battle," "The 
Victory." 
 
{167} "Bismillahi ‘rrahonani ‘rrahim." According to the Ulama (the professors of religion and 
law), "God of mercy" means merciful in great things; "the Merciful" means merciful in small 
things. But, according to E. W. Lane, "the first expresses an occasional sensation, the second a 
constant quality!" In other words, the one refers to acts, the other to a permanent attribute. 
 
{168} These scruples are gradually giving way, at least in India, where "printed copies, with inter-
lineal versions in Persian and Urdoo—too literal to be intelligible—are commonly used." Muir, 
The Coran, p. 48. The manuscript copies in the mosques, in the library of the Khedive in Cairo, 
and in many European libraries, are equal in caligraphic beauty to the finest mediaeval 
manuscripts of the Bible. 
 
{169} The present order, Says Muir (Coran, p. 41), is almost a direct inversion of the natural 
chronological order; the longest which mostly belong to the later period of Mohammed, being 
placed first and the shortest last. Weil, Sprenger, and Muir have paid much attention to the 
chronological arrangement. Noldeke also, in his Geschichte des Qorans, has fixed the order of the 
Suras, with a reasonable degree of certainty on the basis of Mohammedan traditions and a 
searching analysis of the text; and he has been mainly followed by Rodwell in his English 
version. 
 
{170} The ornament of metre and rhyme, however, is preserved throughout. 
 
{171} Rodwell, p. X. Comp. Deutsch, l. c.., p. 121. 
 
{172} Muir, Life of Moh., I. 35; Stanley, p. 366. 
 
{173} See a collection of these correspondences in the original Arabic and in English in Sir 
William Muir’s Coran, pp. 66 sqq. Muir concludes that Mohammed knew the Bible, and believed 
in its divine origin and authority. 
 
{174} Muir (Life, II. 313, 278) and Stanley (p. 366) adduce, as traces of a faint knowledge of the 
Canonical Gospels, the account of the birth of John the Baptist in the Koran, and the assumption 
by Mohammed of the name of Paracletus under the distorted form of Periclytus, the Illustrious. 
But the former does not strike me as being taken from St. Luke, else he could not have made such 



a glaring chronological mistake as to identify Mary with Miriam, the sister of Moses. And as to 
the promise of the Paraclete, which only occurs in St. John, it certainly must have passed into 
popular tradition, for the word occurs also in the Talmud. If Mohammed had read St. John, he 
must have seen that the Paraclete is the Holy Spirit, and would have identified him with Gabriel, 
rather than with himself. Palmer’s opinion is that Mohammed could neither read nor write, but 
acquired his knowledge from the traditions which were then current in Arabia among Jewish and 
Christian tribes. The Qur’an, I., p. xlvii. 
 
{175} Decline and Fall of the R. E., Ch. 50. 
 
{176} As quoted in Tholuck. 
 
{177} The Qur’an, Introd. I., p. 1. 
 
{178} On this difference Ewald makes some good remarks in the first volume of his Biblical 
Theology (1871), p. 418. 
 
{179} Translated by Lieut. Burton. 
 
{180} Rodwell, The Koran (2nd ed., 1876), p. 10. 
 
{181} E. H. Palmer, The Qur’an, Oxford, 1880, Part I., p. 1. 
 
{182} Sura 36 (in Rodwell, p. 128). 
 
{183} The ostrich egg carefully protected from dust. Sura 37 (in Rodwell, p 69). Brides and wives 
always figure in the Mohammedan Paradise.  

 



45. The Mohammedan Religion. 
 
lslam is not a new religion, nor can we expect a new one after the appearance of that religion 
which is perfect and intended for all nations and ages. It is a compound or mosaic of preaxisting 
elements, a rude attempt to combine heathenism, Judaism and Christianity, which Mohammed 
found in Arabia, but in a very imperfect form. {184} It is professedly, a restoration of the faith of 
Abraham, the common father of Isaac and of Ishmael. But it is not the genuine faith of Abraham 
with its Messianic hopes and aspirations looking directly to the gospel dispensation as its goal 
and fulfilment, but a bastard Judaism of Ishmael, and the post-Christian and anti-Christian 
Judaism of the Talmud. Still less did Mohammed know the pure religion of Jesus as laid down in 
the New Testament, but only a perversion and caricature of it such as we find in the wretched 
apocryphal and heretical Gospels. This ignorance of the Bible and the corruptions of Eastern 
Christianity with which the Mohammedans came in contact, furnish some excuse for their 
misbelief and stubborn prejudices. And yet even the poor pseudo-Jewish and pseudo-Christian 
elements of the Koran were strong enough to reform the old heathenism of Arabia and Africa and 
to lift it to a much higher level. The great and unquestionable merit of Islam is the breaking up of 
idolatry and the diffusion of monotheism. 
 
The creed of Islam is simple, and consists of six articles: God, predestination, the angels (good 
and bad), the books, the prophets, the resurrection and judgment with eternal reward and eternal 
punishment. 
 
God. 
 
Monotheism is the comer-stone of the system. It is expressed in the ever-repeated sentence: 
"There is no god but God (Allah, i.e., the true, the only God), and Mohammed is his prophet (or 
apostle)." {185} Gibbon calls this a "compound of an eternal truth and a necessary fiction." The 
first clause certainly is a great and mighty truth borrowed from the Old Testament; {Deuteronomy 
6:4} and is the religious strength of the system. But the Mohammedan (like the later Jewish, the 
Socinian, and the Unitarian) monotheism is abstract, monotonous, divested of inner life and 
fulness, anti-trinitarian, and so far anti-Christian. One of the last things which a Mohammedan 
will admit, is the divinity of Christ. Many of the divine attributes are vividly apprehended, 
emphasized and repeated in prayer. But Allah is a God of infinite power and wisdom, not a God 
of redeeming love to all mankind; a despotic sovereign of trembling subjects and slaves, not a 
loving Father of trustful children. He is an object of reverence and fear rather than of love and 
gratitude. He is the God of fate who has unalterably foreordained all things evil as well as good; 
hence unconditional resignation to him (this is the meaning of Islam) is true wisdom and piety. 
He is not a hidden, unknowable being, but a God who has revealed himself through chosen 
messengers, angelic and human. Adam, Noah, Abraham Moses, and Jesus are his chief prophets. 
{186} But Mohammed is the last and the greatest. 
 
Christ. 
 
The Christology of the Koran is a curious mixture of facts and apocryphal fictions, of reverence 
for the man Jesus and denial of his divine character. He is called "the Messiah Jesus Son of 
Mary," or "the blessed Son of Mary." {187} He was a servant and apostle of the one true God, 
and strengthened by the Holy Spirit, i.e., the angel Gabriel (Dshebril), who afterwards conveyed 
the divine revelations to Mohammed. But he is not the Son of God; for as God has no wife, he 
can have no son. {188} He is ever alone, and it is monstrous and blasphemous to associate 
another being with Allah. 



 
Some of the Mohammedan divines exempt Jesus and even his mother from sin, and first 
proclaimed the dogma of the immaculate conception of Mary, for which the apocryphal Gospels 
prepared the way. {189} By a singular anachronism, the Koran confounds the Virgin Mary with 
Miriam," the sister of Aaron" (Harun), and Moses. {Exodus 15:20 Numbers 21:1} Possibly 
Mohammed may have meant another Aaron (since he calls Mary, "the sister of Aaron" but not "of 
Moses"); some of his commentators, however, assume that the sister of Moses was miraculously 
preserved to give birth to Jesus. {190} 
 
According to the Koran Jesus was conceived by the Virgin Mary at the appearance of Gabriel and 
born under a palm tree beneath which a fountain opened. This story is of Ebionite origin. {191} 
Jesus preached in the cradle and performed miracles in His infancy (as in the apocryphal 
Gospels), and during His public ministry, or rather Allah wrought miracles through Him. 
Mohammed disclaims the miraculous power, and relied upon the stronger testimony of the truth 
of his doctrine. Jesus proclaimed the pure doctrine of the unity of God and disclaimed divine 
honors. 
 
The crucifixion of Jesus is denied. He was delivered by a miracle from the death intended for 
Him, and taken up by God into Paradise with His mother. The Jews slew one like Him, by 
mistake. This absurd docetic idea is supposed to be the common belief of Christians. {192} 
 
Jesus predicted the coming of Mohammed, when he said: "O children of Israel! of a truth I am 
God’s apostle to you to confirm the law which was given before me, and to announce an apostle 
that shall come after me whose name shall be Ahmed!" {193} Thus the promise of the Holy 
Ghost, "the other Paraclete," {John 14:16} was applied by Mohammed to himself by a singular 
confusion of Paracletos (paravklhto") with Periclytos (perivkluto," heard all round, famous) or 
Ahmed (the glorified, the illustrious), one of the prophet’s names. {194} 
 
Owing to this partial recognition of Christianity Mohammed was originally regarded not as the 
founder of a new religion, but as one of the chief heretics. {195} The same opinion is expressed 
by several modern writers, Catholic and Protestant. Dollinger says: "Islam must be considered at 
bottom a Christian heresy, the bastard offspring of a Christian father and a Jewish mother, and is 
indeed more closely allied to Christianity than Manichaeism, which is reckoned a Christian sect." 
{196} Stanley calls Islam an "eccentric heretical form of Eastern Christianity," and Ewald more 
correctly, "the last and most powerful offshoot of Gnosticism." {197} 
 
The Ethics of Islam. 
 
Resignation (Islam) to the omnipotent will of Allah is the chief virtue. It is the most powerful 
motive both in action and suffering, and is carried to the excess of fatalism and apathy. 
 
The use of pork and wine is strictly forbidden; prayer, fasting (especially during the whole month 
of Ramadhan), and almsgiving are enjoined. Prayer carries man half-way to God, fasting brings 
him to the door of God’s palace, alms secure admittance. The total abstinence from strong drink 
by the whole people, even in countries where the vine grows in abundance, reveals a remarkable 
power of self-control, which puts many Christian nations to shame. Mohammedanism is a great 
temperance society. Herein lies its greatest moral force. 
 
Polygamy. 
 



But on the other hand the heathen vice of polygamy and concubinage is perpetuated and 
encouraged by the example of the prophet. He restrained and regulated an existing practice, and 
gave it the sanction of religion. Ordinary believers are restricted to four wives (exclusive of 
slaves), and generally have only one or two. But Califs may fill their harems to the extent of their 
wealth and lust. Concubinage with female slaves is allowed to all without limitation. The 
violation of captive women of the enemy is the legitimate reward of the conqueror. The laws of 
divorce and prohibited degrees are mostly borrowed from the Jews, but divorce is facilitated and 
practiced to an extent that utterly demoralizes married life. 
 
Polygamy and servile concubinage destroy the dignity of woman, and the beauty and peace of 
home. In all Mohammedan countries woman is ignorant and degraded; she is concealed from 
public sight by a veil (a sign of degradation as well as protection); she is not commanded to pray, 
and is rarely seen in the mosques; it is even an open question whether she has a soul, but she is 
necessary even in paradise for the gratification of man’s passion. A Moslem would feel insulted 
by an inquiry after the health of his wife or wives. Polygamy affords no protection against 
unnatural vices, which are said to prevail to a fearful extent among Mohammedans, as they did 
among the ancient heathen. {198} 
 
In nothing is the infinite superiority of Christianity over Islam so manifest as in the condition of 
woman and family life. Woman owes everything to the religion of the gospel. 
 
The sensual element pollutes even the Mohammedan picture of heaven from which chastity is 
excluded. The believers are promised the joys of a luxuriant paradise amid blooming gardens, 
fresh fountains, and beautiful virgins. Seventy-two Houris, or black-eyed girls of blooming youth 
will be created for the enjoyment of the meanest believer; a moment of pleasure will be prolonged 
to a thousand years; and his faculties will be increased a hundred fold. Saints and martyrs will be 
admitted to the spiritual joys of the divine vision. But infidels and those who refuse to fight for 
their faith will be cast into hell. 
 
The Koran distinguishes seven heavens, and seven hells (for wicked or apostate Mohammedans, 
Christians, Jews, Sabians, Magians, idolaters, hypocrites). Hell (Jahennem equals Gehenna) is 
beneath the lowest earth and seas of darkness; the bridge over it is finer than a hair and sharper 
than the edge of a sword; the pious pass over it in a moment, the wicked fall from it into the 
abyss. 
 
Slavery. 
 
Slavery is recognized and sanctioned as a normal condition of, society, and no hint is given in the 
Koran, nor any effort made by Mohammedan rulers for its final extinction. It is the twin-sister of 
polygamy; every harem is a slave-pen or a slave-palace. "The Koran, as a universal revelation, 
would have been a perpetual edict of servitude." Mohammed, by ameliorating the condition of 
slaves, and enjoining kind treatment upon the masters, did not pave the way for its abolition, but 
rather riveted its fetters. The barbarous slave-trade is still carried on in all its horrors by Moslems 
among the negroes in Central Africa. 
 
War. 
 
War against unbelievers is legalized by the Koran. The fighting men are to be slain, the women 
and children reduced to slavery. Jews and Christians are dealt with more leniently than idolaters; 
but they too must be thoroughly humbled and forced to pay tribute. 
 



{184} Luther said of the religion of the Turks: "Also ist’s ein Glaub zusammengeflickt aus der 
Juden, Christen und Heiden Glaube." Milman (II. 139) calls Mohammedanism "the republication 
of a more comprehensive Judaism with some depraved forms of Christianity." Renan describes it 
as "the least original" of the religious creations of humanity. Geiger and Deutsch (both Hebrews) 
give prominence to the Jewish element. "It is not merely parallelisms," says Deutsch, 
"reminiscences, allusions, technical terms, and the like, of Judaism, its lore and dogma and 
ceremony, its Halacha and Haggadah (which may most briefly be rendered by ‘Law’ and 
‘Legend’), which we find in the Koran; but we think Islam neither more nor less than Judaism as 
adapted to Arabia—plus the apostleship of Jesus and Mohammed. Nay, we verily believe that a 
great deal of such Christianity as has found its way into the Koran, has found it through Jewish 
channels" (l. c.. p. 64). 
 
{185} La ilaha ill’ Allah, wa Muhammeda rrasa la  ‘llah. Allah is composed of the article al, 
"the," and ilah, "a god," and is equivalent to the Hebrew Eli and Elohim. He was known to the 
Arabs before Mohammed, and regarded as the chief god in their pantheon. 
 
{186} A similar idea is presented in the pseudo-Clementine Homilies. 
 
{187} Mesich Isaiah ben Mariam. 
 
{188} In rude misconception or wilful perversion, Mohammed seems to have understood the 
Christian doctrine of the trinity to be a trinity of Father, Mary, and Jesus. The Holy Spirit is 
identified with Gabriel. "God is only one God! Far be it from his glory that he should have a 
son!" Sura 4, ver. 169; comp. 5, ver. 77. The designation and worship of Mary as "the mother of 
God" may have occasioned this strange mistake. There was in Arabia in the fourth century a sect 
of fanatical women called Collyridians (Kollurivde), who rendered divine worship to Mary. 
Epiphanius, Haer. 79. 
 
{189} As the Protevangelium Jacobi, the Evang. de Nativitate Mariae, the Evang. Infantis 
Servatoris, etc. Gibbon (ch. 50) and Stanley (p. 367) trace the doctrine of the immaculate 
conception directly to the Koran. It is said of Mary: "Remember when the angel said: ‘O Mary! 
verily hath God chosen thee, and purified thee, and chosen thee above the women of the worlds.’" 
But this does not necessarily mean more than Luke 1:28. The Koran knows nothing of original 
sin in the Christian sense. 
 
{190} Gerok, l. c.. pp. 22-28. This would be a modification of the rabbinical fable that ordinary 
death and corruption had as little power over Miriam as over Moses, and that both died by the 
breath of Jehovah. 
 
{191} Rosch (l. c.., p. 439) "Die Geburtsgeschichte Jesu im Koran ist nichts anderes als ein 
mythologischer Mythus aus Ezech. 47 mit eingewobenen judischen Zugen, der seine Heimath im 
Ebionismus hat." 
 
{192} Sura 4. This view of the crucifixion is no doubt derived from apocryphal sources. The 
Gnostic sect of Basilides supposed Simon of Cyrene, the Evangel. Barrabae, Judas, to have been 
that other person who was crucified instead of Jesus. Mani (Epist. Fund.) says that the prince of 
darkness was nailed to the cross, and wore the crown of thorns. 
 
{193} Sura 61. 
 



{194} The Moslems refer also some other passages of Scripture to Mohammed and his religion, 
e.g. Genesis 16:10 17:20 21:12,13 27:20 (the promise of God to bless Hagar and Ishmael); Deut. 
xviii. 15, 18 (the promise to raise up a prophet like Moses); Isa. xxi. 67 (where Mohammed is 
supposed to be meant by the "rider on the camel," as distinct from Jesus, "the rider on the ass"); 
John iv. 21; 1 John iv. 23 (where he is the spirit that is of God, because he proclaimed that Jesus 
was a true man, not God); Deut. xxxii.2 (where Sinai is said to mean the Jewish, Seir the 
Christian, and Paran the Mohammedan revelation). 
 
{195} So by John of Damascus and the mediaeval writers against Islam. Peter of Clugny speaks 
of "haereses Saracenorum sive Ismaelitarum." Comp. Gass, Gennadius und Pletho, p. 109. 
 
{196} Lectures on the Reunion of Churches, p. 7 (transl. by Oxenham, 1872). 
 
{197} Die Lehre der Bibel von Gott, Vol. I. (1871), p. 418. 
 
{198} Rom. i. 24sqq. See the statements of Dr. Jessup of Beirut, l. c.., p. 47.  

 



46. Mohammedan Worship. 
 
A simple, unpartitioned room, 
 
Surmounted by an ample dome, 
 
Or, in some Iands that favored he, 
 
With centre open to the sky, 
 
But roofed with arched cloisters round, 
 
That mark the consecrated bound, 
 
And shade the niche to Mecca turned, 
 
By which two massive lights are burned; 
 
With pulpit whence the sacred word 
 
Expounded on great days is heard; 
 
With fountains fresh, where, ere they pray, 
 
Men wash the soil of earth away; 
 
With shining minaret, thin and high, 
 
From whose fine trellised balcony, 
 
Announcement of the hour of prayer 
 
Is uttered to the silent air: 
 
Such is the Mosque—the holy place, 
 
Where faithful men of every race 
 
Meet at their ease and face to face. 
 
(From Milnes, "Palm Leaves.") 
 
In worship the prominent feature of Islam is its extreme iconoclasm and puritanism. In this 
respect, it resembles the service of the synagogue. The second commandment is literally 
understood as a prohibition of all representations of living creatures, whether in churches or 
elsewhere. The only ornament allowed is the "Arabesque," which is always taken from inanimate 
nature. {199} 
 
The ceremonial is very simple. The mosques, like Catholic churches, are always open and 
frequented by worshippers, who perform their devotions either alone or in groups with covered 



head and bare feet. In entering, one must take off the shoes according to the command: "Put off 
thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is holy ground." Slippers or 
sandals of straw are usually provided for strangers, and must be paid for. There are always half a 
dozen claimants for "backsheesh"—the first and the last word which greets the traveller in Egypt 
and Syria. Much importance is attached to preaching. {200} 
 
Circumcision is retained from the Jews, although it is not mentioned in the Koran. Friday is 
substituted for the Jewish Sabbath as the sacred day (perhaps because it was previously a day for 
religious assemblage). It is called the prince of days, the most excellent day on which man was 
created, and on which the last judgment will take place; but the observance is less strict than that 
of the Jewish Sabbath. On solemn occasions sacrifice, mostly in the nature of a thank-offering, is 
offered and combined with an act of benevolence to the poor. But there is no room in Islam for 
the idea of atonement; God forgives sins directly and arbitrarily, without a satisfaction of justice. 
Hence there is no priesthood in the sense of a hereditary or perpetual caste, offering sacrifices and 
mediating between God and the people. {201} Yet there are Mufties and Dervishes, who are as 
powerful as any class of priests and monks. The Mussulmans have their saints, and pray at their 
white tombs. In this respect, they approach the Greeks and Roman Catholics; yet they abhor the 
worship of saints as idolatry. They also make much account of religious processions and 
pilgrimages. Their chief place of pilgrimage is Mecca. Many thousands of Moslems from Egypt 
and all parts of Turkey pass annually through the Arabian desert to worship at the holy Kaaba, 
and are received in triumph on their return. The supposed tomb of Moses, also, which is 
transferred to the Western shore of the Dead Sea, is visited by the Moslems of Jerusalem and the 
neighboring country in the month of April. 
 
Prayer with prostrations is reduced to a mechanical act which is performed with the regularity of 
clock work. Washing of hands is enjoined before prayer, but in the desert, sand is permitted as a 
substitute for water. There are five stated seasons for prayer: at day-break, near noon, in the 
afternoon, a little after sunset (to avoid the appearance of sun-worship), and at night-fall, besides 
two night prayers for extra devotion. The muaddin or muazzin (crier) announces the time of 
devotion from the minaret of the mosque by chanting the "Adan" or call to prayer, in these words: 
 
"God is great!" (four times). "I bear witness that there is no god but God" (twice). "I bear witness 
that Mohammed is the Apostle of God" (twice). "Come hither to prayers!" (twice). "Come hither 
to salvation!" (twice). "God is great! There is no other God!" And in the early morning the crier 
adds: "Prayer is better than sleep!" 
 
A devout Mussulman is never ashamed to perform his devotion in public, whether in the mosque, 
or in the street, or on board the ship. Regardless of the surroundings, feeling alone with God in 
the midst of the crowd, his face turned to Mecca, his hands now raised to heaven, then laid on the 
lap, his forehead touching the ground, he goes through his genuflexions and prostrations, and 
repeats the first Sura of the Koran and the ninety-nine beautiful names of Allah, which form his 
rosary. {202} The mosques are as well filled with men, as many Christian churches are with 
women. Islam is a religion for men; women are of no account; the education and elevation of the 
female sex would destroy the system. 
 
With all its simplicity and gravity, the Mohammedan worship has also its frantic excitement of 
the Dervishes. On the celebration of the birthday of their prophet and other festivals, they work 
themselves, by the constant repetition of "Allah, Allah," into a state of unconscious ecstacy, "in 
which they plant swords in their breasts, tear live serpents with their teeth, eat bottles of glass, 
and finally lie prostrate on the ground for the chief of their order to ride on horseback over their 
bodies." {203} 



 
I will add a brief description of the ascetic exercises of the "Dancing" and "Howling" Dervishes 
which I witnessed in their convents at Constantinople and Cairo in 1877. 
 
The Dancing or Turning Dervishes in Pera, thirteen in number, some looking ignorant and stupid, 
others devout and intensely fanatical, went first through prayers and prostrations, then threw off 
their outer garments, and in white flowing gowns, with high hats of stiff woolen stuff, they began 
to dance to the sound of strange music, whirling gracefully and skilfully on their toes, ring within 
ring, without touching each other or moving out of their circle, performing, in four different acts, 
from forty to fifty turnings in one minute, their arms stretched out or raised to heaven their eyes 
half shut, their mind apparently lost in a sort of Nirwana or pantheistic absorption in Allah. A few 
hours afterward I witnessed the rare spectacle of one of these very Dervishes reeling to and fro in 
a state of intoxication on the street and the lower bridge of the Golden Horn. 
 
The Howling Dervishes in Scutari present a still more extraordinary sight, and a higher degree of 
ascetic exertion, but destitute of all grace and beauty. The performance took place in a small, 
plain, square room, and lasted nearly two hours. As the monks came in, they kissed the hand of 
their leader and repeated with him long prayers from the Koran. One recited with melodious 
voice an Arabic song in praise of Mohammed. Then, standing in a row, bowing, and raising their 
heads, they continued to howl the fundamental dogma of Mohammedanism, La ilaha ill’ Allah 
for nearly an hour. Some were utterly exhausted and wet with perspiration. The exercises I saw in 
Cairo were less protracted, but more dramatic, as the Dervishes had long hair and stood in a 
circle, swinging their bodies backward and forward in constant succession, and nearly touching 
the ground with their flowing hair. In astounding feats of asceticism the Moslems are fully equal 
to the ancient Christian anchorites and the fakirs of India. 
 
{199} The lions in the court of the Alhambra farm an exception. 
 
{200} For an interesting description of a sermon from the pulpit of Mecca, see Burton’s 
Pilgrimage, II. 314; III. 117, quoted by Stanley, p. 379. Burton says, he had never and nowhere 
seen so solemn, so impressive a religious spectacle. Perhaps he has not heard many Christian 
sermons. 
 
{201} Gibbon’s statement that "the Mohammedan religion has no priest and no sacrifice;" is 
substantially correct. 
 
{202} They are given in Arabic and English by Palmer, l. c.. I., Intr, p. lxvii. sq. The following are 
the first ten: 
 
1. ar-Ra’hman, the Merciful. 
 
2. ar-Ra’him, the Compassionate. 
 
3. al-Malik, the Ruler. 
 
4. al-Quaddus, the Holy. 
 
5. as-Salam, Peace. 
 
6. al-Mu’min, the Faithful. 
 



7. al-Muhaimun, the Protector. 
 
8. al-Haziz the Mighty. 
 
9. al-Gabbar, the Repairer. 
 
10. al-Mutakabbir, the Great. 
 
{203} Description of Dean Stanley from his own observation in Cairo, l. c.., p. 385.  

 



47. Christian Polemics against Mohammedanism. Note on Mormonism. 
 
See the modern Lit. in 38. 
 
For a list of earlier works against Mohammedanism, see J. Alb. Fabricius: Delectus 
argumentorum et syllabus scriptorum, qui veritatem Christ. Adv. Atheos,... Judaeos et 
Muhammedanos... asseruerunt. Hamb., 1725, pp. 119 sqq., 735 sqq. J. G. Walch: Bibliotheca 
Theolog. Selecta (Jenae, 1757), Tom. I. 611 sqq. Appendix to Prideaux’s Life of Mahomet. 
 
Theod. Bibliander, edited at Basle, in 1543, and again in 1550, with the Latin version of the 
Koran, a collection of the more important works against Mohammed under the title: Machumetis 
Saracenorum principis ejusque successorum vitae, doctrinae, ac ipse Alcoran., I vol. fol. 
 
Richardus (about 1300): Confutatio Alcorani, first publ. in Paris, 1511. 
 
Joh. de Turrecremata: Tractatus contra principales errores perfidi Mahometis et Turcorum. 
Rom., 1606. 
 
Lud. Maraccius (Maracci): Prodromus ad refutationem Alcorani; in quo, per IV. praecipuas 
verae religionis notas, mahumetanae sectae falsitas ostenditur, christianae religionis veritas 
comprobatur. Rom. (typis Congreg. de Propaganda Fide), 1691. 4 vols., small oct.; also Pref. to 
his Alcorani textus universus, Petav., 1698, 2 vols. fol. 
 
Hadr. Reland: Deuteronomy Religione Mohammedica. Utrecht, 1705; 2nd ed. 1717; French 
transl., Hague, 1721. 
 
W. Gass: Gennadius und Pletho. Breslau, 1844, Part I., pp. 106-181. (Die Bestreitung des Islam 
im Mittelalter.) 
 
The argument of Mohammedanism against other religions was the sword. Christian Europe 
replied with the sword in the crusades, but failed. Greek and Latin divines refuted the false 
prophet with superior learning, but without rising to a higher providential view, and without any 
perceptible effect. Christian polemics against Mohammed and the Koran began in the eighth 
century, and continued with interruptions to the sixteenth and seventeenth. 
 
John of Damascus, who lived among the Saracens (about A. D. 750), headed the line of 
champions of the cross against the crescent. He was followed, in the Greek Church, by Theodor 
of Abukara, who debated a good deal with Mohammedans in Mesopotamia, by Samonas, bishop 
of Gaza, Bartholomew of Edessa, John Kantakuzenus (or rather a monk Meletius, formerly a 
Mohammedan, who justified his conversion, with the aid of the emperor, in four apologies and 
four orations), Euthymius Zigabenus, Gennadius, patriarch of Constantinople. Prominent in the 
Latin church were Peter, Abbot of Clugny (twelfth century), Thomas Aquinas, Alanus ab Insulis, 
Raimundus LulIus, Nicolaus of Cusa, Ricold or Richard (a Dominican monk who lived long in 
the East), Savonarola, Joh. de Turrecremata. 
 
The mediaeval writers, both Greek and Latin, represent Mohammed as an impostor and arch-
heretic, who wove his false religion chiefly from Jewish (Talmudic) fables and Christian heresies. 
They find him foretold in the Little Horn of Daniel, and the False Prophet of the Apocalypse. 
They bring him in connection with a Nestorian monk, Sergius, or according to others, with the 
Jacobite Bahira, who instructed Mohammed, and might have converted him to the Christian 



religion, if malignant Jews had not interposed with their slanders. Thus he became the shrewd and 
selfish prophet of a pseudo-gospel, which is a mixture of apostate Judaism and apostate 
Christianity with a considerable remnant of his native Arabian heathenism. Dante places him, 
disgustingly torn and mutilated, among the chief heretics and schismatics in the ninth gulf of 
Hell, 
 
Where is paid the fee 
 
By those who sowing discord win their burden. {204} 
 
This mediaeval view was based in part upon an entire ignorance or perversion of facts. It was 
then believed that Mohammedans were pagans and idolaters, and cursed the name of Christ, 
while it is now known, that they abhor idolatry, and esteem Christ as the highest prophet next to 
Mohammed. 
 
The Reformers and older Protestant divines took substantially the same view, and condemn the 
Koran and its author without qualification. We must remember that down to the latter part of the 
seventeenth century the Turks were the most dangerous enemies of the peace of Europe. Luther 
published, at Wittenberg, 1540, a German translation of Richard’s Confutatio Alcorani, with racy 
notes, to show "what a shameful, lying, abominable book the Alcoran is." He calls Mohammed "a 
devil and the first-born child of Satan." He goes into the question, whether the Pope or 
Mohammed be worse, and comes to the conclusion, that after all the pope is worse, and the real 
Anti-Christ (Endechrist). "Wohlan," he winds up his epilogue, "God grant us his grace and punish 
both the Pope and Mohammed, together with their devils. I have done my part as a true prophet 
and teacher. Those who won’t listen may leave it alone." Even the mild and scholarly 
Melanchthon identifies Mohammed with the Little Horn of Daniel, or rather with the Gog and 
Magog of the Apocalypse, and charges his sect with being a compound of "blasphemy, robbery, 
and sensuality." It is not very strange. that in the heat of that polemical age the Romanists charged 
the Lutherans, and the Lutherans the Calvinists, and both in turn the Romanists, with holding 
Mohammedan heresies. {205} 
 
In the eighteenth century this view was gradually corrected. The learned Dean Prideaux still 
represented Mohammed as a vulgar impostor, but at the same time as a scourge of God in just 
punishment of the sins of the Oriental churches who turned our holy religion "into a firebrand of 
hell for contention, strife and violence." He undertook his "Life of Mahomet" as a part of a 
"History of the Eastern Church," though he did not carry out his design. 
 
Voltaire and other Deists likewise still viewed Mohammed as an impostor, but from a disposition 
to trace all religion to priestcraft and deception. Spanheim, Sale, and Gagnier began to take a 
broader and more favorable view. Gibbon gives a calm historical narrative; and in summing up 
his judgment, he hesitates whether "the title of enthusiast or impostor more properly belongs to 
that extraordinary man.... From enthusiasm to imposture the step is perilous and slippery; the 
daemon of Socrates affords a memorable instance how a wise man may deceive himself, how a 
good man may deceive others, how the conscience may slumber in a mixed and middle state 
between self-illusion and voluntary fraud." 
 
Dean Milman suspends his judgment, saying: "To the question whether Mohammed was hero, 
sage, impostor, or fanatic, or blended, and blended in what proportions, these conflicting elements 
in his character? the best reply is the reverential phrase of Islam: God knows.’" {206} 
 



Goethe and Carlyle swung from the orthodox abuse to the opposite extreme of a pantheistic hero-
worshiping over-estimate of Mohammed and the Koran by extending the sphere of revelation and 
inspiration, and obliterating the line which separates Christianity from all other religions. Stanley, 
R. Bosworth Smith, Emanuel Deutsch, and others follow more or less in the track of this broad 
and charitable liberalism. Many errors and prejudices have been dispelled, and the favorable traits 
of Islam and its followers, their habits of devotion, temperance, and resignation, were held up to 
the shame and admiration of the Christian world. Mohammed himself, it is now generally 
conceded, began as an honest reformer, suffered much persecution for his faith, effectually 
destroyed idolatry, was free from sordid motives, lived in strict monogamy during twenty-four 
years of his youth and manhood, and in great simplicity to his death. The polygamy which 
disfigured the last twelve years of his life was more moderate than that of many other Oriental 
despots, Califs and Sultans, and prompted in part by motives of benevolence towards the widows 
of his followers, who had suffered in the service of his religion. {207} 
 
But the enthusiasm kindled by Carlyle for the prophet of Mecca has been considerably checked 
by fuller information from the original sources as brought out in the learned biographies of Weil, 
Noldeke, Sprenger and Muir. They furnish the authentic material for a calm, discriminating and 
impartial judgment, which, however, is modified more or less by the religious standpoint and 
sympathies of the historian. Sprenger represents Mohammed as the child of his age, and mixes 
praise and censure, without aiming at a psychological analysis or philosophical view. Sir William 
Muir concedes his original honesty and zeal as a reformer and warner, but assumes a gradual 
deterioration to the judicial blindness of a self-deceived heart, and even a kind of Satanic 
inspiration in his later revelations. "We may readily admit," he says, "that at the first Mahomet 
did believe, or persuaded himself to believe, that his revelations were dictated by a divine agency. 
In the Meccan period of his life, there certainly can be traced no personal ends or unworthy 
motives to belie this conclusion. The Prophet was there, what he professed to be, ‘a simple 
Preacher and a Warner;’ he was the despised and rejected teacher of a gainsaying people; and he 
had apparently no ulterior object but their reformation.... But the scene altogether changes at 
Medina. There the acquisition of temporal power, aggrandizement, and self-glorification mingled 
with the grand object of the Prophet’s previous life; and they were sought after and attained by 
precisely the same instrumentality. Messages from heaven were freely brought forward to justify 
his political conduct, equally with his religious precepts. Battles were fought, wholesale 
executions inflicted, and territories annexed, under pretext of the Almighty’s sanction. Nay, even 
baser actions were not only excused but encouraged, by the pretended divine approval or 
command.... The student of history will trace for himself how the pure and lofty aspirations of 
Mahomet were first tinged, and then gradually debased by a half unconscious self-deception, and 
how in this process truth merged into falsehood, sincerity into guile,—these opposite principles 
often co-existing even as active agencies in his conduct. The reader will observe that 
simultaneously with the anxious desire to extinguish idolatry and to promote religion and virtue 
in the world, there was nurtured by the Prophet in his own heart a licentious self-indulgence; till 
in the end, assuming to be the favorite of Heaven, he justified himself by ‘revelations’ from God 
in the most flagrant breaches of morality. He will remark that while Mahomet cherished a kind 
and tender disposition, ‘Weeping with them that wept,’ and binding to his person the hearts of his 
followers by the ready and self-denying offices of love and friendship, he could yet take pleasure 
in cruel and perfidious assassination, could gloat over the massacre of entire tribes, and savagely 
consign the innocent babe to the fires of hell. Inconsistencies such as these continually present 
themselves from the period of Mahomet’s arrival at Medina; and it is by, the study of these 
inconsistencies that his character must be rightly comprehended. The key, to many difficulties of 
this description may be found, I believe, in the chapter ‘on the belief of Mahomet in his own 
inspiration.’ When once he had dared to forge the name of the Most High God as the seal and 



authority of his own words and actions, the germ was laid from which the errors of his after life 
freely and fatally developed themselves." {208} 
 
Note on Mormonism. 
 
Sources. 
 
The Book of Mormon. First printed at Palmyra, N. Y., 1830. Written by the Prophet Mormon, 
three hundred years after Christ, upon plates of gold in the "Reformed Egyptian"(?) language, and 
translated by the Prophet Joseph Smith, Jun., with the aid of Urim and Thummim, into English. 
As large as the Old Testament. A tedious historical romance on the ancient inhabitants of the 
American Continent, whose ancestors emigrated from Jerusalem B. C. 600, and whose degenerate 
descendants are the red Indians. Said to have been written as a book of fiction by a Presbyterian 
minister, Samuel Spalding. 
 
The Doctrines and Covenants of The Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints. Salt Lake 
City, Utah Territory. Contains the special revelations given to Joseph Smith and Brigham Young 
at different times. Written in similar style and equally insipid as the Book of Mormon. 
 
A Catechism for Children by Elder John Jaques. Salt Lake City. 25th thousand, 1877. 
 
We cannot close this chapter on Oriental Mohammedanism without some remarks on the 
abnormal American phenomenon of Mormonism, which arose in the nineteenth century, and 
presents an instructive analogy to the former. Joseph Smith (born at Sharon, Vt., 1805; shot dead 
at Nauvoo, in Illinois, 1844), the first founder, or rather Brigham Young (d. 1877), the organizer 
of the sect, may be called the American Mohammed, although far beneath the prophet of Arabia 
in genius and power. 
 
The points of resemblance are numerous and striking: the claim to a supernatural revelation 
mediated by an angel; the abrogation of previous revelations by later and more convenient ones; 
the embodiment of the revelations in an inspired book; the eclectic character of the system, which 
is compounded of Jewish, heathenish, and all sorts of sectarian Christian elements; the intense 
fanaticism and heroic endurance of the early Mormons amidst violent abuse and persecution from 
state to state, till they found a refuge in the desert of Utah Territory, which they turned into a 
garden; the missionary zeal in sending apostles to distant lands and importing proselytes to their 
Eldorado of saints from the ignorant population of England, Wales, Norway, Germany, and 
Switzerland; the union of religion with civil government, in direct opposition to the American 
separation of church and state; the institution of polygamy in defiance of the social order of 
Christian civilization. In sensuality and avarice Brigham Young surpassed Mohammed; for he left 
at his death in Salt Lake City seventeen wives, sixteen sons, and twenty-eight daughters (having 
had in all fifty-six or more children), and property estimated at two millions of dollars. {209} 
 
The government of the United States cannot touch the Mormon religion; but it can regulate the 
social institutions connected therewith, as long as Utah is a Territory under the immediate 
jurisdiction of Congress. Polygamy has been prohibited by law in the Territories under its control, 
and President Hayes has given warning to foreign governments (in 1879) that Mormon converts 
emigrating to the United States run the risk of punishment for violating the laws of the land. 
President Garfield (in his inaugural address, March 4, 1881) took the same decided ground on the 
Mormon question, saying: "The Mormon church not only offends the moral sense of mankind by 
sanctioning polygamy, but prevents the administration of justice through the ordinary 
instrumentalities of law. In my judgment it is the duty of Congress, while respecting to the 



uttermost the conscientious convictions and religious scruples of every citizen, to prohibit within 
its jurisdiction all criminal practices, especially of that class which destroy the family relations 
and endanger social order. Nor can any ecclesiastical organization be safely permitted to usurp in 
the smallest degree the functions and powers of the National Government." 
 
His successor, President Arthur, in his last message to Congress, Dec. 1884, again recommends 
that Congress "assume absolute political control of the Territory of Utah," and says: "I still 
believe that if that abominable practice [polygamy] can be suppressed by law it can only be by 
the most radical legislation consistent with the restraints of the Constitution." The secular and 
religious press of America, with few exceptions, supports these sentiments of the chief 
magistrate. 
 
Since the annexation of Utah to the United States, after the Mexican war, "Gentiles" as the 
Christians are called, have entered the Mormon settlement, and half a dozen churches of different 
denominations have been organized in Salt Lake City. But the "Latter Day Saints" are vastly in 
the majority, and are spreading in the adjoining Territories. Time will show whether the Mormon 
problem can be solved without resort to arms, or a new emigration of the Mormons. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{204} Inferno, Canto XXVIII. 22 sqq. (Longfellow’s translation): 
 
A cask by losing centre-piece or cant 
 
Was never shattered so, as I saw one 
 
Rent from the chin to where one breaketh wind. 
 
Between his legs were hanging down his entrails; 
 
His heart was visible, and the dismal sack 
 
That maketh excrement of what is eaten. 
 
While I was all absorbed in seeing him, 
 
He looked at me, and opened with his hands 
 
His bosom, saying: ‘See now how I rend me; 
 
How mutilated, am, is Mahomet; 
 
In front of me doth Ali weeping go, 
 
Cleft in the face from forelock unto chin; 
 
And all the others whom thou here beholdest 
 
Sowers of scandal and of schism have been 



 
While living, and therefore are thus cleft asunder.’ 
 
{205} Maracci, Vivaldus, and other Roman writers point out thirteen or more heresies in which 
Mohammedanism and Lutheranism agree, such as iconoclasm, the rejection of the worship of 
saints, polygamy (in the case of Philip of Hesse), etc. A fanatical Lutheran wrote a book to prove 
that "the damned Calvinists hold six hundred and sixty-six theses (the apocalyptic number) in 
common with the Turks!" The Calvinist Reland, on the other hand, finds analogies to Romish 
errors in the Mohammedan prayers for the dead, visiting the graves of prophets, pilgrimages to 
Mecca, intercession of angels, fixed fasts, meritorious almsgiving, etc. 
 
{206} Lat. Christianity, II. 120. 
 
{207} The Mohammedan apologist, Syed Ameer Ali (The Life and Teachings of Mohammed, 
London, 1873, pp. 228 sqq.), makes much account of this fact, and entirely justifies Mohammed’s 
polygamy. But the motive of benevolence and generosity can certainly not be shown in the 
marriage of Ayesha (the virgin-daughter of Abu-Bakr), nor of Zeynab (the lawful wife of his 
freedman Zeyd), nor of Safiya (the Jewess). Ali himself must admit that "some of Mohammed’s 
marriages may possibly have arisen from a desire for male offspring." The motive of sensuality 
he entirely ignores. 
 
{208} Life of Mah., IV. 317, 322. 
 
{209} As stated in the New York Tribune for Sept. 3, 1877.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IV. 
 
THE PAPAL HIERARCHY AND THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE. 
 

48. General Literature on the Papacy. 
 
*Bullarium Magnum Romanum a Leone M. usque ad Benedictum XIV. Luxemb., 1727-1758. 19 
vols., fol. Another ed., of superior typography, under the title: Bullarum... Romanorum 
Pontificum amplissima Collectio, opera et studio C. Cocquelines, Rom., 1738-1758, 14 Tomi in 
28 Partes fol.; new ed., 1847-’72, 24 vols. Bullarii Romani continuatio, ed. A. A. Barberi, from 
Clement XIII. to Gregory XVI., Rom., 1835-1857, 18 vols. 
 
*Monumenta Germaniae Historica inde ab anno Christi quingentesimo usque ad annum 
millesimum et quingentesimum; ed. by G. H. Pertz (royal librarian at Berlin, d. 1876), continued 
by G. Waitz. Hannoverae, 1826-1879, 24 vols. fol. A storehouse for the authentic history of the 
German empire. 
 
*Anastasius (librarian and abbot in Rome about 870): Liber Pontificalis (or, Deuteronomy Vitis 
Roman. Pontificum). The oldest collection of biographies of popes down to Stephen VI., A. D. 
885, but not all by Anastasius. This book, together with later collections, is inserted in the third 
volume of Muratori, Rerum Ital. Scriptores (Mediol., 1723-’51, in 25 vols. fol.); also in Migne, 
Patrol. L. Tom. cxxvii. (1853). 
 
Archibald Bower (b. 1686 at Dundee, Scotland, d. 1766): The History of the Popes, from the 
foundation of the See of Rome to the present time. 3rd ed. Lond., 1750-’66. 7 vols., 4to. German 
transl. by Rambach, 1770. Bower changed twice from Protestantism to Romanism, and back 
again, and wrote in bitter hostility, to the papacy, but gives very ample material. Bp. Douglas of 
Salesbury wrote against him. 
 
Chr. F. Walch: Entwurf einer vollstandigen Historie der romischen Papste. Gottingen, 2d ed., 
1758. 
 
G. J. Planck: Geschichte des Papstthums. Hanover, 1805. 3 vols. 
 
L. T. Spittler: Geschichte des Papstthums; with Notes by J. Gurlitt, Hamb., 1802, new ed. by H. 
E. G. Paulus. Heidelberg, 1826. 
 
J. E. Riddle: The History of the Papacy to the Period of the Reformation. London, 1856. 2 vols. 
 
F. A. Gfrorer: Geschichte der Karolinger. (Freiburg, 1848. 2 vols.); Allgemeine 
Kirchengeschichte (Stuttgart, 1841-’46, 4 vols.); Gregor VII. und sein Zeitalter (Schaffhausen, 
1859-64, 8 vols.). Gfrorer began as a rationalist, but joined the Roman church, 1853, and died in 
1861. 
 
*Phil. Jaffe: Regesta Pontificum Roman. ad annum 1198. Berol., 1851; revised ed. by 
Wattenbach, etc. Lips. 1881 sqq. Continued by Potthast from 1198-1304, and supplemented by 
Harttung (see below). Important for the chronology and acts of the popes. 
 



J. A. Wylie: The Papacy. Lond., 1852. 
 
*Leopold Ranke: Die romischen Papste, ihre Kirche und ihr Staat im 16 und 17 ten Jahrhundert. 
4 ed., Berlin, 1857. 3 vols. Two English translations, one by Sarah Austin (Lond., 1840), one by 
E. Foster (Lond., 1847). Comp. the famous review of Macaulay in the Edinb. Review. 
 
Dollinger. (R.C.): Die Papstfabeln des Mittelalters. Munchen, 1863. English translation by A. 
Plummer, and ed. with notes by H. B. Smith. New York, 1872. 
 
*W. Giesebrecht: Geschichte der Deutschen Kaiserzeit. Braunschweig, 1855. 3rd ed., 1863 sqq., 
5 vols. A political history of the German empire, but with constant reference to the papacy in its 
close contact with it. 
 
*Thomas Greenwood: Cathedra Petri. A Political History of the great Latin Patriarchate. 
London, 1856-’72, 6 vols. 
 
C. de Cherrier: Histoire de la lutte des papes el des empereurs de la maison de swabe, de ces 
causes et des ses effets. Paris, 1858. 3 vols. 
 
*Rud. Baxmann: Die Politik der Papste von Gregor I. bis Gregor VII. Elberfeld, 1868, ‘69. 2 
vols. 
 
*F. Gregorovius: Geschichte der Stadt Romans im Mittelalter, vom 5. bis zum 16. Jahrh. 8 vols. 
Stuttgart, 1859-1873. 2 ed., 1869 ff. 
 
A. v. Reumont: Geschichte der Stadt Rom. Berlin, 1867-’70, 3 vols. 
 
C. Hofler (R.C.): Die Avignonischen Papste, ihre Machtfulle und ihr Untergang. Wien, 1871. 
 
R. Zopffel: Die Papstwahlen und die mit ihnen im nachsten Zusammenhange stehenden 
Ceremonien in ihrer Entwicklung vom 11 bis 14. Jahrhundert. Gottingen, 1872. 
 
*James Bryce (Prof. of Civil Law in Oxford): The Holy Roman Empire, London, 3rd ed., 1871, 
8th ed. enlarged, 1880. 
 
W. Wattenbach: Geschicte des romischen Papstthums. Berlin, 1876. 
 
*Jul. von Pflugk-Harttung: Acta Pontificum Romanorum inedita. Bd. I. Urkunden der Papste A. 
D. 748-1198. Gotha, 1880. 
 
O. J. Reichel: The See of Rome in the Middle Ages. Lond. 1870. 
 
Mandell Creighton: History of the Papacy during the Reformation. London 1882. 2 vols. 
 
J. N. Murphy (R.C.): The Chair of Peter, or the Papacy and its Benefits. London 1883.  

 



49. Chronological Table of the Popes, Anti-Popes, and Roman 
Emperors from Gregory I. to Leo XIII. 
 
We present here, for convenient reference, a complete list of the Popes, Anti-Popes, and Roman 
Emperors, from Pope Gregory I. to Leo XIII., and from Charlemagne to Francis II., the last of the 
German-Roman emperors: {210} 
 
A. D. 
 
POPES. 
 
ANTI-POPES. 
 
EMPERORS. 
 
A. D. 
 
(Greek Emperors) 
 
590-604 
 
St. Gregory I 
 
Maurice 
 
582 
 
(the Great) 
 
Phocas 
 
602 
 
604-606 
 
Sabinianus 
 
607 
 
Boniface III 
 
608-615 
 
Boniface IV 
 
Heraclius 
 
610 
 



615-618 
 
Deusdedit 
 
619-625 
 
Boniface V 
 
625-638 
 
Honorius I 
 
638(?)-640 
 
Severinus 
 
640-642 
 
John IV 
 
Constantine III 
 
Constans II 
 
641 
 
642-649 
 
Theodorus I 
 
649-653 [655] 
 
St. Martin I 
 
Constantine IV 
 
654-657 
 
Eugenius I 
 
(Pogonatus) 
 
668 
 
657-672 
 
Vitalianus 
 
672-676 
 
Adeodatus 



 
676-678 
 
Donus or Domnus I 
 
678-681 
 
Agatho 
 
682-683 
 
Leo II 
 
683-685 
 
Benedict II 
 
685-686 
 
John V 
 
Justinian II 
 
685 
 
686-687 
 
Conon 
 
687-692 
 
Paschal 
 
Leontius 
 
694 
 
687 
 
Theodorus. 
 
Tiberius III 
 
697 
 
687-701 
 
Sergius I 
 
Justinus II restored 
 



705 
 
701-705 
 
John VI 
 
Philippicus Bardanes 
 
711 
 
705-707 
 
John VII 
 
Anastasius II 
 
713 
 
708 
 
Sisinnius 
 
Theodosius III 
 
716 
 
708-715 
 
Constantine I 
 
Leo III. (the Isaurian) 
 
718 
 
715-731 
 
Gregory II 
 
731-741 
 
Gregory III 
 
(Charles Martel, d. 741, defeated the Saracens at Tours 732.) 
 
741-752 
 
Zacharias 
 
(Pepin the Short), 
 
752 



 
Stephen II 
 
Roman (Patricius). 
 
741 
 
752-757 
 
Stephen III (II) 
 
757-767 
 
Paul I 
 
767-768 
 
Constantine II 
 
Roman Emperors. 
 
768 
 
Philippus 
 
768-772 
 
Stephen IV 
 
772-795 
 
Adrian I 
 
Charlemagne 
 
768-814 
 
795-816 
 
Leo III 
 
Crowned emperor at Rome 
 
800 
 
816-817 
 
Stephen V 
 
817-824 
 



Paschal I 
 
Louis the Pious (le Debonnaire) 
 
814-840 
 
824-827 
 
Eugenius II 
 
Crowned em. at Rheims 
 
816 
 
827 
 
Valentinus 
 
827-844 
 
Gregory IV 
 
Lothaire I (crowned 823) 
 
840-855 
 
844 
 
John (diaconus) 
 
844-847 
 
Sergius II 
 
(Louis the German, King of Germany, 840-876) 
 
847-855 
 
Leo IV 
 
The mythical papess Joan or John VIII 
 
855-858 
 
Benedict III 
 
855 
 
Anastasius. 
 
Louis II (in Italy) 



 
855-875 
 
858-867 
 
Nicolas I 
 
867-872 
 
Adrian II 
 
872-882 
 
John VIII 
 
Charles the Bald 
 
875-881 
 
882-884 
 
Marinus I 
 
Charles the Fat 
 
881-887 
 
884-885 
 
Adrian III 
 
885-891 
 
Stephen VI 
 
Arnulf 
 
887-899 
 
891-896 
 
Formosus 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
896 
 
896 
 
Boniface VI 
 



896-897 
 
Ste 
 
897 
 
Romanus 
 
897 
 
Theodorus II 
 
898-900 
 
John IX 
 
(Louis the Child) 
 
899 
 
900-903 
 
Benedict IV 
 
903 
 
Leo V 
 
Louis III of Provence (in Italy) 
 
901 
 
903-904 
 
Christophorus (deposed) 
 
904-911 
 
Sergius III 
 
911-913 
 
Anstasius III 
 
Conrad I (of Franconia) King of Germany. 
 
911-918 
 
913-914 
 
Lando 



 
914-928 
 
John X 
 
Berengar (in Italy). 
 
915 
 
928-929 
 
Leo VI 
 
Henry I. (the Fowler) King of Germany. The House of Saxony. 
 
918-926 
 
929-931 
 
Stephen VIII 
 
931-936 
 
John XI 
 
936-939 
 
Leo VII 
 
939-942 
 
Stephen IX 
 
Otto I (the Great) 
 
936-973 
 
942-946 
 
Marinus II 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
962 
 
946-955 
 
Agapetus II 
 
955-963 
 



John XII (deposed) 
 
963-965 
 
Leo VIII 
 
964 
 
Benedict V (deposed) 
 
965-972 
 
John XIII 
 
972-974 
 
Benedict VI 
 
Otto II 
 
973-983 
 
974-983 
 
Benedict VII 
 
(Boniface VII?) 
 
983-984 
 
John XIV (murdered) 
 
Otto III 
 
983-1002 
 
984-985 
 
Boniface VII 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
996 
 
985-996 
 
John XV 
 
996-999 
 
Gregory V 



 
997-998 
 
Calabritanus John XVI 
 
Henry II (the Saint, the last of the Saxon emperors). 
 
1002-1024 
 
998-1003 
 
Silvester II 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
1014 
 
1003 
 
John XVII 
 
1003-1009 
 
John XVIII 
 
1009-1012 
 
Sergius IV 
 
1012-1024 
 
Benedict VIII 
 
1024-1039 
 
1012 
 
Gregory 
 
Conrad II, The House of Franconia. 
 
1024-1033 
 
John XIX 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
1027 
 
1033-1046 
 



Benedict IX (deposed) 
 
1044-1046 
 
Silvester III 
 
Henry III 
 
1039-1056 
 
1045-1046 
 
Gregory VI 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
1046 
 
1046-1047 
 
Clement II 
 
1047-1048 
 
Damasus II 
 
1048-1054 
 
Leo IX 
 
1054-1057 
 
Victor II 
 
Henry IV 
 
1056-1106 
 
1057-1058 
 
Stephen X 
 
Crowned by the Antipope Clement 
 
1084 
 
1058-1059 
 
Benedict X (deposed) 
 
1058-1061 



 
Nicolas II 
 
1061-1073 
 
Alexander II 
 
1061 
 
Cadalous (Honorius II) 
 
(Rudolf of Swabia rival) 
 
1077 
 
1073-1085 
 
Gregory VII (Hildebrand) 
 
1080-1100 
 
Wibertus (Clement III) 
 
(Hermann of Luxemburg rival) 
 
1081 
 
1086-1087 
 
Victor III 
 
1088-1099 
 
Urban II 
 
1099-1118 
 
Paschal II 
 
1100 
 
Theodoricus 
 
1102 
 
Albertus 
 
Henry V 
 
1106-1125 
 



1105-1111 
 
Maginulfus (Silvester IV) 
 
1118-1119 
 
Gelasius II 
 
1118-1121 
 
Burdinus (Gregory VIII) 
 
Lothaire II (the Saxon) 
 
1125-1137 
 
1119-1124 
 
Calixtus II 
 
1124 
 
Theobaldus Buccapecus (Celestine) 
 
Conrad III, The House of Hohenstaufen. (The Swabian emperors.) 
 
1138-1152 
 
1124-1130 
 
Honorius II. 
 
Crowned Em. at Aix 
 
1130-1143 
 
Innocent II 
 
1130-1138 
 
Anacletus II 
 
1138 
 
Gregory (Victor IV) 
 
1143-1144 
 
Celestine II 
 
1144-1145 



 
Lucius II 
 
1145-1153 
 
Eugenius III 
 
Frederick I (Barbarossa) 
 
1152-1190 
 
1153-1154 
 
Anastasius IV 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
1155 
 
1154-1159 
 
Adrian IV 
 
1159-1181 
 
Alexander III 
 
1159-1164 
 
Octavianus (Victor IV) 
 
Guido Cremensis (Paschal III) 
 
1164-1168 
 
Johannes de Struma (Calixtus III) 
 
1168-1178 
 
1178-1180 
 
Landus Titinus (Innocent III) 
 
1181-1185 
 
Lucius III 
 
1185-1187 
 
Urban III 
 



1187 
 
Gregory VIII 
 
1187-1191 
 
Clement III 
 
Henry VI 
 
1190-1197 
 
1191-1198 
 
Celestine III 
 
1198-1216 
 
Innocent III 
 
Philip of Swabia and Otto IV (rivals) 
 
1198 
 
Otto IV 
 
1209-1215 
 
1216-1227 
 
Honorius III 
 
Frederick II. 
 
1215-1250. 
 
1227-1241 
 
Gregory IX 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
1220 
 
1241 
 
Celestine IV 
 
(Henry Raspe rival) 
 
1241-1254 



 
Innocent IV 
 
(William of Holland rival) 
 
Conrad IV 
 
1250-1254 
 
1254-1261 
 
Alexander IV 
 
Interregnum 
 
1254-1273 
 
Richard (Earl of Cornwall) 
 
1261-1264 
 
Urban IV 
 
Alfonso (King of Castile) (rivals) 
 
1257 
 
1265-1268 
 
Clement IV 
 
1271-1276 
 
Gregory X 
 
1276 
 
Innocent V 
 
Rudolf I (of Hapsburg) 
 
1276 
 
Adrian V 
 
House of Austria 
 
1272-1291 
 
1276-1277 
 



John XXI 
 
1277-1280 
 
Nicolas III 
 
1281-1285 
 
Martin IV 
 
1285-1287 
 
Honorius IV 
 
1288-1292 
 
Nicolas IV 
 
Adolf (of Nassau) 
 
1292-1298 
 
1294 
 
St. Celestine V (abdicated) 
 
1294-1303 
 
Boniface VIII 
 
Albert I (of Hapsburg) 
 
1298-1308 
 
1303-1304 
 
Benedict XI 
 
1305-1314 
 
Clement V {211} 
 
Henry VII (of Luxemburg) 
 
1308-1313 
 
1316-1334 
 
John XXII 
 
*Lewis IV (of Bavaria) 



 
1314-1347 
 
1334-1342 
 
Benedict XII 
 
(Frederick the Fair of Austria, rival 1314-1330) 
 
1342-1352 
 
Clement VI 
 
1352-1362 
 
Innocent VI 
 
1362-1370 
 
Urban V 
 
Charles IV (of Luxemburg) 
 
1347-1437 
 
1370-1378 
 
Gregory XI 
 
(Gunther of Schwarzburg, rival) 
 
1378-1389 
 
Urban VI 
 
1378-1394 
 
Clement VII 
 
1389-1404 
 
Boniface IX 
 
Wenzel (of Luxemburg) 
 
1378-1400 
 
1394-1423 
 
Benedict XIII 
 



(deposed 1409) 
 
1404-1406 
 
Innocent VII 
 
Rupert (of the Palatinate) 
 
1400-1410 
 
1406-1409 
 
Gregory XII (deposed) 
 
1410-1415 
 
Alexander V 
 
1410-1415 
 
John XXIII (deposed) 
 
Sigismund (of Luxemburg) 
 
1410-1437 
 
(Jobst of Moravia rival) 
 
1417-1431 
 
Martin V 
 
Clement VIII 
 
1431-1447 
 
Eugene IV 
 
1439-1449 
 
Felix V 
 
Albert II (of Hapsburg) 
 
1438-1439 
 
1447-1455 
 
Nicolas 
 
Frederick III. {212} 



 
1440-1493 
 
1455-1458 
 
Calixtus IV 
 
Crowned emperor 
 
1452 
 
1458-1464 
 
Pius II 
 
1464-1471 
 
Paul II 
 
1471-1484 
 
Sixtus IV 
 
1484-1492 
 
Innocent VIII 
 
Maximilian I 
 
1493-1519 
 
1492-1503 
 
Alexander VI. 
 
1503 
 
Pius III. 
 
1503-1513 
 
Julius II. 
 
Charles V 
 
1519-1558 
 
1513-1521 
 
Leo X. 
 



Crowned emperor at Bologna not in Rome 
 
1530 
 
1522-1523 
 
Hadrian VI 
 
1523-1534 
 
Clement VII 
 
1534-1549 
 
Paul III 
 
1550-1555 
 
Julius III 
 
1555 
 
Marcellus II 
 
Ferdinand I 
 
1558-1564 
 
1555-1559 
 
Paul IV 
 
1559-1565 
 
Pius IV 
 
1566-1572 
 
Pius V 
 
1572-1585 
 
Gregory XIII 
 
Maximilian II 
 
1564-1576 
 
1585-1590 
 
Sixtus V 



 
1590 
 
Urban VII 
 
1590-1591 
 
Gregory XIV 
 
1591 
 
Innocent IX 
 
1592-1605 
 
Clement VIII 
 
Rudolf II 
 
1576-1612 
 
1605 
 
Leo XI 
 
1605-1621 
 
Paul V 
 
Matthias 
 
1612-1619 
 
1621-1623 
 
Gregory XV 
 
Ferdinand II 
 
1619-1637 
 
1623-1644 
 
Urban VIII 
 
1644-1655 
 
Innocent X 
 
Ferdinand III 
 



1637-1657 
 
1655-1667 
 
Alexander VIII 
 
1667-1669 
 
Clement IX 
 
Leopold I 
 
1657-1705 
 
1669-1676 
 
Clement X 
 
1676-1689 
 
Innocent XI 
 
1689-1691 
 
Alex’der VIII 
 
1691-1700 
 
Innocent XII 
 
1700-1721 
 
Clement XI 
 
Joseph I 
 
1705-1711 
 
1721-1724 
 
Innocent XIII 
 
Charles VI. 
 
1711-1740 
 
1724-1730 
 
Benedict XIII 
 
Charles VII 



 
1730-1740 
 
Clement XII 
 
1742-1745 
 
1740-1758 
 
Benedict XIV 
 
Francis I (of Lorraine) 
 
1745-1765 
 
1758-1769 
 
Clement XIII 
 
Joseph II 
 
1765-1790 
 
1769-1774 
 
Clement XIV 
 
1775-1799 
 
Pius VI 
 
Leopold II 
 
1790-1792 
 
Francis II 
 
1792-1806 
 
1800-1823 
 
Pius VII 
 
Abdication of Francis II 
 
1806 
 
1823-1829 
 
Leo XII 
 



1829-1830 
 
Pius VIII 
 
Francis I, E 
 
{210} This list is compiled from Jaffe (Regesta), Potthast (Bibl. Hist. Medii Ævi, Supplement, 
259-267), and other sources. The whole number of popes from the Apostle Peter to Leo XIII. is 
263. 
 
The emperors marked with an asterisk were crowned by the pope, the others were simply kings 
and emperors of Germany. 
 
{211} Clement V. moved the papal see to Avignon in 1309, and his successors continued to 
reside there for seventy years, till Gregory XI. After that date arose a forty years’ schism between 
the Roman popes and the Avignon popes. 
 
{212} Frederick III. was the last emperor crowned in Rome. All his successors, except Charles 
VII. and Francis I. were of the House of Hapsburg.  

 



50. Gregory the Great. A. D. 590-604. 
 
Literature. 
 
I. Gregorii M. Opera.: The best is the Benedictine ed. of Dom de Ste Marthe (Dionysius 
Samarthanus e congregatione St, Mauri), Par., 1705, 4 vols. fol. Reprinted in Venice, 1768-76, in 
17 vols. 4to.; and, with additions, in Migne’s Patrologia, 1849, in 5 vols. (Tom. 75-79). 
 
Especially valuable are Gregory’s Epistles, nearly 850 (in third vol. of Migne’s ed.). A new ed. is 
being prepared by Paul Ewald. 
 
II. Biographies of Gregory I 
 
(1) Older biographies: in the "Liber Pontificalis;" by Paulus Diaconus (797), in Opera I. 42 (ed. 
Migne); by Johannes Diaconus (9th cent.), ibid., p. 59, and one selected from his writings, ibid., 
p. 242. 
 
Detailed notices of Gregory in the writings of Gregory of Tours, Bede, Isidorus Hispal., Paul 
Warnefried (730). 
 
(2) Modern biographies: 
 
G. Lau: Gregor I. nach seinem Leben und nach seiner Lehre. Leipz., 1845. 
 
Bohringer: Die Kirche Christi und ihre Zeugen. Bd. I., Abth. IV. Zurich, 1846. 
 
G. Pfahler: Gregor der Gr. und seine Zeit. Frkf a. M., 1852. 
 
James Barmby: Gregory the Great. London, 1879. Also his art. "Gregorius I." in Smith & Wace, 
"Dict. of Christ. Biogr.," II. 779 (1880). 
 
Comp. Jaffe, Neander, Milman (Book III., ch. 7, vol. II., 39 sqq.); Greenwood (Book III., chs. 6 
and 7); Montalembert (Les moines d’Occident, bk. V., Engl. transl., vol. II., 69 sqq.); Baxmann 
(Politik der Papste, I. 44 sqq.); Zopffel (art. Gregor I. in the, new ed. of Herzog). 
 
"Whatever may be thought of the popes of earlier times," says Ranke, {213} "they always had 
great interests in view: the care of oppressed religion, the conflict with heathenism, the spread of 
Christianity among the northern nations, the founding of an independent hierarchy. It belongs to 
the dignity of human existence to aim at and to execute something great; this tendency the popes 
kept in upward motion." 
 
This commendation of the earlier popes, though by no means applicable to all, is eminently true 
of the one who stands at the beginning of our period. 
 
Gregory the First, or the Great, the last of the Latin fathers and the first of the popes, connects the 
ancient with the mediaeval church, the Graeco-Roman with the Romano-Germanic type of 
Christianity. He is one of the best representatives of mediaeval Catholicism: monastic, ascetic, 
devout and superstitious; hierarchical, haughty, and ambitious, yet humble before God; 
indifferent, if not hostile, to classical and secular culture, but friendly to sacred and ecclesiastical 
learning; just, humane, and liberal to ostentation; full of missionary zeal in the interest of 



Christianity, and the Roman see, which to his mind were inseparably connected. He combined 
great executive ability with untiring industry, and amid all his official cares he never forgot the 
claims of personal piety. In genius he was surpassed by Leo I., Gregory VII., Innocent III.; but as 
a man and as a Christian, he ranks with the purest and most useful of the popes. Goodness is the 
highest kind of greatness, and the church has done right in according the title of the Great to him 
rather than to other popes of superior intellectual power. 
 
The times of his pontificate (A. D. Sept. 3, 590 to March 12, 604) were full of trouble, and 
required just a man of his training and character. Italy, from a Gothic kingdom, had become a 
province of the Byzantine empire, but was exhausted by war and overrun by the savage 
Lombards, who were still heathen or Arian heretics, and burned churches, slew ecclesiastics, 
robbed monasteries, violated nuns, reduced cultivated fields into a wilderness. Rome was 
constantly exposed to plunder, and wasted by pestilence and famine. All Europe was in a chaotic 
state, and bordering on anarchy. Serious men, and Gregory himself, thought that the end of the 
world was near at hand. "What is it," says he in one of his sermons, "that can at this time delight 
us in this world? Everywhere we see tribulation, everywhere we hear lamentation. The cities are 
destroyed, the castles torn down, the fields laid waste the land made desolate. Villages are empty, 
few inhabitants remain in the cities, and even these poor remnants of humanity are daily cut 
down. The scourge of celestial justice does not cease, because no repentance takes place under 
the scourge. We see how some are carried into captivity, others mutilated, others slain. What is it, 
brethren, that can make us contented with this life? If we love such a world, we love not our joys, 
but our wounds. We see what has become of her who was once the mistress of the world.... Let us 
then heartily despise the present world and imitate the works of the pious as well as we can." 
 
Gregory was born about A. D. 540, from an old and wealthy senatorial (the Anician) family of 
Rome, and educated for the service of the government. He became acquainted with Latin 
literature, and studied Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustin, but was ignorant of Greek. His mother 
Sylvia, after the death of Gordianus her husband, entered a convent and so excelled in sanctity 
that she was canonized. The Greek emperor Justin appointed him to the highest civil office in 
Rome, that of imperial prefect (574). But soon afterwards he broke with the world, changed the 
palace of his father near Rome into a convent in honor of St. Andrew, and became himself a 
monk in it, afterwards abbot. He founded besides six convents in Sicily, and bestowed his 
remaining wealth on the poor. He lived in the strictest abstinence, and undermined his health by 
ascetic excesses. Nevertheless he looked back upon this time as the happiest of his life. 
 
Pope Pelagius II. made him one of the seven deacons of the Roman Church, and sent him as 
ambassador or nuntius to the court of Constantinople (579). {214} His political training and 
executive ability fitted him eminently for this post. He returned in 585, and was appointed abbot 
of his convent, but employed also for important public business. 
 
It was during his monastic period (either before or, more probably, after his return from 
Constantinople) that his missionary zeal was kindled, by an incident on the slave market, in 
behalf of the Anglo-Saxons. The result (as recorded in a previous chapter) was the conversion of 
England and the extension of the jurisdiction of the Roman see, during his pontificate. This is the 
greatest event of that age, and the brightest jewel in his crown. Like a Christian Caesar, he re-
conquered that fair island by an army of thirty monks, marching under the sign of the cross. {215} 
 
In 590 Gregory was elected pope by the unanimous voice of the clergy, the senate, and the 
people, notwithstanding his strong remonstrance, and confirmed by his temporal sovereign, the 
Byzantine emperor Mauricius. Monasticism, for the first time, ascended the papal throne. 
Hereafter till his death he devoted all his energies to the interests of the holy see and the eternal 



city, in the firm consciousness of being the successor of St. Peter and the vicar of Christ. He 
continued the austere simplicity of monastic life, surrounded himself with monks, made them 
bishops and legates, confirmed the rule of St. Benedict at a council of Rome, guaranteed the 
liberty and property of convents, and by his example and influence rendered signal services to the 
monastic order. He was unbounded in his charities to the poor. Three thousand virgins, 
impoverished nobles and matrons received without a blush alms from his hands. He sent food 
from his table to the hungry before he sat down for his frugal meal. He interposed continually in 
favor of injured widows and orphans. He redeemed slaves and captives, and sanctioned the sale 
of consecrated vessels for objects of charity. 
 
Gregory began his administration with a public act of humiliation on account of the plague which 
had cost the life of his predecessor. Seven processions traversed the streets for three days with 
prayers and hymns; but the plague continued to ravage, and demanded eighty victims during the 
procession. The later legend made it the means of staying the calamity, in consequence of the 
appearance of the archangel Michael putting back the drawn sword into its sheath over the 
Mausoleum of Hadrian, since called the Castle of St. Angelo, and adorned by the statue of an 
angel. 
 
His activity as pontiff was incessant, and is the more astonishing as he was in delicate health and 
often confined to bed. "For a long time," he wrote to a friend in 601, "I have been unable to rise 
from my bed. I am tormented by the pains of gout; a kind of fire seems to pervade my whole 
body: to live is pain; and I look forward to death as the only remedy." In another letter he says: "I 
am daily dying, but never die." 
 
Nothing seemed too great, nothing too little for his personal care. He organized and completed 
the ritual of the church, gave it greater magnificence, improved the canon of the mass and the 
music by a new mode of chanting called after him. He preached often and effectively, deriving 
lessons of humility and piety, from the calamities of the times, which appeared to him harbingers 
of the judgment-day. He protected the city of Rome against the savage and heretical Lombards. 
He administered the papal patrimony, which embraced large estates in the neighborhood of 
Rome, in Calabria, Sardinia, Corsica, Sicily, Dalmatia, and even in Gaul and Africa. He 
encouraged and advised missionaries. As patriarch of the West, he extended his paternal care over 
the churches in Italy, Gaul, Spain, and Britain, and sent the pallium to some metropolitans, yet 
without claiming any legal jurisdiction. He appointed, he also reproved and deposed bishops for 
neglect of duty, or crime. He resolutely opposed the prevalent practice of simony, and forbade the 
clergy to exact or accept fees for their services. He corresponded, in the interest of the church, 
with nobles, kings and queens in the West, with emperors and patriarchs in the East. He hailed the 
return of the Gothic kingdom of Spain under Reccared from the Arian heresy to the Catholic 
faith, which was publicly proclaimed by the Council of Toledo, May 8, 589. He wrote to the king 
a letter of congratulation, and exhorted him to humility, chastity, and mercy. The detested 
Lombards likewise cast off Arianism towards the close of his life, in consequence partly of his 
influence over Queen Theodelinda, a Bavarian princess, who had been reared in the trinitarian 
faith. He endeavored to suppress the remnants of the Donatist schism in Africa. Uncompromising 
against Christian heretics and schismatics be was a step in advance of his age in liberality towards 
the Jews. He censured the bishop of Terracina and the bishop of Cagliari for unjustly depriving 
them of their synagogues; he condemned the forcible baptism of Jews in Gaul, and declared 
conviction by preaching the only legitimate means of conversion; he did not scruple, however, to 
try the dishonest method of bribery, and he inconsistently denied the Jews the right of building 
new synagogues and possessing Christian slaves. He made efforts, though in vain, to check the 
slave-trade, which was chiefly in the hands of Jews. 
 



After his death, the public distress, which he had labored to alleviate, culminated in a general 
famine, and the ungrateful populace of Rome was on the point of destroying his library, when the 
archdeacon Peter stayed their fury by asserting that he had seen the Holy Spirit in the form of a 
dove hovering above Gregory’s head as he wrote his books. Hence he is represented with a dove. 
He was buried in St. Peter’s under the altar of St. Andrew. 
 
Note. Estimates of Gregory I. 
 
Bishop Bossuet (as quoted by Montalembert, II. 173) thus tersely sums up the public life of 
Gregory: "This great pope... subdued the Lombards; saved Rome and Italy, though the emperors 
could give him no assistance; repressed the new-born pride of the patriarchs of Constantinople; 
enlightened the whole church by his doctrine; governed the East and the West with as much vigor 
as humility; and gave to the world a perfect model of ecclesiastical government." 
 
To this Count Montalembert (likewise a Roman Catholic) adds: "It was the Benedictine order 
which gave to the church him whom no one would have hesitated to call the greatest of the popes, 
had not the same order, five centuries later, produced St. Gregory VII.... He is truly Gregory the 
Great, because he issued irreproachable from numberless and boundless difficulties; because he 
gave as a foundation to the increasing grandeur of the Holy See, the renown of his virtue, the 
candor of his innocence, the humble and inexhaustible tenderness of his heart." 
 
"The pontificate of Gregory the Great," says Gibbon (ch. 45), "which lasted thirteen years, six 
months, and ten days, is one of the most edifying periods of the history of the church. His virtues, 
and even his faults, a singular mixture of simplicity and cunning, of pride and humility, of sense 
and superstition, were happily suited to his station and to the temper of the times." 
 
Lau says (in his excellent monograph, pp. 302, 306): "The spiritual qualities of Gregory’s 
character are strikingly apparent in his actions. With a clear, practical understanding, he 
combined a kind and mild heart; but he was never weak. Fearful to the obstinate transgressor of 
the laws, on account of his inflexible justice, he was lenient to the repentant and a warm friend to 
his friends, though, holding, as he did, righteousness and the weal of the church higher than 
friendship, he was severe upon any neglect of theirs. With a great prudence in managing the most 
different circumstances, and a great sagacity in treating the most different characters, he 
combined a moral firmness which never yielded an inch of what he had recognized as right; but 
he never became stubborn. The rights of the church and the privileges of the apostolical see he 
fought for with the greatest pertinacity; but for himself personally, he wanted no honors. As much 
as he thought of the church and the Roman chair, so modestly he esteemed himself. More than 
once his acts gave witness to the humility of his heart: humility was, indeed, to him the most 
important and the most sublime virtue. His activity was prodigious, encompassing great objects 
and small ones with equal zeal. Nothing ever became too great for his energy or too small for his 
attention. He was a warm patriot, and cared incessantly for the material as well as for the spiritual 
welfare of his countrymen. More than once he saved Rome from the Lombards, and relieved her 
from famine.... He was a great character with grand plans, in the realization of which he showed 
as much insight as firmness, as much prudent calculation of circumstances as sagacious judgment 
of men. The influence he has exercised is immense, and when this influence is not in every 
respect for the good, his time is to blame, not he. His goal was always that which he 
acknowledged as the best. Among all the popes of the sixth and following centuries, he shines as 
a star of the very first magnitude." 
 
Rud. Baxmann (l. c.., I. 45 sq.): "Amidst the general commotion which the invasion of the 
Lombards caused in Italy, one man stood fast on his post in the eternal city, no matter how high 



the surges swept over it. As Luther, in his last will, calls himself an advocate of God, whose name 
was well known in heaven and on earth and in hell, the epitaph says of Gregory I. that he ruled as 
the consul Dei. He was the chief bishop of the republic of the church, the fourth doctor ecclesiae, 
beside the three other powerful theologians and columns of the Latin church: Ambrose, 
Augustine, and Jerome. He is justly called the pater ceremoniarum, the pater monachorum, and 
the Great. What the preceding centuries had produced in the Latin church for church government 
and dogmatics, for pastoral care and liturgy, he gathered together, and for the coming centuries he 
laid down the norms which were seldom deviated from." 
 
To this we add the judgment of James Barmby, the latest biographer of Gregory (Greg., p. 191): 
"Of the loftiness of his aims, the earnestness of his purpose, the fervor of his devotion, his 
unwearied activity, and his personal purity, there can be no doubt. These qualities are 
conspicuous through his whole career. If his religion was of the strongly ascetic type, and 
disfigured by superstitious credulity, it bore in these respects the complexion of his age, 
inseparable then from aspiration after the highest holiness. Nor did either superstition or 
asceticism supersede in him the principles of a true inward religion-justice, mercy, and truth. We 
find him, when occasion required, exalting mercy above sacrifice; he was singularly kindly and 
benevolent, as well as just, and even his zeal for the full rigor of monastic discipline was 
tempered with much gentleness and allowance for infirmity. If, again, with singleness of main 
purpose was combined at times the astuteness of the diplomatist, and a certain degree of politic 
insincerity in addressing potentates, his aims were never personal or selfish. And if he could 
stoop, for the attainment of his ends, to the then prevalent adulation of the great, he could also 
speak his mind fearlessly to the greatest, when he felt great principles to be at stake." 
 
{213} Die Romischen Paepste des 16 und 17 ten Jahrhunderts, Th. I., p. 44 (2nd ed.). 
 
{214} Apocrisiarius (apokrisiario, or aggelo), responsalis. Du Cange defines it: "Nuntius, Legatus 
praesertim qui a pontifice Romano, vel etiam ab archiepiscopis ad comitatum mittebantur, quo 
res ecclesiarum suarum peragerent, et de iis ad principem referrent." The Roman delegates to 
Constantinople were usually taken from the deacons. Gregory is the fifth Roman deacon who 
served in this capacity at Constantinople, according to Du Cange s. v. Apocrisiarius. 
 
{215} See above 10.  

 



51. Gregory and the Universal Episcopate. 
 
The activity, of Gregory tended powerfully to establish the authority of the papal chair. He 
combined a triple dignity, episcopal, metropolitan, and patriarchal. He was bishop of the city of 
Rome, metropolitan over the seven suffragan (afterwards called cardinal) bishops of the Roman 
territory, and patriarch of Italy, in fact of the whole West, or of all the Latin churches. This claim 
was scarcely disputed except as to the degree of his power in particular cases. A certain primacy 
of honor among all the patriarchs was also conceded, even by the East. But a universal 
episcopate, including an authority of jurisdiction over the Eastern or Greek church, was not 
acknowledged, and, what is more remarkable, was not even claimed by him, but emphatically 
declined and denounced. He stood between the patriarchal and the strictly papal system. He 
regarded the four patriarchs of Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, to whom he 
announced his election with a customary confession of his faith, as co-ordinate leaders of the 
church under Christ, the supreme head, corresponding as it were to the four oecumenical councils 
and the four gospels, as their common foundation, yet after all with a firm belief in a papal 
primacy. His correspondence with the East on this subject is exceedingly important. The 
controversy began in 595, and lasted several years, but was not settled. 
 
John IV., the Faster, patriarch of Constantinople, repeatedly used in his letters the title 
"oecumenical" or "universal bishop." This was an honorary, title, which had been given to 
patriarchs by the emperors Leo and Justinian, and confirmed to John and his successors by a 
Constantinopolitan synod in 588. It had also been used in the Council of Chalcedon of pope Leo 
I. {216} But Gregory I. was provoked and irritated beyond measure by the assumption of his 
Eastern rival, and strained every nerve to procure a revocation of that title. He characterized it as 
a foolish, proud, profane, wicked, pestiferous, blasphemous, and diabolical usurpation, and 
compared him who used it to Lucifer. He wrote first to Sabinianus, his apocrisiarius or 
ambassador in Constantinople, then repeatedly to the patriarch, to the emperor Mauricius, and 
even to the empress; for with all his monkish contempt for woman, he availed himself on every 
occasion of the female influence in high quarters. He threatened to break off communion with the 
patriarch. He called upon the emperor to punish such presumption, and reminded him of the 
contamination of the see of Constantinople by such arch-heretics as Nestorius. {217} 
 
Failing in his efforts to change the mind of his rival in New Rome, he addressed himself to the 
patriarchs of Alexandria and Antioch, and played upon their jealousy; but they regarded the title 
simply as a form of honor, and one of them addressed him as oecumenical pope, a compliment 
which Gregory could not consistently accept. {218} 
 
After the death of John the Faster in 596 Gregory instructed his ambassador at Constantinople to 
demand from the new patriarch, Cyriacus, as a condition of intercommunion, the renunciation of 
the wicked title, and in a letter to Maurice he went so far as to declare, that "whosoever calls 
himself universal priest, or desires to be called so, was the forerunner of Antichrist." {219} 
 
In opposition to these high-sounding epithets, Gregory called himself, in proud humility, "the 
servant of the servants of God." {220} This became one of the standing titles of the popes, 
although it sounds like irony in conjunction with their astounding claims. 
 
But his remonstrance was of no avail. Neither the patriarch nor the emperor obeyed his wishes. 
Hence he hailed a change of government which occurred in 602 by a violent revolution. 
 



When Phocas, an ignorant, red-haired, beardless, vulgar, cruel and deformed upstart, after the 
most atrocious murder of Maurice and his whole family (a wife, six sons and three daughters), 
ascended the throne, Gregory hastened to congratulate him and his wife Leontia (who was not 
much better) in most enthusiastic terms, calling on heaven and earth to rejoice at their accession, 
and vilifying the memory of the dead emperor as a tyrant, from whose yoke the church was now 
fortunately freed. {221} This is a dark spot, but the only really dark and inexcusable spot in the 
life of this pontiff. He seemed to have acted in this case on the infamous maxim that the end 
justifies the means. {222} His motive was no doubt to secure the protection and aggrandizement 
of the Roman see. He did not forget to remind the empress of the papal proof-text: "Thou art 
Peter, and upon this rock I will build my church," and to add: "I do not doubt that you will take 
care to oblige and bind him to you, by whom you desire to be loosed from your sins." 
 
The murderer and usurper repaid the favor by taking side with the pope against his patriarch 
(Cyriacus), who had shown sympathy with the unfortunate emperor. He acknowledged the 
Roman church to be "the head of all churches." {223} But if he ever made such a decree at the 
instance of Boniface III., who at that time was papal nuntius at Constantinople, he must have 
meant merely such a primacy of honor as had been before conceded to Rome by the Council of 
Chalcedon and the emperor Justinian. At all events the disputed title continued to be used by the 
patriarchs and emperors of Constantinople. Phocas, after a disgraceful reign (602-610), was 
stripped of the diadem and purple, loaded with chains, insulted, tortured, beheaded and cast into 
the flames. He was succeeded by Heraclius. 
 
In this whole controversy the pope’s jealousy of the patriarch is very manifest, and suggests the 
suspicion that it inspired the protest. 
 
Gregory displays in his correspondence with his rival a singular combination of pride and 
humility. He was too proud to concede to him the title of a universal bishop, and yet too humble 
or too inconsistent to claim it for himself. His arguments imply that he would have the best right 
to the title, if it were not wrong in itself. His real opinion is perhaps best expressed in a letter to 
Eulogius of Alexandria. He accepts all the compliments which Eulogius paid to him as the 
successor of Peter, whose very name signifies firmness and solidity; but he ranks Antioch and 
Alexandria likewise as sees of Peter, which are nearly, if not quite, on a par with that of Rome, so 
that the three, as it were, constitute but one see. He ignores Jerusalem. "The see of the Prince of 
the Apostles alone," he says, "has acquired a principality of authority, which is the see of one 
only, though in three places (quae in tribus locis unius est). For he himself has exalted the see in 
which he deigned to rest and to end his present life [Rome]. He himself adorned the see 
[Alexandria] to which he sent his disciple [Mark] as evangelist. He himself established the see in 
which he sat for seven years [Antioch]. Since, then, the see is one, and of one, over which by 
divine authority three bishops now preside, whatever good I hear of you I impute to myself. If 
you believe anything good of me, impute this to your own merits; because we are one in Him 
who said: ‘That they all may be one, as Thou, Father, art in Me, and I in Thee, that all may be one 
in us’." {224} {John 17:21} 
 
When Eulogius, in return for this exaltation of his own see, afterwards addressed Gregory as 
"universal pope," he strongly repudiated the title, saying: "I have said that neither to me nor to 
any one else (nec mihi, nec cuiquam alteri) ought you to write anything of the kind. And lo! in 
the preface of your letter you apply to me, who prohibited it, the proud title of universal pope; 
which thing I beg your most sweet Holiness to do no more, because what is given to others 
beyond what reason requires is subtracted from you. I do not esteem that an honor by which I 
know my brethren lose their honor. My honor is that of the universal Church. My honor is the 
solid strength of my brethren. I am then truly honored when all and each are allowed the honor 



that is due to them. For, if your Holiness calls me universal pope, you deny yourself to be that 
which you call me universally [that is, you own yourself to be no pope]. But no more of this: 
away with words which inflate pride and wound charity!" He even objects to the expression, "as 
thou hast commanded," which had occurred in hid correspondent’s letter. "Which word, 
‘commanded,’ I pray you let me hear no more; for I know what I am, and what you are: in 
position you are my brethren, in manners you are my, fathers. I did not, therefore, command, but 
desired only to indicate what seemed to me expedient." {225} 
 
On the other hand, it cannot be denied that Gregory, while he protested in the strongest terms 
against the assumption by the Eastern patriarchs of the antichristian and blasphemous title of 
universal bishop, claimed and exercised, as far as he had the opportunity and power, the authority 
and oversight over the whole church of Christ, even in the East. "With respect to the church of 
Constantinople," he asks in one of his letters, "who doubts that it is subject to the apostolic see?" 
And in another letter: "I know not what bishop is not subject to it, if fault is found in him." "To all 
who know the Gospels," he writes to emperor Maurice, "it is plain that to Peter, as the prince of 
all the apostles, was committed by our Lord the care of the whole church (totius ecclesiae cura) 
.... But although the keys of the kingdom of heaven and the power to bind and to loose, were 
intrusted to him, and the care and principality of the whole church (totius ecclesiae cura et 
principatus), he is not called universal bishop; while my most holy fellow-priest (vir sanctissimus 
consacerdos meus) John dares to call himself universal bishop. I am compelled to exclaim: O 
tempora, O mores!" {226} 
 
We have no right to impeach Gregory’s sincerity. But he was clearly inconsistent in disclaiming 
the name, and yet claiming the thing itself. The real objection is to the pretension of a universal 
episcopate, not to the title. If we concede the former, the latter is perfectly legitimate. And such 
universal power had already been claimed by Roman pontiffs before Gregory, such as Leo I., 
Felix, Gelasius, Hormisdas, in language and acts more haughty and self-sufficient than his. 
 
No wonder, therefore that the successors of Gregory, less humble and more consistent than he, 
had no scruple to use equivalent and even more arrogant titles than the one against which he so 
solemnly protested with the warning: "God resisteth the proud, but giveth grace to the humble." 
{227} But it is a very remarkable fact, that at the beginning of the unfolding of the greatest power 
of the papacy one of the best of popes should have protested against the antichristian pride and 
usurpation of the system. 
 
{216} Gregory alludes to this fact in a letter to John (Lib. V. 18, in Migne’s ed. of Greg. Opera, 
vol. III. 740) and to the emperor Mauricius (Lib. V. 20, in Migne III. 747), but says in both that 
the popes never claimed nor used "hoc temerarium nomen."... "Certe pro beati Petri apostolorum 
principis honore, per venerandam Chalcedonensem synodum Romano pontifici oblatum est 
[nomen istud blasphemiae]. Sed nullus eorum unquam hoc singularitatis nomine uti consensit, 
dum privatum aliquid daretur uni, honore debito sacerdotes privarentur universi. Quid est ergo 
quod nos huius vocabuli gloriam et oblatam non quaerimus, et alter sibi hanc arripere at non 
oblatam praesumit?" Strictly speaking, however, the fact assumed by Gregory is not quite 
correct. Leo was styled oikoumeniko arciepiskopo only in an accusation against Dioscurus, in the 
third session of Chalcedon. The papal delegates subscribed: Vicarii apostolici universalis 
ecclesiae Papae, which was translated by the Greeks: th’ oikoumenikh’ ekklhsia episkopou. The 
popes claimed to be popes (but not bishops) of the universal church. See Hefele, Conciliengesch. 
II. 526. Boniface III is said to have openly assumed the title universalis episcopis in 606, when he 
obtained from the emperor Phocas a decree styling the see of Peter "caput omnium ecclesiarum." 
It appears as self-assumed in the Liber Diurnus, A. D. 682-’5, and is frequent after the seventh 
century. The canonists, however, make a distinction between "universalis ecclesiae episcopus." 



and "episcopus universalis" or "oecumenicus," meaning by the latter an immediate jurisdiction in 
the diocese of other bishops, which was formerly denied to the pope. But according to the Vatican 
system of 1870, he is the bishop of bishops, over every single bishop, and over all bishops put 
together, and all bishops are simply his vicars, as he himself is the vicar of Christ. See my Creeds 
of Christendom, I. 151. 
 
{217} See the letters in Lib. V. 18-21 (Migne III. 738-751). His predecessor, Pelagius II. (578-
590), had already strongly denounced the assumption of the title by John, and at the same time 
disclaimed it for himself, while yet clearly asserting the universal primacy of the see of Peter. See 
Migne, Tom. LXXII. 739, and Baronius, ad ann. 587. 
 
{218} Ep. V. 43: ad Eulogium et Anastasium episcopos; VI. 60; VII. 34, 40. 
 
{219} Ep. VII. 13: "Ego autem confidenter dico quia quisquis se universalem sacerdotem vocat, 
vel vocari desiderat, in elatione sua Antichristum praecurrit, quia superbiendo se caeteris 
praeponit." 
 
{220} "Servus servorum Dei." See Joa. Diaconus, Vit. Greg. II. 1, and Lib. Diurnus, in Migne, 
Tom. CV. 23. Augustin (Epist. 217, ad Vitalem) had before subscribed himself: "Servus Christi, 
et per ipsum servus servorum ejus." Comp. Matthew 20:26; xxiii. II. Fulgentius styled himself 
"Servorum Christi famulus." The popes ostentatiously wash the beggars’ feet at St. Peter’s in holy 
week, in imitation of Christ’s example, but expect kings and queens to kiss their toe. 
 
{221} His letter "ad Phocam imperatorem," Ep. XIII. 31 (III. 1281 in Migne) begins with "Gloria 
in excelsis Deo, qui juxta quod scriptum est, immutat tempora et transfert regna." Comp. his 
letter "ad Leontiam imperatricen" (Ep. XIII. 39). 
 
{222} Gibbon (ch. 46): "As a subject and a Christian, it was the duty of Gregory to acquiesce in 
the established government; but the joyful applause with which he salutes the fortune of the 
assassin, has sullied, with indelible disgrace, the character of the saint." Milman (II. 83): "The 
darkest stain on the name of Gregory is his cruel and unchristian triumph in the fall of the 
Emperor Maurice-his base and adulatory praise of Phocas, the most odious and Sanguinary tyrant 
who had ever seized the throne of Constantinople." Montalembert says (II. 116): "This is the only 
stain in the life of Gregory. We do not attempt either to conceal or excuse it.... Among the 
greatest and holiest of mortals, virtue, like wisdom, always falls short in some respect." It is 
charitable to assume, with Baronius and other Roman Catholic historians, that Gregory, although 
usually very well informed, at the time he expressed his extravagant joy at the elevation of 
Phocas, knew only the fact, and not the bloody means of the elevation. The same ignorance must 
be assumed in the case of his flattering letters to Brunhilde, the profligate and vicious fury of 
France. Otherwise we would have here on a small scale an anticipation of the malignant joy with 
which Gregory XIII. hailed the fearful slaughter of the Huguenots. 
 
{223} The words run thus: "Hic [Phocas] rogante papa Bonifacio statuit Romanae et apostolicae 
ecclesia caput esse omniuim ecclesiarum, quia ecclesia Constantinopolitana primam se omnium 
rum scribebat." Paulus Diaconus, Deuteronomy Gest. Lomb. IV., cap. 7, in Muratori, Rer. Ital., I. 
465. But the authenticity of this report which was afterwards frequently copied, is doubtful. It has 
been abused by controversialists on both sides. It is not the first declaration of the Roman 
primacy, nor is it a declaration of an exclusive primacy, nor an abrogation of the title of 
"oecumenical patriarch" on the part of the bishop of Constantinople. Comp. Greenwood, vol. II. 
239 sqq. 
 



{224} Ep. VII. 40 (Migne III. 899). This parallel between the three great sees of Peter—a 
hierarchical tri-personality in unity of essence—seems to be entirely original with Gregory, and 
was never used afterwards by a Roman pontiff. It is fatal to the sole primacy of the Roman chair 
of Peter, and this is the very essence of popery. 
 
{225} Ep. VIII. 30 (III. 933). 
 
{226} Epist. V. 20 (III. 745). He quotes in proof the pet-texts of popery, John 21:17 Luke 22:31 
Matthew 16:18. 
 
{227} Such titles as Universalis Episcopus (used by Boniface III., a year after Gregory’s death), 
Pontifex Maximus, Summus Pontifex, Virarius Christi, and even "ipsius Dei in terris Virarius" 
(Conc. Trid. VI. Deuteronomy reform., c. 1). First Vicar of Peter, then Vicar of Christ, at last 
Vicar of God Almighty!  

 



52. The Writings of Gregory. 
 
Comp. the second part of Lau’s biography, pp. 311 sqq., and Adolf Ebert: Geschichte der 
Christlich-Lateinischen Literatur, bis zum Zeitalter Karls der Grossen. Leipzig, 1874 sqq., vol. I. 
516 sqq. 
 
With all the multiplicity of his cares, Gregory found time for literary labor. His books are not of 
great literary merit, but were eminently popular and useful for the clergy of the middle ages. 
 
His theology was based upon the four oecumenical councils and the four Gospels, which he 
regarded as the immovable pillars of orthodoxy; he also accepted the condemnation of the three 
chapters by the fifth oecumenical council. He was a moderate Augustinian, but with an entirely 
practical, unspeculative, uncritical, traditional and superstitious bent of mind. His destruction of 
the Palatine Library, if it ever existed, is now rejected as a fable; but it reflects his contempt for 
secular and classical studies as beneath the dignity of a Christian bishop. Yet in ecclesiastical 
learning and pulpit eloquence he had no superior in his age. 
 
Gregory is one of the great doctors or authoritative fathers of the church. His views on sin and 
grace are almost semi-Pelagian. He makes predestination depend on fore-knowledge; represents 
the fallen nature as sick only, not as dead; lays great stress on the meritoriousness of good works, 
and is chiefly responsible for the doctrine of a purgatorial fire, and masses for the benefit of the 
souls in purgatory. 
 
His Latin style is not classical, but ecclesiastical and monkish; it abounds in barbarisms; it is 
prolix and chatty, but occasionally sententious and rising to a rhetorical pathos, which he 
borrowed from the prophets of the Old Testament. 
 
The following are his works: 
 
1. Magna Moralia, in thirty-five books. This large work was begun in Constantinople at the 
instigation of Leander, bishop of Seville, and finished in Rome. It is a three-fold exposition of the 
book of Job according to its historic or literal, its allegorical, and its moral meaning. {228} 
 
Being ignorant of the Hebrew and Greek languages, and of Oriental history and customs 
(although for some time a resident of Constantinople), Gregory lacked the first qualifications for 
a grammatical and historical interpretation. 
 
The allegorical part is an exegetical curiosity he reads between or beneath the lines of that 
wonderful poem the history of Christ and a whole system of theology natural and revealed. The 
names of persons and things, the numbers, and even the syllables, are filled with mystic meaning. 
Job represents Christ; his wife the carnal nature; his seven sons (seven being the number of 
perfection) represent the apostles, and hence the clergy; his three daughters the three classes of 
the faithful laity who are to worship the Trinity; his friends the heretics; the seven thousand sheep 
the perfect Christians; the three thousand camels the heathen and Samaritans; the five hundred 
yoke of oxen and five hundred she-asses again the heathen, because the prophet Isaiah says: "The 
ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master’s crib; but Israel doth not know, my people doth not 
consider." 
 
The moral sense, which Gregory explains last, is an edifying homiletical expansion and 
application, and a sort of compend of Christian ethics. 



 
2. Twenty-two Homilies on Ezekiel, delivered in Rome during the siege by Agilulph, and 
afterwards revised. 
 
3. Forty Homilies on the Gospels for the day, preached by Gregory at various times, and 
afterwards edited. 
 
4. Liber Regulae Pastoralis, in four parts. It is a pastoral theology, treating of the duties and 
responsibilities of the ministerial office, in justification of his reluctance to undertake the burden 
of the papal dignity. It is more practical than Chrysostom’s "Priesthood." It was held in the 
highest esteem in the Middle Ages, translated into Greek by order of the emperor Maurice, and 
into Anglo-Saxon by King Alfred, and given to the bishops in France at their ordination, together 
with the book of canons, as a guide in the discharge of their duties. Gregory, according to the 
spirit of his age, enjoins strict celibacy even upon sub-deacons. But otherwise he gives most 
excellent advice suitable to all times. He makes preaching one of the chief duties of pastors, in the 
discharge of which he himself set a good example. He warns them to guard against the besetting 
sin of pride at the very outset; for they will not easily learn humility in a high position. They 
should preach by their lives as well as their words. "He who, by the necessity of his position, is 
required to speak the highest things, is compelled by the same necessity to exemplify the highest. 
For that voice best penetrates the hearts of hearers which the life of the speaker commends, 
because what he commends in his speech he helps to practice by his example." He advises to 
combine meditation and action. "Our Lord," he says, "continued in prayer on the mountain, but 
wrought miracles in the cities; showing to pastors that while aspiring to the highest, they should 
mingle in sympathy with the necessities of the infirm. The more kindly charity descends to the 
lowest, the more vigorously it recurs to the highest." The spiritual ruler should never be so 
absorbed in external cares as to forget the inner life of the soul, nor neglect external things in the 
care for his inner life. "The word of doctrine fails to penetrate the mind of the needy, unless 
commended by the hand of compassion." 
 
5. Four books of Dialogues on the lives and miracles of St. Benedict of Nursia and other Italian 
saints, and on the immortality of the soul (593). These dialogues between Gregory and the Roman 
archdeacon Peter abound in incredible marvels and visions of the state of departed souls. He 
acknowledges, however, that he knew these stories only from hearsay, and defends his recording 
them by the example of Mark and Luke, who reported the gospel from what they heard of the 
eye-witnesses. His veracity, therefore, is not at stake; but it is strange that a man of his 
intelligence and good sense should believe such grotesque and childish marvels. The Dialogues 
are the chief source of the mediaeval superstitions about purgatory. King Alfred ordered them to 
be translated into the Anglo-Saxon. 
 
6. His Epistles (838 in all) to bishops, princes, missionaries, and other persons in all parts of 
Christendom, give us the best idea of his character and administration, and of the conversion of 
the Anglo-Saxons. They treat of topics of theology, morals, politics, diplomacy, monasticism, 
episcopal and papal administration, and give us the best insight into his manifold duties, cares, 
and sentiments. 
 
7. The Gregorian Sacramentary is based upon the older Sacramentaries of Gelasius and Leo I., 
with some changes in the Canon of the Mass. His assertion that in the celebration of the eucharist, 
the apostles used the Lord’s Prayer only (solummodo), has caused considerable discussion. 
Probably he meant no other prayer, in addition to the words of institution, which he took for 
granted. 
 



8. A collection of antiphons for mass (Liber Antiphonarius). It contains probably later additions. 
Several other works of doubtful authenticity, and nine Latin hymns are also attributed to Gregory. 
They are in the metre of St. Ambrose, without the rhyme, except the "Rex Christe, factor 
omnium" (which is very highly spoken of by Luther). They are simple, devout, churchly, elevated 
in thought and sentiment, yet without poetic fire and vigor. Some of them as "Blest Creator of the 
Light" (Lucis Creator optime), "O merciful Creator, hear" (Audi, beate Conditor), "Good it is to 
keep the fast" (Clarum decus jejunii), have recently been made familiar to English readers in free 
translations from the Anglo-Catholic school. {229} He was a great ritualist (hence called "Master 
of Ceremonies"), but with considerable talent for sacred poetry and music. The "Cantus 
Gregorianus" so called was probably a return from the artistic and melodious antiphonal "Cantus 
Ambrosianus" to the more ancient and simple mode of chanting. He founded a school of singers, 
which became a nursery of similar schools in other churches. {230} 
 
Some other writings attributed to him, as an Exposition of the First Book of Kings, and an 
allegorical Exposition of the Canticles, are of doubtful genuineness. 
 
{228} Ep. missoria, cap. 3 (ed. Migne I. 513): "Primum quidem fundamenta historice ponimus; 
deinde per significatinem typicam in artem fidei fabricam mentis erigimus; ad extremum per 
moralitatus gratiam, quasi superducto aedificium colore vestimus." 
 
{229} See "Hymns Ancient and Modem." 
 
{230} Comp. Barmby, Greg. the Gr., pp. 188-190; Lau, p. 262; Ebert I. 519.  

 



53. The Papacy from Gregory I to Gregory II A. D. 604-715. 
 
The successors of Gregory I. to Gregory II. were, with few exceptions, obscure men, and ruled 
but a short time. They were mostly Italians, many of them Romans; a few were Syrians, chosen 
by the Eastern emperors in the interest of their policy and theology. 
 
Sabinianus (604) was as hard and avaricious as Gregory was benevolent and liberal, and charged 
the famine of his reign upon the prodigality of his sainted predecessor. Boniface III. (606-607) 
did not scruple to assume the title of It universal bishop, "against which Gregory, in proud 
humility, had so indignantly protested as a blasphemous antichristian assumption. Boniface IV. 
converted the Roman Pantheon into a Christian church dedicated to the Virgin Mary and all the 
Martyrs" (608). Honorius l. (625-638) was condemned by an oecumenical council and by his own 
successors as a Monothelite heretic; while Martin I. (649-655) is honored for the persecution he 
endured in behalf of the orthodox doctrine of two wills in Christ. Under Gregory II. and III., 
Germany was converted to Roman Christianity. 
 
The popes followed the missionary policy of Gregory and the instinct of Roman ambition and 
power. Every progress of Christianity in the West and the North was a progress of the Roman 
Church. Augustin, Boniface, Ansgar were Roman missionaries and pioneers of the papacy. As 
England had been annexed to the triple crown under Gregory I., so France, the Netherlands, 
Germany and Scandinavia were annexed under his successors. The British and Scotch-Irish 
independence gave way gradually to the irresistible progress of Roman authority and uniformity. 
Priests, noblemen and kings from all parts of the West were visiting Rome as the capital of 
Christendom, and paid homage to the shrine of the apostles and to the living successor of the 
Galilaean fisherman. 
 
But while the popes thus extended their spiritual dominion over the new barbarous races, they 
were the political subjects of the Eastern emperor as the master of Italy, and could not be 
consecrated without his consent. They were expected to obey the imperial edicts even in spiritual 
matters, and were subject to arrest and exile. To rid themselves of this inconvenient dependence 
was a necessary step in the development of the absolute papacy. It was effected in the eighth 
century by the aid of a rising Western power. The progress of Mohammedanism and its 
encroachment on the Greek empire likewise contributed to their independence.  

 



54. From Gregory II to Zacharias. A. D. 715-741. 
 
Gregory II. (715-731) marks the transition to this new state of things. He quarreled with the 
iconoclastic emperor, Leo the Isaurian, about the worship of images. Under his pontificate, 
Liutprand, {231} the ablest and mightiest king of the Lombards, conquered the Exarchate of 
Ravenna, and became master of Italy. 
 
But the sovereignty of a barbarian and once Arian power was more odious and dangerous to the 
popes than that of distant Constantinople. Placed between the heretical emperor and the barbarian 
robber, they looked henceforth to a young and rising power beyond the Alps for deliverance and 
protection. The Franks were Catholics from the time of their conversion under Clovis, and 
achieved under Charles Martel (the Hammer) a mighty victory over the Saracens (732), which 
saved Christian Europe against the invasion and tyranny of Islam. They had thus become the 
protectors of Latin Christianity. They also lent their aid to Boniface in the conversion of 
Germany. 
 
Gregory, III. (731-741) renewed the negotiations with the Franks, begun by his predecessor. 
When the Lombards again invaded the territory, of Rome, and were ravaging by fire and sword 
the last remains of the property of the church, he appealed in piteous and threatening tone to 
Charles Martel, who had inherited from his father, Pepin of Herstal, the mayoralty of France, and 
was the virtual ruler of the realm. "Close not your ears," he says, "against our supplications, lest 
St. Peter close against you the gates of heaven." He sent him the keys of the tomb of St. Peter as a 
symbol of allegiance, and offered him the titles of Patrician and Consul of Rome. {232} This was 
virtually a declaration of independence from Constantinople. Charles Martel returned a courteous 
answer, and sent presents to Rome, but did not cross the Alps. He was abhorred by the clergy of 
his own country as a sacrilegious spoiler of the property of the church and disposer of bishoprics 
to his counts and dukes in the place of rightful incumbents. {233} 
 
The negotiations were interrupted by the death of Charles Martel Oct. 21, 741, followed by that 
of Gregory III., Nov. 27 of the same year. 
 
{231} Or Luitprand, born about 690, died 744. There is also a Lombard historian of that name, a 
deacon of the cathedral of Pavia, afterwards bishop of Cremona, died 972. 
 
{232} Gibbon actually attributes these titles to Charles Martel; while Bryce (p. 40) thinks that 
they were first given to Pepin. Gregory II. had already (724) addressed Charles Martel as 
"Patricius" (see Migne, Opera Caroli M. II. 69). Gregory III. sent him in 739 ipsas sacratissimas 
claves confessionis beati Petri quas vobus ad regnum dimisimus (ib. p. 66), which implies the 
transfer of civil authority over Rome. 
 
{233} Milman (Book IV., ch. 9) says that Dante, the faithful recorder of popular Catholic 
tradition, adopts the condemnatory legend which puts Charles "in the lowest pit of hell." But I can 
find no mention of him in Dante. The Charles Martel of Parad. VIII. and IX. is a very, different 
person, a king of Hungary, who died 1301. See Witte’s Dante, p. 667, and Carey’s note on Par. 
VIII. 53. On the relations of Charles Martel to Boniface see Rettberg, Kirchengesch. 
Deutschlands, I. 306 sqq.  

 



55. Alliance of the Papacy with the New Monarchy of the Franks. Pepin 
and the Patrimony of St. Peter. A. D. 741-755. 
 
Pope Zacharias (741-752), a Greek, by the weight of his priestly authority, brought Liutprand to 
terms of temporary submission. The Lombard king suddenly paused in the career of conquest, 
and died after a reign of thirty years (743). 
 
But his successor, Astolph, again threatened to incorporate Rome with his kingdom. Zacharias 
sought the protection of Pepin the Short, {234} the Mayor of the Palace, son of Charles Martel, 
and father of Charlemagne, and in return for this aid helped him to the crown of France. This was 
the first step towards the creation of a Western empire and a new political system of Europe with 
the pope and the German emperor at the head. 
 
Hereditary succession was not yet invested with that religious sanctity among the Teutonic races 
as in later ages. In the Jewish theocracy unworthy kings were deposed, and new dynasties 
elevated by the interposition of God’s messengers. The pope claimed and exercised now for the 
first time the same power. The Mayor, or high steward, of the royal household in France was the 
prime minister of the sovereign and the chief of the official and territorial nobility. This dignity 
became hereditary in the family of Pepin of Laudon, who died in 639, and was transmitted from 
him through six descents to Pepin the Short, a gallant warrior and an experienced statesman. He 
was on good terms with Boniface, the apostle of Germany and archbishop of Mayence, who, 
according to the traditional view, acted as negotiator between him and the pope in this political 
coup d’etat. {235} 
 
Childeric III., the last of the hopelessly degenerate Merovingian line, was the mere shadow of a 
monarch, and forced to retire into a monastery. Pepin, the ruler in fact now assumed the name, 
was elected at Soissons (March, 752) by the acclamation and clash of arms of the people, and 
anointed, like the kings of Israel, with holy oil, by Boniface or some other bishop, and two years 
after by the pope himself, who had decided that the lawful possessor of the royal power may also 
lawfully assume the royal title. Since that time he called himself "by the grace of God king of the 
Franks." The pope conferred on him the title of "Patrician of the Romans" (Patricius 
Romanorum), which implies a sort of protectorate over the Roman church, and civil sovereignty, 
over her territory. For the title "Patrician," which was introduced by Constantine the Great 
signified the highest rank next to that of the emperor, and since the sixth century was attached to 
the Byzantine Viceroy, of Italy. On the other hand, this elevation and coronation was made the 
basis of papal superiority over the crowns of France and Germany. 
 
The pope soon reaped the benefit of his favor. When hard pressed again by the Lombards, he 
called the new king to his aid. 
 
Stephen III., who succeeded Zacharias in March, 752, and ruled till 757, visited Pepin in person, 
and implored him to enforce the restoration of the domain of St. Peter. He anointed him again at 
St. Denys, together with his two sons, and promised to secure the perpetuity of his dynasty by the 
fearful power of the interdict and excommunication. Pepin accompanied him back to Italy and 
defeated the Lombards (754). When the Lombards renewed the war, the pope wrote letter upon 
letter to Pepin, admonishing and commanding him in the name of Peter and the holy Mother of 
God to save the city of Rome from the detested enemies, and promising him long life and the 
most glorious mansions in heaven, if he speedily obeyed. To such a height of blasphemous 



assumption had the papacy risen already as to identify itself with the kingdom of Christ and to 
claim to be the dispenser of temporal prosperity and eternal salvation. 
 
Pepin crossed the Alps again with his army, defeated the Lombards, and bestowed the conquered 
territory upon the pope (755). He declared to the ambassadors of the East who demanded the 
restitution of Ravenna and its territory to the Byzantine empire, that his sole object in the war was 
to show his veneration for St. Peter. The new papal district embraced the Exarchate and the 
Pentapolis, East of the Apennines, with the cities of Ravenna, Rimini, Pesaro, Fano, Cesena, 
Sinigaglia, lesi, Forlimpopoli, Forli, Montefeltro, Acerra, Monte di Lucano, Serra, San Marino, 
Bobbio, Urbino, Cagli, Luciolo, Gubbio, Comachio, and Narni. {236} 
 
This donation of Pepin is the foundation of "the Patrimony of St. Peter." The pope was already in 
possession of tracts of land in Italy and elsewhere granted to the church. But by this gift of a 
foreign conqueror he became a temporal sovereign over a large part of Italy, while claiming to be 
the successor of Peter who had neither silver nor gold, and the vicar of Christ who said: "My 
kingdom is not of this world." The temporal power made the papacy independent in the exercise 
of its jurisdiction, but at the expense of its spiritual character. It provoked a long conflict with the 
secular power; it involved it in the political interests, intrigues and wars of Europe, and 
secularized the church and the hierarchy. Dante, who shared the mediaeval error of dating the 
donation of Pepin back to Constantine the Great, {237} gave expression to this view in the 
famous lines: 
 
Ah, Constantine! of how much ill was mother, 
 
Not thy conversion, but that marriage-dower 
 
Which the first wealthy Father took from thee. {238} 
 
Yet Dante places Constantine, who "from good intent produced evil fruit," in heaven; where 
 
Now he knows how all the ill deduced 
 
From his good action is not harmful to him, 
 
Although the world thereby may be destroyed. 
 
And he speaks favorably of Charlemagne’s intervention in behalf of the pope: 
 
And when the tooth of Lombardy had bitten 
 
The Holy Church, then underneath its wings 
 
Did Charlemagne victorious succor her. {239} 
 
The policy of Pepin was followed by Charlemagne, the German, and Austrian emperors, and 
modern French rulers who interfered in Italian affairs, now as allies, now as enemies, until the 
temporal power of the papacy was lost under its last protector, Napoleon III., who withdrew his 
troops from Rome to fight against Germany, and by his defeat prepared the way for Victor 
Emanuel to take possession of Rome, as the capital of free and united Italy (1870). Since that 
time the pope who a few weeks before had proclaimed to the world his own infallibility in all 



matters of faith and morals, is confined to the Vatican, but with no diminution of his spiritual 
power as the bishop of bishops over two hundred millions of souls. 
 
{234} Or Pipin, Pippin, Pippinus. The last is the spelling in his documents. 
 
{235} Rettberg, however (I. 385 sqq.), disconnects Boniface from all participation in the elevation 
and coronation of Pepin, and represents him as being rather opposed to it. He argues from the 
silence of some annalists, and from the improbability that the pope should have repeated the 
consecration if it had been previously performed by his legate. 
 
{236} This is the enumeration of Baronius ad ann. 755. Others define the extent differently. 
Comp. Wiltsch, Kirchl. Geographie und Statistik, I. pp. 246 sqq. 
 
{237} Constantine bestowed upon the pope a portion of the Lateran palace for his residence, and 
upon the church the right to hold real estate and to receive bequests of landed property from 
individuals. This is the slender foundation for the fable of the Donatio Constantini. 
 
{238} Inferno xix. 115-118: 
 
Ahi Costantin, di quanto mal fu matre, 
 
Non la tua conversion, ma quella dote, 
 
Che da te presse il primo ricco patre! 
 
{239} Paradiso XX. 57-60; VI. 94-97. Longfellow’s translation.  

 



56. Charles the Great. A. D. 768-814. 
 
Sources. 
 
Beati Caroli Magni Opera omnia. 2 vols. In Migne’s Patrol. Lat. Tom. 97 and 98. The first vol. 
contains the Codex Diplomaticus, Capitularia, and Privilegia; the second vol., the Codex 
Carolinus, the Libri Carolini (on the image controversy), the Epistolae, Carmina, etc. 
 
1. The Letters of Charles, of Einhard, and of Alcuin. Also the letters of the Popes to Charles and 
his two predecessors, which he had collected, and which are called the Codex Carolinus, ed. by 
Muratori, Cenni, ad Migne (Tom. 98, pp. 10 sqq.). 
 
2. The Capitularies and Laws of Charlemagne, contained in the first vol. of the Leges in the Mon. 
Germ., ed. by Pertz, and in the Collections of Baluzius and Migne. 
 
3. Annals. The Annales Laurissenses Majores (probably the official chronicle of the court) from 
788 to 813; the Annales Einhardi, written after 829; the Annales Petaviani, Laureshamenses, 
Mosellani, and others, more of local than general value. All in the first and second vol. of Pertz, 
Monumenta Germanica Hist. Script. 
 
4. Biographies: Einhard or Eginhard (b. 770, educated at Fulda, private secretary of Charlemagne, 
afterwards Benedictine monk): Vita Caroli Imperatoris (English translation by S. S. Turner, New 
York, 1880). A true sketch of what Charles was by an admiring and loving hand in almost 
classical Latin, and after the manner of Sueton’s Lives of the Roman emperors. It marks, as Ad. 
Ebert says (II. 95), the height of the classical studies of the age of Charlemagne. Milman (II. 508) 
calls it "the best historic work which had appeared in the Latin language for centuries."—Poeta 
Saxo: Annales de Gestis Caroli, from the end of the ninth century. An anonymous monk of St. 
Gall: Deuteronomy Gestis Caroli, about the same time. In Pertz, l. c.., and Jaffe’s Monumenta 
Carolina (Bibl. Rer. Germ., T. IV.), also in Migne, Tom. I., Op. Caroli. 
 
Comp. on the sources Abel’s Jahrbucher des Frank. Reichs (Berlin, 1866) and Wattenbach’s 
Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter (Berlin, 1858; 4th ed. 1877-78, 2 vols.) 
 
Literature. 
 
J. G. Walch: Historia Canonisationis Caroli M. Jen., 1750. 
 
Putter: Deuteronomy Instauratione Imp. Rom. Gott., 1766. 
 
Gaillard: Histoire de Charlemagne. Paris, 1784, 4 vols. sec. d ed. 1819. 
 
Gibbon: Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. Ch. 49. 
 
J. Ellendorf: Die Karolinger und die Hierarchie ihrer Zeit. Essen., 1838, 2 vols. 
 
Hegewisch: Geschichte der Regierung Kaiser Karls des Gr. Hamb., 1791. 
 
Dippolt: Leben K. Karls des Gr. Tub., 1810. 
 
G. P. R. James: The History of Charlemagne. London, 2nd ed. 1847. 



 
Bahr: Gesch. der rom. Lit. im Karoling. Zeitalter. Carlsruhe, 1840. 
 
Gfrorer: Geschichte der Karolinger. Freiburg i. B., 1848, 2 vols. 
 
Capefigue: Charlemagne. Paris, 1842, 2 vols. 
 
Warnkonig et Gerard: Hist. des Carolingians. Brux. and Paris, 1862, 2 vols. 
 
Waitz: Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte, vols. III. and IV. 
 
W. Giesebrecht: Geschichte der deutschen Kaiserzeit. Braunschweig, 1863 sqq. (3rd ed.). Bd. I., 
pp. 106 sqq. 
 
Dollinger: Kaiserthum Karls des Grossen, in the Munchener Hist. Jahrbuch for 1865. 
 
Gaston: Histoire poetique de Charlemagne. Paris, 1865. 
 
P. Alberdinck Thijm: Karl der Gr. und seine Zeit. Munster, 1868. 
 
Abel: Jahrbucher des Frankischen Reichs unter Karl d. Grossen. Berlin, 1866. 
 
Wyss: Karl der Grosse als Gesetzgeber. Zurich, 1869. 
 
Rettberg: Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, I. 419 sqq., II. 382 sqq. 
 
Alphonse Vetault: Charlemagne. Tours, 1877 (556 pp.). With fine illustrations. 
 
L. Stacke: Deutsche Geschichte. Leipzig, 1880. Bd. I. 169 sqq. With illustrations and maps. 
 
Comp. also Milman: Latin Christianity, Book IV., ch. 12, and Book V., ch. 1; Ad. Ebert: 
Geschichte der Literatur des Mittelalters im Abendlande (1880), vol. II. 3-108. Of French writers, 
Guizot, and Martin, in their Histories of France; also Parke Godwin, History of France, chs. xvi. 
and xvii. (vol. I. 410 sqq.). 
 
With the death of Pepin the Short (Sept. 24, 768), the kingdom of France was divided between his 
two sons, Charles and Carloman, the former to rule in the Northern, the latter in the Southern 
provinces. After the death of his weaker brother (771) Charles, ignoring the claims of his infant 
nephews, seized the sole reign and more than doubled its extent by his conquests. 
 
Character and Aim of Charlemagne. 
 
This extraordinary man represents the early history of both France and Germany which 
afterwards divided into separate streams, and commands the admiration of both countries and 
nations. His grand ambition was to unite all the Teutonic and Latin races on the Continent under 
his temporal sceptre in close union with the spiritual dominion of the pope; in other words, to 
establish a Christian theocracy, coaextensive with the Latin church (exclusive of the British Isles 
and Scandinavia). He has been called the "Moses of the middle age," who conducted the 
Germanic race through the desert of barbarism and gave it a now code of political, civil and 
ecclesiastical laws. He stands at the head of the new Western empire, as Constantine the Great 



had introduced the Eastern empire, and he is often called the new Constantine, but is as far 
superior to him as the Latin empire was to the Greek. He was emphatically a man of Providence. 
 
Charlemagne, or Karl der Grosse, towers high above the crowned princes of his age, and is the 
greatest as well as the first of the long line of German emperors from the eighth to the nineteenth 
century. He is the only prince whose greatness has been inseparably blended with his French 
name. {240} Since Julius Caesar history had seen no conqueror and statesman of such 
commanding genius and success; history after him produced only two military heroes that may be 
compared with him Frederick II. of Prussia, and Napoleon Bonaparte (who took him and Caesar 
for his models), but they were far beneath him in religious character, and as hostile to the church 
as he was friendly to it. His lofty intellect shines all the more brightly from the general ignorance 
and barbarism of his age. He rose suddenly like a meteor in dark midnight. We do not know even 
the place and date of his birth, nor the history of his youth and education. {241} 
 
His Reign. 
 
His life is filled with no less than fifty-three military campaigns conducted by himself or his 
lieutenants, against the Saxons (18 campaigns), Lombards (5), Aquitanians, Thuringians, 
Bavarians Avars or Huns, Danes, Slaves, Saracens, and Greeks. His incessant activity astonished 
his subjects and enemies. He seemed to be omnipresent in his dominions, which extended from 
the Baltic and the Elbe in the North to the Ebro in the South, from the British Channel to Rome 
and even to the Straits of Messina, embracing France, Germany, Hungary, the greater part of Italy 
and Spain. His ecclesiastical domain extended over twenty-two archbishoprics or metropolitan 
sees, Rome, Ravenna, Milan, Friuli (Aquileia), Grado, Cologne, Mayence, Salzburg, Treves, 
Sens, Besanacon, Lyons, Rouen, Rheims, Arles, Vienna, Moutiers-en-Tarantaise, Ivredun, 
Bordeaux, Tours, Bourges, Narbonne. {242} He had no settled residence, but spent much time on 
the Rhine, at Ingelheim, Mayence, Nymwegen, and especially at Aix-la-Chapelle on account of 
its baths. He encouraged trade, opened roads, and undertook to connect the Main and the Danube 
by canal. He gave his personal attention to things great and small. He introduced a settled order 
and unity of organization in his empire, at the expense of the ancient freedom and wild 
independence of the German tribes, although he continued to hold every year, in May, the general 
assembly of the freemen (Maifeld). He secured Europe against future heathen and Mohammedan 
invasion and devastation. He was universally admired or feared in his age. The Greek emperors 
sought his alliance; hence the Greek proverb, "Have the Franks for your friends, but not for your 
neighbors." The Caliph Harounal-Raschid, the mightiest ruler in the East, sent from Bagdad an 
embassy to him with precious gifts. But he esteemed a good sword more than gold. He impressed 
the stamp of his genius and achievements upon the subsequent history of Germany and France. 
 
Appearance and Habits of Charlemagne. 
 
Charles had a commanding, and yet winning presence. His physique betrayed the greatness of his 
mind. He was tall, strongly built and well proportioned. His height was seven times the length of 
his foot. He had large and animated eyes, a long nose, a cheerful countenance and an abundance 
of fine hair. "His appearance," says Eginhard, "was always stately and dignified, whether he was 
standing or sitting; although his neck was thick and somewhat short, and his belly rather 
prominent; but the symmetry of the rest of his body concealed these defects. His gait was firm, 
his whole carriage manly, and his voice clear, but not so strong as his size led one to expect." 
{243} 
 
He was naturally eloquent, and spoke with great clearness and force. He was simple in his attire, 
and temperate in eating and drinking; for, says Eginhard, "he abominated drunkenness in 



anybody, much more in himself and those of his household. He rarely gave entertainments, only 
on great feast days, and these to large numbers of people." He was fond of muscular exercise, 
especially of hunting and swimming, and enjoyed robust health till the last four years of his life, 
when he was subject to frequent fevers. During his meals he had extracts from Augustine’s "City 
of God" (his favorite book), and stories of olden times, read to him. He frequently gave audience 
while dressing, without sacrifice of royal dignity. He was kind to the poor, and a liberal 
almsgiver. 
 
His Zeal for Education. 
 
His greatest merit is his zeal for education and religion. He was familiar with Latin from 
conversation rather than books, be understood a little Greek, and in his old age he began to learn 
the art of writing which his hand accustomed to the sword had neglected. He highly esteemed his 
native language, caused a German grammar to be compiled, and gave German names to the winds 
and to the months. {244} He collected the ancient heroic songs of the German minstrels. He took 
measures to correct the Latin Version of the Scriptures, and was interested in theological 
questions. He delighted in cultivated society. He gathered around him divines, scholars, poets, 
historians, mostly Anglo-Saxons, among whom Alcuin was the chief. He founded the palace 
school and other schools in the convents, and visited them in person. The legend makes him the 
founder of the University of Paris, which is of a much later date. One of his laws enjoins general 
education upon all male children. 
 
His Piety. 
 
Charles was a firm believer in Christianity and a devout and regular worshipper in the church, 
"going morning and evening, even after nightfall, besides attending mass." He was very liberal to 
the clergy. He gave them tithes throughout the empire appointed worthy bishops and abbots, 
endowed churches and built a splendid cathedral at Aix-la-Chapelle, in which he was buried. 
 
His respect for the clergy culminated in his veneration for the bishop of Rome as the successor of 
St. Peter. "He cherished the church of St. Peter the apostle at Rome above all other holy and 
sacred places, and filled its treasury with a vast wealth of gold, silver, and precious stones. He 
sent great and countless gifts to the popes; and throughout his whole reign the wish he had nearest 
at heart was to re-establish the ancient authority of the city of Rome under his care and by his 
influence, and to defend and protect the church of St. Peter, and to beautify and enrich it out of 
his own store above all other churches." {245} 
 
His Vices. 
 
Notwithstanding his many and great virtues, Charles was by, no means so pure as the poetry and 
piety of the church represented him, and far from deserving canonization. He sacrificed thousands 
of human beings to his towering ambition and passion for conquest. He converted the Saxons by 
force of arms; he waged for thirty years a war of extermination against them; he wasted their 
territory with fire and sword; he crushed out their independence; he beheaded in cold blood four 
thousand five hundred prisoners in one day at Verden on the Aller (782), and when these proud 
and faithless savages finally surrendered, he removed 10000 of their families from their homes on 
the banks of the Elbe to different parts of Germany and Gaul to prevent a future revolt. It was 
indeed a war of religion for the annihilation of heathenism, but conducted on the Mohammedan 
principle: submission to the faith, or death. This is contrary to the spirit of Christianity which 
recognizes only the moral means of persuasion and conviction. {246} 
 



The most serious defect in his private character was his incontinence and disregard of the sanctity 
of the marriage tie. In this respect he was little better than an Oriental despot or a Mohammedan 
Caliph. He married several wives and divorced them at his pleasure. He dismissed his first wife 
(unknown by name) to marry a Lombard princess, and he repudiated her within a year. After the 
death of his fifth wife he contented himself with three or four concubines. He is said even to have 
encouraged his own daughters in dissolute habits rather than give them in marriage to princes 
who might become competitors for a share in the kingdom, but he had them carefully educated. It 
is not to the credit of the popes that they never rebuked him for this vice, while with weaker and 
less devoted monarchs they displayed such uncompromising zeal for the sanctity of marriage. 
{247} 
 
His Death and Burial. 
 
The emperor died after a short illness, and after receiving the holy communion, Jan. 28, 814, in 
the 71st year of his age, and the 47th of his reign, and was buried on the same day in the cathedral 
of Aix-la-Chapelle "amid the greatest lamentations of the people." {248} Very many omens, adds 
Eginhard (ch. 32), had portended his approaching end, as he had recognized himself. Eclipses 
both of the sun and the moon were very frequent during the last three years of his life, and a black 
spot was visible on the sun for seven days. The bridge over the Rhine at Mayence, which he had 
constructed in ten years, was consumed by fire; the palace at Aix-la-Chapelle frequently 
trembled; the basilica was struck by lightning, the gilded ball on the roof shattered by a 
thunderbolt and hurled upon the bishop’s house adjoining; and the word Princeps after Karolus 
inscribed on an arch was effaced a few months before his decease. "But Charles despised, or 
affected to despise, all these things as having no reference whatever to him." 
 
The Charlemagne of Poetry. 
 
The heroic and legendary poetry of the middle ages represents Charles as a giant of superhuman 
strength and beauty, of enormous appetite, with eyes shining like the morning star, terrible in war, 
merciful in peace, as a victorious hero, a wise lawgiver, an unerring judge, and a Christian saint. 
He suffered only one defeat, at Roncesvalles in the narrow passes of the Pyrenees, when, on his 
return from a successful invasion of Spain, his rearguard with the flower of the French chivalry, 
under the command of Roland, one of his paladins and nephews, was surprised and routed by the 
Basque Mountaineers (778). {249} 
 
The name of "the Blessed Charles" is enrolled in the Roman Calendar for his services to the 
church and gifts to the pope. Heathen Rome deified Julius Caesar, Christian Rome canonized, or 
at least beatified Charlemagne. Suffrages for the repose of his soul were continued in the church 
of Aix-la-Chapelle until Paschal, a schismatical pope, at the desire of Frederic Barbarossa, 
enshrined his remains in that city and published a decree for his canonization (1166). The act was 
neither approved nor revoked by a regular pope, but acquiesced in, and such tacit canonization is 
considered equivalent to beatification. 
 
Notes. 
 
I. Judgments on the Personal Character of Charlemagne. 
 
Eginhard (whose wife Emma figures in the legend as a daughter of Charlemagne) gives the 
following frank account of the private and domestic relations of his master and friend (chs. 18 
and 19, in Migne, Tom. XCVII. 42 sqq.): 
 



"Thus did Charles defend and increase as well as beautify his kingdom; and here let me express 
my admiration of his great qualities and his extraordinary constancy alike in good and evil 
fortune. I will now proceed to give the details of his private life. After his father’s death, while 
sharing the kingdom with his brother, he bore his unfriendliness and jealousy most patiently, and, 
to the wonder of all, could not be provoked to be angry with him. Later" [after repudiating his 
first wife, an obscure person] "he married a daughter of Desiderius, King of the Lombards, at the 
instance of his mother" [notwithstanding the protest of the pope]; "but he repudiated her at the 
end of a year for some reason unknown, and married Hildegard, a woman of high birth, of 
Swabian origin [d. 783]. He had three sons by her,—Charles, Pepin, and Lewis—and as many 
daughters,—Hruodrud, Bertha, and Gisela." [Eginhard omits Adelaide and Hildegard.] "He had 
three other daughters besides these—Theoderada, Hiltrud, and Ruodhaid—two by his third wife, 
Fastrada, a woman of East Frankish (that is to say of German) origin, and the third by a 
concubine, whose name for the moment escapes me. At the death of Fastrada, he married 
Liutgard, an Alemannic woman, who bore him no children. After her death he had three 
[according to another reading four] concubines—Gerswinda, a Saxon, by whom he had Adaltrud; 
Regina, who was the mother of Drogo and Hugh; and Ethelind, by whom he had Theodoric. 
Charles’s mother, Berthrada, passed her old age with him in great honor; he entertained the 
greatest veneration for her; and there was never any disagreement between them except when he 
divorced the daughter of King Desiderius, whom he had married to please her. She died soon 
after Hildegard, after living to see three grandsons and as many grand-daughters in her son’s 
house, and he buried her with great pomp in the Basilica of St. Denis, where his father lay. He 
had an only [surviving] sister, Gisela, who had consecrated herself to a religious life from 
girlhood, and he cherished as much affection for her as for his mother. She also died a few years 
before him in the nunnery where she had passed her life. The plan which he adopted for his 
children’s education was, first of all, to have both boys and girls instructed in the liberal arts, to 
which he also turned his own attention. As soon as their years admitted, in accordance with the 
custom of the Franks, the boys had to learn horsemanship, and to practise war and the chase, and 
the girls to familiarize themselves with cloth-making, and to handle distaff and spindle, that they 
might not grow indolent through idleness, and he fostered in them every virtuous sentiment. He 
only lost three of all his children before his death, two sons and one daughter.... When his sons 
and his daughters died, he was not so calm as might have been expected from his remarkably 
strong mind, for his affections were no less strong, and moved him to tears. Again when he was 
told of the death of Hadrian, the Roman Pontiff, whom he had loved most of all his friends, he 
wept as much as if he had lost a brother, or a very dear son. He was by nature most ready to 
contract friendships, and not only made friends easily, but clung to them persistently, and 
cherished most fondly those with whom he had formed such ties. He was so careful of the 
training of his sons and daughters that he never took his meals without them when he was at 
home, and never made a journey without them; his sons would ride at his side, and his daughters 
follow him, while a number of his body-guard, detailed for their protection, brought up the rear. 
Strange to say, although they were very handsome women, and he loved them very dearly, he was 
never willing to marry either of them to a man, of their own nation or to a foreigner, but kept 
them all at home until his, death, saying that he could not dispense with their society. Hence 
though otherwise happy, he experienced the malignity of fortune as far as they were concerned; 
yet he concealed his knowledge of the rumors current in regard to them, and of the suspicions 
entertained of their honor." 
 
Gibbon is no admirer of Charlemagne, and gives an exaggerated view of his worst vice: "Of his 
moral virtues chastity is not the most conspicuous; but the public happiness could not be 
materially injured by his nine wives or concubines, the various indulgence of meaner or more 
transient amours, the multitude of his bastards whom he bestowed on the church, and the long 
celibacy and licentious manners of his daughters, whom the father was suspected of loving with 



too fond a passion." But this charge of incest, as Hallam and Milman observe, seems to have 
originated in a misinterpreted passage of Eginhard quoted above, and is utterly unfounded. 
 
Henry Hallam (Middle Ages I. 26) judges a little more favorably: The great qualities of 
Charlemagne were, indeed, alloyed by the vices of a barbarian and a conqueror. Nine wives, 
whom he divorced with very little ceremony, attest the license of his private life, which his 
temperance and frugality can hardly be said to redeem. Unsparing of blood, though not 
constitutionally cruel, and wholly indifferent to the means which his ambition prescribed, he 
beheaded in one day four thousand Saxons—an act of atrocious butchery, after which his 
persecuting edicts, pronouncing the pain of death against those who refused baptism, or even who 
ate flesh during Lent, seem scarcely worthy of notice. This union of barbarous ferocity with 
elevated views of national improvement might suggest the parallel of Peter the Great. But the 
degrading habits and brute violence of the Muscovite place him at an immense distance from the 
restorer of the empire. 
 
"A strong sympathy for intellectual excellence was the leading characteristic of Charlemagne, and 
this undoubtedly biassed him in the chief political error of his conduct—that of encouraging the 
power and pretensions of the hierarchy. But, perhaps, his greatest eulogy is written in the 
disgraces of succeeding times and the miseries of Europe. He stands alone, like a beacon upon a 
waste, or a rock in the broad ocean. His sceptre was the bow of Ulysses, which could not be 
drawn by any weaker hand. In the dark ages of European history the reign of Charlemagne 
affords a solitary resting-place between two long periods of turbulence and ignominy, deriving 
the advantages of contrast both from that of the preceding dynasty and of a posterity for whom he 
had formed an empire which they were unworthy and unequal to maintain." 
 
G. P. R. James (History of Charlemagne, Lond., 1847, p. 499): "No man, perhaps, that ever lived, 
combined in so high a degree those qualities which rule men and direct events, with those which 
endear the possessor and attach his contemporaries. No man was ever more trusted and loved by 
his people, more respected and feared by other kings, more esteemed in his lifetime, or more 
regretted at his death." 
 
Milman (Book V. ch. 1): "Karl, according to his German appellation, was the model of a 
Teutonic chieftain, in his gigantic stature, enormous strength, and indefatigable activity; 
temperate in diet, and superior to the barbarous vice of drunkenness. Hunting and war were his 
chief occupations; and his wars were carried on with all the ferocity of encountering savage 
tribes. But he was likewise a Roman Emperor, not only in his vast and organizing policy, he had 
that one vice of the old Roman civilization which the Merovingian kings had indulged, though 
not perhaps with more unbounded lawlessness. The religious emperor, in one respect, troubled 
not himself with the restraints of religion. The humble or grateful church beheld meekly, and 
almost without remonstrance, the irregularity of domestic life, which not merely indulged in free 
license, but treated the sacred rite of marriage as a covenant dissoluble at his pleasure. Once we 
have heard, and but once, the church raise its authoritative, its comminatory voice, and that not to 
forbid the King of the Franks from wedding a second wife while his first was alive, but from 
marrying a Lombard princess. One pious ecclesiastic alone in his dominion, he a relative, 
ventured to protest aloud." 
 
Guizot (Histoire de la civilisation en France, leacon XX.): "Charlemagne marque la limite a  
laquelle est enfin consommee la dissolution de l’ancien monde romain et barbare, et oa¹ 
commence la formation du monde nouveau." 
 



Vetault (Charlemagne, 455, 458): "Charlemagne fut, en effet, le pere du monde moderne et de la 
societe europeenne.... Si Ch. ne peut etre legitemement honore comme un saint, il a droit du 
moins a  la premiere place, parmis tous les heros, dans l’admiration des hommes; car on ne 
trouverait pas un autre souverain qui ait autant aime l’humanite et lui ait fait plus de bien. Il est 
le plus glorieux, parce que... il a merite d’ etre proclame le plus honnete des grands hommes." 
 
Giesebrecht, the historian of the German emperors, gives a glowing description of Charlemagne 
(I. 140): "Many high-minded rulers arose in the ten centuries after Charles, but none had a higher 
aim. To be ranked with him, satisfied the boldest conquerors, the wisest princes of peace. French 
chivalry of later times glorified Charlemagne as the first cavalier; the German burgeoisie as the 
fatherly friend of the people and the most righteous judge; the Catholic Church raised him to the 
number of her saints; the poetry of all nations derived ever new inspiration and strength from his 
mighty person. Never perhaps has richer life proceeded from the activity of a mortal man (Nie 
vielleicht ist reicheres Leben von der Wirksamkeit eines sterblichen Menschen ausgegangen)." 
 
We add the eloquent testimony of an American author, Parke Godwin (History of France, N. Y., 
1860, vol. i. p. 410): "There is to me something indescribably grand in the figure of many of the 
barbaric chiefs—Alariks, Ataulfs, Theodoriks, and Euriks—who succeeded to the power of the 
Romans, and in their wild, heroic way, endeavored to raise a fabric of state on the ruins of the 
ancient empire. But none of those figures is so imposing and majestic as that of Karl, the son of 
Pippin, whose name, for the first and only time in history, the admiration of mankind has 
indissolubly blended with the title the Great. By the peculiarity of his position in respect to 
ancient and modern times—by the extraordinary length of his reign, by the number and 
importance of the transactions in which he was engaged, by the extent and splendor of his 
conquests, by his signal services to the Church, and by the grandeur of his personal qualities—he 
impressed himself so profoundly upon the character of his times, that he stands almost alone and 
apart in the annals of Europe. For nearly a thousand years before him, or since the days of Julius 
Caesar, no monarch had won so universal and brilliant a renown; and for nearly a thousand years 
after him, or until the days of Charles V. of Germany, no monarch attained any thing like an 
equal dominion. A link between the old and new, he revived the Empire of the West, with a 
degree of glory that it had only enjoyed in its prime; while, at the same time, the modern history 
of every Continental nation was made to begin with him. Germany claims him as one of her most 
illustrious sons; France, as her noblest king; Italy, as her chosen emperor; and the Church as her 
most prodigal benefactor and worthy saint. All the institutions of the Middle Ages—political, 
literary, scientific, and ecclesiastical—delighted to trace their traditionary origins to his hand: he 
was considered the source of the peerage, the inspirer of chivalry, the founder of universities, and 
the endower of the churches; and the genius of romance, kindling its fantastic torches at the flame 
of his deeds, lighted up a new and marvellous world about him, filled with wonderful adventures 
and heroic forms. Thus by a double immortality, the one the deliberate award of history, and the 
other the prodigal gift of fiction, he claims the study of mankind." 
 
II. The Canonization of Charlemagne is perpetuated in the Officium in festo Sancti Caroli Magni 
imperatoris et confessoris, as celebrated in churches of Germany, France, and Spain. Baronius 
(Annal. ad ann. 814) says that the canonization was, not accepted by the Roman church, because 
Paschalis was no legitimate pope, but neither was it forbidden. Alban Butler, in his Lives of 
Saints, gives an eulogistic biography of the "Blessed Charlemagne," and covers his besetting sin 
with the following unhistorical assertion: "The incontinence, into which he fell in his youth, he 
expiated by sincere repentance, so that several churches in Germany and France honor him 
among the saints." 
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SIGNUM K plus S CAROLI GLORIOSISSIMI REGIS. 
 
L 
 
The monogram of Charles with the additions of a scribe in a document signed by Charles at 
Kufstein, Aug. 31, 790. Copied from Stacke, l. c.. 
 
{240} Joseph de Maistre: "Cet homme est si grand que, la grandeur a penetre son nom." (ch. 4), 
 
{241} "It would be folly," says Eginhard "to write a word about the birth and infancy or even the 
boyhood of Charles, for nothing has ever been written on the subject, and there is no one alive 
who can give information about it." His birth is usually assigned to April 2, 742, at Aix-la-
Chapelle; but the legend makes him the child of illegitimate love, who grew up wild as a miller’s 
son in Bavaria. His name is mentioned only twice before be assumed the reins of government, 
once at a court reception given by his father to pope Stephen II., and once as a witness in the 
Aquitanian campaigns. 
 
{242} According to the enumeration of Eginhard (ch. 33), who, however, gives only 21, omitting 
Narbonne. Charles bequeathed one-third of his treasure and moveable goods to the metropolitan 
sees. 
 
{243} The magnificent portrait of Charles by Albrecht Durer is a fancy picture, and not sustained 
by the oldest representations. Vetault gives several portraits, and discusses them, p. 540. 
 
{244} Wintermonat for January, Hornung for February, Lenz for March, Ostermonat for April, 
etc. See Eginhard, ch. 29. 
 
{245} Eginhard, ch. 27. 
 
{246} Bossuet justified all his conquests because they were an extension of Christianity. "Les 
conquetes prodigieuses," he says, "furent la dilatation du regne de Dieu, et il se moutra tres 
chretien dans toutes ses aeuvres." 
 
{247} Pope Stephen III. protested, indeed, in the most violent language against the second 
marriage of Charles with Desiderata, a daughter of the king of Lombardy, but not on the ground 
of divorce from his first wife, which would have furnished a very good reason, but from 
opposition to an union with the "perfidious, leprous, and fetid brood of the Lombards, a brood 
hardly reckoned human." Charles married the princess, to the delight of his mother, but 
repudiated her the next year and sent her back to her father. See Milman, Bk. IV., ch. 12 (II. 439). 
 
{248} "Maximo totius populi luctu," says Eginhard. 
 
{249} The historic foundation of this defeat is given by Eginhard, ch. 9. It was then marvellously 
embellished, and Roland became the favorite theme of minstrels and poets, as Theroulde’s 
Chanson de Roland, Turpin’s Chronique, Bojardo’s Orlando Innamorato, Ariosto’s Orlando 
Furioso, etc. His enchanted Horn sounded so loud that the birds fell dead at its blast, and the 
whole Saracen army drew back terror-struck. When he was attacked in the Pyrenees, he blew the 
horn for the last time so hard that the veins of his neck started, and Charlemagne heard it several 
miles off at St. Jean Pied de Port, but too late to save 
 



The dead who, deathless all, 
 
Were slain at famous Roncevall.  

 



57. Founding of the Holy Roman Empire, A. D. 800. Charlemagne and 
Leo III 
 
G. Sugenheim: Geschichte der Entstehung und Ausbildung des Kirchenstaates. Leipz. 1854. 
 
F. Scharpff: Die Entstehung des kirchenstaats. Freib. i. B. 1860. 
 
TH. D. Mock: Deuteronomy Donatione a Carolo Mag. sedi apostolicae anno 774 oblata. Munich 
1861. 
 
James Bryce: The Holy Roman Empire. Lond. & N. York (Macmillan & Co.) 6th ed. 1876, 8th 
ed. 1880. German translation by Arthur Winckler. 
 
Heinrich von Sybel: Die Schenkungen der Karolinger an-die Papste. In Sybel’s "Hist. 
Zeitschrift," Munchen & Leipz. 1880, pp. 46-85. 
 
Comp. Baxmann: I. 307 sqq.; Vetault: Ch. III. pp. 113 sqq. (Charlemagne, patrice des Romains-
Formation des etats de l’eglise). 
 
Charlemagne inherited the protectorate of the temporal dominions of the pope which had been 
wrested from the Lombards by Pepin, as the Lombards had wrested them from the Eastern 
emperor. When the Lombards again rebelled and the pope (Hadrian) again appealed to the 
transalpine monarch for help, Charles in the third year of his sole reign (774) came to the rescue, 
crossed the Alps with an army—a formidable undertaking in those days—subdued Italy with the 
exception of a small part of the South still belonging to the Greek empire, held a triumphal entry 
in Rome, and renewed and probably enlarged his father’s gift to the pope. The original documents 
have perished, and no contemporary authority vouches for the details; but the fact is undoubted. 
The gift rested only on the right of conquest. Henceforward he always styled himself "Rex 
Francorum et Longobardorum, et Patricius Romanorum." His authority over the immediate 
territory of the Lombards in Northern Italy was as complete as that in France, but the precise 
nature of his authority over the pope’s dominion as Patrician of the Romans became after his 
death an apple of discord for centuries. Hadrian, to judge from his letters, considered himself as 
much an absolute sovereign in his dominion as Charles in his. 
 
In 781 at Easter Charles revisited Rome with his son Pepin, who on that occasion was anointed by 
the pope "King for Italy" ("Rex in Italiam"). On a third visit., in 787, he spent a few days with his 
friend, Hadrian, in the interest of the patrimony of St. Peter. When Leo III. followed Hadrian 
(796) he immediately dispatched to Charles, as tokens of submission the keys and standards of 
the city, and the keys of the sepulchre of Peter. 
 
A few years afterwards a terrible riot broke out in Rome in which the pope was assaulted and 
almost killed (799). He fled for help to Charles, then at Paderborn in Westphalia, and was 
promised assistance. The next year Charles again crossed the Alps and declared his intention to 
investigate the charges of certain unknown crimes against Leo, but no witness appeared to prove 
them. Leo publicly read a declaration of his own innocence, probably at the request of Charles, 
but with a protest that this declaration should not be taken for a precedent. Soon afterwards 
occurred the great event which marks an era in the ecclesiastical and political history of Europe. 
 
The Coronation of Charles as Emperor. 



 
While Charles was celebrating Christmas in St. Peter’s, in the year of our Lord 800, and kneeling 
in prayer before the altar, the pope, as under a sudden inspiration (but no doubt in consequence of 
a premeditated scheme), placed a golden crown upon his head, and the Roman people shouted 
three times: "To Charles Augustus, crowned by God, the great and pacific emperor of the 
Romans, life and victory!" Forthwith, after ancient custom, he was adored by the pope, and was 
styled henceforth (instead of Patrician) Emperor and Augustus. {250} 
 
The new emperor presented to the pope a round table of silver with the picture of Constantinople, 
and many gifts of gold, and remained in Rome till Easter. The moment or manner of the 
coronation may have been unexpected by Charles (if we are to believe his word), but it is hardly 
conceivable that it was not the result of a previous arrangement between him and Leo. Alcuin 
seems to have aided the scheme. In his view the pope occupied the first, the emperor the second, 
the king the third degree in the scale of earthly dignities. He sent to Charles from Tours before his 
coronation a splendid Bible with the inscription: Ad splendorem imperialis potentiae. {251} 
 
On his return to France Charles compelled all his subjects to take a new oath to him as "Caesar." 
He assumed the full title "Serenssimus Augustus a Deo coronatus, magnus et pacificus imperator, 
Romanum gubernans imperium, qui et per misericordiam Dei rex Francorum et 
Longobardorum." 
 
Significance of the Act. 
 
The act of coronation was on the part of the pope a final declaration of independence and self-
emancipation against the Greek emperor, as the legal ruler of Rome. Charles seems to have felt 
this, and hence he proposed to unite the two empires by marrying Irene, who had put her son to 
death and usurped the Greek crown (797). But the same rebellion had been virtually committed 
before by the pope in sending the keys of the city to Pepin, and by the French king in accepting 
this token of temporal sovereignty. Public opinion justified the act on the principle that might 
makes right. The Greek emperor, being unable to maintain his power in Italy and to defend his 
own subjects, first against the Lombards and then against the Franks, had virtually forfeited his 
claim. 
 
For the West the event was the re-establishment, on a Teutonic basis, of the old Roman empire, 
which henceforth, together with the papacy, controlled the history of the middle ages. The pope 
and the emperor represented the highest dignity and power in church and state. But the pope was 
the greater and more enduring power of the two. He continued, down to the Reformation, the 
spiritual ruler of all Europe, and is to this day the ruler of an empire much vaster than that of 
ancient Rome. He is, in the striking language of Hobbes, "the ghost of the deceased Roman 
Empire, sitting crowned upon the grave thereof." 
 
The Relation of the Pope and the Emperor. 
 
What was the legal and actual relation between these two sovereignties, and the limits of 
jurisdiction of each? This was the struggle of centuries. It involved many problems which could 
only be settled in the course of events. It was easy enough to distinguish the two in theory by, 
confining the pope to spiritual, and the emperor to temporal affairs. But on the theocratic theory 
of the union of church and state the two will and must come into frequent conflict. 
 
The pope, by voluntarily conferring the imperial crown upon Charles, might claim that the empire 
was his gift, and that the right of crowning implied the right of discrowning. And this right was 



exercised by popes at a later period, who wielded the secular as well as the spiritual sword and 
absolved nations of their oath of allegiance. A mosaic picture in the triclinium of Leo III. in the 
Lateran (from the ninth century) represents St. Peter in glory, bestowing upon Leo kneeling at his 
right hand the priestly stole, and upon Charles kneeling at his left, the standard of Rome. {252} 
This is the mediaeval hierarchical theory, which derives all power from God through Peter as the 
head of the church. Gregory VII. compared the church to the sun, the state to the moon who 
derives her light from the sun. The popes will always maintain the principle of the absolute 
supremacy of the church over the state, and support or oppose a government—whether it be an 
empire or a kingdom or a republic—according to the degree of its subserviency to the interests of 
the hierarchy. The papal Syllabus of 1864 expresses the genuine spirit of the system in 
irreconcilable conflict with the spirit of modern history and civilization. The Vatican Palace is the 
richest museum of classical and mediaeval curiosities, and the pope himself, the infallible oracle 
of two hundred millions of souls, is by far the greatest curiosity in it. 
 
On the other hand Charles, although devotedly attached to the church and the pope, was too 
absolute a monarch to recognize a sovereignty within his sovereignty. He derived his idea of the 
theocracy from the Old Testament, and the relation between Moses and Aaron. He understood 
and exercised his imperial dignity pretty much in the same way as Constantine the Great and 
Theodosius the Great had done in the Byzantine empire, which was caesaro-papal in principle 
and practice, and so is its successor, the Russian empire. Charles believed that he was the divinely 
appointed protector of the church and the regulator of all her external and to some extent also the 
internal affairs. He called the synods of his empire without asking the pope. He presided at the 
Council of Frankfort (794), which legislated on matters of doctrine and discipline, condemned the 
Adoption heresy, agreeably to the pope, and rejected the image worship against the decision of 
the second oecumenical Council of Nicaea (787) and the declared views of several popes. {253} 
He appointed bishops and abbots as well as counts, and if a vacancy in the papacy, had occurred 
during the remainder of his life, he would probably have filled it as well as the ordinary 
bishoprics. The first act after his coronation was to summon and condemn to death for treason 
those who had attempted to depose the pope. He thus acted as judge in the case. A Council at 
Mayence in 813 called him in an official document "the pious ruler of the holy church." {254} 
 
Charles regarded the royal and imperial dignity as the hereditary possession of his house and 
people, and crowned his son, Louis the Pious, at Aix-la-Chapelle in 813, without consulting the 
pope or the Romans. {255} He himself as a Teuton represented both France and Germany. But 
with the political separation of the two countries under his successors, the imperial dignity was 
attached to the German crown. Hence also the designation: the holy German Roman empire. 
 
{250} Annales Laurissenses ad ann. 801: "Ipsa die sacratissima natalis Domini cum Rex ad 
Missam ante confessionem b. Petri Apostoli ab oratione surgeret, Leo P. coronam capriti ejus 
imposuit, et a cuncto Romanorum populo acclamatum est:, Karolo Augusto, a Deo coronato, 
magno et pacifico Imperatori Romanorum, vita et victoria!’ Et post Laudes ab Apostolico more 
antiquorum principum adoratus est, atque, ablato Patricii nomine, Imperator et Augustus est 
appellatus." Comp. Eginhard, Annal. ad ann. 800, and Vita Car., c. 28. 
 
{251} But the date of the letter and the meaning of imperialis are not quite certain. See Rettberg, 
Kirchengesch. Deutschlands, I. 430, and Baxmann, Politik der Papste, I. 313 sqq. 
 
{252} The picture is reproduced in the works of Vetault and Stacke above quoted. 
 
{253} Milman (II. 497): "The Council of Frankfort displays most fully the power assumed by 
Charlemagne over the hierarchy as well as the nobility of the realm, the mingled character, the 



all-embracing comprehensiveness of his legislation. The assembly at Frankfort was at once a Diet 
or Parliament of the realm and an ecclesiastical Council. It took cognizance alternately of matters 
purely ecclesiastical and of matters as clearly, secular. Charlemagne was present and presided in 
the Council of Frankfort. The canons as well as the other statutes were issued chiefly in his 
name." 
 
{254} Sanctae Ecclesiae tam pium ac devotum in servitio Dei rectorem. Also, in his own 
language, Devotus Ecclesiae defensor atque adjutor in omnibus apostolicae sedis. Rettberg I. 
425, 439 sqq. 
 
{255} Ann. Einhardi, ad. ann. 813 (in Migne’s Patrol. Tom. 104, p. 478): Evocatum ad se apud 
Aquasgrani filium suum Illudovicum Aquitaniae regem, coronam illi imposuit et imperialis 
nominis sibi consortem fecit.’ When Stephen IV. visited Louis in 816, he bestowed on him simply 
spiritual consecration. In the same manner Louis appointed his son Lothair emperor who was 
afterwards crowned by the pope in Rome (823).  

 



58. Survey of the History of the Holy Roman Empire. 
 
The readiness with which the Romans responded to the crowning act of Leo proves that the re-
establishment of the Western empire was timely. The Holy Roman Empire seemed to be the 
necessary counterpart of the Holy Roman Church. For many, centuries the nations of Europe had 
been used to the concentration of all secular power in one head. It is true, several Roman 
emperors from Nero to Diocletian had persecuted Christianity by fire and sword, but Constantine 
and his successors had raised the church to dignity and power, and bestowed upon it all the 
privileges of a state religion. The transfer of the seat of empire from Rome to Constantinople 
withdrew from the Western church the protection of the secular arm, and exposed Europe to the 
horrors of barbarian invasion and the chaos of civil wars. The popes were among the chief 
sufferers, their territory, being again and again overrun and laid waste by the savage Lombards. 
Hence the instinctive desire for the protecting arm of a new empire, and this could only be 
expected from the fresh and vigorous Teutonic power which had risen beyond the Alps and 
Christianized by Roman missionaries. Into this empire "all the life of the ancient world was 
gathered; out of it all the life of the modern world arose." {256} 
 
The Empire and the Papacy, The Two Ruling Powers of the Middle Ages. 
 
Henceforward the mediaeval history of Europe is chiefly a history of the papacy and the empire. 
They were regarded as the two arms of God in governing the church and the world. This twofold 
government was upon the whole the best training-school of the barbarian for Christian 
civilization and freedom. The papacy acted as a wholesome check upon military despotism, the 
empire as a check upon the abuses of priestcraft. Both secured order and unity against the 
disintegrating tendencies of society; both nourished the great idea of a commonwealth of nations, 
of a brotherhood of mankind, of a communion of saints. By its connection with Rome, the empire 
infused new blood into the old nationalities of the South, and transferred the remaining treasures 
of classical culture and the Roman law to the new nations of the North. The tendency of both was 
ultimately self-destructive; they fostered, while seeming to oppose, the spirit of ecclesiastical and 
national independence. The discipline of authority always produces freedom as its legitimate 
result. The law is a schoolmaster to lead men to the gospel. 
 
Otho the Great. 
 
In the opening chapter of the history of the empire we find it under the control of a master-mind 
and in friendly alliance with the papacy. Under the weak successors of Charlemagne it dwindled 
down to a merely nominal existence. But it revived again in Otho I. or the Great (936-973), of the 
Saxon dynasty. He was master of the pope and defender of the Roman church, and left 
everywhere the impress of a heroic character, inferior only to that of Charles. Under Henry III. 
(1039-1056), when the papacy sank lowest, the empire again proved a reforming power. He 
deposed three rival popes, and elected a worthy, successor. But as the papacy rose from its 
degradation, it overawed the empire. 
 
Henry IV. and Gregory VII. 
 
Under Henry IV. (1056-1106) and Gregory VII. (1073-1085) the two power; came into the 
sharpest conflict concerning the right of investiture, or the supreme control in the election of 
bishops and abbots. The papacy achieved a moral triumph over the empire at Canossa, when the 
mightiest prince kneeled as a penitent at the feet of the proud successor of Peter (1077); but 
Henry recovered his manhood and his power, set up an antipope, and Gregory died in exile at 



Salerno, yet without yielding an inch of his principles and pretensions. The conflict lasted fifty 
years, and ended with the Concordat of Worms (Sept. 23, 1122), which was a compromise, but 
with a limitation of the imperial prerogative: the pope secured the right to invest the bishops with 
the ring and crozier, but the new bishop before his consecration was to receive his temporal 
estates as a fief of the crown by the touch of the emperor’s sceptre. 
 
The House of Hohenstaufen. 
 
Under the Swabian emperors of the house of Hohenstaufen (1138-1254) the Roman empire 
reached its highest power in connection with the Crusades, in the palmy days of mediaeval 
chivalry, poetry and song. They excelled in personal greatness and renown the Saxon and the 
Salic emperors, but were too much concerned with Italian affairs for the good of Germany. 
Frederick Barbarossa (Redbeard), during his long reign (1152-1190), was a worthy successor of 
Charlemagne and Otho the Great. He subdued Northern Italy, quarrelled with pope Alexander 
III., enthroned two rival popes (Paschal III., and after his death Calixtus III.), but ultimately 
submitted to Alexander, fell at his feet at Venice, and was embraced by the pope with tears of joy 
and the kiss of peace (1177). He died at the head of an army of crusaders, while attempting to 
cross the Cydnus in Cilicia (June 10, 1190), and entered upon his long enchanted sleep in 
Kyffhauser till his spirit reappeared to establish a new German empire in 1871. {257} 
 
Under Innocent III. (1198-1216) the papacy reached the acme of its power, and maintained it till 
the time of Boniface VIII. (1294-1303). Emperor Frederick II. (1215-1250), Barbarossa’s 
grandson, was equal to the best of his predecessors in genius and energy, superior to them in 
culture, but more an Italian than a German, and a skeptic on the subject of religion. He 
reconquered Jerusalem in the fifth crusade, but cared little for the church, and was put under the 
ban by pope Gregory IX., who denounced him as a heretic and blasphemer, and compared him to 
the Apocalyptic beast from the abyss. {258} The news of his sudden death was hailed by pope 
Innocent IV. with the exclamation: "Let the heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad." His death 
was the collapse of the house of Hohenstaufen, and for a time also of the Roman empire. His son 
and successor Conrad IV. ruled but a few years, and his grandson Conradin, a bright and innocent 
youth of sixteen, was opposed by the pope, and beheaded at Naples in sight of his hereditary 
kingdom (October 29, 1268). 
 
Italy was at once the paradise and the grave of German ambition. 
 
The German Empire. 
 
After "the great interregnum" when might was right, {259} the Swiss count Rudolf of Hapsburg 
(a castle in the Swiss canton of Aargau) was elected emperor by the seven electors, and crowned 
at Aachen (1273-1291). He restored peace and order, never visited Italy, escaped the ruinous 
quarrels with the pope, built up a German kingdom, and laid the foundation of the conservative, 
orthodox, tenacious, and selfish house of Austria. 
 
The empire continued to live for more than five centuries with varying fortunes, in nominal 
connection with Rome and at the head of the secular powers in Christendom, but without 
controlling influence over the fortunes of the papacy and the course of Europe. Occasionally it 
sent forth a gleam of its universal aim, as under Henry VII., who was crowned in Rome and 
hailed by Dante as the saviour of Italy, but died of fever (if not of poison administered by a 
Dominican monk in the sacramental cup) in Tuscany (1313); under Sigismund, the convener and 
protector of the oecumenical Council at Constance which deposed popes and burned Hus (1414), 
a much better man than either the emperor or the contemporary popes; under Charles V. (1519-



1558), who wore the crown of Spain and Austria as well as of Germany, and on whose dominions 
the sun never set; and under Joseph II. (1765-1790), who renounced the intolerant policy of his 
ancestors, unmindful of the pope’s protest, and narrowly escaped greatness. {260} But the 
emperors after Rudolf, with a few exceptions, were no more crowned in Rome, and withdrew 
from Italy. {261} They were chosen at Frankfort by the Seven Electors, three spiritual, and four 
temporal: the archbishops of Mentz, Treves, and Cologne, the king of Bohemia, and the Electors 
of the Palatinate, Saxony, and Brandenburg (afterwards enlarged to nine). The competition, 
however, was confined to a few powerful houses, until in the 15th century the Hapsburgs grasped 
the crown and held it tenaciously, with one exception, till the dissolution. The Hapsburg emperors 
always cared more for their hereditary dominions, which they steadily increased by fortunate 
marriages, than for Germany and the papacy. 
 
The Decline and Fall of the Empire. 
 
Many causes contributed to the gradual downfall of the German empire: the successful revolt of 
the Swiss mountaineers, the growth of the independent kingdoms of Spain, France, and England, 
the jealousies of the electors and the minor German princes, the discovery of a new Continent in 
the West, the invasion of the Turks from the East, the Reformation which divided the German 
people into two hostile religions, the fearful devastations of the thirty years’ war, the rise of the 
house of Hohenzollern and the kingdom of Prussia on German soil with the brilliant genius of 
Frederick II., and the wars growing out of the French Revolution. In its last stages it became a 
mere shadow, and justified the satirical description (traced to Voltaire), that the Holy Roman 
Empire was neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire. The last of the emperors, Francis II., in 
August 6th, 1806, abdicated the elective crown of Germany and substituted for it the hereditary 
crown of Austria as Francis I. (d. 1835). 
 
Thus the holy Roman empire died in peace at the venerable age of one thousand and six years. 
 
The Empire of Napoleon. 
 
Napoleon, hurled into sudden power by the whirlwind of revolution on the wings of his military 
genius, aimed at the double glory of a second Caesar and a second Charlemagne, and constructed, 
by arbitrary force, a huge military empire on the basis of France, with the pope as an obedient 
paid servant at Paris, but it collapsed on the battle fields of Leipzig and Waterloo, without the 
hope of a resurrection. "I have not succeeded Louis Quatorze," he said, "but Charlemagne." He 
dismissed his wife and married a daughter of the last German and first Austrian emperor; he 
assumed the Lombard crown at Milan; he made his ill-fated son "King of Rome" in imitation of 
the German "King of the Romans." He revoked "the donations which my predecessors, the 
French emperors have made," and appropriated them to France. "Your holiness," he wrote to Pius 
VII., who had once addressed him as his "very dear Son in Christ," "is sovereign of Rome, but I 
am the emperor thereof." "You are right," he wrote to Cardinal Fesch, his uncle, "that I am 
Charlemagne, and I ought to be treated as the emperor of the papal court. I shall inform the pope 
of my intentions in a few words, and if he declines to acquiesce, I shall reduce him to the same 
condition in which he was before Charlemagne." {262} It is reported that he proposed to the pope 
to reside in Paris with a large salary, and rule the conscience of Europe under the military, 
supremacy of the emperor, that the pope listened first to his persuasion with the single remark: 
"Comedian," and then to his threats with the reply: "Tragedian," and turned him his back. The 
papacy utilized the empire of the uncle and the nephew, as well as it could, and survived them. 
But the first Napoleon swept away the effete institutions of feudalism, and by his ruthless and 
scornful treatment of conquered nationalities provoked a powerful revival of these very 
nationalities which overthrew and buried his own artificial empire. The deepest humiliation of the 



German nation, and especially of Prussia, was the beginning of its uprising in the war of 
liberation. 
 
The German Confederation. 
 
The Congress of Vienna erected a temporary substitute for the old empire in the German "Bund" 
at Frankfort. It was no federal state, but a loose confederacy of 38 sovereign states, or princes 
rather, without any popular representation; it was a rope of sand, a sham unity, under the 
leadership of Austria; and Austria shrewdly and selfishly used the petty rivalries and jealousies of 
the smaller principalities as a means to check the progress of Prussia and to suppress all liberal 
movements. 
 
The New German Empire. 
 
In the meantime the popular desire for national union, awakened by the war of liberation and a 
great national literature, made steady progress, and found at last its embodiment in a new German 
empire with a liberal constitution and a national parliament. But this great result was brought 
about by great events and achievements under the leadership of Prussia against foreign 
aggression. The first step was the brilliant victory of Prussia over Austria at Koniggratz, which 
resulted in the formation of the North German Confederation (1866). The second step was the 
still more remarkable triumph of united Germany in a war of self-defence against the empire of 
Napoleon III., which ended in the proclamation of William I. as German emperor by the united 
wishes of the German princes and peoples in the palace of Louis XIV. at Versailles (1870). 
 
Thus the long dream of the German nation was fulfilled through a series of the most brilliant 
military and diplomatic victories recorded in modern history, by the combined genius of 
Bismarck, Moltke, and William, and the valor, discipline, and intelligence of the German army. 
 
Simultaneously with this German movement, Italy under the lead of Cavour and Victor 
Emmanuel, achieved her national unity, with Rome as the political capital. 
 
But the new German empire is not a continuation or revival of the old. It differs from it in several 
essential particulars. It is the result of popular national aspiration and of a war of self-defence, not 
of conquest; it is based on the predominance of Prussia and North Germany, not of Austria and 
South Germany; it is hereditary, not elective; it is controlled by modern ideas of liberty and 
progress, not by mediaeval notions and institutions; it is essentially Protestant, and not Roman 
Catholic; it is a German, not a Roman empire. Its rise is indirectly connected with the 
simultaneous downfall of the temporal power of the pope, who is the hereditary and 
unchangeable enemy both of German and Italian unity and freedom. The new empire is 
independent of the church, and has officially no connection with religion, resembling in this 
respect the government of the United States; but its Protestant animus appears not only in the 
hereditary religion of the first emperor, but also in the expulsion of the Jesuits (1872), and the 
"Culturkampf" against the politico-hierarchical aspirations of the ultramontane papacy. When 
Pius IX., in a letter to William I. (1873), claimed a sort of jurisdiction over all baptized 
Christians, the emperor courteously informed the infallible pope that he, with all Protestants, 
recognized no other mediator between God and man but our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. The 
new German empire will and ought to do full justice to the Catholic church, but "will never go to 
Canossa." 
 
We pause at the close of a long and weighty chapter in history; we wonder what the next chapter 
will be. 



 
{256} Bryce, p. 396 (8th ed.) 
 
{257} Friedrich Ruckert has reproduced this significant German legend in a poem beginning: 
 
Der alte Barbarossa, 
 
Der Kaiser Friederich, 
 
Im unterird’schen Schlosse 
 
Halt er verzaubert sich. 
 
Er ist niemals gestorben, 
 
Er lebt darin noch jetzt; 
 
Er hat im Schloss verborgen 
 
Zum Schlaf sich hingesetzt. 
 
Er hat hinabgenommen 
 
Des Reiches Herrlichkeit, 
 
Und wird einst wiederkommen 
 
Mit ihr zu seiner Zeit, etc. 
 
{258} He alone, of all the emperors, is consigned to hell by Dante (Inferno, x. 119): 
 
"Within here is the second Frederick." 
 
{259} Schiller calls it "die kaiserlose, die schreckliche Zeit." 
 
{260} The pope Pius VI. even made a journey to Vienna, but when he extended his hand to the 
minister Kaunitz to kiss, the minister took it and shook it. Joseph in turn visited Rome, and was 
received by the people with the shout: "Evviva il nostro imperatore!" 
 
{261} Dante (Purgat. VII. 94) represents Rudolf of Hapsburg as seated gloomily apart in 
purgatory, and mourning his sin of neglecting 
 
"To heal the wounds that Italy have slain." 
 
Weary of the endless strife of domestic tyrants and factions in every city, Dante longed for some 
controlling power that should restore unity and peace to his beloved but unfortunate Italy. He 
expounded his political ideas in his work Deuteronomy Monarchia. 
 
{262} In another letter to Fesch (Correspond. de l’ empereur Napol. I, er Tom. xi. 528), he writes, 
"Pour le pape je suis Charemagne. parce que comme Charlemagne je reunis la couronne de 
Prance a  celle du Lombards et que mon empire confine avec l’ Orient." Quoted by Bryce.  



 



59. The Papacy and the Empire from the Death of Charlemagne to 
Nicolas I A. D. 814-858 
 
The power of Charlemagne was personal. Under his weak successors the empire fell to pieces, 
and the creation of his genius was buried in chaotic confusion; but the idea survived. His son and 
successor, Louis the Pious, as the Germans and Italians called him, or Louis the Gentle (le 
debonnaire) in French history (814-840), inherited the piety, and some of the valor and legislative 
wisdom, but not the genius and energy, of his father. He was a devoted and superstitious servant 
of the clergy. He began with reforms, he dismissed his father’s concubines and daughters with 
their paramours from the court, turned the palace into a monastery, and promoted the 
Scandinavian mission of St. Ansgar. In the progress of his reign, especially after his second 
marriage to the ambitious Judith, he showed deplorable weakness and allowed his empire to 
decay, while he wasted his time between monkish exercises and field-sports in the forest of the 
Ardennes. He unwisely shared his rule with his three sons who soon rebelled against their father 
and engaged in fraternal wars. 
 
After his death the treaty of Verdun was concluded in 843. By this treaty the empire was divided; 
Lothair received Italy with the title of emperor, France fell to Charles the Bald, Germany to Louis 
the German. Thus Charlemagne’s conception of a Western empire that should be commensurate 
with the Latin church was destroyed, or at least greatly contracted, and the three countries have 
henceforth a separate history. This was better for the development of nationality. The imperial 
dignity was afterwards united with the German crown, and continued under this modified form 
till 1806. 
 
During this civil commotion the papacy had no distinguished representative, but upon the whole 
profited by it. Some of the popes evaded the imperial sanction of their election. The French clergy 
forced the gentle Louis to make at Soissons a most humiliating confession of guilt for all the 
slaughter, pillage, and sacrilege committed during the civil wars, and for bringing the empire to 
the brink of ruin. Thus the hierarchy assumed control even over the civil misconduct of the 
sovereign and imposed ecclesiastical penance for ft. 
 
Note. The Myth of Johanna Papissa. 
 
We must make a passing mention of the curious and mysterious myth of papess Johanna, who is 
said during this period between Leo IV. (847) and Benedict III. (855) to have worn the triple 
crown for two years and a half. She was a lady of Mayence (her name is variously called Agnes, 
Gilberta, Johanna, Jutta), studied in disguise philosophy in Athens (where philosophy had long 
before died out), taught theology in Rome, under the name of Johannes Anglicus, and was 
elevated to the papal dignity as John VIII., but died in consequence of the discovery of her sex by 
a sudden confinement in the open street during a solemn procession from the Vatican to the 
Lateran. According to another tradition she was tied to the hoof of a horse, dragged outside of the 
city and stoned to death by the people, and the inscription was put on her grave: 
 
"Parce pater patrum papissae edere partum." 
 
The strange story originated in Rome, and was first circulated by the Dominicans and Minorites, 
and acquired general credit in the 13th and 14th centuries. Pope John XX. (1276) called himself 
John XXI. In the beginning of the 15th century the bust of this woman-pope was placed alongside 
with the busts of the other popes at Sienna, and nobody took offence at it. Even Chancellor 



Gerson used the story as an argument that the church could err in matters of fact. At the Council 
in Constance it was used against the popes. Torrecremata, the upholder of papal despotism, draws 
from it the lesson that if the church can stand a woman-pope, she might stand the still greater evil 
of a heretical pope. 
 
Nevertheless the story is undoubtedly a mere fiction, and is so regarded by nearly all modern 
historians, Protestant as well as Roman Catholic. It is not mentioned till four hundred years later 
by Stephen, a French Dominican (who died 1261). {263} It was unknown to Photius and the bitter 
Greek polemics during the ninth and tenth centuries, who would not have missed the opportunity 
to make use of it as an argument against the papacy. There is no gap in the election of the popes 
between Leo and Benedict, who, according to contemporary historians, was canonically elected 
three days after the death of Leo IV. (which occurred July 17th, 855), or at all events in the same 
month, and consecrated two months after (Sept. 29th). See Jaffe, Regesta, p. 235. The myth was 
probably an allegory or satire on the monstrous government of women (Theodora and Marozia) 
over several licentious popes—Sergius III., John X., XI., and XII.—in the tenth century. So 
Heumann, Schrockh, Gibbon, Neander. The only serious objection to this solution is that the 
myth would be displaced from the ninth to the tenth century. 
 
Other conjectures are these: The myth of the female pope was a satire on John VIII. for his 
softness in dealing with Photius (Baronius); the misunderstanding of a fact that some foreign 
bishop (pontifex) in Rome was really a woman in disguise (Leibnitz); the papess was a widow of 
Leo IV. (Kist); a misinterpretation of the stella stercoraria (Schmidt); a satirical allegory on the 
origin and circulation of the false decretals of Isidor (Henke and Gfrorer); an impersonation of the 
great whore of the Apocalypse, and the popular expression of the belief that the mystery of 
iniquity was working in the papal court (Baring-Gould). 
 
David Blondel, first destroyed the credit of this mediaeval fiction, in his learned French 
dissertation on the subject (Amsterdam, 1649). spanheim defended it, and Mosheim credited it 
much to his discredit as a historian. See the elaborate discussion of Dollinger, Papst-Fabeln des 
Mittelalters, 2d ed. Munchen, 1863 (Engl. transl. N. Y., 1872, pp. 4-58 and pp. 430-437). Comp. 
also Bianchi-Giovini, Esame critico degli atti e documenti della papessa Giovanna, Mil. 1845, 
and the long note of Gieseler, II. 30-32 (N. Y. ed.), which sums up the chief data in the case. 
 
{263} The oldest testimony in the almost contemporary "Liber Pontificalis" of Anastasius is 
wanting in the best manuscripts, and must be a later interpolation. Dollinger shows that the myth, 
although it may have circulated earlier in the mouth of the people, was not definitely put into 
writing before the middle of the thirteenth century.  

 



60. The Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
The only older ed. of Pseudo-Isidor is that of Jacob Merlin in the first part of his Collection of 
General Councils, Paris, 1523, Col., 1530, etc., reprinted in Migne’s Patrol. Tom. CXXX., Paris, 
1853. 
 
Far superior is the modem ed. of P. Hinschius: Decretales Pseudo-Isidorianae et Capitula 
Angilramni. Lips. 1863. The only critical ed, taken from the oldest and best MSS. Comp. his 
Commentatio de, Collectione Isidori Mercatoris in this ed. pp. xi-ccxxxviii. 
 
II. Literature. 
 
Dav. Blondel: Pseudo-Isidorus et Turrianus vapulantes. Genev. 1628. 
 
F. Knust: Deuteronomy Fontibus et Consilio Pseudo-Isidorianae collectionis. Gott. 1832. 
 
A. Mohler (R.C.): Fragmente aus und uber Isidor, in his "Vermischte Schriften" (ed. by 
Dollinger, Regensb. 1839), I. 285 sqq. 
 
H. Wasserschleben: Beitrage zur Gesch. der falschen Decret. Breslau, 1844. Comp. also his art. 
in Herzog. 
 
C. Jos. Hefele (R.C.): Die pseudo-Isidor. Frage, in the "Tubinger Quartalschrift, "1847. 
 
Gfrorer: Alter, Ursprung, Zweck der Decretalen des falschen Isodorus. Freib. 1848. 
 
Jul. Weizsacker: Hinkmar und Pseudo-Isidor, in Niedner’s "Zeitschrift fur histor. Theol.," for 
1858, and Die pseudo-isid. Frage, in Sybel’s "Hist. Zeitschrift, "1860. 
 
C. von Noorden: Ebo, Hinkmar und Pseudo-Isidor, in Sybel’s "Hist. Zeitschrift," 1862. 
 
Dollinger in Janus, 1869. It appeared in several editions and languages. 
 
Ferd. Walter (R.C.): Lehrbuch des Kirchenrechts aller christl. Confessionen. Bonn (1822), 13th 
ed. 1861. The same transl. into French, Italian, and Spanish. 
 
J. W. Bickell: Geschichte des Kirchenrechts. Giessen, 1843, 1849. 
 
G. Phillips (R.C.): Kirchenrecht. Regensburg (1845), 3rd ed. 1857 sqq. 6 vols. (till 1864). His 
Lehrbuch, 1859, P. II. 1862. 
 
Jo. Fr. von Schulte (R.C., since 1870 Old Cath.): Das Katholische Kirchenrecht. Giessen, P. I. 
1860. Lehrbuch, 1873. Die Geschichte der Quellen und Literatur des Canonischen Rechts von 
Gratian bis auf die Gegenwart. Stuttgart, 1875 sqq. 3 vols. 
 
Aem. L. Richter: Lehrbuch des kath. und evang. Kirchenrechts. Leipz., sixth ed. by Dove, 1867 
(on Pseudo-Isidor, pp. 102-133). 
 



Henry C. Lea: Studies in Church History. Philad. 1869 (p. 43-102 on the False Decretals). 
 
Friedr. Maassen (R.C.): Geschichte der Quellen und d. Literatur des canonischen Rechts im 
Abendlande. 1st vol., Gratz, 1870. 
 
Comp. also for the whole history the great work of F. C. von Savigny: Geschichte des Rom. 
Rechts im Mittelalter. Heidelb. 2nd ed. 1834-’51, 7 vols. 
 
See also the Lit. in vol. II. 67. 
 
During the chaotic confusion under the Carolingians, in the middle of the ninth century, a 
mysterious book made its appearance, which gave legal expression to the popular opinion of the 
papacy, raised and strengthened its power more than any other agency, and forms to a large extent 
the basis of the canon law of the church of Rome. This is a collection of ecclesiastical laws under 
the false name of bishop Isidor of Seville (died 636), hence called the "Pseudo-Isidorian 
Decretals." {264} He was the reputed (though not the real) author of an earlier collection, based 
upon that of the Roman abbot, Dionysius Exiguus, in the sixth century, and used as the law-book 
of the church in Spain, hence called the "Hispana." In these earlier collections the letters and 
decrees (Epistolae Decretales) of the popes from the time of Siricius (384) occupy a prominent 
place. {265} A decretal in the canonical sense is an authoritative rescript of a pope in reply to 
some question, while a decree is a papal ordinance enacted with the advice of the Cardinals, 
without a previous inquiry. A canon is a law ordained by a general or provincial synod. A dogma 
is an ecclesiastical law relating to doctrine. The earliest decretals had moral rather than legislative 
force. But as the questions and appeals to the pope multiplied, the papal answers grew in 
authority. Fictitious documents, canons, and decretals were nothing new; but the Pseudo-Isidorian 
collection is the most colossal and effective fraud known in the history of ecclesiastical literature. 
 
1. The contents of the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals. The book is divided into three parts. The first 
part contains fifty Apostolical Canons from the collection of Dionysius, sixty spurious decretals 
of the Roman bishops from Clement (d. 101) to Melchiades (d. 314). The second part 
comprehends the forged document of the donation of Constantine, some tracts concerning the 
Council of Nicaea, and the canons of the Greek, African, Gallic, and Spanish Councils down to 
683, from the Spanish collection. The third part, after a preface copied from the Hispana, gives in 
chronological order the decretals of the popes from Sylvester (d. 335) to Gregory II. (d. 731), 
among which thirty-five are forged, including all before Damasus; but the genuine letters also, 
which are taken from the Isidorian collection, contain interpolations. In many editions the 
Capitula Angilramni are appended. 
 
All these documents make up a manual of orthodox doctrine and clerical discipline. They give 
dogmatic decisions against heresies, especially Arianism (which lingered long in Spain), and 
directions on worship, the sacraments, feasts and fasts, sacred rites and costumes, the 
consecration of churches, church property, and especially on church polity. The work breathes 
throughout the spirit of churchly and priestly piety and reverence. 
 
2. The sacerdotal system. Pseudo-Isidor advocates the papal theocracy. The clergy is a divinely 
instituted, consecrated, and inviolable caste, mediating between God and the people, as in the 
Jewish dispensation. The priests are the "familiares Dei," the "spirituales," the laity the 
"carnales." He who sins against them sins against God. They are subject to no earthly tribunal, 
and responsible to God alone, who appointed them judges of men. The privileges of the 
priesthood culminate in the episcopal dignity, and the episcopal dignity culminates in the papacy. 
The cathedra Petri is the fountain of all power. Without the consent of the pope no bishop can be 



deposed, no council be convened. He is the ultimate umpire of all controversy, and from him 
there is no appeal. He is often called "episcopus universalis" notwithstanding the protest of 
Gregory I. 
 
3. The aim of Pseudo-Isidor is, by such a collection of authoritative decisions to protect the clergy 
against the secular power and against moral degeneracy. The power of the metropolitans is rather 
lowered in order to secure to the pope the definitive sentence in the trials of bishops. But it is 
manifestly wrong if older writers have put the chief aim of the work in the elevation of the 
papacy. The papacy appears rather as a means for the protection of episcopacy in its conflict with 
the civil government. It is the supreme guarantee of the rights of the bishops. 
 
4. The genuineness of Pseudo-Isidor was not doubted during the middle ages (Hincmar only 
denied the legal application to the French church), but is now universally given up by Roman 
Catholic as well as Protestant historians. 
 
The forgery is apparent. It is inconceivable that Dionysius Exiguus, who lived in Rome, should 
have been ignorant of such a large number of papal letters. The collection moreover is full of 
anachronisms: Roman bishops of the second and third centuries write in the Frankish Latin of the 
ninth century on doctrinal topics in the spirit of the post-Nicene orthodoxy and on mediaeval 
relations in church and state; they quote the Bible after the; version of Jerome as amended under 
Charlemagne; Victor addresses Theophilus of Alexandria, who lived two hundred years later, on 
the paschal controversies of the second century. {266} 
 
The Donation of Constantine which is incorporated in this collection, is an older forgery, and 
exists also in several Greek texts. It affirms that Constantine, when he was baptized by pope 
Sylvester, A. D. 324 (he was not baptized till 337, by the Arian bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia), 
presented him with the Lateran palace and all imperial insignia, together with the Roman and 
Italian territory. {267} The object of this forgery was to antedate by five centuries the temporal 
power of the papacy, which rests on the donations of Pepin and Charlemagne. {268} The only 
foundation in fact is the donation of the Lateran palace, which was originally the palace of the 
Lateran family, then of the emperors, and last of the popes. The wife of Constantine, Fausta, 
resided in it, and on the transfer of the seat of empire to Constantinople, he left it to Sylvester, as 
the chief of the Roman clergy and nobility. Hence it contains to this day the pontifical throne with 
the inscription: "Haec est papalis sedes et pontificalis." There the pope takes possession of the 
see of Rome. But the whole history of Constantine and his successors shows conclusively that 
they had no idea of transferring any part of their temporal sovereignty to the Roman pontiff. 
 
5. The authorship must be assigned to some ecclesiastic of the Frankish church, probably of the 
diocese of Rheims, between 847 and 865 (or 857), but scholars differ as to the writer. {269} 
Pseudo-Isidor literally quotes passages from a Paris Council of 829, and agrees in part with the 
collection of Benedictus Levita, completed in 847; on the other hand he is first quoted by a 
French Synod at Chiersy in 857, and then by Hincmar of Rheims repeatedly since 859. All the 
manuscripts are of French origin. The complaints of ecclesiastical disorders, depositions of 
bishops without trial, frivolous divorces, frequent sacrilege, suit best the period of the civil wars 
among the grandsons of Charlemagne. In Rome the Decretals were first known and quoted in 865 
by pope Nicolaus I. {270} 
 
From the same period and of the same spirit are several collections of Capitula or Capitularia, 
i.e.,  of royal ecclesiastical ordinances which under the Carolingians took the place of synodical 
decisions. Among these we mention the collection of Ansegis, abbot of Fontenelles (827), of 



Benedictus Levita of Mayence (847), and the Capitula Angilramni, falsely ascribed to bishop 
Angilramnus of Metz (d. 701). 
 
6. Significance of Pseudo-Isidor. It consists not so much in the novelty of the views and claims of 
the mediaeval priesthood, but in tracing them back from the ninth to the third and second 
centuries and stamping them with the authority of antiquity. Some of the leading principles had 
indeed been already asserted in the letters of Leo I. and other documents of the fifth century, yea 
the papal animus may be traced to Victor in the second century and to the Judaizing opponents of 
St. Paul. But in this collection the entire hierarchical and sacerdotal system, which was the growth 
of several centuries, appears as something complete and unchangeable from the very beginning. 
We have a parallel phenomenon in the Apostolic Constitutions and Canons which gather into one 
whole the ecclesiastical decisions of the first three centuries, and trace them directly to the 
apostles or their disciple, Clement of Rome. 
 
Pseudo-Isidorus was no doubt a sincere believer in the hierarchical system; nevertheless his 
Collection is to a large extent a conscious high church fraud, and must as such be traced to the 
father of lies. It belongs to the Satanic element in the history of the Christian hierarchy, which has 
as little escaped temptation and contamination as the Jewish hierarchy. 
 
{264} The preface begins: "Isidorus Mercator servus Christi lectori conservo suo et parenti suo 
in Domino fideli (al. fidei) salutem." The byname "Mercator," which is found in 30 of the oldest 
codices, is so far unexplained. Some refer it to Marius Mercator, a learned Occidental layman 
residing in Constantinople, who wrote against Pelagius and translated ecclesiastical records which 
pseudo-Isidorus made use of. Others regard it as a mistake for "Peccator" (a title of humility 
frequently used by priests and bishops, e.g. by St. Patrick in his "Confession"), which is found in 
3 copies. "Mercatus" also occurs it, several copies, and this would be equivalent to redemptus, 
"Isidorus, the redeemed servant of Christ." See Hinschius and Richter, l. c. 
 
{265} The original name was decretale constitutum or decretalis epistola, afterwards decretalis. 
See Richter, l. c. p. 80. 
 
{266} The forgery was first suggested by Nicolaus de Cusa, in the fifteenth century, and Calvin 
(Inst. IV. 7, 11, 20), and then proved by the Magdeburg Centuries, and more conclusively by the 
Calvinistic divine David Blondel (1628) against the attempted vindication of the Jesuit Torres 
(Turrianus, 1572). The brothers Ballerini, Baronius, Bellarmin, Theiner, Walter, Mohler, Hefele, 
and other Roman Catholic scholars admit the forgery, but usually try to mitigate it and to 
underrate the originality and influence of Pseudo-Isidor. Some Protestant divines have erred in 
the opposite direction (as Richter justly observes, l. c. p. 117). 
 
{267} "Dominis meis beatissimis Petro et Paulo, et per eos etiam beato Sylvestro Patri nostro 
summo pontifici, et universalis urbis Romae papae, et omnibus ejus successoribus pontificibus.. 
concedimus palatium imperii nostri Lateranense... deinde diadema, videlicet coronam capitis 
nostri simulque pallium, vel mitram..... et omnia imperialia indumenta... et imperialia sceptra.. et 
omnem possessionem imperialis culminis et gloriam potestatis nostrae... Unde ut pontificalis 
apex non vilescat, sed magis amplius quam terreni imperii dignitas et gloriae potentia decoretur, 
ecce tam palatium nostrum, ut praedictum est, quamque Pomanae vobis et omnes Italiae seu 
occidentalium regionum provincias, loca et civitates beatissimo pontifici nostro, Sylvestro 
universali papae, concedimus atque relinquimus." In Migne, Tom. 130, p. 249 sq. 
 
{268} That Constantine made donations to Sylvester on occasion of his pretended baptism is 
related first in the Acta Sylvestri, then by Hadrian I. in a letter to Charlemagne (780). In the ninth 



century the spurious document appeared. The spuriousness was perceived as early as 999 by the 
emperor Otho III. and proven by Laurentius Valla about 1440 in Deuteronomy falso credita et 
ementita Constantini donatione. The document is universally given up as a fiction, though 
Baronius defended the donation itself. 
 
{269} The following persons have been suggested as authors: Benedictus Levita (Deacon) of 
Mayence, whose Capitularium of about 847 agrees in several passages literally with the Decretals 
(Blondel, Knust, Walter); Rothad of Soissons (Phillips, Gfrorer); Otgar, archbishop of Mayence, 
who took a prominent part in the clerical rebellion against Louis the Pious (Ballerinii, 
Wasserschleben); Ebo, archbishop of Rheims, the predecessor of Hincmar and leader in that 
rebellion, or some unknown ecclesiastic in that diocese (Weizsacker, von Noorden, Hinschius, 
Richter, Baxmann). The repetitions suggest a number of authors and a gradual growth. 
 
{270} Nicolai I. Epist. ad universos episcopos Galliae ann. 865 (Mansi xv. p. 694 sq.): 
"Decretales epistolae Rom. Pontificum sunt recipiendae, etiamsi non sunt canonum codici 
compaginatae: quoniam inter ipsos canones unum b. Leonis capitulum constat esse permixtum, 
quo omnia decretalia constituta sedes apostolicae custodiri mandantur.—Itaque nihil interest, 
utrum sint omnia decretalia sedis Apost. constituta inter canones conciliorum immixta, cum 
omnia in uno copore compaginare non possint et illa eis intersint, quae firmitatem his quae 
desunt et vigorem suum assignet.—Sanctus Gelasius (quoque) non dixit suscipiendas decretales 
epistolas quae inter canones habentur, nec tantum quas moderni pontifices ediderunt, sed quas 
beatissimi Papae diversis temporibus ab urbe Roma dederunt."  

 



61. Nicolas I., April, 858- Nov. 13, 867. 
 
I. The Epistles of Nicolas I. in Mansi’s Conc. XV., and in Migne’s Patrol. Tom. CXIX. Comp. 
also Jaffe, Regesta, pp. 237-254. 
 
Hincmari (Rhemensis Archiepiscopi) Oper. Omnia. In Migne’s Patrol. Tom. 125 and 126. An 
older ed. by J. Sirmond, Par. 1645, 2 vols. fol. 
 
Hugo Laemmer: Nikolaus I. und die Byzantinische Staatskirche seiner Zeit. Berlin, 1857. 
 
A. Thiel: Deuteronomy Nicolao Papa. Comment. duae Hist. canonicae. Brunzberg, 1859. 
 
Van Noorden: Hincmar, Erzbischof von Rheims. Bonn, 1863. 
 
Hergenrother (R.C. Prof at Wurzburg, now Cardinal): Photius. Regensburg, 1867-1869, 3 vols. 
 
Comp. Baxmann II. 1-29; Milman, Book V. ch. 4 (vol. III. 24-46); Hefele, Conciliengesch. vol. 
IV., (2nd ed.), 228 sqq; and other works quoted 48. 
 
By a remarkable coincidence the publication of the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals synchronized with 
the appearance of a pope who had the ability and opportunity to carry the principles of the 
Decretals into practical effect, and the good fortune to do it in the service of justice and virtue. So 
long as the usurpation of divine power was used against oppression and vice, it commanded 
veneration and obedience, and did more good than harm. It was only the pope who in those days 
could claim a superior authority in dealing with haughty and oppressive metropolitans, synods, 
kings and emperors. 
 
Nicolas I. is the greatest pope, we may say the only great pope between Gregory I. and Gregory 
VII. He stands between them as one of three peaks of a lofty mountain, separated from the lower 
peak by a plane, and from the higher peak by a deep valley. He appeared to his younger 
contemporaries as a "new Elijah," who ruled the world like a sovereign of divine appointment, 
terrible to the evil-doer whether prince or priest, yet mild to the good and obedient. He was 
elected less by the influence of the clergy than of the emperor Louis II., and consecrated in his 
presence; he lived with him on terms of friendship, and was treated in turn with great deference to 
his papal dignity. He anticipated Hildebrand in the lofty conception of his office; and his energy 
and boldness of character corresponded with it. The pope was in his view the divinely appointed 
superintendent of the whole church for the maintenance of order, discipline and righteousness, 
and the punishment of wrong and vice, with the aid of the bishops as his executive organs. He 
assumed an imperious tone towards the Carolingians. He regarded the imperial crown a grant of 
the vicar of St. Peter for the protection of Christians against infidels. The empire descended to 
Louis by hereditary right, but was confirmed by the authority of the apostolic see. 
 
The pontificate of Nicolas was marked by three important events: the controversy with Photius, 
the prohibition of the divorce of King Lothair, and the humiliation of archbishop Hincmar. In the 
first he failed, in the second and third he achieved a moral triumph. 
 
Nicolas and Photius. 
 
Ignatius, patriarch of Constantinople, of imperial descent and of austere ascetic virtue, was 
unjustly deposed and banished by the emperor Michael III. for rebuking the immorality of Caesar 



Bardas, but he refused to resign. Photius, the greatest scholar of his age, at home in almost every 
branch of knowledge and letters, was elected his successor, though merely a layman, and in six 
days passed through the inferior orders to the patriarchal dignity (858). The two parties engaged 
in an unrelenting warfare, and excommunicated each other. Photius was the first to appeal to the 
Roman pontiff. Nicolas, instead of acting as mediator, assumed the air of judge, and sent 
delegates to Constantinople to investigate the case on the spot. They were imprisoned and bribed 
to declare for Photius; but the pope annulled their action at a synod in Rome, and decided in favor 
of Ignatius (863). Photius in turn pronounced sentence of condemnation on the pope and, in his 
Encyclical Letter, gave classical expression to the objections of the Greek church against the 
Latin (867). The controversy resulted in the permanent alienation of the two churches. It was the 
last instance of an official interference of a pope in the affairs of the Eastern church. 
 
Nicolas and Lothair. 
 
Lothair II., king of Lorraine and the second son of the emperor Lothair, maltreated and at last 
divorced his wife, Teutberga of Burgundy, and married his mistress, Walrada, who appeared 
publicly in all the array and splendor of a queen. Nicolas, being appealed to by the injured lady, 
defended fearlessly the sacredness of matrimony; he annulled the decisions of synods, and 
deposed the archbishops of Cologne and Treves for conniving at the immorality of their 
sovereign. He threatened the king with immediate excommunication if he did not dismiss the 
concubine and receive the lawful wife. He even refused to yield when Teutberga, probably under 
compulsion, asked him to grant a divorce. Lothair, after many equivocations, yielded at last 
(865). It is unnecessary to enter into the complications and disgusting details of this controversy. 
 
Nicolas and Hincmar. 
 
In his controversy with Hincmar, Nicolas was a protector of the bishops and lower clergy against 
the tyranny of metropolitans. Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims, was the most powerful prelate of 
France, and a representative of the principle of Gallican independence. He was energetic, but 
ambitious and overbearing. He came three times in conflict with the pope on the question of 
jurisdiction. The principal case is that of Rothad, bishop of Soissons, one of his oldest suffragans, 
whom he deposed without sufficient reason and put into prison, with the aid of Charles the Bald 
(862). The pope sent his legate "from the side," Arsenius, to Charles, and demanded the 
restoration of the bishop. He argued from the canons of the Council of Sardica that the case must 
be decided by Rome even if Rothad had not appealed to him. He enlisted the sympathies of the 
bishops by reminding them that they might suffer similar injustice from their metropolitan, and 
that their only refuge was in the common protection of the Roman see. Charles desired to cancel 
the process, but Nicolas would not listen to it. He called Rothad to Rome, reinstated him 
solemnly in the church of St. Maria Maggiore, and sent him back in triumph to France (864) 
{271} Hincmar murmured, but yielded to superior power. {272} 
 
In this controversy Nicolas made use of the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals, a copy of which came 
into his hands probably through Rotbad. He thus gave them the papal sanction; yet he must have 
known that a large portion of this forged collection, though claiming to proceed from early popes, 
did not exist in the papal archives. Hincmar protested against the validity of the new decretals and 
their application to France, and the protest lingered for centuries in the Gallican liberties till they 
were finally buried in the papal absolutism of the Vatican Council of 1870. 
 
{271} Jaffe, 246 and 247, and Mansi, XV. 687 sqq. 
 



{272} Rotha dum canonice... dejectum et a Nicolao papa non regulariter, sed potentialiter 
restitutum. See Baxmann, II. 26.  

 



62. Hadrian II. and John VIII A. D. 867 to 882. 
 
Mansi: Conc. Tom. XV.-XVII. 
 
Migne: Patrol. Lat. Tom. CXXII. 1245 sqq. (Hadrian II.); Tom. CXXVI. 647 sqq. (John VIII.); 
also Tom. CXXIX., pp. 823 sqq., and 1054 sqq., which contain the writings of Auxilius and 
Vulgarius, concerning pope Formosus. 
 
Baronius: Annal. ad ann. 867-882. 
 
Jaffe: Regesta, pp. 254-292. 
 
Milman: Lat. Christianity, Book V., chs. 5 and 6. 
 
Gfrorer: Allg. Kirchengesch., Bd. III. Abth. 2, pp. 962 sqq. 
 
Baxmann: Politik der Papste, II. 29-57. 
 
For nearly two hundred years, from Nicolas to Hildebrand (867-1049), the papal chair was filled, 
with very few exceptions, by ordinary and even unworthy occupants. 
 
Hadrian II. (867-872) and John VIII. (872-882) defended the papal power with the same zeal as 
Nicolas, but with less ability, dignity, and success, and not so much in the interests of morality as 
for self-aggrandizement. They interfered with the political quarrels of the Carolingians, and 
claimed the right of disposing royal and imperial crowns. 
 
Hadrian was already seventy-five years of age, and well known for great benevolence, when he 
ascended the throne (he was born in 792). He inherited from Nicolas the controversies with 
Photius, Lothair, and Hincmar of Rheims, but was repeatedly rebuffed. He suffered also a 
personal humiliation on account of a curious domestic tragedy. He had been previously married, 
and his wife (Stephania) was still living at the time of his elevation. Eleutherius, a son of bishop 
Arsenius (the legate of Nicolas), carried away the pope’s daughter (an old maid of forty years, 
who was engaged to another man), fled to the emperor Louis, and, when threatened with 
punishment, murdered both the pope’s wife and daughter. He was condemned to death. 
 
This affair might have warned the popes to have nothing to do with women; but it was succeeded 
by worse scenes. 
 
John VIII. was an energetic, shrewd, passionate, and intriguing prelate, meddled with all the 
affairs of Christendom from Bulgaria to France and Spain, crowned two insignificant Carolingian 
emperors (Charles the Bald, 875, and Charles the Fat, 881), dealt very freely in anathemas, was 
much disturbed by the invasion of the Saracens, and is said to have been killed by a relative who 
coveted the papal crown and treasure. The best thing he did was the declaration, in the Bulgarian 
quarrel with the patriarch of Constantinople, that the Holy Spirit had created other languages for 
worship besides Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, although he qualified it afterwards by saying that 
Greek and Latin were the only proper organs for the celebration of the mass, while barbarian 
tongues such as the Slavonic, may be good enough for preaching. 
 
His violent end was the beginning of a long interregnum of violence. The close of the ninth 
century gave a foretaste of the greater troubles of the tenth. After the downfall of the Carolingian 



dynasty the popes were more and more involved in the political quarrels and distractions of the 
Italian princes. The dukes Berengar of Friuli (888-924), and Guido of Spoleto (889-894), two 
remote descendants of Charlemagne through a female branch, contended for the kingdom of Italy 
and the imperial crown, and filled alternately the papal chair according to their success in the 
conflict. The Italians liked to have two masters, that they might play off one against the other. 
Guido was crowned emperor by Stephen VI. (V.) in February, 891, and was followed by his son, 
Lambert, in 894, who was also crowned. Formosus, bishop of Portus, whom John VIII. had 
pursued with bitter animosity, was after varying fortunes raised to the papal chair, and gave the 
imperial crown first to Lambert, but afterwards to the victorious Arnulf of Carinthia, in 896. He 
roused the revenge of Lambert, and died of violence. His second successor and bitter enemy, 
Stephen VII. (VI.), a creature of the party of Lambert, caused his corpse to be exhumed, clad in 
pontifical robes, arraigned in a mock trial, condemned and deposed, stripped of the ornaments, 
fearfully mutilated, decapitated, and thrown into the Tiber. But the party of Berengar again 
obtained the ascendency; Stephen VII. was thrown into prison and strangled (897). This was 
regarded as a just punishment for his conduct towards Formosus. John IX. restored the character 
of Formosus. He died in 900, and was followed by Benedict IV., of the Lambertine or Spoletan 
party, and reigned for the now unusual term of three years and a half. {273} 
 
{273} According to Auxentius and Vulgarius, pope Stephen VII. was the author of the outrage on 
the corpse of Formosus; Liutprand traces it to Sergius III. in 898, when he was anti-pope of John 
IX. Baronius conjectures that Liutprand wrote Sergius for Stephanus. Hefele assents, 
Conciliengesch. IV. 561 sqq.  

 



63. The Degradation of the Papacy in the Tenth Century. 
 
Sources. 
 
Migne’s Patrol. Lat. Tom. 131-142. These vols. contain the documents and works from Pope 
John IX.-Gregory VI. 
 
Liudprandus (Episcopus Cremonensis, d. 972): Antapodoseos, seu Rerum per Europam gestarum 
libri VI. From A. D. 887-950. Reprinted in Pertz: Monum. Germ. III. 269-272; and in Migne: 
Patrol. Tom. CXXXVI. 769 sqq. By the same: Historia Ottonis, sive de rebus gestis Ottonis 
Magni. From A. D. 960-964. In Pertz: Monum. III. 340-346; in Migne CXXXVI. 897 sqq. Comp. 
Koepke: Deuteronomy Liudprandi vita et scriptis, Berol., 1842; Wattenbach: Deutschlands 
Geschichtsquellen, and Giesebrecht, l. c. I. p. 779. Liudprand or Liutprand (Liuzo or Liuso), one 
of the chief authorities on the history of the 10th century, was a Lombard by birth, well educated, 
travelled in the East and in Germany, accompanied Otho I. to Rome, 962, was appointed by him 
bishop of Cremona, served as his interpreter at the Roman Council of 964, and was again in 
Rome 965. He was also sent on an embassy to Constantinople. He describes the wretched 
condition of the papacy as an eye-witness. His Antapodosis or Retribution (written between 958 
and 962) is specially directed against king Berengar and queen Willa, whom he hated. His work 
on Otho treats of the contemporary events in which he was one of the actors. He was fond of 
scandal, but is considered reliable in most of his facts. 
 
Flodoardus (Canonicus Remensis, d. 966): Historia Remensis; Annales; Opuscula metrica, in 
Migne, Tom. CXXXV. 
 
Atto (Episcopus Vercellensis, d. 960): Deuteronomy presauris ecclesiasticis; Epistolae, and other 
books, in Migne, Tom. CXXXV. 
 
Jaffe: Regesta, pp. 307-325. 
 
Other sources relating more to the political history of the tenth century are indicated by 
Giesebrecht, I. 817, 820, 836. 
 
Literature. 
 
Baronius: Annales ad ann. 900-963. 
 
V. E. Loscher.: Historie des rom. Hurenregiments. Leipzig, 1707. (2nd ed. with another title, 
1725.) 
 
Constantin Hofler (R.C.): Die deutschen Papste. Regensburg, 1839, 2 vols. 
 
E. Dummler: Auxilius und Vulgarius. Quellen und Forschungenzur Geschichte des Papstthums 
im Anfang des zehnten Jahrhunderts. Leipz. 1866. The writings of Auxilius and Vulgarius are in 
Migne’s Patrol., Tom. CXXIX. 
 
C. Jos. Von Hefele (Bishop of Rottenburg): Die Papste und Kaiser in den trubsten Zeiten der 
Kirche, in his "Beitrage zur Kirchengesch," etc., vol. I. 27-278. Also his Conciliengeschichte, IV. 
571-660 (2d ed.). 
 



Milman: Lat. Chr. bk. 5, chs. 11-14. Giesebrecht: Gesch. der deutschen Kaiserzeit., I. 343 sqq. 
Gfrorer: III. 3, 1133-1275. Baxmann: II. 58-125. Gregorovius, Vol. III. Von Reumont, Vol. II. 
 
The tenth century is the darkest of the dark ages, a century of ignorance and superstition, anarchy 
and crime in church and state. The first half of the eleventh century was little better. The 
dissolution of the world seemed to be nigh at hand. Serious men looked forward to the terrible 
day of judgment at the close of the first millennium of the Christian era, neglected their secular 
business, and inscribed donations of estates and other gifts to the church with the significant 
phrase "appropinquante mundi termino." 
 
The demoralization began in the state, reached the church, and culminated in the papacy. The 
reorganization of society took the same course. No church or sect in Christendom ever sank so 
low as the Latin church in the tenth century. The papacy, like the old Roman god Janus, has two 
faces, one Christian, one antichristian, one friendly and benevolent, one fiendish and malignant. 
In this period, it shows almost exclusively the antichristian face. It is an unpleasant task for the 
historian to expose these shocking corruptions; but it is necessary for the understanding of the 
reformation that followed. The truth must be told, with its wholesome lessons of humiliation and 
encouragement. No system of doctrine or government can save the church from decline and 
decay. Human nature is capable of satanic wickedness. Antichrist steals into the very temple of 
God, and often wears the priestly robes. But God is never absent from history, and His overruling 
wisdom always at last brings good out of evil. Even in this midnight darkness the stars were 
shining in the firmament; and even then, as in the days of Elijah the prophet, there were 
thousands who had not bowed their knees to Baal. Some convents resisted the tide of corruption, 
and were quiet retreats for nobles and kings disgusted with the vanities of the world, and anxious 
to prepare themselves for the day of account. Nilus, Romuald, and the monks of Cluny raised 
their mighty voice against wickedness in high places. Synods likewise deplored the immorality of 
the clergy and laity, and made efforts to restore discipline. The chaotic confusion of the tenth 
century, like the migration of nations in the fifth, proved to be only the throe and anguish of a 
new birth. It was followed first by the restoration of the empire under Otho the Great, and then by 
the reform of the papacy under Hildebrand. 
 
The Political Disorder. 
 
In the semi-barbarous state of society during the middle ages, a strong central power was needed 
in church and state to keep order. Charlemagne was in advance of his times, and his structure 
rested on no solid foundation. His successors had neither his talents nor his energy, and sank 
almost as low as the Merovingians in incapacity and debauchery. The popular contempt in which 
they were held was expressed in such epithets as "the Bald," "the Fat," "the Stammerer," "the 
Simple," "the Lazy," "the Child." Under their misrule the foundations of law and discipline gave 
way. Europe was threatened with a new flood of heathen barbarism. The Norman pirates from 
Denmark and Norway infested the coasts of Germany and France, burned cities and villages, 
carried off captives, followed in their light boats which they could carry on their shoulders, the 
course of the great rivers into the interior; they sacked Hamburg, Cologne, Treves, Rouen, and 
stabled their horses in Charlemagne’s cathedral at Aix; they invaded England, and were the terror 
of all Europe until they accepted Christianity, settled down in Normandy, and infused fresh blood 
into the French and English people. In the South, the Saracens, crossing from Africa, took 
possession of Sicily and Southern Italy; they are described by pope John VIII. as Hagarenes, as 
children of fornication and wrath, as an army of locusts, turning the land into a wilderness. From 
the East, the pagan Hungarians or Magyars invaded Germany and Italy like hordes of wild beasts, 
but they were defeated at last by Henry the Fowler and Otho the Great, and after their conversion 



to Christianity under their saintly monarch Stephen (997-1068), they became a wall of defence 
against the progress of the Turks. 
 
Within the limits of nominal Christendom, the kings and nobles quarreled among themselves, 
oppressed the people, and distributed bishoprics and abbeys among their favorites, or pocketed 
the income. The metropolitans oppressed the bishops, the bishops the priests, and the priests the 
laity. Bands of robbers roamed over the country and defied punishment. Might was right. Charles 
the Fat was deposed by his vassals, and died in misery, begging his bread (888). His successor, 
Arnulf of Carinthia, the last of the Carolingian line of emperors (though of illegitimate birth), 
wielded a victorious sword over the Normans (891) and the new kingdom of Moravia (894), but 
fell into trouble, died of Italian poison, and left the crown of Germany to his only legitimate son, 
Louis the Child (899-911), who was ruled by Hatto, archbishop of Mayence. This prelate figures 
in the popular legend of the "Mouse-Tower" (on an island in the Rhine, opposite Bingen), where 
a swarm of mice picked his bones and "gnawed the flesh from every limb," because he had shut 
up and starved to death a number of hungry beggars. But documentary history shows him in a 
more favorable light. Louis died before attaining to manhood, and with him the German line of 
the Carolingians (911). The last shadow of an emperor in Italy, Berengar, who had been crowned 
in St. Peter’s, died by the dagger of an assassin (924). The empire remained vacant for nearly 
forty years, until Otho, a descendant of the Saxon duke Widukind, whom Charlemagne had 
conquered, raised it to a new life. 
 
In France, the Carolingian dynasty lingered nearly a century longer, till it found an inglorious end 
in a fifth Louis called the Lazy ("le Faineant"), and Count Hugh Capet became the founder of the 
Capetian dynasty, based on the principle of hereditary succession (987). He and his son Robert 
received the crown of France not from the pope, but from the archbishop of Rheims. 
 
Italy was invaded by Hungarians and Saracens, and distracted by war between rival kings and 
petty princes struggling for aggrandizement. The bishops and nobles were alike corrupt, and the 
whole country was a moral wilderness. {274} 
 
The Demoralization of the Papacy. 
 
The political disorder of Europe affected the church and paralyzed its efforts for good. The 
papacy itself lost all independence and dignity, and became the prey of avarice, violence, and 
intrigue, a veritable synagogue of Satan. It was dragged through the quagmire of the darkest 
crimes, and would have perished in utter disgrace had not Providence saved it for better times. 
Pope followed pope in rapid succession, and most of them ended their career in deposition, 
prison, and murder. The rich and powerful marquises of Tuscany and the Counts of Tusculum 
acquired control over the city of Rome and the papacy for more than half a century. And what is 
worse (incredibile, attamen verum), three bold and energetic women of the highest rank and 
lowest character, Theodora the elder (the wife or widow of a Roman senator), and her two 
daughters, Marozia and Theodora, filled the chair of St. Peter with their paramours and bastards. 
These Roman Amazons combined with the fatal charms of personal beauty and wealth, a rare 
capacity for intrigue, and a burning lust for power and pleasure. They had the diabolical ambition 
to surpass their sex as much in boldness and badness as St. Paula and St. Eustachium in the days 
of Jerome had excelled in virtue and saintliness. They turned the church of St. Peter into a den of 
robbers, and the residence of his successors into a harem. And they gloried in their shame. Hence 
this infamous period is called the papal Pornocracy or Hetaerocracy. {275} 
 
Some popes of this period were almost as bad as the worst emperors of heathen Rome, and far 
less excusable. 



 
Sergius III., the lover of Marozia (904-911), opened the shameful succession. Under the 
protection of a force of Tuscan soldiers he appeared in Rome, deposed Christopher who had just 
deposed Leo V., took possession of the papal throne, and soiled it with every vice; but he 
deserves credit for restoring the venerable church of the Lateran, which had been destroyed by an 
earthquake in 896 and robbed of invaluable treasures. {276} 
 
After the short reign of two other popes, John X., archbishop of Ravenna, was elected, contrary to 
all canons, in obedience to the will of Theodora, for the more convenient gratification of her 
passion (914-928). {277} He was a man of military ability and daring, placed himself at the head 
of an army—the first warrior among the popes—and defeated the Saracens. He then announced 
the victory in the tone of a general. He then engaged in a fierce contest for power with Marozia 
and her lover or husband, the Marquis Alberic I. Unwilling to yield any of her secular power over 
Rome, Marozia seized the Castle of St. Angelo, had John cast into prison and smothered to death, 
and raised three of her creatures, Leo VI., Stephen VII. (VIII.), and at last John XI, her own 
(bastard) son of only twenty-one years, successively to the papal chair (928-936). {278} 
 
After the murder of Alberic I. (about 926), Marozia, who called herself Senatrix and Patricia, 
offered her hand and as much of her love as she could spare from her numerous paramours, to 
Guido, Markgrave of Tuscany, who eagerly accepted the prize; and after his death she married 
king Hugo of Italy, the step-brother of her late husband (932); he hoped to gain the imperial 
crown, but he was soon expelled from Rome by a rebellion excited by her own son Alberic II., 
who took offence at his overbearing conduct for slapping him in the face. {279} She now 
disappears from the stage, and probably died in a convent. Her son, the second Alberic, was 
raised by the Romans to the dignity of Consul, and ruled Rome and the papacy from the Castle of 
St. Angelo for twenty-two years with great ability as a despot under the forms of a republic (932-
954). After the death of his brother, John XI. (936), he appointed four insignificant pontiffs, and 
restricted them to the performance of their religious duties. 
 
John XII. 
 
On the death of Alberic in 954, his son Octavian, the grandson of Marozia, inherited the secular 
government of Rome, and was elected pope when only eighteen years of age. He thus united a 
double supremacy. He retained his name Octavian as civil ruler, but assumed, as pope, the name 
John XII., either by compulsion of the clergy and people, or because he wished to secure more 
license by keeping the two dignities distinct. This is the first example of such a change of name, 
and it was followed by his successors. He completely sunk his spiritual in his secular character, 
appeared in military dress, and neglected the duties of the papal office, though he surrendered 
none of its claims. 
 
John XII. disgraced the tiara for eight years (955-963). He was one of the most immoral and 
wicked popes, ranking with Benedict IX., John XXIII., and Alexander VI. He was charged by a 
Roman Synod, no one contradicting, with almost every crime of which depraved human nature is 
capable, and deposed as a monster of iniquity. {280} 
 
{274} Hofler (I. 16) asserts that every princely family of Italy in the tenth century was tainted 
with incestuous blood, and that it was difficult to distinguish wives and sisters mothers and 
daughters. See his genealogical tables appended to the first volume. 
 
{275} Liutprandi Antapodosis, II. 48 (Pertz, V. 297; Migne, CXXXVI. 827): Theodora, scortum 
impudens... (quod dictu etiam foedissimum est), Romanae civitatis non inviriliter monarchiam 



obtinebat. Quae duas habuit natas, Marotiam atque Theodoram, sibi non solum coaequales, 
verum etiam Veneris exercitio promptiores. Harum Marotia ex Papa Sergio-Joannem, qui post 
Joannis Ravennatis obitum Romanae Ecclesiae obtinuit dignitatem, nefario genuit adulterio, etc. 
In the same ch. he calls the elder Theodora "meretrix satis impudentissima, Veneris calore 
succensa." 
 
This Theodora was the wife of Theophylactus, Roman Consul and Senator, probably of 
Byzantine origin, who appears in 901 among the Roman judges of Louis III. She called herself 
"Senatrix." She was the mistress of Adalbert of Tuscany, called the Rich (d. 926), and of pope 
John X. (d. 928). And yet she is addressed by Eugenius Vulgarius as "sanctissima et venerabilis 
matrona!" (See Dummler, l. c. p. 146, and Hefele, IV. 575.) Her daughter Marozia (or Maruccia, 
the diminutive of Maria, Mariechen) was the boldest and most successful of the three. She was 
the mistress of pope Sergius III. and of Alberic I., Count of Tusculum (d. 926), and married 
several times. Comp. Liutprand, III. 43 and 44. She perpetuated her rule through her son, Alberic 
II., and her grandson, pope John XII. With all their talents and influence, these strong-minded 
women were very, ignorant; the daughters of the younger Theodora could neither read nor write, 
and signed their name in 945 with a cross. (Gregorovius, III. 282 sq.) The Tusculan popes and the 
Crescentii, who controlled and disgraced the papacy in the eleventh century, were descendants of 
the same stock. 
 
The main facts of this shameful reign rest on good contemporary Catholic authorities (as 
Liutprand, Flodoard, Ratherius of Verona, Benedict of Soracte, Gerbert, the transactions of the 
Councils in Rome, Rheims, etc.), and are frankly admitted with devout indignation by Baronius 
and other Roman Catholic historians, but turned by them into an argument for the divine origin of 
the papacy, whose restoration to power appears all the more wonderful from the depth of its 
degradation. Mohler (Kirchgesch. ed. by Gama, II. 183) calls Sergius III., John X., John XI., and 
John XII." horrible popes," and says that "crimes alone secured the papal dignity!" Others acquit 
the papacy of guilt, since it was not independent. The best lesson which Romanists might derive 
from this period of prostitution is humility and charity. It is a terrible rebuke to pretensions of 
superior sanctity. 
 
{276} Baronius, following Liutprand, calls Sergius "homo vitiorum omnium servus." But 
Flodoard and the inscriptions give him a somewhat better character. See Hefele IV. 576, 
Gregorovius III. 269, and von Reumont II. 273. 
 
{277} Gfrorer makes him the paramour of the younger Theodora, which on chronological 
grounds is more probable; but Hefele, Gregorovius, von Peumont, and Greenwood link him with 
the elder Theodora. This seems to be the meaning of Liutprand (II. 47 and 48), who says that she 
fell in love with John for his great beauty, and actually forced him to sin (secumque hunc scortari 
non solum voluit, verum etiam atque etiam compulit). She could not stand the separation from her 
lover, and called him to Rome. Baronius treats John X. as a pseudopapa. Muratori, Duret, and 
Hefele dissent from Liutprand and give John a somewhat better character, without, however, 
denying his relation to Theodora. See Hefele, IV. 579 sq. 
 
{278} Liutprand, Antapodosis, III. 43 (Migne, l. c.., 852): "Papam [John X.] custodia 
maniciparunt, in qua non multo post ea defunctus; aiunt enim quod cervical super os eius 
imponerent, sicque cum pessime su ffocarent. Quo mortuo ipsius Marotiae filium Johannem 
nomine [John XI.] quem ex Sergio papa meretrix genuerat, papam constituunt." The parentage of 
John XI. from pope Sergius is adopted by Gregorovius, Dummler, Greenwood, and Baxmann, but 
disputed by Muratori, Hefele, and Gfrorer, who maintain that John XI. was the son of Marozia’s 
husband, Alberic I., if they ever were married. For, according to Benedict of Soracte, Marozia 



accepted him "non quasi uxor, sed in consuetudinem malignam." Albericus Marchio was an 
adventurer before he became Markgrave, about 897, and must not be confounded with Albertus 
Marchio or Adalbert the Rich of Tuscany. See Gregorovius, III. 275; von Reumont, II. 228, 231, 
and the genealogical tables in Hofler, Vol. I., Append. V. and VI. 
 
{279} See the account in Liutprand III. 44. 
 
{280} Among the charges of the Synod against him were that he appeared constantly armed with 
sword, lance, helmet, and breastplate, that he neglected matins and vespers, that he never signed 
himself with the sign of the cross, that he was fond of hunting, that he had made a boy of ten 
years a bishop, and ordained a bishop or deacon in a stable, that he had mutilated a priest, that he 
had set houses on fire, like Nero, that he had committed homicide and adultery, had violated 
virgins and widows high and low, lived with his father’s mistress, converted the pontifical palace 
into a brothel, drank to the health of the devil, and invoked at the gambling-table the help of 
Jupiter and Venus and other heathen demons! The emperor Otho would not believe these 
enormities until they, were proven, but the bishops replied, that they were matters of public 
notoriety requiring no proof. Before the Synod convened John XII. had made his escape from 
Rome, carrying with him the portable part of the treasury of St. Peter. But after the departure of 
the emperor he was readmitted to the city, restored for a short time, and killed in an act of 
adultery ("dum se cum viri cujusdam uxore oblectaret") by the enraged husband of his paramour. 
or by, the devil ("a diabolo est percussus"). Liutprand, Deuteronomy rebus gestis Ottonis (in 
Migne, Tom. XXXVI. 898-910). Hefele (IV. 619) thinks that he died of apoplexy.  

 



64. The Interference of Otho the Great. 
 
Comp., besides the works quoted in 63, Floss: Die Papstwahl unter den Ottonen. Freiburg, 1858, 
and Kopke and Dummler: Otto der Grosse. Leipzig, 1876. 
 
From this state of infamy the papacy was rescued for a brief time by the interference of Otho I., 
justly called the Great (936973). He had subdued the Danes, the Slavonians, and the Hungarians, 
converted the barbarians on the frontier, established order and restored the Carolingian empire. 
He was called by the pope himself and several Italian princes for protection against the 
oppression of king Berengar II. (or the Younger, who was crowned in 950, and died in exile, 
966). He crossed the Alps, and was anointed Roman emperor by John XII. in 962. He promised to 
return to the holy see all the lost territories granted by Pepin and Charlemagne, and received in 
turn from the pope and the Romans the oath of allegiance on the sepulchre of St. Peter. 
 
Hereafter the imperial crown of Rome was always held by the German nation, but the legal 
assumption of the titles of Emperor and Augustus depended on the act of coronation by the pope. 
 
After the departure of Otho the perfidious pope, unwilling to obey a superior master, rebelled and 
entered into conspiracy with his enemies. The emperor returned to Rome, convened a Synod of 
Italian and German bishops, which indignantly deposed John XII. in his absence, on the ground 
of most notorious crimes, yet without a regular trial (963). {281} 
 
The emperor and the Synod elected a respectable layman, the chief secretary of the Roman see, in 
his place. He was hurriedly promoted through the orders of reader, subdeacon, deacon, priest and 
bishop, and consecrated as Leo VIII., but not recognized by the strictly hierarchical party, 
because he surrendered the freedom of the papacy to the empire. The Romans swore that they 
would never elect a pope again without the emperor’s consent. Leo confirmed this in a formal 
document. {282} 
 
The anti-imperial party readmitted John XII., who took cruel revenge of his enemies, but was 
suddenly struck down in his sins by a violent death. Then they elected an anti-pope, Benedict V., 
but he himself begged pardon for his usurpation when the emperor reappeared, was divested of 
the papal robes, degraded to the order of deacon, and banished to Germany. Leo VIII. died in 
April, 965, after a short pontificate of sixteen months. 
 
The bishop of Narni was unanimously elected his successor as John XIII. (965-972) by the 
Roman clergy and people, after first consulting the will of the emperor. He crowned Otho II. 
emperor of the Romans (973-983). He was expelled by the Romans, but reinstated by Otho, who 
punished the rebellious city with terrible severity. 
 
Thus the papacy was morally saved, but at the expense of its independence or rather it had 
exchanged its domestic bondage for a foreign bondage. Otho restored to it its former dominions 
which it had lost during the Italian disturbances, but he regarded the pope and the Romans as his 
subjects, who owed him the same temporal allegiance as the Germans and Lombards. 
 
It would have been far better for Germany and Italy if they had never meddled with each other. 
The Italians, especially the Romans, feared the German army, but hated the Germans as Northern 
semi-barbarians, and shook off their yoke as soon as they had a chance. {283} The Germans 
suspected the Italians for dishonesty and trickery, were always in danger of fever and poison, and 
lost armies and millions of treasure without any return of profit or even military glory. {284} The 



two nations were always jealous of each other, and have only recently become friends, on the 
basis of mutual independence and non-interference. 
 
Protest Against Papal Corruption. 
 
The shocking immoralities of the popes called forth strong protests, though they did not shake the 
faith in the institution itself. A Gallican Synod deposed archbishop Arnulf of Rheims as a traitor 
to king Hugo Capet, without waiting for an answer from the pope, and without caring for the 
Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals (991). The leading spirit of the Synod, Arnulf, bishop of Orleans, 
made the following bold declaration against the prostitution of the papal office: "Looking at the 
actual state of the papacy, what do we behold? John [XII.] called Octavian, wallowing in the sty 
of filthy concupiscence, conspiring against the sovereign whom he had himself recently crowned; 
then Leo [VIII.] the neophyte, chased from the city by this Octavian; and that monster himself, 
after the commission of many murders and cruelties, dying by the hand of an assassin. Next we 
see the deacon Benedict, though freely elected by the Romans, carried away captive into the 
wilds of Germany by the new Caesar [Otho I.] and his pope Leo. Then a second Caesar [Otho II.], 
greater in arts and arms than the first[?], succeeds; and in his absence Boniface, a very monster of 
iniquity, reeking with the blood of his predecessor, mounts the throne of Peter. True, he is 
expelled and condemned; but only to return again, and redden his hands with the blood of the 
holy bishop John [XIV.]. Are there, indeed, any bold enough to maintain that the priests of the 
Lord over all the world are to take their law from monsters of guilt like these-men branded with 
ignominy, illiterate men, and ignorant alike of things human and divine? If, holy fathers, we be 
bound to weigh in the balance the lives, the morals, and the attainments of the meanest candidate 
for the sacerdotal office, how much more ought we to look to the fitness of him who aspires to be 
the lord and master of all priests! Yet how would it fare with us, if it should happen that the man 
the most deficient in all these virtues, one so abject as not to be worthy of the lowest place among 
the priesthood, should be chosen to fill the highest place of all? What would you say of such a 
one, when you behold him sitting upon the throne glittering in purple and gold? Must he not be 
the ‘Antichrist, sitting in the temple of God, and showing himself as God?’ Verily such a one 
lacketh both wisdom and charity; he standeth in the temple as an image, as an idol, from which as 
from dead marble you would seek counsel." {285} 
 
"But the Church of God is not subject to a wicked pope; nor even absolutely, and on all 
occasions, to a good one. Let us rather in our difficulties resort to our brethren of Belgium and 
Germany than to that city, where all things are venal, where judgment and justice are bartered for 
gold. Let us imitate the great church of Africa, which, in reply to the pretensions of the Roman 
pontiff, deemed it inconceivable that the Lord should have invested any one person with his own 
plenary prerogative of judicature, and yet have denied it to the great congregations of his priests 
assembled in council in different parts of the world. If it be true, as we are informed by, common 
report, that there is in Rome scarcely a man acquainted with letters,—without which, as it is 
written, one may scarcely be a doorkeeper in the house of God,—with what face may he who 
hath himself learnt nothing set himself up for a teacher of others? In the simple priest ignorance is 
bad enough; but in the high priest of Rome,—in him to whom it is given to pass in review the 
faith, the lives, the morals, the discipline, of the whole body of the priesthood, yea, of the 
universal church, ignorance is in nowise to be tolerated.... Why should he not be subject in 
judgment to those who, though lowest in place, are his superiors in virtue and in wisdom? Yea, 
not even he, the prince of the apostles, declined the rebuke of Paul, though his inferior in place, 
and, saith the great pope Gregory [I.], ‘if a bishop be in fault, I know not any one such who is not 
subject to the holy see; but if faultless, let every one understand that he is the equal of the Roman 
pontiff himself, and as well qualified as he to give judgment in any matter.’" {286} 
 



The secretary of this council and the probable framer of this remarkable speech was Gerbert, who 
became archbishop of Rheims, afterwards of Ravenna, and at last pope under the name of 
Sylvester II. But pope John XV. (or his master Crescentius) declared the proceedings of this 
council null and void, and interdicted Gerbert. His successor, Gregory V., threatened the kingdom 
of France with a general interdict unless Arnulf was restored. Gerbert, forsaken by king Robert I., 
who needed the favor of the pope, was glad to escape from his uncomfortable seat and to accept 
an invitation of Otho III. to become his teacher (995). Arnulf was reinstated in Rheims. 
 
{281} A full account of this Synod see in Liutprand, Deuteronomy rebus gestis Ottonis, and in 
Baronius, Annal. ad ann 963. Comp. also Greenwood, Bk VIII. ch. 12, Gfrorer, vol. III., p. iii., 
1249 sqq., Giesebrecht, I. 465 and 828, and Hefele, IV. 612 sqq. Gfrorer, without defending John 
XII., charges Otho with having first violated the engagement (p. 1253). The pope was three times 
summoned before the Synod, but the answer came from Tivoli that he had gone hunting. 
Baronius, Floss, and Hefele regard this synod as uncanonical. 
 
{282} Baronius, ad ann. 964, pronounced the document spurious, chiefly because it is very 
inconvenient to his ultramontane doctrine. It is printed in Mon. Germ. iv.2 (Leges, II. 167), and in 
a more extensive form from a MS. at Treves in Leonis VIII. privilegium de investituris, by H. J. 
Floss, Freib., 1858. This publication has changed the state of the controversy in favor of a 
genuine element in the document. See the discussion in Hefele, IV. 622 sqq. 
 
{283} This antipathy found its last expression and termination in the expulsion of the Austrians 
from Lombardy and Venice, and the formation of a united kingdom of Italy. 
 
{284} Ditmar of Merseburg, the historian of Henry II., expresses the sentiment of that time when 
he says (Chron. IV. 22): "Neither the climate nor the people suit our countrymen. Both in Rome 
and Lombardy treason is always at work. Strangers who visit Italy expect no hospitality: 
everything they require must be instantly paid for; and even then they must submit to be over-
reached and cheated, and not unfrequently to be poisoned after all." 
 
{285} "Quid hunc, rev. Patres, in sublimi solio residentem veste purpurea et aurea radiantem, 
quid hunc, inqam, esse censetis? Nimirum si caritate destituitur, solaque inflatur et extollitur, 
Antichristus est, in templo Dei sedens, et se ostendens tamquam sit D Eus. Si autem nec caritate 
fundatur, nec scientia erigitur, in templo Dei tamquam statua, tanquam idolum est, a quo 
responsa petere, marmora consulere est." 
 
{286} The acts of this Synod were first published in the Magdeburg Centuries, then by Mansi, 
Conc. XIX. 107, and Pertz, Mon. V. 658. Baronius pronounced them spurious, and interspersed 
them with indignant notes; but Mansi (p. 107) says: "Censent vulgo omnes, Gerbertum reipsa et 
sincere recitasse acta concilii vere habiti." See Gieseler, Greenwood (Book VIII. ch. 6), and 
Hefele (IV. 637 sqq.). Hefele pronounces the speech schismatical.  

 



65. The Second Degradation of the Papacy from Otho I to Henry III. A. 
D. 973-1046. 
 
I. The sources for the papacy in the second half of the tenth and in the eleventh century are 
collected in Muratori’s Annali d’ Italia (Milano 1744-49); in Migne’s Patrol., Tom. CXXXVII.-
CL.; Leibnitz, Annales Imp. Occid. (down to A. D. 1005; Han., 1843, 3 vols.); Pertz,. Mon. Germ. 
(Auctores), Tom. V. (Leges), Tom. II.; Ranke, Jahrbucher des deutschen Reiches unter dem 
Sachs. Hause (Berlin 1837-40, 3 vols.; the second vol. by Giesebrecht and Wilmans contains the 
reigns of Otho II. and Otho III.). On the sources see Giesebrecht, Gesch. der deutschen 
Kaiserzeit, II. 568 sqq. 
 
II. Stenzel: Geschichte Deutschlands unter den Frankischen Kaisern. Leipz., 1827, 1828, 2 vols. 
 
C. F. Hock (R.C.): Gerbert oder Papst Sylvester und sein Jahrhundert. Wien, 1837. 
 
C. Hofler (R.C.): Die deutschen Papste. Regensb., 1839, 2 vols. 
 
H. J. Floss (R.C.): Die Papstwahl unter den Ottonen. Freib., 1858. 
 
C. Will: Die Anfange der Restauration der Kirche im elften Jahrh. Marburg, 1859-’62, 2 vols. 
 
R. Kopke und E. Dummler: Otto der Grosse. Leipz. 1876. 
 
Comp. Baronius (Annal.); Jaffe (Reg. 325-364); Hefele (Conciliengeschichte IV. 632 sqq., 2d 
ed.); Gfrorer (vol. III., P. III., 1358-1590, and vol. IV., 1846); Gregorovius (vols. III. and IV.); v. 
Reumont (II. 292 sqq.); Baxmann (II. 125-180); and Giesebrecht (I. 569-762, and II. 1-431). 
 
The reform of the papacy was merely temporary. It was followed by a second period of disgrace, 
which lasted till the middle of the eleventh century, but was interrupted by a few respectable 
popes and signs of a coming reformation. 
 
After the death of Otho, during the short and unfortunate reign of his son, Otho II. (973-983), a 
faction of the Roman nobility under the lead of Crescentius or Cencius (probably a son of pope 
John X. and Theodora) gained the upper hand. {287} He rebelled against the imperial pope, 
Benedict VI., who was murdered (974), and elected an Italian anti-pope, Boniface VII., who had 
soon to flee to Constantinople, but returned after some years, murdered another imperial pope, 
John XIV. (983), and maintained himself on the blood-stained throne by a lavish distribution of 
stolen money till he died, probably by violence (985). {288} 
 
During the minority of Otho III., the imperialists, headed by Alberic, Count of Tusculum, and the 
popular Roman party under the lead of the younger Crescentius (perhaps a grandson of the 
infamous Theodora), contended from their fortified places for the mastery of Rome and the 
papacy. Bloodshed was a daily amusement. Issuing from their forts, the two parties gave battle to 
each other whenever they met on the street. They set up rival popes, and mutilated their corpses 
with insane fury. The contending parties were related. Marozia’s son, Alberic, had probably 
inherited Tusculum (which is about fifteen miles from Rome). {289} After the death of Alberic of 
Tusculum, Crescentius acquired the government under the title of Consul, and indulged the 
Romans with a short dream of republican freedom in opposition to the hated rule of the foreign 
barbarians. He controlled pope John XV. 



 
Gregory V. 
 
Otho III., on his way to Rome, elected his worthy chaplain and cousin Bruno, who was 
consecrated as Gregory V. (996) and then anointed Otho III. emperor. He is the first pope of 
German blood. {290} Crescentius was treated with great leniency, but after the departure of the 
German army he stirred up a rebellion, expelled the German pope and elevated Philagathus, a 
Calabrian Greek, under the name of John XVI. to the chair of St. Peter. Gregory V. convened a 
large synod at Pavia, which unanimously pronounced the anathema against Crescentius and his 
pope. The emperor hastened to Rome with an army, stormed the castle of St. Angelo (the mole of 
Hadrian), and beheaded Crescentius as a traitor, while John XVI. by order of Gregory V. was, 
according to the savage practice of that age, fearfully mutilated, and paraded through the streets 
on an ass, with his face turned to the tail and with a wine-bladder on his head. 
 
Sylvester II. 
 
After the sudden and probably violent death of Gregory V. (999), the emperor elected, with the 
assent of the clergy and the people, his friend and preceptor, Gerbert, archbishop of Rheims, and 
then of Ravenna, to the papal throne. Gerbert was the first French pope, a man of rare learning 
and ability, and moral integrity. He abandoned the liberal views he had expressed at the Council 
at Rheims, {291} and the legend says that he sold his soul to the devil for the papal tiara. He 
assumed the significant name of Sylvester II., intending to aid the youthful emperor (whose 
mother was a Greek princess) in the realization of his utopian dream to establish a Graeco-Latin 
empire with old Rome for its capital, and to rule from it the Christian world, as Constantine the 
Great had done during the pontificate of Sylvester I. But Otho died in his twenty-second year, of 
Italian fever or of poison (1002). {292} 
 
Sylvester II. followed his imperial pupil a year after (1003). His learning, acquired in part from 
the Arabs in Spain, appeared a marvel to his ignorant age, and suggested a connection with 
magic. He sent to St. Stephen of Hungary the royal crown, and, in a pastoral letter to Europe 
where Jerusalem is represented as crying for help, he gave the first impulse to the crusades 
(1000), ninety years before they actually began. {293} 
 
In the expectation of the approaching judgment, crowds of pilgrims flocked to Palestine to greet 
the advent of the Saviour. But the first millennium passed, and Christendom awoke with a sigh of 
relief on the first day of the year 1001. 
 
Benedict VIII., and Emperor Henry II. 
 
Upon the whole the Saxon emperors were of great service to the papacy: they emancipated it 
from the tyranny of domestic political factions, they restored it to wealth, and substituted worthy 
occupants for monstrous criminals. 
 
During the next reign the confusion broke out once more. The anti-imperial party regained the 
ascendency, and John Crescentius, the son of the beheaded consul, ruled under the title of Senator 
and Patricius. But the Counts of Tusculum held the balance of power pretty evenly, and gradually 
superseded the house of Crescentius. They elected Benedict VIII. (1012-1024), a member of their 
family; while Crescentius and his friends appointed an anti-pope (Gregory). 
 



Benedict proved a very energetic pope in the defence of Italy against the Saracens. He forms the 
connecting link between the Ottonian and the Hildebrandian popes. He crowned Henry II, (1014), 
as the faithful patron and protector simply, not as the liege-lord, of the pope. 
 
This last emperor of the Saxon house was very devout, ascetic, and liberal in endowing 
bishoprics. He favored clerical celibacy. He aimed earnestly at a moral reformation of the church. 
He declared at a diet, that he had made Christ his heir, and would devote all he possessed to God 
and his church. He filled the vacant bishoprics and abbeys with learned and worthy men; and 
hence his right of appointment was not resisted. He died after a reign of twenty-two years, and 
was buried at his favorite place, Bamberg in Bavaria, where he had founded a bishopric (1007). 
He and his chaste wife, Kunigunde, were canonized by the grateful church (1146). {294} 
 
The Tusculan Popes. Benedict IX. 
 
With Benedict VIII. the papal dignity became hereditary in the Tusculan family. He had bought it 
by open bribery. He was followed by his brother John XIX., a layman, who bought it likewise, 
and passed in one day through all the clerical degrees. 
 
After his death in 1033, his nephew Theophylact, a boy of only ten or twelve years of age, {295} 
ascended the papal throne under the name of Benedict IX. (1033-1045). His election was a mere 
money bargain between the Tusculan family and the venal clergy and populace of Rome. Once 
more the Lord took from Jerusalem and Judah the stay and the staff, and gave children to be their 
princes, and babes to rule over them. {296} 
 
This boy-pope fully equaled and even surpassed John XII. in precocious wickedness. He 
combined the childishness of Caligala and the viciousness of Heliogabalus. {297} He grew worse 
as he advanced in years. He ruled like a captain of banditti, committed murders and adulteries in 
open day-light, robbed pilgrims on the graves of martyrs, and turned Rome into a den of thieves. 
These crimes went unpunished; for who could judge a pope? And his brother, Gregory, was 
Patrician of the city. At one time, it is reported, he had the crazy notion of marrying his cousin 
and enthroning a woman in the chair of St. Peter; but the father of the intended bride refused 
unless he abdicated the papacy. {298} Desiderius, who himself afterwards became pope (Victor 
III.), shrinks from describing the detestable life of this Benedict, who, he says, followed in the 
footsteps of Simon Magus rather than of Simon Peter, and proceeded in a career of rapine, 
murder, and every species of felony, until even the people of Rome became weary of his 
iniquities, and expelled him from the city. Sylvester III. was elected antipope (Jan., 1044), but 
Benedict soon resumed the papacy with all his vices (April 10, 1044), then sold it for one or two 
thousand pounds silver {299} to an archpresbyter John Gratian of the same house (May, 1045), 
after he had emptied the treasury of every article of value, and, rueing the bargain, he claimed the 
dignity again (Nov., 1047), till he was finally expelled from Rome (July, 1048). 
 
Gregory VI. 
 
John Gratian assumed the name Gregory, VI. He was revered as a saint for his chastity which, on 
account of its extreme rarity in Rome, was called an angelic virtue. He bought the papacy with 
the sincere desire to reform it, and made the monk Hildebrand, the future reformer, his chaplain. 
He acted on the principle that the end sanctifies the means. 
 
Thus there were for a while three rival popes. Benedict IX. (before his final expulsion) held the 
Lateran, Gregory VI. Maria Maggiore, Sylvester III. St. Peter’s and the Vatican. {300} 
 



Their feuds reflected the general condition of Italy. The streets of Rome swarmed with hired 
assassins, the whole country with robbers, the virtue of pilgrims was openly assailed, even 
churches and the tombs of the apostles were desecrated by bloodshed. 
 
Again the German emperor had to interfere for the restoration of order. 
 
{287} He is called Crescentius de Theodora, and seems to have died in a convent about 984. 
Some make him the son of Pope John X. and the elder Theodora, others, of the younger 
Theodora. See Gregorovius, III. 407 sqq; von Reumont, II. 292 sqq.; and the genealogy of the 
Crescentii in Hofler, I. 300. 
 
{288} Gerbert (afterwards pope Sylvester II.) called this Bonifacius a "Malefactor," (Malifacius) 
and "horrendum monstrum, cunctos mortales nequitia superans, etiam prioris pontificis sanguine 
cruentus." Gregorovius, III. 410. 
 
{289} The Tusculan family claimed descent from Julius Caesar and Octavian. See Gregorovius, 
IV. 10, and Giesebrecht II. 174; also the genealogical table of Hofler at the close of Vol. I. 
 
{290} Baronius, however, says that Stephen VIII. (939-942) was a German, and for this reason 
opposed by the Romans. Bruno was only twenty-four years old when elected. Hofler (I. 94 sqq.) 
gives him a very high character. 
 
{291} See preceding section, p. 290. 
 
{292} According to several Italian writers he was poisoned by Stephania, under the disguise of a 
loving mistress, in revenge of the murder of Crescentius, her husband. Muratori and Milman 
accept the story, but it is not mentioned by Ditmar (Chron. IV. 30), and discredited by Leo, 
Gfrorer, and Greenwood. Otho had restored to the son of Stephania all his father’s property, and 
made him prefect of Rome. The same remorseless Stephania is said to have admininistered subtle 
poison to pope Sylvester II. 
 
{293} See Gfrorer, III. P. III. 1550 sq. He regards Sylvester II. one of the greatest of popes and 
statesmen who developed all the germs of the system, and showed the way to his successors. 
Comp. on him Milman, Bk. V. ch. 13; Giesebrecht, I. 613 sqq. and 690 sqq. 
 
{294} His historian, bishop Thitmar or Ditmar of Merseburg, relates that Henry never held carnal 
intercourse with his wife, and submitted to rigid penances and frequent flagellations for the 
subjugation of animal passions. But Hase (160, tenth ed.) remarks: "Die Monche, die er zu 
Gunsten der Bisthumer beraubt hat, dachten ihn nur eben von der Holle gerettet; auch den 
Heiligenschein der jungfraeulichen Kaiserinhat der Teufel zu verdunkeln gewusst." Comp. C. 
Schurzfleisch, Deuteronomy innocentia Cunig., Wit., 1700. A. Noel, Leben der heil. Kunigunde, 
Luxemb. 1856. For a high and just estimate of Henry’s character see Giesebrecht II. 94-96. "The 
legend," he says, "describes Henry as a monk in purple, as a penitent with a crown, who can 
scarcely drag along his lame body; it places Kunigunde at his side not as wife but as a nun, who 
in prayer and mortification of the flesh seeks with him the path to heaven. History gives a very 
different picture of king Henry and his wife. It bears witness that he was one of the most active 
and energetic rulers that ever sat on the German throne, and possessed a sharp understanding and 
a power of organization very rare in those times. It was a misfortune for Germany that such a 
statesman had to spend most of his life in internal and external wars. Honorable as he was in 
arms, he would have acquired a higher fame in times of peace." 
 



{295} Rodulfus Glaber, Histor. sui temporis, IV. 5 (in Migne, Tom. 142, p. 979): "puer ferme 
(fere) decennis;" but in V. 5: "fuerat sedi ordinatus quidam puer circiter annorum duodecim, 
contra jus nefasque." Hefele stated, in the first ed. (IV. 673), that Benedict was eighteen when 
elected. In the second ed. (p. 706) he corrects himself and makes him twelve years at his election. 
 
{296} Isa. 3:1-4. 
 
{297} Gregorovius, IV. 42, says: "Mit Benedict IX. erreichte das Papstthum aussersten Grad des 
sittlichen Verfalls, welcher nach den Gesetzen der menschlichen Natur den Umschlag zum 
Bessern erzeugt." 
 
{298} Bonitho, ed. Jaffe p. 50: "Post multa turpia adulteria et homicidia manibus Buis 
perpetrata, postremo cum vellet consobrinam accipere coniugem, filiam scilicet Girardi de Saxo, 
et ille diceret: nullo modo se daturum nisi renunciaret pontificatui ad quendam sacerdotem 
Johannem se contulit." A similar report is found in the Annales Altahenses. But Steindorff and 
Hefele (V. 707) discredit the marriage project as a malignant invention or fable. 
 
{299} An old catalogue of popes (in Muratori, Script. III. 2, p. 345) states the sum as mille librae 
denariorum Papensium, but Benno as librae mille quingentae. Others give two thousand pounds 
as the sum. Otto of Freising adds that Benedict reserved besides the Peter’s pence from England. 
See Giesebrecht, II. 643, and Hefele IV. 707. 
 
{300} Migne, Tom. 141, p. 1343. Steindorff and Hefele (IV. 708) dissent from this usual view of 
a three-fold schism, and consider Gregory, as the only pope. But all three were summoned to the 
Synod of Sutri and deposed; consequently they must all have claimed possession.  

 



66. Henry III and the Synod of Sutri. Deposition of three rival Popes. A. 
D. 1046. 
 
Bonizo (or Bonitho, bishop of Sutri, afterwards of Piacenza, and friend of Gregory VII., d. 1089): 
Liber ad amicum, s. de persecutione Ecclesiae (in Oefelii Scriptores rerum Boicarum II.,  794, 
and better in Jaffe’s Monumenta Gregoriana, 1865). Contains in lib. V. a history, of the popes 
from Benedict IX. to Gregory VII., with many errors. 
 
Rodulfus Glaber (or Glaber Radulfus, monk of Cluny, about 1046): Historia sui temporis (in 
Migne, Tom. 142). 
 
Desiderius (Abbot of M. Cassino, afterwards pope Victor III., d. 1080): Deuteronomy Miraculis a 
S. Benedicto aliisque monachis Cassiniensibus gestis Dialog., in "Bibl. Patr." Lugd. XVIII. 853. 
 
Annales Romani in Pertz, Mon. Germ. VII. 
 
Annales Corbeienses, in Pertz, Mon. Germ. V.; and in Jaffe, Monumenta Corbeiensia, Berlin, 
1864. 
 
Ernst Steindorff: Jahrbucher des deutschen Reichs unter Heinrich III. Leipzig, 1874. 
 
Hefele: Conciliengesch. IV. 706 sqq. (2d ed.). 
 
See Lit. in 64, especially Hofler and Will. 
 
Emperor Henry III., of the house of Franconia, was appealed to by the advocates of reform, and 
felt deeply the sad state of the church. He was only twenty-two years old, but ripe in intellect, full 
of energy and zeal, and aimed at a reformation of the church under the control of the empire, as 
Hildebrand afterwards labored for a reformation of the church under the control of the papacy. 
 
On his way to Rome for the coronation he held (Dec. 20, 1046) a synod at Sutri, a small town 
about twenty-five miles north of Rome, and a few days afterwards another synod at Rome which 
completed the work. {301} Gregory VI. presided at first. The claims of the three rival pontiffs 
were considered. Benedict IX. and Sylvester III. were soon disposed of, the first having twice 
resigned, the second being a mere intruder. Gregory VI. deserved likewise deposition for the sin 
of simony in buying the papacy; but as he had convoked the synod by order of the emperor and 
was otherwise a worthy person, he was allowed to depose himself or to abdicate. He did it in 
these words: "I, Gregory, bishop, servant of the servants of God, do hereby adjudge myself to be 
removed from the pontificate of the Holy Roman Church, because of the enormous error which 
by simoniacal impurity has crept into and vitiated my election." Then he asked the assembled 
fathers: "Is it your pleasure that so it shall be?" to which they unanimously replied: "Your 
pleasure is our pleasure; therefore so let it be." As soon as the humble pope had pronounced his 
own sentence, he descended from the throne, divested himself of his pontifical robes, and 
implored pardon on his knees for the usurpation of the highest dignity in Christendom. He acted 
as pope de facto, and pronounced himself no pope de jure. He was used by the synod for 
deposing his two rivals, and then for deposing himself. In that way the synod saved the principle 
that the pope was above every human tribunal, and responsible to God alone. This view of the 
case of Gregory, rests on the reports of Bonitho and Desiderius. According to other reports in the 
Annales Corbeienses and Peter Damiani, who was present at Sutri, Gregory was deposed directly 



by the Synod. {302} At all events, the deposition was real and final, and the cause was the sin of 
simony. 
 
But if simony vitiated an election, there were probably few legitimate popes in the tenth century 
when everything was venal and corrupt in Rome. Moreover bribery seems a small sin compared 
with the enormous crimes of several of these Judases. Hildebrand recognized Gregory VI. by 
adopting his pontifical name in honor of his memory, and yet he made relentless war the sin of 
simony. He followed the self-deposed pope as upon chaplain across the Alps into exile, and 
buried him in peace on the banks of the Rhine. 
 
Henry III. adjourned the Synod of Sutri to St. Peter’s in Rome for the election of a new pope 
(Dec. 23 and 24, 1046). The synod was to elect, but no Roman clergyman could be found free of 
the pollution of "simony and fornication." Then the king, vested by the synod with the green 
mantle of the patriciate and the plenary authority of the electors, descended from his throne, and 
seated Suidger, bishop of Bamberg, a man of spotless character, on the vacant chair of St. Peter 
amid the loud hosannas of the assembly. {303} The new pope assumed the name of Clement II., 
and crowned Henry emperor on the festival of Christmas, on which Charlemagne had been 
crowned. The name was a reminder of the conflict of the first Clement of Rome with Simon 
Magus. But he outlived his election only nine months, and his body was transferred to his beloved 
Bamberg. The wretched Benedict IX. again took possession of the Lateran (till July 16, 1048). He 
died afterwards in Grotto Ferrata, according to one report as a penitent saint, according to another 
as a hardened sinner whose ghost frightened the living. A third German pontiff, Poppo, bishop of 
Brixen, called Damasus II., was elected, but died twenty-three days after his consecration (Aug. 
10, 1048), of the Roman fever, if not of poison. 
 
The emperor, at the request of the Romans, appointed at Worms in December, 1048, Bruno, 
bishop of Toul, to the papal chair. He was a man of noble birth, fine appearance, considerable 
learning, unblemished character, and sincere piety, in full sympathy with the spirit of reform 
which emanated from Cluny. He accepted the appointment in presence of the Roman deputies, 
subject to the consent of the clergy and people of Rome. {304} He invited the monk Hildebrand 
to accompany him in his pilgrimage to Rome. Hildebrand refused at first, because Bruno had not 
been canonically elected, but by the secular and royal power; but he was persuaded to follow him. 
 
Bruno reached Rome in the month of February, 1049, in the dress of a pilgrim, barefoot, weeping, 
regardless of the hymns of welcome. His election was unanimously confirmed by the Roman 
clergy and people, and he was solemnly consecrated Feb. 12, as Leo IX. He found the papal 
treasury empty, and his own means were soon exhausted. He chose Hildebrand as his subdeacon, 
financier, and confidential adviser, who hereafter was the soul of the papal reform, till he himself 
ascended the papal throne in 1073. 
 
We stand here at the close of the deepest degradation and on the threshold of the highest elevation 
of the papacy. The synod of Sutri and the reign of Leo IX. mark the beginning of a disciplinary 
reform. Simony or the sale and purchase of ecclesiastical dignities, and Nicolaitism or the carnal 
sins of the clergy, including marriage, concubinage and unnatural vices, were the crying evils of 
the church in the eyes of the most serious men, especially the disciples of Cluny and of St. 
Romuald. A reformation therefore from the hierarchical standpoint of the middle ages was 
essentially a suppression of these two abuses. And as the corruption had reached its climax in the 
papal chair, the reformation had to begin at the head before it could reach the members. It was the 
work chiefly of Hildebrand or Gregory VII., with whom the next period opens. 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{301} The sources differ in the distribution of the work between the two synods: some assign it to 
Sutri, others to Rome, others divide it. Steindorff and Hefele (IV. 710) assume that Gregory and 
Sylvester were deposed at Sutri; Benedict (who did not appear at Sutri) was deposed in Rome. All 
agree that the new pope was elected in Rome. 
 
{302} See Jaffe, Steindorff, and Hefele (IV. 711 sq.). 
 
{303} According to the Annal. Corb., Suidger was elected "canonice as synodice unanimi cleri et 
populi electione." 
 
{304} So says Wibert, his friend and biographer, but Bonitho reports that Hildebrand induced him 
to submit first to a Roman election, since a pope elected by the emperor was not an apostolicus, 
but an apostaticus. See Baxmann, II. 215-217. Comp. also Hunkler: Leo IX. und seine Zeit. 
Mainz, 1851  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER V. 
 
THE CONFLICT OF THE EASTERN AND WESTERN CHURCHES AND THEIR 
SEPARATION. 
 

67. Sources and Literature. 
 
The chief sources on the beginning of the controversy between Photius and Nicolas are in Mansi: 
Conc. Tom. XV. and XVI.; in Harduin: Conc. Tom. V. Hergenrother: Monumenta Graeca ad 
Photium ejusque historiam pertinentia. Regensb. 1869. 
 
I. On the Greek Side: 
 
Photius: Egkuklio epistolh etc. and especially his Logo peri th’ tou’ agiou Pneumato mustagwgia, 
etc. See Photii Opera omnia, ed. Migne. Paris, 1860-’61, 4 vols. (Patr. Gr. Tom. CI.-CIV.) The 
Encycl. Letter is in Tom. II. 722-742; and his treatise on the mustagwgia tou’ agiou Pneumato in 
Tom. II. 279-391. 
 
Later champions: 
 
Caerularius, Nicetas Pectoratus, Theophylact (12th century). Euthymius Zigabenus, Phurnus, 
Eustratius, and many others. In recent times Prokopovitch (1772), Zoernicav (1774, 2 vols.). 
 
J. G. Pitzipios: L’Egl. orientale, sa separation et sa reunion avec celle de Rome. Rome, 1855. 
L’Orient. Les reformes de lempire byzantin. Paris, 1858. 
 
A. N. Mouravieff (Russ.): Question religieuse d’Orient et d’Occident. Moscow, 1856. 
 
Guettere: La papaute schismatique. Par. 1863. 
 
A. Picheler: Gesch. d. kirchlichen Trennung zwischen dem Orient und Occident von den ersten 
Anfangen his zur jungsten Gegenwart. Munchen, 1865, 2 Bde. The author was a Roman Catholic 
(Privatdocent der Theol. in Munchen) when he wrote this work, but blamed the West fully as 
much as the East for the schism, and afterwards joined the Greek church in Russia. 
 
Andronicos Dimitracopulos: Istoria tou’ scimato. Lips. 1867. Also his Bivblioqhvkhekklhs. Lips. 
1866. 
 
Theodorus Lascaris Junior: Deuteronomy Processione Spiritus S. Oratio Apologetica. London 
and Jena, 1875. 
 
II. On the Latin (Roman Catholic) Side: 
 
Ratramnus (Contra Graecorum Opposita); Anselm of Canterbury (De Processione Spiritus S. 
1098); Petrus Chrysolanus (1112); Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274), etc. 
 
Leo Allatius (Allacci, a Greek of Chios, but converted to the Roman Church and guardian of the 
Vatican library, d. 1669): Deuteronomy ecclesiae occident. atque orient. perpetua consensione. 



Cologne, 1648, 4to.; new ed. 1665 and 1694. Also his Graecia orthodoxa, 1659, 2 vols., new ed. 
by Lammer, Freib. i. B. 1864 sq.; and his special tracts on Purgatory (Rom. 1655), and on the 
Procession of the Holy Spirit (Rom. 1658). 
 
Maimburg: Hist. du schisme des Grecs. Paris, 1677, 4to. 
 
Steph. de Altimura (Mich. le Quien): Panoplia contra schisma Graecorum. Par. 1718, 4to. 
 
Michael le Quien (d. 1733): Oriens Christianus. Par. 1740, 3 vols. fol. 
 
Abbe Jager: Histoire de Photius d’apres les monuments originaux. 2nd ed. Par. 1845. 
 
Luigi Tosti: Storia dell’ origine dello scisma greco. Firenze 1856. 2 vols. 
 
H. Lammer: Papst. Nikolaus I. und die byzantinische Staatskirche seiner Zeit. Berlin, 1857. 
 
Ad. d’Avril: Documents relatifs aux eglises de l’Orient, consideree dans leur rapports avec le 
saint-siege de Rome. Paris, 1862. 
 
Karl Werner: Geschichte der Apol. und polemischen Literatur. Schaffhausen, 1864, vol. III. 3 ff. 
 
J. Hergenrother: (Prof. of Church History in Wurzburg, now Cardinal in Rome): Photius, 
Patriarch von Constantinopel. Sein Leben, seine Schriften und das griechische Schisma. 
Regensburg, 1867-1869, 3 vols. 
 
C. Jos. von Hefele (Bishop of Rottenburg): Conciliengeschichte. Freiburg i. B., vols. IV., V., VI., 
VII. (revised ed. 1879 sqq.) 
 
III. Protestant writers: 
 
J. G. Walch (Luth.): Historia controversiae Graecorum Latinorumque de Processione Sp. S. Jena, 
1751. 
 
Gibbon: Decline and Fall, etc., Ch. LX. He views the schism as one of the causes which 
precipitated the decline and fall of the Roman empire in the East by alienating its most useful 
allies and strengthening its most dangerous enemies. 
 
John Mason Neale (Anglican): A History of the Holy Eastern Church. Lond. 1850. Introd. vol. II. 
1093-1169. 
 
Edmund S. Foulkes (Anglic.): A Historical Account of the Addition of the word Filioque to the 
Creed of the West. Lond. 1867. 
 
W. Gass: Symbolik der griechischen Kirche. Berlin, 1872. 
 
H. B. Swete (Anglic.): Early History of the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, Cambr. 1873; and History 
of the Doctrine of the Procession of the Holy Spirit from the Apost. Age to the Death of 
Charlemagne. Cambr. 1876. 
 
IV. Old Catholic Writers (irenical): 
 



Joseph Langen: Die Trinitarische Lehrdifferenz zwischen der abendlandischen und der 
morgenlandischen Kirche. Bonn, 1876. 
 
The Proceedings of the second Old Catholic Union-Conference in Bonn, 1875, ed. in German by 
Heinrich Reusch; English ed. with introduction by Canon Liddon (Lond. 1876); Amer. ed. transl. 
by Dr. Samuel Buel, with introduction by Dr. R. Nevin (N. Y. 1876). The union-theses of Bonn 
are given in Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, vol. II., 545-550.  

 



68. The Consensus and Dissensus between the Greek and Latin 
Churches. 
 
No two churches in the world are at this day so much alike, and yet so averse to each other as the 
Oriental or Greek, and the Occidental or Roman. They hold, as an inheritance from the patristic 
age, essentially the same body of doctrine, the same canons of discipline, the same form of 
worship; and yet their antagonism seems irreconcilable. The very affinity breeds jealousy and 
friction. They are equally exclusive: the Oriental Church claims exclusive orthodoxy, and looks 
upon Western Christendom as heretical; the Roman Church claims exclusive catholicity, and 
considers all other churches as heretical or schismatical sects. The one is proud of her creed, the 
other of her dominion. In all the points of controversy between Romanism and Protestantism the 
Greek Church is much nearer the Roman, and yet there is no more prospect of an union between 
them than of an union between Rome and Geneva, or Moscow and Oxford. The Pope and the 
Czar are the two most powerful rival-despots in Christendom. Where the two churches meet in 
closest proximity, over the traditional spots of the birth and tomb of our Saviour, at Bethlehem 
and Jerusalem, they hate each other most bitterly, and their ignorant and bigoted monks have to 
be kept from violent collision by Mohammedan soldiers. 
 
I. Let us first briefly glance at the consensus. 
 
Both churches own the Nicene creed (with the exception of the Filioque), and all the doctrinal 
decrees of the seven oecumenical Synods from A. D. 325 to 787, including the worship of 
images. 
 
They agree moreover in most of the post-oecumenical or mediaeval doctrines against which the 
evangelical Reformation protested, namely: the authority of ecclesiastical tradition as a joint rule 
of faith with the holy Scriptures; the worship of the Virgin Mary, of the saints, their pictures (not 
statues), and relics; justification by faith and good works, as joint conditions; the merit of good 
works, especially voluntary celibacy and poverty; the seven sacraments or mysteries (with minor 
differences as to confirmation, and extreme unction or chrisma); baptismal regeneration and the 
necessity of water-baptism for salvation; transubstantiation and the consequent adoration of the 
sacramental elements; the sacrifice of the mass for the living and the dead, with prayers for the 
dead; priestly absolution by divine authority; three orders of the ministry, and the necessity of an 
episcopal hierarchy up to the patriarchal dignity; and a vast number of religious rites and 
ceremonies. 
 
In the doctrine of purgatory, the Greek Church is less explicit, yet agrees with the Roman in 
assuming a middle state of purification, and the efficacy of prayers and masses for the departed. 
The dogma of transubstantiation, too, is not so clearly formulated in the Greek creed as in the 
Roman, but the difference is very small. As to the Holy Scriptures, the Greek Church has never 
prohibited the popular use, and the Russian Church even favors the free circulation of her 
authorized vernacular version. But the traditions of the Greek Church are as strong a barrier 
against the exercise of private judgment and exegetical progress as those of Rome. 
 
II. The dissensus of the two churches covers the following points: 
 
1. The procession of the Holy Spirit: the East teaching the single procession from the Father only, 
the West (since Augustin), the double procession from the Father and the Son (Filioque). 
 



2. The universal authority and infallibility of the pope, which is asserted by the Roman, denied by 
the Greek Church. The former is a papal monarchy, the latter a patriarchal oligarchy. There are, 
according to the Greek theory, five patriarchs of equal rights, the pope of Rome, the patriarchs of 
Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. They were sometimes compared to the five 
senses in the body. To them was afterwards added the patriarch of Moscow for the Russian 
church (which is now governed by the "Holy Synod"). To the bishop of Rome was formerly 
conceded a primacy of honor, but this primacy passed with the seat of empire to the patriarch of 
Constantinople, who therefore signed himself "Archbishop of New Rome and Oecumenical 
Patriarch." {305} 
 
3. The immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary, proclaimed as a dogma by the pope in 1854, 
disowned by the East, which, however, in the practice of Mariolatry fully equals the West. 
 
4. The marriage of the lower clergy, allowed by the Eastern, forbidden by the Roman Church (yet 
conceded by the pope to the United Greeks). 
 
5. The withdrawal of the cup from the laity. In the Greek Church the laymen receive the 
consecrated bread dipped in the wine and administered with a golden spoon. 
 
6. A number of minor ceremonies peculiar to the Eastern Church, such as trine immersion in 
baptism, the use of leavened bread in the eucharist, infant-communion, the repetition of the holy 
unction (to; eujcevlion) in sickness. 
 
Notwithstanding these differences the Roman Church has always been obliged to recognize the 
Greek Church as essentially orthodox, though schismatic. And, certainly, the differences are 
insignificant as compared with the agreement. The separation and antagonism must therefore be 
explained fully as much and more from an alienation of spirit and change of condition. 
 
Note on the Eastern Orthodox Church. 
 
For the sake of brevity the usual terminology is employed in this chapter, but the proper name of 
the Greek Church is the Holy Oriental Orthodox Apostolic Church. The terms mostly in use in 
that church are Orthodox and Oriental (Eastern). The term Greek is used in Turkey only of the 
Greeks proper (the Hellens); but the great majority of Oriental Christians in Turkey and Russia 
belong to the Slavonic race. The Greek is the original and classical language of the Oriental 
Church, in which the most important works are written; but it has been practically superseded in 
Asiatic Turkey by the Arabic, in Russia and European Turkey by the Slavonic. 
 
The Oriental or Orthodox Church now embraces three distinct divisions: 
 
1. The Orthodox Church in Turkey (European Turkey and the Greek islands, Asia Minor, Syria 
and Palestine) under the patriarchs of Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. 
 
2. The state church of Russia, formerly under the patriarch of Constantinople, then under the 
patriarch of Moscow, since 1725 under the Holy Synod of St. Petersburg and the headship of the 
Czar. This is by far the largest and most important branch. 
 
3. The church of the kingdom of Greece under the Holy Synod of Greece (since 1833). 
 
There are also Greek Christians in Egypt, the Sinaitic Peninsula (the monks of the Convent of St. 
Catharine), the islands of the Ægean Sea, in Malta, Servia, Austria, etc. 



 
Distinct from the Orthodox Church are the Oriental Schismatics, the Nestorians, Armenians, 
Jacobites, Copts, and Abyssinians, who separated from the former on the ground of the 
christological controversies. The Maronites of Mount Lebanon were originally also schismatics, 
but submitted to the pope during the Crusades. 
 
The United Greeks acknowledge the supremacy of the pope, but retain certain peculiarities of the 
Oriental Church, as the marriage of the lower clergy, the native language in worship. They are 
found in lower Italy, Austria, Russia, and Poland. 
 
The Bulgarians, who likewise call themselves orthodox, and who by the treaty of Berlin in 1878 
have been formed into a distinct principality, occupy an independent position between the Greek 
and the Roman Churches. 
 
{305} See the passages in Gieseler II. 227 sq.  

 



69. The Causes of Separation. 
 
Church history, like the world’s history, moves with the sun from East to West. In the first six 
centuries the Eastern or Greek church represented the main current of life and progress. In the 
middle ages the Latin church chiefly assumed the task of christianizing and civilizing the new 
races which came upon the stage. The Greek church has had no Middle Ages in the usual sense, 
and therefore no Reformation. She planted Christianity among the Slavonic races, but they were 
isolated from the progress of European history, and have not materially affected either the 
doctrine or polity or cultus of the church. Their conversion was an external expansion, not an 
internal development. 
 
The Greek and Latin churches were never organically united under one government, but differed 
considerably from the beginning in nationality, language, and various ceremonies. These 
differences, however, did not interfere with the general harmony of faith and Christian life, nor 
prevent cooperation against common foes. As long and as far as the genuine spirit of Christianity 
directed them, the diversity was an element of strength to the common cause. 
 
The principal sees of the East were directly founded by the apostles—with the exception of 
Constantinople—and had even a clearer title to apostolic succession and inheritance than Rome. 
The Greek church took the lead in theology down to the sixth or seventh century, and the Latin 
gratefully learned from her. All the oecumenical Councils were held on the soil of the Byzantine 
empire in or near Constantinople, and carried on in the Greek language. The great doctrinal 
controversies on the holy Trinity and Christology were fought out in the East, yet not without the 
powerful aid of the more steady and practical West. Athanasius, when an exile from Alexandria, 
found refuge and support in the bishop of Rome. Jerome, the most learned of the Latin fathers 
and a friend of Pope Damasus, was a connecting link between the East and the West, and 
concluded his labors in Bethlehem. Pope Leo I. was the theological master-spirit who controlled 
the council of Chalcedon, and shaped the Orthodox formula concerning the two natures in the one 
person of Christ. Yet this very pope strongly protested against the action of the Council which, in 
conformity with a canon of the second oecumenical Council, put him on a par with the new 
bishop of Constantinople. 
 
And here we approach the secret of the ultimate separation and incurable antagonism of the 
churches. It is due chiefly to three causes. The first cause is the politico- ecclesiastical rivalry of 
the patriarch of Constantinople backed by the Byzantine empire, and the bishop of Rome in 
connection with the new German empire. The second cause is the growing centralization and 
overbearing conduct of the Latin church in and through the papacy. The third cause is the 
stationary character of the Greek and the progressive character of the Latin church during the 
middle ages. The Greek church boasts of the imaginary perfection of her creed. She still produced 
considerable scholars and divines, as Maximus, John of Damascus, Photius, Oecumenius, and 
Theophylact, but they mostly confined themselves to the work of epitomizing and systematizing 
the traditional theology of the Greek fathers, and produced no new ideas, as if all wisdom began 
and ended with the old oecumenical Councils. She took no interest in the important 
anthropological and soteriological controversies which agitated the Latin church in the age of St. 
Augustin, and she continued to occupy the indefinite position of the first centuries on the 
doctrines of sin and grace. On the other hand she was much distracted and weakened by barren 
metaphysical controversies on the abstrusest questions of theology and christology; and these 
quarrels facilitated the rapid progress of Islam, which conquered the lands of the Bible and 
pressed hard on Constantinople. When the Greek church became stationary, the Latin church 
began to develop her greatest energy; she became the fruitful mother of new and vigorous nations 



of the North and West of Europe, produced scholastic and mystic theology and a new order of 
civilization, built magnificent cathedrals, discovered a new Continent, invented the art of printing, 
and with the revival of learning prepared the way for a new era in the history of the world. Thus 
the Latin daughter outgrew the Greek mother, and is numerically twice as strong, without 
counting the Protestant secession. At the same time the Eastern church still may look forward to a 
new future among the Slavonic races which she has christianized. What she needs is a revival of 
the spirit and power of primitive Christianity. 
 
When once the two churches were alienated in spirit and engaged in an unchristian race for 
supremacy, all the little doctrinal and ritualistic differences which had existed long before, 
assumed an undue weight, and were branded as heresies and crimes. The bishop of Rome sees in 
the Patriarch of Constantinople an ecclesiastical upstart who owed his power to political 
influence, not to apostolic origin. The Eastern patriarchs look upon the Pope as an anti-christian 
usurper and as the first Protestant. They stigmatize the papal supremacy as "the chief heresy of 
the latter days, which flourishes now as its predecessor, Arianism, flourished in former days, and 
which like it, will in like manner be cast down and vanish away." {306} 
 
{306} Encycl. Epistle of the Eastern Patriarchs, 1844, 5.  

 



70. The Patriarch and the Pope. Photius and Nicolas. 
 
Comp. 61, the Lit. in 67, especially the letters of Photius and Nicolas. 
 
Hergenrother: Photius (Regensb. 1867-69, vol. I. 373 sqq.; 505 sqq.; and the second vol.), and his 
Monumenta Graeca ad Photium ejusque historiam pertinentia (Ratisb. 1869, 181 pages). 
Milman: Hist. of Latin Christianity, bk. V. Ch. IV. Hefele IV. 224 sqq.; 384 sqq.; 436sqq. The 
chief documents are also given by Gieseler II. 213 sqq. (Am. ed.) 
 
The doctrinal difference on the procession of the Holy Spirit will be considered in the chapter on 
the Theological Controversies. Although it existed before the schism, it assumed a practical 
importance only in connection with the broader ecclesiastical and political conflict between the 
patriarch and the pope, between Constantinople and Rome. 
 
The first serious outbreak of this conflict took place after the middle of the ninth century, when 
Photius and Nicolas, two of the ablest representatives of the rival churches, came into collision. 
Photius is one of the greatest of patriarchs, as Nicolas is one of the greatest of popes. The former 
was superior in learning, the latter in statesmanship; while in moral integrity, official pride and 
obstinacy both were fairly matched, except that the papal ambition towered above the patriarchal 
dignity. Photius would tolerate no superior, Nicolas no equal; the one stood on the Council of 
Chalcedon, the other on Pseudo-Isidor. 
 
The contest between them was at first personal. The deposition of Ignatius as patriarch of 
Constantinople, for rebuking the immorality of Caesar Bardas, and the election of Photius, then a 
mere layman, in his place (858), were arbitrary and uncanonical acts which created a temporary 
schism in the East, and prepared the way for a permanent schism between the East and the West. 
Nicolas, being appealed to as mediator by both parties (first by Photius), assumed the haughty air 
of supreme judge on the basis of the Pseudo-Isidorian Decretals, but was at first deceived by his 
own legates. The controversy was complicated by the Bulgarian quarrel. King Bogoris had been 
converted to Christianity by missionaries from Constantinople (861), but soon after applied to 
Rome for teachers, and the pope eagerly seized this opportunity to extend his jurisdiction (866). 
 
Nicolas, in a Roman Synod (863), decided in favor of the innocent Ignatius, and pronounced 
sentence of deposition against Photius with a threat of excommunication in case of disobedience. 
{307} Photius, enraged by this conduct and the Bulgarian interference, held a counter-synod, and 
deposed in turn the successor of St. Peter (867). In his famous Encyclical Letter of invitation to 
the Eastern patriarchs, he charged the whole Western church with heresy and schism for 
interfering with the jurisdiction over the Bulgarians, for fasting on Saturday, for abridging the 
time of Lent by a week, for taking milk-food (milk, cheese, and butter) during the quadragesimal 
fast, for enforcing clerical celibacy, and despising priests who lived in virtuous matrimony, and, 
most of all, for corrupting the Nicene Creed by the insertion of the Filioque, and thereby 
introducing two principles into the Holy Trinity. {308} 
 
This letter clearly indicates all the doctrinal and ritual differences which caused and perpetuated 
the schism to this day. The subsequent history is only a renewal of the same charges aggravated 
by the misfortunes of the Greek church, and the arrogance and intolerance of old Rome. 
 
Photius fell with the murder of his imperial patron, Michael III. (Sept. 23, 867). He was 
imprisoned in a convent, and deprived of society, even of books. He bore his misfortune with 
great dignity, and nearly all the Greek bishops remained faithful to him. Ignatius was restored 



after ten years of exile by the emperor Basil, the Macedonian (867-886), and entered into 
communication with Pope Hadrian II. (Dec. 867). He convened a general council in the church of 
St. Sophia (October, 869), which is numbered by the Latins as the Eighth Oecumenical Council. 
The pontifical legates presided and presented a formula of union which every bishop was required 
to sign before taking part in the proceedings, and which contained an anathema against all 
heresies, and against Photius and his adherents. But the council was poorly attended (the number 
of bishops being at first only eighteen). Photius was forced to appear in the fifth session (Oct. 20), 
but on being questioned he either kept silence, or answered in the words of Christ before 
Caiaphas and Pilate. In the tenth and last session, attended by the emperor and his sons, and one 
hundred and two bishops, the decrees of the pope against Photius and in favor of Ignatius were 
confirmed, and the anathemas against the Monothelites and Iconoclasts renewed. The papal 
delegates signed "with reservation of the revision of the pope." 
 
But the peace was artificial, and broken up again immediately, after the Synod by the Bulgarian 
question, which involved the political as well as the ecclesiastical power of Constantinople. 
Ignatius himself was unwilling to surrender that point, and refused to obey when the imperious 
Pope John VIII. commanded, on pain of suspension and excommunication, that he should recall 
all the Greek bishops and priests from Bulgaria. But death freed him from further controversy 
(Oct. 23, 877). 
 
Photius was restored to the patriarchal see three days after the death of Ignatius, with whom he 
had been reconciled. He convened a council in November, 879, which lasted till March, 880, and 
is acknowledged by the Orientals as the Eighth Oecumenical Council, {309} but denounced by 
the Latins as the Pseudo-Synodus Photiana. It was three times as large as the Council of Ignatius, 
and held with great pomp in St. Sophia under the presidency of Photius. It annulled the Council 
of 869 as a fraud; it readopted the Nicene Creed with an anathema against the Filioque, and all 
other changes by addition or omission, and it closed with an eulogy on the unrivalled virtues and 
learning of Photius. To the Greek acts was afterwards added a (pretended) letter of Pope John 
VIII. to Photius, declaring the Filioque to be an addition which is rejected by the church of Rome, 
and a blasphemy which must be abolished calmly and by, degrees. {310} The papal legates 
assented to all, and so deceived their master by false accounts of the surrender of Bulgaria that he 
thanked the emperor for the service he had done to the Church by this synod. 
 
But when the pope’s eyes were opened, he sent the bishop Marinus to Constantinople to declare 
invalid what the legates had done contrary to his instructions. For this Marinus was shut up in 
prison for thirty days. After his return Pope John VIII. solemnly pronounced the anathema on 
Photius, who had dared to deceive and degrade the holy see, and had added new frauds to the old. 
Marinus renewed the anathema after he was elected pope (882). Photius denied the validity of his 
election, and developed an extraordinary, literary activity. 
 
But after the death of the Emperor Basilius (886), he was again deposed by Leo VI., miscalled the 
Wise or the Philosopher, to make room for his youngest brother Stephen, at that time only sixteen 
years of age. Photius spent the last five years of his life in a cloister, and died 891. For learning, 
energy, position, and influence, he is one of the most remarkable men in the history of Eastern 
Christianity. He formulated the doctrinal basis of the schism, checked the papal despotism, and 
secured the independence of the Greek church. He announced in an Encyclical of 866: "God be 
praised for all time to come! The Russians have received a bishop, and show a lively zeal for 
Christian worship." Roman writers have declared this to be a lie, but history has proved it to be an 
anticipation of an important fact, the conversion of a new nation which was to become the chief 
support of the Eastern church, and the most formidable rival of the papacy. 
 



Greek and Roman historians are apt to trace the guilt of the schism exclusively to one party, and 
to charge the other with unholy ambition and intrigue; but we must acknowledge on the one hand 
the righteous zeal of Nicolas for the cause of the injured Ignatius, and on the other the many 
virtues of Photius tried in misfortune, as well as his brilliant learning in theology, philology, 
philosophy, and history; while we deplore and denounce the schism as a sin and disgrace of both 
churches. 
 
Notes. 
 
The accounts of the Roman Catholic historians, even the best, are colored by sectarianism, and 
must be accepted with caution. Cardinal Hergenrother (Kirchengesch. I. 684) calls the Council of 
879 a "Photianische Pseudo-Synode," and its acts "ein aecht byzantinisches Machwerk ganz vom 
Geiste des verschmitzten Photius durchdrungen." Bishop Hefele, in the revised edition of his 
Conciliengesch. (IV. 464 sqq.), treats this Aftersynode, as he calls it, no better. Both follow in the 
track of their old teacher, Dr. Dollinger who, in his History of the Church (translated by Dr. 
Edward Cox, London 1841, vol. III. p. 100), more than forty years ago, described this Synod "in 
all its parts as a worthy sister of the Council of Robbers of the year 449; with this difference, that 
in the earlier Synod violence and tyranny, in the later artifice, fraud, and falsehood were 
employed by wicked men to work out their wicked designs." But when in 1870 the Vatican 
Council sanctioned the historical falsehood of papal infallibility, Dollinger, once the ablest 
advocate of Romanism in Germany, protested against Rome and was excommunicated. Whatever 
the Latins may say against the Synod of Photius, the Latin Synod of 869 was not a whit better, 
and Rome understood the arts of intrigue fully as well as Constantinople. The whole controversy 
between the Greek and the Roman churches is one of the most humiliating chapters in the history 
of Christianity, and both must humbly confess their share of sin and guilt before a reconciliation 
can take place. 
 
{307} The Synod, claiming to be the infallible organ of the Holy Spirit, compared Photius with a 
robber and adulterer for obtruding himself into the see of Constantinople during the lifetime of 
Ignatius, deprived him of all priestly honors and functions "by authority of Almighty God, St. 
Peter and St. Paul, the princes of the apostles, of all saints, of the six [why not seven?] ecumenical 
councils, as also by the judgment of the Holy Ghost," and threatened him and all his adherents 
with the anathema and excommunication from the eucharist till the moment of death, "that no one 
may dare hereafter from the state of the laity to break into the camp of the Lord, as has often been 
the case in the church of Constantinople." See on this Synod Hergenrother, Phot. I. 519 sqq., and 
Hefele IV. 269 sqq. 
 
{308} See the Encyclica ad Patriarchas Orientales in the original Greek in Photius, Opera II. 
722-742 (ed. Migne), also in Gieseler II. 216 sq. Baronius (ad ann. 863 no. 34 sq.) gives it in 
Latin. 
 
{309} Strictly speaking, however, the Orthodox Eastern Church counts only seven Ecumenical 
Councils. 
 
{310} The Roman Catholic historians regard this letter as a Greek fraud. "Ich kann nicht 
glauben," says Hefele (IV. 482), "dass je ein Papst seine Stellung so sehr vergessen habe, wie es 
Johann VIII. gethan haben musste, wenn dieser Brief acht ware. Es ist in demselben auch keine 
Spur des Papalbewusstseins, vielmehr ist die Superioritat des Photius fast ausdrucklich 
anerkannt."  



 



71. Progress and Completion of the Schism. Cerularius. 
 
Hergenrother: Photius, Vol. III. 653-887; Comp. his Kirchengesch. vol. I. 688 sq.; 690-694. 
Hefele: Conciliengesch. IV. 587; 765 sqq.; 771, 775 sqq. Gieseler: II. 221 sqq. 
 
We shall briefly sketch the progress and consolidation of the schism. 
 
The Difference About Tetragamy. 
 
The fourth marriage of the emperor Leo the Philosopher (886-912), which was forbidden by the 
laws of the Greek church, caused a great schism in the East (905). {311} The Patriarch Nicolas 
Mysticus solemnly protested and was deposed (906), but Pope Sergius III. (904-911), instead of 
siding with suffering virtue as Pope Nicolas had done, sanctioned the fourth marriage (which was 
not forbidden in the West) and the deposition of the conscientious patriarch. 
 
Leo on his death-bed restored the deposed patriarch (912). A Synod of Constantinople in 920, at 
which Pope John X. was represented, declared a fourth marriage illegal, and made no concessions 
to Rome. The Emperor Constantine, Leo’s son, prohibited a fourth marriage by an edict; thereby 
casting a tacit imputation on his own birth. The Greek church regards marriage as a sacrament, 
and a necessary means for the propagation of the race, but a second marriage is prohibited to the 
clergy, a third marriage is tolerated in laymen as a sort of legal concubinage, and a fourth is 
condemned as a sin and a scandal. The pope acquiesced, and the schism slumbered during the 
dark tenth century. The venal Pope John XIX. (1024) was ready for an enormous sum to renounce 
all the claim of superiority over the Eastern patriarchs, but was forced to break off the 
negotiations when his treasonable plan was discovered. 
 
Cerularius and Leo IX. 
 
Michael Cerularius (or Caerularius), {312} who was patriarch from 1043 to 1059, renewed and 
completed the schism. Heretofore the mutual anathemas were hurled only against the contending 
heads and their party; now the churches excommunicated each other. The Emperor Constantinus 
Monachus courted the friendship of the pope for political reasons, but his patriarch checkmated 
him. Cerularius, in connection with the learned Bulgarian metropolitan Leo of Achrida, addressed 
in 1053 a letter to John, bishop of Trani, in Apulia (then subject to the Eastern rule), and through 
him to all the bishops of France and to the pope himself, charging the churches of the West that, 
following the practice of the Jews, and contrary to the usage of Christ, they employ in the 
eucharist unleavened bread; that they fast on Saturday in Lent; that they eat blood and things 
strangled in violation of the decree of the Council of Jerusalem (Acts, ch. 15); and that during the 
fast they do not sing the hallelujah. He invented the new name Azymites for the heresy of using 
unleavened bread (azyma) instead of common bread. {313} Nothing was said about the 
procession of the Spirit. This letter is only extant in the Latin translation of Cardinal Humbert. 
{314} 
 
Pope Leo IX. sent three legates under the lead of the imperious Humbert to Constantinople, with 
counter-charges to the effect that Cerularius arrogated to himself the title of "oecumenical" 
patriarch; that he wished to subject the patriarchs of Alexandria and of Antioch; that the Greeks 
rebaptized the Latins; that, like the Nicolaitans, they permitted their priests to live in wedlock; 
{315} that they neglected to baptize their children before the eighth day after birth; that, like the 
Pneumatomachi or Theomachi, they cut out of the symbol the Procession of the Spirit from the 
Son. {316} The legates were lodged in the imperial palace, but Cerularius avoided all intercourse 



with them. Finally, on the 16th of July, 1054, they excommunicated the patriarch and all those 
who should persistently censure the faith of the church of Rome or its mode of offering the holy 
sacrifice. They placed the writ on the altar of the church of Hagia Sophia with the words: "Videat 
Deus et judicet." 
 
Cerularius, supported by his clergy and the people, immediately answered by a synodical counter-
anathema on the papal legates, and accused them of fraud. In a letter to Peter, the patriarch of 
Antioch (who at first acted the part of a mediator), he charged Rome with other scandals, namely, 
that two brothers were allowed to espouse two sisters; that bishops wore rings and engaged in 
warfare; that baptism was administered by a single immersion; that salt was put in the mouth of 
the baptized; that the images and relics of saints were not honored; and that Gregory the 
Theologian, Basil, and Chrysostom were not numbered among the saints. The Filioque was also 
mentioned. {317} 
 
The charge of the martial spirit of the bishops was well founded in that semi-barbarous age. 
Cerularius was all-powerful for several years; he dethroned one emperor and crowned another, 
but died in exile (1059). 
 
The patriarchs of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem adhered to the see of Constantinople. Thus 
the schism between the Christian East and West was completed. The number of episcopal sees at 
that time was nearly equal on both sides, but in the course of years the Latin church far outgrew 
the East. 
 
The Latin Empire in the East. 1204-1261. 
 
During the Crusades the schism was deepened by the brutal atrocities of the French and Venetian 
soldiers in the pillage of Constantinople (1204), the establishment of a Latin empire, and the 
appointment by the pope of Latin bishops in Greek sees. {318} Although this artificial empire 
lasted only half a century (1204-1261), it left a legacy of burning hatred in the memories of 
horrible desecrations and innumerable insults and outrages, which the East had to endure from the 
Western barbarians. Churches and monasteries were robbed and desecrated, the Greek service 
mocked, the clergy persecuted, and every law of decency set at defiance. In Constantinople "a 
prostitute was seated on the throne of the patriarch; and that daughter of Belial, as she is styled, 
sung and danced in the church to ridicule the hymns and processions of the Orientals." Even Pope 
Innocent III. accuses the pilgrims that they spared in their lust neither age nor sex, nor religious 
profession, and that they committed fornication, adultery, and incest in open day (in oculis 
omnium), "abandoning matrons and virgins dedicated to God to the lewdness of grooms." And yet 
this great pope insulted the Eastern church by the establishment of a Latin hierarchy on the ruins 
of the Byzantine empire. {319} 
 
{311} Leo himself had forbidden not only tetragamy, but even trigamy. His four wives were 
Theophano, Zoa® (his former mistress), Eudokia, and Zoa® Karbonopsyne, who in 905 bore him 
a son, Constantine Porphyrogenitus (or Porphyrogennetos, d. 959). See Hergenrother, Phot. III. 
656 sq. 
 
{312} khroulariov, probably from the Latin cerula (khriolov), ceriolarium, a candelabrum 
for wax-tapers. 
 
{313} Azyma is from azumov, unleavened (zumhv, leaven); hence eorth tw’n azumwn (artwn), the 
feast of unleavened bread (the passover), during which the Jews were to eat unleavened bread. 
The Greeks insist that our Lord in instituting the eucharist after the passover-meal used true, 



nourishing bread (arto from airw), as the sign of the new dispensation of joy and gladness; while 
the lifeless, unleavened bread (azumon) belongs to the Jewish dispensation. The Latins argued 
that arto means unleavened as well as leavened bread, and that Christ during the feast of the 
passover could not get any other but unleavened bread. They called the Greeks in turn 
Fermentarei in opposition to Azmitae. See Nicetas Stethatus (a cotemporary of Cerularius): 
Deuteronomy Fermentato et Azymis, publ. in Greek by Dimitracopulos, Lips. 1866 (Biblioq. 
ejkkl. I. 18-36), and in Greek and Latin by Hergenrother, in Monumenta Graeca, etc., p. 139-154. 
Comp. also the Dissertation concerning Azymes in Neale’s Eastern Church, Introd. II. 1051 sqq.; 
J. G. Hermann, Hist. concertationis de pane azymo et fermentato in caena Domini, Lips. 1737; 
and Hergenrother, Photius III. 739 sqq. 
 
{314} Baronius Annal. ad ann. 1053 no. 22; and Gieseler II. 222 sq. 
 
{315} "Sicut Nicolaitae carnales nuptias concedunt et defendunt sacri altaris ministris." On the 
other hand, Photius and the Greeks traced to the clerical celibacy the fact that the West had "so 
many children who knew not their fathers." 
 
{316} See a full resume of Humbert’s arguments in Hergenrother, III. 741-756. 
 
{317} See the documents in Gieseler II. 225 sqq. 
 
{318} Cardinal Hergenrother (Kirchengesch. I. 903) admits that it was largely (he ought to say, 
chiefly) through the guilt of the Latin conquerors ("grossentheils durch Schuld der lateinischen 
Eroberer") that "the hatred of the Greeks at the conquest of Constantinople, 1204, assumed 
gigantic dimensions." 
 
{319} See Gibbon’s graphic description (in ch. LX.) of the horrors of the sack of Constantinople, 
gathered from the concurrent accounts of the French marshall Villehardouin (who does not betray 
a symptom of pity or remorse) and the Byzantine senator Nicetas (one of the sufferers). On the 
barbarities previously committed at Thessalonica by the Normans in 1186, see Eustathius 
Deuteronomy capta Thessalonica (ed. Bonnae 1842, quoted by Gieseler II. 609); on the 
barbarities in the island of Cyprus after its delivery by Richard to Guy, king of Jerusalem, in 
1192, see the anonymous account in Allatius, Deuteronomy eccles. occident. et orient. perpet. 
consens. 1. II. c. XIII. 693 sq. Leo Allatius was a Greek convert to the Roman church, and found 
no fault with these cruelties against the church of his fathers; on the contrary he says: "Opus erat, 
effraenes propriaeque fidei rebelles et veritatis oppugnatores non exilio, sed ferro et igne in 
saniorem mentem reducere. Haeretici proscribendi sunt, exterminandi sunt, puniendi sunt et 
pertinaces occidendi, cremandi. Ita leges sanciunt, ita observavit antiquitas, nec alius mos est 
recentioris ecclesiae tum Graecae tum Latinae."  

 



72. Fruitless Attempts at Reunion. 
 
The Greek emperors, hard pressed by the terrible Turks, who threatened to overthrow their 
throne, sought from time to time by negotiations with the pope to secure the powerful aid of the 
West. But all the projects of reunion split on the rock of papal absolutism and Greek obstinacy. 
 
The Council of Lyons. A. D. 1274. {320} 
 
Michael Palaeologus (1260-1282), who expelled the Latins from Constantinople (July 25, 1261), 
restored the Greek patriarchate, but entered into negotiations with Pope Urban IV. to avert the 
danger of a new crusade for the reconquest of Constantinople. A general council (the 14th of the 
Latins) was held at Lyons in 1273 and 1274 with great solemnity and splendor for the purpose of 
effecting a reunion. Five hundred Latin bishops, seventy abbots, and about a thousand other 
ecclesiastics were present, together with ambassadors from England, France, Germany, and other 
countries. Palaeologus sent a large embassy, but only three were saved from shipwreck, 
Germanus, ex-patriarch of Constantinople, Theophanes, metropolitan of Nicaea, and the 
chancellor of the empire. The pope opened the Synod (May 7, 1274) by the celebration of high 
mass, and declared the threefold object of the Synod to be: help for Jerusalem, union with the 
Greeks, and reform of the church. Bonaventura preached the sermon. Thomas Aquinas, the prince 
of schoolmen, who had defended the Latin doctrine of the double procession {321} was to attend, 
but had died on the journey to Lyons (March 7, 1274), in his 49th year. The imperial delegates 
were treated with marked courtesy abjured the schism, submitted to the pope and accepted the 
distinctive tenets of the Roman church. 
 
But the Eastern patriarchs were not represented, the people of Constantinople abhorred the union 
with Rome, and the death of the despotic Michael Palaeologus (1282) was also the death of the 
Latin party, and the formal revocation of the act of submission to the pope. 
 
The Council at Ferrara—Florence. A. D. 1438-1439. {322} 
 
Another attempt at reunion was made by John VII. Palaeologus in the Council of Ferrara, which 
was convened by Pope Eugenius IV. in opposition to the reformatory Council of Basle. It was 
afterwards transferred to Florence on account of the plague. It was attended by the emperor, the 
patriarch of Constantinople, and twenty-one Eastern prelates, among them the learned Bessarion 
of Nicaea, Mark of Ephesus, Dionysius of Sardis, Isidor of Kieff. The chief points of controversy 
were discussed: the procession of the Spirit, purgatory, the use of unleavened bread, and the 
supremacy of the pope. {323} Bessarion became a convert to the Western doctrine, and was 
rewarded by a cardinal’s hat. He was twice near being elected pope (d. 1472). The decree of the 
council, published July 6, 1439, embodies his views, and was a complete surrender to the pope 
with scarcely a saving clause for the canonical rights and privileges of the Eastern patriarchs. The 
Greek formula on the procession, ex Patre per Filium, was declared to be identical with the Latin 
Filioque; the pope was acknowledged not only as the successor of Peter and Vicar of Christ, but 
also as "the head of the whole church and father and teacher of all Christians," but with variations 
in the Greek texts. {324} The document of reunion was signed by the pope, the emperor, many 
archbishops and bishops, the representatives of all the Eastern patriarchs except that of 
Constantinople, who had previously died at Florence, but had left as his last sentence a disputed 
submission to the catholic and apostolic church of old Rome. For the triumph of his cause the 
pope could easily promise material aid to his Eastern ally, to pay the expenses of the deputation, 
to support three hundred soldiers for the protection of Constantinople, and to send, if necessary, 
an army and navy for the defense of the emperor against his enemies. 



 
But when the humiliating terms of the reunion were divulged, the East and Russia rose in 
rebellion against the Latinizers as traitors to the orthodox faith; the compliant patriarchs openly 
recanted, and the new patriarch of Constantinople, Metrophanes, now called in derision 
Metrophonus or Matricide, was forced to resign. 
 
After the Fall of Constantinople. 
 
The capture of Constantinople by the Mohammedan Turks (1453) and the overthrow of the 
Byzantine empire put an end to all political schemes of reunion, but opened the way for papal 
propagandism in the East. The division of the church facilitated that catastrophe which delivered 
the fairest lands to the blasting influence of Islam, and keeps it in power to this day, although it is 
slowly waning. The Turk has no objection to fights among the despised Christians, provided they 
only injure themselves and do not touch the Koran. He is tolerant from intolerance. The Greeks 
hate the pope and the Filioque as much as they hate the false prophet of Mecca; while the pope 
loves his own power more than the common cause of Christianity, and would rather see the 
Sultan rule in the city of Constantine than a rival patriarch or the Czar of schismatic Russia. 
 
During the nineteenth century the schism has been intensified by the creation of two new 
dogmas,—the immaculate conception of Mary (1854) and the infallibility of the pope (1870). 
When Pius IX. invited the Eastern patriarchs to attend the Vatican Council, they indignantly 
refused, and renewed their old protest against the antichristian usurpation of the papacy and the 
heretical Filioque. They could not submit to the Vatican decrees without stultifying their whole 
history and committing moral suicide. Papal absolutism {325} and Eastern stagnation are 
insuperable barriers to the reunion of the divided churches, which can only be brought about by 
great events and by the wonder-working power of the Spirit of God. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{320} See a full account of it in the sixth volume of Hefele’s Conciliengeschichte, p. 103-147. 
 
{321} In his book Contra errores Graecorum. 
 
{322} See Cecconi (R.C.), Studi storici sul Concilio di Firenze (Florence 1869); Hefele (R.C.), 
Conciliengesch. vol. VII. Pt. II. (1874), p. 659-761; B. Popoff (Gr.), History of the Council of 
Florence, translated from the Russian, ed. by J. M. Neale (Lond. 1861); Frommann (Prot.), Krit. 
Beitrage zur Gesch. florentin. Kirchenvereinigung (Halle, 1872). 
 
{323} On the subject of purgatory the Greeks disagreed among themselves. The doctrine of 
transubstantiation was conceded, and therefore not brought under discussion. 
 
{324} Hefele (l. c. p. 741-761) gives the Latin and Greek texts with a critical discussion. 
Frommann and Dollinger charge the decree with falsification. 
 
{325} Or, as the modern Greeks call it, the papolatria of the Latins.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VI. 
 
MORALS AND RELIGION. 
 

73. Literature. 
 
I. The chief and almost only sources for this chapter are the acts of Synods, the lives of saints and 
missionaries, and the chronicles of monasteries. The Acta Sanctorum mix facts and legends in 
inextricable confusion. The most important are the biographies of the Irish, Scotch, and Anglo-
Saxon missionaries, and the letters of Boniface. For the history, of France during the sixth and 
seventh centuries we have the Historia Francorum by Gregory of Tours, the Herodotus of France 
(d. 594), first printed in Paris, 1511, better by Ruinart, 1699; best by Giesebrecht (in German), 
Berlin 1851, 9th ed. 1873, 2 vols.; and Gregorii Historiae Epitomata by his continuator, 
Fredegar, a clergyman of Burgundy (d. about 660), ed. by Ruinart, Paris 1699, and by Abel (in 
German), Berlin 1849. For the age of Charlemagne we have the Capitularies of the emperor, and 
the historical works of Einhard or Eginard (d. 840). See Ouvres completes d’ Eginard, reunies 
pour la premiere fois et traduites en franacais, par A. Teulet, Paris 1840-’43, 2 vols. For an 
estimate of these and other writers of our period comp. part of the first, and the second vol. of Ad. 
Ebert’s Allgem. Gesch. der Lit. des Mittelalters im Abendlande, Leipz. 1874 and 1880. 
 
II. Hefele: Conciliengesch. vols. III. and IV. (from A. D. 560-1073), revised ed. 1877 and 1879. 
 
Neander: Denkwordigkeiten aus der Geschichte des christl. Lebens. 3d ed. Hamburg, 1845, ‘46, 2 
vols. 
 
Aug. Thierry: Recits des temps merovingiens. Paris 1855 (based on Gregory of Tours). 
 
Loebell: Gregor von Tours und seine Zeit. Leipz. 1839, second ed. 1868. 
 
Monod: atudes critiques sur les sources de l’histoire merovingienne. Paris 1872. 
 
Lecky: History of European Morals from Augustus to Charlemagne, fifth ed. Lond. 1882, 2 vols. 
(part of the second vol.). 
 
Brace: Gesta Christi, N. York, third ed. 1883, p. 107 sqq. 
 
Comp. Guizot (Protest., d. 1874): Histoire generale de la civilisation en Europe et en Prance 
depuis la chute de l’empire romain jusqu a  la revolution franacaise, Paris 1830; seventh ed. 
1860, 5 vols. (one vol. on Europe in general). 
 
Balmez, (a Spanish philosopher and apologist of the Roman church, d. 1848): El Protatantismo 
comparado con el Catolicismo en sus relaciones con la civilisacion europea. Barcelona, 1842-44, 
4 vols. The same in French, German, and English translations. A Roman Catholic counterpart to 
Guizot.  

 



74. General Character of Mediaeval Morals. 
 
The middle age of Western Christendom resembles the period of the Judges in the history of 
Israel when "the highways were unoccupied, and the travelers walked through by-ways," and 
when "every man did that which was right in his own eyes." {326} It was a time of civil and 
political commotions and upheavings, of domestic wars and foreign invasions. Society was in a 
chaotic state and bordering on the brink of anarchy. Might was right. It was the golden age of 
border-ruffians, filibusters, pirates and bold adventurers, but also of gallant knights, genuine 
heroes and judges, like Gideon, Jephthah, Samson, and Samuel of old. It presents, in striking 
contrasts, Christian virtues and heathen vices, ascetic self-denial and gross sensuality. Nor were 
there wanting idyllic episodes of domestic virtue and happiness which call to mind the charming 
story of Ruth from the period of the Judges. 
 
Upon the whole the people were more religious than moral. Piety was often made a substitute or 
atonement for virtue. Belief in the supernatural and miraculous was universal; scepticism and 
unbelief were almost unknown. Men feared purgatory and hell, and made great sacrifices to gain 
heaven by founding churches, convents, and charitable institutions. And yet there was a frightful 
amount of immorality among the rulers and the people. In the East the church had to contend with 
the vices of an effete civilization and a corrupt court. In Italy, France and Spain the old Roman 
vices continued and were even invigorated by the infusion of fresh and barbaric blood. The 
history of the Merovingian rulers, as we learn from Bishop Gregory of Tours, is a tragedy of 
murder, adultery, and incest, and ends in destruction. {327} 
 
The church was unfavorably affected by the state of surrounding society, and often drawn into the 
current of prevailing immorality. Yet, upon the whole, she was a powerful barrier against vice, 
and the chief, if not the only promoter of education, virtue and piety in the dark ages. From 
barbaric and semi-barbaric material she had to build up the temple of a Christian civilization. She 
taught the new converts the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, and the Ten Commandments the 
best popular summaries of faith, piety, and duty. She taught them also the occupations of peaceful 
life. She restrained vice and encouraged virtue. The synodical legislation was nearly always in the 
right direction. Great stress was laid on prayer and fasting, on acts of hospitality, charity, and 
benevolence, and on pilgrimages to sacred places. The rewards of heaven entered largely as an 
inducement for leading a virtuous and holy life; but it is far better that people should be good 
from fear of hell and love of heaven than ruin themselves by immorality and vice. 
 
A vast amount of private virtue and piety is never recorded on the pages of histor y, and is spent 
in modest retirement. So the wild flowers in the woods and on the mountains bloom and fade 
away unseen by human eyes. Every now and then incidental allusion is made to unknown saints. 
Pope Gregory mentions a certain Servulus in Rome who was a poor cripple from childhood, but 
found rich comfort and peace in the Bible, although he could not read himself, and had to ask 
pious friends to read it to him while he was lying on his couch; he never complained, but was full 
of gratitude and praise; when death drew near he requested his friends to sing psalms with him; 
then stopped suddenly and expired with the words: "Peace, hear ye not the praises of God 
sounding from heaven?" This man’s life of patient suffering was not in vain, but a benediction to 
many who came in contact with it. "Those also serve who only stand and wait." 
 
The moral condition of the middle age varied considerably. The migration of nations was most 
unfavorable to the peaceful work of the church. Then came the bright reign of Charlemagne with 
his noble efforts for education and religion, but it was soon followed, under his weak successors, 



by another period of darkness which grew worse and worse till a moral reformation began in the 
convent of Cluny, and reached the papal chair under the lead of Hildebrand. 
 
Yet if we judge by the number of saints in the Roman Calendar, the seventh century, which is 
among the, darkest, was more pious than any of the preceding and succeeding centuries, except 
the third and fourth (which are enriched by the martyrs). 
 
Notes. 
 
The following is the table of saints in the Roman Calendar (according to Alban Butler’s Lives of 
the Saints): Saints. 
 
First Century 
 
53 
 
Second Century 
 
43 
 
Third Century 
 
139 
 
Fourth Century 
 
213 
 
Fifth Century 
 
130 
 
Sixth Century 
 
123 
 
Seventh Century 
 
174 
 
Eighth Century 
 
78 
 
Ninth Century 
 
49 
 
Tenth Century 
 
28 



 
Eleventh Century 
 
45 
 
Twelfth Century 
 
54 
 
Thirteenth Century 
 
49 
 
Fourteenth Century 
 
27 
 
Fifteenth Century 
 
17 
 
Sixteenth Century 
 
24 
 
Seventeenth Century 
 
15 
 
Eighteenth Century 
 
20 
 
In the first centuries the numerous but nameless martyrs of the Neronian and other persecutions 
are not separately counted. The Holy Innocents, the Seven Sleepers (in the third century), the 
Forty Martyrs of Sebaste (fourth century,) and other groups of martyrs are counted only one each. 
Lecky asserts too confidently that the seventh century was the most prolific in saints, and yet the 
most immoral. It is strange that the number of saints should have declined from the seventh 
century, while the church increased, and that the eighteenth century of infidelity should have 
produced five more saints than the seventeenth century. It would therefore be very unsafe to make 
this table the basis for 
 
{326} Comp, Judges 5:6 17:6. 
 
{327} "It would be difficult," says Gibbon of this period, "to find anywhere more vice or less 
virtue." The judgments of Hallam, Milman, and Lecky are to the same effect. Compare also the 
description of Montalembert, quoted above, p. 82 sq.  

 



75. Clerical Morals. 
 
1. Social Position. The clergy stood, during the middle ages, at the head of society, and shared 
with kings and nobles the rule of the people. They had the guardianship of the souls and 
consciences of men, and handled the keys of the kingdom of heaven. They possessed nearly all 
the learning, but it was generally very limited, and confined to a little Latin without any Greek. 
Some priests descended from noble and even royal blood, others from slaves who belonged to 
monasteries. They enjoyed many immunities from public burdens, as military duty and taxation. 
Charlemagne and his successors granted to them all the privileges which the Eastern emperors 
from the time of Constantine had bestowed upon them. They could not be sued before a civil 
court, and had their own episcopal tribunals. No lay judge could apprehend or punish an 
ecclesiastic without the permission of his bishop. 
 
They were supported by the income from landed estates, cathedral funds, and the annual tithes 
which were enacted after the precedent of the Mosaic law. Pepin, by a decree of 764, imposed the 
payment of tithes upon all the royal possessions. Charlemagne extended it to all lands, and made 
the obligation general by a capitulary in 779. The tithes were regarded as the minimum 
contribution for the maintenance of religion and the support of the poor. They were generally paid 
to the bishop, as the administrator of all ecclesiastical goods. Many nobles had their own 
domestic chaplains who depended on their lords, and were often employed in degrading offices, 
as waiting at table and attending to horses and hounds. 
 
2. Morals. The priests were expected to excel in virtue as well as in education, and to commend 
their profession by an exemplary life. Upon the whole they were superior to their flock, but not 
unfrequently they disgraced their profession by scandalous immorality. According to ancient 
discipline every priest at his ordination was connected with a particular church except 
missionaries to heathen lands. But many priests defied the laws, and led an irregular wandering 
life as clerical tramps. They were forbidden to wear the sword, but many a bishop lost his life on 
the battle field and even some popes engaged in warfare. Drunkenness and licentiousness were 
common vices. Gregory of Tours mentions a bishop named Cautinus who, when intoxicated, had 
to be carried by four men from the table. Boniface gives a very unfavorable but partizan account 
of the French and German clergymen who acted independently of Rome. The acts of Synods are 
full of censures and punishments of clerical sins and vices. They legislated against fornication, 
intemperance, avarice, the habits of hunting, of visiting horse-races and theatres, and enjoined 
even corporal punishments. {328} 
 
Clerical immorality reached the lowest depth in the tenth and eleventh centuries, when Rome was 
a sink of iniquity, and the popes themselves set the worst example. But a new reform began with 
the Hildebrandian popes. 
 
3. Canonical Life. Chrodegang, bishop of Metz (A. D. 760), reformed the clergy by introducing, 
or reviving, after the example of St. Augustin, the "canonical" or semi-monastic life. The bishop 
and lower clergymen lived in the same house, near the cathedral, ate at the same table, prayed and 
studied together, like a family of monks, only differing from them in dress and the right of 
holding property or receiving fees for official services. Such an establishment was called 
Chapter, {329} and the members of it were called Canons. {330} 
 
The example was imitated in other places. Charlemagne made the canonical life obligatory on all 
bishops as far as possible. Many chapters were liberally endowed. But during the civil 
commotions of the Carolingians the canonical life degenerated or was broken up. 



 
4. Celibacy. In the East the lower clergy were always allowed to marry, and only a second 
marriage is forbidden. In the West celibacy was the prescribed rule, but most clergymen lived 
either with lawful wives or with concubines. In Milan all the priests and deacons were married in 
the middle of the eleventh century, but to the disgust of the severe moralists of the time. {331} 
Hadrian II. was married before he became pope, and had a daughter, who was murdered by her 
husband, together with the pope’s wife, Stephania (868). {332} The wicked pope Benedict IX. 
sued for the daughter of his cousin, who consented on condition that he resign the papacy (1033). 
{333} The Hildebrandian popes, Leo IX. and Nicolas II., made attempts to enforce clerical 
celibacy all over the West. They identified the interests of clerical morality and influence with 
clerical celibacy, and endeavored to destroy natural immorality by enforcing unnatural morality. 
How far Gregory VII. succeeded in this part of his reform, will be seen in the next period. 
 
{328} It seems incredible that there should have been an occasion for legislation against 
clergymen keeping houses of prostitution; and yet the Quinisexta or Trullan Synod of 692 enacted 
the canon: "He who keeps a brothel, if a clergyman, shall be deposed and excommunicated; if a 
layman, excommunicated." Hefele III. 341. 
 
{329} Capitulum, from the chapter of the Bible or of the monastic rules which were read in 
common every day. The name was applied both to the clerical brotherhood and to their habitation 
(chapter-house). The plural, Capitula or Capitularia designates codes of law ecclesiastical or 
civil, digested under chapters. See Martene, Deuteronomy Antiqu. Eccl. Ritibus, 1, IV. c. VI. 4, 
and Haddan In Smith and Cheetham, I. 347. 
 
{330} Canonici, either because they were bound by canons, or enrolled on the lists of 
ecclesiastical officers. They occupied an intermediate position between the secular clergy and the 
monks. See Du Cange, and Smith and Cheetham, sub Canonici. 
 
{331} Hefele IV. 794. 
 
{332} Ibid. p. 373. 
 
{333} Ibid. p. 707.  

 



76. Domestic Life. 
 
The purity and happiness of home-life depend on the position of woman, who is the beating heart 
of the household. Female degradation was one of the weakest spots in the old Greek and Roman 
civilization. The church, in counteracting the prevailing evil, ran into the opposite extreme of 
ascetic excess as a radical cure. Instead of concentrating her strength on the purification and 
elevation of the family, she recommended lonely celibacy as a higher degree of holiness and a 
safer way to heaven. 
 
Among the Western and Northern barbarians she found a more favorable soil for the cultivation 
of Christian family life. The contrast which the heathen historian Tacitus and the Christian monk 
Salvian draw between the chastity of the Teutonic barbarians and the licentiousness of the Latin 
races is overdrawn for effect, but not without foundation. The German and Scandinavian tribes 
had an instinctive reverence for the female sex, as being inspired by a divinity, possessed of the 
prophetic gift, and endowed with secret charms. Their women shared the labors and dangers of 
men, emboldened them in their fierce battles, and would rather commit suicide than submit to 
dishonor. Yet the wife was entirely in the power of her husband, and could be bought, sold, 
beaten, and killed. 
 
The Christian religion preserved and strengthened the noble traits, and developed them into the 
virtues of chivalry; while it diminished or abolished evil customs and practices. The Synods often 
deal with marriage and divorce. Polygamy, concubinage, secret marriages, marriages with near 
relatives, mixed marriages with heathens or Jews or heretics were forbidden; the marriage tie was 
declared sacred and indissoluble (except by adultery); sexual intemperance restrained and 
forbidden on Sundays and during Lent; the personal independence of woman and her rights of 
property were advanced. The Virgin Mary was constantly held up to the imagination as the 
incarnation of female parity and devotion. Not unfrequently, however, marriages were dissolved 
by mutual consent from mistaken ascetic piety. When a married layman entered the priesthood or 
a convent, he usually forsook his wife. In a Roman Synod of 827 such separation was made 
subject to the approval of the bishop. A Synod of Rouen, 1072, forbade husbands whose wives 
had taken the veil, to marry another. Wives whose husbands had disappeared were forbidden by 
the same Synod to marry until the fact of death was made certain. {334} 
 
Upon the whole, the synodical legislation on the subject of marriage was wise, timely, restraining, 
purifying, and ennobling in its effect. The purest and brightest chapter in the history of Pope 
Nicolas I. is his protection of injured innocence in the person of the divorced wife of King Lothair 
of Lorraine. {335} 
 
{334} For all these details see the scattered notices in vols, III. and IV. of Hefele. 
 
{335} See 61, p. 275 sq.  

 



77. Slavery. 
 
See the Lit. in vol. I. 48 (p. 444), and in vol. II. 97 (p. 347). Comp. also Balmes (R.C.): 
Protestantism and Catholicism compared in their effects on the Civilization of Europe. Transl. 
from the spanish. Baltimore 1851, Chs. xv.-xix. Brace: Gesta Christi, Ch. xxi. 
 
History is a slow but steady progress of emancipation from the chains which sin has forged. The 
institution of slavery was universal in Europe during the middle ages among barbarians as well as 
among civilized nations. It was kept up by natural increase, by war, and by the slave-trade which 
was carried on in Europe more or less till the fifteenth century, and in America till the eighteenth. 
Not a few freemen sold themselves into slavery for debt, or from poverty. The slaves were 
completely under the power of their masters, and had no claim beyond the satisfaction of their 
physical wants. They could not bear witness in courts of justice. They could be bought and sold 
with their children like other property. The marriage tie was disregarded, and marriages between 
freemen and slaves were null and void. In the course of time slavery was moderated into serfdom, 
which was attached to the soil. Small farmers often preferred that condition to freedom, as it 
secured them the protection of a powerful nobleman against robbers and invaders. The condition 
of the serfs, however, during the middle ages was little better than that of slaves, and gave rise to 
occasional outbursts in the Peasant Wars, which occurred mostly in connection with the free 
preaching of the Gospel (as by Wiclif and the Lollards in England, and by Luther in Germany), 
but which were suppressed by force, and in their immediate effects increased the burdens of the 
dependent classes. The same struggle between capital and labor is still going on in different 
forms. 
 
The mediaeval church inherited the patristic views of slavery. She regarded it as a necessary evil, 
as a legal right based on moral wrong, as a consequence of sin and a just punishment for it. She 
put it in the same category with war, violence, pestilence, famine, and other evils. St. Augustin, 
the greatest theological authority of the Latin church, treats slavery as disturbance of the normal 
condition and relation. God did not, he says, establish the dominion of man over man, but only 
over the brute. He derives the word servus, as usual, from servare (to save the life of captives of 
war doomed to death), but cannot find it in the Bible till the time of the righteous Noah, who gave 
it as a punishment to his guilty son Ham; whence it follows that the word came "from sin, not 
from nature." He also holds that the institution will finally be abolished when all iniquity shall 
disappear, and God shall be all in all. {336} 
 
The church exerted her great moral power not so much towards the abolition of slavery as the 
amelioration and removal of the evils connected with it. Many provincial Synods dealt with the 
subject, at least incidentally. The legal right of holding slaves was never called in question, and 
slaveholders were in good and regular standing. Even convents held slaves, though in glaring 
inconsistency with their professed principle of equality and brotherhood. Pope Gregory the Great, 
one of the most humane of the popes, presented bondservants from his own estates to convents, 
and exerted all his influence to recover a fugitive slave of his brother. {337} A reform Synod of 
Pavia, over which Pope Benedict VIII., one of the forerunners of Hildebrand, presided (A. D. 
1018), enacted that sons and daughters of clergymen, whether from free-women or slaves, 
whether from legal wives or concubines, are the property of the church, and should never be 
emancipated. {338} No pope has ever declared slavery incompatible with Christianity. The 
church was strongly conservative, and never encouraged a revolutionary or radical movement 
looking towards universal emancipation. 
 



But, on the other hand, the Christian spirit worked silently, steadily and irresistibly in the 
direction of emancipation. The church, as the organ of that spirit, proclaimed ideas and principles 
which, in their legitimate working, must root out ultimately both slavery and tyranny, and bring in 
a reign of freedom, love, and peace. She humbled the master and elevated the slave, and reminded 
both of their common origin and destiny. She enjoined in all her teaching the gentle and humane 
treatment of slaves, and enforced it by the all-powerful motives derived from the love of Christ, 
the common redemption and moral brotherhood of men. She opened her houses of worship as 
asylums to fugitive slaves, and surrendered them to their masters only on promise of pardon. 
{339} She protected the freedmen in the enjoyment of their liberty. She educated sons of slaves 
for the priesthood, with the permission of their masters, but required emancipation before 
ordination. {340} Marriages of freemen with slaves were declared valid if concluded with the 
knowledge of the condition of the latter. {341} Slaves could not be forced to labor on Sundays. 
This was a most important and humane protection of the right to rest and worship. {342} No 
Christian was permitted by the laws of the church to sell a slave to foreign lands, or to a Jew or 
heathen. Gregory I. prohibited the Jews within the papal jurisdiction to keep Christian slaves, 
which he considered an outrage upon the Christian name. Nevertheless even clergymen 
sometimes sold Christian slaves to Jews. The tenth Council of Toledo (656 or 657) complains of 
this practice, protests against it with Bible passages, and reminds the Christians that "the slaves 
were redeemed by the blood of Christ, and that Christians should rather buy than sell them." 
{343} Individual emancipation was constantly encouraged as a meritorious work of charity well 
pleasing to God, and was made a solemn act. The master led the slave with a torch around the 
altar, and with his hands on the altar pronounced the act of liberation in such words as these: "For 
fear of Almighty God, and for the care of my soul I liberate thee;" or: "In the name and for the 
love of God I do free this slave from the bonds of slavery." 
 
Occasionally a feeble voice was raised against the institution itself, especially from monks who 
were opposed to all worldly possession, and felt the great inconsistency of convents holding 
slave-property. Theodore of the Studium forbade his convent to do this, but on the ground that 
secular possessions and marriage were proper only for laymen. {344} A Synod of Chalons, held 
between 644 and 650, at which thirty-eight bishops and six episcopal representatives were 
present, prohibited the selling of Christian slaves outside of the kingdom of Clovis, from fear that 
they might fall into the power of pagans or Jews, and he introduces this decree with the 
significant words: "The highest piety and religion demand that Christians should be redeemed 
entirely from the bond of servitude." {345} By limiting the power of sale, slave-property was 
raised above ordinary property, and this was a step towards abolishing this property itself by 
legitimate means. 
 
Under the combined influences of Christianity, civilization, and oeconomic and political 
considerations, the slave trade was forbidden, and slavery gradually changed into serfdom, and 
finally abolished all over Europe and North America. Where the spirit of Christ is there is liberty. 
 
Notes. 
 
In Europe serfdom continued till the eighteenth century, in Russia even till 1861, when it was 
abolished by the Czar Alexander II. In the United States, the freest country in the world, strange 
to say, negro slavery flourished and waxed fat under the powerful protection of the federal 
constitution, the fugitive slave-law, the Southern state-laws, and "King Cotton," until it went out 
in blood (1861-65) at a cost far exceeding the most liberal compensation which Congress might 
and ought to have made for a peaceful emancipation. But passion ruled over reason, self-interest 
over justice, and politics over morals and religion. Slavery still lingers in nominally Christian 



countries of South America, and is kept up with the accursed slave-trade under Mohammedan 
rule in Africa, but is doomed to disappear from the bounds of civilization. 
 
{336} Deuteronomy Civit. Dei, 1. XIX. c. 15. "Nomen [servus] culpa meruit, non natura. Prima 
servitutis causa peccatum est, ut homo homini conditionis vinculo subderetur quod non fuit nisi 
Deo judicante, apud quem non est iniquitas." He thinks it will continue with the duties prescribed 
by the apostles, donec transeat iniquitas, et evacuetur omnis principatus, et potestas humana, et 
sit Deus omnia in omnibus. Chrysostom taught substantially the same views, and derived from 
the sin of Adam a threefold servitude and a threefold tyranny, that of the husband over the wife, 
the master over the slave, and the state over the subjects. Thomas Aquinas, the greatest of the 
schoolmen, "did not see in slavery either difference of race or imaginary inferiority or means of 
government, but only a scourge inflicted on humanity by the sins of the first man" (Balmes, p. 
112). But none of these great men seems to have had an idea that slavery would ever disappear 
from the earth except with sin itself. Cessante causa, cessat effectus. See vol. III. 115-121. 
 
{337} Epist. X. 66; IX. 102. See these and other passages in Overbeck, Verhaltniss der alten 
Kirche zur Sklaverei, in his "Studien zur Gesch. der alten Kirche" (1875) p. 211 sq. Overbeck, 
however, dwells too much on the proslavery sentiments of the fathers, and underrates the merits 
of the church for the final abolition of slavery. 
 
{338} Hefele IV. 670. 
 
{339} Synod of Clermont, A. D. 549. Hefele III. 5; comp. II. 662. 
 
{340} Fifth Synod of Orleans, 549; Synod of Aachen, 789; Synod of Francfurt, 794. See Hefele 
III. 3, 666, 691. If ordination took place without the master’s consent, he could reclaim the slave 
from the ranks of the clergy. Hefele IV. 26. 
 
{341} Hefele III. 574, 575, 611. The first example was set by Pope Callistus (218-223), who was 
himself formerly a slave, and gave the sanction of the Roman church to marriages between free 
Christian ladies and slaves or lowborn men. Hippolytus, Philosoph. IX. 12 (p. 460 ed. Duncker 
and Schneidewin). This was contrary to Roman law, and disapproved even by Hippolytus. 
 
{342} The 16th Synod of Toledo, 693, passed the following canon: "If a slave works on Sunday 
by command of his master, the slave becomes free, and the master is punished to pay 30 solidi. If 
the slave works on Sunday without command of his master, he is whipped or must pay fine for 
his skin. If a freeman works on Sunday, he loses his liberty or must pay 60 solidi; a priest has to 
pay double the amount." Hefele II. 349; comp. p. 355. 
 
{343} Hefele III. 103; comp. IV. 70. Balmes, p. 108. 
 
{344} Overbeck, l. c.., p. 219. 
 
{345} Conc. Cabilonense, can. 9: "Pietatis est maximae et religionis intuitus, ut captivitatis 
vinculum omnino a Christianis redimatur." The date of the Council is uncertain, see Mansi, Conc. 
X. 1198; Hefele, III. 92.  

 



78. Feuds and Private Wars. The Truce of God. 
 
A. Kluckhohn: Geschichte des Gottesfriedens. Leipzig 1857. 
 
Henry C. Lea: Superstition and Force. Essays on the Wager of Law—the Wager of Battle—the 
Ordeal—Torture. Phila. 1866 (407 pages). 
 
Among all barbarians, individual injury is at once revenged on the person of the enemy; and the 
family or tribe to which the parties belong identify themselves with the quarrel till the thirst for 
blood is satiated. Hence the feuds {346} and private wars, or deadly quarrels between families 
and clans. The same custom of self-help and unbridled passion prevails among the Mohammedan 
Arabs to this day. 
 
The influence of Christianity was to confine the responsibility for a crime to its author, and to 
substitute orderly legal process for summary private vengeance. The sixteenth Synod of Toledo 
(693) forbade duels and private feuds. {347} The Synod of Poitiers, A. D. 1000, resolved that all 
controversies should hereafter be adjusted by law and not by force. {348} The belligerent 
individuals or tribes were exhorted to reconciliation by a sealed agreement, and the party which 
broke the peace was excommunicated. A Synod of Limoges in 1031 used even the more terrible 
punishment of the interdict against the bloody feuds. 
 
These sporadic efforts prepared the way for one of the most benevolent institutions of the middle 
ages, the so-called "Peace" or "Truce of God." {349} It arose in Aquitania in France during or 
soon after a terrible famine in 1033, which increased the number of murders (even for the 
satisfaction of hunger) and inflicted untold misery upon the people. Then the bishops and abbots, 
as if moved by divine inspiration (hence "the Peace of God"), united in the resolution that all 
feuds should cease from Wednesday evening till Monday morning (a feriae quartae vespera 
usque ad secundam feriam, incipiente luce) on pain of excommunication. {350} In 1041 the 
archbishop Raimbald of Arles, the bishops Benedict of Avignon and Nitard of Nice, and the 
abbot Odilo of Clugny issued in their name and in the name of the French episcopate an 
encyclical letter to the Italian bishops and clergy, in which they solemnly implore them to keep 
the heaven-sent Treuga Dei, already introduced in Gaul, namely, to observe peace between 
neighbors, friends or foes on four days of the week, namely, on Thursday, on account of Christ’s 
ascension, on Friday on account of his crucifixion, on Saturday in memory of his burial, on 
Sunday in memory of his resurrection. They add: "All who love this Treuga Dei we bless and 
absolve; but those who oppose it we anathematize and exclude from the church. He who punishes 
a disturber of the Peace of God shall be acquitted of guilt and blessed by all Christians as a 
champion of the cause of God." 
 
The peace-movement spread through all Burgundy and France, and was sanctioned by the Synods 
of Narbonne (1054), Gerundum in Spain (1068), Toulouse (1068), Troyes (1093), Rouen (1096), 
Rheims (1136), the Lateran (1139 and 1179), etc. The Synod of Clermont (1095), under the lead 
of Pope Urban II., made the Truce of God the general law of the church. The time of the Truce 
was extended to the whole period from the first of Advent to Epiphany, from Ashwednesday to 
the close of the Easter week, and from Ascension to the close of the week of Pentecost; also to the 
various festivals and their vigils. The Truce was announced by the ringing of bells. {351} 
 
{346} Saxon Faehth, or Faeght, Danish feide, Dutch veede, German Fehde, low Latin faida or 
faidia. Compare the German Feind, the English fiend. Du Cange defines faida: "Gravis et aperta 



inimicitia ob caedem aliquam suscepta, and refers to his dissertation Deuteronomy Privatis 
Bellis." 
 
{347} Hefele III. 349. 
 
{348} IV. 655, 689. 
 
{349} Treuga Dei, Gottesfriede. See Du Cange sub. "Treva, Treuga, seu Trevia Dei." The word 
occurs in several languages (treuga, tregoa, trauva, treva, treve). It comes from the same root as 
the German treu, Treue, and the English true troth, truce, and signifies a pledge of faith, given for 
a time to an enemy for keeping peace. 
 
{350} Rodull Glaber, a monk of Cluny, gives a graphic account of this famine and the origin of 
the Peace movement, in his Historia sui Temporis, lib. IV. c.4 and 5 (in Migne’s Patrol. Tom. 
142, fol. 675-679). Hefele, IV. 698, traces the movement to Provence and to the year 1040 with a 
"perhaps," but Rodulf Glaber makes it begin "in Aquitaniae partibus anno incarnati Christi 
millesimo tricesimo tertio," from whence it spread rapidly "per Arelatensem provinciam, atque 
Lugdunensem, sicque per universam Burgundiam, atque in ultimas Franciae partes" (Migne, l. c. 
fol. 678). Comp. lib. V. 1 (fol. 693): "primitus inpartibus Aquitanicis, deinde paulatim per 
universum Galliarum territorium," etc. He also reports that the introduction of the Peace was 
blessed by innumerable cures and a bountiful harvest. "Erat instar illius antiqui Mosaici magni 
Jubilaei." Balderich, in his Chronicle of the Bishops of Cambray, reports that in one of the French 
synods a bishop showed a letter which fell from heaven and exhorted to peace. The bishop of 
Cambray, however, dissented because he thought the resolution could not be carried out. 
 
{351} See further details in Mansi XIX. 549 sq.; Kluckhohn; Hefele (IV. 696-702, 780); and 
Mejer in Herzog 2 V. 319 sqq. 
 

79. The Ordeal. 
 
Grimm: Deutsche Rechtsalterthomer, Gottingen 1828, p. 908 sqq. Hildenbrand: Die Purgatio 
canonica et vulgaris, Monchen 1841. Unger: Der gerichtliche Zweikampf, Gottingen 1847. 
Philipps: Ueber die Ordalien, Monchen 1847. Dahn: Studien zur Gesch. der Germ. 
Gottesurtheile, Monchen 1867. Pfalz: Die german. Ordalien, Leipz. 1865. Henry C. Lea: 
Superstition and Force, Philad. 1866, p. 175-280. (I have especially used Lea, who gives ample 
authorities for his statements.) For synodical legislation on ordeals see Hefele, Vols. III. and IV. 
 
Another heathen custom with which the church had to deal, is the so-called Judgment of God or 
Ordeal, that is, a trial of guilt or innocence by a direct appeal to God through nature. {352} It 
prevailed in China, Japan, India, Egypt (to a less extent in Greece and Rome), and among the 
barbaric races throughout Europe. {353} 
 
The ordeal reverses the correct principle that a man must be held to be innocent until he is proved 
to be guilty, and throws the burden of proof upon the accused instead of the accuser. It is based 
on the superstitious and presumptuous belief that the divine Ruler of the universe will at any time 
work a miracle for the vindication of justice when man in his weakness cannot decide, and 
chooses to relieve himself of responsibility by calling heaven to his aid. In the Carlovingian 
Capitularies the following passage occurs: "Let doubtful cases be determined by the judgment of 
God. The judges may decide that which they clearly know, but that which they cannot know shall 



be reserved for the divine judgment. He whom God has reserved for his own judgment may not 
be condemned by human means." 
 
The customary ordeals in the middle ages were water-ordeals and fire-ordeals; the former were 
deemed plebeian, the latter (as well as the duel), patrician. The one called to mind the punishment 
of the deluge and of Pharaoh in the Red Sea; the other, the future punishment of hell. The water-
ordeals were either by hot water, {354}  or by cold water; {355} the fire-ordeals were either by 
hot iron, {356} or by pure fire. {357} The person accused or suspected of a crime was exposed to 
the danger of death or serious injury by one of these elements: if he escaped unhurt—if he 
plunged his arm to the elbow into boiling water, or walked barefoot upon heated plough-shares, 
or held a burning ball of iron in his hand, without injury, he was supposed to be declared innocent 
by a miraculous interposition of God, and discharged; otherwise he was punished. 
 
To the ordeals belongs also the judicial duel or battle ordeal. It was based on the old superstition 
that God always gives victory to the innocent. {358} It was usually allowed only to freemen. 
Aged and sick persons, women, children, and ecclesiastics could furnish substitutes, but not 
always. Mediaeval panegyrists trace the judicial duel back to Cain and Abel. It prevailed among 
the ancient Danes, Irish, Burgundians, Franks, and Lombards, but was unknown among the 
Anglo-Saxons before William the Conqueror, who introduced it into England. It was used also in 
international litigation. The custom died out in the sixteenth century. {359} 
 
The mediaeval church, with her strong belief in the miraculous, could not and did not generally 
oppose the ordeal, but she baptized it and made it a powerful means to enforce her authority over 
the ignorant and superstitious people she had to deal with. Several councils at Mainz in 880, at 
Tribur on the Rhine in 895, at Tours in 925, at Mainz in 1065, at Auch in 1068, at Grau in 1099, 
recognized and recommended it; the clergy, bishops, and archbishops, as Hincmar of Rheims, and 
Burckhardt of Worms, and even popes like Gregory VII. and Calixtus II. lent it their influence. 
St. Bernard approved of the cold-water process for the conviction of heretics, and St. Ivo of 
Chartres admitted that the incredulity of mankind sometimes required an appeal to the verdict of 
Heaven, though such appeals were not commanded by, the law of God. As late as 1215 the 
ferocious inquisitor Conrad of Marburg freely used the hot iron against eighty persons in 
Strassburg alone who were suspected of the Albigensian heresy. The clergy prepared the 
combatants by fasting and prayer, and special liturgical formula; they presided over the trial and 
pronounced the sentence. Sometimes fraud was practiced, and bribes offered and taken to divert 
the course of justice. Gregory of Tours mentions the case of a deacon who, in a conflict with an 
Arian priest, anointed his arm before he stretched it into the boiling caldron; the Arian discovered 
the trick, charged him with using magic arts, and declared the trial null and void; but a Catholic 
priest, Jacintus from Ravenna, stepped forward, and by catching the ring from the bubbling 
caldron, triumphantly vindicated the orthodox faith to the admiring multitude, declaring that the 
water felt cold at the bottom and agreeably warm at the top. When the Arian boldly repeated the 
experiment, his flesh was boiled off the bones up to the elbow. {360} 
 
The Church even invented and substituted new ordeals, which were less painful and cruel than the 
old heathen forms, but shockingly profane according to our notions. Profanity and superstition are 
closely allied. These new methods are the ordeal of the cross, and the ordeal of the eucharist. 
They were especially used by ecclesiastics. 
 
The ordeal of the cross {361} is simply a trial of physical strength. The plaintiff and the 
defendant, after appropriate religious ceremonies, stood with uplifted arm before a cross while 
divine service was performed, and victory depended on the length of endurance. Pepin first 
prescribed this trial, by a Capitulary of 752, in cases of application by a wife for divorce. 



Charlemagne prescribed it in cases of territorial disputes which might arise between his sons 
(806). But Louis-le-Debonnaire, soon after the death of Charlemagne, forbade its continuance at a 
Council of Aix-la-Chapelle in 816, because this abuse of the cross tended to bring the Christian 
symbol into contempt. His son, the Emperor Lothair, renewed the prohibition. A trace of this 
ordeal is left in the proverbial allusion to an experimentum crucis. 
 
A still worse profanation was the ordeal of consecrated bread in the eucharist with the awful 
adjuration: "May this body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ be a judgment to thee this day." 
{362} It was enjoined by a Synod of Worms, in 868, upon bishops and priests who were accused 
of a capital crime, such as murder, adultery, theft, sorcery. It was employed by Cautinus, bishop 
of Auvergne, at the close of the sixth century, who administered the sacrament to a Count 
Eulalius, accused of patricide, and acquitted him after he had partaken of it without harm. King 
Lothair and his nobles took the sacrament in proof of his separation from Walrada, his mistress, 
but died soon afterwards at Piacenza of a sudden epidemic, and this was regarded by Pope 
Hadrian II. as a divine punishment. Rudolfus Glaber records the case of a monk who boldly 
received the consecrated host, but forthwith confessed his crime when the host slipped out of his 
navel, white and pure as before. Sibicho, bishop of Speier, underwent the trial to clear himself of 
the charge of adultery (1049). Even Pope Hildebrand made use of it in self-defense against 
Emperor Henry IV. at Canossa, in 1077. "Lest I should seem," he said "to rely rather on human 
than divine testimony, and that I may remove from the minds of all, by immediate satisfaction, 
every scruple, behold this body of our Lord which I am about to take. Let it be to me this day a 
test of my innocence, and may the Omnipotent God this day by his judgment absolve me of the 
accusations if I am innocent, or let me perish by sudden death, if guilty." Then the pope calmly 
took the wafer, and called upon the trembling emperor to do the same, but Henry evaded it on the 
ground of the absence of both his friends and his enemies, and promised instead to submit to a 
trial by the imperial diet. 
 
The purgatorial oath, when administered by wonder-working relics, was also a kind of ordeal of 
ecclesiastical origin. A false oath on the black cross in the convent of Abington, made from the 
nails of the crucifixion, and derived from the Emperor Constantine, was fatal to the malefactor. In 
many cases these relics were the means of eliciting confessions which could not have been 
obtained by legal devices. 
 
The genuine spirit of Christianity, however, urged towards an abolition rather than improvement 
of all these ordeals. Occasionally such voices of protest were raised, though for a long time 
without effect. Avitus, bishop of Vienne, in the beginning of the sixth century, remonstrated with 
Gundobald for giving prominence to the battle-ordeal in the Burgundian code. St. Agobard, 
archbishop of Lyons, before the middle of the ninth century (he died about 840) attacked the duel 
and the ordeal in two special treatises, which breathe the gospel spirit of humanity, fraternity and 
peace in advance of his age. {363} He says that the ordeals are falsely called judgments of God; 
for God never prescribed them, never approved them, never willed them; but on the contrary, he 
commands us, in the law and the gospel, to love our neighbor as ourselves, and has appointed 
judges for the settlement of controversies among men. He warns against a presumptuous 
interpretation of providence whose counsels are secret and not to be revealed by water and fire. 
Several popes, Leo IV. (847-855), Nicolas I. (858-867), Stephen VI. (885-891), Sylvester II. 
(999-1003), Alexander II. (1061-1073), Alexander III. (1159-1181), Coelestin III. (1191-1198), 
Honorius III. (1222), and the fourth Lateran Council (1215), condemned more or less clearly the 
superstitious and frivolous provocation of miracles. {364} It was by their influence, aided by 
secular legislation, that these God-tempting ordeals gradually disappeared during the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries, but the underlying idea survived in the torture which for a long time took the 
place of the ordeal. 



 
{352} From the Anglo-Saxon ordael or ordela (from or equals ur, and dael equals theil): 
German: Urtheil or Gottesurtheil; Dutch: oordeel; French: ordeal; L. Lat.; ordalium, ordale, 
ordela. See Du Cange sub. ordela, aquae frigidae judicium, Duellum, Ferrum candens; Skeat 
(Etymol. Dict. of the Engl. Lang.) sub. Deal. 
 
{353} See the proof in Lea, who finds in the wide prevalence of this custom a confirmation of the 
common origin of the Aryan or Indo-germanic races. 
 
{354} Judicium aquae ferventis, aeneum, cacabus, caldaria. This is probably the oldest form in 
Europe. See Lea, p. 196. It is usually referred to in the most ancient texts of law, and especially 
recommended by Hincmar of Rheims, as combining the elements of water—the judgment of the 
deluge—and of fire—the judgment of the last day. The accused was obliged, with his naked arm, 
to find a small stone or ring in a boiling caldron of water (this was called in German the 
Kesselfang), or simply to throw the hand to the wrist or to the elbow into boiling water. See Lea, 
p. 196 sqq. 
 
{355} Judicium aquae frigidae. It was not known in Europe before Pope Eugenius II. (824-827), 
who seems to have introduced it. The accused was bound with cords, and lowered with a rope 
into a reservoir or pond, with the prayer (St., Dunstan’s formula): "Let not the water receive the 
body of him who, released from the weight of goodness, is upborne by the wind of iniquity." It 
was supposed that the pure element would not receive a criminal into its bosom. It required 
therefore in this case a miracle to convict the accused, as in the natural order of things he would 
escape. Lea (p. 221) relates this instance from a MS. in the British Museum In 1083, during the 
deadly struggle between the Empire and the Papacy, as personified in Henry IV. and Hildebrand, 
the imperialists related with great delight that some of the leading prelates of the papal court 
submitted the cause of their chief to this ordeal. After a three days’ fast, and proper benediction of 
the water, they placed in it a boy to represent the Emperor, when to their horror he sank like a 
stone. On referring the result to Hildebrand, he ordered a repetition of the experiment, which was 
attended with the same result. Then, throwing him in, as a representative of the Pope, he 
obstinately floated during two trials, in spite of all efforts to force him under the surface, and an 
oath was exacted from them to maintain inviolable secrecy as to the unexpected result. James I. of 
England was a strict believer in this ordeal, and thought that the pure element would never 
receive those who had desecrated the privileges of holy baptism. Even as late as 1836, an old 
woman, reputed to be a witch, was twice plunged into the sea at Hela, near Danzig, and as she 
persisted in rising to the surface, she was pronounced guilty and beaten to death. See Lea, p. 228 
and 229. 
 
{356} Judicium ferri or ferri candentis. A favorite mode, administered in two different forms, the 
one by six or twelve red-hot plough-shares (vomeres igniti), over which the person had to walk 
bare-footed; the other by a piece of red-hot iron, which he had to carry for a distance of nine feet 
or more. See Lea, p. 201 sq. 
 
{357} The accused had to stretch his hand into a fire; hence the French proverbial expression: 
"J’en mettrais la main au feu," as an affirmation of positive belief. Sometimes he had to walk 
bare-legged and bare-footed through the flames of huge pyres. Petrus Igneus gained his reputation 
and surname by an exploit of this kind. See examples in Lea, p. 209 sqq. Savonarola proposed 
this ordeal in 1498 to his enemies in proof of his assertion that the church needed a thorough 
reformation, and that his excommunication by Pope Alexander VI. was null and void, but he 
shrunk from the trial, lost his cause, and was hanged and burned after undergoing frightful 



tortures. He had not the courage of Hus at Constance, or Luther at Worms, and his attempted 
reformation left nothing but a tragic memory. 
 
{358} Tacitus (German, cap. 7) reports of the heathen Germans: "[Deum] adesse, bellantibus 
credunt." 
 
{359} See Lea, p. 75-174. The wager of battle, as a judicial institution, must not be confounded 
with the private duel which has been more or less customary among all races and in all ages, and 
still survives as a relic of barbarism, though misnamed "the satisfaction of a gentleman." The 
judicial duel aims at the discovery of truth and the impartial administration of justice, while the 
object of the private duel is personal vengeance and reparation of honor. 
 
{360} Deuteronomy Gloria Martyrum I. 81. Lea, p. 198. 
 
{361} Judicium crucis, or stare ad crucem, Kreuzesprobe. A modification of it was the trial of 
standing with the arms extended in the form of a cross. In this way St. Lioba, abbess of 
Bischoffsheim, vindicated the honor of her convent against the charge of impurity when a new-
born child was drowned in the neighborhood. Lea, p. 231. 
 
{362} Judicium offae, panis conjuratio, corsnaed, Abendmahlsprobe. Comp. Hefele IV. 370, 552, 
735. 
 
{363} Liber adversus Legem Gundobadi (i.e. Leg. Burgundionum) et impia certarmina quae per 
eam geruntur; and Liber Contra Judicium Dei. See his Opera ed. Baluzius, Paris 1666, T. I. 107 
sqq., 300 sqq., and in Migne’s Patrologia, Tom. CIV. f 113-126, and f. 250-258 (with the notes 
of Baluzius). 
 
{364} "At length, when the Papal authority reached its culminating point, a vigorous and 
sustained effort to abolish the whole system was made by the Popes who occupied the pontifical 
throne from 1159-1227. Nothing can be more peremptory than the prohibition uttered by 
Alexander III. In 1181, Lucius III. pronounced null and void the acquittal of a priest charged with 
homicide, who had undergone the water-ordeal, and ordered him to prove his innocence with 
compurgators, and the blow was followed up by his successors. Under Innocent III., the Fourth 
Council of Lateran, in 1215, formally forbade the employment of any ecclesiastical ceremonies in 
such trials; and as the moral influence of the ordeal depended entirely upon its religious 
associations, a strict observance of this canon must speedily have swept the whole system into 
oblivion. Yet at this very time the inquisitor Conrad of Marburg was employing in Germany the 
red-hot iron as a means of condemning his unfortunate victims by wholesale, and the chronicler 
relates that, whether innocent or guilty, few escaped the test. The canon of Lateran, however, was 
actively followed up by the Papal legates, and the effect was soon discernible." Lea, p. 272.  

 



80. The Torture. 
 
Henry C. Lea: Superstition and Force (Philad. 1866), p. 281-391. Paul Lacroix: Manners, 
Customs, and Dress of the Middle Ages and during the Renaissance Period (transl. from the 
French, N. York 1874), p. 407-434. Brace. Gesta Christi, ch. XV. 
 
The torture rests on the same idea as the ordeal. {365} It is an attempt to prove innocence or guilt 
by imposing a physical pain which no man can bear without special aid from God. When the 
ordeal had fulfilled its mission, the torture was substituted as a more convenient mode and better 
fitted for an age less superstitious and more sceptical, but quite as despotic and intolerant. It 
forms one of the darkest chapters in history. For centuries this atrocious system, opposed to the 
Mosaic legislation and utterly revolting to every Christian and humane feeling, was employed in 
civilized Christian countries, and sacrificed thousands of human beings, innocent as well as 
guilty, to torments worse than death. 
 
The torture was unknown among the Hindoos and the Semitic nations, but recognized by the 
ancient Greeks and Romans, as a regular legal proceeding. It was originally confined to slaves 
who were deemed unfit to bear voluntary testimony, and to require force to tell the truth. {366} 
Despotic emperors extended it to freemen, first in cases of crimen laesae majestatis. Pontius 
Pilate employed the scourge and the crown of thorns in the trial of our Saviour. Tiberius 
exhausted his ingenuity in inventing tortures for persons suspected of conspiracy, and took 
delight in their agony. The half-insane Caligula enjoyed the cruel spectacle at his dinner-table. 
Nero resorted to this cruelty to extort from the Christians the confession of the crime of 
incendiarism, as a pretext of his persecution, which he intensified by the diabolical invention of 
covering the innocent victims with pitch and burning them as torches in his gardens. The younger 
Pliny employed the torture against the Christians in Bithynia as imperial governor. Diocletian, in 
a formal edict, submitted all professors of the hated religion to this degrading test. The torture 
was gradually developed into a regular system and embodied in the Justinian Code. Certain rules 
were prescribed, and exemptions made in favor of the learned professions, especially the clergy, 
nobles, children below fourteen, women during pregnancy, etc. The system was thus sanctioned 
by the highest legal authorities. But opinions as to its efficiency differed. Augustus pronounced 
the torture the best form of proof. Cicero alternately praises and discredits it. Ulpian, with more 
wisdom, thought it unsafe, dangerous, and deceitful. 
 
Among the Northern barbarians the torture was at first unknown except for slaves. The common 
law of England does not recognize it. Crimes were regarded only as injuries to individuals, not to 
society, and the chief resource for punishment was the private vengeance of the injured party. But 
if a slave, who was a mere piece of property, was suspected of a theft, his master would flog him 
till he confessed. All doubtful questions among freemen were decided by sacramental purgation 
and the various forms of ordeal. But in Southern Europe, where the Roman population gave laws 
to the conquering barbarians, the old practice continued, or revived with the study of the Roman 
law. In Southern France and in Spain the torture was an unbroken ancestral custom. Alfonso the 
Wise, in the thirteenth century, in his revision of Spanish jurisprudence, known as Las Siete 
Partidas, retained the torture, but declared the person of man to be the noblest thing on earth, 
{367} and required a voluntary confession to make the forced confession valid. Consequently the 
prisoner after torture was brought before the judge and again interrogated; if be recanted, he was 
tortured a second, in grave cases, a third time; if he persisted in his confession, he was 
condemned. During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the system of torture, was generally 
introduced in Europe, and took the place of the ordeal. 
 



The church, true to her humanizing instincts, was at first hostile to the whole system of forcing 
evidence. A Synod of Auxerre (585 or 578) prohibited the clergy to witness a torture. {368} Pope 
Gregory I. denounced as worthless a confession extorted by incarceration and hunger. {369} 
Nicolas I. forbade the new converts in Bulgaria to extort confession by stripes and by pricking 
with a pointed iron, as contrary to all law, human and divine (866) {370} Gratian lays down the 
general rule that "confessio cruciatibus extorquenda non est." 
 
But at a later period, in dealing with heretics, the Roman church unfortunately gave the sanction 
of her highest authority to the use of the torture, and thus betrayed her noblest instincts and 
holiest mission. The fourth Lateran Council (1215) inspired the horrible crusades against the 
Albigenses and Waldenses, and the establishment of the infamous ecclesiastico-political courts of 
Inquisition. These courts found the torture the most effective means of punishing and 
exterminating heresy, and invented new forms of refined cruelty worse than those of the 
persecutors of heathen Rome. Pope Innocent IV., in his instruction for the guidance of the 
Inquisition in Tuscany and Lombardy, ordered the civil magistrates to extort from all heretics by 
torture a confession of their own guilt and a betrayal of all their accomplices (1252). {371} This 
was an ominous precedent, which did more harm to the reputation of the papacy than the 
extermination of any number of heretics could possibly do it good. In Italy, owing to the 
restriction of the ecclesiastical power by the emperor, the inquisition could not fully display its 
murderous character. In Germany its introduction was resisted by the people and the bishops, and 
Conrad of Marburg, the appointed Inquisitor, was murdered (1233). But in Spain it had every 
assistance from the crown and the people, which to this day take delight in the bloody spectacles 
of bullfights. The Spanish Inquisition was established in the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella by 
papal sanction (1478), reached its fearful height under the terrible General Inquisitor Torquemada 
(since 1483), and in its zeal to exterminate Moors, Jews, and heretics, committed such fearful 
excesses that even popes protested against the abuse of power, although with little effect. The 
Inquisition carried the system of torture to its utmost limits. After the Reformation it was still 
employed in trials of sorcery and witchcraft until the revolution of opinion in the eighteenth 
century swept it out of existence, together with cruel forms of punishment. This victory is due to 
the combined influence of justice, humanity, and tolerance. 
 
Notes. 
 
I. "The whole system of the Inquisition," says Lea (p. 331), "was such as to render the resort to 
torture inevitable. Its proceedings were secret; the prisoner was carefully kept in ignorance of the 
exact charges against him, and of the evidence upon which they were based. He was presumed to 
be guilty, and his judges bent all their energies to force him to confess. To accomplish this, no 
means were too base or too cruel. Pretended sympathizers were to be let into his dungeon, whose 
affected friendship might entrap him into an unwary admission; officials armed with fictitious 
evidence were directed to frighten him with assertions of the testimony obtained against him from 
supposititious witnesses; and no resources of fraud or guile were to be spared in overcoming the 
caution and resolution of the poor wretch whose mind had been carefully weakened by solitude, 
suffering, hunger, and terror. From this to the rack and estrapade the step was easily taken, and 
was not long delayed." For details see the works on the Inquisition. Llorente (Hist. crit. de 
l’Inquisition d’Espagne IV. 252, quoted by Gieseler III. 409 note 11) states that from 1478 to the 
end of the administration of Torquemada in 1498, when he resigned, "8800 persons were burned 
alive, 6500 in effigy, and 90,004 punished with different kinds of penance. Under the second 
general-inquisitor, the Dominican, Diego Deza, from 1499 to 1506, 1664 persons were burned 
alive, 832 in effigy, 32,456 punished. Under the third general-inquisitor, the Cardinal and 
Archbishop of Toledo, Francis Ximenes de Cisneros, from 1507 to 1517, 2536 were burned alive, 
1368 in effigy, 47,263 reconciled." Llorente was a Spanish priest and general secretary of the 



Inquisition at Madrid (from 1789-1791), and had access to all the archives, but his figures, as he 
himself admits, are based upon probable calculations, and have in some instances been disproved. 
He states, e.g. that in the first year of Torquemada’s administration 2000 persons were burned, 
and refers to the Jesuit Mariana (History of Spain), but Mariana means that during the whole 
administration of Torquemada "duo millia crematos igne." See Hefele, Cardinal Ximenes, p. 346. 
The sum total of persons condemned to death by the Spanish Inquisition during the 330 years of 
its existence, is stated to be 30,000. Hefele (Kirchenlexikon, v. 656) thinks this sum exaggerated, 
yet not surprising when compared with the number of witches that were burnt in Germany alone. 
The Spanish Inquisition pronounced its last sentence of death in the year 1781, was abolished 
under the French rule of Joseph Napoleon, Dec. 4, 1808, restored by Ferdinand VII. 1814, again 
abolished 1820, and (after another attempt to restore it) in 1834. Catholic writers, like Balmez (I. 
c. chs. xxxvi. and xxxvii.) and Hefele (Cardinal Ximenes, p. 257-389, and in Wetzer and Welte’s 
Kirchen-Lexicon, vol. V. 648-659), charge Llorente with inaccuracy in his figures, and defend the 
Catholic church against the excesses of the Spanish Inquisition, as this was a political rather than 
ecclesiastical institution, and had at least the good effect of preventing religious wars. But the 
Inquisition was instituted with the express sanction of Pope Sixtus IV. (Nov. 1, 1478), was 
controlled by the Dominican order and by Cardinals, and as to the benefit, the peace of the grave-
yard is worse than war. Hefele adds, however (V. 657): "Nach all’ diesen Bemerkungen sind wir 
obrigens weit entfernt, der Spanichen Inquisition an-sich das Wort reden zu wollen, vielmehr 
bestreiten wir der weltlichen Gewalt durchaus die Befugniss, das Gewissen zu knebeln, und sind 
von Herzensgrund aus jedem staatlichen Religionszwang abhold, mag er von einem Torquemada 
in der Dominikanerkutte, oder von einem Bureaucraten in der Staatsuniform ansgehen. Aber das 
wollten wir zeigen, dass die Inquisition das schaendliche Ungeheuer nicht war, wozu es 
Parteileidenschaft und Unwissenheit haufig stempeln wollten." 
 
II. The torture was abolished in England after 1640, in Prussia 1740, in Tuscany 1786, in France 
1789, in Russia 1801, in various German states partly earlier, partly later (between 1740 and 
1831), in Japan 1873. Thomasius, Hommel, Voltaire, Howard, used their influence against it. 
Exceptional cases of judicial torture occurred in the nineteenth century in Naples, Palermo, 
Roumania (1868), and Zug (1869). See Lea, p. 389 sqq., and the chapter on Witchcraft in Lecky’s 
History of Rationalism (vol. I. 27-154). The extreme difficulty of proof in trials of witchcraft 
seemed to make a resort to the torture inevitable. English witchcraft reached its climax during the 
seventeenth century, and was defended by King James I., and even such wise men as Sir Matthew 
Hale, Sir Thomas Browne, and Richard Baxter. When it was on the decline in England it broke 
out afresh in Puritan New England, created a perfect panic, and led to the execution of twenty-
seven persons. In Scotland it lingered still longer, and as late as 1727 a woman was burnt there 
for witchcraft. In the Canton Glarus a witch was executed in 1782, and another near Danzig in 
Prussia in 1836. Lecky concludes his chapter with an eloquent tribute to those poor women, who 
died alone, hated, and unpitied, with the prospect of exchanging their torments on earth with 
eternal torments in hell. 
 
I add a noble passage on torture from Brace’s Gesta Christi, p. 274 sq. "Had the ‘Son of Man’ 
been in body upon the earth during the Middle Ages, hardly one wrong and injustice would have 
wounded his pure soul like the system of torture. To see human beings, with the consciousness of 
innocence, or professing and believing the purest truths, condemned without proof to the most 
harrowing agonies, every groan or admission under pain used against them, their confessions 
distorted, their nerves so racked that they pleaded their guilt in order to end their tortures, their 
last hours tormented by false ministers of justice or religion, who threaten eternal as well as 
temporal damnation, and all this going on for ages, until scarce any innocent felt themselves safe 
under this mockery of justice and religion—all this would have seemed to the Founder of 
Christianity as the worst travesty of his faith and the most cruel wound to humanity. It need not 



be repeated that his spirit in each century struggled with this tremendous evil, and inspired the 
great friends of humanity who labored against it. The main forces in mediaeval society, even 
those which tended towards its improvement, did not touch this abuse. Roman law supported it. 
Stoicism was indifferent to it; Greek literature did not affect it; feudalism and arbitrary power 
encouraged a practice which they could use for their own ends; and even the hierarchy and a State 
Church so far forgot the truths they professed as to employ torture to support the ‘Religion of 
Love.’ But against all these powers were the words of Jesus, bidding men ‘Love your enemies’ 
‘Do good to them that despitefully use you!’ and the like commands. working everywhere on 
individual souls, heard from pulpits and in monasteries, read over by humble believers, and 
slowly making their way against barbaric passion and hierarchic cruelty. Gradually, in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the books containing the message of Jesus circulated among 
all classes, and produced that state of mind and heart in which torture could not be used on a 
fellow-being, and in which such an abuse and enormity as the Inquisition was hurled to the 
earth." 
 
{365} Tortura from torqueo, to twist, to torment. Ital. and Spanish: tortura; French: torture; 
Germ.: Folter. 
 
{366} "Their evidence was inadmissible, except when given under torture, and then by a singular 
confusion of logic, it was estimated as the most convincing kind of testimony." Lea, 283. "The 
modes of torture sanctioned by the Greeks were the wheel (troco), the ladder or rack (klivmax), 
the comb with sharp teeth (kuafo), the low vault (kuvfwn) in which the unfortunate witness was 
thrust and bent double, the burning tiles (plivnqoi) the heavy hog-skin whip (ustrici), nd the 
injection of vinegar into the nostrils." Lea, p. 284. The Romans used chiefly the scourge. The 
instruments of torture employed during the middle ages were the rack, the thumbscrew, the 
Spanish boot, iron gauntlets, heated iron stools, fire, the wheel, the strappado, enforced 
sleeplessness, and various mutilations. Brace says (p. 182) that "nine hundred(?) different 
instruments for inflicting pain were invented and used." One tenth of the number would be bad 
enough. Collections of these devilish instruments may be seen in the London Tower, and in 
antiquarian museums on the Continent. 
 
{367} "La persona del home es la mas noble cosa del mundo." 
 
{368} Can. 33: "Non licet presbytero nec diacono ad trepalium ubi rei torquentur, stare." See 
Hefele III. 46. 
 
{369} Epist. VIII. 30. 
 
{370} Responsa ad Consulta Bulgarorum, c. 86. Hefele IV. 350. Lea, p. 305. 
 
{371} In the bull Ad extirpanda: "Teneatur potestas seu rector, omnes haereticos cogere citra 
membri diminutionem et mortis periculum, tamquam vere latrones et homicidas animarum 
errores suos expresse fateri et accusare alios haereticos quos sciunt, et bona eorum." Innoc. IV. 
Leg. et Const. contra Haeret. 26. (Bullar. Magn. in Innoc. IV. No. 9). Comp. Gieseler II. 564-
569.  

 



81. Christian Charity. 
 
See the Lit. in vol. II. 88, p. 311 sq. Chastel: atudes historiques sur l’influence de la charite (Paris 
1853, English transl., Philad. 1857—for the first three centuries). Haser: Geschichte der christl. 
Krankenpflege und Pflegerschaften (Berlin 1857). Ratzinger: Gesch. der christl. Armenpflege 
(Freib. 1869, a new ed. announced 1884). Morin: Histoire critique de la pauvrete (in the 
"Memoirs de l’ Academie des inscript." IV). Lecky: Hist. of Europ. Morals, ch. 4th (II. 62 sqq.). 
Uhlhorn: Christian Charity in the Ancient Church (Stuttgart, 1881; Engl. transl. Lond. and N. 
York 1883), Book III., and his Die Christliche Liebesthatigkeit im Mittelalter. Stuttgart, 1884. 
(See also his art. in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift for K. G." IV. 1). B. Riggenbach: Das Armenwesen der 
Reformation (Basel 1883). Also the articles Armenpflege in Herzog’s "Encycl."  {2} vol. I. 648-
663; in Wetzer and Welte’s "Kirchenlex."  {2} vol. I. 1354-1375; Pauperisme in Lichtenberger X. 
305-312; and Hospitals in Smith and Cheetham I. 785-789. 
 
From the cruelties of superstition and bigotry we gladly turn to the queen of Christian graces, that 
"most excellent gift of charity," which never ceased to be exercised wherever the story of Christ’s 
love for sinners was told and his golden rule repeated. It is a "bond of’ perfectness" that binds 
together all ages and sections of Christendom. It comforted the Roman empire in its hoary age 
and agonies of death; and it tamed the ferocity of the barbarian invaders. It is impossible to 
overestimate the moral effect of the teaching and example of Christ, and of St. Paul’s seraphic 
praise of charity upon the development of this cardinal virtue in all ages and countries. We bow 
with reverence before the truly apostolic succession of those missionaries, bishops, monks, nuns, 
kings, nobles, and plain men and women, rich or poor, known and unknown, who, from gratitude 
to Christ and pure love to their fellow-men, sacrificed home, health, wealth, life itself, to 
humanize and Christianize savages, to feed the hungry, to give drink to the thirsty, to entertain the 
stranger, to clothe the naked, to visit the sick, to call on the prisoner, to comfort the dying. We 
admire and honor also those exceptional saints who, in literal fulfillment or misunderstanding of 
the Saviour’s advice to the rich youth, and in imitation of the first disciples at Jerusalem, sold all 
their possessions and gave them to the poor that they might become perfect. The admiration is 
indeed diminished, but not destroyed, if in many cases a large measure of refined selfishness was 
mixed with self-denial, and when the riches of heaven were the sole or chief inducement for 
choosing voluntary poverty on earth. 
 
The supreme duty of Christian charity was inculcated by all faithful pastors and teachers of the 
gospel from the beginning. In the apostolic and ante-Nicene ages it was exercised by regular 
contributions on the Lord’s day, and especially at the communion and the agape connected with 
it. Every congregation was a charitable society, and took care of its widows and orphans, of 
strangers and prisoners, and sent help to distant congregations in need. {372} 
 
After Constantine, when the masses of the people flocked into the church, charity assumed an 
institutional form, and built hospitals and houses of refuge for the strangers, the poor, the sick, the 
aged, the orphans. {373} They appear first in the East, but soon afterwards also in the West. 
Fabiola founded a hospital in Rome, Pammachius one in the Portus Romanus, Paulinus one in 
Nola. At the time of Gregory I. there were several hospitals in Rome; he mentions also hospitals 
in Naples, Sicily, and Sardinia. These institutions were necessary in the greatly enlarged sphere of 
the church, and the increase of poverty, distress, and disaster which at last overwhelmed the 
Roman empire. They may in many cases have served purposes of ostentation, superseded or 
excused private charity, encouraged idleness, and thus increased rather than diminished 
pauperism. But these were abuses to which the best human institutions are subject. 
 



Private charity continued to be exercised in proportion to the degree of vitality in the church. The 
great fathers and bishops of the fourth and fifth centuries set an illustrious example of plain living 
and high thinking, of self-denial and liberality, and were never weary in their sermons and 
writings in enjoining the duty of charity. St. Basil himself superintended his extensive hospital at 
Caesarea, and did not shrink from contact with lepers; St. Gregory Nazianzen exhorted the 
brethren to be "a god to the unfortunate by imitating the mercy of God," for there is "nothing so 
divine as beneficence;" St. Chrysostom founded several hospitals in Constantinople, incessantly 
appealed to the rich in behalf of the poor, and directed the boundless charities of the noble widow 
Olympias. St. Ambrose, at once a proud Roman and a humble Christian, comforted the paupers in 
Milan, while he rebuked an emperor for his cruelty; Paulinus of Nola lived in a small house with 
his wife, Theresia and used his princely wealth for the building of a monastery, the relief of the 
needy, the ransoming of prisoners, and when his means were exhausted, he exchanged himself 
with the son of a widow to be carried away into Africa; the great Augustin declined to accept as a 
present a better coat than he might give in turn to a brother in need; St. Jerome founded a hospice 
in Bethlehem from the proceeds of his property, and induced Roman ladies of proud ancestry to 
sell their jewels, silk dresses, and palaces, for the poor, and to exchange a life of luxurious ease 
for a life of ascetic self-denial. Those examples shone like brilliant stars through the darkness of 
the middle ages. 
 
But the same fathers, it must be added, handed to the middle ages also the disturbing doctrine of 
the meritorious nature and atoning efficacy of charity, as "covering a multitude of sins," and its 
influence even upon the dead in purgatory. These errors greatly stimulated and largely vitiated 
that virtue, and do it to this day. {374} 
 
The Latin word caritas, which originally denotes dearness or costliness (from carus, dear), then 
esteem, affection, assumed in the church the more significant meaning of benevolence and 
beneficence, or love in active exercise, especially to the poor and suffering among our fellow-
men. The sentiment and the deed must not be separated, and the gift of the hand derives its value 
from the love of the heart. Though the gifts are unequal, the benevolent love should be the same, 
and the widow’s mite is as much blessed by God as the princely donation of the rich. Ambrose 
compares benevolence in the intercourse of men with men to the sun in its relation to the earth. 
"Let the gifts of the wealthy," says another father, "be more abundant, but let not the poor be 
behind him in love." Very often, however, charity was contracted into mere almsgiving. Praying, 
fasting, and almsgiving were regarded (as also among the Jews and Mohammedans) as the chief 
works of piety; the last was put highest. For the sake of charity it is right to break the fast or to 
interrupt devotion. 
 
Pope Gregory the Great best represents the mediaeval charity with its ascetic self-denial, its pious 
superstitions and utilitarian ingredients. He lived in that miserable transition period when the old 
Roman civilization was crumbling to pieces and the new civilization was not yet built up on its 
ruins. "We see nothing but sorrow," he says, "we hear nothing but complaints. Ah, Rome! once 
the mistress of the world, where is the senate? where the people? The buildings are in ruins, the 
walls are falling. Everywhere the sword! Everywhere death! I am weary of life! "But charity 
remained as an angel of comfort. It could not prevent the general collapse, but it dried the tears 
and soothed the sorrows of individuals. Gregory was a father to the poor. He distributed every 
month cart-loads of corn, oil, wine, and meat among them. What the Roman emperors did from 
policy to keep down insurrection, this pope did from love to Christ and the poor. He felt 
personally guilty when a man died of starvation in Rome. He set careful and conscientious men 
over the Roman hospitals, and required them to submit regular accounts of the management of 
funds. He furnished the means for the founding of a Xenodochium in Jerusalem. He was the chief 
promoter of the custom of dividing the income of the church into four equal parts, one for the 



bishop, one for the rest of the clergy, one for the church buildings, one for the poor. At the same 
time he was a strong believer in the meritorious efficacy of almsgiving for the living and the 
dead. He popularized Augustin’s notion of purgatory, supported it by monkish fables, and 
introduced masses for the departed (without the so-called thirties, i.e. thirty days after death). He 
held that God remits the guilt and eternal punishment, but not the temporal punishment of sin, 
which must be atoned for in this life, or in purgatory. Thus be explained the passage about the fire 
{1 Corinthians 3:11} which consumes wood, hay, and stubble, i.e. light and trifling sins such as 
useless talk, immoderate laughter, mismanagement of property. Hence, the more alms the better, 
both for our own salvation and for the relief of our departed relatives and friends. Almsgiving is 
the wing of repentance, and paves the way to heaven. This idea ruled supreme during the middle 
ages. 
 
Among the barbarians in the West charitable institutions were introduced by missionaries in 
connection with convents, which were expected to exercise hospitality to strangers and give help 
to the poor. The Irish missionaries cared for the bodies as well as for the souls of the heathen to 
whom they preached the gospel, and founded "Hospitalia Scotorum." The Council of Orleans, 
549, shows acquaintance with Xenodochia in the towns. There was a large one at Lyons. 
Chrodegang of Metz and Alcuin exhort the bishops to found institutions of charity, or at least to 
keep a guest-room for the care of the sick and the stranger. A Synod at Aix in 815 ordered that an 
infirmary should be built near the church and in every convent. The Capitularies of Charlemagne 
extend to charitable institutions the same privileges as to churches and monasteries, and order that 
"strangers, pilgrims, and paupers" be duly entertained according to the canons. 
 
The hospitals were under the immediate supervision of the bishop or a superintendent appointed 
by him. They were usually dedicated to the Holy Spirit, who was represented in the form of a 
dove in some conspicuous place of the building. They received donations and legacies, and were 
made the trustees of landed estates. The church of the middle ages was the largest property-
holder, but her very wealth and prosperity became a source of temptation and corruption, which 
in the course of time loudly called for a reformation. 
 
After we have made all reasonable deduction for a large amount of selfish charity which looked 
to the donor rather than the recipient, and for an injudicious profusion of alms which encouraged 
pauperism instead of enabling the poor to help themselves by honest work, we still have left one 
of the noblest chapters in the history of morals to which no other religion can furnish a parallel. 
For the regular gratuitous distribution of grain to the poor heathen of Rome, who under Augustus 
rose to 200,000, and under the Antonines to 500,000, was made from the public treasury and 
dictated by selfish motives of state policy; it called forth no gratitude; it failed of its object, and 
proved, together with slavery and the gladiatorial shows for the amusement of the people, one of 
the chief demoralizing influences of the empire. {375} 
 
Finally, we must not forget that the history of true Christian charity remains to a large part 
unwritten. Its power is indeed felt everywhere and every day; but it loves to do its work silently 
without a thought of the merit of reward. It follows human misery into all its lonely griefs with 
personal sympathy as well as material aid, and finds its own happiness in promoting the 
happiness of others. There is luxury in doing good for its own sake. "When thou doest alms," says 
the Lord, "let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth, that thine alms may be in secret: 
and thy Father who seeth in secret shall reward thee." {376} 
 
Notes. 
 



Uhlhorn closes his first work with this judgment of mediaeval charity (p. 396 sq. of the English 
translation): "No period has done so much for the poor as the middle ages." What wholesale 
distribution of alms, what an abundance of institutions of the most various kinds, what numbers 
of hospitals for all manner of sufferers, what a series of ministrant orders, male and female, 
knightly and civil, what self-sacrifice and devotedness! In the mediaeval period all that we have 
observed germinating in the ancient Church, first attains its maturity. The middle ages, however, 
also appropriated whatever tendencies existed toward a one-sided and unsound development. 
Church care of the poor entirely perished, and all charity became institutional; monks and nuns, 
or members of the ministrant orders, took the place of the deacons—the diaconate died out. 
Charity became one-sidedly institutional and one-sidedly ecclesiastical. The church was the 
mediatrix of every exercise of charity, she became in fact the sole recipient, the sole bestower; for 
the main object of every work of mercy, of every distribution of alms, of every endowment, of all 
self-sacrifice in the service of the needy, was the giver’s own salvation. The transformation was 
complete. Men gave and ministered no longer for the sake of helping and serving the poor in 
Christ, but to obtain for themselves and theirs, merit, release from purgatory, a high degree of 
eternal happiness. The consequence was, that poverty was not contended with, but fostered, and 
beggary brought to maturity; so that notwithstanding the abundant donations, the various 
foundations, the well-endowed institutions, distress was after all not mastered. Nor is it mastered 
yet. "The poor ye have always with you". {John 12:8} Riggenbach (l. c.) maintains that in the 
middle ages hospitals were mere provision-houses (Versorgungshauser), and that the 
Reformation first asserted the principle that they should be also houses of moral reform 
(Rettungshauser and Heilanstalten). 
 
Lecky, who devotes a part of the fourth chapter of his impartial humanitarian History of 
European Morals to this subject, comes to the following conclusion (II. 79, 85): "Christianity for 
the first time made charity a rudimentary virtue, giving it a leading place in the moral type, and in 
the exhortations of its teachers. Besides its general influence in stimulating the affections, it 
effected a complete revolution in this sphere, by regarding the poor as the special representatives 
of the Christian Founder, and thus making the love of Christ, rather than the love of man, the 
principle of charity .... The greatest things are often those which are most imperfectly realized; 
and surely no achievements of the Christian Church are more truly great than those which it has 
effected in the sphere of charity. For the first time in the history of mankind, it has inspired many 
thousands of men and women, at the sacrifice of all worldly interests, and often under 
circumstances of extreme discomfort or danger, to devote their entire lives to the single object of 
assuaging the sufferings of humanity. It has covered the globe with countless institutions of 
mercy, absolutely unknown to the whole Pagan world. It has indissolubly united, in the minds of 
men, the idea of supreme goodness with that of active and constant benevolence. It has placed in 
every parish a religious minister who, whatever may be his other functions, has at least been 
officially charged with the superintendence of an organization of charity, and who finds in this 
office one of the most important as well as one of the most legitimate sources of his power." 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{372} See vol. II. 100. 
 
{373} They are called Xenodochium and Xenodochia (xenodocei’on) for strangers; ptochium or 
ptochotrophium (ptwceion, ptwcotrofeion) for the poor; orphanotrophium (ojrfanoqrofei’on) 
for orphans; brephotrophium (brefotrofeion) for foundlings house for the sick (nosokomeia, 
valetudinaria); for the aged (gerontokomeia); and for widows (chrotrofeia); in Latin 



hospitium, hospitals, hospitalium (corresponding to the Greek xenodoceion). See Du Cange. 
Such institutions were unknown among the heathen; for the houses near the temples of 
Aeculapius were only intended for temporary shelter, not for care and attendance. The Emperor 
Julian’s involuntary eulogy of the charity of the "Galilaeans" as he contemptuously called the 
Christians, and his abortive attempt to force the heathen to imitate it, are well known. See vol. III. 
50. 
 
{374} See the numerous quotations from the fathers in Uhlhorn, p. 278 sqq. "Countless times is 
the thought expressed that almsgiving is a safe investment of money at good interest with God in 
heaven." He thinks that "the doctrine of purgatory, and of the influence which almsgiving 
exercises even upon souls in purgatory, determined more than anything else the charity of the 
entire mediaeval period" (p. 287). The notion that alms have an atoning efficacy is expressed 
again and again in every variety of form as the motive of almsgiving which is predominant above 
all others. Even Augustin, the most evangelical among the fathers, teaches "that alms have power 
to extinguish and expiate sin," although he qualifies the maxim and confines the benefit to those 
who amend their lives. No one had greater influence upon the Latin church than the author of the 
City of God, in which, as Uhlhorn says, "he unconsciously wrote the programme of the middle 
ages." 
 
{375} "There can be," says Lecky, (II. 78), "no question that either in practice nor in theory, 
neither in the institution, that were founded nor in the place that was assigned to it in the scale of 
duties, did charity in antiquity occupy a position at all comparable to that which it has obtained by 
Christianity. Nearly all the relief was a State measure, dictated much more by policy than by 
benevolence; and the habit of selling young children, the innumerable expositions, the readiness 
of the poor to enroll themselves as gladiators, and the frequent famines, show how large was the 
measure of unrelieved distress. A very few pagan examples of charity have, indeed, descended to 
us." 
 
{376} Matt. 6:3, 4. The word "openly" (en tw fanerw) is omitted in the best MSS. and critical 
editions, and in the E. Revision.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VII. 
 
MONASTICISM. 
 
See the Lit. on Monasticism in vol. II. 387, and III. 147 sq. 
 

82. Use of Convents in the Middle Ages. 
 
The monks were the spiritual nobility of the church, and represented a higher type of virtue in 
entire separation from the world and consecration to the kingdom of God. The patristic, ideal of 
piety passed over into the middle ages; it is not the scriptural nor the modern ideal, but one 
formed in striking contrast with preceding and surrounding heathen corruption. The monkish 
sanctity is a flight from the world rather than a victory over the world, an abstinence from 
marriage instead of a sanctification of marriage, chastity, outside rather than inside the order of 
nature, a complete suppression of the sensual passion in the place of its purification and control. 
But it had a powerful influence over the barbaric races, and was one of the chief converting and 
civilizing agencies. The Eastern monks lost themselves in idle contemplation and ascetic 
extravagances, which the Western climate made impossible; the Western monks were, upon the 
whole, more sober, practical, and useful. The Irish and Scotch convents became famous for their 
missionary zeal, and furnished founders of churches and patron saints of the people. 
 
Convents were planted by the missionaries among all the barbarous nations of Europe, as fast as 
Christianity progressed. They received special privileges and endowments from princes, nobles, 
popes, and bishops. They offered a quiet retreat to men and women who were weary of the 
turmoil of life, or had suffered shipwreck of fortune or character, and cared for nothing but to 
save their souls. They exercised hospitality to strangers and travelers, and were a great blessing in 
times when traveling was difficult and dangerous. {377} They were training schools of ascetic 
virtue, and the nurseries of saints. They saved the remnants of ancient civilization for future use. 
Every large convent had a library and a school. Scribes were employed in copying manuscripts of 
the ancient classics, of the Bible, and the writings of the fathers. To these quiet literary monks we 
are indebted for the preservation and transmission of nearly all the learning, sacred and secular, of 
ancient times. If they had done nothing else, they would be entitled to the lasting gratitude of the 
church and the world. 
 
During the wild commotion and confusion of the ninth and tenth centuries, monastic discipline 
went into decay. Often the very richs of convents, which were the reward of industry and virtue, 
became a snare and a root of evil. Avaricious laymen (Abba-comites) seized the control and 
perpetuated it in their families. Even princesses received the titles and emoluments of abbesses. 
 
{377} As they are still in the East and on the Alps. Travelers will not easily forget the convents of 
Mt. Sinai in the Desert, Mar Saba near the Dead Sea, and the hospices on the Alpine passes of St. 
Bernard, St. Gotthard, and the Simplon. Lecky (II. 84) says: "By the monks the nobles were 
overawed, the poor protected, the sick tended, travelers sheltered, prisoners ransomed, the 
remotest spheres of suffering explored. During the darkest period of the middle ages, monks 
founded a refuge for pilgrims amid the horrors of the Alpine snows. A solitary hermit often 
planted himself, with his little boat, by a bridgeless stream, and the charity of his life was to ferry 
over the traveler."  



 



83. St. Benedict. St. Nilus. St. Romuald. 
 
Yet even in this dark period there were a few shining lights. 
 
St. Benedict of Aniane (750-821), of a distinguished family in the south of France, after serving 
at the court of Charlemagne, became disgusted with the world, entered a convent, founded a new 
one at Aniane after the strict rule of St. Benedict of Nursia, collected a library, exercised charity, 
especially during a famine, labored for the reform of monasticism, was entrusted by Louis the 
Pious with the superintendence of all the convents in Western France, and formed them into a 
"congregation," by bringing them under one rule. He attended the Synod of Aix-la-Chapelle in 
817. Soon after his death (Feb. 12, 821) the fruits of his labors were destroyed, and the disorder 
became worse than before. {378} 
 
St. Nilus the younger, {379} of Greek descent, born at Rossano in Calabria {380} (hence Nilus 
Rossanensis), enlightened the darkness of the tenth century. He devoted himself, after the death 
of his wife, about 940, to a solitary life, following the model of St. Anthony and St. Hilarion, and 
founded several convents in Southern Italy. He was often consulted by dignitaries, and answered, 
like St. Anthony, without respect of person. He boldly rebuked Pope Gregory V. and Emperor 
Otho III. for bad treatment of an archbishop. When the emperor afterwards offered him any favor 
he might ask, Nilus replied: "I ask nothing from you but that you would save your soul; for you 
must die like every other man, and render an account to God for all your good and evil deeds." 
The emperor took the crown from his head, and begged the blessing of the aged monk. When a 
dissolute nobleman, who comforted himself with the example of Solomon, asked Nilus, whether 
that wise king was not saved, the monk replied: "We have nothing to do with Solomon’s fate; but 
to us it is said, ‘Every one that looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with 
her already in his heart.’ We do not read of Solomon that he ever repented like Manasseh." To 
questions of idle curiosity he returned no answer, or he answered the fool according to his folly. 
So when one wished to know what kind of an apple Adam and Eve ate, to their ruin, he said that 
it was a crab-apple. In his old age he was driven from Calabria by invaders, and founded a little 
convent, Crypta Ferrata, near the famous Tusculum of Cicero. There he died peacefully when 
about ninety-six years old, in 1005. {381} 
 
St. Romuald, the founder of the order of Camaldoli, was born early in the tenth century at 
Ravenna, of a rich and noble family, and entered the neighboring Benedictine convent of Classis, 
in his twentieth year, in order to atone, by a severe penance of forty days, for a murder which his 
father had committed against a relative in a dispute about property. He prayed and wept almost 
without ceasing. He spent three years in this convent, and afterwards led the life of a roaming 
hermit. He imposed upon himself all manner of self-mortification, to defeat the temptations of the 
devil. Among his devotions was the daily repetition of the Psalter from memory; a plain hermit, 
Marinus, near Venice, had taught him this mechanical performance and other ascetic exercises 
with the aid of blows. Wherever he went, he was followed by admiring disciples. He was 
believed to be endowed with the gift of prophecy and miracles, yet did not escape calumny. 
Emperor Otho III. paid him a visit in the year 1000 on an island near Ravenna. Romuald sent 
missionaries to heathen lands, and went himself to the border of Hungary with a number of 
pupils, but returned when he was admonished by a severe sickness that he was not destined for 
missionary life. He died in the convent Valle de Castro in 1027. {382} 
 
According to Damiani, who wrote his life fifteen years after his death, Romuald lived one 
hundred and twenty years, twenty in the world, three in a convent, ninety-seven as a hermit. 
{383} 



 
The most famous of Romuald’s monastic retreats is Campo Maldoli, or Camaldoli in the 
Appennines, near Arezzo in Tuscany, which he founded about 1009. It became, through the 
influence of Damiani, his eulogist and Hildebrand’s friend, the nucleus of a monastic order, 
which combined the cenobitic and eremitic life, and was distinguished by great severity. Pope 
Gregory XVI. belonged to this order. 
 
{378} The life of B. was written by Ardo. See the Acta Sanct. mens. Februar. sub Feb. 12; 
Mabillon,acta Sanct. ord. S. Bened.; Nicolai, Der heil. Benedict Grunder von Aniane und 
Cornelimunster (Koln, 1865); Gfrorer, Kirchengesch. III. 704 sqq. 
 
{379} To distinguish him from the older Nilus, who was a pupil and friend of Chrysostom, a 
fertile ascetic writer and monk on Mt. Sinai (d. about 440). There were more than twenty 
distinguished persons of that name in the Greek church. See Allatius, Diatriba de Nilis et Psellis; 
Fabricius, Bibl. Gr. X. 3. 
 
{380} The place where two German scholars, O. von Gebhardt and Harnack, discovered the 
Codex Rossanensis of the Greek Matthew and Mark in the library of the archbishop (March, 
1879). It dates from the sixth or seventh century, is beautifully written in silver letters on very 
fine purple-colored vellum, and was published by O. von Gebhardt in 1883. See Schaff’s 
Companion to the Gr. T., p. 131, and Gregory’s Prolegomena, I. 408. 
 
{381} Acta Sanctorum vol. XXVI. Sept 26 (with the Greek text of a biography of the saint by a 
disciple). Alban Butler,lives of the Saints, Sept. 26. Neander, III. 420 sqq. (Germ. ed. IV. 307-
315). The convent of Crypts Ferrata possesses a valuable library, which was used by 
distinguished antiquarians as Mabillon, Montfaucon, Angelo Mai, and Dom Pitra. Among its 
treasures are several MSS. of parts of the Greek Testament, to which Dean Burgon calls attention 
in The Revision Revised (Lond. 1883), p. 447. 
 
{382} His death occurred June 19, but his principal feast was appointed by Clement VIII. on the 
seventh of February. "His body," says Alban Butler, "was found entire and uncorrupt five years 
after his death, and again in 1466. But his tomb being sacrilegiously opened and his body stolen 
in 1480, it fell to dust, in which state it was translated to Fabriano, and there deposited in the great 
church, all but the remains of one arm, sent to Camaldoli. God has honored his relics with many 
miracles." 
 
{383} Vita & Romualdi, c. 69, in Damiani’s Opera II. f. 1006, in Migne’s edition (Patrol. Tom. 
145, f. 953-1008). He adds; "Nunc inter vivos coelestis Hierusalem lapides ineffabiliter rutilat, 
cum ignitis beatorum spirituum turmis exultat, candidissimi stola immortalitatis induitur, et ab 
ipso rege regum vibrante in perpetuum diademate coronatur."  

 



84. The Convent of Cluny. 
 
Marrier and Duchesne: Bibliotheca Cluniacensis. Paris 1614 fol. Holsten.: Cod. Regul. Mon. II. 
176. Lorain: Essay historique sur l’ abbaye de Cluny. Dijon 1839. Neander III. 417 sqq. 444 sq. 
Friedr. Hurter (Prot, minister in Schaffhausen, afterwards R. Cath.): Gesch. Papst Innocenz des 
Dritten (second ed. Hamb. 1844), vol. IV. pp. 22-55. 
 
After the decay of monastic discipline during the ninth and tenth centuries, a reformation 
proceeded from the convent of Cluny in Burgundy, and affected the whole church. {384} 
 
It was founded by the pious Duke William of Aquitania in 910, to the honor of St. Peter and St. 
Paul, on the basis of the rule of St. Benedict. 
 
Count Bruno (d. 927) was the first abbot, and introduced severe discipline. His successor Odo 
(927-941), first a soldier, then a clergyman of learning, wisdom, and saintly character, became a 
reformer of several Benedictine convents. Neander praises his enlightened views on Christian 
life, and his superior estimate of the moral, as compared with the miraculous, power of 
Christianity. Aymardus (Aymard, 941-948), who resigned when he became blind, Majolus 
(Maieul to 994), who declined the papal crown, Odilo, surnamed "the Good" (to 1048), and Hugo 
(to 1109), continued in the same spirit. The last two exerted great influence upon emperors and 
popes, and inspired the reformation of the papacy and the church. It was at Cluny that Hildebrand 
advised Bishop Bruno of Toul (Leo IX.), who had been elected pope by Henry III., to seek first a 
regular election by the clergy in Rome; and thus foreshadowed his own future conflict with the 
imperial power. Odilo introduced the Treuga Dei and the festival of All Souls. Hugo, 
Hildebrand’s friend, ruled sixty years, and raised the convent to the summit of its fame. 
 
Cluny was the centre (archimonasterium) of the reformed Benedictine convents, and its head was 
the chief abbot (archiabbas). It gave to the church many eminent bishops and three popes 
(Gregory VII., Urban II., and Pascal II.). In the time of its highest prosperity it ruled over two 
thousand monastic establishments. The daily life was regulated in all its details; silence was 
imposed for the greater part of the day, during which the monks communicated only by signs; 
strict obedience ruled within; hospitality and benevolence were freely exercised to the poor and to 
strangers, who usually exceeded the number of the monks. During a severe famine Odilo 
exhausted the magazines of the convent, and even melted the sacred vessels, and sold the 
ornaments of the church and a crown which Henry II. had sent him from Germany. The convent 
stood directly under the pope’s jurisdiction, and was highly favored with donations and 
privileges. {385} The church connected with it was the largest and richest in France (perhaps in 
all Europe), and admired for its twenty-five altars, its bells, and its costly works of art. It was 
founded by Hugo, and consecrated seventy years afterwards by Pope Innocent II. under the 
administration of Peter the Venerable (1131). 
 
The example of Cluny gave rise to other monastic orders, as the Congregation of the Vallombrosa 
(Vallis umbrosa), eighteen miles from Florence, founded by St. John Gualbert in 1038, and the 
Congregation of Hirsau in Wurttemberg, in 1069. 
 
But the very fame and prosperity of Cluny proved a temptation and cause of decline. An 
unworthy abbot, Pontius, wasted the funds, and was at last deposed and excommunicated by the 
pope as a robber of the church. Peter the Venerable, the friend of St. Bernard and kind patron of 
the unfortunate Abelard, raised Cluny by his wise and long administration (1122-1156) to new 
life and the height of prosperity. He increased the number of monks from 200 to 460, and 



connected 314 convents with the parent institution. In 1245 Pope Innocent IV., with twelve 
cardinals and all their clergy, two patriarchs, three archbishops, eleven bishops, the king of 
France, the emperor of Constantinople, and many dukes, counts and knights with their dependents 
were entertained in the buildings of Cluny. {386} This was the end of its prosperity. Another 
decline followed, from which Cluny never entirely recovered. The last abbots were merely 
ornamental, and wasted two-thirds of the income at the court of France. The French Revolution of 
1789 swept the institution out of existence, and reduced the once famous buildings to ruins; but 
restorations have since been made. {387} 
 
A similar reformation of monasticism and of the clergy was attempted and partially carried out in 
England by St. Dunstan (925-May 19, 988), first as abbot of Glastonbury, then as bishop of 
Winchester and London, and last as archbishop of Canterbury (961) and virtual ruler of the 
kingdom. A monk of the severest type and a churchman of iron will, he enforced the Benedictine 
rule, filled the leading sees and richer livings with Benedictines, made a crusade against clerical 
marriage (then the rule rather than the exception), hoping to correct the immorality of the priests 
by abstracting them from the world, and asserted the theocratic rule of the church over the civil 
power under Kings Edwy and Edgar; but his excesses called forth violent contentions between the 
monks and the seculars in England. He was a forerunner of Hildebrand and Thomas a  Becket. 
{388} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{384} Cluny or Clugny (Cluniacum) is twelve miles northwest of Macon. The present town has 
about four thousand inhabitants. Its chief interest consists in the remains of mediaeeval 
architecture. 
 
{385} The wealth of the abbey was proverbial. Hurter quotes from Lorain the saying in 
Burgundy: 
 
En tout pays ou le, rent vente, 
 
L’ Abbaye de Cluny a rente. 
 
{386} Hurter, l. c. p. 45. 
 
{387} The material of the church was sold during the Revolution for not much more than 100,000 
francs. When Napoleon Bonaparte passed through Macon, be was invited to visit Cluny, but 
declined with the answer: "You have allowed your great and beautiful church to be sold and 
ruined, you are a set of Vandals; I shall not visit Cluny." Lorain, as quoted by Hurter, p. 47. The 
last abbot of Cluny was Cardinal Dominicus de la Rochefaucauld, who died in exile A. D. 1800. 
 
{388} See Dunstan’s life in the Acta Sanct. for May 19; and in Butler’s Lives of the Saints, under 
the same date. Comp. Wharton, Anglia Sacra, II.; Lingard Hist. of the Anglo-Saxon Church; 
Soames,anglo-Saxon Church; Lappenberg, Gesch. von England; Hook, Archbishops of 
Canterbury; Milman, Latin Christianity, Bk. VII., ch. 1; Hardwick; Robertson; also Lea, History 
of Sacerdotal Celibacy.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VIII. 
 
CHURCH DISCIPLINE. 
 
Comp. vol. II. 57, and vol. III. 68. 
 

85. The Penitential Books. 
 
I. The Acts of Councils, the Capitularies of Charlemagne and his successors, and the Penitential 
Books, especially that of Theodore of Canterbury, and that of Rome. See Migne’s Patrol. Tom. 
99, fol. 901-983. 
 
II. Friedr. Kunstmann (R.C.): Die latein. Ponitentialbucher der Angelsachsen. Mainz 1844. F. W. 
H. Wasserschleben: Bussordnungen der abendland. Kirche. Halle 1851. Steitz: Das rom. Buss-
Sacrament. Frankf. 1854. Frank (R.C.): Die Bussdisciplin der Ki r che. Mainz 1867. Probst 
(R.C.): Sacramente und Sacramentalien. Tubingen 1872. Haddan and Stubbs: Councils and 
Ecclesiastical Documents relating to Great Britain and Ireland, vol. III. Oxf. 1871. H. Jos. 
Schmitz (R.C.): Die Bussbucher und die Bussdisciplin der Kirche. Nach handschriftl. Quellen. 
Mainz 1883 (XVI. and 864 p.). Comp. the review of this book by Wasserschleben in the "Theol. 
Literaturzeitung," 1883, fol. 614 sqq. 
 
Bingham, Bk XIV. Smith and Cheetham, II. 608 sqq. (Penitential Books). Herzog, 2 III. 20 sqq. 
(Bussbucher). Wetzer and Welte 2 II. 209-222 (Beichtbucher); II. 1561-1590 (Bussdisciplin). 
 
Comp. Lit. in 87. 
 
The discipline of the Catholic church is based on the power of the keys intrusted to the apostles 
and their successors, and includes the excommunication and restoration of delinquent members. It 
was originally a purely spiritual jurisdiction, but after the establishment of Christianity as the 
national religion, it began to affect also the civil and temporal condition of the subjects of 
punishment. It obtained a powerful hold upon the public mind from the universal belief of the 
middle ages that the visible church, centering in the Roman papacy, was by divine appointment 
the dispenser of eternal salvation, and that expulsion from her communion, unless followed by 
repentance and restoration, meant eternal damnation. No heresy or sect ever claimed this power. 
 
Discipline was very obnoxious to the wild and independent spirit of the barbaric races. It was 
exercised by the bishop through synodical courts, which were held annually in the dominions of 
Charlemagne for the promotion of good morals. Charlemagne ordered the bishops to visit their 
parishes once a year, and to inquire into cases of incest, patricide, fratricide, adultery, and other 
vices contrary to the laws of God. {389} Similar directions were given by Synods in Spain and 
England. The more extensive dioceses were divided into several archdeaconries. The archdeacons 
represented the bishops, and, owing to this close connection, they possessed a power and 
jurisdiction superior to that of the priests. Seven members of the congregation were entrusted 
with a supervision, and had to report to the inquisitorial court on the state of religion and morals. 
Offences both ecclesiastical and civil were punished at once with fines, fasting, pilgrimages, 
scourging, imprisonment. The civil authorities aided the bishops in the exercise of discipline. 
Public offences were visited with public penance; private offences were confessed to the priest, 
who immediately granted absolution on certain conditions. 



 
The discipline of the Latin church in the middle ages is laid down in the so-called "Penitential 
Books." {390} They regulate the order of penitence, and prescribe specific punishments for 
certain sins, as drunkenness, fornication, avarice, perjury, homicide, heresy, idolatry. The 
material is mostly derived from the writings of the fathers, and from the synodical canons of 
Ancyra (314), Neocaesarea (314), Nicaea (325), Gangra (362), and of the North African, 
Frankish, and Spanish councils down to the seventh century. The common object of these 
Penitentials is to enforce practical duties and to extirpate the ferocious and licentious passions of 
heathenism. They present a very dark picture of the sins of the flesh. They kept alive the sense of 
a moral government of God, who punishes every violation of his law, but they lowered the sense 
of guilt by fostering the pernicious notion that sin may be expiated by mechanical exercises and 
by the payment of a sum of money. 
 
There were many such books, British, Irish, Frankish, Spanish, and Roman. The best known are 
the Anglo-Saxon penitentials of the seventh and eighth centuries, especially that of Theodore, 
archbishop of Canterbury (669-690). He was a Greek by birth, of Tarsus in Cilicia, and reduced 
the disciplinary rules of the East and West to a system. He was not the direct author of the book 
which bears his name, but it was drawn up under his direction, published during his life-time and 
by his authority, and contains his decisions in answer to various questions of a priest named Eoda 
and other persons on the subject of penance and the whole range of ecclesiastical discipline. The 
genuine text has recently been brought to light from early MSS. by the combined labors of 
German and English scholarship. {391} The introduction and the book itself are written in 
barbarous Latin. Traces of the Greek training of Theodore may be seen in the references to St. 
Basil and to Greek practices. Next to Theodore’s collection there are Penitentials under the name 
of the venerable Bede (d. 735), and of Egbert, archbishop of York (d. 767). {392} 
 
The earliest Frankish penitential is the work of Columban, the Irish missionary (d. 615). He was a 
severe monastic disciplinarian and gave prominence to corporal punishment among the penalties 
for offences. The Cummean Penitential (Poenit. Cummeani) is of Scotch-Irish origin, and 
variously assigned to Columba of Iona (about 597), to Cumin, one of his disciples, or to 
Cummean, who died in Columban’s monastery at Bobbio (after 711). Haltigar, bishop of 
Cambray, in the ninth century (about 829) published a "Roman Penitential," professedly derived 
from Roman archives, but in great part from Columban, and Frankish sources. An earlier work 
which bears the name "Poenitentiale Romanum," from the first part of the eighth century, has a 
more general character, but its precise origin is uncertain. The term "Roman" was used to 
designate the quality of a class of Penitentials which enjoyed a more than local authority. {393} 
Rabanus Maurus (d. 855) prepared a "Liber Poenitentitae" at the request of the archbishop Otgar 
of Mayence (841). Almost every diocese had its own book of the kind, but the spirit and the 
material were substantially the same. 
 
Notes. 
 
As specimens of these Penitential Books, we give the first two chapters from the first book of the 
Poenitentiale Theodori (Archbishop of Canterbury), as printed in Haddan and Stubbs, Councils 
and Eccles. Doc. relating to Great Britain and Ireland, vol. IIIrd. p. 177 sqq. We insert a few 
better readings from other MSS. used by Wasserschleben. 
 
I. Deuteronomy Crapula et Ebrietate. 
 
1. Si quis Episco pus aut aliquis ordinatus in consuetudine vitium habuerit ebrietatis, aut desinat 
aut deponatur. 



 
2. Si monachus pro ebrietate vomitum facit, XXX. dies peniteat. 
 
3. Si presbiter aut diaconus pro ebrietate, XL. dies peniteat. 
 
4. Si vero pro infirmitate aut quia longo tempore se abstinuerit, et in consuetudine non erit ei 
multum bibere vel manducare, aut pro gaudio in Natale Domini aut in Pascha aut pro alicujus 
Sanctorum commemoratione faciebat, et tunc plus non accipit quam decretum est a senioribus, 
nihil nocet. Si Episcopus juberit, non nocet illi, nisi ipse similiterfaciat. 
 
5. Si laicus fidelis pro ebrietate vomitum facit, XV. dies peniteat. 
 
6. Qui vero inebriatur contra Domini interdictum, si votum sanctitatis habuerit VII. dies in pane 
et aqua, LXX. sine pinguedine peniteat; laici sine cervisa [cervisia]. 
 
7. Qui per nequitiam inebriat alium, XL. dies peniteat. 
 
8. Qui pro satietate vomitum facit, III. diebus [dies] peniteat. 
 
9. Si cum sacrificio communionis, VII. dies peniteat; si infirmitatis causa, sine culpa. 
 
II. Deuteronomy Fornicatione. 
 
1. Si quis fornicaverit cum virgine, I. anno peniteat. Si cum marita, IIII. annos, II. integros, II 
alios in XL. mis. III. bus., et III dies in ebdomada peniteat. 
 
2. Qui sepe cum masculo aut cum pecude fornicat, X. annos ut peniteret judicavit. 
 
3. Rem aliud. Qui cum pecoribus coierit, XV. annos peniteat. 
 
4. Qui coierit cum masculo post XX. annum, XV. annos peniteat. 
 
5. Si masculus cum masculo fornicaverit, X. annos peniteat. 
 
6. Sodomitae VII. annos peniteat [peniteant]; molles [et mollis] sicut adultera. 
 
7. Item hoc; virile scelus semel faciens IIII annos peniteat; si in consuetudine fuerit, ut Basilius 
dicit, XV. Si sine, sustinens unum annum ut mulier. Si puer sit, primo II. bus annis; si iterat IIII. 
 
8. Si in femoribus, annum I. vel. III. XL. mas. 
 
9. Si se ipsum coinguinat, XL. dies [peniteat.] 
 
10. Qui concupiscit fornicari [fornicare] sed non potest, XL. dies vel XX. peniteat. Si 
frequentaverit, si puer sit, XX. dies, vel vapuletur. 
 
11. Pueri qui fornicantur inter se ipsos judicavit ut vapulentur. 
 
12. Mulier cum muliere fornicando [si... fornicaverit], III. annos peniteat. 
 
13. Si sola cum se ipsa coitum habet, sic peniteat. 



 
14. Una penitentia est viduae et puellae. Majorem meruit quae virum habet, si fornicaverit. 
 
15. Qui semen in os miserit, VII annos peniteat: hoc pessimum malum. Alias ab eo judicatum est 
ut ambo usque in finem vitae peniteant; vel XXII. annos, vel ut superius VII. 
 
16. Si cum matre quis fornicaverit, XV. annos peniteat, et nunquam, mutat [mutet] nisi Dominicis 
diebus: et hoc tam profanum incertum [incestum] ab eo similiter alio modo dicitur ut cum 
peregrinatione perenni VII. annos peniteat. 
 
17. Qui cum sorore fornicatur, XV. annos peniteat, eo modo quo superius de matre dicitur, sed et 
istud XV. alias in canone confirmavit; unde non absorde XV. anni ad matrem transeunt qui 
scribuntur. 
 
18. Qui sepe fornicaverit, primus canon judicavit X. annos penitere; secundus canon VII.; sed pro 
infirmitate hominis, per consilium dixerunt III. annos penitere. 
 
19. Si frater cum fratre naturali fornicaverit per commixtionem carnis, XV. annos ab omni carne 
abstineat. 
 
20. Si mater cum filio suo parvulo fornicationem imitatur, III. annos se abstineat a carne, et diem 
unum jejunet in ebdomada, id est, usque ad vesperum. 
 
21. Qui inludetur fornicaria cogitatione, peniteat usque dum cogitatio superetur. 
 
22. Qui diligit feminam mente, veniam petat ab eo [a Deo] id est, de amore et amicitia si dixerit 
si non est susceptus ab ea, VII. dies peniteat. 
 
The remaining chapters of the first book treat Deuteronomy Avaritia Furtiva; Deuteronomy 
Occisione Hominum [De Homicidio]; Deuteronomy his qui per Heresim decipiuntur; 
Deuteronomy Perjurio; Deuteronomy multis et diversis Malis; Deuteronomy diverso Lapso 
servorum Dei; Deuteronomy his qui degraduntur vel ordinari non possunt; Deuteronomy 
Baptizatis his, qualiter peniteant; Deuteronomy his qui damnant Dominicam et indicta jejunia 
ecclesiae Dei; Deuteronomy communione Eucharistiae, vel Sacrificio; Deuteronomy 
Reconciliatione; Deuteronomy Penitentia Nubentium specialiter; Deuteronomy Cultura 
Idolorum. The last chapter shows how many heathen superstitions prevailed in connection with 
gross immorality, which the church endeavored to counteract by a mechanical legalism. The 
second book treats Deuteronomy Ecclesiae Ministerio; Deuteronomy tribus gratlibus; 
Deuteronomy Ordinatione; Deuteronomy Baptismo et Confirmatione; Deuteronomy Missa 
Defunctorum, etc. 
 
{389} See the passages in Gieseler IL 55 (Harpers’ ed.) The Synodical courts were called 
Sendgerichte (a corruption from Synod). 
 
{390} Liber Poenitentialis, Poenitential, Confessionale, Leges Poenitentium, Judicia Peccantium. 
 
{391} By Prof. Wasserschleben of Halle, 1851 (from several Continental MSS.), and Canon 
Haddan and Prof. Stubbs, Oxford, 1871, (III. 173-203) from a Cambridge MS. of the 8th century. 
The texts of the earlier editions of Theodori Poenitentiale by Spelman (1639), D’Achery (1669), 
Jaques Petit (1677, reprinted in Migne’s Patrol. 1851, Tom. 99), Thorpe (1840), and Kunstmann 



(1844) are imperfect or spurious. The question of authorship and of the MS. sources is learnedly 
discussed in a note by Haddan and Stubbs, III. 173 sq. See extracts in the Notes. 
 
{392} Both are given in Haddan and Stubbs, Councils, etc. III. 326 sqq. and 413 sqq. 
 
{393} This is the view of Wasserschleben, while Schmitz thinks that the Poenitentiale Romanum 
was originally intended for the Roman church, and that the Westem Penitentials are derived from 
it.  

 



86. Ecclesiastical Punishments. Excommunication, Anathema, Interdict. 
 
Friedrich Kober (R.C.): Der Kirchenbann nach den Grundsatzen des canonischen Rechts 
dargestellt. Tubingen 1857 (560 pages). By the same author: Die Suspension der Kirchendiener. 
Tub. 1862. 
 
Henry C. Lea: Excommunication, in his Studies in Church History (Philadelphia 1869), p. 223-
475. 
 
The severest penalties of the church were excommunication, anathema, and interdict. They were 
fearful weapons in the hands of the hierarchy during the middle ages, when the church was 
believed to control salvation, and when the civil power enforced her decrees by the strong arm of 
the law. The punishment ceases with repentance, which is followed by absolution. The sentence 
of absolution must proceed from the bishop who pronounced the sentence of excommunication; 
but in articulo mortis every priest can absolve on condition of obedience in case of recovery. 
 
1. Excommunication was the exclusion from the sacraments, especially the communion. In the 
dominions of Charlemagne it was accompanied with civil disabilities, as exclusion from secular 
tribunals, and even with imprisonment and seizure of property. A bishop could excommunicate 
any one who refused canonical obedience. But a bishop could only be excommunicated by the 
pope, and the pope by no power on earth. {394} The sentence was often accompanied with awful 
curses upon the bodies and souls of the offender. The popes, as they towered above ordinary 
bishops, surpassed them also in the art of cursing, and exercised it with shocking profanity. Thus 
Benedict VIII., who crowned Emperor Henry II. (A. D. 1014), excommunicated some reckless 
vassals of William II., Count of Provence, who sought to lay unhallowed hands upon the property 
of the monastery of St. Giles, {395} and consigned them to Satan with terrible imprecations, 
although be probably thought he was only following St. Peter’s example in condemning Ananias 
and Sapphira, and Simon Magus. {396} 
 
"Hardened sinners" (says Lea) "might despise such imprecations, but their effect on believers was 
necessarily unutterable, when, amid the gorgeous and impressive ceremonial of worship, the 
bishop, surrounded by twelve priests bearing flaming candles, solemnly recited the awful words 
which consigned the evil-doer and all his generation to eternal torment with such fearful 
amplitude and reduplication of malediction, and as the sentence of perdition came to its climax, 
the attending priests simultaneously cast their candles to the ground and trod them out, as a 
symbol of the quenching of a human soul in the eternal night of hell. To this was added the 
expectation, amounting almost to a certainty, that Heaven would not wait for the natural course of 
events to confirm the judgment thus pronounced, but that the maledictions would be as effective 
in this world as in the next. Those whom spiritual terrors could not subdue thus were daunted by 
the fearful stories of the judgment overtaking the hardened sinner who dared to despise the dread 
anathema." 
 
2. The Anathema is generally used in the same sense as excommunication or separation from 
church communion and church privileges. But in a narrower sense, it means the "greater" 
excommunication, {397} which excludes from all Christian intercourse and makes the offender an 
outlaw; while the "minor" excommunication excludes only from the sacrament. Such a distinction 
was made by Gratian and Innocent III. The anathema was pronounced with more solemn 
ceremonies. The Council of Nicaea, 335, anathematized the Arians, and the Council of Trent, 
1563, closed with three anathemas on all heretics. 
 



3. The Interdict {398} extended over a whole town or diocese or district or country, and involved 
the innocent with the guilty. It was a suspension of religion in public exercise, including even the 
rites of marriage and burial; only baptism and extreme unction could be performed, and they only 
with closed doors. It cast the gloom of a funeral over a country, and made people tremble in 
expectation of the last judgment. This exceptional punishment began in a small way in the fifth 
century. St. Augustin justly reproved Auxilius, a brother bishop, who abused his power by 
excommunicating a whole family for the offence of the head, and Pope Leo the Great forbade to 
enforce the penalty on any who was not a partner in the crime. {399} But the bishops and popes 
of the middle ages, from the eleventh to the thirteenth century, thought otherwise, and resorted 
repeatedly to this extreme remedy of enforcing obedience. They had some basis for it in the 
custom of the barbarians to hold the family or tribe responsible for crimes committed by 
individual members. 
 
The first conspicuous examples of inflicting the Interdict occurred in France. Bishop Leudovald 
of Bayeux, after consulting with his brother bishops, closed in 586 all the churches of Rouen and 
deprived the people of the consolations of religion until the murderer of Pretextatus, Bishop of 
Rouen, who was slain at the altar by a hireling of the savage queen Fredegunda, should be 
discovered. {400} Hincmar of Laon inflicted the interdict on his diocese (869), but Hincmar of 
Rheims disapproved of it and removed it. The synod of Limoges (Limoisin), in 1031, enforced 
the Peace of God by the interdict in these words which were read in the church: "We 
excommunicate all those noblemen (milites) in the bishopric of Limoges who disobey the 
exhortations of their bishop to hold the Peace. Let them and their helpers be accursed, and let 
their weapons and horses be accursed! Let their lot be with Cain, Dathan, and Abiram! And as 
now the lights are extinguished, so their joy in the presence of angels shall be destroyed, unless 
they repent and make satisfaction before dying." The Synod ordered that public worship be 
closed, the altars laid bare, crosses and ornaments removed, marriages forbidden; only clergymen, 
beggars, strangers and children under two years could be buried, and only the dying receive the 
communion; no clergyman or layman should be shaved till the nobles submit. A signal in the 
church on the third hour of the day should call all to fall on their knees to pray. All should be 
dressed in mourning. The whole period of the interdict should be observed as a continued fast and 
humiliation. {401} 
 
The popes employed this fearful weapon against disobedient kings, and sacrificed the spiritual 
comforts of whole nations to their hierarchical ambition. Gregory VII. laid the province of 
Gnesen under the interdict, because King Bolislaw II. had murdered bishop Stanislaus of Cracow 
with his own hand. Alexander II. applied it to Scotland (1180), because the king refused a papal 
bishop and expelled him from the country. Innocent III. suspended it over France (1200), because 
king Philip Augustus had cast off his lawful wife and lived with a concubine. {402} The same 
pope inflicted this punishment upon England (March 23, 1208), hoping to bring King John 
(Lackland) to terms. The English interdict lasted over six years during which all religious rites 
were forbidden except baptism, confession, and the viaticum. 
 
Interdicts were only possible in the middle ages when the church had unlimited power. Their 
frequency and the impossibility of full execution diminished their power until they fell into 
contempt and were swept out of existence as the nations of Europe outgrew the discipline of 
priestcraft and awoke to a sense of manhood. 
 
{394} But during the papal schism, the rival popes excommunicated each other, and the Council 
of Constance deposed them. 
 



{395} Aegidius (Aigidio); Italian: Sant Egidio; French: S. Gilles. He was an abbot and confessor 
in France during the reign of Charles Martel or earlier, and much more celebrated than reliably 
known. He is the special patron of cripples, and his tomb was much visited by pilgrims from all 
parts of France, England and Scotland. Almost every county in England has churches named in 
his honor, amounting in all to 146. See Smith and Wace I. 47 sqq. 
 
{396} Bened. Papae VIII. Epist. 32 (ad Guillelmum Comitem). In Migne’s Patrol. T. 139, fol. 
1630-32. Lea translates it in part, l. c. p. 337. "Benedict Bishop, Servant of the servants of God, to 
Count William and his mother, the Countess Adelaide, perpetual grace and apostolic 
benediction.... Let them [who a tempted to rob the monastery] be accursed in their bodies, and let 
their souls be delivered to destruction and perdition and torture. Let them be damned with the 
damned: let them be scourged with the ungrateful; let them perish with the proud. Let them be 
accursed with the Jews who, seeing the incarnate Christ, did not believe but sought to crucify 
Him. Let them be accursed with the heretics who labored to destroy the church. Let them be 
accursed with those who blaspheme the name of God. Let them be accursed with those who 
despair of the mercy of God. Let them be accursed with those who he damned in Hell. Let them 
be accursed with the impious and sinners unless they amend their ways, and confess themselves 
in fault towards St. Giles. Let them be accursed in the four quarters of the earth. In the East be 
they accursed, and in the West disinherited; in the North interdicted, and in the South 
excommunicate. Be they accursed in the day-time and excommunicate in the night-time. 
Accursed be they at home and excommunicate abroad; accursed in standing and excommunicate 
in sitting; accursed in eating, accursed in drinking, accursed in sleeping, and excommunicate in 
waking; accursed when they work and excommunicate when they rest. Let them be accursed in 
the spring time and excommunicate in the summer; accursed in the autumn and excommunicate 
in the winter. Let them be accursed in this world and excommunicate in the next. Let their lands 
pass into the hands of the stranger, their wives be given over to perdition, and their children fall 
before the edge of the sword. Let what they eat be accursed, and accursed be what they leave, so 
that he who eats it shall be accursed. Accursed and excommunicate be the priest who shall give 
them the body and blood of the Lord, or who shall visit them in sickness. Accursed and 
excommunicate be he who shall carry them to the grave and shall dare to bury them. Let them be 
excommunicate, and accursed with all curses if they do not make amends and render due 
satisfaction. And know this for truth, that after our death no bishop nor count, nor any secular 
power shall usurp the seigniory of the blessed St. Giles. And if any presume to attempt it, borne 
down by, all the foregoing curses, they never shall enter the kingdom of Heaven, for the blessed 
St. Giles committed his monastery to the lordship of the blessed Peter." 
 
{397} Corresponding to the Cherem, as distinct from Niddui (i.e. separation), in the Jewish 
Synagogue. See J. Lightfoot, Deuteronomy Anathemate Maranatha, and the commentators on 
Galatians 1:8,9 (especially Wieseler). 
 
{398} Interdictum or prohibitio officiorum divinorum, prohibition of public worship. A distinction 
is made between interd. personale for particular persons; locale for place or district; and generale 
for whole countries and kingdoms. 
 
{399} Aug. Ep. 250, 1; Leo, Ep. X. cap, 8—quoted by Gieseler, and Lea, p. 301. St. Basil of 
Caesarea is sometimes quoted as the inventor of the interdict, but not justly. See Lea, p. 302 note. 
 
{400} Gregory of Tours, Hist. Franc. VIII. 31. 
 
{401} Conc. Lemovicense II. See Mansi XIX. 541; Harduin VI. p. 1, 885; Hefele IV. 693-695; 
Gieseler II. 199 note 12. 



 
{402} See the graphic description of the effects of this interdict upon the state of society, in 
Hurter’s Innocenz III., vol. I. 372-386.  

 



87. Penance and Indulgence. 
 
Nath. Marshall (Canon of Windsor and translator of Cyprian, d. 1729): The Penitential Discipline 
of the Primitive Church for the first 400 years after Christ, together with its declension from the 
fifth century downward to its present state. London 1714. A new ed. in the "Lib. of Anglo-Cath. 
Theol." Oxford 1844. 
 
Eus. Amort: Deuteronomy Origine, Progressu, Valore ac Fructu Indulgentiarum. Aug. Vindel. 
1735 fol. 
 
Muratori: Deuteronomy Redemtione Peccatorum et de Indulgentiarum Origine, in Tom. V. of his 
Antiquitates Italicae Medii Aevi. Mediol. 1741. 
 
Joh. B. Hirscher (R.C.): Die Lehre vom Ablass. Tubingen, 5th ed. 1844. 
 
G. E. Steitz: Das romische Buss-Sacrament, nach seinem bibl. Grunde und seiner gesch. 
Entwicklung. Frankf a. M. 1854 (210 pages). 
 
Val. Grone (R.C.): Der Ablass, seine Geschichte und Bedeutung in der Heilsokonomie. Regensb. 
1863. 
 
Domin. Palmieri (R.C.): Tractat. de Poenit. Romae 1879. 
 
George Mead: Art. Penitence, in Smith and Cheetham II. 1586-1608. Wildt, (R.C.): Ablass, in 
Wetzer and Welte  {2} I. 94-111; Beichte and Beichtsiegel, II. 221-261. Mejer in Herzog  {2} I. 
90-92. For extracts from sources comp. Gieseler II. 105 sqq.; 193 sqq.; 515 sqq. (Am. ed.) 
 
For the authoritative teaching of the Roman church on the Sacramentum Poenitentiae see Conc. 
Trident. Sess. XIV. held 1551. 
 
The word repentance or penitence is an insufficient rendering for the corresponding Greek 
metanoia, which means a radical change of mind or conversion from a sinful to a godly life, and 
includes, negatively, a turning away from sin in godly sorrow (repentance in the narrower sense) 
and, positively, a turning to Christ by faith with a determination to follow him. {403} The call to 
repent in this sense was the beginning of the preaching both of John the Baptist, and of Jesus 
Christ. {404} 
 
In the Latin church the idea of repentance was externalized and identified with certain outward 
acts of self-abasement or self-punishment for the expiation of sin. The public penance before the 
church went out of use during the seventh or eighth century, except for very gross offences, and 
was replaced by private penance and confession. {405} The Lateran Council of 1215 under Pope 
Innocent III. made it obligatory upon every Catholic Christian to confess to his parish priest at 
least once a year. {406} 
 
Penance, including auricular confession and priestly absolution, was raised to the dignity of a 
sacrament for sins committed after baptism. The theory on which it rests was prepared by the 
fathers (Tertullian and Cyprian), completed by the schoolmen, and sanctioned by the Roman 
church. It is supposed that baptism secures perfect remission of past sins, but not of subsequent 
sins, and frees from eternal damnation, but not from temporal punishment, which culminates in 
death or in purgatory. Penance is described as a "laborious kind of baptism," and is declared by 



the Council of Trent to be necessary to salvation for those who have fallen after baptism, as 
baptism is necessary for those who have not yet been regenerated. {407} 
 
The sacrament of penance and priestly, absolution includes three elements: contrition of the heart, 
confession by the mouth, satisfaction by good works. {408} On these conditions the priest grants 
absolution, not simply by a declaratory but by a judicial act. The good works required are 
especially fasting and almsgiving. Pilgrimages to Jerusalem, Rome, Tours, Compostella, and 
other sacred places were likewise favorite satisfactions. Peter Damiani recommended voluntary 
self-flagellation as a means to propitiate God. These pious exercises covered in the popular mind 
the whole idea of penance. Piety was measured by the quantity of good works rather than by 
quality of character. 
 
Another mediaeval institution must here be mentioned which is closely connected with penance. 
The church in the West, in her zeal to prevent violence and bloodshed, rightly favored the custom 
of the barbarians to substitute pecuniary compensation for punishment of an offence, but wrongly 
applied this custom to the sphere of religion. Thus money, might be substituted for fasting and 
other satisfactions, and was clothed with an atoning efficacy. This custom seems to have 
proceeded from the church of England, and soon spread over the continent. {409} It degenerated 
into a regular traffic, and became a rich source for the increase of ecclesiastical and monastic 
property. 
 
Here is the origin of the indulgences so called, that is the remission of venial sins by the payment 
of money and on condition of contrition and prayer. The practice was justified by the scholastic 
theory that the works of supererogation of the saints constitute a treasury of extra-merit and extra-
reward which is under the control of the pope. Hence indulgence assumed the special meaning of 
papal dispensation or remission of sin from the treasury of the overflowing merits of saints, and 
this power was extended even to the benefit of the dead in purgatory. {410} 
 
Indulgences may be granted by bishops and archbishops in their dioceses, and by the pope to all 
Catholics. The former dealt with it in retail, the latter in wholesale. The first instances of papal 
indulgence occur in the ninth century under Paschalis I. and John VIII. who granted it to those 
who had fallen in war for the defence of the church. Gregory VI. in 1046 promised it to all who 
sent contributions for the repair of the churches in Rome. Urban II., at the council of Clermont 
(1095), offered to the crusaders "by the authority of the princes of the Apostles, Peter and Paul," 
plenary indulgence as a reward for a journey to the Holy Land. The same offer was repeated in 
every crusade against the Mohammedans and heretics. The popes found it a convenient means for 
promoting their power and filling their treasury. Thus the granting of indulgences became a 
periodical institution. Its abuses culminated in the profane and shameful traffic of Tetzel under 
Leo X. for the benefit of St. Peter’s church, but were overruled in the Providence of God for the 
Reformation and a return to the biblical idea of repentance. 
 
Note. 
 
The charge is frequently made against the papal court in the middle ages that it had a regulated 
scale of prices for indulgences, and this is based on the Tax Tables of the Roman Chancery 
published from time to time. Roman Catholic writers (as Lingard, Wiseman) say that the taxes are 
merely fees for the expedition of business and the payment of officials, but cannot deny the 
shameful avarice of some popes. The subject is fully discussed by Dr. T. L. Green (R.C.), 
Indulgences, Sacramental Absolutions, and the Tax-Tables of the Roman Chancery and 
Penitentiary, considered, in reply to the Charge of Venality, London (Longmans) 1872, and, on 
the Protestant side, by Dr. Richard Gibbings (Prof. of Ch. Hist. in the University of Dublin), The 



Taxes of the Apostolic Penitentiary; or, the Prices of Sins in the Church of Rome, Dublin 1872. 
Gibbings reprints the Taxae Sacrae Poenitentiariae Romanae from the Roman ed. of 1510 and 
the Parisian ed. of 1520, which cover 21 pages in Latin, but the greater part of the book (164 
pages) is a historical introduction and polemical discussion. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{403} Penitence is from the Latin poenitentia, and this is derived from poena, poinh 
(compensation, satisfaction, punishment). Jerome introduced the word, or rather retained it, in the 
Latin Bible, for metanoia, and poenitentiam agere for metanoein. Hence the Douay version: to 
do penance. Augustin, Isidor, Rabanus Maurus, Peter Lombard, and the R. Catholic theologians 
connect the term with the penal idea (poena, punitiov) and make it cover the whole penitential 
discipline. The English repentance, to repent, and the German Busse, Bussethun follow the 
Vulgate, but have changed the meaning in evangelical theology in conformity to the Greek 
metavnoia. 
 
{404} Matthew 3:2 4:17 Mark 1:15. Luther renewed the call in his 95 Theses which begin with 
the same idea, in opposition to the traffic in indulgences. 
 
{405} Pope Leo the Great (440-461) was the first prelate in the West who sanctioned the 
substitution of the system of secret humiliation by auricular confession for the public 
exomologesis. Ep. 136. Opera I. 355. 
 
{406} Can. 21: "Omnis utriusque sexus fidelis, postquam ad annos discretionis pervenerit, omnia 
sua solus peccata confiteatur fideliter, saltem semel in anno, proprio sacerdoti." Violation of this 
law of auricular confession was threatened with excommunication and refusal of Christian burial. 
See Hefele V. 793. 
 
{407} Conc. Trid. Sess. XIV. cap. 2 (Schaff’s Creeds I. 143). The Council went so far in Canon 
VI. (II. 165) as to anathematize any one "who denies that sacramental confession was instituted or 
is necessary to salvation, of divine right; or who says that the manner of confessing secretly to a 
priest alone, which the church has ever observed from the beginning(?), and doth observe, is alien 
from the institution and command of Christ, and is a human invention." 
 
{408} Contritio cordis, confessio oris, satisfactio operis. See Conc. Trid. Sess. XIV. cap. 3-6 
(Creeds, II. 143-153). The usual Roman Catholic definition of this sacrament is: "Sacramentum 
poenitentiae est sacramentum a Christo institutum, quo homini contrito, confesso et satisfacturo 
(satisfacere volenti) per juridicam sacerdotis absolutionem peccata post baptismum commissa 
remittuntur." Oswald, Die dogmat. Lehre von den heil. Sacramenten der katholischen Kirche, II. 
17 (3rd ed. Munster 1870). 
 
{409} Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury is the reputed author of this commutation of penance 
for a money-payment. See his Penitential I. 3 and 4, and the seventh penitential canon ascribed to 
him, in Haddan and Stubbs III. 179, 180, 211. "Si quis" says Theodore, "pro ultione propinqui 
hominem occiderit, peniteat sicut homicida, VII. vel X. annos. Si tamen reddere vult propinquis 
petuniam aestimationis, levior erit penitentia, id est, dimidio spatii." The Synod of Clove-ho 
(probably Abingdon), held under his successor, Cuthbert, for the reformation of abuses, in 
September 747, decreed in the 26th canon that alms were no longer to be given for diminishing or 
commuting the fastings and other works of satisfaction. See Haddan and Stubbs, III. 371 sq. 



 
{410} This theory was fully developed by Thomas Aquinas and other schoolmen (see Gieseler II. 
521 sq.), and sanctioned by the Council of Trent in the 25th Session, held Dec. 4, 1563 (Creeds 
II. 205 sq.), although the Council forbids "all evil gains" and other abuses which have caused "the 
honorable name of indulgences to be blasphemed by heretics." The popes still exercise from time 
to time the right of granting plenary indulgences, though with greater caution than their 
mediaeval predecessors.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IX. 
 
CHURCH AND STATE. 
 
Comp. vol. III. ch. III. and the Lit. there quoted 
 

88. Legislation. 
 
Mediaeval Christianity is not a direct continuation of the ante-Nicene Christianity in hostile 
conflict with the heathen state, but of the post-Nicene Christianity in friendly union with a 
nominally Christian state. The missionaries aimed first at the conversion of the rulers of the 
barbarian races of Western and Northern Europe. Augustin, with his thirty monks, was provided 
by Pope Gregory with letters to princes, and approached first King Ethelbert and Queen Bertha in 
Kent. Boniface leaned on the pope and Charles Martel. The conversion of Clovis decided the 
religion of the Franks. The Christian rulers became at once the patrons of the church planted 
among their subjects, and took Constantine and Theodosius for their models. They submitted to 
the spiritual authority of the Catholic church, but aspired to its temporal government by the 
appointment of bishops, abbots, and the control over church-property. Hence the frequent 
collisions of the two powers, which culminated in the long conflict between the pope and the 
emperor. 
 
The civil and ecclesiastical relations of the middle ages are so closely intertwined that it is 
impossible to study or understand the one without the other. In Spain, for instance, the synods of 
Toledo were both ecclesiastical councils and royal parliaments; after the affairs of the church 
were disposed of, the bishops and nobles met together for the enactment of civil laws, which were 
sanctioned by the king. The synods and diets held under Charlemagne had likewise a double 
character. In England the bishops were, and are still, members of the House of Lords, and often 
occupied seats in the cabinet down to the time of Cardinal Wolsey, who was Archbishop of York 
and Chancellor of England. The religious persecutions of the middle ages were the joint work of 
church and state. 
 
This union has a bright and a dark side. It was a wholesome training-school for barbarous races, it 
humanized and ennobled the state; but it secularized the church and the clergy, and hindered the 
development of freedom by repressing all efforts to emancipate the mind from the yoke of 
despotic power. The church gained a victory over the world, but the world gained also a victory 
over the church. St. Jerome, who witnessed the first effects of the marriage of the church with the 
Roman empire, anticipated the experience of later ages, when he said: "The church by its 
connection with Christian princes gained in power and riches, but lost in virtues." {411} Dante, 
who lived in the golden age of the mediaeval hierarchy, and believed the fable of the donation of 
Constantine to Sylvester, traced the ills of the church to "that marriage-dower" which the first 
wealthy pope received from the first Christian emperor. 
 
The connection of the ecclesiastical and civil powers is embodied in the legislation which 
regulates the conduct of man in his relations to his fellow-men, and secures social order and 
national welfare. It is an index of public morals as far as it presupposes and fixes existing 
customs; and where it is in advance of popular sentiment, it expresses a moral ideal in the mind of 
the lawgivers to be realized by the educational power of legal enactments. 
 



During the middle ages there were three systems of jurisprudence: the Roman law, the Barbaric 
law, and the Canon law. The first two proceeded from civil, the third from ecclesiastical 
authority. The civil law embodies the records and edicts of emperors and kings, the enactments of 
diets and parliaments, the decisions of courts and judges. The ecclesiastical law embodies the 
canons of councils and decretals of popes. The former is heathen in origin, but improved and 
modified by Christianity; the latter is the direct production of the church, yet as influenced by the 
state of mediaeval society. Both rest on the union of church and state, and mutually support each 
other, but it was difficult to draw the precise line of difference, and to prevent occasional 
collisions of jurisdiction. 
 
{411} "Ecclesia postquam ad Christianos principes venit, potentia quidem et divitiis, major, sed 
virtutibus minor facta."  

 



89. The Roman Law. 
 
See vol. III. 13 and 18, pp. 90 sqq. And 107 sqq. 
 
Fr. K. von Savigny (Prof. of jurisprudence in Berlin, d. 1861) Geschichte des romischen Rechts 
im Mittelalter. Berlin 1815-’31 6 vols. Chapter 44 of Gibbon on Roman law. Ozanam: Hist. of the 
Civilization in the Fifth Century, ch. V. (vol. I. 136-158 in Glyn’s transl. Lond. 1868). Milman: 
Lat. Christ. Bk III. ch. 5 (vol. 1. 479 sqq. N. York ed.) 
 
The Justinian code (527-534) transmitted to the middle ages the legislative wisdom and 
experience of republican and imperial Rome with the humanizing improvements of Stoic 
philosophy and the Christian religion, but at the same time with penal laws against every 
departure from the orthodox Catholic creed, which was recognized and protected as the only 
religion of the state. It maintained its authority in the Eastern empire. It was partly preserved, 
after the destruction of the Western empire among the Latin inhabitants of Italy, France, and 
Spain, in a compilation from the older Theodosian code (429438), which contained the post-
Constantinian laws, with fragments from earlier collections. 
 
In the twelfth century the Roman law (after the discovery of a copy of the Pandects at Amalfi in 
1135, which was afterwards transferred to Florence) began to be studied again with great 
enthusiasm. A famous school of civil law was established at Bologna. Similar schools arose in 
connection with the Universities at Paris, Naples, Padua, and other cities. The Roman civil law 
(Corpus juris civilis), in connection with the ecclesiastical or canon law (Corpus juris canonici), 
was gradually adopted all over the Continent of Europe, and the Universities granted degrees in 
both laws conjointly. 
 
Thus Rome, substituting the law for the sword, ruled the world once more for centuries, and 
subdued the descendants of the very barbarians who had destroyed her empire. The conquered 
gave laws to the conquerors, mindful of the prophetic line of Virgil: 
 
"Tu, regere imperio populos, Romane, memento." 
 
Notes. 
 
The anti-heretical part of the Roman law, on which persecution was based, is thus summed up by 
Dean Milman (Bk III. ch. 5): "A new class of crimes, if not introduced by Christianity, became 
multiplied, rigorously defined, mercilessly condemned. The ancient Roman theory, that the 
religion of the State must be the religion of the people, which Christianity had broken to pieces by 
its inflexible resistance, was restored in more than its former rigor. The code of Justinian 
confirmed the laws of Theodosius and his successors, which declared certain heresies, 
Manicheism and Donatism, crimes against the State, as affecting the common welfare. The crime 
was punishable by confiscation of all property, and incompetency to inherit or to bequeath. Death 
did not secure the hidden heretic from prosecution; as in high treason, he might be convicted in 
his grave. Not only was his testament invalid, but inheritance could not descend through him. All 
who harbored such heretics were liable to punishment; their slaves might desert them, and 
transfer themselves to an orthodox master. The list of proscribed heretics gradually grew wider. 
The Manicheans were driven still farther away from the sympathies of mankind; by one Greek 
constitution they were condemned to capital punishment. Near thirty names of less detested 
heretics are recited in a law of Theodosius the younger, to which were added, in the time of 
Justinian, Nestorians, Eutychians, Apollinarians. The books of all these sects were to be burned; 



yet the formidable number of these heretics made no doubt the general execution of the laws 
impossible. But the Justinian code, having defined as heretics all who do not believe the Catholic 
faith, declares such heretics, as well as Pagans, Jews, and Samaritans, incapable of holding civil 
or military offices, except in the lowest ranks of the latter; they could attain to no civic dignity 
which was held in honor, as that of the defensors, though such offices as were burdensome might 
be imposed even on Jews. The assemblies of all heretics were forbidden, their books were to be 
collected and burned, their rites, baptisms, and ordinations prohibited. Children of heretical 
parents might embrace orthodoxy; the males the parent could not disinherit, to the females he was 
bound to give an adequate dowry. The testimony of Manicheans, of Samaritans, and Pagans could 
not be received; apostates to any of these sects and religions lost all their former privileges, and 
were liable to all penalties."  

 



90. The Capitularies of Charlemagne. 
 
Steph. Baluzius (Baluze, Prof. of Canon law in Paris, d. 1718): Regum Francorum Capitularia, 
1677; new ed. Paris, 1780, 2 vols. Pertz: Monumenta Germaniae historica, Tom. III (improved 
ed. of the Capitularia). K. Fr. Eichhorn: Deutsche Staats-und Rechtsgeschichte, Gottingen, 1808, 
4 Parts; 5th ed. 1844. J. Grimm: Deutsche Rechtsalterthumer, Gottingen 1828. Giesebrecht (I. 
800) calls this an "unusually rich collection with profound glances into the legal life of the 
German people." W. Donniges: Das deutsche Staatsrecht und die deutsche Reichsverfassung, 
Berlin 1842. F. Walther: Deutsche Rechtsgeschichte, second ed. Bonn 1857. J. Hillebrand: 
Lehrbuch der deutschen Staats-und Rechtsgeschichte, Leipzig 1856. O. Stobbe: Geschichte der 
deutschen Rechtsquellen, Braunschweig, 1860 (first Part). W. Giesebrecht: Geschichte der 
deutschen Kaiserzeit, third ed. Braunschweig 1863 sqq. Bd I. 106-144. 
 
The first and greatest legislator of the Germanic nations is Charlemagne, the founder of the Holy 
Roman Empire (800-814). What Constantine the Great, Theodosius the Great, and Justinian did 
for the old Roman empire on the basis of heathen Rome and the ancient Graeco-Latin church, 
Charlemagne did for the new Roman Empire in the West on the basis of Germanic customs and 
the Latin church centred in the Roman papacy. He was greater, more beneficial and enduring in 
his influence as a legislator than as a soldier and conqueror. {412} He proposed to himself the 
herculean task to organize, civilize and Christianize the crude barbarian customs of his vast 
empire, and he carried it out with astonishing wisdom. His laws are embodied in the Capitularia, 
i.e. laws divided into chapters. They are the first great law-book of the French and Germans. 
{413} They contain his edicts and ordinances relating to ecclesiastical, political, and civil 
legislation, judicial decisions and moral precepts. The influence of the church and the Christian 
religion is here more direct and extensive than in the Roman Code, and imparts to it a theocratic 
element which approaches to the Mosaic legislation. The Roman Catholic church with her creed, 
her moral laws, her polity, was the strongest bond of union which held the Western barbarians 
together and controlled the views and aims of the emperor. He appears, indeed, as the supreme 
ruler clothed with sovereign authority. But he was surrounded by the clergy which was the most 
intelligent and influential factor in legislation both in the synod and in the imperial diet. The 
emperor and his nobles were under the power of the bishops, and the bishops were secular lords 
and politicians as well as ecclesiastics. The ecclesiastical affairs were controlled by the 
Apocrisiarius {414} (a sort of minister of worship); the secular affairs, by the Comes palatii; 
{415} both were aided in each province by a delegated bishop and count who were to work in 
harmony. On important questions the pope was consulted. {416} The legislation proceeded from 
the imperial will, from ecclesiastical councils, and from the diet or imperial assembly. The last 
consisted of the dignitaries of church and state, the court officials, bishops, abbots, dukes, counts, 
etc., and convened every spring. The emperor was surrounded at his court by the most eminent 
statesmen, clergymen and scholars, from whom he was anxious to learn without sacrificing his 
right to rule. His court was a school of discipline and of that gentlemanly courtesy and refinement 
which became a distinguishing feature of chivalry, and Charlemagne shone in poetry as the first 
model cavalier. 
 
The legislation of the Carolingian Capitularies is favorable to the clergy, to monasteries, to the 
cause of good morals and religion. The marriage tie is protected, even among slaves; the license 
of divorce restrained; divorced persons are forbidden to marry again during the life-time of the 
other party. The observance of Sunday is enjoined for the special benefit of the laboring classes. 
Ecclesiastical discipline is enforced by penal laws in cases of gross sins such as incest. 
Superstitious customs, as consulting soothsayers and the Scriptures for oracles, are discouraged, 
but the ordeal is enjoined. Wholesome moral lessons are introduced, sometimes in the language 



of the Scriptures: the people are warned against perjury, against feud, against shedding Christian 
blood, against the oppression of the poor (whose cause should be heard by the judges before the 
cause of the rich). They are exhorted to learn the Apostles’ Creed and to pray, to love one another 
and to live in peace, "because they have one Father in heaven." Cupidity is called "a root of all 
evil." Respect for the dead is encouraged. Hospitality is recommended for the reason that he who 
receives a little child in the name of Christ, receives him. 
 
This legislation was much neglected under the weak successors of Charlemagne, but remains a 
noble monument of his intentions. 
 
{412} The same may be said of Napoleon I., whose code has outlived his military conquests. 
 
{413} Giesebrecht (I. 128): "Ein Riesenschritt in der Entwicklung des deutschen Geistes geschah 
durch Karls Gesetzgebung Mit Ehrfurcht und heiliger Scheu schlagt man die, Capitularien des 
grossen Kaisers auf, das erste grosse Gesetzbuch der Germanen, ein Werk, dem mehrere 
Jahrhunderte vorher und nachher kein Volk ein gleiches an-die Seite gesetzt hat. Das Bild des 
Karolingischen Staates tritt uns in voller Gegenwartigkeit hier vor die Seele; wir sehen, wie 
Grosses erreicht, wie das Hochste erstrebt wurde." 
 
{414} Also called Archicapellnus, Archicancellarius 
 
{415} Pfalzgraf. 
 
{416} Hence many Capitularies are issued "apostolicae sedis hortatu, monente Pontom, ex 
praecepto Pontificis." At the Synod of Francfort in 794 two delegates of Pope Hadrian were 
present, but Charlemagne presided. See Mansi XVIII. 884; Pertz, Monum. I. 181.  

 



91. English Legislation. 
 
Wilkin: Leges Anglo-Saxonicae (1721). Thorpe: Ancient Laws and Institutes of England (London 
1840). Matthew Hale: History of the Common Law (6th ed. by Runnington, 1820). Reeve: 
History of the English Law (new ed. by Finalson l869, 3 vols.). Blackstone: Commentaries on the 
Laws of England (London 1765, many ed. Engl. and Amer.). Burn: Ecclesiastical Law (9th ed. by 
Phillimore, 1842, 4 vols.). Phillimore: Ecclesiastical Law of the Church of England (Lond. 1873, 
2 vols.). Wm. Strong (Justice of the Supreme Court of the U. S.): Two Lectures upon the 
Relations of Civil Law to Church Property (N. York 1875). 
 
England never accepted the Roman civil law, and the canon law only in part. The island in its 
isolation was protected by the sea against foreign influence, and jealous of it. It built up its own 
system of jurisprudence on the basis of Anglo-Saxon habits and customs. The English civil law is 
divided into Common Law or lex non scripta (i.e. not written at first), and Statute Law or lex 
scripta. They are related to each other as oral tradition and the Bible are in theology. The 
Common Law embodies the ancient general and local customs of the English people, handed 
down by word of mouth from time immemorial, and afterwards recorded in the decisions of 
judges who are regarded as the living oracles of interpretation and application, and whose 
decisions must be adhered to in similar cases of litigation. It is Anglo-Saxon in its roots, and 
moulded by Norman lawyers, under the influence of Christian principles of justice and equity. 
Blackstone, the standard expounder of English law, says, "Christianity is a part of the Common 
Law of England." {417} Hence the laws against religious offences, as blasphemy, profane 
swearing, desecration of the Lord’s Day, apostasy from Christianity, and heresy. {418} 
 
The Christian character of English legislation is due in large measure to the piety of the Anglo-
Saxon kings, especially Alfred the Great (849-901), and Edward III., the Confessor 1004-1066, 
(canonized by Alexander III., 1166), who prepared digests of the laws of the realm. Their piety 
was, of course, ascetic and monastic, but enlightened for their age and animated by the spirit of 
justice and charity. The former is styled Legum Anglicanarum Conditor, the latter Legum 
Anglicanarum Restitutor. 
 
Alfred’s Dome-Book or Liber justicialis was lost during the irruption of the Danes, but survived 
in the improved code of Edward the Confessor. Alfred was for England what Charlemagne was 
for France and Germany, a Christian ruler, legislator, and educator of his people. He is esteemed 
"the wisest, best, and greatest king that ever reigned in England." Although he was a great 
sufferer from epilepsy or some similar bodily infirmity which seized him suddenly from time to 
time and made him despair of life, he performed, like St. Paul in spite of his thorn in the flesh, an 
incredible amount of work. The grateful memory of his people ascribed to him institutions and 
laws, rights and privileges which existed before his time, but in many respects he was far ahead 
of his age. When he ascended the throne, "hardly any one south of the Thames could understand 
the ritual of the church or translate a Latin letter." He conceived the grand scheme of popular 
national education. For this end he rebuilt the churches and monasteries which had been ruined by 
the Danes, built new ones, imported books from Rome, invited scholars from the Continent to his 
court, translated with their aid Latin works (as Gregory’s Pastoral Care, Bede’s Ecclesiastical 
History, and Boethius’s Consolations of Philosophy) into the Anglo-Saxon, collected the laws of 
the country, and remodelled the civil and ecclesiastical organization of his kingdom. 
 
His code is introduced with the Ten Commandments and other laws taken from the Bible. It 
protects the stranger in memory of Israel’s sojourn in Egypt; it gives the Christian slave freedom 
in the seventh year, as the Mosaic law gave to the Jewish bondman; it protects the laboring man 



in his Sunday rest; it restrains blood thirsty passions of revenge by establishing bots or fines for 
offences; it enjoins the golden rule (in the negative form), not to do to any man what we would 
not have done to us. {419} 
 
"In all these words of human brotherhood, of piety, and the spirit of justice, of pity and humanity, 
uttered by the barbaric lawgivers of a wild race, there speaks a great Personality—the 
embodiment of the highest sympathy and most disinterested virtue of mankind. It cannot be said 
indeed that these religious influences, so apparently genuine, produced any powerful effect on 
society in Anglo-Saxon England, though they modified the laws. Still they began the history of 
the religious forces in England which, though obscured by much formalism and hypocrisy and 
weakened by selfishness, have yet worked out slowly the great moral and humane reforms in the 
history of that country, and have tended with other influences to make it one of the great leaders 
of modern progress." {420} 
 
Notes. 
 
John Richard Green, in his posthumous work, The Conquest of England (N. York ed. 1884, p. 
179 sq.), pays the following eloquent and just tribute to the character of King Aelfred (as he 
spells the name): "Aelfred stands in the forefront of his race, for he is the noblest as he is the most 
complete embodiment of all that is great, all that is lovable in the English temper, of its practical 
energy, its patient and enduring force, of the reserve and self-control that give steadiness and 
sobriety to a wide outlook and a restless daring, of its temperance and fairness, its frankness and 
openness, its sensitiveness to affection, its poetic tenderness, its deep and reverent religion. 
Religion, indeed, was the groundwork of Aelfred’s character. His temper was instinct with piety." 
Everywhere, throughout his writings that remain to us, the name of God, the thought of God, stir 
him to outbursts of ecstatic adoration. But of the narrowness, the want of proportion, the 
predominance of one quality over another, which commonly goes with an intensity of religious 
feeling or of moral purpose, he showed no trace. He felt none of that scorn of the world about him 
which drove the nobler souls of his day to monastery or hermitage. Vexed as he was by sickness 
and constant pain, not only did his temper take no touch of asceticism, but a rare geniality, a 
peculiar elasticity and mobility of nature, gave color and charm to his life.... Little by little men 
came to recognize in Aelfred a ruler of higher and nobler stamp than the world had seen. Never 
had it seen a king who lived only for the good of his people.... ‘I desire,’ said the king, ‘to leave 
to the men that come after me a remembrance of me in good works. His aim has been more than 
fulfilled.... While every other name of those earlier times has all but faded from the recollection 
of Englishmen, that of Aelfred remains familiar to every English child.’ 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{417} Comment. Bk IV. ch. 4. The same may be said of the United States as far as they have 
adopted the Common Law of the mother country. It is so declared by the highest courts of New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts, and by many eminent judges, but with this essential 
modification that those parts of the Common Law of England which imply the union of church 
and state are inapplicable to the United States where they are separated. Justice Strong (l. c. p. 32) 
says: "The laws and institutions of all the States are built on the foundation of reverence for 
Christianity." The court of Pennsylvania states the law in this manner: "Christianity is and always 
has been a part of the Common Law of this State. Christianity without the spiritual artillery of 
European countries—not Christianity founded on any particular religious tenets—not Christianity 



with an established church and titles and spiritual courts, but Christianity with liberty of 
conscience to all men." 
 
{418} The statute de haeretico comburendo, passed in 1401 (Henry IV. c. 15), was still in force 
under Elizabeth when two Anabaptists were burned alive, and under James I. when two Arians 
were burned. 
 
{419} I For further information on Alfred see the biographies of Pauli (1851, Engl. transl. by 
Thorpe, 1853), Weiss (1852), Hughes (Lond. and Bost. 1869), Freeman’s Old English History, 
and Green’s Conquest of England (1884), ch. IV. 124-180. 
 
{420} Brace, Gesta Christi, p. 216.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER X. 
 
WORSHIP AND CEREMONIES. 
 
Comp. vol. III. ch. VII., and Neander III. 123-140; 425-455 (Boston ed.). 
 

92. The Mass. 
 
Comp. vol. III. 96-101 and the liturgical Lit. there quoted; also the works on Christian and 
Ecclesiastical Antiquities, e.g. Siegel III. 361-411. 
 
The public worship centered in the celebration of the mass as an actual, though unbloody, 
repetition of the sacrifice of Christ for the sins of the world. In this respect the Eastern and 
Western churches are fully agreed to this day. They surround this ordinance with all the solemnity 
of a mysterious symbolism. They differ only in minor details. 
 
Pope Gregory I. improved the Latin liturgy, and gave it that shape which it substantially retains in 
the Roman church. {421} He was filled with the idea that the eucharist embodies the 
reconciliation of heaven and earth, of eternity and time, and is fraught with spiritual benefit for 
the living and the pious dead in one unbroken communion. When the priest offers the unbloody 
sacrifice to God, the heavens are opened, the angel are present, and the visible and invisible 
worlds united. {422} 
 
Gregory introduced masses for the dead, {423} in connection with the doctrine of purgatory 
which he developed and popularized. They were based upon the older custom of praying for the 
departed, and were intended to alleviate and abridge the penal sufferings of those who died in the 
Catholic faith, but in need of purification from remaining infirmities. Very few Catholics are 
supposed to be prepared for heaven; and hence such masses were often ordered beforehand by the 
dying, or provided by friends. {424} They furnished a large income to priests. The Oriental 
church has no clearly defined doctrine of purgatory, but likewise holds that the departed are 
benefited by prayers of the living, "especially such as are offered in union with the oblation of the 
bloodless sacrifice of the body and blood of Christ, and by works of mercy done in faith for their 
memory." {425} 
 
The high estimate of the efficacy of the sacrament led also to the abuse of solitary masses, where 
the priest celebrates without attendants. {426} This destroys the original character of the 
institution as a feast of communion with the Redeemer and the redeemed. Several synods in the 
age of Charlemagne protested against the practice. The Synod of Mainz in 813 decreed: "No 
presbyter, as it seems to us, can sing masses alone rightly, for how will he say sursum corda! or 
Dominus vobiscum! when there is no one with him?" A reformatory Synod of Paris, 829, 
prohibits these masses, and calls them a "reprehensible practice," which has crept in "partly 
through neglect, partly through avarice." {427} 
 
The mysterious character of the eucharist was changed into the miraculous and even the magical 
with the spread of the belief in the doctrine of transubstantiation. But the doctrine was contested 
in two controversies before it triumphed in the eleventh century. {428} 
 



The language of the mass was Greek in the Eastern, Latin in the Western church. The Latin was 
an unknown tongue to the barbarian races of Europe. It gradually went out of use among the 
descendants of the Romans, and gave place to the Romanic languages. But the papal church, 
sacrificing the interests of the people to the priesthood, and rational or spiritual worship {429} to 
external unity, retained the Latin language in the celebration of the mass to this day, as the sacred 
language of the church. The Council of Trent went so far as to put even the uninspired Latin 
Vulgate practically on an equality with the inspired Hebrew and Greek Scriptures. {430} 
 
{421} See the Ordo Missae Romanae Gregorianus, compared with the Ordo Gelasianus, 
Ambrosianus, Gallicanus, Mozarabicus, etc., in Daniel’s Codex Liturg. vol. I. 3-168. 
 
{422} Dialog. 1. IV. c. 58 (in Migne’s ed. III. 425 sq.): "Quis fidelium habere dubium possit, in 
ipsa immolationis hora ad sacerdotis vocem coelis aperiri, in illo jesu Christi mysteria 
angelorum choros adesse, summis ima sociari, terrena coelestibus jungi, unumque ex visibilibus 
atque invisibilibus fieri?" 
 
{423} Misae pro Defunctis, Todtenmessen, Seelenmessen. Different from them are the Missae de 
Sanctis, celebrated on the anniversaries of the saints, and to their honor, though the sacrifice is 
always offered to God. 
 
{424} Even popes, though addressed by the title "Holiness," while living, have to pass through 
purgatory, and need the prayers of the faithful. On the marble sarcophagus of Pius IX., who 
reigned longer than any of his predecessors, and proclaimed his own infallibility in the Vatican 
Council (1870), are the words: "Orate pro eo." Prayers and masses are said only for the dead in 
purgatory, not for the saints in heaven who do not need them, nor for the damned in hell who 
would not profit by them. 
 
{425} Quoted from the Longer Catechism of the Eastern Church (Schaff, Creeds II. 504). The 
Greeks have in their ritual special strophes or antiphones for the departed, called nekrwvsima. 
Mone, Lat. Hymnen des Mittel alters, II. 400, gives some specimens from John of Damascus and 
others. He says, that the Greeks have more hymns for the departed than the Latins, but that the 
Latins have older hymni pro defunctis, beginning with Prudentius. 
 
{426} Missae solitariae or privatae. 
 
{427} Can. 48. Mansi XIV. 529 sqq. Hefele IV. 64. 
 
{428} See the next chapter, on Theological Controversies. 
 
{429} Comp. logikh; latreiva, Romans 12:1. 
 
{430} Sess. IV. (April 8, 1546): "Sacrosancta Synodus statuit et declarat, ut haec ipsa vetus et 
vulgata editio, quiae longo tot saeculorum usu in ipsa ecclesia probata est, in publicis 
lectionibus, disputationibus, praedicationibus et expositionibus pro authentica habeatur; . et ut 
nemo illam rejicere quovis praetextu audeat vel praesumat!" The Council made provision for an 
authoritative revision of the Vulgate (April 8, 1546); but when the edition of Pope Sixtus V. 
appeared in 1589 and was enjoined upon the church "by the fullness of apostolic power," it was 
found to be so full of errors and blunders that it had to be cancelled, and a new edition prepared 
under Clement VIII. in 1592, which remains the Roman standard edition to this day.  



 



93. The Sermon. 
 
As the chief part of divine service was unintelligible to the people, it was all the more important 
to supplement it by preaching and catechetical instruction in the vernacular tongues. But this is 
the weak spot in the church of the middle ages. {431} 
 
Pope Gregory I. preached occasionally with great earnestness, but few popes followed his 
example. It was the duty of bishops to preach, but they often neglected it. The Council of 
Clovesho, near London, which met in 747 under Cuthbert, archbishop of Canterbury, for the 
reformation of abuses, decreed that the bishops should annually visit their parishes, instruct and 
exhort the abbots and monks, and that all presbyters should be able to explain the Apostles’ 
Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, the mass, and the office of baptism to the people in the vernacular. 
{432} A Synod of Tours, held in the year 813, and a Synod of Mainz, held under Rabanus Maurus 
in 847, decreed that every bishop should have a collection of homilies and translate them clearly 
"in rusticam Romanam linguam aut Theotiscam, i.e. into French (Romance) or German," "in 
order that all may understand them." {433} 
 
The great majority of priests were too ignorant to prepare a sermon, and barely understood the 
Latin liturgical forms. A Synod of Aix, 802, prescribed that they should learn the Athanasian and 
Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer with exposition, the Sacramentarium or canon of the mass, the 
formula of exorcism, the commendatio animae, the Penitential, the Calendar and the Roman 
cantus; they should learn to understand the homilies for Sundays and holy days as models of 
preaching, and read the pastoral theology of Pope Gregory. This was the sum and substance of 
clerical learning. {434} The study of the Greek Testament and the Hebrew Scriptures was out of 
the question, and there was hardly a Western bishop or pope in the middle ages who was able to 
study the divine oracles in the original. 
 
The best, therefore, that the priests and deacons, and even most of the bishops could do was to 
read the sermons of the fathers. Augustin had given this advice to those who were not skilled in 
composition. It became a recognized practice in France and England. Hence the collection of 
homilies, called Homiliaria, for the Gospels and Epistles of Sundays and holy days. They are 
mostly patristic compilations. Bede’s collection, called Homilice de Tempore, contains thirty-
three homilies for the summer, fifteen for the winter, twenty-two for Lent, besides sermons on 
saints’ days. Charlemagne commissioned Paulus Diaconus or Paul Warnefrid (a monk of Monte 
Cassino and one of his chaplains, the historian of the Lombards, and writer of poems on saints) to 
prepare a Homiliarium (or Omiliarius) about A. D. 780, and recommended it for adoption in the 
churches of France. It follows the order of Sundays and festivals, is based on the text of the 
Vulgate, and continued in use more or less for several centuries. {435} Other collections were 
made in later times, and even the Reformed church of England under Edward VI. and Queen 
Elizabeth found it necessary to provide ignorant clergymen with two Books of Homilies adapted 
to the doctrines of the Reformation. 
 
In this connection we must allude again to the poetic reproductions of the Bible history, namely, 
the divine epos of Caedmon, the Northumbrian monk (680), "the Saxon Heliand" (Heiland, i.e. 
Saviour, about 880), and the "Christ" or Gospel Harmony of Otfrid (a pupil of Rabanus Maurus, 
about 870). These works were effective popular sermons on the history of redemption, and are at 
the same time the most valuable remains of the Anglo-Saxon and old high German dialects of the 
Teutonic language. {436} 
 



It was, however, not till the Reformation of the sixteenth century that the sermon and the didactic 
element were restored and fully recognized in their dignity and importance as regular and 
essential parts of public worship. I say, worship, for to expound the oracles of God, and devoutly 
to listen to such exposition is or ought to be worship both on the part of the preacher and on the 
part of the hearer, as well as praying and singing. 
 
{431} As it is to-day in strictly Roman Catholic countries; with this difference, that what was 
excusable in a period of heathen and semi-heathen ignorance and superstition, is inexcusable in 
an age of advanced civilization furnished with all kinds of educational institutions and facilities. 
 
{432} See the acts of this council in Haddan and Stubbs, Councils and Eccles. Doc. 360-376, and 
the letter of Boniface to Cuthbert, giving an account of a similar council in Germany, and 
recommending measures of reform in the English church, p. 376-382. 
 
{433} A similar canon was passed by other councils. See Hefele III. 758, 764, and IV. 89, 111, 
126, 197, 513, 582; Mansi XIV. 82 sqq. 
 
{434} Hefele, III. 745. 
 
{435} F. Dahn, Des Paulus Diaconus Leben und Schriften, 1876; and Mon. Germ. Scriptores 
rerum Langobardicarum et Italicarum saec. VI.-IX. 1878, p. 45-187, ed. by L. Bethmann and G. 
Waitz; Wattenbach, Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen, 4th ed. 1877, I. 134-140. 
 
{436} See above, p. 41, 105, 106. The paraphrase of Caedmon, the first Christian poet of 
England, is edited or discussed by Thorpe, Bouterweck, Grein, Wright, Ettmuller, Sandrar, 
Morley, Ten Brink, etc. (see Lit. in Schaff-Herzog sub Caedmon); the Saxon Heliand and Otfrid’s 
Krist by Sievers, Rettberg, Vilmar, Lechler, Graff, Kelle, Michelsen, etc. (see Herzog 2 IV. 428-
435).  

 



94. Church Poetry. Greek Hymns and Hymnists. 
 
See the Lit. in vol. III. 113 (p. 575 sq.) and 114 (p. 578), and add the following: 
 
Cardinal Pitra: Hymnographie de l’eglise grecque. Rome 1867. By the same: Analecta Sacra 
Spicilegio Solesmensi parata, T. I. Par. 1876. 
 
Wilhelm Christ et M. Paranikas: Anthologia Graeca carminum Christianorum. Lips. 1871. 
CXLIV and 268 pages. The Greek text with learned Prolegomena in Latin. Christ was aided by 
Paranikas, a member of the Greek church. Comp. Christ: Beitrage zur kirchlichen Literatur der 
Byzantiner. Munchen 1870.[?]. L. Jacobi (Prof. of Church Hist. in Halle): Zur Geschichte der 
griechischen Kirchenliedes (a review of Pitra’s Analecta), in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur 
Kirchengesch.," vol. V. Heft 2, p. 177-250 (Gotha 1881). 
 
For a small selection of Greek hymns in the original see the third volume of Daniel’s Thesaurus 
Hymnologicus (1855), and Bassler’s Auswahl altchristlicher Lieder (1858), p. 153-166. 
 
For English versions see especially J. M. Neale: Hymns of the Eastern Church (Lond. 1862, third 
ed. 1866, 159 pages; new ed. 1876, in larger print 250 pages); also Schaff: Christ in Song (1869), 
which gives versions of 14 Greek (and 73 Latin) hymns. German translations in Bassler, l. c. p. 3-
25. 
 
[Syrian Hymnology. To the lit. mentioned vol. III. 580 add: Gust. Bickell: S. Ephraemi Syri 
Carmina Nisibena, additis prolegomenis et supplemento lexicorum syriacorum edidit, vertit, 
explicavit. Lips. 1866. Carl Macke: Hymnen aus dem Zweistromeland. Dichtungen des heil. 
Ephrem des Syrers aus dem syr. Urtext in’s Deutsche ubertragen, etc. Mainz 1882. 270 pages. 
Macke is a pupil of Bickell and a successor of Zingerle as translator of Syrian church poetry.] 
 
The general church histories mostly neglect or ignore hymnology, which is the best reflection of 
Christian life and worship. 
 
The classical period of Greek church poetry extends from about 650 to 820, and nearly coincides 
with the iconoclastic controversy. The enthusiasm for the worship of saints and images kindled a 
poetic inspiration, and the chief advocates of that worship were also the chief hymnists. {437} 
Their memory is kept sacred in the Eastern church. Their works are incorporated in the ritual 
books, especially the Menaea, which contain in twelve volumes (one for each month) the daily 
devotions and correspond to the Latin Breviary. {438} Many are still unpublished and preserved 
in convent libraries. They celebrate the holy Trinity and the Incarnation, the great festivals, and 
especially also the Virgin Mary, the saints and martyrs, and sacred icons. 
 
The Greek church poetry is not metrical and rhymed, but written in rhythmical prose for chanting, 
like the Psalms, the hymns of the New Testament, the Gloria in Excelsis and the Te Deum. The 
older hymnists were also melodists and composed the music. {439} The stanzas are called 
troparia; {440} the first troparion is named hirmos, because it strikes the tune and draws the 
others after it. {441} Three or more stanzas form an ode; three little odes are a triodion; nine odes 
or three triodia form a canon. The odes usually end with a doxology (doxa) and a stanza in praise 
of Mary the Mother of God (theotokion). {442} A hymn with a tune of its own is called an 
idiomelon. {443} 
 



This poetry fills, according to Neale, more than nine tenths or four fifths of the Greek service 
books. It has been heretofore very little known and appreciated in the West, but is now made 
accessible. {444} It contains some precious gems of genuine Christian hymns, buried in a vast 
mass of monotonous, bombastic and tasteless laudations of unknown confessors and martyrs, and 
wonder-working images. {445} 
 
The Greek church poetry begins properly with the anonymous but universally accepted and truly 
immortal Gloria in Excelsis of the third century. {446} The poems of Gregory of Nazianzus (d. 
390), and Synesius of Cyrene (d. about 414), who used the ordinary classical measures, are not 
adapted and were not intended for public worship. {447} 
 
The first hymnist of the Byzantine period, is Anatolius patriarch of Constantinople (d. about 458). 
He struck out the new path of harmonious prose, and may be compared to Venantius Fortunatus 
in the West. {448} 
 
We now proceed to the classical period of Greek church poetry. 
 
In the front rank of Greek hymnists stands St. John Of Damascus, surnamed Mansur (d. in 
extreme old age about 780). He is the greatest systematic theologian of the Eastern church and 
chief champion of image-worship against iconoclasm under the reigns of Leo the Isaurian (717-
741), and Constantinus Copronymus (741-775). He spent a part of his life in the convent of Mar 
Saba (or St. Sabas) in the desolate valley of the Kedron, between Jerusalem and the Dead Sea. 
{449} He was thought to have been especially inspired by the Virgin Mary, the patron of that 
Convent, to consecrate his muse to the praise of Christ. He wrote a great part of the Octoechus, 
which contains the Sunday services of the Eastern church. His canon for Easter Day is called "the 
golden Canon" or "the queen of Canons," and is sung at midnight before Easter, beginning with 
the shout of joy, "Christ is risen," and the response, "Christ is risen indeed." His memory is 
celebrated December 4. {450} 
 
Next to him, and as melodist even above him in the estimation of the Byzantine writers, is St. 
Cosmas Of Jerusalem, called the Melodist. He is, as Neale says, "the most learned of the Greek 
poets, and the Oriental Adam of St. Victor." Cosmas and John of Damascus were foster-brothers, 
friends and fellow-monks at Mar Saba, and corrected each other’s compositions. Cosmas was 
against his will consecrated bishop of Maiuma near Gaza in Southern Palestine, by John, 
patriarch of Jerusalem. He died about 760 and is commemorated on the 14th of October. The 
stichos prefixed to his life says: 
 
Where perfect sweetness dwells, is Cosmas gone; 
 
But his sweet lays to cheer the church live on. {451} 
 
The third rank is occupied by St. Theophanes, surnamed the Branded, {452} one of the most 
fruitful poets. He attended the second Council of Nicaea (787). During the reign of Leo the 
Arminian (813) he suffered imprisonment, banishment and mutilation for his devotion to the 
Icons, and died about 820. His "Chronography" is one of the chief sources for the history of the 
image-controversy. {453} 
 
The following specimen from Adam’s lament of his fall is interesting: 
 
Adam sat right against the Eastern gate, 
 



By many a storm of sad remembrance tost: 
 
O me! so ruined by the serpent’s hate! 
 
O me! so glorious once, and now so lost! 
 
So mad that bitter lot to choose! 
 
Beguil’d of all I had to lose! 
 
Must I then, gladness of my eyes, — 
 
Must I then leave thee, Paradise, 
 
And as an exile go? 
 
And must I never cease to grieve 
 
How once my God, at cool of eve, 
 
Came down to walk below? 
 
O Merciful! on Thee I call: 
 
O Pitiful! forgive my fall! 
 
The other Byzantine hymnists who preceded or succeeded those three masters, are the following. 
Their chronology is mostly uncertain or disputed. 
 
Sergius, patriarch of Constantinople in the reign of Heracleus (610-641), figures in the beginning 
of the Monotheletic controversy, and probably suggested the union formula to that emperor. He is 
supposed by Christ to be the author of a famous and favorite hymn Akathistos, in praise of Mary 
as the deliverer of Constantinople from the siege of the Persians (630), but it is usually ascribed to 
Georgius Pisida. {454} 
 
Sophronius, patriarch of Jerusalem (629), celebrated in Anacreontic metres the praises of Christ, 
the apostles, and martyrs, and wrote idiomela with music for the church service  {455} 
 
Maximus The Confessor (580-662), the leader and martyr of the orthodox dyotheletic doctrine in 
the Monotheletic controversy, one of the profoundest divines and mystics of the Eastern Church, 
wrote a few hymns. {456} 
 
Germanus (634-734), bishop of Cyzicus, then patriarch of Constantinople (715), was deposed, 
730, for refusing to comply with the iconoclastic edicts of the Emperor Leo the Isaurian (717-
741), and died in private life, aged about one hundred years. He is "regarded by the Greeks as one 
of their most glorious Confessors" (Neale). Among his few poetical compositions are stanzas on 
Symeon the Stylite, on the prophet Elijah, on the Decollation of John the Baptist, and a canon on 
the wonder-working Image in Edessa. {457} 
 
Andrew Of Crete (660-732) was born at Damascus, became monk at Jerusalem, deacon at 
Constantinople, archbishop of Crete, took part in the Monotheletic Synod of 712, but afterwards 



returned to orthodoxy. In view of this change and his advocacy of the images, he was numbered 
among the saints. He is regarded as the inventor of the Canons. His "Great Canon" is sung right 
through on the Thursday of Mid-Lent week, which is called from that hymn. It is a confession of 
sin and an invocation of divine mercy. It contains no less than two hundred and fifty (Neale says, 
three hundred) stanzas. {458} 
 
John of Damascus reduced the unreasonable length of the canons. 
 
Another Andrew, called Andrea Puro or Purro, is credited with eight idiomela in the Menaea, 
from which Christ has selected the praise of Peter and Paul as the best. {459} 
 
Stephen The Sabaite (725-794) was a nephew of John of Damascus, and spent fifty-nine years in 
the convent of Mar Saba, which is pitched, like an eagle’s nest, on the wild rocks of the Kedron 
valley. He is commemorated on the 13th of July. He struck the key-note of Neale’s exquisite 
hymn of comfort, "Art thou weary," which is found in some editions of the Octoechus. He is the 
inspirer rather than the author of that hymn, which is worthy of a place in every book of 
devotional poetry. {460} 
 
Romanus, deacon in Berytus, afterwards priest in Constantinople, is one of the most original and 
fruitful among the older poets. Petra ascribes to him twenty-five hymns. He assigned him to the 
reign of Anastasius I. (491-518), but Christ to the reign of Anastasius II. (713-719), and Jacobi 
with greater probability to the time of Constantinus Pogonatus (681-685). {461} 
 
Theodore Of The Studium (a celebrated convent near Constantinople) is distinguished for his 
sufferings in the iconoclastic controversy, and died in exile, 826, on the eleventh of November. 
He wrote canons for Lent and odes for the festivals of saints. The spirited canon on Sunday of 
Orthodoxy in celebration of the final triumph of image-worship in 842, is ascribed to him, but 
must be of later date as he died before that victory. {462} 
 
Joseph Of The Studium, a brother of Theodore, and monk of that convent, afterwards Archbishop 
of Thessalonica (hence also called Thessalonicensis), died in prison in consequence of tortures 
inflicted on him by order of the Emperor Theophilus (829-842). He is sometimes confounded 
(even by Neale) with Joseph Hymnographus; but they are distinguished by Nicephorus and 
commemorated on different days. {463} 
 
Theoctistus Of The Studium (about 890) is the author of a "Suppliant Canon to Jesus," the only 
thing known of him, but the sweetest Jesus-hymn of the Greek Church. {464} 
 
Joseph, called Hymnographus (880), is the most prolific, most bombastic, and most tedious of 
Greek hymn-writers. He was a Sicilian by birth, at last superintendent of sacred vessels in a 
church at Constantinople. He was a friend of Photius, and followed him into exile. He is credited 
with a very large number of canons in the Mencaea and the Octoechus. {465} 
 
Tarasius, patriarch of Constantinople (784), was the chief mover in the restoration of Icons and 
the second Council of Nicaea (787). He died Feb. 25, 806. His hymns are Unimportant. {466} 
 
EUTHYMIUS, usually known as Syngelus or Syncellus (died about 910), is the author of a 
penitential canon to the Virgin Mary, which is much esteemed in the East. {467} 
 



Elias, bishop of Jerusalem about 761, and Orestes, bishop of the same city, 996-1012, have been 
brought to light as poets by the researches of Pitra from the libraries of Grotta Ferrata, and other 
convents. 
 
In addition to these may be mentioned Methodius (846) {468} Photius, Patriarch of 
Constantinople (d. 891), Metrophanes of Smyrna (900), Leo VI., or the Philosopher, who 
troubled the Eastern Church by a fourth marriage (886-917), Symeon Metaphrastes (Secretary 
and Chancellor of the Imperial Court at Constantinople, about 900), Kasias, Nilus Xanthopulus, 
Joannes Geometra, and Mauropus (1060). With the last the Greek hymnody well nigh ceased. A 
considerable number of hymns cannot be traced to a known author. {469} 
 
We give in conclusion the best specimens of Greek hymnody as reproduced and adapted to 
modern use by Dr. Neale. 
 
’ Tis the Day of Resurrection. 
 
(Anastasew hmera.) 
 
By St. John of Damascus. 
 
‘Tis the Day of Resurrection, 
 
Earth, tell it out abroad! 
 
The Passover of gladness, 
 
The Passover of God! 
 
From death to life eternal, 
 
From earth unto the sky, 
 
Our Christ hath brought us over, 
 
With hymns of victory. 
 
Our hearts be pure from evil, 
 
That we may see aright 
 
The Lord in rays eternal 
 
Of resurrection light: 
 
And, listening to His accents, 
 
May hear, so calm and plain, 
 
His own "All hail!"—and hearing, 
 
May raise the victor strain. 



 
Now let the heavens be! 
 
Let earth her song begin! 
 
Let the round world keep triumph, 
 
And all that is therein: 
 
In grateful exultation 
 
Their notes let all things blend, 
 
For Christ the Lord hath risen, 
 
Our joy that hath no end. 
 
Jesu, name all names above. 
 
(Ihsou’ glukutate.) 
 
By St. Theoctistus of the Studium. 
 
Jesu, name all names above, 
 
Jesu, best and dearest, 
 
Jesu, Fount of perfect love, 
 
Holiest, tenderest, nearest! 
 
Jesu, source of grace completest, 
 
Jesu truest, Jesu sweetest, 
 
Jesu, Well of power divine, 
 
Make me, keep me, seal me Thine! 
 
Jesu, open me the gate 
 
Which the sinner entered, 
 
Who in his last dying state 
 
Wholly on Thee ventured. 
 
Thou whose wounds are ever pleading, 
 
And Thy passion interceding, 
 



From my misery let me rise 
 
To a home in Paradise! 
 
Thou didst call the prodigal; 
 
Thou didst pardon Mary: 
 
Thou whose words can never fall 
 
Love can never vary, 
 
Lord, amidst my lost condition 
 
Give—for Thou canst give—contrition! 
 
Thou canst pardon all mine ill 
 
If Thou wilt: O say, "I will!" 
 
Woe, that I have turned aside 
 
After fleshly pleasure! 
 
Woe, that I have never tried 
 
For the heavenly treasure! 
 
Treasure, safe in homes supernal; 
 
Incorruptible, eternal! 
 
Treasure no less price hath won 
 
Than the Passion of the Son! 
 
Jesu, crowned with thorns for me, 
 
Scourged for my transgression! 
 
Witnessing, through agony, 
 
That Thy good confession; 
 
Jesu, clad in purple raiment, 
 
For my evils making payment; 
 
Let not all thy woe and pain, 
 
Let not Calvary be in vain! 



 
When I reach Death’s bitter sea, 
 
And its waves roll higher, 
 
Help the more forsaking me, 
 
As the storm draws nigher: 
 
Jesu, leave me not to languish, 
 
Helpless, hopeless, full of anguish! 
 
Tell me,—Verily, I say, 
 
Thou shalt be with me to-day! 
 
Art thou weary? 
 
(Kovpon te kai; kavmaton.) 
 
By St. Stephen The Sabaite. 
 
Art thou weary, art thou languid, 
 
Art thou sore distrest? 
 
"Come to me"—saith One—and coming 
 
Be at rest! 
 
Hath He marks to lead me to Him, 
 
If He be my Guide? 
 
In His feet and hands are wound-prints, 
 
And His side. 
 
Is there diadem, as Monarch, 
 
That His brow adorns? 
 
Yea, a crown in very surety, 
 
But of thorns! 
 
If I find Him, if I follow, 
 
What His guerdon here? 
 



Many a sorrow, many a labor, 
 
Many a tear. 
 
If I still hold closely to Him, 
 
What hath He at last? 
 
Sorrow vanquished, labor ended, 
 
Jordan past! 
 
If I ask Him to receive me, 
 
Will He say me nay? 
 
Not till earth, and not till heaven 
 
Pass away! 
 
Finding, following, keeping, struggling 
 
Is He sure to bless? 
 
Angels, martyrs, prophets, virgins, 
 
Answer, Yes! 
 
{437} Neale and Pitra point out this connection, and Jacobi (l. c. p. 210 sq.) remarks: "Im Kampfe 
fur die Bilder steigerte sich die Glut der sinnlichen Frommigkeit, und mit dem Siege der 
Bilderverehrung im neunten Jahrhundert ist eine innerliche und aeusserliche Zunahme des 
Heiligenkultus und namentlich ein Wachsthum der Marienvehrung unverkennbar." 
 
{438} The Mhnai’a (sc. bibliva, Monatsbucher) are published at Venice in the Tipografia Greca 
(h Ellhnikh tupografia tou’ foiniko). Each month has its separate title: Mhnai’on tou’ Ianouariou 
or Mhn Ianouario, etc. January begins with the commemoration of the circumcision of our Lord 
and the commemoration of St. Basil the Great, and December ends with the mnhmh th’ osiva 
Mhtro hmw’n Melanh th’s Rwmaia. The copy before me (from the Harvard University Library) is 
dated 1852, and printed in beautiful Greek type, with the directions in red ink. On older editions 
see Mone, Lat. Hymnen, II. p. x. sqq. The other books of the Greek Ritual are the Paracletice 
(Paraklhtikh, sc. biblo) or great Octoechus (Oktwhco, sc. biblo), which contains the Sunday 
services the Triodion (Triw dion, the Lent-volume), and the Pentecostarion (Penthkostavrion, the 
office for Easter-tide). "On a moderate computation," says Neale, "these volumes comprise 5,000 
closely printed quarto pages, in double columns, of which at least 4,000 are poetry." See the large 
works of Leo Allatius, Deuteronomy libris eccles. Graecorum; Goar, Euchologion sive Rituale 
Graecorum, and especially the Second volume of Neale’s History of the Holy Eastern Church 
(1850), p. 819 sqq. 
 
{439} Hence they were called melwdoiv as well as poihtai in distinction from the mere 
umnografoi. The Greek service books are also music books. Christ discusses Byzantine music, 
and gives some specimens in Prol. p. CXI-CXLII. 



 
{440} Troparion, the diminutive of tropo, as modulus is of modus, was originally a musical term. 
 
{441} Eirmo, tractus, a train, series, was likewise originally a musical term like akolouqia and 
the Latin jubilatio, sequentia. See 96. 
 
{442} Qeotokion, sc. troparion (more rarely, but more correctly, with the accent on the ante-
penultima, qeotokion), from qeotoko, Deipara. The stauro-theotokion celebrates Mary at the 
cross, and corresponds to the Stabat Mater dolorosa of the Latins. 
 
{443} Idiomelon. There are several other designations of various kinds of poems, as ajkolouqiva 
(the Latin sequentia), ajnabaqmoiv (tria antiphona), ajntivfwnon, ajpolutivkion (breve troparium 
sub finem officii vespertini), apostica, automelon, exaposteilarion, ewqina, kaqisma, katabasia, 
kontaria, makarismoi, megalunaria, oi koi, prosomoia, stichra, triw dia, tetrawda, diw dia, 
yalthrion, tropologion. These terms and technical forms are fully discussed by Christ in the 
Prolegomena. Comp. also the Introduction of Neale 
 
{444} By Vormbaum (in the third volume of Daniel’s Thesaurus which needs reconstruction), 
Pitra, and Christ. The Continental writers seem to be ignorant of Dr. Neale, the best English 
connoisseur of the liturgical and poetic literature of the Greek church. His translations are, 
indeed, very free reproductions and transfusions, but for this very reason better adapted to 
Western taste than the originals. The hymn of Clement of Alexandria in praise of the Logos has 
undergone a similar transformation by Dr. Henry M. Dexter, and has been made useful for public 
worship. See vol. II. 231. 
 
{445} Even Neale, with all his admiration for the Greek Church, admits that the Menaea contain a 
"deluge of worthless compositions: tautology repeated till it becomes almost sickening; the 
merest commonplace, again and again decked in the tawdry shreds of tragic language, ind twenty 
or thirty times presenting the same thought in slightly varying terms." (Hymns E. Ch. p. 88 sq., 3d 
ed.) 
 
{446} See vol. II. 227, and add to the Lit. there quoted: Christ, p. 38-40, who gives from the 
Codex Alexandrinus and other MSS. the Greek text of the morning hymn (the expanded Angelic 
anthem Doxa en uyistoi qew’) and two evening hymns Ainei’te, pai’ de. kurion, and (Fw’ ilaron 
agia doxh) of the Greek church. 
 
{447} See vol. III. 581 and 921. Christ begins his collection with the hymns of Synesius, p. 3-23, 
and of Gregory Nazianzen, 23-32. 
 
{448} See the specimens in vol. III. 583-585. Neale begins his translations with Anatolius. Christ 
treats of him p. XLI, and gives his stichra; ajnastavsima find three ijdiovmela (hymns with their 
own melody), 113-117. More than a hundred poems in the Menaea and the Octoechus bear the 
name of Anatolius, but Christ conjectures that stichra; ajnatolikav is a generic name, like 
katanuktikav and nekrwvsima. 
 
{449} See a description of this most curious structure in all Palestine, in my book Through Bible 
Lands (N. Y. 1879), p. 278 sqq. 
 
{450} The poetry of John of D. in his Opera ed. Le Quien (Par. 1712), Tom. I. 673-693; Poatae 
Graeci veteres (Colon. 1614), Tom. II. 737 sqq.; Christ, Anthol. gr. Prol. XLIV. sqq., p. 117-121, 
and p. 205-236. Vormbaum, in Daniel, III. 80-97, gives six of his odes in Greek; Bassler, 162-



164, two (and two in German, 21, 22); Neale nine English versions. The best of his hymns and 
canons are Ei thn cristou’ gennhsin (or ei thn qeogonivan), Ei ta qeofaneia, Ei thn kuriakhn tou’ 
Pasca, Ei thn pentekosthn, Ei thn analhyin tou’ Cristou’, Euch, Idiomela en akolouqiva tou’ 
exodiastikou’, Ei thn koimhsin th’ qeotokou.. The last begins with this stanza (Christ, p. 229): 
 
Anoixw to stoma mou, 
 
kai plhrwqhsetai pneumato 
 
kai logou epeuxomai th’ basilidi mhtri 
 
kai ofqhsomai faidrw’ panhgurizwn: 
 
kai asw ghqomeno tauth ta qaumata. 
 
{451} Gallandi, Bibl. Patrum, XIII. 234 sqq.; Christ, XLIX sq., 161-164. Christ calls him 
"princeps melodorum graecorum," and gives ten of his canons and several triodia; Daniel (III. 55-
79) twelve odes. Among the best are Ei thn tou’ Cristou’ gevnnhsin, Ei ta qeofaneia, Ei thn 
penthkosthn, Pro Criston, Ei thn uywsin tou’ staurou’, Ei to mega sabbaton. Neale has reproduced 
eight odes of Cosmas and a cento on the Transfiguration. The Nativity hymn begins (Christ p. 
165): 
 
Cristo genna’tai: doxasate 
 
Cristo ex ouranw’n apanthsate 
 
Cristo epi gh’ uywvqhte 
 
asate tw’ kuriw pa’sa h gh’, 
 
kai en eufrosunh 
 
anumnhsate, laoi, 
 
oti dedoxastai. 
 
{452} o Grapto, with reference to his sufferings. 
 
{453} According to Christ (Prol. XLIV), he was after the restoration of the images in the 
churches of Constantinople, 842, elected metropolitan of Nicaea and died in peace. But according 
to the Bollandists and other authorities, he died much earlier in exile at Samothrace about 818 or 
820, in consequence of his sufferings for the Icons. Neale reports that Theophanes was betrothed 
in childhood to a lady named Megalis, but persuaded her, on their wedding day, to retire to a 
convent. Christ gives several of his idiomela and stichera necrosima, p. 121-130. See also Daniel, 
III. 110-112, and Neale’s translations of the idiomela on Friday of Cheese-Sunday (i.e. 
Quinquagesima), and the stichera at the first vespers of Cheese-Sunday (90-95). The last is 
entitled by Neale: "Adam’s Complaint," and he thinks that Milton, "as a universal scholar," must, 
in Eve’s lamentation, have had in his eye the last stanza which we give in the text. But this is very 
doubtful. The Chronographia of Theophanes is published in the Bonn. ed. of the Byzantine 
historians, 1839, and in Migne’s "Patrol. Graeca," Tom. 108 (1861). His biography see in the 
Acta Sanct. ed. Bolland. in XII. Martii. 



 
{454} Christ (p. LII sq., p. 140-147) reasons chiefly from chronological considerations. The poem 
is called akaqisto (sc. umno) th’ qeotokou, because it was chanted while priest and people were 
standing. During the singing of other hymns they were seated; hence the latter are called 
kaqivsmata, (from kaqivzesqai). See Christ, Prol. p. LXII and p. 54 sqq. Jacobi says of the 
Akathistos (l. c. p. 230): "Was Enthusiasmus fur die heilige Jungfrau, was Kenntniss biblischer 
Typen, uberhaupt religioser Gegenstande und Gedanken zu leisten vermochten, was Schmuck der 
Sprache. Gewandtheit des Ausdrucks, Kunst der Rhythmen und der Reime hinzufugen komnten, 
das ist hier in unubertroffenem Masse bewirkt." 
 
{455} Christ, XXVII, XXXV, LIII, 43-47 (ajnakreovntika), and 96 
(ijdiovmelatw’nQeofaneivwn). Daniel, III. 20-46, gives thirteen pieces of Sophronius from Pet. 
Metranga, Spicilegium Romanum, 1840, Tom. IV. 
 
{456} Poetae Gr. vet. Tom. II. 192 sqq. Daniel, III. 97-103, gives three hymns, among them a 
beautiful umno ikethrio ei Criston Christ omits Maximus. 
 
{457} See his Opera in Migne’s "Patrol. Graeca" Tom. 98 (1865); and his poems in Christ, XLIII. 
98 (ijdiovmelon on the Nativity); Daniel, III. 79, a hymn in praise of Mary, beginning 
Salpivswmen ejn savlpiggi ajsmavtwn, and ending with ascribing to her almighty power of 
intercession: 
 
Ouden gar adunaton th’ mesiteia sou. 
 
{458} Fr. Combefisius first edited the works of Andreas Cretensis, Par. 1644. Christ, 147-161, 
gives the first part of "the great canon" (about one-fourth), and a new canon in praise of Peter. 
The last is not in the Menaea but has been brought to light from Paris and Vatican MSS. by Card. 
Pitra. Daniel, III. 47-54, has seven hymns of Andreas, of which the first is on the nativity, 
beginning: 
 
Eufrainesqe dikaioi 
 
Ouranoi agallia’sqe 
 
Skirthsate ta orh, 
 
Tou’ Cristou’ gennhqento. 
 
Neale translated four: Stichera for Great Thursday; Troparia for Palm Sunday; a portion of the 
Great Canon; Stichera for the Second Week of the Great Fast. His Opera in Migne’s "Patrol. Gr." 
T. 97 (1860), p. 1306sqq. 
 
{459} Christ, p. xlii. sq. and 83, automelonei tou apost. Petron kai Paulon. See Men., June 29. 
 
{460} Christ and Daniel ignore Stephen. Neale calls the one and only hymn which he translated, 
"Idiomela in the Week of the First Oblique Tone," and adds: "These stanzas, which strike me as 
very sweet, are not in all the editions of the Octoechus." He ascribes to him also a poetical 
composition on the Martyrs of the monastery of Mar Saba (March 20), and one on the 
Circumcision. "His style," he says, "seems formed on that of S. Cosmas, rather than on that of his 
own uncle. He is not deficient in elegance and richness of typology, but exhibits something of 
sameness, and is occasionally guilty of very hard metaphors." 



 
{461} Christ, 131-140, gives his "Psalm of the Holy Apostles," and a Nativity hymn. Comp. p. li. 
sq. Jacobi (p. 203 sq.) discusses the data and traces in Romanus allusions to the Monotheletic 
controversy, which began about A. D. 630. He gives a German version in part of the beautiful 
description of the benefits of redemption, p. 221 sq. 
 
{462} Christ, p. 101 sq.; Daniel, III. 101-109. Neale has translated four odes of Theodorus 
Studita, one on the judgment-day (okurio ercetai). Pitra has brought to light from MSS. eighteen 
of his poems on saints. See his Opera in Migne "Patr. Gr." 99. 
 
{463} Christ, p. xlvii.: "Nicephorus duos Iosephos hymnorum scriptores recenset, quorum 
alterum Studiorum monasterii socium, alterum peregrinum dicit. Priorem intelligo Iosephum 
fratrem minorem Theodori, Studiorum antistitis, cuius memoriae dies XIV. mensis Iulii 
consecratus est. Is ob morum integritatem et doctrina laudem Thessalonicensis ecclesiae 
archiepiscopus electus a Theophilo rege (829-842), qui in cultores imaginum saeviebat, in 
vincula coniectus et omni tormentorum genere adeo vexatus est, ut in carcere mortem 
occumberet. Alterius losephi, qui proprie umnografo audit, memoriam die III. mensis Aprilis 
ecclesia graeca concelebrat. Is peregrinus (xeno) ab Nicephoro dictus esse dicitur, quod ex 
Sicilia insula oriundus erat et patria ab Arabibus capta et vastata cum matre et fratribus primum 
in Peloponnesum, deinde Thessalonicem confugit, qua in urbe monarchorum disciplnae 
severissimae sese addixit." 
 
{464} English translation by Neale. See below, p. 473. 
 
{465} Christ, 242-253; Daniel, III. 112-114; Neale, p. 120-151; Bassler, p. 23, 165; Schaff, p. 240 
sq. Joseph is also the author of hymns formerly ascribed to Sophronius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, 
during the Monotheletic controversy, as Paranikas has shown (Christ, Prol., p. liii.). 
 
{466} Neale notices him, but thinks it not worth while to translate his poetry. 
 
{467} Kanwnei th nuperagianqeo tokon. See Daniel, III. 17-20. 
 
{468} Not to be confounded with Methodius Eubulius, of Patara, the martyr (d. 311), who is also 
counted among the poets for his psalm of the Virgins in praise of chastity (parqevnion); see vol. 
II. 811, and Christ, p. 33-37. Bassler (p. 4 sq.) gives a German version of it by Fortlage. 
 
{469} Pitra concludes his collection with eighty-three anonymous hymns, thirty-two of which he 
assigns to the poets of the Studium. See also Daniel, III. 110-138, and the last hymns in Neale’s 
translations.  

 



95. Latin Hymnody. Literature. 
 
See vol. III. 585 sqq. The following list covers the whole mediaeval period of Latin hymnody. 
 
I. Latin Collections. 
 
The Breviaries and Missals. The hymnological collections of Clichtovaeus (Paris 1515, Bas. 1517 
and 1519.), Cassander (Col. 1556), Ellinger (Frankf. a. M. 1578), Georg Fabricius (Poetarum 
Veterum ecclesiasticorum Opera, Bas. 1564). See the full titles of Breviaries and these older 
collections in Daniel, vol. I. XIII-XXII. and vol. II. VIII-XIV. 
 
Cardinal Jos. Maria Thomasius (Tomasi, 1649-1713, one of the chief expounders of the liturgy 
and ceremonies of the Roman church): Opera Omnia. Rom. 1741 sqq., 7 vols. The second 
volume, p. 351-403, contains the Hymnarium de anni circulo, etc., for which he compared the 
oldest Vatican and other Italian MSS. of hymns down to the eighth century. The same vol. 
includes the Breviarium Psalterii. The fourth (1749) contains the Responsorialia et antiphonaria 
Romanae ecclesia, and the sixth vol. (1751) a collection of Missals. Thomasius is still very 
valuable. Daniel calls his book "fons primarius." 
 
Aug. Jak. Rambach (Luth. Pastor in Hamburg, b. 1777, d. 1851): Anthologie christlicher Gesange 
aus alien Jahrh. der christl. Kirche. Altona and Leipzig 1817-1833, 6 vols. The first vol. contains 
Latin hymns with German translations and notes. The other volumes contain only German 
hymns, especially since the Reformation. Rambach was a pioneer in hymnology. 
 
Job. Kehrein (R.C.): Lat. Anthologie aus den christl. Dichtern des Mittelalters. Frankfurt a. m. 
1840. See his larger work below. 
 
[John Henry Newman, Anglican, joined the Rom. Ch. 1845]: Hymni Ecclesiae. Lond. 
(Macmillan) 1838; new ed. 1865 (401 pages). Contains only hymns from the Paris, Roman, and 
Anglican Breviaries. The preface to the first part is signed "J. H. N." and dated Febr. 21, 1838, 
but no name appears on the title page. About the same time Card. N. made his translations of 
Breviary hymns, which are noticed below, sub. III. 
 
H. A. Daniel (Lutheran, d. 1871): Thesaurus Hymnologicus. Lips. 1841-1856, 5 Tomi. The first, 
second, fourth and fifth vols. contain Lat. hymns, the fourth Greek and Syrian h. A rich standard 
collection, but in need of revision 
 
P. J. Mone (R. Cath. d. 1871): Lateinische Hymnen des Mittelalters. Freiburg i. B. 1853-’55, 3 
vols. From MSS with notes. Contains in all 1215 hymns divided into three divisions of almost 
equal size; (1) Hymns to God and the angels (461 pages); (2) Hymns to the Virgin Mary, (457 
pages); (3) Hymns to saints (579 pages). 
 
D. Ozanam: Documents inedits pour servir a l’histoire litteraire de l’Italie. Paris 1850. Contains 
a collection of old Latin hymns, reprinted in Migne’s "Patrol. Lat." vol. 151, fol. 813-824. 
 
Joseph Stevenson: Latin Hymns of the Anglo-Saxon Church; with an Interlinear Anglo-Saxon 
Gloss, from a MS. of the eleventh century in Durham Library. 1851 (Surtees Soc.). 
 



J. M. Neale (Warden of Sackville College, high Anglican, d. 1866): Sequentiae ex Missalibus 
Germanicis, Anglicis, Gallicis, aliisque medii aevi collectae. Lond. 1852. 284 pages. Contains 
125 sequences. 
 
Felix Clement: Carmina e Poetis Christianis excerpta. Parisiis (Gaume Fratres) 1854. 564 pages. 
The Latin texts of hymns from the 4th to the 14th century, with French notes. 
 
R. Ch. Trench (Archbishop of Dublin): Sacred Latin Poetry, chiefly Lyrical. Lond. and 
Cambridge, 1849; 2d ed. 1864; 3rd ed. revised and improved, 1874. (342 pages). With an 
instructive Introduction and notes. 
 
Ans. Schubiger: Die Sangerschule St. Gallens vom 8 ten bis 12 ten Jahrh. Einsiedeln 1858. Gives 
sixty texts with the old music and facsimiles. 
 
P. Gall Morel (R.C.): Lat. Hymnen des Mittelalters, grosstentheils aus Handschriften 
schweizerischer Kloster. Einsiedeln (Benziger) 1868 (341 pages). Mostly Marienlieder and 
Heiligenlieder (p. 30-325). Supplementary to Daniel and Mone. 
 
Phil. Wackernagel (Luth., d. 1877): Das deutsche Kirchenlied von der altesten Zeit bis zum 
Anfang des XVII. Jahrh. Leipz. 1864-1877, 5 vols. (the last vol. ed. by his two sons). This is the 
largest monumental collection of older German hymns; but the first vol. contains Latin hymns 
and sequences from the fourth to the sixteenth century. 
 
Karl Bartsch (Prof of Germ. and Romanic philology in Rostock): Die lateinischen Sequenzen des 
Mittelalters in musikalischer und rhythmischer Beziehung dargestellt. Rostock 1868. 
 
Chs. Buchanan Pierson: Sequences from the Sarum Missal. London 1871. 
 
Joseph Kehrein (R.C.): Lateinische Sequenzen des Mittelalters aus Handschriften und Drucken. 
Mainz 1873 (620 pages). The most complete collection of Sequences (over 800). He divides the 
sequences, like Mone the hymns, according to the subject (Lieder an-Gott, Engellieder, 
Marienlieder, Heiligenlieder). Comp. also his earlier work noticed above. 
 
Francis A. March: Latin Hymns, with English Notes. N. York, 1874. 
 
W. McIlvaine: Lyra Sacra Hibernica. Belfast, 1879. (Contains hymns of St. Patrick, Columba, 
and Sedulius). 
 
E. Dummler: Poatae Latini Aevi Carolini. Berol. 1880-’84, 2 vols. Contains also hymns, II. p. 
244-258. 
 
Special editions of Adam of St. Victor: L. Gautier: La aeuvres poetiques d’ Adam de S. Victor. 
Par. 1858 and 1859, 2 vols. Digby S. Wrangham (of St. John’s College, Oxford): The Liturgical 
Poetry of Adam of St. Victor. Lond. 1881, 3 vols. (The Latin text of Gautier with E. Version in the 
original metres and with short notes). On the Dies Irae see the monograph of Lisco (Berlin 1840). 
It has often been separately published, e.g. by Franklin Johnson, Cambridge, Mass. 1883. So also 
the Stabat Mater, and the hymn of Bernard of Cluny Deuteronomy Contemptu Mundi (which 
furnished the thoughts for Neale’s New Jerusalem hymns). The hymns of St. Bernard, Abelard, 
Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, are in the complete editions of their works. For St. Bernard see 
Migne’s "Patrol. Lat." vol. 184, fol. 1307-1330; for Abelard, vol. 178, fol. 1759-1824. 
 



II. Historical and Critical. 
 
Polyc. Leyser: Historia Poatarum et Poamatum Medii Aevi. Halae 1721. 
 
Friedr. Munter: Ueber die alteste christl. Poesie. Kopenhagen 1806. 
 
Edelstand Du Meril: Poesies populaires Latines anterieures au douzieme siecle. Paris 1843. 
Poesies populaire’s Latines du moyen age. Paris 1847. 
 
Trench: Introd. to his S. Lat. Poetry. See above. 
 
Baehr: Die christl. Dichter und Geschichtschreiber Roms. Karlsruhe 1836, 2nd ed., revised, 1872 
(with bibliography). 
 
Edward Emil Koch: Geschichte des Kirchenlieds und Kirchengesangs in der christlichen, 
insbesondere der deutschen evangel. Kirche. Stuttgart, third ed. rev. and enlarged 1866-1876, 7 
vols. This very instructive and valuable work treats of Latin hymnology, but rather superficially, 
in vol. I. 40-153. 
 
Ad. Ebert: Allgem. Gesch. der Lit. des Mittelalters im Abendlande, vol. I. (Leipz. 1874), the third 
book (p. 516 sqq.), and vol. II. (1880) which embraces the age of Charlemagne and his 
successors. 
 
Joh. Kayser (R.C.): Beitrage zur Geschichte und Erklarung der altesten Kirchenhymnen. 
Paderborn, 2d ed. 1881. 477 pages, comes down only to the sixth century and closes with 
Fortunatus. See also his article Der Text des Hymnus Stabat Mater dolorosa, in the Tubingen 
"Theol. Quartalschrift" for 1884, No. I. p. 85-103. 
 
III. English translations. 
 
John Chandler (Anglican, d. July 1, 1876): The Hymns of the Primitive Church, now first 
collected, translated and arranged. London 1837. Contains 108 Latin hymns with Chandler’s 
translations. 
 
Richard Mant (Lord Bishop of Down and Connor, d. Nov. 2, 1848): Ancient Hymns from the 
Roman Breviary. 1837. New ed. Lond. and Oxf. 1871. (272 pages) 
 
John Henry Newman:] Verses on Various Occasions. London 1868 (reprinted in Boston, by 
Patrick Donahue). The Preface is dated Dec. 21, 1867, and signed J. H. N. The book contains the 
original poems of the Cardinal, and his translations of the Roman Breviary Hymns and two from 
the Parisian Breviary, which, as stated in a note on p. 186, were all made in 1836-38, i.e. eight 
years before he left the Church of England. 
 
Isaac Williams (formerly of Trinity College, Oxford, d. 1865): Hymns translated from the 
Parisian Breviary. London 1839. 
 
Edward Caswall (Anglican, joined the R.C. Church 1847, d. Jan. 2, 1878): Lyra Catholica. 
Containing all the Breviary and Missal Hymns together with some other hymns. Lond. 1849. (311 
pages). Reprinted N. Y. 1851. Admirable translations. They are also included in his Hymns and 
Poems, original and translated. London 2d ed. 1873. 
 



John David Chambers (Recorder of New Sarum): Lauda Syon. Ancient Latin Hymns in the 
English and other Churches, translated into corresponding metres. Lond. 1857 (116 pages.) 
 
J. M. Neale: Mediaeval Hymns and Sequences. Lond. 1862; 3d ed. 1867. (224 pages). Neale is 
the greatest master of free reproduction of Latin as well as Greek hymns. He published also 
separately his translation of the new Jerusalem hymns: The Rhythm of Bernard de Morlaix, Monk 
of Cluny, on the Celestial Country. Lond. 1858, 7th ed. 1865, with the Latin text as far as 
translated (48 pages). Also Stabat Mater Speciosa, Full of Beauty stood the Mother (1866). 
 
The Seven Great Hymns of the Mediaeval Church. N. York (A. D. F. Randolph & Co.) 1866; 
seventh ed. enlarged, 1883. 154 pages. This anonymous work (by Judge C. C. Nott, Washington) 
contains translations by various authors of Bernard’s Celestial Country, the Dies Irae, the Mater 
Dolorosa, the Mater Speciosa, the Veni Sancte Spiritus, the Veni Creator Spiritus, the Vexilla 
Regis, and the Alleluiatic Sequence of Godescalcus. The originals are also given. 
 
Philip Schaff: Christ in Song. N. Y. 1868; Lond. 1869. Contains translations of seventy-three 
Latin hymns by various authors. 
 
W. H. Odenheimer and Frederic M. Bird: Songs of the Spirit. N. York 1871. Contains translations 
of twenty-three Latin hymns on the Holy Spirit, with a much larger number of English hymns. 
Erastus C. Benedict (Judge in N. Y., d. 1878): The Hymn of Hildebert and other Mediaeval 
Hymns, with translations. N. York 1869. 
 
Abraham Coles (M. D.): Latin Hymns, with Original Translations. N. York 1868. Contains 13 
translations of the Dies Irae, which were also separately published in 1859. 
 
Hamilton M. Macgill, D. D. (of the United Presb. Ch. of Scotland): Songs of the Christian Creed 
and Life selected from Eighteen Centuries. Lond. and Edinb. 1879. Contains translations of a 
number of Latin and a few Greek hymns with the originals, also translations of English hymns 
into Latin. 
 
The Roman Breviary. Transl. out of Latin into English by John Marquess of Bute, K. T. Edinb. 
and Lond. 1879, 2 vols. The best translations of the hymns scattered through this book are by the 
ex-Anglicans Caswall and Cardinal Newman. The Marquess of Bute is himself a convert to Rome 
from the Church of England. 
 
D. F. Morgan: Hymns and other Poetry of the Latin Church. Oxf. 1880. 100 versions arranged 
according to the Anglican Calendar. 
 
Edward A. Washburn (Rector of Calvary Church, N. Y. d. Feb. 2, 1881): Voices from a Busy Life. 
N. York 1883. Contains, besides original poems, felicitous versions of 32 Latin hymns, several of 
which had appeared before in Schaff’s Christ in Song. 
 
Samuel W. Duffield: The Latin Hymn Writers and their Hymns (in course of preparation and to 
be published, New York 1885. This work will cover the entire range of Latin hymnology, and 
include translations of the more celebrated hymns). 
 
IV. German translations of Latin hymns: (Mostly accompanied by the original text) are very 
numerous, e.g. by Rambach, 1817 sqq. (see above); C. Fortlage (Gesange christl. Vorzeit, 1844); 
Karl Simrock (Lauda Sion, 1850); Ed. Kauffer (Jesus-Hymnen, Sammlung altkirchl. lat. Gesange, 
etc. Leipz. 1854, 65 pages); H. Stadelmann (Altchristl. Hymnen und Lieder. Augsb. 1855); 



Bassler (1858); J. Fr. H. Schlosser (Die Kirche in ihren Liedern, Freiburg i. B. 1863, 2 vols); G. 
A. Konigsfeld (Lat. Hymnen und Gesange, Bonn 1847, new series, 1865, both with the original 
and notes). 
 
 

 



96. Latin Hymns and Hymnists. 
 
The Latin church poetry of the middle ages is much better known than the Greek, and remains to 
this day a rich source of devotion in the Roman church and as far as poetic genius and religious 
fervor are appreciated. The best Latin hymns have passed into the Breviary and Missal (some 
with misimprovements), and have been often reproduced in modern languages. The number of 
truly classical hymns, however, which were inspired by pure love to Christ and can be used with 
profit by Christians of every name, is comparatively small. The poetry of the Latin church is as 
full of Mariolatry and hagiolatry as the poetry of the Greek church. It is astonishing what an 
amount of chivalrous and enthusiastic devotion the blessed Mother of our Lord absorbed in the 
middle ages. In Mone’s collection the hymns to the Virgin fill a whole volume of 457 pages, the 
hymns to saints another volume of 579 pages, while the first volume of only 461 pages is divided 
between hymns to God and to the angels. The poets intended to glorify Christ through his mother, 
but the mother overshadows the child, as in the pictures of the Madonna. She was made the 
mediatrix of all divine grace, and was almost substituted for Christ, who was thought to occupy a 
throne of majesty too high for sinful man to reach without the aid of his mother and her tender 
human sympathies. She is addressed with every epithet of praise, as Mater Dei, Dei Genitrix, 
Mater summi Domini, Mater misericordiae, Mater bonitatis, Mater dolorosa, Mater jucundosa, 
Mater speciosa, Maris Stella, Mundi domina, Mundi spes, Porta paradisi, Regina coeli, Radix 
gratiae, Virgo virginum, Virgo regia Dei. Even the Te Deum was adapted to her by the 
distinguished St. Bonaventura so as to read "Te Matrem laudamus, Te Virginem confitemur." 
{470} 
 
The Latin, as the Greek, hymnists were nearly all monks; but an emperor (Charlemagne?) and a 
king (Robert of France) claim a place of honor among them. 
 
The sacred poetry of the Latin church may be divided into three periods: 1, The patristic period 
from Hilary (d. 368) and Ambrose (d. 397) to Venantius Fortunatus (d. about 609) and Gregory I. 
(d. 604); 2, the early mediaeval period to Peter Damiani (d. 1072); 3, the classical period to the 
thirteenth century. The first period we have considered in a previous volume. Its most precious 
legacy to the church universal is the Te Deum laudamus. It is popularly ascribed to Ambrose of 
Milan (or Ambrose and Augustin jointly), but in its present completed form does not appear 
before the first half of the sixth century, although portions of it may be traced to earlier Greek 
origin; it is, like the Apostles’ Creed, and the Greek Gloria in Excelsis, a gradual growth of the 
church rather than the production of any individual. {471} The third period embraces the greatest 
Latin hymnists, as Bernard of Morlaix (monk of Cluny about 1150), Bernard of Clairvaux (d. 
1153), Adam of St. Victor (d. 1192), Bonaventura (d. 1274), Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274), Thomas 
a Celano (about 1250), Jacopone (d. 1306), and produced the last and the best Catholic hymns 
which can never die, as Hora Novisasima; Jesu dulcis memoria; Salve caput cruentatum; Stabat 
Mater; and Dies Irae. In this volume we are concerned with the second period. 
 
Venantius Fortunatus, of Poitiers, and his cotemporary, Pope Gregory I., form the transition from 
the patristic poetry of Sedulius and Prudentius to the classic poetry of the middle ages. 
 
Fortunatus (about 600) {472} was the fashionable poet of his day. A native Italian, he emigrated 
to Gaul, travelled extensively, became intimate with St. Gregory of Tours, and the widowed 
queen Radegund when she lived in ascetic retirement, and died as bishop of Poitiers. He was the 
first master of the trochaic tetrameter, and author of three hundred poems, chief among which are 
the two famous passion hymns: 
 



"Vexilla regis prodeunt," 
 
"The Royal Banners forward go;" 
 
and 
 
"Pange, lingua, gloriosi proelium certaminis," 
 
"Sing, my tongue, the glorious battle." 
 
Both have a place in the Roman Breviary. {473} 
 
Gregory I. (d. 604), though far inferior to Fortunatus in poetic genius, occupies a prominent rank 
both in church poetry and church music. He followed Ambrose in the metrical form, the prayer-
like tone, and the churchly spirit, and wrote for practical use. He composed about a dozen hymns, 
several of which have found a place in the Roman Breviary. {474} The best is his Sunday hymn: 
 
"Primo dierum omnium," 
 
"On this first day when heaven on earth," 
 
or, as it has been changed in the Breviary, 
 
"Primo die quo Trinitas," 
 
To-day the Blessed Three in One 
 
Began the earth and skies; 
 
To-day a Conqueror, God the Son, 
 
Did from the grave arise; 
 
We too will wake, and, in despite 
 
Of sloth and languor, all unite, 
 
As Psalmists bid, through the dim night 
 
Waiting with wistful eyes. {475} 
 
The Venerable Bede (d. 735) wrote a beautiful ascension hymn 
 
"Hymnum canamus gloriae," 
 
"A hymn of glory let us sing;" 
 
and a hymn for the Holy innocents, 
 
"Hymnum canentes Martyrum," 
 



"The hymn of conquering martyrs raise." {476} 
 
Rabanus Maurus, a native of Mainz (Mayence) on the Rhine, a pupil of Alcuin, monk and abbot 
in the convent of Fulda, archbishop of Mainz from 847 to 856, was the chief Poet of the 
Carolingian age, and the first German who wrote Latin hymns. Some of them have passed into 
the Breviary. {477} 
 
He is probably the author of the pentecostal Veni, Creator Spiritus. {478} It outweighs all his 
other poems. It is one of the classical Latin hymns, and still used in the Catholic church on the 
most solemn occasions, as the opening of Synods, the creating of popes and the crowning of 
kings. It was invested with a superstitious charm. It is the only Breviary hymn which passed into 
the Anglican liturgy as part of the office for ordaining priests and consecrating bishops. {479} 
The authorship has been variously ascribed to Charlemagne, {480} to Gregory the Great, {481} 
also to Alcuin, and even to Ambrose, without any good reason. It appears first in 898, is found in 
the MS. containing the Poems of Rabanus Maurus, and in all the old German Breviaries; it was 
early and repeatedly translated into German {482} and agrees very well in thought and expression 
with his treatise on the Holy Spirit. {483} 
 
We give the original with two translations. {484} 
 
Veni, Creator Spiritus, 
 
Mentes tuorum visita. 
 
Imple superna gratia 
 
Quo tu creasti pectora. 
 
Creator, Spirit, Lord of Grace, 
 
O make our hearts Thy dwelling-place, 
 
And with Thy might celestial aid 
 
The souls of those whom Thou hast made. 
 
Qui Paracletus diceris, 
 
Donum Dei altissimi, 
 
Fons vivus, ignis, charitas, 
 
Et spiritalis unctio. 
 
Come from the throne of God above, 
 
O Paraclete, O Holy Dove, 
 
Come, Oil of gladness, cleansing Fire, 
 
And Living Spring of pure desire. 



 
Tu septiformis munere, 
 
Dextrae Dei tu digitus, 
 
Tu rite Promissum Patris, 
 
Sermone ditans guttura. 
 
O Finger of the Hand Divine, 
 
The sevenfold gifts of Grace are Thine, 
 
And touched by Thee the lips proclaim 
 
All praise to God’s most holy Name. 
 
Accende lumen sensibus, 
 
Infunde amorem cordibus;  
 
Infirma nostri corporis, 
 
Virtute firmans perpetim. {485} 
 
Then to our souls Thy light impart, 
 
And give Thy Love to every heart 
 
Turn all our weakness into might, 
 
O Thou, the Source of Life and Light. 
 
Hostem repellas longius, 
 
Pacemque dones protinus. 
 
Ductore sic te praevio, 
 
Vitemus omne noxium. 
 
Protect us from the assailing foe, 
 
And Peace, the fruit of Love, bestow; 
 
Upheld by Thee, our Strength and Guide, 
 
No evil can our steps betide. 
 
Per te sciamus, da Patrem, 
 



Noscamus atque Filium, 
 
Te utriusque Spiritum, 
 
Credamus omni tempore. 
 
Spirit of Faith, on us bestow 
 
The Father and the Son to know; 
 
And, of the Twain, the Spirit, Thee; 
 
Eternal One, Eternal Three. 
 
Sit laus Patri cum Filio, 
 
Sancto simul Paracleto, 
 
Nobisque mittat Filius 
 
Charisma Sancti Spiritus. {486} 
 
To God the Father let us sing; 
 
To God the Son, our risen King; 
 
And equally with These adore 
 
The Spirit, God for evermore. 
 
Praesta hoc Pater piissime, 
 
Patrique compar unice, 
 
Cum Spiritu Paracleto, 
 
Regnans per omne saeculum. See note above. 
 
O Holy Ghost, Creator come! 
 
Thy people’s minds pervade; 
 
And fill, with Thy supernatural grace, 
 
The souls which Thou hast made. 
 
Kindle our senses to a flame, 
 
And fill our hearts with love, 
 
And, through our bdies’ weakness, 



 
still 
 
Pour valor from above! 
 
Thou who art called the Paraclete, 
 
The gift of God most high- 
 
Thou living fount, and fire and love, 
 
Our spirit’s pure ally; 
 
Drive further off our enemy, 
 
And straightway give us peace; 
 
That with Thyself as such a guide, 
 
We may from evil cease. 
 
Thou sevenfold giver of all good; 
 
Finger of God’s right hand; 
 
Thou promise of the Father, rich 
 
In words for every land; 
 
Through Thee may we the Father 
 
know, 
 
And thus confess the Son; 
 
For Thee, from both the Holy 
 
Ghost, 
 
We praise while time shall run. 
 
In this connection we mention the Veni, Sancte Spiritus, the other great pentecostal hymn of the 
middle ages. It is generally ascribed to King Robert of France (970-1031), the son and success or 
of Hugh Capet. {487} He was distinguished for piety and charity, like his more famous successor, 
St. Louis IX., and better fitted for the cloister than the throne. He was disciplined by the pope 
(998) for marrying a distant cousin, and obeyed by effecting a divorce. He loved music and 
poetry, founded convents and churches, and supported three hundred paupers. His hymn reveals 
in terse and musical language an experimental knowledge of the gifts and operations of the Holy 
Spirit upon the heart. It is superior to the companion hymn, Veni, Creator Spiritus. Trench calls it 
"the loveliest" of all the Latin hymns, but we would give this praise rather to St. Bernard’s Jesu 
dulcis memoria ("Jesus, the very thought of Thee"). The hymn contains ten half-stanzas of three 



lines each with a refrain in ium. Each line has seven syllables, and ends with a double or triple 
rhyme; the third line rhymes with the third line of the following half-stanza. Neale has reproduced 
the double ending of each third line (as "brilliancy"—"radiancy"). 
 
Veni, Sancte Spiritus, 
 
Et emittee coelitus 
 
Lucis tuae radium. 
 
Holy Spirit, God of light! 
 
Come, and on our inner sight 
 
Pour Thy bright and heavenly ray! 
 
Veni, Pater pauperum, 
 
Veni, dator munerum, 
 
Veni, lumen cordium. 
 
Father of the lowly! come; 
 
Here, Great Giver! be Thy home, 
 
Sunshine of our hearts, for aye! 
 
Consolator optime, 
 
Dulcis hospes animae, 
 
Dulce refrigerium: 
 
Inmost Comforter and best! 
 
Of our souls the dearest Guest, 
 
Sweetly all their thirst allay; 
 
In labore requies, 
 
In aestu temperies, 
 
In fletu solatium. 
 
In our toils be our retreat, 
 
Be our shadow in the heat, 
 
Come and wipe our tears away. 



 
O lux beatissima, 
 
Reple cordis intima, 
 
Tuorum fidelium. 
 
O Thou Light, all pure and blest! 
 
Fill with joy this weary breast, 
 
Turning darkness into day. 
 
Sine tuo numine 
 
Nihil est in homine 
 
Nihil est innoxium, 
 
For without Thee nought we find, 
 
Pure or strong in human kind, 
 
Nought that has not gone astray. 
 
Lava quod est sordidum, 
 
Riga quod est aridum, 
 
Sana quod est saucium. 
 
Wash us from the stains of sin, 
 
Gently soften all within, 
 
Wounded spirits heal and stay. 
 
Flecte quod est rigidum, 
 
Fove quod est languidum, 
 
Rege quod est devium. 
 
What is hard and stubborn bend, 
 
What is feeble soothe and tend, 
 
What is erring gently sway. 
 
Da tuis fidelibus, 
 



In te confitentibus, 
 
Sacrum septenarium;  
 
To Thy faithful servants give, 
 
Taught by Thee to trust and live, 
 
Sevenfold blessing from this day; 
 
Da virtutis meritum, 
 
Da salutis exitum, 
 
Da perenne gaudium. {488} 
 
Make our title clear, we pray, 
 
When we drop this mortal clay; 
 
Then,—O give us joy for aye. 
 
The following is a felicitous version by an American divine. {490} 
 
Come, O Spirit! Fount of grace! 
 
From thy heavenly dwelling-place 
 
One bright morning beam impart: 
 
Come, O Father of the poor; 
 
Come, O Source of bounties sure; 
 
Come, O Sunshine of the heart! 
 
O! thrice blessed light divine! 
 
Come, the spirit’s inmost shrine 
 
With Thy holy presence fill; 
 
Of Thy brooding love bereft, 
 
Naught to hopeless man is left; 
 
Naught is his but evil still. 
 
Comforter of man the best! 
 
Making the sad soul thy guest; 



 
Sweet refreshing in our fears, 
 
In our labor a retreat, 
 
Cooling shadow in the heat, 
 
Solace in our falling tears. 
 
Wash away each earthly stain, 
 
Flow o’er this parched waste again, 
 
Real the wounds of conscience sore, 
 
Bind the stubborn will within, 
 
Thaw the icy chains of sin, 
 
Guide us, that we stray no more. 
 
Give to Thy believers, give, 
 
In Thy holy hope who live, 
 
All Thy sevenfold dower of love; 
 
Give the sure reward of faith, 
 
Give the love that conquers death, 
 
Give unfailing joy above. 
 
Notker, surnamed the Older, or Balbulus ("the little Stammerer, "from a slight lisp in his speech), 
was born about 850 of a noble family in Switzerland, educated in the convent of St. Gall, founded 
by Irish missionaries, and lived there as a humble monk. He died about 912, and was canonized in 
1512. {491} 
 
He is famous as the reputed author of the Sequences (Sequentiae), a class of hymns in rythmical 
prose, hence also called Proses (Prosae). They arose from the custom of prolonging the last 
syllable in singing the Allelu-ia of the Gradual, between the Epistle and the Gospel, while the 
deacon was ascending from the altar to the rood-loft (organ-loft), that he might thence sing the 
Gospel. This prolongation was called jubilatio or jubilus, or laudes, on account of its jubilant 
tone, and sometimes sequentia (Greek ajkolouqiva), because it followed the reading of the Epistle 
or the Alleluia. Mystical interpreters made this unmeaning prolongation of a mere sound the echo 
of the jubilant music of heaven. A further development was to set words to these notes in 
rythmical prose for chanting. The name sequence was then applied to the text and in a wider 
sense also to regular metrical and rhymed hymns. The book in which Sequences were collected 
was called Sequentiale. {492} 
 



Notker marks the transition from the unmeaning musical sequence to the literary or poetic 
sequence. Over thirty poems bear his name. His first, attempt begins with the line 
 
"Laudes Deo concinat orbis ubique totus." 
 
More widely circulated is his Sequence of the Holy Spirit: 
 
"Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis gratia." 
 
"The grace of the Holy Spirit be present with us." {493} 
 
The best of all his compositions, which is said to have been inspired by the sight of the builders of 
a bridge over an abyss in the Martinstobe, is a meditation on death (Antiphona de morte): 
 
Media vita in morte sumus: 
 
Quem quaerimus adiutorem nisi te, Domine, 
 
Qui pro peccatis nostris juste irasceris? 
 
Sancte Deus, sancte fortis, 
 
Sancte et misericors Salvator: 
 
Amarae morti ne tradas nos. {494} 
 
This solemn prayer is incorporated in many burial services. In the Book of Common Prayer it is 
thus enlarged: 
 
In the midst of life we be in death: 
 
Of whom may we seek for succour, but of Thee, 
 
O Lord, which for our sins justly art moved? 
 
Yet, O Lord God most holy, O Lord most mighty, 
 
O holy and most merciful Saviour, 
 
Deliver us not into the bitter pains of eternal death. 
 
Thou knowest, Lord, the secrets of our hearts. 
 
Shut not up thy merciful eyes to our prayers: 
 
But spare us, Lord most holy, 
 
O God most mighty, 
 
O holy and merciful Saviour, 
 



Thou most worthy Judge eternal, 
 
Suffer us not, at our last hour, 
 
For any pains of death, 
 
To fall from Thee. {495} 
 
Peter Damiani (d. 1072), a friend of Hildebrand and promoter of his hierarchical refrms, wrote a 
solemn hymn on the day of death: 
 
"Gravi me terrore pulsas vitae dies ultima," {496} 
 
"With what heavy fear thou smitest." 
 
He is perhaps also the author of the better known descriptive poem on the Glory and Delights of 
Paradise, which is usually assigned to St. Augustin: 
 
Ad perennis vitae fontem mens sitivit arida, 
 
Claustra carnis praesto frangi clausa quaerit anima: 
 
Gliscit, ambit, eluctatur exsul frui patria. {497} 
 
The subordinate hymn-writers of our period are the following: {498} 
 
Isidor of Seville (Isidoris Hispalensis, 560-636). A hymn on St. Agatha: "Festum insigne 
prodiit." 
 
Cyxilla of Spain. Hymnus de S. Thurso et sociis: "Exulta nimium turba fidelium." 
 
Eugenius of Toledo. Oratio S. Eugenii Toletani Episcopi: "Rex Deus." 
 
Paulus Diaconus (720-800), of Monte Casino, chaplain of Charlemagne, historian of the 
Lombards, and author of a famous collection of homilies. On John the Baptist (Ut queant laxis), 
{499} and on the Miracles of St. Benedict (Fratres alacri pectore). 
 
Odo of Cluny (d. 941). A hymn on St. Mary Magdalene day, "Lauda, Mater Ecclesiae," 
translated by Neale: "Exalt, O mother Church, to-day, The clemency of Christ, thy Lord." It 
found its way into the York Breviary. 
 
Godescalcus (Gottschalk, d. about 950, not to be confounded with his predestinarian namesake, 
who lived in the ninth century), is next to Notker, the best writer of sequences or proses, as "Laus 
Tibi, Christe" ("Praise be to Thee, O Christ"), and Coeli enarrant ("The heavens declare the 
glory"), both translated by Neale. 
 
Fulbert Of Chartres (died about 1029) wrote a paschal hymn adopted in several Breviaries: 
"Chorus novae Jerusalem" ("Ye choirs of New Jerusalem"), translated by Neale. 
 
A few of the choicest hymns of our period, from the sixth to the twelfth century are anonymous. 
{500} To these belong: 



 
"Hymnum dicat turba fratrum." A morning hymn mentioned by Bede as a fine specimen of the 
trochaic tetrameter. 
 
"Sancti venite." A communion hymn. 
 
"Urbs beata Jerusalem." {501} It is from the eighth century, and one of those touching New 
Jerusalem hymns which take their inspiration from the last chapter of St. John’s Apocalypse, and 
express the Christian’s home-sickness after heaven. The following is the first stanza (with Neale’s 
translation): 
 
Urbs beata Jerusalem, 
 
Dicta pacis visio, 
 
Quae construitur in coelo 
 
Vivis ex lapidibus, 
 
Et angelis coronata 
 
Ut sponsata comite. 
 
Blessed City, Heavenly Salem, 
 
Vision dear of Peace and Love, 
 
Who, of living stones upbuilded, 
 
Art the joy of Heav’n above, 
 
And, with angel cohorts circled, 
 
As a bride to earth dost move! 
 
"Apparebit repentina." An alphabetic and acrostic poem on the Day of Judgment, based on 
Matthew 25:31-36; from the seventh century; first mentioned by Bede, then long lost sight of; the 
forerunner of the Dies Irae, more narrative than lyrical, less sublime and terrific, but equally 
solemn. The following are the first lines in Neale’s admirable translation: {502} 
 
That great Day of wrath and terror, 
 
That last Day of woe and doom, 
 
Like a thief that comes at midnight, 
 
On the sons of men shall come; 
 
When the pride and pomp of ages 
 
All shall utterly have passed, 



 
And they stand in anguish, owning 
 
That the end is here at last; 
 
And the trumpet’s pealing clangor, 
 
Through the earth’s four quarters spread, 
 
Waxing loud and ever louder, 
 
Shall convoke the quick and dead: 
 
And the King of heavenly glory 
 
Shall assume His throne on high, 
 
And the cohorts of His angels 
 
Shall be near Him in the sky: 
 
And the sun shall turn to sackcloth, 
 
And the moon be red as blood, 
 
And the stars shall fall from heaven, 
 
Whelm’d beneath destruction’s flood. 
 
Flame and fire, and desolation 
 
At the Judge’s feet shall go: 
 
Earth and sea, and all abysses 
 
Shall His mighty sentence know. 
 
"Ave, Maris Stella." This is the favorite mediaeval Mary hymn, and perhaps the very best of the 
large number devoted to the worship of the "Queen of heaven," which entered so deeply into the 
piety and devotion of the Catholic church both in the East and the West. It is therefore given here 
in full with the version of Edward Caswall. {503} 
 
Ave, Maris Stella, {504} 
 
Dei Mater alma 
 
Atque semper Virgo, 
 
Felix coeli porta. 
 
Hail, thou Star-of-Ocean, 



 
Portal of the sky, 
 
Ever-Virgin Mother 
 
Of the Lord Most High! 
 
Sumens illud Ave 
 
Gabrielis ore, 
 
Funda nos in pace, 
 
Mutans nomen Evae. {505} 
 
Oh, by Gabriel’s Ave 
 
Uttered long ago 
 
Eva’s name reversing, 
 
‘Stablish peace below! 
 
Solve vincla reis 
 
Profer lumen coecis, 
 
Mala nostra pelle, 
 
Bona cuncta posce. 
 
Break the captive’s fetters, 
 
Light on blindness pour, 
 
All our ills expelling, 
 
Every bliss implore. 
 
Monstra te esse matrem, {506} 
 
Sumat per te precem, 
 
Qui pro nobis natus 
 
Tulit esse tuus. 
 
Show thyself a mother, 
 
Offer Him our sighs, 
 



Who, for us Incarnate, 
 
Did not thee despise. 
 
Virgo singularis, 
 
Inter omnes mitis, 
 
Nos culpis solutos 
 
Mites facet castos. 
 
Virgin of all virgins! 
 
To thy shelter take us— 
 
Gentlest of the gentle! 
 
Chaste and gentle make us. 
 
Vitam praesta puram 
 
Iter para tutum, 
 
Ut videntes Iesum 
 
Semper collaetemur. 
 
Still as on we journey, 
 
Help our weak endeavor, 
 
Till with thee and Jesus, 
 
We rejoice for ever. 
 
Sit laus Deo Patri, 
 
Summo Christo decus, 
 
Spiritui Sancto 
 
Honor trinus et unus. 
 
Through the highest heaven 
 
To the Almighty Three, 
 
Father, Son, and Spirit, 
 
One same glory be. 



 
The Latin hymnody was only, for priests and monks, and those few who understood the Latin 
language. The people listened to it as they do to the mass, and responded with the Kyrie eleison, 
Christe eleison, which passed from the Greek church into the Western litanies. As the modern 
languages of Europe developed themselves out of the Latin, and out of the Teutonic, a popular 
poetry arose during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and afterwards received a powerful 
impulse from the Reformation. Since that time the Protestant churches, especially in Germany 
and England, have produced the richest hymnody, which speaks to the heart of the people in their 
own familiar tongue, and is, next to the Psalter, the chief feeder of public and private devotion. In 
this body of evangelical hymns the choicest Greek and Latin hymns in various translations, 
reproductions, and transformations occupy an honored place and serve as connecting links 
between past and modern times in the worship of the same God and Saviour. 
 
{470} See the Marianic Te Deum in Daniel, II. 293; and in Mone, II. 229 sq. 
 
{471} A curious mediaeval legend makes the Te Deum the joint product of St. Ambrose and St. 
Augustin, which was alternately uttered by both, as by inspiration, while Augustin ascended from 
the baptismal font; Ambrose beginning: Te Deum laudamus, Augustin responding; "Te Dominum 
confitemur." But neither the writings of one or the other contain the slightest trace of the hymn 
and its origin. The first historic testimony of its existence and use is the eleventh rule of St. 
Benedict of Nursia, A. D. 529, which prescribes to the monks of Monte Casino: "Post guartum 
autem responsorium incipiat Abbas hymnum Te Deum laudamus." But five or eight lines of the 
hymn are found in Greek as a part of the Gloria in Excelsis (Doxaenuyistoi, etc.) in the 
Alexandrian Codex of the Bible which dates from the fifth century. See Daniel, II 289 sqq.; 
Christ p. 39 (from kaq h meranto ei tou aiw’na), and Kayser, 437 sqq. Daniel traces the whole Te 
Deum to a lost Greek original (of which the lines in the Cod. Alex. are a fragment), Kayser to an 
unknown Latin author in the second half of the fifth century, i.e. about one hundred years after 
the death of St. Ambrose. 
 
{472} The dates of his birth and death are quite uncertain, and variously stated from 530 or 550 to 
600 or 609. 
 
{473} See two Latin texts with critical notes in Daniel, I. 160 sqq., rhymed English Versions by 
Mant, Caswall, and Neale. The originals are not rhymed, but very melodious. See vol. III. 597. 
The Opera of Fortunatus were edited by Luchi, Rom. 1786, and Migne in "Patrol. Lat." vol. 88 
(Paris 1850). Comp. Ampere, Hist. litter. II. 275 sqq.; Ebert, l. c. I. 494 sqq. Fortunatus is a very 
interesting character, and deserves a special monograph. Kayser devotes to him three chapters (p. 
386-434). 
 
{474} Daniel, I. 175-183, gives ten hymns of Gregory, and an additional one (Laudes canamus) in 
vol. V. 248. Mone adds some more of doubtful authorship, I. 370, 376 sqq.; III. 325 sqq., and 
includes hymns in praise of Gregory, as "O decus sacerdotum, flosque sanctorum." English 
translations of his Breviary hymns in Mant, Chambers, Caswall, Newman. On his merits as a 
poet, see Ebert, I. 827 sqq. Luther, in his Tischreden (which are a strange mixture of truth and 
fiction), declared the passion hymn Rex Christe, factor omnium, to be the best of all hymns ("der 
allerbeste Hymnus"), but this extravagant praise is inconsistent with the poetic taste of Luther and 
the fact that he did not reproduce it in German. 
 
{475} From Newman’s free reproduction (in Verses on Various Occasions). See the Latin text in 
both recensions in Daniel, I. 175, 
 



{476} Daniel, I. 206 sq.; Mone, I. 1 ("Primo Deus coeli globum") and 284 (Ave sacer Christi 
sanguis). The hymn for the infant martyrs at Bethlehem is far inferior to the Salvete flores 
martyrum of Prudentius. The first of the hymns quoted in the text is translated by Mrs. Charles 
and by Neale. German versions by Konigsfeld (Ihr Siegeshymnen schallet laut, and Unschuld’ger 
Kinder Martyrschaar), Knapp, and others. Bede composed also a metrical history, of St. 
Cuthbert, which Newman has translated in part ("Between two comrades dear"). 
 
{477} His carmina were edited from an old MS. found in the convent of Fulda by Christopher 
Brower, a Jesuit, in 1617 (as an appendix to the poems of Venantius Fortunatus), and reprinted in 
Migne’s Rab. Mauri Opera (1852) Vol. VI. f. 1583-1682. Comp. Kunstmann, Hrabamus 
Magnentius Maurus, Mainz 1841; Koch, I. 90-93; Ebert, II. 120-145; Hauck in Herzog 2 XII. 
459-465. Hauck refers to Dummler on the MS. tradition of the poem, of R. M. 
 
{478} So Brower, and quite recently S. W. Duffield, in an article In Schaff’s "Rel. Encycl." III. 
2608 sq. Also Clement, Carmina, etc., p. 379. 
 
{479} In the abridged and not very happy translation of Bishop Cosin (only four stanzas), 
beginning: 
 
Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire, 
 
And lighten with celestial fire. 
 
Thou the anointing Spirit art, 
 
Who dost thy sevenfold gift, impart. 
 
It was introduced into the Prayer Book after the Restoration, 1662. The alternate ordination 
hymn, "Come, Holy Ghost, eternal God," appeared in 1549, and was altered in 1662. 
 
{480} By Tomasi (I. 375) and even Daniel (I. 213, sq.; IV. 125), apparently also by Trench (p. 
167). Tomasi based his view on an impossible tradition reported by the Bollandists (Acta SS. Apr. 
1, 587), that Notker sent to Charlemagne (who died a hundred years before) his sequence Sancti 
Spiritus adsit nobis gratia, and received in response the Veni, Creator Spiritus from the emperor 
(whose Latin scholarship was not sufficient for poetic composition). The author of the article 
"Hymns" in the 9th ed. of the "Encycl. Brit." revives the legend, but removes the anachronism by 
substituting for Charlemagne his nephew, Charles the Bald (who was still less competent for the 
task). 
 
{481} By Mone (I. 242, note), Koch, Wackernagel. Mone’s reasons are "the classical metre with 
partial rhymes, and the prayer-like treatment." 
 
{482} In the twelfth and thirteenth century (Komm, Schopfer, heiliger Geist), as also by Luther 
(Komm, Gott Schopfer, heiliger Geist), by Konigsfeld (Komm, Schopfer, heil’ger Geist, erfreu), 
and others. The oldest German translator (as reported by Daniel, I. 214), says that he who recites 
this hymn by day or by night, is secure against all enemies visible or invisible. 
 
{483} As contained in his work Deuteronomy Universo 1. I. c.3 (in Migne’s edition of the Opera, 
V. 23-26). Here he calls the Holy Spirit digitus Dei (as in the hymn), and teaches the double 
procession which had come to be the prevailing doctrine in the West since the adoption of the 
Filioque at the Synod of Aix in Creed. The scanning of Paracletus with a long penultimate differs 



from that 809, though under protest of Leo III. against its insertion into the Nicene of other Latin 
poets (Paraecletos). 
 
{484} The Latin text is from Brower, as reprinted in Migne (VI. 1657), with the addition of the 
first doxology. The first translation is by Robert Campbell, 1850, the second by Rev. S. W. 
Duffield, made for this work, Feb. 1884. Other English versions by Wither (1623), Drummond 
(1616), Cosin (1627), Tate (1703), Dryden (1700), Isaac Williams (1839), Bishop Williams 
(1845), Mant ("Come, Holy Ghost, Creator blest"), Benedict ("Spirit, heavenly life bestowing"), 
MacGill ("Creator Holy Spirit! come"), Morgan ("Creator Spirit, come in love"), in the Marquess 
of Bute’s Breviary ("Come, Holy Ghost, Creator come"). See nine of these translations in 
Odenheimer and Bird, Songs of the Spirit, N. Y. 1871, p. 167-180. German versions are almost as 
numerous. Comp. Daniel, I. 213; IV. 124; Mone, I. 242; Koch, 1. 74 sq. 
 
{485} Perpetim, adv., perpetually, constantly. Some copies read perpeti (from perpes). 
 
{486} The concluding conventional benediction in both forms is a later addition. The first is given 
by Daniel (I. 214), and Mone (I. 242), the second in the text of Rabanus Maurus. The scanning of 
Paraecletos differs in both from that in the second stanza. 
 
{487} A few writers claim it for Pope Innocent III. 
 
{488} See the Latin text in Daniel 2 35; V. 69; Mone, I. 244. In ver. 8 line 2 Daniel reads 
frigidum for languidum. 
 
{490} Dr. E. A. Washburn, late rector of Calvary Church, New York, a highly accomplished 
scholar (d. 1881). The version was made in 1860 and published in "Voices from a Busy Life," N. 
Y. 1883, p. 142. 
 
{491} Comp. on Notker the biography of Ekkehard; Daniel V. 37 sqq.; Koch I. 94 sqq.; Meyer 
von Knonau,lebensbild des heil. Notker von St. Gallen, and his article in Herzog 2 X. 648 sqq. 
(abridged in Schaff-Herzog II. 1668); and Ans. Schubiger, Die Sangerschule St. Gallens vom 8ten 
his 12ten Jahrh. (Einsiedlen, 1858). Daniel II. 3-31 gives thirty-five pieces under the title Notker 
et Notkeriana. Neale (p. 32) gives a translation of one sequence: Sancti Spiritus adsit nobis 
gratia. 
 
{492} For further information on Sequences see especially Neale’s Epistola Critica de Sequentiis 
at the beginning of the fifth vol. of Daniel’s Thes. (p. 3-36), followed by literary notices of 
Daniel; also the works of Bartsch and Kehrein (who gives the largest collection), and Duffield in 
Schaff’s Rel. Encyl. III. 161. Neale defines a sequentia: "prolongatio syllabae tou’Alleluia." 
 
{493} Translated by Neale, p. 32. 
 
{494} Daniel, II. 329; Mone, I. 397. Several German versions, one by Luther (1524): "Mitten wir 
im Leben sind mit dem Tod umfangen." This version is considerably enlarged and has been 
translated into English by Miss Winkworth in "Lyra Germanica": "In the midst of life behold 
Death has girt us round. See notes in Schaff’s Deutsches Gesangbuch, No. 446." 
 
{495} The text is taken from The First Book of Edward VI., 1549 (as republished by Dr. Morgan 
Dix, N. Y. 1881, p. 268). In the revision of the Prayer Book the third line was thus improved: 
 
"O Lord, who for our sins art justly displeased (irasceris)." 



 
{496} Daniel, I. 224. English Versions by Neale, Benedict, and Washburn (l. c. p. 145). German 
translation by Konigsfeld: "Wie du mich mit Schrecken schuttelst." Neale (p. 52) calls this "an 
awful hymn, the Dies Irae of individual life." His version begins: 
 
"O what terror in thy forethought, Ending scene in mortal life!" 
 
{497} Daniel, I. 116-118 (Rhythmus de gloria et gaudiis Paradisi), under the name of St. 
Augustin. So also Clement, Carmina, p. 162-166, who says that it is, attributed to Augustin "per 
les melleurs critiques," and that it is "un reflet de la Cite de Dieu." But the great African father 
put his poetry into prose, and only furnished inspiring thoughts to poets. German translation by 
Konigsfeld (who gives it likewise under the name of St. Augustin) "Nach des ew’gen Lebens 
Quellen." 
 
{498} See their hymns in Daniel, I. 183 sqq., and partly in Mone, and Clement. 
 
{499} From this poem (see Daniel I. 209 sq.) Guido of Arezzo got names for the six notes Ut, Re, 
Mi, Fa, Sol, La: 
 
Ut queant laxis Re-sonare fibris 
 
Mi-ra gestorum Fa-muli tuorum, 
 
Sol ve polluti La-bii reatum, 
 
Sancte Joannes. 
 
{500} See Daniel, Hymni adespotoi circa sec. VI-IX. conscripti, I. 191 sqq. Mone gives a larger 
number. 
 
{501} In the Roman Breviary: "Coelestis urbs Jerusalem." Neale thinks that the changes in the 
revised Breviary of Urban VIII. have deprived "this grand hymn of half of its beauty." 
 
{502} See the original in Daniel, I. 194. Other English translations by Mrs. Charles, and E. C. 
Benedict. In German by Konigsfeld: "Plotzlich wird der Tag erscheinen." 
 
{503} Daniel (I. 204) says of this hymn: "Hic hymnus Marianus, quem Catholica semper ingenti 
cum favore prosecuta est, in omnibus breviarriis, quae inspiciendi unquam mihi occasio data est, 
ad honorem beatissimae virginis cantandus praescribitur, inprimis in Annunciatione; apud 
permultos tamen aliis quoque diebus Festis Marianis adscriptus est. Quae hymni reverentia ad 
recentiora usque tempora permansit." It is one of the few hymns which Urban VIII. did not alter 
in his revision of the Breviary. Mone (II. 216, 218, 220, 228) gives four variations of Ave Maris 
Stella, which is used as the text. 
 
{504} This designation of Mary is supposed to be meant for a translation of the name; maria 
being taken for the plural of mare: see Genesis 1:10 (Vulgate) "congregationes aquarum 
appellavit maria. Et vidit Deus, quod esset bonum." (See the note in Daniel, I. 205). Surely a most 
extraordinary exposition, not to say imposition, yet not too far-fetched for the middle ages, when 
Greek and Hebrew were unknown, when the Scriptures were supposed to have four senses, and 
allegorical and mystical fancies took the place of grammatical and historical exegesis. 
 



{505} The comparison of Mary with Eve—the mother of obedience contrasted with the mother of 
disobedience, the first Eve bringing in guilt and ruin, the second, redemption and bliss—is as old 
as Irenaeus (about 180) and is the fruitful germ of Mariolatry. The mystical change of Eva and 
Ave is mediaeval—a sort of pious conundrum. 
 
{506} The words of our Lord to John: "Behold thy mother," {John 19:27} were supposed to be 
spoken to all Christians.  

 



97. The Seven Sacraments. 
 
Mediaeval Christianity was intensely sacramental, sacerdotal and hierarchical. The ideas of priest, 
sacrifice, and altar are closely connected. The sacraments were regarded as the channels of all 
grace and the chief food of the soul. They accompanied human life from the cradle to the grave. 
The child was saluted into this world by the sacrament of baptism; the old man was provided with 
the viaticum on his journey to the other world. 
 
The chief sacraments were baptism and the eucharist. Baptism was regarded as the sacrament of 
the new birth which opens the door to the kingdom of heaven the eucharist as the sacrament of 
sanctification which maintains and nourishes the new life. 
 
Beyond these two sacraments several other rites were dignified with that name, but there was no 
agreement as to the number before the scholastic period. The Latin sacramentum, like the Greek 
mystery (of which it is the translation in the Vulgate), was long used in a loose and indefinite way 
for sacred and mysterious doctrines and rites. Rabanus Maurus and Paschasius Radbertus count 
four sacraments, Dionysius Areopagita, six; Damiani, as many as twelve. By the authority chiefly 
of Peter the Lombard and Thomas Aquinas the sacred number seven was at last determined upon, 
and justified by various analogies with the number of virtues, and the number of sins, and the 
necessities of human life. {507} 
 
But seven sacraments existed as sacred rites long before the church was agreed on the number. 
We find them with only slight variations independently among the Greeks under the name of 
"mysteries" as well as among the Latins. They are, besides baptism and the eucharist (which is a 
sacrifice as well as a sacrament): confirmation, penance (confession and absolution), marriage, 
ordination, and extreme unction. 
 
Confirmation was closely connected with baptism as a sort of supplement. It assumed a more 
independent character in the case of baptized infants and took place later. It may be performed in 
the Greek church by any priest, in the Latin only by the bishop. {508} 
 
Penance was deemed necessary for sins after baptism. {509} 
 
Ordination is the sacrament of the hierarchy and indispensable for the government of the church. 
 
Marriage lies at the basis of the family and society in church and state, and was most closely and 
jealously guarded by the church against facility of divorce, against mixed marriages, and 
marriages between near relatives. 
 
Extreme unction with prayer (first mentioned among the sacraments by a synod of Pavia in 850, 
and by Damiani) was the viaticum for the departure into the other world, and based on the 
direction of St. James 5:14,15.  {Comp. Mark 6:13 16:18} At first it was applied in every 
sickness, by layman as well as priest, as a medical cure and as a substitute for amulets and forms 
of incantation; but the Latin church afterwards confined it to of extreme danger. 
 
The efficacy of the sacrament was defined by the scholastic term ex opere operato, that is, the 
sacrament has its intended effect by virtue of its institution and inherent power, independently of 
the moral character of the priest and of the recipient, provided only that it be performed in the 
prescribed manner and with the proper intention and provided that the recipient throw no obstacle 
in the way. {510} 



 
Three of the Sacraments, namely baptism, confirmation, and ordination, have in addition the 
effect of conferring an indelible character. {511} Once baptized always baptized, though the 
benefit may be forfeited for ever; once ordained always ordained, though a priest may be deposed 
and excommunicated. 
 
{507} Otto, bishop of Bamberg (between 1139 and 1189), is usually reported to have introduced 
the seven sacraments among the Pomeranians whom he had converted to Christianity, but the 
discourse on which this tradition rests is of doubtful genuineness. The scholastic number seven 
was confirmed by the Council of Florence (the Greek delegates assenting), and by the Council of 
Trent which anathematizes all who teach more or less, Sess. VII. can. I. The Protestant churches 
admit only two sacraments, baptism and the Lord’s Supper, because these alone are especially 
commanded by Christ to be observed. Yet ordination and marriage, and in some churches 
confirmation also, are retained as solemn religious ceremonies. 
 
{508} The Lutheran church retains confirmation by the minister, the Anglican church by the 
bishop. 
 
{509} See above, 87. 
 
{510} Here, too, the Protestant (at least the Reformed) confessions differ from the Roman 
Catholic by requiring faith in active exercise as a condition of receiving the benefit of the 
sacrament. In the case of infant baptism the faith of the parents or responsible guardians is taken 
into account. Without such faith the sacrament would be wasted and profaned. 
 
{511} Character indelebilis  

 



98. The Organ and the Bell. 
 
To the external auxiliaries of worship were added the organ and the bell. 
 
The Organ, {512} in the sense of a particular instrument (which dates from the time of St. 
Augustin), is a development of the Syrinx or Pandean pipe, and in its earliest form consisted of a 
small box with a row of pipes in the top, which were inflated by the performer with the mouth 
through means of a tube at one end. It has in the course of time undergone considerable 
improvements. The use of organs in churches is ascribed to Pope Vitalian (657-672). Constantine 
Copronymos sent an organ with other presents to King Pepin of France in 767. Charlemagne 
received one as a present from the Caliph Haroun al Rashid, and had it put up in the cathedral of 
Aix-la-Chapelle. The art of organ-building was cultivated chiefly in Germany. Pope John VIII. 
(872-882) requested Bishop Anno of Freising to send him an organ and an organist. 
 
The attitude of the churches towards the organ varies. It shared to some extent the fate of images, 
except that it never was an object of worship. The poetic legend which Raphael has immortalized 
by one of his master-pieces, ascribes its invention to St. Cecilia, the patron of sacred music. The 
Greek church disapproves the use of organs. The Latin church introduced it pretty generally, but 
not without the protest of eminent men, so that even in the Council of Trent a motion was made, 
though not carried, to prohibit the organ at least in the mass. The Lutheran church retained, the 
Calvinistic churches rejected it, especially in Switzerland and Scotland; but in recent times the 
opposition has largely ceased. {513} 
 
The Bell is said to have been invented by Paulinus of Nola (d. 431) in Campania; {514} but he 
never mentions it in his description of churches. Various sonorous instruments were used since 
the time of Constantine the Great for announcing the commencement of public worship. Gregory 
of Tours mentions a "signum" for calling monks to prayer. The Irish used chiefly hand-bells from 
the time of St. Patrick, who himself distributed them freely. St. Columba is reported to have gone 
to church when the bell rang (pulsante campana) at midnight. Bede mentions the bell for prayer 
at funerals. St. Sturm of Fulda ordered in his dying hours all the bells of the convent to be rung 
(779). In the reign of Charlemagne the use of bells was common in the empire. He encouraged 
the art of bel-founding, and entertained bell-founders at his court. Tancho, a monk of St. Gall, 
cast a fine bell, weighing from four hundred to five hundred pounds, for the cathedral at Aix-la-
Chapelle. In the East, church bells are not mentioned before the end of the ninth century. 
 
Bells, like other church-furniture, were consecrated for sacred use by liturgical forms of 
benediction. They were sometimes even baptized; but Charlemagne, in a capitulary of 789, 
forbids this abuse. {515} The office of bell-ringers {516} was so highly esteemed in that age that 
even abbots and bishops coveted it. Popular superstition ascribed to bells a magical effect in 
quieting storms and expelling pestilence. Special towers were built for them. {517} The use of 
church bells is expressed in the old lines which are inscribed in many of them: 
 
Lauda Deum verum, plebem voco, congrego clerum, 
 
Defunctos ploro, pestem fugo, festaque honoro. {518} 
 
{512} Organum from the Greek organon, which is used in the Septuagint for several musical 
terms in Hebrew, as cheli, chinor (cithara), nephel (nablium), yugab. See the passages in 
Trommius, Concord. Gr. V. LXX, II. 144. 
 



{513} See Hopkins and Rimbault: The Organ, its History and Construction, 1855; E. de 
Coussemakee: Histoire, des instruments de musique au moyen-age, Paris 1859; Heinrich Otte: 
Handbuch der Kirchl. Kunstarchaologie, Leipz. 4th ed. 1866, p. 225 sqq. O. Wangermann: 
Gesch. der Orgel und der Orgelbaukunst, second ed. 1881. Comp. also Bingham, Augusti, 
Binterim, Siegel, Alt, and the art. Organ in Smith and Cheetham, Wetzer and Welte, and in 
Herzog. 
 
{514} Hence the names campanum, or campana, nola (continued in the Italian language), but it is 
more probable that the name is derived from Campanian brass (aes campanum), which in early 
times furnished the material for bells. In later Latin it is called cloqua, cloccum, clocca, cloca, 
also tintinnabulum, English: clock; German: Glocke; French: cloche; Irish: clog (comp. the Latin 
clangere and the German klopfen). 
 
{515} "Ut cloccae non baptizentur." According to Baronius, Annal. ad a. 968, Pope John XIII. 
baptized the great bell of the Lateran church, and called it John. The reformers of the. sixteenth 
century renewed the protest of Charlemagne, and abolished the baptism of bells as a profanation 
of the sacrament, See Siegel, Handbuch der christl. kirchlichen Alterthumer, II. 243. 
 
{516} Campanarii, campanatores. 
 
{517} Called Campanile. The one on place of San Marco at Venice is especially celebrated. 
 
{518} The literature on bells is given by Siegel, II. 239, and Otte, p. 2 and 102. We mention Nic. 
Eggers: de Origine et Nomine Campanarum, Jen., 1684; by the same: Deuteronomy 
Campanarum Materia et Forma 1685; Waller: Deuteronomy Campanis et praecipuis earum 
Usibus, Holm., 1694; Eschenwecker: Circa Campanas, Hal. 1708; J. B. Thiers. Traite des 
Cloches, Par., 1719; Montanus: Hist. Nachricht von den Glocken, etc., Chemnitz, 1726; 
Chrysander: Hist. Nachricht von Kirchen-Glocken, Rinteln, 1755; Heinrich Otte: Glockenkunde, 
Leipz., 1858; Comp. also his Handbuch der kirchlichen Kunst-Archaologie des deutschen 
Mittelalters, Leipz., 1868, 4th ed., p. 245-248 (with illustrations); and the articles Bells, Glocken, 
in the archaeological works of Smith and Cheetham, Wetzer and Welte, and Herzog. Schiller has 
made the bell the subject of his greatest lyric poem, which ends with this beautiful description of 
its symbolic meaning: 
 
Und diess sei fortan ihr Beruf, 
 
Wozu der Meister sie erschuf: 
 
Hoch uber’m niedern Erdenleben 
 
Soll sie im blauen Himmelszelt, 
 
Die Nachbarin des Donners, schweben 
 
Und granzen an-die Sternenwelt;  
 
Soll eine Stimme sein von oben, 
 
Wie der Gestirne helle Shaar, 
 
Die ihren Schopfer wandelnd loben 



 
Und fuhren das bekranzte Jahr. 
 
Nur ewigen und ersten Dingen 
 
Sei ihr metall’ner Mund geweiht, 
 
Und stundlich mit den schnellen Schwinger 
 
Beruhr’ im Fluge sie die Zeit. 
 
Dem Schicksal leihe sie die Zunge;  
 
Selbst herzlos, ohne Mitgefuhl, 
 
Begleite sie mit ihrem Schwunge 
 
Des Lebens wechselvolles Spiel. 
 
Und wie der Klang im Ohr vergehet, 
 
Der machtig tonend ihr entschallt, 
 
So lehre sie, dass nichts bestehet, 
 
Dass alles Irdische verhallt.  

 



99. The Worship of Saints. 
 
Comp. vol. III. 81-87 (p. 409-460). 
 
The Worship of Saints, handed down from the Nicene age, was a Christian substitute for heathen 
idolatry and hero-worship, and well suited to the taste and antecedents of the barbarian races, but 
was equally popular among the cultivated Greeks. The scholastics made a distinction between 
three grades of worship: (1) adoration (latreia), which belongs to God alone; (2) veneration 
(douleia), which is due to the saints as those whom God himself has honored, and who reign with 
him in heaven; (3) special veneration (uperdouleia), which is due to the Virgin Mary as the 
mother of the Saviour and the queen of all saints. But the people did not always mind this 
distinction, and the priests rather encouraged the excesses of saint-worship. Prayers were freely 
addressed to the saints, though not as the givers of the blessings desired, but as intercessors and 
advocates. Hence the form "Pray for us" (Ora pro nobis). 
 
The number of saints and their festivals multiplied very rapidly. Each nation, country, province or 
city chose its patron saint, as Peter and Paul in Rome, St. Ambrose in Milan, St. Martin, St. 
Denys (Dionysius) and St. Germain in France, St. George in England, St. Patrick in Ireland, St. 
Boniface in Germany, and especially the Virgin Mary, who has innumerable localities and 
churches under her care and protection. The fact of saintship was at first decided by the voice of 
the people, which was obeyed as the voice of God. Great and good men and women who lived in 
the odor of sanctity and did eminent service to the cause of religion as missionaries or martyrs or 
bishops or monks or nuns, were gratefully remembered after their death; they became patron 
saints of the country or province of their labors and sufferings, and their worship spread gradually 
over the entire church. Their relics were held sacred; their tombs were visited by pilgrims. The 
metropolitans usually decided on the claims of saintship for their province down to A. D. 1153. 
{519} But to check the increase and to prevent mistakes, the popes, since Alexander III. A. D. 
1170, claimed the exclusive right of declaring the fact, and prescribing the worship of a saint 
throughout the whole (Latin) Catholic church. {520} This was done by a solemn act called 
canonization. From this was afterwards distinguished the act of beatification, which simply 
declares that a departed Catholic Christian is blessed (beatus) in heaven, and which within certain 
limits permits (but does not prescribe) his veneration. {521} 
 
The first known example of a papal canonization is the canonization of Ulrich, bishop of 
Augsburg (d. 973), by John XV. who, at a Lateran synod composed of nineteen dignitaries, in 
993, declared him a saint at the request of Luitolph (Leuthold), his successor in the see of 
Augsburg, after hearing his report in person on the life and miracles of Ulrich. His chief merit 
was the deliverance of Southern Germany from the invasion of the barbarous Magyars, and his 
devotion to the interests of his large diocese. He used to make tours of visitation on an ox-cart, 
surrounded by a crowd of beggars and cripples. He made two pilgrimages to Rome, the second in 
his eighty-first year, and died as a humble penitent on the bare floor. The bull puts the worship of 
the saints on the ground that it redounds to the glory of Christ who identifies himself with his 
saints, but it makes no clear distinction between the different degrees of worship. It threatens all 
who disregard this decree with the anathema of the apostolic see. {522} 
 
A mild interpretation of the papal prerogative of canonization reduces it to a mere declaration of a 
fact preceded by a careful examination of the merits of a case before the Congregation of Rites. 
But nothing short of a divine revelation can make such a fact known to mortal man. The 
examination is conducted by a regular process of law in which one acts as Advocatus Diaboli or 
accuser of the candidate for canonization, and another as Advocatus Dei. Success depends on the 



proof that the candidate must have possessed the highest sanctity and the power of working 
miracles either during his life, or through his dead bones, or through invocation of his aid. A 
proverb says that it requires a miracle to prove a miracle. Nevertheless it is done by papal decree 
on such evidence as is satisfactory to Roman Catholic believers. {523} 
 
The question, how the saints and the Virgin Mary can hear so many thousands of prayers 
addressed to them simultaneously in so many different places, without being clothed with the 
divine attributes of omniscience and omnipresence, did not disturb the faith of the people. The 
scholastic divines usually tried to solve it by the assumption that the saints read those prayers in 
the omniscient mind of God. Then why not address God directly? 
 
In addition to the commemoration days of particular saints, two festivals were instituted for the 
commemoration of all the departed. 
 
The Festival of All Saints {524} was introduced in the West by Pope Boniface IV. on occasion of 
the dedication of the Pantheon in Rome, which was originally built by Agrippa in honor of the 
victory of Augustus at Actium, and dedicated to Jupiter Vindex; it survived the old heathen 
temples, and was presented to the pope by the Emperor Phocas, A. D. 607; whereupon it was 
cleansed, restored and dedicated to the service of God in the name of the ever-Virgin Mary and 
all martyrs. Baronius tells us that at the time of dedication on May 13 the bones of martyrs from 
the various cemeteries were in solemn procession transferred to the church in twenty-eight 
carriages. {525} From Rome the festival spread during the ninth century over the West, and 
Gregory IV. induced Lewis the Pious in 835 to make it general in the Empire. The celebration 
was fixed on the first of November for the convenience of the people who after harvest had a time 
of leisure, and were disposed to give thanks to God for all his mercies. 
 
The Festival of All Souls {526} is a kind of supplement to that of All Saints, and is celebrated on 
the day following (Nov. 2). Its introduction is traced to Odilo, Abbot of Cluny, in the tenth 
century. It spread very soon without a special order, and appealed to the sympathies of that age 
for the sufferings of the souls in purgatory. The worshippers appear in mourning; the mass for the 
dead is celebrated with the "Dies irae, Dies illa," and the oft-repeated "Requiem aeternam dona 
eis, Domine." In some places (e.g. in Munich) the custom prevails of covering the graves on that 
day with the last flowers of the season. 
 
The festival of Michael the Archangel, {527} the leader of the angelic host, was dedicated to the 
worship of angels, {528} on the 29th of September. {529} It rests on no doctrine and no fact, but 
on the sandy foundation of miraculous legends. {530} We find it first in the East. Several 
churches in and near Constantinople were dedicated to St. Michael, and Justinian rebuilt two 
which had become dilapidated. In the West it is first mentioned by a Council of Mentz in 813, as 
the "dedicatio S. Michaelis," among the festivals to be observed; and from that time it spread 
throughout the Church in spite of the apostolic warning against angelolatry. {531} {Colossians 
2:18 Revelation 19:10 22:8,9} 
 
{519} Sometimes also bishops, synods, and, in cases of political importance, kings and emperors. 
The last case of a metropolitan canonization is ascribed to the archbishop of Rouen, A. D. 1153, 
in favor of St. Gaucher, or Gaultier, abbot of Pontoise (d. April 9, 1130). But Labbe and Alban 
Butler state that he was canonized by Celestine III. in 1194. It seems that even at a later date 
some bishops exercised a limited canonization; hence the prohibition of this practice as improper 
by Urban VIII. in 1625 and 1634. 
 



{520} The occasion of the papal decision in 1170 was the fact that the monks of a convent in the 
diocese of Lisieux worshiped as a saint their prefect, who had been killed in the refectory by two 
of their number in a state of intoxication. 
 
{521} Comp. on this subject Benedict XIV. (Lambertini): Deuteronomy Servorum Dei 
Beatificatione et Beatorum Canonisatione. Bononisae 1734-’38; ed. II. Venet. et Patav. 1743, 4 
vol. fol. Ferraris: Bibliotheca Canonica, a. v. "Veneratio Sanctorum." Canonization includes 
seven privileges: (1) recognition as saint by the whole (Roman) church; (2) invocation in public 
and private prayers; (3) erection of churches and altars to the honor of the saints; (4) invocation at 
the celebration of the mass; (5) appointment of special days of commemoration; (6) exhibition of 
their images with a crown on their head; (7) exhibition of their bones and relics for veneration. 
The question whether the papal bulls of canonization are infallible and de fide, or only sententia 
communis et certa, seems to be still disputed among Roman Catholics. 
 
{522} See Mansi, XIX. f. 169-179. The bull is signed by, the pope, five bishops, nine cardinal 
priests, an archdeacon and four deacons. It decrees that the memory of Saint Udalricus be 
venerated "affectu piisimo et devotione fidelissima," and be dedicated to divine worship ("divino 
cultui dicata"). It justifies it by the reason "quoniam sic adoramus(!) et colimus reliquius m et 
confessorum, ut eum, Cuius martyres et confessores sunt, adoremus Honaramus servos ut honor 
redundet in Dominum, qui dixit: Qui vos recipit me recipit’: ac proinde nos, qui fiduciam nostrae 
justitiae non habemus, illorum precibus et meritis apud clementissimum Deum jugiter 
adiuvemur." The bull mentions many miracles of Ulrich, "quae sive in corpore, sive extra corpus 
gesta sunt, videlicet Caecos illuminasse, daemones ab obsessis effugasse, paralyticos curasse, et 
quam plurima alia signa gessisse." On the life of St. Ulrich see the biography by his friend and 
companion Gerhard (between 983 and 993), best edition by Wirtz in the Monum. G. Scriptores, 
IV. 377 sqq.; Acta Sanct., Bolland. ad 4 Jul.; Mabillon, Ada Ordinis S. B., V. 415-477; Braun, 
Gesch. der Bischofe von Augsburg (Augsb. 1813), vol. I.; Schrodl, in Wetzer and Welte, vol. XI. 
370-383, and Vogel in Herzog 1 vol. XVI. 624-628. Ulrich cannot be the author of a tract against 
celibacy which was first published under his name by Flacius in his Catalogus Testium Veritatis, 
but dates from the year 1059 when Pope Nicolas II. issued a decree enforcing celibacy. See 
Vogel, l. c. p. 627. 
 
{523} The most recent acts of canonization occurred in our generation. Pope Pius IX. canonized 
in 1862 with great solemnity twenty-six Japanese missionaries and converts of the Franciscan 
order, who died in a persecution in 1597. Leo XIII. canonized, December 8, 1881, four 
comparatively obscure saints of ascetic habits and self-denying charity, namely, Giovanni Battista 
de Rossi, Lorenzo di Brindisi, Giuseppe Labre, and Clara di Montefalco. A Roman priest 
describes "the blessed Labre" as a saint who "never washed, never changed his linen, generally 
slept under the arches of the Colosseum and prayed for hours together in the Church of the 
Orphanage where there is a tablet to his memory." St. Labre evidently did not believe that 
"cleanliness is next to godliness" 
 
{524} Omnium Sanctorum Natalis, or Festivas, Solemnitas, Allerheiligenfest. The Greek church 
had long before a similar festival in commemoration of all martyrs on the first Sunday after 
Pentecost, called Kuriakh; tw’nJAgivwnpavntwn. Chrysostom, in a sermon for that day, says that 
on the Octave of Pentecost the Christians were surrounded by the host of martyrs. In the West the 
first Sunday after Pentecost was devoted to the Trinity, and closed the festival part of the church 
year. See vol. III. 408. 
 
{525} Martyrologio Romano, May 13 and Nov. 1. The Pantheon or Rotunda, like Westminster 
Abbey, and St. Paul’s Cathedral in London, contains the ashes of other distinguished men besides 



saints, and is the resting-place of Raphael, and since 1883 even of Victor Emanuel, the founder of 
the Kingdom of Italy, whom the pope regards as a robber of the patrimony of Peter. 
 
{526} Omnium Fidelium defunctorum Memoria or Commemoratio, Allerseelentag. 
 
{527} Festum S. Michaelis, or Michaelis Archangeli, Michaelmas. 
 
{528} Hence also called Festum omnium Angelorum, St. Michael and all Angels. 
 
{529} In the Eastern church on November 8. The origin of the Eastern celebration is obscure. 
 
{530} Namely, sundry apparitions of Michael, at Chonae, near Colossae, in Monte Gargano in the 
diocese of Sipontum in Apulia (variously assigned to A. D. 492, 520, and 536), in Monte Tumba 
in Normandy (about 710), and especially one to Pope Gregory I. in Rome, or his successor, 
Boniface III. (607-610), after a pestilence over the Moles Hadriani, which ever since has been 
called the Castello di St. Angelo, and is adorned by the statue of an angel. 
 
{531} See vol. III. 444 sq. Acta Sanct., Sept. 29; Siegel, Handbuch der christl. Kirchl. 
Alterthumer, III. 419-425; Smith & Cheetham, II. 1176-1180; also Augusti, Binterim, and the 
monographs mentioned by Siegel, p. 419. The angel-worship in Colossae was heretical and 
probably of Essenic origin. See the commentaries in loc., especially Lightfoot, p. 101 sqq. A 
council of Laodicea near Colossae, about 363, found it necessary strongly to forbid angelolatry as 
then still prevailing in Phrygia. St. Augustin repeatedly objects to it, Deuteronomy vera Rel. 110; 
Conf. X. 42; Deuteronomy Civ. D. X. 19, 25.  

 



100. The Worship of Images. Literature. Different Theories. 
 
Comp. Vol. II., chs. vi. (p. 266 sqq.) and vii. (p. 285); Vol. III. ÂcÂc109-111 (p. 560 sqq.). 
 
(I.) John of Damascus (chief defender of image-worship, about 750): Lovgoi ajpologhtikoi; pro;" 
tou;" diabavllonta" ta;" aJgiva" eijkovna" (ed. Le Quien I. 305). Nicephorus (Patriarch of 
Constantinople, d. 828): Breviarium Hist. (to A. D. 769), ed. Petavius, Paris, 1616. Theophanes 
(Confessor and almost martyr of image-worship, d. c. 820): Chronographia, cum notis Goari et 
Combefisii, Par., 1655, Ven. 1729, and in the Bonn ed. of the Byzant. historians, 1839, Tom. I. 
(reprinted in Migne’s "Patrol. Graeca," Tom. 108). The later Byzantine historians, who notice the 
controversy, draw chiefly from Theophanes; so also Anastasius (Historia Eccles.) and Paulus 
Diaconus (Historia miscella and Hist. Longobardorum). 
 
The letters of the popes, and the acts of synods, especially the Acta Concilii Nicaeni II. (A. D. 
787) in Mansi, Tom. XIII., and Harduin, Tom. IV. 
 
M. H. Goldast: Imperialia Decreta de Cultu Imaginum in utroque imperio promulgata. Frankf., 
1608. 
 
The sources are nearly all on the orthodox side. The seventh oecumenical council (787) ordered 
in the fifth session that all the books against images should be destroyed. 
 
(II.) J. Dalleus (Calvinist): Deuteronomy Imaginibus. Lugd. Bat., 1642. 
 
L. Maimbourg (Jesuit): Histoire de l’heresie des iconoclastes. Paris, 1679 and 1683, 2 vols. 
(Hefele, III. 371, calls this work "nicht ganz zuverlassig," not quite reliable). 
 
Fr. Spanheim (Calvinist): Historia Imaginum restituta. Lugd. Bat. 1686 (in Opera, II. 707). 
 
Chr. W. Fr. Walch (Lutheran): Ketzerhistorie. Leipz., 1762 sqq., vol. X. (1782) p. 65-828, and the 
whole of vol. XI. (ed. by Spittler, 1785). Very thorough, impartial, and tedious. 
 
F. Ch. Schlosser: Geschichte der bildersturmenden Kaiser des ostromischen Reichs. Frankf. a. 
M., 1812. 
 
J. Marx (R.C.): Der Bilderstreit der Byzant. Kaiser. Trier, 1839. 
 
Bishop Hefele: Conciliengesch. vol III. 366-490; 694-716 (revised ed., Freib. i. B. 1877). 
 
R. Schenk: Kaiser Leo III. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des Bilderstreites. Halle, 1880. 
 
General Church Histories: (1) R. Cath.: Baronius, Pagi, Natalis Alexander, Alzog, Hergenrother 
(I. 121-143; 152-168). (2) Protest.: Basnage, Gibbon (ch. 49), Schrockh (vol. XX.), Neander (III. 
197-243; 532-553, Bost. ed.; fall and fair); Gieseler (II. 13-19, too short). 
 
The literature on the image-controversy is much colored by the doctrinal stand-point of the 
writers. Gibbon treats it with cold philosophical indifference, and chiefly in its bearing on the 
political fortunes of the Byzantine empire. 
 



With the worship of saints is closely, connected a subordinate worship of their images and relics. 
The latter is the legitimate application of the former. But while the mediaeval churches of the 
East and West—with the exception of a few protesting voices—were agreed on the worship of 
saints, there was a violent controversy about the images which kept the Eastern church in 
commotion for more than a century (A. D. 724-842), and hastened the decline of the Byzantine 
empire. 
 
The abstract question of the use of images is connected with the general subject of the relation of 
art to worship. Christianity claims to be the perfect and universal religion; it pervades with its 
leavening power all the faculties of man and all departments of life. It is foreign to nothing which 
God has made. It is in harmony with all that is true, and beautiful, and good. It is friendly to 
philosophy, science, and art, and takes them into its service. Poetry, music, and architecture 
achieve their highest mission as handmaids of religion, and have derived the inspiration for their 
noblest works from the Bible. Why then should painting or sculpture or any other art which 
comes from God, be excluded from the use of the Church? Why should not Bible history as well 
as all other history admit of pictorial and sculptured representation for the instruction and 
enjoyment of children and adults who have a taste for beauty? Whatever proceeds from God must 
return to God and spread his glory. 
 
But from the use of images for ornament, instruction and enjoyment there is a vast step to the 
worship of images, and experience proves that the former can exist without a trace of the latter. In 
the middle ages, however, owing to the prevailing saint-worship, the two were inseparable. The 
pictures were introduced into churches not as works of art, but as aids and objects of devotion. 
The image-controversy was therefore a, purely practical question of worship, and not a 
philosophical or artistic question. To a rude imagination an ugly and revolting picture served the 
devotional purpose even better than one of beauty and grace. It was only towards the close of the 
middle ages that the art of Christian painting began to produce works of high merit. Moreover the 
image-controversy was complicated with the second commandment of the decalogue which 
clearly and wisely forbids, if not all kinds of figurative representations of the Deity, at all events 
every idolatrous and superstitious use of pictures. It was also beset by the difficulty that we have 
no authentic pictures of Christ, the Madonna and the Apostles or any other biblical character. 
 
We have traced in previous volumes the gradual introduction of sacred images from the Roman 
Catacombs to the close of the sixth century. The use of symbols and pictures was at first quite 
innocent and spread imperceptibly with the growth of the worship of saints. The East which 
inherited a love for art from the old Greeks, was chiefly devoted to images, the Western 
barbarians who could not appreciate works of art, cared more for relics. 
 
We may distinguish three theories, of which two came into open conflict and disputed the ground 
till the year 842. 
 
1. The theory of Image-Worship. It is the orthodox theory, denounced by the opponents as a 
species of idolatry, {532} but strongly supported by the people, the monks, the poets, the women, 
the Empresses Irene and Theodora, sanctioned by the seventh oecumenical Council (787) and by 
the popes (Gregory II., Gregory III. and Hadrian I). It maintained the right and duty of using and 
worshipping images of Christ, the Virgin, and the saints, but indignantly rejected the charge of 
idolatry, and made a distinction (often disregarded in practice) between a limited worship due to 
pictures, {533} and adoration proper due to God alone. {534} Images are a pictorial Bible, and 
speak to the eye even more eloquently than the word speaks to the ear. They are of special value 
to the common people who cannot read the Holy Scriptures. The honors of the living originals in 
heaven were gradually transferred to their wooden pictures on earth; the pictures were reverently 



kissed and surrounded by the pagan rites of genuflexion, luminaries, and incense; and prayers 
were thought to be more effective if said before them. Enthusiasm for pictures went hand in hand 
with the worship of saints, and was almost inseparable from it. It kindled a poetic inspiration 
which enriched the service books of the Greek church. The chief hymnists, John of Damascus, 
Cosmas of Jerusalem, Germanus, Theophanes, Theodore of the Studium, were all patrons of 
images, and some of them suffered deposition, imprisonment, and mutilation for their zeal; but 
the Iconoclasts did not furnish a single poet. {535} 
 
The chief argument against this theory was the second commandment. It was answered in various 
ways. The prohibition was understood to be merely temporary till the appearance of Christ, or to 
apply only to graven images, or to the making of images for idolatrous purposes. 
 
On the other hand, the cherubim over the ark, and the brazen serpent in the wilderness were 
appealed to as examples of visible symbols in the Mosaic worship. The incarnation of the Son of 
God furnished the divine warrant for pictures of Christ. Since Christ revealed himself in human 
form it can be no sin to represent him in that form. The significant silence of the Gospels 
concerning his personal appearance was supplied by fictitious pictures ascribed to St. Luke, and 
St. Veronica, and that of Edessa. A superstitious fancy even invented stories of wonder-working 
pictures, and ascribed to them motion, speech, and action. 
 
It should be added that the Eastern church confines images to colored representations on a plane 
surface, and mosaics, but excludes sculptures and statues from objects of worship. The Roman 
church makes no such restriction. 
 
2. The Iconoclastic theory occupies the opposite extreme. Its advocates were called image-
breakers. {536} It was maintained by the energetic Greek emperors, Leo III. and his son 
Constantine, who saved the tottering empire against the invasion of the Saracens; it was popular 
in the army, and received the sanction of the Constantinopolitan Synod of 754. It appealed first 
and last to the second commandment in the decalogue in its strict sense as understood by the Jews 
and the primitive Christians. It was considerably strengthened by the successes of the 
Mohammedans who, like the Jews, charged the Christians with the great sin of idolatry, and 
conquered the cities of Syria, Palestine, and Egypt in spite of the sacred images which were relied 
on for protection and miraculous interposition. The iconoclastic Synod of 754 denounced image-
worship as a relapse into heathen idolatry, which the devil had smuggled into the church in the 
place of the worship of God alone in spirit and in truth. 
 
The iconoclastic party, however, was not consistent; for it adhered to saint-worship which is the 
root of image-worship, and instead of sweeping away all religious symbols, it retained the sign of 
the cross with all its superstitious uses, and justified this exception by the Scripture passages on 
the efficacy of the cross, though these refer to the sacrifice of the cross, and not to the sign. 
 
The chief defect of iconoclasm and the cause of its failure was its negative character. It furnished 
no substitute for image-worship, and left nothing but empty walls which could not satisfy the 
religious wants of the Greek race. It was very different from the iconoclasm of the evangelical 
Reformation, which put in the place of images the richer intellectual and spiritual instruction from 
the Word of God. 
 
3. The Moderate theory sought a via media between image-worship and image-hatred, by 
distinguishing between the sign and the thing, the use and the abuse. It allowed the representation 
of Christ and the saints as aids to devotion by calling to remembrance the persons and facts set 
forth to the eye. Pope Gregory I. presented to a hermit at his wish a picture of Christ, of Mary, 



and of St. Peter and St. Paul, with a letter in which he approves of the natural desire to have a 
visible reminder of an object of reverence and love, but at the same time warned him against 
superstitious use. "We do not," he says, "kneel down before the picture as a divinity, but we adore 
Him whose birth or passion or sitting on the throne of majesty is brought to our remembrance by 
the picture." The same pope commended Serenus, bishop of Marseilles, for his zeal against the 
adoration of pictures, but disapproved of his excess in that direction, and reminded him of the 
usefulness of such aids for the people who had just emerged from pagan barbarism and could not 
instruct themselves out of the Holy Scriptures. The Frankish church in the eighth and ninth 
centuries took a more decided stand against the abuse, without, however, going to the extent of 
the iconoclasts in the East. 
 
In the course of time the Latin church went just as far if not further in practical image-worship as 
the Eastern church after the seventh oecumenical council. Gregory II. stoutly resisted the 
iconoclastic decrees of the Emperor Leo, and made capital out of the controversy for the 
independence of the papal throne. Gregory III. followed in the same steps, and Hadrian 
sanctioned the decree of the second council of Nicaea. Image-worship cannot be consistently 
opposed without surrendering the worship of saints. 
 
The same theories and parties reappeared again in the age of the Reformation: the Roman as well 
as the Greek church adhered to image-worship with an occasional feeble protest against its 
abuses, and encouraged the development of fine arts, especially in Italy; the radical Reformers 
(Carlstadt, Zwingli, Calvin, Knox) renewed the iconoclastic theory and removed, in an orderly 
way, the pictures from the churches, as favoring a refined species of idolatry and hindering a 
spiritual worship; the Lutheran church (after the example set by Luther and his friend Lucas 
Kranach), retained the old pictures, or replaced them by new and better ones, but freed from 
former superstition. The modern progress of art, and the increased mechanical facilities for the 
multiplication of pictures have produced a change in Protestant countries. Sunday School books 
and other works for old and young abound in pictorial illustrations from Bible history for 
instruction; and the masterpieces of the great religious painters have become household 
ornaments, but will never be again objects of worship, which is due to God alone. 
 
Notes. 
 
The Council of Trent, Sess. XXV. held Dec. 1563, sanctions, together with the worship of saints 
and relics, also the "legitimate use of images" in the following terms: "Moreover, that the images 
of Christ, of the Virgin Mother of God, and of the other saints, are to be had and retained 
particularly in temples, and that due honor and veneration are to be given them; not that any 
divinity, or virtue, is believed to be in them, on account of which they are to be worshiped; or that 
anything is to be asked of them; or that trust is to be reposed in images, as was of old done by the 
Gentiles, who placed their hope in idols; but because the honor which is shown them is referred to 
the prototypes which those images represent; in such wise that by the images which we kiss, and 
before which we uncover the head, and prostrate ourselves, we adore Christ, and we venerate the 
saints, whose similitude they bear: as, by the decrees of Councils, and especially of the second 
Synod of Nicaea, has been defined against the opponents of images." The Profession of the 
Tridentine Faith teaches the same in art. IX. (See Schaff, Creeds, II. p. 201, 209). 
 
The modern standards of the Eastern Church reiterate the decision of the seventh Ecumenical 
Council. The Synod of Jerusalem, or the Confession of Dositheus, includes pictures of Christ, the 
mother of God, the saints and the holy angels who appeared to some of the patriarchs and 
prophets, also the symbolic representation of the Holy Spirit under the form of a dove, among the 
objects of worship (proskunou’men kai timw’ men kai aspazomeqa). See Schaff, l. c. II. 436. The 



Longer Russian Catechism, in the exposition of the second commandment (Schaff, II. 527), thus 
speaks of this subject: 
 
What is an icon (eikwn)? 
 
The word is Greek, and means an image or representation. In the Orthodox Church this name 
designates sacred representations of our Lord Jesus Christ, God incarnate, his immaculate 
Mother, and his saints. 
 
Is the use of holy icons agreeable to the second commandment? 
 
It would then, and then only, be otherwise, if any one were to make gods of them; but it is not in 
the least contrary to this commandment to honor icons as sacred representations, and to use them 
for the religious remembrance of God’s works and of his saints; for when thus used icons are 
books, writen (sic) with the forms of persons and things instead of letters. (See Greg. Magn. lib. 
ix. Ep. 9, ad Seren. Epis.). 
 
What disposition of mind should we have when we reverence icons? 
 
"While we look on them with our eyes, we should mentally look to God and to the saints, who are 
represented on them." 
 
{532} Its advocates were called eikonolatrai, xulolatrai, eidwdolatrai. 
 
{533} timhtikh proskunhsi. For this word the Latin has no precise equivalent. The English word 
"worship" is used in different senses. 
 
{534} latreiva. adoratio. 
 
{535} See 94, p. 403 sqq. 
 
{536} Eikonoklastai (from klaw, to break), eikonokaustai, eikonomacoi, cristianokathgoroi.  

 



101. The Iconoclastic War, and the Synod of 754. 
 
The history of the image-controversy embraces three periods: (1) The war upon images and the 
abolition of image-worship by the Council of Constantinople, A. D. 726-754. (2) The reaction in 
favor of image-worship, and its solemn sanction by the second Council of Nicaea, A. D. 754-787. 
(3) The renewed conflict of the two parties and the final triumph of image-worship, A. D. 842. 
 
Image-worship had spread with the worship of saints, and become a general habit among the 
people in the Eastern church to such an extent that the Christian apologists had great difficulty to 
maintain their ground against the charge of idolatry constantly raised against them, not only by 
the Jews, but also by the followers of Islam, who could point to their rapid successes in support of 
their abhorrence of every species of idolatry. Churches and church-books, palaces and private 
houses, dresses and articles of furniture were adorned with religious pictures. They took among 
the artistic Greeks the place of the relics among the rude Western nations. Images were made to 
do service as sponsors in the name of the saints whom they represented. Fabulous stories of their 
wonder-working power were circulated and readily believed. Such excesses naturally called forth 
a reaction. 
 
Leo III., called the Isaurian (716-741), a sober and energetic, but illiterate and despotic emperor, 
who by his military talents and successes had risen from the condition of a peasant in the 
mountains of Isauria to the throne of the Caesars, and delivered his subjects from the fear of the 
Arabs by the new invention of the "Greek fire," felt himself called, as a second Josiah, to use his 
authority for the destruction of idolatry. The Byzantine emperors did not scruple to interfere with 
the internal affairs of the church, and to use their despotic power for the purpose. Leo was 
influenced by a certain bishop Constantinus {537} of Nakolia in Phrygia, and by a desire to break 
the force of the Mohammedan charge against the Christians. In the sixth year of his reign he 
ordered the forcible baptism of Jews and Montanists (or Manichaeans); the former submitted 
hypocritically and mocked at the ceremony; the latter preferred to set fire to their meeting-houses 
and to perish in the flames. Then, in the tenth year (726), {538} he began his war upon the 
images. At first he only prohibited their worship, and declared in the face of the rising opposition 
that he intended to protect the images against profanation by removing them beyond the reach of 
touch and kiss. But in a second edict (730), he commanded the removal or destruction of all the 
images. The pictured walls were to be whitewashed. He replaced the magnificent picture of Christ 
over the gate of the imperial palace by a plain cross. He removed the aged Germanus, patriarch of 
Constantinople, and put the iconoclastic Anastasius in his place. 
 
These edicts roused the violent opposition of the clergy, the monks, and the people, who saw in it 
an attack upon religion itself. The servants who took down the picture from the palace gate were 
killed by the mob. John of Damascus and Germanus, already known to us as hymnists, were the 
chief opponents. The former was beyond the reach of Leo, and wrote three eloquent orations, one 
before, two after the forced resignation of Germanus, in defence of image-worship, and exhausted 
the argument. {539} The islanders of the Archipelago under the control of monks rose in open 
rebellion, and set up a pretender to the throne; but they were defeated, and their leaders put to 
death. Leo enforced obedience within the limits of the Eastern empire, but had no power among 
the Christian subjects of the Saracens, nor in Rome and Ravenna, where his authority was openly 
set at defiance. Pope Gregory II. told him, in an insulting letter (about 729), that the children of 
the grammar-school would throw their tablets at his head if he avowed himself a destroyer of 
images, and the unwise would teach him what he refused to learn from the wise. {540} Seventy 
years afterwards the West set up an empire of its own in close connection with the bishop of 
Rome. 



 
Constantine V., surnamed Copronymos, {541} during his long reign of thirty-four years (741-
775), kept up his father’s policy with great ability, vigor and cruelty, against popular clamor, 
sedition and conspiracy. His character is very differently judged according to the doctrinal views 
of the writers. His enemies charge him with monstrous vices, heretical opinions, and the practice 
of magical arts; while the iconoclasts praise him highly for his virtues, and forty years after his 
death still prayed at his tomb. His administrative and military talents and successes against the 
Saracens, Bulgarians, and other enemies, as well as his despotism and cruelty (which he shares 
with other Byzantine emperors) are beyond dispute. 
 
He called an iconoclastic council in Constantinople in 754, which was to be the seventh 
oecumenical, but was afterwards disowned as a pseudo-synod of heretics. It numbered three 
hundred and thirty subservient bishops under the presidency of Archbishop Theodosius of 
Ephesus (the son of a former emperor), and lasted six months (from Feb. 10th to Aug. 27th); but 
the patriarchs of Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria, being under Moslem rule, could not attend, 
the see of Constantinople was vacant, and Pope Stephen III. disregarded the imperial summons. 
The council, appealing to the second commandment and other Scripture passages denouncing 
idolatry, {Romans 1:23,25 John 4:24} and opinions of the Fathers (Epiphanius, Eusebius, 
Gregory Nazianzen, Chrysostom, etc.), condemned and forbade the public and private worship of 
sacred images on pain of deposition and excommunication, but (inconsistently) ordered at the 
same time that no one should deface or meddle with sacred vessels or vestments ornamented with 
figures, and formally declared its agreement with the six oecumenical councils, and the 
lawfulness of invoking the blessed Virgin and saints. It denounced all religious representations by 
painter or sculptor as presumptuous, pagan and idolatrous. Those who make pictures of the 
Saviour, who is God as well as man in one inseparable person, either limit the incomprehensible 
Godhead to the bounds of created flesh, or confound his two natures, like Eutyches, or separate 
them, like Nestorius, or deny his Godhead, like Arius; and those who worship such a picture are 
guilty of the same heresy and blasphemy. The eucharist alone is the proper image of Christ. A 
three-fold anathema was pronounced on the advocates of image-worship, even the great John of 
Damascus under the name of Mansur, who is called a traitor of Christ, an enemy of the empire, a 
teacher of impiety, and a perverter of the Scriptures. The acts of the Synod were destroyed except 
the decision (o ro) and a brief introduction, which are embodied and condemned in the acts of the 
second Nicene Council. {542} 
 
The emperor carried out the decree with great rigor as far as his power extended. The sacred 
images were ruthlessly destroyed and replaced by white-wash or pictures of trees, birds, and 
animals. The bishops and clergy submitted; but the monks who manufactured the pictures, 
denounced the emperor as a second Mohammed and heresiarch, and all the iconoclasts as 
heretics, atheists and blasphemers, and were subjected to imprisonment, flagellation, mutilation, 
and all sorts of indignities, even death. The principal martyrs of images during this reign (from 
761-775) are Petrus Kalabites (i.e. the inhabitant of a hut, kaluvbh), Johannes, Abbot of 
Monagria, and Stephanus, Abbot of Auxentius, opposite Constantinople (called "the new 
Stephanus," to distinguish him from the proto-martyr). The emperor made even an attempt to 
abolish the convents. {543} 
 
{537} Not Theophilus, as Baronius and Schlosser erroneously call him. See Hefele, III. 372. 
Theophanes mentions also a renegade Beser, who had become a Mohammedan, and then 
probably returned to Christianity and stood in high honor at the court of Leo. 
 
{538} There is considerable confusion about the beginning of the conflict and the precise order of 
events. See Hefele, III. 376 sqq. 



 
{539} See summaries of his lovgoiajpologhtikoiv in Schrceckh and Neander. 
 
{540} According to older historians (Baronius), the pope even excommunicated the emperor, 
withdrew his Italian subjects from their allegiance, and forbade the payment of tribute. But this is 
an error. On the contrary, in a second letter, Gregory expressly disclaims the power of interfering 
with the sovereign, while he denies in the strongest terms the right of the emperor to interfere 
with the Church. See the two letters of Gregory to Leo (between 726 to 731) in Mansi, XII. 959 
sqq., and the discussion in Hefele, III. 389-404. 
 
{541} The surname Koprwnumo (from kopro, dung) was given him by his enemies on account of 
his having polluted the baptismal gont in hid infancy. Theophanes, Chronogr. ed. Bonn. I. 615 He 
was also called Cabellinus, from his love of horses. 
 
{542} Mansi, XIII. 205-363; Gieseler, II. 16; Hefele, III. 410-418. 
 
{543} On these persecutions see, besides Theophanes, the Acta Sanct. of the Bolland. for Oct., 
Tom. VIII. 124 sqq. (publ. Brussels, 1853), and Hefele, III. 421-428.  

 



102. The Restoration of Image-Worship by the Seventh Oecumenical 
Council, 787. 
 
Leo IV., called Chazarus (775-780), kept up the laws against images, though with more 
moderation. But his wife Irene of Athens distinguished for beauty, talent, ambition and intrigue, 
was at heart devoted to image-worship, and after his death and during the minority of her son 
Constantine VI. Porphyrogenitus, labored with shrewdness and perseverance for its restoration 
(780-802). At first she proclaimed toleration to both parties, which she afterwards denied to the 
iconoclasts. She raised the persecuted monks to the highest dignities, and her secretary, Tarasius, 
to the patriarchal throne of Constantinople, with the consent of Pope Hadrian, who was willing to 
overlook the irregularity of the sudden election of a layman in prospect of his services to 
orthodoxy. She removed the iconoclastic imperial guard, and replaced it by one friendly to her 
views. 
 
But the crowning measure was an oecumenical council, which alone could set aside the authority 
of the iconoclastic council of 754. Her first attempt to hold such a council at Constantinople in 
786 completely failed. The second attempt, owing to more careful preparations, succeeded. 
 
Irene convened the seventh oecumenical council in the year 787, at Nicaea, which was less liable 
to iconoclastic disturbances than Constantinople, yet within easy reach of the court, and famous 
as the seat of the first and weightiest oecumenical council. It was attended by about three hundred 
and fifty bishops, {544} under the presidency of Tarasius, and held only eight sessions from 
September 24 to October 23, the last in the imperial palace of Constantinople. Pope Hadrian I. 
sent two priests, both called Peter, whose names stand first in the Acts. The three Eastern 
patriarchs, who were subject to the despotic rule of the Saracens, could not safely leave their 
homes; but two Eastern monks, John, and Thomas, who professed to be syncelli of two of these 
patriarchs and to have an accurate knowledge of the prevailing orthodoxy of Egypt and Syria, 
were allowed to sit and vote in the place of those dignitaries, although they had no authority from 
them, and were sent simply by a number of their fellow-monks. {545} 
 
The Nicene Council nullified the decrees of the iconoclastic Synod of Constantinople, and 
solemnly sanctioned a limited worship (proskynesis) of images. {546} 
 
Under images were understood the sign of the cross, and pictures of Christ, of the Virgin Mary, of 
angels and saints. They may be drawn in color or composed of Mosaic or formed of other suitable 
materials, and placed in churches, in houses, and in the street, or made on walls and tables, sacred 
vessels and vestments. Homage may be paid to them by kissing, bowing, strewing of incense, 
burning of lights, saying prayers before them; such honor to be intended for the living objects in 
heaven which the images represented. The Gospel book and the relics of martyrs were also 
mentioned among the objects of veneration. 
 
The decree was fortified by a few Scripture passages about the Cherubim, {Exodus 25:17-22 
Ezekiel 41:1,15,19 Hebrews 9:1-5} and a large number of patristic testimonies, genuine and 
forged, and alleged miracles performed by images. {547} A presbyter testified that he was cured 
from a severe sickness by a picture of Christ. Bishop after bishop, even those who had been 
members of the Synod of 754, renounced his iconoclastic opinions, and large numbers exclaimed 
together: "We all have sinned, we all have erred, we all beg forgiveness." Some professed 
conscientious scruples, but were quieted when the Synod resolved that the violation of an oath 
which was contrary to the law of God, was no perjury. At the request of one of the Roman 



delegates, an image was brought into the assembly, and reverently kissed by all. At the 
conclusion, the assembled bishops exclaimed unanimously: "Thus we believe. This is the doctrine 
of the apostles. Anathema upon all who do not adhere to it, who do not salute the images, who 
call them idols, and who charge the Christians with idolatry. Long life to the emperors! Eternal 
memory to the new Constantine and the new Helena! God protect their reign! Anathema upon all 
heretics! Anathema especially upon Theodosius, the false bishop of Ephesus, as also upon 
Sisinnius and Basilius! The Holy Trinity has rejected their doctrines." Then follows an anathema 
upon other distinguished iconoclasts, and all who do not confess that Christ’s humanity has a 
circumscribed form, who do not greet the images, who reject the ecclesiastical traditions, written 
or unwritten; while eternal memory is given to the chief champions of image-worship, Germanus 
of Constantinople, John of Damascus, and George of Cyprus, the heralds of truth.  {548} 
 
The decrees of the Synod were publicly proclaimed in an eighth session at Constantinople in the 
presence of Irene and her son, and, signed by them; whereupon the bishops, with the people and 
soldiers, shouted in the usual form: "Long live the Orthodox queen-regent." The empress sent the 
bishops home with rich presents. 
 
The second Council of Nicaea stands far below the first in moral dignity and doctrinal 
importance, and occupies the lowest grade among the seven oecumenical synods; but it 
determined the character of worship in the oriental church for all time to come, and herein lies its 
significance. Its decision is binding also upon the Roman church, which took part in it by two 
papal legates, and defended it by a letter of Pope Hadrian to Charlemagne in answer to the Libri 
Carolini. Protestant churches disregard the council because they condemn image-worship as a 
refined form of idolatry and as a fruitful source of superstition; and this theory is supported by the 
plain sense of the second commandment, the views of the primitive Christians, and, negatively, 
by the superstitions which have accompanied the history of image-worship down to the miracle-
working Madonnas of the nineteenth century. At the same time it may be readily conceded that 
the decree of Nicaea has furnished aid and comfort to a low and crude order of piety which needs 
visible supports, and has stimulated the development of Christian art. Iconoclasm would have 
killed it. It is, however, a remarkable fact that the Catholic Raphael and Michael Angelo, and the 
Protestant Lucas Kranach and Albrecht Durer, were contemporaries of the Reformers, and that 
the art of painting reached its highest perfection at the period when image-worship for a great part 
of Christendom was superseded by the spiritual worship of God alone. 
 
A few months after the Nicene Council, Irene dissolved the betrothal of her son, the Emperor 
Constantine, to Rotrude, a daughter of Charlemagne, which she herself had brought about, and 
forced him to marry an Armenian lady whom he afterward cast off and sent to a convent. {549} 
From this time dates her rupture with Constantine. In her ambition for despotic power, she 
rendered him odious by encouraging his bad habits, and at last incapable of the throne by causing 
his eyes to be plucked out, while he was asleep, with such violence that he died of it (797). It is a 
humiliating fact that Constantine the Great, the convener of the first Nicene Council, and Irene, 
the convener of the second and last, are alike stained with the blood of their own offspring, and 
yet honored as saints in the Eastern church, in whose estimate orthodoxy covers a multitude of 
sins. {550} She enjoyed for five years the fruit of unnatural cruelty to her only child. As she 
passed through the streets of Constantinople, four patricians marched on foot before her golden 
chariot, holding the reins of four milk-white steeds. But these patricians conspired against their 
queen and raised the treasurer Nicephorus to the throne, who was crowned at St. Sophia by the 
venal patriarch. Irene was sent into exile on the Isle of Lesbos, and had to earn her bread by the 
labors of her distaff as she had done in the days of her youth as an Athenian virgin. She died of 
grief in 803. With her perished the Isaurian dynasty. Startling changes of fortune were not 
uncommon among princes and patriarchs of the Byzantine empire. 



 
{544} The accounts vary between 330 and 367. The Acts are signed by 308 bishops and episcopal 
representatives. Nicephorus, the almost contemporaneous patriarch of Constantinople, in a letter 
to Leo III., mentions only 150. See Hefele, III. 460. 
 
{545} Theodore of the Studium, himself a zealous advocate of image-worship, exposes this trick, 
and intimates that the council was not strictly oecumenical, although he sometimes gives it that 
name. The question connected with these two irresponsible monks is discussed with his usual 
minuteness and prolixity by Walch, X. 551-558. See also Neander, III. 228, and Hefele, III. 459. 
 
{546} The definition (oro) sanctions the aspasmo kai timhtikh proskunhsi, osculum (or salutatio) 
et honoraria adoratio, but not alhqinh; latreiva h prepei monh th’ qeia fusei, vera latria, quae 
solam divinam naturam decet. Mansi, XIII. 378 sq. The term Gr. apasmo embraces salutation and 
kiss, the proskunhsi, bowing the knee, and other demonstrations of reverence, see p. 450. 
 
{547} Walch (X. 572) says of these proofs from tradition: "Die untergeschobenen Schriften, die 
in der Hauptsache nichts entscheidenden Stellen und die mit grosser Unwissenheit verdrehten 
Ausspruche sind so haeufig, dass man sich beides uber die Unwissenheit und Unverschamtheit 
nicht genug verwundern kann, welche in diesen Sammlungen sichtbar sind." Even moderate 
Roman Catholic historians, as Alexander Natalia and Fleury, admit quietly the errors in some 
patristic quotations. 
 
{548} See the acts of the council in the twelfth and thirteenth vols. of Mansi, and a summary in 
Hefele, III. 460-482. On the different texts and defective Latin versions, see Walch, X. 420-422, 
and Hefele, III. 486. Gibbon calls the acts "a curious monument of superstition and ignorance, of 
falsehood and folly." This is too severe, but not without some foundation. The personal character 
of Irene cuts a deep shadow over the Council, and would have been condemned even by the 
Byzantine historians, if her devotion to images had not so blinded them and Roman historians, 
like Baronius and Maimbourg, that they excuse her darkest crimes and overwhelm her with 
praise. 
 
{549} Charlemagne afterwards offered Irene his hand with a view to unite the Eastern and 
Western empires, and she accepted the offer; but her prime-minister, Aatius, who wished to raise 
his own brother, Leo, to the throne, prevented the marriage. 
 
{550} The memory of Irene is celebrated by the Greeks on the 15th of August. Her patriarch, 
Tarasius (d. 806), is canonized in the Roman as well as the Greek Church.  

 



103. Iconoclastic Reaction, and Final Triumph of Image-Worship, A. D. 
842. 
 
Walch, X. 592-828. Hefele, IV. 1-6; 38-47; 104-109. 
 
During the five reigns which succeeded that of Irene, a period of thirty-eight years, the image-war 
was continued with varying fortunes. The soldiers were largely iconoclastic, the monks and the 
people in favor of image-worship. Among these Theodore of the Studium was distinguished by 
his fearless advocacy and cruel sufferings under Leo V., the Armenian (813-820), who was slain 
at the foot of the altar. Theophilus (829-842) was the last and the most cruel of the iconoclastic 
emperors. He persecuted the monks by imprisonment, corporal punishment, and mutilation. {551} 
 
But his widow, Theodora, a second Irene, without her vices, {552} in the thirteenth year of her 
regency during the minority of Michael the Drunkard, achieved by prudent and decisive measures 
the final and permanent victory of image-worship. She secured absolution for her deceased 
husband by the fiction of a death-bed repentance, although she had promised him to make no 
change. The iconoclastic patriarch, John the Grammarian, was banished and condemned to two 
hundred lashes; the monk Methodius of opposite tendency (honored as a confessor and saint) was 
put in his place; the bishops trembled and changed or were deposed; the monks and the people 
were delighted. A Synod at Constantinople (the acts of it are lost) reanacted the decrees of the 
seven oecumenical Councils, restored the worship of images, pronounced the anathema upon all 
iconoclasts, and decided that the event should be hereafter commemorated on the first Sunday in 
Lent by a solemn procession and a renewal of the anathema on the iconoclastic heretics. 
 
On the 19th of February, 842, the images were again introduced into the churches of 
Constantinople. It was the first celebration of the "Sunday of Orthodoxy," {553} which afterwards 
assumed a wider meaning, as a celebration of victory over all heresies. It is one of the most 
characteristic festivals of the Eastern church. The old oecumenical Councils are dramatically 
represented, and a threefold anathema is pronounced upon all sorts of heretics such as atheists, 
antitrinitarians, upon those who deny the virginity of Mary before or after the birth of Christ, the 
inspiration of the Scriptures, or the immortality of the soul, who reject the mysteries (sacraments), 
the traditions and councils, who deny that orthodox princes rule by divine appointment and 
receive at their unction the Holy Ghost, and upon all iconoclasts. After this anathema follows the 
grateful commemoration of the orthodox confessors and "all who have fought for the orthodox 
faith by their words, writings, teaching, sufferings, and godly example, as also of all the 
protectors and defenders of the Church of Christ." In conclusion the bishops, archimandrites and 
priests kiss the sacred icons. {554} 
 
{551} Hefele, IV. 105, says that under this reign the famous poets, Theophanes and his brother, 
Theodore of the Studium, were punished with two hundred lashes and the branding of Greek 
mock-verses on their forehead, whence they received the name "the Marked" (graptoiv). But, 
according to the Bollandists, Theophanes died in 820, and Hefele himself, III. 370, puts his death 
in 818, although in vol. IV. 108 be reports that Theophanes grapto was made bishop of Smyrna 
by Theodora, 842. See on this conflict in chronology above, p. 407. 
 
{552} The tongue of slander, however, raised the story of her criminal intimacy with the patriarch 
Methodius, whom she had appointed. The court instituted an investigation during which the 
patriarch by indecent exposure furnished the proof of the physical impossibility of sexual sin on 



his part; whereupon the accuser confessed that she had been bribed by his iconoclastic 
predecessor. Hefele, IV. 109. 
 
{553} hkuriakh th’ orqodoxia. 
 
{554} See the description of Walch (X. 800-808) from the Byzantine historians and from Allacci, 
and King (on the Russian church).  

 



104. The Caroline Books and the Frankish Church on Image-Worship. 
 
I. Libri Carolini, first ed. by Elias Philyra (i.e., Jean du Tillet, or Tilius, who was suspected of 
Calvinism, but afterwards became bishop of Meaux), from a French (Paris) MS., Paris, 1549; 
then by Melchior Goldast in his collection of imperial decrees on the image-controversy, 
Francof., 1608 (67 sqq.), and in the first vol. of his Collection of Constitutiones imperiales, with 
the addition of the last ch. (lib. IV., c. 29), which was omitted by Tilius; best ed. by Ch. A. 
Heumann, Hanover, 1731, under the title: Augusta Concilii Nicaeni II. Censura, h. e., Caroli 
Magni de impio imaginum cultu libri IV., with prolegomena and notes. The ed. of Abbe Migne, in 
his "Patrol. Lat.," Tom. 98, f. 990-1248 (in vol. II. of Opera Caroli M.), is a reprint of the ed. of 
Tilius, and inferior to Heumann’s ed. ("Es ist zu bedauern," says Hefele, III. 696, "dass Migne, 
statt Besseres, entschieden Geringeres geboten hat, als man bisher schon besass".) 
 
II. Walch devotes the greater part of the eleventh vol. to the history of image-worship in the 
Frankish Church from Pepin to Louis the Pious. Neander, III. 233-243; Gieseler, II. 66-73; 
Hefele, III 694-716; Hergenrother, I. 553-557. Floss: Deuteronomy suspecta librorum 
Carolinorum fide. Bonn, 1860. Reifferscheid: Narratio de Vaticano librorum Carolinorum 
Codice. Breslau, 1873. 
 
The church of Rome, under the lead of the popes, accepted and supported the seventh 
oecumenical council, and ultimately even went further than the Eastern church in allowing the 
worship of graven as well as painted images. But the church in the empire of Charlemagne, who 
was not on good terms with the Empress Irene, took a position between image-worship and 
iconoclasm. 
 
The question of images was first discussed in France under Pepin in a synod at Gentilly near 
Paris, 767, but we do not know with what result. {555} Pope Hadrian sent to Charlemagne a Latin 
version of the acts of the Nicene Council; but it was so incorrect and unintelligible that a few 
decades later the Roman librarian Anastasius charged the translator with ignorance of both Greek 
and Latin, and superseded it by a better one. 
 
Charlemagne, with the aid of his chaplains, especially Alcuin, prepared and published, three years 
after the Nicene Council, an important work on image-worship under the title Quatuor Libri 
Carolini (790). {556} He dissents both from the iconoclastic synod of 754 and the anti-
iconoclastic synod of 787, but more from the latter, which he treats very disrespectfully. {557} He 
decidedly rejects image-worship, but allows the use of images for ornament and devotion, and 
supports his view with Scripture passages and patristic quotations. The spirit and aim of the book 
is almost Protestant. The chief thoughts are these: God alone is the object of worship and 
adoration (colondus et adorandus). Saints are only to be revered (venerandi). Images can in no 
sense be worshipped. To bow or kneel before them, to salute or kiss them, to strew incense and to 
light candles before them, is idolatrous and superstitious. It is far better to search the Scriptures, 
which know nothing of such practices. The tales of miracles wrought by images are inventions of 
the imagination, or deceptions of the evil spirit. On the other hand, the iconoclasts, in their honest 
zeal against idolatry, went too far in rejecting the images altogether. The legitimate and proper 
use of images is to adorn the churches and to perpetuate and popularize the memory of the 
persons and events which they represent. Yet even this is not necessary; for a Christian should be 
able without sensual means to rise to the contemplation of the virtues of the saints and to ascend 
to the fountain of eternal light. Man is made in the image of God, and hence capable of receiving 
Christ into his soul. God should ever be present and adored in our hearts. O unfortunate memory, 



which can realize the presence of Christ only by means of a picture drawn in sensuous colors. The 
Council of Nicaea committed a great wrong in condemning those who do not worship images. 
 
The author of the Caroline books, however, falls into the same inconsistency as the Eastern 
iconoclasts, by making an exception in favor of the sign of the cross and the relics of saints. The 
cross is called a banner which puts the enemy to flight, and the honoring of the relics is declared 
to be a great means of promoting piety, since the saints reign with Christ in heaven, and their 
bones will be raised to glory; while images are made by men’s hands and return to dust. 
 
A Synod in Frankfort, A. D. 794, the most important held during the reign of Charlemagne, and 
representing the churches of France and Germany, in the presence of two papal legates 
(Theophylactus and Stephanus), endorsed the doctrine of the Libri Carolini, unanimously 
condemned the worship of images in any form, and rejected the seventh oecumenical council. 
{558} According to an old tradition, the English church agreed with this decision. {559} 
 
Charlemagne sent a copy of his book, or more probably an extract from it (85 Capitula or 
Capitulare de Imaginibus) through Angilbert, his son-in-law, to his friend Pope Hadrian, who in a 
long answer tried to defend the Eastern orthodoxy of Nicaea with due respect for his Western 
protector, but failed to satisfy the Frankish church, and died soon afterwards (Dec. 25, 795). 
{560} 
 
A Synod of Paris, held under the reign of Charlemagne’s son and successor, Louis the Pious, in 
the year 825, renewed the protest of the Frankfort Synod against image-worship and the authority 
of the second council of Nicaea, in reply to an embassy of the Emperor Michael Balbus, and 
added a slight rebuke to the pope. {561} 
 
Notes. 
 
The Caroline Books, if not written by Charlemagne, are at all events issued in his name; for the 
author repeatedly calls Pepin his father, and speaks of having undertaken the work with the 
consent of the priests in his dominion (conniventia sacerdotum in regno a Deo nobis concesso). 
The book is first mentioned by Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims in the ninth century as directed 
against the pseudo-Synodus Graecorum (the second Nicene Council), and he quotes a passage 
from a copy which he saw in the royal palace. The second mention and quotation was made by 
the papal librarian Augustin Steuchus (d. 1550) from a very old copy in the Bibliotheca Palatina. 
As soon as it appeared in print, Flavius and other Protestant polemics used it against Rome. 
Baronius, Bellarmin, and other Romanists denied the genuineness, and ascribed the book to 
certain heretics in the age of Charlemagne, who sent it to Rome to be condemned; some declared 
it even a fabrication of the radical reformer Carlstadt! But Sirmond and Natalis Alexander 
convincingly proved the genuineness. More recently Dr. Floss (R.C.) of Bonn, revived the doubts 
(1860), but they are permanently removed since Professor Reifferscheid (1866) discovered a new 
MS. from the tenth century in the Vatican library which differs from the one of Steuchus, and was 
probably made in the Cistercian Convent at Marienfeld in Westphalia. "Therefore," writes Bishop 
Hefele in 1877 (III. 698), "the genuineness of the Libri Carolini is hereafter no longer to be 
questioned (nicht mehr zu beanstanden)." 
 
{555} See Walch, XI. 7-36; Hefele, III. 461-463. The sources are silent. Walch carefully gives the 
different conjectures of Baronius, Pagi, Daille, Natalis, Alexander, Maimburg, Fleury, Sirmond, 
Spanheim, Basnage, Semler. Nothing new has been added since. But the preceding iconoclastic 
zeal of Bishop Serenus of Marseilles, and the succeeding position of Charlemagne and the 



Frankish church, rather favor the inference of Sirmond and Spanheim, that the synod rejected the 
worship of images. 
 
{556} Alcuin’s share in the composition appears from the similarity of thoughts in his 
Commentary on John, and the old English tradition that he wrote a book against the Council of 
Nicaea. See Walch, XI. 65 sqq.; Hefele, III. 697. 
 
{557} He calls it posterior tempore, non tamen posterior crimine, eloquentia, sensuque carens, 
synodus ineptissima, etc. He distrusted a Council in which the Church of his dominions was not 
represented. He also objected to a woman assuming the office of teacher in the church, as being 
contrary to the lex divina and lex naturae (III. 13, ed. Migne, fol. 1136). He had reason to be 
angry with Irene for dissolving the betrothal of her son with his daughter. 
 
{558} The Synod is often called universalis, and condemned Adoptionism (see Hefele, III. 678 
sqq.). The decision against images see in Mansi, xiii. 909. The chief passage is: "Sanctissimi 
Patres nostri omnimodis et adorationem et servitutem eis [sc. imaginibus Sanctorum] renuentes 
contemserunt atque, consentientes condemnaverunt." Einhard made the following entry in his 
Annals ad A. D. 794 (in Pertz, Monum. I. 181, and Gieseler II. 67): "Synodus etiam, quae ante 
paucos annos in Constantinopoli [where the Nicene Synod was closed] sub Herena [Irene,]et 
Constantino filio ejus congregata, et ab ipsis non solum septima, verum etiam universalis est 
appellata, ut nec septima nec universalis haberetur dicereturve, quasi supervacua in totum ab 
omnibus [the bishops assembled at Frankfort] abdicata est." Baronius, Bellarmin, and even 
Hefele (III. 689), charge this Synod with misrepresenting the Council of Nicaea, which 
sanctioned the worship (in a wider sense), but not the adoration, of images. But the Latin version, 
which the pope sent to Charlemagne, rendered proskunhsi uniformly by adoratio, and Anastasius, 
the papal librarian, did the same in his improved translation, thus giving double sanction to the 
confusion. 
 
{559} This rests partly on the probable share which the Anglo-Saxon Alcuin had in the 
composition of the Caroline Books, partly on the testimony of Simeon of Durham (about 1100). 
See Twysden’s Hist. Angl. Scriptores decem I, III; Mon. Hist. Brit., p. 667; Wilkin’s Conc. Magn. 
Brit., I. 73; Gieseler, II. 67, note 6, and Hardwick’s Church Hist. of the Middle Age, p. 78, note 3. 
 
{560} There is a difference of opinion whether Charlemagne sent to the pope his whole book, or 
only an abridgement, and whether he sent Angilbert before or after the Frankfort synod to Rome. 
Hefele (III. 713) decides that the Capitula (85) were an extract of the Libri Carolini (121 chs.), 
and that Angilbert was twice in Rome, A. D. 792 and 794. Hadrian’s answer must have been 
written at all events before Dec. 25, 795. It is printed in Mansi, XIII. 759-810, and Migne, Opera 
Car. M. II. fol. 1247-1292. It is full of glaring blunders. Bishop Hefele (p. 716) divides the 
responsibility between the (fallible) pope, the emperor, and the copyists. 
 
{561} Mansi, XIV. 415 sqq.; Walch, XI. 95 sqq.; Gieseler, II. 68; Hefele, IV. 41 sqq. (second ed. 
1879). Walch says (p. 98) that the Roman church played comedy with the acts of this Synod. 
Mansi was the first to publish them, but he did it with an excuse, and added as indispensable the 
refutation of Bellarmin in the appendix to his tract Deuteronomy Cultu Imaginum. Hefele and 
Hergenrother represent this synod as being guilty of the same injustice to the Nicene Council as 
the Synod of Frankfort; but this does not alter the fact.  

 



105. Evangelical Reformers. Agobardus of Lyons, and Claudius of 
Turin. 
 
I. Agobardus: Contra eorum superstitionem qui picturis et imaginibus SS. adorationis obsequium 
deferendum putant. Opera ed. Baluzius Par. 1666, 2 vols., and Migne, "Patrol. Lat." vol. 104, fol. 
29-351. Histoire litter. de la France, IV. 567 sqq. C. B. Hundeshagen: Deuteronomy Agobardi 
vita et scriptis. Pars I. Giessae 1831; and his article in Herzog  {2} I. 212 sq. Bahr: Gesch. der 
rom. Lit. in Karoliny. Zeitalter, p. 383-393. Bluegel: Deuteronomy Agobardi archiep. Lugd. vita 
et scriptis. Hal. 1865. Simson: Jahrbucher des frankischen Reichs unter Ludwig dem Frommen. 
Leipz. 1874 and ‘76. C. Deedes in Smith and Wace, I. 63-64. Lichtenberger, I. 119. 
 
II. Claudius: Opera in Migne’s "Patrol. Lat." vol. 104, fol. 609-927. Commentaries on Kings, 
Gal., Ephes., etc., Eulogium Augustini, and Apologeticum. Some of his works are still 
unpublished. Rudelbach: Claudii Tur. Ep. ineditorum operum specimina, praemissa de ejus 
doctrina scriptisque dissert. Havniae 1824. C. Schmidt: Claudius v. Turin in Illgen’s "Zeitschrift 
f. die Hist. Theol." 1843. II. 39; and his art. in Herzog,  {2} III. 243-245. 
 
III. Neander, III. 428-439 (very full and discriminating on Claudius); Gieseler, II. 69-73 (with 
judicious extracts); Reuter: Geschichte der Aufklarung im Mittelalter, vol. I. (Berlin 1875), 16-20 
and 24-41. 
 
The opposition to image-worship and other superstitious practices continued in the Frankish 
church during the ninth century. 
 
Two eminent bishops took the lead in the advocacy of a more spiritual and evangelical type of 
religion. In this they differed from the rationalistic and destructive iconoclasts of the East. They 
were influenced by the writings of Paul and Augustin, those inspirers of all evangelical 
movements in church history; with this difference, however, that Paul stands high above parties 
and schools, and that Augustin, with all his anti-Pelagian principles, was a strong advocate of the 
Catholic theory of the church and church-order. 
 
Agobard (in Lyonese dialect Agobaud or Aguebaud), a native of Spain, but of Gallic parents, and 
archbishop of Lyons (816-841), figures prominently in the political and ecclesiastical history of 
France during the reign of Louis the Pious. He is known to us already as an opponent of the 
ordeal, the judicial duel and other heathen customs. {562} His character presents singular 
contrasts. He was a rigid ecclesiastic and sacerdotalist, and thoroughly orthodox in dogma (except 
that he denied the verbal inspiration of the Scriptures); but, on the other hand, a sworn enemy of 
all superstition, and advocate of liberal views in matters of worship. {563} He took part in the 
rebellion of Lothaire against his father Louis in 833, which deprived him of his bishopric and left 
a serious stain on his character, but he was afterwards reconciled to Louis and recovered the 
bishopric. He opposed Adoptionism as a milder form of the Nestorian heresy. He attacked the 
Jews, who flocked to Lyons in large numbers, and charges them with insolent conduct towards 
the Christians. In this he shared the intolerance of his age. But, on the other hand, he wrote a book 
against image-worship. {564} He goes back to the root of the difficulty, the worship of saints. He 
can find no authority for such worship. The saints themselves decline it. It is a cunning device of 
Satan to smuggle heathen idolatry, into the church under pretext of showing honor to saints. He 
thus draws men away from a spiritual to a sensual worship. God alone should be adored; to him 
alone must we present the sacrifice of a broken and contrite heart. Angels and holy men who are 
crowned with victory, and help us by their intercessions, may be loved and honored, but not 



worshiped. "Cursed be the man that trusteth in man". {Jeremiah 17:5} We may look with 
pleasure on their pictures, but it is better to be satisfied with the simple symbol of the cross (as if 
this were not liable to the same abuse). Agobart approves the canon of Elvira, which forbade 
images altogether. He says in conclusion: "Since no man is essentially God, save Jesus our 
Saviour, so we, as the Scripture commands, shall bow our knees to his name alone, lest by giving 
this honor to another we may be estranged from God, and left to follow the doctrines and 
traditions of men according to the inclinations of our hearts." {565} 
 
Agobard was not disturbed in his position, and even honored as a saint in Lyons after his death, 
though his saintship is disputed. {566} His works were lost, until Papirius Masson discovered a 
MS. copy and rescued it from a bookbinder’s hands in Lyons (1605). 
 
Claudius, bishop of Turin (814-839), was a native of Spain, but spent three years as chaplain at 
the court of Louis the Pious and was sent by him to the diocese of Turin. He wrote practical 
commentaries on nearly all the books of the Bible, at the request of the emperor, for the education 
of the clergy. They were mostly extracted from the writings of Augustin, Jerome, and other Latin 
fathers. Only fragments remain. He was a great admirer of Augustin, but destitute of his wisdom 
and moderation. {567} 
 
He found the Italian churches full of pictures and picture-worshipers. He was told that the people 
did not mean to worship the images, but the saints. He replied that the heathen on the same 
ground defend the worship of their idols, and may become Christians by merely changing the 
name. He traced image-worship and saint-worship to a Pelagian tendency, and met it with the 
Augustinian view of the sovereignty of divine grace. Paul, he says, overthrows human merits, in 
which the monks now most glory, and exalts the grace of God. We are saved by grace, not by 
works. We must worship the Creator, not the creature. "Whoever seeks from any creature in 
heaven or on earth the salvation which he should seek from God alone, is an idolater." The 
departed saints themselves do not wish to be worshipped by us, and cannot help us. While we 
live, we may aid each other by prayers, but not after death. He attacked also the superstitious use 
of the sign of the cross, going beyond Charlemagne and Agobard. He met the defence by carrying 
it to absurd conclusions. If we worship the cross, he says, because Christ suffered on it, we might 
also worship every virgin because he was born of a virgin, every manger because he was laid in a 
manger, every ship because he taught from a ship, yea, every ass because he rode on an ass into 
Jerusalem. We should bear the cross, not adore it. He banished the pictures, crosses and crucifixes 
from the churches, as the only way to kill superstition. He also strongly opposed the pilgrimages. 
He had no appreciation of religious symbolism, and went in his Puritanic zeal to a fanatical 
extreme. 
 
Claudius was not disturbed in his seat; but, as he says himself, he found no sympathy with the 
people, and became "an object of scorn to his neighbors," who pointed at him as "a frightful 
spectre." He was censured by Pope Paschalis I. (817-824), and opposed by his old friend, the 
Abbot Theodemir of the diocese of Nismes, to whom he had dedicated his lost commentary on 
Leviticus (823), by Dungal (of Scotland or Ireland, about 827), and by Bishop Jonas of Orleans 
(840), who unjustly charged him with the Adoptionist and even the Arian heresy. Some writers 
have endeavored, without proof, to trace a connection between him and the Waldenses in 
Piedmont, who are of much later date. {568} 
 
Jonas of Orleans, Hincmar of Rheims, and Wallafrid Strabo still maintained substantially the 
moderate attitude of the Caroline books between the extremes of iconoclasm and image-worship. 
But the all-powerful influence of the popes, the sensuous tendency and credulity of the age, the 
ignorance of the clergy, and the grosser ignorance of the people combined to secure the ultimate 



triumph of image-worship even in France. The rising sun of the Carolingian age was obscured by 
the darkness of the tenth century. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{562} See 79. 
 
{563} Reuter (I. 24) calls him "the clearest head of the ninth century," and "the systematizer of 
the Aufklarung" (i.e. of Rationalism in the middle age). 
 
{564} Deuteronomy Imaginibus Sanctorum, in Migne, vol. 104, fol. 199-228. 
 
{565} Cap. 35 (in Migne, fol. 227): "Flectamus genu in nomine solius Jesu, quod est super omne 
nomen; ne si alteri hunc honorem tribuimus, alieni judicemur a Deo, et dimittamur secundum 
cordis nostri ire in adinventionibus nostris." Gieseler directs attention to the verbal agreement 
between Agobart and Claudius in several sentences. 
 
{566} See Acta SS. Jun. II. 748, and the Elogia de S. Agobardo in Migne, fol. 13-16. The 
Bollandists honor him with a place in their work, because Masson, the first editor, allows him the 
title saint, and because he is commonly called St. Aguebatud in the church of Lyons, and is 
included in the local martyrologies. A rite of nine lessons is assigned to him in the Breviarium 
Lugdunense. 
 
{567} In his comments on Paul’s Epistles (in Migne, 104 f. 927 sq.), he eulogizes Augustin as 
"amantissimus Domini sanctissimus Augustinus. calamus Trinitatis lingua Spiritus Sancti, 
terrenus homo, sed coelestis angelus, in quaestionibus solvendis acutus, in revincendis haereticis 
circumspectus, in explicandis Scripturis canonicis cautus." In the same place, he says of Paul that 
his epistles are wholly given to destroy man’s merits and to exalt God’s grace ("ut merita 
hominum tollat, unde maxime nunc monachi gloriantur, et gratiam Dei commendet"). On his 
Augustinianism, see the judicious remarks of Neander. Reuter (I. 20) calls him both a biblical 
reformer and a critical rationalist. 
 
{568} C. Schmidt in Herzog 2 III. 245 says of this view: "Deise, sehr spaet, in dogmatischem 
Interesse aufgenommene Ansicht, die sich bei Leger und andern ja selbst noch bei Hahn findet, 
hat keinen historischen Grund und ist von allen grundlichen Kennern der Waldensergeshichte 
langst aufgegeben. Dabei soll nicht geleugnet werden, dass die Tendenzen des Claudius sich 
noch eine zeitlang in Italien erhalten haben; es ist soeben bemerkt worden, dass, nach dem 
Zeugniss des Jonas von Orleans, man um 840 versuchte, sie von neuen zu verbreiten. Dass sie 
sich aber bis zum Auftreten des Peter Waldus und speciell in den piemontesischen Thalern 
fortgepflanzt, davon ist nicht die geringste Spur vorhanden."  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XI. 
 
DOCTRINAL CONTROVERSIES. 
 

106. General Survey. 
 
Our period is far behind the preceding patristic and the succeeding scholastic in doctrinal 
importance, but it mediates between them by carrying the ideas of the fathers over to the acute 
analysis of the schoolmen, and marks a progress in the development of the Catholic system. It 
was agitated by seven theological controversies of considerable interest. 
 
1. The controversy about the single or double Procession of the Holy Spirit. This belongs to the 
doctrine of the Trinity and was not settled, but divides to this day the Greek and Latin churches. 
 
2. The Monotheletic controversy is a continuation of the Eutychian and Monophysitic 
controversies of the preceding period. It ended with the condemnation of Monotheletism and an 
addition to the Chalcedonian Christology, namely, the doctrine that Christ has two wills as well 
as two natures. 
 
3. The Adoptionist controversy is a continuation of the Nestorian. Adoptionism was condemned 
as inconsistent with the personal union of the two natures in Christ. 
 
4 and 5. Two Eucharistic controversies resulted in the general prevalence of the doctrine of 
transubstantiation. 
 
6. The Predestinarian controversy between Gottschalk and Hincmar tended to weaken the 
influence of the Augustinian system, and to promote semi-Pelagian views and practices. 
 
7. The Image-controversy belongs to the history of worship rather than theology, and has been 
discussed in the preceding chapter. {569} 
 
The first, second, and seventh controversies affected the East and the West; the Adoptionist, the 
two Eucharistic, and the Predestinarian controversies were exclusively carried on in the West, and 
ignored in the East. 
 
{569} See ch. X. 100-104.  

 



107. The Controversy on the Procession of the Holy Spirit. 
 
See the Lit. in 67 p. 304 sq. The arguments for both sides of the question were fully discussed in 
the Union Synod of Ferrara-Florence, 1438-’39; see Hefele: Conciliengesch. VII. P. II. p. 683 
sqq.; 706 sqq.; 712 sqq. 
 
The Filioque-controversy relates to the eternal procession of the Holy Spirit, and is a continuation 
of the trinitarian controversies of the Nicene age. It marks the chief and almost the only important 
dogmatic difference between the Greek and Latin churches. It belongs to metaphysical theology, 
and has far less practical value than the regenerating and sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit in 
the hearts of men. But it figures very largely in history, and has occasioned, deepened, and 
perpetuated the greatest schism in Christendom. The single word Filioque keeps the oldest, 
largest, and most nearly related churches divided since the ninth century, and still forbids a 
reunion. The Eastern church regards the doctrine of the single procession as the corner-stone of 
orthodoxy, and the doctrine of the double procession as the mother of all heresies. She has held 
most tenaciously to her view since the fourth century, and is not likely ever to give it up. Nor can 
the Roman church change her doctrine of the double procession without sacrificing the principle 
of infallibility. 
 
The Protestant Confessions agree with the Latin dogma, while on the much more vital question of 
the papacy they agree with the Eastern church, though from a different point of view. The church 
of England has introduced the double procession of the Spirit even into her litany. {570} It should 
be remembered, however, that this dogma was not a controverted question in the time of the 
Reformation, and was received from the mediaeval church without investigation. Protestantism is 
at perfect liberty to go back to the original form of the Nicene Creed if it should be found to be 
more in accordance with the Scripture. But the main thing for Christians of all creeds is to 
produce "the fruit of the Spirit, which is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, kindness, goodness, 
faithfulness, meekness, self-control." 
 
Let us first glance at the external history of the controversy. 
 
1. The New Testament. The exegetical starting-point and foundation of the doctrine of the 
procession of the Holy Spirit is the word of our Lord in the farewell address to his disciples: 
When the Paraclete (the Advocate) is come, whom I will send unto you from the Father, even the 
Spirit of truth, who proceedeth (or, goeth forth) from the Father, "he shall bear witness of me." 
{571} 
 
On this passage the Nicene fathers based their doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit, {572} 
as his personal property or characteristic individuality {573} while the unbegotten Fatherhood 
{574} belongs to the person of the Father, and the eternal generation {575} to the person of the 
Son. 
 
Our Lord says neither that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father alone, nor that he proceeds 
from the Father and the Son. But in several other passages of the same farewell addresses he 
speaks of the Spirit as being sent by the Father and the Son, and promises this as a future event 
which was to take place after his departure, and which actually did take place on the day of 
Pentecost and ever since. {576} 
 
On these passages is based the doctrine of the mission of the Spirit. {577} This is regarded as a 
temporal or historical act, and must be distinguished from the eternal procession in the Trinity 



itself. In other words, the procession belongs to the Trinity of essence, and is an intertrinitarian 
process (like the eternal generation of the Son), but the mission belongs to the Trinity of 
revelation in the historical execution of the scheme of redemption. In this exegesis the orthodox 
divines of the Greek and Latin churches are agreed. They differ on the source of the procession, 
but not on the mission. 
 
Modern exegetes, who adhere closely to the grammatical sense, and are not governed by 
dogmatic systems, incline mostly to the view that no metaphysical distinction is intended in those 
passages, and that the procession of the Spirit from the Father, and the mission of the Spirit by the 
Father and the Son, refer alike to the same historic event and soteriological operation, namely, the 
outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost, and his continued work in the church and 
in the heart of believers. The Spirit "proceeds" when he "is sent" on his divine mission to glorify 
the Son and to apply the redemption to men. The Saviour speaks of the office and work of the 
Spirit rather than of his being and essence. Nevertheless there is a difference which must not be 
overlooked. In the procession, the Spirit is active: in the mission, he is passive; the procession is 
spoken of in the present tense (ejkporeuvetai) as a present act, the mission in the future tense 
(pevmyw) as a future act, so that the former seems to belong to the eternal Trinity of essence, the 
latter to the historical or economical Trinity of revelation. Now God indeed reveals himself as he 
actually is, and we may therefore reason back from the divine office of the Spirit to his divine 
nature, and from his temporal mission to his eternal relation. Yet it may be questioned whether 
such inference justifies the doctrine of a double procession in the absence of any express 
Scripture warrant. {578} 
 
2. The Nicene Creed, in its original form of 325, closes abruptly with the article: "And [we 
believe] into the Holy Spirit." {579} In the enlarged form (which is usually traced to the Council 
of Constantinople), 381, and incorporated in its acts since 451, but is found earlier in Epiphanius, 
373, and Cyril of Jerusalem, 362, we have the addition: "the Lord and Giver of Life, who 
proceeds from the Father," etc. {580} This form was generally adopted in the Eastern churches 
since the Council of Chalcedon, 451 (at which both forms were recited and confirmed), and 
prevails there to this day unaltered. It is simply the Scripture phrase without any addition, either 
of the Greek "alone," or of the Latin "and from the Son." The Greek church understood the clause 
in an exclusive sense, the Latin church, since Augustin and Leo I., in an incomplete sense. {581} 
 
The Latin church had no right to alter an oecumenical creed without the knowledge and consent 
of the Greek church which had made it; for in the oecumenical Councils of Nicaea and 
Constantinople the Western church was scarcely represented, at Nicaea only by one bishop 
(Hosius of Spain), in the second not at all; and in the Council of Chalcedon the delegates of Pope 
Leo I. fully agreed to the enlarged Greek form of the Nicene symbol, yet without the Filioque, 
which was then not thought of, although the doctrine of the double procession was already current 
in the West. A departure from this common symbolical standard of the most weighty oecumenical 
councils by a new addition, without consent of the other party, opened the door to endless 
disputes. 
 
The Enlargement of the Nicene Creed. 
 
The third national Synod of Toledo in Spain, A. D. 589, held after the conversion of King 
Reccared to the Catholic faith, in its zeal for the deity of Christ against the Arian heresy which 
lingered longest in that country, and without intending the least disrespect to the Eastern church, 
first inserted the clause Filioque in the Latin version of the Nicene Creed. {582} Other Spanish 
synods of Toledo did the same. {583} 
 



From Spain the clause passed into the Frankish church. It was discussed at the Synod of Gentilly 
near Paris in 767, but we do not know with what result. {584} The Latin view was advocated by 
Paulinus of Aquileja (796), {585} by Alcuin (before 804), and by Theodulf of Orleans. {586} It 
was expressed in the so-called Athanasian Creed, which made its appearance in France shortly 
before or during the age of Charlemagne. {587} The clause was sung in his chapel. He brought 
the matter before the Council of Aix-la-Chapelle in 809, which decided in favor of the double 
procession. {588} He also sent messengers to Pope Leo III., with the request to sanction the 
insertion of the clause in the Nicene Creed. The pope decided in favor of the doctrine of the 
double procession, but protested against the alteration of the creed, and caused the Nicene Creed, 
in its original Greek text and the Latin version, to be engraved on two tablets and suspended in 
the Basilica of St. Peter, as a perpetual testimony against the innovation. {589} His predecessor, 
Hadrian I., had a few years before (between 792 and 795) defended the Greek formula of John of 
Damascus and patriarch Tarasius, that the Spirit proceeds from the Father through the Son. {590} 
But the violent assault of Photius upon the Latin doctrine, as heretical, drove the Latin church into 
the defensive. Hence, since the ninth century, the, Filioque was gradually introduced into the 
Nicene Creed all over the West, and the popes themselves, notwithstanding their infallibility, 
approved what their predecessors had condemned. {591} 
 
The coincidence of the triumph of the Filioque in the West with the founding of the new Roman 
Empire is significant; for this empire emancipated the pope from the Byzantine rule. 
 
The Greek church, however, took little or no notice of this innovation till about one hundred and 
fifty years later, when Photius, the learned patriarch of Constantinople, brought it out in its full 
bearing and force in his controversy with Nicolas I., the pope of old Rome. {592} He regarded the 
single procession as the principal part of the doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit on which the 
personality and deity of the Spirit depended, and denounced the denial of it as heresy and 
blasphemy. After this time no progress was made for the settlement of the difference, although 
much was written on both sides. The chief defenders of the Greek view, after the controversy 
with Photius, were Theophylactus, Euthymius Zigabenus, Nicolaus of Methone, Nicetus 
Choniates, Eustratius, and in modern times, the Russian divines, Prokovitch, Zoernicav, 
Mouravieff, and Philaret. The chief defenders of the Latin doctrine are Aeneas, bishop of Paris, 
{593} Ratramnus (or Bertram), a monk of Corbie, in the name of the French clergy in the ninth 
century, {594} Anselm of Canterbury (1098), {595} Peter Chrysolanus, archbishop of Milan 
(1112), {596} Anselm of Havelberg (1120), {597} and Thomas Aquinas (1274), {598} and in 
more recent times, Leo Alacci, Michael Le Quien, and Cardinal Hergenrother. {599} 
 
{570} "O God the Holy Ghost, who proceedeth from the Father and the Son, have mercy upon us 
miserable sinners." No orthodox Greek or Russian Christian could join an Anglican in this prayer 
without treason to his church. It is to be understood, however, that some of the leading divines of 
the church of England condemn the insertion of the Filioque in the Creed. Dr. Neale 
(Introduction to the History of the Holy Eastern Church, vol. II. p. 1168) concludes that this 
insertion "in the inviolable Creed was an act utterly unjustifiable, and throws on the Roman 
church the chief guilt in the horrible schism of 1054. It was done in the teeth of the veto passed in 
the sixth session of the Council of Ephesus, in the fifth of Chalcedon, in the sixth collation of the 
second of Constantinople, and in the seventh of the third of Constantinople. It was done against 
the express command of a most holy Pope, himself a believer in the double Procession, who is 
now with God. No true union—experience has shown it—can take place—between the churches 
till the Filioque be omitted from the Creed, even if a truly oecumenical Synod should afterwards 
proclaim the truth of the doctrine." Bishop Pearson was of the same opinion as to the insertion, 
but approved of the Latin doctrine. He says (in his Exposition of the Creed, Art. VIII): "Now 
although the addition of the words to the formal Creed without the consent, and against the 



protestation of the Oriental Church, be not justifiable; yet that which was added, is nevertheless 
certainly a truth, and may be so used in that Creed by them who believe the same to be a truth; so 
long as they pretend it not to be a definition of that Council, but an addition or explication 
inserted, and condemn not those who, out of a greater respect to such synodical determinations, 
will admit of no such insertion, nor speak any other language than the Scriptures and their fathers 
spake." 
 
{571} John 15:26: ov paraklhtov to pneu mathv alhyeiav, ov paratou patrov 
ekporeuetai (Vulg.: procedit). The verb ekporeuomai (med.), procedo, may in itself describe 
either proceeding from a source, or proceeding on a mission; but in the former case ejk, out of, 
would be a more suitable preposition than parav, from the side of. Hence the Nicene Creed and 
the Greek fathers substitute ejkfor paravin stating their dogma. The parav, however, does not 
exclude the ejkand the Father is in any case the source of the Spirit. The question is only, whether 
he is the sole source, or jointly with the Son. 
 
{572} ekporeusiv, a patristic noun, derived from the biblical and classical verb ejkporeuvomai, 
the Latin processio is from procedere. 
 
{573} Called by the Greeks idionor idiothv by the Latins proprietas personalis or character 
hypostaticus. See vol. III. 130. 
 
{574} agennhsia, paternitas. 
 
{575} gennhsia, gennhsiv, generation filiatio. 
 
{576} John 15:26, Christ says of the Spirit: o Comp. 16:7; pemwautovn, and 14:26: o 
onomatimou. 
 
{577} ekpemiv, missio 
 
{578} On the exegetical question, see the commentaries on John 15:26 and the parallel passages 
by Lange (Am. ed., p. 469), Luthardt, Meyer, Weiss (6th ed. of Meyer), Alford, Westcott, Godet. 
Lange says: "To the Father doubtless belongs the honor of being the first ajrchvfrom which the 
Son himself proceeds; but since the Holy Spirit is at the same time the Spirit of the Son, unto 
whom it is also given to have life in himself, the dia tou’uiou’(ektou’patro) of the Greek theology 
is not sufficient." Godet in loc.: "It is difficult (with Luthardt, Meyer, and most modems) to refer 
the words: who proceedeth from the Father, to the same fact as the former: whom I will send to 
you from the Father, as this would be mere tautology. Besides, the future pevmyw. I will send, 
refers to a historical fact to take place at an undefined period, while the present ejkporeuvetai, 
proceedeth, seems to refer to a permanent, divine, and therefore eternal relation. As the historic 
fact of the incarnation corresponds to the eternal generation of the Son, so the pentecostal 
effusion of the Holy Spirit to the eternal procession of the Spirit from God. The divine facts of 
revelation are based upon the Trinitarian relations, and are, so to speak, their reflections. (Les 
faits de la revelation reposent sur les relations trinitaires. Ils en sont comme les reflets.) As the 
incarnation of the Son is related to His eternal generation, so is the mission of the Holy Spirit to 
His procession with the divine essence.—The Latin Church, starting from the Words,i will send, 
is not wrong in affirming the Filioque, nor the Greek church, starting from the words: from the 
Father, in maintaining per Filium, and the subordination. To harmonize these two views, we must 
place ourselves at the christological stand-point of St. John’s Gospel, according to which the 
homoousia and the subordination are both at the same time true (sont vrais simultanement)." 
Milligan and Moulton in loc. (in Schaff’s Revision Com.): "The words ‘which goeth forth from 



the Father,’ are not intended to express any metaphysical relation between the First and Third 
Persons of the Trinity, but to lead our thoughts back to the fact that, as it is the distinguishing 
characteristic of Jesus that He comes from the Father, so One of like Divine power and glory is 
now to take His place. The same words ‘from the Father’ are again added to ‘I will send,’ because 
the Father is the ultimate source from which the Spirit as well as the Son ‘goes forth,’ and really 
the Giver of the Spirit through the Son who asks for Him (comp. 14:16). In the power of this 
Spirit, therefore, the connection of the disciples with the Father will, in the time to come, be not 
less close, and their strength from the Father not less efficacious, than it had been while Jesus was 
Himself beside them." 
 
{579} kai [pisteuomen] eiv to agion pneuma. 
 
{580} to kurion [kai] to zwopoion, to ek tou patrov ekporeuomenon, k. t. l. See my 
Creeds of Christendom, vol. II, 57, 60. 
 
{581} The chief passages of Augustin on the double procession are quoted in vol. III. 131. See on 
his whole doctrine of the Trinity, Theod. Gangauf, Des heil. Augustinus’ speculative Lehre von 
Gott dem dreieinigen (Augsb. 1866), and Langen, Die trinitarische Lehrdifferenz, etc. (Bonn, 
1876). On the teaching of Leo. I. comp. Perthel, Leo der Grosse, p. 138 sqq. 
 
{582} Mansi, IX. 981: "Credimus et in Spiritum S., dominum et vivificatorem, ex Patre et Filio 
procedentem," etc. On the third Synodus Toletana see Hefele, III. 48 sqq. 
 
{583} The fourth Council of Toledo (633) likewise repeated the Creed with the Filioque, see 
Hefele III. 79. All the other Councils of Toledo (A. D. 638, 646, 655, 675, 681, 683, 684, 688, 
694) begin with a confession of faith, several with the unaltered Nicene creed, others with 
enlarged forms. 
 
{584} Hefele, III. 432. 
 
{585} At a synod in Forumjulii (Friaul), at that time the seat of the bishops of Aquileja. Hefele, 
III. 718 sq. 
 
{586} Alcuin wrote a book Deuteronomy Processione S. Spiritus (Opera, ed. Migne, II. 63), and 
Theodulf another, at the request of Charlemagne (Migne, Tom. 105). 
 
{587} Ver. 23: "Spiritus Sanctus a Patre EtFilio: non factus, nec creatus, nec genitus: sed 
procedens." For this reason the Greek church never adopted the Athanasian Creed. Most Greek 
copies read only ajpotou’patrov," and omit et Filio." 
 
{588} It is uncertain whether the Synod also sanctioned the insertion of the Filioque in the creed. 
Pagi denies, Burterim, Hefele (III. 751), and Hergenrother (I. 698) affirm it. The Synod of Arles 
(813) likewise professed the double procession, Hefele, III. 757. 
 
{589} Mansi, XIV. 18; Baronius, ad arm. 809; Gieseler, II. 75 (Am. ed.); Hefele, III. 754; 
Hergenrother, Photius, I. 699 sqq. The fact of the silver tablets weighing nearly one hundred 
pounds, is related by Anastasius (in Vita Leonis III.), and by Photius (Epist. ad Patriarch. 
Aquilej.), and often appealed to by the Greek controversialists. The imperial commissioners urged 
that the belief in the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Son was necessary for salvation; but 
the pope replied that other things were necessary for salvation, and yet not mentioned in the 
creed. He also advised to omit the signing of the clause in the imperial chapel; all other churches 



in France would follow the example of omission, and thus the offence given would be most easily 
removed. 
 
{590} In his defence of the second council of Nicaea against the Libri Carolini, which had 
charged Tarasius with error. See Migne’s Opera Caroli M., II. 1249. 
 
{591} Pope John VIII., in a letter to Photius, condemned the Filioque; but this letter is disputed, 
and declared by Roman Catholic historians to be a Greek fabrication. See above, p. 315, and 
Hefele, IV. 482. It is not quite certain when the Roman church adopted the Filioque in her 
editions of the Nicene Creed. Some date it from Pope Nicolas, others from Pope Christophorus 
(903), still others from Sergius III. (904-911), but most writers from Benedict VIII. (1014-1015). 
See Hergenrother, Photius, I. 706. 
 
{592} In his Encyclical letter, 867, and in his Liber de Spiritus Sancti Mystagogia, written after 
885, first edited by Hergenrother, Ratisbon, 1857. Also in Photii Opera, ed. Migne (Par., 1861), 
Tom. II. 722-742 and 279-391. Comp. Hergenrother’s Phoitius, vol. III., p. 154 sqq. The title 
mustagwgia (ierologia, qeologia, sacra doctrina) promises a treatise on the whole doctrine of the 
third person of the Trinity, but it confines itself to the controverted doctrine of the procession. 
The book, says Hergenrother (III. 157), shows "great dialectical dexterity, rare acumen, and a 
multitude of various sophisms, and has been extensively copied by later champions of the 
schism." On the controversy between Photius and Nicolas, see 70 this vol. 
 
{593} Liber adv. Graecos, in Acheri Spileg., and in Migne, "Patrol. Lat.," vol. 121, fol. 685-762. 
Insignificant. 
 
{594} Ratamni contra Graecorum opposita, Romanam ecclesiam infamantia, libri IV., in Acherii 
Spicil., and in Migne, l. c.,  fol. 225-346. This book is much more important than that of Aeneas 
of Paris. See an extract in Hergenrother’s Photius, I. 675 sqq. 
 
{595} Deuteronomy Processione Spiritus Sancti. 
 
{596} He went in the name of Pope Paschalis II. to Constantinople, to defend the Latin doctrine 
before the court. 
 
{597} In his Dialogues with the Greeks when he was ambassador of Emperor Lothaire II. at the 
court of Constantinople. 
 
{598} Contra errores Graecorum, and in his Summa Theologiae. 
 
{599} Photius, I. p. 684-711.  

 



108. The Arguments for and against the Filioque. 
 
We proceed to the statement of the controverted doctrines and the chief arguments. 
 
I. The Greek and Latin churches agree in holding- 
 
(1) The personality and deity of the third Person of the holy Trinity. 
 
(2) The eternal procession (ekporeusi, processio) of the Holy Spirit within the Trinity. 
 
(3) The temporal mission (pemi, missio) of the Holy Spirit from the Father and the Son, 
beginning with the day of Pentecost, and continued ever since in the church. 
 
II. They differ on the source of the eternal procession of the Spirit, whether it be the Father alone, 
or the Father and the Son. The Greeks make the Son and the Spirit equally dependent on the 
Father, as the one and only source of the Godhead; the Latins teach an absolute co-ordination of 
the three Persons of the Trinity as to essence, but after all admit a certain kind of subordination as 
to dignity and office, namely, a subordination of the Son to the Father, and of the Spirit to both. 
The Greeks approach the Latins by the admission that the Spirit proceeds from the Father through 
the Son (this was the doctrine of Cyril of Alexandria and John of Damascus); the Latins approach 
the Greeks by the admission that the Spirit proceeds chiefly (principaliter) from the Father 
(Augustin). But little or nothing is gained by this compromise. The real question is, whether the 
Father is the only source of the Deity, and whether the Son and the Spirit are co-ordinate or 
subordinate in their dependence on the Father. 
 
1. The Greek doctrine in its present shape. The Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father alone (ek 
monou tou’ patro), as the beginning (ajrchv), cause or root (aijtiva, rjizh, causa, radix), and 
fountain (phghv) of the Godhead, and not from the Son. {600} 
 
John of Damascus, who gave the doctrine of the Greek fathers its scholastic shape, about A. D. 
750, one hundred years before the controversy between Photius and Nicolas, maintained that the 
procession is from the Father alone, but through the Son, as mediator. {601} The same formula, 
Exodus Patre per Filium, was used by Tarasius, patriarch of Constantinople, who presided over 
the seventh oecumenical Council (787), approved by Pope Hadrian I., and was made the basis for 
the compromise at the Council of Ferrara (1439), and at the Old Catholic Conference at Bonn 
(1875). But Photius and the later Eastern controversialists dropped or rejected the per Filium, as 
being nearly equivalent to ex Filio or Filioque, or understood it as being applicable only to the 
mission of the Spirit, and emphasized the exclusiveness of the procession from the Father. {602} 
 
The arguments for the Greek doctrine are as follows: 
 
(a) The words of Christ, John 15:26, understood in an exclusive sense. As this is the only passage 
of the Bible in which the procession of the Spirit is expressly taught, it is regarded by the Greeks 
as conclusive. 
 
(b) The supremacy or monarchia of the Father. He is the source and root of the Godhead. The Son 
and the Spirit are subordinated to him, not indeed in essence or substance (oujsiva), which is one 
and the same, but in dignity and office. This is the Nicene subordinatianism. It is illustrated by the 
comparison of the Father with the root, the Son with the stem, the Spirit with the fruit, and such 
analogies as the sun, the ray, and the beam; the fire, the flame, and the light. 



 
(c) The analogy of the eternal generation of the Son, which is likewise from the Father alone, 
without the agency of the Spirit. 
 
(d) The authority of the Nicene Creed, and the Greek fathers, especially Athanasius, Gregory 
Nazianzen, Chrysostom, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theodoret of Cyrus, and John of Damascus. 
The Antiochean school is clearly on the Greek side; but the Alexandrian school leaned to the 
formula through the Son (dia tou’ uiou’, per Filium). The Greeks claim all the Greek fathers, and 
regard Augustin as the inventor of the Latin dogma of the double procession. 
 
The Latin doctrine is charged with innovation, and with dividing the unity of the Godhead, or 
establishing two sources of the Deity. But the Latins replied that the procession was from one and 
the same source common to both the Father and the Song of Solomon 2. The Latin theory of the 
double procession is defended by the following arguments: 
 
(a) The passages where Christ says that he will send the Spirit from the Father; {John 15:26 16:7} 
and that the Father will send the Spirit in Christ’s name (14:26); and where he breathes the Spirit 
on his disciples (20:22). The Greeks refer all these passages to the temporal mission of the Spirit, 
and understand the insufflation to be simply a symbolical act or sacramental sign of the 
pentecostal effusion which Christ had promised. The Latins reply that the procession and the 
mission are parallel processes, the one ad intra, the other ad extra. 
 
(b) The equality of essence (oJmoousiva) of the Father and Son to the exclusion of every kind of 
subordinationism (since Augustin) requires the double procession. The Spirit of the Father is also 
the Spirit of the Son, and is termed the Spirit of Christ. But, as already remarked, Augustin 
admitted that the Spirit proceeds chiefly from the Father, and this after all is a kind of 
subordination of dignity. The Father has his being (oujsiva) from himself, the Son and the Spirit 
have it from the Father by way of derivation, the one by generation, the other by procession. 
 
(c) The temporal mission of the Spirit is a reflection of his eternal procession. The Trinity of 
revelation is the basis of all our speculations on the Trinity of essence. We know the latter only 
from the former. 
 
(d) The Nicene Creed and the Nicene fathers did not understand the procession from the Father in 
an exclusive sense, but rather in opposition to the Pneumatomachi who denied the divinity of the 
Holy Spirit. Some Greek fathers, as Epiphanius, Cyril of Alexandria, and John of Damascus, 
teach the Latin doctrine. This is not the case exactly. The procession of the Spirit "through the 
Son," is not equivalent to the procession "from the Son," but implies a subordination. 
 
(e) The Latin fathers are in favor of Filioque, especially Ambrose, Augustin, Jerome, Leo I., 
Gregory I. {603} 
 
(f) The insertion of the Filioque is as justifiable as the other and larger additions to the Apostles’ 
Creed and to the original Nicene Creed of 325, and was silently accepted, or at least not objected 
to by the Greek church until the rivalry of the Patriarch of Constantinople made it a polemical 
weapon against the Pope of Rome. To this the Greeks reply that the other additions are consistent 
and were made by common consent, but the Filioque was added without the knowledge and 
against the teaching of the East by churches (in Spain and France) which had nothing to do with 
the original production. 
 



This controversy of the middle ages was raised from the tomb by the Old Catholic Conference 
held in Bonn, 1875, under the lead of the learned historian, Dr. Dollinger of Munich, and attended 
by a number of German Old Catholic, Greek and Russian, and high Anglican divines. An attempt 
was made to settle the dispute on the basis of the teaching of the fathers before the division of the 
Eastern and Western churches, especially the doctrine of John of Damascus, that is, the single 
procession of the Spirit from the Father mediated through the Son. The Filioque was surrendered 
as an unauthorized and unjustifiable interpolation. 
 
But the Bonn Conference has not been sanctioned by any ecclesiastical authority, and forms only 
an interesting modern episode in the, history of this controversy, and in the history of the Old 
Catholic communion. {604} 
 
{600} Confessio Orth., Qu. 71 (Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, II. 349 sq.): Didaskei [h 
anatolikh ekklhsia] pw’ to pneu’ma to an ekporeuetai ek monou tou’ Patro, w phgh’ kai arch’ th’ 
quothto. Then follow the proofs from John 15:26, and the Greek fathers. In the same question, the 
formula kai ek tou’ uiou’ (Filioque) is rejected as a later adulteration. In the heat of the 
controversy, it was even stigmatized as a sin against the Holy Ghost. The Longer Russian 
Catechism, on the Eighth Article of the Nicene Creed (in Schaff’s Creeds, etc., II. 481), denies 
that the doctrine of the single procession admits of any change or supplement, for the following 
reasons: "First, because the Orthodox Church repeats the ver y words of Christ, and his words are 
doubtless the exact and perfect expression of the truth. Secondly, because the Second Ecumenical 
Council, whose chief object was to establish the true doctrine respecting the Holy Spirit, has 
without doubt sufficiently set forth the same in the Creed; and the Catholic Church has 
acknowledged this so decidedly that the third Oecumenical Council in its seventh canon forbade 
the composition of any new creed." Then the Catechism quotes the following passage from John 
of Damascus: "Of the Holy Ghost, we both say that He is from the Father, and call Him the Spirit 
of the Father; while we nowise say that He is from the Son, but only call Him the Spirit of the 
Son." (Theol., lib. l. c. 11, v. 4.) 
 
{601} See the doctrine of John of Damascus, with extracts from his writings, stated by 
Hergenrother, Photius, I. 691 sq.; and in the proceedings of the Dollinger Conference (Schaff’s 
Creeds of Christendom, II. 553 sq.). Dr. Langen (Old Cath. Prof. in Bonn), in his monograph on 
John of Damascus (Gotha, 1879, p. 283 sq.), thus sums up the views of this great divine on the 
procession: (1) The Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and rests in the Son (2) He does not 
proceed from the Son, but from the Father through the Son (3) He is the image of the Son, as the 
Son is the image of the Father. (4) He forms the mediation between the Father and the Son, and is 
through the Son connected with the Father. 
 
{602} Langen, l. c. p. 286: "So hat demnach die grosse Trennung zwischen Orient und Occident 
in diesem Lehrstucke die Folge gehabt, dass die, Auffassung des Damasceners, gleichsam in der 
Mitte stehend, von dem Patriarchen Tarasius amtlich approbirt und vom Papste Hadrian I. 
vertheidigt, weder im Orient noch im Occident zur Geltung kam. Dort galt sie als zu zweideutig 
und hier ward sie als unzureichend befunden." 
 
{603} Hilary of Poitiers is also quoted, as he uses the formula a Patre et Filio (Trinit. II. 29) as 
well as the other ex Patre per Filium. Tertullian, however, is rather on the Greek side: "Spiritum 
S. non aliunde puto quam a Patre per Filium." Adv. Prax. c. 4. So also Novatian, Deuteronomy 
Trinit. 
 
{604} See the theses of the Conference in the Proceedings published by Dr. Reusch, Bonn, 1875, 
p. 80 sqq., and in Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, vol. II. 552 sqq. Formerly Dr. Dollinger, when 



he was still in communion with Rome, gave the usual one-sided Latin view of the Filioque-
controversy, and characterized Photius as a man "of unbounded ambition, not untouched by the 
corruption of the court, and well versed in all its arts of intrigue." Hist. of the Church, trans. by E. 
Cox, vol. III. 86. Comp. his remarks on the Council of Photius (879), quoted in 70, p. 317.  

 



109. The Monotheletic Controversy. 
 
Literature. 
 
(I.) Sources: Documents and acts of the first Lateran Synod (649), and the sixth oecumenical 
Council or Concilium Trullanum I., held in Constantinople (680), in Mansi, X. 863 sqq. and XI. 
187 sqq. 
 
Anastasius (Vatican librarian, about 870): Collectanea de iis quae spectant ad controv. et histor. 
monothelit. haeret., first ed. by Sirmond, Par. 1620, in his Opera, III., also in Bibl. Max. PP. 
Lugd. XII. 833; and in Gallandi, XIII.; also scattered through vols. X. and XI. of Mansi. See 
Migne’s ed. of Anastas. in "Patrol. Lat." vols. 127-129. 
 
Maximus Confessor: Opera, ed. Combefis, Par. 1675, Tom. II. 1-158, and his disputation with 
Pyrrhus, ib. 159 sqq. Also in Migne’s reprint, "Patrol. Gr." vol. 91. 
 
Theophanes: Chronographia, ed. Bonn. (1839), p. 274 sqq.; ed. Migne, in vol. 108 of his "Patrol. 
Graeca" (1861). 
 
(II.) Franc. Combefisius (Combefis, a learned French Dominican, d. 1679): Historia haeresis 
Monothelitarum ac vindiciae actorum Sexti Synodi, in his Novum Auctuarium Patrum, II. 3 sqq. 
Par. 1648, fol. 1-198. 
 
Petavius: Dogm. Theol. Tom. V. l. IX. c. 6-10. 
 
Jos. Sim. Assemani, in the fourth vol. of his Bibliotheca Juris Orientalis. Romae 1784. 
 
CH. W. F. Walch: Ketzerhistorie, vol. IX. 1-666 (Leipzig 1780). Very dry, but very learned. 
 
Gibbon (Ch. 47, N. Y. ed. IV. 682-686, superficial). Schrockh, vol. XX. 386 sqq. Neander, III. 
175-197 (Boston ed.), or III. 353-398 (Germ. ed.). Gieseler, I. 537-544 (Am. ed.). 
 
The respective sections in Baur: Gesch. der Lehre v. d. Dreieinigkeii und Menschwerdung (Tub. 
1841-’43, 3 vols.), vol. II. 96-128; Dorner: Entwicklungsgesch. der Lehre v. d. Person Christi 
(second ed. 1853), II. 193-305; Nitzsch: Dogmengesch. I. 325 sqq.; and Hefele: 
Conciliengeschichte (revised ed. 1877) III. 121-313. Also W. Moller. in Herzog 2 X. 792-805. 
 
The literature on the case of Honorius see in the next section.  

 



110. The Doctrine of Two Wills in Christ. 
 
The Monotheletic or one-will controversy is a continuation of the Christological contests of the 
post-Nicene age, and closely connected with the Monophysitic controversy. {605} 
 
This question had not been decided by the ancient fathers and councils, and passages from their 
writings were quoted by both parties. But in the inevitable logic of theological development it had 
to be agitated sooner or later, and brought to a conciliar termination. 
 
The controversy had a metaphysical and a practical aspect. 
 
The metaphysical and psychological aspect was the relation of will to nature and to person. 
Monotheletism regards the will as an attribute of person, Dyotheletism as an attribute of nature. It 
is possible to conceive of an abstract nature without a will; it is difficult to conceive of a rational 
human nature without impulse and will; it is impossible to conceive of a human person without a 
will. Reason and will go together, and constitute the essence of personality. Two wills cannot 
coexist in an ordinary human being. But as the personality of Christ is complex or divine-human, 
it may be conceived of as including two consciousnesses and two wills. The Chalcedonian 
Christology at all events consistently requires two wills as the necessary complement of two 
rational natures; in other words, Dyotheletism is inseparable from Dyophysitism, while 
Monotheletism is equally inseparable from Monophysitism, although it acknowledged the 
Dyophysitism of Chalcedon. The orthodox doctrine saved the integrity and completeness of 
Christ’s humanity by asserting his human will. {606} 
 
The practical aspect of the controversy is connected with the nature of the Redeemer and of 
redemption, and was most prominent with the leaders. The advocates of Monotheletism were 
chiefly concerned to guard the unity of Christ’s person and work. They reasoned that, as Christ is 
but one person, he can only have one will; that two wills would necessarily conflict, as in man the 
will of the flesh rebels against the Spirit; and that the sinlessness of Christ is best secured by 
denying to him a purely human will, which is the root of sin. They made the pre-existing divine 
will of the Logos the efficient cause of the incarnation and redemption, and regarded the human 
nature of Christ merely as the instrument through which he works and suffers, as the rational soul 
works through the organ of the body. Some of them held also that in the perfect state the human 
will of the believer will be entirely absorbed in the divine will, which amounts almost to a 
pantheistic absorption of the human personality in the divine. 
 
The advocates of Dyotheletism on the other hand contended that the incarnation must be 
complete in order to have a complete redemption; that a complete incarnation implies the 
assumption of the human will into union with the pre-existing divine will of the Logos; that the 
human will is the originating cause of sin and guilt, and must therefore be redeemed, purified, and 
sanctified; that Christ, without a human will, could not have been a full man, could not have been 
tempted, nor have chosen between good and evil, nor performed any moral and responsible act. 
 
The Scripture passages quoted by Agatho and other advocates of the two-will doctrine, are 
Matthew 26:39 ("Not as I will, but as Thou wilt"); Luke 22:42 ("Not my will, but thine be done"); 
John 6:38 ("I am come down from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of him that sent 
me"). For the human will were quoted Luke 2:51 ("he was subject" to his parents); Phil. 2:8 
("obedient unto death"), also John 1:43 17:24 19:28 Matthew 27:34; for the divine will, Luke 
13:34 John 5:21. 
 



These Scripture passages, which must in the end decide the controversy, clearly teach the human 
will of Jesus, but the other will from which it is distinguished, is the will of his heavenly Father, 
to which he was obedient unto death. The orthodox dogma implies the identity of the divine will 
of Christ with the will of God the Father, and assumes that there is but one will in the divine 
tripersonality. It teaches two natures and one person in Christ, but three persons and one nature in 
God. Here we meet the metaphysical and psychological difficulty of conceiving of a personality 
without a distinct will. But the term personality is applied to the Deity in a unique and not easily 
definable sense. The three Divine persons are not conceived as three individuals. 
 
The weight of argument and the logical consistency on the basis of the Chalcedonian 
Dyophysitism, which was acknowledged by both parties, decided in favor of the two-will 
doctrine. The Catholic church East and West condemned Monotheletism as a heresy akin to 
Monophysitism. The sixth oecumenical Council in 680 gave the final decision by adopting the 
following addition to the Chalcedonian Christology: {607} 
 
"And we likewise preach two natural wills in him [Jesus Christ], and two natural operations 
undivided, inconvertible, inseparable, unmixed, according to the doctrine of the holy fathers; and 
the two natural wills [are] not contrary (as the impious heretics assert), far from it! but his human 
will follows the divine will, and is not resisting or reluctant, but rather subject to his divine and 
omnipotent will. {608} For it was proper that the will of the flesh should be moved, but be 
subjected to the divine will, according to the wise Athanasius. For as his flesh is called and is the 
flesh of the God Logos, so is also the natural will of his flesh the proper will of the Logos, as he 
says himself: ‘I came from heaven not to do my own will but the will of the Father who sent me’. 
{John 6:38} Therefore we confess two natural wills and operations, harmoniously united for the 
salvation of the human race." {609} 
 
The theological contest was carried on chiefly in the Eastern church which had the necessary 
learning and speculative talent; but the final decision was brought about by the weight of Roman 
authority, and Pope Agatho exerted by his dogmatic epistle the same controlling influence over 
the sixth oecumenical Council, as Pope Leo I. had exercised over the fourth. In this as well as the 
older theological controversies the Roman popes—with the significant exception of Honorius—
stood firmly on the side of orthodoxy, while the patriarchal sees of the East were alternately 
occupied by heretics as well as orthodox. 
 
The Dyotheletic decision completes the Christology of the Greek and Roman churches, and 
passed from them into the Protestant churches; but while the former have made no further 
progress in this dogma, the latter allows a revision and reconstruction, and opened new avenues 
of thought in the contemplation of the central fact and truth of the divine-human personality of 
Christ. 
 
{605} The name Monotheletism is derived from movnonand qevlhma, will. The heresy, whether 
expressive of the teacher or the doctrine, always gives name to the controversy and the sect which 
adopts it. The champions of the heretical one-will doctrine are called (first by John of Damascus). 
monoyelhtai, or monoyelhtai, Monotheletes, or Monothelites; the orthodox two-will doctrine is 
called Dyotheletism (from duvoqelhvmata), and its advocates Duoqelh’tai, Dyothelites. The 
corresponding doctrines as to one nature or two natures of the Redeemer are termed 
Monophysitism and Dyophysitism. 
 
{606} This benefit, however, was lost by the idea of the impersonality (a hypostasia) of the 
human nature of Christ, taught by John of Damascus in his standard exposition of the orthodox 
Christology. His object was to exclude the idea of a double personality. But it is impossible to 



separate reason and will from personality, or to assert the impersonality of Christ’s humanity 
without running into docetism. The most which can be admitted is the Enhypostasia, i.e. the 
incorporation or inclusion of the human nature of Jesus in the one divine personality of the 
Logos. The church has never officially committed itself to the doctrine of the impersonality. 
 
{607} Actio XVIII., in Mansi, XI. 637; Gieseler, I. 540 note 15; Hefele, III. 284 sq. 
 
{608} duo fusikav yelhseiv htoi yelhmata en autw, kai duo fusikav energeiav 
adiairetwv, atreptwv, ameristwv, asugcutwv khruttomen (duas naturales voluntates et 
duas naturales operationes indivise, inconvertibiliter, inseparabiliter, inconfuse praedicamus). 
 
{609} Comp. the following passage from the letter of Pope Agatho to the emperor who called the 
Council, which evidently suggested the framing of the decision (Mansi, XI. 239; Gieseler, I. 540; 
Hefele, III. 255): "Cum duas autem naturas duasque, naturales voluntates, et duas naturales 
operationes confitemur in uno Domino nostro J. Ch., non contrarias eas, nec adversas ad 
alterutrum dicimus (sicut a via veritatis errantes apostolicam traditionem accusant, absit haec 
impietas a fidelium cordibus), nec tanquam separatas in duabus personis vel subsistentiis, sed 
duas dicimus unum eundemque Dominum nostrum J. Ch., sicut naturas, ita et naturales in se 
voluntates et operationes habere, divinam scilicet a humanam: divinam quidem voluntatem et 
operationem habere ex aeterno cum coassentiali Patre, communem; humanam temporaliter ex 
nobis cum nostra natura susceptam." Agatho quotes Scripture passages and testimonies of the 
fathers, but does not define the mode in which the two wills cooperate.  

 



111. History of Monotheletism and Dyotheletism. 
 
The triumph of Dyotheletism was the outcome of a bitter conflict of nearly fifty years (633 to 
680). The first act reaches to the issue of the Ekthesis (638), the second to the issue of the Type 
(648), the third and last to the sixth oecumenical Council (680). The theological leaders of 
Monophysitism were Theodore, bishop of Pharan in Arabia (known to us only from a few 
fragments of his writings), Sergius and his successors Pyrrhus and Paul in the patriarchal see of 
Constantinople, and Cyrus, patriarch of Alexandria; the political leaders were the Emperors 
Heraclius and Constans II. 
 
The champions of the Dyotheletic doctrine were Sophronius of Palestine, Maximus of 
Constantinople, and the popes Martin and Agatho of Rome; the political supporter, the Emperor 
Constantine Pogonatus (668-685). 
 
1. The strife began in a political motive, but soon assumed a theological and religious aspect. The 
safety of the Byzantine empire was seriously threatened, first by the Persians, and then by the 
Arabs, and the danger was increased by the division among Christians. The Emperor Heraclius 
(610-640) after his return from the Persian campaign desired to conciliate the Monophysites, who 
were more numerous than the orthodox in Armenia, Syria, and Egypt. {610} He hoped, by an 
union of the parties, to protect these countries more effectually against the Mohammedan 
invaders. The Monophysites took offence at the catholic inference of two energies (ejnevrgeiai) in 
the person of Christ. The emperor consulted Sergius, the patriarch of Constantinople (since 610), 
who was of Syrian (perhaps Jacobite) descent. They agreed upon the compromise-formula of 
"one divine-human energy" (miva qeandrikh; ejnevrgeia). {611} Sergius secured the consent of 
Pope Honorius (625-638), who was afterwards condemned for heresy. Cyrus, the orthodox 
patriarch of Alexandria, published the formula (633), and converted thousands of Monophysites. 
{612} 
 
But Sophronius, a learned and venerable monk in Palestine, who happened to be in Alexandria at 
that time, protested against the compromise-formula as a cunning device of the Monophysites. 
When he became patriarch of Jerusalem (in 633 or 634), he openly confessed, in a synodical letter 
to the patriarchs, the doctrine of Dyotheletism as a necessary part of the Chalcedonian 
Christology. It is one of the most important documents in this controversy. {613} 
 
A few years afterwards, the Saracens besieged and conquered Jerusalem (637); Sophronius died 
and was succeeded by a Monotheletic bishop. 
 
In the year 638 the Emperor issued, as an answer to the manifesto of Sophronius, an edict drawn 
up by Sergius, under the title Exposition of the Faith (ekyesiv th pistew), which commanded 
silence on the subject in dispute, but pretty clearly decided in favor of Monotheletism. It first 
professes the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity and incarnation in the Chalcedonian sense, and then 
forbids the use of the terms "one" or "two energies" (mia or duo energeiaiv) since both are 
heretically interpreted, and asserts one will (qevlhma) in Christ. {614} 
 
2. Two synods of Constantinople (638 and 639) adopted the Ekthesis. But in the remote provinces 
it met with powerful resistance. Maximus Confessor became the champion of Dyotheletism in the 
Orient and North Africa, and Pope Martinus I. in the West. They thoroughly understood the 
controversy, and had the courage of martyrs for their conviction. 
 



Maximus was born about 580 of a distinguished family in Constantinople, and was for some time 
private secretary of the Emperor Heraclius, but left this post of honor and influence in 630, and 
entered a convent in Chrysopolis (now Scutari). He was a profound thinker and able debater. 
When the Monotheletic heresy spread, he concluded to proceed to Rome, and passing through 
Africa be held there, in the presence of the imperial governor and many bishops, a remarkable 
disputation with Pyrrhus, who had succeeded Sergius in the see of Constantinople, but was 
deposed and expelled for political reasons. This disputation took place in July, 645, but we do not 
know in what city of Africa. It sounded all the depths of the controversy and ended with the 
temporary conversion of Pyrrhus to Dyotheletism. {615} 
 
About the same time, several North-African synods declared in favor of the Dyotheletic doctrine. 
 
In the year 648 the Emperor Constans II. (642-668) tried in vain to restore peace by means of a 
new edict called Typos or Type, which commanded silence on the subject under dispute without 
giving the preference to either view. {616} It set aside the Ekthesis and declared in favor of 
neutrality. The aim of both edicts was to arrest the controversy and to prevent a christological 
development beyond the fourth and fifth oecumenical councils. But the Type was more consistent 
in forbidding all controversy not only about one energy (miva ejnevrgeia), but also about one will 
(e n qelhma). Transgressors of the Type were threatened with deposition; if clergymen, with 
excommunication; if monks, with the loss of dignity and place, of military or civil officers. 
 
3. An irrepressible conflict cannot be silenced by imperial decrees. Pope Martin I., formerly 
Apocrisiarios of the papal see at Constantinople, and distinguished for virtue, knowledge and 
personal beauty, soon after his election (July 5th, 649), assembled the first Lateran Council (Oct., 
649), so called from being held in the Lateran basilica in Rome. It was attended by one hundred 
and five bishops, anathematized the one-will doctrine and the two imperial edicts, and solemnly 
sanctioned the two-will doctrine. It anticipated substantially the decision of the sixth oecumenical 
council, and comes next to it in authority on this article of faith. {617} 
 
The acts of this Roman council, together with an encyclical of the pope warning against the 
Ekthesis and the Type, were sent to all parts of the Christian world. At the same time, the pope 
sent a Greek translation of the acts to the Emperor Constans II., and politely informed him that 
the Synod had confirmed the true doctrine, and condemned the heresy. Theodore of Pharan, 
Sergius, Pyrrhus, and Paulus had violated the full humanity of Christ, and deceived the emperors 
by the Ekthesis and the Type. 
 
But the emperor, through his representative, Theodore Calliopa, the exarch of Ravenna, deposed 
the pope as a rebel and heretic, and removed him from Rome (June, 653). He imprisoned him 
with common criminals in Constantinople, exposed him to cold, hunger, and all sorts of injuries, 
and at last sent him by ship to a cavern in Cherson on the Black Sea (March, 655). Martin bore 
this cruel treatment with dignity, and died Sept. 16, 655, in exile, a martyr to his faith in the 
doctrine of two wills. 
 
Maximus was likewise transported to Constantinople (653), and treated with even greater cruelty. 
He was (with two of his disciples) confined in prison for several years, scourged, deprived of his 
tongue and right hand, and thus mutilated sent, in his old age, to Lazica in Colchis on the Pontus 
Euxinus, where he died of these injuries, Aug. 13, 662. His two companions likewise died in 
exile. 
 
The persecution of these martyrs prepared the way for the triumph of their doctrine. In the 
meantime province after province was conquered by the Saracens. 



 
{610} In Egypt the Monophysitic or national Coptic church numbered between five and six 
millions, the orthodox and imperial party only three hundred thousand heads. Renaudot, Hist. 
Patriarch. Alexandr. Jacob. (Par., 1713), p 163 sq., as quoted by Hefele, III. 130. 
 
{611} The phrase was borrowed from the mystic writings of Dionysius Areopagita (Epist. IV. ad 
Cajum). Maximus, who was an admirer of Pseudo-Dionysius, gave this passage and a similar one 
from Cyril Of Alexandria a different meaning. See Hefele, III. 129. 
 
{612} See the nine chapters of Cyrus in Mansi, XI. 563, and Hefele, III. 138. 
 
{613} It is preserved in the acts of the sixth oecumenical council. See Mansi, XV. 461-508; and 
Hefele, III. 159-166. 
 
{614} Mansi, X. 991 sq.; Hefele, III. 179 sq. 
 
{615} The disputation is printed in the Opera of Maximus, ed. Combefis, II. 159 sqq., and Migne, 
I. 287 sqq. Compare Walch, IX. 203 sqq., and Hefele, III. 190-204. The report in Mansi, X. 709-
760, is full of typographical errors (as Hefele says). Maximus dealt in nice metaphysical 
distinctions, as qelhsi, boulhsi, energeia, bouleutiko nqelhma, upostatikon, exousiastikon, 
proairetikon, gnwmikon, oikonomikon. Pyrrhus returned afterwards to the see of Constantinople 
and adopted the absurd theory of three wills in Christ, one personal anti two natural. 
 
{616} Also called tuvpo peri pistew. In Mansi, X. 1029; Walch, IX. 167; Hefele, III. 210; also 
Gieseler, 1. 539, note 9. The Typos was composed by Paul, the second successor of Sergius, who 
had written the Ekthesis. 
 
{617} See the acts in Mansi, X., and Hefele, III. 212-230.  

 



112. The Sixth Oecumenical Council. A. D. 680. 
 
Constans II. was murdered in a bath at Syracuse (668). His son, Constantine IV. Pogonatus 
(Barbatus, 668-685), changed the policy of his father, and wished to restore harmony between the 
East and the West. He stood on good or neutral terms with Pope Vitalian (6 57-672), who 
maintained a prudent silence on the disputed question, and with his successors, Adeodatus (672-
676), Donus or Domnus (676-678), and Agatho (678-681). 
 
After sufficient preparations, he called, in concert with Agatho, a General Council. It convened in 
the imperial palace at Constantinople, and held eighteen sessions from Nov. 7, 680, to Sept. 16, 
681. it is called the Sixth Oecumenical, and also the First Trullan Synod, from the name of the 
hall or chapel in the palace. {618} The highest number of members in attendance was one 
hundred and seventy-four, including three papal legates (two priests and one deacon). The 
emperor presided in person, surrounded by civil and ecclesiastical dignitaries. The acts are 
preserved in the Greek original and in two old Latin versions. {619} 
 
After a full discussion of the subject on both sides, the council, in the eighteenth and last session, 
defined and sanctioned the two-will doctrine, almost in the very language of the letter of Pope 
Agatho to the emperor. {620} Macarius, the patriarch of Alexandria, who adhered to 
Monotheletism, was deposed. 
 
The epistle of Agatho is a worthy sequel of Leo’s Epistle to the Chalcedonian Council, and 
equally clear and precise in stating the orthodox view. It is also remarkable for the confidence 
with which it claims infallibility for the Roman church, in spite of the monotheletic heresy of 
Pope Honorius (who is prudently ignored). Agatho quotes the words of Christ to Peter, Luke 
22:31,32, in favor of papal infallibility, anticipating, as it were, the Vatican decision of 1870. 
{621} 
 
But while the council fully endorsed the dyotheletic view of Agatho, and clothed it with 
oecumenical authority, it had no idea of endorsing his claim to papal infallibility; on the contrary, 
it expressly condemned Pope Honorius I. as a Monotheletic heretic, together with Sergius, Cyrus, 
Pyrrhus, Paulus, Petrus, and Theodore of Pharan. 
 
Immediately after the close of the council, the emperor published the decision, with an edict 
enforcing it and anathematizing all heretics from Simon Magus down to Theodore of Pharan, 
Sergius, Pope Honorius, who in all was their follower and associate, and confirmed the heresy. 
{622} The edict forbids any one hereafter to teach the doctrine of one will and one energy under 
penalty of deposition, confiscation, and exile. 
 
Pope Agatho died Jan. 10, 682; but his successor, Leo II., who was consecrated Aug. 17 of the 
same year, confirmed the sixth council, and anathematized all heretics, including his predecessor, 
Honorius, who, instead of adorning the apostolic see, dared to prostitute its immaculate faith by 
profane treason, and all who died in the same error. {623} 
 
{618} Trouvllonor Trouvllion, Trullum, Trulla, Trullus, a technical term for buildings with a 
cupola. The Acts say that the sessions were held entw sekretw tou yeioupalatiou, tw 
outwlegomenw troullw, and Anastasius: "in basilica, quae Trullus appellatur, intra palatium." 
 
{619} Mansi, XI. 195-922. See a full account in Hefele, III. 252-313. 
 



{620} See above, 110. 
 
{621} Comp. Creeds of Christendom, I. 163 and 187. 
 
{622} ton kata panta toutoiv sunaire thn kai sundromon kai bebaiw thn thv 
airesewv.. 
 
{623} "Honorium [anathematizamus] qui hanc apostolicam sedem non apostolicae traditionis 
doctrina lustraVit. sed profana proditione immaculatam fidem subvertere conatus est, et omnes 
qui in suo errore defuncti sunt." Mansi, XI. 731; Hefele, III. 289. See 113.  

 



113. The Heresy of Honorius. 
 
J. von Dollinger (Old Cath.): Papstfabeln des Mittelalters. Munchen, 1863. The same translated 
by A. Plummer: Fables respecting the Popes in the Middle Ages; Am ed. enlarged by Henry B. 
Smith, N. York, 1872. (The case of Honorius is discussed on pp. 223-248 Am. ed.; see German 
ed. p. 131 sqq.). 
 
Schneemann (Jesuit): Studien uber die Honoriusfrage. Freiburg i. B, 1864. 
 
Paul Bottala (S. J.): Pope Honorius before the Tribunal of Reason and History. London, 1868. 
 
P. Le Page Renouf: The Condemnation of Pope Honorius. Lond., 1868. The Case of Honorius 
reconsidered. Lond. 1870. 
 
Maret (R.C.): Du Concil et de la paix relig. Par. 1869. 
 
A. Gratry (R.C.): Four Letters to the Bishop of Orleans (Dupanloup) and the Archbishop of 
Malines (Dechamps), 1870. Several editions in French, German, English. He wrote against papal 
infallibility, but recanted on his death-bed. 
 
A. de Margerie: Lettre au R. P. Gratry sur le Pape Honorius et le Breviaire Romain. Nancy, 
1870. 
 
Jos. von Hefele (Bishop of Rottenburg and Member of the Vatican Council): Causa Honorii 
Papae. Neap., 1870. Honorius und das sechste allgemeine Concil. Tubingen, 1870. (The same 
translated by Henry B. Smith in the "Presbyt. Quarterly and Princeton Review, "N. York, April, 
1872, p. 273 sqq.). Conciliengeschichte, Bd. III. (revised ed., 1877), pp. 145 sqq., 167 sqq., 290 
sqq. 
 
Job. Pennachi (Prof. of Church Hist. in the University of Rome): Deuteronomy Honorii I. Romani 
Pontificis causa in Concilio VI. ad Patres Concilii Vaticani. Romae, 1870. 287 pp. Hefele calls 
this the most important vindication of Honorius from the infallibilist standpoint. It was distributed 
among all the members of the Vatican Council; while books in opposition to papal infallibility by 
Bishop Hefele, Archbishop Kenrick, and others, had to be printed outside of Rome. 
 
A. Ruckgaber: Die Irrlehre des Honorius und das Vatic. Concil. Stuttgart, 1871. 
 
Comp. the literature in Hergenrother; Kirchengesch., III. 137 sqq. 
 
The connection of Pope Honorius I. (Oct. 27, 625, to Oct. 12, 638) with the Monotheletic heresy 
has a special interest in its bearing upon the dogma of papal infallibility, which stands or falls 
with a single official error, according to the principle: Si falsus in uno, falsus in omnibus. It was 
fully discussed by Catholic scholars on both sides before and during the Vatican Council of 1870, 
which proclaimed that dogma, but could not alter the facts of history. The following points are 
established by the best documentary evidence: 
 
1. Honorius taught and favored in several official letters (to Sergius, Cyrus, and Sophronius), 
therefore ex cathedra, the one-will heresy. He fully agreed with Sergius, the Monotheletic 
patriarch of Constantinople. In answer to his first letter (634), he says: "Therefore we confess one 
will (qevlhma, voluntas) of our Lord Jesus Christ." {624} He viewed the will as an attribute of 



person, not of nature, and reasoned: One willer, therefore only one will. In a second letter to 
Sergius, he rejects both the orthodox phrase: "two energies," and the heterodox phrase: "one 
energy" (ejnevrgeia, operatio), and affirms that the Bible clearly teaches two natures, but that it is 
quite vain to ascribe to the Mediator between God and man one or two energies; for Christ by 
virtue of his one theandric will showed many modes of operation and activity. {625} The first 
letter was decidedly heretical, the second was certainly not orthodox, and both occasioned and 
favored the imperial Ekthesis (638) and Type (648), in their vain attempt to reconcile the 
Monophysites by suppressing the Dyotheletic doctrine. {626} 
 
The only thing which may and must be said in his excuse is that the question was then new and 
not yet properly understood. He was, so to say, an innocent heretic before the church had 
pronounced a decision. As soon as it appeared that the orthodox dogma of two natures required 
the doctrine of two wills, and that Christ could not be a full man without a human will, the popes 
changed the position, and Honorius would probably have done the same had he lived a few years 
longer. 
 
Various attempts have been made by papal historians and controversialists to save the orthodoxy 
of Honorius in order to save the dogma of papal infallibility. Some pronounce his letters to be a 
later Greek forgery. {627} Others admit their genuineness, but distort them into an orthodox sense 
by a nonnatural exegesis. {628} Still others maintain, at the expense of his knowledge and logic, 
that Honorius was orthodox at heart, but heretical, or at least very unguarded in his expressions. 
{629} But we have no means to judge of his real sentiment except his own language, which is 
unmistakably Monotheletic. And this is the verdict not only of Protestants, {630} but also of 
Gallican and other liberal Catholic historians. {631} 
 
2. Honorius was condemned by the sixth oecumenical Council as "the former pope of Old 
Rome," who with the help of the old serpent had scattered deadly error. {632} This anathema was 
repeated by the seventh oecumenical Council, 787, and by the eighth, 869. The Greeks, who were 
used to heretical patriarchs of New Rome, Antioch, and Alexandria, felt no surprise, and perhaps 
some secret satisfaction at the heresy of a pope of Old Rome. 
 
Here again ultramontane historians have resorted to the impossible denial either of the 
genuineness of the act of condemnation in the sixth oecumenical Council, {633} or of the true 
meaning of that act. {634} The only consistent way for papal infallibilists is to deny the 
infallibility of the oecumenical Council as regards the dogmatic fact. {635} In this case it would 
involve at the same time a charge of gross injustice to Honorius. 
 
3. But this last theory is refuted by the popes themselves, who condemned Honorius as a heretic, 
and thus bore testimony for papal fallibility. His first success or, Severinus, had a brief pontificate 
of only three months. His second successor, John IV., apologized for him by putting a forced 
construction on his language. Agatho prudently ignored him. {636} But his successor, Leo II., 
who translated the acts of the sixth Council from Greek into Latin, saw that he could not save the 
honor of Honorius without contradicting the verdict of the council in which the papal delegates 
had taken part; and therefore he expressly condemned him in the strongest language, both in a 
letter to the Greek emperor and in a letter to the bishops of Spain, as a traitor to the Roman 
church for trying to subvert her immaculate fate. Not only so, but the condemnation of the 
unfortunate Honorius was inserted in the confession of faith which every newly-elected pope had 
to sign down to the eleventh century, and which is embodied in the Liber Diurnus, i.e. the official 
book of formulas of the Roman church for the use of the papal curia. {637} In the editions of the 
Roman Breviary down to the sixteenth century his name appears, yet without title and without 
explanation, along with the rest who had been condemned by the sixth Council. But the precise 



facts were gradually forgotten, and the mediaeval chroniclers and lists of popes ignore them. 
After the middle of the sixteenth century the case of Honorius again attracted attention, and was 
urged as an irrefutable argument against the ultramontane theory. At first the letter of Leo II. was 
boldly, rejected as a forgery as well as those of Honorius; {638} but this was made impossible 
when the Liber Diurnus came to light. 
 
The verdict of history, after the most thorough investigation from all sides and by all parties 
remains unshaken. The whole church, East and West, as represented by the official acts of 
oecumenical Councils and Popes, for several hundred years believed that a Roman bishop may 
err ex cathedra in a question of faith, and that one of them at least had so erred in fact. The 
Vatican Council of 1870 decreed papal infallibility in the face of this fact, thus overruling history 
by dogmatic authority. The Protestant historian can in conscience only follow the opposite 
principle: If dogma contradicts facts, all the worse for the dogma. 
 
Notes. 
 
Bishop Hefele, one of the most learned and impartial Roman Catholic historians, thus states, after 
a lengthy discussion, his present view on the case of Honorius (Conciliengesch., vol. III. 175, 
revised ed. 1877), which differs considerably from the one he had published before the Vatican 
decree of papal infallibility (in the first ed. of his Conciliengesch., vol. III. 1858, p. 145 sqq., and 
in big pamphlet on Honorius, 1870). It should be remembered that Bishop Hefele, like all his 
anti-infallibilist colleagues, submitted to the decree of the Vatican Council for the sake of unity 
and peace. 
 
"Die beiden Briefe des Papstes Honorius, wie wir sie jetzt haben, sind unverfalscht und zeigen, 
dass Honorius von den beiden monotheletischen Terminis ejn qevlhma und miva ejnevrgeia den 
erstern (im ersten Brief) selbst gebrauchte, den anderen dagegen, ebenso auch den orthodoxen 
Ausdruck duvo ejnevrgeiai nicht angewendet wissen wollte. Hat er auch Letzteres (die, 
Missbilligung des Ausdruckes duvo ejnevrg.) im zweiten Brief wiederholt, so hat er doch in 
demselben selbst zwei naturliche Energien in Christus anerkannt und in beiden Briefen sich so 
ausgedruckt, dass man annehmen muss, er habe nicht den menschlichen Willen uberhaupt, 
sondern nur den Verdorbenen menschlichen Willen in Chistus gelaugnet, aber obgleich orthodoz 
denkend, die monotheletische Tendenz des Sergius nicht gehorig durchschaut und sich 
missverstandlich ausgedruckt, so dass seine Briefe, besonders der erste, den Monotheletismus zu 
bestatigen schienen und damit der Haresie Factisch Vorschub leisteten. In dieser Weise erledigt 
sich uns die Frage nach der Orthodoxie des Papstes Honorius, und wir halten sonach den 
Mittelweg zwischen denen, welche ihn auf die gleiche Stufe mit Sergius von Constantinopel und 
Cyrus von Alexandrien stellen und den Monotheleten beizahlen wollten, und denen, welche 
durchaus keine Makel an ihn duldend in das Schicksal der nimium probantes verfallen sind, so 
dass sie lieber die Aechtheit der Acten des sechsten allgemeinen Concils und mehrerer anderer 
Urkunden laugnen, oder auch dem sechsten Concil einen error in facto dogmatico zuschreiben 
wollten." Comp. his remarks on p. 152; "Diesen Hauptgedanken muss ich auch jetzt noch 
festhalten, dass Honorius im Herzen richtig dachte, sich aber unglucklich ausdruckte, wenn ich 
auch in Folge wiederholter neuer Beschaftigung mit diesem Gegenstand und unter 
Berucksichtigung dessen, was Andere in neuer Zeit zur Vertheidigung des Honorius geschrieben 
haben, manches Einzelne meiner fruheren Aufstellungen nunmehr modificire oder vollig aufgebe, 
und insbesondere uber den ersten Brief des Honorius jetzt milder urtheile als fruher." 
 
Cardinal Hergenrother (Kirchengeschichte, vol. I. 358, second ed. Freiburg i. B. 1879) admits the 
ignorance rather than the heresy of the pope. "Honorius," he says, "zeigt wohl Unbekanntschaft 
mit dem Kern der Frage, aber keinerlei haretische oder irrige Auffassung. Er unterscheidet die 



zwei unvermischt qebliebenen Naturen sehr genau und verstosst gegen kein einziges Dogma der 
Kirche." 
 
{624} o qen kai en yelhma omologoumen tou kuriou ihv Cr. —unde et unam voluntatatem 
fatemur Domini nostri lesu Christi. Mansi, XI. 538 sqq.; Hefele, III. 146 sq. 
 
{625} Mansi, p. 579; Hefele, p. 166 sq. 
 
{626} The same view is taken by Neander, the fairest among Protestant, and by Dollinger, the 
most learned of modern Catholic, historians. Neander (III. 179, E. ed.; 1II. 360, Germ. ed.) says: 
"Honorius, in two letters, declared his entire concurrence (erklarte, sich ganz ubereinstimmend) 
with the views of Sergius, and wrote also in the same terms to Cyrus and Sophronius. He too was 
afraid of logical determinations on such matters. It seemed to him altogether necessary to suppose 
but one will in Christ, as it was impossible to conceive, in him, any strife between the human and 
divine will such as by, reason, of sin exists in men." ["It seemed to him, as well as to Sergius, that 
a duplicity of will in one and the same subject could not subsist without opposition." From the 
foot-note.] "He approved, indeed, of the accommodation (oijkonomiva), whereby the patriarch 
Cyrus had brought about the re-union of the Monophysites with the Catholic Church. But as 
hitherto no public decision of the church had spoken of ‘one mode of working,’ or of ‘two modes 
of working’ of Christ, it seemed to him the safest course, that in future such expressions should 
be avoided, as the one might lead to Eutychianism, the other to Nestorianism. He reckoned this 
whole question among the unprofitable subtilties which endanger the interests of piety. Men 
should be content to hold fast to this, in accordance with the hitherto established doctrine of the 
church, that the self-same Christ works that which is divine and human in both his natures. Those 
other questions should be left to the grammarians in the schools. If the Holy Spirit operates in the 
faithful, as St. Paul says, in manifold ways how much more must this hold good of the Head 
himself!" Neander adds in a note: "Although the theory, of two modes of working" [which is the 
orthodox doctrine] "lies at the foundation of the very thing he here asserts, yet he carefully 
avoided expressing this." In the same sense, Dr. Dollinger, when still in communion with Rome, 
stated the doctrine of Honorius, and said (Fables of the Popes, p. 226, Am. ed.): "This doctrine of 
Honorius, so welcome to Sergius and the other favorers and supporters of Monotheletism, led to 
the two imperial edicts, the Ekthesis and the Typus." 
 
{627} Bellarmin, and Bishop Bartholus (Bartoli) of Feltre, who questioned also the integrity of 
the letters of Sergius to Honorius (in his Apol. pro Honorio I., 1750, as quoted by, Dollinger, p. 
253, and Hefele, III. 142). Dollinger declares this to be "a lamentable expedient!" 
 
{628} So Perrone, Pennachi, Manning. These divines presume to know better than the infallible 
Pope Leo II., who ex cathedra denounced Honorius as a heretic. 
 
{629} So Pope John IV. (640-642), who apologized for his predecessor that he merely meant to 
reject the notion of two mutually opposing wills, as if Christ had a will tainted with sin (Mansi, X. 
683). But nobody dreamed of ascribing a sinful will to Christ. Bishop Hefele and Cardinal 
Hergenrother resort substantially to the same apology; see notes at the end of this section. 
 
{630} Walch, Neander, Gieseler, Baur, Dorner, Kurtz, etc. See note on p. 502. 
 
{631} Richer, Dupin, Bossuet, Dollinger. 
 
{632} Mansi, XI. 622, 635, 655, 666 
 



{633} Baronius (Ad ann. 633 and 681), and Pighius (Diatribe de Actis VI. et VII. concil.). 
 
{634} As a condemnation, not of the heresy of Honorius, but of his negligence in suppressing 
heresy by his counsel of silence (ob imprudentem silentii oeconomiam). So the Jesuit Garnier 
Deuteronomy Honorii et concilii VI. causa, in an appendix to his edition of the Liber diurnus 
Romanorum pontificum, quoted by Hefele (III. 175), who takes the trouble of refuting this view 
by, three arguments. 
 
{635} An error not in the dogmatic definition, but in facto dogmatico. It is argued that an 
oecumenical council as well as a pope may err in matter, de facto, though not de fide and de jure. 
This view was taken by Anastasius, the papal librarian, Cardinal Turrecremata, Bellarmin, 
Pallavicino, Melchior Canus, Jos. Sim. Assemani, and recently by Professor Pennachi. See 
Hefele, III. 174, note 4. 
 
{636} Or rather he told an untruth when be declared that all popes had done their duty with regard 
to false doctrine. 
 
{637} In this Confession the popes are required to anathematize "Sergium una cum Honorio, qui 
pravis eorum assertionibus fomentum impendit." Lib. Diurn. cap. II. tit. 9, professio 2. The oath 
was probably prescribed by Gregory II. at the beginning of the eighth century. 
 
{638} Baronius rejects the letter of Leo II. as spurious, Bellarmin as corrupted. Bower (History of 
the Popes) remarks: "Nothing but the utmost despair could have suggested to the annalist 
(Baronius) so desperate a shift."  

 



114. Concilium Quinisextum. A. D. 692. 
 
Mansi., XI. 930-1006. Hefele, III. 328-348. Gieseler, I. 541 sq. 
 
Wm. Beveridge (Bishop of St. Asaph, 1704-1708): Synodicon, sive Pandectae canonum. Oxon. 
1672-82. Tom. I. 152-283. Beveridge gives the comments of Theod. Balsamon, Joh. Zonaras, 
etc., on the Apostolical Canons. 
 
Assemani (R.C.): Bibliotheca juris orientalis. Romans 1766, Tom. V. 55-348, and Tom. I. 120 
and 408 sqq. An extensive discussion of this Synod and its canons. 
 
The pope of Old Rome had achieved a great dogmatic triumph in the sixth oecumenical council, 
but the Greek church had the satisfaction of branding at least one pope as a heretic, and soon 
found an opportunity to remind her rival of the limits of her authority. 
 
The fifth and sixth oecumenical councils passed doctrinal decrees, but no disciplinary canons. 
This defect was supplied by a new council at Constantinople in 692, called the Concilium 
Quinisextum, {639} also the Second Trullan Council, from the banqueting hall with a domed roof 
in the imperial palace where it was held. {640} 
 
It was convened by the Emperor Justinian II. surnamed Rinotmetos, {641} one of the most 
heartless tyrants that ever disgraced a Christian throne. He ruled from 685-695, was deposed by a 
revolution and sent to exile with a mutilated nose, but regained the throne in 705 and was 
assassinated in 711. {642} 
 
The supplementary council was purely oriental in its composition and spirit. It adopted 102 
canons, most of them old, but not yet legally or oecumenically sanctioned. They cover the whole 
range of clerical and ecclesiastical life and discipline, and are valid to this day in the Eastern 
church. They include eighty-five apostolic canons so called (thirty-five more than were 
acknowledged by the Roman church), the canons of the first four oecumenical councils, and of 
several minor councils, as Ancyra, Neo-Caesarea, Gangra, Antioch, Laodicea, etc.; also the 
canons of Dionysius the Great of Alexandria, Peter of Alexandria, Gregory Thaumaturgus, 
Athanasius, Basil, Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory of Nazianzum, Amphilochius of Iconium, 
Timothy of Alexandria, Cyril of Alexandria, Gennadius of Constantinople, and an anti-Roman 
canon of Cyprian of Carthage. The decretals of the Roman bishops are ignored. 
 
The canons were signed first, by the emperor; the second place was left blank for the pope, but 
was never filled; then follow the names of Paul of Constantinople, Peter of Alexandria, 
Anastasius of Jerusalem, George of Antioch (strangely after that of the patriarch of Jerusalem), 
and others, in all 211 bishops and episcopal representatives, all Greeks and Orientals, of whom 43 
had been present at the sixth oecumenical council. 
 
The emperor sent the acts of the Trullan Council to Sergius of Rome, and requested him to sign 
them. The pope refused because they contained some chapters contrary to ecclesiastical usage in 
Rome. The emperor dispatched the chief officer of his body guard with orders to bring the pope 
to Constantinople. But the armies of the exarch of Ravenna and of the Pentapolis rushed to the 
protection of the pope, who quieted the soldiers; the imperial officer had to hide himself in the 
pope’s bed, and then left Rome in disgrace. {643} Soon afterwards Justinian II. was dethroned 
and sent into exile. When he regained the crown with the aid of a barbarian army (705), he sent 
two metropolitans to Pope John VII. with the request to call a council of the Roman church, 



which should sanction as many of the canons as were acceptable. The pope, a timid man, simply 
returned the copy. Subsequent negotiations led to no decisive result. 
 
The seventh oecumenical Council (787) readopted the 102 canons, and erroneously ascribed them 
to the sixth oecumenical Council. 
 
The Roman church never committed herself to these canons except as far as they agreed with 
ancient Latin usage. Some of them were inspired by an anti-Roman tendency. The first canon 
repeats the anathema on Pope Honorius. The thirty-sixth canon, in accordance with the second 
and fourth oecumenical Councils, puts the patriarch of Constantinople on an equality of rights 
with the bishop of Rome, and concedes to the latter only a primacy of honor, not a supremacy of 
jurisdiction. Clerical marriage of the lower orders is sanctioned in canons 3 and 13, and it is 
clearly hinted that the Roman church, by her law of clerical celibacy, dishonors wedlock, which 
was instituted by God and sanctioned by the presence of Christ at Cana. But second marriage is 
forbidden to the clergy, also marriage with a widow (canon 3), and marriage after ordination 
(canon 6). Bishops are required to discontinue their marriage relation (canon 12). Justinian had 
previously forbidden the marriage of bishops by a civil law. Fasting on the Sabbath in Lent is 
forbidden (canon 55) in express opposition to the custom in Rome. The second canon fixes the 
number of valid apostolical canons at eighty-five against fifty of the Latin church. The decree of 
the Council of Jerusalem against eating blood and things strangled {Acts 15} is declared to be of 
perpetual force, while in the West it was considered merely as a temporary provision for the 
apostolic age, and for congregations composed of Jewish and Gentile converts. The symbolical 
representation of Christ under the figure of the lamb in allusion to the words of John the Baptist is 
forbidden as belonging to the Old Testament, and the representation in human form is 
commanded (canon 82). 
 
These differences laid the foundation for the great schism between the East. and the West. The 
supplementary council of 692 anticipated the action of Photius, and clothed it with a quasi-
oecumenical authority. 
 
{639} sunodov penyekthv. The Greeks consider it simply as the continuation of the sixth 
oecumenical council, and call its canons kanone th’ ekth sunodou. For this reason it was held in 
the same locality. The Latins opposed it from the start as a "Synodus erratica," or "Conciliabulum 
pseudosextum." But they sometimes erroneously ascribed its canons to the sixth council. 
 
{640} Concilium Trullanum in an emphatic sense. The sixth council was held in the same locality. 
 
{641} rinotmhtov from ri, nose, in allusion to his mutilation. 
 
{642} Gibbon (ch. 48) gives the following description of his character: "After the decease of his 
father the inheritance of the Roman world devolved to Justinian II.; and the name of a triumphant 
law-giver was dishonored by the vices of a boy, who imitated his namesake only in the expensive 
luxury of building. His passions were strong; his understanding was feeble; and he was 
intoxicated with a foolish pride that his birth had given him the command of millions, of whom 
the smallest community would not have chosen him for their local magistrate. His favorite 
ministers were two beings the least susceptible of human sympathy, a eunuch and a monk: to the 
one he abandoned the palace, to the other the finances; the former corrected the emperor’s mother 
with a scourge, the latter suspended the insolvent tributaries, with their heads downward, over a 
slow and smoky fire. Since the days of Commodus and Caracalla the cruelty of the Roman 
princes had most commonly been the effect of their fear; but Justinian, who possessed some vigor 



of character, enjoyed the sufferings, and braved the revenge of his subjects about ten years, till 
the measure was full of his crimes and of their patience." 
 
{643} This is related by Anastasius, Bede, and Paulus Diaconus. See Mansi, XII. 3, Baronius ad 
a. 692, and Hefele, III. 346.  

 



115. Reaction of Monotheletism. The Maronites. 
 
The great oecumenical councils, notably that of Chalcedon gave rise to schismatic sects which 
have perpetuated themselves for a long time, some of them to the present day. 
 
For a brief period Monotheletism was restored by Bardanes or Philippicus, who wrested the 
throne from Justinian II. and ruled from 711 to 713. He annulled the creed of the sixth 
oecumenical Council, caused the names of Sergius and Honorius to be reinserted in the diptycha 
among the orthodox patriarchs, and their images to be again set up in public places. He deposed 
the patriarch of Constantinople and elected in his place a Monotheletic deacon, John. He 
convened a council at Constantinople, which set aside the decree of the sixth council and adopted 
a Monotheletic creed in its place. The clergy who refused to sign it, were deposed. But in Italy he 
had no force to introduce it, and an attempt to do so provoked an insurrection. 
 
The Emperor Anastasius II. dethroned the usurper, and made an end to this Monotheletic episode. 
The patriarch John accommodated himself to the new situation, and wrote an abject letter to the 
Pope Constantine, in which he even addressed him as the head of the church, and begged his 
pardon for his former advocacy of heresy. 
 
Since that time Dyotheletism was no more disturbed in the orthodox church. 
 
But outside of the orthodox church and the jurisdiction of the Byzantine rulers, Monotheletism 
propagated itself among the inhabitants of Mount Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon under the lead of 
abbot John Marun (Marwvn), their first patriarch (d. 701). The maronites, {644} as they were 
called after him, maintained their independence of the Greek empire and the Saracens, and 
adhered to the Monotheletic doctrine till the time of the crusades, when they united themselves 
with the Roman church (1182), retaining, however, the celebration of the communion under both 
kinds, the Syrian liturgy, the marriage of the lower clergy, their own fast-days, and their own 
saints. 
 
{644} marwneitai.  

 



116. The Adoptionist Controversy. Literature. 
 
I. Sources. 
 
The sources are printed in Harduin, Vol. IV., Mansi, XIII., and in Alcuin’s Opera, ed. Frobenius 
(1777), reprinted by Migne (in his "Patrol. Lat.," vols. 100 and 101), with historical and 
dogmatical dissertations. 
 
(1.) The writings of the Adoptionists: a letter of Elipandus Ad Fide lem, Abbatem, A. D. 785, and 
one to Alcuin. Two letters of the spanish bishops—one to Charlemagne, the other to the Gallican 
bishops. Felicis Libellus contra Alcuinum; the Confessio Fidei Felicis; fragments of a posthumous 
book of Felix addressed Ad Ludovicum Pium, Imperat. 
 
(2.) The orthodox view is represented in Beatus et Etherius: Adv. Elipandum libri II. Alcuin: 
Seven Books against Felix, Four Books against Elipandus, and several letters, which are best 
edited by Jaffe in Biblioth. rer. Germ. VI. Paulinus (Bishop of Aquileja): Contra Felicem 
Urgellitanum libri tres. In Migne’s "Patrol. Lat.," vol. 99, col. 343-468. Agobard of Lyons: Adv. 
Dogma Felicis Episc. Urgellensis, addressed to Louis the Pious, in Migne’s "Patrol. Lat.," vol. 
104, col. 29-70. A letter of Charlemagne (792) to Elipandus and the bishops of Spain. The acts of 
the Synods of Narbonne (788), Ratisbon (792), Francfort (794), and Aix-la-Chapelle (799). 
 
II. Works. 
 
(1.) By Rom. Cath. Madrisi (Congreg. Orat.): Dissertationes de Felicis et Elipandi haeresi, in his 
ed. of the Opera Paulini Aquil., reprinted in Migne’s "Patrol. Lat.," vol. 99 (col. 545-598). 
Against Basnage. Enhueber (Prior in Regensburg): Dissert. dogm. Hist. contra Christ. Walchium, 
in Alcuin’s Opera, ed. Frobenius, reprinted by Migne (vol. 101, col. 337-438). Against Walch’s 
Hist. Adopt., to prove the Nestorianism of the Adoptionists. Frobenius: Diss. Hist. de haer. Elip. 
et Felicis, in Migne’s ed., vol. 101, col. 303-336. Werner: Gesch. der Apol. und polem. Lit. II. 
433 sqq. Gams: Kirchengesch. Spaniens (Regensb., 1874), Bd. II. 2. (Very prolix.) Hefele: 
Conciliengesch., Bd. III. 642-693 (revised ed. of 1877). Hergenrother: Kirchengesch., 2nd ed., 
1879, Bd. I. 558 sqq. Bach: Dogmengesch. des Mittelalters (Wien, 1873), I. 103-155. 
 
(2.) By Protestants. Jac. Basnage: Observationes historicae circa Felicianam haeresin, in his 
Thesaurus monum. Tom. II. 284 sqq. Chr. G. F. Walch: Historia Adoptianorum, Gottingen, 1755; 
and his Ketzergeschichte, vol. IX. 667 sqq. (1780). A minute and accurate account. See also the 
Lit. quoted by Walch. 
 
Neander, Kirchengeschichte, vol. III., pp. 313-339, Engl. transl. III. 156-168. Gieseler, vol. II., P. 
I., p. 111 sqq.; Eng. transl. II. 75-78. Baur: Die christliche Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit und 
Menschwerdung Gottes, Tubingen, 1842, vol. II., pp. 129-159. Dorner: Entwicklungs-Geschichte 
der Lehre von der Person Christi, second ed., Berlin, 1853, vol. II., pp. 306-330. Helfferich: Der 
Westgothische Arianismus und die spanische Ketzergeschichte, Berlin, 1880. Niedner: Lehrbuch 
der christl. K. G., Berlin, 1866, pp. 424-427. J. C. Robertson: History of the Christian Church 
from 590 to 1122 (Lond., 1856), p. 154 sqq. Milman: Lat. Christ. II. 498-500; Baudissin: 
Eulogius und Alvar, Leipz., 1872. Schaff, in Smith and Wace, I. (1877), pp. 44-47. W. Moller, in 
Herzog 2 I. 151-159.  

 



117. History of Adoptionism. 
 
The Adoptionist controversy is a revival of the Nestorian controversy in a modified form, and 
turns on the question whether Christ, as to his human nature, was the Son of God in essence, or 
only by adoption. Those who took the latter view were called Adoptionists. {645} They taught 
that Christ as to his divinity is the true Son {646} of God, the Only-Begotten of the Father; but as 
man he is his adopted Son, {647} the First-Born of Mary. They accepted the Chalcedonian 
Christology of one person and two natures, but by distinguishing a natural Son of God and an 
adopted Son of God, they seemed to teach two persons or a double Christ, and thus to run into the 
Nestorian heresy. 
 
The orthodox opponents held that Christ was the one undivided and indivisible Son of God; that 
the Virgin Mary gave birth to the eternal Son of God, and is for this reason called "the mother of 
God;" that sonship is founded on the person, not on the nature; and that Adoptionism leads to two 
Christs and to four persons in the Trinity. 
 
Both parties displayed a degree of patristic learning which one would hardly expect in this period 
of the middle ages. 
 
The history of this movement is confined to the West (Spain and Gaul); while all the older 
Christological controversies originated and were mainly carried on and settled in the East. It arose 
in the Saracen dominion of Spain, where the Catholics had to defend the eternal and essential 
Sonship of Christ against the objections both of the Arians and the Mohammedans. 
 
The Council of Toledo, held in 675, declared in the preface to the Confession of Faith, that Christ 
is the Son of God by, nature, not by adoption. {648} But about a century afterwards Elipandus, 
the aged Archbishop of Toledo, and primate of that part of Spain which was under Mohammedan 
rule, endeavored to modify the orthodox doctrine by drawing a distinction between a natural and 
an adopted sonship of Christ, and by ascribing the former to his divine, the latter to his human 
nature. He wished to save the full humanity of Christ, without, however, denying his eternal 
divinity. Some historians assert that he was influenced by a desire to avoid the Mohammedan 
objection to the divinity of Christ; {649} but the conflict of the two religions was too strong to 
admit of any compromise. He may have read Nestorian writings. {650} At all events, he came to 
similar conclusions. 
 
Having little confidence in his own opinions, Elipandus consulted Felix, bishop of Urgel {651} in 
Catalonia, in that part of Spain which, since 778, was incorporated with the dominion of 
Charlemagne. Felix was more learned and clear-headed than Elipandus, and esteemed, even by 
his antagonist Alcuin, for his ability and piety. Neander regards him as the originator of 
Adoptionism; at all events, he reduced it to a formulated statement. 
 
Confirmed by his friend, Elipandus taught the new doctrine with all the zeal of a young convert, 
although he was already eighty years of age; and, taking advantage of his influential position, he 
attacked the orthodox opponents with overbearing violence. Etherius, Bishop of Osma or Othma 
(formerly his pupil), and Beatus, a presbyter, and after Alcuin abbot at Libana in Asturia, {652} 
took the lead in the defence of the old and the exposure of the new Christology. Elipandus 
charged them with confounding the natures of Christ, like wine and water, and with scandalous 
immorality, and pronounced the anathema on them. 
 



Pope Hadrian, being informed of these troubles, issued a letter in 785 to the orthodox bishops of 
Spain, warning them against the new doctrine as rank Nestorianism. {653} But the letter had no 
effect; the papal authority plays a subordinate role in this whole controversy. The Saracen 
government, indifferent to the theological disputes of its Christian subjects, did not interfere. 
 
But when the Adoptionist heresy, through the influence of Felix, spread in the French portion of 
Spain, and even beyond the Pyrenees into Septimania, creating a considerable commotion among 
the clergy, the Emperor Charlemagne called a synod to Regensburg (Ratisbon) in Bavaria, in 792, 
and invited the Bishop of Urgel to appear, that his case might be properly investigated. The 
Synod condemned Adoptionism as a renewal of the Nestorian heresy. 
 
Felix publicly and solemnly recanted before the Synod, and also before Pope Hadrian, to whom 
he was sent. But on his return to Spain he was so much reproached for his weakness, that, 
regardless of his solemn oath, he yielded to the entreaties of his friends, and re-affirmed his 
former opinions. 
 
Charlemagne, who did not wish to alienate the spanish portion of his kingdom, and to drive it into 
the protection of the neighboring Saracens, directed Alcuin, who in the mean time had come to 
France from England, to send a mild warning and refutation of Adoptionism to Felix. When this 
proved fruitless, and when the Spanish bishops, under the lead of Elipandus, appealed to the 
justice of the emperor, and demanded the restoration of Felix to his bishopric, he called a new 
council at Frankfort on the Main in 794, which was attended by about three hundred(?) bishops, 
and may be called "universal," as far as the West is concerned. {654} As neither Felix nor any of 
the Adoptionist bishops appeared in person, the council, under the lead of Alcuin, confirmed the 
decree of condemnation passed at Ratisbon. 
 
Subsequently Felix wrote an apology, which was answered and refuted by Alcuin. Elipandus 
reproached Alcuin for having twenty thousand slaves (probably belonging to the convent of 
Tours), and for being proud of wealth. Charles sent Archbishop Leidrad of Lyons and other 
bishops to the Spanish portion of his kingdom, who succeeded, in two visits, in converting the 
heretics (according to Alcuin, twenty thousand). 
 
About that time a council at Rome, under Leo III., pronounced, on very imperfect information, a 
fresh anathema, erroneously charging that the Adoptionists denied to the Saviour any other than a 
nuncupative Godhead. 
 
Felix himself appeared, 799, at a Synod in Aix-la-Chapelle, and after a debate of six days with 
Alcuin, he recanted his Adoptionism a second time. He confessed to be convinced by some 
passages, not of the Scriptures, but of the fathers (especially Cyril of Alexandria, Leo I., and 
Gregory I.), which he had not known before, condemned Nestorius, and exhorted his clergy and 
people to follow the true faith. {655} He spent the rest of his life under the supervision of the 
Archbishop of Lyons, and died in 818. He left, however, a paper in which the doctrine of 
Adoptionism is clearly stated in the form of question and answer; and Agobard, the successor of 
Leidrad, felt it his duty to refute it. 
 
Elipandus, under the protection of the government of the Moors, continued openly true to his 
heretical conviction. But Adoptionism lost its vitality with its champions, and passed away during 
the ninth century. Slight traces of it are found occasionally during the middle ages. Duns Scotus 
(1300) and Durandus a S. Porciano (1320) admit the term Filius adoptivus in a qualified sense. 
{656} The defeat of Adoptionism was a check upon the dyophysitic and dyotheletic feature in the 
Chalcedon Christology, and put off indefinitely the development of the human side in Christ’s 



Person. In more recent times the Jesuit Vasquez, and the Lutheran divines G. Calixtus and Walch, 
have defended the Adoptionists as essentially orthodox. 
 
{645} Adoptiani, Adoptivi; in English Adoptianists or Adoptionists (from adoptio) 
 
{646} Filius proprius or verus. 
 
{647} Filius adoptivus or nuncupativus. 
 
{648} "Hic etiam Filius Dei natura est Filius, non adoptione." 
 
{649} So Baronius, Gfrorer, Baudissin; but Hefele (III. 649) objects to this for the reason that the 
Adoptionists very strongly asserted the Trinity and the divinity of Christ, which were so offensive 
to the Mohammedans. 
 
{650} So Neander and Jacobi; see his ed. of Neander’s Dogmengesch. II. 26 sqq. Jacobi tries to 
show a connection of Adoptionism with the writings of Theodor of Mopsueste. Gams 
(Kirchengesch. Spaniens, II. 2, p. 261 sqq.) conjectures that some Eastern Nestorians settled in 
Spain under Moslem rule, and suggested the Adoptionist theory. Hefele (III. 646) and Moller 
(Herzog 2 I. 159) are inclined to the same view. Enhueber, Walch, and Bach hold that Elipandus 
was led to his view by opposition to Migetius, who made no distinction between the Logos and 
Christ, as if the second person of the Trinity had not existed before the incarnation.—The reports 
on Migetius are vague. Elipandus charged him with teaching three corporeal persons in the 
Trinity who became incarnate in David (the Father), in Jesus (the Son), and in Paul (the Holy 
Spirit). He probably fell into the error of the Priscillianists, which was confounded with 
Sabellianism (hence his name magister Salibanorum, which is a corruption for Sabellianorum). 
See on this mysterious phenomenon Henrique Florez, Espaaa sagrada, T. V. 543 sq., and Hefele, 
l. c. III. 629-635 and 657. 
 
{651} Urgelis, Urgela, Orgellis, in the Marca Hispanica. It formerly belonged to the metropolis of 
Tarracona, but since the middle of the eighth century, to the province of Narbonne. 
 
{652} He is still honored in Spain as San Biego, but Elipandus called him a disciple of Antichrist, 
heretical, schismatical, ignorant, and devoted to carnal lusts, and the very opposite of what his 
name Beatus (Blessed) would suggest. 
 
{653} Hadrian is also reported to have written to Charlemagne, and called the Synod of 
Narbonne, 788; but the acts of this Synod (first published by Cattell, 1633) are rejected as 
spurious by Pagi, Walch, and Hefele (III. 662 sq.). 
 
{654} See a full account in Hefele III. 678 sqq. He calls it the most splendid of all the synods of 
Charlemagne. It was held apostolica auctoritate, two delegates of Pope Hadrian being present. 
But Charlemagne himself presided. The number of members is not given in the sources, but 
Baronius and many others after him say 300. 
 
{655} Hard. IV. 929-934; Alcuin, Epp. 92, 176; and the Confessio Fidei Felicis in Mansi, XIII. 
1035 sq. 
 
{656} See Walch, Hist. Adopt., p. 253; Gieseler, Church History, 4th Germ. ed vol. II., part I., p. 
117, note 13 (E. tr. II. 78).  



 



118. Doctrine of Adoptionism. 
 
The doctrine of Adoptionism is closely allied in spirit to the Nestorian Christology; but it 
concerns not so much the constitution of Christ’s person, as simply the relation of his humanity to 
the Fatherhood of God. The Adoptionists were no doubt sincere in admitting at the outset the 
unity of Christ’s person, the communication of properties between the two natures, and the term 
Theotokos (though in a qualified sense) as applied to the Virgin Mary. Yet their view implies an 
abstract separation of the eternal Son of God and the man Jesus of Nazareth, and results in the 
assertion of two distinct Sons of God. It emphasized the dyophysitism and dyotheletism of the 
orthodox Christology, and ran them out into a personal dualism, inasmuch as sonship is an 
attribute of personality, not of nature. The Adoptionists spoke of an adoptatus homo instead of an 
adoptata natura humana, and called the adopted manhood an adopted Son. They appealed to 
Ambrose, Hilary, Jerome, Augustin, and Isidore of Seville, and the Mozarabic Liturgy, which 
was used in Spain. {657} Sometimes the term adoptio is indeed applied to the Incarnation by 
earlier writers, and in the Spanish liturgy, but rather in the sense of assumptio or analhi, i.e. the 
elevation of the human nature, through Christ, to union with the Godhead. {658} They might, 
with better reason, have quoted Theodore of Mopsuestia as their predecessor; for his doctrine of 
the uio qeto is pretty much the same as their Filius Dei adoptivus. {659} 
 
The fundamental point in Adoptionism is the distinction of a double Sonship in Christ—one by 
nature and one by grace, one by generation and one by adoption, one by essence and one by title, 
one which is metaphysical and another which is brought about by an act of the divine will and 
choice. The idea of sonship is made to depend on the nature, not on the person; and as Christ has 
two natures, there must be in him two corresponding Sonships. According to his divine nature, 
Christ is really and essentially (secundum naturam or genere) the Son of God, begotten from 
eternity; but according to his human nature, he is the Son of God only nominally (nuncupative) 
by adoption, or by divine grace. By nature he is the Only-Begotten Son of God; {660} by 
adoption and grace he is the First-Begotten Son of God. {661} 
 
The Adoptionists quoted in their favor mainly John 14:28 Luke 1:80 18:19 Mark 13:32 John 1:14 
10:35 Romans 8:29 1 Corinthians 11:3 1 John 3:2 Deuteronomy 18:15 Psalm 2:8 22:23, and other 
passages from the Old Testament, which they referred to the Filius primogenitus et adoptivus; 
while Psalm 60:4 (ex utero ante Luciferum genui te); 44:2; Is. 45:23; Prov. 8:25, were understood 
to apply to the Filius unigenitus. None of these passages, which might as well be quoted in favor 
of Arianism, bear them out in the point of dispute. Christ is nowhere called the "adopted" Son of 
God. Felix inferred from the adoption of the children of God, that they must have an adoptive 
head. He made use of the illustration, that as a son cannot have literally two fathers, but may have 
one by birth and the other by adoption, so Christ, according to his humanity, cannot be the Son of 
David and the Son of God in one and the same sense; but he may be the one by nature and the 
other by adoption. {662} 
 
It is not clear whether he dated the adopted Sonship of Christ from his exaltation {663} or from 
his baptism, {664} or already from his birth. {665} He speaks of a double birth of Christ, 
compares the baptism of Christ with the baptism or regeneration of believers, and connects both 
with the spiritualis generatio per adoptionem; {666} but, on the other hand, he seems to trace the 
union of the human nature with the divine to the womb of the Virgin. {667} 
 
The Adoptionists, as already remarked, thought themselves in harmony with the Christology of 
Chalcedon, and professed faith in one divine person in two full and perfect natures; {668} they 



only wished to bring out their views of a double Sonship, as a legitimate consequence of the 
doctrine of two natures. 
 
The champions of orthodoxy, among whom Alcuin, the teacher and friend of Charlemagne, was 
the most learned and able, next to him Paulinus of Aquileja, and Agobard of Lyons, unanimously 
viewed Adoptionism as a revival or modification of the Nestorian heresy, which was condemned 
by the third Oecumenical Council (431). {669} 
 
Starting from the fact of a real incarnation, the orthodox party insisted that it was the eternal, only 
begotten Son of God, who assumed human nature from the womb of the Virgin, and united it 
with his divine person, remaining the proper Son of God, notwithstanding this change. {670} 
They quoted in their favor such passages as John 3:16 Romans 8:32 Ephesians 5:2 Acts 3:13-15. 
 
The radical fault of this heresy is, that it shifts the whole idea of Sonship from the person to the 
nature. Christ is the Son of God as to his person, not as to nature. The two natures do not form 
two Sons, since they are inseparably united in the one Christ. The eternal Son of God did not in 
the act of incarnation assume a human personality, but human nature. There is therefore no room 
at all for an adoptive Sonship. The Bible nowhere calls Christ the adopted Son of God. Christ is, 
in his person, from eternity or by nature what Christians become by grace and regeneration. 
 
In condemning Monotheletism, the Church emphasized the duality of natures in Christ; in 
condemning Adoptionism, she emphasized the unity of person. Thus she guarded the catholic 
Christology both against Eutychian and Nestorian departures, but left the problem of the full and 
genuine humanity of Christ unsolved. While he is the eternal Son of God, he is at the same time 
truly and fully the Son of man. The mediaeval Church dwelt chiefly on the divine majesty of 
Christ, and removed him at an infinite distance from man, so that he could only be reached 
through intervening mediators; but, on the other hand, she kept a lively, though grossly realistic, 
remembrance of his passion in the daily sacrifice of the mass, and found in the worship of the 
tender Virgin-Mother with the Infant-Saviour on her protecting arm a substitute for the 
contemplation and comfort of his perfect manhood. The triumph of the theory of 
transubstantiation soon followed the defeat of Adoptionism, and strengthened the tendency 
towards an excessive and magical supernaturalism which annihilates the natural, instead of 
transforming it. Note. 
 
The learned Walch defends the orthodoxy of the Adoptionists, since they did not say that Christ, 
in his two-fold Sonship, was alius et alius, allo kai allo (which is the Nestorian view), but that he 
was Son aliter et aliter, allw kai allw. Ketzerhistorie, vol. IX., pp. 881, 904. Baur (II., p. 152) 
likewise justifies Adoptionism, as a legitimate inference from the Chalcedonian dogma, but on 
the assumption that this dogma itself includes a contradiction. Neander, Dorner, Niedner, Hefele, 
and Moller concede the affinity of Adoptionism with Nestorianism, but affirm, at the same time, 
the difference and the new features in Adoptionism (see especially Dorner II., p. 309 sq.). 
 
{657} A strong passage was quoted in the letter of the Spanish bishops to Charlemagne from 
Isidore of Seville, who says (Etymolog., lib. II., c. 2; see Mignes ed. of Alcuin II. 1324): 
"Unigenitus vocatur secundum Divinitatis excellentiam, quia sine fratribus: Primogenitus 
secundum susceptionem hominis, in qua per adoptionem gratiae fratres habere dignatus est, de 
quibus esset primogenitus." From the Mozarabic liturgy they quoted seven passages. See Hefele 
III. 650 sqq. 
 
{658} In a passage of Hilary (De Trinit. II. 29), there is a dispute between two readings—"carnis 
humilitas Adoptatur," and "adoratur" (Alcuin)—although the former alone is consistent with the 



context, and "adoptatur" is used in a more general sense for assumitur (so Agobard). See Walch, 
Hist. Adopt., p. 22 sqq., and Gieseler, II. 76, note 2. 
 
{659} See Neander, Kirchengeschichte, III. p. 318 sqq.; E. ed. III. 159 sqq. 
 
{660} Unigenitus, monogenh, John 1:14,18. 
 
{661} Primogenitus, prwtotokov enpolloi adelfoi, Romans 8:29; Comp. Colossians 1:15. 
 
{662} Alcuin, Contra Felicem, I. 12, and III. 1. 
 
{663} Dorner, II. 319. 
 
{664} Walch. 
 
{665} Neander. 
 
{666} l. c. II. 15. 
 
{667} l. c. V. 1. 
 
{668} "In una persona, duabus quoque naturis plenis atque perfectis." Alcuin, Opp. II. 567. 
 
{669} Alcuin, contra Felicem, lib. l. c. 11: "Sicut Nestoriana impietas in duas Christum dividit 
personas propter duas naturas; ita et vestra indocta temeritas in duos eum dividit filios, unum 
proprium, alterum adoptivum. Si vero Christus est proprius Filius Dei Patris et adoptivus, ergo 
est alter et alter," etc. Lib. IV. c. 5: "Nonne duo sunt, qui verus est Deus, et qui nuncupativus 
Deus? Nonne etiam et duo sunt, qui adoptivus est Filius, et ille, qui verus est Filius?" 
 
{670} Ibid. II. 12: "Nec in illa assumptione alius est Deus, alius homo, vel alius Filius Dei, et 
alius Filius Virginis; sed idem est Filius Dei, qui et Filius Virginis; ut sit unus Filius etiam 
proprius et perfectus in duabus naturis Dei et hominis." In the Confession which Felix had to sign 
in 799 when he abjured his error, it is said that the Son of God and the Son of man are one and the 
same true and proper Son of the Father, "non adoptione, non appellatione seu nuncupased in 
utraque natura unus Dei Patrus verus et proprius Dei Dei Filius."  

 



119. The Predestinarian Controversy. 
 
Comp. vol. III., 158-160, pp. 851 sqq. 
 
Literature. 
 
I. The sources are: (1) The remains of the writings of Gottschalk, viz., three Confessions (one 
before the Synod of Mainz, two composed in prison), a poetic Epistle to Ratramnus, and fragment 
of a book against Rabanus Maurus. Collected in the first volume of Mauguin (see below), and in 
Migne’s "Patrol. Lat.," Tom. 121, col. 348-372. 
 
(2) The writings of Gottschalk’s friends: Prudentius: Epist. ad Hincmarum, and Contra Jo. 
Scotum; Ratramnus: Deuteronomy Praedest., 850; Servatus Lupus: Deuteronomy tribus 
Questionibus (i.e., free will, predestination, and the extent of the atonement), 850; Florus 
Magister: Deuteronomy Praed. contra J. Scot.; Remigius: Lib. de tribus Epistolis, and Libellus de 
tenenda immobiliter Scripturae veritate. Collected in the first vol. of Mauguin, and in Migne’s 
"Patrol. Lat.," vols. 115, 119 and 121. A poem of Walafrid Strabo on Gottschalk, in Migne, Tom. 
114, col. 1115 sqq. 
 
(3) The writings of Gottschalk’s opponents: Rabanus Maurus (in Migne, Tom. 112); Hincmar of 
Rheims: Deuteronomy Praedestinatione et Libero Arbitrio, etc. (in Migne, Tom. 125 and 126); 
Scotus Erigena: Deuteronomy Praedest. Dei contra Gottescalcum, 851 (first ed. by Mauguin, 
1650, and in 1853 by Floss in Migne, Tom. 122). See also the Acts of Councils in Mansi, Tom. 
XIV. and XV. 
 
II. Works of historians: Jac. Ussher (Anglican and Calvinist): Gotteschalci et Praedestinatianae 
controversiae ab eo motto Historia. Dublin, 1631; Hanover, 1662; and in the Dublin ed. of his 
works. 
 
Gilb. Mauguin (Jansenist, d. 1674): Vet. Auctorum, qui IX. saec. de Praedest. et Grat. 
scripserunt, Opera et Fragm. plurima nunc primum in lucem edita, etc. Paris, 1650, 2 Tom. In the 
second volume he gives the history and defends the orthodoxy of Gottschalk. 
 
L. Cellot (Jesuit): Hist. Gotteschalci praedestinatiani. Paris, 1655, fol. Against Gottschalk and 
Mauguin. 
 
J. J. Hottinger (Reformed): Fata doctrinae de Praedestinatione et Gratia Dei. Tiguri, 1727. Also 
his Dissertation on Gottschalk, 1710. 
 
Card. Noris: Historia Gottesc., in his Opera. Venice, 1759, Tom. III. 
 
F. Monnier: Deuteronomy Gotteschalci et Joan. Erigenae Controversia. Paris, 1853. 
 
Jul. Weizsacker (Luth.): Das Dogma von der gottl. Vorherbestimmung im 9 ten Jahrh., in 
Dorner’s "Jahrbucher fur Deutsche Theol." Gotha, 1859, p. 527-576. 
 
Hefele (R. Cath.): Conciliengesch. IV. 130-223 (second ed., 1879). 
 
V. Borrasch: Der Monch Gottschalk v. Orbais, sein Leben u. seine Lehre. Thorn, 1868. 
 



Kunstmann: Hrabanus Maurus (Mainz, 1841); Spingler: Rabanus Maurus (Ratisbon, 1856); and 
C. v. Noorden: Hinkmar v. Rheims (Bonn, 1863); H. Schrors: Hincmar Erzbisch v. R. (Freil. B. 
1884). 
 
See also Schrockh, vol. XXIV. 1-126; Neander, Gieseler, Baur, in their Kirchengeschichte and 
their Dogmengeschichte; Bach (Rom. Cath.), in his Dogmengesch. des Mittelalters, I. 219-263; 
Guizot: Civilization in France, Lect. V.; Hardwick: Middle Age, 161-165; Robertson, II. 288-299; 
Reuter, Rel. Aufklarung im Mittelalter, I. 43-48; and Moller in Herzog 2, V. 324-328. 
 
Gottschalk or Godescalcus, {671} an involuntary monk and irregularly ordained priest, of noble 
Saxon parentage, strong convictions, and heroic courage, revived the Augustinian theory, on one 
of the most difficult problems of speculative theology, but had to suffer bitter persecution for re-
asserting what the great African divine had elaborated and vindicated four centuries before with 
more depth, wisdom and moderation. 
 
The Greek church ignored Augustin, and still more Gottschalk, and adheres to this day to the 
anthropology of the Nicene and ante-Nicene fathers, who laid as great stress on the freedom of 
the will as on divine grace. John of Damascus teaches an absolute foreknowledge, but not an 
absolute foreordination of God, because God cannot foreordain sin, which he wills not, and 
which, on the contrary, he condemns and punishes; and he does not force virtue upon the 
reluctant will. 
 
The Latin church retained a traditional reverence for Augustin, as her greatest divine, but never 
committed herself to his scheme of predestination. {672} It always found individual advocates, as 
Fulgentius of Ruspe, and Isidore of Seville, who taught a two-fold predestination, one of the elect 
unto life eternal, and one of the reprobate unto death eternal. Beda and Alcuin were Augustinians 
of a milder type. But the prevailing sentiment cautiously steered midway between 
Augustinianism and Semi-Pelagianism, giving the chief weight to the preceding and enabling 
grace of God, yet claiming some merit for man’s consenting and cooperating will. {673} This 
compromise may be called Semi-Augustinianism, as distinct from Semi-Pelagianism. It was 
adopted by the Synod of Orange (Arausio) in 529, which condemned the Semi-Pelagian error 
(without naming its adherents) and approved Augustin’s views of sin and grace, but not his view 
of predestination, which was left open. It was transmitted to the middle ages through Pope 
Gregory the Great, who, next to Augustin, exerted most influence on the theology of our period; 
and this moderated and weakened Augustinianism triumphed in the Gottschalk controversy. 
 
The relation of the Roman church to Augustin in regard to predestination is similar to that which 
the Lutheran church holds to Luther. The Reformer held the most extreme view on divine 
predestination, and in his book on the Slavery of the Human Will, against Erasmus, he went 
further than Augustin before him and Calvin after him; {674} yet notwithstanding his 
commanding genius and authority, his view was virtually disowned, and gave way to the 
compromise of the Formula of Concord, which teaches both an absolute election of believers and 
a sincere call of all sinners to repentance. The Calvinistic Confessions, with more logical 
consistency, teach an absolute predestination as a necessary sequence of Divine omnipotence and 
omniscience, but confine it, like Augustin, to the limits of the infralapsarian scheme, with an 
express exclusion of God from the authorship of sin. Supralapsarianism, however, also had its 
advocates as a theological opinion. In the Roman church, the Augustinian system was revived by 
the Jansenists, but only to be condemned. 
 
{671} There axe several persons of that name; the three best known are, (1) the subject of this 
chapter; (2) the writer of sequences mentioned in this volume, p. 433; (3) the prince of the 



Slavonic and Wendish tribes on the borders of Northern Germany, who died a martyr June 7, 
1066. The meaning of Gottschalk is God’s servant. The German word Schalk, Knecht, has 
undergone the same change as the English word knave. Milman (IV. 184) calls our Gottschalk a 
"premature Luther" (who was also a Saxon), but gives no account of the controversy on "the dark 
subject of predestination." Schrors (l. c. 96) likewise compares Gottschalk with Luther, but the 
difference is much greater than the resemblance. 
 
{672} See vol. III. 866 sqq. Neander says (Church Hist. III. 472): "The Augustinian doctrine of 
grace had finally gained a complete victory even over Semi-Pelagianism; but on the doctrine of 
predestination nothing had as yet been publicly determined." Gieseler (II. 84): "Strict 
Augustinianism had never been generally adopted even in the West." 
 
{673} In the language of Gregory I.: "Bonum, quod agimus, et Dei est, et nostrum: Dei per 
praevenientem gratiam, nostrum per obsequentem liberam voluntatem. Si enim Dei non est, unde 
ei gratias in eteruum agimus? Rursum si nostrum non est, unde. nobis retribui praemia 
speramus?" Moral., Lib. XXXI. in Cap. 41 Job, in Migne’s ed. of Gregory’s Opera, II. 699. 
 
{674} Melanchthon, too, at first was so strongly impressed with the divine sovereignty that he 
traced the adultery of David and the treason of Judas to the eternal decree of God; but be 
afterwards changed his view in favor of synergism, which Luther never did.  

 



120. Gottschalk and Babanus Maurus. 
 
Gottschalk, the son of Count Berno (or Bern), was sent in his childhood by his parents to the 
famous Hessian convent of Fulda as a pious offering (oblatus). When he had attained mature age, 
he denied the validity of his involuntary tonsure, wished to leave the convent, and brought his 
case before a Synod of Mainz in 829. The synod decided in his favor, but the new abbot, Rabanus 
Maurus, appealed to the emperor, and wrote a book, Deuteronomy Oblatione Puerorum, in 
defence of the obligatory character of the parental consecration of a child to monastic life. He 
succeeded, but allowed Gottschalk to exchange Fulda for Orbais in the diocese of Soissons in the 
province of Rheims. From this time dates his ill feeling towards the reluctant monk, whom he 
called a vagabond, and it cannot be denied that Rabanus appears unfavorably in the whole 
controversy. 
 
At Orbais Gottschalk devoted himself to the study of Augustin and Fulgentius of Ruspe (d. 533), 
with such ardent enthusiasm that he was called Fulgentius. {675} He selected especially the 
passages in favor of the doctrine of predestination, and recited them to his fellow-monks for 
hours, gaining many to his views. But his friend, Servatus Lupus, warned him against 
unprofitable speculations on abstruse topics, instead of searching the Scriptures for more practical 
things. He corresponded with several scholars’ and made a pilgrimage to Rome. On his return in 
847 or 848, he spent some time with the hospitable Count Eberhard of Friuli, a son-in-law of the 
Emperor Louis the Pious, met there Bishop Noting of Verona, and communicated to him his 
views on predestination. Noting informed Rabanus Maurus, who had in the mean time become 
archbishop of Mainz, and urged him to refute this new heresy. 
 
Rabanus Maurus wrote a letter to Noting on predestination, intended against Gottschalk, though 
without naming him. {676} He put the worst construction upon his view of a double 
predestination, and rejected it for seven reasons, chiefly, because it involves a charge of injustice 
against God; it contradicts the Scriptures, which promise eternal reward to virtue; it declares that 
Christ shed his blood in vain for those that are lost; and it leads some to carnal security, others to 
despair. His own doctrine is moderately Augustinian. He maintains that the whole race, including 
unbaptized children, lies under just condemnation in consequence of Adam’s sin; that out of this 
mass of corruption God from pure mercy elects some to eternal life, and leaves others, in view of 
their moral conduct, to their just punishment. God would have all men to be saved, yet he actually 
saves only a part; why he makes such a difference, we do not know and must refer to his hidden 
counsel. Foreknowledge and foreordination are distinct, and the latter is conditioned by the 
former. Here is the point where Rabanus departs from Augustin and agrees with the Semi-
Pelagians. He also distinguishes between praesciti and praedestinati. The impenitent sinners were 
only foreknown, not foreordained. He admitted that "the punishment is foreordained for the 
sinner," but denied that "the sinner is foreordained for punishment." {677} He supported his view 
with passages from Jerome, Prosper, Gennadius, and Augustin. {678} 
 
Gottschalk saw in this tract the doctrine of the Semi-Pelagian Gennadius and Cassianus rather 
than of "the most catholic doctor" Augustin. He appeared before a Synod at Mainz, which was 
opened Oct. 1, 848, in the presence of the German king, and boldly professed his belief in a two-
fold predestination, to life and to death, God having from eternity predestinated his elect by free 
grace to eternal life, and quite similarly all reprobates, by a just judgment for their evil deserts, to 
eternal death. {679} The offensive part in this confession lies in the words two-fold (gemina) and 
quite similarly (similiter omnino), by which he seemed to put the two foreordinations, i.e. election 
and reprobation, on the same footing; but he qualified it by a reference to the guilt and future 
judgment of the reprobate. He also maintained against Rabanus that the Son of God became man 



and died only for the elect. He measured the extent of the purpose by the extent of the effect. God 
is absolutely unchangeable, and his will must be fulfilled. What does not happen, cannot have 
been intended by him. 
 
The details of the synodical transaction are unknown, but Rabanus, who presided over the Synod, 
gives as the result, in a letter to Hincmar, that Gottschalk was condemned, together with his 
pernicious doctrine (which he misrepresents), and handed over to his metropolitan, Hincmar, for 
punishment and safe-keeping. 
 
{675} By Walafrid Strabo his fellow-student at Fulda, who had a high opinion of his learning and 
piety, and wrote a poem entitled "Gotescalcho monacho qui et Fulgentius;" in Opera ed. Migne, 
Tom. II. ("Patr. Lat.," Tom. 114, col. 1115-1117). Neander (III. 474, note) supposes that 
Gottschalk probably borrowed from Fulgentius the term praedestinatio duplex. 
 
{676} Epist, V. ad Notingum, Deuteronomy Praedestinatione, first published, together with a 
letter Ad Eberhardum comitem, by Sirmond, Paris, 1647; also in Rabani Mauri Opera, Tom. VI., 
ed. Migne ("Patr. Lat.," Tom. 112, col. 1530-1553). Hefele (IV. 134) complains that this edition 
has many inaccuracies and typographical errors. 
 
{677} Hefele (IV. 136) declares this to be inconsistent, because both sentences amount to the 
same thing and give a good orthodox sense. "In Wahrheit ist ja auch der Sunder praedestinirt ad 
mortem oder poenam, aber seine Praedestination ist keine absolute, wie die des electus, sondern 
sie ist bedingt durch die praevisa demerita." 
 
{678} Chiefly from the Hypomnesticon (Commonitorium, Memorandum), usually called 
Augustinian work against the called Hypognosticon (Subnotationes), a pseudo-Pelagians, which 
was freely quoted at that time as Augustinian by Scotus Erigena and Hincmar; while Remigius 
proved the spuriousness. It is printed in the tenth vol. of the Benedict. ed. of Augustin, and in 
Migne’s reprint, X. 1611-1664. See Feuerlein: Disquis. Hist. de libris Hypognosticon, an ab 
Hincmaro, in Augustana Confessione et alibi recte tribuantur divo Augustino. Altdorf, 1735. 
 
{679} The fragment of this confession is preserved by Hincmar, Deuteronomy Praedest., c. 5 
(Migne, 125, col. 89 sq.): "Ego Gothescalcus credo et confiteor, profiteor et testificor ex Deo 
Patre, per Deum Filium, in Deo Spiritu Sancto, et affirmo atque approbo coram Deo et sanctis. 
ejus, quod gemina est praedestinatio, sive electorum ad requiem, sive reproborum ad mortem [so 
far quoted verbatim from Isidore of Seville, Sent. II. 6]: quia sicut Deus incommutabilis ante 
mundi constitutionem omnes electos suos incommutabiliter per gratuitam gratiam suam 
praedestinavit ad vitam aeternam, similter omnino omnes reprobos, quia in die judicii 
damnabuntur propter ipsorum mala merita, idem ipse incommutabilis Deus per justum judicium 
suum incommutabiliter praedestinavit ad mortem merito sempiternam."  

 



121. Gottschalk and Hincmar. 
 
Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims, a most influential, proud and intolerant prelate, was ill-disposed 
towards Gottschalk, because he had been somewhat irregularly (though not invalidly) ordained to 
the priesthood by a rural bishop (chorepiscopus), Rigbold of Rheims, without the knowledge of 
his own bishop of Soissons, and gone on travels without permission of his abbot. {680} He 
treated the poor monk without mercy. Gottschalk was summoned before a synod of Chiersy (in 
palatio Carisiaco) {681} in the spring of 849. He refused to recant, and was condemned as an 
incorrigible heretic, deposed from the priesthood, publicly scourged for obstinacy, according to 
the rule of St. Benedict, compelled to burn his books, and shut up in the prison of a convent in the 
province of Rheims. {682} According to the report of eye-witnessses, he was scourged "most 
atrociously" and "nearly to death," until half dead he threw his book, which contained the proofs 
of his doctrine from the Scriptures and the fathers, into the fire. It is a relief to learn that St. 
Remigius, archbishop of Lyons, expressed his horror at the "unheard of impiety and cruelty" of 
this treatment of the miserabilis monachus, as Gottschalk is often called by his friends. 
 
In his lonely prison at Hautvilliers, the condemned monk composed two confessions, a shorter 
and a longer one, in which he strongly re-asserted his doctrine of a double predestination. He 
appealed to Pope Nicolas, who seems to have had some sympathy with him, and demanded a 
reinvestigation, which, however, never took place. He also offered, in reliance on the grace of 
God, to undergo the fiery ordeal before the king, the bishops and monks, to step successively into 
four cauldrons of boiling water, oil, fat and pitch, and then to walk through a blazing pile; but 
nobody could be found to accept the challenge. Hincmar refused to grant him in his last sickness 
the communion and Christian burial except on condition of full recantation. {683} Gottschalk 
scorned the condition, died in his unshaken faith, and was buried in unconsecrated soil after an 
imprisonment of twenty years (868 or 869). 
 
He had the courage of his convictions. His ruling idea of the unchangeableness of God reflected 
itself in his inflexible conduct. His enemies charged him with vanity, obstinacy, and strange 
delusions. Jesuits (Sirmond, Peteau, Cellot) condemn him and his doctrine; while Calvinists and 
Jansenists (Ussher, Hottinger, Mauguin) vindicate him as a martyr to the truth. 
 
{680} Mauguin vindicates Gottschalk in both respects. 
 
{681} Carisiacum, Cressy or Crecy in Northern France, in the department of Somme, celebrated 
by the battle of 1346 between the English Edward III. and the French Philip VI. 
 
{682} Mansi, XIV. 921; Pertz, Monum. I. 443 sq.; Migne, Tom. 115, col. 1402; Hefele, IV. 142 
sqq. Hefele doubts, with plausible reason, the concluding sentence of the synod, in which 
Gottschalk is condemned to everlasting silence. 
 
{683} Gottschalk had provoked him by his disregard of episcopal authority, and by the charge of 
Sabellianism for altering "trina Deitas," in a church hymn, into "summa Deitas." Hincmar 
charged him in turn with Arianism, but the word to which he had objected, retained its place in 
the Gallican service.  

 



122. The Contending Theories on Predestination, and the Victory of 
Semi-Augustinianism. 
 
During the imprisonment of Gottschalk a lively controversy, was carried on concerning the point 
in dispute, which is very creditable to the learning of that age, but after all did not lead to a clear 
and satisfactory settlement. The main question was whether divine predestination or 
foreordination which all admitted as a necessary element of the Divine perfection, was absolute 
or relative; in other words, whether it embraced all men and all acts, good and bad, or only those 
who are saved, and such acts as God approves and rewards. This question necessarily involved 
also the problem of the freedom of the human will, and the extent of the plan of redemption. The 
absolute predestinarians denied, the relative predestinarians affirmed, the freedom of will and the 
universal import of Christ’s atoning death. 
 
The doctrine of absolute predestination was defended, in substantial agreement with Gottschalk, 
though with more moderation and caution, by Prudentius, Bishop of Troyes, Ratramnus, monk of 
Corbie, Servatus Lupus, Abbot of Ferrieres, and Remigius, Archbishop of Lyons, and confirmed 
by the Synod of Valence, 855, and also at Langres in 859. 
 
The doctrine of free will and a conditional predestination was advocated, in opposition to 
Gottschalk, by Archbishop Rabanus Maurus of Mainz, Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims, and 
Bishop Pardulus of Laon, and confirmed at a synod of Chiersy, 853, and in part again at 
Savonnieres, near Toul, in 859. 
 
A third theory was set forth by John Scotus Erigena, intended against Gottschalk, but was in fact 
still more against the orthodox view, and disowned by both parties. 
 
I. The doctrine of an Absolute and Two-Fold Predestination. 
 
Gottschalk professed to follow simply the great Augustin. This is true; but he gave undue 
disproportion to the tenet of predestination, and made it a fundamental theological principle, 
inseparable from the immutability of God; while with Augustin it was only a logical inference 
from his anthropological premises. He began where Augustin ended. To employ a later 
(Calvinistic) terminology, he was a supralapsarian rather than an infralapsarian. He held a two-
fold predestination of the elect to salvation, and of the reprobate to perdition; not in the sense of 
two separate predestinations, but one predestination with two sides (gemina, i.e. bipartita), a 
positive side (election) and a negative side (reprobation). He could not conceive of the one 
without the other; but he did not teach a predestination of the sinner to sin, which would make 
God the author of sin. In this respect he was misrepresented by Rabanus Maurus. {684} In his 
shorter Confession from his prison, he says: "I believe and confess that God foreknew and 
foreordained the holy angels and elect men to unmerited eternal life, but that he equally (pariter) 
foreordained the devil with his host and with all reprobate men, on account of their foreseen 
future evil deeds, by a just judgment, to merited eternal death." He appeals to passages of the 
Scriptures, to Augustin, Fulgentius, and Isidor, who taught the very same thing except the pariter. 
In the larger Confession, which is in the form of a prayer, he substitutes for equally the milder 
term almost or nearly (propemodum), and denies that God predestinated the reprobates to sin. 
"Those, O God," he says, "of whom thou didst foreknow that they would persist by their own 
misery in their damnable sins, thou didst, as a righteous judge, predestinate to perdition." He 
spoke of two redemptions, one common to the elect and the reprobate, another proper and special 



for the elect only. In similar manner the Calvinists, in their controversy, with the Arminians, 
maintained that Christ died efficiently only for the elect, although sufficiently for all men. 
 
His predestinarian friends brought out the difference in God’s relation to the good and the evil 
more clearly. Thus Ratramnus says that God was the author (auctor) as well as the ruler 
(ordinator) of good thoughts and deeds, but only the ruler, not the author, of the bad. He 
foreordained the punishment of sin, not sin itself (poenam, not peccatum). He directs the course 
of sin, and overrules it for good. He used the evil counsel of Judas as a means to bring about the 
crucifixion and through it the redemption. Lupus says that God foreknew and permitted Adam’s 
fall, and foreordained its consequences, but not the fall itself. Magister Florus also speaks of a 
praedestinatio gemina, yet with the emphatic distinction, that God predestinated the elect both to 
good works and to salvation, but the reprobate only to punishment, not to sin. He was at first ill-
informed of the teaching of Gottschalk, as if he had denied the meritum damnationis. Remigius 
censured the "temerity" and "untimely loquacity" of Gottschalk, but defended him against the 
inhuman treatment, and approved of all his propositions except the unqualified denial of freedom 
to do good after the fall, unless he meant by it that no one could use his freedom without the 
grace of God. He subjected the four chapters of Hincmar to a severe criticism. On the question 
whether God will have all men to be saved without or with restriction, and whether Christ died 
for all men or only for the elect, he himself held the particularistic view, but was willing to allow 
freedom of opinion, since the church had not decided that question, and the Bible admitted of 
different interpretations. {685} 
 
The Synod of Valence, which met at the request of the Emperor Lothaire in 855, endorsed, in 
opposition to Hincmar and the four chapters of the Synod of Chiersy, the main positions of the 
Augustinian system as understood by Remigius, who presided. {686} It affirms a two-fold 
predestination ("praedestinationem electorum ad vitam et praedestinationem impiorum ad 
mortem"), but with such qualifications and distinctions as seemed to be necessary to save the 
holiness of God and the moral responsibility of man. The Synod of Langres in the province of 
Lyons, convened by Charles the Bald in 859, repeated the doctrinal canons of Valence, but 
omitted the censure of the four chapters of Chiersy, which Charles the Bald had subscribed, and 
thus prepared the way for a compromise. 
 
We may briefly state the system of the Augustinian school in the following propositions: 
 
(1) All men are sinners, and justly condemned in consequence of Adam’s fall. 
 
(2) Man in the natural state has no freedom of choice, but is a slave of sin. (This, however, was 
qualified by Remigius and the Synod of Valence in the direction of Semi-Pelagianism.) 
 
(3) God out of free grace elected from eternity and unalterably a part of mankind to holiness and 
salvation, and is the author of all their good deeds; while he leaves the rest in his inscrutable 
counsel to their merited damnation. 
 
(4) God has unalterably predestinated the impenitent and persistent sinner to everlasting 
punishment, but not to sin, which is the guilt of man and condemned by God. 
 
(5) Christ died only for the elect. 
 
Gottschalk is also charged by his opponents with slighting the church and the sacraments, and 
confining the effect of baptism and the eucharist to the elect. This would be consistent with his 
theory. He is said to have agreed with his friend Ratramnus in rejecting the doctrine of 



transubstantiation. Augustin certainly did not teach transubstantiation, but he checked the logical 
tendency of Predestinarianism by the Catholic doctrine of baptismal regeneration, and of the 
visible historical church as the mediatrix of salvation. {687} 
 
II. The doctrine of a Conditional and Single Predestination. 
 
Rabanus and Hincmar, who agreed in theology as well as in unchristian conduct towards 
Gottschalk, claimed to be Augustinians, but were at heart Semi-Pelagians, and struck a middle 
course, retaining the Augustinian premises, but avoiding the logical consequences. 
Foreknowledge (praescientia) is a necessary attribute of the omniscient mind of God, and differs 
from foreordination or predestination (praedestinatio), which is an attribute of his omnipotent 
will. The former may exist without the latter, but not the latter without the former. 
Foreknowledge is absolute, and embraces all things and all men, good and bad; foreordination is 
conditioned by foreknowledge, and refers only to what is good. God foreknew sin from eternity, 
but did not predestinate it; and so he foreknew the sinners, but did not predestinate them to sin or 
death; they are simply praesciti, not praedestinati. There is therefore no double predestination, 
but only one predestination which coincides with election to eternal life. The fall of Adam with 
its consequences falls under the idea of divine permission. God sincerely intends to save all men 
without distinction, and Christ shed his blood for all; if any are lost, they have to blame 
themselves. 
 
Hincmar secured the confirmation of his views by the Synod of Chiersy, held in presence of the 
Emperor, Charles the Bald, 853, It adopted four propositions: {688} 
 
(1) God Almighty made man free from sin, endowed him with reason and the liberty of choice, 
and placed him in Paradise. Man, by the abuse of this liberty, sinned, and the whole race became 
a mass of perdition. Out of this massa perditionis God elected those whom he by grace 
predestinated unto life eternal; others he left by a just judgment in the mass of perdition, 
foreknowing that they would perish, but not foreordaining them to perdition, though he 
foreordained eternal punishment for them. {689} This is Augustinian, but weakened in the last 
clause. 
 
(2) We lost the freedom of will through the fall of the first man, and regained it again through 
Christ. This chapter, however, is so vaguely worded that it may be understood in a Semi-Pelagian 
as well as in an Augustinian sense. {690} 
 
(3) God Almighty would have all men without exception to be saved, although not all are actually 
saved. Salvation is a free gift of grace; perdition is the desert of those who persist in sin. 
 
(4) Jesus Christ died for all men past, present and future, though not all are redeemed by the 
mystery of his passion, owing to their unbelief. 
 
The last two propositions are not Augustinian, but catholic, and are the connecting link between 
the catholic orthodoxy and the Semi-Pelagian heresy. 
 
Hincmar defended these propositions against the objections of Remigius and the Synod of 
Valence, in two books on Predestination and Free Will (between 856 and 863). The first is lost, 
the second is preserved. It is very prolix and repetitious, and marks no real progress. He made 
several historical blunders, and quoted freely from the pseudo-Augustinian Hypomnesticon, 
which he thought presented Augustin’s later and better views. 
 



The two parties came to a sort of agreement at the National Synod of France held at Toucy, near 
Toul, in October, 860, in presence of the Emperor, Charles the Bald, King Lothaire II., and 
Charles of Provence, and the bishops of fourteen ecclesiastical provinces. {691} Hincmar was the 
leading man, and composed the synodical letter. He still maintained his four propositions, but 
cleared himself of the suspicion of Semi-Pelagianism. The first part of the synodical letter, 
addressed to all the faithful, gives a summary of Christian doctrine, and asserts that nothing can 
happen in heaven and earth without the will or permission of God; that he would have all men to 
be saved and none lost; that he did not deprive man after the fall of free will, but heals and 
supports it by grace; that Christ died on the cross for all men; that in the end all the predestinated 
who are now scattered in the massa perditionis, will be gathered into the fulness of the eternal 
church in heaven. 
 
Here ended the controversy. It was a defeat of predestinarianism in its rigorous form and a 
substantial victory of Semi-Augustinianism, which is almost identical with Semi-Pelagianism 
except that it gives greater prominence to divine grace. 
 
Practically, even this difference disappeared. The mediaeval church needed the doctrine of free 
will and of universal call, as a basis for maintaining the moral responsibility, the guilt and merit 
of man, and as a support to the sacerdotal and sacramental mediation of salvation; while the strict 
predestinarian system, which unalterably determines the eternal fate of every soul by a pre-
temporal or ante-mundane decree, seemed in its logical consequences to neutralize the appeal to 
the conscience of the sinner, to cut off the powerful inducement of merit and reward, to limit the 
efficacy of the sacraments to the elect, and to weaken the hierarchy of the Catholic Church. 
 
But while churchly and sacerdotal Semi-Augustinianism or covert Semi-Pelagianism triumphed 
in France, where Hincmar had the last word in the controversy, it was not oecumenically 
sanctioned. Pope Nicolas, who was dissatisfied with Hincmar on hierarchical grounds, had some 
sympathy with Gottschalk, and is reported to have approved the Augustinian canons of the 
Synods of Valence and Langres in regard to a "two-fold predestination" and the limitation of the 
atonement. {692} 
 
Thus the door was left open within the Catholic church itself for a revival of strict 
Augustinianism, and this took place on a grand scale in the sixteenth century. 
 
Notes. 
 
The Gottschalk controversy was first made the subject of historical investigation and critical 
discussion in the seventeenth century, but was disturbed by the doctrinal antagonism between 
Jansenists (Jansen, Mauguin) and Jesuits (Sirmond, Cellot). The Calvinistic historians (Ussher, 
Hottinger) sided with Gottschalk and the Jansenists. The controversy has been more calmly and 
impartially considered by the Protestant historians of the nineteenth century, but with a slight 
difference as to the limits and the result of the controversy; some representing it merely as a 
conflict between a stricter and a milder type of Augustinianism (Neander, Kurtz), others as a 
conflict between Augustinianism and a revived and triumphant Semi-Pelagianism (Baur, 
Weizsacker). The former view is more correct. Semi-Pelagianism was condemned by the Synod 
of Orange (Arausio), 529; again by the Synod of Valence in the same year, and by Pope Boniface 
II., 530, and has ever since figured in the Roman catalogue of heresies. The Catholic Church 
cannot sanction what she has once condemned. 
 
Both parties in the contest of the ninth century (leaving the isolated Scotus Erigena out of view) 
appealed to Augustin as the highest patristic authority in the Latin church. Both agreed in the 



Augustinian anthropology and soteriology, i.e. in the doctrine of a universal fall in Adam, and a 
partial redemption through Christ; both maintained that some men are saved by free grace, that 
others are lost by their own guilt; and both confined the possibility of salvation to the present life 
and to the limits of the visible church (which leads logically to the horrible and incredible 
conclusion that the overwhelming majority of the human race, including all unbaptized infants, 
are eternally lost). But the Augustinian party went back to absolute predestination, as the ultima 
ratio of God’s difference of dealing with the saved and the lost, or the elect and the reprobate; 
while the Semi-Augustinian party sought the difference rather in the merits or demerits of men, 
and maintained along-side with a conditional predestination the universal benevolence of God 
and the universal offer of saving grace (which, however, is merely assumed, and not at all 
apparent in this present life). The Augustinian scheme is more theological and logical, the Semi-
Augustinian more churchly and practical. Absolute predestinarianism starts from the almighty 
power of God, but is checked by the moral sense and kept within the limits of infralapsarianism, 
which exempts the holy God from any agency in the fall of the race, and fastens the guilt of sin 
upon man. Relative predestinarianism emphasizes the responsibility and salvability of all men, 
but recognizes also their perfect dependence upon divine grace for actual salvation. The solution 
of the problem must be found in the central idea of the holy love of God, which is the key-note of 
all his attributes and works. 
 
The practical difference between the catholic Semi-Augustinianism and the heterodox Semi-
Pelagianism is, as already remarked, very small. They are twin-sisters; they virtually ignore 
predestination, and lay the main stress on the efficacy of the sacramental system of the historical 
church, as the necessary agency for regeneration and salvation. 
 
The Lutheran system, as developed in the Formula of Concord, is the evangelical counterpart of 
the Catholic Semi-Augustinianism. It retains also its sacramental feature (baptismal regeneration 
and the eucharistic presence), but cuts the root of human merit by the doctrine of justification by 
faith alone. 
 
Calvinism is a revival of Augustinianism, but without its sacramental and sacerdotal checks. 
 
Arminianism, as developed in the Reformed church of Holland and among the Wesleyan 
Methodists, and held extensively in the Church of England, is an evangelical counterpart of Semi-
Pelagianism, and differs from Lutheranism by teaching a conditional election and freedom of the 
will sufficient to accept as well as to reject the universal offer of saving grace. 
 
{684} Rabanus makes Gottschalk teach a "praedestinatio Dei, sicut in bono, sic ita et in malo 
quasi Deus eos [reprobos] fecisset ab initio incorrigibiles." But even Hincmar concedes (De 
Praed., c. 15, in Migne 125, col. 126) that the predestinarians of his day (moderni 
Praedestinatiani) taught only a predestination of the reprobates ad interitum, not ad peccatum. 
Cardinal Noris and Hefele (IV. 140) admit the perversion of Gottschalk’s words in malam partem 
by Rabanus. The same charge of making God the author of sin by predestinating and creating 
men for sin and damnation, has again and again been raised against supralapsarians and 
Calvinists generally, in spite of their express denial. 
 
{685} The particularists appealed to the passage Matthew 26:26, pro multis (peri pollwn, without 
the article), and understood it in the restricted sense as distinct from pro omnibus; while they 
arbitrarily restricted the omnes (pante) in 1 Timothy 2:3 and similar passages. 
 
{686} See the canons of this Synod in Mansi, XV. I sqq., and Hefele, IV. 193-195. 
 



{687} Dr. Bach, a learned Roman Catholic historian, states this point thus (l. c., I. 230): "Der 
historische Christus und die Kirche, der sichtbare Leib Christi verfluchtigt sich schon bei 
Gottschalk zu einem leeren Abstraktum, sobald der concrete Boden der Erwahlung nicht mehr die 
Kirche und ihre Sakramente, sondern ein lediglich fingirtes vorzeitliches Decret Gottes ist. Es 
taucht dann immer ein Surrogat der Phantasie, die s. g. unsichtbare Kirche auf, und diejenigen, 
welche die grossartige realistische Lehre des hl. Augustin von der Kirche und den Sakramenten 
zerstoren, nennen sich vorzuglich Augustinianer, indem sie nicht wissen, dass die Lehre 
Augustins von der Praedestination auf dem concreten Boden der Christologie und Anthropologie 
steht und ohne diese zur gefahrlichsten Haresie wird." 
 
{688} Capitula IV. Carisiacensia, in Hincmar, Deuteronomy Praed., c. 2; in Mansi, XIV. 920; 
Gieseler, II. 88; and Hefele, IV. 187. 
 
{689} "perituros praescivit, sed non ut perirent praedestinavit, poenam autem illis, quia justus 
est, praedestinavit aeternam." 
 
{690} "Libertatem arbitrii in primo homine perdidimus, quam per Christum Dominum nostrum 
recepimus: et habemus liberum arbitrium ad bonum, praeventum et adjutum gratia: et habemus 
liberum arbitrium ad malum, desertum gratia. Liberum autem habemus arbitrium, quia gratia 
liberatum, et gratia de corrupto sonatum." 
 
{691} Mansi, XV. 563; Hefele, IV. 215 sqq. 
 
{692} The decree of the pope is lost; but the fact rests on the authority of the well-informed 
Prudentius of Troyes in the Annales Bertiniani ad ann. 859 (Pertz, Mon. Germ., I. 453 sq.): 
"Nicolas, pontifex Romanus, de qratia Dei et libero arbitrio, de veritate Geminae 
praedestinationis et sanguine Christi, ut pro credentibus omnibus fusus sit, fideliter confirmat et 
catholice decernit." Hincmar doubted such a decision, and charged Prudentius with partiality (Ep. 
24 addressed to Egilo, Bishop of Sens). The Jesuits labored hard to set it aside against the 
Jansenists and Calvinists, but without good reason. Weizsacker (p. 574), Hardwick (p. 165), and 
Moller (in Herzog 2 V. 327) accept the statement of Prudentius, and Weizsacker says: "Hatte in 
Gallien die Hoftheologie des Konigs den Semipeligianimus(?) durchgebracht, so hat doch der 
Papst fur Augustin entschieden Die Kirchengeschichte darf ganz unbedenklich in ihre Blatter 
diese Entscheidung des romischen Stuhls gegen den Semipelagianismus des neunten 
Jahrhunderts aufnehmen, die man seit Mauguin niemals hatte bezweifeln sollen." Neander and 
Gieseler are silent on this point.  

 



123. The Doctrine of Scotus Erigena. 
 
A complete ed. of the works of Scotus Erigena by H. J. Floss, 1853, in Migne’s "P. L.," Tom. 
122. The book Deuteronomy Praedestinatione in col. 355-440. Comp. the monographs on S. E. 
by Hjort (1823), Staudenmaier (1834), Taillandier (1843), Christlieb (1860), and his art. in 
Herzog 2 XIII. 788 sqq., Hermens (1861), Huber (1861); the respective sections in Schrockh, 
Neander, Baur (on the Trinity), Dorner (on Christology); and in the Histories of Philosophy by 
Ritter, Erdmann, and Ueberweg. Also Reuter: Gesch. der relig. Aufklarung im Mittelalter (1875), 
I. 51-64 (a discussion of Erigena’s views on the relation of authority and reason). 
 
At the request of Hincmar, who was very anxious to secure learned aid, but mistook his man, 
John Scotus Erigena wrote a book on Predestination (in 850), and dedicated it to Hincmar and his 
friend Pardulus, Bishop of Laon. This most remarkable of Scotch-Irishmen was a profound 
scholar and philosopher, but so far ahead of his age as to be a wonder and an enigma. He shone 
and disappeared like a brilliant meteor. We do not know whether he was murdered by his pupils 
in Malmsbury (if he ever was called to England), or died a natural death in France (which is more 
likely). He escaped the usual fate of heretics by the transcendental character of his speculations 
and by the protection of Charles the Bald, with whom he was on such familiar terms that he could 
answer his saucy question at the dinner-table: "What is the difference between a Scot and a sot?" 
with the quick-witted reply: "The table, your Majesty." His system of thought was an 
anachronism, and too remote from the spirit of his times to be properly understood and 
appreciated. He was a Christian Neo-Platonist, a forerunner of Scholasticism and Mysticism and 
in some respects of Spinoza, Schleiermacher, and Hegel. With him church authority resolves 
itself into reason, theology into philosophy, and true philosophy is identical with true religion. 
Philosophy is, so to say, religion unveiled and raised from the cloudy region of popular belief to 
the clear ether of pure thought. {693} 
 
From this alpine region of speculation he viewed the problem of predestination and free will. He 
paid due attention to the Scriptures and the fathers. He often quotes St. Augustin, and calls him, 
notwithstanding his dissent, "the most acute inquirer and asserter of truth." {694} But where 
church authority contradicts reason, its language must be understood figuratively, and, if 
necessary, in the opposite sense. {695} He charges Gottschalk with the heresy of denying both 
divine grace and human freedom, since he derived alike the crimes which lead to damnation, and 
the virtues which lead to eternal life, from a necessary and compulsory predestination. Strictly 
speaking, there is in God neither before nor after, neither past nor future; {696} and hence neither 
fore-knowledge nor fore-ordination, except in an anthropopathic sense. He rejects a double 
predestination, because it would carry a contradiction into God. There is only one predestination, 
the predestination of the righteous, and this is identical with foreknowledge. {697} For in God 
knowledge and will are inseparable, and constitute his very being. The distinction arises from the 
limitation of the human mind and from ignorance of Greek; for prooravw means both praevideo 
and praedestino. There is no such thing as predestination to sin and punishment; for sin is nothing 
real at all, but simply a negation, an abuse of free will; {698} and punishment is simply the inner 
displeasure of the sinner at the failure of his bad aims. If several fathers call sinners praedestinati, 
they mean the reverse, as Christ called Judas amice instead of inimice, and as lucus is called a non 
lucendo. Sin lies outside of God, and does not exist for him at all; he does not even foreknow it, 
much less foreordain it; for knowing and being are identical with him. {699} But God has ordered 
that sin punishes itself; he has established immutable laws, which the sinner cannot escape. Free 
will is the very essence of man, and was not lost by the fall; only the power and energy of will are 
impaired. But Erigena vindicates to man freedom in the same sense in which he vindicates it to 



God, and identifies it with moral necessity. His pantheistic principles lead him logically to 
universal restoration. {700} 
 
This appears more clearly from his remarkable work, Deuteronomy Divisione Naturae, where he 
develops his system. The leading idea is the initial and final harmony of God and the universe, as 
unfolding itself under four aspects: (1) Natura creatrix non creata, i.e. God as the creative and 
uncreated beginning of all that exists; (2) Natura creatrix creata, i.e. the ideal world or the divine 
prototypes of all things; (3) Natura creata non creans, i.e. the created, but uncreative world of 
time and sense, as the reflex and actualization of the ideal world; (4) Natura nec creata nec 
creans, i.e. God as the end of all creation, which, after the defeat of all opposition, must return to 
him in an apokatastasi tw’n pantwn. "The first and the last form," he says, "are one, and can be 
understood only of God, who is the beginning and the end of all things." 
 
The tendency of this speculative and mystical pantheism of Erigena was checked by the practical 
influence of the Christian theism which entered into his education and personal experience, so 
that we may say with a historian who is always just and charitable: "We are unwilling to doubt, 
that he poured out many a devout and earnest prayer to a redeeming God for his inward 
illumination, and that he diligently sought for it in the sacred Scripture, though his conceptual 
apprehension of the divine Being seems to exclude such a relation of man to God, as prayer 
presupposes." {701} 
 
Hincmar had reason to disown such a dangerous champion, and complained of the Scotch 
"porridge." {702} John Scotus was violently assailed by Archbishop Wenilo of Sens, who 
denounced nineteen propositions of his book (which consists of nineteen chapters) as heretical, 
and by Bishop Prudentius, who increased the number to seventy-seven. He was charged with 
Pelagianism and Origenism, and censured for substituting philosophy for theology, and 
sophistical subtleties for sound arguments from Scripture and tradition. Remigius thought him 
insane. Florus Magister likewise wrote against him, and rejected as blasphemous the doctrine that 
sin and evil were nonentities, and therefore could not be the subjects of divine foreknowledge and 
foreordination. The Synod of Valence (855) rejected his nineteen syllogisms as absurdities, and 
his whole book as a "commentum diaboli potius quam argumentum fidei." His most important 
work, which gives his whole system, was also condemned by a provincial Synod of Sens, and 
afterwards by Pope Honorius III. in 1225, who characterized it as a book "teeming with the 
vermin of heretical depravity," and ordered all copies to be burned. But, fortunately, a few copies 
survived for the study of later ages. 
 
{693} So it was with Hegel. His pious widow told me that her husband often politely declined her 
request to accompany her to church, with the remark: "Mein liebes Kind, dos Denken ist auch 
Gottesdienst." 
 
{694} "De Praed"., cap. 15, col. 413: "acutissimus veritatis et inquisitor et assertor." 
 
{695} katjajntivfrasin, e contrario. 
 
{696} Deuteronomy Praed., cap. 9 (in Migne, col. 392): "In Deo sicut nulla locorum sunt, ita 
nulla temporum intervalla." A profound thought, not fully considered by either party in the strife. 
 
{697} He thus sums up his discussion at the close (Migne, col. 438) "Cum omnibus orthodoxis 
fidelibus anathematizo eos, qui dicunt, duas praedestinationes esse, aut unum geminam, 
bipartitam, aut duplam. Si enim duae sunt, non est una divina substantia. Si gemina, non est 
individua. Si bipartita, non est simplex, sed partibus composita. Si dupla est, complicata est. 



Quod si prohibemur divinam unitatem dicere triplam, qua dementia audet haereticus eam 
asserere duplam? Tali igitur monstroso, venenoso, mortifero dogmate a cordibus nostris 
radicitus exploso, credamus, unam aeternam praedestinationem Dei Domini esse, et non nisi in 
his, quae sunt, ad ea vero, quae non sunt, nullo modo pertinere." 
 
{698} Negatio, privatio, defectus justitiae, absentia boni, corruptio boni. On the other hand, 
Scotus seems to regard sin as a necessary limitation of the creature. But this idea is inconsistent 
with the freedom of will, and runs into necessitarianism and pantheism. As sin is the defect of 
justice, so death is simply the defect of life, and pain the defect of bliss. See cap. 15 (col. 416). 
 
{699} God knows only what is, and sin has no real existence. "Sicut Dem mali auctor non est ita 
nec praescius mali, nec praedestinans est." Cap. 10 (col. 395). "Ratio pronunciare non dubitat, 
peccata eorumque supplicia nihil esse, ac per hoc nec praesciri nec praedestinari posse; 
quomodo enim vel praesciuntur, vel praedestinantur, quae non sunt?" Cap. 15. The same thought 
occurs in his work, Deuteronomy Divis. Nat. He refers to such passages of the Scriptures where it 
is said of God that he does not know the wicked. 
 
{700} The predestination theory of Scotus has some points of resemblance with that of 
Schleiermacher, who defended the Calvinistic particularism, but only as a preparatory stage to 
universal election and restoration. 
 
{701} Neander, III. 462. The same may be said still more confidently of Schleiermacher, who 
leaned with his head to pantheism, but lovingly clung with his heart to Christ as his Lord and 
Saviour. He keenly felt the speculative difficulty of confining the absolute being to the limitations 
of personality ("omnis definitio est negatio"), and yet sincerely prayed to a personal God. We 
cannot pray to an abstraction, but only to a personal being that is able to hear and to answer. Nor 
is personality necessarily a limitation. There may be an absolute personality as well as an absolute 
intelligence and an absolute will. 
 
{702} "Pultes Scotorum."  

 



124. The Eucharistic Controversies. Literature. 
 
The general Lit. on the history of the doctrine of the Eucharist, see in vol. I., 55, p. 472, and II. 
241. 
 
Add the following Roman Catholic works on the general Subject: Card. Jo. de Lugo (d. 1660): 
Tractatus de venerabili Eucharistiae Sacramento, in Migne’s "Cursus Theol. Completus," XXIII. 
Card. Wiseman: Lectures on the Real Presence. Lond., 1836 and l842. Oswald: Die dogmat. 
Lehre von den heil. Sacramenten der katholischen Kirche. Munster, 3rd ed., 1870, vol. I. 375-
427. 
 
On the Protestant side: T. K. Meier: Versuch einer Gesch. der Transsubstantiationslehre. 
Heilbronn, 1832. Ebrard: Das Dogma v. heil. Abendmahl und seine Gesch. Frankf. a. M., 1845 
and ‘46, 2 vols. Steitz: Arts. on Radbert, Ratramnus, and Transubstantiation in Herzog. Schaff: 
Transubstantiation in "Rel. Encycl." III. 2385. 
 
Special Lit. on the eucharistic controversies in the ninth and eleventh centuries. 
 
I. Controversy between Ratramnus and Paschasius Radbertus. 
 
(1) Paschasius Radbertus: Liber de Corpore et Sanguine Domini, dedicated to Marinus, abbot of 
New Corbie, 831, second ed., 844, presented to Charles the Bald; first genuine ed. by Nic. 
Mameranus, Colon. 1550; best ed. by Martene and Durand in "Veter. Script. et Monum. 
amplissima Collectio," IX. 367.—Comm. in Matth. (26:26); Epistola ad Fridegardum, and 
treatise Deuteronomy Partu Virginis. See S. Pasch. Radb.: Opera omnia in Tom. 120 of Migne’s 
"Patrol. Lat.," Par. 1852. 
 
Haimo: Tract. de Corp. et Sang. Dom. (a fragment of a Com. on 1 Cor.), in D’Achery, "Spicil." I. 
42, and in Migne, "P. L.," Tom. 118, col. 815-817. Hincmar: Ep. ad Carol. Calv. de cavendis 
vitiis et virtutibus exercendis, c. 9. In Migne, T. 125, col. 915 sqq. 
 
(2) Ratramnus: Deuteronomy Corpore et Sanguine Domini liber ad Carolum Calvum Reg. 
Colon., 1532 (under the name of Bertram), often publ. by Reformed divines in the original and in 
translations (from 1532 to 1717 at Zurich, Geneva, London, Oxford, Amsterdam), and by Jac. 
Boileau, Par., 1712, with a vindication of the catholic orthodoxy of Ratramnus. See Ratramni 
Opera in Migne," P. L.," Tom. 121, col. 10-346. 
 
Rabanus Maurus: Poenitentiale, cap. 33. Migne," P. L." Tom. 110, col. 492, 493. Walafrid 
Strabo: Deuteronomy Rebus Eccls., c. 16, 17. See extracts in Gieseler, II. 80-82. 
 
(3) Discussions of historians: Natalis Alexander, H. Eccl. IX. and X., Dissert. X. and XIII. 
Neander, IV. 458-475, Germ. ed., or III. 495-501, Engl. transl., Bost. ed. Gieseler, II. 79-84, N. 
Y. ed. Baur: Vorlesungen uber Dogmengesch. II. 161-175. 
 
II. Controversy between Berengar and Lanfranc. 
 
(1) LANFRANCUS: Deuteronomy Eucharistiae Sacramento contra Berengarium lib., Basil,. 
1528, often publ., also in "Bibl. PP. Lugd.," XVIII. 763, and in Migne," Patrol. Lat.," Tom. 150 
(1854), col. 407-442. 
 



(2) Berengarius: Deuteronomy Sacra Coena adv. Lanfrancum liber posterior, first publ. by A. F. 
& F. Th. Vischer. Berol., 1834 (from the MS. in Wolfenbuttel, now in Gottingen. Comp. Lessing: 
Berengarius Turon. oder Ankundigung eines wichtigen Werkes desselben. Braunschweig, 1770). 
H. Sudendorf: Berengarius Turonensis oder eine Sammlung ihn betreffender Briefe. Hamburg 
and Gotha, 1850. Contains twenty-two new documents, and a full list of the older sources. 
 
(3) Neander: III. 502-530 (E. Tr. Bost. ed.; or IV. 476-534 Germ. ed.). Gieseler: II. 163-173 (E. 
Tr. N. York ed.). Baur: II. 175-198. Hardwick: Middle Age, 169-173 (third ed. by Stubbs). 
Milman: III. 258 sqq. Robertson: II. 609 sqq. (small ed., IV. 351-367). Jacobi: Berengar, in 
Herzog 2 II. 305-311.Reuter: Gesch. der relig. Aufklarung im Mittelalter (1875), I. 91 sqq. 
Hefele: IV. 740 sqq. (ed. 1879).  

 



125. The Two Theories of the Lord’s Supper. 
 
The doctrine of the Lord’s Supper became the subject of two controversies in the Western church, 
especially in France. The first took place in the middle of the ninth century between Paschasius 
Radbertus and Ratramnus, the other in the middle of the eleventh century between Berengar and 
Lanfranc. In the second, Pope Hildebrand was implicated, as mediator between Berengar and the 
orthodox party. 
 
In both cases the conflict was between a materialistic and a spiritualistic conception of the 
sacrament and its effect. The one was based on a literal, the other on a figurative interpretation of 
the words of institution, and of the mysterious discourse in the sixth chapter of St. John. The 
contending parties agreed in the belief that Christ is present in the eucharist as the bread of life to 
believers; but they differed widely in their conception of the mode of that presence: the one held 
that Christ was literally and corporeally present and communicated to all communicants through 
the mouth; the other, that he was spiritually present and spiritually communicated to believers 
through faith. The transubstantiationists (if we may coin this term) believed that the eucharistic 
body of Christ was identical with his historical body, and was miraculously created by the priestly 
consecration of the elements in every sacrifice of the mass; their opponents denied this identity, 
and regarded the eucharistic body as a symbolical exhibition of his real body once sacrificed on 
the cross and now glorified in heaven, yet present to the believer with its life-giving virtue and 
saving power. 
 
We find both these views among the ancient fathers. The realistic and mystical view fell in more 
easily with the excessive supernaturalism and superstitious piety of the middle age, and 
triumphed at last both in the Greek and Latin churches; for there is no material difference 
between them on this dogma. {703} The spiritual theory was backed by the all-powerful authority 
of St. Augustin in the West, and ably advocated by Ratramnus and Berengar, but had to give way 
to the prevailing belief in transubstantiation until, in the sixteenth century, the controversy was 
revived by the Reformers, and resulted in the establishment of three theories: (1) the Roman 
Catholic dogma of transubstantiation, re-asserted by the Council of Trent; (2) the Lutheran theory 
of the real presence in the elements, retaining their substance; {704} and (3) the Reformed 
(Calvinistic) theory of a spiritual real or dynamic presence for believers. In the Roman church 
(and herein the Greek church fully agrees with her), the doctrine of transubstantiation is closely 
connected with the doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass, which forms the centre of worship. 
 
It is humiliating to reflect that the, commemorative feast of Christ’s dying love, which should be 
the closest bond of union between believers, innocently gave rise to the most violent 
controversies. But the same was the case with the still more important doctrine of Christ’s Person. 
Fortunately, the spiritual benefit of the sacrament does not depend upon any particular human 
theory of the mode of Christ’s presence, who is ever ready to bless all who love him. 
 
{703} The Greek fathers do not, indeed, define the real presence as transubstantiatio or 
metousiwsi, but Cyril of Jerusalem, Chrysostom, and John of Damascus use similar terms which 
imply a miraculous change of the elements. 
 
{704} The Lutheran theory, as formulated by the Formula of Concord, is usually and 
conveniently styled consubstantiation, in distinction from transubstantiation; but Lutheran 
divines disown the term, because they confine the real presence to the time and act of the 
sacramental fruition, and hence reject the adoration of the consecrated elements.  



 



126. The Theory of Paschasius Radbertus. 
 
Paschasius Radbertus (from 800 to about 865), a learned, devout and superstitious monk, and 
afterwards abbot of Corbie or Corvey in France {705} is the first who clearly taught the doctrine 
of transubstantiation as then believed by many, and afterwards adopted by the Roman Catholic 
church. He wrote a book "on the Body and Blood of the Lord," composed for his disciple 
Placidus of New Corbie in the year 831, and afterwards reedited it in a more popular form, and 
dedicated it to the Emperor Charles the Bald, as a Christmas gift (844). He did not employ the 
term transubstantiation, which came not into use till two centuries later; but he taught the thing, 
namely, that "the substance of bread and wine is effectually changed (efficaciter interius 
commutatur) into the flesh and blood of Christ," so that after the priestly consecration there is 
"nothing else in the eucharist but the flesh and blood of Christ," although "the figure of bread and 
wine remain" to the senses of sight, touch, and taste. The change is brought about by a miracle of 
the Holy Spirit, who created the body of Christ in the womb of the Virgin without cohabitation, 
and who by the same almighty power creates from day to day, wherever the mass is celebrated, 
the same body and blood out of the substance of bread and wine. He emphasizes the identity of 
the eucharistic body with the body which was born of the Virgin, suffered on the cross, rose from 
the dead, and ascended to heaven; yet on the other hand he represents the sacramental eating and 
drinking as a spiritual process by faith. {706} He therefore combines the sensuous and spiritual 
conceptions. {707} He assumes that the soul of the believer communes with Christ, and that his 
body receives an imperishable principle of life which culminates at last in the resurrection. He 
thus understood, like several of the ancient fathers, the words of our Saviour: "He that eateth my 
flesh and drinketh my blood hath eternal life; and I will raise him up at the last day". {John 6:54} 
 
He supports his doctrine by the words of institution in their literal sense, and by the sixth chapter 
of John. He appealed also to marvellous stories of the visible appearances of the body and blood 
of Christ for the removal of doubts or the satisfaction of the pious desire of saints. The bread on 
the altar, he reports, was often seen in the shape of a lamb or a little child, and when the priest 
stretched out his hand to break the bread, an angel descended from heaven with a knife, 
slaughtered the lamb or the child, and let his blood run into a cup! {708} 
 
Such stories were readily believed by the people, and helped to strengthen the doctrine of 
transubstantiation; as the stories of the appearances of departed souls from purgatory confirmed 
the belief in purgatory. 
 
The book of Radbert created a great sensation in the West, which was not yet prepared to accept 
the doctrine of transubstantiation without a vigorous struggle. Radbert himself admits that some 
of his contemporaries believed only in a spiritual communion of the soul with Christ, and 
substituted the mere virtue of his body and blood for the real body and blood, i.e., as he thinks, 
the figure for the verity, the shadow for the substance. {709} 
 
His opponents appealed chiefly to St. Augustin, who made a distinction between the historical 
and the eucharistic body of Christ, and between a false material and a true spiritual fruition of his 
body and blood. In a letter to the monk Frudegard, who quoted several passages of Augustin, 
Radbert tried to explain them in his sense. For no divine of the Latin church dared openly to 
contradict the authority of the great African teacher. 
 
{705} Corbie, Corvey, Corbeia (also called Corbeia aurea or vetus), was a famous Benedictine 
Convent in the diocese of Amiens, founded by King Clotar and his mother Rathilde in 664, in 
honor of Peter and Paul and the Protomartyr Stephen. It boasted of many distinguished men, as 



St. Ansgarius (the Apostle of the Danes), Radbert, Ratramnus, Druthmar. New Corbie (Nova 
Corbeia) was a colony of the former, founded in 822, near Hoxter on the Weser in Germany, and 
became the centre for the christianization of the Saxons. Gallia Christiana, X., Wiegand, Gesch. 
v. Corvey, Hoxter, 1819; Klippel, Corvey, in Herzog 2 III. 365-370. 
 
{706} He denies the grossly Capernaitic conception ("Christum vorari fas dentibus non est") and 
the conversion of the body and blood of Christ into our flesh and blood. He confines the spiritual 
fruition to believers ("iste eucharistiae cibus non nisi filiorum Dei est"). The unworthy 
communicants, whom he compares to Judas, receive the sacramental "mystery" to their judgment, 
but not the "virtue of the mystery" to their benefit. He seems not to have clearly seen that his 
premises lead to the inevitable conclusion that all communicants alike receive the same substance 
of the body and blood of Christ, though with opposite effects. But Dr. Ebrard is certainly wrong 
when he claims Radbert rather for the Augustinian view, and denies that he was the author of the 
theory of transubstantiation. See his Dogma v. heil. Abendmahl I. 406, and his Christl. Kirchen- 
und Dogmengesch. II. 27 and 33. 
 
{707} See Steitz on Radbert, and also Reuter (I. 43), who says: "Die Radbertische Doctrin war 
das synkretistische Gebilde, in welchem die spiritualistische Lehre Augustin’s mit der uralten 
Anschauung von der realen Gegenwart des Leibes und dei Blutes Christi, aber in Analogie mit 
dem religiosen Materialismus der Periode combinirt wurde; die gegnerische Theorie der Protest 
gegen das Becht dieser Combination." 
 
{708} See several such examples in ch. 14 (Opera, ed. Migne, col. 1316 sqq.). 
 
{709} He clearly contrasts the two theories, probably with reference to Ratramnus, in his 
comments on the words of institution, Matthew 26:26 (Expos. in Matt., ed. Migne, col. 890 sq.): 
"Neque itaque dixit cum fregit et dedit eis panem, ‘hoc est, vel in hoc mysterio est virtus vel 
figura corporis mei,’ sed ait non ficte, ‘Hoc est corpus meum.’ Ubi Lucas addidit, ‘Quod pro 
vobis tradetur,’ vel sicut alii codices habent, ‘datur.’ Sed et Joannes ex persona Domini, ‘Panis,’ 
inquit, ‘quem ego dabo caro mea est, non alia quam, pro mundi vita’ (Joan. VI. 52). Acts deinde, 
‘Qui manducat meam carnem, et bibit sanguinem meum, in me manet et ego in illo’ (ver. 57). 
Unde miror quid velint uno quidam dicere, non in re esse veritatem carnis Christi vel sanguinis; 
sed in sacramento virtutem carnis et non carnem, virtutem sanguinis et non sanquinem; figuram 
et non veritatem, umbram et non corpus, cum hic species accipit veritatem et figuram, veterum 
hostiarum corpus. Unde veritas cum porrigeret discipulis panem, ‘Hoc est corpus meum,’ et non 
aliud quam, ‘quod pro vobis tradetur;’ et cum calicem, ‘Hic est calix Novi Testamenti, qui pro 
multis effundetur in remissionem peccatorum.’ Necdum itaque erat fusus, et tamen ipse 
porrigetur in calice sanguis, qui fundendus erat. Erat quidem jam in calice, qui adhuc tamen 
fundendus erat in pretium; et ideo ipse idemque sanguis jam erat in calice. qui et in corpore sicut 
et corpus vel caro in pane. Erat autem integer Christus et corpus Christi coram oculis omnium 
positum; necnon et sanguis in corpore, sicut et adhuc hodie integerrimum est et manet, qui vere 
dabatur eis ad comedendum, et ad bidendum, in remissionem peccatorum, quam in Christo."  

 



127. The Theory of Ratramnus. 
 
The chief opponent of transubstantiation was Ratramnus, {710} a contemporary monk at Corbie, 
and a man of considerable literary reputation. He was the first to give the symbolical theory a 
scientific expression. At the request of King Charles the Bald he wrote an eucharistic tract against 
Radbert, his superior, but did not name him. {711} He answered two questions, whether the 
consecrated elements are called body and blood of Christ after a sacramental manner (in 
mysterio), or in the literal sense; and whether the eucharistic body is identical with the historical 
body which died and rose again. He denied this identity which Radbert had strongly asserted; and 
herein lies the gist of the difference. He concluded that the elements remain in reality as well as 
for the sensual perception what they were before the consecration, and that they are the body and 
blood of Christ only in a spiritual sense to the faith of believers. {712} He calls the consecrated 
bread and wine figures and pledges of the body and blood of Christ. They are visible tokens of 
the Lord’s death, that, remembering his passion, we may become partakers of its effect. He 
appealed to the discourse in the sixth chapter of John, as well as Radbert; but, like Augustin, his 
chief authority, he found the key to the whole chapter in John 6:63, which points from the letter to 
the spirit and from the carnal to the spiritual understanding. {713} The souls of believers are 
nourished in the communion by the Word of God (the Logos), which dwells in the natural body 
of Christ, and which dwells after an invisible manner in the sacrament. Unbelievers cannot 
receive Christ, as they lack the spiritual organ. He refers to the analogy of baptism, which is justly 
called a fount of life. Viewed by the senses, it is simply a fluid element; but by the consecration 
of the priest the regenerating power of the Holy Spirit is added to it, so that what properly is 
corruptible water becomes figuratively or in mystery a healing virtue. {714} 
 
It is consistent with this view that Ratramnus regarded the sacrifice of the mass not as an actual 
(though unbloody) repetition, but only as a commemorative celebration of Christ’s sacrifice 
whereby Christians are assured of their redemption. When we shall behold Christ face to face, we 
shall no longer need such instruments of remembrance. 
 
John Scotus Erigena is also reported to have written a book against Radbert at the request of 
Charles the Bald. Hincmar of Rheims mentions among his errors this, that in the sacrament of the 
altar the true body and blood of Christ were not present, but only a memorial of them. {715} The 
report may have arisen from a confusion, since the tract of Ratramnus was at a later period 
ascribed to Scotus Erigena. {716} But he expresses his view incidentally in other writings from 
which it appears that he agreed with Ratramnus and regarded the eucharist only as a typical 
representation of a spiritual communion with Christ. {717} In his book Deuteronomy Divisione 
Naturae, he teaches a mystic ubiquity of Christ’s glorified humanity or its elevation above the 
limitations of space. Neander infers from this that he held the eucharistic bread and wine to be 
simply symbols of the deified, omnipresent humanity of Christ which communicates itself, in a 
real manner, to believing soul. {718} At all events the hypothesis of ubiquity excludes a 
miraculous change of the elements, and gives the real presence a christo-pantheistic aspect. The 
Lutheran divines used this hypothesis in a modified form (multipresence, or multivolipresence, 
dependent on the will of Christ) as a dogmatic support for their doctrine of the real presence. 
 
Among the divines of the Carolingian age who held the Augustinian view and rejected that of 
Radbert, as an error, were Rabanus Maurus, Walafrid Strabo, Christian Druthmar, and Florus 
Magister. They recognized only a dynamic and spiritual, not a visible and corporeal presence, of 
the body of Christ, in the sacrament. {719} 
 



On the other hand, the theory of Radbert was accepted by Archbishop Hincmar of Rheims, 
Bishop Haimo of Halberstadt, and other leading ecclesiastics. It became more and more popular 
during the dark post-Carolingian period. Bishop Ratherius of Verona (about 950), who, however, 
repelled all curious questions about the mode of the change, and even the learned and liberal-
minded Gerbert (afterwards Pope Sylvester II., from 999 to 1003), defended the miraculous 
transformation of the eucharistic elements by the priestly consecration. It is characteristic of the 
grossly sensuous character of the theology of the tenth century that the chief point of dispute was 
the revolting and indecent question whether the consecrated elements pass from the communicant 
in the ordinary way of nature. The opponents of transubstantiation affirmed this, the advocates 
indignantly denied it, and fastened upon the former the new heretical name of "Stercorianists." 
Gerbert called stercorianism a diabolical blasphemy, and invented the theory that the eucharistic 
body and blood of Christ do not pass in noxios et superfluos humores, but are preserved in the 
flesh for the final resurrection. {720} 
 
Radbertus was canonized, and his memory, is celebrated since 1073, on the 26th of April in the 
diocese of Soissons. {721} The book of Ratramnus, under the supposed authorship of Scotus 
Erigena, was twice condemned in the Berengar controversy (1050 and 1059), and put in the 
Tridentine Index of prohibited books. {722} 
 
Notes. 
 
In connection with this subject is the subordinate controversy on the delicate question whether 
Christ, admitting his supernatural conception, was born in the natural way like other children, or 
miraculously (clauso utero). This question troubled the pious curiosity of some nuns of 
Vesona(?), and reached the convent of Corbie. Paschasius Radbertus, following the lead of St. 
Ambrose and St. Jerome, defended the theory that the holy Virgin remained virgo in partu and 
post partum, and used in proof some poetic passages on the hortus conclusus and fons signatus in 
Song of Solomon 4:12, and the porta clausa Domini in Ezekiel 44:2. The whole incarnation is 
supernatural, and as the conception so the birth of Christ was miraculous. He was not subject to 
the laws of nature, and entered the world "sine dolore et sine gemitu et sine ulla corruptione 
carnis." See Radbert’s tract Deuteronomy Partu Virginis in his Opera, ed. Migne, col. 1365-
1386. 
 
Ratramnus, in his book Deuteronomy eo quod Christus ex Virgine natus est (in D’Achery, 
"Spicilegium," I., and in Migne, Tom. 121, col. 82-102), likewise taught the perpetual virginity of 
Mary, but assumed that Christ came into the world in the natural way ("naturaliter per aulam 
virgineam" or "per virginalis januam vulvae"). The conception in utero implies the birth ex utero. 
But he does not controvert or name Radbert, and uses the same Scripture passages for his view. 
He refers also to the analogy of Christ’s passing through the closed doors on the day of the 
resurrection. He quotes from Augustin, Jerome, Pope Gregory, and Bede in support of his view. 
He opposes only the monstrous opinion that Christ broke from the womb through some unknown 
channel ("monstruose de secreto ventris incerto tramite luminis in auras exisse, quod non est 
nasci, sed erumpi." Cap. 1, col. 83). Such an opinion, he thinks, leads to the docetic heresy, and to 
the conclusion that "nec vere natus Christus, nec vere genuit Maria." 
 
{710} In the middle ages and during the Reformation he was known by a writing error under the 
name of Bertram. 
 
{711} Deuteronomy Corpore et Sanguine Domini, in Migne 121, col. 103-170, to which is added 
the Dissertation of Boileau, 171-222. The tract of Ratramnus, together with Bullinger’s tract on 
the same subject and the personal influence of Ridley, Peter Martyr, and Bucer, produced a 



change in Archbishop Cranmer, who was successively a believer in transubstantiation, 
consubstantiation, and a symbolic presence. See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 601. 
 
{712} Cap. 88 (col. 164): "Quapropter corpus et sanguis, quod in ecclesia geritur, differt ab illo 
corpore et sanquine, quod in Christi corpore per resurrectionem jam glorificatum cognoscitur. Et 
hoc corpus pignus est et species, illud vero ipsa veritas."—"Videmus itaque multa differentia 
separari mysterium sanguinis et corporis Christi, quod nunc a fidelibus sumitur in ecclesia, et 
illud, quod natum est de Maria Virgine, quod passum, quod sepultum, quod resurrexit, quod ad 
caelos ascendit, quod ad dexteram Patris sedet." Cap. 89, col. 165. 
 
{713} Cap. 78-83 (col. 160-162). 
 
{714} Cap. 17 and 18 (col. 135 sq.): "Consideremus sacri fontem baptismatis, qui fons vitae non 
immerito nuncupatur. Si consideretur solummodo, quod corporeus aspicit sensus, elementum 
fluidum conspicitur Sed accessit Sancti Spiritus per sacerdotis consecrationem virtus et efficax 
facta est non solum corpora, verum etiam animas diluere. Igitur in proprietate humor 
corruptibilis, in mysterio vero virtus sanabilis." 
 
{715} Deuteronomy Praed., c. 31. 
 
{716} See Laufs, Ueber die fur verloren gehaltene Schrift des Johannes Scotus Erigena von der 
Eucharistic, in the "Studien und Kritiken" of Ullmann and Umbreit, 1828, p. 755 sqq. Laufs 
denies that Erigena wrote on the Eucharist. 
 
{717} In his newly discovered Expositions on the Celestial, and on the Ecclesiastical Hierarchy 
of St. Dionysius, and the fragments of a Com. on St. John. See Op. ed. Floss in Migne, 122 (col. 
126-356); Christlieb, Scotus Er., p. 68-81, and in Herzog 2 XIII. 790 sq., and Huber, Sc. Erig., p. 
98 sqq. 
 
{718} Dr. Baur is of the same opinion (Dogmengesch. II. 173): "Scotus Erigena dachte sich (De 
Div. Nat. V. 38) eine Ubiquitat der vergeistigten und vergottlichten Natur, die die Annahme einer 
speciellen Gegenwart in den Elementen des Abendmahls nicht zuliess, sondern dieselben nur als 
Symbole zu nehmen gestattete. Brod und Wein konnten ihm daher nur als Symbolejener Ubiquitat 
der verherrlichten menschlichen Natur gelten; er hat sich aber hieruber nicht naher erklart." 
 
{719} "Corpus Christi esse non in specie visibili, sed in virtute spirituali," etc. See Baur, II. 166, 
172, and the notes in Gieseler, II. 80 and 82. 
 
{720} Deuteronomy Corpore et Sanguini Domini, edited by Pez, in "Thes. nov. Anecd." I., Pars 
II. 133 sqq. 
 
{721} See the Acta Sanct Bolland. ad 26 Apr., with the Vita of Pasch. Radb. by Sirmond, and the 
Martyrol. Bened. with the Vita by Menard. 
 
{722} Notwithstanding this prohibition, Mabillon, Natalis Alexander, and Boileau have defended 
the catholic orthodoxy of Ratramnus, with the apologetic aim to wrest from the Protestants a 
weighty authority of the ninth century. See Gieseler II. 82, and J. G. Muller in Wetzer and Welte 
(first ed.) VIII. 170 sq.  

 



128. The Berengar Controversy. 
 
While the doctrine of a corporeal presence and participation of Christ in the eucharist made 
steady progress in the public opinion of Western Christendom in close connection with the rising 
power of the priesthood, the doctrine of a spiritual presence and participation by faith was re-
asserted by way of reaction in the middle of the eleventh century for a short period, but 
condemned by ecclesiastical authority. This condemnation decided the victory of 
transubstantiation. 
 
Let us first review the external history of the controversy, which runs into the next period (till 
1079). 
 
Berengar (c. 1000-1088), a pupil of Fulbert of Chartres (d. 1029), was canon and director of the 
cathedral school in Tours, his native city, afterwards archdeacon of Angers, and highly esteemed 
as a man of rare learning and piety before his eucharistic views became known. {723} He was an 
able dialectician and a popular teacher. He may be ranked among the forerunners of a Christian 
rationalism, who dared to criticize church authority and aimed to reconcile the claims of reason 
and faith. {724} But he had not the courage of a martyr, and twice recanted from fear of death. 
Nor did he carry out his principle. He seems to have been in full accord with catholic orthodoxy 
except on the point of the sacrament. He was ascetic in his habits and shared the prevailing 
respect for monastic life, but saw clearly its danger. "The hermit," he says with as much beauty as 
truth, in an Exhortatory Discourse to hermits who had asked his advice, "is alone in his cell, but 
sin loiters about the door with enticing words and seeks admittance. I am thy beloved—says 
she—whom thou didst court in the world. I was with thee at the table, slept with thee on thy 
couch; without me, thou didst nothing. How darest thou think of forsaking me? I have followed 
thy every step; and dost thou expect to hide away from me in thy cell? I was with thee in the 
world, when thou didst eat flesh and drink wine; and shall be with thee in the wilderness, where 
thou livest only on bread and water. Purple and silk are not the only colors seen in hell,—the 
monk’s cowl is also to be found there. Thou hermit hast something of mine. The nature of the 
flesh, which thou wearest about thee, is my sister, begotten with me, brought up with me. So long 
as the flesh is flesh, so long shall I be in thy flesh. Dost thou subdue thy flesh by abstinence?—
thou becomest proud; and lo! sin is there. Art thou overcome by the flesh, and dost thou yield to 
lust? sin is there. Perhaps thou hast none of the mere human sins, I mean such as proceed from 
sense; beware then of devilish sins. Pride is a sin which belongs in common to evil spirits and to 
hermits." {725} 
 
By continued biblical and patristic studies Berengar came between the years 1040 and 1045 to the 
conclusion that the eucharistic doctrine of Paschasius Radbertus was a vulgar superstition 
contrary to the Scriptures, to the fathers, and to reason. He divulged his view among his many 
pupils in France and Germany, and created a great sensation. Eusebius Bruno, bishop of Angers, 
to whose diocese he belonged, and Frollant, bishop of Senlis, took his part, but the majority was 
against him. Adelmann, his former fellow-student, then arch-deacon at Luttich (Liege), 
afterwards bishop of Bresci, remonstrated with him in two letters of warning (1046 and 1048). 
 
The controversy was fairly opened by Berengar himself in a letter to Lanfranc of Bec, his former 
fellow-student (1049). He respectfully, yet in a tone of intellectual superiority, perhaps with some 
feeling of jealousy of the rising fame of Bec, expressed his surprise that Lanfranc, as he had been 
informed by Ingelram of Chartres, should agree with Paschasius Radbertus and condemn John 
Scotus (confounded with Ratramnus) as heretical; this showed an ignorance of Scripture and 
involved a condemnation of Ambrose(?), Jerome, and Augustin, not to speak of others. The letter 



was sent to Rome, where Lanfranc then sojourned, and caused, with his co-operation, the first 
condemnation of Berengar by a Roman Synod held under Pope Leo IX. in April, 1050, and 
attended mostly by Italian bishops. At the same time he was summoned before another Synod 
which was held at Vercelli in September of the same year; and as he did not appear, {726} he was 
condemned a second time without a hearing, and the book of Ratramnus on the eucharist was 
burned. "If we are still in the figure," asked one member indignantly (probably Peter Damiani), 
"when shall we have the thing?" A Synod of Paris in October, 1050 or 1051, is said to have 
confirmed this judgment and threatened Berengar and his friends with the severest punishment, 
even death; but it is uncertain whether such a Synod was held. {727} 
 
After a short interval of silence, he was tried before a Synod of Tours in 1054 under Leo IX., 
{728} but escaped condemnation through the aid of Hildebrand who presided as papal 
representative, listened calmly to his arguments and was perfectly satisfied with his admission 
that the consecrated bread and wine are (in a spiritual sense) the body and blood of Christ. {729} 
At the same time he was invited by Hildebrand to accompany him to Rome for a final settlement. 
 
Confiding in this powerful advocate, Berengar appeared before a Lateran council held in 1059, 
under Nicolas II., but was bitterly disappointed. The assembled one hundred and thirteen bishops, 
whom he compares to "wild beasts," would not listen to his notion of a spiritual communion, and 
insisted on a sensuous participation of the body and blood of Christ. The violent and bigoted 
Cardinal Humbert, in the name of the Synod, forced on him a formula of recantation which cuts 
off all spiritual interpretation and teaches a literal mastication of Christ’s body. {730} Berengar 
was weak enough from fear of death to accept this confession on his knees, and to throw his 
books into the fire. {731} "Human wickedness," he says, "extorted from human weakness a 
different confession, but a change of conviction can be effected only by the agency of Almighty 
God." He would rather trust to the mercy of God than the charity of his enemies, and found 
comfort in the pardon granted to Aaron and to St. Peter. 
 
As soon as he returned to France, he defended his real conviction more boldly than ever. He 
spoke of Pope Leo IX. and Nicolas II. in language as severe as Luther used five centuries later. 
{732} Lanfranc attacked him in his book on the eucharist, and Berengar replied very sharply in 
his chief work on the Lord’s Supper (between 1063 and 1069.) {733} His friends gradually 
withdrew, and the wrath of his enemies grew so intense that he was nearly killed at a synod in 
Poitiers (1075 or 1076). 
 
Hildebrand who in the mean time had ascended the papal throne as Gregory VlI., summoned 
Berengar once more to Rome in 1078, hoping to give him peace, as he had done at Tours in 1054. 
He made several attempts to protect him against the fanaticism of his enemies. But they 
demanded absolute recantation or death. A Lateran Council in February, 1079, required Berengar 
to sign a formula which affirmed the conversion of substance in terms that cut off all sophistical 
escape. {734} He imprudently appealed to his private interviews with Gregory, but the pope could 
no longer protect him without risking his own reputation for orthodoxy, and ordered him to 
confess his error. Berengar submitted. "Confounded by the sudden madness of the pope," he says, 
"and because God in punishment for my sins did not give me a steadfast heart, I threw myself on 
the ground and confessed with impious voice that I had erred, fearing the pope would instantly 
pronounce against me the sentence of excommunication, and that, as a necessary consequence, 
the populace would hurry me to the worst of deaths." The pope, however, remained so far true to 
him that he gave him two letters of recommendation, one to the bishops of Tours and Angers, and 
one to all the faithful, in which he threatened all with the anathema who should do him any harm 
in person or estate, or call him a heretic. {735} 
 



Berengar returned to France with a desponding heart and gave up the hopeless contest. He was 
now an old man and spent the rest of his life in strict ascetic seclusion on the island of St. Come 
(Cosmas) near Tours, where he died in peace 1088. Many believed that he did penance for his 
heresy, and his friends held an annual celebration of his memory on his grave. But what he really 
regretted was his cowardly treason to the truth as he held it. This is evident from the report of his 
trial at Rome which he drew up after his return. {736} It concludes with a prayer to God for 
forgiveness, and to the Christian reader for the exercise of charity. "Pray for me that these tears 
may procure me the compassion of the Almighty." 
 
His doctrine was misrepresented by Lanfranc and the older historians, as denying the real 
presence. {737} But since the discovery of the sources it is admitted also by Roman Catholics 
that, while he emphatically rejected transubstantiation, he held to a spiritual real presence and 
participation of Christ in the eucharist. 
 
This explains also the conduct of Gregory VII., which is all the more remarkable, as he was in 
every other respect the most strenuous champion of the Roman church and the papal power. This 
great pope was more an ecclesiastic than a theologian. He was willing to allow a certain freedom 
on the mysterious mode of the eucharistic presence and the precise nature of the change in the 
elements, which at that time had not yet been authoritatively defined as a change of substance. He 
therefore protected Berengar, with diplomatic caution, as long and as far as he could without 
endangering his great reforms and incurring himself the suspicion of heresy. {738} The latest 
known writing of Berengar is a letter on the death of Gregory (1085), in which he speaks of the 
pope with regard, expresses a conviction of his salvation, and excuses his conduct towards 
himself. 
 
Berengar was a strange compound of moral courage and physical cowardice. Had he died a 
martyr, his doctrine would have gained strength; but by his repeated recantations he injured his 
own cause and promoted the victory of transubstantiation. 
 
Notes. Hildebrand and Berengar. 
 
Sudendorf’s Berengarius Turonensis (1850) is, next to the discovery and publication of 
Berengar’s Deuteronomy Sacra Coena (1834), the most important contribution to the literature 
on this chapter. {739} Dr. Sudendorf does not enter into the eucharistic controversy, and refers to 
the account of Staudlin and Neander as sufficient; but he gives (1) a complete chronological list 
of the Berengar literature, including all the notices by friends and foes (p. 7-68); (2) an account of 
Gaufried Martell, Count of Anjou, stepfather of the then-ruling Empress Agnes of Germany, and 
the most zealous and powerful protector of Berengar (p. 69-87); and (3) twenty-two letters 
bearing on Berengar, with notes (p. 88-233). These letters were here published for the first time 
from manuscripts of the royal library at Hanover, contained in a folio volume entitled: "Codex 
epistolaris Imperatorum, Regum, Pontificum, Episcoporum." They throw no new light on the 
eucharistic doctrine of Berengar; but three of them give us interesting information on his relation 
to Hildebrand. 
 
1. A letter of Count Gaufried of Anjou (d. 1060) to Cardinal Hildebrand, written in March, 1059, 
shortly before the Lateran Synod (April, 1059), which condemned Berengar (p. 128 and 215). 
The Count calls here, with surprising boldness and confidence, on the mighty Cardinal to protect 
Berengar at the approaching Synod of Rome, under the impression that he thoroughly agreed with 
him, and had concealed his real opinion at Tours. He begins thus: "To the venerable son of the 
church of the Romans, H. [ildebrand]. Count Gauf. Bear thyself not unworthy of so great a 
mother. B. [erengar] has gone to Rome according to thy wishes and letters of invitation. Now is 



the time for thee to act with Christian magnanimity (nunc magnanimitate christiana tibi agendum 
est), lest Berengar have the same experience with thee as at Tours [1054], when thou camest to us 
as delegate of apostolic authority. He expected thy advent as that of an angel. Thou wast there to 
give life to souls that were dead, and to kill souls that should live.... Thou didst behave thyself 
like that person of whom it is written: {John 19:38} ‘He was himself a disciple of Jesus, but 
secretly from fear of the Jews.’ Thou resemblest him who said: {Luke 23:22} ‘I find no cause of 
death in him,’ but did not set him free because he feared Caesar. Thou hast even done less than 
Pilate, who called Jesus to him and was not ashamed to bear witness: I find no guilt in him... To 
thee applies the sentence of the gospel: {Luke 9:26} ‘Whosoever shall be ashamed of me and of 
my words, of him shall I be ashamed before my heavenly Father.’ To thee applies the word of the 
Lord: {Luke 11:52} ‘Woe unto you, for ye took away the key of knowledge; ye entered not in 
yourselves, and hindered those that were entering.’... Now the opportune time has come. Thou 
hast Berengar present with the pope. If thou again keepest silence on the error of those fools, it is 
clear that thou formerly didst not from good reasons wait for the proper time, but from weakness 
and fear didst not dare to defend the cause of the innocent. Should it come to this, which God 
forbid, we would be wholly disappointed in our great hope placed on thee; but thou wouldst 
commit a monstrous injustice to thyself, yea even to God. By thee the Orient with all its 
perverseness would be introduced into the Occident; instead of illuminating our darkness, thou 
wouldest turn our light into darkness according to the best of thy ability. All those who excel in 
erudition and judge the case according to the Scriptures, bore testimony that Berengar has the 
right view according to the Scriptures.... That popular delusion [of transubstantiation] leads to 
pernicious heresy. The resurrection of the body, of which Paul says that the corruptible must put 
on the incorruptible, cannot stand, if we contend that the body of Christ is in a sensuous manner 
broken by the priest and torn with the teeth (sensualiter sacerdotum manibus frangi, dentibus 
atteri). Thou boastest of thy Rome that she was never conquered in faith and military glory. Thou 
wilt put to shame that glory, if, at this time when God has elevated thee above all others at the 
papal see, that false doctrine, that nursery of the most certain heresy, by thy dissimulation and 
silence should raise its head. Leave not thine honor to others, by retiring to the corner of 
disgraceful silence." 
 
2. A letter of Berengar to Pope Gregory VII. from the year 1077, in which he addresses him as 
"pater optime," and assures him of his profound reverence and love (p. 182 and 230). He thanks 
him for a letter of protection he had written to his legate, Bishop Hugo of Die (afterwards 
Archbishop of Lyons), but begs him to excuse him for not attending a French council of his 
enemies, to which he had been summoned. He expresses the hope of a personal conference with 
the pope (opportunitatem vivendi praesentiam tuam et audiendi), and concludes with the request 
to continue his patronage. "Vel [i.e. Valeat] Christianitas tua, pater optime, longo parvitati meae 
tempore dignum sede apostolica patrocinium impensura." The result of this correspondence is 
unknown. Berengar’s hope of seeing and hearing the pope was fulfilled in 1078, when he was 
summoned to the Council in Rome; but the result, as we have seen, was his condemnation by the 
Council with the pope’s consent. 
 
3. A letter of Berengar to Archbishop Joscelin of Bordeaux, written in a charitable Christian spirit 
after May 25, 1085, when Gregory VII. died (p. 196 and 231). It begins thus: "The unexpected 
death of our G. [regory] causes me no little disturbance (G. nostri me non parum mors inopinato 
[a] perturbat)." The nostri sounds rather too familiar in view of Gregory’s conduct in 1079, but 
must be understood of the personal sympathy shown him before and after in the last 
commendatory letters. B. then goes on to express confidence in the pope’s salvation, and forgives 
him his defection, which he strangely compares with the separation of Barnabas from Paul. "Sed, 
quantum mihi videor novisse hominem, de salute hominis certum constat, quicquid illi 
prejudicent, qui, secundum dominicam sententiam, {Matthew 23:24} culicem culantes, camelum 



sorbent. In Christo lesu, inquit Apostolus, {Galatians 6:15} neque circumcisio est aliquid, neque 
preputium, sed nova creatura. Quod illum fuisse, quantum illum noveram, de misericordia 
presumo divina. Discessit a Paulo Barnabas, {Acts 15:39,40} ut non cum illo secundum 
exteriorem commaneret hominem, nec minus tamen secundum interiorem hominem Barnabas in 
libro vitae permansit." In remembrance of Gregory’s conduct in forcing him at the Roman 
Council in 1079 to swear to a formula against his conviction, he asserts that the power of the keys 
which Christ gave to Peter {Matthew 16:19} is limited. The binding must not be arbitrary and 
unjust. The Lord speaks through the prophet to the priests (per prophetam ad prelatos): "I will 
curse your blessings." {Malachi 2:2: maledicam benedictionibus vestris} From this it follows 
necessarily that He also blesses their curses (Exodus quo necessarium constat, quod etiam 
benedicat maledictionibus talium). Hence the Psalmist says: {Psalm 109:28} "Let them curse, but 
bless thou." The blessed Augustin, in his book on the Words of the Lord, says: "Justice solves the 
bonds of injustice;" and the blessed Gregory [I.] says [Homil. XXVI.]: "He forfeits the power to 
bind and to loose, who uses it not for the benefit of his subjects, but according to his arbitrary will 
(ipsa hac ligandi atque solvendi potestate se privat, qui hanc non pro subditorum moribus, sed 
pro suae voluntatis motibus exercet)." Berengar thus turns the first Gregory against the seventh 
Gregory. 
 
Hildebrand’s real opinion on the eucharistic presence can only be inferred from his conduct 
during the controversy. He sincerely protected Berengar against violence and persecution even 
after his final condemnation; but the public opinion of the church in 1059 and again in 1079 
expressed itself so strongly in favor of a substantial or essential change of the eucharistic 
elements, that he was forced to yield. Personally, he favored a certain freedom of opinion on the 
mode of the change, provided only the change itself was admitted, as was expressly done by 
Berengar. Only a few days before the Council of 1078 the pope sought the opinion of the Virgin 
Mary through an esteemed monk, and received as an answer that nothing more should be held or 
required on the reaI presence than what was found in the Holy Scriptures, namely, that the bread 
after consecration was the true body of Christ. So Berengar reports; see Mansi, XIX. 766; 
Gieseler, II. 172; Neander, III. 519. (The charge of Ebrard that the pope acted hypocritically and 
treacherously towards B., is contradicted by facts). 
 
The same view of a change of the elements in a manner inexplicable and therefore indefinable, is 
expressed in a fragment of a commentary on Matthew by a certain "Magister Hildebrand," 
published by Peter Allix (in Determinatio Ioannis praedicatoris de, modo existendi Corp. Christi 
in sacramento altaris. Lond., 1686)." In this fragment," says Neander, III. 511, "after an 
investigation of the different ways in which the conversio of the bread into the body of Christ 
may be conceived, the conclusion is arrived at, that nothing can be decided with certainty on this 
point; that the conversio therefore is the only essential part of the doctrine, namely, that bread and 
wine become body and blood of Christ, and that with regard to the way in which that conversion 
takes place, men should not seek to inquire. This coincides with the view which evidently lies at 
the basis of the cardinal’s proceedings. But whether the author was this Hildebrand, must ever 
remain a very doubtful question, since it is not probable, that if a man whose life constitutes an 
epoch in history wrote a commentary on the Gospel of Matthew, it should have been so entirely 
forgotten." Sudendorf, however (p. 186), ascribes the fragment to Pope Hildebrand. 
 
{723} During and after the eucharistic controversy he was charged with vanity, ambition, and 
using improper means, such as money and patronage, for the spread of his opinions. See Hefele, 
IV. 742. Card. Hergenrother (I. 707) calls Berengar oberflachlich, eitel, ehrgeizig, verwegen and 
neuerungsuchtig. Archbishop Trench (Lectures on Medieval Church History, p. 189 sq.), 
dissenting from Coleridge’s charitable judgment, finds fault with Berengar’s "insolent tone of 
superiority" in addressing Lanfranc, and with a "passionate feebleness" and "want of personal 



dignity" in his whole conduct. He thinks his success would have been a calamity, since it would 
have involved the loss of the truth which was concealed under the doctrine of transubstantiation. 
"Superstition sometimes guards the truth which it distorts, caricatures, and in part conceals." 
Coleridge wrote a touching poem on Berengar’s recantation. 
 
{724} As an "Aufklarer," Berengar is one-sidedly represented by Reuter, l. c.. Comp. also Baur, 
in his Kirchengesch. des Mittelalters, p. 66 sqq. 
 
{725} Neander III. 504. The Discourse is published in Martene and Durand, Thes. nov. 
Anecdotorum, Tom. I. 
 
{726} He was prevented by a violent act of King Henry I. of France, who committed him to 
prison and seized his property. 
 
{727} Berengar makes no mention of this Synod. Lessing, Gieseler and Baur (II. 178) doubt 
whether it was held. Neander, Sudendorf, Robertson and Hefele (IV. 753 sqq.) credit the report of 
Durandus, but correct his dates. 
 
{728} This seems to be the correct date, instead of 1055 under Victor II., according to Lanfranc’s 
account. The difference involves the veracity of Berengar, who assigns the Synod to the 
pontificate of Leo IX.; but it is safer to assume, with Leasing, Sudendorf (p. 45), and Hefele (IV. 
778), that Lanfranc, after a lapse of ten or more years had forgotten the correct date. 
 
{729} "Panis atque vinum altaris post consecrationem sunt corpus Christi et sanguis." 
Deuteronomy S. Coena, p. 52. Berengar meant a real, though uncorporeal presence. He admitted a 
conversion of the elements in the sense of consecration, but without change of substance. 
Hildebrand was willing to leave this an open question. See below. 
 
{730} "Ego Berengarius, indignus diaconus... anathematizo omnem haeresim, praecipue eam de 
qua hactenus infamatus sum, quae astruere conatur, panem et vinum, quae in altari ponuntur, 
post consecrationem solummodo sacramentum, et non verum et sanguinem Domini nostri I. Ch. 
esse nec posse sensualiter in solo sacramento [non solum sacramento, sed, in veritate] manibus 
sacerdotum tractari, vel frangi, aut fidelium dentibus atteri," etc. So Lanfranc reports the creed in 
Deuteronomy Corp. et Sang. Dom., c.2 (Migne, vol. 150, p. 410); comp. Berengar, Deuteronomy 
S. Coena, p. 68. Gieseler calls this creed "truly Capernaitic." Hergenrother (I. 703) admits that it 
sounds very hard, but may be defended by similar language of Chrysostom. Luther expressed his 
faith in the real presence almost as strongly when be instructed Melanchthon to insist, in his 
conference with Bucer, 1534, that Christ’s body was literally eaten and torn with the teeth 
("gegessen und mit den Zahnen zerbissen"). See his letters to Jonas and Melanchthon in Briefe, 
ed. Deuteronomy Wette, Bd. IV. 569 and 572. But I doubt whether any Lutheran divine would 
endorse such language now. 
 
{731} Lanfranc charges him with downright perjury. But according to his own report, Berengar 
did not sign the formula, nor was he required to do so. Deuteronomy S. Coena, p. 25 sq.; comp. p. 
59 sq. 
 
{732} Leo is "minime leo de tribu Iuda;" the pope is not a pontifex, but a pompifex and pulpifex, 
and the see of Rome not a sedes apostolica, but a sedes Satanae. Deuteronomy S. Coena, p. 34, 
40, 42, 71. Lanfranc, c. 16. See Neander, III. 513, who refers to other testimony in Bibl. P. Lugd. 
XVIII. 836. 
 



{733} Deuteronomy Sacra Coena adversus Lanfrancum Liber posterior (290 pages). This book, 
after having been long lost, was discovered by Lessing in the Library of Wolfenbuttel (1770), 
who gave large extracts from it, and was published in full by A. F. and F. Th. Vischer, Berlin, 
1834, with a short preface by Neander. Berengar gives here a very different version of the 
previous history, and charges Lanfranc with falsehood. He fortifies his view by quotations from 
Ambrose and Augustin, and abounds in passion, vituperation and repetition. The style is obscure 
and barbarous. The MS. is defective at the beginning and the close. Lessing traced it to the 
eleventh or twelfth century, Staudlin to Berengar himself, the editors (p. 23), more correctly to a 
negligent copyist who had the original before him. Comp. Sudendorf, p. 47. 
 
{734} "Corde credo et ore confiteor, panem et vinum, quae ponuntur in altari, per mysterium 
sacrae orationis et verba nostri Remptoris substantialiterconverti in veram et propriam et 
vivifratricem carnem et sanguinem Jesu Christi Domini nostri, et post consecrationem esse verum 
Christi corpus, quod natum est de Virgine, et quod pro salute mundi oblatum in cruce pependit, et 
quod sedet ad dexteram Patris, et verum sanguinem Christi, qui de latere ejus effusus est, non 
tantum per signum et virtutem sacramenti, sed in proprietate naturae et veritate substantiae." 
Berengar was willing to admit a conversio panis, but salva sua substantia,i.e. non amittens quod 
erat, sed assumens quod non erat; in other words, conversion without annihilation. A mere 
sophistry. Substantialiter can mean nothing else but secundum substantiam. See the Acts of the 
Council in Mansi, XIX. 762. 
 
{735} D’Achery, Spicileg. III. 413. Mansi, XX. 621. Neander, III. 520. Sudendorf, 57. 
 
{736} See the Acta Concilii Romani sub Gregorio papa VII. in causa Berengarii ab ipso 
Berengario conscripta cum ipsius recantatione (after Febr., 1079), printed in Mansi, XIX. 761. 
Comp. Neander, III. 521, and Sudendorf, p. 58 sqq. Berengar is reported to have repeated his 
creed before one of the two Synods which were held at Bordeaux in 1079 and 1080, but of these 
we have only fragmentary accounts. See Mansi, XX. 527; Hefele, V. 142 sq.; Sudendorf, p. 196. 
 
{737} He was treated as a heretic not only by Roman Catholics, but also by Luther and several 
Lutheran historians, including Guericke. 
 
{738} His enemies of the party of Henry IV. charged him with skepticism or infidelity on account 
of his sympathy with Berengar. See the quotations in Gieseler, II. 172. 
 
{739} I obtained a copy by the kindness of Professor Thayer from the library of Harvard College, 
after hunting for one in vain in the libraries of New York, and the Niedner library in Andover 
(which has B.’s D. S. Coena, but not Sudendorf’s B. T.).  

 



129. Berengar’s Theory of the Lord’s Supper. 
 
The chief source is Berengar’s second book against Lanfranc, already quoted. His first book is 
lost with the exception of a few fragments in Lanfranc’s reply. 
 
Berengar attacked the doctrine of transubstantiation, and used against it nearly every argument: it 
is not only above reason, but against reason and against the testimony of the senses; it involves a 
contradiction between subject and predicate, and between substance and its qualities, which are 
inseparable; it is inconsistent with the fact of Christ’s ascension and presence in heaven; it 
virtually assumes either a multiplication or an omnipresence of his body, which contradicts the 
necessary limitations of corporeality. {740} There can be only one body of Christ, and only one 
sacrifice of Christ. The stories of the appearances of blood on the altar, be treated with scorn, 
from which some of his enemies inferred that he denied all miracles. He called the doctrine of 
transubstantiation an absurdity (ineptio) and an insane folly of the populace (vecordia vulgi). 
 
To this notion of a corporeal or material presence on the altar, he opposed the idea of a spiritual 
or dynamic presence and participation. His positive view agrees essentially with that of 
Ratramnus; but he went beyond him, as Calvin went beyond Zwingli. He endeavors to save the 
spiritual reality without the carnal form. He distinguishes, with St. Augustin and Ratramnus, 
between the historical and the eucharistic body of Christ, and between the visible symbol or 
sacramentum and the thing symbolized or the res sacramenti. He maintains that we cannot 
literally eat and drink Christ’s body and blood, but that nevertheless we may have real spiritual 
Communion by faith with the flesh, that is, with the glorified humanity of Christ in heaven. His 
theory is substantially the same as that of Calvin. {741} The salient points are these: 
 
1) The elements remain in substance as well as in appearance, after the consecration, although 
they acquire a new significance. Hence the predicate in the words of institution must be taken 
figuratively, as in many other passages, where Christ is called the lion, the lamb, the door, the 
vine, the corner-stone, the rock, etc. {742} The discourse in the sixth chapter of John is likewise 
figurative, and does not refer to the sacrament at all, but to the believing reception of Christ’s 
death. {743} 
 
2) Nevertheless bread and wine are not empty, symbols, but in some sense the body and blood of 
Christ which they represent. They are converted by being consecrated; for whatever is 
consecrated is lifted to a higher sphere and transformed. They do not lose their substance after 
consecration; but they lose their emptiness, and become efficacious to the believer. So water in 
baptism remains water, but becomes the vehicle of regeneration. Wherever the sacramentum is, 
there is also the res sacramenti. 
 
3) Christ is spiritually present and is spiritually received by faith. Without faith we can have no 
real communion with him, nor share in his benefits. "The true body of Christ," he says in a letter 
to Adelmann," is placed on the altar, but spiritually to the inner man and to those only who are 
members of Christ, for spiritual manducation. This the fathers teach openly, and distinguish 
between the body and blood of Christ and the sacramental signs of the body and blood. The pious 
receive both, the sacramental sign (sacramentum) visibly, the sacramental substance (rem 
sacramenti) invisibly; while the ungodly receive only the sacramental sign to their own 
judgment." 
 
4) The communion in the Lord’s Supper is a communion with the whole undivided person of 
Christ, and not with flesh and blood as separate elements. As the whole body of Christ was 



sacrificed in death, so we receive the whole body in a spiritual manner; and as Christ’s body is 
now glorified in heaven, we must spiritually ascend to heaven. {744} 
 
Here again is a strong point of contact with Calvin, who likewise taught such an elevation of the 
soul to heaven as a necessary condition of true communion with the life-giving power of Christ’s 
humanity. He meant, of course, no locomotion, but the sursum corda, which is necessary in every 
act of prayer. It is the Holy, Spirit who lifts us up to Christ on the wings of faith, and brings him 
down to us, and thus unites heaven and earth. 
 
A view quite similar to that of Berengar seems to have obtained about that time in the Anglo-
Saxon Church, if we are to judge from the Homilies of Aelfric, which enjoyed great authority and 
popularity. {745} 
 
{740} "Quod diversis in locis eodem momento sensualiter adsit corpus, corpus non esse 
constabit." Deuteronomy S. Coena, p. 199. 
 
{741} Baur very clearly puts the case (II. 190): "Die Lehre Berengar’s schliesst sich ganz an-die 
des Ratramnus an, ist aber zugleich eine Fortbildung derselben. Wie Ratramnus sich eigentlich 
nur in der Sphare des Verhaltnisses von Bild und Sache bewegt, so sucht dagegen Berengar zu 
zeigen, dass ungeachtet keine andere Ansicht vom Abendmahl moglich sei, als die symbolische, 
dem Abendmahldoch seine volle Realitat bleibe, dass, wenn man auch im Abendmahl den Leib 
und das Blut Christi nicht wirklich geniesse, doch auch so eine reelle Verbindung mit den Fleisch 
oder der in den Himmel erhochten Menschheit Christi stattfinde. Es ist im Allgemeinen zwischen 
Ratramnus und Berengar ein analoges Verhaltniss wie spater zwischen Zwingli und Calvin." 
Comp. also the exposition of Neander, III. 521-526, and of Herzog, in his Kirchengesch. II. 112-
114. 
 
{742} Deuteronomy S. Coena, p. 83. B. lays down the hermeneutic principle: "Ubicunque 
praedicatur non praedicabile, quia tropica locutio est, de non susceptibili, alter propositionis 
terminus tropice, alter proprie accipiatur." Zwingli used the same and other examples of 
figurative speech in his controversy with Luther. He found the figure in the verb (esti equals 
significat), OEcolampadius in  the predicate (corpus equals figura corporis). 
 
{743} l. c., p. 165 and 236. He quotes Augustin in his favor, and refers to John 4:14 where Christ 
speaks of drinking the water of life and eating meat (4:32-34), in a spiritual sense. 
 
{744} P. 157. The believer receives "totam et integram Domini Dei sui carnem, non autem coelo 
devocatam, sed in coelo manentem," and he ascends to heaven "cordis ad videndum Deum 
mundati devotione spatiosissima." 
 
{745} Thus he says in the Homily on Easter day: "Great is the difference between the invisible 
might of the holy housel [sacrament] and the visible appearance of its own nature. By nature it is 
corruptible bread and corruptible wine, and is, by the power of the Divine word, truly Christ’s 
body and blood: not, however, bodily, but spiritually. Great is the difference between the body in 
which Christ suffered and the body which is hallowed for housel.... In his ghostly body, which we 
call housel, there is nothing to be understood bodily, but all is to be understood spiritually." The 
passage is quoted by J. C. Robertson from Thorpe’s edition of Aelfric, II. 271. Thorpe identifies 
the author of these Anglo-Saxon Homilies with Aelfric, Archbishop of York, who lived till the 
beginning of the Berengar controversy (d. 1051), but the identity is disputed. See Hardwick, p. 
174, and L. Stephen’s "Dict. of Nat. Biogr." I. 164 sqq.  



 



130. Lanfranc and the Triumph of Transubstantiation. 
 
The chief opponent of Berengar was his former friend, Lanfranc, a native of Pavia (b. 1005), prior 
of the Convent of Bet in Normandy (1045), afterwards archbishop of Canterbury (1070-1089), 
and in both positions the predecessor of the more distinguished Anselm. {746} He was, next to 
Berengar, the greatest dialectician of his age, but used dialectics only in support of church 
authority and tradition, and thus prepared the way for orthodox scholasticism. He assailed 
Berengar in a treatise of twenty-three chapters on the eucharist, written after 1063, in epistolary 
form, and advocated the doctrine of transubstantiation (without using the term) with its 
consequences. {747} He describes the change as a miraculous and incomprehensible change of 
the substance of bread and wine into the very body and blood of Christ. {748} He also teaches 
(what Radbert had not done expressly) that even unworthy communicants (indigne sumentes) 
receive the same sacramental substance as believers, though with opposite effect. {749} 
 
Among the less distinguished writers on the Eucharist must be mentioned Adelmann, Durandus, 
and Guitmund, who defended the catholic doctrine against Berengar. Guitmund (a pupil of 
Lanfranc, and archbishop of Aversa in Apulia) reports that the Berengarians differed, some 
holding only a symbolical presence, others (with Berengar) a real, but latent presence, or a sort of 
impanation, but all denied a change of substance. This change he regards as the main thing which 
nourishes piety. "What can be more salutary," he asks," than such a faith? Purely receiving into 
itself the pure and simple Christ alone, in the consciousness of possessing so glorious a gift, it 
guards with the greater vigilance against sin; it glows with a more earnest longing after all 
righteousness; it strives every day to escape from the world... and to embrace in unclouded vision 
the fountain of life itself." {750} 
 
From this time on, transubstantiation may be regarded as a dogma of the Latin church. It was 
defended by the orthodox schoolmen, and oecumenically sanctioned under Pope Innocent III. in 
1215. 
 
With the triumph of transubstantiation is closely connected the withdrawal of the communion cup 
from the laity, which gradually spread in the twelfth century, {751} and the adoration of the 
presence of Christ in the consecrated elements, which dates from the eleventh century, was 
enjoined by Honorius III. in 1217, and gave rise to the Corpus Christi festival appointed by Urban 
IV., in 1264. The withdrawal of the cup had its origin partly in considerations of expediency, but 
chiefly in the superstitious solicitude to guard against profanation by spilling the blood of Christ. 
The schoolmen defended the practice by the doctrine that the whole Christ is present in either 
kind. {752} It strengthened the power of the priesthood at the expense of the rights of the laity 
and in plain violation of the command of Christ: "Drink ye all of it". {Matthew 26:27} 
 
The doctrine of transubstantiation is the most characteristic tenet of the Catholic Church of the 
middle age, and its modern successor, the Roman Church. It reflects a magical supernaturalism 
which puts the severest tax upon the intellect, and requires it to contradict the unanimous 
testimony of our senses of sight, touch and taste. It furnishes the doctrinal basis for the daily 
sacrifice of the mass and the power of the priesthood with its awful claim to create and to offer 
the very body and blood of the Saviour of the world. For if the self-same body of Christ which 
suffered on the cross, is truly present and eaten in the eucharist, it must also be the self-same 
sacrifice of Calvary which is repeated in the mass; and a true sacrifice requires a true priest, who 
offers it on the altar. Priest, sacrifice, and altar form an inseparable trio; a literal conception of 
one requires a literal conception of the other two, and a spiritual conception of one necessarily 
leads to a spiritual conception of all. 



 
Notes. 
 
A few additional remarks must conclude this subject, so that we need not return to it in the next 
volume. 
 
1. The scholastic terms transsubstantiatio, transsubstantiare (in Greek metousivwsi," Engl. 
transubstantiation, Germ. Wesensverwand-lung), signify a change of one substance into another, 
and were introduced in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The phrase substantialiter converti was 
used by the Roman Synod of 1079 (see p. 559). Transsubstantiatio occurs first in Peter Damiani 
(d. 1072) in his Expos. can. Missae (published by Angelo Mai in "Script. Vet. Nova Coll." VI. 
215), and then in the sermons of Hildebert, archbishop of Tours (d. 1134); the verb 
transsubstantiare first in Stephanus, Bishop of Autun (1113-1129), Tract. de Sacr. Altaris, c. 14 
("panem, quem accepi, in corpus meum transsubstantiavi"), and then officially in the fourth 
Lateran Council, 1215. See Gieseler, II. ii. 434 sq. (fourth Germ. ed.). Similar terms, as mutatio, 
transmutatio, transformatio, conversio, transitio, had been in use before. The corresponding 
Greek noun metousivwsi" was formally accepted by the Oriental Church in the Orthodox 
Confession of Peter Mogilas, 1643, and later documents, yet with the remark that the word is not 
to be taken as a definition of the manner in which the bread and wine are changed into the body 
and blood of Christ. See Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, II. 382, 427, 431, 495, 497 sq. Similar 
expressions, such as metabolhv, metabavllein, metapoiei’n, had been employed by the Greek 
fathers, especially by Cyril of Jerusalem, Chrysostom, and John of Damascus. The last is the 
chief authority quoted in the Russian Catechism (see Schaff, l. c.. II. 498). 
 
All these terms attempt to explain the inexplicable and to rationalize the irrational—the 
contradiction between substance and accidents, between reality and appearance. 
Transubstantiation is devotion turned into rhetoric, and rhetoric turned into irrational logic. 
 
2. The doctrine of transubstantiation was first strongly expressed in the confessions of two 
Roman Synods of 1059 and 1079, which Berengar was forced to accept against his conscience; 
see p. 557 and 559. It was oecumenically sanctioned for the whole Latin church by the fourth 
Lateran Council under Pope Innocent III., A. D. 1215, in the creed of the Synod, cap. 1: "Corpus 
et sanguis [Christi] in sacramento altaris sub speciebus panis et vini veraciter continentur, 
TRANSSUBSTAN-TIATIS PANE IN CORPUS ET VINO IN SANGUINEM, POTESTATE 
DIVINA, ut ad perficiendum mysterium unitatis accipiamus ipsi de suo, quod accepit ipse de 
nostro. Et hoc utique sacramentum nemo potest conficere, nisi sacerdos, qui fuerit rite ordinatus 
secundum claves Ecclesiae, quas ipse concessit Apostolis et eorum successoribus lesus Christus." 
 
The Council of Trent, in the thirteenth session, 1551, reaffirmed the doctrine against the 
Protestants in these words: "that, by the consecration of the bread and of the wine, a conversion is 
made of the whole substance of the bread into the substance of the body of Christ our Lord 
(conversionem fieri totius substantiae panis in substantiam corporis Christi Domini), and of the 
whole substance of the wine into the substance of his blood; which conversion is by the holy 
Catholic Church suitably and properly called Transubstantiation." The same synod sanctioned the 
adoration of the sacrament (i.e. Christ on the altar under the figure of the elements), and 
anathematizes those who deny this doctrine and practice. See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, II. 
130-139. 
 
3. Thomas Aquinas, the prince of scholastic divines, has given the clearest poetic expression to 
the dogma of transubstantiation in the following stanzas of his famous hymn, "Lauda Sion 
Salvatorem," for the Corpus Christi Festival: 



 
Dogma datur Christianis, 
 
Quod in carnem transit panis, 
 
Et vinum in sanguinem. 
 
Quod non capis, quod non 
 
Animosa firmat fides 
 
Praeter rerum ordinem. 
 
Hear what holy Church maintaineth, 
 
That the bread its substance changeth 
 
Into Flesh, the wine to Blood. 
 
Doth it pass thy comprehending? 
 
Faith, the law of sight transcending, 
 
Leaps to things not understood. 
 
Sub diversis speciebus, 
 
Signis tantum et non rebus, 
 
Latent res eximiae. 
 
Caro cibus, sanguis potus, 
 
Manet tamen Christus totus, 
 
Sub utraque specie. 
 
Here, in outward signs, are hidden 
 
Priceless things, to sense forbidden; 
 
Signs, not things, are all we see: 
 
Flesh from bread, and Blood from wine: 
 
Yet is Christ, in either sign, 
 
All entire, confess’d to be. 
 
A sumente non concisus, 
 



Non confractus, non divisus, 
 
Integer accipitur. 
 
Sumit unus, sumunt mille, 
 
Quantum isti, tantum ille, 
 
Nec sumitus consumitur. 
 
They, too, who of Him partake, 
 
Sever not, nor rend, nor break, 
 
But entire, their Lord receive. 
 
Whether one or thousands eat, 
 
All receive the self-same meat, 
 
Nor the less for others leave. 
 
Sumunt boni, sumunt mali, 
 
Sorte tamen inaequali 
 
Vitae vel interitus. 
 
Mors est malis, vita bonis: 
 
Vide, paris sumptionis 
 
Quam sit dispar exitus. 
 
Both the wicked and the good 
 
Eat of this celestial Food; 
 
But with ends how opposite! 
 
Here ‘tis life, and there tis death; 
 
The same yet issuing to each 
 
In a difference infinite. 
 
See the Thes. Hymnol. of Daniel, II. 97-100, who calls St. Thomas "summus laudator venerabilis 
sacramenti," and quotes the interesting, but opposite judgments of Mohler and Luther. The 
translation is by Edward Caswall (Hymns and Poems, 2nd ed., 1873, and previously in Lyra 
Catholica, Lond., 1849, p. 238). The translation of the last two stanzas is not as felicitous as that 
of the other two. The following version preserves the double rhyme of the original: 



 
"Eaten, but without incision," 
 
Here alike the good and evil, 
 
Broken, but without division, 
 
High and low in social level, 
 
Each the whole of Christ receives: 
 
Take the Feast for woe or weal: 
 
Thousands take what each is taking, 
 
Wonder! from the self-same eating, 
 
Each one breaks what all are breaking, 
 
Good and bad their bliss are meeting 
 
None a lessened body leaves. 
 
Or their doom herein they seal. 
 
4. The doctrine of transubstantiation has always been regarded by Protestants as one of the 
fundamental errors and grossest superstitions of Romanism. But we must not forget the 
underlying truth which gives tenacity to error. A doctrine cannot be wholly false, which has been 
believed for centuries not only by the Greek and Latin churches alike, but as regards the chief 
point, namely, the real presence of the very body and blood of Christ—also by the Lutheran and a 
considerable portion of the Anglican communions, and which still nourishes the piety of 
innumerable guests at the Lord’s table. The mysterious discourse of our Saviour in the synagogue 
of Capernaum after the miraculous feeding of the multitude, expresses the great truth which is 
materialized and carnalized in transubstantiation. Christ is in the deepest spiritual sense the bread 
of life from heaven which gives nourishment to believers, and in the holy communion we receive 
the actual benefit of his broken body and shed blood, which are truly present in their power; for 
his sacrifice, though offered but once, is of perpetual force to all who accept it in faith. The literal 
miracle of the feeding of the five thousand is spiritually carried on in the vital union of Christ and 
the believer, and culminates in the sacramental feast. Our Lord thus explains the symbolic 
significance of that miracle in the strongest language; but he expressly excludes the carnal, 
Capernaitic conception, and furnishes the key for the true understanding, in the sentence: "It is the 
spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing: the words that I have spoken unto you are spirit, 
and are life". {John 6:63} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{746} He was the first of the Norman line of English archbishops, and the chief adviser of 
William the Conqueror in the conquest of England. See Freeman, History of the Norman 



Conquest, vols. III. and IV.; and R.C. Jenkins, Diocesan History of Canterbury (London, 1880), 
p. 78 sqq. 
 
{747} On the different editions and the date of the book (between 1063 and 1069), see Sudendorf 
p. 39 sqq. 
 
{748} Deuteronomy Corp. et Sang. Dom., c. 18 (in Migne, T. 150, col. 430): "Credimus terrenas 
substantias, quae in mensa Dominica per sacerdale mysterium divinitus sanctificantur, 
ineffabiliter, incomprehensibiliter, mirabiliter, operante superna potentia, converti in essentiam 
Dominici corporis, reservatis ipsarum rerum speciebus, et quibusdam aliis qualitatibus, ne 
percipientes cruda et cruenta horrerent, et ut credentes fidei praemia ampliora perciperent, ipso 
tamen Dominico corpore existente in coelestibus ad dexteram Patris, immortali, inviolato, 
integro, incontaminato, illaeso: ut vere dici posset, et ipsum corpus, quod de Virgine sumptum 
est, nos sumere, et tamen non ipsum." 
 
{749} Cap 20 (col. 436): "Est quidem et peccatori bus et indigne sumentibus vera Christi caro, 
verusque sanguis, sed essentia, non salubri efficentia." 
 
{750} Neander, III. 529 sq., from Guitmund’s Deuteronomy Corp. et Sang. Christi veritate in 
eucharistia. It was written about 1076, according to Sudendorf, p. 52 sqq. 
 
{751} In place of the older custom of administering the bread dipped in wine, especially to infants 
and sick persons. In the Greek church, where infant communion still prevails, both elements are 
delivered in a golden spoon; but the priest receives each element separately as in the Roman 
church. 
 
{752} Anselm was the first to teach "in utraque, specie totum Christum sumi." See J. J. de Lith, 
Deuteronomy Adoratione Panis consecrati, et Interdictione sacri Calicis in Eucharistia, 1753; 
Spittler, Gesch. des Kelchs im Abendmahl, 1780; Gieseler, I. 480 sqq., notes.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XII. 
 
HERETICAL SECTS. 
 

131. The Paulicians. 
 
I. Petrus Siculus (imperial commissioner in Armenia, about 870): Historia Manichaeorum, qui 
Pauliciani dicuntur (JIstoriva peri; th’ kenh’ kai mataia airesew tw’n Maniccaivwn tw’n kai; 
Paulikianw’n legomevnwn). Gr. Lat. ed. Matth. Raderus. Ingolst., 1604. Newly ed. by J. C. L. 
Gieseler. Gottingen, 1846, with an appendix, 1849. Photius (d. 891): Adv. recentiors Manichaeos, 
lib. IV. Ed. by J. Chr. Wolf. Hamburg, 1722; in Gallandii "Bibl. PP." XIII. 603 sq., and in Photii 
Opera ed. Migne, Tom. II., col. 9-264 (reprint of Wolf). For the history of the sect after A. D. 870 
we must depend on the Byzantine historians, Constantine Porphyrogenitus and Cedrenus. 
 
II. Mosheim: Century IX., ch. V. Schroeckh: vols. XX. 365 sqq., and XXIII. 318 sqq. Gibbon: 
Ch. LIV. (vol. V. 534-554). F. Schmidt: Historia Paulicianorum Orientalium. Kopenhagen, 
1826. Gieseler: Untersuchungen uber die Gesch. der Paulicianer, in the "Studien und Kritiken," 
1829, No. I., 79 sqq.; and his Church History, II. 21 sqq., and 231 sqq. (Germ. ed. II. 1, 13 and 
400). Neander, III. 244-270, and 586-592. Baur: Christl. K. im Mittelalter, p. 22-25. 
Hergenrother, I. 524-527. Hardwick, Middle Age, p. 78-84. Robertson, II. 164-173 (revised ed. 
IV. 117-127). C. Schmidt, in Herzog 2 XI. 343-348. A. Lombard: Pauliciens, Bulgares et Bons-
hommes en Orient et Occident. Geneve, 1879. 
 
The Monothelites, the Adoptionists, the Predestinarians, and the Berengarians moved within the 
limits of the Catholic church, dissented from it only in one doctrine, and are interwoven with the 
development of’ catholic orthodoxy which has been described in the preceding chapter. But there 
were also radical heretical sects which mixed Christianity with heathen notions, disowned all 
connection with the historic church, and set themselves up against it as rival communities. They 
were essentially dualistic, like the ancient Gnostics and Manichaeans, and hence their Catholic 
opponents called them by the convenient and hated name of New Manichaeans; though the 
system of the Paulicians has more affinity with that of Marcion. They appeared first in the East, 
and spread afterwards by unknown tracks in the West. They reached their height in the thirteenth 
century, when they were crushed, but not annihilated, by a crusade under Pope Innocent III. 
 
These sects have often been falsely represented {753} as forerunners of Protestantism; they are so 
only in a purely negative sense, while in their positive opinions they differ as widely from the 
evangelical as from the Greek and Roman creed. The Reformation came out of the bosom of 
Mediaeval Catholicism, retained its oecumenical doctrines, and kept up the historic continuity. 
 
The Paulicians {754} are the most important sect in our period. They were confined to the 
territory of the Eastern church. They flourished in Armenia, where Christianity came in conflict 
with Parsism and was mixed with dualistic ideas. They probably inherited some traditions of the 
Manichaeans and Marcionites. 
 
I. Their name is derived by their Greek opponents {755} from two brothers, Paul and John sons of 
a Manichaean a woman Kallinike, in Samosata; but, more probably, by modern historians {756} 
from their preference for St. Paul whom they placed highest among the Apostles. They borrowed 
the names of their leading teachers from his disciples (Sylvanus, Titus, Timothy, Tychicus, 



Epaphroditus), and called their congregations after his (Corinth, Philippi, Achaia, etc.). They 
themselves preferred simply the name "Christians" (Cristianoiv, Cristopoli’tai), in opposition to 
the professors of the Roman state-religion (Rwmaivou). 
 
II. The founder of the sect is Constantine a Syrian from a Gnostic (Marcionite) congregation in 
Mananalis near Samosata. Inspired by the epistles of St. Paul and pretending to be his genuine 
disciple, he propagated under the name of Sylvanus dualistic doctrines in Kibossa in Armenia and 
in the regions of Pontus and Cappadocia, with great success for twenty-seven years, until the 
Emperor Constantine Pogonatus (668-685) sent an officer, Symeon, for his arrest and execution. 
He was stoned to death in 684, and his congregation scattered. But Symeon was struck and 
converted by the serene courage of Constantine-Sylvanus, revived the congregation, and ruled it 
under the name of Titus. When Justinian II. heard of it, he condemned him and the other leaders 
to death by fire (690), according to the laws against the Manichaeans. 
 
But in spite of repeated persecution and inner dissensions, the sect spread throughout Asia Minor. 
When it decayed, a zealous reformer rose in the person of Sergius, called Tychieus, the second 
founder of the sect (801-835). He had been converted by a woman, visited the old congregations 
and founded new ones, preached and wrote epistles, opposed the antinomian practices of Baanes, 
called "the Filthy" (o ruparo), and introduced strict discipline. His followers were called Sergiotes 
in distinction from the Baanites. 
 
The fate of the sect varied with the policy of the Greek emperors. The iconoclastic Leo the 
Isaurian did not disturb them, and gave the leader of the sect, Gegnaesius, after a satisfactory 
examination by the patriarch, a letter of protection against persecution; but the wily heretic had 
answered the questions in a way that deceived the patriarch. Leo the Armenian (813-820) 
organized an expedition for their conversion, pardoning the apostates and executing the constant. 
Theodora, who restored the worship of images, cruelly persecuted them, and under her short reign 
one hundred thousand Paulicians were put to death by the sword, the gibbet, or the flames (844). 
Perhaps this large number included many iconoclasts. 
 
Provoked by these cruelties, the Paulicians raised the standard of revolt under the lead of 
Karbeas. He fled with five thousand to the Saracens, built a strong fort, Tephrica, {757} on the 
Arab frontier, and in alliance with the Moslems made successful military invasions into the 
Byzantine territory. His son-in-law, Chrysocheres, proceeded as far as Ephesus, and turned the 
cathedral into a stable (867), but was killed by the Greeks in 871, and the sect had to submit to the 
Emperor Basil the Macedonian. He sent among them the monk Petrus Siculus, who thus became 
acquainted with their doctrines and collected the materials for his work. 
 
After this the sect lost its political significance, and gradually disappeared from history. Many 
were transferred to Philippopolis in Thrace about 970, as guards of the frontier, and enjoyed 
toleration. Alexius Comnenus (1081-1118) disputed with their leaders, rewarded the converts, 
and punished the obstinate. The Crusaders found some remains in 1204, when they captured 
Constantinople. 
 
III. The doctrines and practices of the Paulicians are known to us only from the reports of the 
orthodox opponents and a few fragments of the epistles of Sergius. They were a strange mixture 
of dualism, demiurgism, docetism, mysticism and pseudo-Paulinism, and resemble in many 
respects the Gnostic system of Marcion. 
 



(1) Dualism was their fundamental principle. {758} The good God created the spiritual world; the 
bad God or demiurge created the sensual world. The former is worshipped by the Paulicians, i.e. 
the true Christians, the latter by the "Romans" or Catholics. 
 
(2) Contempt of matter. The body is the seat of evil desire, and is itself impure. It holds the divine 
soul as in a prison. 
 
(3) Docetism. Christ descended from heaven in an ethereal body, passed through the womb of 
Mary as through a channel, suffered in appearance, but not in reality, and began the process of 
redemption of the spirit from the chains of matter. 
 
(4) The Virgin Mary was not "the mother of God," and has a purely external connection with 
Jesus. Peter the Sicilian says, that they did not even allow her a place among the good and 
virtuous women. The true theotokos is the heavenly Jerusalem, from which Christ came out and 
to which he returned. 
 
(5) They rejected the Old Testament as the work of the Demiurge, and the Epistles of Peter. They 
regarded Peter as a false apostle, because he denied his master, preached Judaism rather than 
Christianity, was the enemy of Paul {Galatians 2:11} and the pillar of the Catholic hierarchy. 
They accepted the four Gospels, the Acts, fourteen Epistles of Paul, and the Epistles of James, 
John and Jude. At a later period, however, they seem to have confined themselves, like Marcion, 
to the writings of Paul and Luke, adding to them probably the Gospel of John. They claimed also 
to possess an Epistle to the Laodiceans; but this was probably identical with the Epistle to the 
Ephesians. Their method of exposition was allegorical. 
 
(6) They rejected the priesthood, the sacraments, the worship of saints and relics, the sign of the 
cross (except in cases of serious illness), and all externals in religion. Baptism means only the 
baptism of the Spirit; the communion with the body and blood of Christ is only a communion 
with his word and doctrine. 
 
In the place of priests (iereiv and presbuteroi) the Paulicians had teachers and pastors 
(didaskaloi and poimene), companions or itinerant missionaries (sunekdhmoi), and scribes 
(nwtarioi). In the place of churches they had meeting-houses called "oratories" (proseucaiv); 
but the founders and leaders were esteemed as "apostles" and "prophets." There is no trace of the 
Manichaean distinction between two classes of the electi and credentes. 
 
(7) Their morals were ascetic. They aimed to emancipate the spirit from the power of the material 
body, without, however, condemning marriage and the eating of flesh; but the Baanites ran into 
the opposite extreme of an antinomian abuse of the flesh, and reveled in licentiousness, even 
incest. In both extremes they resembled the Gnostic sects. According to Photius, the Paulicians 
were also utterly deficient in veracity, and denied their faith without scruple on the principle that 
falsehood is justifiable for a good end. 
 
{753} Antipathetically by Roman Catholic, sympathetically by Protestant historians. 
 
{754} paulikoi, paulikianoi, paulianitoi. 
 
{755} Peter the Sicilian and Photius, followed by Mosheim and Schroeckh. 
 
{756} Gibbon, Gieseler, Neander, Baur, Hardwick. 
 



{757} Now Divrigni in the mountains between Sirvas and Trebizond, still occupied by a fierce 
people. 
 
{758} Petrus Siculus puts this first (p. 16): prwton men gar esti to kat autouv gnwrisma to 
duo arcaov mologein, ponhron yeon kai agaqon. He says the Paulicians reject the impious 
writings of the Manichaeans, but propagate their contents by tradition from generation to 
generation.  

 



132. The Euchites and other Sects in the East. 
 
I. Michael Psellus (a learned Constantinopolitan, 11th cent.): dialogov peri energeiav 
daimonwn, ed. Gaulmin. Par. 1615; also by J. F. Boissonade. Norimbergae, 1838. Cedrenus (in 
the 11th cent.): Histor. Compend. (ed. Bonn. I. 514).—On the older Euchites and Messalians see 
Epiphanius (Haer. 80), Theodoret (Hist. Eccl. IV. 10), John of Damascus (De Haer., c. 80), 
Photius (Bibl. cod. 52), and Walch: Ketzer-Historie, III. 481 sqq. and 536 sqq. 
 
II. Schnitzer: Die Euchiten im elften Jahrh., in Stirm’s "Studien der evang. Geistlichkeit 
Wurtemberg’s," vol. XI., H. I. 169. Gieseler, II. 232 sq. Neander, III. 590 sqq., comp. II. 277 sqq. 
 
The Euchites were mystic monks with dualistic principles derived from Parsism. They held that a 
demon dwells in every man from his birth, and can be expelled only by unceasing silent prayer, 
which they exalted above every spiritual exercise. Hence their name. {759} They were also called 
Enthusiasts by the people on account of their boasted ecstasies, in which they fancied that they 
received special revelations. Psellus calls them "devil-worshippers." They despised all outward 
forms of worship. Rumor charged them with lewdness and infanticide in their secret assemblies; 
but the same stories were told of the early Christians, and deserve no credit. 
 
They appear in the eleventh century in Mesopotamia and Armenia, in some connection with the 
Paulicians. They were probably the successors of the older Syrian Euchites or Messalians of the 
fourth and fifth centuries, who in their conceit had reached the height of ascetic perfection, 
despised manual labor and all common occupations, and lived on alms—the first specimens of 
mendicant friars. 
 
From the Euchites sprang towards the close of the eleventh century the Bogomiles (the Slavonic 
name for Euchites), {760} and Catharists (i.e. the Purists, Puritans), and spread from Bulgaria into 
the West. They will occupy our attention in the next period. 
 
Another Eastern sect, called Thondracians (from the village Thondrac), was organized by 
Sembat, a Paulician, in the province of Ararat, between 833 and 854. They sprang from the 
Paulicians, and in spite of persecution made numerous converts in Armenia, among them a 
bishop, Jacob, in 1002, who preached against the corruptions in the Armenian church, but was 
branded, exposed to public scorn, imprisoned, and at last killed by his enemies. {761} 
 
Little is known of the sect of the Athingians who appeared in Upper Phrygia. {762} They seem to 
have been strongly Judaistic. They observed all the rites of the law except circumcision, for 
which they substituted baptism. Neander conjectures, that they were the successors of the 
Colossian errorists opposed by St. Paul. 
 
{759} euchtai or eucitai, from euch, prayer. The Syriac name Messalians (lxm), praying 
people, from alx] oravit. {Daniel 6:11 Ezr 6:10} 
 
{760} From Hospodi pomilui, the Slavonic Kyrie eleison, Lord, have mercy upon us. It is the 
response in the Russian litany, and is usually chanted by a choir with touching effect. Schaffarik 
derives the name from a Bulgarian bishop named Bogomil, who represented that heresy in the 
middle of the tenth century. 
 
{761} See Tschamtschean’s "History of Armenia," used by Neander (from Petermann’s 
communications), III. 587-589. 



 
{762} aygganoi, from yigganw, to touch, to handle; probably with reference to Colossians 2:21, 
mh yighv, touch not (things that defile). The translator of Neander calls them Athinganians (III. 
592).  

 



133. The New Manichaeans in the West. 
 
I. The chief sources for the sects of the Middle Age belong to the next period, namely, the letters 
of Pope Innocent III., Honorius III., Bernhard of Clairvaux, Peter the Venerable; the acts of 
Councils; the chronicles; and the special writings against them, chiefly those of the Dominican 
monk Reinerius Sacchoni of Lombardy (d. 1259), who was himself a heretic for seventeen years. 
The sources are collected in the "Maxima Biblioth. Patr." (Lugd., 1677, Tom. XXII., XXIV.); in 
Martene and Durand’s "Thesaurus novus anecdotorum" (Par., 1682); in Muratori’s "Rerum Italic. 
Scriptores" (Mediol., 1723 sqq.); in Bouquet’s "Recueil des historiens des Gaules et de la France" 
(Par., 1738 sqq.), etc. See the Lit. in Hahn I. 23 sqq. 
 
II. J. Conr. Fuesslin: Neue unparth. Kirchen-und Ketzerhistorie der mittleren Zeit. Frankf, 1770. 
2 Parts. 
 
Chr. U. Hahn: Geschichte der Ketzer im Mittelalter, besonders im 11., 12. und 13. Jahrh., nach 
den Quellen bearbeitet. Stuttgart, 1845-’50, 3 vols. The first vol. contains the History of the New 
Manichaeans. 
 
C. Schmidt: Histoire et doctrine de la secte des Cathares. Paris, 1849, 2 vols. 
 
Razki: Bogomili i Catareni. Agram, 1869. 
 
Neander, III. 592-606. Gieseler, II. 234-239. Hardwick, p. 187-190. Robertson, II. 417-424. 
 
The heretical sects in the West are chiefly of three distinct classes: (1) the dualistic or 
Manichaean; (2) the pantheistic and mystic; (3) the biblical (the Waldenses). Widely differing 
among themselves, they were united in hatred of the papal church and the sacerdotal system. 
They arose from various causes: the remains of heathen notions and older heresies; opposition to 
the corruptions of the church and the clergy; the revolt of reason against tyrannical authority; and 
popular thirst for the word of God. They spread with astonishing rapidity during the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries from Bulgaria to Spain, especially through Italy and Southern France, and 
called forth all the energies of the papacy at the zenith of its power (under Innocent III.) for their 
forcible suppression. One only survived the crusade, the Waldenses, owing to their faithful 
adherence to the positive truths of the Scriptures. 
 
In the West the heretical tendency in organized form made its first appearance during the eleventh 
century, when the corruption of the church and the papacy had reached its height. It appeared to 
that age as a continuation or revival of the Manichaean heresy. {763} The connecting link is the 
dualistic principle. The old Manichaeans were never quite extirpated with fire and sword, but 
continued secretly in Italy and France, waiting for a favorable opportunity to emerge from 
obscurity. Nor must we overlook the influence from the East. Paulicians were often transported 
under Byzantine standards from Thrace and Bulgaria to the Greek provinces of Italy and Sicily, 
and spread the seed of their dualism and docetism and hatred of the ruling church. {764} 
 
New Manichaeans were first discovered in Aquitania and Orleans, in 1022, in Arras, 1025, in 
Monteforte near Turin, 1030, in Goslar, 1025. They taught a dualistic antagonism between God 
and matter, a docetic view of the humanity of Christ, opposed the worship of saints and images, 
and rejected the whole Catholic church with all the material means of grace, for which they 
substituted a spiritual baptism, a spiritual eucharist, and a symbol of initiation by the imposition 
of hands. Some resolved the life of Christ into a myth or symbol of the divine life in every man. 



They generally observed an austere code of morals, abstained from marriage, animal food, and 
intoxicating drinks. A pallid, emaciated face was regarded by the people as a sign of heresy. The 
adherents of the sect were common people, but among their leaders were priests, sometimes in 
disguise. One of them, Dieudonne, precentor of the church in Orleans, died a Catholic; but when 
three years after his death his connection with the heretics was discovered, his bones were dug up 
and removed from consecrated ground. 
 
The Oriental fashion of persecuting dissenters by the faggot and the sword was imitated in the 
West. The fanatical fury of the people supported the priests in their intolerance. Thirteen New 
Manichaeans were condemned to the stake at Orleans in 1022. Similar executions occurred in 
other places. At Milan the heretics were left the choice either to bow before the cross, or to die; 
but the majority plunged into the flames. 
 
A few men rose above the persecuting spirit of the age, following the example of St. Martin of 
Tours, who had vigorously protested against the execution of the Priscillianists at Treves. Wazo, 
bishop of Liege, about 1047, raised his voice for toleration when he was asked for his opinion 
concerning the treatment of the heretics in the diocese of Chalons-sur-Marne. Such doctrines, he 
said, must be condemned as unchristian; but we are bound to bear with the teachers after the 
example of our Saviour, who was meek and humble and came not to strive, but rather to endure 
shame and the death of the cross. The parable of the wheat and the tares teaches us to wait 
patiently for the repentance of erring neighbors. "We bishops," he tells his fellow-bishops, 
"should remember that we did not receive, at our ordination, the sword of secular power, the 
vocation to slay, but only the vocation to make alive." All they had to do was to exclude obstinate 
heretics from the communion of the church and to guard others against their dangerous doctrines. 
{765} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{763} Other names, however, were invented to distinguish the different branches which were 
compared to foxes with tails tied together. In the time of Innocent III., more than forty heretical 
names were used, about twelve of them for the Manichaean branch, chiefly "Manichaeans," 
"Catharists," and "Patareni." See Hahn, I. 49 sqq. 
 
{764} On the different derivations see the notes of Gieseler, II. 234 sq., and Hahn, I. 30 sqq. 
 
{765} Neander, III. 605 sq.; Gieseler, II. 239, note.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XIII. 
 
THE STATE OF LEARNING. 
 

134. Literature. 
 
Comp. the list of works in vol. II. 621 sqq. 
 
I. The ecclesiastical writers of this period are collected for the first time by Migne, the Greek in 
his Patrologia Graeca, Tom. 90 (Maximus Confessor) to 136 (Eustathius); the Latin in his 
Patrologia Latina, Tom. 69 (Cassiodorus) and 75 (Gregory I.) to 148 (Gregory VII.). 
 
II. General works: Du Pin, Ceillier, and Cave, and the bibliographical works of Fabricius 
(Biblioth. Graeca, and Bibl. Latina); especially the Histoire Generale des auteurs sacres 
ecclesiastiques by the Benedictine Dom Remy Ceillier (1688-1761), first ed., 1729-63, in 23 
vols.; revised ed. by Abbe Bauzon, Paris, 1857-’62, in 14 vols. 4to. This ed. comes down to St. 
Bernard and Peter the Lombard. Tom. XI., XII. and XIII. cover the 6th century to the 11th. 
 
A. H. L. Heeren (Prof. in Gottingen): Geschichte der classischen Literatur im Mittelalter. 
Gottingen, 1822. 2 Parts. The first part goes from the beginning of the Middle Age to the 15th 
century. 
 
Henry Hallam: State of Europe in the Middle Ages. Ch. IX. (New York ed. of 1880, vol. III. 254 
sqq.); and his Introduction to the Literature of Europe in the 15 th, 16 th and 17 th Centuries. Part 
#1  1 (N. York ed. of 1880, vol. I., p. 25-103). 
 
Hermann Reuter: Geschichte der relig. Aufklarung in Mittelalter. Berlin, 1875, 2 vols. 
 
III. Special works. 
 
(1) Learning and Literature in the East: Leo Allatius: Graeciae orthodoxae Scriptores. Rom., 
1652-’59, 2 vols. The Byzantine Historians, ed. by Niebuhr and others, Gr. and Lat. Bonn, 1828-
’78, 50 vols., 8vo. Monographs on Photius, especially Hergenrother (the third volume), and on 
John of Damascus by Langen (1879), etc.; in part also Gass: Symbolik der griech. Kirche (1872). 
 
(2) Literature in the Latin church: Johann Christ. Felix Bahr: Geschichte der romischen Literatur. 
Carlsruhe, 1836 sqq.; 4th revised ed., 1868-’72, 4 vols. The 4th vol. embraces the Christian 
Roman literature to the age of Charlemagne. This formerly appeared in three supplementary vols., 
1836, 1837 and 1840, the third under the title: Gesch. der rom. Lit. im karolingischen Zeitalter 
(619 pages).—Wilhelm S. Teuffel: Geschichte der romischen Literatur. Leipzig, 1870, 4th ed. 
edited by L. Schwabe, 1882. Closes with the middle of the eighth century. Adolph Ebert: 
Geschichte der Literatur des Mittelalters im Abendlande. Leipzig, 1874-’80, 2 vols. 
 
Comp. also Leon Maitre: Les ecoles episcopales et monastiques de l’occident depuis 
Charlemagne jusqu’ a  Philippe-Auguste, 1866. H. Jos. Schmitz: Das Volksschulwesen im 
Mittelalter. Frankf a. M., 1881. 
 



(3) For Italy: Muratori: Antiquitates italicae medii aevi (Mediol., 1738-’42, 6 vols. fol.), and 
Rerum italicarum Scriptores praecipui ab anno D. ad MD. (Mediol., 1723-’51, 29 vols. fol.). 
Tirabsoschi (a very learned Jesuit): Storia della letteratura italiana, antica e moderna. Modena, 
177l-’82, and again 1787-’94; another ed. Milan, 1822-26, 16 vols. Gregorovius: Geschichte ‘der 
Stadt Rom. im Mittelalter. Stuttgart, 1859 sqq., 3rd ed. 1874 sqq., 8 vols. 
 
(4) For France: the Benedictine Histoire litteraire de la France. Paris, 1733-’63, 12 vols. 4to., 
continued by members of the Academie des inscriptions et belles-lettres, 1814 sqq.—Bouquet: 
Recueil des historiens des Gaules et de la France. Paris, 1738-1865, 22 vols. fol.; new ed. 1867 
sqq. Guizot: Histoire generale de la civilisation en Europe et en France depuis la chute de 
l’empire romain jusqu’ a  la revolution franacaise. Paris, 1830, 6 vols., and many editions, also 
two English translations.—Ozanam: La civilisation chretienne chez les Francs. Paris, 1849. 
 
(5) For Spain: The works of Isidore of Seville. Comp. Balmez: European Civilization, in Spanish, 
Barcelona, 1842-44, in 4 vols.; transl. into French and English (against Guizot and in the interest 
of Romanism). 
 
(6) For England: The works and biographies of Bede, Alcuin, Alfred. Monumenta Historica 
Brittannica, ed. by Petrie, Sharpe, and Hardy. Lond., 1848 (the first vol. extends to the Norman 
conquest). Rerum Britannicarum medii xvi Scriptores, or Chronicles and Memorials of Great 
Britain. London, 1858-1865, 55 vols. 8vo. Comp. J. R. Lumby: Greek Learning in the Western 
Church during the Seventh and Eighth Centuries. Cambridge, 1878. 
 
(7) For Germany: The works and biographies of Bonifacius, Charlemagne, Rabanus Maurus. The 
Scriptores in the Monumenta Germaniae historica, ed. Pertz and others, Han., 1826 sqq. (from 
500 to 1500); also in a small ed. Scriptores rer. Germ. in usum scholarum, 1840-1866, 16 vols. 
8vo. Wilhelm Wattenbach: Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter his zur Mitte des 13. 
Jahrhunderts. Berlin, 1858, 4th ed., 1877-’78, 2 vols. 
 
(8) On the era of Charlemagne in particular: J. J. Ampere: Histoire litteraire de la France avant 
Charlemagne (second ed., 1867, 2 vols.), and Histoire litteraire de la France sous Charlemagne 
et durant les Xe et XIe siecles. Paris, 1868.—Bahr: Deuteronomy litter. studiis a Carolo M. 
revocatis ac schola Palatina. Heidelb., 1856.—J. Bass Mullinger: The Schools of Charles the 
Great, and the Restoration of Education in the Ninth Century. London, 1877.—Ebert: Die liter. 
Bewegung zur Zeit Karls des Gr., in "Deutsche Rundschau," XI. 1877. Comp. also Rettberg: 
Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, I. 427 sqq., and the works quoted on p. 236. The poetry of the 
Carolingian age is collected in two magnificent volumes by E. Dummler.: Poatae Latini Aevi 
Carolini. Berlin, 2 vols. in 3 parts, 1880-’84 (in the Scriptorum series of the Mon. Germania).  

 



135. Literary Character of the Early Middle Ages. 
 
The prevailing character of this period in sacred learning is a faithful traditionalism which saved 
the remains of the ancient classical and Christian literature, and transferred them to a new soil. 
The six centuries which intervene between the downfall of the West Roman Empire (476) and the 
age of Hildebrand (1049-1085), are a period of transition from an effete heathen to a new 
Christian civilization, and from patristic to scholastic theology. It was a period of darkness with 
the signs of approaching daylight. The fathers were dead, and the schoolmen were not yet born. 
The best that could be done was to preserve the inheritance of the past for the benefit of the 
future. The productive power was exhausted, and gave way to imitation and compilation. Literary 
industry took the place of independent investigation. 
 
The Greek church kept up the connection with classical and patristic learning, and adhered 
closely to the teaching of the Nicene fathers and the seven oecumenical councils. The Latin 
church bowed before the authority of St. Augustin and St. Jerome. The East had more learning; 
the West had more practical energy, which showed itself chiefly in the missionary field. The 
Greek church, with her head turned towards the past, tenaciously maintains to this day the 
doctrinal position of the eighth century; the Latin church, looking to the future, passed through a 
deep night of ignorance, but gathered new strength from new blood. The Greek church presents 
ancient Christianity at rest; while the Latin church of the middle ages is Christianity in motion 
towards the modern era.  

 



136. Learning in the Eastern Church. 
 
The Eastern church had the advantage over the Western in the knowledge of the Greek language, 
which gave her direct access to the Greek Testament, the Greek classics, and the Greek fathers; 
but, on the other hand, she had to suffer from the Mohammedan invasions, and from the intrigues 
and intermeddling of a despotic court. 
 
The most flourishing seats of patristic learning, Alexandria and Antioch, were lost by the 
conquests of Islam. The immense library at Alexandria was burned by order of Omar (638), who 
reasoned: "If these writings of the Greeks agree with the book of God (the Koran), they are 
useless and need not be preserved; if they disagree, they are pernicious and ought to be 
destroyed." {766} In the eighth century, however, the Saracens themselves began to cultivate 
learning, to translate Greek authors, to collect large libraries in Bagdad, Cairo, and Cordova. The 
age of Arabic learning continued about five hundred years, till the irruption of the Moguls. It had 
a stimulating effect upon the scholarship of the church, especially upon the development of 
scholastic philosophy, through the writings of Averroas of Cordova (d. 1198), the translator and 
commentator of Aristotle. 
 
Constantinople was the centre of the literary, activity of the Greek church during the middle ages. 
Here or in the immediate vicinity (Chalcedon, Nicaea) the oecumenical councils were held; here 
were the scholars, the libraries, the imperial patronage, and all the facilities for the prosecution of 
studies. Many a library was destroyed, but always replaced again. {767} Thessalonica and Mount 
Athos were also important seats of learning, especially in the twelfth century. 
 
The Latin was the official language of the Byzantine court, and Justinian, who regained, after a 
divorce of sixty years, the dominion of ancient Rome through the valor of Belisarius (536), 
asserted the proud title of Emperor of the Romans, and published his code of laws in Latin. But 
the Greek always was and remained the language of the people, of literature, philosophy, and 
theology. 
 
Classical learning revived in the ninth century under the patronage of the court. The reigns of 
Caesar Bardas (860-866), Basilius I. the Macedonian (867-886), Leo VI. the Philosopher (886-
911), who was himself an author, Constantine VII. Porphyrogenitus (911-959), likewise an 
author, mark the most prosperous period of Byzantine literature. The family of the Comneni, who 
upheld the power of the sinking empire from 1057 to 1185, continued the literary patronage, and 
the Empress Eudocia and the Princess Anna Comnena cultivated the art of rhetoric and the study 
of philosophy. 
 
Even during the confusion of the crusades and the disasters which overtook the empire, the love 
for learning continued; and when Constantinople at last fell into the hands of the Turks, Greek 
scholarship took refuge in the West, kindled the renaissance, and became an important factor in 
the preparation for the Reformation. 
 
The Byzantine literature presents a vast mass of learning without an animating, controlling and 
organizing genius. "The Greeks of Constantinople," says Gibbon, {768} with some rhetorical 
exaggeration, "held in their lifeless hands the riches of the fathers, without inheriting the spirit 
which had created and improved that sacred patrimony: they read, they praised, they compiled; 
but their languid souls seemed alike incapable of thought and action. In the revolution of ten 
centuries, not a single discovery was made to exalt the dignity or promote the happiness of 
mankind. Not a single idea has been added to the speculative systems of antiquity; and a 



succession of patient disciples became in their turn the dogmatic teachers of the next servile 
generation. Not a single composition of history, philosophy or literature has been saved from 
oblivion by the intrinsic beauties of style or sentiment, of original fancy, and even of successful 
imitation.... The leaders of the Greek church were humbly content to admire and copy the oracles 
of antiquity, nor did the schools or pulpit produce any rivals of the fame of Athanasius and 
Chrysostom." 
 
The theological controversies developed dialectical skill, a love for metaphysical subtleties, and 
an over-estimate of theoretical orthodoxy at the expense of practical piety. The Monotheletic 
controversy resulted in an addition to the christological creed; the iconoclastic controversy 
determined the character of public worship and the relation of religion to art. 
 
The most gifted Eastern divines were Maximus Confessor in the seventh, John of Damascus in 
the eighth, and Photius in the ninth century. Maximus, the hero of Monotheletism, was an acute 
and profound thinker, and the first to utilize the pseudo-Dyonysian philosophy in support of a 
mystic orthodoxy. John of Damascus, the champion of image-worship, systematized the doctrines 
of the orthodox fathers, especially the three great Cappadocians, Basil, Gregory of Nazianzum, 
and Gregory of Nyssa, and produced a monumental work on theology which enjoys to this day 
the same authority in the Greek church as the "Summa" of Thomas Aquinas in the Latin. Photius, 
the antagonist of Pope Nicolas, was the greatest scholar of his age, who read and digested with 
independent judgment all ancient heathen and Christian books on philology, philosophy, 
theology, canon law, history, medicine, and general literature. In extent of information and 
fertility of pen he had a successor in Michael Psellus (d. 1106). 
 
Exegesis was cultivated by Oecumenius in the tenth, Theophylact in the eleventh, and Euthymius 
Zygabenus in the twelfth century. They compiled the valuable exegetical collections called 
"Catenae." {769} Simeon Metaphrastes (about 900) wrote legendary biographies and eulogies of 
one hundred and twenty-two saints. Suidas, in the eleventh century, prepared a Lexicon, which 
contains much valuable philological and historical information {770} The Byzantine historians, 
Theophanes, Syncellus, Cedrenus, Leo Grammaticus, and others, describe the political and 
ecclesiastical events of the slowly declining empire. The most eminent scholar of the twelfth 
century, was Eustathius, Archbishop of Thessalonica, best known as the commentator of Homer, 
but deserving a high place also as a theologian, ecclesiastical ruler, and reformer of monasticism. 
 
{766} Gibbon (ch. 50) doubts this fact, related by Abulpharagius and other Mohammedan 
authorities; but Von Hammer, Silv. de Sacy, and other Oriental scholars accept it as well 
authenticated. See the note of Smith in his edition of Gibbon (vol. V. 358 sq.). The library was 
variously estimated as containing from four to seven hundred thousand volumes. 
 
{767} A library of 120,000 volumes, begun by Constantius and Julian the Apostate, was burned 
by accident under Basiliscus (478). Another Constantinopolitan library of 33,000 volumes 
perished in the reign of the iconoclastic Leo the Isaurian, who is made responsible for the 
calamity by Cedrenus and other orthodox historians. 
 
{768} Decline and Fall, Ch. LIII. (V. 529). 
 
{769} So called from being connected like chains, seiraiv, catenae. Other terms are: epitomai or 
sullogai ermhneiwn, glossae, postillae. Among Latin collections of that kind, the Catena 
Aurea of Thomas Aquinas on the Gospels is the most famous. See Fabricius, Biblioth. Graeca, 
vol. VII., and Noesselt, Deuteronomy Catenis patrum Graecorum in N. T. Hal., 1762. What these 
Catenae did for patristic exegesis, the Critici Sacri (London, 1660 sqq.; Frankfort, 1695 sqq.; 



Amsterdam, 1698-1732, with supplements, 13 vols.), and Matthew Poole’s Synopsis (London, 
1669 sqq., an abridgment of the former) did for the exegesis of the reformers and other 
commentators of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
 
{770} Still indispensable to Greek scholars, and important to theologians and historians for the 
biblical glosses, the explanations of theological terms, and the biographical and literary notices of 
ecclesiastical writers. Best editions by Gaisford (Oxford, 1834), and Bernhardy (Halle, 1853, 4 
vols.).  

 



137. Christian Platonism and the Pseudo-Dionysian Writings. 
 
Literature. 
 
I. Best ed. of Pseudo-Dionysius in Greek and Latin by Balthasar Corderius (Jesuit), Antwerp, 
1634; reprinted at Paris, 1644; Venice, 1755; Brixiae, 1854; and by Migne, in "Patrol. Gr.," Tom. 
III. and IV., Paris, 1857, with the scholia of Pachymeres, St. Maximus, and various dissertations 
on the life and writings of Dionysius. French translations by Darboy (1845), and Dulac (1865). 
German transl. by Engelhardt (see below). An English transl. of the Mystical Theology in 
Everard’s Gospel Treasures, London, 1653. 
 
II. Older treatises by Launoy: Deuteronomy Areopagiticis Hilduini (Paris, 1641); and 
Deuteronomy duabus Dionysiis (Par., 1660). Pere Sirmond: Dissert. in qua ostenditur Dion. 
Paris. et Dion. Areop. discrimen (Par., 1641). J. Daille: Deuteronomy scriptis quo sub Dionys. 
Areop. et Ignatii Antioch. nominibus circumferuntur (Geneva, 1666, reproduced by Engelhardt). 
 
III. Engelhardt: Die angeblichen Schriften des Areop. Dion. ubersetzt und mit Abhandl. begleitet 
(Sulzbach, 1823); Deuteronomy Dion. Platonizante (Erlangen, 1820); and Deuteronomy Origine 
script. Dion. Areop. (Erlangen, 1823). Vogt: Neuplatonismus und Christenthum. Berlin, 1836. G. 
A. Meyer: Dionys. Areop. Halle, 1845. L. Montet: Les livres du Pseudo-Dionys., 1848. Neander: 
III. 169 sqq.; 466 sq. Gieseler: I. 468; II. 103 sq. Baur: Gesch. der Lehre v. der Dreieinigkeit und 
Menschwerdung Gottes, II. 251-263. Dorner: Entw. Gesch. der L. v. d. Pers. Christi, II. 196-203. 
Fr. Hipler: Dionys. der Areopagite. Regensb., 1861. E. Bohmer: Dion. Areop., 1864. Westcott: 
Dion. Areop. in the "Contemp. Review" for May, 1867 (with good translations of characteristic 
passages). Joh. Niemeyer: Dion. Areop. doctrina philos. et theolog. Halle, 1869. Dean Colet: On 
the Hierarchies of Dionysius. 1869. J. Fowler: On St. Dion. in relation to Christian Art, in the 
"Sacristy," Febr., 1872. Kanakis: Dionys. der Areop. nach seinem Character als Philosoph. 
Leipz., 1881. Moller in "Herzog"  {2} III. 617 sqq.; andLupton in "Smith & Wace," I. 841 sqq. 
Comp. the Histories of Philosophy by Ritter, II. 514 sqq., and Ueberweg (Am. ed.), II. 349-352. 
 
The Real and the Ficitious Doinysius. 
 
The tendency to mystic speculation was kept up and nourished chiefly through the writings which 
exhibit a fusion of Neo-Platonism and Christianity, and which go under the name of Dionysius 
Areopagita, the distinguished Athenian convert of St. Paul. {Acts 17:34} He was, according to a 
tradition of the second century, the first bishop of Athens. {771} In the ninth century, when the 
French became acquainted with his supposed writings, he was confounded with St. Denis, the 
first bishop of Paris and patron saint of France, who lived and died about two hundred years after 
the Areopagite. {772} He thus became, by a glaring anachronism, the connecting link between 
Athens and Paris, between Greek philosophy and Christian theology, and acquired an almost 
apostolic authority. He furnishes one of the most remarkable examples of the posthumous 
influence of unknown authorship and of the power of the dead over the living. For centuries he 
was regarded as the prince of theologians. He represented to the Greek and Latin church the 
esoteric wisdom of the gospel, and the mysterious harmony between faith and reason and 
between the celestial and terrestrial hierarchy. 
 
Pseudo-Dionysius is a philosophical counterpart of Pseudo-Isidor: both are pious frauds in the 
interest of the catholic system, the one with regard to theology, the other with regard to church 
polity; both reflect the uncritical character of mediaeval Christianity; both derived from the belief 
in their antiquity a fictitious importance far beyond their intrinsic merits. Doubts were entertained 



of the genuineness of the Areopagitica by Laurentius Valla, Erasmus, and Cardinal Cajetan; but it 
was only in the seventeenth century that the illusion of the identity of Pseudo-Dionysius with the 
apostolic convert and the patron-saint of France was finally dispelled by the torch of historical 
criticism. Since that time his writings have lost their authority and attraction; but they will always 
occupy a prominent place among the curiosities of literature, and among the most remarkable 
systems of mystic philosophy. 
 
Authorship. 
 
Who is the real author of those productions? The writer is called simply Dionysius, and only 
once. {773} He repeatedly mentions an unknown Hierotheos, as his teacher; but he praises also 
"the divine Paul," as the spiritual guide of both, and addresses persons who bear apostolic names, 
as Timothy, Titus, Caius, Polycarp, and St. John. He refers to a visit he made with Hierotheos, 
and with James, the brother of the Lord (ajdelfovqeo"), and Peter, "the chief and noblest head of 
the inspired apostles," to gaze upon the (dead) body of her (Mary) who was "the beginning of life 
and the recipient of God;" on which occasion Hierotheos gave utterance to their feelings in 
ecstatic hymns. It is evident then that he either lived in the apostolic age and its surroundings, or 
that he transferred himself back in imagination to that age. {774} The former alternative is 
impossible. The inflated style, the reference to later persons (as Ignatius of Antioch and Clement 
of Alexandria), the acquaintance with Neo-Platonic ideas, the appeal to the "old tradition" 
(ajrcai’a paravdosi") of the church as well as the Scriptures, and the elaborate system of church 
polity and ritual which he presupposes, clearly prove his post-apostolic origin. He was not known 
to Eusebius or Jerome or any ecclesiastical author before 533. In that year his writings were first 
mentioned in a conference between orthodox bishops and heretical Severians at Constantinople 
under Justinian I. {775} The Severians quoted them as an authority for their Monophysitic 
Christology and against the Council of Chalcedon; and in reply to the objection that they were 
unknown, they asserted that Cyril of Alexandria had used them against the Nestorians. If this be 
so, they must have existed before 444, when Cyril died; but no trace can be found in Cyril’s 
writings. On the other hand, Dionysius presupposes the christological controversies of the fifth 
century, and shows a leaning to Monophysitic views, and a familiarity with the last and best 
representatives of Neo-Platonism, especially with Proclus, who died in Athens, A. D. 485. The 
resemblance is so strong that the admirers of Dionysius charged Proclus with plagiarism. {776} 
The writer then was a Christian Neo-Platonist who wrote towards the close of the fifth or the 
beginning of the sixth century in Greece or in Egypt, and who by a literary fiction clothed his 
religious speculations with the name and authority of the first Christian bishop of Athens. {777} 
 
In the same way the pseudo-Clementine writings were assigned to the first bishop of Rome. 
 
The Fortunes of Pseudo-Dionysius. 
 
Pseudo-Dionysius appears first in the interest of the heretical doctrine of one nature and one will 
in the person of Christ. {778} But he soon commended himself even more to orthodox 
theologians. He was commented on by Johannes Scythopolitanus in the sixth century, and by St. 
Maximus Confessor in the seventh. John of Damascus often quotes him as high authority. Even 
Photius, who as a critic doubted the genuineness, numbers him among the great church teachers 
and praises his depth of thought. {779} 
 
In the West the writings of Pseudo-Dionysius were first noticed about 590 by Pope Gregory I., 
who probably became acquainted with them while ambassador at Constantinople. Pope Hadrian I. 
mentions them in a letter to Charlemagne. The Emperor Michael II. the Stammerer, sent a copy to 
Louis the Pious, 827. Their arrival at St. Denis on the eve of the feast of the saint who reposed 



there, was followed by no less than nineteen miraculous cures in the neighborhood. They 
naturally recalled the memory of the patron-saint of France, and were traced to his authorship. 
The emperor instructed Hilduin, the abbot of St. Denis, to translate them into Latin; but his 
scholarship was not equal to the task. John Scotus Erigena, the best Greek scholar in the West, at 
the request of Charles the Bald, prepared a literal translation with comments, about 850, and 
praised the author as "venerable alike for his antiquity and for the sublimity of the heavenly 
mysteries" with which he dealt. {780} Pope Nicolas I. complained that the work had not been sent 
to him for approval," according to the custom of the church" (861); but a few years later 
Anastasius, the papal librarian, highly commended it (c. 865). 
 
The Areopagitica stimulated an intuitive and speculative bent of mind, and became an important 
factor in the development of scholastic and mystic theology. Hugo of St. Victor, Peter the 
Lombard, Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, Robert Grosseteste, and Dionysius Carthusianus 
wrote commentaries on them, and drew from them inspiration for their own writings. {781} The 
Platonists of the Italian renaissance likewise were influenced by them. 
 
Dante places Dionysius among the theologians in the heaven of the sun: 
 
Thou seest next the lustre of that taper, 
 
Which in the flesh below looked most within 
 
The angelic nature and its ministry. {782} 
 
Luther called him a dreamer, and this was one of his heretical views which the Sorbonne of Paris 
condemned. 
 
The Several Writings. 
 
The Dionysian writings, as far as preserved, are four treatises addressed to Timothy, his "fellow-
presbyter," namely: (1) On the Celestial Hierarchy (peri th’ ourania ierarcia). (2) On the 
Ecclesiastical Hierarchy (peri th’ ekklhsiastikh’ ierarcia). (3) On the Divine Names (peri qeiwn 
onomatwn). (4) On Mystic Theology (peri mustikh’ qeologia). To these are added ten letters 
addressed to various persons of the apostolic age. {783} 
 
The System of Dionysius. 
 
These books reveal the same authorship and the same system of mystic symbolism, in which 
Neo-Platonism and Christianity are interwoven. The last phase of Hellenic philosophy which 
heretofore had been hostile to the church, is here made subservient to it. The connecting ideas are 
the progressive revelation of the infinite, the hierarchic triads, the negative conception of evil, and 
the striving of man after mystic union with the transcendent God. The system is a counterpart of 
the Graeco-Jewish theology, of Philo of Alexandria, who in similar manner mingled the Platonic 
philosophy with the Mosaic religion. The Areopagite and Philo teach theology in the garb of 
philosophy; both appeal to Scripture, tradition, and reason; both go behind the letter of the Bible 
and the facts of history to a deeper symbolic and allegoric meaning; both adulterate the revealed 
truths by foreign elements. But Philo is confined to the Old Testament, and ignores the New, 
which was then not yet written; while the system of the Areopagite is a sort of philosophy of 
Christianity. 
 



The Areopagite reverently ascends the heights and sounds the depths of metaphysical and 
religious speculation, and makes the impression of profound insight and sublime spirituality; and 
hence he exerted such a charm upon the great schoolmen and mystics of the middle ages. But he 
abounds in repetitions; he covers the poverty of thought with high-sounding phrases; he uses the 
terminology of the Hellenic mysteries; {784} and his style is artificial, turgid, involved, and 
monotonous. 
 
The unity of the Godhead and the hierarchical order of the universe are the two leading ideas of 
the Areopagite. He descends from the divine unity through a succession of manifestations to 
variety, and ascends back again to mystic union with God. His text, we may say, is the sentence 
of St. Paul: "From God, and through God, and unto God, are all things". {Romans 11:36} 
 
He starts from the Neo-Platonic conception of the Godhead, as a being which transcends all being 
and existence {785} and yet is the beginning and the end of all existence, as unknowable and yet 
the source of all reason and knowledge, as nameless and inexpressible and yet giving names to all 
things, as a simple unity and yet causing all variety. He describes God as "a unity of three 
persons, who with his loving providence penetrates to all things, from super-celestial essences to 
the last things of earth, as being the beginning and cause of all beings, beyond all beginning, and 
enfolding all things transcendentally in his infinite embrace." If we would know God, we must go 
out of ourselves and become absorbed in Him. All being proceeds from God by a sort of 
emanation, and tends upward to him. 
 
The world forms a double hierarchy, that is, as he defines it, "a holy order, and science, and 
activity or energy, assimilated as far as possible to the godlike and elevated to the imitation of 
God in proportion to the divine illuminations conceded to it." There are two hierarchies, one in 
heaven, and one on earth, each with three triadic degrees. 
 
The celestial or supermundane hierarchy consists of angelic beings in three orders: (1) thrones, 
cherubim, and seraphim, in the immediate presence of God; (2) powers, mights, and dominions; 
(3) angels (in the narrower sense), archangels, and principalities. {786} The first order is 
illuminated, purified and perfected by God, the second order by the first, the third by the second. 
 
The earthly or ecclesiastical hierarchy is a reflex of the heavenly, and a school to train us up to 
the closest possible communion with God. Its orders form the lower steps of the heavenly ladder 
which reaches in its summit to the throne of God. It requires sensible symbols or sacraments, 
which, like the parables of our Lord, serve the double purpose of revealing the truth to the holy 
and hiding it from the profane. The first and highest triad of the ecclesiastical hierarchy are the 
sacraments of baptism which is called illumination (fwtisma), the eucharist (sunaxi, gathering, 
communion), which is the most sacred of consecrations, and the holy unction or chrism which 
represents our perfecting. Three other sacraments are mentioned: the ordination of priests, the 
consecration of monks, and the rites of burial, especially the anointing of the dead. The three 
orders of the ministry form the second triad. {787} The third triad consists of monks, the holy 
laity, and the catechumens. 
 
These two hierarchies with their nine-fold orders of heavenly and earthly ministrations are, so to 
speak, the machinery of God’s government and of his self-communication to man. They express 
the divine law of subordination and mutual dependence of the different ranks of beings. 
 
The Divine Names or attributes, which are the subject of a long treatise, disclose to us through 
veils and shadows the fountain-head of all life and light, thought and desire. The goodness, the 
beauty, and the loveliness of God shine forth upon all created things, like the rays of the sun, and 



attract all to Himself. How then can evil exist? Evil is nothing real and positive, but only a 
negation, a defect. Cold is the absence of heat, darkness is the absence of light; so is evil the 
absence, of goodness. But how then can God punish evil? For the answer to this question the 
author refers to another treatise which is lost. {788} 
 
The Mystic Theology briefly shows the way by which the human soul ascends to mystic union 
with God as previously set forth under the Divine Names. The soul now rises above signs and 
symbols, above earthly conceptions and definitions to the pure knowledge and intuition of God. 
 
Dionysius distinguishes between cataphatic or affirmative theology {789} and apophatic or 
negative theology. {790} The former descends from the infinite God, as the unity of all names, to 
the finite and manifold; the latter ascends from the finite and manifold to God, until it reaches that 
height of sublimity where it becomes completely passive, its voice is stilled, and man is united 
with the nameless, unspeakable, super-essential Being of Beings. 
 
The ten Letters treat of separate theological or moral topics, and are addressed, four to Caius, a 
monk (qerapeuth), one to Dorotheus, a deacon (leitourgo), one to Sosipater, a priest (iereu), one 
to Demophilus, a monk, one to Polycarp (called ierarch, no doubt the well-known bishop of 
Smyrna), one to Titus (ierarch, bishop of Crete), and the tenth to John, "the theologian," i.e. the 
Apostle John at Patmos, foretelling his future release from exile. 
 
\Dionysian Legends. 
 
Two legends of the Pseudo-Dionysian writings have passed in exaggerated forms into Latin 
Breviaries and other books of devotion. One is his gathering with the apostles around the death-
bed of the Virgin Mary. {791} The other is the exclamation of Dionysius when he witnessed at 
Heliopolis in Egypt the miraculous solar eclipse at the time of the crucifixion: {792} "Either the 
God of nature is suffering, or He sympathizes with a suffering God." {793} No such sentence 
occurs in the writings of Dionysius as his own utterance; but a similar one is attributed by him to 
the sophist Apollophanes, his fellow-student at Heliopolis. {794} 
 
The Roman Breviary has given solemn sanction, for devotional purposes, to several historical 
errors connected with Dionysius the Areopagite: (1) his identity with the French St. Denis of the 
third century; (2) his authorship of the books upon "The Names of God," upon "The Orders in 
Heaven and in the Church," upon "The Mystic Theology," and "divers others," which cannot have 
been written before the end of the fifth century; (3) his witness of the supernatural eclipse at the 
time of the crucifixion, and his exclamation just referred to, which he himself ascribes to 
Apollophanes. The Breviary also relates that Dionysius was sent by Pope Clement of Rome to 
Gaul with Rusticus, a priest, and Eleutherius, a deacon; that he was tortured with fire upon a 
grating, and beheaded with an axe on the 9th day of October in Domitian’s reign, being over a 
hundred years old, but that "after his head was cut off, he took it in his hands and walked two 
hundred paces, carrying it all the while!" {795} 
 
{771} Dionysius of Corinth (d. 170) in Euseb., Hist. Eccl. III. 4; IV. 23. So also in Const. Apost. 
VII. 46. Nothing is said in these passages of his martyrdom, which is an uncertain tradition of 
later date. Quadratus, the oldest Christian writer of Athens, makes no mention of him. Suidas 
(eleventh century), in his Lexicon, sub Dionuvsio"oJjArewpagivth" (Kuster’s ed, Cambridge, 
1705, vol. I. 598-600), says that Dionysius visited Egypt in the reign of Tiberius, witnessed with a 
friend at Heliopolis the extraordinary eclipse of the sun which occurred at the time of the 
crucifixion (comp. the 7th Ep. of Dion.); that he was converted by Paul and elected bishop of the 
Athenians; that he excelled in all secular and sacred learning, and was so profound that his works 



seem to be the productions of a celestial and divine faculty rather than of a human genius. He 
knows nothing of the French Dionysius. 
 
{772} According to the oldest authorities (Sulpicius Severus, d. 410, and Gregory of Tours, d. 
595, see his Hist. Franc. I. 28), the French Dionysius belongs to the middle of the third century, 
and died a martyr either under Decius (249-251) or under Aurelian (270-273). Afterwards he was 
put back to the first century. The confusion of the French martyr with the Areopagite of the same 
name is traced to Hilduin, abbot of St. Denis, A. D. 835, who at the request of the Emperor Louis 
the Pious compiled an uncritical collection of the traditions concerning Dionysius (Areopagitica). 
Gieseler (II. 103) traces it further back to the age of Charlemagne and the Acta Dionys., which 
were first printed in the Acta Sanct. mens. Oct. IV. 792. After that time it was currently believed 
that Dionysius was sent by Pope Clement of Rome to Gaul with twelve companions, or 
(according to another tradition) with a presbyter Rusticus, and a deacon Eleutherius, and that he 
suffered martyrdom with them under Domitian. His identity with the Areopagite became almost 
an article of faith; and when Abelard dared to call it in question, he was expelled from St. Denis 
as a dangerous heretic. It has been conclusively disproved by Launoy, Sirmond, Morinus, Le 
Nourry, Daille; and yet it still finds defenders among French Catholics, e.g. the Archbishop 
Darboy of Paris, who was shot by the Commune in May, 1871. The Abbe Dulac thus 
epigrammatically expresses this exploded tradition (Oeuvres de Saint Denis, 1865, p. 13): "Ne 
dans Athenes, Lutece d’Orient, il meurt a  Lutece, Athenes d’Occident; successivement epoux de 
deux eglises, dont l’une possedera son borceau, et l’autre sa tombe. Montmartre vaudra la 
colline de Mars." 
 
{773} In Ep. VII. 3, where Agollophanes addresses him: "O Dionysius." 
 
{774} Hipler and Boehmer assume that those names do not refer to the well-known apostolic 
characters, but this is untenable. 
 
{775} See the Collatio Catholicorum cum Severianis in Mansi, VIII. 817 sqq., and an account of 
the conference in Walch’s Ketzergeschichte, VII 134 sqq. 
 
{776} Westcott asserts (p. 6) that the coincidences with Damascius, the second in succession from 
Proclus, and the last Platonic teacher at Athens, are even more remarkable. He was of Syrian 
origin. 
 
{777} Different conjectures as to the author, time and place of composition: (1) A pseudonymous 
Dionysius (of Egypt) at the end of the fifth century. Gieseler, Engelhardt, Dorner, and others. (2) 
Dionysius of Alexandria, d. 265. Baratier. (3) Another Dionysius of the fourth century. (4) 
During the Eutychian and Nestorian controversies. Le Nourry. (5) A Pseudo-Dionysius of the 
third century, who wished to introduce the Eleusynian mysteries into the church. Baumgarten 
Crusius. (6) Apollinaris the elder, d. 360. (7) Apollinaris the younger, d. 370. Laurentius Valla. 
(8) Synesius of Ptolemais, c. 410. La Croze. (9) Peter Gnapheus or Fullo, patriarch of 
Constantinople. Le Quien. (10) A writer in Edessa, or under the influence of the Edessene school, 
between 480 and 520. Westcott.—See the Prolegomena of Le Nourry, Deuteronomy Rubeis, 
Corderius, in the first vol. of Migne’s ed., and Lupton, l. c. 
 
{778} The Monothelites appealed to a passage in Ep. IV. ad Caium. See Hefele, III. 127 sq. 
Dorner (II. 196 sqq.) correctly represents the mystic Christology of Pseudo-Dionysius as a 
connecting link between Monophysitism and the orthodox dogma. 
 



{779} The first book which he notices in his "Bibliotheca" (about 845) is a defense of the 
genuineness of the Dionysian writings by a presbyter Theodorus, who mentions four objections: 
(1) they were unknown to the earlier fathers; (2) they are not mentioned in the catalogues of 
writing by Eusebius; (3) they are filled with comments on church traditions which grew by 
degrees long after the apostolic age; (4) they quote an epistle of Ignatius, written on his way to 
martyrdom under Trojan. Photius seems to think that the objections are stronger than the answers 
of Theodorus. See Neander, III. 170; Westcott, l. c. p. 4, and Hergenroether, Photius, III. 29 and 
331. 
 
{780} Other Latin versions were made afterwards by Johannes Sarracinus in the twelfth century, 
by Ambrosius Camaldulensis in the fifteenth, by Corderius in the seventeenth. 
 
{781} St. Thomas, the "Angelic Doctor," is so full of quotations from Dionysius that Corderius 
says, he drew from him "totam fere doctrinam theologicam." Migne I. 96. 
 
{782} Paradiso, X. 115. 
 
{783} An eleventh letter which exists only in Latin (said to have been written by Scotus Erigena), 
and a Latin Liturgy of Dionysius (published by Renaudot and in Migne’s ed. I. 1123-1132), are 
spurious. 
 
{784} As for the three stages of spiritual ascent, kaqarsi, muhsi, teleiwsi, and the verb 
ejpopteuvesqai,i.e. to be admitted to the highest grade at mysteries, to become an ejpovpth" or 
muvsth". For other rare words see the vocabulary of Dion. in Migne, I. 1134 sqq., and II. 23 sqq. 
 
{785} to o uperousion, das ueberseiende Sein. 
 
{786} Or, in the descending order, they are: 
 
(a) serafim, ceroubim, qronoi. 
 
(b) kuriothtev, dunameiv, exousiai. 
 
(c) arcai, arcaggeloi, aggeloi. 
 
Five of these orders are derived from St. Paul, Ephesians 1:21 (ajrchv, exousia, dunami, kurioth), 
and Colossians 1:16 (qronoi, kuriothte. arcai, exousiai); the other four (serafim, ceroubim, 
arcaggeloi, aggeloi) are likewise biblical designations of angelic beings, but nowhere mentioned 
in this order. Thomas Aquinas, in his doctrine of angels, closely follows Dionysius, quoting him 
literally, or more frequently interpreting his meaning. Dante introduced the three celestial triads 
into his Divina Commedia (Paradiso, Canto XXVIII. 97 sqq.): 
 
These orders upward all of them are gazing, 
 
And downward so prevail, that unto God 
 
They all attracted are and all attract. 
 
And Dionysius with so great desire 
 
To contemplate these orders set himself, 



 
He named them and distinguished them as I do. 
 
(Longfellow’s translation.) 
 
{787} They are not called bishop, priest, and deacon, but ierarchv, iereuv, and leitourgov. Yet 
Dionysius writes to Timothy as presbuterov tw sumpresbuterw. 
 
{788} peri dikaiou kai yeiou dikaiwthriou. 
 
{789} katafatikov, affirmative from katafaskw (katafhmi), to affirm 
 
{790} apofatikov, negative, from apofaskw (apofhmi), to deny. 
 
{791} See above p. 592, and Peri qeiwnonomat. cap. III. 2. (ed. of Migne, I. 682 sq.) Comp. the 
lengthy discussion of Baronius, Annal. ad ann. 48. In this connection St. Peter is called by 
Dionysius korufaia kai presbutath tw’n qeo logw nakroth (suprema ista atque antiquissima 
summitas theologorum). Corderius (see Migne I, 686) regards this as "firmissimum argumentum 
pro primatu Petri d consequeenter(?) Pontificum Romanorumm ejusdem successorum." 
 
{792} Matthew 27:45 Mark 15:33 Luke 23:44. See the notes in Lange, on Matthew, p. 525 (Am. 
ed.). 
 
{793} The exclamation is variously given: o agnwstov ensarki pasceiyeov (by Syngelus); or 
h toyei onpascei, h tw pascontisumpascei ("Aut Deus patitur, aut patienti compatitur"), or, 
as the Roman Breviary has it: "Aut Deus naturae patitur, aut mundi machina dissolvitur," "Either 
the God of nature is suffering, or the fabric of the world is breaking up." See Corderius in his 
annotations to Ep. VII., in Migne, I. 1083, and Halloix, in Vita S. Dion., ibid. II. 698. The 
exclamation of Dionysius is sometimes (even by so accurate a scholar as Dr. Westcott, l. c., p. 8) 
erroneously traced to the 7th Ep. of Dion., as a response to the exclamation of Apollophanes. 
 
{794} In Ep. VII. 2, where Dionysius asks Polycarp to silence the objections of Apollophanes to 
Christianity and to remind him of that incident when be exclaimed: tau’ta, w kale Dionuvsie, 
qeiwn amoibai pragmatwn, "Istae O praeclare Dionysi, divinarum sunt vicissitudines rerum." 
The same incident is alluded to in the spurious eleventh letter addressed to Apollophanes himself. 
So Suidas also gives the exclamation of Apollophanes, sub verbo Dion. 
 
{795} Brev. Rom. for Oct. 9, in the English ed. of the Marquess of Bute, vol. II. 1311. Even Alban 
Butler, in his Lives of the Saints (Oct. 9), rejects the fable of the identity of the two Dionysii.  

 



138. Prevailing Ignorance in the Western Church. 
 
The ancient Roman civilization began to decline soon after the reign of the Antonines, and was 
overthrown at last by the Northern barbarians. The treasures of literature and art were buried, and 
a dark night settled over Europe. The few scholars felt isolated and sad. Gregory, of Tours (540-
594) complains, in the Preface to his Church History of the Franks, that the study of letters had 
nearly perished from Gaul, and that no man could be found who was able to commit to writing 
the events of the times. {796} 
 
"Middle Ages" and "Dark Ages" have become synonymous terms. The tenth century is 
emphatically called the iron age, or the saeculum obscurum. {797} The seventh and eighth were 
no better. {798} Corruption of morals went hand in hand with ignorance. It is re-ported that when 
the papacy had sunk to the lowest depth of degradation, there was scarcely a person in Rome who 
knew the first elements of letters. We hear complaints of priests who did not know even the 
Lord’s Prayer and the Creed. If we judge by the number of works, the seventh, eighth and tenth 
centuries were the least productive; the ninth was the most productive; there was a slight increase 
of productiveness in the eleventh over the tenth, a much greater one in the twelfth, but again a 
decline in the thirteenth century. {799} 
 
But we must not be misled by isolated facts into sweeping generalities. For England and Germany 
the tenth century was in advance of the ninth. In France the eighth and ninth centuries produced 
the seeds of a new culture which were indeed covered by winter frosts, but not destroyed, and 
which bore abundant fruit in the eleventh and twelfth. 
 
Secular and sacred learning was confined to the clergy and the monks. The great mass of the 
laity, including the nobility, could neither read nor write, and most contracts were signed with the 
mark of the cross. Even the Emperor Charlemagne wrote only with difficulty. The people 
depended for their limited knowledge on the teaching of a poorly educated priesthood. But 
several emperors and kings, especially Charlemagne and Alfred, were liberal patrons of learning 
and even contributors to literature. 
 
Scarcity of Libraries. 
 
One of the chief causes of the prevailing ignorance was the scarcity of books. The old libraries 
were destroyed by ruthless barbarians and the ravages of war. After the conquest of Alexandria 
by the Saracens, the cultivation and exportation of Egyptian papyrus ceased, and parchment or 
vellum, which took its place, was so expensive that complete copies of the Bible cost as much as 
a palace or a farm. King Alfred paid eight acres of land for one volume of a cosmography. Hence 
the custom of chaining valuable books, which continued even to the sixteenth century. Hence also 
the custom of erasing the original text of manuscripts of classical works, to give place to 
worthless monkish legends and ascetic homilies. Even the Bible was sometimes submitted to this 
process, and thus "the word of God was made void by the traditions of men." {800} 
 
The libraries of conventual and cathedral schools were often limited to half a dozen or a dozen 
volumes, such as a Latin Bible or portions of it, the liturgical books, some works of St. Augustin 
and St. Gregory, Cassiodorus and Boathius, the grammars of Donatus and Priscianus, the poems 
of Virgil and Horace. Most of the books had to be imported from Italy, especially from Rome. 
 
The introduction of cotton paper in the tenth or eleventh century, and of linen paper in the 
twelfth, facilitated the multiplication of books. {801} 



 
{796} In Migne’s ed., Tom. LXXIX. 159. 
 
{797} According to the terminology of Cave and others, the 7th century is called Saeculum 
Monotheleticum; the eighth, S. Eiconoclasticum; the ninth, S. Photianum; the eleventh, S. 
Hildebrandinum; the twelfth, S. Waldenses; the thirteenth, S. Scholasticum; the fourteenth, S. 
Wicklevianum; the fifteenth, S. Synodale; the sixteenth, S. Reformationis. All one-sided or wrong 
except the last. Historical periods do not run parallel with centuries. 
 
{798} Hallam (Lit. of Europe, etc., ch. 1, 10) puts the seventh and eighth centuries far beneath the 
tenth as to illumination in France, and quotes Meiners who makes the same assertion in regard to 
Germany. Guizot dates French civilization from the tenth century; but it began rather with 
Charlemagne in the eighth. 
 
{799} In Migne’s Patrologia Latina the number of volumes which contain the works of Latin 
writers, is as follows: 
 
Writers of the seventh century, Tom. 80—88 8 vols. 
 
eighth 89—96 7 
 
ninth 97—130 33 
 
tenth 131-138 7 
 
eleventh 139-151 12 
 
twelfth 152-191 39 
 
thirteenth 192-217 25 
 
None of these centuries comes up to the Nicene and post-Nicene ages. Migne gives to Augustine 
alone 12, and to Jerome 11 volumes, and both of these were no compilers, but original writers. 
The contrast between the literary poverty of the middle ages and the exuberant riches of the 
sixteenth or nineteenth century is still greater; but of course the invention of the art of printing 
and all the modern facilities of education must be taken into account. 
 
{800} One of the most important uncial manuscripts of the Scriptures, the Codex Ephraem (C), is 
a palimpsest (codex rescriptus), but the original text can with difficulty be deciphered, and has 
been published by Tischendorf (Lipsiae, 1843). See Schaff’s Companion to the Greek Testament, 
p. 120 sq., and Gregory’s Prolegomena to Tischendorf’s eighth critical ed. of the Gr. Test. 
(Leipzig, 1884), I. 366 sq. 
 
{801} The oldest manuscript on cotton paper in the British Museum is dated 1049; the oldest in 
the National Library of Paris, 1050. The oldest dated specimen of linen paper is said to be a treaty 
of peace between the kings of Aragon and Castile of 1177.  

 



139. Educational Efforts of the Church. 
 
The mediaeval church is often unjustly charged with hostility to secular learning. Pope Gregory I. 
is made responsible for the destruction of the Bibliotheca Palatina and the classical statues in 
Rome. But this rests on an unreliable tradition of very late date. {802} Gregory was himself, next 
to Isidore of Seville (on whom he conferred the pall, in 599), the best scholar and most popular 
writer of his age, and is lauded by his biographers and Gregory of Tours as a patron of learning. If 
he made some disparaging remarks about Latin grammar and syntax, in two letters addressed to 
bishops, they must be understood as a protest against an overestimate of these lower studies and 
of heathen writers, as compared with higher episcopal duties, and with that allegorical 
interpretation of the Bible which he carried to arbitrary excess in his own exposition of Job. {803} 
In the Commentary on Kings ascribed to him, he commends the study of the liberal arts as a 
useful and necessary means for the proper understanding of the Scriptures, and refers in support 
to the examples of Moses, Isaiah, and St. Paul. {804} We may say then that he was an advocate of 
learning and art, but in subordination and subserviency to the interests of the Catholic church. 
This has been the attitude of the papal chair ever since. {805} 
 
The preservation and study of ancient literature during the entire mediaeval period are due chiefly 
to the clergy and monks, and a few secular rulers. The convents were the nurseries of 
manuscripts. 
 
The connection with classical antiquity was never entirely broken. Boathius (beheaded at Pavia, 
c. 525), and Cassiodorus (who retired to the monastery, of Viviers, and died there about 570), 
both statesmen under Theodoric, the Ostrogothic king of Italy, form the connecting links between 
ancient and mediaeval learning. They were the last of the old Romans; they dipped the pen of 
Cicero and Seneca in barbaric ink, {806} and stimulated the rising energies of the Romanic and 
Germanic nations: Boathius by his "Consolation of Philosophy" (written in prison), {807} 
Cassiodorus by his encyclopedic "Institutes of Divine Letters," a brief introduction to the 
profitable study of the Holy Scriptures. {808} The former looked back to Greek philosophy; the 
latter looked forward to Christian theology. The influence of their writings was enhanced by the 
scarcity of books beyond their intrinsic merits. 
 
Boathius has had the singular fortune of enjoying the reputation of a saint and martyr who was 
put to death, not for alleged political treason, but for defending orthodoxy against the Arianism of 
Theodoric. He is assigned by Dante to the fourth heaven in company with Albertus Magnus, 
Thomas Aquinas, Gratian, Peter the Lombard, Dionysius the Areopagite, and other great teachers 
of the church: 
 
The saintly soul that maketh manifest 
 
The world’s deceitfulness to all who hear well, 
 
Is feasting on the sight of every good. 
 
The body, whence it was expelled, is lying 
 
Down in Cieldauro, and from martyrdom 
 
And exile rose the soul to such a peace. {809} 
 



And yet it is doubtful whether Boathius was a Christian at all. He was indeed intimate with 
Cassiodorus and lived in a Christian atmosphere, which accounts for the moral elevation of his 
philosophy. But, if we except a few Christian phrases, {810} his "Consolation" might almost have 
been written by a noble heathen of the school of Plato or Seneca. It is an echo of Greek 
philosophy; it takes an optimistic view of life; it breathes a beautiful spirit of resignation and 
hope, and derives comfort from a firm belief in God; in an all-ruling providence, and in prayer, 
but is totally silent about Christ and his gospel. {811} It is a dialogue partly in prose and partly in 
verse between the author and philosophy in the garb of a dignified woman (who sets as his 
celestial guide, like Dante’s Beatrice). The work enjoyed an extraordinary popularity throughout 
the middle ages, and was translated into several languages, Greek, Old High German (by Notker 
of St. Gall), Anglo-Saxon (by King Alfred), Norman English (by Chaucer), French (by Meun), 
and Hebrew (by Ben Banshet). Gibbon admires it all the more for its ignoring Christianity, and 
calls it "a golden volume not unworthy of the leisure of Plato or Tully, but which claims 
incomparable merit from the barbarism of the times and the situation of the author. The celestial 
guide whom he had so long invoked at Rome and Athens, now condescended to illumine his 
dungeon, to revive his courage, and to pour into his wounds her salutary balm.... From the earth 
Boathius ascended to heaven in search of the Supreme Good; explored the metaphysical labyrinth 
of chance and destiny, of prescience and freewill, of time and eternity; and generously attempted 
to reconcile the perfect attributes of Deity with the apparent disorders of his moral and physical 
government." {812} 
 
Greek And Hebrew Learning. 
 
The original languages of the Scriptures were little understood in the West. The Latin took the 
place of the Greek as a literary and sacred language, and formed a bond of union among scholars 
of different nationalities. As a spoken language it rapidly degenerated under the influx of barbaric 
dialects, but gave birth in the course of time to the musical Romanic languages of Southern 
Europe. 
 
The Hebrew, which very few of the fathers (Origen and Jerome) had understood, continued to 
live in the Synagogue, and among eminent Jewish grammarians and commentators of the Old 
Testament; but it was not revived in the Christian Church till shortly before the Reformation. 
Very few of the divines of our period (Isidore, and, perhaps, Scotus Erigena), show any trace of 
Hebrew learning. 
 
The Greek, which had been used almost exclusively, even by writers of the Western church, till 
the time of Tertullian and Cyprian, gave way to the Latin. Hence the great majority of Western 
divines could not read even the New Testament in the original. Pope Gregory did not know 
Greek, although he lived several years as papal ambassador in Constantinople. The same is true 
of most of the schoolmen down to the sixteenth century. 
 
But there were not a few honorable exceptions. {813} The Monotheletic and Iconoclastic 
controversies brought the Greek and the Latin churches into lively contact. The conflict between 
Photius and Nicolas stimulated Latin divines to self-defence. 
 
As to Italy, the Greek continued to be spoken in the Greek colonies in Calabria and Sicily down 
to the eleventh century. Boathius was familiar with the Greek philosophers. Cassiodorus often 
gives the Greek equivalents for Latin technical terms. {814} 
 
Several popes of this period were Greeks by birth, as Theodore I. (642), John VI. (701), John VII. 
(705), Zachary (741); while others were Syrians, as John V. (685), Sergius I. (687), Sisinnius 



(708), Constantine I. (708), Gregory III. (731). Zachary translated Gregory’s "Dialogues" from 
Latin into Greek. Pope Paul I. (757-768) took pains to spread a knowledge of Greek and sent 
several Greek books, including a grammar, some works of Aristotle, and Dionysius the 
Areopagite, to King Pepin of France. He provided Greek service for several monks who had been 
banished from the East by the iconoclastic emperor Copronymus. Anastasius, librarian of the 
Vatican, translated the canons of the eighth general Council of Constantinople (869) into Latin by 
order of Pope Hadrian II. {815} 
 
Isidore of Seville (d. 636) mentions a learned Spanish bishop, John of Gerona, who in his youth 
had studied seven years in Constantinople. He himself quotes in his "Etymologies" from many 
Greek authors, and is described as "learned in Latin, Greek, and Hebrew." 
 
Ireland was for a long time in advance of England, and sent learned missionaries to the sister 
island as well as to the Continent. That Greek was not unknown there, is evident from Scotus 
Erigena. 
 
England derived her knowledge of Greek from Archbishop Theodore, who was a native of 
Tarsus, educated in Athens and appointed by the pope to the see of Canterbury (A. D. 668). {816} 
He and his companion Hadrian, {817} an Italian abbot of African descent, spread Greek learning 
among the clergy. Bede says that some of their disciples were living in his day who were as well 
versed in Greek and Latin as in their native Saxon. Among these must be mentioned Aldhelm, 
bishop of Sherborne, and Tobias, bishop of Rochester (d. 726). {818} The Venerable Bede (d. 
735) gives evidence of Greek knowledge in his commentaries, {819} his references to a Greek 
Codex of the Acts of the Apostles, and especially in his book on the Art of Poetry. {820} In 
France, Greek began to be studied under Charles the Great. Alcuin (d. 804) brought some 
knowledge of it from his native England, but his references may all have been derived from 
Jerome and Cassiodorus. {821} Paulus Diaconus frequently uses Greek words. Charlemagne 
himself learned Greek, and the Libri Carolini show a familiarity with the details of the image-
controversy of the Greek Church. His sister Giesela, who was abbess of Challes near Paris, uses a 
few Greek words in Latin letters, {822} in her correspondence with Alcuin, though these may 
have been derived from the Latin. 
 
The greatest Greek scholar of the ninth century, and of the whole period in the West was John 
Scotus Erigena (850), who was of Irish birth and education, but lived in France at the court of 
Charles the Bald. He displays his knowledge in his Latin books, translated the pseudo-Dionysian 
writings, and attempted original Greek composition. 
 
In Germany, Rabanus Maurus, Haymo of Halberstadt, and Walafrid Strabo had some knowledge 
of Greek, but not sufficient to be of any material use in the interpretation of the Scriptures. 
 
The Course of Study. {823} 
 
Education was carried on in the cathedral and conventual schools, and these prepared the way for 
the Universities which began to be founded in the twelfth century. 
 
The course of secular learning embraced the so-called seven liberal arts, namely, grammar, 
dialectics (logic), rhetoric, music, arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy. The first three constituted 
the Trivium, the other four the Quadrivium. {824} Seven, three, and four were all regarded as 
sacred numbers. The division is derived from St. Augustin, {825} and was adopted by Boathius 
and Cassiodorus. The first and most popular compend of the middle ages was the book of 
Cassiodorus, Deuteronomy Septem Disciplinis. {826} 



 
These studies were preparatory to sacred learning, which was based upon the Latin Bible and the 
Latin fathers. 
 
The Chief Theologians. 
 
A few divines embraced all the secular and religious knowledge of their age. In Spain, Isidore of 
Seville (d. 636) was the most learned man at the end of the sixth and the beginning of the seventh 
century. His twenty books of "Origins" or "Etymologies" embrace the entire contents of the seven 
liberal arts, together with theology, jurisprudence, medicine, natural history, etc., and show 
familiarity with Plato, Aristotle, Boathius, Demosthenes, Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Anacreon, 
Herodotus, Cicero, Horace, Virgil, Ovid, Terence, Juvenal, Caesar, Livy, Sallust. {827} The 
Venerable Bede occupied the same height of encyclopaedic knowledge a century later. Alcuin 
was the leading divine of the Carolingian age. From his school proceeded RABANUS MAURUS, 
the founder of learning and higher education in Germany. {828} Scotus Erigena (d. about 877) 
was a marvel not only of learning, but also of independent thought, in the reign of Charles the 
Bald, and showed, by prophetic anticipation, the latent capacity of the Western church for 
speculative theology. {829} With Berengar and Lanfranc, in the middle of the eleventh century, 
dialectical skill was applied in opposing and defending the dogma of transubstantiation. {830} 
The doctrinal controversies about adoptionism, predestination, and the real presence stimulated 
the study of the Scriptures and of the fathers, and kept alive the intellectual activity. 
 
Biblical Studies. 
 
The literature of the Latin church embraced penitential books, homilies, annals, translations, 
compilations, polemic discussions, and commentaries. The last are the most important, but fall far 
below the achievements of the fathers and reformers. 
 
Exegesis was cultivated in an exclusively practical and homiletical spirit and aim by Gregory the 
Great, Isidore, Bede, Alcuin, Claudius of Turin, Paschasius Radbertus, Rabanus Maurus, Haymo, 
Walafrid Strabo, and others. The Latin Vulgate was the text, and the Greek or Hebrew seldom 
referred to. Augustin and Jerome were the chief sources. Charlemagne felt the need of a revision 
of the corrupt text of the Vulgate, and entrusted Alcuin with the task. The theory of a verbal 
inspiration was generally accepted, and opposed only by Agobard of Lyons who confined 
inspiration to the sense and the arguments, but not to the "ipsa corporalia verba." 
 
The favorite mode of interpretation was the spiritual, that is, allegorical and mystical. The literal, 
that is, grammatico-historical exegesis was neglected. The spiritual interpretation was again 
divided into three ramifications: the allegorical proper, the moral, and the anagogical {831} 
corresponding to the three cardinal virtues of the Christian: the first refers to faith (credenda), the 
second to practice or charity (agenda), the third to hope (speranda, desideranda). Thus Jerusalem 
means literally or historically, the city in Palestine; allegorically, the church; morally, the 
believing soul; anagogically, the heavenly Jerusalem. The fourfold sense was expressed in the 
memorial verse: 
 
Litera Gesta docet; quid Credas, Allegoria; 
 
Moralis, quid Agas; quo Tendas, Anagogia. 
 
Notes. 
 



St. Eucherius, bishop of Lyons, who was first (like Cyprian, and Ambrose) a distinguished 
layman, and father of four children, before he became a monk, and then a bishop, wrote in the 
middle of the fifth century (he died c. 450) a brief manual of mediaeval hermeneutics under the 
title Liber Formularum Spiritalis Intelligentiae (Rom., 1564, etc., in Migne’s "Patrol." Tom. 50, 
col. 727-772). This work is often quoted by Bede and is sometimes erroneously ascribed to him. 
Eucherius shows an extensive knowledge of the Bible and a devout spirit. He anticipates many 
favorite interpretations of mediaeval commentators and mystics. He vindicates the allegorical 
method from the Scripture itself, and from its use of anthropomorphic and anthropopathic 
expressions which can not be understood literally. Yet he allows the literal sense its proper place 
in history as well as the moral and mystical. He identifies the Finger of God (Digitus Dei) with 
the Spirit of God (cap. 2; comp. Luke 11:20 with Matthew 12:28), and explains the several 
meanings of Jerusalem (ecclesia, vel anima, cap. 10), ark (caro Dominica, corda sanctorum Deo 
plena, ecclesia intra quam salvanda clauduntur), Babylon (mundus, Roma, inimici), fures 
(haeretici et pseudoprophetae, gentes, vitia), chirographum, pactum, praeputium, circumcisio, 
etc. In the last chapter he treats of the symbolical significance of numbers, as 1 equals Divine 
Unity; 2 equals the two covenants, the two chief commandments; 3 equals the trinity in heaven 
and on earth (he quotes the spurious passage 1 John 5:7); 4 equals the Gospels, the four rivers of 
Paradise; 5 equals the five books of Moses, five loaves, five wounds of Christ; {John 20:25} 6 
equals the days of creation, the ages of the world; 7 equalsvthe day of rest, of perfection; 8 equals 
the day of resurrection; 10 equals the Decalogue; 12 equals the Apostles, the universal multitude 
of believers, etc. 
 
The theory of the fourfold interpretation was more fully developed by Rabanus Maurus (776-
856), in his curious book, Allegoriae in Universam Sacram Scripturam (Opera, ed. Migne, Tom. 
VI. col. 849-1088). He calls the four senses the four daughters of wisdom, by whom she 
nourishes her children, giving to beginners drink in lacte historiae, to the believers food in pane 
allegoriae, to those engaged in good works encouragement in refectione tropologiae, to those 
longing for heavenly rest delight in vino anagogiae. He also gives the following definition at the 
beginning of the treatise: "Historia ad aptam rerum gestarum narrationem pertinet, quae et in 
superficie litterae continetur, et sic intelligitur sicut legitur. Allegoria vero aliquid in se plus 
continet, quod per hoc quod locus [loquens] de rei veritate ad quiddam dat intelligendum de fidei 
puritate, et sanctae Ecclesiae mysteria, sive praesentia, sive futura, aliud dicens, aliud 
significans, semper autem figmentis et velatis ostendit. Tropologia quoque et ipsa, sicut allegoria, 
in figuratis, sive dictis, sive factis, constat: sed in hoc ab allegoria distat quod Allegoria quidem 
fidem, Tropologia vero aedificat moralitem. Anagogia autem, sive velatis, sive apertis dictis, de 
aeternis supernae patriae gaudiis constat, et quae merces vel fidem rectam, vel vitam maneat 
sanctam, verbis vel opertis, vel apertis demonstrat. Historia namque perfectorum exempla quo 
narrat, legentem ad imitationem sanctitatis excitat; Allegoria in fidei revelatione ad cognitionem 
veritatis;  Tropologia in instructione morum ad amorem virtutis; Anagogia in manifestatione 
sempiternorum gaudiorum ad desiderium aeternae felicitatis. In nostrae ergo animae domo 
Historia fundamentum ponit; Allegoria parietes erigit; Anagogia tectum supponit; Tropologia 
vero tam interius per affectum quam exterius per effectum boni operis, variis ornatibus depingit." 
 
{802} The testimony of John of Salisbury in the twelfth century (c. 1172) is more than neutralized 
by opposite contemporary testimonies, and is justly rejected by Bayle (Diction.), Heeren (I. 66), 
Gregorovius, Neander (III. 150 sq.,) Baur (Dogmengesch. II. 4), and Ebert (I. 525). Gieseler (I. 
490 sq.) speaks of "the monkish contempt of Gregory for the liberal sciences;" but he adds that 
"the law traditions of his hostility to all literature are not to be fully believed." 
 
{803} Ep. ad Leandrum, prefixed to his Expos. of Job, and Ep. ad Desiderium, XI. 54 (Opera, ed. 
Migne, III. 1171). 



 
{804} The author of this commentary represents it as a device of the evil spirit to dissuade 
Christians from liberal studies, "ut et secularia nesciant et ad sublimitatem spiritualium non 
pertingant." 
 
{805} The Vatican library, which can be traced back to Pope Nicolas V., is perhaps the most 
valuable in the world for manuscripts (e.g. the Cod. B. of the Greek Bible) and important 
ecclesiastical documents, but also one of the most inaccessible to outsiders. The present Pope Leo 
XIII. has liberalized the management, but under the exclusive direction of cardinals and in the 
interest of the Roman church (1883). 
 
{806} "Boatius barbara verba miscuit Latinis." Opera ed. Migne, II. 578. 
 
{807} Deuteronomy Consolatione Philosophiae Libri V., first printed, Venice, 1497; best ed. by 
Theod. Obbarius, Jenae, 1843, in Migne’s ed., I. 578-862. Boathius translated also works of 
Aristotle, and wrote books on arithmetic, geometry, rhetoric, and music; but the theological 
works which bear his name, Deuteronomy sancta Trinitate, Deuteronomy duabus naturis et una 
persona Christi, Fidei Confessio seu Brevis Institutio religionis Christianae, based upon the 
Aristotelian categories and drawn in great part from St. Augustin, are not mentioned before 
Alcuin and Hincmar, three centuries after his death, and are probably the production of another 
Boathius, or of the martyr St. Severinus, with whom he was confounded. The most complete 
edition of his works is that of Migne in two vols. (in the "Patrol. Lat.," Tom. 63 and 64). Comp. 
Fr. Nitzsch, Das System des Boathius und die ihm zugeschriebenen Theol. Schriften (Berlin, 
1860); Dean Stanley’s article in Smith’s "Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography," I. 496; 
and Jourdain, Deuteronomy l’origine des traditions sur le christianisme de Boece, Paris, 1861. 
 
{808} Deuteronomy Institutione Divinarum Literarum, in 33 chps., in Migne, Tom. 70, col. 1106-
1150. Cassiodorus wrote also a work on the Liberal Arts, twelve books of Varieties (letters, 
edicts, and rescripts), a Tripartite Church-History from Constantine to his time (an epitome of 
Sozomen, Socrates, Theodoret), and commentaries. Best edition is that of Migne, "Patrol. Lat." in 
2 vols. (vols. 69 and 70.) He will be more fully discussed in the next chapter, 153. 
 
{809} Paradiso, X. 125-129. Cieldauro or Cieldoro is the church San Pietro in Ciel d’oro at 
Pavia, where Liutprand, King of the Lombards, erected a monument to Boathius, about 726. So 
says Karl Witte, in Dante Allighieri’s Goettliche Komoedie (1865), p. 676. 
 
{810} As angelica virtus, coaeternus, purgatoria clementia. 
 
{811} Some suppose that he reserved this for a sixth book which he was prevented from writing; 
others read Christianity into the work by allegorical interpretation, or supplement it by theological 
works falsely ascribed to him. 
 
{812} Decline and Fall, Ch. 39 (vol. IV. 138). Ebert (Gesch. der christl. lat. Lit. I. 472) assumes a 
partial influence of Christianity upon this work. "Boatius," he says, "war nur ein Namenchrist, 
aber doch immerhin ein solcher; die erste christliche Erziehung war keineswegs spurlos an ihm 
voruebergegangen. Sein Werk ruht zwar seinem ganzen Gehalt nach auf der heidnisch-antiken 
Philosophie, hauptsachlich dem Platonismus, und zwar in der neuplatonischen Form, wie schon 
eine sehr fluechtige Kenntniss desselben alsbald zeigt, und in allen Einzelheiten, freilich nicht 
ohne einige Uebertreibung, von Nitzsch nach gewiessen worden Werk erhalt nicht bloss durch 
das starke Hervortreten stoischroemischer Ethik einen christlichen Anschein, sondern diesenimmt 
hier auch mitunter in der That eine specifisch christliche Farbung an-wie es denn selbst auch an-



Reminiscenzen aus der Bibel nicht ganz fehlt. Hoechst merkwuerdig ist, wie in diesem Werke des 
letzten der roemischen Philosophen, wie Zeller ihn mit Recht nennt, diese verschiedenen, zum 
Theil ganz heterogenen Elemente sich durchdringen zu einer doch einigen Gesammtwirkung in 
Folge des sittlichen Moments, worin seine, wie ueberhaupt des romischen Eklekticismus Starke 
beruht." 
 
{813} Comp. Cramer, Deuteronomy Graecis medii aevi studiis, and the pamphlet of Lumby 
quoted on p. 584. 
 
{814} e.g. in Deuteronomy Artibus, etc., cap. 1 (in Migne’s ed. II. 1154): Nominis partes sunt: 
 
Qualitas, poiothv. 
 
Comparatio, sugkrisiv. 
 
Genus, genov. 
 
Numerus, ariqmo. 
 
Figura, schma. 
 
Casus, ptwsiv. 
 
In the same work he gives the divisions of philosophy and the categories of Aristotle in Greek 
and Latin, and uses such words as hqo, paqo, parevkbasi, anakefalaiwsi, stasi, antegklhma, 
antistasi, pragmatikh, apovdeixi, epiceirhmata, etc. 
 
{815} See Hefele, IV. 385 sq. 
 
{816} Bede (Hist. Eccl. IV. 1) calls him "vir et saeculari et divina literatura et Graece instructus 
et Latine." Pope Zachary speaks of Theodore as "Athenis eruditus" and "Graeco-Latinus 
philosophus." 
 
{817} William of Malmesbury calls this Hadrian "a fountain of letters and a river of arts." 
 
{818} l. c. V. c. 2, and V. 8, 23. 
 
{819} He quotes e.g. In Luc. 6:2 the Greek, for Sabbatum secundum primum (deuterovprwton). 
Opera, ed. Migne, III. 392. 
 
{820} Deuteronomy Arte Metrica Opera, I. l50-176. He explains here the different metres of 
Greek poetry. 
 
{821} Lumby (l. c.., p. 15) mentions his allusions to Eusebius, Athanasius, and Chrysostom, and a 
few familiar words, as episkopo, parabath, and anqrwpo. 
 
{822} As paradeigma, gazophylacia, paraclitus. 
 
{823} Comp. besides the Lit. already quoted in this vol. 134, the following: Heppe: Das 
Schulwesen des Mittelalters. Marburg, 1860. Kammel: Mittelalterliches Schulwesen in Schmid’s 
"Encykl. des gesammten Erziehungs und Unterrichswesens." Gotha. Bd. IV. (1865), p. 766-826. 



 
{824} The division is expressed in the memorial lines: 
 
Grammatica loquitur, Dialectica verba docet, Rhetorica verba colorat;  
 
Musica canit, Arithmetica numerat, Geometria ponderat, Astronomia colit astra. 
 
{825} Deuteronomy Ordine, II., c. 12 sqq., in Migne’s ed. of Augustin, Tom. l. 1011 sqq. 
Augustin connects poatica with musica. 
 
{826} Or, Deuteronomy Artibus ac Disciplinis Liberalium Literarum, in Migne’s ed. of 
Cassiodori Opera, II. 1150-1218. It is exceedingly meagre if judged by the standard of modern 
learning, but very useful for the middle ages. 
 
{827} "However we may be disposed to treat the labors of Isidore with something of contempt, it 
is probably not possible to overrate the value and usefulness of this treatise to the age in which he 
lived, and indeed for many ages it was the most available handbook to which the world had 
access." Smith & Wace III. 308. Comp. this vol. 155. 
 
{828} See this vol. 169. 
 
{829} Comp. this vol. 123 and 175. 
 
{830} See this vol. 128-130. 
 
{831} From anagwgikov, exalting, lifting up; anagwgh, a leading up, is used in ecclesiastical 
Greek for higher, spiritual interpretation.  

 



140. Patronage of Letters by Charles the Great, and Charles the Bald. 
 
Comp. 56, 90, 134 (pp. 236, 390, 584). 
 
Charlemagne stands out like a far-shining beacon-light in the darkness of his age. He is the 
founder of a new era of learning, as well as of a new empire. He is the pioneer of French and 
German civilization. Great in war, he was greater still as a legislator and promoter of the arts of 
peace. He clearly saw that religion and education are the only solid and permanent basis of a 
state. In this respect he rose far above Alexander the Great and Caesar, and is unsurpassed by 
Christian rulers. 
 
He invited the best scholars from Italy and England to his court,—Peter of Pisa, Paul Warnefrid, 
Paulinus of Aquileia, Theodulph of Orleans, Alcuin of York. {832} They formed a sort of royal 
academy of sciences and arts, and held literary symposiacs. Each member bore a nom de plume 
borrowed from the Bible or classic lore: the king presided as "David" or "Solomon"; Alcuin, a 
great admirer of Horace and Virgil, was "Flaccus" Angilbert (his son-in-law) was "Homerus"; 
Einhard (his biographer), "Bezaleel," after the skilful artificer of the Tabernacle; {Exodus 31:2} 
Wizo, "Candidus"; Arno, "Aquila"; Fredegisus, "Nathanael"; Richbod, "Macarius," etc. Even 
ladies were not excluded: the emperor’s sister, Gisela, under the name "Lucia"; his learned 
cousin, Gundrad, as "Eulalia;" his daughter, Rotrude, as "Columba." He called Alcuin, whom he 
first met in Italy (781), his own "beloved teacher," and he was himself his most docile pupil. He 
had an insatiable thirst for knowledge, and put all sorts of questions to him in his letters, even on 
the most difficult problems of theology. He learned in the years of his manhood the art of writing, 
the Latin grammar, a little Greek (that he might compare the Latin Testament with the original), 
and acquired some knowledge of rhetoric, dialectics, mathematics and astronomy. He delighted in 
reading the poets and historians of ancient Rome, and Augustin’s "City of God." He longed for a 
dozen Jeromes and Augustins, but Alcuin told him to be content since the Creator of heaven and 
earth had been pleased to give to the world only two such giants. He had some share in the 
composition of the Libri Carolini, which raised an enlightened protest against the superstition of 
image-worship. Poems are also attributed to him or to his inspiration. He ordered Paul Warnefrid 
(Paulus Diaconus) to prepare a collection of the best homilies of the Latin fathers for the use of 
the churches, and published it with a preface in which he admonished the clergy to a diligent 
study of the Scriptures. Several Synods held during his reign (813) at Rheims, Tours, Chalons, 
Mainz, ordered the clergy to keep a Homiliarium and to translate the Latin sermons clearly into 
rusticam Romanam linguam aut Theotiscam, so that all might understand them. 
 
Charles aimed at the higher education not only of the clergy, but also of the higher nobility, and 
state officials. His sons and daughters were well informed. He issued a circular letter to all the 
bishops and abbots of his empire (787), urging them to establish schools in connection with 
cathedrals and convents. At a later period he rose even to the grand but premature scheme of 
popular education, and required in a capitulary (802) that every parent should send his sons to 
school that they might learn to read. Theodulph of Orleans (who died 821) directed the priests of 
his diocese to hold school in every town and village, {833} to receive the pupils with kindness, 
and not to ask pay, but to receive only voluntary gifts. 
 
The emperor founded the Court or Palace School (Schola Palatina) for higher education and 
placed it under the direction of Alcuin. {834} It was an imitation of the Paedagogium ingenuorum 
of the Roman emperors. It followed him in his changing residence to Aix-la-Chapelle, Worms, 
Frankfurt, Mainz, Regensburg, Ingelheim, Paris. It was not the beginning of the Paris University, 
which is of 



 
much later date, but the chief nursery of educated clergymen, noblemen and statesmen of that 
age. It embraced in its course of study all the branches of secular and sacred learning. {835} It 
became the model of similar schools, old and new, at Tours, Lyons, Orleans, Rheims, Chartres, 
Troyes, Old Corbey and New Corbey, Metz, St. Gall, Utrecht, Luttich. {836} The rich literature 
of the Carolingian age shows the fruits of this imperial patronage and example. It was, however, a 
foreign rather than a native product. It was neither French nor German, but essentially Latin, and 
so far artificial. Nor could it be otherwise; for the Latin classics, the Latin Bible, and the Latin 
fathers were the only accessible sources of learning, and the French and German languages were 
not yet organs of literature. This fact explains the speedy decay, as well as the subsequent revival 
in close connection with the Roman church. 
 
The creations of Charlemagne were threatened with utter destruction during the civil wars of his 
weak successors. But Charles the Bald, a son of Louis the Pious, and king of France (843-877), 
followed his grandfather in zeal for learning, and gave new lustre to the Palace School at Paris 
under the direction of John Scotus Erigena, whom he was liberal enough to protect, 
notwithstanding his eccentricities. The predestinarian controversy, and the first eucharistic 
controversy took place during his reign, and called forth a great deal of intellectual activity and 
learning, as shown in the writings of Rabanus Maurus, Hincmar, Remigius, Prudentius, Servatus 
Lupus, John Scotus Erigena, Paschasius Radbertus, and Ratramnus. We find among these writers 
the three tendencies, conservative, liberal, and speculative or mystic, which usually characterize 
periods of intellectual energy and literary productivity. 
 
After the death of Charles the Bald a darker night of ignorance and barbarism settled on Europe 
than ever before. It lasted till towards the middle of the eleventh century when the Berengar 
controversy on the eucharist roused the slumbering intellectual energies of the church, and 
prepared the way for the scholastic philosophy and theology of the twelfth century. 
 
The Carolingian male line lasted in Italy till 875, in Germany till 911, in France till 987. 
 
{832} "Toutes les provinces de l’occident," says Ozanam, "concoururernt au grand ouvrage des 
ecoles carlovinggiennes." 
 
{833} "per villas et vicos." 
 
{834} A similar school had existed before under the Merovingians, but did not accomplish much. 
 
{835} Comp. Oebeke, Deuteronomy academia Caroli M. Aachen, 1847. Philips, Karl der Gr. im 
Kreise der Gelehrten. Wien, 1856. 
 
{836} The Histoire litteraire de France, Tom. III., enumerates about twenty episcopal schools in 
the kingdom of the Franks.  

 



141. Alfred the Great, and Education in England. 
 
Comp. the Jubilee edition of the Whole Works of Alfred the Great, with Preliminary Essays 
illustrative of the History, Arts and Manners of the Ninth Century. London, 1858, 2 vols. The 
biographies of Alfred, quoted on p. 395, and Freemann’s Old English History 1859. 
 
In England the beginning of culture was imported with Christianity by Augustin, the first 
archbishop of Canterbury, who brought with him the Bible, the church books, the writings of 
Pope Gregory and the doctrines and practices of Roman Christianity; but little progress was made 
for a century. Among his successors the Greek monk, Theodore of Tarsus (668-690), was most 
active in promoting education and discipline among the clergy. The most distinguished scholar of 
the Saxon period is the Venerable Bede (d. 735), who, as already stated, represented all historical, 
exegetical and general knowledge of his age. Egbert, archbishop of York, founded a flourishing 
school in York (732), from which proceeded Alcuin, the teacher and friend of Charlemagne. 
 
During the invasion of the heathen Danes and Normans many churches, convents and libraries 
were destroyed, and the clergy itself relapsed into barbarism so that they did not know the 
meaning of the Latin formulas which they used in public worship. 
 
In this period of wild confusion King Alfred the Great (871-901), in his twenty-second year, 
ascended the throne. He is first in war and first in peace of all the Anglo-Saxon rulers. What 
Charlemagne was for Germany and France, Alfred was for England. He conquered the forces of 
the Danes by land and by sea, delivered his country from foreign rule, and introduced a new era 
of Christian education. He invited scholars from the old British churches in Wales, from Ireland, 
and the Continent to influential positions. He made collections of choice sentences from the Bible 
and the fathers. In his thirty-sixth year he learned Latin from Asser, a monk of Wales, who 
afterwards wrote his biography. He himself, no doubt with the aid of scholars, translated several 
standard works from Latin into the Anglo-Saxon, and accompanied them with notes, namely a 
part of the Psalter, Boathius on the Consolation of Philosophy, Bede’s English Church History, 
Pope Gregory’s Pastoral Theology, Augustin’s Meditations, the Universal History of Orosius, and 
Aesop’s Fables. He sent a copy of Gregory’s Pastoral Theology to every diocese for the benefit of 
the clergy. It is due to his influence chiefly that the Scriptures and service-books at this period 
were illustrated by so many vernacular glosses. 
 
He stood in close connection with the Roman see, as the centre of ecclesiastical unity and 
civilization. He devoted half of his income to church and school. He founded a school in Oxford 
similar to the Schola Palatina; but the University of Oxford, like those of Cambridge and Paris, is 
of much later date (twelfth or thirteenth century). He seems to have conceived even the plan of a 
general education of the people. {837} Amid great physical infirmity (he had the epilepsy), he 
developed an extraordinary activity during a reign of twenty-nine years, and left an enduring 
fame for purity, and piety of character and unselfish devotion to the best interests of his people. 
{838} 
 
His example of promoting learning in the vernacular language was followed by Aelfric, a 
grammarian, homilist and hagiographer. He has been identified with the archbishop Aelfric of 
Canterbury (996-1009), and with the archbishop Aelfric of York (1023-1051), but there are 
insuperable difficulties in either view. He calls himself simply "monk and priest." He left behind 
him a series of eighty Anglo-Saxon Homilies for Sundays and great festivals, and another series 
for Anglo-Saxon Saints’ days, which were used as an authority in the Anglo-Saxon Church. 
{839} 



 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{837} In the preface to Gregory’s Pastoral, he expresses his desire that every freeborn English 
youth might learn to read English. The work has also great philological importance, and was 
edited by H. Sweet in 1872 for the "Early English Text Society." 
 
{838} Freeman calls Aelfred "the most perfect character in history," a saint without superstition, a 
scholar without ostentation, a conqueror whose hands were never stained by cruelty. History of 
the Norman Conquest, I. 49, third ed. (1877) 
 
{839} They were edited by Thorpe. See Wright’s Biograph. Britan. Lit. (Anglo-Saxon Period), p. 
485, 486; and article "Aelfric" in Leslie Stephen’s "Dictionary of National Biography." London 
and New York, 1885, vol. I. 164-166.  

 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XIV. 
 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF ECCLESIASTICAL WRITERS. 
 
This chapter, with the exception of the last four sections, has been prepared under my direction by 
the Rev. Samuel M. Jackson, M. A., from the original sources, with the use of the best modern 
authorities, and has been revised, completed and adapted to the plan of the work.—P. S. 
 

142. Chronological List of the Principal Ecclesiastical Writers from the 
Sixth to the Twelfth Century. 
 
I. Greek Authors. 
 
St. Maximus Confessor 
 
c. 580-662 {840} 
 
St. John of Damascus 
 
c. 676-754 {841} 
 
Photius 
 
c. 805-891 {842} 
 
Simeon Metaphrastes 
 
10th century. 
 
Oecumenius 
 
10th century. 
 
Theophylact 
 
11th century. 
 
Michael Psellus 
 
c. 1020-c. 1106 
 
Euthymius Zigabenus 
 
12th century. 
 
Eustathius of Thessalonica 
 



12th century 
 
Nicetas Acominatos 
 
d. c. 1126 
 
I. Latin Authors. 
 
Cassiodorus 
 
c. 477-c. 580 
 
St. Gregory of Tours 
 
538-594 
 
St. Gregory the Great 
 
c. 540-604 {843} 
 
St. Isidore of Seville 
 
c. 560-636 
 
The Venerable Bede (Baeda) 
 
674-735 {844} 
 
Paulus Diaconus (Paul Warnefrid) 
 
c. 725-800 
 
St. Paulinus of Aquileia 
 
c. 726-804 
 
Alcuin 
 
735-804 {845} 
 
Liudger 
 
c. 744-809 
 
Theodulph of Orleans 
 
-821 
 
Eigil 
 
-822 



 
Amalarius 
 
-837 
 
Claudius of Turin 
 
-839 {846} 
 
Agobard of Lyons 
 
779-840 {847} 
 
Einhard (Eginhard) 
 
c. 770-840 
 
Smaragdus 
 
-c. 840 
 
Jonas of Orleans 
 
-844 
 
Rabanus Maurus 
 
c. 776-856 {848} 
 
Haymo 
 
c. 778-853 
 
Walafrid Strabo 
 
c. 809-849 
 
Florus of Lyons 
 
-c. 860 
 
Servatus Lupus 
 
805-862 
 
Druthmar 
 
c. 860 
 
St. Paschasius Radbertus 
 



c. 790-865 {849} 
 
Ratramnus 
 
-c. 868 {850} 
 
Hincmar of Rheims 
 
c. 806-882 {851} 
 
Johannes Scotus Erigena 
 
c. 815-877 {852} 
 
Anastasius 
 
-886 
 
Ratherius of Verona 
 
c. 890-974 
 
Pope Sylvester II. (Gerbert) 
 
-1003 {853} 
 
Fulbert of Chartres 
 
c. 950-1029 
 
Peter Damiani 
 
1007-1072 
 
Bere 
 
{840} See 109-112, pp. 495, 496, 498. 
 
{841} See 94, 100-102, pp. 405 sq., 413, 450, 456. 
 
{842} See 67, 70, 107 and 108, pp. 304, 312 sqq., 476 sqq. 
 
{843} See 10, p. 30 sqq., and 50, 52, pp. 211 sqq. 
 
{844} See 13, p. 40 sq. 
 
{845} See 116, p. 511 sqq. 
 
{846} See 105, p. 472 sqq. 
 
{847} See 105, p. 471 sq. 



 
{848} See 96, p. 426, and 120, p. 525 sq. 
 
{849} See 127, p. 549. 
 
{850} See 126, p. 546 sqq. 
 
{851} See 123, p. 529 sqq. 
 
{852} See 121, p. 528 sqq. 
 
{853} 64 and 65, pp. 292 and 295.  

 



143. St. Maximus Confessor. 
 
I. Maximus Confessor: Opera in Migne, Patrol. Gr. Tom. XC., XCI., reprint of ed. of Fr. 
Combefis, Paris, 1673 (only the first two volumes ever appeared), with a few additional treatises 
from other sources. There is need of a complete critical edition. 
 
II. For his life and writings see his Acta in Migne, XC. col. 109-205; Vita Maximi (unknown 
authorship) col. 67-110; Acta Sanctorum, under Aug. 13; Du Pin (Eng. transl., Lond. 1693 sqq.), 
VI. 24-58; Ceillier (second ed., Paris, 1857 sqq.), XI. 760-772. 
 
III. For his relation to the Monotheletic controversy see C. W. Franz Walch: Historie der 
Kezerien, etc., IX. 60-499, sqq.; Neander: III. 171 sqq.; this History, IV. 409, 496-498. On other 
aspects see J. N. Huber: Die Philosophie der Kirchenvater. Munchen, 1859. Josef Bach: Die 
Dogmengeschichte des Mittelalters. Wien, 1873-75, 2 parts, I. l5-49. Cf. Weser: Maximi 
Confesoris de incarnatione et deificatione doctrina. Berlin, 1869. 
 
As a sketch of St. Maximus Confessor (c. 580-Aug. 13, 662) has been elsewhere given, {856} it is 
only necessary in this place to pass in review his literary activity, and state briefly his theological 
position. 
 
Notwithstanding his frequent changes of residence, Maximus is one of the most prolific writers of 
the Greek Church, and by reason of his ability, stands in the front rank. Forty-eight of his treatises 
have been printed, others exist in MS., and some are lost. By reason of his pregnant and spiritual 
thoughts he has always been popular with his readers, notwithstanding his prolixity and frequent 
obscurity of which even Photius and Scotus Erigena complain. 
 
His Works may be divided into five classes. 
 
I. Exegetical. A follower of the Alexandrian school, he does not so much analyze and expound as 
allegorize, and make the text a starting point for theological digressions. He wrote (1) Questions 
[and Answers] upon difficult Scripture passages, {857} sixty-five in number addressed to 
Thalassius, a friend who had originally asked him the questions. The answers are sometimes very 
short, sometimes rich speculative essays. Thus he begins with a disquisition upon evil. Unless one 
is expert in allegorical and mystical writings, the answers of Maximus will be hard reading. He 
seems to have felt this himself, for he added explanatory notes in different places. {858} (2) 
Questions, seventy-five in number, similar to the preceding, but briefer and less obscure. (3) 
Exposition of Psalm LIX. {859} (4) The Lord’s Prayer. {860} Both are very mystical. 
 
II. Scholia upon Dionysius Areopagita and Gregory Nazianzen, which were translated by Scotus 
Erigena (864). {861} 
 
III. Dogmatical and polemical. (1) Treatises. {862} The first twenty-five are in defense of the 
Orthodox dyotheletic doctrine (i.e. that there are in Christ two perfect natures, two wills and two 
operations) against the Severians. One treatise is on the Holy Trinity; another is on the procession 
of the Holy Spirit; the rest are upon cognate topics. (2) Debate with Pyrrhus (held July, 645) upon 
the Person of Christ, in favor of two wills. {863} It resulted in Pyrrhus’ retraction of his 
Monotheletic error. This work is easier to read than most of the others. (3) Five Dialogues on the 
Trinity. {864} (4) On the Soul. {865} 
 



IV. Ethical and ascetic. (1) On asceticism {866} a dialogue between an abbot and a young monk, 
upon the duties of the monastic life. A famous treatise, very simple, clear and edifying for all 
Christians. It insists upon love to God, our neighbors and our enemies, and the renunciation of the 
world. (2) Chapters upon Charity, {867} four in number, of one hundred aphorisms, each, ascetic, 
dogmatic and mystical, added to the preceding, but not all are upon charity. There are Greek 
scholia upon this book. (3) Two Chapters, theological and oeconomical, {868} each of one 
hundred aphorisms, upon the principles of theology. (4) Catena, {869} five 
 
chapters of one hundred aphorisms each, upon theology. 
 
V. Miscellaneous. (1) Initiation into the mysteries, {870} an allegorical exposition of the Church 
and her worship. Incidentally it proves that the Greek liturgy has not changed since the seventh 
century. (2) Commonplaces, {871} seventy-one sections, containing texts of Scripture and 
quotations from the Fathers, arranged under heads. (3) Letters {872} forty-five in number, on 
theological and moral matters; several are on the Severian heresy, others supply biographical 
details. Many of his letters exist in MS. only. (4) Hymns, {873} three in number. 
 
Maximus was the pupil of Dionysius Areopagita, and the teacher of John of Damascus and John 
Scotus Erigena, in the sense that he elucidated and developed the ideas of Dionysius, and in turn 
was an inspiration and guide to the latter. John of Damascus has perpetuated his influence in the 
Greek Church to the present day. Scotus Erigena introduced some of his works to Western 
Europe. The prominent points of the theology of Maximus are these: {874} Sin is not a positive 
quality, but an inborn defect in the creature. In Christ this defect is supplied, new life is imparted, 
and the power to obey the will of God is given. The Incarnation is thus the Divine remedy for 
sin’s awful consequences: the loss of free inclination to good, and the loss of immortality. Grace 
comes to man in consequence of Christ’s work. It is not the divine nature in itself but in union 
with the human nature which is the principle of atoning and saving grace. God is the fountain of 
all being and life, the alpha and omega of creation. By means of the Incarnation he is the Head of 
the kingdom of grace. Christ is fully Man, and not only fully God. This is the mystery of the 
Incarnation. Opposed to the Monophysites and Monothelites, Maximus exerts all his ingenuity to 
prove that the difference of natures in Christ requires two wills, a human and a divine will, not 
separated or mixed, but in harmony. Christ was born from eternity from the Father, and in time 
from the Virgin, who was the veritable Mother of God. Christ’s will was a natural, human will, 
one of the energies of his human nature. The parallel to this union of the divine and human in 
Christ is the human soul wrought upon by the Holy Spirit. The divine life begins in faith, rules in 
love, and comes to its highest development in the contemplative life. The Christian fulfils the 
command to pray without ceasing, by constantly directing his mind to God in true piety and 
sincere aspiration. All rational essences shall ultimately be re-united with God, and the final 
glorification of God will be by the complete destruction of all evil. 
 
An interesting point of a humane interest is his declaration that slavery is a dissolution, 
introduced by sin, of the original unity of human nature, and a denial of the original dignity of 
man, created after the image of God. 
 
{856} See pp. 409, 496-498. 
 
{857} Migne, XC. col. 244-785. 
 
{858} l. c. col. 785-856. 
 
{859} l. c. col. 856-872. 



 
{860} l. c. col 872-909. 
 
{861} XCI. col. 1032-1417. 
 
{862} l. c. col. 9-285. 
 
{863} l. c. col. 288-353. 
 
{864} Migne, XXVIII. col. 1116-1285. 
 
{865} XCI. col. 353-361. 
 
{866} XC. col. 912-956 
 
{867} l. c. Cols. 960-1080. 
 
{868} l. c. cols. 1084-1176. 
 
{869} l. c. cols. 1177-1392. 
 
{870} XCI. cols. 657-717. 
 
{871} l. c. cols. 721-1017. 
 
{872} l. c. cols. 364-649. 
 
{873} l. c. cols. 1417-1424, and this; vol., p. 409. 
 
{874} Cf. Neander and Bach in loco.  

 



144. John of Damascus. 
 
Cf. 89 and 103. 
 
I. Joannes Damascenus: Opera omnia in Migne, Patrol. Gr. Tom. XCIV.-XCVI. (reprint, with 
additions, of Lequien’s ed. Paris, 1712. 2 vols. fol. 2d ed. Venice, 1748). 
 
II. John of Jerusalem: Vita Damasceni (Migne, XCIV. col. 429-489); the Prolegomena of Leo 
Allatius (l. c. 118-192). Perrier: Jean Damascene, sa vie et ses ecrits. Paris, 1862. F. H. J. 
Grundlehner: Johannes Damascenus. Utrecht, 1876 (in Dutch). Joseph Langen (Old-Catholic 
professor at Bonn): Johannes von Damaskus. Gotha, 1879. J. H. Lupton: St. John of Damascus. 
London, 1882. Cf. Du Pin, V. 103-106; Ceillier, XII., 67-99; Schroeckh, XX., 222-230; Neander, 
iii. passim; Felix Neve: Jean de D. et son influence en Orient sous les premiers khalifs, in "Revue 
Belge et etrangere," July and August, 1861. 
 
I. Life. John of Damascus, Saint and Doctor of the Eastern Church, last of the Greek Fathers, 
{875} was born in the city of Damascus in the fourth quarter of the seventh century. {876} His 
common epithet of Chrysorrhoas (streaming with gold) was given to him because of his 
eloquence, but also probably in allusion to the river of that name, the Abana of Scripture, the 
Barada of the present day, which flows through his native city, and makes it a blooming garden in 
the desert. Our knowledge of his life is mainly derived from the semi-legendary account of John 
of Jerusalem, who used an earlier Arabic biography of unknown authorship and date. {877} 
 
The facts seem to be these. He sprang from a distinguished Christian family with the Arabic name 
of Mansur (ransomed). His father, Sergius, was treasurer to the Saracenic caliph, Abdulmeled 
(685-705), an office frequently held by Christians under the caliphs. His education was derived 
from Cosmas, a learned Italian monk, whom Sergius had ransomed from slavery. He made rapid 
progress, and early gave promise of his brilliant career. On the death of his father he was taken by 
the caliph into his service and given an even higher office than his father had held. {878} When 
the emperor Leo the Isaurian issued his first edict against images (726), {879} he prepared a 
circular letter upon the subject which showed great controversial ability and at once raised him to 
the position of leader of the image worshippers. This letter and the two which followed made a 
profound impression. They are classical, and no one has put the case better. {880} John was 
perfectly safe from the emperor’s rage, and could tranquilly learn that the letters everywhere 
stirred up the monks and the clergy to fanatical opposition to Leo’s decrees. Yet he may well 
have found his position at court uncomfortable, owing to the emperor’s feelings towards him and 
his attempts at punishment. However this may be, shortly after 730 John is found as a monk in the 
Convent of St. Sabas, near the shore of the Dead Sea, ten miles southeast from Jerusalem. A few 
years later he was ordained priest. {881} His last days were spent in study and literary labor. In 
the closing decade of his life he is said to have made a journey through Palestine, Syria, and even 
as far as Constantinople, for the purpose of exciting opposition to the iconoclastic efforts of the 
Emperor Copronymus. He died at St. Sabas; the exact date is not known, probably 754. {882} 
The Greek Church commemorates him upon Dec. 4th (or Nov. 29 in some Menologies); the Latin 
upon May 6. 
 
Many legends are told of him. The most famous is that Leo the Isaurian, enraged at his opposition 
to the iconoclastic edicts, sent to the caliph a letter addressed to himself which purported to have 
come from John, and was written in imitation of his hand and style, in which the latter proposed 
to the emperor to capture Damascus—a feat easily accomplished., the writer said, because of the 
insufficient guard of the city. Moreover, in the business he could count upon his support. The 



letter was of course a forgery, but so clever that when the caliph showed John the letter he 
acknowledged the similarity of the writing, while he denied the authorship. But the caliph in 
punishment of his (supposed) treachery had his right hand cut off, and, as was the custom, hung 
up in a public place. In answer to John’s request it was, however, given to him in the evening, 
ostensibly for burial. He then put the hand to the stump of his arm, prostrated himself before an 
image of the Virgin Mary in his private chapel, and prayed the Virgin to cause the parts to adhere. 
He fell asleep: in a vision the Virgin told him that his prayer had been granted, and he awoke to 
find it true. Only a scar remained to tell the story of his mutilation. The miracle of course 
convinced the caliph of the innocence of his servant, and he would fain have retained him in 
office, but John requested his absolute dismission. {883} This story was manifestly invented to 
make out that the great defender of image-worship deserved a martyr’s crown. {884} 
 
Other legends which have more of a basis of fact relate to his residence in the convent of St. 
Sabas. Here, it is said., he was enthusiastically received, but no one would at first undertake the 
instruction of so famous a scholar. At length an old monk undertook it, and subjected him to the 
most humiliating tests and vexatious restrictions, which he bore in a very saintly way. Thus he 
sent him once to Damascus to sell a load of convent-made baskets at double their real value, in 
order that his pride might be broken by the jeers and the violence of the rabble. He was at first 
insulted; but at last a man who had been formerly his servant, bought out of compassion the 
baskets at the exorbitant price, and the saint returned victorious over vanity and pride. He was 
also put to the most menial services. And, what must have been equally trying, he was forbidden 
to write prose or poetry. But these trials ended on a hint from the Virgin Mary who appeared one 
night to the old monk and told him that John was destined to play a great part in the church. He 
was accordingly allowed to follow the bent of his genius and put his immense learning at the 
service of religion. 
 
II. Writings. The order of his numerous writings {885} is a mere matter of conjecture. It seems 
natural to begin with those which first brought their author into notice, and upon which his fame 
popularly rests. These were his three Orations, {886} properly circular letters, upon image 
worship, universally considered as the ablest presentation of the subject from the side of the 
image-worshippers. The first {887} appeared probably in 727, shortly after the Emperor Leo the 
Isaurian had issued his edict forbidding the worship of "images," by which term was meant not 
sculptures, but in the Greek Church pictures exclusively; the second {888} after Leo’s edict of 
730 ordering the destruction of the images; and the third {889} at some later time. 
 
In the first of these three letters John advanced these arguments: the Mosaic prohibitions of 
idolatry were directed against representations of God, not of men, and against the service of 
images, not their honor. Cherubim made by human hands were above the mercy-seat. Since the 
Incarnation it is allowable to represent God himself. The picture is to the ignorant what the book 
is to the learned. In the Old Testament there are signs to quicken the memory and promote 
devotion (the ark, the rod of Aaron, the brazen serpent). Why should the sufferings and miracles 
of Christ not be portrayed for the same purposes? And if Christ and the Virgin have their images, 
why should not the saints have theirs? Since the Old Testament Temple contained cherubim and 
other images, churches may be adorned with images of the saints. If one must not worship an 
image, then one must not worship Christ, for he is the image of the Father. If the shadows and 
handkerchiefs of apostles had healing properties, why can one not honor the representations of 
the saints? It is true there is nothing about such worship in the Holy Scriptures, but Church 
ordinances depend for authority on tradition no less than on Scripture. The passages against 
images refer to idols. "The heathens dedicate their images to demons, whom they call gods; we 
dedicate ours to the incarnate God and his friends, through whom we exorcise demons." He ends 
his letter with a number of patristic quotations of greater or less relevancy, to each of which he 



appends a comment. The second letter, which is substantially a repetition of the first, is 
characterized by, a violent attack upon the Emperor, because of his deposition and banishment of 
Germanus, the patriarch of Constantinople. It closes with the same patristic quotations, and a few 
new ones. The third letter is almost necessarily a repetition of the preceding, since it goes over 
the same ground. It likewise looks upon the iconoclasts as the servants of the devil. But it bears 
marks of more care in preparation, and its proofs are more systematically arranged and its 
quotations more numerous. {890} 
 
For his writings in favor of images he was enthusiastically lauded by the second Nicene Council 
(787). {891} 
 
But the fame of John of Damascus as one of the greatest theologians of history rests chiefly on his 
work entitled the Fount of Knowledge. {892} It is made up of three separate and complete books, 
which yet were designed to go together and constitute in outline a cyclopaedia of Christian 
theology and of all other kinds of knowledge. {893} It is dedicated to Cosmas, bishop of Maiuma, 
his foster-brother and fellow-student under the old monk. Its date is after 743, the year of 
Cosmas’s consecration. In it the author avows that he has introduced nothing which had not been 
previously said, and herein is its value: it epitomizes Greek theology. 
 
The first part of the trilogy, "Heads of Philosophy," {894} commonly called, by the Latin title, 
Dialectica, is a series of short chapters upon the Categories of Aristotle and the Universals of 
Porphyry, applied to Christian doctrines. The Dialectica is found in two forms, one with sixty-
eight, and the other with only fifteen chapters. The explanation is probably the well-known fact 
that the author carefully revised his works before his death. {895} The longer form is therefore 
probably the later. Its principal value is the light it throws upon the Church terminology of the 
period, and its proof that Christians preceded the Arabs in their study of Aristotle, by one hundred 
years. The second part of the trilogy, the "Compendium of Heresies," {896} is a description of 
one hundred and three heresies, compiled mostly from Epiphanius, but with two sections, on the 
Mohammedans and Iconoclasts, which are probably original. A confession of faith closes the 
book. The third, the longest, and by far the most important member of the trilogy is "An accurate 
Summary of the Orthodox Faith." {897} The authors drawn upon are almost exclusively Greek. 
Gregory Nazianzen is the chief source. This part was apparently divided by John into one 
hundred chapters, but when it reached Western Europe in the Latin translation of John Burgundio 
of Pisa, made by order of Pope Eugenius III. (1150), {898} it was divided into four books to make 
it correspond in outward form to Peter Lombard’s Sentences. Accepting the division into four 
books, their contents may be thus stated: bk. I., Theology proper. In this he maintains the Greek 
Church doctrine of the single procession of the Holy Spirit. bk. II. Doctrines of Creation 
(severally of angels, demons, external nature, paradise, man and all his attributes and capacities); 
and of Providence, foreknowledge and predestination. In this part he shows his wide acquaintance 
with natural science. bk. III. Doctrine of the Incarnation. bk. IV. Miscellaneous subjects. Christ’s 
passion, death, burial, resurrection, ascension, session; the two-fold nature of Christ; faith; 
baptism; praying towards the East; the Eucharist; images; the Scriptures; Manichaeism; Judaism; 
virginity; circumcision; Antichrist; resurrection. 
 
The entire work is a noteworthy application of Aristotelian categories to Christian theology. In 
regard to Christology he repudiates both Nestorianism and Monophysitism, and teaches that each 
nature in Christ possessed its peculiar attributes and was not mixed with the other. But the divine 
in Christ strongly predominated over the human. The Logos was bound to the flesh through the 
Spirit, which stands between the purely divine and the materiality of the flesh. The human nature 
of Jesus was incorporated in the one divine personality of the Logos (Enhypostasia). John 
recognizes only two sacraments, properly so called, i.e. mysteries instituted by Christ—Baptism 



and the Lord’s Supper. In the latter the elements are at the moment when the Holy Ghost is called 
upon, changed into the Body and Blood of Christ, but how is not known. He does not therefore 
teach transubstantiation exactly, yet his doctrine is very near to it. About the remaining five so-
called sacraments he is either silent or vague. He holds to the perpetual virginity of Mary, the 
Mother of our Lord, and that her conception of Christ took place through the ear. He recognizes 
the Hebrew canon of twenty-two books, corresponding to the twenty-two Hebrew letters, or 
rather twenty-seven, since five of these letters have double forms. Of the Apocrypha he mentions 
only Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom, and these as uncanonical. To the New Testament canon he adds 
the Apostolical Canons of Clement. The Sabbath was made for the fleshly Jews—Christians 
dedicate their whole time to God. The true Sabbath is the rest from sin. He extols virginity, for as 
high as angels are above men so high is virginity above marriage. Yet marriage is a good as 
preventive of unchastity and for the sake of propagation. At the end of the world comes 
Antichrist, who is a man in whom the devil lives. He persecutes the Church, kills Enoch and 
Elijah, who are supposed to appear again upon the earth, but is destroyed by Christ at his second 
coming. {899} The resurrection body is like Christ’s, in that it is immutable, passionless, spiritual, 
not held in by material limitation, nor dependent upon food. Otherwise it is the same as the 
former. The fire of hell is not material, but in what it consists God alone knows. 
 
His remaining works are minor theological treatises, including a brief catechism on the Holy 
Trinity; controversial writings against Mohammedanism (particularly interesting because of the 
nearness of their author to the beginnings of that religion), and against Jacobites, Manichaeans, 
Nestorians and Iconoclasts; homilies, {900} among them an eulogy upon Chrysostom; a 
commentary on Paul’s Epistles, taken almost entirely from Chrysostom’s homilies; the sacred 
Parallels, Bible sentences with patristic illustrations on doctrinal and moral subjects, arranged in 
alphabetical order, for which a leading word in the sentence serves as guide. He also wrote a 
number of hymns which have been noticed in a previous section. {901} 
 
Besides these there is a writing attributed to him, The Life of Barlaam and Joasaph {902} the 
story of the conversion of the only son of an Indian King by a monk (Barlaam). It is a monastic 
romance of much interest and not a little beauty. It has been translated into many languages, 
frequently reprinted, and widely circulated. {903} Whether John of Damascus wrote it is a 
question. Many things about it seem to demand an affirmative answer. {904} His materials were 
very old, indeed pre-Christian, for the story is really a repetition of the Lalita Vistara, the 
legendary life of Buddha. {905} 
 
Another writing of dubious authorship is the Panegyric on St. Barbara, {906} a marvellous tale of 
a suffering saint. Competent judges assign it to him. {907} These two are characteristic specimens 
of monastic legends in which so much pious superstition was handed down from generation to 
generation. 
 
III. Position. John of Damascus considered either as a Christian office-holder under a 
Mohammedan Saracenic Caliph, as the great defender of image-worship, as a learned though 
credulous monk, or as a sweet and holy poet, is in every way an interesting and important 
character. But it is as the summarizer of the theology of the Greek fathers that he is most worthy 
of attentive study; for although he seldom ventures upon an original remark, he is no blind, 
servile copyist. His great work, the "Fount of Knowledge," was not only the summary of the 
theological discussions of the ancient Eastern Church, which was then and is to-day accepted as 
authoritative in that communion, but by means of the Latin translation a powerful stimulus to 
theological study in the West. Peter Lombard, Thomas Aquinas and other schoolmen are greatly 
indebted to it. The epithets, "Father of Scholasticism" and "Lombard of the Greeks" have been 
given to its author. He was not a scholastic in the proper meaning of that term, but merely applied 



Aristotelian dialects to the treatment of traditional theology. Yet by so doing he became in truth 
the forerunner of scholasticism. 
 
An important but incidental service rendered by this great Father was as conserver of Greek 
learning. "The numerous quotations, not only from Gregory Nazianzen, but from a multitude of 
Greek authors besides would provide a field of Hellenic literature sufficient for the wants of that 
generation. In having so provided it, and having thus become the initiator of a warlike but ill-
taught race into the mysteries of an earlier civilization, Damascenus is entitled to the praise that 
the elder Lenormant awarded him of being in the front rank of the master spirits from whom the 
genius of the Arabs drew its inspiration." {908} 
 
One other interesting fact deserves mention. It was to John of Damascus that the Old Catholics 
and Oriental and Anglo-Catholics turned for a definition of the relation of the Holy Spirit to the 
Father and Son which should afford a solid basis of union. {909} "He restored unity to the Triad, 
by following the ancient theory of the Greek church, representing God the Father as the ajrchv, 
and in this view, the being of the Holy Spirit no less than the being of the Son as grounded in and 
derived from the Father. The Holy Spirit is from the Father, and the Spirit of the Father; not from 
the Son, but still the Spirit of the Son. He proceeds from the Father the one ajrchv of all being, 
and he is communicated through the Son; through the Son the whole creation shares in the 
Spirit’s work; by himself he creates, moulds, sanctifies all and binds all together." {910} 
 
{875} Grundlehner, p. 22; Langen, p. 20. 
 
{876} The usual date is 676. Grundlehner says (p. 19), "probably about the year 680." 
 
{877} This Life is summarized by Lupton, pp. 22-36. 
 
{878} The term is prwtosumboulo, "chief councillor." This is commonly interpreted "vizier," but 
that office did not then exist. Langen (p. 19) thinks "chief tax-gatherer" a more likely translation. 
Cf. Lupton, p. 27. 
 
{879} See this vol. p. 456. 
 
{880} See analysis, p. 630. 
 
{881} Lequien (i. 452) conjectures that he was ordained before the iconoclastic controversy broke 
out, because in a sermon he alludes to the peaceful condition of the empire, which was not 
applicable to the time after that event. Cf. Lupton, p. 57. 
 
{882} Grundlehner (p. 55, n. 1) accepts the statement of the Menaea Graecorum that John of 
Damascus died at the age of 104, and sets the date at "about 780." 
 
{883} This famous tale falls of its own weight. Even Roman Catholics, like Alzog (Patrologie, 2d 
ed., p. 405) admit that it lacks support. It is certainly noteworthy that the second Nicene council 
apparently knew nothing of this miracle. Cf Grundlehner, p. 42 n.; Langen, p. 22. 
 
{884} Langen, p. 22. 
 
{885} Carefully analyzed by Lupton and Langen. 
 
{886} Deuteronomy Imaginibus Orationes III., in Migne, XCIV. 



 
{887} l. c. col. 1232-1284. 
 
{888} l. c.. col. 1284-1317. 
 
{889} l. c. col. 1317-1420. 
 
{890} Langen, p. 141. 
 
{891} Page 461. 
 
{892} phgh gnwsewv, in Migne, l. c. col. 521-1228. 
 
{893} This is his own statement, l. c. col. 533. 
 
{894} kefavlaia filosofika, l. c. col. 521-676. Lupton, pp. 67, 68; Langen, pp. 46-52. There 
is a special essay by Renoux, entitled, Deuteronomy Dialectica Sancti Joannis Damasceni 
(1863). 
 
{895} Langen, p. 46. 
 
{896} peri airese wnen suntomia l. c. col. 677-780. 
 
{897} ekdosiv akribhv thv oryodoxou pistewv. l. c. col. 789-1228. 
 
{898} The exact date rests upon the statement of John of Brompton that the translation was made 
in the same year in which the Thames was frozen over, i.e. in the Great Frost of 1150. Cf. Lupton, 
p. 70. 
 
{899} Migne, l. c. col. 1217. 
 
{900} Lequien gives thirteen and the fragment of a fourteenth; but some, if not many, of them are 
not genuine. 
 
{901} See p. 405. 
 
{902} Migne, vol. XCVI., col. 860-1240. 
 
{903} Brunet gives the titles of Latin, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Danish, Norwegian and 
Bohemian translations. It was abridged in English under the title Saint Josaphat. Lond., 1711. It 
appears in the Golden Legend. The Greek text was first printed in 1832. 
 
{904} So Langen, pp. 251-254. 
 
{905} Lupton, p. 217. 
 
{906} l. c. col. 781-813. 
 
{907} Langen, p. 238. 
 
{908} Lupton, p. 212. 



 
{909} Schaff, Creeds, vol. ii., pp. 552-54. 
 
{910} Neander, vol. iii., p. 554. Comp. above, p. 307 sqq.  

 



145. Photius, Patriarch of Constantinople. 
 
I. Photius: Opera omnia, in Migne, "Patrol. Gr." Tom. CI.-CIV. (1860). Also Monumenta 
Graeca ad Photium ejusgue historiam pertinentia, ed. Hergenrother. Regensburg, 1869. 
 
II. David Nicetas: Vita Ignatii, in Migne, CV., 488-573. The part which relates to Photius begins 
with col. 509; partly quoted in CI. iii. P. Deuteronomy H. E. (anonymous): Histoire de Photius. 
Paris, 1772. Jager: Histoire de Photius. Paris, 1845, 2d ed., 1854. L. Tosti: Storia dell’ origine 
dello scisma greco. Florence, 1856, 2 vols. A. Pichler: Geschichte der kirchlichen Trennung 
zwischen Orient und Occident. Munich, 1864-65, 2 vols. J. Hergenrother: Photius, Patriarch von 
Constantinopel. Sein Leben, seine Schriften und das griechische Schisma. Regensburg, 1867-69, 
3 vols. (The Monumenta mentioned above forms part of the third vol.) Cf. Du Pin, VII., 105-110; 
Ceillier, XII., 719-734. 
 
Photius was born in Constantinople in the first decade of the ninth century. He belonged to a rich 
and distinguished family. He had an insatiable thirst for learning, and included theology among 
his studies, but he was not originally a theologian. Rather he was a courtier and a diplomate. 
When Bardas chose him to succeed Ignatius as Patriarch of Constantinople he was captain of the 
Emperor’s body-guard. Gregory of Syracuse, a bitter enemy of Ignatius, in five days hurried him 
through the five orders of monk, lector, sub-deacon, deacon, and presbyter, and on the sixth 
consecrated him patriarch. He died an exile in an Armenian monastery, 891. 
 
As the history of Photius after his elevation to the patriarchate has been already treated, {911} this 
section will be confined to a brief recital of his services to literature, sacred and secular. {912} 
 
The greatest of these was his so-called Library, {913} which is a unique work, being nothing less 
than notices, critiques and extracts of two hundred and eighty works of the most diverse kinds, 
which he had read. Of the authors quoted about eighty are known to us only through this work. 
The Library was the response to the wish of his brother Tarasius, and was composed while 
Photius was a layman. The majority of the works mentioned are theological, the rest are 
grammatical, lexical, rhetorical, imaginative, historical, philosophical, scientific and medical. No 
poets are mentioned or quoted, except the authors of three or four metrical paraphrases of 
portions of Scripture. The works are all in Greek, either as originals or, as in the case of a few, in 
Greek translations. Gregory the Great and Cassian are the only Latin ecclesiastical writers with 
whom Photius betrays any intimate acquaintance. As far as profane literature is concerned, the 
Library makes the best exhibit in history, and the poorest in grammar. Romances are mentioned, 
also miscellanies. In the religious part of his work Chrysostom and Athanasius are most 
prominent. Of the now lost works mentioned by Photius the most important is by an anonymous 
Constantinopolitan author of the first half of the seventh century, who in fifteen books presented 
testimonies in favor of Christianity by different Greek, Persian, Thracian, Egyptian, Babylonian, 
Chaldean and Jewish scholars. 
 
Unique and invaluable as the Library is, it has been criticized because more attention is given to 
some minor works than to other important ones; the criticisms are not always fair or worthy; the 
works spoken of are really few, while a much larger anthology might have been made; and again 
there is no order or method in the selection. It is, however, to be borne in mind that the object of 
the work was to mention only those books which had been read in the circle to which he and his 
brother belonged, during the absence of the latter; that it was hastily prepared, and was to have 
been followed by a second. {914} Taking these facts into consideration there is nothing but praise 
to be given to the great scholar who in a wholly undesigned fashion has laid posterity under 



heavy obligation by jotting down his criticisms upon or making excerpts of the more important 
works which came under his observation during a comparatively short space of time. 
 
Among the Greek fathers, he esteems most highly Athanasius, Chrysostom, Basil, Gregory 
Nazianzen, Epiphanius, Ephraem, Cyril of Alexandria, the fictitious Dionysius the Areopagite, 
and Maximus; among the Latin fathers, Leo. I. and Gregory I. He recognizes also Ambrose, 
Augustin, and Jerome as fathers, but often disputes their views. Of the ante-Nicene writers he has 
a rather low opinion, because they did not come up to his standard of orthodoxy; he charges 
Origen with blasphemous errors, and Eusebius with Arianism. 
 
One of the earlier works of Photius, perhaps his earliest, was his Greek Lexicon, {915} which he 
began in his youth and completed before the Library, although he revised it from time to time. He 
made use of the glossaries and lexica of former workers, whose names he has preserved in his 
Library, and has been in turn used by later lexicographers, e.g. Suidas (ninth century). Photius 
designed to remove the difficulties in the reading of the earlier and classic Greek profane and 
sacred literature. To this end he paid particular attention to the explanation of the old Attic 
expressions and figures of speech. 
 
The most important of the theological works of Photius is the Amphilochian Questions  {916} —
so called because these questions had been asked by his friend, Amphilochius, metropolitan of 
Lyzikus. The work consists of three hundred and twenty-four discussions, mostly in biblical 
exegesis, but also dogmatical, philosophical, mythological, grammatical, historical, medical, and 
scientific. Like the other works of Photius it displays rare learning and ability. It was composed 
during his first exile, and contains many complaints of lack of books and excerpts. It has no plan, 
is very disjointed, unequal, and evidently was written at different times. Many of the answers are 
taken literally from the works of others. The same question is sometimes repeatedly discussed in 
different ways. {917} 
 
Although it is doubtful whether Photius composed a complete commentary on any book of the 
Old Testament, it is very likely that he wrote on the Gospels and on Romans, Corinthians and 
Hebrews, since in the printed and unprinted catenae upon these books there are found many 
citations of Photius. {918} No such commentary as a unit, however, now exists. 
 
Two canonical works are attributed to Photius, "A Collection of Canons" and "A Collection of 
Ecclesiastical and Civil Laws." {919} To these some add a third. The second of these works, the 
Nomocanon, is authoritative on canonical law in the Greek Church. {920} The word 
"Nomocanon" itself is the Greek name for a combination of ecclesiastical laws (kanone) and 
secular, especially imperial, law (novmoi). Photius made such a collection in 883, on the basis of 
earlier collections. It contains (1) the canons of the seven universally accepted oecumenical 
councils (325-787), of the Trullan council of 692 (Quinisexta), the synods of 861 and 879; and (2) 
the laws of Justinian relative to the Greek Church. Photius was not only a collector of canonical 
laws, but also a legislator and commentator. The canons of the councils held by him in 861 and 
879, and his canonical letters or decretals had a great and permanent influence upon Greek 
canonical law. The Nomocanon was enlarged and commented on by Balsamon in the twelfth 
century, and is usually published in connection with these commentaries. It is used in the 
orthodox church of Russia under the name Kormczia Kniga, i.e., "The Book for the Pilot." As in 
his other works, he builded upon the foundations of his predecessors. 
 
The historical and dogmatico-polemical writings of Photius may be divided into two classes, 
those against the Paulicians or Manichaeans, and those against the Roman Church. In the first 
class are four books which bear in the editions the general title "Against the new Manichaeans." 



{921} The first is a history of the old and new Manichaeans, written during Photius’ first 
patriarchate, and apparently largely borrowed from a contemporary author; the remaining three 
are polemical treatises upon the new Manichaeans, in which biblical rather than philosophical 
arguments are relied upon, and mostly those which had already been used against the 
Manichaeans. 
 
The works against the Latin Church embrace (1) The Mystagogia, or doctrine of the Holy Spirit; 
his most important writing against the Latins. {922} It is a discussion of the procession alone, not 
of the personality and divinity, of the Holy Spirit, for upon these latter points there was no 
difference between the Latin and Greek Churches. It appears to be entirely original with Photius. 
{923} It is characterized by acuteness and great dialectical skill. There exists an epitome of this 
book, {924} but it is doubtful whether Photius himself made it. (2) A collection {925} of ten 
questions and answers upon such matters as, "In what respects have the Romans acted unjustly?" 
"How many and what true patriarchs are not recognized by the Romans, except 
compromisingly?" "Which emperor contends for the peace of the Church?" The collection has 
great historical interest, since it embraces materials which otherwise would be entirely lost. (3) 
Treatise against the Roman primacy. (4) Tractate against the Franks, from which there are 
extracts in the Kormczaia Kniga of the Oriental Slavs, which was extensively circulated in the 
thirteenth century, and enjoys among the Russians great authority as a book of canonical law. It 
has been attributed to Photius, but in its present shape is not his. {926} (5) His famous Encyclical 
Letter to the Eastern Patriarchs, written in 867. {927} 
 
The genuine works of Photius include besides those already mentioned three books of letters 
{928} of different contents, private and public, written generally in verbose style; homilies, {929} 
two printed entire and two in fragments and twenty unprinted; several poems {930} and moral 
sentences, probably a compilation. Several other works attributed to Photius are only of doubtful 
genuineness. 
 
{911} Cf. chapter V. 70. 
 
{912} Cf. the exhaustive analysis of his works by Hergenrother vol. iii. pp. 3260. 
 
{913} Bibliotheca or Muriobivblion, Migne, CIII., CIV. col. 9-356; Hergenrother, III. pp. 13-31. 
 
{914} Hergenrother, p. 14, 28-31. 
 
{915} Best edition, by Dobree, fwtiou lexewn sunagwgh. Photii Lexicon e codice Galeano 
descripsit R. Porsonus. London, 1822, 2 vols.; reprinted 1823 in Leipzig. 
 
{916} Migne, CI. col. 45-1172. 
 
{917} Hergenrother (vol. iii., pp. 31 sqq.) tells at length the curious story of the singular way in 
which the Amphilochia has gradually come to the knowledge of modern scholars. 
 
{918} Collected in Migne, l. c. col. 1189-1253. 
 
{919} Commonly called Syntagma Canonum, Migne, CIV. col. 441-976, and Nomocanon, ibid. 
col. 976-1217. 
 
{920} The Nomocanon is minutely discussed by Hergenrother, l. c. iii. 92-128. See also F. A. 
Biener, Geschichte der Novellen Justinians, Berlin, 1824; and Deuteronomy Collectionibus 



canonum ecclesiae Graecae. Schediasma litterarium. Berlin, 1827. Card. J. B. Pitra, Juris eccles. 
Graec. historia et monumenta. Rome, 1868. Hergenrother, Griech. Kirchenrecht bis zum Ende, 
des 9ten Jahrhunderts. Mainz, 1870. 
 
{921} Dihghsi peri th’ tw’n neofantwn Manicaiwn anablasthsew, in Migne, CII. col. 16-264. Cf. 
Hergenrother, l. c. iii. 143-153. 
 
{922} Liber de S. Spiritus Mystagogia, first published by Hergenrother at Regensburg, 1857; 
Comp. his Photius, III. l54-160, and Migne, CII. 280-400. The word mustagwgivais used in the 
same sense as iJerologivaor qeologiva, sacra doctrina, 
 
{923} Hergenrother, Photius, III. 157. 
 
{924} Ibid. 160-165. 
 
{925} sunagwgai kai apodeixeiv akribeiv, in Migne, CIV. col. 1220-1232. 
 
{926} Hergenrother, l. c. p. 174. 
 
{927} See above, p. 314 sq. 
 
{928} Migne, CII., col. 585-989. They are analyzed by Du Pin, l. c. 106-109. 
 
{929} Migne, CII., col. 548-576. 
 
{930} Ibid. col. 577-584.  

 



146. Simeon Metaphrastes. 
 
I. Simeon Metaphrastes: Opera omnia, in Migne, Patrol. Gr. Tom. cxiv.-cxvi. 
 
II. Panegyric by Psellus, in Migne, CXIV. col. 200-208; Leo Allatius: Deuteronomy Symeonum 
scriptis, in Migne, CXIV. col. 19-148; and the Preface to Migne’s ed. Cf. Du Pin, VIII. 3; 
Ceillier, XII. 814-819. 
 
This voluminous author probably lived in Constantinople during the reigns of Leo the 
Philosopher (886-911) and Constantine Porphyrogenitus (911-959). {931} He was the Imperial 
Secretary, High Chancellor and Master of the Palace. When somewhat advanced in years he was 
sent by the Emperor Leo on a mission to the Cretan Arabs for the purpose, which was 
accomplished, of turning them from their proposed campaign against the Thessalonians. It was on 
this journey that he met on the island of Pharos, an anchorite, who suggested to him the writing of 
the lives of the saints and martyrs. 
 
To this collection Simeon owes his fame. {932} He apparently never carried out his original plan, 
which was to cover the year, for the genuine Lives of his now extant are nearly all of September 
(the first month of the Greek Church year), October, November and December. The remaining 
months have very few. But how many he wrote cannot be determined. Allatius credits him with 
only one hundred and twenty-two. MSS. attributed to him are found in the libraries of Munich, 
Venice, Florence, Madrid, Paris, London and elsewhere. The character of his work is sufficiently 
indicated by his epithet Simeon the Paraphraser, given to him because he turned "the ancient 
lives of the saints into another sort of a style than that wherein they were formerly written." {933} 
He used old material in most cases, and sometimes he did no more than edit it, at other times he 
re-wrote it, with a view to make it more accurate or attractive. Some of the lives are, however, 
original compositions. His work is of very unequal value, and as his credulity led him to admit 
very doubtful matter, it must be used with caution. However, he deserves thanks for his diligence 
in rescuing from obscurity many now illustrious names. 
 
Besides the Lives, nine Epistles, several sermons, orations, hymns, and a canonical epitome bear 
his name. {934} The Simeonis Chronicon is probably the work of a Simeon of the twelfth 
century. 
 
{931} Cf. Gass in Herzog 2 IX. pp. 677-679. 
 
{932} It is found in Migne, and utilized in the great hagiographies of A. Lippomani (Paris, 1551-
60, 8 vols.), Surius (Cologne, 1570-79, 6 vols.) and the Boltandists (1643-1875, 61 vols.). 
 
{933} Du Pin, in loco. 
 
{934} Migne, CXIV. col. 209-292.  

 



147. Oecumenius. 
 
I. Oecumenius: Opera omnia, in Migne, Patrol. Gr. Tom. CXVIII., CXIX., col. 726, reprint of 
ed. of Hentenius. Paris, 1630-31, 2 vols. fol. Ceillier, XII. 913, 914. 
 
Oecumenius was bishop of Tricca, in Thessaly, toward the close of the 10th century, and wrote a 
commentary upon the Acts, the Epistles of Paul and the Catholic Epistles, which is only a catena, 
drawn from twenty-three Fathers and writers of the Greek Church, {935} with an occasional 
original comment. The work displays taste and judgment. 
 
{935} Their names are given in Migne, CXVIII. col. 9.  

 



148. Theophylact. 
 
I. Theophylact: Opera omnia, in Migne, Patrol. Gr. Tom. CXXIII.-CXXVI., reprint of ed. Of de 
Rubeis. Venice, 1754-63, 4 vols. fol. Du Pin, IX. 108, 109; Neander, III. 584-586; Ceillier, XIII. 
554-558. 
 
Theophylact, the most learned exegete of the Greek Church in his day, was probably born at 
Euripus, {936} on the Island of Euboea, in the Aegean Sea. Very little is known about him. He 
lived under the Greek Emperors Romanus IV. Diogenes (1067-1071), Michael VII. Ducas 
Parapinaces (1071-1078), Nicephorus III. Botoniates (1078-1081), Alexius I. Comnenus (1081-
1118). The early part of his life he spent in Constantinople; and on account of his learning and 
virtues was chosen tutor to Prince Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the son of Michael Ducas. From 
1078 until after 1107 he was archbishop of Achrida and metropolitan of Bulgaria. He ruled his 
diocese in an independent manner, but his letters show the difficulties he had to contend with. It 
is not known when he died. 
 
His fame rests upon his commentary {937} on the Gospels, Acts, Pauline, and Catholic Epistles; 
and on Hosea, Jonah, Nahum and Habakkuk, which has recently received the special 
commendation of such exegetes as Deuteronomy Wette and Meyer. It is drawn from the older 
writers, especially from Chrysostom, but Theophylact shows true exegetical insight, explaining 
the text clearly and making many original remarks of great value. 
 
Besides his commentary, his works embrace orations on the Adoration of the Cross, {938} the 
Presentation of the Virgin {939} and on the Emperor Alexius Comnenus; {940} a treatise on the 
Education Of Princes; {941} a History of Fifteen Martyrdoms {942} and an Address on the 
Errors of the Latin Church. {943} Two of these call for further mention. The Education of 
Princes is addressed to Constantine Porphyrogenitus. It is in two books, of which the first is 
historical and discourses upon the parents of the prince, the second discusses his duties and trials. 
It was formerly a very popular work. It is instructive to compare it with the similar works by 
Paulinus, Alcuin, and Smaragdus. {944} The Address is the most interesting work of 
Theophylact. It is written in a singularly conservative and moderate strain, although it discusses 
the two great matters in dispute between the Greek and Latin Churches,—the procession of the 
Holy Spirit, and the bread of the Eucharist. Of these matters Theophylact considered the first only 
important, and upon it took unhesitatingly the full Greek position of hostility to the Latins. Yet 
his fairness comes out in the remark that the error of the Latins may be due to the poverty of their 
language which compelled them to "employ the same term to denote the causality of the 
communication of the Holy Spirit and the causality of his being. The Latins, he observed, 
moreover, might retain the less accurate forms of expression in their homiletic discourses, if they 
only guarded against misconception, by carefully explaining their meaning. It was only in the 
confession of faith in the symbol, that perfect clearness was requisite." {945} In regard to the 
bread of the Eucharist the Latins held that it should be unleavened, the Greeks that it should be 
leavened. Each church claimed to follow the usage of Christ. Theophylact admitted that Christ 
used unleavened bread, but maintained that His example in this respect is not binding, for if it 
were in this then it would be in everything connected with the Supper, and it would be necessary 
to use barley bread and the wine of Palestine, to recline at table and to hold the Supper in a ball or 
upper room. But there is such a thing as Christian liberty, and the kind of bread to be used is one 
of the things which this liberty allows. Upon both these points of fierce and long controversy he 
counseled continual remembrance of the common Christian faith and the common Christian 
fellowship. 
 



{936} This is the name likewise of the narrowest part of the Euboic Sea. 
 
{937} Migne, CXXIII.-CXXVI. col. 104. 
 
{938} Migne, CXXVI. col. 105-129. 
 
{939} Ibid. col. 129—144. 
 
{940} Ibid. col 288-305. 
 
{941} Ibid. col. 253-285. 
 
{942} Ibid. col. 152-221. 
 
{943} Ibid. col. 221-249. 
 
{944} Viz. Exhortations, On Virtues and Vices, and Way of the King, spoken of farther on. 
 
{945} Neander, l. c. p. 586.  

 



149. Michael Psellus. 
 
I. Michael Psellus: Opera, in Migne, Patrol. Gr., Tom. CXXII., col. 477-1358. His Hist. Byzant. 
et alia opuscula, ed. by Constantin Sathas. Paris, 1874. 
 
II. Leo Allatius: Diatriba de Psellis, in Migne, l. c.., col. 477-536. Ceillier, XIII. 335-337. 
 
Michael Psellus, the third of the five of that name mentioned by Allatius, was born of a consular 
and patrician family in Constantinople about 1020. He took naturally to study, and denied himself 
the amusements and recreations of youth in order that he might make all the more rapid progress. 
Having completed his studies at Athens, he returned to Constantinople, and was appointed chief 
professor of philosophy. Constantine Monomachus invited him to his court, and entrusted him 
with secular business. He then turned his attention from philosophy and rhetoric to theology, 
physics, medicine, mathematics, astronomy and military science. In short, he explored the entire 
domain of knowledge, and as his memory was tenacious, he was able to retain everything he 
studied. "It has been said that in him human nature yielded up its inmost powers in order that he 
might ward off the downfall of Greek learning." {946} He was made the tutor of Michael Ducas, 
the future emperor, who when he came to the throne retained him in his councils. Psellus, of 
course, took the Greek position upon the Filioque question, and thwarted the movement of Peter, 
bishop of Anagni, to establish peace between the Greek and Latin churches. When Michael Ducas 
was deposed (1078), he was deprived of his professorship, and so he retired to a monastery, 
where he died. The last mention of him is made in 1105. 
 
Psellus was a prolific author, but many of his writings are unprinted, and many are lost. {947} Of 
the theological works which have been printed the most important are: 
 
(1) Exposition of the Song of Songs, {948} a paraphrase in verse with a commentary and excerpts 
from Gregory of Nyssa, Nilus, and Maximus. 
 
(2) A Learned Miscellany, {949} in 157 paragraphs, in which nearly everything is treated of, from 
the relations of the persons of the Trinity to the rise of the Nile and the changes of the weather. It 
is one of those prodigies of learning which really indicate the comparative ignorance of the past, 
and are now mere curiosities. 
 
(3) The Operations of Demons, {950} an attack, in the form of a dialogue, upon the Euchites, 
whom he charges with revolting and disgusting crimes, under the prompting of demons. But he 
passes on to discuss the subject more broadly and resting on the testimony of a certain monk who 
had actually seen demons he teaches their perpetual activity in human affairs; that they can 
propagate their species; and go anywhere at will under either a male or female form. From them 
come diseases and innumerable woes. The book is very curious, and has permanent value as a 
contribution to the demonology of the Middle Ages. 
 
Twelve letters of Psellus have been printed. {951} His panegyric upon Simeon Metaphrastes has 
already been mentioned. {952} He wrote a criticism of the eloquence of Gregory the Theologian, 
Basil, and Chrysostom, {953} and celebrated these Fathers also in verse. {954} 
 
Besides certain legal and philosophical treatises he wrote a poem on Doctrine, {955} and a 
metrical Synopsis of Law. {956} 
 
{946} Gass in Herzog, 2 s. v. xii. 340. 



 
{947} See lists in Allatius, Diatriba, in Migne, CXXII. col. 498-532. 
 
{948} ermhneia kata parafrasin tou asmatov twn asmatwn. Ibid. col. 537-685. 
 
{949} didaskalia pantodaph. Ibid. col. 688-784. 
 
{950} peri energaiav daimonwn. Ibid. col. 820-876. 
 
{951} Epistolai. Ibid. col. 1161-1185. 
 
{952} See p. 642. 
 
{953} carakthrev. Migne, CXXII. col. 901-908. 
 
{954} Ibid. col. 908-910. 
 
{955} peri dogmatov. Ibid. col. 812-817. 
 
{956} sunoiv twn nomwn. Ibid. col. 925-974.  

 



150. Euthymius Zigabenus. 
 
I. Euthymius Zigabenus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Patrol. Gr., Tom, CXXVIII.-CXXXI. 
 
II. See the Prolegomena in Migne. Ceillier, XIV. 150-155. 
 
Euthymius Zigabenus (or Zigadenus) was a learned and able Greek monk of the order of St. Basil 
in the convent of the Virgin Mary near Constantinople, and enjoyed the marked favor of the 
emperor Alexius Comnenus (1081-1118) and his wife Anna. {957} Being requested by Alexius to 
refute the Bogomiles, who had become alarmingly numerous, he was led to prepare an extensive 
work upon heresy, entitled The Panoply. {958} Among the heretics he included the Pantheists, 
Jews, the Pope and the Latins. His materials were the decisions of councils and the Greek Fathers 
and other writers, including some otherwise unknown. {959} In this important work and in 
separate treatises {960} he imparts much valuable historical information respecting the 
Bogomiles, Massalians, Armenians, Paulicians, and even about the Jews and Mohammedans, 
although it is evident that he was not well informed about the last, and was much prejudiced 
against them. Like other Greeks, he finds the latter heretical upon the procession of the Holy 
Spirit and upon the bread of the Eucharist. Besides the Panoply, Euthymius wrote commentaries 
upon the Psalms, {961} much dependent upon Chrysostom, and on the Gospels, {962} more 
independent and exhibiting exegetical tact which in the judgment of some puts him next to 
Theophylact. 
 
{957} In her Alexiad (XV. 490, Migne, CXXXI. col. 1176) she extols his learning and piety. 
 
{958} Migne, CXXX. 
 
{959} Migne gives the sources. 
 
{960} Contra Massalianos; Contra Bogomilos; Disputatio de fide cum philosopho Saraceno; 
Dialogus Christiani cum Ismaelica (all in Migne, CXXXI. col. 4048; 48-57; 20-37; 37-40). 
 
{961} Migne, CXXVIII. col. 41-end. 
 
{962} Migne, CXXIX. col. 107-end.  

 



151. Eustathius of Thessalonica. 
 
I. Eustathius: Opera omnia in Migne, Patrol. Gr. Tom. CXXXV. col. 517; CXXXVI. col. 764 
(reprint of L. F. Tafel’s ed. of the Opuscula. Frankfort, 1832), and appendix to Deuteronomy 
Thessalonica. Berlin, 1839. Tafel published a translation of Eustathius Episkei bivou monacikou’. 
Betrachtungen uber den Monchstand. Berlin, 1847. The valuable Deuteronomy capta 
Thessalonica narratio was reprinted from Tafel in a vol. of the "Corpus scriptorum historiae 
Byzantinae" (Bonn, 1842, pp. 365-512), accompanied with a Latin translation. 
 
II. The funeral orations by Euthymius of Neopatria and Michael Choniates in Migne, Patrol. Gr. 
CXXXVI. col. 756-764, and CXL. col. 337-361. Fabricius: Bibliotheca Graeca, ed. Harless, XI. 
282-84. Neander, IV. 530-533, and his essay, Characteristik des Bustathius von Thessalonich in 
seiner reformatorischen Richtung, 1841, reprinted in his "Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen," 
Berlin, 1851, pp. 6-21, trans. in Kitto’s "Journal of Sacred Literature," vol. IV., pp. 101 sqq. 
 
Eustathius, archbishop of Thessalonica and metropolitan, the most learned man of his day, was 
born in Constantinople, and lived under the Greek emperors from John Comnenus to Isaac II. 
Angelus, i.e., between 1118 and 1195. His proper name is unknown, that of Eustathius having 
been assumed on taking monastic vows. His education was carried on in the convent of St. 
Euphemia, but he became a monk in the convent of St. Florus. He early distinguished himself for 
learning, piety and eloquence, and thus attracted the notice of the Emperor Manuel, who made 
him successively tutor to his son John, deacon of St. Sophia and master of petitions, a court 
position. In the last capacity he presented at least one petition to the Emperor, that from the 
Constantinopolitans during a severe drought. {963} 
 
To this period of his life probably belong those famous commentaries upon the classic authors, 
{964} by which alone he was known until Tafel published his theological and historical works. 
But Providence designed Eustathius to play a prominent part in practical affairs, and so the 
Emperor Manuel appointed him bishop of Myra, {965} the capital of Lycia in Asia Minor, and 
ere he had entered on this office transferred him to the archbishopric of Thessalonica (1175). He 
was a model bishop, pious, faithful, unselfish, unsparing in rebuke and wise in counsel, "one of 
those pure characters so rarely met among the Greeks—a man who well knew the failings 
[superstition, mock-holiness and indecorous frivolity] of his nation and his times, which he was 
more exempt from than any of his contemporaries." {966} His courage was conspicuous on 
several occasions. The Emperor Manuel in a Synod at Constantinople in 1180 attempted to have 
abrogated the formula of adjuration, "Anathema to Mohammed’s God, of whom he says that he 
neither begat nor was begotten," which all who came over from Mohammedanism to Christianity 
had to repeat. Manuel argued that this formula was both blasphemous and prejudicial to the 
spread of Christianity in Islam. But Eustathius dared to brave the emperor’s rage and deny the 
truth of this argument. The result was a modification of the formula. {967} Although Manuel 
threatened to impeach Eustathius, he really did not withdraw his favor, and the archbishop was 
summoned to preach the sermon at the emperor’s funeral. {968} When in 1185 Thessalonica was 
sacked by Count Alduin acting under William II. of Sicily, Eustathius remained in the city and by 
direct personal effort procured some alleviation of the people’s sufferings, and defended their 
worship against the fanatical Latins. {969} Again, he interposed his influence to keep the 
Thessalonians from the rapacity of the imperial tax-gatherers. But notwithstanding his high 
character and unsparing exertions on behalf of Thessalonica there were enough persons there who 
were incensed against him by his plain speaking to effect his banishment. This probably 
happened during the reign of the infamous Andronicus (1180-1183), who was unfriendly to 
Eustathius. A brief experience of the result of his absence led to his recall, and he ended his days 



in increased esteem. It is strange indeed to find Eustathius and Calvin alike in their expulsion and 
recall to the city they had done so much to save. 
 
His writings upon practical religious topics have great interest and value. Besides sermons upon 
Psalm 48, {970} on an auspicious year, {971} four during Lent, {972} in which he specially 
inveighs against the lax marital customs, and five on different martyrs, {973} he wrote an 
enthusiastic treatise in praise of monasticism {974} if properly used, while at the same time he 
faithfully rebuked the common faults of the monks, their sloth, their hypocrisy and their 
ignorance, which had made the very name of monk a reproach. To the Stylites, {975} he was 
particularly plain in setting forth their duty. By reason of their supposed sanctity they were sought 
by all classes as oracles. He seeks therefore to impress them with their responsibility, and tells 
them always to speak fearlessly, irrespective of person; not flattering the strong nor domineering 
the weak. He addressed also the laity, not only in the sermons already mentioned, but in separate 
treatises, {976} and with great earnestness and tenderness exhorted them to obedience to their 
lawful rulers, and rebuked them for their hypocrisy, which was the crying sin of the day, and for 
their vindictiveness. He laid down the true gospel principle: love is the central point of the 
Christian life. His letters {977} of which 75 have been published, give us a vivid picture of the 
time, and bear unconscious testimony to his virtue. To his Interpretation of the Pentecostal hymn 
of John of Damascus Cardinal Mai accords the highest praise. {978} 
 
{963} Manuel was warlike and dissolute and ground the people down under heavy taxes. The 
petition alluded to is given in Migne, CXXXV. col. 925-932. Cf Gibbon, Harpers’ ed. V. 81, 82. 
 
{964} Homer, Dionysius Periegetes the geographer, Pindar and probably Aristophanes. His "vast 
commentary" on Homer is a perfect storehouse of classical learning and Homeric criticism, and 
has unique value from its numerous extracts of lost scholia. It was first published and beautifully 
printed, at Rome, 1542-50. 4 vols. Perhaps tidings of its prospective issue had reached Zwingli; 
for his friend James Amman writes to him from Milan on April 19, 1520, evidently in answer to 
his queries: Commentaria Eustothii in Homerum Mediolani non extant, nec satis compertum 
habes, num Romae an-vel alibi excusa sint; nemo id me edocere potest. Zwingli, Opera, VII. 131. 
The Proaemium to Pindar, all that is now extant, is given in Migne, CXXXVI. col. 369-372 
Greek only. The commentary on Dionysius Periegetes was first printed by Robert Stephens, Paris, 
1547. 
 
{965} See his Allocatio ad Imperatorem cum esset Myrorum metropolita electus in Migne, 
CXXXV. col. 933-973. 
 
{966} Neander, IV. 530-531. 
 
{967} Ibid 535. 
 
{968} Migne, CXXXV. col. 973-1032. 
 
{969} He wrote a valuable history of this siege, Narratio de Thessalonica urbe a Latinis capta, 
Migne, CXXXVI. col. 9-140. 
 
{970} Migne, CXXXV. col. 520-540. 
 
{971} Ibid. col. 540-560. 
 
{972} Four orations, ibid. col. 561-728. 



 
{973} CXXXVI. col. 141-216; 264-301. 
 
{974} Deuteronomy emendanda vita monachica, CXXXV. col. 729-909. 
 
{975} Ad Stylitam quendam Thessalonicensem, CXXXVI. col. 217-264. 
 
{976} Epistola ad Thessalonicenses, CXXXV. col. 1032-1060; Deuteronomy obedientia 
magistratui Christiano debita, CXXXVI. col. 301-357; Deuteronomy simulatione, ibid. col. 373-
408; Adversus implacabilitatis accusationem (or Contra injuriarum memoriam), ibid. col. 408-
500. 
 
{977} CXXXVI. col. 1245-1334 (Greek only). 
 
{978} Interpretatio hymni Pentecostalis Damasceni in Mai, Spicilegium Romanum, V. (Rome, 
1841) pp. xxiv. 161-383, and in Migne, CXXXVI. col. 504-753.  

 



152. Nicetas Acominatos. 
 
I. Nicetas Choniates: Opera, in Migne, Tom. CXXXIX., col. 287—CXL., col. 292. His History 
was edited by Immanuel Bekker in Scriptores Byzantinae. Bonn, 1835. 
 
II. See Allatius in Migne, CXXXIX., col. 287-302. Ceillier, XIV. 1176, 1177. Karl Ullmann: Die 
Dogmatik der griechischen Kirche im 12. Jahrhundert, reprinted from the "Studien und 
Kritiken," 1833. 
 
Nicetas Acominatos, also called Choniates, to denote his birth at Chonae the old Colossae in 
Phrygia, was one of the great scholars and authors of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. He was 
educated at Constantinople, studied law and early rose to prominence at the imperial court. He 
married a descendant of Belisarius; and at the time when Constantinople was taken by the 
crusaders (1204) he was governor of Philippopolis. He fled to Nicaea, and there died about 1216. 
It was during this last period of his life that he composed his Treasury of Orthodoxy, {979} for the 
consolation and instruction of his suffering fellow-religionists. This work was in twenty-seven 
books, but only five have been published complete, and that only in the Latin translation of Peter 
Morel, made from the original MS. brought to Paris from Mt. Athos. {980} Cardinal Mai has, 
however, given fragments of Books vi. viii. ix. x. xii. xv. xvii. xx. xxiii. xxiv. xxv., and these 
Migne has reprinted with a Latin translation. The work is, like the Panoply of Euthymius, a 
learned text-book of theology and a refutation of heresy, but it has more original matter in it, and 
being written by a layman and a statesman is more popular. 
 
Book 1st is a statement of Gentile philosophy and of the errors of the Jews. Book 2d treats of the 
Holy Trinity, and of angels and men. Book 3d of the Incarnate Word. From Book 4th to the end 
the several heresies are described and combated. Nicetas begins with Simon Magus and goes 
down to his own day. 
 
But his fame really rests upon his History, {981} which tells the story of Byzantine affairs from 
1117 to 1205; and is an able and reliable book. The closing portions interestingly describe the 
destruction or mutilation of the monuments in Constantinople by the Latins. 
 
{979} yhsaurov oryodoxiav. Migne, CXXXIX. col. 1093-CXL. col. 292. 
 
{980} So Morel believed. See the interesting story in Migne, CXXXIX. col. 295. 
 
{981} istoria. Ibid. col. 309-1057.  

 



153. Cassiodorus. 
 
I. Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator: Opera omnia, in Migne, "Patrol. Lat." Tom. LXIX. col. 
421-LXX. Reprint of ed. of the Benedictine Jean Garet, Rouen, 1679, 2 vols. 2d ed., Venice, 
1729. The Chronicon was edited from MSS. by Theodor Mommsen, Leipzig, 1861, separately 
published from Abhandlungen der koniglichsachsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften. 
Historische Klasse. Bd. III. The Liber de rhetorica, a part of his Institutiones, was edited by C. 
Halm, Leipzig, 1863. 
 
II. Vita, by Jean Garet, in Migne, LXIX., col. 437-484, and Deuteronomy vita monastica 
dissertatio by the same, col. 483-498. Denis de Sainte-Marthe: Vie de Cassiodore. Paris, 1694. 
Olleris: Cassiodore conservateur des livres de l’antiquite latine. Paris, 1841. A. Thorbecke: 
Cassiodorus Senator. Heidelberg, 1867. A. Franz: Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorius Senator. 
Breslau, 1872. Ignazio Ciampi: I. Cassiodori nel V. e nel VI. secolo. Imola, 1876. Cf. Du Pin, V. 
43-44. Ceillier, XI. 207-254. Teuffel, 1098-1104. A. Ebert, I. 473-490. 
 
Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator, {982} whose services to classical literature can not be 
over-estimated, was descended from an old Roman family, famous for its efficiency in state 
affairs. He was born about 477, at Scyllacium in Bruttium, the present Squillace in Calabria, the 
extreme southwest division of Italy. His father, whose name was Cassiodorus also, was pretorian 
prefect to Theodoric, and senator. The son, in recognition of his extraordinary abilities, was made 
quaestor when about twenty years of age, and continued in the service of Theodoric, as private 
secretary and indeed prime minister, being also with him on terms of friendship, until the latter’s 
death, Aug. 30, 526. He directed the administration of Amalasontha, the daughter of Theodoric, 
during the minority of her son Athalaric, and witnessed her downfall (535), but retained his 
position near the throne under Theodatus and Vitiges. He was also consul and three times 
pretorian prefect. He labored earnestly to reconcile the Romans to their conquerors. 
 
But about 540 he withdrew from the cares and dangers of office, and found in the seclusion of his 
charming paternal domains in Bruttium abundant scope for his activities in the pursuit of 
knowledge and the preservation of learning. He voluntarily closed one chapter of his life, one, 
too, full of honor and fame, and opened another which, little as he expected it, was destined to be 
of world-wide importance. Cassiodorus the statesman became Cassiodorus the monk, and 
unwittingly exchanged the service of the Goths for the service of humanity. The place of his 
retirement was the monastery of Viviers (Monasterium Vivariense), at the foot of Mt. Moseius, 
{983} in southwestern Italy, which he had himself founded and richly endowed. Upon the 
mountain he built another monastery (Castellense) in which the less accomplished monks seem to 
have lived, while the society of Viviers was highly cultivated and devoted to literature. Those 
monks who could do it were employed in copying and correcting classical and Christian MSS., 
while the others bound books, prepared medicine and cultivated the garden. {984} He moved his 
own large library to the monastery and increased it at great expense. Thus Viviers in that sadly 
confused and degenerate time became an asylum of culture and a fountain of learning. The 
example he set was happily followed by other monasteries, particularly by the Benedictine, and 
copying of MSS. was added to the list of monastic duties. By this means the literature of the old 
classical world has come down to us. And since the initiation of the movement was given by 
Cassiodorus he deserves to be honored as the link between the old thought and the new. His life 
thus usefully spent was unusually prolonged. The year of his death is uncertain, but it was 
between 570 and 580. 
 



The Works of Cassiodorus are quite numerous. They are characterized by great erudition, 
ingenuity and labor, but disfigured by an incorrect and artificial style. Some were written while a 
statesman, more while a monk. {985} 
 
1. The most important is the Miscellany, {986} in twelve books, a collection of about four 
hundred rescripts and edicts issued by Cassiodorus in the King’s name while Quaestor and 
Magister officiorum, and in his own name while Pretorian prefect. He gives also in the sixth and 
seventh books a collection of formulas for the different offices, an idea which found imitation in 
the Middle Age. From the Miscellany a true insight into the state of Italy in the period can be 
obtained. One noticeable feature of these rescripts is the amount of animation and variety which 
Cassiodorus manages to give their naturally stiff and formal contents. This he does by 
ingeniously changing the style to suit the occasion and often by interweaving a disquisition upon 
some relevant theme. The work was prepared at the request of friends and as a guide to his 
successors, and published between 534 and 538. 
 
2. His Ecclesiastical History, called Tripartita, {987} is a compilation. His own part in it is 
confined to a revision of the Latin condensation of Sozomen, Socrates and Theodoret, made by 
Epiphanius Scholasticus. It was designed by Cassiodorus to supply the omissions of Rufinus’ 
translation of Eusebius, and was indeed with Rufinus the monastic text-book on church history in 
the Middle Age. But it is by no means a model work, being obscure, inaccurate and confused. 
 
3. The Chronicle, {988} the earliest of his productions, dating from 519, is a consular list drawn 
from different sources, with occasional notes of historical events. Prefaced to the list proper, 
which goes from Junius Brutus to Theodoric, is a very defective list of Assyrian(!), Latin and #R 
4. The Computation of Easter, written in 562. {989} 
 
5. Origin and History of the Goths, originally in twelve books, but now extant only in the excerpt 
of Jordanis. {990} In it Cassiodorus reveals his great desire to cultivate friendship between the 
Goths and the Romans. It dates from about 534. 
 
6. Exposition of the Psalter. {991} This is by far the longest, as it was in the Middle Age the most 
influential, of his works. It was prepared in Viviers, and was begun before but finished after the 
Institutes {992} (see below). Its chief source is Augustin. The exposition is thorough in its way. 
Its peculiarities are in its mystic use of numbers, and its drafts upon profane science, particularly 
rhetoric. {993} 
 
7. Institutions of Sacred and Secular Letters, {994} from 644, in two books, {995} which are 
commonly regarded as independent works. The first book is a sort of theological encyclopaedia, 
intended by Cassiodorus primarily for his own monks. It therefore refers to different authors 
which were to be found in their library. It is in thirty-three chapters—a division pointing to the 
thirty-three years of our Lord’s life—which treat successively of the books of the Bible, what 
authors to read upon them, the arrangement of the books, church history and its chief writers, and 
the scheme he had devised for usefully employing the monks in copying MSS., or, if not 
sufficiently educated, in manual labor of various kinds. In the second book he treats in an 
elementary way of the seven liberal arts (grammar, rhetoric, dialectics, arithmetic, music, 
geometry, and astronomy). 
 
8. On Orthography, {996} a work of his ninety-third year, {997} and a mere collection of extracts 
from the pertinent literature in his library. 
 



9. The Soul, {998} written at the request of friends shortly after the publication of his Miscellany. 
It is rather the product of learning than of thought. It treats of the soul, its nature, capacities and 
final destiny. 
 
10. Notes upon some verses in the Epistles, Acts of the Apostles, and Apocalypse {999} This was 
a product of his monastic period, strangely forgotten in the Middle Age. It was unknown to Garet, 
but found at Verona and published by Maffei in 1702. Besides these a Commentarium de oratione 
et de octo partibus orationis is attributed to him and so published. {1000} But its authorship is 
doubtful. 
 
{982} Senator was a part of his proper name. Cassiodorius is a variant of Cassiodorus. 
 
{983} Var. xii. 15 (Migne, LXIX. col. 867). 
 
{984} Deuteronomy Instit. div. litt. c. 28, 30, 31 (Migne, LXX. cols. 1141-1147). 
 
{985} The order here followed is that of Migne. 
 
{986} Variarum libri duodecim, in Migne, LXIX. col. 501-880. 
 
{987} Historica ecclessiastica vocata Tripartita, ibid. col. 879-1214. 
 
{988} Chronicon, ibid. col. 1213-1248. 
 
{989} Computus Paschalis, ibid. col. 1249, 1250. 
 
{990} Deuteronomy Getarum sive Gothorum origine et rebus gestis, ibid. 1251-1296. 
 
{991} Expositio in Psalterium. Migne, LXX. col. 9-1056. 
 
{992} Inst. I. 4. 1. 1. (Migne, LXX. col. 1115) "Sequitur qui nobis primus est in commentatorum 
labore." 
 
{993} The Expositio in Canticum, which comes next in the editions, is now thought to be by 
another author. So Garet (Migne, LXX. col. 1055). 
 
{994} Institutiones divinarum et secularium lectionum. Ibid. col. 1105-1220. 
 
{995} So Ebert l. 477. Their common titles are (a) Deuteronomy institutione divinarum 
litterarum. (b) Deuteronomy artibus et disciplinis liberalium litterarum. 
 
{996} Deuteronomy orthographia. Migne, LXX., col. 1239-1270. 
 
{997} Prefatio. Ibid. col. 1241, 1. 9. 
 
{998} Deuteronomy anima. Ibid. col. 1279-1308. 
 
{999} Complexiones in Epistolas et Actus apostolorum necnon in Apocalypsim. Ibid. col. 1321-
1418. 
 
{1000} Ibid. col. 1219-1240.  



 



154. St. Gregory of Tours. 
 
I. St. Georgius Florentius Gregorius: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. LXXI. (reprint of Ruinart’s 
ed. Paris, 1699). The best critical edition of Gregory’s great work, Historiae Francorum libri 
decem, is by W. Arndt and Br. Krusch. Hannover, 1884 (Gregorii Turonensis opera pars I. in 
"Scriptorum rerum Merovingicarum," T. I., pars I. in the great "Monumenta Germaniae historica" 
series), and of his other works that by H. L. Bordier, Libri miraculorum aliaque opera minora, or 
with the French title, Les livres des miracles et autres opuscules de Georges Florent Gregoire, 
eveque de Tours. Paris, 1857- 64, 4 vols., of which the first three have the Latin text and a French 
translation on opposite pages, and the last, containing the Deuteronomy cursu stellarum and the 
doubtful works, the Latin only. There are several translations of the Historia Francorum into 
French (e.g., by Guizot. Paris, 1823, new ed. 1861, 2 vols.; by H. L. Bordier, 1859-61, 2 vols.), 
and into German (e.g., by Giesebrecht, Berlin, 1851, 2 vols., 2d ed., 1878, as part of Pertz, 
"Geschichtsschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit"). The Deuteronomy cursu stellarum was discovered 
and first edited by F. Hasse, Breslau, 1853. 
 
II. The Lives of Gregory, by Odo of Cluny (d. 943, valuable,) Migne, l. c., and by Joannes 
Egidius (Jean Gilles of Tours, 16th cent., of small account) are given by Bordier, l. c. IV. 212-
237. Modern biographies and sketches of Gregory are: C. J. Kries: Deuteronomy Gregorii 
Turonensis Episcopi vita et scriptis. Breslau, 1839. J. W. Lobell: Gregor von Tours. Leipzig, 
1839, 2d ed. 1869. Gabriel Monod: Gregorie de Tours, in Tome III." Bibliotheque de l’acole des 
hautes etudes." Paris, 1872 (pp. 21-146). Cf. Du Pin, V. 63. Ceillier, XI, 365-399. Hist. Lit. de la 
France, III. 372-397. Teuffel, pp. 1109-10. Wattenbach, I. 70 sqq. Ebert, I. 539-51. L. von Ranke: 
Weltgeschichte, 4ter Theil, 2te Abtheilung (Leipzig, 1883), pp. 328-368, mainly a discussion of 
the relation of Gregory’s Historia to Fredegar’s Historia Epitomata and to the Gesta regum 
Francorum. He maintains that they are independent. Cf. W. Arndt’s preface (30pp.) to edition 
mentioned above. 
 
Georgius Florentius, or as he called himself on his consecration Gregorius, after his mother’s 
grand-father, the sainted bishop of Langres, was born in Arverna (now Clermont), {1001} the 
principal city of Auvergne, Nov. 30., 538. His family was of senatorial rank on both sides, and its 
position and influence are attested by the number of bishops that belonged to it. His father 
(Florentius) apparently died early, and his mother (Armentaria) removed to Burgundy, her native 
country, but his uncle Gallus, bishop of Auvergne, who died in 554, and Avitus the successor of 
Gallus, cared for his education. He entered the church in discharge of a vow made at the shrine of 
St. Illidius, the patron saint of Arverna, during a severe and supposed fatal illness. In 563 he was 
ordained deacon by Avitus, and served in some ecclesiastical capacity at the court of Sigebert 
king of Austrasia, until in 573, at the unanimous request of the clergy and people of that city, the 
king appointed him bishop of Tours. Although loath to take so prominent and responsible a 
position, he at last consented, was consecrated by Egidius, archbishop of Rheims, and welcomed 
by Fortunatus in an official, which yet had more real feeling in it than such productions usually 
have, and was a true prophecy of Gregory’s career. 
 
Tours was the religious centre of Gaul. The shrine of St. Martin was the most famous in the land 
and so frequented by pilgrims that it was the source of an immense revenue. In Alcuin’s day 
(eighth century) the monastery of Tours owned 20,000 serfs, and was the richest in the kingdom. 
Tours was also important as the frontier city of Austrasia, particularly liable to attack. The 
influences which secured the position to Gregory were probably personal. Several facts operated 
to bring it about. First, that all but five of the bishops of Tours had been members of his family 
(Euphronius whom he succeeded was his mother’s cousin), and further, that he was in Tours on a 



pilgrimage to the shrine of St. Martin to recover his health about the time of Euphronius’ death, 
and by his life there secured the love of the people. Add to this his travels, his austerities, his 
predominant love for religion, and his election is explained. {1002} Gregory found the position 
no sinecure. War broke out between Sigebert and the savage Chilperic, and Tours was taken by 
the latter in 575. Confusion and anarchy prevailed. Churches were destroyed, ecclesiastics killed. 
Might made right, and the weak went to the wall. But in that dark and tempestuous time Gregory 
of Tours shines like a beacon light. The persecuted found in him a refuge; the perplexed a guide; 
the wicked king a determined opponent. Vigilant, sleepless, untiring in his care for Tours he 
averted an attempt to tax it unjustly; he maintained the sanctuary rights of St. Martin against all 
avengers; and he put an end to partisan strifes. His influence was exerted in the neighboring 
country. Such was his well earned repute for holiness founded upon innumerable services that the 
lying accusation of Leudastes at the council of Braine (580) excited popular indignation and was 
refuted by his solemn declaration of innocence. {1003} 
 
In 584 Chilperic died. Tours then fell to Guntram, king of Orleans, until in 587 it was restored to 
Childebert, the son of Sigebert. The last nine years of Gregory’s life were comparatively quiet. 
He enjoyed the favor of Guntram and Childebert, did much to beautify the city of Tours, built 
many churches, and particularly the church of St. Martin (590). But at length the time of his 
release came, and on Nov. 17, 594, he went to his reward. His saintship was immediately 
recognized by the people he had served, and the Latin Church formally beatified and canonized 
him. His day in the calendar is November l7. 
 
The Works of Gregory were all produced while bishop. Their number attests his diligence, but 
their style proves the correctness of his own judgment that he was not able to write good Latin. 
Only one is of real importance, but that is simply inestimable, as it is the only abundant source for 
French history of the fifth and sixth centuries. It is the Ecclesiastical History of the Franks, in ten 
books, {1004} begun in 576, and not finished until 592. By reason of it Gregory has been styled 
the Herodotus of France. It was his object to tell the history of his own times for the benefit of 
posterity, although he was aware of his own unfitness for the task. But like the chroniclers of the 
period he must needs begin with Adam, and it is not till the close of the first book that the history 
of Gaul properly begins. The last five books tell the story of the events in Gregory’s own life-
time, and have therefore most value. Gregory is not a model historian, but when speaking of facts 
within his experience he is reliable in his statements, and impartial in his narrative, although 
partial in his judgments. 
 
Gregory gives at the close of his Ecclesiastical History a catalogue of his writings, all of which 
have been preserved, with the exception of the commentary on the Psalms, of which only the 
preface and the titles of the chapters are now extant. {1005} The complete list is as follows: 
{1006} The Miracles of St. Martin, in four books, begun in 574, finished 594; the miracles were 
recorded by direction of Gregory’s mother, who appeared to him in a vision; The Passion of St. 
Julian the Martyr, written between 582 and 586; The Martyr’s Glory, written about 586; The 
Confessor’s Glory, about 588; The Lives of the Fathers, written at different times and finished in 
594. The last is the most interesting and important of these hagiographical works, which do not 
call for further mention. {1007} The Course of the Stars, or as Gregory calls it, The Ecclsiastical 
Circuit, is a liturgical work, giving the proper offices at the appearance of the most important 
stars. 
 
{1001} The birth-place of Pascal, in the department of Puy de Dome, 220 miles S. by E. from 
Paris. 
 
{1002} Monod, p. 29. 



 
{1003} He was charged with having accused Fredegund wife of Chilperic, of adultery with 
Bertrand, bishop of Bordeaux. Hist. Franc. V. 49, (Migne, l. c.., col. 364). 
 
{1004} Historiae ecclesiasticae Francorum libri decem. Migne, LXXI. col. 159-572. 
 
{1005} X. xxxi. 19. Migne, col. 571-572. 
 
{1006} Ibid. col. 705 sqq. 
 
{1007} The dates given above are Monod’s, l. c. pp. 41-49.  

 



155. St. Isidore of Seville. 
 
I. St. Isidorus Hispalensis Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. LXXXI.-LXXXIV. (reprint of F. 
Arevalo’s ed. Rome, 1797-1803, 7 vols., with the addition of the Collectio canonum ascribed to 
Isidore). Migne’s Tom. LXXXV. and LXXXVI. contain the Liturgia Mozarabica secundum 
regulam beati Isidori. Editions of separate works: Deuteronomy libris iii. sententiarum. 
Konigsburg, 1826, 1827, 2 parts. Deuteronomy nativitate Domini, passione et resurrectione, 
regno atque judicio, ed. A. Holtzmann, Carlsruhe, 1836. Deuteronomy natura rerum liber, ed. G. 
Becker, Berlin, 1857. 
 
II. Besides the Prolegomena of Arevalo, which fill all Tom. LXXXI., see Vita S. Isidori, 
LXXXII., col. 19-56. P. B. Gams: Kirchengeschichte von spanien. Regensburg, 1862-1879, 5 
parts. (II. 2, 102 sqq). J.C.E. Bourret: L’ecole chretienne de Seville sous la monarchie des 
Visigoths. Paris, 1855. C. F. Montalembert: Les moines d’ occident. Paris, 1860-67, 5 vols. (II. 
200-218), Eng. trans. Monks of the West. Boston, 1872, 2 vols. (I. 421-424). Hugo Hertzberg: Die 
Historien und die Chroniken des Isidorus von Sevilla, 1ste, Th. Die Historien. Gottingen, 1874. 
"Die Chroniken" appeared in Forschungen zur deutchen Geschichte, 1875, XIV. 289-362. 
Chevalier: Repertoire des sources historiques du moyen age. Paris, 1877, sqq. II. 112, sqq. Du 
Pin, VI. 1-5; Ceillier, XI. 710-728; CLARKE, II. 364-372; Bahr, IV. I. pp. 270-286; Teuffel, pp. 
1131-1134; Ebert, I. 555-568. 
 
Isidore of Seville, saint and doctor of the Latin Church, was born about 560 either at Carthagena 
or Seville. He was the youngest child of an honored Roman family of the orthodox Christian 
faith. His father’s name was Severianus. His eldest brother, Leander, the well-known friend of 
Gregory the Great, and the successful upholder of the Catholic faith against Arianism, was 
archbishop of Seville, the most prominent see in Spain, from about 579 to 600; another brother, 
Fulgentius, was bishop of Astigi (Ecija) in that diocese, where his sister, Florentina, was a nun. 
{1008} Isidore is called Senior to distinguish him from Isidore of Pax Julia, now Beja (Isidorus 
Pacensis), and Junior to distinguish him from Isidore of Cordova. His parents died apparently 
while he was quite young. At all events he was educated by his brother Leander. In the year 600 
he succeeded his brother in the archiepiscopate of Seville. In this position he became the great 
leader of the Spanish Church, and is known to have presided at two, councils, the second council 
of Seville, opened November 13, 619, and the fourth council of Toledo, opened December 5, 633. 
{1009} The first of these was of local interest, but the other was much more important. It was the 
largest ever held in Spain, being attended by all the six metropolitans, fifty-six bishops and seven 
bishops’ deputies. It has political significance because it was called by King Sisenand, who had 
just deposed Suintila, the former king. Sisenand was received by the council with great respect. 
He threw himself before the bishops and with tears asked their prayers. He then exhorted them to 
do their duty in correcting abuses. Of the seventy-five canons passed by the council several are of 
curious interest. Thus it was forbidden to plunge the recipient of baptism more than once under 
the water, because the Arians did it three times to indicate that the Trinity was divided (c. 6). It 
was not right to reject all the hymns written by Hilary and Ambrose and employ only Scriptural 
language in public worship (c. 13). If a clergyman is ever made a judge by the king he must exact 
an oath from the king that no blood is to be shed in his court (c. 31). By order of King Sisenand 
the clergy were freed from all state taxes and services (c. 47). Once a monk always a monk, 
although one was made so by his parents (c. 49)  {1010} While compulsory conversion of the 
Jews was forbidden, yet no Jew converted by force was allowed to return to Judaism (c. 57). Very 
strenuous laws were passed relative to both the baptized and the unbaptized Jews (c. 58-66). The 
king was upheld in his government and the deposed king and his family perpetually excluded 



from power. When Isidore’s position is considered it is a probable conjecture that these canons 
express his opinions and convictions upon the different matters. 
 
Warned by disease of death’s approach, Isidore began the distribution of his property. For the last 
six months of his life he dispensed alms from morn till night. His end was highly edifying. 
Accompanied by his assembled bishops he had himself carried to the church of St. Vincent the 
Martyr, and there, having publicly confessed his sins, prayed God for forgiveness. He then asked 
the pardon and prayers of those present, gave away the last thing he owned, received the Holy 
Communion, and was carried to his cell, in which he died four days later, Thursday, April 4, 636. 
{1011} He was immediately enrolled among the popular saints and in the 15th council of Toledo 
(688) is styled "excellent doctor," and by Benedict XIV. (April 25, 1722) made a Doctor of the 
Church. 
 
Isidore of Seville was the greatest scholar of his day. He was well read in Latin, Greek and 
Hebrew, in profane as well as in sacred and patristic literature. He was also a vigorous and 
dignified prelate, admired for his wondrous eloquence and beloved for his private virtues. He did 
much for education, especially of the clergy, and established at Seville a highly successful school, 
in which he himself taught. But his universal fame rests upon his literary works, which embrace 
every branch of knowledge then cultivated, and which though almost entirely compilations can 
not be too highly praised for their ability and usefulness. He performed the inestimable service of 
perpetuating learning, both sacred and secular. It is a striking testimony to his greatness that 
works have been attributed to him with which he had nothing to do, as the revision of the 
Mozarabic Liturgy and of Spanish ecclesiastical, and secular laws, and especially the famous 
Pseudo-Isidorian decretals. 
 
His Works may be divided loosely into six classes. We have two lists of them, one by his friend 
and colleague Braulio, bishop of Saragossa, and the other by his pupil, Ildefonsus of Toledo. No 
strict division of these works is possible, because as will be seen several of them belong in parts 
to different classes. 
 
I. Biblical. This class embraces, 1. Scripture Allegorics, {1012} allegorical explanations, each in a 
single sentence, of 129 names and passages in the Old Testament, and of 211 in the New 
Testament; a curious and, in its way, valuable treatise, compiled from the older commentaries. 2. 
Lives and Deaths of Biblical Saints. {1013} Very brief biographies of sixty-four Old Testament 
and twenty-one New Testament worthies. 3. Introductions in the Old and New Testaments, 
{1014} a very general introduction to the entire Bible, followed by brief accounts of the several 
books, including Esdras and Maccabees. The four Gospels, the epistles, of Paul, Peter and John 
are treated together in respective sections. Acts comes between Jude and Revelation. It was 
compiled from different authors. 4. Scripture Numbers {1015} (1-16, 18-20, 24, 30, 40, 46, 50, 
60), mystically interpreted. Thus under one, the church is one, the Mediator is one. Under two, 
there are two Testaments, two Seraphim, two Cherubim. 5. Questions on the Old and New 
Testaments, {1016} a Biblical catechism of forty-one questions and answers. Some are very 
trivial. 6. Expositions of Holy Mysteries, or Questions on the Old Testament, {1017} a paraphrase 
of Genesis, and notes upon Joshua, Judges, the four books of Kings, Ezra and Maccabees. The 
work is compiled from Origen, Victorinus, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustin, Fulgentius, Cassianus 
and Gregory the Great. A summary of each chapter of the books mentioned is given. The 
exposition is allegorical. 
 
II. Dogmatic. 1. The Catholic Faith defended against the Jews. {1018} A treatise in two books, 
dedicated to his sister Florentina, the nun. In the first book he marshals the Scripture prophecies 
and statements relative to Christ, and shows how they have been verified. In the second book in 



like manner he treats of the call of the Gentiles, the unbelief of the Jews and their consequent 
rejection, the destruction of Jerusalem, the abolition of the ceremonial law, and closes with a brief 
statement of Christian doctrine. The work was doubtless an honest attempt to win the Jews over 
to Christianity, and Spain in the 7th century was full of Jews. Whatever may have been its 
success as an apology, it was very popular in the Middle Age among Christians, and was 
translated into several languages. {1019} 2. Three books of Sentences, {1020} compiled from 
Augustin and Gregory the Great’s Moralia. This work is a compend of theology, and is Isidore’s 
most important production in this class. Its influence has been incalculable. Innumerable copies 
were made of it during the Middle Age, and it led to the preparation of similar works, e.g., Peter 
Lombard’s Sentences. {1021} 3. Synonyms, in two books; {1022} the first is a dialogue between 
sinful and despairing Man and Reason (or the Logos), who consoles him, rescues him from 
despair, shows him that sin is the cause of his misery, and sets him on the heavenly way. The 
second is a discourse by Reason upon vices and their opposite virtues. {1023} 
 
4. The Order of Creation. {1024} It treats of the Trinity, the creation, the devil and demons, 
paradise, fallen man, purgatory, and the future life. 
 
III. Ecclesiastic and monastic. 1. The Ecclesiastical Offices, i.e., the old Spanish liturgy. {1025} It 
is dedicated to his brother Fulgentius, and is in two books, for the most part original. The first is 
called "the origin of the offices," and treats of choirs, psalms, hymns and other topics in 
ecclesiastical archaeology. Under the head "sacrifice" {1026} Isidore expresses his view of the 
Lord’s Supper, which is substantially that "Body and Blood" denote the consecrated elements, but 
not that these are identical with the Body and Blood of our Lord. The second book, "the origin of 
the ministry," treats of the different clerical grades; also of monks, penitents, virgins, widows, the 
married, catechumens, the rule of faith, baptism, chrism, laying on of hands and confirmation. 2. 
A Monastic Rule. {1027} It was designed for Spanish monasteries, drawn from old sources, and 
resembles the Benedictine, with which, however, it is not identical. It throws much light upon the 
contemporary Spanish monasticism, as it discusses the situation of the monastery, the choice of 
the abbot, the monks, their duties, meals, festivals, fasts, dress, punishment, sickness and death. It 
recalls the somewhat similar Institutes of Cassiodorus already mentioned. {1028} 
 
IV. Educational and philosophical. 1. Twenty books of Etymologies. {1029} This is his greatest 
work, and considering its date truly an astonishing work. Caspar Barth’s list of the one hundred 
and fifty-four authors quoted in it shows Isidore’s wide reading. Along with many Christian 
writers are the following classic authors: Aesop, Anacreon, Apuleius, Aristotle, Boathius, Caesar, 
Cato, Catullus, Celsus, Cicero, Demosthenes, Ennius, Herodotus, Hesiod, Homer, Horace, 
Juvenal, Livy, Lucan, Lucretius, Martial, Ovid, Persius, Pindar, Plato, Plautus, Pliny, Quintilian, 
Sallust, Suetonius, Terence, Varro, Virgil. {1030} It is a concise encyclopedia of universal 
learning, embracing the seven liberal arts (grammar, rhetoric, dialectics, arithmetic, geometry, 
music, and astronomy), and medicine, law, chronology, angelology, mineralogy, architecture, 
agriculture and many other topics. Although much of his information is erroneous, and the tenth 
book, that of Etymology proper, is full of absurdities, the work as a whole is worthy of high 
praise. It was authoritative throughout Europe for centuries and repeatedly copied and printed. 
Rabanus Maurus drew largely upon it for his Deuteronomy Universo. 2. The Differences, or the 
proper signification of terms, {1031} in two books. The first treats of the differences of words. It 
is a dictionary of synonyms and of words which sound somewhat alike, arranged alphabetically. 
The second book treats of the differences of things, and is a dictionary of theology, brief yet 
comprehensive. 3. On the Nature of Things, {1032} in forty-eight chapters, dedicated to King 
Sisebut (612-620), who had given him the subject. It is a sort of natural philosophy, treating of 
the divisions of time, the heavens and the earth and the waters under the earth. It also has 



illustrative diagrams. Like Isidore’s other works it is a skilful compilation from patristic and 
profane authors, {1033} and was extremely popular in the Middle Age. 
 
V. Historical. 1. A Chronicle, {1034} containing the principal events in the world from the 
creation to 616. It is divided into six periods or ages, corresponding to the six days of creation, a 
division plainly borrowed from Augustin. {1035} Its sources are Julius Africanus, Eusebius, 
Jerome, and Victor of Tunnena. {1036} 2. History of the Goths, Vandals and Suevi, {1037} 
brought down to 61. A work which, like Gregory of Tours’ History of the Franks, is the only 
source for certain periods. It has been remarked {1038} that Isidore, like Cassiodorus, in spite of 
his Roman origin, had a high regard for the Goths. 3. Famous Men {1039} a continuation of 
Gennadius’ appendix to Jerome’s work with the same title. It sketches forty-six authors, 
beginning with Bishop Hosius of Cordova, and extending to the beginning of the seventh century. 
 
VI. Miscellaneous. Under this head come thirteen brief Letters {1040} and minor works of 
doubtful genuineness. There are also numerous spurious works which bear his name, among 
which are hymns. 
 
{1008} Montalembert says she was the superior of forty convents and a thousand nuns (Eng. 
trans. I. 419). But this is mere tradition. 
 
{1009} The canons of these councils are given by Hefele, III. 72, 73; 79-88. 
 
{1010} This has its bearings on the case of Gottschalk. 
 
{1011} Vita S. Isidori, 33-36, in Migne, LXXXII. col. 45-49. 
 
{1012} Allegoriae quaedam Sacrae Scripturae, Migne, LXXXIII. col. 97-130. 
 
{1013} Deuteronomy ortu et obitu patrum qui in Scriptura laudibus efferuntur, ibid. col. 129-156. 
 
{1014} In libros V. ac N. T. prooemia, ibid. col. 155-180. 
 
{1015} Liber numerorum qui in S. S. occurunt, ibid. col. 179-200. 
 
{1016} De, V. et N. T. quaestiones, ibid. col. 201-208. 
 
{1017} Mysticorum expositiones sacramentorum seu quaestiones in V. T. ibid. col. 207. 434. 
 
{1018} Deuteronomy fide catholica ex V. et N. T. contra Judaeos, ibid. col. 449-538. 
 
{1019} Fragments of an old High German translation have been published by A, Holtzmann, 
Karlsruhe, 1836, and by Weinhold, Paderborn, 1874. 
 
{1020} Sententiarum libri tres, Migne, LXXXIII. col. 537-738. 
 
{1021} It was probably itself suggested by Prosper’s Sentences from Augustin. 
 
{1022} Synonyma de lamentatione animae peccatricis, Migne, ibid. col. 825-868. 
 
{1023} The term "synonyms" was apparently given to it because there are so many ideas repeated 
in slightly different words. 



 
{1024} Deuteronomy ordine creaturarum liber, ibid. 913-954. 
 
{1025} Deuteronomy ecclesiasticis officiis, ibid. col. 737-826. 
 
{1026} I. 18, ibid. col. 754-757. 
 
{1027} Regula monachorum, ibid. col. 867-894. 
 
{1028} See p. 657. 
 
{1029} Etymologiarum libri XX. Migne, LXXXII. col. 73-728. 
 
{1030} Arevalo, Prolegomena, c. 53, in Migne, LXXXI. col. 337-340. 
 
{1031} Differentiarum, sive de proprietate sermonum, libri duo, LXXXIII. col. 9-98. 
 
{1032} Deuteronomy natura rerum, ibid. col. 963-1018. 
 
{1033} See Becker’s ed. for a careful statement of his sources. 
 
{1034} Chronicon, LXXXIII. col. 1017-1058. In abbreviated form in the Etymologies, cf. V. 39. 
Migne, LXXXII. col. 224-228. 
 
{1035} Deuteronomy Civitate Dei, XXII. 30 (ed. Dombart, II. 635, Clark’s Aug. Lib. II. 544). 
 
{1036} See the essays of Hertzberg, already mentioned in Lit. in 155 II. 
 
{1037} Historia de regibus Gothorum, Wandalorum et Suevorum, Migne, LXXXIII. col. 1057-
1082. 
 
{1038} Ebert, I. 566. 
 
{1039} Deuteronomy viris illustribus, Migne, LXXXIII. col. 1081-1106. 
 
{1040} Epistolae, ibid. col. 893-914. 
 

156. The Venerable Bede (Baeda). 
 
I. Venerabilis Baeda: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. XC.-XCV., substantially a reprint of Dr. J. 
A. Giles’ edition. London, 1843-1844, 12 vols. His Ecclesiastical History (Historica 
ecclesiastica) has been often edited, e.g. by John Smith, Cambridge, 1722; Joseph Stevenson, 
London, 1838, and in the Monumenta historica Britannica I. 1848; George H. Moberley, Oxford, 
1869; Alfred Holder, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1882. Books III.-V. 24 were separately ed. by John E. 
B. Mayor and John R. Lumby, Cambridge, 1878. The best known English translation of the 
History is Dr. Giles’ in his edition, and since 1844 in Bohn’s Antiquarian Library. His scientific 
writings are contained in Thomas Wright: Popular Treatises on Science written during the 
Middle Ages. London, 1841. Marshall translated his Explanation of the Apocalypse, London, 



1878. For further bibliographical information regarding the editions of Bede’s History, see Giles’ 
ed. ii. 5-8. 
 
II. Biographies are contained in the above-mentioned editions. Hist. V. 24, and the letter on his 
death by Cuthbert (Giles’ trans. in Bohn, pp. xviii.-xxi.) are the best original sources. The old 
Vitae given in the complete editions are almost worthless. Modern works are Henrik Gehle: 
Disputatio historico-theologica de Bedae venerabilis presbyteri Anglo-Saxonis vita et scriptis. 
Leyden, 1838. Carl Schoell: Deuteronomy ecclesiasticae Britonum Scotorumque historiae 
fontibus. Berlin, 1851. Karl Werner: Beda der Ehrwurdige und seine Zeit. Wien, 1875. 2d ed. 
(unchanged), 1881. Geo. F. Browne: The Venerable Bede. London, 1879. Cf. Du Pin, VI. 89-91. 
Cave, II. 241-245. Ceillier, XII. 1-19. Clarke, II. 426-429. Bahr, IV. 175-178, 292-298. Ebert, I. 
595-611. 
 
The Venerable Bede (properly Baeda) is never spoken of without affectionate interest, and yet so 
uneventful was his useful life that very little can be said about him personally. He was born in 
673, probably in the village of Jarrow, on the south bank of the Tyne, Northumbria, near the 
Scottish border. At the age of seven, being probably an orphan, he was placed in the monastery of 
St. Peter, at Wearmouth, on the north bank of the Wear, which had been founded by Benedict 
Biscop in 674. In 682 he was transferred to the newly-founded sister monastery of St. Paul, five 
miles off, at Jarrow. {1041} He is not known ever to have gone away from it farther than to the 
sister monastery and to visit friends in contiguous places, such as York. The stories of his visit to 
Rome and professorship at Cambridge scarcely deserve mention. His first teacher was Benedict 
Biscop, a nobleman who at twenty-five became a monk and freely put his property and his 
learning at the public service. Biscop traveled five times to Rome and each time returned, like 
Ethelbert and Alcuin subsequently, laden with rich literary spoils and also with pictures and 
relics. Thus the library at Wearmouth became the largest and best appointed in England at the 
time. {1042} It was Biscop’s enterprise and liberality which rendered it possible that Bede’s 
natural taste for learning should receive such careful culture. So amid the wealth of books he 
acquired Latin, Greek and Hebrew, and laid up a rich store of multifarious knowledge. Such was 
his character and attainments that at nineteen, six years before the then canonical age, he was 
ordained deacon, and at thirty a priest. He thus describes his mode of life: "All the remaining time 
of my life [i.e., after leaving Wearmouth] I spent in that, monastery [of Jarrow], wholly applying 
myself to the study of Scripture, and amidst observance of regular discipline and the daily care of 
singing in the church. I always took delight in learning, teaching and writing." {1043} He 
declined to be abbot because the office, as he said, demands close attention, and therefore cares 
come which impede the pursuit of learning. As it was, the "pursuit of learning" took up only a 
portion of his time, for the necessary duties of a monk were many, {1044} and such a man as 
Bede would be frequently required to preach. It appears that he published nothing before he was 
thirty years old, for he says himself: "From which time [i.e., of his taking priest’s orders] till the 
fifty-ninth year of my age, I have made it my business, for the use of me and mine, to compile out 
of the works of the venerable Fathers, and to interpret and explain according to their meaning 
these following pieces." {1045} Then follows his list of his works. The result of such study and 
writing was that Bede became the most learned man of his time, and also the greatest of its 
authors. Yet he was also one of the humblest and simplest of men. 
 
He died on Wednesday, May 26, 735, of a complaint accompanied with asthma, from which he 
had long suffered. The circumstances of his death are related by his pupil Cuthbert. {1046} 
During Lent of the year 735 Bede carried on the translation of the Gospel of John and "some 
collections out of the Book of Notes" of Archbishop Isidore of Seville. The day before he died he 
spent in dictating his translations, saying now and then, "Go on quickly, I know not how long I 
shall hold out, and whether my Maker will not soon take me away." He progressed so far with his 



rendering of John’s Gospel that at the third hour on Wednesday morning only one chapter 
remained to be done. On being told this he said, "Take your pen, and make ready, and write fast." 
The scribe did so, but at the ninth hour Bede said to Cuthbert,’ "I have some little articles of value 
in my chest, such as pepper, napkins and incense: run quickly, and bring the priests of our 
monastery to me, that I may distribute among them the gifts which God has bestowed on me. The 
rich in this world are bent on giving gold and silver and other precious things. But I, in charity, 
will joyfully give my brothers what God has given unto me." He spoke to every one of them, 
admonishing and entreating them that they would carefully say masses and prayers for him, 
which they readily promised; but they all mourned and wept, especially because he said, "they 
should no more see his face in this world." They rejoiced for that he said, "It is time that I return 
to Him who formed me out of nothing: I have lived long; my merciful Judge well foresaw my life 
for me; the time of my dissolution draws nigh; for I desire to die and to be with Christ." Having 
said much more, he passed the day joyfully till the evening, and the boy [i.e., his scribe] said, 
"Dear master, there is yet one sentence not written." He answered, "Write quickly." Soon after the 
boy said, "It is ended." He replied, "It is well, you have said the truth. It is ended. Receive my 
head into your hands, for it is a great satisfaction to me to sit facing my holy place, where I was 
wont to pray, that I may also sitting call upon my Father." And thus on the pavement of his little 
cell, singing, "Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost," when he had named 
the Holy Ghost, he breathed his last, and so departed to the heavenly kingdom. 
 
Bede’s body was buried in the church at Jarrow, but between 1021 and 1042 it was stolen and 
removed to Durham by Elfred, a priest of its cathedral, who put it in the same chest with the body 
of St. Cuthbert. In 1104 the bodies were separated, and in 1154 the relics of Bede were placed in 
a shrine of gold and silver, adorned with jewels. This shrine was destroyed by an ignorant mob in 
Henry VIII’s time (1541), and only a monkish inscription remains to chronicle the fact that Bede 
was ever buried there. 
 
The epithet, "Venerable," now so commonly applied to Bede, is used by him to denote a holy 
man who had not been canonized, and had no more reference to age than the same name applied 
to-day to an archdeacon in the Church of England. By his contemporaries he was called either 
Presbyter or Dominus. He is first called the Venerable in the middle of the tenth century. 
 
Bede’s Writings are very numerous, and attest the width and profundity of his learning, and also 
the independence and soundness of his judgment. "Having centred in himself and his writings 
nearly all the knowledge of his day, he was enabled before his death, by promoting the foundation 
of the school of York, to kindle the flame of learning in the West at the moment that it seemed 
both in Ireland and in France to be expiring. The school of York transmitted to Alcuin the 
learning of Bede, and opened the way for culture on the continent, when England under the 
terrors of the Danes was relapsing into barbarism. His fame, if we may judge from the demand 
for his works immediately after his death, extended wherever the English missionaries or 
negotiators found their way." {1047} 
 
Bede himself, perhaps in imitation of Gregory of Tours, {1048} gives a list of his works at the 
conclusion of his History. {1049} There are few data to tell when any one of them was composed. 
The probable dates are given in the following general account and enumeration of his genuine 
writings. Very many other, writings have been attributed to him. {1050} 
 
I. Educational treatises. (a) On orthography {1051} (about 700). The words are divided 
alphabetically. (b) On prosody {1052} (702). (c) On the Biblical figures and tropes. {1053} (d) 
On the nature of things {1054} (702), a treatise upon natural philosophy. (e) On the times {1055} 



(702). (f) On the order of times {1056} (702). (g) On the computation of time {1057} (726). (h) 
On the celebration of Easter. {1058} (i) On thunder. {1059} 
 
II. Expository works. These are compilations from the Fathers, which originally were carefully 
assigned by marginal notes to their proper source, but the notes have been obliterated in the 
course of frequent copying. He wrote either on the whole or a part of the Pentateuch, Samuel, 
Kings, Ezra, Nehemiah, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, the Twelve 
Minor Prophets, Tobit, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Catholic Epistles and the Apocalypse. 
{1060} His comments are of course made upon the Latin Bible, but his scholarship comes out in 
the frequent correction and emendation of the Latin text by reference to the original. The most 
frequent subject of remark is the want of an article in the Latin, which gave rise to frequent 
ambiguity. {1061} Throughout he shows himself a careful textual student. {1062} 
 
III. Homilies. {1063} These are mostly doctrinal and objective. The fact that they were delivered 
to a monastic audience explains their infrequent allusion to current events or to daily life. They 
are calm and careful expositions of passages of Scripture rather than compact or stirring sermons. 
 
IV. Poetry. {1064} Most of the poetry attributed to him is spurious. But a few pieces are genuine, 
such as the hymn in his History upon Virginity, in honor of Etheldrida, the virgin wife of King 
Egfrid; {1065} the metrical version of the life of Saint Cuthbert and of the Passion of Justin 
Martyr, and some other pieces. The Book of Hymns, of which he speaks in his own list of his 
writings, is apparently lost. 
 
V. Epistles. {1066} These are sixteen in number. The second, addressed to the Archbishop Egbert 
of York, is the most interesting. It dates from 734, and gives a word-picture of the time which 
shows how bad it was. {1067} Even the archbishop himself comes in for faithful rebuke. Bede 
had already made him one visit and expected to make him another, but being prevented wrote to 
him what he desired to tell him by word of mouth. The chief topics of the letter are the avarice of 
the bishops and the disorders of the religious houses. After dwelling upon these and kindred 
topics at considerable length, Bede concludes by saying that if he had treated drunkenness, 
gluttony, luxury and other contagious diseases of the body politic his letter would have been 
immoderately long. The third letter, addressed to the abbot of Plegwin, is upon the Six Ages of 
the World. Most of the remainder are dedicatory. 
 
VI. Hagiographies. {1068} (a) Lives of the five holy abbots of Wearmouth and Jarrow, Benedict, 
Ceolfrid, Easterwine, Sigfrid and Huetberct. The work is divided into two books, of which the 
first relates to Benedict. (b) The prose version of the Life of St. Cuthbert of Lindisfarne. The 
poetical version already spoken of, is earlier in time and different in character in as much as it 
dwells more upon Cuthbert’s miracles. The prose version has for its principal source an older life 
of Cuthbert still extant, and relates many facts along with evident fictions. Great pains were 
bestowed upon it and it was even submitted for criticism, prior to publication, to the monks of 
Lindisfarne. (c) The life of Felix of Nola, Confessor, a prose version of the life already written by 
Paulinus of Nola. (d) Martyrology. It is drawn from old Roman sources, and shows at once the 
learning and the simplicity of its author. 
 
VII. Ecclesiastical History of England. {1069} This is Bede’s great work. Begun at the request of 
King Ceolwulf, it was his occupation for many years, and was only finished a short time before 
his death. It consists of five books and tells in a simple, clear style the history of England from 
the earliest times down to 731. The first twenty-two chapters of the first book are compiled from 
Orosius and Gildas, but from the mission of Augustin in the 23d chapter (A. D. 596) it rests upon 
original investigation. Bede took great pains to ensure accuracy, and he gives the names of all 



persons who were helpful to him. The History is thus the chief and in many respects the only 
source for the church history of England down to the eighth century. In it as in his other books 
Bede relates a great many strange things; but he is careful to give his authorities for each 
statement. It is quite evident, however, that he believed in these "miracles," many of which are 
susceptible of rational explanation. It is from this modest, simple, conscientious History that 
multitudes have learned to love the Venerable Bede. 
 
{1041} King Egfrid gave the land for these monasteries. 
 
{1042} Biscop was the first to import masons and glaziers into England, and to introduce the 
Roman liturgy and the art of chanting. 
 
{1043} Hist. V. 24 (Giles’ trans. in Bohn’s Library, p. 297, altered slightly). 
 
{1044} Giles, ibid., p. x. 
 
{1045} Hist. V. 24 (Giles, ibid., p. 297). 
 
{1046} Giles gives Cuthbert’s letter in full, ibid., pp. xviii.-xxi. 
 
{1047} Beda in Smith and Wace, Dict. Chr. Biog. I. 301, 302. 
 
{1048} See last paragraph of 154, this vol. 
 
{1049} Hist. V. 24 (Bohn’s ed., pp. 297-299). 
 
{1050} Stubb’s art., p. 301. 
 
{1051} Deuteronomy orthographia in Migne, XC. col. 123-150. 
 
{1052} Deuteronomy arte metrica. Ibid., col. 149-176. 
 
{1053} Deuteronomy schematis et tropis sacrae scripturae. Ibid., col. 175-186. 
 
{1054} Deuteronomy natura rerum. Ibid., col. 187-278. 
 
{1055} Deuteronomy temporibus. Ibid., col. 277-292. 
 
{1056} Deuteronomy temporum ratione. Ibid., col. 293-578. 
 
{1057} Deuteronomy ratione computi. Ibid., col, 579-600. 
 
{1058} Deuteronomy Paschae celebratione. Ibid., col. 599-606. 
 
{1059} Deuteronomy tonitruis. Ibid., col. 609-614. 
 
{1060} Bede’s expository works fill Tom. XCI., XCII., XCIII. in Migne’s series. 
 
{1061} G. F. Browne, The Venerable Bede, pp. 129-132. A translation of one of Bede’s homilies 
is given on pp. 148-159. 
 



{1062} The Uncial E (2), the Codex Laudianus, which dates from the end of the sixth century, 
and contains an almost complete Greek-Latin text of the Acts, is known to have been used by 
Bede in writing his Retractions on the Acts. The Codex was brought to England in 668. 
 
{1063} Tom. XCIV., col. 9-268. 
 
{1064} Ibid., col. 515-529, 575-638. 
 
{1065} Hist. IV. 20. Bohn’s ed., pp. 207, 208. 
 
{1066} Migne, XCIV. col. 655-710. 
 
{1067} Browne (I. c., pp. 172-179) reproduces it. 
 
{1068} Migne, XCIV., col. 713-1148. Browne (pp. 80-126) gives a full account of the first two of 
these works. 
 
{1069} Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum. Tom. XCV., col. 21-290.  

 



157. Paul the Deacon. 
 
I. Paulus Winfridus Diaconus: Opera omnia in Migne, Tom. XCV., col. 413-1710. Editions of 
Paul’s separate works: Historia Langobardorum in: Monumenta Germanicae historica. 
Scriptores rerum langobardorum et italicarum. Saec. VI.-IX. edd. L. Bethmann et G. Waitz, 
Hannover, 1878, pp. 45-187. Historia romano in: Monum. Germ. Hist. auctor. antiquissimor. 
Tom. II. ed. H. Droysen, Berlin, 1879. Gesta episcoporum Mettensium in: Mon. Germ. Hist. 
Script. Tom. II. ed. Pertz, pp. 260-270. Homiliae in: Martene et Durand, Veterum scriptorum 
collectio, Paris, 1733, Tom. IX. Carmina (both his and Peter’s) in: Poetae latini aevi Carolini, ed. 
E. Dummler, Berlin, 1880, I. 1. pp 27-86. Translations: Die Langobardengeschichte, ubertsetzt 
Von Karl von Spruner, Hamburg, 1838; Paulus Diaconus und die ubrigen Geschichtschreiber der 
Langobarden, ubersetzt von Otto Abel, Berlin, 1849. 
 
II. Felix Dahn: Paulus Diaconus. I. Abtheilung, Leipzig, 1876. Each of the above mentioned 
editions contains an elaborate introduction in which the life and works of Paul are discussed, e.g. 
Waitz ed. Hist. pp. 12-45. For further investigations see Bethmann: Paulus Diaconus’ Leben und 
Schriften, and Die Geschichtschreibung der Langobarden, both in Pertz’s "Archiv der Gesellsch. 
fur altere deutsche Geschichtskunde." Bd. X. Hannover, 1851; Bauch: Ueber die historia romana 
des Paulus Diaconus, eine Quellenuntersuchung, Gottingen, 1873; R. Jacobi: Die Quellen der 
Langobardengeschichte des Paulus Diaconus, Halle, 1877; and Mommsen: Die Quellen der 
Langobardengeschichte des Paulus Diaconus in: Neues Archiv der Gesellsch. fur altere 
Geschichtskunde, Bd. V. pp. 51 sqq. Du Pin, VI. 115-116. Ceillier, XII. l141-148. Ebert, II. 36-
56. 
 
Paul the Deacon (Paulus Diaconus), the historian of the Lombards, was the son of Warnefrid and 
Theudelinda. Hence he is frequently called Paul Warnefrid. He was descended from a noble 
Lombard family and was born in Forum Julii (Friuli, Northern Italy), probably between 720 and 
725. His education was completed at the court of King Liutprand in Pavia. His attainments 
included a knowledge of Greek, rare in that age. Under the influence of Ratchis, Liutprand’s 
successor (744-749), he entered the church and became a deacon. King Desiderius (756-774) 
made him his chancellor, {1070} and entrusted to his instruction his daughter Adelperga, the wife 
of Arichis, duke of Benevento. In 774 the Lombard kingdom fell, and Paul after residing for a 
time at the duke’s court entered the Benedictine monastery of Monte Cassino. There he 
contentedly lived until fraternal love led him to leave his beloved abode. In 776 his brother, 
Arichis, having probably participated in Hruodgaud’s rebellion, was taken prisoner by 
Charlemagne, carried into France, and the family estates were confiscated. This brought the entire 
family to beggary. {1071} 
 
Paul sought Charlemagne; in a touching little poem of twenty-eight lines, probably written in 
Gaul in 782, he set the pitiful case before him {1072} and implored the great king’s clemency. 
 
He did not plead in vain. He would then at once have returned to Monte Cassino, but 
Charlemagne, always anxious to retain in his immediate service learned and brilliant men., did 
not allow him to go. He was employed as court poet, teacher of Greek, and scribe, and thus 
exerted great influence. His heart was, however, in his monastery, and in 787 he is found there. 
The remainder of his life was busily employed in literary labors. He died, April 13, probably in 
the year 800, with an unfinished work, the history of the Lombards, upon his hands. 
 



Paul was a Christian scholar, gentle, loving, and beloved; ever learning and disseminating 
learning. Although not a great man, he was a most useful one, and his homilies and histories of 
the Lombards are deservedly held in high esteem. 
 
His Works embrace histories, homilies, letters, and poems. 
 
I. Histories. (1) Chief in importance is the History of the Lombards. {1073} It is divided into six 
books, and carries the history of the Lombards from their rise in Scandinavia down to the death of 
Liutprand in 744. It was evidently Paul’s intention to continue and revise the work, for it has no 
preface or proper conclusion; moreover, it has manifest slips in writing, which would have been 
corrected by a final reading. It is therefore likely that he died before its completion. It is not a 
model of historical composition, being discursive, indefinite as to chronology, largely a 
compilation from known and unknown sources, full of legendary and irrelevant matter. 
Nevertheless it is on the whole well arranged and exhibits a love of truth, independence and 
impartiality. Though a patriot, Paul was not a partisan. He can see some good even in his 
hereditary foes. The popularity of the History in the Middle Age is attested by the appearance of 
more than fifteen editions of it and of ten continuations. 
 
(2) Some scholars {1074} consider the History of the Lombards the continuation of Paul’s Roman 
History, {1075} which he compiled (c. 770) for Adelperga from Eutropius (Breviarum historiae 
Romanae); {1076} Jerome, Orosius (Historia adversus Paganos), {1077} Aurelius Victor (De 
Caesaribus historia), Jordanis (De breviatione chronicorum), {1078} Prosper (Chronicon), 
{1079} Bede and others. The Historia is in sixteen books, of which the first ten are mere excerpts 
of Eutropius, with insertions from other sources. The last six carry the history from Valens, where 
Eutropius ends, down to Justinian. The plan of these latter books is the same as that of the former: 
some author is excerpted, and in the excerpts are inserted extracts from other writers. The History 
is worthless to us, but in the Middle Age it was extremely popular. To the sixteen books of Paul’s 
were added eight from the Church History of Anastasius Bibliothecarius, and the whole called 
Historia Miscella, and to it Landulph Sagax wrote an appendix, which brings the work down to 
813. 
 
Besides these histories several other briefer works in the same line have come down to us. 
 
(3) Life of St. Gregory the Great, {1080} a compilation from Bede’s Church History of England, 
and Gregory’s own works. 
 
(4) A short History of the bishopric of Metz. {1081} It was written about 784, at the request of 
Angilram, bishop of Metz. It is in good part only a list of names. In order to please Charlemagne, 
Paul inserted irrelevantly a section upon that monarch’s ancestry. 
 
II. Homilies. {1082} A collection made by request of Charlemagne, and which for ten centuries 
was in use in the Roman Church. It is in three series. 1. Homilies upon festivals, two hundred and 
two in number, all from the Fathers. 2. Homilies upon saints’ days, ninety-six in number. 3. 
Homilies, five in number. Many of the second series and all of the last appear to be original. 
 
III. Letters, {1083} four in number, two to Charlemagne, one each to Adalhard, abbot of Corbie, 
in France, and to the abbot Theudemar. 
 
IV. Poems, including epitaphs. {1084} From the first stanza of Deuteronomy Sancto Joanne 
Baptista, Guido of Arezzo took the names of the musical notes. 
 



{1070} Fabricius in Migne, XCV. col. 413 
 
{1071} Ebert, l. c. p. 37. 
 
{1072} Migne, l c. col. 1599, Carmen VIII. cf. lines 9, 10: 
 
Illius in patria conjux miseranda per omnes 
 
Mendicat plateas, ore tremente, cibos. 
 
{1073} Deuteronomy gestis Langobardorum, Migne, XCV. col. 433-672. 
 
{1074} Mommsen quoted by Ebert, l. c. p. 45; Weizsacker in Herzog, 2 xi. 390. 
 
{1075} Historia romana, with its additions, Migne, XCV. col. 743-1158. 
 
{1076} Best edition by Hartel, Berlin, 1872. Eng. trans. in Bohn’s Class. Lib. 
 
{1077} Migne, XXXI. col. 663-1174. 
 
{1078} Muratori, Rer. Ital. script. I. 222-242. 
 
{1079} In Migne, LI. col. 535-608. 
 
{1080} Vita S. Gregorii Maqni, Migne, LXXV. col. 41-60. 
 
{1081} Gesta episcoporum Mettensium, Migne, XCV. col. 699-724. 
 
{1082} Homilarius, ibid. col. 1159-1584. 
 
{1083} Epistolae, ibid. 1583-1592. 
 
{1084} Carmina, ibid. col. 1591-1604. Ebert discusses these at length, l. c. pp. 48-56.  

 



158. St. Paulinus of Aquileia. 
 
I. Sanctus Paulinus, patriarcha Aquileiensis: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. XCIX. col. 9-684, 
reprint of Madrisius’ ed., Venice, 1737, folio, 2d ed. 1782. His poems are given by Dummler: 
Poet. Lat. aevi Carolini I. (Berlin, 1880), pp. 123-148. 
 
II. Vita Paulini, by Madrisius in Migne’s ed. col. 17-130. Cf. Du Pin, VI. 124. Ceillier, XII. 157-
164. Hist. litt. de la France, IV. 284-295; Bahr: Geschichte der romischen Literatur im 
Karolingischen Zeitalter, Carlsruhe, 1840 (pp. 88, 356-359); Ebert, II., 89-91. 
 
Paulinus, patriarch of Aquileia, was born about 726 {1085} in Forum Julii, now Friuli, near 
Venice. He entered the priesthood, was employed in teaching and arrived at eminence as a 
scholar. He played a prominent part in the affairs of his country, and his services in suppressing a 
Lombard insurrection met, in the year 776, with recognition and reward by Charlemagne, who 
gave him an estate and in 787 elevated him to the patriarchal see of Aquileia. {1086} He carried 
on a successful mission among the Carinthians, a tribe which lived near Aquileia, and also 
another among their neighbors, the Avari (the Huns). {1087} He opposed with vigor the 
Adoptionists, and his writings contributed much to the extinction of the sect. He lived entirely for 
God and his church, and won the hearts of his spiritual children. Perhaps the most striking proof 
of his virtue is the warm friendship which existed between himself and Alcuin. The latter is very, 
enthusiastic in his praise of the learning and accomplishments of Paulinus. Charlemagne seems to 
have valued him no less. {1088} With such encouragement Paulinus led a busy and fruitful life, 
participating in synods and managing wisely his see until his death on January 11, 804. {1089} 
Very, soon thereafter he was popularly numbered among the saints, {1090} and stories began to 
be told of his miraculous powers. {1091} His bones were deposited in the high altar of the 
collegiate church of Friuli, or as the place was called Civitas Austriae. The church underwent 
repairs, and his bones were for a time laid by those of the martyr Donatus, but at length on 
January 26, 1734, they were separated and with much pomp placed in the chapel under the choir 
of the great basilica of Friuli. {1092} 
 
The writings of Paulinus comprise (1) Brief treatise against Elipandus, {1093} archbishop of 
Toledo and primate of Spain, who is generally regarded as the father of Adoptionism. It was 
issued in the name of the council of Frankfort-on-the-Main (794), and sent into Spain. It was first 
published by Jean de Tillet, in 1549. (2) Three books against Felix of Urgel, {1094} also against 
the Adoptionists. It was prepared in 796 by order of Charlemagne, and probably submitted to 
Alcuin, agreeably to the author’s request. {1095} It is the most important work of Paulinus, 
though by no means the best in point of style. The Felix addressed was bishop of Urgel and the 
leader of the Adoptionists. Paulinus refutes the heretics by quotations of Scripture and the 
Fathers. The work is elaborately annotated by Madrisius, and thus rendered much more 
intelligible. {1096} (3) A deliverance by the council of Friuli, held in 796, upon the Trinity and 
the Incarnation. {1097} (4) An exhortation to virtue, {1098} addressed to Henry, count or duke of 
Friuli. It was written about 795, and consists of sixty-six chapters upon the virtues to be practiced 
and the vices to be shunned by the duke. The style is excellent. The work was once claimed for 
Augustin, but this is now conceded to be an error. Nine of the chapters (x.-xv. xvii.-xix.) are 
copied from The contemplative life, a work by Pomerius, a Gallican churchman of the fifth 
century. On the other hand, chapters xx.-xlv. have been plagiarized in an Admonitio ad filium 
spiritualem which was long supposed to be by Basil the Great. {1099} 
 
(5) Epistles. (a) To Heistulfus, {1100} who had murdered his wife on a charge of adultery 
preferred against her by a man of bad character. It was written from Frankfort, in 794, during the 



council mentioned above. Paulinus sternly rebukes Heistulfus for his crime, and tells him that if 
he would be saved he must either enter a monastery or lead a life of perpetual penitence, of which 
he gives an interesting description. The letter passed into the Canon Law about 866. {1101} It has 
been falsely attributed to Stephen V. {1102} (b) To Charlemagne, {1103} an account of the 
council of Altinum {1104} in 803. (c) Fragments of three other letters to Charlemagne, and of one 
(probably) to Leo III. {1105} 
 
(6) Verses. (a) The rule of faith, {1106} a poem of one hundred and fifty-one hexameters, devoid 
of poetical merit, in which along with a statement of his belief in the Trinity and the Incarnation 
Paulinus gives a curious description of Paradise and of Gehenna, and to the latter sends the 
heretics, several of whom he names. (b) Hymns and verses, {1107} upon different subjects. (c) A 
poem on duke Eric. {1108} 
 
(7) A Mass. {1109} 
 
(8) The preface to a tract upon repentance {1110} which enjoins confession to God in tender 
words. 
 
(9) A treatise upon baptism. {1111} 
 
{1085} Migne, l. c. Vita II. v. (col. 30, 1. 4). 
 
{1086} Jaffe, Mon. Alc., p. 162. 
 
{1087} At the request of Alcuin he wrote explicit directions for their conversion and baptism. 
Ebert ii. p. 89. Mon. Alc., ed. Jaffe, p. 311-318. Alc. Epist. 56. Ed. Migne, Epist. 39 (C. col. 198). 
 
{1088} Madrisius devotes a chapter of his biography to Paulinus’ friendships with the illustrious 
men of his time. Migne, l. c. Vita, XVI. (col. 109-117). 
 
{1089} Migne, l. c. col. 149, 1. 2 
 
{1090} Vita XVII. iii. (col. 118). 
 
{1091} Ibid. XIV. xvi. (col 100). 
 
{1092} Ibid. XVII. vii viii. (col. 123-126). Madrisius prints the oration delivered on the latter 
occasion (col. 133-142). 
 
{1093} Libellus sacrosyllabus contra Elipandum, Migne, XCIX. col. 151-166. 
 
{1094} Contra Felicem Urgellitanum episcopum libri tres., ibid. col. 343-468. 
 
{1095} Ibid. col. 468, 1. 12. 
 
{1096} The writings of Felix and Elipandus are found in Migne, Patr. Lat. XCVI. 
 
{1097} Concilium Forojuliense, Migne, XCIX. col. 283-302. 
 
{1098} Liber exhortationis, ibid. col. 197-282. 
 



{1099} Col. 206, 212 n. a. 
 
{1100} Ibid. col. 181-186. 
 
{1101} Smith and Wace, Dict. Christ. Biog. s. v. Heistulfus. 
 
{1102} Madrisius in Migne, l. c. col. 185. 
 
{1103} Ibid. col. 511-516. 
 
{1104} The present Altino, a town on the Adriatic, near Venice. 
 
{1105} Migne, l. c. col. 503-510. 
 
{1106} Deuteronomy regula fidei, ibid. col. 467-471 
 
{1107} Hymni et rhythmi, ibid. col. 479-504. 
 
{1108} Deuteronomy Herico duce, ibid. col. 685-686. 
 
{1109} Ibid. col. 625-627. 
 
{1110} Ibid. col. 627-628. 
 
{1111} Not in Migne, but in Mansi, Tom. XIII.  

 



159. Alcuin. 
 
I. Beatus Flaccus Albinus seu Alcuinus: Opera omnia, Migne, Tom. C. CI., reprint of the ed. of 
Frobenius. Ratisbon, 1772, 2 vols. fol. Monumenta Alcuiniana, a P. Jaffe preparata, ed. 
Wattenbach et Dummler (vol. vi. Bibliotheca rerum germanicarum). Berlin, 1773. It contains his 
letters, poems and life of Willibrord. His poems (Carmina) have been separately edited by E. 
Dummler in Poetae Latini aevi Carolini, I. 1. 169-351, and some additional poetry is given in 
Addenda, Tom. II. 692. 
 
II. Vita (Migne, C. col. 89-106), anonymous, but probably by a monk of Ferrieres, based upon 
information given by Sigulf, Alcuin’s pupil and successor as abbot of Ferrieres. Deuteronomy 
vita B. F. Albini seu Alcuini commentatio (col. 17-90), by Froben, for the most part an expansion 
of the former by the introduction of discussions upon many points. Eulogium historicum Beati 
Alcuini (CI. col. 1416-1442), by Mabillon. Of interest and value also are the Testimonia veterum 
et quorumdam recentiorum scriptorum (col. 121-134), brief notices of Alcuin by contemporaries 
and others. 
 
III. Modern biographies and more general works in which Alcuin is discussed. Friedrich Lorentz: 
Alcuin’s Leben, Halle, 1829, Eng, trans. by Jane Mary Slee, London, 1837. Francis Monnier: 
Alcuin et son influence litteraire, religieuse et politique chez les France, Paris, 1853, 2d ed. 
entitled Alcuin et Charlemagne, Paris, 1864. Karl Werner: Alcuin and sein Jahrhundert, 
Paderborn, 1876, 2d ed. (unchanged), 1881. J. Bass Mullinger: The schools of Charles the Great, 
London, 1877. Cf. Du Pin, VI. 121-124. Ceiller, XII. 165-214. Hist. Lit. de la France, IV. 295-
347. Clarke, II. 453-459. Bahr, 78-84; 192-195; 302-341. Wattenbach, 3d ed. I. 123 sqq; Ebert, II. 
12-36. Guizot: History of Civilization, Eng. trans,, Bohn’s ed. ii. 231-253. The art. Alcuin by 
Bishop Stubbs in Smith and Wace, Dict. Chr. Biog. (i. 73-76), deserves particular mention. 
 
Flaccus Albinus, or, as he is commonly called in the Old English form, Alcuin {1112} ("friend of 
the temple"), the ecclesiastical prime minister of Charlemagne, was born in Yorkshire about 735. 
He sprang from a noble Northumbrian family, the one to which Willibrord, apostle of the 
Frisians, belonged, and inherited considerable property, including the income of a monastic 
society on the Yorkshire coast. {1113} At tender age he was taken to the famous cathedral school 
at York, and there was educated by his loving and admiring friends, Egbert, archbishop of York 
(732-766) and founder of the school, and Ethelbert, its master. With the latter he made several 
literary journeys on the continent, once as far as Rome, and each time returned laden with MS. 
treasures, secured, by a liberal expenditure of money, from different monasteries. Thus they 
greatly enlarged the library which Egbert had founded. {1114} In 766 Ethelbert succeeded Egbert 
in the archbishopric of York, and appointed Alcuin, who had previously been a teacher, master of 
the cathedral school, ordained him a deacon, Feb. 2, 767, and made him one of the secular canons 
of York minster. In 767 he had Liudger for a pupil. Some time between the latter year and 780, 
{1115} Ethelbert sent him to Italy on a commission to Charlemagne, whom he met, probably at 
Pavia. In 780 Ethelbert retired from his see and gave over to Alcuin the care of the library, which 
now was without a rival in England. Alcuin gives a catalogue of it, {1116} thus throwing 
welcome light upon the state of learning at the time. In 780 Alcuin again visited Rome to fetch 
the pallium for Eanbald, Ethelbert’s successor. 
 
On his return he met Charlemagne at Parma (Easter, 781), and was invited by him to become 
master of the School of the Palace. This school was designed for noble youth, was attached to the 
court, and held whenever the court was. Charlemagne and his family and courtiers frequently 
attended its sessions, although they could not be said to be regular scholars. The invitation to 



teach this school was a striking recognition of the learning and ability of Alcuin, and as he 
perceived the possibilities of the future thus unexpectedly opened to him he accepted it, although 
the step involved a virtual abnegation of his just claim upon the archiepiscopate of York. In the 
next year (782), having received the necessary permission to go from his king and archbishop, he 
began his work. The providential design in this event is unmistakable. Just at the time when the 
dissensions of the English kings practically put a stop to educational advance in England, Alcuin, 
the greatest teacher of the day, was transferred to the continent in order that under the fostering 
and stimulating care of Charlemagne he might rescue it from the bondage of ignorance. But the 
effort taxed his strength. Charlemagne, although he attended his instruction and styles him "his 
dear teacher," at the same time abused his industry and patience, and laid many very heavy 
burdens upon him. {1117} Alcuin had not only to teach the Palatine school, which necessitated 
his moving about with the migratory court to the serious interruption of his studies, but to prepare 
and revise books for educational and ecclesiastical uses, and in general to superintend the grand 
reformatory schemes of Charlemagne. How admirably he fulfilled his multifarious duties, history 
attests. The famous capitulary of 787 {1118} which Charlemagne issued and which did so much 
to advance learning, was of his composition. The Caroline books, {1119} which were quite as 
remarkable in the sphere of church life, were his work, at least in large measure. For his 
pecuniary support and as a mark of esteem Charlemagne gave him the monasteries of St. Lupus at 
Troyes and Bethlehem at Ferrieres, and the cell of St. Judecus on the coast of Picardy (St. Josse 
sur mer). But the care of these only added to his burdens. In 789 he went to England on 
commission from Charlemagne to King Offa of Mercia, and apparently desired to remain there. 
Thence in 792 he sent in the name of the English bishops a refutation of image-worship. But in 
793 Charlemagne summoned him to his side to defend the church against the heresy of 
Adoptionism and image-worship, and he came. In 794 he took a prominent part, although simply 
a deacon, in the council of Frankfort, which spoke out so strongly against both, and in 799, at the 
council of Aachen, he had a six days’ debate with Felix, the leader of the Adoptionists, which 
resulted in the latter’s recantation. In his negotiations with the Adoptionists he had the invaluable 
aid of the indefatigable monk, Benedict, of Nursia. In 796, Charlemagne gave him in addition to 
the monasteries already mentioned that of St. Martin at Tours and in 800 those of Cormery and 
Flavigny. The monastery of Tours {1120} owned twenty thousand serfs and its revenue was regal. 
To it Alcuin retired, although he would have preferred to go to Fulda. {1121} There he did good 
work in reforming the monks, regulating the school and enlarging the library. His most famous 
pupil during this period of his life was Rabanus Maurus. In the year of his death he established a 
hospice at Duodecim Pontes near Troyes; and just prior to this event he gave over the monastery 
of Tours to his pupil Fredegis, and that of Ferrieres to another pupil, Sigulf It is remarkable that 
he died upon the anniversary on which he had desired to die, the Festival of Pentecost, May 19, 
804. He was buried in the church of St. Martin, although in his humility he had requested to be 
buried outside of it. 
 
One of his important services to religion was his revision of the Vulgate (about 802) by order of 
Charlemagne, on the basis of old and correct MSS., for he probably knew little Greek and no 
Hebrew. This preserved a good Vulgate text for some time. 
 
Alcuin was of a gentle disposition, willing, patient and humble, and an unwearied student. He had 
amassed all the treasures of learning then accessible. He led his age, yet did not transcend it, as 
Scotus Erigena did his. He was not a deep thinker, rather he brought out from his memory the 
thoughts of others. He was also mechanical in his methods. Yet he was more than a great scholar 
and teacher, he was a leader in church affairs, not only on the continent, but, as his letters show, 
also in England. Charlemagne consulted him continually, and would have done better had he 
more frequently followed his advice. Particularly is this true respecting missions. Alcuin saw with 
regret that force had been applied to induce the Saxons to submit to baptism. He warned 



Charlemagne that the result would be disastrous. True Christians can not be made by violence, 
but by plain preaching of the gospel in the spirit of love. He would have the gospel precepts 
gradually unfolded to the pagan Saxons, and then as they grew in knowledge would require from 
them stricter compliance. Alcuin gave similar council in regard to the Huns. {1122} His opinions 
upon other practical points {1123} are worthy of mention. Thus, he objected to the employment 
of bishops in military affairs, to capital punishment, to the giving up of persons who had taken 
refuge in a church, and to priests following a secular calling. He was zealous for the revival of 
preaching and for the study of the Bible. On the other hand he placed a low estimate upon 
pilgrimages, and preferred that the money so spent should be given to the poor. {1124} 
 
Writings.—The works of Alcuin are divided into nine classes. 
 
I. Letters. {1125} A striking peculiarity of these letters is their address. Alcuin and his familiar 
correspondents, following an affectation of scholars in the middle age, write under assumed 
names. {1126} Among his correspondents are kings, patriarchs, bishops and abbots. The value of 
these letters is very great. They throw light upon contemporary history, and such as are private, 
and these are numerous, allow us to look into Alcuin’s heart. Many of them, unfortunately, are 
lost, and some are known to exist unprinted, as in the Cotton collection. Those now printed 
mostly date from Tours, and so belong to his closing years. They may be roughly divided into 
three groups: {1127} (1) those to English correspondents. These show how dear his native land 
was to Alcuin, and how deeply interested he was in her affairs. (2) Those to Charlemagne, a large 
and the most important group. {1128} Alcuin speaks with freedom, yet always with profound 
respect. (3) Those to his bosom friend, Arno of Salzburg. 
 
II. Exegetical Miscellany. {1129} (a) Questions and answers respecting the interpretation of 
Genesis. (b) Edifying and brief exposition of the Penitential Psalms, Psalm CXVIII and the Psalm 
of Degrees. (c) Short commentary on Canticles. (d) Commentary on Ecclesiastes. (e) A literal, 
allegorical and moral Interpretation of the Hebrew names of our Lord’s ancestors (in which he 
makes much out of the symbolism of the numbers). (f) Commentary on portions of John’s 
Gospel. (g) On Titus, Philemon, Hebrews. {1130} These comments, are chiefly derived from the 
Fathers, and develop the allegorical and moral sense of Scripture. That on John’s Gospel is the 
most important. The plan of making a commentary out of extracts was quickly followed and was 
indeed the only plan in general use in the Middle Age. 
 
III. Dogmatic Miscellany. {1131} (a) The Trinity, written in 802, dedicated to Charlemagne, a 
condensed statement of Augustin’s teaching on the subject. It was the model for the "Sentences" 
of the twelfth century. It is followed by twenty-eight questions and answers on the Trinity. (b) 
The Procession of the Holy Spirit, similarly dedicated and made up of patristic quotations. (c) 
Brief treatise against the heresy of Felix (Adoptionism). (d) Another against it in seven books. (e) 
A treatise against Elipandus in four books. (f) Letter against Adoptionism, addressed to some 
woman. These writings on Adoptionism are very able and reveal learning and some 
independence. 
 
IV. Liturgical and Ethical Works. {1132} (a) The Sacraments, a collection of mass-formulae, 
from the use of Tours. (b) The use of the Psalms, a distribution of the Psalms under appropriate 
headings so that they can be used as prayers, together with explanations and original prayers: a 
useful piece of work. (c) Offices for festivals, the Psalms sang upon the feast days, with prayers, 
hymns, confessions and litanies: a sort of lay-breviary, made for Charlemagne. (d) A letter to 
Oduin, a presbyter, upon the ceremony of baptism. (e) Virtues and vices, dedicated to Count 
Wido, compiled from Augustin. (f) The human soul, addressed in epistolary form to Eulalia 



(Gundrada), the sister of Adalhard, abbot of Corbie, in France. (g) Confession of sins, addressed 
to his pupils at St. Martin’s of Tours. 
 
V. Hagiographical Works. {1133} (a) Life of St. Martin of Tours, rewritten from Sulpicius 
Severus. (b) Life of St. Vedast, bishop of Atrebates (Arras), and (c) Life of the most blessed 
presbyter Requier, both rewritten from old accounts. (d) Life of St. Willibrord, bishop of Utrecht, 
his own ancestor, in two books, one prose, the other verse. This is an original work, and valuable 
as history. 
 
VI. Poems. {1134} The poetical works of Alcuin are very numerous, and of very varied character, 
including prayers, inscriptions for books, churches, altars, monasteries, etc., epigrams, moral 
exhortations, epistles, epitaphs, enigmas, a fable, {1135} and a long historical poem in sixteen 
hundred and fifty-seven lines upon the bishops and saints of the church of York from its 
foundation to the accession of Eanbald. {1136} It is very valuable. In its earlier part it rests upon 
Bede, but from the ten hundred and seventh line to the close upon original information. It seems 
to have been written by Alcuin in his youth at York. Its style is evidently influenced by Virgil and 
Prudentius. 
 
VII. Pedagogical Works. {1137} (a) Grammar. (b) Orthography. (c) Rhetoric. (d) Dialectics. (e) 
Dialogue between Pippin and Alcuin {1138} (f) On the courses and changes of the moon and the 
intercalary day (Feb. 24th). These works admit us into Alcuin’s school-room, and are therefore of 
great importance for the study of the learning of his day. 
 
VIII. Dubious Works. {1139} (a) A confession of faith, in four parts, probably his. (b) Dialogue 
between teacher and pupils upon religion. (c) Propositions. (d) Poems. 
 
IX. Pretended Works {1140} (a) The holy days. (b) Four homilies. (c) Poems. 
 
{1112} Other forms are Ealdwine, Alchwin, Alquinus. 
 
{1113} Vita S. Willibrordi, I. i. (Migne, CI. col. 695). 
 
{1114} Deuteronomy pontificibus et sanctis eccles. Ebor., vv. 1453-56 (CI. Col. 841). 
 
{1115} Mullinger (p. 47) says in 768. 
 
{1116} Deuteronomy pont. et Sanct. eccles. Eb. vers. 1535-1561 (Dummler, l. c. 203, 204; 
Migne, CI. col. 843 sq.). 
 
{1117} On this ground Guizot (l. c. 246-7) explains in part Alcuin’s frequent expressions of 
weariness. 
 
{1118} There is an English translation in Guizot, l. c. 237, and in Mullinger, 97-99. 
 
{1119} See pp. 465 sqq. 
 
{1120} Already spoken of in connection with Gregory of Tours. 
 
{1121} See the old life of Alcuin, cap. VIII. in Migne, C. col. 98. 
 
{1122} He requested advice on this point from Paulinus of Aquileia. See p. 681. 



 
{1123} Froben in his life of Alcuin, cap. XIV., gives his doctrinal position at length. Migne, col. l. 
c. 82-90. 
 
{1124} For the proof of the statements in this paragraph see Neander, III. passim. 
 
{1125} Epistolae, Migne, C. col. 139-512. 
 
{1126} See above, p. 615 sq. 
 
{1127} Ebert, II. 32-35. 
 
{1128} Guizot analyzes them (l. c. 243-246). 
 
{1129} Opuscula exegetica, Migne, C. 515-1086. 
 
{1130} That on Revelation in Migne is not his, but probably by a pupil of Alcuin. It is, however, a 
mere compilation from Ambrosius Autpertus (d. 779.) 
 
{1131} Opuscula dogmatica, Migne, CI. col. 11-304. 
 
{1132} Opuscula liturgica et moralia, ibid. col. 445-656. 
 
{1133} Opuscula hagiographica, ibid. col. 657-724. 
 
{1134} Carmina, Ibid. col. 723-848. 
 
{1135} Deuteronomy gallo fabula, Ibid. col. 805. Dummler, l. c. 262. 
 
{1136} Ibid. col. 814-846. Dummler, l. c. 169-206. 
 
{1137} Opuscula didascalica, Migne, CI. col. 849-1002 
 
{1138} Guizot gives a translation of this in his Hist. Civilization (Eng. trans. ii. 239-242). 
 
{1139} Opuscula dubia, Migne, CI. col. 1027-1170. 
 
{1140} Opuscula supposita ibid. col. 1173-1314.  

 



160. St. Liudger. 
 
I. S. Liudgerus, Minigardefordensis Episcopus: Opera, in Migne, Tom. XCIX. col. 745-820. 
 
II. The old Lives of S. Liudger are four in number. They are found in Migne, but best in Die Vitae 
Sancti Liudgeri ed. Dr. Wilhelm Diekamp. Munster, 1881 (Bd. IV. of the series: Die 
Geschichtsquellen des Bisthums Munster). Dr. Diekamp presents revised texts and ample 
prolegomena and notes. (1) The oldest Vita (pp. 3-53) is by Altfrid, a near relative of Liudger and 
his second successor in the see of Munster. It was written by request of the monks of Werden 
about thirty years after Liudger’s death, rests directly upon family and other contemporary 
testimony, and is the source of all later Lives. He probably divided his work into two books, but 
as the first book is in two parts, Leibnitz, Pertz and Migne divide the work into three books, of 
which the first contains the life proper, the second the miracles wrought by the saint himself, and 
the third those wrought by his relics. (2) Vita Secunda (pp. 54-83) was written by a monk of 
Werden about 850. The so-called second book of this Life really belongs to (3) Vita tertia (pp. 
85-134.) (2) Follows Altfrid, but adds legendary and erroneous matter. (3) Written also by a 
Werden monk about 890, builds upon (1) and (2) and adds new matter of a legendary kind. (4) 
Vita rythmica (pp. 135-220), written by a Werden monk about 1140. Biographies of Liudger have 
been recently written in German by Luise von Bornstedt (Munster, 1842); P. W. Behrends 
(Neuhaldensleben u. Gardelegen, 1843); A. Istvann (Coesfeld, 1860); A. Husing (Munster, 1878); 
L. Th. W. Pingsmann (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1879). Cf. Diekamp’s full bibliography, pp. 
CXVIII.-CXMI. For literary criticism see Ceillier, XII. 218. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 57-59. 
Ebert, II. 107, 338, 339. 
 
Liudger, or Ludger, first bishop of Munster, was born about 744 at Suecsnon (now Zuilen) on the 
Vecht, in Frisia. His parents, Thiadgrim and Liafburg, were earnest Christians. His paternal 
grandfather, Wursing, had been one of Willibrord’s most zealous supporters (c. 5). {1141} He 
early showed a pious and studious disposition (c. 7). He entered the cloister school of Utrecht, 
taught by the abbot Gregory, whose biographer he became, laid aside his secular habit and 
devoted himself to the cause of religion. His proficiency in study was such that Gregory made 
him a teacher (c. 8). During the year 767 he received further instruction from Alcuin at York, and 
was ordained a deacon (c. 9). In 768 he was in Utrecht; but for the next three years and a half 
with Alcuin, although Gregory had been very loath to allow him to go the second time. He would 
have staid longer if a Frisian trader had not murdered in a quarrel a son of a count of York. The ill 
feeling which this event caused, made it unsafe for any Frisian to remain in York, and so taking 
with him "many books" (copiam librorum), he returned to Utrecht (c. 10). Gregory had died 
during his absence (probably in 771), and his successor was his nephew, Albric, a man of zeal 
and piety. Liudger was immediately on his return to York pressed into active service. He was sent 
to Deventer on the Yssel in Holland, where the, saintly English missionary Liafwin had just died. 
A horde of pagan Saxons had devastated the place, burnt the church and apparently undone 
Liafwin’s work (c. 13). Liudger was commissioned to rebuild the church and to bury the body of 
Liafwin, which was lost. Arrived at the spot he was at first unsuccessful in finding the body, and 
was about to rebuild the church without further search when Liafwin appeared to him in a vision 
and told him that his body was in the south wall of the church, and there it was found (c. 14). 
Albric next sent him to Frisia to destroy the idols and temples there. Of the enormous treasure 
taken from the temples Charlemagne gave one-third to Albric. In 777 Albric was consecrated 
bishop at Cologne, and Liudger at the same time ordained a presbyter. 
 
For the next seven years Liudger was priest at Doccum in the Ostergau, where Boniface had died, 
but during the three autumn months of each year he taught in the cloister school at Utrecht (c. 15). 



At the end of this period Liudger was fleeing for his life, for the pagan Wutukint, duke of the 
Saxons, invaded Frisia, drove out the clergy, and set up the pagan altars. Albric died of a broken 
heart, unable to stand the cruel blow. Liudger with two companions, Hildigrim and Gerbert, 
retired to Rome, where for two and a half years he lived in the great Benedictine monastery of 
Monte Cassino (c. 18). There he not only had a pleasant retreat but also opportunity to study the 
working of the Benedictine rule. He did not, however, take monastic vows. 
 
His fame for piety and learning had meanwhile reached the ears of Charlemagne,—probably 
through Alcuin,—and so on his return the emperor assigned to his care five Frisian districts 
(Hugmerchi, Hunusga, Fuulga, Emisga, Fedirga) upon the eastern side of the river Labekus 
(Lauwers), and also the island of Bant. His success as missionary induced him to undertake an 
enterprise in which even Willibrord had failed. He sailed over the German Ocean to Heligoland, 
then called Fosetelant (the land of the god Fosete). His confidence was justified by events. He 
made many converts, among them the son of the chief of the island who became a priest and a 
missionary. Shortly after on the mainland there was another irruption of pagans from East Frisia, 
and the usual disheartening scenes of burnt churches, scattered congregations, and martyred 
brethren were enacted. But once more the Christian faith conquered (c. 19). Charlemagne’s 
continued regard for Liudger was proved by his gift to him of the abbey Lothusa (probably Zele, 
near Ghent in Belgium), in order that its revenues might contribute to his support, or that being 
far from Frisia he might retreat thither in times of danger; and further by his appointment of him 
to the bishopric of Mimigernaford (later form Mimigardevord, now Munster, so called from the 
monasterium which he built there), in Westphalia, which was now sufficiently christianized to be 
ruled ecclesiastically. He still had under his care the five districts already named, although so far 
off. At first these charges were held by him as a simple presbyter, and in that capacity he carried 
out one of his darling purposes and built the famous monastery of Werden {1142} on the Ruhr, 
formerly called Diapanbeci. But persuaded by Hildebald he became the first bishop of Munster 
(c. 20). The year of this event is unknown, but it was between 802 and 805. {1143} Tireless in his 
activity he died in the harness. On Sunday, March 26, 809, he preached and performed mass at 
Coesfeld and at Billerbeck. In the evening he died (Acta II. c. 7). He was buried at Werden, which 
thus became a shrine of pilgrims. 
 
The only extant writing of Liudger is his Life of St. Gregory, {1144} which gives a pleasing 
picture of the saint, in whose school at Utrecht many famous men, including bishops, were 
trained. Twelve of its twenty-two chapters are taken up with Boniface. Much of the matter is 
legendary. He also wrote a life of Albric, {1145} which is lost. His connection with Helmstedt is 
purely imaginary. The Liudger Monastery there was not founded by him, for it dates from the 
tenth century. The colony of monks may, however, have well come from Werden, and have 
therefore given the name Liudger to the monastery. 
 
{1141} This sketch has been derived for the most part directly from Altfrid’s Acta seu Vita (ed. 
Diekamp, pp. 3-53, Migne, col. 769-796). The letter "c" throughout refers to the chapter of the 
Acta in Migne in which the statement immediately preceding is found. The dates are mainly 
conjectural. The Acta gives none except that of the saint’s death, but merely occasionally notes 
the lapse of time. 
 
{1142} C. 18. Migne, l. c. col. 778. Erat enim cu piens haereditate sua coenobium construere 
monachorum, quod ita postea Domino opitulante concessum est in loco qui vocatur Vuerthina 
 
{1143} A document of Jan., 802, calls him "abbott," and one of April 23, 805, calls him "bishop." 
 
{1144} Vita S. Gregorii Migne, l. c. col. 749-770. 



 
{1145} Vita Altfridi, II. c. 6, Migne, l. c. col. 783, l. 4.  

 



161. Theodulph of Orleans. 
 
I. Theodulph, Aurelianensis episcopus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CV. col. 187-380. His 
Carmina are in Dummler’s Poatae Lat. aev. Car. I. 2. pp. 437-58l, 629, 630. 
 
II. L. Baunard: Theodulfe, Orleans, 1860. Rzehulka: Theodulf, Breslau, 1875 (Dissertation). Cf. 
the general works, Mabillon: Analecta, Paris, 1675. Tom. I. pp. 386 sqq.; Tiraboschi: Historia 
della letteratura italiana new ed. Florence. 1805-18, 20 parts, III. l. pp. 196-205 (particularly 
valuable for its investigation of the obscure points of Theodulph’s life). Du Pin, VI. 124; Hist. Lit. 
de la France, IV. 459-474; Ceillier, XII. 262-271, Bahr, 91-95, 359, 860; Ebert, II. 70-84. 
 
Theodulph, bishop of Orleans, one of the most useful churchmen of the Carolingian period, was 
probably born in Spain, {1146} past the middle of the eighth century. In 788 he attracted the 
notice of Charlemagne, who called him into France and made him abbot of Fleury and of Aignan, 
both Benedictine monasteries in the diocese of Orleans, and later bishop of Orleans. He stood in 
high favor with his king and was entrusted with important commissions. He participated in the 
council of Frankfort (794); was made missus dominicus {1147} in 798; accompanied 
Charlemagne to Rome, sat as one of the judges in the investigation of the charges against Leo III. 
(800) and received from the supreme pontiff the pallium (801). {1148} He succeeded Alcuin 
(804) as first theological imperial counsellor. In 809 he sat in the council of Aix la Chapelle and 
by request of the emperor collected the patristic quotations in defence of the Filioque clause. In 
811 he was witness to the emperor’s will. Louis the Pious, Charlemagne’s son and successor, for 
a time showed him equal honor and confidence, for instance in appointing him to meet Pope 
Stephen V. when he came to the coronation at Rheims (816). But two years afterwards he was 
suspected, it would seem without good reason, of complicity in king Bernard’s rebellion, and on 
Easter 818 was deposed and imprisoned at Angers, in the convent either of St. Aubin or of St. 
Serge. He stoutly persisted in his declaration of innocence, and in 821 he was released and 
reinstated, but died {1149} on his way back or shortly after his arrival in Orleans, and was buried 
in Orleans Sept. 19, 821. 
 
Theodulph was an excellent prelate; faithful, discreet and wise. He greatly deplored the ignorance 
of his clergy and earnestly labored to elevate them. To this end he established many schools, and 
also wrote the Capitula ad presbyteros parochicae suae mentioned below. In this work he was 
particularly successful. The episcopal school of Orleans was famous for the number, beauty and 
accuracy of the MSS. it produced. In his educational work he enjoyed the assistance of the 
accomplished poet Wulfin. Theodulph was himself a scholar, well read both in secular and 
religious literature. {1150} He had also a taste for architecture, and restored many convents and 
churches and built the splendid basilica at Germigny, which was modelled after that at Aix la 
Chapelle. His love for the Bible comes out not only in the revision of the Vulgate he had made, 
and practically in his exhortation to his clergy to expound it, but also in those costly copies of the 
Bible which are such masterpieces of calligraphy. {1151} He was moreover the first poet of his 
day, which however is not equivalent to saying that he had much genius. His productions, 
especially his didactic poems, are highly praised and prized for their pictures of the times, rather 
than for their poetical power. From one of his minor poems the interesting fact comes out that he 
had been married and had a daughter called Gisla, who was the wife of a certain Suavaric. {1152} 
 
The extant prose works of Theodulph are: 1. Directions to the priests of his diocese, {1153} 
written in 797. They are forty-six in number and relate to the general and special duties of priests. 
The following are some of the more instructive directions: Women must not approach the altar 
during the celebration of mass (c. 6). Nothing may be kept in the churches except holy things (c. 



8). No one save priests and unusually holy laity may be buried in churches (c. 9). No woman is 
allowed to live in the house with a priest (c. 12). Priests must not get drunk or frequent taverns (c. 
13). Priests may send their relatives to monastic schools (c. 19). They may keep schools 
themselves in which free instruction is given (c. 20). They must teach everybody the Lord’s 
Prayer and the Apostles’ Creed (c. 22). No work must be done on the Lord’s Day (c. 24). Priests 
are exhorted to prepare themselves to preach (c. 28). Daily, honest confession of sins to God 
ensures pardon; but confession to a priest is also enjoined in order that through his counsels and 
prayers the stain of sin may be removed (c. 30). True charity consists in the union of good deeds 
and a virtuous life (c. 34). Merchants should not sell their souls for filthy lucre (c. 35). 
Regulations respecting fasting (c. 36-43). All should come to church to celebrate mass and hear 
the preaching, and no one should eat before communicating (c. 46). 2. To the same, a treatise 
upon sins and their ecclesiastical punishment; and upon the administration of extreme unction. 
{1154} 3. The Holy Spirit. {1155} The collection of patristic passages in defense of the Filioque, 
made by order of Charlemagne (809), as mentioned above. It has a metrical dedication to the 
emperor. 4. The ceremony of baptism, {1156} written in 812 in response to Charlemagne’s 
circular letter on baptism which Magnus, archbishop of Sens (801-818), had forwarded to him. It 
consists of eighteen chapters, which minutely describe all the steps in the ceremony of baptism. 5. 
Fragments of two sermons. {1157} 
 
The Poetical works of Theodulph are divided into six books. {1158} The first is entirely devoted 
to one poem; The exhortation to judges, {1159} in which besides describing a model judge and 
exhorting all judges to the discharge of their duties he relates his own experiences while missus 
and thus gives a most interesting picture of the time. {1160} The second book contains sixteen 
pieces, including epitaphs, and the verses which he wrote in the front of one of his illuminated 
Bibles giving a summary in a line of each book, and thus revealing his Biblical scholarship. The 
verses are prefaced in prose with a list of the books. The third book contains twelve pieces, 
including the verses to Gisla already mentioned. The fourth book contains nine pieces, the most 
interesting of which are c.1 on his favorite authors, and c.2 on the seven liberal arts,—grammar, 
rhetoric, dialectics, arithmetic, music, geometry and astrology. The fifth book contains four 
pieces: Consolation for the death of a certain brother, a fragment On the seven deadly sins, An 
exhortation to bishops, and four lines which express the evangelical sentiment that only by a holy 
life is heaven gained; without it pilgrimages avail nothing. The sixth book contains thirty pieces. 
Ten other poems appear in an appendix in Migne. {1161} 
 
{1146} Curiously enough the word used in his epitaph to express his native land is ambiguous. 
The line reads: "Protulit hunc Speria, Gallia sed nutriit" (Migne, l. c. col. 192); but Speria 
(Hesperia) is a poetical term for either Italy or Spain. Cf. Ebert l. c. p. 70. 
 
{1147} i.e. the official dispenser of justice who accompanied the bishop on his visitation, and was 
particularly charged with the examination of the church buildings. It was a post of great 
responsibility. 
 
{1148} On which Alcuin congratulated him (Migne, Patrol. Lat. C. col. 391, Mon. Alc., Epist. 
166, p. 606). 
 
{1149} It is said he was poisoned by order of the person who had received his see. 
 
{1150} Cf. Carmina, IV. i. (Migne, l. c. col. 331), in which he names his favorite authors. Alcuin 
proposed him to Charlemagne as competent to refute Felix the Adoptionist. Cf. Alcuin, Epistolae, 
LXXXIV. (Migne, Patrol. Lat. C. col. 276). 
 



{1151} Leopold Delisle, Les bibles de Theodulfe, Paris, 1879. Cf. Herzog 2 VIII. 449. 
 
{1152} Carmina, III. 4 (Migne, CV. col. 326). Her husband’s name is given thus: "Suaveque, 
Gisla, tuo feliciter utere rico," 1. 29. The occasion of the poem was Theodulph’s presentation to 
her of a beautifully illuminated psalter. 
 
{1153} Capitula ad presbyteros parochiae suae, Migne, CV. col. 191-208. 
 
{1154} Capitulare ad eosdem, ibid. col. 207-224. 
 
{1155} Deuteronomy Spiritu Sancto, ibid. col. 239-276. 
 
{1156} Deuteronomy ordine baptismi ad Magnum Senonensem libri, ibid. col. 223-240. 
 
{1157} Fragmenta sermonum duorum, ibid. col. 275-282. 
 
{1158} Carmina, ibid. col. 283-380. Ebert (l. c. pp. 73-84) analyzes these poems at length. 
 
{1159} Peraenesis ad Judices, ibid. col. 283-300. 
 
{1160} Cf. H. Hagen: Theodulfi episcopi Aurelianensis de iudicibus versus recogniti, Bern, 1882 
(pp 31). 
 
{1161} Ibid. col. 377-380.  

 



162. St. Eigil. 
 
I. Sanctus Eigil, Fuldensis abbas: Opera, in Migne, Tom. CV. col. 381-444. His Carmina are in 
Poetae Latini aevi Carolini, ed. Dummler I. 2 (Berlin, 1881). 
 
II. S. Eigilis vita auctore Candido monacho Fuldensi, in Migne CV. col. 383-418. Hist. Lit. de la 
France, IV. 475-478. Ceillier, XII. 272, 273. Ebert, II. Cf. Carl Schwartz: Uebersetzung und 
Bemerkungen zu Eigil’s Nachrichten uber die Grundung und Urgeschichte des Klosters Fulda. 
Fulda, 1858. 
 
Eigil was a native of Noricum, the name then given to the country south of the Danube, around 
the rivers Inn and Drave, and extending on the south to the banks of the Save. In early childhood, 
probably about 760, he was placed in the famous Benedictine monastery of Fulda in Hesse, 
whose abbot, its founder Sturm (Sturmi, Sturmin), was his relative. There Eigil lived for many 
years as a simple monk, beloved and respected for piety and learning. Sturm was succeeded on 
his death (779) by Baugolf, and on Baugolf’s resignation Ratgar became abbot (802). Ratgar 
proved to be a tyrant, {1162} and expelled Eigil because he was too feeble to work. In 817, 
Ratgar was deposed, and the next year (818) Eigil was elected abbot. A few months afterwards, 
Ratgar appeared as a suppliant for readmission to the monastery. "It was not in Eigil’s power to 
grant this request, but his influence was used to gain for it a favorable response at court [i.e. with 
Louis the Pious], and Ratgar for thirteen years longer lived a submissive and penitent member of 
the community which had suffered so much at his hands." {1163} This single incident in the life 
of Eigil goes far to prove his right to the title of saint. 
 
Loath as he had been to accept the responsible position of abbot in a monastery which was in 
trouble, he discharged its duties with great assuiduity. He continued Ratgar’s building operations, 
but without exciting the hatred and rebellion of his monks. On the contrary, Fulda once more 
prospered, and when he died, June 15, 822, he was able to give over to his successor and intimate 
friend, Rabanus Maurus, a well ordered community. 
 
The only prose writing of Eigil extant is his valuable life of Sturm. {1164} It was written by 
request of Angildruth, abbess of Bischofheim, and gives an authentic account of the founding of 
Fulda. Every year on Sturm’s day (Dec. 17) it was read aloud to the monks while at dinner. 
Eigil’s own biography was written by Candidus, properly Brunn, whom Ratgar had sent for 
instruction to Einhard at Seligenstadt, and who was principal of the convent school under 
Rabanus Maurus. The biography is in two parts, the second being substantially only a repetition 
in verse of the first. {1165} 
 
{1162} See section on Rabanus Maurus. 
 
{1163} Mullinger, Schools of Charles the Great, London, 1877, pp. 141, 142. 
 
{1164} Migne, CV. col. 423-444. 
 
{1165} The second part is in Dummler, Poetae, II. pp. 94-117.  

 



163. Amalarius. 
 
I. Symphosius Amalarius: Opera omnia in Migne, Tom. CV. col. 815-1340. His Carmina are in 
Dummler, Poetae Latini aevi Carolini, I. 
 
II Du Pin, VII. 79, l58-160. Ceillier, XII. 221-223. Hist. Lit. de la France, IV. 531-546. Clarke, 
II. 471-473. Bahr, 380-383. Hefele, IV. 10, 45, 87, 88. Ebert, II. 221, 222. 
 
Amalarius was a deacon and priest in Metz, and died in 837, as abbot of Hornbach in the same 
diocese. It is not known when or where he was born. During the deposition of Agobard (833-
837), Amalarius was head of the church at Lyons. He was one of the ecclesiastics who enjoyed 
the friendship of Louis the Pious, and took part in the predestination controversy, but his work 
against Gottschalk, undertaken at Hincmar’s request, is lost. He was prominent in councils. Thus 
he made the patristic compilation from the Fathers (particularly from Isidore of Seville) and 
councils upon the canonical life, which was presented at the Diet at Aix-la-Chapelle in 817, 
{1166} and partly that upon image-worship in the theological congress of Paris, presented Dec. 6, 
825. In 834, as representative of Agobard, he held a council at Lyons and discoursed to the 
members for three days upon the ecclesiastical offices, as explained in his work mentioned below. 
The majority approved, but Florus of Lyons did not, and sent two letters to the council at 
Diedenhofen, calling attention to Amalarius insistence upon the use of the Roman order and his 
dangerous teaching: that there was a threefold body of Christ, (1) the body which he had 
assumed, (2) the body which he has in us so long as we live, (3) the body which is in the dead. 
Hence the host must be divided into three parts, one of which is put in the cup, one on the paten 
and one on the altar, corresponding to these three forms respectively. Farther he was charged with 
teaching that the bread of the Eucharist stood for the body, the wine for the soul of Christ, the 
chalice for his sepulchre, the celebrant for Joseph of Arimathea, the archdeacon for Nicodemus, 
the deacons for the apostles, the sub-deacons for the women at the sepulchre. But the council had 
business in hand of too pressing a character to admit of their investigating these charges. Not 
discouraged, Florus sent a similar letter to the council of Quiercy (838), and by this council the 
work of Amalarius was censured. {1167} 
 
His writings embrace (1) Rules for the canonical life, {1168} already referred to. It treats of the 
duties of ecclesiastics of all grades. 
 
(2) Four books upon The ecclesiastical offices. {1169} It was written by request of Louis the 
Pious, to whom it is dedicated, and was completed about 820. In order to make it better, 
Amalarius pursued special investigations in Tours, at the monastery of Corbie, and even went to 
Rome. In 827 he brought out a second and greatly improved edition. In its present shape the work 
is important for the study of liturgics, since it describes minutely the exact order of service as it 
was observed in the Roman church in the ninth century. If Amalarius had been content to have 
given merely information it would have been better for his reputation. As it was he attempted to 
give the reasons and the meanings of each part of the service, and of each article in any way 
connected with the service, and hence was led into wild and often ridiculous theorizing and 
allegorizing. Thus the priest’s alb signifies the subduing of the passions, his shoes, upright 
walking; his cope, good works; his surplice, readiness to serve his neighbors; his handkerchief, 
good thoughts, etc. 
 
(3) On the order of the anthems, {1170} i.e. in the Roman service. It is a compilation of the 
antiphones of the Roman and French. churches. 
 



(4) Eclogues on the office of the Mass, {1171} meaning again the Roman mass. This insistence 
upon the Roman order was directed against Archbishop Agobard of Lyons, who had not only not 
adopted the Roman order, but had expurgated the liturgy of his church of everything which in his 
judgment savored of false doctrine or which was undignified in liturgical expression. 
 
(5) Epistles. {1172} The first letter, addressed to Jeremiah, archbishop of Sens, on the question 
whether one should write Jhesus or Jesus. The second is Jeremiah’s reply, deciding in favor of 
Jhesus. In the third, Amalarius asks Jonas of Orleans whether one should use I H C or I H S as a 
contraction of Jesus. Jonas favored I H S. The fourth is on the Eucharist. Rantgarius is his 
correspondent. Amalarius maintains the Real Presence. He says the first cup at supper signified 
the Old Testament sacrifices, the figure of the true blood, which was in the second cup. The fifth 
letter is to Hetto, a monk, who had asked whether "seraphin" or "seraphim" is the correct form. 
Amalarius replies with learned ignorance that both are correct, for "seraphin" is neuter and 
"seraphim," masculine! The sixth is the most important of the series. It is addressed to a certain 
Guntrad, who had been greatly troubled because Amalarius had spit shortly after having partaken 
of the Eucharist, and therefore had voided a particle of the body of Christ. Amalarius, in his reply, 
says that he had so much phlegm in his throat that he was obliged to spit very frequently. He did 
not believe, however, that God would make that which helped his bodily injure his spiritual 
health. He then goes on to say that the true honor of the body of Christ is by the inner man, into 
which it enters as life. Hence if one who inwardly revered the host should accidentally or 
unavoidably spit out a fragment of the host he must not be judged as thereby dishonoring the 
body of Christ. He thus touches, without passing judgment upon, the position of the Stercoranists. 
The last letter is only a fragment and is so different in style from the former that it probably is not 
by Amalaritius of Metz. 
 
{1166} The Forma institutionis canonicorum et sanctimonialium in Migne, Tom. CV. 815-976, is 
the full collection in two books, but Amalarius’ share was confined to the first book and probably 
only to a part of that. Cf. Hefele, IV. 10. 
 
{1167} See Florus’ letters in Migne, Tom. CXIX. col. 71-96. 
 
{1168} Regula canonicorum, in Migne, CV. col. 815-934. 
 
{1169} Deuteronomy ecclesiasticis officiis libri quatuor, ibid. col. 985-1242. 
 
{1170} Liber de ordine antiphonarii, ibid. col. 1243-1316. 
 
{1171} Eclogae de officio missae ibid. col. 1315-1832. 
 
{1172} Epistolae, ibid. l333-1340.  

 



164. Einhard. 
 
I. Einhardus: Opera in Migne, Tom. CIV. col. 351-610; and Vita Caroli in Tom. XCVII. col. 25-
62; also complete Latin and French ed. by A. Teulet: OEuvres completes d’aginhard, reunies 
pour la premiere fois et traduites en franacais. Paris, 1840-43, 2 vols. The Annales and Vita of 
Migne’s ed. are reprinted from Pertz’s Monumenta Germaniae historica (I. 135-189 and II. 433-
463, respectively); separate ed. of the Vita, Hannover, 1839. The best edition of the Epistolae and 
Vita, is in Philipp Jaffe: Monumenta Carolina, Berlin, 1867, pp. 437-541; and of the Passio 
Marcellini et Petri is in Ernest Dummler; Poatae Latini aevi Carolini, Tom. II. (Berlin, 1884), 
pp. 125-135. Teulet’s translation of Einhard’s complete works has been separately issued, Paris, 
1856. Einhard’s Vita Caroli has been translated into German by J. L. Ideler, Hamburg, 1839, 2 
vols. (with very elaborate notes), and by Otto Abel, Berlin, 1850; and into English by W. Glaister, 
London, 1877, and by Samuel Epes Turner, New York, 1880. Einhard’s Annales have been 
translated by Otto Abel (Einhard’s Jahrbucher), Berlin, 1850. 
 
II. Cf. the prefaces and notes in the works mentioned above. Also Ceillier, XII. 352-357. Hist. Lit. 
de la France, IV. 550-567. Bahr, 200-214. Ebert, II. 92-104. Also J. W. Ch. Steiner: Geschichte 
und Beschreibung der Stadt und ehemal Abtei Seligenstadt. Aschaffenburg, 1820. 
 
Einhard (or Eginhard), {1173} the biographer of Charlemagne and the best of the historians of the 
Carolingian age, was the son of Einhard and Engilfrita, and was born about 770, in that part of the 
Valley of the Main which belongs to Hesse-Darmstadt. His family was noble and his education 
was conducted in the famous Benedictine monastic school of St. Boniface at Fulda, to which his 
parents sent gifts. {1174} About 792 the abbot Baugolf sent him to the court of Charlemagne, in 
order that his already remarkable attainments might be increased and his ability find ample scope. 
The favorable judgment and prophecy of Baugolf were justified by events. He soon won all hearts 
by his amiable disposition and applause by his versatile learning. He married Imma, a maiden of 
noble family, sister of Bernharius, bishop of Worms, and with her lived very happily for many 
years. {1175} She bore him a son named Wussin who became a monk at Fulda. He enjoyed the 
Emperor’s favor to a marked degree, {1176} and figured in important and delicate matters. Thus 
he was sent in 806 to Rome to obtain the papal signature to Charlemagne’s will dividing the 
empire among his sons. {1177} Again in 813 it was he who first suggested the admission of Louis 
to the co-regency. He superintended the building operations of Charlemagne, e.g. at Aix la 
Chapelle (Aachen), according to the ideas of Vitruvius, whom he studied diligently. {1178} His 
skill as a craftsman won him the academic title of Bezaleel. {1179} He pursued his studies and 
gathered a fine library of classic authors. He edited the court annals. {1180} Charlemagne’s death 
(814) did not alter his position. Louis the Pious retained him as councillor and appointed him in 
817 instructor to his son Lothair. When trouble broke out (830) between father and son he did his 
best to reconcile them. 
 
Although a layman he had received at different times since 815 a number of church preferments. 
Louis made him abbot of Fontenelle in the diocese of Rouen, of St. Peter’s of Blandigny and St. 
Bavon’s at Ghent, of St. Servais’ at Maestricht, and head of the church of St. John the Baptist at 
Pavia. On Jan. 11, 815, Louis gave Einhard and Imma the domains of Michelstadt and Mulinheim 
in the Odenwald on the Main; and on June 2 of that year he is first addressed as abbot. {1181} As 
the political affairs of the empire became more complicated he withdrew more and more from 
public life, and turned his attention to literature. He resigned the care of the abbey of Fontenelle 
in 823, and after administrating other abbeys sought rest at Michelstadt. There he built a church in 
which he put (827) the relics of the saints Marcellinus and Petrus which had been stolen from the 
church of St. Tiburtius near Rome. {1182} A year later, however, he removed to Mulinheim, 



which name he changed to Seligenstadt; there he built a splendid church and founded a 
monastery. After his unsuccessful attempt to end the strife between Louis and Lothair he retired 
altogether to Seligenstadt. About 836 he wrote his now lost work upon the Worship of the Cross, 
which he dedicated to Servatus Lupus. {1183} In 836 his wife died. His grief was inconsolable, 
and aroused the commiseration of his friends; {1184} and even the emperor Louis made him a 
visit of condolence. {1185} But he carried his burden till his death on March 14, 840. He is 
honored as a saint in the abbey of Fontenelle on February 20. His epitaph was written by Rabanus 
Maurus. 
 
He and his wife were originally buried in one sarcophagus in the choir of the church in 
Seligenstadt, but in 1810 the sarcophagus was presented by the Grand Duke of Hesse to the count 
of Erbach, who claims descent from Einhard as the husband of Imma, the reputed daughter of 
Charlemagne. The count put it in the famous chapel of his castle at Erbach in the Odenwald. 
 
Einhard was in stature almost a dwarf, but in mind he was in the esteem of his contemporaries a 
giant. His classical training fitted him to write an immortal work, the Life of Charlemagne. His 
position at court brought him into contact on terms of equality with all the famous men of the 
day. In youth he sat under Alcuin, in old age he was himself the friend and inspirer of such a man 
as Servatus Lupus. His life seems to have been on the whole favored, and although a courtier, he 
preserved his simplicity and purity of character. 
 
His Writings embrace: 
 
1. The Life of the Emperor Charlemagne. {1186} This is one of the imperishable works in 
literature. It is a tribute of sincere admiration to one who was in many respects the greatest 
statesman that ever lived. It was Einhard’s ambition to do for Charlemagne what Suetonius had 
done for Augustus. Accordingly he attempted an imitation of Suetonius in style and as far as 
possible in contents, {1187} and it is high praise to say that Einhard has not failed. The Life is the 
chief source of knowledge about Charlemagne personally, and it is so written as to carry the 
stamp of candor and truth, so that his private life stands revealed and his public life sufficiently 
outlined. Einhard began it soon after Charlemagne’s death (814) and finished it about 820. It 
quickly attained a wide-spread and enthusiastic reception. {1188} It was looked upon as a model 
production. Later writers drew freely upon it and portions were rendered into verse. {1189} It is 
not, however, entirely free from inaccuracies, as the critical editions show. 
 
2. The Annals of Lorsch. {1190} Einhard edited and partly rewrote them from 741 to 801, {1191} 
and wrote entirely those from 802 to 829. These annals give a brief record of the events of each 
year from the beginning of Pepin’s reign till the withdrawal of Einhard from court. 
 
3. Account of the removal of the relics of the blessed martyrs Marcellinus and Petrus. {1192} 
This is a very extraordinary narrative of fraud and cunning and "miracles." In brief it very 
candidly states that the relics were stolen by Deusdona, a Roman deacon, Ratleik, Einhard’s 
representative and Hun, a servant of the abbey of Soissons. But after they had been safely 
conveyed from Rome they were openly exhibited, and very many "miracles" were wrought by 
them, and it was to relate these that the book was written. 
 
4. The Passion of Marcellinus and Petrus {1193} is a poem of three hundred and fifty-four 
trochaic tetrameters. It has been attributed to Einhard, but the absence of all allusion to the 
removal of the relics of these saints renders the authorship very doubtful.  {1194} 
 



5. Letters. {1195} There are seventy-one in all; many of them defective. They are mostly very 
brief and on matters of business. Several are addressed to Louis and Lothair, and one to Servatus 
Lupus on the death of his (Einhard’s) wife, which deserves particular attention. 
 
{1173} The name is variously spelled, but the now common form Eginhard is first found in the 
twelfth century. 
 
{1174} Jaffe l. c. p. 488. 
 
{1175} The legend that Imma was the daughter of Charlemagne dates from the twelfth century, 
and probably arose from the false reading neptitatem ("nephew") for ne pietatem in Eginhard’s 
letter to Lothair. See Jaffe, p. 446 
 
{1176} Walahfrid’s Prologue to the Vita, see Jaffe, p. 508. 
 
{1177} Annales 806, in Migne, CIV. col. 466, l. 2, fr. bel. 
 
{1178} Epistolae, ed. Jaffe, no. 56, p. 478, ed. Migne, no. 30 (col. 520). 
 
{1179} Alcuin, Epist. ed. Jaffe, no. 112, p. 459. 
 
{1180} See below. 
 
{1181} For his preferments see Jaffe p. 493-495. On p. 493, Jaffe proves that Einhard did not 
separate himself from his wife after becoming an abbot. 
 
{1182} See Account of the removal, etc., below. 
 
{1183} See Lupus’ reply to his letter (Lupus, Epist. ed. Migne, CXIX. col. 445). 
 
{1184} See his letter to Lupus and Lupus’ reply, ibid. col. 437-446. 
 
{1185} Jaffe ed. p. 499. 
 
{1186} Vita Caroli Imperatoris, in Migne, XCVII. col. 27-62. Cf. Jaffe’s ed., pp. 507-541. 
 
{1187} The critical editions of the Vita bring this fact out very plainly. Cf Ebert, l. c. 95. 
 
{1188} .Pertz collated sixty MSS. of it. 
 
{1189} Cf. Bahr, l. c. 210. 
 
{1190} Annales Laurissenses et Eginhard, in Migne, CIV. col. 367-508. Mon. Germ. Script. I. 
134-218. 
 
{1191} These are known as The Annales Laurissenses because the oldest and comletest MS. was 
found in the monastery of Lorsch. Their original text is printed alongside of Einhard’s revision. 
 
{1192} Hist oria translationis BB. Christi martyrum Marcellini et Petri in Migne, Ibid. col. 537-
594. 
 



{1193} Deuteronomy passione M. et P. Ibid. col. 593-600. 
 
{1194} So Ebert, l. c. 103. 
 
{1195} Epistolae in Migne, ibid. col. 509-538.  

 



165. Smaragdus. 
 
I. Smaragdus, abbas monasterii Sancti Michaelis Virdunensis: Opera omnia in Migne, Tom. CII. 
cols. 9-980: with Pitra’s notes, cols. 1111-1132. His Carmina are in Dummler, Poetae Latini aevi 
Carolini, I. 605-619. 
 
II. Haureau: Singularites historiques et litteraires. Paris, 1861 (pp. 100 sqq.) H. Keil: 
Deuteronomy grammaticis quibusdam latinis infimae aetatis (Program). Erlangen, 1868. Hist. 
Lit. de la France, IV. 439-447. Ceillier, XII. 254-257. Bahr, 362-364. Ebert, II. 108-12. 
 
Of the early life of Smaragdus nothing is known. He joined the Benedictine order of monks, and 
after serving as principal of the convent school was elected about 805 abbot of the monastery on 
Mt. Castellion. Sometime later he moved his monks a few miles away and founded the monastery 
of St. Mihiel on the banks of the Meuse, in the diocese of Verdun. He was a man of learning and 
of practical activity. In consequence he was highly esteemed by the two monarchs under whom 
he lived, Charlemagne and Louis the Pious. The former employed him to write the letter to Pope 
Leo III. in which was communicated the decision of the council of Aix la Chapelle (809) 
respecting the adoption of the Filioque, and sent him to Rome with the commissioners to lay the 
matter before the pope. He acted as secretary, and drew up the protocol. Louis the Pious showed 
him equal consideration, richly endowed his monastery, and in 824 appointed him to act with 
Frotharius, bishop of Toul (813837) as arbitrator between Ismund, abbot of Milan, and his monks. 
Smaragdus died about 840. 
 
His writings show diligence and piety, but no originality. His published works in prose are: (1) 
Collections of Comments on the Epistle and Gospel for each holy day in the year,  {1196} an 
uncritical but comprehensive compilation from numerous ecclesiastical writers, prepared for the 
use of preachers, and described by the author as a liber comitis. (2) The monk’s diadem,  {1197} a 
collection in one hundred chapters of ascetic rules and reflections concerning the principal duties 
and virtues of the monastic life. It is for the most part a compilation. The sources are the 
Collectiones patrum of Cassian and the writings of Gregory the Great. Smaragdus made it after 
his elevation to the abbotship and enjoined its daily evening reading upon his monks. {1198} It 
proved to be a very popular work, was widely circulated during the Middle Age, and has been 
repeatedly published. {1199} (3) Commentary upon the rule of St. Benedict  {1200} undertaken in 
aid of the monastic reforms instituted by the council of Aix la Chapelle (817). It is characterized 
by great strictness. (4) The Royal way {1201} dedicated to Louis the Pious while king of 
Aquitania. {1202} it consists of thirty-two chapters of moral and spiritual counsels, which if 
faithfully followed will conduct an earthly king into the heavenly kingdom. The work is really 
only an adaptation of the Diadem to the wants of the secular life. (5) Acts of the Roman 
conference, {1203} the protocol already alluded to. (6) Epistle of Charles the Great to Leo the 
Pope upon the procession of the Holy Spirit, {1204} the letter mentioned above. (7) Epistle of 
Frotharius and Smaragdus to the Emperor Louis, {1205} the report of the arbitrators. (8) A larger 
grammar or a commentary upon Donatus. {1206} His earliest work, written at the request of his 
scholars, probably between 800 and 805. It is still unprinted, except a small portion. {1207} There 
yet remain in MS. a Commentary on the Prophets, and a History of the Monastery of St. Michael  
{1208} Smaragdus also wrote poetry. Besides a hymn to Christ, {1209} there have been preserved 
his metrical introductions to his Collections and Commentary on the rule of St. Benedict, of which 
the first has twenty-nine lines in hexameter, and the second thirty-seven distichs. 
 
{1196} Collectiones in epistolas et evangelia de tempore. et de sanctis. Migne, CII. col 13-552. 
 



{1197} Diadema monachorum, ibid. col. 593—690. 
 
{1198} "Et quia mos est monachorum. ut regulam beati Benedicii ad capitulum legant quotidie 
matutinum: volumus ut iste libellus ad eorum capitulum quotidie legatur vespertinum (col. 693)." 
 
{1199} Paris, 1532, 16 40; Antwerp, 1540; Bibliotheca Maxima, Lyons, 1677, Tom. XVI. pp. 
1305-1342, and Migne, Patrol Lat., CI I., Paris, 1851. 
 
{1200} Commentaria in regulum Sancti Benedicti, Migne, CII. col. 689- 932. 
 
{1201} Via regia, ibid. col 933-970. 
 
{1202} So Ebert, l. c. p. III. 
 
{1203} Acta collationis Romanae Migne, CII. col. 971-976 
 
{1204} Epistola Caroli Magni ad Leonem Papam de processione Spiritus Sancti, Migne, XCVIII. 
col. 923-929. 
 
{1205} Epistola Frotharii et Smaragdi ad Ludovicum Imperatorem, Migne, CVI. col, 865-866. 
 
{1206} Grammatica major seu commentarius in Donatum. 
 
{1207} Mabillon, Vetera analectam, Nov. ed. (Paris, 1723) pp. 357, 358. 
 
{1208} Cf. Mabillon, l. c. 
 
{1209} Ebert, l. c. p. 112. 
 
 

 



166. Jonas of Orleans. 
 
I. Jonas, Aurelianensis episcopus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CVI. col. 117-394. 
 
II. Du Pin, VII. 3, 4. Ceillier, XII. 389-394. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 20-31. Bahr, 394-398. 
Ebert, II. 225-230. 
 
Jonas was a native of Aquitania, and in 821 succeeded Theodulph as archbishop of Orleans. In 
the first year of his episcopate he reformed the convent at Mici, near Orleans, and thereby greatly 
extended its usefulness. His learning in classical and theological literature joined to his 
administrative ability made him a leader in important councils, and also led to his frequent 
employment by Louis the Pious on delicate and difficult commissions. Thus the emperor sent him 
to examine the administration of the law in certain districts of his empire, and in 835 to the 
monasteries of Fleury and St. Calez in Le Mains. His most conspicuous service was, however, in 
connection with the gathering of bishops and theologians held at Paris in Nov. 825 to consider the 
question of image-worship. The emperor sent him and Jeremiah, archbishop of Sens, to Rome to 
lay before the pope that part of the collection of patristic quotations on the subject made by 
Halitgar and Amalarius, which was most appropriate.  {1210} The issue of this transaction is 
unknown. He was the leading spirit in the reform council of Paris (829), and probably drew up its 
acts; {1211} and again at Diedenhofen, where, on March 4, 835, he dictated the protocol of Ebo’s 
deposition. {1212} He died at Orleans in 843 or 844. 
 
His Writings are interesting and important, although few. 
 
1. The layman’s rule of life, {1213} in three books, composed in 828 for Mathfred, count of 
Orleans, who had requested instruction how to lead a godly life while in the bonds of matrimony. 
The first and last books are general in their contents, but the second is for the most part specially 
addressed to married people. As might be expected Jonas takes strong ground against vice in all 
its forms and so his work has great value in the history of ethics. It is very likely that the second 
book was composed first. {1214} 
 
2. The Kings rule of life, {1215} written about 829 and dedicated to Pepin. Both the above-
mentioned works are little more than compilations from the Bible and the fathers, especially from 
Augustin, but the author’s own remarks throw a flood of light upon the sins and follies of his 
time. {1216} 
 
3. The Worship of Images. {1217} This is his chief work, and a very important one. It is in three 
books, and was written against Claudius of Turin. It was nearly finished at the time of the latter’s 
death (839), and then laid aside since Jonas fancied that the bold position of Claudius would 
scarcely be assumed by any one else. But when he found that the pupils and followers of Claudius 
were propagating the same opinions he took up his book again and finished it about 842. It had 
been begun at the request of Louis the Pious; but he having died in 840, Jonas dedicated the work 
to his son, Charles the Bald, in a letter in which the above-mentioned facts about its origin are 
stated. Jonas opposes Claudius with his own weapons of irony and satire, gives his portrait in no 
flattering colors and even ridicules his latinity. The first book defends the use of images 
(pictures), the invocation and worship of the saints, the doctrine of their intercession, and the 
veneration due to their relics, but asserts that the French do not worship images. The second book 
defends the veneration of the cross, and the third pilgrimages to Rome. 
 



4. History of the translation of the relics of Saint Hubert. {1218} Hubert, patron saint of hunters, 
died in 727 as first bishop of Liege, and was buried there in St. Peter’s church. In 744 he was 
moved to another portion of the church, but in 825 bishop Walcand of Liege removed his relics to 
the monastery of Andvin which he had reestablished, and it is this second translation which Jonas 
describes. 
 
{1210} Hefele, IV. 46. 
 
{1211} Ebert, l. c. p. 226. Hefele does not mention him in this connection. 
 
{1212} Hefele, IV. 87. 
 
{1213} Deuteronomy institutione laicali. Migne, CVI. col. 121-278. 
 
{1214} Ebert, l. c. p. 229 
 
{1215} Deuteronomy institutione regia. Migne, CVI. col. 279-306. 
 
{1216} The fact that portions of these two books not only agree word for word but also with the 
Acts of the Paris reform-council of 829 is proof, as Ebert maintains (pp. 227-29), of the prior 
existence of the Acts. 
 
{1217} Deuteronomy cultu imaginum, Migne, CVI. col. 305-388. 
 
{1218} Historia translationis S. Hucberti, ibid. col. 389-394.  

 



167. Rabanus Maurus. 
 
I. Rabanus Maurus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CVII.-CXII. His Carmina are in Dummler’s 
Poetae Latini aevi Carolini, II. 159-258. Migne’s edition is a reprint, with additions, of that of 
Colvenerius, Cologne, 1617, but is not quite complete, for Dummler gives new pieces, and others 
are known to exist in MS. 
 
II. The Prolegomena in Migne, CVII. col. 9-106, which contains the Vitae by Mabillon, Rudolf, 
Raban’s pupil, and by Trithemius. Johann Franz Buddeus: Dissertatio de vita ac doctrina Rabani 
Mauri Magnentii, Jena, 1724. Friedrich Heinrich Christian Schwarz: Commentatio de Rabano 
Mauro, primo Germaniae praeceptore (Program). Heidelberg, 1811. Johann Konrad Dahl: Leben 
und Schriften des Erzbischofs Rabanus Maurus. Fulda, 1828. Nicolas Bach: Hrabanus Maurus; 
der Schopfer des deutschen Schulwesens (Program). Fulda, 1835. Friedrich Kunstmann: 
Hrabanus Magnentius Maurus. Mainz, 1841. Theodor Spengler: Leben des heiligen Rhabanus 
Maurus. Regensburg, 1856. Kohler: Hrabanus Maurus und die Schule zu Fulda (Dissertation). 
Leipzig, 1870. Richter: Babanus Maurus. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Paedagogik im 
Mittelalter (Program). Malchin, 1883. Cf. E. F. J. Dronke: Codex dip Fuld. Cassel, 1850. J. Bass 
Mullinger: The Schools of Charles the Great. London, 1877, pp. 188-157. J. F. Bohmer: Regesten 
zur Gesch. d. Mainzer Erzbischofe, ed. C. Will. 1. Bd. A. D. 742-1160. Innsbruck, 1877. 
 
III. Du Pin, VII. 160-166. Ceillier, XII. 446-476. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 151-203. Bahr, 415-
447. Ebert, II. 120-145. 
 

His Life. 
 
Magnentius Hrabanus Maurus is the full name, as written by himself, {1219} of one of the 
greatest scholars and teachers of the Carolingian age. He was born in Mainz {1220} about 776. At 
the age of nine he was placed by his parents in the famous Benedictine monastery of Fulda, in the 
Grand-duchy of Hesse, which was then in a very flourishing condition under Baugolf (780-802). 
There he received a careful education both in sacred and secular learning, for Baugolf was 
himself a classical scholar. Raban took the monastic vows, and in 801 was ordained deacon. In 
802 Baugolf died and was succeeded by Ratgar. The new abbot at first followed the example of 
his predecessor, and in order to keep up the reputation of the monastery for learning he sent the 
brightest of the inmates to Tours to receive the instruction of Alcuin, not only in theology but 
particularly in the liberal arts. Among them was Raban, who indeed had a great desire to go. The 
meeting of the able and experienced, though old, wearied and somewhat mechanical teacher, and 
the fresh, vigorous, insatiable student, was fraught with momentous consequences for Europe. 
Alcuin taught Raban far more than book knowledge; he fitted him to teach others, and so put him 
in the line of the great teachers—Isidore, Bede, Alcuin. Between Alcuin and Raban there sprang 
up a very warm friendship, but death removed the former in the same year in which Raban 
returned to Fulda (804), and so what would doubtless have been a most interesting 
correspondence was limited to a single interchange of letters. {1221} 
 
Raban was appointed principal of the monastery’s school. In his work he was at first assisted by 
Samuel, his fellow-pupil at Tours, but when the latter was elected bishop of Worms Raban 
carried on the school alone. The new abbot, Ratgar, quickly degenerated into a tyrant with an 
architectural mania. He begrudged the time spent in study and instruction. Accordingly he chose 
very effective measures to break up the school. He took the books away from the scholars and 



even from their principal, Raban Maur. {1222} In 807 the monastery was visited with a malignant 
fever, and a large proportion of the monks, especially of the younger ones, died, and many left. 
Thus by death and defection the number was reduced from 400 to 150, but those who remained 
had to work all the harder. It was probably during this period of misrule and misery that Raban 
made his journey to Palestine, to which, however, he only once alludes. {1223} On December 23, 
814, he was ordained priest. {1224} 
 
In 817 Ratgar was deposed and Raban’s friend Eigil elected in his place. {1225} With Eigil a 
better day dawned for the monastery. Raban was now unhampered in teaching and able once 
more to write. The school grew so large that it had to be divided. Those scholars who were 
designed for the secular life were taught in a separate place outside the monastery. The library 
was also much increased. 
 
In 822 Eigil died and Raban was elected his successor. He proved a good leader in spiritual 
affairs. He took personal interest in the monks, and frequently preached to them. He paid 
particular attention to the education of the priests. He compiled books for their especial benefit, 
and as far as possible taught in the school, particularly on Biblical topics. The principal of the 
school under him was Canadidus, already mentioned as the biographer of Eigil. {1226} His most 
famous pupils belong to this period: Servatus Lupus, Walahfrid Strabo (826-829) and Otfrid. He 
showed his passion for collecting relics, which he enshrined in a very costly way. He also built 
churches and extended the influence of Fulda by colonizing his monks in different places, adding 
six affiliated monasteries to the sixteen already existing. 
 
In the spring of 842 Raban laid down his office and retired to the "cell" on the Petersberg, in the 
neighborhood of Fulda. There he thought he should be able to end his days in literary activity 
undisturbed by the cares of office. To this end he called in the aid of several assistants and so 
worked rapidly. But he was too valuable a man to be allowed to retire from active life. 
Accordingly on the death of Otgar, archbishop of Mainz (April 21, 847), he was unanimously 
elected by the chapter, the nobility and the people of Mainz his successor. He reluctantly 
consented, and was consecrated June 26, 847. In October of that year he held his first synod in the 
monastery of St. Alban’s, Mainz. It was a provincial council by command of Louis the German. 
Among the notables present were his suffragans, Samuel of Worms, his former fellow-teacher, 
Ebo of Hildesheim, Haymo of Halberstadt, his fellow-student under Alcuin, and also Ansgar of 
Hamburg, who had come to plead for the Northern mission. This synod renewed the command to 
the priests to preach. In this act Raban is recognized. On October 1, 848, a second synod was held 
at Mainz, which is memorable as the first in which the Gottschalk matter was discussed. 
Gottschalk had been a pupil at Fulda and his course had incurred the anger of Raban, who 
accordingly opposed him in the council. The result was that the synod decided adversely to 
Gottschalk and sent him for judgment to Hincmar. In the Annals of Fulda begun by Enhard (not 
to be confounded with Einhard), and continued by Rudolf, it is gratefully recorded that during the 
great famine in Germany in 850 Raban fed more than 300 persons daily in the village of Winzel. 
{1227} In October, 851 or 852, Raban presided over a third synod at Mainz, which passed a 
number of reform canons; such as one forbidding the clergy to hunt, and another anathematizing a 
layman who withdrew from a priest who had been married, thinking it wrong to receive the 
eucharist from such a one. {1228} 
 
Raban died at Mainz Feb. 4, 456, and was buried in the monastery of St. Alban’s. He wrote his 
own epitaph which is modest yet just. In 1515 Cardinal Albert of Brandenburg removed his bones 
to Halle. 
 



His Position And Influence. 
 
Raban was one of the most eminent men in the ninth century for virtue, piety and scholarship. As 
pupil he was unremitting in his pursuit of learning; as teacher he was painstaking, inspiring and 
instructive; as abbot he strove to do his whole duty; as archbishop he zealously contended for the 
faith regardless of adversaries; according to his own motto, "When the cause is Christ’s, the 
opposition of the bad counts for naught." He bore his honors modestly, and was free from pride or 
envy. While willing to yield to proper demands and patient of criticism, he was inflexible and 
rigorous in maintaining a principle. He had the courage to oppose alone the decision of the 
council of 829 that a monk might leave his order. He denied the virtues of astrology and opposed 
trial by ordeal. He early declared himself a friend of Louis the Pious and plainly and earnestly 
rebuked the unfilial conduct of his sons. After the death of Louis he threw in his fortune with 
Lothair and the defeat of the latter at Fontenai, June 25, 841, was a personal affliction and may 
have hastened his resignation of the abbotship, which took place in the spring of the following 
year. The relations, however, between him and his new king, Louis the German, were friendly. 
Louis called him to his court and appointed him archbishop of Mainz. 
 
Raban’s permanent fame rests upon his labors as teacher and educational writer. From these he 
has won the proud epithet, Primus Germaniae Praeceptor. The school at Fulda became famous 
for piety and erudition throughout the length and breadth of the Frankish kingdom. Many noble 
youth, as well as those of the lower classes, were educated there and afterwards became the 
bishops and pastors of the Church of Germany. No one was refused on the score of poverty. 
Fulda started the example, quickly followed in other monasteries, of diligent Bible study. And 
what is much more remarkable, Raban was the first one in Germany to conduct a monastic school 
in which many boys were trained for the secular life. {1229} It is this latter action which entitles 
him to be called the founder of the German school system. The pupils of Raban were in demand 
elsewhere as teachers; and princes could not find a better school than his for their sons. One of 
the strongest proofs of its excellence is the fact that Einhard, himself a former pupil at Fulda, and 
now a great scholar and teacher, sent his son Wussin there, and in a letter still extant exhorts his 
son to make diligent use of his rare advantages, and above all to attend to what is said by that 
"great orator," Raban Maur. {1230} Raban’s encyclopaedia, The Universe, attests his possession 
of universal learning and of the power to impart it to others. So, while Alcuin was his model, he 
enlarged upon his master’s conception of education, and in himself and his works set an example 
whose influence has never been lost. 
 

His Writings. 
 
Raban was a voluminous author. But like the other writers of his time, he made mostly 
compilations from the Fathers and the later ecclesiastics. He was quick to respond to the needs of 
his day, and to answer questions of enquiring students. He betrays a profound acquaintance with 
the Holy Scripture. His works may be divided into seven classes. 
 
I. Biblical. (1) Commentaries upon the whole Bible, except Ezra, Nehemiah, Job, Psalms, 
Ecclesiastes, Canticles, the Minor Prophets, Catholic Epistles and Revelation. He commented 
also on the Apocryphal books, Judith, Wisdom, Ecclesiasticus and Maccabees. {1231} These 
commentaries were probably in part compiled by his pupils, under his direction. They preserved a 
knowledge both of the Bible and of the Fathers in an age when books were very scarce and 
libraries still rarer. A single fact very strikingly brings out this state of things. Frechulf, bishop of 
Lisieux, in urging Raban to comment on the Pentateuch, states that in his diocese there were very 



few books of any kind, not even a whole Bible, much less any complete exposition of it. {1232} 
Raban thus gives his views of biblical interpretation: {1233} "If any one would master the 
Scriptures he must first of all diligently find out the amount of history, allegory, anagoge and 
trope there may be in the part under consideration. For there are four senses to the Scriptures, the 
historical, the allegorical, the tropological and the anagogical, which we call the daughters of 
wisdom. Through these Wisdom feeds her children. To those who are young and beginning to 
learn she gives the milk of history; to those advancing in the faith the bread of allegory; those 
who are truly and constantly doing good so that they abound therein she satisfies with the savory 
repast of tropology; while, finally, those who despise earthly things and ardently desire the 
heavenly she fills to the full with the wine of anagoge." 
 
In accordance with these principles his commentaries’ except that of Matthew, the earliest issued 
(819), contain very little proper exegesis, but a great deal of mystical and spiritual interpretation. 
The labor in their composition must have been considerable, but he carried it on for twenty years. 
He did not always copy the exact language of his sources, but reproduced it in his own words. He 
was particular to state the place of his excerpts. Each successive commentary had a separate 
dedication. Thus, those on Judith and Esther were dedicated to the empress Judith, because, he 
says, she resembled the Hebrew heroines; that on Chronicles to Louis the Pious, her husband, as a 
guide in government; that on Maccabees to Louis the German; that on Jeremiah to Lothair. 
 
(2) He also prepared a commentary in the same style upon the Biblical hymns sung in morning 
worship. {1234} 
 
(3) Scripture Allegories {1235} a conveniently arranged dictionary, in alphabetical order of terms 
which were defined allegorically. Thus, "Annus is the time of grace, as in Isaiah [lxi. 2], ‘the 
acceptable year of the Lord.’ Also, the multitude of the redeemed, as in Job 3:6, ‘let it not be 
joined unto the days of the year’ among the elect who are saved. Also the eternity of Christ, as in 
Psalm 102:24, ‘thy years are throughout all generations,’ because the eternity of God lasts 
forever. It also signifies our life, as in Psalm xc 9, ‘our years are thought upon as if a cobweb’ 
(Vulg.) i.e., our life rushes along in emptiness and corruption." {1236} 
 
(4) The life of Mary Magdalene and her sister Martha. {1237} It includes the related sections of 
our Lord’s life and the legendary history of the sisters, and is in its way an interesting work. But 
he confounds Mary the sister of Lazarus with Mary of Magdala, and the latter again with the 
woman that was a sinner. Hence after declaring that Mary was a miracle of beauty he is obliged 
to touch upon her unchastity prior to her meeting with Christ. 
 
II. Educational. (1) The Institutes of the clergy. {1238} This important work was written in 819 in 
answer to numerous requests. It is in three books, prefaced by a poetical epigram. The prose 
preface gives an outline of the work, and states its sources. The work is very largely directly 
compiled from Augustin’s Deuteronomy doctrina Christiana, Cassiodorus’ Institutiones, and 
Gregory’s Cura pastoralis. The first book of Raban’s Institutes relates to ecclesiastical orders, 
clerical vestments, the sacraments, {1239} and the office of the mass. The second book relates to 
the canonical hours, the litany, fasting, alms, penance, the feasts, prayers for the dead, singing of 
psalms and hymns, reading of the Scriptures, the creed and gives a list of the heresies. The third 
book treats of the education requisite to make an efficient servant of the church. It is noteworthy 
that he lays primary stress upon a knowledge of the Scriptures, {1240} and gives directions for 
their study and explanation. He then passes on to discuss the components of education as then 
conducted, i.e. the seven liberal arts, and closes with directions how to speak and teach with the 
best results. He properly remarks that the preacher should have regard to the age, sex, and failings 
of his audience. He is to come forth as God’s spokesman, and if he is truly a man of God he will 



be upheld by divine power. This is the proper spirit. Man is nothing. God is everything. "Let him 
who glorieth glory in Him in whose hand both we and our sermons are." {1241} 
 
(2) On Computation. {1242} It was written in 820, and is in the form of a dialogue between a 
master and his disciple. Much of it was copied verbatim from Bede’s Deuteronomy temporum 
ratione, Isidore’s Etymologies, and Boathius’ Arithmetic. But the resulting work marked an 
advance in instruction in the important matter of computing numbers, times and seasons. 
 
(3) The Universe. {1243} Isidore of Seville had already set the example of preparing an 
encyclopedia of universal knowledge, and Raban in his Universe merely reproduces Isidore’s 
Etymologies, with some difference in the arrangement of the material, and with the addition of 
allegorical and spiritual matter, interpretations of the names and words, together with many 
quotations of Scripture. The work was one of the early fruits of his learned leisure, being written 
about 844. It is in twenty-two books, the number in the Hieronymian canon of the Old Testament, 
and is dedicated to Haymo of Halberstadt, and to King Louis. It begins with the doctrine of God, 
and the first five books relate to religion and worship. The remaining books relate to secular 
things, ranging from man himself, considered as an animal, through the beasts to the starry 
heavens, time and the divisions of time, the waters on and under the earth, the clouds above it, 
and the earth itself. He then speaks of mountains and valleys and divers places; of public 
buildings and their parts; of philosophy and linguistics, stones and metals, weights and measures, 
diseases and remedies, trees and plants, wars and triumphs, shows and games, pictures and colors, 
dress and ornaments, food and drink, vehicles and harness. 
 
(4) Excerpt from Priscian’s Grammar, {1244} an abridged edition of a standard grammar. It is 
almost entirely confined to prosody, but it served to introduce Priscian into schools. {1245} 
 
(5) The holy orders, divine sacraments and priestly garments. {1246} 
 
(6) Ecclesiastical discipline. {1247} The last two treatises, made during the author’s 
archiepiscopate, are merely extracts from the Institutes, with slight alterations. 
 
(7) The parts of the human body, in Latin and German. {1248} This glossary, was drawn up by 
Walahfrid Strabo from Raban’s lectures. At the end are the months and the winds in Latin and 
German. {1249} 
 
(8) The invention of languages {1250} [letters], a curious collection of alphabets—Hebrew, 
Greek, Latin, Scythian and Runic, with the names of the supposed inventors. The little tract also 
includes the commonest abbreviations and monograms. 
 
III. Occasional writings, i.e., upon current questions and in answer to questions. (1) "The oblation 
of boys, {1251} the famous treatise in which Raban argued against the position the Mainz Council 
of 829 had taken in allowing Gottschalk to leave his order. Gottschalk produced two arguments, 
the first that it was not right to compel a person to remain a monk just because his parents had in 
his infancy, or immature youth put him in a monastery. The second was that the oblation of a 
minor must be established by a properly qualified witness, and that in his case only Saxons could 
give such testimony, since, according to Saxon law, it was illegal to deprive a Saxon of his liberty 
on the testimony of a non-Saxon. Raban tries to refute him upon both points. He shows that both 
the Scriptures and the Fathers by precept and example allow of the consecration of children, and 
in relation to the second point he rejoins: As if the service of Christ deprived a man of his liberty 
and nobility!" {1252} But the real objection to Gottschalk’s second argument was the latter’s 
assertion that Frankish testimony could not be received. This roused Raban’s patriotism and 



incited his eloquence. "Who does not know," he says, "that the Franks were Christians long 
before the Saxons? Yet the latter, contrary to all human and divine law, arrogate to themselves the 
right to reject Frankish testimony." {1253} Having thus answered Gottschalk, he proves by the 
Bible his third argument, that a vow to God must not be broken. His final point is that 
monasticism is a divine institution. In this treatise he does not name Gottschalk, but the reference 
is unmistakeable. His whole conduct towards the unfortunate Gottschalk was intolerant. 
 
(2) The reverence of children to their parents, and of subjects to their king. {1254} This was 
addressed to Louis the Pious after his deposition and imprisonment in the year 833. By Biblical 
quotations he shows that God has commanded children to honor their parents and subjects their 
kings, and has put his curse upon those who do not. Then coming directly to the point he makes 
the application to the existing circumstances, and calls the sons of Louis to obedience. He defends 
Louis against the charge of homicide in executing Bernard; and finally addressing the emperor he 
comforts him in his sorrow and counsels him to exercise clemency when he is restored to power. 
The whole treatise does great credit to Raban’s head and heart. 
 
(3) On the degrees of relationship within which marriage is permissible. {1255} 
 
(4) Magic arts. {1256} Raban was singularly free from the superstitions of his time, for in the 
second part of this tract, written in 842, he takes strong ground against necromancy in all its 
forms, of which he gives an interesting catalogue, and while explaining the appearance of ghosts, 
evil spirits and similar supposed existences on the ground of demoniac influence, he yet admits 
the possibility that the senses may be deceived. Curiously enough, he cites in point the 
appearance of Samuel to Saul. He denies the reality of Samuel’s appearance and holds that Saul 
was deceived by the devil; for two reasons, (1) the real Samuel, the man of God, would not have 
permitted the worship which Saul paid to the supposed Samuel; (2) the real Samuel was in 
Abraham’s bosom; he would, therefore, not say to the impious king, "To-morrow thou shalt be 
with me." {1257} 
 
(4) A Response to certain Canonical Questions of the Suffragan Bishop Reginald. {1258} 
 
(5) Whether it is permissible for a suffragan bishop to ordain priests and deacons with the 
consent of his bishop. {1259} He replies in the affirmative. 
 
IV. Writings upon Penance. (1) Two Penitentials. {1260} They give the decisions of councils 
respecting penance. (2) Canonical questions relating to penance. {1261} (3) The virtues and vices 
and the satisfaction for sin. {1262} 
 
V. Miscellaneous. (1) Homilies. {1263} There are two collections, the first seventy in number 
upon the principal feasts and on the virtues; the second, one hundred and sixty-three upon the 
Gospels and Epistles. The first collection must have been made earlier than 826, for it is 
dedicated to bishop Haistulf, who died in that year. The most of these homilies were doubtless 
actually delivered by Raban. The sermons of Leo the Great, Augustin, Alcuin and others have 
been liberally drawn on, and so the homilies are compilations in great measure, like the rest of his 
works. Yet a few are apparently original and have the greatest interest, inasmuch as they treat of 
the vices then current and so furnish a picture of the times. {1264} 
 
(2) Treatise on the Soul. {1265} It is an extract with slight additions from Cassiodorus’ 
Deuteronomy Anima, as he acknowledges in his preface to king Lothair. To it are appended 
extracts from the Deuteronomy disciplina Romanae militiae of Flavius Vegetius Renatus. The 



reason given for this strange appendix is "the frequent incursions of the Barbarians." The treatise 
was perhaps the last product of Rabanus. {1266} 
 
(3) A martyrology. {1267} The saints for the different days are noted, in most cases merely the 
name is given, in others there are short sketches. Its principal source is Jerome. It was prepared at 
the request of Ratleik, who stole the relics of SS. Marcellinus and Petrus for Einhard; and is 
prefaced by a short poem addressed to the abbot Grimold. 
 
(4) The vision of God, purity of heart and mode of penance. {1268} Three books dedicated to the 
abbot Bonosus (Hatto). The first is mostly extracted from Augustin’s Deuteronomy vivendo Deo; 
the second and the third from other old sources. 
 
(5) The Passion of our Lord, {1269} a brief and pious meditation upon our Lord’s sufferings. 
 
VI. Letters. (1) A letter to Bishop Humbert upon lawful degrees of relationship between married 
persons. {1270} (2) Seven miscellaneous letters. {1271} Epist. i. to suffragan bishop Regimbald 
on discipline. Epist. iii. to Eigil against Radbertus’s view of the Lord’s Supper. Epist. iv. v. vi. to 
Hincmar, Notingus and Count Eberhard upon predestination. Epist. vii. to Louis the German; the 
acts of the Mainz council of 848. Epist. viii. on Gottschalk, a synodical letter to Hincmar. 
 
VII. Poems. Raban was no poetic genius; yet he had carefully studied prosody and he was able to 
write verses to his friends and for different occasions. {1272} He also wrote some epitaphs, 
including his own. His most extraordinary production is a long poem, "The praise of the Cross." 
This was begun at the suggestion of Alcuin in Tours, but not completed until 815. It is a 
monument of misdirected skill and patience. He presents twenty-eight drawings by his friend 
Hatto. Some are geometrical, others are of persons or objects. The page on which is the drawing 
is filled in by a stanza of the poem, the letters of which are regularly spaced and some are 
purposely arranged in prominent and peculiar positions so that they catch the eye and form other 
words. Each stanza is followed by an explanatory section in prose, and the second book is a prose 
treatise upon the subject. The whole is prefaced by three poems; the first pleads for the 
intercession of Alcuin, the second is the dedication to the Pope, and the third, "The figure Of 
Caesar" is the dedication to Louis the Pious. Alcuin had written a poem, "On the Holy Cross," 
upon a somewhat similar plan. So that the suggestion may have come from him, but the idea may 
be traced to Fortunatus. This poem of Raban Maur was very popular in the Middle Age and was 
considered a marvel of ingenuity. 
 
The hymns of Raban are few in number, for although many have been attributed to him his right 
to most of them is very doubtful. 
 
{1219} Praefatio to his Deuteronomy laudibus sanctae crucis Migne, CVII. col. 147, 148. 
Magnentius indicates his birth at Mainz. which was called in the Old High German Magenze (see 
Ebert II. 121 n.). Hrabanus is the Latinized form of Hraban (i e. "raven"). Rabanus is the ordinary 
spelling. Maurus was the epithet given to him by Alcuin (Migne, CIX. col. 10) to indicate that in 
Rabanus were found the virtues which had made Maurus the favorite disciple of the great St. 
Benedict. 
 
{1220} Cf. his self-written epitaph, Migne, CXII. col. 1671. 
 
{1221} Only one of the two, Alcuin’s, has been preserved (Migne, C. col. 398). That Raban wrote 
first is a reasonable conjecture from Alcuin’s letter. Cf Mullinger, p. 139. 
 



{1222} In a poem (Migne, CXII. col. 1600) addressed to Ratgar, he gently pleads for the return of 
his books and papers. In another longer poem he describes the defection caused by Ratgar’s 
tyranny (ibid. col. 1621). 
 
{1223} In his comment on Joshua 11:8 (Migne, CVIII. col. 1053, l. 38). 
 
{1224} Migne, CVII. col. 15. 
 
{1225} See p. 700. 
 
{1226} See. p. 701. 
 
{1227} Migne, CVII, col. 24. 
 
{1228} Hefele, IV. 179-181. 
 
{1229} Migne, CVII. col. 82, 83, 84. 
 
{1230} Migne, CIV. col. 519. 
 
{1231} Unprinted are the commentaries on Isaiah, Daniel and John; lost those on Mark, Luke and 
Acts. The remainder are found in Migne, CVII. col. 439-670; 727-1156. CVIII., CIX., CXI. 679-
1616. CXII. 9-834. 
 
{1232} Preface to Matt., Migne, CVII. col. 727. 
 
{1233} Migne, CXII. col. 849. 
 
{1234} Comment. in cantica quae ad matutinas laudes dicuntur. CXII. col. 1089-1166. 
 
{1235} Allegoriae in universam Sacram Scripturam. Ibid. col. 849-1088. 
 
{1236} Ibid. col. 858. 
 
{1237} Deuteronomy vita beatae Mariae Magdalenae et sororis ejus sanctae Marthae, ibid. col. 
1431—1508. 
 
{1238} Deuteronomy clericorum institutione, CVII. col. 293-420. 
 
{1239} He defends the use of unleavened bread in the Eucharist by an appeal to Jewish Passover 
usage, the Eucharist being the Christian Passover, and the use of wine mingled with water for the 
reason that out of the Saviour’s pierced side there flowed both water and blood. The water 
signifies the people, the wine the blood of Christ. Therefore their union in the cup signifies the 
union of the people with Christ, ibid. Lib. 1. Cap. XXX. (col. 319, 320.) 
 
{1240} Ibid. Lib. III. Cap. If. (col. 379.) 
 
{1241} Ibid. Lib. III. Cap. XXXIX. col. 420 
 
{1242} Liber de computo, CVII. col. 669-728. 
 



{1243} Deuteronomy universo, CXI. col. 9-614. 
 
{1244} Excerptio de arte grammatica Prisciani, ibid. col. 613-678. 
 
{1245} Bahr, l. c. 419. 
 
{1246} Liber de sacris ordinibus, sacramentis divinis et vestimentis sacerdotalibus, Migne, CXII. 
col. 1165-1192. 
 
{1247} Deuteronomy ecclesiastica disciplina libri tres, CXII. col. 1191-1262. 
 
{1248} Glossae latino-barbaricae de partibus humani corporis, ibid. col. 1575-1578. 
 
{1249} There are also extant a few words from his Latin-German glossary to the Bible, ibid. col. 
1583. Cf. Steinmeyer u. Sievers, Die althochdeutschen Glossen gesammelt u. bearbeitet, Berlin, 
1879 (I. 3 sqq.); quoted by Ebert, l. c. 127. 
 
{1250} Deuteronomy inventione linguarum, Migne, CXII. col. 1579-1584. 
 
{1251} Liber de oblatione puerorum, CVII. col. 419-440. 
 
{1252} Quasi illi libertatem ac nobilitatem generis sui perdant qui servitium Christi profitentur. 
CVII. col. 431. 
 
{1253} Ibid. col. 432. 
 
{1254} Deuteronomy reverentia filiorum erga patres et subditorum erga reges. Cf. Ebert, l. c. 
139, 140. 
 
{1255} Deuteronomy consanguineorum nuptiis et de magorum praegtigiis falsisque 
divinationibus tractatus, CX. col. 1087-1110. 
 
{1256} Deuteronomy consanguineorum nuptiis et de magorum praegtigiis falsisque 
divinationibus tractatus, CX. col. 1087-1110. 
 
{1257} CX. col. 1100. 
 
{1258} Responsa canonica super quibusdam interrogationibus Reginbaldi chorepiscopi, ibid. col. 
1187-1196. 
 
{1259} Si liceat chorepiscopis presbyteros et diaconos ordinare cum consensu episcopi sui ibid. 
col. 1195-1206. 
 
{1260} Poenitentiale, ibid. col. 467-494. Poenitentium liber, CXII. col. 1397-1424. 
 
{1261} Deuteronomy quaestionibus canonum poenitentialium libri tres, ibid. col. 1333-1336. 
(The preface only.) 
 
{1262} Deuteronomy vitiis et virtutibus et peccatorum satisfactione, ibid. col. 1335-1398. (Only 
the third book.) 
 



{1263} Homiliae, CX. col. 9-468. 
 
{1264} Ebert, l. c. p. 141, mentions particularly Lib. I., Hom. XLII., XLIII. and LXIII. The first is 
directed against the ridiculous custom of making a great noise, shooting arrows and throwing fire 
in the air when the moon is waning in order to prevent its being swallowed up by a monster. The 
second is directed against soothsaying in its various forms, and the third against gluttony, 
drunkenness and scurrility. 
 
{1265} Tractatus de anima, Migne, CX. col. 1109-1120. The Vegitian extracts are not given in 
Migne, but by Dummler, cf Ebert l. c. p. 136. 
 
{1266} So Ebert conjectures, l. c. p. 136. 
 
{1267} Martyrologium, Migne, CX. col. 1121-1188. 
 
{1268} Deuteronomy vivendo Deum, de puritate cordis et modo poenitentiae, CXII. col. 1261-
1332. 
 
{1269} Deuteronomy passione Domini, CXII. col. 1425-1430. 
 
{1270} Quota generatione licita sit connubium epistola, CX. col. 1083-1088.  

 



168. Haymo. 
 
I. Haymo, Halberstatensis episcopus: Opera, in Migne, Tom. CXVI.-CXVIII. 
 
II. Paul Anton: Deuteronomy vita et doctrina Haymonis, Halle, 1700, 2d ed. 1705; C. G. Derling: 
Comm. Hist. de Haymone, Helmstadt, 1747. Ceillier XII. 434-439. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 
111-126. Bahr, 408-413. 
 
Haymo (Haimo, Aymo, Aimo) was a Saxon, and was probably born about 778. He took monastic 
vows at Fulda, was sent by, his abbot (Ratgar) with his intimate friend Rabanus Maurus in 803 to 
Tours to study under Alcuin; on his return he taught at Fulda until in 839 he was chosen abbot of 
Hirschfeld. In 841 he was consecrated bishop of Halberstadt. In 848 he sat in the Council of 
Mayence which condemned Gottschalk. He founded at considerable expense the cathedral library 
of Halberstadt, which unfortunately was burnt in 1179. He died March 27, 853. He was an 
excellent scholar. As an exegete he was simple and clear, but rather too verbal. 
 
His writings are voluminous, and were first published by the Roman Catholics in the Reformation 
period (1519-36). They teach a freer and less prejudiced Catholic theology than the Tridentine. 
Thus he denies that Peter founded the Roman church, that the pope has universal supremacy, and 
rejects the Paschasian doctrine of transubstantiation. His works consist principally of (1) 
Commentaries. {1273} He wrote or compiled upon the Psalms, certain songs in the Old 
Testament, Isaiah, the Minor Prophets, Canticles, Pauline Epistles and the Apocalypse. 
 
Besides these commentaries, (2) Homilies, {1274} upon the festivals of the church year and (3) 
Miscellanies, "The Body and Blood of the Lord," {1275} which is an extract from his 
commentary on 1st Cor., "Epitome of sacred history," {1276} substantially though not entirely an 
extract from Rufinus’ Latin translation of Eusebius’ "Ecclesiastical history," and an ascetic piece 
in three books, "The love for the heavenly country." {1277} 
 
{1271} Epistolae, CXII. Col. 1507-1576. 
 
{1272} Carmina, ibid. col. 1583-1682. 
 
{1273} Migne, CXVI. col. 193-CXVII. col. 1220. 
 
{1274} Homiliae, Migne, CXVIII. col. 11-816. 
 
{1275} Deuteronomy corpore et sanguine Domini, CXVIII. col. 815-818. 
 
{1276} Historiae sacrae Epitome, ibid. col. 817-874. 
 
{1277} Deuteronomy varietate librorum, sive de amore coelestis patriae, ibid. col. 875-958.  

 



169. Walahfrid Strabo. 
 
I. Walafridus Strabus, Fuldensis monachus: Opera, in Migne, Tom. CXIII.-CXIV. His Carmina 
have been edited in a very thorough manner by Ernst Dummler: Poetae Latini aevi Carolini. 
Tom. II. (Berlin, 1884), pp. 259-473. 
 
II. For his life see the Preface of Dummler and Ebert, II. 145-166. Cf. also for his works besides 
Ebert, Ceillier, XII. 410-417; Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 59-76; Bahr, pp. 100-105, 398-401. 
 
Walahfrid, poet and commentator, theologian and teacher, was born of obscure parentage in 
Alemannia about 809, and educated in the Benedictine abbey school of Reichenau on the island 
in Lake Constance. His cognomen Strabus or, generally, Strabo was given to him because he 
squinted, but was by himself assumed as his name. {1278} From 826 to 829 he studied at Fulda 
under Rabanus Maurus. There he formed a friendship with Gottschalk, and there he appears to 
have lived all alone in a cell, the better perhaps to study. {1279} On leaving Fulda he went to Aix 
la Chapelle, and was befriended by Hilduin, the lord chancellor, who introduced him to the 
emperor Louis the Pious. The latter was much pleased with him and appreciating his scholarship 
made him tutor to his son Charles. The empress Judith was also particularly friendly to him. In 
838 Louis the Pious appointed him abbot of Reichenau, but two years later Louis the German 
drove him from his post and he went to Spires, where he lived until 842, when the same Louis 
restored him to his abbotship, probably at the solicitation of Grimald, his chancellor. {1280} In 
849 he went over to France on a diplomatic mission from Louis the German to Charles the Bald, 
but died on August 18th of that year while crossing the Loire, and was buried at Reichenau. 
{1281} 
 
Walahfrid was a very amiable, genial and witty man, possessed remarkable attainments in both 
ecclesiastical and classical literature, and was moreover a poet with a dash of genius, and in this 
latter respect is a contrast to the merely mechanical versifiers of the period. He began writing 
poetry while a mere boy, and in the course of his comparatively brief life produced many poems, 
several of them of considerable length. 
 
His Writings embrace 
 
1. Expository Works. 1. Glosses, {1282} i.e., brief notes upon the entire Latin Bible, including the 
Apocrypha; a very meritorious compilation, made especially from Augustin, Gregory the Great, 
Isidore of Seville, and Bede, with very many original remarks. This work was for five hundred 
years honored by the widest use in the West. Peter Lombard quotes it as "the authority" without 
further designation; and by many its notes have been given equal weight with the Bible text they 
accompany. It was one of the earliest printed works, notwithstanding its extent. {1283} 2. 
Exposition of the first twenty Psalms, {1284} rather allegorical than really explanatory. 3. 
Epitome of Rabanus Maurus’ Commentary on Leviticus. {1285} This work is an indication of 
Walahfrid’s reverence for his great teacher. 4. Exposition of the Four Evangelists. {1286} It was 
formerly printed among the works of Jerome. The notes are brief and designed to bring out the 
"inner sense." 5. The beginnings and growth of the divine offices. {1287} This valuable and 
original work upon the archeology of the liturgy was written about 840 at the request of 
Reginbert, the learned librarian of the abbey of Reichenau, who desired more accurate 
information upon the origin of the different parts of the liturgy. The supplementary character of 
the work explains its lack of system. Walahfrid treats in disconnected chapters of temples and 
altars; bells; the derivation of several words for holy places; the use of "pictures," as ornaments 
and aids to devotion, but not as objects of worship; the things fitting divine worship; "the 



sacrifices of the New Testament" (in this chap., No. XVI.,) he dissents from the transubstantiation 
theory of Radbertus, saying, Christ "after the Paschal supper gave to his disciples the sacrament 
of his body and blood in the substance of the bread and wine and taught them to celebrate [the 
sacrament] in memory of his passion"; {1288} then follow a number of chapters upon the 
Eucharist; sacred vestments; canonical hours and hymns; baptisms; titles, &c. The work closes 
with a comparison of ecclesiastical and secular dignities. 
 
II. A Homily on the Fall of Jerusalem. {1289} Walahfrid gives Josephus’ account of the fall of the 
city and then proceeds to the spiritual application of our Lord’s prophetic discourse. {Matthew 
24} 
 
III. Biographies. 1. Life of the Abbot St. Gall, {1290} the apostle of Switzerland (d. 645 or 646). It 
is not original, but a rewriting of the life by Wettin, Walahfrid’s honored teacher at Reichenau. 
Walahfrid reproduced the same in verse. {1291} 2. Life of St. Othmar, abbot of St. Gall, {1292} 
similarly reproduced. 3. The prologue to his edition of Einhard’s Life of Charlemagne, which 
gives valuable information about Einhard. {1293} 
 
IV. Poetry. 1. The Vision of Wettin. {1294} This is the oldest of his poems, dating according to his 
own assertion from his eighteenth year {1295} (i.e., c. 826). It is not original, but a versification, 
with additions, of the prose work of Heito. The ultimate source is Wettin himself, who relates 
what he saw (October 824) on his journey, under angelic guidance, to Hell, Purgatory, and 
Paradise. The fact that Wettin was very sick at the time explains the occasion of the vision and his 
reading its contents, but the poem is interesting not only in itself, but as a precursor of Dante’s 
Divine Comedy. {1296} 2. The Life and Death of St. Mammes, {1297} an ascetic from childhood, 
who preached to the wild sheep gathered by a strange impulse in a little chapel. This 
extraordinary performance attracted adverse notice from the authorities. Mammes was accused of 
witchcraft and, on refusing to sacrifice to the gods, also of atheism. His enemies vainly attempted 
to kill him by fire, by wild beasts, and by stoning. Finally he was peacefully called from life by 
the voice of God. 3. The Life and Death of St. Blaithmaic, abbot of Hy and martyr. {1298} It 
relates how an Irish crown prince embraced an ascetic life in childhood and attained a martyr’s 
crown on the island of Hy. 4. Garden-culture, {1299} a curious poem upon the plants in the 
convent garden. 5. On the Image of Tetricus {1300} (Dietrich), an ingenious poem in laudation of 
Louis the Pious and his family. {1301} 6. Miscellaneous Poems, {1302} including epistles, 
epigrams, inscriptions and hymns. 
 
{1278} E. g. in Preface to his epitome of Raban’s commentary on Leviticus. Migne, CXIV. col. 
795. 
 
{1279} Ebert, p. 147. 
 
{1280} Dummler, l. c. 261. 
 
{1281} XV. Kal. Sept. Dummler, l. c. 261. 
 
{1282} Glossa ordinaria, Migne, CXIII.—CXIV. col. 752. 
 
{1283} Bahr (pp. 398 sq.) gives the dates of nine editions between 1472 and 1634. 
 
{1284} Expositio in XX. primos Psalmos, Migne, CXIV. col. 752-794. 
 
{1285} Epitome commentariorum Rabani in Leviticum, ibid. col. 795-850. 



 
{1286} Expositio in Evangelia, ibid. col. 849-916. 
 
{1287} Deuteronomy ecclesiasticarum rerum exordiis et incrementis, CXIV. col. 919-966. 
 
{1288} Deuteronomy rebus eccl. XVI. Ibid. col. 936. 
 
{1289} Deuteronomy subversione Jerusalem, ibid. col. 965-974. 
 
{1290} Vita S. Galli, ibid. col. 975-1030. 
 
{1291} Dummler, l. c., Vita Galli, pp. 428-473. 
 
{1292} Vita S. Othmari, Migne, CXIV. col. 1031-1042. 
 
{1293} Jaffe, Monumenta Carolina, pp. 507-8. 
 
{1294} Deuteronomy visione Wettini, Migne, CXIV. col. 1063-1082. Heito’s work la in Tom. 
CV. col. 771-780. Both are given by Dummler, l. c pp. 267-275; 301-333. 
 
{1295} Migne, CXIV. col. 1064, "qui pene octavum decimum jam annum transegi." 
 
{1296} Ebert, l. c. 149. Cf. Bernold’s Vision in section on Hincmar. 
 
{1297} Vita S. Mammae, Migne, CXIV. col. 1047-1062. Dummler, l. c. pp. 275-296. 
 
{1298} Vita S. Blaitmaici, Dummler, l. c. pp. 297-301. Migne, col. 1043-1046. 
 
{1299} Hortulus, Dummler, pp. 335-350. Migne, col. 1121-1130. 
 
{1300} Deuteronomy imagine Tetrici, Dummler, pp. 370-378. Migne, col. 1089-1092. 
 
{1301} See Ebert, pp. 154-158. 
 
{1302} Dummler, pp. 350-428. Migne, CXIV, col. 1083-1120.  

 



170. Florus Magister, of Lyons. 
 
I. Florus, diaconus Lugdunensis: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CXIX. ol. 9-424. His poems are 
given by Dummler: Poet. Lat. aev. Carolini, II. (Berlin, 1884), pp. 507-566. 
 
II. Bach: Dogmengeschichte des Mittelalters, Wien, 1873-1875, 2 Abth. I. 240. Hist. Lit. de la 
France, V. 213-240. Ceillier, XII. 478-493. Bahr, 108, 109; 447-453. Ebert, II. 268-272. 
 
Florus was probably born in the closing year of the eighth century and lived in Lyons during the 
reigns of Louis the Pious, Charles the Bald and Louis II. He was head of the cathedral school, on 
which account he is commonly called Florus Magister. He was also a deacon or sub-deacon. He 
enjoyed a wide reputation for learning, virtue and ability. He stood in confidential relations with 
his bishop, Agobard, and with some of the most distinguished men of his time. His library was a 
subject of remark and wonder for its large size. {1303} 
 
Like every other scholar under Charles the Bald, he made his contribution to the Eucharistic and 
Predestination controversies. In the former he took the side of Rabanus Maurus and Ratramnus 
against the transubstantiation theory of Paschasius Radbertus; in the latter he opposed Johannes 
Scotus Erigena, without, however, going entirely over to the side of Gottschalk. He sat in the 
council of Quiercy (849), the first one called by Hincmar in the case of Gottschalk. He died about 
860. 
 
His complete works are: 
 
1. A patristic cento on the election of Bishops, {1304} written in 834, to show that in primitive 
Christian times the bishops were always chosen by the free vote of the congregation and the 
clergy. Therefore the interference of the king in such elections, which was one of the growing 
evils of the time, was unwarranted by tradition and only defensible on the plea of necessity to 
preserve the union between Church and State. 
 
2. An Exposition of the Mass, {1305} compiled, according to his own express statement, for the 
most part, from Cyprian, Ambrose, Augustin, and other Fathers. 
 
3. A Treatise against Amalarius, {1306} in which he supports Agobard against Amalarius, who 
had explained the liturgy in a mystical and allegorical manner. {1307} 
 
4. A Martyrology, {1308} a continuation of Bede’s. 
 
5. Sermon on Predestination. {1309} 
 
6. A treatise against Scotus Erigena’s errors, {1310} written in 852 in the name of the church of 
Lyons. He calls attention to Erigena’s rationalistic treatment of the Scriptures and the Fathers; 
rejects the definition of evil as negation; insists that faith in Christ and an inner revelation are 
necessary to a right understanding of the Scriptures. It is noticeable that while he censures 
Erigena for his abuse of secular science, he claims that it has its proper use. {1311} 
 
7. St. Augustin’s Exposition of the Pauline Epistles, {1312} long attributed to Bede. 
 
8. Capitulary collected from the Law and the Canons. {1313} 
 



9. Miscellaneous Poems, {1314} which prove him to have had a spark of true poetic genius. 
{1315} 
 
10. There is also extant a letter which he wrote to the empress Judith. {1316} 
 
{1303} Cf. Wandalbert, in Migne, CXXI. col. 577. 
 
{1304} Liber de electionibus episcoporum, collectus ex sententiis patrum, Migne CXIX. col. 11-
14. 
 
{1305} Opusculum de expositione missae, Migne, CXIX, col. 15-72. 
 
{1306} Opusculum adversus Amalarium, ibid. col. 71-96. 
 
{1307} See Amalarius in Migne, CV. col. 815 sqq. 
 
{1308} Martyrologium, Migne, XCIV. col. 797 sqq. 
 
{1309} Sermo de praedestinatione, Migne, CXIX. col. 95-102. 
 
{1310} Adversus J. S. Erigenae erroneas definitiones liber, ibid. col. 101-250. 
 
{1311} See his preface (col. 101-103). 
 
{1312} Expositio in epistolas Beati Pauli ex operibus Sancti Augustini collecta, ibid. col. 279-
420. 
 
{1313} Capitula ex lege et canone collecta, ibid. col. 419-422. 
 
{1314} Carmina varia, ibid. col. 249-278. 
 
{1315} Ebert discusses them, II. 269-272. 
 
{1316} Flori epistola ad imperatricem Judith, Migne, CXIX. col. 423, 424.  

 



171. Servatus Lupus. 
 
I. Beatus Servatus Lupus: Opera, in Migne, Tom. CXIX. col. 423-694 (a reprint of the edition of 
Baluze. Paris, 1664, 2d ed. 1710). The Homilies and hymns given by Migne (col. 693-700) are 
spurious. 
 
II. Notitia historica et bibliographica in Servatum Lupum by Baluze, in Migne, l. c. col. 423-6. 
Nicolas: atude sur les lettres de Servai Loup, Clermont Ferrant, 1861; Franz Sprotte: Biographie 
des Abtes Servatus Lupus von Ferrieres, Regensburg, 1880. Du Pin, VII. 169-73. Ceillier, XII. 
500-514. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 255-272. Bahr, 456-461. Ebert, II. 203-209. J. Bass 
Mullinger: The Schools of Charles the Great. London, 1877, pp. 158-170. For Lupus’ part in the 
different councils he attended, see Hefele: Conciliengeschichte, IV. passim. 
 
Lupus, surnamed Servatus, {1317} was descended from a prominent family. He was born in Sens 
(70 miles S. E. of Paris) in the year 805 and educated in the neighboring Benedictine monastery 
of SS. Mary and Peter anciently called Bethlehem, at Ferrieres, then under abbot Aldrich, who in 
829 became archbishop of Sens, and died early in 836. He took monastic vows, was ordained a 
deacon and then taught in the convent-school until in 830 on advice of Aldrich he went to Fulda. 
Einhard, whose life of Charlemagne had already deeply impressed him, {1318} was then abbot of 
Seligenstadt, only a few miles away, but his son Wussin was being educated at Fulda, and it was 
on a visit that he made to see his son that Lupus first met him. With him and with the abbot of 
Fulda, the famous Rabanus Maurus, he entered into friendship. It was he who incited Rabanus to 
make his great compilation upon the Epistles of Paul; {1319} and to him Einhard dedicated his 
now lost treatise Deuteronomy adoranda cruce. {1320} He pursued his studies at Fulda and also 
gave instruction until the spring of 836, when he returned to Ferrieres. {1321} He then took 
priest’s orders and taught grammar and rhetoric in the abbey school. In 837 he was presented at 
the court of Louis the Pious, and by special request of the empress Judith appeared the next year 
(Sept. 22, 838). {1322} The favor showed him led him naturally to expect speedy preferment, but 
he was doomed to disappointment. In the winter of 838 and 839 he accompanied Odo, who had 
succeeded Aldrich, to Frankfort, {1323} where the emperor Louis spent January and February, 
839. Louis died in 840 and was succeeded by Charles the Bald. In 842 Charles deposed Odo 
because of his connection with Lothair, and by request of the emperor the monks elected Lupus 
their abbot, Nov. 22, 842, {1324} and the emperor confirmed the election. It was with difficulty 
that Odo was removed. The year 844 was an eventful one with Lupus. The monks of Ferrieres 
were bound yearly to supply money and military service to Charles, and Lupus had to take the 
field in person. {1325} In this year he went against the rebellious Aquitanians. On June 14th he 
was taken prisoner by them in the battle of Angouleme, but released after a few days by 
intervention of Turpio, count of Angouleme, and on July 3d he was back again in Ferrieres. Later 
on he was sent by Charles, with Prudentius, bishop of Troyes, to visit the monasteries of 
Burgundy, and at the close of the year he sat in the council of Verneuil, and drew up the canons. 
{1326} Can. XII. is directed against the king’s seizure on ecclesiastical property. His own special 
grievance was that Charles had rewarded the fidelity of a certain Count Odulf by allowing him 
the revenues of the cell or monastery of St. Judocus on the coast of Picardy (St. Josse sur mer), 
which had belonged to Alcuin, but was given to Ferrieres by Louis the Pious, and the loss of 
which greatly crippled his already expensive monastery. {1327} It was not, however, until 849 
that the cell was restored. This is the more strange because Charles had a high regard for his 
learning and diplomatic skill, as is shown by his employment of Lupus in delicate public 
business. Thus in 847 Lupus sat in the peace congress at Utrecht between Lothair, Louis and 
Charles the Bald. In midsummer 849 Charles sent him to Leo IV. at Rome concerning the 
ecclesiastical encroachments of the Breton Duke Nominoi. In the spring of 853 he sat in the 



council of Soissons and took Hincmar’s side regarding the deposition of those priests whom Ebo 
had ordained, after his own deposition in 835. In the same year he attended the convocation of the 
diocese of Sens and there sided with Prudentius against Hincmar’s deliverances in the Gottschalk 
controversy. It is supposed that he was also at the council of Quiercy, 857, because his Admonitio 
{1328} is written in the spirit of the deliberations of that council respecting the troubles of the 
times. In 858 he was sent on diplomatic business to Louis the German. But in the same year he 
was forced by the exigencies of the times to deposit the abbey’s valuables with the monks of St. 
Germain Auxerrois for safe keeping. In 861 Foleric of Troyes offered protection to his monastery. 
In 862 he was at Pistes, and drew up the sentence of the Council against Robert, archbishop of 
Mans. As after this date all trace of Lupus is lost, his death during that year is probable, 
 
Servatus Lupus was one of the great scholars of the ninth century. But he gained knowledge 
under great difficulties, for the stress of circumstances drove him out of the seclusion he loved, 
and forced him to appear as a soldier, although he knew not how to fight, to write begging letters 
instead of pursuing his studies, and even to suffer imprisonment. Yet the love of learning which 
manifested itself in his childhood and increased with his years, notwithstanding the poor 
educational arrangements at Ferrieres, {1329} became at length a master passion and dominated 
his thoughts. {1330} It mattered not how pressing was the business in hand, he would not let 
business drive study out of his mind. He set before him the costly and laborious project of 
collecting a library of the Latin classics, and applied to all who could assist him, even to the pope 
(Benedict III.). He was thankful for the loan of codices, so that by comparison he might make a 
good text. He was constantly at work upon the classics and gives abundant evidence of the culture 
which such study produces, in his "uncommon skill in the lucid exposition of a subject." {1331} 
 
His Works are very few. Perhaps the horrible confusion of the period hindered authorship, or like 
many another scholar he may have shrunk from the labor and the after criticism. In his collected 
works the first place is occupied by his 
 
1. Letters, {1332} one hundred and thirty in number. They prove the high position he occupied, 
for his correspondents are the greatest ecclesiastics of his day, such as Raban Maur, Hincmar of 
Rheims, Einhard, Radbert, Ratramn and Gottschalk. His letters are interesting and instructive. 
{1333} 
 
2. The Canons of Verneuil, 844. {1334} See above. 
 
3. The Three Questions, in 852. {1335} They relate to free will, the two-fold predestination, and 
whether Christ died for all men or only for the elect. It was his contribution to the Gottschalk 
controversy in answer to Charles the Bald’s request. In general he sides with Gottschalk, or rather 
follows Augustin. In tone and style the book is excellent. 
 
4. Life of St. Maximinus, bishop of Treves. {1336} It is in fifteen chapters and was written in 839. 
It is only a working over of an older Vita, and the connection of Lupus with it is questionable. 
{1337} 
 
5. Life of St. Wigbert, in thirty chapters, written in 836 at the request of Bun, abbot of Hersfeld. 
{1338} It tells the interesting story of how Wigbert came from England to Germany at the request 
of Boniface, how he became abbot of Fritzlar, where he died in 747, how he wrought miracles 
and how miracles attended the removal of his relics to Hersfeld and were performed at his tomb. 
 
{1317} Perhaps in memory of his recovery from some severe illness, as that which in the winter 
of 838-9 confined him for a time in the convent of St. Trend in the diocese of Liege 



 
{1318} Lupus, Epist. I. (Migne, CXIX. col. 433). 
 
{1319} Baluze, in Migne, ibid. col. 425. 
 
{1320} Migne, ibid col. 445. 
 
{1321} Although he thus lived six years in Germany he never obtained a mastery of German. 
Wetzer u. Welte, Kirchenlexicon s. v. Lupus. 
 
{1322} So Baluze, in Migne, CXIX col. 423. 
 
{1323} It was upon this journey that Lupus fell sick. See fn. 864 p. 735. 
 
{1324} So Baluze, ibid. col. 425. 
 
{1325} Pertz, Legg. I. 223 
 
{1326} Hefele, IV. III. Pertz, Legg. I. 383. 
 
{1327} Epist. 71, Migne, CXIX. col. 533. 
 
{1328} It appears as Epist. 100 in Migne, ibid. col. 575. 
 
{1329} Epist. 1, ibid. col. 433. 
 
{1330} Epist. 35, ibid. col. 502. 
 
{1331} Neander, vol. iii. p. 482. Ebert has a good passage on this point (l. c. p. 205-206). Also 
Mullinger, p. 165 sqq. 
 
{1332} Epistolae, Migne, CXIX. col. 431-610. 
 
{1333} "No other correspondence, for centuries, reveals such pleasant glimpses of a scholar’s life, 
or better illustrates the difficulties which attended ita pursuits." Mullinger p. 166. 
 
{1334} Canones concilii in Verno, Migne, l. c. col. 611-620. 
 
{1335} Liber de tribus quaestionibus, ibid. col. 621-666. 
 
{1336} Vita Sancti Maximini, Episcopi Trevirensis, Migne, CXIX. col. 665-680. 
 
{1337} Cf. Baluze (Migne, l. c. col. 425) and Ebert, l. c. p. 208. 
 
{1338} Vita Sancti Wigberti, abbatis Fritzlariensis, Migne, l. c. 679-694.  

 



172. Druthmar. 
 
I. Christianus Druthmarus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CVI. col. 1259-1520. 
 
II. Ceillier, XII. 419-423. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 84-90. Bahr, 401-403. 
 
Christian Druthmar was born in Aquitania in the first part of the ninth century. Before the middle 
of the century he became a monk of the Benedictine monastery of old Corbie. {1339} About 850 
he was called thence to the abbey of Stavelot-Malmedy, in the diocese of Liege, to teach the 
Bible to the monks. {1340} It is not known whether he died there or returned to Corbie. 
 
He was a very superior scholar for his age, well versed in Greek and with some knowledge of 
Hebrew. Hence his epithet, the "Grammarian" (i.e. Philologist). His fame rests upon his 
Commentary on Matthew’s Gospel, {1341} a work distinguished for its clearness of statement, 
and particularly noticeable for its insistence upon the paramount importance of the historic sense, 
as the foundation of interpretation. {1342} To such a man the views of Paschasius Radbertus 
upon the Lord’s Supper could have no attraction. Yet an attempt has been persistently made to 
show that in his comments upon Matthew 26:26-28, he teaches transubstantiation. Curiously 
enough, his exact language upon this interesting point cannot be now determined beyond 
peradventure, because every copy of the first printed edition prepared by Wimphelin de 
Schelestadt, Strassburg 1514, has perished, and in the MS. in possession of the Cordelier Fathers 
at Lyons the critical passage reads differently from that in the second edition, by the Lutheran, 
Johannes Secerius, Hagenau 1530. In the Secerius text, now printed in the Lyons edition of the 
Fathers, and in Migne, the words are, 26:26, "Hoc est corpus meum. Id est, in sacramento" ("This 
is my body. That is, in the sacrament," or the sacramental sign as distinct from the res sacramenti, 
or the substance represented). Matt. 26:28, Transferens spiritaliter corpus in panem, vinum in 
sanguinem ("Transferring spiritually body into bread, wine into blood"). {1343} In the MS. the 
first passage reads: "Id est, vere in sacramento subsistens" ("That is, truly subsisting in the 
sacrament"); and in the second the word "spiritaliter "is omitted. The Roman Catholics now 
generally admit the correctness of the printed text, and that the MS. has been tampered with, but 
insist that Druthmar is not opposed to the Catholic doctrine on the Eucharist. 
 
The brief expositions of Luke and John {1344} are probably mere notes of Druthmar’s expository 
lectures on those books, and not the works he promises in his preface to Matthew. {1345} 
 
{1339} The monastery of Old Corbie was in Picardy, in the present department of Somme, nine 
miles by rail east of Amiens. That of New Corbie was in Westphalia, and was founded by Louis 
the Pious in 822 by a colony of monks from Old Corbie. 
 
{1340} Stavelot is twenty-four miles southeast of Liege, in present Belgium. It is now a busy 
manufacturing place of four thousand inhabitants. Its abbey was founded in 651, and its abbots 
had princely rank and independent jurisdiction down to the peace of Luneville in 1801. The town 
of Malmedy lies about five miles to the northeast, and until 1815 belonged to the abbey of 
Stavelot. It is now in Prussia. 
 
{1341} Expositio in Matthaeum Evangelistam, Migne, CVI. col. 1261-1504. 
 
{1342} "Studui autem plus historicum sensum sequi quam spiritalem, quia irrationabile mihi 
videtur spiritalem intelligentiam in libro aliquo quaerere, et historicam penitus ignorare: cum 
historia fundamentum omnis intelligentize sit," etc. Ibid. col. 1262, l. 6, Fr. bel. 



 
{1343} Ibid. col. 1476, l. 16 and 3 Fr. bel. 
 
{1344} Ibid. col. 1503-1514, 1515-1520. 
 
{1345} Ibid. col. 1263.  

 



173. St. Paschasius Radbertus. 
 
I. Sanctus Paschasius Radbertus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CXX. 
 
II. Besides the Prolegomena in Migne, see Melchior Hausher: Der heilige Paschasius Radbertus. 
Mainz 1862. Carl Rodenberg: Die Vita Walae als historische Quelle (Inaugural Dissertation). 
Gottingen 1877. Du Pin, VII. 69-73, 81. Ceillier, XII. 528-549. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 287-
314. Bahr, 233, 234, 462-471. Ebert, II. 230-244. 
 
Radbertus, surnamed Paschasius, {1346} the famous promulgator of the doctrine of 
Transubstantiation, was born of poor and unknown parents, about 790, in or near the city of 
Soissons in France. His mother died while he was a very little child, and as he was himself very 
sick he was "exposed" in the church of Soissons. The nuns of the Benedictine abbey of Our Lady 
in that place had compassion upon him and nursed him back to health. {1347} His education was 
conducted by the adjoining Benedictine monks of St. Peter, and he received the tonsure, yet for a 
time he led a secular life. His thirst for knowledge and his pious nature, however, induced him to 
take up again with the restraints of monasticism, and he entered (c. 812) the Benedictine 
monastery at Corbie, in Picardy, then under abbot Adalhard. There he applied himself diligently 
to study and to the cultivation of the monastic virtues, and so successfully that he soon won an 
enviable reputation for ascetic piety and learning. He was well read in classical literature, 
particularly familiar with Virgil, Horace and Terence, and equally well read in the Fathers. He 
knew Greek and perhaps a little Hebrew. His qualifications for the post of teacher of the 
monastery’s school were, therefore, for that day unusual, and he brought the school up to a high 
grade of proficiency. Among his famous pupils were Adalhard the Younger, St. Ansgar, Odo, 
bishop of Beauvais, and Warinus, abbot of New Corbie. He preached regularly and with great 
acceptance and was strict in the observance by himself and others, of the Benedictine rule. 
 
In the year 822 he accompanied his abbot, Adalhard, and the abbot’s brother and successor, Wala, 
to Corbie in Saxony, in order to establish there the monastery which is generally known as New 
Corbie. In 826 Adalbard died, and Wala was elected his successor. With this election Radbertus 
probably had much to do; at all events, he was deputed by the community to secure from Louis 
the Pious the confirmation of their choice. This meeting with the emperor led to a friendship 
between them, and Louis on several occasions showed his appreciation of Radbertus. Thus in 831 
he sent him to Saxony to consult with Ansgar about the latter’s northern mission, and several 
times asked his advice. Louis took the liveliest interest in Radbertus’s eucharistic views, and 
asked his ecclesiastics for their opinion. 
 
In 844 Radbertus was elected abbot of his monastery. He was then, and always remained, a 
simple monk, for in his humility, and probably also because of his view of the Lord’s Supper, he 
refused to be ordained a priest. His name first appears as abbot in the Council of Paris, Feb. 14, 
846. He was then able to carry through a measure which gave his monastery freedom to choose 
its abbot and to govern its own property. {1348} These extra privileges are proofs that the favor 
shown toward him by Louis was continued by his sons. Radbertus was also present in the Council 
of Quiercy in 849, and joined in the condemnation of Gottschalk. Two years later (851) he 
resigned his abbotship. He had been reluctant to take the position, and had found it by no means 
pleasant. Its duties were so multiform and onerous that he had little or no time for study; besides, 
his strict discipline made his monks restive. But perhaps a principal reason for retiring was the 
fact that one of his monks, Ratramnus, had ventured to criticize, publicly and severely, his 
position upon the Eucharist; thus stirring up opposition to him in his own monastery. 
 



Immediately upon his resignation, Radbertus went to the neighboring abbey of St. Riquier, but 
shortly returned to Corbie, and took the position of monk under the new abbot. His last days were 
probably his pleasantest. He devoted himself to the undisturbed study of his favorite books and to 
his beloved literary labors. On April 26, 865, {1349} he breathed his last. He was buried in the 
Chapel of St. John. In the eleventh century miracles began to be wrought at his tomb. 
Accordingly he was canonized in 1073, and on July 12th of that year his remains were removed 
with great pomp to St. Peter’s Church at Corbie. 
 
The fame of Paschasius Radbertus rests upon his treatise on The body and blood of the Lord, 
{1350} which appeared in 831, and in an improved form in 844. His arguments in it and in the 
Epistle to Frudegard {1351} on the same subject have already been handled at length in this 
volume. {1352} His treatise on The birth by the Virgin, {1353} i.e. whether Christ was born in the 
ordinary manner or not, has also been sufficiently noticed. {1354} 
 
Besides these Radbertus wrote, 1. An Exposition of the Gospel of Matthew. {1355} He explained 
this Gospel in his sermons to the monks. At their request, he began to write out his lectures, and 
completed four of the twelve books before his election as abbot, but was then compelled to lay 
the work aside. The monks at St. Riquier’s requested its continuance, and it finally was finished. 
The special prefaces to each book are worth attentive reading for their information concerning the 
origin and progress of the commentary, and for the views they present upon Biblical study in 
general. As the prologue states, the principal sources are Jerome, Ambrose, Augustin, 
Chrysostom, Gregory the Great, and Bede. {1356} Of these, Jerome was most used. His excerpts 
are not always literal. He frequently alters and expands the expressions. {1357} Radbertus was 
particular to mark on the margin of his pages the names of the authors drawn upon, but in 
transcribing his marks have been obliterated. His interpretation is rather more literal than was 
customary, in his day, and he enlivens his pages with allusions to passing events, dwelling 
especially upon the disorders of the time, the wickedness of the clergy and monks, the abuses of 
the confessional, and the errors of the Adoptionists, Claudius of Turin and of Scotus Erigena. He 
also frequently quotes classic authors. {1358} 
 
2. An Exposition of Psalm XLIV {1359} It was written for the nuns of Soissons, to whom he owed 
his life, and the dedication to them is an integral part of the first of its four books. It is allegorical 
and very diffuse, but edifying. 
 
3. An Exposition of the Lamentations of Jeremiah. {1360} This was the fruit of his old age, and 
once more, as in his early manhood, he deplored the vices, both lay and clerical, which disgraced 
his times. His allusion to the Norman incursions in the neighborhood of Paris, {1361} which took 
place in 857, proves that he must have written the work after that date. In his prologue, Radbertus 
states that he had never read a commentary on Lamentations written by a Latin author. Hence his 
information must have been derived from Greek sources, and he was unacquainted with the 
similar work by Rabanus Maurus. He distinguished a triple sense, a literal, spiritual, and a moral, 
and paid especial regard to types and prophecies, as he considered that there were prophecies in 
Lamentations which referred to his own day. 
 
4. Faith, Hope and Love. {1362} This work is preceded by an acrostic poem, the first letters of 
each line forming the name "Radbertus Levita." Each of the three books is devoted to one of the 
Christian virtues. Radbertus wrote the treatise at the request of abbot Wala, for the instruction of 
the younger monks. The book on faith is remarkable for its statement that faith precedes 
knowledge, thus antedating the scholastics in their assertion, which is most pregnantly put in the 
famous expression of Anselm, Credo ut intelligam. {1363} The third book, On Love, is much 
later than the others on account of the author’s distractions. 



 
5. Life of Adalhard, {1364} the first abbot of New Corbie. It is a panegyric rather than a strict 
biography, but contains much interesting and valuable information respecting the abbot and the 
founding of the German monastery of Corbie. The model for the work is the funeral oration of 
Ambrose upon Valentinian II. Its date is 826, the year of Adalhard’s death. It contains much 
edifying matter. 
 
6. Life of Wala, {1365} the brother of Adalhard at Old Corbie, and his successor. It is in the 
peculiar form of conversations. In the first book the interlocutors are Paschasius, as he calls 
himself, and four fellow Corbie monks—Adeodatus, Severus, Chremes, Allabicus; and in the 
second, Paschasius, Adeotatus and Theophrastus. These names are, like Asenius, as he calls 
Wala, manifestly pseudonyms. He borrowed the idea of such a dialogue from Sulpicius Severus, 
who used it in his life of St. Martin of Tours. The date of the book is 836, the year of Wala’s 
death. 
 
7. The Passion of Rufinus and Valerius, {1366} who were martyrs to the Christian faith, at or near 
Soissons, in the year 287. In this work he uses old materials, but weakens the interest of his 
subject by his frequent digressions and long paraphrases. 
 
{1346} From Pascha, probably in allusion to big position in the Eucharistic controversy. 
 
{1347} Their abbess was Theodrada. Mabillon, Annales, lib. 27 (vol. 2, p. 371). 
 
{1348} Privilegium monasterii Corbeiensis, in Migne, CXX. col. 27-32. Cf Hefele, IV. 119. 
 
{1349} This is the date given in the Necrology of Nevelon. See Mabillon, Annales, lib. XXXVI. 
(vol. III. p. 119). 
 
{1350} Deuteronomy corpore et sanguine Domini, in Migne, CXX. col. 1259-1350. 
 
{1351} Epistola de corpore et sanguine Domini ad Frudegardum. Ibid. col. 1351-1366. 
 
{1352} Pp. 543, 546 sqq. 
 
{1353} Deuteronomy partu virginis, Migne, CXX. col. 1367-1386. 
 
{1354} Page 553. 
 
{1355} Expositio in evangelium Matthaei, Migne, CXX. col. 31-994. 
 
{1356} Ibid. col. 35. 
 
{1357} Ibid. col. 394. 
 
{1358} Bahr, 465. 
 
{1359} Expositio in Psalmum XLIV. Ibid. col. 993-1060. 
 
{1360} In Threnos sive Lamentationes Jeremiae. Ibid. col. 1059-1256. 
 
{1361} Ibid. col. 1220. 



 
{1362} Deuteronomy fide, spe et charitate. Migne, CXIX, col. 1387-1490. 
 
{1363} Ebert, l. c. 235. 
 
{1364} Vita Sancti Adalhardi, Migne. CXX. col. 1507-1556. Ebert, l. c. 236-244, gives a fulI 
account of Paschasius’ Lives of Adalhard and Wala. 
 
{1365} Epitaphium Arsenii seu vita venerabilis Walae. Migne, CXX. col. 1559-1650. 
 
{1366} Deuteronomy Passione SS. Rufini et Valeri. Ibid. col. 1489-1508.  

 



174. Patramnus. 
 
I. Ratramnus, Corbeiensis monachus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CXXI. The treatise 
Deuteronomy corpore et sanguine Domini was first published by Johannes Praal under the title 
Bertrami presbyteri ad Carolum Magnum imperatorum, Cologne, 1532. It was translated into 
German, Zurich 1532, and has repeatedly appeared in English under the title, The Book of 
Bertram the Priest, London 1549, 1582, 1623, 1686, 1688 (the last two editions are by Hopkins 
and give the Latin text also), 1832; and Baltimore., U. S. A., 1843. The best edition of the original 
text is by Jacques Boileau, Paris, 1712, reprinted with all the explanatory matter in Migne. 
 
II. For discussion and criticism see the modern works, Du Pin, VII. passim; Ceillier, XII. 555-
568. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 332-351. Bahr, 471-479. Ebert, II. 244-247. Joseph Bach: 
Dogmengeschichte des Mittelalters, Wien, 1873-75, 2 parts (I. 193 sqq.); Joseph Schwane: 
Dogmengeschichte der mittleren Zeit, Freiburg in Br., 1882 (pp. 631 sqq.) Also Neander, III. 482, 
497-501, 567-68. 
 
Of Ratramnus {1367} very little is known. He was a monk of the monastery of Corbie, in Picardy, 
which he had entered at some time prior to 835, and was famed for his learning and ability. 
Charles the Bald frequently appealed to his judgment, and the archbishop of Rheims gave over to 
him the defense of the Roman Church against Photius. He participated in the great controversies 
upon Predestination and the Eucharist. He was an Augustinian, but like his fellows he gathered 
his arguments from all the patristic writers. In his works he shows independence and ingenuity. 
One of his peculiarities is, that like Bishop Butler in the Analogy, he does not name those whom 
he opposes or defends. He was living in 868; how long thereafter is unknown. 
 
He was not a prolific author. Only six treatises have come down to us. 
 
1. A letter upon the cynocephali. {1368} It is a very curious piece, addressed to the presbyter 
Rimbert who had answered his queries in regard to the cynocephali, and had asked in return for 
an opinion respecting their position in the scale of being. Ratramnus replied that from what he 
knew about them he considered them degenerated descendants of Adam, although the Church 
generally classed them with beasts. They may even receive baptism by being rained upon. {1369} 
 
2. How Christ was born. {1370} In this treatise Ratramnus refutes the theory of some Germans 
that Christ issued from the body of the Virgin Mary in some abnormal way. {1371} He maintains 
on the contrary, that the birth was one of the ordinary kind, except that his mother was before it, 
during it, and after it a Virgin {1372} because her womb, was closed. He compares Christ’s birth 
to his issuing from the sealed tomb and going through closed doors. {1373} The book is usually 
regarded as a reply to the Deuteronomy partu virginis of Radbertus, but there is good reason to 
consider it independent of and even earlier than the latter. {1374} 
 
3. The soul (De anima). It exists in MS. in several English libraries, but has never been printed. It 
is directed against the view of Macarius (or Marianus) Scotus, derived from a misinterpreted 
sentence of Augustin that the whole human race had only one soul. The opinion was condemned 
by the Lateran council under Leo X. (1512-17). 
 
4. Divine predestination. {1375} It was written about 849 at the request of Charles the Bald, who 
sought Ratramnus’ opinion in the Gottschalk controversy. Ratramnus defended Gottschalk, 
although he does not mention his name, maintaining likewise a two-fold predestination, 
regardless of the fact that the synods of Mayence (848) and of Quiercy (849) had condemned it, 



and Gottschalk had been cruelly persecuted by Hincmar of Rheims. In the first book Ratramnus 
maintains the predestination of the good to salvation by an appeal to the patristic Scriptural 
quotations and interpretations upon this point, particularly those of Augustin. In the second book 
he follows the same method to prove that God has predestinated the bad to eternal damnation. But 
this is not a predestination to sin. Rather God foresees their determination to sin and therefore 
withholds his help, so that they are lost in consequence of their own sins. 
 
5. Four books upon the Greeks’ indictment of the Roman Church. {1376} Like the former work, it 
was written by request. In 967 Photius addressed a circular letter to the Eastern bishops in which 
he charged the Roman Church with certain errors in faith and practice: e.g., the doctrine of the 
Holy Spirit, the celibacy of the clergy, the Sabbath and Lent fasts. Nicholas I. called upon his 
bishops to refute this charge. Hincmar of Rheims commissioned Odo of Beauvais to write an 
apologetic treatise, but his work not proving satisfactory he next asked Ratramnus. The work thus 
produced is very famous. The first three books are taken up with the doctrine of the Holy Spirit; 
but in the fourth he branches out upon a general defense of the ecclesiastical practices of the Latin 
Church. He does this in an admirable, liberal and Christian spirit. In the first chapter of the fourth 
book he mildly rebukes the Greeks for prescribing their peculiar customs to others, because the 
difference in such things is no hindrance to the unity of the faith which Paul enjoins in 1 
Corinthians 1:10. This unity he finds in the faith in the Trinity, the birth of Christ from a Virgin, 
his sufferings, resurrection, ascension, session at God’s right hand, return to judgment, and in the 
baptism into Father, Son and Holy Spirit. {1377} In the first three chapters of the book he proves 
this proposition by a review of the condition of the Early Church. He then passes on to defend the 
Roman customs. {1378} 
 
6. The Body and Blood of the Lord. {1379} This is the most valuable writing of Ratramnus. It is a 
reply to Paschasius Radbert’s book with the same title. {1380} It is dedicated to Charles the Bald 
who had requested (in 944) his opinion in the eucharistic controversy. Without naming Radbert, 
who was his own abbot, he proceeds to investigate the latter’s doctrines. The whole controversy 
has been fully stated in another section. {1381} 
 
The book has had a strange fate. It failed to turn the tide setting so strongly in favor of the views 
of Radbertus, and was in the Middle Age almost forgotten. Later it was believed to be the product 
of Scotus Erigena and as such condemned to be burnt by the council of Vercelli (1050). The first 
person to use it in print was John Fisher, bishop of Rochester, who in writing against 
Oecolampadius quotes from it as good Catholic authority. {1382} This called the attention of the 
Zwinglian party to it and they quickly turned the weapon thus furnished against the Catholics. In 
the same year in which it was published at Cologne (1532), Leo Judae made a German translation 
of it (Zurich, 1532) which was used by the Zurich ministers in proof that the Zwinglian doctrine 
of the Lord’s Supper was no novelty. {1383} But the fact that it had such a cordial reception by 
the Reformed theologians made it suspicious in Catholic eyes. The Council of Trent pronounced 
it a Protestant forgery, and in 1559 it was put upon the Index. The foremost Catholic theologians 
such as Bellarmin and Allan agreed with the Council. A little later (1571) the theologians of 
Louvain (or Douay) came to the defense of the book. In 1655 Sainte Beuve formally defended its 
orthodoxy. Finally Jacques Boileau (Paris, 1712) set all doubt at rest, and the book is now 
accepted as a genuine production of Ratramnus. 
 
It remains but to add that in addition to learning, perspicuity and judgment Ratramnus had 
remarkable critical power. The latter was most conspicuously displayed in his exposure of the 
fraudulent character of the Apocryphal tale, Deuteronomy nativitate Virginis, and of the homily 
of Pseudo-Jerome, Deuteronomy assumptione Virginis, both of which Hincmar of Rheims had 
copied and sumptuously bound. 



 
{1367} Bertramnus, although a common variant, is due to a slip of the pen on the put of a scribe 
and is therefore not an allowable form. 
 
{1368} Epistola de cynocephalis, Migne, CXXI. col. 1153-1156. 
 
{1369} "Nam et baptismi sacramentum divinitus illum consecutum fuisse, nubis ministerio eum 
perfundente, sicut libellus ipse testatur, creditur," col. 1155. 
 
{1370} Deuteronomy eo quod Christus ex virgine natus est liber, ibid. col. 81 [not 31, as in table 
of contents]-102. 
 
{1371} Chap. I. col. 83. 
 
{1372} Chap. II. col. 84. 
 
{1373} Chap. VIII. col. 96. 
 
{1374} See Steitz in Herzog 2 (art. Radbertus) XII. 482-483. 
 
{1375} Deuteronomy praedestione Dei libri duo, Migne, CXXI. col. 11-80. 
 
{1376} Contra Graecorum opposita Romanam ecclesiam infamantium libri quatuor, ibid. col. 
225-346. 
 
{1377} IV. 1. Ibid. col. 303. 
 
{1378} It is instructive to compare the apology of Aeneas, bishop of Paris (reprinted in the same 
vol. of Migne, col. 685-762), which is a mere cento of patristic passages. 
 
{1379} Deuteronomy corpore et sanguine Domini liber. Ibid. col. 125-170. 
 
{1380} See p. 743. 
 
{1381} P. 543 sqq.  

 



175. Hincmar of Rheims. 
 
I. Hincmarus, Rhemensis archiepiscopus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CXXV.-CXXVI., col. 
648. First collected edition by Sirmond. Paris, 1645. 
 
II. Prolegomena in Migne, CXXV. Wolfgang Friedrich Gess: Merkwurdigkeiten aus dem Leben 
und Schriften Hincmars, Gottingen, 1806. Prichard: The life and times of Hincmar, Littlemore, 
1849. Carl von Noorden: Hinkmar, Erzbischof von Rheims, Bonn, 1863. Loupot: Hincmar, 
eveque de Reins, sa vie, ses oeuvres, son influence, Reims, 1869. Auguste: Vidieu: Hincmar de 
Reims, Paris, 1875. Heinrich Schrors: Hincmar, Erzbischof von Reims, Freiburg im Br., 1884 
(588 pages). 
 
III. Cf. also Flodoard: Historia ecclesia, Remensis, in Migne, CXXXV., col. 25-328 (Book III., 
col. 137-262, relates to Hincmar); French trans. by Lejeune, Reims, 1854, 2 vols. G. Marlot: 
Histoire de Reims, Reims, 1843-45, 3 vols. F. Monnier: Luttes politiques et religieuses sous les 
Carlovingiens, Paris, 1852. Max Sdralek: Hinkmar von Rheims kanonistisches Gutachten uber 
die Ehescheidung des Konigs Lothar II. Freiburg im Br., 1881. Du Pin, VII. 10-54. Ceillier, XII. 
654-689, Hist. Lit. de la France, V., 544-594 (reprinted in Migne, CXXV. col. 11-44). Bahr, 507-
523. Ebert, II. 247-257. Hefele: Conciliengeschichte, 2d ed. IV. passim. 
 
Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims, was born of noble and distinguished ancestry, probably in the 
province of that name, {1384} in the year 806. His name is also spelled Ingumar, Ingmer and 
Igmar. He was educated in the Benedictine monastery of St. Denis, near Paris, under abbot 
Hilduin. When the latter was appointed (822) chancellor to Louis the Pious he took young 
Hincmar to court with him. There his talents soon brought him into prominence, while his 
asceticism obtained for him the especial favor of Louis the Pious. This interest he used to advance 
the cause of reform in the monastery of St. Denis, which had become lax in its discipline, and 
when the Synod of Paris in 829 appointed a commission to bring this about he heartily co-
operated with it, and entered the monastery as a monk. In 830, Hilduin was banished to New 
Corbie, in Saxony, for participation in the conspiracy of Lothair against Louis the Pious. Hincmar 
had no part in or sympathy with the conspiracy, yet out of love for Hilduin he shared his exile. 
Through his influence with Louis, Hilduin was pardoned and re-instated in his abbey after only a 
year’s absence. Hincmar for the next nine or ten years lived partly at the abbey and partly at 
court. He applied himself diligently to study, and laid up those stores of patristic learning of 
which he afterwards made such an effective use. In 840 Charles the Bald succeeded Louis, and 
soon after took him into his permanent service, and then began that eventful public life which was 
destined to render him one of the most famous of churchmen. After his ordination as priest in 
844, Charles the Bald gave him the oversight of the abbeys of St. Mary’s, at Compiegne, and of 
St. Germer’s, at Flaix. He also gave him an estate, {1385} which he made over to the hospice of 
St. Denis, on his elevation to the archiepiscopate. In December, 844, Hincmar took a prominent 
part in the council at Verneuil, and in April of the following year at the council of Beauvais he 
was elected by the clergy and people of Rheims to be their archbishop. This choice being ratified 
by Charles the Bald, and the permission of his abbot being received, he was consecrated by 
Rothad, bishop of Soissons, archbishop of Rheims and metropolitan, May 3, 845. 
 
No sooner had he been established in his see and had secured from Charles the restitution of all 
property that belonged to it, than trouble broke out. His diocese had fallen into more or less 
disorder in consequence of the ten years which had elapsed between Ebo’s deposition and his 
election. Hincmar’s first trouble came from Ebo, who contested Hincmar’s election, on the 
ground that he was still archbishop. But the council of Paris in 846 affirmed Hincmar’s election, 



and, in 847, Leo IV. sent him the pallium. The first difficulty being overcome, a second presented 
itself. For a few months in 840 Ebo had occupied his old see by force, and during this time bid 
ordained several priests. Hincmar degraded them and the council of Soissons in 853 approved his 
act. But naturally his course was opposed. The leader of the malcontents was Wulfad, one of the 
deposed priests. The matter was not disposed of until 868, when Pope Hadrian decided practically 
in favor of the deposed priests, for while exonerating Hincmar of all blame, at the same time he 
confirmed the election of Wulfad (866) as archbishop of Bourges. 
 
Another trouble came from Rothad, bishop of Soissons, who had consecrated him, and who was 
one of his suffragans. Rothad had deposed a priest, for unchastity and the deposition was 
confirmed by an episcopal council. Hincmar took the ground that Rothad, being only a suffragan 
bishop, had no right of deposition, and also no right to call a council. He also brought formal 
charges of disobedience against him and demanded the reinstatement of the deposed priest. 
Rothad persistently refusing compliance was then himself deposed (861). Both parties appealed 
to the pope, who at last (January 21, 865) decided in Rothad’s favor and re-instated him. {1386} 
 
In 863 Hincmar refused to give his assent as metropolitan to the elevation of Hilduin, brother of 
Gunther of Cologne, to the bishopric of Cambrai. Hilduin had been nominated to this position by 
Lothair, but Hincmar said that he was unfit, and the pope approved of his action. 
 
His longest and hardest fight was with his nephew and namesake, Hincmar, bishop of Laon. The 
latter was certainly very insubordinate and disobedient both to his metropolitan and his king. In 
consequence Hincmar of Rheims deposed him (871) and the king took him prisoner and blinded 
him. Pope Hadrian II. (d. 872) defended him but accomplished nothing. Pope John VIII. also 
pleaded his cause, and in 878 gave him permission to recite mass. He died in 882. 
 
These controversies, and those upon Predestination and the Eucharist, and his persecution of 
Gottschalk, elsewhere treated at length, {1387} have tended to obscure Hincmar’s just reputation 
as a statesman. Yet he was unquestionably the leader in the West Frankish kingdom, and by, his 
wisdom and energy preserved the state during a sadly disordered time. His relations with Louis 
the Pious, Charles the Bald and Carloman were friendly. He crowned several queens of the 
Carolingian family, and in 869 Charles the Bald. He also solemnized their marriages. In 859 he 
headed the German delegation to Louis, and in 860 conducted the peace deliberations at Coblenz. 
He took the side of Charles the Bald in his fight with Rome, and in 871 wrote for him a very 
violent letter to Pope Hadrian II. {1388} It may be said that in state politics he was more 
successful than in church politics. He preserved his king from disgrace, and secured his 
independence, but he was unable to secure for himself the papal sanction at all times, and the 
much coveted honor of the primacy of France which John VIII., in 876, gave to Ansegis, 
archbishop of Sens. 
 
One of the most important facts about these Hincmarian controversies is that in them for the first 
time the famous pseudo-Isidorian decretals {1389} are quoted; and that by all parties. Whether 
Hincmar knew of their fraudulent character may well be questioned, for that he had little if any 
critical ability is proved by his belief in two literary forgeries, an apocryphal tale of the birth of 
the Virgin, and a homily upon her assumption, {1390} attributed to Jerome. The fraud was 
exposed by Ratramnus. His use of the decretals was arbitrary. He quoted them when they would 
help him, as against the pope in contending for the liberty of the Frankish Church. He ignored 
them when they opposed his ideas, as in his struggle with his nephew, because in their original 
design they asserted the independence of bishops from their metropolitans. 
 



Hincmar was not only a valiant fighter, but also a faithful shepherd. He performed with efficiency 
all the usual duties of a bishop, such as holding councils, hearing complaints, settling difficulties, 
laying plans and carrying out improvements. He paid particular attention to education and the 
promotion of learning generally. He was himself a scholar and urged his clergy to do all in their 
power to build up the schools. He also gave many books to the libraries of the cathedral at 
Rheims and the monastery of St. Remi, and had many copied especially for them. His own 
writings enriched these collections. His attention to architecture was manifested in the stately 
cathedral of Rheims, begun by Ebo, but which he completed, and in the enlargement of the 
monastery of St. Remi. 
 
The career of this extraordinary man was troubled to its very end. In 881 he came in conflict with 
Louis the Third by absolutely refusing to consecrate one of the king’s favorites, Odoacer, bishop 
of Beauvais. Hincmar maintained that he was entirely unfit for the office, and as the Pope agreed 
with him Odoacer was excommunicated. In the early part of the following year the dreaded 
Normans made their appearance in the neighborhood of Rheims. Hincmar bethought himself of 
the precious relics of St. Remi and removed them for safety’s sake to Epernay when he himself 
fled thither. There he died, Dec. 21, 882. He was buried two days after at Rheims. 
 
Looking back upon Hincmar through the vista of ten centuries, he stands forth as the determined, 
irrepressible, tireless opponent of both royal and papal tyranny over the Church. He asserted the 
liberty of the Gallican Church at a time when the State on the one hand endeavored to absorb her 
revenues and utilize her clergy in its struggles and wars, and the Pope on the other hand strove to 
make his authority in ecclesiastical matters supreme. That Hincmar was arrogant, relentless, self-
seeking, is true. But withal he was a pure man, a stern moralist, and the very depth and vigor of 
his belief in his own opinions rendered him the more intolerant of the opinions of opponents, as 
of those of the unfortunate Gottschalk. The cause he defended was a just and noble one, and his 
failure to stem the tide setting toward anarchy in Church and State was fraught with far-reaching 
consequences. 
 
His Writings. 
 
His writings reveal his essentially practical character. They are very numerous, but usually very 
short. In contents they are designed for the most part to answer a temporary purpose. This makes 
them all the more interesting to the historian, but in the same degree of less permanent 
importance. The patristic learning they exhibit is considerable, and the ability great; but the 
circumstances of his life as prelate precluded him from study and quiet thought, so he was content 
to rely upon the labors of others and reproduce and adapt their arguments and information to his 
own design. Only the more important can be here mentioned. Some twenty-three writings are 
known to be lost. {1391} 
 
I. Writings in the Gottschalk Controversy. {1392} 
 
1. The first was in 855, Divine Predestination and the Freedom of the Will. It was in three books. 
All has perished, except the prefatory epistle to Charles the Bald. {1393} 
 
2. At the request of this king he wrote a second treatise upon the same subject. {1394} 
 
3. In 857 he refuted the charge made against him by Gottschalk and Ratramnus that in altering a 
line of a hymn from "Te, trina Deitas," to "Te, sancta Deitas," he showed a Sabellian leaning. 
{1395} 
 



II. Writings in the Hincmar of Laon Controversy. {1396} They consist of letters from each 
disputant to the other, formal charges against Hincmar of Laon, the sentence of his deposition, the 
synodical letter to Pope Hadrian II. and the letter of Hincmar of Laon to the same. 
 
III. Writings relative to political and social affairs. 
 
1. The divorce of king Lothair and queen Theutberga. {1397} This treatise dates from 863 and is 
the reply to thirty questions upon the general subject asked Hincmar by different bishops. It 
reveals his firm belief in witches, sorcery and trial by ordeal, and abounds in interesting and 
valuable allusions to contemporary life and manners. {1398} 
 
2. Addresses and prayers at the coronation of Charles the Bald, his son Louis II. the Stammerer, 
his daughter Judith, and his wife Hermintrude. {1399} 
 
3. The personal character of the king and the royal administration. {1400} It is dedicated to 
Charles the Bald, and is avowedly a compilation. The Scriptures and the Fathers, chiefly 
Ambrose, Augustin, and Gregory the Great are its sources. Its twenty-three chapters are 
distributed by Hincmar himself {1401} under three heads: 
 
(a) the royal person and office in general [chaps. 1-15]; (b) the discretion to be shown in the 
administration of justice [chaps. 16-28]; (c) the duty of a king in the unsparing punishment of 
rebels against God, the Church and the State, even though they be near relatives [chaps. 29-33]. It 
was composed in a time of frequent rebellion, and therefore the king had need to exercise severity 
as well as gentleness in dealing with his subjects. {1402} Hincmar delivers himself with great 
plainness and gives wise counsels. 
 
4. The vices to be shunned and the virtues to be exercised. {1403} Another treatise designed for 
the guidance of Charles the Bald, compiled chiefly from Gregory the Great’s Homilies and 
Morals. Its occasion was Charles’s request of Hincmar to send him Gregory the Great’s letter to 
king Reccared, when the latter came over to Catholicism. Hincmar’s treatise is a sort of appendix. 
It begins with a reference to the letter’s allusion to the works of mercy, and then out of Gregory’s 
writings Hincmar proceeds to treat of these works and their opposite vices. In chaps. 9 and 10 
Hincmar discusses the eucharist and shows his acceptance of the view of Paschasius Radbertus. 
 
5, 6. Treatises upon rape, a common offense in those lawless days. {1404} 
 
7. To the noblemen of the Kingdom for the instruction of King Carloman {1405} It was Hincmar’s 
response to the highly complimentary request of the Frankish nobles, that he draw up some 
instructions for the young King Carloman, on his accession in 882. It was therefore one of the last 
pieces the old statesman prepared. 
 
IV. Writings upon ecclesiastical affairs. 1. The Capitularies of 852, 874, 877, 881. {1406} 2. A 
defense of the liberties of the church, addressed to Charles. {1407} It is in three parts, called 
respectively Quaterniones, Rotula and Admonitio; the first sets forth the necessity of the 
independence of the Church of the State, and quotes the ancient Christian Roman imperial laws 
on the subject. The second is on the trial of charges against the clergy as laid down in synodical 
decrees and papal decisions. The third is an exhortation to the king to respect ecclesiastical rights. 
 
3. The crimination of priests, a valuable treatise upon the way in which their trials should be 
conducted, as shown by synodical decrees and quotations from Gregory the Great and others. 
{1408} 



 
4. The case of the presbyter Teutfrid, who had stolen Queen Imma’s tunic, a golden girdle set 
with gems, an ivory box, and other things. {1409} The treatise deals with the ecclesiastico-legal 
aspects of the case, and shows how the criminal should be treated. Gregory the Great is freely 
quoted. 
 
V. Miscellaneous. 1. Exposition of Psalm civ. 17. {1410} In the Vulgate the second clause of the 
verse reads, "the nest of the stork is their chief." The treatise was written in answer to Louis the 
German’s question as to the meaning of these words. He begins with a criticism of the text, in 
which he quotes the Septuagint rendering, the exposition of Jerome, Augustin, Prosper and 
Cassiodorus. The meaning he advocates is that the nest of the stork surpasses that of the little 
birds of which it is the chief or leader. The treatise is particularly interesting for its manner of 
dealing with one of the so-called Scripture difficulties, 
 
2. The vision of Bernold. {1411} This interesting little story dates from 877, the year of Charles 
the Bald’s death. Bernold lived in Rheims, and was known to Hincmar. He had a vision after he 
had been four days at the point of death, which he related to his confessor, and the confessor to 
Hincmar, who for obvious reasons published it. Bernold regained his health, and was therefore a 
living witness to the accuracy of his story. In his vision he went to "a certain place," i.e. 
purgatory, in which he found forty-one bishops, ragged and dirty, exposed alternately to extreme 
cold and scorching heat. Among them was Ebo, Hincmar’s predecessor, who immediately 
implored Bernold to go to their parishioners and clergy and tell them to offer alms, prayers and 
the sacred oblation for them. This he did, and on his return found the bishops radiant in 
countenance, as if just bathed and shaved, dressed in alb, stole and sandals, but without chasubles. 
Leaving them, Bernold went in his vision to a dark place, where he saw Charles the Bald sitting 
in a heap of putrefaction, gnawed by worms and worn to a mere skeleton. Charles called him by 
name and implored him to help him. Bernold asked how he could. Then Charles told him that he 
was suffering because he had not obeyed Hincmar’s counsels, but if Bernold would secure 
Hincmar’s help he would be delivered. This Bernold did, and on his return he found the king clad 
in royal robes, sound in flesh and amid beautiful surroundings. Bernold went further and 
encountered two other characters—Jesse, an archbishop, and a Count Othar, whom he helped by 
going to the earth and securing the prayers, alms and oblations of their friends. He finally came 
across a man who told him that in fourteen years he would leave the body and go back to the 
place he was then in for good, but that if he was careful to give alms and to do other good works 
he would have a beautiful mansion. A rustic of stern countenance expressed his lack of faith in 
Bernold’s ability to do this, but was silenced by the first man. Whereupon Bernold asked for the 
Eucharist, and when it was given to him he drank almost half a goblet of wine, and said, "I could 
eat some food, if I had it." He was fed, revived and recovered. Hincmar, in relating this vision, 
calls attention to its similarity to those told in the Dialogues of Gregory the Great, the 
Ecclesiastical History of Bede, in the writings of St. Boniface, and to that of Wettin, which 
Walahfrid Strabo related. {1412} He ends by exhorting his readers to be more fervent in their 
prayers, and especially to pray for king Charles and the other dead. 
 
3. The life of St. Remigius, {1413} the patron saint of Rheims. This is an expansion of Fortunatus’ 
brief biography by means of extracts from the Gesta Francorum, Gregory of Tours, and 
legendary and traditional sources, and particularly by means of moralizing and allegorizing. The 
length of the book is out of all proportion to its value or interest. To the life he adds an Encomium 
of St. Remigius. {1414} The object of these two books is not to produce history or criticism, but 
an edifying work and to exalt the church of Rheims by exalting its patron. Perhaps also he would 
hint that the gift which Chlodwig made to Remigius might be acceptably imitated. {1415} 
 



4. Hincmar appears as a genuine historian in the third part of the Bertinian Annals, {1416} so 
called because first published from a MS. found in the convent of St. Bertin. These Annals of the 
West Frankish Kingdom begin with the year 741 and go down to 882. Hincmar wrote them from 
861 to 882. He evidently felt the responsibility of the work he conducted, for he put every fact 
down in a singularly impartial manner, especially when it is remembered that he was himself an 
important part of contemporary history. {1417} 
 
5. Letters. {1418} These are fifty-five in number, and are upon weighty matters; indeed they are 
official documents, and not familiar correspondence. 
 
6. Poems.. {1419} They are very few and devoid of poetical merit {1420} 
 
{1382} Deuteronomy Verit. Corp. et sang. Christi contra OEcolampad., Cologne, 1527. 
 
{1383} Ruchat, Reform. de la Suisse, vol. iv. p. 207; ed. Vulliemin, vol. iii. p. 122. 
 
{1384} Schrors, l. c. p. 9. 
 
{1385} August 12, 844. See Schrors, l. c. p. 26. 
 
{1386} Hefele, IV. 292. 
 
{1387} See pp. 528 sqq; 552. 
 
{1388} See Hefele, IV. 507. The letter is in Migne, CXXIV. col. 881-896. 
 
{1389} See pp. 268 sqq. 
 
{1390} See p. 750. 
 
{1391} See Hist. Lit. de la France, l. c. The philosophical treatise Deuteronomy diversa et 
multiplici animae ratione (Migne, CXXV. col. 929-952) is probably falsely attributed to him. Cf. 
Ebert, l. c. p. 250. 
 
{1392} See pp. 528 sqq. 
 
{1393} Migne, CXXV. col. 49-56. 
 
{1394} Deuteronomy Praedestinatione, ibid. col. 55-474. 
 
{1395} Collectio de una et non trina Deitate, ibid. col. 473-618. 
 
{1396} Opuscula et epistolae in causa Hincmari Laudunensis, Migne, CXXVI. col. 279-648. 
 
{1397} Deuteronomy divortio Lotharii regis et Tetbergae reginae, Migne, CXXV. col. 619-772. 
 
{1398} See especially Inter. vi., xvii., xviii., ibid. col. 659-673, 726-730. 
 
{1399} Coronationes regiae ibid. col. 803-818. 
 
{1400} Deuteronomy regis persona et regio ministerio, ibid. col. 833-856. 



 
{1401} See preface, col. 833, 834. 
 
{1402} Ebert (II. 251) accordingly finds the explanation of the treatise in its third division. 
 
{1403} Deuteronomy cavendiis vitiis et virtutibus exercendio, ibid. col. 857-930. 
 
{1404} Deuteronomy coercendis militum rapinis, and Deuteronomy coarcendo et exstirpando 
raptu viduarum puellarum ac sanctimonialium, ibid. col. 953-956, 1017-1036. 
 
{1405} Ad proceres regni, ibid. col. 993-1008. 
 
{1406} Capitula, ibid. col. 773-804, 1069-1086. 
 
{1407} Pro ecclesiae libertatum defensione ibid. col. 1035-1070. 
 
{1408} Deuteronomy presbyteris criminosis, ibid. col. 1093-1110. 
 
{1409} Deuteronomy causa Teutfridi presbyteri, ibid. col. 1111-1116. 
 
{1410} Deuteronomy verbis Psalmi: Herodii domus dux est eorum, ibid. col. 957-962. 
 
{1411} Deuteronomy visione Bernoldi presbyteri, ibid. col. 1115-1120. 
 
{1412} See, 169, p. 732. 
 
{1413} Vita Sanctii Remigii, Migne. CXXV. col. 1129-1188. 
 
{1414} Encomium ejusdem S. Remigii, ibid. col. 1187-1198. 
 
{1415} Ebert. l. c. p. 256. 
 
{1416} Annalium Bertinianorum pars tertia, Migne, CXXV. col. 1203-1302. Reprint f Pertz, 
"Monum. Germ. Hist. Script." I. 455-515. 
 
{1417} Ebert, l. c. 367, 868. 
 
{1418} Epistolae, Migne, CXXVI. col. 9-280. 
 
{1419} Carmina, Migne, CXXV. col. 1201-1202. There are a few verses elsewhere in Migne, and 
a poem on the Virgin Mary in Mai, "Class. auctori e Vaticanis codicibus," 452 sqq. 
 
{1420} Ebert, l. c. 257.  

 



176. Johannes Scotus Erigena. 
 
I. Johannes Scotus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CXXII. (1853). H. J. Floss prepared this 
edition, which is more complete than any other, for Migne’s series. The Deuteronomy divisione 
naturae was separately edited by C. B. Schluter, Munster, 1838, who reprints in the same vol. 
(pp. 593-610) thirteen religious poems of Scotus as edited by Cardinal Mai (Class. Auct. V. 426 
sqq.). B. Haureau has edited Scotus’s commentary on Marcianus Capella, Paris, 1861; and 
Cardinal Mai, his commentary on the Heavenly Hierarchy of Dionysius Areopagita in Appendix 
at opera edita ab Mai, Rome, 1871. There is an excellent German translation of the Deuteronomy 
Div. Nat. by L. Noack (Erigena uber die Eintheilung der Natur, mit einer Schlussabhandlung 
Berlin, 1870-4, Leipzig, 1876, 3 pts.), 
 
II. Besides the Prolegomena and notes of the works already mentioned, see Peder Hjort: J. S. E., 
oder von dem Ursprung einer christlichen Philosophie und ihrem heiligen Beruf, Copenhagen, 
1823. F. A. Staudenmaier: J. S. E., u. d. Wissenschaft s. Zeit., vol. I. (all published), Frankfort-on-
the-Main, 1834. St. Rene Taillandier: S. E. et la philosophie scholastique, Strasbourg, 1843. N. 
Moller: J. S. E. u. s. Irrthumer, Mayence, 1844. Theodor Christlieb Leben u. Lehre d. J. S. E., 
Gotha, 1860; comp. also his article in Herzog, 2 XIII. 788-804 1884. Johannes Huber: J. S. E. Ein 
Beitrag zur Geschichte der Philosophie und Theologie im Mittelalter, Munich, 1861. A. Stockl: 
Deuteronomy J. S. E., Munster, 1867. O. Hermens: Das Leben des J. S. E., Jena, 1869. R. 
Hoffmann: Deuteronomy J. S. E. vita et doctrina, Halle, 1877 (pp. 37). Cf. Baur: Geschichte der 
Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit, II. 263-344. Dorner: Gesch. d. Lehre v. d. Person Christi, II. 344-
359. Neander, III. 461-466. 
 
III. On particular points. Torstrick: Philosophia Erigenae; 1. Trinitatis notio, Gottingen, 1844. 
Francis Monnier: Deuteronomy Gothescalci et J. S. E. controversia, Paris, 1853. W. Kaulich: Das 
speculative System des J S. E., Prag, 1860. Meusel: Doctrina J. S. E. cum Christiana comparavit, 
Budissae (Bautzen), 1869. F. J. Hoffmann: Der Gottes u. Schopfungsbegriff des J. S. E., Jena, 
1876. G. Anders: Darstellung u. Kritik d. Ansicht dass d. Kategorien nicht auf Gott anwendbar 
seien, Sorau, 1877 (pp. 37). G. Buchwald: Der Logosbegriff de J. S. E., Leipzig, 1884. For his 
logic see Prantl: Geschichte d. Logik im Abendlande, Leipzig, 1855-70, 4 vols. (II. 20-37). For his 
philosophy in general see B. Haureau: Histoire de la philosophie scholastique, Paris, 1850, 2 
vols., 2d ed. 1872-81, (chap. viii). F. D. Maurice: Mediaeval Philosophy, London, 1856, 2d ed. 
1870 (pp. 45-79). F. Ueberweg: History of Philosophy, Eng. trans. I., 358-365. Reuter.: 
Geschichte d. religiosen Aufklarung im Mittelalter, Berlin, 1875-1877, 2 vols. (I. 51-64). J. Bass 
Mullinger.: The Schools of Charles the Great, London, 1877 (pp. 171-193). Also Du Pin, VII. 82-
84. Ceillier, XII. 605-609. Hist. Lit. de la France, V. 416-429. Bahr., 483-500. Ebert, II. 257-267. 
 
His Life. 
 
Of Johannes Scotus Erigena, philosopher and theologian, one of the great men of history, very 
little is known. His ancestry, and places of birth, education, residence and death are disputed. 
Upon only a few facts of his life, such as his position at the court of Charles the Bald, and his 
literary works, can one venture to speak authoritatively. 
 
He was born in Ireland {1421} between 800 and 815, educated in, one of its famous monastic 
schools, where the Greek Fathers, particularly Origen, were studied as well as the Latin. He went 
to France about 843, attracted the notice of Charles the Bald, and was honored with his 
friendship. {1422} The king appointed him principal of the School of the Palace, and frequently 
deferred to his judgment. John Scotus was one of the ornaments of the court by reason of his 



great learning, his signal ability both as teacher and philosopher, and his blameless life. He was 
popularly regarded as having boundless knowledge, and in reality his attainments were 
uncommon. He knew Greek fairly well and often introduces Greek words into his writings. He 
owed much to Greek theologians, especially Pseudo-Dionysius and Maximus. {1423} He was 
acquainted with the Timaes of Plato in the translation of Chalcidus and with the Categories of 
Aristotle. {1424} He was also well read in Augustin, Boathius, Cassiodorus and Isidore. He took 
a leading part in the two great doctrinal controversies of his age, on predestination and the 
eucharist, {1425} and by request of Charles the Bald translated into Latin the Pseudo-Dionysian 
writings. The single known fact about his personal appearance is that, like Einhard, he was of 
small stature. He died about 877, probably shortly after Charles the Bald. 
 
His Writings. 
 
Besides the treatise upon Predestination and the translation of Dionysius, already discussed, 
{1426} Scotus Erigena wrote: 
 
1. A translation of the Obscurities of Gregory Nazianzen, by Maximus Confessor. {1427} This 
was made at the instance of Charles the Bald, in 864. 
 
2. Expositions of the Heavenly Hierarchy, the, Ecclesiastical Hierarchy, and the Mystical 
Theology of Dionysius. {1428} 
 
3. Homily upon the prologue to John’s Gospel. {1429} 
 
4. A commentary upon John’s Gospel. {1430} Only four fragments of it have as yet been found. 
 
5. A commentary upon the Dialectic of Martianus Capella. This has been published by Haureau. 
{1431} 
 
6. The outgoing and in-coming of a soul to God. {1432} Of this only a small fragment has as yet 
been found. 
 
7 The vision of God. This is in MS. at St. Omer and not yet printed. 
 
8. Verses. {1433} Among them are some Greek verses, with a self- made Latin interlinear 
translation. He introduces both single Greek words and verses similarly interlineated into his 
other poems. 
 
9. The great work of Scotus Erigena is The Division of Nature. {1434} It consists of five books in 
the form of a dialogue between a teacher and a disciple. The latter, generally speaking, represents 
the ecclesiastical conscience, but always in the end echoes his teacher. The style is lively and the 
range of topics embraces the most important theological cosmological and anthropological 
questions. The work was the first practical attempt made in the West to unite philosophy and 
theology. As in the dedication to Wulfad, the well-known opponent of Hincmar, John calls him 
simply "brother," the work must have been written prior to 865, the Year of Wulfad’s elevation to 
the archiepiscopate of Bourges. {1435} 
 
His Theological Teaching. 
 
In the Division of Nature Scotus Erigena has embodied his theology and philosophy. By the term 
"Nature" he means all that is and is not. {1436} The latter expression he further interprets as 



including, 1st, that which is above the reach of our senses or our reason; 2d, that which though 
known to those higher in the scale of being is not known to those lower; 3d, that which is yet only 
potentially existent, like the human race in Adam, the plant in the seed, etc.; 4th, the material 
which comes and goes and therefore is not truly existent like the intelligible; 5th, sin as being the 
loss of the Divine image. {1437} Nature is divided into four species: (1) that which creates and is 
not created, (2) that which is created and creates, (3) that which is created and does not create, (4) 
that which neither creates nor is created. The first three divisions are a Neo-Platonic and Christian 
modification of the three-fold ontological division of Aristotle: {1438} the unmoved and the 
moving, the moved and moving, and the moved and not moving. The fourth form was suggested 
by the Pseudo-Dionysian doctrine of the return of all things to God. 
 
One of the fundamental ideas of his theology is the identity of true philosophy and true religion. 
Both have the same divine source. {1439} "True religion" and authority, i.e. the Church doctrine, 
are however not with him exactly identical, and in a conflict between them he sides with the 
former. In his use of Scripture he follows the allegorical method. He puts the Fathers almost upon 
a level with the Sacred Writers and claims that their wisdom in interpreting Scripture must not be 
questioned. At the same time he holds that it is permissible, especially when the Fathers differ 
among themselves, to select that interpretation of Scripture which most recommends itself to 
reason as accordant with Scripture. {1440} It is, he says, the province of reason to bring out the 
hidden meaning of the text, which is manifold, inexhaustible, and striking like a peacock’s 
feathers. {1441} It is interesting to note in this connection that John Scotus read the New 
Testament in the original Greek, and the Old Testament in Jerome’s version, not in the 
Septuagint. {1442} And it is still more interesting to know that he prayed most earnestly for daily 
guidance in the study of the Scriptures. {1443} 
 
The doctrinal teaching of Scotus Erigena can be reduced, as he himself states, to three heads. (1) 
God, the simple and at the same time the multiform cause of all things; (2) Procession from God, 
the divine goodness showing itself in all that is, from general to particular; (3) Return to God, the 
manifold going back into the one. 
 
First Head. God, or Nature, which creates but is not created. a. The Being of God in itself 
considered. God is the essence of all things, alone truly is, {1444} and is the beginning, middle 
and end of all things. {1445} He is incomprehensible. {1446} While the predicates of essence, 
truth, goodness, wisdom, &c., can be, according to the "affirmative" theology, applied to God, it 
can only be done metaphorically, because each such predicate has an opposite, while in God there 
is no opposition. Hence the "negative" theology correctly maintains they can not be. {1447} 
Neither can self-consciousness be predicated of God. {1448} Although not even the angels can 
see the essence of God, yet his being (i.e. the Father) can be seen in the being of things; his 
wisdom (i.e. the Son) in their orderly arrangement, and his life (i.e. the Holy Spirit) in their 
constant motion. {1449} God is therefore an essence in three substances. Scotus Erigena takes up 
the doctrine of John of Damascus concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit and applies it to 
the relation of the Son to the Father: "As the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father through the 
Son, so is the Son born of the Father through the Holy Spirit." {1450} In the old patristic fashion 
he compares the Three Persons to light, heat and radiance united in the flame. But he understood 
under "persons" no real beings, only names of the aspects and relations under which God’s being 
comes out. God realizes himself in creation, and in every part of it, yet he does not thereby yield 
the simplicity of his essence. He is still removed from all, subsists outside of and above the world, 
which has no independent existence apart from God, but is simply his manifestation. He is both 
the substance and the accidents of all that exists. "God therefore is all and all is God." {1451} But 
God reveals himself to the creature. He appeared first to the pious in visions, but this was only 



occasional. {1452} He then appeared constantly in the form of the different virtues. {1453} The 
intellect is itself a theophany; and so is the whole world, visible and invisible. {1454} 
 
2. The Procession from God or Nature. a. Nature which creates and is created, or the primordial 
ideas of the world and their unity in the Logos. God is the nature and essence of the world. 
Creation is the effect of the divine nature, which as cause eternally produces its effects, indeed is 
itself in the primordial ideas the first forms and grounds of things. {1455} As the pure Being of 
God cannot immediately manifest itself in the finite, it is necessary that God should create the 
prototypes in which he can appear. In creation God passes through these prototypes or primordial 
causes into the world of visible creatures. So the Triune God enters the finite, not only in the 
Incarnation, but in all created existences. Our life is God’s life in us. As remarked above, we 
know God because in us he reveals himself. These prototypes have only subjective existence, 
except as they find their unity in the Logos. {1456} Under the influence of the Holy Spirit they 
produce the external world of time and space. 
 
b. Nature, which is created and does not create, or the phenomenal world and its union in man. In 
the Logos all things existed from eternity. Creation is their appearance in time. The principle of 
the development of the primordial ideas is the Holy Spirit. {1457} The materiality of the world is 
only apparent, space and time only exist in the mind. The "nothing" from which God made the 
heavens and the earth was his own incomprehensible essence. {1458} The whole phenomenal 
world is but the shadow of the real existence. {1459} Man is the centre of the phenomenal world, 
uniting in himself all the contradictions and differences of creation. {1460} His intellect has the 
power to grasp the sensuous and intelligible, and is itself the substance of things. {1461} So all 
nature is created in man, and subsists in him, {1462} because the idea of all its parts is implanted 
in him. The divine thought is the primary, the human the secondary substance of things. {1463} 
 
Paradise is to be interpreted spiritually. Adam is not so much a historical personage as the human 
race in its preaxistent condition. Man was never sinless, for sin, as a limitation and defect, is not 
accidental or temporal, but original in the creation and nature of man. {1464} 
 
c. The union of divinity and created existence, or the Godman. Scotus Erigena shows upon this 
point the duality of’ his system. On the one hand he presents Christ as a historical character, with 
body, mind, soul, spirit, in short the union of the entire sensible and intellectual qualities of the 
creature. {1465} But on the other hand he maintains that the Incarnation was an eternal and 
necessary fact, {1466} and that it came about through an ineffable and multiplex theophany in the 
consciousness of men and angels. {1467} 
 
3. The return to God, or the completion of the world in Nature, which creates not and is not 
created. a. The return to God according to its pre-temporal idea, or the doctrine of predestination. 
There is only one true predestination, viz. to holiness. There is no foreknowledge of the bad. God 
has completest unity and simplicity; hence his being is not different from his knowledge and will; 
and since he has full liberty, the organization of his nature is free. But this organization is at the 
same time to the world law and government, i.e. its predestination; and because God is himself 
goodness, the predestination can only be to good. The very character of wickedness,—it is 
opposed to God, not substantial in nature, a defect mixed up with the good, transitory, yet 
essential to the development of the world,—renders it unreal and therefore not an object of divine 
knowledge. God does not know the bad as such, but only as the negation of the good. "God’s 
knowledge is the revelation of his essence, one and the same thing with his willing and his 
creating. As evil cannot be derived from the divine causality, neither can it be considered as an 
object of divine knowledge." {1468} Nor is there any divine predestination or foreknowledge 
respecting the punishment of the bad, for this ensues in consequence of their violation of law. 



They punish themselves. {1469} Hell is in the rebellious will. Predestination is, in brief, the 
eternal law and the immutable order of nature, whereby the elect are restored from their ruin and 
the rejected are shut up in their ruin. {1470} 
 
b. The return of all things to God considered according to their temporal principles, or the 
doctrine of salvation. There are only a few scattered remarks upon this subject in Scotus Erigena. 
Christ is the Saviour by what he is in himself, not by what he does. His death is important as the 
means of resurrection; which began with the resurrection and exaltation of Christ, because then 
all things began to return to their union in their primordial causes, and this return constitutes 
salvation. The consequences of salvation are therefore felt by angels as well as men, and even by 
inanimate things. {1471} Salvation, as far as we are concerned, consists in speculative 
knowledge. We unite ourselves with God by virtue of contemplation. {1472} 
 
c. The return of all things to God considered according to their future completion. All things came 
out from God, all things go back to God. This is the law of creation. The foundation of this return 
is the return of man to the Logos. The steps are, 1st, deliverance from the bodily forms; 2d, 
resurrection and the abrogation of sex; 3d, the transformation of body into spirit; 4th, the return to 
the primordial causes; 5th, the recession of nature, along with these causes, into God. But this, of 
course, implies that God alone will exist forever, and that there can be no eternal punishment. 
Scotus Erigena tries in vain to escape both these logical conclusions. {1473} 
 
His Philosophy. 
 
Ueberweg thus states Scotus Erigena’s philosophical position and teachings: {1474} "The 
fundamental idea, and at the same time the fundamental error, in Erigena’s doctrine is the idea 
that the degrees of abstraction correspond with the degrees in the scale of real existence. He 
hypostasizes the Tabula Logica. The universals are before and also in the individual objects 
which exist, or rather the latter are in the former: the distinction between these (Realistic) 
formulae appears not yet developed in his writings.... He is throughout a Realist. He teaches, it is 
true, that grammar and rhetoric, as branches of dialectic or aids to it, relate only to words, not to 
things, and that they are therefore not properly sciences; but he co-ordinates dialectic itself with 
ethics, physics and theology, defining it as the doctrine of the methodical form of knowledge, and 
assigning to it in particular, as its work, the discussion of the most general conceptions or logical 
categories (predicaments); which categories he by no means regards as merely subjective forms 
or images, but as the names of the highest genera of all created things...." 
 
"The most noteworthy features in his theory of the categories are his doctrine of the combination 
of the categories with each other, and his attempt to subsume them under the conceptions of 
motion and rest; as also his identification of the categories of place with definition in logic, 
which, he says, is the work of the understanding. The dialectical precepts which relate to the form 
or method of philosophising are not discussed by him in detail; the most essential thing in his 
regard is the use of the four forms, called by the Greeks division, definition, demonstration and 
analysis. Under the latter he understands the reduction of the derivative and composite to the 
simple, universal and fundamental; but uses the term also in the opposite to denote the unfolding 
of God in creation." 
 
His Influence and Importance. 
 
Scotus Erigena was considered a heretic or a madman while he lived, and this fact joined to the 
other that his views were far in advance of his age, caused his influence to be at first much less 
than might have been expected. He passed into almost complete obscurity before he died, as the 



conflicting reports of his later years show. Yet he did wield a posthumous influence. His idea of 
the unity of philosophy and theology comes up in Anselm and Thomas Aquinas; his speculation 
concerning primordial causes in Alexander of Hales and Albertus Magnus. From him Amalrich of 
Bena, and David of Dinanto drew their pantheism; and various mystical sects of the Middle Ages 
were inspired by him. The Church, ever watchful for orthodoxy, perceived that his book, 
Deuteronomy Divisione Naturae, was doing mischief. Young persons, even in convents read it 
eagerly. Everywhere it attracted notice. Accordingly a council, at Sens, formally condemned it, 
and then the Pope (Honorius III.) ordered, by a bull of Jan. 23, 1225, the destruction of all copies 
that could be found, styling it "a book teeming with the worms of heretical depravity." {1475} 
This order probably had the desired effect. The book passed out of notice. But in 1681 Thomas 
Gale issued it in Oxford. Again the Roman Church was alarmed, and Gregory XIII., by bull of 
April 3, 1685, put it on the Index. 
 
Scotus Erigena was a man of rare originality and mental vigor. His writings are full of ideas and 
bold arguments. His strongly syllogistic mode of developing his theme was all his own, and the 
emphasis he put upon logic proves his superiority to his age. Unlike the scholastics, who meekly 
bowed to tradition, he treated it with manly independence. To his "disciple" he said: "Let no 
authority terrify thee." {1476} Hence it is erroneous to call him "the Father of Scholasticism;" 
rather is he the founder of Speculative Philosophy. {1477} The scholastics drew from him, but he 
was not a scholastic. The mystics drew from him, but he was not a mystic. As a pathfinder it was 
not given to him to thoroughly explore the rich country he traversed. But others eagerly pressed 
in along the way he opened. He is one of the most interesting figures among the mediaeval 
writers. He demands study and he rewards it. Deuteronomy Divsione Naturae is a master-piece, 
and, as Baur well says, "an organized system which comprehends the highest speculative ideas." 
{1478} 
 
Note on the country of birth and death of Scotus Erigena. 
 
The statement that John was born in Ireland rests upon the interpretation of his name. Scotus is 
indefinite, since it was used of both Ireland and Scotland, the former country being called Scotia 
Major. But Erigena is most probably a corruption of JIerou’ [sc. nhvsou] gena, Hierugena, which 
John, with his fondness for using Greek words on all occasions, added to his original name to 
indicate his birth in the "holy isle," or "isle of saints," a common designation of Ireland. The 
derivation is the more probable since he himself calls Maximus Confessor Graiga-gena, to 
indicate the latter’s birth in Greece. By his contemporaries and in the oldest codices he is called 
Joannes Scotus or Scottus, {1479} but in the oldest MSS. of his translation of Dionysius Joanna 
Ierugena. {1480} In course of time, owing to his scribes’ ignorance of Greek, the epithet was 
written Eriugena, Erygena, and finally Erigena. Another derivation of the epithet, which has less 
to commend it, is from Iernh gevna, Iernh being the Greek name for Ireland. But this leaves the 
disappearance of the first v to be accounted for. The far-fetched explanations of Erigena either 
from Ayr, a city on the west coast of Scotland, or Ergene in Hereford, a shire in England on the 
south Welsh border, and gena, may be dismissed without discussion. 
 
The absence of authentic information to the contrary makes it probable that Scotus Erigena died 
in France. But there is a tradition that he was called by Alfred the Great into England and made 
abbot of Malmesbury, and there died a violent death at the hands of his scholars. It is inherently 
improbable that a conservative and loyal son of the church like Alfred, would invite to any 
position so eccentric, if not heretical, a man as Scotus Erigena. Charles the Bald died in 877. It is 
not likely that Erigena would leave France before that date, but then he was at least sixty-two, and 
hence rather old to change his residence. A reference to Asser’s biography of King Alfred affords 
a rational explanation of the tradition. Asser says that Alfred invited from Gaul a priest and monk 



named John, who was remarkable for energy, talent and learning, in order that the king might 
profit by his conversation. A few pages further on, Asser calls this John an old Saxon, and says 
that Alfred appointed him the first abbot of Athelney, and that he was almost murdered by hired 
ruffians. Mon. Hist. Brit. vol. i. [1848], pp. 489, 493, 4 Eng. trans. Six Old English Chronicles in 
Bohn’s "Antiquarian Library," pp. 70, 80, 81. It needed only that the fame of John Scotus should 
reach England for the John of Asser’s biography to be confounded with him, and thus the story 
arose as it is found in Ingulph, William of Malmesbury, and Matthew Paris. 
 
{1421} See supplementary note to this section. 
 
{1422} He even stood on a very familiar footing if the story of Matthew of Paris mentioned on p. 
539 may be credited. Cf Matthew Paris, Chronica major, ed. Luard, pp. 415 sq. 
 
{1423} His affinity with Maximus has been shown by Baur and Dorner. 
 
{1424} Ueberweg, l. c. p. 359. 
 
{1425} See full account in this vol. pp. 539 sqq. and 551 sqq. 
 
{1426} These works are in Migne, CXXII. col. 355-440, and col. 1029-1194. 
 
{1427} Versio Ambiguorum S. Maximi. Migne, CXXII. col. 1193-1222. 
 
{1428} Expositiones super ierarchiam coelestem S. Dionysii, etc. Ibid. col. 125-284. 
 
{1429} Homilia in prologum S. Evangelii secundum Joannem. Ibid. col. 283-296. 
 
{1430} Commentarius in S. Evangelium secundum Joannem. Ibid. col. 297-548. 
 
{1431} See Lit., p. 762. 
 
{1432} Liber de egressu et regressu animae ad Deum. Migne, CXXII. co., 1023, 1024. 
 
{1433} Ibid. Verses, col. 1221-1240. 
 
{1434} peri fusewv merismou. Id est, de divisione naturae. Ibid. col. 411-1022. 
 
{1435} V. 40, ibid. col. 1022, I. 13. 
 
{1436} "Est igitur natura generale nomen ut diximus, omnium quae sunt et quae non sunt." 
Deuteronomy Div. Nat. I. Ibid. col. 441, l. 10. 
 
{1437} I. 3-7. Cf Ueberweg, l. c., p. 361. 
 
{1438} Metaph. XII. 7; cf. Augustin, who mentions the first three forms, Deuteronomy civ. Dei, 
V 9, and Ueberweg, l. c. I. 363. 
 
{1439} "Ambo siquidem ex uno fonte, divina videlicet sapientia, manare dubium non est." 
Deuteronomy div. Nat. I. 66, Migne, ed. col. 511, l. 28. 
 
{1440} Ibid. II. 16, col 548. IV. 16. col. 816, cf. col. 829. 



 
{1441} Ibid. IV. 5, col. 749. 
 
{1442} "Septuaginta prae manibus non habemus." Migne col. 243. 
 
{1443} Neander, III. p. 462. 
 
{1444} "Ipse namque omnium essentia est, qui solus vere est." Migne, Ibid. I. 3 (col. 443). 
 
{1445} "Est igitur principium, medium et finis." I. 11 (col. 451). 
 
{1446} "Dem per seipsum incomprehensibilis est!" I. 10 (col. 451). 
 
{1447} I. 14 (col. 459). 
 
{1448} II. 28 (col. 593). For a discussion of this point see Christlieb, J. 8 B., pp. 168-176. 
 
{1449} Deuteronomy div. Nat. I. 13 (col. 455). Ueberweg, l. c., p. 361. 
 
{1450} Deuteronomy div. Nat. II. 33 (col. 612). 
 
{1451} III. 10 (col. 650). This is the remark of the "disciple," but the "master" does not contradict 
it. Cf. III. 17, V. 30; I. 13. 
 
{1452} I. 7, 8 (cols. 445448). 
 
{1453} "Igitur omnis theophania, id est omnis virtus, et in hac vita et in futura vita," I. 9 (col. 
449). 
 
{1454} I. 7, 8, 13 (cols. 445-448, 454-459). 
 
{1455} III. 23 (col. 689). 
 
{1456} II. 15, 22 (cols. 545-548, 562-566, especially col. 566). 
 
{1457} II. 22 (col. 566). 
 
{1458} III. 19 (col. 680). 
 
{1459} I. 27, 56-58 (col. 474, 475; 498-501). 
 
{1460} II. 9 (col. 536). 
 
{1461} "Intellectus omnium est omnia," III. 4 (col. 632, 1.3 Fr. bel.). "Intellectus rerum veraciter 
ipsae res sunt," II. 8 (col. 535). 
 
{1462} IV. 7 (cols. 762-772), e.g. "In homine omnis creatura substantialiter creata sit." (col. 
772). 
 
{1463} IV. 7 (col. 762-772). 
 



{1464} IV. 14 (col. 807, 808). 
 
{1465} "’ Corpus quippe,’ inquit, ‘et sensum et animam secundum nos habens,’ Christus 
videlicet, ‘et intellectum:’ His enim veluti quatuor partibus humana natura constituitur." II. 13 
(col.) 
 
{1466} V. 25 (col. 912). 
 
{1467} V. 25 (col. 912). 
 
{1468} Neander, l. c. III. p. 465. 
 
{1469} "Nullum peccatum est quod non se ipsum puniat, occulte tamen in hoe vita, aperte vero in 
altera, quae est futura." Deuteronomy Divina Praedestinatione, XVI. vi. (col. 4236) 
 
{1470} "Sicut enim Deus electorum, quos praedestinavit ad gratiam, liberavit voluntatem, 
eamque caritatis suae affectibus implevit, ut non solum intra fines aeternae legis gaudeant 
contineri, sed etiam ipsos transire nec velle, nec posse maxi mum suae gloriae munus esse non 
dubitent: ita reproborum, quos praedestinavit ad poenam turpissimam, coercet voluntatem, ut e 
contrario, quicquid illis pertinet ad gandium beatae viae, istis vertatur in supplicium miseriae." 
Deuteronomy div. Praed. XVIII. vii. (col. 434), cf. XVII. i. v. 
 
{1471} "Nonne Verbum assumens hominem, omnem creaturam visibilem et invisibilem accepit, et 
totum, quod in homine accepit salvum fecit." Deuteronomy div. Nat. V. 25 (col. 913). 
 
{1472} "Commune ommium, quae facta sunt, quodam veluti interitu redire in causas, quae in 
Deo subsistunt; proprium vero intellectualis et raitonalis substantiae, unum cum Deo virtute 
contemplationis, et Deus per gratiam fieri." V. 21 (col. 898). 
 
{1473} II. 6, 8, V. 7, 8, 3-6. Cf. Christlieb, l. c. p. 802. 
 
{1474} I. pp. 360, 363, 364. 
 
{1475} The full text of the bull is given by Floss, Migne, CXXII. col. 439. 
 
{1476} Deuteronomy div. Nat. I. 66 (col. 511). 
 
{1477} In the line of Spinoza, Schelling, and especially Hegel. On the other band be sums up the 
ancient philosophy in its Christianized shape. 
 
{1478} "Ein organisch gegliedertes, die hochsten speculativen Ideen umfassendes System." l. c. 
II. 274. 
 
{1479} So Pope Nicolas I. (Epist. cxv. in Migne, Patrol. Lat. CX X. col. 11 19); Prudentius (De 
Praedestinatione contra J. Scotum, in Migne, CXV. col. 1011), and the council of Langres (859). 
 
{1480} Christlieb in Herzog 2 vol. xiii. p. 789.  

 



177. Anastasius. 
 
I. Anastasius Bibliothecarius: Opera omnia in Migne, Tom. CXXVII.-CXXIX. col. 744. 
 
II. The Prolegomena in Migne, CXXVII. Ceillier, XII. 712-718. Bahr, 261-271. 
 
Anastasius, librarian of the Roman Church, hence surnamed the "Librarian," to distinguish him 
from others of the same name, was abbot of the monastery of Sancta Maria trans Tiberim under 
Nicolas I. (858-867). He was sent in 869 to Constantinople as ambassador to arrange a marriage 
between the daughter of Louis II. and a son of Basil the Macedonian. While there the eighth 
oecumenical council was in session, and by his knowledge of Greek he was very useful to the 
Papal ambassador in attendance. He brought back with him the canons of the council and at the 
request of Hadrian II. translated them into Latin. He died, according to Baronius, in 886. 
 
He has been identified by some (e.g.) Fabricius {1481} and Hergenrother {1482} with the 
Cardinal presbyter Anastasius who was deposed and excommunicated in 850, anathematized in 
853, but elected pope in 855 in opposition to Benedict III. whom he imprisoned. He was deposed 
in 856 and died in 879. Those who accept the statement are obliged to suppose that for some 
reason Nicolas and Louis II. condoned his fault and Hadrian II. continued him in favor. The name 
Anastasius is too common in Church history to render it necessary or safe to resort to such an 
improbable identification. 
 
The fame of Anastasius rests upon his numerous translations from the Greek and his supposed 
connection with the Liber Pontificalis. {1483} His style is rude and semi-barbarous, but he 
brought to the knowledge of the Latins much information about the Greeks. He translated the 
canons of the sixth, seventh and eighth oecumenical councils; {1484} the Chronology of 
Nicephorus; {1485} the collection of documents in Greek for the history of Monotheletism which 
John the Deacon had made; {1486} and the lives of several saints. {1487} He also compiled and 
translated from Nicephorus, George Syncellus, and Theophanus Confessor a church history, 
which has been incorporated with the so-called Historia Miscella of Paulus Diaconus. 
 
His original writings now extant consist of a valuable historical introduction to the translation of 
the canons of the Eighth Oecumenical Council, a preface to that of the Collectanea, three letters 
(two to Charles the Bald and one to archbishop Ado), {1488} and probably the life of Pope 
Nicolas I. {1489} in the Liber Pontificalis. 
 
{1481} Bib. Lat. med., Hamburg, 1734, I. 230. 
 
{1482} Photius, II. 230-240. Wetzer u. Welte, 2d ed. 1. col. 788-792. 
 
{1483} Migne, CXXVII. col. 103-CXXVIII. 
 
{1484} Migne, CXXIX. col. 27-512. Those of the sixth council are unprinted. 
 
{1485} Idem. col. 511-554. 
 
{1486} Collecteana. Idem. col. 557-714. 
 
{1487} Idem. col. 713-738. 
 



{1488} Idem. col. 737-742. 
 
{1489} CXXVIII. col. 1357-1378.  

 



178. Ratherius of Verona. 
 
I. Ratherius, Veronensis episcopus: Opera omnia, in Migne, Tom. CXXXVI. col. 9-768 (reprint 
of ed. by Peter and, Jerome Balterini, Verona, 1765). 
 
II. See Vita by Ballerini in Migne, l. c.. col. 27-142. Albrecht Vogel: Ratherius von Verona und 
das 10. Jahrhundert. Jena, 1854, 2 vols. Cf. his art. in Herzog, 2 XII. 503-506. DuPin, VIII. 20-
26.Ceillier, XII. 846-860. Hist. de la France, VI. 339-383. Bahr, 546-553. 
 
Ratherius (Rathier) was born of noble ancestry at or near Liege in 890 (or 891) and educated at 
the convent of Lobbes. He became a monk, acquired much learning and in 931 was consecrated 
bishop of Verona. By his vigorous denunciation of the faults and failings of his clergy, 
particularly of their marriages or, as he called them, adulteries, he raised a storm of opposition. 
When Arnold of Bavaria took Verona (934), king Hugo of Italy deposed him for alleged 
connivance with Arnold and held him a close prisoner at Pavia from February, 935, until August, 
937, when he was transferred to the oversight of the bishop of Como. 
 
In the early part of 941 Ratherius escaped to Southern France, was tutor in a rich family of 
Provence, and in 944 re-entered the monastery of Lobbes. Two years later he was restored to his 
see of Verona; whence he was driven again in 948. From 953 to 955 he was bishop of Liege. On 
his deposition he became abbot of Alna, a dependency of the monastery of Lobbes, where he 
stirred up a controversy upon the eucharist by his revival of Paschasian views. In 961 he was for 
the third time bishop of Verona, but having learned no moderation from his misfortunes he was 
forced by, his indignant clergy to leave in 968. He returned to Liege and the abbotship of Alna. 
By money he secured other charges, and even for a year (971) forcibly held the abbotship of 
Lobbes. On April 25, 974, he died at the court of the count of Namur. 
 
Ratherius "deserves in many respects to be styled the Tertullian of his time." {1490} Some see in 
his castigation of vice the zeal of a Protestant reformer, but his standpoint was different. He was 
learned and ambitious, but also headstrong and envious. His works are obscure in style, but full of 
information. The chief are 
 
1. The Combat, also called Preliminary discourses, in six books. {1491} It treats in prolix style of 
the different occupations and relations in life, and dwells particularly upon the duties of bishops. 
It was the fruit of his prison-leisure (935-937), when he was without books and friends. 
 
2. On contempt for canonical law. {1492} It dates from 961, and is upon the disorders in his 
diocese, particularly his clergy’s opposition to his dispensation of its revenues. In all this 
Ratherius sees contempt of the canons which he cites. 
 
3. A conjecture of a certain quality. {1493} This is a vigorous defense of his conduct, written in 
966. Fourteen of his Letters and eleven of his Sermons have been printed. {1494} In the first letter 
he avows his belief in transubstantiation. 
 
{1490} Neander, Hist. Chr. Ch. III. 469. 
 
{1491} Agnosticon or Libri Proeloquiorum. Migne, CXXXVI. col. 145-344. 
 
{1492} Deuteronomy contemptu canonum. Ibid. col. 485-522. 
 



{1493} Qualitatis conjectura cujusdam. Ibid. col. 521-550. 
 
{1494} Epistolae. Ibid. col. 643-688. Sermones. Ibid. col. 689-758.  

 



179. Gerbert (Sylvester II.). 
 
I. Silvester II. Papa (Gerbertus): Opera, in Migne, Tom. CXXXIX. col. 57-350. Contains also the 
biographical and literary notices of Natalis Alexander, Fabricius, and the Bened. Hist. Lit. de la 
France. OEuvres de Gerbert par A. Olleris. Clermont, 1867. Pertz: Monum. Germ. Tom. V. 
Script. III. contains Gerberti archiep. Remensis Acta Concilii Remensis, and the Libri IV. 
Historiarum of Richerus monachus S. Remigii. Richer was a pupil of Gerbert, and his history of 
France was first edited by Pertz. 
 
II. Abr. Bzovius: Sylvester vindicatus. Rom., 1629. Hist. Lit. de la France, VI., 559-614. C. F. 
Hock: Gerbert oder Papst Sylvester und sein Jahrh. Wien, 1837. Max Budinger: Ueber Gerberts 
wissenschaftl. und polit. Stellung. Marburg, 1851. Gfrorer: Allgem. Kirchengeschichte, Bd. III. 
Abth. 3. Wilmanns: Jahrbucher des deutschen Reichs unter Otto III. Berlin, 1840. Giesebrecht: 
Geschichte der deutschen Kaiserzeit, Bd. I. 613-616; 712-715: 842 (3d ed. 1865). Hefele: 
Conciliengesch. Bd. IV. 637 and passim. (2d ed. 1879). A. Olleris: Vie de Gerbert. Clermont-
Ferrand, 1867. Eduard Barthelemy: Gerbert, etude sur sa vie et ses ouvrages, suivie de la 
traduction de ses lettres. Paris, 1868. Loupot: Gerbert, sa vie et ses ecrits. Lille, 1869. Karl 
Werner: Gerbert von Aurillac. Wien, 1878. Hauck: Silvester II., in Herzog, XIV. 233-240. Comp. 
also Ceillier, XII. 901-9II. Neander: III. 371-374, and Reuter: Aufklarung in Mittelalter, I. 78-84. 
 
Gerbert, the scholar and philosopher in the Fisherman’s chair, and the brightest light in the 
darkness of the tenth century was born before 950, of low parentage, in or near Aurilac in 
Auvergne, and educated as a monk in the Benedictine convent of that place. He accompanied 
Count Borel of Barcelona to Spain and acquired there some knowledge of Arabic learning, but 
probably only through Latin translations. He also visited Rome (968) in company of his patron 
Borel, and attracted the attention of Pope John XIII., who recommended him to Emperor Otho the 
Great. He afterwards became the tutor and friend of the youthful Otho III., and inspired him with 
the romantic and abortive scheme of re-establishing the Graeco-Roman empire of Constantine the 
Great in the city of Rome. He was ambitious and fond of basking in the sunshine of imperial and 
royal favor. 
 
Gerbert became master of the cathedral school of Rheims and acquired great fame as a scholar 
and teacher. He collected rare and valuable books on every subject. He was intensely interested in 
every branch of knowledge, divine and human, especially in mathematics, astronomy, physics, 
and music; he first introduced the Arabic numerals and the decimal notation into France, and 
showed his scientific and mechanical genius by the construction of astronomical instruments and 
an organ blown by steam. At the same time he was a man of affairs, a statesman and politician. 
{1495} 
 
In 972 he obtained through imperial favor the abbey, of Bobbio, but was involved in contentions 
with the neighboring nobles and left in disgust, though retaining his dignity. "All Italy," he wrote 
to a friend, "appears to me a Rome, and the morals of the Romans are the horror of the world." 
He returned to his position at Rheims, attracted pupils from near and far and raised the cathedral 
school to the height of prosperity. He was the secretary of the council held in the basilica of St. 
Basolus near Rheims in 991, and gave shape to the flaming speech of the learned bishop Arnulf 
of Orleans against the assumptions and corruptions of the papacy. {1496} No Gallican could have 
spoken more boldly. By the same synod Arnulf, archbishop of Rheims, an illegitimate son of one 
of the last Carolingian kings, was deposed on the charge of treason against Hugh Capet, and 
Gerbert was chosen in his place, at the desire of the king. But his election was disputed, and he 
assumed an almost schismatical attitude towards Rome. He was deposed, and his rival Arnulf, 



with the aid of the pope, reinstated by a Council of Senlis or Rheims (996). {1497} He now left 
France and accepted an invitation of his pupil Otho III. to Magdeburg, followed him to Italy 
(996), was by imperial favor made archbishop of Ravenna (998), and a year afterwards raised to 
the papal throne as Sylvester II. He was the first French pope. The three R’s (Rheims, Ravenna, 
Rome) mark his highest dignities, as expressed in the line ascribed to him: 
 
"Scandit ab R. Gerbertus in R., fit postea papa vigens R." 
 
As Gerbert of Rheims he had advocated liberal views and boldly attacked the Roman Antichrists 
who at that time were seated in the temple of God; but as Sylvester II. he disowned his Gallican 
antecedents and supported the claims of the papacy. {1498} He did, however, nothing remarkable 
during his short and troublesome pontificate (between 999-1003), except crown King Stephen of 
Hungary and give the first impulse, though prematurely, to the crusades at a time when hundreds 
of pilgrims flocked to the Holy Land in expectation of the end of the world after the lapse of the 
first Christian millennium. {1499} 
 
His character has been very differently judged. The papal biographers of the later middle ages 
malignantly represent him as a magician in league with the devil, and his life and pontificate as a 
series of monstrous crimes. {1500} This story arose partly from his uncommon learning and 
supposed contact with Mohammedanism, partly from his former antagonistic position to Rome. 
Some modern historians make him an ambitious intriguer. {1501} 
 
His literary labors are chiefly mathematical. {1502} His theological works are few and 
unimportant, and do not rise above the superstition of his age. His short treatise, "De Corpore et 
Sanguine Domini," is a defense of the doctrine of transubstantiation as taught by Paschasius 
Radbertus, with the additional notion that the consecrated elements are not digested like other 
food (as the Stercorianists held), but are imperishable spiritual nourishment for the inner man, and 
constitute the germ of the future resurrection body. {1503} Where words give out there is the 
more room for faith. {1504} 
 
In his sermon Deuteronomy informatione episcoporum, if genuine, {1505} he presents the high 
theocratic view of the middle ages, raises the episcopate far above royalty, {1506} and attacks the 
common traffic in ecclesiastical dignities (simony), but maintains also that all bishops share with 
Peter the care of Christ’s flock. {1507} This indicates that the tract was written before his 
elevation to the papacy, and that he did not hold the ultramontane or Vatican doctrine of papal 
absolutism. 
 
His Epistles to popes, emperors, kings, queens, archbishops and other dignitaries., shed light on 
the history of the times, and show his high connections, and his genius for politics and intrigue. 
{1508} They are mostly short, and include also some letters of Otho III. The longest and most 
interesting is addressed to Queen Adelaide, wife of Hugo Capet, and the suffragans of the diocese 
of Rheims, {1509} in defense of his ordination as archbishop of Rheims in opposition to his rival 
Arnulf, whom he afterwards reinstated in his see as soon as he became pope. {1510} 
 
{1495} Giesebrecht (I. 615) says of Gerbert: "Er gehorte zu den seltenen Gelehrten, die in den 
weltlichen Dingen gleich heimisch sind, wie in dem Reich der Ideen, die von unbegrenzter 
Empfanglichkeit sich jeden Stoff aneignen, leicht alle Verhaltnisse durchschauen und bemeistern, 
denen die Hulfsmittel des Geistes nie versiegen, und deren Krafte auch die zerstreuteste 
Thatigkeit kaum erschopft." 
 



{1496} See above, p. 290 sqq. Baronius declares this synod a fiction of Gerbert, and makes him 
responsible for the sentiments, the Benedictine editors of the Hist. Lit. only for the style, of the 
acts, "qui est beaucoup au-dussus de celuis de quantite d’ autres ecrits du meme temps." The acts 
were first published in the Magdeburg Centuries, and then by Mansi and Pertz. See Hefele, IV. 
647 sq. 
 
{1497} Richer says Senlis (in the province of Rheims); Aimons, his continuator says Rheims. The 
acts of that synod are lost. See Hefele, IV. 646. 
 
{1498} Hefele (IV. 654) assumes a gradual change in his views on the papal power in 
consequence of deeper reflection and bitter experience, and applies to him the words of Pius II.: 
"Aeneam rejicite, Pium recipite." Reuter says (I. 84): "Der Heros der Aufklarung wurde, der 
Reprasentant der auf ubernaturlichem Fundament basirten Autoritat." But Gerbert was a strong 
supernaturalist before that time, as his book on the Lord’s Supper proves. His controversy with 
the papacy had nothing to do with doctrine any more than the controversy between Gallicanism 
and Ultramontanism. It was simply a question as to the extent of papal jurisdiction. 
 
{1499} See above, p. 295 sq. 
 
{1500} Dollinger, in his Papstfabeln des Mittelalters (English transl. ed. by Henry B. Smith, pp. 
267-272), devotes several pages to this fable, and tram it to Rome and to Cardinal Benno, the 
calumnious enemy of Gregory VII., who was likewise accused of black arts. According to Benno, 
Satan promised his pupil Gerbert that he should not die till he had said mass in Jerusalem. Gerbert 
thought himself safe till he should get to Palestine; but when he read mass in the Jerusalem 
church (Santa Croce in Jersalemme) at Rome, he was summoned to die, and caused his tongue 
and hand to be cut off by way of expiation. The Dominicans adopted the myth, and believed that 
Gerbert early sold himself to Satan, was raised by him to the papal throne, and had daily 
intercourse with him, but confessed at last his enormous crimes, and showed his repentance by 
hacking off one limb after another. Since that time the rattling of his bones in the tomb gives 
notice of the approaching death of the pope. 
 
{1501} So especially Gfrorer, partly also Hauck. But Hock, Budinger and Damberger defend his 
character and orthodoxy. Neander, Hefele, Giesebrecht deal justly with him. 
 
{1502} "Lesavoir dominant de Gerbert etait la science des mathematiques." (Hist. Lit. de la 
France.) He wrote Deuteronomy numerorum divisione; Deuteronomy geometria; Deuteronomy 
spherae constructione; Deuteronomy Rationali et Ratione uti, etc. See Migne, l. c.. 125 sqq. 
 
{1503} In Migne, col. 179-188. Comp. above, p. 552. 
 
{1504} Deuteronomy Corp. et Sang. D. c. 7 (col. 185): "Ecce quantum fides proficit, ubi sermo 
deficit." 
 
{1505} Olleris and Giesebrecht doubt the genuineness. 
 
{1506} l. c. col. 170: "Sublimitas episcopalis nullis poterit comparationibus aequari. Si regum 
compares infulas et principum diademata, longe erit inferius, quasi plumbi metallum ad auri 
fulgorem compares." 
 



{1507} l. c. col. 171, in explaining "Pasce oves meas," {John 21:15 sqq.} he says: "Quas oves non 
solum tunc beatus suscepit apostolus, sed et nobiscum eas accepit, et cum illo eas suscipimus 
omnes." 
 
{1508} Migne, col. 201-286. 
 
{1509} "Dominae et gloriosae Adelaidi reginae semper Augustae Gerbertus, gratia Domini 
Remorum episcopus, et omnibus suis confratribus et coapiscopis Remorum dioeceseos, bene 
valere in Christo." Migne, 242-244. 
 
{1510} Mansi, XIX. 242; Hefele, IV. 654.  

 



180. Fulbert of Chartres. 
 
I. Sanctus Fulbertus, Carnotensis episcopus: Opera, in Migne, Tom. CXLI. col. 163-374. They 
were first printed by Masson at Paris, 1585. 
 
II. Du Pin, IX. 1-6. Ceillier, XIII. 78-89. Hist. Lit. de la France, VII. 261-279 (reprinted in 
Migne, l. c. col. 167-184). Neander III. passim. Reuter: Gesch. der Rel. Aufklarung in Mittelalter 
(1875), I. 89-91. J. B. Souchet: Hist. du diocese et de, la ville de Chartres. Chartres, 1867-1876.4 
vols. Cf. Karl Werner: Gerbert von Aurillac. Wien, 1878. A. Vogel in Herzog 2 IV. 707 sq. 
 
The most distinguished pupils of Gerbert were the Emperor Otho III., King Robert of France, 
Richer, the historian of France, and Fulbert of Chartres, the most renowned teacher of his age. 
They represent the rise of a new zeal for learning which began to dispel the darkness of the tenth 
century. France took the lead, Italy followed. 
 
Fulbert, called by his admiring disciples "the Socrates of the Franks," was born of poor and 
obscure parents, probably at Chartres, about 950, and educated in the cathedral school of Rheims 
by Gerbert. He founded a similar school at Chartres, which soon acquired a brilliant reputation 
and rivalled that of Rheims. About 1003 he was elected chancellor of the church of Chartres, and 
in 1007 its bishop. When the cathedral burned down (1020), he received contributions from all 
parts of France and other countries for its reconstruction, but did not live to finish it. He was 
involved in the political and ecclesiastical disturbances of his country, opposed the use of the 
sword by the bishops, and the appropriation of church property, and sale of offices by the 
avaricious laity. He lost the favor of the court by his opposition to the intrigues of Queen 
Constantia. He died April 10, 1029. {1511} 
 
Fulbert’s fame rests chiefly on his success as a living teacher. This is indicated by his surname. 
{1512} He was not an original thinker, but knew how to inspire his pupils with enthusiasm. 
{1513} His personality was greater than his learning. He wisely combined spiritual edification 
with intellectual instruction, and aimed at the eternal welfare of his students. He used to walk 
with them at eventide in the garden and to engage in familiar conversations on the celestial 
country; sometimes he was overcome by his feelings, and adjured them with tears, never to depart 
from the path of truth and to strive with all might after that heavenly home. {1514} 
 
His ablest pupil was Berengar of Tours, the vigorous opponent of transubstantiation, and it has 
sometimes been conjectured that he derived his views from him. {1515} But Fulbert adhered to 
the traditional orthodoxy, and expressed himself against innovations, in letters to his 
metropolitan, Leutberich, archbishop of Sens. He regarded the real presence as an object of faith 
and adoration rather than of curious speculation, but thought that it is not more difficult to believe 
in a transformation of substance by Divine power than in the creation of substance. {1516} He 
was a zealous worshipper of the saints, especially of the Virgin Mary, and one of the first who 
celebrated the festival of her Nativity. 
 
The works of Fulbert consist of one hundred and thirty-nine (or 138) Letters, including some 
letters of his correspondents; {1517} nine Sermons; {1518} twenty-seven Hymns and Poems, 
{1519} and a few minor compositions, including probably a life of St. Autbert. {1520} His letters 
have considerable interest and importance for the history of his age. The longest and most 
important letter treats of three doctrines which he regarded as essential and fundamental, namely, 
the trinity, baptism, and the eucharist. {1521} 
 



From the school of Gerbert at Rheims proceeded the school of Fulbert at Chartres, and from this 
again the school of Berengar at Tours—all equally distinguished for popularity and efficiency. 
They in turn were succeeded by the monastic school of Lanfranc at Bec, who came from Italy, 
labored in France, opposed Berengar, his rival, and completed his career in England as 
archbishop of Canterbury. He was excelled by his pupil and successor, Anselm, the second 
Augustin, the father of Catholic scholasticism. With him began a new and important chapter in 
the development of theology. 
 
{1511} An epitaph (in Migne, l. c. 165) describes Fulbert as "suae tempestatis [sui temporis] 
pontificum decus, lux praeclara mundo a Deo data, pauperum sustentator, desolatorum 
consolator, praedonum et latronuin refrenator, vir eloquentissimus, et sapientissimus tam in 
divinis quam in liberalium artium libris" There is also an epitaph in poetry, l. c. col. 171. 
 
{1512} "Venerabilis ille Socrates" he is called by Adelmann. 
 
{1513} Reuter (I. 89) characterizes him very well: "Ein ungewohnliches padagogisches Talent ist 
sicher demjenigen eigen gewesen, welchen die bewundernden Schuler den Socrates der Franken 
nannten. Die Personlichkeit war ungleich grosser als die wissenschaftliche Leistung, das 
individuell Anfassende bedeutsamer als die materielle Unterweisung. Nicht fahig originelle 
Gedanken zu entwickeln und mitzutheilen, hat Fulbert als Bildner der Eigenthumlichkeit begabter 
Schuler seine Virtuositat in der anreqenden Kraft seines Umgangs gezeigt. Dieser Lehrer wurde 
der Vater gar verschieden gestimmter wissenschaftlicher Sohne." 
 
{1514} Adelmann, one of his pupils, in a letter to Berengar, his fellow-student, reminded him of 
these memorable conversations, and warned him against error. See p. 554, and Neander, III. 502. 
 
{1515} By Bishop Cosin (in his Hist. Transsubstantiationis), as quoted by Robertson, If. 607. 
 
{1516} Ep. V. (Migne, col. 201): "Jam nunc ad illud Dominici corporis et sanguinis transeamus 
venerabile sacramentum, quod quidem tantum formidabile est ad loquendum: quantum non 
terrenum, sed coeleste est mysterium; non humanae aestimationi comparabile, sed admirable non 
disputandum, sed metuendum. Deuteronomy quo silere potius aestimaveram quam temeraria 
disputatione indigne aliquid definire; quia coelestis altitudo mysterii plane non valet officio 
linguae corruptibilis exponi. Est enim mysterium fide non specie aestimandum, non visu 
corporeo, sed spiritu intuendum." Then toward,; the close of the same letter (col. 204) he says: 
"Si Deum omnia posse credis, et hoc consequitur ut credas; nec humanis disputationibus 
discernere curiosus insistes, si creaturas quas de nihilo potuit creare, has ipsas multo magis 
valeat in excellentioris naturae dignitatem convertere, et in sui corporis substantiam 
transfundere." The last phrase is nearly equivalent to transubstantiation. 
 
{1517} Epistolae, Migne, l. c. col. 189-278. Giesebrecht, Damberger, and Werner have analyzed 
and made much use of them. 
 
{1518} Sermones ad populum. Ibid. col. 317-340. 
 
{1519} Hymni et carmina ecclesiastica. Ibid. col. 339-352. See above, 96, p. 433. 
 
{1520} Vita S. Autberti, Cameracensis episcopi. Ibid. col. 355-368. 
 



{1521} Ep. V. (formerly Ep. 1, in Migne, col. 196 sqq.) Deuteronomy tribus quae sunt necessaria 
ad profectum Christianae religionis, from the year 1007, addressed to his metropolitan superior. 
See the extract on the eucharist above, p. 784, note 3.  

 



181. Rodulfus Glaber. Adam of Bremen. 
 
I. Rodulfus Glaber (Cluniacnesis monachus): Opera, in Migne, Tom. CXLII. col. 611-720. The 
Historia sui temporis or Historia Francorum is also printed in part, with textual emendations by 
G. Waitz, in the Monum. Germ. Script., ed. by Pertz, Tom. VII. 48-72, and the Vita Willelmi 
abbatis in Tom. IV. 655-658. Comp. Ceillier: XIII. 143-147. Wattenbach: Deutschlands 
Geschichtsquellen. Potthast: Biblioth. Hist. medii aevi, p. 521. 
 
II. Adamus Bremensis: Gesta Hammaburgenais ecclesiae Pontificum, seu Historia ecclesiastica. 
Libri IV. Best. ed. by Lappenberg in Pertz, Mon. Germ. Scriptores, Tom. VII. 267-389. German 
translation by Laurent, with introduction by Lappenberg, Berlin, 1850 (in "Geschichtschreiber der 
deutschen Vorzeit;" XI. Jahrh. B. VII.). In Migne, Tom. CXLVI. col. 433-566 (reprinted from 
Pertz).—Comp. Giesebrecht: Wendische Geschichte, III. 316 sqq.; Wattenbach: Deutschlands 
Geschichtsquellen (first ed. p. 252 sqq.); Koppmann: Die mittelalterlichen Geschichtsquellen in 
Bezug auf Hamburg (1868); Potthast, l. c. p. 100; C. Bertheau in Herzog 2 I. 140 sqq. Of older 
notices seeCeillier, XIV. 201-206. 
 
Among the historical writers of the eleventh century, Rodulfus Glaber, and Adam of Bremen 
deserve special mention, the one for France, the other for the North of Europe. 
 
Rodulfus Glaber {1522} was a native of Burgundy, sent to a convent in early youth by his uncle, 
and expelled for bad conduct; but he reformed and joined the strict Benedictine school of Cluny. 
He lived a while in the monastery of St. Benignus, at Dijon, then at Cluny, and died about 1050. 
 
His chief work is a history of his own time, from 1000-1045, in five books. Though written in 
barbarous Latin and full of inaccuracies, chronological blunders, and legendary miracles, it is an 
interesting and indispensable source of information, and gives vivid pictures of the corrupt morals 
of that period. {1523} He wrote also a biography of St. William, abbot of Dijon, who died 1031. 
{1524} 
 
Adam of Bremen, a Saxon by birth, educated (probably) at Magdeburg, teacher and canon of the 
chapter at Bremen (1068), composed, between 1072 and 1076, a history of the Bishops of 
Hamburg-Bremen. {1525} This is the chief source for the oldest church history of North Germany 
and Scandinavia, from 788 to the death of Adalbert, who was archbishop of Bremen from 1045-
1072. Adam drew from the written sources in the rich library, of the church at Bremen, and from 
oral traditions. {1526} He went to the Danish King Sven Estrithson, who "preserved the whole 
history of the barbarians in his memory as in a book." He is impartial and reliable, but neglects 
the chronology,. He may almost be called the Herodotus of the North except for his want of 
simplicity. He was familiar with Virgil, Horace, Lucian, and formed his style chiefly after Sallust; 
hence his artificial brevity and sententiousness. {1527} He ranks with the first historians of the 
middle ages. {1528} 
 
{1522} i.e. Calvus, Kahlkopf, Baldhead. His proper name was Rodulfus or Radulphus. Ceillier (l. 
c. p. 143): "Rodulphe ou Raoul, surnomme Glaber parce qu’il etait chauve et sans poil." 
 
{1523} This is the judgment of Waitz (Mon. Germ. VII. 49), and Giesebrecht (II. 567). 
Wattenbach (Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen, first ed., 1858, p. 322) calls it "ein Werk voll 
merkwurdiger Dinge, und mannigfach belehrend, aber ohne festen Plan und chronologische 
Ordnung." 
 



{1524} The Vita S. Guillelmi or Willelmi, in Migne, l. c. col. 701-720. 
 
{1525} Hamburg was the original seat of the Northern episcopate, and remained so nominally, 
but owing to the constant irruptions of the Wends and Normans, it was transferred to Bremen. 
 
{1526} Lappenberg gives a full account of all his sources. 
 
{1527} Wattenbach (p. 254): "Sein Vorbild ist besonders Sallust, der in den Schulen 
vorzugeweise gelesen wurde und darum auch eine ubergrossen Einfluss auf den Stil der Zeit 
ubte" He adds (p. 255): "Jede gewissenhafte Forschung geht auf Adam zuruck und seine Autoritat 
stand von Anfang an-mit Recht in hohem Ansehen." 
 
{1528} Lappenberg (in Mon. Gem. VII. 267): "Paucissimi sane sunt inter medii aevi historicos, 
qui rerum traditarum gravitate, perspicuitate, iudicii ingenuitate, fontium scriptorum cognitione, 
sermonium ore traditorum accurata perceptione ita emineant, ut Adamus, magister scolarum 
Bremensis."  

 



182. St. Peter Damiani. 
 
I. Beati Petri Damiani (S. R. E. cardinalis Episcopi Ostiensis Ordinis S. Benedicti) Opera omnia 
in quatuor tomos distributa, studio et labora Domni Constantini Cajetani (of Montecassino), first 
publ. Rom. 1606-’13; in Paris, 1663; in Venice, 1783. Reprinted with Vitae and Prolegomena in 
Migne’s "Patrol. Lat.," Tom. CXLIV. and CXLV. (1853). Tom. I. 1060 cols.; Tom. II. 1224 cols. 
 
II. Three biographies of Damiani, one by his pupil, Joannes monachus, who, however, only 
describes his monastic character. See Migne, I. 47-204. Acta Sanctorum (Bolland.), for February 
23, Tom. III. 406-427. Acta Sanctorum Ordinis S. Bened., Saec. VI. Also the Annales Ordinis S. 
Benedicti, ed. Mabillon, Tom. IV., lib. LVIII.-LXII. (which extend from A. D. 1039-1066, and 
notice the public acts of Damiani in chronological order). 
 
III. Jac. Laderchi: Vita S. Petri Damiani S. R. E. Cardinalis. Rom. 1702. 3 Tom. Albr. Vogel: 
Peter Damiani. Jena, 1856. Comp. his art. in Herzog 2 III. 466 sqq. F. Neukirch: Das Leben des 
Peter Dam. Gottingen, 1876. Jos. Kleinermanns (R.C.): Petrus Damiani in s. Leben und Wirken, 
nach den Quellen dargestellt. Steyl, 1882. Comp. also Ceillier, XIII. 296-324. Neander, III. 382, 
397 and passim; Gfrorer Gregor. VII, Bd. I.; Hofler: Die deutschen Paepste; Will: Die Anfange 
der Restauration der Kirche im elfte Jahrh.; Giesebrecht: Gesch. der deutschen Kaizerzeit, vol. 
II.; Hefele: Conciliengesch., vol. IV. 
 
I. Life. Peter Damianus or Damiani (1007-1072), {1529} a friend of Hildebrand and zealous 
promoter of the moral reform of the clergy, was a native of Ravenna, had a very hard youth, but 
with the help of his brother Damianus (whose name he adopted), {1530} he was enabled to study 
at Ravenna, Faenza and Parma. He acquired honor and fortune as a teacher of the liberal arts in 
his native city. In his thirtieth year he suddenly left the world and became a hermit at Fonte 
Avellano near Gubbio (Eugubium) in Umbria, following the example of his countryman, 
Romuald, whose life he described. {1531} He soon reached the height of ascetic holiness and 
became abbot and disciplinarian of the hermits and monks of the whole surrounding region. Even 
miracles were attributed to him. 
 
He systematized and popularized a method of meritorious self-flagellation in connection with the 
recital of the Psalms; each Psalm was accompanied with a hundred strokes of a leathern thong on 
the bare back, the whole Psalter with fifteen thousand strokes. This penance became a rage, and 
many a monk flogged himself to death to the music of the Psalms for his own benefit, or for the 
release of souls in purgatory. The greatest expert was Dominicus, who wore an iron cuirass 
around his bare body (hence called Loricatus), and so accelerated the strokes that he absolved 
without a break twelve Psalters; at last he died of exhaustion (1063). {1532} Even noble women 
ardently practiced "hoc purgatorii genus," as Damiani calls it. He defended this self-imposed 
penance against the opponents as a voluntary imitation of the passion of Christ and the sufferings 
of martyrs, but he found it necessary also to check unnatural excesses among his disciples, and 
ordered that no one should be forced to scourge himself, and that forty Psalms with four thousand 
strokes at a time should be sufficient as a rule. 
 
The ascetic practice which he encouraged by word and example, had far-reaching consequences; 
it became a part of the monastic discipline among Dominicans {1533} and Franciscans, and 
assumed gigantic proportions in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, especially during the 
reign of the Black Death (1349), when fraternities of Flagellants or Cross-bearers, moved by a 
spirit of repentance, preceded by crosses, stripped to the waist, with faces veiled, made 
pilgrimages through Italy, Germany and England and scourged themselves, while chanting the 



penitential psalms, twice a day for thirty-three days, in memory of the thirty-three years of our 
Lord’s life. {1534} 
 
Damiani became the leader of the strict monastic party which centred at Cluny and labored, from 
the sacerdotal and theocratic point of view, for a reformation of the clergy and the church at a 
time of their deepest degradation and corruption. He compared the condition of his age to that of 
Sodom and Gomorrah; he opposed simony and the concubinage of priests, as the two chief 
sources of evil. He advocated a law which punished simony with deposition, and which 
prohibited the laity from hearing mass said by married priests. Such a law was enacted by the 
Lateran Council of 1059. He also condemned in the clergy the practice of bearing arms, although 
even Pope Leo IX., in 1053, led an army against the pillaging Normans. He firmly maintained 
that a priest should not draw the sword even in defense of the faith, but contend only with the 
Word of God and the weapon of the Spirit. 
 
A man of such talent, piety and energy could not remain hidden in the desert. He was drawn to 
Rome, and against his will chosen bishop of Ostia and Cardinal of the Roman church by Stephen 
X. in 1058. He narrowly escaped the triple crown in 1061. He was the spiritual counsellor and 
censor of the Hildebrandian popes (Gregory VI., Clement II., Leo IX., Victor II., Stephen X., 
Nicolas II., Alexander II.), and of Hildebrand himself. He was employed on important missions at 
Milan, Florence, Montecassino, Cluny, Mainz, Frankfort. He helped to put down the papal schism 
of Cadalous. {1535} He had the confidence of the Emperor Henry III. whom he highly praise as a 
second David, became confessor of the widowed Empress Agnes, and prevented the divorce of 
her son Henry IV. from his wife Bertha. He resigned his bishopric, but was again called out from 
his retreat by Hildebrand; hence he called him his holy Satan, and also the lord of the pope. 
{1536} He despised the vanities and dignities of high office. He preferred his monastic cell in the 
Apennines, where he could conquer his own world within, recite the Psalter, scourge himself, and 
for a change write satires and epigrams, and make wooden spoons. "What would the bishops of 
old have done," he said, "had they to endure the torments which now attend the episcopate? To 
ride forth constantly accompanied by troops of soldiers with swords and lances, to be girt about 
with armed men, like a heathen general! Every day royal banquets, every day parade! The table 
loaded with delicacies for voluptuous guests; while the poor pine away with famine!" 
 
His last work was to heal a schism in the church of his native city. On his return he died of fever 
at Faenza, Feb. 23, 1072, one year before Hildebrand ascended the papal chair to carry out the 
reforms for which Damiani had prepared the way with narrow, but honest, earnest and unselfish 
devotion. 
 
II. The Works of Damiani consist of Epistles, Sermons, Lives of Saints, ascetic tracts, and Poems. 
They are a mirror of the church of his age. 
 
1. The Epistles are divided into eight books. They are addressed (a) to contemporary Roman 
Bishops (Gregory VI., Clement II., Leo IX., Victor II., Nicolas II., Alexander II., and the Anti-
pope Cadalous or Honorius II.); (b) to the Cardinal Bishops, and to Cardinal Hildebrand in 
particular; (c) to Patriarchs and to the Archbishops of Ravenna and Cologne; (d) to various 
Bishops; (e) to Archpresbyters, Archdeacons, Presbyters and other clergy. They give a graphic 
picture of the corruptions of the church in his times, and are full of zeal for a moral reform. He 
subscribes himself "Petrus peccator monachus." The letters to the anti-pope Cadalous show his 
power of sarcasm; he tells him that his very name from cado, to fall, and lao, people, was 
ominous, that he deserved a triple deposition, that his new crime was adultery and simony of the 
worst sort, that he had sold his own church (Parma) and bought another, that the church was 



desecrated to the very top by such adulteries. He prophesied his death within one year, but 
Cadalous outlived it, and Damiani defended his prophecy as applying to moral death. 
 
2. Sermons, seventy-four in number. {1537} They are short and treat of church festivals, apostles, 
the Virgin Mary, martyrs, saints, relics, and enjoin a churchly and ascetic piety. 
 
3. Lives of Saints, of the Benedictine order, namely, Odilo of Cluny, Romuald, Rodulphus, and 
Dominicus Loricatus (the hero of self-flagellation), whose examples are held up for imitation. 
{1538} 
 
4. Dogmatic Discussions, Deuteronomy Fide Catholica; Contra Judaeos; Dialogus inter 
Judaeum et Christianum; Deuteronomy Divina Omnipotentia; Deuteronomy Processione Spiritus 
Sancti (against the Greeks), etc. {1539} 
 
5. Polemic and ascetic treatises. The most important is the Liber Gomorrhianus (1051), a fearless 
exposure of clerical immorality which appeared to him as bad as the lewdness of Sodom and 
Gomorrah (hence the title). {1540} It is addressed to Pope Leo IX. and calls on him to exercise 
his authority in removing the scandals. The Liber Gratissimus, addressed to Henry, archbishop of 
Ravenna, is directed against simony. {1541} He wrote also tracts on the contempt of the world, on 
monastic perfection, on the life of hermits, on sacerdotal celibacy, against intemperance, against 
avarice, etc. {1542} 
 
6. On Miracles and Apparitions. {1543} 
 
7. On the Pictures of the chief Apostles, especially Peter and Paul. {1544} 
 
8. Exposition of the Canon of the Mass, and other liturgical topics. {1545} 
 
9. Exegetical Fragments on the Old and New Testaments. {1546} 
 
10 Poems, satires, epigrams and Prayers. {1547} His best hymn is on the glory of Paradise, based 
on poetic prose of St. Augustin: "Ad perennis vitae fontem mens sativit arida." {1548} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1529} There are several distinguished persons of that name, (a) Damianus, brother of Cosmas; 
they were physicians in Sicily who took no fees, and died as "silverless" martyrs of the Diocletian 
persecution (303), and became the patrons of physicians and druggists throughout the middle 
ages. The Greeks distinguish three pairs of these brothers. (b) Damianus, patriarch of Alexandria, 
d. 601, who leaned to Sabellianism and Monophysitism. (c) D., bishop of Pavia, who drew up a 
confession of faith against the Monothelites, A. D. 679. 
 
{1530} As Eusebius called himself Pamphili after his friend and patron Pamphilus, 
 
{1531} See above, p. 366 sqq. 
 
{1532} See Damiani’s account in Vita Dominici Loricati, c. 10, in Migne, I. 1017. 
 



{1533} St. Dominic, the founder of the order of the Dominicans (1170-1221), is said to have 
scourged himself every night three times, first for himself, then for his contemporaries, and last 
for the souls in purgatory. 
 
{1534} Boileau, Historia Flagellantium, Paris, 1700; Forstemann, Die christl. 
Geisslergesellschaften, Halle, 1828; Cooper, Flagellation and the Flagellants, London, 1870. 3d 
ed., 1877. 
 
{1535} Or Cadalus, bishop of Parma, very rich and guilty of simony. 
 
{1536} In two of his best epigrams, he says of Hildebrand (Migne, II. 961, 967): 
 
Vivere vis Romae, clara depromito voce: 
 
Plus Domino papae quam Domno pareo papae. 
 
Papam rite colo, sed te prostratus adoro: 
 
Tu facis hunc Dominum; te facit iste Deum. 
 
{1537} Migne, I. 506-924. 
 
{1538} Migne, 925-1024. 
 
{1539} II. 20 sqq. and 595 sqq. 
 
{1540} II. 159-190. 
 
{1541} II. 99 sqq. 
 
{1542} II. 191 sqq. 
 
{1543} II. 571 sqq. 
 
{1544} II. 590 sqq. 
 
{1545} II. 979 sqq. 
 
{1546} II. 892 sqq. and 985 sqq. 
 
{1547} II. 918 sqq. 
 
{1548} II. 862. See above, p. 431 sq.  
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THE MIDDLE AGES. 
 
THE PAPAL THEOCRACY IN CONFLICT WITH 
 
THE SECULAR POWER. 
 
FROM GREGORY VII. TO BONIFACE VIII. 
 
A. D. 1049-1294. 
 
THE FIFTH PERIOD OF CHURCH HISTORY. 
 

1. General Literature. 
 
Sources: J. P. Migne: Patrologiae cursus completus, etc. The Latin series containing the writings 
of the "Fathers, Doctors, and Writers of the Latin Church from Tertullian to Innocent III.," 221 
vols. Paris, 1844-1864. Indispensable. The writers of the 11th century begin with vol. 139. Philip 
Labbaeus, S. J., d. 1667: Sacrosancta concilia ad regiam editionem exacta, 18 vols. Paris, 1662 
sqq. Labbaeus lived to see vol. IX. in print. Completed by Gabriel Cossart. This collection has 
been used in places in this volume.  John D. Mansi, abp. of Lucca, d. 1769: Sacrorum 
conciliorum nova et amplissima collectio, 31 vols., Florence and Venice, 1759-1798. Extends to 
the Council of Florence, 1439. New facsimile ed. with continuation. Paris, 1901 sqq. Thus far 38 
vols., 0-37, reaching to 1735. L. A. Muratori, d. 1750: Rerum Italicarum scriptores, 500-1600, 25 
vols. Milan, 1723-1761, with supplemental vols., Florence, 1748, 1770, Venice, 1771, in all 31 
parts. Repub. and ed. by G. Carducci et V. Fiorini, Citta di Castello 1902 sqq. Monumenta 
Germaniae historica, ed. by G. H. Pertz, d. 1870, and his coeditors and successors, Wattenbach, 
Bohmer, etc. More than 50 vols. Han., 1826 sqq. They cover the whole history of the empire and 
papacy. Scriptores rerum Germanicarum for use in schools and drawn from the preceding, ed. by 
Pertz, 42 vols. Han., 1840-1894. Die Geschichtschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit, ed. by Pertz, etc., 
in German trans, 92 vols. Berlin and Leipzig, 1849-1892. The Rolls Series, Rerum Britannicarum 
medii aevi scriptores, 97 vols., London, 1858-1891, contains splendid edd. of William of 
Malmesbury, Roger of Wendover, Ralph of Coggeshall, Richard of Hoveden, Matthew Paris (7 
vols.), Grosseteste, and other English mediaeval writers. Bohn’s Antiq. Library, 41 vols. London, 
1848-1864 sqq., gives translations of M. Paris, Richard of Hoveden, etc. J. F. Bohmer: Regesta 
imperii, 1198-1254. New ed. by J. Ficker and Winkelmann, Innsbruck, 1881-1894. Regesta 
pontificum romanorum from St. Peter to Innocent III., ed. by Jaffe, d. 1878, Berlin, 1851, pp. 951; 
2d ed. by Wattenbach, Lowenthal, Kaltenbrunner, and Ewald, vol. I. Lips., 1885, from Peter to 
Innocent II., 64-1143; vol. II. Lips., 1888 from Coelestin II. to Innocent III., 1143-1198.  
Continuation by Aug. Potthast, from Innocent III., to Benedict XI., 1198-1304, 2 vols. pp. 2157, 
Berlin, 1873, 1875. J. Von Pflugk Harttung: Acta pontificum rom. inedita, 3 vols. Tabing. 1881-
1888. Carl Mirbt: Quellen zur Geschichte des Papsttums und des rom. Katholizismus, 2d ed. 
Tabing. 1901, pp. 482. Very convenient and valuable, giving the original Latin documents. 
Shailer Mathews: Select Mediaeval Docts. etc., illustr. the Hist. Of the Church and Empire, 754-
1254, N. Y. 1892. Heinrich Denifle, O. P., archivarius of the Vatican Library, d. 1905, and Franz 
Ehrle, S. J.: Archiv far Literaturund Kirchengeschichte des Mittelalters, Freib. im Br. 1885 sqq. 



Many important documents were published here for the first time. Quellen und Forschungen aus 
italienischen Archiven und Bibliotheken herausgegeben vom Koenigl-Preussichen Historischen 
Institut in Rom., thus far 8 vols. 1897-1905. 
 
Secondary Works: Histoire Litteraire de la France, 1733 sqq. Dicty. of Natl. Biogr., ed. by Leslie 
Stephen, 63 vols. with Supplem., London, 1885-1903, Wetzer-Welte: Kirchen Lexikon, 2d ed. 12 
vols. Freib. im Br. 1882-1901. Herzog: Realencyklopaedia far protestantische Theologie und 
Kirche, ed. by A. Hauck, 3d ed. 1896 sqq. Thus far 18 vols. W. Giesebrecht: Gesch. der 
deutschen Kaiserzeit, 3 vols. 5th ed. Leipzig, 1890. Dollinger-Friedrich: Das Papstthum, Munich, 
1892. A revision of Dollinger’s The Pope and the Council, which appeared in 1869 under the 
pseudonym Janus, as a protest against the doctrine of Papal Infallibility about to be taken up at 
the Vatican Council. Ferdinand Gregorovius: Geschichte der Stadt Rom. im Mittelalter, Engl. 
trans. from the 4th German, ed. 1886-1893, Stuttg., by Annie Hamilton, 8 vols. (13 parts), 
London, 1894-1902. The most valuable general work of the Middle Ages. James Bryce: The Holy 
Roman Empire, new ed. London, 1904, pp. 575. Thorough and lucid. Carl J. von Hefele, Bishop 
of Rottenburg, d. 1893: Conciliengeschichte to 1536, 2d ed. 9 vols. Freib. im Br. 1873-1890. 
Vols. V.-VII. in 2d ed. by A. Knopfler. Vols. VIII. IX. were prepared by Cardinal Hergenrother. 
A. Hauck: Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, 4 vols. Leipzig, 1887-1903; vols. I. II 4th ed. 1904. 
Gibbon: Decline and Fall of Rome, ed. by J. B. Bury, 7 vols. London, 1897-1900. Leopold Von 
Ranke: Weltgeschichte to 1453, 9 vols. Leipzig, 1883-1888. The Church Histories of Neander, 
Gieseler, Baur, Die christl. Kirche des Mittelalters, 1861, Milman, Hagenbach, K. Hase, Rich. C. 
Trench: Med. Ch. History, 1877. The Manuals of Church History of Hefele-Knopfler, 3d ed. 
1902, F. X. Funk, 4th ed. 1902, W. Moller Engl. trans. 3 vols. 1898-1900, Karl Muller, 2 vols. 
1892-1902, Hergenrother, rev. by J. P. Kirsch, 4th ed. 1902 sqq. Loofs, 1901, Hans Von 
Schubert, 1904, Geo. P. Fisher, 1887, H. C. Sheldon, 5 vols. N. Y. 1890, A. C. Zenos, Phil. 1899, 
A. H. Newman, 2 vols. 1900 sqq. The Histories of Christian Doctrine, of Harnack Engl. trans. 
from 3d Ger. ed. 7 vols. Boston, 1897-1900. Loofs, 3d ed. 1893, Geo. P. Fisher, 1896, Seeberg, 2 
vols. 1895, H. C. Sheldon, 2 vols. 4th ed. 1905. Hallam: Hist. of the Middle Ages. Guizot: Hist. of 
Civilization from the Fall of the Rom. Emp. to the French Revolution. Lecky: Hist. of Rationalism 
in Europe and European Morals. H. Weingarten: Zeittafeln und Ueberblicke zur 
Kirchengeschichte, 6th ed. by Arnold, Leipzig, 1905. 
 
For Literature: A. Potthast: Bibliotheca Historica medii aevi, Wegweiser durch die 
Geschichtswerke des europaischen Mittelalters bis 1500, 2 vols. Berlin, 1864-1868, 2d ed. Berlin, 
1896. A work of great industry and value. U. Chevalier: Repertoire des sources historiques du 
moyen age, Paris, 1877-1886, Supplem. 1888. W. Wattenbach: Deutsche Geschichtsquellen im 
Mittelalter, to 1250, 2 vols. Berlin, 1858, 6th ed. 1893 sq. 
 
For other works relating to the whole period of the Middle Ages, see vol. IV. 1-4.  



2. Introductory Survey. 
 
The fifth period of general Church history, or the second period of mediaeval Church history, 
begins with the rise of Hildebrand, 1049, and ends with the elevation of Boniface VIII. to the 
papal dignity, 1294. 
 
In this period the Church and the papacy ascend from the lowest state of weakness and corruption 
to the highest power and influence over the nations of Europe. It is the classical age of Latin 
Christianity: the age of the papal theocracy, aiming to control the German Empire and the 
kingdoms of France, Spain, and England. It witnessed the rise of the great Mendicant orders and 
the religious revival which followed. It beheld the full flower of chivalry and the progress of the 
crusades, with the heroic conquest and loss of the Holy Land. It saw the foundations laid of the 
great universities of Bologna, Paris, Oxford. It was the age of scholastic philosophy and theology, 
and their gigantic efforts to solve all conceivable problems and by dialectical skill to prove every 
article of faith. During its progress Norman and Gothic architecture began to rear the cathedrals. 
All the arts were made the handmaids of religion; and legendary poetry and romance flourished. 
Then the Inquisition was established, involving the theory of the persecution of Jews and heretics 
as a divine right, and carrying it into execution in awful scenes of torture and blood. It was an age 
of bright light and deep shadows, of strong faith and stronger superstition, of sublime heroism 
and wild passions, of ascetic self-denial and sensual indulgence, of Christian devotion and 
barbarous cruelty. {1} Dante, in his Divina Commedia, which "heaven and earth" combined to 
produce, gives a poetic mirror of Christianity and civilization in the thirteenth and the opening 
years of the fourteenth century, when the Roman Church was at the summit of its power, and yet, 
by the abuse of that power and its worldliness, was calling forth loud protests, and demands for a 
thorough reformation from all parts of Western Christendom. 
 
A striking feature of the Middle Ages is the contrast and co-operation of the forces of extreme 
self-abnegation as represented in monasticism and extreme ambition for worldly dominion as 
represented in the papacy. {2} The former gave moral support to the latter, and the latter utilized 
the former. The monks were the standing army of the pope, and fought his battles against the 
secular rulers of Western Europe. 
 
The papal theocracy in conflict with the secular powers and at the height of its power is the 
leading topic. The weak and degenerate popes who ruled from 900-1046 are now succeeded by a 
line of vigorous minds, men of moral as well as intellectual strength. The world has had few 
rulers equal to Gregory VII. 1073-1085, Alexander III. 1159-1181, and Innocent III. 1198-1216, 
not to speak of other pontiffs scarcely second to these masters in the art of government and 
aspiring aims. The papacy was a necessity and a blessing in a barbarous age, as a check upon 
brute force, and as a school of moral discipline. The popes stood on a much higher plane than the 
princes of their time. The spirit has a right to rule over the body; the intellectual and moral 
interests are superior to the material and political. But the papal theocracy carried in it the 
temptation to secularization. By the abuse of opportunity it became a hindrance to pure religion 
and morals. Christ gave to Peter the keys of the kingdom of heaven, but he also said, "My 
kingdom is not of this world." The pope coveted both kingdoms, and he got what he coveted. But 
he was not able to hold the power he claimed over the State, and aspiring after temporal authority 
lost spiritual power. Boniface VIII. marks the beginning of the decline and fall of the papal rule; 
and the seeds of this decline and fall were sown in the period when the hierarchy was in the pride 
of its worldly might and glory. 
 



In this period also, and chiefly as the result of the crusades, the schism between the churches of 
the East and the West was completed. All attempts made at reconciliation by pope and council 
only ended in wider alienation. 
 
The ruling nations during the Middle Ages were the Latin, who descended from the old Roman 
stock, but showed the mixture of barbaric blood and vigor, and the Teutonic. The Italians and 
French had the most learning and culture. Politically, the German nation, owing to its possession 
of the imperial crown and its connection with the papacy, was the most powerful, especially 
under the Hohenstaufen dynasty. England, favored by her insular isolation, developed the power 
of self-government and independent nationality, and begins to come into prominence in the papal 
administration. Western Europe is the scene of intellectual, ecclesiastical, and political activities 
of vast import, but its arms and devotion find their most conspicuous arena in Palestine and the 
East. 
 
Finally this period of two centuries and a half is a period of imposing personalities. The names of 
the greatest of the popes have been mentioned, Gregory VII., Alexander III., and Innocent III. Its 
more notable sovereigns were William the Conqueror, Frederick Barbarossa, Frederick II., and 
St. Louis of France. Dante the poet illumines its last years. St. Bernard, Francis d’Assisi, and 
Dominic, the Spaniard, rise above a long array of famous monks. In the front rank of its 
Schoolmen were Anselm, Abelard, Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, and Duns 
Scotus. Thomas a  Becket and Grosseteste are prominent representatives of the body of episcopal 
statesmen. This combination of great figures and of great movements gives to this period a 
variety of interest such as belongs to few periods of Church history or the history of mankind. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1} Dean Stanley, Sermons and Addresses in America, p. 220, speaks of the "grace of the Middle 
Ages and their hideous atrocities." 
 
{2} The ideas are expressed by the German words Weltentsagung and Weltbeherrschung  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER I. 
 
THE HILDEBRANDIAN POPES. A. D. 1049-1073. 
 

3. Sources and Literature on Chapters I. and II. 
 
See the general literature on the papacy in vol. IV. 202 sqq.; and the list of mediaeval popes, 205 
sqq. 
 
I. Sources For The Whole Period from 1049 to 1085:— 
 
Migne: Patrol. Lat.,  vols. 140-148.—Damiani Epistolae, in Migne, vol. 144.—Bonizo or 
Bonitho (Bishop of Sutri, 1091; prisoner of Henry IV., 1082; a great admirer of Gregory VII.): 
Liber ad amicum, sive de persecutione ecclesiae (in Jaffe’s Monum. Gregor., p. 628 sqq., where 
he is charged with falsehood; but see Giesebrecht and Hefele, IV. 707). Phil. Jaffe (d. 1870): 
Regesta Pontif. Rom., pp. 366-443, 2d ed. I. 629-649.—Jaffe: Monumenta Gregoriana (see 
below).—K. Francke: Libelli de lite imperatorum et Pontificum Saeculi XI. et XII. conscripti, 3 
vols. Hannov. 1891-1897, contains the tractarian lit. of the Hildebrandian age. On other sources, 
see Wattenbach: Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter, II. 220 sqq. and Mirbt: 
Publizistik, 6-95. 
 
II. Works on the Whole Period from 1049 to 1085: — 
 
Hofler: Deutsche Papste, Regensb., 1839 sqq., 3 vols.—C. Will: Anfange der Restauration der 
Kirche im 11, ten Jahrh.,  Marburg, 1859-1862, 2 parts.—Ths. Greenwood: Cathedra Petri, 
books X. and XI. London, 1861.—Giesebrecht: Gesch. der deutschen Kaizerzeit, vols. II. and III. 
(Braunschweig, 5th ed. 1881).—Rud. Baxmann: Die Politik der Papste von Gregor I. bis auf 
Gregor VII., Elberfeld, 1868, 1869. 2 vols. vol. II. 186-434.—Wattenbach: Geschichte des rom. 
Papstthums, Berlin, 1876 (pp. 97-136).—Gregorovius: Hist. of the City Of Rome.—Hefele: 
Conciliengeschichte, IV. 716-900, and V. 1-185.—L. v. Ranke: Weltgeschichte, vol. VII.—
Bryce: Holy Roman Empire.—Freeman: Hist. of Norman Conq. of England, vol. IV. Oxford, 
1871, and Hist. of Sicily.—F. Neukirch: Das Leben des Petrus Damiani bis 1059, Gott., 1875.—
J. Langen: Geschichte der rom. Kirche von Gregor VII. bis Innocent III.,  Bonn, 1893.—Hauck: 
Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, vols. III. IV.—W. F. Barry: The Papal Monarchy from 590-
1303, N. Y. 1902. 
 
III. Special Sources and Works on Hildebrand:— 
 
His letters (359), the so-called Registrum, in Migne, vol. 148, Mansi, XX. 60-391, and best in 
Jaffe, Monumenta Gregoriana, Berol., 1865, 712 pp. (in "Bibliotheca Rerum Germanicarum," 
vol. II.). The first critical edition. Jaffe gives the Registrum in eight books, with fifty-one 
additional letters collected from MSS., and Bonithonis episcopi Sutrini ad amicum. Gregory’s 
biographies by Cardinal Petrus of Pisa, Bernried, Amalric, Lambert, etc., in Muratori: Rerum 
Italicarum Scriptores, vol. III.; and Watterich: Pontif. Boni. Vitae, Lips., 1862, I. 293 sqq.; Acta 
Sanct. Maii, die 25, VI. 102-159. 
 



Modern works: Joh. Voigt (Prof. of Hist. in Konigsberg, d. 1863): Hildebrand als Papst 
Gregorius VII. und sein Zeitalter, 1815, 2d ed. Weimar, 1846, pp. 625. The first attempt at an 
impartial estimate of Gregory from the Protestant historical standpoint. The first edition was 
translated into French and Italian, and gave rise to a remarkable Latin correspondence with 
Clemens Villecourt, bishop of La Rochelle, which is printed in the preface to the second edition. 
The bishop tried to convert Voigt to the Catholic Church, but in vain.—Sir Roger Greisly: The 
Life and Pontificate of Gregory VII., London, 1832, pp. 372. Impartial, but unimportant.—J. W. 
Bowden: The Life and Pontificate of Gregory VII. London, 1840, 2 Vols. pp. 374 and 411. —-
Ard. Newman: Hist. Essays, II. 249-336.—Sir James Stephen: Hildebrand, in "Essays on 
Ecclesiastical Biography," 1849, 4th ed. London, 1860, pp. 1-58. He calls "Hildebrand the very 
impersonation of papal arrogance and of spiritual despotism."—Soltl: Gregor VII., Leipzig, 
1847.—Floto: Kaiser Heinrich IV. und sein Zeitalter. Stuttg., 1865, 1856, 2 vols. Sides with 
Henry IV.—Helfenstein: Gregor VII. Bestrebungen nach den Streitschriften seiner Zeit., 
Frankfurt, 1856.—A. F. Gfrorer (first a rationalist, then a convert to ‘Rome, 1853; d. 1861): Papst 
Greg. VII. und sein Zeitalter. 7 vols. Schaffhausen, 1859-1861.—Giesebrecht: l. c.., vol. III.—A. 
F. Villemain: Hist. de Gregoire VII. 2 vols. Paris, 1873. Engl. trans. by J. B. Brockley, 2 vols. 
London, 1874.—S. Baring-Gould, in "The Lives of the Saints" for May 25, London, 1873.—W. 
Martens: Die Besetzung des papstlichen Stuhls unter den Kaisern Heinrich III und Heinrich IV. 
1887; *Gregor VII., sein Leben und Wirken, 2 vols. Leipzig, 1894.—W. R. W. Stephens: 
Hildebrand and his Times, London, 1888.—O. Delarc: S. Gregoire VII. et la reforme de l’eglise 
au XI. siecle, 3 vols. Paris, 1889.—C. Mirbt (Prof. in Marburg): Die Stellung Augustins in der 
Publizistik des Gregorianischen Kirchenstreits, Leipzig, 1888. Shows the influence of St. 
Augustine on both parties in the Gregorian controversy over the relation of Church and State; Die 
Wahl Gregors VII., Marburg, 1892; *Die Publizistik im Zeitalter Gregors VII., Leipzig, 1894, pp. 
629. An exhaustive treatment of the copious tractarian Lit. of the Hildebrandian age and its 
attitude on the various objects of Gregory’s policy; art. Gregor VII., in Herzog, VII. 96-113.—
Marvin R. Vincent: The Age of Hildebrand, N. Y. 1896.—Also J. Greving: Paul von Bernried’s 
Vita Gregorii VII., Berlin, 1893, pp. 172.  



4. Hildebrand and his Training. 
 
The history of the period begins with a survey of the papacy as the controlling power of Western 
Christendom. It embraces six stages: 1. The Hildebrandian popes, 1049-1073. 2. Gregory VII., 
1073-1085, or the assertion of the supreme authority of the papacy in human affairs. 3. From 
Gregory’s death to the Concordat of Worms, 1122, or the settlement of the controversy over 
investiture. 4. From the Concordat of Worms to Innocent III., 1198. 5. The Pontificate of 
Innocent III., 1198-1216, or the papacy at its height. 6. From Innocent III. to Boniface VIII., 
1216-1294, or the struggle of the papacy with Frederick II. and the restoration of peace between 
the papacy and the empire. 
 
The papacy had reached its lowest stage of weakness and degeneracy when at Sutri in 1046, 
under the influence of Henry III., two popes were deposed and a third was forced to abdicate. {3} 
But the worthless popes, who prostituted their office and outraged the feelings of Christendom 
during the tenth and the first half of the eleventh century, could not overthrow the papacy any 
more than idolatrous kings could overthrow the Jewish monarchy, or wicked emperors the Roman 
Empire. In the public opinion of Europe, the papacy was still a necessary institution established 
by Christ in the primacy of Peter for the government and administration of the church. There was 
nothing to take its place. It needed only a radical reformation in its head, which would be 
followed by a reformation of the members. Good men all over Europe anxiously desired and 
hoped that Providence would intervene and rescue the chair of Peter from the hands of thieves 
and robbers, and turn it once more into a blessing. The idea of abolishing the papacy did not 
occur to the mind of the Christians of that age as possible or desirable. 
 
At last the providential man for effecting this necessary reformation appeared in the person of 
Hildebrand, who controlled five successive papal administrations for twenty-four years, 1049-
1073, then occupied the papal chair himself for twelve years, 1073-1085, and was followed by 
like-minded successors. He is one of the greatest, if not the greatest, of popes, and one of the most 
remarkable men in history. He excited in his age the highest admiration and the bitterest hatred. 
Opinions about his principles and policy are still divided; but it is impossible to deny his ability, 
energy, earnestness, and achievements. 
 
Hildebrand was of humble and obscure origin, but foreordained to be a prince of the Church. He 
was of small stature, and hence called "Hildebrandellus" by his enemies, but a giant in intellect 
and character. His figure was ungainly and his voice feeble; but his eyes were bright and piercing, 
bespeaking penetration, a fiery spirit, and restless activity. His early life is involved in obscurity. 
He only incidentally alludes to it in his later Epistles, and loved to connect it with the supernatural 
protection of St. Peter and the Holy Virgin. With a monkish disregard of earthly relations, he 
never mentions his family. The year of his birth is unknown. The veneration of friends and the 
malice of enemies surrounded his youth with legends and lies. He was the son of a peasant or 
goatherd, Bonizo, living near Soana, a village in the marshes of Tuscany, a few miles from 
Orbitello. The oft-repeated tradition that he was the son of a carpenter seems to have originated in 
the desire to draw a parallel between him and Jesus of Nazareth. Of his mother we know nothing. 
His name points to Lombard or German origin, and was explained by his contemporaries as hell-
brand or fire-brand. {4} Odilo, the abbot of Cluny, saw sparks of fire issuing from his raiment, 
and predicted that, like John the Baptist, he would be "great in the sight of the Lord." 
 
He entered the Benedictine order in the convent of St. Mary on the Aventine at Rome, of which 
his maternal uncle was abbot. Here he had a magnificent view of the eternal city. {5} Here he was 



educated with Romans of the higher families. {6} The convent was under the influence of the 
reformatory spirit of Cluny, and the home of its abbots on their pilgrimages to Rome. He 
exercised himself in severe self-discipline, and in austerity and rigor he remained a monk all his 
life. He cherished an enthusiastic veneration for the Virgin Mary. The personal contemplation of 
the scandalous contentions of the three rival popes and the fearful immorality in the capital of 
Christendom must have raised in his earnest soul a deep disgust. He associated himself with the 
party which prepared for a reformation of the hierarchy. 
 
His sympathies were with his teacher and friend, Gregory VI. This pope had himself bought the 
papal dignity from, the wretched Benedict IX., but he did it for the benefit of the Church, and 
voluntarily abdicated on the arrival of Henry III. at the Synod of Sutri, 1046. It is strange that 
Hildebrand, who abhorred simony, should begin his public career in the service of a simonist; but 
he regarded Gregory as the only legitimate pope among the three rivals, and followed him, as his 
chaplain, to Germany into exile. 
 
"Victrix causa Deis placuit, sed victa Catoni." {7} 
 
He visited Worms, Spires, Cologne, Aix-la-Chapelle, the old seats of the empire, and spent much 
time at the court of Henry III., where he was very kindly treated. After the death of Gregory at 
Cologne, 1048, Hildebrand went to Cluny, the nursery of a moral reformation of monasticism. 
According to some reports, he had been there before. He zealously gave himself to ascetic 
exercises and ecclesiastical studies under the excellent abbot Hugo, and became prior of the 
convent. He often said afterwards that he wished to spend his life in prayer and contemplation 
within the walls of this sacred retreat. 
 
But the election of Bishop Bruno of Toul, the cousin of Emperor Henry III., to the papal chair, at 
the Diet of Worms, brought him on the stage of public action. "Reluctantly," he said, "I crossed 
the Alps; more reluctantly I returned to Rome." He advised Bruno (either at Cluny or at 
Besancon) not to accept the triple crown from the hands of the emperor, but to await canonical 
election by the clergy and people of Rome. He thus clearly asserted, for the first time, his 
principle of the supremacy of the Church over the State. 
 
Bruno, accompanied by Hildebrand, travelled to Rome as a pilgrim, entered the city barefoot, was 
received with acclamations, canonically elected, and ascended the papal chair on Feb. 12, 1049, 
as Leo IX. 
 
From this time on, Hildebrand was the reigning spirit of the papacy. He understood the art of 
ruling through others, and making them feel that they ruled themselves. He used as his aide-de-
camp Peter Damiani, the severe monk and fearless censor of the immoralities of the age, who had 
conquered the world within and helped him to conquer it without, in the crusade against simony 
and concubinage, but died, 1072, a year before Hildebrand became pope. {8} 
 
{3} Vol. IV. 66, pp. 299 sqq. 
 
{4} The contemporary spellings are: Yldibrandus, Heldebrandus, Ildebrandus, Oldeprandus. 
William of Malmesbury calls him homuncio exilis staturae. 
 
{5} Giesebrecht (III. 12 sq.): "Das Marienkloster auf dem Aventin, jetzt unter dem Namen des 
Priorats von Malta bekannt, bietet eine entzuckende Aussicht... ein hochbegabter Knabe, der hier 
erwuchs, musste die verschiedensten und machtigsten Eindrucke erhalten, die sich kaum in einem 



anderen Gedanken zusammenschliessen konnten, als in dem der unvergleichlichen Hoheit des 
ewigen Roms." 
 
{6} So Martens, etc. Gregory speaks of having been brought up from childhood a pueritia by the 
prince of the apostles and "in the Roman palace." 
 
{7} The German historian, Otto von Freisingen, aptly applies this verse of Luican to the relation 
of the two popes, thus comparing Hildebrand to Cato.- 
 
{8} See vol. IV. 787 sqq.  



5. Hildebrand and Leo IX. 1049-1054. 
 
The moral reformation of the papacy began with Hildebrand as leader. {9} He resumed the work 
of the emperor, Henry III., and carried it forward in the interest of the hierarchy. He was 
appointed cardinal-subdeacon, treasurer of the Roman Church, and abbot of St. Paul’s. He was 
repeatedly sent as delegate to foreign countries, where he acquired an extensive knowledge of 
affairs. He replenished the empty treasury and became wealthy himself through the help of a 
baptized Jew, Benedictus Christianus, and his son Leo, who did a prosperous banking business. 
But money was to him only a means for exalting the Church. His great object was to reform the 
clergy by the destruction of two well-nigh universal evils: simony, {Acts 8:18} that is. the traffic 
in ecclesiastical dignities, and Nicolaitism, {Revelation 2:6,15} or the concubinage of the priests. 
In both respects he had the full sympathy of the new pope, and was backed by the laws of the 
Church. The reformation was to be effected in the regular way of synodical legislation under the 
personal direction of the pope. 
 
Leo, accompanied by Hildebrand, held several synods in Italy, France, and Germany. He was 
almost omnipresent in the Church, and knew how to combine monastic simplicity with papal 
dignity and splendor. He was believed to work miracles wherever he went, and to possess magic 
powers over birds and beasts. 
 
In his first synod, held in Rome at Easter, 1049, simony was prohibited on pain of 
excommunication, including the guilty bishops and the priests ordained by them. But it was found 
that a strict prosecution would well-nigh deprive the churches, especially those of Rome, of their 
shepherds. A penance of forty days was, therefore, substituted for the deposition of priests. The 
same synod renewed the old prohibitions of sexual intercourse of the clergy, and made the 
concubines of the Roman priests servants of the Lateran palace. The almost forgotten duty of the 
tithe was enjoined upon all Christians. 
 
The reformatory synods of Pavia, Rheims, and Mainz, held in the same year, legislated against 
the same vices, as also against usury, marriage in forbidden degrees, the bearing of arms by the 
clergy. They likewise revealed a frightful amount of simony and clerical immorality. Several 
bishops were deposed. {10} Archbishop Wido of Rheims narrowly escaped the same fate on a 
charge of simony. On his return, Leo held synods in lower Italy and in Rome. He made a second 
tour across the Alps in 1052, visiting Burgundy, Lorraine, and Germany, and his friend the 
emperor. We find him at Regensburg, Bamberg, Mainz, and Worms. Returning to Rome, he held 
in April, 1053, his fourth Easter Synod. Besides the reform of the Church, the case of Berengar 
and the relation to the Greek Church were topics of discussion in several of these synods. 
Berengar was condemned, 1050, for denying the doctrine of transubstantiation. It is remarkable 
with what leniency Hildebrand treated Berengar and his eucharistic doctrine, in spite of the papal 
condemnation; but he was not a learned theologian. The negotiation with the Greek Church only 
ended in greater separation. {11} 
 
Leo surrounded himself with a council of cardinals who supported him in his reform. Towards the 
close of his pontificate, he acted inconsistently by taking up arms against the Normans in defense 
of Church property. He was defeated and taken prisoner at Benevento, but released again by 
granting them in the name of St. Peter their conquests in Apulia, Calabria, and Sicily. The 
Normans kissed his toe, and asked his absolution and blessing. He incurred the censure of the 
strict reform party. Damiani maintained that a clergyman dare not bear arms even in defense of 



the property of the Church, but must oppose invincible patience to the fury of the world, 
according to the example of Christ. 
 
Leo spent his remaining days in grief over his defeat. He died at Rome, April 19, 1054, in his 
fifty-third year, after commending his soul to God in a German prayer of humble resignation, and 
was buried near the tomb of Gregory I. As he had begun the reformation of the Church, and 
miracles were reported, he was enrolled in the Calendar of Saints. Desiderius, afterwards Victor 
III., wrote, "All ecclesiastical interests were reformed by Leo and in him a new light arose in the 
world." 
 
{9} See E. Martin, St. Leon IX., Paris, 1904, pp. 216; Mirbt art. in Herzog, 
 
XI. 379-386. 
 
{10} In deposing at the Synod of Rheims the abp. of St. Iago, who had assumed the title 
apostolicus, Leo asserted in the strongest terms the primacy of the Roman see, quod solus 
Romanae sedis pontifex universalis, ecclesiae primas esset et apostolicus, Mansi, XIX. 738. 
 
{11} The controversy of Berengar is treated in vol. IV. 554 sqq.; the Greek controversy, ibid. p. 
318 sqq. On the synods during the pontificate of Leo IX., see Jaffe, Reg., 529-549, Hefele, IV. 
716-777, and Mirbt, Quellen, 95 sq.  



6. Victor II. and Stephen IX. (X.). 1055-1058. 
 
Hildebrand was absent in France when Leo died, and hurried to Rome. He could find no worthy 
successor in Italy, and was unwilling to assume the burden of the papacy himself. He cast his eye 
upon Gebhard, bishop of Eichstadt, the ablest, richest, and most influential prelate of Germany, 
who was warmly devoted to the emperor. He proceeded at the head of a deputation, appointed by 
the clergy and people, to the German court, and begged the emperor to raise Gebhard to the papal 
chair. After long delay, Gebhard was elected at a council in Regensburg, March, 1055, and 
consecrated in St. Peter’s at Rome, April 13, as Victor II. He continued the synodical war against 
simony, but died as early as July 28, 1057, at Arezzo, of a fever. He was the last of the German 
popes. 
 
The cardinal-abbot of Monte Cassino was elected and consecrated as Stephen IX. (X.), Aug. 3, 
1057, by the clergy and people of Rome, without their consulting the German court; but he died 
in the following year, March 29, 1058. 
 
In the meantime a great change had taken place in Germany. Henry III. died in the prime of 
manhood, Oct. 5, 1056, and left a widow as regent and a son of six years, the ill-fated Henry IV. 
The long minority reign afforded a favorable opportunity for the reform party to make the papacy 
independent of the imperial power, which Henry III. had wisely exerted for the benefit of the 
Church, yet at the expense of her freedom. 
 
The Roman nobility, under the lead of the counts of Tusculum, took advantage of Hildebrand’s 
absence in Germany to reassert its former control of the papacy by electing Benedict X. (1058-
1060). But this was a brief intermezzo. On his return, Hildebrand, with the help of Duke Godfrey, 
expelled the usurping pope, and secured, with the consent of the empress, the election of Gerhard, 
bishop of Florence, a strong reformer, of ample learning and irreproachable character, who 
assumed the name of Nicolas II. at his consecration, Jan. 25, 1059. Benedict was deposed, 
submitted, and obtained absolution. He was assigned a lodging in the church of St. Agnes, where 
he lived for about twenty years.  



7. Nicolas II. and the Cardinals. 1059-1061. 
 
The pontificate of Nicolas II. was thoroughly under the control of Hildebrand, who became 
archdeacon and chancellor of the Roman Church in August or September, 1059. His enemies said 
that he kept Nicolas like an ass in the stable, feeding him to do his work. Peter Damiani calls him 
the lord of the pope, and said that he would rather obey the lord of the pope than the lord-pope 
himself. {12} He also grimly calls Hildebrand his "holy Satan," {13} because he had sometimes to 
obey him against his will, as when he desired to lay down his bishopric at Ostia and retire to a 
convent, but was not permitted to do so. He disliked the worldly splendor which Hildebrand 
began to assume in dress and mode of living, contrary to his own ascetic principles. 
 
Two important steps were made in the progress of the hierarchy,—a change in the election of the 
pope, and an alliance with the Normans for the temporal protection of the pope. 
 
Nicolas convened a Lateran Council in April, 1059, the largest held in Rome down to that time. It 
consisted of a hundred and thirteen bishops and a multitude of clergymen; but more than two-
thirds of the prelates were Italians, the rest Burgundians and Frenchmen. Germany was not 
represented at all. Berengar was forced at this synod to submit to a formula of recantation (which 
he revoked on his return to France). He calls the bishops "wild beasts," who would not listen to 
his idea of a spiritual communion, and insisted on a Capernaitic manducation of the body of 
Christ. {14} 
 
A far-reaching act of this council was the transfer of the election of a pope to the "cardinal-
bishops" and "cardinal-clergy." {15} At the pope’s death the initiative was to be taken by the 
cardinal-bishops. In case they agreed they were to call in the cardinal-clergy. In case of 
agreement between both these classes of functionaries they were to present the candidate to the 
Roman clergy and people for ratification. The stress thus laid upon the cardinal-bishops is a new 
thing, and it is evident that the body of cardinals was accorded a place of importance and 
authority such as it had not enjoyed before. Its corporate history may be said to begin with these 
canons. The election of the pope was made its prerogative. The synod further prescribed that the 
pope should be chosen from the body of Roman clergy, provided a suitable candidate could be 
found among their number. In usual cases, Rome was designated as the place of holding the 
election. The cardinals, however, were granted liberty to hold it otherwheres. As for the emperor, 
the language of the canons leaves it uncertain whether any part was accorded to him in the 
ratification of the elected pope. His name is mentioned with respect, but it would seem that all 
that was intended was that he should receive due notification of the election of the new pontiff. 
The matter was, therefore, taken entirely out of the emperor’s hands and lodged in the college of 
cardinals. {16} As Henry was still young and not yet invested with the imperial dignity, it was a 
favorable opportunity for the papal circle to secure the perpetual control of the papal office for the 
Romans and the Roman clergy. With rare exceptions, as in the case of the period of the Avignon 
exile, the election of the pope has remained in the hands of the Romans ever since. 
 
The alliance which Nicolas entered into, 1059, with the Normans of Southern Italy, was the 
second act in the long and notable part which they played in the history of the papacy. Early in 
the eleventh century four brothers of the house of Hauteville, starting from Normandy, began 
their adventurous career in Italy and Sicily. They were welcomed as crusaders liberating the 
Christian population from the rule of the Saracens and its threatened extension. The kingdom 
their arms established was confirmed by the apostolic see, and under the original dynasty, and 
later under the house of Anjou, had a larger influence on the destinies of the papacy for three 



centuries than did Norman England and the successors of William the Conqueror. Robert 
Guiscard, who had defeated the army of Leo IX., and held him a prisoner for nine months, was 
confirmed by Nicolas as duke of Apulia and Calabria. The duchy became a fief of Rome by an 
obligation to pay yearly twelve dinars for every yoke of oxen and to defend the Holy See against 
attacks upon its authority. Robert’s brother, Roger, d. 1101, began the conquest of Sicily in 
earnest in 1060 by the seizure of Messina, and followed it up by the capture of Palermo, 1071, 
and Syracuse, 1085. He was called Prince of Sicily and perpetual legate of the Holy See. One of 
his successors, Roger II., 1105-1154, was crowned king of Sicily at Palermo by the authority of 
the anti-pope Anacletus II. A half century later the blood of this house became mingled with the 
blood of the house of Hohenstaufen in the person of the great Frederick II. In the prominent part 
they took we shall find these Norman princes now supporting the plans of the papacy, now 
resisting them. 
 
About the same time the Hautevilles and other freebooting Normans were getting a foothold in 
Southern Italy, the Normans under William the Conqueror, in 1066, were conquering England. 
To them England owes her introduction into the family of European nations, and her national 
isolation ceases. {17} 
 
{12} His epigrams on Hildebrand (Opera, II. 961, 967):— 
 
Vivere vis Romae, clara depromito voce: 
 
Plus domino Papae, quam domino parea Papae 
 
Papam rite colo, sed te prostratus adoro: 
 
Tu facis hunc Dominum; te facit iste Deum. 
 
{13} Ep. 1:16. 
 
{14} See vol. IV. 557 sq. 
 
{15} The canons are given in Mirbt, Quellen, 97 sqq. The two classes of cardinals are called 
cardinales episcopi and cardinales clerici. Langen makes the attempt to identify the latter with 
"the clergy of Rome," but without sufficient reason. The clergy, clerus, as a special body, are 
distinctly mentioned in the canons. 
 
{16} The canons have come down to us in two forms. The second form, falsified in the interest of 
the emperors, was current at least thirty years after Nicolas’s death. The fourth canon bearing on 
the emperor ran in its original form thus: salvo debito honore et reverentia dilecti filii nostri 
Henrici, qui inpresentiarum rex habetur et futurus imperator deo concedente speratur, sicut jam 
sibi concessimus et successoribus illius qui ab hac apostolica sede personaliter hoc jus 
impetraverint. See Scheffer-Boichorst, Die Neuordnung der Papstwahl durch Nikolas II., Strass., 
1879, who made a thorough investigation of the subject, Hefele, IV. 800 sqq.; Hergenrother-
Kirsch, Kirchengesch., II. 342 sqq.; Mirbt, Nikolas II., in Herzog, XIV. 73 sq.; Hauck, 
Kirchengesch. III. 683 sqq. Hergenrother, p. 344 note, interprets the canon as conceding 
notification and nothing more, in the light of the words of the contemporary Anselm of Lucca 
(Alexander II.): ut obeunte Apost. pontifice successor eligeretur et electio ejus regi notificaretur, 
facta vero electione, etc., regi notificata, ita demum pontifex consecraretur. The imperial bishops 
of Germany fought against the limitation of the election to clerical circles in Rome. Under Henry 
III. and IV. the view prevailed among them that no one could be a legitimate pope without the 



consent of the emperor. See Scheffer-Boichorst, Zu den Anfangen des Kirchenstreites unter 
Heinrich IV.,  Innsbruck, 1892, p. 122 sq. 
 
{17} Stubbs, ed. of Rich. de Hoveden, II. pp. lxxiii. sqq.  



8. The War against Clerical Marriage. 
 
The same Lateran Council of 1059 passed severe laws against the two heresies of simony and 
Nicolaitism. It threatened all priests who were unwilling to give up their wives or concubines 
with the loss of their benefices and the right of reading mass, and warned the laity against 
attending their services. "No one," says the third of the thirteen canons, "shall hear mass from a 
priest who to his certain knowledge keeps a concubine or a subintroducta mulier." 
 
These severe measures led to serious disturbances in Northern Italy, especially in the diocese of 
Milan, where every ecclesiastical office from the lowest to the highest was for sale, and where 
marriage or concubinage was common among priests of all grades, not excluding the archbishop. 
{18} Sacerdotal marriage was regarded as one of the liberties of the church of St. Ambrose, which 
maintained a certain independence of Rome, and had a numerous and wealthy clergy. The 
Milanese defended such marriage by Scripture texts and by a fictitious decision of Ambrose, who, 
on the contrary, was an enthusiast for celibacy. Candidates for holy orders, if unmarried, were 
asked if they had strength to remain so; if not, they could be legally married; but second 
marriages were forbidden, and the Levitical law as to the virginity of the bride was observed. 
Those who remained single were objects of suspicion, while those who brought up their families 
in the fear of God were respected and eligible to the episcopate. Concubinage was regarded as a 
heinous offense and a bar to promotion. {19} 
 
But the Roman Church and the Hildebrandian party reversed the case, and denounced sacerdotal 
marriage as unlawful concubinage. The leader of this party in Lombardy was Anselm of Baggio 
(west of Milan), a zealous and eloquent young priest, who afterwards became bishop of Lucca 
and then pope (as Alexander II.). He attacked the immorality of the clergy, and was supported by 
the lowest populace, contemptuously called "Pataria" or "Patarines," i.e. "Ragbags." {20} Violent 
and sanguinary tumults took place in the churches and streets. Peter Damiani, a sincere enthusiast 
for ascestic holiness, was sent as papal legate to Milan. He defended the Pataria at the risk of his 
life, proclaimed the supremacy of the Roman see, and exacted a repudiation of all heretical 
customs. 
 
This victory had great influence throughout Lombardy. But the strife was renewed under the 
following pope and under Gregory VII., and it was not till 1093 that Urban II. achieved a 
permanent triumph over Nicolaitism at a great council at Piacenza. 
 
{18} Bonizo, a friend of Hildebrand, calls Wido, who was elected bishop of Milan in 1045, a "vir 
illiteratus et concubinarius et absque ulla verecundia Simoniacus." Migne, Tom. CL. 825; Jaffe, 
Mon. Greg., 639. But Hefele, IV. 793, doubts the charge of concubinage, and also Mirbt, 
Publizistik, 249. 
 
{19} Lea, l. c.., p. 210. 
 
{20} Muratori and Du Cange (sub Pataria and Paterinus) derive pataria from pate, which in the 
Milanese dialect means a huckster or pedler. So also Hefele, IV. 796. Giesebrecht (III. 31) 
renders Patarina Lumpengesindel. The contemporary, Bonizo, interprets the term to mean 
"ragged," patarinos id est pannosos vocabant. See Mirbt, art. Patara, in Herzog, XIV. 761 sqq.  



9. Alexander II. and the Schism of Cadalus. 1061-1073. 
 
Pope Nicolas II. died July 27, 1061. The cardinals elected, in some unknown place outside of 
Rome, Anselm, bishop of Lucca, Sept. 30, 1061. He was conducted to Rome in the following 
night by Norman soldiers, and consecrated, Oct. 1, as Alexander II. His first act was to administer 
the oath of fealty to Richard, the Norman leader. 
 
The anti-Hildebrandian party of the Roman nobles, headed by Count Girard of Galeria (an 
excommunicated robber), with the aid of the disaffected Lombard clergy, and the young emperor 
Henry IV., elected Cadalus (or Cadalous), bishop of Parma, anti-pope. He was consecrated Oct. 
28, 1061, as Honorius II., and maintained a schism of ten years. He had been repeatedly charged 
with simony, and had the sympathy and support of the married or concubinary clergy and the 
simoniacal laity, who hoped that his success would lead to a modification of discipline and 
legalization of clerical marriage. The opposition thus became an organized party, and liable to the 
charge of heresy, which was considered worse than carnal sin. Damiani and Humbert defended 
the principle that a priest who is guilty of simony or concubinage, and believes himself innocent, 
is more criminal than he who knows himself to be guilty. Damiani hurled the fiercest 
denunciation of a Hebrew prophet against the anti-pope. Cadalus entered Rome with an armed 
force, and maintained himself in the castle of St. Angelo for two years; but at length he sought 
safety in flight without a single follower, and moved to Parma. He died in 1072. His party was 
broken up. 
 
Alexander held a council at Mantua, May 31, 1064, and was universally recognized as the 
legitimate pope; while Cadalus was anathematized and disappeared from history. 
 
During the pontificate of Alexander, the war against simony and Nicolaitism went on under the 
lead of Hildebrand and Damiani with varying success. The troubles in Lombardy were renewed. 
Archbishop Wido of Milan sided with Cadalus and was excommunicated; he apologized, did 
penance, and resumed office. After his death in 1071 the strife broke out again with disgraceful 
scenes of violence. The Patarine party, supported with gold by the pope, gained the ascendancy 
after the death of Cadalus. The Normans repelled the Mohammedan aggression and won Southern 
Italy and Sicily for the Church of Rome. 
 
This good service had some weight on the determination of Hildebrand to support the claim of 
William of Normandy to the crown of England, which was a master-stroke of his policy; for it 
brought that island into closer contact with Rome, and strengthened the papal pretension to 
dispose of temporal thrones. William fought under a banner blessed by the pope, and founded the 
Norman dynasty in England, 1066. The conquest was concluded at Winchester by a solemn 
coronation through three papal delegates, Easter, 1070. 
 
But in Germany there arose a powerful opposition, not indeed to the papacy, which was the 
common ground of all parties, but to the Hildebrandian policy. This led to the conflict between 
Gregory VII. and Henry IV. Alexander threatened Henry with excommunication in case he 
persisted in his purpose to divorce his queen Bertha. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER II. 
 
GREGORY VII, 1073-1085. 
 
See literature in 3. 
 

10. Hildebrand elected Pope. His Views on the Situation. 
 
Alexander II. died April 21, 1073, and was buried in the basilica of St. John in Lateran on the 
following day. The city, usually so turbulent after the death of a pope, was tranquil. Hildebrand 
ordered a three days’ fast with litanies and prayers for the dead, after which the cardinals were to 
proceed to an election. Before the funeral service was closed, the people shouted, "Hildebrand 
shall be pope!" He attempted to ascend the pulpit and to quiet the crowd, but Cardinal Hugo 
Candidus anticipated him, and declared:, "Men and brethren, ye know how since the days of Leo 
IX. Hildebrand has exalted the holy Roman Church, and defended the freedom of our city. And as 
we cannot find for the papacy a better man, or even one that is his equal, let us elect him, a 
clergyman of our Church, well known and thoroughly approved amongst us." The cardinals and 
clergy exclaimed in the usual formula, "St. Peter elects Gregory (Hildebrand) pope." {21} 
 
This tumultuary election was at once legalized by the cardinals. He was carried by the people as 
in triumph to the church of S. Petrus ad Vincula, clothed with the purple robe and tiara, and 
declared elected, as "a man eminent in piety and learning, a lover of equity and justice, firm in 
adversity, temperate in prosperity, according to the apostolic precept, {1 Timothy 3:2} ‘without 
reproach... temperate, soberminded, chaste, given to hospitality, ruling his house well’... already 
well brought up and educated in the bosom of this mother Church, for his merits advanced to the 
office of archdeacon, whom now and henceforth we will to be called Gregory, Pope, and 
Apostolic Primate." {22} 
 
It was eminently proper that the man who for nearly a quarter of a century had been the power 
behind the throne, should at last be pope in name as well as in fact. He might have attained the 
dignity long before, if he had desired it. He was then about sixty years old, when busy men begin 
to long for rest. He chose the name Gregory in memory of his departed friend whom he had 
accompanied as chaplain into exile, and as a protest against the interference of the empire in the 
affairs of the Church. {23} He did not ask the previous confirmation of the emperor, but he 
informed him of his election, and delayed his consecration long enough to receive the consent of 
Henry IV., who in the meantime had become emperor. This was the last case of an imperial 
confirmation of a papal election. {24} 
 
Hildebrand was ordained priest, May 22, and consecrated pope, June 29, without any opposition. 
Bishop Gregory of Vercelli, the German chancellor of Italy, attended the consecration. The pope 
informed his friends, distinguished abbots, bishops, and princes of his election; gave expression 
to his feelings and views on his responsible position, and begged for their sympathy and prayers. 
{25} 
 
He was overwhelmed, as he wrote to Duke Godfrey of Lorraine (May 6, 1073), by the prospect of 
the task before him; he would rather have died than live in the midst of such perils; nothing but 
trust in God and the prayers of good men could save him from despair; for the whole world was 



lying in wickedness; even the high officers of the Church, in their thirst for gain and glory, were 
the enemies rather than the friends of religion and justice. In the second year of his pontificate, he 
assured his friend Hugo of Cluny (Jan. 22, 1075) that he often prayed God either to release him 
from the present life, or to use him for the good of mother Church, and thus describes the 
lamentable condition of the times: — 
 
"The Eastern Church fallen from the faith, and attacked by the infidels from without. In the West, 
South, or North, scarcely any bishops who have obtained their office regularly, or whose life and 
conduct correspond to their calling, and who are actuated by the love of Christ instead of worldly 
ambition. Nowhere princes who prefer God’s honor to their own, and justice to gain. The 
Romans, Longobards, and Normans among whom I live, as I often told them, are worse than Jews 
and heathens. And when I look to myself, I feel oppressed by such a burden of sin that no other 
hope of salvation is left me but in the mercy of Christ alone." {26} 
 
This picture is true, and we need not wonder that he often longed to retire to the quiet retreat of a 
convent. He adds in the same letter that, if it were not for his desire to serve the holy Church, he 
would not remain in Rome, where he had spent twenty years against his wish. He was thus 
suspended between sorrow and hope, seized by a thousand storms, living as a dying man. He 
compared himself to a sailor on the high seas surrounded by darkness. And he wrote to William 
the Conqueror, that unwillingly he had ascended into the ship which was tossed on a billowy sea, 
with the violence of the winds and the fury of storms with hidden rocks beneath and other 
dangers rising high in air in the distance. {27} 
 
The two features which distinguished Gregory’s administration were the advocacy of papal 
absolutism and the promotion of moral reforms. In both these respects Gregory left an abiding 
impression upon the thought and practice of Latin Christendom. Even where we do not share his 
views we cannot help but admire his moral force and invincible courage. 
 
{21} The earliest account is given by Gregory himself in two letters written April 24, 1073, and a 
third written April 26 to Wibert of Ravenna (Reg., I. 1-3). It is confirmed by Bonizo. Gregory 
frequently referred to his election as having been against his will. (See Mirbt, Wahl, etc., pp. 2, 
42.) The anti-Gregorian party made the slanderous accusation that he secured his office by force 
and bribery, but not till the struggle between him and Henry IV. had begun. The subject is 
thoroughly discussed by Mirbt in his Wahl Gregors VII. p. 56. In his later work, Die Publizistik, 
p. 582, he again pronounces Gregory’s own account as "the most credible." 
 
{22} The clauses, "the husband of one wife," as well as "having his children in subjection," are 
omitted in the quotation from Paul’s letter to Timothy. They would be fatal to the papal theory of 
clerical celibacy. See the Latin text in the Acta Sanctorum for May 25, Tom. VI. 117, from the 
"Acta Romae 10 Kalend. Maji." The cardinals concluded the declaration with the questions: 
"Placet vobis? Placet. Vultis eum? Volumus. Laudatis eum? Laudamus." 
 
{23} From Bonizo’s account it would seem that the cardinals gave him that name; but they 
probably ascertained his wishes beforehand, or anticipated them. Wattenbach (p. 130) regards the 
assumption of the name Gregory as an open insult to the empire and the Synod of Sutri, where 
Henry III. had deposed three popes, including Gregory VI. 
 
{24} This is Mirbt’s view. The anti-Gregorian writers, reflecting the policy of Henry IV., insisted 
that Gregory had not received the royal assent. The imperial theory was laid down at Brixen, 
1080, that any one assuming to be pope without such assent, was an apostate, si quis sine assensu 



romani principis papari praesumeret, non papa sed apostata ab omnibus haberetur. See Mirbt, 
Die Wahl, etc., pp. 29-38. 
 
{25} Jaffe, Mon. Greg. (1885), pp. 9 sqq. 
 
{26} Abridged from Ep., II. 49; Jaffe, p. 163; Migne, 148, 400 
 
{27} Reg., I. 70.  



11. The Gregorian Theocracy. 
 
The Hildebrandian or Gregorian Church ideal is a theocracy based upon the Mosaic model and 
the canon law. It is the absolute sovereignty of the Church in this world, commanding respect and 
obedience by her moral purity and ascetic piety. By the Church is meant the Roman Catholic 
organization headed by the pope as the vicar of Christ; and this hierarchical organization is 
identified with the Kingdom of God, in which men are saved from sin and death, and outside of 
which there is no ordinary salvation. No distinction is made between the Church and the 
Kingdom, nor between the visible and invisible Church. The Holy, Catholic, Apostolic, Roman 
Church has been to popes as visible and tangible as the German Empire, or the Kingdom of 
France, or the Republic of Venice. Besides this Church no other is recognized, not even the 
Greek, except as a schismatic branch of the Roman. 
 
This ideal is the growth of ages. It was prepared for by pseudo-Isidor in the ninth, and by St. 
Augustine in the fifth century. 
 
St. Augustine, the greatest theological authority of the Middle Ages, first identified the visible 
Catholic Church with the City or Kingdom of God. In his great apologetic work, Deuteronomy 
Civitate Dei, he traced the relation of this Kingdom to the changing and passing kingdoms of this 
world, and furnished, we may say, the programme of the mediaeval theocracy which, in theory, is 
adhered to by the Roman Church to this day. {28} But Augustine was not an ecclesiastic like 
Cyprian and the popes. He was more interested in theology than Church policy; he had little to 
say about the papacy, and made a suggestive distinction between "the true body of Christ" and 
"the mixed body of Christ," which led the way to the Protestant distinction (first made by 
Zwingli) between the visible and invisible Church. {29} In the Hildebrandian controversy he is 
quoted by both parties, and more frequently than any other father; but neither Gregory nor his 
most zealous adherents could quote Augustine in favor of their hierocratic theory of the apostolic 
right to depose temporal sovereigns. 
 
The pseudo-Isidorian Decretals went further: they identified the Catholic Church with the 
dominion of the papal hierarchy, and by a series of literary fictions carried this system back to the 
second century; notwithstanding the fact that the Oriental Church never recognized the claims of 
the bishops of Rome beyond that of a mere primacy of honor among equal patriarchs. 
 
Gregory VII. actualized this politico-ecclesiastical system more fully than any previous pope, and 
as far as human energy and prudence would admit. The glory of the Church was the all-
controlling passion of his life. He held fast to it in the darkest hours, and he was greatest in 
adversity. Of earlier popes, Nicolas I. and Leo I. came nearest to him in lofty pretensions. But in 
him papal absolutism assumed flesh and blood. He was every inch a pope. He anticipated the 
Vatican system of 1870; in one point he fell short of it, in another point he went beyond it. He did 
not claim infallibility in theory, though he assumed it in fact; but he did claim and exercise, as far 
as he could, an absolute authority over the temporal powers of Christendom, which the popes 
have long since lost, and can never regain. 
 
Hildebrand was convinced that, however unworthy personally, he was, in his official character, 
the successor of Peter, and as such the vicar of Christ in the militant Church. {30} He entirely 
identified himself with Peter as the head of the apostolic college, and the keeper of the keys of the 
Kingdom of Heaven; but he forgot that in temporal affairs Peter was a humble subject under a 
hostile government, and exhorted the Christians to honor the king {1 Peter 2:17} at a time when a 



Nero sat on the throne. He constantly appealed to the famous words of Christ, Matthew 16:18,19, 
as if they were said to himself. The pope inherits the lofty position of Peter. He is the Rock of the 
Church. He is the universal bishop, a title against which the first Gregory protested as an anti-
Christian presumption. He is intrusted with the care of all Christendom (including the Greek 
Church, which never acknowledged him). He has absolute and final jurisdiction, and is 
responsible only to God, and to no earthly tribunal. He alone can depose and reinstate bishops, 
and his legates take precedence of all bishops. He is the supreme arbiter in questions of right and 
wrong in the whole Christian world. He is above all earthly sovereigns. He can wear the imperial 
insignia. He can depose kings and emperors, and absolve subjects from their oath of allegiance to 
unworthy sovereigns. 
 
These and similar claims are formulated in a document of twenty-seven brief propositions 
preserved among Gregory’s letters, which are of doubtful genuineness, but correctly express his 
views, {31} and in a famous letter to Hermann, bishop of Metz. 
 
Among his favorite Scripture quotations, besides the prophecy about Peter, {Matthew 16:18,19} 
are two passages from the Old Testament: the words of the prophet Samuel to Saul, which suited 
his attitude to rebellious kings: {1 Samuel 15:23} "Rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft, and 
stubbornness is as idolatry and teraphim; because thou hast rejected the word of the Lord, he has 
also rejected thee from being king;" and the words of the prophet Jeremiah (48:10): "Cursed be he 
that doeth the work of the Lord negligently, and cursed be he that keepeth back his sword from 
blood." He meant the spiritual sword chiefly, but also the temporal, if necessary. He would have 
liked to lead an army of soldiers of St. Peter for the conquest of the Holy Land, and the subjection 
of all rebellious monarchs. He projected the first crusade, which his second successor carried out. 
 
We must consider more particularly his views on the relation of Church and State. Public opinion 
in the Middle Ages believed neither in co-ordination nor separation of the two powers, but in the 
subordination of one to the other on the basis of union. Church and State were inseparably 
interwoven from the days of Charlemagne and even of Constantine, and both together constituted 
the Christian commonwealth, respublica Christiana. There was also a general agreement that the 
Church was the spiritual, the State, the temporal power. 
 
But the parties divided on the question of the precise boundary line. {32} The papal party 
maintained the theocratic superiority of the Church over the State: the imperial party maintained 
the caesaropapistic superiority of the State, or at least the equality of the two powers. It was a 
conflict between priestcraft and statecraft, between sacerdotium and imperium, the clergy and the 
laity. The imperialists emphasized the divine origin and superior antiquity of the civil 
government, to which even Christ and the Apostles were subject; the hierarchical party 
disparaged the State, and put the Church above it even in temporal affairs, when they conflicted 
with the spiritual. Emperors like Otto I. and Henry III. deposed and elected popes; while popes 
like Gregory VII. and Innocent III. deposed and elected emperors. 
 
Gregory compares the Church to the sun, the State to the moon, which borrows her light from the 
sun. {33} The episcopal dignity is above the kingly and imperial dignity, as heaven is above the 
earth. He admits the necessity of the State for the temporal government of men; but in his conflict 
with the civil power he takes the pessimistic view that the State is the product of robbery, murder, 
and all sorts of crimes, and a disturbance of the original equality, which must be restored by the 
priestly power. He combined the highest view of the Church and the papacy with the lowest view 
of the State and the empire. {34} 
 



His theory of the papal power could not have been more explicitly stated than when, writing to 
Sancho, king of Aragon, he said that Jesus, the king of glory, had made Peter lord over the 
kingdoms of the world. This principle he consistently acted upon. {35} Henry IV. of Germany he 
twice deposed and absolved his subjects from allegiance to him. He concluded his second 
excommunication of Henry IV., at the synod in Lent, March 7, 1080, with this startling 
peroration: — 
 
"And now, O ye princes and fathers, most holy Apostles Peter and Paul, deal ye with us in such 
wise that all the world may know and understand that, having the power to bind and to loose in 
heaven, you have the like power to take away empires, kingdoms, principalities, duchies, 
marquisates, earldoms, and all manner of human rights and properties.... Having such mighty 
power in spiritual things, what is there on earth that may transcend your authority in temporal 
things? And if ye judge the angels, who are high above the proudest of princes, what may ye not 
do unto those beneath them? Let the kings and princes of the earth know and feel how great ye 
are—how exalted your power! Let them tremble to despise the commands of your Church!" 
 
"But upon the said Henry do judgment quickly, that all men may know that it is not by fortune or 
chance, but by your power, that he has fallen! May he thus be confounded unto repentance, that 
his soul may be saved in the day of the Lord!" 
 
This is the extreme of hierarchical arrogance and severity. Gregory always assumed the air of 
supreme authority over kings and nobles as well as bishops and abbots, and expects from them 
absolute obedience. 
 
Sardinia and Corsica he treated as fiefs. {36} To the Spanish princes, in 1073, he wrote that from 
of old Spain had belonged to St. Peter, and that it belonged to no mortal man but to the Apostolic 
see. For had not the Holy See made a grant of Spanish territory to a certain Evulus on condition 
of his conquering it from pagan hands? {37} Alfonso of Castile and Sancho of Aragon, he 
reminded that St. Paul had gone to Spain and that seven bishops, sent by Paul and Peter, had 
founded the Christian Church in Spain. {38} Philip I., king of France, he coolly told, that every 
house in his kingdom owed Peter’s Pence, and he threatened the king, in case he did not desist 
from simony, to place his realm under the interdict. {39} A few months later in a letter to 
Manasses, archbishop of Rheims, he called the king a rapacious wolf, the enemy of God and 
religion. {40} He summoned the king of Denmark, Sueno, to recognize the dependence of his 
kingdom upon Rome and to send his son to Rome that he might draw the sword against the 
enemies of God, promising the son a certain rich province in Italy for his services. {41} Boleslav, 
duke of Poland, he admonished to pay certain monies to the king of Russia, whose son, as we are 
informed in another letter, had come to Rome, to secure his throne from the pope. {42} The 
Hungarian king, Solomon, was reminded that King Stephen had given his kingdom to St. Peter 
and that it belonged of right to Rome,  {43} and he was sharply rebuked for having received his 
crown from the king of the Germans as a fief and not having sought it from Rome. On Demetrius, 
duke of Dalmatia, Gregory conferred the royal title on condition of his rendering a yearly 
payment of two hundred pieces of silver to himself and his papal successors. To Michael, 
Byzantine emperor, he wrote, expressing the hope that the Church of Constantinople as a true 
daughter might be reconciled to its mother, the Church of Rome. {44} In other communications to 
the emperor, Gregory made propositions concerning a crusade to rescue the Holy Land. 
 
For William the Conqueror, Gregory expressed great affection, addressing him as "best beloved," 
carissime, but solemnly reminded him that he owed his promotion to the throne of England to the 
favor of the Roman see and bidding him be prompt in the payment of Peter’s Pence. {45} The 
proud Englishman replied that he owed his crown to God and his own sword, not to the pope. He 



was willing to pay Peter’s Pence which his predecessors had paid, but fealty he refused to pay as 
his predecessors had refused to pay it. {46} 
 
Unbiblical and intolerable as is Hildebrand’s scheme of papal absolutism as a theory of abiding 
validity, for the Middle Ages it was better that the papacy should rule. It was, indeed, a spiritual 
despotism; but it checked a military despotism which was the only alternative, and would have 
been far worse. The Church, after all, represented the moral and intellectual interests over against 
rude force and passions. She could not discharge her full duty unless she was free and 
independent. The princes of the Middle Ages were mostly ignorant and licentious despots; while 
the popes, in their official character, advocated the cause of learning, the sanctity of marriage, and 
the rights of the people. It was a conflict of moral with physical power, of intelligence with 
ignorance, of religion with vice. 
 
The theocratic system made religion the ruling factor in mediaeval Europe, and gave the Catholic 
Church an opportunity to do her best. Her influence was, upon the whole, beneficial. The 
enthusiasm for religion inspired the crusades, carried Christianity to heathen savages, built the 
cathedrals and innumerable churches, founded the universities and scholastic theology, multiplied 
monastic orders and charitable institutions, checked wild passions, softened manners, stimulated 
discoveries and inventions, preserved ancient classical and Christian literature, and promoted 
civilization. The papacy struck its roots deep in the past, even as far back as the second century. 
But it was based in part on pious frauds, as the pseudo-Isidorian Decretals and the false Donation 
of Constantine. 
 
The mediaeval theocracy was at best a carnal anticipation of the millennial reign, when all the 
kingdoms of this world shall obey the peaceful sceptre of Christ. The papacy degenerated more 
and more into a worldly institution and an intolerable tyranny over the hearts and minds of men. 
Human nature is too noble to be ruled by despotism, and too weak to resist its temptations. The 
State has divine authority as well as the Church, and the laity have rights as well as the clergy. 
These rights came to the front as civilization advanced and as the hierarchy abused its power. It 
was the abuse of priestly authority for the enslavement of men, the worldliness of the Church, and 
the degradation and profanation of religion in the traffic of indulgences, which provoked the 
judgment of the Reformation. 
 
{28} Pope Leo XIII., in his encyclical concerning the Christian constitution of States (Immortale 
Dei, Nov. 1, 1885), defends the mediaeval theory of Church and State, and refers to the authority 
of St. Augustine, as having in his Deuteronomy Civitate Dei clearly set forth the true principles 
on this subject for all time to come. See Schaff’s edition of St. Augustine’s Works, pref. to vol. II. 
(New York, 1887). Comp. also Reuter, Augustinische Studien (Gotha, 1887), pp. 106-152, and 
Mirbt., l. c.., who has industriously collected the quotations from Augustine by the friends and 
opponents of Gregory VII. 
 
{29} The influence of Augustine’s theory upon Wyclif, Hus, and the Reformers is shown in this 
Church History, vol. VI. 522 sqq. 
 
{30} Gregory again and again expressed his feeling of personal unworthiness in such expressions 
as cui licet indigni et nolentes praesidemus, Reg., I. 18, 70, etc.; Migne, 300, 344, etc. 
 
{31} Dictatus Papae, Migne, 148, 407 sq.; Mirbt, Quellen, p. 113. Comp: the note of Gieseler, II. 
B. 7 (Germ. ed.). I quote a few: 12. Quod illi liceat imperatores deponere. 22. Quod Romana 
Ecclesia numquam erravit, nec in perpetuum, Scriptura testante, errabit. 26. Quod catholicus non 



habeatur, qui non concordat Ecclesiae Romanae. 27. Quod a fidelitate iniquorum subjectos 
potest absolvere 
 
{32} See Mirbt, Publizistik, 572-579. 
 
{33} Letter of May 8, 1080, to William of England. Jaffe, 419 sq.; Migne, 148, 569. Gregory also 
compared the priesthood to gold and royalty to lead, Reg., IV. 2. 
 
{34} In a letter to Bishop Hermann of Metz, March 15, 1081 (Reg., VIII. 21). "Quis nesciat reges 
et duces ab illis habuisse principium, qui, Deum ignorantes, superbia, rapinis, perfidia, 
homicidiis, postremo universis pene sceleribus, mundi principe Diabolo videlicet agitante, super 
pares scilicet homines, dominari caeca cupidine etintolerabili presumptione affectaverunt," St. 
Augustine likewise combines the two views of the origin of the State, and calls it both a divine 
ordinance and a "grande latrocinium," an enslavement of men in consequence of sin. See 
Reuter,august. Studien, l. c.., 135 sq. The letter to Hermann is also given in Mirbt, Quellen, 105-
112. 
 
{35} Petrum dominus Jesus Christus, rex gloriae, principem super regna mundi constituit, Reg., 
I. 63; Migne, 148, 339. 
 
{36} Reg., I. 29, VII. 10; Migne, 148, 312, 584. 
 
{37} Reg., I. 7; Migne, 289. 
 
{38} Reg., I. 64; Migne, 339. 
 
{39} Reg., II. 5, 18, 32. 
 
{40} Lupus rapax, etc. 
 
{41} Reg., II. 51, 75; Migne, 403, 426. 
 
{42} Reg., II. 73, 74; Migne, 423 sq. 
 
{43} Regnum Hungariae sanctae Romanae ecclesiae proprium est a rege Stephano beato Petri 
olim cum omni jure et potestate sua oblatum et devote traditum, Reg., II. 13; Migne, 373. 
 
{44} Reg., I. 18; Migne, 300. 
 
{45} Reg., I. 70, VII. 23; Migne, 345, 565 sqq., etc. 
 
{46} "Hubert, your legate in your behalf has bade me to do fealty to you and your successors, and 
to think better in the matter of the money which my predecessors were wont to send to the Roman 
Church. The one point I agreed to, the other I did not agree to. Fealty I refused to do, nor will I do 
it, nor do I find that my predecessors did it to your predecessors." The letter of William the 
Conqueror to Gregory, written after 1076, the date being uncertain. See Gee and Hardy, 
Documents of Eng. Ch. Hist., p. 57. The efforts of Gregory to secure William’s support in his 
controversy with Henry IV. failed. Reg., VI. 30, VII. 1; Migne, 535, 545.  



12. Gregory VII. as a Moral Reformer. Simony and Clerical Marriage. 
 
Gregory VII. must be viewed not only as a papal absolutist, but also as a moral reformer. It is the 
close connection of these two characters that gives him such pre-eminence in history, and it is his 
zeal for moral reform that entitles him to real respect; while his pretension to absolute power he 
shares with the most worthless popes. 
 
His Church ideal formed a striking contrast to the actual condition of the Church, and he could 
not actualize it without raising the clergy from the deep slough of demoralization to a purer and 
higher plane. 
 
His reforms were directed against simony and Nicolaitism. What he had done as Hildebrand, by 
way of advice, he now carried out by official authority. 
 
In the war on simony he was altogether right from the standpoint of Protestant as well as Roman 
Catholic ethics. The traffic in ecclesiastical dignities was an unmitigated nuisance and scandal, 
and doubly criminal if exercised by bishops and popes. 
 
In his war on Nicolaitism, Gregory was sustained by ancient laws of the Roman Church, but not 
by the genuine spirit of Christianity. Enforced clerical celibacy has no foundation in the Bible, 
and is apt to defeat the sacerdotal ideal which it was intended to promote. The real power and 
usefulness of the clergy depend upon its moral purity, which is protected and promoted by lawful 
matrimony, the oldest institution of God, dating from the paradise of innocence. 
 
The motives of Gregory in his zeal for sacerdotal celibacy were partly monkish and partly 
hierarchical. Celibacy was an essential part of his ascetic ideal of a priest of God, who must be 
superior to carnal passions and frailties, wholly devoted to the interests of the Church, distracted 
by no earthly cares, separated from his fellow-men, and commanding their reverence by angelic 
purity. Celibacy, moreover, was an indispensable condition of the freedom of the hierarchy. He 
declared that he could not free the Church from the rule of the laity unless the priests were freed 
from their wives. A married clergy is connected with the world by social ties, and concerned for 
the support of the family; an unmarried clergy is independent, has no home and aim but the 
Church, and protects the pope like a standing army. 
 
Another motive for opposing clerical marriage was to prevent the danger of a hereditary caste 
which might appropriate ecclesiastical property to private uses and impoverish the Church. The 
ranks of the hierarchy, even the chair of St. Peter, were to be kept open to self-made men of the 
humblest classes, but closed against hereditary claimants. This was a practical recognition of the 
democratic principle in contrast with the aristocratic feudalism of the Middle Ages. Hildebrand 
himself, who rose from the lowest rank without patronage to the papal throne, was the best 
illustration of this clerical democracy. 
 
The power of the confessional, which is one of the pillars of the priesthood, came to the aid of 
celibacy. Women are reluctant to intrust their secrets to a priest who is a husband and father of a 
family. 
 
The married priests brought forward the example of the priests of the Old Testament. This 
argument Damiani answered by saying that the Hebrew priest was forbidden to eat before 
offering sacrifices at the altar. How much more unseemly it would be for a priest of the new order 



to soil himself carnally before offering the sacraments to God! The new order owed its whole 
time to the office and had none left for marriage and the family life. {1 Corinthians 7:32} Only an 
unmarried man who refuses to gratify carnal lusts can fulfil the injunction to be a temple of God 
and avoid quenching the Spirit. {47} {Ephesians 4:30 1 Thessalonians 5:19} 
 
These motives controlled also the followers of Gregory and the whole hierarchy, and secured the 
ultimate triumph of sacerdotal celibacy. The question of abolishing it has from time to time been 
agitated, and in the exceptional cases of the Maronites and United Greeks the popes have allowed 
single marriage in deference to old custom and for prudential reasons. Pope Pius II., before he 
ascended the papal chair (1458-1464), said that good reasons required the prohibition of clerical 
marriage, but better reasons required its restoration. The hierarchical interest, however, has 
always overruled these better reasons. Whatever may have been the advantages of clerical 
celibacy, its evils were much greater. The sexual immorality of the clergy, more than anything 
else, undermined the respect of the people for their spiritual guides, and was one of the chief 
causes of the Reformation, which restored honorable clerical marriage, created a pastoral home 
with its blessings, and established the supremacy of conscience over hierarchical ambition. 
 
From the standpoint of a zealous reformer like Gregory, the morals of the clergy were certainly in 
a low condition. No practice did he condemn with such burning words as the open marriage of 
priests or their secret cohabitation with women who were to all intents and purposes their wives. 
Contemporary writers like Damiani, d. 1072, in his Gomorrhianus, give dark pictures of the lives 
of the priests. While descriptions of rigid ascetics are to be accepted with caution, the evidence 
abounds that in all parts of Latin Christendom the law of priestly celibacy was ignored. {48} 
Modern Catholic historians, like Hefele {49} and Funk, {50} (do not hesitate to adduce the proofs 
of this state of affairs). The pope Benedict IX., according to friendly testimony, was thinking of 
taking a wife openly. {51} The legislation, opening with the canons of the Roman synod of 1049 
held by Leo IX., and emphasized at the Roman synod of 1059 held under Nicholas II., was given 
by Gregory VII. such a prominence that one might have supposed the very existence of the 
Church depended upon the enforcement of clerical celibacy. There were bishops even in Italy 
who openly permitted the marriage of priests, as was the case with Kunibert of Turin. {52} In 
Germany, Bishop Poppo of Toul did not conceal his quasi-marital relations which Gregory 
denounced as fornication, {53} and the bishops of Spires and Lausanne had hard work clearing 
themselves in public synods from a like charge. Married priests were denominated by synods and 
by Gregory VII. as "incontinent" or "concubinary priests." {54} Gregory spoke of Germany as 
afflicted with the "inveterate disease of clerical fornication." {55} And what was true of Italy and 
Germany was true of England. 
 
{47} See Mirbt, p. 278. 
 
{48} Mirbt, Publizistik, 259, says that there was no such thing as a general observance of celibacy 
in Western Europe. 
 
{49} Kirchengesch., 339. 
 
{50} Kirchengesch., 271. It will be remembered that in Spain, in the eighth century, King Witiza 
formally abolished the law of clerical celibacy. 
 
{51} So Bonizo of Sutri ad amicum, lib. V. 
 
{52} So Damiani. See Mirbt, 248. 
 



{53} Gregory, Reg., II. 10. 
 
{54} Incontinentes sacerdotes et levitae... sacerdotes concubinati. 
 
{55} Reg., II. 30.  



13. The Enforcement of Sacerdotal Celibacy. 
 
Literature, special works: Henry C. Lea: A Hist. Sketch of Sacerdotal Celibacy in the Christian 
Church, Phil. 1867, 2d ed. Boston, 1884.—A. Dresdner: Kultur und Sittengeschichte der 
italienischen Geistlichkeit im 10 und 11 Jahrhundert, Berlin, 1890.—Mirbt: Publizistik, pp. 239-
342; Hefele, V. 20 sqq. The chief contemporary sources are Damiani de coelibatu sacerdotum, 
addressed to Nicolas II. and Gomorrhianus, commended by Leo IX., and other writings,—
Gregory VII.’s Letters. Mirbt gives a survey of this literature, pp. 274-342. 
 
Gregory completed, with increased energy and the weight of official authority, the moral reform 
of the clergy as a means for securing the freedom and power of the Church. He held synod after 
synod, which passed summary laws against simony and Nicolaitism, and denounced all carnal 
connection of priests with women, however legitimate, as sinful and shameful concubinage. Not 
contented with synodical legislation, he sent letters and legates into all countries with instructions 
to enforce the decrees. A synod in Rome, March, 1074, opened the war. It deposed the priests 
who had bought their dignity or benefices, prohibited all future sacerdotal marriage, required 
married priests to dismiss their wives or cease to read mass, and commanded the laity not to 
attend their services. The same decrees had been passed under Nicolas II. and Alexander II., but 
were not enforced. The forbidding of the laity to attend mass said by a married priest, was a most 
dangerous, despotic measure, which had no precedent in antiquity. In an encyclical of 1079 
addressed to the whole realm of Italy and Germany, Gregory used these violent words, "If there 
are presbyters, deacons, or sub-deacons who are guilty of the crime of fornication (that is, living 
with women as their wives), we forbid them, in the name of God Almighty and by the authority 
of St. Peter, entrance into the churches, introitum ecclesiae, until they repent and rectify their 
conduct." 
 
These decrees caused a storm of opposition. Many clergymen in Germany, as Lambert of 
Hersfeld reports, denounced Gregory as a madman and heretic: he had forgotten the words of 
Christ, Matthew 19:11, and of the Apostle, 1 Corinthians 7:9; he wanted to compel men to live 
like angels, and, by doing violence to the law of nature, he opened the door to indiscriminate 
licentiousness. They would rather give up their calling than their wives, and tauntingly asked him 
to look out for angels who might take their place. The bishops were placed in a most 
embarrassing position. Some, like Otto of Constance, sympathized with the married clergy; and 
he went so far as to bid his clergy marry. {56} Others, like St. Altmann of Passau, were 
enthusiasts for sacerdotal celibacy. Others, like Siegfrid of Mainz, took a double attitude. {57} 
Archbishop Anno of Cologne agreed with the Hildebrandian principle, but deemed it 
impracticable or inopportune. When the bishops lacked in zeal, Gregory stirred up the laity 
against the simoniacal and concubinary priests. He exhorted a certain Count Albert (October, 
1074) to persist in enforcing the papal orders, and commanded Duke Rudolf of Swabia and Duke 
Bertolf of Carinthia, January, 1075, to prevent by force, if necessary, the rebellious priests from 
officiating, no matter what the bishops might say who had taken no steps to punish the guilty. He 
thus openly encouraged rebellion of the laity against the clergy, contrary to his fundamental 
principle of the absolute rule of the hierarchy. He acted on the maxim that the end sanctifies the 
means. Bishop Theodoric of Verdun, who at first sided in the main with Gregory, but was 
afterwards forced into the ranks of his opponents, openly reproached him for these most 
extraordinary measures as dangerous to the peace of the Church, to the safety of the clerical 
order, and even to the Christian faith. Bishop Henry of Spires denounced him as having destroyed 
the episcopal authority, and subjected the Church to the madness of the people. When the 



bishops, at the Diet of Worms, deposed him, January, 1076, one of the reasons assigned was his 
surrender of the Church to the laity. 
 
But the princes who were opposed to Henry IV. and deposed him at Tribur (1076), professed 
great zeal for the Roman Church and moral reform. They were stigmatized with the Milanese 
name of Patarini. Even Henry IV., though he tacitly protected the simoniacal and concubinary 
clergy and received their aid, never ventured openly to defend them; and the anti-pope Clement 
III., whom he elected 1080, expressed with almost Hildebrandian severity his detestation of 
clerical concubinage, although he threatened with excommunication the presumptuous laymen 
who refused to take the sacrament from immoral priests. Bishop Benzo, the most bitter of 
imperialists, did not wish to be identified with the Nicolaitan heretics. 
 
A contemporary writer, probably a priest of Treves, gives a frightful picture of the immediate 
results of this reform, with which he sympathized in principle. Slaves betrayed masters and 
masters betrayed slaves, friends informed against friends, faith and truth were violated, the offices 
of religion were neglected, society was almost dissolved. The peccant priests were exposed to the 
scorn and contempt of the laity, reduced to extreme poverty, or even mutilated by the populace, 
tortured and driven into exile. Their wives, who had been legally married with ring and religious 
rites, were insulted as harlots, and their children branded as bastards. Many of these unfortunate 
women died from hunger or grief, or committed suicide in despair, and were buried in 
unconsecrated earth. Peasants burned the tithes on the field lest they should fall into the hands of 
disobedient priests, trampled the host under foot, and baptized their own children. {58} 
 
In England, St. Dunstan, archbishop of Canterbury, d. 988, had anticipated the reforms of 
Hildebrand, but only with temporary success. William the Conqueror made no effort to enforce 
sacerdotal celibacy, except that the charge of concubinage was freely used as a pretext for 
removing Anglo-Saxon prelates to make room for Norman rivals. Lanfranc of Canterbury was a 
Hildebrandian, but could not prevent a reformatory council at Winchester in 1076 from allowing 
married priests to retain their wives, and it contented itself with the prohibition of future 
marriages. This prohibition was repeated at a council held in London, 1102, when Anselm 
occupied the see of Canterbury. Married priests were required to dismiss their wives, and their 
children were forbidden to inherit their fathers’ churches. A profession of chastity was to be 
exacted at ordination to the subdiaconate and the higher orders. But no punishment was 
prescribed for the violation of these canons. Anselm maintained them vigorously before and after 
his exile. A new council, called by King Henry at London, 1108, a year before Anselm’s death, 
passed severe laws against sacerdotal marriage under penalties of deposition, expulsion from the 
Church, loss of property, and infamy. The temporal power was pledged to enforce this legislation. 
But Eadmer, the biographer of Anselm, sorrowfully intimates that the result was an increase of 
shocking crimes of priests with their relatives, and that few preserved that purity with which 
Anselm had labored to adorn his clergy. 
 
In Spain, which was as much isolated from the Continent by the Pyrenees as England by the sea, 
clerical celibacy was never enforced before this period. The Saracenic invasion and subsequent 
struggles of the Christians were unfavorable to discipline. A canon of Compostella, afterwards 
bishop of Mondonego, describes the contemporary ecclesiastics at the close of the eleventh 
century as reckless and violent men, ready for any crime, prompt to quarrel, and occasionally 
indulging in mutual slaughter. The lower priests were generally married; but bishops and monks 
were forbidden by a council of Compostella, in 1056, all intercourse with women, except with 
mothers, aunts, and sisters wearing the monastic habit. Gregory VII. sent a legate, a certain 
Bishop Amandus, to Spain to introduce his reforms, 1077. A council at Girona, 1078, forbade the 
ordination of sons of priests and the hereditary transmission of ecclesiastical benefices. A council 



at Burgos, 1080, commanded married priests to put away their wives. But this order seems to 
have been a dead letter until the thirteenth century, when the code of laws drawn up by Alfonso 
the Wise, known as "Las Siete Partidas," punished sacerdotal marriage with deprivation of 
function and benefice, and authorized the prelates to command the assistance of the secular power 
in enforcing this punishment. "After this we hear little of regular marriage, which was replaced by 
promiscuous concubinage or by permanent irregular unions." {59} 
 
In France the efforts of reform made by the predecessors of Gregory had little effect. A Paris 
synod of 1074 declared Gregory’s decrees unbearable and unreasonable. {60} At a stormy synod 
at Poitiers, in 1078, his legate obtained the adoption of a canon which threatened with 
excommunication all who should listen to mass by a priest whom they knew to be guilty of 
simony or concubinage. But the bishops were unable to carry out the canon without the aid of the 
secular arm. The Norman clergy in 1072 drove the archbishop of Rouen from a council with a 
shower of stones. William the Conqueror came to his aid in 1080 at a synod of Lillebonne, which 
forbade ordained persons to keep women in their houses. But clerical marriages continued, the 
nuptials were made public, and male children succeeded to benefices by a recognized right of 
primogeniture. William the Conqueror, who assisted the hopeless reform in Normandy, prevented 
it in his subject province of Britanny, where the clergy, as described by Pascal II., in the early part 
of the twelfth century, were setting the canons at defiance and indulging in enormities hateful to 
God and man. 
 
At last, the Gregorian enforcement of sacerdotal celibacy triumphed in the whole Roman Church, 
but at the fearful sacrifice of sacerdotal chastity. The hierarchical aim was attained, but not the 
angelic purity of the priesthood. The private morals of the priest were sacrificed to hierarchical 
ambition. Concubinage and licentiousness took the place of holy matrimony. The acts of councils 
abound in complaints of clerical immorality and the vices of unchastity and drunkenness. "The 
records of the Middle Ages are full of the evidences that indiscriminate license of the worst kind 
prevailed throughout every rank of the hierarchy."  {61} The corruption again reached the papacy, 
especially in the fifteenth century. John XXIII. and Alexander VI. rivaled in wickedness and 
lewdness the worst popes of the tenth and eleventh centuries. 
 
{56} In a letter to Sicardus, abp. of Aquileja, Jan. 24, 1074, Gregory complained of princes who 
treated the Church as a servant-maid, quasi vilem ancillam, etc. Reg., I. 42; Migne, 148, 322. 
 
{57} Gregory, Reg., II. 29, III. 4, commanded him to root out "clerical fornication." 
 
{58} Hauck, III. 780 sq.; Mirbt, Publizistik, 269 sqq.; Hefele, V. 30 sqq. 
 
{59} Lea, p. 309. 
 
{60} importabilia ideoque irrationabilia. 
 
{61} Lea, p. 341.  



14. The War over Investiture. 
 
The other great reform-scheme of Gregory aimed at the complete emancipation of the Church 
from the bondage of the secular power. His conception of the freedom of the Church meant the 
slavery of the State. The State exercised control over the Church by selling ecclesiastical 
dignities, or the practice of simony, and by the investiture of bishops and abbots; that is, by the 
bestowal of the staff and ring. {62} These were the insignia of ecclesiastical authority; the staff or 
crosier was the symbol of the spiritual rule of the bishop, the ring the symbol of his mystical 
marriage with the Church. 
 
The feudal system of the Middle Ages, as it developed itself among the new races of Europe from 
the time of Charlemagne, rested on land tenure and the mutual obligations of lord and vassal, 
whereby the lord, from the king down to the lowest landed proprietor, was bound to protect his 
vassal, and the vassal was bound to serve his lord. The Church in many countries owned nearly or 
fully one-half of the landed estate, with the right of customs, tolls, coinage of money, etc., and 
was in justice bound to bear part of the burden attached to land tenure. The secular lords regarded 
themselves as the patrons of the Church, and claimed the right of appointing and investing its 
officers, and of bestowing upon them, not only their temporalia, but also the insignia of their 
spiritual power. This was extremely offensive to churchmen. The bishop, invested by the lord, 
became his vassal, and had to swear an oath of obedience, which implied the duty of serving at 
court and furnishing troops for the defense of the country. Sometimes a bishop had hardly left the 
altar when his liege-lord commanded him to gird on the sword. After the death of the bishop, the 
king or prince used the income of the see till the election of a successor, and often unduly 
postponed the election for his pecuniary benefit, to the injury of the Church and the poor. In the 
appointments, the king was influenced by political, social, or pecuniary considerations, and often 
sold the dignity to the highest bidder, without any regard to intellectual or moral qualifications. 
The right of investiture was thus closely connected with the crying abuse of simony, and its chief 
source. 
 
No wonder that Gregory opposed this investiture by laymen with all his might. Cardinal Humbert 
had attacked it in a special book under Victor II. (1057), and declared it an infamous scandal that 
lay-hands, above all, female hands, should bestow the ring and crosier. He insisted that investiture 
was a purely spiritual function, and that secular princes have nothing to do with the performance 
of functions that have something sacramental about them. They even commit sacrilege by 
touching the garments of the priest. By the exercise of the right of investiture, princes, who are 
properly the defenders of the Church, had become its lords and rulers. Great evils had arisen out 
of this practice, especially in Italy, where ambitious priests lingered about the antechambers of 
courts and practised the vice of adulation, vitium adulationis. {63} 
 
The legislation against lay appointments was opened at the Synod of Rheims, 1049, under the 
influence of Leo IX. It declared that no priest should be promoted to office without the election of 
clergy and people. Ten years later, 1059, the Synod of Rome pronounced any appointment of 
cleric or presbyter to benefice invalid, which was made by a layman. {64} The following year, 
1060, the French synods of Tours and Vienne extended the prohibition to bishops. It remained for 
Gregory to stir up all Europe over the question who had the right of investiture. 
 
By abolishing this custom, Gregory hoped to emancipate the clergy from the vassalage of the 
State, and the property of the Church from the feudal supervision of the prince, as well as to make 
the bishops the obedient servants of the pope. 



 
The contest continued under the following popes, and was at last settled by the compromise of 
Worms (1122). The emperor yielded only in part; for to surrender the whole property of the 
Church to the absolute power of the pope, would have reduced civil government to a mere 
shadow. On the other hand, the partial triumph of the papacy contributed very much to the 
secularization of the Church. 
 
{62} investitura per baculum et annulum. 
 
{63} Humbert’s work, adversus simoniacos, is givenin libelli de lite and Migne, vol. 153. Wido 
of Arezzo and Damiani expressed the same views. See Mirbt, Publizistik, 463-471. Of those who 
received lay investiture it began to be said "that they entered not in by the door," non per ostium 
intraverant. 
 
{64} ut per laicos nullo modo quilibet clericus aut presbyter obtineat ecclesiam nec gratis nec 
pretio, Mansi, XIX. 898.  



15. Gregory VII. and Henry IV. 
 
The conflict over investiture began at a Roman synod in Lent (Feb. 24-28), 1075, and brought on 
the famous collision with Henry IV., in which priestcraft and kingcraft strove for mastery. The 
pope had the combined advantages of superior age, wisdom, and moral character over this 
unfortunate prince, who, when a mere boy of six years (1056), had lost his worthy father, Henry 
III., had been removed from the care of his pious but weak mother, Agnes, and was spoilt in his 
education. Henry had a lively mind and noble impulses, but was despotic and licentious. 
Prosperity made him proud and overbearing, while adversity cast him down. His life presents 
striking changes of fortune. He ascended and descended twice the scale of exaltation and 
humiliation. He first insulted the pope, then craved his pardon; he rebelled again against him, 
triumphed for a while, was twice excommunicated and deposed; at last, forsaken and persecuted 
by his own son, he died a miserable death, and was buried in unconsecrated earth. The better class 
of his own subjects sided against him in his controversy with the pope. The Saxons rose in open 
revolt against his tyranny on the very day that Hildebrand was consecrated (June 29, 1073). 
 
This synod of 1075 forbade the king and all laymen having anything to do with the appointment 
of bishops or assuming the right of investiture. {65} A synod held in November, 1075, positively 
forbade bishops, abbots, and other ecclesiastics receiving ecclesiastical appointments from king 
or any temporal lord whatsoever. At the same synod, Gregory excommunicated five counsellors 
of Henry for practising simony. {66} 
 
The king, hard pressed by the rebellious Saxons, at first yielded, and dismissed the five 
counsellors; but, as soon as he had subdued the rebellion (June 5, 1075), he recalled them, and 
continued to practice shameful simony. He paid his soldiers from the proceeds of Church 
property, and adorned his mistresses with the diamonds of sacred vessels. The pope exhorted him 
by letter and deputation to repent, and threatened him with excommunication. The king received 
his legates most ungraciously, and assumed the tone of open defiance. Probably with his 
knowledge, Cencius, a cousin of the imperial prefect in Rome, shamefully maltreated the pope, 
seized him at the altar the night before Christmas, 1075, and shut him up in a tower; but the 
people released him and put Cencius to flight. 
 
Henry called the bishops and abbots of the empire to a council at Worms, under the lead of 
Archbishop Siegfried of Mainz, Jan. 24, 1076. This council deposed Gregory without giving him 
even a hearing, on the ground of slanderous charges of treason, witchcraft, covenant with the 
devil, and impurity, which were brought against him by Hugo Blancus (Hugh Leblanc), a 
deposed cardinal. It was even asserted that he ruled the Church by a senate of women, Beatrix, 
Matilda of Tuscany, and Agnes, the emperor’s mother. Only two bishops dared to protest against 
the illegal proceeding. The Ottos and Henry III. had deposed popes, but not in such a manner. 
 
Henry secured the signatures of the disaffected bishops of Upper Italy at a council in Piacenza. 
He informed Gregory of the decree of Worms in an insulting letter: — 
 
"Henry, king, not by usurpation, but by God’s holy ordinance, to Hildebrand, not pope, but a false 
monk. How darest thou, who hast won thy power through craft, flattery, bribery, and force, 
stretch forth thy hand against the Lord’s anointed, despising the precept of the true pope, St. 
Peter: ‘Fear God, honor the king?’ Thou who dost not fear God, dishonorest me whom He has 
appointed. Condemned by the voice of all our bishops, quit the apostolic chair, and let another 
take it, who will preach the sound doctrine of St. Peter, and not do violence under the cloak of 



religion. I, Henry, by the grace of God, king, with all my bishops, say unto thee, Come down, 
come down!" {67} 
 
At the same time Henry wrote to the cardinals and the Roman people to aid him in the election of 
a new pope. Roland, a priest of Parma, brought the letter to Rome at the end of February, as 
Gregory was just holding a synod of a hundred and ten bishops, and concluded his message with 
the words. "I tell you, brethren, that you must appear at Pentecost before the king to receive from 
his hands a pope and father; for this man here is not pope, but a ravening wolf." This produced a 
storm of indignation. The prelates drew swords and were ready to kill him on the spot; but 
Gregory remained calm, and protected him against violence. 
 
On the next day (February 22) the pope excommunicated and deposed Henry in the name of St. 
Peter, and absolved his subjects from their oath of obedience. He published the ban in a letter to 
all Christians. The sentence of deposition is as follows: — 
 
"Blessed Peter, prince of the Apostles, incline thine ear unto me, and hear me, thy servant, whom 
from childhood thou didst nurse and protect against the wicked to this day. Thou and my lady, the 
mother of God, and thy brother, St. Paul, are my witnesses that the holy Roman Church has 
drawn me to the helm against my will, and that I have not risen up like a robber to thy seat. 
Rather would I have been a pilgrim my whole life long than have snatched to myself thy chair on 
account of temporal glory and in a worldly spirit.... By thy intercession God has intrusted me with 
the power to bind and to loose on earth and in heaven." 
 
"Therefore, relying on this trust, for the honor and security of the Church, in the name of the 
Almighty Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, I do prohibit Henry, king, son of Henry the emperor, from 
ruling the kingdom of the Teutons and of Italy, because with unheard-of pride he has lifted 
himself up against thy Church; and I release all Christians from the oath of allegiance to him 
which they have taken, or shall take, and I forbid that any shall serve him as king. For it is fitting 
that he who will touch the dignity of the Church should lose his own. And inasmuch as he has 
despised obedience by associating with the excommunicate, by many deeds of iniquity, and by 
spurning the warnings which I have given him for his good, I bind him in the bands of anathema; 
that all nations of the earth may know that thou art Peter, and that upon thy rock the Son of the 
living God hath built His Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." {68} 
 
The empress-widow was present when the anathema was pronounced on her son. At the same 
time the pope excommunicated all the German and Italian bishops who had deposed him at 
Worms and Piacenza. 
 
This was a most critical moment, and the signal for a deadly struggle between the two greatest 
potentates in Christendom. Never before had such a tremendous sentence been pronounced upon 
a crowned head. The deposition of Childeric by Pope Zacharias was only the sanction of the 
actual rule of Pepin. Gregory threatened also King Philip of France with deposition, but did not 
execute it. Now the heir of the crown of Charlemagne was declared an outlaw by the successor of 
the Galilean fisherman, and Europe accepted the decision. There were not wanting, indeed, voices 
of discontent and misgivings about the validity of a sentence which justified the breaking of a 
solemn oath. All conceded the papal right of excommunication, but not the right of deposition. If 
Henry had commanded the respect and love of his subjects, he might have defied Gregory. But 
the religious sentiment of the age sustained the pope, and was far less shocked by the papal 
excommunication and deposition of the king than by the royal deposition of the pope. It was 
never forgotten that the pope had crowned Charlemagne, and it seemed natural that his power to 
bestow implied his power to withhold or to take away. {69} 



 
Gregory had not a moment’s doubt as to the justice of his act. He invited the faithful to pray, and 
did not neglect the dictates of worldly prudence. He strengthened his military force in Rome, and 
reopened negotiations with Robert Guiscard and Roger. In Northern Italy he had a powerful ally 
in Countess Matilda, who, by the recent death of her husband and her mother, had come into full 
possession of vast dominions, and furnished a bulwark against the discontented clergy and 
nobility of Lombardy and an invading army from Germany. {70} 
 
When Henry received the tidings of the sentence of excommunication and deposition, he burst 
into a furious rage, abused Gregory as a hypocrite, heretic, murderer, perjurer, adulterer, and 
threatened to fling back the anathema upon his head. William, bishop of Utrecht, had no scruples 
in complying with the king’s wishes, and from the pulpit of his cathedral anathematized Gregory 
as "a perjured monk who had dared to lift up his head against the Lord’s anointed." Henry 
summoned a national council to Worms on Whitsunday (May 15) to protest against the attempt of 
Gregory to unite in one hand the two swords which God had separated. {71} This was the famous 
figure for the spiritual and temporal power afterwards often employed by the popes, who claimed 
that God had given both swords to the Church,—the spiritual sword, to be borne by her; the 
temporal, to be wielded by the State for the Church, that is, in subjection and obedience to the 
Church. 
 
The council at Worms was attended by few bishops, and proved a failure. A council in Mainz, 
June 29, turned out no better, and Henry found it necessary to negotiate. Saxony was lost; prelates 
and nobles deserted him. A diet at Tribur, an imperial castle near Mainz, held Oct. 16, 1076, 
demanded that he should submit to the pope, seek absolution from him within twelve months 
from the date of excommunication, at the risk of forfeiting his crown. He should then appear at a 
diet to be held at Augsburg on Feb. 2, 1077, under the presidency of the pope. Meanwhile he was 
to abide at Spires in strict privacy, in the sole company of his wife, the bishop of Verdun, and a 
few servants chosen by the nobles. The legates of Gregory were treated with marked respect, and 
gave absolution to the excommunicated bishops, including Siegfried of Mainz, who submitted to 
the pope. 
 
Henry spent two dreary months in seclusion at Spires, shut out from the services of the Church 
and the affairs of the State. At last he made up his mind to seek absolution, as the only means of 
saving his crown. There was no time to be lost; only a few weeks remained till the Diet of 
Augsburg, which would decide his fate. 
 
{65} This statement is based upon the authority of Arnulf of Milan. The decree itself is lost. See 
Mirbt, Publizistik, 492. Arnulf says, papa... palam interdicit regi jus deinde habere aliquod in 
dandis episcopatibus omnesque laicas personas ab investituris ecclesiarum summovet. 
 
{66} "Si quis deinceps episcopatum vel abbatiam de manu alicujus laicae personae susceperit, 
nullatenus inter Episcopos vel Abbates habeatur. Si quis Imperatorum, Regum, Ducum, 
Marchionum, Comitum, vel quilibet saecularium potestatum aut personarum investituram 
episcopatus vel alicujus ecclesiasticae dignitatis dare praesumserit, ejusdem sententiae vinculo 
se adstrictum sciat." Pagi, Crit. ad ann. 1075, No. 2; Watterich, I. 365; Hefele, V. 47; Reg., VI. 5. 
 
{67} "Descende, descende." Bruno, Deuteronomy bello Saxonico, in Pertz, VII. 352 sq. There are 
several variations of the letter of Henry, but the tone of imperious defiance and violence is the 
same. 
 



{68} Bernried, Vita Greg., c. 68 sq. (in Migne, 148, p. 74); Jaffe, 223; Mirbt, Quellen, 100; 
Hefele, V. 70 sqq. 
 
{69} The papal sentence against Henry made a profound impression upon Western Europe. 
Bonizo says, universus noster romanus orbis contemruit, postquam de banno regis ad aures 
personuit vulgi. See Mirbt, 139. 
 
{70} The excommunication of Henry in 1076 and again in 1080 called forth a controversial 
literature of some proportions, Mirbt, Publizistik, 134-239, as did Gregory’s attitude towards 
simony and clerical celibacy. The anti-Gregorians took the ground that the excommunication was 
unjust and even called in question the pope’s right to excommunicate a king. Gregory’s letters 
make reference to these objections. Writing to Hermann of Metz, Reg., IV. 2, Gregory said that 
there were some who openly declared that a king should not be excommunicated, regem non 
oportet excommunicari. Gregory justified his act on the ground of the king’s companionship with 
excommunicated persons, his refusal to offer repentance for crimes, and the rupture of the unity 
of the Church which resulted from the king’s course, Reg., IV. 1, etc. The Council of Tribur, Oct. 
16, 1076, discussed the questions whether a pope might excommunicate a king and whether 
Gregory had acted justly in excommunicating Henry. It answered both questions in the 
affirmative. A hundred years after the event, Otto of Freising, Gesta Friderici, I., speaks of the 
sentence as unheard of before, quo numquam ante haec tempora hujusmodi sententiam in 
principem romanum promulgatam cognoverat. 
 
{71} Reg IV. 2; Migne, 148, 455.  



16. Canossa. 1077. 
 
The winter of 1076-1077 was one of the coldest and longest within the memory of men—the 
Rhine being frozen to a solid mass from November till April—and one of the most memorable in 
history—being marked by an event of typical significance. The humiliation of the head of the 
German Empire at the feet of the bishop of Rome at Canossa means the subjection of the State to 
the Church and the triumph of the Hildebrandian policy. 
 
A few days before Christmas, Henry IV. left Spires on a journey across the Alps as a penitent, 
seeking absolution from the pope. He was accompanied by his wife with her infant son Conrad 
(born August, 1071) and one faithful servant. Bertha, daughter of the margrave Odo of Turin and 
Adelheid of Susa, was betrothed to Henry in 1055 at Zurich, and married to him, July 13, 1066. 
She was young, beautiful, virtuous, and amiable; but he preferred to live with mistresses; and 
three years after the marriage he sought a divorce, with the aid of the unprincipled archbishop 
Siegfried of Mainz. The pope very properly refused his consent. The king gave up his wicked 
intention, and became attached to Bertha. She was born to love and to suffer, and accompanied 
him as a comforting angel through the bitter calamities of his life. 
 
The royal couple passed through Burgundy and Susa under the protection of Count William and 
the mother of Bertha, and crossed Mont Cenis. The queen and her child were carried up and 
lowered down the icy slopes in rough sledges of oxhide; some horses were killed, but no human 
lives lost. When Henry reached the plains of Lombardy, he was received with joy by the anti-
Hildebrandian party; but he hurried on to meet the successor of Peter, who alone could give him 
absolution. 
 
He left his wife and child at Reggio, and, accompanied by his mother-in-law and a few friends, he 
climbed up the steep hill to Canossa, where Gregory was then stopping on his journey to the Diet 
at Augsburg, waiting for a safe-conduct across the Alps. 
 
Canossa, now in ruins, was an impregnable fortress of the Countess Matilda, south of Reggio, on 
the northern slope of the Apennines, surrounded by three, walls, and including a castle, a chapel, 
and a convent. {72} 
 
The pope had already received a number of excommunicated bishops and noblemen, and given or 
promised them absolution after the case of the chief sinner against the majesty of St. Peter should 
be decided. 
 
Henry arrived at the foot of the castle-steep, Jan. 21, 1077, when the cold was severe and the 
ground covered with snow. He had an interview with Matilda and Hugo, abbot of Cluny, his 
godfather, and declared his willingness to submit to the pope if he was released from the interdict. 
But Gregory would only absolve him on condition that he would surrender to him his crown and 
forever resign the royal dignity. The king made the last step to secure the mercy of the pope: he 
assumed the severest penances which the Church requires from a sinner, as a sure way to 
absolution. For three days, from the 25th to the 28th of January, he stood in the court between the 
inner walls, as a penitent suppliant, with bare head and feet, in a coarse woolen shirt, shivering in 
the cold, and knocked in vain for entrance at the gateway, which still perpetuates in its name. 
"Porta di penitenza," the memory of this event. {73} 
 



The stern old pope, as hard as a rock and as cold as the snow, refused admittance, 
notwithstanding the earnest entreaties of Matilda and Hugo, till he was satisfied that the cup of 
humiliation was drained to the dregs, or that further resistance would be impolitic. He first 
exacted from Henry, as a condition of absolution, the promise to submit to his decision at the 
approaching meeting of the German nobles under the presidency of the pope as arbiter, and to 
grant him and his deputies protection on their journey to the north. In the meantime he was to 
abstain from exercising the functions of royalty. {74} 
 
The king made the promise, and two bishops and several nobles, in his behalf, swore upon sacred 
relics that he would keep it. Hugo, being a monk, could not swear, but pledged his word before 
the all-seeing God. Hugo, the bishops, nobles, and the Countess Matilda and Adelheid signed the 
written agreement, which still exists. 
 
After these preliminaries, the inner gate was opened. The king, in the prime of life, the heir of 
many crowned monarchs, and a man of tall and noble presence, threw himself at the feet of the 
gray-haired pope, a man of low origin and of small and unimpressive stature, who by his word 
had disarmed an empire. He burst into tears, and cried "Spare me, holy father, spare me!" The 
company were moved to tears; even the iron pope showed signs of tender compassion. He heard 
the confession of Henry, raised him up, gave him absolution and his apostolic blessing, conducted 
him to the chapel, and sealed the reconciliation by the celebration of the sacrifice of the mass. 
 
Some chroniclers add the following incident, which has often been repeated, but is very 
improbable. Gregory, before partaking of the sacrament, called upon God to strike him dead if he 
were guilty of the crimes charged on him, and, after eating one-half of the consecrated wafer 
unharmed, he offered the other half to Henry, requesting him to submit to the same awful ordeal; 
but the king declined it, and referred the whole question to the decision of a general council. {75} 
 
After mass, the pope entertained the king courteously at dinner and dismissed him with some 
fatherly warnings and counsels, and with his renewed apostolic blessing. 
 
Henry gained his object, but at the sacrifice of his royal dignity. He confessed by his act of 
humiliation that the pope had a right to depose a king and heir of the imperial crown, and to 
absolve subjects from the oath of allegiance. The head of the State acknowledged the temporal 
supremacy of the Church. Canossa marks the deepest humiliation of the State and the highest 
exaltation of the Church,—we mean the political papal Church of Rome, not the spiritual Church 
of Christ, who wore a crown of thorns in this world and who prayed on the cross for his 
murderers. 
 
Gregory acted on the occasion in the sole interest of the hierarchy. His own friends, as we learn 
from his official account to the Germans, deemed his conduct to be "tyrannical cruelty, rather 
than apostolic severity." He saw in Henry the embodiment of the secular power in opposition to 
the ecclesiastical power, and he achieved a signal triumph, but only for a short time. He overshot 
his mark, and was at last expelled from Rome by the very man against whom he had closed the 
gate. 
 
His relation to Matilda was political and ecclesiastical. The charge of his enemies that he 
entertained carnal intimacy with her is monstrous and incredible, considering his advanced age 
and unrelenting war against priestly concubinage. {76} The countess was the most powerful 
princess in Northern Italy, and afforded to the pope the best protection against a possible invasion 
of a Northern army. She was devoted to Hildebrand as the visible head of the Church, and felt 
proud and happy to aid him. In 1077 she made a reversionary grant of her dominions to the 



patrimony of Peter, and thus increased the fatal gift of Constantine, from which Dante derives the 
evils of the Church. She continued the war with Henry, and aided Conrad and Henry V. in the 
rebellion against their father. In the political interest of the papacy she contracted, in her fifty-
fifth year, a second marriage with Guelph, a youth of eighteen, the son of the Duke of Bavaria, 
the most powerful enemy of Henry IV. (1089); but the marriage, it seems, was never 
consummated, and was dissolved a few years afterwards (1095). She died, 1115. It is supposed by 
many that Dante’s Matilda, who carried him over the river Lethe to Beatrice, is the famous 
countess; {77} but Dante never mentions Gregory VII., probably on account of his quarrel with 
the emperor. 
 
Canossa has become a proverbial name for the triumph of priestcraft over kingcraft. {78} Streams 
of blood have been shed to wipe out the disgrace of Henry’s humiliation before Hildebrand. The 
memory of that scene was revived in the Culturkampf between the State of Prussia and the 
Vatican from 1870 to 1887. At the beginning of the conflict, Prince Bismarck declared in the 
Prussian Chambers that "he would never go to Canossa"; but ten years afterwards he, found it 
politic to move in that direction, and to make a compromise with Leo XIII., who proved his equal 
as a master of diplomacy. The anti-papal May-laws were repealed, one by one, till nothing is left 
of them except the technical Anzeigepflicht, a modern term for investiture. The Roman Church 
gained new strength in Prussia and Germany from legal persecution, and enjoys now more 
freedom and independence than ever, and much more than the Protestant Church, which has 
innocently suffered from the operation of the May-laws. 
 
{72} The castle was destroyed by the inhabitants of Reggio in 1255. The site affords a 
magnificent view of the Apennines towards the south, and of the plain of the Po towards the 
north, and the cities of Parma, Reggio, and Modena. An excursion from Reggio to Canossa and 
back can be made in eight hours. For Gregory’s own account of the meeting, see Reg., IV. 2, in 
Migne, 148, 465, and Mirbt, Quellen, 101. See also Hauck, III. 792 sqq. 
 
{73} "Illic," says Berthold (Monum. Germ. SS., V. 289). "laneis indutus, nudis pedibus, 
frigorosus, usque in diem tertium foris extra castellum cum suis hospitabatur." During the night 
the king was under shelter. See Hefele, V. 94 sq. 
 
{74} The last point is omitted by Berthold, but expressly mentioned by Lambert of Hersfeld, and 
confirmed by Gregory, who says in his account of the Canossa event to the German prelates and 
princes, that he received Henry only into the communion of the Church, without reinstating him 
in his reign (losum ei communionem redidi, non tamen in regno... instauravi), and without 
binding the faithful to their oath of allegiance, reserving this to future decision. Jaffe, p. 402; 
Hefele, V. 96. The same view he expresses in the sentence of the second excommunication. In 
view of these facts it is strange that Giesebrecht (III. 403) should discredit the report of Lambert, 
and hold that Henry regained with the absolution also the royal prerogatives. 
 
{75} This story, first told by Lambert of Hersfeld, who in the main sided with Gregory against 
Henry, is discredited by Giesebrecht, III. 401; Ranke, VII. 284; Mirbt, 194-199; and the Catholic 
historians, Dollinger and Hefele (V. 98), reject it as a fable. The pope had no need to protest his 
innocence, and had referred the charges against the king to a German tribunal; the king had 
previously promised him to appear before this tribunal; his present purpose was simply to get rid 
of the interdict, so as to be free to act. By declining the ordeal he would have confessed his guilt 
and justified the pope, and superseded the action of the German tribunal. On the historical value 
of Lambert’s Annales, see Giesebrecht, III. 1030-1032, and Wattenbach, Deutschlands, 
Geschichtsquellen, II. 87 sqq. Gregorovius repeats the story as authentic. 
 



{76} Lambert refutes this slander (M. G., V. 257), and the best modern historians. Protestant as 
well as Catholic, reject it. See Neander, Ranke. (VII. 280), and Hefele (V. 67 sq.). Ranke says: 
"Solche Verhaltnisse giebt es ja zwischen Individuen beiderlei Geschlechtes, die sich nur auf 
geistigem Boden entwickeln, in welchen ohne sinnliche Annaherung die tiefste innere 
Vereinigung der Gesinnungen und Ueberzeugungen besteht. Die Markgrafin glaubte an-die 
Wahrhaftigkeit und den geistigen Beruf des Papstes, und der Papst andererseits bedurfte ihrer 
Hulfe." 
 
{77} Purg., XXVIII. 40, XXXII. 92; XXXII. 28, 82, XXXIII. 119, 121. 
 
{78} Mirbt,publizistik, 181-200, seeks to make out that Henry’s act at Canossa was regarded by 
his age as an act of humility and not of humiliation. The contemporary writers speak of it as an 
act of unheard of and wonderful humility, "mira inaudita humilitas, officium humilitatis." In view 
of the profound reverence for the Church which prevailed it may be taken as certain that the 
people looked upon it as an act of humble piety. But for Henry it was a different thing. As Mirbt 
agrees, the king was not moved by deep religious concern but by a desire to hold on to his crown. 
For him Canossa was a humiliation and before the bar of historic judgment the act wherein the 
State prostrated itself at the feet of the pope must be regarded as a humiliation. For other 
instances of princely submission to the pope, see Mirbt, p. 198, note.  



17. Renewal of the Conflict. Two Kings and Two Popes. 
 
The result of Canossa was civil war in Germany and Italy king against king, pope against pope, 
nobles against nobles, bishops against bishops, father against son, and son against father. It lasted 
several years. Gregory and Henry died in exile. Gregory was defeated by Henry, Henry by his 
own rebellious son. The long wars of the Guelphs and the Ghibellines originated in that period. 
The Duke Guelph IV. of Bavaria was present at Forchheim when Henry was deposed, and took 
up arms against him. The popes sided with the Guelphs against the Hohenstaufen emperors and 
the Ghibellines. 
 
The friends and supporters of Henry in Lombardy and Germany were dissatisfied, and regarded 
his humiliation as an act of cowardice, and the pope’s conduct as an insult to the German nation 
and the royal crown. His enemies, a small number of Saxon and Swabian nobles and bishops, 
assembled at Forchheim, March 13, 1077, and, in the presence of two legates of the pope, but 
without his express authority, offered the crown of Germany to Rudolf, Duke of Swabia, Henry’s 
brother-in-law, but on two important conditions (which may be traced to the influence of the 
pope’s legates), namely, that he should denounce a hereditary claim to the throne, and guarantee 
the freedom of ecclesiastical appointments. He was crowned March 26, at Mainz, by Archbishop 
Siegfried, but under bad omens: the consecrated oil rail short, the Gospel was read by a 
simoniacal deacon, the citizens raised a tumult, and Rudolf had to make his escape by night with 
Siegfried, who never returned. He found little support in Southern Germany, and went to Henry’s 
enemies in Saxony. 
 
Henry demanded from the pope the ban over the robber of his crown, but in vain. He refused him 
the promised safe-conduct to Germany, acted as king, crossed the Alps, and defeated Rudolf in a 
battle at Melrichstadt in Franconia, Aug. 7, 1078, but was defeated by him near Muhlheim in 
Thuringia, Jan. 27, 1080, in a decisive battle, which Rudolf regarded as a divine decision, and 
which inclined the pope in his favor. 
 
After long hesitation, Gregory, in a Synod of Rome, March 7, 1080, ventured upon the most 
extraordinary act even for a man in the highest position. Invoking the aid of St. Peter and St. Paul, 
he fulminated a second and severer ban against Henry and all his adherents, deprived him again 
of his kingdoms of Germany and Italy, forbade all the faithful to obey him, and bestowed the 
crown of Germany (not of Italy) on Rudolf. The address was at once a prayer, a narrative, and a 
judgment, and combined cool reflection with religious fervor. It rests on the conviction that the 
pope, as the representative of Peter and Paul, was clothed with supreme authority over the world 
as well as the Church. {79} 
 
Gregory hazarded a prophecy, which was falsified by history, that before the day of St. Peter and 
St. Paul (June 29), Henry would either lose his life or his throne. After the close of the synod, he 
sent to Rudolf (instead of the iron crown of Charlemagne, which was in possession of Henry) a 
diadem with the characteristic inscription: — 
 
"Petra dedit Petro, Petrus diadema Rudolpho." {80} 
 
A reconciliation was now impossible. Henry replied to the papal ban by the election of an anti-
pope. A council of about thirty German and Italian bishops met at Brixen in the Tyrol, June 26, 
1080, and deposed Gregory on the frivolous charges of ambition, avarice, simony, sorcery, and 
the Berengarian heresy. Cardinal Hugo Candidus and twenty-seven bishops (of Brixen, Bamberg, 



Coire, Freisingen, Lausanne, etc.) signed the document. At the same time they elected the 
excommunicated Archbishop Wibert of Ravenna pope, under the name of Clement III. He was a 
man of talent, dignity, and unblemished character, but fell into the hands of simonists and the 
enemies of reform. Henry acknowledged him by the usual genuflexion, and promised to visit 
Rome in the following spring, that he might receive from him the imperial crown. Wibert 
returned to Ravenna with the papal insignia and great pomp. 
 
This was the beginning of a double civil war between rival popes and rival kings, with all its 
horrors. Gregory counted on the Saxons in Germany, Countess Matilda in Northern Italy, and the 
Normans in Southern Italy. 
 
Henry was defeated Oct. 15, 1080, on the banks of the Elster, near Naumburg; but Rudolf was 
mortally wounded by Godfrey of Bouillon, the hero of Jerusalem, {81} and lost his right hand by 
another enemy. He died the same evening, exclaiming, as the story goes: "This is the hand with 
which I swore fidelity to my lord, King Henry." But, according to another report, he said, when 
he heard of the victory of his troops: "Now I suffer willingly what the Lord has decreed for me." 
His body with the severed hand was deposited in the cathedral at Merseburg. {82} 
 
Rudolf’s death turned his victory into a defeat. It was regarded in that age as a judgment of God 
against him and the anti-pope. His friends could not agree upon a successor till the following 
summer, when they elected Count Hermann of Luxemburg, who proved incompetent. In the 
spring of 1081 Henry crossed the Alps with a small army to depose Gregory, whose absolution he 
had sought a few years before as a penitent at Canossa. He was welcomed in Lombardy, defeated 
the troops of Matilda, and appeared at the gates of Rome before Pentecost, May 21. Gregory, 
surrounded by danger, stood firm as a rock and refused every compromise. At his last Lenten 
synod (end of February, 1081) he had renewed his anathemas, and suspended those bishops who 
disobeyed the summons. Nothing else is known of this synod but sentences of punishment. In his 
letter of March 15, 1081, to Hermann, bishop of Metz, he justified his conduct towards Henry, 
and on April 8 he warned the Venetians against any communication with him and his adherents. 
"I am not afraid," he said, "of the threats of the wicked, and would rather sacrifice my life than 
consent to evil." 
 
Henry, not being permitted by the Romans to enter their city, as he had hoped, and not being 
prepared for a siege, spent the summer in Upper Italy, but returned to Rome in Lent, 1082, and 
again with a larger force at Easter, 1083, and conquered the city and the Church of St. Peter in 
June. Gregory was intrenched in the Castle of St. Angelo, and fulminated anew his anathema 
upon Henry and his followers (June 24). Henry answered by causing Wibert to be enthroned in 
St. Peter’s (June 28), but soon left Rome with Wibert (July 1), promising to return. He had 
probably come to a secret understanding with the Roman nobility to effect a peaceful compromise 
with Gregory; but the pope was inexorable. In the spring of 1084 Henry returned and called a 
synod, which deposed and excommunicated Gregory. Wibert was consecrated on Palm Sunday as 
Pope Clement III., in the Lateran, by two excommunicated bishops of Modena and Arezzo 
(instead of the bishops of Ostia, Albano, and Porto). Henry and his wife, Bertha, received from 
him the imperial crown in St. Peter’s at Easter, March 31, 1084. He left Rome with Wibert (May 
21), leaving the defense of the city in the hands of the Romans. He never returned. 
 
In the meantime Gregory called to his aid the Norman chief, Robert Guiscard, or Wiscard. This 
bold adventurer approached from the south with a motley force of Normans, Lombards, Apulians, 
and Saracens, amounting to thirty thousand foot and six thousand horse, arrived in Rome, May 
27, 1084, liberated the pope, and entered with him the Lateran. He now began such a pillage and 
slaughter as even the barbarians had not committed. Half the city was reduced to ruins; many 



churches were demolished, others turned into forts; women and maidens, even nuns, were 
outraged, and several thousand citizens sold into slavery. The survivors cursed the pope and his 
deliverer. In the words of a contemporary, the cruelty of the Normans gained more hearts for the 
emperor than a hundred thousand pieces of gold. Rome was a ghost of her former self. When 
Hildebert of Tours visited her more than ten years later, he saw only ruins of her greatness. {83} 
This was, indeed, a fearful judgment, but very different from the one which Gregory a few years 
before had invoked upon Henry. 
 
Many confused reports were circulated about the fate of Gregory VII. His faithful friend, the 
Countess of Tuscany, assembled troops, sent emissaries in all directions, and stirred up distrust 
and hatred against Henry in Germany. The following letter remains as evidence of her zeal for 
Gregory: — 
 
"Matilda, such as she is by the grace of God, if she be anything, to all the faithful residing in the 
Teutonic kingdom, greeting." 
 
"We would have you know that Henry, the false king, has stolen the seal of the Lord Pope 
Gregory. Wherefore, if ye are told anything contrary to the words of our envoys, hold it false, and 
believe not Henry’s lies. Further, he has carried away with him the Bishop of Porto, because that 
man was once familiar with the Lord Pope. If by his help he should attempt anything with you or 
against you, be sure this bishop is a false witness, and give no credit to those who shall tell you to 
the contrary. Know that the Lord Pope has already conquered Sutri and Nepi; Barabbas the 
robber, that is to say, Henry’s pope, has fled like himself. Farewell. Beware of the snares of 
Henry." 
 
{79} See the extract in 11, p. 32, and Latin text of the address in Mansi, Harduin, Jaffe, and 
Shailer Mathews, 51-54. 
 
{80} The Rock gave the crown to Peter and Peter gives it to Rudolf. 
 
{81} This fact is reported by Albericus of Trois-Fontaines, but doubted by Sybel (Gesch. des 
ersten Kreuzzugs, p. 218) and Hefele (V. 150, note). 
 
{82} For a good description of the battle, see Giesebrecht, III. 516 sqq. 
 
{83} Hildebert’s poem, lamenting the ruins of Rome, is found in Migne, 171, 1441 sq.  



18. Death of Gregory VII. 
 
Gregory was again in possession of the Lateran, but he left the scene of melancholy desolation, 
accompanied by Guiscard and a few cardinals and Roman nobles. He went first to Monte Cassino 
and then to Salerno. The descent from Canossa to Salerno was truly a via dolorosa. But the old 
pope, broken in body, was unbroken in spirit. 
 
He renewed the ban against Henry and the anti-pope at the close of 1084, and sent a letter to the 
faithful in Germany, stating that the words of the Psalmist, Quare fremuerunt gentes, {Psalm 
2:1,2} were fulfilled, that the kings of the earth have rebelled against Christ and his apostle Peter 
to destroy the Christian religion, but could not seduce those who trusted in God. He called upon 
them to come to the rescue of the Church if they wished to gain the remission of sins and eternal 
salvation. This is his last written document. 
 
His mind remained clear and firm to the end. He recommended Cardinal Desiderius of Monte 
Cassino (Victor III.) as his successor, and next to him Otto, bishop of Ostia (Urban II.). He 
absolved all his enemies, except Henry and Wibert. "the usurper of the apostolic see." {84} He 
died, May 25, 1085, with the words which best express the meaning of his public life and 
character: "I have loved righteousness and hated iniquity; therefore I die in exile." {85} "Nay," 
said one of the bishops, "in exile thou canst not die, who, as the vicar of Christ and his Apostles, 
hast received all the nations for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for thy 
possession". {Psalm 2:8} 
 
Robert Guiscard, his protector, died a few weeks afterwards (July 17, 1085). 
 
The body of Gregory, clad in the pontifical vestments, was buried in the church of St. Matthew at 
Salerno, which he had consecrated shortly before. A plain stone marked his grave till John of 
Procida—although a zealous Ghibelline—erected a sumptuous chapel over it. {86} His name was 
inserted in the Calendar on the 25th of May, 1584, by Gregory XIII., without a formal 
canonization; Paul V. ordered a festival, in 1609, for the new saint; and Benedict XIII., in 1728, 
ordered its general observance. The emperor of Germany, the king of France, and other 
sovereigns opposed the celebration; but if ever a pope deserved canonization for devotion to the 
papal theocracy, it was Hildebrand. The eighth centenary of his death was celebrated in the 
Roman Church, May 25, 1885. 
 
Gregory was, in his own time, and has been since, the subject both of the highest praise and of the 
severest censure. Modern historians agree in giving him credit for the honesty and courage of his 
convictions, and concede the purity and loftiness of his motives and aims. He is the typical 
representative of papal absolutism in the Middle Ages in conflict with imperial absolutism. He 
combined personal integrity, consummate statesmanship, and monastic contempt of the world. He 
lived and moved in the idea of the Old Testament theocracy, and had no conception of the free 
spirit of the gospel. He was a man of blood and iron, an austere monk, inaccessible to feelings of 
tenderness, when acting in his official capacity as the head of the Roman hierarchy; yet he 
showed singular liberality in his treatment of Berengar, and protested against the use of torture. 
His piety was absorbed in devotion to the hierarchy, to St. Peter, and to the Virgin Mary. He was 
unscrupulous in the choice of means for his end, and approved of civil war for the triumph of the 
Roman Church. 
 



The lofty principles he espoused he was willing to stake his life upon. No pope has ever used the 
term "righteousness" more frequently than he used it. No pope has ever employed the figure of 
warfare to describe the conflict he was engaged in more frequently than he employed it. {87} No 
man was ever more convinced of the soundness of his cause. He found his authority in the 
Scriptures and freely used them to convince others, quoting certain passages again and again, 
such as 1 Samuel 15:23, which is found quoted in his writings nineteen times. {88} He found in 
Matthew 16:18 the certain warrant for the papal supremacy and excepted no person from the 
jurisdiction of Peter’s successors. {89} As an advocate of papal absolutism and as a moral 
reformer he has left an abiding impress upon the thought and the practice of Roman Christendom. 
Even where we are farthest from sharing his views, we may admire the man of fearless courage 
and moral conviction. 
 
His spirit still moves in the curia, which adheres to the theocratic theory, without the ability of 
carrying it into practice. The papal Syllabus of 1864 denies that "the Roman pontiffs have 
exceeded the limits of their power" (V. 23), and asserts the superiority of the Church over the 
State "in litigated questions of jurisdiction" (VI. 54). The politico-ecclesiastical encyclicals of 
Leo XIII. (Immortale Dei, Nov. 1, 1885, and Libertas praestantissimum naturae donum, June 20, 
1888) reasserted substantially, though moderately and cautiously, the Gregorian theory of Church 
and State. 
 
Ranke, in his last years, wrote of Gregory: {90} "His hierarchical system rests upon the endeavor 
to make the clergical order the basis of all human existence. This makes intelligible its two 
characteristic and fundamental principles, the command of celibacy and the prohibition of lay 
investiture. By the first it was intended to build up out of the lower clergy a body isolated from all 
the personal and family relationships of human society. By the second it was intended to insure 
the higher clergy against all interference from the civil power. The great hierarch thought out well 
the platform on which he placed himself. He met a demand of the age to see in the priest, as it 
were, a being belonging to a higher order. All that he says betrays dignity, force, and logical 
connection.... His activity, which left nothing untouched, was of a very human sort, while at the 
same time it embraced religious ideals. The hierarchical principle constituted his real life." 
 
Gregorovius, who carries on a sustained comparison between Gregory and Napoleon, praises 
Gregory’s genius and moral vigor. He says: {91} "Gregory was the heir of the ancient aims of the 
papacy. But his unexampled genius as ruler and statesman is his own, and no one either in ancient 
Rome or in modern times has ever reached to his revolutionary daring.... His dying words reveal 
the fundamental basis of his character, which was great and manly. To this grand spirit, a 
character almost without an equal, belongs a place among the rulers of the earth, men who have 
moved the world by a violent yet salutary influence. The religious element, however, raises him 
to a far higher sphere than that to which secular monarchs belong. Beside Gregory, Napoleon 
sinks to an utter poverty of ideas." 
 
Let us hope that Gregory felt in his heart some of that Christian love and meekness whose 
commendation closes one of his letters to Hermann, archbishop of Metz, {92} the most drastic 
expression of papal absolutism he ever made. He wrote: "If the virtue of love be neglected, no 
matter what good anyone may do, he will wholly lack the fruit of salvation. To do these things in 
humility and to love God and our neighbor as we ought, this presupposes the mercy of him who 
said, Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly of heart. Whosoever humbly follows him shall pass 
from the kingdom of submission which passes away, to the kingdom of true liberty which abides 
forever." 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{84} "Praeter Henricum regem dictum omnes absolvo et benedico, quicumque me hanc habere 
specialem potestatem in vocem apostolorum Petri et Pauli credunt indubitanter." Paulus 
Bernriedensis, Vita Greg., c. 12; Baronius, Ann. XVII. 566. 
 
{85} "Dilexi justitiam et odi iniquitatem; propterea morior in exilio." The first two sentences are 
from Psalm 46:8; the last is put instead of "propterea unxit te Deus." His enemies spread the false 
report that he repented of the controversy which he had excited. Mon. Germ. Script., VIII. 470; 
Baxmann, II. 424 sqq. 
 
{86} His monument, erected in 1578 in the cathedral of Salerno, bears the Inscription: "Gregorius 
VII. Soanensis, P.O. M.,  Ecclesiae libertatis vindex acerrimus, assertor constantissimus, qui dum 
Romani Pontificis auctoritatem adversus Henrici perfidiam strenue tueretur, Salernae sancte 
decubuit. Anno Domini 1085, oct. Cal. Jun." Hefele, V. 184; Gregorovius, Die Grabmaler der 
Papste, p. 49; Giesebrecht, III. 578. Rome, which has so many papal monuments, has none for 
Gregory VII., except an inscription on a stone In S. Prudentiana, where he is called "Vir 
benedictus, moribus ecclesiam renovavit." See Gregorovius, IV. 246. 
 
{87} Hauck, III. 754 sqq. 
 
{88} In a single letter to Hermann of Metz, Reg., IV. 2, Gregory quotes at least nine passages of 
Scripture. 
 
{89} Ubi Deus Petro principaliter dedit potestatem ligandi et solvendi in terra et in caelo, nullum 
excepit, nihil ab ejus potestate subtraxit. Reg., IV. 2; Migne, 148, 456. 
 
{90} Weltgesch. VII. 34 sqq. 
 
{91} Hist. of City of Rome, IV. 256. Of Canossa this author had said, IV. 207: "The weaponless 
victory of the monk Gregory has more claim on the admiration of the world than all the victories 
of an Alexander, a Caesar, and a Napoleon." Like other Protestant German historians he has no 
sympathy with Gregory’s papal scheme of papal absolutism, but most of the German Church 
historians, as Mirbt and Hauck, are inclined to magnify the courage and manly vigor of Henry, as 
well as the justice of his cause, and to underestimate or question the moral quality of Gregory in 
his conflict with the emperor, and the immediate results of the event at Canossa. Hauck, III. 805, 
omits a detailed description of that remarkable scene with the remark that it was so well known to 
Germans as not to need retelling. He pronounces the estimate usually put upon Gregory’s 
intellectual gifts as too high, and declares that the title "Great" is properly associated with the 
name of the first Gregory and not with the seventh pope of that name. Hildebrand had convictions 
enough, but lacked in native force, p. 832 sq. 
 
{92} Dated March 15, 1081, Reg., VIII. 21; Mirbt, Quellen, 105-112; Migne, 148, 594-604.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER III. 
 
THE PAPACY FROM THE DEATH OF GREGORY VII. TO THE CONCORDAT OF 
WORMS. A. D. 1085-1122. 
 

19. Victor III. and Urban II. 1086-1099. 
 
Compare the chapter on the Crusades. 
 
At the death of Gregory, his imperial enemy was victorious in Germany, and had recovered part 
of Saxony; Lombardy remained loyal to the empire; Matilda was prostrated by grief and sickness; 
the anti-pope Wibert (Clement III., 1080-1100) continued to occupy a part of Rome (the Lateran 
palace and the castle of St. Angelo); Roger, the new duke of the Normans, spent his whole force 
in securing for himself the sole rule over Calabria and Apulia against his brother Bohemund. 
There was a papal interregnum of twelve months. 
 
At last the excellent Abbot Desiderius of Monte Cassino, who had raised that convent to the 
height of its prosperity, was elected to succeed his friend Gregory, May 24, 1086. He accepted 
after long delay, but ruled only eighteen months as Victor III. He loved monastic solitude, and 
died Sept. 16, 1087. 
 
He was followed by Otto (Odo), cardinal-bishop of Ostia, a Frenchman, formerly prior of Cluny, 
and one of the intimate counsellors of Hildebrand. He assumed the name Urban II., and ruled 
from March 12, 1088, to July 29, 1099. He followed in the steps of Gregory, but with more 
caution and adaptation to circumstances. He spent his pontificate mostly outside of Rome, but 
with increasing moral influence. He identified himself with the rising enthusiasm for the holy war 
of the Cross against the Crescent. This was an immense gain for the papacy, which reaped all the 
credit and benefit of that extraordinary movement. 
 
He took a noble stand in favor of the sanctity of marriage against the licentious King Philip I. of 
France, who cast away his legitimate wife, Bertha, 1092, and held adulterous intercourse with 
Bertrada of Montfort, the runaway wife of the rude Count Fulco of Anjou. This public scandal led 
to several synods. The king was excommunicated by a synod at Autun in Burgundy, Oct. 16, 
1094, and by the Synod of Clermont in 1095. He afterwards dismissed Bertrada, and was 
absolved by the pope. 
 
Urban continued the war with Henry IV. without scruple as to the means. He encouraged the 
rebellion of his eldest son, Conrad, a weak and amiable man, who fled for protection to the 
Countess Matilda, was crowned king of Italy at Monza, and paid the pope the homage of holding 
his stirrup (the officium stratoris) at Cremona (1095). Urban, who had been consecrated pope 
outside of Rome, was able, 1088, with the aid of the Normans, to enter the city and possess 
himself of all its parts except the castle of St. Angelo, which remained in the hands of the 
followers of Wibert. Wibert had been in possession of St. Peter’s, which he held as a fortress 
against Victor III. The streets of the papal city resounded with the war-cries of the two papal 
armies, while pope and anti-pope anathematized one another. Urban died at Florence in 1101. 
 



The pope arranged an unnatural matrimonial alliance between the widowed countess and the 
young Guelph of Bavaria, whose father was the most powerful of the emperor’s enemies in 
Germany. It was a purely political match, which made neither party happy, and ended in a 
divorce (1095). But it gave the papal party a political organization, and opened the long-
continued war between the Guelphs and the Ghibellines, which distracted every city in Italy, and 
is said to have caused seventy-two hundred revolutions and more than seven hundred atrocious 
murders in that country. {93} Every Italian was born to an inheritance of hatred and revenge, and 
could not help sharing in the conflict of factions headed by petty tyrants. The Guelphs defended 
the pope against the emperor, and also the democracy against the aristocracy in the city 
government. They were strong in pulling down, but were unable to create a new State. The 
Ghibellines maintained the divine origin and independent authority of the State in all things 
temporal against the encroachments of the papacy. The party strife continued in Italy long after 
the German emperor had lost his power. Dante was at first a Guelph, but in mature life joined the 
Ghibellines and became the most formidable opponent of Pope Boniface VIII. 
 
Urban was able to hold a synod at Piacenza in Lombardy, where Henry IV. had his chief support, 
during Lent, 1095. It was attended by four thousand priests and monks and over thirty thousand 
laymen, and the meeting had to be held in the open field. The pope permitted Praxedis 
(Adelheid), the second wife of Henry IV., to recite the filthy details of acts of impurity to which 
she had been subjected by her husband, endorsed her shameless story, absolved her from all 
uncleanness, and remitted every penitential observance, "because she had not blushed to make a 
public and voluntary confession of her involuntary transgression." {94} After thus sealing the 
damnation of Henry, the synod renewed the laws against simony and Nicolaitism. Wibert, the 
anti-pope, was put under anathema, and his consecrations were declared invalid. The Catholic 
faith in the true and essential presence of the body and blood of Christ in the eucharist was 
asserted against the heresy of Berengar. 
 
More important was the Synod of Clermont in France, Nov. 18-28, 1095, which inaugurated the 
first crusade. Here Urban preached the most effective sermon on record, and reached the height of 
his influence. 
 
He passed in triumphal procession, surrounded by princes and prelates, through France and Italy. 
He exhorted the people everywhere to repent of their sins and to prove the sincerity of their 
conversion by killing as many enemies of the cross as they could reach with their swords. When 
he reached Rome the anti-pope had been driven away by the Crusaders. He was enabled to 
celebrate the Christmas festival of 1096 with unusual magnificence, and held two synods in the 
Lateran, January, 1097, and April, 1099. He died, July 29, 1099, a fortnight after the capture of 
Jerusalem (July 15) by the Crusaders. 
 
{93} Guelfi, Welfen, from Welf, Wolf, a family name of the dukes of Bavaria. Ghibellini, 
Ghibellinen, from Waiblingen, the patrimonial castle of Conrad of Hohenstaufen in Swabia. 
Comp. Ferrari, Histoire des revolutions d’Italie, ou Guelfes et Ghibellins, Paris, 1858, 4 vols. 
From the Guelphs descended the house of Brunswick and Hanover, and the royal family of 
England since George I., 1714. 
 
{94} Praxedis or Eupraxia, or (as the Germans called her) Adelheid was a Russian princess, who 
married Henry in 1089, two years after Bertha’s death. She had preferred the same horrible 
charges before a synod at Constance in 1094. See Pertz, Tom. VII. 458, XVII. 14; Hefele-
Knopfler, V. 211 sq. and 216; Greenwood, IV. 561.  



20. Pascal II. and Henry V. 1099-1118. 
 
The letters of Paschalis II. in Migne, 163.—W. Schum: Die Politik Papst Paschalis II. gegen 
Kaiser Heinrich V. Erfurt, 1877. —-G. Peiser: Der deutsche Investiturstreit unter Heinrich V. bis 
1111. Berlin, 1883.—Gregorovius Iv., Hauck Iii., Pflugk-Harttung: Die Bullen der Papste. Gotha, 
1901, pp. 234-263.—Mirbt, art. Paschalis II in Herzog, XIV. 717-725, and the literature there 
given. 
 
Pascal II., a monk of Cluny and disciple of Hildebrand, but less firm and consistent, was elected 
in July, 1099, and reigned till 1118. Clement III., the anti-pope, died in September, 1100, weary 
of the world, and left a reputation of integrity, gentleness, and dignity. The imperialist clergy of 
Rome elected another anti-pope, Sylvester IV., who soon disappeared noiselessly from the stage. 
 
Pascal gained a complete victory over Henry IV. by supporting the wicked rebellion of his second 
son, Henry V., the last of the Salic or Franconian line of emperors, 1104-1126. 
 
The unfortunate father died under the anathema in misery at Liege (Luttich), Aug. 7, 1106. The 
people of the city which had remained faithful to him, lamented his death; but the papal agents 
commanded the bishop of Liege to remove his body from consecrated ground to an island in the 
Maas. Henry V. had not lost all feeling for his father, and complied with his dying request for 
burial in the imperial sepulchre at Spires. The clergy and the citizens accompanied the funeral 
procession to the cathedral of St. Mary, which the departed sovereign had himself built and richly 
endowed. He was buried with all honors. But when Bishop Gebhard, one of his fiercest 
persecutors, who was absent at the time, heard of it, he caused the body to be forthwith exhumed 
and removed, and interdicted all services in the church till it should be purified of all pollution. 
The people, however, could not be deterred from frequent visits to the unconsecrated chapel 
where the dishonored remains of their monarch and patron were deposited. At last the pope 
dissolved the ban, on the assurance of Henry V. that his father had professed sincere repentance, 
and his body was again deposited in the cathedral, Aug. 7, 1111. By his moral defects and his 
humiliation at Canossa, Henry IV. had promoted the power of the papal hierarchy, and yet, by his 
continued opposition after that act, he had prevented its complete triumph. Soon after his death an 
anonymous writer gave eloquent and touching expression to his grief over the imperial lord 
whom he calls his hope and comfort, the pride of Rome, the ornament of the empire, the lamp of 
the world, a benefactor of widows and orphans, and a father of the poor. {95} 
 
Pascal had to suffer for his unscrupulous policy. When Henry V. came into full possession of his 
power, he demanded the right of investiture over all the churches of the empire, and coronation at 
Rome. The pope was imprisoned and so hard pressed by Henry, that he resolved to buy the 
spiritual freedom of the Church by a sacrifice of its temporal possessions (except the patrimony 
of Peter). A compact to this effect between him and the emperor was signed provisionally, April, 
1111. Henry was crowned emperor of the Romans in St. Peter’s. But after his return to Germany, 
a Lateran synod rejected the compact, March, 1112. The pope represented to the synod that, while 
in the custody of the emperor, with many bishops and cardinals, he had conceded to him the right 
of investiture to avoid greater evils, and had promised him immunity from excommunication. He 
confessed that the concession was wrong, and left it with the synod to improve the situation. He 
made in the sixth session (March 23) a solemn profession of the Catholic faith in the Scriptures of 
the Old and New Testament, the Canons of the Apostles, the four Oecumenical Synods of Nicaea, 
Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon, and the decrees of Gregory VII. and Urban II. against 
lay-investiture and all other crimes which they had condemned. Then the synod, while the pope 



kept silent, resolved to annul the treaty which he had been forced to make with King Henry. All 
exclaimed, "Amen, Amen, fiat, fiat." Twelve archbishops, a hundred and fourteen bishops, fifteen 
cardinal-priests, and eight cardinal-deacons signed the decree. 
 
The zealous Gregorians wished to go further and to declare lay-investiture a heresy (which would 
imply that Pope Pascal was a heretic). A French Synod of Vienne, Sept. 16, 1112, passed three 
decrees: (1) Investiture by a layman is a heresy; (2) the enforced compact of Pascal with Henry is 
null and void; (3) King Henry, who came to Rome under the pretext of peace, and betrayed the 
pope with a Judas-kiss, is cut off from holy Church until he gives complete satisfaction. The 
decisions were submitted to the pope, who approved them, October 20 of the same year, to avert a 
schism. Other provincial synods of France, held by papal legates, launched anathemas against the 
"tyrant of Germany." 
 
But Henry defied the pope, who had pledged himself never to excommunicate him on account of 
investiture. After the death of Countess Matilda, July 24, 1115, he hastened for a third time to 
Italy, and violently seized the rich possessions which she had bequeathed to the chair of St. Peter. 
Pascal fled to Benevento, and called the Normans to his aid, as Gregory VII. had done. Henry 
celebrated the Easter festival of 1117 in Rome with great pomp, caused the empress to be 
crowned, showed himself to the people in his imperial purple, and amused them with shows and 
processions; but in the summer he returned to Germany, after fruitless negotiations with the pope. 
He lived to conclude the Concordat of Worms. He was an energetic, but hard, despotic, and 
unpopular ruler. 
 
Pascal died, Jan. 21, 1118, in the castle of St. Angelo, and was buried in the church of St. John in 
Lateran. He barely escaped the charge of heresy and schism. He privately condemned, and yet 
officially supported, lay-investiture, and strove to satisfy both his own conscience and his official 
duty to the papacy. The extreme party charged him with the sin of Peter, and exhorted him to 
repent; milder judges, like Ivo of Chartres and Hildebert of Le Mans, while defending the 
Hildebrandian principle of the freedom of the Church, excused him on the ground that he had 
yielded for a moment in the hope of better times and from the praiseworthy desire to save the 
imprisoned cardinals and to avoid bloodshed; and they referred to the example of Paul, who 
circumcised Timothy, and complied with the wish of James in Jerusalem to please the Jewish 
Christians. 
 
{95} The tract is more eloquent than accurate. It is ascribed by Goldast, Floto, and Gieseler to 
Bishop Otbert of Luttich (Liege); by Dr. Jaffe, to an unknown writer in Mainz (see the preface to 
his German translation, Das Leben Kaiser Heinrich des Vierten, Berlin, 1858); by Druffel and 
Giesebrecht, to Bishop Erlung of Wurzburg, who was chancellor of the emperor from 1103 to 
1105. For a good characterization of Henry IV. see Giesebrecht, III. 764-768, and on this 
biography, pp. 1050 sq.  



21. The Concordat of Worms. 1122. 
 
Ekkehardus Uraugiensis: Chronica (best ed. by Waiz in Mon. Germ. Script., VI. 260).—Ul. 
Robert: atude sur les actes du pape Calixte II. Paris, 1874.—E. Bernheim: Zur Geschichte des 
Wormser Concordats. Gottingen, 1878.—M. Maurer: Papst Calixt II. Munchen, 1886.—
Giesebrecht, III. 931-959.—Ranke, VIII. 111-126.—Hefele-Knopfler, V. 311-384; Bullaire et 
histoire de Calixte II. Paris, 1891.—D. Schafer: Zur Beurtheilung des Wormser Konkordats. 
Berlin, 1905. 
 
The Gregorian party elected Gelasius a cardinal-deacon, far advanced in age. His short reign of a 
year and four days was a series of pitiable misfortunes. He had scarcely been elected when he was 
grossly insulted by a mob led by Cencius Frangipani and cast into a dungeon. Freed by the fickle 
Romans, he was thrown into a panic by the sudden appearance of Henry V. at the gates, and fled 
the city, attempting to escape by sea. The Normans came to his rescue and he was led back to 
Rome, where he found St. Peter’s in the hands of the anti-pope. A wild riot again forced him to 
flee and when he was found he was sitting in a field near St. Paul’s, with no companions but 
some women as his comforters. He then escaped to Pisa and by way of Genoa to France, where 
he died at Cluny, 1119. The imperialist party had elected an anti-pope, Gregory VIII., who was 
consecrated at Rome in the presence of Henry V., and ruled till 1121, but was taken captive by 
the Normans, mounted on a camel, paraded before Calixtus amid the insults and mockeries of the 
Roman mob, covered with dust and filth, and consigned to a dungeon. He died in an obscure 
monastery, in 1125, "still persevering in his rebellion." Such was the state of society in Rome. 
 
Calixtus II., the successor of Gelasius, 1119-1124, was elected at Cluny and consecrated at 
Vienne. He began his rule by renewing the sentence of excommunication against Henry; and in 
him the emperor found his match. After holding the Synod of Rheims, which ratified the 
prohibition of lay investiture, he reached Rome, 1120. Both parties, emperor and pope, were 
weary of the long struggle of fifty years, which had, like the Thirty Years’ War five centuries 
later, kept Central Europe in a state of turmoil and war. At the Diet of Wurzburg, 1121, the men 
of peace were in the majority and demanded a cessation of the conflict and the calling of a 
council. 
 
Calixtus found it best to comply, however reluctantly, with the resolution of the German Diet, and 
instructed his legates to convoke a general council of all the bishops of France and Germany at 
Mainz for the purpose of restoring concord between the holy see and the empire. The assembly 
adjourned from Mainz to Worms, the city which became afterwards so famous for the protest of 
Luther. An immense multitude crowded to the place to witness the restoration of peace. The 
sessions lasted more than a week, and closed with a solemn mass and the Te Deum by the 
cardinal-bishop of Ostia, who gave the kiss of peace to the emperor. 
 
The Concordat of Worms was signed, Sept. 23, 1122. It was a compromise between the 
contending parties. It is the first of the many concordats which the popes have since that time 
concluded with various sovereigns and governments, and in which they usually make some 
concession to the civil power. If they cannot carry out their principle, they agree to a modus 
vivendi. 
 
The pope gained the chief point, namely, the right of investiture by delivery of the ring and 
crosier (the symbols of the spiritual power) in all the churches of the empire, and also the 



restoration of the properties and temporalities of the blessed Peter which had passed out of the 
possession of the holy see during the late civil wars. 
 
On the other hand, the pope granted to the emperor that the elections to all bishoprics and abbeys 
of the empire should be made in the emperor’s presence, without simony or any kind of 
corruption; that in cases of dispute the emperor should be at liberty to decide in favor of the 
person who, in his judgment, had the best claim; and that the candidate thus elected should 
receive from the emperor the temporalities of his see or abbey by the delivery of a rod or sceptre 
(the symbol of the temporal power), but without bargain or valuable consideration of any kind, 
and ever after render unto the sovereign all such duties and services as by law he was bound to 
render. But the temporalities belonging to the Roman see were exempt from these stipulations. 
 
There are some ambiguities and uncertainties in this treaty which opened the way for future 
contention. The emperor surrenders the right of investiture (with ring and crosier), and yet takes it 
back again in a milder form (with the sceptre). The question whether consecration is to precede or 
to follow investiture was left undecided, except outside of Germany, i.e. in Italy and Burgundy, 
where investiture with the regalia by the sceptre was to take place within six months after the 
consecration. Nothing is said about heirs and successors. Hence the concordat might be 
understood simply as a treaty between Calixtus and Henry, a temporary expedient, an armistice 
after half a century of discord between Church and State. After their deaths both the papal tiara 
and the imperial crown became again apples of discord. 
 
The Concordat of Worms was confirmed by the Ninth Oecumenical Synod (according to the 
Roman counting), or First Oecumenical Council of the West, held in the Lateran from March 18 
to April 6, 1123. It is also called the First Lateran Council. Over three hundred bishops and 
abbots were present, or, according to other reports, five hundred or even nine hundred and ninety-
seven. The documents of Worms were read, approved by all, and deposited in the archives of the 
Roman Church. 
 
NOTES. 
 
The text of the Concordatum Wormatiense or Pactum Calixtinum is preserved in the Vatican, and 
in the Chronicle of Ekkehard (abbot of Aura, near Kissingen, from 1108 to 1125). It has been 
repeatedly published by Baronius, Annales; Goldast, Constitutiones Imperiales; Leibnitz, Corpus 
juris diplomaticum; in Gieseler’s Church History; in German translation, by Hefele-Knopfler, 
Conciliengesch. V. 373; and also by Pertz, in the Monumenta Germaniae Legum, II. 75 sq. (who 
gives the various readings from seven MSS. of Ekkehard’s Chronica), and Mirbt, Quellen, 115, 
116. It is as follows:— 
 
"In nomine sanctae et individuae Trinitatis." 
 
"Ego Heinricus Dei gratia Romanorum Imperator Augustus pro amore Dei et s. Romanae 
Ecclesiae et domini P. Calixti, et pro remedio animae meae, dimitto Deo et ss. ejus Apostolis 
Petro et Paulo, sanctaeque catholicae Ecclesiae omnem investituram per annulum et baculum, et 
concedo, in omnibus Ecclesiis canonicam fieri electionem et liberam consecrationem. 
Possessiones et regalia b. Petri, quae a principio hujus discordiae usque ad hodiernam diem, sive 
patris mei tempore, sive etiam meo, ablata sunt, quae habeo, s. Romanae Ecclesiae restituo, quae 
autem non habeo, ut, restituantur, fideliter juvabo. Possessiones etiam omnium Ecclesiarum 
aliarum, et Principum, et aliorum tam clericorum quam laicorum, quae in guerra ista amissae 
sunt, consilio Principum, vel justitia, quas habeo, reddam, quas non habeo, ut reddantur, fideliter 
juvabo. Et do veram pacem domino Papae Calixto, sanctaeque Romanae Ecclesiae, et omnibus, 



qui in parte ipsius sunt vel fuerunt. Et in quibus s. Romana Ecclesia mihi auxilium postulaverit, 
fideliter juvabo; et de quibus mihi fecerit querimoniam, debitam sibi faciam justitiam." 
 
"Ego Calixtus Episcopus, servus servorum Dei, tibi dilecto filio Heinrico, Dei gratia Romanorum 
Imperatori Augusto, concedo, electiones Episcoporum et Abbatum Teutonici regni, qui ad 
regnum pertinent, in praesentia tua fieri absque simonia et aliqua violentia; ut si qua inter partes 
discordia emerserit, Metropolitani et Comprovincialum consilio vel judicio, saniori parti 
assensum et auxilium praebeas. Electus autem regalia per sceptrum a te recipiat, et quae ex his 
jure tibi debet, faciat. Exodus aliis vero partibus Imperii consecratus infra sex menses regalia per 
sceptrum a te recipiat, et quae ex his jure tibi debet, faciat, exceptis omnibus, quae ad Romanam 
Ecclesiam pertinere noscuntur. Deuteronomy quibus vero querimoniam mihi feceris, secundum 
officii mei debitum auxilium tibi praestabo. Do tibi veram pacem et omnibus, qui in parte tua 
sunt, aut fuerunt tempore hujus discordiae. Data anno dominicae Incarnationis MCXXII. IX Kal. 
Octobr." 
 
Then follow the signatures.  



22. The Conflict of the Hierarchy in England. William the Conqueror 
and Lanfranc. 
 
The Domesday or Doomesday Book (Liber judicii; Book of judgment; Liber de Wintonia, 
because deposited in the cathedral at Winchester, now in the Charter House at Westminster, 
published in facsimile, 1783 and 1861). 
 
It was prepared between 1080 and 1086 by the "justiciaries" of William the Conqueror for the 
purpose of ascertaining the taxable wealth and military strength of the conquered country and 
securing a full and fair assessment. It contains, among other things, a list of the bishops, churches, 
religious houses, great men, etc. See Freeman’s Norman Conquest, V. 1-52 and 733-740. He says 
(Preface, viii.): "The stores of knowledge in Domesday are boundless" (for secular history, rather 
than church history).—The Gesta Wilhelmi by William of Poitiers, a chaplain and violent partisan 
of the Conqueror. Also the chronicles of William of Jumieges, Ordericus Vitalis, in Migne, 188, 
Eng. Trans. 4 vols. Bohn’s Libr. 
 
Lanfranc (thirty-fourth archbishop of Canterbury, 1005-1089): Vita and (55) Epistolae, in his 
Opera, edited by D’Achery (Paris, 1648), Giles (Oxford, 1844, in 2 vols.), and Migne, 150.—H. 
Bohmer, Die Falschungen Lanfranks von Cant. Leipzig, 1902. 
 
*Eadmer (monk of Canterbury, pupil and biographer of Anselm): Vita Sancti Anselmi, and 
Historia Novorum, both in Anselm’s Opera (ed. Migne, 158, 159, and in Rolls Series, 1884).—
The biographies of Anselm by Frank (Tubingen, 1842), Hasse (Leipzig, 1843, vol. I. 235-455), 
Remusat (Paris, 1853; German translation by Wurzbach, 1854), Dean Church (London, 1875), 
Rule (London, 1883), Hook (in 2d vol. of Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury, London, 1861-
1874), Rigg, 1896, Welch, 1901. 
 
*William of Malmesbury (b. a. 1096, d. 1143, son of a Norman father and Saxon mother, monk 
and librarian in the abbey of Malmesbury): Deuteronomy Gestis Regum Anglorum (a history of 
England from the Anglo-Saxon Conquest to the end of the reign of Henry I., 1129); Historiae 
Novellae (a continuation till 1151); Deuteronomy Gestis Pontificum Anglorum (history of the 
English Church till 1123). Edited by Savile, in Rerum Anglicarum Scriptores, London, 1596; best 
ed. in Rolls Series, English translation by John Sharpe, edited by Giles, in Bohn’s "Antiquarian 
Library," London, 1847. 
 
The Works of Henry of Huntingdon, William of Newburgh, Gervaise of Canterbury, Ralph of 
Coggeshall, Richard of Hoveden, Matthew Paris, etc., as ed. in the Rerum Britannicarum medii 
aevi scriptores, called the Rolls Series, London, 1858 sqq. These works ed. by Stubbs, Luard, and 
other competent Eng. scholars are indispensable. 
 
J. N. Aug. Thierry (1795-1856): Histoire de la conquete de l’Angleterre par les Normands, de ses 
causes et de ses suites en Angleterre, en acosse, et en Irlande et sur le continent. 5e ed. 
entierement revue et augmentee. Paris, 1839, 4 vols. The first edition was published, 1825, in 3 
vols., a 6th ed. in 1843, etc. English translation by Hazlitt, 1847. 
 
Edw. A. Freeman (Professor of History in Oxford): History of the Norman Conquest. Oxford, 
1867-1876 (vols. II., III., IV., and V. See Index, vol. VI.). And his Reign of William Rufus and the 
Accession of Henry the First. Oxford, 1882, 2 vols. (see Index, sub Anselm). An exhaustive 
treatment of that period by a master in historic research and erudition, with model indexes. 



 
Bishop Stubbs furnishes authentic information in his Constitutional History of England, 6th ed. 3 
vols. 1897; Select Charters and Other Illustrations of English Constitutional History to the Reign 
of Edward I. (1870); Memorials of St. Dunstan (1874). 
 
H. Gee and W. J. Hardy: Documents illustrative of Eng. Ch. Hist., London, 1896. 
 
W. R. W. Stephens: The Eng. Ch. 1066-1272. London, 1891. 
 
Milman (bk. VIII. ch. VIII.) briefly touches upon this important chapter of the Church history of 
England. Hardwick (Church History of the Middle Ages) ignores it. Robertson notices the 
principal facts. Dean Hook gives the Lives of Lanfranc and Anselm (II. 73-168 and 169-276). 
 
The conflict between the pope and the emperor for supremacy was repeated, on a smaller scale, in 
England, between the archbishop of Canterbury and the king, and was settled for a season in 
favor of the hierarchy, several years before the Concordat of Worms. The struggle for the 
freedom of the Church was indirectly also a struggle for the freedom of the State and the people 
from the tyranny of the crown. Priestcraft prevailed over kingcraft, then aristocracy over absolute 
monarchy in the Magna Charta, and at last the people over both. 
 
The Anglo-Saxon kings and nobles enriched the Church of England, their alma mater, by liberal 
grants of real estate amounting to about one-third of the land, and thus conferred upon it great 
political influence. The bishops ranked with the nobles, and the archbishops with princes, next to 
the king. The archbishop of Canterbury was usually intrusted with the regency during the absence 
of the sovereign on the Continent. 
 
But for this very reason the British sovereigns of the different dynasties tried to keep the Church 
in a state of dependence and subserviency, by the election of bishops and the exercise of the right 
of investiture. They filled the vacant bishoprics with their chaplains, so that the court became a 
nursery of prelates, and they occasionally arrogated to themselves such titles as "Shepherd of 
Shepherds," and even "Vicar of Christ." In one word, they aspired to be popes of England long 
before Henry VIII. blasphemously called himself, "Supreme Head of the Church of England." 
 
Under the later kings of the Saxon line the Church had degenerated, and was as much in need of 
reform as the churches on the Continent. The ascetic reforms of Dunstan took no deep root and 
soon passed away. Edward the Confessor (1042-1066) was a monastic saint, but a stranger and 
shadow in England, with his heart in Normandy, the home of his youth. The old Saxon literature 
was forgotten, and the clergy was sunk in ignorance. {96} No ecclesiastical synod broke the 
slumber. The priests were married or lived in concubinage. Simony was freely exercised. 
 
The Norman Conquest aroused England to new life and activity. It marks the greatest change in 
English history since the Anglo-Saxon conquest. It left its impress upon the language, literature, 
architecture, laws and institutions of the country, without, however, breaking the continuity. The 
Normans, though a foreign, were yet a kindred race, of Teutonic stock, Romanized and 
Gallicanized in France. From savage pirates they had been changed into semi-civillized 
Christians, without losing their bravery and love of adventure, which they showed in the crusades 
and the conquest of England. They engrafted the French language and manners upon the Anglo-
Saxon trunk, and superinduced an aristocratic element on the democratic base. It took a long time 
for the two nationalities and languages to melt into one. 
 



The amalgamation was an enrichment. The happy combination of Saxon strength and endurance 
with Norman enterprise and vivacity, in connection with the insular position and the capacity for 
self-government fostered thereby, prepared the English race for the dominion of the seas and the 
founding of successful colonies in all continents. {97} 
 
The Norman kings were as jealous of their rights and as much opposed to papal superiority as the 
German emperors. Their instincts and interests were caesaropapistic or Erastian. But the Church 
kept them in check. The Hildebrandian ideas of reform were advocated and carried out in part by 
two of the most eminent scholars and monks of the age, Lanfranc (1005-1089) and Anselm 
(1033-1109), who followed each other in the see of Canterbury. They were both of Italian 
birth,—one from the Lombard city of Pavia, the other from Aosta,—and successively abbots and 
teachers of the famous convent of Bee in the diocese of Rouen. 
 
William I. of Normandy, surnamed "the Conqueror," the natural son of, "Robert the Devil" and 
the daughter of a tanner, and the first king of the Norman dynasty (1066-1087), enforced his 
pretension to the English throne under the consecrated banner of Pope Alexander II. by the defeat 
of Harold in the battle on the hill of Senlac, near Hastings, Oct. 14, 1066. Five years afterwards 
he made Lanfranc archbishop of Canterbury. He had formerly banished him from Normandy for 
opposing his marriage with Matilda of Flanders, as being within the forbidden degrees. He 
overtook the abbot as he was leaving the convent on a lame horse, and hurried him on. The abbot 
said, "Give me a better horse, and I shall go faster." This cool request turned the duke’s wrath 
into laughter and good-will. He was reconciled, and employed him to obtain the pope’s sanction 
of the marriage, and the removal of the interdict from his territories. 
 
Lanfranc was a moderate Hildebrandian. He had been the chief promoter of the doctrine of 
transubstantiation in the Berengarian controversy; while Hildebrand protected Berengar as long 
as he could. {98} He was zealous for clerical celibacy, substituted monks for secular canons in 
cathedrals, and prohibited, through the Council of Winchester in 1076, the ordination of married 
priests, but allowed the rural clergy to retain their wives. He did not fully sustain the pope’s claim 
to temporal authority, and disobeyed the frequent summons to appear at Rome. He lived, upon the 
whole, on good terms with the king, although he could not effect anything against his will. He 
aided him in his attempt to Normanize the English Church. He was intrusted with the regency 
when the duke was absent on the Continent. He favored the cause of learning, and rebuilt the 
cathedral of Canterbury, which had burnt down. 
 
William was a despot in Church and State, and rather grew harder and more reckless of human 
suffering in his later years. His will was the law of the land. Freeman places him both "among the 
greatest of men" and "among the worst of men." {99} His military genius and statesmanship are 
undoubted; but he was utterly unscrupulous in the choice of means. He had a strong sense of 
religion and reverence for the Church, and was liberal to her ministers; he did not, like his son, 
keep the benefices vacant and rob her revenues; he did not practise simony, and, so far, he fell in 
with the Hildebrandian reform. {100} But he firmly insisted on the right of investiture. He 
declared that he would not allow a single bishop’s staff to pass out of his hands. He held his own 
even against Hildebrand. He felt that he owed his crown only to God and to his own sword. He 
was willing to pay Peter’s pence to the pope as alms, but not as tribute, and refused to swear 
allegiance to Gregory VII. 
 
He made full use of the right of a victor. He subjected the estates of the Church to the same feudal 
obligations as other lands. He plundered religious houses. He deposed Archbishop Stigand and 
other Saxon bishops to make room for Norman favorites, who did not even understand the 
language of the people. These changes were not begun till 1070, when Stigand was tried before 



the papal legates who had placed the crown on William’s head. The main charges were simony 
and that he had received the pall from the usurping pope, Benedict X. William left only one 
Englishman, the simple-minded Wulfstan of Worcester, in possession of his see. He gradually 
extended the same system to abbacies and lower dignities. He allowed no synod to convene and 
legislate without his previous permission and subsequent confirmation of its decrees, no pope to 
be acknowledged in England without his will, no papal letters to be received and published 
without his consent. No ecclesiastic was to leave the kingdom without his permission, and 
bishops were forbidden to excommunicate a noble for adultery or any capital crime without the 
previous assent of the king. In these ways the power of the clergy was limited, and a check put 
upon the supremacy of Rome over the English Church. Lanfranc seems to have fully sympathized 
with these measures. For after the death of Alexander II., who had been his pupil at Bec, he seems 
to have treated the popes, especially Gregory VII., coolly. Gregory wrote him several letters 
threatening him with suspension and for his absence from the synods which were convening in 
Rome. {101} 
 
On the other hand, the law was passed in William’s reign remanding ecclesiastical suits to 
separate tribunals, {102} a law which afterwards gave occasion for much contention. The 
bishops’ court henceforth used the canon law instead of the common English law used in the shire 
courts. Another important movement in William’s reign, sanctioned by synodal authority, {103} 
was the removal of episcopal seats to larger towns, the Church conforming itself to the changes of 
geography. Chichester took the place of Selsey, Salisbury of Sherborne, Chester of Lichfield, 
Lincoln of Dorchester, 1085, Bath of Wells, 1088, and Norwich of Thetford, 1094, which had 
taken the place of Elmham, 1078. Osmund, bishop of Salisbury, nephew of the Conqueror, 
prepared the liturgical service called the Sarum use, which was adopted in other dioceses than his 
own, and later became one of the chief sources of the Book of Common Prayer. 
 
{96} It is said of the later Anglo-Saxon clergy that they were scarcely able to stammer out the 
forms of divine service, and that any one who knew "grammar" was regarded as a prodigy. 
 
{97} On the effects of the Norman Conquest, see the fifth volume of Freeman’s great work. 
Comp. also Schaff’s essay on the cosmopolitan character and mission of the English language, in 
his Literature and Poetry, New York, 1890, pp. 1-62. 
 
{98} On Lanfranc’s connection with the Berengar controversy, see Schaff, vol. IV. 556 and 567 
sq. 
 
{99} Norman Conquest, II. 165. 
 
{100} Freeman, V. 169: "He was one of the few princes of that age whose hands were wholly 
clean from the guilt of simony. His ecclesiastical appointments for the most part do him honor; 
the patron of Lanfranc and Anselm can never be spoken of without respect." 
 
{101} Reg. Greg., VI. 30, IX. 20; Migne, 148, 621, 643. 
 
{102} Gee and Hardy, 57 sq. 
 
{103} The Synod of London, 1075. See Wilkins, I. 363; Gee and Hardy, 54.  



23. William Rufus and Anselm. 
 
William II., commonly called William Rufus or the Red (for his red hair), the third son and first 
successor of the Conqueror, ruled from 1087 to 1100. He bought Normandy from his brother 
Robert to enable him to make a crusade. This is the only good thing he did, besides appointing 
Anselm primate of England. He inherited all the vices and none of the virtues of his father. He 
despised and hated the clergy. It was said of him that, "he feared God but little, and man not at 
all." He was not a sceptic or infidel, as some represent him, but profane and blasphemous. He 
believed in God, like the demons, but did not tremble. He defied the Almighty. When he 
recovered from a severe sickness, he said: "God shall never see me a good man; I have suffered 
too much at his hands." He doubted his justice, and mocked at the ordeals. He declared publicly 
that neither St. Peter nor any other saint had any influence with God, and that he would not ask 
them for aid. He used to swear "by the holy face of Lucca." {104} He was not married, but 
indulged in gross and shameless debaucheries. The people said of him that he rose a worse man 
every morning, and lay down a worse man every evening. 
 
He had promised Lanfranc at his coronation to exercise justice and mercy and to protect the 
freedom of the Church, but soon forgot his vow, and began systematically to plunder the Church 
and to oppress the clergy. He robbed the bishoprics and abbeys of their income by leaving them 
vacant or selling them to the highest bidders. Within four years he changed thirty cemeteries into 
royal parks to satisfy his passion for bunting, which at last cost him his life. He used to say: "The 
bread of Christ is rich; the kings have given to the Church one-half of its income: why should I 
not try to win it back?" 
 
He kept the see of Canterbury vacant for nearly four years (1089-1093). At last he yielded, under 
the influence of a severe sickness, to the pressure of the better class of bishops and noblemen, and 
elected Anselm, who was then in England, and well known as a profound theologian and saintly 
character. A greater contrast can scarcely be imagined. While William Rufus delighted in 
witnessing the tortures of innocent men and animals, Anselm was singularly tenderhearted: he 
saved the life of a hare which was chased by the hunters and had sought protection under his 
horse; he saw a worthy object for prayer in the sufferings of a bird tortured by a thoughtless child. 
{105} Yet, with all his gentleness, he could be firm and unyielding in the defence of truth and 
righteousness. 
 
The primacy was forced upon Anselm in spite of his remonstrance. He foresaw a hard struggle. 
He compared himself to an old and feeble sheep, and the king to a young, wild bull. Thus yoked, 
he was to draw the plough of the Church of England, with the prospect of being torn to pieces by 
the ferocity of the bull. {106} He was received with intense enthusiasm at Canterbury by the 
clergy, the monks, and the people, and was consecrated on the second Sunday of Advent, 1093. 
He began at once to restore discipline according to the principles of Hildebrand, though with 
more moderation and gentleness. 
 
A short time elapsed before the relations between the king and the prelate became strained. 
Anselm supported Urban II.; William leaned to the anti-pope Clement III. The question of 
investiture with the pallium at once became a matter of dispute. The king at first insisted upon 
Anselm’s receiving it from Clement and then claimed the right to confer it himself. Anselm 
refused to yield and received it, 1095, from Urban’s legate, who brought the sacred vestment to 
England in a silver casket. The archbishop gave further offence to the king by the mean way, as 
was said, in which he performed his feudal obligations. {107} William decided to try him in his 



court. To this indignity Anselm would, of course, not submit. It was the old question whether an 
English ecclesiastic owed primary allegiance to the pope or to the crown. {108} The archbishop 
secured the king’s reluctant permission, 1097, to go to Rome. But William’s petty spirit pursued 
the departing prelate by ordering Anselm’s baggage searched at Dover. He seized the revenues of 
Canterbury, and Anselm’s absence was equivalent to exile. Eadmer reports a remarkable scene 
before Anselm’s departure. {109} At his last interview with William he refused to leave the 
king’s presence until he had given him his blessing. "As a spiritual father to his son, as 
Archbishop of Canterbury to the king of England," he said, "I would fain before I go give you 
God’s blessing." To these words the king made reply that he did not decline the priestly blessing. 
It was the last time they met. 
 
Anselm was most honorably received by the pope, who threatened the king with 
excommunication, and pronounced an anathema on all laymen who exercised the right of 
investiture and on all clergymen who submitted to lay-investiture. {110} 
 
The Red King was shot dead by an arrow,—nobody knows whether by a hunter or by an assassin, 
Aug. 2, 1100, while hunting in the New Forest. "Cut off without shrift, without repentance, he 
found a tomb in the Old Minster of Winchester; but the voice of clergy and people, like the voice 
of one man, pronounced, by a common impulse, the sentence which Rome had feared to 
pronounce. He received the more unique brand of popular excommunication. No bell was tolled, 
no prayer was said, no alms were given for the soul of the one baptized and anointed ruler, whose 
eternal damnation was taken for granted by all men as a thing about which there could be no 
doubt." {111} 
 
{104} Per sanctum vultum de Luca. A figure of the crucified Saviour in wood which was said to 
have been carved by Nicodemus, and was preserved in the cathedral at Lucca. 
 
{105} These rare traits of character are mentioned by Eadmer in his Vita Anselmi. Freeman, V. 
25. 
 
{106} Eadmer (Hist. Nov., in Migne’s edition of Anselm, II. 368): "Indomitum taurum et vetulam 
ac debilem ovem in aratro conjungere sub uno jugo," etc. Ranke, Weltgesch., VIII. 115, makes 
here a curious mistake by putting into Anselm’s mouth the saying that England’s plough must be 
drawn by "two noble and powerful bulls" (von zwei edlen und kraftigen Stieren, dem Konig und 
dem Primas). 
 
{107} Soon after he was made archbishop, Anselm sent the king 500, a sum far below what the 
king expected. On another occasion when the king was starting on a campaign against Wales, 
Anselm sent what the king regarded as a beggarly contingent of ill-trained knights. 
 
{108} The matters in dispute were discussed at Rockingham at a meeting of barons and bishops 
with Anselm at their head. See Freeman,w. Rufus, I. 476 sqq. 
 
{109} Hist. Nov., II., Migne’s ed. 169, 402. 
 
{110} According to Eadmer, Hist. Nov., Migne’s ed. 159, 414, it was due to Anselm’s 
intercession that Urban withheld from William Rufus the anathema. 
 
{111} Freeman, Norm. Conq., V. 147.  



24. Anselm and Henry I. 
 
At the death of the Red King, one archbishopric, four bishoprics, and eleven abbeys were without 
pastors. Henry I., his younger brother, surnamed Beauclerc, ascended the throne (1100-1135). He 
connected the Norman blood with the imperial house of Germany by the marriage of his daughter 
Matilda to Henry V. After the emperor’s death, Matilda was privately married to Geoffrey 
Plantagenet, count of Anjou (1128), and became the mother of Henry II., the founder of the 
Plantagenet dynasty. 
 
King Henry I. is favorably known by his strict administration of justice. He reconciled the clergy 
by recalling Anselm from exile, but soon renewed the investiture controversy. He instituted 
bishops and abbots, and summoned Anselm to consecrate them, which he steadfastly refused to 
do. He sent him into a second exile (1103-1106). {112} The queen, Maud the Good, who had an 
extraordinary veneration for the archbishop, strove to mediate between him and her husband, and 
urged Anselm to return, even at the sacrifice of a little earthly power, reminding him that Paul 
circumcised Timothy, and went to the temple to conciliate the Jewish brethren. 
 
Pascal II. excommunicated the bishops who had accepted investiture from Henry. But the king 
was not inclined to maintain a hostile attitude to Anselm. They had an interview in Normandy 
and appealed to the pope, who confirmed the previous investitures of the king on condition of his 
surrendering the right of investiture in future to the Church. This decision was ratified at Bec, 
Aug. 26, 1106. The king promised to restore to Anselm the profits of the see during his absence, 
to abstain from the revenues of vacant bishoprics and abbeys, and to remit all fines to the clergy. 
He retained the right of sending to vacant sees a conge d’elire, or notice to elect, which carried 
with it the right of nomination. Anselm now proceeded to consecrate bishops, among them Roger 
of Salisbury, who was first preferred to Henry’s notice because he "began prayers quickly and 
closed them speedily." {113} 
 
Anselm returned to England in triumph, and was received by the queen at the head of the monks 
and the clergy. At a council held at Westminster in 1107, {114} the king formally relinquished the 
privilege of investiture, while the archbishop promised to tolerate the ceremony of homage 
(which Urban II. had condemned). The synodical canons against clerical marriage were renewed 
and made more rigorous (1102, 1107, 1108); but the pope consented for a time that the sons of 
priests might be admitted to orders, for the remarkable reason, as Eadmer reports, that "almost the 
greater and the better part of the English clergy" were derived from this class. {115} 
 
During the remaining years of his life, Anselm enjoyed the friendship and respect of the king, and 
during the latter’s absence on the Continent in 1108, he was intrusted with the regency and the 
care of the royal family. He was canonized by the voice of the English people long before the 
formal canonization by the pope. {116} 
 
After his death, in April, 1109, the primacy remained vacant till 1114, when it was conferred 
upon Ralph of Escures, bishop of Rochester, who had administered its affairs during the interval. 
He is described as a learned, cheerful, affable, good-humored, facetious prelate. He was called 
"nugax," but his jests and repartees have not been recorded. He and his two Norman successors, 
William of Corbeuil, 1123-1136. and Theobald, 1139-1161, lived on good terms with the king 
and his successor, Stephen. Thomas Becket, an English man, resumed, in 1162, the controversy 
between the mitre and the crown with greater energy, but less wisdom, than Anselm. 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{112} While in England, Anselm had celebrated the marriage of Henry to Matilda, or Eadgyth (as 
her English name was), daughter of the Scotch king Malcolm. Her aunt, a nun at Romsey, had 
placed the veil upon Eadgyth when she was a child as a protection against violence. There was a 
difference of opinion as to whether this was to be construed as a vow. Anselm pronounced her 
free. Ladies at the time of the Norman Conquest had temporarily put on the veil as a protection to 
their virtue. Lanfranc afterwards declared them free to marry. 
 
{113} See Fuller, Ch. Hist. of Britain, I. 340. 
 
{114} A previous council had been held at Westminster in 1102. See Freeman, V. 221, 226, and 
Gee and Hardy, pp. 63 sq. 
 
{115} Freeman, V. 223: "The newly devised rigor only led to laxity of a worse kind, which it was 
intended to stop. But, at any rate, it was now that the rule of celibacy became for the first time the 
universal law of the English Church. Anselm’s counsel at Westminster [that of 1102] thus marks 
an era in our ecclesiastical history." 
 
{116} The canonization by Alexander III. came to nothing, but was renewed by Alexander VI. 
Dean Church says that Anselm "suffered the indignity of a canonization at the hands of Borgia."  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IV. 
 
THE PAPACY FROM THE CONCORDAT OF WORMS TO INNOCENT III. A. D. 1122-1198. 
 
On the historical sources for this period down to the middle of the thirteenth century, see 
Wattenbach: Deutschlands Geschichtsquellen im Mittelalter, II. 217-442. 
 

25. Innocent II., 1130-1143, and Eugene III., 1145-1153. 
 
Innocent II.: Epistolae et Privilegia, in Migne, Patrol., Tom. 179, fol. 54636; his biographies in 
Muratori (Rer. Ital., Tom. II. and III.) and Watterich (Pontif. Rom. Vitae, II. 174 sq.).—Anacletus 
(antipapa): Epistolae et Privil., in Migne, Tom. 179, fol. 687-732.—Eugenius III.: Epistolae, etc., 
in Migne, 180, 1013-1614.—The Works of St. Bernard, edited by Mabillon, and reprinted in 
Migne’s Patrol. (Tom. 182-185, Paris, 1855); Ordericus Vitalis, Eccl. Hist., XII. 11, etc.; Bohn’s 
Trans. IV. 
 
Jaffe: Geschichte des deutschen Reichs unter Lothar von Sachsen. Berlin, 1843.—Mirbt, art. 
Innocent II. in Herzog, IX. 108 sqq.—E. Muhlbacher: Die streitige Papstwahl d. J. 1130. 
Innsbruck, 1876.—W. Bernhardi: Konrad III. Leipzig, 1883, 2 vols.—Hefele-Knopfler, Bd. V. 
385-532.—Giesebrecht, Bd. IV. 54 sqq.—Gregorovius, IV. 403 sqq. Hauck, IV. 130 sqq.—The 
Biographies of St. Bernard. 
 
Calixtus II. was followed by Honorius II., whose rule of six years, 1124-1130, was an uneventful 
one. After his death a dangerous schism broke out between Innocent II., 1130-1143, and 
Anacletus II., 1130-1138, who represented two powerful Roman families, the Frangipani, or 
Breadmakers, {117} and the Pierleoni. 
 
Innocent, formerly cardinal-legate of Urban II. and mediator of the Concordat of Worms, enjoyed 
the reputation of superior learning and piety, which even his opponents could not dispute. He had 
also the advantage of a prior election, but of doubtful legal validity, since it was effected only by 
a minority of cardinals, who met in great hurry in an unknown place to anticipate the rival 
candidate. {118} 
 
Anacletus was a son of Pierleone, Petrus Leonis, and a grandson of Leo, a baptized Jewish 
banker, who had acquired great financial, social, and political influence under the Hildebrandian 
popes. A Jewish community with a few hundred members were tolerated in Trastevere and 
around the island of the Tiber as a monumental proof of the truth of Christianity, and furnished 
some of the best physicians and richest bankers, who helped the nobility and the popes in their 
financial troubles. Anacletus betrayed his Semitic origin in his physiognomy, and was inferior to 
Innocent in moral character; but he secured an election by a majority of cardinals and the support 
of the principal noble families and the Roman community. With the help of the Normans, he took 
possession of Rome, banished his opponent, deposed the hostile cardinals, and filled the college 
with his friends. 
 
Innocent was obliged to flee to France, and received there the powerful support of Peter of Cluny 
and Bernard of Clairvaux, the greatest monks and oracles of their age. He was acknowledged as 
the legitimate pope by all the monastic orders and by the kings of France and England. 



 
Lothaire II. (III.) of Saxony, 1125-1137, to whom both parties appealed, decided for Innocent, led 
him and St. Bernard to Rome by armed force, and received in turn from the pope the imperial 
crown, June 4, 1133. 
 
But after Lothaire’s departure, Anacletus regained possession of Rome, with the help of the 
Norman duke, Roger, and the party of the rival emperor, Conrad III. He made Roger II. king of 
Sicily, and thus helped to found a kingdom which lasted seven hundred and thirty years, till it was 
absorbed in the kingdom of Italy, 1860. Innocent retired to Pisa (1135). Lothaire made a second 
expedition to Italy and defeated Roger II. Bernard again appeared at Rome and succeeded in 
strengthening Innocent’s position. At this juncture Anacletus died, 1138. The healing of the 
schism was solemnly announced at the Second Lateran Council, 1139. War soon after broke out 
between Innocent and Roger, and Innocent was taken prisoner. On his release he confirmed 
Roger as king of Sicily. Lothaire had returned to Germany to die, 1137. Innocent had granted to 
him the territories of Matilda for an annual payment. On this transaction later popes based the 
claim that the emperor was a papal vassal. 
 
After the short pontificates of Coelestin II., 1143-1144, and Lucius II., 1144-1145, Eugene III., a 
pupil and friend of St. Bernard, was elected, Feb. 15, 1145, and ruled till July 8, 1153. He wore 
the rough shirt of the monks of Citeaux under the purple. He had to flee from Rome, owing to the 
disturbances of Arnold of Brescia, and spent most of his time in exile. During his pontificate, 
Edessa was lost and the second crusade undertaken. Eugene has his chief interest from his 
connection with St. Bernard, his wise and loyal counsellor, who addressed to him his famous 
treatise on the papacy, the de consideratione. {119} 
 
{117} The name was derived by legend from the distribution of bread in time of famine by one of 
the ancestors of the family. Its coat of arms represented two lions rampant, holding a loaf of bread 
between them. Gregorovius. IV. 404. 
 
{118} The thorough investigation of Muhlbacher is unfavorable to the validity of the election of 
Gregory (Innocent II.), and Deutsch (note in his edition of Neander’s St. Bernhard, I. 110 sq.) 
agrees with him, and bases his claim on purely moral grounds. 
 
{119} See the chapters on the Second Crusade and St. Bernard.  



26. Arnold of Brescia. 
 
Otto (Bishop of Freising, or Freisingen, d. 1158): Deuteronomy Gestis Friderici I. (lib. II. 20).—
Gunther (Ligurinus): Deuteronomy Gestis Friderici I., an epos written 1187 (lib. III. vers. 262 
sqq.).—Gerhoh (provost of Reichersberg, d. 1169): Deuteronomy investigatione Antichristi, 
edited by Scheibelberger. Lincii, 1875.—John of Salisbury: Historia Pontificalis (written c. 1162, 
recently discovered), in Mon. Germ. Script., XX. c. 31, p. 537.—St. Bernard: Epist., Migne, 195, 
196, 198.—Walter Map (archdeacon of Oxford, 1196): Deuteronomy Nugis Curialium, ed. 
Wright, pp. 41 and 43. The sources are all hostile to Arnold and the Arnoldists. 
 
J. D. Koler: Deuteronomy Arnoldo Brixiensi dissert. Gottingen, 1742.—Guadagnini: Apologia di 
Arnaldo da Brescia. Pavia, 1790, 2 vols.—K. Beck: A. v. Brescia. Basel, 1824.—H. Francke: 
Arnold von Brescia und seine Zeit. Zurich, 1825 (eulogistic).—Bent: Essay sur A. D. Brescia. 
Geneve, 1856.—Federico Odorici: Arnaldo da Brescia. 1861. Georges Guibal: Arnauld de 
Brescia et les Hohenstaufen ou la question du pouvoir temporel de la papaute du moyen age. 
Paris, 1868.—*Giesebrecht: Arnold von Brescia. Munchen, 1873 (in the Reports of the Bavarian 
Academy of Sciences). Comp. his Gesch. der d. Kaiserzeit, IV. 314 sqq.—A. Di Giovanni 
Deuteronomy Castro: Arnaldo da Brescia e la revoluzione romana dell XII. secolo. Livorno, 
1875.—A. Hausrath: Arnold von Brescia. Leipzig, 1891.—Deutsch, A. von Brescia, in Herzog, II. 
117-122; —Gregorovius, IV. 479 sqq. The Lives of St. Bernard, especially Vacandard and 
Neander-Deutsch. 
 
During the pontificates of Innocent II., Eugene III., and Adrian IV. occurred the interesting 
episode of Arnold of Brescia, an unsuccessful ecclesiastical and political agitator, who protested 
against the secularization of the Church, and tried to restore it to apostolic poverty and apostolic 
purity. These two ideas were closely connected in his mind. He proclaimed the principle that the 
Church and the clergy, as well as the monks, should be without any temporal possessions, like 
Christ and the Apostles, and live from the tithes and the voluntary offerings of the people. Their 
calling is purely spiritual. All the things of this earth belong to the laity and the civil government. 
 
He practised what he taught, and begged his daily bread from house to house. He was a monk of 
severe ascetic piety, enthusiastic temper, popular eloquence, well versed in the Scriptures, 
restless, radical, and fearless. {120} He agreed with the Catholic orthodoxy, except on the 
doctrines of the eucharist and infant baptism; but his views on these sacraments are not known. 
{121} 
 
With this ecclesiastical scheme he combined a political one. He identified himself with the 
movement of the Romans to emancipate themselves from the papal authority, and to restore the 
ancient republic. By giving all earthly power to the laity, he secured the favor of the laity, but lost 
the influence of the clergy. It was the political complication which caused his ruin. 
 
Arnold was a native of Brescia in Lombardy, and an ordained reader in the Church. He was a 
pupil of Abaelard, and called armor-bearer to this Goliath. {122} He sympathized with his spirit 
of independence and hostility to Church authority, and may have been influenced also (as 
Neander assumes) by the ethical principles of that magnetic teacher. He certainly, at a later 
period, sided with him against St. Bernard, who became his bitter enemy. But with the exception 
of the common opposition to the hierarchy, they differed very widely. Abaelard was a 
philosopher, Arnold, a politician; Abaelard, a speculative thinker, Arnold, a practical preacher; 
Abaelard, a rationalist, Arnold, an enthusiast. The former undermined the traditional orthodoxy, 



the latter attacked the morals of the clergy and the temporal power of the Church. Arnold was far 
below Abaelard in intellectual endowment, but far more dangerous in the practical drift of his 
teaching, which tended to pauperize the Church and to revolutionize society. Baronius calls him 
"the father of political heresies." 
 
In his ascetic zeal for the moral reform of the clergy, Arnold was in sympathy with the 
Hildebrandian party, but in his views of the temporal power of the pope, he went to the opposite 
extreme. Hildebrand aimed at the theocratic supremacy of the Church over the State; Arnold 
sought the welfare of the Church in her complete separation from the State and of the clerical 
office from secular entanglements. Pascal II., we may say, had prepared the way for this theory 
when he was willing to sacrifice the investiture to the emperor. The Hildebrandian reform had 
nearly passed away, and the old corruptions reappeared. The temporal power of the Church 
promoted the worldliness of the clergy. The author of the Historia Pontificalis says that Arnold’s 
doctrine agreed with the Gospel, but stood in crying contrast with the actual condition of things. 
St. Bernard, his opponent, was as much opposed as he to the splendor and luxury of bishops, the 
secular cares of the popes, and expressed a wish that he might see the day when "the Church, as 
in olden times, should cast her net for souls, and not for money." {123} All the monastic orders 
protested against the worldliness of the Church, and realized the principle of apostolic poverty 
within the wall of convents. But Arnold extended it to the secular clergy as well, and even went 
so far as to make poverty a condition of salvation for priests and monks. {124} 
 
Arnold’s sermons gained great popular applause in Lombardy, and caused bitter disputes between 
the people and the bishop of Brescia. He was charged before the Lateran Synod of 1139 with 
inciting the laity against the clergy, was deposed as a schismatic (not as a heretic), commanded to 
be silent, and was expelled from Italy. 
 
He went again to France and was entangled in the controversy of Abaelard with Bernard. Pope 
Innocent condemned both Abaelard and Arnold to silence and seclusion in a convent, 1140. 
Abaelard, weary of strife and life, submitted and retired to the convent of Cluny, where two years 
later he died in peace. {125} But Arnold began in Paris a course of public lectures against the 
worldliness and immorality of the clergy. He exposed especially the avarice of the bishops. He 
also charged St. Bernard with unholy ambition and envy against scholars. Bernard called him a 
man whose speech was honey, whose doctrine was poison. At his request the king expelled 
Arnold from France. 
 
Arnold fled to Zurich and was kindly received and protected by the papal legate, Cardinal Guido, 
his former fellow-student in Paris. {126} But Bernard pursued him even there and denounced him 
to the bishop of Constance. 
 
After a few years of unknown exile, Arnold appeared in Rome as the leader of a political 
movement. Innocent II. had allowed him to return to Italy; Eugene III. had pardoned him on 
condition of his doing penance in the holy places of Rome. But after the flight of this pope to 
France, Arnold preached again the doctrine of apostolic poverty, called the popes and cardinals 
Pharisees and scribes, and their church a house of merchandise and den of robbers. He was 
protected by the Roman senate, and idolized by the people. The Romans had renounced the papal 
authority, expelled the pope, substituted a purely secular government after the ancient model, and 
invited Conrad III. to assume the role of Constantine I. or Justinian. They lost themselves in 
dreams of government. The tradition of the old Roman rule controlled the Middle Ages in various 
forms: it lived as a universal monarchy in the German Empire, as a universal theocracy in the 
papacy; as a short-lived republic in the Roman people. The modern Italians who oppose the 



temporal power of the pope are more sensible: they simply claim the natural right of the Italian 
people to govern themselves, and they confine the dominion of Rome to Italy. 
 
Arnold stepped out of the ecclesiastical into the political sphere, and surrounded the new republic 
with the halo of religion. He preached in his monastic gown, on the ruins of the Capitol, to the 
patres conscripti, and advised them to rebuild the Capitol, and to restore the old order of senators 
and knights. His emaciated face gave him a ghost-like appearance and deepened the effect of his 
eloquence. 
 
But the republican experiment failed. The people were at last forced into submission by the 
interdict of Pope Adrian IV. Arnold was banished from Rome, 1154, and soon afterwards hanged 
by order of Emperor Frederick I., who hated democracy and republicanism. His body was burnt 
and his ashes were thrown into the Tiber, 1155, lest his admirers should worship his bones. {127} 
 
Arnold’s was a voice of protest against the secular aims of the papacy and the worldliness of the 
clergy which still has its hearers. "So obstinate is the ban of the Middle Ages under which Rome 
is still held," says Gregorovius, "that the soul of a heretic of the twelfth century has not yet found 
rest, but must still haunt Rome." The Catholic Bishop Hefele refused to class him among "real 
heretics." {128} In 1883 Brescia raised a monument to its distinguished son. 
 
The Arnoldists continued for some time to defend the doctrines of their master, and were declared 
heretics by a council of Verona, 1184, after which they disappeared. 
 
But the idea of apostolic poverty and the opposition to the temporal power of the papacy 
reappeared among the Spirituals of the Franciscan order. Arnold’s political scheme of restoring 
the Roman republic was revived two hundred years later by Cola di Rienzi (1347), but with no 
better success; for Rienzi was murdered, his body burnt, and the ashes were scattered to the winds 
(1354). 
 
{120} Otto von Freising calls him "singularitatis amator, novitatis cupidus," and ranks him with 
those characters who are apt to produce heresies and to make schismatic disturbances. St. Bernard 
denounces him as the author of a schisma pessimum, but bears testimony to his ascetic piety, yet 
with the cruel charge of satanic thirst for the blood of souls: "Homo est neque manducans neque 
bibens, solo cum diabolo esuriens et sitiens sanguinem animarum." 
 
{121} Von Freising: "Praeter haec [his views on Church property] de sacramento altaris, et 
baptismo parvulorum non sane dicitur sensisse." Some Baptists claim him for his supposed 
rejection of infant baptism. The attempts to bring him into contact with the Waldenses (who are 
of later date) have no foundation. 
 
{122} Freising: "Arnaldus iste et Italia, civitate Brixia oriundus, ejusdemque ecclesiae clericus ac 
tantum lector ordinatus, Petrum Abailardum olim praeceptorem habuerat." St. Bernard seems to 
place the acquaintance at a later period: "Execratus a Petro apostolo, adhaeserat Petro 
Abailardo." 
 
{123} Epist., 238 ad Eugen. III. 
 
{124} Otto v. Freising, l. c..: "Dicebat, nec Clericos proprietatem, nec Episcopos regalia, nec 
monachos possessiones habentes aliqua ratione salvari posse. Cuncta haec Principis esse, ab 
ejusque beneficentia in usum tantum laicorum cedere opportere." 
 



{125} Tosti, in his Storia di Abelardo, Naples, 1851, says of Abaelard that he had the courage of 
thought, but not the courage of action (il coraggio del pensiero non quello dell’azione). 
 
{126} This Guido was formerly identified with Guido of Castello who became Pope Coelestin II., 
Sept. 26, 1143, and ruled five months. But Giesebrecht and Gregorovius (IV. 455) distinguish the 
two. Francke exaggerates Arnold’s influence upon Swiss liberty while at Zurich. Milman makes 
him a forerunner of Zwingli, who opposed the hierarchy; but Zwingli knew little or nothing of 
Arnold, and had no idea of pauperizing the Church, or of a separation of Church and State. 
 
{127} According to a Brescian poem, Arnold refused to recant and made only the single request 
for time for prayer before dying. Gregorovius, IV. 545. 
 
{128} Unter die eigentlichen Heretiker. Hefele denies the errors ascribed to Arnold by Otto of 
Freising. Kirchengesch. 407.  



27. The Popes and the Hohenstaufen. 
 
I. Principal Sources: 
 
(1) The Regesta of the popes from Anastasius IV. to Innocent III. (1153-1198) by Jaffe-
Wattenbach (ed. 1886).—The Opera of these popes in Migne’s Patrol. Lat.—The Vitae of the 
popes by Platina, Watterich, etc. 
 
(2) Otto (half-brother of King Conrad III. and uncle of Frederick Barbarossa, and partial to him, 
bishop of Freising, or Freisingen, in Upper Bavaria, d. 1158): Deuteronomy Gestis Friderici I., 
finished by his pupil Rahewin or Reguin. Best ed. by Waitz, 1884. Also his Chronicle (De 
duabus Civitatibus, after the model of Augustin’s Deuteronomy Civitate Dei), continued by Otto 
of St. Blasien (in the Black Forest) till 1209. First critical ed. by R. Wilmans in Mon. Ger. Scr., 
XX. 83-493.—Gunther Ligurinus wrote in 1187 a Latin epic of 6576 verses on the deeds of the 
Emperor Frederick I. till 1160. See Wattenbach’s Geschichtsquellen, II. 241 sqq 
 
II. Works on the Hohenstaufen Period: 
 
Jaffe: Geschichte des deutschen Reichs unter Konrad III., Hanover, 1845.—Fr. von Raumer: 
Geschichte der Hohenstaufen. Leipzig, 1823. 4th ed. 1871. —W. Zimmermann: Die 
Hohenstaufen oder der Kampf der Monarchie gegen den Papst und die republ. Freiheit. Stuttgart, 
1838. 2d ed. 1865, 2 vols.—G. Deuteronomy Cherrier: Histoire de la lutte des papes et des 
empereurs de la maison de Souabe. Paris, 1841, 4 vols.—*Hermann Reuter (Professor of Church 
History in Gottingen, d. 1888): Alexander III. und die Kirche seiner Zeit. 1845. 2d ed. thoroughly 
rewritten, Leipzig, 1860-1864; 3 vols. (A work of fifteen years’ study.)—Schirrmacher Kaiser 
Friedrich II. Gottingen, 1859-1864, 4 vols.; Die letzten Hohenstaufen. Gottingen, 1871.—P. 
Scheffer-Boichorst: K. Friedrichs I. letzter Streit mit der Kurie. Berlin, 1866.—H. Prutz: K. 
Friedrich I. Danzig, 1871-1874, 3 vols.—Del Guidice: Il guidizio e la condanna di Corradino. 
Naples, 1876.—Ribbeck: Friedr. I. und die romische Kurie. Leipzig, 1881.—Ugo Balzani: The 
Popes and the Hohenstaufen. London and New York, 1888 (pp. 261).—Giesebrecht, Bryce, 167 
sqq.; Gregorovius, IV. 424 sqq.; Hauck, IV.; — Hefele-Knopfler, V. 533 sqq. 
 
With Conrad III. the powerful family of the Hohenstaufen ascended the imperial throne and 
occupied it from 1138 till 1254. They derive the name from the family castle Hohenstaufen, on a 
hill in the Rough Alp near Goppingen in Swabia. {129} They were descended from a knight, 
Friedrich von Buren, in the eleventh century, and his son Friedrich von Staufen, a faithful 
adherent of Emperor Henry IV., who made him duke of Swabia (1079), and gave him his 
daughter Agnes in marriage. They were thus connected by blood with the antagonist of Pope 
Hildebrand, and identified with the cause of the Ghibellines against the Guelphs in their bloody 
feuds in Germany and Italy. Henry VI., 1190-1197, acquired by marriage the kingdom of Naples 
and Sicily. His son, Frederick II., raised his house to the top of its prosperity, but was in his 
culture and taste more an Italian than German prince, and spent most of his time in Italy. 
 
The Hohenstaufen or Swabian emperors maintained the principle of imperialism, that is, the 
dignity and independence of the monarchy, as a divine institution, against papal sacerdotalism on 
the one hand, and against popular liberty on the other. 
 
They made common cause with the popes, and served their purposes in the crusades: three of 
them, Conrad III., Frederick I., and Frederick II., undertook crusades against the Saracens; 



Conrad III. engaged in the second, which was a failure; Frederick I. perished in Syria; Frederick 
II. captured Jerusalem. The Hohenstaufen made also common cause with the popes against 
political and doctrinal dissent: Barbarossa sacrificed and punished by death Arnold of Brescia as 
a dangerous demagogue; and Frederick II., though probably himself an unbeliever, persecuted 
heretics. 
 
But on the question of supremacy of power, the Hohenstaufen were always in secret or open war 
with the popes, and in the end were defeated. The conflict broke out under Frederick Barbarossa, 
who after long years of contention died at peace with the Church. It was continued by his 
grandson Frederick II. who died excommunicated and deposed from his throne by the papacy. 
The dynasty went out in tragic weakness in Conradin, the last male representative, who was 
beheaded on the charge of high treason, 1268. This conflict of the imperial house of the 
Hohenstaufen was more imposing than the conflict waged by Henry IV. with Gregory and his 
successors because of the higher plane on which it was fought and the greater ability of the 
secular antagonists engaged. Lasting more than one hundred years, it forms one of the most 
august spectacles of the Middle Ages, and furnishes some of the most dramatic scenes in which 
kings have ever figured. The historian Gregorovius has felt justified in saying that "this Titanic 
war of the Middle Ages filled and connected the centuries and formed the greatest spectacle of all 
ages." 
 
After the fall of the Hohenstaufen, the German Empire maintained, till its death in 1806, a 
nominal connection with the papacy, but ceased to be the central political power of Europe, 
except in the period of the Reformation under Charles V., 1519-1558, when it was connected with 
the crowns of Austria, the Low Countries, and Spain, and the newly discovered lands of America, 
and when that mighty monarch, true to his Austrian and Spanish descent, retarded the Protestant 
movement for national independence and religious freedom. The new German Empire, founded 
on the ruins of the old and the defeat of France (1870), is ruled by a hereditary Protestant 
emperor. 
 
CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE. 
 
A. D. 
 
POPES 
 
THE HOHENSTAUFEN 
 
A. D. 
 
1130-1143 
 
Innocent II. 
 
Conrad III. 
 
1138-1152 
 
1143-1144 
 
Coelestine II. 
 



Crowned emperor at Aix la Chapelle by the papal legates. 
 
1144-1145 
 
Lucius II. 
 
1145-1153 
 
Eugene III. 
 
Frederick I. (Barbarossa). 
 
1152-1190 
 
1153-1154 
 
Anastasius IV. 
 
(Nephew of Conrad.) 
 
1154-1159 
 
Adrian IV. 
 
Crowned emperor by Adrian IV. 
 
1155 
 
1159-1181 
 
Alexander III. 
 
1181-1185 
 
Lucius III. 
 
1185-1187 
 
Urban III. 
 
1187 
 
Gregory VIII. 
 
1187-1191 
 
Clement III. 
 
Henry VI. 
 
1190-1197 



 
1191-1198 
 
Coelestine III. 
 
(Son of Barbarossa.) 
 
Crowned emperor by Coelestine III 
 
1191 
 
King of Sicily. 
 
1194 
 
1198-1216 
 
Innocent III. 
 
Otto IV 
 
1209-1215 
 
Crowned by Innocent III 
 
1209 
 
Deposed by the Lateran Council 
 
1215 
 
1216-1227 
 
Honorius III. 
 
Frederick II 
 
1227-1241 
 
Gregory IX. 
 
(Son of Henry VI and Constance of Sicily) 
 
1241 
 
Coelestine IV. 
 
Crowned emperor by Honorius III 
 
1220 
 



1241-1254 
 
Innocent IV. 
 
Conrad IV 
 
1250-1254 
 
(Second son of Frederick II) 
 
Crowned king of the Romans 
 
1237 
 
Excommunicated, 1252, and again 1254 
 
1254-1261 
 
Alexander IV. 
 
Interregnum 
 
1254-1273 
 
1261-1264 
 
Urban IV. 
 
Conradin 
 
1265-1268 
 
Clement IV. 
 
(Son of Conrad, the last of the Hohenstaufen, b. 1252) 
 
Beheaded. 
 
1268 
 
{129} The castle was destroyed in the Peasants’War in 1525. At the foot of the hill is a village 
and an old church with a fresco picture of Barbarossa, bearing the inscription: "Hic transibat 
Caesar, amor bonorum, terror malorum." "Here Caesar passed away, beloved by the good, 
dreaded by the bad." Close by is the ancient seat of the Hohenzollern family. On the site of the 
old castle a splendid castle was erected by William I., the Emperor of Germany.  



28. Adrian IV. and Frederick Barbarossa. 
 
Lives of Hadrian in Muratori, Script. Rer. Ital. I. III.—Migne, vol. 188.—Otto of Freising.—
William of Newburgh, 2 vols. London, 1856.—R. Raby: Pope Hadrian IV. London, 1849.—
Tarleton: Nicolas Breakspear, Englishman And Pope, 1896.—L. Ginnell: The Doubtful Grant of 
Ireland of Pope Adrian IV. to Henry II., 1899.—O. J. Thatcher: Studies conc. Adrian IV. Chicago, 
1903. pp. 88.—Reuter: Alex. III., vol. I. 1-48, 479-487. 
 
Eugene III. was followed by Anastasius IV., whose rule lasted only sixteen months. 
 
His successor was Nicolas Breakspear, the first and the only Englishman that has (thus far) worn 
the tiara. He was the son of a poor priest of St. Albans. He went to France in pursuit of bread and 
learning, became a monk, prior, and abbot of the convent of St. Rufus, between Arles and 
Avignon. He studied theology and canon law. Eugene III. made him cardinal-bishop of Albano, 
and sent him as legate to Norway and Sweden, where he organized the Church and brought it into 
closer contact with Rome. 
 
He occupied the papal chair as Adrian IV., from 1154 to 1159, with great ability and energy. A 
beggar raised to the highest dignity in Christendom! The extremes of fortune met in this 
Englishman. Yet he felt happier in his poverty than in his power. He declared soon after his 
consecration that "the papal chair was full of thorns and the papal mantle full of holes and so 
heavy as to load down the strongest man." And after some experience in that high office, he said: 
"Is there a man in the world so miserable as a pope? I have found so much trouble in St. Peter’s 
chair that all the bitterness of my former life appears sweet in comparison." {130} 
 
The Romans, under the lead of Arnold, requested him to resign all claim to temporal rule; but he 
refused, and after a bloody attack made by an Arnoldist upon one of the cardinals in the open 
street, he laid—for the first time in history—the interdict on the city. By this unbloody, yet awful 
and most effective, weapon, he enforced the submission of the people. He abolished the 
republican government, expelled Arnold and his adherents, and took possession of the Lateran. 
 
At this time, Frederick I., called Barbarossa (Redbeard) by the Italians from the color of his 
beard, one of the bravest, strongest, and most despotic of German emperors,—the sleeper in 
Kyffhauser, {131} —made, with a powerful army, his first expedition to Italy to receive the iron 
crown of royalty from the Lombards and the golden crown of empire from the pope (1154). 
 
The pope demanded, as the first condition of his coronation, the surrender of Arnold. With this 
Barbarossa willingly complied and ordered the execution of the popular agitator. In his first 
interview with Adrian, he kissed the pope’s toe, but neglected the ceremony of holding the stirrup 
on descending from his palfrey. Adrian felt indignant and refused to give him the kiss of peace. 
When informed that this was an old custom, Barbarossa on the following day complied with it, 
but in an ambiguous way by holding the left stirrup instead of the right. He took forcible 
possession of Trastevere, and was solemnly invested, anointed, and crowned, according to the 
prescribed ritual, in St. Peter’s, amid the acclamations of the curia, the clergy, and the army (June 
13, 1155). An insurrection of the Roman people was speedily suppressed, the emperor leading the 
charge into the rebel ranks. But on the next morning he retired with the pope to the Tiburtine 
hills. He was reluctantly compelled by the want of supplies and by rumors of rebellion in 
Lombardy to return with his army. The pope, shut out from Rome, without foreign or domestic 
ally, retired to Benevento, was besieged there by King William of Sicily (son and successor of 



Roger II.) and forced by desertion and famine to submit to the terms of the conqueror by 
investing him with the kingdom of Sicily, the duchy of Apulia, and the principality of Capua. 
This involved him in a controversy with the emperor, who regarded Apulia and Capua as parts of 
the empire. He protested against the divorce from his first, and the marriage to his second, wife, 
1156. 
 
To these occasions of offence Adrian added another which Frederick would not bear. It was 
evoked by the ill-treatment done by robbers to the archbishop of Lund on his way from Rome 
through Germany to his Scandinavian diocese. {132} Adrian spoke of Frederick’s empire as a 
benefice, beneficium, a word which meant either a fief or a gift. In either case the implication was 
offensive to the Germans, and they chose to interpret it as a claim that the emperor held his 
empire as a fief of the apostolic see. Two legates, rent by Adrian, attempted to soften down the 
meaning of the imprudent expression. 
 
The pope was too much of a hierarch and Frederick too much of an emperor to live in peace. In 
1158 Frederick led his army across the Alps to reduce Milan and other refractory Lombard cities 
to submission. Having accomplished this, he assembled a diet on the plain of Roncaglia, near 
Piacenza, which is memorable for the decision rendered by Bologna jurists, that the emperor held 
his empire by independent divine right and not by the will of the pope. This was the most decisive 
triumph the empire had won since the opening of the conflict with Henry IV. But the decision of 
professors of law did not change the policy of the papacy. 
 
Adrian again gave offence by denying the emperor’s right to levy a tax for military purposes, 
fodrum, on estates claimed by the papacy and demanded that he should recognize the papal claim 
of feudal rights over the Matilda grant, Sardinia, Corsica, Ferrara, and the duchy of Spoleto. 
Frederick proudly retorted that instead of owing fealty to the pope, the popes owed fealty to the 
emperor, inasmuch as it was by the gift of the emperor Constantine that Pope Sylvester secured 
possession of Rome. A war of letters followed. Adrian was intending to punish his imperial foe 
with excommunication when he was struck down by death at Anagni. He was buried in St. Peter’s 
in an antique sarcophagus of red granite which is still shown. So ended the career of a man who 
by his moral character and personal attractions had lifted himself up from the condition of a child 
of a poor cleric to the supreme dignity of Christendom, and ventured to face the proudest 
monarch as his superior and to call the imperial crown a papal beneficium. {133} 
 
This English pope, who laid the city of Rome under the interdict, which no Italian or German 
pope had dared to do, presented Ireland to the crown of England, on the ground that all the islands 
of the Christian world belong to the pope by virtue of Constantine’s donation. The curious bull 
Laudabiliter, encouraging Henry II. to invade and subjugate the land and giving it to him and to 
his heirs for a possession, may not be genuine, but the authorization was certainly made by 
Adrian as John of Salisbury, writing about 1159, attests, and it was renewed by Alexander III. and 
carried out, 1171. {134} The loyal sons of Ireland will hardly want to have a second trial of an 
English pope. 
 
{130} John of Salisbury, Polycraticus, VIII. 23; Migne, 199, 814. 
 
{131} See vol. IV. 258, and Ruckert’s poem there quoted. Em. Geibel also wrote a beautiful poem 
on the German dream of sleep and revival of Barbarossa:— 
 
Tief im Schoosse des Kyffhausers 
 
Bei der Ampel rothem Schein 



 
Sitzt der alte Kaiser Friedrich 
 
An-dem Tisch von Marmorstein, etc. 
 
{132} Eskill of Lund seems to have had the loftiest ideas of prelatical prerogative, and boasted 
that he was accustomed to command kings, not obey them. It is quite possible the emperor took 
inward satisfaction at his custody. Hauck, IV. 210. Adrian’s letter, Mirbt, Quellen, 119 sq., 
speaks of the treatment of the archbishop as "that fearful and execrable deed and sacrilegious 
crime," illud horrendum et execrabile facinus et piaculare flagitium. 
 
{133} Gregorovius, IV. 560, after praising his merits, says of Adrian. "He was shrewd, practical, 
and unyielding as Anglo-Saxons are wont to be." His "nature was as firm and strong as the 
granite of his tomb." 
 
{134} The subject has been thoroughly discussed by Professors Thatcher and Scheffer-Boichorst 
before him. John of Salisbury, Polycr. VI. 24; Migne, 199, 623, distinctly says that Adrian, 
"listening to his petitions, conceded and gave" Ireland to Henry and his heirs on the ground that 
all islands "by ancient law and Constantine’s donation, are said to belong to the Church." The 
pope sent to the king through John a ring of gold set with a precious stone to be a seal of 
investiture. There is no good reason to doubt this statement. And we know from Roger de 
Wendover, Rolls Series, I. 11, that an English embassy was sent to Adrian to secure this 
permission. The bull Laudabiliter (Mansi, XXI. 788), which formally confers the island upon the 
English crown and demands from it the payment of Peter’s Pence, is found also in Roger de 
Wendover (Giles, Trans., I. 529) and Giraldus. Upon internal grounds its genuineness is 
considered doubtful or flatly denied, as by Thatcher. This author gives, p. 4, a list of review 
articles on the subject. Scholarship and patriotism have made it possible for Irish writers to use 
much argument to show that the bull is a forgery and the alleged fact a fancy, whether of a 
prophetic enemy of Ireland or by a historical bungler is not known. The Protestant has an easier 
way out of the difficulty in affirming that the pope may make mistakes.  



29. Alexander III. in Conflict with Barbarossa. 
 
See the literature in 27, especially Reuter’s Alex. III.—Vita Alexandri auctore Bosone Card., in 
Watterich, II. 377 sqq.—Migne, Tom. 200.—The Regesta of Alexander III. in Jaffe-Wattenbach’s 
Reg. Pont. Rom., pp. 145-418; and of the anti-popes, Victor IV., Pascal III., Calixtus III., and 
Innocent III., ibid., pp. 418-430.—Milman, bk. VIII. chs. VIII. and IX.—Greenwood, bk. XII. 
chs. III.-VII.—Gregorovius, IV. 525 sqq.; Hefele-Knopfler, V. 570-720.—Moritz Meyer: Die 
Wahl Alex. III. und Victors IV. Gottingen, 1871.—Edw. A. Freeman: Frederick the First, King of 
Italy, in his "Historical Essays," London, 1871, pp. 252-282.—P. Scheffer-Boichorst; Friedrich I. 
letzte Streit mit der Kurie, 1866.—Wattenbach, 167 sqq.; Hauck, IV. 227-311.—Gietl: Die 
Sentenzen Rolands, nachmals Alexander III. Freib., 1891. 
 
With Alexander III. (1159-1181) the conflict between Caesarism and sacerdotalism, which had 
begun under Adrian, assumed a more serious character. It was not a war for destruction, but for 
supremacy on the one hand and submission on the other. "Who shall be the greater?" that was the 
question. It was the old contention between Church and State under a new phase. Caesar and pope 
were alike Catholic Christians as far as they had any religion at all. They were indispensable to 
each other. The emperor or king needed a pope, as a kind of chief chaplain and father confessor 
for the control of the consciences of his subjects; the pope needed the secular arm of an emperor 
for the protection of the property and rights of the Church and the prosecution of heretics. The 
emperors elected anti-popes, and the popes supported rival emperors. It was the ambition of the 
Hohenstaufen to keep Germany and Italy united; it was the interest of the popes to keep them 
separated, and to foment division in Germany and in Italy, according to the maxim. "Divide et 
impera." 
 
On the 7th of September, 1159, Cardinal Roland, the chancellor of the Roman curia and a 
distinguished canonist, ascended the papal chair as Alexander III. He had previously been 
professor at Bologna, and written the first work on the Decretum Gratiani. He had been created 
cardinal by Eugene III. He had once offended Barbarossa by the question: "From whom does the 
emperor receive his dignity if not from the pope?" He had also advised Adrian to excommunicate 
the emperor. He was a scholar, a statesman, and a vigorous champion of the Hildebrandian 
theocracy. He had an unusually long pontificate of twenty-one years, and is the most conspicuous 
pope between Gregory VII. and Innocent III. He had a checkered career of fortune and misfortune 
in a conflict with the emperor and four anti-popes; but he consistently adhered to his principles, 
and at last triumphed over his enemies by moral force and the material aid of the Normans in the 
south and the Lombards in the north. 
 
The election of Roland by fourteen cardinals was immediately followed by the election of 
Cardinal Octavian of St. Cecilia, the imperial anti-pope, who called himself Victor IV., and at 
once took possession of the Vatican. Roland was consecrated at Ninfa, Octavian in the convent of 
Farfa. They were quartered in the Campagna, a few miles distant from each other, and published 
contradictory reports with charges of disgraceful violence at the election. {135} 
 
The emperor, who was then besieging the city of Cremona, being appealed to by both parties 
(though with different feelings), and using a right exercised by Constantine, Theodosius, 
Justinian, Charlemagne, and Otto, summoned a council at Pavia to investigate and decide the 
case, 1160. {136} The rival popes were invited by messengers to appear in person. Octavian, who 
was always an imperialist, accepted the invitation. Roland distrusted the emperor, and protested 



against his right to call a council without his permission. He said that he honored him as a special 
defender of the Church above all other princes, but that God had placed the pope above kings. 
 
The partisan council, which consisted chiefly of bishops from Germany and North Italy, after a 
grave debate, unanimously decided in favor of Octavian, and excommunicated Roland, Feb. 11, 
1160. The emperor paid the customary honors to Victor IV., held his stirrup and kissed his toe. 
Alexander issued from Anagni a counter-excommunication against the anti-pope and the 
emperor, March 24, 1160. He thereby encouraged revolt in Lombardy and division in Germany. 
Another schism rent the Church. 
 
The rival popes dispatched legates to all the courts of Europe. France, Spain, and England sided 
with Alexander. He took refuge in France for three years (1162-1165), and was received with 
enthusiasm. The kings of France and England, Louis VII. and Henry II., walked on either side of 
his horse, holding the bridle, and conducting him into the town of Courcy on the Loire. Germany, 
Hungary, Bohemia, Norway, and Sweden supported Victor. Italy was divided: Rome and 
Tuscany were under the power of the emperor; Sicily favored the Gregorian pope; the flourishing 
commercial and manufacturing cities of Lombardy were discontented with the despotic rule of 
Barbarossa, who was called the destroyer of cities. He put down the revolt with an iron hand; he 
razed Milan to the ground after a long and atrocious siege, scattered the population, and sent the 
venerated relics of the Magi to the cathedral of Cologne, March, 1162. 
 
Victor IV. died in April, 1164. Pascal III. was elected his successor without regard to the 
canonical rules. At the request of the emperor, he canonized Charles the Great (1165). 
 
Alexander III. put himself at the head of the Lombard league against the emperor; city after city 
declared itself for him. In September, 1165, he returned to Italy with the help of Sicily, and 
French and English gold, and took possession of Rome. 
 
In November, 1166, Frederick crossed the Alps a fourth time, with a strong army, marched to 
Rome, captured the Leonine city, put Pascal III. in possession of St. Peter’s, and was crowned 
again, with Beatrice, Aug. 1, 1167. Alexander defended the city on the other side of the Tiber, but 
soon withdrew to Benevento. The emperor, victorious over armies, found a more formidable 
enemy in the Roman fever, which made fearful ravages among his bishops, noblemen, and 
soldiers. He lost in a few weeks his bravest knights and two thousand men by the plague. He 
broke up his camp in great haste, and marched to Pavia (September, 1167). {137} He found all 
Lombardy in league against him, and recrossed the Alps for safety, alone and almost a fugitive, 
but with unbroken spirit and a determination to return. 
 
The second anti-pope died, Sept. 20, 1168, and with him the power of the schism collapsed. 
Calixtus III. was elected his successor, but he was a mere shadow, 1168-1178. {138} 
 
Barbarossa undertook a fifth campaign to Italy in 1174. He destroyed Susa, and, descending 
through Piedmont, besieged the new city of Alessandria, which was named in honor of Alexander 
III., and strongly fortified. Here he found determined resistance. His forces were weakened by a 
severe winter. He was forsaken by his strongest ally, the Saxon duke, Henry the Lion. He fought 
a pitched battle against the Lombards, near Legnano, May 29, 1176. He rushed, as usual, into the 
thickest of the fight, but was defeated after terrible slaughter, and lost his shield, banner, cross, 
lance, and coffers of silver and gold. He retired with the remnant of his army to Pavia. He was left 
without a single ally, and threatened in Germany by the dangerous rivalry of Henry the Lion. He 
now took serious steps towards a reconciliation with Alexander, the spiritual head of his enemies. 
 



The emperor sent Archbishop Christian of Mainz (his chancellor, ablest general, and diplomat), 
Archbishop Wichmann of Magdeburg, Bishop Conrad of Worms, and Protonotary Wortwin to 
Anagni, with full powers to treat with the pope (October, 1176). Alexander received the 
commissioners with marked respect, and in private conferences, lasting over a fortnight, he 
arranged with them the preliminary terms of peace, which were to be ratified at Venice during a 
personal interview between him and the emperor. 
 
The pope, provided with a safe-conduct by the emperor, left Anagni on Christmas, 1176, in 
company with his cardinals and the two commissioners of the kingdom of Sicily, Archbishop 
Romuald of Salerno and Count Roger of Andria, and arrived at Venice, March 24, 1177. The 
emperor tarried at Chioggia, near Venice, till July 23. The peace negotiations between the pope 
and the imperial commissioners began in May and lasted till July. They were conducted on the 
basis of the previous negotiations in Anagni. 
 
{135} Octavian, according to the report of his enemies, plucked the papal cope from the shoulders 
of Roland, and invested himself with such indecent haste that the cope was reversed, and the back 
of it appeared on his breast. The mistake created derisive laughter, and was construed as a divine 
judgment. 
 
{136} The document is given in Rahewin, Gesta Frid. IV. 64, and Mirbt, Quellen, 121. 
 
{137} Thomas a  Becket, in a letter congratulating Alexander, compared Frederick’s discomfiture 
by pestilence to Sennacherib’s defeat at Jerusalem. 2 Chronicles 32:21. 
 
{138} His few acts are recorded in Jaffe-Wattenbach, Regesta, pp. 429-430. He submitted to 
Alexander, and was made archbishop of Benevento. Of the fourth anti-pope, Lando Sitino, who 
called himself Innocent III (1179-1180), nothing is recorded but his election and imprisonment, 
ibid., p. 431.  



30. The Peace of Venice. 1177. 
 
The negotiations resulted in the Peace of Venice, which was embodied in twenty-eight articles. 
{139} Alexander was acknowledged as legitimate pope. Calixtus, the anti-pope, was remanded to 
an abbey, while his cardinals were reduced to the positions they had occupied before their 
appointment to the curia. Beatrice was acknowledged as Frederick’s legal wife, and his son Henry 
as king of the Romans. Rome and the patrimonium were restored to the pope, and Spoleto, the 
Romagna, and Ancona were recognized as a part of the empire. 
 
The peace was ratified by one of the most solemn congresses of the Middle Ages. Absolved from 
the ban, and after eighteen years of conflict, the emperor met the pope in front of St. Mark’s, July 
24, 1177. A vast multitude filled the public square. The pope in his pontifical dress sitting upon a 
throne in front of the portal of the cathedral must have had mingled with his feelings of 
satisfaction reminiscences of his painful fortunes since the time he was elected to the tiara. 
Cardinals, archbishops, bishops, and other dignitaries occupied lower seats according to their 
rank. 
 
The emperor, on arriving in the magnificent gondola of the doge, with a train of prelates and 
nobles, was received by a procession of priests with banners and crosses, and the shouts of the 
people. He slowly proceeded to the cathedral. Overcome with feelings of reverence for the 
venerable pope, he cast off his mantle, bowed, and fell at his feet. {140} Alexander, in tears, 
raised him up, {141} and gave him the kiss of peace and his benediction. Thousands of voices 
responded by singing the Te Deum. {142} 
 
Then the emperor, taking the hand of the pope, walked with him and the doge into the church, 
made rich offerings at the altar, bent his knees, and received again the apostolic benediction. 
 
On the next day (the 25th), being the feast of St. James, the pope, at the emperor’s request, 
celebrated high mass, and preached a sermon which he ordered the patriarch of Aquileia to 
translate at once into German. The emperor accompanied him from the altar to the door, and paid 
him the customary homage of holding the stirrup. {143} He offered to conduct his palfrey by the 
bridle across the piazza to the bark; but the pope dispensed with this menial service of a groom, 
taking the will for the deed, and gave him again his benediction. 
 
This is the authentic account of contemporary writers and eye-witnesses. They make no mention 
of the story that the emperor said to the pope, "I do this homage to Peter, not to thee," and that the 
pope quickly replied, "To Peter and to me." 
 
The hierarchical imagination has represented this interview as a second Canossa. In Venetian 
pictures the pope is seen seated on a throne, and planting his foot on the neck of the prostrate 
emperor, with the words of Psalm 91:13: — 
 
Thou shalt tread upon the lion and the adder: 
 
The young lion and the serpent shalt thou trample under feet. {144} 
 
There is as much difference between the scenes of Venice and Canossa as there is between the 
characters of Barbarossa and Henry IV. Barbarossa was far superior, morally as well as 



intellectually, to his Salian predecessor, and commanded the respect of his enemies, even in his 
defeat. He maintained his dignity and honorably kept his word. 
 
Delegates and letters were sent to all parts of Christendom with the glad tidings of peace. The 
emperor left Venice toward the end of September for Germany by a roundabout way, and the 
pope for Anagni on the 15th of October. After an exile of ten years, Alexander made a triumphal 
entry into Rome, March 12, 1178. 
 
He convened, according to previous agreement with the emperor, a synod to ratify the 
pacification of Christendom, and to remove certain evils which had multiplied during the schism. 
The Third Lateran or the Eleventh Oecumenical Council was held in the Constantinian Basilica at 
Rome during Lent, 1179. It numbered about three hundred bishops, besides many abbots and 
other dignitaries, {145} and exhibited the Roman hierarchy in its glory, though it was eclipsed 
afterwards by the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215. The details of the transactions are unknown, 
except twenty-seven chapters which were adopted in the third and last session. 
 
The council, in order to prevent rival elections, placed the election of popes exclusively in the 
hands of cardinals, to be decided by a majority of two-thirds, and threatened with 
excommunication and deposition any one who should dare to accept an election by a smaller 
number of votes. {146} The ordinations of the anti-popes (Octavian, Guido, and John of Struma) 
were declared invalid. No one was to be elected bishop who was not at least thirty years of age 
and of legitimate birth. To check the extravagance of prelates on their visitation journeys, the 
archbishops were limited to forty or fifty horses on those occasions, the cardinals to twenty-five, 
the bishops to twenty or thirty, the archdeacons to five or seven. Ordained clergymen must 
dismiss their concubines, or forfeit their benefices. Unnatural licentiousness was to be punished 
by expulsion from the priesthood and confinement in a convent. The council prepared the way for 
a crusade against the heretics in the South of France, and promised to those who should engage in 
it the same plenary indulgence for two years as had been granted to the crusaders against the 
Moslems. 
 
Soon after the synod, Alexander was again driven into exile by the Roman republic. He died at 
Civita  Castellana, Aug. 30, 1181, having reigned longer than any pope before or after him, 
except Sylvester I., 314-385, Adrian I., 772-795, Pius VII., 1800-1823, Pius IX., 1846-1878, and 
Leo XIII., 1878-1903. When Alexander’s remains were being carried to Rome for burial, the 
populace insulted his memory by pelting the coffin with stones and mud. {147} Alexander had 
with signal constancy and devotion to the Gregorian principles maintained the conflict with 
Barbarossa. He supported Thomas a  Becket in his memorable conflict with Henry II. In 1181 he 
laid the interdict upon Scotland because of the refusal of its king, William, to acknowledge the 
canonical election of John to the see of St. Andrews. Upon Louis VII. of France he conferred the 
Red Rose for the support he had received from that sovereign in the days of his early exile. He 
presided over the Third Lateran Council and prepared the way for the crusade against the Cathari 
and Albigenses. 
 
His aged and feeble successor, Lucius III., was elected, Sept. 1, 1181, by the cardinals alone. The 
Romans, deprived of their former share in the election, treated him with barbarous cruelty; they 
captured twenty or twenty-six of his partisans at Tusculum, blinded them, except one, crowned 
them with paper mitres inscribed with the names of cardinals, mounted them on asses, and forced 
the priest whom they had spared to lead them in this condition to "Lucius, the wicked simoniac." 
He died in exile at Verona where he held an important synod. 
 



It is a remarkable fact that some of the greatest popes—as Gregory VII., Urban II., Innocent II., 
Eugene III., Adrian IV., Alexander III., and three of his successors—could not secure the loyalty 
of their own subjects, and were besieged in Rome or compelled to flee. Adrian IV. said to his 
countryman and friend, John of Salisbury, "Rome is not the mother, but the stepmother of the 
Churches." The Romans were always fluctuating between memories of the old republic and 
memories of the empire; now setting up a consul, a senator, a tribune; now welcoming the 
German emperor as the true Augustus Caesar; now loyal to the pope, now driving him into exile, 
and ever selling themselves to the highest bidder. The papal court was very consistent in its 
principles and aims, but as to the choice of means for its end it was subject to the same charge of 
avarice and venality, whether at Rome or in exile. Even Thomas Becket, the staunchest adherent 
of Alexander III., indignantly rebuked the cardinals for their love of gold. 
 
Emperor Frederick survived his great rival nearly ten years, and died by drowning in a little river 
of Asia Minor, 1190, while marching on the third crusade. 
 
Barbarossa was a man of middle size, bright countenance, fair complexion, yellow hair and 
reddish beard, a kind friend and placable enemy, strictly just, though often too severe, liberal in 
almsgiving, attentive to his religious duties, happy in his second marriage, of the noblest type of 
mediaeval chivalry, the greatest sovereign of the twelfth century, a hero in fact and a hero in 
romance. {148} He came into Italy with the sword of Germany in one hand and the Justinian code 
in the other, but failed in subduing the political independence of the Lombard cities, and in his 
contest with the spiritual power of Alexander. The German imagination has cherished his 
memory in song and story, placing him next in rank to Charles the Great among the Roman 
emperors, exaggerating his virtues, condoning his faults, which were those of his age, and hoping 
for his return to restore the unity and power of Germany. 
 
{139} For the text see Mirbt, Quellen, 121-124. The chief authorities for the Peace of Venice are 
Alexander’s Letters to Roger, archbishop of York, in Migne, 200, 1160 sqq.; and Mansi, XXII. 
180 sqq.; the Chronicon of Romuald., archbishop of Salerno and commissioner from Sicily, in 
Muratori, Scrip. Rer. Ital. VII. Mathews, pp. 99-105, also gives the text. 
 
{140} Vita Alex.: "prostravit se in terram." Chron. Romualdi (Muratori, VII. 231): "totum se 
extenso corpore prostravit." 
 
{141} Romuald. "quem Alexander papa cum lacrymis benigne elevans." 
 
{142} Romuald.: "moxque a Teutonicis Te Deum laudamus est excelsa voce cantatum." Vita 
Alex.: "Tunc repleti sunt omnes gaudio et prae nimia laetitia vox conclamantium in Te Deum 
laudamus insonuit usque ad sidera." Alexander writes to Roger of York: "innumera multitudine 
virorum et mulierum praesente, alta voce reddente gratias et laudes Altissimo." 
 
{143} Alexander ad Rogerum (Migne, 200, 1 1131): "Cum ascenderemus palafredum nostrum ibi 
paratum, stapham tenuit, et omnem honorem et reverentiam nobis exhibuit, quam praedecessores 
ejus nostris consueverunt antecessoribus." It is stated by Godfrey of Viterbo, an attendant of the 
emperor, that the old pope, through the pressure of the crowd, was thrown from his horse, and 
that the emperor assisted him to remount. Pertz, Archiv, IV. 363, quoted by Milman, bk. VIII. ch. 
IX. 
 
{144} "Super aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis," etc. This and other stories of the fourteenth 
century are irreconcilable with contemporary records and are given up by nearly all modern 
historians. They may have partly originated in the fresco paintings of Spinello described by Lord 



Lindsay, History of Christian Art, II. 315. Milman, IV. 435 (Am. ed.), says. "As poetry has so 
often become, here painting for once became history." Comp. Reuter, III. 758. 
 
{145} The lists are defective, and the contemporary records vary between 287, 300, 396 bishops, 
and 1000 members in all. See Mansi, XXII. 213 sqq.; Hefele, V. 711; Reuter, III. 418 sqq. 
 
{146} "Ille Romanus Pontifex habeatur, qui a duabus partibus fuerit electus et receptus. Si quis 
autem de tertiae partis nominatione confisus... sibi nomen Episcopi usurpaverit: tam ipse, quam 
qui eum recepuerint, excommunicationi subjaceant et totius sacri ordinis privatione mulctentur," 
etc. Mansi, XXII. 217. 
 
{147} Reuter, III. 495-499. A similar insult was offered by the Roman populace to Pius IX. when 
his coffin was transported in the night from the Vatican to its last resting-place in the basilica of 
S. Lorenzo. He, too, spent some time in exile after the proclamation of the Roman republic in 
1849. 
 
{148} Rahewin, in his Gesta Friderici, IV. 86, gives an animated description of Frederick’s 
appearance, habits, dress, achievements, etc. He calls him the best of emperors.  



31. Thomas Becket and Henry II of England. 
 
For the extensive Becket literature, see Robertson, in "The Contemporary Review," 1866, I. (Jan.) 
270-278, and Ulysse Chevalier, in his Repertoire des sources historiques du Moyen Age (Paris, 
1886), s. v. "Thomas," fol. 2207-2209. 
 
I. Sources: — 
 
*Materials for the History of Thomas ‘a Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury. Edited by James 
Craigie Robertson (Canon of Canterbury, d. 1882) and J. Brigstocke Sheppard, LL. D. London, 
1875-1885, 7 vols. This magnificent work is part of a series of Rerum Britannic. Medii Aevi 
Scriptores, or "Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britain and Ireland during the Middle Ages," 
published under direction of the Master of the Rolls and popularly known as the "Rolls Series." It 
embraces all the important contemporary materials for the history of Thomas. Vols. I.-IV. contain 
the contemporary Vitae (by William of Canterbury, Benedict of Peterborough, Edward Grim, 
Roger of Pontigny, William Fitz-Stephen, John of Salisbury, Alan of Tewkesbury, and Herbert of 
Bosham, etc.); vols. V.-VII., the Epistolae, i.e. the whole correspondence relating to Thomas. 
 
This collection is much more accurate, complete, and better arranged (especially in the Epistles) 
than the older collection of Dr. Giles (Sanctus Thomas Cantuariensis, London, 1845-1846, 8 
vols., reprinted in Migne’s Patrologia, Tom. 190), and the Quadrilogus or Historia Quadripartita 
(Lives by four contemporary writers, composed by order of Pope Gregory XI., first published, 
1495, then by L. Christian Lupus or Wolf, Brussels, 1682, and Venice, 1728). 
 
Thamas Saga Erkibyskups. A Life of Archb. Th. Becket in Icelandic, with Engl. transl., notes, and 
glossary, ed. by Eirakr Magnasson. London, 1875, and 1883, 2 vols. Part of the "Chronicles and 
Memorials," above quoted. 
 
Garnier of Pont Sainte-Maxence: La Vie de St. Thomas le martir. A metrical life, in old French, 
written between 1172 and 1174, published by Hippeau, and more recently by Professor Bekker, 
Berlin, 1844, and Paris, 1859. 
 
The Life And Martyrdom Of Thomas Becket by Robert of Gloucester. Ed. By W. H. Black. 
London, 1845 (p. 141). A Biography In Alexandrine verse, written in the thirteenth century. 
 
II. Modern Works: — 
 
Richard Hurrell Froude (one of the originators of the Oxford Anglo-Catholic movement, d. 
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Lord Tennyson has made Becket the subject of a historical drama, 1884. 
 
During the pontificate of Alexander III., the papal hierarchy achieved an earlier and greater 
triumph over the king of England than over the emperor of Germany. 
 
Thomas Becket, or Thomas a  Becket, or St. Thomas of Canterbury, is, next to Alexander and 
Barbarossa, the most prominent historical figure in the twelfth century, and fills a chapter of 



thrilling interest in the history of England. He resumed the conflict of Anselm with the crown, 
and by his martyrdom became the most popular saint of the later Middle Ages. 
 
The materials for his history, from his birth in London to his murder in his own cathedral by four 
knights of the royal household, are abundant. We have six or seven contemporary biographies, 
besides fragments, legends, and "Passions," state papers, private letters, and a correspondence 
extending over the whole Latin Church. But his life is surrounded by a mist of romantic legends 
and theological controversies. He had extravagant admirers, like Herbert of Bosham, and fierce 
opponents, like Gilbert Foliot, in his own day; and modern biographers still differ in the estimate 
of his character, according to their creed and their views on the question of Church and State, 
some regarding him as a hero and a saint, others as a hypocrite and a traitor. We must judge him 
from the standpoint of the twelfth century. 
 
Becket was born in London, Dec. 21, 1118, during the reign of Henry I. He was the son of Gilbert 
Becket, a merchant in Cheapside, originally from Rouen, and of Matilda or Rose, a native of 
Caen in Normandy. {149} 
 
In the later legend his father appears as a gallant crusader and his mother as a Saracen princess, 
who met in the East and fell in love with each other. Matilda helped Gilbert to escape from 
captivity, and then followed him alone to England. Knowing only two English words, "London" 
and "Gilbert," she wandered through the streets of the city, till at last she found her beloved in 
Cheapside as by a miracle, was baptized and married to him in St. Paul’s with great splendor. She 
had dreams of the future greatness and elevation of her infant son to the see of Canterbury. 
 
Becket was educated at Merton Abbey in Surrey and in the schools of London. At a later period 
he attended the universities of Paris, Bologna, and Auxerre, and studied there chiefly civil and 
canon law, without attaining to special eminence in learning. He was not a scholar, but a 
statesman and an ecclesiastic. 
 
He made his mark in the world and the Church by the magnetism of his personality. He was very 
handsome, of tall, commanding presence, accomplished, brilliant, affable, cheerful in discourse, 
ready and eloquent in debate, fond of hunting and hawking, and a proficient in all the sports of a 
mediaeval cavalier. He could storm the strongest castle and unhorse the stoutest knight. 
 
Archbishop Theobald of Canterbury, 1139-1161, took him into his service, 1142; sent him to 
Bologna, where Gratian then taught canon law; employed him in delicate missions with the papal 
court; made him archdeacon (1154), and bestowed upon him other profitable benefices, as the 
provostship of Beverly, a number of churches, and several prebends. When charged, as 
archbishop, with ingratitude to the king, who had raised him from "poverty," he proudly referred 
to this accumulation of preferments, and made no attempt to abolish the crying evil of plurality, 
which continued till the Reformation. Many a prosperous ecclesiastic regarded his parishes 
simply as sources of income, and discharged the duties by proxy through ignorant and ill-paid 
priests. 
 
King Henry II., 1154-1189, in the second year of his reign, raised Becket, then only thirty-seven 
years of age, at Theobald’s instance, to the chancellorship of England. The chancellor was the 
highest civil dignitary, and held the custody of nearly all the royal grants and favors, including 
vacant bishoprics, abbacies, chaplaincies, and other ecclesiastical benefices. 
 
Henry, the first of the proud Plantagenets, was an able, stirring, and energetic monarch. He kept 
on his feet from morning till evening, and rarely sat down. He introduced a reign of law and 



severe justice after the lawless violence and anarchy which had disturbed the reign of the 
unfortunate Stephen. {150} But he was passionate, vindictive, and licentious. He had frequent fits 
of rage, during which he behaved like a madman. He was the most powerful sovereign in Western 
Europe. His continental dominions were more extensive than those of the king of France, and 
embraced Maine and Normandy, Anjou and Aquitaine, reaching from Flanders to the foot of the 
Pyrenees. He afterwards (1171) added Ireland by conquest, with the authority of Popes Adrian 
IV. and Alexander III. His marriage to Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine, who had been divorced for 
infidelity from King Louis VII. of France, enriched his realm, but involved him in protracted wars 
with France and in domestic troubles. Eleanor was jealous of her rivals, {151} incited her sons, 
Geoffrey and Richard, to rebel against their father, was imprisoned in 1173, and released after 
Henry’s death in 1189 by his successor, Richard I., Coeur de Lion, who made her regent on his 
departure for the Holy Land. She afterwards retired to the abbey of Fontevrault, and died about 
1203. 
 
Becket occupied the chancellorship for seven years (1155-1162). He aided the king in the 
restoration of order and peace. He improved the administration of justice. He was vigorous and 
impartial, and preferred the interests of the crown to those of the clergy, yet without being hostile 
to the Church. He was thoroughly loyal to the king, and served him as faithfully as he had served 
Theobald, and as he afterwards served the pope. Thorough devotion to official duty characterized 
him in all the stations of his career. 
 
He gave to his high office a prominence and splendor which it never had before. He was as 
magnificent and omnipotent as Wolsey under Henry VIII. He was king in fact, though not in 
name, and acted as regent during Henry’s frequent absences on the Continent. He dressed after 
the best fashion, surrounded himself with a brilliant retinue of a hundred and forty knights, 
exercised a prodigal hospitality, and spent enormous sums upon his household and public 
festivities, using in part the income of his various ecclesiastical benefices, which he retained 
without a scruple. He presided at royal banquets in Westminster Hall. His tables were adorned 
with vessels of gold, with the most delicate and sumptuous food, and with wine of the choicest 
vintage. He superintended the training of English and foreign nobles, and of the young Prince 
Henry. He was the favorite of the king, the army, the nobility, the clergy, and the people. 
 
The chancellor negotiated in person a matrimonial alliance (three years before it was 
consummated) between the heir of the crown (then a boy of seven years) and a daughter of the 
king of France (a little lady of three). He took with him on that mission two hundred knights, 
priests, standard-bearers, all festively arrayed in new attire, twenty-four changes of raiment, all 
kinds of dogs and birds for field sports, eight wagons, each drawn by five horses, each horse in 
charge of a stout young man dressed in a new tunic. Coffers and chests contained the chancellor’s 
money and presents. One horse, which preceded all the rest, carried the holy vessels of his chapel, 
the holy books, and the ornaments of the altar. The Frenchmen, seeing this train, exclaimed, 
"How wonderful must be the king of England, whose chancellor travels in such state!" In Paris he 
freely distributed his gold and silver plate and changes of raiment,—to one a robe, to another a 
furred cloak, to a third a pelisse, to a fourth a war-horse. He gained his object and universal 
popularity. 
 
When, notwithstanding his efforts to maintain peace, war broke out between France and England, 
the chancellor was the bravest warrior at the head of seven hundred knights, whom he had 
enlisted at his own expense, and he offered to lead the storming party at the siege of Toulouse, 
where King Louis was shut up; but the scruples of Henry prevented him from offering violence to 
the king of France. He afterwards took three castles which were deemed impregnable, and 
returned triumphant to England. One of his eulogists, Edward Grim, reports to his credit: "Who 



can recount the carnage, the desolation, which he made at the head of a strong body of soldiers? 
He attacked castles, razed towns and cities to the ground, burned down houses and farms without 
a touch of pity, and never showed the slightest mercy to any one who rose in insurrection against 
his master’s authority." Such cruelty was quite compatible with mediaeval conceptions of piety 
and charity, as the history of the crusades shows. 
 
Becket was made for the court and the camp. Yet, though his life was purely secular, it was not 
immoral. He joined the king in his diversions, but not in his debaucheries. Being in deacon’s 
orders, he was debarred from marriage, but preserved his chastity at a profligate court. This point 
is especially mentioned to his credit; for chastity was a rare virtue in the Middle Ages. 
 
All together, his public life as chancellor was honorable and brilliant, and secures him a place 
among the distinguished statesmen of England. But a still more important career awaited him. 
{152} 
 
{149} The Norman descent of Becket rests on contemporary testimony, and is accepted by Giles, 
Lingard, Robertson, Milman, Hook, Freeman, Reuter, Hefele. The commercial advantages of 
London attracted emigrants from Normandy. Lord Lyttleton, Thierry, Campbell, and J. A. Froude 
make Becket a Saxon, but without authority. Becket is a surname, and may be Norman as well as 
Saxon. The prefix a  seems to be of later date, and to have its origin (according to Robertson and 
Hook) in vulgar colloquial usage. 
 
{150} Tennyson describes Stephen’s reign as— 
 
A reign which was no reign, when none could sit 
 
By his own hearth in peace; when murder common 
 
As nature’death, like Egypt’s plague, had filled 
 
All things with blood. 
 
{151} The tradition ran that she poisoned his favorite concubine, Rosamund de Clifford, who, 
with her labyrinthine bower, figures largely in the literature of romance, also in Tennyson’s 
Becket. On her tomb were inscribed the lines:— 
 
Hic jacet in tumba Rosa Mundi, non Rosa Munda, 
 
Non redolet, sed olet, quae redolere solet. 
 
Here Rose the graced, not Rose the chaste, reposes; 
 
The smell that rises is no smell of roses. 
 
{152} Freeman, who exalts him as chancellor, thinks that he failed as archbishop; but his 
martyrdom was his greatest triumph.  



32. The Archbishop and the King. 
 
Compare 22-24 (pp. 80 sqq.). 
 
A year after the death of Theobald, April 18, 1161, Becket was appointed by the king archbishop 
of Canterbury. He accepted reluctantly, and warned the king, with a smile, that he would lose a 
servant and a friend. {153} The learned and energetic Bishop Gilbert Foliot of Hereford 
(afterwards of London) remarked sarcastically, perhaps from disappointed ambition, that "the 
king had wrought a miracle in turning a layman into an archbishop, and a soldier into a saint." 
 
Becket was ordained priest on the Saturday after Pentecost, and consecrated archbishop on the 
following day with great magnificence in Westminster Abbey, June 3, 1162. His first act was to 
appoint the Sunday after Whitsunday as a festival of the Holy Trinity in the Church of England. 
He acknowledged Alexander III. as the rightful pope, and received from him the pallium through 
his friend, John of Salisbury. 
 
He was the first native Englishman who occupied the seat of the primate since the Norman 
Conquest; for Lanfranc and Anselm were Italians; Ralph of Escures, William Of Corbeuil, and 
Theobald of Bec were Normans or Frenchmen. There is, however, no ground for the misleading 
theory of Thierry that Becket asserted the cause of the Saxon against the Norman. His contest 
with the king was not a contest between two nationalities, but between Church and State. He took 
the same position on this question as his Norman predecessors, only with more zeal and energy. 
He was a thorough Englishman. The two nations had at that time, by intermarriage, social and 
commercial intercourse, pretty well coalesced, at least among the middle classes, to which he 
belonged. {154} 
 
With the change of office, Becket underwent a radical and almost sudden transformation. The 
foremost champion of kingcraft became the foremost champion of priestcraft; the most devoted 
friend of the king, his most dangerous rival and enemy; the brilliant chancellor, an austere and 
squalid monk. He exchanged the showy court dress for haircloth infested with vermin, fed on 
roots, and drank nauseous water. He daily washed, with proud humility and ostentatious charity, 
the feet of thirteen dirty beggars, and gave each of them four pieces of silver. He doubled the 
charities of Theobald, as Theobald had doubled the charities of his predecessor. He wandered 
alone in his cloister, shedding tears of repentance for past sins, frequently inflicted stripes on his 
naked back, and spent much time in prayer and reading of the Scriptures. He successfully strove 
to realize the ideal of a mediaeval bishop, which combines the loftiest ecclesiastical pretensions 
with personal humility, profuse charity, and ascetic self-mortification. He was no hypocrite, but 
his sanctity, viewed from the biblical and Protestant standpoint, was artificial and unnatural. 
 
His relation to the king was that of the pope to the emperor. Yea, we may say, as he had 
outkinged the king as chancellor, so he outpoped the pope as archbishop. He censured the pope 
for his temporizing policy. He wielded the spiritual sword against Henry with the same gallantry 
with which he had wielded the temporal sword for him. He took up the cause of Anselm against 
William Rufus, and of Gregory VII. against Henry IV., but with this great difference, that he was 
not zealous for a moral reformation of the Church and the clergy, like Hildebrand and Anselm, 
but only for the temporal power of the Church and the rights and immunities of the clergy. He 
made no attempt to remove the scandal of pluralities of which he had himself been guilty as 
archdeacon and chancellor, and did not rebuke Henry for his many sins against God, but only for 
his sins against the supremacy of the hierarchy. 



 
The new archbishop was summoned by Pope Alexander III. to a council at Tours in France, and 
was received with unusual distinction (May, 1163). The council consisted of seventeen cardinals, 
a hundred and twenty-four bishops, four hundred and fourteen abbots; the pope presided in 
person; Becket sat at his right, Roger of York at his left. Arnolf of Lisieux in Normandy preached 
the opening sermon on the unity and freedom of the Church, which were the burning questions of 
the day. The council unanimously acknowledged the claims of Alexander, asserted the rights and 
privileges of the clergy, and severely condemned all encroachments on the property of the 
Church. 
 
This was the point which kindled the controversy between the sceptre and the crozier in England. 
The dignity of the crown was the sole aim of the king; the dignity of the Church was the sole aim 
of the archbishop. The first rupture occurred over the question of secular taxation. 
 
Henry determined to transfer the customary payment of two shillings on every hide of land to his 
own exchequer. Becket opposed the enrolment of the decree on the ground that the tax was 
voluntary, not of right. Henry protested, in a fit of passion, "By the eyes of God, it shall be 
enrolled!" Becket replied, "By the eyes of God, by which you swear, it shall never be levied on 
my lands while I live!" 
 
Another cause of dispute was the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts. The king demanded that 
all clerics accused of gross misdemeanors be tried by the civil court. A certain clerk, Philip of 
Broi, had been acquitted of murder in the bishop’s court. The king was indignant, but Philip 
refused to plead in the civil court. The matter was taken up by the archbishop, but a light sentence 
imposed. 
 
The king summoned a Parliament at Westminster, and demanded in the name of equal justice, 
and in accordance with "ancient customs" (of the Norman kings), that all clerks accused of 
heinous crimes should be immediately degraded, and be dealt with according to law, instead of 
being shielded by their office. This was contrary to the right of the priest to be tried only in the 
court of his bishop, where flagellation, imprisonment, and degradation might be awarded, but not 
capital punishment. 
 
Becket and the bishops agreed that the king’s demand was an infringement of the canon law and 
argued the case from Scripture. Joab, and Abiathar the priest, were guilty of putting Adonijah to 
death. Joab was punished, but the priest suffered no other punishment than deposition from 
office. Nahum 1:9 was quoted as against a double tribunal for clerks. According to the Septuagint 
version, this passage declares that God does not give two judgments in the same case. 
 
The king hastily broke up the Parliament, deprived Becket of the custody of the royal castles, and 
of the education of his son. The bishops advised the archbishop to yield; at first he refused, 
though an angel from heaven should counsel such weakness; but at last he made a concession to 
the king at Woodstock, and promised to obey in good faith the customs of the realm. He yielded 
at the persuasion of the pope’s almoner, Philip de Eleeomosyna, who was bribed by English gold. 
{155} 
 
The king summoned a great council of the realm to Clarendon, a royal palace a few miles from 
Salisbury, for the ratification of the concession (Jan. 25, 1164). The two archbishops, twelve 
bishops, and thirty-nine lay-barons were present. Sixteen famous statutes were enacted, under the 
name of The Clarendon Constitutions, as laws of England. They are as follows: {156} — 
 



THE CONSTITUTIONS OF CLARENDON. 
 
I. Of the advowson and presentation (de advocatione et presentatione) to churches: if any dispute 
shall arise between laics, or between clerks and laics, or between clerks, let it be tried and decided 
in the court of our lord the king. 
 
II. Churches in the king’s fee (de feudo domini Regis) shall not be given in perpetuity without his 
consent and license. 
 
III. Clerks accused of any crime shall be summoned by the king’s justiciaries into the king’s court 
to answer there for whatever the king’s court shall determine they ought to answer there; and in 
the ecclesiastical court, for whatever it shall be determined that they ought to answer there; yet so 
that the king’s justiciaries shall send into the court of holy Church to see in what way the matter 
shall there be handled; and if the clerk shall confess or be convicted, the Church for the future 
shall not protect him. {157} 
 
IV. No archbishop, bishop, or other exalted person shall leave the kingdom without the king’s 
license; and if they wish to leave it, the king shall be empowered, if he pleases, to take security 
from them, that they will do no harm to the king or kingdom, either in going or remaining, or in 
returning. 
 
V. Persons excommunicated are not to give bail, ad remanentiam, nor to make oath, but only to 
give bail and pledge that they will stand by the judgment of the Church where they are absolved. 
 
VI. Laics shall not be accused, save by certain and legal accusers and witnesses in presence of the 
bishop, so that the archdeacon may not lose his rights, or anything which accrues to him 
therefrom. And if those who are arraigned are such that no one is willing or dares to accuse them, 
the sheriff, on demand from the bishop, shall cause twelve loyal men of the village to swear 
before the bishop that they will declare the truth in that matter according to their conscience. 
 
VII. No one who holds of the king in chief, nor any of his domestic servants, shall be 
excommunicated, nor his lands be put under an interdict, until the king shall be consulted, if he is 
in the kingdom; or, if he is abroad, his justiciary, that he may do what is right in that matter, and 
so that whatever belongs to the king’s court may therein be settled, and the same on the other 
hand of the ecclesiastical court. 
 
VIII. Appeals, if they arise, must be made from the archdeacon to the bishop, and from the bishop 
to the archbishop; and if the archbishop shall fail in administering justice, the parties shall come 
before our lord the king, that by his precept the controversy may be terminated in the 
archbishop’s court, so that it may not proceed further without the consent of our lord the king. 
 
IX. If a dispute shall arise between a clerk and a laic, or between a laic and a clerk, about a 
tenement, which the clerk wishes to claim as eleemosynary, but the laic claims as lay fee, it shall 
be settled by the declaration of twelve qualified men, through the agency of the king’s capital 
judiciary, whether the tenement is eleemosynary or lay fee, in presence of the king’s judiciaries. 
And if it shall be declared that it is eleemosynary, it shall be pleaded in the ecclesiastical court; 
but, if a lay fee, unless both shall claim the tenement of the same bishop or baron, it shall be 
pleaded in the king’s court; but if both shall claim of that fee from the same bishop or baron, it 
shall be pleaded in his court, yet so that the same declaration above-named shall not deprive of 
seizing him who before was seized, until he shall be divested by the pleadings. 
 



X. If any man belonging to a city, castle, borough, or king’s royal manor shall be summoned by 
the archdeacon or bishop to answer for a crime, and shall not comply with the summons, it shall 
be lawful to place him under an interdict, but not to excommunicate him, until the king’s 
principal officer of that place be informed thereof, that he may justify his appearing to the 
summons; and if the king’s officer shall fail in that matter, he shall be at the king’s mercy, and the 
bishop shall forthwith coerce the party accused with ecclesiastical discipline. 
 
XI. The archbishops, bishops, and all other persons of the kingdom, who hold of the king in chief, 
shall hold their possessions of the king as barony, and answer for the same to the king’s 
justiciaries and officers, and follow and observe all the king’s customs and rectitudes; and be 
bound to be present, in the judgment of the king’s court with the barons, like other barons, until 
the judgment proceeds to mutilation or death. 
 
XII. When an archbishopric, bishopric, abbacy, or priory on the king’s domain shall be vacant, it 
shall be in his hand, and he shall receive from it all the revenues and proceeds, as of his domains. 
And when the time shall come for providing for that church, our lord the king shall recommend 
the best persons to that church, and the election shall be made in the king’s chapel, with the 
king’s consent, and the advice of the persons of the kingdom whom he shall have summoned for 
that purpose. And the person elected shall there do homage and fealty to our lord the king, as to 
his liege lord, of life and limb, and of his earthly honors saving his orders, before he is 
consecrated. 
 
XIII. If any of the king’s nobles shall have refused to render justice to an archbishop or bishop or 
archdeacon, for himself or any of his men, our lord the king shall justice them. And if by chance 
any one shall have deforced our lord the king of his rights, the archbishops, bishops, and 
archdeacons shall justice him that he may render satisfaction to the king. 
 
XIV. The chattels of those who are in forfeiture to the king shall not be detained by the Church or 
the cemetery, in opposition to the king’s justice, for they belong to the king, whether they are 
found in the Church or without. 
 
XV. Pleas for debts which are due, whether with the interposition of a pledge of faith or not, 
belong to the king’s court. 
 
XVI. The sons of rustics shall not be ordained without the consent of the lord, in whose land they 
are known to have been born. 
 
These Constitutions were drawn up in the spirit and language of feudalism, under the inspiration 
of the king, by Archbishop Roger of York, Bishop Foliot of London (the chief enemies of 
Becket), Bishop Joceline of Salisbury, Richard de Luci (the king’s chief judiciary), and Joceline 
of Baliol. They are restrictions on the immunities of the clergy; the last is an invasion of the rights 
of the people, but is based on the canonical exclusion of slaves from the clerical order without the 
consent of their masters. They subject the clergy equally with the laity to the crown and the laws 
of the land. They reduce the Church to an imperium in imperio, instead of recognizing her as a 
distinct and independent imperium. They formulate in the shape of legal enactments certain 
"ancient customs" (consuetudines) which date from the time of William the Conqueror, and were 
conceded by Lanfranc; but they infringe at many points on the ancient privileges of the Church, 
and are inconsistent with the hierarchical principle of the exemption of the clergy from temporal 
jurisdiction. And this was the chief point of the quarrel between the king and the archbishop. 
 



In the present state of civilization there can be no doubt that the clergy should obey the same laws 
and be subject to the same penalties as the laity. But we must not overlook the fact that in the 
Middle Ages the clerical exemption had a humanitarian as well as a hierarchical feature, and 
involved a protest against barbarous punishments by mutilation of the human body, man being 
made in the image of God. It prepared the way for a mitigation of the criminal code for the 
benefit of the whole people, the laity as well as the clergy. This explains the large amount of 
popular sympathy with the cause of Becket. 
 
Becket gave a qualified assent. On his return to Canterbury he changed his mind and imposed 
upon himself severe penances, and sought and obtained the pope’s absolution from his oath. But 
Alexander, hard pressed by Barbarossa and the anti-pope, and anxious to keep the good will of 
Henry, tried to please both parties. He granted, at the request of Henry, legatine commission over 
all England to Archbishop Roger of York, the rival of the primate of Canterbury. He also 
afterwards authorized the coronation of Henry’s eldest son by the archbishop of York in the 
Abbey of Westminster (June 18, 1170), although such coronation was the exclusive privilege of 
the archbishop of Canterbury. This aggravated the difficulty with the king, and brought on the 
final crisis. 
 
In the meantime the Clarendon Constitutions were carried out. Clergymen convicted of crime in 
the king’s court were condemned and punished like laymen. 
 
Becket attempted to flee to the pope, and sailed for the Continent, but was brought back by the 
sailors on account of adverse winds. This was a violation of the law which forbade bishops to 
leave the country without royal permission. 
 
He was summoned before a great council of bishops and nobles at the royal castle of 
Northampton in the autumn of 1164, and charged with misconduct in secular affairs while 
chancellor and archbishop. But his courage rose with the danger. He refused to answer, and 
appealed to the pope. The council ordered him cited to Rome on the charges of perjury at 
Clarendon and of commanding his suffragans to disregard the Constitutions. The bishops he met 
with a haughty refusal when they advised him to resign. He was to be arrested, but he threatened 
the peers with excommunication if they pronounced the sentence. He took the bold course of 
making his escape to the Continent in the disguise of a monk, at midnight, accompanied by two 
monks and a servant, and provided with his episcopal pall and seal. 
 
The king seized the revenues of the archbishop, forbade public prayers for him, and banished him 
from the kingdom, ordered the banishment of all his kinsmen and friends, including four hundred 
persons of both sexes, and suspended the payment of Peter’s pence to the pope. 
 
Becket spent fully six years in exile, from October, 1164, to December, 1170. King Louis of 
France, an enemy of Henry and admirer of Becket, received him with distinction and 
recommended him to the pope, who, himself in exile, resided at Sens. Becket met Alexander, laid 
before him the Constitutions of Clarendon, and tendered his resignation. The pope condemned ten 
as a violation of ecclesiastical privileges, and tolerated six as less evil than the rest. He tenderly 
rebuked Becket for his weakness in swearing to them, but consoled him with the assurance that 
he had atoned for it by his sufferings. He restored to him the archiepiscopal ring, thus ratifying 
his primacy, promised him his protection, and committed him to the hospitable care of the abbot 
of Pontigny, a Cistercian monastery about twelve leagues distant from Sens. Here Becket lived 
till 1166, like a stern monk, on pulse and gruel, slept on a bed of straw, and submitted at midnight 
to the flagellation of his chaplain, but occasionally indulged in better diet, and retained some of 



his former magnificence in his surroundings. His sober friend, John of Salisbury, remonstrated 
against the profuse expenditure. 
 
Becket proceeded to the last extremity of pronouncing, in the church of Vezelay, on Whitsuntide, 
1166, the sentence of excommunication on all the authors and defenders of the Constitutions of 
Clarendon. He spared the king, who then was dangerously ill, but in a lower tone, half choked 
with tears, he threatened him with the vengeance of God, and his realm with the interdict. He 
announced the sentence to the pope and all the clergy of England, saying to the latter, "Who 
presumes to doubt that the priests of God are the fathers and masters of kings, princes, and all the 
faithful?" 
 
The wrath of Henry knew no bounds. He closed the ports of England against the bearers of the 
instrument of excommunication, threatening them with shameful mutilation, hanging, and 
burning. He procured the expulsion of Becket from Pontigny, who withdrew to a monastery near 
the archiepiscopal city of Sens. He secured through his ambassadors several concessions from 
Alexander, who was then in exile at Benevento. The pope was anxious to retain the support of the 
king, and yet he wrote soothing letters to Becket, assuring him that the concessions were to be 
only temporary. Becket answered with indignation, and denounced the papal court for its venality 
and rapacity. "Your gold and silver," he wrote to the cardinals, "will not deliver you in the day of 
the wrath of the Lord." 
 
The king now determined to use the permission received from the pope several years before, but 
afterwards revoked, {158} and have his son crowned by Roger, archbishop of York. This 
humiliating infringement upon the rights of the primate stirred Becket’s blood afresh. He repeated 
his excommunication. Like Gregory VII., he applied the words, "Cursed is he that refraineth his 
sword from blood," to the spiritual weapon. He even commanded the bishops of England to lay 
the whole kingdom under interdict and to suspend the offices of religion (except baptism, 
penance, and extreme unction), unless the king should give full satisfaction before the feast of 
purification, Nov. 2, 1170. {159} 
 
These extreme measures were not without effect. Several bishops began to waver and change 
from the king’s cause to that of the archbishop. The king himself was alarmed at the menace of 
the interdict. The pope pursued his temporizing policy, and counselled concessions by both 
parties. 
 
The king and the archbishop suddenly made peace in a respectful personal interview at Fretteville 
(Freteval), a castle between Tours and Chartres, July 22, 1170. Henry said nothing about the 
Clarendon Constitutions, but made the offer that Becket should crown his daughter-in-law (the 
daughter of the king of France), and should on that occasion repeat the coronation of his son. 
Becket laid the blame on the shoulders of Henry’s counsellors, and showed moderation and 
prudence. The king did not offer the kiss of peace, nor did the archbishop demand it. 
 
But while Becket was willing to pardon the king, he meant to exercise his spiritual authority over 
his evil counsellors, and especially over the archbishop of York and the bishops of London and 
Salisbury. These prelates had recently officiated at the coronation of Henry’s son. And it was this 
coronation, even more than the original and more important dispute about the immunity of the 
clergy, that led to the catastrophe. 
 
After prolonged negotiations with the papal court and the king, Becket returned to his long-
neglected flock, Dec. 1, 1170. On landing at Sandwich (instead of Dover, where he was 
expected), he was surprised by enemies, who searched his baggage, and demanded that he should 



withdraw his excommunication of the bishops who were then at Dover. He refused. On his way to 
Canterbury the country clergy and people met him, cast down their garments, chanting, "Blessed 
is he that cometh in the name of the Lord." He rode to the cathedral with a vast procession, amid 
the ringing of the bells, and preached on the text, "Here we have no abiding city." 
 
The excommunicated prelates of York, London, and Salisbury sought the protection of the king, 
who was then at a castle near Bayeux in Normandy. He said: "If all are to be excommunicated 
who officiated at my son’s coronation, by the eyes of God, I am equally guilty." One of the 
prelates (perhaps Roger of York) remarked, "As long as Thomas lives, you will never be at 
peace." Henry broke out into one of his constitutional fits of passion, and dropped the fatal words: 
"A fellow that has eaten my bread, has lifted up his heel against me; a fellow that I loaded with 
benefits, dares insult the king; a fellow that came to court on a lame horse, with a cloak for a 
saddle, sits without hindrance on the throne itself. By the eyes of God, is there none of my 
thankless and cowardly courtiers who will deliver me from the insults of this low-born and 
turbulent priest?" With these words he rushed out of the room. 
 
{153} Tennyson ingeniously introduces his drama with a game of chess between Henry and 
Becket, during which the king informs the chancellor of the fatal illness of Theobald, and speaks 
of the need of a mightier successor, who would punish guilty clerks; while the chancellor quietly 
moves his bishop and checkmates the king; whereupon Henry kicks over the board, saying— 
 
"Why, there then—down go bishop and king together." 
 
{154} "Though of Norman blood, his whole feeling, his whole character is English, and it is clear 
that no man looked on him as a stranger." Freeman (l. c.., pp. 101 sq.). 
 
{155} Tennyson makes Becket say:— 
 
This Almoner hath tasted Henry’s gold. 
 
The cardinals have fingered Henry’s gold. 
 
And Rome is venal even to rottenness. 
 
{156} They are found in Matthew Paris, ad ann. 1164; Mansi, XXI. 1187; Wilkins, Concilia M. 
Britanniae, vol. I. Gieseler, II. 89 sqq. (Am. ed. II. 289 sq.); Reuter, I. 371-375, 573-577; Hefele-
Knopfler, V. 623-628 (in German); Stubbs, 135-140 (in Latin); Gee and Hardy, 68-73. 
 
{157} Maitland, p. 135 sqq., has thrown light upon this article, and interprets it to mean that a 
clerk is first to be accused and plead in the temporal court, then to be taken to the ecclesiastical 
court, and if found guilty and degraded he is to be returned to the temporal court and receive 
sentence to the layman’s punishment. This procedure was for civil crimes, such as robbery, rape, 
murder. 
 
{158} See the pope’s letter to the archbishop of York in the "Materials," vol. VI. 206 sq., and 
Robertson’s note; also Reuter, II. 683 sq. The letter is not in the Vatican, but in other MSS., and 
is admitted as genuine by Jaffe. It was probably written in the beginning of 1170, when 
Alexander was hard pressed by Barbarossa in the siege of Rome. See the other letters on the 
subject in "Materials," VII. 257, 305 sqq., 399. 
 



{159} In 1169 Henry proposed to marry one of his daughters to the young king of Sicily, and to 
give a sum of money to the cities of the Lombard League for the erection of fortifications, 
provided they would influence Alexander to depose or transfer Becket. See Stubbs, ed. of 
Hoveden, II. xci sq.  



33. The Martyrdom of Thomas Becket. Dec. 29, 1170. 
 
On the murder of Becket we have the reports of five eye-witnesses, Edward Grim (a Saxon monk 
of Cambridge), William Fitz-Stephen (Becket’s chaplain), John of Salisbury (his faithful friend), 
William of Canterbury, and the anonymous author of a Lambeth MS. Two other biographers, 
Herbert of Bosham and Roger of Pontigny, though absent from England at that time, were on 
intimate terms with Becket, and took great pains to ascertain the facts to the minutest details. 
 
Four warlike knights of high birth and large estate, chamberlains to the king, {160} —Sir 
Reginald Fitz-Urse ("Son of the Bear," whom Becket had originally introduced to the court), Sir 
William. de Tracy (of royal blood), Hugh de Moreville (judiciary of Northumberland and 
Cumberland), and Sir Richard le Bret or Breton (commonly known as Brito), {161} eagerly 
caught at the king’s suggestion, and resolved to carry it out in the spirit of passionate loyalty, at 
their own risk, as best they could, by imprisonment, or exile, or, if necessary, by murder. They 
seem to have had no premeditated plan except that of signal vengeance. Without waiting for 
instructions, they at once departed on separate routes for England, and met at the castle of 
Saltwood, which belonged to the see of Canterbury, but was then occupied by Randulf of Broc. 
They collected a band of about a dozen armed men, and reached St. Augustine’s abbey outside of 
the walls of Canterbury, early on the 29th of December, which was a Tuesday. 
 
On the morning of that fatal day, Becket had forebodings of his death, and advised the clergy to 
escape to Sandwich before daylight. He attended mass in the cathedral, confessed to two monks, 
and received three scourgings, as was his custom. At the banquet he drank more freely than usual, 
and said to the cupbearer, "He who has much blood to shed, must drink much." After dinner he 
retired to his private room and sat on his bed, talking to his friends, John of Salisbury, William 
Fitz-Stephen, and Edward Grim. He was then still in full vigor, being in the fifty-third year of his 
age, retaining his dignified aspect and the lustre of his large eyes. 
 
At about four that afternoon, the knights went to the archbishop’s palace, leaving their weapons 
behind, and concealing their coats of mail by the ordinary cloak and gown. They demanded from 
him, in the name of the king, the absolution of the excommunicated bishops and courtiers. He 
refused, and referred them to the pope, who alone could absolve them. He declared: "I will never 
spare a man who violates the canons of Rome or the rights of the Church. My spirituals I hold 
from God and the pope; my temporals, from the king. Render unto Caesar the things that are 
Caesar’s, and unto God the things that are God’s." The knights said, "You speak in peril of your 
life." Becket replied: "Come ye to murder me in my own house? You cannot be more ready to kill 
me than I am to die. You threaten me in vain; were all the swords in England hanging over my 
head, you could not terrify me from my obedience to God and my lord the pope. I defy you, and 
will meet you foot to foot in the battle of the Lord." During the altercation, Becket lost command 
over his fiery temper. His friend, John of Salisbury, gently censured him for his exasperating 
tone. The knights quitted the room and called their men to arms. 
 
A few minutes before five the bell tolled for vespers. Urged by his friends, the archbishop, with 
his cross carried before him, went through the cloisters to the cathedral. The service had begun, 
the monks were chanting the psalms in the choir, the church was filled with people, when two 
boys rushed up the nave and created a panic by announcing that armed men were breaking into 
the cloister. The attendants of Becket, who had entered the church, shut the door and urged him to 
move into the choir for safety. "Away, you cowards!" he said, "by virtue of your obedience, I 
command you not to shut the door; the church must not be turned into a fortress." He was 



evidently prepared and eager for martyrdom. He himself reopened the door, and dragged the 
excluded monks into the building, exclaiming, "Come in, come in—faster, faster!" The monks 
and priests were terror-stricken and fled in every direction, to the recesses and side-chapels, to the 
roof above, and the crypt below. Three only remained faithful,—Canon Robert of Merton, 
Chaplain William Fitz-Stephen, and the clerk Edward Grim. {162} One of the monks confesses 
that he ran with clasped hands up the steps as fast as his feet would carry him. 
 
Becket proceeded to the high altar and archiepiscopal chair, in which he and all his predecessors 
from time immemorial had been enthroned. There, no doubt, he wished to gain the crown of 
martyrdom. It was now about five in the winter evening; the shades of night were gathering, and 
the lamps on the altars shed only a dim light in the dark cathedral. The tragedy which followed 
was finished in a few minutes. 
 
In the meantime the knights, clad in mail which covered their faces up to their eyes, and with 
drawn swords, followed by a motley group of ruffians, provided with hatchets, rushed into the 
cathedral and shouted: "Where is the traitor? Where is the archbishop?" {163} Becket replied, 
descending the steps of the altar and facing his enemies, "Behold me, no traitor, but a priest of 
God!" They again demanded the absolution of the bishops and his surrender to the king’s justice. 
"I cannot do otherwise than I have done," he said, and turning to Fitz-Urse, who was armed with 
a sword and an axe, he added; "Reginald, you have received many favors at my hands: come you 
to me and into my church armed!" The knights tried to drag him out of the sanctuary, not 
intending to kill him there; but he braced himself against the pillar between the altars of the 
Virgin, his special patroness, and St. Benedict, whose rule he followed, and said: "I am ready to 
die. May the Church through my blood obtain peace and liberty! I charge you in the name of God 
Almighty that you hurt no one here but me." In the struggle, he grappled with Deuteronomy 
Tracy and threw him to the pavement. He called Fitz-Urse (who had seized him by the collar of 
his long cloak) a miserable wretch, and wrenched the cloak from his grasp, saying, "Off, thou 
pander, thou!" {164} The soldier, maddened by the foul epithet, waving the sword over his head, 
struck the first blow, and dashed off his cap. Tracy, rising from the pavement, aimed at his head; 
but Edward Grim, standing by, interposed his arm, which was almost severed, and then he sank 
back against the wall. Becket received blow after blow in an attitude of prayer. As he felt the 
blood trickling down his face, he bowed his neck for the death-blow, clasped his hands, and said 
in a low voice: "I commend my cause and the cause of the Church to God, to St. Denis, the 
martyr of France, to St. Alfege, and to the saints of the Church. {165} In the name of Christ and 
for the defence of his Church, I am ready to die. Lord, receive my spirit." 
 
These were his last words. The next blow felled him to his knees, the last laid him on the floor at 
the foot of the altar of St. Benedict. His hands were still joined as if in prayer. Richard the Breton 
cut off the upper part of his skull, which had received the sacred oil. Hugh of Horsea, the 
subdeacon, trampled upon his neck, thrust his sword into the ghastly wound, and scattered the 
blood and the brains over the pavement. {166} Then he said, "Let us go, let us go; the traitor is 
dead; he will rise no more." 
 
The murderers rushed from the church through the cloisters into the palace for plunder; while a 
violent thunder-storm broke over the cathedral. They stole about two thousand marks in gold and 
silver, and rode off on Becket’s fine horses in the thick darkness of the night. 
 
The body of Thomas was buried in the crypt. The remains of his blood and brains were sacredly 
kept. His monkish admirers discovered, to their amazement and delight, that the martyr, who had 
once been arrayed in purple and fine linen, wore on his skin under his many garments the coarsest 
haircloth abounding with vermin. This seemed to betray the perfection of ascetic sanctity 



according to mediaeval notions. {167} The spot of his "martyrdom" is still shown close to the 
entrance of the cathedral from the cloister. 
 
{160} Cubicularii, gentlemen of the bed-chamber. 
 
{161} The biographers say he was more fit to be called "the Brute." 
 
{162} Modern writers are in the habit of calling him a monk, and so he may have been. In the 
contemporary narratives he is called simply "clerk." Abbott, I. 42 sq. 
 
{163} See Abbott, I. 89 sqq., on the words used, and Becket’s reply. 
 
{164} "Lenonem appellans." Becket was wont to use violent language. He called Geoffrey 
Riddell, the archdeacon of Canterbury, "archdevil." Three years after Becket’s death, Riddell was 
made bishop of Ely. 
 
{165} Abbott, I. 147, holds that these words must have been spoken before the blow was struck 
which dislodged the cap from Becket’s head. The blow cut off a piece of the prelate’s skull. 
 
{166} All the authorities relate this brutal sacrilege. 
 
{167} Grim, with whom the other original authorities agree, says that those who saw this 
haircloth suit, covering the upper and lower parts of Becket’s body, put aside all their doubts and 
acknowledged him as a martyr. 
 

34. The Effects of Becket’s Murder. 
 
The atrocious murder sent a thrill of horror throughout the Christian world. The moment of 
Becket’s death was his triumph. His exalted station, his personal virtues, the sacrilege,—all 
contributed to deepen the impression. At first opinion was divided, as he had strong enemies, 
even at Canterbury. A monk declared that Becket paid a just penalty for his obstinacy others said, 
"He wished to be king and more than king; the archbishop of York dared to preach that Becket 
perished, like Pharaoh, in his pride." 
 
But the torrent of public admiration soon silenced all opposition. Miracles took place at his tomb, 
and sealed his claim to the worship of a saint and martyr. "The blind see, the deaf hear, the dumb 
speak, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the devils are cast out, even the dead are raised to 
life." Thus wrote John of Salisbury, his friend. {168} Remarkable cures, no doubt, took place; 
credulity and fraud exaggerated and multiplied them. Within a few years after the murder, two 
collections of his miracles were published, one by Benedict, prior of Canterbury (afterwards 
abbot of Peterborough), and one by William, monk of Canterbury. {169} According to these 
reports, the miracles began to occur the very night of the archbishop’s death. His blood had 
miraculous efficacy for those who drank it. {170} 
 
Two years after his death, Feb. 21, 1173, Becket was solemnly canonized by Alexander III., who 
had given him only a lukewarm support in his contest with the king. There is scarcely another 
example of such an early recognition of saintship; but public sentiment had anticipated it. At a 
council in Westminster the papal letters of canonization were read. All the bishops who had 



opposed Becket were present, begged pardon for their offence, and acquiesced in the pope’s 
decision. The 29th of December was set apart as the feast of "St. Thomas of Canterbury." 
 
King Henry II., as the supposed author of the monstrous crime, was branded with a popular 
excommunication. On the first news, he shut himself up for three days in his chamber, rolled 
himself in sackcloth and ashes, and obstinately refused food and comfort. He lived secluded for 
five weeks, exclaiming again and again, "Alas, alas that it ever happened!" He issued orders for 
the apprehension of the murderers, and despatched envoys to the pope to exculpate, himself and 
to avert the calamity of excommunication and, an interdict. After long delay a reconciliation took 
place in the cathedral of Avranches in Normandy, before the papal legates, the archbishop of 
Rouen, and many bishops and noblemen, May 22, 1172. {171} Henry swore on the holy Gospels 
that he had neither commanded nor desired the death of Becket, that it caused him more grief than 
the death of his father or his mother, and that he was ready to make full satisfaction. He pledged 
himself to abrogate the Statutes of Clarendon; to restore the church of Canterbury to all its rights 
and possessions; to undertake, if the pope should require it, a three years’ crusade to Jerusalem or 
Spain, and to support two hundred knights in the Holy Land. After these pledges he said aloud: 
"Behold, my lord legates, my body is in your hands; be assured that whatever you order, whether 
to go to Jerusalem or to Rome or to St. James [at Compostella in Spain], I am ready to obey." He 
was led by the bishops into the church and reconciled. His son, who was present, promised 
Cardinal Albert to make good his father’s pledges. This penance was followed by a deepest 
humiliation at Canterbury. 
 
Two years later, July 12, 1174, the king, depressed by disasters and the rebellion of his wife and 
his sons, even made a pilgrimage to the tomb of Becket. He dismounted from his horse as he 
came in sight of the towers of Canterbury, walked as a penitent pilgrim in a woollen shirt, with 
bare and bleeding feet, through the streets, knelt in the porch of the cathedral, kissed the sacred 
stone on which the archbishop had fallen, threw himself prostrate before the tomb in the crypt, 
and confessed to the bishops with groans and tears his deep remorse for the hasty words which 
had led to the murder. Gilbert Foliot, bishop of London, once Becket’s rival and enemy, 
announced to the monks and bystanders the king’s penitence and intention to restore the rights 
and property of the Church, and to bestow forty marks yearly on the monastery to keep lamps 
burning at the martyr’s tomb. The king, placing his head and shoulders on the tomb, submitted to 
the degrading punishment of scourging, and received five stripes from each bishop and abbot, and 
three stripes from each of the eighty monks. Fully absolved, he spent the whole night on the bare 
ground of the crypt in tears and prayers, imploring the forgiveness of the canonized saint in 
heaven whom he had persecuted on earth. 
 
No deeper humiliation of king before priest is recorded in history. It throws into the shade the 
submission of Theodosius to Ambrose, of Edgar to Dunstan, of Barbarossa to Alexander, and 
even the scene at Canossa. 
 
Fifty years after the martyrdom, Becket’s relics were translated with extraordinary solemnity 
from the tomb in the crypt to the costly shrine of Becket, which blazed with gold and jewels, in 
the reconstructed Canterbury cathedral (1220). And now began on the largest scale that long 
succession of pilgrimages, which for more than three hundred years made Canterbury the greatest 
sacred resort of Western Christendom, next to Jerusalem and Rome. It was more frequented than 
Loreto in Italy and Einsiedeln in Switzerland. No less than a hundred thousand pilgrims were 
registered at Canterbury in 1420. From all parts of England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, from 
France and the far north, men and women flocked to the shrine: priests, monks, princes, knights, 
scholars, lawyers, merchants, mechanics, peasants. There was scarcely an English king, from 
Henry II. to Henry VIII., who did not from motives of piety or policy pay homage to the memory 



of the saint. Among the last distinguished visitors were John Colet, dean of St. Paul’s, and 
Erasmus, who visited the shrine together between the years 1511 and 1513, and King Henry VIII. 
and Emperor Charles V., who attended the last jubilee in 1520. Plenary indulgences were granted 
to the pilgrims. Some went in December, the month of his martyrdom; a larger number in July, 
the month of the translation of his relics. Every fiftieth year a jubilee lasting fifteen days was 
celebrated in his honor. Six such jubilees were celebrated,—1270, 1320, 1370, 1420, 1470, 1520. 
The offerings to St. Thomas exceeded those given to any other saint, even to the holy Virgin. 
 
Geoffrey Chaucer, the father of English poetry, who lived two centuries after Becket’ martyrdom, 
has immortalized these pilgrimages in his Canterbury Tales, and given us the best description of 
English society at that time. 
 
The pilgrimages promoted piety, social intercourse, superstition, idleness, levity, and immorality, 
and aroused moral indignation among many serious and spiritually minded men. 
 
The superstitious idolatry of St. Thomas was continued down to the time of the Reformation, 
when it was rudely but forever crushed out. Henry VIII. cited Becket to appear in court to answer 
to the charges of treason and rebellion. The case was formally argued at Westminster. His guilt 
was proved, and on the 10th of June, 1538, St. Thomas was condemned as a "rebel and a traitor to 
his prince." The rich shrine at Canterbury was pillaged; the gold and jewels were carried off in 
two strong coffers, and the rest of the treasure in twenty-six carts. The jewels went into the hands 
of Henry VIII., who wore the most precious of them, a diamond, the "Regale of France," in the 
ring on his thumb; afterwards it glittered in the golden, "collar" of his daughter, the bigoted 
Queen Mary. A royal proclamation explained the cause and mode of Becket’s death, and the 
reasons for his degradation. All festivals, offices, and prayers in his name were forbidden. The 
site of his shrine has remained vacant to this day. 
 
The Reformation prepared the way for a more spiritual worship of God and a more just 
appreciation of the virtues and faults of Thomas Becket than was possible in the age in which he 
lived and died,—a hero and a martyr of the papal hierarchy, but not of pure Christianity, as 
recorded in the New Testament. To the most of his countrymen, as to the English-speaking 
people at large, his name has remained the synonym for priestly pride and pretension, for an 
arrogant invasion of the rights of the civil estate. To a certain class of English High Churchmen 
he remains, like Laud of a later age, the martyr of sacerdotal privilege, the unselfish champion of 
the dowered rights of the Church. The atrocity of his taking-off no one will choose to deny. But 
the haughty assumption of the high prelate had afforded pretext enough for vehement indignation 
and severe treatment. Priestly robes may for a time conceal and even protect pride from violence, 
but sooner or later it meets its just reward. The prelate’s superiority involved in Becket’s favorite 
expression, "saving the honor of my order," was more than a king of free blood could be expected 
to bear. 
 
This dramatic chapter of English history may be fitly closed with a scene from Lord Tennyson’s 
tragedy which presents the personal quality that brought about Thomas a  Becket’s fall. {172} 
 
John of Salisbury. 
 
Thomas, I would thou hadst returned to England 
 
Like some wise prince of this world from his wars, 
 
With more of olive-branch and amnesty 



 
For foes at home—thou hast raised the world against thee. 
 
Becket. 
 
Why, John, my kingdom is not of this world. 
 
John of Salisbury. 
 
If it were more of this world it might be 
 
More of the next. A policy of wise pardon 
 
Wins here as well as there. To bless thine enemies— 
 
Becket. 
 
Ay, mine, not Heaven’s. 
 
John of Salisbury. 
 
And may there not be something 
 
Of this world’s leaven in thee too, when crying 
 
On Holy Church to thunder out her rights 
 
And thine own wrong so piteously. Ah, Thomas, 
 
The lightnings that we think are only Heaven’s 
 
Flash sometimes out of earth against the heavens. 
 
The soldier, when he lets his whole self go 
 
Lost in the common good, the common wrong, 
 
Strikes truest ev’n for his own self. I crave 
 
Thy pardon—I have still thy leave to speak. 
 
Thou hast waged God’s war against the King; and yet 
 
We are self-uncertain creatures, and we may, 
 
Yea, even when we know not, mix our spites 
 
And private hates with our defence of Heaven. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 



reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{168} See his Vita S. Th. in the "Materials," etc., II. 322: In loco passionis eius paralytici 
curantur, caeci vident, surdi audiunt, loquuntur muti, claudi ambulant, leprosi mundantur et 
quod a diebus patrum nostrorum non est auditum, mortui resurgunt. 
 
{169} William’s long Vita et Passio S. Th. is printed in the "Materials," vol. I. 173-546. The 
credulous Alban Butler, in his Lives of the Saints, quotes from an old English MS. of a pretended 
eye-witness, who records two hundred and sixty-three miracles wrought by the intercession of St. 
Thomas,—many more than are found in the whole Bible. 
 
{170} Dr. Abbott devotes the main part of his work, I: 224 sqq., II. to a detailed description and 
discussion of the miracles. His closing chapter, II. 307-314, draws a parallel between these 
miracles and the miraculous works of Christ. He makes a distinction between mighty works 
wrought on human nature, such as the cure of diseases and the mighty works wrought on 
"nonhuman nature," as on bread, water, trees. The reality of the former he accepts, though he 
denies their supernatural character. The latter "are not to be accepted as historical, but as legends 
explicable from poetry taken as prose or from linguistic error or from these two combined." He 
goes on to say the distinction between Christ and Thomas is that "the spirit of St. Thomas had no 
power to pass into the hearts of men with a permanent vivifying message of its own. The Spirit of 
him whom we worship has both that power and that message." This is not the place to make an 
argument for the miracles of the New Testament, but two considerations place them and the 
miracles of Thomas of Canterbury in different categories. Christ’s miracles had the purpose and 
worth of attesting his mission as the Saviour of the world, and they were original. It was quite 
easy for the mediaeval mind in its fear and love of the wonderful to associate miracles with its 
saints, Christ’s example being before them; but where it was original, the miracles it believed 
were for the most part grotesque. 
 
{171} A granite pillar in the Norman cathedral at Avranches bears an inscription in memory of 
the event. It is given by Stanley, p. 136. 
 
{172} Sir Henry Irving, the distinguished English actor, died Oct. 20, 1905, seven days after a 
performance of this drama, the last time he appeared on the stage.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER V. 
 
INNOCENT III. AND HIS AGE. A. D. 1198-1216. 
 

35. Literature. 
 
Sources: Innocentii III. Opp. omnia, in Migne, 4 vols. 214-217; three vols. contain Innocent’s 
official letters; a 4th, his sermons, the de contemptu mundi, and other works.—S. Baluzius: 
Epistolarum Inn. III. libri undecim, 2 vols. Paris, 1682.—Bohmer: Regesta imperii 1198-1254, 
new ed. by J. Ficker, Innsbruck, 1881.—Potthast: Regesta, pp. 1-467, 2041-2056—Gesta Innoc. 
III. auctore anonymo sed coaevo (a contemporary Life, about 1220), in Migne, 214, pp. xvii-
ccxxviii, and Baluzius.—Mansi, XXII.—Mirbt: Quellen, 125-136, gives some of the 
characteristic passages. For the older edd. of Inn.’s letters and other works, see Potthast, 
Bibliotheca med. aevi, I. 520, 650. 
 
Modern Works: Friedrich von Hurter (1787-1886): Geschichte Papst Innocenz des Dritten und 
seiner Zeitgenossen, 2 vols. Hamburg, 1833-1835; 3d ed. 4 vols. 1841-1844 (trans. into French 
and Italian). The last two volumes are devoted to the monastic orders and the Eccles. and social 
conditions of the thirteenth century. An exhaustive work full of enthusiastic admiration for 
Innocent and his age. Hurter wrote it while antistes or pastor of the Reformed Church in 
Schaffhausen, Switzerland, and was led by his studies to enter, with his family, the Roman 
Catholic communion in 1844 and became imperial counsellor and historiographer of Austria. 
Gfrorer, likewise a Protestant, dazzled by the splendor of the Gregorian papacy in the preparation 
of his Life of Gregory VII., was also led to join the Roman communion.—Jorry: Hist. du pape 
Inn. III.; Paris, 1853.—F. F. Reinlein: Papst Inn. III. und seine Schrift de contemptu mundi, 
Erlangen, 1871; also Inn. III nach s. Beziehung zur Unfehlbarkeitsfrage, Erlangen, 1872.—H. 
Elkan: Die Gesta Inn. III. im Verhaltniss zu d. Regesten desselben Papstes, Heidelberg, 1876.—
Fr. Deutsch: Papst Inn. III. und s. Einfluss auf d. Kirche, Bresl., 1876.—Leop. Delisle: Memoire 
sur les actes d’Inn. III, suivi de l’itineraire de ce pontife, Paris, 1877.—J. N. Brischar, Roman 
Catholic: Papst Inn. III. und s. Zeit, Freib. im Br. 1883.—J. Langen: Gesch. d. rom. Kirche von 
Gregor. VII. bis Inn. III., Bonn, 1893; also Hefele-Knopfler, vol. V.—the Works on the 
Hohenstaufen and the Crusades.—Ranke: Weltgesch., VIII. 274 sqq.—the Histories of Rome by 
Reumont, Bryce, and Gregorovius,—Hauck: Kirchengeschichte Deutschlands, IV. 658-745.—T. 
F. Tout: The Empire and the Papacy, 918-1272, N. Y. 1898.—H. Fisher: The Med. Empire, 2 
vols. London, 1898.—For fuller lit., see Chevalier; Repertoire, pp. 1114 sq. and Suppl. 2659, and 
art. Inn. III., by Zopffel-Mirbt, in Herzog, IX. 112-122.  



36. Innocent’s Training and Election. 
 
The brilliant pontificate of Innocent III., 1198-1216, lasted as long as the combined and 
uneventful reigns of his five predecessors: Lucius III., 1181-1185; Urban III., 1185-1187; 
Gregory VIII. less than two months, 1187; Clement III., 1187-1191; Coelestin III., 1191-1198. It 
marks the golden age of the mediaeval papacy and one of the most important eras in the history of 
the Catholic Church. No other mortal has before or since wielded such extensive power. As the 
spiritual sovereign of Latin Christendom, he had no rival. At the same time he was the 
acknowledged arbiter of the political destinies of Europe from Constantinople to Scotland. He 
successfully carried into execution the highest theory of the papal theocracy and anticipated the 
Vatican dogmas of papal absolutism and infallibility. To the papal title "vicar of Christ," Innocent 
added for the first time the title "vicar of God." He set aside the decisions of bishops and 
provincial councils, and lifted up and cast down kings. He summoned and guided one of the most 
important of the councils of the Western Church, the Fourth Lateran, 1215, whose acts 
established the Inquisition and fixed transubstantiation as a dogma. He set on foot the Fourth 
Crusade, and died making preparation for another. On the other hand he set Christian against 
Christian, and by undertaking to extirpate religious dissent by force drenched parts of Europe in 
Christian blood. 
 
Lothario, Innocent’s baptismal name, was born about 1160 at Anagni, a favorite summer resort of 
the popes. He was the son of Count Trasmondo of the house of the Conti de Segni, one of the 
ruling families of the Latium. {173} It furnished nine popes, of whom Innocent XIII. was the last. 
He studied theology and canon law at Paris and Bologna, and became proficient in scholastic 
learning. Through the influence of three uncles, who were cardinals, he was rapidly promoted, 
and in 1190, at the age of twenty-nine, was appointed cardinal-deacon by one of them, Pope 
Clement III. Though the youngest member of the curia, he was at once assigned a place of 
responsibility. 
 
During the pontificate of Coelestin III., a member of the house of the Orsini which was unfriendly 
to the Conti, Lothario withdrew into retirement and devoted himself to literature. The chief fruit 
of this seclusion is the work entitled The Contempt of the World or the Misery of the Mortal 
Estate. {174} It might well have been followed, as the author says in the prologue, by a second 
treatise on the dignity of man’s estate. To this time belongs also a work on the sacrifice of the 
mass. {175} After his elevation to the papal throne, Innocent composed an Exposition of the 
Seven Penitential Psalms. While pope he preached often both in Rome and on his journeys. His 
sermons abound in mystical and allegorical figures. Of his letters more than five hundred are 
preserved. 
 
The Contempt of the World is an ascetic plaint over the sinfulness and woes of this present life. It 
proceeds upon the basis of Augustine’s theory of total depravity. The misery of man is described 
from the helplessness of infancy to the decrepitude of age and the sufferings of the future estate. 
Pessimistic passages are quoted from Jeremiah, Ecclesiastes, and Job, and also from Horace, 
Ovid, and Juvenal. Three master passions are constantly tormenting man,—avarice, lust, and 
ambition,—to which are added the innumerable ailments of the body and troubles of the soul. The 
author deplores the fate of masters and servants, of the married and the unmarried, of the good 
and the bad, the rich and the poor. "It is just and natural that the wicked should suffer; but are the 
righteous one whit better off? Here below is their prison, not their home or their final destiny. As 
soon as a man rises to a station of dignity, cares and trouble increase, fasting is abridged, night 
watches are prolonged, nature’s constitution is undermined, sleep and appetite flee, the vigor of 



the body gives way to weakness, and a sorrowful end is the close of a sorrowful life." {176} In 
the case of the impenitent, eternal damnation perpetuates the woes of time. With a description of 
these woes the work closes, reminding the reader of the solemn cadences of the Dies Irae of 
Thomas of Celano and Dante’s Inferno. {177} 
 
Called forth from retirement to the chief office in Christendom, Innocent had an opportunity to 
show his contempt of the world by ruling it with a strong and iron hand. The careers of the best of 
the popes of the Middle Ages, as well as of ecclesiastics like Bernard of Clairvaux and Thomas of 
Canterbury, reveal the intimate connection between the hierarchical and ascetic tendencies. 
Innocent likewise displayed these two tendencies. In his treatise on the mass he anticipated the 
haughty assumption of the papacy, based on the rock-foundation of Peter’s primacy, which as 
pope he afterwards displayed. 
 
On the very day of Coelestin’s burial, the college of cardinals unanimously chose Lothario pope. 
Like Gregory I., Gregory VII., Alexander III., and other popes, he made a show of yielding 
reluctantly to the election. He was ordained priest, and the next day, February 22, was 
consecrated bishop and formally ascended the throne in St. Peter’s. 
 
The coronation ceremonies were on a splendid scale. But the size of Rome, whose population at 
this time may not have exceeded thirty-five thousand, must be taken into account when we 
compare them with the pageants of the ancient city. {178} At the enthronization in St. Peter’s, the 
tiara was used which Constantine is said to have presented to Sylvester, and the words were said, 
"Take the tiara and know that thou art the father of princes and kings, the ruler of the world, the 
vicar on earth of our Saviour Jesus Christ, whose honor and glory shall endure throughout all 
eternity." Then followed the procession through the city to the Lateran. The pope sat on a white 
palfrey and was accompanied by the prefect of the city, the senators and other municipal officials, 
the nobility, the cardinals, archbishops, and other church dignitaries, the lesser clergy and the 
popular throng—all amidst the ringing of bells, the chanting of psalms, and the acclamations of 
the people. Along the route a singular scene was presented at the Ghetto by a group of Jews, the 
rabbi at their head carrying a roll of the Pentateuch, who bowed low as they saluted their new 
ruler upon whose favor or frown depended their protection from the populace, yea, their very life. 
Arrived at the Lateran, the pope threw out handfuls of copper coins among the people with the 
words, "Silver and gold have I none, but such as I have give I thee." The silver key of the palace 
and the golden key of the basilica were then put into his hands, and the senate did him homage. A 
banquet followed, the pope sitting at a table alone. {179} Upon such pomp and show of worldly 
power the Apostles, whose lot was poverty, would have looked with wonder, if they had been 
told that the central figure of it all was the chief personality in the Christian world. 
 
When he ascended the fisherman’s throne, Innocent was only thirty-seven years old, the youngest 
in the line of popes up to that time. Walter von der Vogelweide gave expression to the fear which 
his youth awakened when he wrote, O we der ba¢best ist ze june, hilf herre diner kristenheit. 
"Alas! the pope is so young. Help, Lord, thy Christian world." The new pontiff was well formed, 
medium in stature, {180} temperate in his habits, clear in perception, resolute in will, and fearless 
in action. He was a born ruler of men, a keen judge of human nature, demanding unconditional 
submission to his will, yet considerate in the use of power after submission was once given,—an 
imperial personality towering high above the contemporary sovereigns in moral force and in 
magnificent aims of world-wide dominion. 
 
{173} Like Hildebrand, Innocent may have combined Germanic with Italian blood. Upon the 
basis of such family names among the Conti as Lothaire and Richard, Gregorovius finds evidence 
of Lombard origin. 



 
{174} The de contemptu mundi sive de miseria conditionis humanae was first printed at Ulm, 
1448, then at Lyons, 1473, Nurnberg, 1477, etc. See Migne’s ed. 217, 701-746. 
 
{175} Mysterium evangelicae legis et sacramentum eucharistiae or de missarum mysteriis. 
 
{176} II. 29. 
 
{177} The Dies Irae has been ascribed to Innocent. Here are the concluding words of this famous 
treatise. "Ibi erit fletus et stridor dentium,gemitus {Matthew 13} et ululatus, luctus et cruciatus, 
stridor et clamor, timor et tremor, dolor et labor, ardor et faetor, obscuritas et anxietas, acerbitas 
et asperitas, calamitas et egestas, angustia et tristitia, oblivio et confusio, torsiones et punctiones, 
amaritudines et terrores, fames et sitis, frigus et cauma, sulphur et ignis ardens in saecula 
saeculorum. Unde liberet nos Deus, qui est benedictus in saecula saeculorum. Amen." III. 17; 
Migne, 217, 746. 
 
{178} See Gregorovius, V. 7. 
 
{179} Elaborate descriptions of the ceremonies are given by Hurter, I. 92 sqq., and Gregorovius, 
V. 7-15. 
 
{180} Statura mediocris, etc. See Gesta, Migne, 214, XVII. The portrait prefixed in Hurter has no 
historic value. For Innocent’s personal habits and methods of conducting business, see Hurter, II 
743 sqq.  



37. Innocent’s Theory of the Papacy. 
 
The pope with whom Innocent is naturally brought into comparison is Hildebrand. They were 
equally distinguished for moral force, intellectual energy, and proud assertion of prelatic 
prerogative. Innocent was Hildebrand’s superior in learning, diplomatic tact, and success of 
administration, but in creative genius and heroic character he was below his predecessor. He 
stands related to his great predecessor as Augustus to Julius. He was heir to the astounding 
programme of Hildebrand’s scheme and enjoyed the fruits of his struggles. Their personal 
fortunes were widely different. Gregory was driven from Rome and died in exile. To Innocent’s 
good fortune there seemed to be no end, and he closed his pontificate in undisputed possession of 
authority. 
 
Innocent no sooner ascended the papal chair than he began to give expression to his conception of 
the papal dignity. Throughout his pontificate he forcibly and clearly expounded it in a tone of 
mingled official pride and personal humility. At his coronation he preached on the faithful and 
wise servant. "Ye see," he said, "what manner of servant it is whom the Lord hath set over his 
people, no other than the viceregent of Christ, the successor of Peter. He stands in the midst 
between God and man; below God, above man; less than God, more than man. He judges all and 
is judged by none. But he, whom the pre-eminence of dignity exalts, is humbled by his vocation 
as a servant, that so humility may be exalted and pride be cast down; for God is against the high-
minded, and to the lowly He shows mercy; and whoso exalteth himself shall be abased." 
 
Indeed, the papal theocracy was Innocent’s all-absorbing idea. He was fully convinced that it was 
established of God for the good of the Church and the salvation of the world. As God gave to 
Christ all power in heaven and on earth, so Christ delegated to Peter and his successors the same 
authority. Not man but God founded the Apostolic see. {181} In his famous letter to the patriarch 
of Constantinople, Nov. 12, 1199, {182} he gave an elaborate exposition of the commission to 
Peter. To him alone the command had been given, "Feed my sheep." On him alone it had been 
declared, "I will build my church." The pope is the vicar of Christ, yea of God himself. {183} Not 
only is he intrusted with the dominion of the Church, but also with the rule of the whole world. 
Like Melchizedek, he is at once king and priest. All things in heaven and earth and in hell are 
subject to Christ. So are they also to his vicar. He can depose princes and absolve subjects from 
the oath of allegiance. He may enforce submission by placing whole nations under the interdict. 
Peter alone went to Jesus on the water and by so doing he gave illustration of the unique privilege 
of the papacy to govern the whole earth. For the other disciples stayed in the ship and so to them 
was given rule only over single provinces. And as the waters were many on which Peter walked, 
so over the many congregations and nations, which the waters represent, was Peter given 
authority—yea over all nations whatsoever (universos populos). {184} In this letter he also 
clearly teaches papal infallibility and declares that Peter’s successor can never in any way depart 
from the Catholic faith. 
 
Gregory VII.’s illustration, likening the priestly estate (sacerdotium) to the sun, and the civil 
estate (regnum or imperium) to the moon, Innocent amplified and emphasized. Two great lights, 
Innocent said, were placed by God in the firmament of heaven, and to these correspond the 
"pontifical authority and the regal authority," the one to rule over souls as the sun rules over the 
day, the other to rule over the bodies of men as the moon rules over the night. And as the moon 
gets its light from the sun, and as it is also less than the sun both in quality and in size, and in the 
effect produced, so the regal power gets its dignity and splendor from the pontifical authority 
which has in it more inherent virtue. {185} The priest anoints the king, not the king the priest, and 



superior is he that anoints to the anointed. {186} Princes have authority in separate lands; the 
pontiff over all lands. The priesthood came by divine creation; the kingly power by man’s 
manipulation and violence. {187} "As in the ark of God," so he wrote to John of England, "the 
rod and the manna lay beside the tables of the law, so at the side of the knowledge of the law, in 
the breast of the pope, are lodged the terrible power of destruction and the genial mildness of 
grace." Innocent reminded John that if he did not lift his foot from off the Church, nothing would 
check his punishment and fall. {188} Monarchs throughout Europe listened to Innocent’s 
exposition and obeyed. His correspondence abounds with letters to the emperor, the kings of 
Hungary, Bohemia, Sicily, France, England, the Danes, Aragon, and to other princes, teaching 
them their duty and demanding their submission. 
 
Under Innocent’s rule, the subjection of the entire Christian world to the Roman pontiff seemed 
to be near realization. But the measures of force which were employed in the Latin conquest of 
Constantinople, 1204, had the opposite effect from what was intended. The overthrow of the 
Byzantine empire and the establishment of a Latin empire in its stead and the creation of a new 
hierarchy of Constantinople only completed the final alienation of the Greek and Latin churches. 
To Innocent III. may not be denied deep concern in the extension of Christendom. But the 
rigorous system of the Inquisition which he set on foot begat bitterness and war of churchman 
against Christian dissenter and of Christian against Mohammedan. More blood was shed at the 
hand of the Church during the pontificate of Innocent, and under his immediate successors 
carrying out his policy, than in any other age except during the papal counter-Reformation in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The audacious papal claim to imperialism corrected itself by 
the policy employed by Innocent and his successors to establish the claim over the souls and 
bodies of men and the governments of the earth. {189} 
 
{181} Apostolicae sedis primatus quem non homo sed Deus, imo verius Deus homo constituit. 
 
{182} Reg. II. 209; Migne, 214, 758-765. 
 
{183} Cum non humana sed divina fiat auctoritate quod in hac parte per summum pontificem 
adimpletur, qui non hominis puri sed veri Dei vere vicarius appellatur. I. 326; Migne, 214, 292. 
 
{184} Nam cum aquae multae sint, populi multi, congregationesque aquarum sunt maria, per hoc 
quod Petrus super aquas maris incessit, super universos populos se potestatem accepisse 
monstravit. II. 209; Migne, 214, 760; Potthast, 82. In this letter Innocent quotes no less than 
twenty-five passages of Scripture. 
 
{185} Sicut luna lumen suum a sole sortitur, quae re vera minor est isto quantitate simul et 
qualitate, situ pariter et effectu, sic regalis potestas ab auctoritate pontificali suae sortitur 
dignitatis splendorem, etc. See Mirbt, Quellen, 130. 
 
{186} Minor est qui unguitur quam qui ungit, et dignior est unguens quam unctus. Migne, 216, 
1012, 1179; Potthast, 98. 
 
{187} Sacerdotium per ordinationem divinam, regnum autem per extorsionem humanam. He also 
speaks of the unity of the Church as the product of grace and the divisions of the empire as the 
product of or judgment of sin. Ecclesia per Dei gratiam in unitate consistit, et imperium peccatis 
exigentibus est divisum. Migne, 216, 1179; Potthast, 98. 
 
{188} Migne, 217, 922. Gregorovius pronounces this "probably the most imperious document of 
the papal power." V. 104. 



 
{189} Hauck, IV. 743, acknowledging the genius of Innocent, expresses the somewhat 
disparaging judgment that "he was more of a rhetorician than a theologian, and more of a jurist 
and administrator than a statesman." Many Protestant writers of Germany show their national 
feeling by a disposition to disparage Gregory VII. and Innocent III.  



38. Innocent and the German Empire. 
 
Additional Literature.—Ed. Winkelmann: Philip von Schwaben und Otto IV. von Braunschweig, 
2 vols. Leipzig, 1873-1878.—R. Schwemer: Innocent III. und d. deutsche Kirche wahrend des 
Thronstreites von 1198-1208, Strassburg, 1882. 
 
The political condition of Europe was favorable to Innocent’s assertion of power. With the 
sudden death of Henry VI., Sept. 28, 1197, at the early age of thirty-two, the German empire was 
left without a ruler. Frederick, the Emperor’s only son, was a helpless child. Throughout Italy a 
reaction set in against Henry’s hard and oppressive rule. The spirit of national freedom was 
showing itself, and a general effort was begun to expel the German princes and counts from 
Italian soil. 
 
Innocent III. has been called by Ranke Henry’s real successor. {190} Taking advantage of the 
rising feeling of Italian nationality, the pope made it his policy to separate middle and lower Italy 
from the empire, and, in fact, he became the deliverer of the peninsula from foreign agents and 
mercenaries. He began his reign by abolishing the last vestiges of the authority of the empire in 
the city of Rome. The city prefect, who had represented the emperor, took the oath of allegiance 
to the pope, and Innocent invested him with a mantle and silver cup. The senator likewise 
acknowledged Innocent’s authority and swore to protect the Roman see and the regalia of St. 
Peter. 
 
The pope quickly pushed his authority beyond the walls of Rome. Spoleto, which for six 
centuries had been ruled by a line of German dukes, Assisi, Perugia, and other cities, submitted. 
Mark of Anweiler, the fierce soldier of Henry VI., could not withstand the fortunate diplomacy 
and arms of Innocent, and the Romagna, with Ravenna as its centre, yielded. A Tuscan league 
was formed which was favorably disposed to the papal authority. Florence, Siena, Pisa, and other 
cities, while refusing to renounce their civic freedom, granted privileges to the pope. Everywhere 
Innocent had his legates. Such full exercise of papal power over the State of the Church had not 
before been known. 
 
To confirm her son Frederick’s title to the crown of Sicily, his mother delivered the kingdom over 
to the pope as a papal fief. She survived her imperial consort only a year, and left a will 
appointing Innocent the guardian of her child. The intellectual training and political destinies of 
the heir of the Hohenstaufen were thus intrusted to the hereditary foe of that august house. 
Innocent was left a free hand to prosecute his trust as he chose. {191} 
 
In Germany, Innocent became the umpire of the imperial election. The electors were divided 
between two aspirants to the throne, Philip of Swabia, the brother of Henry VI., who was 
crowned at Mainz, and Otto, the son of Henry the Lion, who was crowned at Aachen by Adolf, 
archbishop of Cologne. Otto was the nephew of Richard Coeur de Lion and John of England, who 
supported his claims with their gold and diplomacy. Both parties made their appeal to Rome, and 
it is not a matter of surprise that Innocent’s sympathies were with the Guelf, Otto, rather than 
with the Hohenstaufen. Moreover, Philip had given offence by occupying, as duke of Tuscany, 
the estates of Matilda. 
 
Innocent made the high claim that the German throne depended for its occupant "from the 
beginning and ultimately" upon the decision of the papal see. Had not the Church transferred the 
empire from the East to the West? And had not the Church itself conferred the imperial crown, 



{192} passing by the claims of Frederick and pronouncing Philip "unworthy of empire?" Innocent 
decided in 1201 in favor of Otto, "his dearest son in Christ who was himself devoted to the 
Church and on both sides was descended from devout stock." The decision inured to Rome’s 
advantage. By the stipulation of Neuss, subsequently repeated at Spires, 1209, Otto promised 
obedience to the pope and renounced all claim to dominion in the State of the Church and also to 
Naples and Sicily. This written document was a dangerous ratification of the real or pretended 
territorial rights and privileges of the papacy from Constantine and Pepin down. 
 
Civil war broke out, and when the tide of success turned in Philip’s favor, the pope released him 
from the sentence of excommunication and was about to acknowledge him as emperor {193} 
when the murderous sword of Otto of Wittelsbach, in 1208, brought Philip’s career to a tragic 
end. The year following Otto was crowned in St. Peter’s, but he forgot his promises and 
proceeded to act out the independent policy of the rival house of the Hohenstaufen. {194} He laid 
heavy hand upon Central Italy, distributing rich estates and provinces among his vassals and 
sequestrating the revenues of the clergy. He then marched to Southern Italy, the territory of 
Frederick, and received the surrender of Naples. 
 
All that Innocent had gained seemed in danger of being lost. Prompt measures showed him equal 
to the emergency. He wrote that the stone he had erected to be the head of the corner had become 
a rock of offence. Like Rachel he mourned over his son whom he lamented to have made king. 
Otto was excommunicated and a meeting of magnates at Nurnberg, 1211, declared him deposed, 
and, pronouncing in favor of Frederick, sent envoys to Palermo to convey to him the intelligence. 
Otto crossed the Alps to reclaim his power, but it was too late. Frederick started north, stopping at 
Rome, where Innocent saw him for the first and last time, April, 1212. He was elected and 
crowned king at Frankfurt, December, 1212, and was recognized by nearly all the princes at Eger 
the year following. Before setting out from Italy he had again recognized Sicily as a fief of Rome. 
At Eger he disavowed all imperial right to the State of the Church. {195} 
 
Otto joined in league with John of England and the Flemish princes against Philip Augustus of 
France; but his hopes were dashed to the ground on the battlefield of Bouvines, Belgium, 1415. 
His authority was thenceforth confined to his ancestral estate. He died 1218. Innocent had gained 
the day. His successors were to be defied by the young king, Frederick, for nearly half a century. 
 
With equal spirit and decision, Innocent mingled in the affairs of the other states of Europe. In 
France, the controversy was over the sanctity of the marriage vow. Philip Augustus put away his 
second wife, {196} a Danish princess, a few months after their marriage, and took the fair Agnes 
of Meran in her stead. The French bishops, on the plea of remote consanguinity, justified the 
divorce. But Innocent, listening to the appeals of Ingeborg, and placing France under the interdict, 
forced the king to take her back. {197} 
 
The Christian states of the Spanish peninsula felt the pontiff’s strong hand. The kingdom of Leon 
was kept under the interdict five years till Alfonso IX. consented to dismiss his wife on account 
of blood relationship. Pedro, king of Aragon, a model of Spanish chivalry, received his crown at 
Rome in 1204 and made his realm a fief of the Apostolic see. Sancho, king of the newly risen 
kingdom of Portugal, was defeated in his effort to break away from the pope’s suzerainty. 
 
In the North, Sweden accepted Innocent’s decision in favor of the house of Schwerker, and the 
Danish king, who was attempting to reduce the tribes along the Baltic to Christianity, was 
protected by the pope’s threat of interdict upon all molesting his realm. The king of England was 
humbled to the dust by Innocent’s word. To the king of Scotland a legate was sent and a valuable 
sword. Even Iceland is said to have been the subject of Innocent’s thought and action. 



 
In the Southeast, Johannitius of Bulgaria received from Innocent his crown after bowing before 
his rebuke for having ventured to accept it from Philip of Swabia. Ottoker, prince of Bohemia, 
was anointed by the papal legate, and Emmeric of Hungary made a vow to lead a crusade, which 
his brother Andrew executed. Thus all the states of Europe west of Russia were made to feel the 
supremacy of the papal power. The conquest of Constantinople and the Holy Land, as we shall 
see, occupied an equal share of attention from this tireless and masterful ruler, and the 
establishment of the Latin Empire of Constantinople, 1205, was regarded as a signal triumph for 
the papal policy. 
 
{190} Weltgeschichte, VIII. 274. Matthews, 105 sq. gives Henry VI.’s Testament. 
 
{191} One of Frederick’s first acts was to release a portion of his patrimony to the pope’s brother, 
Count Richard. At a later period, under Honorius, Frederick recalled his gift. 
 
{192} Imperium principaliter et finaliter dignoscitur pertinere, principaliter quia ipsa transtulit 
imperium ab Oriente ad Occidentem; finaliter quia ipsa concedit coronam imperii. Migne, 216, 
1182; Potthast, 98; also Migne, 216, 1048; Potthast, 119. 
 
{193} The very archbishop of Cologne who had crowned Otto now put the crown on Philip’s 
head. 
 
{194} Otto had sought to join the fortunes of the two houses by marrying Philip’s daughter, 
Beatrice, who died soon after the nuptials. 
 
{195} This was the so-called Golden Bull of Eger, July 12, 1213. Frederick calls himself in it, 
"King of the Romans and of Sicily." He promised to defend Sicily for the Roman Church as a 
"devoted son and Catholic prince," devotus filius et Catholicus princeps. Mirbt, Quellen, 131 
sqq.; Matthews, 115 sqq. 
 
{196} Migne, 215, 1493, etc. 
 
{197} The pope legitimatized the children of Agnes, who died in 1201.  



39. Innocent and King John of England. 
 
This royal throne of kings, this sceptr’d isle, 
 
This earth of majesty, this seat of Mars, 
 
This other Eden, demi-paradise; 
 
This fortress, built by nature for herself, 
 
Against infection, and the hand of war; 
 
This happy breed of men, this little world, 
 
This precious stone set in the silver sea, 
 
Which serves it in the office of a wall, 
 
Or as a moat defensive to a house, 
 
Against the envy of less happier lands; 
 
This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England, 
 
This nurse, this teeming womb of royal kings, 
 
Fear’d by their breed, and famous by their birth. 
 
—Shakespeare, Richard II., Act II. Sc. 1. 
 
Additional Literature.—The Chronicle of Roger of Wendover (the first of the St. Alban annalists) 
and the revision and continuation of the same by Matthew Paris (a monk of St. Alban’s, the last 
and greatest of the monastic historians of England), ed. by H. R. Luard in Rolls Series, 7 vols. 
London, 1872-1883, vol. II. Engl. vol. II. trans. of Wendover by J. A. Giles, Bohn’s Lib. 2 vols. 
London, 1849; of M. Paris by Giles, 3 vols. London, 1852-1854.—Memorials of Walter of 
Coventry, ed. by Stubbs, 2 vols. 1872 sq.—Radulph of Coggeshall: Chronicon Anglicanum, ed. 
by J. Stevenson, 1875. The Annals of Waverley, Dunstable, and Burton, all in the Rolls Series.—
W. Stubbs: The Constitutional Hist. of England, 6th ed. 3 vols. Oxford, 1897, and Select 
Charters, etc., 8th ed. Oxford, 1900, pp. 270-306.—Gee and Hardy: Documents, London, 
1896.—R. Gneist: Hist. of the Engl. Court, Engl. trans. 2 vols. London, 1886, vol. I. 294-332.—
E. Gutschow: Innocent III. und England, Munich, 1904, pp. 198.—The Histories of Lingard (R. 
C.), Green, Milman, Freeman (Norman Conquest, vol. V.).—For Stephen Langton, Dean Hook: 
Lives of the Abp. of Canterbury, and art. Langton, in Dict. of Natl. Biog.—Also W. Hunt, art. 
John, in Dict. of Natl. Biog. XXIX. 402-417.—Sir James H. Ramsey: The Angevin Empire, 1154-
1216, London, 1903. He calls John a brutal tyrant, hopelessly depraved, without ability in war or 
politics. 
 
Under Innocent, England comes, if possible, into greater prominence in the history of the papacy 
than during the controversy in the reign of Alexander III., a generation before. Then the English 



actors were Henry II. and Thomas a  Becket. Now they are Henry’s son John and Becket’s 
successor Stephen Langton. The pope was victorious, inflicting the deepest humiliation upon the 
English king; but he afterwards lost the advantage he had gained by supporting John against his 
barons and denouncing the Magna Charta of English popular rights. The controversy forms one 
of the most interesting episodes of English history. 
 
John, surnamed Sansterre or Lackland, 1167-1216, succeeded his brother Richard I. on the 
throne, 1199. A man of decided ability and rapid in action but of ignoble spirit, low morals, and 
despotic temper, he brought upon his realm such disgrace as England before or since has not 
suffered. His reign was a succession of wrongs and insults to the English people and the English 
church. 
 
John had joined Richard in a revolt against their father, sought to displace his brother on the 
throne during his captivity after the Third Crusade, and was generally believed by contemporaries 
to have put to death his brother Geoffrey’s son, Arthur of Brittany, who would have been 
Richard’s successor if the law of primogeniture had been followed. He lost Normandy, Anjou, 
Maine, and Aquitaine to the English. Perjury was no barrier to the accomplishment of his plans. 
He set aside one wife and was faithless to another. No woman was too well born to be safe 
against his advances. He plundered churches and convents to pay his debts and satisfy his avarice, 
and yet he never undertook a journey without hanging charms around his neck. {198} 
 
Innocent came into collision with John over the selection of a successor to Archbishop Hubert of 
Canterbury, who died 1205. {199} The monks of Canterbury, exercising an ancient privilege, 
chose Reginald one of their number. With the king’s support, a minority proceeded to another 
election and chose the king’s nominee, John de Grey, bishop of Norwich. John was recognized by 
the suffragan-bishops and put into possession by the king. 
 
An appeal was made by both parties to Rome, Reginald appearing there in person. After a delay 
of a year, Innocent set aside both elections and ordered the Canterbury monks, present in Rome, 
to proceed to the choice of another candidate. The choice fell upon Stephen Langton, cardinal of 
Chrysogonus. Born on English soil, Stephen was a man of indisputable learning and moral worth. 
He had studied in Paris and won by his merits prebends in the cathedral churches of Paris and 
York. The metropolitan dignity could have been intrusted to no shoulders more worthy of 
wearing it. {200} While he has no title to saintship like a  Becket, or to theological genius like 
Anselm, Langton will always occupy a place among the foremost of England’s primates as a 
faithful administrator and the advocate of English popular liberties. 
 
The new archbishop received consecration at the pope’s own hand, June 17, 1207, and held his 
office till his death, 1228. {201} The English king met the notification with fierce resistance, 
confiscated the property of the Canterbury chapter, and expelled the monks as guilty of treason. 
Innocent replied with the threat of the interdict. The king swore by God’s teeth {202} to follow 
the censure, if pronounced, with the mutilation of every Italian in the realm appointed by 
Innocent, and the expulsion of all the prelates and clergy. The sentence was published by the 
bishops of London, Ely, and Worcester, March 22, 1208. {203} They then fled the kingdom. 
 
The interdict at once took effect, casting a deep gloom over the nation. The church bells remained 
unrung. The church buildings were closed. The usual ministrations of the priesthood remained 
unperformed. The great doors of the monasteries were left unopened, and worshippers were only 
admitted by secret passages. Penance was inflicted upon the innocent as well as the erring. 
Women, after childbirth, presented themselves for purification outside the church walls. The dead 
were refused burial in consecrated ground, and the service of the priest was withheld. 



 
John, although he had seen Philip Augustus bend under a similar censure, affected unconcern, 
and retaliated by confiscating the property of the higher clergy and convents and turning the 
inmates out of doors with little more than the clothes on their backs. The concubines of the priests 
were forcibly removed and purchased their ransom at heavy expense. A Welshman accused of 
murdering a priest was ordered by the king dismissed with the words, "Let him go, he has killed 
my enemy." The relatives of the fugitive bishops were thrown into prison. 
 
In 1209 Innocent added to the interdict the solemn sentence of the personal anathema against the 
king. {204} The bishops who remained in England did not dare publish it, "becoming like dumb 
dogs not daring to bark." {205} John persisted in his defiant mood, continued to eke out his 
vengeance upon the innocent, and sought to divert the attention of his subjects by negotiations 
and wars with Scotland, Ireland, and Wales. Geoffrey, archdeacon of Norwich, who had been in 
his service and now felt he could no longer so remain, was thrown into prison and there allowed 
to languish to death, covered from shoulders to feet with a cope of lead. {206} 
 
One more weapon lay in the pope’s power. In 1212 John was declared unworthy of his throne, 
and deposed. His subjects were absolved from the obligation of allegiance, and Christian princes 
were summoned to execute the sentence and take the crown. Gregory VII. had resorted to the 
same precarious measure with Henry IV. and been defeated. The bull was published at Soissons 
by Langton and the exiled bishops. Philip of France was quick to respond to the summons and 
collected an army. But the success of the English fleet checked the fear of an immediate invasion 
of the realm. 
 
The nation’s suspense, however, was taxed almost beyond the point of endurance. The king’s 
arbitrary taxes and his amours with the wives and daughters of the barons aroused their 
determined hatred. Pressed from different sides, John suddenly had a meeting at Dover with the 
pope’s special envoy, the subdeacon Pandulf. {207} The hermit, Peter of Wakefield, had 
predicted that within three days of Ascension Day the king would cease to reign. Perhaps not 
without dread of the prediction, and not without irony to checkmate the plans of the French 
monarch, John gave in his submission, and on May 15, 1213, on bended knee, delivered up to 
Pandulf his kingdom and consented to receive it back again as a papal fief. Five months later the 
act was renewed in the presence of Nicolas, cardinal-archbishop of Tusculum, who had been sent 
to England with legatine authority. In the document which John signed and swore to keep, he 
blasphemously represented himself as imitating him "who humbled himself for us even unto 
death." This notorious paper ran as follows: — 
 
"We do freely offer and grant to God and the holy Apostles Peter and Paul and the holy Roman 
Church, our mother, and to our Lord the pope Innocent and his Catholic successors, the whole 
realm of England and the whole realm of Ireland with all their rights and appurtenances for the 
remission of our sins and those of all our race, as well quick as dead; and from now receiving 
back and holding these, as a feudal dependent, from God and the Roman Church, do and swear 
fealty for them to our Lord the pope Innocent and his Catholic successors and the Roman 
Church." {208} 
 
John bound himself and England for all time to pay, in addition to the usual Peter’s pence, 1000 
marks annually to the Apostolic see, 700 for England and 300 for Ireland. The king’s signature 
was witnessed by the archbishop of Dublin, the bishop of Norwich, and eleven noblemen. John 
also promised to reimburse the outlawed bishops, the amount finally settled upon being 40,000 
marks. 
 



Rightly does Matthew Paris call this the "detestable and lamentable charter." {209} But although 
national abasement could scarcely further go, it is probable that the sense of shame with which 
after generations have regarded John’s act was only imperfectly felt by that generation of 
Englishmen. {210} As a political measure it succeeded, bringing as it did keen disappointment to 
the warlike king of France. The interdict was revoked in 1214, after having been in force more 
than six years. 
 
The victory of Innocent was complete. But in after years the remembrance of the dishonorable 
transaction encouraged steadfast resistance to the papal rule in England. The voice of Robert 
Grosseteste was lifted up against it, and Wyclif became champion of the king who refused to be 
bound by John’s pledge. Writing to one of John’s successors, the emperor Frederick II. called 
upon him to remember the humiliation of his predecessor John and with other Christian princes 
resist the intolerable encroachments of the Apostolic see. 
 
{198} The contemporary annalists know no words too black to describe John’s character. Lingard 
says, "John stands before us polluted with meanness, cruelty, perjury, murder, and unbridled 
licentiousness." Green, after quoting the words "foul as hell is, hell itself is defiled with the foul 
presence of John," says, "In his inner soul John was the worst outcome of the Angevins.... But 
with the wickedness of his race he inherited its profound abilities." III. chap. I. Hunt, in Dict. of 
Nat’l. Biog., XXIX. 406, uses these words, "He was mean, false, vindictive, abominably cruel, 
and scandalously immoral." 
 
{199} He had before come into collision with John over the harsh treatment of the archbishop of 
Dublin. Works of Innocent III., Reg., VI. 63; Migne, 215, 61; Potthast, 167. 
 
{200} His scholarly tastes are attested by his sermons, poems, and comments on books of the 
Bible which still exist in manuscript in the libraries of Oxford, Cambridge, Lambeth, and of 
France. He is falsely credited by some with having been the first to divide the entire Bible into 
chapters. See Hook, Archbishops of Canterbury, II. 678. 
 
{201} Innocent, in his letter to John of May 26, 1207, declared he would turn neither to the right 
nor to the left in confirming the election. Potthast, 264. 
 
{202} This and the expression "by God’s feet" were John’s favorite forms of objurgation. 
 
{203} See Migne, 217, 190; Potthast, 286. 
 
{204} Potthast, 316. 
 
{205} A favorite expression of Matthew Paris. 
 
{206} Another example of John’s unspeakable cruelty was his treatment of a rich Jew of Bristol 
upon whom he had made a demand for 10,000 marks. On his refusing, John ordered ten teeth to 
be taken out, one each day. The executioner dentist began with the molars. The sufferer held out 
till he had been served this way seven times. He then yielded, giving up the money, which, as 
Matthew Paris says, he might have done seven days before, thus saving himself all his agony. 
Luard’s ed., II. 528. 
 
{207} Shakespeare is responsible for the popular mistake which makes Pandulf a cardinal. King 
John, Act III. Sc. 1. He served as legate in England, 1217-1221. The official documents call him 
"subdeacon and familiar to our lord the pope Innocent." 



 
{208} Potthast, 416. The Latin in Matthew Paris, Luard’s ed. II. 541-546; a translation is given by 
Gee and Hardy, 75-79. 
 
{209} IV. 479, carta detestabilis quam lacrimabilis memoriae Johannes infeliciter confecit 
 
{210} Henry II. had become the feudatory of Alexander III., and Richard I., after resigning his 
crown to the emperor, had held it for the payment of a yearly rent. Lingard offers extenuating 
considerations for John’s surrender, which, however, he denominates "certainly a disgraceful 
act."  



40. Innocent and Magna Charta. 
 
An original manuscript of the Magna Charta, shrivelled with age and fire, but still showing the 
royal seal, is preserved in the British Museum. A facsimile is given in the official edition of the 
Statutes of the Realm. Stubbs gives the Latin text in Select Charters, etc., 296-306. 
 
In his treatment of the Great Charter, the venerable instrument of English popular rights, 
Innocent, with monarchical instinct, turned to the side of John and against the cause of popular 
liberty. Stephen Langton, who had released John from the ban of excommunication, espoused the 
popular cause, thereby incurring the condemnation of the pope. The agreement into which the 
barons entered to resist the king’s despotism was treated by him with delay and subterfuge. 
Rebellion and civil war followed. As he had before been unscrupulous in his treatment of the 
Church, so now to win support he made fulsome religious promises he probably had no intention 
of keeping. To the clergy he granted freedom of election in the case of all prelates, greater and 
less. He also made a vow to lead a crusade. After the battle of Bouvines, John found himself 
forced to return to England, and was compelled by the organized strength of the barons to meet 
them at Runnymede, an island in the Thames near Windsor, where he signed and swore to keep 
the Magna Charta, June 15, 1215. 
 
This document, with the Declaration of Independence, the most important contract in the civil 
history of the English-speaking peoples, meant defined law as against uncertain tradition and the 
arbitrary will of the monarch. It was the first act of the people, nobles, and Church in 
combination, a compact of Englishmen with the king. By it the sovereign agreed that justice 
should be denied or delayed to no one, and that trial should be by the peers of the accused. No 
taxes were to be levied without the vote of the common council of the realm, whose meetings 
were fixed by rule. The single clause bearing directly upon the Church confirmed the freedom of 
ecclesiastical elections. 
 
After his first paroxysms of rage, when he gnawed sticks and straw like a madman, {211} John 
called to his aid Innocent, on the ground that he had attached his seal under compulsion. In fact, 
he had yielded to the barons with no intention of keeping his oath. The pope made the fatal 
mistake of taking sides with perjured royalty against the reasonable demands of the nation. In two 
bulls {212} he solemnly released John from his oath, declaring that "the enemy of the human race 
had, by his crafty arts, excited the barons against him." He asserted that the "wicked audacity of 
the barons tended to the contempt of the Apostolic see, the detriment of kingly prerogative, the 
disgrace of the English nation, and the endangering of the cross." He praised John for his 
Christian submission to the will of the supreme head of Christendom, and the pledge of annual 
tribute, and for his vow to lead a crusade. As for the document itself, he "utterly reprobated and 
condemned it" as "a low and base instrument, yea, truly wicked and deserving to be reprobated by 
all, especially because the king’s assent was secured by force." {213} "Upon pain of 
excommunication he forbade its observance by the king, and pronounced it, null and void for all 
time." {214} 
 
"The sentence of excommunication which Innocent fulminated against the refractory barons, 
Langton refused to publish. For his disobedience the pope suspended him from his office, Nov. 4, 
1215, and he was not allowed to resume it till 1219, when Innocent had been in his grave three 
years. London, which supported the popular cause, was placed under the interdict, and the 
prelates of England who took the popular side Innocent denounced, as worse than Saracens, 
worse than those open enemies of the cross." {215} 



 
The barons, in self-defence, called upon the Dauphin of France to accept the crown. He landed in 
England, but was met by the papal ban. {216} During the struggle Innocent died, but his policy 
was continued by his successor. Three months later, Oct. 19, 1216, John died at Newark, after 
suffering the loss of his goods in crossing the Wash. He was thrown into a fever, but the probable 
cause of his death was excess in eating and drinking. {217} He was buried at his own request in 
Worcester cathedral. In his last moments he received the sacrament and commended his children 
to the protection of the pope, who had stood by him in his last conflict. 
 
{211} M. Paris, Luard’s ed. II. 611. 
 
{212} Aug. 24, 1215, Potthast, 435. 
 
{213} Compositionen hujusmodi reprobamus penitus et damnamus compositio non solum sit vilis 
et turpis, verum etiam illicita et iniqua ut merito sit abomnibus reprobanda. M. Paris, Luard’s 
ed., II. 619 sq. Another ground given by Innocent for annulling the document was that he as 
England’s overlord had not been consulted before the king’s signature was attached. 
 
{214} The language is the strongest: tam cartam quam obligationes irritantes penitus et 
cassantes, ut nullo unquam tempore aliquam habeant firmitatem. M. Paris, Luard’s ed. II. 619. 
See Hurter, II. 656 sq. Some excuse has been found by advocates of papal infallibility for this 
fierce sentence upon the ground that Innocent was condemning the mode by which the king’s 
consent was obtained. Innocent adduces three considerations, the conspiracy of the barons to 
force the king, their disregard of his Crusading vow, and the neglect of all parties to consult the 
pope as overlord. He condemns, it is true, the document as a document, and it has been said the 
contents were not aimed at Innocent’s mistake and official offence were that, passing by entirely, 
the merits of the Charter, he should have espoused the despotism of the iniquitous king. 
 
{215} Potthast, 437; M. Paris, in Luard, II. 627. About the same time at John’s request, Innocent 
annulled the election of Simon Langton, Stephen’s brother, to the see of York. 
 
{216} Thomas Fuller remarks that "the commonness of these curses caused them to be 
contemned, so that they were a fright to few, a mock to many, and a hurt to none." 
 
{217} Roger of Wendover says he surfeited himself with peaches and new cider. M. Paris, 
Luard’s ed., II. 667. Shakespeare, following a later tradition, represents him as dying of poison 
administered by a monk:— 
 
The king, I fear is poisoned by a monk, 
 
It is too late; the life of all his blood 
 
Is touched corruptibly; and his pure brain 
 
Which some suppose the soul’s frail dwelling-house 
 
Doth, by the idle comments that it makes, 
 
Foretell the ending of mortality. 
 
—King John, Act V. Sc. 6 sq.  



41. The Fourth Lateran Council, 1215. 
 
Literature.—Works of Innocent, Migne, 217.—Mansi, xxii.—Labbaeus, xi.—Potthast, Regesta, I. 
437 sqq., gives a summary of the canons of the council.—Hefele-Knopfler, V. 872 sqq.—Hurter, 
II. 538 sqq.—Lea: Hist. of the Inquisition, passim. 
 
The Fourth Lateran, otherwise known as the Twelfth Oecumenical Council, was the closing act of 
Innocent’s pontificate, and marks the zenith of the papal theocracy. In his letter of convocation, 
{218} the pope announced its object to be the reconquest of Palestine and the betterment of the 
Church. The council was held in the Lateran and had three sittings, Nov. 11, 20, 30, 1215. It was 
the most largely attended of the synods held up to that time in the west. The attendance included 
412 bishops, 800 abbots and priors, and a large number of delegates representing absent prelates. 
There were also present representatives of the emperor Frederick II., the emperor Henry of 
Constantinople, and the kings of England, France, Aragon, Hungary, Jerusalem, and other 
crowned heads. {219} 
 
The sessions were opened with a sermon by the pope on Luke 22:15, "With desire have I desired 
to eat this passover with you before I suffer." It was a fanciful interpretation of the word 
"Passover," to which a threefold sense was given: a physical sense referring to the passage of 
Jerusalem from a state of captivity to a state of liberty, a spiritual sense referring to the passage of 
the Church from one state to a better one, and a heavenly sense referring to the transition from the 
present life to the eternal glory. The deliverances are grouped under seventy beads, and a special 
decree bearing upon the recovery of Jerusalem. The headings concern matters of doctrine and 
ecclesiastical and moral practice. The council’s two most notable acts were the definition of the 
dogma of transubstantiation and the establishment of the institution of the Inquisition against 
heretics. 
 
The doctrinal decisions, contained in the first two chapters, give a comprehensive statement of the 
orthodox faith as it concerns the nature of God, the Incarnation, the unity of the Church, and the 
two greater sacraments. Here transubstantiation is defined as the doctrine of the eucharist in the 
universal Church, "outside of which there is no possibility of salvation." {220} 
 
The council expressly condemned the doctrine of Joachim of Flore, that the substance of the 
Father, Son, and Spirit is not a real entity, but a collective entity in the sense that a collection of 
men is called one people, and a collection of believers one Church. It approved the view of Peter 
the Lombard whom Joachim had opposed on the ground that his definition would substitute a 
quaternity for the trinity in the Godhead. {221} 
 
Amaury of Bena, a teacher in Paris accused of pantheistic teachings, was also condemned by 
name. He had been accused and appeared before the pope at Rome in 1204, and recalled his 
alleged heresy. {222} He or his scholars taught that every one in whom the Spirit of God is, 
becomes united with the body of Christ and cannot sin. 
 
The treatment of heretics received elaborate consideration in the important third decree. {223} 
The ecclesiastical and moral regulations were the subject of sixty-seven decrees. The rank of the 
patriarchal sees is fixed, Rome having the first place. {224} It was an opportune moment for an 
array of these dignitaries, as Innocent had established a Latin succession in the Eastern 
patriarchates which had not already been filled by his predecessors. To avoid the confusion 



arising from the diversity of monastic rules, the establishment of monastic orders was thenceforth 
forbidden. {225} 
 
The clergy are warned against intemperance and incontinence and forbidden the chase, hunting 
dogs and falcons, attendance upon theatrical entertainments, and executions, duelling, and 
frequenting inns. Prescriptions are given for their dress. Confession is made compulsory at least 
once a year, and imprisonment fixed as the punishment of priests revealing the secrets of the 
confessional. The tenure of more than one benefice is forbidden except by the pope’s 
dispensation. New relics are forbidden as objects of worship, except as they might receive the 
approbation of the pope. Physicians are bidden, upon threat of excommunication, to urge their 
patients first of all to summon a priest, as the well-being of the soul is of more value than the 
health of the body. Jews and Saracens are enjoined to wear a different dress from the Christians, 
lest unawares carnal intercourse be had between them. The Jews are bidden to keep within doors 
during passion week and excluded from holding civil office. {226} 
 
The appointment of a new crusade was the council’s last act, and it was set to start in 1217. 
Christians were commanded to refrain from all commercial dealings with the Saracens for four 
years. To all contributing to the crusade, as well as to those participating in it, full indulgence was 
promised, and added eternal bliss. {227} Another important matter which was settled, as it were 
in a committee room of the council, was the appeal of Raymund VI., count of Toulouse, for 
redress from the rapacity of Simon de Montfort, the fierce leader of the crusade against the 
Albigenses in Southern France. 
 
The doctrinal statements and ecclesiastical rules bear witness to the new conditions upon which 
the Church had entered, the Latin patriarchs being in possession in the East, and heresy 
threatening its unity in Southern France and other parts of the West. 
 
Innocent III. survived the great council only a few months and died scarcely fifty-six years old, 
without having outlived his authority or his fame. He had been fortunate in all his undertakings. 
The acts of statecraft, which brought Europe to his feet, were crowned in the last scene at the 
Lateran Council by the pious concern of the priest. To his successors he bequeathed a continent 
united in allegiance to the Holy See and a Church strengthened in its doctrinal unity. 
Notwithstanding his great achievements combining mental force and moral purpose, the Church 
has found no place for Innocent among its canonized saints. 
 
The following are a few testimonies to his greatness:— 
 
Gregorovius declares {228} that, although he was 
 
"Not a creative genius like Gregory I. and Gregory VII., he was one of the most important figures 
of the Middle Ages, a man of earnest, sterling, austere intellect, a consummate ruler, a statesman 
of penetrating judgment, a high-minded priest filled with religious fervor, and at the same time 
with an unbounded ambition and appalling force of will, a true idealist on the papal throne, yet an 
entirely practical monarch and a cool-headed lawyer.... No pope has ever had so lofty and yet so 
real consciousness of his power as Innocent III., the creator and destroyer of emperors and kings." 
 
Ranke says: {229} — 
 
"A superstitious reverence such as Friedrich Hurter renders to him in his remarkable book I am 
not at all able to accord. Thus much, however, is certain. He stands in the foremost rank of popes, 
having world-wide significance. The task which he placed before himself he was thoroughly 



equal to. Leaving out a few dialectic subtleties, one will not find in him anything that is really 
small. In him was fulfilled the transition of the times." 
 
Baur gives this opinion: {230} — 
 
"With Innocent III. the papacy reached its height and in no other period of its long history did it 
enjoy such an undisturbed peace and such a glorious development of its power and splendor. He 
was distinguished as no other in this high place not only by all the qualities of the ruler but by 
personal virtues, by high birth and also by mind, culture, and learning." {231} 
 
Hagenbach: {232} — 
 
"Measured by the standard of the papacy, Innocent is beyond controversy the greatest of all the 
popes. Measured by the eternal law of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, that which here seems great and 
mighty in the eyes of the world, seems little in the kingdom of heaven, and amongst those things 
which call forth wonder and admiration, only that will stand which the Spirit of God, who never 
wholly withdraws from the Church, wrought in his soul. How far such operation went on, and 
with what result, who but God can know? He alone is judge." 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{218} April 19, 1213. 
 
{219} The invitation included the prelates of the East and West, Christian emperors and kings, the 
grand-masters of the Military Orders, and the heads of monastic establishments. 
 
{220} In qua idem ipse sacerdos et sacrificium Jesus Christus, cujus corpus et sanguis in 
sacramento altaris sub speciebus panis et vini veraciter continentur, transubstantiatis pane in 
corpus, et vino in sanguinem, etc. Mansi, XXII. 982; Mirbt, Quellen. 133. 
 
{221} The Lombard had defined the substance of the three persons as a real entity, quaedam 
summa res. 
 
{222} See Hauck, art. Amalrich, in Herzog, I. 432 sq. 
 
{223} See chapters on the Inquisition and the Cathari. 
 
{224} The patriarchs of Jerusalem and Constantinople, of the Latin succession, were conspicuous 
at the council, and also Antioch by a representative, the Melchisite patriarch of Alexandria, and 
the Maronite patriarch. 
 
{225} Chapter XIII. 
 
{226} A repetition of the decrees of the synod of Toledo, 681. 
 
{227} Plenam suorum peccaminum de quibus fuerint corde contriti et ore confessi veniam 
indulgemus et in retributione justorum salutis eternae pollicemur augmentum. 
 



{228} V: 102 sq. Gibbon, ch. LIX, after acknowledging Innocent’s talents and virtues, has this 
criticism of two of the most far-reaching acts of his reign: "Innocent may boast of the two most 
signal triumphs over sense and humanity, the establishment of transubstantiation, and the origin 
of the Inquisition." 
 
{229} Weltgeschichte, viii: 334. 
 
{230} Geschichte des Mittelalters, p. 220. 
 
{231} For judgments of mediaeval authors, see Potthast, Regesta, 461. The contemporaneous 
author of the Gesta Innocentii, Migne, 214, p. xviii., thus describes Innocent: "Fuit vir perspicacis 
ingenii et tenacis memoriae, in divinis et humanis litteris eruditus, sermone tam vulgari quam 
litterali disertus, exercitatus in cantilena et psalmodia, statura mediocris et decorus aspectu, 
medius inter prodigalitatem et avaritiam, sed in eleemosynis et victualibus magis largus, et in aliis 
magis parcus, nisi cum necessitatis articulus exigebat severus contra rebelles et contumaces, sed 
benignus erga humiles et devotos; fortis et stabilis, magnanimus et astutus; fidei defensor, et 
haeresis expugnator; in justitia rigidus, sed in misericordia pius; humilis in prosperis, et patiens in 
adversis; naturae tamen aliquantulum indignantis, sed facile ignoscentis." 
 
{232} Kirchengeschichte des Mittelalters, ch. XIX.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VI. 
 
THE PAPACY FROM THE DEATH OF INNOCENT III. TO BONIFACE VIII. 1216-1294. 
 
Literature: The Chronicles of this period, e.g. M. Paris, ed. by Luard the Franciscan Salimbene, 
ed. by A. Bertani, Parma, 1857; Engl. trans. by Coulton, Lond., 1906.—Richard a St. Germano: 
chronicon rerum per orbem gestarum, 1189-1243; the chronicon Placentinum and Chron. de 
rebus in Italia gestis, ed. by Huillard-Breholles, Paris, 1856. For Honorius III., Opera omnia, ed. 
by Horay in Medii aevi bibliotheca patristica, I.-V., Paris, 1879-1883, and Regesta, ed. by the 
order of Leo XIII., by P. Presutti, Rome, 1888, 1 vol. For Gregory IX., Opera omnia, Antwerp, 
1572. Fifteen volumes of Gregory’s letters are in MS. in the Vatican: Les Registres de Gregoire 
IX., 1227-1235, Recueil des bulles publiees d’apres les MSS. originaux du Vatican par L. 
Auvray, Paris, 1896. For Innocent IV., Registres d’Innocent IV., ed. by E. Berger, 3 vols. Paris, 
1884-1897.—The Regesta of Potthast and Bohmer.—Lives of the Popes, in Muratori (two), and 
by Platina.—Mansi: Councils, XXIII. 
 
C. Hofler: Kaiser Friedrich II., Munich, 1844.—Ed. Winkelmann: Gesch. Kaisers Friedrichs II., 
etc., 2 vols., Berlin and Reval, 1863-1865.—T. L. Kington: Hist. of Fred. II., Emp. of the 
Romans, 2 vols., London, 1862.—F. W. Schirrmacher: Kaiser Fried. II., 3 vols. Gotting., 1859-
1865.—Huillard-Breholles: Historia diplomatica Friderici II, etc., 6 vols., two parts each, Paris, 
1852-1861. A great work. Vol. I. gives the life of Frederick, the other volumes documents.—
Huillard-Breholles: Vie et correspondance de la Vigne, ministre de l’empereur Fred. II., Paris, 
1866.—E. Winkelmann: Kaiser Friedrich II., 2 vols. Leipzig, 1896 sq.—P. Balan: Storia di 
Gregorio IX. e di suoi tempi, 3 vols., Modena, 1872 sq.—Chambrier: Die letzten Hohenstaufen u. 
das Papstthum, Basel, 1876.—Raumer: Gesch. der Hohenstaufen, 5th ed., Leipzig, 1878. Vol. 
V.—J. Zeller: L’emp. Fred. II. et la chute de l’emp. Germ. du moyen a¢ge, Paris, 1885.—J. 
Felten: Papst Gregor IX., Freib. im Br., 1886.—Ugo Balzani: The Popes and the Hohenstaufen, 
London, 1888.—C. Kohler: D. Verhaltniss Fried. II. zu den Papsten seiner Zeit., Breslau, 
1888.—J. Clausen: Papst Honorius III., Bonn, 1895.—H. Fisher: The Mediaeval Empire, 2 vols. 
London, 1898.—F. Fehling: Fried. II. und die romischen Kardinale, Berlin, 1901.—H. Krabbo: 
Die Besetzung der deutschen Bisthumer unter der Regierung Kaiser Fried. II., 1212-1250, Berlin, 
1901.—Th. Franz: Der grosse Kampf zwischen Kaiserthum und Papstthum zur Zeit des 
Hohenstaufen, Fried. II., Berlin, 1903. Not important.—W. Knebel: Kaiser Fried. II. und Papst 
Honorius III., 1220-1227, Munster, 1905, pp. 151.—Hefele, V.—Wattenbach, 196-211.—
Gregorovius, V.—Ranke, VIII.—Freeman: The Emp. Fred. II. in his Hist. Essays, 1st series, pp. 
283-313, London, 1871.—Art. Fred. II., by Funk, in Wetzer-Welte, IV. 2029-2035, and arts. in 
Herzog, Gregory IX., by Mirbt, and Honorius III., and Innocent IV., by Schulz, with the copious 
Lit. there given. Also, Das Briefbuch des Thomas von Gasta, Justitiars Fried. II. in Quellen u. 
Forschungen aus italienischen Archiven und Bibliotheken, Rome, 1895. 
 

42. The Papal Conflict with Frederick II Begun. 
 
Between the death of Innocent III. and the election of Boniface VIII., a period of eighty years, 
sixteen popes sat on the throne, several of whom were worthy successors of the greatest of the 
pontiffs. The earlier half of the period, 1216-1250, was filled with the gigantic struggle between 
the papacy and Frederick II., emperor of Germany and king of Sicily. The latter half, 1250-1294, 



was marked by the establishment of peace between the papacy and empire, and the dominance of 
the French, or Norman, influence over the papacy. 
 
Scarcely was Innocent in his grave when Frederick II. began to play his distinguished role, and to 
engage the papacy in its last great struggle with the empire—a desperate struggle, as it proved to 
be, in which the empire was at last completely humbled. The struggle kept Europe in turmoil for 
nearly forty years, and was waged with three popes,—Honorius III., Gregory IX., and Innocent 
IV., the last two, men of notable ability. During all this time Frederick was the most conspicuous 
figure in Christendom. The struggle was carried on not only in the usual ways of diplomacy and 
arms, but by written appeals to the court of European opinion. 
 
Frederick II., the grandson of Frederick Barbarossa, was born near Ancona, 1194. His father, 
Henry VI., had joined Sicily to the empire by his marriage with the Norman princess Constance, 
through whom Frederick inherited the warm blood of the south. By preference and training, as 
well as birth, he was a thorough Italian. He tarried on German soil only long enough to insure his 
crown and to put down the rebellion of his son. {233} He preferred to hold his court at Palermo, 
which in his letters he called "the Happy City." The Romans elected him king in 1196, and at his 
father’s death a year later he became king of Sicily. The mother soon followed, and by her will 
"the child of Apulia," as Frederick was called, a boy then in his fourth year, passed under the 
guardian care of Innocent III. After Otto’s star had set, he was crowned king at Frankfurt, 1212, 
and at Aachen, 1215. Frederick was not twenty when Innocent’s career came to an end. 
 
Honorius III., 1216-1227, was without the ambition or genius of his predecessor Innocent III. He 
confirmed the rules and witnessed the extraordinary growth of the two great mendicant orders of 
St. Francis and St. Dominic. He crowned Peter of Courtenay, emperor of Byzantium, the only 
Byzantine emperor to receive his crown in Rome. {234} The pope’s one passion was the 
deliverance of Jerusalem. To accomplish this, he was forced to look to Frederick. To induce him 
to fulfill the vow made at his coronation, in 1215, to lead a crusade, was the main effort of his 
pontificate. The year 1217, the date set for the crusade to start, passed by. Honorius fixed date 
after date with Frederick, but the emperor had other plans and found excuses for delay. In 1220 
he and his wife Constantia received the imperial crown at the hands of the pope in Rome. {235} 
For the second time Frederick took the cross. He also seemed to give proof of piety by ratifying 
the privileges of the Church, announcing his determination to suppress heresy, and exempting all 
churches and clerics from taxation. In the meantime his son Henry had been elected king of the 
Romans, and by that act and the pope’s subsequent ratification the very thing was accomplished 
which it had been Innocent’s shrewd policy to prevent; namely, the renewal of the union of the 
empire and the kingdom of Sicily in one hand. Frederick was pursuing his own course, but to 
appease Honorius he renewed the pledge whereby Sicily was to remain a fief of the papal see. 
 
The fall of Damietta, {236} in 1221, was adapted to fire a sincere crusader’s zeal; but Frederick 
was too much engaged in pleasure and absorbed in his scheme for extending his power in Italy to 
give much attention to the rescue of the holy places. In hope of inflaming his zeal and hastening 
the departure of the crusade, Honorius encouraged the emperor’s marriage with Iolanthe, 
daughter of John of Brienne, king of Jerusalem, and heiress of the crown. {237} The nuptials 
were no sooner celebrated than Frederick assumed the title of king of Jerusalem; but he continued 
to show no sign of making haste. His aggravating delays were enough to wear out a more amiable 
disposition than even Honorius possessed. A final agreement was made between them in 1225, 
which gave the emperor a respite of two years more, and he swore upon penalty of 
excommunication to set forth October, 1227. Four months before the date appointed for the 
crusade Honorius died. 
 



The last year of Honorius’s reign, Frederick entered openly upon the policy which involved him 
in repeated wars with the papacy and the towns of Northern Italy. He renewed the imperial claims 
to the Lombard cities. Upon these claims the Apostolic see could not look with complacency, for, 
if realized, they would have made Frederick the sovereign of Italy and cramped the temporal 
power of the papacy within a limited and at best an uncertain area. 
 
{233} Ranke, VIII. 337, calls him a foreigner on German soil. 
 
{234} The coronation took place outside the walls of the city. Peter died in prison on his way to 
Constantinople. 
 
{235} The coronation ceremonies passed off amidst the general good will of the Roman populace 
and were interrupted by a single disturbance, a dispute over a dog between the ambassadors of 
Florence and Pisa which ultimately involved the cities in war. Villani, VI. 2. 
 
{236} Damietta, an important harbor in Egypt, had been chosen by the crusaders as their base of 
operations against Jerusalem and the point from which Jerusalem was to be reached. 
 
{237} On the ground that Iolanthe was immediate heir to the crown through her mother.  



43. Gregory IX. and Frederick II. 1227-1241. 
 
An antagonist of different metal was Gregory IX., 1227-1241. Innocent III., whose nephew he 
was, seemed to have risen again from the grave in him. Although in years he was more than twice 
as old as the emperor, {238} Gregory was clearly his match in vigor of mind and dauntless 
bravery, and greatly his superior in moral purpose. In asserting the exorbitant claims of the 
papacy he was not excelled by any of the popes. He was famed for eloquence and was an expert 
in the canon law. 
 
Setting aside Frederick’s spurious pretexts for delaying the crusade, Gregory in the first days of 
his pontificate insisted upon his fulfilling his double pledge made at his coronation in 1215 and 
his coronation as emperor in Rome, 1220. {239} Frederick at last seemed ready to comply. The 
crusaders assembled at Brindisi, and Frederick actually set off to sea accompanied by the pope’s 
prayers. Within three days of leaving port the expedition returned, driven back by an epidemic, as 
Frederick asserted, or by Frederick’s love of pleasure, as Gregory maintained. 
 
The pope’s disappointment knew no bounds. He pronounced against Frederick the 
excommunication threatened by Honorius. {240} As the sentence was being read in the church at 
Anagni, the clergy dashed their lighted tapers to the floor to indicate the emperor’s going out into 
darkness. Gregory justified his action in a letter to the Christian princes, and spoke of Frederick 
as "one whom the Holy See had educated with much care, suckled at its breast, carried on its 
shoulders, and whom it has frequently rescued from the hands of those seeking his life, whom it 
has brought up to perfect manhood at much trouble and expense, exalted to the honors of kingly 
dignity, and finally advanced to the summit of the imperial station, trusting to have him as a wand 
of defence and the staff of our old age." He declared the plea of the epidemic a frivolous pretence 
and charged Frederick with evading his promises, casting aside all fear of God, having no respect 
for Jesus Christ. Heedless of the censures of the Church, and enticed away to the usual pleasures 
of his kingdom, he had abandoned the Christian army and left the Holy Land exposed to the 
infidels. {241} 
 
In a vigorous counter appeal to Christendom, Frederick made a bold protest against the 
unbearable assumption of the papacy, and pointed to the case of John of England as a warning to 
princes of what they might expect. "She who calls herself my mother," he wrote, "treats me like a 
stepmother." He denounced the secularization of the Church, and called upon the bishops and 
clergy to cultivate the self-denial of the Apostles. 
 
In 1228 the excommunication was repeated and places put under the interdict where the emperor 
might be. Gregory was not without his own troubles at Rome, from which he was compelled to 
flee and seek refuse at Perugia. 
 
The same year, as if to show his independence of papal dictation and at the same time the 
sincerity of his crusading purpose, the emperor actually started upon a crusade, usually called the 
Fifth Crusade. On being informed of the expedition, the pope excommunicated, him for the third 
time and inhibited the patriarch of Jerusalem and the Military Orders from giving him aid. The 
expedition was successful in spite of the papal malediction, and entering Jerusalem Frederick 
crowned himself king in the church of the Holy Sepulchre. Thus we have the singular spectacle of 
the chief monarch of Christendom conducting a crusade in fulfillment of a vow to two popes 
while resting under the solemn ban of a third. Yea, the second crusader who entered the Holy 
City as a conqueror, and the last one to do so, was at the time not only resting under a triple ban, 



but was excommunicated a fourth time on his return from his expedition to Europe. He was 
excommunicated for not going, he was excommunicated for going, and he was excommunicated 
on coming back, though it was not in disgrace but in triumph. 
 
The emperor’s troops bearing the cross were met on their return to Europe by the papal army 
whose banners were inscribed with the keys. Frederick’s army was victorious. Diplomacy, 
however, prevailed, and emperor and pope dined together at Anagni (Sept. 1, 1230) and arranged 
a treaty. 
 
The truce lasted four years, Gregory in the meantime composing, with the emperor’s help, his 
difficulties with the municipality of Rome. Again he addressed Frederick as "his beloved son in 
Christ." But formal terms of endearment did not prevent the renewal of the conflict, this time over 
Frederick’s resolution to force his authority upon the Lombard cities. This struggle engaged him 
in war with the papacy from this time forward to his death, 1235-1250. After crushing the 
rebellion of his son Henry in the North, and seeing his second son Conrad crowned, the emperor 
hastened south to subdue Lombardy. {242} "Italy," he wrote in answer to the pope’s protests, 
1236, "Italy is my heritage, as all the world well knows." His arms seemed to be completely 
successful by the battle of Cortenuova, 1237. But Gregory abated none of his opposition. "Priests 
are fathers and masters of kings and princes," he wrote, "and to them is given authority over 
men’s bodies as well as over their souls." It was his policy to thwart at all hazards Frederick’s 
designs upon upper Italy, which he wanted to keep independent of Sicily as a protection to the 
papal state. The accession of the emperor’s favorite son Enzio to the throne of Sardinia, through 
his marriage with the princess Adelasia, was a new cause of offence to Gregory. {243} For 
Sardinia was regarded as a papal fief, and the pope had not been consulted in the arrangements 
leading to the marriage. And so for the fifth time, in 1239, Gregory pronounced upon the emperor 
the anathema. {244} The sentence charged him with stirring up sedition against the Church in 
Rome from which Gregory had been forced to flee in the conflicts between the Ghibelline and 
Guelf parties, with seizing territory belonging to the Holy See, and with violence towards prelates 
and benefices. {245} 
 
A conflict with the pen followed which has a unique place in the history of the papacy. Both 
parties made appeal to public opinion, a thing which was novel up to that time. The pope 
compared {246} the emperor to the beast in the Book of Revelation which "rose out of the sea full 
of words of blasphemy and had the feet of a bear and the mouth of a lion, and like a leopard in its 
other parts, opens its mouth in blasphemies against God’s name, his dwelling place, and the saints 
in heaven. This beast strives to grind everything to pieces with his claws and teeth of iron and to 
trample with his feet on the universal world." He accused Frederick of lies and perjuries, and 
called him "the son of lies, heaping falsehood on falsehood, robber, blasphemer, a wolf in sheep’s 
clothing, the dragon emitting waters of persecution from his mouth like a river." He made the 
famous declaration that "as the king of pestilence, Frederick had openly asserted that the world 
had been deceived by three impostors, {247} —Jesus, Moses, and Mohammed, two of these 
having died in glory and Jesus having been suspended on the cross. Moreover, he had denied the 
possibility of God’s becoming incarnate of a virgin." {248} 
 
This extensive document is, no doubt, one of the most vehement personal fulminations which has 
ever proceeded from Rome. Epithets could go no further. It is a proof of the great influence of 
Frederick’s personality and the growing spirit of democracy in the Italian cities that the emperor 
was not wholly shunned by all men and crushed under the dead weight of such fearful 
condemnations. 
 



In his retort, {249} not to be behind his antagonist in Scripture quotations, Frederick compared 
Gregory to the rider on the red horse who destroyed peace on the earth. As the pope had called 
him a beast, bestia, so he would call him a wild beast, belua, antichrist, a second Balaam, who 
used the prerogative of blessing and cursing for money. He declared that, as God had placed the 
greater and lesser lights in the heavens, so he had placed the priesthood, sacerdotium, and the 
empire, imperium, on the earth. But the pope had sought to put the second light into eclipse by 
denying the purity of Frederick’s faith and comparing him to the beast rising out of the sea. 
Indignantly denying the accusation of the three impostors, he declared his faith in the "only Son 
of God as coequal with the Father and the Holy Spirit, begotten from the beginning of all worlds. 
Mohammed’s body is suspended in the air, but his soul is given over to the torments of hell." 
 
Gregory went further than words and offered to the count of Artois the imperial crown, which at 
the instance of his brother, Louis IX. of France, the count declined. The German bishops 
espoused Frederick’s cause. On the other hand, the mendicant friars proved true allies of the 
pope. The emperor drove the papal army behind the walls of Rome. In spite of enemies within the 
city, the aged pontiff went forth from the Lateran in solemn procession, supplicating deliverance 
and accompanied by all the clergy, carrying the heads of the Apostles Peter and Paul. {250} 
When Frederick retreated, it seemed as if the city had been delivered by a miracle. However 
untenable we may regard the assumptions of the Apostolic see, we cannot withhold admiration 
from the brave old pope. 
 
Only one source of possible relief was left to Gregory, a council of the whole Church, and this he 
summoned to meet in Rome in 1241. Frederick was equal to the emergency, and with the aid of 
his son Enzio checkmated the pope by a manoeuvre which, serious as it was for Gregory, cannot 
fail to appeal to the sense of the ludicrous. The Genoese fleet conveying the prelates to Rome, 
most of them from France, Northern Italy, and Spain, was captured by Enzio, and the would-be 
councillors, numbering nearly one hundred and including Cardinal Otto, a papal legate, were 
taken to Naples and held in prison. {251} In his letter of condolence to the imprisoned dignitaries 
the pope represents them as awaiting their sentence from the new Pharaoh. {252} Brilliant as was 
the coup de main, it was destined to return to trouble the inventor. And the indignity heaped by 
Frederick upon the prelates was at a later time made a chief charge against him. 
 
Gregory died in the summer of 1241, at an age greater than the age of Leo XIII. at that pope’s 
death. But he died, as it were, with his armor on and with his face turned towards his imperial 
antagonist, whose army at the time lay within a few hours of the city. He had fought one of the 
most strenuous conflicts of the Middle Ages. To the last moment his intrepid courage remained 
unabated. A few weeks before his death he wrote, in sublime confidence in the papal prerogative: 
"Ye faithful, have trust in God and hear his dispensations with patience. The ship of Peter will for 
a while be driven through storms and between rocks, but soon, and at a time unexpected, it will 
rise again above the foaming billows and sail on unharmed, over the placid surface." 
 
The Roman communion owes to Gregory IX. the collection of decretals which became a part of 
its statute book. {253} He made the Inquisition a permanent institution and saw it enforced in the 
city of Rome. He accorded the honors of canonization to the founders of the mendicant orders, St. 
Francis of Assisi and Dominic of Spain. 
 
{238} His exact age is not known. M. Paris, Luard’s ed., IV. 162; Giles’s trans., I. 383, says that 
at the time of his death he was almost a centenarian (fere centenarius). 
 
{239} Frederick had received the cross at his coronation in Rome from the hand of Gregory, then 
Cardinal Ugolino. 



 
{240} "The English chronicler," speaking of the pope’s act, uses his favorite expression, "that he 
might not be like a dog unable to bark" (ne canis videretur non valens latrare). Luard’s ed., M. 
Paris, III. 145; Giles’s trans. of Roger of Wendover, II. 499. 
 
{241} Luard’s ed., M. Paris, III. 145 sq. See Registres, p. 107. 
 
{242} Henry died in an Italian prison. Conrad, whose mother was Iolanthe, was nine years old at 
the time of his coronation. In 1235 Frederick married for the third time Isabella, sister of Henry 
III. of England. This marriage explains Frederick’s repeated appeals to the clergy and people of 
England. 
 
{243} Potthast, p. 952; Huillard-Breholles, VI. 1, 136. 
 
{244} In view of these repeated fulminations it is no wonder that the papal legate, Albert of 
Bohemia., wrote from Bavaria that the clergy did not care a bean (faba) for the sentence of 
excommunication. Huillard-Breholles, V. 1032; Potthast, 908. 
 
{245} The document is given in full in M. Paris, Luard’s ed., III. 553 sq. 
 
{246} Breholles, V. 327-340; Paris, III. 590-608. 
 
{247} The charge is made in an encyclical of Gregory sent forth between May 21 and July 1, 
1239. 
 
{248} Iste rex pestilentiae a tribus barotoribus, ut ejus verbis utamur, scilicet Christo Jesu, 
Moyse et Mohameto totum mundum fuisse deceptum, et duobus eorum in gloria mortuis, ipsum 
Jesum in ligno suspensum manifeste proponens, etc. 
 
{249} Breholles, V. 348 sqq. 
 
{250} Breholles, V. 777 sqq. 
 
{251} M. Paris with his usual vivacity says, "They were heaped together like pigs." 
 
{252} Breholles, V. 1120-1138; G. C. Macaulay gives a lively account of the proceeding in art. 
Capture of a General Council, Engl. Hist. Rev., 1891, pp. l-17 
 
{253} See section on The Canon Law.  



44. The First Council of Lyons and the Close of Frederick’s Career. 
1241-1250. 
 
Additional Literature.—Mansi, XXIII. 605 sqq.; Hefele, V. 105 sqq.— C. Rodenberg: Inn. IV. 
und das Konigreich Sicilien, Halle, 1892.—H. Weber: Der Kampf zwischen Inn. IV. und Fried. II. 
Berlin, 1900.—P. Aldinger: Die Neubesetzung der deutschen Bisthumer unter Papst Inn. IV.,  
Leipzig, 1900.—J. Maulbach: Die Kardinale und ihre Politikum die Mitte des XIII. Jahrhunderts, 
1243-1268, Bonn, 1902. 
 
Gregory’s successor, Coelestin IV., survived his election less than three weeks. A papal vacancy 
followed, lasting the unprecedented period of twenty months. The next pope, Innocent IV., a 
Genoese, was an expert in the canon law and proved himself to be more than the equal of 
Frederick in shrewdness and quickness of action. At his election the emperor is reported to have 
exclaimed that among the cardinals he had lost a friend and in the pope gained an enemy. 
Frederick refused to enter into negotiations looking to an agreement of peace until he should be 
released from the ban. Innocent was prepared to take up Gregory’s conflict with great energy. All 
the weapons at the command of the papacy were brought into requisition: excommunication, the 
decree of a general council, deposition, the election of a rival emperor, and the active fomenting 
of rebellion in Frederick’s dominions. Under this accumulation of burdens Frederick, like a giant, 
attempted to bear up, but in vain. {254} All Western Christendom was about to be disturbed by 
the conflict. Innocent’s first move was to out-general his antagonist by secretly leaving Rome. 
Alexander III. had set the precedent of delivering himself by flight. In the garb of a knight he 
reached Civita Vecchia, and there met by a Genoese galley proceeded to Genoa, where he was 
received with the ringing of bells and the acclamation, "Our soul is escaped like a bird out of the 
snare of the fowler." Joined by cardinals, he continued his journey to Lyons, which, though 
nominally a city of the empire, was by reason of its proximity to France a place of safe retreat. 
 
The pope’s policy proved to be a master stroke. A deep impression in his favor was made upon 
the Christian world by the sight of the supreme pontiff in exile. {255} The division of European 
sentiment is shown by the method which a priest of Paris resorted to in publishing Innocent’s 
sentence of excommunication against the emperor. "I am not ignorant," he said, "of the serious 
controversy and unquenchable hatred that has arisen between the emperor and the pope. I also 
know that one has done harm to the other, but which is the offender I do not know. Him, 
however, as far as my authority goes, I denounce and excommunicate, that is, the one who harms 
the other, whichever of the two it be, and I absolve the one which suffers under the injury which 
is so hurtful to the cause of Christendom." 
 
Innocent was now free to convoke again the council which Frederick’s forcible measures had 
prevented from assembling in Rome. It is known as the First Council of Lyons, or the Thirteenth 
Oecumenical Council, and met in Lyons, 1245. The measures the papal letter mentioned as 
calling for action were the provision of relief for the Holy Land and of resistance to the Mongols 
whose ravages had extended to Hungary, and the settlement of matters in dispute between the 
Apostolic see and the emperor. One hundred and forty prelates were present. With the exception 
of a few representatives from England and one or two bishops from Germany, the attendance was 
confined to ecclesiastics from Southern Europe. {256} Baldwin, emperor of Constantinople, was 
there to plead his dismal cause. Frederick was represented by his able counsellor, Thaddeus of 
Suessa. 
 



Thaddeus promised for his master to restore Greece to the Roman communion and proceed to the 
Holy Land in person. Innocent rejected the promises as intended to deceive and to break up the 
council. The axe, he said, was laid at the root, and the stroke was not to be delayed. When 
Thaddeus offered the kings of England and France as sureties that the emperor would keep his 
promise, the pope sagaciously replied that in that case he would be in danger of having three 
princes to antagonize. Innocent was plainly master of the situation. The council was in sympathy 
with him. Many of its members had a grudge against Frederick for having been subjected to the 
outrage of capture and imprisonment by him. 
 
At one of the first sessions the pope delivered a sermon from the text, "See, ye who pass this way, 
was ever sorrow like unto my sorrow?" He dwelt upon five sorrows of the Church corresponding 
to the five wounds of Christ: the savage cruelty of the Mongols or Tartars, the schism of the 
Greeks, the growth of heresy, the desolation of Jerusalem, and the active persecution of the 
Church by the emperor. The charges against Frederick were sacrilege and heresy. As for the 
charge of heresy, Thaddeus maintained that it could be answered only by Frederick in person, and 
a delay of two weeks was granted that he might have time to appear. When he failed to appear, 
Innocent pronounced upon him the ban and declared him deposed from his throne. The 
deliverance set forth four grave offences; namely, the violation of his oath to keep peace with the 
Church, sacrilege in seizing the prelates on their way to the council, heresy, and withholding the 
tribute due from Sicily, a papal fief. Among the grounds for the charge of heresy were Frederick’s 
contempt of the pope’s prerogative of the keys, his treaty with the Sultan on his crusade, allowing 
the name of Mohammed to be publicly proclaimed day and night in the temple, having 
intercourse with Saracens, keeping eunuchs over his women, and giving his daughter in marriage 
to Battacius, an excommunicated prince. The words of the fell sentence ran as follows: — 
 
"Seeing that we, unworthy as we are, hold on earth the authority of our Lord Jesus Christ, who 
said to us in the person of St. Peter, ‘whatsoever ye shall bind on earth,’ etc., do hereby declare 
Frederick, who has rendered himself unworthy of the honors of sovereignty and for his crimes has 
been deposed from his throne by God, to be bound by his sins and cast off by the Lord and we do 
hereby sentence and depose him; and all who are in any way bound to him by an oath of 
allegiance we forever release and absolve from that oath; and by our apostolic authority, we 
strictly forbid any one obeying him. We decree that any who gives aid to him as emperor or king 
shall be excommunicated; and those in the empire on whom the selection of an emperor devolves, 
have full liberty to elect a successor in his place." {257} 
 
Thaddeus appealed from the decision to another council. {258} His master Frederick, on hearing 
what was done, is said to have asked for his crown and to have placed it more firmly on his head. 
In vain did the king of France, meeting Innocent at Cluny, make a plea for the emperor, finding, 
as the English chronicler said, "but very little of that humility which he had hoped for in that 
servant of the servants of God." Frederick’s manifesto in reply to the council’s act was addressed 
to the king of England and other princes, and reminded them of the low birth of the prelates who 
set themselves up against lawful sovereigns, and denied the pope’s temporal authority. He warned 
them that his fate was likely to be theirs and announced it as his purpose to fight against his 
oppressors. It had been his aim to recall the clergy from lives of luxury and the use of arms to 
apostolic simplicity of manners. When this summons was heeded, the world might expect again 
to see miracles as of old. True as these principles were, and bold and powerful as was their 
advocate, the time had not yet come for Europe to espouse them, and the character of Frederick 
was altogether too vulnerable to give moral weight to his words. {259} 
 



The council’s discussions of measures looking to a new crusade did not have any immediate 
result. The clergy, besides being called upon to give a twentieth for three years, were instructed to 
see to it that wills contained bequests for the holy enterprise. 
 
One of the interesting figures at the council was Robert Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln, who 
protected against ecclesiastical abuses in England, such as the appointment of unworthy 
foreigners to benefices, and the exorbitant exactions for the papal exchequer. The pope gave no 
relief, and the English bishops were commanded to affix their seals confirming King John’s 
charter of tribute. {260} The only notable achievement of the council of Lyons was the defeat of 
Frederick. Innocent followed it up with vigorous measures. Frederick’s manifesto he answered 
with the reassertion of the most extravagant claims. The bishop of Rome was intrusted with 
authority to judge kings. If, in the Old Testament, priests deposed unworthy monarchs, how much 
more right had the vicar of Christ so to do. Innocent stirred up the flames of rebellion in Sicily 
and through the mendicant orders fanned the fires of discontent in Germany. Papal legates 
practically usurped the government of the German Church from 1246 to 1254. In the conflict over 
the election of bishops to German dioceses, Innocent usually gained his point, and in the year 
1247-1248 thirteen of his nominees were elected. {261} At the pope’s instigation Henry Raspe, 
landgrave of Thuringia, was chosen emperor, 1246, to replace Frederick, and at his death, a year 
later, William of Holland. 
 
In Italy civil war broke out. Here the mendicant orders were also against him. He met the 
elements of revolt in the South and subdued them. Turning to the North, success was at first on 
his side but soon left him. One fatality followed another. Thaddeus of Suessa fell, 1248. Peter de 
Vinea, another shrewd counsellor, had abandoned his master. Enzio, the emperor’s favorite son, 
was in prison. {262} Utter defeat fell upon him before Parma and forced him to abandon all 
Lombardy. As if there had not been cursings enough, Innocent, in 1247, had once more launched 
the anathema against him. Frederick’s career was at an end. He retired to Southern Italy, a broken 
man, and died near Lucera, an old Samnite town, Dec. 13, 1250. His tomb is at the side of the 
tomb of his parents in the cathedral of Palermo. He died absolved by the archbishop of Palermo 
and clothed in the garb of the Cistercians. {263} 
 
Stupor mundi, the Wonder of the World—this is the title which Matthew Paris applies to 
Frederick II. {264} Europe had not seen his equal as a ruler since the days of Charlemagne. For 
his wide outlook, the diversity of his gifts, and the vigor and versatility of his statecraft he is 
justly compared to the great rulers. {265} Morally the inferior of his grandfather, Barbarossa, 
Frederick surpassed him in intellectual breadth and culture. He is the most conspicuous political 
figure of his own age and the most cosmopolitan of the Middle Ages. He was warrior, legislator, 
statesman, man of letters. He won concessions in the East and was the last Christian king of 
Jerusalem to enter his realm. He brought order out of confusion in Sicily and Southern Italy and 
substituted the uniform legislation of the Sicilian Constitutions for the irresponsible jurisdiction 
of ecclesiastical court and baron. It has been said he founded the system of centralized 
government {266} and prepared the way for the monarchies of later times. He struck out a new 
path by appealing to the judgment of Christendom. With an enlightenment above his age, he gave 
toleration to Jew and Mohammedan. 
 
In his conflict with the pope, he was governed, not by animosity to the spiritual power, but by the 
determination to keep it within its own realm. In genuine ideal opposition to the hierarchy he 
went farther than any of his predecessors. {267} Dollinger pronounced him the greatest and most 
dangerous foe the papacy ever had. {268} Gregory and Innocent IV. called him "the great dragon" 
and declared he deserved the fate of Absalom. And yet he did not resort to his grandfather’s 
measures and set up an anti-pope. {269} Perhaps he refrained from so doing in sheer disdain. 



 
It has been surmised that Frederick was not a Christian. Gregory charged him specifically with 
blasphemy. But Frederick as specifically disavowed the charge of making Christ an impostor, and 
swore fealty to the orthodox faith. {270} If he actually threw off the statement of the three 
impostors as charged, it must be regarded as the intemperate expression of a mood. {271} 
Neander expresses the judgment that Frederick denied revealed religion. Schlosser withholds 
from him all religious and moral faith. Ranke and Freeman leave the question of his religious 
faith an open one. Hergenrother makes the distinction that as a man he was an unbeliever, as a 
monarch a strict Catholic. Gregorovius holds that he cherished convictions as sincerely catholic 
as those professed by the Ghibelline Dante. Fisher emphasizes his singular detachment from the 
current superstitious of his day. {272} Huillard-Breholles advances the novel theory that his 
movement was an attempt to usurp the sovereign pontificate and found a lay papacy and to 
combine in himself royalty and papal functions. 
 
Frederick was highly educated, a friend of art and learning. He was familiar with Greek, Latin, 
German, French, and Arabic, as well as Italian. He founded the University of Naples. He was a 
precursor of the Renaissance and was himself given to rhyming. He wrote a book on falconry. 
{273} It was characteristic of the man that while he was besieging Milan in 1239, he was sending 
orders back to Sicily concerning his forests and household concerns, thus reminding us of 
Napoleon and his care for his capital while on his Russian and other campaigns. Like other men 
of the age, he cultivated astrology. Michael Scott was his favorite astrologer. To these worthy 
traits, Frederick added the luxurious habits and apparently the cruelty of an Oriental despot. 
Inheriting the island of which the Saracens had once been masters, he showed them favor and did 
not hesitate to appropriate some of their customs. He surrounded himself with a Saracenic 
bodyguard {274} and kept a harem. {275} 
 
Freeman’s judgment must be regarded as extravagant when he says that "in mere genius, in mere 
accomplishments, Frederick was surely the greatest prince that ever wore a crown." {276} Bryce 
pronounces him "one of the greatest personages in history." {277} Gregorovius declares that, 
"with all his faults he was the most complete and gifted character of his century." Dante, a half-
century after his death, puts the great emperor among the heresiarchs in hell. When the news of 
his death reached Innocent IV., that pontiff wrote to the Sicilians that heaven and hell rejoiced at 
it. A juster feeling was expressed by the Freiburger Chronicle when it said, "If he had loved his 
soul, who would have been his equal?" {278} 
 
{254} M. Paris says he had never heard of such bitter hatred as the hatred between Innocent IV. 
and Frederick. Luard’s ed., V. 193 
 
{255} M. Paris, heretofore inclining to the side of Frederick, at this point distinctly changes his 
tone. See, for example, Luard’s ed., IV. 478. 
 
{256} Two German bishops seem to have been present. Hefele, V. 982 sq. Catholic historians 
have been concerned to increase the number of attending prelates from the north. 
 
{257} Mansi, XXIII. 612 sqq., 638; Luard’s ed. of M. Paris, IV. 445-456. Gregorovius calls this 
decree "one of the most ominous events in universal history," V. 244. 
 
{258} Breholles, VI. 318. 
 



{259} Too much credit must not be given to Frederick for a far-seeing policy based upon a love 
of truth or a perception of permanent principles. The rights of conscience he nowhere hints at, and 
probably did not dream of. 
 
{260} M. Paris, Luard’s ed., IV. 478. 
 
{261} See Aldinger. 
 
{262} The tragic career of this gifted man and consummate flower of chivalry is deeply engraven 
in the romance and architecture of Bologna. 
 
{263} This is the, more credible narrative. Villani, an. 1250, tells the story that Manfred bribed 
Frederick’s chamberlain, and stifled the dying man with a wet cloth. 
 
{264} Principum mundi maximus, stupor quoque mundi et immutator mirabilis, "greatest of the 
princes of the earth, the wonder of the world and the marvellous regulating genius [innovator] in 
its affairs." Luard’s M. Paris, V. 190, 196. In his letters Frederick styled himself Fredericus Dei 
gratia Romanorum imperator et semper augustus, Jerusalem et Siciliae rex. 
 
{265} Kington, I. 475 sqq. 
 
{266} Gregorovius, V. 271. This view is not discredited by the decentralizing charters Frederick 
gave to German cities on which Fisher, Mediaeval Empire, lays so much stress. See his good 
chapter on "Imperial Legislation in Italy" (XI). 
 
{267} Ranke, VIII. 369 sqq. 
 
{268} Akademische Vortrage, III. 213. 
 
{269} Cardinal Rainer’s letter as given by M. Paris, Luard’s ed., V. 61-67; Giles’s trans., II. 298 
sqq. Peter the Lombard, writing to one of his presbyters, says ecclesia Romana totis viribus 
contra imperatorem et ad ejus destructionem, Breholles, V. 1226. 
 
{270} For the charge, that he denied the incarnation by the Virgin Mary and other charges, see 
above and Breholles, V. 459 sq.; M. Paris, Luard’s ed., III. 521. 
 
{271} The statement was floating about in the air. It is traced to Simon Tornacensis, a professor 
of theology in Paris, d. 1201, as well as to Frederick. A book under the title Deuteronomy tribus 
impostoribus can be traced into the sixteenth century. It produced the extermination of the 
Canaanites and other arguments against the revealed character of the Bible and relegated the 
incarnation to the category of the myths of the gods. See Herzog, Enc. IX. 72-75; and F. W. 
Genthe,de impostura religionum, etc., Leipzig, 1833; Benrath’s art. in Herzog, IX. 72-75; Reuter. 
Gesch. der Aufklarung im M. A., II. 275 sqq. 
 
{272} Med. Emp., II. 163. 
 
{273} Ranke calls it one of the best treatments of the Middle Ages on the subject. For Frederick’s 
influence on culture and literature, see Breholles, I. ch. 9. Also Fisher’s Med. Emp., II. ch. 14, 
"The Empire and Culture." 
 
{274} This bodyguard was with him on his last campaign and before Parma. 



 
{275} Of his cruelty and unrestrained morals, priestly chroniclers could not say enough. See 
Kington, II. 474 sqq. He was legally married four times; Amari, in his History of the 
Mohammedans in Sicily, calls him a "baptized sultan." For Frederick’s relation to the 
Mohammedans, see Breholles, I. 325-375. 
 
{276} Hist. Essays, I. 286. He says again, p. 283, "It is probable there never lived a human being 
endowed with greater natural gifts." We may agree with Freeman’s statement that in Frederick’s 
career "are found some of the most wonderful chapters in European history," p. 313. 
 
{277} Holy Rom. Emp., ch. XIII. 
 
{278} Herbert Fisher says, "Of all the mediaeval emperors, Frederick II. alone seems to have the 
true temper of the legislator." Med. Emp., II. 167. Equal to his best generalizations is Gibbon’s 
characterization of Frederick’s career, as "successively the pupil, the enemy, and the victim of the 
Church," ch. LIX.  



45. The Last of the Hohenstaufen. 
 
Additional Literature.—Letters of Urban IV. in Mansi, vol. XXIII. Potthast: Regesta, 1161-
1650.—Les Registres of Alexander IV., Recueil des bulles de ce pape d’apres les MSS. originaux 
des archives du Vatican, Paris, 1886, of Urban IV., Paris, 1892, of Clement IV., Paris, 1893-
1904.—*Dollinger: Der Uebergang des Papstthums an-die Franzosen, in Akademische Vortrage, 
III. pp. 212-222, Munich, 1891. Lives of the popes in Muratori and Platina. 
 
The death of Frederick did not satisfy the papacy. It had decreed the ruin of the house of the 
Hohenstaufen. The popes denounced its surviving representatives as "the viperous brood" and, 
"the poisonous brood of a dragon of poisonous race." 
 
In his will, Frederick bade his son Conrad accord to the Church her just rights and to restore any 
he himself might have unjustly seized but on condition that she, as a merciful and pious mother, 
acknowledge the rights of the empire. His illegitimate son, the brilliant and princely Manfred, he 
appointed his representative in Italy during Conrad’s absence. 
 
Innocent broke up from Lyons in 1251, little dreaming that, a half century later, the papacy would 
remove there to pass an exile of seventy years. {279} After an absence of six years, he entered 
Rome, 1253. The war against Frederick he continued by offering the crown of Sicily to Edmund, 
son of the English Henry III. Conrad descended to Italy and entered Naples, making good his 
claim to his ancestral crown. But the pope met him with the sentence of excommunication. Death, 
which seemed to be in league with the papacy against the ill-fated German house, claimed Conrad 
in 1254 at the age of 26. He left an only son, Conradin, then two years old. {280} 
 
Conrad was soon followed by Innocent to the grave, 1254. Innocent lies buried in Naples. He was 
the last of the great popes of an era that was hastening to its end. During the reign, perhaps, of no 
other pope had the exactions of Rome upon England been so exorbitant and brazen. Matthew 
Paris charged him with making the Church a slave and turning the papal court into a money 
changer’s table. To his relatives, weeping around his death-bed, he is reported to have exclaimed. 
"Why do you weep, wretched creatures? Do I not leave you all rich?" 
 
Under the mild reign of Alexander IV., 1254-1261, Manfred made himself master of Sicily and 
was crowned king at Palermo, 1258. 
 
Urban IV., 1261-1264, was consecrated at Viterbo and did not enter Rome during his pontificate. 
He was a shoemaker’s son and the first Frenchman for one hundred and sixty years to occupy the 
papal throne. With him the papacy came under French control, where it remained, with brief 
intervals, for more than a century. Urban displayed his strong national partisanship by his 
appointment of seven French cardinals in a conclave of seventeen. The French influence was 
greatly strengthened by his invitation to Charles of Anjou, youngest brother of Louis IX. of 
France, to occupy the Sicilian throne, claiming the right to do so on the basis of the inherent 
authority of the papacy and on the ground that Sicily was a papal fief. For centuries the house of 
Anjou, with Naples as its capital, was destined to be a disturbing element in the affairs, not only 
of Italy, but of all Europe. {281} It stood for a new alliance in the history of the papacy as their 
ancestors, the Normans, had done in the age of Hildebrand. Called as supporter and ward of the 
papacy, Charles of Anjou became dictator of its policy and master of the political situation in 
Italy. 
 



Clement IV., 1265-1268, one of the French cardinals appointed by Urban, had a family before he 
entered a Carthusian convent and upon a clerical career. He preached a crusade against Manfred, 
who had dared to usurp the Sicilian throne, and crowned Charles of Anjou in Rome, 1266. 
Charles promised to pay yearly tribute to the Apostolic see. A month later, Feb. 26, 1266, the 
possession of the crown of Sicily was decided by the arbitrament of arms on the battlefield of 
Benevento, where Manfred fell. 
 
On the youthful Conradin, grandson of Frederick II., the hopes of the proud German house now 
hung. His title to the imperial throne was contested from the first. William of Holland had been 
succeeded, by the rival emperors, the rich Duke Richard of Cornwall, brother of Henry III., 
elected in 1257 by four of the electors, and Alfonso of Castile, elected by the remaining three. 
{282} Conradin marched to Italy to assert his rights, 1267, was met by the papal ban, and, 
although received by popular enthusiasm even in Rome, he was no match for the tried skill of 
Charles of Anjou. His fortunes were shattered on the battlefield of Tagliacozzo, Aug. 23, 1268. 
Taken prisoner, he was given a mock trial. The Bolognese lawyer, Guido of Suzarra, made an 
ineffective plea that the young prince had come to Italy, not as a robber but to claim his 
inheritance. The majority of the judges were against the death penalty, but the spirit of Charles 
knew no clemency, and at his instance Conradin was executed at Naples, Oct. 29, 1268. The last 
words that fell from his lips, as he kneeled for the fatal stroke, were words of attachment to his 
mother, "O mother, what pain of heart do I make for you!" 
 
With Conradin the male line of the Hohenstaufen became extinct. Its tragic end was enacted on 
the soil which had always been so fatal to the German rulers. Barbarossa again and again met 
defeat there; and in Southern Italy Henry VI., Frederick II., Conrad, Manfred, and Conradin were 
all laid in premature graves. 
 
At Conradin’s burial Charles accorded military honors, but not religious rites. The Roman crozier 
had triumphed over the German eagle. The Swabian hill, on which the proud castle of the 
Hohenstaufen once stood, looks down in solemn silence upon the peaceful fields of Wurttemberg 
and preaches the eloquent sermon that "all flesh is as grass and all the glory of man is as the 
flower of grass." The colossal claims of the papacy survived the blows struck again and again by 
this imperial family, through a century. Italy had been exposed for three generations and more to 
the sword, rapine, and urban strife. Europe was weary of the conflict. The German minnesingers 
and the chroniclers of England and the Continent were giving expression to the deep unrest. 
Partly as a result of the distraction bordering on anarchy, the Mongols were threatening to burst 
through the gates of Eastern Germany. It was an eventful time. Antioch, one of the last relics of 
the Crusaders in Asia Minor, fell back to the Mohammedans in 1268. Seven years earlier the 
Latin empire of Constantinople finally reverted to its rightful owners, the Greeks. 
 
In the mighty duel which has been called by the last great Roman historian {283} the grandest 
spectacle of the ages, the empire had been humbled to the dust. But ideas survive, and the 
principle of the sovereign right of the civil power within its own sphere has won its way in one 
form or another among European peoples and their descendants. And the fate of young Conradin 
was not forgotten. Three centuries later it played its part in the memories of the German nation, 
and through the pictures of his execution distributed in Martin Luther’s writings contributed to 
strengthen the hand of the Protestant Reformer in his struggle with the papacy, which did not fail. 
 
{279} M. Paris reports that a cardinal, after delivering a farewell sermon in Innocent’s name, said, 
"Since our arrival in the city, we have done much good and bestowed alms. On our arrival we 
found three or four brothels, but now, at our departure, we leave only one behind, but that extends 
from the eastern to the western gate of the city." Luard’s ed., V. 237. 



 
{280} A few months before, Henry, Frederick’s son by Isabella of England, had died. His son 
Enzio languished to his death in a Bologna prison, 1272. 
 
{281} See the pages on the last popes of this period and of the last period of the Middle Ages, 
especially under Alexander VI. and Julius II. 
 
{282} Alfonso never visited Germany. Richard spent part of his time there, but was destitute of 
political power. The threat of excommunication deterred the electors from electing Conradin. For 
the imperial electoral college, see Fisher, Med. Emp., I. 225 sq., and for Richard, see Richard v. 
Cornwall seit sr. Wahl z. deutschen Konig., 1905. 
 
{283} Gregorovius.  



46. The Empire and Papacy at Peace. 1271-1294. 
 
Popes.—Gregory X., 1271-1276; Innocent V., Jan. 21-June 22, 1276; Adrian V., July 12-Aug. 
16, 1276; John XXI., 1276-1277; Nicolas III., 1277-1280; Martin IV., 1281-1285; Honorius IV., 
1285-1287; Nicolas IV., 1288-1292; Coelestin V., July 5-Dec. 13, 1294. 
 
Literature.—Potthast: Regest., pp. 1651-1922. Les Registres de Gregoire X. et Jean XXI., 3 vols., 
Paris, 1892-1898, de Nicolas III., Paris, 1904, d’Honorius IV., Paris, 1886, de Nicolas IV., Paris, 
1880. Lives of the above popes in Muratori: Rer. Ital. scr., vol. III.—Mansi: Councils, XXIV.—
Hefele, VI. 125 sqq.—Turinaaz, La patrie et la famille de Pierre de Tarantaise, pape sous le nom 
d’Innocent V., Nancy, 1882.—H. Otto: Die Beziehungen Rudolfs von Hapsburg zu Papst Gregor 
X., Innsbruck, 1895.—A. Demski: Papst Nicolas III., Munster, 1903, pp. 364.—R. Sternfeld: Der 
Kardinal Johann Gaatan Orsini, Papst Nic. III., 1244-1277, Berlin, 1905, pp. 376. Reviewed at 
length by Haller in "Theol. Literaturzeitung," 1906, pp. 173-178.—H. Finke: Concilienstudien 
zur Gesch. des 13ten Jahrhunderts, Munster, 1891.—For Coelestin V., Finke: Aus den Tagen 
Bonifaz VIII., Munster, 1902; H. Schulz, Peter von Murrhone, 1894; and Celidonio, Vita di S. 
Pietro del Morrone, 1896.—The articles on the above popes in Wetzer-Welte and Herzog 
(Gregory X, by Mirbt, Coelestin V., Innocent V., Honorius IV., etc., by Hans Schulz).—The 
Histories of Gregorovius, Ranke, etc. 
 
The death of Clement IV. was followed by the longest interregnum the papacy has known, lasting 
thirty-three months, Nov. 29, 1268, to Sept. 1, 1271. It was due largely to the conflict between the 
French and Italian parties in the conclave and was prolonged in spite of the stern measures taken 
by the municipality of Viterbo, where the election occurred. Cardinals were even imprisoned. The 
new pope, Gregory X., archdeacon of Liege, was not an ordained priest. The news reached him at 
Acre while he was engaged in a pilgrimage. A man of peaceful and conciliatory spirit, he is one 
of the two popes of the thirteenth century who have received canonization. Pursuing the policy of 
keeping the empire and the kingdom of Southern Italy apart, and setting aside the pretensions of 
Alfonso of Castile, {284} he actively furthered the election of Rudolf of Hapsburg to the imperial 
throne. 
 
The elevation of Rudolf inaugurated a period of peace in the relations of the papacy and the 
empire. Gregory X. had gained a brilliant victory. The emperor was crowned at Aachen, Oct. 24, 
1273. The place of the Hohenstaufen was thus taken by the Austrian house of Hapsburg, which 
has continued to this day to be a reigning dynasty and loyal to the Catholic hierarchy. In the 
present century its power has been eclipsed by the Hohenzollern, whose original birth seat in 
Wurttemberg is a short distance from that of the Hohenstaufen. {285} The establishment of peace 
by Rudolf’s election is celebrated by Schiller in the famous lines: {286} — 
 
Then was ended the long, the direful strife, 
 
That time of terror, with no imperial lord. 
 
Rudolf was a man of decided religious temper, was not ambitious to extend his power, and 
became a just and safe ruler. He satisfied the claims of the papacy by granting freedom to the 
chapters in the choice of bishops, by promising to protect the Church in her rights, and by 
renouncing all claim to Sicily and the State of the Church. In a tone of moderation Gregory wrote: 
"It is incumbent on princes to protect the liberties and rights of the Church and not to deprive her 



of her temporal property. It is also the duty of the spiritual ruler to maintain kings in the full 
integrity of their authority." 
 
The emperor remained on good terms with Gregory’s successors, Innocent V., a Frenchman, 
Adrian V., a Genoese, who did not live to be consecrated, and John XXI., the only priest from 
Portugal who has worn the tiara. Their combined reigns lasted only eighteen months. John died 
from the falling of a ceiling in his palace in Viterbo. 
 
The second Council of Lyons, known also as the Fourteenth Oecumenical Council, was called by 
Gregory and opened by him with a sermon. It is famous for the attempt made to unite the Greek 
and Western Churches and the presence of Greek delegates, among them Germanus, formerly 
patriarch of Constantinople. His successor had temporarily been placed in confinement for 
expressing himself as opposed to ecclesiastical union. A termination of the schism seemed to be 
at hand. The delegates announced the Greek emperor’s full acceptance of the Latin creed, 
including the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Son and the primacy of the bishop of Rome. 
The Apostles’ Creed was sung in Greek and Latin. Papal delegates were sent to Constantinople to 
consummate the union; but the agreement was rejected by the Greek clergy. It is more than 
surmised that the Greek emperor, Michael Palaeologus, was more concerned for the permanency 
of the Greek occupation of Constantinople than for the ecclesiastical union of the East and the 
West upon which the hearts of popes had been set so long. 
 
Other important matters before the council were the rule for electing a pope, and the reception of 
a delegation of Mongols who sought to effect an union against the Mohammedans. Several 
members of the delegation received baptism. The decree of the Fourth Lateran, prohibiting new 
religious orders, was reaffirmed. 
 
The firm and statesmanlike administration of Nicolas III. checked the ambition of Charles of 
Anjou, who was plotting for the Greek crown. He was obliged to abjure the senatorship of Rome, 
which he had held for ten years, and to renounce the vicariate of Tuscany. Bologna for the first 
time acknowledged the papal supremacy. Nicolas has been called the father of papal nepotism, 
{287} and it is partly for his generosity to his relatives that, before the generation had passed 
away, Dante put him in hell: {288} — 
 
To enrich my whelps, I laid my schemes aside 
 
My wealth I’ve stowed,—my person here. 
 
Again, in 1281, the tiara passed to a Frenchman, a man of humble birth, Martin IV. Charles was 
present at Viterbo when the election took place and was active in securing it. {289} Martin 
showed himself completely complaisant to the designs of the Angevin house and Charles was 
once more elected to the Roman senatorship. Seldom had a pope been so fully the tool of a 
monarch. {290} In Southern Italy Frenchmen were everywhere in the ruling positions. But this 
national insult was soon to receive a memorable rebuke. 
 
In resentment at the hated French regime, the Sicilians rose up, during Easter week, 1282, and 
enacted the bloody massacre known as the Sicilian Vespers. All the Normans on the island, 
together with the Sicilian wives of Normans, were victims of the merciless vengeance. The 
number that fell is estimated at from eight to twenty thousand. The tragedy gets its name from the 
tradition that the Sicilians fell to their work at the ringing of the vesper bell. {291} Charles’s rule 
was thenceforward at an end on the Panormic isle. Peter of Aragon, who married Constance, the 



daughter of Manfred and the granddaughter of Frederick II., was crowned king. For nearly two 
hundred years thereafter the crowns of Sicily and Naples were kept distinct. 
 
Not to be untrue to Charles, Martin hurled the anathema at the rebels, placed Aragon and Sicily 
under the interdict, and laid Christendom under a tribute of one-tenth for a crusade against Peter. 
The measures were in vain, and Charles’s galleys met with defeat off the coast of Calabria. 
Charles and Martin died the same year, 1285, the latter, like Gregory X., at Perugia. 
 
After an interregnum of ten months, Nicolas IV. ascended the papal throne, the first Franciscan to 
be elevated to the office. His reign witnessed the evacuation of Ptolemais or Acre, the last 
possession of the Crusaders in Syria. Nicolas died in the midst of futile plans to recover the Holy 
Places. 
 
Another interregnum of twenty-seven months followed, April 4, 1292 to July 5, 1294, when the 
hermit Peter de Murrhone, Coelestin V., was raised to the papal throne, largely at the dictation of 
Charles II. of Naples. His short reign forms a curious episode in the annals of the papacy. His 
career shows the extremes of station from the solitude of the mountain cell to the chief dignity of 
Europe. He enjoyed the fame of sanctity and founded the order of St. Damian, which 
subsequently honored him by taking the name of Coelestines. The story ran that he had 
accomplished the unprecedented feat of hanging his cowl on a sunbeam. At the time of his 
elevation to the papal throne Coelestin was seventy-nine. 
 
An eye-witness, Stefaneschi, has described the journey to the hermit’s retreat by three bishops 
who were appointed to notify him of his election. They found him in a rude hut in the mountains, 
furnished with a single barred window, his hair unkempt, his face pale, and his body infirm. After 
announcing their errand they bent low and kissed his sandals. Had Peter been able to go forth 
from his anchoret solitude, like Anthony of old, on his visits to Alexandria, and preach repentance 
and humility, he would have presented an exhilarating spectacle to after generations. As it is, his 
career arouses pity for his frail and unsophisticated incompetency to meet the demands which his 
high office involved. 
 
Clad in his monkish habit and riding on an ass, the bridle held by Charles II. and his son, Peter 
proceeded to Aquila, where he was crowned, only three cardinals being present. Completely 
under the dominance of the king, Coelestin took up his residence in Naples. Little was he able to 
battle with the world, to cope with the intrigues of factions, and to resist the greedy scramble for 
office which besets the path of those high in position. In simple confidence Coelestin gave his ear 
to this counsellor and to that, and yielded easily to all applicants for favors. His complaisancy to 
Charles is seen in his appointment of cardinals. Out of twelve whom he created, seven were 
Frenchmen, and three Neapolitans. It would seem as if he fell into despair at the self-seeking and 
worldliness of the papal court, and he exclaimed, "O God, while I rule over other men’s souls, I 
am losing the salvation of my own." He was clearly not equal to the duties of the tiara. In vain did 
the Neapolitans seek by processions to dissuade him from resigning. Clement I. had abjured his 
office, as had also Gregory VI. though at the mandate of an, emperor. Peter issued a bull 
declaring it to be the pope’s right to abdicate. His own abdication he placed on the ground "of his 
humbleness, the quest of a better life and an easy conscience, on account of his frailty of body 
and want of knowledge, the badness of men, and a desire to return to the quietness of his former 
state." The real reason for his resigning is obscure. The story went that the ambitious Cardinal 
Gaatani, soon to become Coelestin’s successor, was responsible for it. He played upon the 
hermit’s credulity by speaking through a reed, inserted through the wall of the hermit’s chamber, 
and declared it to be heaven’s will that his reign should come to an end. {292} As the Italians say, 
the story, if not true, was well invented, si non e vero e ben trovato. 



 
In abandoning the papacy the departing pontiff forfeited all freedom of movement. He attempted 
to flee across the Adriatic, but in vain. He was kept in confinement by Boniface VIII. in the castle 
of Fumone, near Anagni, until his death, May 19, 1296. What a world-wide contrast the 
simplicity of the hermit’s reign presents to the violent assertion and ambitious designs of 
Boniface, the first pope of a new period! 
 
Coelestin’s sixth centenary was observed by pious admirers in Italy. {293} Opinions have 
differed about him. Petrarch praised his humility. Dante, with relentless severity held him up as 
an example of moral cowardice, the one who made the great renunciation. 
 
Behold! that abject one appeared in view 
 
Who, mean of soul, the great refusal made. {294} 
 
Vidi e cenobbi la ombra di colui 
 
Che fece per viltate il gran rifuto. 
 
A new era for the papacy was at hand. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{284} Richard, duke of Cornwall, had died April 2, 1272. 
 
{285} The ancient seat of the Hapsburgs was in Aarpu, Switzerland, scarcely one hundred miles 
away from Zollern. 
 
{286} Dann geendigt nach langem verderblichen Streit, 
 
War die kaiserlose, die schreckliche Zeit. 
 
— Der Graf von Hapsburg. 
 
{287} See the elaborate art. Nepotismus in Wetzer-Welte, IX. 109 sqq.; and Haller in 
Literaturzeitung, see above. 
 
{288} Inferno, XIX. 72 sqq. The term "whelps" refers to the Orsini or bear clan, to which Nicolas 
belonged. 
 
{289} See the art. Martin by Knopfler in Wetzer-Welte, VIII. 919 sq. 
 
{290} "He was led about by the nose by Charles," Muratori, XI. 492. So Hergenrother, 
Kirchengesch., II. 310. 
 
{291} See Ranke, VIII. 531 sqq. 
 



{292} The author of the suggestion that Coelestin should abdicate has given rise to a good deal of 
controversy in recent years. Was Benedict Gaatani (Boniface VIII.) the author, or did the 
suggestion come from the senile old pope himself. Hans Schulz, a Protestant, has recently called 
in question the old view that laid the blame on Benedict, and regards it as probable that Coelestin 
was the first to propose abdication, and that Benedict being called in gave the plan his sanction. 
He says, however, that in the whole matter "Benedict’s eye was directed to the papal crown as his 
own prize." See Herzog’s Enc., IV. 203. Hergenrother-Kirsch, Kirchengesch., II. 312, and Finke, 
Aus den Tagen Bonifaz VIII., p. 39 sqq., both Roman Catholic historians, have adopted the same 
position, as does also Scholz, Publizistik zur Zeit Philipp IV. und Bonifaz VIII., p. 3. The 
contemporary historians differ about the matter, but upon the whole are against the cardinal. The 
charge that he was at the bottom of the abdication and the main promoter of it was one of the 
chief charges brought against him by his enemy, Philip the Fair of France. One of the measures 
for humiliating Boniface proposed by the king was the canonization of Coelestin as one whom 
Boniface had abused. See Document of the year 1305, printed for the first time by Finke, p, 
xcviii. A tract issued by one of Boniface’s party attempted to parry this suggestion by declaring 
that Boniface, who was then dead, had merits which entitled him to canonization above Coelestin. 
The author said, "si canonizatio Celestini petitur, multo magis canonizacio sanctissimi patris 
domini Bonifacii, postulari debet et approbari." He continues, "Coelestin’s canonization is asked 
because he profited himself and died in sua simplicitate; Boniface’s ought to be asked for because 
he profited others and died for the freedom of the Church." See the document printed for the first 
time in Finke, p. lxxxv, and which Finke puts in 1308. Coelestin was canonized 1313 by Clement 
V. 
 
{293} A memorial volume was published under the title Celestin V ed il vi Centenario della sua 
incoronazione, Aquila, 1894. 
 
{294} Inferno, III. 58 sq.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VII. 
 
THE CRUSADES. 
 
No idle fancy was it when of yore 
 
Pilgrims in countless numbers braved the seas, 
 
And legions battled on the farthest shore, 
 
Only to pray at Thy sepulchral bed, 
 
Only in pious gratitude to kiss 
 
The sacred earth on which Thy feet did tread. 
 
Uhland, An-den Unsichtbaren. 
 

47. Literature on the Crusades as a Whole. 
 
Sources.—First printed collection of writers on the Crusades by Jac. Bongars: Gesta Dei (and it 
might be added, et diaboli) per Francos, sive orientalium expeditionum, etc., 2 vols. Hanover, 
1611. Mostly reports of the First Crusade and superseded.—The most complete collection, edited 
at great expense and in magnificent style, Recueil des Historiens des Croisades publie par 
l’Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, viz. Historiens Occidentaux, 5 vols. Paris, 1841-
1895; Histt. Orientaux, 4 vols. 1872-1898; Histt. Grecs, 2 vols. 1875-1881; Documents 
Armeniens, 1869. The first series contains, in vols. I., II., the Historia rerum in partibus 
transmarinis gestarum of William of Tyre and the free reproduction in French entitled L’Estoire 
de Eracles Empereur et la Conqueste de la terre d’ Outremer. Vol. III. contains the Gesta 
Francorum; the Historia de Hierolosymitano itinere of Peter Tudebodus, Hist. Francorum qui 
ceperunt Jherusalem of Raymund of Aguilers or Argiles; Hist. Jherusolymitana or Gesta 
Francorum Jherusalem perigrinantium 1095-1127, of Fulcher of Chartres; Hist. Jherusol. of 
Robert the Monk, etc. Vol. IV. contains Hist. Jherusolem. of Baldric of Dol (Ranke, VIII 82, 
speaks highly of Baldric as an authority); Gesta Del per Francos of Guibert of Nogent; Hist. 
Hier. of Albert of Aachen, etc. Vol. V. contains Ekkehardi Hierosolymita and a number of other 
documents. Migne’s Latin Patrology gives a number of these authors, e.g., Fulcher and Petrus 
Tudebodus, vol. 155; Guibert, vol. 156; Albert of Aachen and Baldric, vol. 166; William of Tyre, 
vol. 201.—Contemporary Chronicles of Ordericus Vitalis, Roger of Hoveden, Roger of 
Wendover, M. Paris, etc.—Reports of Pilgrimages, e.g., Count Riant: Expeditions et pelerinages 
des Scandinaves en Terre Sainte au temps des Croisades, Paris, 1865, 1867; R. Rohricht: Die 
Pilgerfahrten nach d. heil. Lande vor den Kreuzzugen, 1875; Deutsche Pilgerreisen nach dem 
heil. Lande, new ed. Innsbruck, 1900; H. Schrader: D. Pilgerfahrten nach. d. heil. Lande im 
Zeitalter vor den Kreuzzugen, Merzig, 1897. Jaffe: Regesta.—Mansi: Concilia.—For criticism of 
the contemporary writers see Sybel, Gesch. des ersten Kreuzzugs, 2d ed. 1881, pp. 1-143.—H. 
Prutz (Prof. in Nancy, France): Quellenbeitrage zur Gesch. der Kreuzzuge, Danzig, 1876.—R. 
Rohricht: Regesta regni Hierosolymitani 1097-1291, Innsbruck, 1904, an analysis of 900 
documents. 



 
Modern Works.—*Friedrich Wilken (Libr. and Prof. in Berlin, d. 1840): Gesch. der Kreuzzuge, 7 
vols. Leipzig, 1807-1832.—J. F. Michaud: Hist. des croisades, 3 vols. Paris, 1812, 7th ed. 4 vols. 
1862. Engl. trans. by W. Robson, 3 vols., London, 1854, New York, 1880.—*Rohricht (teacher 
in one of the Gymnasia of Berlin, d. 1905; he published eight larger works on the Crusades): 
Beitage zur Gesch. der Kreuzzuge, 2 vols. Berlin, 1874-1878; D. Deutschen im heil. lande, 
Innsbruck, 1894; Gesch. d. Kreuzzuge, Innsbruck, 1898.—B. Kugler (Prof. in Tubingen): Gesch. 
der Kreuzzuge, illustrated, Berlin, 1880, 2d ed. 1891.—A. Deuteronomy Laporte: Les croisades 
et le pays latin de Jerusalem, Paris, 1881.—*Prutz: Kulturgesch. der Kreuzzuge, Berlin, 1883.—
Ed. Heyck: Die Kreuzzuge und das heilige Land, Leipzig, 1900.—Histories in English by Mills, 
London, 1822, 4th ed. 2 vols. 1828; Keightley, London. 1847; Proctor, London, 1858; Edgar, 
London, 1860; W. E. Dutton, London, 1877; G. W. Cox, London, 1878; J. I. Mombert, New 
York, 1891; *Archer and Kingsford: Story of the Crus., New York, 1895; J. M. Ludlow: Age of 
the Crusades, New York, 1896; Art. Kreuzzuge by Funk in Wetzer-Welte, VII. 1142-1177.—Ph. 
Schaff in "Ref. Quarterly Rev." 1893, pp. 438-459.—J. L. Hahn: Ursachen und Folgen der 
Kreuzzuge, Greifswald, 1859.—Chalandon: Essai sur le regne d’Alexis Comnene, Paris, 1900.—
*A. Gottlob: D. papstlichen Kreuzzugs-Steuren des 13. Jahrhunderts, Heiligenstadt, 1892, pp. 
278; Kreuzablass und Almosenablass, Stuttgart, 1906, pp. 314.—Essays on the Crusades by 
Munro, Prutz, Diehl, Burlington, 1903.—H. C. Lea: Hist. of Auric. Confession and Indulgences, 
vol. III.—See also *Gibbon, LVIII-LIX; Milman; Giesebrecht: Gesch. d. deutschen Kaiserzeit; 
Ranke: Weltgesch., VIII. pp. 88-111, 150-161, 223-262, 280-307; IX. 93-98; Finlay: Hist. of the 
Byznt. and Gr. Empires, 1057-1453; Hopf: Gesch. Griechenlands vom Beginn des Mittelalters, 
etc., Leipzig, 1868; Besant And Palmer: Hist. of Jerusalem, London, 1890; Guy Le Strange: 
Palestine under the Moslems, London, 1890. 
 
The Poetry of the Crusades is represented chiefly by Raoul Deuteronomy Caen in Gestes de 
Tancrede; Torquato Tasso, the Homer of the Crusades, in La Jerusalemme liberata; Walter Scott: 
Tales of the Crusades, Talisman, Quentin Durward, etc. The older literature is given in full by 
Michaud; Bibliographie des Croisades, 2 vols. Paris, 1822, which form vols. VI., VII, of his 
Histoire des Croisades. 
 
The First Crusade. 
 
Sources.—See Literature above. Gesta Francorum et aliorum Hierosolymitorum by an 
anonymous writer who took part in the First Crusade, in Bongars and Recueil des Croisades. See 
above. Also Hagenmeyer’s critical edition, Anonymi Gesta Francorum, Heidelberg, 1890.—
Robertus, a monk of Rheims: Hist. Hierosolymitana, in Bongars, Rec., and Migne, vol. 155.—
Baldrich, abp. of Dol: Hist. Hierosol., in Bongars, and Rec.—Raymund de Aguilers, chaplain to 
the count of Toulouse: Hist. Francorum, 1095-1099, in Bongars, Rec., and Migne, vol. 155. See 
Clem. Klein: Raimund von Aguilers, Berlin, 1892.—Fulcher, chaplain to the count of Chartres 
and then to Baldwin, second king of Jerusalem: Gesta Francorum Jerusalem perigrinantium to 
1125, in Bongars, Rec., and Migne, vol. 155.—Guibert, abbot of Nogent: Gesta Dei per Francos, 
to 1110, in Bongars, Rec., Migne, vol. 156.—Albertus of Aachen (Aquensis): Hist. Hierosol. 
expeditionis, to 1121, in Bongars, Rec., Migne, vol. 166. See B. Kugler: Albert von Aachen, 
Stuttgart, 1885.—William of Tyre, abp. of Tyre, d. after 1184: Hist. rerum in partibus 
transmarinis gestarum, Basel, 1549, under the title of belli sacri historia, in Bongars, Rec., 
Migne, vol. 201, Engl. trans. by Wm. Caxton, ed. by Mary N. Colvin, London, 1893.—Anna 
Comnena (1083-1148): Alexias, a biogr. of her father, the Greek emperor, Alexis I., in Rec., 
Migne, Pat. Graeca, vol. 131; also 2 vols. Leipzig, 1884, ed. by Reifferscheid; also in part in 
Hagenmeyer, Peter der Eremite, pp. 303-314.—Ekkehard of Urach: Hierosolymita seu libellus de 
oppressione, liberatione ac restauratione sanctae Hierosol., 1095-1187, in Rec., and Migne, vol. 



154, and Hagenmeyer: Ekkehard’s Hierosolymita, Tubingen, 1877, also Das Verhaltniss der 
Gesta Francorum zu der Hiersol. Ekkehards in "Forschungen zur deutschen Gesch.," Gottingen, 
1876, pp. 21-42.—Petrus Tudebodus, of the diocese of Poitiers: Hist. de Hierosolymitano itinere, 
1095-1099, largely copied from the Gesta Francorum, in Migne, vol. 155, and Recueil.—
Radulphus Cadomensis (Raoul of Caen): Gesta Tancredi, 1099-1108, Migne, vol. 155, and 
Recueil.—Riant: Inventaire critique des lettres Hist. des croisades, I., II., Paris, 1880.—H. 
Hagenmeyer: Epistulae et chartae ad historiam primi belli sacri spectantes quae supersunt, etc., 
1088-1100, Innsbruck, 1901. See the translation of contemporary documents in Trans. and 
Reprints, etc., published by Department of History of Univ. of Penn., 1894. 
 
The Poetry of the First Crusade: La Chanson d’Antioche, ed. by Paulin Paris, 2 vols. Paris, 1848. 
He dates the poem 1125-1138, and Nouvelle atude sur la Chanson d’Antioche, Paris, 1878.—La 
Conquete de Jerusalem, ed. by C. Hippeau, Paris, 1868. —Roman du Chevalier au Cygne et 
Godefroi de Bouillon. 
 
Modern Works.—*H. Von Sybel: Gesch. des ersten Kreuzzugs, Dusseldorf, 1841, 3d ed. Leipzig, 
1900. The Introduction contains a valuable critical estimate of the contemporary accounts. Engl. 
trans. of the Introd. and four lectures by Sybel in 1858, under the title, The Hist. and Lit. of 
Crusades, by Lady Duff Gordon, London, 1861.—J. F. A. Peyre: Hist. de la premiere croisade, 
Paris, 1859.—*Hagenmeyer: Peter der Eremite, Leipzig, 1879; Chron. de la premiere croisade, 
1094-1100, Paris, 1901.—Rohricht: Gesch. des ersten Kreuzzuges, Innsbruck, 1901.—F. 
Chalandon: Essai sur le regne d’Alexis I. Comnene, 1081-1118, Paris, 1900.—Paulot: Un pape 
Franacais, Urbain II., Paris, 1902.—D. C. Munro: The Speech of Urban at Clermont. "Am. Hist. 
Rev." 1906, pp. 231-242.—Art. in Wetzer-Welte, by Funk, Petrus von Amiens, Vol. IX.  



48. Character and Causes of the Crusades. 
 
‘O, holy Palmer!’ she began, — 
 
For sure he must be sainted man 
 
Whose blessed feet have trod the ground 
 
Where the Redeemer’s tomb is found. 
 
Marmion, V. 21. 
 
The Crusades were armed pilgrimages to Jerusalem under the banner of the cross. They form one 
of the most characteristic chapters of the Middle Ages and have a romantic and sentimental, as 
well as a religious and military, interest. They were a sublime product of the Christian 
imagination, and constitute a chapter of rare interest in the history of humanity. They exhibit the 
muscular Christianity of the new nations of the West which were just emerging from barbarism 
and heathenism. They made religion subservient to war and war subservient to religion. They 
were a succession of tournaments between two continents and two religions, struggling for 
supremacy,—Europe and Asia, Christianity and Mohammedanism. Such a spectacle the world 
has never seen before nor since, and may never see again. {295} 
 
These expeditions occupied the attention of Europe for more than two centuries, beginning with 
1095. Yea, they continued to be the concern of the popes until the beginning of the sixteenth 
century. Columbus signed an agreement April 17, 1492, to devote the proceeds of his undertaking 
beyond the Western seas to the recovery of the holy sepulchre. Before his fourth and last journey 
to America he wrote to Alexander VI., renewing his vow to furnish troops for the rescue of that 
sacred locality. {296} There were seven greater Crusades, the first beginning in 1095, the last 
terminating with the death of St. Louis, 1270. Between these dates and after 1270 there were 
other minor expeditions, and of these not the least worthy of attention were the tragic Crusades of 
the children. 
 
The most famous men of their age were identified with these movements. Emperors and kings 
went at the head of the armies,—Konrad III., Frederick Barbarossa, Frederick II., Richard I. of 
England, Louis VII., Philip Augustus and Louis IX. of France, Andrew of Hungary. Fair women 
of high station accompanied their husbands or went alone to the seats of war, such as Alice of 
Antioch, Queen Eleanor of France, Ida of Austria, Berengaria, wife of Richard, and Margaret, 
queen of Louis IX. Kings’ sons shared the same risks, as Frederick of Swabia, Sigurd, and 
Edward, son of Henry III., accompanied by Eleanor, his wife. Priests, abbots, and higher 
ecclesiastics fought manfully in the ranks and at the head of troops. {297} The popes stayed at 
home, but were tireless in their appeals to advance the holy project. With many of the best popes, 
as Honorius III. and Gregory X., the Crusades were their chief passion. Monks, like Peter the 
Hermit, St. Bernard, and Fulke of Neuilly, stirred the flames of enthusiasm by their eloquence. 
But if some of the best men of Europe and those most eminent in station went on the Crusades, so 
also did the lowest elements of European society,—thieves, murderers, perjurers, vagabonds, and 
scoundrels of all sorts, as Bernard bears witness. {298} So it has been in all wars. 
 
The crusading armies were designated by such titles as the army "of the cross," "of Christ," "of 
the Lord," "of the faith." {299} The cross was the badge of the Crusaders and gave to them their 



favorite name. The Crusaders were called the soldiers of Christ {300} pilgrims, peregrini, and 
"those signed with the cross," crucisignati or signatores. Determining to go on a crusade was 
called, "taking the cross" or, "taking the sign of the cross." {301} 
 
Contemporaries had no doubt of the Crusades being a holy undertaking, and Guibert’s account of 
the First Crusade is called, "The Deeds of God, accomplished through the Franks," Gesta Dei per 
Francos. 
 
Those who fell under Eastern skies or on their way to the East received the benefits of special 
indulgence for sins committed and were esteemed in the popular judgment as martyrs. John VIII., 
872-882, pressed by the Saracens who were devastating Italy, had promised to soldiers fighting 
bravely against the pagans the rest of eternal life and, as far as it belonged to him to give it, 
absolution from sins. {302} This precedent was followed by Urban II., who promised the first 
Crusaders marching to Jerusalem that the journey should be counted as a substitute for penance. 
{303} Eugenius, 1146, went farther, in distinctly promising the reward of eternal life. The virtue 
of the reward was extended to the parents of those taking part in Crusades. Innocent III. included 
in the plenary indulgence those who built ships and contributed in any way, and promised to them 
"increase of eternal life." God, said the abbot Guibert, chronicler of the First Crusade, invented 
the Crusades as a new way for the laity to atone for their sins, and to merit salvation. {304} 
 
The rewards were not confined to spiritual privileges. Eugenius III., in his exhortations to the 
Second Crusade, placed the Crusaders in the same category with clerics before the courts in the 
case of most offences. {305} The kings of France, from 1188 to 1270 joined with the Holy See in 
granting to them temporal advantages, exemption from debt, freedom from taxation and the 
payment of interest. Complaint was frequently made by the kings of France that the Crusaders 
committed the most offensive crimes under cover of ecclesiastical protection. These complaints 
called forth from Innocent IV., 1246, and Alexander IV., 1260, instructions to the bishops not to 
protect such offenders. William of Tyre, in his account of the First Crusade, and probably reading 
into it some of the experiences of a later date, says (bk. I. 16), "Many took the cross to elude their 
creditors." {306} 
 
If it is hard for us to unite the idea of war and bloodshed with the achievement of a purely 
religious purpose, it must be remembered that no such feeling prevailed in the Middle Ages. The 
wars of the period of Joshua and the Judges still formed a stimulating example. Chrysostom, 
Augustine, and other Church Fathers of the fifth century lifted up their voices against the violent 
destruction of heathen temples which went on in Egypt and Gaul; but whatever compunction 
might have been felt for the wanton slaying of Saracens by Christian armies in an attitude of 
aggression, the compunction was not felt when the Saracens placed themselves in the position of 
holding the sacred sites of Palestine. 
 
Bernard of Clairvaux said, pagans must not be slain if they may by other means be prevented 
from oppressing the faithful. However, it is better they should be put to death than that the rod of 
the wicked should rest on the lot of the righteous. The righteous fear no sin in killing the enemy 
of Christ. Christ’s soldier can securely kill and more safely die. When he dies, it profits him; 
when he slays, it profits Christ. The Christian exults in the death of the pagan because Christ is 
glorified thereby. But when he himself is killed, he has reached his goal. {307} The conquest of 
Palestine by the destruction of the Saracens was considered a legal act justified by the claim 
which the pope had by reason of the preaching of the Apostles in that country and its conquest by 
the Roman empire. {308} 
 



In answer to the question whether clerics might go to war, Thomas Aquinas replied in the 
affirmative when the prize was not worldly gain, but the defence of the Church or the poor and 
oppressed. {309} 
 
To other testimonies to the esteem in which the Crusaders were held may be added the testimony 
of Matthew Paris. Summing up the events of the half-century ending with 1250, he says: {310} 
"A great multitude of nobles left their country to fight faithfully for Christ. All of these were 
manifest martyrs, and their names are inscribed in indelible characters in the book of life." 
Women forced their husbands to take the cross. {311} And women who attempted to hold their 
husbands back suffered evil consequences for it. {312} Kings who did not go across the seas had 
a passion for the holy sepulchre. Edward I. commanded his son to take his heart and deposit it 
there, setting apart 2000 for the expedition. Robert Bruce also wanted his heart to find its last 
earthly resting-place in Jerusalem. 
 
The Crusades began and ended in France. The French element was the ruling factor, from Urban 
II., who was a native of Cha¢tillon, near Rheims, and Peter of Amiens, to St. Louis. {313} The 
contemporary accounts of the Crusades are for the most part written by Frenchmen. Guibert of 
Nogent and other chroniclers regard them as especially the work of their countrymen. The French 
expression, outre-mer, was used for the goal of the Crusades. {314} The movement spread 
through all Europe from Hungary to Scotland. Spain alone forms an exception. She was engaged 
in a crusade of her own against the Moors; and the crusades against the Saracens in the Holy 
Land and the Moors in Spain were equally commended by an oecumenical council, the First 
Lateran (can. 13). The Moors were finally expelled from Granada under Ferdinand and Isabella, 
and then, unwearied, Spain entered upon a new crusade against Jews and heretics at home and the 
pagan Indians of Mexico and Peru. In Italy and Rome, where might have been expected the most 
zeal in the holy cause, there was but little enthusiasm. {315} 
 
The aim of the Crusades was the conquest of the Holy Land and the defeat of Islam. Enthusiasm 
for Christ was the moving impulse, with which, however, were joined the lower motives of 
ambition, avarice, love of adventure, hope of earthly and heavenly reward. The whole chivalry of 
Europe, aroused by a pale-faced monk and encouraged by a Hildebrandian pope, threw itself 
steel-clad upon the Orient to execute the vengeance of heaven upon the insults and barbarities of 
Moslems heaped upon Christian pilgrims, and to rescue the grave of the Redeemer of mankind 
from the grasp of the followers of the False Prophet. The miraculous aid of heaven frequently 
intervened to help the Christians and confound the Saracens. {316} 
 
The Crusaders sought the living among the dead. They mistook the visible for the invisible, 
confused the terrestrial and the celestial Jerusalem, and returned disillusioned. {317} They 
learned in Jerusalem, or after ages have learned through them, that Christ is not there, that He is 
risen, and ascended into heaven, where He sits at the head of a spiritual kingdom. They 
conquered Jerusalem, 1099, and lost it, 1187; they reconquered, 1229, and lost again, 1244, the 
city in which Christ was crucified. False religions are not to be converted by violence, they can 
only be converted by the slow but sure process of moral persuasion. Hatred kindles hatred, and 
those who take the sword shall perish by the sword. St. Bernard learned from the failure of the 
Second Crusade that the struggle is a better one which is waged against the sinful lusts of the 
heart than was the struggle to conquer Jerusalem. 
 
The immediate causes of the Crusades were the ill treatment of pilgrims visiting Jerusalem and 
the appeal of the Greek emperor, who was hard pressed by the Turks. Nor may we forget the 
feeling of revenge for the Mohammedans begotten in the resistance offered to their invasions of 
Italy and Gaul. {318} In 841 they sacked St. Peter’s, and in 846 threatened Rome for the second 



time, and a third time under John VIII. The Normans wrested a part of Sicily from the Saracens at 
the battle of Cerame, 1063, took Palermo, 1072, Syracuse, 1085, and the rest of Sicily ten years 
later. A burning desire took hold of the Christian world to be in possession of— 
 
those holy fields 
 
Over whose acres walked those blessed feet 
 
Which fourteen hundred years ago were nail’d 
 
For our advantage on the bitter cross. 
 
Shakespeare. 
 
From an early day Jerusalem was the goal of Christian pilgrimage. The mother of Constantine, 
Helena, according to the legend, found the cross and certainly built the church over the supposed 
site of the tomb in which the Lord lay. Jerome spent the last period of his life in Bethlehem, 
translating the Scriptures and preparing for eternity. The effect of such examples was equal to the 
station and fame of the pious empress and the Christian scholar. In vain did such Fathers as 
Gregory of Nyssa, {319} Augustine, and even Jerome himself, emphasize the nearness of God to 
believers wherever they may be and the failure of those whose hearts are not imbued with His 
spirit to find Him even at Jerusalem. 
 
The movement steadily grew. The Holy Land became to the imagination a land of wonders, filled 
with the divine presence of Christ. To have visited it, to have seen Jerusalem, to have bathed in 
the Jordan, was for a man to have about him a halo of sanctity. The accounts of returning pilgrims 
were listened to in convent and on the street with open-mouthed curiosity. To surmount the 
dangers of such a journey in a pious frame of mind was a means of expiation for sins. {320} 
Special laws were enacted in the pilgrim’s behalf. Hospitals and other beneficent institutions were 
erected for their comfort along the main route and in Jerusalem. 
 
Other circumstances gave additional impulse to the movement, such as the hope of securing relics 
of which Palestine and Constantinople were the chief storehouses; and the opportunity of starting 
a profitable trade in silk, paper, spices, and other products of the East. 
 
These pilgrimages were not seriously interrupted by the Mohammedans after their conquest of 
Jerusalem by Omar in 637, until Syria and Palestine passed into the hands of the sultans of Egypt 
three centuries later. Under Hakim, 1010, a fierce persecution broke out against the Christian 
residents of Palestine and the pilgrims. It was, however, of short duration and was followed by a 
larger stream of pilgrims than before. The favorite route was through Rome and by the sea, a 
dangerous avenue, as it was infested by Saracen pirates. The conversion of the Hungarians in the 
tenth century opened up the route along the Danube. Barons, princes, bishops, monks followed 
one after the other, some of them leading large bodies of pious tourists. In 1035 Robert of 
Normandy went at the head of a great company of nobles. He found many waiting at the gates of 
Jerusalem, unable to pay the gold bezant demanded for admission, and paid it for them. In 1054 
Luitbert, bishop of Cambray, is said to have led three thousand pilgrims. In 1064 Siegfried, 
archbishop of Mainz, was accompanied by the bishops of Utrecht, Bamberg, and Regensburg and 
twelve thousand pilgrims. {321} In 1092 Eric, king of the Danes, made the long journey. A 
sudden check was put upon the pilgrimages by the Seljukian Turks, who conquered the Holy 
Land in 1076. A rude and savage tribe, they heaped, with the intense fanaticism of new converts, 
all manner of insults and injuries upon the Christians. Many were imprisoned or sold into slavery. 



Those who returned to Europe carried with them a tale of woe which aroused the religious 
feelings of all classes. 
 
The other appeal, coming from the Greek emperors, was of less weight. {322} The Eastern 
empire had been fast losing its hold on its Asiatic possessions. Romanus Diogenes was defeated 
in battle with the Turks and taken prisoner, 1071. During the rule of his successor, an emir 
established himself in Nicaea, the seat of the council called by the first Constantine, and extended 
his rule as far as the shores of the sea of Marmora. Alexius Comnenus, coming to the throne 
1081, was less able to resist the advance of Islam and lost Antioch and Edessa in 1086. Thus 
pressed by his Asiatic foes, and seeing the very existence of his throne threatened, he applied for 
help to the west. He dwelt, it is true, on the desolations of Jerusalem; but it is in accordance with 
his imperial character to surmise that he was more concerned for the defence of his own empire 
than for the honor of religion. 
 
This dual appeal met a response, not only in the religious spirit of Europe, but in the warlike 
instincts of chivalry; and when the time came for the chief figure in Christendom, Urban II., to lift 
up his voice, his words acted upon the sensitive emotions as sparks upon dry leaves. {323} 
 
Three routes were chosen by the Crusaders to reach the Holy Land. The first was the overland 
route by way of the Danube, Constantinople, and Asia Minor. The second, adopted by Philip and 
Richard in the Third Crusade, was by the Mediterranean to Acre. The route of the last two 
Crusades, under Louis IX., was across the Mediterranean to Egypt, which was to be made the 
base of operations from which to reach Jerusalem. 
 
{295} Gibbon, who treats with scorn the Crusades as a useless exhibition of religious fanaticism, 
calls them the "world’s debate," Ch. LIX. 
 
{296} John Fiske, Discovery of America, I. 318, 419, 505. 
 
{297} The Itinerary of Richard I., giving an account of the Third Crusade, lays stress upon the 
good fighting qualities of the prelates and clergy. It speaks of one priest who was incessantly 
active against the enemy, hurling darts from a sling with indefatigable toil, I. 42. The archbishop 
of Besanacon superintended the construction of a great machine for battering down the walls of 
Acre and met its expense, I. 60. Two hundred knights and three hundred followers served under 
archbishop Baldwin of Canterbury, old man as he was, and "abbots and bishops led their own 
troops, fighting manfully for the faith," I. 62. 
 
{298} Deuteronomy militibus templi, V., Migne, 182, 928. 
 
{299} Roger of Wendover, Luard’s ed., M. Paris, III: 35. 
 
{300} Milites Christi, Robert the Monk, VII., Rec., III. 867; Christi Militia, Guibert, VII., II., 
Rec., IV. 229. The army was also called crucifer exercitus, Ekkehard, Rec. V. 16. 
 
{301} The French terms were se croiser, prendre la croix, prendre le signe de la croix. See, for 
example, Villehardouin, 2, 8, 18, Wailly’s ed. pp. 3, 7, 13. This historian of the Fourth Crusade 
also calls the Crusaders les croises, 38, Wailly’s ed. p. 24. 
 
{302} Quoniam illi, qui cum pietate catholicae religionis in belli certamine cadunt, requies eos 
aeternae vitae suscipiet contra paganos atque infideles strenue dimicantes, etc., Gottlob, 
Kreuzablass, 25. 



 
{303} Quicumque pro sola devotione ad liberandam ecclesiam Dei Jerusalem profectus fuerit, 
iter illud pro omni paenitentia reputetur, Gottlob, 72 sqq.; Mirbt. Quellen, 114. 
 
{304} Gesta, I. 1; Rec., IV. 124. 
 
{305} Lea, Hist. of Inquis., I. 44, says. "Crusaders were released from earthly as well as heavenly 
justice by being classed with clerks and subjected only to spiritual justice." 
 
{306} See Origin of the Temporal Privileges of Crusaders, by Edith C. Bramball, "Am Jour. of 
Theol." 1901, pp. 279-292, and Gottlob, Kreuzablass, pp. 140 sqq. 
 
{307} Deuteronomy militibus templi, II., III., Migne, 182, 923 sq. 
 
{308} This is what Fulcher meant, Rec., III. 323, when he put into Urban’s mouth the words nunc 
jure contra barbaros pugnent qui olim fratres dimicabant. Two hundred years later Alvarus 
Pelagius made the same argument: quamvis Saraceni Palestinam possident, juste tamen exinde 
depelluntur, etc. See Schwab, Joh. Gerson, 26. 
 
{309} Summa, II. (2), 188, 3; Migne, III., 1366 sq.: militare propter aliquid mundanum est omni 
religioni contrarium, non autem militare propter obsequium Dei, etc: He adds that clerics going 
to war must act under the command of princes or of the Church, and not at their own suggestion. 
 
{310} Luard’s ed., V. 196. 
 
{311} Baldric of Dol, Hist. Jerus., I. 8; Rec., IV. 17: gaudebant uxores abeuntibus maritis 
dilectissimis, etc. 
 
{312} Caesar of Heisterbach, Dial., X. 22, speaks of a woman suffering with severe pains in 
childbirth who was delivered with ease, so soon as she consented to her husband’s going on a 
crusade. 
 
{313} The name Franks became the current designation for Europeans in the East, and remains so 
to this day. The crusading enthusiasm did not fully take hold of Germany till the twelfth century. 
Hauck, Kirchengesch. Deutschlands, IV. 80. 
 
{314} The expression was a translation of the Latin ultra mare, used for the East, and, so far as I 
know, for the first time by Gregory VII., Reg. II. 37; Migne, 148, 390. 
 
{315} Gregorovius, IV. 288, says no traces of enthusiasm can be found in Rome. "Senate and 
people would probably have laughed in derision had Urban summoned them to rise in religious 
enthusiasm to forsake the ruins of Rome and advance to the rescue of Jerusalem." The Crusades 
were a financial detriment to Rome by diverting pilgrimages from the tombs of the Apostles to 
the tomb of the Saviour. 
 
{316} Here is one such miracle. At the battle of Ramleh, 1177, there was a miraculous extension 
of the cross borne by the bishop of Bethlehem. It reached to heaven and extended its arms across 
the whole horizon. The pagans saw it, were confused, and fled. Hoveden, II. 133 sq. 
 
{317} Hegel, Philosophie der Gesch., 3d ed. 1848, p. 476, brings out this idea most impressively. 
 



{318} Rohricht, Gesch. d. ersten Kreuzzuges, p. 6, says that in these struggles "the crusading 
enthusiasm was born." 
 
{319} See the beautiful testimony of Gregory, who advised a Cappadocian abbot against going 
with his monks to Jerusalem, Schaff, Ch. Hist. III. 906. 
 
{320} Fulke the Black, count of Anjou (987-1040), made three journeys to Jerusalem in penance 
for sacrilege and other crimes. He had burned his young wife at the stake dressed in her gayest 
attire, and caused his son to crouch at his feet harnessed as an ass. At Jerusalem he showed his 
devotion by going about with a halter about his neck. He bit off a piece of the Lord’s tombstone 
with his teeth and carried back to Europe objects most sacred and priceless, such as the fingers of 
Apostles and the lamp in which the holy fire was lit. Odolric, bishop of Orleans, gave a pound of 
gold for the lamp and hung it up in the church at Orleans, where its virtue cured multitudes of 
sick people. 
 
{321} Hauck, IV. 79. 
 
{322} Ekkehard, 5, Rec., V. 14, may exaggerate when he speaks of very frequent letters and 
embassies from the Greek emperors to the West, per legationes frequentissimas et epistolas etiam 
a nobis visas... lugubriter inclamanter, etc. The letter of Alexius to Robert of Flanders, 1088, has 
been the subject of much inquiry. Hagenmeyer pronounces it genuine, after a most careful 
investigation, Epistulae, etc., 10-44. 
 
{323} Diehl, in Essays on the Crusades, 92, seems even to deny that an appeal was ever made by 
the Byzantine emperor Alexius for aid to the West, and speaks of it as an invention of a later 
time. Certainly no criticism could be more unwarranted unless all the testimonies of the 
contemporary writers are to be ruthlessly set aside.  



49. The Call to the Crusades. 
 
the romance 
 
Of many colored Life that Fortune pours 
 
Round the Crusaders. 
 
Wordsworth, Ecclesiastical Sonnets. 
 
The call which resulted in the first expedition for the recovery of Jerusalem was made by Pope 
Urban II. at the Council of Clermont, 1095. Its chief popular advocate was Peter the Hermit. 
 
The idea of such a movement was not born at the close of the eleventh century. Gregory VII., 
appealed to by Michael VII. of Constantinople, had, in two encyclicals, 1074, {324} urged the 
cause upon all Christians, and summoned them to go to the rescue of the Byzantine capital. He 
reminded them that the pagans had forced their way almost up to the walls of the city and killed 
many thousands of their brethren like cattle. {325} He also repeatedly called attention to the 
project in letters to the counts of Burgundy and Poitiers and to Henry IV. His ulterior hope was 
the subjection of the Eastern churches to the dominion of the Apostolic see. In the year 1074 he 
was able to announce to Henry IV. that fifty thousand Christian soldiers stood ready to take up 
arms and follow him to the East, but Gregory was prevented from executing his design by his 
quarrel with the emperor. 
 
There is some evidence that more than half a century earlier Sergius IV., d. 1012, suggested the 
idea of an armed expedition against the Mohammedans who had "defiled Jerusalem and 
destroyed the church of the Holy Sepulchre." Earlier still, Sylvester II., d. 1003, may have urged 
the same project. {326} 
 
Peter the Hermit, an otherwise unknown monk of Amiens, France, on returning from a pilgrimage 
to Jerusalem, spread its tale of woes and horrors. {327} In Jerusalem he had seen the archbishop, 
Simeon, who urged him to carry to Europe an appeal for help against the indignities to which the 
Christians were subjected. While asleep in the church of the Holy Sepulchre and after prayer and 
fasting, Peter had a dream in which Christ appeared to him and bade him go and quickly spread 
the appeal that the holy place might be purged. {328} He hurried westward, carrying a letter from 
Simeon, and secured the ear of Urban at Rome. This is the story as told by William of Tyre and 
by Albert of Aachen before him. Alleged dreams and visions were potent forces during the First 
Crusade, and it is altogether likely that many a pilgrim, looking upon the desolation of Jerusalem, 
heard within himself the same call which Peter in imagination or in a real dream heard the Lord 
making to him. 
 
Urban listened to Peter’s account as he had listened to the accounts of other returning pilgrims. 
He had seen citizens of Jerusalem itself with his own eyes, and exiles from Antioch, bewailing 
the plight of those places and begging for alms. {329} Peter, as he journeyed through Italy and 
across the Alps, {330} proclaimed the same message. The time for action had come. 
 
At the Council of Piacenza, in the spring of 1095, envoys were present from the emperor Alexius 
Comnenus and made addresses, invoking aid against the advancing Turks. {331} In the following 
November the famous Council of Clermont, Southern France, was held, which decreed the First 



Crusade. {332} The council comprised a vast number of ecclesiastics and laymen, especially from 
France. Urban II. was present in person. On the day of the opening there were counted fourteen 
archbishops, two hundred and fifty bishops, and four hundred abbots. Thousands of tents were 
pitched outside the walls. On the ninth day, the pope addressed the multitude from a platform 
erected in the open air. It was a fortunate moment for Urban, and has been compared to Christmas 
Day, 800, when Charlemagne was crowned. {333} The address was the most effective sermon 
ever preached by a pope or any other mortal. It stirred the deepest feelings of the bearers and was 
repeated throughout all Europe. {334} 
 
At Clermont, Urban was on his native soil and probably spoke in the Provenacal tongue, though 
we have only Latin reports. When we recall the general character of the age and the listening 
throng, with its mingled feelings of love of adventure and credulous faith, we cannot wonder at 
the response made to the impassioned appeals of the head of Christendom. Urban reminded his 
hearers that they, as the elect of God, must carry to their brethren in the East the succor for which 
they had so often cried out. The Turks, a "Persian people, an accursed race," {335} had devastated 
the kingdom of God by fire, pillage, and sword and advanced as far as the Arm of St. George (the 
Hellespont). Jerusalem was laid waste. Antioch, once the city of Peter, was under their yoke. As 
the knights loved their souls, so they should fight against the barbarians who had fought against 
their brothers and kindred. {336} Christ himself would lead the advancing warriors across sea and 
mountains. Jerusalem, "the navel of the world," and the land fruitful above all others, a paradise 
of delights, awaited them. {337} "The way is short, the toil will be followed by an incorruptible 
crown." {338} 
 
A Frenchman himself, Urban appealed to his hearers as Frenchmen, distinguished above all other 
nations by remarkable glory in arms, courage, and bodily prowess. He appealed to the deeds of 
Charlemagne and his son Lewis, who had destroyed pagan kingdoms and extended the territory 
of the Church. 
 
To this moving appeal the answer came back from the whole throng, "God will sit, God will sit." 
{339} "It is," added the pope, "it is the will of God. Let these words be your war-cry when you 
unsheathe the sword. You are soldiers of the cross. Wear on your breasts or shoulders the blood-
red sign of the cross. Wear it as a token that His help will never fail you, as the pledge of a vow 
never to be recalled." {340} Thousands at once took the vow and sewed the cross on their 
garments or branded it upon their bare flesh. Adhemar, bishop of Puy, knelt at Urban’s feet, 
asking permission to go, and was appointed papal legate. The next day envoys came announcing 
that Raymund of Toulouse had taken the vow. The spring of 1096 was set for the expedition to 
start. Urban discreetly declined to lead the army in person. {341} 
 
The example set at Clermont was followed by thousands throughout Europe. Fiery preachers 
carried Urban’s message. The foremost among them, Peter the Hermit, traversed Southern France 
to the confines of Spain and Lorraine and went along the Rhine. Judged by results, he was one of 
the most successful of evangelists. His appearance was well suited to strike the popular 
imagination. He rode on an ass, his face emaciated and haggard, his feet bare, a slouched cowl on 
his head, {342} and a long mantle reaching to his ankles, and carrying a great cross. In stature he 
was short. {343} His keen wit, {344} his fervid and ready, but rude and unpolished, eloquence, 
{345} made a profound impression upon the throngs which gathered to hear him. {346} His 
messages seemed to them divine. {347} They plucked the very hairs from his ass’ tail to be 
preserved as relics. A more potent effect was wrought than mere temporary wonder. 
Reconciliations between husbands and wives and persons living out of wedlock were effected, 
and peace and concord established where there were feud and litigation. Large gifts were made to 
the preacher. None of the other preachers of the Crusade, Volkmar, Gottschalk, and Emich, {348} 



could compare with Peter the Hermit for eloquence and the spell he exercised upon the masses. 
He was held in higher esteem than prelates and abbots. {349} And Guibert of Nogent says that he 
could recall no one who was held in like honor. {350} 
 
In a few months large companies were ready to march against the enemies of the cross. 
 
A new era in European history was begun. {351} A new passion had taken hold of its people. A 
new arena of conquest was opened for the warlike feudal lord, a tempting field of adventure and 
release for knight and debtor, an opportunity of freedom for serf and villein. All classes, lay and 
clerical, saw in the expedition to the cradle of their faith a solace for sin, a satisfaction of 
Christian fancy, a heaven appointed mission. The struggle of states with the papacy was for the 
moment at an end. All Europe was suddenly united in a common and holy cause, of which the 
supreme pontiff was beyond dispute the appointed leader. 
 
{324} Reg., I. 49; II. 37, Migne, 148, 329, 390. 
 
{325} multa millia Christianorum quasi pecudes occidisse, Reg., I. 49 
 
{326} See Jules Lair, atudes crit. sur divers textes des Xe et XIe siecles. Bulle du pape Sergius 
IV., etc., Paris, 1899. Lair, in opposition to Riant, Pflugk-Harttung, etc., gives reasons for 
accepting as genuine Sergius’s letter, found 1857. For Sylvester’s letter see Havet, Lettres de 
Gerbert, Paris, 1889. Rohricht, Gesch. d. ersten Kreuzzuges, 8, pronounces Sylvester’s letter a 
forgery, dating from 1095. Lair tries to prove it was written by Sergius IV. 
 
{327} The date of the pilgrimage is not given, but may be accepted as having fallen between 
1092-1094. Peter is called "the Hermit" by all the accounts, begining with the earliest, the Gesta 
Francorum. There is no good ground for doubting that he was from Amiens, as Albert of Aachen 
distinctly states. William of Tyre says from the "bishopric of Amiens." Hagenmeyer, p. 39, 
accepts the latter as within the truth. 
 
{328} William of Tyre, Bk. I. 12, Rec., I. 35, gives only a few lines to the visions and the words 
spoken by the Lord. His account of the meeting with Urban is equally simple and scarcely less 
brief. Peter found, so he writes, "the Lord Pope Urban in the vicinity of Rome and presented the 
letters from the patriarch and Christians of Jerusalem and showed their misery and the 
abominations which the unclean races wrought in the holy places. Thus prudently and faithfully 
he performed the commission intrusted to him." 
 
{329} At the Council of Clermont Urban made reference to the "very many reports" which had 
come of the desolation of Jerusalem, Fulcher, Rec., III. 324. Robert the Monk, I. 1, Rec., III. 727, 
says relatio gravis saepissime jam ad aures nostras pervenit. According to Baldric he appealed to 
the many among his hearers who could vouch for the desolate condition of the holy places from 
their own experience, Rec., IV. 14. See Hagenmeyer, 74-77. 
 
{330} So William of Tyre, Bk. I. 13. Later writers extend the journey of Peter inordinately. 
 
{331} William of Tyre does not mention this embassy. It may be because of the low opinion he 
had of Alexius, whom (II. 5) he pronounces scheming and perfidious. 
 
{332} There is no statement that the council formally decreed the Crusade. For the acts we are 
dependent upon scattered statements of chroniclers and several other unofficial documents. 
 



{333} Ranke, Weltgeschichte. According to William of Tyre, Peter the Hermit was present at 
Clermont. The contemporary writers do not mention his presence. 
 
{334} Gregorovius, IV. 287, is right when he says, "the Importance of Urban’s speech in 
universal history outweighs the orations of Demosthenes and Cicero." 
 
{335} Robert the Monk, I. 1, Rec., III. 727. The contemporary writers, giving an account of 
Urban’s speech, are Baldric, Guibert, Fulcher, and Robert the Monk. All of them were present at 
Clermont. William of Tyre greatly elaborates the address, and Rohricht calls William’s account 
an invention which is a masterpiece of its kind,—eine Erdichtung die ein Meisterstuck seiner Art, 
etc., Gesch. des ersten Kreuzzuges, p. 20. Rohricht, pp. 235-239, and Munro, "Am. Hist. Rev.," 
1906, pp. 231-243, make interesting attempts to reconstruct Urban’s address. The different 
accounts are not to be regarded as contradictory, but as supplementary one of the other. Rohricht, 
p. 20, expresses the opinion that none of the accounts of the address is "accurate." No doubt the 
spirit and essential contents are preserved. Urban made prominent the appeals for aid from the 
East, the desolations of Jerusalem, and the sufferings of Christians in the East. See Munro. 
 
{336} Fulcher, Rec., III. 324. I follow chiefly the accounts of Fulcher and Robert. Robert 
represents the appeals for aid as coming from Jerusalem and Constantinople. 
 
{337} Robert the Monk, I. 2 Rec., III. 729. The expression "navel of the earth," umbilicus 
terrarum, used by Robert, was a common one for Jerusalem. 
 
{338} Baldric, Rec., IV. 15, via brevis est, labor permodicus est qui tamen immarcescibilem vobis 
rependet coronam. Gregory VII., Reg., II. 37, Migne, 148, 390, had made the same promise, 
quoting 2 Corinthians 4:17, that for the toils of a moment the Crusaders would secure an eternal 
reward. 
 
{339} Deus vult, Deos lo volt, Diex el volt. These are the different forms in which the response is 
reported. For this response in its Latin form, Robert the Monk is our earliest authority, I. 2, Rec., 
III. 729. He says una vociferatio "Deus vult, Deus vult." 
 
{340} In the First Crusade all the crosses were red. Afterwards green and white colors came into 
use. Urban himself distributed crosses. Guibert, II. 5, Rec., IV. 140, and Fulcher, I. 4, state that 
Urban had the Crusaders wear the cross as a badge. 
 
{341} Urban’s letters, following up his speech at Clermont, are given by Hagenmeyer, Epistulae, 
p. 136 sqq. 
 
{342} Petrum more heremi vilissima cappa tegebat, Radulf of Caen. The above description is 
taken from strictly contemporary accounts. 
 
{343} The statura brevis of Radulf becomes in William of Tyre’s account pusillus, persona 
contemptibilis. 
 
{344} I have thus translated Radulf’s spiritus acer. 
 
{345} Albert of Aachen: neminem invenerunt qui tam ferocissimo et superbo loqui auderet 
quousque Petrus. 
 



{346} So Guibert speaks of the crowds listening to him as tanta populorum multitudo. 
Hagenmeyer, p. 114, accepting Guibert’s statement, refers to immense throngs, ungeheure Zahl. 
 
{347} Guibert: quidquid agebat namque seu loquebatur quasi quiddam subdivinum videbatur. 
 
{348} So Ekkehard, XII., Rec., V. 20 sq. who has something derogatory to say of all of these 
preachers and also of Peter’s subsequent career. Quem postea multi hypocritam esse dicebant. 
 
{349} Robert the Monk, I. 5, Rec., III. 731. Super ipsos praesules et abbates apice religionis 
efferebatur. 
 
{350} Guibert: neminem meminerim similem honore haberi. Baldric speaks of him as Petrus 
quidam magnus heremita, or as we would say, "that great hermit, Peter." 
 
{351} Hegel, Philosophie der Gesch., p. 444, calls the Crusades "the culminating point of the 
Middle Ages." Contemporaries like Guibert of Nogent, 123, could think of no movement equal in 
glory with the Crusades. Ordericus Vitalis, III. 458, praised the union of peoples of different 
tongues in a project so praiseworthy.  



50. The First Crusade and the Capture of Jerusalem. 
 
And what if my feet may not tread where He stood, 
 
Nor my ears hear the dashing of Galilee’s flood, 
 
Nor my eyes see the cross which He bowed Him to bear, 
 
Nor my knees press Gethsemane’s garden of prayer, 
 
Yet, Loved of the Father, Thy Spirit is near 
 
To the meek and the lowly and penitent here; 
 
And the voice of Thy Love is the same even now, 
 
As at Bethany’s tomb or on Olivet’s brow. 
 
Whittier. 
 
The 15th of August, 1096, the Feast of the Assumption, fixed by the Council of Clermont for the 
departure of the Crusaders, was slow in coming. The excitement was too intense for the people to 
wait. As early as March throngs of both sexes and all ages began to gather in Lorraine and at 
Treves, and to demand of Peter the Hermit and other leaders to lead them immediately to 
Jerusalem. {352} It was a heterogeneous multitude of devout enthusiasts and idle adventurers, 
without proper preparation of any kind. The priest forsook his cell, the peasant left his plough and 
placed his wife and children on carts drawn by oxen, and thus went forth to make the journey and 
to fight the Turk. At the villages along the route the children cried out, "Is this Jerusalem, is this 
Jerusalem?" William of Malmesbury wrote (IV. 2), "The Welshman left his hunting, the Scot his 
fellowship with lice, the Dane his drinking party, the Norwegian his raw fish. Fields were 
deserted of their husbandmen; whole cities migrated.... God alone was placed before their eyes." 
 
The unwieldy bands, or swarms, were held together loosely under enthusiastic but incompetent 
leaders. The first swarm, comprising from twelve thousand to twenty thousand under Walter the 
Penniless, {353} marched safely through Hungary, but was cut to pieces at the storming of 
Belgrade or destroyed in the Bulgarian forests. The leader and a few stragglers were all that 
reached Constantinople. 
 
The second swarm, comprising more than forty thousand, was led by the Hermit himself. There 
were knights not a few, and among the ecclesiastics were the archbishop of Salzburg and the 
bishops of Chur and Strassburg. On their march through Hungary they were protected by the 
Hungarian king; but when they reached the Bulgarian frontier, they found one continuous track of 
blood and fire, robbery and massacre, marking the route of their predecessors. Only a remnant of 
seven thousand reached Constantinople, and they in the most pitiful condition, July, 1096. Here 
they were well treated by the Emperor Alexius, who transported them across the Bosphorus to 
Asia, where they were to await the arrival of the regular army. But they preferred to rove, 
marauding and plundering, through the rich provinces. Finally, a false rumor that the vanguard 
had captured Nicaea, the capital of the Turks in Asia Minor, allured the main body into the plain 
of Nicaea, where large numbers were surrounded and massacred by the Turkish cavalry. Their 



bones were piled into a ghastly pyramid, the first monument of the Crusade. Walter fell in the 
battle; Peter the Hermit had fled back to Constantinople before the battle began, unable to control 
his followers. The defeat of Nicaea no doubt largely destroyed Peter’s reputation. {354} 
 
A third swarm, comprising fifteen thousand, mostly Germans under the lead of the monk 
Gottschalk, was massacred by the Hungarians. 
 
Another band, under count Emich of Leiningen, began its career, May, 1096, by massacring and 
robbing the Jews in Mainz and other cities along the Rhine. Albert of Aachan, {355} who 
describes these scenes, does not sympathize with this lawlessness, but saw a divine judgment in 
its almost complete annihilation in Hungary. This band was probably a part of the swarm, 
estimated at the incredible number of two hundred thousand, {356} led by banners bearing the 
likeness of a goose and a goat, which were considered as bearers of the divine Spirit. {357} Three 
thousand horsemen, headed by some noblemen, attended them, and shared the spoils taken from 
the Jews. {358} When they arrived at the Hungarian frontier they had to encounter a regular 
army. A panic seized them, and a frightful carnage took place. 
 
These preliminary expeditions of the first Crusade may have cost three hundred thousand lives. 
 
The regular army consisted, according to the lowest statements, of more than three hundred 
thousand. It proceeded through Europe in sections which met at Constantinople and Nicaea. 
Godfrey, starting from lower Lorraine, had under him thirty thousand men on foot and ten 
thousand horse. He proceeded along the Danube and by way of Sofia and Philipoppolis, Hugh of 
Vermandois went by way of Rome, where he received the golden banner, and then, taking ship 
from Bari to Durazzo, made a junction with Godfrey in November, 1096, under the walls of 
Constantinople. Bohemund, with a splendid following of one hundred thousand horse and thirty 
thousand on foot, {359} took the same route from Bari across the Adriatic. Raymund of Toulouse, 
accompanied by his countess, Elvira, and the papal legate, bishop Adhemar, {360} traversed 
Northern Italy on his way eastward. The last of the main armies to start was led by Robert, duke 
of Normandy, and Stephen of Blois, who crossed the Alps, received the pope’s blessing at Lucca, 
and, passing through Rome, transported their men across the Adriatic from Bari and Brindisi. 
 
Godfrey of Bouillon {361} was accompanied by his brothers, Baldwin and Eustace. Hugh, count 
of Vermandois, was a brother of Philip I. of France. Robert of Normandy was the eldest son of 
William the Conqueror, and had made provision for his expedition by pledging Normandy to his 
brother, William Rufus, for ten thousand marks silver. Raymund, count of Toulouse, was a 
veteran warrior, who had a hundred thousand horse and foot at his command, and enjoyed a 
mingled reputation for wealth, wisdom, pride, and greed. Bohemund, prince of Tarentum, was the 
son of Robert Guiscard. His cousin, Tancred, was the model cavalier. Robert, count of Flanders, 
was surnamed, "the Sword and Lance of the Christians." Stephen, count of Chartres, Troyes, and 
Blois, was the owner of three hundred and sixty-five castles. These and many other noblemen 
constituted the flower of the French, Norman, and Italian nobility. 
 
The moral hero of the First Crusade is Godfrey of Bouillon, a descendant of Charlemagne in the 
female line, but he had no definite command. He had fought in the war of emperor Henry IV. 
against the rebel king, Rudolf of Swabia, whom he slew in the battle of Molsen, 1080. He had 
prodigious physical strength. With one blow of his sword he clove asunder a horseman from head 
to saddle. He was as pious as he was brave, and took the cross for the single purpose of rescuing 
Jerusalem from the hands of the infidel. He used his prowess and bent his ancestral pride to the 
general aim. Contemporary historians call him a holy monk in military armor and ducal 
ornament. His purity and disinterestedness were acknowledged by his rivals. 



 
Tancred, his intimate friend, likewise engaged in the enterprise from pure motives. He is the 
poetic hero of the First Crusade, and nearly approached the standard of "the parfite gentil knyght" 
of Chaucer. He distinguished himself at Nicaea, Dorylaeum, Antioch, and was one of the first to 
climb the walls of Jerusalem. He died in Antioch, 1112. His deeds were celebrated by Raoul de 
Caen and Torquato Tasso. {362} 
 
The emperor Alexius, who had so urgently solicited the aid of Western Europe, became alarmed 
when he saw the hosts arriving in his city. They threatened to bring famine into the land and to 
disturb the order of his realm. He had wished to reap the benefit of the Crusade, but now was 
alarmed lest he should be overwhelmed by it. His subtle policy and precautions were felt as an 
insult by the Western chieftains. In diplomacy he was more than their match. They expected fair 
dealing and they were met by duplicity. He held Hugh of Vermandois in easy custody till he 
promised him fealty. Even Godfrey and Tancred, the latter after delay, made the same pledge. 
Godfrey declined to receive the emperor’s presents for fear of receiving poison with his 
munificence. 
 
The Crusaders had their successes. Nicaea was taken June 19, 1097, and the Turks were routed a 
few weeks later in a disastrous action at Dorylaeum in Phrygia, which turned into a more 
disastrous flight. But a long year elapsed till they could master Antioch, and still another year 
came to an end before Jerusalem yielded to their arms. The success of the enterprise was retarded 
and its glory diminished by the selfish jealousies and alienation of the leaders which culminated 
in disgraceful conflicts at Antioch. The hardships and privations of the way were terrible, almost 
beyond description. The Crusaders were forced to eat horse flesh, camels, dogs, and mice, and 
even worse. {363} The sufferings from thirst exceeded, if possible, the sufferings from hunger. 
To these discouragements was added the manifest treachery of the Greek emperor at the capture 
of Nicaea. {364} 
 
During the siege of Antioch, which had fallen to the Seljuks, 1084, the ranks were decimated by 
famine, pestilence, and desertion, among the deserters being Stephen of Chartres and his 
followers. Peter the Hermit and William of Carpentarius were among those who attempted flight, 
but were caught in the act of fleeing and severely reprimanded by Bohemund. {365} Immediately 
after the first recapture of the city, through the treachery of Phirouz, an Armenian, the Crusaders 
were themselves besieged by an army of two hundred thousand under Kerboga of Mosul. Their 
languishing energies were revived by the miraculous discovery of the holy lance, which pierced 
the Saviour’s side. This famous instrument was hidden under the altar of St. Peter’s church. The 
hiding place was revealed in a dream to Peter Barthelemy, the chaplain of Raymund of Toulouse. 
{366} The sacred weapon was carried in front of the ranks by Raymund of Agiles, one of the 
historians of the Crusade, and it aroused great enthusiasm. Kerboga withdrew and the city fell 
into the Crusaders’ hands, June 28, 1098. {367} Bohemund appropriated it to himself as his prize. 
Baldwin, after the fall of Nicaea, had done the same with Edessa, which became the easternmost 
citadel of the Crusaders. Others followed the examples of these leaders and went on independent 
expeditions of conquest. Of those who died at Antioch was Adhemar. 
 
The culmination of the First Crusade was the fall of Jerusalem, July 15, 1099. It was not till the 
spring following the capture of Antioch, that the leaders were able to compose their quarrels and 
the main army was able again to begin the march. The route was along the coast to Caesarea and 
thence southeastward to Ramleh. Jerusalem was reached early in June. The army was then 
reduced to twenty thousand fighting men. {368} In one of his frescos in the museum at Berlin, 
representing the six chief epochs in human history, Kaulbach has depicted with great effect the 
moment when the Crusaders first caught sight of the Holy City from the western hills. For the 



religious imagination it was among the most picturesque moments in history as it was indeed one 
of the most solemn in the history of the Middle Ages. The later narratives may well have the 
essence of truth in them, which represent the warriors falling upon their knees and kissing the 
sacred earth. Laying aside their armor, in bare feet and amid tears, penitential prayers, and chants, 
they approached the sacred precincts. {369} 
 
A desperate but futile assault was made on the fifth day. Boiling pitch and oil were used, with 
showers of stones and other missiles, to keep the Crusaders at bay. The siege then took the usual 
course in such cases. Ladders, scaling towers, and other engines of war were constructed, but the 
wood had to be procured at a distance, from Shechem. The trees around Jerusalem, cut down by 
Titus twelve centuries before, had never been replaced. The city was invested on three sides by 
Raymund of Toulouse, Godfrey, Tancred, Robert of Normandy, and other chiefs. The suffering 
due to the summer heat and the lack of water was intense. The valley and the hills were strewn 
with dead horses, whose putrefying carcasses made life in the camp almost unbearable. In vain 
did the Crusaders with bare feet, the priests at their head, march in procession around the walls, 
hoping to see them fall as the walls of Jericho had fallen before Joshua. {370} Help at last came 
with the arrival of a Genoese fleet in the harbor of Joppa, which brought workmen and supplies of 
tools and food. 
 
Friday, the day of the crucifixion, was chosen for the final assault. A great tower surmounted by a 
golden cross was dragged alongside of the walls and the drawbridge let down. At a critical 
moment, as the later story went, a soldier of brilliant aspect {371} was seen on the Mount of 
Olives, and Godfrey, encouraging the besiegers, exclaimed: "It is St. George the martyr. He has 
come to our help." According to most of the accounts, Letold of Tournay {372} was the first to 
scale the walls. It was noticed that the moment of this crowning feat was three o’clock, the hour 
of the Saviour’s death. 
 
The scenes of carnage which followed belong to the many dark pages of Jerusalem’s history and 
showed how, in the quality of mercy, the crusading knight was far below the ideal of Christian 
perfection. The streets were choked with the bodies of the slain. The Jews were burnt with their 
synagogues. The greatest slaughter was in the temple enclosure. With an exaggeration which can 
hardly be credited, but without a twinge of regret or a syllable of excuse, it is related that the 
blood of the massacred in the temple area reached to the very knees and bridles of the horses. 
{373} "Such a slaughter of the pagans had never been seen or heard of. The number none but God 
knew." {374} 
 
Penitential devotions followed easily upon the gory butchery of the sword. Headed by Godfrey, 
clad in a suit of white lined, the Crusaders proceeded to the church of the Holy Sepulchre and 
offered up prayers and thanksgivings. William of Tyre relates that Adhemar and others, who had 
fallen by the way, were seen showing the path to the holy places. The devotions over, the work of 
massacre was renewed. Neither the tears of women, nor the cries of children, nor the protests of 
Tancred, who for the honor of chivalry was concerned to save three hundred, to whom he had 
promised protection—none of these availed to soften the ferocity of the conquerors. 
 
As if to enhance the spectacle of pitiless barbarity, Saracen prisoners were forced to clear the 
streets of the dead bodies and blood to save the city from pestilence. "They wept and transported 
the dead bodies out of Jerusalem," is the heartless statement of Robert the Monk. {375} 
 
Such was the piety of the Crusaders. The religion of the Middle Ages combined self-denying 
asceticism with heartless cruelty to infidels, Jews, and heretics. "They cut down with the sword," 
said William of Tyre, "every one whom they found in Jerusalem, and spared no one. The victors 



were covered with blood from head to foot." In the next breath, speaking of the devotion of the 
Crusaders, the archbishop adds, "It was a most affecting sight which filled the heart with holy joy 
to see the people tread the holy places in the fervor of an excellent devotion." The Crusaders had 
won the tomb of the Saviour and gazed upon a fragment of the true cross, which some of the 
inhabitants were fortunate enough to have kept concealed during the siege. 
 
Before returning to Europe, Peter the Hermit received the homage of the Christian inhabitants of 
Jerusalem, who remembered his visit as a pilgrim and his services in their behalf. This was the 
closing scene of his connection with the Crusades. {376} Returning to Europe, he founded the 
monastery at Huy, in the diocese Liege, and died, 1115. A statue was dedicated to his memory at 
Amiens, June 29, 1854. He is represented in the garb of a monk, a rosary at his waist, a cross in 
his right hand, preaching the First Crusade. 
 
Urban II. died two weeks after the fall of Jerusalem and before the tidings of the event had time to 
reach his ears. 
 
No more favorable moment could have been chosen for the Crusade. The Seljukian power, which 
was at its height in the eleventh century, was broken up into rival dynasties and factions by the 
death of Molik Shah, 1092. The Crusaders entered as a wedge before the new era of Moslem 
conquest and union opened. 
 
Note on the Relation of Peter the Hermit to the First Crusade. 
 
The view of Peter the Hermit, presented in this work, does not accord with the position taken by 
most of the modern writers on the Crusades. It is based on the testimony of Albert of Aachen and 
William of Tyre, historians of the First Crusade, and is, that Peter visited Jerusalem as a pilgrim, 
conversed with the patriarch Simeon over the desolations of the city, had a dream in the church of 
the Holy Sepulchre, returned to Europe with letters from Simeon which he presented to the pope, 
and then preached through Italy and beyond the Alps, and perhaps attended the Council of 
Clermont, where, however, he took no prominent part. 
 
The new view is that there occurrences were fictions. It was first set forth by von Sybel in his 
work on the First Crusade, in 1841. Sybel’s work, which marks an epoch in the treatment of the 
Crusades, was suggested by the lectures of Ranke, 1837. {377} Its author, after a careful 
comparison of the earliest accounts, announced that there is no reliable evidence that Peter was 
the immediate instigator of the First Crusade, and that not to him but to Urban II. alone belongs 
the honor of having originated the movement. Peter did not make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, meet 
Urban, or preach about the woes of the Holy City prior to the assembling of the Synod of 
Clermont. 
 
These views, with some modification, have been advocated by Hagenmeyer in his careful and 
scholarly work on Peter the Hermit and in other writings on the First Crusade. {378} In our own 
country the same view has been set forth by eminent scholars. Professor Oliver J. Thatcher, in an 
article on the Latin Sources of the First Crusade, {379} says, "The stories about Peter the Hermit, 
his pilgrimage to Jerusalem, his visions there, his journey to the pope at Rome, his successful 
appeals to Urban to preach a crusade, and Peter’s commanding position as one of the great 
preachers and leaders of the Crusade, all are found to be without the least foundation in fact." Dr. 
Dana C. Munro has recently declared that the belief that Peter was the instigator of the First 
Crusade has long since been abandoned. {380} 
 



It is proper that the reasons should be given in brief which have led to the retention of the old 
view in this volume. The author’s view agrees with the judgment expressed by Archer, Story of 
the Crusades, p. 27, that the account of Albert of Aachen "is no doubt true in the main." 
 
Albert of Aachen wrote his History of Jerusalem about 1120-1125, {381} that is, while many of 
the Crusaders were still alive who took part in the siege of Jerusalem, 1099. William, archbishop 
of Tyre, was born probably in Jerusalem about 1130. He was a man of learning, acquainted with 
Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and Arabic; well read in the Bible, as his quotations show, and travelled in 
Europe. He is one of the ablest of the mediaeval historians, and his work is the monumental 
history of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem. He was by his residence thoroughly acquainted with 
Palestine. It is not unworthy of mention that William’s History represents the "office of the 
historian to be not to write what pleases him, but the material which the time offers," bk. XXIII. 
From the sixteenth to the twenty-third book he writes from personal observation. William stands 
between the credulous enthusiasm of the first writers on the Crusades and the cold scepticism of 
some modern historians. 
 
The new view, setting aside these two witnesses, bases its conclusion on the strictly contemporary 
accounts. These are silent about any part Peter took in the movement leading to the First Crusade 
prior to the Council of Clermont. They are: (1) the Gesta Francorum, written by an unknown 
writer, who reached Jerusalem with the Crusaders, wrote his account about 1099, and left the 
original, or a copy of it, in Jerusalem. (2) Robert the Monk, who was in Jerusalem, saw a copy of 
the Gesta, and copied from it. His work extends to 1099. He was present at the Council of 
Clermont. (3) Raymund, canon of Agiles, who accompanied the Crusaders to Jerusalem. (4) 
Fulcher of Chartres, who was present at Clermont, continued the history to 1125, accompanied 
the Crusaders to Jerusalem, and had much to do with the discovery of the holy lance. (5) The 
priest Tudebodus, who copied from the Gesta before 1111 and added very little of importance. 
(6) Ekkehard of Urach, who made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, 1101. (7) Radulph of Caen, who in 
1107 joined Tancred and related what he heard from him. (8) Guibert of Nogent, who was present 
at Clermont and wrote about 1110. (9) Baldric of Dol, who was at Clermont and copied from the 
Gesta in Jerusalem. 
 
Another contemporary, Anna Comnena, b. 1083, is an exception and reports the activity of Peter 
prior to the Council of Clermont, and says he made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, but was not 
permitted by the Turks to enter. He then hastened to Europe and preached about the woes of the 
city in order to provide a way to visit it again. Hagenmeyer is constrained by Anna’s testimony to 
concede that Peter actually set forth on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, but did not reach the city. 
 
The silence of nine contemporary writers is certainly very noticeable. They had the means of 
knowing the facts. Why, then, do we accept the later statements of Albert of Aachen and William 
of Tyre? These are the considerations. 
 
1. The silence of contemporary writers is not a final argument against events. Eusebius, the chief 
historian of the ancient Church, utterly ignores the Catacombs. Silence, said Dr. Philip Schaff, 
referring to the Crusades, "is certainly not conclusive," "Reformed Ch. Rev." 1893, p. 449. There 
is nothing in the earlier accounts contradictory to Peter’s activity prior to the Clermont synod. 
One and another of the writers omit important events of the First Crusade, but that is not a 
sufficient reason for our setting those events aside as fictitious. The Gesta has no account of 
Urban’s speech at Clermont or reference to it. Guibert and Fulcher leave out in their reports of 
Urban’s speech all reference to the appeal from Constantinople. Why does the Gesta pass over 
with the slightest notice Peter’s breaking away from Germany on his march to Constantinople? 
This author’s example is followed by Baldric, Tudebod, Fulcher, and Raymund of Agiles. These 



writers have not a word to say about Gottschalk, Volkmar, and Emich. As Hagenmeyer says, pp. 
129, 157, no reason can be assigned for these silences, and yet the fact of these expeditions and 
the calamities in Hungary are not doubted. 
 
2. The accounts of Albert of Aachen and of William of Tyre are simply told and not at all 
unreasonable in their essential content. William definitely makes Peter the precursor of Urban. He 
was, he said, "of essential service to our lord the pope, who determined to follow him without 
delay across the mountains. He did him the service of a forerunner and prepared the minds of men 
in advance so that he might easily win them for himself." There is no indication in the 
archbishop’s words of any purpose to disparage Urban’s part in preparing for the Crusade. Urban 
followed after John the Baptist. William makes Urban the centre of the assemblage at Clermont 
and gives to his address great space, many times the space given to the experiences of Peter, and 
all honor is accorded to the pope for the way in which he did his part, bk. I. 16. 
 
3. Serious difficulties are presented in the theory of the growth of the legend of Peter’s activity. 
They are these: (1) Albert of Aachen lived close to the events, and at the most twenty-five years 
elapsed between the capture of Jerusalem and his writing. (2) There is nothing in Peter’s conduct 
during the progress of the Crusade to justify the growth of a heroic legend around him. The very 
contrary was the case. Moreover, neither Albert nor William know anything about Peter before 
his pilgrimage. Hagenmeyer has put the case in the proper light when he says, "Not a single 
authority suggests that Peter enjoyed any extraordinary repute before his connection with the 
Crusade. On the contrary, every one that mentions his name connects it with the Crusade," p. 120. 
(3) It is difficult to understand how the disposition could arise on the part of any narrator to 
transfer the credit of being the author of the Crusade from a pope to a monk, especially such a 
monk as Peter turned out to be. In reference to this consideration, Archer, p. 26, has well said, 
"There is little in the legend of Peter the Hermit which may not very well be true, and the story, 
as it stands, is more plausible than if we had to assume that tradition had transferred the credit 
from a pope to a simple hermit." (4) We may very well account for Anna Comnena’s story of 
Peter’s being turned back by the Turks by her desire to parry the force of his conversation with 
the Greek patriarch Simeon. It was her purpose to disparage the Crusade. Had she admitted the 
message of Simeon through Peter to the pope, she would have conceded a strong argument for the 
divine approval upon the movement. As for Anna, she makes mistakes, confusing Peter once with 
Adhemar and once with Peter Barthelemy. 
 
(5) All the accounts mention Peter. He is altogether the most prominent man in stirring up interest 
in the Crusade subsequent to the council. Hagenmeyer goes even so far as to account for his 
success by the assumption that Peter made telling use of his abortive pilgrimage, missgluckte 
Pilgerfahrt. As already stated, Peter was listened to by "in immense throngs;" no one in the 
memory of the abbot of Nogent had enjoyed so much honor. "He was held in higher esteem than 
prelates and abbots," says Robert the Monk. As if to counteract the impression upon the reader, 
these writers emphasize that Peter’s influence was over the rude and lawless masses, and, as 
Guibert says, that the bands which followed him were the dregs of France. Now it is difficult to 
understand how a monk, before unknown, who had never been in Jerusalem, and was not at the 
Council of Clermont, could at once work into his imagination such vivid pictures of the woe and 
wails of the Christians of the East as to attain a foremost pre-eminence as a preacher of the 
Crusade. 
 
(6) Good reasons can be given for the omission of Peter’s conduct prior to the Council of 
Clermont by the earliest writers. The Crusade was a holy and heroic movement. The writers were 
interested in magnifying the part taken by the chivalry of Europe. Some of them were with Peter 
in the camp, and they found him heady, fanatical, impracticable, and worse. He probably was 



spurned by the counts and princes. Many of the writers were chaplains of these chieftains, -
Raymund, Baldwin, Tancred, Bohemund. The lawlessness of Peter’s bands has been referred to. 
The defeat at Nicaea robbed Peter of all glory and position he might otherwise have had with the 
main army when it reached Asia. {382} In Antioch he brought upon himself disgrace for 
attempting flight, being caught in the act by Tancred and Bohemund. The Gesta gives a detailed 
account of this treachery, and Guibert {383} compares his flight to an angel falling from heaven. 
It is probably with reference to it that Ekkehard says, "Many call him hypocrite." {384} Strange to 
say, Albert of Aachen and William of Tyre omit all reference to his treacherous flight. {385} It is 
not improbable that, after the experiences they had of the Hermit in the camp, and the disregard 
and perhaps the contempt in which he was held by the princes, after his inglorious campaign to 
Constantinople and Nicaea, the early writers had not the heart to mention his services prior to the 
council. Far better for the glory of the cause that those experiences should pass into eternal 
forgetfulness. 
 
Why should legend then come to be attached to his memory? Why should not Adhemar have 
been chosen for the honor which was put upon this unknown monk who made so many mistakes 
and occupied so subordinate a position in the main crusading army? Why stain the origin of so 
glorious a movement by making Peter with his infirmities and ignoble birth responsible for the 
inception of the Crusade? It would seem as if the theory were more probable that the things which 
led the great Crusaders to disparage, if not to ridicule, Peter induced the earlier writers to ignore 
his meritorious activity prior to the Council of Clermont. After the lapse of time, when the 
memory of his follies was not so fresh, the real services of Peter were again recognized. For these 
reasons the older portrait of Peter has been regarded as the true one in all its essential features. 
 
{352} For the account of these early expeditions, we are chiefly dependent upon Albert of 
Aachen. Guibert makes no distinction of sections, and has only a cursory notice of the 
expeditions before the arrival of Peter in Constantinople. 
 
{353} Sine Pecunia, Sansavoir, Habenichts. These preliminary expeditions, Rohricht and other 
historians call Die Zuge der Bauern, the campaigns of the peasants. 
 
{354} See Hagenmeyer, 204 sq. Peter apologized to the emperor for the defeat on the ground of 
his inability to control his followers, who, he declared, were unworthy to see Jerusalem. Anna 
Comnena calls Peter the "inflated Latin." 
 
{355} I. 26. 
 
{356} Anna Comnena says the Crusaders flowed together from all directions like rivers. She 
gives the number of Peter’s army as eighty thousand foot and one hundred thousand horse. 
Fulcher speaks of the numbers setting out from the West as "an immense assemblage. The islands 
of the sea and the whole earth were moved by God to make contribution to the host. The sadness 
was for those who remained behind, the joy for those who departed." 
 
{357} This is upon the testimony of Albert of Aachen and Guibert. See Rohricht, Erster 
Kreuzzug, 240 sq., and references there given. 
 
{358} Mannheimer, Die Judenverfolgungen in Speier, Worms und Mainz im Jahre 1096, wahrend 
des ersten Kreuzzuges, Darmstadt, 1877. Hagenmeyer, p. 139, clears Peter of Amiens of the 
shameful glory of initiating this racial massacre, and properly claims it for count Emich and his 
mob. See also Rohricht, Gesch. d. ersten Kreuzzuges, 41-46. 
 



{359} Albert of Aachen, II. 18. 
 
{360} Gibbon calls him "a respectable prelate alike qualified for this world and the next." 
 
{361} Bouillon, not to be confounded with Boulogne-sur-mer, on the English Channel, is a town 
in Belgian Luxemburg, and was formerly the capital of the lordship of Bouillon, which Godfrey 
mortgaged to the bishop of Liege in 1095. It has belonged to Belgium since 1831. 
 
{362} Gibbon: "In the accomplished character of Tancred we discover all the virtues of a perfect 
knight, the true spirit of chivalry, which inspired the generous sentiments and social offices of 
man far better than the base philosophy, or the baser religion, of the time." 
 
{363} Fulcher, I. 13, Rec., III. 336. 
 
{364} Raymund of Agiles says Alexius treated the crusading army in such wise that so "long as 
ever he lives, the people will curse him and call him a traitor." 
 
{365} The contemporary authorities represent the reprimand as given to Carpentarius. As 
Hagenmeyer suggests, Peter was included and Carpentarius’name alone mentioned because he 
was of royal blood. 
 
{366} Among those who helped to dig for the weapon was Raymund of Agiles. Its authenticity 
was a matter of dispute, Adhemar being one of those who doubted. Barthelemy went through the 
ordeal of fire to prove the truth of his statements, but died in consequence of the injuries he 
suffered. 
 
{367} According to Robert the Monk, IV., Rec., III. 824, a heavenly sign was granted on the eve 
of the final attack, a flame burning in the western sky, ignis de coelo veniens ab occidente. One of 
the interesting remains of the crusadal period are two letters written by Stephen, count of 
Chartres, to his wife Adele, the one before Nicaea and the other during the siege of Antioch. They 
are given in Hagenmeyer, Epistulae, pp. 138, 149. 
 
{368} The figures are differently given. See Sybel, 412, and Rohricht, Gesch. des ersten 
Kreuzzuges, 183. William of Tyre gives the number as twenty-one thousand, and the army 
defending Jerusalem as forty thousand. 
 
{369} Raymund of Agiles reports that the Crusaders forgot the exhortation of Peter Barthelemy to 
make the last part of the journey barefoot. "They remembered their weariness no more, and 
hastening their steps reached the walls amidst tears and praises." 
 
{370} On this occasion Peter the Hermit and Arnulf, afterwards archbishop of Jerusalem, made 
addresses on the Mount of Olives to restore unity among the crusading leaders, especially 
Tancred and Raymund. Albert of Aachen, VI. 8, Rec., IV. 471, says, ad populos sermones... 
plurimam discordiam quae inter Peregrinos de diversis causis excreverat exstinxerunt. Tancred 
had stirred up much jealousy by raising his banner over Bethlehem. Hagenmeyer, p. 259, accepts 
Albert’s account as genuine against Sybel. 
 
{371} Miles splendidus et refulgens. 
 
{372} Guibert, VII. 7, Rec., IV. 226; Robert the Monk, VII., Rec., III. 867. 
 



{373} So Raymund of Agiles, an eyewitness, usque ad genua et usque ad frenos equorum, XX., 
Rec, III. 300. This he calls "the righteous judgment of God." 
 
{374} So the Gesta: tales occisiones de paganorum gente nullus unquam audivit nec vidit... nemo 
scit numerum eorum nisi solus deus. The slain are variously estimated from forty thousand to one 
hundred thousand. Guibert, Gesta, VII. 7, Rec., IV. 227, further says that in the temple area there 
was such a sea of blood, sanguinis unda, as almost to submerge the pedestrian. 
 
{375} IX., Rec., III. 869. Robert gives an awful picture of the streets filled with dismembered 
bodies and running with gore. 
 
{376} William of Tyre is the earliest witness to this scene. Leaving out embellishments, it does 
not seem to be at all unnatural. Hagenmeyer, pp. 265-269, calls it the "sheer invention of 
William’s fancy." 
 
{377} Sybel, Gesch. des ersten Kreuzzugs, p. ii. 
 
{378} Hagenmeyer, Peter der Eremite, p. 102, says, Dem Papste allein ist der Ruhm zu erhalten 
den ihm der Einsiedler von Amiens bis auf unsere Tage zur grosseren Halfte streitig gemacht hat. 
Also Sybel, p. 243. 
 
{379} Report of the Am. Hist. Association, 1900, p. 504 sq. See also the very emphatic statements 
of G. L.. Burr in art. The year 1000 and the Antecedents of the Crusades in the "Am. Hist. Rev.," 
April, 1901, pp. 429-439, and Trans. and Reprints of the Univ. of Pa., 1894, pp. 19 sqq. 
 
{380} The Speech of Urban II. etc., in "Am. Hist. Rev.," 1906, p. 232. 
 
{381} He says he reports what he heard, ex auditu et relatione. 
 
{382} Nach einer solchen Katastrophe war ofenbar auch bei diesen alles Ansehen fur ihn dabei, 
Hagenmeyer, p. 204. 
 
{383} Ut stellae quoque juxta Apocalypsim de coelo cadere viderentur, Petrus ille, etc. 
 
{384} Ekkehard XIII., Rec., V. 21, says that Peter’s cohorts became the object of derision to the 
Turks as soon as they reached Asia Minor, cohortes...paganis fuerant jam ludibrio factae. 
 
{385} Hagenmeyer, pp. 220 sqq., 243, suggests that at the time of William’s writing such things 
were no longer told.  



51. The Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem. 1099-1187. 
 
Literature.—G. T. Deuteronomy Thaumassiere: Assises et bons usages du royaume de Jerusalem, 
etc., Paris, 1690, 1712; Assises de Jerusalem, in Recueil des Historiens des croisades, 2 vols., 
Paris, 1841-1843.—Hody: Godefroy de Bouillon et les rois Latins de Jerus., 2d ed., Paris, 
1859.—Rohricht: Regesta Regni Hierosolymitani, Innsbruck, 1893; Gesch. des Konigreichs 
Jerus. 1100-1291, Innsbruck, 1898.—Lane-Poole: Saladin and the Fall of the Kingdom of Jerus., 
N. Y., 1898. The first biography of Saladin in English, written largely from the standpoint of the 
Arab historians.—C. R. Conder: The Latin Kingd. of Jerus., London, 1899.—F. Kuhn: Gesch. der 
ersten Patriarchen von Jerus., Leipzig, 1886.—Funk: art. Jerusalem, Christl. Konigreich, in 
"Wetzer-Welte," VI. p. 1335 sqq. 
 
Eight days after the capture of the Holy City a permanent government was established, known as 
the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. Godfrey was elected king, but declined the title of royalty, 
unwilling to wear a crown of gold where the Saviour had worn a crown of thorns. {386} He 
adopted the title Baron and Defender of the Holy Sepulchre. The kingdom from its birth was in 
need of help, and less than a year after the capture of the city the patriarch Dagobert made an 
appeal to the "rich" German nation for reanforcements. {387} It had a perturbed existence of less 
than a century, and in that time witnessed a succession of nine sovereigns. 
 
"Godfrey extended his realm, but survived the capture of Jerusalem only a year, dying July 18, 
1100. He was honored and lamented as the most disinterested and devout among the chieftains of 
the First Crusade. His body was laid away in the church of the Holy Sepulchre, where his reputed 
sword and spurs are still shown. On his tomb was the inscription:, Here lies Godfrey of Bouillon, 
who conquered all this territory for the Christian religion. May his soul be at rest with Christ." 
{388} 
 
With the Latin kingdom was established the Latin patriarchate of Jerusalem. The election of 
Arnulf, chaplain to Robert of Normandy, was declared irregular, and Dagobert, or Daimbert, 
archbishop of Pisa, was elected in his place Christmas Day, 1099. {389} Latin sees were erected 
throughout the land and also a Latin patriarchate of Antioch. Dagobert secured large concessions 
from Godfrey, including the acknowledgment of his kingdom as a fief of the patriarch. After the 
fall of Jerusalem, in 1187, the patriarchs lived in Acre. {390} 
 
The constitution and judicial procedure of the new realm were fixed by the Assizes of Jerusalem. 
These were deposited under seal in the church of the Holy Sepulchre and are also called the 
Letters of the Holy Sepulchre. {391} They were afterwards lost, and our knowledge of their 
contents is derived from the codes of Cyprus and the Latin kingdom of Constantinople, which 
were founded upon the Jerusalem code. 
 
These statutes reproduced the feudal system of Europe. The conquered territory was distributed 
among the barons, who held their possessions under the king of Jerusalem as overlord. The four 
chief fiefs were Jaffa and Ascalon, Kerat, east of the Jordan, Galilee, and Sidon. The counts of 
Tripoli and Edessa and the prince of Antioch were independent of the kingdom of Jerusalem. A 
system of courts was provided, the highest being presided over by the king. Trial by combat of 
arms was recognized. A second court provided for justice among the burgesses. A third gave it to 
the natives. Villeins or slaves were treated as property according to the discretion of the master, 
but are also mentioned as being subject to the courts of law. The slave and the falcon were 
estimated as equal in value. Two slaves were held at the price of a horse and three slaves at the 



price of twelve oxen. The man became of age at twenty-five, the woman at twelve. The feudal 
system in Europe was a natural product. In Palestine it was an exotic. 
 
The Christian occupation of Palestine did not bring with it a reign of peace. The kingdom was 
torn by the bitter intrigues of barons and ecclesiastics, while it was being constantly threatened 
from without. The inner strife was the chief source of weakness. The monks settled down in 
swarms over the country, and the Franciscans became the guardians of the holy places. The 
illegitimate offspring of the Crusaders by Moslem women, called pullani, were a degenerate race, 
marked by avarice, faithlessness, and debauchery. {392} 
 
Godfrey was succeeded by his brother Baldwin, count of Edessa, who was crowned at 
Bethlehem. He was a man of intelligence and the most vigorous of the kings of Jerusalem. He 
died of a fever in Egypt, and his body was laid at the side of his brother’s in Jerusalem. 
 
During Baldwin’s reign, 1100-1118, the limits of the kingdom were greatly extended. {393} 
Caesarea fell in 1101, St. Jean d’Acre, otherwise known as Ptolemais, in 1104, and Berytus, or 
Beyrut, in 1110. Sidon capitulated to Sigurd, son of the king of Norway, who had with him ten 
thousand Crusaders. One-third of Asia Minor was reduced, a part of the territory reverting to the 
Greek empire. Damascus never fell into European hands. With the progress of their arms, the 
Crusaders reared strong castles from Petra to the far North as well as on the eastern side of the 
Jordan. Their ruins attest the firm purpose of their builders to make their occupation permanent. 
"We who were Westerners," said Fulcher of Chartres, "are now Easterners. We have forgotten 
our native land." It is proof of the attractiveness of the cause, if not also of the country, that so 
many Crusaders sought to establish themselves there permanently. Many who went to Europe 
returned a second time, and kings spent protracted periods in the East. 
 
During Baldwin’s reign most of the leaders of the First Crusade died or returned to Europe. But 
the ranks were being continually recruited by fresh expeditions. Pascal II., the successor of Urban 
II., sent forth a call for recruits. The Italian cities furnished fleets, and did important service in 
conjunction with the land forces. The Venetians, Pisans, and Genoese established quarters of their 
own in Jerusalem, Acre, and other cities. Thousands took the cross in Lombardy, France, and 
Germany, and were led by Anselm, archbishop of Milan, Stephen, duke of Burgundy, William, 
duke of Aquitaine, Ida of Austria, and others. Hugh of Vermandois, who had gone to Europe, 
returned. Bohemund likewise returned with thirty-four thousand men, and opposed the Greek 
emperor. At least two Christian armies attempted to attack Islam in its stronghold at Bagdad. 
 
Under Baldwin II., 1118-1131, the nephew of Baldwin I., Tyre was taken, 1124. This event marks 
the apogee of the Crusaders’ possessions and power. 
 
In the reign of Fulke of Anjou, 1131-1143, the husband of Millicent, Baldwin II.’s daughter, 
Zengi, surnamed Imaded-din, the Pillar of the Faith, threatened the very existence of the Frankish 
kingdom. 
 
Baldwin III., 1143-1162, came to the throne in his youth. {394} His reign witnessed the fall of 
Edessa into Zengi’s hands, 1144, and the progress of the Second Crusade, as also the rise of 
Zengi’s son, Nureddin, the uncle of Saladin, who conquered Damascus, 1154. 
 
Amalric, or Amaury, 1162-1173, carried his arms and diplomacy into Egypt, and saw the fall of 
the Fatimite dynasty which had been in power for two centuries. The power in the South now 
became identified with the splendid and warlike abilities of Saladin, who, with Nureddin, healed 
the divisions of the Mohammedans, and compacted their power from Bagdad to Cairo. 



Henceforth the kingdom of Jerusalem stood on the defensive. The schism between the Abassidae 
and the Fatimites had made the conquest of Jerusalem in 1099 possible. 
 
Baldwin IV., 1173-1184, a boy of thirteen at his accession, was, like Uzziah, a leper. Among the 
regents who conducted the affairs of the kingdom during his reign was the duke of Montferrat, 
who married Sybilla, the king’s sister. In 1174 Saladin, by the death of Nureddin, became caliph 
of the whole realm from Damascus to the Nile, and started on the path of God, the conquest of 
Jerusalem. 
 
Baldwin V., 1184-1186, a child of five, and son of Sybilla, was succeeded by Guy of Lusignan, 
Sybilla’s second husband. Saladin met Guy and the Crusaders at the village of Hattin, on the hill 
above Tiberius, where tradition has placed the delivery of the Sermon on the Mount. The 
Templars and Hospitallers were there in force, and the true cross was carried by the bishop of 
Acre, clad in armor. On July 5, 1187, the decisive battle was fought. The Crusaders were 
completely routed, and thirty thousand are said to have perished. Guy of Lusignan, the masters of 
the Temple {395} and the Hospital, and Reginald of Cha¢tillon, lord of Kerak, were taken 
prisoners by the enemy. Reginald was struck to death in Saladin’s tent, but the king and the other 
captives were treated with clemency. {396} The true cross was a part of the enemy’s booty. The 
fate of the Holy Land was decided. 
 
On Oct. 2, 1187, Saladin entered Jerusalem after it had made a brave resistance. The conditions of 
surrender were most creditable to the chivalry of the great commander. There were no scenes of 
savage butchery such as followed the entry of the Crusaders ninety years before. The inhabitants 
were given their liberty for the payment of money, and for forty days the procession of the 
departing continued. The relics stored away in the church of the Holy Sepulchre were delivered 
up by the conqueror for the sum of fifty thousand bezants, paid by Richard I. {397} 
 
Thus ended the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. Since then the worship of Islam has continued on 
Mount Moriah without interruption. The Christian conquests were in constant danger through the 
interminable feuds of the Crusaders themselves, and, in spite of the constant flow of recruits and 
treasure from Europe, they fell easily before the unifying leadership of Saladin. 
 
After 1187 a line of nominal kings of Jerusalem presented a romantic picture in European affairs. 
The last real king, Guy of Lusignan, was released, and resumed his kingly pretension without a 
capital city. Conrad of Montferrat, who had married Isabella, daughter of Amalric, was granted 
the right of succession. He was murdered before reaching the throne, and Henry of Champagne 
became king of Jerusalem on Guy’s accession to the crown of Cyprus. In 1197 the two crowns of 
Cyprus and Jerusalem were united in Amalric II. At his death the crown passed to Mary, daughter 
of Conrad of Montferrat. Mary’s husband was John of Brienne. At the marriage of their daughter, 
Iolanthe, to the emperor Frederick II., that sovereign assumed the title, King of Jerusalem. 
 
{386} The official title of the kings was rex Latinorum in Hierusalem. In rejecting the crown, 
says William of Tyre, "Godfrey did so as a believing prince. He was the best of kings, the light 
and mirror of all others," lumen et speculum, IX. 9, Rec., I. 377. The clergy had dreamed of the 
complete subjection of the civil government of Jerusalem to the spiritual government under the 
patriarch. The first patriarch not only secured for his jurisdiction one-fourth of Jerusalem and 
Jaffa, but the promise from Godfrey of the whole of both cities, provided Godfrey was successful 
in taking Cairo or some other large hostile city, or should die without male heirs. See Rohricht, 
Gesch. des ersten Kreuzzuges, p. 218. 
 



{387} See Dagobert’s appeal in Hagenmeyer, Epistulae, 176 sq., 412 sqq. He speaks of 
"Jerusalem as the most excellent of all places for sanctity," and says that "for this reason it was 
oppressed by the pagans and infidels." Fulcher, writing of the year 1100, declares that there were 
only three hundred knights and as many footmen left for the defence of Jerusalem, Jaffa, and 
Ramleh. See quotation in Hagenmeyer, 415. 
 
{388} Hic jacet inclitus dux Godefridus de Bouillon qui totam sitam terram acquisivit cultui 
christiano, cujus anima regnet cum Christo. 
 
{389} According to Raymund of Agiles, Arnulf was a man of loose life and his amours subjects 
of camp songs. 
 
{390} From the fall of Acre, 1291 to 1848, the patriarchs, with two exceptions, lived in Rome. In 
1848 Valerga, appointed patriarch by Pius IX., took up his residence in Jerusalem. 
 
{391} Wilken devotes a long treatment to the subject, I. pp. 307-424. 
 
{392} Fulani, "anybodies." The designation fulan ibn fulan, "so and so, the son of so and so," is a 
most opprobrious mode of address among the Arabs. 
 
{393} The following mode of reducing a tribe of robbers is characteristic. The robbers took 
refuge in a cave. Baldwin resorted to smoking them out. Two emerged; Baldwin spoke kindly to 
them, dressed one up and sent him back with fair promises, while he put the other to death. Ten 
others emerged. One was sent back and the other nine put to death. The same method was 
employed till two hundred and thirty had been induced to come forth and were put to death. The 
fires were then started again till all came forth and met the same fate. 
 
{394} From this point William of Tyre writes as an eye-witness, XVI. sqq. 
 
{395} According to the letter of Terricius, Master of the Temple, two hundred and ninety 
Templars perished, and the Saracens covered the whole land from Tyre to Gaza like swarms of 
ants. Richard of Hoveden, Annee 1187, says the Templars fought like lions. 
 
{396} Saladin offered a glass of water to Guy. When Guy handed It to Reginald, Saladin 
exclaimed, "I did not order that. You gave it," and at once despatched Reginald by his own hand, 
or through a servant. Reginald had plundered a caravan in which Saladin’s sister was travelling. 
Lane-Poole, Saladin, p. 215. 
 
{397} The bezant was worth three dollars.  



52. The Fall of Edessa and the Second Crusade. 
 
Literature.—Odo of Deuil (near Paris), chaplain of Louis VII.: Deuteronomy profectione 
Ludovici VII. in Orientem 1147-1149 in Migne, 185, translated by Guizot: Collection, XXIV. pp. 
279-384.—Otto of Freising, d. 1158, half brother of Konrad III. and uncle of Fred. Barbarossa: 
Chronicon, bk. VII., translated in Pertz-Wattenbach, Geschichtschreiber der Deutschen Vorzeit, 
Leipzig, 1881. Otto accompanied the Crusade.—Kugler: Gesch. des 2ten Kreuzzuges, Stuttgart, 
1866.—The Deuteronomy consideratione and Deuteronomy militibus Christi of Bernard and the 
Biographies of Bernard by Neander, ed. by Deutsch, II. 81-116; Morison, Pp. 366-400; Storrs, p. 
416 sqq.; Vacandard, II. 270-318, 431 sqq. F. Marion Crawford has written a novel on this 
Crusade: Via Crucis, a Story of the Second Crusade, N. Y., 1899. 
 
The Second Crusade was led by two sovereigns, the emperor Konrad III. and Louis VII. of 
France, and owed its origin to the profound impression made in Europe by the fall of Edessa and 
the zealous eloquence of St. Bernard. Edessa, the outer citadel of the Crusader’s conquests, fell, 
December, 1144. Jocelyn II., whose father, Jocelyn I., succeeded Baldwin as proprietor of 
Edessa, was a weak and pleasure-loving prince. The besiegers built a fire in a breach in the wall, 
a piece of which, a hundred yards long, cracked with the flames and fell. An appalling massacre 
followed the inrush of the Turks, under Zengi, whom the Christians called the Sanguinary. {398} 
 
Eugenius III. rightly regarded Zengi’s victory as a threat to the continuance of the Franks in 
Palestine, and called upon the king of France to march to their relief. The forgiveness of all sins 
and life eternal were promised to all embarking on the enterprise who should die confessing their 
sins. {399} The pope also summoned Bernard to leave his convent, and preach the crusade. 
Bernard, the most conspicuous personage of his age, was in the zenith of his fame. He regarded 
the summons as a call from God, {400} and proved to be a leader worthy of the cause. 
 
At Easter tide, 1146, Louis, who had before, in remorse for his burning the church at Vitry with 
thirteen hundred persons, promised to go on a crusade, assembled a great council at Vezelai. 
Bernard was present and made such an overpowering impression by his address that the bearers 
pressed forward to receive crosses. He himself was obliged to out his robe to pieces to meet the 
demand. {401} Writing to Eugenius, he was able to say that the enthusiasm was so great that 
"castles and towns were emptied of their inmates. One man could hardly be found for seven 
women, and the women were being everywhere widowed while their husbands were still alive." 
 
From France Bernard proceeded to Basel and Constance and the cities along the Rhine, as far as 
Cologne. As in the case of the First Crusade, a persecution was started against the Jews on the 
Rhine by a monk, Radulph. Bernard firmly set himself against the fanaticism and wrote that the 
Church should attempt to gain the Jews by discussion, and not destroy them by the sword. 
 
Thousands flocked to hear the fervent preacher, who added miraculous healings to the impression 
of his eloquence. The emperor Konrad himself was deeply moved and won. During Christmas 
week at Spires, Bernard preached before him an impassionate discourse. "What is there, O man," 
he represented Christ as saying, seated in judgment upon the imperial hearer at the last day,—
"What is there which I ought to have done for thee and have not done?" He contrasted the 
physical prowess, {402} the riches, and the honors of the emperor with the favor of the supreme 
judge of human actions. Bursting into tears, the emperor exclaimed: "I shall henceforth not be 
found ungrateful to God’s mercy. I am ready to serve Him, seeing I am admonished by Him." Of 
all his miracles Bernard esteemed the emperor’s decision the chief one. 



 
Konrad at once prepared for the expedition. Seventy thousand armed men, seven thousand of 
whom were knights, assembled at Regensburg, and proceeded through Hungary to the Bosphorus, 
meeting with a poor reception along the route. The Greek emperor Manuel and Konrad were 
brothers-in-law, having married sisters, but this tie was no protection to the Germans. Guides, 
provided by Manuel, "children of Belial" as William of Tyre calls them, treacherously led them 
astray in the Cappadocian mountains. {403} Famine, fever, and the attacks of the enemy were so 
disastrous that when the army fell back upon Nicaea, not more than one-tenth of its original 
number remained. 
 
Louis received the oriflamme from Eugenius’s own hands at St. Denis, Easter, 1147, and 
followed the same route taken by Konrad. His queen, Eleanor, famed for her beauty, and many 
ladies of the court accompanied the army. The two sovereigns met at Nicaea and proceeded 
together to Ephesus. Konrad returned to Constantinople by ship, and Louis, after reaching Attalia, 
left the body of his army to proceed by land, and sailed to Antioch. 
 
At Antioch, Eleanor laid herself open to the serious charge of levity, if not to infidelity to her 
marriage vow. She and the king afterward publicly separated at Jerusalem, and later were 
divorced by the pope. Eleanor was then joined to Henry of Anjou, and later became the queen of 
Henry II. of England. Konrad, who reached Acre by ship from Constantinople, met Louis at 
Jerusalem, and in company with Baldwin III. the two sovereigns from the West offered their 
devotions in the church of the Holy Sepulchre. At a council of the three held under the walls of 
Acre, {404} they decided to direct their arms against Damascus before proceeding to the more 
distant Edessa. The route was by way of Lake Tiberias and over the Hermon. The siege ended in 
complete failure, owing to the disgraceful quarrels between the camps and the leaders, and the 
claim of Thierry, count of Flanders, who had been in the East twice before, to the city as his own. 
Konrad started back for Germany, September, 1148. Louis, after spending the winter in 
Jerusalem, broke away the following spring. Bernard felt the humiliation of the failure keenly, 
and apologized for it by ascribing it to the judgment of God for the sins of the Crusaders and of 
the Christian world. "The judgments of the Lord are just," he wrote, "but this one is an abyss so 
deep that I dare to pronounce him blessed who is not scandalized by it." {405} As for the charge 
that he was responsible for the expedition, Bernard exclaimed, "Was Moses to blame, in the 
wilderness, who promised to lead the children of Israel to the Promised Land? Was it not rather 
the sins of the people which interrupted the progress of their journey?" 
 
Edessa remained lost to the Crusaders, and Damascus never fell into their power. 
 
{398} See Otto of Freising, VII. 30. 
 
{399} Gottlob, Kreuzablass, 106 sqq. Eugenius quoted Urban II’s decree of indulgence at 
Clermont. 
 
{400} Deuteronomy consideratione, II. 1, Reinkens’translation, pp. 31-37. In this chapter of his 
famous tract, Bernard explains and justifies his course in the Crusade. 
 
{401} Odo, I. 1, caeperunt undique conclamando cruces expetere ... coactus est vestes suas in 
cruces scindere et seminare. 
 
{402} As a proof of Konrad’s strength, William of Tyre, XVII. 4, relates that at the siege of 
Damascus he hewed a man clad in armor through head, neck, and shoulder to the armpit with one 
stroke of his blade. 



 
{403} Bk. XVI. 20. William suggests that Manuel’s jealousy was aroused because Konrad 
asserted the title, king of the Romans. Diehl, Essays on the Crusades, p. 107, doubts the statement 
that Manuel’s guides intentionally misled and betrayed the Germans. He, however, acknowledges 
that Greek inhabitants of Asia Minor "fleeced or starved the Latins." 
 
{404} William of Tyre, XVII., gives a list of the distinguished personages present, Bishop Otto of 
Freising, the emperor’s brother, being among them. 
 
{405} Deuteronomy consideratione, II. 1.  



53. The Third Crusade. 1189-1192. 
 
For Richard I.: Itinerarium perigrinorum et gesta regis Ricardi, ed. by Stubbs, London, 1864, 
Rolls Series, formerly ascribed to Geoffrey de Vinsauf, but, since Stubbs, to Richard de Templo 
or left anonymous. Trans. in Chronicles of the Crusades, Bohn’s Libr., 1870. The author 
accompanied the Crusade.—De Hoveden, ed. by Stubbs, 4 vols., London, 1868-1871; Engl. trans. 
by Riley, vol. II. pp. 63-270.—Giraldus Cambrensis: Itinerarium Cambriae, ed. by Brewer and 
Dimock, London, 7 vols. 1861-1877, vol. VI., trans. by R. C. Hoare, London, 1806.—Richard 
Deuteronomy Devizes: Chronicon de rebus gestis Ricardi, etc., London, 1838, trans. in Bohn’s 
Chron. of the Crusades.—Roger Wendover.—De Joinville: Crusade of St. Louis, trans. in Chron. 
of the Crus. 
 
For full list of authorities on Richard see art. Richard by Archer in Dict. of Vat. Biog. —G. P. R. 
James: Hist. of the Life of B. Coeur de Lion, new ed. 2 vols. London, 1854. —T. A. Archer: The 
Crusade of Richard I., being a collation of Richard de Devizes, etc., London, 1868.—Gruhn: Der 
Kreuzzug Richard I., Berlin, 1892. 
 
For Frederick Barbarossa: Ansbert, an eye-witness: Hist. de expeditione Frid., 1187-1196, ed. by 
Jos. Dobrowsky, Prague, 1827.—For other sources, see Wattenbach: Deutsche 
Geschichtsquellen, II. 303 sqq., and Potthast: Bibl. Hist., II. 1014, 1045, etc.—Karl Fischer: 
Gesch. des Kreuzzugs Fried. I., Leipzig, 1870.—H. Prutz: Kaiser Fried. I., 3 vols. Dantzig, 1871-
1873.—Von Raumer: Gesch. der Hohenstaufen, vol. II. 5th ed. Leipzig, 1878.—Giesebrecht: 
Deutsche Kaiserzeit, vol. V. 
 
For Saladin: Baha-ed-din, a member of Saladin’s court, 1145-1234, the best Arabic Life, in the 
Recueil, Histt. Orientaux, etc., III., 1884, and in Palestine, Pilgrim’s Text Soc., ed. by Sir C. W. 
Wilson, London, 1897.—Marin: Hist. de Saladin, sulthan d’agypte et de Syrie, Paris, 1758.—
Lane-Poole: Saladin and the Fall of Jerusalem, New York, 1898, a full list and an estimate of 
Arab authorities are given, pp. iii-xvi. 
 
See also the general Histories of the Crusades and Ranke: Weltgesch., VIII. 
 
The Third Crusade was undertaken to regain Jerusalem, which had been lost to Saladin, 1187. It 
enjoys the distinction of having had for its leaders the three most powerful princess of Western 
Europe, the emperor Frederick Barbarossa, Philip Augustus, king of France, and the English king 
Richard I., surnamed Coeur de Lion, or the Lion-hearted. {406} It brought together the chivalry of 
the East and the West at the time of its highest development and called forth the heroism of two 
of the bravest soldiers of any age, Saladin and Richard. It has been more widely celebrated in 
romance than any of the other Crusades, from the songs of the mediaeval minstrels to Lessing in 
his Nathan the Wise and Walter Scott in Talisman. But in spite of the splendid armaments, the 
expedition was almost a complete failure. 
 
On the news of Saladin’s victories, Urban III. is alleged to have died of grief. {407} An official 
summons was hardly necessary to stir the crusading ardor of Europe from one end to the other. 
Danes, Swedes, and Frisians joined with Welshmen, Englishmen, Frenchmen, and Germans in 
readiness for a new expedition. A hundred years had elapsed since the First Crusade, and its 
leaders were already invested with a halo of romance and glory. The aged Gregory VIII., whose 
reign lasted less than two months, 1187, spent his expiring breath in an appeal to the princes to 
desist from their feuds. Under the influence of William, archbishop of Tyre, and the archbishop of 



Rouen, Philip Augustus of France and Henry II. of England laid aside their quarrels and took the 
cross. At Henry’s death his son Richard, then thirty-two years of age, set about with impassioned 
zeal to make preparations for the Crusade. The treasure which Henry had left, Richard augmented 
by sums secured from the sale of castles and bishoprics. {408} For ten thousand marks he 
released William of Scotland from homage, and he would have sold London itself, so he said, if a 
purchaser rich enough had offered himself. {409} Baldwin, archbishop of Canterbury, supported 
his sovereign, preaching the Crusade in England and Wales, and accompanied the expedition. 
{410} The famous Saladin tax was levied in England, and perhaps also in France, requiring the 
payment of a tithe by all not joining the Crusade. 
 
Richard and Philip met at Vezelai. Among the great lords who joined them were Hugh, duke of 
Burgundy, Henry II., count of Champagne, and Philip of Flanders. As a badge for himself and his 
men, the French king chose a red cross, Richard a white cross, and the duke of Flanders a green 
cross. 
 
In the meantime Frederick Barbarossa, who was on the verge of seventy, had reached the 
Bosphorus. Mindful of his experiences with Konrad III., whom he accompanied on the Second 
Crusade, he avoided the mixed character of Konrad’s army by admitting to the ranks only those 
who were physically strong and had at least three marks. The army numbered one hundred 
thousand, of whom fifty thousand sat in the saddle. Frederick of Swabia accompanied his father, 
the emperor. 
 
Setting forth from Ratisbon in May, 1189, the German army had proceeded by way of Hungary to 
Constantinople. The Greek emperor, Isaac Angelus, far from regarding the Crusaders’ approach 
with favor, threw Barbarossa’s commissioners into prison and made a treaty with Saladin. {411} 
He coolly addressed the western emperor as "the first prince of Germany." The opportunity was 
afforded Frederick of uniting the East and West once more under a single sceptre. Wallachians 
and Servians promised him their support if he would dethrone Isaac and take the crown. But 
though there was provocation enough, Frederick refused to turn aside from his purpose, the 
reconquest of Jerusalem, {412} and in March, 1190, his troops were transferred across the 
Bosphorus. He took Iconium, and reached Cilicia. There his career was brought to a sudden 
termination on June 10 in the waters of the Kalycadnus river into which he had plunged to cool 
himself. {413} His flesh was buried at Antioch, and his bones, intended for the crypts of the 
church of the Holy Sepulchre, were deposited in the church of St. Peter, Tyre. A lonely place, 
indeed, for the ashes of the mighty monarch, and far removed from those of his great predecessor, 
Charlemagne at Aachen! Scarcely ever has a life so eminent had such a tragic and deplored 
ending. In right imperial fashion, Frederick had sent messengers ahead, calling upon Saladin to 
abandon Jerusalem and deliver up the true cross. With a demoralized contingent, Frederick of 
Swabia reached the walls of Acre, where he soon after became a victim of the plague, October, 
1190. 
 
Philip and Richard reached the Holy Land by the Mediterranean. They sailed for Sicily, 1190, 
Philip from Genoa, Richard from Marseilles. Richard found employment on the island in 
asserting the rights of his sister Joan, widow of William II. of Sicily, who had been robbed of her 
dower by William’s illegitimate son, Tancred. "Quicker than priest can chant matins did King 
Richard take Messina." {414} In spite of armed disputes between Richard and Philip, the two 
kings came to an agreement to defend each other on the Crusades. Among the curious stipulations 
of this agreement was one that only knights and the clergy were to be allowed to play games for 
money, and the amount staked on any one day was not to exceed twenty shillings. 
 



Leaving Sicily, {415} whence Philip had sailed eleven days before, Richard proceeded to Cyprus, 
and as a punishment for the ill treatment of pilgrims and the stranding of his vessels, he wrested 
the kingdom in a three weeks’ campaign from Isaac Comnenus. The English at their occupation 
of Cyprus, 1878, might well have recalled Richard’s conquest. On the island, Richard’s nuptials 
were consummated with Berengaria of Navarre, whom he preferred to Philip’s sister Alice, to 
whom he had been betrothed. In June he reached Acre. "For joy at his coming," says Baha-ed-din, 
the Arab historian, "the Franks broke forth in rejoicing, and lit fires in their camps all night 
through. The hosts of the Mussulmans were filled with fear and dread." {416} 
 
Acre, or Ptolemais, under Mount Carmel, had become the metropolis of the Crusaders, as it was 
the key to the Holy Land. Christendom had few capitals so gay in its fashions and thronged with 
such diverse types of nationality. Merchants were there from the great commercial marts of 
Europe. The houses, placed among gardens, were rich with painted glass. The Hospitallers and 
Templars had extensive establishments. 
 
Against Acre, Guy of Lusignan had been laying siege for two years. Released by Saladin upon 
condition of renouncing all claim to his crown and going beyond the seas, he had secured easy 
absolution from the priest from this solemn oath. Baldwin of Canterbury, Hubert Walter, bishop 
of Salisbury, and the justiciar Ranulf of Glanvill had arrived on the scene before Richard. "We 
found our army," wrote the archbishop’s chaplain, {417} "given up to shameful practices, and 
yielding to ease and lust, rather than encouraging virtue. The Lord is not in the camp. Neither 
chastity, solemnity, faith, nor charity are there—a state of things which, I call God to witness, I 
would not have believed if I had not seen it with my own eyes." 
 
Saladin was watching the besiegers and protecting the garrison. The horrors of the siege made it 
one of the memorable sieges of the Middle Ages. {418} It was carried on from the sea as well as 
on the land. Greek fire was used with great effect by the Turks. {419} The struggle was 
participated in by women as well as the men. Some Crusaders apostatized to get the means for 
prolonging life. {420} With the aid of the huge machine Check Greek, and other engines 
constructed by Richard in Sicily, and by Philip, the city was made to surrender, July, 1191. By the 
terms of the capitulation the city’s stores, two hundred thousand pieces of gold, fifteen hundred 
prisoners, and the true cross were to pass into the hands of the Crusaders. 
 
The advance upon Jerusalem was delayed by rivalries between the armies and their leaders. 
Richard’s prowess, large means, and personal popularity threw Philip into the shade, and he was 
soon on his way back to France, leaving the duke of Burgundy as leader of the French. The 
French and Germans also quarrelled. {421} A fruitful source of friction was the quarrel between 
Guy of Lusignan and Conrad of Montferrat over the crown of Jerusalem, until the matter was 
finally settled by Conrad’s murder and the recognition of Guy as king of Cyprus, and Henry of 
Champagne, the nephew of both Richard and Philip Augustus, as king of Jerusalem. 
 
A dark blot rests upon Richard’s memory for the murder in cold blood of twenty-seven hundred 
prisoners in the full sight of Saladin’s troops and as a punishment for the non-payment of the 
ransom money. The massacre, a few days before, of Christian captives, if it really occurred, in 
part explains but cannot condone the crime. {422} 
 
Jaffa and Ascalon became the next points of the Crusaders’ attack, the operations being drawn out 
to a wearisome length. Richard’s feats of physical strength and martial skill are vouched for by 
eye-witnesses, who speak of him as cutting swathes through the enemy with his sword and 
mowing them down, "as the reapers mow down the corn with their sickles." So mighty was his 
strength that, when a Turkish admiral rode at him in full charge, Richard severed his neck and 



one shoulder by a single blow. But the king’s dauntless though coarse courage was not joined to 
the gifts of a leader fit for such a campaign. {423} His savage war shout, "God and the Holy 
Sepulchre aid us," failed to unite the troops cloven by jealousies and to establish military 
discipline. The camps were a scene of confusion. Women left behind by Richard’s order at Acre 
came up to corrupt the army, while day after day "its manifold sins, drunkenness, and luxury 
increased." Once and perhaps twice Richard came so near the Holy City that he might have 
looked down into it had he so chosen. {424} But, like Philip Augustus, he never passed through 
its gates, and after a signal victory at Joppa he closed his military achievements in Palestine. A 
treaty, concluded with Saladin, assured to the Christians for three years the coast from Tyre to 
Joppa, and protection to pilgrims in Jerusalem and on their way to the city. In October, 1192, the 
king, called back by the perfidy of his brother John, set sail from Acre amid the laments of those 
who remained behind, but not until he had sent word to Saladin that he intended to return to 
renew the contest. 
 
The exploits of the English king won even the admiration of the Arabs, whose historian reports 
how he rode up and down in front of the Saracen army defying them, and not a man dared to 
touch him. Presents passed between him and Saladin. {425} One who accompanied the Third 
Crusade ascribes to him the valor of Hector, the magnanimity of Achilles, the prudence of 
Odysseus, the eloquence of Nestor, and equality with Alexander. French writers of the thirteenth 
century tell how Saracen mothers, long after Richard had returned to England, used to frighten 
their children into obedience or silence by the spell of his name, so great was the dread he had 
inspired. Destitute of the pious traits of Godfrey and Louis IX., Richard nevertheless stands, by 
his valor, muscular strength, and generous mind, in the very front rank of conspicuous Crusaders. 
 
On his way back to England he was seized by Leopold, duke of Austria, whose enmity he had 
incurred before Joppa. The duke turned his captive over to the emperor, Henry VI., who had a 
grudge to settle growing out of Sicilian matters. Richard was released only on the humiliating 
terms of paying an enormous ransom and consenting to hold his kingdom as a fief of the empire. 
Saladin died March 4, 1193, by far the most famous of the foes of the Crusaders. Christendom 
has joined with Arab writers in praise of his chivalric courage, culture, and magnanimity. {426} 
What could be more courteous than his granting the request of Hubert Walter for the station of 
two Latin priests in the three churches of the Holy Sepulchre, Nazareth, and Bethlehem? {427} 
 
The recapture of Acre and the grant of protection to the pilgrims on their way to Jerusalem were 
paltry achievements in view of the loss of life, the long months spent in making ready for the 
Crusade, the expenditure of money, and the combination of the great nations of Europe. In this 
case, as in the other Crusades, it was not so much the Saracens, or even the splendid abilities of 
Saladin, which defeated the Crusaders, but their feuds among themselves. Never again did so 
large an army from the West contend for the cross on Syrian soil. 
 
{406} The story of Richard’s seizing a lion and tearing out its throbbing heart was a subject of 
English romance in the fourteenth century and probably of French romance in the thirteenth 
century. 
 
{407} It required at least fifteen days for a ship to go from Acre to Marseilles, and about the same 
time for news to reach Rome from Jerusalem. The indulgences offered to Crusaders by Alexander 
III., on the news of Saladin’s conquests in Egypt and his defeat of the Christians at Banias, 1181, 
are quoted by Gottlob, 119 sq. Alexander appealed to the examples of Urban II, and Eugenius III. 
 
{408} He sold the archbishopric of York for 3,000 pounds. Henry is reported to have left 900,000 
pounds in gold and silver. Rog. of Wendover, Annee 1180. 



 
{409} Richard of Devizes, X. 
 
{410} Giraldus Cambrensis accompanied the archbishop and gathered the materials for his 
itinerary on the way. 
 
{411} Frederick announced his expedition in a letter to Saladin, in which he enumerated the tribes 
that were to take part in it, from the "tall Bavarian" to the sailors of Venice and Pisa. See Itin. reg. 
Ricardi de Hoveden, etc. 
 
{412} Ranke, VIII. 246 sqq., spicily speculates upon the possible consequences of Isaac’s 
dethronement, and, as a German, regrets that Frederick did not take the prize, Es war ein Moment 
das nicht so leicht wieder kommen konnte. 
 
{413} Another account by one who accompanied the expedition was that in his impatience to 
proceed, Barbarossa strove to swim the river and was drowned. Ranke, VIII. 249, regards the 
view taken in the text as the better one. 
 
{414} Itinerary, III. 16. 
 
{415} Richard’s fleet, when he sailed from Messina, consisted of one hundred and fifty large 
ships and fifty-three galleys. 
 
{416} The Itinerary, III. 2, says Richard’s arrival was welcomed with transports of joy, shoutings, 
and blowing of trumpets. He was taken ashore as if the desired of all nations had come, and the 
night was made so bright with wax torches and flaming lights "that it seemed to be usurped by the 
brightness of the day, and the Turks thought the whole valley was on fire." Richard of Devizes, 
LXIII., says, "The besiegers received Richard with as much joy as if it had been Christ who had 
come again." 
 
{417} The Itinerary, I., 66, says Baldwin was made sick unto death when he saw "the army 
altogether dissolute and given up to drinking, women, and dice." 
 
{418} The loss before Acre was very heavy. The Itinerary gives a list of 6 archbishops, 12 
bishops, 40 counts, and 500 knights who lost their lives. IV. 6. Deuteronomy Hoveden also gives 
a formidable list, in which are included the names of the dukes of Swabia, Flanders, and 
Burgundy, the archbishops of Besanacon, Arles, Montreal, etc. Baldwin died Nov. 19, 1190. The 
Itinerary compares the siege of Acre to the siege of Troy, and says. (I. 32) "it would certainly 
obtain eternal fame as a city for which the whole world contended." 
 
{419} The Itinerary and other documents make frequent reference to its deadly use. Among the 
machines used on both sides were the petrariae, which hurled stones, and mangonels used for 
hurling stones and other missiles. Itinerary, III. 7, etc. One of the grappling machines was called 
a "cat." The battering ram was also used, and the sow, a covering under which the assailants made 
their approach to the walls. King Richard was an expert in the use of the arbalest, or cross-bow. 
 
{420} The price of a loaf of bread rose from a penny to 40 shillings, and a horseload of corn was 
sold for 60 marks. Deuteronomy Hoveden, etc. Horse flesh was greedily eaten, even to the 
intestines, which were sold for 10 sols. Even grass was sought after to appease hunger. A vivid 
description of the pitiful sufferings from famine is given in the Itinerary, I. 67-83. 
 



{421} Itinerary, I. 44. 
 
{422} This pretext is upon the sole authority of de Hoveden, Annee 1191. He says, however, that 
Saladin did not execute the Christian captives until Richard had declined to withdraw his threat 
and to give more time for the payment of the ransom money and the delivery of the true cross. 
Archer, Hist. of the Crusades, p. 331, thinks that Baba-ed-din’s account implies Saladin’s 
massacre; but Lane-Poole, Life of Saladin, p. 307, is of the contrary opinion. The Itinerary, IV. 4, 
states "that Richard’s followers, leapt forward to fulfil his commands, thankful to the divine grace 
for the permission to take such vengeance for the Christians whom the captives had slain with 
bolts and arrows." It has nothing to say of a massacre by Saladin. Lane-Poole, carried away by 
admiration for Saladin, takes occasion at this point to say that "in the struggle of the Crusades the 
virtues of civilization, magnanimity, toleration, real chivalry, and gentle culture were an on the 
side of the Saracens." The duke of Burgundy was party to the massacre of the Turkish captives. 
 
{423} Itinerary, VI. 23. Here is a description of one of Richard’s frequent frays as given in the 
Itinerary, VI. 4: "Richard was conspicuous above all the rest by his royal bearing. He was 
mounted on a tall charger and charged the enemy singly. His ashen lance was shivered by his 
repeated blows; but instantly drawing his sword, he pressed upon the fugitive Turks and mowed 
them down, sweeping away the hindmost and subduing the foremost. Thus he thundered on, 
cutting and hewing. No kind of armor could resist his blows, for the edge of his sword cut open 
the heads from the top to the teeth. Thus waving his sword to and fro, he scared away the routed 
Turks as a wolf when he pursues the flying sheep." 
 
{424} Deuteronomy Joinville, Life of St. Louis, an. 1253, says no doubt with the truth that 
Richard would have taken Jerusalem but for the envy and treachery of the Duke of Burgundy. He 
repeats the saying of Richard, which is almost too good not to be true. When an officer said, 
"Sire, come here and I will show you Jerusalem," the king throwing down his arms and looking 
up to heaven exclaimed, "I pray thee, O Lord God, that I may never look on the Holy City until I 
can deliver it from thy enemies." The Itinerary has nothing to say on the subject. Richard of 
Devizes, XC., states that Hubert, bishop of Salisbury, after his pilgrimage to Jerusalem, urged the 
king to go in as a pilgrim, but that "the worthy indignation of his noble mind would not consent to 
receive from the courtesy of the Gentiles what he could not obtain by the gift of God." 
 
{425} Baha-ed-din, as quoted by Lane-Poole, p. 354. Deuteronomy Hoveden speaks of fruits, the 
Itinerary of horses. Later story ascribes to Saladin a yearly grant of one thousand bezants of gold 
to the Knights of St. John at Acre. In order to test the charity of the knights, the sultan had gone to 
the hospital in disguise and found the reports of their merciful treatment well founded. Of this and 
of the story of his knighthood at the hands of Humphrey of Toron, and vouched for by the 
contemporary Itinerary of King Richard, the Arab authorities know nothing. See Lane-Poole,life 
of Saladin, 387 sqq. 
 
{426} A western legend given by Vincent de Beauvais relates that as Saladin was dying he called 
to him his standard-bearer and bade him carry through the streets of Damascus the banner of his 
death as he had carried the banner of his wars; namely, a rag attached to a lance, and cry out. "Lo, 
at his death, the king of the East can take nothing with him but this cloth only." 
 
{427} The Itinerary gives a story of Saladin and the notorious miracle of the holy fire until 
recently shown in the church of the Holy Sepulchre. It may well be true. When Saladin, on one 
occasion, saw the holy flame descend and light a lamp, he ordered the lamp blown out to show it 
was a fraud. But it was immediately rekindled as if by a miracle. Extinguished a second and a 



third time, it was again and again rekindled. "Oh, what use is it to resist the invisible Power!" 
exclaims the author of the Itinerary, V. 16.  



54. The Children’s Crusades. 
 
The rich East blooms fragrant before us; 
 
All Fairy-land beckons us forth, 
 
We must follow the crane in her flight o’er the main, 
 
From the posts and the moors of the North. 
 
Charles Kingsley, The Saint’s Tragedy. 
 
Literature.—For the sources, see Wilken: Gesch. der Kreuzzuge, VI. 71-83.—Des Essards: La 
Croisade des enfants, Paris, 1875. —Rohricht, Die Kinderkreuzzuge, in Sybel, Hist. Zeitschrift, 
vol. XXXVI., 1876.—G. Z. Gray: The Children’s Crusade, N. Y., 1872, new ed. 1896.—Isabel 
S. Stone: The Little Crusaders, N. Y., 1901.—Hurter: Innocent III., II. 482-489. 
 
The most tragic of the Crusader tragedies were the crusades of the children. They were a 
slaughter of the innocents on a large scale, and belong to those mysteries of Providence which the 
future only will solve. 
 
The crusading epidemic broke out among the children of France and Germany in 1212. Begotten 
in enthusiasm, which was fanned by priestly zeal, the movement ended in pitiful disaster. 
 
The French expedition was led by Stephen, a shepherd lad of twelve, living at Cloyes near 
Chartres. He had a vision, so the rumor went, in which Christ appeared to him as a pilgrim and 
made an appeal for the rescue of the holy places. Journeying to St. Denis, the boy retailed the 
account of what he had seen. Other children gathered around him. The enthusiasm spread from 
Brittany to the Pyrenees. In vain did the king of France attempt to check the movement. The army 
increased to thirty thousand, girls as well as boys, adults as well as children. {428} Questioned as 
to where they were going, they replied, "We go to God, and seek for the holy cross beyond the 
sea." They reached Marseilles, but the waves did not part and let them go through dryshod as they 
expected. {429} 
 
The centres of the movement in Germany were Nicholas, a child of ten, and a second leader 
whose name has been lost. Cologne was the rallying point. Children of noble families enlisted. 
Along with the boys and girls went men and women, good and bad. 
 
The army under the anonymous leader passed through Eastern Switzerland and across the Alps to 
Brindisi, whence some of the children sailed, never to be heard from again. The army of Nicholas 
reached Genoa in August, 1212. The children sang songs on the way, and with them has been 
wrongly associated the tender old German hymn: 
 
Fairest Lord Jesus, 
 
Ruler of all nature, 
 
O Thou of man and God, the son, 
 



Thee will I cherish, 
 
Thee will I honor, 
 
Thou, my soul’s glory, joy, and crown. 
 
The numbers had been reduced by hardship, death, and moral shipwreck from twenty to seven 
thousand. At Genoa the waters were as pitiless as they were at Marseilles. Some of the children 
remained in the city and became, it is said, the ancestors of distinguished families. {430} The rest 
marched on through Italy to Brindisi, where the bishop of Brindisi refused to let them proceed 
farther. An uncertain report declares Innocent III. declined to grant their appeal to be released 
from their vow. 
 
The fate of the French children was, if possible, still more pitiable. At Marseilles they fell a prey 
to two slave dealers, who for "the sake of God and without price" offered to convey them across 
the Mediterranean. Their names are preserved,—Hugo Ferreus and William Porcus. Seven 
vessels set sail. Two were shipwrecked on the little island of San Pietro off the northwestern coast 
of Sardinia. The rest reached the African shore, where the children were sold into slavery. 
 
The shipwreck of the little Crusaders was commemorated by Gregory IX., in the chapel of the 
New Innocents, ecclesia novorum innocentium, which he built on San Pietro. Innocent III. in 
summoning Europe to a new crusade included in his appeal the spectacle of their sacrifice. "They 
put us to shame. While they rush to the recovery of the Holy Land, we sleep." {431} Impossible 
as such a movement might seem in our calculating age, it is attested by too many good witnesses 
to permit its being relegated to the realm of legend, {432} and the trials and death of the children 
of the thirteenth century will continue to be associated with the slaughter of the children of 
Bethlehem at the hand of Herod. 
 
{428} Hurter regards the numbers handed down as greatly exaggerated. 
 
{429} An epigram, dwelling upon the folly of the movement, ran:— 
 
Ad mare stultorum 
 
Tendebat iter puerorum. 
 
To the sea of the fools 
 
Led the path of the children. 
 
{430} Wilken for this assertion quotes the History of the Genoese Senate and People, by Peter 
Bizari, Antwerp, 1679. One of the families was the house of the Vivaldi. 
 
{431} See Wilken, VI. 83. 
 
{432} So Wilken, Sie ist durch die Zeugnisse glaubwurdiger Geschichtschreiber so fest 
begrundet, dass ihre Wahrheit nicht bezweifelt werden kann, p. 72. Rohricht, Hist. Zeitschrift, 
XXXVI. 5, also insists upon the historical genuineness of the reports.  



55. The Fourth Crusade and the Capture of Constantinople. 1200-1204. 
 
Literature.—Nicetas Acominatus, Byzantine patrician and grand logothete. During the Crusaders’ 
investment of Constantinople his palace was burnt, and with his wife and daughter he fled to 
Nicaea: Byzantina Historia, 1118-1206, in Recueil des historiens des Croisades, histor. Grecs, 
vol. I., and in Migne, Patr. Gr., vols. 139, 140.—Geoffroi de Villehardouin, a prominent 
participant in the Crusade, d. 1213?: Hist. de la Conquete de Constantinople avec la continuation 
de Henri de Valenciennes, earliest ed., Paris, 1585, ed. by Du Cange, Paris, 1857, and N. de 
Wailly, Paris, 1871, 3d ed. 1882, and E. Bouchet, with new trans., Paris, 1891. For other editions, 
See Potthast, II. 1094. Engl. trans. by T. Smith, London, 1829.—Robert de Clary, d. after 1216, a 
participant in the Crusade: La Prise de Constant., 1st ed. by P. Riant, Paris, 1868.—Guntherus 
Alemannus, a Cistercian, d. 1220?: Historia Constantinopolitana, in Migne, Patr. Lat., vol. 212, 
221-265, and ed. by Riant, Geneva, 1875, and repeated in his Exuviae Sacrae, a valuable 
description, based upon the relation of his abbot, Martin, a participant in the Crusade.—Innocent 
III. Letters, in Migne, vols. 214-217.—Charles Hopf: Chroniques Graeco-Romanes inedites ou 
peu connues, Berlin, 1873. Contains Deuteronomy Clary, the Devastatio Constantinopolitana, 
etc.—C. Klimke: D. Quellen zur Gesch. des 4ten Kreuzzuges, Breslau, 1875.—Short extracts 
from Villehardouin and Deuteronomy Clary are given in Trans. and Reprints, published by 
University of Pennsylvania, vol. III., Philadelphia, 1896. 
 
Paul Deuteronomy Riant: Exuviae sacrae Constantinopolitanae, Geneva, 1877-1878, 2 vols.—
Tessier: Quatrieme Croisade, la diversion sur Zara et Constantinople, Paris, 1884.—E. Pears: 
The Fall of Constantinople, being the Story of the Fourth Crusade, N. Y., 1886.—W. Nordau: 
Der vierte Kreuzzug, 1898.—A. Charasson: Un cure plebeien au XII  {e} Siecle, Foulques, 
Predicateur de la IV  {e} Croisade, Paris, 1905.—Gibbon, LX., LXI.—Hurter: Life of Innocent 
III., vol. I.—Ranke: Weltgesch., VIII. 280-298.—C. W. C. Oman: The Byzantine Empire, 1895, 
pp. 274-306.—F. C. Hodgson: The Early History of Venice, from the Foundation to the Conquest 
of Constantinople, 1204, 1901. An appendix contains an excursus on the historical sources of the 
Fourth Crusade. 
 
It would be difficult to find in history a more notable diversion of a scheme from its original 
purpose than the Fourth Crusade. Inaugurated to strike a blow at the power which held the Holy 
Land, it destroyed the Christian city of Zara and overthrew the Greek empire of Constantinople. 
Its goals were determined by the blind doge, Henry Dandolo of Venice. As the First Crusade 
resulted in the establishment of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem, so the Fourth Crusade resulted in 
the establishment of the Latin empire of Constantinople. 
 
Innocent III., on ascending the papal throne, threw himself with all the energy of his nature into 
the effort of reviving the crusading spirit. He issued letter after letter {433} to the sovereigns of 
England, France, Hungary, and Sicily. {434} He also wrote to the Byzantine emperor, urging him 
to resist the Saracens and subject the Greek church to its mother, Rome. {435} The failure of 
preceding crusades was ascribed to the sins of the Crusaders. But for them, one Christian would 
have chased a thousand, or even ten thousand, and the enemies of the cross would have 
disappeared like smoke or melting wax. 
 
For the expense of a new expedition the pope set apart one-tenth of his revenue, and he directed 
the cardinals to do the same. The clergy and all Christians were urged to give liberally. The goods 
and lands of Crusaders were to enjoy the special protection of the Holy See. Princes were 
instructed to compel Jewish money-lenders to remit interest due from those going on the 



expedition. Legates were despatched to Genoa, Pisa, and Venice to stir up zeal for the project; 
and these cities were forbidden to furnish to the Saracens supplies of arms, food, or other 
material. A cardinal was appointed to make special prayers for the Crusade, as Moses had prayed 
for Israel against the Amalekites. 
 
The Cistercian abbot, Martin, preached in Germany; {436} and the eloquent Fulke of Neuilly, 
receiving his commission from Innocent III., {437} distinguished himself by winning thousands 
of recruits from the nobility and populace of Burgundy, Flanders, and Normandy. Under his 
preaching, in 1199, Count Thibaut of Champagne, {438} Louis of Blois, Baldwin of Flanders, and 
Simon de Montfort took the vow. So also did Villehardouin, marshal of Champagne, who 
accompanied the expedition, and became its spicy historian. As in the case of the First Crusade, 
the armament was led by nobles, and not by sovereigns. 
 
The leaders, meeting at Soissons in 1200, sent a deputation to Venice to secure transportation for 
the army. Egypt was chosen as the point of landing and attack, it being held that a movement 
would be most apt to be successful which cut off the Saracens’ supplies at their base in the land 
of the Nile. {439} 
 
The Venetian Grand Council agreed to provide ships for 9000 esquires, 4500 knights, 20,000 
foot-soldiers, and 4500 horses, and to furnish provisions for nine months for the sum of 85,000 
marks, or about $1,000,000 in present money. {440} The agreement stated the design of the 
enterprise to be "the deliverance of the Holy Land." The doge, Henry Dandolo, who had already 
passed the limit of ninety years, was in spite of his age and blindness full of vigor and decision. 
{441} 
 
The crusading forces mustered at Venice. The fleet was ready, but the Crusaders were short of 
funds, and able to pay only 50,000 marks of the stipulated sum. Dandolo took advantage of these 
straits to advance the selfish aims of Venice, and proposed, as an equivalent for the balance of the 
passage money, that the Crusaders aid in capturing Zara. {442} The offer was accepted. Zara, the 
capital of Dalmatia and the chief market on the eastern coast of the Adriatic, belonged to the 
Christian king of Hungary. Its predatory attacks upon Venetian vessels formed the pretext for its 
reduction. {443} The threat of papal excommunication, presented by the papal legate, did not 
check the preparations; and after the solemn celebration of the mass, the fleet set sail, with 
Dandolo as virtual commander. 
 
The departure of four hundred and eighty gayly rigged vessels is described by several eye-
witnesses {444} and constitutes one of the most important scenes in the naval enterprise of the 
queen of the Adriatic. 
 
Zara was taken Nov. 24, 1202, given over to plunder, and razed to the ground. No wonder 
Innocent wrote that Satan had been the instigator of this destructive raid upon a Christian people 
and excommunicated the participants in it. {445} 
 
Organized to dislodge the Saracens and reduced to a filibustering expedition, the Crusade was 
now to be directed against Constantinople. The rightful emperor, Isaac Angelus, was languishing 
in prison with his eyes put out by the hand of the usurper, Alexius III., his own brother. Isaac’s 
son, Alexius, had visited Innocent III. and Philip of Swabia, appealing for aid in behalf of his 
father. Philip, claimant to the German throne, had married the prince’s sister. Greek messengers 
appeared at Zara to appeal to Dandolo and the Crusaders to take up Isaac’s cause. The proposal 
suited the ambition of Venice, which could not have wished for a more favorable opportunity to 



confirm her superiority over the Pisans and Genoans, which had been threatened, if not impaired, 
on the Bosphorus. 
 
As a compensation, Alexius made the tempting offer of 200,000 marks silver, the maintenance 
for a year of an army of 10,000 against the Mohammedans, and of 500 knights for life as a guard 
for the Holy Land, and the submission of the Eastern Church to the pope. The doge fell in at once 
with the proposition, but it was met by strong voices of dissent in the ranks of the Crusaders. 
Innocent’s threat of continued excommunication, if the expedition was turned against 
Constantinople, was ignored. A few of the Crusaders, like Simon de Montfort, refused to be used 
for private ends and withdrew from the expedition. {446} 
 
Before reaching Corfu, the fleet was joined by Alexius in person. By the end of June, 1203, it had 
passed through the Dardanelles and was anchored opposite the Golden Horn. After prayers and 
exhortations by the bishops and clergy, the Galata tower was taken. Alexius III. fled, and Isaac 
was restored to the throne. 
 
The agreements made with the Venetians, the Greeks found it impossible to fulfil. Confusion 
reigned among them. Two disastrous conflagrations devoured large portions of the city. One 
started in a mosque which evoked the wrath of the Crusaders. {447} The discontent with the hard 
terms of the agreement and the presence of the Occidentals gave Alexius Dukas, surnamed 
Murzuphlos from his shaggy eyebrows, opportunity to dethrone Isaac and his son and to seize the 
reins of government. The prince was put to death, and Isaac soon followed him to the grave. 
 
The confusion within the palace and the failure to pay the promised reward were a sufficient 
excuse for the invaders to assault the city, which fell April 12, 1204. {448} Unrestrained pillage 
and riot followed. Even the occupants of convents were not exempted from the orgies of 
unbridled lust. Churches and altars were despoiled as well as palaces. Chalices were turned into 
drinking cups. A prostitute placed in the chair of the patriarchs in St. Sophia, sang ribald songs 
and danced for the amusement of the soldiery. {449} 
 
Innocent III., writing of the conquest of the city, says: — 
 
"You have spared nothing that is sacred, neither age nor sex. You have given yourselves up to 
prostitution, to adultery, and to debauchery in the face of all the world. You have glutted your 
guilty passions, not only on married women, but upon women and virgins dedicated to the 
Saviour. You have not been content with the imperial treasures and the goods of rich and poor, 
but you have seized even the wealth of the Church and what belongs to it. You have pillaged the 
silver tables of the altars, you have broken into the sacristies and stolen the vessels." {450} 
 
To the revolt at these orgies succeeding ages have added regret for the irreparable loss which 
literature and art suffered in the wild and protracted sack. For the first time in eight hundred years 
its accumulated treasures were exposed to the ravages of the spoiler, who broke up the altars in its 
churches, as in St. Sophia, or melted priceless pieces of bronze statuary on the streets and 
highways. {451} 
 
Constantinople proved to be the richest of sacred storehouses, full of relics, which excited the 
cupidity and satisfied the superstition of the Crusaders, who found nothing inconsistent in joining 
devout worship and the violation of the eighth commandment in getting possession of the objects 
of worship. {452} With a credulity which seems to have asked no questions, skulls and bones of 
saints, pieces of wearing apparel, and other sacred objects were easily discovered and eagerly sent 
to Western Europe, from the stone on which Jacob slept and Moses’ rod which was turned into a 



serpent, to the true cross and fragments of Mary’s garments. {453} What California was to the 
world’s supply of gold in 1849 and the mines of the Transvaal have been to its supply of 
diamonds—that the capture of Constantinople was to the supply of relics for Latin Christendom. 
Towns and cities welcomed these relics, and convents were made famous by their possession. In 
1205 bishop Nivelon of Soissons sent to Soissons the head of St. Stephen, the finger that Thomas 
thrust into the Saviour’s side, a thorn from the crown of thorns, a portion of the sleeveless shirt of 
the Virgin Mary and her girdle, a portion of the towel with which the Lord girded himself at the 
Last Supper, one of John the Baptist’s arms, and other antiquities scarcely less venerable. The 
city of Halberstadt and its bishop, Konrad, were fortunate enough to secure some of the blood 
shed on the cross, parts of the sponge and reed and the purple robe, the head of James the Just, 
and many other trophies. Sens received the crown of thorns. A tear of Christ was conveyed to 
Seligencourt and led to a change of its name to the Convent of the Sacred Tear. {454} Amiens 
received John the Baptist’s head; St. Albans, England, two of St. Margaret’s fingers. The true 
cross was divided by the grace of the bishops among the barons. A piece was sent by Baldwin to 
Innocent III. 
 
Perhaps no sacred relics were received with more outward demonstrations of honor than the true 
crown of thorns, which Baldwin II. transferred to the king of France for ten thousand marks of 
silver. {455} It was given free passage by the emperor Frederick II. and was carried through Paris 
by the French king barefoot and in his shirt. A part of the true cross and the swaddling clothes of 
Bethlehem were additional acquisitions of Paris. 
 
The Latin Empire of Constantinople, which followed the capture of the city, lasted from 1204 to 
1261. Six electors representing the Venetians and six representing the Crusaders met in council 
and elected Baldwin of Flanders, emperors. {456} He was crowned by the papal legate in St. 
Sophia and at once set about to introduce Latin priests and subdue the Greek Church to the pope. 
 
The attitude of Innocent III. to this remarkable transaction of Christian soldiery exhibited at once 
his righteous indignation and his politic acquiescence in the new responsibility thrust upon the 
Apostolic see. {457} He appointed the Venetian, Thomas Morosini, archbishop; and the Latin 
patriarchate, established with him, has been perpetuated to this day, and is an almost unbearable 
offence to the Greeks. {458} If Innocent had followed Baldwin’s suggestions, he would have 
convoked an oecumenical council in Constantinople. 
 
The last of the Latin emperors, Baldwin III., 1237-1261, spent most of his time in Western 
Europe making vain appeals for money. After his dethronement, in l261, by Michael Palaeologus 
he presents a pitiable spectacle, seeking to gain the ear of princes and ecclesiastics. For two 
hundred years more the Greeks had an uncertain tenure on the Bosphorus. The loss of 
Constantinople was bound to come sooner or later in the absence of a moral and muscular revival 
of the Greek people. The Latin conquest of the city was a romantic episode, and not a stage in the 
progress of civilization in the East; nor did it hasten the coming of the new era of letters in 
Western Europe. It widened the schism of the Greek and the Latin churches. The only party to 
reap substantial gain from the Fourth Crusade was the Venetians. {459} 
 
{433} See the ample description of Hurter, I. pp. 221-230, etc. 
 
{434} Epp. of Innocent, I. 353, 354, etc., Migne, 214, 329 sqq. 
 
{435} Ep. I. 353, Migne, 214, 325 sqq. 
 
{436} Guntherus, Migne, 212, 225. 



 
{437} A French translation of Innocent’s letter commissioning Fulke to preach the Crusade is 
given by Charasson, p. 99. 
 
{438} Thibaut, then twenty-two, and Louis, then twenty-seven, were nephews of the king of 
France, Villehardouin, 3; Wailly’s ed., p. 5. Thibaut died before the Crusaders started from 
France. 
 
{439} Villehardouin, who was one of the six members of the commission (Wailly’s ed., p. 11), 
says, "The Turks could be more easily destroyed there than in any other country." Egypt was 
often called by the Crusaders, "the land of Babylon." 
 
{440} Wailly’s edition of Villehardouin, p. 452, makes the sum 4,420,000 francs. It reckons a 
mark as the equivalent of 52 francs. The Grand Council added fifty armed galleys "for the love of 
God," on condition that during the continuance of the alliance Venice should have one-half the 
spoils of conquest. 
 
{441} Villehardouin describes him as a man de bien grand coeur. He died at ninety-seven, in 
1205, and was buried in the Church of St. Sophia. In his reply to the deputation, the doge 
recognized the high birth of the Crusaders in the words, "we perceive that the lords are in the 
highest rank of those who do not wear a crown" (Villehardouin, 16; Wailly’s ed., 13). 
 
{442} Villehardouin, 56 sqq.; Wailly’s ed., 33 sq. 
 
{443} Villehardouin mentions only the proposition to go against Zara. Robert of Clary and other 
writers state that Dandolo made a previous proposition that the fleet should proceed to 
Mohammedan territory and that the first booty should be used to pay the Crusaders’debt. He then 
substituted the proposition to go against Zara, and the Crusaders were forced by their 
circumstances to accept. There is some ground for the charge that in May, 1202, Dandolo made a 
secret treaty with the sultan of Egypt. See Pears, 271 sqq. 
 
{444} Villehardouin and Robert de Clary. Clary’s account is very vivacious and much the more 
detailed of the two. 
 
{445} A deputation afterwards visited Innocent and secured his absolution, Villehardouin, 107; 
Wailly’s ed., 61. The news of the death of Fulke of Neuilly reached the Crusaders on the eve of 
their breaking away from Venice. Villehardouin, 73; Wailly’s ed., 43, calls him le bon, le saint 
homme. 
 
{446} Villehardouin, 109. Pears, p. 268, speaks pathetically of the Crusaders as "about to commit 
the great crime of the Middle Ages, by the destruction of the citadel against which the hitherto 
irresistible wave of Moslem invasion had beaten and been broken." Not praiseworthy, it is true, 
was the motive of the Crusaders, yet there is no occasion for bemoaning the fate of 
Constantinople and the Greeks. The conquest of the Latins prolonged the successful resistance to 
the Turks. 
 
{447} Arabs were allowed to live in the city and granted the privileges of their religious rites. 
Gibbon with characteristic irony says. "The Flemish pilgrims were scandalized by the aspect of a 
mosque or a synagogue in which one God was worshipped without a partner or a son." 
 



{448} Villehardouin, 233, Wailly’s ed. p. 137, pronounces the capture of Constantinople one of 
the most difficult feats ever undertaken, une des plus redoutables choses a  faire qui jamais fut. A 
city of such strong fortifications the Franks had not seen before. 
 
{449} Hurter (I. p. 685), comparing the conquest of Constantinople with the capture of Jerusalem, 
exalts the piety of Godfrey and the first Crusaders over against the Venetians and their greed for 
booty. He forgot the awful massacre in Jerusalem. 
 
{450} Reg., VIII. Ep., 133. 
 
{451} Nicetas gives a list of these losses. See Gibbon, LX., and Hurter. 
 
{452} Villehardouin, 191; Wailly’s ed., 111, says des reliques it n’en faut point parler, car en ce 
jour il y en avait autant dans la ville que dans le reste du monde. The account of Guntherus, 
Migne, 212, 253 sqq., is the most elaborate. His informant the Abbot Martin, was an insatiable 
relic hunter. 
 
{453} See Riant; Hurter, I. 694-702; Pears, 365-370. A volume would scarce contain the history, 
real and legendary, of these objects of veneration. 
 
{454} A curious account is given by Dalmatius of Sergy, of his discovery of the head of St. 
Clement in answer to prayer, and the deception he practised in making away with it. The relic 
went to Cluny and was greatly prized. See Hurter. The successful stealth of Abbot Martin is told 
at length by the German Guntherus, Migne, 212, 251 sq. 
 
{455} Matthew Paris, in his account, says, "It was precious beyond gold or topaz, and to the 
credit of the French kingdom, and indeed, of all the Latins, it was solemnly and devoutly received 
in grand procession amidst the ringing of bells and the devout prayers of the faithful followers of 
Christ, and was placed in the king’s chapel in Paris." Luard’s ed., IV. 75; Giles’s trans., I. 311. 
 
{456} The mode of election was fixed before the capture of the city, Villehardouin, 234, 256-261; 
Wailly’s ed., 137,152 sqq. The election took place in a chamber of the palace. The leader of the 
French forces, Boniface of Montferrat, married the widow of the emperor Isaac and was made 
king of Salonica. Innocent III. (VIII. 134, Migne, 215, 714) congratulated Isaac’s widow upon her 
conversion to the Latin Church. 
 
{457} He wrote to Baldwin that, while it was desirable the Eastern Church should be subdued, he 
was more concerned that the Holy Land should be rescued. He urged him and the Venetians to eat 
the bread of repentance that they might fight the battle of the Lord with a pure heart. 
 
{458} The Greek patriarch had left the city reduced to a state of apostolic poverty, of which 
Gibbon, LXI, says that "had it been voluntary it might perhaps have been meritorious." 
 
{459} Pears concludes his work, The Fall of Constantinople, by the false judgment that the effects 
of the Fourth Crusade were altogether disastrous for civilization. He surmises that, but for it, the 
city would never have fallen into the hands of the Turks, and the Sea of Marmora and the Black 
Sea would now be surrounded by "prosperous and civilized nations," pp. 412 sqq. There was no 
movement of progress in the Byzantine empire for the Crusaders to check.  



56. Frederick II. and the Fifth Crusade. 1229. 
 
Rohricht: Studien zur Gesch. d. V. Kreuzzuges, Innsbruck, 1891.—Hauck, IV. 752-764, and the 
lit., 42, 49. 
 
Innocent III.’s ardor for the reconquest of Palestine continued unabated till his death. A fresh 
crusade constituted one of the main objects for which the Fourth Lateran Council was called. The 
date set for it to start was June 1, 1217, and it is known as the Fifth Crusade. The pope promised 
30,000 from his private funds, and a ship to convey the Crusaders going from Rome and its 
vicinity. The cardinals joined him in promising to contribute one-tenth of their incomes and the 
clergy were called upon to set apart one-twentieth of their revenues for three years for the holy 
cause. To the penitent contributing money to the crusade, as well as to those participating in it, 
full indulgence for sins was offered. {460} A brief, forbidding the sale of all merchandise and 
munitions of war to the Saracens for four years, was ordered read every Sabbath and fast day in 
Christian ports. 
 
Innocent died without seeing the expedition start. For his successor Honorius III., its promotion 
was a ruling passion, but he also died without seeing it realized. 
 
In 1217 Andreas of Hungary led an army to Syria, but accomplished nothing. In 1219 William of 
Holland with his Germans, Norwegians, and Danes helped John of Brienne, titular king of 
Jerusalem, to take Damietta. This city, situated on one of the mouths of the Nile, was a place of 
prime commercial importance and regarded as the key of Egypt. Egypt had come to be regarded 
as the proper way of military approach to Palestine. Malik-al-Kameel, who in 1218 had 
succeeded to power in Egypt, offered the Christians Jerusalem and all Palestine, except Kerak, 
together with the release of all Christian prisoners, on condition of the surrender of Damietta. It 
was a grand opportunity of securing the objects for which the Crusaders had been fighting, but, 
elated by victory and looking for help from the emperor, Frederick II., they rejected the offer. In 
1221 Damietta fell back into the hands of Mohammedans. {461} 
 
The Fifth Crusade reached its results by diplomacy more than by the sword. Its leader, Frederick 
II., had little of the crusading spirit, and certainly the experiences of his ancestors Konrad and 
Barbarossa were not adapted to encourage him. His vow, made at his coronation in Aachen and 
repeated at his coronation in Rome, seems to have had little binding force for him. His marriage 
with Iolanthe, granddaughter of Conrad of Montferrat and heiress of the crown of Jerusalem, did 
not accelerate his preparations to which he was urged by Honorius III. In 1227 he sailed from 
Brindisi; but, as has already been said, he returned to port after three days on account of sickness 
among his men. {462} 
 
At last the emperor set forth with forty galleys and six hundred knights, and arrived in Acre, Sept. 
7,1228. The sultans of Egypt and Damascus were at the time in bitter conflict. Taking advantage 
of the situation, Frederick concluded with Malik-al-Kameel a treaty which was to remain in force 
ten years and delivered up to the Christians Jerusalem with the exception of the mosque of Omar 
and the Temple area, Bethlehem, Nazareth, and the pilgrim route from Acre to Jerusalem. {463} 
On March 19, 1229, the emperor crowned himself with his own hand in the church of the Holy 
Sepulchre. The same day the archbishop of Caesarea pronounced, in the name of the patriarch of 
Jerusalem, the interdict over the city. {464} 
 



Recalled probably by the dangers threatening his kingdom, Frederick arrived in Europe in the 
spring of 1229, but only to find himself for the fourth time put under the ban by his implacable 
antagonist, Gregory. In 1235 Gregory was again appealing to Christendom to make preparations 
for another expedition, and in his letter of 1239, excommunicating the emperor for the fifth time, 
he pronounced him the chief impediment in the way of a crusade. {465} 
 
It was certainly a singular spectacle that the Holy City should be gained by a diplomatic compact 
and not by hardship, heroic struggle, and the intervention of miracle, whether real or imagined. It 
was still more singular that the sacred goal should be reached without the aid of ecclesiastical 
sanction, nay in the face of solemn papal denunciation. 
 
Frederick II. has been called by Freeman an unwilling Crusader and the conquest of Jerusalem a 
grotesque episode in his life. {466} Frederick certainly had no compunction about living on terms 
of amity with Mohammedans in his kingdom, and he probably saw no wisdom in endangering his 
relations with them at home by unsheathing the sword against them abroad. {467} Much to the 
disgust of Gregory IX. he visited the mosque of Omar in Jerusalem without making any protest 
against its ritual. Perhaps, with his freedom of thought, he did not regard the possession of 
Palestine after all as of much value. In any case, Frederick’s religion—whatever he had of 
religion—was not of a kind to flame forth in enthusiasm for a pious scheme in which sentiment 
formed a prevailing element. 
 
Gregory’s continued appeals in 1235 and the succeeding years called for some minor expeditions, 
one of them led by Richard of Cornwall, afterwards German emperor-elect. The condition of the 
Christians in Palestine grew more and more deplorable and, in a battle with the Chorasmians, Oct. 
14, 1244, they met with a disastrous defeat, and thenceforth Jerusalem was closed to them. 
 
{460} Plenam suorum peccaminum veniam indulgemus. See Mansi, XXII. 1067; Mirbt, Quellen, 
126, Gottlob, 137 sq. 
 
{461} For the text of Frederick’s summons to his crusade of 1221, see Mathews, Select Med. 
Documents, 120 sq. 
 
{462} Funk, in Wetzer-Welte, VII. 1166, says that in view of contemporary testimony, 
Frederick’s sickness cannot be doubted. Roger Wendover, Annee 1227, however, doubted it. 
Funk is wrong in saying that it was not till 1239 that Gregory, aggravated by the emperor’s 
conduct, impeached Frederick’s plea of sickness. In his sentence of excommunication of 1228, 
Gregory asserted that Frederick II "was enticed away to the usual pleasures of his kingdom and 
made a frivolous pretext of bodily infirmity." In 1235, at a time when emperor and pope were 
reconciled, Gregory spoke of Jerusalem, "as being restored to our well-beloved son in Christ, 
Frederick." 
 
{463} See Rohricht, Regesta regni Hier., 262, and Breholles, III. 86-90. 
 
{464} Geroldus was patriarch of Jerusalem and notified Gregory IX. of Frederick’s "fraudulent 
pact with the Egyptian sultan." Rohricht, 263. 
 
{465} In 1240 a petition signed by German bishops and princes and addressed to Gregory urged 
him to cease from strife with Frederick as it interfered with a crusade. Breholles, V. 985. 
 
{466} Hist. Essays, I. 283-313. 
 



{467} Breholles, V. 327-340.  



57. St. Louis and the Last Crusades. 1248, 1270. 
 
Literature. —Jehan de Joinville, d. 1319, the next great historical writer in old French after 
Villehardouin, companion of St. Louis on his first Crusade: Hist. de St. Louis, 1st ed. Poitiers, 
1547; by Du Cange, 1668; by Michaud in Memoires a  l’hist. de France, Paris, 1857, I. 161-329, 
and by de Wailly, Paris, 1868. For other edd. see Potthast, Bibl., I. 679-681. Engl. trans., M. Th. 
Johnes, Haford, 1807, included in Chronicles of the Crusades, Bohn’s Libr. 340-556, and J. 
Hutton, London, 1868. Tillemont: Vie de St. Louis, publ. for the first time, Paris, 1847-1851, 6 
vols.—Scholten: Gesch. Ludwigs des Heiligen, ed. by Junkemann and Janssen, 2 vols. Munster, 
1850-1855.—Guizot: St. Louis and Calvin, Paris, 1868.—Mrs. Bray: Good St. Louis and his 
Times, London, 1870.—Wallon: St. Louis et son Temps, 3d ed. Tours, 1879. — St. Pathus: Vie de 
St. Louis, publiee par F. Delaborde, Paris, 1899.—F. Perry: St. Louis, Most Christian King, 
London, 1901.—Lane-Poole: Hist. of Egypt in the M. A., N. Y., 1901. 
 
One more great Crusader, one in whom genuine piety was a leading trait, was yet to set his face 
towards the East and, by the abrupt termination of his career through sickness, to furnish one of 
the most memorable scenes in the long drama of the Crusades. The Sixth and Seventh Crusades 
owe their origin to the devotion of Louis IX., king of France, usually known as St. Louis. Louis 
combined the piety of the monk with the chivalry of the knight, and stands in the front rank of 
Christian sovereigns of all times. {468} His religious zeal showed itself not only in devotion to 
the confessional and the mass, but in steadfast refusal, in the face of threatened torture, to deviate 
from his faith and in patient resignation under the most trying adversity. A considerate regard for 
the poor and the just treatment of his subjects were among his traits. He washed the feet of 
beggars and, when a Dominican warned him against carrying his humility too far, he replied, "If I 
spent twice as much time in gaming and at the chase as in such services, no man would rise up to 
find fault with me." 
 
On one occasion, when he asked Joinville if he were called upon to choose between being a leper 
and committing mortal sin, which his choice would be, the seneschal replied, "he would rather 
commit thirty mortal sins than be a leper." The next day the king said to him, "How could you say 
what you did? There is no leper so hideous as he who is in a state of mortal sin. The leprosy of 
the body will pass away at death, but the leprosy of the soul may cling to it forever." 
 
The sack of Jerusalem by the Chorasmians, {469} who were being pushed on from behind by the 
Mongols, was followed by the fall of Gaza and Ascalon. It was just one hundred years since the 
news of the fall of Edessa had stirred Europe, but the temper of men’s minds was no longer the 
same. The news of disasters in Palestine was a familiar thing. There was now no Bernard to 
arouse the conscience and give directions to the feelings of princes and people. The Council of 
Lyons in 1245 had for one of its four objects the relief of the holy places. A summons was sent 
forth by pope and council for a new expedition, and the usual gracious offers were made to those 
who should participate in the movement. St. Louis responded. During a sickness in 1245 and at 
the moment when the attendants were about to put a cloth on his face thinking he was dead, the 
king had the cross bound upon his breast. 
 
On June 12, 1248, Louis received at St. Denis from the hand of the papal legate the oriflamme, 
and the pilgrim’s wallet and staff. He was joined by his three brothers, Robert, count of Artois, 
Alphonso, count of Poitiers, and Charles of Anjou. Among others to accompany the king were 
Jean de Joinville, seneschal of Champagne, whose graphic chronicle has preserved the annals of 
the Crusade. {470} The number of the troops is given at thirty-two thousand. Venetian and 



Genoese fleets carried them to Cyprus, where preparations had been made on a large scale for 
their maintenance. Thence they sailed to Egypt. Damietta fell, but after this first success, the 
campaign was a dismal disaster. Louis’ benevolence and ingenuousness were not combined with 
the force of the leader. He was ready to share suffering with his troops but had not the ability to 
organize them. {471} His piety could not prevent the usual vices from being practised in the 
camps. {472} 
 
Leaving Alexandria to one side, and following the advice of the count of Artois, who argued that 
whoso wanted to kill a snake should first strike its head, Louis marched in the direction of the 
capital, Cairo, or Babylon, as it was called. The army was harassed by a sleepless foe, and 
reduced by fevers and dysentery. The Nile became polluted with the bodies of the dead. {473} At 
Mansourah the Turks dealt a crushing defeat. On the retreat which followed, the king and the 
count of Poitiers were taken prisoners. The count of Artois had been killed. The humiliation of 
the Crusaders had never been so deep. 
 
The king’s patient fortitude shone brightly in these misfortunes. Threatened with torture and 
death, he declined to deviate from his faith or to yield up any of the places in Palestine. For the 
ransom of his troops, he agreed to pay 500,000 livres, and for his own freedom to give up 
Damietta and abandon Egypt. The sultan remitted a fifth part of the ransom money on hearing of 
the readiness with which the king had accepted the terms. 
 
Clad in garments which were a gift from the sultan, and in a ship meagrely furnished with 
comforts, the king sailed for Acre. On board ship, hearing that his brother, the count of Anjou, 
and Walter de Nemours were playing for money, he staggered from his bed of sickness and 
throwing the dice, tables, and money into the sea, reprimanded the count that he should be so 
soon forgetful of his brother’s death and the other disasters in Egypt, as to game. {474} At Acre, 
Louis remained three years, spending large sums upon the fortifications of Jaffa, Sidon, and other 
places. The death of Blanche, his mother, who had been acting as queen-regent during his 
absence, induced him to return to his realm. 
 
Like Richard the Lion-hearted, Louis did not look upon Jerusalem. The sultan of Damascus 
offered him the opportunity and Louis would have accepted it but for the advice of his 
councillors, {475} who argued that his separation from the army would endanger it, and pointing 
to the example of Richard, persuaded the king that it would be beneath his dignity to enter a city 
he could not conquer. He set sail from Acre in the spring of 1254. His queen, Margaret, and the 
three children born to them in the East, were with him. It was a pitiful conclusion to an expedition 
which once had given promise of a splendid consummation. 
 
So complete a failure might have been expected to destroy all hope of ever recovering Palestine. 
But the hold of the crusading idea upon the mind of Europe was still great. Urban IV. and 
Clement III. made renewed appeals to Christendom, and Louis did not forget the Holy Land. In 
1267, with his hand upon the crown of thorns, he announced to his assembled prelates and barons 
his purpose to go forth a second time in holy crusade. 
 
In the meantime the news from the East had been of continuous disaster at the hand of the enemy 
and of discord among the Christians themselves. In 1258 forty Venetian vessels engaged in 
conflict with a Genoese fleet of fifty ships off Acre with a loss of seventeen hundred men. A year 
later the Templars and Hospitallers had a pitched battle. In 1263 Bibars, the founder of the 
Mameluke rule in Egypt, appeared before Acre. In 1268 Antioch fell. 
 



In spite of bodily weakness and the protest of his nobles, Louis sailed in 1270. {476} The fleet 
steered for Tunis, {477} probably out of deference to Charles of Anjou, now king of Naples, who 
was bent upon forcing the sultan to meet his tributary obligations to Sicily. {478} Sixty thousand 
men constituted the expedition, but disaster was its predestined portion. The camp was scarcely 
pitched on the site of Carthage when the plague broke out. Among the victims was the king’s son, 
John Tristan, born at Damietta, and the king himself. Louis died with a resignation accordant with 
the piety which had marked his life. He ordered his body placed on a bed of ashes; and again and 
again repeated the prayer, "Make us, we beseech thee, O Lord, to despise the prosperity of this 
world and not to fear any of its adversities." The night of August 24 his mind was upon 
Jerusalem, and starting up from his fevered sleep, he exclaimed, "Jerusalem! Jerusalem! we will 
go." His last words, according to the report of an attendant, were, "I will enter into thy house, O 
Lord, I will worship in thy holy sanctuary, I will glorify Thy name, O Lord." {479} The next day 
the royal sufferer passed to the Jerusalem above. His body was taken to France and laid away in 
St. Denis. {480} In 1297 the good king was canonized, the only one of the prominent participants 
in the Crusades to attain to that distinction, unless we except St. Bernard. 
 
{468} "Piety was his ruling passion." Guizot, p. 117. Deuteronomy Joinville frequently calls him 
"the good king" and Matthew Paris "that most Christian king." 
 
{469} See the account in a letter from the prelates of the Holy Land in Matthew Paris, Annee 
1244. The invaders were called Tartars by Robert, patriarch of Jerusalem, in his letter to Innocent 
IV. Rohriclit, Reg. regni Hier., p. 299. 
 
{470} Joinville, accompanied by twenty knights, joined the king at Cyprus. He was a man of 
religious fervor, made pilgrimages to all the shrines in the vicinity of his castle before his 
departure, and never failed in his long absence to confine himself to bread and water on Fridays 
(History, Annee 1250). One of his paragraphs gives a graphic insight into the grief which must 
have been felt by thousands of Crusaders as they left their homes for the long and uncertain 
journey to the East. It runs: "In passing near the castle of Joinville, I dared never turn my eyes 
that way for fear of feeling too great regret and lest my courage should fail on leaving my 
children and my fair castle of Joinville, which I loved in my heart." 
 
{471} Joinville speaks of Louis having "as much trouble in keeping his own people together in 
time of peace as in the time of his ill fortunes." Annee 1249. 
 
{472} Within a stone’s throw of the king’s tent were several brothels. A curious punishment was 
prescribed by the king for a knight caught with a harlot at Acre. Joinville, pt. II. Annee 1250,  
Bohn’s trans. 484. 
 
{473} See the appalling description of Joinville, Annee 1249. 
 
{474} Joinville, Annee 1250. 
 
{475} Joinville, Annee 1253. 
 
{476} Joinville declined the king’s appeal to accompany him, and advised against the expedition 
on the ground of the peaceable state of France with the king at home, and of the king’s physical 
weakness which prevented him from wearing armor or sitting on horseback long at a time. 
 
{477} Since 1881 a dependency of France. 
 



{478} The sultan had agreed to pay yearly tribute to Roger II. In the treaty made at the close of 
the expedition, he agreed to make up the arrearages of tribute to Charles. 
 
{479} M. Paris, Year 1271 
 
{480} The question whether the king’s heart was deposited in the Sainte Chapelle at Paris or not, 
led to a spirited discussion in 1843. See Letronne, Examen critique de la decouverte du pretendu 
coeur de St. Louis faite a la Sainte Chapelle le 15 Mai 1843, Paris, 1844; Lenormant, Preuves de 
la decouverte du coeur de St. Louis, Paris, 1846.  



58. The Last Stronghold of the Crusaders in Palestine. 
 
With Louis the last hope of Christian tenure of any part of Palestine was gone. At his death the 
French army disbanded. 
 
In 1271 Edward, son and heir of Henry III. of England, reached Acre by way of Tunis. His 
expedition was but a wing of Louis’s army. A loan of 30,000 marks from the French king enabled 
him to prepare the armament. His consort Eleanor was with him, and a daughter born on the 
Syrian coast was called Joan of Acre. Before returning to England to assume the crown, he 
concluded an empty treaty of peace for ten years. 
 
Attempts were made to again fan the embers of the once fervid enthusiasm into a flame, but in 
vain. Gregory X., who was in the Holy Land at the time of his election to the papal chair, carried 
with him westward a passionate purpose to help the struggling Latin colonies in Palestine. Before 
leaving Acre, 1272, he preached from Psalm 137:5, "If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my tongue 
cleave to the roof of my mouth." His appeals, issued a day or two after his coronation, met with 
little response. The Council of Lyons, 1274, which he convened, had for its chief object the 
arrangements for a Crusade. Two years later Gregory died, and the enterprise was abandoned. 
 
In 1289 Tripoli was lost, and the bitter rivalry between the Military Orders hastened the surrender 
of Acre, 1291, {481} and with it all Christian rule in Syria was brought to an end. The Templars 
and Hospitallers escaped. The population of sixty thousand was reduced to slavery or put to the 
sword. For one hundred and fifty years Acre had been the metropolis of Latin life in the East. It 
had furnished a camp for army after army, and witnessed the entry and departure of kings and 
queens from the chief states of Europe. But the city was also a byword for turbulence and vice. 
Nicolas IV. had sent ships to aid the besieged, and again called upon the princes of Europe for 
help; but his call fell on closed ears. 
 
As the Crusades progressed, a voice was lifted here and there calling in question the religious 
propriety of such movements and their ultimate value. At the close of the twelfth century, the 
abbot Joachim complained that the popes were making them a pretext for their own 
aggrandizement, and upon the basis of Joshua 6:26 1 Kings 16:24, he predicted a curse upon an 
attempt to rebuild the walls of Jerusalem. "Let the popes," he said, "mourn over their own 
Jerusalem—that is, the universal Church not built with hands and purchased by divine blood, and 
not over the fallen Jerusalem." {482} Humbert de Romanis, general of the Dominicans, in making 
out a list of matters to be handled at the Council of Lyons, 1274, felt obliged to refute no less than 
seven objections to the Crusades. They were such as these. It was contrary to the precepts of the 
New Testament to advance religion by the sword; Christians may defend themselves, but have no 
right to invade the lands of another; it is wrong to shed the blood of unbelievers and Saracens; 
and the disasters of the Crusades proved they were contrary to the will of God. {483} 
 
Raymundus Lullus, after returning from his mission to North Africa, in 1308, declared {484} 
"that the conquest of the Holy Land should be attempted in no other way than as Christ and the 
Apostles undertook to accomplish it—by prayers, tears, and the offering up of our own lives. 
Many are the princes and knights that have gone to the Promised Land with a view to conquer it, 
but if this mode had been pleasing to the Lord, they would assuredly have wrested it from the 
Saracens before this. Thus it is manifest to pious monks that Thou art daily waiting for them to do 
for love to Thee what Thou hast done from love to them." 
 



The successors of Nicolas IV., however, continued to cling to the idea of conquering the Holy 
Land by arms. During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries they made repeated appeals to the 
piety and chivalry of Western Europe, but these were voices as from another age. The deliverance 
of Palestine by the sword was a dead issue. New problems were engaging men’s minds. The 
authority of the popes—now in exile in Avignon, now given to a luxurious life at Rome, or 
engaged in wars over papal territory—was incompetent to unite and direct the energies of Europe 
as it had once done. They did not discern the signs of the times. More important tasks there were 
for Christendom to accomplish than to rescue the holy places of the East. 
 
Erasmus struck the right note and expressed the view of a later age. Writing at the very close of 
the Middle Ages making an appeal {485} for the proclamation of the Gospel by preaching and 
speaking of wars against the Turks, he said, "Truly, it is not meet to declare ourselves Christian 
men by killing very many but by saving very many, not if we send thousands of heathen people to 
hell, but if we make many infidels Christian; not if we cruelly curse and excommunicate, but if 
we with devout prayers and with our hearts desire their health, and pray unto God, to send them 
better minds." {486} 
 
{481} For a contemporary description of Acre, see Itin. regis Ricardi, I. 32. 
 
{482} Com. in Jerem., see Neander, Ch. Hist.,  IV. 189 sqq., Engl. trans. 
 
{483} Mansi, XXIV. 111-120. 
 
{484} Contemplations of God. See Zwemer, Life of Raymund Lull, 52, 149. 
 
{485} Enchiridion militis christiani, Methuen’s ed. 1905, p. 8 sq. 
 
{486} No appellation was too degrading to give to the enemies of the cross. The most common 
one was dogs. The biographers of Richard I. have no compunction in relating in one line gifts 
made by Saracens and in the next calling them dogs. See Itin. Ricardi, etc. So Walter Map says 
sepulchrum et crux Domini praeda sunt canum quorum fames in tantum lassata fuit et sanguine 
martyrorum, etc., Wright’s ed., I. 15, p. 229.  



59. Effects of the Crusades. 
 
... The knights’ bones are dust 
 
And their good swords are rust; 
 
Their souls are with the saints, we trust. 
 
Coleridge. 
 
Literature.—A. R. L. Heeren: Versuch einer Entwickelung der Folgen der Kreuzzuge fur Europa, 
Gottingen, 1808; French trans., Paris, 1808.—Maxime de Choiseul-Daillecourt: Deuteronomy 
l’influence des croisades sur l’etat des peuples de l’Europe, Paris, 1809. Crowned by the French 
Institute, it presents the Crusades as upon the whole favorable to civil liberty, commerce, etc.—J. 
L. Hahn: Ursachen und Folgen der Kreuz zuge, Greifsw., 1859.—G. B. Adams: Civilization 
during the M. A.,  N. Y., 1894, 258-311. See the general treatments of the Crusades by Gibbon, 
Wilken, Michaud, Archer-Kingsford, 425-451, etc., and especially Prutz (Kulturgeschichte der 
Kreuzzuge and The Economic Development of Western Europe under the Influence of the 
Crusades in Essays on the Crusades, Burlington, 1903), who in presenting the social, political, 
commercial, and literary aspects and effects of the Crusades lays relatively too much stress upon 
them. 
 
The Crusades failed in three respects. The Holy Land was not won. The advance of Islam was not 
permanently checked. The schism between the East and the West was not healed. These were the 
primary objects of the Crusades. 
 
They were the cause of great evils. As a school of practical religion and morals, they were no 
doubt disastrous for most of the Crusaders. They were attended by all the usual demoralizing 
influences of war and the sojourn of armies in an enemy’s country. The vices of the Crusading 
camps were a source of deep shame in Europe. Popes lamented them. Bernard exposed them. 
Writers set forth the fatal mistake of those who were eager to make conquest of the earthly 
Jerusalem and were forgetful of the heavenly city. "Many wended their way to the holy city, 
unmindful that our Jerusalem is not here." So wrote the Englishman, Walter Map, after Saladin’s 
victories in 1187. 
 
The schism between the East and the West was widened by the insolent action of the popes in 
establishing Latin patriarchates in the East and their consent to the establishment of the Latin 
empire of Constantinople. The memory of the indignities heaped upon Greek emperors and 
ecclesiastics has not yet been forgotten. 
 
Another evil was the deepening of the contempt and hatred in the minds of the Mohammedans for 
the doctrines of Christianity. The savagery of the Christian soldiery, their unscrupulous treatment 
of property, and the bitter rancors in the Crusading camps were a disgraceful spectacle which 
could have but one effect upon the peoples of the East. While the Crusades were still in progress, 
the objection was made in Western Europe, that they were not followed by spiritual fruits, but 
that on the contrary the Saracens were converted to blasphemy rather than to the faith. Being 
killed, they were sent to hell. {487} 
 



Again, the Crusades gave occasion for the rapid development of the system of papal indulgences, 
which became a dogma of the mediaeval theologians. The practice, once begun by Urban II. at 
the very outset of the movement, was extended further and further until indulgence for sins was 
promised not only for the warrior who took up arms against the Saracens in the East, but for those 
who were willing to fight against Christian heretics in Western Europe. Indulgences became a 
part of the very heart of the sacrament of penance, and did incalculable damage to the moral sense 
of Christendom. To this evil was added the exorbitant taxations levied by the popes and their 
emissaries. Matthew Paris complains of this extortion for the expenses of Crusades as a stain 
upon that holy cause. {488} 
 
And yet the Crusades were not in vain. It is not possible to suppose that Providence did not carry 
out some important, immediate and ultimate purpose for the advancement of mankind through 
this long war, extending over two hundred years, and involving some of the best vital forces of 
two continents. It may not always be easy to distinguish between the effects of the Crusades and 
the effects of other forces active in this period, or to draw an even balance between them. But it 
may be regarded as certain that they made far-reaching contributions to the great moral, religious, 
and social change which the institutions of Europe underwent in the latter half of the Middle 
Ages. 
 
First, the Crusades engaged the minds of men in the contemplation of a high and unselfish aim. 
The rescue of the Holy Sepulchre was a religious passion, drawing attention away from the petty 
struggles of ecclesiastics in the assertion of priestly prerogative, from the violent conflict of 
papacy and empire, and from the humdrum casuistry of scholastic and conventual dispute. {489} 
Even Gibbon {490} admits that "the controlling emotion with the most of the Crusaders was, 
beyond question, a lofty ideal of enthusiasm." 
 
Considered in their effects upon the papacy, they offered it an unexampled opportunity for the 
extension of its authority. But on the other hand, by educating the laity and developing secular 
interests, they also aided in undermining the power of the hierarchy. 
 
As for the political institutions of Europe, they called forth and developed that spirit of nationality 
which resulted in the consolidation of the states of Europe in the form which they have since 
retained with little change. When the Crusades began, feudalism flourished. When the Crusades 
closed, feudalism was decadent throughout Europe, and had largely disappeared from parts of it. 
The need petty knights and great nobles had to furnish themselves with adequate equipments, led 
to the pawn or sale of their estates and their prolonged absence gave sovereigns a rare opportunity 
to extend their authority. And in the adjoining camps of armies on Syrian soil, the customs and 
pride of independent national life were fostered. 
 
Upon the literature and individual intelligence of Western Europe, the Crusades, no doubt, 
exerted a powerful influence, although it may not be possible to weigh that influence in exact 
balances. It was a matter of great importance that men of all classes, from the emperor to the 
poorest serf, came into personal contact on the march and in the camp. They were equals in a 
common cause, and learned that they possessed the traits of a common humanity, of which the 
isolation of the baronial hall kept them ignorant. The emancipating effect which travel may 
always be expected to exert, was deeply felt. {491} The knowledge of human customs and 
geography was enlarged. Richard of Hoveden is able to give the distances from place to place 
from England to the Holy Land. A respectable collection of historical works grew out of the 
expeditions, from the earliest annalists of the First Crusade, who wrote in Latin, to Villehardouin 
and John de Joinville who wrote in French. The fountains of story and romance were struck, and 



to posterity were contributed the inspiring figures of Godfrey, Tancred, and St. Louis—soldiers 
who realized the ideal of Christian chivalry. 
 
As for commerce, it would be hazardous to say that the enterprise of the Italian ports would not, 
in time, have developed by the usual incentives of Eastern trade and the impulse of marine 
enterprise then astir. It cannot be doubted, however, that the Crusades gave to commerce an 
immense impetus. The fleets of Marseilles and the Italian ports were greatly enlarged through the 
demands for the transportation of tens of thousands of Crusaders; and the Pisans, Genoese, and 
Venetians were busy in traffic at Acre, Damietta, and other ports. {492} 
 
In these various ways the spell of ignorance and narrowing prejudice was broken, and to the mind 
of Western Europe a new horizon of thought and acquisition was opened, and remotely within 
that horizon lay the institutions and ambitions of our modern civilization. 
 
After the lapse of six centuries and more, the Crusades still have their stirring lessons of wisdom 
and warning, and these are not the least important of their results. The elevating spectacle of 
devotion to an unselfish aim has seldom been repeated in the history of religion on so grand a 
scale. This spectacle continues to be an inspiration. The very word "crusade" is synonymous with 
a lofty moral or religious movement, as the word "gospel" has come to be used to signify every 
message of good. 
 
The Crusades also furnish the perpetual reminder that not in localities is the Church to seek its 
holiest satisfaction and not by the sword is the Church to win its way; but by the message of 
peace, by appeals to the heart and conscience, and by teaching the ministries of prayer and devout 
worship is she to accomplish her mission. The Crusader kneeling in the church of the Holy 
Sepulchre learned the meaning of the words, "Why seek ye the living among the dead? He is not 
here, He is risen." And all succeeding generations know the meaning of these words better for his 
pilgrimage and his mistake. 
 
Approaching the Crusades in enthusiasm, but differing from them as widely as the East is from 
the West in methods and also in results, has been the movement of modern Protestant missions to 
the heathen world which has witnessed no shedding of blood, save the blood of its own Christian 
emissaries, men and women, whose aims have been not the conquest of territory, but the 
redemption of the race. {493} 
 
{487} So Humbert de Romanis, 1274; Mansi, XXIV. 116. A sixth objection against the Crusades 
as stated and answered by him ran as follows: quod ex ista pugna non sequitur fructus spiritualis 
quia Saraceni magis convertuntur ad blasphemiam quam ad fidem; occisi autem ad infernum 
mittuntur, etc. 
 
{488} II. 338, etc. 
 
{489} Archer, p. 447, well says: "They raised mankind above the ignoble sphere of petty 
ambitions to seek after an ideal that was neither sordid nor selfish. They called forth all that was 
heroic in human nature, and filled the world with the inspiration of noble thoughts and deeds." 
 
{490} Decline and Fall, LVIII. 
 
{491} This is clearly apparent from the English and other mediaeval chronicles, such as the 
Chronicles of M. Paris, Hoveden, etc. 
 



{492} The ships of the two great Military Orders alone carried great numbers of pilgrims. In 1182 
one of their ships was wrecked on the Egyptian coast with 1500 pilgrims. In 1180 several vessels 
met the same fate, 2500 pilgrims were drowned and 1500 sold into slavery. In 1246 their ships 
carried from the port of Marseilles alone 6000 pilgrims. See Prutz in Essays, p. 54. This author, in 
laying weight upon the economic influences of the Crusades, says properly, that they "had only in 
part to do with religion, and particularly with the church," p. 77. Arabic words, such as damask, 
tarif, and bazar, were introduced into the vocabularies of European nations, and products, such as 
saffron, maize, melons, and little onions, were carried back by the Crusaders. The transfer of 
money made necessary the development of the system of letters of credit. 
 
{493} The Crusades, said the eloquent Dr. Richard S. Storrs, Bernard of Clairvaux, p. 558, 
furnished "as truly an ideal enthusiasm as that of any one who has sought to perform his 
missionary work in distant lands or has wrought into permanent laws and Institutions the 
principles of equity and the temper of love. And they must forever remain an example resplendent 
and shining of what an enthusiasm that is careless of obstacles and fearless of danger can 
accomplish."  



60. The Military Orders. 
 
Literature.—The sources are the Rules of the orders and the scattered notices of contemporary 
chroniclers. No attempt is made to give an exhaustive list of the literature.—P. H. Helyot: 
Histoire des ordres monastiques, religieux et militaires, 8 vols. Paris, 1719.—Perrot. Coll. Hist. 
des ordres de chivalrie, etc., 4 vols. Paris, 1819. Supplementary vol. by Fayolle, 1846.—
Bielenfeld: Gesch. und Verfassung aller geistlichen und weltlichen Ritterorden, 2 vols. Weimar, 
1841.—F. C. Woodhouse: The Military Religious Orders of the Middle Ages, London, 1879.—G. 
Uhlhorn: Die christliche Liebesthatigkeit im Mittelalter, Stuttgart, 1884.—Hurter: Life of 
Innocent III., vol. IV. 313 sqq.—The general Histories of the Crusades.—Stubbs: Const. Hist. of 
England. 
 
For the Knights of St. John: Abbe Vertot: Hist. des chevaliers hospitaliers de S. Jean de 
Jerusalem, etc., 4 vols. Paris, 1726, and since.—Taafe: History of the Knights of Malta, 4 vols. 
London, 1852.—L. B. Larking: The Knights Hospitallers in England, London, 1857.—A. 
Winterfeld: Gesch. des Ordens St. Johannis vom Spital zu Jerusalem, Berlin, 1859.—H. Von 
Ortenburg: Der Ritterorden des hl. Johannis zu Jerusalem, 2 vols. Regensb. 1866.—Genl. Porter: 
Hist. of the Knights of Malta of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem, London, 1883.—Von Finck: 
Uebersicht uber die Gesch. des ritterlichen Ordens St. Johannis, Berlin, 1890.—G. Honnicke: 
Studien zur Gesch. des Hospitalordens, 1099-1162, 1897.—*J. D. Le Roulx: Deuteronomy prima 
origine Hospitaliorum Hierosol.,  Paris, 1885; Cartulaire general de l’Ordre des Hospitaliers St. 
Jean de Jerusalem, 3 vols., Paris, 1894; Les Hospitaliers en Terre Sainte et a  Chypre, 1100-
1310, Paris, 1904, pp. 440.—J. Von Pflugk-Harttung: Die Anfange des Johanniterordens in 
Deutschland, Berlin, 1899, and Der Johanniter und der Deutsche Orden im Kampfe Ludwigs des 
Baiern mit der Kirche, Leipzig, 1900. Knopfler: Johanniter in Weltzer-Welte, VI. 1719-1803. For 
other Lit. see Le Roulx: Les Hospitaliers, pp. v-xiii. 
 
For the Knights Templars: The literature is very abundant. Bernard Of Clairvaux: Deuteronomy 
laude novae militiae, ad milites templi, Migne, 182, pp. 921-940.—Dupuy: Hist. des Templiers, 
Paris, 1650.—F. Wilcke: Gesch. des Tempelherren Ordens, 2 vols. Leipzig, 1827, 2d ed. Halle, 
1860.—*C. H. Maillard Deuteronomy Chambure: Regle et Statuts secrets des Templiers, Paris, 
1840 (from three old French MSS.).—W. Havemann: Gesch. des Ausgangs des Tempelherren 
Ordens, Stuttgart, 1846. Michelet: Proces des Templiers, 2 vols. Paris, 1841-1851.—Boutaric: 
Clement V. Philippe le Bel et les Templiers, Paris, 1874, and Documents inedites de Philippe le 
Bel, Paris, 1861.—*Henri de Curzon: La Regle du Temple, Paris, 1886.—*H. Prutz: Geheimlehre 
und Geheimstatuten des Tempelherren Ordens, Berlin, 1879, Entwicklung und Untergang des 
Tempelherrenordens, Berlin, 1888.—K. Schottmuller: D. Untergang des Templer-Ordens, 2 vols. 
Berlin, 1887.—W. Cunningham: Growth of English Industry, London, 1890.—J. Gmelin: Schuld 
oder Unschuld des Templerordens, Stuttgart, 1893.—*Dollinger: Der Untergang des 
Tempelordens in his "Akadem. Vortrage," Munich, 1891, III. 245-274, the last public address the 
author delivered before the Academy of Sciences of Munich.—A. Grange: Fall of the Knights 
Templars, "Dublin Review," 1895, pp. 329 sqq.—G. Schnurer: D. ursprungliche Templerregel, 
Freib. 1903.—Mansi, XXI. 359-372, also gives the Rule of the Templars as set forth at the Synod 
of Troyes, 1128.—J. A. Froude: The Knights Templars in Short Essays.—Hefele-Knopfler, VI.—
*Funk: Templer in Wetzer-Welte, XI. pp. 1311-1345.—H. C. Lea: Hist. of the Inquisition, III. 
and Absolution Formula of the Templars, Amer. Soc. of Ch. Hist. Papers, V. 37-58. 
 
For the Teutonic Knights: Strehlke: Tabulae ordinis teutonicae.—Hennes: Codex diplomaticus 
ordinis S. Mariae Theutonicorum, 2 vols. Mainz, 1845-1861.—E. Hennig: Die Statuten des 



deutschen Ordens, Wurzburg, 1866.—M. Perlbach: Die Statuten des Deutschordens, Halle, 
1890.—Joh. Voigt: Geschichte des Deutschen Ritter-Ordens, 2 vols. Berlin, 1857-1859.—H. 
Prutz: Die Besitzungen des deutschen Ordens im heiligen Lande, Leipzig, 1877.—C. Herrlich: 
Die Balley Brandenburg, etc., Berlin, 1886.—C. Lempens: Geschichte d. Deutschen Ordens u. 
sr. Ordenslander Preussen u. Livland, 1904.—Ranke: Univ. Hist.,  VIII. 455-480.—Uhlhorn: 
Deutschorden, in Herzog, IV. 
 
And by the Holy Sepulchre 
 
I’ve pledged my knightly sword 
 
To Christ, His blessed church, and her, 
 
The mother of our Lord. 
 
Whittier, Knights of St. John. 
 
A product of the Crusades and their most important adjunct were the three great Military Orders, 
the Knights of St. John, the Knight Templars, and the Teutonic Knights. They combined monastic 
vows with the profession of arms. Their members were fighting monks and armed almoners. 
They constituted a standing army of Crusaders and were the vigilant guardians of Latin 
institutions in Palestine for nearly two centuries. The Templars and the Knights of St. John did 
valiant service on many a battle-field in Palestine and Asia Minor. {494} In 1187 they shared in 
the disastrous defeat of the Christian forces at Tiberias. From that time their strength was 
concentrated at Acre. {495} After the fall of Acre, 1291, the three orders retired to Europe, 
holding the Turks in check for two centuries longer in the South and extending civilization to the 
provinces on the Baltic in the North. They combined the element of romance, corresponding to 
the chivalric spirit of the age, with the element of philanthropy corresponding to its religious 
spirit. 
 
These orders speedily attained to great popularity, wealth, and power. Kings did them honor. 
Pope after pope extended their authority and privileges. Their grand masters were recognized as 
among the chief personages of Christendom. But with wealth and popularity came pride and 
decay. The strength of the Knights of St. John and the Templars was also reduced by their rivalry 
which became the scandal of Europe, and broke out into open feuds and pitched battles as before 
Acre, 1241 to 1243 and in 1259. {496} After the fall of Acre, which was ascribed in large part to 
their jealousy, Nicholas IV. sought to combine them. {497} The Knights of St. John were 
predominantly a French order, the Teutonic Knights exclusively a German order. The Templars 
were oecumenical in their constituency. 
 
I. The order of the Knights of St. John, or the Hospitallers, {498} derived its name from the 
church of St. John the Baptist in Jerusalem. {499} It seems to have grown out of a hospital in the 
city erected for the care of sick and destitute pilgrims. As early as the time of Charlemagne a 
hospital existed there. Before the year 1000 a cloister seems to have been founded by the 
Normans close by the church of the Holy Sepulchre known as St. Maria de Latina, with 
accommodations for the sick. {500} About 1065 or 1070 a hospital was built by a merchant from 
Amalfi, Maurus. {501} At the time of the capture of Jerusalem, Gerard stood at the head of one of 
these institutions. Gerard seems to have come from Southern France. {502} He prescribed for his 
brotherhood a mantle of black with a white cross. Godfrey of Bouillon liberally endowed it and 
Baldwin further enriched it with one-tenth of the booty taken at the siege of Joppa. Gerard died in 



1120 and was succeeded by Raymund du Puy, who gave the order great fame and presided over it 
for forty years. {503} 
 
The order increased with astonishing rapidity in numbers, influence, and wealth. Gifts were 
received from all parts of Europe, the givers being remembered in prayers offered up in 
Jerusalem. Raymund systematized the rules of the brotherhood and gave it a compact 
organization and in 1113 it gained papal sanction through Pascal II. At that time there were 
affiliated houses at St. Giles, Asti, Pisa, Otranto, and Tarentum. {504} In 1122 Calixtus II. made 
the important announcement that those giving protection to pilgrims were entitled to the same 
reward as the pilgrims themselves and all who gave to the Hospital in the earthly Jerusalem, 
should receive the joys of the heavenly. Bull followed bull, granting the order privileges. 
Innocent III. exempted the members from excommunication at the hand of bishops and made the 
order amenable solely to the pope. Anastasius IV., 1154, gave them the right to build churches, 
chapels, and graveyards in any locality. {505} 
 
The military feature of the organization was developed after the philanthropic feature of nursing 
and caring for unfortunate pilgrims and it quickly became the dominant feature. Raymund du Puy 
makes a clear distinction in the order between cleric and lay brethren. Innocent II., 1130, speaks 
of its members as priests, knights, and lay brethren, the last taking no vows. In its perfected 
organization the order was divided into three classes, knights, chaplains, and serving brethren. 
The knights and chaplains were bound by the threefold pledge of charity, poverty, and obedience. 
{506} The military brothers or knights formed the majority of the order and from them the 
officials were elected. {507} The hospital work was not abandoned. In 1160 John of Wizburg 
states from personal observation that more than two thousand sick were cared for in the hospital 
of Jerusalem, and that in a single day forty deaths occurred. After the transfer of the order to 
Rhodes, the knights continued to carry on hospital work. 
 
After Clement IV., 1267, the title of the chief official was "Grand master of the Hospital of 
Jerusalem and Guardian of the Poor of Jesus Christ." The distinctive dress of the order was, after 
1259, a red mantle with a white Maltese cross worn on the left breast that "God through this 
emblem might give faith and obedience and protect us and all our Christian benefactors from the 
power of the devil." Its motto was pro fide, "for the faith." {508} The whole body was divided 
about 1320 into seven langues or provinces, Provence, France, Auvergne, Italy, Germany, 
Aragon, England. Castile was added in 1464. Affiliated houses in Europe and the East sent two-
thirds of their income to Jerusalem. {509} One of the interesting rules of the order was that the 
knights always went two and two and carried their own light with them. 
 
After the fall of Acre, the Hospitallers established themselves on the island of Cyprus and in 1310 
removed to the island of Rhodes, where massive walls and foundations continue to attest the labor 
expended upon their fortifications and other buildings. From Rhodes, as a base, they did 
honorable service. 
 
Under the grand master La Valette, the Knights bravely defended Malta against the fleet of 
Suleymon the Magnificent until Europe felt the thrill of relief caused by the memorable defeat of 
the Turkish fleet by Don John at Lepanto, 1571. From that time the order continued to decay. 
{510} 
 
II. The Knight Templars {511} before the fall of Acre had, if possible, a more splendid fame than 
the Knights of St. John; but the order had a singularly tragic ending in 1312, and was dissolved 
under moral charges of the most serious nature. From the beginning they were a military body. 
The order owes its origin to Hugo de Payens (or Payns) and Godfrey St. Omer, who entered 



Jerusalem riding on one horse, 1119. They were joined by six others who united with them in 
making a vow to the patriarch of Jerusalem to defend by force of arms pilgrims on their way from 
the coast to Jerusalem. 
 
Baldwin II. gave the brotherhood quarters in his palace on Mount Moriah, near the site of 
Solomon’s temple, whence the name Templars is derived. Hugo appeared at the council of Troyes 
in 1128, {512} and made such persuasive appeals at the courts of France, England, and Germany, 
that three hundred knights joined the order. St. Bernard wrote a famous tract in praise of the "new 
soldiery." {513} He says: "Never is an idle word, or useless deed, or immoderate laughter or 
murmur, if it be but in a whisper, among the Templars allowed to go unpunished. They take no 
pleasure in the absurd pastime of hawking. Draughts and dice they abhor. Ribald songs and stage 
plays they eschew as insane follies. They cut their hair close; they are begrimed with dirt and 
swarthy from the weight of their armor and the heat of the sun. They never dress gayly, and wash 
seldom. They strive to secure swift and strong horses, but not garnished with ornaments or 
decked with trappings, thinking of battle and victory, not of pomp and show. Such has God 
chosen to vigilantly guard the Holy Sepulchre." {514} 
 
The order spread with great rapidity. {515} Matthew Paris, no doubt, greatly exaggerates when he 
gives the number of their houses in the middle of the thirteenth century as nine thousand. {516} 
Their annual revenues have been estimated as high as 54,000,000 francs. {517} The order was 
divided into provinces, five of them in the east—Jerusalem, Tripolis, Antioch, Cyprus, and the 
Morea; and eleven in the west—France, Aquitaine, Provence, Aragon, Portugal, Lombardy, 
Hungary, England, Upper and Lower Germany, Sicily, and perhaps a twelfth, Bohemia. Popes, 
beginning with Honorius II., heaped favors upon them. They were relieved from paying taxes of 
all sorts. They might hold services twice a year in churches where the interdict was in force. Their 
goods were placed under the special protection of the Holy See. In 1163 Alexander III. granted 
them permission to have their own priests. {518} 
 
Like the Hospitallers, the Templars took the triple vow and, in addition, the vow of military 
service and were divided into three classes: the knights who were of noble birth, the men at arms 
or serving brethren (fratres servientes, armigeri), and chaplains who were directly amenable to 
the pope. The dress of the knights was a white mantle with a red cross, of the serving brethren a 
dark habit with a red cross. The knights cropped their hair short and allowed their beards to grow. 
They were limited to three horses, except the grand master who was allowed four, and were 
forbidden to hunt except the lion, the symbol of the devil, who goes about seeking whom he may 
devour. {519} The order had for its motto "not unto us, not unto us, but unto Thy name, O Lord, 
give the glory." {520} The members in cloister observed the regular conventual hours for prayer, 
and ate at a common table. If money was found in the effects of a deceased brother, his body was 
denied all prayer and funeral services and placed in unconsecrated ground like a slave. {521} 
They were bidden to flee from the kisses of women and never to kiss a widow, virgin, mother, 
sister, or any other female. {522} On account of their poverty, two ate from the same dish, but 
each had his own portion of wine to himself. {523} 
 
The head of the order was called Grand Master, was granted the rank of a prince, and included in 
the invitations to the oecumenical councils, as, for example, the Fourth Lateran and the second 
council of Lyons. The Master of the Temple in England was a baron with seat in Parliament. 
 
The Templars took part in all the Crusades except the first and the crusade of Frederick II., from 
which they held aloof on account of the papal prohibition. Their discipline was conspicuous on 
the disastrous march of the French from Laodicea to Attalia and their valor at the battle of Hattim, 
before Gaza {524} and on many other fields. {525} The order degenerated with riches and 



success. {526} To drink like a Templar, bibere templariter, became proverbial for fast living. 
Their seal, representing the two founders entering Jerusalem in poverty on one horse, early came 
to misrepresent their real possessions. 
 
A famous passage in the history of Richard of England set forth the reputation the Templars had 
for pride. When Fulke of Neuilly was preaching the Third Crusade, he told Richard he had three 
daughters and called upon him to provide for them in marriage. The king exclaimed, "Liar, I have 
no daughters." "Nay, thou hast three evil daughters, Pride, Lust, and Luxury," was the priest’s 
reply. Turning to his courtiers, Richard retorted, "He bids me marry my three daughters. Well, so 
be it. To the Templars, I give my first-born, Pride, to the Cistercians my second-born, Lust, and to 
the prelates the third, Luxury." {527} 
 
The order survived the fall of Acre less than twenty years. After finding a brief refuge in Cyprus 
the knights concentrated their strength in France, where the once famous organization was 
suppressed by the violent measures of Philip the Fair and Clement V. The story of the 
suppression belongs to the next period. 
 
III. The order of the Teutonic Knights {528} never gained the prominence in Palestine of the two 
older orders. During the first century of its existence, its members devoted themselves to the 
maintenance and care of hospitals on the field of battle. They seldom appeared until the historic 
mission of the order opened in the provinces of what is now northeastern Germany which were 
reduced to subjection and to a degree of civilization by its arms and humanizing efforts. 
 
The order dates from 1190, when a hospital was erected in a tent under the walls of Acre by 
pilgrims from Bremen and Lubeck. Frederick of Swabia commended it, and Clement III. 
sanctioned it, 1191. {529} It was made a military order in 1198 by a bull of Innocent III. {530} 
and in 1221 Honorious III. conferred upon it the privileges enjoyed by the Hospitallers and 
Templars. The order was made up almost exclusively of German elements. {531} The members 
took the triple vow. Their dress was a white mantle with a black cross. Women were affiliated 
with some of the hospitals, as at Bremen. The first possession of the order in Europe was a 
convent at Palermo, the gift of Henry VI., 1197. Its first hospital in Germany was St. Kunigunde, 
at Halle. Subsequently its hospitals extended from Bremen and Lubeck to Nurnberg and further 
south. Its territory was divided into bailiwicks, balleyen, of which there were twelve in Germany. 
The chief officer, called Grand Master, had the dignity of a prince of the empire. 
 
Under Hermann von Salza (1210-1239), the fourth grand master, the order grew with great 
rapidity. Von Salza was a trusted adviser of Frederick II., and received the privilege of using the 
black eagle in the order’s banner. Following the invitation of the monk Christian and of Konrad 
of Morovia, 1226, to come to their relief against the Prussians, he diverted the attention and 
activity of the order from the Orient to this new sphere. The order had the promise of Culmland 
and half of its conquests for its assistance. 
 
After the fall of Acre, the headquarters were transferred to Venice and in 1309 to Marienburg on 
the Vistula, where a splendid castle was erected. Henceforth the knights were occupied with the 
wild territories along the Baltic and southwards, whose populations were still in a semi-barbaric 
state. In the hour when the Templars were being suppressed, this order was enjoying its greatest 
prosperity. In 1237 it absorbed the Brothers of the Sword. {532} 
 
At one time the possessions of the Teutonic knights included fifty cities such as Culm, 
Marienburg, Thorn, and Konigsberg, and lands with a population of two million. Its missionary 
labors are recorded in another chapter. With the rise of Poland began the shrinkage of the order, 



and in the battle of Tannenberg, 1410, its power was greatly shaken. In 1466 it gave up large 
blocks of territory to Poland, including Marienburg, and the grand master swore fealty to the 
Polish king. The order continued to hold Prussia and Sameland as fiefs. But the discipline had 
become loose, as was indicated by the popular saying, "Dressing and undressing, eating and 
drinking, and going to bed are the work the German knights do." {533} In 1511 the margrave, 
Albrecht of Brandenburg, was made grand master and refused to be a vassal of Poland. Following 
the counsel of Luther, he laid down the mantle and cross of the order, married 1523, and laid the 
foundation of the greatness of the duchy of Prussia, which he made hereditary in his family, the 
Hohenzollern. {534} The black eagle passed to the Prussian coat of arms. {535} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
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{494} At the battle of Gaza with the Chorasmians, 1244, of two hundred and sixteen Knights of 
St. John who entered the battle, two hundred remained dead on the field. 
 
{495} After the battle of Tiberias, the Knights of St. John, for a few years, made their strong 
fortress, Margat, the base of their operations. 
 
{496} See M. Paris, an. 1259. The famous antithesis of Gibbon (chap. LVIII.) pleases the ear and 
contains some truth, but makes a wrong impression. "The Knights of the Temple and St. John 
neglected to live, but they prepared to die in the service of Christ." 
 
{497} The synod of Salzburg, 1292, decided in favor of the union. 
 
{498} Fratres hospitalis S. Johannis, Hospitalarii, Johannitae, milites hospitalis S. Johannis. 
From the fourteenth century they were also known as the Knights of Rhodes and from the 
sixteenth as the Knights of Malta. For a list of the houses of the female members of this order, Le 
Roulx, Les Hospitaliers, 300 sq. 
 
{499} The bull of Pascal, II. 1113, speaks of the hospital in Jerusalem adjoining the church of the 
Baptist, xenodochium... juxta Beati Johannis Baptistae ecclesiam. 
 
{500} William of Tyre, XVIII. 5; de Vitry, Hist. Jerus.,  64. The Mary, whose name the convent 
bore, was Mary Magdalene. 
 
{501} Le Roulx, Les Hospitaliers, 33, connects the order with the hospital founded by 
Maurus,nous croyons pouvoir persister a  penser que les Amalfitans furent les precurseurs des 
Hospitaliers 
 
{502} William of Tyre, VII. 23, states that he was held in chains during the siege of Jerusalem. 
 
{503} See Le Roulx, pp. 44 sqq. Gerard is called in an old chronicle "Guardian of the hospital of 
the poor in Jerusalem," guardianus hospitalis pauperum, etc., Hurter, IV. 315, note 
 
{504} Woodhouse, p. 20, gives a list of no less than fifty-four houses belonging to the Hospital in 
England. 
 
{505} The bull in Mansi, XXI. 780. 



 
{506} They were monks. The order had no priests until the time of Alexander III., who gave it the 
right to receive priests and clerics. Priests became necessary in order that the new custom might 
be followed which gave to priests alone the right of absolution. During the first century of their 
existence, the members of military orders made confession of their sins in the open chapters and 
were punished at the order of the Master by public scourging or otherwise. The strict church law 
of confession and of absolution by the priest was not defined till later by the Fourth Lateran 
Council, and Thomas Aquinas. See Lea, The Absolution Formula of the Templars. 
 
{507} Le Roulx, 290 sq. 
 
{508} For the formula of admission, see Le Roulx, 288 sq. 
 
{509} See Uhlhorn for the amount of linen and other goods expected from the various houses in 
Europe. There was a female branch of the order of which, however, very little is known. In 1188 
Sancha, queen of Aragon, founded a rich convent for it at Sixena near Saragossa. 
 
{510} On October 31, 1898, the emperor William II. of Germany, while on a visit to Jerusalem, 
dedicated the Protestant church of the Redeemer, built on the ancient site of the hospital of the 
Knights of St. John, opposite the church of the Holy Sepulchre. 
 
{511} Templarii, fratres militiae templi, equites templarii, pauperes commilitiones Christi 
templique Salamonis, are some of the titles by which they were known. There was not nearly as 
much resemblance between the Hospitallers and Templars as between the Templars and Teutonic 
knights. Curzon, p. xi. 
 
{512} William of Tyre. See Hefele, V. 401 sq. 
 
{513} Deuteronomy laude novae militiae. 
 
{514} On St. Bernard’s services to the order, see the biographies by Morison, 141 sqq., and 
Storrs, 567-574. 
 
{515} In England they settled at the old Temple outside of Holborn, whence they removed to the 
new Temple on the Thames, 1185. The Temple church was completed in 1240. M. Paris gives an 
account of the dedication and the banquet which was provided by the Hospitallers. Stephen and 
his queen gave the Templars several places about 1150. Woodhouse, p. 260, gives a list of 
twenty-seven English houses. 
 
{516} Year 1244. 
 
{517} At the end of the thirteenth century. This is the estimate of de Chambure. Schottmuller 
estimates them at 40,000,000 francs. William of Tyre, XII. 7, speaks of their possessions as 
"immense." Their wealth and greed were proverbial. 
 
{518} Funk calls Alexander’s bull the Magna Charta of the order. Wetzer-Welte, XI. 1315. 
 
{519} With reference to 1 Peter 5:8, Curzon, 58. 
 
{520} Non nobis, Domine, non nobis sed tuo nomini da gloriam. 
 



{521} Curzon, XXVII. 
 
{522} Fugiat feminae oscula Christi militia, Mansi, XXI. 72; also Schnurer, 153. 
 
{523} Schnurer, Rule XI. p. 138. 
 
{524} M. Paris, Luard’s ed., IV. 337 sqq., gives the letters from the patriarch of Jerusalem and the 
vice-master of the Temple, 1244. This chronicler is very severe upon the Templars for their 
arrogant pride and their jealous rivalry of the Hospitallers. An example of this jealousy was their 
refusal to accompany King Amalric to Egypt because to the Hospitallers had been assigned first 
place. 
 
{525} Among their fortresses was the castle Pilgrim near Acre, built 1218, whose great size and 
splendor are described by James de Vitry. 
 
{526} The houses of the order became important money centres in France and England in the 
thirteenth century, and furnished to kings, bishops, and nobles a safety-deposit for funds and 
treasures of plate, jewels, and important records. Henry III. and other English kingss borrowed 
from them, as did also French kings. The Templars also acted as disbursers for monies loaned by 
Italian bankers or as trustees for other monies, as, for example, the annual grant of one thousand 
marks promised by John to his sister-in-law, Berengaria. John frequently stopped at the house of 
the Templars in London. See Cunningham, Growth of English Industries and Commerce, 3d ed. 
Leopold Delisle, Les operationsfinancieres des Templiers, Paris, 1889. Eleanor Ferris, Financial 
Relations of the Knights Templars to the English Crown, in "Am. Hist. Rev.," October, 1902. 
 
{527} Charasson, quoting Richard de Hoveden, Vie de Foulques de Neuilly, 89 sq. 
 
{528} Deutscher Orden, Ordo S. Mariae Theutonicorum. 
 
{529} Under the name domus hospitalis S. Mariae Theutonicorum in Jerusalem. A German 
hospital was dedicated in Jerusalem to St. Mary, 1128. 
 
{530} At the council of Constance, 1416, the king of Poland protested against their right to 
convert by the sword. 
 
{531} In the conflict of Lewis the Bavarian with the papacy, the Teutonic order espoused the 
emperor’s cause and received from him important gifts and privileges. 
 
{532} Fratres militiae Christi, gladiferi, a military order founded in 1202. 
 
{533} Kleider aus, Kleider an, Essen, Trinken, Schlafengehen, ist die Arbeit so die Deutsche 
Herren han. 
 
{534} Luther in 1523 wrote a tract calling upon the Teutonic knights to abandon their false rule of 
celibacy and to practise the true chastity of marriage. Ermahnung an-die Herren Deutschen 
Ordens falsche Keuschheit zu meiden und zur rechten ehelichen Keuschheit zu greifen. Albrecht 
introduced the Lutheran reformation into Brandenburg. He married the Danish princess Dorothea. 
 
{535} Several orders combining military and religious vows existed in Spain and Portugal and did 
service against the Moors. The order of Iago of Campostella received the papal sanction in 1175 
and protected pilgrims to the shrine of Campostella. The order of Calatrava received papal 



approval 1164, and took an active part in the struggle against the Moors. The order of Alcantara 
was recognized by Lucius III., 1183. The headship of the last two bodies was transferred to the 
crown under Ferdinand the Catholic.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VIII. 
 
THE MONASTIC ORDERS. 
 

61. The Revival of Monasticism. 
 
Literature.—The Letters of Anselm, Bernard, Peter the Venerable, William of Thierry, Hildegard, 
etc.—Abaelard: Hist. calamitatum, his autobiography, Migne, 178.—Honorius of Autun: 
Deuteronomy vita claustrali, Migne, 172, 1247 sqq.—Bernard: Deuteronomy conversione ad 
clericos sermo, in Migne, 182, 853-59, and Deuteronomy praecepto et dispensatione, 851-953.—
The Treatments of Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus, etc., in their Summas.—Petrus Venerablis: 
Deuteronomy miraculis, in Migne, 189. Caesar of Heisterbach (ab. 1240): Dialogus 
Miraculorum, ed. by J. Strange, 2 vols. Col. 1851. Excerpts in German trans. by A. Kaufmann, 2 
parts, Col. 1888 sq.—Thos. a  Chantimpre (d. about 1270): Bonum universale de apibus, a 
comparison of a convent to a beehive. Excerpts in German by A. Kaufmann, Col. 1899; Annales 
monastici, ed. by Luard, 5 vols. London, 1865-69.—Jacobus de Voragine: Legenda aurea, 
English by W. Caxton (about 1470), Temple classics ed. 7 vols. London, 1890. —William of St. 
Amour (d. 1272): Deuteronomy periculis novissorum temporum in Denifle Chartularium Univ., 
Paris, vol. 1. 
 
The Lives of Anselm, Bernard, William of Thierry, Francis, Dominic, Norbert, etc.—H. Helyot 
(Franciscan, d. 1716): Hist. des ordres monastiques, religieux et militaires et des congregations 
seculieres de l’une et de l’autre sexe qui ont ete etablies jusqu’ a present, 8 vols. Paris, 1714-19; 
Germ. trans., 8 vols. Leip. 1753-56. He gives a long list of the older authorities.—Mrs. Jamieson: 
Legends of the Monastic Orders, London, 1850.—A. Butler: Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and 
Other Principal Saints, 12 vols. Dublin, 1868 sqq.—Sir William Dugdale: Monasticon 
anglicanum, ed. by J. Caley, etc., 8 vols. London, 1846. Based on the ed. of 1817.—T. D. 
Fosbroke: Brit. Monasticism, or Manners and Customs of the Monks and Nuns of England, 
London, 1803, 3d ed. 1845.—Montalembert: Les moins d’occident depuis St. Benoit jusqu’ a  St. 
Bernard, Paris, 1860-77; EngI. trans., 7 vols. London, 1861 sqq.—O. T. Hill: Engl. Monasticism, 
Its Rise and Influence, London, 1867.—S. R. Maitland: The Dark Ages, ed. by Fred. Stokes, 5th 
ed., London, 1890.—Wishart: Short Hist. of Monks and Monasticism, Trenton, 1900.—E. L. 
Taunton: The Engl. Black Monks of St. Benedict, 2 vols. London, 1897.—A. Gasquet: Engl. 
Monastic Life, London, 1904, and since.—Hurter: Innocent III., vol. IV. 84-311.—J. C. 
Robertson: View of Europe during the Middle Ages, in introd. to his Life of Chas. V.—H. Von 
Eicken: Gesch. und System der mittelalterlichen Weltanschauung, Stuttgart, 1887.—A. Jessopp: 
The Coming of the Friars, London, no date, 7th ed., chap. Daily Life in a Med. Monastery, 113-
166.—Harnack: Monasticism, Giessen, 1882, 5th ed. 1901, trans. by C. R. Gillett, N. Y., 1895.—
Stephens: Hist. of the Engl. Church, chap. XIV. (Monastic Orders).—Hauck, III. 441-516, IV. 
311-409.—Littledale: Monachism, ‘in Enc. Brit.—Denifle: Luther und Lutherthum, Mainz, 1904 
sq., draws in his treatment of monasticism, upon his great resources of mediaeval scholarship. 
 
The glorious period of monasticism fell in the Middle Ages, and more especially in the period 
that is engaging our attention. The convent was the chief centre of true religion as well as of dark 
superstition. With all the imposing movements of the age, the absolute papacy, the Crusades, the 
universities, the cathedrals and scholasticism, the monk was efficiently associated. He was, with 
the popes, the chief promoter of the Crusades. He was among the great builders. He furnished the 



chief teachers to the universities and numbered in his order the profoundest of the Schoolmen. 
The mediaeval monks were the Puritans, the Pietists, the Methodists, the Evangelicals of their 
age. {536} All these classes of Christians have this in common, that they make earnest with their 
religion, and put it into zealous practice. 
 
If it be compared with the monachism of the earlier period of the Church, the mediaeval 
institution will be found to equal it in the number of its great monks and to exceed it in useful 
activity. Among the distinguished Fathers of the Post-Nicene period who advocated monasticism 
were St. Anthony of Egypt, Athanasius, Basil, Gregory of Nyssa, Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome, 
and Benedict of Nursia. In the Middle Ages the list is certainly as imposing. There we have 
Anselm, Albertus Magnus, Bonaventura, Thomas Aquinas, and Duns Scotus among the 
Schoolmen, St. Bernard and Hugo de St. Victor, Eckart, and Tauler among the mystics, Hildegard 
and Joachim of Flore among the seers, the authors of the Dies irae and Stabat mater and Adam de 
St. Victor among the hymnists, Anthony of Padua, Bernardino of Siena, Berthold of Regensburg 
and Savonarola among the preachers, and in a class by himself, Francis d’Assisi. 
 
Of the five epochs in the history of monasticism two belong to the Middle Ages proper. {537} 
The appearance of the hermit and the development of the eremite mode of life belong to the 
fourth century. Benedict of Nursia of the sixth century, and his well-systematized rule, mark the 
second epoch. The development of the Society of Jesus in the sixteenth century marks the last 
epoch. The two between are represented by the monastic revival, starting from the convent of 
Cluny as a centre in the tenth and eleventh centuries, and the rise and spread of the mendicant 
orders in the thirteenth century. Cluny was for a century almost the only reforming force in 
Western Europe till the appearance of Hildebrand on the stage, and he himself was probably 
trained in the mother convent. Through its offshoots and allied orders Cluny continued to be a 
burning centre of religious zeal for a century longer. Then, at a time of monastic declension, the 
mendicant orders, brought into existence by St. Francis d’Assisi and Dominic of Spain, became 
the chief promoters of one of the most notable religious revivals that has ever swept over Europe. 
 
The work done by men like William of Hirschau, Bruno and Norbert in Germany, Bernard and 
Peter the Venerable in France, and St. Francis in Italy, cannot be ignored in any true account of 
the onward progress of mankind. However much we may decline to believe that monasticism is a 
higher form of Christian life, we must give due credit to these men, or deny to a series of 
centuries all progress and good whatsoever. 
 
The times were favorable for the development of monastic communities. If our own is the age of 
the laic, the mediaeval period was the age of the monk. Society was unsettled and turbulent. The 
convent offered an asylum of rest and of meditation. Bernard calls his monks "the order of the 
Peaceful." Feud and war ruled without. Every baronial residence was a fortress. The convent was 
the scene of brotherhood and co-operation. It furnished to the age the ideal of a religious 
household on earth. The epitaphs of monks betray the feeling of the time, pacificus, "the 
peaceful"; tranquilla pace serenus, "in quiet and undisturbed repose"; fraternae pacis amicus, 
"friend of brotherly peace." 
 
The circumstances are presented by Caesar of Heisterbach under which a number of monks 
abandoned the world, and were "converted"—that is, determined to enter a convent. Now the 
decision was made at a burial. {538} Now it was due to the impression made by the relation of the 
wonderful things which occurred in convents. This was the case with a young knight, Gerlach, 
{539} who listened to an abbot who was then visiting a castle, as he told his experiences within 
cloistral walls. Gerlach went to Paris to study, but could not get rid of the seed which had been 
sown in his heart, and entered upon the monastic novitiate. Sometimes the decision was made in 



consequence of a sermon. {540} Caesar of Heisterbach himself was "converted" by a description 
given by Gerard of Walberberg, abbot of Heisterbach, while they were on the way to Cologne 
during the troublous times of Philip of Swabia and Otto IV. Gerard described the appearance of 
the Virgin, her mother Anna, and St. Mary Magdalene, who descended from the mountain and 
revealed themselves to the monks of Clairvaux while they were engaged in the harvest, dried the 
perspiration from their foreheads, and cooled them by fanning. Within three months Caesar 
entered the convent of Heisterbach. {541} 
 
There were in reality only two careers in the Middle Ages, the career of the knight and the career 
of the monk. It would be difficult to say which held out the most attractions and rewards, even for 
the present life. The monk himself was a soldier. The well-ordered convent offered a daily drill, 
exercise following exercise with the regularity of clockwork; and though the enemy was not 
drawn up in visible array on open field, he was a constant reality. {542} Barons, counts, princes 
joined the colonies of the spiritual militia, hoping thereby to work out more efficiently the 
problem of their salvation and fight their conflict with the devil. The Third Lateran, 1179, bears 
witness to the popularity of the conventual life among the higher classes, and the tendency to 
restrict it to them, when it forbade the practice of receiving motley as a price of admission to the 
vow. {543} The monk proved to be stronger than the knight and the institution of chivalry 
decayed before the institution of monasticism which still survives. 
 
By drawing to themselves the best spirits of the time, the convents became in their good days, 
from the tenth well into the thirteenth century, hearthstones of piety, and the chief centres of 
missionary and civilizing agencies. When there was little preaching, the monastic community 
preached the most powerful sermon, calling men’s thoughts away from riot and bloodshed to the 
state of brotherhood and religious reflection. {544} The motto aratro et cruce, "by the cross and 
the plough," stood in their case for a reality. The monk was a pioneer in the cultivation of the 
ground, and, after the most scientific fashion then known, taught agriculture, the culture of the 
vine and fish, the breeding of cattle, and the culture of wool. He built roads and the best 
buildings. In intellectual and artistic concerns the convent was the chief school of the times. It 
trained architects, painters, and sculptors. There the deep problems of theology and philosophy 
were studied; there manuscripts were copied, and when the universities arose, the convent 
furnished them with their first and their most renowned teachers. In northeastern Germany and 
other parts of Europe and in Asia it was the outer citadel of church profession and church activity. 
 
So popular was the monastic life that religion seemed to be in danger of running out into monkery 
and society of being transformed into an aggregation of convents. The Fourth Lateran sought to 
counteract this tendency by forbidding the establishment of new orders. {545} But no council was 
ever more ignorant of the immediate future. Innocent III. was scarcely in his grave before the 
Dominicans and Franciscans received full papal sanction. 
 
During the eleventh and twelfth centuries the important change was accomplished whereby all 
monks received priestly ordination. Before that time it was the exception for a monk to be a 
priest. Extreme unction and absolution had been administered in the convent by unordained 
monks. {546} With the development of the strict theory of sacerdotalism, these functions were 
forbidden to them, as by the ninth oecumenical council, 1123. The synod of Nismes, thirty years 
earlier, 1096, thought it answered objections to the new custom sufficiently by pointing to 
Gregory the Great, Gregory of Tours, and Augustine as cases of monks who had priestly 
ordination. On the other hand the active movement within the convents to take a larger part in the 
affairs of society was resisted by oecumenical councils, as, for example, the Second Lateran, 
1139, which forbade monks practising as physicians or lawyers. 
 



The monastic life was praised as the highest form of earthly existence. The convent was 
compared to Canaan {547} and treated as the shortest and surest road to heaven. The secular life, 
even the life of the secular priest, was compared to Egypt. The passage to the cloister was called 
conversion, and the monks converts, conversi, or the religious. {548} They reached the Christian 
ideal. Renouncing the vow was pronounced turning to the company of the lost, to the lion’s 
mouth, and to the realm of blackness and death. {549} 
 
Bishop Otto of Freising speaks of the monks as, spending their lives like angels in heavenly 
purity and holiness. "They live together one in heart and soul, give themselves at one signal to 
sleep, lift up as by one impulse their lips in prayer and their voices in reading.... They go so far, 
that while they are refreshing the body at table, they listen to the reading of the Scriptures.... They 
give up their own wills, their earthly possessions, and their parents, and, following the command 
of the Gospel and Christ, constantly bear their cross by mortifying the flesh, being all the while 
full of heavenly homesickness." {550} 
 
The enthusiastic advocacy of the monastic life can only be explained by a desire to get relief from 
the turbulence of the social world and a sincere search after holiness. There is scarcely a letter of 
Anselm in which he does not advocate its superior advantages. It was not essential to become a 
monk to reach salvation, but who, he writes, "can attain to it in a safer or nobler way, he who 
seeks to love God alone or he who joins the love of the world with the love of God?" {551} He 
loses no opportunity to urge laymen to take the vow. He appeals to his kinsmen according to the 
flesh to become his kinsmen in the Spirit. {552} 
 
Bernard was not at peace till he had all his brothers and his married sister within cloistral walls. 
 
Honorius of Autun, in his tract on the cloistral life, {553} after declaring that it was instituted by 
the Lord himself, calls the convent a shore for those tired on the sea, a refuge for the traveller 
from the cold and anxieties of the world, a bed for the weary to rest on, an asylum for those 
fleeing from the turmoils of the state, a school for infants learning the rule of Christ, a 
gymnasium for those who would fight against vices, a prison career for the criminal from the 
broad way till he goes into the wide hall of heaven, a paradise with different trees full of fruits 
and the delights of Scripture. 
 
The monastic life was the angelic life. "Are ye not already like the angels of God, having 
abstained from marriage," exclaimed St. Bernard, in preaching to his monks, {554} and this was 
the almost universal representation of the age. 
 
Kings and princes desired to be clad in the monastic habit as they passed into the untried scenes 
of the future. So Frederick II., foe of the temporal claims of the papacy as he was, is said to have 
died in the garb of the Cistercians. So did Roger II. of Sicily, 1163, and Roger III., 1265. William 
of Nevers was clad in the garb of the Carthusian order before he expired. Louis VI. of France 
passed away stretched on ashes sprinkled in the form of a cross. So did Henry, son of Henry II. of 
England, expire, laid on a bed of ashes, 1184. William the Conqueror died in a priory with a 
bishop and abbot standing by. {555} 
 
It was the custom in some convents, if not in all, to lay out the monks about to die on the floor, 
which was sometimes covered with matting. First they rapped on the death table. Waiting the 
approach of death, the dying often had wonderful visions of Christ, the Virgin, and the saints. The 
imagination at such times was very vivid, and the reports which the dying gave on returning for a 
moment to consciousness seem to have been generally accepted. {556} 
 



The miraculous belonged to the monk’s daily food. He was surrounded by spirits. Visions and 
revelations occurred by day and by night. {557} Single devils and devils in bands were roaming 
about at all hours in the cloistral spaces, in the air and on foot, to deceive the unwary and to shake 
the faith of the vigilant. The most elaborate and respectable accounts of monks, so beset, are 
given by Peter the Venerable in his work on Miracles, by Caesar of Heisterbach, and Jacobus de 
Voragine. Caesar’s Dialogue of Miracles and Voragine’s Golden Legend are among the most 
entertaining storybooks ever written. They teem with legends which are accepted as true. They 
simply reflect the feeling of the age, which did not for a moment doubt the constant manifestation 
of the supernatural, especially the pranks and misdemeanors of the evil one and his emissaries. 
 
Peter the Venerable gives a graphic picture of how these restless foes pulled the bedclothes off 
from sleeping monks and, chuckling, carried them to a distance, how they impudently stood by, 
making fun while the modest monastic attended to the necessities of nature, {558} and how they 
threw the faithful to the ground, as at night they went about through convent precincts making 
"holy thefts of prayer." {559} Peter tells a good story of a poor monk who suddenly saw before 
him an immense demon standing at his bedside, who with difficulty bore his weight with his 
wings. Two others appeared at once and exclaimed to the first, "What are you doing here?" "I can 
do nothing," was the reply, "on account of the protection which is given by the cross and the holy 
water and the singing of psalms. I have labored all night and can do nothing." The two replied, 
"We have come from forcing a certain Gaufrid to commit adultery and the head of a monastery to 
fornicate with a boy, and you, idle rogue, do something, too, and cut off the foot of this monk 
which is hanging outside his bed." Seizing a pickaxe which was lying under the bed, the demon 
struck with all his might, but the monk with equal celerity drew in his foot and turned to the back 
side of the bed and so escaped the blow. Thereupon the demons took their departure. {560} 
 
It is fair to suppose that many of these experiences were mere fancies of the brain growing out of 
attacks of indigestion or of headache, which was a common malady of convents. {561} 
 
The assaults of the devil were especially directed to induce the monk to abandon his sacred vow. 
Writing to a certain Helinand, Anselm mentions the four kinds of assault he was wont to make. 
The first was the assault through lust of the pleasures of the world, when the novice, having 
recently entered the convent, began to feel the monotony of its retired life. In the second, he 
pushed the question why the monk had chosen that form of life rather than the life of the parish 
priest. In the third, he pestered him with the question why he had not put off till late in life the 
assumption of the vow, in the meantime having a good time, and yet in the end getting all the 
benefits and the reward of monkery. And last of all, the devil argued why the monk had bound 
himself at all by a vow, seeing it was possible to serve God just as acceptably without a vow. 
Anselm answered the last objection by quoting Psalm 76:11, and declaring the vow to be in itself 
well pleasing to God. {562} 
 
It is unfair to any institution to base our judgment of its merits and utility upon its perversions. 
The ideal Benedictine and Franciscan monk, we should be glad to believe, was a man who 
divided his time between religious exercises and some useful work, whether it was manual labor 
or teaching or practical toil of some other kind. There were, no doubt, multitudes of worthy men 
who corresponded to this ideal. But there was another ideal, and that ideal was one from which 
this modern age turns away with unalloyed repugnance. The pages of Voragine and the other 
retailers of the conventual life are full of repulsive descriptions which were believed in their day, 
and presented not only a morbid view of life but a view utterly repulsive to sound morality and to 
the ideal. A single instance will suffice. In the curious legend of St. Brandon the Irish saint, 
whose wanderings on the ocean have been connected with America, we have it reported that he 
found an island whereon was an abbey in which twenty-four monks lived. They had come from 



Ireland and had been living on the island eighty years when they welcomed St. Brandon and his 
twelve companions. In all this time they had been served from above every week day with twelve 
loaves of bread, and on Sabbaths with double that number, and they had the same monotonous 
fare each day, bread and herbs. None of them had ever been sick. They had royal copes of cloth 
of gold and went in processions. They celebrated mass with lighted tapers, and they said 
evensong. And in all those eighty years they had never spoken to one another a single word! 
What an ideal that was to set up for a mortal man! Saying mass, keeping silence, going in 
processions with golden copes day in and day out for eighty long years, every proper instinct of 
nature thus buried, the gifts of God despised, and life turned into an indolent, selfish seclusion! 
And yet Voragine, himself an archbishop, relates that "Brandon wept for joy of their holy 
conversation." {563} 
 
Gifts of lands to monastic institutions were common, especially during the Crusades. He who 
built a convent was looked upon as setting up a ladder to heaven. {564} Battle Abbey, or the 
Abbey of St. Martin of the Place of Battle, as the full name is, was built by William the 
Conqueror on the battle-field of Hastings and finally dedicated by Anselm, 1094. The Vale Royal 
in Cheshire, the last Cistercian home founded in England, was established by Edward I. in 
fulfilment of a vow made in time of danger by sea on his return from Palestine. He laid the first 
stone, 1277, and presented the home with a fragment of the true cross and other relics. 
 
Most of the monastic houses which became famous, began with humble beginnings and a severe 
discipline, as Clairvaux, Citeaux, Hirschau, and the Chartreuse. The colonies were planted for the 
most part in lonely regions, places difficult of access, in valley or on mountain or in swamp. The 
Franciscans and Dominicans set a different example by going into the cities and to the haunts of 
population, howbeit also choosing the worst quarters. The beautiful names often assumed show 
the change which was expected to take place in the surroundings, such as Bright Valley or 
Clairvaux, Good Place or Bon Lieu, the Delights or Les Delices (near Bourges), Happy Meadow 
or Felix Pre, Crown of Heaven or Himmelskrone, Path to Heaven or Voie du Ciel. {565} Walter 
Map, writing in the last part of the twelfth century, lingers on the fair names of the Cistercian 
convents, which, he says, "contain in themselves a divine and prophetic element, such as House 
of God, Gate of Salvation," etc. {566} 
 
With wealth came the great abbeys of stone, exhibiting the highest architecture of the day. The 
establishments of Citeaux, Cluny, the Grande Chartreuse, and the great houses of Great Britain 
were on an elaborate scale. No pains or money were spared in their erection and equipment. 
Stained glass, sculpture, embroidery, rich vestments, were freely used. {567} A well-ordered 
house had many parts,—chapel, refectory, calefactory, scriptorium for writing, locutorium for 
conversation, dormitory, infirmary, hospital. {568} Not a single structure, but an aggregation of 
buildings, was required by the larger establishments. Cluny, in 1245, was able to accommodate, 
at the same time, the pope, the king of France, and the emperor of Constantinople, together with 
their retinues. Matthew Paris says Dunfermline Abbey, Scotland, was ample enough to entertain, 
at the same time, three sovereigns without inconvenience the one to the other. The latest 
conveniences were introduced into these houses, the latest news there retailed. A convent was, 
upon the whole, a pretty good place to be in, from the standpoint of worldly well-being. What the 
modern club house is to the city, that the mediaeval convent was apt to be, so far as material 
appointments went. In its vaults the rich deposited their valuables. To its protection the oppressed 
fled for refuge. There, as at Westminster, St. Denis, and Dunfermline, kings and princes chose to 
be buried. And there, while living, they were often glad to sojourn, as the most notable place of 
comfort and ease they could find on their journeys. 
 



The conventual establishment was intended to be a self-sufficient corporation, a sort of socialistic 
community doing all its own work and supplying all its own stuffs and food. {569} The altruistic 
principle was supposed to rule. They had their orchards and fields, and owned their own cattle. 
Some of them gathered honey from their own hives, had the fattest fish ponds, sheared and spun 
their own wool, made their own wine, and brewed their own beer. In their best days the monks set 
a good example of thrift. The list of minor officials in a convent was complete, from the cellarer 
to look after the cooking and the chamberlain to look after the dress of the brethren, to the cantor 
to direct the singing and the sacristan to care for the church ornaments. In the eleventh century the 
custom was introduced of associating lay brethren with the monasteries, so that in all particulars 
these institutions might be completely independent. Nor was the convent always indifferent to the 
poor. {570} But the tendency was for it to centre attention upon itself, rather than to seek the 
regeneration and prosperity of those outside its walls. 
 
Like many other earthly ideals, the ideal of peace, virtue, and happy contentment aimed at by the 
convent was not reached, or, if approached in the first moments of overflowing ardor, was soon 
forfeited. For the method of monasticism is radically wrong. Here and there the cloister was the 
"audience chamber of God." But it was well understood that convent walls did not of themselves 
make holy. As, before, Jerome, Gregory of Nyssa, and Augustine had borne testimony to that 
effect, so now also did different voices. Ivo of Chartres (d. 1116) condemns the monks who were 
filled with the leaven of pride and boast of their ascetic practices and refers to such passages as 1 
Timothy 4:8 and Romans 14:17. The solitudes of the mountains and forests, he says, will not 
make men holy, who do not carry with them rest of soul, the Sabbath of the heart, and elevation 
of mind. Peter of Cluny wrote to a hermit that his separation from the world would not profit 
unless he built a strong wall against evil in his own heart, and that wall was Christ the Saviour. 
Without this protection, retirement to solitude, mortifications of the body, and journeyings in 
distant lands, instead of availing, would bring temptations yet more violent. Every mode of life, 
lay and clerical, monastic and eremitic, has its own temptations. 
 
But prosperity was invariably followed by rivalry, arrogance, idleness, and low morals. If Otto of 
Freising gives unstinted praise to the cloistral communities, his contemporary, Anselm of 
Havelberg, {571} condemns the laziness and gossip of the monks within and without the convent 
walls. Elizabeth of Schoenau and Hildegard of Bingen, while they looked upon the monastic life 
as the highest form of earthly existence, saw much that was far from ideal in the lives of monks 
and nuns. {572} There is a chronique scandaleuse of the convents as dark and repulsive as the 
chronique scandaleuse of the papacy during the pornocracy, and under the last popes of the 
Middle Ages. In a letter to Alexander III., asking him to dissolve the abbey of Grestian, the 
bishop of the diocese, Arnulf, spoke of all kinds of abuses, avarice, quarrelling, murder, 
profligacy. William of Malmesbury, {573} writing in 1125, gives a bad picture of the monks of 
Canterbury. The convent of Brittany, of which Abaelard was abbot, revealed, as he reports in his 
autobiography, a rude and shocking state of affairs. Things got rapidly worse after the first fervor 
of the orders of St. Francis and Dominic was cooled. Teachers at the universities, like William of 
St. Amour of Paris (d. 1270), had scathing words for the monkish insolence and profligacy of his 
day, as will appear when we consider the mendicant orders. Did not a bishop during the Avignon 
captivity of the papacy declare that from personal examination he knew a convent where all the 
nuns had carnal intercourse with demons? The revelations of St. Bridget of Sweden (d. 1375), 
approved at the councils of Constance and Basel, reveal the same low condition of monastic 
virtue. Nicolas of Clemanges (d. 1440) wrote vigorous protests against the decay of the orders, 
and describes in darkest colors their waste, gluttony, idleness, and profligacy. He says a girl going 
into a convent might as well be regarded as an abandoned woman at once. It was true, as Caesar 
of Heisterbach had said in a homily several centuries before, "Religion brought riches and riches 
destroyed religion." {574} 



 
The institution of monasticism, which had included the warmest piety and the highest intelligence 
of the Middle Ages in their period of glory, came to be, in the period of their decline, the 
synonym for superstition and the irreconcilable foe of human progress. And this was because 
there is something pernicious in the monastic method of attempting to secure holiness, and 
something false in its ideal of holiness. The monks crushed out the heretical sects and resented 
the Renaissance. Their example in the period of early fervor, adapted to encourage thrift, later 
promoted laziness and insolence. Once praiseworthy as educators, they became champions of 
obscurantism and ignorance. Chaucer’s prior, who went on the pilgrimage to the tomb of Thomas 
a  Becket, is a familiar illustration of the popular opinion of the monks in England in the 
fourteenth century: — 
 
He was a lord full fat and in good point; 
 
His eyen stepe and rolling in his head 
 
That stemed as a fornice of a led; 
 
His botes souple, his hors in gret estat, 
 
Now certainly he was a sayre prelat. 
 
He was not pale as a forpined gost; 
 
A fat swan loved he best of any rost; 
 
His palfrey was as broune as is a bery. 
 
And yet it would be most unjust to forget the services which the monastery performed at certain 
periods in the history of mediaeval Europe, or to deny the holy purpose of their founders. The 
hymns, the rituals, and the manuscripts prepared by mediaeval monks continue to make 
contribution to our body of literature and our Church services. An age like our own may 
congratulate itself upon its methods of Church activity, and yet acknowledge the utility of the 
different methods practised by the Church in another age. We study the movements of the past, 
not to find fault with methods which the best men of their time advocated and which are not our 
own, but to learn, and become, if possible, better fitted for grappling with the problems of our 
own time. 
 
{536} Thomas Aquinas, Summa, II. (2), 188, 6 sqq., Migne, III. 1372 sqq., combines the active 
and contemplative features of the monastic life, as did Benedict of Nursia, but laying more stress 
than the latter upon the active feature. It must be remembered that Thomas was a Dominican, and 
had had full experience of the practical activity of the two great mendicant orders. 
 
{537} This is the classification of Harnack, Monasticism, 44 sqq. Denifle, Luther und 
Lutherthum, I. 199 sqq., who fiercely combats Harnack, says "it is the height of 
misunderstanding, Unverstand, to speak of Jesuitism as monastic." 
 
{538} Dial.,  I. 21; Strange ed. I. 28. 
 
{539} Dial.,  I. 18. 
 



{540} Dial., I. 24. 
 
{541} Dial.,  I. 17; Strange ed. I. 24. 
 
{542} See Church, Life of St. Anselm, chap. III., The Discipline of a Norman Monastery. 
 
{543} In England the gentry class was especially drawn upon. See Jessopp, p 161. At Morimond, 
Otto son of the margrave of Austria stopped overnight with fifteen young nobles. The sound of 
the bells and the devotions of the monks made such an impression that they prayed to be received 
into the brotherhood. Henry, son of Louis VI., was so moved by what he saw on a visit to 
Clairvaux that he determined to take the vow. See Morison, Life of St. Bernard, p. 195. 
 
{544} Montalembert lays stress upon intercessory prayer as the chief service rendered by the 
monastery of the West. "They prayed much, they prayed always for those whose prayers were 
evil or who prayed not at all." Monks of the West, Engl. trans., I. 42 sq. 
 
{545} Canon 13. 
 
{546} This has been sufficiently shown by Lea, Absolution Formula of the Templars, in Papers of 
Am. Soc. of Ch. Hist., vol. V.; also Hefele, V. 381. As late, however, as the thirteenth century 
there were monks in England who had not received priestly ordination. See Stevenson, Life of 
Grosseteste, 158. In the fifth century the consecration of the monk was treated in some quarters as 
a distinct sacrament. 
 
{547} It would be difficult to find more attractive pictures of earthly happiness than are given in 
the descriptions of mediaeval convents by eye-witnesses, as of the convent of Clairvaux by 
William of St. Thierry, Migne, 185, 248, and Peter de Roya, Migne, 182, 710. 
 
{548} It was even compared to the conversion of St. Paul. See Eicken, 324. Caesar of Heisterbach 
devotes a chapter of his Dialogus to conversion, that is, the assumption of the monastic vow. 
Canon 13 of the Fourth Lateran, Mansi, XXII. 1002, speaks of monastics as "the religious," of the 
orders as "religions," and of entering a convent as "being converted to religion." So Martin V. at 
the Council of Constance, 1418, charges Wyclif with declaring that "all religions owe their origin 
to the devil," that is, all orders. Mirbt, Quellen, 158. 
 
{549} St. Bernard, Ep.; 112; Migne, 182, 255 sq. 
 
{550} Chronicle, VII. 35, where he passes a lengthy panegyric upon monks. For another pleasing 
description of a convent and its appointments, see the account which Ingulph, abbot of Croyland, 
gives of the burning of his abbey in 1091. He does not forget to mention that "the very casks full 
of beer in the cellar were destroyed." See Maitland, 286-292. 
 
{551} Ep., II. 29; Migne, 158, 1182. 
 
{552} Ep.,  II. 28; Migne, 1180, conspirituales as well as consanguinei. A similar exhortation he 
directs to his two uncles. Ep., I. 45. See Hasse, Life of Anselm, I. 93 sqq. Anselm, however, knew 
how to make, an exception where a layman was devoting himself entirely to religious works. 
Visiting the Countess Matilda, shortly before her death, he recommended her not to take the veil, 
as she was doing more good in administering her estates than she might be able to do behind 
convent walls. Nevertheless he recommended her to have a nun’s dress within reach so that she 
might put it on when dying. 



 
{553} Deuteronomy vita claustrali, Migne, 172, 1247. 
 
{554} Sermo de diversis 37, quomodo non jam nunc estis sicut angeli Dei in caelo, a nuptiis 
penitus abstinentes, etc. Migne, 183, 641. Comp. 184, 703 sq. 
 
{555} Ordericus Vitalis, VII. 14. For the case of Hugh of Grantmesnil, see Order. Vit.,  VII. 28. 
 
{556} See Caesar of Heisterbach, Dial., XI. 6, 19, etc.; pulsata est tabula defunctorum pro eo. 
Strange ed. II. 274, also Hodges, Fountains Abbey, p. 115. 
 
{557} Guido said of his brother St. Bernard, "One thing I know and am assured of by experience 
that many things have been revealed to him in prayer." Migne, 185, 262. 
 
{558} Eos sibi derisiorie astitisse. 
 
{559} Praeterea quosdam nocturnis horis, aliis quiescentibus sancta orationum furta quaerentes 
et eadem causa claustrum et ecclesiam peragrantes, multis aliquando terroribus appetebant ita ut 
in eorum aliquos visibiliter, irruerent et ad terram verberando prosternerent. Deuteronomy 
miraculis, I. 17; Migne, 189, 883. 
 
{560} Deuteronomy mirac.,  I. 14; Migne, 189, 877. 
 
{561} Caesar of Heisterbach, Dial., IV. 30, VII. 24. See Kaufmaun’s ed., II. 87, note. 
 
{562} Ep.,  II. 12; Migne, 158, 1161 sqq. 
 
{563} Temple Classics ed., vol. VII. 
 
{564} Qui claustra construit vel delapsa reparat coelum ascensurus scalam sibi facie, quoted by 
Hurter, IV. 450. The Norman convent Les deux Amoureux got its name and foundation from the 
disappointed love of a poor knight and a young lady whose father refused her to the lover except 
on condition of his carrying her to the top of a distant hill. The knight made the attempt and fell 
dead on accomplishing the task, she quickly following him. 
 
{565} See Montalembert, I. 66. 
 
{566} Casa Dei, House of God; Vallis Domini, the Lord’s Valley, Portus Salutis, Gate of 
Salvation; Ascende Coelum, Ascent of Heaven; Lucerna; Claravallis, etc. Map, I. 24; Wright’s 
ed., p. 40. 
 
{567} The luxury and pomp of Cluny called forth the well-known protest of St. Bernard. 
 
{568} See art. Abbey, in "Enc. Brit.," by Dr. Venable, and also Jessopp, and especially Gasquet, 
pp. 13-37. 
 
{569} The term "convent" primarily means a society of persons. In legal instruments the usual 
form in England in the Middle Ages was "the prior and convent of." See Jessopp, p. 119, who 
calls attention to the endless bickerings and lawsuits in which the mediaeval convents of England 
were engaged. For the monk in his monastery, see Taunton, I. 65-96. 
 



{570} At one time Cluny cared for 17,000 poor. In the famine of 1117 the convent of 
Heisterbach, near Cologne, fed 1500 a day. In a time of scarcity Bernard supported 2000 peasants 
till the time of harvest 
 
{571} Hauck, IV. 312. 
 
{572} Hauck, IV. 401 sqq., says that there were not many abbesses in Germany like Hildegard 
and Elizabeth of Schonau. The complaints of corrupt monks and nuns came from Saxony, 
Swabia, Lorraine, the Rhine land, and Switzerland. See quotations in Hauck. 
 
{573} Gesta pontificum, Rolls Series, p. 70, as quoted by Taunton, I. 22. William says, "The 
monks of Canterbury, like all then in England, amused themselves with hunting, falconry, and 
horse racing. They loved the rattle of dice, drink, and fine clothes, and had such a retinue of 
servants that they were more like seculars than monks." 
 
{574} Religio peperit divitias, divitiae, religionem destruxerunt, Hom. III. 96. Jessopp, Coming of 
the Friars, says that in England the monks of the thirteenth century were better than their age, 
which is not difficult of belief.  



62. Monasticism and the Papacy. 
 
Monasticism and the papacy, representing the opposite extremes of abandonment of the world 
and lordship over the world, strange to say, entered into the closest alliance. The monks came to 
be the standing army of the popes, and were their obedient and valorous champions in the battles 
the popes waged with secular rulers. Some of the best popes were monastic in their training, or 
their habits, or both. Gregory VII. was trained in the Benedictine convent on the Aventine, Victor 
III. proceeded from Monte Cassino, Urban II. and Pascal II. from Cluny, Adrian IV. from St. 
Albans. Eugenius III., the pupil of St. Bernard, continued after he was made pope to wear the 
shirt of the monks of Citeaux next to his body. Innocent III. wrote the ascetic work, Contempt of 
the World. {575} 
 
One monastic order after the other was founded from the eleventh to the thirteenth century. The 
organizing instinct and a pious impulse dotted Christendom with new convents or rebuilt old ones 
from Mt. Carmel to northern Scotland. {576} Innocent III., after the manner in which the modern 
Protestant justifies the denominational distinctions of Protestantism, likened these various orders 
to troops clad in different kinds of armor and belonging to the same army. "Such variety," he said, 
"does not imply any division of allegiance to Christ, but rather one mind under a diversity of 
form." {577} So Peter of Blois writing to the abbot of Eversham said, that as out of the various 
strings of the harp, harmony comes forth, so out of the variety of religious orders comes unity of 
service. One should no less expect to find unity among a number of orders than among the angels 
or heavenly bodies. A vineyard bears grapes both black and white. A Christian is described in 
Holy Writ as a cedar, a cypress, a rose, an olive tree, a palm, a terebinth, yet they form one group 
in the Lord’s garden. {578} 
 
It was the shrewd wisdom of the popes to encourage the orders, and to use them to further the 
centralization of ecclesiastical power in Rome. Each order had its own monastic code, its own 
distinctive customs. These codes, as well as the orders, were authorized and confirmed by the 
pope, and made, immediately or more loosely, subject to his sovereign jurisdiction. The 
mendicant orders of Sts. Francis and Dominic were directly amenable to the Holy See. The 
Fourth Lateran, in forbidding the creation of new orders, was moved to do so by the desire to 
avoid confusion in the Church by the multiplication of different rules. It commanded all who 
wished to be monks to join one of the orders already existing. The orders of St. Francis and St. 
Dominic, founded in the face of this rule, became the most faithful adherents the papacy ever had, 
until the Society of Jesus arose three centuries later. 
 
The papal favor, shown to the monastic orders, tended to weaken the authority of the bishops, and 
to make the papacy independent of the episcopal system. Duns Scotus went so far as to declare 
that, as faith is more necessary for the world than sacramental ablution in water, so the body of 
monks is more important than the order of prelates. The monks constitute the heart, the substance 
of the Church. By preaching they start new life, and they preach without money and without 
price. The prelates are paid. {579} 
 
Papal privileges and exemptions were freely poured out upon the orders, especially upon the 
Mendicants. They were the pets of the popes. They were practically given freedom to preach and 
dispense the sacrament in all places and at all times, irrespective of the bishops and their 
jurisdiction. The constant complaints and clashing which resulted, led to endless appeals of 
monasteries against the decisions of bishops, which flowed in a constant stream to Rome, and 
gave the members of the curia a rare chance to ply their trade. {580} The convents, by their 



organization and wealth, and by the number of their constituents, who were free to go to Rome 
and spend an indefinite time there, were able to harass and to wear out the patience of their 
opponents, the bishops, or prolong the cases till their death. {581} 
 
The riches, luxury, {582} and power of the great convents became proverbial. In Lorraine and 
other parts of Europe they were the leading influence. {583} Abbots often took precedence of 
bishops, just as the general chapters of the orders, {584} made up of representatives from the 
farthest East to the Atlantic, were more imposing than the diocesan and even the provincial 
councils. 
 
A little earlier than our period the abbot of Weissenburg was able to muster as many men as his 
diocesan bishop of Spires, and the three abbots of Reichenau, St. Gall, and Kempten, three times 
as many as the bishop of the extensive diocese of Constance. {585} In the twelfth century the 
abbot of Fulda claimed precedence over the great archbishop of Cologne. Beginning with John 
XVIII. (1004-1009) the abbots were not seldom vested with the insignia of the episcopal office. 
The English abbots of St. Albans, Bardney, Westminster, and the heads of other English abbeys 
were mitred. {586} They were great personages; they sat in oecumenical councils; the bells were 
rung as they passed; they engaged in the hunt, had their horses and armed retinues, and 
entertained on an elaborate scale. The abbot of St. Albans ate from a silver plate, and even ladies 
of rank were invited to share the pleasures of repasts at English abbeys. 
 
Thus, by wealth and organization and by papal favor, the monastic orders were in a position to 
overshadow the episcopate. Backed by the pope they bade defiance to bishops, and in turn they 
enabled the papacy most effectually to exercise lordship over the episcopate. 
 
In the struggle with the heretical sects the orders were the uncompromising champions of 
orthodoxy, and rendered the most effective assistance to the popes in carrying out their policy of 
repression. In the Inquisition they were the chief agents which the papacy had. They preached 
crusades against the Albigenses and were prominent in the ranks of the crusaders. In the work of 
bloody destruction, they were often in the lead, as was Arnold of Citeaux. Everywhere from 
Germany to Spain the leading Inquisitors were monks. 
 
Again, in the relentless struggle of the papacy with princes and kings, they were always to be 
relied upon. Here they did valiant service for the papacy, as notably in the struggle against the 
emperor, Frederick II., when they sowed sedition and organized revolt in Germany and other 
parts of his empire. 
 
Once more, as agents to fill the papal treasury, they did efficient and welcome service to the Holy 
See. In this interest they were active all over Europe. The pages of English chroniclers are filled 
with protests against them on the score of their exactions from the people. {587} The pope treated 
the orders well, and in turn was well served by them. They received high favors, and they had the 
rare grace of showing gratitude. 
 
The orders of this period may be grouped in five main families: the family which followed the 
Benedictine rule, the family which followed the so-called Augustinian rule, the Carmelites, the 
hermit orders of which the Carthusians were the chief, and the original mendicant orders, {588} 
the Franciscans and Dominicans. 
 
{575} Monks, were declared by the synod of Nismes, 1096, to be better qualified for ruling than 
the secular clergy. Hefele, V. 244. 
 



{576} For lists, see Helyot and Dr. Littledale’s art. Monachism, "Enc. Brit." 
 
{577} Ep.,  III. 38; Migne, 214, 921. 
 
{578} Ep.,  97; Migne, 207, 304 sq. Speaking of the variety of expression which Christ allows, he 
says in a way worthy of a modern advocate of the Evangelical Alliance, ipsa varietas est 
uniformitatis causa. 
 
{579} See the remarkable passage quoted by Seeberg, Duns Scotus, 478 sq. 
 
{580} Matthew Paris gives one case after the other, as do the other English chroniclers. Jessopp, 
Coming of the Friars, says that the history of mediaeval English monasticism is made up of 
stories of everlasting litigation. The convents were always in trouble with their bishops. 
 
{581} Bishop Stubbs, Const. Hist.,  III. 329, says of the English monasteries that they were the 
stronghold of papal influence which the pope supported as a counterpoise to that of the diocesan 
bishops. For this reason the popes never made appointments of English abbots, and seldom, if 
ever, interfered with the elections by the monks 
 
{582} Dr. Jessopp, p. 155, says of the English monks: "After all, it must be confessed that the 
greatest of all delights to the thirteenth-century monks was eating and drinking. The dinner in a 
great abbey was clearly a very important event of the day. It must strike any one who knows 
much of the literature of this age, that the weak point in the monastic life of the thirteenth century 
was the gormandizing." He says, however, that little is heard of drunkenness. The ale brewed in 
the convents was an important item in the year’s menu. Richard of Marisco, bishop of Durham, 
gave the Abbey of St. Albans the tithes of Eglingham, Northumberland, to help the monks make a 
better ale, "taking compassion upon the weakness of the convent’s drink." 
 
{583} See Hauck, III. 493. "Das Monchthum," he says, "war in Lothringen die fuhrende Macht." 
 
{584} The Fourth Lateran instructed them to meet every three years. 
 
{585} Hauck, III. 442. 
 
{586} So also were the abbots of Bury St. Edmunds, St. Augustine at Canterbury, Croyland, 
Peterborough, Evesham, Glastonbury, and Gloucester; but the abbot of Glastonbury had the 
precedence, till Adrian IV. gave it to the abbot of St. Albans. 
 
{587} M. Paris and other English chroniclers are continually damning these Mendicant tax 
gatherers for their extortion. They were raising money for the pope in England as early as 1234. 
 
{588} Hurter, Innocent III.,  IV. 238. Gasquet gives an elaborate list of the monastic houses of 
England, pp. 251-318, and an account of the religious orders represented in England, together 
with instructive engravings, 211 sqq. According to Gasquet’s list there were more than fifteen 
hundred conventual houses in England alone.  



63. The Monks of Cluny. 
 
Literature.—See Lit. vol. IV, pp. 367 and 861; Mabillon: Ann. ord. S. Bened., III.-V., Paris, 1706-
1708; Statuta Cluniacensia, Migne, 189, 1023-47.—Bernard et Bruel: Recueil des chartes de 
l’abbaye de Cluni, to 1300, 6 vols. Paris, 1876-93; Consuetudines monasticae, vol. I.; Consuet. 
Farfenses, ed. by Albers, Stuttgart, 1900. The consuetudines are statutes and customs which 
convents adopted supplementary to the Rules of their orders. These of Farfa, a convent in Italy, 
were taken down from Odilo of Cluny and enforced at Farfa. 
 
The Lives of St. Bernard.—C. A. Wilkens: Petrus der Ehrwurdige, Leipzig, 1857, 277 pp.—M. 
Kerker; Wilhelm der Selige, Abt zu Hir s chau, Tubingen, 1863.—Witten: Der Selige Wilhelm, 
Abt von Hir s chau, Bonn, 1890.—Champly: Hist. de l’abbaye de Cluny, Maocon, 1866.—
L’Huillier: Vie de Hugo, Solesmes, 1887.—K. Sackur: Die Cluniacenser bis zur Mitte des 11ten 
Jahrhunderts, 2 vols. Halle, 1892-94.—H. Kutter: Wilhelm von St. Thierry, ein Representant der 
mittelalterlichen Frommigkeit, Giessen, 1898.—Maitland: The Dark Ages, 1890, pp. 350-491.—
Hauck, vol. III.—Art. Hirschau, in Herzog, VIII. 138 sqq. 
 
The convent of Cluny, {589} located twelve miles northwest of Ma¢con, France, stood at the 
height of its influence in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Founded in 910 by Duke William of 
Aquitaine, and directed by a succession of wise abbots, it gained an eminence, second only to that 
of Monte Cassino among the monasteries of the West, and became the nursery of a monastic 
revival which spread over Europe from the Adriatic to Scotland. 
 
No religious locality in the Latin church enjoyed a purer fame than Cluny. Four of its abbots, 
Odo, Majolus, Odilo, and Hugh, attained the dignity of canonized saints. Three popes were 
among its monks, Gregory VII., {590} Urban II., and Pascal II., and the antipope Anacletus II. 
Gelasius II., driven from Rome, 1118, took refuge within its walls and died there lying on ashes 
and there was buried. The cardinals who elected Calixtus II., his successor, met at Cluny. Kings 
joined with popes in doing it honor. 
 
The Cluniacs re-enforced the rule of St. Benedict in the direction of greater austerity. In Lorraine 
and Germany the Cluny influence began to be felt after the monastic reform, led by such men as 
Abbot Gerhard of Brogne in the tenth century, had run its course. {591} Such monastic leaders as 
William, abbot of St. Benignus at Dijon, Poppo, abbot of Stablo and Limburg, and William of 
Hirschau represented the Benedictine rule and were in full sympathy with Cluny. Hirschau in the 
Black Forest became a centre of Cluniac influence in Southern Germany and one of the chief 
centres of intelligence of the age. {592} Its abbot William, 1069-91, a vigorous disciplinarian and 
reformer, had received a thorough scholastic training at the convent of St. Emmeram, 
Regensburg. He was in correspondence with Anselm and visited Gregory VII. in Rome about the 
year 1075. The convent became a Gregorian stronghold in the controversy over the right of 
investiture. With the rule of Cluny before him William, in 1077, drew up a similar code for 
Hirschau, known as the Constitutiones Hirsaugienses, and introduced the white dress of the 
Cluniacs which gave rise to the sneer that the monks were cleansing their garments instead of 
their hearts. {593} Under William the Conqueror the Cluniacs established themselves in England 
at Barnstaple. William thought so well of them that he offered to one of their number, Hugh, the 
supervision of the religious affairs of the realm. The second house in England was the important 
establishment, St. Pancras at Lewes, set up by Gundrada and the Earl of Warren, the Conqueror’s 
son-in-law, 1077. {594} Bermondsey, Wenlock, and Thetford were other important houses. The 
Cluniac houses in England were called priories and their heads priors or deans. {595} Hugo, who 



held the position of abbot of Cluny for sixty years, 1048-1109, was the friend of Gregory VII. and 
during his administration Cluny was visited by Urban II., one of Hugo’s disciples, after the 
adjournment of the synod of Clermont. Hugo began the erection of the great basilica in 1089, 
which was dedicated by Innocent II. in 1131. It was the next greatest church after St. Peter’s in 
the West. 
 
Under Pontius, the seventh abbot, 1109-22, the current of decay ran deep and strong. The convent 
had become rich in lands and goods. The plain furnishings had been discarded for rich 
appointments, and austerity of habits gave way to self-indulgence. Papal favors were heaped upon 
Pontius, and Pascal, his godfather, sent him the dalmatic. {596} Calixtus II. put his own ring on 
Pontius’ finger, gave him the right to exercise the prerogatives of cardinal, and the monks of 
Cluny the right to celebrate service with closed doors, while the interdict was in force in the 
diocese. 
 
Pontius gave way completely to worldly ambition, and assumed the title of archabbot, which was 
the exclusive prerogative of the head of the convent of Monte Cassino. Charges were made 
against him by the bishop of Macon and, forced to resign, he set his face towards Jerusalem as a 
pilgrim. The pilgrimage did not arouse any feelings of submission, and on his return the deposed 
abbot made an effort to seize his former charge. He forced the convent gates and compelled the 
monks to swear him fealty. The sacred vessels of gold and silver were melted down and divided 
among the wild intruders. The devastation was then carried beyond the convent walls to the 
neighboring estates. The anathema was laid upon Pontius by Honorius II., and, summoned to 
Rome, he was thrown into prison, where he died, impenitent, 1126. This was one of the most 
notorious cases of monastic malversation of office in the Middle Ages. 
 
Peter the Venerable had been elected abbot of Cluny during Pontius’ absence in the East and 
filled the office for nearly forty years, 1122-57. He was the friend of St. Bernard, one of the most 
eminent of the mediaeval monks and one of the most attractive ecclesiastical personages of his 
age. Born in Auvergne and trained in a Cistercian convent, he was only twenty-eight when he was 
made abbot. Under his administration Cluny regained its renown. In addition to the study of the 
Bible, Peter also encouraged the study of the classics, a course which drew upon him bitter 
attacks. He visited the Cluniac houses abroad in England and Spain. 
 
On the tenth anniversary of his official primacy, Peter welcomed two hundred priors and twelve 
hundred and twelve members of the order at Cluny. Four hundred and sixty monks constituted the 
family of the mother house. No less than two thousand convents are said to have acknowledged 
the Cluniac rule, two of which were at Jerusalem and Mt. Tabor. In 1246 Peter introduced 
through a General Chapter seventy six new rules, re-enforcing and elaborating the Benedictine 
code already in force.  {597} The use of meat was entirely forbidden except to the weak and 
infirm, and also the use of all confections made with honey, spices, and wine. 
 
To the labors of abbot Peter added the activity of an author. He wrote famous tracts to persuade 
the Jews and Mohammedans, and against the heretic Peter de Bruys. His last work was on 
miracles, {598} in which many most incredible stories of the supernatural are told as having 
occurred in convents. 
 
It was while this mild and wise man held office, that Abaelard knocked at Cluny for admission 
and by his hearty permission spent within its walls the last weary hours of his life. 
 
During Peter’s incumbency St. Bernard made his famous attack against the self-indulgence of the 
Cluniacs. Robert, a young kinsman of Bernard, had transferred his allegiance from the Cistercian 



order to Cluny. Bernard’s request that he be given up Pontius declined to grant. What his 
predecessor had declined to do, Peter did. Perhaps it was not without feeling over the memory of 
Pontius’ action that Bernard wrote, comparing {599} the simple life at Citeaux with the laxity and 
luxury prevailing at Cluny. 
 
This tract, famous in the annals of monastic controversial literature, Bernard opened by 
condemning the lack of spirituality among his own brethren, the Cistercians. "How can we," he 
exclaims, "with our bellies full of beans and our minds full of pride, condemn those who are full 
of meat, as if it were not better to eat on occasion a little fat, than be gorged even to belching with 
windy vegetables!" He then passed to an arraignment of the Cluniacs for self-indulgence in diet, 
small talk, and jocularity. At meals, he said, dish was added to dish and eggs were served, cooked 
in many forms, and more than one kind of wine was drunk at a sitting. The monks preferred to 
look on marble rather than to read the Scriptures. Candelabra and altar cloths were elaborate. The 
art and architecture were excessive. The outward ornamentations were the proof of avarice and 
love of show, not of a contrite and penitent heart. He had seen one of them followed by a retinue 
of sixty horsemen and having none of the appearance of a pastor of souls. He charged them with 
taking gifts of castles, villas, peasants, and slaves, and holding them against just complainants. 
{600} In spite of these sharp criticisms Peter remained on terms of intimacy with Bernard. He 
replied without recrimination, and called Bernard the shining pillar of the Church. A modification 
of the rule of St. Benedict, when it was prompted by love, he pronounced proper. But he and 
Bernard, he wrote, belonged to one Master, were the soldiers of one King, confessors of one faith. 
As different paths lead to the same land, so different customs and costumes, with one inspiring 
love, lead to the Jerusalem above, the mother of us all. Cluniacs and Cistercians should admonish 
one another if they discerned errors one in the other, for they were pursuing after one inheritance 
and following one command. He called upon himself and Bernard to remember the fine words of 
Augustine, "have charity, and then do what you will, "habe charitatem et fac quicquid vis. {601} 
What could be more admirable? Where shall we go for a finer example of Christian polemics? 
 
After Peter’s death the glory of Cluny declined. {602} Six hundred years later, 1790, the order 
was dissolved by the French Government. The Hotel de Cluny, the Cluniac house in Paris, once 
occupied by the abbot, now serves as a museum of Mediaeval Art and Industry under the charge 
of the French government. {603} 
 
The piety of Western Christendom owes a lasting debt to Cluny for the hymn "Jerusalem the 
Golden," taken from the de contemptu mundi written by Bernard of Cluny, a contemporary of 
Peter the Venerable and St. Bernard of Clairvaux. {604} 
 
Jerusalem the Golden, 
 
With milk and honey blest, 
 
Beneath thy contemplation 
 
Sink heart and voice opprest. 
 
I know not, oh, I know not 
 
What social joys are there, 
 
What radiancy of glory, 
 



What light beyond compare. 
 
{589} The town now has four thousand inhabitants. 
 
{590} Hauck, III. 596, thinks there is no doubt Gregory was a Cluniac. 
 
{591} Hauck, III. 345 sqq. 
 
{592} A list of the German convents adopting the rule of Cluny, or a modified form of it, is given 
by Hauck, III. 863. 
 
{593} William erected new buildings at Hirschau to accommodate the large accessions of monks 
and founded a scriptorum and a library. Among his writings was a work on music, de musica et 
tonis. Hirschau was turned into a Protestant school by Duke Christoph, 1556. Its buildings were 
destroyed by the army of Louis XIV. The ruins are among the most venerable monuments of 
Wurttemberg. 
 
{594} Gundrada had visited Cluny. On her tombstone was placed the inscription Intulit ecclesiis 
Anglorum balsama morum, "she brought the balm of good manners to the churches of England." 
See Stephens, p. 254. 
 
{595} When the monasteries were repressed by Henry VIII., there were thirty-two Cluniac houses 
in England. Gasquet, 218. Taunton, I. 27, speaks of thirty-eight houses and three hospitals in 
London belonging to the Cluniacs. 
 
{596} The wide-sleeved over-garment stretching to the feet. The mitre, the distinctive cap of the 
bishop, was also frequently sent to abbots. One of the first instances was its presentation by 
Alexander II. to the abbot of St. Augustine of Canterbury. The abbot of Fulda received it and also 
the ring from Innocent II., 1137. 
 
{597} See Migne, 189, 1026 sqq. The volume contains Peter’s works. 
 
{598} Liber duo illustrium miraculorum. A translation of the Koran was made under Peter’s 
patronage. A revised edition by Bibliander was published at Basel, 1543. These works are 
contained in Migne, vol. 189, 507-903, which also prints Peter’s letters and sermons, and the 
hymns which are ascribed to him. 
 
{599} Apologia ad Guillelmum. Migne, 182, 895-918. 
 
{600} To this charge Peter replied that such property was much better in the hands of the monks 
than of wild laymen. 
 
{601} Ep.,  I. 28; Migne, 189, 156. A number of Peter’s letters to Bernard are preserved, all of 
them laying stress upon the exercise of brotherly affection. In strange contrast to his usual 
gentleness, stands his sharp arraignment of the Jews. See 77 on Missions to the Jews. 
 
{602} The election of the abbot was taken out of the hands of the monks. During the Avignon 
captivity the popes, and later the French king, claimed the right to appoint that official. The 
Guises had the patronage of the abbey for nearly a hundred years. In 1627 Richelieu was 
appointed abbot. 
 



{603} The Hotel de Cluny was a stopping place for distinguished people. There Mary, sister of 
Henry VIII. of England, resided during her widowhood and there James V. of Scotland was 
married, 1537, to Madeleine, daughter of Francis I. The municipality of Cluny purchased the 
abbey buildings and in part dismantled them. 
 
{604} See Schaff, Christ in Song, and Julian, Hymnology.  



64. The Cistercians. 
 
Literature.—Exordium parvum ordinis Cisterciensiae, Migne, 166. Exordium magnum ord. 
Cisterc., by Conrad of Eberbach, d. 1220; Migne, 185.—Manriquez: Ann. ord. Cisterc., 4 vols. 
Lyons, 1642.—Mabillon: Ann. ord. St. Benedict, Paris, 1706-1708.—P. Guignard: Les 
monuments primitifs de la regle Cistercienne, publies d’apres les manuscripts de l’abbaye de 
Citeaux, Dijon, 1878, pp. cxii. 656.—Pierre le Nain: Essai de l’hist. de l’ordre de Citeaux, Paris, 
1696.—J. H. Newman: The Cistercian Saints of England, London, 1844.—Franz Winter: Die 
Cistercienser des nord-ostlichen Deutschlands bis zum Auftreten der Bettelorden, 3 vols. Gotha, 
1868-1871.—L. Janauschek: Origines Cisterciensium, Vienna, 1877.—B. Albers: 
Untersuchungen zu den altesten Monchsgewohnheiten. Ein Beitrag zur Benedictinerordensregel 
der X-XIIten Jahrhunderte, Munich, 1905.—Sharpe: Architecture of the Cisterc., London, 
1874.—Cisterc. Abbeys of Yorkshire, in "Fraser’s Mag.," September, 1876.—Dean Hodges: 
Fountains Abbey, The Story of a Mediaeval Monastery, London, 1904.—Deutsch: art. 
Cistercienser, in Herzog, IV. 116-127; art. Harding, in "Dict. Natl. Biogr.," XXIV. 333-335; the 
Biographies of St. Bernard. For extended Lit. see the work of Janauschek. 
 
With the Cluniac monks the Cistercians divide the distinction of being the most numerous and 
most useful monastic order of the Middle Ages, {605} until the Mendicant Friars arose and 
distanced them both. They are Benedictines and claim the great name of St. Bernard, and for that 
reason are often called Bernardins in France. Two popes, Eugenius III. and Benedict XII., 
proceeded from the order. Europe owes it a large debt for its service among the half-barbarian 
peasants of Eastern France, Southern Germany, and especially in the provinces of Northeastern 
Germany. Its convents set an example of skilled industry in field and garden, in the training of the 
vine, the culture of fish, the cultivation of orchards, and in the care of cattle. {606} 
 
The founder, Robert Molesme, was born in Champagne, 1024, and after attempting in vain to 
introduce a more rigorous discipline in several Benedictine convents, retired to the woods of 
Molesme and in 1098 settled with twenty companions on some swampy ground near Citeaux, 
{607} twelve miles from Dijon. Here Eudes, duke of Burgundy, {608} erected a building, which 
went at first by the name of the New Monastery, novum monasterium. 
 
Alberic, Robert’s successor, received for the new establishment the sanction of Pascal II., and 
placed it under the special care of the Virgin. She is said to have appeared to him in the white 
dress of the order. {609} 
 
Under the third abbot, Stephen Harding, an Englishman, known as St. Stephen, who filled the 
office twenty-five years (1110-1134), {610} the period of prosperity set in. In 1113 Bernard with 
thirty companions entered the convent, and the foundation of four houses followed, 1113-1115,—
La Ferte, Potigny, Clairvaux, and Morimond,—which continued to have a rank above all the 
other Cistercian houses subsequently founded. 
 
New houses followed rapidly. In 1130 there were 30 Cistercian convents, in 1168, 288. A rule 
was framed forbidding the erection of new establishments, but without avail, and their number in 
the fourteenth century had risen to 738. {611} The order, though never the recipient of such 
privileges as were dispensed to Cluny, was highly honored by some of the popes. Innocent III. 
showed them special favor, and promised them the precedence in audiences at Rome. {612} 
 



The carta charitatis, the Rule of Love, the code of the Cistercians, dates from Harding’s 
administration and was confirmed by Calixtus II.—1119. It commanded the strict observance of 
the Benedictine Rule, but introduced a new method of organization for the whole body. In 
contrast to the relaxed habits of the Cluniacs, the mode of life was made austerely simple. The 
rule of silence was emphasized and flesh forbidden, except in the case of severe illness. The 
conventual menu was confined to two dishes. All unnecessary adornment of the churches was 
avoided, so that nothing should remain in the house of God which savored of pride or superfluity. 
The crosses were of wood till the statutes of 1157 allowed them to be of gold. Emphasis was 
placed upon manual labor as an essential part of monastic life. A novice at Clairvaux writes 
enthusiastically of the employment of the monks, whom he found with hoes in the gardens, forks 
and rakes in the meadows, sickles in the fields, and axes in the forest. {613} In some parts they 
became large landowners and crowded out the owners of small plats. {614} At a later period they 
gave themselves to copying manuscripts. {615} Their schools in Paris, Montpellier (1252), 
Toulouse (1281), Oxford (1282), Metz, and other places were noted, but with the exception of 
Bernard they developed no distinguished Schoolmen or writers as did the mendicant orders. 
{616} They were not given to the practice of preaching or other spiritual service among the 
people. {617} The general chapter, 1191, forbade preaching in the parish churches and also the 
administration of baptism. The order became zealous servants of the pope and foes of heresy. The 
abbot Arnold was a fierce leader of the Crusades against the Albigenses. 
 
Following the practice introduced at the convent of Hirschau, the Cistercians constituted an 
adjunct body of laymen, or conversi. {618} They were denied the tonsure and were debarred from 
ever becoming monks. The Cistercian dress was at first brown and then white, whence the name 
Gray Monks, grisei. The brethren slept on straw in cowl and their usual day dress. 
 
The administration of the Cistercians was an oligarchy as compared with that of the Cluniacs. The 
abbot of Cluny was supreme in his order, and the subordinate houses received their priors by his 
appointment. Among the Cistercians each convent chose its own head. At the same time the 
community of all the houses was insured by the observance of the Rule of 1119, and by yearly 
chapters, which were the ultimate arbiters of questions in dispute. The five earliest houses 
exercised the right of annual visitation, which was performed by their abbots over five respective 
groups. A General Council of twenty-five consisted of these five abbots and of four others from 
each of the five groups. The General Chapters were held yearly and were attended by all the 
abbots within a certain district. Those at remote distances attended less frequently: the abbots 
from Spain, every two years; from Sweden and Norway, every three years; from Scotland, 
Ireland, Hungary, and Greece, every four years; and from the Orient, every seven years. It 
became a proverb that "The gray monks were always on their feet." 
 
The Cistercians spread over all Western Europe. The Spanish orders of Alcantara and Calatrava 
adopted their rule. The first Cistercian house in Italy was founded 1120 at Tiglieto, Liguria, and 
in Germany at Altenkamp about 1123. {619} In England the order got a foothold in 1128, when 
William Gifford, bishop of Winchester, founded the house of Waverley in Surrey. {620} Among 
the prominent English houses were, Netley near Southampton, founded by Henry III., Rivaulx, 
and Fountains, {621} the greatest abbey in Northern England. In 1152 there were fifty Cistercian 
houses in England. {622} Melrose Abbey, Scotland, also belonged to this order. 
 
Of all the Cistercian convents, Port Royal has the most romantic history. Founded in 1204 by 
Mathilda de Garlande in commemoration of the safe return of her husband from the Fourth 
Crusade, it became in the seventeenth century a famous centre of piety and scholarship. Its 
association with the tenets of the Jansenists, and the attacks of Pascal upon the Jesuits, brought on 



its tragic downfall. The famous hospice, among the snows of St. Gotthard, is under the care of St. 
Bernard monks. 
 
In the thirteenth century the power of the Cistercians yielded to the energy of the orders of St. 
Francis and St. Dominic. It was not a rare thing for them to pass over to the newer monastic 
organizations. {623} In 1335 Benedict XIII. enacted regulations in the interest of a severe 
discipline, and in 1444 Eugenius IV. felt called upon to summon the General Chapter to institute 
a rigid reform. With the Reformation many of the houses were lost to the order in England and 
Germany. The Trappists started a new movement towards severity within the order. The French 
Revolution suppressed the venerable organization in 1790. The buildings at Citeaux, presided 
over by a succession of sixty-two abbots, are now used as a reformatory institution. 
 
{605} Cardinal Hergenrother says, "The Cistercians reached a much higher distinction than the 
order of Cluny." Kirchengesch.,  II. 351. 
 
{606} In England they were careful breeders of horses (Giraldus Cambrensis, Speculum ecclesiae, 
IV. 130, and Brewer’s Preface, IV. 24) and were noted for their sheep and wool. Their wool was 
a popular article of royal taxation. John seized a year’s product to meet the payment of Richard’s 
ransom. M. Paris, Luard’s ed., II. 399. Henry III. forbade the monks to sell their wool. Henry II., 
1257, taxed it heavily, etc. M. Paris, IV. 324, V. 610. See Stubbs, Const. Hist., I. 541, II. 181, 
200. 
 
{607} The name comes from the stagnant pools in the neighborhood. 
 
{608} He died on a Crusade. At his request his bones were taken back and buried at Citeaux, 
which became the burial place of his successors. 
 
{609} See Helyot, V. 404. According to Hauck, IV. 337, the Cistercians were the first to 
introduce into Germany the exaggerated cult of the Virgin. 
 
{610} He was a man of much administrative ability. William of Malmesbury, IV. 1, speaks of 
Stephen as "the original contriver of the whole scheme, the especial and celebrated ornament of 
our times." It is related that on a journey to Rome, and before entering Citeaux, he repeated the 
whole Psalter. Basil had enjoined the memorizing of the Psalter. According to the biographer of 
abbot Odo of Cluny, the monks of Cluny daily repeated 138 Psalms. Maitland, p. 375. 
 
{611} Janauschek has shown that 1800, the number formerly given, is an exaggeration. 
 
{612} Hurter, IV. 184 sqq. 
 
{613} Peter de Roya, Ep. St. Bernard, 492; Migne, 182, 711. 
 
{614} Hauck, IV. 336. 
 
{615} One of the regulations of the chapter of 1134 enjoined silence in the scriptorium. In 
omnibus scriptoriis ubicunque ex consuetudine monachi scribunt silentium teneatur sicut in 
claustro. Maitland, p. 450. 
 
{616} The Cistercians are said to have produced the first Swedish translation of the Bible. Hurter, 
IV. 180. 
 



{617} St. Bernard declared that the office of the monk is not to preach, but to be an ascetic, and 
that the town should be to him as a prison, and solitude as paradise, quod monachus non habet 
docentis sed plangentis officium, quippe cui oppidum carcer esse debet et solitudo paradisus. A 
monk who goes out into the world, he said, turns things round and makes his solitude a prison 
and the town paradise. Ep., 365; Migne, 182, 570. 
 
{618} Called at Hirschau also barbati, the bearded. 
 
{619} See Hauck, IV. 326 sqq., for the names of the German houses. 
 
{620} Shortly after Harding’s death, William of Malmesbury, IV. I, Rolls ed., II. 385, describes 
the order "as a model for all monks, a mirror to the studious, and a goad to the slothful." Gasquet, 
p. 221, says that three-fourths of the hundred Cistercian houses suppressed by Henry VIII. were 
founded in the 12th century. 
 
{621} The ruins of Fountains Abbey in Yorkshire is described by Motley (correspondence, I. 359) 
as "most picturesque, and the most exquisite, and by far the most impressive ruins I have ever 
seen, and much more beautiful than Melrose Abbey." For the ground plan, see Dr. Venables, art. 
Abbey, in Enc. Brit., I. 19, and photographs of the walls (as they are). Hodges. 
 
{622} Stephens, Hist. of Engl. Church, p. 201. 
 
{623} As early as 1223 such Cistercians are called fugitives by the General Chapter. Contrasting 
the Cistercians with the Dominicans, Matthew Paris, an. 1255, Luard’s ed., V. 529, says of them, 
"They do not wander through the cities and towns, but they remain quietly shut up within the 
walls of their domiciles, obeying their superior."  



65. St. Bernard of Clairvaux. 
 
Virtus in pace acquiritur, in pressura probatur, approbatur in victoria, St. Bernard. {624} 
 
Literature.—The Works of St. Bernard, ed. by Mabillon, 2 vols. Paris, 1667, reprinted with 
additions in Migne, 182-185, Engl. trans. by Saml. J. Eales, London, 1889, 2 vols.—Xenia 
Bernardina, a Memorial ed. by Cistercian convents of Austro-Hungary, 6 vols. Vienna, 1891. 
Leop. Janauschek: Bibliographia Bernardina, Vienna, 1891. The tract Deuteronomy 
consideratione, trans. by Bp. J. H. Reinkens, Munster, 1870. 
 
Biographies.—Contemporary, in Migne, vol. 185: I. the so-called Vita prima, in six parts, by 
William of Thierry (while Bernard was still living), Gaufrid of Clairvaux, and Ernald, abbot of 
Bona Vallis; II. the Vita secunda, by Alanus of Auxerre; III. Fragments collected by Gaufrid; 
IV.—a Life, by John The Hermit, full of legendary materials.—Modern, by Neander, Berlin, 
1813, 1848, 1868, new ed. with Introd. and Notes, by * S. M. Deutsch, 2 vols. Gotha, 1889. Engl. 
trans. London, 1843.—Ellendorf, Essen, 1837.—Abbe T. Ratisbonne, 2 vols. Paris, 1841, etc. 
Full of enthusiasm for Bernard as a saint.—* J. C. Morison, London, 1863; rev. ed. 1868, 1884. 
Cool and impartial.—Capefigue, Paris, 1866.—Chevallier, 2 vols. Lille, 1888.—Hofmeister, 
Berlin, 1891.—Eales (Rom. Cath.), London, 1891.—*Richard S. Storrs, 1892, stimulating and 
eloquent.—*L’Abbe E. Vacandard, 2 vols. Paris, 1895, 2d ed. 1897. A thorough study following 
a number of previous presentations in magazines and brochures.—J. Lagardere, Besanacon, 
1900.—Deutsch, art. Bernhard, in Herzog, II. 623-639. Also H. Kutter: Wilhelm von St. Thierry, 
ein Representant der mittelalterlichen Frommigkeit, Giessen, 1898. For other literature see 
chapters, Mystical Theology and Hymns. 
 
St. Bernard, 1090-1153, founder and abbot of the convent of Clairvaux, was the model monk of 
the Middle Ages, the most imposing figure of his time, and one of the best men of all the 
Christian centuries. He possessed a magnetic personality, a lively imagination, a rich culture, and 
a heart glowing with love for God and man. Although not free from what might now be called 
ecclesiastical rigor, he was not equalled by any of his contemporaries in services for the Church 
and man. "In his countenance," according to the contemporary biographer who knew him well, 
"there shone forth a pureness not of earth but of heaven, and his eyes had the clearness of an 
angel’s and the mildness of a dove’s eyes." {625} There is no spotless saint in this world, and 
Bernard was furthest from claiming perfection, but he came as near the mediaeval ideal of ascetic 
holiness as any man of his century. {626} 
 
In the twelfth century there were at least two other ecclesiastics of the first order of genius, 
Anselm and Innocent III. The former passed away a few years after the century opened. Innocent 
began his papal reign two years before it went out. Anselm has pre-eminence as a profound 
theological thinker and dialectician. Innocent ruled the world, as pope never ruled it before or 
since. Between the two fall the intellectual genius and activity of Bernard, combining some of the 
qualities of Anselm and Innocent. As a mystical theologian he is allied to Anselm, whose 
Meditations give him a high place in the annals of devotional literature. And Bernard was also a 
statesman, although he did not attain the eminence of Innocent and shrank from participation in 
public affairs which were so much to the taste of the great pope. Contemporary with himself was 
Peter Abaelard, whose brilliant mind won for him enviable fame as a teacher and thinker. But 
Abaelard never won the confidence of his own age, and is not to be compared with Bernard in 
moral dignity. 
 



By preference a monk, Bernard figured, with almost equal prominence, in the history of the 
papacy, the Crusades, mysticism, monasticism, and hymnology. In the annals of monasticism, the 
pulpit, and devotional literature he easily occupies a place in the front rank. He was called the 
"honey-flowing doctor," doctor mellifluus. Twenty years after his death he was canonized by 
Alexander III. as "shining preeminently in his own person by virtue of sanctity and religion, and 
in the whole Church by the light of his doctrine and faith." {627} Pius VIII., in 1830, admitted 
him to the select company of the doctors of the Church. Both Calvin and Luther, who ridiculed 
the Schoolmen as a body, held him in high regard. {628} 
 
Bernard was descended from a noble family of Burgundy, and was born at Fontaines near Dijon. 
He was one of seven children, six of whom were sons. His mother, Aletha, like Nonna and 
Monica, was a deeply pious woman and planted in the son the seeds of religious faith. {629} 
Carried away for a time with enthusiasm for scholastic learning, the son was overwhelmed, while 
on a lonely journey, with religious impressions, and, entering a chapel, resolved to dedicate 
himself wholly to God. He entered the convent of Citeaux, two of his brothers following him at 
once, and the rest later into the monastic life. 
 
This was in 1113 that Bernard cast in his lot with the Cistercians, and the event proved to be an 
epoch in the history of that new community. His diet was bread and milk or a decoction of herbs. 
{630} He devoted himself to the severest asceticism till he was reduced almost to a shadow, and 
his feet became so swollen from standing at devotions as almost to refuse to sustain his body. In 
after years, Bernard reproached himself for this intemperate self-mortification which unfitted his 
body for the proper service of the Lord. But his spirit triumphed over his physical infirmities. 
{631} While he was engaged in work in the fields, it soared aloft to heavenly things. He studied 
the Scriptures and the Fathers. His writings betray acquaintance with the classics and he quotes 
Seneca, Ovid, Horace, and other classical writers. The works of nature also furnished him with 
lessons, and he seems to have approached the modern estimate of nature as an aid to spiritual 
attainment. "Thou wilt find," he wrote, {632} "something greater in the woods than in books. The 
trees and rocks will teach thee what thou canst not hear from human teachers. And dost thou not 
think thou canst suck honey from the rocks and oil from the hardest stones!" This seems to lose 
its weight in view of what one of Bernard’s biographers relates. Bernard travelled the whole day 
alongside the Lake of Geneva, and was so oblivious to the scenery that in the evening, at 
Lausanne, he was obliged to inquire what they had seen on the journey. We are probably justified 
in this case in ascribing an ascetic purpose to the monkish writer. {633} 
 
In 1115, in company with twelve companions, Bernard founded Clairvaux—Claravallis, Clear 
Valley—in a locality which before had been called Wormwood, and been the seat of robbers. 
William of St. Thierry, Bernard’s close friend and biographer, is in doubt whether the name vallis 
absinthialis came from the amount of wormwood which grew there or from the bitter sufferings 
sustained by the victims of the robbers. {634} But he does not fail to draw the contrast between 
the acts of violence for which the place was once notorious, and the peace which reigned in it 
after Bernard and his companions set up their simple house. Then he says, "the hills began to 
distil sweetness, and fields, before sterile, blossomed and became fat under the divine 
benediction." {635} 
 
In this new cloistral retreat Bernard preached, wrought miracles, wrote innumerable letters, {636} 
received princes and high ecclesiastics. From there he went forth on errands of high import to his 
age. The convent soon had wide fame, and sent off many shoots. {637} 
 
William of St. Thierry {638} draws an attractive picture of Clairvaux, which at this long distance 
compels a feeling of rest. William says: — 



 
I tarried with him a few days, unworthy though I was, and whichever way I turned my eyes, I 
marvelled and thought I saw a new heaven and a new earth, and also the old pathways of the 
Egyptian monks, our fathers, marked with the recent footsteps of the men of our time left in them. 
The golden ages seemed to have returned and revisited the world there at Clairvaux.... At the first 
glance, as you entered, after descending the hill, you could feel that God was in the place; and the 
silent valley bespoke, in the simplicity of its buildings, the genuine humility of the poor of Christ 
dwelling there. The silence of the noon was as the silence of the midnight, broken only by the 
chants of the choral service, and the sound of garden and field implements. No one was idle. In 
the hours not devoted to sleep or prayer, the brethren kept busy with hoe, scythe, and axe, taming 
the wild land and clearing the forest. And although there was such a number in the valley, yet 
each seemed to be a solitary. {639} 
 
Here is another description by the novice, Peter de Roya, writing from Clairvaux: {640} — 
 
"Its monks have found a Jacob’s ladder with angels upon it, descending to provide help to the 
bodies of the monks that they fail not in the way, and also ascending, and so controlling the 
monks’ minds that their bodies may be glorified. Their song seems to be little less than angelic, 
but much more than human.... It seems to me I am hardly looking upon men when I see them in 
the gardens with hoe, in the fields with forks and rakes and sickles, in the woods with axe, clad in 
disordered garments—but that I am looking on a race of fools without speech and sense, the 
reproach of mankind. However, my reason assures me that their life is with Christ in the 
heavens." 
 
Bernard, to whom monastic seclusion was the highest ideal of the Christian life, bent his energies 
to induce his friends to take the vow. Its vigils and mortifications were the best means for 
developing the two cardinal virtues of love and humility. {641} His persistent effort to persuade 
his sister Humblina shocks our sense of what is due to the sacred ties of nature, but was fully 
justified by the examples of St. Anthony and Benedict of Nursia. Humblina was married to a 
husband of rank and had a family. When she appeared one day at Clairvaux, Bernard refused to 
go down to see her, for he had insisted before on her taking the veil and she had declined. Now 
she finally communicated to him the bitter cry, "If my brother despises my body, let not the 
servant of God despise my soul." {642} Bernard then heeded and again called upon her to 
renounce the vanities of the world and lay aside the luxuries of dress and ornaments. Returning to 
her household, Humblina, after two years, and with her husband’s consent, retired to the convent 
of Juilly, where she spent the remainder of her days. 
 
Bernard’s attack upon the conventual establishment of Cluny was born of mistaken zeal. If of the 
two men Peter the Venerable appears to much better advantage in that controversy, it was 
different when it came to the treatment of the Jews. Here Peter seems to have completely laid 
aside his mild spirit, while Bernard displays a spirit of humaneness and Christian charity far 
beyond his age. In the controversy with Abaelard, a subject which belongs to another chapter, the 
abbot of Clairvaux stands forth as the churchman who saw only evil in views which did not 
conform strictly to the doctrinal system of the Church. 
 
Bernard was a man of his age as well as a monastic. He fully shared the feelings of his time about 
the Crusades. In 1128, at the Synod of Troyes, his voice secured recognition for the Knight 
Templars, "the new soldiery." The ignoble failure of the Second Crusade, which he had preached 
with such warmth, 1146, called forth from him a passionate lament over the sins of the Crusaders, 
and he has given us a glimpse into the keen pangs he felt over the detractions that undertaking 
called forth. {643} The ill issue was not his fault. He himself was like Moses, who led the people 



towards the Holy Land and not into it. The Hebrews were stiff-necked. Were not the Crusaders 
stiff-necked also and unbelieving, who in their hearts looked back and hankered after Europe? Is 
it any wonder that those who were equally guilty should suffer a like punishment with the 
Israelites? To the taunt that he had falsely represented himself as having delivered a message 
from God in preaching the Crusade, he declared the testimony of his conscience was his best 
reply. Eugenius, too, could answer that taunt by what he had seen and heard. But, after all was 
said, it was a great honor to have the same lot with Christ and suffer being unjustly condemned. 
{Psalm 69:9} 
 
When, at a later time, Bernard was chosen at Chartres to lead another Crusade, the choice was 
confirmed by the pope, but the Cistercians refused to give their consent. {644} 
 
In the reigns of Innocent II. and Eugenius III. Bernard stood very near the papacy. He did more 
than any other single individual to secure the general recognition of Innocent II. as the rightful 
pope over his rival, Anacletus II. He induced the king of France to pronounce in favor of 
Innocent. Bent on the same mission, he had interviews with Henry I. of England at Chartres, and 
the German emperor at Liege. He entertained Innocent at Clairvaux, and accompanied him to 
Italy. It was on this journey that so profound were the impressions of Bernard’s personality and 
miracles that the people of Milan fell at his feet and would fain have compelled him to ascend the 
chair of St. Ambrose. On his third journey to Rome, in 1138, {645} Bernard witnessed the 
termination of the papal schism. In a famous debate with Peter of Pisa, the representative of 
Anacletus, he used with skill the figure of the ark for the Church, in which Innocent, all the 
religious orders, and all Europe were found except Anacletus and his two supporters, Roger of 
Sicily and Peter of Pisa. But an attempt, he said, was being made to build another ark by Peter of 
Pisa. If the ark of Innocent was not the true ark, it would be lost and all in it. Then would the 
Church of the East and the Church of the West perish. France and Germany would perish, the 
Spaniards and the English would perish, for they were with Innocent. Then Roger, alone of all the 
princes of the earth, would be saved and no other. {646} 
 
Eugenius III. had been an inmate of Clairvaux and one of Bernard’s special wards. The tract de 
consideratione {647} which, at this pope’s request, Bernard prepared on the papal office and 
functions is unique in literature, and, upon the whole, one of the most interesting treatises of the 
Middle Ages. Vacandard calls it "an examination, as it were, of the pope’s conscience." {648} 
Here Bernard exhorts his spiritual son, whom he must address as "most holy father," and whom 
he loves so warmly, that he would follow him into the heavens or to the depths, whom he 
received in poverty and now beholds surrounded with pomp and riches. Here he pours out his 
concern for the welfare of Eugenius’s soul and the welfare of the Church under his 
administration. He adduces the distractions of the papal court, its endless din of business and 
legal arbitrament, and calls upon Eugenius to remember that prayer, meditation, and the 
edification of the Church are the important matters for him to devote himself to. Was not Gregory 
piously writing upon Ezekiel while Rome was exposed to siege from the barbarians! Teacher 
never had opportunity to impress lessons upon a scholar more elevated in dignity, and Bernard 
approached it with a high sense of his responsibility. {649} 
 
As a preacher, Bernard excels in the glow of his imagination and the fervor of his passion. Luther 
said, "Bernard is superior to all the doctors in his sermons, even to Augustine himself, because he 
preaches Christ most excellently." {650} In common with his other writings, his sermons abound 
in quotations from the Scriptures. {651} They are not pieces of careful logical statement nor are 
they keen analyses of the states of conscience, but appeals to the highest impulses of the religious 
nature. His discourse on the death of his brother Gerard is a model of tender treatment {652} as 
his address before Konrad was of impassioned fervor. {653} The sermons on the Canticles 



preached within convent walls abound in tropical allegory, but also in burning love to the 
Saviour. One of the most brilliant of modern pulpit orators has said, "the constant shadow of 
things eternal is over all Bernard’s sermons." {654} His discourses, so speaks his biographer 
Gaufrid, were congruous to the conditions of his hearers. To rustic people he preached as though 
he had always been living in the country and to all other classes as though he were most carefully 
studying their occupations. To the erudite he was scholarly; to the uneducated, simple. To the 
spiritually minded he was rich in wise counsels. He adapted himself to all, desiring to bring to all 
the light of Christ. {655} 
 
The miraculous power of Bernard is so well attested by contemporary accounts that it is not easy 
to deny it except on the assumption that all the miraculous of the Middle Ages is to be ascribed to 
mediaeval credulity. Miracles meet us in almost every religious biographer of the Middle Ages. 
The biographer of Boniface, the apostle of Germany, found it necessary to apologize for not 
having miracles to relate of him. But the miracles of Bernard seem to be vouched for as are no 
other mediaeval works of power. The cases given are very numerous. They occurred on Bernard’s 
journeys in Toulouse and Italy, nearer home in France, and along the Rhine from Basel 
northward. William of St. Thierry, Gaufrid, and other contemporaries relate them in detail. His 
brothers, the monks Gerard and Guido, agree that he had more than human power. Walter Map, 
the Englishman who flourished in the latter years of Bernard’s life and later, speaks in the same 
breath of Bernard’s miracles and his eloquence. {656} But what, to say the least, is equally 
important, Bernard himself makes reference to them and marvelled at his power. Miracles, he 
said, had been wrought of old by saintly men and also by deceivers, but he was conscious neither 
of saintliness nor of fraud. {657} He is reported as recognizing his power, but as being reluctant 
to speak of it. {658} In a letter to the Toulousans, after his visit in their city, he reminded them 
that the truth had been made manifest in their midst through him, not only in speech but in power. 
{659} And appealing to the signs which had accompanied his preaching the Second Crusade, he 
speaks of his religious shrinking which forbade his describing them. {660} 
 
These miracles were performed at different periods of Bernard’s life and, as has been said, in 
different localities. The bishop of Langres, a near relative, says that the first miracle he saw 
Bernard perform was upon a boy with an ulcer on his foot. In answer to the boy’s appeal, Bernard 
made the sign of the cross and the child was healed. A mother met him carrying her child which 
had a withered hand and crooked arm. The useless members were restored and the child 
embraced its mother before the bystanders. {661} A boy in Charletre, ten years old, unable to 
move his head and carried on a pillow, was healed and shown to Bernard four years afterwards. 
 
Sometimes Bernard placed his hand upon the patient, sometimes made the sign of the cross, 
sometimes offered prayer, sometimes used the consecrated wafer or holy water. {662} In Milan 
many persons possessed with evil spirits were healed. {663} As for the miracles performed on his 
tour along the Rhine from Constance and Basel to Cologne, when he was engaged in preaching 
the Second Crusade, Hermann, bishop of Constance, with nine others kept a record of them, 
declaring the very stones would cry out if they were not recorded. {664} After a sermon at Basel, 
says Gaufrid, a woman, who was mute, approached Bernard and after he had uttered a prayer, she 
spoke. A lame man walked and a blind man received his sight. {665} Thirty men, moved by the 
sight of Bernard’s healing power, accompanied him back from Germany to France to take the 
monastic vow. {666} 
 
Abaelard and his pupil, Berengar, were exceptions to their age in expressing doubts about the 
genuineness of contemporary miracles, but they do not charge Bernard by name with being self-
deceived or deceiving others. Morison, a writer of little enthusiasm, no credulity, and a large 
amount of cool, critical common sense, says that Bernard’s "miracles are neither to be accepted 



with credulity nor denied with fury." {667} Neander recognized the superior excellence of the 
testimony, {668} refused to pronounce a sentence denying their genuineness, and seeks to explain 
them by the conditions of the age and the imposing personality of Bernard as in the case of those 
possessed with evil spirits. {669} A presumption against the miracles of Bernard, which can 
hardly be put aside, is the commonness of miracles in the mediaeval convent and in the lives of 
eminent men like Norbert, not to speak of the miracles wrought at shrines, as at the shrine of 
Thomas a  Becket and by contact with relics. On the other hand, there are few mortal men whom 
miracles would so befit as Bernard. 
 
Bernard’s activity was marked, all through, by a practical consideration for the needs of life, and 
his writings are full of useful suggestions adapted to help and ameliorate human conditions. He 
was a student by preference, but there were men in his day of more scholastic attainments than 
he. And yet in the department of speculative and controversial theology his writings also have 
their value. In his work on the Freedom of the Will {670} he advocated the position that the 
power to do good was lost by sin, and prevenient grace is required to incline the will to holiness. 
In his controversy with Abaelard he developed his views on the Trinity and the atonement. In 
some of his positions he was out of accord with the theology and practice of the Roman 
Communion. He denied the immaculate conception of Mary {671} and accepted foot washing as 
one of the sacraments. In his views on baptism he was as liberal as the most liberal of his age in 
declaring that baptism was not indispensable to salvation when the opportunity is not afforded. 
{672} 
 
Severe at times as Bernard, the Churchman, from the standpoint of this tolerant age seems to be, 
the testimonies to his exalted moral eminence are too weighty to be set aside. Bernard’s own 
writings give the final and abundant proof of his ethical quality. It shines through his works on 
personal religion, all those treatises and sermons which give him a place in the front rank of the 
mystics of all ages. {673} 
 
William of St. Thierry, himself no mean theological writer, felt that in visiting Bernard’s cell he 
had been "at the very altar of God." {674} Joachim of Flore praised him in enthusiastic language 
and evidently regarded him as the model monk. {675} The impression upon Hildegard, the 
prophetess of the Rhine, was the same. {676} In his Memoir of St. Malachy, Bernard, as has been 
said, "put, an image of his own beautiful and ardent soul." {677} No one but a deeply religious 
character could have written such a life. Malachy, the Irish archbishop, visited Clairvaux twice 
and on the second visit he remained to die, 1148. Bernard wrote:— 
 
"Though he came from the West, he was truly the dayspring on high to us. With psalms and 
hymns and spiritual songs we followed our friend on his heavenward journey. He was taken by 
angels out of our hands. Truly he fell asleep. All eyes were fixed upon him, yet none could say 
when the spirit took its flight. When he was dead, we thought him to be alive; while yet alive, we 
thought him to be dead. {678} The same brightness and serenity were ever visible. Sorrow was 
changed into joy, faith had triumphed. He has entered into the joy of the Lord, and who am I to 
make lamentation over him? We pray, O Lord, that he who was our guest may be our leader, that 
we may reign with Thee and him for evermore. Amen." 
 
Bernard’s sense of personal unworthiness was a controlling element in his religious experience. 
In this regard he forms a striking contrast to the self-confidence and swagger of Abaelard. He 
relied with childlike trust upon the divine grace. In one of his very last letters he begged his friend 
the abbot of Bonneval to be solicitous in prayer to the Saviour of sinners in his behalf. His last 
days were not without sorrow. His trusted secretary was found to have betrayed his confidence, 
and used his seal for his own purposes. William of St. Thierry and other friends had been passing 



away. Bernard’s last journey was to Metz to compose a dispute between bishop Stephen and the 
duke of Lorraine. Deutsch, perhaps the chief living authority on Bernard, says: "Religious 
warmth, Genialitaet, is the chief thing in his character and among his gifts." {679} Harnack pays 
this tribute to him, that "he was the religious genius of the twelfth century, the leader of his age in 
religion." {680} "Bernard," said Luther,—and he was not easily deceived by monkish 
pretension,—"Bernard loved Jesus as much as any one can." {681} Ray Palmer has imparted to 
his version of Bernard’s hymn its original religious fervor, 
 
Jesus, Thou Joy of loving hearts, 
 
Thou Fount of life, Thou Light of men, 
 
From the best bliss which earth imparts 
 
We turn unfilled to Thee again. 
 
The encomium of Bernard’s early biographer Alanus is high praise, but probably no man since 
the Apostles has deserved it more: "The majesty of his name was surpassed by his lowliness of 
heart," {682} 
 
vincebat tamen sublimitatem nominis humilitas cordis. 
 
{624} Ep., 126; Migne, 182, 271. 
 
{625} Vita prima, III. 1; Migne, 185, 303. Gaufrid, the biographer, presents an elaborate 
description of his qualities. He says, Bernard was magnanimus in fide, longanimis in spe, 
profusus in charitate, summur in humilitate, praecipuus in pietate. Alanus in Vita secunda, XVII. 
47, Migne, 185, 497, gives this high praise, humanissimus in affectione, magis tamen forte in fide. 
 
{626} This was the judgment of Philip Schaff, Literature and Poetry, p. 282. Bernard not seldom 
used in his letters such expressions as this, Nonne ego puer parvulus, Am I not as a little child? 
Ep.,  365; Migne, 182, 570. 
 
{627} The document is given in Migne, 185, 622 sq. 
 
{628} Calvin says, Inst. IV. 2, 11, "in his de consideratione Bernard speaks as though the very 
truth itself were speaking." Luther, directed to Bernard by Staupitz, studied his works, and often 
appealed to his words. Kostlin, Life of Luther, I. 81. He praised Bernard for not having depended 
upon his monk’s vow, but upon the free grace of Christ for salvation. Denifle, Luther und 
Lutherthum, I. 56-64, tries to make out that Luther falsified when he represented Bernard as 
putting aside, as it were, his monastic profession as a thing meritorious. Luther, in an animated 
passage, declared that at the close of his life Bernard had exclaimed, tempus meum perdidi quia 
perdite vixi, "I have lost my time because I have lived badly, but there is one thing that consoles 
me, a contrite and broken heart Thou dost not despise." You see, said Luther, how Bernard hung 
his cowl on the hook and returned to Christ. It seems, according to Denifle, that the two clauses 
were not uttered at the same time by Bernard. The exclamation, "I have lost my life," was made 
in a sermon on the Canticles, Migne, 183, 867, and the other part was said by Bernard in a time of 
severe sickness. This is not the place to take up Denifle’s charge that Luther was playing fast and 
loose with Bernard’s ut-terances to make out a case, but it is sufficient to say that Luther was 
inten-ding to emphasize that Bernard depended solely upon grace for salvation, and this position 
is justified by expressions enough in Bernard’s writings. 



 
{629} Her piety is greatly praised by contemporaries. The abbot of St. Benignus at Dijon begged 
her body for his convent. William of St. Thierry said of her that "she ruled her household in the 
fear of God, was urgent in works of mercy, and brought up her sons in all obedience," enutriens 
filios in omni disciplina. Vita prima, I. 1. 
 
{630} Migne, 185, 260. 
 
{631} Virtus vehementius in infirmitate ejus refulgens, etc. Vita prima, VIII. 41; Migne, 185, 251. 
 
{632} To an Englishman, Henry Murdoch, Ep., 106; Migne, 182, 242. Aliquid amplius invenies in 
silvis quam in libris. Ligna et lapides docebunt te, quod a magistris audire non possis. An-non 
putas posse te sugere mel de petra oleumque de saxo durissimo? etc. The words remind us of 
Shakespeare’s oft-quoted lines: 
 
books in the running brooks, 
 
Sermons in stones, and good in everything. 
 
{633} Vita prima, III. 2; Migne, 185, 306. A mediaeval description of the beauties of nature is a 
rare thing. The Canticle of the Sun, by Francis d’Assisi, is an exception. Otto of Freising 
accompanied Frederick Barbarossa on his journey to Rome to receive the imperial crown, and 
speaks with much enthusiasm about the military display of the Germans, but had not a word to 
say about the glories of Rome or its monuments. See Fisher, Med. Empire, II. 229. 
 
{634} Vita prima, I. 5. 
 
{635} Apud vallem quae prius dicebatur vallis absinthialis et amara, coeperunt montes stillare 
dulcedinem, etc. Vita prima, XIII. 61; Migne, 185, 260. See also Alanus, Vita secunda, VI. 18. 
 
{636} His letters include long compositions abounding in allegory and moralizations and brief 
pithy statements, which approach the subject in hand with modern directness. Alanus gives a list 
of churchmen high in position going forth from Clairvaux. Vita secunda, XX. 54; Migne, 185, 
154 
 
{637} Vacandard, vol. II., Appendix, gives a list of sixty-eight convents founded by Bernard. 
 
{638} William was born at Liege about 1085, and died about 1149. In 1119 he was made abbot of 
the Cistercian convent of Thierry near Rheims. We meet him frequently in the company of 
Bernard, and in the controversies over Abaelard and Gilbert of Poitiers. 
 
{639} Vita prima, I. 7; Migne, 182, 268. 
 
{640} The genuineness of the letter is questionable. Ep., 492; Migne, 182, 706-713. 
 
{641} Ep., 142; Migne, 182, 297. 
 
{642} Si despicit frater meus carnem meam, ne despiciat servus Dei animam meam. Veniat, 
proecipiat, quicquid praecperit, facere parata sum. Vita secunda, VII. 22; Migne, 185, 482. Was 
ever sister’s appeal more tender? 
 



{643} Deuteronomy consideratione, II. 1; Migne, 182, 743. 
 
{644} Bernard refers to this election in a letter to Eugenius, Ep., 256. "Who am I," he writes, "to 
establish camps and march at the head of armed men?" 
 
{645} It was on this journey that St. Bernard performed the miracle which has a humorous side. 
While he was crossing the Alps, the devil broke one of his carriage wheels. Bernard repaired the 
damage by commanding the devil to take the place of the broken wheel, which he did, and the 
wagon moved on again to the traveller’s comfort. 
 
{646} Vita prima, II. 7, 45; Migne, 185, 294 sq. 
 
{647} Migne, 182, 727-808. 
 
{648} "Une sorte d’examen de conscience d’un pape." Vie de S. Bernard, II. 454. 
 
{649} Bernard’s view of the functions of the papacy is given in the chapter on the Papacy. 
 
{650} Bindseil, Colloquia, III. 134. 
 
{651} Deutsch, Herzog, II. 634, says Er besass eine Bibelerkenntniss wie wenige. 
 
{652} For translation see Morison, p. 227 sqq., who calls it, "among funeral sermons assuredly 
one of the most remarkable on record." 
 
{653} See Dr. Storrs’s description, p. 461 sqq. 
 
{654} Storrs, p. 388. 
 
{655} Vita prima, III. 13; Migne, 185, 306, 
 
{656} I. 24, Wright’s ed., p. 20. 
 
{657} Ego mihi nec perfectionis conscius sum nec fictionis. Vita prima, III. 7; Migne, 185, 314 sq 
 
{658} Vita prima, I. 13; Migne, 185, 262. 
 
{659} Ep., 242; Migne, 182, 436. 
 
{660} Verecundia, de consid. II. 1; Migne, 185, 744. The word used here is signa. See also Vita 
prima, I. 9; Migne, 185, 252. 
 
{661} William of St. Thierry, in Vita prima, I. 9; Migne, 186, 253. 
 
{662} Febricitantibus multis sanctus manus imponens et aquam benedictam porrigens ad 
bibendum, sanitatem o btinuit, etc., Migne, 185, 278. 
 
{663} The only case I have found which was not a case of healing in Bernard’s miracles occurred 
at the dedication of the church of Foigny, where the congregation was pestered by swarms of 
flies. Bernard pronounced the words of excommunication against them and the next morning they 
were found dead and people shovelled them out with spades. 



 
{664} Vita prima, VI.; Migne, 185, 374 sqq. 
 
{665} Vita prima, IV. 5 sqq.; Migne, 185, 338-359. See Morison’s remarks, 372 sqq. 
 
{666} A strange story is told of Bernard’s throwing dice with a gambler. The stake was Bernard’s 
horse or the gambler’s soul. Bernard entered into the proposition heartily and won. The gambler 
is said to have led a saintly life thereafter. Gesta Romanorum, Engl. trans. by Swan, p. 317. 
 
{667} Life of Bernard, p. 66. Dr. Morison died 1905. 
 
{668} Der Heilige Bernhard, I. 135-141; II. 92-95. See also Neander’s Ch. Hist, Engl. trans. IV. 
256 sq. 
 
{669} "When such works," Neander says in his history, "appear in connection with a governing 
Christian temper actuated by the spirit of love, they may perhaps be properly regarded as solitary 
workings of that higher power of life which Christ introduced into human nature." These words 
are adopted by Dr. Storrs, who says "it cannot be doubted that a most extraordinary force 
operated through Bernard on those who sought his assistance." Life of Bernard, p. 199 sq. 
 
{670} Deuteronomy gratia et libero arbitrio. 
 
{671} Ep.,  174; Migne, 182, 332. 
 
{672} Deuteronomy baptismo aliisque questionibus. 
 
{673} See chapter on Mysticism. 
 
{674} Domus ipsa incutiebat reverentiam sui ac si ingrederer ad altare Dei, Vita prima, VII. 33; 
Migne, 185, 246. 
 
{675} Concordia, V. 38. See Schott, Die Gedanken des Abtes Joachim, Brieger’s Zeitschrift, 
1902, 171. 
 
{676} Hildegard’s Works, Ep.,  29; Migne, 197, 189. 
 
{677} Morison, p. 242. 
 
{678} Mortuus vivere et vivens mortuus putabatur, Vita St. Malachy, XXXI. 74; Migne, 185, 
1116. Tender as he is to his Irish friend, Bernard described the Irish people as utter barbarians in 
that age. 
 
{679} Herzog, II. 634. 
 
{680} Dogmengeschichte, III. 301. 
 
{681} Bindseil, Colloquia, III. 152. Bernhardus hat den Jesus so lieb als einer sein mag. 
 
{682} Vita secunda, XVII.; Migne, 185, 498.  



66. The Augustinians, Carthusians, Carmelites, and other Orders. 
 
Among the greater orders which came into existence before 1200 are the Augustinians, the 
Premonstrants, the Carthusians, and the Carmelites. 
 
1. The Augustinians were a distinct family from the Benedictines, followed the so-called rule of 
St. Augustine, and were divided into the canons regular of St. Augustine and the mendicant friars 
of St. Augustine. 
 
The bodies of canons regular were numerous, but their organization was not compact like that of 
the stricter monastic orders. {683} They were originally communities of secular clerics, and not 
conventual associations. They occupied a position between the strict monastic existence and an 
independent clerical life. Their origin can be assigned to no exact date. As early as the eleventh 
century a rule, ascribed to St. Augustine, appeared in several forms. It was professed by the 
clerical groups forming the cathedral chapters, and by bodies of priests associated with other 
churches of prominence. {684} The various church services, as, for example, the service of song, 
and the enforced rule of celibacy, encouraged or demanded a plurality of clergymen for a church. 
 
Moved by the strong impulse in the direction of conventual communities, these groups inclined to 
the communal life and sought some common rule of discipline. For it they looked back to 
Augustine of Hippo, and took his household as their model. We know that Augustine had living 
with him a group of clerics. We also know that he commended his sister for associating herself 
with other women and withdrawing from the world, and gave her some advice. But so far as is 
known Augustine prescribed no definite code such as Benedict afterwards drew up, either for his 
own household or for any other community. 
 
About 750 Chrodegang, bishop of Metz, drew up a code for his cathedral chapter, whom he 
enjoined to live together in common, {685} and here and there in Germany isolated communities 
of this kind were formed. 
 
In the twelfth century we find many groups of clerics who adopted what began to be known as the 
rule of St. Augustine. {686} Under Innocent III. organizations were formed by William Langlois 
of the Paris University, and others under the name canons regular to live distinctly under this 
code. Innocent IV. {687} and Alexander IV., 1256, definitely recognized the rule. 
 
The Augustinian rule established a community of goods. Even gifts went into the common fund. 
The clerics ate together and slept in one dormitory. They wore a common dress, and no one on 
returning his suit to the clothing room retained any peculiar right to it. The papal attempts to unite 
these groups into a close organization proved to be in vain. {688} In England the Augustinian 
canons had charge of Carlisle cathedral. 
 
The Augustinian hermits, or Austin friars, as they were called in England, were monastics in the 
true sense. They arose after the canons regular, {689} adopted the rule of St. Augustine, and were 
mendicants. In the closing period of the Middle Ages they were addicted to preaching. To this 
order John of Staupitz and Luther belonged. {690} 
 
The rule of St. Augustine was also adopted with modification by the Premonstrants, the 
Gilbertines of England, {691} and other orders, and was made the basis by Dominic of his first 
rule. 



 
2. The Premonstrants adopted the Augustinian rule, were called from their dress White Canons, 
and grew with great rapidity. {692} They had houses from Livland to Palestine, and from Great 
Britain to Spain. Their founder, Norbert, born about 1080 in Xantes, on the Lower Rhine, was a 
great preacher and one of the most influential men of his age. Thrown from his horse during a 
storm, he determined to devote himself in earnest to religion. He gave up his position in the 
Cologne Cathedral and entered the Benedictine Convent of Sigeberg. Norbert then travelled about 
in Germany and France as a preacher of repentance, {693} calling the people together by a 
sheep’s bell. With others like-minded with himself he settled, 1119, in the woods at Coucy, near 
Laon, France, giving the spot the name of Praemonstratum, or Premontre, the designated field, 
{694} with reference to his having been directed to it by a higher power. The order secured papal 
sanction 1126, and received, like other orders, special papal privileges. Innocent III. bespoke the 
special intercession of the Premonstrants as he did that of the Cistercians. The first rule forbade 
meat and eggs, cheese and milk. As in the case of the Cistercians, their meals were limited to two 
dishes. At a later date the rule against meat was modified. Lay brethren were introduced and 
expected to do the work of the kitchen and other manual services. The theological instruction was 
confined to a few prayers, and the members were not allowed to read books. {695} 
 
Norbert in 1126 was made archbishop of Magdeburg and welcomed the opportunity to introduce 
the order in Northeastern Germany. He joined Bernard in supporting Innocent II. against the 
antipope Anacletus II. He died 1134, at Magdeburg, and was canonized in 1582. Peter the 
Venerable and Bernard of Clairvaux praised the order and Norbert himself as a man who stood 
near to God. {696} Miracles were ascribed to him, but Abaelard ridiculed the claim. 
 
The almost incredible number of one thousand houses is claimed for this order in its flourishing 
period. There was also an order of Premonstrant nuns, which is said to have numbered ten 
thousand women during Norbert’s lifetime. {697} Their earliest settlement in England was at 
Newhouse, Lincolnshire, 1143. Norbert and Bruno, the Carthusian, were the only Germans who 
established monastic orders in this period. {698} 
 
3. More original and strict were the Carthusians, {699} who got their name from the seat of their 
first convent, Chartreuse, Cartusium, fourteen miles from Grenoble, southeast of Lyons. They 
were hermits, and practised an asceticism excelling in severity any of the other orders of the time. 
{700} The founder, St. Bruno, was born in Cologne, and became chancellor of the cathedral of 
Rheims. Disgusted with the vanities of the world, {701} he retired with some of his pupils to a 
solitary place, Saisse Fontaine, in the diocese of Langres, which he subsequently exchanged for 
Chartreuse. {702} The location was a wild spot in the mountains, difficult of access, and for a 
large part of the year buried in snow. Bruno was called by Urban II. to Rome, and after acting as 
papal adviser, retired to the Calabrian Mountains and established a house. There he died, 1101. 
He was canonized 1514. In 1151 the number of Carthusian houses was fourteen, and they 
gradually increased to one hundred and sixty-eight. The order was formally recognized by 
Alexander III., 1170. 
 
The first Carthusian statutes were committed to writing by the fifth prior Guigo, d. 1137. The rule 
now in force was fixed in 1578, and reconfirmed by Innocent XI., 1682. {703} The monks lived 
in cells around a central church, at first two and two, and then singly. {704} They divided their 
time between prayer, silence, and work, which originally consisted chiefly in copying books. The 
services celebrated in common in the church were confined to vespers and matins. The other 
devotions were performed by each in seclusion. The prayers were made in a whisper so as to 
avoid interfering with others. They sought to imitate the Thebaid anchorites in rigid self-
mortification. Peter the Venerable has left a description of their severe austerities. Their dress was 



thin and coarse above the dress of all other monks. {705} Meat, fat, and oil were forbidden; wine 
allowed, but diluted with water. They ate only bean-bread. They flagellated themselves once each 
day during the fifty days before Easter, and the thirty days before Christmas. When one of their 
number died, each of the survivors said two psalms, and the whole community met and took two 
meals together to console one another for the loss. {706} No woman was allowed to cross the 
threshold. For hygienic purposes, the monks bled themselves five times a year, and were shaved 
six times a year. {707} They avoided adornment in their churches and church dignities. {708} 
They borrowed books from Cluny and other convents for the purpose of copying them. {709} The 
heads of the Carthusian convents are called priors, not abbots. In its earlier history the order 
received highest praise from Innocent III. and Peter the Venerable, Bernard, and Peter of Celle. 
Bernard shrank from interrupting their holy quiet by letters, and lauded their devotion to God. So 
at a later time Petrarch, after a visit to their convent in Paris, penned a panegyric of the order. 
 
In England the Carthusians were not popular. {710} They never had more than eleven houses. 
The first establishment was founded by Henry II., at Witham, 1180. The famous Charterhouse in 
London (a corruption of the French Chartreuse), founded in 1371, was turned into a public 
school, 1611. In Italy the more elaborate houses of the order were the Certosa di San Casciano 
near Florence, the Certosa at Pisa, and the Certosa Maria degli Angeli in Rome. {711} 
 
In recent times the monks of the Chartreuse became famous for the Chartreuse liqueur which they 
distilled. In its preparation the young buds of pine trees were used. 
 
4. The Carmelites, or the Order of the Blessed Mary the Virgin of Mt. Carmel, had their origin 
during the Crusades, 1156. {712} The legend carries their origin back to Elijah, whose first 
disciples were Jonah, Micah, and Obadiah. Obadiah’s wife became the first abbess of the female 
community. Their history has been marked by much division within the order and bitter 
controversies with other orders. 
 
Our first trustworthy notice is derived from Phocas, a Greek monk, who visited Mt. Carmel in 
1185. Berthold of Calabria, a Crusader, made a vow under the walls of Antioch that in case the 
Christians were victorious over Zenki, he would devote himself to the monastic life. The prayer 
was answered, and Berthold with ten companions established himself on Mt. Carmel. {713} The 
origin of the order became the subject of a violent dispute between the Carmelites and the Jesuits. 
The Jesuit Papebroch precipitated it in 1668 by declaring that Berthold was the founder. He was 
answered by the Carmelite Daniel {714} and others who carried the origin back to Elijah. Appeal 
was made to Innocent XII., who, in 1698, in the bull redemptoris, commanded the two orders to 
maintain silence till the papal chair should render a decision. This has not yet been done. {715} 
 
The community received its rule about 1208 from Albert, afterwards patriarch of Constantinople. 
It was confirmed by Honorius III., 1226. Its original sixteen articles gave the usual regulations 
against eating meat, enjoined daily silence, from vespers to tierce (6 P. M. to 9 A. M.), and 
provided that the monks live the hermit’s life in cells like the Carthusians. The dress was at first a 
striped garment, white and black, which was afterwards changed for brown. 
 
With the Christian losses in Palestine, the Carmelites began to migrate westwards. In 1238 they 
were in Cyprus, and before the middle of the thirteenth century they were settled in far Western 
Europe. The first English house was at Alnwick, and a general chapter was held at Aylesford, 
1246. 
 
From the general of the order, Simon Stock, an Englishman (1245-65), dates the veneration of the 
scapulary, {716} a jacket which he received from the Virgin Mary. It exempts, so the story runs, 



those who die with it on, from the fires of purgatory. Mary promised to go down to purgatory 
every Saturday, and release those who have worn it. The story is included in the Breviary, {717} 
and was pronounced true and to be believed by all, by Benedict XIV. In 1322 John XXII., in 
obedience to a vision, issued the famous bull Sabbatina, which promised to all entering the order, 
deliverance from purgatory by Mary, the first Saturday after their decease. {718} 
 
After the success of the Franciscans and Dominicans, the Carmelites, with the sanction of 
Innocent IV., adopted the practice of mendicancy, 1245, and the coenobite life was substituted for 
life in solitary cells. The rules concerning clothing and food were relaxed to meet the climatic 
conditions of Europe. 
 
A division took place in the order in 1378. The wing, holding to the stricter rule as confirmed by 
Innocent IV., is known as the Carmelites of the Ancient Observance. Both wings have their 
respective generals. The Carmelite name most famous in the annals of piety is that of St. Theresa, 
the Spanish saint who joined herself to the Carmelites, 1533. She aided in founding seventeen 
convents for women and fourteen for monks. This new branch, the Barefoot Carmelites, spread to 
different parts of Europe, Mt. Carmel, Africa, Mexico, and other countries. The monks wear 
leathern sandals, and the nuns a light shoe. {719} 
 
Of the other numerous monastic orders, the following may be mentioned. The Antonites, or 
Brothers of the Hospital of St. Antonius {720} are named after the Egyptian hermit, St. Anthony. 
The founder, Gaston, prayed to St. Anthony for the deliverance of his son from a disease, then 
widely prevalent, and called St. Anthony’s fire, morbus sacer. The prayer was answered, and the 
father and his son devoted themselves to a religious life. The order was sanctioned by Urban II., 
1095, and was intended to care for the sick and poor. In 1118 it received from Calixtus II. the 
church of St. Didier de Mothe, containing St. Anthony’s bones. In 1218 Honorius III. gave the 
members permission to take monastic vows, and in 1296 Boniface VIII. imposed on them the 
Augustinian rule. They had houses in France, Germany, Hungary, and Italy. It used to be the 
custom on St. Anthony’s day to lead horses and cattle in front of their convent in Rome to receive 
a form of blessing.  {721} 
 
The Trinitarians, ordo sanctissima Trinitatis de redemptione captivorum, had for their mission the 
redemption of Christian captives out of the hands of the Saracens and Moors. Their founder was 
John of Matha (1160-1213). The order was also called the ordo asinorum, Order of the Asses, 
from the fact that its members rode on asses and never on horseback. {722} The order of Font 
Evraud (Fontis Ebraldi in Poitiers) had the peculiarity that monks and nuns were conjoined in 
associated cloisters, and that the monks were under the supervision of an abbess. The abbess was 
regarded as the representative of the Virgin Mary, and the arrangement as in conformity with the 
word of Christ, placing John under the care of Mary. A church built between the male and female 
cloisters was used in common. The order was founded by Robert d’ Abrissel (d. 1117), whom 
Urban II. heard preach, and commissioned as a preacher, 1096. Robert was born in Brittany, and 
founded, 1095, a convent at Craon. He was a preacher of great popular power. The nuns devoted 
themselves especially to the reclamation of fallen women. {723} A special rule forbade the nuns 
to care for their hair, and another rule commanded them to shave their heads three times a year. 
{724} 
 
The Order of Grammont, founded by Stephen of Auvergne, deserves mention for the high rank it 
once held in France. It enjoyed the special patronage of Louis VII. and other French sovereigns, 
and had sixty houses in France. It was an order of hermits. Arrested while on a pilgrimage, by 
sickness, Stephen was led by the example of the hermits of Calabria to devote himself to the 
hermit life. These monks went as far in denying themselves the necessities of life as it is possible 



to do and yet survive, {725} but monks and nuns became notorious for licentiousness and 
prostitution. {726} 
 
The Brothers of the Sack {727} wore a dress of rough material cut in the shape of a bag. They had 
convents in different countries, including England, where they continued to have houses till the 
suppression of the monasteries. They abstained entirely from meat, and drunk only water. The 
Franciscans derisively called them Bushmen (Boscarioli). They were indefatigable beggars. The 
Franciscan chronicler, Salimbene, {728} is sure Gregory X. was divinely inspired in abolishing 
the order, for "Christian folk were wearied and burdened with the multitude of beggars." 
 
{683} See art. Augustiner, in Herzog, II. 254 sqq., and in Wetzer-Welte, I. 1655 sqq. Theod. 
Kolde, D. deutsche Augustiner Congregation und Joh. von Staupitz, Gotha, 1879. 
 
{684} At Campell, near Paris, there were not less than fifty priests, whose number was reduced by 
Innocent III. to twenty-two. See Hurter, III. 375. The terms canonicus saecularis and regularis do 
not occur before the twelfth century. Up to that time they were known as clerici religiosi, clerici 
regulares, clerici professi, clerici communiter viventes, etc. So Denifle, Archiv fur Lit. und 
Kirchengeschichte for 1886, p. 174. He quotes Amort, Vetus disciplina canonicorum regul et 
saecul.,  Venice, 1747, I. 333. 
 
{685} Chrodegana provided a common table for the clergy of his chapter, and a common 
dormitory. The Roman synods of 1059, 1063, recommended priests to have their revenues in 
common. 
 
{686} The tradition runs that this rule was prescribed by Innocent II., 1139, for all canons regular. 
Helyot, II. 21. 
 
{687} In a bull, Dec. 16, 1243, Innocent speaks of the regula S. Augustini et ordo. See Potthast, p. 
954. The most distinguished convent of regular canons in France was the convent of St. Victor. 
 
{688} The cathedral of Bristol is built up from the old abbey of St. Augustine. The Augustinian, 
or Austin, canons were also called the Black Canons in England. They were very popular there. 
St. Botolph’s, Colchester, their first English house, was established about 1100. At the 
suppression of the monasteries there were one hundred and seventy houses in England, and a 
much larger number in Ireland. Gasquet, p. 225. See W. G. D. Fletcher, The Blackfriars in 
Oxford. 
 
{689} See Hurter, III. 238. 
 
{690} In England they had thirty-two friaries at the time of the dissolution. Gasquet, 241. 
 
{691} The Gilbertines, founded by St. Gilbert, rector of Sandringham, about 1140, were confined 
to England. There were twenty-six houses at the time of the suppression of the monasteries. The 
convents for men and women used a common church. 
 
{692} Norbert’s Works and Life are given in Migne, vol. 170, and his Life in Mon. Ger. XII., 670 
sqq.; Germ. trans. by Hertel, in Geschichtschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit, Leipzig, 1881. See also 
Hauck, IV. 350-66; J. von Walter, Die ersten Wanderprediger Frankreichs, vol. II. Leipzig, 1906, 
pp. 119-129, and the art. Praemonstratenser, X. 267 sqq., and Norbert, IX. 448 sqq., in Wetzer-
Welte, and Praemonstratenser, in Herzog, XV. 606 sqq., and the literature there given; and 



Gasquet, The Engl. Praemonstratensians, in transactions of the Royal Hist. Soc., vol. XVII. 
London, 1903. 
 
{693} Walter puts Norbert in the group of the itinerant preachers of the age. 
 
{694} Pratum monstratum. 
 
{695} Hurter, IV. 206. 
 
{696} Bernard, Sermon, XXII.; Ep., 56 
 
{697} See Hurter, IV. 208. 
 
{698} In England there were more than thirty Premonstrant convents at the suppression of the 
monasteries. Bayham and Easley are their best preserved abbeys. 
 
{699} Consuetudines Carthusienses, printed among Bruno’s Works in Migne, 153, 651-759. 
Peter Dorland, Chronicon Carthusianae, Col. 1608. For literature see Wetzer-Welte, art. 
Karthauser, VII. 203, and the art. Bruno, vol. II. 1356-63. Bruno’s Works in Migne, 152, 153. In 
his Com. on the Romans he anticipates Luther by inserting sola, "alone" in Romans 3:28, "a man 
is justified by faith alone, without the works of the law." See Dr. Fr. Duesterdieck, Studien u. 
Kritiken, 1903, p. 506. 
 
{700} The device of the order is a globe surmounted by a lion with the motto Stat crux dum 
volvitur orbis, "The cross stands while the globe turns." 
 
{701} The following legend was invented to account for Bruno’s decision. In 1082 he was present 
at the mortuary services over Raymond, canon of Notre Dame, Paris. When the words were said, 
"Quantas habes iniquitates et peccata?" "how many sins and iniquities hast thou?" the dead man 
rose up and replied, "justo dei judicio accusatus sum," "I am accused by the just judgment of 
God." The next day at the repetition of the words, the dead rose again and exclaimed, "justo dei 
judicio judicatus sum," "I am judged by the just judgment of God." The third day the dead man 
rose for the third time and cried out, "justo dei judicio condemnatus sum," "I am condemned by 
the just judgment of God." This incident was inserted into the Roman Breviary, but removed by 
order of Urban VIII., 1631. Hergenrother says the legend is still defended by the Carthusians. 
Kirchengesch.,  II. 353. 
 
{702} Peter the Venerable says of a visit to Chartreuse, Ep., VI. 24, inaccessibiles pene nivibus et 
glacie altissimas rupes non abhorrui, "I shrank not back from the high rocks made inaccessible 
by snow and ice." Hurter’s description, IV. 150, makes the location attractive. 
 
{703} Nova collectio statutorum Ord. Carthusiensis, Paris, 1682. 
 
{704} For the plan of a Carthusian monastery, see Dr. Venables’ art. Abbey, in "Enc. Brit.," I. 20 
sq. 
 
{705} Vestes vilissimas ac super omne religionis propositum abjectissimas ipsoque visu 
horrendas assumpserunt. Pet. Ven., Deuteronomy miraculis, II. 28. 
 
{706} A movement among the Carthusians to pass over into other orders, where the discipline 
was less rigid, was severely rebuked by Innocent III. Hurter, IV. 161. 



 
{707} Medicinis, excepto cauterio et sanguinis minutione perraro utimur, quoted by Hurter, IV. 
154, from the Constitutions of Guigo. Bleeding for medicinal purposes seems to have been 
common in convents. It was practised in the convent of Heisterbach, Caesar of Heisterbach, Dial., 
XI. 2. According to the life of Bernard of Thiron, it was the custom in some convents for monks 
suffering from headache or other physical ailments to have the abbot place his hands on their 
bodies, trusting to his miraculous power for healing. See Walter, Die ersten Wanderprediger 
Frankreichs, Leipzig, 1906, II. p. 50. 
 
{708} And yet they have furnished at least four cardinals, seventy archbishops and bishops, and 
have had rich churches noted for their works of art like the one in Naples, or the church at Pavia, 
where lapis lazuli is freely used. See Hurter, IV. 158. 
 
{709} Pet. Ven., Epp.,  I. 24, IV. 38. Peter gives a list of the books he sent. 
 
{710} "The discipline was too rigid, the loneliness too dreadful for our tastes and climate." 
Jessopp, The Coming of the Friars, p. 125. 
 
{711} The order was suppressed in France at the time of the Revolution. The monks, however, 
were permitted to return to Grand Chartreuse in 1816, paying a rental of 3000 francs to the 
government. The mother convent has again been broken up by the Associations Law of 1903. 
There were at that time one hundred and fifty monks in the house. Some of them went to 
Piedmont, and others to Tarragona, Spain, where they have set up a distillery for their precious 
liqueur. 
 
{712} Ordo B. M. V. de Monte Carmelo is the name given by Innocent IV. The brethren are 
called fratres eremiti de monte Carmelo, by Honorius III., in his sanction of the order, 1226. The 
art. Carmelite, in Wetzer-Welte, II. 1966-1976, and Karmeliter, in Herzog, X. 84-88, give a good 
account and contain lists of literature. Potthast, I. No. 7524. 
 
{713} The convent on Mt. Carmel is a conspicuous object as you approach the coast from the 
Mediterranean, and from the hills round about Nazareth. The present building was erected in 
1828, and is an hour’s walk from Haifa. Napoleon used the former buildings for a hospital during 
his Syrian campaign. 
 
{714} Speculum Carmelitarum seu historia Eliani ordinis, 4 vols. Antwerp, 1680. 
 
{715} Benedict XIII., in 1725, gave quasi-sanction to the order’s claim by permitting it to erect a 
statue to Elijah in St. Peter’s. It bears the inscription Universus ordo Carmelitarum fundatori suo 
St. Eliae prophetae erexit. 
 
{716} The Carmelites are often called the Brotherhood of the Scapulary. The scapulary is a 
sleeveless jacket covering the breast and back, and was originally worn over the other garments 
when the monk was at work. The garment has been the frequent subject of papal decree down to 
Leo XIII., 1892. July 16 has been set apart since 1587 as a special festival of the scapulary, and is 
one of the feasts of the Virgin. A work has been written on the proper use of the scapulary, by 
Brocard: Recueil des instructions sur la devotion au St. Scapulaire de Notre Dame de Monte 
Carmelo, Gand, 4th ed. 1875. Simon Stock was one hundred when he died. 
 
{717} Hergenrother-Kirsch, Kirchengesch.,  II. 362, says it is introduced as a matter of "pious 
opinion," fromme Meinung. 



 
{718} The original bull has not been found, and its authenticity has been a subject of warm 
dispute, in the Catholic church. The pertinent words of Mary are Ego mater gratiose descendam 
sabbato post eorum mortem et, quot inveniam in purgatorio, liberabo. "I, mother, will graciously 
descend on the Sabbath after their death, and whomever I find in purgatory I will free." One 
ground for doubting the authenticity of the bull is that Mary promises to forgive sins. Paul V., in 
1613, decreed that this "pious faith" should be preached. See art. Sabbatina, in Wetzer-Welte, X. 
1444-1447 
 
{719} By the decision of Clement VIII., 1593, the Barefoot monks became an independent order, 
and elect their own general superior. Hurter, IV. 213, concludes his short account of the 
Carmelites by saying, that among other things which they used to exaggerate to a ridiculous 
extent was the number of their houses, which they gave at 7500, and of their monks, which they 
gave as 180,000. 
 
{720} Falco, Antonianae Hist. compendium, Lyons, 1534. Uhlhorn, D. christl. Liebesthatigkeit d. 
Mittelalters, Stuttg. 1884, 178-186, 343 sqq. 
 
{721} The Antonites regarded St. Anthony as the patron of stable animals, a view popularly held 
in Italy. An example of this belief is given in the Life of Philip Schaff, 56 sq. 
 
{722} The Trinitarians were also called Maturines, from their house in Paris near St. Mathurine’s 
chapel. They had a few houses in England. A Spanish order with the same design, the Ordo B. V. 
M. de Mercede redemptionis captivorum, was founded by Peter Nolasco and Raymond of 
Pennaforte. See Hurter, IV. 219. 
 
{723} The last abbess died 1799. Since 1804 the abbey of Font Evraud has been used as a house 
for the detention of convicts. Henry II. of England and Richard Coeur de Lion were buried at 
Font Evraud. For the literature of the order, see Herzog, VI. 125, and J. von Walter, Die ersten 
Wanderprediger Frankreichs, Studien zur Gesch. des Monchthums, Robert von Abrissel, I. 
Leipzig, 1903. 
 
{724} Ut capillos non nutriant suos. Walter, Wanderprediger, II. 112. 
 
{725} Hurter, IV. 140. See art. Grammont, in Wetzer-Welte, VI. 990 sqq. 
 
{726} Walter, II. 143. 
 
{727} Fratres saccati, fratres de sacco, saccophori, etc. See art. Sackbruder, in Herzog, XVII. 
327. Gasquet, 241 sq. 
 
{728} See Coulton, p. 301.  



67. Monastic Prophets. 
 
St. Hildegard and Joachim of Flore. 
 
Literature.—Hildegard’s works in Migne, vol. 197, and some not there given in Pitra: Analecta 
sacra. For a list see Preger: Geschichte der deutschen Mystik, I. 13-36.—Lives by Godefrid and 
Theodorich, contemporaries in Migne.—Dahl, Mainz, 1832.—Clarius, with translation of 
Hildegard’s letters, 2 vols. Regensburg, 1854.—Richaud, Aix, 1876.—J. P. Schmelzeis, Freiburg, 
1897.—P. Franche, Paris, 1903.—Benrath, in Herzog, VIII. 71 sq.—Hildegard’s Causae et curae, 
ed. by Kaiser, Leipzig, 1903, is a sort of mediaeval manual of medicine. 
 
Joachim’s published works, Liber concordiae novi et veteris Testamenti, Venice, 1519; Expositio 
in Apocalypsin and Psalterium decem chordarum, Venice, 1527. The errors of Joachim are given 
in Mansi, xxii. 981 and Denifle: Chartularium Univ., Par I. 272-275.—Salimbene: Chronicon, 
Parma, 1857; Coulton’s trans., London, 1906.—Luna Consentinus, d. 1224, perhaps an 
amanuensis: Synopsis virtutum b. Joach. in Ughelli, Italia sacra, IX. 205 sqq.—Gervaise: Hist. de 
l’abbe Joachim, 2 vols. Paris, 1745.—Reuter: Gesch. der Aufklarung, 1877, pp. 191-218.—Renan 
in Nouvelles etudes d’hist. rel., Paris, 1884, pp. 217-323.—*Denifle: Das Evangelium aeternum 
und die Commission zu Anagni, in Archiv fur Lit.- und Kirchengesch.,  1885, pp. 49-142. 
*Dollinger: Die Papstfabeln des Mittelalters, 2d ed. by J. Friedrich, Stuttgart, 1890; Engl. trans. 
of 1st ed. by H. B. Smith, N. Y., 1872, pp. 364-391.—*Artt: Joachim, in Wetzer-Welte by Ehrle, 
VI. 1471-1480, and in Herzog by Deutsch, IX. 227-232.—*E. Schott: Die Gedanken Joachims in 
Brieger’s Zeitschrift, 1902, pp. 157-187. 
 
The monasteries also had their prophets. Men’s minds, stirred by the disasters in Palestine, and by 
the spread of heresy in Europe, here and there saw beyond the prevailing ritual of church and 
convent to a new era in which, however, neither hierarchy nor convent would be given up. In the 
twelfth century the spirit of prophecy broke out almost simultaneously in convents on the Rhine 
and in Southern Italy. Its chief exponents were Hildegard of Bingen, Elizabeth of Schoenau, and 
Joachim, the abbot of Flore. {729} They rebuked the clerical corruption of their time, saw visions, 
and Joachim was the seer of a new age. 
 
Hildegard (1098-1179), abbess of the Benedictine convent of Disebodenberg, near Bingen on the 
Rhine, was the most prominent woman in the church of her day. {730} What Bernard of 
Clairvaux was to France, that, though in a lesser degree, she was to Germany. She received letters 
from four popes, Eugenius, Anastasius, Adrian, and Alexander III., from the emperors Konrad III. 
and Frederick Barbarossa, from Bernard and many ecclesiastics in high office as well as from 
persons of humble position. Her intercessions were invoked by Frederick, by Konrad for his son, 
{731} and by Bernard. Persons from afar were moved to seek her aid, as for example the patriarch 
of Jerusalem who had heard that a "divine force operated in and through her." {732} Her convent 
was moved from Disebodenberg to Rupertsberg and she finally became abbess of the convent of 
Eibingen. 
 
Infirm of body, Hildegard was, by her own statement, the recipient of visions from her childhood. 
As she wrote to St. Bernard, she saw them "not with the external eye of sense but with the inner 
eye. The deeper meanings of Scripture touched her breast and burnt into her soul like a flame." 
{733} Again she said that, when she was forty-two years old, a fiery light of great brightness, 
coming from the open heavens, transfused her brain and inflamed her whole heart and breast like 
a flame, as the sun lightens everything upon which his rays fall. {734} What she saw, she saw not 



in dreams nor in sleep nor in a frenzied state nor in hidden places but while she was awake and in 
pure consciousness, using the eyes and ears of her inner man according to the will of God. {735} 
Eugenius III., on a visit to Treves, 1148, investigated her revelations, recognized the genuineness 
of her miracles, and encouraged her to continue in her course. {736} Bernard spoke of her fame of 
making known heavenly secrets through the illumination of the Holy Ghost. 
 
It is reported by contemporaries of this godly woman that scarcely a sick person came to her 
without being healed. {737} Her power was exerted in the convent and outside of it and upon 
persons of both sexes. People from localities as distant as Sweden sought her healing power. 
Sometimes the medium used was a prayer, sometimes a simple word of command, sometimes 
water which, as in one case, healed paralysis of the tongue. 
 
As a censor of the Church, Hildegard lamented the low condition of the clergy, announced that 
the Cathari would be used to stir up Christendom to self-purification, called attention to the 
Scriptures and the Catholic faith as the supreme fonts of authority, and bade men look for 
salvation not to priests but to Christ. 
 
She was also an enthusiastic student of nature. Her treatises on herbs, trees, and fishes are among 
the most elaborate on natural objects of the Middle Ages. She gives the properties of no less than 
two hundred and thirteen herbs or their products, and regarded heat and cold as very important 
qualities of plant life. They are treated with an eye to their medicinal virtue. Butter, she says, is 
good for persons in ill health and suffering from feverish blood and the butter of cows is more 
wholesome than the butter of sheep and goats. Licorice, {738} which is mildly heating, gives a 
clear voice and a suave mind, clarifies the eyes, and prepares the stomach for the process of 
digestion. The "basilisca," which is cold, if placed under the tongue, restores the power of speech 
to the palsied and, when cooked in wine with honey added, will cure fevers provided it is drunk 
frequently during the night. {739} 
 
A kindred spirit to Hildegard was Elizabeth of Schoenau, who died 1165 at the age of thirty-six. 
{740} She was an inmate of the convent of Schoenau, not far from Bingen, and also had visions 
which were connected with epileptic conditions. In her visions she saw Stephen, Laurentius, and 
many of the other saints. In the midst of them usually stood "the virgin of virgins, the most 
glorious mother of God, Mary." {741} When she saw St. Benedict, he was in the midst of his 
monkish host, monachalis turba. Elizabeth represented herself as being "rapt out of the body into 
an ecstasy." {742} In the interest of purity of life she did not shrink from rebuking even the 
archbishop of Treves and from pronouncing the Apostolic chair possessed with pride and filled 
with iniquity and impiety. On one occasion she saw Christ sitting at the judgment with Pilate, 
Judas, and those who crucified him on his left hand and also, alas! a great company of men and 
women whom she recognized as being of her order. {743} Hildegard and Elizabeth have a place 
in the annals of German mysticism. 
 
Joachim of Flore, {744} d. 1202, the monastic prophet of Southern Europe, exercised a wide 
influence by his writings, especially through the adoption of his views by the Spiritual wing of 
the Franciscan order. He was first abbot of the Cistercian convent of Corazza in Calabria, and 
then became the founder and abbot of St. John in Flore. Into this convent he introduced a stricter 
rule than the rule of the Cistercians. It became the centre of a new order which was sanctioned by 
Coelestin III., 1196. 
 
Joachim enjoyed the reputation of a prophet during his lifetime. {745} He had the esteem of 
Henry VI., and was encouraged in his exegetical studies by Lucius III. and other popes. After his 
death his views became the subject of conciliar and papal examination. The Fourth Lateran 



condemned his treatment of the Trinity as defined by Peter the Lombard. Peter had declared that 
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit constitute a certain supreme essence, quaedam summa res, and 
this, according to Joachim, involved a substitution of a quaternity for the Trinity. Those who 
adopted Joachim’s view were condemned as heretics, but Joachim and the convent of Flore were 
distinctly excepted from condemnation. {746} 
 
Joachim’s views on the doctrine of the Trinity are of slight importance. The abbot has a place in 
history by his theory of historical development and his eschatology. His opinions are set forth in 
three writings of whose genuineness there is no question, an exposition of the Psalms, an 
exposition of the Apocalypse, and a Concord of the Old and New Testaments. {747} 
 
Interwoven with his prophecies is Joachim’s theory of historical development. There are three 
ages in history. The Old Testament age has its time of beginning and bloom. So has that of the 
New Testament. But a third age is to follow. The basis for this theory of three periods is found in 
a comparison of the Old and New Testaments, a comparison which reveals a parallelism between 
the leading periods of the history of Israel and the periods of Christian history. This parallelism 
was disclosed to Joachim on an Easter night, and made as clear as day. 
 
The first of the three ages was the age of the Father, the second the age of the Son, of the Gospel, 
and the sacraments, the third, the age of the Holy Spirit which was yet to come. The three were 
represented by Peter, Paul, and John. The first was an age of law, the second of grace, the third of 
more grace. The first was characterized by fear, the second by faith, the third was to be marked 
by charity. The first was the age of servants, the second of freedmen, the third of friends. The first 
brought forth water, the second wine, the third was to bring forth oil. The first was as the light of 
the stars, the second of the dawn, the third of the perfect day. The first was the age of the married, 
and corresponded to the flesh; the second of priests, with the elements of the flesh and the Spirit 
mixed; the third of monks, and was to be wholly spiritual. Each of these ages had a beginning, a 
maturity, and an end. {748} The first began with Adam, and entered upon its maturity with 
Abraham. The second began in the days of Elijah, and entered upon its maturity with Christ. The 
third began in the days of St. Benedict in the sixth century. Its maturity had already begun in the 
days of Joachim himself. The consummation was to begin in 1260. 
 
The Gospel of the letter is temporal not eternal, and gives way in the third period to the Eternal 
Gospel, Revelation 14:6. Then the spiritual meaning of the Gospel will be fully known. Joachim 
did not mean to deny the permanent authority of the two Testaments, when he put into his third 
period the full understanding of them, in the spiritual sense, and the complete embodiment of 
their teachings in life and conduct. The Eternal Gospel he described, not as a newly written 
revelation, but as the spiritual and permanent message of Christ’s Gospel, which is hidden under 
the surface of the letter. This Gospel he also called the Spiritual Gospel, and the Gospel of the 
Kingdom. {749} It was to be preached in the whole earth and the Jews, Greeks, and the larger part 
of mankind, were to be converted. A spiritual Church would result, {750} by which was meant, 
not a church separate from the papacy, but a church purified. The Eternal Gospel was to be 
proclaimed by a new order, the "little ones of Christ." {751} In his Apocalypse, Joachim speaks of 
two prophets of this new order. {752} This prediction was subsequently applied to Francis and 
Dominic. 
 
It was in the conception of the maturition of the periods as much as in the succession of the 
periods that the theory of development is brought out. {753} In the development of the parallels 
between the history of Israel and the Christian Church, Joachim discovered a time in each to 
correspond to the seven seals of the Apocalypse. The first seal is indicated in the Old Testament 
by the deliverance from Egypt, in the New by the resurrection of Christ; the second seal 



respectively by the experiences in the wilderness and the persecutions of the ante-Nicene Church; 
the third by the wars against the Canaanites and the conflict with heresy from Constantine to 
Justinian; the fourth by the peril from the Assyrians and the age lasting to Gregory III., d. 741 the 
fifth by the Babylonian oppression and the troubles under the German emperors; and the sixth by 
the exile, and the twelfth Christian century with all the miseries of that age, including the violence 
of the Saracens, and the rise of heretics. The opening of the seventh seal was near at hand, and 
was to be followed by the Sabbatic rest. 
 
Joachim was no sectary. He was not even a reformer. Like many of his contemporaries he was 
severe upon the vices of the clergy of his day. "Where is quarrelling," he exclaims, "where fraud, 
except among the sons of Juda, except among the clergy of the Lord? Where is crime, where 
ambition, except among the clergy of the Lord?" {754} His only remedy was the dawning of the 
third age which he announced. He waged no polemic against the papacy, {755} submitted himself 
and his writings dutifully to the Church, {756} and called the church of Peter the throne of Christ. 
He was a mystical seer who made patient biblical studies, {757} and saw in the future a more 
perfect realization of the spiritual Church, founded by Christ, exempt from empty formalism and 
bitter disputes. 
 
An ecclesiastical judgment upon Joachim’s views was precipitated by the Franciscan Gerardus of 
Borgo San Donnino, who wrote a tract called the Introduction to the Eternal Gospel, {758} 
expounding what he considered to be Joachim’s teachings. He declared that Joachim’s writings 
were themselves the written code of the Eternal Gospel, {759} which was to be authoritative for 
the third age, as the Old and New Testaments were authoritative for the ages of the Father and the 
Son. Of this last age the abbot of Flore was the evangelist. 
 
When Gerard’s work appeared, in 1254, it created a great stir and was condemned by professors 
at Paris, the enemies of the Franciscans, William of St. Amour among the number. The strict 
wing of the Franciscans, the Spirituals, adopted some of Joachim’s views and looked upon him as 
the prophet of their order. Articles of accusation were brought before Innocent IV. His successor, 
Alexander IV., in 1255 condemned Gerardo and his book without, however, passing judgment 
upon Joachim. {760} Gerardo and other Spirituals were thrown into prison, where Gerardo died 
eighteen years after. John of Parma was deposed from his office as head of the Franciscans for his 
Joachimism. The Franciscan chronicler Salimbene was also for a while a disciple of Joachim, and 
reports that the prophet predicted that the order of the Friars Minor should endure to the end 
while the order of Preachers should pass away. {761} In 1263 a synod of Arles condemned the 
writings of Joachim. A century after Joachim’s death, the Franciscan Spirituals, John Peter Olivi 
and Ubertino da Casale, were identified with his views. The traces of Joachimism are found 
throughout the Middle Ages to their close. Joachim was the millenarian prophet of the Middle 
Ages. 
 
{729} Among others who were expecting the millennium soon to dawn, was Norbert, who wrote 
to St. Bernard that the age in which he lived was the age of antichrist. Bernard, Ep., 56; Migne, 
182, 50, wrote back taking a contrary view. 
 
{730} The name of Heloase was perhaps as widely known, but it was for her connection with 
Abelard, not for her works in the Church. The Latin form of Hildegard is Hildegardis. M. Paris, 
Luard’s Ed., V. 195, in his summary of the events of 1200-1250, mentions Hildegard and 
Elizabeth of Thuringia as the prominent religious female characters of the period, but Hildegard 
died 1177. 
 
{731} Ep., XXVI. sq.; Migne, 197, 185 sq. 



 
{732} Ep., XXII. On the other hand, Hildegard asked Bernard to pray for her. 
 
{733} animam meam sicut flammam comburens, Migne, 197, 190. St. Bernard, writing to 
Hildegard, spoke of the "sweetness of her holy love," and Hildegard compares the abbot of 
Clairvaux to the eagle and addresses him as the most mild of fathers, mitissime pater. 
 
{734} non visiones in somnis, nec dormiens, nec in phrenesi, nec corporeis oculis aut auribus 
exterioris, nec in abditis locis percepi, sed eas vigilans, circumspiciens in pura mente oculis et 
auribus interioris hominis, etc. Scivias, I. Praefatio, Migne, 197, 384. 
 
{735} Scivias. See Migne, 197, 93. This is the chief collection of her visions. Migne, 197, 383-
739. 
 
{736} Ep., I.; Migne, 197, 146. 
 
{737} Migne, 197, 117. 
 
{738} de plantis, Migne, 197, 1139. 
 
{739} Migne, 197, 1210. 
 
{740} Her writings are given in Migne, 195, 119-196. First complete edition by F. W. C. Roth: 
Die Visionen der heiligen Elizabeth, Brunn, 1884. See Preger: Gesch. d. deutschen Mystik, 1, 37-
43. 
 
{741} Migne, 195, 146. 
 
{742} a corpore rapta sum in exstasim, p. 135, or eram in exstasi et vidi, p. 145. 
 
{743} Migne, 195, 146. 
 
{744} After the convent St. Johannes in Flore, which he founded. The members of Joachim’s 
order are called in the papal bull, Florentii fratres, Potthast, No. 2092, vol. I. 182. 
 
{745} When Richard Coeur de Lion was in Sicily on his way to Palestine in 1190, he was moved 
by Joachim’s fame to send for him. The abbot interpreted to him John’s prophecy of anti-christ, 
whom he declared was already born, and would in time be elevated to the Apostolic chair and 
strive against everything called of God. Deuteronomy Hoveden, Engl. trans., II. pp. 177 sqq. 
 
{746} Joachim had set forth his views against the Lombard in a tract to which the council 
referred. See Mansi, xxii., and Hefele-Knopfler, V. 880 sq. 
 
{747} Joachim, in a list, 1200, gives these three writings and also mentions works against the 
Jews and on the articles of the Christian faith. Schott, p. 170, counts twenty-four works, genuine 
and ungenuine, which are ascribed to him. Among those pronounced ungenuine are the 
commentaries on Jeremiah and Isaiah which were much used by the Franciscans from the middle 
of the thirteenth century on. They call Rome, Babylon and show a bitter hostility to the pope, 
representations which are in conflict with Joachim’s genuine writings. They also abound in 
detailed prophecies of events which actually occur-red. "If these books were genuine," says 



Dollinger, p. 369, "the exact fulfilment of the many predictions would present the most wonderful 
phenomenon in the history of prophecy." 
 
{748} principium, fructificatio, finis. 
 
{749} See Denifle, pp. 53 sqq. 
 
{750} spiritualis ecclesia, also called ecclesia contemplativa, Denifle, pp. 56 sqq. 
 
{751} Parvuli Christi or parvuli de latina ecclesia, a name for monks. 
 
{752} In some passages Joachim also speaks of two orders. See Dollinger, 376. 
 
{753} So Schott, p. 180, Die Fructification ist nichts anders als ein neuer Ausdruc k fur den 
Entwicklungsgedanken. 
 
{754} See Schott, 175. 
 
{755} Dollinger, 379; Schott, 178, etc. 
 
{756} The Fourth Lateran Council, Canon II. 
 
{757} He also quotes freely from Jerome, Ambrose, Gregory the Great, and other Fathers. 
 
{758} Introductorius in Evangelium aeternum. 
 
{759} Or the "Gospel of the Holy Spirit." See Denifle, p. 60. 
 
{760} The practical English monk, M. Paris, speaks of Joachim’s doctrines as "new and absurd." 
III. p. 206. 
 
{761} Coulton’s Reproduction, pp. 105, 163.  



68. The Mendicant Orders. 
 
For literature, see 69, 72. 
 
A powerful impulse was imported into monasticism and the life of the mediaeval Church by the 
two great mendicant orders, {762} the Dominicans and the Franciscans, who received papal 
sanction respectively in 1216 and 1223. In their first period they gained equally the esteem of 
scholars, princes, and popes, and also the regard of the masses, though not without a struggle. 
{763} Dante praised them; great ecclesiastics like Grosseteste welcomed their coming to England 
as the dawn of a new era. Louis IX. would have divided his body between them. But it has been 
questioned whether the good services which they rendered in the first years of their career are not 
more than counterbalanced by their evil activity in later periods when their convents became a 
synonym for idleness, insolence, and ignorance. 
 
The appearance of these two organizations was without question one of the most momentous 
events of the Middle Ages, {764} and marks one of the notable revivals in the history of the 
Christian Church. They were the Salvation Army of the thirteenth century, and continue to be 
powerful organizations to this day. At the time when the spirit of the Crusades was waning and 
heresies were threatening to sweep away the authority, if not the very existence of the hierarchy, 
Francis d’Assisi and Dominic de Guzman, an Italian and a Spaniard, united in reviving the 
religious energies and strengthening the religious organization of the Western Church. As is 
usually the case in human affairs, the personalities of these great leaders were more powerful than 
solemnly enacted codes of rules. They started monasticism on a new career. They embodied 
Christian philanthropy so that it had a novel aspect. They were the sociological reformers of their 
age. They supplied the universities and scholastic theology with some of their most brilliant 
lights. The prophecies of Joachim of Flore were regarded as fulfilled in Francis and Dominic, 
who were the two trumpets of Moses to arouse the world from its slumber, the two pillars 
appointed to support the Church. The two orders received papal recognition in the face of the 
recent decree of the Fourth Lateran against new monastic orders. 
 
Two temperaments could scarcely have differed more widely than the temperaments of Francis 
and Dominic. Dante has described Francis as an Ardor, inflaming the world with love; Dominic 
as a Brightness, filling it with light. 
 
The one was all seraphical in Ardor, 
 
The other by his wisdom upon earth 
 
A Splendor was of light cherubical. {765} 
 
Neither touched life on so many sides as did Bernard. They were not involved in the external 
policies of states. They were not called upon to heal papal schisms, nor were they brought into a 
position to influence the papal policy. But each excelled the monk of Clairvaux as the fathers of 
well-disciplined and permanent organizations. 
 
Francis is the most unpretentious, gentle, and lovable of all monastic saints. {766} Dominic was 
cold, systematic, austere. Francis is greater than his order, and moves through his personality. 
Dominic was a master disciplinarian, and has exerted his influence through the rules of his order. 
Francis has more the elements of a Christian apostle, Dominic of an ecclesiastical statesman. 



Francis we can only think of as mingling with the people and breathing the free air of the fields; 
Dominic we think of easily as lingering in courts and serving in the papal household. Francis’ 
lifework was to save the souls of men; Dominic’s lifework was to increase the power of the 
Church. The one sought to carry the ministries of the Gospel to the masses; the other to 
perpetuate the integrity of Catholic doctrine. Francis has been celebrated for the humbleness of 
his mind and walk; Dominic was called the hammer of the heretics. 
 
It is probable that on at least three occasions the two leaders met. {767} In 1217 they were both at 
Rome, and the curia proposed the union of the two brotherhoods in one organization. Dominic 
asked Francis for his cord, and bound himself with it, saying he desired the two orders to be one. 
Again, 1218, they met at the Portiuncula, Francis’ beloved church in Assisi, and on the basis of 
what he saw, Dominic decided to embrace mendicancy, which his order adopted in 1220. Again 
in 1221 they met at Rome, when Cardinal Ugolino sought to manipulate the orders in the interest 
of the hierarchy. This Francis resented, but in vain, 
 
It was the purpose neither of Francis nor Dominic to reform existing orders, or to revive the rigor 
of rules half-obeyed. It may be doubted whether Francis, at the outset, had any intention of 
founding an organization. His object was rather to start a movement to transform the world as 
with leaven. They both sought to revive Apostolic practice. 
 
The Franciscan and Dominican orders differed from the older orders in five important particulars. 
 
The first characteristic feature was absolute poverty. Mendicancy was a primal principle of their 
platforms. The rules of both orders, the Franciscans leading the way, forbade the possession of 
property. The corporation, as well as the individual monk, was pledged to poverty. The intention 
of Francis was to prohibit forever the holding of corporate property as well as individual property 
among his followers. {768} 
 
The practice of absolute poverty had been emphasized by preachers and sects in the century 
before Francis and Dominic began their careers, and sects, such as the Humiliati, the Poor Men of 
Lombardy, and the Poor Men of Lyons, were advocating it in their time. Robert d’Abrissel, d. 
1117, had for his ideal to follow "the bare Christ on the cross, without any goods of his own." 
{769} One of the biographers of Bernard of Thiron, d. 1117, calls him "Christ’s poor man," 
pauper Christi, and says that this "man, poor in spirit, followed unto death the Poor Lord." {770} 
Likewise the followers of Norbert, the founder of the Premonstrant order, were called the "poor 
men of Christ," pauperes Christi. Of another itinerant preacher, Vitalis of Savigny, who lived 
about the same time, his biographer said that he decided to bear Christ’s light yoke by walking in 
the steps of the Apostles. {771} The minds of select men and classes of men were deeply moved 
in the thirteenth century to follow closely the example of the Apostles, and they regarded Christ 
as having taught and practised absolute poverty. Arnold of Brescia’s mind worked in the same 
direction, as did also the heretical sects of Southern France and Northern Italy. The imitation of 
Christ lay near to their hearts, and it remained for Francis of Assisi to realize most fully this pious 
ideal of the thirteenth century. {772} 
 
The second feature was their devotion to practical activities in society. The monk had fled into 
solitude from the day when St. Anthony retired to the Thebaid desert. The Black and Gray Friars, 
as the Dominicans and Franciscans were called from the colors of their dress, threw themselves 
into the currents of the busy world. To lonely contemplation they joined itinerancy in the marts 
and on the thoroughfares. {773} They were not satisfied with warring against their own flesh. 
They made open warfare upon the world. They preached to the common people. They relieved 
poverty. They listened to the complaints of the oppressed. {774} 



 
A third characteristic of the orders was the lay brotherhoods which they developed, the third 
order, called Tertiaries, or the penitential brothers, fratres de poenitentia. {775} Convents, like 
Hirschau, had before initiated laymen into monastic service. But the third order of the Franciscans 
and Dominicans were lay folk who, while continuing at their usual avocations, were bound by 
oath to practise the chief virtues of the Gospel. There was thus opened to laymen the opportunity 
of realizing some of that higher merit belonging theretofore only to the monastic profession. 
Religion was given back to common life. 
 
A fourth feature was their activity as teachers in the universities. They recognized that these new 
centres of education were centres of powerful influence, and they adapted themselves to the 
situation. Twenty years had scarcely elapsed before the Franciscans and Dominicans entered 
upon a career of great distinction at these universities. Francis, it is true, had set his face against 
learning, and said that demons had more knowledge of the stars than men could have. Knowledge 
puffeth up, but charity edifieth. To a novice he said, "If you have a psaltery, you will want a 
breviary; and if you have a breviary, you will sit on a high chair like a prelate, and say to your 
brother, ‘Bring me a breviary.’" To another he said, "The time of tribulation will come when 
books will be useless and be thrown away." {776} But from Alexander IV. and his successors the 
Franciscans received special privileges for establishing schools, and, in spite of vigorous 
opposition, both orders gained entrance to the University of Paris. The Dominicans led the way, 
and established themselves very early at the seats of the two great continental universities, Paris 
and Bologna. {777} Their convent at Paris, St. Jacques, established in 1217, they turned into a 
theological school. Carrying letters of recommendation from Honorius III., they were at first well 
received by the authorities of the university. The Franciscans established their convent in Paris, 
1230. Both orders received from the chancellor of Paris license to confer degrees, but their 
arrogance and refusal to submit to the university regulations soon brought on bitter opposition. 
The popes took their part, and Alexander IV. {778} commanded the authorities to receive them to 
the faculty. Compliance with this bull was exceedingly distasteful, for the friars acknowledged 
the supreme authority of a foreign body. The populace of Paris and the students hooted them on 
the streets and pelted them with missiles. It seemed to Humbert, the general of the Dominicans, as 
if Satan, Leviathan, and Belial had broken loose and agreed to beset the friars round about and 
destroy, if possible, the fruitful olive which Dominic, of most glorious memory, had planted in 
the field of the Church. {779} In 1257 Alexander IV. could congratulate all parties that 
tranquillity had been established. {780} 
 
At Paris and Oxford, Cologne, and other universities, they furnished the greatest of the 
Schoolmen. Thomas Aquinas, Albertus Magnus, Durandus, were Dominicans; John of St. Giles, 
Alexander Hales, Adam Marsh, Bonaventura, Duns Scotus, Ockham, and Roger Bacon were of 
the order of St. Francis. Among other distinguished Franciscans of the Middle Ages were the 
exegete Nicolas of Lyra, the preachers Anthony of Padua, David of Augsburg, Bernardino of 
Siena, and Bertholdt of Regensburg (d. 1272); the missionaries, Rubruquis and John of Monte 
Corvino; the hymn-writers, Thomas of Celano and Jacopone da Todi. Among Dominicans were 
the mystics, Eckhart and Tauler, Las Casas, the missionary of Mexico, and Savonarola. 
 
The fifth notable feature was the immediate subjection of the two orders to the Apostolic see. The 
Franciscans and Dominicans were the first monastic bodies to vow allegiance directly to the 
pope. No bishop, abbot, or general chapter intervened between them and him. The two orders 
became his bodyguard and proved themselves to be the bulwark of the papacy. Such organized 
support the papacy had never had before. The legend represents Innocent III. as having seen in a 
vision the structure of the Lateran supported by two monks. {781} These were Francis and 
Dominic, and the facts of history justified the invention. They helped the pope to establish his 



authority over the bishops. {782} And wherever they went, and they were omnipresent in Europe, 
they made it their business to propound the principle of the supremacy of the Holy See over 
princes and nations and were active in strengthening this supremacy. In the struggle of the empire 
with the papacy, they became the persistent enemies of Frederick II. who, as early as 1229, 
banished the Franciscans from Naples. When Gregory IX. excommunicated Frederick in 1239, he 
confided to the Franciscans the duty of publishing the decree amidst the ringing of bells on every 
Sunday and festival day. And when, in 1245, Innocent IV. issued his decree against Frederick, its 
announcement to the public ear was confided to the Dominicans. 
 
Favor followed favor from the Roman court. In 1222 Honorius III. granted, first to the 
Dominicans and then to the Franciscans, the notable privilege of conducting services in their 
churches in localities where the interdict was in force. {783} Francis’ will, exhorting his followers 
not to seek favors from the pope, was set aside. In 1227 Gregory IX. granted his order the right of 
general burial in their churches {784} and a year later repeated the privilege conceded by 
Honorius {785} granting them the right of celebrating mass in all their oratories and churches. 
{786} They were exempted from episcopal authority and might hear confessions at any place. The 
powerful Gregory IX. from the very beginning of his pontificate, showed the orders great favor. 
{787} 
 
Orthodoxy had no more zealous champions than the Franciscans and Dominicans. They excelled 
all other orders as promoters of religious persecution and hunters of heretics. In Southern France 
they wiped out the stain of heresy with the streams of blood which flowed from the victims of 
their crusading fanaticism. They were the leading instruments of the Inquisition. Torquemada was 
a Dominican, and so was Konrad of Marburg. As early as 1232 Gregory IX. confided the 
execution of the Inquisition to the Dominicans, but the order of Francis demanded and secured a 
share in the gruesome work. Under the lead of Duns Scotus the Franciscans became the 
unflagging champions of the doctrine of the immaculate conception of Mary which was 
pronounced a dogma in 1854, as later the Jesuits became the unflagging champions of the dogma 
of papal infallibility. 
 
The rapid growth of the two orders in number and influence was accompanied by bitter rivalry. 
The disputes between them were so violent that in 1255 their respective generals had to call upon 
their monks to avoid strife. The papal privileges were a bone of contention, one order being 
constantly suspicious lest the other should enjoy more favor at the hand of the pope than itself. 
 
Their abuse of power called forth papal briefs restricting their privileges. Innocent IV. in 1254, in 
what is known among the orders as the "terrible bull," {788} revoked the permission allowing 
them to admit others than members of the orders to their services on festivals and Sundays and 
also the privilege of hearing confession except as the parochial priest gave his consent. Innocent, 
however, was no sooner in his grave than his successor, Alexander IV., announced himself as the 
friend of the orders, and the old privileges were renewed. 
 
The pretensions of the mendicant friars soon became unbearable to the church at large. They 
intruded themselves into every parish and incurred the bitter hostility of the secular clergy whose 
rights they usurped, exercising with free hand the privilege of hearing confessions and granting 
absolution. It was not praise that Chaucer intended when he said of the Franciscan in his 
Canterbury Tales,—He was an easy man to give penance. 
 
These monks also delayed a thorough reformation of the Church. They were at first reformers 
themselves and offered an offset to the Cathari and the Poor Men of Lyons by their Apostolic 
self-denial and popular sympathies. But they degenerated into obstinate obstructors of progress in 



theology and civilization. From being the advocates of learning, they became the props of popular 
ignorance. The virtue of poverty was made the cloak for vulgar idleness and mendicancy for 
insolence. 
 
These changes set in long before the century closed in which the two orders had their birth. 
Bishops opposed them. The secular clergy complained of them. The universities ridiculed and 
denounced them for their mock piety and vices. William of St. Amour took the lead in the 
opposition in Paris. His sharp pen compared the mendicants to the Pharisees and Scribes and 
declared that Christ and his Apostles did not go around begging. To work was more scriptural 
than to beg. {789} They were hypocrites and it remained for the bishops to purge their dioceses of 
them. Again and again, in after years, did clergy, bishops, and princes appeal to the popes against 
their intrusive insolence, but, as a rule, the popes were on their side. 
 
The time came in the early part of the fifteenth century when the great teacher Gerson, in a public 
sermon, enumerated as the four persecutors of the Church, tyrants, heretics, antichrist, and the 
Mendicants. {790} 
 
{762} Ordines mendicantium.. 
 
{763} The practice of mendicancy was subsequently adopted by the Carmelites, 1245, the 
Augustinian friars, 1256, and several other orders. In 1274 Gregory X. abolished all mendicant 
orders except the Franciscans, Dominicans, Augustinian friars, and Carmelites. 
 
{764} Wilhelm Kothe: Kirchliche Zustande Strassburgs im 14ten Jahrhundert, Freib. im Br., 
1903, says the mendicant monks were distrusted in Strassburg from the beginning and the 
Dominicans had to remain outside of the walls till 1250, and their attempt at that time to build a 
chapel stirred up a warm conflict. 
 
{765} Paradiso, canto XI. Longfellow’s trans. 
 
{766} Harnack says: "If ever man practised what he preached, that man was Francis." 
Monachism, p. 68. 
 
{767} Karl Muller accepts the evidence which Sabatier gives. See Literatur-Zeitung, 1895, p. 
181. 
 
{768} This does not mean that the Franciscans in their early period were idlers. They were 
expected to work. Sabatier, S. Franacois, VIII. p. 138. 
 
{769} nudus nudum Christum in cruce sequi, Walter, Wanderprediger. 
 
{770} Pauperem dominum ad mortem pauper spiritu pauper sequebatur, Walter, II. 44. 
 
{771} Leve jugum Christi per apostolorum vestigia ferre decrevit, Walter, II. 83. 
 
{772} Walter, Wanderprediger Frankreichs, p. 168, has brought this out well. 
 
{773} Hergenrother says, "Chivalry reappeared in them in a new form. In happy unison were 
blended peace and battle, contemplation and active life, faith and love, prudent moderation and 
flaming enthusiasm." Kirchengeschichte, II. 369. 
 



{774} "Of one thing," says Trevelyan, "the friar was never accused. He is never taunted with 
living at home in his cloister and allowing souls to perish for want of food." England in the Age 
of Wycliffe, p. 144. 
 
{775} So called in the bull of Gregory IX., 1228; Potthast, I. p. 703. 
 
{776} See the quotations from the Speculum and Vita secunda of Celano, in Seppelt, pp. 234 sqq. 
Also Sabatier, S. Franacois, ch. XVI. 
 
{777} For the relations of the mendicant orders with the University of Paris, see Denifle, 
Chartularium Univ. Parisiensis, I.;  Seppelt, Der Kampf der Bettelorden an-der Univ. Paris in 
der Mitte des 13ten Jahrh.;  Felder, Gesch. der wissenschaftlichen Studien im Franciskanerorden 
bis c. 1250. 
 
{778} Chartul.,  I. 285. 
 
{779} Chartul.,  I. 309-313, gives Humbert’s long letter. 
 
{780} Chartul.,  I. 381. See chapter on Universities. 
 
{781} Villani, V. 25, says, "This vision was true, for it was evident the Church of God was falling 
through licentiousness and many errors, not fearing God." 
 
{782} Bishop Creighton, Hist. Lectures, p., 112, says, "The friars were far more destructive to 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction than any Nonconformist body could be, at the present day, to the 
influence of any sensible clergyman." He is speaking of the Anglican Church. 
 
{783} The bulls are dated March 7 and 29. See Potthast, I. 590. The same privilege was conceded 
to the Carmelites, April 9, 1229. 
 
{784} Potthast, I. 697, 721. 
 
{785} Potthast, I. 701, 706. 
 
{786} June 10, 1228, Potthast, I. 707. 
 
{787} See Potthast, Nos. 6508, 6542, 6654, etc. 
 
{788} Potthast, II. 1280. Innocent died a few weeks after issuing this bull and, as is said, in 
answer to the prayers of the mendicants. Hence came the saying, "from the prayers of the 
Preachers, good Lord, deliver us." A litanis praedicatorum libera nos, Domine. 
 
{789} In his treatise de periculis novissorum temporum, "The Perils of the Last Times," Basel, 
1555, William has been held up as a precursor of Rabelais and Pascal on account of his keen 
satire. He was answered by Bonaventura and by Thomas Aquinas in his contra impugnantes 
religionem. Alexander IV. ordered William’s treatise burnt, and in the bull, dated Oct. 5, 1256, 
declared it to be "most dangerous and detestable," valde perniciosum et detestabilem. See 
Potthast, II. 1357. When an edition of Williaim’s treatise appeared at Paris, 1632, the Mendicants 
secured an order from Louis XIII. suppressing it. William was inhibited from preaching and 
teaching and retired to Franche-Comte, where he died. See Chartularium Univ. Parisiensis, I. 
Nos. 295, 296, 314, 318, 321, 332, 339, 343, 315, etc. 



 
{790} Matthew Paris in his resume of the chief events of 1200-1250 has this to say of the decay 
of the orders, "These Preachers and Minorites at first led the life of poverty and greatest sanctity 
and devoted themselves assiduously to preaching, confessions, divine duties in the church, 
reading and study, and abandoned many revenues, embracing voluntary poverty in the service of 
God and reserving nothing in the way of food for themselves for the morrow, but within a few 
years, they got themselves into excellent condition and constructed most costly houses, etc." 
Luard’s ed., V. 194.  



69. Franciscan Literature. 
 
I. St. Francis: Works in Latin text, ed. by Wadding, Antwerp, 1623, by de la Haye, Paris, 1841, 
Col., 1849, Paris, 1880-Quaracchi, 1904.—Bernardo da Fivizzano: Oposcoli di S. Fr. d’Assise, 
Florence, 1880. Gives the Latin text and Ital. trans., the Rule of 1223, St. Francis’ will, letters, 
etc.—French trans. by Ed. d’Alencon: Les Opuscules de S. Franacois, Paris, 1905.—H. Bohmer: 
Analekten zur Gesch. des Franc. von Assisi, Francisci opuscula, regula poenitentium, etc., mit 
einer Einleittung, Tubingen, 1904.—Writings of St. Francis of Assisi, trans. by Father Paschal 
Robinson, Phil., 1906. 
 
Lives.—1. Thomas of Celano: Vita prima, written 1228 at the command of Gregory IX., to justify 
the canonization of Francis, Rome, 1880.—2. Th. of Celano: Vita secunda, written about 1247 
and revealing the struggles within the Franciscan order, ed. by Fivizzano, Rome, 1880. Both lives 
ed. by H. G. Rosedale: Thomas de Celano, St. F. d’Assisi with a crit. Introd. containing a 
description with every extant version in the original Latin, N. Y., 1904. Also Ed. d’Alenacon: Th. 
a Celano, S. Franc. Assisiensis vita et miracula, etc., pp. lxxxvii, 481, Rome, 1906.—Fr. of Assisi 
according to Th. of Celano. His descriptions of the Seraphic Father, 1229-1257, Introd. by H. G. 
Rosedale, Lond., 1904.—3. Legenda trium sociorum, the Legend of the Three Companions, Leo, 
Angelo, and Rufino, intimate associates of Francis. Written in 1246 and first publ. in full by the 
Bollandists as an appendix to Celano’s Lives, Louvaine, 1768, Rome, 1880. It has been preserved 
in a mutilated condition. The disputes within the order account for the expurgation of parts to suit 
the lax or papal wing.—4. Speculum perfectionis seu S. Francesci Assisiensis legenda 
antiquissima, auctore fratre Leone, nunc primum edidit, Paul Sabatier, Paris, 1898; also ed. by 
Ed. Lemmens, Quaracchi, 1901. Sabatier dates it 1227. Eng. trans. by Constance, Countess de la 
Warr, Lond., 1902. See note below.—5. Legenda major, or Aurea legenda major, by 
Bonaventura, in Peltier’s ed., and Quaracchi, 1898, Engl. trans., Douai, 1610, and by Miss 
Lockhart with Pref. by Card. Manning, Lond., 3d ed., 1889. Written in obedience to the order of 
the Franciscan Chapter and approved by it at Pisa, 1263. Here the legendary element is greatly 
enlarged. Once treated as the chief authority, it is now relegated to a subordinate place, as it 
suppresses the distinctive element represented by Francis’ will.—6. Liber conformitatum, by 
Bartholomew Albericus of Pisa, d. 1401. Institutes forty comparisons between Francis and Christ. 
Luther called it der Barfussmonche Eulenspiegel und Alkoran, The owls’ looking-glass and 
Koran of the Barefoot monks.—7. Actus B. Francesci et sociorum ejus, ed. Sabatier, Paris, 1902. 
A collection of sayings and acts of Francis, handed down from eye-witnesses and others, hitherto 
unpubl. and to be dated not later than 1328.—8. Legenda of Julian of Spires. About 1230.—9. 
Legenda of Bernard of Bess, publ. in the Analecta Franciscana III., Quaracchi, near Florence. A 
compilation.—10. Francisci beati sacrum commercium cum domina paupertate, with an Ital. 
trans. by Ed. d’Alenacon, Rome, 1900. Engl. trans., The Lady Poverty, by Montgomery 
Carmichael, N. Y., 1902. Goes back, at least, to the 13th century, as Ubertino da Casale was 
acquainted with it.—11. The Fioretti, or Little Flowers of St. Francis, first publ., 1476, ed. 
Sabatier, Paris, 1902, pp. xvi., 250. Engl. trans. by Abby L. Alger, Boston, 1887, and Woodroffe, 
London, 1905. Belongs to the 14th century. A collection of legends very popular in Italy. Sabatier 
says none of them are genuine, but that they perfectly reveal the soul of St. Francis,—12. Fratris 
Fr. Bartholi de Assisio Tractatus de indulgentia S. Mariae de Portiuncula, ed. Sabatier, Paris, 
1900. Belongs to the 14th century. See Lit.-zeitung, 1901, 110 sqq.—13. Regula antiqua fratrum 
et sororum de poenitentia seu tertii ordinis S. Francisci, nunc primum ed., Sabatier, Paris, 1901. 
See S. Minocchi: La Leggenda antica. Nuova fonte biogr. di S. Francesco d’Assisi tratto da un 
codice Vaticana, Florence, 1905, pp. 184. Unfavorably noticed by Lempp, in Lit.-zeitung, 1906, 



p. 509, who says that the contents of the MS. were for the most part drawn from the Speculum 
perfectionis. 
 
Modern Biographies.—By Chavin Deuteronomy Malan, Paris, 1841, 2d ed., 1845.—K. Hase, 
Leip. 1856, 2d ed., 1892. First crit. biog.—Mrs. Oliphant, Lond., 1870.—Magliano, 2 vols., 
Rome, 1874, Eng. trans., N. Y., 1887.—L. de Cherance, Paris, 1892, Engl. trans., 1901.—Henry 
Thode, Berlin, 1885, 1904.—*Paul Sabatier, a Protestant pastor: Vie de S. Franacois d’Assise, 
Paris, 1894. 33d ed., 1906. Crowned by the French Academy. Engl. trans. by L. S. Houghton, N. 
Y., 1894. I use the 27th ed.—W. J. Knox-Little, Lond., 1896.—P. Doreau, Paris, 1903, p. 648.—
A. Barine: S. Fr. d’Assisi et le legende des trois Compagnons, Paris, 1901.—J. Herkless: Francis 
and Dominic, N. Y., 1904.—H. v. Redern, Schwerin, 1905.—*G. Schnurer: Franz von Assisi. Die 
Vertiefung des religiosen Lebens im Abendlande zur Zeit der Kreuzzuge, Munich, 1905.—Nino 
Tamassia: S. Francesco d’Assisi e la sua leggenda, Padua, 1906, p. 216.—F. Van Ortroy: Julien 
de Spire, biographe de St. Franacois, Brussels, 1890.—J. E. Weis: Julian von Speier, d. 1285, 
Munich, 1900.—Ed. Lempp: Frere Elie de Cortona, Paris, 1901.—H. Tilemann: Speculum 
perfectionis und Legenda trium sociorum, Ein Beitrag zur Quellenkritik der Gesch. des hl. Franz. 
von Assisi, Leip. 1902.—Potthast: Bibl. Hist., II. 1319 sqq. gives a list of ninety biographies. For 
further Lit. see Zockler in Herzog, VI. 197-222, and "Engl. Hist. Rev." 1903, 165 sqq., for a list 
and critical estimate of the lit., W. Goetz: Die Quellen zur Gesch. des hl. Franz von Assisi, Gotha, 
1904. First published in Brieger’s Zeitschrift and reviewed in Lit.-zeitung, 1905, pp. 8-10. 
 
II. The Franciscans: Earliest Chronicles.—Jordanus Daniel Giano: de primitivorum fratrum in 
Teutoniam missorum conversatione et vita memorabilia, for the years 1207-1238, in Analecta 
Franciscana, pp. 1-19.—Thomas of Eccleston, a Franciscan: de adventu Minorum in Angliam, 
1224-1250 in the Analecta Franciscana and best in Monumenta Franciscana, ed. by J. S. Brewer, 
with valuable Preface, London, 1858, Engl. trans. by Cuthbert, London, 1903. The volume also 
contains the Letters of Adam de Marisco, etc.; vol. II., ed. by Richard Howlett, with Preface, 
contains fragments of Eccleston and other English documents bearing on the Franciscans.—
Analecta Franciscana sive chronica aliaque documenta ad historiam Minorum spectantia, 
Quaracchi, 1885.—Bullarium Franciscanum sive Romanorum pontificum constitutiones, 
epistolae, diplomata, etc., vols. I.-IV., Rome, 1759, ed. by J. H. Sbaraglea and Rossi, vols. V., 
VII., Rome, 1898-1904, ed. by Conrad Eubel; the collection extends to 1378.—Seraphicae 
legationis textus originales, Quaracchi, 1897, containing the Rule of 1223 and other documents. 
Luke Wadding: Annales Minorum, 7 vols., Lyons, 1625-1648, the most valuable history of the 
order.—Denifle and Ehrle give valuable materials and criticisms in Archiv fur Lit. und 
Kirchengeschichte d. Mittelalters, vol. I. 145 sqq.; 509-569, III. 553 sqq.; VI. 1I sqq., Berlin, 
1885-1891.—Karl Muller: Die Anfange des Minoriten-ordens und der Bussbruderschaften, 
Freib., 1885.—A. G. Little: The Grey-friars in Oxford, Oxford, 1891.—Eubel: Die 
avignonesische Obedienz der Mendikanten-Orden, etc., zur Zeit des grossen Schismas beleuchtet 
durch die von Clement VII. und Benedict XIII. an-dieselben gerichteten Schreiben, Paderborn, 
1900.—Pierre Madonnet: Les origines de l’ordre de poenitentia, Freib., 1898; also Les regles et 
le gouvernement de l’ordre de poenitentia am XIIIe siecle (1212-1234), Paris, 1902.—F. X. 
Seppelt: Der Kampf der Bettelorden an-der Universitat Paris in der Mitte des 13ten Jahrh. 
Heiligenstadt, 1892.—F. Glaser: Die franziskanische Bewegung. Ein Beitrag zur Gesch. sozialer 
Reformideen im Mittelalter, Stuttg., 1903.—H. Felder: Gesch. der wissenschaftlichen Studien im 
Franziskanerorden bis c. 1250, Freib., 1904, pp. 557. Ricard St. Clara: St. Claire d’Assise, Paris, 
1895.—E. Wauer: Entstehung und Ausbreitung des Klarissenordens besonders in deutschen 
Minoritenprovinzen, Leip., 1906.—E. Knoth: Ubertino da Casale, Marburg, 19 Bibliothek zu 
Breslau befindlichen handschrift-lichen Aufzeichnungen von Reden und Tractaten Capistrans, 
etc., 2 Parts, Breslau, 1903-1905.—L. de Cherance: St. Antoine de Padoue, Paris, 1906.—Helyot: 
Relig. Orders, VII. 1-421.—Lea. Hist. of the Inquisition, I. 242-304.—M. Creighton: The Coming 



of the Friars, in Lectures and Addresses, pp. 69-84.—A. Jessopp: The Coming of the Friars.—
Stevenson: Life of Grosseteste, London, 1899, pp. 59-87.—Hauck, IV. 366-483. 
 
Note on the recent literature on St. Francis. A phenomenal impulse was given to the study of the 
life of St. Francis by the publication of Sabatier’s biography in 1804. This biography, Karl Muller 
placed "at the summit of modern historical workmanship.," Lit.-zeitung, 1895, pp. 179-186. It 
showed a mastery of the literature before unknown and a profound sympathy with the spirit of the 
Italian saint. It has revolutionized the opinion of Protestants in regard to him, and has given to the 
world a correct picture of the real Francis. Strange that a Protestant pastor should have proved 
himself the leading modern student of Francis and one of his most devoted admirers! Sabatier has 
followed up his first work with tireless investigations into the early literature and history of St. 
Francis and the Franciscans, giving up his pastorate, making tour after tour to Italy, and spending 
much time in Assisi, where he is held in high esteem, and is pointed out as one of the chief sights 
of the place. He has been fortunate in his discoveries of documents and, as an editor, he has 
created a new Franciscan literature. His enthusiasm and labors have stimulated a number of 
scholars in Germany, Italy, and Switzerland to make a specialty of the early Franciscan literature 
such as Minocchi, Madonnet, Muller, Lempp, and Schnurer. His Life of St. Francis has been put 
on the Index because it is said to misrepresent Catholic customs. 
 
While Sabatier’s presentation of Francis’ career and character may be said to have gained general 
acceptance, except among Franciscans, there is a large difference of opinion in regard to the dates 
of the early documents and their original contents. This literary aspect of the subject has become 
greatly complicated by the publication of manuscripts which differ widely from one another and 
the divergent criticisms of scholars. This confusion has been likened by Muller, Lit.-zeitung, 
1902, p. 593, and Lempp, Lit. zeitung, 1906, p. 509, to a thicket through which it is almost 
impossible to see a path. The confusion grows out of the determined policy of Gregory IX. and 
the conventual wing of the early Franciscans to destroy all materials which show that Francis was 
opposed to a strict discipline within the order and insisted upon the rule of absolute poverty. The 
Franciscan chapter of 1264 ordered all biographies of Francis, written up to that time, destroyed, 
except the biography by Bonaventura. St. Francis’ insistence upon the rule of absolute poverty, 
the original Rule, and his will, were to be utterly effaced. The new study, introduced by the clear 
eye of Sabatier, has gone back of this date, 1264, and rescued the portrait of the real Francis. 
 
The attention of scholars is chiefly concentrated on the Speculum perfectionis published by 
Sabatier, 1898, and the original Rule of the Franciscan Tertiaries. The Speculum perfectionis is a 
life of Francis and, according to Sabatier (Introd. li.), is the first biography, dating back to 1227. 
The discovery of the document is one of the most interesting and remarkable of recent historical 
discoveries. The way it came to be found was this:— 
 
Materials for the Life of Francis are contained in a volume entitled Speculum vitae St. Francisci 
et sociorum ejus, published first at Venice, 1504, and next at Paris, 1509. In studying the Paris 
edition of 1509, Sabatier discovered 118 chapters ascribed to no author and differing in spirit and 
style from the other parts. He used the document in the construction of his biography and was 
inclined to ascribe it to the three companions of Francis,—Leo, Angelo, and Rufino. See Vie de S. 
Franacois, pp. lxxii. sq. At a later time he found that in several MSS. these chapters were marked 
as a distinct document. In the MS. in the Mazarin library he found 124 distinctive chapters. In 
these are included the 16 of the Paris edition of 1509. These chapters Sabatier regards as a distinct 
volume, the Speculum perfectionis, written by Leo, the primary composition bearing on Francis’ 
career and teachings. The date for its composition is derived from the Mazarin MS. which gives 
the date as MCCXXVIII. This date Sabatier finds confirmed by indications in the document itself, 
p. xxii. etc. 



 
This sympathetic, lucid, and frank narrative puts Francis in a new light, as a martyr to the 
ambitious designs of Gregory IX. who set aside the rule of absolute poverty which was most dear 
to Francis’ heart and placed over him a representative of his own papal views. Leo, so Sabatier 
contends (Introd. p. li.), wrote his work immediately after the announcement by Elias of Cortona 
of the intention to erect an imposing cathedral over the "Little Poor Man." Leo was unable to 
suppress his indignation and so uttered his protest against the violent manipulation of Francis’ 
plan and memory. 
 
Serious objection has been raised to Sabatier’s date of the Speculum perfectionis. In agreement 
with Minocchi,—Tilemann, Goetz, and others have adopted the date given in the Ognissanti (a 
convent in Florence) MS. namely MCCCXVII, and by a careful study of the other lives of Francis 
conclude that the Speculum is a compilation. Some of its contents, however, they agree, antedate 
Thomas a Celano’s Vita secunda or second Life of Francis or are still older. Muller, Lit.-zeitung, 
1899, 49-52, 1902, p. 598, and Lempp, while not accepting the early date of 1227, place the 
document in the first half of the 13th century and regard it as an authority of the first rank, eine 
Quelle ersten Ranges. It shows a deep penetration into the real mind and soul of Francis, says 
Lempp, Lit.-zeitung, 1905, pp. 9 sq. Tilemann also ascribes to the document the highest value. 
For the numerous articles in Reviews, by Minocchi, van Ortroy, etc., see Tilemann, Speculum 
perfectionis, p. 4. 
 
If Sabatier has given us the real Francis of history, as there is reason to believe he has, then the 
spectacle of Francis’ loss of authority by the skilled hand of Cardinal Ugolino, Gregory IX., is 
one of the most pathetic spectacles in history and Francis stands out as one of the most unselfish 
and pure-minded men of the Christian centuries.  



70. St. Francis d’Assisi. 
 
Not long the period from his glorious birth, 
 
When, with extraordinary virtue blest, 
 
This wondrous sun began to comfort earth, 
 
Bearing, while yet a child, his father’s ire, 
 
For sake of her whom all as death detest, 
 
And banish from the gate of their desire, 
 
Before the court of heaven, before 
 
His father, too, he took her for his own; 
 
From day to day, then loved her more and more, 
 
Twelve hundred years had she remained, deprived 
 
Of her first spouse, deserted and unknown, 
 
And unsolicited till he arrived. 
 
But lest my language be not clearly seen, 
 
Know, that in speaking of these lovers twain, 
 
Francis and Poverty henceforth, I mean. 
 
—Dante, Paradiso XI., Wright’s trans. 
 
High up in the list of hagiography stands the name of Francis of Assisi, the founder of the order 
of the Franciscans. Of all the Italian saints, he is the most popular in Italy and beyond it. {791} 
 
Francesco,—Francis,—Bernardone, 1182-1226, was born and died in Assisi. His baptismal name 
was Giovanni, John, and the name Francis seems to have been given him by his father, Pietro 
Bernardone, a rich dealer in textile fabrics, with reference to France, to which he made business 
journeys. Francis studied Latin and was imperfectly acquainted with the art of writing. He had 
money to spend, and spent it in gayeties. In a war between Assisi and Perugia he joined the ranks, 
and was taken prisoner. When released, he was twenty-two. During an illness which ensued, his 
religious nature began to be stirred. He arose from his bed disgusted with himself and unsatisfied 
with the world. Again he enlisted, and, starting to join Walter of Brienne in Southern Italy, he 
proceeded as far as Spoleto. But he was destined for another than a soldier’s career. Turning 
back, and moved by serious convictions, he retired to a grotto near Assisi for seclusion. He made 
a pilgrimage to Rome, whether to do penance or not, is not known. His sympathies began to go 
out to the poor. He met a leper and shrank back in horror at first, but, turning about, kissed the 



leper’s hand, and left in it all the money he had. He frequented the chapels in the suburbs of his 
native city, but lingered most at St. Damian, a humble chapel, rudely furnished, and served by a 
single priest. This became to his soul a Bethel. At the rude altar he seemed to hear the voice of 
Christ. In his zeal he took goods from his father and gave them to the priest. So far as we know, 
Francis never felt called upon to repent of this act. Here we have an instance of a different moral 
standard from our own. How different, for example, was the feeling of Dr. Samuel Johnson, 
when, for an act of disobedience to his father, he stood, as a full-grown man, a penitent in the rain 
in the open square of Litchfield, his head uncovered! 
 
The change which had overcome the gay votary of pleasure brought upon Francis the ridicule of 
the city and his father’s relentless indignation. He was cast out of his father’s house. Without any 
of those expressions of regret which we would expect from a son under similar circumstances, he 
renounced his filial obligation in public in these words: "Up to this time I have called Pietro 
Bernardone father, but now I desire to serve God and to say nothing else than ‘Our Father which 
art in heaven.’" Henceforth Francis was devoted to the religious life. He dressed scantily, took up 
his abode among the lepers, washing their sores, and restored St. Damian, begging the stones on 
the squares and streets of the city. This was in 1208. 
 
Francis now received from the Benedictine abbot of Mt. Subasio the gift of the little chapel, Santa 
Maria degli Angeli. {792} Under the name of the Portiuncula—Little Portion—it became the 
favorite shrine of the saint and his early companions. There Francis had most of his visions, and 
there he died. {793} In later years he secured from Honorius III. the remarkable concession of 
plenary indulgence for every one visiting the chapel between vespers of Aug. 1 to vespers of Aug. 
2 each year. This made the Portiuncula a shrine of the first rank. 
 
In 1209 Francis heard the words, "Preach, the kingdom of heaven is at hand, heal the sick, cleanse 
the lepers, cast out devils. Provide neither silver nor gold, nor brass in your purses." Throwing 
away his staff, purse, and, shoes, he made these Apostolic injunctions the rule of his life. He 
preached repentance and gathered about him Bernardo di Quintavallo, Egidio, and other 
companions. The three passages commanding poverty and taking up the cross, Matthew 26:24-
26; 19:21; Luke 9:1-6, were made their Rule. {794} The Rule meant nothing less than full 
obedience to the Gospel. The Lesser Brethren, fratres minores, for such came to be their name, 
begged from door to door, where they could not earn their bread, went barefoot {795} and slept in 
hay lofts, leper hospitals, and wherever else they could find lodgment. 
 
They were to preach, but especially were they to exemplify the precepts of the Gospel in their 
lives. Living was the most important concern, more important than sermons and than learning. 
Learning, Francis feared, would destroy humility. To a woman who came to him for alms he gave 
a copy of the New Testament, which they read at matins, the only book in the convent at the time. 
The convent did not even possess a breviary. {796} A life of good works and sympathies was 
what Francis was seeking to emphasize. In his will, Francis calls himself an illiterate, idiota. 
Thomas a  Celano also speaks of him in the same way. The word seems to have had the double 
sense of a man without education and a man with little more than a primary education. It was also 
used of laymen in contrast to clerics. Francis’ education was confined to elemental studies, and 
his biographers are persistent in emphasizing that he was taught directly of God. {797} Two 
writings in Francis’ handwriting are in existence, one in Assisi and one in Spoleto. {798} 
 
In 1210 Francis and some of his companions went to Rome, and were received by Innocent III. 
{799} The English chronicler reports that the pope, in order to test his sincerity, said, "Go, 
brother, go to the pigs, to whom you are more fit to be compared than to men, and roll with them, 
and to them preach the rules you have so ably set forth." Francis obeyed, and returning said, "My 



Lord, I have done so." {800} The pope then gave his blessing to the brotherhood and informally 
sanctioned their rule, granted them the tonsure, and bade them go and preach repentance. 
 
The brotherhood increased rapidly. The members were expected to work. In his will Francis 
urged the brethren to work at some trade as he had done. He compared an idle monk to a drone. 
{801} The brethren visited the sick, especially lepers, preached in ever extending circles, and 
went abroad on missionary journeys. Francis was ready to sell the very ornaments of the altar 
rather than refuse an appeal for aid. He felt ashamed when he saw any one poorer than himself. 
{802} At this time occurred one of the most remarkable episodes of Francis’ career. He entered 
into marriage with Poverty. He called Poverty his bride, mother, sister, and remained devoted to 
her with the devotion of a knight. {803} The story runs thus. Francis, with some companions, 
went out in search of Poverty. Two old men pointed out her abode on a high mountain. There 
Poverty, seated "on the throne of her neediness," received them and Francis praised her as the 
inseparable companion of the Lord, and "the mistress and queen of the virtues." Poverty replied 
that she had been with Adam in paradise, but had become a homeless wanderer after the fall until 
the Lord came and made her over to his elect. By her agency the number of believers was greatly 
increased, but after a while her sister Lady Persecution withdrew from her. Believers lost their 
fortitude. Then monks came and joined her, but her enemy Avarice, under the name of 
Discretion, made the monks rich. Finally monasticism yielded completely to worldliness, and 
Poverty removed wholly from it. Francis now joined himself to Poverty, who gave him and his 
companions the kiss of peace and descended the mountain with them. A new era was begun. 
Henceforth the pillow of the friends was a stone, their diet bread and water, and their convent the 
world. {804} 
 
In 1212 Clara of Sciffi entered into the horizon of Francis’ life. She was twelve years his junior 
and sixteen when she first heard him preach at the Cathedral of Assisi. The sermon entered her 
soul. With Francis’ aid she escaped from her father’s house, and was admitted to vows by him. 
{805} He conducted her to a house of Benedictine nuns. A younger sister, Agnes, followed Clara. 
The Chapel of St. Damian was set apart for them, and there the order of Clarisses was 
inaugurated. Clara outlived Francis, and in 1253 expired in the presence of brothers Leo, Angelo, 
and Ginefro. 
 
In 1217 Francis was presented to Honorius III. and the curia. At the advice of Cardinal Ugolino, 
later Gregory IX., he prepared himself and memorized the sermon. Arrived in the pontiff’s 
presence, he forgot what he had prepared and delivered an impromptu discourse, which won the 
assembly. 
 
Francis made evangelistic tours through Italy which were extended to Egypt and Syria 1219. 
Returning from the East the little Poor Man, il poverello, found a new element had been 
introduced into the brotherhood through the influence of the stern disciplinarian Ugolino. This 
violent change made the rest of the years a time of bitter, though scarcely expressed, sorrow for 
him. Passing through Bologna in 1220, he was pained to the depths at seeing a house being 
erected for the brothers. Cardinal Ugolino had determined to manipulate the society in the interest 
of the curia. He had offered Francis his help, and Francis had accepted the offer. Under the 
cardinal’s influence, a new code was adopted in 1221, and still a third in 1223 in which Francis’ 
distinctive wishes were set aside. The original Rule of poverty was modified, the old ideas of 
monastic discipline introduced, and a new element of absolute submission to the pope added. The 
mind of Francis was too simple and unsophisticated for the shrewd rulers of the church. The 
policy of the ecclesiastic henceforth had control of the order. {806} Francis was set aside and a 
minister-general, Pietro di Catana, a doctor of laws and a member of the nobility was put at the 
head of the society. This was the condition of affairs Francis found on his return from Syria. He 



accepted it and said to his brethren, "From henceforth I am dead for you. Here is brother Peter di 
Catana whom you and I will obey," and prostrating himself, he promised the man who had 
superseded him obedience and submission. {807} 
 
This forced self-subordination of Francis offers one of the most touching spectacles of mediaeval 
biography. Francis had withheld himself from papal privileges. He had favored freedom of 
movement. The skilled hand of Ugolino substituted strict monastic obedience. Organization was 
to take the place of spontaneous devotion. Ugolino was, no doubt, Francis’ real as well as 
professed friend. He laid the foundation of the cathedral in Assisi to his honor, and canonized him 
two years after his death. But Francis’ spirit he did not appreciate. Francis was henceforth 
helpless to carry out his original ideas, {808} and yet, without making any outward sign of 
insubordination, he held tenaciously to them to the end. 
 
These ideas are reaffirmed in Francis’ famous will. This document is one of the most affecting 
pieces in Christian literature. Here Francis calls himself "little brother," frater parvulus. All he 
had to leave the brothers was his benediction, the memory of the early days of the brotherhood, 
and counsels to abide by the first Rule. This Rule he had received from no human teacher. The 
Almighty God himself had revealed it unto him, that he ought to live according to the mode of the 
Holy Gospel. He reminded them how the first members loved to live in poor and abandoned 
churches. He bade them not accept churches or houses, except as it might be in accordance with 
the rule of holy poverty they had professed. He forbade their receiving bulls from the papal court, 
even for their personal protection. At the same time, he pledged his obedience to the minister-
general and expressed his purpose to go nowhere and do nothing against his will "for he is my 
lord." Through the whole of the document there runs a chord of anguish. {809} 
 
Francis’ heart was broken. Never strong, his last years were full of infirmities. Change of locality 
brought only temporary relief. The remedial measures of the physician, such as the age knew, 
were employed. An iron, heated to white heat, was applied to Francis’ forehead. Francis shrank at 
first, but submitted to the treatment, saying, "Brother Fire, you are beautiful above all creatures, 
be favorable to me in this hour." He jocosely called his body, Brother Ass. {810} The devotion of 
the people went beyond all bounds. They fought for fragments of his clothing, hairs from his 
head, and even the parings of his nails. 
 
Two years before his death Francis composed the Canticle to the Sun, which Renan has called the 
most perfect expression of modern religious feeling. {811} It was written at a time when he was 
beset by temptations, and blindness had begun to set in. The hymn is a pious outburst of 
passionate love for nature. It soars above any other pastorals of the Middle Ages. Indeed Francis’ 
love for nature is rare in the records of his age, and puts him into companionship with that large 
modern company who see poems in the clouds and hear symphonies in flowers. He loved the 
trees, the stones, birds, and the plants of the field. Above all things he loved the sun, created to 
illuminate our eyes by day, and the fire which gives us light in the night time, for "God has 
illuminated our eyes by these two, our brothers." 
 
Francis had a message for the brute creation and preached to the birds. "Brother birds," he said on 
one occasion, "you ought to love and praise your Creator very much. He has given you feathers 
for clothing, wings for flying, and all things that can be of use to you. You have neither to sow, 
nor to reap, and yet He takes care of you. And the birds curved their necks and looked at him as if 
to thank him. He would have had the emperor make a special law against killing or doing any 
injury to, our sisters, the birds." {812} Later tradition narrated very wonderful things about his 
power over nature, {813} as for example the taming of the fierce wolf of Gubbio. He was the 
terror of the neighborhood. He ran at Francis with open mouth, but laid himself down at Francis’ 



feet like a lamb at his words, "Brother Wolf, in the name of Jesus Christ, I command you to do no 
evil to me or to any man." Francis promised him forgiveness for all past offences on condition of 
his never doing harm again to human being. The beast assented to the compact by lowering his 
head and kneeling before him. He became the pet of Gubbio. 
 
The last week of his life, the saint had repeated to him again and again the 142d Psalm, beginning 
with the words, "I cry with my voice unto Jehovah," and also his Canticle to the Sun. He called in 
brothers Angelo and Leo to sing to him about sister Death. {814} Elias of Cortona, who had aided 
the Roman curia in setting aside Francis’ original Rule, remonstrated on the plea that the people 
would regard such hilarity in the hour of death as inconsistent with saintship. But Francis replied 
that he had been thinking of death for two years, and now he was so united with the Lord, that he 
might well be joyful in Him. {815} And so, as Thomas a  Celano says, "he met death singing." 
{816} At his request they carried him to the Portiuncula chapel. On his way he asked that his bed 
be turned so that once more his face might be towards Assisi. He could no longer see, but he 
could pray, and so he made a supplication to heaven for the city. {817} At the church he broke 
bread with the brethren, performing the priestly service with his own lips. On Oct. 3, 1226, to use 
Brother Leo’s words, he "migrated to the Lord Jesus Christ whom he had loved with his whole 
heart, and followed most perfectly." 
 
Before the coffin was closed, great honors began to be heaped upon the saintly man. The citizens 
of Assisi took possession of the body, and Francis’ name has become the chief attraction of the 
picturesque and somnolent old town. He was canonized two years later. {818} The services were 
held in Assisi, July 26, 1228, Gregory IX. being present. The following day, the pontiff laid the 
corner stone of the new cathedral to Francis’ memory. It was dedicated by Innocent IV. in 1243, 
and Francis’ body was laid under the main altar. {819} The art of Cimabue and Giotto has 
adorned the sanctuary within. The statuary of the modern sculptor, Dupre, in front, represents the 
great mendicant in the garb of his order with arms crossed over his chest, and his head bowed. 
Francis was scarcely dead when Elias of Cortona made the astounding announcement of the 
stigmata. These were the marks which Francis is reported to have borne on his body, 
corresponding to the five wounds on Christ’s crucified body. In Francis’ case they were fleshy, 
but not bloody excrescences. The account is as follows. During a period of fasting and the most 
absorbed devotion, Christ appeared to Francis on the morning of the festival of the Holy Cross, in 
the rising sun in the form of a seraph with outstretched wings, nailed to the cross. The vision 
gone, Francis felt pains in his hands and side. He had received the stigmata. This occurred in 
1224 on the Verna, {820} a mountain on the Upper Arno three thousand feet above the sea. 
 
The historical evidence for the reality of these marks is as follows. It was the day after Francis’ 
death that Elias of Cortona, as vicar of the order, sent letters in all directions to the Franciscans, 
announcing the fact that he had seen the stigmata on Francis’ body. His letter contained these 
words: "Never has the world seen such a sign except on the Son of God. For a long time before 
his death, our brother had in his body five wounds which were truly the stigmata of Christ, for his 
hands and feet have marks as of nails, without and within, a kind of scars, while from his side, as 
if pierced by a lance, a little blood oozed." The Speculum Perfectionis, perhaps the first biography 
of Francis, refers to them incidentally, but distinctly, in the course of a description of the severe 
temptations by which Francis was beset. {821} Thomas a  Celano, not later than 1230, describes 
them more at length, and declares that a few saw them while Francis was still alive. Gregory IX. 
in 1237 called upon the whole Church to accept them, and condemned the Dominicans for calling 
their reality in question. {822} The first portrait of Francis, dating from 1236, exhibits the marks. 
 
On the other hand, a very strong argument against their genuineness is the omission of all 
reference to them by Gregory IX. in his bull canonizing Francis, 1228. Francis’ claim to 



saintship, we would think, could have had no better authentication, and the omission is 
inexplicable. {823} 
 
Three explanations have been given of the stigmata on the supposition that Francis’ body really 
bore the scars. 1. They were due to supernatural miracle. This is the Catholic view. In 1304 
Benedict XI. established a festival of the stigmata. 2. They were the product of a highly wrought 
mental state proceeding from the contemplation of Christ on the cross. This is the view of 
Sabatier. {824} 3. The third explanation treats them as a pious fraud practised by Francis himself, 
who from a desire to feel all the pains Christ felt, picked the marks with his own fingers. {825} 
Such a course seems incredible. In the absence of a sufficient moral reason for the impression of 
the stigmata, it is difficult for the critical mind to accept them. On the other hand, the historical 
attestation is such that an effort is required to deny them. So far as we know, Francis never used 
the stigmata to attest his mission. {826} 
 
The study of the career of Francis d’Assisi, as told by his contemporaries, and as his spirit is 
revealed in his own last testament, makes the impression of purity of purpose and humility of 
spirit,—of genuine saintliness. He sought not positions of honor nor a place with the great. With 
simple mind, he sought to serve his fellow-men by republishing the precepts of the Gospel, and 
living them out in his own example. He sought once more to give the Gospel to the common 
people, and the common people heard him gladly. He may not have possessed great strength of 
intellect. He lacked the gifts of the ecclesiastical diplomat, but he certainly possessed glowing 
fervor of heart and a magnetic personality, due to consuming love for men. He was not a 
theological thinker, but he was a man of practical religious sympathies to which his deeds 
corresponded. He spoke and acted as one who feels full confidence in his divinely appointed 
mission. {827} He spoke to the Church as no one after him did till Luther came. 
 
Few men of history have made so profound an impression as did Francis. His personality shed 
light far and near in his own time. But his mission extends to all the centuries. He was not a 
foreigner in his own age by any protest in matters of ritual or dogma, but he is at home in all ages 
by reason of his Apostolic simplicity and his artless gentleness. Our admiration for him turns not 
to devotion as for a perfect model of the ideal life. Francis’ piety, after all, has a mediaeval glow. 
But, so far as we can know, he stands well among those of all time who have discerned the 
meaning of Christ’s words and breathed His spirit. So Harnack can call him the "wonderful saint 
of Assisi," and Sabatier utter the lofty praise, "that it was given to him to divine the superiority of 
the spiritual priesthood." {828} 
 
The Canticle of The Sun 
 
O most high, almighty, good Lord God, to Thee belong praise, glory, honor, and all blessing! 
 
Praised be my Lord God with all His creatures, and specially our brother the sun, who brings us 
the day and who brings us the light; fair is he and shines with a very great splendor: O Lord he 
signifies to us Thee! 
 
Praised be my Lord for our sister the moon, and for the stars, the which He has set clear and 
lovely in heaven. 
 
Praised be my Lord for our brother the wind and for air and cloud, calms and all weather by the 
which Thou upholdest life in all creatures. 
 



Praised be my Lord for our sister water, who is very serviceable unto us and humble and precious 
and clean. 
 
Praised be my Lord for our brother fire, through whom Thou givest us light in the darkness; and 
he is bright and pleasant and very mighty and strong. 
 
Praised be my Lord for our mother the earth, the which doth sustain us and keep us, and bringeth 
forth divers fruits and flowers of many colors, and grass. 
 
Praised be my Lord for all those who pardon one another for His love’s sake, and who endure 
weakness and tribulation; blessed are they who peaceably shall endure, for Thou, O most Highest, 
shalt give them a crown. 
 
Praised be my Lord for our sister, the death of the body, from which no man escapeth. Woe to 
him who dieth in mortal sin! Blessed are they who are found walking by the most holy will, for 
the second death shall have no power to do them harm. 
 
Praise ye and bless the Lord, and give thanks unto Him and serve Him with great humility. {829} 
 
{791} The former unfavorable view of most Protestant historians concerning Francis is no longer 
held. Hallam, Middle Ages, II. 197, called him "a harmless enthusiast, pious and sincere, but 
hardly of sane mind." Lea, representing the present tendency, goes far, when he says. "No human 
creature since Christ has more fully incarnated the ideal of Christianity than Francis." Hist. of 
Inquis., I. 260. Harnack says, "If ever a man practised what he preached, it was St. Francis." An 
anonymous writer, reviewing some of the Franciscan literature in the Independent, 1901, p. 2044, 
seriously pronounced the judgment that "Since the Apostles, Francis received into his being the 
love of Christ toward men and the lower creatures more fully than any other man, and his 
appearance has been an epoch of spiritual history only less significant than that of the original 
Good Tidings." More judicious is Sabatier’s verdict, Vie de S. Franc.,  p. viii., "that Francis is 
pre-eminently the saint of the Middle Ages. Owing nothing to the Church, he was truly 
theodidact." 
 
{792} The Speculum perfectionis, pp. 94 sqq., leaves no room for doubting the gift of the church 
to Francis. The gift was made on condition that the chapel should always remain the centre of the 
brotherhood. 
 
{793} That is, in the cell a few yards from Portiuncula. Both Portiuncula and the cell, which has 
been turned into a chapel, are now under the roof of the basilica. 
 
{794} Sabatier limits the Rule to these passages of Scripture. Thomas of Celano, Vita sec.,  II. 10, 
says that Francis "used chiefly the words of the Holy Gospel" but says further that "he added a 
few other things which were necessary for a holy life pauca tamen inseruit alia." 
 
{795} In case of necessity the wearing of sandals was permitted. Speculum, p. 8. 
 
{796} Speculum, 38; 2 Cel. 3, 35. The woman was expected to sell the book. 
 
{797} On the meaning of idiota, see Felder, p. 61, and Bohmer, p. xi. Felder, pp. 59 sqq., makes 
an effort to parry the charges that Francis lacked education and disparaged education for his 
order. Celano calls him vir idiota and says nullis fuit scientiae studiis innutritus. He also speaks 
of him as singing in French as he walked through a forest. See the notes in Felder. 



 
{798} See Bohmer, pp. xiii. sq., 69 sq. 
 
{799} Giotto has made the meeting with Innocent seated on his throne the subject of one of his 
frescoes. A splendid contrast indeed, the sovereign of kings and potentates and yet the successor 
of Peter, recognizing the humble devotee, whose fame was destined to equal his own! The date 
usually given is 1209. Sabatier gives reasons for the change to 1210. St. Franacois, p. 100. 
 
{800} M. Paris, Luard’s ed., III. 132. Sabatier remarks that the incident has a real Franciscan 
color and is to be regarded as having some historic basis. 
 
{801} Spectulum, p. 49. See also Cel. 10; 2 Cel. 97. Sabatier insists that Francis had "no intention 
of creating a mendicant order, but a working order." S. Franacois, p. 138. Denifle also called 
attention to this feature, Archiv, 1885, p. 482. 
 
{802} Speculum, xvii. 
 
{803} Celano in his first Life speaks of the sacred intercourse between Francis and holy Poverty, 
commercium cum sancta paupertate. The work entitled Sacrum commercium, etc., relates in full 
the story accounting for Francis’ espousal of Poverty. 
 
{804} Jacopone da Todi took up the idea and represented Poverty going through the earth and 
knocking at the door of convent after convent, and being turned away. Hase, with reference to 
Francis’ apotheosis of Poverty, says, that Diogenes was called a mad Socrates, and so Francis was 
a mad Christ, ein verruckter Christus. KirchenGesch. II. 382. In its opening chapter the 
Commercium explains the beatitude, "Blessed are the poor in spirit," to refer to the renunciation 
of worldly goods, and puts into the hands of Poverty the keys of the kingdom of heaven. 
 
{805} Francis was a deacon and never a priest. According to Thomas a  Celano, Francis was 
austere in his relations to women, and knew only two women by sight. Sabatier, pp. 169 sq., 
pronounces this portraiture false and speaks of "the love of St. Francis and St. Clara." Here, as in 
other places, the biographer allows himself the license of the idealist. Francis’ last message to 
Clara is given in the Speculum Perfectionis, pp. 180 sqq. The Franciscan Rule of 1223 forbids, 
suspicious conferences with women, "but allows the friars to enter monastaries of nuns by 
permission of the Holy See." See Robinson, p. 73. 
 
{806} According to the Speculum, pp. 1-4, 76, Francis made three Rules. Sabatier defines them as 
the Rule of 1210, confirmed by Innocent III., the Rule of 1221, confirmed by Honorius III., which 
in part misrepresented Francis’ views. The Rule of 1223 went further in this direction and 
completely overthrew Francis’ original intention. The first clause of the Rule of 1228 runs, 
"Brother Francis promises obedience and reverence to the lord pope, Honorius, and his 
successors." This rule is still in force in the first Franciscan order. Madonnet substantially agrees 
with Sabatier as does Karl Muller. Father Robinson, himself a Franciscan friar, pp. 25-31, 182, 
following the Quaracchi editors, who are Franciscans also, denies the genuineness of the Rule of 
1221, and holds that there were only two Rules, and that there is no conflict between them. This 
conclusion is in the face of Francis’ will and the plain statement of Leo’s Legenda which, 
however, Robinson pays little attention to. 
 
{807} See Sabatier, S. Franacois, p. 23. Peter of Catana died March 10, 1221, a year after his 
elevation. 
 



{808} Almost everything done in the order after 1221 was done either "without Francis’ 
knowledge or against his, will and mind," are the words of Sabatier. S. Franacois, p. 316. 
 
{809} For the Latin text of this remarkable writing see Speculum, 309-313. Sabatier gives a 
French trans., in his S. Francois, 389 sqq. 
 
{810} This designation was not original with Francis. In the fourth century Hilarion called his 
body the ass which ought to have chaff and not barley. Schaff, Ch. Hist. III., 190. 
 
{811} Nouvelles Etudes d’hist. rel., 2d ed., Paris, 1844, pp. 333-35l. No reasonable doubt is 
possible that Francis was the author of the Canticle, now that the Speculum has been published 
(pp. 234 sqq., and Sabatier’s remarks, 278-288). 
 
{812} Speculum, 223-226. See Longfellow’s poem, The Sermon of St. Francis. 
 
{813} Little Flowers of Francis, 93-99. Anthony of Padua, also a Franciscan, according to the 
same authority, pp. 166 sqq., preached to the fishes at Rimini and called upon them to praise God, 
seeing they had been preserved in the flood and saved Jonah. The fishes ascended above the 
water and opened their mouths and bowed their heads. The people of the city were attracted and 
Anthony used the occasion to preach a powerful sermon. In the legend of St. Brandon, it is 
narrated that when St. Brandon sang, the fishes lay as though they slept. Aurea Legenda, Temple 
Classics, vol. V. 
 
{814} Speculum, p. 241. 
 
{815} Quoniam, gratia Spiritus sancti cooperante, ita sum unitus et conjunctus cum Domino meo 
quod per misericordiam suam bene possum In ipso altissimo jocundari. Speculum, p. 237. 
 
{816} Mortem cantando suscepit. 2 Cel.,  3, 139. 
 
{817} Speculum, 244 sq. 
 
{818} Potthast, 8236, 8240, vol. I. 709-710. 
 
{819} There, after much searching, it is said to have been found, 1818. Plus VII., in 1822, 
declared it to be the genuine body of Francis. 
 
{820} Sabatier gives a charming description of the region, showing his own intense sympathy 
with nature. 
 
{821} p. 194. It is at first sight striking that the author does not give a detailed description of this 
wonderful event. From another standpoint the passing reference may be regarded as a stronger 
testimony to its reality. See Sabatier’s observations, Speculum, pp. lxvi. sqq. It will be 
remembered that Sabatier places this document in 1227, only seven months after Francis’ death. 
 
{822} In three bulls, Potthast, 10307, 10308, 10309, vol. I. 875. 
 
{823} The evidence for the genuineness is accepted by Sabatier, S. Franacois, 401 sqq. Among 
other testimonies he adduces a Benediction upon Leo ostensibly written by Francis’ own hand, 
and found among the archives of Assisi. See Speculum, p. lxvii. sq. On the margin of this 
document Leo has written his authentication. He vouches for the scene on the Verna and the 



stigmata. If this document be genuine, as Sabatier insists, it is the most weighty of all the 
testimonies. Hase stated, as strongly as it can be stated, the view that the whole tale was a fraud, 
invented by Elias, Francis of Assisi, 143-202, and Kirchengeschichte, II. 385 sqq. Elias was the 
only eye-witness, and it is contrary to all laws that he should have denied the people the privilege 
of looking at the marks, after the saint was dead, if they had really been there. On the contrary, he 
hurried the body to the grave. Hase makes a strong case, but it must be remembered that he wrote 
without having before him the later evidence brought to light by Sabatier 
 
{824} S. Franacois, 401 sqq. Sabatier does not regard them as miraculous but as unusual, as, for 
example, are the mathematical powers and musical genius of youthful prodigies. According to 
Hase, this was also Tholuck’s explanation. See art. Stigmatization, in Herzog, XIV. 728-734, 
which takes the same view and compares the scars to the effects of parental states before 
childbirth. 
 
{825} So Hausrath. The first Franciscan chronicler, Salimbene, d. 1287, no doubt expressed the 
feeling of his age when he said, "Never man on earth but Francis has had the five wounds of 
Christ." The Dominicans claimed the stigmata for St. Catherine of Siena, but Sixtus IV., in 1475, 
prohibited her being represented with them. 
 
{826} Bonaventura’s legendary Life makes Francis a witness to the stigmata, but he evidently is 
seeking to establish the fact against doubts. 
 
{827} In his will he refers again and again to his divine appointment Deus mihi dedit, "God has 
given to me." 
 
{828} Monasticism, Engl. trans., p. 67, and S. Franacois, p. viii. 
 
{829} The version of Matthew Arnold, Essays in Criticism, 1st series. A recent translation is 
given in Robinson; the Writings of St. Francis, pp. 150 sqq., by the Franciscan, Stephen 
Donovan. Bohmer, p. 65, gives the Latin text.  



71. The Franciscans. 
 
"Sweet Francis of Assisi, would that he were here again!" 
 
—Tennyson. 
 
The Brethren Minor—fratres minores, or Minorites, the official title of the Franciscans—got their 
name from the democratic faction in Assisi, the Minores, whom Francis at a time of feud 
reconciled to the party of the aristocrats. Before the curia at Rome, Francis insisted upon the 
application of the name as a warning to the members not to aspire after positions of distinction. 
{830} They spread rapidly in Italy and beyond; but before the generation had passed away to 
which Francis belonged, the order was torn by internal strife, growing out of the attempt to 
conserve the principles originally laid down by Francis. The history of no other order has 
anything to show like this protracted conflict within its own membership over a question of 
principle. The protracted dispute has an almost unique place in the polemic theology of the 
Middle Ages. 
 
According to the Rule of 1210 and Francis’ last will they were to be a free brotherhood devoted 
to evangelical poverty and Apostolic practice, rather than a close organization bound by precise 
rules. {831} Innocent III. counselled him to take for his model the rule of the older orders, but 
Francis declined and went his own path. He builded upon a few texts of Scripture. From 1216, 
when Cardinal Ugolino became associated with the order as patron and counsellor, a new 
influence was felt, and rigid discipline was substituted for the freer organization of Francis. 
 
At the chapter of 1217, the decision was made to send missionaries beyond the confines of Italy. 
Elias of Cortona, once a mattress-maker in Assisi and destined to be notorious for setting aside 
Francis’ original plan, led a band of missionaries to Syria. Others went to Germany, Hungary, 
France, Spain and England. As foreign missionaries, the Franciscans showed dauntless enterprise, 
going south to Morocco and east as far as Pekin. They enjoy the distinction of having 
accompanied Columbus on his second journey to the New World and were subsequently most 
active in the early American missions from Florida to California and from Quebec along the St. 
Lawrence and the Great Lakes and southward to the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
The Rule of 1221, by its lack of unity and decision, betrays two influences at work, one 
proceeding from Ugolino and one from Francis. There are signs of the struggle which had already 
begun several years before. The Rule placed a general at the head of the order and a governing 
body was constituted, consisting of the heads of the different houses. Poverty, however, is still 
enjoined and the duty of labor is emphasized that the members might be saved from becoming 
idlers. The sale of the products of their labor was forbidden except as it might benefit the sick. 
 
The Rule of 1223, which is briefer and consists of twelve chapters, repeats the preceding code 
and was solemnly approved by the pope November 29 of the same year. This code goes still 
further in setting aside the distinguished will of Francis. The mendicant character of the order is 
strongly emphasized. But obedience to the pope is introduced and a cardinal is made its protector 
and guardian. The Roman Breviary is ordered to be used as the book of daily worship. Monastic 
discipline has taken the place of biblical liberty. The strong hand of the hierarchy is evident. The 
freedom of the Rule of 1210 has disappeared. {832} Peter di Catana was made superior of the 
order, who, a few months later, was followed by Elias of Cortona. Francis’ appeal in his last 



testament to the original freedom of his brotherhood and against the new order of things, the 
papal party did all in its power to suppress altogether. 
 
The Clarisses, the Minorite nuns, getting their name from Clara of Sciffi who was canonized in 
1255, were also called Sisters of St. Damian from the Church of St. Damian. Francis wrote a Rule 
for them which enforced poverty {833} and made a will for Clara which is lost. The sisters seem 
at first to have supported themselves by the toil of their hands, but, by Francis’ advice soon came 
to depend upon alms. {834} The rule was modified in 1219 and the order was afterwards 
compelled to adopt the Benedictine rule. {835} 
 
The Tertiaries, or Brothers and Sisters of Penitence, {836} were the third order of St. Francis, the 
Clarisses being reckoned as the second, and received papal recognition for the first time in the 
bull of Nicolas IV., 1289. {837} It is doubtful whether Francis ever prescribed for them a definite 
rule. Of the existence of the Tertiaries during his life there is no doubt. They are called by 
Gregory IX. in 1228 the Brothers of the Third Order of St. Francis. {838} The Rule of 1289 is 
made for a lay corporation, and also for a conventual association from which latter, married 
persons are excluded. The purpose of Francis included all classes of laics, men and women, 
married and unmarried. His object was to put within the reach of laymen the higher practice of 
virtue and order of merit associated with the monastic life. It is quite probable that Francis took 
his idea from the Humiliati, known as the Poor Men of Lombardy, Pauperes Lombardici, or 
perhaps from the Waldenses, known as the Poor Men of Lyons and also well known in Northern 
Italy in Francis’ day. The Humiliati had groups of laymen in the twelfth century living according 
to semi-conventual rules. In 1184 they were condemned by Lucius III. There seem to have been 
three grades, the lay Humiliati, who in the ordinary avenues of life observed specific ascetic 
practices; second, those who were living in convents as monks or nuns; and third, canons, who 
were priests and lived together in common. These three grades were sanctioned by Innocent III. 
in 1201 and were protected by later popes, as for example Innocent IV. {839} 
 
It is possible that Francis’ first plan was for an organization of laymen, and that the idea of an 
organization of monks developed later in his mind. The division of the Franciscans into three 
grades was permanently established by the chapter of 1221. {840} The earliest rule of the 
Tertiaries in thirteen chapters sets forth the required style of dress, the asceticisms they were to 
practise, and the other regulations they were to observe. They were to abstain from all oaths 
except in exceptional cases, provided for by the pope, to make confession three times a year, have 
if possible the advice of the diocesan in making their wills, receive to their number no one 
accused of heresy, and were neither to use deadly weapons nor to carry them. {841} Women, if 
married, were not to be admitted without the consent of their husbands, and all who had families 
were enjoined to care for them as a part of the service of God (VI. 6). {842} The Tertiaries still 
exist in the Roman Catholic Church. 
 
To follow the history of the Franciscans from 1223, the stricter party, who sought to carry out 
Francis’ practice of strict Apostolic poverty and his views as set forth in his last will, were known 
as the Observants, or Spirituals, or Zealots. The party, favoring a relaxation of Francis’ Rule and 
supported by Gregory IX., were often called the Conventuals from occupying convents of their 
own, especially more pretentious buildings in cities. {843} Now the one party, now the other was 
in the ascendant. The popes were against the Observants. The inward discord lasted throughout 
the thirteenth century and far into the fourteenth {844} and was suppressed, rather than allayed, 
for the first time by Leo X., who separated the Franciscans into two orders. In the meantime 
Observants continued to agitate the scheme of St. Francis, and some of them laid down their lives 
as martyrs for their principles. 
 



The matter in dispute among the Franciscans was the right of the order as a corporation to hold 
property in fee simple. The papal decisions in favor of such tenure began with the bull of Gregory 
IX., 1230. It allowed the order to collect money through "faithful men" appointed for districts, 
these monies to be applied to the rearing of conventual buildings, to missions, and other objects, 
and to be held in trust for the givers. This privilege was elaborated by Innocent IV., 1245, and 
was made to include the possession of books, tools, houses, and lands. Innocent made the clear 
distinction between tenure in fee simple and tenure for use and granted the right of tenure for use. 
By this was meant that the order might receive gifts and bequests and hold them indefinitely as 
for the donors. This was equivalent to perpetual ownership, and might be compared to modern 
thousand-year leases. Innocent also made the tenure of all property within the order subject to the 
immediate supervision of the pope. 
 
Determined resistance was offered by the Observants to these papal decrees, and they were 
persecuted by Elias of Cortona, who vigorously pushed the papal policy. But they were strong 
and Elias was deposed from the headship of the order by the chapter of 1227. He was reinstated 
in 1232, but again deposed in 1239. He espoused the cause of Frederick II., and died 1253. 
 
One of the leading men of the wing true to Francis was Brother Leo, the author of what is 
probably the first biography of Francis, the Speculum Perfectionis, the Mirror of Perfection. 
When the project was bruited of erecting the great church at Assisi over Francis’ remains and 
Elias placed a marble vessel on the site to receive contributions, Leo, who regarded the project as 
a profanation of the memory of the saint, dashed the vessel to pieces. For this act he was 
banished, amidst tumult, from Assisi. {845} 
 
It seemed for a while doubtful which party would gain the upper hand. The Observants were in 
power under John of Parma, general of the order for ten years, 1247-1257, when he was obliged 
to resign and retire into strict monastic seclusion. John was followed by Bonaventura, 1257-1274, 
the great Schoolman, who, in the main, cast his influence on the side of the Conventuals. The 
Observants became identified with the dreams of Joachim of Flore and applied his prophecy of a 
new religious order to themselves. These views became a new source of discord and strife lasting 
for more than a century. Bonaventura pronounced against the adoption of Joachim’s views by 
condemning Gerardo Borgo’s Introduction to Joachim’s writings. The Life of St. Francis, written 
by Bonaventura at the mandate of the General Chapter of Narbonne, 1260, and declared the 
authoritative biography of the saint by the Chapter of 1263, suppressed Francis’ will and other 
materials favorable to the contention of the Observants, and emphasized the churchly and 
disciplinary elements of the order. The Observants, from this time on, fought a brave but hopeless 
battle. They could not successfully wage war against the policy pushed by the papal court. 
 
The report that Gregory X., through the acts of the council of Lyons, 1274, intended to force the 
order to hold property, stirred opposition into a flame and a number of the Observants were 
thrown into prison, including Angelo Clareno, an influential author. Nicholas III., in the bull Exiit 
qui seminat, {846} 1279, again made a clear distinction between owning property in fee simple 
and its tenure for use, and confirmed the latter right. He insisted upon the principle that the pope 
is the ultimate owner of the property of the order. The bull expressly annulled St. Francis’ 
prohibition forbidding the order to seek privileges from the pope. The Franciscan general, 
Bonagratia, and his two successors, accepted the bull, but Peter Olivi, d. 1298, who had acquired 
wide influence through his writings, violently opposed it. Coelestin V. sought to heal the division 
by inviting the Observants to join the order of the Coelestin hermits which he had founded, and 
Angelo Clareno, who had been released from prison, took this course. It was opposed by Olivi 
and the Observant preacher Ubertino da Casale, {847} d. after 1330, who remained through much 
persecution true to the original principles of Francis. 



 
And so the century in which Francis was born went out with the controversy still going on with 
unabated warmth. A somewhat new aspect was given to the controversy in the fourteenth century. 
The dogmatic question was then put into the foreground, whether Christ and his Apostles 
practised absolute poverty or not. In 1323 John XXII. sought to put a final stop to the dissension 
by giving papal authority to the statement that they did not practise absolute poverty. Thus the 
underlying foundation of the strict Franciscan Rule was taken away. 
 
In another respect the Franciscans departed from the mind of their founder. Francis disparaged 
learning. In 1220 he reprimanded and then cursed Pietro Staccia, a doctor of laws, for establishing 
a Franciscan school at Bologna. On hearing of a famous doctor, who had entered the order, he is 
reported to have said, "I am afraid such doctors will be the destruction of my vineyard. True 
doctors are they who with the meekness of wisdom exhibit good works for the betterment of their 
neighbors." To Anthony of Padua, Francis wrote—and the genuineness of the letter is not 
disputed—"I am agreed that you continue reading lectures on theology to the brethren provided 
that kind of study does not extinguish in them the spirit of humility and prayer." {848} But 
Francis’ followers departed from his teachings and adapted themselves to the current of that 
wonderful thirteenth century, established schools in their convents and were well settled, before 
the century was half gone, at the chief centres of university culture. In 1255 an order called upon 
Franciscans, going out as missionaries, to study Greek, Arabic, Hebrew, and other languages. 
 
The order spread rapidly from Palestine to Ireland. {849} It was introduced into France by 
Pacifico and Guichard of Beaujolais, a brother-in-law of the French king. The first successful 
attempt to establish branches in Germany was made, 1221, by Caesar of Spires, who had been 
converted by Elias of Cortona on his journey to Syria. He was accompanied by twelve priests and 
thirteen laymen, among them, Thomas of Celano and Jordan of Giano upon whose account we 
depend for the facts. The company separated at Trent, met again at Augsburg, and then separated 
once more, carrying their propaganda along the Rhine and to other parts of the country. Houses 
were established at Mainz, Worms, Spires, and Cologne which in 1522 were united into a 
custody. The year following four German custodies were added. {850} Caesar of Spires, the 
flaming apostle of the order in Germany, belonged to the Observant wing, and had to suffer 
severe persecution and was put to death in prison. 
 
As for England, nine Franciscans, four of them clerics, only one of whom was in priest’s orders, 
landed at Dover, 1224, and went to Canterbury, and then to London. The account of their early 
labors on English soil, by Thomas of Eccleston, a contemporary, {851} is one of the freshest and 
most absorbing relations of English affairs in the Middle Ages. At Canterbury they were 
entertained by the monks of Feskamp, and at London by the Black Friars. At Oxford they 
received a warm welcome. Grosseteste announced their advent with a sermon from the words, 
"They that sat in darkness have seen a great light." It was as if the door to a new religious era had 
been opened. Of their settlement in St. Ebbe’s parish, Oxford, it was said that "there was sown a 
grain of mustard seed which grew to be greater than all the trees." They were quickly settled at 
Cambridge, Norwich, Northampton, Yarmouth, and other centres. They were the first popular 
preachers that England had seen, and the first to embody a practical philanthropy. {852} The 
condition of English villages and towns at that day was very wretched. Skin diseases were 
fearfully prevalent, including leprosy. Destructive epidemics spread with great rapidity. Sanitary 
precautions were unknown. Stagnant pools and piles of refuse abounded. {853} 
 
Partly from necessity and partly from pure choice these ardent religionists made choice of 
quarters in the poorest and most neglected parts of the towns. In Norwich they settled in a swamp 



through which the city sewerage passed. At Newgate, now a part of London, they betook 
themselves to Stinking Lane. At Cambridge they occupied the decayed gaol. 
 
No wonder that such zeal received recognition. The people soon learned to respect the new 
apostles. Adam Marsh joined them, and he and Grosseteste, the most influential English 
ecclesiastic of his day, lectured in the Franciscan school at Oxford. The burgesses of London and 
other towns gave them lands, as did also the king, at Shrewsbury. In 1256 the number of English 
friars had increased to 1242, settled in forty-nine different localities. {854} The Franciscans also 
gave an impetus to learning; they set up schools, as at Oxford, where Robert Grosseteste 
delivered lectures for them. Most of the great English Schoolmen belonged to the Franciscan 
order. Eccleston describes the godly lives of the early English Franciscans, their abstinence, and 
their lightheartedness. {855} Less than fifty years after their advent, one of their number, Robert 
Kilwarby, was sitting in the archepiscopal chair of Canterbury; to another Franciscan, 
Bonaventura, was offered the see of York, which he declined. 
 
In time, the history of the Franciscans followed the usual course of human prosperity. {856} They 
fell from their first estate. With honors and lands came demoralization. They gained an unsavory 
reputation as collectors of papal revenues. Matthew Paris’ rebukes of their arrogance date back as 
far as 1235, and he said that Innocent IV. turned them from fishers of men into fishers of pennies. 
At the sequestration of the religious houses by Henry VIII., the Franciscan convent of Christ’s 
Church, London, was the first to fall, 1532. {857} 
 
{830} Speculum, p. 76. Domine, said Francis, minores ideo vocati sunt fratres mei ut majores fieri 
non proesumant. 
 
{831} See Sabatier, S. Franacois, pp. 80 sqq. Also Madonnet, Les Origines de l’ordo de 
Poenitentia, pp. 4, 21 sq. etc., who presents this feature of Francis’ society in its early days in a 
clear light. 
 
{832} See Sabatier, Vie de S. Franacois, pp. 273 sqq. 
 
{833} This Rule has only recently been found and published in the Seraphicae legislationis textus 
originales, Quaracchi, 1897. See Robinson, pp. 76sqq. 
 
{834} See Speculum, p. 181 and note. 
 
{835} Finally by Urban IV., 1263. See Potthast, II. 1515. Affiliated houses were erected at 
Burgos, Spain, 1219; Rheims, France, 1220; Prague, 1235, etc. 
 
{836} Frates et sorores de poenitentia. 
 
{837} See Potthast, II. 1856. 
 
{838} Potthast, I. 703. Nicolas IV., however, speaks of a rule given by Francis. 
 
{839} See the art. Humiliaten in Herzog, VIII. 447-449, by Zockler who quotes H. Tiraboschi, 
Memorie degli Humiliati, 3 vols. Modena, 1766. Sabatier, Regula antique, p. 15, upon the basis 
of Jacques de Vitry and other authorities, says the Humiliati were at the height of their zeal and 
activity in 1220. He confesses that the Tertiary Rule, the Regula Antiqua, is probably in part a 
copy of the Rule of the Humiliati sanctioned by Innocent III. and says, "Perhaps we have 
heretofore ascribed an undue originality to the Franciscan movement." 



 
{840} See Walter Goetz, Die Regel des Tertiarierordens, in Brieger’s Zeitschrift, 1902, pp. 97 
sqq. 
 
{841} VI. 3, arma mortalia contra quempiam non recipiant vel secum ferant. This most 
interesting statement was changed by Nicolas IV. in 1289 so that it read, "The brethren shall not 
carry arms of attack except for the defence of the Roman Church, the Christian faith, or their 
country, or unless they have authority from their superiors." The Humiliati received papal 
exemption from Honorius III. against going to war. See Sabatier, Regula antiq., p. 22, Note. 
 
{842} The development of the Tertiary order is a matter of dispute. Sabatier has recently made 
known two rules of the Tertiary order; the first, found in Florence, the second which he himself 
discovered in the convent of Capistrano in the Abruzzi. To compare them with the Rule contained 
in Nicolas IV.’s bull, supra montem, 1289, the Rule of Nicolas has 20 chapters, the Florentine 19, 
that of Capistrano 13. See the table given by Walter Goetz, p. 100. Sabatier in his edition of the 
Capistrano Rule, Regula Antiqua, p. 12, puts it very close to the death of Francis, between 1228 
and 1234. Les Regles, etc., p. 153, goes further and puts it back to 1221, thus making it the second 
Rule of St. Francis. At any rate, it must for the present be regarded as the oldest form of the Rule. 
Goetz, p. 105, while dating the Regula Antiqua much earlier than 1289, is inclined to regard it as 
a compilation. In 1517 Leo X. perfected the regulations concerning Tertiary orders and divided 
the members into two classes, those taking no vows and living in the ordinary walks of life and 
those who live in convents. The best general treatment of the subject is furnished by Karl Muller, 
Die Anf1nge des Minoritenordens., pp. 115-171, and Madonnet who gives a convenient list of the 
papal utterances on the Tertiaries, Les Regles, etc.,  pp. 146 sq. 
 
{843} The Observants looked to Portiuncula as the centre of the order, the Conventuals to the 
cathedral of Assisi. 
 
{844} Ubertino da Casale’s interpretation of Francis’ purpose is given by Knoth, pp. 99 sq. 
 
{845} Sabatier, Speculum, pp. li sq. 
 
{846} Potthast, II. 1746. 
 
{847} Ubertino, during seven days of rigid seclusion on the Verna, wrote the ascetic work Arbor 
vitae crucifixae. See Knoth, 9-14. 
 
{848} 2 Lempp, Anthony of Padua, p. 439. 
 
{849} The Franciscans became guardians of the holy places in Palestine. In answer to my 
question put to a Franciscan in Nazareth, whether the Church of the Annunciation there was the 
veritable place where Mary had received the message of the angel, he replied, "Most certainly! 
We Franciscans have been in this land 600 years and have thoroughly investigated all these 
matters." 
 
{850} See Hauck, IV. pp. 378 sq. 
 
{851} All that we know about his life is gotten from his account of the Franciscans in England. 
He died about 1260. Eccleston gives the names of the nine first missionaries. Mon. Franc.,  pp. 5 
sqq. Agnellus of Pisa stood at their head. Three of the clerics were Englishmen. 
 



{852} Creighton, p. 107. 
 
{853} See the descriptions of Jessopp, Coming of the Friars, pp. 21 sqq., and Brewer’s Mon. 
Franc.,  pp. xv. sq. 
 
{854} Mon. Franc.,  p. xli. 
 
{855} He tells a comic story of William de Madeley, at Oxford, who, finding a pair of shoes, put 
them on and went to matins. Going to sleep be dreamt he was attacked by thieves, and thrust out 
his feet to show that he was a friar. But lo! the shoes were still on, and starting up he flung them 
out of the window. Another poor friar, Gilbert de Vyz, so he relates, was badly treated by the 
devil. It happened at Cornhill. The devil at his final visit exclaimed, "Sir, do you think you have 
escaped me?" Deuteronomy Vyz picked up a handful of lice and threw it at the devil, and he 
vanished. p. 13. 
 
{856} John L’Estrange says that, at the time they were falling out of favor, one English will out of 
every three conveyed property to the Franciscans. Quoted by Howlett in his Preface to Mon. 
Franc.,  II. p. xxvii. 
 
{857} According to Gasquet, p. 237, there were sixty-six Franciscan houses. Addis and Scannell’s 
Catholic Dict.,  p. 388, gives a list of sixty-four. The first house of the Franciscan nuns, or Poor 
Clares, was founded outside of Aldgate, London, 1293, and was known as "the Minories," a name 
the locality still retains. At the time of the dissolution of the monasteries they had three houses in 
England.  



72. St. Dominic and the Dominicans. 
 
Literature.—The earliest Life by Jordanus, Dominic’s successor as head of the order: de principiis 
ordinis praedicatorum in Quetif-Echard, who gives five other early biographies (Bartholomew of 
Trent, 1244-1251, Humbert de Romanis, 1250, etc.), and ed. by J. J. Berthier, Freib., i. Schw., 
1892.—H. D. Lacordaire, d. 1861: Vie de S. Dominique, Paris, 1840, 8th ed. 1882. Also Hist. 
Studies of the Order of S. Dom. 1170-1221, Engl. trans., N. Y., 1869.—E. Caro: S. Dom. et les 
Dominicains, Paris, 1853.—A. T. Drane: Hist. of St. Dom., Founder of the Friar Preachers, 
London, 1891.—Balme et Lelaidier: Cartulaire ou hist. diplomatique de S. Dom., Paris, 1892.—
J. Guiraud: S. Dom., Paris, 2d ed., 1899.—For titles of about thirty lives, see Potthast, II. 1272.—
Quetif-Echard: Script. ord. Praedicatorum, 2 vols. Paris, 1719-1721.—Ripoll and Bermond: 
Bullarium ord. Praed., 8 vols. Rome, 1737 sqq.—Mamachi: Annal. ord. Praed., Rome, 1756.—
Monumenta ord. fratrum Praed. hist.,  ed. by B. M. Reichert, Louvaine and Rome, 10 vols., 
1897-1901. Vol. III. gives the acts of the general chapters of the order, 1220-1308.—A. Danzas: 
Etudes sur les temps primitifs de l’ordre de S. Dom.,  Paris, 1873-1885.—*Denifle: Die 
Constitutionen des Predigerordens vom Jahre 1228, and Die Constitutionen des Raymunds von 
Peataforte 1238-1241 in Archiv fur Lit. und Kirchengesch., 1885, pp. 165-227 and 1889, 530-
565.—Helyot: Bel. Orders.—Lea: Hist. of Inquisition, I. 242-304, etc. Wetzer-Welte, art. 
Dominicus, III. 1931-1945.—W. Lescher: St. Dominic and the Rosary, London, 1902.—H. 
Holzapfel: S. Dom. und der Rosenkranz, Munich, 1903. 
 
The Spaniard, Dominic, founder of the order of preachers, usually called the Dominicans, {858} 
lacks the genial personal element of the saint of Assisi, and his career has little to correspond to 
the romantic features of his contemporary’s career. Dominic was of resolute purpose, zealous for 
propagating the orthodox faith, and devoted to the Church and hierarchy. His influence has been 
through the organization he created, and not through his personal experiences and contact with 
the people of his age. This accounts for the small number of biographies of him as compared with 
the large number of Francis. 
 
Domingo, or Dominic, was born 1170 at Calaroga, Spain, and died Aug. 6, 1121, in Bologna. 
{859} His mother, Juana of Aza, is worshipped as a saint in the Dominican ritual. At seven the 
son passed under the priestly instruction of an uncle. Ten years were subsequently spent at 
Palencia in the study of philosophy and theology, and he is said to have excelled as a student. 
About 1195, he was made canon at Osma, which gives its name to the episcopal diocese, within 
whose bounds he was born. In 1203 he accompanied his bishop, Diego d’Azeveda, to France 
{860} on a mission to secure a bride for the son of Alfonzo VIII. of Castile. This and subsequent 
journeys across the Pyrenees brought him into contact with the Albigenses and the legates 
despatched by Innocent III. to take measures to suppress heresy in Southern France. Dominic 
threw himself into the movement for suppressing heresy and started upon a tour of preaching. At 
Prouille in the diocese of Toulouse, he erected an asylum for girls to offset the schools 
established by the Albigenses, for the training of the daughters of impoverished noblemen. He 
was on intimate terms with Simon de Montfort, but, so far as is known, he took no active part in 
the Albigensian crusade except as a spiritual adviser. {861} His attempt to establish a mission for 
the conversion of heretics received the support of Fulke, bishop of Toulouse, who in 1215 granted 
him one-sixth of the tithes of his diocese. Among the first to ally themselves to Dominic was 
Peter Cellani, a citizen of Toulouse, who gave him a house. 
 
An epoch in Dominic’s career was his visit in Rome during the sessions of the Fourth Lateran 
Council, when he received encouragement from Innocent III. who declined to assent to the 



proposal of a new order and bade him adopt one of the existing monastic constitutions. {862} 
Dominic chose the rule of the canons regular of St. Augustine, {863} adopted the black dress of 
the Augustinians, and built the convent of St. Romanus at Toulouse. He was again in Rome from 
September, 1216, to Easter, 1217. Honorius II. in 1216 approved the organization, and confirmed 
it in the possession of goods and houses. An unreliable tradition states that Honorius also 
conferred upon Dominic the important office of Master of the Palace, magister palatii. The office 
cannot be traced far beyond Gregory IX. {864} 
 
The legendary accounts of his life represent the saint at this time as engaged in endless scourgings 
and other most rigorous asceticisms. Miracles, even to the raising of the dead, were ascribed to 
him. 
 
In 1217 Dominic sent out monks to start colonies. The order took quick root in large cities,—
Paris, Bologna, and Rome,—the famous professor of canon law at Paris, Reginald, taking its 
vows. Dominic himself in 1218 established two convents in Spain, one for women in Madrid and 
one for men at Seville. The first Dominican house in Paris, the convent of St. Jacques, gave the 
name Jacobins to the Dominicans in France and Jacobites to the party in the French Revolution 
which held its meetings there. In 1224 St. Jacques had one hundred and twenty inmates. The 
order had a strong French element and included in its prayers a prayer for the French king. From 
France, the Dominicans went into Germany. Jordanus and other inmates of St. Jacques were 
Germans. They quickly established themselves, in spite of episcopal prohibitions and opposition 
from other orders, in Cologne, Worms, Strassburg, Basel, and other German cities. {865} In 1221 
the order was introduced into England, and at once settled in Oxford. {866} The Blackfriars 
Bridge, London, carries in its name the memory of their great friary in that city. 
 
The first General Chapter was held 1220 in Bologna. Dominic preached with much zeal in 
Northern Italy. He died, lying on ashes, at Bologna, Aug. 6, 1221, and lies buried there in the 
convent of St. Nicholas, which has been adorned by the art of Nicholas of Pisa and Michael 
Angelo. As compared with the speedy papal recognition of Francis and Anthony of Padua, the 
canonization of the Spanish saint followed tardily, thirteen years after his death, July 13, 1234. 
{867} 
 
At the time of Dominic’s death, the preaching friars had sixty convents scattered in the provinces 
of Provence, Northern France, Spain, Lombardy, Italy, England, Germany, and Hungary, each of 
which held its own chapter yearly. To these eight provinces, by 1228, four others had been added, 
Poland, Denmark, Greece, and Jerusalem. {868} Combined they made up the General Chapter. 
Each of the provinces was presided over by a provincial or provincial prior, and the convents by a 
prior or sub prior. The title and dignity of abbot were not assumed. At the head of the whole body 
stands a grand-master. {869} Privilege after privilege was conferred by the Holy See, including 
the important right to preach anywhere and everywhere. {870} The constitutions of 1228 are the 
earliest we possess, but they are not the oldest. They were revised under Raymund de Peataforte, 
the third general. {871} 
 
Mendicancy was made the rule of the order at the first General Chapter, 1220. {872} The example 
of St. Francis was followed, and the order, as well as the individual monk, renounced all right to 
possess property. The mendicant feature was, however, never emphasized as among the 
Franciscans. It was not a matter of conscience with the Dominicans, and the order was never 
involved in divisions over the question of holding property. The obligation of corporate poverty 
was wholly removed by Sixtus IV., 1477. Dominic’s last exhortation to his followers was that, 
"they should have love, do humble service, and live in voluntary poverty." {873} But the precept 
never seems to have been taken much to heart by them. 



 
Unlike the man of Assisi, Dominic did not combine manual labor with the other employments of 
his monks. For work with their hands he substituted study and preaching. The Dominicans were 
the first monastics to adopt definite rules of study. When Dominic founded St. Jacques in Paris, 
and sent seventeen of his order to man that convent, he instructed them to "study and preach." 
Cells were constructed at Toulouse for study. {874} A theological course of four years in 
philosophy and theology was required before a license was given to preach, {875} and three years 
more of theological study followed it. 
 
Preaching and the saving of souls were defined as the chief aim of the order. {876} Humbert de 
Romanis, its fifth general, declared that the end of the order was not study, but that study was 
most necessary for preaching and the salvation of souls. Study, said another, is ordained for 
preaching, and preaching for the salvation of men, and this is the final end. {877} No one was 
permitted to preach outside the cloister until he was twenty-five. {878} And for preaching they 
were not to receive money or other gifts, except food. As Vincent Ferrer and Savonarola were the 
most renowned of the Dominican preachers of the Middle Ages, so Lacordaire was their most 
renowned orator in the nineteenth century. The mission of the Dominicans was predominantly 
with the upper classes. They represented the patrician element among the orders. 
 
The annals of the Inquisition give to the Dominican order large space. The Dominicans were the 
most prominent and zealous, "inquisitors of heretical depravity." Dante had this in mind when he 
characterized Dominic as "Good to his friends, dreadful, to his enemies," "Benigno ai suoi ed ai 
nimici crudo." {879} 
 
In 1232 the conduct of the Inquisition was largely committed to their care. Northern France, 
Spain, and Germany fell to their lot. {880} The stern Torquemada was a Dominican, and the 
atrocious measures which were afterwards employed to spy out and punish ecclesiastical dissent, 
have left an indelible blot upon the name of the order. The student of history must regard those 
efforts to maintain the orthodox faith as heartless, even though it may not have occurred to the 
participants to so consider them. The order’s device, given by Honorius, was a dog bearing a 
lighted torch in his mouth, the dog to watch, the torch to illuminate the world. The picture in their 
convent S. Maria Novella, at Florence, represents the place the order came to occupy as hunters 
of heretics. It portrays dogs dressed in the Dominican colors, black and white, chasing away 
foxes, which stand for heretics, while pope and emperor, enthroned and surrounded by 
counsellors, look on with satisfaction at the scene. It was in connection with his effort to 
exterminate heresy that Dominic founded, in 1220, the "soldiery of Christ," composed of men and 
women, married and unmarried. Later, the order called itself the Brothers and Sisters of 
Penitence, or the Third Order, or Tertiaries of St. Dominic. As was the case with the Franciscan 
Tertiaries, some of them lived a conventual life. 
 
The rosary also had a prominent place in the history of the Dominicans. An untrustworthy 
tradition assigns to Dominic its first use. During the crusades against the Albigenses, Mary, so the 
story runs, appeared to Dominic, and bade him use the rosary as a means for the conversion of the 
heretics. It consists of fifteen pater nosters and one hundred and fifty ave Marias, told off in 
beads. The Dominicans early became devotees of the rosary, but soon had rivals in the Carmelites 
for the honor of being the first to introduce it. The notorious Dominican inquisitor and hunter of 
witches, Jacob Sprenger, founded the first confraternity of the rosary. Pius V. ascribed the victory 
of Lepanto, 157l, to its use. In recent times Pius IX. and Leo XIII. have been ardent devotees of 
the rosary. Leo, in his encyclical of Sept. 1, 1883, ascribed its introduction to the great Dominic, 
"as a balm for the wounds of his contemporaries." This encyclical represents Mary as "placed on 



the highest summit of power and glory in heaven who is to be besought that, by her intercession, 
her devout Son may be appeased and softened as to the evils which afflict us." {881} 
 
Leo XIII. paid highest honor to the Dominicans when he pronounced Thomas Aquinas the 
authoritative teacher of Catholic theology and morals, and the patron of Catholic schools. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{858} Ordo praedicatorum, fratres praedicatores, or simply praedicatores, as in the papal bulls 
and the constitutions of the order. 
 
{859} His descent from the noble family of Guzman has been disputed by the Bollandists. 
 
{860} Jordanus says, they went ad Marchias, which probably refers to the domain of Hugo of 
Lusignan, Count de la Marche, and not to Denmark, as often represented. 
 
{861} The bull canonizing Dominic says, haereticos caritative ad poenitentiam et conversionem 
fidei hortabatur, he affectionately exhorted heretics to return to the faith. 
 
{862} Potthast, I. 436. 
 
{863} See Denifle, Archiv, 1885, p. 169, who says that Dominic took as the basis of his rule the 
rule of the Premonstrants and insists that his followers were canons regular. Denifle was a 
Dominican, and in his able article gives too much credit to Dominic for originality. 
 
{864} This important office according to Echard at first gave to the incumbent the right to fix the 
meaning of Scripture at the Pontifical court. It has since come to have the duty of comparing all 
matters with the catholic doctrine before they are presented to the pope, selecting preachers for 
certain occasions, conferring the doctors’degree, etc. Wetzer-Welte avoids giving offence to the 
Dominicans by making the ambiguous statement, III. 1934, that Dominic gewissermassen der 
erste Mag. palatii wurde. 
 
{865} Hauck, IV. 391-394. 
 
{866} At the suppression of the monasteries under Henry VIII., the Dominicans had 68 houses in 
England (Gasquet, p. 237), or 57 according to Addis and Scannell, Dict., p. 301. 
 
{867} Potthast, I. 810. 
 
{868} See the Constitution of 1228, Denifle, pp. 212, 215. 
 
{869} Magister generalis. In 1862 Pius IX. limited his tenure of office to twelve years. Since 
1272 he has lived at St. Maria sopra Minerva in Rome. 
 
{870} May 16, 1227. See Potthast, I. 684. Denifle makes much of this point, pp. 176-180. 
 
{871} Denifle gives the best edition in Archiv for 1885, pp. 193-227. 
 



{872} Denifle, pp. 181 sqq., states that the idea of poverty was in Dominic’s mind before 
Honorius sanctioned the order, and that it was thoroughly as original with him as it was with 
Francis. This view seems to be contradicted by the bull of Honorius, 1216, which confirms 
Dominic and his followers in the possession of goods. Jordanus, c. 27, states that the principle of 
poverty was adopted that the preachers might be freed from the care of earthly goods, ne 
predicationis impediretur officium sollicitudine terrenorum. Francis adopted this principle as a 
means of personal sanctification; Dominic, in order that he and his followers might give 
themselves up unreservedly to the work of saving souls. 
 
{873} Caritatem habete, humilitatem servite, pauperitatem voluntariam possidete. 
 
{874} Denifle, pp. 185 sqq. 
 
{875} Nullus fiat publicus doctor, nisi per 4 annos ad minus theologiam audierit. Const., 1228, II. 
30. 
 
{876} Ordo noster specialiter ob praedicationem et animarum salutem ab initio institutus. Prol. 
to Constitution of 1228. 
 
{877} Quoted by Denifle, p. 190. 
 
{878} Const. II. 31-33. 
 
{879} Paradiso, XII. 
 
{880} See Potthast, II. 9386, 9388 (Gregory IX., 1284), etc. The Franciscans were made 
inquisitors in Italy and Southern France. See chapter on the Inquisition. 
 
{881} Leo commended the rosary in repeated encyclicals, Aug. 30, 1884, 1891, etc., coupling 
plenary indulgence for sin with its use. He also ordered the title regina sanctissimi rosarii, "queen 
of the most holy rosary," inserted into the liturgy of Loreto. On the history of the rosary, see Lea, 
Hist. of Auric. Conf., III. 484 sqq., and especially the dissertation St. Dominikus und der 
Rosenkranz, by the Franciscan, Heribert Holzapfel. This writer declares, point blank, that the 
rosary was not invented nor propagated by Dominic. There is no reference to it in the original 
Constitution of 1228, which contains detailed prescriptions concerning prayer and the worship of 
the Virgin, nor in any of the eighteen biographical notices of the thirteenth century. Holzapfel 
makes the statement, p. 12, that the entire thirteenth and fourteenth centuries know nothing of any 
association whatsoever of St. Dominic with the rosary. Sixtus IV., 1478, was the first pope to 
commend the rosary; but Sixtus does not associate it with the name of Dominic. Such association 
began with Leo X. What has become of the author of this bold denial of the distinct statement of 
Leo XIII. in his encyclical of ten years before, September, 1883, I do not know. Holzapfel 
distinctly asserts his opposition to the papal deliverances on the rosary, when he says, p. 37, 
"High as the regard is in which the Catholic holds the authority of Peter’s successors in religious 
things, he must be equally on his guard against extending that authority to every possible 
question." Perhaps Father Holzapfel’s pamphlet points to the existence of a remainder of the hot 
feeling which used to exist between the Thomists and Scotists.  
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73. Literature and General Survey. 
 
Literature: I. For Northeastern Germany. -H. Hahn: Gesch. d. kathol. Mission, 5 vols., Col., 1857-
1865.—G. F. Maclear: Hist. of Christ. Missions during the M. A.,  London, 1863.—C. A. H. 
Kalkar: Gesch. d. rom.-kathol. Mission, German trans., Erlang., 1867.—Th. Smith: Med. 
Missions, Edinburg, 1880.—P. Tschackert: Einfuhrung d. Christenthums in Preussen, in Herzog, 
IX. 25 sqq.—Lives of Otto of Bamberg by Ebo and Herbord (contemporaries) in Jaffe; Bibl. 
Rerum Germanic., Berlin, 1869, vol. V. trans. in Geschichtschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit, 
Leipzig, 1869.—Otto’s Letters in Migne, vol. 173.—Mod. Lives by F. X. Sulzbeck, Regensb., 
1865, and J. A. Zimmermann, Freib. im Br., 1875.—For copious Lit. see Potthast: Bibl. Hist.,  II. 
1504 sq.—For Vicelinus, see Chronica Slavorum Helmodi (a friend of Vicelinus), ed. by Pertz, 
Hann., 1868. Trans. by Wattenbach in Geschichtschreiber der deutschen Vorzeit, Leipzig, 
1888.—Winter: Die Praemonstratenser d. 12ten Jahrhunderts und ihre Bedeutung fur das 
nordostl. Deutschland. Ein Beitrag zur Gesch. der Christianisirung und Germanisirung des 
Wendenlandes, Leipzig, 1865. Also Die Cisterzienser des nordostl. Deutschlands, 3 vols., Gotha, 
1868.—E. O. Schulze: D. Kolonisierung und Germanisirung der Gebiete zw. Saale und Elbe, 
Leipzig, 1896.—Edmund Krausch: Kirchengesch. der Wendenlande, Paderb., 1902.—Hauck. III. 
69-150, 623-655.—Ranke: Weltgesch., VIII. 455-480.—The arts. Albert of Riga, Otto von 
Bamberg, Vicelinus, and Wenden in Wetzer-Welte and Herzog. See Lit. under Teutonic Knights, 
p. 296. 
 
II. For The Mohammedans. -Works on Francis d’assisi, see 69.—For Raymundus Lullus: Beati 
Raymundi Lulli doctoris illuminati et martyrisopera, ed. by John Salzinger, Mainz, 1721-1742, 
10 vols. (VII., X. wanting). His Ars magna (opera quae ad artem universalem pertinent), 
Strassburg, 1598. Last ed., 1651. Recent ed. of his Poems Obras rimadas, Palma, 1859. For the 
ed., of Raymund’s works publ. at Palma but not completed see Wetzer-Welte, Raim. Lullus, X. 
747-749.—Lives by Perroquet, Vendome, 1667; Low, Halle, 1830.—*A. Helfferich: R. Lull und 
die Anfange der Catalonischen Literatur, Berlin, 1858; W. Brambach, Karlsr., 1893; Andre, 
Paris, 1900.—*S. M. Zwemer: Raymund Lull, First Missionary to the Moslems, New York, 
1902.—Lea: Hist. of the Inquis., III. 563-590.—Reusch: Der Index, etc., I. 26-33.—Zockler, in 
Herzog, XI. 706-716. 
 
III. For The Mongols. -D’Ohson: Hist. des Mongols, Paris, 1824.—H. H. Howorth: Hist. of the 
Mongols, 3 vols., London, 1876-1880.—Abbe Huc: Le Christianisme en Chine, en Tartare et en 
Thibet, Paris, 1857.—Kulb: Gesch. der Missionsreisen nach der Mongolei wahrend des 13ten 
und 14ten Jahrhunderts, 3 vols., Regensb., 1860.—Col. Henry Yule: Travels and Life of Marco 
Polo, London, 1871; Rev. ed. by H. Cordier, New York, 1903.—R. K. Douglas (Prof. of Chinese 
in King’s Col., London): Life of Jenghiz Khan.—Gibbon, chaps. XLVII., LXIV.; Ranke, VIII. 
417-455; and arts. Rubruquis, Mongolen, etc., in Herzog, Wetzer-Welte. 
 
The missionary operations of this period display little of the zeal of the great missionary age of 
Augustine, Columba, and Boniface, and less of achievement. The explanation is to be found in 
the ambitions which controlled the mediaeval church and in the dangers by which Europe was 



threatened from without. In the conquest of sacred localities, the Crusades offered a substitute for 
the conversion of non-Christian peoples. The effort of the papacy to gain supreme control over all 
mundane affairs in Western Christendom, also filled the eye of the Church. These two 
movements almost drained her religious energies to the full. On the other hand the Mongols, or 
Tartars, breaking forth from Central Asia with the fierceness of evening wolves, filled all Europe 
with dread, and one of the chief concerns of the thirteenth century was to check their advance into 
the central part of the continent. The heretical sects in Southern France threatened the unity of the 
Church and also demanded a share of attention which might otherwise have been given to efforts 
for the conversion of the heathen. 
 
Two new agencies come into view, the commercial trader and the colonist, corresponding in this 
century to the ships and trains of modern commerce and the labors of the geographical explorer in 
Africa and other countries. Along the shores of the Baltic, at times, and in Asia the tradesman and 
the explorer went in advance of the missionary or along the same routes. And in the effort to 
subdue the barbarous tribes of Northeastern Germany to the rules of Christendom, the sword and 
colonization played as large a part as spiritual measures. 
 
The missionary history of the age has three chapters, among the pagan peoples of Northeastern 
Germany and along the Baltic as far as Riga, among the Mohammedans of Northern Africa, and 
among the Mongols in Central and Eastern Asia. The chief missionaries whose names have 
survived are Otto of Bamberg and Vicelinus who labored in Northeastern Europe, Rubruquis, and 
John of Monte Corvino who travelled through Asia, Francis d’Assisi and Raymundus Lullus who 
preached in Africa. 
 
The treatment which the Jews received at the hand of the Church also properly belongs here.  



74. Missions in Northeastern Germany. 
 
At the beginning of this period the Wends, {882} who were of Slavic origin, were the ruling 
population in the provinces along the Baltic from Lubeck to Riga with elements in the territory 
now covered by Pommerania, Brandenburg intermingled, and parts of Saxony, which were 
neither German nor Slavic but Lithuanian. {883} Charlemagne did not attempt conquest beyond 
the river Elbe. The bishoprics of Wurzburg, Mainz, Halberstadt, Verden, and Bremen-Hamburg, 
bordering on the territories of these tribes, had done little or nothing for, their conversion. Under 
Otto I. Havelberg, Meissen, Merseburg, and other dioceses were established to prosecute this 
work. At the synod of Ravenna, 967, Otto made the premature boast that the Wends had been 
converted. 
 
The only personality that looms out above the monotonous level of Wendish history is 
Gottschalk, who was converted in England and bound together a number of tribes in an extensive 
empire. He was interested in the conversion of his people, and churches and convents were built 
at Mecklenburg, Lubeck, Oldenburg, and other centres. But with Gottschalk’s murder, in 1066, 
the realm fell to pieces and the Wend tribes from that time on became the object of conquest to 
the dukes of Poland and Saxony. Attempts to Christianize them were met with violent resistance. 
Wends and Germans hated one another. {884} These barbarous tribes practised polygamy, 
infanticide, {885} burned the bodies of their dead, had their sacred springs, graves, and idols. 
 
Two centuries were required to bring the territories occupied by these peoples, and now for the 
most part inhabited by Germans, under the sway of the Church. The measures employed were the 
instructions of the missionary, the sword as wielded by the Teutonic Knights, and the 
colonization of the lands with German colonists. The sacraments and ritual of the Church were 
put in the forefront as conditions of union with the Church. The abolition of barbarous customs 
was also insisted upon. The bishopric and the convent were made the spiritual citadels of the 
newly evangelized districts. 
 
The first to labor among the Wends, who was actuated by true missionary zeal, was the Spanish 
Cistercian, Bernard. He was without any knowledge of the language and his bare feet and rude 
monastic garb were little adapted to give him an entrance to the people whose priests were well 
clad. 
 
Bernard was followed by Otto, bishop of Bamberg, 1102-1139, who made his first tour at 
Bernard’s instance. He won the title of Apostle of Pommerania. In 1124 he set his face towards 
the country, furnished with the blessing of Honorius II. and well supplied with clerical helpers. 
He won the goodwill of the Pommeranian duke, Wratislaw, who, in his youth, as a prisoner of 
war, had received baptism. The baptism of seven thousand at Pyritz has a special interest from its 
hearing on the practice of immersion followed at that time. Tanks were sunk into the earth, the 
rims rising knee high above the ground. Into these, as the chronicler reports, {886} it was easy to 
descend. Tent-coverings were drawn over each of them. Otto instructed the people in the seven 
sacraments {887} and insisted upon the abandonment of polygamy and infanticide. 
 
At Stettin he destroyed the temple of the god Triglar, and sent the triple head of the idol to Rome 
as a sign of the triumph of the cross. 
 
In 1128 Otto made a second tour to Pommerania. He spoke through an interpreter. His 
instructions were followed by the destruction of temples and the erection of churches. He showed 



his interest in the material as well as spiritual well-being of the people and introduced the vine 
into the country. {888} His work was continued by Norbert of Magdeburg and the Premonstrants. 
 
Vicelinus, d. 1154, the next most important name in the history of missions among the Wends, 
preached in the territory now covered by Holstein and the adjoining districts. He had spent three 
years in study at Paris and was commissioned to his work by Adalbert, archbishop of Bremen-
Hamburg. The fierce wars of Albert the Bear, of North Saxony, 1133-1170, and Henry the Lion, 
1142-1163, against the Wagrians and Abotrites, the native tribes, were little adapted to prepare 
the way for Christianity. Vicelinus founded the important convent of Segeberg which became a 
centre of training for missionaries. Lubeck accepted Christianity, and in 1148 Vicelinus was 
ordained bishop of Oldenburg. 
 
The German missionaries went as far as Riga. The sword played a prominent part in the reduction 
of the local tribes. Under papal sanction, crusade followed crusade. The Livonians received their 
first knowledge of Christianity through Meinhard, d. 1196, {889} who had been trained at 
Segeberg. He had been preceded by Bremen merchants and set forth on his mission in a Bremen 
merchant vessel. He was ordained bishop of the new diocese of Uexkull whose name was 
changed in 1202 to the diocese of Riga. 
 
Meinhard’s successor, the Cistercian Berthold, sought at first to win his way by instruction and 
works of charity, but was driven away by violence. He returned in 1198, at the head of a crusade 
which Coelestin had ordered. After his death on the field of battle his successor, bishop Albert of 
Apeldern, entered the country in 1199 at the head of another army. The lands were then thrown 
open to colonists. With the sanction of Innocent III., Albert founded the order of the Brothers of 
the Sword. Their campaigns opened the way for the church in Esthaonia and Senegallen. In 1224 
the see of Dorpat was erected, which has given its name to the university of Dorpat. 
 
Eastern Prussia, lying along the Weichsel, was visited in 1207 by the German abbot, Gottfried. 
Two of the native princes were converted by Christian, a monk from Pommerania, donated their 
lands to the Church, and travelled to Rome, where they received baptism. Christian was made 
bishop of Prussia between 1212 and 1215. An invitation sent to the Teutonic Knights to aid in the 
conversion of the tribes was accepted by their grand-master, Hermann of Salza, in 1228. In 1217 
Honorius III. had ordered a crusade, and in 1230 Gregory IX. renewed the order. The Teutonic 
Knights were ready enough to further religious encroachment by the sword, promised, as they 
were, a large share in the conquered lands. From 1230 to 1283 they carried on continual wars. 
They established themselves securely by building fortified towns such as Kulm and Thorn, 1231, 
and Konigsberg, 1255. A stream of German colonists followed where they conquered. In 1243 
Innocent IV. divided Prussia into four sees, Kulm, Pomesania, Sameland, and Ermeland. It was 
arranged that the bishops were to have one-third of the conquered territory. In 1308 the German 
Knights seized Danzig at the mouth of the Weichsel and a year later established their 
headquarters at Marienburg. {890} By the battle of Tannenberg, 1410, and the Peace of Thorn, 
1466, they lost Prussia west of the Weichsel, and thereafter their possessions were confined to 
Eastern Prussia. The history of the order closed when the grand-master, Albrecht of Brandenburg, 
accepted the Reformation and made the duchy hereditary in his family. 
 
{882} See 60. Tacitus calls the Wends Venedi, a name which seems to come from the Slavonic 
voda, or the Lithuanian wandu, meaning "water," and referring to the low and often marshy lands 
they occupied. 
 
{883} The two translations of Luther’s catechism, 1545, 1561, into the language of this people 
seem to point to their Lithuanian origin, Tschackert in Herzog, XVI. 26. 



 
{884} Hauck gives Illustrations of the cruelties of the two peoples in time of war, III. 90 sqq. 
 
{885} They thought nothing of strangling girls when there were a number born to the same 
mother. Si plures filias aliqua genuisset, ut cetera facilius providerent, aliquas ex eis jugulabant, 
pro nihilo ducentes parricidium. Herbord, II. 16 
 
{886} Facilis erat in aquam descendere, Herbord, II. 16. The detailed description of the 
baptismal scenes leaves not a particle of doubt that immersion was practised. 
 
{887} This is the earliest notice of the seven sacraments, provided Herbord’s report is not 
interpolated. 
 
{888} Herbord, II. 41. 
 
{889} Gregory IX., as late as 1237, calls this people pagans, pagani Livoniae. Potthast, 10383. 
 
{890} Ranke, VIII. 469, regards the fabric of the Teutonic Knights as having offered the only 
effective check against the invasion of Central Europe by the Mongols.  



75. Missions among the Mohammedans. 
 
Two important names are associated with the missions among the Mohammedans, Francis of 
Assisi and Raymundus Lullus, and with their labors, which were without any permanent results, 
the subject is exhausted. The Crusades were adapted to widen the gulf between the Christians and 
the Mohammedans, and to close more tightly the ear of the followers of the False Prophet to the 
appeals of the Christian emissary. 
 
Franciscan friars went in 1213 to Morocco and received the martyr’s crown, but left no 
impression upon the Mohammedans. {891} St. Francis made his tour to Syria and Egypt in 1219, 
accompanied by eleven companions. The accounts are meagre and uncertain. {892} Francis 
landed at Acre and proceeded to the crusading camp under the walls of Damietta, where he is 
represented as preaching before the sultan and to the Mohammedan troops. The story is told that 
the sultan was so much touched by Francis’ preaching that he gave the Franciscan friars 
admission to the Holy Sepulchre, without payment of tribute. 
 
Raymundus Lullus, 1235?-1315, devoted his life to the conversion of Mohammedans and attested 
his zeal by a martyr’s death. He was one of the most noteworthy figures produced during the 
Middle Ages in Southwestern Europe. He made three missionary tours to Africa and originated 
the scheme for establishing chairs at the universities to teach the Oriental languages and train 
missionaries. He also wrote many tracts with the aim of convincing unbelievers of the truth of 
Christianity. 
 
Lullus was born in Palma on the island of Majorca. His father had gained distinction by helping 
to wrest the Balearic islands from the Saracens. The son married and had children, but led a gay 
and licentious life at court and devoted his poetic gifts to erotic sonnets. At the age of thirty-one 
he was arrested in his wild career by the sight of a cancer on the breast of a woman, one of the 
objects of his passion, whom he pursued into a church, and who suddenly exposed her disease. 
He made a pilgrimage to Campostella, and retired to Mt. Randa on his native island. Here he 
spent five years in seclusion, and in 1272 entered the third order of St. Francis. He became 
interested in the conversion of Mohammedans and other infidels and studied Arabic under a Moor 
whom he had redeemed from slavery. A system of knowledge was revealed to him which he 
called "the Universal Science," ars magna or ars generalis. With the aid of the king of Aragon he 
founded, in 1276 on Majorca, a college under the control of the Franciscans for the training of 
missionaries in the Arabic and Syriac tongues. 
 
Lullus went to Paris to study and to develop his Universal Science. At a later period he returned 
and delivered lectures there. In 1286 he went to Rome to press his missionary plans, but failed to 
gain the pope’s favor. In 1292 he set sail on a missionary tour to Africa from Genoa. In Tunis he 
endeavored in vain to engage the Mohammedan scholars in a public disputation. A tumult arose 
and Lullus narrowly escaped with his life. Returning to Europe, he again sought to win the favor 
of the pope, but in vain. In 1309 he sailed the second time for Tunis, and again he sought to 
engage the Mohammedans in disputation. Offered honors if he would turn Mohammedan, he said, 
"And I promise you, if you will turn and believe on Jesus Christ, abundant riches and eternal 
life." 
 
Again violently forced to leave Africa, Lullus laid his plans before Clement V. and the council of 
Vienne, 1311. Here he presented a refutation of the philosophy of Averrhoes and pressed the 
creation of academic chairs for the Oriental languages. Such chairs were ordered erected at 



Avignon, Paris, Oxford, Salamanca, and Bologna to teach Greek, Hebrew, Chaldee, and Arabic. 
{893} 
 
Although nearly eighty years old the indefatigable missionary again set out for Tunis. His 
preaching at Bougia led, as before, to tumults, and Lullus was dragged outside of the city and 
stoned. Left half dead, he was rescued by Christian seamen, put on board a ship, and died at sea. 
His bones are preserved at Palma. 
 
For a period of nearly fifty years this remarkable man had advocated measures for carrying the 
Gospel to the Mohammedans. No impression, so far as we know, was made by his preaching or 
by his apologetic writings upon unbelievers, Jew or Mohammedan, but with his name will always 
be associated the new idea of missionary institutes where men, proposing to dedicate themselves 
to a missionary career, might be trained in foreign languages. But Lullus was more than a 
glowing advocate of missions. He was a poet and an expert scholastic thinker. {894} Spain has 
produced no Schoolman so famous. He was a prolific author, and in his application of thought to 
the physical sciences, he has been compared to his fellow Franciscan, Roger Bacon. {895} 
 
His Universal Science he applied to medicine and law, astrology and geography, grammar and 
rhetoric, as well as to the solution of theological problems. {896} It was a key to all the 
departments of thought, celestial and terrestrial. Ideas he represented by letters of the alphabet 
which were placed in circles and other mathematical diagrams. By the turning of the circles and 
shifting of lines these ideas fall into relations which display a system of truth. The word "God," 
for example, was thus brought into relation with nine letters, B-K, which represented nine 
qualities: goodness, greatness, eternity, power, wisdom, volition, virtue, truth, and glory. Or the 
letters B-K represented nine questions, such as, what, quid; from what, de quo;  why, quare; how 
much, quantum. Being applied to God, they afford valid definitions, such as "God’s existence is a 
necessity." This kaleidoscopic method, it is not improbable, Lullus drew from Jewish and Arabic, 
sources, and he himself called it Cabalistic. 
 
The philosophy of Lullus found a number of adherents who were called Lullists. It was taught at 
the universities of Valencia and Aragon. Giordano Bruno drew from it. Eymericus, the inquisitor, 
became the bitter foe of the Lullists, arraigned their leader’s teachings before the Roman court, 
and exhibited a bull of Gregory XI. (1372) condemning them as heretical. {897} Philip II. read 
some of the Majorcan’s writings and left annotated copies in the Escurial library. Lullus’ works 
were included in the Index of Paul IV., 1559, but ordered removed from the list by the council of 
Trent. A papal decision of 1619 forbade Lullus’ doctrine as dangerous. In 1847 Pius IX. approved 
an office for the "holy Raymundus Lullus" in Majorca, where he is looked upon as a saint. The 
Franciscans have, since the time of Leo X., commemorated the Spaniard’s memory in their 
Breviary. 
 
{891} Muller, Anfange des Minoritenordens, 207 sqq., has set this mission beyond doubt. 
 
{892} Jacob of Vitry, Hist. Occ.,  32, and Giordano di Giano are our chief authorities. Sabatier, in 
his Life of Francis, accepts the testimony, but dismisses the tour in a few lines. 
 
{893} The object of the chairs was declared to be to further the exposition of the Scriptures and 
the conversion of unbelievers. See Hefele, VI. 545. A little earlier the pamphleteer Peter Dubois 
had urged it as the pope’s duty to establish institutes for the study of the Oriental languages as it 
was his duty to see that the Gospel was preached to all peoples. See Scholz, Die Publizistik zur 
Zeit Philipps des Schonen, 427-431. 
 



{894} According to the catalogue in the Escurial prepared by D. Arias de Loyola, Lullus wrote 
410 tracts, most of which exist only in MS., and are distributed among the libraries of Europe. Of 
these, 46 are controversial works against the Mohammedans, Jews, and Averrhoists. Lea speaks 
of Lullus "as perhaps the most voluminous author on record." III. 581. 
 
{895} Reuter, Gesch. der Aufklarung, II. 95 sq. 
 
{896} In his work on the miracles of heaven and earth, de miraculis coeli es mundi, he represents 
a father leading his son through woods and across fields, over deserts and through cities, among 
plants and animals, into heaven and hell, and pointing out the wonders they saw. In his 
Blanquerna magister christianae perfectionis he presents an ethical drama in which the hero is 
introduced to all stations of religious life, monk, abbot, bishop, cardinal, and pope, and at last 
gives up the tiara to retire to the seclusion of a convent. 
 
{897} The genuineness of this bull has been a subject of much controversy. Commissions were 
even appointed by later popes to investigate the matter, and the bull, with other documents 
originating with Gregory, was not found. Hergenrother pronounces for its genuineness, 
Kirchengesch.,  II. 540. Eymericus ascribed Lullus’teachings to the suggestion of the devil, and 
declared that Lullus maintained the erroneous proposition that "all points of faith and the 
sacraments, and the power of the pope may be proved by reasoning, necessary, demonstrative, 
and evident."  



76. Missions among the Mongols. 
 
Central Asia and what is now the Chinese Empire were almost as unknown to Western Europe in 
the twelfth century as the lake region of Central Africa was before the journeys of Speke, 
Livingstone, and Stanley. To the Nestorians, with their schools at Edessa and Nisibis, naturally 
belonged the task of spreading the Gospel in Central and Eastern Asia. They went as far as China, 
but after the ninth century their schools declined and a period of stagnation set in. Individual 
Nestorians reached positions of influence in Asiatic courts as councillors or physicians and 
Nestorian women became mothers of Mongol chiefs. But no Asiatic tribe adopted their creed. 
 
In the twelfth century the brilliant delusion gained currency throughout Europe of the existence in 
Central Asia of a powerful Christian theocracy, ruled over by the Presbyter John, usually called 
Prester-John. {898} The wildest rumors were spread concerning this mysterious personage who 
was said to combine the offices of king and priest. According to Otto of Freisingen, a certain 
bishop of Gabala in 1145 had brought Eugenius III. the information that he was a Nestorian 
Christian, was descended from one of the three Wise Men, and had defeated the Mohammedans 
in a great battle. {899} A letter, purporting to come from this ruler and addressed to the Emperor 
Manuel of Constantinople, related that John received tribute from seventy kings, and had among 
his subjects the ten tribes of Israel, entertained at his table daily twelve archbishops and twenty 
bishops, and that his kingdom was overflowing with milk and honey. {900} Gradually his 
dominions were reported to extend to Abyssinia and India. 
 
To put themselves into communication with this wonderful personage and bring him into 
subjection to Rome engaged the serious attention of several popes. Alexander III., 1177, sent his 
physician Philip with commission to inform the king of the faith of Western Christendom. He 
also addressed him in a letter as his "most dear son in Christ, John, king of the Indies and most 
holy of priests." The illusion abated as serious efforts to find the kingdom were made. Rubruquis 
wrote back to Europe from the region where John was reported to have ruled that few could be 
found who knew anything about Prester-John and that the stories which had been told were 
greatly exaggerated. He added that a certain ruler, Coirchan, had been followed by a Nestorian 
shepherd, called John. It has been conjectured by Oppert that the word "Coirchan," through the 
Syrian Juchanan, became known as John in Europe. A prince of that name whom the Chinese call 
Tuliu Tasha fled from China westwards, and established a kingdom in Central Asia. Nestorians 
were among his subjects. Chinese tradition has it that the prince was a Buddhist. Thus dwindles 
away a legend which, to use Gibbon’s language, "long amused the credulity of Europe." 
 
In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries Asia witnessed the establishment of the vast Mongol 
empire. Scarcely ever has military genius among uncivilized peoples had more wonderful display 
than in its founders, Zenghis Khan and his successors, especially Kublai and Mangu. {901} The 
empire stretched from the Chinese Sea to the Dnieper, and from Bagdad to the Arctic. Their 
armies were the terror of Europe. What the Mohammedans had accomplished in Spain it was 
feared the Mongols would do for the whole continent. They destroyed Moscow and advanced as 
far as Cracow in Poland, and Buda Pesth in Hungary, 1241. The empire rapidly disintegrated, and 
was divided into four main sections: the empire of the Great Khan, including China and Thibet; 
the empire of Central Asia; Persia, extending to the Caucasus, and the loose kingdom of the 
Golden Horde in Russia and Siberia. {902} The first council of Lyons, in 1245, had as one of its 
objects to provide a defence against the imminent menace of these Tartars, {903} as they were 
called, and a delegation of sixteen of them appeared at the second council of Lyons, 1274, in the 
hope of forming an alliance against the Saracens. 



 
The Church sent forth several deputations of missionaries to these tribes, some of whom were 
received at the court of the Great Khan. The most fearless and adventuresome of their number 
was William Rubruquis, or Ruysbroeck, the Livingstone of his age, who committed to writing a 
vivid account of his experiences. John of Monte Corvino ventured as far as Pekin, then known in 
Europe as Cambaluc and among the Mongols as Khanbaligh, "the city of the Khan." 
 
Merciless as they were in battle, the Mongols were tolerant in religion. This was due in part to the 
absence among them of any well-defined system of worship. Mangu Khan, in answer to the 
appeals of Rubruquis, said, "We Mongols believe that there is only one God, in whom we live 
and die. But as God has given to the hand different fingers, so He has given to men different ways 
to Himself. To you Christians he has given the Holy Scriptures; to us, soothsayers and diviners." 
 
Kublai showed the same spirit when he said to Marco Polo, "There are four prophets who are 
worshipped by the four different tribes on the earth. Christians look upon Christ as their God, the 
Saracens upon Mohammed, the Jews upon Moses, and the heathen upon Sogomombar-Khan 
(Buddha). I esteem and honor all four and pray that He who is supreme amongst them may lend 
me His help." Alexander Severus perhaps did no better when he placed side by side statues of 
Abraham, Christ, and Orpheus and other pagan gods. It was not till after the contact of the 
missionaries with the Mongols that the khans of the East adopted Buddhism, while the tribes of 
Persia and the West chose the rites of Islam. 
 
In 1245 Innocent IV. despatched four Dominicans to the Mongol chief in Persia and three 
Franciscans to the Great Khan himself. The next effort was due to Louis IX., then engaged in his 
first Crusade. Ambassadors from the Mongol chief of Tartary visited the French king at Cyprus. 
{904} Louis returned the compliment by sending back two Dominicans in 1248, and, two years 
later, two Franciscans, and, in the pious hope of seeing the Tartars converted, he also sent a 
present of a tent embroidered with representations of Scriptural scenes and so constructed as to 
have the shape, when put up, of a chapel. It is from one of these two Franciscans, Rubruquis, that 
our first reliable information of the Mongols is drawn. He found Nestorian priests using the 
Syriac liturgy, which they did not understand, and joining with the Mohammedans and Buddhists 
in offering a blessing over the khan’s cups. Rubruquis reached Karkorum and had a hospitable 
reception at the court of Mangu Khan. One of Mangu’s secretaries was a Christian, another a 
Mohammedan, the third a Buddhist. A religious disputation was held in the khan’s presence. 
After Rubruquis had asserted that all God’s commandments are contained in the Scriptures, he 
was asked whether he thought Mangu kept them. The missionary adroitly replied that "it was his 
desire to lay before the khan all God’s commandments and then the khan would be able to judge 
for himself whether he kept them or not." 
 
The Mongolian chiefs in Persia and the Christians were joint enemies of the Caliph of Egypt, and 
after the Mongolian conquest of the caliphate of Bagdad, embassies were sent by the pope to 
Persia, and Dominican and Franciscan convents established in that land; but after their adoption 
of Islam in the fourteenth century, the Mongols persecuted the Christians and the convents were 
destroyed. 
 
In Central Asia among the Jagatai Mongols events took the same course. At first, 1340, 
permission was granted to the missionaries to prosecute their work. John of Marignola preached 
and baptized converts. These Mongols afterwards also adopted Mohammedanism and persecuted 
the Christians. 
 



In the Mongol empire of China the efforts gave larger promise of fruitfulness. Nicolo and Maffei 
Polo {905} carried a request from Kublai Khan to Gregory X. for missionaries to instruct his 
people in Christianity and European habits. Two Dominicans accompanied the Polos on their 
return journey, Marco Polo being of the party. The missionaries did not reach their destination. 
Three years later Franciscans were sent. John of Monte Corvino, a Franciscan sent out by 
Nicholas IV., reached the court of the Great Khan at Cambaluc, and in 1303 was joined by 
Arnold, a Franciscan from Cologne. They translated the New Testament and the Psalms into the 
Tartar language, bought and trained one hundred and fifty boys, built two churches, one of them 
close to the palace and overtopping it, and baptized six thousand converts. In 1307 John was 
made archbishop of Pekin, archiepiscopus Cambalensis, and died 1330. The khans passed over to 
the Buddhist faith and in 1368 the Ming dynasty which raised itself to power abolished 
Christianity. It remained for the Jesuits three hundred years later to renew missionary operations 
in China. 
 
{898} G. Oppert, D. Presbyter Johannes in Sage u. Gesch.,  Berlin, 1864, 2d ed. 1870. Brunet, La 
legende du Pretre-Jean, Bordeaux, 1877. Zarncke, D. Priester-Johannes, Leipzig, 1870. 
 
{899} Chronicon, VII. 33. Otto also reports the bishop of Gabala as declaring that out of respect 
for his ancestors, the Magians, who had worshipped at the cradle of the Redeemer, John had 
started with an army to relieve Jerusalem, but for want of boats got no further than the Tigris. 
 
{900} The letter must have had an extensive circulation, as it exists in more than 100 MSS., 13 in 
Paris, 15 in Munich, 8 in the British Museum, etc. 
 
{901} It was at Kublai’s court that Marco Polo (about 1324) spent many years. The origin of the 
Mongols is lost in legend. The Mongol historian Sanang Setzen traces it back to a blue wolf. 
Zenghis Khan, 1162-1227, is known among the Chinese as Ching-sze, perfect warrior. The word 
"Mongol" comes from mong, meaning brave. 
 
{902} Hulagu, one of Manguls brothers, overthrew the Caliphate of Bagdad, 1258, and 
established the Mongol empire of Persia. He took in marriage a daughter of the Byzantine 
emperor, Michael Palaeologos. 
 
{903} See Hefele, V. 1096, 1114. A provincial synod at Erfurt, a few years before, 1241, had 
considered measures for defence against the Tartars. Hefele, V. 1081. For some of the papal bulls 
bearing on missions among the Mongols, see Potthast, 7429, 7490, 7537, 7550, 9130, 9139, 9141, 
10350, 10421. 
 
{904} Joinville, Chronicle of the Crusades, Engl. trans., pp. 384 sqq., 476 sqq. 
 
{905} Nicolo was the father of Marco Polo, Maffei was Marco’s uncle. Marco was born in 1254 
and went on his first journey to Asia when he was seventeen, 1271. The party went first to the 
island of Ormus on the Persian Gulf, at that time an important market for the exchange of goods. 
Of it Milton speaks:— 
 
High on a throne of royal state, which far 
 
Outshone the wealth of Ormus and of Ind.  



77. The Jews. 
 
Literature: The Works of Peter the Venerable, and Bernard, in Migne, and the English 
Chroniclers, William of Newburgh, Walter of Coventry, Matthew Paris, etc., in the Rolls 
Series.—T. Basnage: Hist. des Juifs depuis Jesus Christ, 5 vols. Rotterdam, 1706.—D. Blossius 
Tovey: Anglia Judaica or Hist. Antiquities of the Jews in Engl., Oxford, 1738.—Depping: Les 
Juifs dans le moyen a¢ge, Paris, 1834.—E. H. Lindo: Hist. of the Jews of Spain and Portugal, 
London, 1848.—Halley: Les Juifs en France, etc., Paris, 1845.—Margoliouth: Hist. of the Jews in 
Great Britain, 3 vols. London, 1851.—H. H. Milman: Hist. of the Jews, 3 vols. London, 1863.—
Jose Amador de los Rios: Historia social, politica y religiosa de los Judios de Espana y Portugal, 
3 vols. Madrid, 1875, 1876.—H. Graetz (Prof. at Breslau, d. 1891): Gesch. der Juden von den 
aeltesten Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart, 3d ed., Leipzig, 1888-1894, 11 vols.; Engl. trans. by Bella 
Lowy, London, 5 vols. 1891-1892.—J. Jacobs: The Jews of Angevin England. Documents and 
Records from Latin and Hebrew Sources, London, 1893.—I. Abrahams: Jewish Life in the M. A.,  
London, 1896.—E. Rodocanachi: Le Saint Siege et les Juifs, Paris, 1891.—Dollinger: Die Juden 
in Europa in Akad. Vortrage, I. 208-241.—Lea: Chapters from the Relig. Hist. of Spain, Phil., 
1890, pp. 437-469—Hefele: IV.-VI.—Lecky: Hist. of Europ. Morals.—Janssen: Hist. of the 
German People, II. 73 sqq. The Lives of St. Bernard.—D. S. Schaff: The Treatment of the Jews in 
the Middle Ages, Bibliotheca Sacra, 1903, pp. 547-571. 
 
Would that it might be said of the mediaeval church that it felt in the well-being of the Jews, the 
children of Abraham according to the flesh, a tithe of the interest it manifested in the recovery of 
the holy places of their ancient land. But this cannot be said. Though popes, bishops, and princes, 
here and there, were inclined to treat them in the spirit of humanity, the predominant sentiment of 
Europe was the sentiment of hatred and disdain. The very nations which were draining their 
energies to send forth armaments to reconquer the Holy Sepulchre joined in persecuting the Jews. 
 
Some explanation is afforded by the conduct of the Jews themselves. Their successful and often 
unscrupulous money dealings, the flaunting of their wealth, their exclusive social tendencies, 
their racial haughtiness, and their secretiveness, strained the forbearance of the Christian public to 
the utmost. {906} The edicts of councils and civil edicts put it beyond reasonable question that, in 
an offensive way, they showed contempt for the rites and symbols of the Christian faith. The 
provocation was great, but it does not justify a treatment of the Jewish people in all parts from 
Bohemia to the Atlantic which lacked the elements of common humanity. The active efforts that 
were made for their conversion seem to betray fully as much of the spirit of churchly arrogance as 
of the spirit of Christian charity. Peter the Venerable, in the prologue to his tract addressed to the 
Jews, said, "Out of the whole ancient world, you alone were not ignorant of Christ; yea, all 
peoples have listened, and you alone do not hear. Every language has confessed him, and you 
alone deny. Others see him, hear him, apprehend him, and you alone remain blind, and deaf, and 
stony of heart." 
 
The grounds upon which the Jews were persecuted were three: 1. Their fathers had crucified 
Christ, and the race, predestined to bear the guilt and the punishment of the deed, was receiving 
its merited portion; 2. They perpetrated horrible atrocities upon Christian children, and mocked 
the host and the cross; 3. They imposed upon the Christians by exacting exorbitant rates of 
interest. In no Christian state were they safe. They were aliens in all, and had the rights of 
citizenship in none. The "enemies of Christ" and "the perfidious" were common names for them, 
and canonists and theologians use the latter expression. The ritual of Good Friday contained the 
words, "Let us pray also for the perfidious Jews." {907} The Decretals of Gratian, the Third and 



Fourth Lateran and other councils class together under one and the same canon the Jews and the 
Saracens. {908} Such eminent men as Peter the Venerable have more good to say of the Saracen 
than of the Jew. 
 
Three classes are to be taken into account in following the treatment of the Jews,—the popes, 
including the prelates, the princes, and the mass of the people with their priests. 
 
Taking the popes one by one, their utterances were, upon the whole, opposed to inhumane 
measures and uniformly against the forced baptism of the Jews. Gregory the Great protected them 
against frenzied persecution in Southern Italy. Innocent IV., 1247, denied the charge of child 
murder brought against them, and threatened with excommunication Christians oppressing them. 
{909} Martin IV., in 1419, issued a bull in which he declared that he was following his 
predecessors in commanding that they be not interrupted in their synagogal worship, or 
compelled to accept baptism, or persecuted for commercial transactions with Christians. On the 
other hand, the example of Innocent III. gave countenance to the severest measures, and Eugenius 
IV. quickly annulled the injunctions of his predecessor, Martin IV. 
 
As for the princes, the Jews were regarded as being under their peculiar jurisdiction. At will, they 
levied taxes upon them, confiscated their goods, and expelled them from their realms. It was to 
the interest of princes to retain them as sources of revenue, and for this reason they were inclined 
to protect them against the violence of blind popular prejudice and rage. Frederick II. imposed 
upon them perpetual slavery as a vengeance upon them for the crucifixion. {910} 
 
The inception of the Crusades was accompanied by violent outbursts against the Jews. Innocent 
III., in 1216, established the permanent legal basis of their persecution. Their expulsion from 
Spain, in 1492, represents the culminating act in the mediaeval drama of their sufferings. 
England, Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, and Hungary joined in their persecution. In Italy they 
suffered least. Tens of thousands were burned or otherwise put to death. They were driven, at one 
time or another, from almost every country. The alternative of baptism or death was often 
presented to them. The number of those who submitted to death was probably larger than the 
number who accepted baptism. Most of those, however, who accepted baptism afterwards openly 
returned to the faith of their fathers or practised its rites in secret. {911} 
 
It is an interesting fact that, during these centuries of persecution, the Jews, especially in Spain 
and France, developed an energetic literary activity. Gerschom, Raschi, and the Kimchis belong 
to France. The names of Maimonides and Benjamin of Tudela head a long list of scholarly 
Spanish Jews. The pages of Graetz are filled with the names and achievements of distinguished 
students in medicine and other departments of study. {912} 
 
The path of anti-Semitism was early struck by Church and Christian state. The mediaeval 
legislation followed closely the precedent of earlier enactments. {913} The synod of Elvira, 306, 
forbade Christians to eat with Jews and intermarry with them. Theodosius II., 439, excluded them 
from holding public office. The civil edicts, offering the alternative of baptism or death, were 
inaugurated by King Sisibut of Spain. When princes, as in Lyons, protected Jewish merchants, 
prelates violently protested, as did Agobard, archbishop of Lyons, apostle as he was in some 
particulars of modern enlightenment. {914} Among the enactments of this period are the 
following: The Jews were forbidden to employ Christian nurses, servants, or laborers, to publicly 
sell meat, to work on Sundays or feast days, to employ Christian physicians, {915} or to practise 
usury, and were commanded to make a money payment to the priest at Easter, and to wear a 
distinguishing patch or other object on their garments. On the other hand, Christians were 
forbidden to attend Jewish funerals and marriages, and were punished for borrowing from Jews. 



 
None of the regulations was so humiliating as the one requiring the Jew to wear a distinguishing 
costume or a distinguishing patch upon his garments. This patch was ordered placed on the chest, 
or on both chest and back, so that the wearer might be distinguished from afar, as of old the leper 
was known by his cry "unclean," and that Christians might be prevented from ignorantly having 
carnal connection with the despised people. At the instance of Stephen Langton the synod of 
Oxford, 1222, prescribed a woollen patch, and Edward I., 1275, ordered the yellow patch worn by 
all over seven. Louis IX. ordered that the color of the patch should be red or saffron, the king of 
England that it should be yellow. Its size and shape were matters of minute enactment. The 
Fourth Lateran gave the weight of its great authority to this regulation about dress, and decreed 
that it should be enforced everywhere. Dr. Graetz pronounces this law the culminating blow in 
the humiliation of his kinsmen. He declares that Innocent III. brought more misery upon the Jews 
than all their enemies had done before, and charges him with being the first pope who turned the 
inhuman severity of the Church against them. {916} 
 
The position Innocent took was that God intended the Jews to be kept, like Cain, the murderer, to 
wander about on the earth designed by their guilt for slavery till the time should come in the last 
days for their conversion. {917} 
 
With this view, the theologians coincided. Peter the Venerable, a half-century before Innocent, 
presented the case in the same aspect as did the great pope, and launched a fearful denunciation 
against the Jews. In a letter to Louis VII. of France, he exclaimed, "What would it profit to fight 
against enemies of the cross in remote lands, while the wicked Jews, who blaspheme Christ, and 
who are much worse than the Saracens, go free and unpunished. Much more are the Jews to be 
execrated and hated than the Saracens; for the latter accept the birth from the Virgin, but the Jews 
deny it, and blaspheme that doctrine and all Christian mysteries. God does not want them to be 
wholly exterminated, but to be kept, like the fratricide Cain, for still more severe torment and 
disgrace. In this way God’s most just severity has dealt with the Jews from the time of Christ’s 
passion, and will continue to deal with them to the end of the world, for they are accursed, and 
deserve to be." {918} He counselled that they be spoiled of their ill-gotten gains and the money 
derived from their spoliation be applied to wrest the holy places from the Saracens. 
 
Of a different mind was Bernard. When the preparations were being made for the Second 
Crusade, and the monk Radulf went up and down the Rhine, inflaming the people against the 
Jews, the abbot of Clairvaux set himself against the "demagogue," as Neander called Radulf. 
{919} He wrote a burning epistle to the archbishop of Mainz, reminding him that the Lord is 
gracious towards him who returns good for evil. "Does not the Church," he exclaimed, "triumph 
more fully over the Jews by convincing and converting them from day to day than if she once and 
for all should slay them by the edge of the sword!" How bitter the prejudice was is seen in the 
fact that when Bernard met Radulf face to face, it required all his reputation for sanctity to allay 
the turbulence at Mainz. {920} 
 
Turning to England we find William of Newburgh, Roger de Hoveden, and other chroniclers. 
approving the Jewish persecutions. Richard of Devizes {921} speaks of "sacrificing the Jews to 
their father, the devil," and of sending "the bloodsuckers with blood to hell." Matthew Paris, in 
some of his references, seems not to have been in full sympathy with the popular animosity. 
 
Among great English ecclesiastics the Jews had at least two friendly advocates in Hugh of 
Lincoln and Robert Grosseteste. Grosseteste laid down the principle that the Jews were not to be 
exterminated, on the grounds that the law had been given through them, and that, after passing 
through their second captivity, they would ultimately, in accordance with the eleventh chapter of 



Romans, embrace Christianity. He, however, declared that Cain was the type of the Jews, as Abel 
was the type of Christ. For the sake of God’s mercy, they should be preserved, that Christ might 
be glorified; but for the sake of God’s justice, they were to be held in captivity by the princes, that 
they might fulfil the prediction concerning Cain, and be vagabonds and wanderers on the earth. 
They should be forcibly prevented from pursuing the occupation of usurers. {922} The bishop 
was writing to the dowager countess of Winchester, who had offered a refuge on her lands to the 
Jews expelled by Simon de Montfort from Leicester. That he was not altogether above the 
prejudices of his age is vouched for by a letter, also written in 1244, in which he calls upon his 
archdeacons to prevent Jews and Christians living side by side. Grosseteste’s predecessor, Hugh 
of Lincoln, protected the Jews when they were being plundered and massacred in 1190, and Jews 
showed their respect by attending his funeral. {923} 
 
No charge was too serious to be laid at the door of the Jews. When the Black Death swept 
through Europe in 1348, it did not occur to any one to think of the Saracens as the authors of that 
pestilence. The Jew was guilty. In Southern France and Spain, so the wild rumor ran, he had 
concocted poisons which were sent out wholesale and used for contaminating fountains. From 
Barcelona and Seville to the cities in Switzerland and Germany the unfortunate people had to 
suffer persecution for the alleged crime. In Strassburg, 1349, the entire Hebrew population of two 
thousand was seized, and as many as did not consent to baptism, were burnt in their own 
graveyard and their goods confiscated. In Erfurt and other places the entire Jewish population was 
removed by fire or expulsion. 
 
The canonical regulations against usury gave easy excuse for declaring debts to the Jews not 
binding. Condemned by Tertullian and Cyprian, usury was at first forbidden to laymen as well as 
clerics, as by the synod of Elvira; but at the council of Nice, 325, the prohibition was restricted to 
the clergy. Later Jerome, Augustine, and Leo I. again applied the prohibition to all Christians. 
Gratian received it into the canon law. Few subjects claimed so generally the attention of the 
mediaeval synods as usury. {924} Alexander III., at the Third Lateran, 1179, went so far as to 
declare usury forbidden by the Old Testament as well as by the New Testament. Clement V. put 
the capstone on this sort of legislation by declaring, at the council of Vienne, 1311, null and void 
all state and municipal laws allowing usury and pronouncing it heresy to deny that usury is sin. 
No distinction was made between rates of interest. All interest was usurious. The wonder is that, 
with such legislation on the Church’s statute-books, any borrower should have felt bound by a 
debt to a Jew. 
 
Eugenius III. offered all enlisting in the Second Crusade exemption from interest due Jewish 
creditors. Gregory IX. made the same offer to later Crusaders. 
 
The charge was frequently repeated against the Jews that they were guilty of the murder of 
Christian children for ritualistic purposes, especially at the time of the Passover. This almost 
incredible crime again and again stirred the Christian population into a frenzy of excitement 
which issued in some of the direst miseries the Jewish people were called upon to endure. {925} 
 
In France, Philip Augustus, using as a pretext the alleged crucifixion of a Christian child, in 1182, 
expelled the Jews from his realm and confiscated their goods. The decree of expulsion was 
repeated by Louis IX. in the year before he set out on his last crusade, by Philip the Fair in 1306 
and 1311, and by other French monarchs, but it was never so strictly enforced as in Spain. Louis 
IX. also ordered all copies of the Targum destroyed. In 1239 Gregory IX. issued a letter to the 
archbishops of France, Castile, Aragon, Portugal, and England, commanding the same thing. 
{926} 
 



In Germany, from the First Crusade on, the Jews were subjected to constant outbreaks, but 
usually enjoyed the protection of the emperors against popular fury. In the fifteenth century, they 
were expelled from Saxony 1432, Spires and Zurich 1435, Mainz 1438, and other localities. 
 
In England the so-called Jewries of London, Lincoln, Oxford, and three or four other cities 
represented special tribunals and modes of organization, with which the usual courts of the land 
had nothing to do. {927} From the reign of Henry II., 1133-1189, when the detailed statements of 
Jewish life in England begin, bishops, priests, and convents were ready to borrow from the Jews. 
Nine Cistercian convents were mortgaged to the famous Aaron of Lincoln, who died 1187. He 
boasted that his money had built St. Albans, a boast which Freeman uses to prove the intolerable 
arrogance of the Jews. The arm of St. Oswald of Peterboro was held by a Jew in pawn. The usual 
interest charged was two pence a week on the pound, or forty-three per cent a year. And it went 
as high as eighty per cent. The promissory note is preserved which Herbert, pastor of Wissenden, 
gave to Aaron of Lincoln for 120 marks at two pence a week. {928} The Jews were tallaged by 
the king at pleasure. They belonged to him, as did the forests. {929} The frequency and 
exorbitance of the exactions under John and Henry III. are notorious. At the time of the levy of 
1210 many left the kingdom. It was at that time that the famous case occurred of the Jew of 
Bristol, already referred to, whose teeth John ordered pulled out, one each day, till he should 
make over to the royal treasury ten thousand marks. The description that Matthew Paris gives is 
highly interesting, but it was not till four centuries had elapsed, that another historian, Thomas 
Fuller, commenting upon this piece of mediaeval dentistry, had the hardihood to say, this Jew, 
"yielding sooner, had saved his teeth, or, stubborn longer, had spared his money; now having both 
his purse and his jaw empty by the bargain. Condemn we here man’s cruelty, and admire 
Heaven’s justice; for all these sums extorted from the Jews by temporal kings axe but paying their 
arrearages to God for a debt they can never satisfy; namely, the crucifying of Christ." Old 
prejudices die hard. 
 
Henry III.’s exactions became so intolerable that in 1255 the Jews begged to be allowed to leave 
the realm. This request, to rely again upon Matthew Paris, the king refused, and then, like 
"another Titus or Vespasian," farmed them out to his rich brother Richard, Earl of Cornwall, that, 
"as he himself had excoriated them, so Richard might eviscerate them." {930} 
 
The English Crusaders, starting on the Third Crusade, freely pillaged the Jews, indignant, as the 
chroniclers relate, that they should have abundance and to spare while they, who were hurrying 
on the long journey to Jerusalem, had not enough for their barest wants. {931} It was at this time, 
on the evening of the coronation of Richard I., that the horrible massacre occurred in which 
neither sex nor age was spared. At York, five hundred were shut up in the castle, and the men, in 
despair, after putting to death their own wives and daughters, were many of them burned to death. 
{932} 
 
English communities were roused to a lamentable pitch of excitement by the alleged crucifixion 
of Christian boys. Among the more notorious cases were William of Norwich 1144, Harold of 
Gloucester 1168, Robert of Edmonsbury 1181, and Hugh of Lincoln 1255. Although these 
children were popularly known as saints, none of them have been canonized by the Church. The 
alleged enormities perpetrated upon Hugh of Lincoln, as given by Matthew Paris, are too 
shocking to be enumerated at length. The same chronicler interjects the statement that the deed 
was "said often to have occurred." In the excitement over little Hugh, eighteen Jews were 
gibbeted. {933} The marvel is that the atrocious charge was believed, and that no protest against 
the belief has come down to us from those days. 
 



Some English Jews, under pressure of fear, submitted to baptism, and some also of their free will. 
The first case of the latter kind, so far as I know, is given by Anselm. {934} The convert became a 
monk. An isolated case occurred here and there of a Christian turning Jew. A deacon was hanged 
for this offence. {935} 
 
The last act in the history of the Jews in mediaeval England was their banishment by Edward I. in 
1290. From that time until the Caroline age, England was free from Jewish inhabitants. Cromwell 
added to his fame by giving them protection in London. 
 
The treatment the Jews received in Spain is justly regarded as the most merciless the race 
received in the Middle Ages. Edward I. protected against plunder the sixteen thousand Jews 
whom he banished from England. But Ferdinand of Spain, when he issued the fell decree for his 
Jewish subjects to leave Spain, apparently looked on without a sign of pity. Spain, through its 
Church councils, had been the leader in restrictive legislation. The introduction of the Inquisition 
made the life of this people more and more severe, although primarily its pitiless regulations had 
no application to them. Persecutions filled the land with ungenuine proselytes, the conversos, and 
these became subject to the inquisitorial court. 
 
The final blow given by Ferdinand and Isabella fell in 1492, the year of the discovery of the New 
World, in a part of which was to be put into practice religious toleration as it was never before 
practised on the earth. The edict expelled all unbaptized Jews from Spain. Religious motives were 
behind it, and religious agents executed it. The immediate occasion was the panic aroused by the 
alleged crucifixion of the child of La Guardia—el santo niato de la Guardia—one of the most 
notorious cases of alleged child murder by the Jews. {936} Lope de Vega and other Spanish 
writers have made the case famous in Spanish literature. Ferdinand, according to Llorente, moved 
by the appeals of a Jewish embassy and Spanish grandees, was about to modify his sentence, 
when Torquemada, hastening into the presence of the king and his consort, presented the crucifix, 
exclaiming, "Judas Iscariot sold Christ for thirty pieces of silver. Your majesties are about to sell 
him for three thousand ducats. Here he is, take him and sell him." 
 
The number of Jews who emigrated from Spain, in the summer of 1492, is estimated at 170,000 
to 400, 000. {937} They went to Italy, Morocco, and the East, and, invited by king Manuel, 
100,000 passed into Portugal. But here their tarrying was destined to be short. In 1495 an edict 
offered them the old alternative of baptism or death, and children under fourteen were taken 
forcibly from their parents, and the sacred Christian rite was administered to them. Ten years later 
two thousand of the alleged ungenuine converts were massacred in cold blood. 
 
Such was the drama of sufferings through which the Jews were made to pass during the 
mediaeval period in Western Europe. As against this treatment, what efforts were made to win the 
Jews by appeals to the gospel? But the question might well be asked whether any appeals could 
be expected to win them when such a spirit of persecution prevailed. How could love and such 
hostility go together? The attempts to convince them were made chiefly through tracts and 
disputations. Anselm, while he did not direct his treatise on the atonement, cur deus homo, to the 
Jews, says, that his argument was sufficient to persuade both Jew and pagan. Grosseteste sought 
to show the fulfilment of the old law and to prove the divinity of Christ in his de cessatione 
legalium, written in 1231. {938} The most famous of these tracts was written by Peter the 
Venerable. In Migne’s edition it fills more than one hundred and forty columns, and would make 
a modern book of more than three hundred pages of the ordinary size. Its heading, little adapted 
to win the favor of the people to whom it was addressed, ran "A Tract against the Inveterate 
Hardness of the Jews" (inveteratam duritiem). The author proceeded to show from the Hebrew 



Scriptures the divinity of Christ, at the same time declaring that "to the blind even the light is as 
night and the sun as the shades of darkness." 
 
Some idea can be gotten of the nature of some of Peter’s arguments from one of the many 
Scripture texts adduced to prove that Christ is the Son of God, Isaiah 66:9: "Shall I bring to the 
birth, and not cause to bring forth? saith Jehovah. Shall I that caused to bring forth shut the 
womb? saith thy God." "What could be more clear, O Jews," adds the author, "in proving the 
generation of the Son of God? For if God begat, so far as He begat, He is necessarily Father, and 
the Son of God, so far as He is begotten, is necessarily Son." In taking up the proof that the 
Messiah has already come, Peter naavely says that "if the Jew shall presume to think when the 
argument is finished that he lives, Peter holds the sword of Goliath, and, standing over the Jew’s 
prostrate form, will use the weapon for his destruction, and ‘with its edge’ cleave his 
blasphemous head in twain." {939} 
 
If the mild abbot of Cluny, Peter the Venerable, approached the Jews in such an arrogant tone, 
what was to be expected from other writers, like Peter of Blois who wrote upon the Perfidy of the 
Jews? 
 
Public disputations were resorted to in Southwestern Europe. Not a few Jews, "learned men, 
physicians, authors, and poets," to use the language of Graetz, {940} adopted the Christian faith 
from conviction, and "became as eager in proselyting as though they had been born Dominicans." 
At the public disputations, representative rabbis and chosen Christian controversialists disputed. 
Jewish proselytes often represented the Christian side. The most famous of these disputations, the 
disputation of Tortosa, extended through a year and nine months, 1413-1414, and held sixty-eight 
sittings. Many baptisms are reported to have followed this trial of argumentative strength, and 
Benedict XIII. announced his conclusions in a bull forbidding forced baptism, as opposed to the 
canons of the church, but insisting on the Jews wearing the distinctive patch, and enacting that 
they should listen to three Christian sermons every year,—on Easter, in Advent, and in 
midsummer. Raymundus Lullus appealed for the establishment of chairs in Hebrew with an eye 
to the conversion of the Jews, as did also the Dominican Raymundus of Peataforte. At the 
beginning of the fifteenth century the propaganda of the eloquent preacher Vincent Ferrer was 
crowned with success, and the lowest estimates place the number who received baptism under his 
influence at twenty thousand. The most distinguished of the Spanish converts was Rabbi Solomon 
Helevi, 1353-1435, who occupied the archiepiscopal chair of Burgos. The Christian scholar 
Nicolas of Cusa, if not born a Jew, was of Jewish descent. 
 
In London there was an attempt to reach the Jews by a sort of university settlement, the domus 
conversorum, intended for the protection of Jewish proselytes. It was established in 1233, and an 
annual grant of seven hundred marks from the royal exchequer promised for its maintenance; but 
no reports have come down to us of its usefulness. 
 
These efforts relieve, it is true, the dark picture, but relieve it only a little. The racial 
exclusiveness of the Jew, and the defiant pride which Christendom associates with him when he 
attains to prosperity, still render it difficult to make any impression upon him by the presentation 
of the arguments for Christianity. There have been converts. Neander was a Jew born. So were 
Paulus Cassel and Adolf Saphir. Delitzsch had a Jew for one of his parents. Dollinger is authority 
for the statement that thirty years ago there were two thousand Christians in Berlin of Jewish 
descent. There is fortunately no feeling to-day, at least in the church of the West, that it should 
come to the aid of Providence in executing vengeance for the crucifixion of Christ, a thought 
which ruled the Christian mind in the Middle Ages. In view of the experience of the medieval 



church, if for no other reason, the mode of treatment suggested to the modern church is by the 
spirit of brotherly confidence and Christian love. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
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bk. III. ch. IV. 
 
{907} Oremus et pro perfidis Judaeis. Dollinger, p. 216. 
 
{908} The caption of Gratian’s Decretals, ch. XV. 6, is de Judaeis et Saracenis et eorum servis. 
 
{909} Graetz, VII. l06. 
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{926} Graetz, VII. 401-406. 
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law of Edward the Confessor, however, has a reference to Jews. 
 
{928} Jacobs, p. 67, 308. The mortgages were called cartae debitorum, M. Paris, Luard’s ed., II. 
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{931} M. Paris, II. 358 sq. 
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{934} Jacobs, p. 8. Hermann, a monk of Cologne, gives an account of his conversion from 
Judaism, Migne, 170, 806 sqq. A most singular attempt by the devil to blot out the baptism of a 
German Jewish girl is given by Caesar of Heisterbach, Dial., II. 26. She was to be drawn three 
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{935} M. Paris, III. 71. 
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79. The Mediaeval Dissenters. 
 
The centralization of ecclesiastical authority in the papacy was met by a widespread counter-
movement of religious individualism and dissent. It was when the theocratic programme of 
Gregory VII. and Innocent III. was being pressed most vigorously that an ominous spiritual revolt 
showed itself in communities of dissenters. While the crusading armaments were battling against 
the infidel abroad, heretical depravity, to use the official term, arose in the Church at home to 
disturb its peace. 
 
For nearly five hundred years heresy had been unknown in Western Europe. When Gregory the 
Great converted the Arians of Spain and Lombardy in the latter part of the sixth century, it was 
supposed that the last sparks of heresy were extinguished. In the second half of the eleventh 
century here and there, in Milan, Orleans, Strassburg, Cologne, and Mainz, little flames of heresy 
shot forth; but they were quickly put out and the Church went on its way again in peace. In the 
twelfth century, heresy again broke out simultaneously in different parts of Europe, from 
Hungary to the Pyrenees and northwards to Bremen. The two burning centres of the infection 
were Milan in Northern Italy and Toulouse in Southern France. The Church authorities looked on 
with alarm, and, led by the pope, proceeded to employ vigorous measures to stamp out the 
threatening evil. Jacques of Vitry, after visiting Milan, called it a pit of heretics, fovea 
haereticorum, and declared that there was hardly a person left to resist the spiritual rebels, so 
numerous were they in that city. {941} At different points in Lombardy the clergy were actually 
driven out and Piacenza remained three years without a priest. In Viterbo, in the very vicinity of 
Rome, the Patarenes were in the majority in 1205, as Innocent III. testified. But it was in 
Languedoc that the situation was most alarming, and there papal armies were marshalled to crush 
out the contagion. 
 
The dissenting movement started with the people and not with the schools or princes, much 
provocation as the princes had for showing their resentment at the avarice and worldliness of the 
clergy and their invasion of the realm of civil authority. The vast majority of those who suffered 
punishment as heretics were of the common people. Their ignorance was a constant subject of 
gibe and derision as they stood for trial before the ecclesiastical tribunals. The heresy of a later 
period, the fifteenth century, differs in this regard, having scholars among its advocates. 
 
Our knowledge of the mediaeval sectaries and their practices is drawn almost wholly from the 
testimonies of those who were arrayed against them. These testimonies are found in tracts, 
manuals for the treatment of heresy, occasional notices of ecclesiastical writers like Salimbene, 
Vitry, Etienne de Bourbon, Caesar of Heisterbach, or Matthew Paris, in the decrees of synods and 
in the records of the heresy trials themselves. These last records, written down by Catholic hands, 
have come down to us in large numbers. {942} Interesting as they are, they must be accepted with 
caution as the statements of enemies. As for Catharan literature, a single piece has survived {943} 
and it is a painful recollection that, where so many suffered the loss of goods, imprisonments, and 
death for their religious convictions, only a few lines remain in their own handwriting to depict 
their faith and hopes. 
 
The exciting cause of this religious revolt is to be looked for in the worldliness and arrogance of 
the clergy, the formalism of the Church’s ritual, and the worldly ambitions of the papal policy. In 
their depositions before the Church inquisitors, the accused called attention to the pride, cupidity, 
and immorality of the priests. Tanchelm, Henry of Lausanne, and other leaders directed their 



invectives against the priests and bishops who sought power and ease rather than the good of the 
people. 
 
Underneath all this discontent was the spiritual hunger of the masses. The Bible was not an 
altogether forgotten book. The people remembered it. Popular preachers like Bernard of Thiron, 
Robert of Abrissel and Vitalis of Savigny quoted its precepts and relied upon its authority. There 
was a hankering after the Gospel which the Church did not set forth. The people wanted to get 
behind the clergy and the ritual of the sacraments to Christ himself, and, in doing so, a large body 
of the sectaries went to the extreme of abandoning the outward celebration of the sacraments, and 
withdrew themselves altogether from priestly offices. The aim of all the sects was moral and 
religious reformation. The Cathari, it is true, differed in a philosophical question and were 
Manichaeans, but it was not a question of philosophy they were concerned about. Their chief 
purpose was to get away from the worldly aims of the established church, and this explains their 
rapid diffusion in Lombardy and Southern France. {944} 
 
A prominent charge made against the dissenters was that they put their own interpretations upon 
the Gospels and Epistles and employed these interpretations to establish their own systems and 
rebuke the Catholic hierarchy. Special honor was given by the Cathari to the Gospel of John, and 
the Waldensian movement started with an attempt to make known the Scriptures through the 
vulgar tongue. The humbler classes knew enough about clerical abuses from their own 
observation; but the complaints of the best men of the times were in the air, and these must also 
have reached their ears and increased the general restlessness. St. Bernard rebuked the clergy for 
ambition, pride, and lust. Grosseteste called clerics antichrists and devils. Walter von der 
Vogelweide, among the poets, spoke of priests as those— 
 
Who make a traffic of each sacrament 
 
The mass’ holy sacrifice included. 
 
These men did not mean to condemn the priestly office, but it should occasion no surprise that the 
people made no distinction between the office and the priest who abused the office. 
 
The voices of the prophets were also heard beyond the walls of the convent,—Joachim of Flore 
and Hildegard. Of an independent ecclesiastical movement they had no thought. But they cried 
out for clerical reform, and the people, after long waiting, seeing no signs of a reform, found hope 
of relief only in separatistic societies and groups of believers. The prophetess on the Rhine, 
having in mind the Cathari, called upon all kings and Christians to put down the Sadducees and 
heretics who indulged in lust, and, in the face of the early command to the race to go forth and 
multiply, rejected marriage. But to her credit, it is to be said, that at a time when heretics were 
being burnt at Bonn and Cologne, she remonstrated against the death penalty for the heretic on 
the ground that in spite of his heresy he bore the image of God. {945} She would have limited the 
punishment to the sequestration of goods. 
 
It is also most probable that the elements of heresy were introduced into Central and Western 
Europe from the East. In the Byzantine empire the germs of early heresies continued to sprout, 
and from there they seem to have been carried to the West, where they were adopted by the 
Manichaean Cathari and Albigenses. Travelling merchants and mercenaries from Germany, 
Denmark, France, and Flanders, who had travelled in the East or served in the Byzantine armies, 
may have brought them with them on their return to their homes. 
 



The matters in which the heretical sects differed from the Catholic Church concerned doctrine, 
ritual, and the organization of the Church. Among the dogmas repudiated were transubstantiation 
and the sacerdotal theory of the priesthood. The validity of infant baptism was also quite widely 
denied, and the Cathari abandoned water baptism altogether. The worship of the cross and other 
images was regarded as idolatry. Oaths and even military service were renounced. Bernard Guy, 
inquisitor-general of Toulouse and our chief authority for the heretical beliefs current in Southern 
France in the fourteenth century, says {946} that the doctrine of transubstantiation was denied on 
the ground that, if Christ’s body had been as large as the largest mountain, it would have been 
consumed long before that time. As for adoring the cross, thorns and spears might with equal 
propriety be worshipped, for Christ’s body was wounded by a crown of thorns and a lance. The 
depositions of the victims of the Inquisition are the simple statements of unlettered men. In the 
thousands of reports of judicial cases, which are preserved, charges of immoral conduct are rare. 
 
A heretic, that is, one who dissented from the dogmatic belief of the Catholic Church, was 
regarded as worse than a Saracen and worse than a person of depraved morals. In a sermon, 
issued by Werner of St. Blasius about 1125, the statement is made that the "holy Catholic Church 
patiently tolerates those who live ill, male viventes, but casts out from itself those who believe 
erroneously, male credentes." {947} The mediaeval Church, following the Fathers, did not 
hesitate to apply the most opprobrious epithets to heretics. The synod of Toulouse, 1163, refering 
to the heretics in Gascony, compared them to serpents which, just for the very reason that they 
conceal themselves, are all the more destructive to the simpleminded in the Lord’s vineyard. 
Perhaps the most frequent comparison was that which likened them to Solomon’s little foxes 
which destroy the vines. {948} Peter Damiani {949} and others liken them to the foxes whose 
tails Samson bound together and drove forth on their destructive mission. Innocent III. showed a 
preference for the comparison to foxes, but also called heretics scorpions, wounding with the 
sting of damnation, locusts like the locusts of Joel hid in the dust with vermin and countless in 
numbers, demons who offer the poison of serpents in the golden chalice of Babylon, and he called 
heresy the black horse of the Apocalypse on which the devil rides, holding the balances. Heresy is 
a cancer which moves like a serpent. {950} 
 
The Fourth Lateran also used the figure of Samson’s foxes, whose faces had different aspects, but 
whose tails were bound together for one and the same fell purpose. {951} Gregory IX., {952} 
speaking of France, declared that it was filled with a multitude of venomous reptiles and the 
poison of the heresies. Etienne de Bourbon, writing in the last years of the twelfth century, said 
that, "heretics are dregs and depravity, and for that reason cannot return to their former faith 
except by a divine miracle, even as cinders, which cannot be made into silver, or dregs into 
wine." {953} St. Bernard likened heretics to dogs that bite and foxes that deceive. {954} Free use 
was made of the withered branch of John 15:6, which was to be cast out and burnt, and of the 
historical examples of the destruction of the Canaanites and of Korah, Dothan, and Abiram. 
Thomas Aquinas put heretics in the same category with coin clippers who were felons before the 
civil tribunal. Earthquakes, like the great earthquake in Lombardy of 1222, and other natural 
calamities were ascribed by the orthodox to God’s anger against heresy. {955} 
 
The principle of toleration was unknown, or at best only here and there a voice was raised against 
the death penalty, as in the case of Hildegard, Rupert of Deutz, {956} and Peter Cantor, bishop of 
Paris. {957} Bernard went farther and admonished Eugenius III. against the use of force in the 
treatment of heretics {958} and in commenting upon Song of Solomon 2 15, "take me the foxes 
that spoil the vines," he said, that they should be caught not by arms but by arguments, and be 
reconciled to the Church in accordance with the purpose of Him who wills all men to be saved. 
He added that a false Catholic does more harm than an open heretic. {959} The opinion came to 
prevail, that what disease is to the body that heresy is to the Church, and the most merciful 



procedure was to cut off the heretic. No distinction was made between the man and the error. The 
popes were chiefly responsible for the policy which acted upon this view. The civil codes adopted 
and pronounced death as the heretic’s "merited reward," poena debita. {960} Thomas Aquinas 
and the theologians established it by arguments. Bernard Guy expressed the opinion of his age 
when he declared that heresy can be destroyed only when its advocates are converted or burnt. To 
extirpate religious dissent, the fierce tribunal of the Inquisition was established. The last measure 
to be resorted to was an organized crusade, waged under the banner of the pope, which shed the 
blood of the mediaeval dissenters without pity and with as little compunction as the blood of 
Saracens in the East. 
 
The confusion, which reigned among the Church authorities concerning the sectaries, and also the 
differences which existed among the sectaries themselves, appear from the many names by which 
they were known. The most elaborate list is given in the code of Frederick II. 1238, {961}  and 
enumerates nineteen different sects, among which the most familiar are Cathari, Patarenes, 
Beguines, Arnoldists, and Waldenses. But the code did not regard this enumeration as exhaustive, 
and adds to the names "all heretics of both sexes, whatever be the term used to designate them." 
And in fact the list is not exhaustive, for it does not include the respectable group of Northern 
Italy known as the Humiliati, or the Ortlibenses of Strassburg, or the Apostolicals of Belgium. 
One document speaks of no less than seventy-two, and Salimbene of one hundred and thirty 
different sects. {962}  The council of Verona, 1183, condemned, "first of all the Cathari and 
Patarenes and those who falsely called themselves Humiliati or Poor Men of Lyons, also the 
Passagini, Josephini, and Arnoldists, whom we put under perpetual Anathema." The lack of 
compact organization explains in part the number of these names, some of which were taken from 
localities or towns and did not indicate any differences of belief or practice from other sectaries. 
The numbers of the heretics must be largely a matter of conjecture. A panic took hold of the 
Church authorities, and some of the statements, like those of Innocent III., must be regarded as 
exaggerations, as are often the rumors about a hostile army in a panic-stricken country, awaiting 
its arrival. Innocent pronounced the number of heretics in Southern France innumerable. {963} 
According to the statement of Neumeister, a heretical bishop who was burnt, the number of 
Waldensian heretics in Austria about 1300 was eighty thousand. {964} The writer, usually 
designated "the Passau Anonymous," writing about 1315, said there was scarcely a land in which 
the Waldenses had not spread. The Cathari in Southern France mustered large armies and were 
massacred by the thousands. Of all these sects, the only one which has survived is the very 
honorable body, still known as the Waldenses. 
 
The mediaeval dissenters have sometimes been classed with the Protestants. The classification is 
true only on the broad ground of their common refusal to be bound by the yoke of the Catholic 
hierarchy. Some of the tenets of the dissenters and some of their practices the Protestant 
Reformation repudiated, fully as much as did the established Church of the Middle Ages. 
Interesting as they are in themselves and by reason of the terrible ordeals they were forced to 
undergo, the sects were side currents compared with the great stream of the Catholic Church, to 
which, with all its abuses and persecuting enormities, the credit belongs of Christianizing the 
barbarians, developing learning, building cathedrals, cultivating art, furnishing hymns, 
constructing theological systems, and in other ways contributing to the progress of mankind. That 
which makes them most interesting to us is their revolt against the priesthood, in which they all 
agreed, and the emphasis they laid upon purity of speech and purity of life. Their history shows 
many good men, but no great personality. Peter Waldo is the most notable among their leaders. 
 
A clear classification of the mediaeval heretics is made difficult if not impossible by the 
uncertainty concerning the opinions held by some of them and also by the apparent confusion of 
one sect with another by mediaeval writers. 



 
The Cathari, or Manichaean heretics, form a class by themselves. The Waldenses, Humiliati, and 
probably the Arnoldists, represent the group of evangelical dissenters. The Amauricians and 
probably the Ortlibenses were pantheistic. he isolated leaders, Peter de Bruys, Henry of 
Lausanne, Eudo, and Tanchelm, were preachers and iconoclasts—using the term in a good 
sense—rather than founders of sects. The Beguines and Beghards represented a reform movement 
within the Church, one wing going off into paths of doctrinal heresy and lawlessness, and 
incurring thereby the anathemas of the ecclesiastical authorities. 
 
{941} See the quotation at length in Alphandery, p. 29. 
 
{942} Migne, 214. 537; 215. 654. 
 
{943} Published by Cunitz in Beitrage zu den Theol. Wissenschhaften, 1854, IV. 
 
{944} See Lempp’s criticism of Alphandery’s work, Theol. Lit.-zeitung, 1905, p. 601 sq. 
 
{945} For quotation see Dollinger, I. 111. 
 
{946} So also Peter the Venerable in his c. Petrobrus, Migne, 189. 1185. Bernard Guy was born 
in Southem France, 1261. He entered the Dominican order and administered the office of 
inquisitor-general for sixteen years, prosecuting Cathari and other heretics. He was made bishop 
of Tuy, 1323. His Practica inquisitionis, a manual to be used by inquisitors, is a most interesting 
and valuable document. 
 
{947} Deflorationes SS. Patrum, Migne, 157. 1050. 
 
{948} Vulpeculae sunt heretici, quae demoliuntur vineas, Honorius of Autun, Migne, 172. 503; 
Etienne de Bourbon, p. 278, etc. 
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{950} Epp: I. 94; II. 99; IX. 208, etc., Migne, 214. 81, etc., Morbus iste qui serpit ut cancer, Ep. 
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{951} Facies quidem habentes diversas sed caudas ad invicem collegatas quia de varietate 
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80. The Cathari. 
 
The most widely distributed of the heretical sects were the Cathari. The term comes from the 
Greek katharos, meaning pure, and has given to the German its word for heretic, Ketzer. It was 
first used by the Cathari themselves. {965} A grotesque derivation, invented by their enemies, 
associated the sect with the cat, whose form it was the pleasure of the devil to assume. {966} 
From their dualistic tenets they were called New Manichaeans. From the quarter they inhabited in 
Milan, called Pataria, or the abode of the junk dealers, they received the name Patarenes. {967} 
 
In Southern France they were called Albigenses, from the town of Albi, one of the centres of their 
strength. From the territory in Eastern Europe, whence their theological tenets were drawn, they 
were known as Bulgari, Bugares, or Bugres. {968} Other titles were given to them in France, such 
as Tessarants, Textores, from their strength among the weavers and industrial classes, or 
Publicani and Poplicani, a corruption of Paulicians. {969} 
 
It was the general belief of the age that the Cathari derived their doctrinal views from heretical 
sects of Eastern Europe and the Orient, such as the Paulicians and Bogomili. This was brought 
out in the testimony of members of the sect at their trials, and it has in its favor the official 
recognition which leaders from Eastern Europe, Bosnia, and Constantinople gave to the Western 
heretics. The Paulicians had existed since the fifth century in Asia Minor, and had pushed their 
way to Constantinople. {970} The Bogomili, who were of later origin, had a position of some 
prominence in Constantinople in the early part of the twelfth century. {971} It is also possible that 
seeds of Manichaean and Arian heresy were left in Italy and Southern France after these systems 
were supposed to be stamped out in those regions. 
 
The Paulicians rejected the Old Testament and taught a strict dualism. The Bogomili held to the 
Sabellian Trinity, rejected the eucharist, and substituted for baptism with water a ritual of prayer 
and the imposition of hands. Marriage they pronounced an unclean relationship. The worship of 
images and the use of the cross were discarded. 
 
It was in the early years of the eleventh century, that the first reports of the appearance of heresy 
were bruited about here and there in Italy and Southern France. About the year 1000 a certain 
Leuthard, claiming to be inspired, appeared in the diocese of Cha¢lons, destroying crosses and 
denouncing tithes. In 1012 Manichaean separatists appeared for the first time in Germany, at 
Mainz, {972} and in 1022 at Orleans, where King Robert and his consort Constance were present 
at their trial. Fifteen were tried, and thirteen remained steadfast and perished in the flames. 
Constance is said to have struck one of them, her former confessor, with a staff and to have put 
out one of his eyes. {973} Heretics appeared at Liege in 1025. About the same time a group was 
discovered in Treves who denied transubstantiation and rejected infant baptism. {974} The castle 
of Monteforte near Turin became a stronghold for them, and in 1034 Heribert, archbishop of 
Milan, seized some of their number, including their leader Gerard. They all accepted death in the 
flames rather than adore a cross. In 1052 they appeared at Goslar, where the guilty were discerned 
by their refusal to kill a chicken. With these notices, and a few more like them, the rumor of 
heresy is exhausted for nearly a century. 
 
About the middle of the twelfth century, heresy suddenly appeared again at Liege, and 
prosecutions were begun. In 1145 eight men and three women were burnt at Cologne. The 
firmness of the victims was exemplified in the case of a young woman, who was held back for a 
time with the promise of marriage, but, on seeing her coreligionists burnt, broke from her keepers 



and, hiding her face in her dress, threw herself into the flames. And so, Caesar of Heisterbach 
goes on to say, she descended with her fellow-heretics to hell. {975} At Rheims, 1157, and again 
at Cologne in 1163 we hear of trials and burnings, but thereafter the Cathari are no more heard of 
in Germany. 
 
Their only appearance in England was at Oxford, 1161, when more than thirty illiterate Germans, 
men and women, strove to propagate their errors. They were reported as "detesting" marriage, the 
eucharist, baptism, and the Catholic Church, and as having quoted Matthew 5:10, "Blessed are 
they which are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven." A council 
of bishops ordered them branded on the forehead and flogged. {976} Henry II. would not allow 
heretics to be burnt to death, though offences in his reign against the forest laws were punished 
with blinding and castration. {977} 
 
In France the Cathari were strong enough in 1167 to hold a council at St. Felix de Caraman near 
Toulouse. It was attended by Nicetas of Constantinople, to whom the title of pope was given. He 
was accompanied by a Catharan bishop, Marcus of Lombardy. {978} Contemporary reports 
represent the number of heretics as very large. They were compared by William of Newburgh to 
the sand of the sea, and were said by Walter Map to be infinite in number in Aquitaine and 
Burgundy. {979}  By the end of the twelfth century they were reported to have followers in nearly 
1000 cities. {980}  The Dominican Rainerius gave 4,000,000 as a safe estimate of their number 
and declared this was according to a census made by the Cathari themselves. {981} Joachim of 
Flore stated that they were sending out their emissaries like locusts. {982} Such statements are 
not to be taken too seriously, but they indicate a widespread religious unrest. Men did not know 
whereunto heresy might grow. In Southern France the priests were the objects of ridicule. In that 
region, as well as in many of the cities of Lombardy, the Cathari had schools for girls and boys. 
 
Agreed as the Cathari were in opposing many customs and doctrines of the established Church, 
they were divided among themselves and broken up into sects,—seventy-two, according to one 
document. {983} Chief among them were the Albanenses and Concorrezzi, deriving their names 
from two Lombard towns, Alba and Concorreggio, near Monza. {984} A position intermediate 
between them was occupied by the Bagnolenses, so called from the Italian town of Bagnolo, near 
Lodi. This third party had a bishop whose authority was acknowledged by the Cathari in Mantua, 
Brescia, and Bergamo. {985} 
 
The differences between the Albanenses and Concorrezzi were of a theological character and 
concerned the nature of God and the origin of matter. The Albanenses were strict dualists. Matter 
is eternal and the product of the evil god. Paul speaks of the things, which are seen, as dung. The 
Concorrezzi seem to have rejected dualism and to have regarded evil as the creation of Lucifer, 
the highest of the angels. 
 
In matters of ritual and practical conduct, and in antagonism to the Church establishment, all 
groups of the Cathari were agreed. Since Schmidt wrote his History of the Cathari, it has been 
common to represent Catharism as a philosophical system, {986} but it is difficult to understand 
the movement from this standpoint. How could an unlettered folk, as they were, be concerned 
primarily or chiefly with a metaphysical construction? Theirs was not a philosophy, but a daily 
faith and practice. This view alone makes it possible to understand how the movement gained 
such rapid and widespread acceptance in the well-ordered and prosperous territory of Southern 
France, a territory in which Cluny had exercised its influence and was located. 
 
The Cathari agreed—to use the expression of their opponents—in vituperating the established 
Church and in calling its adherents Romanists. There are two Churches, they held,—one of the 



wicked and one of the righteous. They themselves constituted the Church of the righteous, outside 
of which there is no salvation, {987} having received the imposition of hands and done penance 
according to the teaching of Christ and the Apostles. Its fruits proved that the established Church 
was not the true Church. The true Church endures persecution, does not prescribe it. The Roman 
Church sits in the place of rule and is clothed in purple and fine linen. The true Church teaches 
first. The Roman Church baptizes first. The true Church has no dignitaries, prelates, cardinals, 
archdeacons, or monks. The Roman Church is the woman of the Apocalypse, a harlot, and the 
pope anti-Christ. 
 
The depositions at their trials indicate that the Cathari made much use of the Scriptures. The 
treatises of Bonacursus, Ermengaudus, and other writers in refutation of Catharan teachings 
abound in quotations of Scripture, a fact indicating the regard the heretics had for them. They put 
spiritual interpretations upon the miracles and freely allegorized parables. In the parable of the 
Good Samaritan, the man who fell among the thieves was Adam, whose spirit, at God’s 
command, descended from heaven to earth and fell among thieves in this lower world. {988} The 
priest and the Levite were Melchizedek and Aaron, who went the "same way," that is, could not 
help him. The Old Testament they discredited, pronouncing it the work of the devil. Its God is an 
evil god. {989} 
 
The Catharan doctrine seems to have highly exalted Christ, though it denied the full reality of his 
human nature. He was created in heaven and was not born on the earth, but passed through Mary 
as through a pipe. He neither ate material food nor drank material drink. As for John the Baptist, 
he was one of the major demons and was damned for doubting when he sent to Christ the 
question, "Art thou he that should come or do we look for another?" {990} 
 
A strange account of the fall of the angels was current in Southern France. Satan ascended to 
heaven and waited in vain thirty-two years for admittance. He was then noticed and admitted by 
the porter. Hidden from the Father, he remained among the angels a year before he began to use 
his art to deceive. He asked them whether they had no other glory or pleasure besides what he 
saw. When they replied they had not, he asked whether they would not like to descend to his 
world and kingdom, promising to give them gifts, fields, vineyards, springs, meadows, fruits, 
gold, silver, and women. Then he began to praise woman and the pleasures of the flesh. When 
they inquired more particularly about the women, the devil said he would descend and bring one 
back with him. This he did. The woman was decked in jewels and gold and beautiful of form. The 
angels were inflamed with passion, and Satan seeing this, took her and left heaven. The angels 
followed. The exodus continued for nine days and nights, when God closed up the fissure which 
had been made. {991} 
 
The Cathari divided themselves into two classes, the Perfecti and the Credentes, or Believers. 
The Perfect were those who had received the rite of the consolamentum, and were also called 
bons hommes, {992} good men, or good Christians, or the Girded, vestiti, {993}  from the fact that 
after receiving the consolamentum they bound themselves with a cord. The number of the Good 
Men, Rainerius, about 1250, gave as four thousand. The Credentes corresponded, in a general 
way, to the catechumens of the early Church, and placed all their hope in the consolamentum, 
which they looked forward to receiving. By a contract, called the convenenza, the Catharan 
officials pledged themselves to administer the consolamentum to the Credentes in their last hours. 
 
The consolamentum took the place of baptism and meant more. Its administration was treated by 
the Catholic authorities as equivalent to an initiation into heresy—haereticatio, as it was called. 
The usual form in which the court stated the charge of heresy was, "He has submitted to 
heretication." {994} The rite, which women also were allowed to administer, was performed with 



the laying on of hands and the use of the Gospel of John, which was imposed upon the head or 
placed at the candidate’s breast. {995} The candidate made a confession of all his sins of thought, 
word, work, and vision, and placed his faith and hope in God and the consolamentum which he 
was about to receive. The kiss of peace followed. {996} 
 
The Perfect had a monopoly of salvation. Those not receiving the consolamentum were 
considered lost or passed at death into another body and returned to the earth. The rite involved 
not only the absolution of all previous sins but of sins that might be committed thereafter. 
However, relapse was possible and sometimes occurred. {997} At death, the spirit was reunited 
with the soul, which had been left behind in heaven. There is no resurrection of the body. The 
administration of the consolamentum seems to have been confined to adults until the fourteenth 
century, when it was administered to sick children. Those who submitted to it were said to have, 
made a good ending. {998} 
 
The consolamentum involved the renunciation of the seven sacraments. Baptism with water was 
pronounced a material and corruptible thing, the work of the evil god. Even little children were 
not saved who received absolution and imposition of bands. {999} The baptism of the established 
Church was the baptism of John the Baptist, and John’s baptism was an invention of the devil. 
{1000} Christ made a clear distinction between baptism with water and the baptism of power, 
Acts 1:5. The latter he promised to the Church. 
 
As for the eucharist, the Cathari held that God would not appoint the consecrated host as a 
medium of grace, nor can God be in the host, for it passes through the belly, and the vilest part of 
the body. {1001} For the mass was substituted consecrated bread before the common meal. This 
bread was often kept for months. There was also, in some quarters, a more solemn celebration 
twelve times a year, called the apparellamentum, and the charge was very frequently made that 
the accused had attended this feast. {1002} Some deposed that they were eating Christ’s body and 
drinking his blood while they were listening to the words of Scripture. Among the requirements 
made of those who received the consolamentum were that they should not touch women, eat 
animal food, kill animals, take oaths, or favor war and capital punishment. 
 
The marriage bed was renounced as contrary to God’s law, and some went so far as to say openly 
that the human body was made by the devil. The love of husband and wife should be like the love 
of Christ for the Church, without carnal desire. The command to avoid looking on a woman, 
Matthew 5:27,28, was taken literally, and the command to leave husband and wife was 
interpreted to mean the renunciation of sexual cohabitation. Witnesses condemned marriage 
absolutely, {1003} and no man or woman living in sexual relations could be saved. The opinion 
prevailed, at least among some Catharan groups, that the eating of the forbidden fruit in Eden 
meant carnal cohabitation. {1004} 
 
As for animal nourishment, not only were all meats forbidden, but also eggs and cheese. The 
reason given was that these were the product of carnal intercourse. {1005} The words of Peter on 
the housetop, Acts 10:14, were also quoted. The Cathari, however, allowed themselves fish, in 
view of Christ’s example in feeding the multitude and his example after his resurrection, when he 
gave fish to his disciples. The killing of animals, birds, and insects, except frogs and serpents, 
was also forbidden. {1006} The ultimate ground for this refusal to kill animal life was stated by 
one of the Inquisitorial manuals to be a belief in metempsychosis, the return of the souls of the 
dead in the bodies of animals. 
 
The condemnation of capital punishment was based on such passages as: "Give place unto wrath, 
vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord," Romans 12:19; and the judicial execution of 



heretics and criminals was pronounced homicide, a survival from the Old Testament and the 
influence of its evil god. The Cathari quoted Christ’s words, "Ye have heard how it hath been said 
an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth." {1007} One of the charges made against the established 
Church was that it countenanced war and marshalled armies. 
 
The interdiction of oaths was in obedience to the words of Christ, and was in the interest of strict 
integrity of speech. {1008} 
 
The Cathari also renounced priestly vestments, altars, and crosses as idolatrous. They called the 
cross the mark of the beast, and declared it had no more virtue than a ribbon for binding the hair. 
It was the instrument of Christ’s shame and death, and therefore not to be used. {1009} Thorns or 
a spear would be as appropriate for religious symbols as the cross. 
 
They also rejected, as might have been expected, the doctrines of purgatory and indulgences. 
{1010} 
 
In addition to the consolamentum, the Cathari practised two rites called the melioramentum and 
the endura. {1011} The melioramentum, which is adduced again and again in the judicial 
sentences, was a veneration of the officials administering the consolamentum, and consisted of a 
threefold salutation. The Catholics regarded it as a travesty of the adoration of the host. {1012} 
 
The endura, which has been called the most cruel practice the history of asceticism has to show, 
was a voluntary starvation unto death by those who had received the consolamentum. Sometimes 
these rigorous religionists waited for thirteen days for the end to come, {1013} and parents are 
said even to have left their sick children without food, and mothers to have withdrawn the breast 
from nursing infants in executing the rite. The reports of such voluntary suicide are quite 
numerous. 
 
Our knowledge of the form of Church government practised by the Cathari is scant. Some of the 
groups of Italy and Languedoc had bishops. The bishop had as assistants a "major" and a "minor" 
son and a deacon, the two former taking the bishop’s place in his absence. {1014} Assemblies 
were held, as in 1241, on the banks of the Larneta, under the presidency of the heretical bishop of 
Albi, Aymeri de Collet. A more compact organization would probably have been adopted but for 
the measures of repression everywhere put in force against the sect. 
 
The steadfast endurance of the Catharan dissenters before hostile tribunals and in the face of 
death belong to the annals of heroism and must call forth our admiration as it called forth the 
wonder of contemporaries like Bernard. {1015} We live, said Everwin of Steinfeld, {1016} — 
 
"A hard and wandering life. We flee from city to city like sheep in the midst of wolves. We suffer 
persecution like the Apostles and the martyrs because our life to holy and austere. It is passed 
amidst prayers, abstinence, and labors, but everything is easy for us because we are not of this 
world." 
 
Dr. Lea, the eminent authority on the Inquisition, has said (I. 104) that no religion can show a 
more unbroken roll of victims who unshrinkingly and joyfully sought death in its most abhorrent 
form in preference to apostasy than the Cathari. Serious as some of the errors were which they 
held, nevertheless their effort to cultivate piety by other methods than the Church was offering 
calls for sympathy. Their rupture with the established organization can be to a Protestant no 
reason for condemnation; and their dependence upon the Scriptures and their moral tendencies 
must awaken within him a feeling of kinship. He cannot follow them in their rejection of baptism 



and the eucharist. In the repudiation of judicial oaths and war, they anticipated some of the later 
Christian bodies, such as the Quakers and Mennonites. 
 
{965} Schmidt. II. 276; Dollinger, I. 127. The term "Cathari" occurs in the twelfth century in 
Ecbertus and the acts of the Third Lateran Council, 1179, which speak of the heretics in Southern 
France as Cathari, Patrini, Publicani, or as known by some other name. Quos alii Catharos, alii 
Patrinos, alii Publicanos, etc., alii aliis nominibus vocant. Innocent III. called them Cathari and 
Patarenes, Epp. I. 94; II. 228; VIII. 85, 105, etc. 
 
{966} Alanus de Insulis, Migne, 210. 266, says, "The Cathari are so called from the cat, whose 
posterior parts they are said to kiss and in whose form, as they say, Lucifer appears to them." 
Jacob de Voragine, in his Legenda aurea, refers to the use made of the cat by Satan in connection 
with heresy. He relates that on one occasion some ladies, who had been heretics, were kneeling at 
St. Dominic’s feet and suddenly cried out: "Servant of God, help us." Tarry awhile, Dominic said, 
"and ye shall see what ye have been serving. Suddenly a black cat sprang up in their midst, right 
horrible, with long tail standing upright and emitting from the after end a terrible stench. After a 
while the cat climbed up the bell rope to the steeple, and the ladies were converted." 
 
{967} Schmidt, who discusses the names in an elaborate note (II. 275-284), says that a portion of 
Milan was still called Contrada de’Patari in the eighteenth century. Frederick II., in his Sicilian 
code, derived the name Patarenes from patior, to suffer. Patarenos se nominant velut expositos 
passioni, Huillard-Breholles, IV. 6. So also Walter Map, Deuteronomy nugis, Wright’s ed., p. 61, 
who says the devil persuaded the Patarenes that they would become perfect by suffering and 
doing what he commanded. 
 
{968} M. Paris, Luard’s ed., III. 520, speaks of "Bugares" as a common appellation for the 
"Paterini, Jovinians, Albigenses, and those stained with other heresies," and associates with them 
Robert Bugre, who from being a heretic became a Dominican and noted Inquisitor. The modern 
word "bugger" is derived from his name. 
 
{969} Dollinger, I. 129 sq. 
 
{970} Ibid., I. 1-51, gives an elaborate description of the Paulicians and the Bogomili. He regards 
the Paulicians as the bridge between the Gnostics of the ancient Church and the sectaries of the 
Middle Ages, p. 3. 
 
{971} Ibid., p. 114, says that the teachings of the Cathari and the Bogomili are so much alike that 
the "direct descent of the former from the latter must be regarded as beyond doubt." Our 
knowledge of the Bogomili is derived from Euthymus, whose Narratio de Bogomilis was edited 
by Gieseler, Gottingen, 1842. 
 
{972} Hauck, Kirchengesch.,  III. 431. 
 
{973} Schmidt, I. 31; Hefele, IV. 674 sqq. 
 
{974} Hauck, IV. 88. 
 
{975} Dial., V. 19. 
 
{976} William of Newburgh, Hamilton’s ed., pp. 121-123. Walter Map, Deuteronomy Nugis, p. 
62, reduces the number to sixteen. They were called Publicani by the Oxford council, 1260 



 
{977} Stubbs, ed. of Deuteronomy Hoveden, II. p. liv. sq. 
 
{978} Dollinger, I. 121 sq., has no hesitation in declaring him a bishop of the Paulicians 
 
{979} Superabundant jam ad omnem infinitatem. 
 
{980} Caesar of Heisterbach, quoted by Dollinger, I. 124. 
 
{981} p. 1768. 
 
{982} Dollinger, I. 125. 
 
{983} Dollinger, II. 300. 
 
{984} Ibid., I. 117; II. 82. Schmidt derived them from Albania and from Coriza in Dalmatia. 
 
{985} Rainerius is our chief authority for these statements. He makes the above threefold 
classification (Martene, V. 1761), and then proceeds to give the doctrinal and practical errors the 
sects had in common, and those which separated them. He also gives a list of the Catharan centres 
in Lombardy and other parts. See also the important document, the Supra stella, by Salvus Burce, 
1235, published by Dollinger, II. 52-84. The title was chosen to distinguish it from a Catharan 
treatise entitled Stella, the Star. 
 
{986} See also Alphandery, p. 35. Lempp, in a criticism of Alphandery’s work, Lit.-zeitung, 
1905, p. 601, takes the view which is presented in the text. 
 
{987} Dollinger, II. 322, etc.; Douais, II. 105, etc.; Bonacursus, Migne, 204. 777. 
 
{988} Bonacursus, p. 775. 
 
{989} Dollinger, II. 294, etc.; Ermengaudus, 1237. Lea, I. 563-567, gives a document, apparently 
dating from about 1300, in which a Catharan uses Scripture to prove that the God of the Old 
Testament is not the God of the New. He deposed, "God says in Genesis, ‘Ye shall not eat the 
tree of life.’ But the God of the New Testament says in the Apocalypse ‘to him that overcometh I 
will give to eat of the tree of life. ‘That one prohibits, this one promises. Therefore they are 
antagonistic, one to the other." Again he deposed, "Genesis says I will place enmity between thee 
and the woman. The God of the Old Testament is thus the sower of discord and enmity. But the 
God of the New Testament is the giver of peace and the reconciler of all things. Hence they are 
antagonistic." 
 
{990} Bonacursus, p. 777; Ermengaud, p. 1234 sq.; Douais, II. 93, 96, 103, etc. 
 
{991} Dollinger, II. 149-153. 
 
{992} Boni homines, Dollinger, II. 22, 27, etc.; Boni Christiani, II. 4, 17, 25, etc. In Southern 
France one of the of the repeated charges was that the accused called the Cathari bons hommes, 
Douais, II. 9, 11, 14, 25, etc. The Credentes are so called by French synods, by Innocent III., in 
letters written by papal legates, etc. See Hefele, V. 846, 850, etc.; Dollinger and Douais under 
Credentes in Index. 
 



{993} Synod of Toulouse, 1229, etc. See Schmidt, II. 127. 
 
{994} Haereticationi interfuit, Douais, II. 17, 19, 22, etc. 
 
{995} Ante pectus, Rainerius, p. 1764. An elaborate description is given in an Appendix to 
Rainerius, Martene, V. 1776. 
 
{996} Ermengaud, Migne, 204, 1362; Rainerius, p. 1764; Dollinger, II. 41. 
 
{997} Among those who recanted was the rich citizen Morand of Toulouse, who did penance by 
standing naked to the waist at the altar of St. Saturninus and allowing himself to be scourged in 
the presence of the papal legate. He went on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, but on his return went 
back to the Cathari and died as one of the Perfect. Schmidt, I. 77 sqq. 
 
{998} Dollinger, II. 30. 
 
{999} Ibid., II. 5, 322. 
 
{1000} Ibid., II. 21, 34, 65, 90, 283, etc. 
 
{1001} In latrinam ventris et per turpissimum locum, quae non possunt fieri, si esset ibi deus. 
Dollinger, II. 5. 
 
{1002} Douais, II. 17, 22, 27, 45, etc. 
 
{1003} Moneta, p. 315; jacere cum uxore sua sicut cum meretrice, Dollinger, II. 30; matrimonium 
est meretricium, Douais, II. 93; Dollinger, II. 18, 21, 23, 25, 28, 40, 156, 300, etc. omnem 
carnalem concubitum dampnabilem dicunt, Douais, II. 93, 96, etc. 
 
{1004} Bonacursus, p. 776 Douais, II. 93, 103, etc. 
 
{1005} Ibid., p. 777; Rainerius, p. 1762; Dollinger, II. 294, 300. 
 
{1006} Dollinger, II. 5, 152, 181, 248, 294. 
 
{1007} Salve Burce, in Dollinger, II. 71, a remarkable passage; Douais, II. 94 Rainerius, p. 1762. 
 
{1008} Bonacursus, p. 777; Ermengaud, p. 1269. See Alphandery, p. 83 sq. 
 
{1009} Dollinger, under Kreuz in Index II. 730; Bonacursus, p. 777 Douais, II. 94. 
 
{1010} Rainerius, 1762. See Alphandery, p. 44. 
 
{1011} See Dollinger in Index under these two words and Schmidt, II. 71-103. 
 
{1012} Dollinger, I. 193, 210; II. 4, 25, 30, etc.; Douais, II. 23, etc. 
 
{1013} Alphandery, p. 51; Dollinger, II. 205. 
 



{1014} Rainerius, p. 1766; Dollinger, II. 82, 278, 295, 324. At the time of Nicetas’visit, Bernard 
Raymund was ordained bishop of Toulouse, Guiraud Mercier, bishop of Carcassonne, and 
Raymund of Casalis, bishop of Val d’Aran. 
 
{1015} Sermon, 65, Migne, 183. 1091. 
 
{1016} Quoted by Schmidt, II. 94.  



81. Peter de Bruys and Other Independent Leaders. 
 
Independent of the Cathari and yet sharing some of their views and uniting with them in protest 
against the abuses of the established Church, were Peter de Bruys, Henry of Lausanne, and other 
leaders. Peter and Henry exercised their influence in Southern France. Tanchelm and Eudo 
preached in Flanders and Brittany. At least three of them died in prison or otherwise suffered 
death by violence. Bernard of Clairvaux, Peter the Venerable, Otto of Freising, and other 
contemporary Catholic writers are very severe upon them and speak contemptuously of their 
followers as drawn from the ignorant classes. 
 
Tanchelm, a layman, preached in the diocese of Cologne and westwards to Antwerp and Utrecht. 
There was at the time only a single priest in Antwerp, and he living in concubinage. Tanchelm 
pronounced the sacraments of no avail when performed by a priest of immoral life and is said to 
have turned "very many from the faith and the sacraments." {1017} He surrounded himself with 
an armed retinue and went through the country carrying a sword and preceded by a flag. Success 
turned his head. According to his contemporary, Abaelard, he gave himself out to be the Son of 
God. {1018} He went through the public ceremony of marrying the Virgin Mary, with her portrait 
before him. The people are said by Norbert’s biographer to have drunk the water Tanchelm 
washed in. He was imprisoned by the archbishop of Cologne, made his escape, and was killed by 
a priest, 1115. His preaching provoked the settlement of twelve Premonstrants in Antwerp, and 
Norbert himself preached in the Netherlands, 1124. 
 
The movement in Brittany was led by Eudo de l’Etoile, who also pretended to be the Son of God. 
He was one of the sect of the Apostolicals, a name given to heretical groups in France and 
Belgium whose members refused flesh and repudiated marriage and other sacraments. {1019} 
Eudo died in prison about 1148. 
 
The movement led by Peter de Bruys and Henry of Lausanne was far more substantial. Both 
leaders were men of sound sense and ability. Of the personal fortunes of Peter, nothing more is 
known than that he was a priest, appeared as a reformer about 1105 in Southern France, and was 
burnt to death, 1126. Peter the Venerable has given us a tolerably satisfactory account of his 
teachings and their effect. {1020} 
 
Of Henry of Lausanne, Peter’s successor, we know more. {1021} He was a Benedictine monk, 
endowed with an unusual gift of eloquence. His name is associated with Lausanne because, as 
Bernard tells us, he at one time lived there. The place of his birth is not known. Abandoning the 
convent, he preached in the diocese of Le Mans during the absence of its bishop, Hildebert, in 
Rome, and by his permission. Henry won the people, but drew upon himself the hostility of the 
clergy whose vices he denounced. The bishop, on his return, expelled Henry from his diocese. 
The evangelist then went to Lausanne and from there to Southern France, joining in the spiritual 
crusade opened by Peter de Bruys. He practised poverty and preached it to the laity. One of the 
results of his preaching was that women of loose morals repented and young men were persuaded 
to marry them. Cardinal Alberic, sent to stamp out the Henrician heresy, called to his aid St. 
Bernard, the bishop of Chartres and other prelates. According to Bernard’s biographer, miracles 
attended Bernard’s activity. {1022} Henry was seized and imprisoned. What his end was, is not 
known. 
 
Peter the Venerable, at the outset of his treatise, laid down five errors of the Petrobrusians which 
he proposed to show the falseness and wickedness of. (1) The baptism of persons before they 



have reached the years of discretion is invalid. Believers’ baptism was based upon Mark 16:16, 
and children, growing up, were rebaptized. (2) Church edifices and consecrated altars are useless. 
(3) Crosses should be broken up and burnt. (4) The mass is nothing in the world. (5) Prayers, 
alms, and other good works are unavailing for the dead. These heresies the good abbot of Cluny 
called the five poisonous bushes, quinque vigulta venenata, which Peter de Bruys had planted. He 
gives half of his space to the refutation of the heresy about baptism. 
 
Peter and Henry revived the Donatistic view that piety is essential to a legitimate priesthood. The 
word "Church" signifies the congregation of the faithful and consists in the unity of the 
assembled believers and not in the stones of the building. {1023} God may be worshipped as 
acceptably in the marketplace or a stable as in a consecrated edifice. They preached on the streets 
and in the open places. As for the cross, as well might a halter or a sword be adored. Peter is said 
to have cooked meat in the fire made by the crosses he piled up and burnt at St. Gilles, near the 
mouth of the Rhone. Song, they said, was fit for the tavern, but not for the worship of God. God 
is to be worshipped with the affections of the heart and cannot be moved by vocal notes or wood 
by musical modulations. {1024} 
 
The doctrine of transubstantiation was distinctly renounced, and perhaps the Lord’s Supper, on 
the ground that Christ gave up his body on the night of the betrayal once for all. {1025} Peter not 
only called upon the priests to marry, but according to Peter the Venerable, he forced unwilling 
monks to take wives. 
 
St. Bernard and Peter the Venerable, {1026} opposing the heretical view about infant baptism, 
laid stress upon Christ’s invitation to little children and his desire to have them with him in 
heaven. Peter argued that for nearly five hundred years Europe had had no Christian not baptized 
in infancy, and hence according to the sectaries had no Christians at all. If it had no Christians, 
then it had no Church; if no Church, then no Christ. And if this were the case, then all our fathers 
perished; for, being baptized in infancy, they were not baptized at all. Peter and Henry laid chief 
stress upon the four Gospels, but it does not appear that they set aside any part of the Scriptures. 
{1027} 
 
The synod of Toulouse, 1119, in condemning as heretics those who rejected the Lord’s Supper, 
infant baptism, and priestly ordination, condemned the Petrobrusians, though Peter de Bruys is 
not mentioned by name. Those who hung upon the preaching of Peter de Bruys and Henry of 
Lausanne were soon lost among the Cathari and other sects. {1028} Bernard’s description of the 
religious conditions in Southern France is no doubt rhetorical, but shows the widespread 
disaffection which prevailed at that time against the Church. He says that churches were without 
worshippers, the people without priests, and Christians without Christ. The sanctuary of the Lord 
was no longer regarded as sacred or the sacraments as holy. The festival days were deprived of 
their solemnities. The children were debarred from life by the denial of baptism, and souls were 
hurried to the last tribunal, unreconciled by penance and unfortified by the communion. 
 
{1017} Fredericq, Corpus Inq.,  I. 6. For Tanchelm, see Fredericq, vols. I. and II., and Life of 
Norbert in Mon. Germ., ch. 16. 
 
{1018} Introd. ad Theol.,  in Migne, 178. 1056, and Fredericq, I. 26. 
 
{1019} Dollinger, I. 98-104. Otto of Freising, Deuteronomy gestis Frid.,  54, says he called 
himself Eudo or Eon, from the liturgical formula, per eum qui venturus est judicare, etc. He is 
also mentioned by Abaelard in his Introd. ad Theol. 
 



{1020} Adv. Petrobrusianos, Migne, 189. 719-850. Abaelard gives a few lines to him. Migne, 
178. 1056. Peter speaks of Peter de Bruys and Henry of Lausanne as duo homuncios, p. 728. See 
Dollinger, I. 75-98. 
 
{1021} See Peter the Venerable, Adv. Petrobrus.,  Bernard, Ep., 241, in Migne, 182. 435. 
Dollinger, I. 79 sqq.; J. von Walter, Die ersten Wanderprediger Frankreichs, II. 130-140; Hauck, 
in Herzog, VIII. 606 sqq. 
 
{1022} Vita S. Bernardi, Migne, 185, 312 sqq. See the Lives of Bernard by Neander-Deutsch, II. 
191-231; Vacandard, II. 200 sqq.; Morison, p. 302 sqq., 404 sq. 
 
{1023} Nomen ecclesiae congregationem fidelium signat, etc., Pet. Ven., p. 762. Peter goes back 
as far as Noah’s altar to prove the sacredness of localities. 
 
{1024} Pet. Ven., pp. 765, 847 sq. 
 
{1025} Peter of Cluny’s meaning is not clear at this point, pp. 722, 765, 787. 
 
{1026} Bernard, Migne, 182. 434; Peter, pp. 729, 761 sq. 
 
{1027} Dollinger, I. 83, makes the charge that they renounced the Old Testament. But Peter of 
Cluny does not say so and, had it been so, he certainly would have emphasized that heresy.  



82. The Amaurians and Other Isolated Sects. 
 
Occupying a distinct place of their own were the pantheistic coteries of dissenters, the Amaurians 
and Ortlibenses, and perhaps other groups, like the Passagians and Speronistae, of which we 
know scarcely more than the names. 
 
The Amaurians, or Amauricians, {1029} derived their origin from the speculations of the Paris 
professor, Amaury of Bena, a town in the diocese of Chartres. Innocent III. cited him to appear at 
Rome and condemned his views. On his return to Paris, the university obliged him to publicly 
confess his errors. He died about 1204. His followers were condemned by a synod, held in Paris, 
1209. 
 
From the detailed account given by Caesar of Heisterbach, we learn that a number of Amaury’s 
followers were seized and examined by the bishops. Eight priests and William the Goldsmith, 
called also one of the seven apostles, were burnt. Four other priests were condemned to lifelong 
imprisonment. Amaury’s bones were exhumed and thrown into a field. {1030} 
 
The Amaurians seem to have relied for their pantheistic views upon John Scotus Erigena, whose 
work, Deuteronomy divisione naturae, was also condemned at the synod of Paris, 1209. 
Amaury’s system was also condemned by the Fourth Lateran, which represented him as holding 
that God was all things, deus erat omnia. To this he added the two doctrines that every Christian 
must believe that he is a member of Christ’s body, this faith being as necessary to salvation as the 
faith in Christ’s birth and death; and that to him who abides in love, sin is not reckoned. God 
becomes incarnate in believers who are members of Christ’s body, as He became incarnate in the 
body of Jesus. God was as much in the body of Ovid as He was in the body of Augustine. Christ 
is no more in the consecrated bread than in any other bread or object. The Amaurians denied the 
resurrection of the body, and said that heaven and hell are states of the soul. The sinner carries 
hell in himself, even as a mouth holds a bad tooth. {1031} The believer can no more sin than can 
the Holy Spirit who dwells in him. The pope is antichrist and the Roman Church, Babylon. The 
relics of the martyrs are nothing but dust. 
 
From these statements the conclusion is to be drawn that Amaury and his followers insisted upon 
the liberty of the Spirit working independently of outer rites and dwelling in the heart. The Fourth 
Lateran, in its second canon, declared that the father of lies had so blinded Amaury’s mind that 
his doctrine was the raving of an insane man rather than a heresy. Amaury absorbed Joachism, for 
he speaks of three ages, the ages of the Father and the Son, and the age of the Spirit, which was 
the last age, had begun in Amaury’s time, and would continue to the consummation of all things. 
Amaury’s followers seem to have become merged with the Brethren of the Free Spirit. {1032} 
 
The synod of Paris, which condemned the Amaurians, also condemned David of Dinant, and 
ordered one of his works, the Quarternuli, burnt. His writings were also forbidden by the statutes 
of the University of Paris of 1215, which forbade the reading of some of the works of Aristotle, 
Amaury the heretic, and Maurice of Spain. {1033} David seems to have been a professor at Paris 
and died after 1215. He shared the pantheism of Amaury, was quoted by Albertus Magnus, and 
his speculations have been compared with the system of Spinoza. {1034} 
 
Belonging to the same class were the followers of Ortlieb of Strassburg, called Ortlibenses, 
Ortilibarii, Oriliwenses, Ortoleni, {1035} and by other similar names. Some of their number were 
probably among the many heretics burnt in Strassburg, 1212. They were charged with holding 



that the world is eternal and God is immanent in all things. He did not have a Son, till Jesus was 
born of Joseph and Mary. They denied the resurrection of the body. The death and resurrection of 
Christ had only a symbolic import. The body of Christ is no more in the eucharistic bread than in 
any other bread. The established Church was the courtesan of the Apocalypse. The four Gospels 
are the chief parts of the Scriptures. They allowed marriage but condemned carnal cohabitation. 
The Ortlibenses were, like the Amaurians, spiritualists, and said that a man must follow the 
guidance of the Spirit who dwells in him. {1036} They were a part of that extensive group 
designated by the general name of the Brethren of the Free Spirit, who fill so large a place as late 
as the fifteenth century. 
 
The Passagii, or Passageni, a sect whose name is first mentioned in the acts of the synod of 
Verona, seem to have been unique in that they required the literal observance of the Mosaic law, 
including the Jewish Sabbath and circumcision. It is possible they are identical with the 
Circumcisi spoken of in the code of Frederick II. As late as 1267 and 1274 papal bulls call for the 
punishment of heretics who had gone back to Jewish rites, and the Passagii {1037} may be 
referred to. 
 
The Luciferans {1038} were so called on account of the prominence they gave Lucifer as the 
prince of the lost angels and the maker of the material world and the body, and not because they 
worshipped Lucifer. It is doubtful whether they were a distinct sect. The name was applied 
without precision to Cathari and others who held that Lucifer was unjustly cast out of heaven. 
Heretics of this name were burnt in Passau and Saltzburg, 1312-1315 and 1338, and as late as 
1395 in other parts of Austria. 
 
As for the Warini, Speronistae, and Josephini, who are also mentioned in the Frederican code, we 
know nothing more than the names. {1039} 
 
{1028} Dollinger, I. 75 sqq., makes an elaborate attempt to prove that Peter and Henry were 
Cathari, but the differences in their teachings and practices seem to make this impossible. So 
Newman (Papers of Am. Soc. of Ch. Hist., IV. 184-189), Hauck, and Walter, p. 130. Peter and 
Henry are nowhere called Manichaeans or dualists by Peter the Venerable and Bernard, who 
would scarcely have omitted this charge had there been just ground for it. They commended 
marriage; the Cathari rejected it. They insisted upon adult baptism; the Cathari repudiated all 
baptism. None of the rites peculiar to the Cathari were associated with Peter and Henry. 
 
{1029} Mansi, XXII. 801-809; Denifle, Chartul. Un. Paris, I. 70, 71, 72, 79, 107, etc.; Caesar of 
Heisterbach, Strange ed., II., 304 sqq.; Martene-Durand, Thes. anec., IV. 166 sq.; Jundt, Hist. du 
pantheisme, etc., p. 20 sq.; Preger, Gesch. der deutschen Mystik, I. 173-184; Delacroix, Le 
mysticisme speculatif, etc., 32-51; Alpbandery, pp. 141-154. For other sources, see Delacroix, p. 
39 sq. 
 
{1030} Chartularium, p. 70. Here, also, are given the names of the priests who were burnt or 
imprisoned. 
 
{1031} Putridus dens in ore, synod of Paris, 1209. 
 
{1032} So Preger, I. 212, on the basis of the "Anonymous of Passau." For the ninety-seven errors 
ascribed to the Brethren of the Free Spirit, see Preger, I. 461-469, and Hauck, in Herzog, I. 431. 
 
{1033} Chartul., pp. 70, 79. 
 



{1034} Preger, I. 184-191. 
 
{1035} This name, given in the code of Frederick II., would seem to refer to the same sect. The 
"Anonymous of Passau," writing about 1316, is our chief authority. See Muller, Die Waldenser, 
pp. 147 sqq.; Dollinger, Beitrage, II. 301, 703, etc.; Preger, II. 191-196; Delacroix, 52-76; 
Alphandery, 154-167; Deutsch, art. Ortlieb, in Herzog, XIV. 499-501. Alphandery urges the 
affiliation of the Ortlibenses with the Vaudois, chiefly because of their frequent juxtaposition in 
mediaeval writings. 
 
{1036} Delacroix, p. 73, insists upon the identity of the Amaurians and Ortlibenses in all essential 
matters. 
 
{1037} See Dollinger, II. 327; Alphandery, 168 sqq.  



83. The Beguines and Beghards. 
 
While the Cathari and Waldenses were engaging the attention of the Church authorities in 
Southern Europe, communities, called Beguines and Beghards, were being formed along the 
lower Rhine and in the territories adjacent to it. They were lay associations intended at first to 
foster a warmer type of piety than they found in the Church. {1040} Their aims were closely 
allied to the aims of the Tertiaries of St. Francis, and at a later period they were merged with 
them. Long before the close of the thirteenth century, some of these communities developed 
immoral practices and heretical tenets, which called forth the condemnation of pope and synods. 
 
The Beguines, who were chiefly women, seem to have derived their origin and their name from 
Lambert le Begue, a priest of Liege, who died about 1177. {1041} In a document of that year he 
is said to have preached to women and girls the value of chastity by word and example. {1042} It 
was a time when priestly concubinage in Holland was general. Like Peter Valdez, Lambert gave 
up his goods, sought to make known the Scriptures to the people, and founded in Liege the 
hospital of St. Christopher and a house for women which in derision was called the beguinage. 
The women renounced their goods and lived a semi-conventual life, but took no vows and 
followed none of the approved monastic Rules. Houses were established in Flanders, France, and 
especially in Germany, as for example at Valenciennes, 1212, Douai, 1219, Antwerp, 1230, 
Ghent, 1233, Frankfurt, 1242. In 1264 St. Louis built a beguinage in Paris which he remembered 
in his will. The beguinage of Ghent was a small town in itself, with walls, infirmary, church, 
cemetery, and conventual dwellings. According to Matthew Paris, writing of the year 1250, their 
number in Germany, especially in the vicinity of Cologne, was countless. {1043} Their houses 
were often named after their founders, as the Schelenhaus in Cologne, after Herman Schele, the 
Burgenhaus in Strassburg (1292), after a widow by the name of Burga. Other secular names were 
given, such as the Golden Frog, zum goldenen Frosch, the Wolf, zum Wolf, the Eagle, zum Adler. 
{1044} 
 
The communities supported themselves by spinning, weaving, caring for the sick, and other 
occupations. Some of the houses forbade begging. Some of them, as those in Cologne, were 
afterwards turned into hospitals. As a rule they practised mendicancy and went about in the 
streets crying Brod durch Gott, "Bread for the sake of God." They wore a distinctive dress. 
{1045} 
 
The earliest community of Beghards known to us is the community of Lowen, 1220. The 
Beghards practised mendicancy and they spread as far as Poland and Switzerland. It was not long 
till they were charged with loose tendencies, a disregard of the hierarchy, and heresy. Neither the 
Beguines as a body nor the Beghards ever received distinct papal sanction. {1046} 
 
Both associations were the objects of synodal enactment as early as the middle of the thirteenth 
century. The synod of Mainz, 1259, warned the Beghards against going through the streets, 
crying, "Bread for God’s sake," and admonished them to put aside offensive peculiarities and not 
to mingle with Beguines. Another synod of Mainz, 1261, referred to scandals among the 
Beguines. A synod of Cologne, a year later, condemned their unchurchly independence and bade 
them confess to priests on pain of excommunication. In 1310 synods, held at Treves and Mainz, 
forbade clerics entering beguinages on any pretext whatever and forbade Beghards explaining the 
Bible to the ignorant. {1047} 
 



The communities became more and more the objects of suspicion, and a sharp blow was struck at 
them in 1312 by Clement V. and the council of Vienne. The council forbade their communal 
mode of life, and accused them of heresies. {1048} They were accused of refusing to adore the 
host and of holding that it is possible to reach a state of perfection in this world. A person 
reaching this state is under no obligation to fast and pray, but may yield himself without sin to all 
the appetites of the body. {1049} 
 
Clement’s bull erred by its failure to discriminate between heretical and orthodox communities, a 
defect which was corrected by John XXII. This pope expressly gave protection to the orthodox 
communities. In the fourteenth century, the number of houses increased very rapidly in Germany 
and by 1400 there was scarcely a German town which had not its beguinage. Up to that date, 
fifty-seven had been organized in Frankfurt, and in the middle of the fifteenth century there were 
one hundred and six such houses in Cologne and sixty in Strassburg. In 1368 Erfurt had four 
hundred Beguines and Beghards. {1050} 
 
In the earlier part of the fourteenth century, the Beguines appeared in Southern France, where the 
Inquisition associated them closely with the Tertiaries of St. Francis and accused them of 
adopting the views of John Peter Olivi. {1051} 
 
In the latter part of the fourteenth century, the Inquisition broke up many of the houses in 
Germany, their effects being equally divided between itself, the poor, and the municipality. 
Gregory XI., 1377, recognized that many of the Beghards were leading good lives. Boniface IX., 
1394, made a sharp distinction between the communities and classed the heterodox Beghards 
with Lollards and Swestriones. {1052} But to other "Beghards and Beguines, who practised 
voluntary poverty" {1053} and devoted themselves to the good of the people, he gave papal 
recognition. To avoid persecution, many of them took refuge with the Franciscans and enrolled 
themselves as Tertiaries of the Franciscan order. With the Reformation the Beghards and 
Beguines for the most part disappear as separate communities. {1054} 
 
These sectaries were in part forerunners and contemporaries of other communities with a pious 
and benevolent design developed in Holland in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and with 
which German mysticism is closely associated. 
 
{1038} The notices are scattered. See under diabolus and Lucifer in Dollinger and Alphandery, 
pp. 174 sqq. M. Paris, writing of 1226 and Frederick’s march through Northern Italy, speaks of 
Milan being a refuge and receptacle of all sorts of heretics, Patarines, Luciferi, Publicani, 
Albigenses, and usurers. 
 
{1039} The Josephini are mentioned by the synod of Verona, 1184, and the bull of Gregory IX., 
June 25, 1231, and the Speronistae by Salve Burce, Dollinger, II. 62, and in the bulls of Gregory 
IX., Aug. 20, 1229, June 25, 1231. See Fredericq, I. 75 sq. 
 
{1040} Hase, Karl Muller, Kirchengesch. I. 570, Alphandery, p. 2 sqq., and others treat the 
subject under the head of lay-activity. 
 
{1041} The Beguines are called a sect, secta Beguinarum, in Guy’s Practica, p. 264, etc. The 
term Beguines, or Bequini, is also derived from beggan, to beg, by Jundt, or from begue, to 
stammer. See Haupt, in Herzog, II. 517. Lea, p. 351, seems inclined to advocate the old opinion 
which derived the name from St. Begga, d. 694, the mother of Pepin of Heristal and the reputed 
founder of a convent. 
 



{1042} Premium castitatis verbo et exemplo predicavit, Fredericq, II. 33. 
 
{1043} Multitudo innumerabilis, Luard’s ed., V. 194. In another place, IV. 278, he gives the 
number as 2,000. He also states that they were governed by no Church Rule, nullius sancti regula 
coarctatae. 
 
{1044} Uhlhorn, p. 380. 
 
{1045} The brief of Boniface IX. mentions "gray and other colors," Dollinger, Beitrage, II. 383. 
 
{1046} A synod of Beziers, p. 299, forbade both male and female societies on the ground that 
there was no papal sanction. Wetzer-Welte, II. 204, calls them ordensahnliche Gesellschaften, 
and Alphandery, p. 2, extra-ecclesiastiques. 
 
{1047} Hefele, VI. 490, 600. 
 
{1048} Hefele, VI. 543, 544. 
 
{1049} The actus carnis is no sin, for it is an impulse of nature. Dollinger, II. 384-407, 702 sqq. 
They were also accused with denying a hell. 
 
{1050} Haupt, in Herzog, II. 519. 
 
{1051} Bernard Guy, 264 sqq. See also the letter of the bishop of Utrecht, Oct. 6, 1318, in 
Fredericq, II. 74. 
 
{1052} "Sisters," a popular name for the Beguines. 
 
{1053} Willige Armen, see Dollinger, II. 381-383. Gregory XII., Eugene IV., and Sixtus IV. also 
commended the orthodox societies. 
 
{1054} There are still religious houses in Belgium and Holland called beguinages. In 1896 there 
were fifteen in Belgium and in Holland, one in Breda, and one in Amsterdam. For the Brethren of 
the Free Spirit, who are often associated with the Beghards but had a different origin, see part II. 
of this volume.  



84. The Waldenses. 
 
O lady fair, I have yet a gem which a purer lustre flings 
 
Than the diamond flash of the jewelled crown on the lofty brow of kings; 
 
A wonderful pearl of exceeding price, whose virtue shall not decay, 
 
Whose light shall be as a spell to thee and a blessing on thy way! 
 
Whittier, The Vaudois Teacher. 
 
Distinct from the Cathari and other sects in origin and doctrine, but sharing with them the 
condemnation of the established Church, were the Waldenses. The Cathari lived completely apart 
from the Catholic Church. The Waldenses, leaning upon the Scriptures, sought to revive the 
simple precepts of the Apostolic age. They were the strictly biblical sect of the Middle Ages. This 
fact, and the pitiless and protracted persecutions to which they were subjected, long ago won the 
sympathies of the Protestant churches. They present a rare spectacle of the survival of a body of 
believers which has come up out of great tribulation. 
 
Southern France was their first home, but they were a small party as compared with the 
Albigenses in those parts. From France they spread into Piedmont, and also into Austria and 
Germany, as recent investigations have clearly brought out. In Italy, they continue to this day in 
their ancestral valleys and, since 1870, endowed with full rights of citizenship. In Austria, they 
kept their light burning as in a dark place for centuries, had a close historic connection with the 
Hussites and Bohemian Brethren, and prepared, in some measure, the way for the Anabaptists in 
the time of the Reformation. 
 
The Waldenses derive their origin and name from Peter Waldus or Valdez, {1055} who died 
before 1218, as all the contemporary writers agree. They were also called Poor Men of Lyons, 
from the city on the Rhone where they originated, and the Sandalati or Sandalled, from the 
coarse shoes they wore. {1056} 
 
The name by which they were known among themselves was Brethren or the Poor of Christ, 
{1057} based probably upon Matthew 5:3, "Blessed are the poor in spirit." According to the 
Anonymous writer of Passau, writing in the early years of the fourteenth century, some already in 
his day carried the origin of the sect back to the Apostles. Until recently all Waldensian writers 
have claimed for it Apostolic origin or gone at least as far back as the seventh century. Professor 
Comba, of the Waldensian school in Florence, has definitely given up this theory in deference to 
the investigations of Dieckhoff, Herzog, and other German scholars. 
 
Of Waldo’s life little is known. A prosperous merchant of Lyons, he was aroused to religious zeal 
by the sudden death of a leading citizen of the city, of which he was a witness, and by a ballad he 
heard sung by a minstrel on the public square. The song was about St. Alexis, the son of wealthy 
parents who no sooner returned from the marriage altar than, impressed by the claims of celibacy, 
he left his bride, to start on a pilgrimage to the East. On his return he called on his relatives and 
begged them to give him shelter, but they did not recognize who he was till they found him dead. 
The moral drawn from the tale was: life is short, the times are evil, prepare for heaven. 
 



Waldo sought counsel from a priest, who told him there were many ways to heaven, but if he 
would be perfect, he must obey Christ’s precepts, and go and sell all that he had and give to the 
poor, and follow him. It was the text that had moved Anthony of Egypt to flee from society. 
Waldo renounced his property, sent his two daughters to the convent of Fontevrault, gave his wife 
a portion of his goods, and distributed the remainder to the poor. This was about 1170. 
 
His rule of life, Waldo drew from the plain precepts of the Bible. He employed Bernard Ydros 
and Stephen of Ansa to translate into the vernacular the Gospels and other parts of the Scriptures, 
together with sayings of the Fathers. He preached, and his followers, imitating his example, 
preached in the streets and villages, going about two by two. {1058} When the archbishop of 
Lyons attempted to stop them, they replied that "they ought to obey God, rather than men." 
 
Very unexpectedly the Waldenses made their appearance at the Third Lateran council, 1179, at 
least two of their number being present. They besought Alexander III. to give his sanction to their 
mode of life and to allow them to go on preaching. They presented him with a copy of their Bible 
translation. The pope appointed a commission to examine them. Its chairman, Walter Map, an 
Englishman of Welsh descent and the representative of the English king, has left us a curious 
account of the examination. He ridicules their manners and lack of learning. {1059} They fell an 
easy prey to his questionings, like birds, as he says, who do not see the trap or net, but think they 
have a safe path. He commenced with the simplest of questions, being well aware, as he said, that 
a donkey which can eat much oats does not disdain milk diet. On asking them whether they 
believed in the persons of the Trinity they answered, "Yes." And "in the Mother of Christ?" To 
this they also replied "Yes." At that the committee burst out laughing at their ignorance, for it was 
not proper to believe in, but to believe on, Mary. "Being poor themselves, they follow Christ who 
was poor,—nudi nudum Christum sequentes. Certainly it is not possible for them to take a more 
humble place, for they have scarcely learned to walk. If we admit them, we ourselves ought to be 
turned out." This vivacious committee-man, who delighted so much in chit-chat, as the title of his 
book indicates, further says that the Waldenses went about barefooted, clad in sheep-skins, and 
had all things common like the Apostles. 
 
Without calling the Waldenses by name, the council forbade them to preach. The synod of 
Verona, 1184, designated them as "Humiliati, or Poor Men of Lyons," and anathematized them, 
putting them into the same category with the Cathari and Patarines. Their offence was preaching 
without the consent of the bishops. 
 
Although they were expelled from Lyons and excommunicated by the highest authority of the 
Church, the Waldenses ceased not to teach and preach. They were called to take part in 
disputations at Narbonne (1190) and other places. They were charged with being in rebellion 
against the ecclesiastical authorities and with daring to preach, though they were only laymen. 
Durandus of Huesca, who had belonged to their company, withdrew in 1207 and took up a 
propaganda against them. He went to Rome and secured the pope’s sanction for a new order 
under the name of the "Catholic Poor" who were bound to poverty; the name, as is probable, 
being derived from the sect he had abandoned. 
 
Spreading into Lombardy, they met a party already organized and like-minded. This party was 
known as the Humiliati. Its adherents were plain in dress and abstained from oaths and falsehood 
and from lawsuits. The language, used by the Third Oecumenical council and the synod of 
Verona, identified them with the Poor Men of Lyons. {1060} Originally, as we know from other 
sources, the two groups were closely affiliated. It is probable that Waldo and his followers on 
their visits in Lombardy won so much favor with the older sect that it accepted Waldo’s 
leadership. At a later date, a portion of the Humiliati associated themselves in convents, and 



received the sanction of Innocent III. It seems probable that they furnished the model for the third 
order of St. Francis. {1061} One portion of the Humiliati early became known as the Poor Men of 
Lombardy and had among their leaders, John of Roncho. A portion of them, if not all, were 
treated by contemporaries as his followers and called Runcarii. {1062} Contemporary writers 
treat the two groups as parts of the same body and distinguish them as the Ultramontane and the 
Lombard Poor Men or as the Ultramontane and Italic Brethren. {1063} 
 
A dispute arose between the Humiliati and the Poor Men of Lyons as to their relation to one 
another and to Peter Waldo, which led to a conference, in 1218, at Bergamo. Each party had six 
representatives. {1064} The two points of discord were the eucharist and whether Waldo was then 
in paradise. The Lombards contended that the validity of the sacrament depended upon the good 
character of the celebrant. The question about Waldo and a certain Vivetus was, whether they had 
gone to heaven without having made satisfaction before their deaths for all their sins. {1065} The 
Lyonnese claimed that Waldo was in paradise and made the recognition of this fact a condition of 
union with the Lombard party. The controversy at Bergamo points to a definite rejection of 
Waldo’s leadership by the Lombard Waldenses. Salve Burce, 1235, who ridiculed the 
Waldensians on the ground of their recent origin, small number, and lack of learning, compared 
the Poor Men of Lombardy and the Poor Men of Lyons with the two Catharan sects, the 
Albanenses and the Concorrezzi, and declared the four were as hostile, one to the other, as fire 
and water. {1066} This is an isolated testimony and not to be accepted. But it is the charge, so 
often repeated since by the Catholic Church, that Protestantism means division and strife. 
 
In the crusades against heretics, in Southern France, the Waldenses were included, but their 
sufferings were small compared with those endured by the Albigenses. Nor do they seem to have 
furnished many victims to the Inquisition in the fourteenth century. Although Bernard Guy 
opened his trials in 1308, it was not till 1316 that a Waldensian was sentenced to perpetual 
imprisonment and another to death by burning. Three years later, twenty-six were condemned to 
perpetual imprisonment, and three to death in the flames. {1067} In 1498, Louis XII. granted 
them limited toleration. During the Reformation period, in 1545, twenty-two villages inhabited by 
the French Waldenses were pillaged and burnt by order of the parliament of Provence. 
 
It was in Italy and Austria that the Waldenses furnished their glorious spectacle of unyielding 
martyrdom. From France they overflowed into Piedmont, partly to find a refuge in its high 
valleys, seamed by the mountain streams of the Perouse, the Luserne, and the Angrogne. There, 
in the Cottian Alps, they dwelt for some time without molestation. They had colonies as far south 
as Calabria, and the emigration continued in that direction till the fifteenth century. {1068} But 
the time of persecution came. In 1209, Otto IV. issued an edict of banishment and in 1220 
Thomas, count of Savoy, threatened with fines all showing them hospitality. But their hardy 
industry made them valuable subjects and for a hundred years there was no persecution in the 
valleys unto death. The first victim at the stake perished, 1312. 
 
Innocent VIII., notorious for his official recognition of witchcraft, was the first papal persecutor 
to resort to rigorous measures. In 1487, he announced a crusade, and called upon Charles VIII. of 
France and the duke of Savoy to execute the decree. Everything the Waldenses had endured 
before, as Leger says, was as "roses and flowers" compared with what they were now called upon 
to suffer. Innocent furnished an army of eighteen-thousand. The Piedmontese Waldenses were 
forced to crouch up higher into the valleys, and were subject to almost incredible hardship. The 
most bitter sufferings of this Israel of the Alps were reserved for the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, after they had accepted the Reformation. {1069} It was of the atrocious massacres 
perpetrated at that time that Milton exclaimed, 
 



Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered saints, 
 
Whose bones he scattered on the Alpine mountains cold. 
 
The history of the Waldensian movement in different parts of Germany and Austria has scarcely 
less interest than the Franco-Italian movement. It had a more extensive influence by preparing the 
way for other separatist and evangelical movements. It is supposed that a translation of parts of 
the Scriptures belonging to the Waldenses was in circulation in Metz at the end of the twelfth 
century. Copies were committed to the flames. It is also supposed that Waldenses were among the 
heretics ferreted out in Strassburg in 1212, eighty of whom were burnt, twelve priests and twenty-
three women being of the number. The Waldenses spread as far north as Konigsberg and Stettin 
and were found in Swabia, Poland, Bavaria, and especially in Bohemia and the Austrian diocese 
of Passau. {1070} 
 
They were subjected to persecution as early as in 1260. Fifty years later there were at least forty-
two Waldensian communities in Austria and a number of Waldensian schools. Neumeister, a 
bishop of the Austrian heretics, who suffered death with many others in 1315, testified that in the 
diocese of Passau alone the sect had over eighty thousand adherents. {1071} In 1318 Dominican 
and Franciscan inquisitors were despatched to Bohemia and Poland to help the authorities in 
putting the heresy down. Bohemia had become the most important centre of Waldensianism. 
With these Austrian heretics the Poor Men of Lombardy kept up a correspondence {1072} and 
they received from them contributions. 
 
In spite of persecutions, the German Waldenses continued to maintain themselves to the fifteenth 
century. 
 
The Austrian dissenters were active in the distribution of the Scriptures. And Whittier has based 
his poem of the Vaudois Teacher upon the account of the so-called Anonymous writer of Passau 
of the fourteenth century. He speaks of the Waldenses as going about as peddlers to the houses of 
the noble families and offering first gems and other goods and then the richest gem of all, the 
Word of God. This writer praised their honesty, industry, and sobriety. Their speech, he said, was 
free from oaths and falsehoods. 
 
We have thus three types of Waldenses: the Poor Men of Lyons, the Poor Men of Lombardy, and 
the Austrian Waldensians. {1073} As for their dissent from the established Church, it underwent 
in some particulars, in their later periods, a development, and on the other hand there was 
developed a tendency to again approach closer to the Church. {1074} 
 
In their earliest period the Waldenses were not heretics, although the charge was made against 
them that they claimed to be "the only imitators of Christ." Closely as they and the Cathari were 
associated geographically and by the acts of councils, papal decrees, and in literary refutations of 
heresy, the Waldenses differ radically from the Cathari. They never adopted Manichaean 
elements. Nor did they repudiate the sacramental system of the established Church and invent 
strange rites of their own. They were also far removed from mysticism and have no connection 
with the German mystics as some of the other sectaries had. They were likewise not Protestants, 
for we seek in vain among them for a statement of the doctrine of justification by faith. It is 
possible, they held to the universal priesthood of believers. According to de Bourbon and others, 
they declared all good men to be priests. They placed the stress upon following the practice of the 
Apostles and obeying the teachings of the Sermon on the Mount, and they did not know the 
definition which Luther put on the word "justification." They approached more closely to an 



opinion now current among Protestants when they said, righteousness is found only in good men 
and good women. {1075} 
 
The first distinguishing principle of the Waldenses bore on daily conduct and was summed up in 
the words of the Apostles, "we ought to obey God rather than men." This the Catholics 
interpreted to mean a refusal to submit to the authority of the pope and prelates. All the early 
attacks against them contain this charge. {1076} Alanus sought to refute the principle by adducing 
Christ’s submission to the authority of Pilate, John 19:11, and by arguing that the powers that be 
are ordained of God. This was, perhaps, the first positive affirmation of a Scriptural ground for 
religious independence made by the dissenting sects of the Middle Ages. It contains in it, as in a 
germ, the principle of full liberty of conscience as it was avowed by Luther at Worms. 
 
The second distinguishing principle was the authority and popular use of the Scriptures. Here 
again the Waldenses anticipated the Protestant Reformation without realizing, as is probable, the 
full meaning of their demand. The reading of the Bible, it is true, had not yet been forbidden, but 
Waldo made it a living book and the vernacular translation was diligently taught. The 
Anonymous writer of Passau said he had seen laymen who knew almost the entire Gospels of 
Matthew and Luke by heart, so that it was hardly possible to quote a word without their being 
able to continue the text from memory. 
 
The third principle was the importance of preaching and the right of laymen to exercise that 
function. Peter Waldo and his associates were lay evangelists. All the early documents refer to 
their practice of preaching as one of the worst heresies of the Waldenses and an evident proof of 
their arrogance and insubordination. Alanus calls them false preachers, pseudo-praedicatores. 
Innocent III., writing, in 1199, of the heretics of Metz, declared their desire to understand the 
Scriptures a laudable one but their meeting in secret and usurping the function of the priesthood 
in preaching as only evil. Alanus, in a long passage, brought against the Waldenses that Christ 
was sent by the Father and that Jonah, Jeremiah, and others received authority from above before 
they undertook to preach, for "how shall they preach unless they be sent." The Waldenses were 
without commission. To this charge, the Waldenses, as at the disputation of Narbonne, answered 
that all Christians are in duty bound to spread the Gospel in obedience to Christ’s last command 
and to James 4:17, "to him that knoweth to do good and doeth it not, to him it is sin." {1077} The 
denial of their request by Alexander III., 1179, did not discourage them from continuing to preach 
in the highway and house and, as they had opportunity, in the churches. {1078} 
 
The Waldenses went still further in shocking old-time custom and claimed the right to preach for 
women as well as for men, and when Paul’s words enjoining silence upon the women were 
quoted, they replied that it was with them more a question of teaching than of formal preaching 
and quoted back Titus 2:3, "the aged women should be teachers of good things." The abbot 
Bernard of Fontis Calidi, in contesting the right of laics of both sexes to preach, quoted the Lord’s 
words commanding the evil spirit to hold his peace who had said, "Thou art the Holy One of 
God," Mark 1:25. If Christ did not allow the devil to use his mouth, how could he intend to 
preach through a Waldensian? {1079} In one of the lists of errors, ascribed to the Waldenses, is 
their rejection of the universities of Paris, Prague, and Vienna and of all university study as a 
waste of time. {1080} 
 
It was an equally far-reaching principle when the Waldenses declared that it was spiritual 
endowment, or merit, and not the Church’s ordination which gave the right to bind and loose, to 
consecrate and bless. {1081} This was recognized by their opponents as striking at the very root 
of the sacerdotal system. They charged against them the definite affirmation of the right of 
laymen to baptize and to administer the Lord’s Supper. No priest, continuing in sin, could 



administer the eucharist, but any good layman might. {1082} The charge was likewise made that 
women were allowed the function also, and Rainerius says that no one rose up to deny the charge. 
It was also charged that the Waldenses allowed laymen to receive confessions and absolve. 
{1083} Differences on this point among the Waldenses were brought out at the conference at 
Bergamo. 
 
As for the administration of baptism, there were also differences of view between the Waldenses 
of Italy and those of France. There was a disposition, in some quarters at least, to deny infant 
baptism and to some extent the opinion seems to have prevailed that infants were saved without 
baptism. {1084} Whatever the views of the early Waldenses were at the time of the Reformation, 
according to the statement of Morel, they left the administration of the sacraments to the priests. 
The early documents speak of the secrecy observed by the Waldenses, and it is possible more was 
charged against them than they would have openly acknowledged. 
 
To the affirmation of these fundamental principles the Waldenses, on the basis of the Sermon on 
the Mount, added the rejection of oaths, {1085} the condemnation of the death penalty, {1086} 
and some of them purgatory and prayers for the dead. {1087} There are but two ways after death, 
the Waldenses declared, the way to heaven and the way to hell. {1088} 
 
The Waldenses regarded themselves, as Professor Comba has said, as a church within the Church, 
a select circle. They probably went no further, though they were charged with pronouncing the 
Roman Church the Babylonian harlot, and calling it a house of lies. {1089} As early as the 
thirteenth century, the Waldenses were said, as by de Bourbon, to be divided like the Cathari into 
the Perfect and Believers, but this may be a mistake. In the beginning of the fourteenth century, in 
Southern France they elected a superintendent, called Majoralis omnium, whom, according to 
Bernard Guy, they obeyed as the Catholics did the pope, and they also had presbyters and 
deacons. In other parts they had a threefold ministry, under the name of priests, teachers, and 
rectors. {1090} 
 
From the first, the Lyonnese branch had a literature of its own and in this again a marked contrast 
is presented to the Cathari. Of the early Waldensian translation of the Bible in Romaunt, there are 
extant the New Testament complete and the Psalms, Proverbs, Song of Solomon, and 
Ecclesiastes. A translation in French had preceded this Waldensian version. {1091}  The German 
translation of the Bible found at Tepl, Bohemia, may have been of Waldensian origin. {1092} 
 
The Nobla Leyczon, {1093} dating from the early part of the thirteenth century and the oldest 
extant piece of Waldensian literature next to the version of the Bible, is a religious poem of four 
hundred and seventy-nine lines. It has a strictly practical purpose. The end of the world is near, 
man fell, Noah was spared, Abraham left his own country, Israel went down to Egypt and was 
delivered by Moses. Christ preached a better law, he trod the path of poverty, was crucified, and 
rose again. The first line ran "10 brothers, listen to a noble teaching." The poem closes with the 
scene of the Last Judgment and an exhortation to repent. 
 
Through one channel the Waldenses exercised an influence over the Catholic Church. It was 
through the Waldensian choice of poverty. They made the, "profession of poverty," as Etienne de 
Bourbon calls it, or "the false profession of poverty," as Bernard Guy pronounced it. By 
preaching and by poverty they strove after evangelical perfection, as was distinctly charged by 
these and other writers. Francis d’Assisi took up with this ideal and was perhaps more 
immediately the disciple of the obscure Waldensians of Northern Italy than can be proved in so 
many words. The ideal of Apostolic poverty and practice was in the air and it would not detract 
from the services of St. Francis, if his followers would recognize that these dissenters of Lyons 



and Italy were actuated by his spirit, and thus antedated his propaganda by nearly half a century. 
{1094} 
 
Note: Lit. bearing on the early Waldenses. For the titles, see Âc 79.—A new era in the study of 
the history and tenets of the Waldenses was opened by Dieckhoff, 1851, who was followed by 
Herzog, 1853. More recently, Preger, Karl Muller, Haupt, and Keller have added much to our 
knowledge in details, and in clearing up disputed points. Comba, professor in the Waldensian 
college at Florence, accepts the conclusions of modern research and gives up the claim of ancient 
origin, even Apostolic origin being claimed by the older Waldensian writers. The chief sources 
for the early history of the sect are the abbot Bernard of Fontis Calidi, d. 1193; the theologian 
Alanus de Insulis, d. about 1200; Salve Burce (whose work is given by Dollinger), 1235; Etienne 
de Bourbon, d. 1261, whose work is of an encyclopedic character, a kind of ready-reference 
book; the Rescriptum haeresiarcharum written by an unknown priest, about 1316, called the 
Anonymous of Passau; an Austrian divine, David of Augsburg, d. 1271; and the Inquisitor in 
Southern France, Bernard Guy, d. 1331. Other valuable documents are given by Dollinger, in his 
Beitrage, vol. II. These writers represent a period of more than a hundred years. In most of their 
characterizations they agree, and upon the main heresies of the Waldenses the earliest writers are 
as insistent as the later. 
 
The Waldensian MSS., some of which date back to the thirteenth century, are found chiefly in the 
libraries of Cambridge, Dublin (Trinity College), Paris, Geneva, Grenoble, and Lyons. The 
Dublin Collection was made by Abp. Ussher who purchased in 1634 a number of valuable 
volumes from a French layman for five hundred and fifty francs. The Cambridge MSS. were 
procured by Sir Samuel Morland, Cromwell’s special envoy sent to Turin to check the 
persecutions of the Waldenses. 
 
{1055} Valdesius, Valdensius, or Waldunus. The name is given in these and other forms by 
writers of the thirteenth century. Deuteronomy Bourbon, p. 290; Guy, p. 244; Dollinger, II. 6, 
300, etc. Bernard, abbot of Fontis Calidi, Migne, 204. 793, allegorizes when he says they were 
called "Valdenses, as though they came from a dense valley and are involved in its deep thick 
darkness of errors." Alanus de insulis, Migne, 210, p. 377 sqq., says the "Waldenses are so called 
from their heresiarch Waldus, the founder of the new sect who presumed to preach without 
authority of prelate, without divine inspiration, knowledge, or letters. A philosopher without 
head, a prophet without vision, an apostle without mission, a teacher without instructor, whose 
disciples, or rather musciples (discipuli imo muscipuli), seduce the unwary in different parts of 
the world." 
 
{1056} Pauperes de Lugduno, Leonistae, etc. Zabatati, or Insobbalati, because the shoe was cut in 
the shape of a shield. Guy, 245; Dollinger, II. 92, 233, etc. 
 
{1057} Inter se vocant Fratres seu Pauperes Christi. Guy, p. 256. 
 
{1058} Per vicos et plateas evangelium praedicare et Valdesius multos homines utriusque sexus 
viros et mulieres complices sibi fecit ad similem praesumptionem, etc. Guy, p. 244. 
 
{1059} de nugis, Wright’s ed., p. 64 sq. Map, who felt highly honored by his appointment, called 
them simple and illiterate, idiotae et illiterati, terms used also by de Bourbon, p. 292, and Guy, p. 
244. 
 
{1060} The exact relation of the Poor Men of Lyons to the Humiliati is still a matter of 
discussion. Muller, in his Anfange des Minoritenordens, etc., has done much to change our 



knowledge of the Humiliati. The view taken above may account for the language of the Verona 
council, Humiliati vel Pauperes de Lugduno, which was probably chosen for the very purpose of 
indicating that the resemblance between the two parties was so close as to make it uncertain 
whether there were two sects or only one. This view seems to be borne out by the two statements 
of Salve Burce. Dollinger, II. 64, 74. 
 
{1061} See p. 411. Sabatier, Regula Antiqua, p. 15, expresses the opinion that Francis may have 
been more indebted to them than we have supposed. 
 
{1062} Salve Burce, who was acquainted with Roncho, called him "a simple man, without 
education," idiota absque literis. Dollinger, II. 64. 
 
{1063} Rainerius, Martene, p. 1775, Rescriptum, p. 57; Guy, p. 247; Dollinger, II. 320, etc. 
Rainerius is in substantial agreement with Burce who says that the Poor Men of Lombardy 
derived their existence from the Ultramontane Poor. 
 
{1064} The account is given in the Rescriptum. See Preger, Dollinger, II. 42-52, and Muller, Die 
Waldenser, p. 22. The separation between the Lombard and the Lyonnese parties is referred to in 
the list of inquisitorial questions to be put to them. Dollinger, II. 320 sq. 
 
{1065} Rescriptum, Dollinger, II. 46. 
 
{1066} Dollinger, II. 73. 
 
{1067} Summing up all the cases under Guy, Lea, II. 149, says that there was no very active 
persecution against the Lyonnese Waldenses. 
 
{1068} Comba, p. 103 sq.; Lea, II. 259 sqq. 
 
{1069} In 1530 the mediaeval period of their history closes. At that date two of their number, 
Morel and Peter Masson, were sent to consult with Bucer, Oecolampadius, and other Reformers. 
Morel was beheaded on his return journey. His letter to Oecolampadius and the Reformer’s reply 
are given by Dieckhoff, pp. 364-373. The Waldenses adopted the Reformation, 1532. 
 
{1070} See Comba, 74 sqq. A number of the documents given by Dollinger are interrogatories for 
use against the Waldenses of Germany and Austria, or accounts of their trials. One of them, in 
German, belongs as late as the sixteenth century, Dollinger, II. 701 sq. Haupt, Keller, Preger, and 
Goll have extended our knowledge of the Austrian Waldenses. 
 
{1071} Haupt, Waldenserthum, p. 21. 
 
{1072} Comba, in the French trans. of his work, and Muller, Die Waldenser, p. 103, print a 
consolatory letter from them to their suffering Bohemian friends. 
 
{1073} The earliest writers, as the abbot Bernard and Alanus, make no distinctions. Rainerius, 
1260, does, as do also the Rescriptum which has an eye to the Waldenses of Passau and Salve 
Burce in his Supra Stella, 1235, who refers more particularly to the Poor Men of Lombardy. 
David of Augsburg, 1256, an inquisitor of high repute, has in mind the Waldensians, as a body. 
Bernard Guy, 1320, treats of the Lyonnese Waldensians. The documents given by Dollinger 
extend to the sixteenth century, many of them bearing upon the Waldenses of Austria. 
 



{1074} At the time of the Reformation, according to Morel, dancing and all sports were 
forbidden, except the practice of the bow and other arms. Comba, p. 263, recognizes this opposite 
tendency, the Waldenses approaching closer to the established Church in their practice of the 
sacraments. 
 
{1075} Deuteronomy Bourbon, p. 297. 
 
{1076} The abbot Bernard, Migne, 204. 796, sqq., 817 sqq.; Alanus, Migne, 210. 380 sqq.; de 
Bourbon, p. 292; Dollinger, II. 6, 51. 
 
{1077} Comba, pp. 47-52, gives a translation of the disputation at Narbonne. The abbot Bernard, 
Migne, 204. 805, also quotes James 4 as a passage upon which the Waldenses relied. 
 
{1078} Deuteronomy Bourbon, p. 291; Guy, p. 292, etc. 
 
{1079} Migne, 204. 806 sq., 825; II. 300, etc. 
 
{1080} Dollinger, II. 340. 
 
{1081} Magis operatur meritum ad consecrandum vel benedictionem, ligandum vel solvendum, 
quam ordo vel officium, Alanus, Migne, 204, 385. Alphandery, p. 129, justly lays stress upon this 
charge. 
 
{1082} Consecratio corporis et sanguinis Christi potest fieri a quolibet justo, quamvis sit laycus, 
Guy, p. 246. Also Rainerius, p. 1775, David of Augsburg, and Dollinger, II. 7. 
 
{1083} Alanus, Migne, 210, 386. 
 
{1084} Rainerius declares without qualification that the Poor Men of Lombardy hold to the 
salvation of infants not baptized, but the Rescriptum declares that baptism was regarded as 
necessary for all. So also David of Augsburg. See Dollinger, II. 45. 
 
{1085} Alanus, 210, 392; de Bourbon, pp. 292, 296; Guy, p. 246; Dollinger, II. 85 (Salve Burce), 
107, 126, etc. 
 
{1086} Alanus, 210, 394; Guy, p. 246; Dollinger, II. 76, 107, 143, etc. 
 
{1087} The abbot Bemard, Migne, 204, 828, 833; Deuteronomy Bourbon, p. 295; Dollinger, II. 
93, 107, 143, etc. The story of creation ascribed to the negro, according to which God, in making 
man, made an image of clay and set it up against the fence to dry, is as old as Etienne de Bourbon 
(d. 1261) and the earliest Waldenses. Bourbon says, p. 294, that he had heard of a Waldensian 
who, in his testimony, had stated that God made a form of soft clay as boys do in their play, and 
set it up under the sun to dry, and that the cracks made by the sun were veins through which the 
blood began to run, and then God breathed His spirit upon the face of the image. 
 
{1088} The Waldensian teaching of the two ways has been regarded by Harnack and Keller as a 
reminiscence of the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles. Comba, p. 341, with more probability refers 
it to the Sermon on the Mount. The reference was, not so-much to the two ways in this life, but to 
the denial of purgatory, Dollinger, II. 252, 287, 300, etc. 
 



{1089} Rainerius, p. 1775; Guy, p. 247. Also, the abbot Bernard, Migne, 204, 795 sqq., and 
Alanus, Migne, 210, 379 sqq. 
 
{1090} Dollinger, II. 92. At a later date the minister among the Italian Waldenses was called 
barba, uncle. Comba, p. 147. Morel, in his letter to Oecolampadius, declared that these 
distinctions were not maintained by the Waldenses. See Dieckhoff, p. 259 sq. 
 
{1091} Berger, La Bible franacaise au moyen a¢ge, Paris, 1884. There are marked differences in 
the MSS. of the Romaunt version, in language, etc. Comba, pp. 182-185, gives paragraphs from 
different MSS. 
 
{1092} So Haupt and Keller, Die Reform. und die aelteren Reformparteien, Leipzig, 1886, pp. 
257-260. Jostes ascribed the Version to Catholic sources, an opinion Dr. Philip Schaff was 
inclined to adopt. Independent, Oct. 8, 1885. Nestle, art. "German Versions," in Herzog, III. 66, 
pronounces the question an open one. 
 
{1093} The title is from lectio, reading. The text is given by Herzog, pp. 445-457, and an English 
translation by Perrin, pp. 263-271.  



85. The Crusades against the Albigenses. 
 
The mediaeval measures against heretics assumed an organized form in the crusades against the 
Albigenses, before the institution of the Inquisition received its full development. To the papacy 
belongs the whole responsibility of these merciless wars. Toulouse paid a bitter penalty for being 
the head centre of heresy. {1095} According to Innocent III., the larger part of its nobility was 
infected with heretical depravity, so that heresy was entrenched in castles as well as professed in 
the villages. {1096} The count of Toulouse, the first lay peer of France,—owing fealty to it for 
Provence and Languedoc,—brought upon himself the full wrath and punishments of the 
Apostolic see for his unwillingness to join in the wars against his own subjects. A member of the 
house led one of the most splendid of the armies of the first Crusade to Jerusalem. At the opening 
of the Albigensian crusades the court of Toulouse was one of the gayest in Europe. At their close 
it was a spectacle of desolation. 
 
Councils, beginning with the synod of Toulouse, 1119, issued articles against heresy and called 
upon the secular power to punish it. Mild measures were tried and proved ineffectual, whether 
they were the preaching and miracles of St. Bernard, 1147, or the diplomatic address of papal 
legates. Sixty years after Bernard, St. Dominic entered upon a tour of evangelism in the vicinity 
of Toulouse, and some heretics were won; but in spite of Dominic, and synodal decrees, heresy 
spread and continued to defy the Church authorities. 
 
It remained for Innocent III. to direct the full force of his native vigor against the spreading 
contagion and to execute the principles already solemnly announced by oecumenical and local 
councils. To him heretics were worse than the infidel who had never made profession of 
Christianity. While Christendom was sending armaments against the Saracens, why should it not 
send an armament to crush the spiritual treason at home? In response to papal appeals, at least 
four distinct crusades were set on foot against the sectaries in Southern France. These religious 
wars continued thirty years. Priests and abbots went at the head of the armies and, in the name of 
religion, commanded or justified the most atrocious barbarities. One of the fairest portions of 
Europe was laid waste and the counts of Toulouse were stripped by the pope of their authority 
and territory. 
 
The long conflict was fully opened when Innocent called upon Louis VII. to take the field, that "it 
might be shown that the Lord had not given him the sword in vain," and promised him the lands 
of nobles shielding heresy. {1097} Raymund VI., who was averse to a policy of repression 
against his Catharan subjects, was excommunicated by Innocent’s legate, Peter of Castelnau, and 
his lands put under interdict. Innocent called him a noxious man, vir pestilens, {1098} and 
threatened him with all the punishments of the future world. He threatened to call upon the 
princes to proceed against him with arms and take his lands. "The hand of the Lord will descend 
upon thee more severely, and show thee that it is hard for one who seeks to flee from the face of 
His wrath which thou hast provoked." 
 
A crisis was precipitated in 1208 by the murder of Peter of Castelnau by two unknown assassins. 
{1099} Again, the supreme pontiff fulminated the sentence of excommunication against the 
Tolosan count, and made the expulsion of all heretics from his dominions the condition of 
withdrawing suspicion against him as the possible murderer of Peter. {1100} Nowhere else was 
the intrepid energy of Innocent more signally displayed! A crusade was announced. The 
connections of Raymund with France through his uncle, Louis VII., and with Aragon through 
Pedro, whose sister he had married, interposed difficulties. And the crusade went on. The 



Cistercians, at their General Chapter, decided to preach it. Princes and people from France, 
Flanders, and even Germany swelled the ranks. The same reward was promised to those who took 
the cross against the Cathari and Waldenses, as to those who went across the seas to fight the 
intruder upon the Holy Sepulchre. 
 
In a general epistle to the faithful, Innocent wrote: — 
 
"O most mighty soldiers of Christ, most brave warriors; Ye oppose the agents of anti-Christ, and 
ye fight against the servants of the old serpent. Perchance up to this time ye have fought for 
transitory glory, now fight for the glory which is everlasting. Ye have fought for the body, fight 
now for the soul. Ye have fought for the world, now do ye fight for God. For we have not 
exhorted you to the service of God for a worldly prize, but for the heavenly kingdom, which for 
this reason we promise to you with all confidence." {1101} 
 
Awed by the sound of the coming storm, Raymund offered his submission and promised to crush 
out heresy. The humiliating spectacle of Raymund’s penance was then enacted in the convent 
church of St. Gilles. In the vestibule, naked to the waist, he professed compliance with all the 
papal conditions. Sixteen of the count’s vassals took oath to see the hard vow was kept and 
pledged themselves to renew the oath every year, upon pain of being classed with heretics. Then 
holding the ends of a stole, wrapped around the penitent’s neck like a halter, the papal legate led 
Raymund before the altar, the count being flagellated as he proceeded. {1102} 
 
Raymund’s submission, however, did not check the muster of troops which were gathering in 
large numbers at Lyons. {1103} In the ranks were seen the archbishops of Rheims, Sens, and 
Rouen; the bishops of Autun, Clermont, Nevers, Baseur, Lisieux, and Chartres; with many abbots 
and other clergy. At their side were the duke of Burgundy, the counts of Nevers, St. Pol, Auxerre, 
Geneva, and Poitiers, and other princes. The soldier, chosen to be the leader, was Simon de 
Montfort. Simon had been one of the prominent leaders of the Fourth Crusade, and was a zealous 
supporter of the papacy. He neglected not to hear mass every day, even after the most bloody 
massacres in the campaigns in Southern France. His contemporaries hailed him as another Judas 
Maccabaeus and even compared him to Charlemagne. {1104} 
 
In spite of the remonstrance of Raymund, who had joined the army, the papal legate, Arnold of 
Citeaux, refused to check its march. Beziers was stormed and horrible scenes followed. The wild 
soldiery heeded well the legate’s command, "Fell all to the ground. The Lord knows His own." 
{1105} Neither age nor sex was spared. Church walls interposed no protection and seven 
thousand were put to death in St. Magdalen’s church alone. Nearly twenty thousand were put to 
the sword. According to the reports of the papal legates, Milo and Arnold, the "divine vengeance 
raged wonderfully against the city. {1106} Ours spared neither sex nor condition. The whole city 
was sacked, and the slaughter was very great." 
 
At Carcassonne the inhabitants were allowed to depart, the men in their shirts, the women in their 
chemises, carrying with them, as the chronicler writes, nothing else except their sins, nihil secum 
praeter peccata portantes. Dread had taken hold of the country, and village after village was 
abandoned by the fleeing inhabitants. Raymund was again put under excommunication at a 
council held at Avignon. {1107} The conquered lands were given to Montfort. The war 
continued, and its atrocities, if possible, increased. New recruits appeared in response to fresh 
papal appeals, among them six thousand Germans. {1108} At the stronghold of Minerve, one 
hundred and forty of the Albigensian Perfect were put to death in the flames. The ears, noses, and 
lips of prisoners were cut off. 
 



Again, in 1211, the count of Toulouse sought to come to an agreement with the legates. But the 
terms, which included the razing to the ground of all his castles, were too humiliating. The 
crusade was preached again. All the territory of Toulouse had been overrun and it only remained 
for the crusaders to capture the city itself. 
 
Pedro of Aragon, fresh from his crushing victory over the Moors at Novas de Tolosa, now 
interceded with the pope for his brother-in-law. The synod of Lavaur, 1213, appointed referee by 
Innocent, rejected the king’s propositions. Pedro then joined Raymund, but fell at the disastrous 
defeat of Muret the same year, 1213. It was a strange combination whereby the king of Aragon, 
who had won the highest distinction a year before as a hero of the Catholic faith, was killed in the 
ranks of those who were rebels to the papal authority. {1109} The day after, the victor, Montfort, 
barefoot, went to church, and ordered Pedro’s battle-horse an armorial trappings sold and the 
proceeds distributed to the poor. {1110} By the council of Montpellier, 1215, the whole land, 
including Toulouse, was granted to Montfort, and the titles conferred on him of count of 
Toulouse, viscount of Beziers and Carcassonne, and duke of Narbonne. {1111} 
 
The complications in Southern France were one of the chief questions brought before the Fourth 
Lateran Council, 1215. Raymund was present and demanded back his lands, inasmuch as he had 
submitted to the Church; but by an overwhelming majority, the synod voted against him and 
Montfort was confirmed in the possession of his conquests. {1112} When Raymund’s son made a 
personal appeal to Innocent for his father, the pope bade him "love God above all things and 
serve Him faithfully, and not stretch forth his hand against others’ territory" and gave him the 
cold promise that his complaints against Montfort would be heard at a future council. {1113} 
 
The further progress of the Albigensian campaigns requires only brief notice here, for they were 
converted into a war of territorial plunder. In 1218, Montfort fell dead under the walls of 
Toulouse, his head crushed by a stone. In the reign of Honorius, whose supreme concern was a 
crusade in the East, the sectaries reasserted themselves, and Raymund regained most of his 
territory. But the pope was relentless, and again the sentence of excommunication was launched 
against the house of Toulouse. 
 
In 1226, Louis VIII. took the cross, supported by the French parliament as well as by the Church. 
Thus the final chapter in the crusades was begun, a war of the king of France for the possession of 
Toulouse. Louis died a few months later. Arnold of Citeaux, for nearly twenty years their 
energetic and iron-hearted promoter, had preceded him to the grave. Louis IX. took up the plans 
of his royal predecessor, and in 1229 the hostilities were brought to a close by Raymund’s 
accepting the conditions proposed by the papal legate. 
 
Raymund renounced two-thirds of his paternal lands in favor of France. The other third was to go 
at his death to his daughter who subsequently married Louis IX.’s brother, and, in case there was 
no issue to the marriage, it was to pass to the French crown, and so it did at the death of Jeanne, 
the last heir of the house of Toulouse. Thus the domain of France was extended to the Pyrenees. 
 
Further measures of repression were directed against the remnants of the Albigensian heresy, for 
Raymund VII. had promised to cleanse the land of it. The machinery of the Inquisition was put 
into full action as it was perfected by the great inquisitorial council of Toulouse, 1229. The 
University of Toulouse received papal sanction, and one of its chief objects was announced to be 
"to bring the Catholic faith in those regions into a flourishing state." {1114} In 1244, the 
stronghold of Montsegur was taken, the last refuge of the Albigenses. Two hundred of the Perfect 
were burned. 
 



The papal policy had met with complete but blighting success and, after the thirteenth century, 
heresy in Southern France was almost like a noiseless underground stream. Languedoc at the 
opening of the wars had been one of the most prosperous and cultured parts of Europe. At their 
close its villages and vineyards were in ruins, its industries shattered, its population impoverished 
and decimated. The country that had given promise of leading Europe in a renaissance of 
intellectual culture fell behind her neighbors in the race of progress. Protestant generations, that 
have been since sitting in judgment upon the barbarous measures, conceived and pushed by the 
papacy, have wondered whether another movement, stirred by the power of the Gospel, will not 
yet arise in the old domain that responded to the religious dissent and received the warm blood of 
the Albigenses, the Waldenses, and of Peter de Bruys and his followers. 
 
The Stedinger. While the wars against the Albigenses were going on, another people, the 
Stedinger, living in the vicinity of Bremen and Oldenburg, were also being reduced by a papal 
crusade. They represented the spirit of national independence rather than doctrinal dissent and 
had shown an unwillingness to pay tithes to the archbishop of Bremen. When a husband put a 
priest to death for an indignity to his wife, the archbishop Hartwig II. announced penalty after 
penalty but in vain. Under his successor, Gerhard (1219-1258), the refractory peasants were 
reduced to submission. A synod of Bremen, in 1230, pronounced them heretics, and Gregory IX., 
accepting the decision, called upon a number of German bishops to join in preaching and 
prosecuting a crusade. The same indulgence was offered to the crusaders in the North as to those 
who went on the Church’s business to Palestine. The first campaign in 1233 was unsuccessful, 
but a second carried all the horrors of war into the eastern section of the Stedingers’ territory. In 
1231 another army led by a number of princes completely defeated this brave people at 
Altenesch. Their lands were divided between the archbishop of Bremen and the count of 
Oldenburg. 
 
{1094} Felder, the Roman Catholic author of the able Gesch. der wissenschaftlichen Studien im 
Franziskanerorden, 1904, approaches this view very closely, recognizes the effort of the 
Waldenses to realize the ideal of Apostolic poverty, and says, p. 1 sq., that Francis of Assisi in his 
work was moved by "the idea deeply rooted in his age, eine tief gewurzelte Zeitidee." 
 
{1095} The Fourth Lateran spoke of the city as quae magis haeretica labe s corrupta. 
 
{1096} Ep. II. 99; Migne, 214, 647. 
 
{1097} Epp., VII. 186, 212; Migne, 215, pp. 503, 527. In the second letter Innocent compares 
heretics to Samson’s foxes and to beasts, belluas. 
 
{1098} Ep., X. 69; Migne, 215. 1165 sqq. 
 
{1099} For another version of the murder, see Lea, I. 146. It has been compared to Becket’s 
taking-off. 
 
{1100} Ep.,  XI. 26, 32; Migne, 215. 1354, 1361. 
 
{1101} Ep., XI. 230; Migne, 215. 1546. Innocent wrote repeatedly and at length, encouraging the 
enterprise. Epp., XI. 33, 229, etc.; Migne, 215. 1361, etc. 
 
{1102} See full description in Hurter, II. 317 sq., and Lea, I. 150 sq. 
 



{1103} Hurter, II. 322, always careful, speaks of the army as a zahllose Menge, and then of 
50,000. Lea, I. 152, is inclined to accept a much larger number, 20,000 knights and 200,000 
footmen. 
 
{1104} Hurter, II. 325 sqq., dwells upon his virtues, including the virtues of humanity and 
fidelity. Hefele, also a Roman Catholic, V. 843, calls him cruel, grausam. The council of Lavaur 
pronounced him the "brave soldier of Christ and the invincible warrior of the Lord’s battles," 
intrepidum, Christi athletam et invictum dominici praelii bellatorem, Mansi, xxii. 887. The 
Fourth Lateran honored his services as having exceeded those of all others in fidelity and 
courage. By his mother, Alice, he inherited the earldom of Leicester which passed to his son 
Simon. See Stephen, Dict. Nat. Biogr. 
 
{1105} Caedite eos, novit enim dominus qui sunt ejus, Caesar of Heisterbach, V. 21; Strange ed., 
I. 302. And so Caesar adds, "an innumerable multitude were killed in that city." Hurter speaks of 
the "unbridled frenzy" of the troops, zugellose Wuth, II. 331. Describing other scenes of carnage 
during the crusade he uses such expressions as "horrible butchery," furchtbarer Gemetzel, 
"heartrending barbarities," empoerende Graeuel, pp. 420, 423, 427, etc. He expresses the 
charitable hope that the abbot of Citeaux did not say what was ascribed to him by so good and 
churchly a witness as Caesarof Heisterbach. Brischar, in Wetzer-Welte, I. 434, speaks with horror 
of the barbarities of Simon’s troops. 
 
{1106} Epp. Inn., XII. 108, 109; Migne, 216. 137-142. Ultione divina in eam mirabiliter 
saeviente 
 
{1107} Hefele, V. 846 sqq. 
 
{1108} Hurter, II. 383, 416. 
 
{1109} Pedro’s son, Jayme, ascribed his father’s defeat to his moral laxity. The Albigensian 
nobles had placed their wives and daughters at his disposal and, it is reported, he was so 
weakened the morning of the engagement that he could not stand at the celebration of the mass. 
Lea, I. 177. 
 
{1110} Hurter, II. 567. 
 
{1111} As an illustration of how the best of friends may fall out, Montfort’s right to the title, duke 
of Narbonne, was vehemently contested by Arnold of Citeaux, who claimed it as archbishop of 
Narbonne, an office to which he had been appointed. 
 
{1112} Harter, II. 567 sqq.; Hefele, V. 881 sq., 902 sq.; Potthast, Regesta, I. 439. 
 
{1113} In a passage recapitulating Innocent’s relations to the war, Hurter, II. 709-711, says that, 
although it was in part carried on without regard to the principles of humanity and right, and 
beginning as a religious war, it was turned into a war of aggrandizement, yet Innocent was 
guiltless, his sole purpose being to purify the land of heresy. 
 
{1114} Potthast, 9173.  



86. The Inquisition. Its Origin and Purpose. 
 
The measures for the repression and extermination of heresy culminated in the organized system, 
known as the Inquisition. Its history presents what is probably the most revolting spectacle in the 
annals of civilized Europe. {1115} The representatives of the Church appear, sitting as arbiters 
over human destiny in this world, and in the name of religion applying torture to countless 
helpless victims, heretics, and reputed witches, and pronouncing upon them a sentence which, 
they knew, involved perpetual imprisonment or death in the flames. The cold heartlessness, with 
which the fate of the heretic was regarded, finds some excuse in the pitiless penalties which the 
civil tribunals of the Middle Ages meted out for civil crimes, such as the breaking of the victim 
on the wheel, burning in caldrons of oil, quartering with horses, and flaying alive, or the merciless 
treatment of princes upon refractory subjects, as when William the Conqueror at Alenacon 
punished the rebels by chopping off the hands and feet of thirty-two of the citizens and throwing 
them over the walls. It is nevertheless an astounding fact that for the mercy of Christ the Church 
authorities, who should have represented him, substituted relentless cruelties. In this respect the 
dissenting sectaries were infinitely more Christian than they. 
 
It has been argued in extenuation of the Church that she stopped with the decree of 
excommunication and the sentence to lifelong imprisonment and did not pronounce the sentence 
of death. And the old maxim is quoted as true of her in all times, that the Church abhors blood—
ecclesia non sitit sanguinem. The argument is based upon a pure technicality. The Church, after 
sitting in judgment, turned the heretics over to the civil authorities, knowing full well that, as 
night follows day, the sentence of death would follow her sentence of excommunication. {1116} 
Yea, the Church, through popes and synodal decrees, again and again threatened, with her 
disfavor and fell spiritual punishments, princes and municipalities not punishing heresy. The 
Fourth Lateran forbade priests pronouncing judgments of blood and being present at executions, 
but at the very same moment, and at the pope’s persistent instigation, crusading armies were 
drenching the soil of Southern France with the blood of the Albigenses. A writer of the thirteenth 
century says in part truly, in part speciously, "our pope does not kill nor condemn any one to 
death, but the law puts to death those whom the pope allows to be put to death, and they kill 
themselves who do those things which make them guilty of death." {1117} 
 
The official designation of the Inquisitorial process was the Inquisition of heretical depravity. 
{1118} Its history during the Middle Ages has three main chapters: the persecution of doctrinal 
heretics down to 1480, the persecution of witches in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and 
the Spanish Inquisition organized in 1480. {1119} The Inquisition with its penalties had among its 
ardent advocates the best and most enlightened men of their times, Innocent III., Frederick II., 
Louis IX., Bonaventura, Thomas Aquinas. A parallel is found in the best Roman emperors, who 
lent themselves to the bloody repression of the early Church. The good king, St. Louis, declared 
that when a layman heard the faith spoken against, he should draw his sword and thrust it into the 
offender’s body up to the hilt. {1120} 
 
The Inquisition was a thoroughly papal institution, wrought out in all its details by the popes of 
the thirteenth century, beginning with Innocent III. and not ending with Boniface VIII. In his 
famous manual for the treatment of heresy the Inquisitor, Bernard Guy, a man who in spite of his 
office elicits our respect, {1121} declares that the "office of the Inquisition has its dignity from its 
origin for it is derived, commissioned, and known to have been instituted by the Apostolic see 
itself." This was the feeling of the age. 
 



Precedent enough there was for severe temporal measures. Constantine banished the Arians and 
burned their books. Theodosius the Great fixed death as the punishment for heresy. The 
Priscillianists were executed in 385. The great authority of Augustine was appealed to and his 
fatal interpretation of the words of the parable "Compel them to come in," {1122} justifying force 
in the treatment of the Donatists, was made to do service far beyond what that father probably 
ever intended. From the latter part of the twelfth century, councils advocated the death penalty, 
popes insisted upon it, and Thomas Aquinas elaborately defended it. Heresy, so the theory and the 
definitions ran, was a crime the Church could not tolerate. It was Satan’s worst blow. 
 
Innocent III. wrote that as treason was punished with death and confiscation of goods, how much 
more should these punishments be meted out to those who blaspheme God and God’s Son. A 
crime against God, so he reasoned, is surely a much graver misdemeanor than a crime against the 
secular power. {1123} 
 
The calm discussion, to which the eminent theologian, Thomas Aquinas, subjects the treatment 
due heretics, was made at least a quarter of a century after the Inquisition was put into full force. 
Leaning back upon Augustine and his interpretation of "compel them to come in," he declared in 
clearest terms that heretics deserved not only to be separated from the Church by 
excommunication, but to be excluded from the earth by judicial death. {1124} Errors in geometry 
do not constitute mortal guilt, but errors in matters of faith do. As falsifiers of coin are put to 
death, much more may they justly be put to death who perform the more wicked act of corrupting 
the faith. The heretic of whose reclamation the Church despairs, it delivers over to the secular 
tribunal to be executed out of the world. The principle was that those who were baptized were 
under the immediate jurisdiction of the Church and the Church might deal with them as it saw fit. 
It was not till the fourteenth century, that the jurisdiction of the Church and the pope was 
extended to the heathen by Augustinus Triumphus, d. 1328, {1125} and other papal writers. 
Sovereigns were forbidden by the council of Vienne, 1312, to allow their Mohammedan subjects 
to practise the rites of their religion. {1126} 
 
The legislation, fixing the Inquisition as a Church institution and elaborating its powers, began 
with the synod of Tours in 1163 and the oecumenical council of 1179. A large step in advance 
was made by the council of Verona, 1184. The Fourth Lateran, 1215, and the council of 
Toulouse, 1229, formally established the Inquisition and perfected the organization. Gregory IX., 
Innocent IV., and Alexander IV. enforced its regulations and added to them. From first to last the 
popes were its chief promoters. 
 
The synod of Tours, 1163, called upon the bishops and clergy to forbid the Catholics from 
mingling with the Albigenses and from having commercial dealings with them and giving them 
refuge. Princes were instructed to imprison them and confiscate their goods. The Third Lateran, 
1179, extended the punishments to the defenders of heretics and their friends. It gave permission 
to princes to reduce heretics to slavery and shortened the time of penance by two years for those 
taking up arms against them. At the council of Verona, 1184, pope Lucius III. and the emperor, 
Frederick Barbarossa, joined in making common cause in the sacred undertaking and announced 
their attitude in the cathedral. Frederick had the law of the empire against heretics recited and 
threw his glove down upon the floor as a token that he would enforce it. Then Lucius announced 
the decree of the council, which enjoined bishops to visit, at least once a year, all parts of their 
sees, to try all suspects, and to turn them, if guilty, over to the civil authorities. Princes were 
ordered to take an oath to support the Church against heresy upon pain of forfeiting their 
dignities. Cities, refusing to punish offenders, were to be cut off from other cities and, if episcopal 
seats, were to be deprived of that honor. 
 



Innocent III., the most vigorous of persecutors, was no sooner on the throne than he began to 
wage war against heretical infection. In one letter after another, he struck at it and commended 
military armaments for its destruction. The Fourth Lateran gave formal and final expression to 
Innocent’s views. The third canon opens with an anathematization of heretics of all names. It 
again enjoined princes to swear to protect the faith on pain of losing their lands. To all taking part 
in the extermination of heretics—ad haereticorum exterminium —was offered the indulgence 
extended to the Crusaders in Palestine. All "believers" and also the entertainers, defenders, and 
friends of heretics were to be excommunicated and excluded from receiving their natural 
inheritance. {1127} Bishops were instructed to go through their dioceses once or twice a year in 
person or through representatives for the purpose of detecting heresy, and in case of neglect, they 
were to be deposed. 
 
For more than a century after Innocent, the enforcement of the rules for the detection and 
punishment of heretics form the continual subject of bulls issued by the Apostolic see and of 
synodal action especially in Southern France and Spain. Innocent IV. and Alexander IV. alone 
issued more than one hundred such bulls. {1128} 
 
The regulations for the episcopal supervision of the Inquisition were completed at the synod of 
Toulouse, 1229. Bishops were commanded to appoint a priest and laymen to ferret out heretics—
inquirant haereticos—in houses and rooms. They were authorized to go outside their sees and 
princes outside of their realms to do this work. But no heretic was to be punished till he had been 
tried before the bishop’s tribunal. Princes were ordered to destroy the domiciles and refuges of 
heretics, even if they were underground. If heretics were found to reside on their lands without 
their knowledge, such princes were to be punished. Men above fourteen and women above twelve 
were obliged to swear to inform on heretics. And all, wishing to avoid the charge of heresy, were 
bound to present themselves at the confessional at least once a year. As a protection against 
heretical infection, boys above the age of seven were obliged to go to church every Sabbath and 
on festival days that they might learn the credo, the pater noster, and the ave Maria. 
 
The legislation of the state showed its full sympathy with the rules of the Church. Peter of 
Aragon, 1197, banished heretics from his dominions or threatened them with death by fire. In 
1226, Don Jayme I. of Aragon forbade all heretics entering his kingdom. He was the first prince 
to prohibit the Bible in the vernacular Romancia, 1234. From another source, whence we might 
have expected better things, came a series of severe edicts. At his coronation, 1220, Frederick II. 
spoke of heretics as the viperous sons of perfidy, and placed them under the ban of the empire. 
{1129} This law was renewed at Ravenna, 1232, and later in 1238, 1239. The goods of heretics 
were to be confiscated and to be diverted from their children, on the ground that it was a far 
graver thing to offend against the spiritual realm than to offend a temporal prince. Four years 
later, 1224, the emperor condemned them to the penalty of being burned, or having their tongues 
torn out at the discretion of the judge. {1130} The Sicilian Constitutions of 1231 made burning 
alive in the sight of the people the punishment for heretics previously condemned by the Church. 
{1131} 
 
The princes and cities of Italy followed Frederick’s example. In Rome, after 1231, and at the 
demand of Gregory IX., the senator took oath to seize heretics pointed out by the Inquisition, and 
to put them to death within eight days of the ecclesiastical sentence. In Venice, beginning with 
1249, the doge included in his oath the pledge to burn heretics. In France, the rules of the 
Inquisition were fully recognized in Louis IX.’s laws of 1228. The two great codes of Germany, 
the Sachsenspiegel and the Schwabenspiegel, ordered heretics burned to death. {1132}  A prince 
not burning heretics was himself to be treated as a heretic. In England, the act for the burning of 
heretics—de comburendo haeretico— was not passed till a century later, 1401. 



 
That the Church fully accepted Frederick’s severe legislation, is attested by the action of 
Honorius III. who sent the emperor’s edict of 1220 to Bologna with instructions that it be taught 
as part of the canon law. Frederick’s subsequent legislation was commended by popes and 
bishops, {1133}  and ordered to be inscribed in municipal statute books. 
 
To more efficiently carry out the purpose of the Inquisition, the trial and punishment of heresy 
were taken out of the hands of the bishops and put into the hands of the monastic orders by 
Gregory IX. As early as 1227, this pope appointed a Dominican of Florence to proceed against 
the heretical bishop, Philip Paternon. In 1232, the first Dominicans were appointed inquisitors in 
Germany and Aragon. {1134} In 1233, Gregory took the decisive step of substituting the 
Dominicans for the bishops as agents of the Inquisition, giving as his reason, the multitude of 
cares by which the bishops were burdened. {1135} The Inquisitors were thus made a distinct clan, 
disassociated from the pastoral care of souls. The friars were empowered to deprive suspected 
priests of their benefices, and to call to their aid the secular arm in suppressing heresy. From their 
judgment there was no appeal except to the papal court. The Franciscans were afterwards joined 
with the Dominicans in this work in parts of Italy, in France, and later in Sardinia and Syria and 
Palestine. Complaint was made by bishops of this interference with their prerogatives, {1136} 
and, in 1254, Innocent IV. listened to the complaint so far as to decree that no death penalty 
should be pronounced without consulting with them. The council of Vienne ordered the prisons 
containing heretics to be guarded by two gaolers, one appointed by the Inquisitor and one by the 
bishop. 
 
One more step remained to be taken. By the famous bull ad exstirpanda, of 1252, Innocent IV. 
authorized torture as a measure for extorting confessions. The merciless use of this weapon was 
one of the most atrocious features of the whole procedure. 
 
The Inquisitors, in spite of papal authority, synodal action, and state legislation, did not always 
have an easy path. In 1235, the citizens of Narbonne drove them out of their city. In 1242, a 
number were murdered in Avignon, whom Pius IX., in 1866, sought to recompense by giving 
them the honor of canonization as he had done the year before to the bloodiest of Inquisitors, the 
Spaniard Arbues, d. 1485. Parma, according to Salimbene, {1137} was placed, in 1279, under 
interdict for three years, the punishment for the act of "certain fools" who broke into the convent 
of the Dominicans and killed one or two friars in retribution for their having burned for heresy a 
certain noble lady and her maid. The distinguished Inquisitor, Peter of Verona, otherwise known 
as Peter Martyr, was murdered at Como, 1252. In Germany the resistance of the Inquisition was a 
frequent occurrence and more than one of its agents atoned for his activity by a violent death. Of 
these, Konrad of Marburg was the most notorious. 
 
Down to the very close of the Middle Ages, the pages of history were disfigured by the decrees of 
popes and synods, confirming death as the penalty for heresy, and for persons supposed to be 
possessed with witchcraft. The great council of Constance, 1415, did not get away from this 
atmosphere, and ordered heretics punished even by the flames,—puniantur ad ignem. And the 
bull of Leo X., 1520, condemning Luther, cursed as heresy the Reformer’s liberal statement that 
the burning of heretics is contrary to the will of the Spirit. 
 
To the great humiliation of the Protestant churches, religious intolerance and even persecution 
unto death were continued long after the Reformation. In Geneva, the pernicious theory was put 
into practice by state and church, even to the use of torture and the admission of the testimony of 
children against their parents, and with the sanction of Calvin. Bullinger, in the second Helvetic 
Confession, announced the principle that heresy should be punished like murder or treason. The 



treatment of the Anabaptists is a great blot on the page of the Reformation, Strassburg being the 
only centre that tolerated them. Cranmer persuaded Edward VI. to burn women. Elizabeth saw 
the death penalty executed upon Puritans. The spirit of intolerance was carried across the seas, 
and was as strong in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the American colonies, with 
some exceptions, as it was in Europe. The execution of Quakers in Boston, and of persons 
accused of witchcraft in Salem, together with the laws of Virginia and other colonies, were the 
unfortunate survivals of the vicious history of the Middle Ages, which forgot Christ’s example as 
he wept over Jerusalem, and the Apostle’s words, "vengeance is mine, I will repay," saith the 
Lord. 
 
So far as we know, the Roman Catholic Church has never officially revoked the theory and 
practice of the mediaeval popes and councils, but on the contrary the utterances of Pius IX. and 
Leo XIII. show the same spirit of vicious reprobation for Protestants and their agencies. 
 
{1115} Such a calm Church historian as Karl Muller, an expert in mediaeval history, pronounces 
a similar judgment, "Die Thatigkeit der Inquisition ist vielleicht das entsetzlichste was die 
Geschichte der Menschheit kennt." Kirchengesch.,  I. 590. 
 
{1116} The usual expression for turning heretics over to the civil tribunal was saeculari judiciore 
relinquere, and for perpetual imprisonment, in perpetuum carcerem retrudi or perpetuo 
commorari. 
 
{1117} Martene, Thes., V. 1741. 
 
{1118} Inquis. haereticae pravitatis. The first case, so far as I know, of the use of the expression 
"inquisition of heretics," inquis. haereticorum, was by the synod of Toulouse, 1229. Heretical 
depravity was the usual expression for heresy, Inn. Ep.,  II., 142, etc.; Migne, 214. 698. The term 
"inquirare" was a judicial term in use before. See Schmidt. 
 
{1119} This is the date given by Lea, Span. Inq., I. 161. Sixtus IV. authorized the Spanish 
Inquisition, Nov. 1, 1478. 
 
{1120} De-Joinville, Bohn’s ed., p. 362. 
 
{1121} Practica, p. 176, habet excellentiamaltitudinis ex sua origine, quia immediate a sede 
apostolica dirivatur, committitur et noscitur institutum. 
 
{1122} Cogite intrare. Ep.,  93, ad Vincent, contra Gaudent.,  I. 1. On the other hand he 
expressed himself against putting upon them the sufferings they deserved. Ep., 100, ad Donat., 
etc.; Migne, 33. 360. 
 
{1123} Ep.,  II. 1. Hurter, II. 264, thus describes Innocent’s attitude to incorrigible heretics. They 
are fallen under the power of Satan, should be deprived of all their possessions, and the bodies of 
the dead dug up from consecrated ground. Secular princes were to draw the sword against them, 
for the Lord has confided it to the mighty for the protection of the pious and the dismay of evil-
doers and nowhere could it be put to better use than upon those who were seeking to lure others 
away from the true faith and rob them of eternal life. 
 
{1124} Meruerunt non solum ab ecclesia per excommunicationem separari sed etiam per mortem 
a mundo excludi. Summa, II. Pt. II. 11; Migne’s ed., III. 109. 
 



{1125} This is the interpretation Hefele puts upon the passage, V. 716. 
 
{1126} Pagani jure sunt sub papae obedientia, 23, art. I. 
 
{1127} Credentes, praeterea receptores, defensores et fautores haereticorum. Frederick II., in his 
Constitution of 1220, uses these terms, and they became the accepted, legal form of statement. 
See Bernard Guy, pp. 176, 194, etc. The term "fautor" became the usual term, in the subsequent 
history of the Inquisition, for the abettors of heresy. The term "believers" is the technical term 
used for the Cathari, etc. 
 
{1128} Between 1255-1258, Alexander IV., according to Flade, p. 1, issued no less than thirty-
eight bulls against heretics. 
 
{1129} Vipereos perfidiae filios. Frederick’s oath ran Catharos, Patarenos, Speronistas, 
Leonistias, Arnaldistas, Circumcisos et omnes haereticos utriusque sexus quocumque nomine 
censeantur perpetua damnamus infamia, diffidamus atque bannimus. See Breholles, II. 6, 7, and 
Mirbt, p. 137. Hefele says Torquemada himself could not have used more vigorous language than 
Frederick used on this occasion. V. 993. 
 
{1130} Ignis judicio concremandus, ut vel ultricibus flammis pereat aut cum linguae plectro 
deprivent. Breholles, II. 422; Mirbt, 138. Flade, p. 9, is wrong in saying that the first express 
mention of burning as the punishment for heretics in Frederick’s laws was in 1238. 
 
{1131} The terms Frederick used at this time drew heavily upon the dictionary. He calls heretics 
fierce wolves, most wicked angels, children of depravity, serpents deceiving the doves, serpents 
vomiting out poison. Breholles, IV. 5. Gregorovius, V. 162, says Frederick issued decrees against 
heretics every time he made peace with the pope. "His laws against heresy form the harshest 
contrast to his otherwise enlightened legislation." 
 
{1132} For the Sachsenspiegel, see Mirbt, 139. The act of the Schwabenspiegel runs "where 
persons are believed to be heretics, they shall be accused before the spiritual court. When 
convicted, they shall be taken in hand by the secular court, which shall sentence them as is right, 
that is, they shall be burnt at the stake." Wackernagel’s ed., p. 241, sqq. 
 
{1133} Thus the Archbishop of Milan reanforced it at a provincial council, 1287. Hefele, VI. 253, 
and Lea, I. 322 sq. The synod of Mainz, 1233, instructed bishops to scrupulously observe the 
imperial and papal edicts. Hefele, V. 1027. 
 
{1134} Frederick II. united in appointing the Dominicans inquisitors of Germany. Breholles, IV. 
298-301. 
 
{1135} Potthast, 8932, 9126, 9143, 9152, 9153, 9235. From the appointment of the Dominicans 
grew up the false notion that Dominic was the founder of the Inquisition. So Limborch (I. ch. X.) 
who calls him a "cruel and bloody man." Lacordaire, I. 197 sqq. shows Limborch’s authorities to 
be unreliable. But the eloquent French Dominican, in his zeal, goes too far when he declares 
Philip II. the author of the Inquisition. Philip II. had enough sins to bear without this one being 
added to the heap. 
 
{1136} See Lea, I. 348 sq.  



87. The Inquisition. Its Mode of Procedure and Penalties. 
 
The Inquisition was called the Holy Office—sanctum officium— from the praiseworthy work it 
was regarded as being engaged in. Its chief officials, the Inquisitors, were exempted by Alexander 
IV., 1259, and Urban IV., 1262, from all ecclesiastical jurisdiction, whether bishops, archbishops, 
or papal legates, except the jurisdiction of the Apostolic {1138} see, and from all interference by 
the secular power. They also enjoyed the right to excommunicate, lay the interdict, and to absolve 
their agents for acts of violence. {1139} The methods of procedure offend against all our modern 
ideas of civil justice. The testimony of wives and children was valid or required {1140} and also 
of persons known to be criminals. Suspicion and public rumor were sufficient grounds of 
complaint, seizure, and formal proceedings, a principle clearly stated by the council of Toulouse, 
1229, in its eighteenth canon, and recognized by the state. The Sicilian Constitutions of 1231, 
ordered that heretics be diligently hunted out and, when there "was only the slightest suspicion of 
guilt," they were to be taken before the bishop. {1141} The intention, as opposed to the outward 
commission, was made a sufficient ground of accusation. The Inquisitor might at the same time 
be police, prosecutor, and judge. 
 
It is due to Innocent III. to say that he did not invent the inquisitorial mode of procedure, but drew 
it from the practice already in vogue in the state. {1142} 
 
A party, not answering a citation within a year, was declared a heretic even when no proofs were 
advanced. Likewise, one who harbored a heretic forty days after a warning was served was 
treated as a heretic. {1143} At the trials, the utmost secrecy was observed and names of the 
accusers were not divulged. In commending this measure of secrecy, Paramo declared that the 
example was set by God himself in carrying out the first inquisition, in the garden of Eden, to 
defeat the subtlety of Satan who otherwise might have communicated with Adam and Eve. 
 
Penitent heretics, if there was any doubt of their sincerity, were obliged to change their places of 
abode and, according to the synod of Toulouse, if they belonged to the Perfect, had to do so in all 
cases. The penances imposed were fines, which were allowed by papal decree as early as 1237 
and 1245, pilgrimages, and wearing of two crosses on the left and right side of the body called the 
poena confusibilis. 
 
The pilgrimage to Jerusalem was forbidden by a synod of Narbonne, 1243, which referred to a 
recent papal deliverance prohibiting it, that the sacred places might be protected against the 
infection of heresy. Young women were often excused from wearing the crosses, as it might 
interfere with their prospects of marriage. According to French law, pregnant women condemned 
to death, were not executed till after the birth of the child. 
 
Local synods in Southern France ordered heretics and their defenders excommunicated every 
Sunday and that sentence should be pronounced amidst the ringing of bells and with candles 
extinguished. And as a protection against heresy, the bells were to be rung every evening. 
 
Imprisonment for life was ordered by Gregory IX., 1229, for all induced to return to the faith 
through fear of punishment. {1144} The prisons in France were composed of small cells. The 
expenditures for their erection and enlargement were shared by the bishop and the Inquisitors. 
French synods spoke of the number sentenced to life-imprisonment as so great that hardly stones 
enough could be found for the prison buildings. {1145} The secular authorities destroyed the 
heretic’s domicile, confiscated his goods, {1146} and pronounced the death penalty. 



 
The rules for the division of confiscated property differed in different localities. In Venice, after 
prolonged negotiations with the pope, it was decided that they should pass to the state. {1147} In 
the rest of Italy they became, in equal parts, the property of the state, the Inquisition, and the 
curia; and in Southern France, of the state, the Inquisitors, and the bishop. Provision was made for 
the expenses of the Inquisition out of the spoils of confiscated property. The temptation to 
plunder became a fruitful ground for spying out alleged heretics. Once accused, they were all but 
helpless. Synods encouraged arrests by offering a fixed reward to diligent spies. 
 
Not satisfied with seeing the death penalty executed upon the living, the Inquisition made war 
upon the dead, and exhumed the bodies of those found to have died in heresy and burned them. 
{1148} This relentless barbarity reminds us of the words, perhaps improperly ascribed to Charles 
V. who, standing at Luther’s grave, is reported to have refused to touch the Reformer’s bones, 
saying, "I war with the living, not with the dead." The council of Verona, 1184, ordered relapsed 
heretics to be turned over forthwith to the secular authorities. {1149} 
 
In the period before 1480 the Inquisition claimed most of its victims in Southern France. Douais 
has given us a list of seventeen Inquisitors-general who served from 1229 to 1329. {1150} The 
sentences pronounced by Bernard de Caux, called the Hammer of the Heretics, 1244-1248 give 
the names of hundreds who were adjudged to the loss of goods or perpetual imprisonment, or 
both. {1151} 
 
During the administration of Bernard Guy, as inquisitor of Toulouse, 1306-1323, forty-two 
persons were burnt to death, sixty-nine bodies were exhumed and burnt, three hundred and seven 
were imprisoned, and one hundred and forty-three were condemned to wear crosses. {1152} A 
single instance may suffice of a day’s doings by the Inquisition. On May 12, 1234, six young 
men, twelve men, and eleven women were burnt at Toulouse. 
 
In the other parts of France, the Inquisition was not so vigorously prosecuted. It included, as we 
have seen, the order of the Templars. In 1253 the Dominican provincial of Paris was made the 
supreme Inquisitor. Among the more grim Inquisitors of France was the Dominican Robert le 
Petit, known as Le Bougre from his having been a Patarene. {1153} Gregory IX. appointed him 
inquisitor-general, 1233, and declared God had "given him such special grace that every hunter 
feared his horn." {1154} The French king gave him his special aid and a royal bodyguard to 
attend him. He had hundreds of victims in Western Burgundy and the adjoining regions. In one 
term of two or three months, he burnt fifty of both sexes. {1155} At Cambrai he burnt twenty, at 
Douai ten. His last deed was to burn at Mt. Aime in 1239, twenty-seven, or according to another 
account more than one hundred and eighty—"a holocaust very great and pleasing to God" as the 
old chronicler put it. {1156} In 1239 he was himself consigned to perpetual imprisonment for his 
misdeeds. 
 
In the Spanish kingdom of Aragon, the number of heretics does not seem to have been large. In 
1232 the archbishop of Tarragona was ordered by Gregory IX. to proceed against heretics in 
conjunction with the Dominicans. {1157} One of the most famous of all Inquisitors, the Spanish 
Dominican, Eymericus, was appointed Inquisitor-general 1357, was deposed 1360, and 
reappointed 1366. He died in exile. His Directorium inquisitorum, written 1376, is the most 
famous treatise on the mode of treating heresy. Heretics, in his judgment, were justly offered the 
alternative of submission or the stake. The small number of the victims under the earlier 
Inquisition in Spain was fully made up in the series of holocausts begun under Ferdinand in 1480. 
 



In Northern and Central Italy, the Inquisition was fully developed, the first papal commissioners 
being the bishops of Brescia and Modena, 1224. The cases of heresy in Southern Italy were few 
and isolated. In Rome, the first pyres were lighted in 1231, in front of St. Maria Maggiore. From 
that year on, and at the demand of Gregory IX., the Roman senator took an oath to execute 
heretics within eight days of their conviction by the ecclesiastical court. The houses sheltering 
them were to be pulled down. The sentence condemning heretics was read by the Inquisitor on 
the steps of the Capitol in the presence of the senator. {1158} At a later period the special order of 
San Giovanni Decollato—John, the Beheaded—was formed in Rome, whose members 
accompanied the condemned to the place of death. 
 
In Germany, the Inquisition did not take full hold till the crusade against witchcraft was started. 
The Dominicans were formally appointed to take charge of the business in 1248. Of sixty-three 
papal Inquisitors, known by name, ten were Franciscans, two Augustinians, one of the order of 
Coelestin, and the rest Dominicans. {1159} The laws of Frederick II. were renewed or elaborated 
by Rudolf, 1292, and other emperors, {1160} and the laws of the Church by many provincial 
councils. {1161} The bishops of Treves, Mainz, and Cologne interfered at times with the 
persecution of the Beghards and Beguines, and appealed, as against the papal Inquisitors, to their 
rights, as recognized in the papal bulls of 1259 and 1320. After the murder of Konrad of Marburg, 
Gregory IX. called upon them in vain to prosecute heretics with vigor. In fact the Germans again 
and again showed their resentment and put Inquisitors to death. {1162} 
 
The centres of heresy in Germany were Strassburg, as early as 1212, Cologne, and Erfurt. The 
number of victims is said to have been very large and at least five hundred can be accounted for 
definitely in reported burnings. {1163} Banishment, hanging, and drowning were other forms of 
punishment practised. In 1368 the Inquisitor, Walter Kerlinger, banished two hundred families 
from Erfurt alone. The prisons to which the condemned were consigned were wretched places, 
the abode of filth, vermin, and snakes. {1164} 
 
As Torquemada stands out as the incorporation of all that is inhuman in the Spanish Inquisition, 
so in the German does Konrad of Marburg. 
 
This Dominican ecclesiastic, whom Gregory IX. called the "Lord’s watch-dog," first came into 
prominence at the court of Louis IV. of Thuringia on the Wartburg, the old castle which was the 
scene of the contests of the Minnesingers, and was destined to be made famous by Luther’s 
confinement after the diet of Worms, 1521. Konrad became confessor of Louis’ wife, the young 
and saintly Elizabeth. The daughter of King Andreas II. of Hungary, she was married to the 
Landgrave of Thuringia in 1221, at the age of fourteen. At his death at Brindisi, on his way to the 
Holy Land, in 1227, she came more completely under the power of Konrad. Scarcely any scene in 
Christian history exhibits such wanton and pitiless cruelty to a spiritual ward as he displayed to 
the tender woman who yielded him obedience. From the Wartburg, where she was adored for her 
charities and good works, she removed to Marburg. There Konrad subjected her to daily 
castigations and menial services, deprived her gradually of all her maids of honor, and separated 
her from her three children. On one occasion when she visited a convent of nuns at Oldenburg, a 
thing which was against their rigid rule, Konrad made Elizabeth and her attendant lie prostrate 
and receive a severe scourging from friar Gerhard while he himself looked on and repeated the 
Miserere. This, the most honored woman of mediaeval Germany, died of her castigations in 1231. 
Four years later she was canonized, and the St. Elizabeth church was begun which still stands to 
her memory in Marburg. 
 
The year of Elizabeth’s death, Gregory IX. invested Konrad with a general inquisitorial authority 
and right to appoint his own assistants and call upon the secular power for aid. Luciferans, so 



called, and other heretics were freely burned. It was Konrad’s custom to burn the offenders the 
very day their sentences were pronounced. {1165} A reign of terror broke out wherever he went. 
He was murdered in 1233, on his way back to Marburg from the diet of Mainz. After his death 
Gregory declared him to be a man of consummate virtue, a herald of the Christian faith. Konrad 
was buried at the side of Elizabeth, but the papal inquisition in Germany did not recover for many 
a year from the blow given to it by his merciless hardness of heart. And so, as the Annals of 
Worms remarked, "Germany was freed from the abominable and unheard-of tribunal of that 
man." {1166} 
 
In the Lowlands, Antwerp, Brussels, and other cities were lively centres of heresy and afforded a 
fine opportunity for the Inquisitor. The lists of the accused and of those executed in the flames 
and by other means include Waldenses, Beguines, Beghards, Apostolicals, Lollards, and other 
sectaries. Their sufferings have been given a splendid memorial in the volumes of Fredericq. 
Holland’s baptism of blood on a grand scale was reserved for the days of Philip II. and the Duke 
of Alva in the sixteenth century. 
 
In England, the methods of the Inquisition never had any foothold. When the papal agents arrived 
to prosecute the Templars, King Edward forbade the use of torture as contrary to the common law 
of the realm. The flogging of the Publicani, who are said to have made a single English convert, 
has already been referred to. In 1222 a deacon, who had turned Jew, was hanged. {1167} The 
parliamentary act for burning heretics, passed in 1401, was directed against the followers of 
Wyclif and the Lollards. It was not till the days of Henry VIII. that the period of prosecutions and 
burnings in England for heresy fully began. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
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reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1137} Coulton, p. 203. 
 
{1138} See the presentation of Bernard Guy, pp. 209-211. 
 
{1139} Ad exstirpanda, 1252, two bulls of Alexander IV., 1257, 1260, council of Vienne, 1312, 
etc. 
 
{1140} Eymericus II., 110, 199, etc., as quoted by Flade, p. 54. 
 
{1141} Breholles, IV. 5 sqq. 
 
{1142} Schmidt, in his Herkunft d. Inquisitionsprocesses, finds the beginnings of the inquisitorial 
mode of procedure in the legislation of Charlemagne. The element of inquisitio came to dominate 
in the legal procedure of all Western Europe, except England. Its leading feature was that public 
fame or suspicion—publica fama, mala fama, clamor publicus, infamia, etc., —justifies 
magistrates in seizing the suspect and instituting trial. The Normans attempted in vain to 
introduce it into England, where the Magna Charta established a different principle. The 
Normans, however, carried the inquisition with them to Southern Italy, where Frederick II. found 
it in vogue. Innocent, a student of canon law, found it exactly to his purpose to adopt the 
inquisitorial mode of procedure. 
 



{1143} Physicians were forbidden to practise medicine on persons suspected of heresy and were 
forced to take oath not to defend it. Synods of Toulouse, 1229; Beziers, 1246; Albi, 1254. 
 
{1144} Potthast, 8445. The council of Toulouse, Canon XI., prescribed that the expense of 
incarceration be met by the bishop, provided the culprit had no goods of his own. 
 
{1145} Synod of Narbonne, 1243, etc.; Hefele, V. 1104. There were two forms of imprisonment, 
the murus largus, giving the freedom of the prison and the murus strictus, or solitary 
imprisonment. 
 
{1146} Synods of Toulouse, 1229; Albi, 1254. 
 
{1147} Lea, I. 512. 
 
{1148} This was often done. The most famous case was that of Wyclif whose bones were 
exhumed and burnt by the order of the council of Constance. One of the notable instances of 
prosecution after death was that of Roger, count of Foix, surnamed the Good. His wife and a 
sister were Waldenses, and another sister a Catharan. In 1263, years after the count’s death, 
proceedings were begun against him. See Lea, II. 53 sqq. 
 
{1149} Lea, I. 533, in closing a long treatment says, "We are perfectly safe in asserting that but 
for the gains to be made out of fines and confiscations, the work of the Inquisition would have 
been much less thorough, and it would have sunk into comparative insignificance as soon as the 
first frantic zeal of bigotry had exhausted itself." The synods of Beziers, 1233; Albi, 1254, etc., 
made a silver mark the reward of ferreting heretics out. Hefele, V. 1035; VI. 50. 
 
{1150} Documents, etc., I. CXXIX-CCVI. 
 
{1151} Douais, II. 1-89. Molinier, as quoted by Lea, II. 46, estimates the number of persons tried 
under this Inquisitor in two years at 8000 to 10,000. 
 
{1152} Douais, I. CCV, where a table is given of the sentences passed under Guy. 
 
{1153} Lea, II. 115 sqq., and especially Haskins. 
 
{1154} Bull, Aug. 22, 1235, Portland, 9994. 
 
{1155} According to M. Paris he also buried victims alive. Luard’s ed., iii. 361. 
 
{1156} Haskins, p. 635, adopts the larger number. "And so," said Albericus, as the story runs, 
"that dogs once came from all directions and tore themselves to pieces in battle at this same place, 
as a sort of prophecy of what was to be, so these Bugres, worse than dogs, were exterminated in 
one day to the triumph of Holy Church." Quoted by Haskins. 
 
{1157} Potthast, 8932. 
 
{1158} Gregorovius, V. 156-161. The assertion has often been made, by the Spaniard Balmes in 
1842, the Abbe Coeur, 1846, a writer in the Dublin Review, 1850, and others, that Rome never 
witnessed an execution for heresy. Dollinger and Reusch in their edition of Bellarmin, Bonn, 
1887, p. 233, have paid their respects to this mistake and give a list of more than twenty persons, 
Waldenses, Lutherans, and Jews, burnt in the papal city as late as1553-1635. 



 
{1159} Flade, p. 37 sq. 
 
{1160} Henry VII., 1312 and Charles IV., 1369, 1871, 1373, etc.; Flade, p. 10. According to 
Charles’law the confiscated property of heretics was divided into three parts which went 
respectively for alms, to the Inquisitors, and to municipalities for the repair of streets and walls. 
 
{1161} Flade, p. 24, gives a list of seventy-one between 1227-1452. 
 
{1162} For names see Flade, pp. 6, 7. 
 
{1163} Flade, p. 116. The pages of this author must be read to gain any adequate idea of the 
horrors of the Inquisition in Germany. He pronounces it even more bloody than the Inquisition in 
Southern France. 
 
{1164} Flade, p. 87. 
 
{1165} Roman Catholic writers have recently tried to remove the impression that Konrad’s 
victims were numerous. See Benrath’s reply, art. Konrad of Marburg, Herzog, X. 749 sqq. 
 
{1166} Quoted by Wagenmann, Herzog, 2d, VIII. 192. 
 
{1167} See Stubbs, Const. Hist.,  II. 353 (note) sqq., who says that if there was any persecution 
for heresy before 1382, it must have taken the ordinary form of prosecution in the spiritual court. 
See Prof. Maitland, Can. Law in the Church of England, p. 158 sq.  
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88. Schools. 
 
Literature: John of Salisbury: Metalogicus, Migne, 199. 823-946.—Guibert of Nogent: 
Deuteronomy vita sua, I. 4-7; Migne, 153. 843-850.—A. H. L. Heeren: Gesch. d. class. Lit. im 
MlA.,  2 vols. Gotting., 1822.—S. R. Maitland: The Dark Ages, Essays on the State of Rel. and 
Lit.,  800-1200 A. D., Lond., 1845, 5th ed. 1890.—H. Heppe: D. Schulwesen d. MlA., etc., Marb., 
1860.—Schaarschmidt: J. Saresberiensis (John of Salisbury), Leip., 1862.—Leon Maitre: Les 
ecoles episcopales el monastiques de l’occident, 768-1180 A. D., Paris, 1866.—E. Michaud: G. 
de Champeaux et les ecoles de Paris au 12e siecle, Paris, 1867.—J. B. Mullinger: The Schools of 
Chas. the Great, Lond., 1877; Hist. of the Univ. of Cambr. to 1535, Cambr., 1873.—*R. L. Poole: 
The School of Chartres, being chap. IV of his Illustr. of the Hist. of Med. Thought.—*F. A. 
Specht: Gesch. d. Unterrichtswesens in Deutschland von d. altesten Zeiten bis zur Mitte des 13ten 
Jahrh., Stuttg., 1885.—*A. and G. Schmid: Gesch. d. Erziehung bis auf unsere Zeit, pp. 94-333, 
Stuttg., 1892.—Miss Drane: Christ. Schools and Scholars, Lond., 2d ed. 1881. —*J. E. Sandys: A 
Hist. of Class. Scholarship from 600 B. C. to the end of the M. A., Cambr., 1903.—Mirbt: 
Publizistik im Zeitalter Greg. VII., pp. 104 sqq.—Rashdall: Universities, vol. I. 
 
Education and the advance of true religion are inseparable. The history of literary culture in this 
period is marked by the remarkable awakening which started in Western Europe in the latter part 
of the eleventh century and the rise of the universities in the twelfth century. The latter was one of 
the most important events in the progress of the intellectual development of the race. The 
renaissance of the eleventh century showed itself in a notable revival of interest in schools, in the 
appearance of eminent teachers, in a renewed study of the classics, and in an enlarged sweep of 
the human mind. 
 
The municipal schools of the Roman Empire were swept away by the barbarian invasions of the 
fourth and fifth centuries, and few vestiges of them were left. The weight of opinion in the 
Church had been hostile to Pagan learning from the time of Tertullian and Jerome and culminated 
in Justinian’s act, closing the university of Athens. But it is doubtful whether the old Roman 
schools would have withstood the shock from the assaults of Goth, Vandal, and Hun, even had 
Church teachers been friendly to classical literature. 
 
The schools of the earlier Middle Ages were associated with the convents and cathedrals, and it 
was not till the thirteenth century that the municipal school appeared again, and then it was in the 
far North, in Germany, and the Lowlands. The first name in the history of the new education is 
Cassian who founded the convent school of St. Victor, Marseilles, 404. But it was to Benedict of 
Nursia that Western Europe owed the permanent impulse to maintain schools. The Benedictine 
Rule made education an adjunct of religion, provided for the training of children by members of 
the order, and for the transcription of manuscripts. To the Benedictines, especially to the 
Cistercians, are our libraries indebted for the preservation of the works of classical and patristic 
writers. 
 



The wise policy of Charlemagne in establishing the Palace school, a sort of normal school for the 
German Empire, and in issuing his Capitularies bearing on education, and the policy of Alfred in 
England, gave a fresh impulse to learning by the patronage of royalty. Alcuin at the court of 
Charlemagne, Asser in England, and John Scotus Erigena at the court of Charles the Bold, were 
some of the more eminent teachers. It is possible the education was not confined to clerics, for 
convents had two kinds of schools, the one, the interior, for oblates intended for the monastery, 
and the exterior school which seems to have had a more general character. The cathedral schools 
had for their primary, if not for their sole purpose, the training of youth for cathedral positions—
canonici puri. The main, if not the exclusive, purpose of education was to prepare men for the 
priesthood and the convent. {1168} In the eleventh century all the convents and cathedrals in 
Germany had schools, {1169} —Corvey on the Weser and Hildesheim being noted; and, in Italy, 
the schools of Milan and Parma were well known. 
 
But in that century the centre of education shifted to France. The schools at Bec, Rheims, 
Orleans, Laon, and Paris had no rivals and their fame attracted students, even monks, priests, and 
bishops, from England and Germany. {1170} The fame of Rheims, where Gerbert, afterwards 
Sylvester II., d. 1003, had won the title of "restorer of studies," gave way to the greater fame of 
Bec, under Lanfranc and Anselm. Students were drawn from afar and, in the judgment of the 
glowing panegyrist, Ordericus Vitalis, Athens, in its most flourishing period, would have honored 
Lanfranc in every branch of learning. {1171} These two priors were followed by a succession of 
teachers whom Ordericus calls "careful pilots and skilful charioteers." Seldom has so splendid a 
compliment been paid a teacher by a man risen to eminence as was paid by Alexander II. to 
Lanfranc, {1172}  on Lanfranc’s visit to Rome, after he was made archbishop of Canterbury. 
Rising to welcome him with open arms, the pope remarked to the bystanders that he received 
Lanfranc as his teacher, at whose feet he had sat, rather than as archbishop. Guibert of Nogent, 
who died about 1120, is authority for the statement that teachers were very rare in France in his 
early years, but, at the time when he was writing, every considerable town in France had a 
teacher. {1173} That mothers were anxious to have their sons educated is evident from the 
example of Guibert’s statement concerning his own mother. 
 
As in the earlier period of the Middle Ages, so in this middle period, the idea of universal 
education was not thought of. Nor was there anything such as we call belles lettres and general 
literature. {1174} All literature had an immediate bearing on religious subjects. {1175} Such men 
as Walter Map and John of Salisbury, who approach nearest our modern idea of men of letters, 
were clerics. The founders of convents, like Herlouin, founder of Bec, were often men who could 
neither read nor write. Ordericus says that during the reigns of six dukes, before Lanfranc went to 
Bec, scarce a single Norman devoted himself to studies. Duke William of Aquitaine, d. 1030, 
however, was educated from childhood and was said to have spent his nights in reading till sleep 
overcame him, and to have had a collection of books. {1176} 
 
The most brilliant teachers of this era were Anselm of Laon, William of Champeaux, Bernard of 
Chartres, William of Conches, and, above all, Abaelard. They all belonged to France. In their 
cases, the school followed the teacher and students went not so much to a locality as to an 
educator. More and more, however, the interest centred in Paris, which had a number of 
schools,—the Cathedral school, St. Genevieve, St. Victor, St. Denis. {1177} Our knowledge of 
these men is derived chiefly from Abaelard and John of Salisbury. John studied in France for 
twelve years, 1137-1149, and sat under them all. His descriptions of the studies of the age, and 
the methods and rivalries of teachers, are given in the Metalogicus. 
 
William of Champeaux, d. 1121, the pupil of Anselm of Laon, won fame at the Cathedral school 
of Paris, but lost his position by clash with the brilliant abilities of Abaelard. He retired to St. 



Victor and spent the last eight years of his life in the administration of the see of Chalons. He was 
an extreme realist. 
 
The teaching of Anselm of Laon and his brother Ralph drew students from as far south as Milan 
and from Bremen in the North. The brothers were called by John of Salisbury the "splendid 
luminaries of Gaul," {1178} and "doctor of doctors" was an accepted appellation of Anselm. This 
teacher, d. 1117, perhaps the pupil of Anselm of Bec, had Abaelard among his hearers and won 
his contumely. But John of Salisbury’s praise, and not Abaelard’s contempt, must determine our 
judgment of the man. His glossa interlinearis, a periphrastic commentary on the Vulgate, was 
held in high esteem for several centuries. {1179} 
 
Bernard of Chartres, about 1140, was celebrated by John of Salisbury as the "most overflowing 
spring of letters in Gaul in recent times and, the most perfect Platonist of our age." {1180} He 
acknowledged his indebtedness to the ancient writers in these words, "We are as dwarfs mounted 
on the shoulders of giants, so that we are able to see more and further than they; but this is not on 
account of any keenness of sight on our part or height of our bodies, but because we are lifted up 
upon those giant forms. Our age enjoys the gifts of preceding ages, and we know more, not 
because we excel in talent, but because we use the products of others who have gone before." 
{1181} 
 
William of Conches, d. 1152(?), got his name from the Norman hamlet in which he was born. 
Like his teacher, Bernard of Chartres, he laid stress upon a thorough acquaintance with grammar 
as the foundation of all learning, and John of Salisbury seems to have written the Metalogicus to 
vindicate the claims his teachers made for the fundamental importance of this study as opposed to 
dialectics. But he was advocating a losing cause. Scholasticism was crushing out the fresh sprouts 
of humanism. {1182} William of Conches took liberties with received opinions and denied that 
Eve was literally created from Adam’s rib. The root of his teachings Poole finds in William’s 
own words, "through knowledge of the creature we attain to the knowledge of the Creator." 
{1183} 
 
The studies continued, at least theoretically, to follow the scheme of the old trivium, including 
grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic; and the quadrivium, including arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, 
and music. These branches had a wider scope than we associate with some of the titles. Grammar, 
for example, with Bernard of Chartres, included much more than technical rules and the 
fundamental distinctions of words. It took in the tropes and figures of speech, analyzed the 
author’s body of thought, and brought out the allusions to nature, science, and ethical questions. 
The teaching extended far beyond the teaching of the Capitularies of Charlemagne. Nevertheless, 
all these studies were the vestibule of theology and valuable only as an introduction to it. Jacob of 
Vitry, d. 1244, comparing the seven liberal arts with theology, {1184} said, "Logic is good for it 
teaches us to distinguish truth from falsehood, grammar is good for it teaches how to speak and 
write correctly; rhetoric is good for it teaches how to speak elegantly and to persuade. Good too 
are geometry which teaches us how to measure the earth, arithmetic or the art of computing 
which enables us to estimate the brevity of our days, music which reminds us of the sweet chant 
of the blessed, astronomy which leads us to consider the heavenly bodies shining resplendently 
before God. But far better is theology which alone can be called a liberal art, since it alone 
delivers the human soul from its woes." 
 
Innocent III., through the canons of the Fourth Lateran, ordered all cathedrals to have teachers of 
grammar and lectors in theology, and offered the rewards of high office only to those who 
pursued hard study with the sweat of the brow. {1185} He had in mind only candidates of 
theology. 



 
The text-books in use for centuries were still popular, such as Cassiodorus, the Isagoge of 
Porphyry, Aristotle on the Categories;  and his Deuteronomy interpretatione, Boethius on Music 
and the Consolations of Philosophy, Martianus Capella and the grammars of Priscian and 
Donatus. {1186} A new movement, however, was distinctly perceptible, and nothing is more sure 
proof of it than the open use of the classics by some of the leading educators in their lectures and 
their use in the writings of the time. 
 
The condemnation, passed by Jerome on the ancient classics, was adopted by Cassian and handed 
down to the later generations. The obscurantists had the field with little or few exceptions for 
centuries. It is not to Alcuin’s credit that, in his latter years, he turned away from Virgil as a 
collection of "lying fables" and, in a letter to a novice, advised him not to assoil his mind with 
that poet’s rank luxuriance. {1187} It was argued by Leo, in his reply to Arnulf of Orleans, 991, 
that the Apostle Peter was not acquainted with such writers as Plato, Virgil, and Terence, or any 
of the pseudo-philosophers, and God had from the beginning not chosen orators and philosophers 
but ignorant and rustic men as His agents. {1188} Peter the Venerable raised his voice against 
them. But such warnings {1189} were not sufficient to induce all men to hold themselves aloof 
from the fascinations of the Latin writers. 
 
Gerbert taught Virgil, Statius, Terence, Juvenal, Persius, Horace, and Lucan. {1190} From these 
he passed on to the department of philosophy. Peter Damiani compared the study of the poets and 
philosophers to the spoiling of the Egyptians. They served to sharpen the understanding; the study 
of the writers of the Church to build a tabernacle to God. Anselm of Bee recommended the study 
of Virgil and other classics, counselling the exclusion of such treatises as contained suggestions 
of evil. {1191} John of Salisbury’s teachers were zealous in reading such writings. John, who in 
the small compass of the Metalogicus quotes no less than seven classical poets, Statius, Martian, 
Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Catullus, and Persius, and some of these a number of times, says that if you 
search in Virgil and Lucan, you will be sure to find the essence of philosophy, no matter what 
philosophy you may profess. {1192} He complained of the old school who compared the student 
of the classic poets and historians to the slow-going ass, and laughed at him as duller than a stone. 
{1193} Abaelard gave to Virgil the esteem due a prophet. Peter of Blois, d. 1204, the English 
archdeacon, quotes Cicero, Sallust, Livy, Curtius, Tacitus, Suetonius, Seneca (Letters), and other 
writers. Grosseteste was familiar with Ovid, Seneca, Horace, and other classics. But the time for 
the full Renaissance had not yet come. In the earliest statutes of the University of Paris the 
classics were excluded from the curriculum of studies. The subtle processes of the Schoolmen, 
although they did not altogether ignore the classic compositions, could construct the great 
theological systems without their aid, though they drew largely and confidently upon Aristotle. 
 
The Discipline of the schools was severe. A good flogging was considered a wholesome means of 
educational advancement. It drove out the evil spirits of intellectual dulness and heaviness. 
Degere sub virga, to pass under the rod, was another expression for getting an education. At a 
later date, the ceremony of inducting a schoolmaster included the presentation of a rod and 
required him, at least in England, to show his prowess by flogging a boy publicly. {1194} If the 
case of Guibert of Nogent was a typical one, then the process of getting an education was indeed 
a painful piece of physical experience. 
 
Guibert’s account of his experiences is the most elaborate description we have of mediaeval 
school life, and one of the most interesting pieces of schoolboys’ experience in literature. {1195} 
The child, early sent to school by his widowed mother, was unmercifully beaten with fist and rod 
by his teacher, a man who had learned grammar in his advanced years. Though the teacher was an 
indifferent grammarian, Guibert testifies to the vigor of his moral purpose and the wholesome 



moral impression he made upon his pupils. The whipping came every day. But the child’s ardor 
for learning did not grow cold. On returning to his home one evening and loosening his shirt, his 
mother saw the welts and bruises on his shoulders, for he had been beaten black and blue that 
day; {1196} she suggested, in indignation and pity, that her boy give up preparation for the 
priesthood, and offered to give him the equipment for the career of a knight. But Guibert, greatly 
excited, resented any such suggestion. 
 
At Cluny the pupils slept near the masters, and if they were obliged to get up at night, it was not 
till they had the permission of a master. If they committed any offence in singing the Psalms or 
other songs, in going to bed, or in any other way, they were punished in their shirts, by the prior 
or other master, with switches prepared beforehand. {1197} 
 
But there were not wanting teachers who protested against this method. Anselm urged the way of 
affection and confidence and urged that a skilful artificer never fashioned his image out of gold 
plate by blows alone. With wise and gentle hand he pressed it into shape. Ceaseless beating only 
brutalizes. To an abbot who said "day and night we do not cease to chastise the children confided 
to our care and yet they grow worse and worse," Anselm replied: "Indeed! And when they are 
grown up, what will they become? Stupid dolts. A fine education that, which makes brutes of 
men!... If you were to plant a tree in your garden and were to enclose it on all sides, so that it 
could not extend its branches, what would you find when, at the end of several years, you set it 
free from its bounds? A tree whose branches were bent and scraggy, and would it not be your 
fault for having so unreasonably confined it?" {1198} 
 
The principle ruled that an education was free to all whose circumstances did not enable them to 
pay for it. Others paid their way. Fulbert of Chartres took a fee from the rapidly increasing 
number of students, regarding philosophy as worth what was paid for it. But this practice was 
regarded as exceptional and met with opposition. {1199} The words of Alcuin, "If you desire to 
study, you will have what you seek without money," were inscribed on the convent of St. Peter at 
Salzburg. {1200} It was the boast that the care given to the humblest scholar at Cluny was as 
diligent as the care given to children in the palace. {1201} 
 
{1168} See Mullinger, Schools of Chas. the Great, pp. 31 sqq.; Rashdall, p. 28; Hauck, IV. 450, 
etc. 
 
{1169} Mirbt, pp. 105 sq. 
 
{1170} Schmid, pp. 250 sq.; Mirbt, pp. 106 sq. Hauck, IV. 462-456, gives reasons for disparaging 
the schools of Germany. 
 
{1171} Ord. Vit.,  IV. 7, 11; Bohn’s ed., II. 40, 68. He speaks of the seed of learning sown by 
Lanfranc—liberalium artium et sac. lectionis sedimen per Lanfr. coepit. 
 
{1172} Vita Lanf.,  Migne, 150. 49. Maitre, p. 122, calls Bec, la soeur ainee de l’univ. de Paris, 
and Schmid, p. 248, die erste Hochschule der Wissenschaft. Church, in his Life of Anselm, pp. 53 
sqq., has remarks on mediaeval education. 
 
{1173} Deuteronomy vita sua, Migne, 156. 844. 
 
{1174} Guizot, Hist. of Civilization, Bohn’s ed., II. 22 sqq. Cardinal Newman in his Hist. Essays, 
through his admiration of monastic institutions, allowed himself to speak of the state of learning 



in Europe in the first half of the M. A. in terms which will not bear a moment’s investigation. See 
Laurie, p. 36. 
 
{1175} Hauck, III. 342. 
 
{1176} Wattenbach, p. 592. 
 
{1177} See Poole, p. 110. 
 
{1178} Splendidissima lumina Galliarum. Metal.,  Migne, 199. 832. 
 
{1179} He also wrote allegorical notes on the Canticles, Matthew, and Revelation. Migne, vol. 
162. 
 
{1180} Metal., Migne, 199. 854. 
 
{1181} Metal.,  III. 4; Migne, 199. 900. 
 
{1182} See Rashdall, I. 67. 
 
{1183} See Poole’s art. in Herzog, 2d ed., XVIII. 132 sqq. 
 
{1184} Quoted by Compayre, p. 200. 
 
{1185} Qui diutius sudavit in scholis et laudabiliter proferit in eis. Hurter, III. 244. 
 
{1186} See Laurie, pp. 62 sq.; Mullinger, pp. 63 sq., etc. 
 
{1187} Quoted by Mullinger, p. 110. 
 
{1188} Migne, 139. 337 sq., quoted by Schmid, p. 243 
 
{1189} .Migne, 189. 77. For other warnings, see Wattenbach, pp. 324 sqq., and Sandys, pp. 595 
sq. 
 
{1190} Richer, Historiae, III. 45, quoted by Schmid, p. 241. 
 
{1191} Ep.,  I. 55, exceptis his in quibus aliqua turpitudo sonat. 
 
{1192} Migne, 199. 854. The quotations from the poets in the Polycraticus are even more 
numerous. John also quoted the historians Sallust, Suetonius, Valerius Maximus, etc., but does 
nothing more than to refer by name to Livy, Caesar, and Tacitus. See Sandys, 521. 
 
{1193} Metal., I. 8; Migne, 199. 830. See Sandys, pp. 504 sqq., for Latin quotations from 1100 
on. 
 
{1194} "Then shall the Bedell purvay for every master in Gramer a shrewde boy whom the 
master in Gramer shall bete openlye in the Scolys," etc, Mullinger, Univ. of Cambridge, I, 345. 
 



{1195} Deuteronomy vita sua, I. 4-6; Migne, 166. 843-848; Guizot, in his Hist. of Civilization, 
Bohn’s ed., II. 94 sqq.; Schmid, p. 249, and Laurie, pp. 80 sqq., consider the account of so much 
importance that they give it at length in the original, or in translation. 
 
{1196} Ipsa liventes attendit ulnulas dorsicula ex viminum illisione cutem ubique prominulam. 
Deuteronomy vita sua, Migne, 156. 847. 
 
{1197} Quoted by Schmid, p. 246, note. 
 
{1198} Quoted by Compayre, p. 303. 
 
{1199} Hauck, IV. 452. See Schmid, p. 250. 
 
{1200} Discere si cupias gratis quod quaeris habebis. Migne, 101. 757. 
 
{1201} Schmid, p. 246.  



89. Books and Libraries. 
 
Literature: E. Edwards: Libraries and Founders of Libraries, Lond., 1865.—T. Gottlieb: 
Mittetalt. Bibliotheken, Leip., 1890.—F. A. Gasquet: Notes on Med. Libraries, Lond., 1891.—E. 
M. Thompson: Hd. book of Gr. and Lat. Palaeography, Lond., 1893. Contains excellent 
facsimiles of med. MSS., etc.—J. W. CLARK: Libraries in the Med. and Renaiss. Periods, 
Cambr., 1894.—G. R. Putnam: Books and their Makers, 476-1709, 2 vols. N. Y., 1896 sq. See his 
elaborate list of books on monastic education, libraries, etc., I. xviii. sqq.—Mirbt: Publizistik in 
Zeitalter Greg. VII.,  pp. 96 sqq. and 119 sqq.—*Maitland: The Dark Ages.—*W. Wattenbach: 
D. Schriftwesen in Mittelalter, 3d ed., Leip., 1896.—Art. Bibliothek in Wetzer-Welte, II. 783 sqq. 
Transl. and Reprints of Univ. of Pa. II. 3. 
 
Books and schools go together and both are essential to progress of thought in the Church. The 
mediaeval catalogue of the convent of Muri asserts strongly the close union of the intellectual and 
religious life. It becomes us, so it ran, always to copy, adorn, improve, and annotate books, 
because the life of the spiritual man is nothing without books. {1202} 
 
Happy was the convent that possessed a few volumes. {1203} The convent and the cathedral were 
almost the sole receptacles for books. Here they were most safe from the vandalism of invaders 
and the ravages of fire, so frequent in the Middle Ages; and here they were accessible to the 
constituency which could read. It was a current saying, first traced to Gottfried, canon of St. 
Barbe-en-Auge, that a convent without a library is like a fortress without arms. {1204} During the 
early Middle Ages, there were small collections of books at York, Fulda, Monte Cassino, and 
other monasteries. They were greatly prized, and ecclesiastics made journeys to get them, as did 
Biscop, abbot of Wearmouth, who made five trips to Italy for that purpose. During the two 
centuries and more after Gregory VII., the use and the number of books increased; but it remained 
for the zeal of Petrarch in the fourteenth century to open a new era in the history of libraries. The 
period of the Renaissance which followed witnessed an unexampled avidity for old manuscripts 
which the transition of scholars from Constantinople made it possible to satisfy. 
 
To the convents of Western Europe, letters and religion owe a lasting debt, not only for the 
preservation of books, but for their multiplication. The monks of St. Benedict have the first place 
as the founders of libraries and guardians of patristic and classical literature. Their Rules required 
them to do a certain amount of reading each day, and at the beginning of Lent each received a 
book from the cloistral collection and was expected to read it "straight through." This direction 
shines as a light down through the history of the monastic institutions, though many a convent 
probably possessed no books and some of them had little appreciation of their value. 
 
A collection of several hundred books was relatively as large a library as a collection of hundreds 
of thousands of volumes would be now. Fleury, in the twelfth century, had 238 volumes, St. 
Riquier 258. {1205} The destruction of the English monastery of Croyland in the eleventh century 
involved the loss of "300 original and more than 400 smaller volumes." The conventual buildings 
were destroyed in the night by fire. The interesting letter of the abbot Ingulph, relating the 
calamity, speaks of beautiful manuscripts, illuminated with pictures and adorned with crosses of 
gold. The good abbot, after describing the loss of the chapel, infirmary, and other parts of the 
buildings, went on to say "our cellar and the very casks, full of beer, were also burnt up." {1206} 
 
Catalogues are preserved from this period. Edwards gives a list of thirty-three mediaeval 
catalogues of English libraries. {1207} The catalogue of Prufening in Salzburg, 1158, prepared 



by, "one who was a born librarian," {1208} arranged the volumes in three classes: copies of the 
Scriptures, the Fathers, and modern writers. The books, most frequently found, were the Bible, or 
parts of it, the liturgical books,—Augustine, Gregory the Great, Jerome, and Ambrose,—and 
among the writers of the Carlovingian age, Bede and Alcuin. The catalogue of Corbie, Picardy, 
dating from the twelfth century, gives 39 copies of Augustine, 16 of Jerome, 13 of Bede, 15 of 
Boethius, and 5 of Cicero, as well as copies of Terence, Livy, Pliny, and Seneca. {1209} Of later 
mediaeval writers, the works of Anselm, Bernard, Hugo, and Abaelard are found most often, but 
many collections were without a single recent writer. The otherwise rich collection of St. 
Michelsberg, in Bamberg, had only a single recent work, the Meditations of Anselm. The 
Prufening library had a copy each, of Anselm, Hugo, Abaelard, the Lombard and Gratian. 
Classical authors were common. The library at Durham had copies of Cicero, Terence, Virgil, 
Horace, Claudian, Statius, Sallust, Suetonius, Quintilian and other Latin authors. {1210} 
Sometimes the classics were catalogued by themselves as at Neumunster. 
 
Gifts of books were regarded as worthy benefactions. Peter, bishop of Paris, before starting out 
for the Holy Land, gave 300 works over to the care of the convent of St. Victor. {1211} 
Grosseteste willed his collection to the Oxford Franciscans. {1212} Gerbert, afterwards Sylvester 
II., says that the liberality of friends enabled him to buy a number of books in Rome, Italy, and 
Flanders. {1213} The admiring chronicler treats it as a claim to fame, that Theodoric secured, for 
his abbey of St. Evroult, the books of the Old and New Testaments and an entire set of Gregory 
the Great. Others followed his good example and secured the works of Jerome, Augustine, 
Ambrose, and other Fathers. {1214} Peter the Venerable declared that at Cluny books, notably the 
works of Augustine, were held more precious than gold. {1215} 
 
Libraries were sometimes given with the stipulation that the books should be loaned out. This was 
the case with Jacob of Carnarius who, in 1234, gave his library to the Dominicans of Vercelli on 
this condition. In 1270, Stephen, at one time archdeacon of Canterbury, donated his books to 
Notre Dame, Paris, on condition of their being loaned to poor theological students, and Peter of 
Joigny, 1297, bequeathed his collection directly to poor students. {1216} In the following century 
Petrarch left his books to St. Marks, Venice, and Boccaccio willed his possessions of this kind to 
the Augustinian friars of Florence. 
 
Manuscripts were sometimes offered at the altar or at the shrines of saints as offerings for the 
healing of the giver’s soul,—pro remedio animae suae. {1217} On the other hand, in cases of 
emergency, books were put in pawn or sold. William of Longchamps, bishop of Ely, 1190, 
pawned 13 copies of the Gospels for the redemption of Richard I. {1218} The abbot Diemo of 
Lorsch, 1139, needing money to pay for military equipments, sold three books ornamented with 
gold and precious stones. {1219} Here and there, a tax was levied for the benefit of a library, as in 
the case of Evesham, 1215, and the synod of Lyons the same year adopted a like expedient. 
{1220} Prince Borwin of Rostock, in 1240, gave the monastery of Dargun a hide of land, the 
proceeds of which were to be used for the needs of the library. {1221} 
 
Of all books, copies of the Scriptures were held in highest esteem. They were often bound in 
covers, inlaid with gold and silver, and sometimes ornamented with precious stones and richly 
illuminated. Paul, abbot of St. Albans, placed in the abbey-library eight Psalters and two Gospels 
highly ornamented with gold and gems, as well as a copy of the Collects, a copy of the Epistles, 
and 28 other books. In 1295, the dean of St. Paul’s found in the cathedral 12 copies of the 
Gospels adorned with jewels, and a thirteenth copy kept in a case with relics. {1222} 
 
Books were kept first in armaria or horizontal presses and the librarian was called armarius. 
About the fourteenth century shelves were introduced along the cloistral walls. {1223} As early as 



the thirteenth century books were fastened by chains to protect them from being stolen by eager 
readers. {1224} The statutes of Trinity College, Cambridge, 1350, required that certain books 
remain continually in the library, chained to their places, for the use of the fellows. This custom 
was still in vogue in England in the sixteenth century, when copies of the English Bible were kept 
chained to the reading desks in the churches. The old Benedictine rule was still enforced for the 
distribution of books. Lanfranc’s statutes for the English Benedictines, 1070, required the return 
of the books by the monks the first Sunday in Lent. They were then to be laid out on the floor and 
distributed for the ensuing year, one book to each monk. Any one failing to read his book was 
obliged to fall on his face and confess his neglect. {1225} The loan of books was not uncommon. 
Bernard borrowed and lent as did Peter the Venerable. {1226} The Cistercians provided for such 
loans to outside parties and the synod of Paris, 1212, insisted that convents should not recede 
from this good practice which it pronounced a work of mercy. 
 
The book-room, or scriptorium, was part of a complete conventual building. It served as a place 
of writing and of transcribing manuscripts. Sometimes a monk had his own little book-room, 
called scriptoriolum, or kept books in his cell. Nicholas, Bernard’s secretary, described his little 
room as next to the infirmary and "filled with choice and divine books." {1227} Peter of Celle, 
successor to John of Salisbury in the see of Chartres, spoke of his scriptoriolum as filled with 
books, where he could be free from the vanity and vexations of the world. The place had been 
assigned to him, he said, for reading, writing, meditating, praying, and adoring the Lord. {1228} 
 
Abbots themselves joined to their other labors the work of the copyist. So it was with Theodoric 
of St. Evroult, 1050-1057, a skilful scribe who, according to Ordericus Vitalis, {1229} left 
"splendid monuments of his calligraphic skill," in copies of the Collects, Graduale, and 
Antiphonary which were deposited in the convent collection. Theodoric also secured the services 
of others to copy commentaries and the heptateuch. {1230} Convents were concerned to secure 
expert transcribers. Copying was made a special feature of St. Albans by the abbot Paul, 1077-
1093. He secured money for a scriptorium and brought scribes from a distance. In the latter part 
of the eleventh century, Hirschau in Southern Germany was noted for this kind of activity, 
through its abbot William, who saw that twelve good copyists were trained for his house. These 
men made many copies and William is said to have presented books to every convent he 
reformed. The scribe, Othlo of Emmeram, of the same century, has left us a list of the books he 
gave away. {1231} 
 
Diligence as a copyist sometimes stood monks in good stead when they came to face the realities 
of the future world. Of such a one, Ordericus makes mention. {1232} This monk had copied with 
his own hand a bulky volume of Scripture, but he was a man of many moral offences. When the 
evil spirits laid claim to his soul, the angels produced the holy volume which the monk had 
transcribed. Every letter was counted and balanced against a sin. At last, it was found the letters 
had a majority of one. The devils tried to scrape up another sin, but in vain, and the Lord 
permitted the fortunate monk to return to the body and do proper penance. 
 
Copying was sometimes prescribed as a punishment for cloistral offences and the Carthusian 
rules withheld wine from the monk who was able to copy and would not ply his art. It seems at 
times to have been a most confining and wearisome task. Lewis, a monk of Wessobrunn in 
Bavaria, had some of this feeling when he appended to a transcription of Jerome’s commentary 
on Daniel the following words and claimed the prayers of the reader: — 
 
Dum scripsit friguit, et quod cum lumine solis 
 
Scribere non potuit, perfecit lumine noctis. 



 
"When he wrote he froze, and what he could not complete by the light of day, he finished by the 
light of the night." {1233} 
 
The price of books continued to be high till the invention of the printing-press. A count of Anjou 
paid for a copy of the homilies of Haimo of Halberstadt 200 sheep and a large quantity of 
provisions. In 1274, a finely written Bible sold for 50 marks, about $l70, when labor cost a 
shilling a day. Maitland computed that it would take a monk ten months to transcribe the Bible 
and that the labor would be worth to-day 60 or 70. {1234} The prices, however, were often 
greatly reduced, and Richard of Bury, in his Philobiblion, says that he purchased from the 
convent of St. Albans 32 volumes for 50. 
 
The copyists, like the builders of the cathedrals, usually concealed their names. It was a custom 
with them to close their task by appending some pious or, at times, some witty sentiment. A line, 
frequently appended, ran, finito libro, sit laus et gloria Christo. "The book is finished. Praise and 
honor be to Christ." The joy authors often feel at the completion of their writings was felt by a 
scribe when he wrote, libro completo, saltat scriptor pede leto. "Now the book is done, the scribe 
dances with glad foot." Another piously expressed his feelings when he wrote, dentur pro penna 
scriptori caelica regna. "May the heavenly reward be given to the scribe for his work with the 
quill." {1235} 
 
The pleasures of converse with books in the quiet of a library are thus attractively set forth by a 
mediaeval theologian, left alone in the convent when the other monks had gone off for recreation: 
— 
 
"Our house is empty save only myself and the rats and mice who nibble in solitary hunger. There 
is no voice in the hall, no footstep on the stairs.... I sit here with no company but books, dipping 
into dainty honeycombs of literature. All minds in the world’s literature are concentrated in a 
library. This is the pinnacle of the temple from which we may see all the kingdoms of the world 
and the glory of them. I keep Egypt and the Holy Land in the closet next to the window. On the 
side of them are Athens and the empire of Rome. Never was such an army mustered as I have 
here. No general ever had such soldiers as I have. No kingdom ever had half such illustrious 
subjects as mine or subjects half as well disciplined. I can put my haughtiest subjects up or down 
as it pleases me.... I call Plato and he answers "here,"—a noble and sturdy soldier; "Aristotle," 
"here,"—a host in himself. Demosthenes, Pliny, Cicero, Tacitus, Caesar. "Here," they answer, and 
they smile at me in their immortality of youth. Modest all, they never speak unless spoken to. 
Bountiful all, they never refuse to answer. And they are all at peace together.... All the world is 
around me, all that ever stirred human hearts or fired the imagination is harmlessly here. My 
library cases are the avenues of time. Ages have wrought, generations grown, and all their 
blossoms are cast down here. It is the garden of immortal fruits without dog or dragon." 
 
{1202} Quia vita omnium spiritualium hominum sine libris nihil est, quoted by Wetzer-Welte, II. 
792. 
 
{1203} Hurter, Innocent III. IV. 179. 
 
{1204} Claustrum sine armario quasi est castrum sine armamentario. See Maitland, p. 230; 
Wattenbach, p. 570. 
 
{1205} Clark, p. 25. 
 



{1206} Maitland, pp. 286 sqq. 
 
{1207} Edwards, pp. 448-454. 
 
{1208} Hauck, IV. 448. 
 
{1209} Edwards, p. 52. 
 
{1210} Edwards, p. 56. See also Sandys, pp. 500 sqq. 
 
{1211} Hurter, III. 314. A list of books is preserved which the archbishop of far Northern Lund 
gave to the cathedral. 
 
{1212} Stevenson, Life of Gross.,  p. 86. 
 
{1213} Ep., 44; Migne, 139. 214. 
 
{1214} Order. Vit., III. 3. 
 
{1215} Libri maxime Augustiniani, ut nosti, apud nos auro pretiosiores. sunt. 
 
{1216} Chart. Univ. Paris., I. 493. Translated in the Univ. of Penn. Translations and Reprints. 
 
{1217} Maitland, pp. 98 sq., 238 sqq. 
 
{1218} Maitland, p. 250. 
 
{1219} Wattenbach, p. 546. 
 
{1220} Wattenbach, p. 582. 
 
{1221} Putnam, I. 159. 
 
{1222} Maitland, p. 242. 
 
{1223} Clark, p. 24, and Gasquet, pp. 20-28. 
 
{1224} Such chained books were, in the Sorbonne from 1289 on "for the common use of the 
brethren"—in communem sociorum utilitatem. 
 
{1225} Putnam, I. 152. The statutes of Oriel College, Oxford, 1329, ordered the books taken out 
once a year, Nov. 2, each person, according to age, taking out a single volume. Clark, p. 34. 
 
{1226} Ep.,  88; Migne, 182. 219. See Coulton’s Salimbene, p. 167. 
 
{1227} Ep., 35; Migne, 196. 1626. 
 
{1228} Maitland, p. 442. 
 
{1229} III. 3; Engl. trans., I. 406. Ordericus frequently refers to copyists. III. 5, IV. 19, etc. 
 



{1230} The heptateuch included the first seven books of the Old Testament. 
 
{1231} See his own description, Maitland, pp. 454 sqq. 
 
{1232} III. 3; Engl. trans., I. 407. 
 
{1233} Maitland, p. 444. 
 
{1234} p. 232. 
 
{1235} Wattenbach., pp. 471-534, gives a number of subscriptions.  



90. The Universities. 
 
Literature: Chartularium Universitatis Parisiensis, ed. by H. Denifle, O. P. and A. Chatelain, 
adjunct librarian of the Sorbonne, 4 vols. Paris, 1889-1897. This magnificent work gives the 
documents bearing on the origin, organization, customs, and rules of the University of Paris from 
1200-1452; and forms one of the most valuable recent contributions to the study of the Middle 
Ages.—Auctarium Chartularii Univ. Paris., ed. by Denifle and Chatelain, 2 vols. Paris, 1893-
1897. It gives the documents bearing on the Hist. of the English "nation" in Paris from 1393-
1466.—Denifle: Urkunden zur Gesch. der mittelalt. Universitaten, in Archiv fur Lit.- und 
Kirchengesch.,  V. 167 sqq., 1889.—Engl. trans. of the charter of Fred. Barbarossa, 1158; the 
Privilege of Philip Augustus, 1200; the charter of Frederick II. founding the Univ. of Naples; the 
Regulations of Robert de Couracon, 1215, etc., are given in the Trans. and Reprints of the Dep. of 
Hist., Univ. of Penn. —C. E. Bulaeus (Du Boulay): Hist. univ. Paris., etc., a Carolo Magno ad 
nostra tempora (1600), 6 vols. Paris, 1665-1678. A splendid work, but wrong in its description of 
the origin of the university and some matters of its organization.—F. C. von Savigny, Prof. in 
Berlin, d. 1861: Gesch. des rom. Rechts im M. A.,  Heidel., 2d ed., 1834, vol. III.—J. H. Newman: 
Office and Work of Universities, London, 1856, vol. III of his Hist. Sketches. An exaggerated 
estimate of medieval culture. I. Dollinger: D. Universitaten sonst und jetzt, in his Akad. Vortrage, 
Nordl., 1889.—*Denifle: D. Entstehung d. Universitaten d. Mittelalters bis 1400, Berlin, 1885, 
pp. 814. Marks an epoch in the treatment of the subject; is full of learning and original research, 
but repetitious and contentious. Denifle intended to write three more volumes.—*S. S. Laurie: 
The Rise and Constit. of Universities, etc., Camb., 1892.—G. Compayre: Abelard and Origin and 
Early Hist. of Universities, N. Y., 1898.—*H. Rashdall: The Universities of Europe in the M. A.,  
2 vols., Oxford, 1895. —P. SCHAFF: The Univ. Past, Present and Future, in Lit. and Poetry, pp. 
256-278. 
 
The university appears in Europe as an established institution in the twelfth century. It quickly 
became the restless centre of intellectual and literary life, the workshop of learning and scientific 
progress. Democratic in its constitution, it received men from every rank and sent them forth with 
new ideas and equipped to be the leaders of their age. 
 
Origin. —The universities were a product of the mediaeval mind, to which nothing in the ancient 
world, in any adequate way, corresponded. They grew up on the soil of the cathedral and 
conventual studies, but there was no organic continuity between them and the earlier schools. 
They were of independent growth, coming into being in response to a demand, awakened by the 
changed circumstances of life and the revival of thought in Europe. No clatter and noise 
announced their coming, but they were developed gradually from imperfect beginnings into 
thoroughly organized literary corporations. 
 
Nor were the universities the immediate creation of the Church. Church authority did not bring 
them into being as it did the Crusades. All that can be said is that the men who wrought at their 
foundations and the lower superstructures were ecclesiastics and that popes were wise enough 
early to become their patrons and, as in the case of Paris, to take the reins of their general 
administration into their own hands. The time had come for a specialization of studies in the 
departments of human knowledge, the arts, law, medicine, and theology, which last, according to 
Jacob of Vitry, "alone can be called a liberal art, since it alone delivers the human soul from its 
woes." 
 



The universities owed their rise to the enthusiasm of single teachers {1236} whose dialectic skill 
and magnetism attracted students wherever they happened to be. Bologna through Irnerius and 
other teachers, and Paris through a group of men, of whom Abaelard was the most prominent 
figure, were the centres where the university idea had its earliest and most substantial realization. 
These teachers satisfied and created a demand for specialization in education. 
 
Due credit must not be withheld from the guilds whose organization furnished a pattern for the 
university, especially in the case of Bologna. The university was the literary guild, representing a 
like-minded community of intellectual interests and workers. It is also possible that some credit 
must be given to Arabic influences, as in the case of the school of medicine at Salerno. 
 
The first universities arose in Italy, the earliest of all being Salerno and Bologna. These were 
followed by Paris and other French universities. England came next, and then Spain. Prague was 
the first to embody the idea in Central Europe. The distinctively German universities do not date 
beyond the second half of the fourteenth century, Vienna, 1365, Erfurt, 1379, Heidelberg, 1385, 
Cologne, 1388. The three Scotch universities, St. Andrews, Glasgow, and Aberdeen, were 
established in the fifteenth century. That century also witnessed the birth of the far northern 
Universities of Copenhagen and Upsala. By the end of the fifteenth century there were nearly 
eighty of these academic institutions. Some of these passed out of existence and some never 
attained to more than a local celebrity. 
 
Salerno, Bologna, Paris, Padua, Oxford, Cambridge, and other universities owed their existence 
to no papal or royal charter. Toulouse, 1229 and Rome, 1244 were the first to be founded by 
papal bulls. The University of Naples was founded by the emperor, Frederick II., 1224. The 
Spanish Universities of Palencia, 1212, Salamanca, 1230, and Seville, 1254, were established by 
the kings of Castile. Prague, 1347, was founded by a double charter from the pope and Charles 
IV. Some universities had their origin in disaffection prevailing in universities already 
established: Padua started in a defection of students from Bologna; Cambridge, in 1209, in a 
defection of students from Oxford, and Leipzig, in 1409, grew out of the dissatisfaction of the 
German "nation" with its treatment at Prague. Heidelberg is the earliest institution of papal 
creation which went over to the Reformation. {1237} 
 
Organization. —A university originally signified not a body of studies or a place where studies 
were prosecuted, but an aggregation of teachers and students—universitas magistrorum et 
scholarium. The term "university" was used of any group of persons and was a common 
expression for "Your body" or "all of you"—universitas vestra. {1238} In the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries it was frequently applied to guilds. The literary guild, or university, denoted 
the group of persons carrying on studies. The equivalent in the Middle Ages for the term 
"university," as we use it, was studium and studium generale, "study" or, "general study." Thus 
the University of Bologna was called studium Bononie or Bononiense,—as it is still called studio 
Bolognese in Italy, Paris, studium Parisiense, Oxford, studium Oxoniense. The addition "general" 
had reference to students, not to a variety of branches of knowledge, and denoted that the studium 
was open to students from every quarter. {1239} By the fifteenth century the term "university" 
had come to have its present meaning. The designation of a seat of learning as alma or alma 
mater dates from the thirteenth century. 
 
A full university requires at least four faculties, the arts—now known at the German universities 
as the faculty of philosophy,—law, medicine, and theology. This idea was not embodied in the 
earliest foundations and some of the universities remained incomplete during their entire 
existence. Salerno was a medical school. Bologna was for more than a century only a school of 
law. Salamanca, the most venerable of existing Spanish educational institutions, did not have a 



faculty of theology till the end of the fourteenth century. {1240} Paris, which began as a seat of 
theological culture, had no formal provision for the study of civil law till the seventeenth century, 
although civil law was taught there before 1219. {1241} Nearly one half of the universities did 
not include theology in the list of studies. The Italian universities were, almost without an 
exception, at first confined to the study of jurisprudence and medicine. The reason for this may 
have been a purpose not to come into collision with the episcopal and conventual schools, which 
existed for the training of priests. The faculty of the arts, the lowest of the faculties, included the 
seven studies covered by the trivium and quadrivium, but was at a later period expanded so as to 
include metaphysical, linguistic, historic, and other studies not covered by the study of law, 
medicine, and theology. Theology was known as the highest and master study. Alexander IV., 
writing to Paris, 1256, said that theology ruled over the other studies like a mistress, and they 
followed her as servants. {1242} 
 
The university had its own government, endowments, and privileges. These privileges, or bills of 
rights, were of great value, giving the body of teachers and students protection from the usual 
police surveillance exercised by municipalities and included their exemption from taxation, from 
military service except in cases of exigency, and from the usual modes of trial before the 
municipal authorities. Suits brought against members of the University of Paris were tried before 
the bishop of Paris. In Bologna, such suits were tried before the professor of the accused student 
or the bishop. By the privilege of Philip Augustus, 1200, the chattels of students at Paris were 
exempt from seizure by the civil officer. The university was a state within the state, a free 
republic of letters. {1243} The master and students formed, as it were, a separate class. When 
they felt that their rights were abused, they resorted to what was called cessation, cessatio, a 
suspension of the functions of the university or even removal to some other locality. In 1229 the 
University of Paris suspended for two years on account of the delay of Queen Blanche to give 
redress for the violent death of two students during the carnival. Many professors left Paris till not 
a single one of fame remained. The bishop of Paris launched excommunications against the chief 
offenders; but the university was victorious and the king made apology for the injuries inflicted 
and the pope revoked the ecclesiastical censures. Gregory IX., 1231, confirmed this privilege of 
suspending lectures. {1244} This feature survives in the German universities which cling to 
Lehrfreiheit, the professor’s liberty to teach, as conscience dictates, without fear of interference 
from the state. 
 
The Model Universities.—In the administration of their affairs the universities followed Bologna 
and Paris as models. In Bologna the students were in control, in Paris the masters in conjunction 
with the students. As for their relation to the pope and the authority of the Church, Bologna was 
always free, antipapal and anticlerical, as compared with her younger sister in France. The 
democratic principle had large recognition. The first element to be noticed is the part played by 
the different faculties. In Paris the faculties were fully organized by the middle of the thirteenth 
century. In 1281, the university as a body promised to defend each of its faculties. {1245} Long 
before that time each faculty passed upon its own degrees, regulated its own lectures, and 
performed other special acts. 
 
The second element was the part which the so-called nations had in the administration. In 
Bologna there were four nations, the Italians, English, {1246} Provenacals, and Germans. The 
students of Paris were likewise divided into four groups, representing France, Picardy (including 
the Netherlands), Normandy, and England, the last giving place, in 1430, to Germany. The 
distinctive organization at Paris goes back to the early years of the thirteenth century. {1247} At 
first floating colonies brought together by national and linguistic affinities, the nations were 
developed into corporate organizations, each with a code of its own. They were in turn divided 
into provinces. An elective official, known as the rector, stood at the head of the whole 



corporation. At Bologna he was called, as early as 1194, "rector of the associations," rector 
societatum. He directed the affairs of the university in conjunction with a board of counsellors 
representing the provinces. 
 
The first record calling the head of the University of Paris rector {1248} occurs in a bull of 
Alexander IV., 1259, but the office, no doubt, existed long before. He was chosen by the proctors 
or presidents of the four nations. The rector had to be a master of arts and might be a layman, but 
must be a celibate. He performed on great occasions, and wore a striking costume. He was 
responsible to the body whose agent he was. The Paris rector was addressed as "your amplitude," 
vestra amplitudo. 
 
At Paris there was also a chancellor, and he was the older officer. He stood at the head of the 
chapter of Notre Dame and was called interchangeably chancellor of the cathedral and chancellor 
of Paris. To him belonged the prerogative of giving the license to teach and confer degrees. His 
authority was recognized, time and again, by the popes, and also restricted by papal decree, so 
that what he lost the rector gained. {1249} In Bologna, by the decree of Honorius III., 1219, the 
archdeacon of the diocese conferred the degrees. {1250} 
 
Degrees.—By 1264, at latest, each faculty at Paris had its own dean {1251} and exercised the 
right to grant the license to teach in its own department. Such license,—jus docendi, or legendi, 
—when conferred by Bologna or Paris, carried with it the right to teach everywhere,—jus ubique 
docendi. Gregory IX., 1233, and other popes conferred the same prerogative upon the masters of 
Toulouse and other universities but it seems doubtful whether their degrees were respected. Even 
a degree from Oxford did not carry the right of lecturing at Paris without a reaxamination. When 
Alexander IV. granted to the masters of Salamanca the right of teaching everywhere, Bologna and 
Paris were expressly excepted. {1252} 
 
The question of mediaeval degrees offers much difficulty. There seem to have been three stages: 
bachelor, or baccalaureus, licentiate, and doctor or master. They corresponded to the three grades 
in the guilds: apprentice, assistant, and master. The bachelors were received after examination 
and did subordinate lecturing. The degree was not merely a testimonial of work done, but a 
certificate entitling the holder to ply the trade of reading or teaching. The titles, master, magister, 
doctor, dominus, and professor, scholasticus, were synonymous. "Doctor" was the usual title at 
Bologna, and "master" at Paris, but gradually "doctor" came to be used chiefly of the graduates in 
canon law at Paris, and "master" of graduates in theology. {1253} In his charter of 1224, 
Frederick spoke of the "doctors and masters in each faculty," no doubt using the words as 
synonyms. The test for the degrees was called the "determination," determinance, the main part 
of which was the presentation of a thesis and its defence against all comers. 
 
Eight years was fixed by Robert de Courcon, 1215, as the period of preparation for the 
theological doctorate, but in the beginning of the fourteenth century it was extended to fourteen 
years. In the department of jurisprudence a course of eight years,—in medicine a course of six 
years,—was required. 
 
Teachers and Studies.—The teaching was done at first in convents and in private quarters. In 
1253 there were twelve professors of theology in Paris, nine of them teaching in convents and 
belonging to the orders. University buildings were of slow growth, and the phenomenon 
presented by such great universities as Johns Hopkins, Cornell, and the University of Chicago, 
starting out fully equipped with large endowments and buildings, was unknown in the Middle 
Ages. Professors and students had to make their own way and at first no provision was made by 
king or municipality for salaries. The professor lived by lecture fees and the gifts of rich students. 



Later, endowments were provided, and cities provided funds for the payment of salaries. {1254} 
Colleges were at first bursaries, or hostels, where students lived together, gratuitous provision 
being made for their support. {1255} The earliest endowment of this kind, which still exists, is the 
college of the Sorbonne at Paris, founded by Robert of Sorbon, 1257, for sixteen secular students, 
four from each nation. The term "secular" was used in distinction from conventual. Another 
famous college was the college of Navarre on St. Genevieve, founded by the queen of Philip the 
Fair, Jeanne of Navarre, 1304. Rashdall, I. 478-517, gives a list of more than sixty colleges, or 
bursaries, founded in Paris before 1500. From being places of residence for needy students, the 
colleges came to include masters, as at Oxford and Cambridge. At Bologna the college system 
was never developed to the same extent as at Paris and in England. 
 
With rare exceptions, the teachers in all the faculties were ecclesiastics, or, if laymen, unmarried. 
John XXII., in 1331, granted a dispensation to a married man to teach medicine in Paris, but it 
was an exception. Not till 1452 was the requirement of celibacy modified for the faculty of 
medicine in Paris, and till 1479 for Heidelberg; and not till a later date were the legal professors 
of Paris and Bologna exempted from this restriction. The Reformation at once effected a change 
in the universities under Protestant influence. {1256} 
 
The lectures were given in Latin and students as well as masters were required to use Latin in 
conversation. Learning of any kind was regarded as too sacred a thing to be conveyed in the 
vulgar dialects of Europe. {1257} The studies at the University of Paris were authoritatively 
prescribed by the papal legate, Robert de Courcon, 1215. {1258} Gregory IX., 1231, also took 
part in stating what the text-books should be. The classics had no place. Certain works of 
Aristotle were forbidden, as were also, at a later date, the writings of Amauri of Bena, David of 
Dinant, and other supposed or real heretics. Gregory IX. warned the divinity students against 
affecting philosophy, and to be satisfied with becoming "theodocts." {1259} 
 
Attendance and Discipline.—The attendance at the mediaeval universities has been a matter of 
much dispute. Some of the figures seem to be incredibly large. {1260} No matriculation books 
exist for the earliest periods, and not till the end of the fourteenth century do we have actual 
records of the number of graduations in Paris. Odefridus, a writer of the thirteenth century, gives 
the number of students at Bologna two generations before, as 10,000. Paris was reported to have 
had 25,000 students, and Oxford as many as 30,000, {1261} or at one time, to follow Wyclif, 
60,000. Speaking of his own times Wyclif, however, gives the more reasonable figure, 3000. In 
his days of unobscured fame, Abaelard lectured to 3000 hearers, and this figure does not seem to 
be exaggerated when we consider the great attraction of his personality. In any estimate, it must 
be remembered that the student body included boys and also men well up in years. Rashdall 
makes 1500 to 3000 the maximum number for Oxford. {1262} 
 
There was no such thing as university discipline in the thirteenth century, as we understand 
discipline. The testimonies are unanimous that the students led a wild life. {1263} Many of them 
were mere boys, studying in the department of arts. There were no dormitories, and the means of 
communication then at hand did not make it possible for parents to exercise the checks upon 
absent sons such as they may exercise to-day. Felix Platter, d. 1614, states in his autobiography 
that, as late as the middle of the sixteenth century, it required twenty days to make the journey 
from Basel to the school of Montpellier. At Paris students were excused from the payment of fees 
on account of the long distances from which they had come, the journeys often requiring several 
months and involving perils from robbers. {1264} Complaint was made in Paris, 1218, of scholars 
who broke into houses, carrying off girls and women; and in 1269 a public proclamation 
denounced gangs of students who broke into houses, ravished women, and committed robberies 
and "many other enormities hateful to God." {1265} In Paris the inns—tabernae —were 



numerous. English students were noted for their drinking, and "to drink like an Englishman and to 
sing like a Norman" became proverbial. {1266} The duel was a common way of settling disputes, 
and Gregory IX., 1231, forbade students going through the streets carrying arms. {1267} 
 
The rescript given by Frederick Barbarossa to Bologna, 1158, presented a picture of students as 
those "who exile themselves through love of learning and wear themselves out in poverty." The 
facts do not support any rosy picture of social equality, such as we would expect in an ideal 
democracy. The number who were drawn to the universities from love of adventure and novelty 
must have been large. The nobleman had his special quarters and his servants, while the poor 
student begged his bread. It was the custom of the chancellor of Oxford to issue licenses for the 
needy to beg. {1268} At Bologna the rich occupied the first seats. {1269} Robert of Couracon 
commended the gift of garments and other articles to needy scholars. 
 
The mediaeval universities were the centres of the ideals and hopes of the younger generation. 
There, the seeds were sown of the ecclesiastical and intellectual movements of after times and of 
the revolutions which the conservative groups pronounced scientific novelties and doctrinal 
heresies. 
 
A mediaeval writer pronounced the three chief forces for the maintenance of the Catholic faith to 
be the priesthood, the empire, and the university. This was not always the case. From Paris went 
forth some of the severest attacks on the theory of papal absolutism, and from there, a century 
later, the reformers, Gerson and D’Ailly, proceeded. Hussitism was begotten at Prague. Wyclif’s 
teachings made Oxford a seat of heresy. Wittenberg, the last of the mediaeval universities to open 
its doors, protected and followed Luther. Basel, Pius II.’s creation, Heidelberg, Oxford, 
Cambridge, St. Andrews, and other universities became the bulwarks of the new ideas. On the 
other hand, the Sorbonne, Louvaine, and Cologne ordered Luther’s works burnt. As an agent of 
culture and the onward progress of mankind, the Middle Ages made no contribution to modern 
times comparable in usefulness to the university. 
 
{1236} "A teacher inspired by a love of teaching gathered around him a circle of scholars eager to 
learn. Other teachers followed, the circle of listeners increased, and thus, by a kind of inward 
necessity, an enduring school was founded." Savigny, XX. 58. 
 
{1237} According to Denifle, after the middle of the thirteenth century, no university came into 
existence without a papal bull. I. 777. But Kaufmann disputes this view and, as it would seem, 
with reason. See Laurie, p. 137; Rashdall, I. 13. The mediaeval custom of giving a university 
legal existence by a papal bull was renewed for the United States when Leo XIII. chartered the 
University of Washington City, 1888. 
 
{1238} Innocent III., 1205, addressed the professors of Paris in this way, universitatem vestram 
rogamus, Chart., I. 63. In this letter Innocent also addresses the corporation as universis magistris 
et scholaribus. So also Gregory IX., 1251, Alex. IV., 1256, etc., Chart., I. 136, 342, but the 
expression "university of masters and scholars," universitas magistrorum et scholarium, seems to 
have been used first in 1221. Chart., I. ix, 98, 99 
 
{1239} Rashdall, I. 8, a "general study" might be founded for each separate faculty as the studium 
generale in theologica facultate. Denifle, I. 5. 
 
{1240} The term "faculty" at first seems to have been synonymous with "science," or branch of 
knowledge. Thus Frederick II., in chartering the University of Naples, spoke of those who teach 
the science of surgery, chirurgiae facultatem instruunt. 



 
{1241} Honorius III., 1219, forbade the teaching of civil law in Paris. Chart., I. p. xxviii, 92. 
 
{1242} Praeest reliquis sicut superior, etc., Chart., I. 343. 
 
{1243} The University of Cambridge in its calendar is still styled "a literary republic." Laurie, p. 
186. 
 
{1244} Chart., I. 138, liceat vobis usque ad satisfactionem condignam suspendere lectiones. 
 
{1245} Chart., I. 590. The term "faculty" was first used of the university of Paris by Honorius 
III., 1219. Chart., I. x, 87. 
 
{1246} English archdeacons were expected, after their election, to go to Bologna to study canon 
law. See Capes, Hist. of the Eng. Church, p. 240. 
 
{1247} Chart.,  I. 215, Honorius III., 1222, speaks of "nations," but does not definitely give the 
number. Chart., I. 103, Du Boulay, following a spurious document, dates their organization as far 
back as 1206. Denifle puts the existence of the four nations in Paris as far back as 1215-1222. See 
Chart., I. xxi. The first clear trace of the division into nations seems to be in a bull of Honorius 
III., 1217, and concerns Bologna. It is addressed to the scolaribus universitatis de urbe, de 
campania et de Tuscia, Bononie commorantibus. 
 
{1248} Rector univ. magistrorum et scolarium, Chart.,  I. pp. xxiii, 379. 
 
{1249} Chart., I. p. xix. 
 
{1250} Chart., I. 90 sqq. 
 
{1251} Chart., I. pp. xi, 441. 
 
{1252} Rashdall, I. 16. 
 
{1253} By the fifteenth century the title "doctor" had come to be the usual one for theologians in 
Germany, as Dr. Luther, Dr. Eck. Rashdall, I. 22. It was also applied to all the superior faculties. 
The title "master" was gradually restricted to the faculty of arts, and has gone out of use in 
Germany. 
 
{1254} By the fourteenth century most of the professors in Bologna were paid by the 
municipality. Savigny, quoted by Compayre, p. 283. 
 
{1255} A bursa at the University of Paris was the sum of money paid each week in board. 
Auctar., I. pp. xlv, xlix; Chart., II. 673 sqq., etc. 
 
{1256} See Rashdall, II. 647 sqq. Compayre, p. 286, commenting upon the marital prohibition, 
observes that the rod would not have been retained so long in the universities if the teachers had 
had families. 
 
{1257} A good illustration of the use of Latin by students is given in the most interesting dialogue 
of two students on their way to Wittenberg, the MS. of which was discovered by Prof. 



Haussleiter, 1898, in the library of Jena, and published. Leipzig, 1903, D. Univ. Wittenb. n. d. 
Schilderung d. Mag. Andreas Meinhardi, 1507. 
 
{1258} Chart., I. 78. 
 
{1259} satagant fieri theodocti, Chart.,  I. 138. Students were obliged to swear they had "heard" 
the required books. Chart., I., 227 sqq., for the year 1252; II. 673, for the year 1347, etc. 
 
{1260} Denifle, p. 248. 
 
{1261} Richard Fitz-Ralph, archbishop of Armagh, writing about 1330, sets the number of 
students in his own day at six thousand. 
 
{1262} See Rashdall, II. 584 sqq. 
 
{1263} Chart.,  I. Nos. 60, 197, 425, etc. 
 
{1264} Auctar., I. p. xlvi. 
 
{1265} Chart., I. 426; Compayre, p. 276. 
 
{1266} Cantat ut Normannus, bibit ut Anglicanus, Auctar., I. p. lvi. For the fighting abilities of 
the English nation see Auctar. I. p. lx. Rashdall, II. 678 sqq., gives a number of cases of fights 
between town and gown in Paris. The cases of 1278 and 1304 were the most notorious. 
 
{1267} Chart., I. 138. 
 
{1268} Rashdall, II. 656 sqq. Rashdall gives the following estimate of living in Oxford in the 
fifteenth century. Meat was quarter d. a pound; butter and cheese, half d. a pound, while six 
pounds of wheat cost 4 d. Thus, 1 and half pounds of bread, 1 pound of meat, and quarter pound 
of butter and cheese made up about 1 d. a day, or 7 d. a week, "a tolerably substantial basis for a 
student’s diet." 
 
{1269} Compayre, p. 271 
 

91. The University of Bologna. 
 
Literature: Muratori: Antiqq. Ital.,  III. 884 sqq. Important documents bearing on the state of 
learning in Italy. — Acta nationis Germanicae univ. Bononiensis, ed. E. Friedlander et C. 
Malagola, Berl., 1887.—Carlo Malagola: Statuti delta universita  e dei collegi dello studio 
Bolognese, p. 524, Bologna, 1888.—Denifle: D. Statutem d. Juristen Univ. Bologna, 1317-1347, 
in Archiv. fur Lit. -und Kirchengesch., III. 196-409 1887. Superseded by Malagola.—Giacomo 
Cassani (Prof. of Canon Law, Bologna): Dell’ antico Studio di Bologna a sua origine, Bologna, 
1888.—H. Fitting: Die Anfange der Rechtsschule zu Bologna, Berl., 1888.—Savigny (see above) 
gives a full account with special reference to the study of Roman law, but must be supplemented 
and corrected by Denifle: Universitaten, etc.—For publications called forth by the eighth 
centenary, 1888, see P. Schaff: Lit. and Poetry, p. 278. For full Lit., see Rashdall, I. 89-91. 
 



Bologna is the most venerable of European universities. Salerno, which preceded it in time, 
became sufficiently famous as a medical school to call forth from Petrarch the praise of being the 
fountain-head of medicine,—fons medicinae, —but its career was limited to two centuries. 
{1270} The origin of Salerno is lost in obscurity. There seems to be no sufficient evidence to 
show that the school owed its origin to the convent of Monte Cassino which was eighty miles 
away. It was the outgrowth of the awakened interest in medicine in Southern Italy in which Greek 
and Arabic influences had a part. 
 
In 1888, Bologna celebrated its eight hundredth anniversary and continues to be one of the most 
flourishing schools of Southern Europe. As early as the thirteenth century, the tradition was 
current that Theodosius II., in 433, had granted to it a charter. But its beginnings go no further 
back than the latter part of the eleventh or the earlier years of the twelfth century. At that period 
Irnerius, d. about 1130, was teaching the code of Justinian {1271} and a little later the 
Camaldulensian monk, Gratian, taught canon law in the convent of St. Felix. These two masters 
of jurisprudence, civil and ecclesiastical, are looked upon as the fathers of the university. 
 
Bologna became the chief school for the study of both laws in Europe. The schools of arts added 
1221, of medicine 1260, and theology 1360—by a bull of Innocent VI.—never obtained the 
importance of the school of law. 
 
On a visit to the city in 1155 Frederick Barbarossa granted the university recognition and in 1158, 
on the field of Roncaglia, gave it its first charter. {1272} This is the oldest piece of university 
legislation. Thenceforth Bologna was a second and better Berytus, the nurse of jurisprudence, 
legum nutrix, and adopted the proud device, Bononia docet—"Bologna teaches." To papal 
patronage she owed little or nothing, and in this respect as in others her history did not run 
parallel with the University of Paris. {1273} Students flocked to her by hundreds and thousands 
from all parts of Western Europe. 
 
The student body, which was in control, was at first divided into four "universities" or guilds. The 
statutes of the German "nation" have been preserved and declare as its object fraternal charity, 
mutual association, the care of the sick and support of the needy, the conduct of funerals, the 
termination of quarrels, and the proper escort of students about to take the examination for the 
degree of doctor. {1274} By the fourteenth century, the four "universities" had given place to the 
two groups called the Ultramontanes and the Cismontanes, each of which was subdivided into 
smaller groups presided over by counsellors, conciliarii. 
 
The rectors of the faculties were elected for two years and were required to be secular clerics, 
unmarried, and wearing the clerical habit. The ceremonies of installation included the placing of a 
hood on their heads. The two rectors of the two jurist "universities" gave place to a single rector 
after the middle of the fourteenth century. 
 
The professors took oaths to the student bodies, to follow their codes. If they wished to be absent 
from their duties, they were obliged to get leave of absence from the rectors. They were required 
to begin and close their lectures promptly at the ringing of the bell under penalty of a fine and 
were forbidden to skip any part of the text-books or postpone the answer to questions to the end 
of the lecture hour. Another rule required them to cover a certain amount of ground in a given 
period. {1275} The professors were kept in awe by the threat which the student body held over 
them of migrating when there was cause for dissatisfaction. This sort of boycott was exercised a 
number of times as when Bolognese students decamped and departed to Vicenza 1204, Padua 
1222, and for the last time to Siena 1321. 
 



The professors, at first, were dependent upon fees and at times stopped their lectures because of 
the failure of the students to pay up. The jurist, Odefridus of Bologna, announced on one occasion 
that he would not lecture in the afternoons of the ensuing term because, "the scholars want to 
profit but not to pay." Professorial appointments were at first in the hands of the student body but 
afterwards became the prerogative of the municipality. This change was due in part to the 
obligation undertaken by the city government to pay fixed salaries. {1276} Strange to say, about 
the middle of the thirteenth century, the professorships at Bologna became largely hereditary. 
 
A noticeable, though not exceptional, feature of Bologna was the admission of learned women to 
its teaching chairs. Novella d’Andrea, 1312-1366, the daughter of the celebrated jurist Giovanni 
d’Andrea, lectured on philosophy and law, but behind a curtain, lest her face should attract the 
attention of the students from their studies. Among other female professors have been Laura 
Bassi, d. 1778, doctor and professor of philosophy and mathematics; Chlotilda Tambroni, who 
expounded the Greek classics, 1794-1817; and Giuseppina Cattani, who, until a few years ago, 
lectured on pathology. In Salerno, also, women practised medicine and lectured, as did Trotula, 
about 1059, who wrote on the diseases of women. In Paris, as we have been reminded by Denifle, 
the daughters of one Mangold taught theology in the latter part of the eleventh century. {1277} 
 
On the other hand, due care was taken to protect the students of Bologna against the wiles of 
women. The statutes of its college, founded by Cardinal Albornoz, 1367, for Spanish students, 
forbade them dancing because "the devil easily tempts men to evil through this amusement," and 
also forbade women to "enter the premises because a woman was the head of sin, the right hand 
of the devil, and the cause of the expulsion from paradise." {1278} 
 
A graduate of civil law was required at Bologna to have studied seven years, and of canon law six 
years. To become a doctor of both laws, utriusque juris, a term of ten years was prescribed. In 
1292, Nicholas IV. formally granted the Bolognese doctors the right to lecture everywhere, a 
right they had exercised before. The promotion to the doctorate was accompanied with much 
pageantry an involved the candidate in large outlay for gifts and banquets. {1279} 
 
The class rooms in canon and civil jurisprudence at Bologna became synonymous with traditional 
opinions. There was no encouragement of originality. With the interpretation of the text-books, 
which had been handed down, the work of the professor was at an end. This conservatism Dante 
may have had in mind when he made the complaint that in Bologna only the Decretals were 
studied. And Roger Bacon exclaimed that "the study of jurisprudence has for forty years 
destroyed the study of wisdom [that is philosophy, the sciences, and theology], yes, the church 
itself and all departments." {1280} When the Renaissance came, it did not start with Bologna or 
any of the other Italian universities but in the courts of princes and popes and especially in the 
city of Florence. The universities produced no Savonarola and encouraged no religious or 
doctrinal reform. 
 
Note. -An account of the brilliant celebration of the eighth centenary of Bologna, 1888, is given 
by Philip Schaff: The University, etc., in Lit. and Poetry, pp. 265-278. On that occasion Dr. 
Schaff represented the University of New York. The exercises were honored by the presence of 
Humbert and the queen of Italy. The ill-fated Frederick III. of Germany sent from his sick-room a 
letter of congratulation, as in some sense the heir of Frederick Barbarossa. The clergy were 
conspicuous by their absence from the celebration, although among the visitors was Father 
Gavazzi, the ex-Barnabite friar, who in 1848 fired the hearts of his fellow-citizens, the Bolognese, 
for the cause of Italian liberty and unity and afterwards became the eloquent advocate of a new 
evangelical movement for his native land, abroad as well as at home. A contrast was presented at 



the five hundredth anniversary of the University of Heidelberg, 1886, which Dr. Schaff also 
attended, and which was inaugurated by a solemn religious service and sermon. 
 
{1270} See Laurie, p. 123 sqq.; Rashdall, I. 80 sqq. 
 
{1271} Rashdall, I. 120, associates an "epoch in the study of law" with Irnerius, but insists upon 
the activity of law teachers before his day. When Laurie, p. 128, still calls Irnerius the 
"rediscoverer" of the Roman law, the title is only relatively true. 
 
{1272} The document of 1155 is known as the Authentica Habita. A historical poem discovered 
and published by Giesebrecht, 1879, describes Frederick’s visit of 1155. The document of 1158 is 
addressed to "all scholars and especially the professors of divine and sacred law." Denifle, p. 49 
sqq. 
 
{1273} The first papal bull was that of Clement III., 1189, forbidding masters and scholars 
making a bid for a house already occupied by students. 
 
{1274} Denifle, p. 130, makes the scholastic guilds to have originated with the Germans. As a 
mercantile organization the guild was in existence in Bologna before studies began to flourish 
there. Foreign merchants residing there had their own societies. Also Rashdall, I. 160. 
 
{1275} This was called reaching a certain "point," punctum, which was a division in the civil text-
book and in Gratian’s Decretum. Rashdall, I. 199. 
 
{1276} The first instance of a lecturer with a fixed salary was Garsias, the canonist, to whom 150 
were promised. In 1289 two chairs were endowed at 150 and 100. In 1838 there were at Bologna 
27 professors of civil law, 12 of canon law, 14 of medicine, and 15 of the arts. Laurie, p. 140. In 
1381 there were 23 salaried professors of the law and the city grant amounted to 63,670. 
Rashdall, I. 212 sq. 
 
{1277} Denifle, I. 233, Ordericus Vitalis speaks of women practitioners and mentions one by 
name who had studied at Palermo. Engl. trans. I. 433. There were female physicians in Paris in 
the fourteenth century, one of whom, Jacoba, healed a royal chancellor. Chart., II. 263 sqq. The 
statutes of the medical faculty of Paris forbade a physician attending a patient who had not paid 
his bill to another physician and prohibited his practising with Jews or women practitioners. 
Rashdall, II. 430. 
 
{1278} Rashdall, I. 204. 
 
{1279} For these expenses see Rashdall, I. 229 sqq. 
 
{1280} Brewer’s ed., p. 418. Bridges, Opus Majus of Rog. Bacon, I. p. lxxxiii sq.  



92. The University of Paris. 
 
Literature: The works of Bulaeus, Denifle, Rashdall, etc., as given in Âc 90. Vol. I. of the 
Chartularium gives the official documents bearing on the history of the Univ. from 1200-1286 
with an Introd. by Denifle.—Crevier: Hist. de l’Univ. de Paris, 7 vols. Paris, 1761, based on 
Bulaeus.—P. Feret: La Faculte de Theol. de Paris et ses docteurs les plus celebres au moyen 
a¢ge, 5 vols. Paris, 1894 sqq.—A. Luchaire: L’univ. de Paris sous Phil. Auguste, Paris, 1899.—
C. Gross: The Polit. Infl. of the Univ. of Paris in the M. A.,  in Am. Hist. Rev.,  1901, pp. 440-
446.—H. Felder: Gesch. der wissenschaftl. Studien im Franziskanerorden bis c. 1250, Freib., 
1904.—F. X. Seppelt: D. Kampf d. Bettelorden an-d. Univ. zu Paris in d. Mitte d. 13ten Jahrh.,  
Breslau, 1905.—Rashdall: Universities, I. 270-557, and the table of Lit. there given. 
 
The lustre of the University of Paris filled all Western Europe as early as the first years of the 
thirteenth century. It continued to be the chief seat of theological and general learning till the 
Reformation. In 1231 Gregory IX. called Paris "the parent of the sciences, another Kerieth 
Sepher, a city of letters, in which, as in a factory of wisdom, the precious stones and gold of 
wisdom are wrought and polished for the Church of Christ." {1281} In the same strain Alexander 
IV., 1256, eulogized the university {1282} as "that most excellent state of letters, a famous city of 
the arts, a notable school of erudition, the highest factory of wisdom,—officina sapientiae —and 
the most efficient gymnasium of study. There, a clear spring of the sciences breaks forth at which 
the peoples of all nations drink." Three hundred years later, in 1518, Luther, in his protest to 
Cajetan, expressed his willingness to have his case go before the University of Paris to which he 
referred, "as the parent of studies and from antiquity ever the most Christian University and that 
in which theology has been particularly cultivated." 
 
The old tradition, which traced the origin of the university back to Charlemagne, the pride of the 
French has been slow to abandon. Du Boulay devoted an entire volume to its assumed history 
before the year 1000. Not even was Abaelard its founder. The most that can be said is, that that 
brilliant teacher prepared the way for the new institution, {1283} whose beginnings belong to the 
period 1150-1170. 
 
From its earliest era of development, the university received the recognition of royalty and the 
favor of popes who were quick to discern its future importance. In the year 1200 Philip Augustus, 
king of France, conferred upon it a valuable privilege, granting the students and teaching body 
independent rights over against the municipal government. Among its venerable documents are 
communications from Innocent III., his legate, Robert of Couracon, Honorius III. and Gregory 
IX., 1231. From that time on, the archives abound in papal letters and communications addressed 
to the pope by the university authorities. 
 
In Paris, as has already been said, the masters were the controlling body. The first use of the 
expression "university of masters and scholars" occurs in 1221. {1284} The earliest example of 
statutes is found in a bull of Innocent III., written about 1209. {1285} Later, Innocent recognized 
the corporate rights of the body when he permitted it to have a representative at Rome and 
ordered an expelled master to be readmitted. The statutes of Robert of Couracon, 1215, 
prescribed text-books and other regulations. A university seal was used as early as 1221. {1286} 
Disputes between the university and the chancellor of the cathedral and other church authorities 
of Paris date back as far as 1213. 
 



There has been much difference of opinion as to what was the original norm of the organization 
of the university. Denifle, the leading modern authority, insists against Du Boulay that it was the 
four faculties and not the "nations," and he finds the faculties developed in the earliest years of 
the thirteenth century. {1287} Some association of masters existed as early as 1170, about which 
time, John of Celle, abbot of St. Albans, 1195-1214, was admitted into its membership. {1288} In 
1207, Innocent III. spoke of the "body of masters," and in 1213 he recognized the right of the 
masters to insist upon the conferring of the license to teach upon the candidates whom they 
presented. The chancellor was left no option in the matter. {1289} In the middle of the thirteenth 
century, his authority was still more curtailed by the withdrawal of some of the masters to the hill 
of St. Genevieve on the western bank of the Seine. The abbot of St. Genevieve, who began to be 
styled, "Chancellor of St. Genevieve" in 1255, assumed the right to confer licensures or degrees 
and the right was recognized by papal decree. {1290} 
 
The four nations seem to have been developed out of the demand for discipline among the 
students of cognate regions and for mutual protection against the civil authorities. It is quite 
possible the example set in Bologna had some influence in Paris. 
 
The bull of Gregory IX., 1231, parens scientiarum, called by Denifle the "magna charta of the 
university," recognized and sealed its liberties. It was called forth by the suspension of lectures 
which had lasted two years. The trouble originated in a brawl in an inn, which developed into a 
fight between gown and town. The police of the city, with the assent of Queen Blanche, 
interfered, and killed several of the students. The professors ordered a "cessation" and, when they 
found that justice was not done, adjourned the university for six years. Some of them emigrated to 
England and were employed at Oxford and Cambridge. {1291} Others settled down at other 
schools in France. The trouble was brought to an end by Gregory IX., who ratified the right of the 
masters to secede, and called upon Blanche to punish the offending officials, forbade the 
chancellor to have any prisons, and the bishop from imposing mulcts or imprisoning students. 
 
It is possible that the office of rector goes back as far as 1200, when an official was called "the 
head of the Paris scholars." {1292} As early as 1245 the title appears distinctly and the rector is 
distinguished from the proctors. {1293} At a later time it was the proper custom, in 
communicating with the university, to address the "rector and the masters." The question of 
precedence as between the rector and other high dignitaries, such as the bishop and chancellor of 
Paris, was one which led to much dispute and elbowing. Du Boulay, himself an ex-rector, takes 
pride in giving instances of the rector’s outranking archbishops, cardinals, papal nuncios, peers of 
France, and other lesser noteworthies at public functions. {1294} 
 
The faculties came to be presided over by deans, the nations by proctors. In the management of 
the general affairs of the university, the vote was taken by faculties. 
 
The liberties, which the university enjoyed in its earlier history, were greatly curtailed by Louis 
XI. and by his successors in the latter half of the fifteenth century. The university was treated to 
sharp rebukes for attempting to interfere with matters that did not belong to it. The right of 
cessation was withdrawn and the free election of the rectors denied. {1295} The police of the city 
were invested with larger jurisdiction, and the sovereign’s will was made a controlling element. 
 
The fame of the University of Paris came from its schools of arts and theology. The college of the 
Sorbonne, originally a bursary for poor students of theology, afterwards gave its name to the 
theological department. It was founded by Robert of Sorbon, the chaplain of St. Louis, the king 
himself giving part of the site for its building. In the course of time, its halls came to be used for 
disputations, and the decisions of the faculty obtained an European reputation. Theological 



students of twenty-five years of age, who had studied six years, and passed an examination, were 
eligible for licensure as bachelors. For the first three years they read on the Bible and then on the 
Sentences of the Lombard. These readers were distinguished as Biblici and Sententiarii. The age 
limit for the doctorate was thirty-five. 
 
One of the most interesting chapters in the history of the university is the struggle over the 
admission of the mendicant friars in the middle of the thirteenth century. The papacy secured 
victory for the friars. And the unwilling university was obliged to recognize them as a part of its 
teaching force. 
 
The struggle broke out first at the time of the "cessation," 1229, when, as it would seem, the 
Dominicans secretly favored the side of the civil magistrates against the university authorities, 
and poisoned the court against them. The Dominicans were established in Paris, 1217 and the 
Franciscans, 1220, and both orders, furnished with letters of commendation by Honorius III., 
were at first well received, so the masters themselves declared in a document dated 1254. {1296} 
But they soon began to show arrogance and to demand the right to degrees for their students 
without promising submission to the statutes of the university. One of the first two Dominican 
masters to teach at the university was the Englishman, John of Giles. After preaching on poverty 
in St. Jacques, John descended from the pulpit and put on the Dominican robes. 
 
At the "cessation" of 1251 the two Dominicans and one Franciscan, who were recognized as 
masters by the university, refused to join with the other authorities, and, after the settlement of the 
difficulty, the two Dominicans were refused readmittance. A statute was passed forbidding 
admission to the fellowship, consortium, of the university for those who refused to take the oath 
to obey its rules. The friars refused to obey the statute and secured from Alexander IV. an order 
requiring the university to receive them, and setting aside all sentences passed against them. 
{1297} 
 
The friction continued, and the seculars sought to break the influence of the Franciscans by 
pointing out the heresies of Joachim of Flore. The friars retorted by attacking William of St. 
Amour whose work, The Perils of the Last Times, was a vigorous onslaught upon mendicancy as 
contrary to Apostolic teaching. William’s book, which called out refutations from Thomas 
Aquinas and Bonaventura, was burnt, and refusing to recant, the author was suspended from 
teaching and banished from France. {1298} The friars were hooted on the streets and beaten. By 
1257 tranquillity was restored, as we are assured by Alexander IV. Thus the papacy made 
repayment to the university for its readiness from of old to accept its guidance by depriving the 
institution of its liberties. {1299} 
 
From the middle of the fourteenth century, the University of Paris played no mean part in the 
political affairs of France. More than once she spoke before the court and before the peers of the 
realm, and more than once was she rebuked for her unsolicited zeal. {1300} French kings 
themselves styled her "the daughter of the king." She was actively zealous in the persecution of 
Joan of Arc. {1301} 
 
As a factor in the religious history of Europe, the university figured most prominently during the 
Western schism—1378-1418. She suggested the three ways of healing the rupture and, to 
accomplish this result, sent her agents through Western Europe to confer with the kings and other 
powers. Under the guidance of her chancellors, Gerson and D’Ailly, the discussions of the 
Reformatory councils of Pisa and Constance were directed, which brought the papal schism to an 
end. The voting by nations at Constance was her triumph. 
 



As for disputes on distinctly doctrinal questions, the university antagonized John XXII. and his 
heresy, denying the beatific vision at death. In 1497 she exacted from all candidates for degrees 
an oath accepting the dogma of the immaculate conception. When the Protestant Reformation 
came, she decided against that movement and ordered the books of Luther burnt. 
 
{1281} Chart., I. 137. 
 
{1282} Chart., I. 343. 
 
{1283} Denifle, p. 677. 
 
{1284} Chart., I. 98 sq. 
 
{1285} Denifle gives the date as 1208 or 1209, Chart., I. 67. Rashdall, I. 301, puts it in 1210. 
 
{1286} Chart., I. 100. The seal was broken 1225. The seal of 1292 is preserved in Paris, Chart., I. 
p. ix sq. 
 
{1287} Universitaten, pp. 64 sqq., 655 sqq. Du Boulay was followed by Savigny. Seppelt, p. 221, 
agrees with Denifle. 
 
{1288} John’s biographer, Thomas of Walsingham, says John was a diligent student in Paris "in 
his youth" and was taken into "the association of the elect masters." 
 
{1289} Chart.,  I. 73, 75, 85. 
 
{1290} Chart., I. 75, 85. The formula used by the chancellor of St. Genevieve is given in the 
Chart., I. 299. 
 
{1291} See Henry III.’s letter, Chart., I. 119. 
 
{1292} Capitale Parisiensium scolarium, Chart.,  I. 60. This, the view of Du Boulay, is adopted 
by Savigny. Rashdall, I. 297, gives the expression an entirely different signification, and says it 
does not refer to persons at all but to chattels. Denifle, p. 119, takes an entirely different view, 
and denies that the university had a rector in the full sense till the middle of the fourteenth 
century. His view is that the rector of the faculty of the Arts gradually came to be recognized as 
the rector of the whole university. Rashdall gives good grounds for holding that he was the 
recognized head of the university, certainly as far back as the middle of the thirteenth century. 
 
{1293} Chart.,  I. 179, 379. 
 
{1294} Bulaeus, V. 359. 
 
{1295} Amer. Hist. Rev.,  1901, p. 442. 
 
{1296} Chart.,  I. 253. Felder, pp. 159 sqq., strange to say, entirely passes over this conflict so 
that the reader would never dream there had been one. 
 
{1297} Chart., I. 285, omnes sententias privationis seu separationis a consortia penitus 
revocamus. 
 



{1298} Chart.,  I. 362, 363, 367, 404, etc. 
 
{1299} See Rashdall, I. 391. The account given above differs from the account of Seppelt who 
justifies the friars at every step and finds in the good reception they at first received from the 
university masters a proof that they conducted themselves properly all the way through. 
 
{1300} See Amer. Hist. Rev.,  1901, p. 442 sq. 
 
{1301} Chart.,  IV. Nos. 510-528.  



93. Oxford and Cambridge. 
 
Literature: Anthony Wood (1632-1695): Hist. et Antiquitates Univ. Oxoniensis, 2 vols. Oxford, 
1674. A trans. from MS. by Wase and Peers, under the supervision of Dr. Fell from Wood’s 
English MS. Wood was dissatisfied with the translation and rewrote his work, which was 
published a hundred years after his death with a continuation by John Gutsch: The Hist. and 
Antiquities of the Colleges and Halls in the Univ. of Oxf., 2 vols. Oxford, 1786-1790. Also: The 
Hist. and Antiquities of Oxf., now first published in English from the original MS. in the Bodleian 
Library, 2 vols. Oxford, 1792-1796. By the same: Athenae Oxonienses, 2 vols. London, 1691-
1692, 3d ed., by Ph. Bliss, 1813-1820, 4 vols. The last work is biographical, and gives an account 
of the Oxonian writers and bishops from 1500-1690. 
 
Oxford Historical Society’s Publications, 45 vols. Contents: University Register, 1449-1463, 
1505-1671, ed. by W. C. Boase, 5 vols.; Hearne’s Collectanea, 1705-1719, 6 vols.; Early History 
of Oxford (727-1100); Memorials of Merton College, etc.—V. A. HUBER: D. Engl. 
Universitaten, 2 vols. Cassel, 1839. Engl. trans. by F. W. Newman, a brother of the cardinal, 3 
vols. London, 1848.—C. Jeafferson: Annals of Oxford, 2 vols. 2d ed. London, 1871.—H. C. M. 
Lyte: Hist. of the Univ. of Oxf. from the Earliest Times to 1530, Oxford, 1886.—H. C. Brodrick: 
Hist. of the Univ. of Oxf.,  London, 1887.—Rashdall: Universities, II. 319-542.—Jessopp: The 
Coming of the Friars, pp. 262-302.—Thomas Fuller: Hist. of the Univ. of Cambr. ed. by Pritchard 
and Wright, Cambridge, 1840.—C. H. Cooper: Annals of Cambr., 4 vols. 1842-1852; Memorials 
of Cambr.,  3 vols. 1884.—Mullinger: Hist. of the Univ. of Cambr. from the earliest times to the 
accession of Charles I.,  2 vols. Cambridge, 1873-1883; Hist. of the Univ. of Cambr.,  London, 
1887, an abridgment of the preceding work. For extensive Lit., see Rashdall, II. 319 sqq., 543 sq. 
 
Next to Paris in age and importance, as a school of philosophy and theology, is the University of 
Oxford, whose foundation tradition falsely traces to King Alfred. The first historical notice of 
Oxenford, or Oxford, occurs in 912. Three religious institutions were founded in the town, from 
any one of which or all of which the school may have had its inception: the priory of St. 
Frideswyde, Osseney abbey, and the church of the canons regular of St. George’s in the Castle. 
The usually accepted view connects it with the first. But it is possible the university had its real 
beginning in a migration from Paris in 1167. This view is based upon a statement of John of 
Salisbury, that France had expelled her alien scholars and an order of Henry II. forbidding clerks 
to go to the Continent or to return from it without a license from the justiciar. {1302} Before that 
time, however, there was teaching in Oxford. 
 
The first of the teachers, Thibaut d’Estampes, Theobaldus Stampensis, moved from St. Stephen’s 
abbey, Caen, and taught in Oxford between 1117 and 1121. He had a school of from sixty to a 
hundred pupils, and called himself an Oxford master, magister oxenfordiae. He was ridiculed by 
a monk as a "petty clerk" tantillus clericellus, one of those "wandering chaplains, with pointed 
beards, curled hair, and effeminate dress, who are ashamed of the proper ecclesiastical habit and 
the tonsure," and was also accused of being "occupied with secular literature." 
 
The University of Cambridge, which first appears clearly in 1209, {1303} did not gain a position 
of much rank till the fifteenth century and can show no eminent teacher before that time. The first 
papal recognition dates from the bull of Gregory IX., 1233, which mentions a chancellor. {1304} 
 
During the Reformation period, Cambridge occupied a position of note and influence equal to 
Oxford. Fisher, bishop of Rochester, martyred by Henry VIII. and one of the freest patrons of 



learning, was instrumental in the foundation of two colleges, Christs, 1505, and St. John, 1511. 
Among its teachers were Erasmus, and later Bucer and Fagius, the Continental Reformers. 
Tyndale, the translator of the first printed English New Testament, and Thomas Bilney, both of 
them martyrs, were its scholars. So were the three martyrs, Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley, though 
they were burnt at Oxford. During the Elizabethan period, the university was a stronghold of 
Puritanism with Cartwright and Travers occupying chairs. Cudworth and the Neo-Platonists 
flourished there. And in recent years its chairs have been filled by such representatives of the 
historical and exegetical schools as Bishop Lightfoot, Westcott, his successor at Durham, Ellicott, 
bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, and John Anthony Hort. 
 
Oxford and Cambridge differ from the Continental universities in giving prominence to 
undergraduate studies and in the system of colleges and halls, and also in the closer vital relations 
they sustain to the Church. 
 
In 1149 the Italian, Vacarius, introduced the study of civil law in Oxford, if we are to follow the 
doubtful testimony of Gervaise of Canterbury, though it is more probable that he delivered his 
lectures in the household of the archbishop of Canterbury, Theobald. {1305} He wrote, it is said, 
a digest of laws "sufficient for deciding all legal problems which are wont to be discussed in the 
schools." 
 
One of the very earliest notices of Oxford as a seat of study is found in a description by Giraldus 
Cambrensis, the Welsh traveller and historian. About the year 1185 he visited the town and read 
"before the faculties, doctors, and students" his work on the Topography of Ireland. {1306} The 
school was evidently of some importance to attract such a man. Walter Map, archdeacon of 
Oxford, is called by Giraldus "an Oxford master." The first degree known to have been conferred 
was given to Edmund Rich, afterwards archbishop of Canterbury. From Geraldus it is evident that 
the masters were grouped in faculties. As early as 1209 and in consequence of the hanging of 
three students by the mayor, there was a migration of masters and students, said to have been 
three thousand in number, from which the University of Cambridge had its beginning. {1307} 
 
The University of Oxford was less bound by ecclesiastical authority than Paris. An unsuccessful 
attempt was made by the bishop of Lincoln, in whose diocese it was located, to assert supervisory 
authority. The bull of Innocent IV., issued 1254, was the nearest approach to a papal charter and 
confirmed the university in its "immunities and ancient customs." In 1201 a chancellor is 
mentioned for the first time. From the beginning this official seems to have been elected by the 
university. He originally held his office for a term of two years. At the present time the chancellor 
is an honorary dignitary who does not pretend to reside in Oxford. 
 
In 1395, the university was exempted by papal bull from all control of bishops or legati nati. This 
decree was revoked in 1411 in consequence of the disturbances with Wyclif and his followers, 
but, in 1490, Sixtus IV. again renewed the exemption from ecclesiastical authority. 
 
The university was constantly having conflicts with the town and its authorities. The most notable 
one occurred in 1354. As usual, it originated in a tavern brawl, the keeper of the place being 
supported not only by his fellow-townsmen but by thousands from the neighboring country. 
{1308} The chancellor fled. The friars brought out the host and placed it between the combatants, 
but it was crushed to the earth and a scholar put to death while he was clinging to the friar who 
held it. Much blood was shed. The townsmen, bent upon paying off old scores, broke into twenty 
college inns and halls and pillaged them. Even the sanctity of the churches was not respected, and 
the scholars were hunted down who sought shelter in them. The students left the city. The 
chancellor appealed the case to the king, and through his authority and the spiritual authority of 



the bishop the town corporation was forced to make reparation. The place was put under interdict 
for a year. Officials were punished and restitution of goods to the students was made. The 
interdict was withdrawn only on condition that the mayor, bailiffs, and sixty burghers should 
appear in St. Mary’s church on the anniversary of the breaking out of the riot, St. Scholastica’s 
day, and do penance for the slaughtered students, each burgher laying down a penny on the high 
altar, the sum to be divided equally between poor students and the curate. It was not till 1825, that 
the university agreed to forego the spectacle of this annual penance which had been kept up for 
nearly five centuries. Not for several years did the university assume its former aspect. {1309} 
Among the students themselves peace did not always reign. The Irish contingent was banished, 
1413, by act of parliament for turbulence. {1310} 
 
The arrival of the Dominicans and Franciscans, as has been said in other places, was an event of 
very great interest at Oxford, but they never attained to the independent power they reached in 
Paris. They were followed by the Carmelites, the Augustinians, and other orders. 
 
The next important event was the controversy over Wyclif and the doctrines and persons of the 
Lollards, which filled the years of the last quarter of the fourteenth century and beyond. 
 
At the English universities the college system received a permanent development. Endowments, 
established by the liberality of bishops, kings, and other personalities, furnished the nucleus for 
corporations and halls consisting of masters and students, each with a more or less distinct life of 
it sown. These college bodies and their buildings continue to impart to Oxford and Cambridge a 
mediaeval aspect and to recall on every hand the venerable memories of past centuries. Twenty-
one of these colleges and five halls remain in Oxford. The oldest are University College founded 
by a bequest of William of Durham at his death, 1249; Merton, 1264; Balliol founded by the 
father of the Scotch king, 1266; Exeter, 1314; Oriel, 1324; Queen’s College, 1340; the famous 
New College, 1379, founded by William of Wykenham, bishop of Winchester; All Souls, 1438; 
Magdalen, 1448, where Wolsey was fellow. Among the illustrious men who taught at Oxford, in 
the earlier periods, were Edmund Rich, Roger Bacon, Grosseteste, Adam Marsh, Duns Scotus, 
Ockam, Bradwardine, Richard of Armagh, Wyclif. 
 
As a centre of theological training, Oxford has been closely identified with some of the most 
important movements in the religious history of England. There Wyclif preached his doctrine and 
practical reforms. There the Humanists, Grocyn, Colet, and Linacre taught. The school was an 
important religious centre in the time of the Reformation, in the Commonwealth period, and the 
period of the Restoration. Within its precincts the Wesleys and Whitefield studied and the 
Methodist movement had its birth, and there, in the first half of the last century, Pusey, Keble, 
and Newman exerted the spell of their influence, and the Tractarian movement was started and 
fostered. Since the year 1854 Oxford and Cambridge have been open to Dissenters. All religious 
tests were abolished 187l. In 1885 the spiritual descendants of the Puritans, the Independents, 
established Mansfield College, in Oxford, for the training of ministers. 
 
Note.—List of Mediaeval Universities. {1311} 
 
Before 1100, Salerno. 
 
1100-1200.—Bologna, 1150?; Paris, 1160?; Oxford, 1170?; Reggio and Modena. 
 
1200-1300.—Vicenza, 1204; Cambridge, 1209; Palencia, Spain, 1212, by Alfonzo VIII. of 
Castile, abandoned; Arezzo, 1215; Padua, 1222; Naples, 1224; Vercelli, 1228; Toulouse, 1229, 
by Gregory IX.; Salamanca, 1230, by Ferdinand III. of Castile and confirmed by Alexander IV., 



1254; Curia Romana, 1244, by Pope Innocent IV.; Piacenza, Italy, 1248; Seville, 1254, by 
Alfonso X. of Castile; Montpellier, 1289, by Nicolas IV.; Alcala, 1293, by Sancho of Aragon, 
transferred 1837 to Madrid; Pamiers, France, 1295, by Boniface VIII. 
 
1300-1400.—Lerida, 1300, by James II. of Aragon and Sicily; Rome, 1303, by Boniface VIII.; 
Angers, 1305; Orleans, 1306, by Philip the Fair and Clement V.; Perugia, 1308, by Clement V.; 
Lisbon, 1309, by King Diniz, transferred to Coimbra; Dublin, 1312, chartered by Clement V. but 
not organized; Treviso, 1318; Cahors, 1332, by John XXII.; Grenoble, 1339, by Benedict XII.; 
Verona, 1339, by Benedict XII.; Pisa, 1343, by Clement VI.; Valladolid, 1346, by Clement VI.; 
Prague, 1347, by Clement VI. and Charles IV.; Perpignan, 1349, by Peter IV. of Aragon, 
confirmed by Clement VII., 1379; Florence, 1349, by Charles IV.; Siena, 1357, by Charles IV.; 
Huesca, 1359; Pavia, 1361, by Charles IV. and by Boniface VIII., 1389; Vienna, 1365, by Rudolf 
IV. and Urban V.; Orange, 1365; Cracow, 1364, by Casimir III. of Poland and Urban V.; 
Funfkirchen, Hungary, 1365, by Urban V.; Orvieto, 1377; Erfurt, 1379, by Clement VII.; 
Cologne, 1385, Urban VI.; Heidelberg, 1386, by the Elector Ruprecht of the Palatinate and Urban 
VI.; Lucca, 1387; Ferrara, 1391; Fermo, 1398. 
 
1400-1500.—Wurzburg, 1402; Turin, 1405; Aix, in Provence, 1409; Leipzig, 1409; St. Andrews, 
1411; Rostock, 1419; Dole, 1423; Louvain, Belgium, 1425; Poictiers, 1431; Caen, 1437; Catana, 
Sicily, 1444; Barcelona, 1450; Valence, France, 1452; Glasgow, 1453; Greifswald, 1455; 
Freiburg im Breisgau, 1455; Basel, 1459; Nantes, 1460; Pressburg, 1465; Ingolstadt, 1472; 
Saragossa, 1474; Copenhagen, 1475; Mainz, 1476; Upsala, 1477; Tubingen, 1477; Parma, 1482; 
Besanacon, 1485; Aberdeen, 1494; Wittenberg, 1502, by Frederick the Wise, Elector of Saxony. 
 
{1302} Rashdall, II. 331-345, argues the point with much force. 
 
{1303} Mullinger and others find that the priory of Barnwell furnished the germ of the university 
in the early years of the twelfth century. Rashdall, II. 545, denies this origin. Legend ascribed the 
foundation of the university to a Spanish prince, Cantaber, of uncertain date, or to King Arthur or 
to the Saxon king Sigebert of the seventh century. 
 
{1304} Gregory IX.’s bull, addressed to the cancellarius et universitas scholarium 
Cantabrigiensium, is preserved in the Vatican Archives and printed by Denifle, Universitaten, pp. 
370 sq. The university archives were burned by townsmen during riots, 1261 and 1322. 
 
{1305} For the quotation from Gervaise see Rashdall, II. 336. John of Salisbury puts the teaching 
in the archbishop’s household. 
 
{1306} Quoted by Rashdall, II. 341. 
 
{1307} Roger of Wendover, anno 1290, says that Oxford was completely forsaken of all masters 
and students who went, some to Cambridge and some to Reading. These students had lived 
together with a fourth who killed a woman and then fled. For other cessations see Rashdall, II. 
395, etc. For other attempts to form universities at Northampton, Stamford, and Durham (by 
Cromwell), see Rashdall, II. 396 sqq. 
 
{1308} Two thousand entered the city gates. See Rashdall’s account, II. 403 sqq. 
 
{1309} Rashdall, II. 411, says, that by the middle of the fifteenth century the "town was almost 
entirely subjugated to the authority of the university." He also says, II. 416, that "few things are 
more calculated to make us realize the enormous extent to which civilization has succeeded in 



curbing the natural passions, even of the lowest strata of modern society, than the annals of the 
mediaeval university." 
 
{1310} Rashdall, II. 416. 
 
{1311} Comp. the tables of Denifle, 807-810, Compayre, 50-52, and Rashdall in Table of 
Contents, vol. II.  



94. The Cathedrals. 
 
Literature: J. Fergusson: Hist. of Architecture in All Countries, 2 vols. 1865-1867, and since.—Sir 
G. G. Scott: The Rise and Devel. of Med. Arch., London, 1879.—Viollet-Le Duc: Lectures on 
Arch., Engl. trans., 2 vols. London, 1877.—T. R. Smith: Arch. Gothic and Renaissance, N. Y., 
1880.—B. Ferree: Christ. Thought in Arch., in Papers of Am. Soc. of Ch. Hist., 1892, pp. 113-
140.—F. X. Kraus: Gesch. der christl. Kunst, 2 vols. Freib., 1896-1900.—F. Bond: Engl. 
cathedrals, London, 1899.—R. STURGIS: Dict. of Arch. and Building, 3 vols. N. Y., 1901 sq.—
Art. Kirchenbau by Hauck, in Herzog, X. 774-793. P. Lacroix: The Arts of the Middle Ages, Engl. 
trans., London.—Ruskin: Stones of Venice, Seven Lamps of Arch., and other writings. This 
enthusiastic admirer of architecture, especially the Gothic, judged art from the higher standpoint 
of morality and religion. 
 
The cathedrals of the Middle Ages were the expression of religious praise and devotion and 
entirely the product of the Church. No other element entered into their construction. They were 
hymns in stone, and next to the universities are the most imposing and beneficent contribution the 
mediaeval period made to later generations. The soldiery of the Crusades failed in its attempt at 
conquest. The builders at home wrought out structures which have fed the piety and excited the 
admiration of all ages since. They were not due to the papacy but to the devotion of cities, nobles, 
and people. 
 
It was a marked progress from the triclinia, or rooms in private houses, and crypts, in which the 
early Christians worshipped, to the cathedral of St. Sophia, at the completion of which Justinian is 
said to have exclaimed, "O Solomon, I have excelled thee." And what a change it was from the 
huts and rude temples of worship of Central and Northern Europe to the splendid structures 
dedicated to Christian worship,—the worship which Augustine of Canterbury, and Boniface, and 
St. Ansgar had introduced among the barbarous Northern tribes! 
 
It is also characteristic that the great mediaeval structures were not palaces or buildings devoted 
to commerce, although the Gothic palace of the doges, in Venice, and the town halls of Brussels, 
Louvaine, and other cities of Belgium and Holland are extensive and imposing. They were 
buildings devoted to religion, whether cathedral or conventual structures. They were often, as in 
France, placed on an elevation or in the centre of the city, and around them the dwellings 
clustered as if for protection. 
 
The great cathedrals became a daily sermon, bearing testimony to the presence of God and the 
resurrection of Christ. They served the people as a Bible whose essential teachings they beheld 
with the eye. Through the spectacle of their walls and soaring spires, their thoughts were uplifted 
to spiritual things. Their ample spaces, filled or dimly lit with the sunlight piercing through 
stained-glass windows, reminded them of the glory of the life beyond, which makes itself known 
through varied revelations to the lonely and mysterious existence of the earth. The strong 
foundations and massive columns and buttresses typified the stability of God’s throne, and that 
He hath made all things through the word of His power. 
 
Their construction occupied years and, in cases, centuries were necessary to complete them. Who 
can estimate the prayers and pious devotion which the laying of the first stones called forth, and 
which continued to be poured out till the last layer of stones was laid on the towers or fitted into 
the finial? Their sculpture and stained-glass windows, frescoes, and paintings presented scenes 
from Scripture and the history of the Church. There, kings and queens, warriors, and the men 



whom the age pronounced godly were laid away in sepulture, a custom continued after the 
modern period had begun, as in the case of Luther and Melanchthon, whose ashes rest in the 
Castle Church of Wittenberg. In spite of frequent fires consuming parts of the great churches or 
the entire buildings, they were restored or reconstructed, often several times, as in the case of the 
cathedrals of Chartres, Canterbury, and Norwich. Central towers collapsed, as in the case of 
Winchester, Peterborough, Lincoln, and other English cathedrals, but they were rebuilt. In the 
erection of these churches princes and people joined, and to further this object they gave their 
contributions of material and labor. The women of Ulm gave up all their ornaments to advance 
the work upon the cathedral of that city, and to the construction of the cathedral in Cologne 
Germans in all lands contributed. 
 
The eleventh century is the beginning of one of the most notable periods of architecture in the 
world’s history, lasting for nearly three centuries. It has a distinct character of its own and in its 
service high talent was consecrated. The monks may be said to have led the way by their zeal to 
erect strong, ample, and beautiful cloistral establishments. These called forth in France the 
ambition of the bishops to surpass them. Two styles of architecture are usually distinguished in 
this period, the Romanesque, called in England also the Norman, and the Gothic. Writers on 
architecture make a number of subdivisions and some have included all the architecture of the 
twelfth to the fifteenth centuries under the title Gothic, or Christian Pointed. During these 
centuries Europe, from the South to far Northern Scotland and Sweden, was dotted with imposing 
structures which on the one hand vied with St. Sophia of Constantinople, and on the other have 
been imitated but not equalled since. 
 
In Rome as late as the thirteenth century, when Honorius III. began the construction of San 
Lorenzo, the old basilica style continued to rule. The Romanesque style started from Northern 
Italy and, in the beginning of the eleventh century, crossed the Alps, where it had its most 
glorious triumphs. In Italy, the cathedral of Pisa represents the blending of the old and the new, 
the cruciform shape and the dome. In Germany, the cathedrals of Spires, Worms, and Mainz 
belong to this period, and in England its earlier cathedrals, or portions of them, like Winchester, 
begun about 1070, Worcester about 1084, Peterborough about 1120, Norwich about 1096, Ely 
about 1083, Durham about 1099. 
 
For the fundamental ground plan of the basilica was substituted the form of the cross. The size of 
the choir was increased and the choir was elevated. It was the age of the priesthood, and 
sacerdotalism was represented in the enlargement of the altar, in increased and rich stalls for the 
clergy, and spaces at the rear of the altar. These features also belong to the preceding period, but 
now receive greater emphasis. The large end of the cross, or nave, especially in the English 
cathedrals, was greatly extended so that the altar and its furniture were seen from afar, for the 
chief doors were in that end, which faced the west. In England, the transepts, or arms of the cross, 
became long and spacious. The tower became a prominent feature, and buttresses were added to 
the walls. In Italy, the tower took the shape of a campanile, which was built in addition to the 
dome, and was sometimes a separate building and never an essential part of it. The vaulted and 
groined roof took the place of the flat roof. 
 
The Gothic style, so called in Italy from its reputed barbaric features, found altogether its highest 
development in the North, and started in Northern France. It is the grandest style of church 
architecture ever wrought out. It was shown in the height of the church walls and in spires 
struggling to reach to the very throne of God itself. The vault of the cathedral of Amiens is 147 
feet above the floor, of Beauvais 157 feet, of Cologne 155 feet. This style developed the pointed 
arch, perpendicular lines, the lancet window. It had some of the features of the Lombardy poplars, 
soaring, stern, solemn. In its strong, ramparted buttresses, its towers, and its massive columns, it 



represented the hardihood and strength of the northern forest. Its pointed roofs were adapted to 
receive the storms of snow common to the North. Its flying buttresses and elaborate carvings 
within, and its splendid entrances, especially in the French cathedrals, typified the richness of 
Christian promise and hope. 
 
The Gothic style started in France in the thirteenth century. Notable examples are found in 
Rheims, begun 1211, Amiens, Laon, and in Notre Dame, Paris, begun in 1163. The arches are 
less pointed than in England and the portals are on a much grander scale and more highly 
ornamented. At Notre Dame we have one of the finest specimens of flying buttresses. In its case 
and most cases of French Gothic there are towers. The cathedrals of Paris, Amiens, and Rheims 
have unfinished towers. The Sainte Chapelle in Paris is a splendid piece of pure Gothic. 
 
In Germany, fine examples of Gothic are found in the church at Marburg dedicated to St. 
Elizabeth, in Nurnberg, Bamberg, Freiburg, Strassburg, and other cities. The cathedral of Cologne 
is said to be the most perfect specimen of Gothic in existence. Its choir was begun in 1248, 
Konrad of Hochsteden laying the corner-stone in the presence of the newly elected emperor, 
William of Holland, and many princes. The choir was dedicated in 1322. By 1437 one of the 
towers was finished up to one-third of its present height. At the time of the Reformation the roof 
was covered with boards. In the nineteenth century the original plans were discovered and the 
completion of the edifice, including the two spires, was made a national undertaking. The work 
was finished in 1880. 
 
England is rich in memorials of mediaeval architecture which began with the arrival of the 
Normans. The nation’s life is interwoven with them, and Westminster Abbey is perhaps the most 
august place of sepulture in the world. In addition to the cathedrals already mentioned, Lincoln, 
Canterbury, York, Salisbury, and other great churches were begun in this period. Addition after 
addition was made till the noble churches of England got their final shape. The tower is one of the 
prominent features of the English cathedral, Lichfield being probably the most important with 
spires. The finest outside impression is made by Salisbury and Lincoln minsters. Many of these 
cathedrals were built by Benedictine monks, such as Canterbury, Durham, Ely, and Norwich, and 
by the canons regular of St. Augustine, as Carlisle and Bristol. Lincoln, Chichester, Salisbury, 
York, St. David’s, and others were served by secular priests. 
 
The architects of Scotland seem to have come from England and to have built after English 
models. The noblest of her mediaeval churches are Glasgow, St. Andrews, Dumblane, and Elgin, 
and among her convents, Kelso, Dryburgh, Holyrood, and Melrose. 
 
In Spain, great minsters at Toledo, Burgos, and other cities were built in Gothic style in the 
thirteenth century, and Seville, which offers the largest floor surface of all the Christian churches, 
and is also of the same type, was begun in 1401 and completed 1520. 
 
In Italy, Gothic was never fully at home. The cathedrals of Milan, Florence, and Siena are 
regarded as its finer specimens. Siena was begun in 1243. The minster of Milan was not begun till 
1385. It is the largest Christian church after Seville and St. Peter’s. Its west faacade is out of 
accord with the rest of the structure, which is pure Gothic. It is built of white marble and soars up 
to the clouds in hundreds of spires. Within full sight of the Milan cathedral are the Alps, crowned 
with snow and elevated far above the din of human traffic and voices; and in comparison with 
those mightier cathedrals of God, the creations of man seem small even as man himself seems 
small in comparison with his Maker. 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XII. 
 
SCHOLASTIC AND MYSTIC THEOLOGY. 
 

95. Literature and General Introduction. 
 
Literature: I.—The works Of Anselm, Abaelard, Peter The Lombard, Hugo Of St. Victor, 
Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, Duns Scotus, and other Schoolmen. 
 
II.—R. D. Hampden (bishop of Hereford, d. 1868): The Scholastic Philos. considered in its 
Relation to Christ. Theol., Bampton Lectures, Oxf., 1832, 3d ed. 1848.—B. Haureau: 
Deuteronomy la philos. scholast., 2 vols. Paris, 1850.—W. Kaulich: Gesch. d. scholast. Philos., 
Prag, 1863.—C. Prantl: Gesch. d. Logik im Abendlande, 4 vols. Leip., 1861-1870:—P. D. 
Maurice (d. 1872): Med. Philos., London, 1870.—*A. Stockl (Rom. Cath.): Gesch. d. Philos. d. 
Mittelalters, Mainz, 3 vols. 1864-1866. Vol. I. covers the beginnings of Scholasticism from 
Isidore of Seville to Peter the Lombard; Vol. II., the period of its supremacy; Vol. III., the period 
of its decline down to Jesuitism and Jansenism.—R. Reuter (Prof. of Ch. Hist. at Gottingen, d. 
1889): Gesch. d. Rel. Aufklarung im Mittelalter, 2 vols. Berlin, 1875-1877. Important for the 
sceptical and rationalistic tendencies of the M. A.—TH. Harper: The Metaphysics of the School, 
London, 1880.—K. Werner (Rom. Cath.): D. Scholastik des spateren Mittelalters, 4 vols. Wien, 
1881-1887. Begins with Duns Scotus.—The relevant chapters in the Histories of Doctrine, by 
Harnack, Loofs, Fisher, Seeberg, Sheldon, and the Rom. Cath. divines, and J. Bach: 
Dogmengesch. d. Mittelalters, 2 vols. 1873-1875, and *J. Schwane: Dogmengesch. d. mittleren 
Zeit, 1882.—The Histories of Philos. by Ritter, Erdmann, Ueberweg-Heinze, and Scholasticism, 
by Prof. Seth, in Enc. Brit. XXI. 417-431. 
 
Scholasticism is the term given to the theology of the Middle Ages. It forms a distinct body of 
speculation, as do the works of the Fathers and the writings of the Reformers. The Fathers worked 
in the quarries of Scripture and, in conflict with heresy, wrought out, one by one, its teachings 
into dogmatic statements. The Schoolmen collected, analyzed and systematized these dogmas and 
argued their reasonableness against all conceivable objections. The Reformers, throwing off the 
yoke of human authority, and disparaging the Schoolmen, returned to the fountain of Scripture, 
and restated its truths. 
 
The leading peculiarities of Scholasticism are that it subjected the reason to Church authority and 
sought to prove the dogmas of the Church independently by dialectics. As for the Scriptures, the 
Schoolmen accepted their authority and show an extensive acquaintance with their pages from 
Genesis to Revelation. With a rare exception, like Abaelard, they also accepted implicitly the 
teaching of the Fathers as accurately reflecting the Scriptures. A distinction was made by 
Alexander of Hales and others between the Scriptures which were treated as truth, veritas, and the 
teaching of the Fathers, which was treated as authority, auctoritas. 
 
It was not their concern to search in the Scriptures for new truth or in any sense to reopen the 
investigation of the Scriptures. The task they undertook was to confirm what they had inherited. 
For this reason they made no original contributions to exegesis and biblical theology. They did 
not pretend to have discovered any new dogmas. They were purveyors of the dogma they had 
inherited from the Fathers. 



 
It was the aim of the Schoolmen to accomplish two things,—to reconcile dogma and reason, and 
to arrange the doctrines of the Church in an orderly system called summa theologiae. These 
systems, like our modern encyclopaedias, were intended to be exhaustive. It is to the credit of the 
human mind that every serious problem in the domains of religion and ethics was thus brought 
under the inspection of the intellect. The Schoolmen, however, went to the extreme of introducing 
into their discussions every imaginable question,—questions which, if answered, would do no 
good except to satisfy a prurient curiosity. Anselm gives the best example of treatises on distinct 
subjects, such as the existence of God, the necessity of the Incarnation, and the fall of the devil. 
Peter the Lombard produced the most clear, and Thomas Aquinas the most complete and finished 
systematic bodies of divinity. 
 
With intrepid confidence these busy thinkers ventured upon the loftiest speculations, raised and 
answered all sorts of doubts and ran every accepted dogma through a fiery ordeal to show its 
invulnerable nature. They were the knights of theology, its Godfreys and Tancreds. Philosophy 
with them was their handmaid,—ancilla, —dialectics their sword and lance. 
 
In a rigid dialectical treatment, the doctrines of Christianity are in danger of losing their freshness 
and vital power, and of being turned into a theological corpse. This result was avoided in the case 
of the greatest of the mediaeval theologians by their religious fervor. Anselm, Thomas Aquinas, 
and Bonaventura were men of warm piety and, like Augustine, they combined with the 
metaphysical element a mystical element, with the temper of speculation the habit of meditation 
and prayer. 
 
He is far from the truth who imagines the mediaeval speculations to be mere spectacular 
balloonings, feats of intellectual acrobatism. They were, on the contrary, serious studies pursued 
with a solemn purpose. The Schoolmen were moved with a profound sense of the presence of 
God and the sacrifice of the cross, and such treatments as the ethical portions of Thomas 
Aquinas’ writings show deep interest in the sphere of human conduct. For this reason, as well as 
for the reason that they stand for the theological literature of more than two centuries, these 
writings live, and no doubt will continue to live. {1312} 
 
Following Augustine, the Schoolmen started with the principle that faith precedes knowledge—
fides praecedit intellectum. Or, as Anselm also put it, "I believe that I may understand; I do not 
understand that I may believe" credo ut intelligam, non intelligo ut credam. They quoted as proof 
text, Isaiah 7:9. "If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be established." Abaelard was an 
exception, and reversed the order, making knowledge precede faith; but all arrived at the same 
result. Revelation and reason, faith and science, theology and philosophy agree, for they proceed 
from the one God who cannot contradict himself. 
 
In addition to the interest which attaches to Scholasticism as a distinct body of intellectual effort, 
is its importance as the ruling theology in the Roman Catholic Church to this day. Such dogmas 
as the treatment of heresy, the supremacy of the Church over the State, the immaculate 
conception, and the seven sacraments, as stated by the Schoolmen, are still binding, or at any rate, 
they have not been formally renounced. Leo XIII. bore fresh witness to this when, in his 
encyclical of Aug. 4, 1879, he pronounced the theology of Thomas Aquinas the standard of 
Catholic orthodoxy, and the safest guide of Christian philosophy in the battle of faith with the 
scepticism of the nineteenth century. 
 
The Scholastic systems, like all the distinctive institutions and movements of the Middle Ages, 
were on an imposing scale. The industry of their authors cannot fail to excite amazement. 



Statement follows statement with tedious but consequential necessity and precision until chapter 
is added to chapter and tome is piled upon tome, and the subject has been looked at in every 
possible aspect and been exhausted. Duns Scotus produced thirteen folio volumes, and perhaps 
died when he was only thirty-four. The volumes of Albertus Magnus are still more extensive. 
These theological systems are justly compared with the institution of the mediaeval papacy, and 
the creations of Gothic architecture, imposing, massive, and strongly buttressed. The papacy 
subjected all kingdoms to its divine authority. Architecture made all materials and known 
mechanical arts tributary to worship. The Schoolmen used all the forces of logic and philosophy 
to vindicate the orthodox system of theology, but they used much wood and straw in their 
constructions, as the sounder exegesis and more scriptural theology of the Reformers and these 
later days have shown. 
 
{1312} 1. Milman, Hist. of Lat. Christianity, VIII. 257, is certainly unjust when he says: "With all 
their search into the unfathomable, the Schoolmen have fathomed nothing; with all their vast 
logical apparatus, they have proved nothing to the satisfaction of the inquisitive mind." One has 
only to think of the ontological argument of Anselm and the cosmological arguments of Thomas 
Aquinas and the statements wrought out on the satisfaction of Christ to feel that the statement is 
not true.  



96. Sources and Development of Scholasticism. 
 
The chief feeders of Scholasticism were the writings of Augustine and Aristotle. The former 
furnished the matter, the latter the form; the one the dogmatic principles, the other the dialectic 
method. 
 
The Augustine, who ruled the thought of the Middle Ages, was the churchly, sacramentarian, 
anti-Manichaean, and anti-Donatist theologian. It was the same Augustine, and yet another, to 
whom Luther and Calvin appealed for their doctrines of sin and grace. How strange that the same 
mighty intellect who helped to rear the structure of Scholastic divinity should have aided the 
Reformers in pulling it down and rearing another structure, at once more Scriptural and better 
adapted to the practical needs of life! 
 
Aristotle was, in the estimation of the Middle Ages, the master philosophical thinker. The 
Schoolmen show their surpassing esteem for him in calling him again and again "the 
philosopher." Dante excluded both him and Virgil as pagans from paradise and purgatory and 
placed them in the vestibule of the inferno, where, however, they are exempt from actual 
suffering. Aristotle was regarded as a forerunner of Christian truth, a John the Baptist in method 
and knowledge of natural things—precursor Christi in naturalibus. Until the thirteenth century, 
his works were only imperfectly known. The Categories and the de interpretatione were known 
to Abaelard and other Schoolmen in the Latin version of Boethius, and three books of the 
Organon to John of Salisbury. His Physics and Metaphysics became known about 1200, and all 
his works were made accessible early in the thirteenth century through the mediation of the Arab 
philosophers, Avicenna, d. 1037, Averrhoes, d. 1198, and Abuacer, d. 1185, and through Jewish 
sources. Roger Bacon laments the mistakes of translations made from the Arabic, by Michael 
Scot, Gerard of Cremona, and others. {1313} 
 
At first the Stagyrite was looked upon with suspicion or even prohibited by the popes and synods 
as adapted to breed heresy and spiritual pride. {1314} But, from 1250 on, his authority continued 
supreme. The saying of Gottfried of St. Victor became current in Paris. 
 
Every one is excluded and banned 
 
Who does not come clad in Aristotle’s armor. {1315} 
 
The Reformers shook off his yoke and Luther, in a moment of temper at the degenerate 
Schoolmen of his day, denounced him as "the accursed pagan Aristotle" and in his Babylonish 
Captivity called the mediaeval Church "the Thomistic or Aristotelian Church." 
 
The line of the Schoolmen begins in the last year of the eleventh century with Roscellinus and 
Anselm. Two centuries before, John Scotus Erigena had anticipated some of their discussions of 
fundamental themes, and laid down the principle that true philosophy and true religion are one. 
But he does not seem to have had any perceptible influence on Scholastic thought. The history 
divides itself into three periods: the rise of Scholasticism, its full bloom, and its decline. {1316} 
To the first period belong Anselm, d. 1109, Roscellinus, d. about 1125, Abaelard, d. 1142, 
Bernard, d. 1153, Hugo de St. Victor, d. 1161, Richard of St. Victor, d. 1173, and Gilbert of 
Poictiers, d. 1154. The chief names of the second period are Peter the Lombard, d. 1160, 
Alexander of Hales, d. 1243, Albertus Magnus, d. 1280, Thomas Aquinas, d. 1274, Bonaventura, 
d. 1274, Roger Bacon, d. 1294, and Duns Scotus, d. 1308. To the period of decline belong, among 



others, Durandus, d. 1334, Bradwardine, d. 1349, and Ockam, d. 1367. England, France, 
Germany, Italy, and Spain made contributions to this galaxy of men. Gabriel Biel, professor at 
Tubingen, who died 1495, is usually called the last of the Schoolmen. Almost all the great 
Schoolmen were monks. 
 
The two centuries included between the careers of Anselm and Duns Scotus show decided 
modifications of opinion on important questions such as the immaculate conception, and in regard 
to the possibility of proving from pure reason such doctrines as the incarnation and the Trinity. 
These two doctrines Thomas Aquinas, as well as Duns Scotus and Ockam, declared to be outside 
the domain of pure ratiocination. Even the existence of God and the immortality of the soul came 
to be regarded by Duns Scotus and the later Schoolmen as mysteries which were to be received 
solely upon the authority of the Church. The argument from probability was emphasized in the 
last stages of Scholastic thought as it had not been before. 
 
In their effort to express the minutest distinctions of thought, the Schoolmen invented a new 
vocabulary unknown to classical Latin, including such words as ens, absolutum identitas 
quidditas, haecceitas, aliquiditas, aleitas. {1317} The sophistical speculations which they 
allowed themselves were, for the most part, concerned with the angels, the Virgin Mary, the 
devil, the creation, and the body of the resurrection. Such questions as the following were asked 
and most solemnly discussed by the leading Schoolmen. Albertus Magnus asked whether it was 
harder for God to create the universe than to create man and whether the understandings of angels 
are brighter in the morning or in the evening. "Who sinned most, Adam or Eve?" was a favorite 
question with Anselm, Hugo de St. Victor, {1318} and others. Alexander of Hales attempted to 
settle the hour of the day at which Adam sinned and, after a long discussion, concluded it was at 
the ninth hour, the hour at which Christ expired. Bonaventura debated whether several angels can 
be in one place at the same time, whether one angel can be in several places at the same time, and 
whether God loved the human race more than He loved Christ. {1319} Anselm, in his work on the 
Trinity, asked whether God could have taken on the female sex and why the Holy Spirit did not 
become incarnate. Of the former question, Walter of St. Victor, speaking of Peter the Lombard, 
very sensibly said that it would have been more rational for him to have asked why the Lombard 
did not appear on earth as an ass than for the Lombard to ask whether God could have become 
incarnate in female form. The famous discussion over the effect the eating of the host would have 
upon a mouse will be taken up in connection with the Lord’s Supper. Albertus Magnus, 
Bonaventura, Thomas Aquinas, and others pondered over the problem. It was asked by Robert 
Pullen whether man in the resurrection will receive back the rib he lost in Eden, and whether a 
man will recover all the clippings of his finger nails. 
 
Such endless discussions have been ridiculed as puerile and frivolous, though, as has already been 
said, they grew out of the desire to be exhaustive. At last and justly, they brought Scholasticism 
into disrepute. While it was losing itself in the clouds and mists of things transcendental, it 
neglected the earth at its feet. As the papacy passed sentence upon itself by intolerable ambition, 
so Scholasticism undermined its authority by intellectual sophistries and was set aside by the 
practical interests of the Renaissance and Humanism and by simple faith, searching through the 
Scriptures, to reach the living sympathy of Christ. {1320} 
 
{1313} See Roger Bacon: Opus Majus, Bridges’ ed. I. 54-56; Sandys, Class. Scholarship, pp. 
507, 540-546, 568-sqq., and Seth, Enc. Brit., XXI. 419. 
 
{1314} The council of Paris, 1209, forbade the use of his Natural Philosophy. Gregory IX., 1231, 
condemned the Physics, but in 1254 the University of Paris prescribed the number of hours to be 
devoted to the explanation of Aristotle’s works. 



 
{1315}  Omnis hic excluditur, omnis est abjectus. 
 
Qui non Aristotelis venit armis tectus. Chart., I. p. xviii. 
 
{1316} Cousin made three periods, the first when philosophy was in subjection to theology, the 
second when they were in union, and the third when they were separated. 
 
{1317} "Otherness," applied by Rich. de St. Victor to the Trinitarian distinctions. 
 
{1318} de sacram., I. 7; Migne’s ed., 176, 290. 
 
{1319} Peltier’s ed., V. 38. 
 
{1320} Thomas Fuller quaintly compared the Schoolmen to those who built their houses in 
London on small patches of ground "improving their small bottom with towering speculations."  



97. Realism and Nominalism. 
 
The underlying philosophical problem of the Scholastic speculations was the real and 
independent existence of general or generic concepts, called universalia or universals. Do they 
necessarily involve substantial being? On this question the Schoolmen were divided into two 
camps, the Realists and the Nominalists. {1321} The question, which receives little attention now, 
was regarded as most important in the Middle Ages. 
 
Realism taught that the universals are not mere generalizations of the mind but have a real 
existence. Following Plato, as he is represented by Aristotle, one class of Realists held that the 
universals are creative types, exemplars in the divine mind. Their view was stated in the 
expression—universalia ante rem — that is, the universals exist before the individual, concrete 
object. The Aristotelian Realists held that the universals possess a real existence, but exist only in 
individual things. This was the doctrine of universalia in re. Humanity, for example, is a 
universal having a real existence. Socrates partakes of it, and he is an individual man, distinct 
from other men. Anselm, representing the Platonic school, treated the universal humanity as 
having independent existence by itself. Duns Scotus, representing the second theory, found in the 
universal the basis of all classification and gives to it only in this sense a real existence. 
 
The Nominalists taught that universals or general conceptions have no antecedent existence. They 
are mere names—nomina, flatus vocis, voces —and are derived from a comparison of individual 
things and their qualities. Thus beauty is a conception of the mind gotten from the observation of 
objects which are beautiful. The individual things are first observed and the universal, or abstract 
conception, is derived from it. This doctrine found statement in the expression universalia post 
rem, the universal becomes known after the individual. A modification of this view went by the 
name of Conceptualism, or the doctrine that universals have existence as conceptions in the mind, 
but not in real being. {1322} 
 
The starting-point for this dialectical distinction may have been a passage in Porphyry’s Isagoge, 
as transmitted by Boethius. Declining to enter into a discussion of the question, Porphyry asks 
whether the universals are to be regarded as having distinct substantial existence apart from 
tangible things or whether they were only conceptions of the mind, having substantial existence 
only in tangible things. {1323} The distinction assumed practical importance when it was applied 
to such theological doctrines as the Trinity, the atonement, and original sin. 
 
The theory of Realism was called in question in the eleventh century by Roscellinus, a 
contemporary of Anselm and the teacher of Abaelard, who, as it would seem, advocated 
Nominalism. {1324} Our knowledge of his views is derived almost exclusively from the 
statements of his two opponents, Anselm and Abaelard. He was serving as canon of Compiegne 
in the diocese of Soissons, 1092, when he was obliged to recant his alleged tritheism, which he 
substituted for the doctrine of the Trinity. 
 
The views of this theologian called forth Anselm’s treatise on the Trinity, and Abaelard despised 
him as a quack dialectician. {1325} Anselm affirmed that Roscellinus’ heretical views on the 
Trinity were the immediate product of his false philosophical principle, the denial that universals 
have real existence. Roscellinus called the three persons of the Godhead three substances, as 
Scotus Erigena had done before. These persons were three distinct beings equal in power and 
will, but each separate from the other and complete in himself, like three men or angels. These 



three could not be one God in the sense of being of the same essence, for then the Father and the 
Holy Spirit would have had to become incarnate as well as the Son. 
 
Defending the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity, Anselm proceeded on the basis of strict realism 
and declared that the three persons represented three relations and not three substances. Fountain, 
brook, and pond are three; yet the same water is in each one and we could not say the brook is the 
fountain or the fountain is the pond. The water of the brook may be carried through a pipe, but in 
that case it would not be the fountain which was carried through, nor the pond. So in the same 
way, the Godhead became incarnate without involving the incarnation of the Father and Holy 
Spirit. 
 
The decision of the synod of Soissons and Anselm’s argument drove Nominalism from the field 
and it was not again publicly avowed till the fourteenth century when it was revived by the 
energetic and practical mind of Ockam, by Durandus and others. It was for a time fiercely 
combated by councils and King Louis XI., but was then adopted by many of the great teachers of 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 
 
{1321} H. Doergens, Lehre von d. Universalien, Heidelb., 1867; J. H. Lowe, D. Kampf zwischen 
d. Realismus und Nominalismus im Mittelalter, Prag, 1876. Art. "Universalien," in Wetzer-Welte, 
XII. 305 sqq. The Histt. of Philosophy. 
 
{1322} According to John of Salisbury there were no less than thirteen different shades of opinion 
on the subject. See Prantl, Gesch. der Logik, II. 118. 
 
{1323} The passage from Porphyry runs—mox de generibus et speciebus illud quidem sive 
subsistant, sive in solis nudis intellectibus posita sint, sive subsistentia corporalia sint an 
incorporalia, et utrum separata a sensibilibus, an insensibilibus posita et circa haec consistentia, 
dicere recusabo. Altissimum enim negotium est hujusmodi et majoris egens inquisitionis. See 
Gieseler, Ch. Hist., Germ. ed., III. 384. 
 
{1324} Otto of Freising, de gest. Frid., I. 47, spoke of him as the originator of Nominalism in that 
age, qui primus nostris temporibus in logica sententiam vocum instituit. According to John of 
Salisbury, nominalism almost wholly vanished with Roscellinus, Metalog., II. 17.  



98. Anselm of Canterbury. 
 
Literature: The Works of Anselm. First complete ed. by Gerberon, Paris, 1675, reprinted in 
Migne, vols. 158, 159.—Anselm’s opuscula, trans. Chicago, 1903, pp. 288.—Anselm’s 
Devotions, trans. by Pusey, Oxf., 1856, London, 1872, and by C. C. J. Webb., London, 1903.—
Trans. of Cur Deus homo in Anc. and Mod. Library, London.—The Life of Anselm by his 
secretary and devoted friend Eadmer: de vita Anselmi and Historia novorum in Migne, and ed. by 
Rule in Rolls series, London, 1884.—John of Salisbury’s Life, written to further Anselm’s 
canonization by Alexander III., Migne, 199: 1009-1040, is based upon Eadmer.—William Of 
Malmesbury in Gesta Pontificum adds some materials.—Modern Lives, by *F. R. Hasse, 2 vols. 
Leip., 1843-1852, Abrdg. trans. by *W. Turner, London, 1850. One of the best of Hist. 
monographs.—*C. Deuteronomy Remusat: Paris, 1853, last ed., 1868.—*Dean R. W. Church (d. 
1890): London, new ed., 1877 (good account of Anselm’s career, but pays little attention to his 
philosophy and theology).—M. Rule: 2 vols. London, 1883, eulogistic and ultramontane.—P. 
Ragey: 2 vols. Paris, 1890.—J. M. Rigg: London, 1896.—A. C. Welch, Edinburgh, 1901.—*W. 
R. W. Stephens in Dict. Natl. Biog., II. 10-31.—P. Schaff, in Presb. and Ref’d Review, Jan., 
1894.—*Ed. A. Freeman: The Reign of William Rufus, 2 vols. London, 1882.—H. Bohmer: 
Kirche u. Staat in England u. in der Normandie im XI. u. XIIten Jahrh., Leip., 1899.—Anselm’s 
philosophy is discussed by Ritter, Erdmann, and Ueberweg-Heinze in their Histories of Philos.; 
his theology is treated by Baur: Gesch. d. Christl. Lehre. von d. Versohnung, Tubingen, 1838, 
142-189.—Ritschl: Rechtfertigung u. Versohnung, and in the Histories of Doctrine.—Kolling: D. 
satisfactio vicaria, 2 vols., Gutersloh, 1897-1899. A vigorous presentation of the Anselmic 
view.—Leipoldt: D. Begriff meritum in Anselm, in Theol. Studien u. Kritiken, 1904.—Le 
Chanoine Poree: Hist. de l’Abbaye du Bec, Paris, 1901. 
 
Anselm of Canterbury, 1033-1109, the first of the great Schoolmen, was one of the ablest and 
purest men of the mediaeval Church. He touched the history of his age at many points. He was an 
enthusiastic advocate of monasticism. He was archbishop of Canterbury and fought the battle of 
the Hildebrandian hierarchy against the State in England. His Christian meditations give him a 
high rank in its annals of piety. His profound speculation marks one of the leading epochs in the 
history of theology and won for him a place among the doctors of the Church. While Bernard was 
greatest as a monk, Anselm was greatest as a theologian. He was the most original thinker the 
Church had seen since the days of Augustine. {1326} 
 
Life.—Anselm was born at Aosta, in Piedmont, at the foot of the great St. Bernard, which divides 
Italy from western Switzerland. {1327} He had a pious mother, Ermenberga. His father, Gundulf, 
a worldly and rude nobleman, set himself violently against his son’s religious aspirations, but on 
his death-bed himself assumed the monastic garb to escape perdition. 
 
In his childish imagination, Anselm conceived God Almighty as seated on a throne at the top of 
the Alps, and in a dream, he climbed up the mountain to meet Him. Seeing, on his way, the king’s 
maidens engaged in the harvest field, for it was Autumn, neglecting their work he determined to 
report their negligence to the king. The lad was most graciously received and asked whence he 
came and what he desired. The king’s kindness made him forget all about the charges he was 
intending to make. Then, refreshed with the whitest of bread, he descended again to the valley. 
The following day he firmly believed he had actually been in heaven and eaten at the Lord’s 
table. This was the story he told after he had ascended the chair of Canterbury. 
 



A quarrel with his father led to Anselm’s leaving his home. He set his face toward the West and 
finally settled in the Norman abbey of Le Bec, then under the care of his illustrious countryman 
Lanfranc. Here he studied, took orders, and, on Lanfranc’s transfer to the convent of St. Stephen 
at Caen, 1063, became prior, and, in 1078, abbot. At Bec he wrote most of his works. His warm 
devotion to the monastic life appears in his repeated references to it in his letters and in his 
longing to get back to the convent after he had been made archbishop. 
 
In 1093, he succeeded Lanfranc as archbishop of Canterbury. His struggle with William Rufus 
and Henry I. over investiture has already been described (pp. 88-93). During his exile on the 
Continent he attended a synod at Bari, where he defended the Latin doctrine of the procession of 
the Holy Spirit against the Greek bishops who were present. {1328} 
 
The archbishop’s last years in England were years of quiet, and he had a peaceful end. They lifted 
him from the bed and placed him on ashes on the floor. There, "as morning was breaking, on the 
Wednesday before Easter," April 21, 1109, the sixteenth year of his pontificate and the seventy-
sixth of his life, he slept in peace, as his biographer Eadmer says, "having given up his spirit into 
the hands of his Creator." He lies buried in Canterbury Cathedral at the side of Lanfranc. 
 
Anselm was a man of spotless integrity, single devotion to truth and righteousness, patient in 
suffering, and revered as a saint before his official canonization in 1494. {1329} Dante associates 
him in Paradise with Nathan, the seer, and Chrysostom, both famous for rebuking vice in high 
places, and with the Calabrian prophet, Joachim. {1330} 
 
Writings.—Anselm’s chief works in the departments of theology are his Monologium and 
Proslogium, which present proofs for God’s existence, and the Cur Deus homo, "Why God 
became Man," a treatise on the atonement. He also wrote on the Trinity against Roscellinus; on 
original sin, free will, the harmony of foreknowledge and foreordination, and the fall of the devil. 
To these theological treatises are to be added a number of writings of a more practical nature, 
homilies, meditations, and four hundred and twelve letters in which we see him in different 
relations, as a prelate of the Church, a pastor, as a teacher giving advice to pupils, and as a friend. 
{1331} His correspondence shows him in his human relations. His meditations and prayers reveal 
the depth of his piety. His theological treatises betray the genius of his intellect. In extent they are 
far less voluminous than the works of Thomas Aquinas and other Schoolmen of the later period. 
 
Theology.—Anselm was one of those rare characters in whom lofty reason and childlike faith 
work together in perfect harmony. Love to God was the soul of his daily life and love to God is 
the burning centre of his theology. It was not doubt that led him to speculation, but enthusiasm 
for truth and devotion to God. His famous proposition, which Schleiermacher adopted as a motto 
for his own theology, is that faith precedes knowledge—fides praecedit intellectum. Things 
divine must be a matter of experience before they can be comprehended by the intellect. "He who 
does not believe," Anselm said, "has not felt, and he who has not felt, does not understand." 
{1332} Christ must come to the intellect through the avenue of faith and not to faith through the 
avenue of intellect. {1333} On the other hand, Anselm declared himself against blind belief, and 
calls it a sin of neglect when he who has faith, does not strive after knowledge. {1334} 
 
These views, in which supernaturalism and rationalism are harmonized, form the working 
principle of the Anselmic theology. The two sources of knowledge are the Bible and the teaching 
of the Church which are in complete agreement with one another and are one with true 
philosophy. {1335} Anselm had a profound veneration for the great African teacher, Augustine, 
and his agreement with him in spirit and method secured for him the titles "the second Augustine" 
and the, "Tongue of Augustine." 



 
Anselm made two permanent contributions to theology, his argument for the existence of God 
and his theory of the atonement. 
 
The ontological argument, which he stated, constitutes an epoch in the history of the proofs for 
God’s existence. It was first laid clown in the Monologium or Soliloquy, which he called the 
example of meditation on the reasonableness of faith, but mixed with cosmological elements. 
Starting from the idea that goodness and truth must have an existence independent of concrete 
things, Anselm ascends from the conception of what is relatively good and great, to Him who is 
absolutely good and great. 
 
In the Proslogium, or Allocution, the ontological argument is presented in its purest form. Anselm 
was led to its construction by the desire to find out a single argument, sufficient in itself, to prove 
the divine existence. The argument was the result of long reflection and rooted in piety and 
prayer. Day and night the author was haunted with the idea that God’s existence could be so 
proved. He was troubled over it to such a degree that at times he could not sleep or take his meals. 
Finally, one night, during vigils, the argument stood clearly before his mind in complete outline. 
The notes were written down while the impression was still fresh in Anselm’s mind. The first 
copy was lost; the second was inadvertently broken to pieces. 
 
Anselm’s argument, which is the highest example of religious meditation and scholastic 
reasoning, is prefaced with an exhortation and the words, "I do not seek to understand in order 
that I may believe, but I believe in order that I may understand, for of this I feel sure, that, if I did 
not believe, I would not understand." 
 
The reasoning starts from the idea the mind has of God, and proceeds to the affirmation of the 
necessity of God’s objective existence. The mind has a concept of something than which nothing 
greater can be conceived. {1336} This even the fool has, when he says in his heart, "there is no 
God," Psalm 14:1. He grasps the conception when he listens, and what he grasps is in his mind. 
This something, than which nothing greater can be conceived, cannot exist solely in the mind. 
For, if it existed solely in the mind, then it would be possible to think of it as existing also in 
reality (objectively), and that would be something greater. {1337} This is impossible. This thing, 
therefore, than which nothing greater can be conceived, exists both in the mind and in reality. 
This is God. "So truly," exclaims Anselm, "dost Thou exist, O Lord God, that it is not possible to 
conceive of Thee as not existing. For, if any mind could conceive of anything better than Thou 
art, then the creature would ascend above the Creator and become His judge, which is supremely 
absurd. Everything else besides Thyself can be conceived of as not existing." 
 
The syllogism, compact as its presentation is and precise as its language seems to be, is 
nevertheless defective, as a logical statement. It begs the question. It offends against the principle 
that deductions from a definition are valid only on the supposition that the thing defined exists. 
The definition and the statement of God’s existence are in the major premise, "there is something 
than which nothing greater can be conceived." And yet it was the objective existence of this 
being, Anselm wanted to prove. Setting this objection aside, there is the other fatal objection that 
objective existence is not a predicate. Objective being is implied when we affirm anything. This 
objection was stated by Kant. {1338} Again, Anselm confused, as synonymous, understanding a 
thing and having a conception in the understanding. {1339} 
 
The reasoning of the Proslogium was attacked by the monk Gaunilo of Marmontier, near Bec, in 
his Liber pro insipiente. He protested against the inference from the subjective conception to 
objective reality on the ground that by the same method we might argue from any of our 



conceptions to the reality of the thing conceived, as for example for the existence of a lost island, 
the Atlantis. "That, than which nothing greater can be thought," does not exist in the mind in any 
other way than does the perfection of such an island. The real existence of a thing must be known 
before we can predicate anything of it. Gaunilo’s objection Anselm answered by declaring that 
the idea of the lost island was not a necessary conception while that of the highest being was, and 
that it was to it alone his argument applied. 
 
Untenable as Anselm’s argument is logically, it possesses a strong fascination, and contains a 
great truth. The being of God is an intuition of the mind, which can only be explained by God’s 
objective existence. The modern theory of correlation lends its aid to corroborate what was, after 
all, fundamental in the Anselmic presentation, namely, that the idea of God in the mind must have 
corresponding to it a God who really exists. Otherwise, we are left to the mystery which is 
perhaps still greater, how such an idea could ever have taken firm and general hold of the human 
mind. {1340} 
 
The doctrine of the atonement.—With the Cur Deus homo, "Why God became Man," a new 
chapter opens in the development of the doctrine of the atonement. The treatise, which is in the 
form of a dialogue, is the author’s most elaborate work, and he thought the argument sufficient to 
break down the objections of Jew and Pagan to the Christian system. 
 
Anselm was the first to attempt to prove the necessity of the incarnation and death of the Son of 
God by the processes of pure reason. He argued that the world cannot be redeemed by an 
arbitrary decree of God, nor through man or angel. Man is under the domination of the devil, 
deserves punishment, and is justly punished; but the devil torments him without right, {1341} for 
he does not do it by the authority of God, but from malice. The handwriting of ordinances against 
the sinner {Colossians 2:14} is not a note due the devil, but the sentence of God that he who 
sinned should be the servant of sin. 
 
God cannot allow his original purpose to be thwarted. Sin must be forgiven, but how? Man owes 
subjection to God’s will. Sin is denying to God the honor due him. {1342} Satisfaction must be 
rendered to justice before there can be forgiveness. Bare restitution, however, is not a sufficient 
satisfaction. For his "contumely," man must give back more than he has taken. He must 
compensate God’s honor. {1343} Just as he who has inflicted a wound must not only heal the 
wound, but pay damages to satisfy the demands of violated honor. 
 
All sin, then, must either receive punishment or be covered by satisfaction. Can man make this 
satisfaction? No. Were it possible for him to lead a perfectly holy life, from the moment he 
became conscious of his debt, he would be simply doing his duty for that period. The debt of the 
past would remain unsettled. But sin, having struck at the roots of man’s being, he is not able to 
lead a perfect life. 
 
God’s justice, then, man is not able to satisfy. Man ought, but cannot. God need not, but does. 
For, most foreign to God would it be to allow man, the most precious of his creatures, to perish. 
But as God himself must make the satisfaction, and man ought to make it, the satisfaction must be 
made by one who is both God and man, that is, the God-man. {1344} 
 
To make satisfaction, the God-man must give back to God something he is not under obligation 
to render. A life of perfect obedience he owes. Death he does not owe, for death is the wages of 
sin, and he had no sin. By submitting to death, he acquired merit. Because this merit is infinite in 
value, being connected with the person of the infinite Son of God, it covers the infinite guilt of 
the sinner and constitutes the satisfaction required. 



 
Anselm concludes his treatise with the inquiry why the devil and his angels are not saved by 
Christ. His answer is that they did not derive their guilt and sinful estate through a single 
individual as men do from Adam. Each sinned for himself. For this reason each would have to be 
saved for himself by a God-angel. In declaring the salvation of fallen angels to be impossible, 
Anselm closes with the words, "I do not say that this is impossible as though the value of Christ’s 
death were not great enough to be sufficient for all the sins of men and fallen angels, but because 
of a reason in the unchangeable nature of things which stands in the way of the salvation of the 
lost angels." {1345} 
 
It is the merit of Anselm’s argument that, while Athanasius and Augustine had laid stress upon 
the article that through Christ’s sufferings atonement was made, Anselm explained the necessity 
of those sufferings. He also did the most valuable service of setting aside the view, which had 
been handed down from the Fathers, that Christ’s death was a ransom-price paid to Satan. Even 
Augustine had asserted the rights of the devil. Again, Anselm laid proper stress upon the guilt of 
sin. He made earnest with it, not as a mistake, but as a violation of law, a derogation from the 
honor due to God. 
 
The subject of the atonement was not exhausted by the argument of the Cur Deus homo. No one 
theory can comprehend its whole meaning. Certain biblical features have been made prominent 
since his day which Anselm did not emphasize. Each creative age has its own statement of 
theology, and now one aspect and now another aspect of the unchangeable biblical truth is made 
prominent. The different theories must be put into their proper places as fragments of the full 
statement of truth. Anselm regarded the atonement from the legal rather than from the moral side 
of the divine nature. The attribute of justice is given a disproportionate emphasis. Man’s relation 
to God is construed wholly as the relation of a subordinate to a superior. The fatherhood of God 
has no adequate recognition. The actor in human redemption is God, the sovereign and the judge. 
Anselm left out John 3:16 and the Parable of the Prodigal Son. {1346} 
 
Anselm as a mystic.—In Anselm, mysticism was combined with scholasticism, pious devotion 
with lofty speculation, prayer with logical analysis. His deeply spiritual nature manifests itself in 
all his writings, but especially in his strictly devotional works, his Meditations and Prayers. 
{1347} They are in danger of suffering neglect in the attention given to Anselm’s theological 
discussions. 
 
The Schoolman’s spiritual reflections abound in glowing utterances from the inner tabernacle of 
his heart. Now he loses himself in the contemplation of the divine attributes, now he laments over 
the deadness and waywardness of man. Now he soars aloft in strains of praise and adoration, now 
he whispers low the pleadings for mercy and pardon. At one moment he surveys the tragedy of 
the cross or the joys of the redeemed; at another the terrors of the judgment and hopeless estate of 
the lost. Such a blending of mellow sentiment with high speculations is seldom found. No one of 
the greater personages of the Middle Ages, except Bernard, excels him in the mystical element; 
and he often reminds us of Bernard, as when he exclaims, "O good Jesus, how sweet thou art to 
the heart of him who thinks of thee and loves thee." {1348} Or again, when he exclaims in his 
tenth meditation, "O benign Jesus, condescending Lord, holy Master, sweet in mouth, sweet in 
heart, sweet in ear, inscrutably, unutterably gentle, self-sacrificing, merciful, wise, mighty, most 
sweet and lovely"—valde dulcis et suavis. The soaring grandeur of Anselm’s thoughts may be 
likened to the mountains of the land of his birth, and the pure abundance of his spiritual feeling to 
the brooks and meadows of its valleys. He quotes again and again from Scripture, and its 
language constitutes the chief vehicle of his thoughts. 
 



In the first meditation, Anselm makes the famous comparison of human life to the passage over a 
slender bridge, spanning a deep, dark abyss whose bed is full of all kinds of foul and ghastly 
things. {1349} The bridge is a single foot in width. What anguish would not take hold of one 
obliged to cross over it, with eyes bandaged and arms tied, so as not to be able even to use a staff 
to feel one’s way! And how greatly would not the anguish be increased, if great birds were flying 
in the air, intent on swooping down and defeating the purpose of the traveller! And how much 
more anguish would be added if at every step a tile should fall away from behind him! The ravine 
is hell, measureless in its depth, horribly dark with black, dismal vapors! {1350} And the perilous 
bridge is the present life. Whosoever lives ill falls into the abyss. The tiles are the single days of a 
man’s existence here below. The birds are malign spirits. We, the travellers, are blinded with 
ignorance and bound with the iron difficulty of doing well. Shall we not turn our eyes unto the 
Lord "who is our light and our salvation, of whom shall we be afraid?" Psalm 27:1. 
 
The Prayers are addressed to the Son and Spirit as well as to the Father. To these are added 
petitions to the Virgin, on whom Anselm bestows the most fulsome titles, and to the saints. In this 
Anselm was fully the child of his age. 
 
These devotional exercises, the liturgy of Anselm’s soul, are a storehouse of pious thought to 
which due appreciation has not been accorded. The mystical element gives him a higher place 
than his theological treatises, elevated and important as they are. {1351} 
 
{1325} Pseudo-Dialecticus. Ep., 21. Deuteronomy fide trin. 3. tres personae sunt tres res sicut 
tres angeli aut tres animae, ita tamen ut voluntas et potestas omnino sunt idem. Also Ep., II. 41. 
 
{1326} Loofs, p. 271, says, "He is perhaps the most important of all the mediaeval theologians." 
 
{1327} Church gives a graphic picture of "wild Aosta lulled by Alpine rills." Aosta was a Roman 
settlement bearing the name Augusta Praetoria, and was made a bishopric about the fifth century. 
 
{1328} His views were set forth in the de processione Spiritus Sancti. He argued that the Spirit 
proceeded from the Father not as father but as God. He must therefore also proceed from the Son 
as God. 
 
{1329} See quotations in Freeman, W. Rufus, II. 661. 
 
{1330} Paradiso, XII. 137. 
 
{1331} Freeman has an excursus on Anselm’s letters in his W. Rufus, II. 570-588. 
 
{1332} Qui non crediderit, non experietur, et qui expertus non fuerit non intelliget, de fide trin., 
2; Migne, 158, 264. 
 
{1333} Ep., II. 41; Migne, 158. 1193, Christianus per fidem debet ad intellectum proficere non 
per intellectum ad fidem. 
 
{1334} Cur Deus homo, I. 2; Migne, 158. 364. 
 
{1335} Eadmer: nihil asserere nisi quod aut canonicis aut Augustini dictis posse defendi videret. 
 
{1336} aliquid quo majus nihil cogitari potest. 
 



{1337} si vel in solo intellectu est, potest cogitari esse et in re, quod majus est. 
 
{1338} Thomas Aquinas said that, even if the name of God means illud quo majus cogitari non 
potest, yet it would not be possible to proceed to the affirmation of God’s real existence, because 
the atheist denies that there is aliquid quo majus cogitari non potest, Summa, I. ii. 2. Hegel replied 
to Kant that the Begriff an und fur sich selbst enthalt das Sein also eine Bestimmtheit. Professor 
E. Caird, in an article, Anselm’s Argument for the Being of God (Journal of Theolog. Studies, 
1900, pp. 23-39), sums up his objection to Anselm’s argument by saying, "It is the scholastic 
distortion of an idea which was first presented in the Platonic philosophy," etc. Ritschl, 
Justification and Reconciliation, p. 217, makes the same objection when he says Anselm confuses 
reality and thought. 
 
{1339} intelligere and in intellectu esse. 
 
{1340} A careful statement of the history of the ontological argument was given by Kostlin, D. 
Beweise furs Dasein Gottes, in Studien u. Kritiken, 1875, 1876. Also Ruze, D. ontol. 
Gottesbeweis seit Anselm, Halle, 1882. 
 
{1341} Quamvis homo juste a diabolo torqueretur, ipse tamen illum injuste torquebat, etc., I. 7; 
Migne, 158. 367 sq. Again Anselm takes up this point, II. 20; p. 427 sq., and says it was not 
necessary for God to descend to conquer the devil or to proceed judicially against him in order to 
liberate man. Nothing else did God owe the devil but punishment, and nothing else did man owe 
the devil but to treat him as he had been treated, that is, to conquer him as man himself had been 
conquered. All that was demanded by the devil, man owed to God and not to the devil. 
 
{1342} Non aliud est peccare quam Deo non reddere debitum. I. 11; Migne, p. 376. 
 
{1343} pro contumelia illata plus reddere quam abstulit.... Debet omnis qui peccat, honorem 
quem rapuit, Deo solvere et haec est satisfactio quam omnis peccator Deo debet facere. 
 
{1344} Satisfactio quam nec potest facere nisi Deus nec debet nisi homo, necesse est ut eam 
faciat Deus-homo, II. 6; Migne, p. 404. 
 
{1345} II. 22; Migne, 158. 431. It is a matter of dispute how far Anselm drew upon the doctrine 
of penance which had been handed down from the Fathers or from the German law with its 
Wehrgeld, or debt of honor; or whether he drew upon them at all. It is probable that the Church’s 
penitential system had affected the chivalric idea of honor. Harnack, Dogmengesch., III. 252 sq., 
and Ritschl, Justification, etc., p. 263, make the objection against Anselm’s argument that it was 
based upon an "idea of God’s justice which implies an equality in private rights between God and 
man." 
 
{1346} Harnack gives prolonged attention to Anselm’s argument (Dogmengesch., III. 341-358) 
and, in specifying its merits and defects, declares that the defects largely outweigh the merits. 
Anselm’s theory is not at all to be adopted, die Theorie ist vollig unannehmbar. It would not be 
necessary, Harnack says, to waste many words over the defects if it were not that the theology of 
the present day is stuck in traditionalism and neglects all the canons of Gospel, ethics, logic, and 
culture. He declares it to be a fearful thought that God may not forgive from pure love, but had to 
have his honor appeased by sacrfice. Anselm’s argument taken by itself does not justify such 
severe criticism, and, if his other writings and his own character be taken into account, he will be 
absolved from the implied charges. 
 



{1347} Meditationes seu Orationes, Migne, 158. 709-1014. See Hasse, I. 176-232. 
 
{1348} Jesu bone, quam dulcis es in corde cogitantis de te et diligentis te, Migne, 158. 770. 
 
{1349} Rule, I. 48, describes from personal observation the ancient and dizzy bridge, le Pont de 
l’Aa®l, over a torrent near Aosta, which, as he says, Anselm in making his description may have 
had in mind. 
 
{1350} Sine mensura profundum, et tenebrosa caligine horribiliter obscurum, Migne, 158, 719. 
 
{1351} The later Schoolmen did not lean back upon Anselm’s theology as we might have 
expected them to do. He was, however, often quoted, as by Thomas Aquinas and Albertus 
Magnus, e.g., Summa, I. 3, 13, etc., Borgnet’s ed., XXXI. 60, 69, 326.  



99. Peter Abaelard. 
 
Literature: Works of Abaelard: ed. first by Duchesne, Paris, 1616. Cousin: Ouvrages inedites 
d’Abelard, Paris, 1836, containing the Dialectica and Sic et Non; also the Opera omnia, 2 vols. 
Paris, 1849-1859. Reprod. in Migne, vol. 178.—R. Stolzle: Deuteronomy unitate et trinitate 
divina, first ed., Freib. im Br., 1891.—Ed. of his Letters by R. Rawlinson, Lond., 1718. Engl. 
trans. of Letters of Abaelard and Heloise, in Temple Classics. 
 
Biographical: Abaelard’s Autobiography: Hist. calamitatum, in Migne, 178. 113-180.—Berengar: 
Apologeticus contra Bernardum, etc., in Migne, 178. 1856-1870.—Bernard’s letters as quoted 
below.—Otto of Freising: Deuteronomy Gestis Frid., 47 sqq.—John of Salisbury: Metalog. and 
Hist. Pontificalis.—Modern Lives by A. F. Gervaise, Paris, 1728; Cousin, in the Ouvrages, 1836; 
Wilkins, Gottingen, 1855; Ch. de Remusat, Paris, 1845, 2 vols., new ed., 1855; O. I. de Rochely 
(Abel. et le rationalisme moderne), Paris 1867; Bonnier (Abel. et S. Bernard), Paris, 1862; 
Vacandard (P. Abel. et sa lutte avec S. Bernard), Paris, 1881; *S. M. Deutsch P. Abael, ein 
kritischer Theologe des 12ten Jahrh., the best exposition of Abaelard’s system, Leip., 1883; A. 
Hausrath, Leip., 1893; Joseph McCabe, London, 1901.—E. Kaiser: P. Abel. Critique, Freib., 
1901.—The story of Abaelard and Heloise has been specially told by Mad. Guizot, 2 vols., Paris 
1839; Jacobi, Berl., 1850; Wright, New York, 1853; Kahnis, Leip., 1865, etc.—Compayre, Abel. 
and the Orig. and Early His. of Universities.—R. L. Poole: P. Abailard in Illustrations of Med. 
Thought, Lond., 1884, pp. 136-167.—Stockl: Phil. des Mittelalters, I. 218-272.—Denifle: D. 
Sentenzen d. Abael. und die Bearbeitungen seiner Theologie vor Mitte des 12ten Jahrh. in Archiv 
fur Lit. und Kirchengesch., etc., 1885, pp. 402-470, 584-624; Hefele, Councils, V. 451-488.—The 
Histories of Philos. of Ueberweg-Heinze and Ritter—The Lives of St. Bernard by Neander, I. 
207-297; II. 1-44; Morison, 254-322; Vacandard, II. 120-181.—The Histories of Doctrine of 
Schwane, Harnack, Loofs, Fisher, Seeberg, Sheldon. 
 
During the first half of the twelfth century, Peter Abaelard, 1079-1142, was one of the most 
conspicuous characters of Europe. His fame was derived from the brilliance of his intellect. He 
differed widely from Anselm. The latter was a constructive theologian; Abaelard, a critic. Anselm 
was deliberate, Abaelard, impulsive and rash. Anselm preferred seclusion; Abaelard sought 
publicity. Among teachers exercising the spell of magnetism over their hearers, Abaelard stands 
in the front rank and probably has not been excelled in France. In some of his theological 
speculations he was in advance of his age. His personal misfortunes give to his biography a flavor 
of romance which belongs to no other Schoolman. A man of daring thought and restless 
disposition, he was unstable in his mental beliefs and morally unreliable. Our main authority for 
his career is the Story of Misfortunes, Historia calamitatum, written by his own hand, (Migne, 
178. 113-180,) in the form of a letter. 
 
The eldest son of a knight, Abaelard was born at the village of Palais or le Pallet, a few miles 
from Nantes. His original name was Pierre de Palais. Both his parents entered convents. Abaelard 
had for his first teacher Roscellinus. He listened to William of Champeaux, then at the head of the 
cathedral school at Paris, and soon began with confidence to refute William’s positions. {1352} 
He then established independent schools at Melun and Corbeil. After a period of sickness, spent 
under his father’s roof, he returned to Paris. He again listened to William on rhetoric, but openly 
announced himself as an antagonist of his views, and taught on Mt. Genevieve, then covered with 
vineyards. Abaelard represents himself as having drawn almost the last scholar away from the 
cathedral school to Genevieve. We next find him under Anselm of Laon, who, with his brother 
Radulf, had made the school of Laon famous. Again Abaelard set himself up against his teacher, 



describing him as having a wonderful flow of words, but no thoughts. When he lit a fire, he filled 
the whole house with smoke. {1353} He was like the barren fig tree with the promise of leaves 
and nothing more. Abaelard started at Laon counter lectures on Ezekiel. 
 
Now the opportunity of his life came and he was called to preside over the cathedral school at 
Paris. William of Champeaux had retired to St. Victor and then had been made bishop. The years 
that immediately followed were the most brilliant in Abaelard’s career. All the world seemed 
about to do him homage. Scholars from all parts thronged to hear him. He lectured on philosophy 
and theology. He was well read in classical and widely read in sacred literature. His dialectic 
powers were ripe and, where arguments failed, the teacher’s imagination and rhetoric came to the 
rescue. His books were read not only in the schools and convents, but in castles and guildhouses. 
William of Thierry said {1354} they crossed the seas and overleaped the Alps. When he visited 
towns, the people crowded the streets and strained their necks to catch a glimpse of him. His 
remarkable influence over men and women must be explained not by his intellectual depth so 
much as by a certain daring and literary art and brilliance. He was attractive of person, and 
Bernard may have had this in mind when he says, Abaelard was outwardly a John though he had 
the heart of a Herod. {1355} His statements were clear. He used apt analogies and quoted 
frequently from Horace, Ovid, and other Latin poets. To these qualities he added a gay 
cheerfulness which expressed itself in compositions of song and in singing, which made him 
acceptable to women, as in later years Heloise reminded him. {1356} 
 
In the midst of this popularity came the fell tragedy of his life, his connection with Heloise, 
whom Remusat has called "the first of women." {1357} This, the leading French woman of the 
Middle Ages, stands forth invested with a halo as of queenly dignity, while her seducer forfeits by 
his treatment of her the esteem of all who prefer manly strength and fidelity to gifts of mind, 
however brilliant. 
 
Heloise was probably the daughter of a canon and had her home in Paris with her uncle, Fulbert, 
also a canon. When Abaelard came to know her, she was seventeen, attractive in person and 
richly endowed in mind. Abaelard prevailed upon Fulbert to admit him to his house as Heloise’s 
teacher. Heloise had before been at the convent of Argenteuil. The meetings between pupil and 
tutor became meetings of lovers. Over open books, as Abaelard wrote, more words of love were 
passed than of discussion and more kisses than instruction. The matter was whispered about in 
Paris. Fulbert was in rage. Abaelard removed Heloise to his sister’s in Brittany, where she bore a 
son, called Astralabius. {1358} Abaelard expressed readiness to have the nuptial ceremony 
performed, though in secret, in order to placate Fulbert. Open marriage was eschewed lest he 
should himself suffer loss to his fame, as he himself distinctly says. {1359} 
 
The Story of Misfortunes leaves no doubt that what he was willing to do proceeded from fear and 
that he was not actuated by any sense of honor toward Heloise or proper view of woman or of 
marriage. What accord, he wrote, "has study with nurses, writing materials with cradles, books 
and desks with spinning wheels, reeds and ink with spindles! Who, intent upon sacred and 
philosophical reflections could endure the squalling of children, the lullabies of nurses and the 
noisy crowd of men and women! Who would stand the disagreeable and constant dirt of little 
children!" 
 
Abaelard declared a secret marriage was performed in obedience to the demands of Heloise’s 
relatives. At best it was a mock ceremony, for Heloise persisted in denying she was Abaelard’s 
wife. With mistaken but splendid devotion, she declined to marry him, believing that marriage 
would interrupt his career. In one of her letters to him she wrote: "If to you, the name of wife 
seems more proper, to me always was more dear the little word friend, or if you do not deem that 



name proper, then the name of concubine or harlot, concubina vel scortum. I invoke God as my 
witness that, if Augustus had wished to give me the rule over the whole world by asking me in 
marriage, I would rather be your mistress, meretrix, than his empress, imperatrix. Thy passion 
drew thee to me rather than thy friendship, and the heat of desire rather than love." {1360} 
 
Abaelard removed Heloise to Argenteuil and she assumed the veil. He visited her in secret and 
now Fulbert took revenge. Entering into collusion with Abaelard’s servant, he fell upon him at 
night and mutilated him. Thus humiliated, Abaelard entered the convent of St. Denis, 1118,—not 
from any impulse of piety but from expediency. {1361} He became indifferent to Heloise. 
 
New trials fell upon his chequered career—charges of heresy. He was arraigned for Sabellian 
views on the Trinity at Soissons, 1121, before the papal legate. Roscellinus, his old teacher, 
opened the accusations. Abaelard complains that two enemies were responsible for the actual trial 
and its issue, Alberic and Lotulf, teachers at Rheims. He was obliged to commit his book to the 
flames {1362} and to read publicly a copy of the Athanasian Creed. 
 
Again he got himself into difficulty by opposing the current belief, based upon Bede’s statement, 
that Dionysius or St. Denis, the patron of France, was the Dionysius converted by Paul at Athens. 
The monks of St. Denis would not tolerate him. He fled, retracted his utterance, and with the 
permission of Suger, the new abbot of St. Denis, settled in a waste tract in Champagne and built 
an oratory which he called after the third person of the Trinity, the Paraclete. Students again 
gathered around him, and the original structure of reeds and straw was replaced by a substantial 
building of stone. But old rivals, as he says, again began to pursue him just as the heretics 
pursued Athanasius of old, and "certain ecclesiastics"—presumably Norbert, the founder of the 
Premonstrants, and Bernard of Clairvaux—were stirred up against him. Abaelard, perhaps with 
not too much self-disparagement, says of himself that, in comparison to them, he seemed to be as 
an ant before a lion. It was under these circumstances that he received the notice of his election as 
abbot of the monastery of St. Gildas on the sea, in his native Brittany. He went, declaring that 
"the envy of the Francians drove him to the West, as the envy of the Romans drove Jerome to the 
East." 
 
The monks of St. Gildas are portrayed by Abaelard as a band of unmitigated ruffians. They had 
their wives and children settled upon the convent’s domains. They treated their new abbot with 
contempt and violence, twice, at least, attempting his life. On one occasion it was by drugging the 
chalice. He complained of the barrenness of the surroundings. Bernard described him as an abbot 
without discipline. In sheer despair, Abaelard fled and in "striving to escape one sword I threw 
myself upon another," he said. At this point the autobiography breaks off and we know little of its 
author till 1136. {1363} 
 
In the meantime the nuns of Argentueil were driven out of their quarters. In 1127, Abaelard 
placed Heloise in charge of the Paraclete, and under her management it became prosperous. He 
had observed a cold silence for a protracted period, but now and again visited the Paraclete and 
delivered sermons to the nuns. Heloise received the Story of Misfortunes, and, in receiving it, 
wrote, addressing him as "her lord or rather father, her husband or rather brother, from his 
handmaid or rather daughter, his consort or rather sister." Her first two letters have scarcely, if 
ever, been equalled in the annals of correspondence in complete abandonment of heart and 
glowing expressions of devotion. She appealed to him to send her communications. Had she not 
offered her very being on the altar for his sake! Had she not obeyed him in everything, and in 
nothing would she offend him! 
 



Abaelard replied to Heloise as the superior of the nuns of the Paraclete. She was to him nothing 
more. He preached to her sermons on prayer, asked for the intercession of the nuns on his behalf, 
and directed that his body be laid away in the Paraclete. He rejoiced that Heloise’s connection 
with himself prevented her from entering into marriage and giving birth to children. She had 
thereby been forced into a higher life and to be the mother of many spiritual daughters. Heloise 
plied him with questions about hard passages in the Scriptures and about practical matters of 
daily living and monastic dress, —a device to secure the continuance of the correspondence. 
Abaelard replied by giving rules for the nuns which were long and severe. He enjoined upon 
them, above all else, the study of the Scriptures, and called upon them to imitate Jerome who took 
up Hebrew late in life. He sent them sermons, seven of which had been delivered in the Paraclete. 
He proposed that there should be a convent for monks close by the Paraclete. The monks and 
nuns were to help each other. An abbot was to stand at the head of both institutions. The nuns 
were to do the monks’ washing and cooking, milk the cows, feed the chickens and geese. 
 
In 1137 and again in 1139, we find Abaelard suddenly installed at St. Genevieve and enjoying, 
for a while, meteoric popularity. John of Salisbury was one of his pupils. How the change was 
brought about does not fully appear. But Abaelard was not destined to have peace. The final 
period of his restless career now opens. Bernard was at that time the most imposing religious 
personality of Europe, Abaelard was its keenest philosophical thinker. The one was the 
representative of churchmanship and church authority, the other of freedom of inquiry. A clash 
between these two personalities was at hand. It cannot be regarded as a historical misfortune that 
these two men met on the open field of controversy and on the floor of ecclesiastical synods. 
History is most true to herself when she represents men just as they were. She is a poor teacher, 
when she does not take opportunity to reveal their infirmities as well as their virtues. 
 
Abaelard was as much to blame for bringing on the conflict by his self-assertive manner as 
Bernard was to blame by unnecessarily trespassing upon Abaelard’s territory. William, abbot of 
St. Thierry, addressed a letter to Bernard and Geoffrey, bishop of Chalons, announcing that 
Abaelard was again teaching and writing doctrinal novelties. These were not matters of mean 
import, but concerned the doctrine of the Trinity, the person of Christ, the Holy Spirit, and God’s 
grace. They were even receiving favor in the curia at Rome. William adduced no less than 
thirteen errors. {1364} 
 
The first open sign of antagonism was a letter written by Abaelard, brimming over with self-
conceit. On a visit to Heloise at the Paraclete, Bernard had taken exception to the use of the 
phrase "supersubstantial bread" in the Lord’s Prayer, instead of "daily bread" as given by Luke. 
Abaelard heard of the objection from Heloise, and, as if eager to break a lance with Bernard, 
wrote to him, showing he was in error. He became sarcastic, pointing out that, at Clairvaux, 
novelties were being practised which were otherwise unknown to the Church. New hymns were 
sung and certain intercessory prayers left out as if the Cistercian monks did not stand in need of 
intercession also. {1365} 
 
So far as we know, Bernard did not answer this letter. After some delay, he acted upon the 
request of William of Thierry. He visited Abaelard in Paris and sought to secure from him a 
promise that he would retract his errors. {1366} 
 
The difference was brought to open conflict at the synod of Sens, 1141, where Abaelard asked 
that his case might be presented, and that he might meet Bernard in argument. Arnold of Brescia 
seems to have been among those present. {1367} Bernard was among friends and admirers. 
Abaelard had few friends, and was from the first looked upon with suspicion. Bernard had come 
to the synod to lay the whole weight of his influence against Abaelard. He had summoned the 



bishops as friends of Christ, whose bride called to them out of the thicket of heresies. He wrote to 
the cardinals and to Innocent II., characterizing Abaelard as a ravenous lion, and a dragon. With 
Arnold as his armor-bearer at his side, Abaelard stood like another Goliath calling out against the 
ranks of Israel, while Bernard felt himself a youth in dialectical skill. 
 
At a preliminary meeting with the bishops, Bernard went over the case and it seems to have been 
decided, at least in an informal way, that Abaelard should be condemned. {1368} The next day 
Bernard publicly presented the charges, but, to the great surprise of all, Abaelard declined to 
argue his case and appealed it to the pope. Passing by Gilbert of Poictiers, Abaelard is said to 
have whispered Horace’s line, 
 
"Look well to your affairs now that your neighbor’s house is burning." 
 
Nam tua res agitur, paries eum proximus ardet. 
 
To Rome the case must go. Abaelard no doubt felt that he had nothing to hope for from the 
prelates. {1369} From Innocent II., whose side he had espoused against the antipope, Anacletus, 
he might expect some favor and he had friends in the curia. The synod called upon the supreme 
pontiff to brand Abaelard’s heresies with perpetual condemnation—perpetua damnatione —and 
to punish their defenders. The charges, fourteen in number, concerned the Trinity, the nature of 
faith, the power and work of Christ, and the nature of sin. {1370} Bernard followed up the 
synodal letter with a communication to the pope, filling forty columns in Migne, and letters to 
cardinals, which are full of vehement charges against the accused man. Abaelard and Arnold of 
Brescia were in collusion. Abaelard had joined himself with Arius in ascribing degrees within the 
Trinity, with Pelagius in putting free will before grace, and with Nestorius in separating the 
person of Christ. In name and exterior a monk, he was at heart a heretic. He had emerged from 
Brittany as a tortuous snake from its hole and, as in the case of the hydra, seven heads appeared 
where before there had been but one. {1371} In his letter to the pope, he declared the only thing 
Abaelard did not know was the word nescio, "I do not know." 
 
The judgment was swift in coming and crushing when it came. Ten days were sufficient. The 
fourteen articles were burned by the pope’s own hand in front of St. Peter’s in the presence of the 
cardinals. Abaelard himself was declared to be a heretic and the penalty of perpetual silence and 
confinement was imposed upon him. The unfortunate man had set out for Rome and was hardly 
well started on his journey, when the sentence reached him. He stopped at Cluny, where he met 
the most useful friend of his life, Peter the Venerable. At Peter’s intercession, Innocent allowed 
the homeless scholar to remain in Cluny whence the pope himself had gone forth. 
 
Following Peter’s counsel, Abaelard again met Bernard face to face. In a defence of his 
orthodoxy, addressed to Heloise, he affirmed his acceptance of all the articles of the Church from 
the article on the Trinity to the resurrection of the dead. As it was with Jerome, so no one could 
write much without being misunderstood. 
 
But his turbulent career was at an end. He was sent by Peter to St. Marcellus near Chalons for his 
health, and there he died April 21, 1142, sixty-three years old. His last days in Cluny are 
described by Peter in a letter written to Heloise, full of true Christian sympathy. He called 
Abaelard a true philosopher of Christ. One so humble in manner he had not seen. He was 
abstinent in meat and drink. He read continually and prayed fervently. Faithfully he had 
committed his body and soul to his Lord Redeemer for time and eternity. "So Master Peter 
finished his days and he who was known in almost the whole world for his great erudition and 



ability as a teacher died peacefully in Him who said ‘Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly of 
heart,’ and he is, as we must believe, gone to Him." 
 
Abaelard’s body was carried to the Paraclete and there given rest. Twenty-two years later, 
Heloise was laid at his side. The inscription placed over the tomb ran, "The Socrates of the Gauls, 
the great Plato of the Occidentals, our Aristotle, who was greater or equal to him among the 
logicians! Abaelard was the prince of the world’s scholars, varied in talent, subtle and keen, 
conquering all things by his mental force. And then he became a conqueror indeed, when, 
entering Cluny, be passed over to the true philosophy of Christ." {1372} At a later time the 
following inscription was placed over the united dust of these remarkable and unfortunate 
personages, "Under this marble lie the founder of this convent, P. Abaelard and the first abbess 
Heloise, once joined by studies, mind, love, forbidden marriage,—infaustis nuptiis, —and 
penitence and now, as we hope, in eternal felicity." 
 
At the destruction of the Paraclete during the French Revolution, 1792, the marble sarcophagus 
was removed to Paris and in 1816 it was transferred to the cemetery of Pere la Chaise. There it 
remains, the chief object of interest in that solemn place of the dead, attracting Frenchmen and 
visitors from distant lands who commemorate, with tears of sympathy and a prayer over the 
mistakes of mortals, the unfortunate lovers. 
 
{1352} From this point and the enmity of William, he dates his misfortunes. Hinc calamitatum 
mearum quae nunc perseverant coeperunt exordia et quo amplius fama extendebatur nostra, 
aliena in me succensa est invidia, Migne, p. 116. 
 
{1353} Verborum usum habebat mirabilem, sed sensu contemptibilem et ratione vacuum, Migne, 
p. 123. 
 
{1354} Ep., 326; St. Bernard’s Works, Migne, 182. 531. 
 
{1355} Remusat gives an attractive picture of his appearance, I. 43 sq. 
 
{1356} Ep., II.; Migne, 178, 188. 
 
{1357} See his description, I. 47 sqq. 
 
{1358} A letter is preserved written by Abaelard to his son. It indicates affection. The father urges 
him to study the Scriptures. An Astralabius is mentioned as belonging to the chapter of Nantes in 
1150. Hausrath, p. 173, conjectures he was Abaelard’s son. 
 
{1359} Ut amplius mitagarem, obtuli me ei satisfacere eam scilicet quam corruperam mihi 
matrimonio copulando, dummodo id secreto fieret, ne famae detrimentum incurrerem. Migne, p. 
130. 
 
{1360} Concupiscentia te mihi potius quam amicitia sociavit, libidinis ardor potius quam amor. 
Ep., II.; Migne, p. 186. 
 
{1361} Deutsch, p. 35. So war Abaelard Monch geworden, nicht von innerem Verlangen 
getrieben, etc. His relations with Heloise made freedom in his position as a public teacher in the 
open for the time impossible. 
 



{1362} Introductio in theologiam. Abaelard is our chief authority for the trial. Hist. Calam., 
Migne, pp. 141-150. See Otto of Freising. 
 
{1363} Abaelard closes his autobiography by declaring that like another Cain he was dragged 
about the earth, a fugitive and vagabond, but also by quoting passages upon the providence of 
God as that all things work together for good to them that love Him. 
 
{1364} Ep. Bernardi, 326; Migne, 132. 531 sqq. William sent to Bernard Abaelard’s Theologia 
and other works to make good his charges. He feared Abaelard would become "a dragon" whom 
no one could destroy. Kutter, in his Wilhelm von St. Thierry, pp. 34, 36, 43, 48, insists, as against 
Deutsch, that William was the exciting originator of the trial of Abaelard, which was soon to 
follow, and that Bernard preferred silence and peace to conflict, and was amused to action by 
William’s appeal. 
 
{1365} Ep. Abael., X.; Migne, 178. 335. 
 
{1366} Bernard’s biographer, Gaufrid, states that Abaelard promised amendment. No reference 
was made to such a promise in the charges at Sens, an omission difficult to understand if the 
promise was really made. See Remusat, I. 172, and Poole, p. 163. 
 
{1367} Ep. Bernardi, 189; Migne, 182. 355. Bernard describes the meeting and sets forth the 
danger from Abaelard’s influence, Epp. 187-194, 330-338. For an account of this trial, see my 
art., "St. Bernard the Churchman" in Princeton Rev., 1903, pp. 180 sqq. 
 
{1368} This preliminary meeting rests upon the testimony of Berengar and upon a passage in 
John of Salisbury, Hist. Pontif., chap. VIII. 9. John, in describing the trial of Gilbert of Poictiers, 
says Bernard wanted to have Gilbert’s case prejudged in a preliminary sitting and by the same 
method he had resorted to in the case of Abaelard, — arte sim ili magistrum Petrum agressus 
erat. Berengar’s defence of Abaelard descends to passionate invective. Migne, 178. 1858 sqq. 
Berengar represents the bishops and Bernard as being heated with wine at this preliminary 
conference, when they decided against Abaelard. The details of his account and his charges 
against Bernard are altogether out of accord with his character as it is otherwise known to us. 
Deutsch (Neander’s St. Bernard, II. 1 sqq.) cannot free Bernard from unfairness in the part he 
took at this conference, as Vacandard does. 
 
{1369} The statement is not inconsistent with the representation of Otto of Freising, a 
disinterested reporter, who gives as reason for refusing to make an argument that he feared a 
popular tumult. 
 

100. Abaelard’s Teachings and Theology. 
 
Furnished with brilliant talents, Abaelard stands in the front rank of French public teachers. But 
he was a creature of impulse and offensively conscious of his own gifts and acquirements. He 
lacked the reverent modesty and equilibrium which become greatness. He was deficient in moral 
force to lift him above the whips and stings of fortune, or rather the calamities of his own making. 
He seems to have discerned no goal beyond his own selfish ambition. As Neander has said, if he 
had been a man of pure moral character, he would have accomplished more than he did in the 
domain of scholarly study. A man of the highest type could not have written his Story of 
Misfortunes in the tone that Abaelard wrote. He shows not a sign of repentance towards God for 



his treatment of Heloise. When he recalls that episode, it is not to find fault with himself, and it is 
not to do her any reparation. 
 
His readiness to put himself in opposition to his teachers and to speak contemptuously of them 
and to find the motive for such opposition in envy, indicates also a lack of the higher moral 
sentiment. It is his own loss of fame and position that he is continually thinking of, and 
lamenting. Instead of ascribing his misfortunes to his own mistakes and mistemper, he ascribes 
them to the rivalry and jealousy of others. {1373} His one aim in his troubles seems to have been 
to regain his popularity. 
 
Abaelard’s writings are dialectic, ethical, and theological treatises, poems and letters to Heloise, 
and his autobiography. His chief theological works are a Commentary on the Romans, the 
Introduction to Theology, and a Christian Theology, the last two being mainly concerned with the 
Trinity, a colloquy between a philosopher, a Jew, and a Christian and the Sic et Non, Yes and No. 
In the last work the author puts side by side in one hundred and fifty-eight chapters a collection of 
quotations from the Fathers which seem to be or really are contradictory. The compiler does not 
offer a reconciliation. The subjects on which the divergent opinions are collated range from the 
abstruse problem of the Trinity and the person of Christ to the questions whether Eve alone was 
seduced or Adam with her, whether Adam was buried on Calvary (the view taken by Ambrose 
and Jerome) or not (Isidore of Seville), and whether Adam was saved or not. His chief writing on 
Ethics was the Scito te ipsum, "Know thyself." 
 
In some of his theological conceptions Abaelard was in advance of his age. The new seeds of 
thought which he let fall have germinated in recent times. His writings show that, in the twelfth 
century also, the critical sense had a representative. 
 
1. In the conflict over Realism and Nominalism Abaelard occupied an intermediate position. On 
the one hand he ridiculed the nominalism of Roscellinus, and on the other he controverted the 
severe realism of William of Champeaux. He taught that the universal is more than a word, vox. It 
is an affirmation, sermo. {1374} That which our thinking finds to be common, he declared to be 
real, and the forms of things existed in the divine mind before the creation. 
 
2. Of much more interest are Abaelard’s views of the ultimate seat of religious authority and of 
inspiration. Although his statements at times seem to be contradictory, the conclusion is justified 
that he was an advocate of a certain freedom of criticism and inquiry, even though its results 
contradicted the authority of the Church. He recognized the principle of inspiration, but by this he 
did not mean what Gregory the Great taught, that the biblical authors were altogether passive. 
They exercised a measure of independence, and they were kept from all mistakes. 
 
The rule upon which he treated the Fathers and the Scriptures is set forth in the Prologue of the 
Sic et Non. {1375} In presenting the contradictory opinions of the Fathers he shows his 
intellectual freedom, for the accredited belief was that their statements were invariably consistent. 
Abaelard pronounced this a mistake. Did not Augustine retract some of his statements? Their 
mistakes, however, and the supposed mistakes of the Scriptures may be only imaginary, due to 
our failure to understand what they say. Paul, in saying that Melchisedek has neither father nor 
mother, only meant that the names of his parents were not given in the Old Testament. The 
appearance of Samuel to Saul at the interview with the witch of Endor was only a fancy, not a 
reality. Prophets did not always speak with the Spirit of God, and Peter made mistakes. Why 
should not the Fathers also have made mistakes? The authority of Scripture and the Fathers does 
not preclude critical investigation. On the contrary, the critical spirit is the proper spirit in which 
to approach them. "In the spirit of doubt we approach inquiry, and by inquiry we find out the 



truth, as He, who was the Truth said, ‘Seek and ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened unto 
you.’" {1376} 
 
The mystical and the philosophical elements, united in Anselm, were separated in Abaelard. But 
Abaelard followed the philosophical principle further than Anselm. He was a born critic, restless 
of mind, and anxious to make an innovation. In him the inquisitive temper was in the ascendant 
over the fiducial. Some writers even treat him as the forerunner of modern rationalism. In 
appearance, at least, he started from a principle the opposite of Anselm’s, namely, "nothing is to 
be believed, until it has been understood." {1377} His definition of faith as a presumption of 
things not seen {1378} was interpreted by Bernard and other contemporaries to mean that faith 
was an uncertain opinion. What Abaelard probably meant was, that faith does not rest upon 
authority, but upon inquiry and experience. There are times, however, when he seems to 
contradict himself and to set forth the opposite principle. He says, "We believe in order to know, 
and unless ye believe, ye cannot know." {1379} His contemporaries felt that he was unsound and 
that his position would overthrow the authority of the Church. {1380} 
 
The greater doctrines of the Trinity and the existence of God, Abaelard held, could not be proved 
as necessary, but only as probable. In opposition to the pruriency of Scolasticism, he set up the 
principle that many things pertaining to God need neither to be believed, nor denied, for no 
danger is involved in the belief or denial of them. {1381} He gives as examples, whether God will 
send rain on the morrow or not, and whether God will grant pity to a certain most wicked man or 
not. On the other hand be declared that to affirm that we cannot understand what has been taught 
about the Trinity is to say that the sacred writers themselves did not understand what they taught. 
{1382} As for the Catholic faith, it is necessary for all, and no one of sound mind can be saved 
without it. {1383} 
 
3. In his statement of the doctrine of the Trinity, Abaelard laid himself open to the charge both of 
modalism and Arianism. It called forth Bernard’s severest charges. Abaelard made no 
contribution to the subject. The idea of the Trinity he derived from God’s absolute perfections. 
God, as power, is the Father; as wisdom, He is the Son; as love, the Spirit. The Scriptures are 
appealed to for this view. The Father has put all things in His power, Acts 1:7. The Son, as Logos, 
is wisdom. The Holy Spirit is called good, Psalm 143:10, and imparts spiritual gifts. The figure 
gave much umbrage, by which he compared the three persons of the Trinity to the brass of which 
a seal is made, the form of the seal, and the seal itself proceeding from, or combining the brass 
and the form. "The brass itself which is the substance of the brazen seal, and the seal itself of 
which the brass is the substance, are essentially one; yet the brass and the seal are so distinct in 
their properties, that the property of the brass is one, and the property of the brazen seal another." 
These are ultimately three things: the brass, aes, the brass capable of sealing, sigillabile, and the 
brass in the act of sealing, sigillans. 
 
4. In his treatment of the atonement, Abaelard has valuable original elements. {1384} Strange to 
say, he makes no reference to Anselm’s great treatise. Man, Abaelard said, is in the power of the 
devil, but the devil has no right to this power. What rights does a slave have over another slave 
whom he leads astray? Christ not only did not pay any price to the devil for man’s redemption, he 
also did not make satisfaction to divine justice and appease God’s wrath. If the fall of Adam 
needed satisfaction by the death of some one, who then would be able to satisfy for the death of 
Christ? In the life and death of the Redeemer, God’s purpose was to manifest. His love and thus 
to stir up love in the breast of man, and to draw man by love back to Himself. God might have 
redeemed man by a word, but He chose to set before man an exhibition of His love in Christ. 
Christ’s love constitutes the merit of Christ. The theory anticipates the modern moral influence 
theory of the atonement, so called. 



 
5. Abaelard’s doctrine of sin likewise presents features of difference from the view current in his 
time. {1385} The fall occurred when Eve resolved to eat the forbidden fruit, that is, after her 
desire was aroused and before the actual partaking of the fruit. {1386} 
 
The seat of sin is the intention, which is the root, bearing good and bad fruit. {1387} Desire or 
concupiscence is not sin. This intention, intentio, is not the simple purpose, say, to kill a man in 
opposition to killing one without premeditation, but it is the underlying purpose to do right or 
wrong. In this consciousness of right or wrong lies the guilt. Those who put Christ to death from a 
feeling that they were doing right, did not sin, or, if they sinned, sinned much less grievously than 
if they had resisted their conscience and not put him to death. How then was it that Christ prayed 
that those who crucified him might be forgiven? Abaelard answers by saying that the punishment 
for which forgiveness was asked was temporal in its nature. 
 
The logical deduction from Abaelard’s premises would have been that no one incurs penalty but 
those who voluntarily consent to sin. But from this he shrank back. The godless condition of the 
heathen he painted in darkest colors. He, however, praised the philosophers and ascribed to them 
a knowledge through the Sibylline books, or otherwise, of the divine unity and even of the 
Trinity. {1388} Bernard wrote to Innocent II. that, while Abaelard labored to prove Plato a 
Christian, he proved himself to be a pagan. Liberal as he was in some of his doctrinal views, he 
was wholly at one with the Church in its insistence upon the efficiency of the sacraments, 
especially baptism and the Lord’s Supper. 
 
Because Abaelard stands outside of the theological circle of his day, he will always be one of the 
most interesting figures of the Middle Ages. His defect was in the lack of moral power. The 
student often finds himself asking the question, whether his statements were always the genuine 
expression of convictions. But for this lack of moral force, he might have been the Tertullian of 
the Middle Ages, whom he is not unlike in dash and original freshness of thought. The African 
Father, so vigorous in moral power, the Latin Church excludes from the number of the saints on 
account of his ecclesiastical dissent. Abaelard she cannot include on account of moral weakness. 
{1389} Had he been willing to suffer and had he not retracted all the errors charged against him, 
he might have been given a place among the martyrs of thought. {1390} As it is, his misfortunes 
arouse our sympathy for human frailties which are common; his theology and character do not 
awaken our admiration. 
 
{1370} Migne, 182. 1049-1051. Also Hefele, V. 463 sqq. 
 
{1371} Ep., 331; Migne, 182. 537. There are nine of these letters to the cardinals, 188, 192, 193, 
331-335, 338. The longest letter was the one addressed to the pope, 190; Migne, 182. 1051-1071. 
The great vehemence of these letters have exposed Bernard in some quarters to unmitigated 
condemnation. From the standpoint of Christian moderation and charity they are difficult to 
understand and cannot be justified. Hausrath, p. 248, etc., represents him as der werltkluge Abt 
von Clairvaux, resorting to all the arts of diplomacy to secure a verdict against Abaelard. 
M’Cabe, in a very readable chapter, pp. 322-354, takes the same view. Without excusing him, it 
must be remembered in passing judgment that heresy was regarded with horror in that age. 
Bernard, no doubt, also shrank from Abaelard as a man who sought applause rather than the 
advancement of the Church. Morison, p. 302, speaks "of a horror of great darkness falling upon 
Bernard," when he recognized the dangers of a new era. Neander, St. Bernard, II. 3, says that no 
one can question that Bernard’s zeal proceeded from a pure Christian purpose, but that he used 
the weapons of hatred under the mask of holy love. 
 



{1372} Migne, 178. 103. 
 
{1373} The Story of Misfortunes was written while he was abbot of St. Gildas. It has been 
compared to the Confessions of Augustine. But no comparison could more sadly offend against 
truth. Abaelard revealed his inward states to gain a worldly end. He wanted to draw attention to 
himself and prepare the way for a new career. His letters to Heloise are not so much to assure her 
of his orthodoxy as to make that impression upon the Church authorities. This is the position 
taken by Deutsch, pp. 43 sqq., Hausrath, 275 sqq., and Nitsch, art. Abaelard in Herzog. 
 
{1374} The French writers designate Abaelard’s theory Conceptualism, and hold that he 
substituted conceptus for voces. Deutsch, p. 105. Walter Map, writing in the second half of the 
twelfth century, speaks of Abaelard as "the leader of the Nominalists, princeps nominalismi, who 
sinned more in dialectics than he did in his treatment of Scripture." Wright’s ed., I. 24, p. 41. 
 
{1375} See also Introd. ad Theol., Migne, 178. 980. 
 
{1376} Dubitando ad inquisitionem venimus, inquirendo veritatem percipimus. Sic et Non, 
Migne, p. 1349. Deutsch, pp. 159 sq., speaks of this spirit of free inquiry, Die Freiheit der 
Forschung, as the note running through all Abaelard’s writings. 
 
{1377} Hist. Calam., Migne, 178. 142. Nec credi posse aliquid nisi primitus intellectus, etc. 
 
{1378} Introd. ad Theol., Migne, p. 1051, also p. 959. Fides quippe dicitur existimatio non 
apparentium, cognitio vero ipsarum rerum experientia per ipsam earam praesentiam. 
 
{1379} Credimus ut cognoscamus; nisi credideritis, non intelligetis. See other quotations in 
Hefele, V. 463-469; also Deutsch, in his chapter on Faith and Knowledge, pp. 168 sqq. 
 
{1380} So the charges of Bernard and the Synod of Sens, and Otto of Freising. Deuteronomy 
gestis Frid.,  48. 
 
{1381} Introd. ad Theol., Migne, p. 986. 
 
{1382} Introd. ad Theol., Migne, p. 1052. 
 
{1383} Catholica quippe est fides, id est universalis quae ita omnibus necessaria est ut nemo 
discretus absque ea salvari possit, Migne, p. 986. In view of such a statement, Poole’s remark has 
much in its favor, "it was not really Abaelard’s results that formed the strength of the indictment 
against him, but the method by which he reached them," p. 153. 
 
{1384} They are found in his Com. on Romans, as well as in his Introd. ad Theol. and his 
Sermons, V., X., XII. 
 
{1385} They are set forth more particularly in the ethical treatise Scito te ipsum and the Com. on 
Romans, especially in an excursus on original sin, appended to chap. V., Migne, pp. 866-874. 
 
{1386} He thinks the tree whose fruit excited the sexual passions was the vine. Hexameron, 
Migne, p. 777. 
 
{1387} Com. on Romans, chap. II. 6. Deutsch, pp. 344 sqq., deals at length with Abaelard’s views 
on Sin. 



 
{1388} Introd. ad Theol., Migne, p. 1008. 
 
{1389} Hausrath, pp. 293 sqq., assigns to Abaelard a place in the front rank of such martyrs. He 
justifies him for declining to stand by his conclusions in these words: "It would be unfair to 
demand that a scholar, who was under the pressure of such circumstances that is mediaeval 
ecclesiasticism should have the courage of a farm hand, or carry his views to their logical 
conclusion like a statesman." 
 
{1390} Abaelard left admiring pupils, some of whom, like Omnibene, wrote books of Sentences 
based upon their teacher’s Theology, and followed his threefold division of faith, the Sacraments, 
and love. See Denifle, Archiv, pp, 613 sqq.  



101. Younger Contemporaries of Abaelard. 
 
Literature: For Gilbert (Gislebertus) of Poictiers. His Commentaries on Boethius, Deuteronomy 
trinitate are in Migne, 64. 1266 sqq. T he Deuteronomy sex principiis, Migne, 188. 1250-1270. 
For his life: Gaufrid of Auxerre, Migne, 185. 595 sqq.—Otto of Freising, Deuteronomy gestis 
Frid., 50-57.—J. of Salisbury, Hist. pontif., VIII.—Poole, in Illustr. of the Hist. of Med. Thought, 
pp. 167-200. Hefele, V. 503-508, 520-524.—Neander-Deutsch, St. Bernard, II. 130-144. 
 
For John of Salisbury, Works in Migne, vols. 190, 199, and J. A. Giles, Oxford, 1848, 5 vols.—
Hist. pontificalis romanus, in Mon. German., vol. XX.—Lives by Reuter, Berlin, 1842.—*C. 
Schaarschmidt, Joh. Saresbriensis nach Leben und Studien, Schriften und Philosophie, Leip., 
1862, and art. in Herzog, IX. 313-319.—Denimuid, Paris, 1873.—Schubert: Staatslehre J. von 
Sal., Berlin, 1897.—Stubbs, in Study of Med. and Mod. Hist., Lectt. VI., VII.—Poole, in Illustr. 
etc., pp. 201-226, and Dict. of Natl. Biogr., XXIX. 439-446. 
 
Among Abaelard’s younger contemporaries and pupils were Gilbert of Poictiers, John of 
Salisbury, and Robert Pullen, theologians who were more or less influenced by Abaelard’s spirit 
of free inquiry. Peter the Lombard, d. 1164, also shows strong traces of Abaelard’s teaching, 
especially in his Christology. {1391} 
 
Gilbert of Poictiers, 1070-1154, is better known by his public trial than by his writings, or any 
permanent contributions to theology. Born at Poictiers, he studied under Bernard of Chartres, 
William of Champeaux, Anselm of Laon, and Abaelard. He stood at the head of the cathedral 
school in Chartres for ten years, and in 1137 began teaching in Paris. In 1142 he was made bishop 
of Poictiers. His two principal works are Deuteronomy sex principiis, an exposition of Aristotle’s 
last six categories, which Aristotle himself left unexplained, and a commentary on the work on 
the Trinity, ascribed to Boethius. They occupy only a few pages in print. 
 
Gilbert’s work on the Trinity involved him in a trial for heresy, in which Bernard was again a 
leading actor. {1392} The case was brought before the synods of Paris, 1147, and Rheims, 1148. 
According to Otto of Freising, Gilbert was a man of earnest purpose. It was his dark and abstruse 
mode of statement and intense realism that exposed him to the accusation of unorthodoxy. 
 
Some of Gilbert’s pupils were ready to testify against him, but sufficient evidence of tritheism 
were not forthcoming at Paris and the pope, who presided, adjourned the case to Rheims. At 
Rheims, Bernard who had been appointed prosecutor offended some of the cardinals by his 
methods of conducting the prosecution. Both Otto of Freising and John of Salisbury {1393} state 
that a schism was threatened and only averted by the good sense of pope Eugenius. 
 
To the pope’s question whether Gilbert believed that the highest essence, by virtue of which, as 
he asserted, each of the three persons of the Trinity was God, was itself God, Gilbert replied in 
the negative. {1394} Gilbert won the assembly by his thorough acquaintance with the Fathers. 
The charge was declared unproven and Gilbert was enjoined to correct the questionable 
statements in the light of the fourth proposition brought in by Bernard. The accused continued to 
administer his see till his death. Otto of Freising concludes his account by saying, that either 
Bernard was deceived as to the nature of Gilbert’s teaching as David was deceived by 
Mephibosheth, 2 Samuel 9:11 sqq., or that Gilbert covered up his real meaning by an adroit use of 
words to escape the judgment of the Church. With reference to his habit of confusing wisdom 
with words Walter of St. Victor called Gilbert one of the four labyrinths of France. 



 
John of Salisbury, about 1115-1180, was the chief literary figure and scholar among the 
Englishmen of the twelfth century, and exhibits in his works the practical tendency of the later 
English philosophy. {1395} He was born at Salisbury and of plebeian origin. He spent ten or 
twelve years in "divers studies" on the Continent, sat at the feet of Abaelard on Mt. Genevieve, 
1136, and heard Gilbert of Poictiers, William of Conches, Robert Pullen, and other renowned 
teachers. A full account of the years spent in study is given in his Metalogicus. Returning to 
England, he stood in a confidential relation to archbishop Theobald. At a later time he espoused 
Becket’s cause and was present in the cathedral when the archbishop was murdered. He had 
urged the archbishop not to enter his church. In 1176 he was made bishop of Chartres. He says he 
crossed the Alps no less than ten times on ecclesiastical business. 
 
By his reminiscences and miscellanies, John contributed, as few men did, to our knowledge of the 
age in which he lived. He had the instincts of a Humanist, and, had he lived several centuries 
later, would probably have been in full sympathy with the Renaissance. His chief works are the 
Metalogicus, the Polycraticus, and the Historia pontificalis. The Polycraticus is a treatise on the 
principles of government and philosophy, written for the purpose of drawing attention away from 
the trifling disputes and occupations of the world to a consideration of the Church and the proper 
uses of life. {1396} He fortified his positions by quotations from the Scriptures and classical 
writers, and shows that the Church is the true conservator of morality and the defender of justice 
in the State. He was one of the best-read men of his age in the classics. {1397} 
 
In the Metalogicus, John calls a halt to the casuistry of Scholasticism and declares that the reason 
is apt to err as well as the senses. Dialectics had come to be used as an exhibition of mental 
acumen, and men, like Adam du Petit Pont, made their lectures as intricate and obscure as 
possible, so as to attract students by the appearance of profundity. John declared that logic was a 
vain thing except as an instrument, and by itself as useless as the "sword of Hercules in a 
pygmy’s hand." He emphasized the importance of knowledge that can be put to use, and gave a 
long list of things about which a wise man may have doubts, such as providence and human 
fortune, the origin of the soul, the origin of motion, whether all sins are equal and equally to be 
punished. God, he affirmed, is exalted above all that the mind can conceive, and surpasses our 
power of ratiocination. {1398} 
 
The Historia pontificalis is an account of ecclesiastical matters falling under John’s own 
observation, extending from the council at Rheims, 1148, to the year 1152. 
 
{1391} Denifle includes the Lombard in the theological school of Abaelard. See his Abaelard’s 
Sentenzen und d. Bearbeitungen seiner Theologie, Archiv, 1885, pp. 613-624. 
 
{1392} Neander-Deutsch, St. Bernard, II. 131. Poole, p. 181, calls Gilbert’s exposition of the 
Trinity "one of the subtlest and most elaborate contributions to theological metaphysics the 
Middle Ages produced." 
 
{1393} Hist. pontif., VIII.; Migne, pp. 522 sqq. One of the accusers was Adam du Petit Pont, an 
Englishman, afterwards bishop of St. Asaph. He got his name from the school he set up on a little 
bridge connecting Paris with the Latin quarter. Schaarschmidt, p. 13. 
 
{1394} Otto of Freising states the four detailed charges as follows: 1. divina essentia non est 
deus. 2. proprietates personarum non sunt ipsae personae. 3. theolog. personae in nulla 
praedicantur propositione. 4. dimna natura non est incarnata. Gaufried, Migne, 185. 617, states 
the first three a little differently. 



 
{1395} Stephens calls him "by far the most distinguished English scholar of his century." Hist. of 
the Engl. Ch., pp. 320 sqq. 
 
{1396} Schaarschmidt calls it "the first great theory of the state in the literature of the Middle 
Ages." In view of the variety of its contents, Poole, p. 218, says that "it is to some extent an 
encyclopaedia of the cultivated thought of the middle of the twelfth century." 
 
{1397} Poole says, "No writer of his age can be placed beside him in the extent and depth of his 
classical reading." Dict. of Natl. Biog., XXIX. 441. Schaarschmidt speaks of his marvellous 
acquaintance with the classics—eine staunenswerthe Vertrautheit. 
 
{1398} Metalog., VII. 2.  



102. Peter the Lombard and the Summists. 
 
Literature: Works of P. Lombard, Migne, vols. 191, 192.—Protois, P. Lomb. son epoque, sa vie, 
ses ecrits et son influence, Paris, 1881. Contains sermons not found in Migne.—Kogel: P. Lomb. 
in s. Stellung zur Philos. des Mittelalters, Leip., 1897.—*O. Baltzer: D. Sentenzen d. P. Lomb., 
irhe Quellen und ihre dogmengeschichtl. Bedeutung, Leip., 1902. —*Denifle: D. Sentenzen 
Abaelards, etc., in Archiv, 1885, pp. 404 sqq.—Arts. Lombardus, in Wetzer-Welte, IX. 1916-
1923, and *Herzog, by Seeberg, XI. 630-642.—Stockl, Philos. des Mittelalters, I. 390-411. The 
Histories of Doctrine of Schwane, pp. 160 sqq., Bach, Harnack, Fisher, etc. 
 
Peter the Lombard is the father of systematic theology in the Catholic Church. He produced the 
most useful and popular theological text-book of the Middle Ages, as Thomas Aquinas produced 
the most complete theological system. In method, he belongs to the age of the great theologians 
of the thirteenth century, when Scholasticism was at its height. In point of time, he has his place 
in the twelfth century, with whose theologians, Bernard, Abaelard, Gilbert, Hugo of St. Victor, 
and others, he was personally acquainted. Peter was born at Novara, in Northern Italy, and died in 
Paris about 1164. {1399} After studying in Bologna, he went to France and attended the school of 
St. Victor and the cathedral school in Paris, and came under the influence of Abaelard. He 
afterwards taught in Paris. Walter Map, describing his experiences in France, calls him "the 
famous theologian." In 1159 he was made bishop of Paris. 
 
His monumental work, the Four Books of Sentences, libri quatuor sententiarum, covers, in a 
systematic way, the whole field of dogmatic theology, as John of Damascus had done four 
hundred years before in his summary of the Orthodox Faith. It won for its author the title, the 
Master of Sentences, magister sententiarum. Other systems of theology under the name of 
sentences had preceded the Lombard’s treatise. Such a work was ascribed to Abaelard by St. 
Bernard. {1400} This was probably a mistake. It is certain, however, that Abaelard’s scholars—
Roland (afterwards Alexander III.), while he was professor at Bologna, 1142, and Omnebene—
produced such works and followed Abaelard’s threefold division of faith, charity, and the 
sacraments. {1401} Of more importance were the treatises of Anselm of Laon, Robert Pullen, 
{1402} and Hugo of St. Victor, who wrote before the Lombard prepared his work. Robert Pullen, 
who died about 1147, was an Englishman and one of the first teachers at Oxford, then went to 
Paris, where he had John of Salisbury for one of his hearers about 1142, enjoyed the friendship of 
St. Bernard, came into favor at Rome, and was appointed cardinal by Coelestin II. 
 
The Lombard’s work is clear, compact, and sententious, moderate and judicial in spirit, and little 
given to the treatment of useless questions of casuistry. In spite of some attacks upon its 
orthodoxy, it received wide recognition and was used for several centuries as a text-book, as 
Calvin’s Institutes, at a later period, was used in the Protestant churches. Down to the sixteenth 
century, every candidate for the degree of B. A. at Paris was obliged to pass an examination in it. 
Few books have enjoyed the distinction of having had so many commentaries written upon them. 
One hundred and sixty are said to be by Englishmen, and one hundred and fifty-two by members 
of the order of St. Dominic. The greatest of the Schoolmen lectured and wrote commentaries 
upon it, as Alexander Hales, Albertus Magnus, Bonaventura, Thomas Aquinas, Durandus, and 
Ockam. {1403} 
 
Not uninfluenced by the method pursued by Abaelard in the Sic et Non, the Lombard collated 
statements from the Fathers and he set about making his compilation to relieve the student from 
the task and toil of searching for himself in the Fathers. {1404} Augustine furnished more than 



twice as many quotations as all the other Fathers together. {1405} The Lombard went further than 
Abaelard and proposed to show the harmony existing between the patristic statements. In the 
arrangement of his material and for the material itself he drew largely upon Abaelard, Gratian, 
and Hugo of St. Vector, {1406} without, however, quoting them by name. Upon Hugo he drew 
for entire paragraphs. 
 
The Sentences are divided into four parts, treating of the triune God, created beings and sin, the 
incarnation, the Christian virtues and the decalogue, and the sacraments with some questions in 
eschatology. The author’s method is to state the doctrine taught by the Church, to confirm it from 
Scripture, then to adduce the opinions of the Fathers and, if they seemed to be in conflict, to 
reconcile them. His ultimate design was to lift up the light of truth in its candlestick, and he 
assures us his labor had cost him much toil and sweat of the brow. {1407} 
 
The Lombard’s arguments for the divine existence are chiefly cosmological. God’s predestination 
of the elect is the cause of good in them and is not based upon any foreseen goodness they may 
have. Their number cannot be increased or diminished. On the other hand, God does not take the 
initiation the condemnation of the lost. Their reprobation follows as a consequence upon the evil 
in them which is foreseen. {1408} 
 
In the second book, the Lombard makes the famous statement which he quotes from Augustine, 
and which has often been falsely ascribed as original to Matthew Henry, that the woman was not 
taken from Adam’s head, as if she were to rule over him or from his feet as if she were to be his 
slave, but from his side that she might be his consort. By the Fall man suffered injury as from a 
wound, vulneratio, not deprivation of all virtue. Original sin is handed down through the medium 
of the body and becomes operative upon the soul by the soul’s contact with the body. The root of 
sin is concupiscence, concupiscentia. The Lombard was a creationist. {1409} God knew man 
would fall. Why He did not prevent it, is not known. 
 
In his treatment of the atonement, Peter denied that Christ’s death was a price paid to the devil. It 
is the manifestation of God’s love, and by Christ’s love on the cross, love is enkindled within us. 
Here the Lombard approaches the view of Abaelard. He has nothing to say in favor of Anselm’s 
view that the death of Christ was a payment to the divine honor. {1410} 
 
In his treatment of the sacraments, the Lombard commends immersion as the proper form of 
baptism, triune or single. {1411} Baptism destroys the guilt of original sin. The Lord’s Supper is a 
sacrifice, and the elements are transmuted into the body and blood of Christ. Water is to be mixed 
with the wine, the water signifying the people redeemed by Christ’s passion. 
 
It is remarkable that a work which came into such general esteem, and whose statements are so 
carefully guarded by references to Augustine, should have been attacked again and again as 
heretical, as at the synod of Tours, 1163, and at the Third Lateran, 1179; but at neither was any 
action taken. Again at the Fourth Lateran, 1215, Peter’s statement of the Trinity was attacked. 
Peter had said that the Father, Son, and Spirit were "a certain highest being," and that the 
substance neither begets nor is begotten, nor does it proceed from anything. {1412} Joachim 
charged that he substituted a quaternity for the Trinity and called him a heretic, but the council 
took another view and pronounced in favor of Peter’s orthodoxy. Walter of St. Victor went so far 
as to accuse the author of the Sentences with Sabellianism, Arianism, and "novel heresies." 
{1413} In spite of such charges no one can get as clear an idea of mediaeval theology in a 
succinct form as in Peter Lombard unless it be in the Breviloquium of Bonaventura. 
 



The last and one of the clearest of the Summists of the twelfth century was Alanus de Insulis, 
Alain of Lille, who was born at Lille, Flanders, and died about 1202. {1414} His works were 
much read, especially his allegorical poems, Anticlaudianus and Deuteronomy planctu naturae. 
 
In the Rules of Sacred Theology Alanus gives one hundred and twenty-five brief expositions of 
theological propositions. In the five books on the Catholic Faith, {1415} he considers the doctrine 
of God, creation and redemption, the sacraments, and the last things. The Church is defined as the 
congregation of the faithful confessing Christ and the arsenal of the sacraments. {1416} Alanus’ 
work, Against Heretics, has already been used in the chapters on the Cathari and Waldenses. 
 
Another name which may be introduced here is Walter of St. Victor, who is chiefly known by his 
characterization of Abaelard, Gilbert of Poictiers, Peter the Lombard, and the Lombard’s pupil, 
Peter of Poictiers, afterwards chancellor of the University of Paris, as the four labyrinths of 
France. He likened their reasoning to the garrulity of frogs, —ranarum garrulitas, —and declared 
that, as sophists, they had unsettled the faith by their questions and counterquestions. Walter’s 
work has never been printed. He succeeded Richard as prior of the convent of St. Victor. He died 
about 1180. {1417} 
 
{1399} This is the date given on an ancient epitaph in Paris, but the date is made uncertain by the 
appointment of a bishop of Paris as the Lombard’s successor, 1160. This would seem to indicate 
his death occurred at that time unless he was deposed on the charge of simony, of which, as 
Walter of St. Victor says, he was guilty. Migne, 199. 1140. 
 
{1400} Liber quem dicunt sententarium, Ep., 188; Migne, 182. 668. Walter of St. Victor declares 
it to have been by Abaelard’s hand or taken from his works, aut ex libris ejus excerptus. See 
Deutsch, P. Abaelard excursus. 
 
{1401} Denifle, Archiv, 1885, learnedly establishes the relation of these works to Abaelard. They 
exist in MSS. at Nurnberg, Munich, etc. Omnebene expressly declared his work to be a 
compilatlon taken from different sources. 
 
{1402} Sententiarum theologicarum libri, VII.; Migne, vol. 186. His name is spelt Pullein, Pullan, 
etc. See Rashdall’s art. in Dict. of Nat’l Biogr., XLVII. 19. 
 
{1403} The Jesuit Possevin gives a list of 246 commentaries in print. See Wetzer-Welte, IX. 
1921, which speaks of the number of commentaries as unzaelig, "without number." Hergenrother 
(Gesch. II. 516) speaks of them in the same way as zahllos. The first commentary, according to 
Werner (Thom. von Aquino, I. 314), was by William of Seignelay, teacher in Paris and later 
bishop of Paris. 
 
{1404} Prolog. to the Sentences, brevi volumine complicans patrum sententias appositis eorum 
eorum testimoniis, etc. 
 
{1405} Baltzer, pp. 2-5, gives the results of a careful study. Augustine furnishes 1000 quotations. 
Hilary comes next, being quoted 86 times. Baltzer’s book is a laborious comparison of every 
paragraph of the Lombard with the Fathers and his predecessors among the Schoolmen, 
especially Abaelard and Hugo of St. Victor. 
 
{1406} Denifle (Archiv, pp. 621 sqq.) is authority for the statement that he also quotes from 
Gandulf’s Sentences which still remain in MS. at Turin. 
 



{1407} Migne, 192. 522. 
 
{1408} Reprobatio Dei est praescientia militiae in quibusdam non finiendae, et praeparatio 
poenae non terminandae. 
 
{1409} II. 31; Migne, p. 211. 
 
{1410} Mors nos justificat, dum per eam caritas excitatur in cordibus nostris, III. 19; Migne, p. 
285. John of Cornwall, his pupil, expressly says that the Bombard learned his view of the 
atonement from Abaelard and often had Abaelard’s Theologia in his hands, Migne, 199. 1052. 
See Denifle, pp. 616 sqq. Baltzer, pp. 96 sqq., goes so far as to say that his silence is to be 
interpreted as a denial of the Anselmic theory. 
 
{1411} IV. 3; Migne, p. 335. 
 
{1412} Quaedam summa res est Pater et Filius et Spiritus et illa non est generans neque genita 
nec procedens. 
 
{1413} From time to time questionable articles continued to be cited from the Lombard. In the 
middle of the thirteenth century the number of such articles at variance with the doctrine of the 
Church was given as eight. The doctors of Paris increased the number. Eymeric wrote a treatise 
on twenty-two such heretical statements. A list of fifteen are given at the close of Peter’s 
Sentences. Migne, 451-454. 
 
{1414} He is probably a different man from Alanus, archbishop of Auxerre, with whom he has 
often been identified, and who spent the last twenty years of his life at Clairvaux and wrote a life 
of St. Bernard. Migne, 186. 470-523. See Deutsch, Alanus, Herzog, I. 283 sqq. Hergenrother-
Kirsch frequently quotes Alanus. 
 
{1415} Regulae de sacra theologia, Migne, 210. 621-684; and de arte sive de articulis catholicae 
fidei, Migne, 593-617. 
 
{1416} Congregatio fidelium confitentium Christum, et sacramentorum subsidium, Migne, p. 613. 
Under the title liber sententiarum, Migne, 229-264, he wrote also on the Lord’s birth, John the 
Baptist, and Mary. 
 
{1417} Walter speaks of the four labyrinths as "treating with scholastic levity the mysteries of the 
Trinity and the incarnation and vomiting out many heresies." Planck gave an analysis of Walter’s 
work in Studien und Kritiken, 1844, pp. 823 sqq. Bulaeus, in Hist. universitatum, vol. II. 402, 
629, gives extracts, which are reprinted in Migne, 199, pp. 1127 sqq. Denifle also gives 
quotations, Archiv, etc., 1886, pp. 404 sqq.  



103. Mysticism. 
 
Literature: The Works of St. Bernard, Hugo and Richard of St. Victor, Rupert of Deutz, and also 
of Anselm, Bonaventura, Thomas Aquinas, all in Migne’s Patrology.—G. Arnold: Historie und 
Beschreibung d. myst. Theologie, Frankf., 1703.—H. Schmid: D. Mysticismus des Mittelalters, 
Jena, 1824.—J. Gorres (Prof. of Hist. in Munich, founder of German ultramontanism, d. 1848): 
D. christl. Mystik, 4 vols. Regensb., 1836-1842. A product of the fancy rather than of sober 
historical investigation.—A. Helfferich: D. christl. Mystik, etc., 2 parts, Gotha, 1842. —R. A. 
Vaughn: Hours with the Mystics, Lond., 1856, 4th ed., no date, with preface by Wycliffe 
Vaughan.—Ludwig Noack: D. christl. Mystik nach ihrem geschichtl. Entwickelungsgang, 2 parts, 
Konigsb., 1863.—J. Hamberger: Stimmen der Mystik, etc., 2 parts, Stuttg., 1857.—W. Preger: 
Gesch. der deutschen Mystik im Mittelalter, 3 vols. Leip., 1874-1893. The Mysticism of the 
twelfth and thirteenth cents. is given, vol. I 1-309.—Carl du Prel: D. Philosophie der Mystik, 
Leip., 1885.—W. R. Inge: Christ. Mysticism, Lond., 1899.—The Lives of Bernard, Hugo of St. 
Victor, etc.—The Histories of Doctrine of Schwane, Harnack, etc. 
 
Side by side with the scholastic element in mediaeval theology was developed the mystical 
element. Mysticism aims at the immediate personal communion of the soul with the Infinite 
Spirit, through inward devotions and spiritual aspirations, by abstraction rather than by logical 
analysis, by adoration rather than by argument, with the heart rather than with the head, through 
the spiritual feelings rather than through intellectual prowess, through the immediate contact of 
the soul with God rather than through rites and ceremonies. The characteristic word to designate 
the activity of the mystic is devotion; of the scholastic, speculation. Mysticism looks less for God 
without and more for God within the breast. It relies upon experience rather than upon 
definitions. {1418} Mysticism is equally opposed to rationalism and to ritual formalism. 
 
In the Apostle John and also in Paul we have the mystical element embodied. The centre of 
John’s theology is that God is love. The goal of the believer is to abide in Christ and to have 
Christ abide in him. The true mystic has felt. He is no visionary nor a dabbler in occultism. Nor is 
he a recluse. Neither the mystics of this period nor Eckart and Tauler of a later period seclude 
themselves from the course of human events and human society. Bernard and the theologians of 
St. Victor did not lose themselves in the absorption of ecstatic exercises, though they sought after 
complete and placid composure of soul under the influence of love for Christ and the pure 
contemplation of spiritual things. "God," said St. Bernard, "is more easily sought and found by 
prayer than by disputation." "God is known," said both Bernard and Hugo of St. Victor, "so far as 
He is loved." Dante placed Bernard still higher than Thomas Aquinas, the master of scholastic 
thought, and was led by him through prayer to the beatific vision of the Holy Trinity with which 
his Divine Comedy closes. {1419} 
 
Augustine furnished the chief materials for the mystics of the Middle Ages as he did for the 
scholastics. It was he who said, "Thou hast made us for thyself and the heart is restless till it rests 
in Thee." For Aristotle, the mystics substituted Dionysius the Areopagite, the Christian Neo-
Platonist, whose works were made accessible in Latin by Scotus Erigena. {1420} The mystical 
element was strong in the greatest of the Schoolmen, Anselm, Thomas Aquinas, and 
Bonaventura. 
 
The Middle Ages took Rachel and Leah, Mary and Martha as the representatives of the 
contemplative and the active life, the conventual and the secular life, and also of the mystic and 
scholastic methods. Through the entire two periods of seven years, says Peter Damiani, {1421} 



Jacob was serving for Rachel. Every convert must endure the fight of temptation, but all look 
forward to repose and rest in the joy of supreme contemplation; that is, as it were, the embraces of 
the beautiful Rachel. These two periods stand for the Old and New Testament, the law and the 
grace of the Gospel. He who keeps the commandments of both at last comes into the embraces of 
Rachel long desired. 
 
Richard of St. Victor devotes a whole treatise to the comparison between Rachel and Leah. Leah 
was the more fertile, Rachel the more comely. Leah represented the discipline of virtue, Rachel 
the doctrine of truth. Rachel stands for meditation, contemplation, spiritual apprehension, and 
insight; Leah for weeping, lamentation, repining, and grief. Rachel died in giving birth to 
Benjamin. So reason, after the pangs of ratiocination, dies in giving birth to religious devotion 
and ardor. {1422} 
 
This comparison was taken from Augustine, who said that Rachel stands for the joyous 
apprehension of the truth and, for that reason, was said to have a good face and beautiful form. 
{1423} St. Bernard spoke of the fellowship of the active and contemplative life as two members 
of the same family, dwelling together as did Mary and Martha. {1424} 
 
The scholastic theology was developed in connection with the school and the university, the 
mystic in connection with the convent. Clairvaux and St. Victor near Paris were the hearth-stones 
of mysticism. Within cloistral precincts were written the passionate hymns of the Middle Ages, 
and the eucharistic hymns of Thomas Aquinas are the utterances of the mystic and not of the 
Schoolman. 
 
The leading mystical divines of this period were Bernard, Hugo and Richard of St. Victor, and 
Rupert of Deutz. Mystical in their whole tendency were also Joachim of Flore, Hildegard and 
Elizabeth of Schonau, who belong in a class by themselves. 
 
{1418} Harnack, Dogmengesch., III. 314 sqq., 373 sqq., turns to ridicule the alleged difference 
between scholasticism and mysticism. With the emotional or quietistic type of religion, die 
Pektoraltheologie, the cardiac theology, as the Germans call it, he has little sympathy. Piety, he 
says, is the starting-point of both and full knowledge their goal. He makes the brusque statement, 
p. 318, that "a mystic who does not become a Roman Catholic, is a dilettante." Ritschl had said 
before that there is "no normal mysticism except in connection with the hermit life. The love for 
it, widely prevalent among evangelical Christians, is dilettanteism." Pietismus, II. 12. Harnack, 
however, is willing to allow a distinction in the terms and to speak of scholasticism when the 
relation of God to the universe is thought of and of mysticism when we have in mind the union of 
the soul with God. 
 
{1419} Paradiso, XXXI. 130, XXXIII. 49, etc. Dr. Philip Schaff said, Lit. and Poetry, p. 232, 
"Bernard defended orthodox mysticism and the theology of the heart against speculative 
rationalism and the theology of the intellect in contrast with Peter Abaelard." 
 
{1420} "The mediaeval mystics were steeped in Dionysius." Inge, p. 110. 
 
{1421} Deuteronomy perf. monachi, VIII.; Migne, 145. 303. 
 
{1422} Deuteronomy preparat. ad contemplationem sive Benjamin minor, I. 73; Migne, 196. 52. 
 
{1423} C. Faus. Man., XXII. 52. 
 



{1424} Sermo in Cant., 51, 2. See Deuteronomy consid., I, 1.  



104. St. Bernard as a Mystic. 
 
For literature, see 65, also, Ritschl: Lesefruchte aus d. hl. Bernard, in Studien u. Kritiken, 1879, 
pp. 317-335.—J. Ries (Rom. Cath.): D. geistliche Leben nach der Lehre d. hl. Bernard, Freib., 
1906, p. 327. 
 
The works of Bernard which present his mystical theology are the Degrees of Humility and Pride, 
a sermon addressed to the clergy, entitled Conversion, the treatise on Loving God, his Sermons on 
the Canticles, and his hymns. The author’s intimate acquaintance with the Scriptures is shown on 
almost every page. He has all the books at his command and quotation follows quotation with 
great rapidity. Bernard enjoyed the highest reputation among his contemporaries as an expounder 
of the inner life, as his letters written in answer to questions show. Harnack calls him the religious 
genius of the twelfth century, the leader of his age, the greatest preacher Germany had ever heard. 
In matters of religious contemplation he called him a new Augustine, Augustinus redivivus. 
{1425} 
 
The practical instinct excluded the speculative element from Bernard as worldly ambition 
excluded the mystical element from Abaelard. Bernard had the warmest respect for the Apostle 
Paul and greatly admired Augustine as "the mightiest hammer of the heretics" and "the pillar of 
the Church." {1426} Far more attractive is he as a devotional theologian, descanting on the 
excellencies of love and repeating Paul’s words. "Let all your things be done in love," 1 
Corinthians 16:14, than as a champion of orthodoxy and writing, "It is better that one perish than 
that unity perish." {1427} 
 
Prayer and personal sanctity, according to Bernard, are the ways to the knowledge of God, and 
not disputation. The saint, not the disputant, comprehends God. {1428} Humility and love are the 
fundamental ethical principles of theology. The conventual life, with its vigils and fastings, is not 
an end but a means to develop these two fundamental Christian virtues. {1429} Every convent he 
regarded as a company of the perfect, collegium perfectorum, but not in the sense that all the 
monks were perfect. {1430} 
 
The treatise on Loving God asserts that God will be known in the measure in which He is loved. 
Writing to Cardinal Haimeric, who had inquired "why and how God is to be loved," Bernard 
replied. "The exciting cause of love to God, is God Himself. The measure of love to God is to 
love God without measure. {1431} The gifts of nature and the soul are adapted to awaken love. 
But the gifts involved in the soul’s relation to the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, whom the 
unbeliever does not know, are inexpressibly more precious and call upon man to exercise an 
infinite and measureless love, for God is infinite and measureless. The soul is great in the 
proportion in which it loves God." {1432} 
 
Love grows with our apprehension of God’s love. As the soul contemplates the cross it is itself 
pierced with the sword of love, as when it is said in the Canticles, II. 5. "I am sick from love." 
Love towards God has its reward, but love loves without reference to reward. True love is 
sufficient unto itself. To be fully absorbed by love is to be deified. {1433} As the drop of water 
dropped into wine seems to lose its color, and taste, and as the iron held in the glowing flame 
loses its previous shape and becomes like the flame, and as the air, transfused by the light of the 
sun, becomes itself like the light, and seems to be as the sun itself, even so all feeling in the saint 
is wholly transfused by God’s will, and God becomes all and in all. 
 



In Bernard’s eighty-six Sermons on the Song of Solomon, we have a continuous apostrophe to 
love, the love of God and the soul’s love to God. As sermons they stand out like the Petite 
Careme of Massillon among the great collections of the French pulpit. Bernard reached only the 
first verse of the third chapter. His exposition, which is written in Latin, revels in the tropical 
imagery of this favorite book of the Middle Ages. Everything is allegorized. The very words are 
exuberant allegories. And yet there is not a single sensual or unchaste suggestion in all the 
extended treatment. As for the historical and literal meaning, Bernard rejects all suggestion of it 
as unworthy of Holy Scripture and worthy only of the Jews, who have this veil before their faces. 
{1434} The love of the Shulamite and her spouse is a figure of the love between the Church and 
Christ, though sometimes the soul, and even the Virgin Mary, is put in the place of the Shulamite. 
The kiss of Song of Solomon 1:2 is the Holy Spirit whom the second person of the Trinity 
reveals. {1435} The breasts of the bride, 4:5, are the goodness and longsuffering which Christ 
feels and dispenses, Romans 2:4. The Canticles are a song commemorating the grace of holy 
affection and the sacrament of eternal matrimony. {1436} It is an epithalamial hymn; no one can 
hear who does not love, for the language of love is a barbarous tongue to him who does not love, 
even as Greek is to one who is not a Greek. {1437} Love needs no other stimulus but itself. Love 
loves only to be loved again. 
 
Rhapsodic expressions like these welled up in exuberant abundance as Bernard spoke to his 
audiences at different hours of the day in the convent of Clairvaux. They are marked by no 
progress of thought. Aphoristic statement takes the place of logic. The same spiritual experiences 
find expression over and over again. But the treatment is always devout and full of unction, and 
proves the justice of the title, "the honey-flowing doctor,"—doctor mellifluus — given to the 
fervid preacher. 
 
The mysticism of St. Bernard centres in Christ. It is by contemplation of Him that the soul is 
filled with knowledge and ecstasy. The goal which the soul aspires to is that Christ may live in us, 
and our love to God become the all-controlling affection. Christ is the pure lily of the valley 
whose brightness illuminates the mind. As the yellow pollen of the lily shines through the white 
petals, so the gold of his divinity shines through his humanity. Bethlehem and Calvary, the birth 
and passion of Christ, controlled the preacher’s thought. Christ crucified was the sum of his 
philosophy. {1438} The name of Jesus is like oil which enlightens, nourishes, and soothes. It is 
light, food, and medicine. Jesus is honey in the mouth, melody in the ear, and in the heart, joy. 
{1439} 
 
Bernard was removed from the pantheistic self-deletion of Eckart and the imaginative 
extravagance of St. Theresa. From Madame Guyon and the Quietists of the seventeenth century, 
he differed in not believing in a state of pure love in the present life. Complete obedience to the 
law of love is impossible here unless it be in the cases of some of the martyrs. {1440} His 
practical tendencies and his common sense kept him from yielding himself to a life of self-
satisfied contemplation and commending it. The union with God and Christ is like the fellowship 
of the disciples in the primitive Church who were together with one heart and one soul, Acts 4:32. 
The union is not by a confusion of natures, but by a concurrence of wills. {1441} 
 
{1425} Dogmengesch., III. 301, 305. For Bernard’s acquaintance with Scripture, see Ries, pp. 11 
sq. 
 
{1426} Ries, pp. 9, 15. 
 
{1427} Omnia vestra in caritate fiant, Ep., 221. Melius est ut unus pereat quam unitas, Ep., 102; 
Migne, 182. 257. 



 
{1428} Non ea disputatio comprehendit sed sanctitas, quoting Eph., III., 18. Sancti 
comprehendunt. Deuteronomy consid., V. 14; Migne, 182. 804. 
 
{1429} Ep., 142, 2; Migne, 182, 297. Dr. Philip Schaff said that "love and humility were the 
crowning traits of Bernard’s character." Lit. and Poetry, p. 232. 
 
{1430} Ries, pp. 35, sqq. 
 
{1431} Causa diligendi Deum Deus est, modus sine modo diligere. Deuteronomy dilig. Deo. 1. 
Migne, 182. 974. 
 
{1432} In Cant., p. 919, as quoted by Ries, p. 212. 
 
{1433} Sic affici deificari est. Bernard does not shrink from the use of this word as also Origen 
and Gregory of Nyssa did not, and other Fathers who used it or its Greek equivalent. 
 
{1434} Serm., LXXV. 2; LXIII. 1; LXXIII. 1, 2. 
 
{1435} Serm., VIII. Migne, p. 810. 
 
{1436} Divinitus inspiratus Christi et ecclesiae laudes, et sacri amoris gratiam et aeterni 
connubii cecinit sacramenta, etc. Serm., I. 8.; Migne, p. 788. 
 
{1437} Serm., LXXIX. 1; Migne, p. 1163. 
 
{1438} Haec mea philosophia scire Jesum Christum et hunc crucifixum. Serm., XLIII. 4; Migne, 
p. 995. 
 
{1439} Jesus mel in ore, in aure melos, in corde jubilus. Serm., XV. 6; Migne, p. 847. 
 
{1440} See Vacandard, Vie de S. Bernard, II. 497, and Ries, pp. 198 sq. 
 
{1441} Unitas quam facit non confusio naturarum, sed voluntatum consensio. Serm. in Cant., 
LXXI. 7; Migne, 183. 1124. Harnack, whose treatment of St. Bernard is one of the most stirring 
chapters in his Hist. of Doctrine, nevertheless says unjustly III. 304, that Bernard’s mysticism 
naturally led to Pantheism. In Bernard himself there is no trace of Pantheism. See Ries, pp. 190 
sq.  



105. Hugo and Richard of St. Victor. 
 
Literature for Hugo.—Works, first publ. Paris, 1618, 1625, etc. Migne, vols. 175-177.—Lives by 
A. Hugonin in Migne, 175. XV-CXXV. In Hist. Lit. de France, reprinted in Migne, 175. CXXVI. 
sqq.—*A. Liebner: Hugo von St. V. und d. Theol. Richtungen s. Zeit., Leip., 1832.—B. Haureau: 
Hugues de S. V. avec deux opuscules inedits, Paris, 1859. new ed. 1886.—A. Mignon: Les 
origines de la scholastique et Hugues de St. V., 2 vols. Paris, 1896.—Kilgenstein: D. Gotteslehre 
d. Hugo von St. V., Wurzb., 1897.—Denifle: D. Sentenzen Z. von St. Victor, in Archiv, etc., for 
1887, pp. 644 sqq.—Stokl, pp. 352-381. 
 
For Richard.—Works, first publ. Venice, 1506. Migne, vol. 196.—J. G. V. Engelhardt: Rich. von 
St. V., Erlangen, —Liebner: Rich. a  S. Victore de contemp. doctrina, Gott., 1837-1839, 2 parts.—
Kaulich: D. Lehren des H. und Rich. von St. Victor, Prag., 1864.—Art. in Dict. Of Natl. Biogr., 
Preger, Vaughan, Stokl, Schwane, etc. 
 
In Hugo of St. Victor, d. 1141, and more fully in his pupil, Richard of St. Victor, d. 1173, the 
mystical element is modified by a strong scholastic current. With Bernard mysticism is a highly 
developed personal experience. With the Victorines it is brought within the limits of careful 
definition and becomes a scientific system. Hugo and Richard confined their activity to the 
convent, taking no part in the public controversies of the age. {1442} 
 
Hugo, the first of the great German theologians, was born about 1097 in Saxony. {1443} About 
1115 he went to Paris in the company of an uncle and became an inmate of St. Victor. He was a 
friend of St. Bernard. Hugo left behind him voluminous writings. He was an independent and 
judicious thinker, and influenced contemporary writers by whom he is quoted. His most 
important works are on Learning, the Sacraments, a Summa, {1444} and a Commentary on the 
Coelestial Hierarchy of Dionysius the Areopagite. He wrote commentaries on Romans, 
Ecclesiastes, and other books of the Bible, and also a treatise on what would now be called 
Biblical Introduction. {1445} He recognized a triple sense of Scripture, historical, allegorical, and 
anagogical, and was inclined to lay more stress than was usual in that period upon the historical 
sense. An illustration of these three senses is given in the case of Job. Job belonged to the land of 
Uz, was rich, was overtaken by misfortune, and sat upon the dunghill scraping his body. This is 
the historical sense. Job, whose name means the suffering one, dolens, signifies Christ who left 
his divine glory, entered into our misery, and sat upon the dunghill of this world, sharing our 
weaknesses and sorrows. This is the allegorical sense. Job signifies the penitent soul who makes 
in his memory a dunghill of all his sins and does not cease to sit upon it, meditate, and weep. This 
is the anagogical sense. 
 
From Hugo dates the careful treatment of the doctrine of the sacraments upon the basis of 
Augustine’s definition of a sacrament as a visible sign of an invisible grace. His views are given 
in the chapter on the Sacramental System. 
 
The mystical element is prominent in all of Hugo’s writings. {1446} The soul has a threefold 
power of apprehension and vision, the eye of the flesh, the eye of reason, and the eye of 
contemplation. The faculty of contemplation is concerned with divine things, but was lost in the 
fall when also the eye of reason suffered injure, but the eye of the flesh remained unimpaired. 
Redemptive grace restores the eye of contemplation. This faculty is capable of three stages of 
activity: cogitatio, or the apprehension of objects in their external forms; meditatio, the study of 
their inner meaning and essence; and contemplatio, or the clear, unimpeded insight into the truth 



and the vision of God. These three stages are likened unto a fire of green fagots. When it is 
started and the flame and smoke are intermingled so that the flame only now and then bursts out, 
we have cogitatio. The fire burning into a flame, the smoke still ascending, represents meditatio. 
The bright glowing flame, unmixed with smoke, represents contemplatio. The carnal heart is the 
green wood from which the passion of concupiscence has not yet been dried out. {1447} 
 
In another place Hugo compares the spirit, inflamed with desire and ascending to God, to a 
column of smoke losing its denseness as it rises. Ascending above the vapors of concupiscence, it 
is transfused with light from the face of the Lord and comes to behold Him. {1448} When the 
heart is fully changed into the fire of love, we know that God is all in all. Love possesses God and 
knows God. Love and vision are simultaneous. 
 
The five parts of the religious life, according to Hugo, are reading, reflection, prayer, conduct, 
and contemplation. {1449} The word "love" was not so frequently on Hugo’s pen as it was on St. 
Bernard’s. The words he most often uses to carry his thought are contemplation and vision, and 
he has much to say of the soul’s rapture, excessus or raptus. The beatitude, "The pure in heart 
shall see God," is his favorite passage, which he quotes again and again to indicate the future 
beatific vision and the vision to which even now the soul may arise. The first man in the state of 
innocence lived in unbroken vision of God. 
 
They who have the spirit of God, have God. They see God. Because the eye has been illuminated, 
they see God as He is, separate from all else and by Himself. It is the intellectual man that 
partakes of God’s bliss, and the more God is understood the more do we possess Him. God made 
man a rational creature that he might understand and that by understanding he might love, by 
loving possess, and by possessing enjoy. {1450} 
 
More given to the dialectical method and more allegorical in his treatment of Scripture than 
Hugo, was Richard of St. Victor. Richard is fanciful where Hugo is judicious, extravagant where 
Hugo is self-restrained, turgid where Hugo is calm. {1451} But he is always stimulating. Of his 
writings many are extant, but of his life little is known. He was a Scotchman, became subprior of 
St. Victor, 1162, and then prior. While he was at St. Victor, the convent was visited by Alexander 
III, and Thomas a Becket. In his exegetical works on the Canticles, the Apocalypse, and Ezekiel, 
Richard’s exuberant fancy revels in allegorical interpretations. As for the Canticles, they set forth 
the contemplative life as Ecclesiastes sets forth the natural and Proverbs the moral life. Jacob 
corresponds to the Canticles, for he saw the angels ascending and descending. Abraham 
corresponds to the Proverbs and Isaac to Ecclesiastes. {1452} The Canticles set forth the 
contemplative life, because in that book the advent and sight of the Lord are desired. 
 
In the department of dogmatics Richard wrote Emmanuel, a treatise directed to the Jews, {1453} 
and a work on the Incarnation, addressed to St. Bernard,  {1454} in which, following Augustine, 
he praised sin as a happy misdemeanor,—felix culpa, —inasmuch as it brought about the 
incarnation of the Redeemer. {1455} His chief theological work was on the Trinity. Here he starts 
out by deriving all knowledge from experience, ratiocination, and faith. Dialectics are allowed 
full sweep in the attempt to join knowledge and faith. Richard condemned the pseudo-
philosophers who leaned more on Aristotle than on Christ, and thought more of being regarded 
discoverers of new things than of asserting established truths. {1456} Faith is set forth as the 
essential prerequisite of Christian knowledge. It is its starting-point and foundation. {1457} The 
author proves the Trinity in the godhead from the idea of love, which demands different persons 
and just three because two persons, loving one another, will desire a third whom they shall love in 
common. 
 



Richard’s distinctively mystical writings won for him the name of the great contemplator, magnus 
contemplator. In the Preparation of the Mind for Contemplation or Benjamin the Less, the 
prolonged comparison is made between Leah and Rachel to which reference has already been 
made. The spiritual significance of their two nurses and their children is brought down to 
Benjamin. Richard even uses the bold language that Benjamin killed his mother that he might rise 
above natural reason. {1458} 
 
In Benjamin the Greater, or the Grace of Contemplation, we have a discussion of the soul’s 
processes, as the soul rises "through self and above self" to the supernal vision of God. Richard 
insists upon the soul’s purification of itself from all sin as the condition of knowing God. The 
heart must be imbued with virtues, which Richard sets forth, before it can rise to the highest 
things, and he who would attempt to ascend to the height of knowledge must make it his first and 
chief study to know himself perfectly. {1459} 
 
Richard repeats Hugo’s classification of cogitatio, meditatio, and contemplatio. Contemplation is 
the mind’s free, clear, and admiring vision of the wonders of divine wisdom. {1460} It includes 
six stages, the last of them being "contemplation above and aside from reason," whereby the 
mysteries of the Trinity are apprehended. In transgressing the limits of itself, the soul may pass 
into a state of ecstasy, seeing visions, enjoying sublimated worship and inexpressible sweetness 
of experience. This is immediate communion with God. The third heaven, into which Paul was 
rapt, is above reason and to be reached only by a rapturous transport of the mind—per mentis 
excessum. It is "above reason and aside from reason." {1461} Love is the impelling motive in the 
entire process of contemplation and "contemplation is a mountain which rises above all worldly 
philosophy." Aristotle did not find out any such thing, nor did Plato, nor did any of the company 
of the philosophers. {1462} 
 
Richard magnifies the Scriptures and makes them the test of spiritual states. Everything is to be 
looked upon with suspicion which does not conform to the letter of Scripture. {1463} 
 
The leading ideas of these two stimulating teachers are that we must believe and love and sanctify 
ourselves in order that the soul may reach the ecstasy and composure of contemplation or the 
knowledge of God. The Scriptures are the supreme guide and the soul by contemplation reaches a 
spiritual state which the intellect and argumentation could ever bring it to. 
 
Rupert of Deutz.—Among the mystics of the twelfth century no mean place belongs to Rupert of 
Deutz. {1464} A German by nationality, he was made abbot of the Benedictine convent of Deutz 
near Cologne about 1120 and died 1136. He came into conflict with Anselm of Laon and William 
of Champeaux through a report which represented them as teaching that God had decreed evil, 
and that, in sinning, Adam had followed God’s will. Rupert answered the errors in two works on 
the Will of God and the Omnipotence of God. He even went to France to contend with these two 
renowned teachers. {1465} Anselm of Laon he found on his death-bed. With William he held an 
open disputation. 
 
Rupert’s chief merit is in the department of exegesis. He was the most voluminous biblical 
commentator of his time. He magnified the Scriptures. In one consecutive volume he commented 
on the books of the Old Testament from Genesis to Chronicles, on the four Major Prophets, and 
the four evangelists. {1466} The commentary on Genesis alone occupies nearly four hundred 
columns in Migne’s edition. Among his other exegetical works were commentaries on the Gospel 
and Revelation of St. John, the Minor Prophets, Ecclesiastes, and especially the Canticles and 
Matthew. In these works he follows the text conscientiously and laboriously, verse by verse. The 
Canticles Rupert regarded as a song in honor of the Virgin Mary, but he set himself against the 



doctrine that she was conceived without sin. The commentary opens with an interpretation of 
Song of Solomon 1:2, thus: "’ Let him kiss me with the kiss of his mouth.’ What is this 
exclamation so great, so sudden? Of blessed Mary, the inundation of joy, the force of love, the 
torrent of pleasure have filled thee full and wholly intoxicated thee and thou hast felt what eye 
has not seen nor ear heard nor has entered into the heart of man, and thou hast said, ‘Let him kiss 
me with the kiss of his mouth’ for thou didst say to the angel ‘Behold the handmaid of the Lord, 
let it be unto me according to thy word.’ What was that word? What did he say to thee? ‘Thou 
hast found grace,’ he said, ‘with the Lord. Behold thou shalt conceive and bare a son.’... Was not 
this the word of the angel, the word and promise of the kiss of the Lord’s mouth ready to be 
given?" etc. {1467} 
 
Rupert also has a place in the history of the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, and it is an open 
question whether or not he substituted the doctrine of impanation for the doctrine of 
transubstantiation. {1468} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1442} St. Victor, the convent which William of Champeaux, Hugo, and Richard made famous, 
had its filial houses not only in France but also in Ireland. With the French Revolution the 
convent and its grounds disappeared. Two streets of Paris, the Rue Guy de la Brosse and the Rue 
de Jussieu, were driven through them. See Wetzer-Welte, St. Victor, XII. 914 sqq. 
 
{1443} The argument in favor of Saxony is well stated by Preger, Deutsche Mystik, I. 227 sqq. So 
Zockler in Herzog, and the art. on Hugo, in Wetzer-Welte. 
 
{1444} Summa Sententiarum, Migne, 176. 42-172. This work has been denied to Hugo by Denifle 
on insufficient grounds. Hugo opens the work with a treatment of the three cardinal virtues, faith, 
hope, and love, and proceeds to the discussion of the Trinity, creation, the five sacraments, and 
marriage. 
 
{1445} He discusses the senses of Scripture, the number of the books, the apocrypha, the 
translation, the historical difficulties of Scripture, etc. See Migne, 175. 9-28. The same topics are 
treated in his treatise on Learning. Migne, 176. 778-811. 
 
{1446} Among his mysticalwritings are de arca Noe morali, Migne, 176. 619-680; de arca 
mystica, Migne, 176. 681-703; de vanitate mundi. Noah’s ark is symbolical of the spiritual house 
and Christ is the "Captain, the supreme Noah." The wood, windows, and other parts of the ark are 
all spiritualized. In the second treatise the ark represents the cross. 
 
{1447} Carnale cor quasi lignum viride necdum ab humore carnalis concupiscentiae exsiccatum, 
etc. See Liebner, p. 315. 
 
{1448} Deuteronomy arca morali, III. 7; Migne, 176. 654. 
 
{1449} de erud. didasc., Migne, 176. 797. 
 
{1450} Quia non potest dei beatitudo participari nisi per intellectum, etc. Summa, II. 1: Migne, 
176. 79. 



 
{1451} See Liebner, Hugo von St. Victor, pp. 81 sq. 
 
{1452} Migne, 196. 409. 
 
{1453} .De Emmanuele, Migne, 196. 601-665 
 
{1454} Migne, 196. 995-1011. Richard calls Bernard, divus Bernardus, and "my Bernard," V; 
Migne, 195. 999. He also addressed other works to St. Bernard. 
 
{1455} O felix culpa quae talem ac tantum meruit habere redemptorem, Migne, 196. 1003. 
 
{1456} See Engelhardt, pp. 14 sqq. 
 
{1457} Fides totius boni initium est atque fundamentum, Migne, 196. 889. 
 
{1458} Interficit matrem ubi omnem supergreditur rationem. Deuteronomy prep., 86; Migne, 
196. 62, etc. 
 
{1459} Animus qui ad scientae altitudinem nititur ascendere, primum et principale sit ei studium 
se ipsum cognoscere. Deuteronomy prep., 76; Migne, 196. 54. 
 
{1460} Contemplatio est libera mentis perspicacia in sapientae spectacula cum admiratione 
suspensa. Deuteronomy gratia, I. 5; Migne, 196. 67. Here, as in other places, Richard quotes his 
teacher Hugo. 
 
{1461} Supra rationem et praeter rationem. Deuteronomy prep., 86; Migne, 196. 61. 
 
{1462} Deuteronomy prep., 74; Migne, p. 54. 
 
{1463} Suspecta mihi est omnis veritas, quam non confirmat scripturarum auctoritas. 
Deuteronomy prep., 81; Migne, 196. 57. 
 
{1464} A fall edition of his works is given by Migne, vols. 167-170. See Bach and Schwane. Also 
Rocholl, Rupert von Deutz. Beitrag zur Gesch. der Kirche im 12ten Jahrh., Gutersloh, 1886. 
 
{1465} Rupert gives an account of his journey to France to meet William and Anselm in 
disputation in his Deuteronomy regula Benedicti, I. 1; Migne, 170. 482 sq. 
 
{1466} The name of the work is Deuteronomy operibus sanctae trinitatis Migne, 167. 199-1827. 
The first two parts represent the work of the Father and the Son and the third the work of the Holy 
Spirit, pp. 1571-1827. 
 
{1467} Migne, 168. 841. 
 
{1468} Deuteronomy operibus S. trinitatis, II. 10. Bellarmin pronounced Rupert a heretic because 
of his views on the Lord’s Supper. Schwane, Dogmengesch., p. 641, denies the charge.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XIII. 
 
SCHOLASTICISM AT ITS HEIGHT. 
 

106. Alexander of Hales. 
 
Literature: For general works on Scholasticism see 95. Alex. of Hales: Summa universae 
theologiae, Venice, 1475, Nurnberg, 1482, Basel, 1502, Cologne, 1611, 4 vols.—Wadding: 
Annal. Min., III.—Stockl: Phil. des Mittelalters, II. 313-326.—K. Muller: Der Umschwung in der 
Lehre Soon der Busse, etc., Freib., 1892.—The Doctrinal Histories of Schwane, Harnack, 
Seeberg, etc., Dict. of Natl. Biogr., I. 272 sq. 
 
The culmination of Scholasticism falls in the thirteenth century. It is no longer as confident in the 
ability of reason to prove all theological questions as it was in the days of Anselm and Abaelard a 
hundred years before. The ethical element comes into prominence. A modified realism prevails. 
The syllogism is elaborated. The question is discussed whether theology is a science or not. The 
authority of Aristotle becomes, if possible, more binding. All his writings have become available 
through translations. The teachings of Averrhoes, Avicenna, and other Arabic philosophers are 
made known. The chief Schoolmen belong to one of the two great mendicant orders. To the 
Franciscan order belonged Alexander of Hales, Bonaventura, Duns Scotus, Roger Bacon, and 
Raymundus Lullus. Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas were Dominicans. All these men had 
to do with the universities. 
 
Alexander of Hales (Halesius or Halensis), called by his pupils the Irrefragable Doctor—doctor 
irrefragabilis —and the king of theologians—monarcha theologorum —was born at Hales, 
Gloucestershire, England, and died in Paris, 1245. After reaching the dignity of archdeacon, he 
went to Paris to prosecute his studies. He entered the order of St. Francis, 1222, and was the first 
Franciscan to obtain the degree of doctor and to teach in the University of Paris, which he 
continued to do till 1238. 
 
Alexander was the first Schoolman to whom all the writings of Aristotle were accessible. His 
chief work, the System of Universal Theology, was completed by one of his pupils, 1252. {1469} 
His method was to state the affirmative and negative of a question {1470} and then to give the 
solution. In worldly things, knowledge proceeds from rational conviction; in spiritual things, faith 
precedes knowledge. Theology is, therefore, rather a body of wisdom—sapientia —than a 
science—scientia; not so much knowledge drawn from study as knowledge drawn from 
experience. {1471} Alexander had a most important part in the definition of some of the 
characteristic mediaeval dogmas, which passed into the doctrinal system of the Roman Catholic 
Church. He declared for the indelible character of baptism and ordination. By elaborate argument 
he justified the withdrawal of the cup from the laity and stated the new doctrine of penance. He is 
especially famous for having defined the fund of merit—thesaurus meritorum — the vicious 
doctrine upon which the practice of distributing and selling indulgences was based. He was one of 
the first to make the distinction between attritio or imperfect repentance, due to fear, timor 
servilis, and contritio or perfect repentance based upon higher motives. In all these matters he had 
a controlling influence over the later Schoolmen. {1472} 
 



{1469} Roger Bacon contemptuously said of it that it was heavier than a horse in weight. Natl. 
Dict. of Biogr., I. 273. Other MSS. ascribed to Alexander are found in Oxford, etc. The summa de 
virtutibus, Paris, 1509, a Com. on the Apocalypse, Paris, 1647, published under his name, are of 
doubtful authenticity. 
 
{1470} Videtur quod sic, et videtur quod non. 
 
{1471} Cognitio secundum visum, cognitio secundum gustum. 
 
{1472} See Chapter on the Sacramental System.  



107. Albertus Magnus. 
 
Literature: Works. Complete ed. by, Jammy, Lyons, 1651, 21 vols.; revised by Augusti Borgnet, 
38 vols. Paris, 1890. Dedicated to Leo XIII., containing a Life and valuable indexes. The 
Deuteronomy vegetabilibus, ed. by Meyer and Jessen, Berl., 1867.—Com. on Job, ed. by M. 
Weiss, Freib., 1904.—Fullest monograph J. Sighart: Alb. Mag., sein Leben und seine 
Wissenschaft, Regensb., 1857, based upon the compilation of Peter de Prussia: Vita B. Alb., 
doctoris magni ex ordine Praedicatorum, etc., Col., 1486.—Sighart gives a list of the biogr. 
notices from Thomas of Chantimpre, 1261.—d’Assaily: Alb. le Grand, Paris, 1870.—G. von 
Hertling: Alb. Mag., Beitrage zu s. Wurdigung, Col., 1880; Alb. Mag. in Gesch. und Sage, Col., 
1880, and his art. in Wetzer-Welte, I. 414-419.—Ueberweg-Heinze.—Stockl, II. 353-421.—
Schwane, pp. 46 sqq. etc.—Preger: Deutsche Mystik, I. 263-268.—Harnack, Seeberg. 
 
The most learned and widely read man of the thirteenth century was Albertus Magnus, Albert the 
Great. His encyclopaedic attainments were unmatched in the Middle Ages, and won for him the 
title, Universal Doctor—doctor universalis. He was far and away the greatest of German scholars 
and speculators of this era. 
 
Albert (1193-1280) was born at Lauingen in Bavaria, studied in Padua, and, about 1223, entered 
the order of the Dominicans, influenced thereto by a sermon preached by its second general, 
Jordanus. He taught in Freiburg, Hildesheim, Strassburg, Regensburg, and other cities. At 
Cologne, which was his chief headquarters, {1473} he had among his pupils Thomas Aquinas. 
{1474} He seems to have spent three years in teaching at Paris about 1245. In 1254 he was chosen 
provincial of his order in Germany. Two years later we find him in Rome, called by Alexander 
IV. for counsel in the conflict over the mendicant orders with William of St. Amour. 
 
He was made bishop of Regensburg, an office he laid down in 1262. {1475} His presence at the 
council of Lyons, 1274, is doubtful. {1476} One of his last acts was to go to Paris and defend the 
teachings of Thomas Aquinas, after that theologian’s death. He died at the age of eighty-seven, in 
Cologne, where he is buried in the St. Andreas Church. 
 
Albert was small of stature and the story is told of his first appearance in the presence of the 
pope; that the pope, thinking he was kneeling, bade him stand on his feet. A few years before his 
death he became childish, and the story runs that the archbishop, Siegfried, knocking at the door 
of his cell, exclaimed, "Albert, are you here?" and the reply came, "Albert is not here. He used to 
be here. He is not here any more." In early life, Albert was called the dumb ox on account of his 
slowness in learning, and the change of his intellectual power was indicated by the bon mot. 
"Albert was turned from all ass to a philosopher and from a philosopher to an ass." In 1880, the 
six hundredth anniversary of his death, a statue was erected to his memory at his birthplace. 
 
Albertus Magnus was a philosopher, naturalist, and theologian; a student of God, nature, and 
man. He knew no Greek, but was widely read in the Latin classics as well as in the Fathers. He 
used the complete works of Aristotle, and was familiar with the Arabic philosophers whom at 
points he confuted. {1477} He also used the works of the Hebrews, Isaac Israeli, Maimonides, 
and Gabirol. {1478} His large indebtedness to Aristotle won for him the title, Aristotle’s ape,—
simia Aristotelis —but unjustly, for he often disagreed with his teacher. {1479} 
 
He traversed the whole area of the physical sciences. No one for centuries had been such a 
student of nature. He wrote on the vegetable kingdom, geography, mineralogy, zoology, 



astronomy, and the digestive organs. The writings on these themes are full of curious items of 
knowledge and explanations of natural phenomena. His treatise on meteors, Deuteronomy 
meteororibus, for example, which in Borgnet’s edition fills more than three hundred pages (IV. 
477-808), takes up at length such subjects as the comets, the milky way, the cause of light in the 
lower strata of air, the origin of the rivers, the winds, lightning, thunder and cyclones, the 
rainbow, etc. In the course of his treatment of rivers, Albert speaks of great cavities in the earth 
and spongy regions under its flat surface. To the question, why the sun was made, if the prior 
light was sufficient to render it possible to speak of "morning and evening" on the first days of 
creation, he replied, "that as the earlier light amply illuminated the upper parts of the universe so 
the sun was fitted to illuminate the lower parts, or rather it was in order that the day might be 
made still more bright by the sun; and if it be asked what became of the prior light, the answer is 
that the body of the sun, corpus solis, was formed out of it, or at any rate that the prior light was 
in the same part of the heavens where the sun is located, not as though it were the sun but in the 
sense that it was so united with the sun as now no more to be specially distinguished from it." 
{1480} 
 
Albert saw into a new world. His knowledge is often at fault, but sometimes his statements are 
prophetic of modern discovery. For example, he said that the poles of the earth were too cold to 
be inhabited. He knew about the sleep of plants and many of the laws of the vegetable world. He 
was indefatigable in experimentation, the forerunner of the modern laboratory worker, and had 
much to do with arsenic, sulphur, and other chemical substances. He knew about gunpowder, but 
got his knowledge from others. {1481} The succeeding age associated his name, as also the name 
of Roger Bacon, with magic and the dark arts, but probably without sufficient reason. 
 
The world has had few such prolific writers as Albertus Magnus. In Borgnet’s edition of thirty-
eight volumes, there are, excluding, the valuable indexes, no less than 27,014 pages of two 
columns each. These writings may be said to take up not only every topic of physical knowledge 
but to discuss every imaginable subject in religion and philosophy. His activity combined the 
travail of the original thinker with the toil of the compiler. Twelve volumes in Borgnet’s edition 
are devoted to philosophy and the natural sciences, one to sermons, one to a commentary on 
Dionysius the Areopagite, ten to commentaries on books of the Old and New Testaments, and 
fourteen to theology. He freely used some of his predecessors among the Schoolmen as Anselm, 
Bernard, and Hugo and Richard of St. Victor, as well as the Fathers and the Greek and Arabic 
philosophers. 
 
Albert’s chief theological works are a Commentary on the Sentences of the Lombard, a Study of 
Created Things {1482} and an independent summa of theology, which was left unfinished, and 
stopped with the discussion of sin. These three works, in many subjects of which they treat, run 
parallel. But each is fresh, elaborate, and has its own peculiar arrangement. The Study of Created 
Things, or System of Nature is an attempt, whose boldness has never been exceeded, to explain 
the great phenomena of the visible universe above and below, eternity and time, the stars and the 
motion of the heavens, angels and devils, man, his soul and body, the laws of his nutrition, sleep, 
reason, intellect, and other parts of his constitution, and events to which he is subject. 
 
Albert’s commentaries cover the Psalms in three volumes, the Lamentations, Daniel, the Minor 
Prophets, Baruch, the Gospels, and the Apocalypse. His commentary on the Worthy Woman of 
Proverbs 31:10-31 is drawn out to two hundred pages of two columns each. 
 
Theology, Albert defined to be a science in the truest sense, and what is more, it is wisdom. 
{1483} It is the practical science of those things that pertain to salvation. The being of God is not 
susceptible of positive a priori proof. It may be proved in an indirect way from the impossible 



absurdities which would follow from the denial of it. {1484} The existence of God is not, 
properly speaking, an article of theology, but an antecedent of all articles. In his Summa he quotes 
Anselm’s definition. "God is greater than anything else that can be conceived." The objection was 
made to it that what is above what can be conceived we cannot grasp. He answers the objection 
by showing that God can be known by positive affirmation and by negation. The cosmological 
proof was most to Albert’s mind, and he argued at length the proposition that motion demands a 
prime mover. Matter cannot start itself into motion. {1485} 
 
The Trinity is matter of revelation. Philosophy did not find it out. {1486} Albert, however, was 
not prevented from entering into an elaborate speculative treatment of the doctrine. 
 
Following Augustine, Anselm, and Richard of St. Victor, he argued for the procession of the 
Spirit from the Son as well as from the Father as a necessity, {1487} and laid stress upon love as 
the chief principle within the sphere of the persons of the godhead. 
 
The usual scholastic list of questions about the angels, good and bad, is treated by Albert with 
great exhaustiveness. A number of angels, he decides, cannot be in one and the same place at the 
same time, not because of the spatial inconvenience it might seem to imply, but on account of the 
possibility of the confusion of activity it might involve. He concludes it to be impossible for an 
angel to be in more than one place at the same time. He discussed at length the language and 
vocal organs of the angels. {1488} Especially elaborate is his treatment of the fall, and the activity 
and habitation of Lucifer and the demons. In pruriency he is scarcely behind some of the other 
Schoolmen. Every possible question that might occur to the mind had to be answered. Here are 
some of the questions. "Do the lost sin in hell?" "Do they wish any good?" "Is a smoky 
atmosphere a congenial element for the demons?" "What are the age and stature of those who rise 
from the dead?" "Does the sight of the pains of the lost diminish the glory of the beatified?" To 
this last question he replied that such sight will increase the joy of the angels by calling forth 
renewed thanks for their redemption. {1489} The serious problem of what it was into which the 
devil fell occupied Albert’s careful and prolonged argumentation several times. {1490} The views 
of the Universal doctor on demonology will be taken up in another chapter. In another place also 
we shall speak of his answer to the question, what effect the eating of the host has upon a mouse. 
 
The chief and ultimate cause of the creation of man is that he might serve God in his acts, praise 
God with his mouth, and enjoy God with his whole being. A second cause is that he might fill up 
the gaps left by the defection of the angels. {1491} In another place Albert explains the creation 
of man and angels to be the product of God’s goodness. {1492} 
 
Of all the panegyrists of the Virgin Mary before Alphonso da Liguori, none was so fulsome and 
elaborate as Albert. Of the contents of his famous treatise, The Praises of Mary, —de laudibus B. 
Mariae Virginis,  {1493} —which fills eight hundred and forty-one pages in Borgnet’s edition, a 
synopsis is given in the section on the Worship of Mary. In the course of this treatment no less 
than sixty different passages from the Canticles are applied to Mary. Albert leaves her crowned at 
her assumption in the heavens. One of the questions this indefatigable theologian pursued with 
consequential precision was Eve’s conception before she sinned. 
 
As for the ecclesiastical organization of the Middle Ages, the pope is to Albert God’s viceregent, 
vested with plenary power. {1494} 
 
Albert astounds us by the industry and extent of his theological thought and labor and the 
versatility of his mind. Like all the Schoolmen he sought to exhaust the topics he discusses, and 
looks at them in every conceivable aspect. There is often something chaotic in his presentation of 



a theme, but he is nevertheless wonderfully stimulating. It remained for Albert’s greater pupil, 
Thomas Aquinas, to bring a clearness and succinctness to the statement of theological problems, 
theretofore unreached. Albert treated them with the insatiable curiosity of the student, the 
profundity of the philosopher, and the attainments of a widely read scholar. Thomas added the 
skill of the dialectic artist and a pronounced practical and ethical purpose. 
 
{1473} He speaks in his will of spending most of his life in the convent at Cologne. He appointed 
a brother by birth, Henry, one of his executors. Sighart, p 247. 
 
{1474} Leo XIII., in his letter allowing Borgnet to dedicate his edition of Albert’s works to him, 
said: "Especially am I glad to grant this permission because our old love for the angelic doctor is 
not disjoined from love for his teacher." Borgnet’s ed., I. p. vii. Labbe, the Jesuit editor of the acts 
of the councils, wrote a poem comparing Albert with his pupil, Thomas Aquinas, and greatly 
praising him for his eulogy of Mary. Borgnet, I. lxxii. sq. 
 
{1475} Sighart, pp. 148, 152, ascribes his resignation to bitter opposition, and thinks Albert had 
this opposition in mind when he was writing the paraphrase to Aristotle’s Politics. The slothful, 
Albert says, find fault with those who excel. They killed Socrates, drove out Plato from Athens, 
and banished Aristotle. These people have the same plan in the domain of letters and science that 
the liver has in the body. For everybody has gall which collects in the liver and which dispenses 
itself and makes the whole body bitter. Thus in the domain of letters there are some bitter men 
filled with gall, who would fain make all other men bitter, and will not allow them to seek after 
truth in sweet company. 
 
{1476} So Von Hertling. The records of the council do not mention his name. Peter of Prussia 
affirms Albert was present, and is followed by Sighart, p. 225. 
 
{1477} Averrhoes, Avicenna, Algazel, etc. The honor of first mastering all the works of Aristotle 
and putting them into the service of Christian philosophy belongs to Albertus, says Schwane, p. 
40. 
 
{1478} This is brought out by J. Guttmann, in his Die Scholastik des 13ten Jahrhunderts in ihren 
Beziehungen zum Judenthum und zur judischen Lateratur, Breslau, 1902. 
 
{1479} He again and again says: "Aristotle erred," e.g. Borgnet’s ed., III. 545, etc. He says: "He 
who believes Aristotle to have been a god, can believe he never erred. But if he was a man, then 
he could err like ourselves." Borgnet’s ed., III. 553 
 
{1480} Sent., II. xiii., F. Borgnet’s ed., XXVII. 249 sq. 
 
{1481} An interesting survey of Albert’s knowledge of nature is given by Sighart, pp. 302-356; 
also Stockl, II. 359 sqq. 
 
{1482} Summa de creaturis, vols. XXXIV., XXXV., in Borgnet’s ed. 
 
{1483} Theologia verissima scientia est et, quod plus est, sapientia. Summa theol.,  I. 1, 1; 
Borgnet’s ed., XXXI. 9. 
 
{1484} Summa, I. 3, q. 17; Borgnet’s ed., XXXI. 116. 
 
{1485} Physic, VII.; Borgnet’s ed., III. 483-502. 



 
{1486} Philosophi pro propria ductu naturalis rationis non potuerunt cognoscere trinitatem 
personarum. Borgnet, XXXI. 60. 
 
{1487} Summa, I. 7, q. 31; Borgnet, XXXI. 326 sqq. 
 
{1488} Deuteronomy locutione angelorum. Summa, II. 9, q. 35; Borgnet, XXXII. 376-387. He 
draws in his discussion from Augustine, St. Basil, and John of Damascus. 
 
{1489} Sent., IV. 50; Borgnet’s ed., XXX. 699. Albert even goes so far as to discuss whether 
unborn infants destroyed by abortion rise from the dead. 
 
{1490} in quid cecidit diabolus. Summa de creaturis, IX. 67; Borgnet’s ed., XXXIV. 682 sqq. 
Summa theol., II. 5, q. 23 sqq.; Borgnet’s ed., XXXII. 266-286. 
 
{1491} Adjunctus autem finis est qui secutus est ex isto: et ille est reparatio ruinae angelicae. 
Summa, II. 12 sq., 74; Borgnet’s ed., XXXIII. 57. 
 
{1492} Quare est creatus homo vel angelus? Brevi sermone, respondere potest. Propter 
bonitatem ejus. Sent., II. 1, E.; Borgnet’s ed., XXVII. 35. 
 
{1493} Summa, II. 14; Borgnet’s ed., pp. 131 sq. 
 
{1494} Habet potestatis plenitudinem quia est ordinarius omnium hominum et quia est vice Dei 
in terris. Summa, II. q. 141, 3; Borgnet, XXXIII. 484.  



108. Thomas Aquinas. 
 
Literature: I. Works.—U. Chevalier: Repertoire under Thomas Aq., pp. 1200-1206, and Supplem., 
pp. 2823-2827. —S. Thomae Aquinatis Doctoris Angelici opera omnia, jussu impensaque Leonis 
XIII., P. M., edita, Romae ex typographia polyglotta S. C. de Propaganda Fide, vols. 1-11, 1882-
1902, to be completed in 25 vols. For this edition, called from Leo’s patronage editio Leonina, a 
papal appropriation has been made of 300,000 lire. See vol. I., p. xxv.—Older edd., Rome, 1570, 
18 vols. by order of Pius V., and Venice, 1592-1594; Antwerp, by C. Morelles, 1612 sqq., 18 
vols.; Paris, 1660, 23 vols.; Venice, 1786-1790, 28 vols.; with 30 dissertations by B. M. de 
Rubeis, Naples, 1846-1848, 19 vols.; Parma, 1852 sqq.; Paris, 1871—1880, 33 vols. by Frette and 
Mare.—The Summa theologica has been often separately published as by Migne, 4 vols. Paris, 
1841, 1864; *Drioux, 15 vols. Paris, 1853-1856; with French trans., and 8 vols. Paris, 1885. 
Among the very numerous commentators of the Summa are Cajetan, d. 1534, given in the 
Leonine ed., Melchior Canus, d. 1560, Dominicus Soto, d. 1560, Medina, d. 1580, Bannez, d. 
1604, Xantes Moriales, d. 1666, Mauritius de Gregorii, d. 1666, all Dominicans; Vasquez, d. 
1604, Suarez, d. 1617, Jesuits. The most prolix commentaries are by barefooted Carmelites of 
Spain, viz. the cursus theologicus of Salamanca, 19 vols. repub. at Venice, 1677 sqq., and the 
Disputationes collegii complutensis at Alcala in 4 vols. repub. at Lyons, 1667 sqq. —See Werner: 
D. hl. Thomas, I. 885 sqq.—P. A. Uccelli’s ed. of the contra Gentiles, Rome, 1878, from 
autograph MSS. in the Vatican, contains a facsimile of Thomas’ handwriting which is almost 
illegible.—Engl. trans. of the Aurea Catena, Oxford, 1865, 6 vols., and the Ethics by J. Rickaby, 
N. Y., 1896.—Fr. Satolli, in Summam Theol. d. Th. Aq. praelectiones, Milan, 1884-1888.—L. 
Janssen: Summa Theol. ad modum commentarii in Aquinatis Summam praesentis aevi studii 
aptatam, Freib. im Br., 5 vols. 1902.—La theol. affective ou St. Th. d’Aq. medite en vue de 
predication, by L. Bail, Paris, 12 vols. 
 
II. Lives, etc.—The oldest Life is by William de Thoco, who knew Thomas personally, reprinted 
in the ed. Leonina, vol. I. Documents in Chartularium parisiensis.—F. B. de Rubeis: 
Deuteronomy gestis et scriptis ac doctrina S. Th. Aq. dissertationes crit. et apolog., reprinted in 
the Leonina.—P. A. Touron: Paris, 1737.—J. Bareille: 1846, 4th ed. 1862.—*Karl Werner, Rom. 
Cath. Prof. at St. Polten, Austria: D. heilige Th. von Aquino, 5 vols. 1858-1859, Regensb. 
Learned, exhaustive, but ill digested.—R. B. Vaughan Rom. Cath. abp. of Sydney: Life and 
Labors of St. Th. of Aquino, 2 vols. Lond., 187I-1872, based on Werner.—Cicognani: Sulla vita 
de S. Tomasio, Engl. trans., 1882.—P. Cavenaugh: Life of Th. Aq., the Angelic Doctor. N. Y., 
1890.—Didiot: Le docteur angelique S. Th. d’Aq., Bruges, 1894.—Jourdain: Le Phil. de S. Th. 
d’Aq., 2 vols. Paris, 1861.—*F. X. Leitner: D. hl. Th. von Aq. uber d. unfehlbare Lehramt d. 
Papstes, Freib., 1872.—J. J. Baumann: D. Staatslehre des hl. Th. von Aq., Leip., 1873.—Schotz: 
Thomas Lexicon (explanation of technical terms), Paderb., 1881.—Eicken. D Philos. d. Th. von 
Aq. und. d. Kultur d. Neuzeit:, Halle, 1886, 54 pp.; also Th. von Aq. und Kant, ein Kampf zweier 
Welten, Berlin, 1901.—*F. H. Reusch, Old-Cath.: D. Falschungen in dem Traktat des Th. von Aq. 
gegen die Griechen, Munchen, 1889.—F. Tessen-Wesiersky: D. Grundlagen d. Wunderbegriffs 
n. Th. von Aq. Paderb., 1899, p. 142.—J. Guttmann: D. Verhaltniss des Th. von Aq. zum 
Judenthum und zur judischen Literatur, 1891.—Wittmann: D. Stellung d. hl. Th. von Aq. zu 
Avencebrol, Munster, 1900.—De Groot: Leo: XIII. und der hl. Th. von Aq., Regensb., 1897.—M. 
Grabmann: D. Lehre d. hl. Th. v. Aq. v. d. Kirche als Gotteswerk, Regensb., 1903.—J. Gottler: D. 
hl. Th. v. Aq. u. d. vortridentin. Thomisten ueb. d. Wirkgn. d Busssakramentes, 1904.—Stockl: 
Philos. d. Mittelalters, II. 421-728. The Histt. of Doctr. of Schwane, Harnack, III. 422-428, etc., 
and Loofs, pp. 284-304.—Lane-Poole: Illustrations etc., pp. 226 sqq.—Baur: D. Christl. Kirche 
des M. A., 312-354. —The art. in Wetzer-Welte, XI. 1626-1661.—T. O’Gorman: Life and Works 



of St. Th. Aq. in Papers of Am. Soc. of Ch. Hist., 1893, pp. 81-97.—D. S. Schaff: Th. Aq. and Leo 
XIII. in Princeton Rev., 1904, pp. 177-196.—Art. Th. Aq. and Med. Thought. in Dubl. Rev. Jan., 
1906. 
 
In an altar piece by Traini, dating from 1341, in the church of St. Caterina, Pisa, Thomas Aquinas 
is represented as seated in the centre with a book open before him. At the top of the cloth the 
artist has placed Christ, on one side of him Matthew, Luke, and Paul and on the other, Moses, 
John, and Mark. Below Thomas Aquinas, and on the left side, Aristotle is represented standing 
and facing Thomas. Aristotle holds an open volume which is turned towards the central figure. 
On the right hand Plato is represented, also standing and facing Thomas with an open volume. At 
the foot of the cloth there are three groups. One at each corner consists of monks looking up 
admiringly at Thomas. Between them, Averrhoes is represented reclining and holding a closed 
book. This remarkable piece of art represents with accuracy the central place which has been 
accorded to Thomas Aquinas in the mediaeval theology. Arabic philosophy closes its mission 
now that the great exponent of Christian theology has come. The two chief philosophers of the 
unaided reason offer to him the results of their speculations and do him homage. The body of 
monks admire him, and Christ, as it were, commends him. 
 
Thomas Aquinas, called the Angelic doctor,—doctor angelicus, —1225-1274, is the prince of the 
Schoolmen, and next to St. Augustine, the most eminent divine of the Latin Church. He was a 
man of rare genius, wisdom, and purity of life. He had an unrivalled power of orderly and 
vigorous statement. Under his hand the Scholastic doctrines were organized into a complete and 
final system. He expounded them with transparent clearness, and fortified them with powerful 
arguments derived from Scripture, tradition, and reason. Mystical piety and a sound intellect were 
united in him. As compared with many of the other Schoolmen, notably with Duns Scotus, 
Thomas was practical rather than speculative. Popes and councils have repeatedly acknowledged 
his authority as a teacher of Catholic theology. Thomas was canonized by John XXII., 1823, and 
raised to the dignity of "doctor of the church," 1567. In 1879, Leo XIII. commended him as the 
corypheus and prince of all the Schoolmen, and as the safest guide of Christian philosophy in the 
battle of faith and reason against the sceptical and revolutionary tendencies of the nineteenth 
century, {1495} who "set to rest once for all the discord between faith and reason, exalting the 
dignity of each and yet keeping them in friendly alliance." In 1880 this pope pronounced him the 
patron of Catholic schools. In the teachings of Thomas Aquinas we have, with one or two 
exceptions, the doctrinal tenets of the Latin Church in their perfect exposition as we have them in 
the Decrees of the council of Trent in their final statement. 
 
Thomas of Aquino was born about 1220 in the castle of Rocca Sicca—now in ruins—near 
Aquino in the territory of Naples. Through his father, the count of Aquino, he was descended 
from a princely house of Lombardy. His mother was of Norman blood and granddaughter of the 
famous Crusader Tancred. At five the boy was sent to the neighboring convent of Monte Cassino 
from which he passed to the University of Naples. In 1243 he entered the Dominican order, a step 
his family resented. His brothers who were serving in the army of Frederick II. took the novice by 
force and kept him under guard in the paternal castle for more than a year. Thomas employed the 
time of his confinement in studying the Bible, the Sentences of the Lombard, and the works of 
Aristotle. 
 
We next find him in Cologne under Albertus Magnus. That great Schoolman, recognizing the 
genius of his pupil, is reported to have said, "He will make such a roaring in theology that he will 
be heard through all the earth." {1496} He accompanied Albertus to Paris and in 1248 returned to 
Cologne as teacher. He again went to Paris and won the doctor’s degree. William de St. Amour’s 
attack upon the monastic orders drew from him a defence as it also did from Bonaventura. 



Thomas was called to Anagni to represent the case of the orders. His address called forth the 
commendation of Alexander IV., who, in a letter to the chancellor of the University of Paris, 
spoke of Thomas as a man conspicuous by his virtues and of encyclopaedic learning. In 1261, 
Thomas left the teacher’s chair in Paris and taught successively in Bologna, Rome, and other 
Italian cities. Urban IV. and Clement IV. honored him with their confidence. The years 1272-
1274 he spent at Naples. He died on his way to the oecumenical council of Lyons, March 7, 1274, 
only forty-eight years of age, in the Cistercian convent of Fossa Nuova near Terracina. Dante and 
Villani report he was poisoned by order of Charles of Anjou, but the earliest accounts know 
nothing of this. The great teacher’s body was taken to Toulouse, except the right arm which was 
sent to the Dominican house of Saint Jacques, Paris, whence, at a later date, it was removed to 
Rome. 
 
The genuine writings of Thomas Aquinas number more than sixty, and fall into four classes. The 
philosophical works are commentaries on Aristotle’s Ethics, Metaphysics, Politics, and other 
treatises. His exegetical works include commentaries on Job, the first fifty-one Psalms, Canticles, 
Isaiah, the Lamentations, the Gospels, and the Epistles of Paul. The exposition of the Gospels, 
known as the Golden Chain,—aurea catena, {1497} —consists of excerpts from the Fathers. A 
number of Thomas’ sermons are also extant. The apologetic works are of more importance. The 
chief among them are works designed to convince the Mohammedans and other unbelievers, 
{1498} and to promote the union of the Greeks and Latins, and a treatise against the disciples of 
Averrhoes. {1499} 
 
Thomas’ works on dogmatic theology and ethics are the most important of his writings. The 
earliest was a commentary on the Sentences of Peter the Lombard. Here belong Expositions of the 
Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, the decalogue, the Angelic salutation, and the sacraments. 
Thomas gave his first independent systematic treatment of the entire realm of theology in his 
Compendium theologiae. The subject was presented under the heads of the three cardinal 
virtues,—faith, hope, and charity. His master-work is his Summa theologica which he did not live 
to finish and which is supplemented by compilations from the author’s commentary on the 
Lombard. Thomas also made important contributions to the liturgy and to hymnology. In 1264 at 
the request of Urban IV., he prepared the office for the festival of Corpus Christi, in which were 
incorporated the Pange lingua, Lauda Sion, and other hymns. {1500} 
 
With Augustine and John Calvin, Thomas Aquinas shares the distinction of being one of the three 
master theological minds of the Western world. What John of Damascus did for the theology of 
the Greek Church, that Thomas did for the theology of the mediaeval Church. He gave to it its 
most perfect form. His commanding eminence rests upon his clearness of method and his well-
balanced judgment rather than upon his originality of thought. {1501} He was not a great scholar 
and, like Augustine, he knew no Hebrew and little Greek. Abaelard Bonaventura, and Albertus 
Magnus seem to show a wider familiarity than he with the ancient authors, patristic and profane, 
but they differ widely. He leaned much upon Albertus Magnus. {1502} Albertus had an eye more 
for the works of nature, Thomas for moral action. As was the case with the other Schoolmen, so 
Thomas had as his chief authorities Augustine and Aristotle, quoting the latter as "the 
philosopher." He was in full sympathy with the hierarchical system and the theology of the 
mediaeval Church and at no point out of accord with them. 
 
The Summa theologica, true to its author’s promise, avoids many of the idle discussions of his 
predecessors and contemporaries. {1503} The treasures of the school and Church are here 
gathered together, sifted, and reduced to an elaborate but inspiring and simple structure. The three 
books treat respectively of God, man, and the Redeemer, the sacraments being included under the 
last head. The matter is disposed of in 518 divisions, called questions, and these are divided into 



2652 articles. Each article states the negative and positive sides of the proposition under 
discussion, the arguments for and against it, and then the author’s solution. The same uniform 
threefold method of treatment is pursued throughout. This method would become insufferably 
monotonous but for the precision of Thomas’ statement and the interest of the materials. Each 
article is a finished piece of literary art. Here is an example on the simplicity of God. {1504} The 
question is asked whether God is body, utrum Deus sit corpus. In favor of an affirmative reply is: 
1. The consideration that God seems to have a body, for a body has three dimensions, and the 
Scriptures ascribe to God, height, depth, and length, Job 11:8 2. Whatever has a figure, has a 
body. God seems to have a figure, Genesis 1:26, for He said, "Let Us make man in our image." 3. 
Everything that has parts, has a body. A hand, Job 40:4, and eyes, Psalm 25:15, are ascribed to 
God. 4. God has a seat and throne, Isaiah 6:1 5. God has a local termination which men may 
approach, Psalm 24:5. 
 
But on the other hand must be noted what is said in John 4:24, "God is Spirit." The absolute God, 
therefore, is not a body. 1 No body moves that is not before moved and God is the first mover. 2. 
God is the first entity, primum ens. 3. God is the noblest among entities. 
 
The answers to the objections are: 1. That the Scripture passages, attributing to God bodily parts, 
are figurative. 2. The expression "image of God" is used simply to indicate God’s superior 
excellency over man and man’s excellence over the beasts. 3. The ascription of corporeal senses, 
such as the eye, is a way of expressing God’s intelligence. 
 
Theological speculation is, with Thomas, not an exhibition of theological acumen, but a pious 
employment pursued with the end of knowing and worshipping God. It is in keeping with this 
representation that, on his way to Paris, he is reported to have exclaimed, he would not give 
Chrysostom on Matthew for all the city. It is also related that during his last years in Naples the 
Lord, appearing to him, asked what reward he desired, for he had written well on theological 
questions. Thomas replied. "None other, Lord, but Thyself." 
 
Thomas made a clearer distinction between philosophy and religion, reason and revelation, than 
had been made before by any of the Schoolmen. The reason is not competent by its own powers 
to discover the higher truths pertaining to God, such as the doctrine of the Trinity. {1505} The 
ideas which the natural mind can reach are the praeambula fidei, that is, the ideas which pertain 
to the vestibule of faith. Theology utilizes the reason, not, it is true, to prove faith, for such a 
process would take away the merit of faith, but to throw light on doctrines which are furnished by 
revelation. {1506} Theology is the higher science, both because of the certainty of its data and on 
account of the superior excellence of its subject-matter. {1507} There is no contradiction between 
philosophy and theology. Both are fountains of knowledge. Both come from the same God. 
 
As between the Scriptures and the Fathers, Thomas makes a clear distinction. The Church uses 
both to arrive at and expound the truth. The Scriptures are necessary and final. The testimony of 
the Fathers is probable. Thomas’ controlling purpose is to properly present the theology of the 
Church as he found it and nothing more. {1508} 
 
Philosophy and theology pursue different methods in searching after truth. {1509} In philosophy, 
knowledge based upon the visible creation goes before faith. In theology, or the doctrina fidei, 
faith looking to God as He is in Himself, precedes knowledge. The existence of God is not 
exclusively a matter of faith. It has been demonstrated by philosophers by irrefragable proofs. 
Anselm’s ontological argument, Thomas rejected on the ground that a conception in the mind—
esse intellectu —is something different from real existence—esse in re. He adduced four 
cosmological arguments, and the argument from design. {1510} The cosmological arguments are: 



1. Motion presupposes an original mover. 2. An infinite series of causes, it is impossible to 
conceive. Therefore, there must be a First Cause. 3. The conditional demands that which is 
absolute, and 4. that which is imperfect implies that which is perfect as its standard. As for the 
teleological argument, objects and events have the appearance of being controlled by an 
overruling design as an arrow being shot by an archer. {1511} 
 
Creation was not a necessity for God on account of any deficiency within Himself. It was the 
expression of His love and goodness. With Aristotle, Thomas agrees that by the natural reason the 
world cannot be proved to have had a beginning. {1512} The first four things to be created were 
the realm of spirits, the empyrean, time, and earthly matter. The garden of Eden was a real place. 
Geographers do not locate it. It is secluded by the barriers of mountains, seas, and a certain 
tempestuous region. {1513} 
 
In discussing the origin of evil, Thomas says that, in a perfect world, there will be all possible 
grades of being. The weal of the whole is more important than the well-being of any part. By the 
permission of evil, the good of the whole is promoted. Many good things would be wanting but 
for evil. As life is advanced by corruption in the natural world, so, for example, patience is 
developed by persecution. 
 
The natural order cannot bind God. His will is free. He chooses not to work contrary to the 
natural order, but He works outside of it, praeter ordinem. {1514} The providence of God 
includes what to us seems to be accidental. The man digging finds a treasure. To him the 
discovery is an accident. But the master, who set him to work at a certain place, had this in view. 
 
From the divine providence, as the starting-point, the decree of predestination is elaborated. 
Thomas represented the semi-Pelagian standpoint. The elect are substituted for the angels who 
lost their first estate, {1515} even as the Gentiles were substituted for the Jews. The number of the 
elect is unknown, but they are the minority of the race. Reprobation is not a positive act of God. 
God’s decree is permissive. God loves all men. He leaves men to themselves, and those who are 
lost, are lost by their own guilt. God’s decree of election includes the purpose to confer grace and 
glory. 
 
In his treatment of the angels, Thomas practised a commendable self-restraint, as compared with 
Bonaventura and other Summists. 
 
When he takes up man, the Angelic doctor is relatively most elaborate. In the discussion of man’s 
original condition and his state after the Fall, many questions are proposed which dialectical 
dexterity must answer in view of the silence of Scripture. Here are examples. Could Adam in his 
state of innocence see the angels? Did he have the knowledge of all things? Did he need foods? 
Were the children born in his state of innocence confirmed in righteousness and had they 
knowledge of that which is perfect? Would original sin have passed down upon Adam’s posterity, 
if Adam had refused to join Eve in sinning? {1516} 
 
Thomas rejected the traducian view as heretical, and was a creationist. {1517} Following Peter 
the Lombard, he held that grace was a superadded gift to Adam, over and above the natural 
faculties and powers of the soul and body. {1518} This gift disposed man to love God above all 
things. {1519} 
 
Man’s original righteousness, but for the Fall, would have passed down upon Adam’s posterity. 
The cause of sin was an inordinate love of self. {1520} Original sin is a disorder of the moral 
constitution, and shows itself in concupiscence, that is irrational desire. It has become a fixed 



condition of the race, a corrupt disposition of the soul,—habitus corruptus, —just as sickness is a 
corrupt condition of the body. The corruption of nature, however, is partial,—a wound, not a total 
deadness of the moral nature. 
 
Thomas approaches the subject of Christ and redemption by saying that "our Saviour, Jesus 
Christ, has shown us the way of truth in himself, the way by which we are able to attain through 
resurrection to the beatitude of immortal life." {1521} Three main questions are taken up: the 
person of the Saviour, the sacraments, which are the channels of salvation, and the goal or 
immortal life. The Anselmic view of the atonement is adopted. The infinitude of human guilt 
makes it fitting that the Son of God should make atonement. God was not, however, shut up to 
this method. He can forgive sin as He pleases. Thomas takes up all the main data of Christ’s life, 
from the conception to the crucifixion. Justification is not a progressive process, but a single 
instantaneous act. {1522} Faith, working by love, lays hold of this grace. 
 
Scarcely any teaching of Augustine and Thomas Aquinas arouses so much revolt in the Christian 
theology of this age as the teaching about the future estate of unbaptized children dying in 
infancy. These theologians agree in denying to them all hope of future bliss. They are detained in 
hell for the sin of Adam, being in no wise bound to Christ in His passion and death by the 
exercise of faith and love, as the baptized and the patriarchs of the Old Testament are. The 
sacrament of faith, that is, baptism, not being applied to them, they are forever lost. Baptism 
liberates from original sin, and without baptism there is no salvation. {1523} 
 
The doctrine of the sacraments, as expounded by Thomas, is, in all particulars, the doctrine of the 
Catholic Church. Christ won grace. The Church imparts it. The sacraments are visible signs of 
invisible things, as Augustine defined them. The number is seven, corresponding to the seven 
cardinal virtues and the seven mortal sins. They are remedies for sin, and make for the perfecting 
of man in righteousness. {1524} The efficacy lies in a virtue inherent in the sacrament itself, and 
is not conditioned by faith in the recipient. Three of the sacraments —baptism, confirmation, and 
ordination—have an indelible character. Every conceivable question pertaining to the sacraments 
is taken up by Thomas and solved. The treatment of baptism and the eucharist occupies no less 
than two hundred and fifty pages of Migne’s edition, IV. 600-852. 
 
Baptism, the original form of which was immersion, cleanses from original sin and incorporates 
into the body of Christ. Children of Jews and infidels are not to be baptized without the consent 
of their parents. {1525} Ordination is indispensable to the existence of the Church. In the Lord’s 
Supper the glorified body of the Redeemer is wholly present essentially, but not quantitatively. 
The words of Christ, "This is my body" are susceptible of only one interpretation—the change of 
the elements into the veritable body and blood of Christ. The substance of the bread undergoes 
change. The dimensions of the bread, and its other accidents, remain. The whole body is in the 
bread, as the whole body is also in the wine. {1526} 
 
Penance is efficacious to the removing of guilt incurred after baptism. Indulgences have efficacy 
for the dead as well as the living. Their dispensation belongs primarily to the pope, as the head of 
the Church. The fund of merit is the product chiefly of the superabounding merit of Christ, but 
also of the supererogatory works of the saints. {1527} 
 
In regard to the Last Things, the fire of hell will be physical. The blessed will be able to 
contemplate the woes of the lost without sorrow, and are led, as Albertus had said, by the sight of 
these woes to praise God supremely for their own redemption. Their beatitude is not increased by 
this vision. The body of the resurrection will be the same, even to the bowels. {1528} 
 



In his consideration of ethics, Thomas Aquinas rises far above the other mediaeval writers, and 
marks an epoch in the treatment of the subject. He devotes to it nearly two hundred questions, or 
one-third of his entire system of theology. Here his references to the "philosopher" are very 
frequent. {1529} It is Thomas’ merit that he proceeds into details in analyzing the conduct of 
daily life. {1530} To give an example, he discusses the question of drunkenness, and, with 
Aristotle, decides that it is no excuse for crime. {1531} Thomas, however, also allows himself to 
be led into useless discussions where sophistry has free play, as when he answers the questions, 
whether a "man should love his child more than his father," or "his mother more than his father." 
 
Thomas opens his ethical treatment with a discussion of the highest good, that is, blessedness,—
beatitudo, —which does not consist in riches, honor, fame, power, or pleasure. {1532} Riches 
only minister to the body, and the more we have of them, the more are they despised, on account 
of their insufficiency to meet human needs; as our Lord said of the waters of the world, that 
whoever drinks of them shall thirst again, John 4:13. Blessedness consists in nothing else than the 
vision of God as He is in Himself. {1533} Satisfaction is a necessary concomitant of blessedness, 
as warmth is a concomitant of fire. 
 
The virtues are the three religious virtues infused by God,—faith, hope, and love; and the four 
philosophical or cardinal virtues,—prudence, righteousness, endurance, and continence. These are 
treated at great length. {1534} The ethical sections conclude with discussions bearing on the 
habits of the clerical profession. In committing the same sins as laymen do, clerics sin more 
grievously. "Ought they to live of alms?" This and a multitude of other questions of the same kind 
are handled with all gravity and metaphysical precision. The essence of Christian perfection is 
love. {1535} 
 
In his theory of Church and State also Thomas did not rise above his age. {1536} He fixed the 
theological statement concerning the supremacy of the spiritual realm, the primacy of the pope, 
and the right to punish heretics with death. His views are laid down in his Summa, and in three 
other writings, on the Rule of Princes, {1537} the Errors of the Greeks, and the contra Gentes. 
Thomas’ argument is that the State exists to secure for man the highest end of his being, the 
salvation of his soul, as well as for his material well-being in this life. He shows no concern for 
the separate European states and nationalities. {1538} As the head of the mystical body of Christ, 
the pope is supreme over the civil estate, even as the spiritual nature is superior to man’s physical 
nature. Christian kings owe him subjection, as they owe subjection to Christ himself, for the pope 
is Peter’s successor and the vicar of Christ. {1539} The monarchia Christi has taken the place of 
the old Roman imperium. 
 
As for the Church itself, Rome is the mistress and mother of all churches. To obey her is to obey 
Christ. This is according to the decision of the holy councils and the holy Fathers. {1540} The 
unity of the Church presupposes a supreme centre of authority. {1541} To the pope, it belongs to 
determine what is of faith. Yea, subjection to him is necessary to salvation. {1542} High 
churchmanship could no further go. 
 
In his declarations about heresy and its treatment, Thomas materially assisted in making the 
persecution of heretics unto death the settled policy of the Church and the State. At any rate he 
cleared away all objections as far as it was possible to clear them away. Heresy, as has already 
been said, he taught, is a crime to be punished like coin-clipping. No one may be compelled to 
enter the Church, but once having entered it and turned heretic, he must, if necessary, be forced 
by violent measures to obey the faith—haeretici sunt compellendi ut fidem teneant. It will thus be 
seen from this survey, which is supplemented in the chapters on the sacraments, the future state 
and Mariology, that the theology of the Angelic doctor and the theology of the Roman Catholic 



Church are identical in all particulars except the immaculate conception. He who understands 
Thomas understands the mediaeval theology at its best and will be in possession of the doctrinal 
system of the Roman Church. 
 
Thomas Aquinas was elevated by the Dominican order to the position of authoritative teacher in 
1286. His scholars were numerous, but his theology was not universally accepted. 
 
Some of his statements were condemned by the University of Paris as early as 1277, and about 
1285 William of Ware, {1543} trained at Oxford, which was a citadel of the Franciscans, wrote 
against the eminent Dominican. Soon after the death of the Franciscan Duns Scotus, the 
differences between him and Thomas were emphasized, and involved the two orders in 
controversy for centuries. No less than eighty-six theological differences between these two 
teachers were tabulated. {1544} 
 
The theology of Thomas Aquinas controlled Dante. The first printed commentary on the Summa 
was written by Cardinal Cajetan, Venice, 1507-1522. The Thomists lost by the decree of the 
immaculate conception of Mary, 1854. That doctrine had been the chief bone of contention 
between them and the Franciscans. The decision of Leo XIII., making Thomas’ theology and 
philosophy the standard for all Catholic teaching, has again, as it were, equalized matters. 
 
The Protestant Reformers, in their indignation against the Scholastic theology, could not do 
justice to Thomas Aquinas. Luther went so far as to call his Summa the quintessence of all 
heresies, meaning papal doctrines. He spoke of him as "the fountain and original soup of all 
heresy, error, and Gospel havoc, as his books bear witness." {1545} "You are much to be 
condemned," Luther said to Prierias. "for daring to obtrude upon us, as articles of faith, the 
opinions of that sainted man, Thomas, and his frequent false conclusions." On one occasion, he 
compared Thomas to the star of the book of Revelation which fell from heaven, the empty 
speculations of Aristotle to the smoke of the bottomless pit, the universities to the locusts, and 
Aristotle himself to his master Apollyon. {1546} 
 
Such polemic extravagances have long since yielded to a more just, historical estimate of this 
extraordinary man. Thomas merits our admiration by his candor and clearness as a systematic 
theologian, and by his sincerity and purity as an ethical thinker. In the great fundamentals of the 
Christian system he was scriptural and truly catholic. His errors were the errors of his age above 
which he was not able to rise, as three centuries later the clear and logical Protestant theologian, 
John Calvin, was not able in some important particulars to rise above the beliefs current in his 
time, and that in spite of his diligent study of the Scriptures and wide acquaintance with their 
teachings. 
 
The papal estimate, as given expression to in the encyclicals of Leo XIII., is a practical denial of 
any progress in theology since the thirteenth century, and in effect ignores the scientific 
discoveries of ages. From the standpoint of an unalterable Catholic orthodoxy, Leo made no 
mistake in fixing upon Thomas Aquinas as the model expounder of Christian doctrine. Protestants 
differ, regarding no theologian since the Apostles as infallible. They have no expectation that the 
Schoolman’s argumentation will settle the theological and religious unrest of these modern days, 
which grows out of biblical theories and scientific and religious studies of which that great 
teacher never dreamed, and worldwide problems which never entered into his mind. 
 
The present age is not at all concerned with many of the curious questions which Thomas and the 
other Schoolmen proposed. Each studious age has its own problems to settle and its own phases 
of religious doubt to adjust its fundamental teaching to. The mediaeval systems can no more be 



expected to meet the present demands of theological controversy than the artillery used on the 
battlefield of Crecy can meet the demands of modern warfare. {1547} The rights of private 
judgment are being asserted more and more, and, as there is some reason to suppose, even within 
the pale of the Roman communion. In the broader communion of the whole Church, we are glad 
to think that both Leo XIII., the wise pope, and Thomas Aquinas, the clear-eyed Schoolman, 
occupy a high place as members of the company of the eminent Churchmen of all ages; but this is 
not because they were free from mistakes to which our fallible human nature makes us subject, 
but because in the essential matters of the Christian life they were expounders of the Gospel. 
 
{1495} Encyclical, Aug. 4, 1879. See text in Mirbt, pp. 391 sqq. Thomas is praised as "inter 
scholasticos doctores omnium princeps et magister... ingeniodocilis et acer, memoriae facilis et 
tenax, vitae integerrimus, veritatis, unice amator, divina humanaque scientia praedives." The 
preface to the papal edition attacks the Lutheriana pestis and the Lutherianum virus, which are to 
be counteracted by the works of Thomas in cujus limpidissima et angelica mente veritas divinitus 
nobis patefacta. See Schaff, Thos. Aq. and Leo. XIII., p. 179. 
 
{1496} William of Thoco, ipse talem dabit in doctrina mugitum quod in toto mundo sonabit. 
 
{1497} This title was given to the work after Thomas’death. Thomas, in his dedication to Urban 
IV., calls it exposito continua. The Catena is so contrived that it reads like a running commentary, 
the several extracts being dovetailed together. The compiler introduced nothing of his own but 
connecting particles. See Preface to Oxford ed., p. iv. 
 
{1498} Summa de veritate Catholicae fidei contra Gentiles. The first three books include the 
arguments from reason, the fourth the argument from revelation. 
 
{1499} Contra errores Graecorum and de unitate intellectus contra Averrhoistas. 
 
{1500} See Koch, Kirchenlied, I. 137; Wackernagel, Kirchenlied, I. 143 sqq.; Werner, I. 791 sqq. 
 
{1501} Eicken, D. Philosophie d. Th. von Aq., p. 4, says, er gahort nicht so wohl zu den 
schaffenden als zu den ordnenden Geistern. "He belongs not so much to the originating as to the 
organizing minds." He repeats this judgment in his Thomas von Aquino und Kant, p. 27. He who 
would charge the Middle Ages with confused and abstruse deductions must look for examples 
elsewhere than in Thomas. 
 
{1502} Following Sighart, Life of Albertus Magnus, and Landerer, in art. Albertus in Herzog, 2d 
ed. XV. 575, Stockl says, II. 421, 734, that "Thomas stands wholly upon Albert’s shoulders. 
Thomas finished what Albert began." Thomas received a strong impulse from Albert, but he went 
out especially in the departments of ethics and apologetics into regions not fully explored by his 
great teacher. 
 
{1503} Multiplicatio inutilium quaestionum, articulorum et argumentorum. Prologue. 
 
{1504} Deuteronomy Dei simplicitate, I. q. 3; Migne, I. 626 sqq. 
 
{1505} Summa, I. 32, 1; Migne, I. 888, I. 1, 1; Migne, I. 607. 
 
{1506} Summa, I. 1, 8; Migne, I. 615. 
 
{1507} Tum propter certitudinem tum propter dignitatem materiae. Summa, I. 1, 5; Migne, I. 610. 



 
{1508} Seine Darstellung will gar nichts anders sein als das wissenschaftliche Bewusstsein der 
kirchlichen Lehre. Baur, p. 354. 
 
{1509} Non eodem ordine utraque doctrina procedit, etc. See Werner, II. 151, and his quotation 
from the contra Gentiles. 
 
{1510} See Kostlin, Beweise furs Dasein Gottes, in Studien u. Kritiken, 1876, pp. 10 sqq. 
 
{1511} Sicut sagitta a sagittante. Summa, I. 2, 3; Migne. I. 622 sqq. 
 
{1512} Mundum incepisse est credibile, non autem demonstratibile vel scibile. Summa, I. 46; 
Migne, I. 1008. 
 
{1513} Ideo scriptores locorum de hoc loco mentionem non fecerunt. Summa, I. 102, 1; Migne, I. 
1433. 
 
{1514} Summa, I. 103, 7; Migne, I. 1446. Comp. Werner, II. 396 sqq., for the passages from 
contra Gentiles. 
 
{1515} In locum angelorum cadentium substituti sunt homines. Summa, I. 23, 6; Migne, I. 828. 
 
{1516} Summa, I. 2, q. 72, 5; Migne, II. 633 sq. Thomas replies that in this case original sin 
would not have passed down to Adam’s posterity, for according to philosophers, the active 
principle in generation is the father. But if Adam had sinned and Eve had not sinned, original sin 
would have passed down to Adam’s descendants. 
 
{1517} Haereticum est dicere quod anima intellectiva traducatur cum semine. Summa, I. 118, 2; 
Migne, I. 1556. 
 
{1518} Superadditio gratiae. Summa, I. 95, 1; Migne, I. 1405 sq. Comp. Loofs, Dogmengesch., 
pp. 292-295. 
 
{1519} Ad diligendum Deum naturaliter super omnia. Migne, II. 909. 
 
{1520} Migne. II. 603. 
 
{1521} Summa, III. Prologus; Migne, IV. 10. 
 
{1522} Justificatio impii non est successiva. Summa, I. 2, q. 113, 7 sqq. Migne, II. 955. 
Justification is defined as "an infusion of grace whereby the freewill is moved and guilt is 
pardoned." 
 
{1523} Per baptismum pueri liberantur a peccato originali et ab inferno. Summa, III. 57, 7; 
Migne, IV. 485, 486. 
 
{1524} Summa, III. 65, 1; Migne, IV. 595. See Werner, II. 676-699. 
 
{1525} Summa, II. (2), 10, 12; Migne, III. 101 sqq. 
 
{1526} Totus Christus sub utraque specie. Summa, III. 76, 2; Migne, IV. 734. 



 
{1527} Praecipue propter meritum Christi, etc. Supplem., XXV. 1; Migne, IV. 1014. 
 
{1528} Summa III. 94; Migne, IV. 1343 sqq. See Werner, II. 712. 
 
{1529} Not infrequently are there two or three references to Aristotle on a single page, e.g. I. (2), 
2, 2; I. (2), 4, 2, Migne, II. 22, 46. 
 
{1530} Baur, pp. 429 sqq., pronounces Thomas’method descriptive rather than consequential. 
The system is not developed from fundamental principles. 
 
{1531} Summa, II. (2), 150, 4; Migne, III. 1051. 
 
{1532} Summa I. (2), 2, 1 sqq.; Migne, II. 19-37. 
 
{1533} In visione divinae essentiae. Migne, II. 43. 
 
{1534} No less than forty-six questions are devoted to the religious virtues, Migne, III. 9-375 and 
one hundred and twenty-four to the philosophical, Migne, III. 375-1194. 
 
{1535} Per se et essentialiter consistit perfectio christianae vitae in charitate. Summa, II. (2), 84, 
3; Migne, III. 1295. 
 
{1536} See Werner, I. 760 sqq., 794 sqq. Kostlin, art. Staat und Kirche, Herzog Enc., 2d ed., 
XIV. 629 sqq. Reusch, Die Falschungen, etc. 
 
{1537} Deuteronomy regimine principum ad regem Cypri. Two of the four books of this famous 
work are certainly genuine. The last two books are probably by Thomas’disciple, Ptolemy of 
Lucca. Poole has some judicious remarks on this work, Illustr. of Med. Thought, pp. 240-266. 
 
{1538} Eicken, D. Philosophie d. Thomas, etc., p. 38. 
 
{1539} successor Petri, Christi vicarius Romanus Pontifex cui omnes reges populi Christiani 
oportet esse subdito sicut ipsi domino Jesu Christo. Deuteronomy reg. principum, I. 14. 
 
{1540} Romanae ecclesiae magistrae et matris omnium ecclesiarum cui obediendum est tanquam 
Domino Deo Jesu, etc. Contra errores Graecorum, Reusch’s ed., p. 9. Also Mirbt, Quellen, pp. 
143 sq. This work contains a discussion of four points: the Procession of the Holy Ghost, the 
primacy of the pope, the use of unleavened bread in the eucharist, and purgatory. It was written at 
the time when the reunion of the Greeks and Latins was the subject of negotiations. In the 
preparation of this treatise, Thomas used a work put into his hands by Urban IV., once patriarch 
of Jerusalem. Thomas refers to it as libellum ab excellentia vestra mihi exhibitum sanctissime 
Pater Urbane Papa diligenter perlegi. It is full of citations from Cyril of Jerusalem, Cyril of 
Alexandria, Chrysostom, and other Fathers, as Reusch, following Launoy, learnedly shows. 
Thomas accepts the quotations without a question as genuine. The tract has never been published 
in full. It was known to the abbot Uccelli from a MS. in the Vatican, and parts of it bearing on the 
papacy were issued by his hand, 1870. Reusch prints a portion of the Vatican MS., and also a part 
of the unpublished MS., the Thesaurus veritatis fidei by the Dominican Bonacursius, who wrote 
later than Thomas, and drew from the same source as Thomas did. The Dominicans were 
specially active in urging the extravagant claims of the papacy as against the Greek patriarch. 
 



{1541} Cum tota ecclesia sit unum corpus, oportet si ista unitas debet conservari, quod sit aliqua 
potestas regitiva respectu totius ecclesiae supra potestatem episcopalem, qua uniquaeque 
specialis ecclesia regitur, et haec est potestas papae. Summa, Supplem., 40, 7; Migne, IV. 1075. 
 
{1542} Quod subesse Romano pontifici sit de necessitate salutis. contra errores Graecorum. 
Dollinger, in Das Papstthum, says that "Thomas was the first theologian to discuss the theory of 
papal infallibility as an integral part of systematic theology." Leitner, pp. 10-14, etc. denies this. 
See Chapter XV. 
 
{1543} A number of MSS. left by Ware are preserved in Oxford. 
 
{1544} In the controversiae theol. inter Thomam et Scotum, by Deuteronomy Rada, the 
Franciscan bishop of Trani, Cologne, 1620. Werner devotes the whole third volume of his Life of 
Thomas, filling 876 pages, to the posthumous influence of Thomas. It takes up the teaching of his 
pupils, the conflicts with the Franciscans and Jesuits, etc., and brings in the names of Des Cartes, 
Leibnitz, Malbranche, Schelling, etc. See also art. Thomismus und Scotismus in Wetzer-Welte, 
XI. 1699-1710. 
 
{1545} Thomas war der Brunn und Grundsuppe aller Ketzerei, Irrthumb undVertilgung des 
Evangelium wie seine Bucher beweisen. Erl. ed., 24. 240. 
 
{1546} Kostlin, Leben M. Luthers, I. 431. 
 
{1547} In the tract, Thomas von Aquino und Kant, Eicken contrasts Thomas and Kant as the 
representatives of two antagonistic types of thinking and study, the mediaeval and modern, that 
which is mechanical and bound by external authority, and that in which the individual, the 
subjective, have their proper place as the determining principles. Kant is the creator of ideas, the 
thinker; Thomas, the compiler and systematizer of ideas previously announced.  



109. Bonaventura. 
 
Literature: Works. —edd. Strassburg, 1482; Nurnberg 1499, 4 vols.; Rome, 1588-1596, 8 vols. 
Lyons, 1668, 7 vols. Venice, 1751, 13 vols.; Paris, A. C. Peltier, ed., 1864-1871, 15 vols., and 
Quaracchi, 1882-1902, prepared by the Franciscans. —B. Bonelli: Prodromus ad omnia opp. S. 
Bon., Bassani, 1767. —W. A. Hollenberg: Studien zum Bon., Berlin, 1862.—A. M. da Vicenza: 
D. heil. Bon.,  Germ. trans. from the Italian, Paderborn, 1874.—J. Richard: Etude sur le 
mysticisme speculatif de S. Bon., Heidelberg, 1869.—A trans. of the Meditations of Bon. on the 
Life of Christ by W. H. Hutchings, London, 1881.—A. Margerie: Essai sur la Phil. de S. Bon., 
Paris, 1855.—J. Krause: Lehre d. heil. Bon. uber die Natur der geistl. und korperl. Wesen, 
Paderborn, 1888.—L. de Cherance: S. Bonaventure, Paris, 1899.—Stockl, II. 880-915.—The 
Doctrinal Histories of Schwane, etc.—Preger: Deutsche Mystik, I. 51-43. For other Lit. see 
Potthast, II. 1216. 
 
Contemporary with Thomas Aquinas, even to dying the same year, was John Bonaventura. 
Thomas we think of only as theologian. Bonaventura was both a theologian and a distinguished 
administrator of the affairs of his order, the Franciscans. The one we think of as precise in his 
statements, the other as poetical in his imagery. Bonaventura 1221-1274, called the Seraphic 
doctor,—doctor seraphicus, —was born in Tuscany. The change from his original name, John 
Fidanza, was due to his recovery from a sickness at the age of four, in answer to the intercession 
of Francis d’Assisi. When the child began to show signs of recovery, his mother exclaimed, O 
buon ventura, good fortune! This is the saint’s own story. {1548} 
 
The boy entered the Franciscan order, 1238. After having spent three years in Paris under 
Alexander of Hales, the teacher is reported to have said, "in brother Bonaventura Adam seems not 
to have sinned." He taught in Paris, following John of Parma, on John’s promotion to the office of 
general of the order of the Franciscans, 1247. He lived through the conflict between the university 
and the mendicant orders, and in answer to William de St. Amour’s tract, de periculis 
novissimorum temporum, attacking the principle of mendicancy, Bonaventura wrote his tract on 
the Poverty of Christ. {1549} 
 
In 1257, he was chosen head of the Franciscan order in succession to John of Parma. He took a 
middle position between the two parties which were contending in the Franciscan body and has 
been called the second founder of the order. By the instruction of the first Franciscan general 
council at Narbonne, 1260, he wrote the Legenda S. Francisi, the authoritative Franciscan Life of 
the saint. {1550} It abounds in miracles, great and small. In his Quaestiones circa regulam and in 
letters he presents a picture of the decay of the Franciscans from the ideal of their founders. He 
narrowly escaped being closely identified with English Church history, by declining the see of 
York, 1265. In 1273 he was made cardinal-bishop of Albano. To him was committed a share in 
the preparations for the council of Lyons, but he died soon after the opening of the council, July 
14, 1274. The sacrament of extreme unction was administered by the pope and the funeral took 
place in the presence of the solemn assembly of dignitaries gathered from all parts of 
Christendom. He was buried at Lyons. {1551} He was canonized in 1482 and declared a "doctor 
of the church," 1587. 
 
Gerson wrote a special panegyric of Bonaventura and said that he was the most profitable of the 
doctors, safe and reliable in teaching, pious and devout. He did not minister to curiosity nor mix 
up secular dialectics and physics with theological discussion. {1552} Dante places him at the side 
of Thomas Aquinas, 



 
who with pure interest 
 
Preferred each heavenly to each earthly aim. {1553} 
 
These two distinguished men will always be brought into companionship. {1554} Stockl, the 
historian of mediaeval theology, calls them the illuminating stars on the horizon of the thirteenth 
century. {1555} Neither of them rose so high above his contemporaries as did Bernard a hundred 
years before. But both cast lustre upon their age and are the most illustrious names of their 
respective orders, after Francis and Dominic themselves. Thomas had the keener mind, excelling 
in power of analysis. Bonaventura indulged the habit of elaboration. The ethical element was 
conspicuous in Thomas, the mystical in Bonaventura. Thomas was the more authoritative teacher, 
Bonaventura the more versatile writer. Both were equally champions of the theology and 
organization of the mediaeval Church. 
 
Bonaventura enjoyed a wide fame as a preacher. {1556} He was also a poet, and has left the most 
glowing panegyric of Mary in the form of psalms as well as in prose. 
 
Of his theological writings the most notable is his Commentary on the Sentences of the Lombard. 
{1557} His Breviloquium and Centiloquium are next in importance. The Breviloquium, {1558} 
which Funk calls the best mediaeval compend of theology, takes up the seven chief questions: the 
Trinity, creation, sin, the incarnation, the grace of the Holy Spirit, the sacramental medium, and 
the final state. The Preface gives a panegyric of the Scriptures and states the author’s views of 
Scriptural interpretation. Like all the Schoolmen, Bonaventura had a wide acquaintance with 
Scripture and shows an equipoise of judgment which usually keeps him from extravagance in 
doctrinal statement. However, he did not rise above his age and he revelled in interrogations 
about the angels, good and evil, which seem to us to be utterly trivial and have no bearing on 
practical religion. He set himself to answer more than one hundred of these, and in Peltier’s 
edition, his angelology and demonology occupy more than two hundred pages of two columns 
each. {1559} The questions discussed are such as these: Could God have made a better world? 
could He have made it sooner than He did? can an angel be in several places at the same time? 
can several angels be at the same time in the same place? {1560} was Lucifer at the moment of 
his creation corrupt of will? did he belong to the order of angels? is there a hierarchy among the 
fallen angels? have demons a foreknowledge of contingent events? {1561} Descending to man, 
Bonaventura discusses whether sexual intercourse took place before the fall, whether the 
multiplication of men and women was intended to be equal, which of the two sinned the more 
grievously, the man or the woman. 
 
Bonaventura differs from Thomas in giving proof that the world is not eternal. The mark of a 
foot, which represents created matter, is not of the same duration as the foot itself, for the mark 
was made at some time by the foot. And, following Plato as against Aristotle, he declared that 
matter not only in its present form but also in its essence is not eternal. The world is not thinkable 
without man, for it has all the marks of a habitation fitted up for a human being. Christ would not 
have become incarnate without sin. 
 
In the doctrine of the immaculate conception, Bonaventura agreed with Thomas in denying to 
Mary freedom from original sin and disagreed with his fellow Franciscan, Duns Scotus, whose 
teaching has become dogma in the Roman Catholic communion. 
 
It is as a mystic and as the author of the life of St. Francis, rather than as a dogmatician that 
Bonaventura has a characteristic place among the Schoolmen. {1562} He evidently drew from the 



mystics of St. Victor, used their terminology {1563} and did not advance beyond them. His 
mysticism has its finest statement in his Journey of the Mind to God. {1564} Upon this pilgrimage 
of the soul to the highest divine mysteries, no one can enter without grace from above. Nor can 
the journey be continued without earnest prayer, pure meditation, and a holy life. Devout prayer 
is the mother and beginning of the upward movement towards God. Contemplation leads us first 
outside ourselves to behold the works of God in the visible world. It then brings us back to 
consider God’s image in ourselves arid at last we rise above ourselves to behold the divine being 
as He is in Himself. {1565} Each of these activities is twofold, so that there are six steps in the 
progress of the soul. In the final step, the soul contemplates the Trinity and God’s absolute 
goodness. 
 
Beyond these six steps is the state of rapture, the ecstatic vision, as the Sabbath day of rest 
followed the six days of labor. The doorway to this mystical life is Christ. The experience, which 
the soul shall have hereafter, is an ocean of beatific ecstasy. No one can know it but the one who 
receives it; he only receive it who desires it; be only desire it who is inflamed by the baptizing 
fire of the Holy Spirit. It is a grace not a doctrine, a desire not a concept, a habit of prayer not a 
studious task, a bride not a teacher. It is of God not of man, a flame of ardent love, transferring us 
into the presence and being of God. {1566} As in the case of Bernard, so also in the case of 
Bonaventura, this mystical tendency found expression in devout hymns. 
 
{1548} Prologue to his Life of St. Francis. 
 
{1549} Deuteronomy paupertate Christi. Peltier’s ed., XIV. 364-409. A few years later he 
presented the subject more at length in his Apologia pauperum. Peltier’s ed., XIV. 410-520. 
 
{1550} Sabatier, Vie de S. Franacois, lxxi.-lxxxviii., compares Bonaventura’s life to the figures 
of saints exposed for sale on a dealer’s shelves, all having a downcast, pious, but unreal look. The 
biography is given by Peltier, XIV. 293-363. 
 
{1551} His body, it seems, was burnt by the Calvinists in 1562. Only the head was saved. The 
right arm had before been removed to Bonaventura’s birthplace. See Hergenrother. 
Kirchengesch., II. 529; Wetzer-Welte, II. 1022. 
 
{1552} Quae veritatis sunt credenda de necessitate salutis. Du Pin’s ed. of Gerson’s Works, 
1728, I. 21. See also Gerson’s Epistola in lauden S. Bonaventurae Du Pin’s ed., I. 117. 
 
{1553} Paradiso XII. 127. 
 
{1554} Sixtus V. in his encyclical admitting Bonaventura into the company of the Doctors of the 
Church places them side by side and brings out their distinguishing characteristics. He calls them 
potissimum gloriosi doctores —those most illustrious teachers. 
 
{1555} Sie sind die beiden leuchtenden Sterne am Horizont des 13ten Jahrhunderts. Stockl, II. 
882. 
 
{1556} Peltier gives his sermons in vol. XIII. For his works on Mary, see section 130. 
 
{1557} A number of the works once ascribed to Bonaventura are regarded as ungenuine, e.g. de 
six alis cherubim, de septem itineribus aeternitatis, etc. The Venetian ed. of 1751 and Bonelli 
discuss the authorship of the many writings associated with Bonaventura’s name. 
 



{1558} Peltier’s ed., VII. 240-343. Funk, Kirchengesch., p. 364. An ed. was published by Hefele, 
3d ed., Tubingen, 1861, and also Vicenza, 2d ed. Freiburg, 1881. Sixtus V. said of Bonaventura’s 
theology that "nothing more fruitful for the Church of God" had appeared, Encyclical in Peltier’s 
ed., I p. viii. 
 
{1559} II. 296-520. 
 
{1560} Peltier’s ed., II. 298sqq. The arguments given for an affirmative answer to this question 
are that the angels are in a place not after a "bodily but spiritual fashion." Theyarespiritual lights, 
as the Areopagite said, and consequently are independent of space, etc. Bonaventura, however, 
answers the question in the negative. 
 
{1561} Peltier’s ed., II. 415 sqq. Bonaventura answers that foreknowledge belongs to God alone, 
but that by reason of their intellectual acuteness and long experience the demons are sometimes 
able to accurately predict contingent events. 
 
{1562} Stockl, II. 880, says, Bonav. ist vorzugsweise Mystiker, and expresses the opinion that the 
mysticism of the Middle Ages reached its highest point in him. 
 
{1563} e.g. Cogitatio, meditatio, contemplatio, ascendere, etc. 
 
{1564} Itinerarium mentis in Deum. Peltier’s ed., XII. 1-22. His Meditations on the Life of Jesus, 
his commentaries on Ecclesiastes, the Book of Wisdom, and John and Luke belong to this class. 
The mystical element is also strong in the Breviloquium and the Centiloquium. Other mystical 
writings ascribed to Bonaventura, such as Incendium amoris, de septem verbis domini, etc., are 
disputed. 
 
{1565} These three activities constitute the theologia symbolical theol. propria, and theol. 
mystica.  



110. Duns Scotus. 
 
Literature: Works.—Complete ed. by Luke Wadding, 12 vols., Lyons, 1639, with a Life by 
Wadding, and the glosses of Hugh MacCaghwell (Hugo Cavellus, d. 1626), abp. of Armagh, 
Maurice O’Fihely, abp. of Tuam, etc. *New ed., 26 vols., Paris, 1891-1895, with some 
changes.—The Opus Oxoniense, Vienna, 1481, ed. by MacCaghwell together with the Reportata 
Parisiensia and Quaestiones Quodlibetales and a Life, Antwerp, 1620.—The Quaestiones 
Quodlibet.,  Venice, 1474, 1505, Paris, 1513.—The Logical Treatises were publ. at Barcelona, 
1475, Venice, 1491-1493, and ed. by O’Fihely, 1504.—Duns’ system was expounded by Angelo 
Vulpi in Sacr. theol. Summa Joan. Scoti, 12 vols., Naples, 1622-1640. For biogr. and analytic 
works publ. before 1800, see Rigg in Dict. Of Natl. Biog. XVI. 216 sqq.—Baumgarten-Crusius: 
Deuteronomy theol. Scoti, Jena, 1826.—Schneid: D. Korperlehre des J. Duns Sc. und ihr 
Verhaltniss zum Thomismus und Atomismus, Mainz, 1879.—*C. Werner: J. Duns Sc.,  Vienna, 
1881, also S. Thomas von Aquino, III, 3-101.—Kahl: D. Primat des Willens bei Augustinus, Duns 
Sc. und Des Cartes, Strassb., 1886.—*R. Seeberg: D. Theologie des J. Duns Sc.,  Leip., 1900; 
also his art. in Herzog, 3d ed. and his Dogmengesch.,  II. 129 sqq.—Renan: art. Scotus, in Hist. 
Lit. de France, vol. XXV.—*Dollinger: art. in Wetzer-Welte, X. 2123-2133.—J. M. Rigg: in 
Dict. Natl. Biog.,  XVI. 216-220.—*Schwane: Dogmengesch.,  pp. 74-76, etc.—Harnack: 
Dogmengesch.,  III. 459 sqq.—*A. Ritschl: Rechtfertigung und Versohnung, I. 58-86; Gesch. des 
Pietismus, I. 470.—P. Minges: Ist Duns Scotus Indeterminist? Munster, 1905, p. 139.—The Histt. 
of Philos. 
 
The last of the scholastic thinkers of the first rank and the most daring of mediaeval logicians is 
John Duns Scotus. With his death the disintegration of scholastic theology begins. This 
remarkable man, one of the intellectual prodigies of the race, may have been under forty years of 
age when death overtook him. His dialectic genius and ingenuity won for him the title of the 
Subtle doctor, doctor subtilis. His intellectual independence is shown in the freedom with which 
he subjected his predecessors to his searching and often sophistical criticisms. Anselm, the St. 
Victors, Albert the Great, Bonaventura, Thomas Aquinas, Henry of Ghent, and other Schoolmen 
he does not hesitate to mention by name and to assail their views. The discussions of Thomas 
Aquinas are frequently made the subject of his attack. Duns became the chief theological 
ornament of the Franciscan order and his theology was defended by a distinct school, which took 
his name, the Scotists. This school and the Thomists, who followed the teachings of Thomas 
Aquinas, are the leading schools of theology produced in the Middle Ages and came into violent 
controversy. 
 
Duns’ mind was critical rather than constructive. The abstruseness of his style offers difficulties 
almost insuperable to the comprehension of the modern student. {1567} He developed no 
complete system. {1568} It was his characteristic to disturb faith and to open again questions to 
which Thomas Aquinas and other Schoolmen were supposed to have given final statements. The 
sharp distinction he made between faith and knowledge, dogma and reason, and his use of the 
arguments from silence and probability, undermined confidence in the infallibility of the Church 
and opened the way for the disrepute into which scholasticism fell. Duns denied that the being of 
God and other dogmas can be proved by the reason, and he based their acceptance solely upon the 
authority of the Church. The analytic precision, as well as lucid statement of Thomas and Peter 
the Lombard, are wanting in the Subtle doctor, and the mystical element, so perceptible in the 
writings of Anselm, Thomas, and Bonaventura, gives way to a purely speculative interest. 
 



What a contrast Duns presents to the founder of his order, Francis d’Assisi, the man of simple 
faith and creed, and popular speech and ministries! Of all the Schoolmen, Duns wandered most in 
the labyrinth of metaphysical subtleties, and none of them is so much responsible as he for the 
current opinion that mediaeval theology and fanciful speculation are interchangeable terms. His 
reputation for specious ratiocination has given to the language the term, "dunce." {1569} 
 
Of his personal history scarcely anything is known, and his extensive writings furnish not a single 
clew. Even the time and place of his entering the Franciscan order cannot be made out with 
certainty. The only fixed date in his career is the date which brought it to a close. He died at 
Cologne, Nov. 8, 1308. The date of his birth is placed between 1265-1274. {1570} 
 
England, Scotland, and Ireland have contended for the honor of being the Schoolman’s native 
land, with the probability in favor of England. Irishmen since the fifteenth century have argued 
for Dun, or Down, in Ulster. Scotchmen plead for Dunse in Berwickshire, while writers, 
unaffected by patriotic considerations, for the most part agree upon Dunstane in Northumberland. 
{1571} The uncertain tradition runs that he studied at Merton College, Oxford, and became 
teacher there on the transfer of William of Ware to Paris. In 1304, he was in the French capital, 
where he won the doctor’s degree. In 1308, be was transferred by the general of his order to 
Cologne, where he died soon after. The story ran that he was buried alive. {1572} In 1707, the 
Franciscans tried in vain to secure his canonization. A monument, reared to Duns in the 
Franciscan church at Cologne, 1513, bore this inscription:— 
 
Scotia gave me birth, England nursed me, 
 
Gaul educated me, Cologne holds my ashes. {1573} 
 
Among the stories told of Duns Scotus is the following, behind which more wisdom hides than is 
found in whole chapters of his labored discussions. On one occasion he stopped to speak to an 
English farmer on the subject of religion. The farmer, who was engaged in sowing, turned and 
said: "Why do you speak to me? If God has foreknowledge that I will be saved, I will be saved 
whether I do good or ill." Duns replied: "Then, if God has foreknowledge that grain will grow out 
of this soil, it will grow whether you sow or withhold your hand. You may as well save yourself 
the labor you are at." 
 
The works of Duns Scotus include commentaries on Aristotle, an extended commentary on the 
Sentences of the Lombard, called the Opus oxoniense, his theological lectures delivered at Paris, 
known as the Reportata parisiensia {1574} and his Quaestiones quodlibetales, being sundry 
discussions on theological and philosophical problems. A commentary on Genesis and one on the 
Gospels, sermons and other writings of doubtful or denied authenticity are ascribed to Duns. 
{1575} 
 
In philosophy Duns was a moderate realist. The universals are not intellectual fictions, fictiones 
intellectus. Our ideas presuppose their reality. {1576} The universal is gotten by abstraction and 
by noting points of agreement in individuals, and in a certain sense it is a creation of the mind. 
The individual has its individuality, or haecceitas, not by reason of its differentiation from 
something else but by its own real essence, or quidditas. A stone is an individual by reason of 
something positive, intrinsic within itself. The individual is the final form of being, ultima 
realitas entis. 
 
Theology is a practical science and its chief value is in furnishing to the will the materials of faith 
to lighten it on the path of virtuous action. 



 
The Scriptures contain what is to be believed, but the authority of the Church establishes what 
these truths are. Articles of faith are to be accepted, not because they are demonstrable by reason. 
Reason is unreliable or, at best, obscure and many truths it cannot prove, such as the soul’s 
immortality, the unity of God, and transubstantiation. A doctrine such as the descent into hell, 
which is not found in the Scriptures is, nevertheless, to be accepted because it is found in the 
Apostles’ Creed. Other truths the Church possesses which are not found in the Scriptures. Our 
belief in the Scriptures rests ultimately on the authority of the Church. {1577} The doctrines in 
which Duns differed most from his predecessors were the doctrines of God and 
transubstantiation. In his treatment of God, Duns shows himself to be the most positive of 
determinists. The controlling element in the divine nature is the will of God, and to submit to the 
will of God is the highest goal the human will can reach. Here he differs widely from Thomas 
Aquinas, who places God’s intelligence above His will. The sufficient explanation of God’s 
action is His absolute will. {1578} God is good because God wills to be so. The will of God might 
have made what is now bad good, had God so chosen. He can do all things except what is 
logically absurd. {1579} He could have saved Judas after he was condemned, but He cannot make 
a stone holy or change an event which has already happened. 
 
The will of God determines the salvation of men. The predestination of the elect is an act purely 
of God’s determination. The non-elect are reprobated in view of their foreseen demerit. On the 
other hand, Duns seems to hold fast to the doctrine that the elect merit the eternal reward by good 
works. Without attempting to exhaust the apparent contradiction between divine foreordination 
and human responsibility, he confesses the mystery attaching to the subject. {1580} 
 
Sin is not infinite, for it is connected with finite beings. Original righteousness was a superadded 
gift, forfeited through the first sin. Eve’s sin was greater than Adam’s, for Adam shrank from 
offending Eve—Eve sought to be equal with God. Man’s freedom consists in his ability to choose 
the contrary. Original sin consists in the loss of original righteousness which Adam owed to God. 
{1581} Sin does not pass down to Adam’s descendants by way of infection. Duns separated from 
Augustine in denying the doctrine of moral inability, the servum arbitrium. It belongs to the very 
nature of the will to be free. This freedom, however, the will can lose by repeated volitions. Sin is 
inherent in the will alone, and concupiscence is only an inclination of the will to desire objects of 
pleasure immoderately. {1582} 
 
The ultimate questions why God permitted evil, and how He could foreknow evil would occur 
without also predetermining it, find their solution only in God’s absolute will. God willed, and 
that must suffice for the reason. 
 
The infinite value of the atonement likewise finds its explanation in the absolute will of God. 
Christ died as a man, and for that reason his merit of itself was not infinite. An angel, or a man, 
free from original sin, might have made efficient atonement if God had so willed. Nothing in the 
guilt of sin made it necessary for the Son of God to die. God determined to accept Christ’s 
obedience and, in view of it, to impart grace to the sinner. Duns follows closely Anselm’s theory, 
whose principles he carefully states. {1583} 
 
In his treatment of transubstantiation, Duns vigorously attacked the view of Thomas Aquinas as a 
transition of the body of Christ into the bread. He argued that if there were such transition, then at 
celebrations of the eucharist during the three days of Christ’s burial the elements would have 
been changed into his dead body. To avoid this difficulty he enunciated the theory that the body 
of Christ, as of every man, has more than one form, that is, in addition to the rational soul, a 
forma mixti sive corporeitatis, which is joined to matter and constitutes it a human body. Into this 



corporal form of Christ, corporeitas, the elements are transmuted and this form remained with 
Christ’s corpse in the grave. Duns declared that the doctrine of transubstantiation cannot be 
proved with certainty from the Scriptures, nor at all by the reason. He then argued that it is more 
probable than any other theory because the Church has accepted it, and the dogma is most in 
keeping with God’s omnipotence. The dogma must be accepted on the authority of the Church. 
{1584} 
 
The doctrine upon whose development the Subtle doctor had altogether the most influence is the 
doctrine of the immaculate conception, which he taught in the form in which it was proclaimed a 
dogma, by Pius IX., 1854. Departing from the statements of Anselm, Bernard, Thomas Aquinas, 
and Bonaventura, Duns taught that Mary was conceived without sin. His theory is presented at 
length in the chapter on the Virgin Mary. The story ran that, in championing this theory, at a 
public disputation at Paris, he controverted Thomas’ position with no less than two hundred 
arguments. {1585} Duns’ frequent attacks upon Thomas’ statements were the sufficient cause of 
controversy between the followers of the two teachers, and this controversy belongs to the 
number of the more bitter controversies that have been carried on within the Roman Catholic 
communion. It was a contest, however, not between orthodoxy and heterodoxy, but between two 
eminent teachers equally in good standing, and between the two orders they represented. 
 
Dollinger expressed the opinion that the controversy was turned into a blessing for theology by 
keeping it from "stagnation and petrifaction," and into a blessing for the Church, which took 
under its protection both systems and kept each from arrogating to itself the right of final 
authority. 
 
The common view in regard to the place of Duns Scotus in the history of doctrine is that he was a 
disturber of the peace. Without adding any element of permanent value to theological thought, he 
shook to its base the scholastic structure upon which Anselm, Thomas Aquinas, and other 
theologians had wrought for nearly two centuries. The opinion will, no doubt, continue to prevail 
that Duns was a master in intellectual ingenuity, but that his judgment was unsound. {1586} It is 
fair to say that Seeberg of Berlin, in his recent elaborate and thorough monograph on the theology 
of Duns Scotus, takes an entirely different view. To him Duns was not a disturber of theological 
thought, but the head of a new period of development and worthy of equal honor with Thomas 
Aquinas. Yea, he ascribes to him a more profound and extensive influence upon theology than 
Thomas exerted. He broke a new path, and "was a historical figure of epoch-making importance." 
{1587} 
 
By his speculative piquancy, on the one hand, Duns strengthened the desire of certain groups in 
Europe for a saner method of theological discussion; and on the other hand stimulated pious 
minds along the Rhine to search along a better way after personal piety, as did Tauler and the 
German mystics. The succeeding generation of Schoolmen was brought by him as their leader 
into a disputatious attitude. What else could be expected when Duns, contrary to the fundamental 
principles of Thomas Aquinas, Albertus Magnus, and other divines, did not shrink from declaring 
a thing might at the same time be true in philosophy and false in theology? {1588} 
 
Ockam, who shared Duns’ determinism, called him "the doctor of our order." In the dispute over 
the immaculate conception in the fifteenth century no divine was more quoted than he. A century 
later Archbishop MacCaghwell and other Irish theologians warmly expatiated upon his powers, 
wrote his biography, and edited his works. 
 
One of the works of the Reformation was to dethrone Duns Scotus from his seat of authority as a 
teacher. Richard Layton wrote to Cromwell, 1535, "We have set Dunce in Bocardo and banished 



him from Oxford forever, and he is now made a common servant to every man fast nailed up 
upon posts in all houses of common easement." {1589} Luther called him the "most arrant of 
sophists," and he made him responsible for a revival of Pelagianism and exalting the consequent 
value of good works by emphasizing the freedom of the will and the natural powers. {1590} Duns 
had no presentiment of any other order than the papal and said nothing looking toward a 
reformation in doctrine. 
 
Among the contemporaries with whom Duns had theological affinity were Henry of Ghent and 
the Englishman, Richard Middleton. Henry of Ghent, named doctor solemnis, a celebrated 
teacher in Paris, was born at Ghent and died, 1293, in Paris or Tournay. His Quodlibeta and 
Summa were published in Paris, 1518 and 1520. {1591} At points Henry combated Thomas 
Aquinas and prepared the way for Duns Scotus, who adopts some of Henry’s views. Henry’s 
discussions run far into the region of abstruse metaphysics. He leaned to Platonism and was a 
realist. 
 
Richard Middleton was supposedly a predecessor of Duns at Oxford. Little is known of his life. 
He was a Franciscan, a scholar at Paris, and was appointed by the general of his order to examine 
into the doctrines of Peter Olivi, 1278-1288. He died about 1307. His commentary on the 
Sentences of the Lombard survived him. {1592} Middleton was known at Paris as doctor solidus. 
At the council of Constance he was cited as an authority against Wyclif. His name is inscribed on 
the tomb of Duns Scotus at Cologne, and the tradition runs that Duns was his pupil. In his 
teachings regarding the will, which he defined as the noblest of the soul’s faculties, he may have 
influenced Duns, as Seeberg attempts to prove. Middleton compared the mind to a servant who 
carries a light in front of his master and does nothing more than to show his master the way, while 
his master commands and directs as he pleases. 
 
{1566} Itin., 7. 
 
{1567} Dollinger, p. 2127, and Harnack, III. 429, agree in pronouncing Duns the "most acute 
thinker among the Schoolmen," der scharfsinnigste scholastishe Denker. Seeberg, Theol. d. J. D. 
Scotus, p. 2, speaks of "the enormous difficulty"—ungeheure Schwierigkeit —whichthe reading 
of Duns offers to one who is not thoroughly familiar with his mode of thinking and expression. 
Again, p. 6, he speaks of Duns’ "sentences and arguments" as "endlessly complicated." Schwane, 
p. 78, says that Duns’ abstruseness of thought, lack of system in presenting his materials, and the 
thorny paths of his critical method have imparted to theology little glory. See also pp. 288, 292. 
 
{1568} Die Hoffnung aus seinen Schriften ein System herzustellen ist vergeblich, Seeberg, p. 644. 
 
{1569} "Remember ye not," said Tyndale, "how within this thirty years and far less, the old 
barking curs, Dunce’s disciples, and like draff, called Scotists, the children of darkness, raged in 
every pulpit against Greek, Latin and Hebrew?"—Quoted by Trench: The Study of Words, p. 91. 
 
{1570} 1274 is the date accepted by Wadding, Cavellus, and Schwane. Dollinger, Rigg, and 
Seeberg adopt an earlier date. Seeberg, pp. 36 sqq., lays stress upon the refusal of the bishop of 
Lincoln, in 1300, to grant to Duns the privilege of hearing confession. A rule of the Franciscans, 
1292, required that members of the order should be thirty before aspiring to this privilege. In this 
case Duns was born before 1270. 
 
{1571} Dollinger attaches much weight to a statement made in a MS. of one of Duns’ works in 
Merton College, to the effect that he was born in Dunstane, England. O’Fihely, MacCaghwell, 
and Wadding, all Irishmen, are loyal to the theory that he was of Irish nativity. Dempster gives 



twelve reasons to prove Duns was a Scotchman. See Dict. Natl. Biog.,  XVI. 216, and Seeberg, p. 
34. 
 
{1572} Seeberg, pp. 46 sqq. MacCaghwell in two tracts learnedly denied his being buried alive. 
 
{1573}  Scotia me genuit, Anglia me suscepit, 
 
Gallia me docuit, Colonia me tenit. 
 
{1574} It fills 3 vols. in the Paris ed.; the Opus Oxoniense, 14 vols.; the Quodlibetales, vols. 
XXV., XXVI. 
 
{1575} Trithemius, 1495, distinctly speaks of two volumes of Duns’ Sermons. Seeberg, p. 63. 
 
{1576} Universali aliquid extra correspondet a quo movetur intellectus ad causandum talem 
intentionem. Seeberg, p. 69. 
 
{1577} Libris canonici sacri non est credendum nisi quia primo credendum est ecclesiae 
approbanti et autorizanti libros istos et contenta in eis. Seeberg, p. 120. 
 
{1578} Quare voluntas voluit hoc, nulla est causa, nisi quia voluntas voluntas est, Seeberg, pp. 
162 sqq., 660 sqq. 
 
{1579} Harnack, Dogmengesch., III. 446, has chosen strong words to show the unwillingness of 
Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus to pursue the narrow way to the knowledge of God, that is, 
through the person of the historical Christ. And Seeberg, p. 671, lays stress upon the failure of 
Duns to bring God near to the soul. God remained a God afar off. According to both these 
modern dogmaticians, it remained for the Reformation through the principles of a living faith and 
God’s love to bring God into nearness to the soul. 
 
{1580} Seeberg, Dogmengesch., II. 135, Theologie, etc., 227 sq., 293 sqq., 666 sq.; Schwane, p. 
463. 
 
{1581} Carentia justitiae originalis. Seeberg, 218 sq.; Loofs, Dogmengesch., p. 305. Harnack, III. 
551, and Seeberg, p. 220, emphatically assert that Duns abandoned the Augustinian conception of 
sin and moral corruption. 
 
{1582} Pronitas in appetitu rationali, i.e. in voluntate ad concupiscendum delectabilia 
immoderate. Quoted by Stockl, II. 362. 
 
{1583} He concludes his account of Anselm’s exposition by acknowledging his indebtedness to 
Anselm, in the words haec veraciter, ut potui, ex dictis ejus, collegi. Seeberg, p. 283. Seeberg’s 
full discussion of Duns’ theory of the atonement, pp. 275-296. 
 
{1584} For quotations see Schwane, pp. 656 sqq. Seeberg finds in Duns’ definition the doctrine 
of consubstantiation. 
 
{1585} Dollinger regards the story as open to grave suspicion because, at the time at which the 
disputation is set, there was no conflict between the two orders. Wetzer-Welte, X. p. 2129. 
 



{1586} This is the view of such experts in the history of mediaeval theology as Schwane, p. 78, 
etc., and Stockl. Stockl, II. 868, declines to compare Duns with Thomas as a trustworthy teachers 
and says that Duns’ only service to theology was through his polemics, which started an impulse 
to search for a firmer basis of certainty for doctrinal truth in reason and revelation. 
 
{1587} pp. 33, 668, 672, 677. Ritschl was a student of Duns and praises his clearness of thought 
so long as he keeps free from syllogisms. He kept the Schoolman’s Works constantly within 
reach. O. Ritschl, A. Ritschl’s Leben, II. 483. 
 
{1588} See the reference to the Reportata, Schwane, p. 78, 
 
{1589} Quoted in Dict. of Natl. Biog. XVI, 219, 
 
{1590} In spite of this, Seeberg, pp. 683-685, tries to make out that in his conception of God, 
Luther, howbeit "negatively," was influenced by Duns’ view of the divine will. Luther certainly 
did not acknowledge any such indebtedness. 
 
{1591} MSS. of other works are given by Ehrle, Zur Biogr. Heinrichs von Ghent, in Archiv fur 
Lit. u. K. gesch.,  1885, pp. 400 sq. See Schwane, pp. 71-76, etc., and Wetzer-Welte, V. 1704 sqq. 
 
{1592} Publ. at Venice, 1489-1509, Brescia, 1591, etc. MSS. exist in Oxford and elsewhere. See 
Little, Grey Friars of Oxford;  Kingsford, in Dict. of Nat. Biog.,  XXXVII. 356 sq.; Seeberg, pp. 
16-33.  



111. Roger Bacon. 
 
Literature: Works.—Among the early publications were Speculum alchymiae, Nurnb., 1541, 
Engl. trans. London, 1597; Deuteronomy mirabili potestate artis et naturae, Paris, 1542, Engl. 
trans. 1659; Deuteronomy retardandis senectutis accidentibus, Oxford, 1590, Engl. trans.; The 
Cure of Old Age and Preservation of Youth, by the great mathematician and physician, Roger 
Bacon, ed. by R. Browne, London, 1683; Opus majus (six books only), by Samuel Jebb, London, 
1733, reprinted Venice, 1750; Opus minus and Opus tertium, with valuable Preface by J. S. 
Brewer, London, 1859, Rolls Series; Opus majus, with valuable Preface, by J. H. Bridges, all the 
seven books, 3 vols., London, 1900. 
 
Biographical: Emile Charles: B. Bacon, sa vie, ses ouvrages, ses doc trines, Paris, 1861.—L. 
Schneider; R. Bacon, etc., Augsb., 1873-the Prefaces of BREWER and BRIDGES as above.—
Professor R. Adamson, in "Ency. Britt." III. 218-222, and Dict. of Natl. Biog.,  II. 374-378. 
White: Warfare of Science and Theol. I. 386-393. 
 
Duns Scotus was a Schoolman and nothing more. Roger Bacon, his contemporary, belongs to a 
different order of men, though one of the greatest theological thinkers of his age. He did not take 
up the great questions of theology and seek to justify them by dialectical processes. The most he 
did was to lay down principles for the study of theology; but it is as the pioneer of modern 
science and the scientific method of experiment that he has his distinguished place in the 
mediaeval galaxy of great minds. The fact that he had to suffer for his boldness of speech by 
imprisonment and enforced silence increases the interest felt in his teachings. His method of 
thought was out of accord with the prevailing method of his times. He was far ahead of his age, a 
seer of another era when the study of nature was to be assigned its proper place of dignity, and 
theology ceased to be treated as a field for dialectical ingenuity. 
 
Born in Somersetshire, England, Roger Bacon, called the Wonderful doctor, mirabilis doctor, 
1214(?)-1294, studied in Oxford, where he came into close contact with Robert Grosseteste and 
Adam Marsh, whom he often mentions with admiration. He went to Paris about 1240, continued 
his studies, and entered the Franciscan order. He speaks in his Opus tertium of having been 
engaged more than twenty years in the study of the languages and science, and spending 2000 in 
these studies and the purchase of books and instruments, or 600 or 700 present value. {1593} He 
went back to Oxford, but was recalled to Paris by his order, at the head of which Bonaventura 
then stood, and placed in more or less strict confinement, 1257. At first he was denied the 
privilege of writing, but was allowed to give instruction to young students in the languages. 
 
Clement IV. who, before his elevation to the papal chair and as legate in England, had been his 
friend, requested copies of his writings. In about eighteen months, 1264-1266, Bacon prepared 
the Opus majus and then its two appendages, the Opus minus and the Opus tertium, and sent them 
to the pope. In 1268, he was again in Oxford. In 1278, he was relegated to closer confinement on 
account of "certain suspected" about which we are not more particularly informed, adduced by 
the Franciscan general, Jerome of Ascoli, afterwards Nicolas IV. He was set free again in 1292, 
as we know. His body lies buried in the Franciscan church of Oxford. It was said that his books 
were nailed to the walls of the library at Oxford and left to perish. The story may be dismissed as 
untrue, but it indicates the estimate put upon the scholar’s writings. 
 
If we were to depend upon the influence he had upon his age, Roger Bacon would have no place 
here. At best he was thought of as a dabbler in the dark arts and a necromancer. He had no place 



of authority among his contemporaries, and the rarest notice of him is found for several centuries. 
D’Ailly, without quoting his name, copied a large paragraph from him about the propinquity of 
Spain and India which Columbus used in his letter to Ferdinand, 1498. It was not till the 
Renaissance that his name began to be used. Since the publication of his writings by Samuel Jebb, 
1733, he has risen more and more into repute as one who set aside the fantastical subtleties of 
scholasticism for a rational treatment of the things we see and know, and as the scientific 
precursor of the modern laboratory and modern invention. Prophetic foresight of certain modern 
inventions is ascribed to him, but unjustly. He, however, expounded the theory of the rays of 
light, proved the universe to be spherical, and pronounced the smallest stars larger than the earth. 
{1594} With Anaxagoras, he ascribed the Nile to the melting of the snows in Ethiopia. {1595} He 
was not the inventor of gunpowder of which the Arabs knew. 
 
Bacon’s works, so far as they are published, combine the study of theology, philosophy, and what 
may be called the physical sciences. His Opus majus in seven books, the Opus minus, and Opus 
tertium are measurably complete. Of his Scriptum principale or Compendium studii philosophiae, 
often referred to in the writings just mentioned, only fragments were written, and of these only 
portions are left. The work was intended to be in four volumes and to include a treatment of 
grammar and logic, mathematics, physics, and last metaphysics and morals. The Communio 
naturalium and other treatises are still in manuscript. 
 
The Opus majus in its list of subjects is the most encyclopaedic work of the Middle Ages. It takes 
up as separate departments the connection of philosophy and theology, astronomy including 
geography, astrology, barology, alchemy, agriculture, optics or perspective, and moral 
philosophy, medicine and experimental science, scientia experimentalis. 
 
By agriculture, he meant the study of the vegetable and animal worlds, and such questions as the 
adaptation of soil to different classes of plants. In the treatment of optics he presents the 
construction of the eye and the laws of vision. Mathematics are the foundation of all science and 
of great value for the Church. Alchemy deals with liquids, gases, and solids, and their generation. 
A child of his age, Bacon held that metals were compound bodies whose elements can be 
separated. {1596} In the department of astrology, in accordance with the opinions prevailing in 
his day, he held that the stars and planets have an influence upon all terrestrial conditions and 
objects, including man. Climate, temperament, motion, all are more or less dependent upon their 
potency. As the moon affects the tides, so the stars implant dispositions good and evil. This 
potency influences but does not coerce man’s free will. The comet of 1264, due to Mars, was 
related to the wars of England, Spain, and Italy. {1597} In the department of optics and the 
teachings in regard to force, he was far ahead of his age and taught that all objects were emitting 
force in all directions. Experimental science governs all the preceding sciences. Knowledge 
comes by reasoning and experience. Doubts left by reasoning are tried by experience, which is 
the ultimate test of truth. 
 
The practical tendency of Bacon’s mind is everywhere apparent. He was an apostle of common 
sense. Speaking of Peter of Maricourt of Paris, otherwise unknown, he praises him for his 
achievements in the science of experimental research and said: "Of discourses and battles of 
words he takes no heed. Through experiment he gains knowledge of natural things, medical, 
chemical, indeed of everything in the heavens and the earth. He is ashamed that things should be 
known to laymen, old women, soldiers, and ploughmen, of which he is himself ignorant." He also 
confessed he had learned incomparably more from men unlettered and unknown to the learned 
than he had learned from his most famous teachers. {1598} 
 



Bacon attacked the pedantry of the scholastic method, the frivolous and unprofitable logomachy 
over questions which were above reason and untaught by revelation. Again and again he rebuked 
the conceit and metaphysical abstruseness of the theological writers of his century, especially 
Alexander of Hales and also Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas. He used, at length, 
Alfarabius, Avicenna, Algazel, and other Arabic philosophers, as well as Aristotle. Against the 
pride and avarice and ignorance of the clergy he spoke with unmeasured severity and declared 
that the morals of Seneca and his age were far higher than the morals of the thirteenth century 
except that the ancient Romans did not know the virtues of love, faith, and hope which were 
revealed by Christ. {1599} He quoted Seneca at great length. Such criticism sufficiently explains 
the treatment which the English Franciscan received. 
 
This thirteenth-century phiIosopher pronounced the discussion over universals and individuals 
foolish and meaningless. One individual is of more value than all the universals in the world. A 
universal is nothing but the agreement between several objects, convenientia plurium 
individuorum convenientia individui respectu alterius. That which is common between two men 
and which an ass or a pig does not possess, is their universal. 
 
In the department of philology, {1600} and in the interest of a correction of the Vulgate and a new 
translation of Aristotle is works, he urged the study of Arabic, Hebrew, and Greek. He carried 
down the history of the translations of the Bible to Jerome. 
 
He recommended the study of comparative religions which he arranges in six classes,—Pagan, 
Idolater, Tartar (Buddhist), Saracen, Jew, and Christian,—and concludes that there can be only 
one revelation and one Church because there is only one God. {1601} He finds in miracles 
especially the power to forgive sins, the chief proof of Christ’s divinity, and gives six reasons for 
accepting the testimony of the Christian writers; namely, sanctity, wisdom, miraculous powers, 
firmness under persecution, uniformity of faith, and their success in spite of humble origin. It is 
characteristic of this philosopher that in this treatment he avails himself of the information 
brought to Europe by William Rubruquis whom he quotes. {1602} 
 
He regarded philosophy as having been revealed to the Jewish patriarchs, and the Greek 
philosophy as having been under the guidance of providence, nay, as having been a divine gift, as 
Augustine said of Socrates. {1603} Aristotle is the great phiIosopher, and philosophy leads to the 
threshold of revealed truth, and it is the duty of Christians to avail themselves of it. {1604} As 
Solomon, a type of Christ, employed Hiram and other outside workers at the temple, so the 
Church should utilize heathen philosophers. {1605} He gives five reasons why the early Church 
did not make use of Greek philosophy except for the regulation of the calendar and its music, 
{1606} a proposition which would seem very crude to the present advocates of the theory of the 
dependence of the Apostolic writers upon Hellenic modes of thought. Bacon magnified the 
supreme authority of the Scriptures in which all truth strikes its roots and which laymen should 
read. All sciences and knowledge are to be subordinated to the Catholic Church, which is the 
appointed guardian of human interests. Theology is the science which rules over all the others. 
{1607} It seems almost incongruous that Bacon should have brought his Opus majus to a close by 
arguing for the "sacrament of the altar" as containing in itself the highest good, that is, the union 
of God with man. In the host the whole of the Deity is contained. 
 
The admirable editor of Bacon’s Opus majus, Dr. Bridges, has compared Bacon’s procedure to a 
traveller in a new world, who brings back specimens of produce with the view of persuading the 
authorities of his country to undertake a more systematic exploration. {1608} Without entering 
into the discussion of those great themes which the other Schoolmen so much delighted in, Bacon 
asserted the right principle of theological study which excludes from prolonged discussion 



subjects which have no immediate bearing upon the interests of daily life or personal faith, and 
pronounced as useless the weary systems which were more the product of human ingenuity in 
combining words than of a clear, spiritual purpose. To him Abaelard is not to be compared. 
Abaelard was chiefly a scholastic metaphysician; Bacon an observer of nature. Abaelard gives the 
appearance of being a vain aspirant after scholastic honors; Bacon of being a patient and 
conscientious investigator. 
 
Professor Adamson and Dr. Bridges, two eminent Baconian scholars, have placed Roger Bacon at 
the side of such thinkers as Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas. A close student of the Middle 
Ages, Coulton, has recently gone so far as to pronounce him a greater intellect than Thomas 
Aquinas. {1609} The honor accorded to him in these recent days in circles of scientific research is 
as genuine as the honor given to the Angelic doctor in the Catholic communion. There is, 
however, danger of ascribing to him too much. Nevertheless, this forerunner of modern 
investigation may by common verdict, though unhonored in his own age, come to be placed 
higher as a benefactor of mankind than the master of metaphysical subtlety, Duns Scotus, who 
spoke to his age and its immediate successors with authority. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
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THE SACRAMENTAL SYSTEM. 
 

112. Literature on the Sacraments. 
 
Literature:—General Works: The Writings of Abaelard, Hugo of St. Victor, Peter Lombard, Alb. 
Magnus, Th. Aquinas, Bonaventura, Duns Scotus, and other Schoolmen.—G. L. Hahn: Lehre von 
d. Sakramenten, Breslau, 1864.—*J. Schwane: Dogmengesch. der mittleren Zeit, 787-1517, Frei 
b. 1882, pp. 579-693.—J. H. Oswald: D. dogmatische Lehre von d. hl. Sakramenten d. kathol. 
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206-236. 
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administratione sacr. poenitentiae, Paris, 1651.—F. Beringer, S. J., transl. fr. the French by J. 
Schneider: D. Ablasse, ihr Wesen und Gebrauch, 12th ed., Paderb., 1900.—*K. Muller: D. 
Umschwung in der Lehre von d. Busse wahrend d. 12ten Jahrhunderts, Freib., 1892.—H. C. Lea: 
A Formulary of the Papal Penitentiary in the 13th Century, Phil., 1892; *A Hist. of Auricular 
Confession and Indulgences, 3 vols. Phil., 1896.—* TH. Brieger: D. Wesen des Ablasses am 
Ausgange des Mittelalters, Leipzig., 1897.—A. Kurtz: D. kathol. Lehre vom Ablass vor und nach 
dem Auftreten Luthers, Paderb., 1900.—C. M. Roberts: Hist. of Confession until it developed into 
Auric. Conf. A. D. 1215, London, 1901.—* W. Kohler: Dokumente zum Ablassstreit vom 1517, 
Tubing., 1902. Very convenient, containing thirty-two of the most important documents on the 
subject and including Jacob von Juterbocks, Tract. de indulgentiis, c. 1451, and excerpts from the 
Coelifodina, 1502.—* A. Gottlob: Kreuzablass u. Almosenablass, Stuttg., 1906.—A. M. 
Koeninger: D. Beicht nach Caesarius von Heisterbach, Mun., 1906.—Artt. Ablass, *Bussdisciplin 
by Funk, II. 1562-1590. and Busse, II. 1590-1614, in Wetzer-Welte and *Indulgenzen by Th. 
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On Extreme Unction, etc., 119: See artt. Oelung and Ordo in Wetzer-Welte, IX. 716 sqq., 1027 
sqq., and Oelung by Kattenbusch and Priesterweihe in Herzog, XIV. 304 sqq., XVI. 47 sqq. For 
marriage, the works on Christian Ethics.—Von Eicken: Gesch. u. System der mittelalterl. 
Weltanschauung, pp. 437-487, Stuttg., 1887.—The artt. Ehe in Herzog, V. 182 sqq. and Wetzer-
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On Grace and the Future State, 120, 121: Anselm: Deuteronomy conceptu virginali et originale 
peccato, Migne, 168. 431-467.—P. Lombardus: Sent., II. 31, etc.—H. Of St. Victor: 
Deuteronomy sacramentis, I. 7, Migne, 176. 287-306. —Alb. Magnus: In Sent., II. 31 sqq., etc., 
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II. 71-90, III. 52 sqq.; Supplem., LXIX. sqq., Migne, IV. 1215-1459—Duns Scotus: Reportata. 
XXIV.-XXVI., etc. The Histories of Doctrine of Schwane, pp. 393-493, Harnack, Loofs, Seeberg. 
Sheldon.  



113. The Seven Sacraments. 
 
As the doctrines of the Trinity and the person of Christ were wrought out in the Nicene and post-
Nicene periods, so the Schoolmen of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries wrought out the Catholic 
doctrine of the sacraments. At no point were the mediaeval theologians more industrious or did 
they put forth keener speculative force. For the Roman Catholic communion, the results of this 
speculation continue to be of binding authority. The theologians most prominent in developing 
the sacramental system were Hugo of St. Victor, Peter the Lombard, Alexander of Hales, and 
Thomas Aquinas. Hugo wrote the first treatise on the sacraments, Deuteronomy sacramentis. 
Thomas Aquinas did little more than to reformulate in clear statement the views propounded by 
Hugo, Peter the Lombard, and especially by Alexander of Hales, and with him the development 
comes to an end. {1610} The substance of his statement was adopted by the councils of Ferrara, 
1439, and Trent, 1560. 
 
Through the influence of Peter the Lombard and Thomas Aquinas, the number of the sacraments 
was fixed at seven,—baptism, confirmation, the eucharist, penance, extreme unction, ordination, 
marriage. {1611} Bernard had spoken of many sacraments and enumerated ten, including 
footwashing and the investiture of bishops and abbots. Abaelard had named five, —baptism, 
confirmation, the eucharist, marriage, and extreme unction. Hugo de St. Victor in his Summa also 
seems to recognize only five, —baptism, confirmation, eucharist, penance, and extreme unction, 
{1612} but in his work on the Sacraments, in which he brought together all he had said on the 
subjects in other writings, he enumerated thirty. Here, evidently, the word is taken in a wide 
meaning and is almost synonymous with a religious rite. Hugo divided the sacraments into three 
classes,—sacraments which are necessary to salvation, baptism and the eucharist, those which 
have a sanctifying effect such as holy water and the use of ashes on Ash Wednesday, and a third 
class which prepares for the other sacraments. He called the sprinkling with water a sacrament. 
{1613} Thomas Aquinas also ascribed a quasi-sacramental character to such rites, quaedam 
sacramentalia. {1614} 
 
The uncertainty concerning the number of the sacraments was a heritage from the Fathers. 
Augustine defined any sacred rite a sacrament. The Third Lateran, 1179, used the term in a wide 
sense and included the investiture of bishops and burial among the sacraments. The Catholic 
Church today makes a distinction between certain sacred rites, called sacramentalia, and the 
seven sacraments. {1615} Thomas gave as the reason for this number seven—that three is the 
number of the Deity, four of creation, and seven represents the union of God and man. {1616} 
 
Ingenious and elaborate attempts were made to correlate the seven sacraments to all of man’s 
spiritual maladies and to show their "congruity" or adaptation to meet all the requirements of 
fallen and redeemed human nature. {1617} Baptism corresponds to the defect of spiritual life, 
confirmation to mental weakness found in those recently born, the eucharist to the temptation to 
fall into sin,—labilitas animi ad peccandum, —penance to sins committed after baptism, extreme 
unction to the remainders of sin not cleared away by penance, ordination to the lost condition of 
mankind, matrimony to concupiscence, and the liability of mankind to become extinct by natural 
death. 
 
The number seven also corresponds to the seven virtues,—baptism, extreme unction, and the 
eucharist to faith, hope, and love, ordination to enlightenment, penance to righteousness, marriage 
to continence, and confirmation to endurance. Bonaventura elaborates at length a stimulating 
comparison to a military career. The sacraments furnish grace for the spiritual struggle and 



strengthen the warrior on the various stages of his conflict. Baptism equips him on entering the 
conflict, confirmation encourages him in its progress, extreme unction helps him at the finish, the 
eucharist and penance renew his strength, orders introduce new recruits into the ranks, and 
marriage prepares men to be recruits. Augustine had compared the sacraments to the badges and 
rank conferred upon the soldier, a comparison Thomas Aquinas took up. {1618} 
 
The sacraments were not needed in man’s estate of innocence. Marriage which was then 
instituted was a "function of nature" and nothing more. There were sacraments under the old 
covenant as well as under the new. The Schoolmen follow Augustine in declaring that the former 
prefigure the grace to come and the sacraments of the New Testament confer grace. {1619} With 
Albertus Magnus and other Schoolmen it was a favorite question why woman was not 
circumcised. {1620} 
 
In defining what a sacrament is—quid est sacramentum —the Schoolmen started with 
Augustine’s definition that a sacrament is a visible sign of an invisible grace, {1621} but went 
beyond him in the degree of efficiency they ascribe to it. Beginning with Hugo, they assert in 
unmistakable language that the sacraments, or outward symbols, contain and confer grace,—
continere et conferre gratiam, —the language afterwards used by the council of Trent. They have 
a virtue inherent in themselves. The favorite figure for describing their operation is medicine. 
Hugo {1622} said, God is the physician, man is the invalid, the priest is the minister or 
messenger, grace is the antidote, the sacrament is the vase. The physician gives, the minister 
dispenses, the vase contains, the spiritual medicine which cures the invalid. If, therefore, the 
sacraments are the vases of spiritual grace, they do not cure of themselves. Not the bottle, but the 
medicine, cures the sick. Bonaventura entitled his chapters on the sacraments "Sacramental 
Medicine." {1623} 
 
The sacraments are remedies which the great Samaritan brought for the wounds of original and 
actual sin. They are more than visible signs and channels of grace. They do more than signify. 
They sanctify. They are the efficient cause of gracious operations in the recipient. The interior 
effects, Thomas Aquinas says, are due to Christ, {1624} or, as he says in another place, to the 
blessing of Christ and the administration of the priest conjoined. The mode of this efficacy is ex 
opere operato. This expression, used by William of Auxerre and Alexander of Hales, Thomas 
adopted and says again and again that the sacraments make righteous and confer grace, ex opere 
operato, that is by a virtue inherent in themselves. {1625} 
 
By this, Thomas Aquinas does not mean that the religious condition of the recipient is a matter of 
indifference, but that the sacrament imparts its virtue, if need be, without the operation of an 
active faith. The tendency of Protestant writers has been to represent the Schoolmen as ascribing 
a magical virtue to the visible sacramental symbol, if not irrespective of the divine appointment, 
then certainly irrespective of the attitude of the recipient. Such is not the view of the Schoolmen. 
Thomas Aquinas distinguishes between the original cause of grace, which is God, and the 
instrumental cause, which is the sacrament. The virtue of the latter depends upon God’s 
appointment and operation. {1626} The benefits of Christ’s atonement pass over to the faithful 
through faith and the sacraments. {1627} The Church, said Bonaventura, received the sacraments 
from Christ and dispenses them to the salvation of the faithful. {1628} The sacraments are 
efficacious only to those who are of a religious disposition. 
 
Duns Scotus, whose opinions were set aside at the council of Ferrara for those of Thomas 
Aquinas, insisted that God can confer grace apart from the sacraments, and their efficacy is 
dependent upon an action of the will. They act indirectly, not directly. Duns controverted 
Thomas’ view that the sacrament is a visible sign containing supernatural virtue in itself 



absolutely. {1629} The sacraments involve a psychological process in the soul. As symbols, they 
remind the soul of God’s grace and attract it. A good state of the heart, however, is not a 
meritorious cause of their efficacy. For their reception, it is sufficient if there be no moral 
impediment, obex, that is, no impeding indisposition. {1630} It is the excellency of the 
sacraments of the new law, Duns says, that the very reception of them is a sufficient disposition 
to grace. {1631} 
 
The relation the priest sustains to the sacraments is a vital one, and except in extraordinary cases 
his ministration is essential. Their efficacy does not depend upon the priest’s personal character, 
provided only he administer according to the rite of the Church. {1632} An immoral priest may 
confer sacramental grace. To use the mediaeval illustration, pure water may be conveyed through 
a leaden pipe as truly as through a silver pipe. Even if the intention of conferring grace is absent 
from the mind of the officiating priest, the efficacy of the sacrament is not destroyed. The priest 
acts in the name of the Church, and in uttering the words of sacramental appointment he gives 
voice to the intention of the Church. This intention is sufficient for the perfection of the 
sacrament in any given case. Ultimately, it is Christ who works the effect of the sacrament and 
not the priest through any virtue of his own. {1633} Here, too, Thomas followed Augustine. 
 
On this point also, Duns differed from the great Dominican by declaring that "a virtual intention" 
on the part of the celebrant is essential to the efficacy of the sacrament. He illustrates his position 
by a pilgrim on the way to the shrine of St. James. The pilgrim may not think of St. James during 
the whole progress of his journey, but he starts out with "a virtual intention" to go to his shrine 
and keeps on the way. So a priest, during the progress of the sacramental celebration, may allow 
his mind to wander and forget what he is doing, but he has the virtual intention of performing the 
rite. {1634} 
 
The sacraments may be "useful," said Bonaventura, if performed outside of the Church, provided 
the recipient afterwards enter "holy mother Church." This he illustrates by Augustine’s 
comparison of the sacraments to the four rivers of paradise. The rivers flowed into different lands. 
But neither to Mesopotamia nor Egypt did they carry the felicity of life, though they were useful. 
{1635} So it is with the sacraments when administered outside of the pale of the true Church. 
 
The sacraments are not all of equal necessity. Baptism alone is indispensable to eternal life. 
Baptism and the eucharist are the mightiest, but of all the most mighty—potissimum —is the 
eucharist, and for three reasons: 1. It contains Christ himself after a substantial manner. 2. The 
other sacraments are preparatory to it. 3. All the faithful partake of it—adults who are baptized, as 
well as those who are in orders. Three sacraments have an indelible character,—baptism, 
ordination, and confirmation. Their mark cannot be effaced nor may they be repeated. They are 
related to salvation as food is related to life. The other four sacraments are necessary to salvation 
only in the way a horse is necessary to a journey. {1636} 
 
The Schoolmen were not fully agreed as to the author of some of the sacraments. Peter the 
Lombard expressly said that extreme unction was instituted by the Apostles. Alexander of Hales, 
Albertus Magnus, and Thomas Aquinas held they were all instituted by Christ. {1637} 
 
Hugo of St. Victor said, God might have saved man without the sacraments but no man can be 
saved who rejects them. {1638} They were to the mediaeval mind the essential food of the 
religious life, and, in building up the sacramental system, the mediaeval theologian felt he was 
fortifying the very fabric of the Church. In the authority to administer them lay the power of the 
priesthood to open and shut the kingdom of heaven, to pass the judgment of bliss or woe for this 
life and for the life to come. This sacramental theory, based now upon a false now upon a one-



sided interpretation of Scripture, and compactly knit by argumentation, substituted the 
mechanical efficiency of sacramental grace for the Saviour into whose immediate presence the 
soul has a right to approach through penitence of heart and prayer. The sacramental system 
became the Church’s Babylonish captivity, as Luther called it in his famous tract, in which the 
rights and liberty of the Christian believer are fettered by the traditions of men. 
 
{1610} Some idea of the importance attached to the subject of the sacraments may be derived 
from the space given by the Schoolmen to their treatment. Hugo of St. Victor gives 440 columns, 
Migne’s ed., 176. 183-617, the Lombard 90 columns out of the 462 of his Sentences, Bonaventura 
1003 pages out of 3875 of his System of Theology, Peltier’s ed. and Thomas Aquinas 670 
columns out of 4854 of his Summa, Migne, IV. 543-1217. Dr. Charles Hodge’s System. Theol. 
devotes 207 pages out of its 2260 to the sacraments, Dr. Shedd’s Dogm. Theol. 25 pages out of 
1348, Dr. E. V. Gerhart’s Institutes 84 pages out of 1666, and Dr. A. H. Strong’s Sys. Theol. 30 
out of 600 pages. 
 
{1611} Others about the time of Peter the Lombard had given the number as seven, as Rolandus 
(afterwards Alexander III.) in his Sentences and Otto of Bamberg in a sermon, 1158, reported by 
his biographer Herbord. 
 
{1612} Migne, 176. 127 sqq. Hugo follows up the treatment of the five sacraments with a 
treatment of marriage, but I do not see that he calls it a sacrament. 
 
{1613} Deuteronomy sacr., II. 9, Migne, 176. 473. The aqua aspersionis, or water of sprinkling 
mixed with salt, Hugo derived from Alexander, fifth pope from Peter. The sprinkling of ashes on 
the head, susceptio cineris, he placed under "the minor sacraments," but in his definition calls it 
an "ecclesiastical rite," as he does also the use of palm branches on Palm Sunday; Migne, 176. 
423. 
 
{1614} Migne, IV. 597, 1025. 
 
{1615} Hergenrother, Kathol. Kirchenrecht., pp. 667 sq. 
 
{1616} Alb. Magnus has a long treatment, Cur sint sacr. septem, In IV. Sent., I. 2, vol. XXIX. 6-
11. 
 
{1617} SeeBonaventura, Brevil.,  Vl. 3, Peltier’s ed., VII. 314; Thomas Aq., Summa, Migne’s ed., 
IV. 594. sq. 
 
{1618} Bonaventura, Brevil., VI. 3; Th. Aq., Summa, III. 63. 1, Migne’s ed., IV. 571. 
 
{1619} Th. Aq., Summa, III. 62. 6, Migne, IV. 569, Sacramenta veteris legis non habebant in se 
aliquam virtutem qua operarentur ad conferendam gratiam justificantem. See for quotations from 
the Sentences of Thomas, Loofs, p. 301. 
 
{1620} In IV. Sent., I. 21, vol. XXIX. 37. 
 
{1621} Abaelard, Introd. ad Theol., Migne’s ed., p. 984, had quoted this definition. Albertus 
Magnus and other Schoolmen subsequent to Hugo, after quoting Augustine, usually quote Hugo, 
e.g. Peter the Lombard and Th. Aq, III. 66. 1. 
 
{1622} Deuteronomy sacr., I. 9. 4, Migne, 176. 325. 



 
{1623} Brevil., VI., Peltier’s ed., VII. 311-330. The Lombard, Alb. Magnus, Th. Aquinas, etc., 
also use the illustration of medicine. 
 
{1624} Interiorem sacramentorum effectum operatur Christus, III. 64. 3, Migne, IV. 583. 
 
{1625} Sacr. justificant et gratiam conferunt ex opere operato. See references in Schwane, p 581. 
 
{1626} Summa, III. 62. 1, Migne, IV. 562, causa vero instrumentalis non agit per virtutem suae 
formae sed solum per motum quo movetur a principali agente. 
 
{1627} Migne, IV. 568 sq. Virtus passionis Christi copulatur nobis per fidem et sacramenta. 
 
{1628} Ecclesia sicut sacramenta a Christo accepit sic ad fidelium salutem dispensat. Breviloq., 
VI. 5, Peltier’s ed., VII. 316. 
 
{1629} See Seeberg, Duns Scotus, pp. 356-358. 
 
{1630} Non requiritur bonus motus qui mereatur gratiam sed sufficit quod suscipiens non ponat 
obicem. In Sent., IV. 1. 6, quoted by Schwane, p. 581. Nisi impediat indispositio, quoted by 
Seeberg, p. 343. 
 
{1631} Susceptio est dispositio sufficiens ad gratiam. Seeberg, p. 349. For the differences 
between the Thomists and Scotists on the sacraments, see also Harnack, II. 483 
 
{1632} Ministri ecclesiae possunt sacramenta conferre etiamsi sint mali. Th. Aq., Migne’s ed., 
IV. 586. 821, 824. 
 
{1633} Ministri non gratiam conferunt sua virtute, sed hoc facit Christus sua potestate per eos 
sicut per quaedam instrumenta. Th. Aq., III. 64. 5, Migne, IV. 586. 
 
{1634} Seeberg, p. 350. 
 
{1635} Brevil., Peltier’s ed., p. 317. The illustration is carried out at length and is very interesting 
as an example of pious mediaeval homiletics. 
 
{1636} Th. Aq., III. 65. 4, Migne, IV. 601. 
 
{1637} See also Duns Scotus, see Seeberg, p. 338. 
 
{1638} Deuteronomy sacr., II. 9, 5, Migne, 176. 325. potuit Deus hominem salvare si ista non 
instituisset, sed homo nullatenus salvari posset si ista contemneret.  



114. Baptism and Confirmation. 
 
Baptism is the door to the other sacraments and to the kingdom of heaven. {1639} It is essential to 
salvation, except for persons who desire to be baptized and have not the opportunity to receive 
the rite. The desire on their part to be regenerated by water and the Holy Spirit is certain evidence 
that the heart is already regenerated. For the necessity of baptism, Thomas Aquinas and the other 
Schoolmen rely upon John 3:3, "Except a man be born of water and the Spirit, he cannot see the 
kingdom of God." Of all the sacraments the most necessary, baptism effects regeneration, nay, it 
is regeneration itself. {1640} It removes the guilt and the punishment due original sin and all sins 
actually committed. {1641} The ablution of water signifies the ablution from guilt, and the 
freezing of water, to use the strange figure of Thomas Aquinas, the subtraction of all punishment. 
Baptism also has the positive effect of conferring grace, an effect which is symbolized by the 
clearness of water. 
 
The validity of the sacrament requires the full use of the threefold name of the Trinity. Hugo of 
St. Victor differs from the later Schoolmen on this point, although in doubt whether the use of the 
name of Christ alone or the name of God alone be not sufficient. Bernard had allowed the use of 
the formula "I baptize thee in the name of the Father and of the true and holy cross." These men 
wrote before the Fourth Lateran Council. Bonaventura and Thomas acknowledged that, in early 
times, the Church had often been satisfied with baptism into the name of Christ, the Trinity being, 
in such cases, understood. But since the deliverance of the Fourth Lateran, the omission of a 
single syllable from the trine formula invalidated baptism. {1642} Exorcism, unction with oil, and 
the giving of salt were prescribed to be used in the solemnization of the rite. Exorcism expelled 
demons and prevented them from impeding the recipient’s salvation. Salt, put into the ears, 
signified the reception of the new doctrine, into the nostrils, its approbation, and into the mouth, 
confession. Oil signified the fitting of the recipient to fight demons. 
 
The proper administrator of baptism is the priest, but, in cases of necessity, laymen may baptize, 
male or female, and parents may baptize their own children. {1643} For in the kingdom of heaven 
there is neither male nor female. But a woman must administer the rite privately, even as she is 
not allowed to speak in public. Yea, Thomas Aquinas went so far as to say that an unbaptized 
man may, in case of necessity, lawfully administer baptism, for Christ is free to use the agent he 
pleases, and it is he who baptizes inwardly, John 1:33. The main reason for allowing such 
baptism is to extend the limits of salvation as far as possible. {1644} 
 
Children are proper subjects of baptism because they are under the curse of Adam. As the mother 
nourishes her offspring in the womb before it can nourish itself, so in the bosom of mother 
Church infants are nourished, and they receive salvation through the act of the Church. {1645} A 
child cannot be baptized before it is born; it is of the essence of baptism that water be applied to 
the body. {1646} It was the view of Thomas Aquinas and most of the Schoolmen that it is 
unlawful to baptize the children of Jews and pagans without the consent of the parents. Duns 
Scotus was an exception and permitted the forcible baptism of the children of Jews, yea of adult 
Jews. {1647} 
 
The definition of baptism excludes all unbaptized children, dying in infancy, from heaven. The 
question is discussed by that mystic and lovable divine, Hugo of St. Victor, whether the children 
of Christian parents may be saved who happen to be put to death in a city besieged by pagans and 
die unbaptized. He leaves it unanswered, remarking that there is "no authority for saying what 
will become of them." {1648} Duns Scotus makes it plain that children yet unborn are under the 



law of sin, not because they are connected with the bodies of their mothers, but because of their 
own bodies. He mercifully excepts from the law of perdition unborn infants whose mothers suffer 
martyrdom or blood baptism. {1649} The Reformers, Zwingli excepted, shared the views of the 
mediaeval theology that unbaptized children dying in infancy are lost. At a later date, about 1740, 
Isaac Watts and other Protestant theologians, as a relief from the agonizing thought that the 
children of non-Christian parents dying in infancy are lost and suffer conscious torment, 
elaborated the view that they are annihilated. It remained for a still later Protestant period to 
pronounce in favor of the salvation of all such children in view of the superabounding fullness of 
the atonement and our Lord’s words, "for of such is the kingdom of heaven." 
 
Water is essential to baptism. The Schoolmen agreed that wine, oil, or other liquid will not do. 
Duns Scotus said in regard to baptism in beer that its validity would depend upon a scientific test 
whether the beer continued to be a species of water or not. {1650} The Lombard declared without 
qualification for immersion as the proper mode. Thomas Aquinas refers to it as the more general 
practice of his day and prefers it as the safer mode, as did also Bonaventura and Duns Scotus. 
{1651} At any rate, the water must be applied to the head, for this is the most important part of 
man, standing as it does for the immortal agent. Both trine immersion, the custom of the Greek 
Church, and single immersion are valid. Trine immersion symbolizes the three persons of the 
Trinity and the three days of the Lord’s burial; single immersion the unity of the Deity and the 
uniqueness of Christ’s death. Synods, as late as the synod of Tarragona, 1391, spoke of the 
submersion of children in baptism. 
 
The sacrament of confirmation corresponds to the adult period as baptism does to the child 
period. {1 Corinthians 13:11} It completes, as it were, the earlier ordinance and confers the 
graces of strength and hardihood. The baptized thus become full Christians. {1652} The 
Schoolmen differed as to whether the sacrament was instituted immediately by Christ or by the 
Apostles or by the councils of the Church. Thomas Aquinas took the view that it was founded by 
Christ, being implied in the promise of the Holy Spirit. {John 16:7} 
 
The rite is performed by the bishop, who is the successor of the Apostles, who uses the words, "I 
sign thee with the sign of the cross, I confirm thee with the chrism of salvation, in the name of the 
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." Chrism, or sacred oil, which is the symbol of the 
Spirit, is applied, and the cross is signed upon the forehead, the most prominent part of the body. 
{1653} It is there shame shows itself when young Christians lack the courage to acknowledge 
their profession. 
 
{1639} Janua omnium aliorum sacramentorum. Bonavent., Brevil. VII., Peltier’s ed., p. 318; Th. 
Aq., Summa, III. 62. 6, Migne, IV. 569; Supplem. XXXV. 1, Migne, IV. 1047. 
 
{1640} Baptismus qui est regeneratio hominis in vitam spiritualem. Th. Aq., III. 66. 9; 67. 3; 68. 
9; 72. 1, Migne, IV. 617, 626, 646, 678. 
 
{1641} Omne peccatum per baptismum tollitur. Th. Aq., 69. 1, Migne, p. 652. Baptismus 
institutus est contra vulnus originalis peccati. Alanus ab Insulis cont. haer., I. 39, 43, Migne, 210. 
345, 347. 
 
{1642} Brevil. VI., Peltier’s ed., p. 318; Th. Aq., III. 66. 6, Migne, p. 611, quicquid desit ad 
plenam invocationem trinitatis tollit integritatem baptismi. 
 
{1643} They were allowed to use the vernacular in the ceremony. Synods of Treves, 1227, Mainz, 
1233. And priests were instructed to teach laymen the baptismal ceremony in the vulgar tongue 



that they might use it if the exigency arose. Fritzlar, 1243, Hefele, V. 1099. A child taken from its 
mother after her death, and itself dead, was to be buried unbaptized in unconsecrated ground 
Treves, 1310. 
 
{1644} Th. Aq., III. 67. 4 sq., Migne, IV. 628 sq. 
 
{1645} Pueri non se ipsos sed per actum eccl. salutem suscipiunt. Th. Aq., III. 68. 9, Migne, 646; 
Bonavent., Brevil. VII. Peltier’s ed., VII. 320; Duns Scotus, see Seeberg, p. 360. 
 
{1646} P. Lomb., IV. 6. 2, Migne, II. 853. Th. Aq., Migne, IV. 649, and Duns Scotus (Seeberg, p. 
360) agree that if the head of the infant protrude from the womb, it may be baptized, for the head 
is the seat of the immortal agent. 
 
{1647} Th. Aq., Migne, IV. 648. One reason Duns gives is that the children of such Jews, if they 
are well educated, turn out to be good Christians (vere fideles) in the third and fourth generations. 
Seeberg, p. 364. 
 
{1648} Summa, V. 6, Migne, 176. 132. 
 
{1649} In Sent., IV. 4, 3. 3, Paris ed., XVI. 406, 410. 
 
{1650} Seeberg p. 359, Summa, III. 66. 7, Migne, IV. 613 sq.; P. Lomb., IV. 3, 8, Migne, II. 845; 
Bonav., Brevil. VII., Peltier’s ed., p. 319, Duns Scotus. In IV. Sent., vol. XVI. 272. Gregory IX., 
on being asked by the archbishop of Drontheim whether a certain baptism administered with beer 
was valid, water not being at hand, replied in the negative. Potthast, 11,048. The synod of 
Aurillac, 1278, pronouced sweet, salt, or melted snow water proper material. 
 
{1651} Quamvis tutius sit baptizare per modum immersionis, potest tamen fieri baptismus per 
modum aspersionis vel etiam per modum effusionis. 
 
{1652} Confirmatio est quasi ultima consummatio baptismi. Th. Aq., III. 72. 11, Migne, IV. 693 
 
{1653} Th. Aq., III. 73. 9, quotes Ezekiel 3:8, "I have made thy forehead hard against their 
foreheads." He commends the custom whereby the candidate for confirmation is supported by 
another, for "though he be an adult in body he is not yet an adult spiritually."  



115. The Eucharist. 
 
The eucharist, called by the Schoolmen the crown of the sacraments and the sacrament of the 
altar, was pronounced both a sacrament and a sacrifice. In the elaboration of the doctrine, 
scholastic theology reached the highest point of its speculation. Albertus Magnus devoted to it a 
distinct treatise and Thomas Aquinas nearly four hundred columns of his Summa. In practice, the 
celebration of this sacrament became the chief religious function of the Church. {1654} The 
festival of Corpus Christi, commemorating it, was celebrated with great solemnity. The theory of 
the transmutation of the elements and the withdrawal of the cup from the laity were among the 
chief objects of the attacks of the Reformers. 
 
The fullest and clearest presentation of the eucharist was made by Thomas Aquinas. He discussed 
it in every possible aspect. Where Scripture is silent and Augustine uncertain, the Schoolman’s 
speculative ability, though often put to a severe test, is never at a loss. The Church accepted the 
doctrines of transubstantiation and the sacrificial meaning of the sacrament, and it fell to the 
Schoolmen to confirm these doctrines by all the metaphysical weapons at their command. And 
even where we are forced by the silence or clear meaning of Scripture to regard their discussion 
as a vain display of intellectual ingenuity, we may still recognize the solemn religious purpose by 
which they were moved. Who would venture to deny this who has read the devotional hymn of 
Thomas Aquinas which presents the outgoings of his soul to the sacrificial oblation of the altar? 
 
Pange lingua gloriosi corporis mysterium. 
 
Sing my tongue the mystery telling. {1655} 
 
The culminating point in the history of the mediaeval doctrine of the eucharist was the dogmatic 
definition of transubstantiation by the Fourth Lateran Council, 1215. Thenceforth it was heresy to 
believe anything else. The definition ran that "the body and blood of Christ are truly contained in 
the sacrament of the altar under the forms of bread and wine, the bread being transubstantiated 
into the body and the wine into the blood by divine power." {1656} The council did not foist upon 
the Church a new doctrine. It simply formulated the prevailing belief. 
 
The word "transubstantiation" is not used by Hugo of St. Victor and the earlier Schoolmen. They 
used "transition" and "conversion," the latter being the favorite term. The word 
"transubstantiation" seems to have been first used by Hildebert of Tours, d. 1134. {1657} 
According to Duns Scotus, the doctrine cannot be proved with certainty from the Scriptures and 
must be accepted upon the basis of the decision of the Church. {1658} The passages, chiefly 
relied upon for proving the doctrine, are John 6 and the words of institution, "this is my body," in 
which the verb is taken in its literal sense. Rupert of Deutz is the only Schoolman of the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries who dissented from it. He seems to have taught the theory of impanation. 
{1659} 
 
Three names, applied to the eucharist, had special significance. {1660} It is a sacrifice because it 
repeats Christ’s oblation on the cross. It is a communion because it presents the unity of the 
Church. It is a viaticum because it is heavenly manna for pilgrims on their way to heaven. 
Thomas Aquinas also uses the term of John of Damascus, assumption, because the sacrament lifts 
us up into the Deity of Christ, and calls it hostia, or the host, because it contains Christ himself, 
who is the oblation of our salvation. {1661} It was also called the mass. 
 



The elements to be used are wheaten bread, either leavened or unleavened. Water is to be mixed 
with the wine as Christ probably mixed them, following the custom in Palestine. Water 
symbolizes the people, and the wine symbolizes Christ, and their combination the union of the 
people with Christ. The mixture likewise represents the scene of the passion. Thomas Aquinas 
also finds in the water flowing in the desert, 1 Corinthians 10:4, a type of this custom. He relied 
much, as did Albertus Magnus {1662}  before him, upon the words of Proverbs 9:5, Come eat of 
my bread and drink of the wine which I have mingled for you. But the admixture of the two 
elements is not essential. The synods of Cologne, 1279, Lambeth, 1281, etc., prescribed two or 
three drops of water as sufficient. 
 
At the moment of priestly consecration, the elements of bread and wine are converted into the 
very body and blood of Christ. The substance of the bread and wine disappears. The 
"accidents"—species sensibiles —remain, such as taste, color, dimensions, and weight. What 
becomes of the substance of the two elements? asks Peter the Lombard. There are three possible 
answers. First, the substance passes into the four original elements or into the body and blood of 
Christ. Second, it is annihilated. Third, it remains in part or in whole. Duns Scotus adopted the 
second explanation, the substance is annihilated. {1663} The Lombard, Bonaventura, and Thomas 
Aquinas adopted the view that the substance is converted into the body and blood of Christ. 
Against the theory of annihilation Thomas used the illustration that it does not follow because air, 
from which fire is generated, is not here nor there, that it has been annihilated. The change on the 
altar is altogether supernatural. The body of Christ is in the sacrament not quantitatively, per 
modum quantitatis, but in substance; not in its dimensions, but by a sacramental virtue, ex vi 
sacramenti, in a way peculiar to this sacrament. It is on the altar and is apprehended by faith only. 
{1664} 
 
Upon the basis of the separate existence of substance and "accidents" the Schoolmen proceeded 
to perfect their theory. What the substance of bread is, if it is not its nutritive power, and how it is 
possible to think of bread without those qualities which make it bread to us, the practical mind 
cannot understand. Scholastic dialectics professed to understand it, but the statements are nothing 
more than a fabric of mystifying terms and gratuitous assumptions. Wyclif thoroughly exposed 
the fallacious reasoning. 
 
Thomas Aquinas went so far as to declare that, though the substance of bread and wine 
disappears, these elements continue to preserve the virtue of their substance. {1665} Luther said 
the Schoolmen might as well have set up a theory of transaccidentation as of transubstantiation. 
Thomas Aquinas anticipated his objection and argued that by a providential arrangement this was 
not so for three reasons: 1. It is not the custom for men to eat human flesh and drink human 
blood, and we would revolt from eating Christ’s blood and flesh under the form of bread and 
wine. 2. The sacrament would become a laughing stock to infidels if Christ were eaten in his own 
form. 3. Faith is called forth by the enveilment of the Lord within the forms of bread and wine. 
The body of Christ is not broken or divided by the teeth except in a sacramental way. {1666} 
Creation, said this great Schoolman, is easier to understand than transubstantiation, for creation is 
out of nothing, but in the sacrament the substance of bread and wine disappear while the 
accidents remain. 
 
A second statement elaborated by the Schoolmen is that the whole Christ is in the sacrament, 
divinity and humanity, —flesh, bones, nerves, and other constituents, —and yet the body of 
Christ is not there locally or in its dimensions. {1667} 
 
This is the so-called doctrine of concomitance, elaborated by Alexander of Hales, Thomas 
Aquinas, and other Schoolmen with great subtilty. According to this doctrine the divinity of 



Christ and his body are never separated. Wherever the body is, there is also the divinity, whether 
it be in heaven or on the altar. The determination of this point was of importance because the 
words of institution mention only Christ’s body. 
 
A third integral part of the scholastic treatment of the eucharist was the assertion that the whole 
Christ is in each of the elements, {1668} a view which offered full justification for the withdrawal 
of the cup from the laity. Anselm had taken this view, that the entire Christ is in each element, but 
he was having no reference to the withdrawal of the cup. {1669} 
 
Two serious questions grew out of this definition; namely, whether the elements which our Lord 
blessed on the night of his betrayal were his own body and blood and what it was the disciples ate 
when they partook of the eucharist during the time of our Lord’s burial. To the second question 
the reply was given that, if the disciples partook of the eucharist in that period, they partook of the 
real body. Here Duns Scotus brought to bear his theory that a thing may have a number of forms 
and that God can do what to us seems to be most unreasonable. As for the first question, Hugo of 
St. Victor shrank from discussing it on the sensible ground that such divine mysteries were to be 
venerated rather than discussed. {1670} The other Schoolmen boldly affirmed that Christ partook 
of his own body and blood and gave them to the disciples. "He had them in His hands and in His 
mouth." This body, according to Thomas, was "immortal and not subject to pain." {1671} 
Thomas quoted with approval the lines: {1672} — 
 
The King, seated with the twelve at the table, 
 
Holds Himself in His hands. He, the Food, feeds upon Himself. 
 
This monstrous conception involved a further question. Did Judas partake of the true body and 
blood of the Lord? This the Schoolmen answered in the negative. The traitor took only natural 
and unblessed bread. Leaning upon St. Augustine, they make the assertion, upon a manipulation 
of Luke 22 and John 13 according to which Christ distributed the bread and the wine before Judas 
took the sop, that the sop, or immersed morsel, was delusive. Judas was deceived. {1673} 
 
Another curious but far-reaching question occupied the minds of Albertus Magnus, Bonaventura, 
Thomas Aquinas, and other Schoolmen. Does a mouse, in eating the consecrated host, actually 
partake of its consecrated substance? Thomas argued in this way: the body and blood of Christ 
would not be withdrawn, if the consecrated host should be cast into the mire, for God allowed 
Christ’s body even to be crucified. As for mice, they were not created to use the bread as a 
sacrament, and so they cannot eat Christ’s body after a sacramental manner, sacramentaliter, but 
only the accidents of the elements, per accidens, just as a man would eat who took the 
consecrated host but did not know it was consecrated. {1674} Bonaventura, quoting Innocent III., 
took the more reasonable view that the body of Christ is withdrawn under such circumstances. 
Peter the Lombard had said that an animal does not take the body of Christ in eating the bread. 
But what it does take and eat, God alone knows. Duns Scotus took up the similar question, what 
occurs to an ass drinking the water consecrated for baptism and sensibly called it a subtilitas 
asinina, an asinine refinement, for the virtue of ablution inhering in such water an ass could not 
drink. {1675} To the theory of transubstantiation, Rupert of Deutz has been referred to as an 
exception. John of Paris was deprived of his chair at the University of Paris for likening the union 
of Christ’s body and the bread to the coexistence of the divine and human natures in Christ’s 
person. He died, 1306, while his case was being tried at Rome. Ockam tentatively developed the 
theory of impanation whereby Christ’s body and the bread are united in one substance, but he 
expressed his readiness to yield to the dogma of the Church. 
 



The sacrificial aspect of the eucharist was no less fully developed. In Hugo of St. Victor we hear 
nothing of a repetition of the sacrifice on the cross. He speaks of the mass as being a transmission 
of our prayers, vows, and offerings—oblationes —to God. {1676} Peter the Lombard said the 
sacrifice on the altar is of a different nature from the sacrifice on the cross, nevertheless it is a true 
sacrifice. The later Schoolmen, following Alexander of Hales, laid stress on the sacrificial 
element. The eucharist is an unbloody but "real immolation" performed by the priest. 
 
The altar represents the cross, the priest represents Christ in whose person and power he 
pronounces the words of consecration, {1677} and the celebration represents the passion on the 
cross. The priest’s chief function is to consecrate the body and blood of Christ. {1678} 
 
The sacrifice may be offered daily, just as we stand daily in need of the fruits of Christ’s death 
and as we pray for daily food. And because Christ was on the cross from nine till three o’clock, it 
is proper that it should be offered between those hours, at any rate during the daytime and not in 
the night, for Christ said, "I must work the works of him that sent me, while it is day: for the night 
cometh, when no man can work," John 9:4. 
 
To the discussion of the twofold effect of the eucharist as a sacrament and as a sacrifice, the 
Schoolmen also give much attention. Like the other sacraments, the eucharist has the virtue of 
conferring grace of itself. {1679} As a sacrament it inures to our nourishment and perfection in 
Christ; as a sacrifice to the removal of sins venial and mortal. As a sacrament it benefits those 
who partake; as a sacrifice its benefits accrue also to persons who do not partake, living and dead. 
{1680} For this position Thomas Aquinas quotes side by side the words of our Lord, Luke 22 and 
Matthew 26, "which is shed for you" and "which is shed for many for the remission of sins," the 
latter passage being taken to include parties not present in the benefits of the sacrifice on the altar. 
 
{1654} Quasi omnis devotio in ecclesia est in ordine ad illud sacramentum. Duns Scotus as 
quoted by Seeberg, Dogmengesch., II. 113. 
 
{1655} See Schaff’s Christ in Song, pp. 465 sqq. The verse, depicting the doctrine of 
transubstantiation, runs:— 
 
Verbum caro, panem verum verbo carnem efficit 
 
Fitque sanguis Christi merum; etsi sensus deficit 
 
Ad firmandum cor sincerum sola fides sufficit. 
 
{1656} Corpus et sanguis in sacramento altaris sub speciebus panis et vini veraciter continentur, 
transubstantiatis pane in corpore et vino in sanguinem potestate divina. 
 
{1657} Migne, 171. 776. 
 
{1658} See Schwane, p. 656. 
 
{1659} Schwane, p. 641, and Rocholl under Rupert in Herzog, XV. 229 sqq 
 
{1660} Th. Aq., III. 73. 4, Migne, IV. 701; Bonaventura, Brev. VI. 9, Peltier’s ed., 322, 
eucharistiae dedit in sacrificium oblationis, et sacramentum communionis et viaticum refectionis. 
 



{1661} Hostia salutaris. Ephesians 5:2, is quoted where the word hostia is used in the Vulgate for 
Christ’s sacrifice. 
 
{1662} Deuteronomy euchar. vol. XIII. 668. Th. Aquinas, III. 74. 1, Migne, IV. 705, speaks of 
the Cataphrygae and Pepuziani as mixing with the dough of the sacramental bread the blood of 
children gotten by pricking their bodies, and also of the Aquarii who, from considerations of 
temperance, used only water. 
 
{1663} He defined transubstantiation as transitus totalis substantiae in substantiam. Seeberg, p. 
378. 
 
{1664} Th. Aq., III. 75. 1, Migne, IV. 716, neque sensu, neque intellectu deprehendi potest sed 
sola fide. Bonaventura says, Brevil. VI 9, in specierum utraque continetur totaliter, non 
circumscriptibiliter, nec localiter sed sacramentaliter totus Christus. 
 
{1665} Quamvis non sint substantia, habent virtutem substantiae. Th. Aq., III. 77. 6, Migne, IV. 
755. 
 
{1666} Th. Aq., III. 77. 7, Migne, IV. 756; Bonaventura, Brevil., 322. 
 
{1667} Non solum caro sed totum corpus Christi, scilicet ossa, nervi et alia hujusmodi. Th. Aq., 
76. 1, Migne, IV. 732. He lays stress upon the word "body," which is made up of constituent 
parts, and the "flesh" of John 6:56, he explains as standing for the body. Following the 
Aristotelian distinction of substance and form, Thomas Aquinas, Migne, IV. 726, and the other 
Schoolmen (see Schwane, p. 648) declared that the form of the bread and wine is also changed 
into the body and blood of Christ. The words forma and species are distinguished. The species of 
bread and wine remain, the forma disappears. Duns Scotus devoted much space to proving that a 
substance may have a variety of forms. 
 
{1668} Sub utraque specie sacramenti totus est Christus. Th. Aq., 76. 2, Migne, 733. Sub utraque 
specie est unus Christus et totus et indivisus, scilicet corpus, et anima, et Deus. Bonaventura, 
Brevil. Vl. 9, Peltier’s ed., VII. 322. 
 
{1669} In acceptatione sanguinis totum Christum, Deum et hominem, et in acceptatione corporis 
similiter totum accipimus. Ep. 4:107, Migne, vol. 159 p. 255. Anselm was making a distinction 
between the body and spirit of Christ, the spirit being represented by the blood and wine, and the 
body by the bread and flesh. 
 
{1670} Summa, II. VIII., Migne, 176. 462, ego in ejusmodi divina secreta magis venerenda quam 
discutienda cerneo. 
 
{1671} Summa, 81. 3, Migne, IV. 810-813. Anselm used the same words. Migne, 159. 255. 
Schwane agrees that this conception, that Christ ate His own body, was general among the 
Schoolmen, p. 645. 
 
{1672}  Rex sedet in coena turba, cinctus duodena 
 
Se tenet in manibus et cibat ipse cibus. 
 



{1673} So Hugo, II, 8. 4; the Lombard, XI. 8; Thomas Aquinas, 81. 2, Migne. pp. 811 sq. The 
delusion is called a fictio and also "Judas’communion." Synod of London, 1175. The argument is 
in clear contradiction to the meaning of the Gospel narratives on their face. 
 
{1674} For this theological and metaphysical curiosity, see Th. Aq., 80. 3, Migne, 789, non tangit 
mus ipsum corpus Christi, secundum propriam speciem sed solum secundum species 
sacramentales nec tamen animal brutum sacramentaliter corpus Christi manducat quia non est 
natum uti eo ut sacramento, unde non sacramentaliter sed per accidens corpus Christi manducat, 
etc. Alb. Magnus, In Sent., IV. 13. 38. Borgnet’s ed., XXIX. 397, Bonaventura, Sent., IV. 13. 2. 1, 
Peltier’s ed., V. 550. 
 
{1675} Seeberg, p. 360. 
 
{1676} The priest being the mediator. Summa, Migne, 176. 472. 
 
{1677} Sacerdos gerit imaginem Christi, Th. Aq., III. 83. 1, Migne, IV. 830. 
 
{1678} Th. Aq., Supplem. 37. 5, Migne, IV. 1062. 
 
{1679} Exodus seipso virtutem habet gratiam conferendi. Th. Aq., III. 79. 1, Migne, IV. 774. 
 
{1680} Th. Aq., 79. 7, Supplem. III. 71. 10, Migne, IV. 782, 1246 sq.; Al. Magnus, I. 4, extended 
the benefits of the mass also to the glorified pro salute vivorum, pro requie defunctorum, pro 
gloria beatorum.  



116. Eucharistic Practice and Superstition. 
 
The celebration of the eucharist is the central part of the service of the Latin Church. Thomas 
Aquinas said it is to be celebrated with greater solemnity than the other sacraments because it 
contains the whole mystery of our salvation. He gives the meaning of the various ceremonies,  
{1681} such as the signing with the cross, the priest’s turning his face to the people a certain 
number of times with reference to Christ’s appearances after the resurrection, the use of incense, 
the stretching forth of the priest’s arms, the breaking of the bread, and the rinsing of the mouth 
after the wine has been taken. How important the prescriptions were considered to be, may be 
inferred from the careful attention this great Schoolman gives to them. If a fly, he says, or a 
spider, be found in the wine after consecration, the insect must be taken out, carefully washed and 
burnt, and then the water, mingled with ashes, must be thrown into the sacrary. If poison be found 
in the consecrated wine, the contents of the cup are to be poured out and kept in a vessel among 
the relics. {1682} 
 
The priest’s fitness to consecrate the elements lies in the sacerdotal power conferred upon him at 
his ordination. He consecrates the elements not in his own name but as the minister of Christ, and 
he does not cease to be a minister by being bad, malus. {1683} He alone is the mediator between 
God and the people, so that it lies not within the power of a layman to administer the eucharist. 
The Angelic doctor declares that, while in the other sacraments the benefits accrue through the 
use of the elements, in the eucharist the benefit consists in the consecration of the elements by the 
priest and not in their use by the people. {1684} 
 
Ecclesiastical analysis and definition could go no farther in divesting the simple memorial meal 
instituted by our Lord of the element of immediate communion between the believer and the 
Saviour, and changing it as it were into a magical talisman. It would be disingenuous to ignore 
that with the Schoolmen the devotional element has a most prominent place in their treatment of 
the eucharist. Especially when they are treating it as a sacrifice is emphasis laid upon devotion on 
the part of the participants. {1685} But, after this is said, the Protestant Christian still feels that 
they did not appreciate in any adequate degree, the place of faith as the necessary organ of 
receiving the divine grace extended through this sacred ordinance. The definition which the 
mediaeval theologians gave to the Church and the mediatorial power they associated with the 
priesthood precluded them from estimating faith at its true worth. {1686} 
 
The theory of the sacrificial efficacy of the mass encouraged superstition. It exalted the sacerdotal 
prerogative of the priest {1687} who had it in his power to withhold or give this viaticum, the 
spiritual food for pilgrims looking forward to heaven. The people came to look to him rather than 
to Christ, for could he not by the utterance of his voice effect the repetition of the awful sacrifice 
of the cross! The frequent repetition of the mass became a matter of complaint. Albertus Magnus 
speaks of women attending mass every day from levity and not in a spirit of devotion who 
deserved rebuke. {1688} Councils again and again forbade its being celebrated more than once a 
day by the same priest, except on Christmas and Easter, and in case of burial. Masses had their 
price and priests there were who knew how to sell them and to frighten people into making 
provision for them in their wills. {1689} 
 
The elevation and adoration of the host were practised in the Latin Church as early as the twelfth 
century. Honorius III., 1217, made obligatory the ringing of a bell at the moment the words of 
institution were uttered that the worshippers might fall on their knees and adore the host. The 
Lambeth synod of 1281 ordered the church bells to be rung at the moment of consecration so that 



the laboring man on the field and the woman engaged in her domestic work might bow down and 
worship. Synods prescribed that the pyx, the receptacle for the host, be made of gold, silver, 
ivory, or, at least, of polished copper. A light was kept burning before it perpetually. In case a 
crumb of the bread or a drop of the wine fell upon the cloth or the priest’s garments, the part was 
to be cut out and burnt and the ashes thrown into the sacrary. And if the corporale, the linen 
cover prescribed for the altar, should be wet in the blood, it was to be washed out three times and 
the water drunk by a priest. If a drop happened to fall on a stone or a piece of wood or hard earth, 
the priest or some pious person was to lick it up. 
 
The festival of the eucharist, Corpus Christi, celebrated the first Thursday after Trinity Sunday, 
had its origin in the vision of Juliana, a nun of Liege, who saw the full moon, representing the 
church year, with one spot on its surface. This spot indicated the Church’s neglect to properly 
honor the real presence. She made her vision known to the bishop of Liege and the archdeacon, 
James Pantaleon. A celebration was appointed for the diocese, and when James became pope, 
under the name of Urban IV., he prescribed, in 1264, the general observance of the festival. John 
XXII. inaugurated the procession wherein, on Corpus Christi day, the host was carried about the 
streets with great solemnities. {1690} The liturgical service used on Corpus Christi was prepared 
by Thomas Aquinas at the appointment of Urban IV. Two important changes occurred in this 
period in the distribution of the elements,—the abandonment of the communion of children and 
the withdrawal of the cup from the laity. 
 
The communion of children practised in the early Church, and attested by Augustine and still 
practised in the Greek Church, seems to have been general as late as the reign of Pascal II. 
Writing in 1118, Pascal said it was sufficient to give the wine to children and the very sick, as 
they are not able to assimilate the bread. In their case the bread was to be dipped into the wine. 
{1691} Just how the change took place is unknown. Odo, bishop of Paris, 1175, forbade the 
communion of children. The synod of Treves, 1227, denied to them the bread, and the synod of 
Bordeaux, 1255, the wine as well as the bread. The greater Schoolmen do not treat the subject. 
The Supplement of Thomas Aquinas’ Theology says that the extreme unction and the eucharist 
were not administered to children because both sacraments required real devotion in the 
recipients. {1692} 
 
The denial of the cup to the laity, the present custom of the Roman Catholic Church, became 
common in the thirteenth century. It was at first due to the fear of profanation by spilling the 
consecrated blood of Christ. At the same time the restriction to the bread was regarded as a 
wholesome way of teaching the people that the whole Christ is present in each of the elements. 
Among other witnesses in the twelfth century to the distribution of both the bread and the wine to 
the laity are Rupert of Deutz and pope Pascal II. Pascal urged that this custom be forever 
preserved. {1693} But it is evident that there was already at that time divergence of practice. The 
Englishman, Robert Pullen, d. ab. 1150, refers to it and condemned the dipping of the host into 
the wine as a Judas communion, with reference to John 13:26  {1694} 
 
By the middle of the thirteenth century the feeling had grown strong enough for a great authority, 
Alexander of Hales, to condemn the giving of the cup to the laity and on the doctrinal ground that 
the whole Christ is in each of the elements. As a means of instructing the people in this doctrine 
he urged that the cup be denied. But Albertus Magnus, his contemporary, has no hint justifying 
the practice. {1695} Thomas Aquinas followed Alexander, giving as his chief reason the danger 
of profanation by spilling the sacred contents of the chalice. It is sufficient, he said, for the priest 
to partake of the cup, for the full benefit accrues by the participation of a single element, 
communio sub una specie. {1696} Christ distributed bread only and not drink to the five 
thousand. 



 
The usage gradually spread. The chapter of the Cistercians in 1261 forbade monks, nuns, and lay 
brethren of the order to take the cup. The few Councils which expressed themselves on the 
subject were divided. {1697} 
 
The council of Constance threatened with excommunication all who distributed the wine to the 
laity. It spoke of many "perils and scandals" attending the distribution of the wine. Gerson, who 
voted for the enactment, urged the danger of spilling the wine, of defilement to the sacred vessels 
from their contact with laymen’s hands and lips, the long beards of laymen, the possibility of the 
wine’s turning to vinegar while it was being carried to the sick, or being corrupted by flies, or 
frozen by the cold, the difficulty of always purchasing wine, and the impossibility of providing 
cups for ten thousand or twenty thousand communicants on Easter. The council of Trent 
reaffirmed the withdrawal of the cup as an enactment the Church was justified in making. 
Gregory II. had commanded the use of a single chalice at communion. {1698} 
 
Some strange customs came into vogue in the distribution of the wine, such as the use of a reed or 
straw, which were due to veneration for the sacred element. Many names were given to this 
instrument, such as fistula, tuba, canna, siphon, pipa, calamus. The liturgical directions required 
the pope to drink through a fistula on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday. He still follows this 
custom at the public mass. The practice maintained itself in some parts of the Lutheran Church as 
in Hamburg and vicinity, and Brandenburg down to the eighteenth century. {1699} 
 
Another custom was the practice of cleaning the mouth with a rinsing cup of unconsecrated wine, 
after one or both the elements had been received, and called in German the Spulkelch. A synod of 
Soissons of the twelfth century enjoined all to rinse their mouths after partaking of the elements. 
Peckham, archbishop of Canterbury, 1281, enjoined priests to instruct the people that in partaking 
of the bread they were partaking of the whole Christ, and that what was given them in the cup 
was only wine, given that they might the more easily swallow the sacred body. {1700} The 
custom of taking a meal immediately after the sacrament, dating back to the fifth century, is also 
found in this period. {1701} 
 
This treatment of the mediaeval theory of the eucharist would be incomplete without giving some 
of the marvellous stories which bear witness to the excessive reverence for the sacred host and 
blood. One of the most famous, the story of the monk, who was cured of doubts by seeing the 
host exude blood, is told by Alexander of Hales, Bonaventura, {1702} and others. Cases when 
real blood was seen in the chalice were not infrequent. The host sometimes remained uninjured 
amid the ashes of a burnt church. {1703} Caesar of Heisterbach relates several cases when a 
snow-white dove was seen sitting near the chalice at the celebration of the mass and a number of 
cases of the appearance of Christ in visible form in the very hands of the consecrating priest. Thus 
one of the monks, present when the mass was being said by Herman, abbot of Himmelrode, saw 
after the consecration of the host the Christ as a child in the abbot’s hands. The child rose to the 
height of the cross and then was reduced again in size to the dimensions of the host, which was 
eaten by the abbot. {1704} The same writer narrates that a certain monk, Adolf, of the 
Netherlands, after consecrating the host, saw in his hands the virgin carrying the child, Christ, in 
her arms. Turning the host, he saw on the other side a lamb. Turning it back again, he saw Christ 
on the cross. Then there was nothing left but the visible form of the bread, which the pious monk 
ate. The writer goes on to say that Adolf did not feel full joy over this vision, for he kept a 
concubine. {1705} A Fleming woman of the town of Thorembais, who had been refused the 
sacrament by a priest, was visited the same night by Christ himself, who gave her the host with 
his own hands. {1706} 
 



At a church dedication in Anrode, the invited priests engaged in conviviality and while they were 
dancing around the altar, the pyx was overthrown and the five hosts it contained scattered. The 
music was at once stopped and search was made but without result. The people were then put out 
of the building and every corner was searched till at last the hosts were found on a ledge in the 
wall where the angel had placed them. {1707} 
 
Perhaps the most remarkable case related by the chronicler of Heisterbach is that of the bloody 
host of St. Trond, Belgium. This he had himself seen, and he speaks of it as a miracle which 
should be recorded for the benefit of many after generations. In 1223 a woman in Harbais, in the 
diocese of Liege, kissed her lover with the host in her mouth, in the hope that it would inflame his 
love for her. She then found she could not swallow the host and carefully wrapped it up in a 
napkin. In her agony, she finally revealed her experience to a priest who called in the bishop of 
Livland who happened to be in the town. Together they went to the place where the host was 
concealed and lo! there were three drops of fresh blood on the cloth. The abbot of Trond was 
called in and it was then found that half of the host was flesh and half bread. The bishop thought 
so highly of the relic that he attempted to carry off two of the drops of blood, but sixty armed men 
interfered. The sacred blood was then put in a vase and deposited among the relics of the church 
of St. Trond. {1708} This case was fully believed by Caesar, and he expresses no doubt about the 
many other cases he reports. 
 
Another case related by Etienne of Bourbon {1709} is of a farmer who, wanting to be rich, 
followed the advice of a friend and placed the host in one of his beehives. The bees with great 
reverence made a miniature church, containing an altar, on which they placed the sacred morsel. 
All the bees from the neighborhood were attracted and sang beautiful melodies. The rustic went 
out, expecting to find the hives overflowing with honey but, to his amazement, found them all 
empty except the one in which the host had been deposited. The bees attacked him fiercely. He 
repaired to the priest, who, after consulting with the bishop, went in procession to the hive and 
found the miniature church with the altar and carried it back to the village church while the bees, 
singing songs, flew away. 
 
These stories, which might be greatly multiplied, attest the profound veneration in which the host 
was held and the crude superstitions which grew up around it in the convent and among the 
people. The simple and edifying communion meal of the New Testament was set aside by 
mediaeval theology and practice for an unreasonable ecclesiastical prodigy. 
 
{1681} Summa, III. 83. 5 sq., Migne, IV. 844-853. 
 
{1682} Th. Aq., III. 83. 5, Migne, IV. 850. 
 
{1683} Non ex hoc desinit aliquis minister esse Christi quod est malus, Th. Aq., 82. 5, 7, Migne, 
IV. 821, 824; Anselm, ep. IV. 107, Migne, 159. 257, had said the same thing, nec a bono 
sacerdote majus, etc. 
 
{1684} Th. Aq., III. 80. 12, Migne, IV. 809. Perfectio hujus sacramenti non est in usu fidelium 
sed in consecratione materiae. 
 
{1685} Requiritur ut cum magna devotione et reverentia ad, hoc sacramentum accedat.... 
Eucharistia exigit actualem devotionem in suscipiente, Th. Aq., III. 80. 10, Supplem. III, 32. 4, 
Migne, IV. 805, 1038. 
 



{1686} We cannot help feeling strongly with Harnack when he exclaims, "In its doctrine of the 
eucharist, the Church gave expression to all that she held dear,—her theology, her mystical 
relation to Christ, the communion of believers, the priesthood, sacrifice, not to that faith which 
seeks assurance and to which assurance is given," Dogmengesch., II. 489 sq 
 
{1687} Populus indiget medio ad Deum qui per seipsum accedere ad deum non potest., Th. Aq., 
III. 22. 4, Migne, IV. 219. 
 
{1688} Deuteronomy euchar. VI. 3. 
 
{1689} Councils of Wurzburg, 1287, Paris, 1212, etc. See Hefele, V. 866 
 
{1690} See artt. Fronleichnamsfest in Wetzer-Welte, IV. 2061 sqq., and Herzog, VI. 297 sqq. It 
was one of the first observances to call forth Luther’s protest. Kostlin, Leben Luthers, I. 560. 
 
{1691} Ep., 535, Migne, 163. 442, qui panem absorbere non possunt, etc., quoted in Herzog 
under Kinderkommunion, X. 289. 
 
{1692} Suppl., XXXII. 4, Migne, IV. 1038. The council of Trent anathematized those who hold 
the communion of children to be necessary. 
 
{1693} Migne, 163. 142. See Smend, p. 7, for other witnesses. Smend’s book is a most thorough 
piece of work and is indispensable in the study of the subject. With the exception of some 
quotations, I depend upon him for the contents of these paragraphs. 
 
{1694} Called intinctio. Hugo of St. Victor and Peter the Lombard were among the first to 
condemn the practice. Also the synod of London, 1175, Hefele, V. 688. See also V. 224 for the 
action of the synod of Clermont, 1095. 
 
{1695} Albertus makes no mention of the matter in his Deuteronomy eucharistia and Com. on the 
Sentences. Peter Rokyzana, at the council of Basel in the fifteenth century, appealed to him in his 
argument for giving the cup to the laity. 
 
{1696} Th. Aq., III. 80. 12, Migne, IV. 808 sq., nihil derogat perfectioni hujus sacr., si populus 
sumat corpus sine sanguine dummodo sacerdos consecrans sumat utrumque. So also 
Bonaventura, Sent., IV. 11. 2. 
 
{1697} The synod of Lambeth, 1281, seems to have forbidden the cup to the laity; the synod of 
Exeter, 1287, to have positively enjoined it. 
 
{1698} See Migne, 89. 525. For an interesting account of the different shapes of the chalice, see 
Enc. Brit.,  XIX. 185 sq. The earlier chalices had two handles and a small base, those of the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries no handles and a broad base. Some of the later chalices were 
very capacious. 
 
{1699} See the interesting details given by Smend, pp. 18 sqq. 
 
{1700} Vinum purum... ut facilius sacrum corpus glutiat. Smend, who ‘gives elaborate details, pp. 
43-75. 
 



{1701} The object was to prevent the loss of any of the sacred element by expectoration or 
vomiting, per sputum vel vomitum. Chrysostom made a recommendation of this sort, Smend, 44. 
 
{1702} Sent., IV. 11, 2, 2, Peltier’s ed., V. 496. 
 
{1703} Caesar of Heisterb., Dial., IV. 16. 
 
{1704} Dial.,  IX. 29, Strange’s ed., II. 186. 
 
{1705} IX. 3. 
 
{1706} IX. 35, Strange’s ed., II. 191. 
 
{1707} Dial.,  IX. 15. 
 
{1708} See Kaufmann, trans. of Caesar, II. 208-210. 
 
{1709} Deuteronomy la Marche’s ed., pp. 266 sq.  



117. Penance and Indulgences. 
 
The sacrament of penance was placed in close connection with baptism by the Schoolmen, as it 
was later by the council of Trent, which called it a "sort of laborious baptism." {1710} Baptism 
serves for the deletion of original sin; penance for the deletion of mortal sins committed after 
baptism. Using Tertullian’s illustration, the Schoolmen designated penance the second plank 
thrown out to the sinner after shipwreck as baptism is the first. {1711} In daily religious life, 
penance became the chief concern of the people and also the chief instrumentality of the 
priesthood in securing and strengthening its authority. The treatment given to it by the Schoolmen 
is even more elaborate than the treatment they give to the eucharist. {1712} 
 
One feature in which this sacrament differs from the others is the amount of positive activity it 
requires from those who seek the grace involved in it. Contrition, confession to the priest, and the 
performance of good works prescribed by the priest were the conditions of receiving this grace. 
Everything depends upon God, and yet everything depends upon the subjection of the penitent to 
the priest and his act of absolution. It is in connection with this sacrament that the doctrine of the 
keys comes to its full rights. Here a man is absolved from sin and reunited with the Church, and 
reconciled to Christ through the mediation of the sacerdotal key. {1713} 
 
Two perversions of Scripture were the largest factors in developing the theory of meritorious 
penance. The first was the false interpretation of John 20:23, "Whosoever sins ye forgive they are 
forgiven, and whosoever sins ye retain they are retained." The passage was interpreted to mean 
that Christ conferred upon the Apostles and the Church judicial authority to forgive sins. The 
Protestant theory is that this authority is declarative. The second factor was the Vulgate’s 
translation of the New Testament for the word "repent," poenitentiam agite, "do penance," as if 
repentance were a meritorious external exercise, and not a change of disposition, which is the 
plain meaning of the Greek word metanoevw, "to change your mind." {1714} 
 
The confusion of the New Testament idea and the Church’s doctrine is evident enough from the 
twofold meaning Peter the Lombard and Thomas Aquinas give to the thing called penance. 
Baptism, they said, is a sacrament, but penance is both a sacrament and a virtuous state of the 
mind. In the New Testament the latter is intended. The theologians added all the mechanism of 
penance. {1715} 
 
At the close of the twelfth century a complete change was made in the doctrine of penance. The 
theory of the early Church, elaborated by Tertullian and other Church fathers, was that penance is 
efficient to remove sins committed after baptism, and that it consisted in certain penitential 
exercises such as prayer and alms. The first elements added by the mediaeval system were that 
confession to the priest and absolution by the priest are necessary conditions of pardon. Peter the 
Lombard did not make the mediation of the priest a requirement, but declared that confession to 
God was sufficient. In his time, he says, there was no agreement on three aspects of penance: 
first, whether contrition for sin was not all that was necessary for its remission; second, whether 
confession to the priest was essential; and third, whether confession to a layman was insufficient. 
The opinions handed down from the Fathers, he asserts, were diverse, if not antagonistic. {1716} 
 
Alexander of Hales marks a new era in the history of the doctrine. He was the first of the 
Schoolmen to answer clearly all these questions, and to him more than to any other single 
theologian does the Catholic Church owe its doctrine of penance. Thomas Aquinas confirmed 
what Alexander taught. {1717} 



 
In distinction from baptism, which is a regeneration, Thomas Aquinas declared penance to be a 
restoration to health and he and Bonaventura agreed that it is the efficacious remedy for mortal 
sins. Thomas traced its institution back to Christ, who left word that "penance and remission of 
sins should be preached from Jerusalem," Luke 24:47. James had this institution in mind when he 
called upon Christians to confess their sins one to another. {1718} Penance may be repeated, for 
we may again and again lose our love to God. 
 
Penance consists of four elements: contrition of heart, confession with the mouth, satisfaction by 
works, and the priest’s absolution. The first three are called the substance of penance and are the 
act of the offender. The priest’s absolution is termed the form of penance. {1719} 
 
1. Contrition was defined as the sorrow of the soul for its sins, an aversion from them, and a 
determination not to commit them again. The Lombard and Gratian taught that such contrition, 
being rooted in love, is adequate for the divine pardon without confession to a priest or priestly 
absolution. {1720} 
 
At the side of the doctrine of contrition the Schoolmen, beginning with Alexander Hales, placed 
the novel doctrine of attrition, which was most fully emphasized by Duns Scotus. Attrition is the 
negative element in contrition, a sort of half repentance, a dread of punishment, Galgenreue, 
"scaffold-repentance," as the Germans call it. {1721} This state of the heart the Schoolmen found 
represented in the experience of the prodigal at the moment when the father went out to meet him. 
According to this doctrine, a man may be forgiven and saved who is actuated simply by the fear 
of hell and punishment and has neither faith nor filial love in his heart. All he is required to do is 
to diligently go through the other steps of the process of penance, and the priest’s pardon will be 
forthcoming. {1722} 
 
2. Confession to the priest, the second element in penance, is defined by Thomas Aquinas as the 
making-known of the hidden disease of sin in the hope of getting pardon. {1723} Not even the 
pope has the right to grant a dispensation from it any more than he may offer salvation from 
original sin without baptism. {1724} It covers mortal sins. For the remission of venial sins, 
confession is not necessary. The Church makes daily supplication for such offences and that is 
sufficient. They do not separate the soul either from God or the Church. {1725} They are simply a 
sluggish movement of the affections toward God, not an aversion to Him. They are removed by 
holy water and other minor rites. 
 
By the action of the Fourth Lateran, 1215, confession to the priest at least once a year was made a 
test of orthodoxy. Beginning with Alexander of Hales, the Schoolmen vindicate the positions that 
confession, to be efficacious, must be made to the priest, and that absolution by the priest is an 
essential condition of the sinner’s pardon. Bonaventura, after devoting much time to the question, 
"Whether it is sufficient to confess our sins to God," answered it in the negative. At greater length 
than Peter the Lombard had done, he quoted the Fathers to show that there was no unanimity 
among them on the question. But he declared that, since the decision of the Fourth Lateran, all are 
to be adjudged heretics who deny that confession to the priest is essential. Before that decision, 
such denial was not heresy. {1726} 
 
Confession must be made to the priest as Christ’s vicar. In case of necessity, no priest being 
available, a layman may also hear confession. {1727} By such confession the offender may be 
reconciled to God but not to the Church, and in order to be so reconciled and admitted to the other 
sacraments he must also, as opportunity offers, confess again to the priest. 
 



Priests were forbidden to look at the face of a woman at the confessional, and severe punishments 
were prescribed for betraying its secrets, even to degradation from office and life-long 
confinement in a convent. {1728} The mendicant monks were confirmed by Clement IV. and 
Martin IV. in their right to shrive everywhere. A contemporary declared that the whole of the 
Jordan ran into their mouths. {1729} 
 
3. Satisfaction, the third element in penance, is imposed by the priest as the minister of God and 
consists of prayer, pilgrimages, fastings, payments of money, and other good works. These penal 
acts are medicines for spiritual wounds and a compensation to God for offences against Him, as 
Thomas Aquinas, {1730} following Anselm, taught. The priest is the judge of what the act of 
satisfaction shall be. Among the more notable cases of public penance were those of Henry II. 
after Becket’s death, Philip I. of France, and Raymund of Toulouse. 
 
Satisfaction differs from contrition and confession in the very important particular that one person 
can perform it for another. To prove this point, Thomas Aquinas used the words of the Apostle 
when he said, "Bear ye one another’s burdens." Galatians 6:2 4. The fourth element in the 
sacrament of penance was the formal sentence of absolution pronounced by the priest. This 
function, which Schwane calls the main part of the sacrament of penance, {1731} or the power of 
the keys, potestas clavium, belongs primarily and in its fulness to the pope and then, by 
distribution, to bishops and priests. Its use opens and shuts the kingdom of heaven to immortal 
souls. 
 
{1710} Duns Scotus had spoken of the "satisfaction which is the doing of a laborious work," quae 
est executio operis laboriosi. Report IV. 16. 1, quoted by Schwane, p. 669. 
 
{1711} Tertullian, de Poen, XII. So also Jerome. See the Lombard, Sent., XIV. 1, Migne, 868; 
Bonaventura, Sent., XIV. 1, Peltier’s ed., V. 553; Brevil.,  VI. 10, VII. 323; Th. Aq., III. 84. 6, 
Migne, IV. 862; Supplem., VI. 3. 936; Alb. Magnus, In Sent., Borgnet’s ed., XXIX. 404 sq. 
 
{1712} The Lombard devotes two and a half times the space to penance that he does to the 
eucharist; Migne’s ed., pp. 868-899, as against pp. 856-868 on the eucharist; Hugo of St. Victor, 
Migne’s ed., 550-578, as against 462-471 on the eucharist; Th. Aquinas, Migne’s ed., 852-1023, 
as against 695-852 on the eucharist, and Bonaventura nearly four times as much space devoting to 
penance, Peltier’s ed., vol. V. 533-709, vol. VI. 1-129, and to the eucharist, vol. V. 415-533. 
 
{1713} Absolvitur homo a peccato, et reunitur ecclesiae et reconciliatur Christo, mediante clavi 
sacerdotali, Bonaventura, Brevil., VI. 10, Peltier’s ed., VII. 323. 
 
{1714} The Rheims Version translates the word "do penance," though not uniformly, thereby 
utterly confusing the English reader who involuntarily puts into the New Testament word the 
Church’s sacramental invention. 
 
{1715} Poenitentia dicitur et sacramentum et virtus mentis, Lombard XIV. l, p. 869; Th. Aq., 
Migne, IV. 850 sqq. While we use two words, "repentance" and "penance," the Schoolmen use 
only the one word, poenitentia, thus mystifying the mind as if repentance of heart, or metanoiva, 
did not include the entire meaning of the original word. 
 
{1716} Sent., XVII. 1, Migne, p. 880. The finished sacramental theory of penance owed not a 
little to the tract de vera et falsa poenitentia, composed perhaps in the twelfth century and foisted 
upon Augustine. Gratian inserted nearly all of it in his Decretals, as did Peter the Lombard. 



According to Lea, I. 210, the work was still quoted as Augustine’s as late as the seventeenth 
century. Lea regards it as the composition of two authors of the fifth and twelfth centuries. 
 
{1717} This is shown by Muller’s notable Work,der Umschwung, etc. Abaelard’s statement 
presenting the old view, and the statement of Thomas Aquinas representing the new view, are 
given in Kohler, pp. 11-18. 
 
{1718} Summa, III. 84. 7; Supplem., VIII. 1, Migne, IV. 864, 943. 
 
{1719} Lombard, XVI. 1, Migne, p. 877; Alb. Magnus, Borgnet’s ed., XXIX. 536. Th. Aq., 90. 1, 
2, Migne, IV. 912 sq., and Bonaventura, Brevil., VI. 10, Peltier’s ed., VII. 323, also call the first 
three "the integral parts" of penance. So also Abaelard, Ethica, 17-24. 
 
{1720} See Schwane’s strong condemnation of this opinion, which he declares to be beyond a 
doubt the Lombard’s, p. 662. 
 
{1721} Timor servilis principium est attritionis, Alex. of Hales quoted by Schwane, p. 664. Th. 
Aquinas, Supplem., I. 2, Migne, IV. 919, is much more moderate than Alexander, Bonaventura, 
and Duns. Caesar of Heisterbach calls "servile fear a gift of God," Koeniger, p. 31. At the close of 
the Middle Ages, Gabriel Biel took the position that attrition is changed by confession and 
absolution into contrition. See Seeberg, Dogmengesch., II. 121. 
 
{1722} See Hahn, p. 413; Schwane, p. 666. The council of Trent, XIV. 4 (Schaff’s Creeds, II. 145 
sq.), adopted the word "attrition" and defined it as an imperfect contrition. The doctrine of attritio 
formed a centre of discussion in the warm debate over indulgences started by Janssen’s work and 
participated in by Kolde, Kawerau, Dieckhoff, etc. Harnmack is very severe upon the doctrine as 
the dry rot in the Catholic system, Dogmengesch.,  II. 482, 504 sqq. 
 
{1723} Aquinas quotes Augustine’s definition, Supplem.,  VII. 1, IX. 3, Migne, IV. 940, 954. 
 
{1724} Migne, IV. 939. 
 
{1725} Th. Aq., III. 87. 1, Migne, IV. 890; Supplem., VI. 1, 3, VIII. 3, Migne, IV. 934, 936, 945. 
With characteristic exhaustiveness, Thomas goes into the question whether a man can confess 
sins he has never committed, Migne IV. 936. 
 
{1726} In Sent., IV. 17. 2, Peltier’s ed., V. 674, ante hanc determinationem hoc non erat heresis, 
etc. Albertus Magnus also declared it was not sufficient to confess to God only, Borgnet’s ed. 
XXIX. 603. 
 
{1727} Th. Aq., Supplem., VII. 1, 2, Migne, IV. 943 sq.; Bonaventura, Sent., XVII. 3. 1, Peltier’s 
ed., V. 695. Caesar of Heisterbach speaks of confession to an unbeliever as efficacious in the 
article of death, provided the unbeliever does not ridicule the sacrament, Koeniger, p. 73. 
 
{1728} Fourth Lat., can. 21, synods of Treves, 1227, Canterbury, 1236, etc. 
 
{1729} See Hefele, VI, 30. 
 
{1730} Supplem., XV. 3, Migne, IV. 978. Duns Scotus (quoted by Seeberg, 412) says, satisfaction 
is the voluntary return of an equivalent redditio voluntaria aequivalentis. 
 



{1731} Schwane, p. 670.  



118. Penance and Indulgences. 
 
The year 1200 marks the dividing line between opinions differing most widely on the meaning of 
the priests absolution. Peter the Lombard represented the prevailing view of the earlier period 
when he pronounced the absolution, a declarative announcement. Alexander of Hales represented 
the later period, when he pronounced it a judicial sentence. According to Peter, God alone remits 
sins. It was the Lord who restored the lepers to health, not the priests to whom be sent them. They 
did nothing more than bear witness to the healthy condition of the lepers. The priest’s prerogative 
is ended when he "shows or declares those who are bound and those who are loosed." {1732} 
This view of the Master of Sentences the later theology set aside. 
 
Before the end of the thirteenth century, the petitional form of absolution was in general, though 
not exclusive, used and the priest made intercession for the grace of forgiveness upon the 
offender. {1733} After that, the positive forensic form was substituted, "I absolve thee in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost," the form which Thomas Aquinas 
vindicated against all others. {1734} Hugo of St. Victor had advocated this form and pronounced 
the contrary form more laughable and frivolous than worthy of refutation. He was followed by 
Richard of St. Victor who emphasized the distinction between the priest’s right to remit the 
punishment of sin and God’s prerogative which is to forgive the guilt of sin. {1735} The priest’s 
absolution effects the deletion of sin. He acts towards the sinner as Christ did toward Lazarus 
when he said, "Loose him and let him go." 
 
The absolution from certain offences was reserved to the bishops, such as murder, sacrilege in the 
use of the eucharist or the baptismal water, perjury, poisoning, and letting children die without 
being baptized. {1736} Other offences came under the exclusive jurisdiction of the papal chair, 
such as the abuse of the person of a priest or monk, the burning of church buildings, and 
falsifying of papal documents. 
 
In the article of death, the sacrament of absolution is in no case to be refused. At such times 
works of satisfaction cannot be required, even as they were not required of the thief on the cross. 
 
The extent to which absolution is efficacious called forth careful discussion and statement. Does 
it cover guilt as well as punishment and does it extend to the punishments of purgatory? The 
answer to these questions also was positive and distinct from the time of Alexander of Hales. 
Peter the Lombard was the last of the prominent Schoolmen to declare that the priest did not give 
absolution for guilt. The later Schoolmen with one consent oppose him at this point and teach that 
the priest absolves both from the guilt and the punishments of sin in this world and in purgatory. 
Thomas Aquinas asserted that, "if the priest cannot remit these temporal punishments,—for the 
punishments of purgatory are temporal,—then he cannot remit at all and this is contrary to the 
words of the Gospel to Peter that whatsoever he should loose on earth should be loosed in 
heaven." {1737} 
 
The ultimate and, as it proved, a most vicious form of priestly absolution was the indulgence. An 
indulgence is a remission of the guilt and punishment of sin by a mitigation or complete setting 
aside of the works of satisfaction which would otherwise be required. A lighter penalty was 
substituted for a severer one. {1738} Gottlob {1739} has recently divided indulgences into three 
classes: (1) indulgences which are secured by going on a crusade; (2) such as are secured by the 
payment of money for some good church cause, and (3) such as are secured by the visiting of 
certain churches. 



 
Towards the close of this period this substitution usually took the form of a money-payment. For 
a lump sum absolution for the worst offences might be secured. It became a tempting source of 
gain to churches and the Roman curia, which they were quick to take advantage of. The dogmatic 
justification of this method of remission found positive expression before the practice became 
general. Alexander of Hales here again has the distinction of being the first to give it careful 
definition and unequivocal emphasis. Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventura, and the other Schoolmen 
follow him closely and add little. Thomas Aquinas declared it impious to say the Church might 
not dispense indulgences. {1740} 
 
The first known case occurred about 1016 when the archbishop of Arles gave an indulgence of a 
year to those participating in the erection of a church building. {1741} The Crusades furnished the 
popes the occasion to issue indulgences on a magnificent scale. Urban II,’s indulgence, 1095, 
granting plenary absolution to all taking the journey to Jerusalem was the first of a long series of 
such papal franchises. That journey, Urban said, should be taken as a substitute for all penance. 
Granted at first to warriors fighting against the infidel in the Holy Land, they were extended so as 
to include those who fought against the Slavs, as by Eugenius III., 1147, against the Stedinger, 
Albigenses, and the Hussites, 1425, and against all enemies whatsoever of the papacy, such as 
Frederick II. and Manfred. Innocent II., in 1135, promised full remission to those who fought the 
battle of the papal chair against Roger of Sicily, and the anti-pope, Anacletus II. In these cases 
such expressions are used as "remission and indulgence of penances," "relaxation or remission 
from the imposed penance," "the relaxation of the imposed satisfaction," and also "a lightening or 
remission of sins." {1742} 
 
The free-handed liberality with which these franchises were dispensed by bishops became so 
much of a scandal that the Lateran council of 1215 issued a sharp decree to check it. More than 
half a century before, in 1140, Abaelard had condemned the abuse of this prerogative by bishops 
and priests who were governed in its lavish exercise by motives of sordid cupidity. {1743} 
 
The construction of bridges over rivers, the building of churches, and the visiting of shrines were 
favorite and meritorious grounds for the gifts of indulgence. Innocent III., 1209, granted full 
remission for the building of a bridge over the Rhone; Innocent IV. for rebuilding the cathedrals 
of Cologne, 1248, and Upsala, 1250, which had suffered from fire. {1744} According to Matthew 
Paris, Gregory IX., in 1241, granted an indulgence of forty days to all worshipping the crown of 
thorns and the cross in the chapel at Paris and, in 1247, the bishop of Norwich, speaking for the 
English prelates, announced a remission of all penances for six years and one hundred and forty 
days to those who would worship the Holy Blood at Westminster. {1745} Indulgences for 
building bridges and roads were common in England. {1746} 
 
To the next period belongs the first cases of indulgence granted in connection with the Jubilee 
Year by Boniface VIII., 1300. Among the more famous indulgences granted to private parties and 
localities was the Portiuncula indulgence giving remission to all visiting the famous Franciscan 
shrine at Assisi on a certain day of the year, {1747} and the Sabbatina, granting to all entering the 
Carmelite order or wearing the scapulary deliverance from purgatory the Saturday after their 
death. {1748} 
 
The practice of dispensing indulgences grew enormously. Innocent III. dispensed five during his 
pontificate. Less than one hundred years later, Nicolas IV., in his reign of two years, 1288-1290, 
dispensed no less than four hundred. By that time they had become a regular item of the papal 
exchequer. 
 



On what grounds did the Church claim the right to remit the works of penance due for sins or, as 
Alexander of Hales put it, grant abatement of the punishment due sin? {1749} The statement was 
this: Christ’s passion is of infinite merit. Mary and the saints also by their works of patience laid 
up merit beyond what was required from them for heaven. These supererogatory works or merits 
of the saints and of Christ are so abundant that they would more than suffice to pay off the debts 
of all the living. {1750} Together they constitute the thesaurus meritorum, or fund of merits; and 
this is at the disposal of the Church by virtue of her nuptial union with Christ, Colossians 1:24. 
This fund is a sort of bank account, upon which the Church may draw at pleasure. Christ relaxed 
the punishment due the woman taken in adultery, not requiring her to do the works of satisfaction 
which her offences would, under ordinary circumstances, have called for. So, likewise, may the 
pope, who is Christ’s viceregent, release from sin by drawing upon the fund of merit. Thus the 
indulgence takes the place of the third element of penance, works of satisfaction. 
 
These statements of the Schoolmen received explicit papal confirmation at the hands of Clement 
VI. in 1343. This pontiff not only declared that this "heap of treasure,"—cumulus thesauri, —
consisting of the merits of "the blessed mother of God and the saints," is at the disposal of the 
successors of Peter, but he made, if possible, the more astounding assertion that the more this 
storehouse is drawn upon, the more it grows. {1751} Like the wood of the true cross, it has the 
power of infinite self-expansion. It is, however, fair to say that the papal briefs granting this 
saving grace almost invariably gave it on condition of contrition and confession of the recipient. 
{1752} 
 
Down to the latter part of the thirteenth century, the theory prevailed that an indulgence dispensed 
with the usual works of penance by substituting some other act. Before the fourteenth century, 
another step was taken, and the indulgence was regarded as directly absolving from the guilt and 
punishment of sins, culpa et poena peccatorum. It was no longer a mitigation or abatement of 
imposed penance. It immediately set aside or remitted that which acts of penance had been 
designed to remove; namely, guilt and penalty. It is sufficient for the Church to pronounce 
offences remitted. Wyclif made a bold attack against the indulgence "from guilt and punishment," 
a culpa et poena, in his Cruciata. Now that it is no longer possible to maintain the spuriousness 
of such papal indulgences, some Roman Catholic writers construe the offensive phrase to mean 
"from the penalty of guilt," a poena culpae. 
 
Such was the general indulgence given by pope Coelestin V., 1294, to all who should on a certain 
day of the year enter the church of St. Mary de Collemayo in which he had been consecrated. 
{1753} This view had been stated almost thirty years before by Thomas of Chantimpre. {1754} 
And, about 1280, Peter of Olivi declared the indulgence granted to the Portiuncula church to be 
an "indulgence for all sins and from all guilt and penalty." {1755} It is evident from these 
documents that, at the close of the thirteenth century, the formula a culpa et poena, "from guilt 
and punishment," was quite familiar. 
 
Boniface VIII. probably included the guilt of sin when he announced "full pardon for all sins," 
and succeeding popes used the form constantly. {1756} John XXIII., at the beginning of the 
fifteenth century, was especially prodigal in the distribution of this kind of indulgence and in vain 
did the council of Constance attempt to put some check upon the practice. Tetzel was following 
the custom of two centuries when he offered "remission and indulgence of guilt and penalty." 
 
As for the application of the sacrament of penance to souls in purgatory, Alexander of Hales 
argued that, if the sacrament did not avail for them, then the Church prays in vain for the dead. 
Such souls are still under the cognizance of the Church, that is, subject to its tribunal,—de foro 
ecclesiae. {1757} Altars and chapels, called in England chantries, were built and endowed by 



persons for the maintenance of a priest, in whole or in part, to pray and offer up masses for their 
souls after their departure from this life. The further treatment of the subject belongs properly to 
the period just preceding the Reformation. It is sufficient to say here, that Sixtus IV., in 1476, 
definitely connected the payment of money with indulgences, and legislated that, by fixed sums 
paid to the papal collectors, persons on earth may redeem their kindred in purgatory. Thus for 
gold and silver the most inveterate criminal might secure the deliverance of a father or mother 
from purgatorial pain, and neither contrition nor confession were required in the transaction. 
{1758} Such was the ultimate conclusion of the sacramental doctrine of penance, the sacrament to 
whose treatment the Schoolmen devoted most time and labor. The council of Trent reasserted the 
Church’s right to grant indulgences. {1759} But what could seem to be more agreeable to the 
plain statements of Scripture than that men have the right of immediate access to Christ, who 
said, "Him that cometh unto me, I will in no wise cast out," and what more repugnant to its plain 
teachings than to make confession to a priest and the priest’s absolution conditions of receiving 
pardon! 
 
The superstitious, practical extravagances, which grew out of this most unbiblical penitential 
theory of the Middle Ages, are reported in the pages of the popular writers of the age, such as 
Caesar of Heisterbach and Deuteronomy Voragine, who express no dissent as they relate the 
morbid tales. Here are two of them as told by Deuteronomy Voragine which are to be taken as 
samples of a large body of similar literature. A bishop, by celebrating thirty masses, helped out of 
purgatory a poor soul who was frozen in a block of ice. In the second case, a woman who had 
neglected, before dying, to make a confession to the priest, was raised from her bier by the prayer 
of St. Francis d’Assisi. She went and confessed to the priest and then had the satisfaction of lying 
down in peace and dying over again. {1760} 
 
{1732} Potestas solvendi et ligandi, i.e.ostendendi homines ligatos vel solutos, etc. IV. 18, 6, 
Migne, p. 887. 
 
{1733} See the form used by Honorius of Autun about 1130, indulgentiam et absolutionem de 
omnibus... tribuat vobis Pater et Filius et Sp. Sanctus et custodiet vos a peccatis et ab omnibus 
malis et post hanc vitam perducat vos in consortium omnium sanctorum. Lea, I. 206. 
 
{1734} Summa, III. 84, 3, Migne, IV. 857. It was not sufficient to say, "The onmipotent God 
absolve thee," or "God bestow on thee absolution," etc. 
 
{1735} Deuteronomy sacr., II. 14, 8, Migne, 176. 568.... Deuteronomy potestate ligandi et 
solvendi. 
 
{1736} So the synods of Treves 1227, Canterbury 1236, London 1237, etc. The unchastity of 
nuns came under the bishop’s jurisdiction. 
 
{1737} Si non potest remittere quantum ad poenam temporalem, nullo modo remittere potest 
quod omnino contrarium dictus evangelii. Supplem., VIII. 2, Migne, IV. 988; Sent., IV. 20, 1, 1-5. 
 
{1738} Beringer-Schneider, the chief Rom. Cath. writer on Indulgences, p. 2, defines an 
indulgence "as an act of mercy and goodness, a salvation by the order of the Church, an act of 
grace and forgiveness." 
 
{1739} Kreuzablass, etc., pp. 10 sqq. Gottlob, p. xv, says indulgences occupy a central place in 
the political and religious life of the last three centuries of the Middle Ages. 
 



{1740} Supplem., xxv-xxvii, Migne, IV. 1013 sqq. Lea devotes the entire third volume of his 
Hist. of Confession to a noteworthy discussion of indulgences. 
 
{1741} See for the text Kohler, pp. 5 sq. 
 
{1742} relaxatio, remissio, indulgentia de injuncta poenitentia, etc. See Brieger for these 
expressions, and Brieger and Lea for numerous examples of papal indulgences of this sort. 
 
{1743} Ethica, XL. See Kohler, p. 8. 
 
{1744} Potthast, 3799, 12938, 14122. 
 
{1745} Luard’s ed., IV. 90, 643. 
 
{1746} See Jusseraud, Engl. Wayfaring Life in the M. Ages, London, 1890, pp. 41 sqq., for many 
cases of indulgence for building bridges. 
 
{1747} Sabatier, F. Bartholi de Assisio tractatus de indulgentia S. Mariae de Portiuncula, 1900. 
 
{1748} See p. 366, Lea, III. 270 sqq., and Wetzer-Welte, Sabbatina. 
 
{1749} Summa, IV. 83.1, relaxatio poenae debitae pro peccato, quoted by Brieger. 
 
{1750} Th. Aq., Summa, III. 83, 1. quorum meritorum tanta est copia quod omnem poenam 
debitam nunc viventibus excedunt. See Gottlob, pp. 271 sqq. 
 
{1751} Quanto plures ex ejus applicatione trahuntur ad justitiam, tanto magis accresit ipsorum 
cumulus meritorum. See Friedberg, Corp. Jur. can., II. 1304 sq. 
 
{1752} Vere poenitentibus et confessis was the common formula. 
 
{1753} Dr. Lea, III. 63, has shown the significance of this document. 
 
{1754} Kohler, p. 27, quae securam et mundatam animam ab omni culpa et poena fecerunt. 
 
{1755} See Sabatier, Fr. F. Bartholi, etc., in part reprinted by Kohler, pp. 27 sqq. 
 
{1756} See a number of instances in Brieger and especially Lea, III. 55-80. Lea quotes Piers the 
Ploughman’s Crede to show that this expressed the popular belief. 
 
The power of the Apostells they posen in speche 
 
For to sellen the synnes for silver other mede 
 
And pulchye a pena the purple assoileth 
 
And a culpa also, that they may cachen 
 
Money other money wothe and mede to fonge. 
 



One of the most striking instances of this form of indulgence is the absolutio plenaria a poena et 
culpa issued by Alexander V. to the members of the council of Pisa, Von der Hardt, Conc. Const. 
III. 688. 
 
{1757} In contrast to de fore dei, God’s tribunal. See Lea, II. 296-371, and Brieger. 
 
{1758} Lea, III. 595 sq., and the instructions of Albert, abp. of Mainz, quoted by Brieger, nec 
opus est, quod contribuentes pro animabus in capsam sint corde contriti et ore confessi. 
 
{1759} Schaff, Creeds, II. 205. Harnack, Hist. of Doctr., II. 511 sqq., expresses his moral 
indignation over the mediaeval theory of penance. Of attritio, sacramentum poenitentiae, and 
indulgentia, he exclaims, das ist die katholische Trias! "That is the Catholic triad!" 
 
{1760} Legenda aurea, under All Souls and Francis d’Assisi. Temple Classics ed, VI. 113, V. 
231.  



119. Extreme Unction, Ordination, and Marriage. 
 
Extreme Unction,—unctio infirmorum, —the fifth in the list of the sacraments, is administered to 
those who are in peril of death, and is supposed to be referred to by James 5:14. "Is any among 
you sick? let him call for the elders of the church; and let them pray over him, anointing him with 
oil in the name of the Lord." The earlier view, represented by Hugo of St. Victor, Peter the 
Lombard, and also by Bonaventura, was that the sacrament is of Apostolic institution. Thomas 
Aquinas traced it directly to Christ. Many things, he said, were spoken by Christ to the Apostles 
which are not contained in the Gospels. {1761} Thomas was followed by Duns Scotus and the 
council of Trent. The effect of the sacrament is to remit venial sins and the remainders of sin left 
after penance, and to heal the body. It may be repeated. Extreme unction as well as the eucharist 
is to be denied to children on the ground that their bodily diseases are not caused by sin. {1762} 
Some Councils restricted it to those over fourteen. {1763} The element used is oil, consecrated by 
the bishop, and it is to be touched to the eyes, ears, nostrils, lips, hands, feet, and loins. 
 
Ordination conveys sacramental grace to seven orders of the ministry: presbyters, deacons, 
subdeacons, acolytes, exorcists, lectors, and ostiarii or door-keepers. These seven correspond to 
the seven graces of the Spirit mentioned in 1 Corinthians 12. The first three orders were instituted 
by Christ; the last four by the Church. {1764} The bishops do not constitute a distinct order, but 
are of the order of the priesthood. The episcopate is an office, a function; and as Peter Lombardus 
and Thomas Aquinas say again and again, it is not an order. Consecration to it has no sacramental 
character. The Schoolmen do not fail to insist upon the superior dignity of the bishop, but 
sacramental grace is exhibited in its highest form in empowering the priest to celebrate the mass. 
For the sake of "fulness" there are placed above the priesthood, the episcopate, patriarchate, and 
papacy. {1765} 
 
The tonsure, a requirement for admittance to orders, is a sign of rule and perfection, for it is made 
in a circle. It also indicates that the mind is withdrawn from temporal things and fixed upon the 
contemplation of divine things. {1766} 
 
According to Thomas Aquinas, there is more reason for regarding ordination a sacrament than for 
ascribing a sacramental character to the other six sacred ordinances, for ordination confers the 
power of administering the others. Its efficacious potency resides chiefly with the person 
dispensing the sacrament. {1767} From him grace is transmitted. The form or the symbols, used 
in the ceremony, are of subordinate or little importance. In fact, the symbols are scarcely referred 
to by Councils or Schoolmen in this period. {1768} 
 
Ordination confers an indelible character upon those admitted to any of the orders. Its virtue is 
not affected by the character of the person ordained. {1769} 
 
As for the validity of the sacramental acts of heretic and schismatic clergymen, great difference of 
opinion existed. The problem was so difficult as to appear to Gratian and Peter the Lombard 
insoluble or almost so. The difficulty was increased by the acts of Councils, condemning as 
invalid the ordinations of anti-popes and the ordinations performed by bishops whom anti-popes 
had appointed. {1770} The statements of Thomas Aquinas are difficult to understand. He made a 
distinction between the power—potestas —of ordination and the jurisdiction to perform the 
sacrament. Schismatic or heretic bishops retain the power; otherwise when such a bishop is 
reconciled to the Church, he would be ordained over again, which is not the case. {1771} But they 
have not the jurisdiction. As the bishop by his promotion to the episcopate receives no 



sacramental grace, so, as bishop, he possesses no indelible character. He is ordained not directly 
for God but for the mystical body of Christ. And those whom a schismatic bishop ordains do not 
in reality receive ordination, for they are ordained in the face of the prohibition of the Church. 
 
As far as we can understand the Angelic doctor’s position it is: the Church may withdraw from a 
bishop his right to confer orders while at the same time he retains the episcopal power to confer 
them. He insisted most strenuously on the permanence of the "bishop’s power" received at 
consecration. The solution of the problem is of far-reaching importance, for it has a bearing on 
the sacramental efficacy of the acts of many priests who have been cut off from the Latin Church 
and the ecclesiastical titles of schismatic bodies, such as the Old-Catholics and the Jansenist 
Church of Holland. 
 
Marriage has the last place among the sacraments because it has the least of spirituality connected 
with it. {1772} At first, the bed was undefiled, conception was without passion, and parturition 
without pain. Since the fall, marriage has become a remedy against lust and a medicine for unholy 
desire. {1773} At first it signified the union of the soul with God. Since it became a sacrament, it 
signifies, in addition, the union of Christ and the Church and the union of two natures in one 
person. The Vulgate’s false translation of Ephesians 5:31, "this is a great sacrament," confirmed 
the Schoolmen in placing matrimony among the sacraments. That which constitutes the 
sacramental element is the verbal consent of the parties, and also, as Thomas Aquinas thought, 
the priest’s Benediction. {1774} 
 
Thomas was inclined to permit marriage for boys after the age of fourteen and girls after the age 
of twelve. {1775} According to the same authority, children are to follow the social condition of 
the mother. {1776} The impediments to marriage were carefully catalogued and discussed. Their 
number was put at twelve, such as kinship, mistake, vows, and misrepresentation, and couched in 
the lines which Bonaventura and Thomas Aquinas quote:— 
 
error, conditio, votum, cognatio crimen, 
 
cultus disparitas, {1777} vis, ordo, ligamen, honestas, 
 
si sis affinis, si forte coire nequibis 
 
haec socianda vetant connubia, facta retractant. 
 
The Fourth Lateran modified some of the more severe restrictions of marriage within the limits of 
consanguinity, but declared children illegitimate whose parents were within the forbidden limits, 
even though the ceremony were performed in the church. The Councils of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries give frequent rules for marriage. They were to be performed before the 
Church and only after public announcement. The children of parties marrying unbelievers and the 
offspring of clandestine marriages were made illegitimate. {1778} 
 
Death dissolves marriage and the surviving party has the right to marry again to the fourth time or 
even more often. Otherwise the marriage bond is perpetual—vinculum matrimonii est perpetuum. 
This follows from two considerations: marriage involves the training of the children and is a 
symbol of the union between Christ and the Church. Matrimony becomes absolutely binding only 
upon copulation. Before that has taken place, one party or the other may go into an order and in 
this case the other party has the right to marry again. 
 



Divorce was allowed for one cause only, fornication. The Schoolmen supported this position 
from the words of Christ. Divorce, however, is a separation, not a release with license to marry 
again. Marriage can never be annulled by the act of man. What God hath joined together, no man 
can put asunder. {1779} Only after the death of the offending party may the innocent party enter 
again into a marriage contract. {1780} The second and subsequent marriages are a sacrament as 
the first marriage is. 
 
{1761} Supplem., XXIX. 3, Migne, IV. 1027. 
 
{1762} Th. Aq., Supplem., XXXII. 4, Migne. IV. 1038; Bonaventura, Brevil., VI. 11, Peltier’s ed., 
VII. 326. 
 
{1763} Cologne, 1279; Lambeth, 1330, etc. 
 
{1764} P. Lombardus, Sent., IV. XXIV. 9; Hugo of St. Victor, Deuteronomy sacr., II. 2, 5; Th. 
Aq., Supplem., XXXVII. 2, Migne, IV. 1056; Bonavent., Brevil., VI. 12. 
 
{1765} Per modum complementi superponitur episcopatus, etc., Bonavent., Brevil., VI. 12. P. 
Lombardus, Sent., XXIV. 9, Migne, p. 904, speaks of a fourfold rank of bishops, viz. patriarchs, 
archbishops, metropolitans, and bishops. These, he says, are not orders but "the names of 
dignities and offices." The teaching of Duns Scotus is uncertain. In one place he asserts the 
episcopate must be a distinct order, the eighth, because the bishop alone can administer several of 
the sacraments. See Seeberg, p. 441. On the other hand, he quotes Jerome to show that the 
episcopate was instituted by the Church and is not a matter of divine law. See Schwane, p. 684. It 
is still unsettled by canon law whether the episcopate is a separate order or not. See Friedberg, 
Kirchenrecht, p. 150. The council of Trent did not formally decide the question, though it speaks 
of the hierarchy of bishops, priests, and deacons. See Schaff, Creeds, II. 186 sqq. Innocent III. 
placed the subdeacon among the major orders. Friedberg, p. 150. According to Philip 
Hergenrother, Kathol. Kirchenrecht, pp. 208 sq., the episcopate is at the present time universally 
regarded in the Rom. Cath. Church as a distinct clerical order. 
 
{1766} Th. Aq., Supplem., XL. 1, Migne, 1071; Bonaventura, Brevil., VI. 12, Peltier’s ed., 327. 
The synods of London 1102, Soissons 1078, Rouen 1190, Fourth Lateran 1215, etc., decreed the 
tonsure must not be concealed. 
 
{1767} Th. Aq., Supplem., XXXIV. 4, 5, Migne, 1045 sq., efficacia principaliter residet penes 
eum qui sacramentum dispensat. 
 
{1768} Schwane, p. 681, says there was no development in the ritual of ordination during the 
Middle Ages. Thomas Aquinas refers to the imposition of hands only incidentally in his chapters 
on penance. Summa, III. 84, 3, Migne, IV. 850. The council of Florence, 1438, enjoined that the 
chalice and paten should be given at the consecration to some of the orders. 
 
{1769} Th. Aq., Supplem., XXXVI. I, Migne, IV. 1051, si malus ordinatur nihilominus 
ordinationem habet. 
 
{1770} For example the 9th (Hefele, V. 380) and 11th oecumenical Councils pronounced such 
judgment, naming the anti-popes. So also the synod of Piacenza, 1095, which declared invalid the 
ordinations of Wibert and other bishops. 
 



{1771} Th. Aq., Supplem.,  XXXIX. 2, Migne, 1065. Episcopus in haeresin lapsus... non amisit 
potestatem quam habebat ordines conferendi. Thomas is most emphatic on this question and goes 
on: Omnis protestas quae datur cum aliqua consecratione, nulla casu contingente tolli protest, 
etc.... Unde cum episcopalisprotestas cum quadam consecratione detur, oportet quod perpetuo 
maneat quantumcumque aliquis peccet, vel ab ecclesia praecidatur. 
 
{1772} Th. Aq., Summa, III. 65, 2, Migne, IV. 598, quia minimum habet de spiritualitate. 
 
{1773} Abaelard, Theol Christ., 31, conjugium non confert aliquod donum sicut cetera 
sacramenta faciunt sed tamen mali remedium est... datur propter incontinentiam refraenendam. 
Hugo of St. Vict., Deuteronomy sacr.,  II. 11. 3, Migne, p. 481, conjugium ante peccatum ad 
officium, post peccatum ad remedium. Alanus ab Insulis, Reg. Theol., 114, Migne’s ed., p. 681, 
conjugium sacramentum remedii contra incontinentiam. So also, Bonaventura, Brevil., Vl. 13; 
Th. Aq., Supplem.,  XLII. 2, Migne, IV. 1084; Summa, LXI. 2, Migne, p. 558. 
 
{1774} Th. Aq., Supplem.,  XLII. 1, Migne, IV. 1083, benedictio sacerdotis quae est quoddam 
sacramentale. 
 
{1775} These were supposed to be the "years of discretion." Supplem.,  LVIII. 5, Migne, IV. 
1165. The synod of Nismes, 1096, forbade the marriage of girls under twelve. For cases of the 
marriage of princesses under twelve, see Eicken, pp. 448 sq. 
 
{1776} "Just as the offspring of animals follow the nature of the mother." Thomas instances the 
mule, Supplem.,  LII. 4, Migne, 1127. 
 
{1777} This refers to a marriage in which one party is a Catholic and the other a heretic, Jew, or 
infidel. 
 
{1778} Synods of London 1102, 1125, 1200, Fourth Lateran 1215, Treves 1227, Magdeburg 
1261, etc. The synod of London, 1200, forbade either man or wife taking a long journey without 
the other’s consent. Thomas Aquinas took the position that marriages between a believer and an 
unbeliever are not to be allowed because they prevent the education and training of children in the 
worship of God, which is one of the chief objects of the sacrament. Supplem.,  LIX. 1, Migne, IV. 
1167. 
 
{1779} Th. Aq., Supplem.,  LXI. 2, Migne, IV. 1177. Thomas asserts that, before the carnalis 
copula takes place, the bond is a spiritual one and it may be broken by either party becoming 
spiritually dead, dying to the world and living unto God in a convent. After copulation the bond 
between man and wife is a carnal tie—vinculum carnale —and can be broken only by the death 
of the body. 
 
{1780} Th. Aq., Supplem.,  LXII. 5, Migne, IV. 1184, non licet uni, altero vivente, ad aliam 
copulam transire. Either party may, however, enter a convent without seeking the consent of the 
other.  



120. Sin and Grace. 
 
Sin.—The Schoolmen are unanimous in affirming that the infection of original sin has passed 
down upon all Adam’s descendants and involved them all in guilt and eternal death. Following 
Augustine, Anselm called the race a sinning mass—peccatrix massa. By the Fall, man’s body, or 
flesh, was made, like the beast, subject to carnal appetites and the mind, in turn, became infected 
with these appetites. {1781} If man had not sinned, his nature would have been propagated as it 
was originally created by God. In condemning Abaelard, the synod of Sens, 1141, condemned the 
heresy that Adam’s guilt does not pass down to his posterity. 
 
Man does not secure his sinful nature by imitation of Adam, but by inheritance through 
generation from Adam. The flesh is tainted, being conceived in concupiscence, and 
concupiscence is both a taint and guilt. Nay, it is original sin, as the Lombard says. {1782} Before 
the first sin, the man and the woman came together without the passion of concupiscence and the 
bed was undefiled; but, after the Fall, they could not join in marital intercourse without libidinous 
lust. {1783} These are the views of all the Schoolmen, yet they agree in rejecting the doctrine of 
traducianism. {1784} The flesh only is carried down from parent to child, not the spirit. 
 
Original sin is defined by Alexander of Hales and by Thomas Aquinas as the want or the 
"deficiency of original righteousness." {1785} It involves the loss of superadded grace and a 
wounding of the natural powers. {1786} This wound, or original sin, is a lasting quality or 
condition of depravity—a habitus corruptionis or vitium —like a bodily disease. It is not merely a 
defect. It is a depraved tendency—inordinata dispositio. In another place, Thomas defines 
original sin to be in substance concupiscence or lust and in form a defect of original 
righteousness. {1787} God cannot be the author of sin because sin is an offence against order. 
 
Thomas taught that the taint of original sin is inherited not from the mother but from the father 
who is the active agent in generation. If Eve only had sinned and not Adam, the children would 
not have inherited the taint. On the other hand, if Adam had sinned and Eve remained innocent, 
their descendants would have inherited original sin. {1788} According to Peter the Lombard, 
Albertus Magnus, and others, pride was the original root of sin. {1789} 
 
At much length, the Schoolmen elaborate upon the sin against the Holy Ghost and the seven 
"capital or principal" offences, {1790} the number of which they base on Proverbs 6:16, "These 
six things doth the Lord hate, yea, seven are an abomination unto Him." The question as to 
whether there would have been any admixture of the sexes if Adam had not sinned was answered 
in the affirmative, in view of the command to be fruitful and to replenish the earth. Bonaventura 
also elaborately discussed the question whether the number of male and female descendants 
would have been equal had man not sinned. This he also answered in the affirmative, partly on 
the ground that no woman would have been without a husband and no husband without a wife, 
for in paradise there would be neither polygamy or polyandry. He also based his conclusion upon 
Aristotle’s reason for the unequal conception of male and female children which is now due to 
some weakness or other peculiarity on the part of one of the parents. {1791} The ultimate purpose 
in the birth of children, had our first parents remained innocent, was that they might fill up the 
number of the elect angels. 
 
Another question which was discussed with much warmth was which of the two sinned the more 
grievously, Adam or Eve, a question Hugo of St. Victor, Peter the Lombard, Albertus Magnus, 
Bonaventura, and other great Schoolmen united in attempting to solve—a question which arose 



quite naturally from Paul’s statement, 1 Timothy 2:14, that the woman was beguiled and not the 
man. The conclusion reached was that the preponderance of guilt was with Eve. The Lombard is 
inclined to be lenient with Adam and makes out that when he yielded to the persuasions of his 
wife, he was actuated by sympathy and was unwilling to give her pain by refusing her request. He 
was inexperienced in the divine severity and his sin was a venial, not a mortal fault. In fact this 
theologian distinctly gives it as his belief that Adam would not have given way to the temptation 
of the devil. {1792} Eve sinned by pride, desiring to be equal with God. Adam was not seduced 
by the devil at all and had in mind the mercy of God and intended later to make confession of his 
sin, and secure absolution. Eve’s sin was the more grievous for she sinned against herself, against 
God, and against her neighbor. Adam sinned against himself and God, but not against his 
neighbor. Hugo of St. Victor said that the woman believed that God was moved by envy in 
forbidding them to eat the fruit of the tree. Adam knew this to be false. His sin was in consenting 
to his wife and not correcting her. {1793} Albertus Magnus seems inclined to draw a more even 
balance. In that which pertained to the essence of sin, he said, Eve was the greater offender, but if 
we look at Adam’s endowment and at other circumstances, Adam was the greater offender. 
{1794} Bonaventura laid down the proposition that the gravity of sin depends upon three things: 
ingratitude, lust, and the corruption which follows the sinful act. {1795} Applying these rules to 
the Fall, he declared that, so far as ingratitude goes, Adam’s sin was the greater and, so far as lust 
goes, the woman’s sin was the greater. As for the evil consequences flowing from the sin, Adam 
sinned the more grievously as the cause of damnation to his posterity and Eve the more 
grievously as the occasion of such damnation. But as Eve was also the occasion of Adam’s 
sinning, her sin and guilt must be pronounced the greater. 
 
Grace.—In the doctrine of grace, the mediaeval theology used the terminology of Augustine but 
makes the impression of departing from him in the direction of semi-Pelagianism. {1796} The 
treatment which Thomas Aquinas gave to two elements he found in the African father, namely, 
freewill which man preserves after the Fall, and the doctrine of merit, has the appearance of a de-
Augustinianizing tendency. In reality Thomas taught that all that is good in man is from God and 
he can have no merit before God except by the prearrangement of a divine decree. {1797} In no 
other sense is an act of righteousness—that is, the doing of what we owe—to be called a 
meritorious act. Without the grace of the Holy Spirit it is not possible to merit eternal life. Man is 
not even able to make the preparation necessary to receive the light of grace. Prevenient grace is 
essential to beget in him the disposition to holiness,—interior voluntas. The number of the elect 
is fixed even to the persons of the saved, and persevering grace is given to those who remain 
steadfast to the end. Man cannot even know the truth without help from above. {1798} 
 
Thomas distinguished two kinds of merit or meritorious works: the merit which comes by the 
proper use of our natural gifts, — meritum de congruo, —and the merit which comes from the 
proper use of the gifts of grace,—meritum de condigno. In his original state, man was enabled by 
the superadded gift of grace to love God above all things. In the fallen state, grace is required to 
restore this ability, and no works of this second sort can be done without the assistance of the 
Holy Spirit. Such statements as these could be multiplied almost indefinitely. There is, however, 
notwithstanding these clear statements, a tone in Thomas’ treatment which makes the impression 
that he modified strict Augustinianism and made a place for the real merit of works, and in this 
the Catholic Church follows him. 
 
As for the satisfaction of Christ, Thomas Aquinas followed Anselm in holding that Christ’s death 
was not a price paid to the devil. {1799} He did not lay down a very exact definition of the mode 
in which the atonement was made efficacious; but he laid stress upon the merit which Christ won 
by the assent of his own will to the will of God. He does not speak of the propitiation of Christ in 
the way Abaelard and Peter the Lombard {1800} did as an exercise of love drawing man to God. 



The love and obedience of Christ are efficient, through the sufferings he endured on the cross, in 
reconciling man to God and redeeming man from the power of the devil. 
 
Thomas very clearly states the consequences of Christ’s atonement. The first is that thereby man 
comes to know how great the love of God is, and is provoked to love God in return. {1801} By 
the cross Christ set an example of humility, righteousness, and other virtues. He also taught men 
the necessity of keeping free from sin, overcoming the devil, and conquering death by dying to 
sin and the world. God might have pardoned man without the satisfaction of the cross, for all 
things are possible with Him. This was in opposition to Anselm’s position that God could have 
redeemed man in no other way than by the cross. 
 
Bonaventura went further in opposition to Anselm and distinctly asserted that God could have 
liberated and saved the race otherwise than He did. He might have saved it by the way of pity—
per viam misericordiae —in distinction from the way of justice. And in choosing this way he 
would have done no injury to the claims of justice. {1802} His chapter on this subject he closes 
with the words, "It would be dangerous for me to put a limit on God’s power to redeem, for He is 
able to do above what we are able to think." 
 
No distinction was made by the mediaeval theologians between the doctrine of justification and 
the doctrine of sanctification, such as is made by Protestant theologians. Justification was treated 
as a part of the process of making the sinner righteous, and not as a judicial sentence by which he 
was declared to be righteous. Sanctification was so thoroughly involved in the sacramental 
system that we must look for its treatment in the chapters on the seven sacraments, the 
instrumentalities of sanctification; or under the head of the Christian virtues, faith, hope, and love, 
as in Bonaventura’s treatment. {1803} Thomas Aquinas discusses it under the head of the 
atonement and in special chapters entitled "the division of grace," {1804} by which he means the 
distinction between prevenient, or preparatory, and cooperant grace,—gratia gratis data, or the 
grace which is given freely, and the gratis gratum faciens, or the grace which makes righteous. 
 
Justification, says Thomas, is an infusion of grace. {1805} Four things are required for the 
justification of the sinner: the infusion of grace, the movement of the freewill to God in faith, the 
act of the freewill against sin, and the remission of sins. As a person, turning his back upon one 
place and receding from it, reaches another place, so in justification the will made free at once 
hates sin and turns itself to God. 
 
Setting aside the distinction between justification and sanctification, there seems to be complete 
religious accord between Thomas Aquinas, the prince of the Schoolmen, and our Protestant view 
of redeeming grace as being from beginning to end the gracious act of God in view of the death 
of Christ. His theory of the sacraments, it is true, seems to modify this position. But this is an 
appearance rather than a reality. For the sacraments have their efficacious virtue by reason of 
God’s prior and gracious enactment attaching efficacy to them. 
 
Faith.—In its definition of faith, the mediaeval theology came far short of the definition given by 
the Reformers. The Schoolmen {1806} begin their discussion with the words of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews 11:1, that faith is the substance of things hoped for, and define faith as the grace by 
which things which are not seen are believed. And they scarcely get beyond this definition. 
Although several of Paul’s statements in the Epistle to the Romans are quoted by Thomas 
Aquinas, neither he nor the other Schoolmen rise to the idea that it is upon the basis of faith that a 
man is justified. Faith is a virtue, not a justifying principle, and is treated at the side of hope and 
love. These are called the "theological virtues" because they relate immediately to God and are 
founded ultimately upon the testimony of His Word alone. Christian faith works by love and is 



not a grace unless it be conjoined with love. The devils have intellectual faith without love, for 
they believe and tremble. 
 
Faith manifests itself in three ways, in believing God, in trusting God, and believing in God. 
{1807} To believe God is to believe that He is. To trust God is to accept what He says as true. 
These two kinds of faith the devils have. To believe in God is to love God in believing, to go to 
Him believing, to be devoted to Him in believing, and to be incorporated with His members. This 
knowledge of faith is more certain than other knowledge because it is based upon God’s Word 
and is enlightened by the light which proceeds from the Word. 
 
The Schoolmen insist that without faith it is impossible to please God, and preachers, like 
Honorius of Autun, declared that as a fish cannot live without water, so no one can be saved 
without faith. {1808} And yet Thomas Aquinas scarcely gets beyond the definition that faith is an 
assent of the intellect, assensus intellectus. {1809} However, love and faith, he says, are so 
closely conjoined that love may be called a form of faith, a mode of its expression, {1810} and 
without love faith is dead. A sufficient faith in Christ demands four things, said the Lombard: 
assent to his nativity, his death, his resurrection, and his coming again for judgment. {1811} 
Thomas requires an explicit acceptance of the doctrine of the Trinity even by the Old Testament 
saints, for the Trinity was revealed in the beginning when God said, "Let us make man in our own 
image." There can be no belief in the incarnation without belief in the Trinity. Faith ceases when 
the mind disbelieves a single article of the faith. {1812} He who disbelieves a single one of the 
articles of the Apostles’ Creed has no faith at all. {1813} After quoting Romans 4:5, this great 
theologian stops with saying, that, in justification, an act of faith is required to the extent that a 
man believe that God is the justifier of men through the atonement of Christ. {1814} 
 
The Schoolmen did not understand Paul. The Reformers were obliged to re-proclaim the doctrine 
of justifying faith as taught in the epistles to the Romans and the Galatians. On the other hand, it 
is the merit of the Schoolmen that they emphasize the principle, that true faith worketh by love 
and that all other faith is vain, inanis. The failure of Protestant theologians always to set this forth 
distinctly has exposed the Protestant doctrine to the charge that faith is sufficient, even if it be 
unaccompanied by good works, or works of love towards God and man. {1815} The fault of the 
Schoolmen lay chiefly in their unscriptural and dangerous theory of sacramental grace which led 
to the substitution of a series of outward exercises, recommended by the priest, for simple trust in 
Christ’s free grace. 
 
{1781} Carnalibus appetitis infecta, de conceptu. II. Migne, 158. 434 
 
{1782} vitium concupiscentiae, quod est originale peccatum. 
 
{1783} Post peccatum non valet fieri carnalis copula absque libidinosa concupiscentia quae 
semper vitium est et etiam culpa. P. Lomb., Sent.,  II. 31, 3. 
 
{1784} Etsi anima non traducatur, quia virtus seminis non potest causare animam rationalem. 
Th. Aquinas, Summa, II. 81, 1, Migne, II. 629. 
 
{1785} Carentia... defectus originalis justitiae estoriginal peccatum. Schwane, p. 401; Th. Aq., 
Summa, II. 81, 5. 
 
{1786} Spoliatio in gratuitis et vulneratio in naturalibus. 
 



{1787} Summa, II. 82, 3, materialiter quidem est concupiscentia, formaliter vero est defectus 
orig. just. Vitium and corruptio are the words most frequently used for the moral character of sin. 
Hugo of St. Victor, Deuteronomy sacr.,  I. 28, Migne, 176. 299. 
 
{1788} Peccatum orig. non contrahitur a matre sed a patre, etc. Summa, II. 81, 5. 
 
{1789} P. Lomb., II. 42, 9; Alb. Magnus, Borgnet’s ed., XXVII. 663 sqq., etc. 
 
{1790} P. Lomb., II. 42, enumerates them as inanis gloria, ira, invidia, acedia vel tristitia, 
avaritia, gastrimargia, luxuria. Albertus Magnus skilfully discusses whether there could be any 
more than seven. In Sent.,  II. 42, Borgnet’s ed., XXVII. 662 sqq. 
 
{1791} Utrum aequalis fieret multiplicatio virorum et mulierum. In Sent.,  II. 20, 2, Peltier’s ed., 
III. 85. The three reasons which Bonaventura adduces to account for the differences in sex will 
have to be read in the original. He enters into the subject with the precision of statement and 
detail which is a characteristic of scholastic discussion. It is fair to say that he pronounced the 
question a difficult one and one upon which the physicians and natural philosophers of his day 
were much divided. 
 
{1792} Sed dolo illo serpentino quo mulier seducta est, nullo modo arbitror illum potuisse seduci. 
 
{1793} Deuteronomy sacr., I. 7, Migne, 176. 290. 
 
{1794} In Sent. II. 22, E. Borgnet’s ed., XXVII. 377. 
 
{1795} In Sent.,  II. 22, I. 3, Peltier’s ed., III. 123. 
 
{1796} Man hatte Augustinische Formeln und gregorianische Gedanken. Loofs, p. 291. Schwane, 
p. 455, praises Thomas’ clear treatment of the doctrines of grace, and says he taught them as they 
are taught in the Catholic systems of dogmatics to-day. Loofs, Harnack, and Seeberg seem to me 
to go too far in ascribing to Thomas a de-Augustinianizing tendency. His plain statements of the 
necessity of divine grace and human inability are Augustinian enough. Passing from the study of 
Thomas’ theory of the sacraments, it is easy to put upon the statements about grace a Pelagian 
interpretation. The fairer way is to interpret his theory of the sacraments in the light of his 
teachings on the doctrine of grace. 
 
{1797} meritum apud deum esse non potest, nisisecundum praesuppositionem divinae 
ordinationis. Summa, II. 114, I. Migne, II. 960. 
 
{1798} Verum non potest cognosecre sine auxilio divino. Summa, II. 109, 2, 6, 7, Migne, II. 907 
sqq. 
 
{1799} Sanguis qui est pretium nostrae redemptionis non dicitur obtulisse diabolo sed deo. 
Summa, III. 48, 4, Migne, III. 44. 
 
{1800} Mors Christi nos justificat, dum per eam charitas excitatur in cordibus nostris. Sent., III. 
19, 1. 
 
{1801} Per passionem Christi homo cognoscit quantum deus hominem diligat et per hoc 
provocatur ad eumdiligendum. Summa, III. 46, 3, Migne, III. 417. 
 



{1802} In Sent.,  III. 20, Peltier’s ed., IV. 439. He attempts to show that he is not out of accord 
with Anselm, but he makes poor work of it. Anselm’s statement is absolute. Cur deus homo, II. 
10. 
 
{1803} Peltier’s ed., IV. 474 sqq. 
 
{1804} Deuteronomy divisione gratiae. Summa, Migne, II. 927-960. 
 
{1805} Tota justificatio impii consistit in infusione gratiae... justif. fit, deo movente hominem ad 
justitiam. Summa, II. 113, 3, 7, Migne, II. 946. 952. 
 
{1806} Hugo of St. Victor, Desacr. I. 10, 9, Migne, 176. 341 sqq.; P. Lombardus, Sent.,  III. 23, 
24, Migne, pp. 295 sqq.; Bonavent., In Sent.,  III. 23, 24, Peltier’s ed., IV. 475 sqq.; Th. Aquinas, 
IV. 1-5, Migne, IV. 12 sqq; Alb. Magnus, In Sent.,  III. 23, 24, Borgnet’s ed., XXVIII. 408 sqq. 
 
{1807} Aliud credere deo, aliud credere deum, aliud credere in deum. P. Lomb., III. 23, 4. 
 
{1808} Spec. eccles., Migne, 172. 823. 
 
{1809} Summa, IV. 4, 2, Migne, IV. 14, quoting 1 Corinthians 13:12. 
 
{1810} Charitas dicitur forma fidei, etc., IV. 4, 3. Such faith which is without love fides informis. 
 
{1811} P. Lomb., III. 25, 3, Migne, p. 300. 
 
{1812} Fides non remanet in homine postquam discredit unum articulum fidei. Summa, IV. 5. 3, 
I. 7 sqq., Migne, III. 63 sq. 
 
{1813} In heretico discredente unum articulum fidei, non manet fides neque formata neque 
informis. IV. 5, 3, Migne, p. 63. 
 
{1814} Summa, II. 113, 4, Migne, II. 948. 
 
{1815} This is one of the charges brought with great vehemence against Luther and the 
Reformation by Denifle, Luther und Lutherthum, I. 374-456. He misunderstood or willfully 
misrepresented Luther, who never intended to detach a life of good works from faith as its 
necessary consequence.  



121. The Future State. 
 
The unseen world of spirits was divided by the mediaeval theology into five distinct regions or 
abodes,—receptacula animarum, —as Thomas Aquinas calls them—heaven, hell, purgatory, the 
limbus patrum, or the temporary abode of the Old Testament saints, and the limbus infantum, or 
the abode of children who die without being baptized. 
 
Hell, the place of punishment or eternal dolors, {1816} is the lake of sulphur and fire in which 
lost men and demons suffer eternal torment. It is a region of jet darkness, a deep prison as 
compared with heaven, into which the demons are thrust down. {1817} The longings and passions 
of those confined there go on continually burning and are never satisfied. Its fires burn but do not 
consume. No other heat can compare with its heat. {1818} The Schoolmen are agreed that the 
passages of Scripture, bearing on the fire of hell, are not figurative. The fire is material fire which 
afflicts both the spirits and bodies of the lost. {1819} The degree of torture is according to the 
desert. 
 
The limbus patrum corresponds to Abraham’s bosom in the parable of Dives and Lazarus, the 
place where the worthies of the Old Testament dwelt till Christ descended into hades and released 
them. Before that time they enjoyed exemption from pain. Since then they have enjoyed heavenly 
bliss. Circumcision released them from original sin. Hell and this locality are probably in the 
same region or, at any rate, contiguous. {1820} The view, that the patriarchs remained in hades 
till Christ’s death, goes back to Hermas and Clement of Alexandria. 
 
The limbus puerorum or infantum is the abode of children dying in infancy without having been 
baptized. They are there for original sin which only baptism can wash away. {1821} According to 
Thomas Aquinas, this region is probably a little lower than the limbus patrum. These children are 
free from pain, but are like the lost in being deprived of the vision of God and physical light. 
Theirs is the punishment of eternal death,—supplicium mortis aeternae, —but their damnation is 
the lightest of all—omnium levissima. They have no hope of beatitude. God, in His justice, 
provides that they never make any advance nor go back, that they neither have joy nor grief. They 
remain forever unchanged. {1822} Such is the hopeless doom to which the great Dominican and 
the great Franciscan theologians of the Middle Ages consigned all children dying unbaptized. 
Strange that the Schoolmen, in the interest of a more merciful doctrine, did not use Christ’s 
blessed words, "Suffer the little children to come unto me for of such is the kingdom of God." But 
they did not. The doctrine of original sin and the doctrine of the necessity of water baptism for 
salvation were carried to their extreme logical conclusions without regard for the superabounding 
grace of God. So also Augustine had taught and so most of the Reformers taught at a later time. 
 
Christ’s descent into hades was carefully discussed by the Schoolmen. It occurred as soon as his 
soul was separated from the body at his death. He was in the infernal regions during the three 
days of his burial, but did not assume their pains. The reason for this visit was twofold, says 
Bonaventura, —to release the Old Testament saints and to confound the adversaries of the 
Gospel, the demons. {1823} Thomas Aquinas tried to show that, when Job said, Job 17:16, "my 
hope shall go down to the bars of Sheol," or into the "deepest hell," as the Vulgate puts it, he 
meant that he went no farther than the limbus patrum and not to the abode of the lost. {1824} 
Christ descended into hades, according to Thomas, {1825} for a threefold purpose, to deliver us 
from the necessity of going there ourselves; to release the Hebrew saints by breaking the bars of 
hell—vectes inferni, —that is, by "spoiling principalities and powers," Colossians 2:15; and third, 
to make show of his divinity—manifestatio divinitatis —to the demons by preaching, 1 Peter 



3:19, and by enlightening those dark spaces with his presence, as it is said, Psalm 24:7, "Lift up 
your doors, O ye princes, and the king of glory shall come in." Here again the Vulgate is 
responsible for a mistake, the word "gates" being translated "princes." {1826} Christ’s descent 
into hades did not help the unbaptized children. After this life it is too late to acquire grace. 
{1827} 
 
Purgatory is a sort of reformatory school for baptized Catholics who are not good enough at death 
to go directly to heaven. They are there in that intermediate region for actual transgressions, 
{1828} whose guilt the sacrament of penance and extreme unction had not fully removed. The 
existence of purgatory is based mainly upon 2 Mac. 12:40 and the universal teaching of the 
Church. {1829} Its inhabitants belong to the communion of saints and are within the reach of 
human intercession. Masses for the dead are instituted to meet their case. For infants in the limbus 
puerorum, such intercessory works are of no avail. But one who has been baptized in infancy or 
manhood, no matter how flagitious or criminal his career may have been, for him there is hope, 
nay there is certainty, that in time he will pass out of purgatory into the company of the blessed. 
 
Heaven includes three kinds of rewards, said Bonaventura: the substantial reward or the vision of 
God; the consubstantial or the glorification of the body to which belong the qualities of 
transpicuity, lightness, agility, and impassibility which are granted in the degree we exercise love 
here on earth; {1830} and the accidental reward or the ornament of the aureole given for 
preaching and leading others to salvation, for virginal purity and martyrdom. 
 
The bliss of heaven, said Thomas Aquinas, consists in the immediate vision of God. {1831} It is a 
state from which there will be no lapse. The beatified know what is occurring on earth, hear the 
prayers that ascend to them, and by their merits intercede for their brethren here. St. Bernard, in 
his homilies on the Canticles, {1832} and Anselm {1833} give us lofty descriptions of the 
blessedness of the heavenly estate. And the satisfaction and glory of the soul in heaven has never 
been quite so well portrayed as in the poem of Bernard of Cluny:— 
 
O sweet and blessed country, the home of God’s elect, 
 
O sweet and blessed country, that eager hearts expect; 
 
Jesus in mercy bring us to that sweet land of rest, 
 
To be with God the Father and Spirit ever blest. 
 
It remained for Dante to give to the chilling scholastic doctrines of purgatory and the lower 
regions a terrible reality in poetical form and imagery and also to describe the beatific vision of 
paradise. 
 
The remarkable vision which a certain Englishman, Turchill, had of the future world, as related at 
length by Roger of Wendover {1834} and others, reveals the crass popular ideas of the future 
state. St. Julian appeared to this honest laborer, and took him off to "the middle of the world," 
where they entered a church which, as Turchill was told, received the souls of all those who had 
recently died. Mary, through her intercession, had brought it about that all souls born again 
should, as soon as they left the body, be taken to this church and so be freed from the attacks of 
demons. Near one of the church walls was the entrance to hell through which came a most foul 
stench. Stretching from another wall was the great lake of purgatorial fire in which souls were 
immersed, some to their knees, some to their necks. And above the lake was a bridge, paved with 
thorns and stakes, over which all had to pass before they could arrive at the mount of joy. Those 



who were not assisted by special masses walked over the bridge very slowly and with 
excruciating pain. On the mount was a great and most wonderful church which seemed to be 
large enough to contain all the inhabitants of the world. St. Nicolas, St. James, and other saints 
had charge of the church of Mary and the purgatorial lake and bridge. Turchill also saw St. Peter 
in the church of Mary and before him the souls were brought to receive sentence. The devil and 
his angels were there to hurry off to the infernal regions those whose evil deeds tipped the 
balances. Turchill was also taken by a certain St. Domninus to behold the sports the devils 
indulge in. Coming to the infernal realm, they found iron seats, heated to a white heat and with 
nails driven in them, on which an innumerable multitude was sitting. Devils were sitting around 
against the walls poking fun at the unfortunate beings for the evils they had been guilty of in this 
life. Men of different occupations and criminal practices, the soldier, tradesman, priest, the 
adulterer, thief, and usurer, were then brought forth and made to enact over again their wicked 
deeds, after which their flesh was fiercely torn by the demons and burnt, but again restored. Such 
are the popular pictures which form the vestibule of Dante’s Inferno. 
 
Of all the gruesome religious tales of the Middle Ages, the tales representing the devil as 
torturing the naked soul were among the most gruesome. The common belief was that the soul, an 
entity with form as the Schoolmen defined it, is at death separated from the body. Caesar of 
Heisterbach tells of an abbot of Morimond with whose soul the demons played ball, rolling it 
from hill to hill, across the valley between, until God allowed the soul to enter the body again. 
This was before the abbot became a monk. 
 
Another of these stories, told by Caesar of Heisterbach, {1835} concerned a student to whom the 
devil gave a stone. As long as the student held it in his hand, he had supernatural knowledge. 
When he died, his body was taken to the church, and while his fellow-students stood around it 
singing, the devil carried his soul to hell. There the demons played ball with it. Their sharp claws 
stuck deep into it and gave it unspeakable pain. But, at the intercession of the saints, the Lord 
rescued the soul and reunited it with the body and the young man suddenly arose from his bier. In 
telling his experience he related that his soul had been like a round piece of glass through which 
he could see on every side. Fortunately, the fellow was scared badly enough to go to a convent 
and do sound penance. Bernard of Thiron bore witness that he saw the devils carry an unfaithful 
monk’s soul out of the window. {1836} 
 
The severity of the purgatorial pains is vouched for in this story by Thomas of Chantimpre, 
{1837} for which he quotes Albertus Magnus. A good man, after suffering from a severe sickness 
for a year, had this alternative offered him by an angel: to go to purgatory and suffer for three 
days or endure for a year longer his sickness and then go directly to glory. He chose the first. So 
his soul took its departure, but the purgatorial agony of a day seemed like the pains of ages and 
the sufferer was glad to have the opportunity of returning to his body, which was still unburied, 
and endure his sickness for another year. 
 
Such stories are numerous and reveal the coarse theology which was current in convent and 
among the people. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1816} Thomas Aquinas calls it locus dolorum and infernum damnatorum. 
 



{1817} Profundus carcer respectu amoenitatis coeli et est aer iste caliginosus in quem detrusi 
sunt demones, etc. Alb. Magnus, In Sent.,  III. 22, C, 4, Borgnet’s ed., XXVIII. 393. 
 
{1818} Ignis est in fortissima calididate... cui nil est comparabile. Alb. Magnus, Borgnet’s ed., 
XXX. 597. 
 
{1819} Gehenna illa quae stagnum ignis et sulphuris dicta est, corporeus ignis erit et cruciabit 
damnatorum corpora vel hominum vel daemonum. P. Lomb., Sent.,  IV. 44, 6. Absque dubietate 
corporeus ignis cruciat, etc. Alb. Mag., In Sent.,  Borgnet’s ed., XXX. 393. Ignis corporalis qui 
concremabit et affliget spiritus et etiam corpora... sed semper affliget, alios plus alios minus, 
secundum exigentiam meritorum. Bonavent., Brev., VII. 6. 
 
{1820} Probabile est, quod idem locus vel quasi continuus, sit infernus et limbus. Th. Aq., Migne, 
IV. 1222. Thomas calls the infernal regions interchangeably infernus and inferni. Alb. Magnus 
uses the neuter plural inferna. In Sent., III, 26, C. 392. 
 
{1821} Th. Aq., Summa, III. 69, 6, originali peccato debebatur poena aeterna in limbo puerorum. 
Limbus means edge or border. Alb. Magnus also calls it limbus parvulorum, the region of the 
little ones. Borgnet’s ed., XXVIII. 392. 
 
{1822} Pueris non adest spes beatae vitae, etc. Th. Aq., Supplem.,  p. 1223. divinae justitiae 
aequitas perpetualiter eos consolidat, ut nec proficiant, nec deficiant, nec laetentur, nec 
tristentur; sed semper per sic uniformiter maneant, etc. Bonavent., In Sent.,  II. 33, 2, 3, Peltier’s 
ed., III. 419. 
 
{1823} In Sent.,  III. 22, I. 4 sqq., Peltier’s ed., IV. 467. 
 
{1824} Suppl., Migne, III. 1222. The deepest hell—profundissimus infernus —is the place of the 
lost. Bonavent., Brevil., VII. 6, Peltier’s ed., VII. 339. 
 
{1825} Summa, III. 52, 1, Migne, IV. 476. 
 
{1826} Attolite portas, principes, vestras. 
 
{1827} Post hanc vitam non est tempus gratiam acquirendi. Th. Aq., Summa, III. 52, 7; Suppl., 
Migne, IV. 1244. 
 
{1828} Poena purgatorii est in supplementum satisfactionis quae non fuerat plene in corpore 
consummata. Th. Aq., Suppl., 71, 6 Migne, IV. 1242. 
 
{1829} Th. Aq., Migne, IV. 1239. 
 
{1830} Claritas, subtilitas, agilitas, et impossibilitas quae... secundum majoritatem et 
minoritatem prius habitae charitatis. Brevil., VII. 7, Peltier’s ed, VII. 340 
 
{1831} Deum per essentiam videre in quo consistit perfecta hominis beatitudo. Summa, III. 52, 5, 
Migne, IV. 482. 
 
{1832} Serm., XI. 
 
{1833} Proslog., XXIV. sqq. 



 
{1834} Annne. 1206, Luard’s ed. of M. Paris, II. 497-512. 
 
{1835} Dial, I. 32, Strange’s ed., I. 36-39. 
 
{1836} See Walter, Die ersten Wanderprediger, etc., p. 49. 
 
{1837} See Kaufmann, Thos. von Chantimpre, pp. 117 sq.  
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122. The canon Law. 
 
Literature: Decretum Gratiani emendatum et notationibus illustratum. Una cum glossis, Gregorii 
XIII. Pont. Max. jussu editum, 6 vols. Rome, 1582.—Corpus juris canonici, ed. J. H. Boehmer, 2 
vols. Halle 1747, with Introductions by Boehmer on Gratian’s Decretum, I. 1-42, and the later 
collections of decretals, II. 1-34.—Best critical ed. by A. L. Richter, 2 vols. Leip., 1839, revised 
ed. by E. Friedburg Leip., 1879-1881, 2 vols. (vol. I., Decret. Gratiani, vol. II., Decretalium 
collectiones). —J. Fr. von Schulte (Old-Cath. Prof. in Bonn): D. Gesch. der Quellen und Lit. des 
kanonischen Rechts von Gratian bis auf die Gegenwart, 3 vols. Stuttg., 1875-1880. —Dodd: Hist. 
of canon Law, Oxf., 1884. —T. Hinschius: D. Kirchenrecht d. Katholiken und Protestanten, etc., 
6 vols. Berl., 1869-1897. —E. Friedberg: Lehrbuch des kath. und evangel. Kirchenrechts, 6th ed., 
Leip., 1903. —A. von Kirchenheim: Kirchenrecht, Bonn, 1900. —P. Hergenrother (Rom. Cath.): 
Lehrbuch d. kathol. Rechts, 2d. ed., Freib., 1905. —Other works by Walter, 14th ed., 1877. —
Richter-Dove, 8th ed., Leip., Phillimore: The Eccles. Law of the Ch. of Engl., 2 vols. London, 
1873, Supplem.,  1876.—F. W. Maitland: Rom. Can. Law in the Ch. of Engl., Lond., 1898.—The 
artt. in Herzog, vol. X. Kanonen-Sammlungen, Kanonisches Rechtsbuch, Kirchenrecht. —Stubbs: 
Const. Hist. of Engl., II. 170 sqq., III. 295-388.—For extensive list of works on canon Law, see 
Friedberg: Kirchenrecht, pp. 3-11, and Hergenrother: Kirchenrecht, pp. 15 sqq. 
 
Not the least of the characteristic and imposing products of the mediaeval Church was the 
gigantic fabric of the canon law. {1838} It is embodied in a series of collections containing 
enactments of Councils and papal decretals, beginning with the collection of Gratian in the 
twelfth century and ending with the decretals of John XXII. in the fourteenth century. The canon 
law became the legal buttress of the papal theocracy and remained the ruling code till the 
Reformation. 
 
The science of canon law looks back to Gratian as its father, and Bologna was the chief centre for 
its study. Although works on the subject were produced in other lands, Italy, through her 
universities, was far in the lead in their production till late in the fifteenth century. {1839} 
 
Under the Roman state, the religious laws—the jus sacrum, jus pontificium —were not a distinct 
body of legislation. In the Christian Church the conception of a distinct and superior divine law 
existed from the beginning. The formulation of a written code followed the meeting of Christian 
synods and their regulations. As the jurisdiction of the hierarchy and the institution of the 
mediaeval papacy were developed, this legislation came to include civil obligations and all civil 
penalties except the death penalty. {1840} The Church encroached more and more upon the 
jurisdiction of the civil court. Conflict was inevitable. Not only was the independence of civil law 
as a distinct branch of procedure threatened, but even its very existence. It was not till the 
fourteenth century that the secular governments were able successfully to resist such 
encroachments and to regain some of the just prerogatives of which the civil courts had been 
robbed. "Oh, that the canon law might be purged from the superfluities of the civil law and be 
ordered by theology," exclaimed Roger Bacon, writing in the thirteenth century. "Then would the 
government of the Church be carried on honorably and suitably to its high position." {1841} 



 
Gratian’s work was preceded by the Penitential Books and a number of imperfect collections of 
ecclesiastical decisions, the chief of which were, two books of synodal cases by Regino d. 915, 
the collections of Burchard, bishop of Worms d. 1025, Anselm of Lucca d. 1086, Cardinal 
Deusdedit about 1087, and Ivo of Chartres d. 1117. {1842} The pseudo-Isidorian decretals also 
belong to this class and they were much used, especially by Burchard. 
 
The work of Gratian superseded these earlier compilations, and it enjoys the honor of being the 
monumental work on canon law. Gratian, a Camaldulensian monk, and an Italian by birth, taught 
at the convent of St. Felix, Bologna, at the same time that Irnerius was teaching civil law in the 
same city. No details of his life have been handed down. His biography is his great compilation 
which was made about 1140-1150. Its original title, A Concordance of Differing canons, 
concordantia canonum discordantium, has given way to the simple title, Decretum, the Book of 
Decrees. The work was a legal encyclopaedia, and at once became the manual in its department, 
as the Sentences of the Lombard, Gratian’s contemporary, became the manual of theology. 
{1843} This recognition was not due to formal, papal, or synodal sanction, for it never received 
any. It was issued again and again by learned commentators, the first being one of Gratian’s 
pupils, Paucapalea. These editors and commentators were called Summists or Glossarists. The 
official Roman edition was prepared by a papal commission of thirty-five members and issued by 
Gregory XIII. in 1582. Gregory declared the text to be forever authoritative, but he did not 
pronounce upon the contents of Gratian’s work. {1844} 
 
Gratian’s aim was to produce a work in which all real or apparent contradictions between 
customs and regulations in vogue in the Church should be removed or explained. This he secured 
by exclusion and by comments, called the dicta Gratiani, sayings of Gratian. The work is divided 
into three parts. The first, in one hundred and one sections or distinctiones, treats of the sources of 
canon law, councils and the mode of their convention, the authority of decretals, the election of 
the Roman pontiff, the election and consecration of bishops, the papal prerogative, papal legates, 
the ordination of the clergy, clerical celibacy, and kindred topics. The second, in thirty-six 
sections or causae, discusses different questions of procedure, such as the ordination and trial of 
bishops and the lower clergy, excommunication, simony, clerical and church property, marriage, 
heresy, magic, and penance. The third part is devoted to the sacraments of the eucharist and 
baptism and the consecration of churches. The scholastic method is pursued. A statement is made 
and objections, if any, are then formally refuted by citation of synodal acts and the testimony of 
the Fathers, popes, and other churchmen. The first distinction opens with the statement that the 
human race is governed by two principles, natural law and customs. Then a number of questions 
are propounded such as what is law, what are customs, what kinds of law there are, what is 
natural law, civil law, and the law of nations? 
 
Gratian’s volume was soon found to require supplement. The two centuries following its 
appearance were most fruitful in papal decrees, especially in the pontificates of Alexander III., 
Innocent III., and Gregory IX. These centuries also witnessed the Lateran and other important 
Councils. The deliverances of popes and synods, made subsequently to the age of Gratian, were 
called extravagantes or fugitives. {1845} Five compilations, called "the old compilations," were 
made from 1191 to 1226. {1846} The third of these, issued by authority of Innocent III. and 
containing his decretals, was sent by that pontiff to the university of Bologna to be included in its 
course of instruction. This compilation was the first book of canon law having papal sanction. 
 
The demand for a complete collection of these materials induced Gregory IX. to commit the task 
of gathering them into a single volume to his chaplain Raymund de Pennaforte. {1847} The work, 
usually called Decretales Gregorii IX, was finished and sent to Paris and Bologna in 1234 with 



the direction that it be used for purposes of instruction, and in the trial of cases. The preparation 
of other compilations was strictly forbidden. Gregory’s collection comprises 185 titles and 1871 
decretals and follows the fivefold division of Bernard of Pavia’s work. {1848} 
 
A new collection, called the Sixth Book, liber sextus —or, as by English writers, the Sext, —was 
issued by the authority of Boniface VIII., 1298, and carried the collections of Gratian and 
Gregory IX. into Boniface’s reign. In 1314, Clement V. issued another collection, which included 
his own decretals and the decrees of the council of Vienne and was called the Seventh Book, liber 
septimus, or the Clementines. In 1317, John XXII. officially sent Clement’s collection to the 
universities of Bologna and Paris. Subsequent to the publication of the Clementines, twenty of 
John’s own decretals were added. In 1500 John Chappuis, in an edition of the liber sextus and the 
Clementines, added the decretals of John and seventy-one of other popes. This series of 
collections, namely, Gratian’s Decretum, Gregory IX,’s Decretales, the Sext, the Clementines, 
and the Extravagantes of John XXII., constitutes the official body of canon law—corpus juris 
canonici —and was published in the edition of Gregory XllI. 
 
The canon law attempted the task of legislating in detail for all phases of human life—clerical, 
ecclesiastical, social, domestic—from the cradle to the grave by the sacramental decisions of the 
priesthood. It invaded the realm of the common law and threatened to completely set it aside. The 
Church had not only its own code and its specifically religious penalties, but also its own prisons. 
 
This body of law was an improvement upon the arbitrary and barbaric severity of princes. It, at 
least, started out from the principles of justice and humanity. But it degenerated into an attempt to 
do for the individual action of the Christian world what the Pharisees attempted to do for Jewish 
life. It made the huge mistake of substituting an endless number of enactments, often the 
inventions of casuistry, for inclusive, comprehensive moral principles. It put a crushing restraint 
upon the progress of thought and bound weights, heavy to be borne, upon the necks of men. It 
had the virtues and all the vices of the papal system. It protected the clergy in the commission of 
crimes by demanding that they be tried in ecclesiastical courts for all offences whatsoever. It 
became a mighty support for the papal claims. It confirmed and perpetuated the fiction of the 
pseudo-Isidorian decretals and perpetrated new forgeries. It taught that the decisions of Rome are 
final. {1849} As Christ is above the law, even so is the pope. {1850} Dollinger closes his 
examination of the Decretum, by pronouncing it; "filled through and through with forgery and 
error" and says "it entered like a mighty wedge into the older structural organization of the 
Church and split it apart." 
 
The canon law also gave its sanction to the devilish principle of ecclesiastical compulsion, 
declaring that physical force is to be used to coerce ecclesiastical dissidents. It justified wars 
against the enemies of religion and the persecution of heretics, even as Sarah, the type of the 
heavenly Jerusalem, persecuted her handmaid Hagar. And it declared, with Urban II., that he who 
kills one who is under the sentence of excommunication is not to be dealt with as a murderer. 
{1851} These principles, set forth in clear statements, were advocated by Thomas Aquinas and 
the other Schoolmen and asserted by the greatest of the popes. 
 
At last the legalistic tyranny became too heavy for the enlightened conscience of Europe to bear, 
as was the case with the ceremonial law in the days of the Apostles, against which Peter protested 
at the council of Jerusalem and Paul in his Epistles. The Reformers raised their voices in protest 
against it. Into the same flames which consumed the papal bull at Wittenberg, 1520, Luther threw 
a copy of the canon law, the one representing the effrontery of an infallible pope, the other the 
intolerable arrogance of a human lawgiver in matters of religion, and both destructive of the 
liberty of the individual. In his Address to the Christian Nobles, Luther declared that it did not 



contain two lines adapted to instruct a religious man and that it includes so many dangerous 
regulations that the best disposition of it is to make of it a dung heap. 
 
Even in the Catholic world its enactments have been largely superseded by the canons of the 
council of Trent, the papal decretals issued since, and the concordats between Catholic princes 
and the papal see. By virtue of his official infallibility, the pope may at any time supersede them 
by decisions and dispensations of his own. 
 
The words of Goethe may be applied to the canon law:— 
 
Es erben sich Gesetz und Rechte 
 
Wie eine ewige Krankheit fort 
 
Sie schleppen von Geschlecht sich zum Geschlechte 
 
Und schleichen sich von Ort zu Ort 
 
Vernunft wird Unsinn, Wohlthat Plage. 
 
{1838} Jus canonicum or ecclesiastica constitutio, in distinction from the civil code, jus civile. 
See Decr. Grat. Dist., III. Friedberg’s ed., I. 5. The term "canones" was the prevailing term till 
the 12th century when the expression jus canonicum came into general use. 
 
{1839} See Schulte, I. 2 sq. 
 
{1840} Dollinger-Friedrich, Papstthum, p. 403, says, "Leaving out the execution of the death 
penalty, I do not know a single function of the state which the Church did not assume. Is it, 
therefore, strange that the thought should arise, that the state is really superfluous or that its only 
significance is to act as a dumb executioner of the will of the Church?" 
 
{1841} Bridges’s ed., I. p. Ixxxiii. 
 
{1842} For full list see Friedberg, p. 126; Schulte, I. 43 sqq.; Hergenrother, p. 179. 
 
{1843} Peter the Lombard drew heavily from Gratian, especially in the fourth book of his 
Sentences, where he reproduced many of Gratian’s distinctiones entire. See Baltzer, D. Sentenzen 
des P. Lombardus, pp. 10 sq., etc. 
 
{1844} Perpetuo integrum et incorruptum conservetur. See Schulte’s remarks on Gratian’s 
influences I. 69-71. 
 
{1845} Quia extra Decretum Gratiani vagabantur. 
 
{1846} Friedberg’s ed., Quinque compilationes antiquae, Leip., 1882. The first, made by Bernard 
of Pavia, 1191 in his Breviarium extravagantium, distributes the materials under five heads,—
judge, sentence, clergy, marriage, crime. 
 
{1847} Gregory’s bull is given in Wetzer-Welte, III. 1146-1450. 
 



{1848} Friedberg gives the text, II. 6-927, and also Gregory IX,’s letter transmitting the decretals 
to the university of Bologna.  



123. The Papal Supremacy in Church and State. 
 
Literature: See the chapp. on Gregory VII. and Innocent III., and the works there cited.—Bernard: 
de consideratione, Migne, 182. 727-808.—Th. Aquinas: de regimine principum, and contra 
errores Graecorum. The latter ed. by *F. H. Reusch, d. 1900: D. Falschungen in d. Tractat. d. 
Th. v Aq. gegen die Griechen, Munich, 1889.—The writings of Gregory VII., Alexander III., 
Innocent III., Gregory IX., etc. Corpus juris canonum, Friedberg’s ed.—*Mirbt: Quellen des 
Papstthums. —C. Lux: Constitutionum Apostolicarum de generali beneficiorum reservatione, 
1265-1378, ... collectio et interpr., Wratislav, 1904.—Maassen: Primat des Bischofs von Rom, 
Bonn, 1853.—Schulte: D. Macht des rom. Papstthums, Prag, 2d ed., 1871,—*Dollinger-
Friedrich: D. Papstthum, Munich, 1892.—*F. X. Leitner: D. hl. Th. von Aquino ueber d. 
unfehlbare Lehramt d. Papstes, Franf., 1872. Leitner wrote in opposition to Dollinger, and his 
work is of much importance,—*Bryce: Holy Rom. Emp., VI-XI.—G. B. Adams: Civilizat. during 
the M. A. chap. X.—W. Barry: The Papal Monarchy, 590-1303, N. Y., 1902. —*J. Haller: 
Papsttum und Kirchenreform, Berlin, 1903.—*A. Hauck: D. Gedanke der papstl. Weltherrschaft 
bis auf Bonifaz VIII., Leip., 1904.—Ranke: Weltgesch., vol. VI.—Harnack: Dogmengesch., II. 
392-419. The manuals on Canon Law by Friedberg, Hinschius, Hergenrother. 
 
The papal assumptions of Gregory VII. and Innocent III. have already been presented (pp. 27 
sqq., 152 sqq.). A large part of the history of this period is occupied by popes in the effort to 
realize the papal theocracy, from the opening struggle of Gregory VII. with Henry IV. to the 
death of Conradin, the Hohenstaufen. Their most vigorous utterances, so far as they are known, 
were not to summon men and nations to acts of Christian charity, but to enforce the papal 
jurisdiction. It is not the purpose here to repeat what has already been said, but to set forth the 
institution of the papacy as a realized fact and the estimate put upon it by Schoolmen and by the 
popular judgment. 
 
Among the forty-one popes who occupied the chair of St. Peter from Gregory VII. to Boniface 
VIII., some, as has become evident, were men of rare ability, and occupy a place of first 
prominence as rulers. There were no scandals in the papal household such as there had been 
during the preceding period. No emperors from the North were required to descend upon Rome 
and remove pontiffs incompetent by reason of youth or profligacy. On the other hand, Rome had 
no reputation as a centre either of piety or of letters. Convents became noted for religious warmth, 
and Bologna, Paris, and other localities acquired a fame for intellectual culture, but Rome’s 
reputation was based solely upon her authority as a seat of ecclesiastical prerogative. 
 
The sin of the popes was hierarchical pride, and yet we cannot help but be attracted by those 
imposing figures whose ideals of universal dominion equalled in ambition the boldest projects of 
the greater Roman emperors, but differed widely from theirs in the moral element which entered 
into them. {1852} 
 
In this period the loftiest claims ever made for the papacy were realized in Western Europe. The 
pope was recognized as supreme in the Church over all bishops, and with some exceptions as the 
supreme ruler in temporal affairs. Protest there was against the application of both prerogatives, 
but the general sentiment of Europe supported the claims. To him belonged fulness of authority in 
both realms—plenitudo potestatis. 
 
The Pope and the Church. -favorite illustration used by Innocent III. to support the claim of 
supremacy in the Church was drawn from the relation the head sustains to the body. As the head 



contains the plenitude of the forces of the body, and has dominion over it, so Peter’s successor, as 
the head of the Church, possesses the fulness of her prerogatives and the right of rule over her. 
The pope calls others to share in the care of the Church, but in such a way that there is no loss of 
authority to the head. {1853} Innocent II., in opening the second Lateran Council, had used the 
same figure, and declared that no ecclesiastical dignity was lawfully held except by permission of 
the Roman pontiff. According to Gregory VII., he can depose and appoint bishops as he wills. 
The principle that the Apostolic see is subject to no human jurisdiction, stated by Gelasius, 493, 
was accepted by Bernard, though Bernard protested against the pope’s making his arbitrary will 
the law of the Church. {1854} The Roman church, said Lanfranc, 1072, is, as it were, the sum of 
all churches, and all other churches are, as it were, parts of it. The arrangement of all church 
matters is only authoritative when approved by Peter’s successors. {1855} 
 
The Fourth Lateran formally pronounced the Roman Church the mother and teacher of all 
believers, and declared its bishop to be above the patriarchs of Constantinople, Jerusalem, 
Antioch, and Alexandria in rank and authority. Leo IX., d. 1054, asserted this pretension against 
Caerularius, the patriarch of Constantinople. {1856} Innocent III. vindicated it by substituting a 
Latin patriarch for the Greek patriarch in that venerable see. The second council of Lyons, 1274, 
demanded that the Greeks should sign a document acknowledging the "full primacy" of the 
Roman pontiff and his right to rule over the universal Church. 
 
This theory of papal absolutism found full theological and canonical recognition from Thomas 
Aquinas and Gratian. Gratian declared that to disobey the pope is to disobey God. {1857} Thomas 
reasoned that, as the bishop is head of a diocese, so there must of necessity be a supreme head 
uniting all dioceses and guaranteeing pure morals and teaching within the Church. The Church 
triumphant has one ruler, so also must the Church militant have one ruler, the pope. To the pope 
is committed the plenitude of power and the prelacy over the whole Church. To him belongs the 
right of determining what are matters of faith. {1858} 
 
Bonaventura took the same ground. The pope is supreme in all matters pertaining to the Church. 
He is the source of authority in all that belongs to prelatic administration, yea his authority 
extends from the highest to the humblest member of the Church. {1859} Great bishops might 
have their disputes with the Apostolic see, but, in the end, they yielded to its claim of supreme 
jurisdiction. So it was with Robert Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln. He declared, "I know and 
know full well, that our lord, the pope, has authority to freely act concerning all ecclesiastical 
benefices." {1860} 
 
Clement IV. was simply expressing the general opinion of Latin Christendom, when he claimed 
for the Roman pontiff the "full right to dispose of all churches, ecclesiastical dignities, positions, 
and benefices." {1861} 
 
Theoretically it is a disputed point whether an oecumenical council or the pope was regarded as 
supreme. But, in fact, popes controlled the legislation of the general Councils in this period as 
though they were supreme, and they fixed the legislation of the Church, as was the case with 
Gregory IX. The relative authority of pope and council did not become an urgent question till the 
thirteenth century. 
 
The pope also claimed the right to levy taxes at will on all portions of the Church. This claim, 
definitely made by the popes of the second half of the thirteenth century, led to the scandalous 
abuses of the fourteenth century which shocked the moral sense of Christendom and finally called 
forth the Reformatory Councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basel. 
 



Beginning with Innocent III., it became the fixed custom for the pope to speak of himself as the 
vicar of Christ and the vicar of God. He was henceforth exclusively addressed as "holiness" or 
"most holy"—sanctitas or sanctissimus. {1862} 
 
The Pope and the Individual. -For Cyprian’s motto, "there is no salvation outside of the Church," 
was substituted, there is no salvation outside of the Roman Church. It was distinctly stated that all 
who refuse subjection to the pope are heretics. {1863} From the pope’s authority to loose and 
bind no human being is exempted. Nothing is exempted from his jurisdiction. {1864} 
 
The Pope and the State. -England, Poland, Norway, and Sweden, Portugal, Aragon, Naples, 
Sardinia, Corsica, and Sicily, not to speak of portions of Central Italy, were in this period, for a 
longer or shorter time, fiefs of the Apostolic see. In 1299, the same claim was made over 
Scotland. The nations from Edessa to Scotland and from Castile to Riga were reminded that 
Rome was the throbbing centre of divinely bequeathed authority. The islands of the West were its 
to bestow. To Peter was given, so Innocent wrote, not only the universal Church, but the whole 
earth that he might rule it. {1865} His practice, as we have seen, followed his pen. There was a 
time when the pope recognized the superior authority of the emperor, as did Gregory the Great in 
593. {1866} Peter Damiani, writing in the age of Gregory VII., recognized the distinction and 
coordination of the two swords and the two realms. {1867} But another conception took its place, 
the subordination of all civil authority under the pope. To depose princes, to absolve subjects 
from allegiance, to actively foment rebellion as against Frederick II., to divert lands as in 
Southern France, to give away crowns, to extort by threat of the severest ecclesiastical penalties 
the payment of tribute, to punish religious dissenters with perpetual imprisonment or turn them 
over to the secular authorities, knowing death would be the punishment, to send and consecrate 
crusading armies, and to invade the realm of the civil court, usurp its authority, and annul a 
nation’s code, as in the case of Magna Charta,—these were the high prerogatives actually 
exercised by the papacy. The decision rendered on the field of Roncaglia by the jurists of 
Bologna, asserting the independent rights of the empire, was only an episode, and popes snapped 
their fingers at the academic impertinence. Now and then the wearers of the tiara were defeated, 
but they never ceased to insist upon the divine claims of their office. In vain did emperors, like 
Frederick II., appeal to the Scriptures as giving no countenance to the principle that popes have 
the right to punish kings and deprive them of their kingdoms. 
 
The declarations of the popes were clear and positive. The figures employed by Gregory VII., 
comparing the two realms to gold and lead, sun and moon, soul and body, Innocent elaborated 
and pressed. Gregory asserted that it rested upon him to give account for all the kingdoms of God.  
{1868} To him had been committed universal dominion—regimen universale. {1869} Innocent 
III. found in Melchizedek, the priest-king, the full type of the pope combining in himself the 
sacerdotal and regal functions. 
 
Men of less originality and moral power could do no more than reaffirm the claims of these two 
master rulers and repeat their metaphors. Of these no one had more self-assurance than Gregory 
IX., who, at an age when most men are decrepit, bravely opposed to Frederick II,’s plans the 
fiction of the Donation of Constantine. Was not the Roman sceptre committed to the Apostolic 
see by the first Christian emperor, and did not the Apostolic see transfer the empire from the 
Greeks to the Germans, Charlemagne and Frederick himself being the successors of Arcadius, 
Valentinian, Theodosius, and the other Christian emperors of Rome. {1870} But Innocent IV., 
1254, returned to the position assumed by Hildebrand, that the papacy does not depend upon 
Constantine for secular dominion, as Peter received it directly from God. {1871} 
 



When the struggle with the Hohenstaufen had been brought to a close, and peace established by 
the elevation of Rudolf of Hapsburg to the imperial throne, Gregory X. wrote to Rudolf: "If the 
sacred chair is vacant, the empire lacks the dispenser of salvation; if the throne is empty, the 
Church is defenceless before her persecutors. It is the duty of the Church’s ruler to maintain kings 
in their office, and of kings to protect the rights of the Church." This was a mild statement of the 
supremacy of the Apostolic see. It remained for Boniface VIII., in his famous bull, unam 
sanctam, 1302, to state exactly, though somewhat brusquely, what his predecessors from 
Hildebrand, and indeed from Nicolas I., had claimed—supreme right to both swords, the spiritual 
and the temporal, with the one ruling the souls of men and with the other their temporal concerns. 
 
These claims were advocated in special treatises by Bernard and Thomas Aquinas, two of the 
foremost churchmen of all the Christian centuries. Bernard was the friend of popes and the ruling 
spirit of Europe during the pontificates of Innocent II. and Eugenius III. the mightiest moral force 
of his age. Thomas Aquinas wrote as a theologian and with him began the separate treatment of 
the papacy in systems of theology. In his Rule of Princes and against the Errors of the Greeks, 
Thomas unequivocally sets forth the supremacy of the Apostolic see over the State as well as in 
the universal Church. As for Bernard, both Ultramontane and Gallican claim his authority, but 
there are expressions in his work addressed to Eugenius III., Deuteronomy consideratione, which 
admit of no other fair interpretation than that the pope is supreme in both realms. 
 
Bernard’s treatise, filling eighty compact columns in the edition of Migne, summons Eugenius, 
whom he addresses as his spiritual son, to reflect in four directions: upon himself, upon that 
which is beneath him, upon that which is around about him, and upon that which is above him. 
Such a voice of warning and admonition has seldom been heard by the occupant of a throne. The 
author was writing, probably, in the very last year of his life. 
 
Meditating upon himself, it became the pope to remember that he was raised to his office not for 
the sake of ruling but of being a prophet, not to make show of power but to have care of the 
churches. The pope is greatest only as he shows himself to be a servant. As pontiff, he is heir of 
the Apostles, the prince of bishops. He is in the line of the primacy of Abel, Abraham, 
Melchizedek, Moses, Aaron, Samuel, and Peter. To him belong the keys. Others are intrusted 
with single flocks, he is pastor of all the sheep and the pastor of pastors. Even bishops he may 
depose and exclude from the kingdom of heaven. And yet Eugenius is a man. Pope though he is, 
he is vile as the vilest ashes. Change of position effected no change of person. Even the king, 
David, became a fool. 
 
The things beneath the pope are the Church and all men to whom the Gospel should be preached. 
 
The things around about the pope are the cardinals and the entire papal household. Here, greed 
and ambition are to be rebuked, the noise of appealed judicial cases is to be hushed, worthy 
officials are to be chosen. The Romans are a bad set, flattering the pontiff for what they can make 
out of his administration. A man who strives after godliness they look upon as a hypocrite. 
 
The faithful counsellor waxed eloquent in describing the ideal pope. He is one of the bishops, not 
their lord. He is the brother of all, loving God. He is set to be a pattern of righteousness, a 
defender of the truth, the advocate of the poor, the refuge of the oppressed. He is the priest of the 
Highest, the vicar of Christ, the anointed of the Lord, the God of Pharaoh; that is, he has authority 
over disobedient princes. 
 
Bernard distinctly grants the two swords to the pope, who himself draws the spiritual sword and 
by his wink commands the worldly sword to be unsheathed. {1872} It is true he lays stress upon 



Peter’s Apostolic simplicity and poverty. Peter wore no gems, was attended by no bodyguard, and 
sat on no white horse. In adopting such outward show "the popes had followed Constantine, not 
the Apostle." It is also true that Bernard follows his generation in making the pope the viceregent 
of God on earth. {1873} 
 
The views of Thomas Aquinas have already received notice (p. 673). His statements are so 
positive as to admit of no doubt as to their meaning. In the pope resides the plenitude of power. 
To the Roman Church obedience is due as to Christ. {1874} These are assertions made in his 
treatise against the errors of the Greeks written at a time when the second council of Lyons was 
impending and measures were being taken to heal the schism between the East and the West. The 
pope is both king and priest, and the temporal realm gets its authority from Peter and his 
successors. {1875} Thomas went further still. He declared for the infallibility of the pope. In 
confirmation of this view he quoted spurious writings of Cyril, but also genuine passages from 
the Fathers. {1876} 
 
The popular opinion current among priests and monks was no doubt accurately expressed by 
Caesar of Heisterbach at the beginning of the thirteenth century when he compared the Church to 
the firmament, the pope to the sun, the emperor to the moon, the bishops to the stars, the clergy to 
the day, and the laity to the night. 
 
We stand amazed at the vastness of such claims, but there can be no doubt that they were 
sincerely believed by popes who asserted them and by theologians and people. The supremacy of 
the Roman pontiff in the Church and over the State was a fixed conviction. The passage, Render 
unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and unto God the things that are God’s, quoted to-day for 
the separation of the two realms, was quoted then but with another interpretation. The Church 
was defined, as it had been defined by Augustine, as the university of believers by Hugo of St. 
Victor, {1877} —universitas fidelium, —or as the congregation of the faithful confessing Christ 
and the arsenal of the sacraments by Alanus de Insulis. {1878} But the idea of the individual 
liberty of the Christian and his immediate responsibility to Christ, as revealed through the New 
Testament, had no hold. As a temporary expedient, the fiction of papal sovereignty had some 
advantage in binding together the disturbed and warring parts of European society. The dread of 
the decisions of the supreme pontiff held wild and lawless temporal rulers in check. But the 
theory, as a principle of divine appointment and permanent application, is untenable and 
pernicious. The states of Europe have long since outgrown it and the Protestant communions of 
Christendom can never be expected to yield obedience to one who claims to be the vicar of 
Christ, however willing they may be to show respect to any Roman bishop who exhibits the spirit 
of Christ as they did to Leo XIII. 
 
{1849} Dist., XIX. 3, Friedberg, I. 61. Romana ecclesia, cui nos Christus preesse voluit, posita 
est, omnibus, quicquid statuit, quicquid ordinat, perpetuo, irrefragabiliter observandum est. 
 
{1850} Causa, XXV. I. 16; Dollinger, Papstthum, pp. 55 sqq. Gratian misquoted the 36th canon 
of the Sixth Oecumenical council which, giving to the patriarch of Constantinople equal rights 
with the patriarch of Rome, made it say the very opposite. Misquoting the synod of Carthage of 
418, which forbade appeals across the sea, Gratian made the synod say the very opposite. Causa, 
II. 6, 37. Leaning upon pseudo-Isidore, Gratian allows the transfer of bishops from one see to the 
other with the assent of the pope. Causa, VII. I. 34. 
 
{1851} See Causa, XXIII. 4, 5, 6, Friedberg’s ed., I. 899-950. 
 



{1852} Ranke wrote, Weltgesch., VIII. 410, that at Rome the authorities put him on the Index 
because he did not regard the papacy as a divine institution. Nevertheless, he said, "I hold the 
papacy to be one of the mightiest of all institutions that have appeared in history, and one that is 
most worthy of inspiring us with wonder and admiration." 
 
{1853} See Innocent’s letter in Decr. Greg., III. 8, 5, Friedberg’s ed., II. 489. 
 
{1854} Sedes apost. a nemine judicatur. For Bernard, see Ep., 213; de consid., III. 4 
 
{1855} See Gee and Hardy, Doc. of Engl. Ch. Hist., p. 53. 
 
{1856} See Schwane, p. 531. 
 
{1857} Causa, XXV. I, 11, Friedberg’s ed., I. 1009. Anathema apud deum, qui censuram Rom. 
pontificum violat. 
 
{1858} Christi vicarius in totam eccles. univ. praelationem obtinet... Pontificem pertinet quae 
fidei sunt determinare. C. errores Graec., II. 32, 36. Also Th. Aq., Summa, II. 2, q. I. 10. 
 
{1859} Brevil., VI. 12, Peltier’s ed., VII. 327. Christi vicarius fons, origo, et regula omnium 
principatuum eccles., etc. 
 
{1860} Ep., 49. See Luard’s ed., p. x. 
 
{1861} Ad quem plenaria de omnibus totius orbis beneficiis eccles. pertinet, etc. Lib. Sext., 
Friedberg, II. 102. 
 
{1862} So Thomas Aquinas in his c. errores Graec. Bernard, Epp., 187. 341, 356, 396, etc. 
 
{1863} The Dictatus papae of Deusdedit. Mirbt, p. 113. 
 
{1864} Deus nullum excepit, nihil ab ejus potestate subtraxit. Reg., IV. 2. 
 
{1865} Petro non solum universam eccles. sed totum reliquit seculum gubernandum. Ep. I. 401, 
Mirbt, p. 130. 
 
{1866} Hauck, p. 1. 
 
{1867} Mirbt, Quellen, pp. 99 sq. 
 
{1868} Reg., I. 63, Migne, 148. 569. 
 
{1869} Reg., II. 51. 
 
{1870} Breholles, IV. 914-923. 
 
{1871} See Dollinger, Papstthum, pp. 67, 404. Leo X,’s bull against Luther reaffirmed this fiction 
of the transfer of the empire from the Greeks to the Germans by the pope. See copy of the bull in 
this Hist., VI. 233. 
 



{1872} Deuteronomy consid., IV. 3, Migne, 82, 776. Uterque Ecclesiae et spiritualis gladius et 
materialis; sed is quidem pro Ecclesia, ille vero et ab Ecclesia exserendus: ille sacerdotis, is 
militis manu, sed sane ad nutum sacerdotis, et jussum imperatoris. 
 
{1873} Bishop Reinkens, of the old Catholic Church, in his annotated translation of Bernard’s 
treatise, de consideratione, argues for the other view namely, that Bernard does not present the 
theory of the "Caesar-pope." He also argues, pp. vi sq., that Bernard regarded the bishops as 
receiving their authority not from the pope but directly from God. His edition was issued at the 
time of the Vatican council of 1870 and as a protest against the dogma of papal infallibility. The 
position taken above is the position of most writers, both Protestant and Catholic. 
 
{1874} Rom. ecclesiae obediendum est tanquam domino J. Christo. Reusch’s ed., p. 9. 
 
{1875} Rom. episcopus dici potest rex et sacerdos.... Sicut corpus per animam habet virtutem et 
operationem ita et temporalis jurisdictio principum per spiritualem Petri et successorum eius. 
Deuteronomy regim., II. 10. 
 
{1876} See Werner, D. hl. Thomas, I. 760 sqq., 794 sqq.; and especially Reusch and Leitner. 
 
{1877} Deuteronomy sacr., II. 1, 2, Migne, 176. 141, etc.  



124. The Pope and the Curia. 
 
Literature: For the election of a pope.—The text of the laws of Nicolas II. and Gregory X. is 
given in Mirbt: Quellen, 57 sqq., 146, Friedberg’s ed. of Gratian, I. 78 sq.—W. C. Cartwright: 
The Papal Conclave, Edinb., 1868.—Zopffel: D. Papstwahlen etc. vom 11-15. Jahrh.,  Gotting., 
1871.—T. A. Trollope: The Papal Conclaves as they were and as they are, Lond., 1876.—L. 
Lector: Le conclave, etc., Paris, 1894.—Hefele-Knopfler, IV. 800-826; VI. 146 sqq.—Schwane: 
Dogmengesch.,  pp. 522-589.—Friedberg: Kirchenrecht, pp. 165 sqq.—Hergenrother, 
Kirchenrecht, pp. 267-302.—Artt. Papstwahl.,  in Herzog, XI. 213-217, by Hinschius and 
Wetzer-Welte, IX. 1442-1461. 
 
For the financial policy of the curia.—B. P. Woker: D. kirchl. Finanzwesen d. Papste, Nordl., 
1878.—Fabre: Le libre censuum de l’eglise Romaine, Paris, 1892.—*M. Tangl: D. Taxenwesen 
der papstl. Kanzlei vom 13. bis zur Mitte des 15. Jahrh., Innsbr., 1892.—*J. P. Kirsch: Die 
Finanzverwaltung des Kardinalkollegiums im XIII. und XIV. Jahrh., Munster, 1895.—*P. M. 
Baumgarten: Untersuchungen und Urkunden uber die Camera Collegii Cardinalium, 1295-1437, 
Leip., 1898.—*A. Gottlob: D. papstl. Kreuzzugssteuern des 13. Jahrh., Heiligens., 1892; *D. 
Servitientaxe im 13. Jahrh., Stuttg., 1903.—*O. Jensen: D. englische Peterspfennig, Heidelb., 
1903.—Haller: Papsttum u. Kirchenreform, Berlin, 1903.—Hurter: Inn. III., IV. 161 sqq.—For 
add’l lit. bearing on the financial policy of the popes, especially in the 14th century, see Part II. of 
this vol. under John XXII. 
 
The curia is the designation given to the cardinals and minor officials of the papal household. Its 
importance increased greatly in this period through the centralization of authority in Rome. The 
pope was forced to employ an army of notaries, advocates, procurators, and other officials to 
share, with him the burdens of the vast amount of business brought to his attention. 
 
In a restricted sense, the word "curia" is applied to the college of cardinals. This body came to 
sustain to the pope a relation similar to the relation sustained by the chapter to the bishop and a 
cabinet to a prince. At the oecumenical councils of Lyons, 1245 and 1274, its members were 
given precedence over all other ecclesiastical dignitaries. 
 
The legislation fixing the mode of choosing the pope originated in this period with Nicolas II., 
speaking through the council of Rome 1059, and Gregory X., speaking through the second 
council of Lyons, 1274. From the ninth century, the emperor had claimed the right to confirm or 
veto papal elections, a right set aside under the influence of Gregory VII. The law of Nicolas, 
conforming to Gregory’s views, confined the right of election to the cardinals, and this became 
their primary function. It marks an important step in the complete independence of the papacy, 
though it was not strictly enforced till after its confirmation by Alexander III, at the Third 
Lateran, 1179. A majority of two-thirds of the cardinals was made necessary for an election. An 
important provision made papal elections conducted outside the city of Rome valid. 
 
More precise regulations were shown to be necessary by the long pontifical vacancy of nearly 
three years following the death of Clement IV. (d. 1268). The law, as perfected under Gregory X., 
is, with slight modifications, still in force. It provides that, within ten days of a pope’s decease 
and in the same building where he expired, the cardinals shall assemble to choose a successor. 
The conclave, —from clavis, meaning key,—or room of meeting, has given its name to the 
assembly itself. During the progress of the vote, the assembled ecclesiastics are kept secluded 
from the outside world and receive food through a window. If after three days no conclusion has 



been reached, the fare is reduced to a single dish for supper and a single dish for dinner. Should 
eight days pass without a choice, the fare is reduced to bread and wine. The secular authorities are 
intrusted with the duty of guarding the conclave against interruption and violence. 
 
The committees, or congregations, into which the cardinals are now grouped is of late origin. The 
oldest, the Holy Office or Congregation of the Inquisition, was established 1542. The red hat was 
conferred upon them, as a sign of their office, by Innocent IV., 1245; the purple mantle, two 
hundred years later, by Paul II., 1464. They wear a sapphire ring and by the enactment of Urban 
VIII., 1630, are addressed as "Eminence." In 1586 their number was limited by Sixtus V. to 
seventy. The exact membership within this limit is dependent upon the pleasure of the reigning 
pontiff. The largest number at any time was under Pius IV., 1559, when there were seventy-six. 
In the latter half of the thirteenth century the number often ran very low and at one time was 
reduced to seven. Since Urban VI., 1378-1382, none but a cardinal has been elevated to the papal 
dignity. The pope’s right to abdicate is based upon the precedents of Gregory VI., 1046, Coelestin 
V., 1294, and Gregory XII., 1415. 
 
The pope’s coronation and enthronement were an occasion of increasing pomp and ostentation 
and were usually celebrated with a procession through the city from St. Peter’s to the Lateran in 
which the nobility and civil authorities as well as the pope and the higher and lower clergy took 
part. The tiara, or triple crown, seems not to have been used till the reign of Urban V., 1362-1372. 
This crown is regarded as symbolical of the pope’s rule over heaven, earth, and the lower world; 
or of his earthly power and his power to loose for time and eternity; or of Rome, the Western 
patriarchate and the whole earth. 
 
To this period belongs the development of the system of papal legates which proved to be an 
important instrumentality in the extention of the pope’s jurisdiction. These officials are constantly 
met with from the pontificate of Gregory VII. Clement IV. likened them to the Roman 
proconsuls. They were appointed to represent the Apostolic see on special occasions, and took 
precedence of the bishops in the regions to which they were sent, presided at synods, and claimed 
for themselves the respect due to the pope himself. 
 
Gregory VII., in commending a legate, quoted Luke 10:16, "whosoever heareth you, heareth me 
also." {1879} He was represented by Cardinal Hugo in Spain and by other legates in Sardinia, 
France, Denmark, Poland, and England. {1880} Hildebrand himself had represented the popes on 
special missions, and Adrian IV. won distinction by his successful administration of the legatine 
office in Northern Europe. Papal legates were present at the coronation of William the Conqueror, 
1070. 
 
Legates had the reputation of living like princes and depended for their support upon the 
countries to which they were despatched. Their encroachment upon the prerogatives of the 
episcopate and their demands for money called forth bitter complaint from one end of Europe to 
the other. Barbarossa wrote Adrian IV., refusing to receive the papal legates because they came to 
him as plunderers and not as priests. {1881} John of Salisbury and Matthew Paris joined St. 
Bernard in condemning their assumption and rapacity. Bernard succeeded in finding only two 
cases of incorruptible legates. One, Martin, who had been sent to Dacia, returned to Italy so poor 
that he could with difficulty get to Florence and would have had to foot it from there to Rome but 
for the loan of a horse. Bernard felt his description would be regarded as an idle tale, a legate 
coming back from the land of gold without gold and traversing the land of silver without 
possessing silver! The other case was the legate Gaufrid of Aquitaine who would not accept even 
fish and vegetables without paying for them so that no one might be able to say, "we have made 
Abraham rich," Genesis 14:23 {1882} 



 
Salimbene, the genial Franciscan chronicler, also gives us a dark picture of papal legates of 
Northern Italy, some of whom he had known personally. He gives the names of twelve, four of 
whom he specially accuses of unchastity, including Ugolino, afterwards Gregory IX., and 
mentioning some of their children by name. Two of them were hard drinkers. He makes the 
general charge that legates "rob the churches and carry off whatsoever they can." {1883} 
 
As the ultimate legal tribunal of Western Europe, the papal court assumed an importance never 
dreamed of before. Innumerable cases of appeal were brought before it. If the contestants had 
money or time, no dispute was too trivial to be contested at Rome. Appeals poured in from 
princes and kings, chapters and bishops, convents and abbots. Burchard of Ursperg says {1884} 
that there was not a diocese or parish which did not have a case pending at Rome, and all parties 
who went had their hands full of gold and silver. There was a constant procession of litigants to 
the Eternal City, so that it once more became literally true that all roads led to Rome. The hours 
of daylight, as Bernard lamented, were not long enough for these disputes, and the hearings were 
continued into the night. {1885} Appeals were encouraged by the curia, who found in them an 
inexhaustible source of revenue. Bernard, writing to Eugenius, lamented the time the chief bishop 
of Christendom took from his proper duties, and consumed upon the hearing of common lawsuits 
and personal complaints. The halls of the papal palace rang with the laws of Justinian rather than 
the precepts of the Lord. Bernard himself recognized the right of appeal as an incontestable 
privilege, but would have limited it to the complaints of widows and the poor, and excluded 
disputes over property. {1886} 
 
The expression ad calendas Graecas became proverbial in Rome for delays of justice till one 
party or the other was dead or, worn out by waiting, gave what was demanded. The following 
example, given by Bernard, will indicate the extent to which the right of appeal was carried. A 
marriage ceremony in Paris was suddenly checked by a complainant appearing at the altar and 
making appeal to Rome against the marriage on the ground that the bride had been promised to 
him. The priest could not proceed, and bride and bridegroom had to live apart until the case was 
argued before the curia. So great did the curia’s power become that its decision was regarded as 
determining what was sound doctrine and what was heresy. {1887} 
 
In the thirteenth century, the papal exchequer gained an offensive notoriety through the exactions 
of the curia, but it was not till the fourteenth century, during the period of the Avignon exile, that 
they aroused a clamorous protest throughout Europe. The increased expenses of the papal 
household called for large sums, and had to be met. The supreme pontiff has a claim upon the 
entire communion over which he presides, and the churches recognized its justice. It was 
expressed by Pascal II. when he wrote to Anselm of Canterbury, 1101: "You know well our daily 
necessities and our want of means. The work of the Roman church inures to the benefit of all the 
churches, and every church which sends her gifts thereby recognizes not only that they are in debt 
to her but to the whole of Christendom as well." {1888} It was the scandalous abuse of this just 
claim that called forth bitter complaint. 
 
As bearing on the papal revenues early in the thirteenth century, a ledger account of the income of 
Innocent III. has come down to us, prepared by his chamberlain, Cencius, afterwards made a 
cardinal. {1889} Of the 633 bishoprics therein listed, 330 paid tribute of one kind or another to 
Rome. In addition to gifts of money, all sorts of articles are catalogued—vegetables, wine, grain, 
fish, wood, wax, linen, yokes of oxen, horses.—Convents, churches, and hospitals made 
contributions to the pope’s wants. The abbot of Reichenau, at his induction, sent two white 
horses, a breviary, and a book of the Gospels. A hospital in the see of Terouanne sent 100 
herrings, St. Basil’s, in Rome, two loads of fish. 



 
In the latter half of the thirteenth century, the administration of the papal finances was reduced to 
a system, and definite rules were adopted for the division of the revenues between the pope and 
the college of cardinals. We are restricted to a single tax list {1890} for this period, while for the 
first half of the fourteenth century we have a number of detailed and highly interesting ledger 
accounts which give the exact prices levied for papal privileges of all sorts. There, we have fiscal 
contracts drawn up between prelates and papal officials and receipts such as would be expected in 
a careful banking system. These lists and other sources of information enable us to conclude what 
methods were practised from 1250-1300. 
 
The sources from which the papal treasury drew its revenues were the annual tributes of feudal 
states, called census, payments made by prelates and other holders of church benefices called 
servitia, visitationes, and annates; and the occasional taxes levied upon the Church at large, or 
sections of it, for crusades and other special movements. To these usual sources of revenue are to 
be added assessments for all sorts of specific papal concessions and indulgences. {1891} 
 
The servitia, {1892} visitationes, and annates, originally freewill offerings of the clergy, had 
come by the end of the thirteenth century to be recognized as obligatory assessments. The annates 
were payments made by papal appointees of a portion of a year’s income of benefices which the 
pope reserved to himself the right of filling, such as prebends, canonries, and other livings. The 
portion was usually one-half. The visitationes were payments made by prelates; that is, 
archbishops, bishops, and abbots on their visits in Rome. {1893} These visits were made at fixed 
periods, the time being settled by law. The prelates, on taking their oath of office, obligated 
themselves to make them. 
 
The servitia {1894} were gifts of money paid by archbishops, bishops, and abbots at their 
confirmation in office. They constituted a large source of revenue. The amounts to be paid in each 
case were computed upon the basis of a year’s income. Once fixed they remained fixed and 
obligatory until new valuations were made. {1895} The levy was usually, though not uniformly, 
one-third of a year’s income. {1896} The exact origin of this form of tribute is not known, but it 
was recognized as custom, having the force of law before the reign of Nicolas III. (1277-1280), 
and probably as early as the middle of the thirteenth century. {1897} The tax was usually paid by 
the prelates on their visit in Rome, when the appointment was confirmed. Sometimes the 
obligation of payment was made through a commercial house. {1898} 
 
The census included the taxes paid by the State of the Church, the assessments paid by convents 
and churches under the special protection of the Apostolic see, the tributes of the vassal—states, 
Naples, Sicily, Corsica and Sardinia, and England, and the income of Peter’s Pence. The tribute 
of 1000 marks, promised by John for England and Ireland, was over and above the amounts due 
from Peter’s Pence. The tribute of Sicily in 1272, amounting to 8000 oz. of gold, was divided into 
two equal parts by Gregory X., one part going to the cardinals. In 1307, a demand was made upon 
Charles II. of Naples for back payments on this account amounting to the enormous sum of 
93,340 oz. of gold. In 1350, the amount due was 88,852 oz. {1899} 
 
The custom of paying Peter’s Pence, or a stipulated amount for every household, was in vogue in 
England, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Northern Germany, and Poland, but was never introduced 
into France though Gregory VII. attempted to collect it there but failed. {1900} Robert Guiscard, 
in 1059, pledged for Sicily twelve denarii for every yoke of oxen to be paid for all time. {1901} 
Far-off Greenland also added its contributions to this tax and it was paid under Olaf, bishop of 
Gardar, 1246. {1902} 
 



During the second half of the thirteenth century, the custom was developed of dividing the 
revenues from visitationes, servi tia, and census between the pope and the college of cardinals. 
{1903} Up to that time the cardinals had depended upon benefices held in their own names and 
the tributes of castles and towns in the papal territory set aside for them by popes. To these 
sources of revenue were added during the thirteenth century livings in foreign lands which they 
administered, if administered at all, through vicars. A number of benefices were often held by a 
member of the curia, but the abuse of pluralities did not reach its largest proportions till the latter 
half of the fifteenth century. In 1291, Benedict Gaetani (Boniface VIII.) cardinal of S. Nicolas in 
Carcere, held, in addition to that living, two archdeaneries and two churches in France, three 
churches in Rome and prebend stalls in Langres, Chartres, Lyons, Paris, Anagni, Todi, 
Terouanne, and St. Peter’s in Rome. 
 
The half portion, accruing to the cardinals, was divided equally between those dignitaries. In case 
a cardinal was suspended his portion was divided equally between the papal treasury and the 
other cardinals. It became customary at the close of the thirteenth century, in appointing a 
cardinal, to announce that he was entitled to a share of the servitia. {1904} 
 
During the absence of a cardinal on legatine business or for other reasons, he ceased to participate 
in the fund. 
 
These revenues were handled by two treasurers: a papal treasurer, or chamberlain, and a treasurer 
for the college of cardinals. {1905} The latter held his office for life. The two offices were never 
vested in the same person. Each treasurer, at least from the time of Benedict XII. in the fourteenth 
century, kept his own set of books and at times copies of the papal ledgers were made and turned 
over to the cardinals. To such a system had the finances been reduced that, as early as the reign of 
Boniface VIII., the Registers of preceding pontiffs were consulted. {1906} In the period 1295-
1298, the college of cardinals received as their share, coin amounting to 85,431 gold florins, a 
sum equal in face value to $200,000. {1907} 
 
To the pope’s own exchequer went the additional sums accruing from annates as defined above, 
the special taxes imposed by the pope at will, and the gifts for special papal favors. The crusades 
against the Saracens and Frederick II. were an inviting pretext for special taxation. They were the 
cause of endless friction especially in France and England, where the papal mulcts were most 
frequent and most bitterly complained of. The first papal levy for revenue in France seems to 
have been in 1188. As early as 1247 such a levy upon church property was met by a firm protest. 
In 1269, Louis IX. issued the pragmatic sanction which forbade papal taxes being put on church 
property in France without the sovereign’s consent. One of the most famous levies of mediaeval 
England was the Saladin tax, for a crusade against the Saracens. 
 
The curia was already, in the time of St. Bernard, notorious for its rapacity. No sums could satisfy 
its greed, and upon it was heaped the blame for the incessant demands which went out from 
Rome. Bernard presents a vivid, if perhaps overcolored, picture of this hungry horde of officials 
and exclaims: "When has Rome refused gold? Rome has been turned from a shrine into a place of 
traffic. The Germans travel to Rome with their pack animals laden with treasure. Silver has 
become as plentiful as hay. It is to Eugenius’ credit that he has turned his face against such gifts. 
The curia is responsible. They have made Rome a place of buying and selling. The ‘Romans,’ for 
this was the distinctive name given to this body of officials, are a pack of shameless beggars and 
know not how to decline silver and gold. They are dragons and scorpions, not sheep." {1908} 
 
The English chronicler, Matthew Paris, writing a century later, has on almost every other page of 
his chronicle a complaint against the exactions of the papal tax gatherers. One might easily get 



the impression from his annals, that the English Church and people existed chiefly to fill the 
Roman treasury. The curia, he said, was like a gulf swallowing up the resources of all classes and 
the revenues of bishops and abbots. {1909} The contemporary Italian chronicler Salimbene has 
biting words for the luxury and idleness of the cardinals and reports the invectives of Hugh de 
Digne delivered at the council of Lyons, 1245. {1910} 
 
Bernard of Cluny and other poets of the time lashed the Curia for its simony. {1911} Everything 
at Rome had its price. Poems, ascribed to Walter Map, abound in bitter invective against the 
wide-open mouths of the cardinals which only money could fill. In one of them, the Ruin of 
Rome, the city is compared to the waters between Scylla and Charybdis, more capacious of gold 
than of ships. 
 
"The meeting place of our pirates, the cardinals" 
 
Ibi latrat Scylla rapax et Charybdis auri capax 
 
Potius quam navium, ibi cursus galearum 
 
Et concursus piratarum, id est cardinalium. 
 
There, at that deep gulf, are the Syrtes and Sirens who threaten the whole world with shipwreck, 
the gulf which has the mouth of a man but the heart of a devil. There the cardinals sell the 
patrimony, wearing the aspect of Peter and having the heart of Nero, looking like lambs and 
having the nature of wolves. {1912} In a conversation, purporting to have occurred between 
Thomas Aquinas and the pope, the pope said, as he showed the theologian the papal treasure-
room, "Thomas, Peter could now no longer say as he once said to the lame man silver and gold 
have I none." "Nor," was Thomas’ reply, "has his successor the power now to lay his hand on the 
lame man and heal him." 
 
{1878} Migne, 210. 613. 
 
{1879} Reg.,  II. 44, Migne, 148. 392. 
 
{1880} Reg., I. 7; I. 29, VIII. 10; II. 32; II. 51; II. 73; I. 70, Migne, 148. 290, 312, 387, 405, 423, 
345. 
 
{1881} Hefele, V. 565. The permanent nuntiatures at Catholic courts were first established in the 
16th century. Such are now maintained at Munich, Vienna, Lisbon, Madrid, and Brussels. 
 
{1882} Deuteronomy consid., IV. 5. 
 
{1883} Coulton, From St. Francis to Dante, pp. 252 sqq. 
 
{1884} See Dollinger, Papstthum, p. 76. 
 
{1885} Quale est istud demane ad vesperam litigare, aut litigantes audire? Utinam sufficeret diei 
malitia sua! non sunt liberae noctes. 
 
{1886} Deuteronomy consid.,  I. 4-6; III. 2. 
 



{1887} John of Salisbury, Polycrat., VI. 64, qui a doctrina vestra dissentit aut hereticus aut 
schismaticus est. 
 
{1888} Quoted by Jensen, p. 42. 
 
{1889} See Hurter, Innocent III.,  III. 121-149. One is amazed at the extent and variety of the 
articles and at the curious names of the coins derived from different countries. 
 
{1890} Tangl, pp. 7 sqq. The full treatment of the subject of the papal finances belongs to the 
period of the Avignon exile. It has called forth a distinct body of literature, beginning with the 
work of Woker and including the careful works of Tangl, Kirsch, Goeller, Gottlob, Baumgarten, 
and others. 
 
{1891} Monies from these sources were called "monies of the college," pecuniae colegii, and 
were often entered into the books of the college of cardinals under the head of servitia, census, 
visitationes, and proventus. Kirsch, Finanzverw., p. 5, Baumgarten, p. xcvi. 
 
{1892} The terms servitia and annatae were used more or less interchangeably, but the former 
was usually applied to the gifts of prelates, the latter to the payments of the lower clerics. Gottlob, 
Servitientaxe, p. 1. 
 
{1893} Such a visit was called a visitatio ad limina apostolorum, and was not limited to the city 
of Rome. The visits upon which a tax was paid were called visitationes reales in distinction from 
other visits called visitationes verbales. Kirsch, pp. 22 sq. 
 
{1894} For the meaning and history of the word, see Gottlob, Servitientaxe, pp. 14-17. They were 
called servitia communia in distinction from the servitia pro familia or servitia minuta, which 
were smaller fees given to the officials of the papal household and officials of the body of 
cardinals, called familiares. These lesser fees were also matter of exact regulation, and usually 
amounted to one-fourteenth or one-twentieth of the servitium commune. Up to 1298 we hear of 
only two distinct fees for the members of the papal household. In 1299 we hear of three, and in 
the fourteenth century the number of the servitia minuta was increased to five. Gottlob, 
Servitientaxe, pp. 101 sqq.; Kirsch, pp. 12 sqq. 
 
{1895} Kirsch, p. 12, gives the documents in which appeals were made for a reduction of the 
tribute by the archbishops of Narbonne, 1341, and Cashel, 1332, and the abbot of Amiens, 1344. 
In the case of the abbot, the amount was reduced from 4000 to 2500 gold florins. 
 
{1896} See the cases from which Kirsch deduces the rule, p. 9. 
 
{1897} The case of the abbot of St. Edmundsbury seems to belong here. In 1248 he paid to the 
Roman see 800 marks. M. Paris, Luard’s ed., V. 40; Tangl, p. 6. 
 
{1898} The promises to pay were called obligationes. Receipts, quitationes, were given by the 
papal treasurer, or the treasurer of the college of cardinals, or by both. Kirsch gives original 
documents. He was the first to clear up the subject of the servitia. 
 
{1899} Kirsch, p. 32. 
 
{1900} Hurter, III. 136. 
 



{1901} Jensen, p. 36. 
 
{1902} See O’Gorman, Hist. of the Cath. Ch. in the U. S., p. 6. Nicolas Breakspear, Adrian IV., 
as cardinal legate, secured the promise of Peter’s Pence from Norway and Sweden at the synod of 
Linkoping, 1152. Jensen, p. 12. 
 
{1903} Kirsch, pp. 22, 23, 25. Nicolas IV., 1288, was the first to establish an equal division of the 
census in the bull coelestis altitudo. 
 
{1904} Such a formula dating from 1296 is given by Kirsch, p. 58. The number of the cardinals is 
distinctly stated in the ledger-books and also the names of cardinals who had forfeited their rights 
by deposition. 
 
{1905} camerarius collegii dominorum cardinalium. The first treasurer whose name is known 
was William de Bray, cardinal-priest of St. Marks, 1272-1282. For a list of his successors to 
1401, see Kirsch, pp. 44-46, and Baumgarten, pp. xliii sqq. 
 
{1906} Kirsch, p. 66. Baumgarten, p. xxiii, is of a different opinion and puts the first 
systematically kept ledgers in 1295. 
 
{1907} For a list of the strange coins paid into this fund and a computation of their value in gold 
florins, see Kirsch, pp. 56 sq. Kirsch estimates the gold florin as equivalent in face value to 10 
marks or $2.50 and the mark in the 14th century as having four times the purchasing power of a 
mark to-day. 
 
{1908} Deuteronomy consid.,  III. 1, 3. Bernard returns again and again (in his de consid., I. 11; 
IV. 4, etc., and his Letters) to the venality of the curia. He even suggested that Eugenius might 
have to leave Rome to get away from its corruption, Deuteronomy consid.,  IV. 3. 
 
{1909} Luard’s ed., V. 96. 
 
{1910} Coulton’s ed., pp. 261 sq. 
 
{1911} Bernard of Cluny in his de contemptu mundi has the following lines:— 
 
Roma dat omnibus omnia, dantibus omnia Romae 
 
Cum pretio: quia jure ibi via, jus perit omne 
 
Ut rota labitur, ergo vocabitur hinc rota a Roma 
 
Roma nocens nocet, atque viam docet ipsa nocendi 
 
Jura relinquere, lucra requirere, pallia vendi 
 
{1912} The Latin Poems of Walter Mapes, ed. by T. Wright, London, 1841, p. 218.  



125. Bishops. 
 
Although the episcopate lost some of its ancient prestige through the centralization of power in 
the papacy, the incumbents of the great sees were fully as powerful as the greater secular princes. 
The old theory, that all bishops are the successors of Peter, had a waning number of open 
advocates. Bernard said {1913} that, like the pope, they were pastors and porters of the kingdom 
of heaven and fountains of authority, but, in power and rank, they were inferior to the pope who 
is the immediate successor of the prince of the Apostles. A hundred years later Grosseteste still 
held to the equal dignity of all bishops as being successors of Peter. {1914} 
 
By the law of Gregory IX., archbishops took an oath of allegiance to the pope, and Martin V. 
(1417-1431) extended it so as to include all bishops. Gregory IX. and other popes made this oath 
the ground of demands for military service. Long before this, in 1139, Innocent II. had addressed 
the bishops as occupying a relation to the papal see such as vassals occupy to their prince. They 
were to be known as "bishops by the grace of God and the Apostolic see." {1915} Innocent III. 
distinctly stated that bishops receive their authority by the grace of the pope in whom resides the 
fulness of authority. {1916} The confirmation of bishops by the pope was made a fixed rule by 
Nicolas III. (1277-1280). {1917} And the ancient right which bishops had exercised of resigning 
their sees was now denied and the privilege made dependent upon the pope’s dispensation. 
 
After the Concordat of Worms, 1122, the appointment of bishops by princes and other lay 
patrons, in theory, ceased. Pope after pope declared the right of election belonged to the cathedral 
chapters. But, in fact, the elections were not free. Princes ignored the rights of the chapters and 
dictated the nominees, or had unsatisfactory elections set aside by appealing to Rome. In France 
and Spain, a royal writ was required before an election could be had and the royal acceptance of 
the candidate was interposed as a condition of consecration. In England, in spite of the settlement 
between Anselm and Henry I., the rights of the chapters were constantly set aside, and disputed 
elections were a constant recurrence. By John’s charter, the election took place in the chapter 
house of the cathedral, and the king might exercise the right of nomination and confirmation. 
{1918} In the case of disputed elections, the pope acted as umpire and might set aside all 
candidates and order a new election, as did Innocent III., in the case of Stephen Langton. The 
Fourth Lateran established the rule that a chapter, failing to reach a conclusion in three months, 
forfeited the right of election. 
 
The law requiring a bishop to be at least thirty years old {1919} and of legitimate birth was often 
set aside. Geoffrey, natural son of Henry II., was appointed bishop of Lincoln before he was 
twenty and for six years he enjoyed the revenues of the see without being ordained priest. He was 
afterwards made archbishop of York. Gerlach of Nassau was made archbishop at twenty. We 
have in this period no case quite so flagrant as that of Hugh of Vermandois, about 930, who, after 
poisoning the archbishop of Rheims, put his own son, a child of five, into the office. Disregard of 
the age-limit reached its height in the latter half of the fifteenth century. The larger sees were a 
tempting prize to noblemen, and Innocent III. felt it necessary to emphasize merit as a 
qualification for the episcopal office as against noble birth. 
 
The important right of canonization was withdrawn from the bishops by Alexander III., 1181, and 
its exercise thenceforth restricted to the pope. Bishops were not popular material for sainthood. 
Otto of Bamberg is a shining exception. 
 



From the time of Otto the Great, German bishops had the rank of princes. {1920} In France, 
England, and other countries, they were raised to the dignity of the peerage. The three German 
sees of Treves, Mainz, and Cologne probably enjoyed larger revenues and authority than any 
other sees in Western Christendom. They gave to the territory along the Rhine the name of the 
"priests’ alley." Their three prelates were among the seven electors of the empire. In Northern 
Germany, the see of Bremen retained its relative importance. Lund was the metropolitan see of 
Denmark and Scandinavia. In France, the ancient archbishoprics of Lyons and Rheims 
perpetuated the rank and influence of an earlier period. In England, after the see of Canterbury, 
Lincoln was the most influential diocese. 
 
The cathedral and collegiate chapters grew in importance. In the earlier part of this period, it was 
still the custom for the canons belonging to a chapter to live under the same roof and eat at the 
same table. In the thirteenth century a great change took place. With the increasing wealth of the 
churches, the chapters threatened to assert the rights of distinct corporations, and to become 
virtually independent of the bishops. {1921} Prebends or stalls—stallum in choro—were 
furnished with endowments of their own. The sons of nobles coveted and secured these places 
which brought emolument and influence without work. The canons lived apart by themselves, 
supported by the revenues of their stalls and their portion of the cathedral income. No places were 
more often filled by papal appointment in the way of reservation and expectance. {1922} 
 
The archdeacon, still called as of old, "the bishop’s eye," assisted the bishop in matters of 
diocesan administration, visited churches, made investigation of the sacred robes and vessels, 
adjudicated disputes, presided over synods, and, as provided for by the English Constitutions of 
Otho, instructed the clergy on the sacraments and other subjects. This official threatened to 
assume the rank of bishop-coadjutor, or even to become independent of the bishop. {1923} His 
duties are frequently dwelt upon by English, German, and French synods. The large dioceses 
employed a plurality of them. As early as the eleventh century, the see of Treves had five, 
Cologne six, and Halberstadt thirty. {1924} After the Norman Conquest, the English dioceses 
adopted the system. Lincoln included the archdeaconries of Lincoln, Leicester, Stow, 
Buckingham, Huntingdon, Northampton, Oxford, and Bedford. Archdeacons were often 
appointed at an early age, and it became the custom for them to go abroad to pursue the study of 
canon law before entering upon the duties of their office. They were inclined to allow themselves 
more liberties than other ecclesiastics, and John of Salisbury propounded the question whether an 
archdeacon could be saved. Among the better known of the English archdeacons were Thomas a  
Becket, Walter Map, archdeacon of Oxford, and Peter of Blois, archdeacon of London. Peter 
complained to Innocent III. that he received no financial support from the 120 churches of 
London. 
 
A hard struggle was carried on to remove the hand of the secular power from church funds. 
Synods, local and oecumenical, threatened severest penalties upon any interference of this kind. 
In 1209, Otto IV. renounced the old right of spoliation—jus spolii or jus exuviarum,—whereby 
the secular prince might seize the revenues of vacant sees and livings, and appropriate them to 
himself. The Church was exempted by Innocent III. from all civil taxation at the hands of laymen, 
except as it was sanctioned by pope or bishop, and lay patrons were enjoined against withholding 
or seizing for their own use church livings to which they had the right of appointment. {1925} 
The goods, laid aside by clerics from their livings, were the property of the Church, {1926} and in 
case a priest died intestate, it was, in some parts, the privilege of the bishop to administer his 
estate. Priests were exempt from personal taxation. For prescribed taxes, free gifts so called, were 
substituted. Peter of Blois commended the piety of certain princes who declined to levy taxes 
upon churches and other ecclesiastical institutions, even for necessary expenditures, such as the 



repair of city walls; but met them, if not from their own resources, from booty taken from 
enemies. {1927} 
 
Besides the usual income accruing from landed endowments and tithes, the bishop had other 
sources of revenue. He might at pleasure levy taxes for the spiritual needs of his see, {1928} and 
appropriate the first year’s income of newly appointed priests. Other additions, from the eleventh 
century on, came in the way of fees and collections for indulgences and gifts at the dedication of 
churches and altars, and the benediction of cemeteries. Abaelard speaks of the throngs which 
assembled on such festal occasions, and the large offerings which were, in part, payments for the 
relaxation of penances. {1929} 
 
As for the pastoral fidelity and morals of the bishops, there was much ground for complaint, and 
there are also records of exemplary prelates. As a whole, the prelates were a militant class. No 
pope of this age wore armor as did John XII., and, at a later time, Julius II., though there were few 
if any pontiffs, who did not encourage war under the name of religion. Bishops and abbots were 
often among the bravest warriors and led their troops into the thickest of the fight both on 
European soil and under Syrian suns. Monks and priests wore armor and went into battle. When 
the pope asked for the release of the fighting bishop of Beauvais, whom Richard Coeur de Lion 
had seized, Richard sent him the bishop’s coat of mail clotted with blood and the words taken 
from the story of Joseph, "We found this. Is it not thy son’s coat?" Archbishop Christian of Mainz 
(d. 1183) is said to have felled, with his own hand, nine antagonists in the Lombard war, and to 
have struck out the teeth of thirty others. Absalom and Andrew of Lund were famous warriors. 
{1930} So were Odo of Bayeux, Roger of York, and Geoffrey, his successor, and many other 
English prelates. The abbot Henry, afterwards archbishop of Narbonne, went at the head of the 
armies sent against the Albigenses, and did more, wearing the monk’s garb, to encourage 
bloodshed than he could have done in military dress. 
 
The chastity of the bishops was often open to just suspicion. The Christian, already referred to, a 
loyal supporter of Barbarossa, kept a harem. {1931} When the confirmation of Geoffrey Riddel to 
the see of Ely was being prosecuted at the papal court, and Geoffrey was absent, the bishop of 
Orleans facetiously explained his absence by saying, "He hath married a wife, and therefore he 
cannot come." {1932} The case of Henry of Liege, prince-bishop of Liege, is perhaps the most 
notorious case. He was cited before Gregory X. at the second council of Lyons, and forced to 
resign. He was an illiterate, and could not read the book presented to him. For thirty years he had 
led a shameless life. Two abbesses and a nun were among his concubines and he boasted of 
having had fourteen children in twenty-two months. The worst seems to have occurred before he 
was made priest. Innocent IV. had been his strong friend. Salimbene tells the popular tale of his 
day that the saintly Cistercian, Geoffroi de Peronne, came back from the other world and 
announced that if he had accepted the bishopric of Tournai, as the pope urged him to do, he 
would have been burning in hell. From the pages of this chronicler we have the pictures of many 
unworthy prelates given to wine and pleasure, but also of some who were model pastors. {1933} 
 
The prelates of Germany had no better reputation than those of Italy, and Caesar of Heisterbach 
{1934} reports the conversation of a Paris clerk, who declared that he "could believe all things, 
but it was not possible for him to believe that any German bishop could be saved." When asked 
the reason for such a judgment, he replied, that the German prelates carried both swords, waged 
wars, and were more concerned about the pay of soldiers than the salvation of the souls 
committed to them. 
 
The other side to this picture is not so apt to be presented. Chroniclers are more addicted to point 
out the scandalous lives of priests than to dwell upon clerical fidelity. There were faithful and 



good bishops and abbots. The names of Anselm of Canterbury and Hugh of Lincoln, Bernard and 
Peter the Venerable only need to be mentioned to put us on our guard against accepting the cases 
of unworthy and profligate prelates which have been handed down as indicating a universal rule. 
 
{1913} Deuteronomy consid.,  II. 8; III. 4; IV. 8. After the resurrection, Peter went to Jesus on the 
lake. The lake signified the world and Peter has charge over the world, and each Apostle charge 
over his own little boat. James was satisfied with jurisdiction over Jerusalem and acknowledged 
Peter’s authority over the entire Church. 
 
{1914} Letter 23, Luard’s ed., principes ecclesiastici qui vicem Petri tenent. 
 
{1915} In a vigorous letter to Innocent, Bernard complained that bishops were deprived by the 
curia of the power to right wrongs in their own dioceses and to exercise the function of the keys. 
Ep.,  178, Migne, 182. 310. 
 
{1916} See Dollinger, Papstthum, pp. 73, 409 sq. Innocent referred back to Leo I., who had 
written to a bishop of Thessalonica, vices enim nostras ita tuae credidimus charitati, ut in partem 
sis vocatus sollicitudinis, non in plenitudinem potestatis. Ep.,  VI. Migne, LIV. 671. 
 
{1917} Lib. Sextus, I. 6, 16, Friedberg’s ed., II. 954 sqq. 
 
{1918} Stubbs, Const. Hist.,  III. 303 sq., refers to "the shadowy freedom of election." 
 
{1919} Third Lat., can. 3. 
 
{1920} Hauck, III. 28 sqq. 
 
{1921} capitula clausa. Hurter, III. 355, pronounced the change a sign of decay. 
 
{1922} The prospective occupants of stalls were called canonici in herbis, canons on the 
commons; the actual incumbents, canonici in floribus et fructibus. The Third Lateran forbade the 
appointment of canons to stalls not yet vacant, but Alexander IV., 1254, sanctioned the 
appointment of as many as four such expectants. See Art. Kapitel, Herzog, X. 38. 
 
{1923} Third Lat., can. 6, Friedberg, pp. 188 sqq. Innocent III. recognized the archdeacon as the 
bishop’s representative. Hurter, III. 362 sq. 
 
{1924} Hauck, IV. 10 sqq. Metz, Toul, Mainz, etc., also employed a number of archdeacons. 
 
{1925} Third Lat., can. 19, Fourth Lat., can. 46. This principle was recognized by Frederick II., 
1220. Also Narbonne, 1127, can. 12; Toulouse, 1229, can. 20 sq., etc. 
 
{1926} Third Lat., can. 15. 
 
{1927} Epp.,  112, 121. 
 
{1928} Subsidium charitativum. Third Lateran. 
 
{1929} Ethica, 25, Migne, 178. 672 sq. 
 
{1930} See Hurter, III. 292 sqq., for a list of warrior prelates. 



 
{1931} Gregorovius, IV. 610. 
 
{1932} Stubbs’ ed. of Hoveden, II. 58. 
 
{1933} Coulton’s ed., p. 264 sqq. 
 
{1934} Dial.,  II. 27, Strange’s ed., I. 99.  



126. The Lower Clergy. 
 
The cure of souls—regimen animarum —was pronounced by the Fourth Lateran, following 
Gregory the Great, to be the art of arts, and bishops were admonished to see to it that men capable 
in knowledge and of fit morals be appointed to benefices. The people were taught to respect the 
priest for the sake of his holy office and the fifth commandment was adduced as divine authority 
for submission to him. {1935} 
 
The old rule was repeated, making the canonical age for consecration to the priesthood twenty-
five. Councils and popes laid constant stress upon the priest’s moral obligations, such as integrity, 
temperance in the use of strong drink, {1936} simplicity in diet and dress, abstinence from the 
practice of usury. {1937} He was forbidden to frequent taverns, to play at dice, to attend theatrical 
and mimic performances, and to allow dances in church buildings and church yards. 
 
The old rules were renewed, debarring from the sacerdotal office persons afflicted with bodily 
defects, and Innocent III. complained of the bishop of Angouleme for ordaining a priest who had 
lost a thumb. {1938} 
 
Beginning with the twelfth century, the number of parishes increased with great rapidity both in 
the rural districts and in the towns. In German cities the division of the old parishes was 
encouraged by the citizens, as in Freiburg, Mainz, Worms, and Lubeck, and they insisted upon 
the right of choosing their pastor. {1939} On the other hand, the convents were busy establishing 
churches and, in Germany, there were thousands under their control. {1940} The eleventh and 
twelfth centuries were a busy time of church building. 
 
What occurred in Germany occurred also in England. But here the endowment of churches and 
chapels by devout and wealthy laymen was more frequent. Such parishes, it is true, often fell to 
the charge of the orders, but also a large share of them to the charge of the cathedral chapters and 
bishops. 
 
Clerical incomes varied fully as much in those days as they do now, if not more. The poorer 
German priests received from one-tenth to one-twentieth of the incomes of more fortunate rectors 
and canons. {1941} The Fourth Lateran made small salaries responsible for a poorly trained 
ministry. 
 
The clergy depended for their maintenance chiefly upon the income from lands and the tithe. The 
theory was that the tenth belonged to the Church, "for the earth is the Lord’s and the fulness 
thereof." The principle was extended to include the tithe of the fish-catch, the product of the 
chase, and the product of commerce. {1942} The clergy also received fees for special Sacerdotal 
services from baptism to burial and rites pertaining to the soul after death. Such fees became 
general after the twelfth century, but not without vigorous protests against them. The Second 
Lateran and other synods {1943} forbade priests making charges for the administration of 
baptism, marriage, extreme unction, and other rites, and for sepulture. The ground was taken by 
Innocent III. that, while gifts for such services were proper, they should be spontaneous and not 
forced. The Fourth Lateran bade laymen see they were not overlooked. 
 
Priests receiving their benefices from laymen were likened to thieves who came not in by the 
door but climbed in some other way. The lay patron had the right of nomination—presentatio. To 
the bishop belonged the right of confirmation—concessio. Laymen venturing to confer a living 



without the consent of the ecclesiastical authority exposed themselves to the sentence of 
excommunication. {1944} Stories were current of clerics who had bought their way to ordination 
and to benefices, who afterwards gnawed through their tongues in remorse. {1945} The system of 
pluralities was practised in spite of the decrees of oecumenical and local synods. {1946} 
 
The ideal of a faithful priest was not a preacher but one who administered the sacraments and 
other solemn rites upon the living and the dead. Restricted as the education of the priest was, it 
greatly surpassed that of his lay brother, and it was not so meagre as it has often been represented. 
There were writers who held up the ignorance of the clergy to scorn, but it is dangerous to base 
wide generalizations on such statements. Statements of another kind can be adduced to show that 
a class of priests had literary interests as wide as the age was familiar with. The schools that 
existed were for the training of the clergy. Synods assumed that clerics could read and prescribed 
that they should read their breviaries even while travelling on journeys. Peter of Blois urged them 
to read the Scriptures, which he called David’s harp, a plough working up the fallow field of the 
heart, and which he compared to drink, medicine, balsam, and a weapon. He also warned priests 
against allowing themselves "to be enticed away by the puerilities of heathen literature and the 
inventions of philosophers." When the universities arose, a large opportunity was offered for 
culture and the students who attended them were clerics or men who were looking forward to 
holy orders. The synod of Cologne, 1260, probably struck the medium in regard to the culture of 
the clergy, when it declared that it did not demand eminent learning of clerics but that they know 
how to read and properly sing the church service. 
 
The function of parish-preaching was not altogether neglected. Bishops were enjoined by the 
Fourth Lateran to appoint men capable of preaching in all cathedral and conventual churches. In 
the eleventh century there was scarcely a German parish in which there was not some preaching 
during the year, and subsequent to that time, sermons were delivered regularly. {1947} The 
sermons were sometimes in Latin and sometimes in German. Those which are preserved abound 
in stories and practical lessons and show more dependence upon the Fathers than upon the 
Scriptures. In England and other parts of Europe sermonizing was a less common practice. 
English priests were required to give expositions of the Creed, the Ten Commandments, the 
evangelical precepts, the seven works of mercy, the seven cardinal virtues, and the seven 
sacraments, and to cover these subjects once a quarter. Grosseteste called upon them to be 
diligent in visiting the sick night and day, to preach, and to carefully read the Scriptures that they 
might be able to give a reason for the hope that was in them. {1948} In the regions infected with 
the Albigensian heresy, instruction was ordered given to children in the articles of the Catholic 
faith. The mendicant monks started out as preachers and supplied a popular demand. The 
ignorance of the priesthood at times called for inhibitions of preaching, as by the synod of 
Oxford, 1281. 
 
Not the least important among the priest’s functions was the supervision of wills that the Church 
might come in for seemly remembrance. State laws in conflict with this custom were set aside. 
Abuses were recognized by synods, and the synod of Paris, 1212, ordered that laymen should not 
be compelled to make provision in their wills for the payment of thirty mortuary masses. The 
priest’s signature insured the validity of a will, and some synods made the failure to call in a 
priest to attest the last testament a ground of excommunication. {1949} 
 
Turning to the priest as a member of society, the Church, with unwavering emphasis, insisted 
upon his independence of the secular tribunal. In the seventh century, Heraclius had granted to 
the clergy, even in the case of criminal offences, the right of trial in ecclesiastical courts. The 
Isidorian fiction fully stated this theory. These and other privileges led many to enter the minor 
clerical orders who had no intention of performing ecclesiastical functions. Council after council 



pronounced the priest’s person inviolate and upon no other matter was Innocent III. more 
insistent. {1950} Violence offered to a priest was punished with the anathema, and civil 
authorities venturing to cite clerics to appear before them incurred the same penalty. {1951} Such 
legislation did not, however, bring complete immunity from injury or exempt church property 
from spoliation. In England, Thomas a  Becket is the most noteworthy example. A bishop of 
Caithness had his tongue cut out. A Spanish bishop received the same treatment at the hands of a 
king of Aragon. In Germany, Bishop Dietrich of Naumburg, a learned man, was murdered, 1123; 
as were also Conrad, bishop of Utrecht, 1099; Arnold bishop of Merseburg, 1126, and other 
bishops. Lawrence, archdeacon of York, was murdered in the vestibule of his church by a knight. 
The life of Norbert of Magdeburg was attempted twice. {1952} The principle which the Church 
recognized in the punishment of clerical crimes was laid down by Coelestin III., 1192. Theft, 
homicide, perjury, or other "mortal crimes" were punished with deposition. If the priest persisted 
in committing offences, he was excommunicated and, at last, turned over to the state for 
punishment. {1953} There was no little complaint against the application of the canon law. Roger 
Bacon complained bitterly against the time given to its study in Bologna. He declared its study 
was obliterating the distinction between the clerical and lay professions. The doctors of law called 
themselves clerks though they had not the tonsure and took to themselves wives. He demanded 
that, if clergymen and laymen were to be subjected to the same law, it should be the law of 
England for Englishmen, and of France for Frenchmen and not the law of Lombardy. 
 
Clerical manners were a constant subject of conciliar action. Ordination afforded no immunity 
from vanity and love of ostentation. The extravagance of bishops and other clergy in dress and 
ornaments gave rise to much scandal. The Third Lateran sought to check vain display by 
forbidding a retinue of more than 40 or 50 horse to archbishops, 25 to cardinals, and 20 or 30 to 
bishops. Archdeacons were reduced to the paltry number of 5 or 7 and deans to 2. There was 
some excuse for retinues in an age of violence with no provision for public police. The chase had 
its peculiar fascination and bishops were forbidden to take hounds or falcons with them on their 
journeys of visitation. Dogs and hunting were in localities denied to clergymen altogether. {1954} 
 
The fondness of the clergy for gay apparel was often rebuked. In Southern France, clergymen 
ventured to wear red and green colors and to substitute for the close-fitting garment the graceful 
and flowing open robe. They followed the fashions of the times in ornamenting themselves with 
buckles and belts of gold and silver and hid the tonsure by wearing their hair long. They affected 
the latest styles of shoes and paraded about in silk gloves and gilded spurs, with gilded 
breastbands on their horses and on gilded saddles. {1955} 
 
Full as the atmosphere of the age was of war-clamor, and many warring prelates as there were, 
the legislation of the Church was against a fighting clergy. The wearing of swords and dirks and 
of a military dress was repeatedly forbidden to them. Wars for the extermination of heresy were 
in a different category from feuds among Catholic Christians. It was in regard to the former that 
Peter des Roches, bishop of Winchester, said, "As for the enemies of Christ, we shall slay them 
and purify the face of the earth, that the whole world may be subject to one Catholic Church and 
become one fold and one shepherd." {1956} Priests were prohibited from attending executions, 
and also tournaments and duels, on the ground that these contests presented the possibility of 
untimely death to the contestants. In case a combatant received a mortal wound he was entitled to 
the sacrament but was denied ecclesiastical burial. {1957} The Fourth Lateran solemnly enjoined 
ecclesiastics against pronouncing the death sentence or executing it, and the same council forbade 
surgery also, so far as it involved cutting and burning, to deacons and subdeacons as well as to 
priests. 
 



The period opens with the dark picture of clerical morals by Peter Damiani who likened them to 
the morals of the Cities of the Plain. Bernard, a hundred years later, in condemning clergymen for 
the use of military dress, declared they had neither the courage of the soldier nor the virtues of the 
clergyman. {1958} A hundred years later still Grosseteste, in describing the low moral and 
religious state of the English people, made the immoral lives of the clergy responsible for it. 
 
Dice were played even on the altars of Notre Dame, Paris, {1959} and dice-playing is often 
forbidden to priests in the acts of synods. Wine-drinking to excess was also a fault of the clergy, 
and Salimbene knew Italian clerics who sold wine and kept taverns. {1960} According to Caesar 
of Heisterbach, wine often flowed at the dedication of churches. A Devonshire priest was 
accustomed to brew his beer in the church-building. 
 
The most famous passage of all is the passage in which Jacob de Vitry describes conditions in 
Paris. Fornication among clergymen, he says, was considered no sin. Loose women paraded the 
streets and, as it were by force, drew them to their lodgings. And if they refused, the women 
pointed the finger at them, crying "Sodomites." Things were so bad and the leprosy so incurable 
that it was considered honorable to have one or more concubines. In the same building, school 
was held upstairs and prostitutes lived below. In the upper story masters read and in the lower 
story loose women plied their trade. In one part of the building women and their procurors 
disputed and in another part the clergy held forth in their disputations. {1961} 
 
The Fourth Lateran arraigned bishops for spending the nights in revelry and wantonness. The 
archbishopric of Rouen was occupied for 113 years by three prelates of scandalous fame. Two of 
them were bastards of the ducal house and all rivalled or excelled the barons round about in 
turbulence and license. A notorious case in high places was that of the papal legate, Cardinal John 
of Crema. He held a council which forbade priests and the lower clergy to have wives or 
concubines; but, sent to the bishop of Durham to remonstrate with him over the debauchery 
which ruled in his palace, the cardinal himself yielded to a woman whom the bishop provided. 
The bishop regarded it as a jest when he pointed out the cardinal in the act of fornication. 
 
Marriage and concubinage continued to be practised by the clergy in spite of the Hildebrandian 
legislation. Innocent III. agreed with Hildebrand that a priest with a family is divided in his 
affections and cannot give to God and the Church his full allegiance in time and thought. {1962} 
Writers, like Salimbene and Caesar of Heisterbach, were severe on married priests. According to 
the Fourth Lateran, bishops not only violated the canons of the Church themselves by committing 
the "crime of the flesh," as Gregory VII. called it, but winked at their violation by priests for a 
money-compensation. A common saying among priests was, si non caste, caute; that is, "if not 
chaste, at least cautious." In this way Paul’s words were misinterpreted when he said, "If they 
cannot contain, let them marry." Bonaventura, who knew the facts, declared "that very many of 
the clergy are notoriously unchaste, keeping concubines in their houses and elsewhere or 
notoriously sinning here and there with many persons." {1963} 
 
Conditions must have been bad indeed, if they equalled the priestly customs of the fourteenth 
century and the example set by the popes in the latter half of the fifteenth. Who will forget the 
example and mistresses of the first and only Scotch cardinal, Archbishop Beaton, who 
condemned Patrick Hamilton and Wishart to death! Were not the Swiss Reformers Bullinger and 
Leo Jud sons of priests, and was not Zwingli, in spite of his offence against the law of continence, 
in good standing so long as he remained in the papal communion! 
 
The violation of the ecclesiastical law of celibacy was, however, by no means in all cases a 
violation of the moral law. Without the ceremony of marriage, many a priest lived honorably with 



the woman he had chosen, and cared for and protected his family. The Roman pontiff’s 
ordinance, setting aside an appointment of the Almighty, was one of the most offensive pieces of 
papal legislation and did unspeakable injury to the Church. 
 
{1935} Innocent III. Ep.,  II. 142. "Hundreds of times," says Harter, III. 388, does this pope insist 
upon obedience from the priest to his superior and says ‘the evil of disobedience is the crime of 
idolatry,’ inobedientiae malum est scelus idolatriae. 
 
{1936} Fourth Lateran, can. 15. 
 
{1937} The practice of usury so frequently forbidden to priests was also forbidden to the laity, 
laicis usura dampnabilis est. Gratiani Decr. causa, XIV. 4, 9, Friedberg’s ed., I. 737. 
 
{1938} Ep.,  I. 231. 
 
{1939} Hauck, IV. 29 sqq. 
 
{1940} The Gregorian Decretals discuss chapels controlled by monks. Friedberg’s ed., II. 607 
sqq. 
 
{1941} Hauck, IV. 47 sq. In some dioceses priests were said to receive only one-sixteenth of the 
tithes due them, the rest being appropriated by the lay patron or bishop. So the synod of Mainz, 
Hefele, VI. 75. 
 
{1942} The last claim, made by the archbishop of Bergen, was rejected by Innocent III. Ep.,  I. 
217. 
 
{1943} Piacenza, 1095; London, 1138, 1175; Oxford, 1222; Treves, 1227, etc. Caesar of 
Heisterbach, Dial., II. 7, tells of priests who for bribes gave burial to unchurched persons. 
 
{1944} First Lat., can. 9; Second Lat., can. 10; Third Lat., can. 17; synods of Nismes, 1096, 
Troyes, 1107, Rheims, 1119, etc. The Gregorian Decretals are full on the subject of patrons and 
their rights. Friedberg’s ed., II. 609-622. Innocent III. laid down the rule, quod beneficia non 
possint conferri per saeculares. Ep.,  I. 64, IX. 234, quoted by Hurter, III. 381. 
 
{1945} Hurter, III. 395. 
 
{1946} Third Lat., can. 13; Fourth Lat., can. 29; Paris, 1212, etc. 
 
{1947} Hauck, IV. 40. Cruel, Deutsche Predigt, etc., expresses a less favorable judgment and 
estimates that one-half of the German clergy in the 13th century were uneducated and unable to 
preach. Coulton, p. 277, referring more especially to Italy, speaks "of the abyss of ignorance 
among the clergy at which we may well stagger." 
 
{1948} The Constitutions of Otho, 1237. Grosseteste, Letters, LII., Luard’s ed., p. 154 sqq. 
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127. The Councils. 
 
The legislation of the oecumenical and local synods of this age gives the most impressive 
evidence of the moral ideals of the Church and its effort to introduce moral reforms. The large 
number of councils, as compared with the period just before 1050, was a healthy sign. {1964} 
Their time was largely taken up with disciplinary and moral subjects. They legislated upon the 
relation of the Church to the empire, and the election of the pope, against simony and clerical 
marriage, upon heresy and measures for its repression, upon the crusades and the truce of God, on 
the details of clerical conduct and dress, and upon the rites of worship. The doctrine of 
transubstantiation, defined at the Fourth Lateran, was the only doctrine which was added by 
oecumenical authority to the list of the great dogmas handed down from the early Church. 
 
At one period one subject, and at another, another subject, was prominent. The character of the 
legislation also differed with the locality. The synods in Rome, during the latter half of the 
eleventh century, discussed clerical celibacy, simony, and investiture by laymen. The synods of 
Southern France and Spain, from the year 1200, abound in decrees upon the subject of heresy. 
The synods of England and Germany were more concerned about customs of worship and clerical 
conduct. 
 
A notable feature is the attendance of popes on synods held outside of Rome. Leo IX. attended 
synods in France and Germany, as well as in Italy. Urban II. presided at the great synod of 
Clermont, 1095. Innocent II. attended a number of synods outside of Rome. Alexander III. was 
present at the important synod of Tours, where Thomas a  Becket sat at his right. Lucius III. 
presided at the council of Verona, 1184. Innocent IV. and Gregory X. were present at the first and 
second councils of Lyons. Such synods had double weight from the presence of the supreme head 
of Christendom. The synods may be divided into three classes: — 
 
I. Local Synods, 1050-1122.—The synods held in this, the Hildebrandian period, were a symptom 
of a new era in Church history. The chief synods were held in Rome and, beginning with 1049, 
they carried through the reformatory legislation, enforcing clerical celibacy and forbidding 
simony. The legislation against lay-investiture culminated in the Lenten synods at Rome, 1074 
and 1075, presided over by Gregory VII. Local synods, especially in France and England, 
repeated this legislation. The method of electing a pope was settled by the Roman synod held by 
Nicolas, and confirmed by the Third Lateran, 1179. The doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, as 
advocated by Berengar, d. 1088, called forth action at Rome and Vercelli, 1050, and again at 
Rome, 1059 and 1079. The legislation bearing on the conquest of the Holy Places was 
inaugurated at Piacenza and more seriously at the synod of Clermont, both held in 1095. 
 
II. The Oecumenical Councils.—Six general councils were held within a period of one hundred 
and fifty years, 1123-1274, as against eight held between 325-869, or a period of five hundred 
years. The first four go by the name of the Lateran Councils, from the Lateran in Rome, where 
they assembled. The last two were held in Lyons. They were called by the popes, and temporal 
sovereigns had nothing to do in summoning them. {1965} They were presided over by popes, and 
the dockets of business were prepared by papal direction. The pope ratified their decrees. The 
first canon of the First Lateran ran, "by the authority of the Apostolic see, we forbid," etc., — 
auctoritate sedis apostol. prohibemus. It is true that the assent of the assembled prelates was 
assumed or, if expressly mentioned, the formula ran, "with the assent of the holy synod," or "the 
holy synod being in session,"—sacro approbante concilio, or sacro praesente concilio. So it was 
with the Fourth Lateran. The six oecumenical councils are:— 



 
1. The First Lateran, 1123, called by Calixtus II., is listed by the Latins as the Ninth oecumenical 
council. Its chief business was to ratify the Concordat of Worms. It was the first oecumenical 
council to forbid the marriage of priests. It renewed Urban II.’s legislation granting indulgences 
to the Crusaders. 
 
2. The Second Lateran, 1139, opened with an address by Innocent II., consummated the close of 
the recent papal schism and pronounced against the errors of Arnold of Brescia. 
 
3. The Third Lateran, 1179, under the presidency of Alexander III., celebrated the restoration of 
peace between the Church and the empire and, falling back on the canon of the Second Lateran, 
legislated against the Cathari and Patarenes. It ordered separate churches and burial-grounds for 
lepers. Two hundred and eighty-seven, or, according to other reports, three hundred or three 
hundred and ninety-six bishops attended. 
 
4. The Fourth Lateran or Twelfth oecumenical, 1215, marks an epoch in the Middle Ages. It 
established the Inquisition and formulated the doctrine of transubstantiation, the two most far-
reaching decrees of the mediaeval Church. Innocent III. dominated the council, and its 
disciplinary and moral canons are on a high plane and would of themselves have made the 
assemblage notable. It was here that the matter of Raymund of Toulouse was adjudicated, and 
here the crusade was appointed for 1217 which afterwards gave Frederick II. and Innocent’s two 
immediate successors so much trouble. A novel feature was the attendance of a number of Latin 
patriarchs from the East, possessing meagre authority, but venerable titles. The decisions of the 
council were quoted as authoritative by Bonaventura and Thomas Aquinas. {1966} 
 
5. The First council of Lyons, 1245, presided over by Innocent IV., has its fame from the 
prosecution and deposition of the emperor Frederick II. It also took up the distressed condition of 
Jerusalem and the menace of the Tartars to Eastern Europe. 
 
6. The Second council of Lyons or the Fourteenth oecumenical, 1274, was summoned by Gregory 
X., and attended by five hundred bishops and one thousand other ecclesiastics. Gregory opened 
the sessions with an address as Innocent III. had opened the Fourth Lateran and Innocent IV. the 
First council of Lyons. The first of its thirty-one canons reaffirmed the doctrine of the procession 
of the Holy Spirit from the Son. It repeated the legislation of the Fourth Lateran, prohibiting the 
institution of new monastic orders. The council’s chief significance was the attempt to reunite the 
churches of the West and the East, the latter being represented by an imposing delegation. 
 
These oecumenical assemblages have their importance from the questions they discussed and the 
personalities they brought together. They had an important influence in uniting all parts of 
Western Christendom and in developing the attachment to the Apostolic see, as the norm of 
Church unity. 
 
III. Local Synods, 1122-1294.—Some of the local synods of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
are of even more importance than some of the oecumenical councils of the same period. If they 
were to be characterized for a single subject of legislation, it would be the repression of heresy. 
Some of them had far more than a local significance, as, for example, the synod of Tours, 1163, 
when Spain, Sicily, Italy, England, Scotland, and Ireland were represented as well as France. 
Alexander III. and seventeen cardinals were present. The synod legislated against heresy. 
 
The synod of Verona, 1184, passed a lengthy and notable decree concerning the trial and 
punishment of heretics. It heard the plea of the Waldenses, but declined to grant it. 



 
The synod of Treves, 1227, passed important canons bearing on the administration of the 
sacraments. 
 
The synod of Toulouse, 1229, presided over by the papal legate, celebrated the close of the 
Albigensian crusades and perfected the code of the Inquisition. It has an unenviable distinction 
among the great synods on account of its decree forbidding laymen to have the Bible in their 
possession. 
 
These synods were great events, enlightening the age and stirring up thought. Unwholesome as 
were their measures against ecclesiastical dissent and on certain other subjects, their legislation 
was, upon the whole, in the right direction of purity of morals and the rights of the people. 
 
{1964} Hergenrother, Kathol. Kirchenrecht, p. 342, speaks of the rarity of synods from 900-1050 
as a sign of the laxity of Catholic discpline. 
 
{1965} Dollinger-Friedrich, D. Papstthum, p. 88 sqq. 
 
{1966} Summa, supplem., VIII. 4, Migne, IV. 946, etc.  



128. Church and Clergy in England. 
 
Literature: I. The works of William of Malmesbury, William of Newburgh, Henry of Huntingdon, 
Roger of Wendover, M. Paris, Richard of Hoveden, John of Salisbury, Walter Map, Giraldus 
Cambrensis, Ordericus Vitalis, Peter of Blois, Grosseteste, etc. 
 
II. Phillimore: The Eccles. Law of Engl., 2 vols. Lond., 1873, Supplem., 1870.—Stubbs: Select 
Charters of Engl. Const. Hist., 8th ed., Oxf., 1896; Constit. Hist. of Engl.,  6th ed., 1897, 3 
vols.—Gee and Hardy: Documents Illustr. of Engl. Ch. Hist.,  Lond., 1896.—F. W. Maitland: 
Rom. Canon Law in the Ch. of Engl.,  Lond., 1898.—Jessopp: The Coming of the Friars.—H. D. 
Traill: Social England, a Record of the Progress of the People, etc., 2 vols. Lond., 2d ed., 
1894.—W. R. W. Stephens: A Hist. of the Engl. Church, 1066-1272, Lond., 1901. Freeman: The 
Norman Conquest and William Rufus.—Histt. of England and the Ch. of England, etc.—Dict. of 
Nat. Biogr. 
 
With the Norman Conquest the Roman curia began to manifest anxious concern for the English 
Church and to reach out for her revenues. Reverent as the Saxon kings had been towards the 
pope, as was shown in their visits to Rome and the payment of Peter’s Pence, the wild condition 
of the country during the invasions of the Danes offered little attraction to the Church rulers of 
the South. Henry Of Huntingdon called the England of his day—the twelfth century—"Merrie 
England" {1967} and said that Englishmen were a free people, free in spirit and free in tongue, 
with even more freedom in giving, having abundance for themselves and something to spare for 
their neighbors across the sea. The Romans were quick to find this out and treated the English 
Church as a rich mine to be worked. It is probable that in no other part of Christendom were such 
constant and unblushing demands made upon church patronage and goods. {1968} On the other 
hand, in no country was so persistent a struggle maintained for popular rights in Church and state 
against the impositions both of pope and crown. 
 
Among the first distinct papal encroachments upon the liberties of the English Church were the 
appointment of legates and the demand that the archbishop go to Rome to receive the pallium. 
The first legates to England seem to have been sent at the invitation of William the Conqueror, 
1070, to take up the case of Stigand, the Saxon archbishop of Canterbury, who had espoused the 
cause of the antipope. It was not long before the appointment of foreign legates was resisted and 
the pope, after the refusal to receive several of his representatives, was forced to yield and made it 
a rule to associate the legatine authority with the archbishops of Canterbury and York,—a rule, 
however, which had many exceptions. The legates of English birth were called legati nati in 
distinction from the foreign appointees, called le nati a latere. 
 
The pope’s right to interfere in the appointment of bishops and to fill benefices was asserted soon 
after the Conqueror’s death. In such matters, the king showed an almost equally strong hand. 
Again and again the pope quashed the elections of chapters either upon his own motion or at the 
king’s appeal. Eugenius III. set aside William, canonically chosen archbishop of York. Stephen 
Langton 1207, Edmund Rich 1234, the Franciscan Kilwardby 1273, Peckham 1279, and 
Reynolds 1313, all archbishops of Canterbury, were substituted for the candidates canonically 
elected. Bonaventura was substituted for William Langton, elected archbishop of York, 1264. 
Such cases were constantly recurring. Bishops, already consecrated, were set aside by the pope in 
virtue of his "fulness of power," as was the case when Richard de Bury, d. 1345, was substituted 
for Robert Graystanes in the see of Durham. 
 



This violence, done to the rights of the chapters, led to a vast amount of litigation. Almost every 
bishop had to fight a battle at Rome before he obtained his see. Between 1215-1264 not fewer 
than thirty cases of contested episcopal elections were carried to Rome. It was a bad day when the 
pope or the king could not find a dissident minority in a chapter and, through appeals, secure a 
hearing at Rome and finally a reversal of the chapter’s decision. Of the four hundred and seventy 
decretals of Alexander III., accepted by Gregory IX., about one hundred and eighty were directed 
to England. {1969} 
 
The regular appointment to benefices was also invalidated by the pernicious custom of papal 
reservations which threatened even in this period to include every high office in the English 
Church. A little later, in 1317, the supreme pontiff reserved for his own appointment the sees of 
Worcester, Hereford, Durham, and Rochester; in 1320 Lincoln and Winchester; in 1322, 1323 
Lichfield and Winchester; 1325 Carlisle and Norwich; 1327 Worcester, Exeter, and Hereford. 
{1970} 
 
Another way by which the pope asserted his overlordship in the English Church was the 
translation of a bishop from one see to another. This, said Matthew Paris (V. 228), "became 
custom so that one church seemed to be the paramour of the other." 
 
The English clergy and the barons looked upon these practices with disfavor, and, as at the Mad 
Parliament, 1258, demanded the freedom of capitular elections. The Constitutions of Clarendon, 
1164, clearly expressed the national opposition, but the pope continued to go his own way. 
 
The convents, for the most part, escaped papal interference in the election of their abbots. The 
reason is to be sought in the support which the orders gave to the pope in his struggle to reduce 
the episcopate to subjection. Nor did the crown venture to interfere, repelled, no doubt, by the 
compact organization of the monastic orders, the order rising to the defence of an attacked abbey. 
 
The participation of the English bishops in the House of Lords was based originally upon the tax 
of scutage. From this followed their equal right to deliberate upon public affairs with the barons. 
At a time when this body contained less than forty lay peers, it included twenty bishops and 
twenty-six abbots. Most of the bishops and abbots, it would seem, had houses in London, which 
had taken the place of Winchester as the centre of national life. {1971} As the emoluments of the 
higher ecclesiastical dignities increased, they were sought and secured by noblemen for their sons 
and by members of the royal house. Odo, bishop of Bayeux, d. 1097, was the brother of William 
the Conqueror. Two of Stephen’s nephews were made respectively bishop of Durham and 
archbishop of York. Ethelmar, brother of Henry III., received the see of Winchester, 1250, {1972} 
and the archbishopric of Canterbury was provided for Henry’s uncle, Boniface. Geoffrey, son of 
Henry II., was made bishop of Lincoln when a lad, and afterwards transferred to York. Among 
the men of humble birth who rose to highest ecclesiastical rank were Edmund Rich and Robert 
Kilwardby. 
 
The honors of canonization were reached by Hugh of Lincoln, Rich of Canterbury, and Richard 
of Wyche, bishop of Chichester, not to speak of Anselm and Thomas a  Becket. The cases of 
proud and warring prelates were numerous, and the custom whereby bishops held the chief 
offices at the court was not adapted to develope the religious virtues. Richard Flambard, bishop of 
Durham under William Rufus, Hugh, bishop of Lichfield, 1188-1195, and Peter des Roches of 
Winchester, 1205-1238, supporter of John, are among the more flagrant examples of prelates who 
brought no virtues to their office and learned none. William Longchamp, bishop of Ely and 
favorite of Richard I., was followed by a retinue of 1000 men. {1973} The council of London, 
1237, presided over by the cardinal legate, Otho, reminded the bishops of their duty to "sow the 



word of life in the field of the Lord." And, lest they should forget their responsibilities, they were 
to listen twice a year to the reading of their oath of consecration. 
 
The English chapters were divided almost equally between the two classes of clergy, monks and 
seculars. To the former class belonged Canterbury, Winchester, Durham, Norwich, Coventry, 
Rochester, Worcester, Ely, and Bath. The chapters of York, London, Exeter, Lichfield, Wells, 
Hereford, Lincoln, Salisbury, Llandaff, St. Asaph, St. David’s, and Chichester were made up of 
secular clergy. As the chapters asserted the rights of distinct corporations, their estates were 
treated as distinct from those of the bishop. It not infrequently happened that the bishop lost all 
influence in his chapter. The dean, in case the canons were seculars, and the prior, in case they 
were monks, actually supplanted the bishop in the control of the cathedral when the bishop and 
canons were hostile to each other. The Fourth Lateran, however, recognized the superior right of 
the bishop to enter the church and conduct the service. The Third Lateran ordered questions in the 
chapter settled by a majority vote, no matter what the traditional customs had been. 
 
The pope and the English sovereign vied with one another in appropriating the revenues of the 
English Church, though it is probable the pope outdid the king. In William Rufus’ reign, a high 
ecclesiastic was no sooner dead than a royal clerk took inventory of his goods and rents, and 
appropriated them for the crown. The evil was so great in Stephen’s reign that the saying ran that 
"Christ and his saints slept." Sees were kept vacant that the crown might sequester their revenues. 
The principle of taxing ecclesiastical property cannot awaken just criticism. Levies for military 
equipment on the basis of scutage go back into the Saxon period. In the latter half of the twelfth 
century a new system came into vogue, and a sum of money was substituted. The first levy on the 
moveables of the clergy including tithes and offerings, called the spiritualia, seems to have been 
made in 1188 by Henry II. This was the famous Saladin tax intended for use against the Turks. 
{1974} For the ransom of Richard I. even the sacred vessels and books of the clergy were taxed. 
Under John the taxation was on an elaborate scale, but it became even more exacting under Henry 
III., 1216-1272. In 1294 Edward I. threatened to outlaw the clergy if they refused to grant him a 
half of their revenues for his war with France. The dean of St. Paul’s remonstrated with the king 
for this unheard-of demand, and fell dead from the shock which the exhibition of the king’s wrath 
made upon him. Unwilling as the clergy may have been to pay these levies, it is said they seldom 
refused a tenth when parliament voted its just share. The taxes for crusades were made directly by 
the popes, and also through the sovereign. As late as 1288, Nicolas IV. granted Edward I. a tenth 
for six years for a crusade. {1975} 
 
The papal receipts from England came from three sources—Peter’s Pence, the tribute of John, 
and special taxations. Peter’s Pence, which seems to have started with Offa II., king of Mercia, in 
the eighth century and was the first monetary tribute of the English people to Rome, was 
originally a free gift but subsequently was treated as a debt. {1976} The failure to promptly meet 
the payment became a frequent subject of papal complaint to king and bishops. In letters to Henry 
I., 1115, and to the archbishop of Canterbury, Pascal reminded them that not one half of the "gift" 
had been paid to St. Peter. Innocent III. gave his legate sharp orders to collect it and complained 
that the bishops kept back part of the tax for their own use. The tax of a penny for each household 
was compounded for 201.7 s.; but, in 1306, William de Testa, the papal legate, was commanded 
to ignore the change and to revert to the original levy. Beginning with the thirteenth century, the 
matter of collection was taken out of the hands of the bishops and placed in the hands of the papal 
legate. By the law of Gregory X. two subcollectors were assigned to each see with wages of 3 
soldi a day, the wages being afterwards increased to 5 and 8 soldi. Peter’s Pence, with other 
tributes to Rome, was abolished by Henry VIII.’s law of 1534. 
 



The tribute of one thousand marks, promised by John, was paid with great unwillingness by the 
nation or not paid at all. In 1275, as John XXI. reminded the English king, the payments were 
behind seven years. By 1301 the arrearage amounted to twelve thousand marks. It would seem as 
if the tax was discontinued after 1334 and, in 1366, parliament forbade its further payment and 
struck off all arrearages since 1334. {1977} The popes, however, continued to make the claim, 
and the tax was paid in part or in whole. 
 
The special taxes levied by popes were for the crusades in the East and against Frederick II. and 
for the expenses of the papal household. Gregory IX., 1229, with the king’s sanction, levied a tax 
of a tenth for himself. The extraordinary demand, made by Innocent IV., 1246, of a third of all 
clerical revenues for three years and a half, was refused by a notable gathering of bishops and 
abbots at Reading and appeal was made to a general council. {1978} 
 
The most fruitful method which Rome employed for draining the revenues of the English Church 
was by requisition upon her benefices and special taxation of bishops and other dignitaries for 
their offices. The rapacity of the Roman proconsuls seemed to be revived. The first formal 
demand was made by Honorius III., 1226, and required that two prebends in each cathedral and 
two positions in each monastery be placed at the pope’s disposal. Italians were already in 
possession of English livings. 
 
In 1231, Gregory IX. forbade the English bishops conferring any more prebends until positions 
were provided for five Romans. In 1240, the same pontiff made the cool requisition upon the 
archbishop of Canterbury and the bishops of Lincoln and Salisbury of places for three hundred 
Italians. {1979} It was a constant complaint that Italian succeeded Italian. And the bitter 
indignation was expressed in words such as Shakespeare used in his King John (Act III., Sc. 1): 
 
that no Italian priest 
 
Shall tithe or toil in our dominions. 
 
Innocent IV. was the most unblushing offender. He appointed boys to prebends, as at Salisbury, 
and Grosseteste spoke of some of his appointees as children, parvuli. A protest, directed to him, 
complained that "an endless number of Italians "held appointments in England and that they took 
out of the kingdom 60,000 marks yearly or more than half the amount realized by the king from 
the realm. {1980} 
 
As early as 1256, the pope claimed the first-fruits of bishoprics, the claim to be in force for five 
years. Later they were made a fixed rule. {1981} The papal legates could not be expected to fall 
behind their unscrupulous or complaisant masters. When Martin arrived in 1244, he asked for 
30,000 marks and seized benefices worth more than 3000 marks a year. These officials were 
freely denominated indefatigable extortioners, bloodsuckers, and "wolves, whose bloody jaws 
were consuming the English clergy." {1982} Money-getting was also esteemed the chief business 
of the papal representatives in Scotland. {1983} Matthew Paris compared the "bloodsucking 
extortion" to the work of a harlot, vulgar and shameless, venally offering herself to all, and bent 
upon staining the purity of the English Church. The people, he says, were estranged in body, 
though not in heart, from the pope who acted in the spirit of a stepfather and from the Roman 
Church who treated England like a stepmother. {1984} The popular indignation at times found 
vent in something more significant than words. Martin, after receiving textures, vases, furniture, 
and horses, as well as gold and silver, was given short shrift by the barons to get out of the 
kingdom. When he applied to the king for safe conduct, the king replied, "The devil give you safe 
conduct to hell and all the way through it." 



 
The Norman Conquest exerted a wholesome, influence upon the Church in England, and 
introduced a new era of church building and the erection of monasteries and the regular and 
canonical observance of the church’s ritual. The thirteenth century was a notable period of church 
extension. The system of endowed vicarages was developed. 
 
Hugh de Wells created several hundred vicarages and Grosseteste continued the policy and 
provided for their maintenance out of the revenues of the older churches. Chantries were 
endowed where mass was said for the repose of the souls of the dead, and in time these were 
often united to constitute independent vicarages or parishes. The synod of Westminster, 1102, 
provided for a more just treatment of the ill-paid vicars. The Constitutions of Otho forbade the 
tearing down of old historic buildings and the erection of new ones without the consent of the 
bishop. 
 
The Normans also introduced a new era of clerical education. Before their arrival, so William of 
Malmesbury says, {1985} the clergy were content with a slight degree of learning and could 
scarcely stammer the words of the sacraments. A satisfactory idea of the extent and dispersion of 
learning among the clergy it is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. A high authority, Dr. Stubbs, 
{1986} makes the doubtful statement that every one admitted even to minor orders must have 
been able to read and write. It happened, however, that bishops were rejected for failing in their 
examinations and others were admitted to their sees though they were unable to read. {1987} As 
for preaching, a sermon from an English parochial priest in the Middle Ages was probably a rare 
thing. There were at all times some men of literary ability among the English clergy as is attested 
by the chronicles that have come down to us, by such writers as John of Salisbury, Walter Map, 
and Peter of Blois (who was imported from France), and by the Schoolmen who filled the chairs 
at Oxford in its early history. 
 
In spite of the measures of Anselm and other prelates, clerical marriage and concubinage 
continued in England. Writing to Anselm, Pascal II. spoke of the majority of the English priests 
as married. Laws were enacted forbidding the people to attend mass said by an offending priest; 
and women who did not quit priestly houses were to be treated as adulteresses and denied burial 
in sacred ground. An English priest in the time of Adrian IV. named his daughter Hadriana, a 
reminder to the pope that he himself was the son of a priest. {1988} Some relief was attempted by 
the introduction of the Augustinian rule, requiring priests to live together; but it was adopted in 
the single English cathedral of Carlisle and in a few Scotch cathedrals. The records of the courts 
leave no doubt of the coarse vice which prevailed in clerical groups. Even after the twelfth 
century, many of the bishops were married or had semi-legitimated families. According to 
Matthew Paris, Grosseteste was on the point of resigning his see on account of the low morals of 
his clergy. 
 
The attempt to introduce the law of Gratian into England was never wholly successful. 
Archbishop Arundel might declare that "in all cases the canons and laws were authoritative which 
proceeded from the porter of eternal life and death, who sits in the seat of God Himself, and to 
whom God has committed the laws of the divine realm." {1989} But the barons, as at the 
parliament of Merton, 1236, resisted the foreign claim. William the Conqueror provided for 
ecclesiastical courts, under the charge of bishops and archdeacons, which took the place of the 
hundred court. 
 
Suits, however, touching the temporalities of the clergy were tried in the secular courts, {1990} as 
were also offences against the forestry laws and the laws of hunting. But all matters pertaining to 
wills and to marriage were reserved for the clerical court. These provisions gave the Church vast 



power. It was inevitable, however, that there should be a clash of jurisdiction, and, in fact, endless 
disputes arose in the settlement of matters pertaining to advowsons, tithes, and other such cases. 
The relative leniency of the penalties meted out to clerics led many to enter at least the lower 
orders, and enroll themselves as clerks who never had any idea of performing clerical functions. 
 
The more important acts pertaining to the Church in England in this period were, in addition to 
William’s mandates for dividing the civil and church courts, the canons of the council of London, 
1108, the Clarendon Constitutions, 1164, John’s brief surrendering his kingdom, 1213, the 
Constitutions of Otho, 1237, and the Mortmain Act of 1279. The Mortmain Act, which was one 
of the most important English parliamentary acts of the Middle Ages, forbade the alienation of 
lands to the Church so as to exempt them from the payment of taxation to the state. 
 
{1967} Anglia plena jocis. William Fitzstephen (quoted by Traill, I. 377 sq.) dwells upon the 
Englishman’s love of sports that day,—football, boating, archery, etc. 
 
{1968} Haller, Papsttum, p. 27. 
 
{1969} Maitland, p. 123; Jessopp gives many cases of these appeals. 
 
{1970} Stubbs, III. 322 sq. 
 
{1971} Fitzstephen, as quoted by Traill, I. 383. 
 
{1972} The king entered the chapter and forced the election. The pope yielded, but to prove "he 
had not sown on a barren coast without reaping benefit of harvest, at once made a demand of 
5000 marks for a favorite." M. Paris, V. 179 sqq. 
 
{1973} Hurter, III. 331 sqq., speaks of the English bishops in the time of Innocent III. as most 
corrupt. Stubbs, III. 327 sq., finds it to the credit of the bishops that there were so few instances of 
"removal from their sees for any penal reason." 
 
{1974} Stubbs, II. 180. 
 
{1975} Upon the valuation of 1291, the clerical tax should have amounted to 20,000. Stubbs, III. 
360. 
 
{1976} Jensen, D. englische Peterspfennig, Heidelb., 1903, and Liebermann, The Peter’s Pence 
and the Population of Engl. about 1164, in Engl. Hist. Rev., 1896. The Saxon designations of 
Peter’s Pence were romfeoh and heordpfennig. The Normans called it romascot, and the popes 
usually referred to it as denarius, census, or res beati Petri, and "gift," eleemosyna. 
 
{1977} Jensen, pp. 60-64, with elaborate list of authorities. 
 
{1978} M. Paris, IV. 580. 
 
{1979} M. Paris, IV. 32. This chronicler says that Edmund, archbishop of Canterbury, was so 
harassed by these demands that in despair he exiled himself from the kingdom. 
 
{1980} M. Paris, IV. 285, 443. 
 
{1981} Stubbs, III. 348. 



 
{1982} M. Paris, II. 229, IV. 60, 100, 136, 160, 284, 626, etc. 
 
{1983} M. Paris, II. 210, IV. 610, says of Geoffrey, bishop of Bethlehem, legate to Scotland, that 
it was hoped that as "adamant attracts iron, so he would draw to himself the much coveted monies 
of Scotland." 
 
{1984} V. 233. 
 
{1985} III. 245. 
 
{1986} III. 283. 
 
{1987} M. Paris, III. 170. See Stubbs, III. 383, note. 
 
{1988} John of Salisbury, Ep. 27, Migne, 199. 18. 
 
{1989} See Maitland, p. 18. 
 
{1990} Stubbs, I. 306 sq., III. 353 sqq.  



129. Two English Bishops. 
 
For Hugh of Lincoln: The magna vita, by his chaplain, Adam, ed. by Dimock, Lond., 1864; —a 
metrical Life, ed. by Dimock, Lond., 1860,—G. G. Perry: St. Hugh of Avalon, Lond., 1879.—H. 
Thurston (Rom. Cath.): St Hugh of Lincoln, Lond., 1898, transl. from the French, with copious 
additions.—J. A. Froude: A Bishop of the Twelfth Century, in Short Studies on Great Subjects, 2d 
series, pp. 54-86. 
 
For Grosseteste: His Epistolae, ed. by Luard, Lond., 1861; Monumenta Franc., ed. by Brewer.—
M. Paris, Luard’s ed.—Lives of Grosseteste, by Pegge, Lond., 1793.—Lechler, in his Life of 
Wiclif, transl. by Lorimer, pp. 20-40.—G. G. Perry, Lond., 1871.—Felten, Freib., 1887.—F. S. 
Stevenson, Lond., 1899.—M. Creighton: in Hist. Lectt. and Addresses, Lond., 1903.—C. Bigg, in 
Wayside Sketches in Eccles. Hist.,  Lond., 1906. —Dict. of Nat’l Biog. 
 
Most prominent among the English ecclesiastics of the period, as faithful administrators of their 
sees, are Hugh and Robert Grosseteste, both bishops of Lincoln. {1991} 
 
Hugh of Lincoln, or Hugh of Avalon, as he is also called, 1140-1200, was pronounced by Ruskin 
the most attractive sacerdotal figure known to him in history; {1992} and Froude passed upon him 
the eulogy that he "was one of the most beautiful spirits ever incarnated in human clay, whose 
story should be familiar to every English boy." 
 
Born near Grenoble, France, he was taken in his ninth year, on his mother’s death, to a convent; 
afterwards he entered the Grande Chartreuse, and followed an invitation from Henry II., about 
1180, to take charge of the Carthusian monastery of St. Witham, which the king had founded a 
few years before. In 1186 he was chosen bishop of Lincoln, the most extensive diocese in 
England. {1993} 
 
Hugh’s friendship with Henry did not prevent him from resisting the king’s interference in the 
affairs of his diocese. When the king attempted to force a courtier into one of the prebends of 
Lincoln, the bishop sent the reply, "Tell the king that hereafter ecclesiastical benefices are to be 
bestowed not upon courtiers but upon ecclesiastics." He excommunicated the grand forester for 
encroaching upon the rights of the people. The king was enraged, but the bishop remained firm. 
The forests were strictly guarded so as to protect the game, and also, as is probable, to prevent 
Saxons from taking refuge in their recesses. The foresters and rangers were hated officials. The 
loss of the eyes and other brutal mutilations were the penalties for encroachment. 
 
Towards Richard and John, Hugh showed the same independent spirit as towards Henry. At the 
council of Oxford, 1197, he dared to refuse consent to Richard’s demands for money, an almost 
unheard-of thing. {1994} The king’s wrath was allayed by a visit the prelate paid him at his castle 
on the rock of Andely. This was the famous castle built in a single year, of which Philip said, "I 
would take it if it were iron." To which Richard replied, "I would hold it if it were butter." Upon 
Hugh’s departure, Richard is reported to have said, "If all prelates were like the bishop of 
Lincoln, not a prince among us could lift his head against them." 
 
Hugh’s enlightened treatment of the Jews has already been referred to. He showed his interest in 
the lepers, built them a house, cared for them with his own hands, and called them "the flowers of 
Paradise, and jewels in the crown of heaven." The Third Lateran had ordered separate churches 
and burial grounds for lepers. His treatment of the tomb of Fair Rosamonde was more in 



consonance with the canons of that age than agreeable to the spirit of our own. When, on a visit to 
Gadstow, he found her buried in the convent church, with lamps kept constantly burning over her 
body, he ordered the body removed, saying that her life was scandalous, and that such treatment 
would be a lesson to others to lead chaste lives. In his last moments Hugh was laid on a cross of 
ashes. John, who was holding a council at Lincoln, helped to carry the body to its resting-place. 
The archbishop of Canterbury and many bishops took part in the burial ceremonies. The Jews 
shed tears. Hugh was canonized in 1220, and his shrine became a place of pilgrimage. 
 
One of the striking stories told of Hugh, the story of the swan, is attested by his chaplain and by 
Giraldus Cambrensis, who witnessed the swan’s movements. The swan, which had its nest at 
Stow, one of the bishop’s manors, was savage and unmanageable till Hugh first saw it. The bird 
at once became docile, and learned to follow the bishop’s voice, eat from his hand, and to put his 
bill up his sleeve. It seemed to know instinctively when the bishop was coming on a visit, and for 
several days before would fly up and down the lake flapping its wings. It kept guard over him 
when he slept. 
 
Robert Grosseteste, 1175-1253, had a wider range of influence than Hugh, and was probably the 
most noteworthy Englishman of his generation. {1995} No prelate of his century was so bold in 
telling the pope his duty. To his other qualities he added the tastes and acquisitions of the scholar. 
He was a reformer of abuses, and a forerunner of Wyclif in his use of the Scriptures. Roger 
Bacon, his ardent admirer, said that no one really knew the sciences but Robert of Lincoln. 
{1996} His great influence is attested by the fact that for generations he was referred to as 
Lincolniensis, "he of Lincoln." 
 
Born in England, and of humble origin, a fact which was made by the monks of Lincoln an 
occasion of derision, he pursued his studies in Oxford and Paris, and subsequently became 
chancellor of Oxford. He was acquainted with Greek, and knew some Hebrew. He was a prolific 
writer, and was closely associated with Adam Marsh. {1997} 
 
No one welcomed the advent of the Mendicant Friars to England with more enthusiasm than did 
Grosseteste. He regarded their coming as the dawn of a new era, and delivered the first lectures in 
their school at Oxford, and left. them his, library, though he never took the gray cowl himself, as 
did Adam Marsh. 
 
On being raised to the see of Lincoln, 1235, Grosseteste set out in the work of reforming 
monastic and clerical abuses, which brought him uninterrupted trouble till the close of his career. 
He set himself against drinking bouts, games in the churches and churchyards, and parish parades 
at episcopal visitations. The thoroughness of his episcopal oversight was a novelty. He came 
down like a hammer upon the monks, reports Matthew Paris, and the first year be removed seven 
abbots and four priors. At Ramsey he examined the very beds, and broke open the monks’ coffers 
like "a burglar," destroying their silver utensils and ornaments. {1998} To the monks, who were 
about to choose an abbot, He wrote: "When you choose one to look after your swine, you make 
diligent search for a person possessing proper qualifications. And you ask the questions, Is he 
physically capable? Has he the requisite experience? Is he willing to take them into fitting 
pastures in the morning, to defend them against thieves and wild beasts, to watch over them at 
night? And are not your souls of more value than many swine?" 
 
The most protracted contest of his life was with his dean and chapter over the right of episcopal 
visitation. {1999} The canons preached against him in his cathedral. But Grosseteste cited the 
cases of Samuel, who visited Bethel, Gilgal, and Mizpeh, and David, who defended his father’s 
flocks. He was finally sustained by the pope. 



 
In no way did the great bishop win a more sure place in history than by his vigorous resistance to 
the appointment of unworthy Italians to English livings and to other papal measures. In 1252, he 
opposed the collection of a tenth for a crusade which had the pope’s sanction. He declined to 
execute the king’s mandate legitimatizing children born before wedlock. His most famous refusal 
to instal an Italian, was the case of the pope’s nephew, Frederick of Lavagna. The pope issued a 
letter threatening with excommunication any one who might venture to oppose the young man’s 
induction. Grosseteste, then seventy-five years old, replied, declaring, "I disobey, resist, and 
rebel." {2000} Matthew Paris (III. 393), "professing to describe the scene in the papal household 
when the letter was received, relates that Innocent IV., raved away at the deaf and foolish dotard 
who had so audaciously dared to sit in judgment upon his actions." Notwithstanding this attitude 
to the appointment of unworthy Italians, the bishop recognized the principle that to the pope 
belongs the right of appointing to all the benefices of the church. {2001} 
 
On his visit to Lyons, 1250, Grosseteste’s memorandum against the abuses of the clergy was read 
in the pope’s presence. "Not in dispensing the mass but in teaching the living truth" does the work 
of the pastor consist, so it declared. "The lives of the clergy are the book of the laity." Adam 
Marsh, who was standing by, compared the arraignment to the arraignments of Elijah, John the 
Baptist, Paul, Athanasius, and Augustine of Hippo. 
 
According to Matthew Paris, on the night of Grosseteste’s death strange bells were heard. 
Miracles were reported performed at his tomb, and the rumor ran that, when Innocent was 
proposing to have the bishop’s body removed from its resting-place in the cathedral, Grosseteste 
appeared to the pope in a dream, gave him a sound reprimand, and left him half dead. The 
popular veneration was shown in the legend that on the night of Innocent IV’s death the bishop 
appeared to him with the words, "Aryse, wretch, and come to thy dome." 
 
In the earlier part of his life, Grosseteste preached in Latin; in the latter he often used the 
vernacular. He was the greatest English preacher of his age. He was not above the superstitions of 
his time, and one of his famous sermons was preached before Henry III. at the reception of the 
reputed blood of Christ. {2002} His writings are full of Scriptural quotations, and he urged the 
importance of the study of the Scriptures at the university, and the dedication of the morning 
hours to it, and emphasized their authority. {2003} Wyclif quoted his protest against the practices 
of Rome, {2004} and he has been regarded as a forerunner of the English Reformation. 
 
Of Grosseteste’s writings the best known was probably his de cessatione legalium, the End of the 
Law, a book intended to convince the Jews. With the aid of John of Basingstoke, he translated the 
Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, which Basingstoke had found in Constantinople. {2005} He 
seems to have been a man of sterling common sense, as the following counsels indicate. To a friar 
he said:, "Three things are necessary for earthly well-being, food, sleep, and a merry heart." To 
another friar addicted to melancholy, he prescribed, as penance, a cupfull of the best wine. After 
the medicine had been taken, Grosseteste said, "Dear brother, if you would frequently do such 
penance, you would have a better ordered conscience." {2006} 
 
Matthew Paris (V. 407) summed up the bishop’s career in these words:— 
 
"He was an open confuter of both popes and kings, the corrector of monks, the director of priests, 
the instructor of clerks, the supporter of scholars, a preacher to the people, a persecutor of the 
incontinent, the unwearied student of the Scriptures, a crusher and despiser of the Romans. At the 
table of bodily meat, he was hospitable, eloquent, courteous, and affable; at the spiritual table, 



devout, tearful, and contrite. In the episcopal office he was sedulous, dignified, and 
indefatigable." 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1991} Stubbs, Const. Hist., II. 313, in pronouncing the thirteenth century "the golden age of 
English churchmanship," has reference more particularly to the influence the bishops had upon 
the formation of the English constitution. 
 
{1992} Praeterita III. 1. 
 
{1993} Cencio’s register gave the number of households owing Peter’s Pence, as 10,080 for 
Lincoln, 4160 for Winchester, 3960 for London, and 1896 for Canterbury. 
 
{1994} Stubbs, ed. of Hoveden, IV. p. xcii, calls this a "landmark of English constitutional 
history, the first clear case of a refusal of a money grant demanded directly by the crown." 
 
{1995} His name is spelt Grossetete, Grosthead, Greathead, etc. The Latin forms, Grossum Caput 
and Capito, were also used. Fuller, with more quaintness than authority, says he got his name 
from the bigness of his head, "having large stowage to receive and store of brains to fill it." 
Stevenson, p. 337, adduces three lines along which Grosseteste did conspicuous service; namely, 
as an ecclesiastical reformer, a friend of learning, and a statesman. 
 
{1996} Solus... novit scientias. Bridges’ ed., I. 67. Gower, in his confessio amantis, praises the 
"grete clerke Grosseteste." 
 
{1997} The Mon. Francisc. gives sixty of Marsh’s letters to Grosseteste. 
 
{1998} M. Paris, V. 226. The methods the bishop resorted to for determining the fidelity of the 
nuns to their vows is also recorded by M. Paris. 
 
{1999} Letter 127. See Luard’s Introd., p. 114. 
 
{2000} Ep. 128. Adam Marsh referred to the letter "as that fearless answer written with so much 
prudence, eloquence, and vigor, which will, with God’s aid, benefit all ages to come." See 
Stevenson, p. 312. M. Paris, V. 257, states that Grosseteste declared he would be acting like the 
devil if he were to deliver the cure of souls over to the Romans, "whom he hated like poison." 
 
{2001} Deuteronomy omnibus beneficiis eccles. libere potest ordinare. Ep.,  49, Luard’s ed., p. 
145. 
 
{2002} M. Paris, IV. 643 sqq., VI. 138-144. 
 
{2003} Ep. 2. auctoritas irrefragabilis scripturae. 
 
{2004} Bishop Hall quoted Grosseteste for his scriptural views, and Field, Of the Church, IV. 384 
sqq., quoted him against the pope’s claim to supreme authority, but wrongly. 
 



{2005} Pegge devotes twenty-five closely filled pages with the list of the bishop’s books. 
 
{2006} Mon. Franc., p. 64.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XVI. 
 
POPULAR WORSHIP AND SUPERSTITION. 
 

130. The Worship of Mary. 
 
Literature: The Works of the Schoolmen, especially, Damiani: de bono suffragiorum et variis 
miraculis, praesertim B. Virginis, Migne, 145. 559 sqq., 586 sqq., etc.—Anselm: Orationes et 
meditationes, de conceptu virginis, Migne, vol. 158.—Guibert of Nogent: de laudibus S. Mariae, 
Migne, 166. 537-579.—Honorius of Autun: Sigillum b. Mariae, Migne, 172. 495-518.—Bernard: 
de laudibus virginis matris, Migne, 183. 55 sqq., 70 sqq., 415 sqq., etc.—P. Lombardus: Sent., 
III. 3 sqq. Hugo de St. Victor: de Mariae virginitate, Migne, 176. 857-875, etc.—Alb. Magnus: 
de laudibus b. Mariae virginis, Borgnet’s ed., 36. 1-841.—Bonaventura: In Sent., III. 3, Peltier’s 
ed., IV. 53 sqq., 105 sqq., 202 sqq., etc.; de corona b. Mariae V., Speculum b. M. V., Laus b. M. 
V., Psalterium minus et majus b. M. V., etc., all in Peltier’s ed., XIV. 179-293.—Th. Aquinas: 
Summa, III. 27-35, Migne, IV. 245-319.—Analecta Hymnica medii aevi, ed. by G. M. Dreves, 49 
Parts, Leipz., 1886-1906.—Popular writers as Caesar of Heisterbach, Deuteronomy Bourbon, 
Thomas a . Chantimpre, and Deuteronomy Voragine: Legenda aurea, Englished by William 
Caxton, Kelmscott Press ed., 1892; Temple classics ed., 7 vols. 
 
F. Margott: D. Mariologie d. hl. Th. v. Aquino, Freiburg, 1878.—B. Hausler: de Mariae 
plenitudine gratiae secundum S. Bernardum, Freiburg, 1901.—H. von Eicken: Gesch. und System 
d. mittelalt. Weltan s chauung, Stuttg., 1887, p. 476 sqq.—K. Benrath: Zur Gesch. der 
Marienverehrung, Gotha, 1886.—The Histt. of Doctr. of Schwane, pp. 413-428, Harnack, II. 568-
562, Seeberg, Sheldon, etc.—Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, I. 108-128. The artt. in Wetzer-
Welte, Empfangniss, IV. 454-474, Maria, Marienlegenden, Marienfeste, vol. VIII., Ave Maria, 
Rosenkranz, and the art. Maria, by Zockler in Herzog.—Mrs. Jamieson: Legends of the Monastic 
Orders.—Baring-Gould: Lives of the Saints, Curious Myths of the M. Ages.—Butler: Legends of 
the Saints. 
 
Ave coeleste lilium, Ave rosa speciosa 
 
Ave mater humilium, Superis imperiosa, 
 
Deitatis triclinium; hac in valle lacrymarum 
 
Da robur, fer auxilium, O excrusatrix culparum. 
 
Bonaventura, Laus Beatae Virginis Mariae. {2007} 
 
The worship of the Virgin Mary entered into the very soul of mediaeval piety and reached its 
height in the doctrine of her immaculate conception. Solemn theologians in their dogmatic 
treatises, ardent hymn-writers and minnesingers, zealous preachers and popular prose-writers 
unite in dilating upon her purity and graces on earth and her beauty and intercessory power in 
heaven. In her devotion, chivalry and religion united. A pious gallantry invested her with all the 
charms of womanhood also the highest beatitude of the heavenly estate. The austerities of the 
convent were softened by the recollection of her advocacy and tender guardianship, and monks, 



who otherwise shrank from the company of women, dwelt upon the marital tie which bound them 
to her. To them her miraculous help was being continually extended to counteract the ills brought 
by Satan. The Schoolmen, in their treatment of the immaculate conception, used over and over 
again delicate terms {2008} which in conversation the pure to-day do not employ. 
 
Monastic orders were dedicated to Mary, such as the Carthusian, Cistercian, and Carmelite, as 
were also some of the most imposing churches of Christendom, as the cathedrals at Milan and 
Notre Dame, in Paris. 
 
The titles given to Mary were far more numerous than the titles given to Christ and every one of 
them is extra-biblical except the word "virgin." An exuberant fancy allegorized references to her 
out of all sorts of texts, never dreamed of by their writers. She was found referred to in almost 
every figurative expression of the Old Testament which could be applied to a pure, human being. 
To all the Schoolmen, Mary is the mother of God, the queen of heaven, the clement queen, the 
queen of the world, the empress of the world, the mediatrix, the queen of the ages, the queen of 
angels, men and demons, {2009} the model of all virtues, and Damiani even calls her is "the 
mother of the eternal emperor." {2010} 
 
Monks, theologians, and poets strain the Latin language to express their admiration of her beauty 
and benignity, her chastity and heavenly glory. Her motherhood and virginity are alike subjects of 
eulogy. The conception of physical grace, as expressed when the older Notker of St. Gall called 
her "the most beautiful of all virgins," filled the thought of the Schoolmen and the peasant. 
Albertus Magnus devotes a whole chapter of more than thirty pages of two columns each to the 
praise of her corporal beauty. In his exposition of Canticles 1:15, "Behold thou art fair, my love," 
he comments upon the beauty of her hair, her shoulders, her lips, her nose, her feet, and other 
parts of her body. Bonaventura’s hymns in her praise abound in tropical expressions, such as "she 
is more ruddy than the rose and whiter than the lily." Wernher of Tegernsee about 1178 sang: 
{2011} — 
 
Her face was so virtuous, her eyes so Bright, 
 
Her manner so pure, that, among all women, 
 
None could with her compare. 
 
In a remarkable passage, Bernard represents her in the celestial places drawing attention to herself 
by her form and beauty so that she attracted the King himself to desire her. {2012} Dante, a 
century and more later, enjoying paradise in the company of Bernard, thus represented the vision 
of Mary: — 
 
I saw the virgin smile, whose rapture shot 
 
Joy through the eyes of all that blessed throng: 
 
And even did the words that I possess 
 
Equal imagination, I should not 
 
Dare, the attempt her faintest charms to express. 
 
Paradiso, Canto XXXI. 



 
The Canticles was regarded as an inspired anthology of Mary’s excellences of body and soul. 
Damiani represents God as inflamed with love for her and singing its lines in her praise. She was 
the golden bed on which God, weary in His labor for men and angels, lay down for repose. The 
later interpretation was that the book is a bridal song for the nuptials between the Holy Spirit and 
the Virgin. Bernard’s homilies on this portion of Scripture are the most famous collection of the 
Middle Ages. Alanus ab Insulis, who calls Mary the "tabernacle of God, the palace of the celestial 
King," says that it refers to the Church, but in an especial and most spiritual way to the glorious 
virgin. {2013} Writer after writer, preacher after preacher, took up this favorite portion of the Old 
Testament. An abbess represented the Virgin as singing to the Spirit: {2014} "My beloved is mine 
and I am his. He will tarry between my breasts." The Holy Spirit responded, "Thy breasts are 
sweeter than honey." 
 
To Mary was given a place of dignity equal or superior to Christ as the friend of the sinful and 
unfortunate and the guide of souls to heaven. Damiani called her "the door of heaven," the 
window of paradise. Anselm spoke of her as "the vestibule of universal propitiation, the cause of 
universal reconciliation, the vase and temple of life and salvation for the world." {2015} A 
favorite expression was "the tree of life"—lignum vitae —based upon Proverbs 3:8. Albertus 
Magnus, in the large volume he devotes to Mary’s virtues, gives no less than forty reasons why 
she should be worshipped, authority being found for each one in a text of Scripture. The first 
reason was that the Son of God honors Mary. This accords with the fifth commandment, and 
Christ himself said of his mother, "I will glorify the house of my glory," Isaiah 41:7; house, 
according to the Schoolman, being intended to mean Mary. The Bible teems with open and 
concealed references to her. Albertus ascribed to her thirty-five virtues, on all of which he 
elaborates at length, such as humility, sincerity, benignity, omnipotence, and modesty. He finds 
eighty-one biblical names indicative of her functions and graces. Twelve of these are taken from 
things in the heavens. She is a sun, a moon, a light, a cloud, a horizon, an aurora. Eight are taken 
from things terrestrial. Mary is a field, a mountain, a hill, a stone. Twenty-one are represented by 
things pertaining to water. She is a river, a fountain, a lake, a fish-pond, a cistern, a torrent, a 
shell. Thirty-one are taken from biblical figures. Mary is an ark, a chair, a house, a bed, a nest, a 
furnace, a library. Nine are taken from military and married life. Mary is a castle, a tower, a wall. 
It may be interesting to know how Mary fulfilled the office of a library. In her, said the ingenious 
Schoolman, were found all the books of the Old Testament, of all of which she had plenary 
knowledge as is shown in the words of her song which run, "as was spoken by our fathers." She 
also had plenary knowledge of the Gospels as is evident from Luke 2:19: "Mary kept all these 
sayings in her heart." But especially do Mary’s qualities lie concealed under the figure of the 
garden employed so frequently in the Song of Solomon. To the elaboration of this comparison 
Albertus devotes two hundred and forty pages, introducing it with the words, "a garden shut up is 
my sister, my bride" Cant. iv: 12. {2016} 
 
Bonaventura equals Albertus in ransacking the heavens and the earth and the waters for figures to 
express Mary’s glories and there is a tender chord of mysticism running through his expositions 
which is adapted to move all hearts and to carry the reader, not on his guard, away from the 
simple biblical statements. The devout Franciscan frequently returns to this theme and makes 
Mary the subject of his verse and sermons. {2017} He exhausts the vocabulary for words in her 
praise. She is prefigured in Jacob’s ladder, Noah’s ark, the brazen serpent, Aaron’s rod, the star of 
Balaam, the pot of manna, Gideon’s horn, and other objects of Hebrew history. To each of these 
his Praise of the Blessed Virgin Mary devotes poetic treatment extending in cases to more than 
one hundred lines and carrying the reader away by their affluence of imagination and the 
sweetness of the rhythm. 
 



Imitating the Book of Psalms, Bonaventura wrote two psalteries, each consisting of one hundred 
and fifty parts. Each part of the Minor Psaltery consists of four lines, its opening lines being "Hail 
Virgin, tree of life; Hail Virgin, door of liberty; Hail Virgin, dear to God; Hail Virgin, light of the 
world; Hail Virgin, harbor of life; Hail Virgin, most beautiful." In the Greater Psaltery, 
Bonaventura paraphrases the one hundred and fifty psalms and introduces into each one Mary’s 
name and her attributes, revelling in ascriptions of her preeminence over men and angels. Here 
are several selections, but no selection can give any adequate idea of the liberty taken with 
Scripture. The first Psalm is made to run, "Blessed is the man who loves thee, O Virgin Mary. 
Thy grace will comfort his soul." The Twenty-third runs, "The Lord directs me, O Virgin mother 
of God—genetrix dei —because thou hast turned towards me His loving countenance." The first 
verse of Psalm 121 reads, "I have lifted up my eyes to thee, O Mother of Christ, from whom 
solace comes to all flesh." 
 
Tender as are Bernard’s descriptions of Christ and his work, he nevertheless assigns to Mary the 
place of mediator between the soul and the Saviour. In Mary there is nothing severe, nothing to 
be dreaded. She is tender to all, offering milk and wool. If you are terrified at the thunders of the 
Father, go to Jesus, and if you fear to go to Jesus, then run to Mary. Besought by the sinner, she 
shows her breasts and bosom to the Son, as the Son showed his wounds to the Father. Let her not 
depart from thine heart. Following her, you will not go astray; beseeching her, you will not 
despair; thinking of her, you will not err. {2018} 
 
So also Bonaventura pronounces Mary the mediator between us and Christ. {2019} As God is the 
lord of revenge—Dominus ultionum, —he says in his Greater Psaltery, so Mary is the mother of 
compassion. She presents the requests of mortals to the Second Person of the Trinity, softening 
his wrath and winning favors which otherwise would not be secured. 
 
Anselm, whom we are inclined to think of as a sober theologian above his fellows, was no less 
firm as an advocate of Mary’s mediatorial powers. Prayer after prayer does he offer to her, all 
aflame with devotion. "Help me by thy death and by thine assumption into heaven," he prays. 
"Come to my aid," he cries, "and intercede for me, O mother of God, to thy sweet Son, for me a 
sinner." {2020} 
 
The veneration for Mary found a no less remarkable expression in the poetry of the Middle Ages. 
The vast collection, Analecta hymnica, published by Dreves and up to this time filling fifteen 
volumes, gives hundreds and thousands of sacred songs dwelling upon the merits and glories of 
the Virgin. The plaintive and tender key in which they are written is adapted to move the hardest 
heart, even though they are full of descriptions which have nothing in the Scriptures to justify 
them. Here are two verses taken at random from the thousands:— 
 
Ave Maria, Angelorum dia Coeli rectrix, Virgo Maria 
 
Ave maris stella, Lucens miseris Deitatis cella, Porta principis. {2021} 
 
Hail, Mary, Mother of God, Ruler of heaven, O Virgin Mary... Hail, Star of the Sea, Lighting the 
wretched Cell of the Deity, Gate of the king. 
 
Where the thinkers and singers of the age were so ardent in their worship of Mary, what could be 
expected from the mass of monks and from the people! A few citations will suffice to show the 
implicit faith placed in Mary’s intercession and her power to work miracles. 
 



Peter Damiani tells of a woman who, after being dead a year, appeared in one of the churches of 
Rome and related how she and many others had been delivered from purgatory by Mary in 
answer to their prayers. He also tells how she had a good beating given a bishop for deposing a 
cleric who had been careful never to pass her image without saluting it. {2022} 
 
Caesar of Heisterbach abounds in stories of the gracious offices Mary performed inside the 
convent and outside of it. She frequently was seen going about the monastic spaces, even while 
the monks were in bed. On such occasions her beauty was always noted. Now and then she turned 
and gave a severe look to a careless monk, not lying in bed in the approved way. Of one such case 
the narrator says he did not know whether the severity was due to the offender’s having laid aside 
his girdle or having taken off his sandals. Mary stood by to receive the souls of dying monks, 
gave them seats at her feet in heaven, sometimes helped sleepy friars out by taking up their 
prayers when they began to doze, sometimes in her journeys through the choir aroused the 
drowsy, sometimes stretched out her arm from her altar and boxed the ears of dull worshippers, 
and sometimes gave the staff to favored monks before they were chosen abbots. She sometimes 
undid a former act, as when she saw to it that Dietrich was deposed whom she had aided in being 
elected to the archbishopric of Cologne. {2023} 
 
To pious Knights, according to Caesar of Heisterbach, Mary was scarcely less gracious than she 
was to the inmates of the convent. She even took the place of contestants in the tournament. Thus 
it was in the case of Walter of Birbach who was listed and failed to get to the tournament field at 
the appointed hour for tarrying in a chapel in the worship of Mary. But the spectators were not 
aware of his absence. The tournament began, was contested to a close, and, as it was thought, 
Walter gained the day. But as it happened, Mary herself had taken the Knight’s place and fought 
in his stead, and, when the Knight arrived, he was amazed to find every one speaking in praise of 
the victory he had won. {2024} Thomas of Chantimpre {2025} tells of a robber whose head was 
cut off and rolled down the valley. He called out to the Virgin to be allowed to confess. A priest, 
passing by, ordered the head joined to the body. Then the robber confessed to the priest and told 
him that, as a young man, he had fasted in honor of the Virgin every Wednesday and Saturday 
under the promise that she would give him opportunity to make confession before passing into 
the next world. 
 
All these collections of tales set forth how Mary often met the devil and took upon herself to 
soundly rebuke and punish him. According to Jacob of Voragine {2026} a husband, in return for 
riches, promised the devil his wife. On their way to the spot, where she was to be delivered up, 
the wife, suspecting some dark deed, turned aside to a chapel and implored Mary’s aid. Mary put 
the worshipper to sleep and herself mercifully took the wife’s place at the husband’s side and 
rode with him, he not noticing the change. When they met the devil, the "mother of God" after 
some sound words of reprimand sent him back howling to hell. 
 
Mary’s compassion and her ability to move her austere Son are brought out in the Miracle Plays. 
In the play of the Wise and Foolish Virgins, the foolish virgins, after having in vain besought God 
for mercy, turned to the Virgin with these words:— 
 
Since God our suit hath now denied 
 
We Mary pray, the gentle maid, 
 
The Mother of Compassion, 
 
To pity our great agony 



 
And for us, sinners poor, to pray 
 
Mercy from her beloved Son. {2027} 
 
The Church never officially put its stamp of commendation upon the popular belief that the Son is 
austere. Nevertheless, even down to the very eve of the Reformation, the belief prevailed that 
Christ’s austerity had to be appeased by Mary’s compassion. 
 
The Virgin Birth of Christ.—The literary criticism of the Bible of recent years was as much 
undreamed of in this period of the Middle Ages as were steamboats or telephones. Schoolman 
and priest seem never to have doubted when they repeated the article of the Creed, "Conceived by 
the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary." Homily and theological treatise lingered over the 
words of Isaiah 7:14: "Behold a virgin shall conceive," and over the words of the angelic 
annunciation: "Hail, thou that art highly favored. The Lord is with thee. Blessed art thou among 
women.... The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee and the power of the Highest shall overshadow 
thee." They discussed the conception and virginal birth in every possible aspect, as to the part the 
Holy Spirit had in the event and the part of Mary herself. Here are some of the questions 
propounded by Thomas Aquinas: Was there true matrimony between Joseph and Mary? Was it 
necessary that the angel should appear in bodily form? Was Christ’s flesh taken from Adam or 
from David? Was it formed from the purest bloods of Mary? Was the Holy Spirit the primary 
agent in the conception of Christ? Was Christ’s body animated with a soul at the instant of 
conception? 
 
None of the Schoolmen goes more thoroughly than Hugo of St. Victor into the question of the 
part played by the Holy Spirit in the conception of Jesus. He was at pains to show that, while the 
Spirit influenced the Virgin in conception, he was not the father of Jesus. The Spirit did not 
impart to Mary seed from his own substance, but by his power and love developed substance in 
her through the agency of her own flesh. {2028} 
 
According to Anselm, God can make a human being in four ways, by the co-operation of a man 
and woman; without either as in the case of Adam; with the sole co-operation of the man as in the 
case of Eve; or from a woman without a man. Having produced men in the first three ways, it was 
most fitting God should resort to the fourth method in the case of Jesus. In another work he 
compares God’s creation of the first man from clay and the second man from a woman without 
the co-operation of a man. {2029} 
 
Thomas Aquinas is very elaborate in his treatment of Mary’s virginity. "As a virgin she 
conceived, as a virgin gave birth, and she remains a virgin forevermore." The assumption that she 
had other children derogates from her sanctity, for, as the mother of God, she would have been 
most ungrateful if she had not been content with such a Son. And it would have been highest 
presumption for Joseph to have polluted her who had received the annunciation of the angel. He 
taught that, in the conception of Christ’s body, the whole Trinity was active and Mary is to be 
called "rightly, truly, and piously, genetrix Dei," the mother of God. {2030} 
 
The mediaeval estimate of Mary found its loftiest expression in the doctrine of the immaculate 
conception, the doctrine that Mary herself was conceived without sin. The Schoolmen were 
agreed that she was exempt from all actual transgression. They separated on the question whether 
she was conceived without sin and so was immaculate from the instant of conception or whether 
she was also tainted with original sin from which, however, she was delivered while she was yet 
in her mother’s womb. The latter view was taken by Anselm, Hugo of St. Victor, Albertus 



Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, and even Bonaventura. {2031} The view that she was conceived 
without sin and thus was never tainted with original sin was advocated by Duns Scotus, who, 
however, did not go further than to assert for it probability. Bernard, writing to the church of 
Lyons, condemned it for having introduced the festival of the immaculate conception, which he 
said lacked the approval of the Church, of reason and tradition. If Mary was conceived without 
sin, then why might not sinless conception be affirmed of Mary’s parents and grandparents and 
her ancestors to remotest antiquity. However, Bernard expressed his willingness to yield if the 
Church should appoint a festival of the immaculate conception. {2032} 
 
Bonaventura gave three reasons against the doctrine exempting Mary from original sin; namely, 
from common consent, from reason, and from prudence. {2033} According to the first she 
suffered with the rest of mankind sorrows, which must have been the punishment of her own guilt 
inherited from Adam. According to the second, the conception of the body precedes its 
animation, the word "animation" being used by the Schoolmen for the first association of the soul 
with the body. In the conception of the body there is always concupiscence. The third argument 
relied upon the Fathers who agreed that Christ was the only being on earth exempt from sin. 
Bonaventura did not fix the time when Mary was made immaculate except to say, that it probably 
occurred soon after her conception and at that moment passion or flame of sin —fomes peccati —
was extinguished. 
 
Thomas Aquinas emphatically took this position and declared it was sufficient to confess that the 
blessed virgin committed no actual sin, either mortal or venial. "Thou art all fair, my love, and no 
spot is in thee," Cant. iv: 7. {2034} 
 
Nowhere else is Duns Scotus more subtle and sophistical than in his argument for Mary’s spotless 
conception whereby she was untainted by hereditary sin, and no doctrine has become more 
closely attached with his name. This argument is a chain of conjectures. Mary’s sinless 
conception, he said, was only a matter of probability, but at the same time seeming and 
congruous. The threefold argument is as follows: 1. God’s grace would be enhanced by releasing 
one individual from all taint of original sin from the very beginning. 2. By conferring this benefit 
Christ would bind Mary to himself by the strongest ties. 3. The vacancy left in heaven by the 
fallen angels could be best filled by her, if she were preserved immaculate from the beginning. As 
the second Adam was preserved immaculate, so it was fitting the second Eve should be. Duns’ 
conclusion was expressed in these words: "If the thing does not contradict the Church and the 
Scriptures, its reality seems probable, because it is more excellent to affirm of Mary that she was 
not conceived in sin." {2035} 
 
The warm controversy between the Thomists and Scotists over the immaculate conception has 
been referred to in another place. Saints also joined in it. St. Brigitta of Sweden learned through a 
vision that Mary was conceived immaculate. On the other hand the Dominican, St. Catherine of 
Siena, prophesied Mary had not been sanctified till the third hour after her conception. The synod 
of Paris, 1387, decided in favor of the Scotist position, but Sixtus IV., 1483, threatened with 
excommunication either party denouncing the other. Finally, Duns Scotus triumphed, and in 
1854, Pius IX. made it a dogma of the Church that Mary in the very instant of her conception was 
kept immune from all stain of original sin. {2036} 
 
The festival of the immaculate conception, observed Dec. 8, was taken up by the Franciscans at 
their general chapter, held in Pisa, 1263, and its celebration made obligatory in their churches. 
 
One more possible glorification of Mary, the humble mother of our Lord, has not yet been turned 
into dogma by the Roman Church, her assumption into heaven, her body not having seen 



corruption. This is held as a pious opinion and preachers like St. Bernard, Honorius of Autun, 
Gottfried of Admont, and Werner of St. Blasius preached sermon after sermon on Mary’s 
assumption. The belief is based upon the story, told by Juvenal of Jerusalem to the emperor 
Marcian at the council of Chalcedon, 451, that three days after Mary’s burial in Jerusalem, her 
coffin but not her body was found by the Apostles. Juvenal afterwards sent the coffin to the 
emperor. {2037} Even Augustine had shunned to believe that the body of the mother of our Lord 
saw corruption. The festival of the Assumption was celebrated in Rome as early as the middle of 
the eleventh century. {2038} The synod of Toulouse, 1229, included the festival among the other 
church festivals at the side of Christmas and Easter. Thomas Aquinas spoke of it as being 
tolerated by the Church, not commanded. 
 
The Ave Maria, "Hail Mary, thou that art highly favored, the Lord is with thee. Blessed art thou 
among women and blessed is the fruit of thy womb" made up of the words of the angelic 
salutation and the words of Elizabeth, Luke 1:28,42, was used as a prayer in the time of Peter 
Damiani, {2039} and was specially expounded by Bonaventura and Thomas Aquinas. The 
petitionary clause, "Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and in the hour of death" 
appears in the sixteenth century and was introduced into the Roman breviary 1568. {2040} The 
so-called Ave, or Angelus, bell was ordered rung by John XXII. (d. 1334) three times a day. 
When it peals, the woman in the home and the workman in the field are expected to bow their 
heads in prayer to Mary. 
 
In few respects are the worship and teaching of the Middle Ages so different from those of the 
Protestant churches as in the claims made for Mary and the regard paid to her. If we are to judge 
by the utterances and example of Pius IX. and Leo XIII., the mediaeval cult still goes on in the 
Roman communion. And more recently Pius X. shows that he follows his predecessors closely. In 
his encyclical of Jan. 15, 1907, addressed to the French bishops, he says, "In full confidence that 
the Virgin Immaculate, daughter of our Father, mother of the Word, spouse of the Holy Ghost, 
will obtain for you from the most holy and adorable Trinity better days, we give you our 
Apostolic Benediction." It was the misfortune of the mediaeval theologians to fall heir to the 
eulogies passed upon Mary by Jerome and other early Fathers of the early Church and the 
veneration in which she was held. They blindly followed having inherited also the allegorical 
mode of interpretation from the past. In part they were actuated by a sincere purpose to exalt the 
glory and divinity of Christ when they ascribed to Mary exemption from sin. On the other hand it 
was a Pagan, though chivalric, superstition to exalt her to a position of a goddess who stands 
between Christ and the sinner and mitigates by her intercession the austerity which marks his 
attitude towards them. This was the response the mediaeval Church gave to the exclamation of St. 
Bernard, "Who is this virgin so worthy of honor as to be saluted by the angel and so lowly as to 
have been espoused to a carpenter?" {2041} The tenderest piety of the Middle Ages went out to 
her and is expressed in such hymns as the Mater dolorosa and the companion piece, Mater 
speciosa. But this piety, while it no doubt contributed to the exaltation of womanhood, also 
involved a relaxation of penitence, for in the worship of Mary tears of sympathy are substituted 
for resolutions of repentance. 
 
{2007} Peltier’s ed., XIV. 181. A free translation runs, "Hail, heavenly lily, Hail most graceful 
rose, Hail mother of the lowly, Reigning on high, Couch of deity; Give to us in this valley of tears 
strength, Lend aid O thou palliator of sins." 
 
{2008} 2 sinus, bosom; pectus, breast; viscera bowels; ubera, breasts; uterus, etc. 
 
{2009} Bonaventura, Speculum, III. Peltier’s ed., XIV. 240. 
 



{2010} Migne, 145. 566 
 
{2011} Ir antlutze war so tugentliche, Ir ougen also kunchliche, Ir gebaerde also reine, Das sich 
ze ir glichte deheine, Under allen den frouen, quoted by von Eicken, p. 477. 
 
{2012} The word used is concupiscentia, the usual word for lust. Migne, 183. 62. 
 
{2013} Specialissime et spiritualissime. Migne, 210. 53. 
 
{2014} See von Eicken, p. 481. In a song to Mary written by the Dominican, Eberhard of Saxony, 
in the thirteenth century, occur the lines:— 
 
Got in sinem hohen trone hat begehrt diner schone 
 
Da er wil, o wiber Krone mit geluste dich ansehen. 
 
"God on His throne desired thy beauty and wanted, O crown of womanhood, to look on thee with 
passion." 
 
{2015} Orationes, LII., Migne, 158. 954. 
 
{2016} Deuteronomy laud. Mariae, Borgnet’s ed., XXXVI. 600-840. 
 
{2017} These works may not all be genuine. They belong, at least, to Bonaventura’s age. 
 
{2018} Deuteronomy assump., Migne, 183. 430; Deuteronomy nativ. Mariae, Migne, 183. 441; 
Supermissus III., Migne, 183. 70 
 
{2019} In Sent., III. 1, 2, Peltier’s ed., IV. 63. 
 
{2020} Orat., LVIII, LX. Migne, 158. 964, 966. 
 
{2021} Dreves, Analecta, I. 48 sqq. 
 
{2022} Deuteronomy variis mirac., Migne, 145. 586 sq.; Deuteronomy bono suffr., Migne, 145. 
564 
 
{2023} Dial., VII. 13, 19, XI. 12, VII. 12, 39, 40, 51, etc. 
 
{2024} Dial., VII. 38. 
 
{2025} II. 264. 
 
{2026} The Assumption of Mary. Temple Classics, IV. 249. 
 
{2027} Hase, Miracle Plays, 31. 
 
{2028} Deuteronomy Mariae virg., Migne, 173. 872. Bernard even uses the word "impregnate," 
impregnare to indicate the Spirit’s influence. Migne, 183. 59. 
 
{2029} Cur Deus homo, II. 8; Deuteronomy concept. virg., Migne, 158. 445. 



 
{2030} Summa III. 28, 1, etc., Migne, IV. 258, 262, 294, 298, etc. 
 
{2031} In Sent., III. 5, IV. 3, 1, PeItier’s ed., IV. 53 sqq., V. 59. 
 
{2032} Ep., 174, Migne, 332-336. 
 
{2033} Sententia communior, rationabilior et securior. Peltier’s ed., IV. 67. 
 
{2034} Summa, III. 27, 4, Migne, IV. 252. 
 
{2035} Si auctoritati eccles. vel scripturae non repugnet videtur probabile quod excellentius est 
attribuere Mariae videlicet quod non sit inoriginali peccato concepta. Sent., III. 3 Paris ed., XIV. 
165. See Seeberg, p. 247 sq., and Schwane, p. 424 sqq. 
 
{2036} Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, II. 211. 
 
{2037} Addis and Arnold, Cath. Dict., 6th ed., commend the tradition as inherently probable as 
no relics of Mary’s body have ever been found. 
 
{2038} Damiani, Deuteronomy Mirac., Migne, 146. 586. 
 
{2039} Deuteronomy bono suffr. Migne, 145. 564. 
 
{2040} According to Caesar of Heisterbach, the Ave Maria took the place of sugar and honey in 
the mouths of nuns who repeated it on their knees daily fifty times and it tasted like honey. A 
priest who tried it found, after six weeks, that his spittle had turned to honey. Sermons, as quoted 
by Cruel, Gesch. d. Deutschen Predigt, p. 284. 
 
{2041} Deuteronomy laude virginis. Migne, 183. 58.  



131. The Worship of Relics. 
 
Literature: See Lit., p. 268 sq. Guibert of Nogent, d. 1124: de pignoribus sanctorum, Migne, vol. 
156, 607-679.—Guntherus: Hist. Constantinopol., Migne, vol. 212.—Peter the Venerable: de 
miraculis, Migne, vol. 189.—Caesar of Heisterbach, Jacob of Voragine, Salimbene, etc.—P. 
Vignon: The Shroud of Christ, Engl. trans., N. Y., 1903. 
 
The worship of relics was based by Thomas Aquinas upon the regard nature prompts us to pay to 
the bodies of our deceased friends and the things they held most sacred. The bodies of the saints 
are to be reverenced because they were in a special manner the temples of the Holy Ghost. The 
worship to be paid to them is the lowest form of worship, dulia. Hyperdulia, a higher form of 
worship, is to be rendered to the true cross on which Christ hung. In this case the worship is 
rendered not to the wood but to him who hung upon the cross. Latreia, the highest form of 
worship, belongs to God alone. {2042} Following the seventh oecumenical council, the 
Schoolmen denied that when adoration is paid to images, say the image of Peter, worship is given 
to the image itself. It is rendered to the prototype, or that for which the image stands. {2043} 
 
In the earlier years of the Middle Ages, Italy was the most prolific source of relics. With the 
opening of the Crusades the eyes of the Church were turned to the East, and the search of relic-
hunters was abundantly rewarded. With open-mouthed credulity the West received the holy 
objects which Crusaders allowed to be imposed upon them. The rich mine opened up at the sack 
of Constantinople has already been referred to. Theft was sanctified which recovered a fragment 
from a saint’s body or belongings. The monk, Gunther, does not hesitate to enumerate the articles 
which the abbot, Martin, and his accomplices stole from the reliquary in one of the churches of 
the Byzantine city. Salimbene {2044} mentions a present made to him from one of the churches 
of Ravenna of the bones of Elisha, all except the head, which had been stolen by the Austin friars. 
 
The Holy Lance was disclosed at a critical moment in the siege of Antioch. The Holy Grail was 
found in Caesarea in 1101. The bones of the three kings, Caspar, Melchior, and Belthazar, 
reputed to have been the magi who presented their gifts at the manger, were removed from Milan 
to Cologne, where they still repose. In the same city of Cologne were found, in 1156, the remains 
of Ursula and the virgin martyrs, put to death by the Huns, the genuineness of the discovery being 
attested by a vision to Elizabeth of Schonau. Among the endless number of objects transmitted to 
Western Europe from the East were Noah’s beard, the horns of Moses, the stone on which Jacob 
slept at Bethel, the branch from which Absalom hung, our Lord’s foreskin, his navel cord, his 
coat, tears he shed at the grave of Lazarus, milk from Mary’s breasts, the table on which the Last 
Supper was eaten, the stone of Christ’s sepulchre, Paul’s stake in the flesh, a tooth belonging to 
St. Lawrence. Christ’s tooth, which the monks of St. Medard professed to have in their 
possession, was attacked by Guibert of Nogent on the ground that when Christ rose from the dead 
he was in possession of all the parts of his body. He also attacked the genuineness of the 
umbilical cord. {2045} The prioress of Fretelsheim claimed to be in possession of two relics of 
the ass which bore Christ to Jerusalem. 
 
The holy coat, the blood of Christ, and his cross have perhaps played the largest part in the 
literature of relics. Christ’s holy coat is claimed by Treves and Argenteuil as well as other 
localities. It was the seamless garment—tunica inconsutilis —woven by Mary, which grew as 
Christ grew was worn on the cross. {2046} A notice in the Gesta Trevirorum (1105-1124) carries 
it back to the empress Helena who is said to have taken it to Treves. In the time of Frederick 
Barbarossa it was one of the glories of the city. On the eve of the Reformation it was solemnly 



shown to Maximilian I. and assembled German princes. At different dates, vast bodies of pilgrims 
have gone to look at it; the largest number in 1891, when 1,925,130 people passed through the 
cathedral for this purpose. Many miracles were believed to have been performed. {2047} 
 
The arrival of some of Christ’s blood in England, Oct. 13, 1247, was solemnized by royalty and 
furnishes one of the strange and picturesque religious scenes of English mediaeval history. The 
detailed description of Matthew Paris speaks of it as "a holy benefit from heaven." {2048} Its 
genuineness was vouched for by the Masters of the Templars and the Hospitallers, and by the 
seals of the patriarch of Jerusalem, and the archbishops and other prelates of the Holy Land. After 
fasting and keeping watch the night before, the king, Henry III., accompanied by the priests of 
London in full canonicals and with tapers burning, carried the vase containing the holy liquid 
from St. Paul’s to Westminster, and made a circuit of the church, the palace, and the king’s own 
apartments. The king proceeded on foot, holding the sacred vessel above his head. The bishop of 
Norwich preached a sermon on the occasion and, at a later date, Robert Grosseteste preached 
another in which he defended the genuineness of the relic, giving a memorable exhibition of 
scholastic ingenuity. {2049} 
 
The true cross was found more than once and fragments of it were numerous, so numerous that 
the fiction had to be invented that the true cross had the singular property of multiplying itself 
indefinitely. A choice must be made between the stories. The first Crusaders beheld the cross in 
Jerusalem. Richard I., during the Third Crusade, was directed to a piece of it by an aged man, the 
abbot of St. Elie, who had buried it in the ground and refused to deliver it up to Saladin, even 
though that prince put him in bonds to force him to do so. Richard and the army kissed it with 
pious devotion. {2050} Among the objects which the abbot, Martin, secured in Constantinople 
were a piece of the true cross and a drop of the Lord’s blood. The true cross, however, was still 
entire, and in 1241 it reached Paris. It had originally been bought by the Venetians from the king 
of Jerusalem for 20,000 and was purchased from the Emperor Baldwin by Louis IX. The relic 
was received with great ceremony and carried into the French capital by the king, with feet and 
head bare, and accompanied by his mother, Blanche, the queen, the king’s brothers, and a great 
concourse of nobles and clergy. {2051} The crown of thorns was carried in the same procession. 
At a later time these relics were placed in the new and beautiful chapel which Louis built, a 
supposed holy coat of Christ, the iron head of the lance which pierced his side, and the sponge 
offered to him on the cross, together with other relics. 
 
The English chronicler’s enthusiasm for this event seems not to have been in the least dampened 
by the fact that the English abbey of Bromholm also possessed the true cross. It reached England 
in 1247, through a monk who had found it among the effects of the Emperor Baldwin, after he 
had fallen in battle. The monk appeared at the convent door with his two children, and carrying 
the sacred relic under his cloak. Heed was given to his story and he was taken in. Miracles at once 
began to be performed, even to the cleansing of lepers and the raising of the dead. {2052} 
 
Some idea of the popular estimate of the value of relics may be had from the story which Caesar 
of Heisterbach relates of a certain Bernard who belonged to Caesar’s convent. {2053} Bernard 
was in the habit of carrying about with him a box containing the relics of St. Peter and St. Paul. 
Happening to give way to sensual thoughts, the two saints gave him a punch in the side. On 
Bernard’s assuming a proper mental state, the thumping stopped, but as soon as he renewed the 
unseemly thoughts the thumping began again. Bernard took the hint and finally desisted 
altogether. Caesar had the satisfaction of knowing that when Bernard had these experiences, he 
was not yet a monk. 
 



The resentment of relics at being mistreated frequently came within the range of Caesar’s 
experience. One of St. Nicolas’ teeth, kept at Brauweiler, on one occasion jumped out of the glass 
box which contained it, to show the saint’s disgust at the irreverence of the people who were 
looking at it. Another case was of the relics of two virgins which had been hid in time of war and 
were left behind when other relics were restored to the reliquary. They were not willing to be 
neglected and struck so hard against the chest which held them that the noise was heard all 
through the convent, and continued to be heard till they were released. {2054} 
 
An organized traffic in relics was carried on by unscrupulous venders who imposed them upon 
the credulity of the pious. The Fourth Lateran sought to put a stop to it by forbidding the 
veneration of novelties without the papal sanction. According to Guibert of Nogent, {2055} the 
worshipper who made the mistake of associating spurious relics with a saint whom he wished to 
worship, did not thereby lose any benefit that might accrue from such worship. All the saints, he 
said, are one body in Christ, {John 17:22} and in worshipping one reverence is done to the whole 
corporation. 
 
The devil, on occasion, had a hand in attesting the genuineness of relics. By his courtesy a nail in 
the reliquiary of Cologne, of whose origin no one knew anything, was discovered to be nothing 
less than one of the nails of the cross. {2056} Such kind services, no doubt, were rare. The court-
preacher of Weimar, Irenaeus, 1566-1570, visiting Treves in company with the Duchess of 
Weimar, found one of the devil’s claws in one of the churches. The story ran, that at the erection 
of a new altar, the devil was more than usually enraged, and kicked so hard against the altar that 
he left a claw sticking in the wood. {2057} 
 
The attitude of the Protestant churches to relics was expressed by Luther in his Larger Catechism 
when he said, "es ist alles tot Ding das niemand heiligen kann." They are lifeless, dead things, 
that can make no man holy. 
 
{2042} Th. Aq., Summa, III. 25, 6, Migne, IV. 240 sq.; Bonavent., Peltier’s ed., IV. 206 sq., VIII. 
196. Thornas accords a single brief chapter to relics and quotes Augustine but not Scripture in 
favor of their vvorship. 
 
{2043} Bonavent., III. 27, 2, Peltier’s ed., IV. 619. 
 
{2044} Coulton’s ed., p 253. 
 
{2045} Deuteronomy pignoribus. Migne, 156. 649 sqq. 
 
{2046} Among the legends of its discovery is the following: Herod gave the coat to a Jew because 
the drops of blood would not come out. The Jew threw it into the sea. A whale swallowed it. 
Orendel, son of the king of Treves, on his way to Jerusalem caught the fish and rescued the 
garment. It is described as five feet one inch long, and of the color of a sponge. 
 
{2047} See Wetzer-Welte, Der hl. Rock, X. 1229 sqq. 
 
{2048} Luard’s ed., IV. 641-643. 
 
{2049} Luard, Vl. 138-144. See Stevenson’s Grosseteste, p. 263. 
 
{2050} Deuteronomy Vinsauf, Chronicle of Richard’s Crusade, LIV. 
 



{2051} Luard’s M. Paris, IV. 90 sq.; Deuteronomy Voragine, VII. 210. 
 
{2052} Luard’s ed., III. 30 sq. 
 
{2053} Dial., VIII 67, Strange’s ed., II. 138. 
 
{2054} Dial., VIII. 68, 85. 
 
{2055} Migne, 156. 627. 
 
{2056} Hauck, IV. 74. 
 
{2057} Treves, Cologne, and Aachen were distinguished by the number of their reliquiary 
possessions. Gelenius, a Cologne priest, in his de admiranda sacra et civili magnitudine 
Coloniae, 1645, enumerated a great number of relics to be found In Cologne, such as pieces of 
the true cross, the manger, some of the earth on which Mary stood when she received the angelic 
announcement, one of John the Baptist’s teeth, a piece of his garment, hairs from the head of 
Bartholomew, and remains of the children of Bethlehem. As recently as Nov. 30, 1898, the 
archbishop of Cologne announced that one of St. Andrew’s arms would be shown after having 
lain in repose for one hundred years. It was found in a chest with other relics which had been 
packed away during the French Revolution.  



132. The Sermon. 
 
Literature: A. Nebe: Charakterbilder d. bedeutendsten Kanzelredner, Vol. I. Origen to Tauler, 
1879. —J. M. Neale: Med. Preachers, Lond., 1853, new ed., 1873. —J. A. Broadus: The Hist. of 
Preaching, N. Y., 1876. A bare sketch.—H. Hering: Gesch. d. Predigt. (pp. 55-68), Berlin, 1905. 
—E. C. Dargan: Hist. of Preaching, from 70 to 1570, N. Y., 1906. 
 
For the French Pulpit: *Lecoy de la Marche: La chaire franc. au moyen a¢ge speciallement au 
XIIIe siecle, Paris, 1868, new ed., 1886.—L. Bourgain: La chaire franc. au XIIme siecle d’apres 
les Mss., Paris, 1879. —J. von Walter: D. ersten Wanderprediger Frankreichs, 2 parts, Leip., 
1903, 1906. 
 
For the German Pulpit: W. Wackernagel: Altdeutsche Predigten und Gebete, Basel, 1876.—*R 
Cruel: Gesch. d. Deutschen Predigt im MtA., Detmold, 1879.—*A. Linsenmayer (Rom. Cath.): 
Gesch. der Predigt in Deutschland von Karl dem Grossen bis zum Ausgange d. 14ten 
Jahrhunderts, Munich, 1886.—Hauck: Kirchengesch.—Collections of med. Ger. sermons.—H. 
Leyser: Deutsche Predigten d. 13ten und 14ten Jahrhunderts, 1838.—K. Roth: Deutsche 
Predigten des XlI. und XIII. Jahrhunderts, 1839.—F. E. Grieshaber: Deutsche Predigt. d. XIII. 
Jahrhunderts, 2 vols. Stuttg., 1844.—*A. E. Schonbach: Altdeutsche Predigten, 3 vols. Graz, 
1886-1891; Studien zur Gesch. d. Altdeutschen Predigt. (on Berthold of Regensburg), 3 parts, 
Vienna, 1904-1906. —A. Franz: Drei Minoritenprediger aus d. XIII. u. XIV. Jahrh., Freib., 1907. 
 
For the English Pulpit: R. Morris: Old Engl. Homilies of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries, 2 
vols. Lond., 1868-1873.—See T. F. Crane: Introd. to the Exempla of Jacob de Vitry, Folklore 
Soc., Lond., 1890.—Richardson: Voragine as a Preacher, Presb. Rev., July, 1904. 
 
Although the office of the preacher in the Middle Ages was overshadowed by the function of the 
priest, the art of preaching was not altogether neglected. The twelfth and the thirteenth centuries 
have each contributed at least one pulpit orator of the first magnitude: St. Bernard, whom we 
think of as the preacher in the convent and the preacher of the Crusades, and Berthold of 
Regensburg, the Whitefield of his age, who moved vast popular assemblies with practical 
discourses. 
 
Two movements aroused the dormant energies of the pulpit: the Crusades, in the twelfth century, 
and the rise of the Mendicant orders in the thirteenth century. The example of the heretical sects 
preaching on the street and the roadside also acted as a powerful spur upon the established 
Church. 
 
Ambrose had pronounced the bishop’s chief function to be preaching. The nearest approach made 
to that definition by a formal pronouncement of these centuries is found in the tenth canon of the 
Fourth Lateran. After emphasizing the paramount necessity of knowing the Word of God, the 
council commended the practice whereby bishops, in case of their incapacity, appointed apt men 
to take their place in preaching. Pope Innocent III. himself preached, and fifty-eight of his 
sermons are preserved. {2058} The references to preaching in the acts of councils are rare. Now 
and then we hear an admonition from a writer on homiletics or a preacher in favor of frequent 
preaching. So Honorius of Autun, in an address to priests, declared that, if they lived a good life 
and did not publicly teach or preach, they were like the "watchmen without knowledge" and as 
dumb dogs, {Isaiah 56:9} and, if they preached and lived ill, they were as blind leaders of the 
blind. {2059} Etienne de Bourbon speaks with commendation of a novice of the Dominican order 



who, on being urged to go into another order, replied: "I do not read that Jesus Christ was either a 
black or a white monk, but that he was a poor preacher. I will follow in his steps." 
 
It is impossible to determine with precision the frequency with which sermons were preached in 
parishes. Probably one-half of the priests in Germany in the twelfth century did not preach. 
{2060} The synod of Treves, 1227, forbade illiterate priests preaching. A sermon in England was 
a rarity before the arrival of the friars. A parson might have held a benefice fifty years without 
ever having preached a sermon. There were few pulpits in those days in English churches. {2061} 
 
In the thirteenth century a notable change took place, through the example of the friars. They 
were preachers and went among the people. Vast audiences gathered in the fields and streets to 
listen to an occasional popular orator, like Anthony of Padua and Berthold of Regensburg. At the 
beginning of the fourteenth century, the Franciscans received formal permission from Clement 
V., "to preach on the streets the Word of God." 
 
Nor was the preaching confined to men in orders. Laymen among the heretics and also among the 
orthodox groups and the Flagellants exercised their gifts. {2062} Innocent III., in his letter to the 
bishop of Metz, 1199, and Gregory IX., 1235, condemned the unauthorized preaching of laymen. 
There were also boy preachers in those days. {2063} 
 
The vernacular was used at the side of the Latin. {2064} Samson, abbot of Bury St. Edmunds, 
preached in English, and Grosseteste in the later years of his life followed his example. Bishop 
Hermann of Prague, d. 1122, preached in Bohemian. {2065} Of Berthold’s sermons which are 
preserved, five hundred are in Latin and seventy-one in German. 
 
Congregations were affected much as congregations are to-day. Caesar of Heisterbach, who 
himself was a preacher, tells of a congregation that went to sleep and snored during a sermon. 
The preacher, suddenly turning from the line of his discourse, exclaimed: "Hear, my brethren, I 
will tell you something new and strange. There was once a king called Artus." The sleepers 
awoke and the preacher continued, "See, brethren, when I spoke about God, you slept, but when I 
began to tell a trivial story, you pricked up your ears to hear." {2066} Caesar was himself present 
on this occasion. 
 
The accounts of contemporaries leave no room to doubt that extraordinary impressions were 
made upon great audiences. {2067} The sermons that have come down to us are almost invariably 
based upon a text or paragraph of Scripture and are full of biblical instruction, doctrinal inference, 
and moral application. It was well understood that the personality of the preacher has much to do 
with the effectiveness of a discourse. Although the people along the Rhine did not understand the 
language of St. Bernard, they were moved to the very depths by his sermons. When his language 
was interpreted, they lost their power. 
 
Four treatises have come down to us from this period on homiletics and the pulpit, by Guibert of 
Nogent, Alanus ab Insulis, Humbert de Romanis, and Hugo de St. Cher. {2068} Their counsels do 
not vary much from the counsels given by writers on these subjects to-day. Guibert, in his What 
Order a Sermon should Follow, {2069} insists upon the priest keeping up his studies, preparing 
his sermons with prayer, and cultivating the habit of turning everything he sees into a symbol of 
religious truth. He sets forth the different motives by which preachers were actuated, from a 
desire of display by ventriloquism to an honest purpose to instruct and make plain the Scriptures. 
 
In his Art of Preaching, {2070} Alanus counsels preachers to court the good-will of their 
audiences by cultivating humility of manner and by setting forth useful instruction. He must so 



impress them that they will think not of who is talking, but of what is being talked about. He 
advises the use of quotations from Gentile authors, following Paul’s example. After giving other 
counsels, Alanus in forty-seven chapters presents illustrations of the treatment of different 
themes, such as the contempt of the world, luxury, gluttony, godly sorrow, joy, patience, faith. He 
then furnishes specimens of exhortations to different classes of hearers: princes, lawyers, monks, 
the married, widows, virgins, the somnolent. 
 
Humbert de Romanis, general of the order of the Dominicans, d. 1277, in a much more elaborate 
work, {2071} pronounced preaching the most excellent of a monk’s occupations and set it above 
the liturgical service which, being in Latin, the people did not understand. Preaching is even 
better than the mass, for Christ celebrated the mass only once, but was constantly engaged in 
preaching. He urged the necessity of study, and counselled high thought rather than graceful and 
well-turned sentences, comparing the former to food and the latter to the dishes on which it is 
served. 
 
To these homiletical rules and hints must be added the notices scattered through the sermons of 
preachers like Honorius of Autun and Caesar of Heisterbach. Caesar said, {2072} a sermon 
should be like a net, made up of texts of Scripture; and like an arrow, sharp to pierce the hearts of 
the hearers; straight, that is, without any false doctrine; and feathered, that is, easy to be 
understood. The bow is the Word of God. 
 
Among the prominent preachers from 1050 to 1200, whose sermons have been preserved, were 
Peter Damiani, d. 1072, Ivo of Chartres, d. 1116, Hildebert of Tours, d. 1133, Abaelard d. 1142, 
St. Bernard, d. 1153, and Maurice, archbishop of Paris, d. 1196. Of the eloquence of Arnold of 
Brescia, Norbert, the founder of the Premonstrant order, and Fulke of Neuilly, the fiery preacher 
of the Fourth Crusade, no specimens are preserved. Another class of preachers were the itinerant 
preachers, some of whom were commissioned by popes, as were Robert of Abrissel and Bernard 
of Thiron who went about clad in coarse garments and with flowing beards, preaching to large 
concourses of people. They preached repentance and sharply rebuked the clergy for their 
worldliness, themselves wept and brought their hearers to tears. 
 
Bernard enjoys the reputation of being, up to his time, the most brilliant luminary of the pulpit 
after the days of Gregory the Great. Luther held his sermons in high regard and called him "the 
golden preacher"—der gueldene Prediger. Among the preachers of France he is placed at the side 
of Bourdaloue and Bossuet. He has left more than two hundred and fifty discourses on special 
texts and themes in addition to the eighty-six homilies on the Song of Solomon. {2073} 
 
The subjects of the former range from the five pebbles which David picked up from the brook to 
the most solemn mysteries of Christ’s life and work. The sermons were not written out, but 
delivered from notes or improvised after meditation in the convent garden. For moral earnestness, 
flights of imagination, pious soliloquy, and passionate devotion to religious themes, they have a 
place in the first rank of pulpit productions. "The constant shadow of things eternal is over them 
all," said Dr. Storrs, himself one of the loftiest figures in the American pulpit of the last century. 
One of the leading authorities on his life, Deutsch, has said that Bernard combined in himself all 
the qualities of a great preacher, a vivid apprehension of the grace of God, a profound desire to 
help his hearers, a thorough knowledge of the human heart, familiarity with the Scriptures, 
opulence of thought, and a faculty of magnetic description. {2074} 
 
Fulke of Neuilly, pastor in Neuilly near Paris, was a man of different mould from Bernard, but, 
like him, his eloquence is associated with the Crusades. {2075} He was a born orator. His 
sermons on repentance in Notre Dame and on the streets of Paris were accompanied with 



remarkable demonstrations, the people throwing themselves on the ground, weeping and 
scourging themselves. Usurers "whom the devil alone was able to make, "fallen women, and 
other offenders turned from their evil ways. Called forth by Innocent III. to proclaim the Fourth 
Crusade, Fulke influenced, as he himself estimated, no less than two million to take the cross. He 
did not live to hear of the capture of Constantinople, to which event unintentionally he made so 
large a contribution. 
 
The great preachers of the thirteenth century were the product of the mendicant orders or, like 
Grosseteste, sympathized with their aims and methods. The Schoolmen who belonged to these 
orders seem all to have been preachers, and their sermons, or collations, delivered in the 
convents, many of which are preserved, received the highest praise from contemporaries, but 
partook of the scholastic method. Albertus Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, and Bonaventura were 
preachers, Bonaventura {2076} being a great preacher. Albertus’ thirty-two sermons on the 
eucharist, based upon Proverbs 9:5, constitute one of the first series of discourses of the Middle 
Ages. 
 
To the mendicant orders belonged also the eminent popular preachers, Anthony of Padua, John of 
Vicenza, and Berthold of Regensburg. Anthony of Padua, 1195-1231, born at Lisbon, entered the 
Franciscan order and made Northern Italy the scene of his labors. He differed from Francis in 
being a well-schooled man. He joined himself to the conventual party, at whose head stood Elias 
of Cortona. Like Francis he was a lover of nature and preached to the fishes. He preached in the 
fields and the open squares. As many as thirty thousand are reported to have flocked to hear him. 
He denied having the power of working miracles, but legend has associated miracles with his 
touch and his tomb. The fragments of his sermons, which are preserved, are mere sketches and, 
like Whitefield’s printed discourses, give no clew to the power of the preacher. Anthony was 
canonized the year after his death by Gregory IX. His remains were deposited, in 1263, in the 
church in Padua reared to his memory. Bonaventura was present. The body was found to have 
wholly dissolved except the tongue. {2077} 
 
Berthold of Regensburg, d. 1272, had for his teacher David of Augsburg, d. 127l, also a preacher 
of renown. A member of the Franciscan order, Berthold itinerated from Thuringia to Bohemia, 
and from Spires to the upper Rhine regions as far as the Swiss canton of the Grisons. He was 
familiarly known as rusticanus, "the field preacher." According to contemporaries, he was 
listened to by sixty thousand at a time. His sermons were taken down by others and, to correct 
mistakes, he was obliged to edit an edition with his own hand. {2078} 
 
This celebrated preacher’s style is exceedingly pictorial. He drew illustrations from the stars and 
the fields, the forests and the waters. The most secret motives of the heart seemed to he open 
before him. Cruel, the historian of the mediaeval German pulpit, gives as the three elements of his 
power: his popular speech easily understood by the laity, his personality which he never hid 
behind a quoted authority, and his burning love for God and man. He preached unsparingly 
against the vices of his age: usury, avarice, unchastity, drunkenness, the dance, and the 
tournament, and everything adapted to destroy the sanctity of the home. 
 
He urged as motives the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. But especially did he 
appeal to the fear of perdition and its torments. If your whole body, he said, was glowing iron and 
the whole world on fire, yet are the pains of the lost many times greater, and when the soul is 
reunited with the body in hell, then it will be as passing from dew to a burning mountain. The 
sermons are enlivened by vivacious dialogues in which the devil is a leading figure. Berthold 
demanded penitence as well as works of penance. But he was a child of his time, was hard on 
heretics, and did not oppose any of the accepted dogmas. 



 
A considerable number of sermons, many of them anonymous, are preserved from the mediaeval 
pulpit of Germany, where preaching seemed to be most in vogue. {2079} Among the preachers 
were Gottfried, abbot of Admont, d. 1165, Honorius of Autun, d. 1152, and Werner of St. Blasius 
in the Black Forest, d. 1126. Gottfried’s sermons, of which about two hundred are preserved, 
occupy more than a thousand columns in Migne (174. 21-1133), and are as full of exegetical and 
edifying material as any other discourses of the Middle Ages. 
 
Honorius and Werner both prepared homiliaria, or collections of sermons which were meant to 
be a homiletical arsenal for preachers. Honorius’ collection, the Mirror of the Church—Speculurn 
ecclesiae {2080} —is made up of his own discourses, most of the texts being taken from the 
Psalms. The sermons are arranged under thirty-six Sundays or festival days, with as many as 
three or four sermons under a single head. In one of them he addresses himself to one class after 
another, calling them by name. One of the interesting things about these model discourses is the 
homiletical hints that are thrown in here and there. The following two show that it was necessary, 
even in those good old times, to adapt the length of the sermon to the patience of the hearers. 
"You may finish here if you choose, or if time permits, you may add the following things." "For 
the sake of brevity you must sometimes shorten this sermon and at other times you may prolong 
it." 
 
Werner’s collection, the Deflorationes sanctorum patrum, or Flowers from the Fathers, fills more 
than five hundred columns in Migne (151. 734-1294), and joins, with discourses from patristic 
times, other sermons, some of them probably by Werner himself. Thirteen are taken from 
Honorius of Autun. It would be interesting, if there were space, to give specimens of the sermonic 
literature contained in these collections. 
 
Of the pulpit in England there is not much to be said. It had no preachers equal in fame to the 
preachers of Germany and Italy. The chief source of our information are the two volumes of Old 
English Homilies by Morris, which contain an English translation at the side of the Saxon 
original. The names of the preachers are lost. The sermons are brief expositions of texts of 
Scripture, the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, and on Mary and the Apostles, and are adapted to the 
wants and temptations of everyday life. In a sermon on the Creed {2081} the general statement of 
the introduction is such as might be made by a wise preacher to-day: "Three things there are that 
each man must have who will lead a Christian life, a right belief, baptism, and a fair life, for he is 
not fully a Christian who is wanting in any of these." One of the sermons quaintly treats of the 
traps set by the devil in four pits: play, and the trap idleness; drink, and the trap wrongdoing; the 
market, and the trap cheating; and the Church, and the trap pride. In the last trap the clergy are 
ensnared as when the priest neglects to perform the service or to speak what he ought to, or sings 
so as to catch the ears of women. {2082} 
 
A general conclusion to be drawn from the sermons of this period of the Middle Ages is that 
human passions and the tendency to shirk religious duties or to substitute the appearance for the 
reality were about the same as they are to-day. Another conclusion is that the modes of appeal 
employed were about the same as the earnest preacher employs in this age, except that in those 
days much more emphasis was laid upon the pains of future punishment. 
 
{2058} See Hurter’s judgment of Innocent as a preacher, II. 729 sqq. 
 
{2059} Spec. eccles., Migne, 172. 862. 
 
{2060} Cruel, pp. 210, 262. 



 
{2061} Jessopp, Coming of the Friars, p. 86. 
 
{2062} Linsenmayer, p. 125 sqq. 
 
{2063} Salimbene, Coulton’s ed., p. 305. 
 
{2064} Hurter, IV. 507; Cruel, p. 217. 
 
{2065} His homiliarium was ed. by Hecht, 1863, 
 
{2066} Dial., IV. 36. 
 
{2067} Dargan, p. 229, says that "probably the largest audiences ever gathered to hear preaching" 
were gathered in the thirteenth century. 
 
{2068} Speculum ecclesiae, Lyons, 1554. 
 
{2069} Quo ordine sermo fieri debeat, Migne, 157. 20-34. 
 
{2070} Summa de arte praedicatoria, Migne, 210. 111-198. 
 
{2071} Deuteronomy eruditione praedicatorum. 
 
{2072} Quoted by Cruel, p. 249. 
 
{2073} See Vacandard, S. Bernard, I. 474 sqq., and Storrs, St. Bernard, pp. 355-427, Migne, 183. 
73-747, 784-1105. 
 
{2074} Art. Bernard, in Herzog, II. 634. 
 
{2075} A. Charasson, Un cure plebeien au XIIe siecle Foulques, cure de Veuilly, Paris, 1905. 
 
{2076} Peltier’s ed., XIII. 1-636, etc. For Thomas’ sermons, see Bourin, La predication en 
France et les sermons de Thomas, Paris, 1882. Vaughan is fulsome in praise of Thomas as a 
preacher. Life, etc., I. 459 sq., II. 104 sqq., 112-117. 
 
{2077} The writer in Wetzer-Welte, I. 995, declarcs that the tongue remains whole to this day. 
See Lempp, Leben d. hl. Antonius v. Padua. 
 
{2078} The works and collections of Berthold’s sermons are numerous. Cruel, pp. 307-322; 
Linsenmayer, pp. 333-354; E. Bernhardt, Bruder Berthold von Regensb., etc., Erf., 1905. Ed. of 
his sermons by Kling, Berlin, 1824; Pfeiffer, Vienna, 1862; J. Strobel, 2 vols. Vienna, 1880; 
Gobel, 2 vols. Schaffh., 1850; 4th ed., Regensb., 1905; also Predigten a. d. Sonn und Festtagen, 2 
vols. 1884; G. Jacob, D. Iatein. Reden d. Berthold, etc., Regensb., 1880. 
 
{2079} See Cruel, 146-208; Linsenmayer, 191-320. 
 
{2080} Migne, vol. 172. See Rocholl, in Herzog, VIII. 327-331; Endres, Honor. August., Leip., 
1903. Honorius called himself Augustoduniensis, but it is doubtful whether Autun or Strassburg 
is meant. 



 
{2081} Old Engl. Hom., II. 14. 
 
{2082} II, 209 sqq.  



133. Hymns and Sacred Poetry. 
 
Latin Hymns: H. A. Daniel: Thesaurus Hymnol., 5 vols. Halle and Leipzig, 1855-1856. —F, J. 
Mone: Latein. Hymnen d. Mittelalters, 3 vols. Freib., 1853-1855. —R. C. Trench: Sacr. Lat. 
Poetry with Notes, Lond., 1849, 3d ed., 1874. —G. A. Konigsfeld: Latein. Hymnen und Gesange 
d. MtA., 2 vols. Bonn, 1847-1863 with transll.—J. M. Neale: Med. Hymns and Sequences, Lond., 
1851, 3d ed., 1867; Hymns chiefly Med. on the Joys and Glories of Paradise, Lond., 1862, 4th 
ed., by S. G. Hatherley, 1882.—W. J. Loftie: Lat. Hymns, 3 vols. Lond., 1873-1877.—F. W. E. 
Roth: Lat. Hymnen d. MtA., Augsb., 1888.—*G. M. Dreves and C. Blume: Analecta hymnica 
medii aevi, Leipz., 1886-1906, 49 parts in 16 vols.—U. Chevalier: Repertorium hymnol. Cat. des 
chants, hymnes, proses, sequences, tropes, etc., 2 vols. Louvaine, 1892-1897; Poesie liturg. du 
moyen a¢ge, Paris, 1893.—S. G. Pirmont: Les hymnes du Breviare rom., 3 vols. Paris, 1874-
1884.—Ed. Caswall: Lyra Catholica (197 transll.), Lond., 1849.—R. Mant: Anc. Hymns from the 
Rom. Brev., new ed., Lond., 1871.—F. A. March: Lat. Hymns with Engl. Notes, N. Y., 1874.—D. 
T. Morgan: Hymns and other Poems of the Lat. Ch., Oxf., 1880.—W. H. Frere: The Winchester 
Tropar from MSS. of the 10th and 11th centt., Lond., 1894. —H. Mills: The Hymn of Hildebert 
and the Ode of Xavier, with Engl. transll., Auburn, 1844.—W. C. Prime: The Seven Great Hymns 
of the Med. Ch., N. Y., 1865. —E. C. Benedict: The Hymn of Hildebert and other Med. Hymns, 
with transll., N. Y., 1867, 2d ed., 1869. —A. Coles: Dies Irae and other Lat. Poems, N. Y., 1868. 
—D. S. Wrangham: The Liturg. Poetry of Adam de St. Victor, with Engl. transll., 3 vols. Lond., 
1881.—Ozanam: Les Poetes Franciscains en Italie au XIIIe siecle, Paris, 1852, 3d ed. 1869.—L. 
Gautier: Oeuvres poet. d’ Adam de St. Victor, Paris, 1858, 2d ed., 1887; Hist. de la poesie liturg. 
au moyen a¢ge. Paris, 1886.—P. Schaff: Christ in Song, a Collection of Hymns, Engl. and trans. 
with notes, N. Y. and Lond., 1869. —Schaff and Gilman: Libr. of Rel. Poetry, N. Y., 1881.—
Schaff: Lit. and Poetry, N. Y., 1890. Contains essays of St. Bernard as a Hymnist, the Dies irae, 
Stabat mater, etc.—S. W. Duffield: Lat. Hymn Writers and their Hymns, N. Y., 1889. 
 
For German Hymns, etc.: C. E. P. Wackernagel: D. Deutsche Kirchenlied von d. altesten Zeit bis 
zum 1600, 5 vols. Leip., 1864-1877.—Ed. E. Koch: Gesch. des Kirchenlieds und Kirchengesangs, 
2 vols. 1847, 3d ed., by Lauxmann, 8 vols. 1866-1876.—Artt., Hymnus and Kirchenlied in 
Wetzer-Welte, VI. 519-551, VII. 600-606; Kirchenlied, in Herzog, by Drews, X. 409-419, and 
Lat. and Ger. Hymnody in Julian’s Dicty. of hymnology. 
 
Note. The collection of Latin hymns by Dreves and Blume, members of the Society of Jesus, is a 
monument of persevering industry and scholarship. It is with few exceptions made up of hitherto 
unpublished poems. The collection is meant to be exhaustive and one is fairly amazed at the 
extent of mediaeval sacred poetry. There are about seven hundred pages and an average of eleven 
hundred poems to each volume. Monasteries and breviaries of every locality in Western Europe 
were searched for hymnological treasures. In cases, an entire number, or Heft (for the volumes 
have appeared in numbers), is given up to the poems of a single convent, as No. Vll., pp. 282, to 
the proses of St. Martial in Limoges. No. XL. contains sequences taken from English MSS., such 
as the missals of Salisbury, York, Canterbury, and Winchester, and is edited by H. M. Bannister, 
1902. Among the more curious parts is No. XXVII., pp. 287, containing the religious poems of 
the Mozarabic, or Gothic liturgy. If Dreves adds a printed edition of the mediaeval Latin poetry 
found in Mone, Daniel, and other standard collections, his collection will supersede all the 
collections of his predecessors. 
 
The mediaeval sermon is, at best, the object of curious search by an occasional student. It is 
otherwise with some of the mediaeval hymns. They shine in the cluster of the great hymns of all 



the ages. They have entered into the worship of all the churches of the West and continue to 
exercise a sanctifying mission. They are not adapted to the adherents of one confession or age 
alone, but to Christian believers of every age. 
 
The Latin sacred poems of the Middle Ages, of which thousands have been preserved, were 
written, for the most part, in the shadow of cloistral walls, notably St. Gall, St. Martial in 
Limoges, Cluny, Clairvaux, and St. Victor near Paris. Few of them passed into public use in the 
church service, or were rendered by the voice. They served the purpose of devotional reading. 
The rhyme is universal after 1150. 
 
These poems include liturgical proses, hymns, sequences, tropes, psalteries, and rhymed prayers 
to the rosary, called rosaria. The psalteries, psalteria rhythmica, in imitation of the Psalms, are 
divided into one hundred and fifty parts, and are addressed to the Trinity, to Jesus and to Mary, 
the larger number of them to Mary. {2083} Sequence, a word first applied to a melody, came also 
to be used for a sacred poem. Notker of St. Gall was the first to adapt such poems to sequences or 
melodies. {2084} The tropes were verses interpolated into the offices of the liturgy, and were 
joined on to the Gloria, the Hosanna, and other parts. They started in France and were most 
popular there and in England. {2085} 
 
The authorship of the Latin mediaeval poetry belongs chiefly to France and Germany. England 
produced only a limited number of religious poems, and no one of the first rank. The best is 
Archbishop Peckham’s (d. 1292) rhymed office to the Trinity, from which three hymns were 
taken. {2086} One verse of the poem runs:— 
 
Adesto, sancta trinitas 
 
Par splendor, una deitas, 
 
Qui exstas rerum omnium 
 
Sine fine principium. 
 
Come near, O holy Trinity, 
 
In splender equal, in deity one 
 
Of all things that exist 
 
The beginning, and without end. 
 
The number of mediaeval hymns in German is also large. The custom of blending German and 
Latin lines in the same hymn was also very common, especially in the next period. The number of 
Saxon hymns, that is hymns produced in England, was very limited. {2087} 
 
Although the liturgical service was chanted by the priests, singing was also in vogue among the 
people, especially in Northern Italy and in Germany. The Flagellants sang. Gerhoh of 
Reichersberg (d. 1169) said that all the people poured forth praises to the Saviour in hymns. 
{2088} At the battle of Tusculum, 1168, the army sang, 
 
Christ der du geboren bist. 
 



St. Bernard, when he left Germany, spoke of missing the German songs of his companions. At 
popular religious services the people also to some extent joined in song. The songs were called 
Leisen and Berthold of Regensburg was accustomed, at the close of his sermons, to call upon the 
congregation to sing. {2089} He complained of heretics drawing away children by their songs. 
Honorius of Autun gives directions for the people to join in the singing, such as the following: 
"Now lift high your voices," or "Lift up your song, Let us praise the Son of God." 
 
As compared with the hymns of the Ambrosian group and of Prudentius, the mediaeval sacred 
poems are lacking in their strong and triumphant tone. They are written in the minor key, and 
give expression to the softer feelings of the heart, and its fears and forebodings. They linger at the 
cross and over the mystery of the Lord’s Supper, passionately supplicate the intercession of Mary 
or dwell on her perfections, and also depict the awful solemnities of the judgment and the 
entrancing glories of paradise. Where we are unable to follow the poet in his theology, we cannot 
help but be moved by his soft cadences and the tenderness of his devotion. 
 
Among the poets of the earlier part of the period are Peter Damiani, some of whose hymns were 
received into the Breviaries, {2090} Anselm of Canterbury, and Hildebert, archbishop of Tours 
(d. 1134). Some of Hildebert’s lines were used by Longfellow in his "Golden Legend." Abaelard 
also wrote hymns, one of which, on the creation, was translated by Trench. {2091} 
 
Bernard of Clairvaux, according to Abaelard’s pupil, Berengar, cultivated poetic composition 
from his youth. {2092} Five longer religious poems are ascribed to him. {2093} From the 
Rhythmic Song on the name of Christ—Jubilus rhythmicus de nomine Jesu — the Roman 
Breviary has drawn three hymns, which are used on the festival of the name of Christ. They 
are:— 
 
Jesus, the very thought of thee. 
 
Jesus, King most wonderful. 
 
O Jesus, thou the beauty art. 
 
Jesu, dulcis memoria. 
 
Jesu, rex admirabilis. 
 
Jesus, decus angelicum. 
 
The first of these hymns has been called by Dr. Philip Schaff, "the sweetest and most evangelical 
hymn of the Middle Ages." 
 
The free version of some of the verses by Ray Palmer is the most popular form of Bernard’s 
poem as used in the American churches. 
 
Jesus, thou Joy of loving hearts, 
 
Thou Fount of life, thou Light of men, 
 
From the best bliss that earth imparts 
 
We turn unfilled to thee again. 



 
The poem to the Members of Christ’s body on the Cross—Rhythmica oratio ad unum quodlibet 
membrorum Christi patientis —is a series of devotional poems addressed to the crucified 
Saviour’s feet, knees, hands, side, breast, heart, and face. From the poem addressed to our Lord’s 
face—Salve caput cruentatum —John Gerhardt, 1656, took his 
 
O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden. 
 
O sacred head, now wounded, 
 
With grief and shame weighed down. 
 
Much as Bernard influenced his own age in other ways, he continues to influence our own 
effectively and chiefly by his hymns. 
 
Bernard of Cluny, d. about 1150, has an enduring name as the author of the most beautiful and 
widely sung hymn on heaven, "Jerusalem the Golden." He was an inmate of the convent of Cluny 
when Peter the Venerable was its abbot, 1122-1156. From his probable place of birth, Morlaix, 
Brittany, he is sometimes called Bernard of Morlaix. Of his career nothing is known. He lives in 
his poem, "The Contempt of the World"—de contemptu mundi —from which the hymns are 
taken which go by his name. {2094} It contains nearly three thousand lines, and was dedicated to 
Peter the Venerable. At the side of its glowing descriptions of heaven, which are repetitions, it 
contains a satire on the follies of the age and the greed of the Roman court. {2095} It is written in 
dactylic hexameters, with leonine and tailed rhyme, and is difficult of translation. 
 
The most prolific of the mediaeval Latin poets is Adam of St. Victor, d. about 1180. He was one 
of the men who made the convent of St. Victor famous. He wrote in the departments of exegesis 
and psychology, but it is as a poet he has enduring fame. Gautier, Neale and Trench have agreed 
in pronouncing him the "foremost among the sacred Latin poets of the Middle Ages"; but none of 
his hymns are equal to Bernard’s hymns, {2096} the Stabat mater, or Dies irae. Many of Adam’s 
poems are addressed to Mary and the saints, including Thomas a  Becket. A deep vein of piety 
runs through them all. {2097} 
 
Hymns of a high order and full of devotion we owe to the two eminent theologians, Bonaventura 
and Thomas Aquinas. Of Bonaventura’s sacred poems the one which has gone into many 
collections of hymns begins, — 
 
Recordare sanctae crucis 
 
qui perfectam viam ducis. 
 
Jesus, holy Cross, and dying. 
 
Three of Thomas Aquinas’ hymns have found a place in the Roman Breviary. For six hundred 
years two of these have formed a part of the ritual of Corpus Christi: namely, — 
 
Pange, lingua, gloriosi corporis mysterium, 
 
Sing, my tongue, the mystery telling, 
 
And 



 
Lauda, Zion, salvatorem. 
 
Zion, to thy Saviour singing. {2098} 
 
In both of these fine poems, the doctrine of transubstantiation finds full expression. 
 
No other two hymns of ancient or mediaeval times have received so much attention as the Dies 
irae and the Stabat mater. They were the product of the extraordinary religious fervor which 
marked the Franciscan order in its earlier period, and have never been excelled, the one by its 
solemn grandeur, and the other by its tender and moving pathos. 
 
Thomas of Celano, the author of Dies irae, {2099} was born about 1200, at Celano, near Naples, 
and became one of the earliest companions of Francis d’Assisi. In 1221 he accompanied Caesar 
of Spires to Germany, and a few years later was made guardian, custos of the Franciscan convents 
of Worms, Spires, Mainz, and Cologne. Returning to Assisi, he wrote, by commission of Gregory 
IX., his first Life of St. Francis, and later, by command of the general of his order, he wrote the 
second Life. 
 
The Dies irae opens with the lines, — 
 
Dies irae, dies illa 
 
solvet saeclum in favilla, 
 
teste David cum sibylla. 
 
In the most familiar of the versions, Sir Walter Scott freely reproduced the first lines thus:— 
 
That day of wrath, that dreadful day, 
 
When heaven and earth shall pass away, 
 
What power shall be the sinner’s stay? 
 
How shall he meet that dreadful day? 
 
This solemn poem depicts the dissolution of the world and the trembling fear of the sinner as he 
looks forward to the awful scene of the last day and appeals for mercy. It has been characterized 
by Dr. Philip Schaff, {2100} "as the acknowledged masterpiece of Latin Church poetry and the 
greatest judgment hymn of all ages." The poet is the single actor. He realizes the coming 
judgment of the world, he hears the trumpet of the archangel through the open sepulchre, he 
expresses this sense of guilt and dismay, and ends with a prayer for the same mercy which the 
Saviour showed to Mary Magdalene and to the thief on the cross. The stanzas sound like the peals 
of an organ; now crashing like a clap of thunder, now stealing softly and tremulously like a 
whisper through the vacant cathedral spaces. The first words are taken from Zephaniah 1:15. Like 
the Fathers and Michael Angelo and the painters of the Renaissance, the author unites the 
prediction of the heathen Sibyl with the prophecies of the Old Testament. 
 
The hymn is used on All Souls Day, Nov. 2. Mozart introduced it into his requiem mass. It has 
been translated more frequently than any other Latin poem. {2101} Walter Scott introduced it into 



the Lay of the Last Minstrel, and Goethe made Gretchen tremble in dismay on hearing it in the 
cathedral. 
 
The most tender hymn of the Middle Ages is the Stabat mater dolorosa. The first verse runs:— 
 
Stabat mater dolorosa 
 
juxta crucem lachrymosa 
 
dum pendebat filius;  
 
cujus animam gementem 
 
contristatam ac dolentem 
 
pertransivit gladius. 
 
At the cross her station keeping, 
 
Stood the mournful mother weeping, 
 
Close to Jesus to the last; 
 
Through her heart, His sorrow sharing, 
 
All His bitter anguish bearing, 
 
Now at length the sword had passed. {2}  {102} 
 
This hymn occupies the leading place among the many mediaeval hymns devoted to Mary and, in 
spite of its mariolatry, it appeals to the deepest emotions of the human heart. Its passion has been 
transfused into the compositions of Palestrina, Astorga, Pergolesi, Haydn, Bellini, Rossini, and 
other musical composers. 
 
The poem depicts the agony of Mary at the sight of her dying Son. The first line is taken from 
John 19:25. The poet prays to Mary to be joined with her in her sorrow and to be defended by her 
on the day of judgment and taken into glory. The hymn passed into all the missals and was sung 
by the Flagellants in Italy at the close of the fourteenth century. {2103} 
 
Jacopone da Todi, the author of these hymns, called also Jacobus de Benedictis (d. 1306), was 
converted from a wild career by the sudden death of his wife through the falling of a gallery in a 
theatre. He gave up the law, both degrees of which he had received from Bologna, and was 
admitted to the Franciscan order. {2104} He abandoned himself to the extreme of ascetic 
austerity, appearing at one time in the public square walking on all fours and harnessed like a 
horse. He wrote a number of poems in the vulgar tongue, exposing the vices of his age and 
arraigning Boniface VIII. for avarice. He espoused the cause of the Colonna against that pope. 
Boniface had him thrown into prison and the story went that when the pope asked him, when he 
expected to get out, Jacopone replied, "when you get in." Not until Boniface’s death, in 1303, was 
the poet released. He spent his last years in the convent of Collazone. His comfort in his last 
hours was his own hymn, Giesu nostra fidanza —Jesus our trust and confidence. 
 



{2083} In No. XXXV., 254-270, Dreves gives two psalteries, ascribed to Anselm. 
 
{2084} Anal. Hymn., XLVII. 11 sq. 
 
{2085} Blume has collected hundreds of tropes in Anal. Hymn. They extended from two or three 
to as many as fifty lines. Gautier was the first to call the attention of modern students to this 
forgotten form of med. poetry. 
 
{2086} They are found in prose renderings in the Primer of Sarum of about 1400 (ed. by Maskell, 
Mon. ritualia, Vol. III.). Daniel gives all three, I. 276, etc. Dreves gives the adesto and the festi 
laudes, No. IV., 14, and calls the former, "a hymn in the strict sense of the word." See No. 
XXIII., 5, 6, where Dreves pronounces Peckham as, beyond dispute, their author. 
 
{2087} Two addressed to Mary and one to God are given by Morris, Old Engl. Hom., II. 255 sqq. 
 
{2088} Hauck, IV. 60. 
 
{2089} Linsenmayer, Deutsche Predigt, pp. 70, 132. 
 
{2090} Migne, 145. 930 sqq. See Libr. of Rel. Poetry, pp. 897, 880. 
 
{2091} Cousin gave 97 of these poems in his ed. of Abaelard, 1849. 
 
{2092} Apol. pro Abaelardo, Migne, 178. 1857. 
 
{2093} See Herold, Bernhard’s Hymnen, in Herzog, II. 649. The text of the hymns is found in 
Migne, 184. 1307 sqq., and in part in Schaff, Lit. and Poetry, etc. Mabillon, whose edition Migne 
reproduced, casts doubt upon the genuineness of all but two of these poems, and Vacandard (Vie 
de S. Bern., II. 103) and Haureau (Les poems attribues a  S. Bern., Paris, 1890) upon all of them. 
But they are ascribed to Bernard by the oldest tradition and no one can be found so likely to be 
their author as Bernard, Herold advocates the Bernardian authorship. 
 
{2094} Ninety-six lines of the original were made known to English readers by Trench. Neale’s 
transl. is given in the Libr. of Rel. Poetry, pp. 981-985; a prose transl. of the whole poem by Dr. 
S. M. Jackson, in Am. Journ. of Theol., 1906. See note in Schaff’s Christ in Song, Lond. ed., pp. 
511 sq. 
 
{2095} For this reason Flacius Illyricus printed the poem entire in his collection of poems on the 
corruption of the Church,—Varia doctorum piorumque virorum de corrupto eccles. statu 
poemata, Basel, 1557. I have a copy of this rare volume. 
 
{2096} Deutsch, art. Adam de S. Victor, Herzog, I. 164, Migne, vol. 196, gives 36 of Adam’s 
poems. Gautier, in 1858, found 106 in the Louvre library, whither they had been removed at the 
destruction of St. Victor during the Revolution. He regards 45 as genuine. 
 
{2097} Wrangham has given translations of all of Adam’s hymns. March gives eight poems in the 
original. Some of these have gone into English Hymnals. See Julian, p. 15. 
 
{2098} Julian, pp. 662 sqq., 878 sqq. Also Christ in Song, Engl. ed., pp. 467 sqq. Daniel gives 
five of Thomas’ hymns, I. 251-256, II. 97. 
 



{2099} The first mention of his authorship is in the liber conformitatum, about 1380. The oldest 
MS. is a Dominican missal in the Bodleian of the same date. 
 
{2100} Lit. and Poetry pp. 135-186. 
 
{2101} Julian, pp. 299 sqq., gives a list of 133 versions, 19 of which are used in hymn books. The 
London Athenaeum, July 26, 1890, gave a still larger list of 87 British and 92 American 
translations. The first English version is that of Joshua Sylvester, 1621, and one of the best, that 
of W. J. Irons, 1848. 
 
{2} {102} Caswall’s transl. Dr. Schaff gives a number of versions. Lit. and Poetry, pp. 187-218. 
 
{2103} The companion hymn, Stabat mater speciosa, "Stands the fair mother," ascribed to the 
same author, was discovered in 1852. See Lit. and Poetry, pp. 219-230. 
 
{2104} See Julian, pp. 1080-1084, the art. Jacopone, by Lauxmann-Lempp, in Herzog, VIII. 516-
519, and the references to Wadding there given. The Florentine ed. of his works, 1490, contains 
100 Italian poems; the Venetian ed. of 1614, 211.  



134. The Religious Drama. 
 
Literature: W. Hone: Anc. Mysteries, Lond., 1823.—W. Marriott: Col. Of Engl. Miracle Plays, 
Basel, 1838.—J. P. Collier: Hist. of Engl. Dram. Poetry, 2 vols. Lond. 1831; new ed., 1879.—Th. 
Wright: Engl. Mysteries, Lond., 1838. —F. J. Mone: Altdeutsche Schauspiele, Quedlinb., 1841; 
D. Schauspiel d. MtA., 2 vols., Karlsr., 1846.—*Karl Hase: D. geistliche Schauspiel, Leip. 1858, 
Engl. transl. by A. W. Jackson, Lond. 1880.—E. de Coussemaker: Drames liturg du moyen a¢ge, 
Paris, 1861. —E. Wilken: Gesch. D. Geistl. Spiele In Deutschland, Gotting., 2d ed., 1879.—A. 
W. Ward: Hist. of Engl. Dram. Lit., Lond., 1875.—G. Milchsack: D. Oster Und Passionsspiele, 
Wolfenbuttel, 1880.—*A. W. Pollard: Engl. Miracle Plays, Moralities and Interludes with 
Introd. and Notes, Lond., 1890, 4th ed., 1904.—C. Davidson: Studies in the Engl. Mystery Plays, 
1892, printed for Yale Univ.—W. Creizenach: Gesch. des neueren Dramas, 3 vols. Halle, 1893-
1903.—Heinzel: Beschreibung des geistl. Schauspiels im Deutschen MtA., Leip., 1898.—
O’Connor: Sacred Scenes and Mysteries, Lond., 1899.—*E. K. Chambers: The Mediaeval Stage, 
2 vols. Oxf., 1903. —Art. in Nineteenth Century, June, 1906, Festum stultorum by Mrs. V. 
Hemming.—J. S. Tunison: Dram. Traditions of the Dark Ages, Cincinnati, 1907. See the large 
list of works in Chambers, I. xiii-xlii. 
 
An important aid to popular religion was furnished by the sacred drama which was fostered by 
the clergy and at first performed in churches, or the church precincts. It was in some measure a 
mediaeval substitute for the sermon and the Sunday-school. The old Roman drama received hard 
blows from the Christian Fathers, beginning with Tertullian, and from synods which condemned 
the vocation of the actor as inconsistent with a Christian profession. In part as a result of this 
opposition, and in part on account of the realistic obscenity to which it degenerated, the Roman 
stage was abandoned. According to the two codes of German law, the Sachsenspiegel and the 
Schwabenspiegel, actors had no legal rights. {2105} But the dramatic instinct was not dead and 
after a lapse of time it showed itself again in Western Europe. 
 
The mediaeval drama was an independent growth, a product of the convent and priesthood, and 
was closely associated with the public religious services. Its history includes two periods, roughly 
divided by the latter half of the thirteenth century. In the earlier period, the representations were 
largely under the control of the clergy. Priests were the actors and the intent was exclusively 
religious. In the later period, the elements of pantomime and burlesque were freely introduced 
and priests ceased to be the controlling factors. The modern drama begins in the sixteenth 
century, the age of Shakespeare. 
 
The names given to the mediaeval representations were ludi, plays, mysteries, miracle-plays, and 
moralities. The term "morality" is used for plays which introduced the virtues and vices, 
personified, and carrying on dialogues teaching wholesome lessons of daily prudence and 
religion. The term "mystery" comes from the word ministerium, meaning a sacred office. {2106} 
The earlier period of religious dramatization was also the age of itinerant singers and jesters who 
went about on their mission of entertainment and instruction. Such were the troubadours of 
Provence and Northern Italy, and the joculatores and jougleurs of France who sang descriptive 
songs—chansons de geste. The minnesingers of Germany and the English minstrels belong to the 
same general group. How far these two movements influenced each other, it is difficult to say,—
the one starting from the convent and having a strictly religious intent, the other from the people 
and having for its purpose amusement. 
 



The mediaeval drama had its first literary expression in the six short plays of Hroswitha, a nun 
belonging to the Saxon convent of Gandersheim, who died about 980. They were written in 
imitation of Terence and glorify martyrdom and celibate chastity. One of them represents a 
Roman governor making approaches to Christian virgins whom he had shut up in the scullery of 
his palace. Happily he was struck with madness and embraced the pots and kettles and covered 
with soot and dirt, was unceremoniously hustled about by the devil. It is not known whether these 
plays were acted out or not. {2107} 
 
Hroswitha was an isolated personality and the mediaeval play had its origin not with her, but in 
the liturgical ritual for the festivals of Easter, Good Friday, and Christmas. To make the 
impression of the service more vivid than the reading or chanting of the text could do, dramatic 
features were introduced which were at first little more than the simplest tableaux vivants. They 
can be traced beyond the eleventh century and have their ancestry in the tropes or poetical 
interpolations inserted into the liturgy for popular effect. {2108} 
 
The first dramatic action was associated with the services on Good Friday and Easter. On Good 
Friday the cross was hid in a cloth or in a recess in the walls, or in a wooden enclosure, specially 
put together. Such recesses in the walls, called "sepulchres," are still found in Northwold, 
Navenby, and other English churches. On Easter day the crucifix was taken out from its place of 
concealment with solemn ritual. In Davis’ Ancient Rites of Durham is the following description: 
{2109} — 
 
"Within the church of Durham upon Good Friday there was a marvellous solemn service in which 
two of the ancient monks took a goodly large crucifix all of gold of the picture of our Saviour 
Christ, nailed upon the cross.... The service being ended, the said two monks carried the cross to 
the Sepulchre with great reverence (which Sepulchre was set up that morning on the north side of 
the quire, nigh unto the high altar before the service time) and there did lay it within the said 
Sepulchre with great devotion." 
 
To this simple ceremony, adapted to impress the popular imagination, were soon added other 
realistic elements, such as the appearance of the angels and the women at the sepulchre, the race 
between Peter and John, and the conversation between Mary and the gardener. Dialogues made 
up of biblical language were introduced, one of the earliest of which is the conversation between 
the women and the angels:— 
 
Whom seek ye in the sepulchre, worshippers of Christ? 
 
Jesus of Nazareth, the crucified, O heavenly denizens. 
 
Quam quaeritis in sepulchro, Christocolae? 
 
Jesum Nazarenum, crucifixum, O coelicolae. 
 
On Christmas the dramatic action included the angels, the Magi, and other actors, and a real 
cradle or manger. Priests in the garb of shepherds, as they approached the stable, were met with 
the question,— 
 
Whom seek ye in the stable, O shepherds, say? 
 
Quem quaeritis in praesepe, pastores, dicite? 
 



To which they replied, 
 
The Saviour, Christ the Lord, the infant wound in swaddling clothes. 
 
From such beginnings, the field was easily extended so as to include all Scriptural subjects, from 
Adam’s fall to the last judgment. 
 
The first notice of a miracle play in England is the play of St. Katherine, presented by the 
schoolboys of Dunstable abbey, soon after the year 1100. {2110} William Fitz-Stephen, writing 
about 1180, contrasted the religious plays performed in his day in London with the stage of pagan 
Rome. 
 
An ambitious German play of the thirteenth century represents Augustine seated in front of a 
church, Isaiah, Daniel, and other prophets at his right hand, and at his left the High Priest and 
Jews. Isaiah uttered his prophecy of the Messiah. The Sibyl pointed to the star. Aaron entered 
with the budding rod. Balaam and the ass then take their turn. An angel blocks the way. The ass 
speaks. Balaam recites his prediction of the star of Jacob. The prophetic announcements being 
made, the high priest appeared with much circumstance, and a discussion followed between him 
on the one side and the prophets and Augustine on the other. Another act followed and the angel 
announced the Saviour’s birth. The child was born. The three kings and the shepherds come on 
the scene. The journey to Egypt followed and Egypt’s king met the holy family. Herod is eaten by 
worms. And so the play went on till anti-Christ made his appearance. Here we have a long 
advance upon the simple dramatic ceremonies of the century before, and at the same time the 
germ of the elaborate drama which was to follow. The materials, however, are all religious. 
 
The dramatic instinct was not satisfied with a serious treatment of biblical themes. It demanded 
the introduction of the burlesque and farcical. These elements were furnished by Judas, the Jews, 
and the devil, who were made the butts of ridicule. Judas was paid in bad coin. The devil acted a 
double part. He tempts Eve by his flatteries, he holds the glass before Mary Magdalene while she 
makes her toilet before going out to dance with every comer, wheels the unfortunate into hell on a 
wheelbarrow, and receives the lost with mock ceremony into his realm. But he is as frequently 
represented as the stupid bungler. He was the mediaeval clown, the dupe of devices excelling his 
own in shrewdness. He sallied out from the stage, frightening little boys and followed with 
laughter and jibes by the older onlookers. His mishaps were the subject of infinite merriment. 
 
The association of plays with the church was not received with universal approbation. Gerhoh of 
Reichersperg opposed them as a desecration. Innocent III. in 1210, if he did not condemn them 
altogether, condemned their abuse. {2111} The synod of Treves, 1227, and other synods forbade 
priests holding "theatrical plays" in the church buildings. Caesar of Heisterbach represents the 
rigoristic feeling when, hearing from a priest of a stage that was struck by lightning and twenty 
men burned to death, declared the burning was a proper punishment for the friends of frivolity 
and that it was a wonder the priest, who was present, escaped. {2112} 
 
By the end of the thirteenth century, the plays were no longer acted in the churches, but were 
transferred to the public squares and other open spaces. Gilds and companies of actors took them 
up and acting again began to be a recognized vocation. The religious element, however, was 
retained, and religious and moral subjects continued to be the basis of all the plays. Even after 
they began to be acted on the public squares, the plays, like a modern political gathering, were 
introduced with prayers and the Veni creator spiritus was chanted. Among the earlier societies, 
which made it their business to present them, was the confraternity of the Gonfalone. In its 
chapel, St. Maria della Pieta in the Colosseum, plays were given perhaps as early as 1250. In 



Passion week the roof of the chapel was turned into a stage and the passion was acted. {2113} 
The first company of play actors in Paris was called confrerie de la passion, the brotherhood of 
the passion. 
 
The Feasts of the Fools and the Ass.—In these strange festivals, which go back to the eleventh 
century, full vent was given by the clergy to the love of the burlesque. At first, they were intended 
to give relief to the otherwise serious occupation of the clergyman and, while they parodied 
religious institutions, they were not intended to be sacrilegious, but to afford innocent 
amusement. Later, the observance took on extravagant forms and received universal 
condemnation. But, already in this period, the celebration in the churches and cathedrals was 
accompanied with revels which called forth the severe rebuke of Bishop Grosseteste {2114} and 
two centuries later of John Huss. Both festivals were celebrated at Christmas tide and the early 
days of January. The descriptions are confusing, and it is difficult to get a perfectly clear 
conception of either festival. 
 
On the Feast of the Fools,—festum stultorum, {2115} —the deacons and subdeacons elected a 
boy as bishop or pope and in drollery allowed him episcopal functions. Prescriptions for the boy-
bishop’s dress are found in the annals of St. Paul and York and Lincoln cathedrals, and included a 
white mitre and a staff. The ceremony was observed at Eton. The festival, however, was most 
popular in France. The boy-prelate rode on an ass at the head of a procession to the church amid 
the ringing of bells and the jangle of musical instruments. There he dismounted, was clad in 
bishop’s vestments, and seated on a platform. A banquet and religious services followed, and in 
turn dancing and other merriment. The ceremonies differed in localities and a number of rituals 
have come down to us. 
 
In the feast of the Ass, —festum asinorum, —the beast that Balaam rode was the chief dramatis 
persona. The skin of the original animal formed a valuable possession of a convent in Verona. 
The aim was to give dramatic representation to biblical truth and perhaps to do honor to the 
venerable and long-suffering beast which from time immemorial has carried man and other 
burdens. At Rouen the celebration took place on Christmas day. Moses, Aaron, John the Baptist, 
the Sibyl, Virgil, the children who were thrown into the furnace, and other ancient characters 
appeared. Balaam, wearing spurs and seated on an ass, was the centre of attraction. A fire was 
started in the middle of the church around which stood six Jews and Gentiles. The prophets, one 
by one, made addresses attempting to convert them. The ass spoke when his way was barred by 
the angel, and Balaam uttered his prophecy of the star. The ass was then placed near the altar and 
a cope thrown over him. High mass followed. 
 
At Beauvais the festival was celebrated on the anniversary of the Flight of the Holy Family to 
Egypt, Jan. 14. The ass, bearing "a most beautiful maiden" with a child in her arms, was led into 
the church and stood before the altar during the performance of mass. At the close of the ritual, 
the priest instead of repeating the customary formula of dismissal, ite, missa est, made three 
sounds like the braying of an ass,—sacerdos tres hinhannabit, —and the people responded three 
times, hinham. 
 
The improprieties and revels which became connected with these celebrations were adapted to 
bring religion into disrepute and called forth the rebukes of Innocent III. and Innocent IV., the 
latter mentioning a boy-bishop by name and condemning the travesty upon serious subjects. In 
1444 the theological faculty of Paris spoke of grave and damnable scandals connected with the 
celebrations, such as the singing of comic songs the men being dressed in women’s attire and the 
eating of fat cakes at the altar. Councils, as late as 1584, joined in condemning them. At the close 
of Henry VIII,’s reign and at Cranmer’s suggestion the festivals were forbidden in England. 



 
{2105} Eicken, p 674 
 
{2106} Not from mysterium. The early French word was misterre. The term "mystery" was not 
used in England. The terms in use were plays, miracles, and miracle-plays. 
 
{2107} The text is given by Migne, 137. 975-1062, together with some poems attributed to 
Hroswitha, one of which, "The Fall and Conversion of St. Theophilus," has often been regarded 
as the original of the tale of Faust. 
 
{2108} See Blume, Tropen d. Missale in Analecta hymn., XLVII. 7. 
 
{2109} Chambers II. 310. 
 
{2110} Pollard, p. xix. M. Paris calls it a "miracle,"—quem miracula vulgariter appellamus. 
 
{2111} The meaning of Innocent’s brief is disputed. It may have reference only to the Feast of 
Fools. The text is in the Decretals, III. 1, 12, Friedberg’s ed., II. 452. 
 
{2112} Dial., X. 28, Strange’s ed., II. 238, 
 
{2113} Gregorovius, Hist. of the City of Rome, VI. 712. 
 
{2114} Luard’s ed., pp. 118, 161. On these festivals, see Eselsfest, in Herzog, V. 497 sq., and 
Feste, in Wetzer-Welte, IV. 1398-1407; Chambers, I. 274-372. 
 
{2115} Called also festum hypodiaconorum, feast of the deacons, etc.  



135. The Flagellants. 
 
Literature: The Chronicles of Salimbene, Villani, etc.: Gerson: Contra sectam flagellantium, 
1417, Du Pin’s ed., Antwerp, 1706. Gerson’s letter to Ferrer and his address to the council of 
Constance concerning the Flagellants are given by Van der Hardt: Constant. concilium, Frankf., 
1700, III. 92-104.—J. Boileau: Hist. Flagel., Paris, 1700, new ed., 1770.—*E. G. Forstemann: D. 
christl. Geisslergesellschaften, Halle, 1828.—W. M. Cooper: Flagellation and the Flagellants, A 
Hist. of the Rod in all Countries, Lond., 1877; new ed., 1896.—Fredericq, in Corpus doc. inquis., 
etc. gives reports of their trials in Holland, I. 190 sqq., etc.—*F. Neukirch: D. Leben d. P. 
Damiani, Gott., 1875.—Lea: Hist. of Inq., I. 72 sqq., II. 381 sqq.—Artt. Geissler and Geisselung 
in Wetzer-Welte by Knopfler, IV. 1532 sqq. and in Herzog by Haupt, VI. 432 sqq. For the older 
lit., see Forstemann, pp. 291-325. 
 
A genuine indication of popular interest in religion within orthodox circles was the strange 
movement represented by the Flagellants. Gregorovius has gone so far as to pronounce their 
appearance "one of the most striking phenomena of the Middle Ages." {2116} Although they 
started within the Church and are not to be classed with the mediaeval sectaries, the Flagellants in 
a later age came to be regarded with suspicion, were formally condemned by the council of 
Constance, and were even the object of ecclesiastical prosecution. They appeared first in 1259, 
then in 1333, 1349, 1399, and last at the time the council of Constance was sitting. The most 
notable appearance was in 1349, at the time the Black Death was raging in Europe. 
 
The movement had no compact organization, as is shown from its spasmodic character. It grew 
out of discontent with the Church and a longing for true penitence and amendment of life. The 
prophecies of Joachim, who set 1260 as the time for the appearance of anti-christ, probably had 
something to do with stirring up unrest; perhaps also the famine in Italy, of 1258, which was 
followed by a strange physical malady, characterized by numbness of the bodily organs. 
Salimbene reports that the bells were left untolled for funerals, lest the sick should be terrified. 
The enthusiasm took the form of processions, scourgings, and some novel and strange 
ceremonies. It was a species of evangelism, and attempted a campaign against physical and other 
sins, as the Crusades did against the Saracens of the East. It sought to make popular the discipline 
of flagellation, which was practised in the convent, and to secure penitential results, such as the 
monk was supposed to reach. 
 
The most notable adept of this conventual flagellation was Dominicus Loricatus (d. 1060), who 
got his name from the iron coat he wore next to his skin. He accompanied the repetition of every 
psalm with a hundred strokes with a lash on his naked back. Three thousand strokes were 
equivalent to a year’s penance. But Loricatus beat all records and accomplished the exercise of 
the entire Psalter no less than twenty times in six days, the equivalent of a hundred years of 
penance. Peter Damiani, to whom we are indebted for our account, relates that the zealous 
ascetic, after saying nine Psalters in a single day, accompanying them with the required number 
of lashes, went to his cell to make sure the count was right. Then removing his iron jacket and 
taking a scourge in each hand, he kept on repeating the Psalter the whole night through till he had 
finished it the twelfth time and was well into the thirteenth when he stopped. 
 
What is your body, exclaimed Damiani, who contented himself with prescribing forty psalms a 
day for his monks,—"what is your body? Is it not carrion, a mass of corruption, dust, and ashes, 
and what thanks will the worms give for taking good care of it?" {2117} 
 



Under the appeals of preachers like Fulke of Neuilly and Anthony of Padua, there were abnormal 
physical manifestations, and hearers set to work flagellating themselves. 
 
The flagellant outbreak of 1259 started at Perugia and spread like an epidemic. All classes, young 
and old, were seized. With bodies bared to the waist, carrying crosses and banners and singing 
hymns, newly composed and old, they marched to and fro in the streets, scourging themselves. 
Priests and monks joined the ranks of the penitents. Remarkable scenes of moral reform took 
place. Usurers gave up their ill-gotten gains; murderers confessed, and, with swords pointed to 
their throats, offered themselves up to justice; enemies were reconciled. And as the chatty 
chronicler, Salimbene, goes on to say, if any would not scourge himself, he was held to be a limb 
of Satan. And what is more, such persons were soon overtaken with sickness or premature death. 
{2118} Twenty thousand marched from Modena to Bologna. At Reggio, Parma, and other cities, 
the chief officials joined them. But all were not so favorable, and the Cremona authorities and 
Manfred forbade their entering their territories. 
 
The ardor cooled off quickly in Italy, but it spread beyond the Alps. Twelve hundred Flagellants 
appeared in Strassburg and the impulse was felt as far as Poland and Bohemia. The German 
penitents continued their penance thirty-three days in memory of the number of the years of 
Christ’s life. They chastised themselves and also sang hymns. Here also the enthusiasm subsided 
as suddenly as it was enkindled. The repetitions of the movement belong to the next period. 
 
{2116} Hist. of City of Rome, V. 333. They were called flagellarii, flagellantes, crucifratres, 
verberantes, cruciferi, acephali, or independents, from the charge that they had broken with the 
heretics. 
 
{2117} Migne, 144. 1017. Damiani says of Loricatus, lorica ferrea vestitur ad carnem, Migne, 
145. 747. He compared the body to a timbrel which is to be struck in praise to God. 
 
{2118} Coulton, From St. Francis to Dante, pp. 192 sq.  



136. Demonology and the Dark Arts. 
 
Literature: Anselm: de casu diaboli, Migne, 158. 326-362.—P. Lombardus: Sent., II. 7 sqq.—
Alb. Magnus: In Sent., Borgnet’s ed., XXVII. etc.—Th. Aquinas: Summa, I. 51 sqq., II. 94-96, 
Migne, I. 893 sqq., II. 718 sqq., etc. Popular statements, e.g. P. Damiani, Migne, 144, 145. Peter 
the Venerable: de mirac., Migne, 189. 850-954. —John of Salisbury: Polycraticus, Migne, 199. 
405 sqq.—Walter Map—Caesar of Heisterbach: Dial. mirac. Strange’s ed., 2 vols. Bonn, 1851, 
especially bk. V.—Thos. A Chantimpre: Bonum universale de apibus, Germ. Reprod. by A. 
Kaufmann, Col. 1899.—Jac. Deuteronomy Voragine: Golden Legend, Temple Class. ed. —
Etienne de Bourbon, especially Part IV.—*T. Wright: Narrative of Sorcery and Magic, 2 vols. 
Lond., 1851.—*G. Roskoff: Gesch. des Teufels, 2 vols. Leipzig, 1869.—*W. G. Soldau: Gesch. 
der Hexenprocesse, Stuttg., 1843; new ed., by Heppe, 2 vols. Stuttg., 1880.—*Lea: Hist. of the 
Inquis., III. 379-550.—Lecky: Hist. of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit of Rationalism in 
Europe, chap. 1.—Dollinger-Friedrich: D. Papstthum, Munich, 1892.—A. D. White: Hist. of the 
Warfare of Science and Theol. in Christendom, 2 vols. N. Y., 1898.—*Joseph Hansen: 
Zauberwahn, Inquisition und Hexenprocess im Mittelalter und die Entstehung der grossen 
Hexenverfolgung, Munich, 1900; *Quellen und Untersuchungen zur Gesch. des Hexenwahns und 
der Hexenverfolgung im MtA., Leip., 1901.—Graf von Hoensbroech: D. Papstthum in seiner 
sozialkulturellen Wirksamkeit, Leipzig, 2 vols. 1900; 4th ed., 1901, vol. I. 207-380. For special 
lit. on Witchcraft, 1300-1500, see next volume. 
 
At no point do the belief and experience of our own age differ so widely from the Middle Ages as 
in the activity of the devil and the realm of evil spirits. The subject has already been touched upon 
under monasticism and the future state, but no history of the period would be complete which did 
not give it separate treatment. For the belief that the satanic kingdom is let loose upon mankind 
was more influential than the spirit of monasticism, or than the spirit which carried on the 
Crusades. 
 
The credulity of monk and people and the theology of the Schoolmen peopled the earth and air 
with evil spirits. The writings of popular authors teem with tales of their personal appearances 
and malignant agency, and the scholastic definitions are nowhere more precise and careful than in 
the department of satanology. After centuries of Christian culture, a panic seized upon Europe in 
the first half of the thirteenth century about the fell agency of such spirits, a panic which 
continued powerfully to influence opinion far beyond the time of the Reformation. The 
persecution to which it led, was one of the most merciless forms of cruelty ever practised. The 
pursuit and execution of witches constitute a special chapter in the history, but it is not fully 
opened till the fifteenth century. Here belong the popular and scholastic conceptions of the devil 
and his agency before the witch-craze set in. 
 
The sources from which the Middle Ages derived their ideas of the demonic world were the 
systems of classical antiquity, the Norse mythology, and the Bible as interpreted by Augustine 
and Gregory the Great. In its wildest fancies on the subject, the mediaeval theology was only 
following these two greater authorities. 
 
The general term for the dark arts, that is, the arts which were supposed to be under the control of 
satanic agency, was maleficium, a term inherited from the Romans. The special names were 
magic, sorcery, necromancy, divination, and witchcraft. Astrology, after some hesitation, was 
included in the same list. {2119} 
 



I. The Popular Belief.—The popular belief is set forth by such writers as Peter Damiani, Peter the 
Venerable, Caesar of Heisterbach, Jacob of Voragine, Thomas of Chantimpre, Etienne de 
Bourbon, and the French writers of poetry. Even the English writers, Walter Map and John of 
Salisbury, both travelled men and, as we would say, men of the world from whom we might have 
expected other things, accepted, with slight modification, the popular views. Map treats Ceres, 
Bacchus, Pan, the satyr, the dryads, and the fauns as demons, and John discusses in six chapters 
the pestiferous familiarity of demons and men—pestifera familiaritas daemonum et hominum. 
{2120} 
 
Peter Damiani, the contemporary of Hildebrand, could tell of troops of devils he had seen in the 
air with his own eyes, and in all sorts of shapes. 
 
Caesar of Heisterbach furnishes a storehouse of tales which to him were as much realities as 
reports of the Dark Continent by Stanley or Speke would be to us. This genial writer represents an 
old monk setting at rest the doubts of a novice by assuring him that he himself had seen the devil 
in the forms of a Moor, an ox, a dog, a toad, an ape, a pig, and even in the garbs of a nun and a 
prior. Peter the Venerable likewise speaks of Satan as taking on the form of a bear. {2121} He 
also assumed the forms of a black horse, rooks, and other creatures. French poetry and the 
popular imagination invested him with horns, claws, and tail. {2122} 
 
The devil made his appearance at all hours of the day and night, in the time of health, and at the 
hour of death. The monk was no more exempt from his personal solicitations while engaged at his 
devotions than at other times. One of the places where the evil spirits took particular delight in 
playing tricks was in the choir when the monastics were met for matins and other services. Here 
they would vex the devout by blowing out the lights, turning to a wrong leaf, or confusing the 
tune. {2123} 
 
On one occasion Herman of Marienstadt saw three who passed so near to him that he might easily 
have touched them, had he so desired. He noted that they did not touch the floor and that one of 
them had the face of a woman, veiled. Sometimes a troop appeared and threw one part of the 
choir into discord, and when the other part took up the chant, the demons hastened over to its side 
and threw it into the same confusion, so that the two wings of the choir shouted hoarsely and 
discordantly one to the other. {2124} 
 
On another occasion Herman, then become abbot, a monastic whom Caesar calls a man of 
marked piety, saw the devil in the form of a Moor sitting on one of the windows of the church. He 
looked as if he had just emerged from hell-fire, but soon took his flight. When Herman was 
praying to be delivered from such visions, the devil seizing his last opportunity appeared to the 
abbot as a bright eye as big as a fist, and as if to say, "Look straight at me once more for this is 
the last time." Nevertheless, the abbot saw the devil again and this time at the sepulture of 
Countess Aleidis of Freusberg. While the lady’s body was lying in its shroud, the devil appeared, 
peering into all corners as if he was looking for something he had lost. 
 
It was a bad symptom of the monkish imagination that when the devil was seen in convents, it 
was often in the form of a woman and a naked woman at that. Sometimes monks got sick from 
seeing him and could neither eat, drink, nor sleep for days. Sometimes they lost their minds from 
the same cause and died insane. At times, however, vigilant nuns were able to box his ears. 
{2125} A demon entered the ear of a woman when her husband said to her, "Go to the devil." 
Children were known to drink the devil in their milk as did one child of four who remained 
possessed for thirty years. The devil, as might have been expected, was fond of dice and, as in the 
case of a certain knight, Thieme, after playing with him all night carried him through the roof so 



that,—according to the testimony of the man’s son, he was never seen again. {2126} Bernard, by 
his own statement, cast out demons, as did Norbert and most of the other mediaeval saints. 
Norbert’s biographer reports that the devil struck some of the Premonstrants with his tail. At other 
times he imparted to would-be monks an unusual gift to preach and explain the Bible, and the 
Premonstrants were about to receive some of this class into their order when the trick was 
revealed. On one occasion, when Norbert was about to cast out a demon from a boy, the demon 
took the shape of a pea and sat upon the boy’s tongue and then impudently set to work asserting 
that he would not evacuate his dwelling-place. "You are a liar," said the ecclesiastic, "and have 
been a liar from the beginning." That truth the devil could not gainsay and so he came out and 
disappeared but not without leaving ill odors behind and the child sick. {2127} 
 
The devil, however, to the discomfiture of the wicked often told the truth. Thus it happened in 
Norbert’s experience at Maestricht, that when he was about to heal a man possessed and a great 
crowd was gathered, the demon started to tell on bystanders tales of their adultery and other sins, 
which had not been covered by confession. No wonder the crowd quickly broke up and took to its 
heels. {2128} The devil prayed the Lord’s Prayer but with mistakes so that he was easily detected. 
{2129} Once his identity was discovered, it was no difficult thing to get rid of him. The sign of 
the cross, spitting, and saying the Ave Maria were sufficient to drive him away. {2130} Peter the 
Venerable gives many cases showing how the crucifix, the host, and holy water protected monks, 
insidiously attacked by "the children of malediction" and the old enemy of souls—antiquus 
hostis. Sometimes resort was had to sprinkling the room and all its furniture with holy water,—a 
sort of disinfecting process—and the imps would disappear. 
 
De Voragine tells how St. Lupe, as he was praying one night, felt great thirst. He knew it was due 
to the devil and asked for water. When it was brought, he clapped a lid on the vessel, "shutting 
the devil up quick." The prisoner howled all night, unable to get out. {2131} 
 
Salimbene gives a droll case of a peasant into whom the devil entered, making him talk Latin. But 
the peasant tripped in his Latin so that "our Lector laughed at his mistakes." The demon spoke up, 
"I can speak Latin well enough, but the tongue of this boor is so thick that I make sorry work 
wielding it." {2132} Luther’s easy explanation of mice, fleas, and other pests as the devil’s 
creations, is called up by the following statement: A certain Cistercian, Richalmus, of the 
thirteenth century, in a book on the devil’s wiles, said, "It seems incredible but it is true, it is not 
fleas and lice which bite us but what we think is their bites are the pricks of demons. For those 
little insects do not live off our blood, but from perspiration, and we often feel such pricks when 
there are no fleas." {2133} 
 
These incidents may be brought to a close by the following interesting conversation reported by 
Caesar of Heisterbach as having been carried on by two evil spirits who had possessed two 
women who got into a quarrel. "Oh, if we had only not gone over to Lucifer," said one, "and been 
cast out of heaven!" The other replied, "Hold your peace, your repentance comes too late, you 
couldn’t get back if you would." "If there were only a column of iron," answered the first, 
"though it were furnished with the sharpest knives and saws, I would be willing to climb up and 
down it till the last judgment day, if I could only thereby make my way back to glory." 
 
These stories are records of what were believed to be real occurrences. The denizens of the lower 
world were everywhere present in visible and invisible form to vex and torment saint and sinner 
in body and soul. No voice is heard protesting against the belief. It is refreshing, however, to have 
at least one case of scepticism. Thus Vincent de Beauvais tells of a woman who assured her priest 
that she and other women were under the influence of witchcraft and had one night succeeded in 
getting into the priest’s bedchamber through the keyhole. After in vain trying to persuade her that 



she was laboring under a delusion, the priest locked the door and putting the key into his pocket, 
gave her a good drubbing with a stick, exclaiming, "Get out through the keyhole now, if you 
can." 
 
II. The Theological Statement.—The wildest popular conceptions of the agency of evil spirits are 
confirmed by the theological definitions of Peter the Lombard, Albertus Magnus, Bonaventura, 
Thomas Aquinas, and other Schoolmen. According to the mediaeval theology, the devil is at the 
head of a realm of demons who are divided into prelacies and hierarchies like the good angels. 
 
The region into which the devil and his angels were cast down was the tenebrous air. There, in the 
pits of darkness, he and his followers are preserved until the day of final judgment. Their full 
degree of torment will not be meted out to them till then. In the meantime, they are permitted to 
trouble and torment men. {2134} For this view such passages as Matthew 8:29 and Luke 8:31 are 
quoted. 
 
Albertus Magnus, who, of all the Schoolmen, might speak on such a subject with precision, fixed 
the exact location of the aery realm. Following the philosophers, as he said, he defined three 
zones in the superterrestrial spaces: the higher, lower, and the middle zone. {2135} The higher 
zone is light and tranquil, constituted of thin air and very hot. Its light is great in proportion to the 
propinquity of that sphere to the stars and because the rays of the sun permeate it for a longer 
time. The lower zone, enveloping and touching the solid earth, is made bright by the powerful 
reflection of the sun’s rays. The intermediate zone is exceedingly cold and dark. Here the 
tempests are bred and the hail and snows generated. This is the habitation of the evil spirits, and 
there they move the clouds, start the thunders, and set a-going other natural terrors to frighten and 
hurt men. The exact distance of that sphere from the earth the philosophers measure, but Albertus 
does not choose to determine the measurement. 
 
In defining the mental power and the influence of evil spirits, Thomas Aquinas and the other 
Schoolmen follow Augustine closely, although in elaboration they go beyond him. The demons 
did not lose their intellectual keenness by their fall. {2136} This keenness and long experience 
give them power to foretell the future. If astronomers, said Albertus Magnus, foresee future 
events by the natal constellations, much more may demons through their shrewdness in 
observation and watching the stars. Their predictions, however, differ from the predictions of the 
prophets by being the product of the light of nature. The prophets received a divine revelation. 
 
The miracles which the evil spirits perform are, for the most part, juggleries. {2137} Thomas 
Aquinas, however, asserts for these works a genuine supernatural quality. They are at times real 
works, as when the magicians, by the help of the devil, made frogs in Egypt; or as in the case of 
Job’s children upon whom fire came down from heaven. They are not able to create out of 
nothing, but they have the power to accelerate the development of germs and hidden potencies, to 
destroy harvests, influence the weather, and produce sickness and death. 
 
The special influence which they exercise over human beings in sorcery and witchcraft they 
exercise by virtue of a compact entered into between them and men and women, Isaiah 28:18: 
"We have made a covenant with death, and with sheol are we in agreement." The most fiendish 
and frequent of these operations is to disturb the harmony of the married relation. Men they make 
impotent; women sterile. The earlier fiction of the succubus and the incubus, inherited from 
pagan mythology and adopted by Augustine, was fully accepted in the Middle Ages. This was the 
shocking belief that demons cohabit with men, the succubus, and lie with women, the incubus. 
The Schoolmen go so far as to affirm that, though the demons have no direct offspring, yet after 



lying with men they suddenly transform themselves and communicate the seed they have 
received to women. {2138} 
 
This view which the Schoolmen formulated was common belief. The story of Merlin, the son of 
an incubus and a nun, was a popular one in the Middle Ages. {2139} Guibert of Nogent states that 
his father and mother for three years were prevented from exercising the rights of wedlock until 
the incubus was driven off by a good angel. Matthew Paris reports the case of a child which went 
for the offspring of an incubus. {2140} The Huns were popularly believed to be the offspring of 
demons and offcast Gothic women. {2141} Eleanor, wife of Louis VII. and then of Henry II. of 
England, so report went, was likewise the child of a demon. {2142} Caesar of Heisterbach gives 
many stories of the cohabitation of demons with priests and women. {2143} 
 
This malign activity upon the marital relation was made by Thomas Aquinas a proper ground of 
divorce. {2144} The transport of men and women through the air is also vouched for by this 
theologian, and as far back as the twelfth century the Patarenes were accused of practices, as by 
Walter Map, which were at a later period associated with witches. They held their meetings or 
synagogues behind closed doors and after the lights were put out the devil descended in the shape 
of a cat, holding on to a rope. Scenes of indiscriminate lust followed. Map was even willing to 
believe that the heretics kissed the cat under the tail. {2145} 
 
The mind of Europe did not become seriously exercised on the subject of demonic possession 
until after heresy made its appearance and the measures to blot it out were in an advanced stage. 
The Fourth Lateran did not mention the dark arts, and its failure to do so can only be explained on 
the ground that the mind of Christendom was not yet aroused. It was not long, however, before 
violent incursions of the powers of darkness, as they were supposed to be, rudely awakened the 
Church, and from the time of Gregory IX. the agency of evil spirits and heresy were closely 
associated. In one of his deliverances against the Stedinger, this pope vouched for the belief that 
heretics consulted witches, held communion with demons, and indulged in orgies with them and 
the devil who, as he said, met with them in the forms of a great toad and black cat. Were the stars 
in heaven and the elements to combine for the destruction of such people without reference to 
their age or sex, it would be an inadequate punishment. {2146} 
 
After 1250 the persecution of heretics for doctrinal error diminishes and the trials for sorcery, 
witchcraft, and other demonic iniquity become frequent. {2147} In big bull, ad exstirpanda, 1252, 
Innocent IV. called upon princes to treat heretics as though they were sorcerers, and in 1258 
Alexander IV. spoke of sorcerers as savoring of heresy. {2148} Before this, magic and sorcery 
had come exclusively under the jurisdiction of the state. 
 
At this juncture came the indorsement of Thomas Aquinas and his great theological 
contemporaries. There was nothing left for the ecclesiastical and civil authorities to do but to 
ferret out sorcerers, witches, and all who had habitual secret dealings with the devil. A craze 
seized upon the Church to clear the Christian world of imaginary armies of evil spirits, 
demonizing men and especially women. Pope after pope issued orders not to spare those who 
were in league with the devil, but to put them to torture and cast them into the flames. {2149} The 
earliest trials for sorcery by the Inquisition were held in Southern France about 1250, and the 
oldest Interrogatories of the Inquisition on the subject date twenty-five years later. {2150} These 
prosecutions reached their height in the fifteenth century, and the papal fulminations found their 
ultimate expression in the bull of Innocent VIII. against witches, 1484. 
 
Men like Albertus Magnus and Roger Bacon were popularly charged with being wizards. Bacon, 
enlightened beyond his age, pronounced some of the popular beliefs delusions, but, far from 



denying the reality of sorcery and magic, he tried to explain the efficacy of spells and charms by 
their being made at seasons when the heavens were propitious. 
 
{2119} Alex. of Hales distinguished eight sorts of demonic agency through human 
instrumentalities, mantic, sortilegium, maleficium, augurium, prestigium, mathesis or astrology, 
ariolatio, and the interpretation of dreams. 
 
{2120} Deuteronomy nug. curalium, Wright’s ed., II. 14; Polycrat., Bk. I. VIII.-XIII. Migne, 199. 
404 sqq. 
 
{2121} Deuteronomy mir., Migne, 189. 883. 
 
{2122} The Roman de la Rose, 1280, is an exception and makes light of tail and horns, and the 
belief that women are transported through the air at night. 
 
{2123} Dial., V. 53, etc., Strange’s ed., I. 336. 
 
{2124} Dial., V. 5, Strange’s ed., I. 287 sqq. 
 
{2125} Dial., III. 11, V. 28, 45, Strange’s ed., I. 123, 311, 330. 
 
{2126} Dial., V. 11, 26, 34. 
 
{2127} Vita Norb., XIII. 
 
{2128} Vita Norb., XIV. 
 
{2129} Dial., III. 6. 
 
{2130} Dial., III. 6, 7, 13, 14, VII, 25, etc. 
 
{2131} Temple ed., V. 88. 
 
{2132} Coulton, From St. Francis, etc., p. 298. 
 
{2133} Lib. revelationum de insidiis et versutiis daemonum, quoted by Cruel, Deutsche Predigt, 
p. 268. 
 
{2134} Daemones in hoc aere caliginoso sunt ad nostrum exercitium. Th. Aq., Summa, I. 64, 4. 
So also P. Lomb., II. 7, 6. 
 
{2135} Zonas, interstitia. In sent., II. 6, 5, Borgnet’s ed., XXVII. 132. 
 
{2136} Aquinas’ treatment is found in his Summa, I. 51 sqq., II. 94-96, Migne, I. 893 sqq., II. 718 
sqq.; P. Lombard, Sent., II. 7 sqq. 
 
{2137} Praestigia is the word used by Alb. Magnus, John of Salisbury, etc. 
 
{2138} This is stated at length by Thomas Aquinas, Summa, I. 51, 3, idem daemon qui est 
succubus ad virum fit incubus ad mulierem. For other quotations to the same effect from 
Bonaventura, Duns Scotus, etc., see Hansen, p. 186. Albertus Magnus, Borgnet’s ed., XXVII. 



175, speaks of immense cats appearing at these assignations, but the passage is too foul to be 
repeated. This Schoolman went so far as to say that demons preserved human seed in vessels. As 
an instance of ultramontane honesty, Hoensbroech, D. Papstthum, I. 222, cites the Dominican 
Schneider who, in his German translation of Thomas Aquinas, omits altogether the passage, part 
of which has just been quoted, though he makes the introductory assertion that the translation 
contains the "entire text." 
 
{2139} Merlin, the "prophet of Britain" as Caesar of Heisterbach calls him, Dial., III. 12, 
Strange’s ed., 1. 124. The nun was seduced on a night when she happened to retire without 
making the sign of the cross. It was thought by some that anti-christ would be engendered in this 
way. 
 
{2140} annne., 1249. The child in six months had a full set of teeth and was of the stature of a 
boy of 17, the mother wasted away and died. 
 
{2141} Dial., V. 12. 
 
{2142} See quotation in Kaufmann’s Caesar of Heisterbach, II. 80. 
 
{2143} Sometimes demons took the place of loose women with whom priests had made 
assignations, Dial., III. 10. Caesar tells of a woman who had committed whoredom with a demon 
for seven years and, while confessing her sin to the priest, fell dead. 
 
{2144} He gives a full chapter to the subject. In Sent., IV. 34, 1. 
 
{2145} Wright’s ed., p. 61. plurimi sub cauda, plerique pudenda. 
 
{2146} A translation of the bull dated June, 1233, Potthast, I. no. 9230, is given by Hoensbroech, 
I. 215 sqq. 
 
{2147} Hansen dates the new treatment of sorcery by the Church with 1230 and carries the period 
on to 1430, when he dates the period of witchcraft and its punishment by the Church. 
 
{2148} Hansen, Quellen, p. 1.  



137. The Age passing Judgment upon Itself. 
 
The preceding pages have shown the remarkable character of the events and movements, the men 
and ideas which fill the centuries from Hildebrand’s entrance into Rome with Leo IX., 1049, to 
the abdication of the simple-minded Coelestin, 1294. The present generation regards the events of 
the last half-century as most extraordinary. The same judgment was passed by Matthew Paris 
upon the half-century of which he was a spectator, 1200-1250. Useful inventions and discoveries, 
such as we associate with the second half of the nineteenth century, there were few or none in the 
thirteenth century, and yet those times were full of occurrences and measures which excited the 
deepest interest and the speculation of men. The retrospect of the fifty years, which the 
clearheaded English monk sums up in his Chronicles, furnishes one of the most instructive pieces 
of mediaeval literature. 
 
Here is what Matthew Paris says: There occurred in this time extraordinary and strange events, 
the like of which had never been seen before nor were found in any of the writings of the Fathers. 
The Tartars ravaged countries inhabited by Christians. Damietta was twice taken and retaken, 
Jerusalem twice desolated by the Infidel. St. Louis was captured with his brothers in the East. 
Wales passed under the domination of England. Frederick, the Wonder of the World, had lived 
his career. The Crusades had given to a great host a glorious death. As for natural wonders, an 
eclipse of the sun had occurred twice in three years, earthquakes had shaken England several 
times, and there had been a destructive rise of the sea such as had never been seen before. One 
night immense numbers of stars fell from the heavens, a reason for which could not be found in 
the Book of Meteors, except that Christ’s threat was impending when he said, "There shall be 
signs in the heavens." 
 
Among things distinctively religious, the chronicler notes that an English cardinal was suffocated 
in his palace, as was supposed, for having his eye on the tiara. The figure of Christ appeared in 
the sky in Germany and was plainly seen by every one. Elizabeth of Hungary and St. Hildegard 
flourished. The ordeal of fire and water was abolished. Seville, Cordova, and other parts of Spain 
were rescued from the Moors. The orders of the Minorites and the Preachers arose, startling the 
world by their devotion and disgusting it by their sudden decline. Some of the blood of Christ and 
a stone, bearing his footprints, arrived in England. 
 
Such are some of the occurrences which seemed wonderful to the racy English historian. If he 
had read over the leaves of his Chronicles as we do, how many other events he might have 
singled out,—from the appearance of the elephant, a gift of the king of France to the king of 
England, which, as he says, was the first ever seen in England and the appearance of the sea-
monster thrown up in Norwich, {2151} to his instructive accounts of the doings of popes and 
emperors, and the chafings of the English people under papal injustice. 
 
Life was by no means a humdrum, monotonous existence to the people who lived in the age of 
the Crusades and Innocent III. On the contrary it was full of surprises and attractive movements, 
from every turn of the papacy and empire, to the expeditions of the Crusaders and the travels of 
Marco Polo and Rubruquis. 
 
A historical period is measured by the judgment passed upon it by its contemporaries and by the 
judgment of succeeding generations. What did the period from 1050 to 1294 offer that seemed 
notable to those who were living then and what contribution did it make to the progress and well-



being of mankind? The first of these questions can be answered by the generation which then 
lived; the second, best by the generations which have come since. 
 
It is the persuasion of a school of mediaeval enthusiasts that this period was a golden age of faith 
and morals and tenable systems of belief, an age when the laws of God were obeyed as they have 
not been since, an age when proper attention was given to the things of religion, an age of high 
ideals and spiritual repose. Is this judgment justified or is the older Protestant view the right one 
that the Middle Ages handed down nothing distinctive—which has been of permanent value; but, 
on the contrary, many of the superstitions and false doctrines now prevailing in the Church are an 
inheritance from the Middle Ages, and it would have been better if the Church had passed 
directly from the patristic age and skipped the mediaeval. {2152} 
 
Neither judgment is right. A more just opinion is beginning to prevail, and upon a modification of 
the extreme views of Protestants and Roman Catholics on the subject depends to a considerable 
extent the closer fellowship between the ecclesiastical communions of the West. Much chaff will 
be found there mixed with the wheat. On the other hand, in this mediaeval period were also sown 
the seeds of religious ideas and institutions which are now in their period of bloom or awaiting 
the time of full fruitage. 
 
The achievement of absolute power by the papacy, magnificent as it was, represents an ideal 
utterly at fault, whether we consider the teaching of Scripture or the prevailing judgment of the 
present time. Ambition, pride, avarice, were mingled in popes with a sincere belief that the 
Roman see inherited from the Apostle plenitude of authority in all realms. Europe, more 
enlightened, cannot accept such a claim and the moral degeneracy and spiritual incompetency of 
the popes, in the period following this, were an experimental proof that the theory was wrong. 
 
As for the priesthood and hierarchy, evidence enough has been adduced to show that ordination 
did not insure devotion to office and personal purity. Dante’s hell contains more than one pontiff 
of this period. The nearer we approach Rome, the more numerous the scandals are. The term "the 
Romans" was synonymous with unscrupulous greed. Gregory X. in 1274 declared that "the 
prelates were the ruin of Christendom." Frederick II., though pronounced a poor churchman, was 
a keen observer and no doubt indicated a widespread discontent with the lives the clergy were 
leading when he declared that, if they would change their mode of living, the world might again 
see miracles as in the days of old. {2153} 
 
The distinctively mediaeval ideal of a religious life has little attraction to-day. The seclusion of 
the monastery presents a striking contrast to the active career demanded of a Christian profession 
in this age. The example of St. Bernard and his praise of monasticism, as the praise of other 
writers, are so weighty that one cannot deny that the best men saw in monastic solitude the 
highest advantage. Monastic institutions had a most useful part to play as a leavening force in the 
wild and unsettled society of that time. But the discipline and ardor of monastic orders quickly 
passed away, in spite of the devotion of Francis d’Assisi and other monastic founders. Simplicity 
yielded to luxury, and spiritual devotion to sloth and pride. It was the ardent Franciscan, 
Bonaventura, who instances the vices which had crept into his order and Jacques de Vitry, 
cardinal-bishop, d. 1240, who said that a girl’s virtue was safe under no Rule except the 
Cistercian. What can be said of the ideal of human life as it is set forth in the tale of St. Brandon, 
not to speak of innumerable similar tales told by Jacob de Voragine, archbishop of Genoa, d. 
1298! What shall be thought of the example of the Blessed St. Angela of Foligno, admired and 
praised by so many Franciscan writers, who on her "conversion" prayed to be relieved of the 
impediments of obedience to husband, respect to mother and the care of children and rejoiced to 
have her request granted by their deaths! 



 
If we desire priestly rule, there was enough of it to satisfy any one. But with the rule of the 
priesthood came the loss of individual freedom and the right of the soul to determine its own 
destiny in the sight of the Creator. Deuteronomy Voragine {2154} speaks of Thomas a  Becket, 
by great abstinence making his body lean and his soul fat. He had a right to do as he pleased. But 
it was the same prelate who expressed the hierarchical pride of the age when he exclaimed to an 
English king that priests are the fathers and masters of kings. The laity, according to Caesar of 
Heisterbach, as already quoted, were compared to the night, the clergy to the day, The preacher 
Werner of St. Blasius called the peasants the feet whose toil was appointed to maintain the more 
worthy parts of the body,—bishops, priests, and monks. {2155} The thinkers of this period had no 
vision of the Reformation. 
 
The Middle Ages have been praised as a period of religious contentment and freedom from 
sectarian strife. The very contrary was the case. The strife between the friars and the secular 
clergy and, in cases, within the monastic orders themselves equals in bitterness any strife that has 
been maintained between branches of the Protestant Church. It was a question not whether there 
was religious unrest but, from the days of Arnold of Brescia on, how the established Church 
might crush out heretical revolt. There was also religious doubt among the monks, and there were 
women who denied that Eve had been tempted by an apple, as Caesar of Heisterbach assures us. 
 
The superstitions which prevailed were largely inherited from preceding ages. The worship of 
Mary clouded the merits of Christ. What can be said when Thomas of Chantimpre, d. about 1263, 
relates in all seriousness that a robber, whose head had been cut off, kept calling upon the Virgin, 
as the body rolled down a hill, until the parts were put together by a priest. The criminal then told 
how, as a boy, he had devoted Saturdays and Wednesdays to Mary and she had promised he 
should not die till opportunity was given him to make confession. So he made confession and 
died again, and, as the reader is left to believe, went into the other world rejoicing. 
 
The gruesome tales of demoniacal presence and influence indicate a condition of mind from 
which we do well to be thankful we are delivered. John of St. Giles, the admirable English 
Dominican, used to say, as he retired to his cell in the evening, "Now I await my martyrdom," 
meaning the buffetings of the devil. The awful story of how Ludwig the Iron, 1100-1172, was 
welcomed to hell and shown all its compartments and then pitched mercilessly into quenchless 
flames is no worse than the visions of Dante, but too revolting in the apparent callousness of it to 
the suffering of others not to call forth a shudder to-day. {2156} 
 
Such representations, however, do not warrant the conclusion that human charity was dead. St. 
Francis and Hugh of Lincoln kissed the hands of lepers. The Knights of St. Lazarus were 
intrusted by Louis IX. with the care of this class of sufferers. Houses for lepers were established 
in England by Lanfranc, Mathilda, queen of Henry, King Stephen at Burton, and others. Mathilda 
washed their feet, believing that, in so doing, she was washing the feet of Christ. {2157} The 
oldest of the military orders and the Teutonic Knights, as well as other orders, were organized to 
care for the sick and distressed. 
 
On the other hand the period sets, in some respects, an example of great devotion, and has handed 
down to us the universities and the cathedrals, some of the most tender hymns and imposing 
theological systems which, if they cannot be accepted in important particulars, are yet remarkable 
constructions of thought and piety. And, above all, it has handed down to us a group of notable 
men who may well serve as a stimulus to all generations which are interested in the extension of 
Christ’s kingdom. 
 



But in the judgment of these very men, the period was not an ideal one either in morals or faith. If 
we go to preachers, like Berthold of Regensburg, we find evidence of the prevalence of vice and 
irreligion among all classes. If we go to popes and Schoolmen, we hear bitter complaints of the 
evils of the age and of human lot which would fit in with the most pessimistic philosophy of our 
times. Innocent III., in his Disdain of the World,—De contemptu mundi, —poured out a 
lamentation, lugubrious enough for the most desolate and forsaken. Anselm dilates under the 
same title, and Hugo of St. Victor {2158} carries on the plaint in his Vanity of the World—De 
vanitate mundi. Walter Map wrote on the world’s misery—de mundi miseria, declaring that the 
world was near its destruction, that justice was exiled from society and the worship of Christ was 
coming to an end. 
 
Exulat justitia, cessat Christi cultus. 
 
The most famous of the longer poems of the period repeats Innocent’s title, and its author, 
Bernard of Cluny, is most severe upon the corruption in church and society. The poem starts in 
the minor key. 
 
The last times, the worst times are here, watch. 
 
Behold the Judge, supreme, is at hand with His wrath. 
 
He is here, He is here. He will terminate the evils. He will reward the just. 
 
Hora novissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus 
 
Ecce minaciter, imminet arbiter ille supremus. 
 
Imminet, imminet, et mala terminet, aequa coronet. 
 
The greater Bernard of Clairvaux exclaimed, "Oh! that I might, before dying, see the Church of 
God led back to the ideal of her early days. Then the nets were cast, not to catch gold and silver, 
but to save souls. The perilous times are not impending. They are here. Violence prevails on the 
earth." {2159} The Englishman, Adam Marsh, writing to Grosseteste, spoke of "these most 
damnable times," his diebus damnatissimis. {2160} Edmund of Abingdon, archbishop of 
Canterbury, dying in exile at Potigny, exclaimed, "I have lived too long, for I see all things going 
to ruin; Lord God receive my soul." {2161} Roger Bacon found rottenness and decay everywhere, 
and he agreed with other moralists of his day, in making the clergy chiefly responsible for the 
prevailing corruption. The whole clergy, he says, "is given to pride, avarice, and self-indulgence. 
Where clergymen are gathered together, as at Paris and Oxford, their quarrels and strife, and their 
vices are a scandal to laymen." {2162} 
 
With a similar lament Hildebrand, at the opening of the period, took up the duties of the papacy. 
 
The prophet Joachim looked for a new dispensation as the only relief. 
 
The real greatness of this period lies not in its relative moral and religious perfection, as 
compared with our own, but in a certain imposing grandeur of conception and of faith, as shown 
in the Crusades, the cathedrals, the Scholastic systems, and even the mistaken ideal of papal 
supremacy. Its institutions were not in a settled condition, and its religious life was not 
characterized by repose. A tremendous struggle was going on. The surface was troubled, and 
there was a mighty undercurrent of restlessness. It would be an ungracious and a foolish thing for 



this generation, the heir of twice as many centuries of Christian schooling as were the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries, to boast as though Christian charity and morality and devotion to high aims 
had waited until now to manifest themselves. The Middle Ages, from 1050 to 1300, offer a 
spectacle of stirring devotion to religious aims in thought and conduct. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. The material has been carefully compared and corrected according to the Eerdmans 
reproduction of the 1907 edition by Charles Scribner’s sons, with emendations by The Electronic 
Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{2149} Hansen gives a number of such bulls and quotes an author who speaks of 103 papal bulls 
directed against sorcery, a number Hansen doubts. Quellen, p. 1. 
 
{2150} Hansen, Quellen, pp. 43 sqq., gives it under the title forma et modus interrogandi augures 
et ydolatras, and assigns it to 1270, Gesch., p. 243. Douais places it a little earlier. A portion of 
Bernard Gui’s Practica inquisitionis (1320) is an interrogatory of practisers of the occult arts, 
interrog. ad sortileges et divinos ei invocatores daemonum. See Douais’ ed., Paris, 1886. 
 
{2151} Luard’s ed., V. 448 sq. 
 
{2152} For a terse description of the social, religious, and moral condition of mediaeval England 
and the prevalence of disease, see Jessopp, Coming of the Friars, p. 111, etc. 
 
{2153} M. Paris, Luard’s ed., IV. 538 sq. 
 
{2154} Legenda, Temple Classics ed., II. 189. 
 
{2155} Migne, 157. 1047, 
 
{2156} Heisterbach, Dial., XII. 2, Strange’s ed., II. 316. 
 
{2157} See Creighton in Traill, I. 368 sq., and Geo. Pernet, Leprosy, in Quart. Rev., 1903, pp. 384 
sqq. 
 
{2158} Migne, 158. 705 sqq., 176. 703-739. 
 
{2159} Ep., 238, to Eugenius, Migne, 182. 430. Deuteronomy consid. I. 10. 
 
{2160} Mon. Franc., Ep. XXVI. p. 116 
 
{2161} Creighton, Hist. Lectures, p. 132 
 
{2162} Brewer’s ed., pp. 399 sqq.  



History of the Christian Church 
 
THE MIDDLE AGES. 
 
THE DECLINE OF THE PAPACY AND THE 
 
PREPARATION FOR MODERN 
 
CHRISTIANITY. 
 
FROM BONIFACE VIII. TO MARTIN LUTHER. 
 
a. d. 1294-1517. 
 
THE SIXTH PERIOD OF CHURCH HISTORY. 
 

1. Introductory Survey. 
 
The two centuries intervening between 1294 and 1517, between the accession of Boniface VIII. 
and the nailing of Luther’s Ninety-five Theses against the church door in Wittenberg, mark the 
gradual transition from the Middle Ages to modern times, from the universal acceptance of the 
papal theocracy in Western Europe to the assertion of national independence, from the supreme 
authority of the priesthood to the intellectual and spiritual freedom of the individual. Old things 
are passing away; signs of a new order increase. Institutions are seen to be breaking up. The 
scholastic systems of theology lose their compulsive hold on men’s minds, and even become the 
subject of ridicule. The abuses of the earlier Middle Ages call forth voices demanding reform on 
the basis of the Scriptures and the common well-being of mankind. The inherent vital energies in 
the Church seek expression in new forms of piety and charitable deed. 
 
The power of the papacy, which had asserted infallibility of judgment and dominion over all 
departments of human life, was undermined by the mistakes, pretensions, and worldliness of the 
papacy itself, as exhibited in the policy of Boniface VIII., the removal of the papal residence to 
Avignon, and the disastrous schism which, for nearly half a century, gave to Europe the spectacle 
of two, and at times three, popes reigning at the same time and all professing to be the vicegerents 
of God on earth. 
 
The free spirit of nationality awakened during the crusades grew strong and successfully resisted 
the papal authority, first in France and then in other parts of Europe. Princes asserted supreme 
authority over the citizens within their dominions and insisted upon the obligations of churches to 
the state. The leadership of Europe passed from Germany to France, with England coming more 
and more into prominence. 
 
The tractarian literature of the fourteenth century set forth the rights of man and the principles of 
common law in opposition to the pretensions of the papacy and the dogmatism of the scholastic 
systems. Lay writers made themselves heard as pioneers of thought, and a practical outlook upon 
the mission of the Church was cultivated. With unexampled audacity Dante assailed the lives of 
popes, putting some of St. Peter’s successors into the lowest rooms of hell. 



 
The Reformatory councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basel turned Europe for nearly fifty years, 
1409-1450, into a platform of ecclesiastical and religious discussion. Though they failed to 
provide a remedy for the disorders prevailing in the Church, they set an example of free debate, 
and gave the weight of their eminent constituency to the principle that not in a select group of 
hierarchs does supreme authority in the Church rest, but in the body of the Church. 
 
The hopelessness of expecting any permanent reform from the papacy and the hierarchy was 
demonstrated in the last years of the period, 1460-1517, when ecclesiastical Rome offered a 
spectacle of moral corruption and spiritual fall which has been compared to the corrupt age of the 
Roman Empire. 
 
The religious unrest and the passion for a better state of affairs found expression in Wyclif, Huss, 
and other leaders who, by their clear apprehension of truth and readiness to stand by their public 
utterances, even unto death, stood far above their own age and have shone in all the ages since. 
 
While coarse ambition and nepotism, a total perversion of the ecclesiastical office and violation 
of the fundamental virtues of the Christian life held rule in the highest place of Christendom, a 
pure stream of piety was flowing in the Church of the North, and the mystics along the Rhine and 
in the Lowlands were unconsciously fertilizing the soil from which the Reformation was to spring 
forth. 
 
The Renaissance, or the revival of classical culture, unshackled the minds of men. The classical 
works of antiquity were once more, after the churchly disparagement of a thousand years, held 
forth to admiration. The confines of geography were extended by the discoveries of the continent 
in the West. 
 
The invention of the art of printing, about 1440, forms an epoch in human advancement, and 
made it possible for the products of human thought to be circulated widely among the people, and 
thus to train the different nations for the new age of religious enfranchisement about to come, and 
the sovereignty of the intellect. 
 
To this generation, which looks back over the last four centuries, the discovery of America and 
the pathways to the Indies was one of the remarkable events in history, a surprise and a prophecy. 
In 1453, Constantinople easily passed into the hands of the Turk, and the Christian empire of the 
East fell apart. In the far West the beginnings of a new empire were made, just as the Middle 
Ages were drawing to a close. 
 
At the same time, at the very close of the period, under the direction and protection of the Church, 
an institution was being prosecuted which has scarcely been equalled in the history of human 
cruelty, the Inquisition, now papal, now Spanish, which punished heretics unto death in Spain and 
witches in Germany. 
 
Thus European society was shaking itself clear of long-established customs and dogmas based 
upon the infallibility of the Church visible, and at the same time it held fast to some of the most 
noxious beliefs and practices the Church had allowed herself to accept and propagate. It had not 
the original genius or the conviction to produce a new system of theology. The great Schoolmen 
continued to rule doctrinal thought. It established no new ecclesiastical institution of an abiding 
character like the canon law. It exhibited no consuming passion such as went out in the preceding 
period in the crusades and the activity of the Mendicant Orders. It had no transcendent 
ecclesiastical characters like St. Bernard and Innocent III. The last period of the Middle Ages was 



a period of intellectual discontent, of self-introspection, a period of intimation and of preparation 
for an order which it was itself not capable of begetting. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER I. 
 
THE DECLINE OF THE PAPACY AND THE AVIGNON EXILE. 
 
A. D. 1294-1377. 
 

2. Sources and Literature. 
 
For works covering the entire period, see V. 1. 1-3, such as the collections of Mansi, Muratori, 
and the Rolls Series; Friedberg’s Decretum Gratiani, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1879-1881; Hefele-
Knopfler: Conciliengeschichte; Mirbt: Quellen zur Geschichte des Papstthums, 2d ed., 1901; the 
works of Gregorovius and Bryce, the General Church and Doctrinal Histories of Gieseler, Hefele, 
Funk, Hergenrother-Kirsch, Karl Muller, Harnack Loofs, and Seeberg; the Encyclopaedias of 
Herzog, Wetzer-Welte, Leslie Stephen, Potthast, and Chevalier; the Atlases of F. W. Putzger, 
Leipzig, Heussi and Mulert, Tubingen, 1905, and Labberton, New York. L. Pastor: Geschichte 
der Papste, etc., 4 vols., 4th ed., 1901-1906, and Mandell Creighton: History of the Papacy, etc., 
London, 1882-1894, also cover the entire period in the body of their works and their Introductory 
Chapters. There is no general collection of ecclesiastical author far this period corresponding to 
Migne’s Latin Patrology. 
 
For 3, 4. Boniface VIII. Regesta Bonifatii in Potthast: Regesta pontificum rom., II., 1923-2024, 
2133 sq. -Les Registres de Boniface VIII., ed. Digard, Fauacon et Thomas, 7 Fasc., Paris, 1884-
1903. -Hist. Eccles. of Ptolemaeus of Lucca, Vitae Pontif. of Bernardus Guidonis, Chron. Pontif. 
of Amalricus Augers Hist. rerum in Italia gestarum of Ferretus Vicentinus, and Chronica 
universale of Villani, all in Muratori: Rerum Ital. Scriptores, III. 670 sqq., X. 690 sqq., XI. 1202 
sqq., XIIL 348 sqq. -Selections from Villani, trans. by Rose E. Selfe, ed. by P. H. Wicksteed, 
Westminster, 1897. -Finke: Aus den Tagen Bonifaz VIII., Munster, 1902. Prints valuable 
documents pp. i-ccxi. Also Acta Aragonensia. Quellen... zur Kirchen und Kulturgeschichte aus 
der diplomatischen Korrespondenz Jayme II, 1291-1327, 2 vols., Berlin, 1908. -Dollinger: 
Beitrage zur politischen, kirchlichen und Culturgeschichte der letzten 6 Jahrh., 3 vols., Vienna, 
1862-1882. Vol. III., pp. 347-353, contains a Life of Boniface drawn from the Chronicle of 
Orvieto by an eye-witness, and other documents. -Denifle: Die Denkschriften der Colonna gegen 
Bonifaz VIII., etc., in Archiv fur Lit. und Kirchengeschichte des M. A., 1892, V. 493 sqq. - Dante: 
Inferno, XIX. 52 sqq., XXVII. 85 sqq.; Paradiso, IX. 132, XXVII. 22, XXX. 147. Modern 
Works. -J. Rubeus: Bonif. VIII. e familia Cajetanorum, Rome, 1651. Magnifies Boniface as an 
ideal pope. -P Dupuy: Hist. du differend entre le Pape Bon. et Philip le Bel, Paris, 1655. -Baillet 
(a Jansenist): Hist. des desmelez du Pape Bon. VIII. avec Philip le Bel, Paris, 1718. - L. Tosti: 
Storia di Bon. VIII. e de’suoi tempi, 2 vols., Rome, 1846. A glorification of Boniface. -W. 
Drumann: Gesch. Bonifatius VIII. 2 vols., Konigsberg, 1862. -Cardinal Wiseman: Pope Bon. VIII. 
in his Essays, III. 161-222. Apologetic. -Boutaric: La France sous Philippe le Bel, Paris, 1861. - 
R. Holtzmann: W. von Nogaret, Freiburg, 1898. -E. Renan: Guil. de Nogaret, in Hist. Litt. de 
France, XXVII. 233 sq.; also atudes sur la politique Rel. du regne de Phil. Ie Bel, Paris, 1899. -
Dollinger: Anagni in Akad. Vortrage, III. 223-244. -Heinrich Finke (Prof. in Freiburg): as above. 
Also Papsttum und Untergang des Tempelordens, 2 vols., Munster, 1907. -J. Haller: Papsttum 
und Kirchenreform, Berlin, 1903. - Rich. Scholz: Die Publizistik zur Zeit Philipps des Schonen 
und Bonifaz VIII.,  Stuttgart, 1903. -The Ch. Histt. of Gieseler, Hergenrother-Kirsch 4th ed., 
1904, II. 582-598, F. X. Funk, 4th ed., 1902, Hefele 3d ed., 1902, K. Muller, Hefele-Knopfler: 



Conciliengeschichte, VI. 281-364. - Ranke: Univers. Hist., IX. -Gregorovius: History of the City 
of Rome, V. -Wattenbach: Gesch. des rom. Papstthums, 2d ED., Berlin, 1876, pp. 211-226. -G. B. 
Adams: Civilization during the Middle Ages, New York, 1894, ch. XIV. -Art. Bonifatius by 
Hauck in Herzog, III. 291-300. 
 
For 5. Literary Attacks upon the Papacy. Dante Allighiere: Deuteronomy monarchia, ed. by 
Witte, Vienna, 1874; Giuliani, Florence, 1878; Moore, Oxford, 1894. Eng. trans. by F. C. Church, 
together with the essay on Dante by his father, R. W. Church, London, 1878; P. H. Wicksteed, 
Hull, 1896; Aurelia Henry, Boston, 1904. -Dante’s Deuteronomy monarchia, Valla’s 
Deuteronomy falsa donatione Constantini, and other anti-papal documents are given in 
Deuteronomy jurisdictione, auctoritate et praeeminentia imperiali, Basel, 1566. Many of the 
tracts called forth by the struggle between Boniface VIII. and Philip IV. are found in Melchior 
Goldast: Monarchia S. Romani imperii, sive tractatus de jurisdictione imperiali seu regia et 
pontificia seu sacerdotali, etc., Hanover, 1610, pp. 756, Frankfurt, 1668. With a preface dedicated 
to the elector, John Sigismund of Brandenburg; in Dupuy: Hist. du Differend, etc., Paris, 1655, 
and in Finke and Scholz. See above. -E. Zeck: Deuteronomy recuperatione terrae Sanctae, Ein 
Traktat d. P. Dubois, Berlin, 1906. For summary and criticism, S. Riezler: Die literarischen 
Widersacher der Papste zur Zeit Ludwig des Baiers, pp. 131-166. Leipzig, 1874. -R. L. Poole: 
Opposition to the Temporal Claims of the Papacy, in his Illustrations of the Hist. of Med. 
Thought, pp. 256-281, London, 1884. -Finke: Aus den Tagen Bonifaz VIII., pp. 169 sqq., etc. -
Denifle: Chartularium Un. Parisiensis, 4 vols. -Haller: Papsttum. -Artt. in Wetzer-Welte, 
Colonna, III. 667-671, and Johann von Paris, VI. 1744-1746, etc. -Renan: Pierre Dubois in Hist. 
Litt. de France, XXVI. 471-536. -Hergenrother-Kirsch: Kirchengesch., II. 754 sqq. 
 
For 6. Transfer Of The Papacy To Avignon. Benedict XI.: Registre de Benoit XI., ed. C. 
Grandjean. -For Clement V., Clementis papae V. regestum ed. cura et studio monachorum ord. S. 
Benedicti, 9 vols., Rome, 1885-1892. -Etienne Baluze: Vitae paparum Avenoniensium 1305-1394, 
dedicated to Louis XIV. and placed on the Index, 2 vols., Paris, 1693. Raynaldus: ad annum, 
1304 sqq., for original documents. -W. H. Bliss: Calendar of Entries in the Papal Registries 
relating to Great Britain and Ireland, I.-IV., London, 1896-1902. -Giovanni and Matteo Villani: 
Hist. of Florence sive Chronica universalis, bks. VIII. sq. -M. Tangl: Die papstlichen Regesta von 
Benedict XII.-Gregor XI., Innsbruck, 1898. Mansi: Concil., XXV. 368 sqq., 389 sqq. -J. B. 
Christophe: Hist. de la papaute pendant le XIV  {e} siecle,2 vols., Paris, 1853. -C. von Hofler: 
Die avignonesischen Papste, Vienna, 1871. -Fauacon: La Libraire Des Papes d’Avignon, 2 vols., 
Paris, 1886 sq. -M. Souchon: Die Papstwahlen von Bonifaz VIII.-Urban VI., Braunschweig, 1888. 
- A. Eitel: D. Kirchenstaat unter Klemens V., Berlin, 1905. - Clinton Locke: Age of the Great 
Western Schism, pp. 1-99, New York, 1896. -J. H. Robinson: Petrarch, New York, 1898. - 
Schwab: J. Gerson, pp. 1-7. -Dollinger-Friedrich: Das Papstthum, Munich, 1892. -Pastor: 
Geschichte der Papste seit dem Ausgang des M. A., 4 vols., 3d and 4th ed., 1901 sqq., I. 67-114. -
Stubbs: Const. Hist. of England. -Capes: The English Church in the 14th and 15th Centuries, 
London, 1900. -Wattenbach: Rom. Papstthum, pp. 226-241. -Haller: Papsttum, etc. -Hefele-
Knopfler: VI. 378-936. -Ranke: Univers. Hist., IX. -Gregorovius: VI. -The Ch. Histt. of Gieseler, 
Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 737-776, Muller, II. 16-42. -Ehrle: Der Nachlass Clemens V. in Archiv 
fur Lit. u. Kirchengesch., V. 1-150. For the fall of the Templars, see for Lit. V. 1. p. 301 sqq., and 
especially the works of Boutaric, Prutz, Schottmuller, Dollinger. -Funk in Wetzer-Welte, XI. 
1311-1345. -LEA: Inquisition, III. Finke: Papsttum und Untergang des Tempelordens, 2 vols., 
1907. Vol. II. contains Spanish documents, hitherto unpublished, bearing on the fall of the 
Templars, especially letters to and from King Jayme of Aragon. They are confirmatory of former 
views. 
 



For 7. The Pontificate of John XXII. Lettres secretes et curiales du pape Jean XXII. relative a la 
France, ed. Aug. Coulon, 3 Fasc., 1900 sq. Lettres communes de p. Jean XXII., ed. Mollat, 3 vols, 
Paris, 1904-1906. -J. Guerard: Documents pontificeaux sur la Gascogne. Pontificat de Jean XXII., 
2 vols., Paris, 1897-1903. -Baluze: Vitae paparum. -V. Velarque: Jean XXII. sa vie et ses aeuvres, 
Paris, 1883. -J. Schwalm, Appellation d. Konig Ludwigs des Baiern v. 1324, Riezler: D. Lit. 
Widersacher. Also Vatikanische Akten zur deutschen Gesch. zur Zeit Ludwigs des Bayern, 
Innsbruck, 1891. - K. Muller: Der Kampf Ludwigs des Baiern mit der romischen Curie, 2 vols., 
Tubingen, 1879 sq. -Ehrle: Die Spirituallen, ihr Verhaltniss zum Franciskanerorden, etc., in 
Archiv fur Lit. und Kirchengesch., 1885, p. 509 sqq., 1886, p. 106 sqq., 1887, p. 553 sqq., 1890. 
Also P. J. Olivi: S. Leben und s. Schriften 1887, pp. 409-540. -Dollinger: Deutschlands Kampf 
mit dem Papstthum unter Ludwig dem Bayer in Akad. Vortrage, I. 119-137. -Hefele: VI. 546-579. 
-Lea: Inquisition, I. 242-304. -The Artt. in Wetzer-Welte, Franziskanerorden, IV. 1650-1683, and 
Armut, I. 1394-1401. Artt. John XXII. in Herzog, IX. 267-270, and Wetzer-Welte, VIII. 828 sqq. -
Haller: Papsttum, p. 91 sqq. -Stubbs: Const. Hist. of England. -Gregorovius, VI. -PASTOR: I. 80 
sqq. 
 
For 8. The Papal Office Assailed. Some of the tracts may be found in Goldast: Monarchia, 
Hanover, 1610, e.g. Marsiglius of Padua, II. 164-312; Ockam’s Octo quaestionum decisiones 
super potestate ac dignitate papali, II. 740 sqq., and Dialogus inter magistrum et discipulum, etc., 
II., 399 sqq. Special edd. are given in the body of the chap. and may be found under Alvarus 
Pelagius, Marsiglius, etc., in Potthast: Bibl. med. aevi. -Un trattato inedito di Egidio Colonna: 
Deuteronomy ecclesiae potestate, ed. G. U. Oxilia et G. Boffito, Florence, 1908, pp. lxxxi, 172. - 
Schwab: Gerson, pp. 24-28. -Muller: D. Kampf Ludwigs des Baiern. -Riezler: Die Lit. 
Widersacher der Papste, etc., Leipzig, 1874. -Marcour: Antheil der Minoriten am Kampf 
zwischen Ludwig dem Baiern und Johann XXII., Emmerich, 1874. - Poole: The Opposition to the 
Temporal Claims of the Papacy, in Illust. of the Hist. of Med. Thought, pp. 256-281. - Haller: 
Papsttum, etc., pp. 73-89. English trans. of Marsiglius of Padua, The Defence of Peace, by W. 
Marshall, London, 1636. -M. Birck: Marsilio von Padua und Alvaro Pelayo uber Papst und 
Kaiser, Muhlheim, 1868. -B. Labanca, Prof. of Moral Philos. in the Univ. of Rome: Marsilio da 
Padova, riformatore politico e religioso, Padova, 1882, pp. 236. -L. Jourdan: atude sur Marsile 
de Padoue, Montauban, 1892. -J. Sullivan: Marsig. of Padua, in Engl. Hist. Rev., 1906, pp. 293-
307. An examination of the MSS. See also Dollinger-Friedrich: Papstthum; Pastor, I. 82 sqq.; 
Gregorovius, VI. 118 sqq., the Artt. in Wetzer-Welte, Alvarus Pelagius, I. 667 sq., Marsiglius, 
VIII., 907-911, etc., and in Herzog, XII. 368 370, etc. -N. Valois: Hist. Litt., Paris, 1900, XXIII., 
628-623, an Art. on the authors of the Defensor. 
 
For 9. The Financial System of the Avignon Popes. Ehrle: Schatz, Bibliothek und Archiv der 
Papste im 14ten Jahrh., in Archiv fur Lit. u. Kirchengesch., I. 1-49, 228-365, also D. Nachlass 
Clemens V. und der in Betreff desselben von Johann XXII. gefuhrte Process, V. 1-166. -Ph. 
Woker: Das kirchliche Finanzwesen der Papste, Nordlingen, 1878. -M. Tangl: Das Taxenwesen 
der papstlichen Kanzlei vom 13ten his zur Mitte des 15ten Jahrh.,  Innsbruck, 1892. -J. P. Kirsch: 
Die papstl. Kollektorien in Deutschland im XIVten Jahrh.,  Paderborn, 1894; Die 
Finanzverwaltung des Kardinalkollegiums im XIII. u. XIV. ten Jahrh., Munster, 1896; Die 
Ruckkehr der Papste Urban V. und Gregor XI. con Avignon nach Rom. Auszuge aus den 
Kameralregistern des Vatikan. Archivs, Paderborn, 1898; Die papstl. Annaten in Deutschland im 
XIV. Jahrh. 1323-1360, Paderborn, 1903. -P. M. Baumgarten: Untersuchungen und Urkunden 
uber die Camera Collegii Cardinalium, 1295-1437, Leipzig, 1898. -A. Gottlob: Die papstl. 
Kreuzzugsteuern des 13ten Jahrh., Heiligenstadt, 1892; Die Servitientaxe im 13ten Jahrh., 
Stuttgart, 1903. - Emil Goeller: Mittheilungen u. Untersuchungen uber das papstl. Register und 
Kanzleiwesen im 14ten Jahrh., Rome, 1904; D. Liber Taxarum d. papstl. Rammer. Eine Studie zu 
ihrer Entstehung u. Anlage, Rome, 1906, pp. 106. -Haller: Papsttum u. Kirchenreform; also 



Aufzeichnungen uber den papstl. Haushalt aus Avignonesischer Zeit; die Vertheilung der Servitia 
minuta u. die Obligationen der Pralaten im 13ten u. 14ten Jahrh.; Die Ausfertigung der 
Provisionen, etc., all in Quellen u. Forschungen, ed. by the Royal Prussian Institute in Rome, 
Rome, 1897, 1898. -C. Lux: Constitutionum apostolicarum de generali beneficiorum 
reservatione, 1265-1378, etc., Wratislav, 1904. -A. Schulte: Die Fugger in Rom, 1495-1523, 2 
vols., Leipzig, 1904. -C. Samarin and G. Mollat: La Fiscalite pontifen France au XIV  {e}  siecle, 
Paris, 1905. -P. Thoman: Le droit de propriete des laaques sur les eglises et le patronat laaque 
au moy. a¢ge, Paris, 1906. Also the work on Canon Law by T. Hinschius, 6 vols., Berlin, 1869-
1897, and E. Friedberg, 6th ed., Leipzig, 1903. 
 
For 10. Later Avignon Popes. Lettres des papes d’Avignon se rappor-tant a la France, viz. 
Lettres communes de Benoit XII.,  ed. J. M. Vidal, Paris, 1906; Lettres closes, patentes et 
curiales, ed. G. Daumet, Paris, 1890; Lettres... de Clement VI., ed. E. Deprez, Paris, 1901; 
Excerpta ex registr. de Clem. VI. et Inn. VI., ed. Werunsky, Innsbruck, 1886; Lettres... de Pape 
Urbain V., ed. P. Lecacheux, Paris, 1902. -J. H. Albans: Actes anciens et docu ments concernant 
le bienheureux Urbain V., ed. by U. Chevalier, Paris, 1897. Contains the fourteen early lives of 
Urban. -Baluze: Vitae paparum Avenionen-sium, 1693; - Muratori: in Rer. ital. scripp, XIV. 9-
728. -Cerri: Innocenzo VI., papa, Turin, 1873. Magnan: Hist. d’ Urbain V., 2d ed., Paris, 1863. -
Werunsky: Gesch. karls IV. u. seiner Zeit, 3 vols., Innsbruck, 1880-1892. -Geo. Schmidt: Der 
Hist. Werth der 14 alten Biographien des Urban V., Breslau, 1907. -Kirsch: Ruckkehr der Papste, 
as above. In large part, documents for the first time published. -Lechner: Das grosse Sterben in 
Deutschland, 1348-1351, 1884. -C. Creighton: Hist. of Epidemics in England, Cambridge, 1891. 
F. A. Gasquet: The Great Pestilence, London, 1893, 2d ed., entitled The Black Death, 1908. -A. 
Jessopp: The Black Death in East Anglia in Coming of the Friars, pp. 166-261. -Villani, 
Wattenbach, p. 226 sqq.; Pastor, I., Gregorovius, Cardinal Albornoz, Paderborn, 1892. 
 
For 11. The Re-Establishment of the Papacy in Rome. The Lives of Gregory XI. in Baluz, I. 426 
sqq., and Muratori, III. 2, 645. - Kirsch: Rurkkehr, etc., as above. -Leon Mirot: La politique 
pontif. et le retour du S. Siege a Rome, 1376, Paris, 1899. -F. Hammerich: St. Brigitta, die 
nordische Prophetin u. Ordenstifterin, Germ. ed., Gotha, 1872. For further Lit. on St. Brigitta, see 
Herzog, III. 239. For works on Catherine of Siena, see ch. III. Also Gieseler, II., 3, pp. 1-131; 
Pastor, I. 101-114; Gregorovius, VI. Lit. under 10.  



3. Pope Boniface VIII. 1294-1303. 
 
The pious but weak and incapable hermit of Murrhone, Coelestine V., who abdicated the papal 
office, was followed by Benedict Gaetani,—or Cajetan, the name of an ancient family of Latin 
counts,—known in history as Boniface VIII. At the time of his election he was on the verge of 
fourscore, {1} but like Gregory IX. he was still in the full vigor of a strong intellect and will. If 
Coelestine had the reputation of a saint, Boniface was a politician, overbearing, implacable, 
destitute of spiritual ideals, and controlled by blind and insatiable lust of power. 
 
Born at Anagni, Boniface probably studied canon law, in which he was an expert, in Rome. {2} 
He was made cardinal in 1281, and represented the papal see in France and England as legate. In 
an address at a council in Paris, assembled to arrange for a new crusade, he reminded the 
mendicant monks that he and they were called not to court glory or learning, but to secure the 
salvation of their souls. {3} 
 
Boniface’s election as pope occurred at Castel Nuovo, near Naples, Dec. 24, 1294, the conclave 
having convened the day before. The election was not popular, and a few days later, when a 
report reached Naples that Boniface was dead, the people celebrated the event with great 
jubilation. The pontiff was accompanied on his way to Rome by Charles II. of Naples. {4} 
 
The coronation was celebrated amid festivities of unusual splendor. On his way to the Lateran, 
Boniface rode on a white palfrey, a crown on his head, and robed in full pontificals. Two 
sovereigns walked by his side, the kings of Naples and Hungary. The Orsini, the Colonna, the 
Savelli, the Conti and representatives of other noble Roman families followed in a body. The 
procession had difficulty in forcing its way through the kneeling crowds of spectators. But, as if 
an omen of the coming misfortunes of the new pope, a furious storm burst over the city while the 
solemnities were in progress and extinguished every lamp and torch in the church. The following 
day the pope dined in the Lateran, the two kings waiting behind his chair. 
 
While these brilliant ceremonies were going on, Peter of Murrhone was a fugitive. Not willing to 
risk the possible rivalry of an anti-pope, Boniface confined his unfortunate predecessor in prison, 
where he soon died. The cause of his death was a matter of uncertainty. The Coelestine party 
ascribed it to Boniface, and exhibited a nail which they declared the unscrupulous pope had 
ordered driven into Coelestine’s head. 
 
With Boniface VIII. began the decline of the papacy. He found it at the height of its power. He 
died leaving it humbled and in subjection to France. He sought to rule in the proud, dominating 
spirit of Gregory VII. and Innocent III.; but he was arrogant without being strong, bold without 
being sagacious, high-spirited without possessing the wisdom to discern the signs of the times. 
{5} The times had changed. Boniface made no allowance for the new spirit of nationality which 
had been developed during the crusading campaigns in the East, and which entered into conflict 
with the old theocratic ideal of Rome. France, now in possession of the remaining lands of the 
counts of Toulouse, was in no mood to listen to the dictation of the power across the Alps. 
Striving to maintain the fictitious theory of papal rights, and fighting against the spirit of the new 
age, Boniface lost the prestige the Apostolic See had enjoyed for two centuries, and died of 
mortification over the indignities heaped upon him by France. 
 
French enemies went so far as to charge Boniface with downright infidelity and the denial of the 
soul’s immortality. The charges were a slander, but they show the reduced confidence which the 



papal office inspired. Dante, who visited Rome during Boniface’s pontificate, bitterly pursues 
him in all parts of the Divina Commedia. He pronounced him "the prince of modern Pharisees," a 
usurper "who turned the Vatican hill into a common sewer of corruption." The poet assigned the 
pope a place with Nicholas III. and Clement V. among the simoniacs in "that most afflicted 
shade," one of the lowest circles of hell. {6} Its floor was perforated with holes into which the 
heads of these popes were thrust. 
 
The soles of every one in flames were wrapt—{7} 
 
... whose upper parts are thrust below 
 
Fixt like a stake, most wretched soul 
 
Quivering in air his tortured feet were seen. 
 
Contemporaries comprehended Boniface’s reign in the description, He came in like a fox, he 
reigned like a lion, and he died like a dog, intravit ut vulpes, regnavit ut leo, mortuus est sicut 
canis. 
 
In his attempt to control the affairs of European states, he met with less success than failure, and 
in Philip the Fair of France he found his match. 
 
In Sicily, he failed to carry out his plans to secure the transfer of the realm from the house of 
Aragon to the king of Naples. 
 
In Rome, he incurred the bitter enmity of the proud and powerful family of the Colonna, by 
attempting to dictate the disposition of the family estates. Two of the Colonna, James and Peter, 
who were cardinals, had been friends of Coelestine, and supporters of that pope gathered around 
them. Of their number was Jacopone da Todi, the author of the Stabat Mater, who wrote a 
number of satirical pieces against Boniface. Resenting the pope’s interference in their private 
matters, the Colonna issued a memorial, pronouncing Coelestine’s abdication and the election of 
Boniface illegal. {8} It exposed the haughtiness of Boniface, and represented him as boasting that 
he was supreme over kings and kingdoms, even in temporal affairs, and that he was governed by 
no law other than his own will. {9} The document was placarded on the churches and a copy left 
in St. Peter’s. In 1297 Boniface deprived the Colonna of their dignity, excommunicated them, and 
proclaimed a crusade against them. The two cardinals appealed to a general council, the resort in 
the next centuries of so many who found themselves out of accord with the papal plans. Their 
strongholds fell one after another. The last of them, Palestrina, had a melancholy fate. The two 
cardinals with ropes around their necks threw themselves at the pope’s feet and secured his 
pardon, but their estates were confiscated and bestowed upon the pope’s nephews and the Orsini. 
The Colonna family recovered in time to reap a bitter vengeance upon their insatiable enemy. 
 
The German emperor, Albrecht, Boniface succeeded in bringing to an abject submission. The 
German envoys were received by the haughty pontiff seated on a throne with a crown upon his 
head and sword in his hand, and exclaiming, "I, I am the emperor." Albrecht accepted his crown 
as a gift, and acknowledged that the empire had been transferred from the Greeks to the Germans 
by the pope, and that the electors owed the right of election to the Apostolic See. 
 
In England, Boniface met with sharp resistance. Edward I., 1272-1307, was on the throne. The 
pope attempted to prevent him from holding the crown of Scotland, claiming it as a papal fief 
from remote antiquity. {10} The English parliament, 1301, gave a prompt and spirited reply. The 



English king was under no obligation to the papal see for his temporal acts. {11} The dispute 
went no further. The conflict between Boniface and France is reserved for more prolonged 
treatment. 
 
An important and picturesque event of Boniface’s pontificate was the Jubilee Year, celebrated in 
1300. It was a fortunate conception, adapted to attract throngs of pilgrims to Rome and fill the 
papal treasury. An old man of 107 years of age, so the story ran, travelled from Savoy to Rome, 
and told how his father had taken him to attend a Jubilee in the year 1200 and exhorted him to 
visit it on its recurrence a century after. Interesting as the story is, the Jubilee celebration of 1300 
seems to have been the first of its kind. {12} Boniface’s bull, appointing it, promised full 
remission to all, being penitent and confessing their sins, who should visit St. Peter’s during the 
year 1300. {13} Italians were to prolong their sojourn 30 days, while for foreigners 15 days were 
announced to be sufficient. A subsequent papal deliverance extended the benefits of the 
indulgence to all setting out for the Holy City who died on the way. The only exceptions made to 
these gracious provisions were the Colonna, Frederick of Sicily, and the Christians holding traffic 
with Saracens. The city wore a festal appearance. The handkerchief of St. Veronica, bearing the 
imprint of the Saviour’s face, was exhibited. The throngs fairly trampled upon one another. The 
contemporary historian of Florence, Giovanni Villani, testifies from personal observation that 
there was a constant population in the pontifical city of 200,000 pilgrims, and that 30,000 people 
reached and left it daily. The offerings were so copious that two clerics stood day and night by the 
altar of St. Peter’s gathering up the coins with rakes. 
 
So spectacular and profitable a celebration could not be allowed to remain a memory. The Jubilee 
was made a permanent institution. A second celebration was appointed by Clement VI. in 1350. 
With reference to the brevity of human life and also to the period of our Lord’s earthly career, 
Urban VI. fixed its recurrence every 33 years. Paul II., in 1470, reduced the intervals to 25 years. 
The twentieth Jubilee was celebrated in 1900, under Leo XIII. {14} Leo extended the offered 
benefits to those who had the will and not the ability to make the journey to Rome. 
 
For the offerings accruing from the Jubilee and for other papal moneys, Boniface found easy use. 
They enabled him to prosecute his wars against Sicily and the Colonna and to enrich his relatives. 
The chief object of his favor was his nephew, Peter, the second son of his brother Loffred, the 
Count of Caserta. One estate after another was added to this favorite’s possessions, and the vast 
sum of more than 915,000,000 was spent upon him in four years. {15} Nepotism was one of the 
offences for which Boniface was arraigned by his contemporaries. 
 
{1} Drumann, p. 4, Gregorovius, etc. Setting aside the testimony of the contemporary Ferretus of 
Vicenza, and on the ground that it would be well-nigh impossible for a man of Boniface’s talent 
to remain in an inferior position till he was sixty, when he was made cardinal, Finke, p. 3 sq., 
makes Boniface fifteen years younger when he assumed the papacy. 
 
{2} Not at Paris, as Bulaeus, without sufficient authority, states. See Finke, p. 6. 
 
{3} Finke discovered this document and gives it pp. iii-vii. 
 
{4} There is no doubt about the manifestation of popular joy over the rumor of the pope’s death. 
Finke, p. 46. At the announcement of the election, the people are said to have cried out, "Boniface 
is a heretic, bad all through, and has in him nothing that is Christian." 
 
{5} Gregorovius, V. 597, calls Boniface "an unfortunate reminiscence" of the great popes. 
 



{6}  Where Simon Magus hath his curst abode 
 
To depths profounder thrusting Boniface. —Paradiso, xxx. 147 sq. 
 
{7} Inferno, xix. 45 sq. 118. 
 
{8} Dupuy, pp. 225-227. 
 
{9} Super reges et regna in temporalibus etiam presidere se glorians, etc., Scholz, p. 338. 
 
{10} Tytler, Hist. of Scotland, I. 70 sqq. 
 
{11} Edward removed from Scone to Westminster the sacred stone on which Scotch kings had 
been consecrated, and which, according to the legend, was the pillow on which Jacob rested at 
Bethel. 
 
{12} So Hefele VI. 315, and other Roman Catholic historians. 
 
{13} Potthast, 24917. The bull is reprinted by Mirbt, Quellen, p. 147 sq. The indulgence clause 
runs: non solum plenam sed largiorem immo plenissimam omnium suorum veniam peccatorum 
concedimus. Villani, VIII. 36, speaks of it as "a full and entire remission of all sins, both the guilt 
and the punishment thereof." 
 
{14} Leo’s bull, dated May 11, 1899, offered indulgence to pilgrims visiting the basilicas of St. 
Peter, the Lateran, and St. Maria Maggiore. A portion of the document runs as follows: "Jesus 
Christ the Saviour of the world, has chosen the city of Rome alone and singly above all others for 
a dignified and more than human purpose and consecrated it to himself." The Jubilee was 
inaugurated by the august ceremony of opening the porta santa, the sacred door, into St. Peter’s, 
which it is the custom to wall up after the celebration. The special ceremony dates from 
Alexander VI. and the Jubilee of 1600. Leo performed this ceremony in person by giving three 
strokes upon the door with a hammer, and using the words aperite mihi, open to me. The door 
symbolizes Christ, opening the way to spiritual benefits. 
 
{15} See Gregorovius, V. 299, 584, who gives an elaborate list of the estates which passed by 
Boniface’s grace into the hands of the Gaetani. Adam of Usk, Chronicon, 1377-1421, ad ed., 
London, 1904, p. 259, "the fox, though ever greedy, ever remaineth thin, so Boniface, though 
gorged with simony, yet to his dying day was never filled."  



4. Boniface VIII. and Philip the Fair of France. 
 
The overshadowing event of Boniface’s reign was his disastrous conflict with Philip IV. of 
France, called Philip the Fair. The grandson of Louis IX., this monarch was wholly wanting in the 
high spiritual qualities which had distinguished his ancestor. He was able but treacherous, and 
utterly unscrupulous in the use of means to secure his ends. Unattractive as his character is, it is 
nevertheless with him that the first chapter in the history of modern France begins. In his conflict 
with Boniface he gained a decisive victory. On a smaller scale the conflict was a repetition of the 
conflict between Gregory VII. and Henry IV., but with a different ending. In both cases the pope 
had reached a venerable age, while the sovereign was young and wholly governed by selfish 
motives. Henry resorted to the election of an anti-pope. Philip depended upon his councillors and 
the spirit of the new French nation. 
 
The heir of the theocracy of Hildebrand repeated Hildebrand’s language without possessing his 
moral qualities. He claimed for the papacy supreme authority in temporal as well as spiritual 
matters. In his address to the cardinals against the Colonna he exclaimed: "How shall we assume 
to judge kings and princes, and not dare to proceed against a worm! Let them perish forever, that 
they may understand that the name of the Roman pontiff is known in all the earth and that he 
alone is most high over princes." {16} The Colonna, in one of their proclamations, charged 
Boniface with glorying that he is exalted above all princes and kingdoms in temporal matters, and 
may act as he pleases in view of the fulness of his power—plenitudo potestatis. In his official 
recognition of the emperor, Albrecht, Boniface declared that as "the moon has no light except as 
she receives it from the sun, so no earthly power has anything which it does not receive from the 
ecclesiastical authority." These claims are asserted with most pretension in the bulls Boniface 
issued during his conflict with France. Members of the papal court encouraged him in these 
haughty assertions of prerogative. The Spaniard, Arnald of Villanova, who served Boniface as 
physician, called him in his writings lord of lords—deus deorum. 
 
On the other hand, Philip the Fair stood as the embodiment of the independence of the state. He 
had behind him a unified nation, and around him a body of able statesmen and publicists who 
defended his views. {17} 
 
The conflict between Boniface and Philip passed through three stages: (1) the brief tilt which 
called forth the bull Clericis laicos; (2) the decisive battle, 1301-1303, ending in Boniface’s 
humiliation at Anagni; (3) the bitter controversy which was waged against the pope’s memory by 
Philip, ending with the Council of Vienne. {18} 
 
The conflict originated in questions touching the war between France and England. To meet the 
expense of his armament against Edward I., Philip levied tribute upon the French clergy. They 
carried their complaints to Rome, and Boniface justified their contention in the bull Clericis 
laicos, 1296. This document was ordered promulged in England as well as in France. Robert of 
Winchelsea, archbishop of Canterbury, had it read in all the English cathedral churches. Its 
opening sentence impudently asserted that the laity had always been hostile to the clergy. The 
document went on to affirm the subjection of the state to the papal see. Jurisdiction over the 
persons of the priesthood and the goods of the Church in no wise belongs to the temporal power. 
The Church may make gratuitous gifts to the state, but all taxation of Church property without the 
pope’s consent is to be resisted with excommunication or interdict. 
 



Imposts upon the Church for special emergencies had been a subject of legislation at the third and 
fourth Lateran Councils. In 1260 Alexander IV. exempted the clergy from special taxation, and in 
1291 Nicolas IV. warned the king of France against using for his own schemes the tenth levied 
for a crusade. Boniface had precedent enough for his utterances. But his bull was promptly met 
by Philip with an act of reprisal prohibiting the export of silver and gold, horses, arms, and other 
articles from his realm, and forbidding foreigners to reside in France. This shrewd measure cut 
off French contributions to the papal treasury and cleared France of the pope’s emissaries. 
Boniface was forced to reconsider his position, and in conciliatory letters, addressed to the king 
and the French prelates, pronounced the interpretation put upon his deliverance unjust. Its 
purpose was not to deny feudal and freewill offerings from the Church. In cases of emergency, 
the pope would also be ready to grant special subsidies. The document was so offensive that the 
French bishops begged the pope to recall it altogether, a request he set aside. But to appease 
Philip, Boniface issued another bull, July 22, 1297, according thereafter to French kings, who had 
reached the age of 20, the right to judge whether a tribute from the clergy was a case of necessity 
or not. A month later he canonized Louis IX., a further act of conciliation. 
 
Boniface also offered to act as umpire between France and England in his personal capacity as 
Benedict Gaetanus. The offer was accepted, but the decision was not agreeable to the French 
sovereign. The pope expressed a desire to visit Philip, but again gave offence by asking Philip for 
a loan of 100, 000 pounds for Philip’s brother, Charles of Valois, whom Boniface had invested 
with the command of the papal forces. 
 
In 1301 the flame of controversy was again started by a document, written probably by the 
French advocate, Pierre Dubois, {19} which showed the direction in which Philip’s mind was 
working, for it could hardly have appeared without his assent. The writer summoned the king to 
extend his dominions to the walls of Rome and beyond, and denied the pope’s right to secular 
power. The pontiff’s business is confined to the forgiving of sins, prayer, and preaching. Philip 
continued to lay his hand without scruple on Church property; Lyons, which had been claimed by 
the empire, he demanded as a part of France. Appeals against his arbitrary acts went to Rome, and 
the pope sent Bernard of Saisset, bishop of Pamiers, to Paris, with commission to summon the 
French king to apply the clerical tithe for its appointed purpose, a crusade, and for nothing else. 
Philip showed his resentment by having the legate arrested. He was adjudged by the civil tribunal 
a traitor, and his deposition from the episcopate demanded. 
 
Boniface’s reply, set forth in the bull Ausculta fili —Give ear, my son—issued Dec. 5, 1301, 
charged the king with high-handed treatment of the clergy and making plunder of ecclesiastical 
property. The pope announced a council to be held in Rome to which the French prelates were 
called and the king summoned to be present, either in person or by a representative. The bull 
declared that God had placed his earthly vicar above kings and kingdoms. To make the matter 
worse, a false copy of Boniface’s bull was circulated in France known as Deum time, —Fear 
God,—which made the statements of papal prerogative still more exasperating. This 
supposititious document, which is supposed to have been forged by Pierre Flotte, the king’s chief 
councillor, was thrown into the flames Feb. 11, 1302. {20} Such treatment of a papal brief was 
unprecedented. It remained for Luther to cast the genuine bull of Leo X. into the fire. The two 
acts had little in common. 
 
The king replied by calling a French parliament of the three estates, the nobility, clergy and 
representatives of the cities, which set aside the papal summons to the council, complained of the 
appointment of foreigners to French livings, and asserted the crown’s independence of the 
Church. Five hundred years later a similar representative body of the three estates was to rise 
against French royalty and decide for the abolition of monarchy. In a letter to the pope, Philip 



addressed him as "your infatuated Majesty," {21} and declined all submission to any one on earth 
in temporal matters. 
 
The council called by the pope convened in Rome the last day of October, 1302, and included 4 
archbishops, 35 bishops, and 6 abbots from France. It issued two bulls. The first pronounced the 
ban on all who detained prelates going to Rome or returning from the city. The second is one of 
the most notable of all papal documents, the bull Unam sanctam, the name given to it from its 
first words, "We are forced to believe in one holy Catholic Church." It marks an epoch in the 
history of the declarations of the papacy, not because it contained anything novel, but because it 
set forth with unchanged clearness the stiffest claims of the papacy to temporal and spiritual 
power. It begins with the assertion that there is only one true Church, outside of which there is no 
salvation. The pope is the vicar of Christ, and whoever refuses to be ruled by Peter belongs not to 
the fold of Christ. Both swords are subject to the Church, the spiritual and the temporal. The 
temporal sword is to be wielded for the Church, the spiritual by it. The secular estate may be 
judged by the spiritual estate, but the spiritual estate by no human tribunal. The document closes 
with the startling declaration that for every human being the condition of salvation is obedience to 
the Roman pontiff. 
 
There was no assertion of authority contained in this bull which had not been before made by 
Gregory VII. and his successors, and the document leans back not only upon the deliverances of 
popes, but upon the definitions of theologians like Hugo de St. Victor, Bernard and Thomas 
Aquinas. But in the Unam sanctam the arrogance of the papacy finds its most naked and irritating 
expression. 
 
One of the clauses pronounces all offering resistance to the pope’s authority Manichaeans. Thus 
Philip was made a heretic. Six months later the pope sent a cardinal legate, John le Moine of 
Amiens, to announce to the king his excommunication for preventing French bishops from going 
to Rome. The bearer of the message was imprisoned and the legate fled. Boniface now called 
upon the German emperor, Albrecht, to take Philip’s throne, as Innocent III. had called upon the 
French king to take John’s crown, and Innocent IV. upon the count of Artois to take the crown of 
Frederick II. Albrecht had wisdom enough to decline the empty gift. Philip’s seizure of the papal 
bulls before they could be promulged in France was met by Boniface’s announcement that the 
posting of a bull on the church doors of Rome was sufficient to give it force. 
 
The French parliament, June, 1308, passed from the negative attitude of defending the king and 
French rights to an attack upon Boniface and his right to the papal throne. In 20 articles it accused 
him of simony, sorcery, immoral intercourse with his niece, having a demon in his chambers, the 
murder of Coelestine, and other crimes. It appealed to a general council, before which the pope 
was summoned to appear in person. Five archbishops and 21 bishops joined in subscribing to this 
document. The university and chapter of Paris, convents, cities, and towns placed themselves on 
the king’s side. {22} 
 
One more step the pope was about to take when a sudden stop was put to his career. He had set 
the eighth day of September as the time when he would publicly, in the church of Anagni, and 
with all the solemnities known to the Church, pronounce the ban upon the disobedient king and 
release his subjects from allegiance. In the same edifice Alexander III. had excommunicated 
Barbarossa, and Gregory IX., Frederick II. The bull already had the papal signature, when, as by a 
storm bursting from a clear sky, the pope’s plans were shattered and his career brought to an end. 
 
During the two centuries and a half since Hildebrand had entered the city of Rome with Leo IX., 
popes had been imprisoned by emperors, been banished from Rome by its citizens, had fled for 



refuge and died in exile, but upon no one of them had a calamity fallen quite so humiliating and 
complete as the calamity which now befell Boniface. A plot, formed in France to checkmate the 
pope and to carry him off to a council at Lyons, burst Sept. 7 upon the peaceful population of 
Anagni, the pope’s country seat. William of Nogaret, professor of law at Montpellier and 
councillor of the king, was the manager of the plot and was probably its inventor. According to 
the chronicler, Villani, {23} Nogaret’s parents were Cathari, and suffered for heresy in the flames 
in Southern France. He stood as a representative of a new class of men, laymen, who were able to 
compete in culture with the best-trained ecclesiastics, and advocated the independence of the 
state. With him was joined Sciarra Colonna, who, with other members of his family, had found 
refuge in France, and was thirsting for revenge for their proscription by the pope. With a small 
body of mercenaries, 300 of them on horse, they suddenly appeared in Anagni. The barons of the 
Latium, embittered by the rise of the Gaetani family upon their losses, joined with the 
conspirators, as also did the people of Anagni. The palaces of two of Boniface’s nephews and 
several of the cardinals were stormed and seized by Sciarra Colonna, who then offered the pope 
life on the three conditions that the Colonna be restored, Boniface resign, and that he place 
himself in the hands of the conspirators. The conditions were rejected, and after a delay of three 
hours, the work of assault and destruction was renewed. The palaces one after another yielded, 
and the papal residence itself was taken and entered. The supreme pontiff, according to the 
description of Villani, {24} received the besiegers in high pontifical robes, seated on a throne, 
with a crown on his head and a crucifix and the keys in his hand. He proudly rebuked the 
intruders, and declared his readiness to die for Christ and his Church. To the demand that he 
resign the papal office, he replied, "Never; I am pope and as pope I will die." Sciarra was about to 
kill him, when he was intercepted by Nogaret’s arm. The palaces were looted and the cathedral 
burnt, and its relics, if not destroyed, went to swell the booty. One of the relics, a vase said to 
have contained milk from Mary’s breasts, was turned over and broken. The pope and his nephews 
were held in confinement for three days, the captors being undecided whether to carry Boniface 
away to Lyons, set him at liberty, or put him to death. Such was the humiliating counterpart to the 
proud display made at the pope’s coronation nine years before! 
 
In the meantime the feelings of the Anagnese underwent a change. The adherents of the Gaetani 
family rallied their forces and, combining together, they rescued Boniface and drove out the 
conspirators. Seated at the head of his palace stairway, the pontiff thanked God and the people for 
his deliverance. "Yesterday," he said, "I was like Job, poor and without a friend. To-day I have 
abundance of bread, wine, and water." A rescuing party from Rome conducted the unfortunate 
pope to the Holy City, where he was no longer his own master. {25} A month later, Oct. 11, 1303, 
his earthly career closed. Outside the death-chamber, the streets of the city were filled with riot 
and tumult, and the Gaetani and Colonna were encamped in battle array against each other in the 
Campagna. 
 
Reports agree that Boniface’s death was a most pitiable one. He died of melancholy and despair, 
and perhaps actually insane. He refused food, and beat his head against the wall. "He was out of 
his head," wrote Ptolemy of Lucca, {26} and believed that every one who approached him was 
seeking to put him in prison. 
 
Human sympathy goes out for the aged man of fourscore years and more, dying in loneliness and 
despair. But judgment comes sooner or later upon individuals and institutions for their mistakes 
and offences. The humiliation of Boniface was the long-delayed penalty of the sacerdotal pride of 
his predecessors and himself. He suffered in part for the hierarchical arrogance of which he was 
the heir and in part for his own presumption. Villani and other contemporaries represent the 
pope’s latter end as a deserved punishment for his unblushing nepotism, his pompous pride, and 
his implacable severity towards those who dared to resist his plans, and for his treatment of the 



feeble hermit who preceded him. One of the chroniclers reports that seamen plying near the 
Liparian islands, the reputed entrance to hell, heard evil spirits rejoicing and exclaiming, "Open, 
open; receive pope Boniface into the infernal regions." 
 
Catholic historians like Hergenrother and Kirsch, bound to the ideals of the past, make a brave 
attempt to defend Boniface, though they do not overlook his want of tact and his coarse violence 
of speech. It is certain, says Cardinal Hergenrother, {27} "that Boniface was not ruled by 
unworthy motives and that he did not deviate from the paths of his predecessors or overstep the 
legal conceptions of the Middle Ages." Finke, also a Catholic historian, the latest learned 
investigator of the character and career of Boniface, acknowledges the pope’s intellectual ability, 
but also emphasizes his pride and arrogance, his depreciation of other men, his disagreeable spirit 
and manner, which left him without a personal friend, his nepotism and his avarice. He hoped, 
said a contemporary, to live till "all his enemies were suppressed." 
 
In strong contrast to the common judgment of Catholic historians is the sentence passed by 
Gregorovius. "Boniface was devoid of every apostolical virtue, a man of passionate temper, 
violent, faithless, unscrupulous, unforgiving, filled with ambitions and lust of worldly power." 
And this will be the judgment of those who feel no obligation to defend the papal institution. 
 
In the humiliation of Boniface VIII., the state gained a signal triumph over the papacy. The 
proposition, that the papal pretension to supremacy over the temporal power is inconsistent with 
the rights of man and untaught by the law of God, was about to be defended in bold writings 
coming from the pens of lawyers and poets in France and Italy and, a half century later, by 
Wyclif. These advocates of the sovereign independence of the state in its own domain were the 
real descendants of those jurisconsults who, on the pIain of Roncaglia, advocated the same theory 
in the hearing of Frederick Barbarossa. Two hundred years after the conflict between Boniface 
and Philip the Fair, Luther was to fight the battle for the spiritual sovereignty of the individual 
man. These two principles, set aside by the priestly pride and theological misunderstanding of the 
Middle Ages, belong to the foundation of modern civilization. 
 
Boniface’s Bull, Unam Sanctam. 
 
The great importance of Boniface’s bull, Unam Sanctam, issued against Philip the Fair, Nov. 18, 
1302, justifies its reproduction both in translation and the original Latin. It has rank among the 
most notorious deliverances of the popes and is as full of error as was Innocent VIII.’s bull issued 
in 1484 against witchcraft. It presents the theory of the supremacy of the spiritual power over the 
temporal, the authority of the papacy over princes, in its extreme form. The following is a 
translation: — 
 
Boniface, Bishop, Servant of the servants of God. For perpetual remembrance: — 
 
Urged on by our faith, we are obliged to believe and hold that there is one holy, catholic, and 
apostolic Church. And we firmly believe and profess that outside of her there is no salvation nor 
remission of sins, as the bridegroom declares in the Canticles, "My dove, my undefiled, is but 
one; she is the only one of her mother; she is the choice one of her that bare her." And this 
represents the one mystical body of Christ, and of this body Christ is the head, and God is the 
head of Christ. In it there is one Lord, one faith, one baptism. For in the time of the Flood there 
was the single ark of Noah, which prefigures the one Church, and it was finished according to the 
measure of one cubit and had one Noah for pilot and captain, and outside of it every living 
creature on the earth, as we read, was destroyed. And this Church we revere as the only one, even 
as the Lord saith by the prophet, "Deliver my soul from the sword, my darling from the power of 



the dog." He prayed for his soul, that is, for himself, head and body. And this body he called one 
body, that is, the Church, because of the single bridegroom, the unity of the faith, the sacraments, 
and the love of the Church. She is that seamless shirt of the Lord which was not rent but was 
allotted by the casting of lots. Therefore, this one and single Church has one head and not two 
heads,—for had she two heads, she would be a monster,—that is, Christ and Christ’s vicar, Peter 
and Peter’s successor. For the Lord said unto Peter, "Feed my sheep." "My," he said, speaking 
generally and not particularly, "these and those," by which it is to be understood that all the sheep 
are committed unto him. So, when the Greeks or others say that they were not committed to the 
care of Peter and his successors, they must confess that they are not of Christ’s sheep, even as the 
Lord says in John, "There is one fold and one shepherd." 
 
That in her and within her power are two swords, we are taught in the Gospels, namely, the 
spiritual sword and the temporal sword. For when the Apostles said, "Lo, here,"—that is in the 
Church,—are two swords, the Lord did not reply to the Apostles "it is too much," but "it is 
enough." It is certain that whoever denies that the temporal sword is in the power of Peter, 
hearkens ill to the words of the Lord which he spake, "Put up thy sword into its sheath." 
Therefore, both are in the power of the Church, namely, the spiritual sword and the temporal 
sword; the latter is to be used for the Church, the former by the Church; the former by the hand of 
the priest, the latter by the hand of princes and kings, but at the nod and sufferance of the priest. 
The one sword must of necessity be subject to the other, and the temporal authority to the 
spiritual. For the Apostle said, "There is no power but of God, and the powers that be are 
ordained of God;" and they would not have been ordained unless one sword had been made 
subject to the other, and even as the lower is subjected by the other for higher things. For, 
according to Dionysius, it is a divine law that the lowest things are made by mediocre things to 
attain to the highest. For it is not according to the law of the universe that all things in an equal 
way and immediately should reach their end, but the lowest through the mediocre and the lower 
through the higher. But that the spiritual power excels the earthly power in dignity and worth, we 
will the more clearly acknowledge just in proportion as the spiritual is higher than the temporal. 
And this we perceive quite distinctly from the donation of the tithe and functions of benediction 
and sanctification, from the mode in which the power was received, and the government of the 
subjected realms. For truth being the witness, the spiritual power has the functions of establishing 
the temporal power and sitting in judgment on it if it should prove to be not good. {28} And to the 
Church and the Church’s power the prophecy of Jeremiah attests: "See, I have set thee this day 
over the nations and the kingdoms to pluck up and to break down and to destroy and to 
overthrow, to build and to plant." 
 
And if the earthly power deviate from the right path, it is judged by the spiritual power; but if a 
minor spiritual power deviate from the right path, the lower in rank is judged by its superior; but 
if the supreme power [the papacy] deviate, it can be judged not by man but by God alone. And so 
the Apostle testifies, "He which is spiritual judges all things, but he himself is judged by no man." 
But this authority, although it be given to a man, and though it be exercised by a man, is not a 
human but a divine power given by divine word of mouth to Peter and confirmed to Peter and to 
his successors by Christ himself, whom Peter confessed, even him whom Christ called the Rock. 
For the Lord said to Peter himself, "Whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth," etc. Whoever, 
therefore, resists this power so ordained by God, resists the ordinance of God, unless perchance 
he imagine two principles to exist, as did Manichaeus, which we pronounce false and heretical. 
For Moses testified that God created heaven and earth not in the beginnings but "in the 
beginning." 
 
Furthermore, that every human creature is subject to the Roman pontiff,—this we declare, say, 
define, and pronounce to be altogether necessary to salvation. 



 
Bonifatius, Episcopus, Servus servorum Dei. Ad futuram rei memoriam. {29} 
 
Unam sanctam ecclesiam catholicam et ipsam apostolicam urgente fide credere cogimur et 
tenere, nosque hanc frmiter credimus et simpliciter confitemur, extra quam nec salus est, nec 
remissio peccatorum, sponso in Canticis proclamante: Una est columba mea, perfecta mea. Una 
est matris suae electa genetrici suae. Quae {Song of Solomon 6:9} unum corpus mysticum 
repraesentat, cujus caput Christus, Christi vero Deus. In qua unus Dominus, una fides, unum 
baptisma. Una nempe fuit diluvii tempore arca Noa®, unam ecclesiam praefigurans, quae in uno 
cubito consummata unum, Noa® videlicet, gubernatorem habuit et rectorem, extra quam omnia 
subsistentia super terram legimus fuisse deleta. 
 
Hanc autem veneramur et unicam, dicente Domino in Propheta: Erue a framea, Deus, animam 
meam et de manu canis unicam meam.  {Psalm 22:20} Pro anima enim, id est, pro se ipso, capite 
simul oravit et corpore. Quod corpus unicam scilicet ecclesiam nominavit, propter sponsi, fidei, 
sacramentorum et caritatis ecclesiae unitatem. Haec est tunica illa Domini inconsutilis, quae 
scissa non fuit, sed sorte provenit. {John 19} 
 
Igitur ecclesiae unius et unicae unum corpus, unum caput, non duo capita, quasi monstrum, 
Christus videlicet et Christi vicarius, Petrus, Petrique successor, dicente Domino ipsi Petro: 
Pasce oves meas.  {John 21:17} Meas, inquit, generaliter, non singulariter has vel illas: per quod 
commisisse sibi intelligitur universas. Sive ergo Graeci sive alii se dicant Petro ejusque 
successoribus non esse commissos: fateantur necesse est, se de ovibus Christi non esse, dicente 
Domino in Joanne, unum ovile et unicum esse pastorem. {John 10:16} 
 
In hac ejusque potestate duos esse gladios, spiritualem videlicet et temporalem, evangelicis dictis 
instruimur. Nam dicentibus Apostolis: Ecce gladii duo hic, {Luke 22:38} in ecclesia scilicet, cum 
apostoli loquerentur, non respondit Dominus, nimis esse, sed satis. Certe qui in potestate Petri 
temporalem gladium esse negat, male verbum attendit Domini proferentis: Converte gladium 
tuum in vaginam. {Matthew 26:52} Uterque ergo est in potestate ecclesiae, spiritualis scilicet 
gladius et materialis. Sed is quidem pro ecclesia, ille vero ab ecclesia exercendus, ille sacerdotis, 
is manu regum et militum, sed ad nutum et patientiam sacerdotis. 
 
Oportet autem gladium esse sub gladio, et temporalem auctoritatem spirituali subjici potestati. 
Nam cum dicat Apostolus: Non est potestas nisi a Deo; quae autem sunt, a Deo ordinata sunt, 
{Romans 13:1} non autem ordinata essent, nisi gladius esset sub gladio, et tanquam inferior 
reduceretur per alium in suprema. Nam secundum B. Dionysium lex dirinitatis est, infima per 
media in suprema reduci.... Sic de ecclesia et ecclesiastica potestate verificatur vaticinium 
Hieremiae: {Jeremiah 1:10} Ecce constitui te hodie super gentes et regna et cetera, quae 
sequuntur. 
 
Ergo, si deviat terrena potestas, judicabitur a potestate spirituali; sed, si deviat spiritualis minor, 
a suo superiori si vero suprema, a solo Deo, non ab homine poterit judicari, testante Apostolo: 
Spiritualis homo judicat omnia, ipse autem a nemine judicatur. {1 Corinthians 2:16} Est autem 
haec auctoritas, etsi data sit homini, et exerceatur per hominem, non humana, sed potius divina 
potestas, ore divino Petro data, sibique suisque successoribus in ipso Christo, quem confessus 
fuit, petra firmata, dicente Domino ipsi Petro: Quodcunque ligaveris, etc. {Matthew 16:19} 
Quicunque igitur huic potestati a Deo sic ordinatae resistit, Dei ordinationi resistit, nisi duo, 
sicut Manichaeus, fingat esse principia, quod falsum et haereticum judicamus, quia, testante 
Moyse, non in principiis, sed in principio coelum Deus creavit et terram. {Genesis 1:1} 
 



Porro subesse Romano Pontifici omni humanae creaturae declaramus dicimus, definimus et 
pronunciamus omnino esse de necessitate salutis. 
 
The most astounding clause of this deliverance makes subjection to the pope an essential of 
salvation for every creature. Some writers have made the bold attempt to relieve the language of 
this construction, and refer it to princes and kings. So fair and sound a Roman Catholic writer as 
Funk {30} has advocated this interpretation, alleging in its favor the close connection of the 
clause with the previous statements through the particle porro, furthermore, and the consideration 
that the French people would not have resented the assertion that obedience to the papacy is a 
condition of salvation. But the overwhelming majority of Catholic historians take the words in 
their natural meaning. {31} The expression "every human creature" would be a most unlikely one 
to be used as synonymous with temporal rulers. Boniface made the same assertion in a letter to 
the duke of Savoy, 1300, when he demanded submission for every mortal,—omnia anima. 
Aegidius Colonna paraphrased the bull in these words, "the supreme pontiff is that authority to 
which every soul must yield subjection." {32} That the mediaeval Church accepted this 
construction is vouched for by the Fifth Lateran Council, 1516, which, in reaffirming the bull, 
declared "it necessary to salvation that all the faithful of Christ be subject to the Roman pontiff." 
{33} 
 
{16} Quomodo presumimus judicare reges et principes orbis terrarum et vermiculum aggredi non 
audemus, etc.; Denifle, Archiv, etc., V. 521. For these and other quotations, see Finke, Aus den 
Tagen Bon., etc., p. 152 sqq. 
 
{17} Contemporary writers spoke of the modern or recent French nation as opposed to the nation 
of a preceding period. So the author of the Tractate of 1308 in defence of Boniface VIII., Finke, 
p. lxxxvi. He said "the kings of the modern French people do not follow in the footsteps of their 
predecessors"—reges moderni gentis Francorum, etc. The same writer compared Philip to 
Nebuchadnezzar rebelling against the higher powers. 
 
{18} See Scholz, Publizistik, VIII. p. 3 sqq. 
 
{19} Summaria brevis et compendiosa doctrina felicis expeditionis et abbreviationis guerrarum 
ac litium regni Francorum. See Scholz, p. 415. 
 
{20} See Scholz, p. 357. The authenticity of the bull Ausculta was once called in question, but is 
now universally acknowledged. The copy in the Vatican bears the erasure of Clement V., who 
struck out the passages most offensive to Philip. Hefele gives the copy preserved in the library of 
St. Victor. 
 
{21} Sciat maxima tua fatuitas in temporalibus nos alicui non subesse, etc. Hefele, VI. 332, calls 
in question the authenticity of this document, at the same time recognizing that it was circulated 
in Rome in 1802, and that the pope himself made reference to it. The original phrase is ascribed 
to Pierre Flotte, Scholz, p. 357. Flotte was an uncompromising advocate of the king’s sovereignty 
and independence of the pope. He made a deep impression by an address at the parliament called 
by Philip, 1302. He was probably the author of the anti-papal tract beginning Antequam essent 
clerici, the text of which is printed by Dupuy, pp. 21-23. Here he asserts that the Church consists 
of laymen as well as clerics, Scholz, p. 361, and that taxes levied upon Church property are not 
extortions. 
 
{22} The university declared in favor of a general council June 21, 1303, Chartul. Univ. Par. II. 
101 sq. 



 
{23} VIII. 63. See Scholz, pp. 363-375, and Holtzmann: W. von Nogaret. 
 
{24} VIII. 63. Dollinger, whose account is very vivid, depends chiefly upon the testimony of 
three eye-witnesses, a member of the curia, the chronicler of Orvieto and Nogaret himself. He 
sets aside much of Villani’s report, which Reumont, Wattenbach, Gregorovius, and other 
historians adopt. Dante and Villani, who both condemn the pope’s arrogance and nepotism, 
resented the indignity put upon Boniface at Anagni, and rejoiced over his deliverance as of one 
who, like Christ, rose from the dead. Dante omits all reference to Sciarra Colonna and other 
Italian nobles as participants in the plot. Dante’s description is given in Paradiso, xx. 86 sqq. 
 
I see the flower-de-luce Alagna [Anagni] enter, 
 
And Christ in his own vicar captive made. 
 
{25} Ferretus of Vicenza, Muratori: Scriptores, IX. 1002, reports that Boniface wanted to be 
removed from St. Peter’s to the Lateran, but the Colonna sent word he was in custody. 
 
{26} Extra mentem positus. Ferretus relates that Boniface fell into a rage and, after gnawing his 
staff and striking his head against the wall, hanged himself. Villani, VIII. 63, speaks of a "strange 
malady" begotten in the pope so that he gnawed at himself as if he were mad. The chronicler of 
Orvieto, see Dollinger: Beitrage, etc., III. 353, says Boniface died weighed down by despondency 
and the infirmities of age, ubi tristitia et senectutis infirmitate gravatus mortuus est. It is 
charitable to suppose that the pope’s old enemy, the stone, returned to plague him, the malady 
from which the Spanish physician Arnald of Villanova had given him relief. See Finke, p. 200 
sqq. 
 
{27} Kirchengesch., II. 597 sq. Boniface called the French "dogs" and Philip garacon, which had 
the meaning of street urchin. A favorite expression with him was ribaldus, rascal, and he called 
Charles of Naples "meanest of rascals," vilissimus ribaldus. See Finke, p. 292 sq. Finke’s 
judgment is based in part upon new documents he found in Barcelona and other libraries. 
 
{28} This passage is based almost word for word upon Hugo de St. Victor, Deuteronomy 
Sacramentis, II. 2, 4. 
 
{29} The text is taken from W. Romer: Die Bulle, unam sanctam, Schaffhausen, 1889. See also 
Mirbt: Quellen, p. 148 sq. 
 
{30} In his Kirchengeschichtliche Abhandlungen, I. 483-489. This view is also taken by J. 
Berchtold: Die Bulle Unam sanctam ihre wahre Bedeutung und Tragweite Staat und Kirche, 
Munich, 1887. An attempt was made by Abbe Mury, La Bulle Unam sanctam, in Rev. des 
questions histor. 1879, on the ground of the bull’s stinging affirmations and verbal obscurities to 
detect the hand of a forger, but Cardinal Hergenrother, Kirchengesch., II. 694, pronounces the 
genuineness to be above dispute. 
 
{31} So Hergenrother-Kirsch, Hefele-Knopfler: Kirchengesch., p. 380, and Conciliengesch., VI. 
349 sq. Every writer on Boniface VIII. and Philip the Fair discusses the meaning of Boniface’s 
deliverance. Among the latest is W. Joos: Die Bulle Unam sanctam, Schaffhausen, 1896. Finke: 
Aus den Tagen Bonifaz VIII., p. 146 sqq., C-CXLVI. Scholz: Publizistik, p. 197 sqq. 
 
{32} Summus pontifex... est illa potestas cui omnisanima debet esse subjecta. 



 
{33} Deuteronomy necessitate esse salutis omnes Christi fideles romani pontifici subesse. The 
writer in Wetzer-Welte, XII. 229 sqq., pronounces the view impossible which limits the meaning 
of the clause to temporal rulers.  



5. Literary Attacks against the Papacy. 
 
Nothing is more indicative of the intellectual change going on in Western Europe in the 
fourteenth century than the tractarian literature of the time directed against claims made by the 
papacy. Three periods may be distinguished. In the first belong the tracts called forth by the 
struggle of Philip the Fair and Boniface VIII., with the year 1302 for its centre. Their 
distinguishing feature is the attack made upon the pope’s jurisdiction in temporal affairs. The 
second period opens during the pontificate of John XXII. and extends from 1320-1340. Here the 
pope’s spiritual supremacy was attacked. The most prominent writer of the time was Marsiglius 
of Padua. The third period begins with the papal schism toward the end of the fourteenth century. 
The writers of this period emphasized the need of reform in the Church and discussed the 
jurisdiction of general councils as superior to the jurisdiction of the pope. {34} 
 
The publicists of the age of Boniface VIII. and Philip the Fair now defended, now openly 
attacked the mediaeval theory of the pope’s lordship over kings and nations. The body of 
literature they produced was unlike anything which Europe had seen before. In the conflict 
between Gregory IX. and Frederick II., Europe was filled with the epistolary appeals of pope and 
emperor, who sought each to make good his case before the court of European public opinion, 
and more especially of the princes and prelates. The controversy of this later time was 
participated in by a number of writers who represented the views of an intelligent group of clerics 
and laymen. They employed a vigorous style adapted to make an impression on the public mind. 
 
Stirred by the haughty assertions of Boniface, a new class of men, the jurisconsults, entered the 
lists and boldly called in question the old order represented by the policy of Hildebrand and 
Innocent III. They had studied in the universities, especially in the University of Paris, and some 
of them, like Dubois, were laymen. The decision of the Bologna jurists on the field of Roncaglia 
was reasserted with new arguments and critical freedom, and a step was taken far in advance of 
that decision which asserted the independence of the emperor. The empire was set aside as an 
antiquated institution, and France and other states were pronounced sovereign within their own 
limits and immune from papal dominion over their temporal affairs. The principles of human law 
and the natural rights of man were arrayed against dogmatic assertions based upon unbalanced 
and false interpretations of Scripture. The method of scholastic sophistry was largely replaced by 
an appeal to common sense and regard for the practical needs of society. The authorities used to 
establish the new theory were Aristotle, the Scriptures and historic facts. These writers were John 
the Baptists preparing the way for the more clearly outlined and advanced views of Marsiglius of 
Padua and Ockam, who took the further step of questioning or flatly denying the pope’s spiritual 
supremacy, and for the still more advanced and more spiritual appeals of Wyclif and Luther. A 
direct current of influence can be traced back from the Protestant Reformation to the anti-papal 
tracts of the first decade of the fourteenth century. 
 
The tract writers of the reign of Philip the Fair, who defended the traditional theory of the pope’s 
absolute supremacy in all matters, were the Italians Aegidius Colonna, James of Viterbo, Henry 
of Cremona, and Augustinus Triumphus. The writers who attacked the papal claim to temporal 
power are divided into two groups. To the first belongs Dante, who magnified the empire and the 
station of the emperor as the supreme ruler over the temporal affairs of men. The men of the 
second group were associated more or less closely with the French court and were, for the most 
part, Frenchmen. They called in question the authority of the emperor. Among their leaders were 
John of Paris and Peter Dubois. In a number of cases their names are forgotten or uncertain, while 
their tracts have survived. It will be convenient first to take up the theory of Dante, and then to 



present the views of papal and anti-papal writings which were evidently called forth by the 
struggle started by Boniface. 
 
Dante was in nowise associated with the court of Philip the Fair, and seems to have been moved 
to write his treatise on government, the Deuteronomy monarchia, by general considerations and 
not by any personal sympathy with the French king. His theory embodies views in direct 
antagonism to those promulged in Boniface’s bull Unam sanctam, and Thomas Aquinas, whose 
theological views Dante followed, is here set aside. {35} The independence and sovereignty of 
the civil estate is established by arguments drawn from reason, Aristotle, and the Scriptures. In 
making good his position, the author advances three propositions, devoting a chapter to each: (1) 
Universal monarchy or empire, for the terms are used synonymously, is necessary. (2) This 
monarchy belongs to the Roman people. (3) It was directly bequeathed to the Romans by God, 
and did not come through the mediation of the Church. 
 
The interests of society, so the argument runs, require an impartial arbiter, and only a universal 
monarch bound by no local ties can be impartial. A universal monarchy will bring peace, the 
peace of which the angels sang on the night of Christ’s birth, and it will bring liberty, God’s 
greatest gift to man. {36} Democracy reduces men to slavery. The Romans are the noblest people 
and deserve the right to rule. This is evident from the fine manhood of Aeneas, their progenitor, 
{37} from the evident miracles which God wrought in their history and from their world-wide 
dominion. This right to rule was established under the Christian dispensation by Christ himself, 
who submitted to Roman jurisdiction in consenting to be born under Augustus and to suffer under 
Tiberius. It was attested by the Church when Paul said to Festus, "I stand at Caesar’s judgment 
seat, where I ought to be judged," Acts 25:10. There are two governing agents necessary to 
society, the pope and the emperor. The emperor is supreme in temporal things and is to guide 
men to eternal life in accordance with the truths of revelation. Nevertheless, the emperor should 
pay the pope the reverence which a first-born son pays to his father, such reverence as 
Charlemagne paid to Leo III. {38} 
 
In denying the subordination of the civil power, Dante rejects the figure comparing the spiritual 
and temporal powers to the sun and moon, {39} and the arguments drawn from the alleged 
precedence of Levi over Judah on the ground of the priority of Levi’s birth; from the oblation of 
the Magi at the manger and from the sentence passed upon Saul by Samuel. He referred the two 
swords both to spiritual functions. Without questioning the historical occurrence, he set aside 
Constantine’s donation to Sylvester on the ground that the emperor no more had the right to 
transfer his empire in the West than he had to commit suicide. Nor had the pope a right to accept 
the gift. {40} In the Inferno Dante applied to that transaction the oft-quoted lines: {41} — 
 
Ah, Constantine, of how much ill was cause, 
 
Not thy conversion, but those rich domains 
 
Which the first wealthy pope received of thee. 
 
The Florentine poet’s universal monarchy has remained an ideal unrealized, like the republic of 
the Athenian philosopher. {42} Conception of popular liberty as it is conceived in this modern 
age, Dante had none. Nevertheless, he laid down the important principle that the government 
exists for the people, and not the people for the government. {43} 
 
The treatise Deuteronomy monarchia was burnt as heretical, 1329, by order of John XXII. and 
put on the Index by the Council of Trent. In recent times it has aided the Italian patriots in their 



work of unifying Italy and separating politics from the Church according to Cavour’s maxim, "a 
free Church in a free state." 
 
In the front rank of the champions of the temporal power of the papacy stood Aegidius Colonna, 
called also Aegidius Romanus, 1247-1316. {44} He was an Augustinian, and rose to be general of 
his order. He became famous as a theological teacher and, in 1287, his order placed his writings 
in all its schools. {45} In 1295 he was made archbishop of Bourges, Boniface setting aside in his 
favor the cleric nominated by Coelestine. Aegidius participated in the council in Rome, 1301, 
which Philip the Fair forbade the French prelates to attend. He was an elaborate writer, and in 
1304 no less than 12 of his theological works and 14 of his philosophical writings were in use in 
the University of Paris. 
 
The tract by which Aegidius is chiefly known is his Power of the Supreme Pontiff—De 
ecclesiastica sive de summit pontificis potestate. It was the chief work of its time in defence of the 
papacy, and seems to have been called forth by the Roman Council and to have been written in 
1301. {46} It was dedicated to Boniface VIII. Its main positions are the following: — 
 
The pope judges all things and is judged by no man, 1 Corinthians 2:15. To him belongs plenary 
power, plenitudo potestatis. This power is without measure, without number, and without weight.  
{47} It extends over all Christians. The pope is above all laws and in matters of faith infallible. 
He is like the sea which fills all vessels, like the sun which, as the universally active principle, 
sends his rays into all things. The priesthood existed before royalty. Abel and Noah, priests, 
preceded Nimrod, who was the first king. As the government of the world is one and centres in 
one ruler, God, so in the affairs of the militant Church there can be only one source of power, one 
supreme government, one head to whom belongs the plenitude of power. This is the supreme 
pontiff. The priesthood and the papacy are of immediate divine appointment. Earthly kingdoms, 
except as they have been established by the priesthood, owe their origin to usurpation, robbery, 
and other forms of violence. {48} In these views Aegidius followed Augustine: Deuteronomy 
civitate, IV. 4, and Gregory VII. The state, however, he declared to be necessary as a means 
through which the Church works to accomplish its divinely appointed ends. 
 
In the second part of his tract, Aegidius proves that, in spite of Numbers 18:20,21, and Luke 10:4, 
the Church has the right to possess worldly goods. The Levites received cities. In fact, all 
temporal goods are under the control of the Church. {49} As the soul rules the body, so the pope 
rules over all temporal matters. The tithe is a perpetual obligation. No one has a right to the 
possession of a single acre of ground or a vineyard without the Church’s permission and unless he 
be baptized. 
 
The fulness of power, residing in the pope, gives him the right to appoint to all benefices in 
Christendom, but, as God chooses to rule through the laws of nature, so the pope rules through 
the laws of the Church, but he is not bound by them. He may himself be called the Church. For 
the pope’s power is spiritual, heavenly and divine. Aegidius was used by his successors, James of 
Viterbo, Augustinus Triumphus and Alvarus, and also by John of Paris and Gerson who contested 
some of his main positions. {50} 
 
The second of these writers, defending the position of Boniface VIII., was James of Viterbo, {51} 
d. 1308. He also was an Italian, belonged to the Augustinian order, and gained prominence as a 
teacher in Paris. In 1302 he was appointed by Boniface archbishop of Beneventum, and a few 
months later archbishop of Naples. His Christian Government—De regimine christiano —is, 
after the treatise of Aegidius, the most comprehensive of the papal tracts. It also was dedicated to 



Boniface VIII., who is addressed as "the holy lord of the kings of the earth." The author distinctly 
says he was led to write by the attacks made upon the papal prerogative. 
 
To Christ’s vicar, James says, royalty and priesthood, regnum et sacerdotium, belong. Temporal 
authority was not for the first time conferred on him when Constantine gave Sylvester the 
dominion of the West. Constantine did nothing more than confirm a previous right derived from 
Christ, when he said, "whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven." Priests are 
kings, and the pope is the king of kings, both in mundane and spiritual matters. {52} He is the 
bishop of the earth, the supreme lawgiver. Every soul must be subject to him in order to salvation. 
{53} By reason of his fulness of power, the supreme pontiff can act according to law or against it, 
as he chooses. {54} 
 
Henry of Cassaloci, or Henry of Cremona, as he is usually called from his Italian birthplace, d. 
1312, is mentioned, contrary to the custom of the age, by name by John of Paris, as the author of 
the tract, The Power of the Pope—De potestate papae. {55} He was a distinguished authority in 
canon law and consulted by Boniface. He was appointed, 1302, a member of the delegation to 
carry to Philip the Fair the two notorious bulls, Salvator mundi and Ausculta fili. The same year 
he was appointed bishop of Reggio. {56} The papal defenders were well paid. 
 
Henry began his tract with the words of Matthew 27:18, "All power is given unto me," and 
declared the attack against the pope’s temporal jurisdiction over the whole earth a matter of 
recent date, and made by "sophists" who deserved death. Up to that time no one had made such 
denial. He attempts to make out his fundamental thesis from Scripture, the Fathers, canon law, 
and reason. God at first ruled through Noah, the patriarchs, Melchizedec, and Moses, who were 
priests and kings at the same time. Did not Moses punish Pharaoh? Christ carried both swords. 
Did he not drive out the money-changers and wear the crown of thorns? To him the power was 
given to judge the world. John 5:22. The same power was entailed upon Peter and his successors. 
As for the state, it bears to the Church the relation of the moon to the sun, and the emperor has 
only such power as the pope is ready to confer. Henry also affirms that Constantine’s donation 
established no right, but confirmed what the pope already possessed by virtue of heavenly gift. 
{57} The pope transferred the empire to Charlemagne, and Innocent IV. asserted the papal 
supremacy over kings by deposing Frederick II. If in early and later times the persons of popes 
were abused, this was not because they lacked supreme authority in the earth {58} or were in 
anywise subject to earthly princes. No emperor can legally exercise imperial functions without 
papal consecration. When Christ said, "my kingdom is not of this world," he meant nothing more 
than that the world refused to obey him. As for the passage, "render to Caesar the things which 
are Caesar’s," Christ was under no obligation to give tribute to the emperor, and the children of 
the kingdom are free, as Augustine, upon the basis of Matthew 27:26 sq., said. 
 
The main work of another defender of the papal prerogatives, Augustinus Triumphus, belongs to 
the next period. {59} 
 
An intermediate position between these writers and the anti-papal publicists was taken by the 
Cardinals Colonna and their immediate supporters. {60} In their zeal against Boniface VIII. they 
questioned the absolute power of the Church in temporal concerns, and placed the supreme 
spiritual authority in the college of cardinals, with the pope as its head. 
 
Among the advanced writers of the age was William Durante, d. 1381, an advocate of 
Gallicanism. {61} He was appointed bishop of Mende before he had reached the canonical age. 
He never came under the condemnation of the Church. In a work composed at the instance of 
Clement V. on general councils and the reformation of Church abuses, Deuteronomy modo 



generalis concilii celebrandi et corruptelis in ecclesiis reformandis, he demanded a reformation 
of the Church in head and members, {62} using for the first time this expression which was so 
often employed in a later age. He made the pope one of the order of bishops on all of whom was 
conferred equally the power to bind and to loose. {63} The bishops are not the pope’s assistants, 
the view held by Innocent III., but agents directly appointed by God with independent 
jurisdiction. The pope may not act out of harmony with the canons of the early Church except 
with the approval of a general council. When new measures are contemplated, a general council 
should be convened, and one should be called every ten years. {64} 
 
Turning now to the writers who contested the pope’s right to temporal authority over the nations, 
we find that while the most of them were clerics, all of them were jurists. It is characteristic that 
besides appealing to Aristotle, the Scriptures, and the canon law, they also appealed to the Roman 
law. We begin with several pamphlets whose authorship is a matter of uncertainty. 
 
The Twofold Prerogative—Quaestio in utramque partem —was probably written in 1302, and by 
a Frenchman. {65} The tract clearly sets forth that the two functions, the spiritual and the 
temporal, are distinct, and that the pope has plenary power only in the spiritual realm. It is evident 
that they are not united in one person, from Christ’s refusal of the office of king and from the law 
prohibiting the Levites holding worldly possessions. Canon law and Roman law recognized the 
independence of the civil power. Both estates are of God. At best the pope’s temporal authority 
extends to the patrimony of Peter. The empire is one among the powers, without authority over 
other states. As for the king of France, he would expose himself to the penalty of death if he were 
to recognize the pope as overlord. {66} 
 
The same positions are taken in the tract, {67} The Papal Power,—Quaestio de potestate papae. 
The author insists that temporal jurisdiction is incompatible with the pope’s office. He uses the 
figure of the body to represent the Church, giving it a new turn. Christ is the head. The nerves and 
veins are officers in the Church and state. They depend directly upon Christ, the head. The heart 
is the king. The pope is not even called the head. The soul is not mentioned. The old application 
of the figure of the body and the soul, representing respectively the regnum and the sacerdotium, 
is set aside. The pope is a spiritual father, not the lord over Christendom. Moses was a temporal 
ruler and Aaron was priest. The functions and the functionaries were distinct. At best, the 
donation of Constantine had no reference to France, for France was distinct from the empire. The 
deposition of Childerich by Pope Zacharias established no right, for all that Zacharias did was, as 
a wise counsellor, to give the barons advice. 
 
A third tract, one of the most famous pieces of this literature, the Disputation between a Cleric 
and a Knight, {68} was written to defend the sovereignty of the state and its right to levy taxes 
upon Church property. The author maintains that the king of France is in duty bound to see that 
Church property is administered according to the intent for which it was given. As he defends the 
Church against foreign foes, so he has the right to put the Church under tribute. 
 
In the publicist, John of Paris, d. 1306, we have one of the leading minds of the age. {69} He was 
a Dominican, and enjoyed great fame as a preacher and master. On June 26, 1303, he joined 132 
other Parisian Dominicans in signing a document calling for a general council, which the 
university had openly favored five days before. {70} His views of the Lord’s Supper brought 
upon him the charge of heresy, and he was forbidden to give lectures at the university. {71} He 
appealed to Clement V., but died before he could get a hearing. 
 
John’s chief writing was the tract on the Authority of the Pope and King, — Deuteronomy 
potestate regia et papali, {72} —which almost breathes the atmosphere of modern times. 



 
John makes a clear distinction between the "body of the faithful," which is the Church, and the 
"body of the clergy." {73} The Church has its unity in Christ, who established the two estates, 
spiritual and temporal. They are the same in origin, but distinguished on earth. The pope has the 
right to punish moral offences, but only with spiritual punishments. The penalties of death, 
imprisonment, and fines, he has no right to impose. Christ had no worldly jurisdiction, and the 
pope should keep clear of "Herod’s old error." {74} Constantine had no right to confer temporal 
power on Sylvester. John adduced 42 reasons urged in favor of the pope’s omnipotence in 
temporal affairs and offers a refutation for each of them. 
 
As for the pope’s place in the Church, the pope is the representative of the ecclesiastical body, not 
its lord. The Church may call him to account. If the Church were to elect representatives to act 
with the supreme pontiff, we would have the best of governments. As things are, the cardinals are 
his advisers and may admonish him and, in case he persists in his error, they may call to their aid 
the temporal arm. The pope may be deposed by an emperor, as was actually the case when three 
popes were deposed by Henry III. The final seat of ecclesiastical authority is the general council. 
It may depose a pope. Valid grounds of deposition are insanity, heresy, personal incompetence 
and abuse of the Church’s property. 
 
Following Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas, John derived the state from the family and not from 
murder and other acts of violence. {75} It is a community organized for defence and bodily well-
being. With other jurists, he regarded the empire as an antiquated institution and, if it continues to 
exist, it is on a par with the monarchies, not above them. Climate and geographical considerations 
make different monarchies necessary, and they derive their authority from God. Thus John and 
Dante, while agreeing as to the independence of the state, differ as to the seat where secular 
power resides. Dante placed it in a universal empire, John of Paris in separate monarchies. 
 
The boldest and most advanced of these publicists, Pierre Dubois, {76} was a layman, probably a 
Norman, and called himself a royal attorney. {77} As a delegate to the national council in Paris, 
April, 1302, he represented Philip’s views. He was living as late as 1321. In a number of tracts he 
supported the contention of the French monarch against Boniface VIII. {78} France is 
independent of the empire, and absolutely sovereign in all secular matters. The French king is the 
successor of Charlemagne. The pope is the moral teacher of mankind, "the light of the world," but 
he has no jurisdiction in temporal affairs. It is his function to care for souls, to stop wars, to 
exercise oversight over the clergy, but his jurisdiction extends no farther. 
 
The pope and clergy are given to worldliness and self-indulgence. Boniface is a heretic. The 
prelates squander the Church’s money in wars and litigations, prefer the atmosphere of princely 
courts, and neglect theology and the care of souls. The avarice of the curia and the pope leads 
them to scandalous simony and nepotism. {79} Constantine’s donation marked the change to 
worldliness among the clergy. It was illegal, and the only title the pope can show to temporal 
power over the patrimony of Peter is long tenure. The first step in the direction of reforms would 
be for clergy and pope to renounce worldly possessions altogether. This remedy had been 
prescribed by Arnold of Brescia and Frederick II. 
 
Dubois also criticised the rule and practice of celibacy. Few clergymen keep their vows. And yet 
they are retained, while ordination is denied to married persons. This is in the face of the fact that 
the Apostle permitted marriage to all. The practice of the Eastern church is to be preferred. The 
rule of single life is too exacting, especially for nuns. Durante had proposed the abrogation of the 
rule, and Arnald of Villanova had emphasized the sacredness of the marriage tie, recalling that it 
was upon a married man, Peter, that Christ conferred the primacy. {80} 



 
Dubois showed the freshness of his mind by suggestions of a practical nature. He proposed the 
colonization of the Holy Land by Christian people, and the marriage of Christian women to 
Saracens of station as a means of converting them. As a measure for securing the world’s 
conversion, he recommended to Clement the establishment of schools for boys and girls in every 
province, where instruction should be given in different languages. The girls were to be taught 
Latin and the fundamentals of natural science, and especially medicine and surgery, that they 
might serve as female physicians among women in the more occult disorders. 
 
A review of the controversial literature of the age of Philip the Fair shows the new paths along 
which men’s thoughts were moving. {81} The papal apologists insisted upon traditional 
interpretations of a limited number of texts, the perpetual validity of Constantine’s donation, and 
the transfer of the empire. They were forever quoting Innocent’s famous bull, Per venerabilem. 
{82} On the other hand, John of Paris, and the publicists who sympathized with him, as also 
Dante, corrected and widened the vision of the field of Scripture, and brought into prominence 
the common rights of man. The resistance which the king of France offered to the demands of 
Boniface encouraged writers to speak without reserve. 
 
The pope’s spiritual primacy was left untouched. The attack was against his temporal jurisdiction. 
The fiction of the two swords was set aside. The state is as supreme in its sphere as the Church in 
its sphere, and derives its authority immediately from God. Constantine had no right to confer the 
sovereignty of the West upon Sylvester, and his gift constitutes no valid papal claim. Each 
monarch is supreme in his own realm, and the theory of the overlordship of the emperor is 
abandoned as a thing out of date. 
 
The pope’s tenure of office was made subject to limitation. He may be deposed for heresy and 
incompetency. Some writers went so far as to deny to him jurisdiction over Church property. The 
advisory function of the cardinals was emphasized and the independent authority of the bishops 
affirmed. Above all, the authority residing in the Church as a body of believers was discussed, 
and its voice, as uttered through a general council, pronounced to be superior to the authority of 
the pope. The utterances of John of Paris and Peter Dubois on the subject of general councils led 
straight on to the views propounded during the papal schism at the close of the fourteenth 
century. {83} Dubois demanded that laymen as well as clerics should have a voice in them. The 
rule of clerical celibacy was attacked, and attention called to its widespread violation in practice. 
Pope and clergy were invoked to devote themselves to the spiritual well-being of mankind, and to 
foster peaceable measures for the world’s conversion. 
 
This freedom of utterance and changed way of thinking mark the beginning of one of the great 
revolutions in the history of the Christian Church. To these publicists the modern world owes a 
debt of gratitude. Principles which are now regarded as axiomatic were new for the Christian 
public of their day. A generation later, Marsiglius of Padua defined them again with clearness, 
and took a step still further in advance. 
 
{34} I have followed closely in this chapter the clear and learned presentations of Richard Scholz 
and Finke and the documents they print as well as the documents given by Goldast. See below. A 
most useful contribution to the study of the age of Boniface VIII. and the papal theories current at 
the time would be the publication of the tracts mentioned in this section and others in a single 
volume. 
 
{35} The date of the Deuteronomy monarchia is a matter of uncertainty. There are no references 
in the treatise to Dante’s own personal affairs or the contemporary events of Europe to give any 



clew (sic). Witte, the eminent Dante student, put it in 1301; so also R. W. Church, on the ground 
that Dante makes no reference to his exile, which began in 1301. The tendency now is to follow 
Boccaccio, who connected the treatise with the election of Henry VII. or Henry’s journey to 
Rome, 1311. The treatise would then be a manifesto for the restoration of the empire to its 
original authority. For a discussion of the date, see Henry: Dante’s de monarchia, XXXII. sqq. 
 
{36} Libertus est maximum donum humanae naturae a Deo collatum, I. 14. It is a striking 
coincidence that Leo XIII. began his encyclical of June 20, 1888, with these similar words, 
libertas praestantissimum naturae donum, "liberty, the most excellent gift of nature." 
 
{37} ii. 3. Dante appeals to the testimony of Virgil, his guide through hell and purgatory. He also 
quotes Virgil’s proud lines:— 
 
Tu regere imperii populos, Romane, memento. 
 
Haec tibi erunt artes, pacisque imponere morem 
 
Parcere subjectis et debellare superbos. 
 
Roman, remember that it was given to thee to rule the nations. Thine it is to establish peace, spare 
subject peoples and war against the proud. 
 
{38} ii. 12, 13; iii. 13, 16. 
 
{39} This last section of the book has the heading auctoritatem imperii immediate dependere a 
Deo. 
 
{40} iii. 10, Constantinus alienare non poterat imperii di gnitatem nec ecclesia recipere. 
 
{41} xix. 115 sqq. Ahi, Constantin, di quanto mal fu matre, 
 
Non la tua conversion, ma quella dote 
 
Che da te prese il primo ricco padre! 
 
In the Purgatorio, xvi. 106-112, Dante deplores the union of the crozier and the sword. 
 
{42} With reference to the approaching termination of the emperor’s influence in Italian affairs, 
Bryce, ch. XV., sententiously says that Dante’s Deuteronomy monarchia was an epitaph, not a 
prophecy. 
 
{43} Non cives propter consules nec gens propter regem sed e converso consules propter cives, 
rex propter gentem, iii. 14. 
 
{44} Scholz, pp. 32-129. 
 
{45} Chartul. Univ. Paris., II. 12. 
 
{46} Jourdain, in 1858, was the first to call attention to the manuscript, and Kraus the first to give 
a summary of its positions in the Oesterr. Vierteljahrsschrift, Vienna, 1862, pp. 1-33. Among 
Aegidius’ other tracts is the "Rule of Princes,"—De regimine principum —1285, printed 1473. It 



was at once translated into French and Italian and also into Spanish, Portuguese, English, and 
even Hebrew. The "Pope’s Abdication"—De renunciatione papae sive apologia pro Bonifacio 
VIII.—1297, was a reply to the manifesto of the Colonna, contesting a pope’s right to resign his 
office. For a list of Aegidius’ writings, see art. Colonna Aegidius, in Wetzer-Welte, III. 667-671. 
See Scholz, pp. 46, 126. 
 
{47} Aegidius quotes the Wisdom of Solomon 2:21 
 
{48} See Scholz, p. 96 sqq. This author says the de regimine principum of Aegidius presents a 
different view, and following Aristotle, derives the state from the social principle. 
 
{49} Sub dominio et potestate ecclesiae. 
 
{50} Scholz, p. 124. 
 
{51} See Finke, pp. 163-166; Scholz, pp. 129-153. 
 
{52} Scholz, pp. 135, 145, 147. These two prerogatives are called potestas ordinis and potestas 
jurisdictionis. 
 
{53} Scholz, p. 148. 
 
{54} Potest agere et secundum leges quas ponit et praeter illas, ubi opportunum esse judicaverit. 
Finke, p. 166. 
 
{55} Finke, pp. 166-170; Scholz, pp. 162-1S6. Finke was the first to use this Tract. Scholz 
describes two MSS. in the National Library of Paris, and gives the tract entire, pp. 459-471. 
 
{56} A contemporary notes that the consistory was reminded that the nominee was the author of 
the Deuteronomy potestate papae, "a book which proves that the pope was overlord in temporal 
as well as spiritual matters." Scholz, p. 155. The tract was written, as Scholz thinks, not later than 
1301, or earlier than 1298, as it quotes the Liber sextus. 
 
{57} Constantinus non dedit sed recognovit ab ecclesia se tenere—confitetur se ab ecclesia illud 
tenere. See Scholz, p. 467. 
 
{58} Non defectus juris, sed potentiae. 
 
{59} Four of his smaller tracts are summarized by Scholz, pp. 172-189. See 8. 
 
{60} Scholz, pp. 198-207. 
 
{61} Scholz, pp. 208-223. 
 
{62} Tam in capite quam in membris. Scholz, pp. 211, 220. The tract was reprinted at the time of 
the Council of Trent and dedicated to Paul III. 
 
{63} The words Matthew 16:19, were addressed to the whole Church, he says, and not to Peter 
alone. 
 
{64} Scholz, p. 214. 



 
{65} This date is made very probable by Scholz, p. 225 sqq. Riezler, p. 141, wrongly put it down 
to 1364-1380. Scheffer-Boichorst showed that the author spoke of the canonization of Louis IX., 
1297, as having occurred "in our days," and that he quoted the Liber sextus, 1298, as having 
recently appeared. The tract is given in Goldast: Monarchia, II. 195 sqq. 
 
{66} Scholz, p. 239. On Feb. 28, 1302, Philip made his sons swear never to acknowledge any one 
but God as overlord. 
 
{67} It is bound up in MS. with the former tract and with the work of John of Paris. It is printed in 
Dupuy, pp. 663-683. It has been customary to regard Peter Dubois as the author, but Scholz, p. 
257, gives reasons against this view. 
 
{68} Disputatio inter clericum et militem. It was written during the conflict between Boniface and 
Philip, and not by Ockam, to whom it was formerly ascribed. Recently Riezler, p. 146, has 
ascribed it to Peter Dubois. It was first printed, 1476, and is reprinted in Goldast: Monarchia, I. 
13 sqq. MSS. are found in Paris, Oxford, Cambridge, and Prag. See Scholz, p. 336 sqq. An 
English translation appeared with the following title: A dialogue betwene a knight and a clerke 
concerning the Power Spiritual and temporal, by William Ockham, the great philosopher, in 
English and Latin, London, 1540. 
 
{69} Finke, pp. 170-177; Scholz, pp. 275-333. 
 
{70} Chartul. Univ. Paris., II. 102. 
 
{71} Deuteronomy modo existendi corporis Christi in sacramento altaris. Chartul. II. 120. 
 
{72} First printed in Paris, 1506, and is found in Goldast, II. 108 sqq. For the writings ascribed to 
John, see Scholz, p. 284 sq. Finke, p. 172, says, ein gesundes beinahe modernes Empfinden 
zeichnet ihn aus. His tract belongs to 1302-1303. So Scholz and Finke. John writes as though 
Boniface were still living. He quotes "the opinions of certain moderns" and Henry of Cremona by 
name. The last chapter of John’s tract is largely made up of excerpts from Aegidius’ 
Deuteronomy renuntiatione papae. Scholz, p. 291, thinks it probable that Dante used John’s tract. 
 
{73} Congregatio fidelium... congregatio clericorum. 
 
{74} Scholz, p. 315. 
 
{75} Finke, p. 72; Scholz, p. 324. 
 
{76} See Renan: Hist. Litt. XXVI. 471-536; Scholz, pp. 374-444. 
 
{77} Advocatus regalium causarum. 
 
{78} For these tracts, see Renan, p. 476 sq.; Scholz, p. 385 sqq. 
 
{79} Scholz, p. 398. 
 
{80} Contulit conjugato scilicet beato Petro primatum ecclesiae, Finke, p. clxxiii. Arnald is 
attacking the Minorites and Dominicans for publicly teaching that the statements of married 



people in matters of doctrine are not to be believed, conjugato non est credendum super veritate 
divina. 
 
{81} See the summary of Scholz, pp. 444-458. 
 
{82} It is quoted again and again by Henry of Cremona. See the text in Scholz, p. 464 sq., etc. For 
the text of the bull, see Mirbt: Quellen, pp. 127-130. 
 
{83} Scholz, p. 322; Schwab: Life of Gerson, p. 133.  



6. The Transfer of the Papacy to Avignon. 
 
The successor of Boniface, Benedict XI., 1303-1304, a Dominican, was a mild-spirited and 
worthy man, more bent on healing ruptures than on forcing his arbitrary will. Departing from the 
policy of his predecessor, he capitulated to the state and put an end to the conflict with Philip the 
Fair. Sentences launched by Boniface were recalled or modified, and the interdict pronounced by 
that pope upon Lyons was revoked. Palestrina was restored to the Colonna. Only Sciarra Colonna 
and Nogaret were excepted from the act of immediate clemency and ordered to appear at Rome. 
Benedict’s death, after a brief reign of eight months, was ascribed to poison secreted in a dish of 
figs, of which the pope partook freely. {84} 
 
The conclave met in Perugia, where Benedict died, and was torn by factions. After an interval of 
nearly eleven months, the French party won a complete triumph by the choice of Bertrand de Got, 
archbishop of Bordeaux, who took the name of Clement V. At the time of his election, Bertrand 
was in France. He never crossed the Alps. After holding his court at Bordeaux, Poictiers, and 
Toulouse, he chose, in 1309, Avignon as his residence. 
 
Thus began the so-called Babylonian captivity, or Avignon exile, of the papacy, which lasted 
more than seventy years and included seven popes, all Frenchmen, Clement V., 1305-1314; John 
XXII., 1316-1334; Benedict XII., 1334-1342; Clement VI., 1342-1352; Innocent VI., 1352-1362; 
Urban V., 1362-1370; Gregory XI., 1370-1378. This prolonged absence from Rome was a great 
shock to the papal system. Transplanted from its maternal soil, the papacy was cut loose from the 
hallowed and historical associations of thirteen centuries. It no longer spake as from the centre of 
the Christian world. 
 
The way had been prepared for the abandonment of the Eternal City and removal to French 
territory. Innocent II. and other popes had found refuge in France. During the last half of the 
thirteenth century the Apostolic See, in its struggle with the empire, had leaned upon France for 
aid. To avoid Frederick II., Innocent IV. had fled to Lyons, 1245. If Boniface VIII. represents a 
turning-point in the history of the papacy, the Avignon residence shook the reverence of 
Christendom for it. It was in danger of becoming a French institution. Not only were the popes all 
Frenchmen, but the large majority of the cardinals were of French birth. Both were reduced to a 
station little above that of court prelates subject to the nod of the French sovereign. At the same 
time, the popes continued to exercise their prerogatives over the other nations of Western 
Christendom, and freely hurled anathemas at the German emperor and laid the interdict upon 
Italian cities. The word might be passed around, "where the pope is, there is Rome," but the 
wonder is that the grave hurt done to his oecumenical character was not irreparable. {85} 
 
The morals of Avignon during the papal residence were notorious throughout Europe. The papal 
household had all the appearance of a worldly court, torn by envies and troubled by schemes of 
all sorts. Some of the Avignon popes left a good name, but the general impression was bad—
weak if not vicious. The curia was notorious for its extravagance, venality, and sensuality. 
Nepotism, bribery, and simony were unblushingly practised. The financial operations of the papal 
family became oppressive to an extent unknown before. Indulgences, applied to all sorts of cases, 
were made a source of increasing revenue. Alvarus Pelagius, a member of the papal household 
and a strenuous supporter of the papacy, in his Deuteronomy planctu ecclesiae, complained 
bitterly of the speculation and traffic in ecclesiastical places going on at the papal court. It 
swarmed with money-changers, and parties bent on money operations. Another contemporary, 
Petrarch, who never uttered a word against the papacy as a divine institution, launched his satires 



against Avignon, which he called "the sink of every vice, the haunt of all iniquities, a third 
Babylon, the Babylon of the West." No expression is too strong to carry his biting invectives. 
Avignon is the "fountain of afflictions, the refuge of wrath, the school of errors, a temple of lies, 
the awful prison, hell on earth." {86} But the corruption of Avignon was too glaring to make it 
necessary for him to invent charges. This ill-fame gives Avignon a place at the side of the courts 
of Louis XIV. and Charles II. of England. 
 
During this papal expatriation, Italy fell into a deplorable condition. Rome, which had been the 
queen of cities, the goal of pilgrims, the centre towards which the pious affections of all Western 
Europe turned, the locality where royal and princely embassies had sought ratification for 
ambitious plans—Rome was now turned into an arena of wild confusion and riot. Contending 
factions of nobles, the Colonna, Orsini, Gaetani, and others, were in constant feud, {87} and 
strove one with the other for the mastery in municipal affairs and were often themselves set aside 
by popular leaders whose low birth they despised. The source of her gains gone, the city withered 
away and was reduced to the proportions, the poverty, and the dull happenings of a provincial 
town, till in 1370 the population numbered less than 20,000. She had no commerce to stir her 
pulses like the young cities in Northern and Southern Germany and in Lombardy. Obscurity and 
melancholy settled upon her palaces and public places, broken only by the petty attempts at civic 
displays, which were like the actings of the circus ring compared with the serious manoeuvres of 
a military campaign. The old monuments were neglected or torn down. A papal legate sold the 
stones of the Colosseum to be burnt in lime-kilns, and her marbles were transported to other 
cities, so that it was said she was drawn upon more than Carrara. {88} Her churches became 
roofless. Cattle ate grass up to the very altars of the Lateran and St. Peter’s. The movement of art 
was stopped which had begun with the arrival of Giotto, who had come to Rome at the call of 
Boniface VIII. to adorn St. Peter’s. No product of architecture is handed down from this period 
except the marble stairway of the church of St. Maria, Ara Coeli, erected in 1348 with an 
inscription commemorating the deliverance from the plague, and the restored Lateran church 
which was burnt, 1308. {89} Ponds and debris interrupted the passage of the streets and filled the 
air with offensive and deadly odors. At Clement V.’s death, Napoleon Orsini assured Philip that 
the Eternal City was on the verge of destruction and, in 1347, Cola di Rienzo thought it more fit 
to be called a den of robbers than the residence of civilized men. 
 
The Italian peninsula, at least in its northern half, was a scene of political division and social 
anarchy. The country districts were infested with bands of brigands. The cities were given to 
frequent and violent changes of government. High officials of the Church paid the price of 
immunity from plunder and violence by exactions levied on other personages of station. Such 
were some of the immediate results of the exile of the papacy. Italy was in danger of succumbing 
to the fate of Hellas and being turned into a desolate waste. 
 
Avignon, which Clement chose as his residence, is 460 miles southeast of Paris and lies south of 
Lyons. Its proximity to the port of Marseilles made it accessible to Italy. It was purchased by 
Clement VI., 1348, from Naples for 80, 000 gold florins, and remained papal territory until the 
French Revolution. As early as 1229, the popes held territory in the vicinity, the duchy of 
Venaissin, which fell to them from the domain of Raymond of Toulouse. On every side this free 
papal home was closely confined by French territory. Clement was urged by Italian bishops to go 
to Rome, and Italian writers gave as one reason for his refusal fear lest he should receive meet 
punishment for his readiness to condemn Boniface VIII. {90} 
 
Clement’s coronation was celebrated at Lyons, Philip and his brother Charles of Valois, the Duke 
of Bretagne and representatives of the king of England being present. Philip and the duke walked 
at the side of the pope’s palfrey. By the fall of an old wall during the procession, the duke, a 



brother of the pope, and ten other persons lost their lives. The pope himself was thrown from his 
horse, his tiara rolled in the dust, and a large carbuncle, which adorned it, was lost. Scarcely ever 
was a papal ruler put in a more compromising position than the new pontiff. His subjection to a 
sovereign who had defied the papacy was a strange spectacle. He owed his tiara indirectly, if not 
immediately, to Philip the Fair. He was the man Philip wanted. {91} It was his task to appease the 
king’s anger against the memory of Boniface, and to meet his brutal demands concerning the 
Knights Templars. These, with the Council of Vienne, which he called, were the chief historic 
concerns of his pontificate. 
 
The terms on which the new pope received the tiara were imposed by Philip himself, and, 
according to Villani, the price he made the Gascon pay included six promises. Five of them 
concerned the total undoing of what Boniface had done in his conflict with Philip. The sixth 
article, which was kept secret, was supposed to be the destruction of the order of the Templars. It 
is true that the authenticity of these six articles has been disputed, but there can be no doubt that 
from the very outset of Clement’s pontificate, the French king pressed their execution upon the 
pope’s attention. {92} Clement, in poor position to resist, confirmed what Benedict had done and 
went farther. He absolved the king; recalled, Feb. 1, 1306, the offensive bulls Clericis laicos and 
Unam sanctam, so far as they implied anything offensive to France or any subjection on the part 
of the king to the papal chair, not customary before their issue, and fully restored the cardinals of 
the Colonna family to the dignities of their office. 
 
The proceedings touching the character of Boniface VIII. and his right to a place among the 
popes dragged along for fully six years. Philip had offered, among others, his brother, Count 
Louis of Evreux, as a witness for the charge that Boniface had died a heretic. There was a 
division of sentiment among the cardinals. The Colonna were as hostile to the memory of 
Boniface as they were zealous in their writings for the memory of Coelestine V. They pronounced 
it to be contrary to the divine ordinance for a pope to abdicate. His spiritual marriage with the 
Church cannot be dissolved. And as for there being two popes at the same time, God was himself 
not able to constitute such a monstrosity. On the other hand, writers like Augustinus Triumphus 
defended Boniface and pronounced him a martyr to the interests of the Church and worthy of 
canonization. {93} In his zeal against his old enemy Philip had called, probably as early as 1305, 
for the canonization of Coelestine V. {94} A second time, in 1307, Boniface’s condemnation was 
pressed upon Clement by the king in person. But the pope knew how to prolong the prosecution 
on all sorts of pretexts. Philip represented himself as concerned for the interests of religion, and 
Nogaret and the other conspirators insisted that the assault at Avignon was a religious act, 
negotium fidei. Nogaret sent forth no less than twelve apologies defending himself for his part in 
the assault. {95} In 1310 the formal trial began. Many witnesses appeared to testify against 
Boniface,—laymen, priests and bishops. The accusations were that the pope had declared all three 
religions false, Mohammedanism, Judaism and Christianity, pronounced the virgin birth a tale, 
denied transubstantiation and the existence of hell and heaven and that he had played games of 
chance. 
 
Clement issued one bull after another protesting the innocency of the offending parties concerned 
in the violent measures against Boniface. Philip and Nogaret were declared innocent of all guilt 
and to have only pure motives in preferring charges against the dead pope. {96} The bull, Rex 
gloriae, 1311, addressed to Philip, stated that the secular kingdom was founded by God and that 
France in the new dispensation occupied about the same place as Israel, the elect people, 
occupied under the old dispensation. Nogaret’s purpose in entering into the agreement which 
resulted in the affair at Anagni was to save the Church from destruction at the hands of Boniface, 
and the plundering of the papal palace and church was done against the wishes of the French 
chancellor. In several bulls Clement recalled all punishments, statements, suspensions and 



declarations made against Philip and his kingdom, or supposed to have been made. And to fully 
placate the king, he ordered all Boniface’s pronouncements of this character effaced from the 
books of the Roman Church. Thus in the most solemn papal form did Boniface’s successor undo 
all that Boniface had done. {97} When the Oecumenical Council of Vienne met, the case of 
Boniface was so notorious a matter that it had to be taken up. After a formal trial, in which the 
accused pontiff was defended by three cardinals, he was adjudged not guilty. To gain this point, 
and to save his predecessor from formal condemnation, it is probable Clement had to surrender to 
Philip unqualifiedly in the matter of the Knights of the Temple. 
 
After long and wearisome proceedings, this order was formally legislated out of existence by 
Clement in 1312. Founded in 1119 to protect pilgrims and to defend the Holy Land against the 
Moslems, it had outlived its mission. Sapped of its energy by riches and indulgence, its once 
famous knights might well have disbanded and no interest been the worse for it. The story, 
however, of their forcible suppression awakens universal sympathy and forms one of the most 
thrilling and mysterious chapters of the age. Dollinger has called it "a unique drama in history." 
{98} 
 
The destruction of the Templar order was relentlessly insisted upon by Philip the Fair, and 
accomplished with the reluctant co-operation of Clement V. In vain did the king strive to hide the 
sordidness of his purpose under the thin mask of religious zeal. At Clement’s coronation, if not 
before, Philip brought charges against it. About the same time, in the insurrection called forth by 
his debasement of the coin, the king took refuge in the Templars’ building at Paris. In 1307 he 
renewed the charges before the pope. When Clement hesitated, he proceeded to violence, and on 
the night of Oct. 13, 1307, he had all the members of the order in France arrested and thrown into 
prison, including Jacques de Molay, the grand-master. Dollinger applies to this deed the strong 
language that, if he were asked to pick out from the whole history of the world the accursed 
day,—dies nefastus, —he would be able to name none other than Oct. 13, 1307. Three days later, 
Philip announced he had taken this action as the defender of the faith and called upon Christian 
princes to follow his example. Little as the business was to Clement’s taste, he was not man 
enough to set himself in opposition to the king, and he gradually became complaisant. {99} The 
machinery of the Inquisition was called into use. The Dominicans, its chief agents, stood high in 
Philip’s favor, and one of their number was his confessor. In 1308 the authorities of the state 
assented to the king’s plans to bring the order to trial. The constitution of the court was provided 
for by Clement, the bishop of each diocese and two Franciscans and two Dominicans being 
associated together. A commission invested with general authority was to sit in Paris. {100} 
 
In the summer of 1308 the pope ordered a prosecution of the knights wherever they might be 
found. {101} The charges set forth were heresy, spitting upon the cross, worshipping an idol, 
Bafomet—the word for Mohammed in the Provenacal dialect—and also the most abominable 
offences against moral decency such as sodomy and kissing the posterior parts and the navel of 
fellow knights. The members were also accused of having meetings with the devil who appeared 
in the form of a black cat and of having carnal intercourse with female demons. The charges 
which the lawyers and Inquisitors got together numbered 127 and these the pope sent through 
France and to other countries as the basis of the prosecution. 
 
Under the strain of prolonged torture, many of the unfortunate men gave assent to these charges, 
and more particularly to the denial of Christ and the spitting upon the cross. The Templars seem 
to have had no friends in high places bold enough to take their part. The king, the pope, the 
Dominican order, the University of Paris, the French episcopacy were against them. Many 
confessions once made by the victims were afterwards recalled at the stake. Many denied the 
charges altogether. {102} In Paris 36 died under torture, 54 suffered there at one burning, May 10, 



1310, and 8 days later 4 more. Hundreds of them perished in prison. Even the bitterest enemies 
acknowledged that the Templars who were put to death maintained their innocence to their dying 
breath. {103} 
 
In accordance with Clement’s order, trials were had in Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Cyprus 
and England. In England, Edward II. at first refused to apply the torture, which was never 
formally adopted in that land, but later, at Clement’s demand, he complied. Papal inquisitors 
appeared. Synods in London and York declared the charges of heresy so serious that it would be 
impossible for the knights to clear themselves. English houses were disbanded and the members 
distributed among the monasteries to do penance. In Italy and Germany, the accused were, for the 
most part, declared innocent. In Spain and Portugal, no evidence was forthcoming of guilt and the 
synod of Tarragona, 1310, and other synods favored their innocence. 
 
The last act in these hostile proceedings was opened at the Council of Vienne, called for the 
special purpose of taking action upon the order. The large majority of the council were in favor of 
giving it a new trial and a fair chance to prove its innocence. But the king was relentless. He 
reminded Clement that the guilt of the knights had been sufficiently proven, and insisted that the 
order be abolished. He appeared in person at the council, attended by a great retinue. Clement 
was overawed, and by virtue of his apostolic power issued his decree abolishing the Templars, 
March 22, 1312. {104} Clement’s reasons were that suspicions existed that the order held to 
heresies, that many of the Templars had confessed to heresies and other offences, that thereafter 
reputable persons would not enter the order, and that it was no longer necessary for the defence of 
the Holy Land. Directions were given for the further procedure. The guilty were to be put to 
death; the innocent to be supported out of the revenues of the order. With this action the famous 
order passed out of existence. 
 
The end of Jacques de Molay, the 22d and last grand-master of the order of Templars, was worthy 
of its proudest days. At the first trial he confessed to the charges of denying Christ and spitting 
upon the cross, and was condemned, but afterwards recalled his confession. His case was 
reopened in 1314. With Geoffrey de Charney, grand-preceptor of Normandy, and others, he was 
led in front of Notre Dame Cathedral, and sentenced to perpetual imprisonment. Molay then stood 
forth and declared that the charges against the order were false, and that he had confessed to them 
under the strain of torture and instructions from the king. Charney said the same. The commission 
promised to reconsider the case the next day. But the king’s vengeance knew no bounds, and that 
night, March 11, 1314, the prisoners were burned. The story ran that while the flames were doing 
their grewsome (sic) work, Molay summoned pope and king to meet him at the judgment bar 
within a year. The former died, in a little more than a month, of a loathsome disease, though 
penitent, as it was reported, for his treatment of the order, and the king, by accident, 
 
while engaged in the chase, six months later. The king was only 46 years old at the time of his 
death, and 14 years after, the last of his direct descendants was in his grave and the throne passed 
to the house of Valois. 
 
As for the possessions of the order, papal decrees turned them over to the Knights of St. John, but 
Philip again intervened and laid claim to 260,000 pounds as a reimbursement for alleged losses to 
the Temple and the expense of guarding the prisoners. {105} In Spain, they passed to the orders 
of San Iago di Compostella and Calatrava. In Aragon, they were in part applied to a new order, 
Santa Maria de Montesia, and in Portugal to the Military Order of Jesus Christ, ordo militiae Jesu 
Christi. Repeated demands made by the pope secured the transmission of a large part of their 
possessions to the Knights of St. John. In England, in 1323, parliament granted their lands to the 



Hospitallers, but the king appropriated a considerable share to himself. The Temple in London 
fell to the Earl of Pembroke, 1313. {106} 
 
The explanation of Philip’s violent animosity and persistent persecution is his cupidity. He 
coveted the wealth of the Templars. Philip was quite equal to a crime of this sort. {107} He 
robbed the bankers of Lombardy and the Jews of France, and debased the coin of his realm. A 
loan of 500,000 pounds which he had secured for a sister’s dowry had involved him in great 
financial straits. He appropriated all the possessions of the Templars he could lay his hands upon. 
Clement V.’s subserviency it is easy to explain. He was a creature of the king. When the pope 
hesitated to proceed against the unfortunate order, the king beset him with the case of Boniface 
VIII. To save the memory of his predecessor, the pope surrendered the lives of the knights. {108} 
Dante, in representing the Templars as victims of the king’s avarice, compares Philip to Pontius 
Pilate. 
 
I see the modern Pilate, whom avails 
 
No cruelty to sate and who, unbidden, 
 
Into the Temple sets his greedy sails. 
 
Purgatory, xx. 91. 
 
The house of the Templars in Paris was turned into a royal residence, from which Louis XVI., 
more than four centuries later, went forth to the scaffold. 
 
The Council of Vienne, the fifteenth in the list of the oecumenical councils, met Oct. 16, 1311, 
and after holding three sessions adjourned six months later, May 6, 1812. Clement opened it with 
an address on Psalm 111:1,2, and designated three subjects for its consideration, the case of the 
order of the Templars, the relief of the Holy Land and Church reform. The documents bearing on 
the council are defective. {109} In addition to the decisions concerning the Templars and 
Boniface VIII., it condemned the Beguines and Beghards and listened to charges made against the 
Franciscan, Peter John Olivi (d. 1298). Olivi belonged to the Spiritual wing of the order. His 
books had been ordered burnt, 1274, by one Franciscan general, and a second general of the 
order, Bonagratia, 1279, had appointed a commission which found thirty-four dangerous articles 
in his writings. The council, without pronouncing against Olivi, condemned three articles 
ascribed to him bearing on the relation of the two parties in the Franciscan order, the Spirituals 
and Conventuals. 
 
The council has a place in the history of biblical scholarship and university education by its act 
ordering two chairs each, of Hebrew, Arabic, and Chaldee established in Paris, Oxford, Bologna, 
and Salamanca. 
 
While the proceedings against Boniface and the Templars were dragging on in their slow course 
in France, Clement was trying to make good his authority in Italy. Against Venice he hurled the 
most violent anathemas and interdicts for venturing to lay hands on Ferrara, whose territory was 
claimed by the Apostolic See. A crusade was preached against the sacrilegious city. She was 
defeated in battle, and Ferrara was committed to the administration of Robert, king of Naples, as 
the pope’s vicar. 
 
All that he could well do, Clement did to strengthen the hold of France on the papacy. The first 
year of his pontificate he appointed 9 French cardinals, and of the 24 persons whom he honored 



with the purple, 23 were Frenchmen. He granted to the insatiable Philip a Church tithe for five 
years. Next to the fulfilment of his obligations to this monarch, Clement made it his chief 
business to levy tributes upon ecclesiastics of all grades and upon vacant Church livings. {110} 
He was prodigal with offices to his relatives. This was a leading feature of his pontificate. Five of 
his kin were made cardinals, three being still in their youth. His brother he made rector of Rome, 
and other members of his family received Ancona, Ferrara, the duchy of Spoleto, and the duchy 
of Venaissin, and other territories within the pope’s gift. {111} The administration and disposition 
of his treasure occupied a large part of Clement’s time and have offered an interesting subject to 
the pen of the modern Jesuit scholar, Ehrle. The papal treasure left by Clement’s predecessor, 
after being removed from Perugia to France, was taken from place to place and castle to castle, 
packed in coffers laden on the backs of mules. After Clement’s death, the vast sums he had 
received and accumulated suddenly disappeared. Clement’s successor, John XXII., instituted a 
suit against Clement’s most trusted relatives to account for the moneys. The suit lasted from 
1318-1322, and brought to light a great amount of information concerning Clement’s finances. 
{112} 
 
His fortune Clement disposed of by will, 1312, the total amount being 814,000 florins; 300,000 
were given to his nephew, the viscount of Lomagne and Auvillars, a man otherwise known for his 
numerous illegitimate offspring. This sum was to be used for a crusade; 314,000 were bequeathed 
to other relatives and to servants. The remaining 200,000 were given to churches, convents, and 
the poor. A loan of 160,000 made to the king of France was never paid back. {113} 
 
Clement’s body was by his appointment buried at Uzeste. His treasure was plundered. At the trial 
instituted by John XXII., it appeared that Clement before his death had set apart 70,000 florins to 
be divided in equal shares between his successor and the college of cardinals. The viscount of 
Lomagne was put into confinement by John, and turned over 300,000 florins, one-half going to 
the cardinals and one-half to the pope. A few months after Clement’s death, the count made loans 
to the king of France of 110,000 florins and to the king of England of 60,000. 
 
Clement’s relatives showed their appreciation of his liberality by erecting to his memory an 
elaborate sarcophagus at Uzeste, which cost 50,000 gold florins. The theory is that the pope 
administers moneys coming to him by virtue of his papal office for the interest of the Church at 
large. Clement spoke of the treasure in his coffers as his own, which he might dispose of as he 
chose. {114} 
 
Clement’s private life was open to the grave suspicion of unlawful intimacy with the beautiful 
Countess Brunissenda of Foix. Of all the popes of the fourteenth century, he showed the least 
independence. An apologist of Boniface VIII., writing in 1308, recorded this judgment: {115} 
"The Lord permitted Clement to be elected, who was more concerned about temporal things and 
in enriching his relatives than was Boniface, in order that by contrast Boniface might seem 
worthy of praise where he would otherwise have been condemned, just as the bitter is not known 
except by the sweet, or cold except by heat, or the good except by evil." Villani, who assailed 
both popes, characterized Clement "as licentious, greedy of money, a simoniac, who sold in his 
court every benefice for gold." {116} 
 
By a single service did this pope seem to place the Church in debt to his pontificate. The book of 
decretals, known as the Clementines, and issued in part by him, was completed by his successor, 
John XXII. 
 



{84} Ferretus of Vicenza, Muratori, IX. 1013. Villani, VIII. 80. As an example of Benedict’s 
sanctity it was related that after he was made pope he was visited by his mother, dressed in silks, 
but he refused to recognize her till she had changed her dress, and then he embraced her. 
 
{85} See Pastor, I. 75-80. He calls Clement’s decision to remain in France der unselige 
Entschluss, "the unholy resolve," and says the change to Avignon had the meaning of a calamity 
and a fall, die Bedeutung einer Katastrophe, eines Sturzes. Hefele-Knopfler, Kirchengeschichte, 
p. 458, pronounces it "a move full of bad omen." Baur, Kirchengesch. d. M. A., p. 265, said, "The 
transference of the papal chair to Avignon was the fatal turning-point from which the papacy 
moved on to its dramatic goal with hasty step." See also Haller, p. 23. Pastor, p. 62, making out as 
good a case as he can for the Avignon popes, lays stress upon the support they gave to missions in 
Asia and Africa. Clement VI., 1342-1352, appointed an archbishop for Japan. 
 
{86} Petrarch speaks of it "as filled with every kind of confusion, the powers of darkness 
overspreading it and containing everything fearful which had ever existed or been imagined by a 
disordered mind." Robinson: Petrarch, p. 87. Pastor, I. p. 76, seeks to reduce the value of 
Petrarch’s testimony on the ground that he spoke as a poet, burning with the warm blood of his 
country, who, notwithstanding his charges, preferred to live in Avignon. 
 
{87} The children did not escape the violence of this mad frenzy. The little child, Agapito 
Colonna, was found in the church, where it had been taken by the servant, strangled by the Orsini. 
 
{88} Pastor, p. 78, with note. 
 
{89} John XXII. paid off the cost incurred for this restoration with the price of silver vessels left 
by Clement V. for the relief of the churches in Rome. See Ehrle, V. 131. 
 
{90} See Finke: Quellen, p. 92. 
 
{91} Dollinger says Clement passed completely into the service of the king, er trat ganz in den 
Dienst des Konigs. Akad. Vortrage, III. 254. 
 
{92} Mansi was the first to express doubts concerning these articles, reported by Villani, VIII. 80. 
Dollinger: Akad. Vortrage, III. 254, and Hefele, following Bouteric, deny them altogether. 
Hefele, in a long and careful statement, VI. 394-403, gives reasons for regarding them as an 
Italian invention. Clement distinctly said that he knew nothing of the charges against the 
Templars till the day of his coronation. On the other hand, Villani’s testimony is clear and 
positive, and at any rate shows the feeling which prevailed in the early part of the fourteenth 
century. Archer is inclined to hold on to Villani’s testimony, Enc. Brit., XXIII. 164. The character 
of pope and king, and the circumstances under which Clement was elected, make a compact 
altogether probable. 
 
{93} Dupuy, pp. 448-465. See Finke and Scholz, pp. 198-207. Among those who took sides 
against the pope was Peter Dubois. In his Deliberatio super agendis a Philippo IV. (Dupuy, pp. 
44-47), he pronounced Boniface a heretic. This tract was probably written during the sessions of 
the National Assembly in Paris, April, 1302. See Scholz, p. 386. In another tract Dubois (Dupuy, 
pp. 214-19) called upon the French king to condemn Boniface as a heretic. 
 
{94} This is upon the basis of a tractate found and published by Finke, Aus den Tagen Bon. VIII., 
pp. lxix-c, and which he puts in the year 1308. See pp. lxxxv, xcviii. Scholz, p. 174, ascribes this 
tract to Augustinus Triumphus. 



 
{95} Holtzmann: W. von Nogaret, p. 202 sqq. 
 
{96} The tract of 1308 attempts to prove some of the charges against Boniface untrue, or that true 
sayings attributed to him did not make him a heretic. For example, it takes up the charges that 
Boniface had called the Gauls dogs, and had said he would rather be a dog than a Gaul. The 
argument begins by quoting Ecclesiastes 3:19, p. lxx. sqq. 
 
{97} The condemned clauses were in some cases erased, but Boniface’s friends succeeded in 
keeping some perfect copies of the originals. See Hefele-Knopfler, VI. 460. 
 
{98} Dollinger’s treatment, Akad. Vortrage, III. 244-274, was the last address that distinguished 
historian made before the Munich Academy of the Sciences. In his zeal to present a good case for 
the Templars, he suggests that if they had been let alone they might have done good service by 
policing the Mediterranean, with Cyprus as a base. 
 
{99} In the bull Pastoralis praeeminentiae, 1307. Augustinus Triumphus, in his tract on the 
Templars, de facto Templarorum, without denying the charges of heresy, denied the king’s right 
to seize and try persons accused of heresy on his own initiative and without the previous consent 
of the Church. See the document printed by Scholz, pp. 508-516. 
 
{100} It consisted of the archbishop of Narbonne, the bishops of Mende, Bayeux, and Limoges 
and four lesser dignitaries. The place of sitting was put at Paris at the urgency of Philip. 
 
{101} In the bull Faciens misericordiam. In this document the pope made the charge that the 
grand-master and the officers of the order were in the habit of granting absolution, a strictly 
priestly prerogative. It was to confirm the strict view of granting absolution that Alexander III. 
provided for the admission of priests to the Military Orders. See Lea’s valuable paper. The 
Absolution Formula of the Templars. See also on this subject Finke I. 395-397. Funk, p. 1330, 
says der Pabst kam von jetzt an-dem Konig mehr und mehr entgegen und nachdem er sich von 
dem gewaltigsten und rucksichtsiosigsten Fursten seiner Zeit hatte ungarnen lassen, war ein 
Entkommen aus seiner Gewalt kaum mehr moglich. 
 
{102} These practices have been regarded by Prutz, Loiscleur (La doctrine secrete des Templiers, 
Paris, 1872) and others as a part of a secret code which came into use in the thirteenth century. 
But the code has not been forthcoming and was not referred to in the trials. Frederick II. declared 
that the Templars received Mohammedans into their house at Jerusalem and preferred their 
religious rites. This statement must be taken with reserve, in view of Frederick’s hostility to the 
order for its refusal to help him on his crusade. See M. Paris, annee. 1244. 
 
{103} At the trial before the bishop of Nismes in 1309, out of 32, all but three denied the charges. 
At Perpignan, 1310, the whole number, 26, denied the charges. At Clermont 40 confessed the 
order guilty, 28 denied its guilt. With such antagonistic testimonies it is difficult, if at all possible, 
to decide the question of guilt or innocence. 
 
{104} Per viam provisionis seu ordinationis apostolicae is the language of the bull, that is, as 
opposed to de jure or as a punishment for proven crimes. This bull, Vox clamantis, was found by 
the Benedictine, Dr. Gams, in Spain, in 1865. See Hefele-Knopfler, VI. 625 sqq. It is found in 
Mirbt: Quellen, p. 149 sq. Clement asserts he issued the order of abolition "not without bitterness 
and pain of heart," non sine cordis amaritudine et dolore. Two other bulls on the Templars and 
the disposition of their property followed in May. 



 
{105} The wealth of the Templars has been greatly exaggerated. They were not richer in France 
than the Hospitallers. About 1300 the possessions of each of these orders in that country were 
taxed at 6000 pounds. See Dollinger, p. 267 sq. Thomas Fuller, the English historian, quaintly 
says, "Philip would never have taken away the Templars’ lives if he might have taken away their 
lands without putting them to death. He could not get the honey without burning the bees." The 
Spanish delegation to the Council of Vienne wrote back to the king of Aragon that the chief 
concern at the council and with the king in regard to the Templars was the disposition of their 
goods, Finke, I. 360, 374. Finke, I. 111, 115, etc., ascribes a good deal of the animosity against 
the order to the revelations made by Esquin de Floyran to Jayme of Aragon in 1306. But the 
charges he made were already current in France. 
 
{106} In 1609 the benchers of the Inner and Middle Temple received the buildings for a small 
annual payment to the Crown, into whose possession they had passed under Henry VIII. 
 
{107} Dante and Villani agree that the Templars were innocent. In this judgment most modern 
historians concur. Funk declares the sentence of innocence to be "without question the right one," 
p. 1341. Dollinger, with great emphasis, insists that nowhere did a Templar make a confession of 
guilt except under torture, p. 257. More recently, 1907, Finke (I. p. ix. 326 sq. 337) insists upon 
their innocence and the untrustworthiness of the confessions made by the Templars. He declares 
that he who advocates their guilt must accept the appearances of the devil as a tom-cat. Prutz, in 
his earlier works, decided for their guilt. Schottmuller, Dollinger, Funk, and our own Dr. Lea 
strongly favor their innocence. Ranke: Univ. Hist., VIII. 622, wavers and ascribes to them the 
doctrinal standpoint of Frederick II. and Manfred. In France, Michelet was against the order; 
Michaud, Guizot, Renan and Boutaric for it. Hallam: Middle Ages, I. 142-146, is undecided. 
 
{108} See Dollinger, p. 255, and Gregorovius. Lea gives as excuse for the length at which he 
treats the trial and fate of the unfortunate knights, their helplessness before the Inquisition. 
 
{109} Ehrle,archiv fur Lit. und Kirchengesch. IV. 361-470, published a fragmentary report which 
he discovered in the National Library in Paris. For the best account of the proceedings, see 
Hefele-Knopfler, VI. 514-554. 
 
{110} Haller, p. 46 sqq. 
 
{111} Ehrle, V. 139 sq. 
 
{112} Ehrle, p. 147, calculates that Clement’s yearly income was between 200,000 and 250,000 
gold florins, and that of this amount he spent 100,000 for the expenses of his court and saved the 
remainder, 100,000 or 160,000. Ehrle, p. 149, gives Clement’s family tree. 
 
{113} Ehrle, pp. 126, 135. 
 
{114} Clement’s grave is reported to have been opened and looted by the Calvinists in 1568 or 
1577. See Ehrle, p. 139. 
 
{115} Finke: Aus den Tagen Bon. VIII., p. Ixxxviii. 
 
{116} Chronicle, IX. 59. Villani tells the story that at the death of one of Clement’s nephews, a 
cardinal, Clement, in his desire to see him, consulted a necromancer. The master of the dark arts 
had one of the pope’s chaplains conducted by demons to hell, where he was shown a palace, and 



in it the nephew’s soul laid on a bed of glowing fire, and near by a place reserved for the pope 
himself. He also relates that the coffin, in which Clement was laid, was burnt, and with it the 
pope’s body up to the waist.  



7. The Pontificate of John XXII 1316-1334. 
 
Clement died April 20, 1314. The cardinals met at Carpentras and then at Lyons, and after an 
interregnum of twenty seven months elected John XXII., 1316-1334, to the papal throne. He was 
then seventy-two, and cardinal-bishop of Porto. {117} Dante had written to the conclave begging 
that it elect an Italian pope, but the French influence was irresistible. 
 
Said to be the son of a cobbler of Cahors, short of stature, {118} with a squeaking voice, 
industrious and pedantic, John was, upon the whole, the most conspicuous figure among the 
popes of the fourteenth century, though not the most able or worthy one. He was a man of restless 
disposition, and kept the papal court in constant commotion. The Vatican Archives preserve 59 
volumes of his bulls and other writings. He had been a tutor in the house of Anjou, and carried 
the preceptorial method into his papal utterances. It was his ambition to be a theologian as well as 
pope. He solemnly promised the Italian faction in the curia never to mount an ass except to start 
on the road to Rome. But he never left Avignon. His devotion to France was shown at the very 
beginning of his reign in the appointment of eight cardinals, of whom seven were Frenchmen. 
 
The four notable features of John’s pontificate are his quarrel with the German emperor, Lewis 
the Bavarian, his condemnation of the rigid party of the Franciscans, his own doctrinal heresy, 
and his cupidity for gold. 
 
The struggle with Lewis the Bavarian was a little afterplay compared with the imposing conflicts 
between the Hohenstaufen and the notable popes of preceding centuries. Europe looked on with 
slight interest at the long-protracted dispute, which was more adapted to show the petulance and 
weakness of both emperor and pope than to settle permanently any great principle. At Henry 
VII.’s death, 1313, five of the electors gave their votes for Lewis of the house of Wittelsbach, and 
two for Frederick of Hapsburg. Both appealed to the new pope, about to be elected. Frederick was 
crowned by the archbishop of Treves at Bonn, and Lewis by the archbishop of Mainz at Aachen. 
In 1317 John declared that the pope was the lawful vicar of the empire so long as the throne was 
vacant, and denied Lewis recognition as king of the Romans on the ground of his having 
neglected to submit his election to him. 
 
The battle at Muhldorf, 1322, left Frederick a prisoner in his rival’s hands. This turn of affairs 
forced John to take more decisive action, and in 1323 was issued against Lewis the first of a 
wearisome and repetitious series of complaints and punishments from Avignon. The pope 
threatened him with the ban, claiming authority to approve or set aside an emperor’s election. 
{119} A year later he excommunicated Lewis and all his supporters. 
 
In answer to this first complaint of 1323, Lewis made a formal declaration at Nurnberg in the 
presence of a notary and other witnesses that he regarded the empire as independent of the pope, 
charged John with heresy, and appealed to a general council. The charge of heresy was based on 
the pope’s treatment of the Spiritual party among the Franciscans. Condemned by John, 
prominent Spirituals, Michael of Cesena, Ockam and Bonagratia, espoused Lewis’ cause, took 
refuge at his court, and defended him with their pens. The political conflict was thus complicated 
by a recondite ecclesiastical problem. In 1324 Lewis issued a second appeal, written in the chapel 
of the Teutonic Order in Sachsenhausen, which again renewed the demand for a general council 
and repeated the charge of heresy against the pope. 
 



The next year, 1325, Lewis suffered a severe defeat from Leopold of Austria, who had entered 
into a compact to put Charles IV. of France on the German throne. He went so far as to express 
his readiness, in the compact of Ulm, 1326, to surrender the German crown to Frederick, 
provided he himself was confirmed in his right to Italy and the imperial dignity. At this juncture 
Leopold died. 
 
By papal appointment Robert of Naples was vicar of Rome. But Lewis had no idea of 
surrendering his claims to Italy, and, now that he was once again free by Leopold’s death, he 
marched across the Alps and was crowned, January 1327, emperor in front of St. Peter’s. Sciarra 
Colonna, as the representative of the people, placed the crown on his head, and two bishops 
administered unction. Villani {120} expresses indignation at an imperial coronation conducted 
without the pope’s consent as a thing unheard of. Lewis was the first mediaeval emperor crowned 
by the people. A formal trial was instituted, and "James of Cahors, who calls himself John XXII." 
was denounced as anti-christ and deposed from the papal throne and his effigy carried through the 
streets and burnt. {121} John of Corbara, belonging to the Spiritual wing of the Franciscans, was 
elected to the throne just declared vacant, and took the name of Nicolas V. He was the first anti-
pope since the days of Barbarossa. Lewis himself placed the crown upon the pontiff’s head, and 
the bishop of Venice performed the ceremony of unction. Nicolas surrounded himself with a 
college of seven cardinals, and was accused of having forthwith renounced the principles of 
poverty and abstemiousness in dress and at the table which the day before he had advocated. 
 
To these acts of violence John replied by pronouncing Lewis a heretic and appointing a crusade 
against him, with the promise of indulgence to all taking part in it. Fickle Rome soon grew weary 
of her lay-crowned emperor, who had been so unwise as to impose an extraordinary tribute of 
10,000 florins each upon the people, the clergy, and the Jews of the city. He retired to the North, 
Nicolas following him with his retinue of cardinals. At Pisa, the emperor being present, the anti-
pope excommunicated John and summoned a general council to Milan. John was again burnt in 
effigy, at the cathedral, and condemned to death for heresy. In 1330 Lewis withdrew from Italy 
altogether, while Nicolas, with a cord around his neck, submitted to John. He died in Avignon 
three years later. In 1334, John issued a bull which, according to Karl Muller, was the rudest act 
of violence done up to that time to the German emperor by a pope. {122} This fulmination 
separated Italy from the crown and kingdom—imperium et regnum —of Germany and forbade 
their being reunited in one body. The reason given for this drastic measure was the territorial 
separation of the two provinces. Thus was accomplished by a distinct announcement what the 
diplomacy of Innocent III. was the first to make a part of the papal policy, and which figured so 
prominently in the struggle between Gregory IX. and Frederick II. 
 
With his constituency completely lost in Italy, and with only an uncertain support in Germany, 
Lewis now made overtures for peace. But the pope was not ready for anything less than a full 
renunciation of the imperial power. John died 1334, but the struggle was continued through the 
pontificate of his successor, Benedict XII. Philip VI. of France set himself against Benedict’s 
measures for reconciliation with Lewis, and in 1337 the emperor made an alliance with England 
against France. Princes of Germany, making the rights of the empire their own, adopted the 
famous constitution of Rense,—a locality near Mainz, which was confirmed at the Diet of 
Frankfurt, 1338. It repudiated the pope’s extravagant temporal claims, and declared that the 
election of an emperor by the electors was final, and did not require papal approval. This was the 
first representative German assembly to assert the independence of the empire. 
 
The interdict was hanging over the German assembly when Benedict died, 1342. The battle had 
gone against Lewis, and his supporters were well-nigh all gone from him. A submission even 
more humiliating than that of Henry IV. was the only thing left. He sought the favor of Clement 



VI., but in vain. In a bull of April 12, 1343, Clement enumerated the emperor’s many crimes, and 
anew ordered him to renounce the imperial dignity. Lewis wrote, yielding submission, but the 
authenticity of the document was questioned at Avignon, probably with the set purpose of 
increasing the emperor’s humiliation. Harder conditions were laid down. They were rejected by 
the diet at Frankfurt, 1344. But Germany was weary, and listened without revulsion to a final bull 
against Lewis, 1346, and a summons to the electors to proceed to a new election. The electors, 
John of Bohemia among them, chose Charles IV., John’s son. The Bohemian king was the blind 
warrior who met his death on the battlefield of Crecy the same year. Before his election, Charles 
had visited Avignon, and promised full submission to the pope’s demands. His continued 
complacency during his reign justified the pope’s choice. The struggle was ended with Lewis’ 
death a year later, 1347, while he was engaged near Munich in a bear-hunt. It was the last conflict 
of the empire and papacy along the old lines laid down by those ecclesiastical warriors, 
Hildebrand and Innocent III. and Gregory IX. 
 
To return to John XXII., he became a prominent figure in the controversy within the Franciscan 
order over the tenure of property, a controversy which had been going on from the earliest period 
between the two parties, the Spirituals, or Observants, and the Conventuals. The last testament of 
St. Francis, pleading for the practice of absolute poverty, and suppressed in Bonaventura’s Life of 
the saint, 1263, was not fully recognized in the bull of Nicolas III., 1279, which granted the 
Franciscans the right to use property as tenants, while forbidding them to hold it in fee simple. 
With this decision the strict party, the Spirituals, were not satisfied, and the struggle went on. 
Coelestine V. attempted to bring peace by merging the Spiritual wing with the order of Hermits 
he had founded, but the measure was without success. 
 
Under Boniface VIII. matters went hard with the Spirituals. This pope deposed the general, 
Raymond Gaufredi, putting in his place John of Murro, who belonged to the laxer wing. Peter 
John Olivi (d. 1298), whose writings were widely circulated, had declared himself in favor of 
Nicolas’ bull, with the interpretation that the use of property and goods was to be the "use of 
necessity,"—usus pauper, —as opposed to the more liberal use advocated by the Conventuals and 
called usus moderatus. Olivi’s personal fortunes were typical of the fortunes of the Spiritual 
branch. After his death, the attack made against his memory was, if possible, more determined, 
and culminated in the charges preferred at Vienne. Murro adopted violent measures, burning 
Olivi’s writings, and casting his sympathizers into prison. Other prominent Spirituals fled. 
Angelo Clareno found refuge for a time in Greece, returning to Rome, 1305, under the protection 
of the Colonna. 
 
The case was formally taken up by Clement V., who called a commission to Avignon to devise 
measures to heal the division, and gave the Spirituals temporary relief from persecution. The 
proceedings were protracted till the meeting of the council in Vienne, when the Conventuals 
brought up the case in the form of an arraignment of Olivi, who had come to be regarded almost 
as a saint. Among the charges were that he pronounced the usus pauper to be of the essence of the 
Minorite rule, that Christ was still living at the time the lance was thrust into his side, and that the 
rational soul has not the form of a body. Olivi’s memory was defended by Ubertino da Casale, 
and the council passed no sentence upon his person. 
 
In the bull Exivi de paradiso, {123} issued 1813, and famous in the history of the Franciscan 
order, Clement seemed to take the side of the Spirituals. It forbade the order or any of its 
members to accept bequests, possess vineyards, sell products from their gardens, build fine 
churches, or go to law. It permitted only "the use of necessity," usus arctus or pauper, and 
nothing beyond. The Minorites were to wear no shoes, ride only in cases of necessity, fast from 
Nov. 1 until Christmas, as well as every Friday, and possess a single mantle with a hood and one 



without a hood. Clement ordered the new general, Alexander of Alessandra, to turn over to 
Olivi’s followers the convents of Narbonne, Carcassonne and Beziers, but also ordered the 
Inquisition to punish the Spirituals who refused submission. 
 
In spite of the papal decree, the controversy was still being carried on within the order with great 
heat, when John XXII. came to the throne. In the decretal Quorumdam exegit, and in the bull 
Sancta romana et universalis ecclesia, Dec. 30, 1317, John took a positive position against the 
Spirituals. A few weeks later, he condemned a formal list of their errors and abolished all the 
convents under Spiritual management. From this time on dates the application of the name 
Fraticelli {124} to the Spirituals. They refused to submit, and took the position that even a pope 
had no right to modify the Rule of St. Francis. Michael of Cesena, the general of the order, 
defended them. Sixty-four of their number were summoned to Avignon. Twenty-five refused to 
yield, and passed into the hands of the Inquisition. Four were burnt as martyrs at Marseilles, May 
7, 1318. Others fled to Sicily. {125} 
 
The chief interest of the controversy was now shifted to the strictly theological question whether 
Christ and his Apostles observed complete poverty. This dispute threatened to rend the wing of 
the Conventuals itself. Michael of Cesena, Ockam, and others, took the position that Christ and 
his Apostles not only held no property as individuals, but held none in common. John, opposing 
this view, gave as arguments the gifts of the Magi, that Christ possessed clothes and bought food, 
the purse of Judas, and Paul’s labor for a living. In the bull Cum inter nonnullos, 1323, and other 
bulls, John declared it heresy to hold that Christ and the Apostles held no possessions. Those who 
resisted this interpretation were pronounced, 1324, rebels and heretics. John went farther, and 
gave back to the order the right of possessing goods in fee simple, a right which Innocent IV. had 
denied, and he declared that in things which disappear in the using, such as eatables, no 
distinction can be made between their use and their possession. In 1326 John pronounced Olivi’s 
commentary on the Apocalypse heretical. The three Spiritual leaders, Cesena, Ockam, and 
Bonagratia were seized and held in prison until 1328, when they escaped and fled to Lewis the 
Bavarian at Pisa. It was at this time that Ockam was said to have used to the emperor the famous 
words, "Do thou defend me with the sword and I will defend thee with the pen"—tu me depfendes 
gladio, ego te defendam calamo. They were deposed from their offices and included in the ban 
fulminated against the anti-pope, Peter of Corbara. Later, Cesena submitted to the pope, as 
Ockam is also said to have done shortly before his death. Cesena died at Munich, 1342 He 
committed the seal of the order to Ockam. On his death-bed he is said to have cried out: "My 
God, what have I done? I have appealed against him who is the highest on the earth. But look, O 
Father, at the spirit of truth that is in me which has not erred through the lust of the flesh but from 
great zeal for the seraphic order and out of love for poverty." Bonagratia also died in Munich. 
{126} 
 
Later in the fourteenth century the Regular Observance grew again to considerable proportions, 
and in the beginning of the fifteenth century its fame was revived by the flaming preachers 
Bernardino of Siena and John of Capistrano. The peace of the Franciscan order continued to be 
the concern of pope after pope until, in 1517, Leo X. terminated the struggle of three centuries by 
formally recognizing two distinct societies within the Franciscan body. The moderate wing was 
placed under the Master-General of the Conventual Minorite Brothers, and was confirmed in the 
right to hold property. The strict or Observant wing was placed under a Minister-General of the 
Whole Order of St. Francis. {127} The latter takes precedence in processions and at other great 
functions, and holds his office for six years. 
 
If the Spiritual Franciscans had been capable of taking secret delight in an adversary’s 
misfortunes, they would have had occasion for it in the widely spread charge that John was a 



heretic. At any rate, he came as near being a heretic as a pope can be. His heresy concerned the 
nature of the beatific vision after death. In a sermon on All Souls’, 1331, he announced that the 
blessed dead do not see God until the general resurrection. In at least two more sermons he 
repeated this utterance. John, who was much given to theologizing, Ockam declared to be wholly 
ignorant in theology. {128} This Schoolman, Cesena, and others pronounced the view heretical. 
John imprisoned an English Dominican who preached against him, and so certain was he of his 
case that he sent the Franciscan general, Gerardus Odonis, to Paris to get the opinion of the 
university. 
 
The King, Philip VI., took a warm interest in the subject, opposed the pope, and called a council 
of theologians at Vincennes to give its opinion. It decided that ever since the Lord descended into 
hades and released souls from that abode, the righteous have at death immediately entered upon 
the vision of the divine essence of the Trinity. {129} Among the supporters of this decision was 
Nicolas of Lyra. When official announcement of the decision reached the pope, he summoned a 
council at Avignon and set before it passages from the Fathers for and against his view. They sat 
for five days, in December, 1333. John then made a public announcement, which was 
communicated to the king and queen of France, that he had not intended to say anything in 
conflict with the Fathers and the orthodox Church and, if he had done so, he retracted his 
utterances. 
 
The question was authoritatively settled by Benedict XII. in the bull Benedictus deus, 1336, 
which declared that the blessed dead—saints, the Apostles, virgins, martyrs, confessors who need 
no purgatorial cleansing—are, after death and before the resurrection of their bodies at the 
general judgment, with Christ and the angels, and that they behold the divine essence with naked 
vision. {130} Benedict declared that John died while he was preparing a decision. 
 
The financial policy of John XXII. and his successors merits a chapter by itself. Here reference 
may be made to John’s private fortune. He has had the questionable fame of not only having 
amassed a larger sum than any of his predecessors, but of having died possessed of fabulous 
wealth. Gregorovius calls him the Midas of Avignon. According to Villani, he left behind him 
18,000,000 gold florins and 7,000,000 florins’ worth of jewels and ornaments, in all 25,000,000 
florins, or $60,000,000 of our present coinage. This chronicler concludes with the remark that the 
words were no longer remembered which the Good Man in the Gospels spake to his disciples, 
"Lay up for yourselves treasure in heaven." {131} Recent investigations seem to cast suspicion 
upon this long-held view as an exaggeration. John’s hoard may have amounted to not more than 
750,000 florins, or $2,000,000 {132} of our money. If this be a safe estimate, it is still true that 
John was a shrewd financier and perhaps the richest man in Europe. 
 
When John died he was ninety years old. 
 
{117} Villani, IX: 81, gives the suspicious report that the cardinals, weary of their inability to 
make a choice, left it to John. Following the advice of Cardinal Napoleon Orsini, he grasped his 
supreme chance and elected himself. He was crowned at Lyons. 
 
{118} Villani’s statement that he was the son of a cobbler is doubted. Ferretus of Vicenza says he 
was "small like Zaccheus." 
 
{119} See Muller: Kampf Ludwigs, etc., I. 61 sqq. Examinatio, approbatio ac admonitio, repulsio 
quoque et reprobatio. 
 
{120} X. 55. 



 
{121} The grounds on which John was deposed were his decisions against the Spirituals, the use 
of money and ships, intended for a crusade, to reduce Genoa, appropriation of the right of 
appointment to clerical offices, and his residence away from Rome. The document is found in 
Muratori, XIV., 1167-1173. For a vivid description of the enthronement and character of John of 
Corbara, see Gregorovius, VI. 153 sqq. 
 
{122} 336 sqq., 376 sqq., 406. 
 
{123} It is uncertain whether this bull was made a part of the proceedings of the Oecumenical 
Council of Vienne. See Hefele, VI. 550, who decides for it, and Ehrle, Archiv, 1885, p. 540 sqq. 
 
{124} Hefele, VI. 581. Ehrle: Die Spiritualen in Archiv, 1885, pp. 509-514. 
 
{125} Ehrle: Archiv, pp. 156-158. He adduces acts of Inquisition against the Spirituals in Umbria, 
in the vicinity of Assisi, as late as 1341. 
 
{126} See Riezler, p. 124. 
 
{127} Magister-generalis fratrum minorum conventualium and minister-generalis totius ordinis 
S. Francesci. The Capuchins, who are Franciscans, were recognized as a distinct order by Paul 
V., 1619. Among the other schismatic Franciscan orders are the Recollect Fathers of France, who 
proceeded from the Recollect Convent of Nevers, and were recognized as a special body by 
Clement VIII., 1602. These monks were prominent in mission work among the Indians in North 
America. 
 
{128} In facultate theologiae omnino fait ignarus. See Muller: Kampf, etc., I. 24, note. 
 
{129} Mansi, XXV. 982-984. 
 
{130} Divinam essentiam immediate, se bene et clare et aperte illis ostendentem. Mansi, XXV. 
986. 
 
{131} XI. 20. Another writer, Galvaneus de La Flamma, Muratori, XII. 1009 (quoted by Haller, 
Papsttum, p. 104), says, John left 22,000,000 florins besides other "unrecorded treasure." This 
writer adds, the world did not have a richer Christian in it than John XXII. 
 
{132} This is the figure reached by Ehrle, Die 25 Millionen im Schatz Johann XXII., Archiv, 
1889, pp. 155-166. It is based upon the contents of 15 coffers, opened in the year 1342 at the 
death of Benedict XII. These coffers contained John’s treasure, and at that time yielded 750,000 
florins. But it is manifestly uncertain how far John’s savings had been reduced by Benedict, or 
whether these coffers were all that were left by John. For example, at his consecration, Benedict 
gave 100,000 florins to his cardinals, and 150,000 to the churches at Rome, and it is quite likely 
he drew upon John’s hoard. The gold mitres, rings, and other ornaments which John’s thrift 
amassed, were stored in other chests. Villani got his report from his brother, a Florentine banker 
in the employ of the curia at Avignon. It is difficult to understand how, in making his statement, 
he should have gone so wide of the truth as Ehrle suggests.  



8. The Papal Office Assailed. 
 
To the pontificate of John XXII. belongs a second group of literary assailants of the papacy. 
Going beyond Dante and John of Paris, they attacked the pope’s spiritual functions. Their assaults 
were called forth by the conflict with Lewis the Bavarian and the controversy with the Franciscan 
Spirituals. Lewis’ court became a veritable nest of antipapal agitation and the headquarters of 
pamphleteering. Marsiglius of Padua was the cleverest and boldest of these writers, Ockam—a 
Schoolman rather than a practical thinker—the most copious. Michael of Cesena {133} and 
Bonagratia also made contributions to this literature. 
 
Ockam sets forth his views in two works, The Dialogue and the Eight Questions. The former is 
ponderous in thought and a monster in size. {134} It is difficult, if at times possible, to detect the 
author’s views in the mass of cumbersome disputation. These views seem to be as follows: The 
papacy is not an institution which is essential to the being of the Church. Conditions arise to make 
it necessary to establish national churches. {135} The pope is not infallible. Even a legitimate 
pope may hold to heresy. So it was with Peter, who was judaizing, and had to be rebuked by Paul, 
Liberius, who was an Arian, and Leo, who was arraigned for false doctrine by Hilary of Poictiers. 
Sylvester II. made a compact with the devil. One or the other, Nicolas III. or John XXII., was a 
heretic, for the one contradicted the other. A general council may err just as popes have erred. So 
did the second Council of Lyons and the Council of Vienne, which condemned the true 
Minorites. The pope may be pronounced a heretic by a council or, if a council fails in its duty, the 
cardinals may pronounce the decision. In case the cardinals fail, the right to do so belongs to the 
temporal prince. Christ did not commit the faith to the pope and the hierarchy, but to the Church, 
and somewhere within the Church the truth is always held and preserved. Temporal power did not 
originally belong to the pope. This is proved by Constantine’s donation, for what Constantine 
gave, he gave for the first time. Supreme power in temporal and spiritual things is not in a single 
hand. The emperor has full power by virtue of his election, and does not depend for it upon 
unction or coronation by the pope or any earthly confirmation of any kind. 
 
More distinct and advanced were the utterances of Marsiglius of Padua. His writings abound in 
incisive thrusts against the prevailing ecclesiastical system, and lay down the principles of a new 
order. In the preparation of his chief work, the Defence of the Faith,—Defensor pacis, —he had 
the help of John of Jandun. {136} Both writers were clerics, but neither of them monks. Born 
about 1270 in Padua, Marsiglius devoted himself to the study of medicine, and in 1312 was rector 
of the University of Paris. In 1325 or 1326 he betook himself to the court of Lewis the Bavarian. 
The reasons are left to surmisal. He acted as the emperor’s physician. In 1328 he accompanied the 
emperor to Rome, and showed full sympathy with the measures taken to establish the emperor’s 
authority. He joined in the ceremonies of the emperor’s coronation, the deposition of John XXII. 
and the elevation of the anti-pope, Peter of Corbara. The pope had already denounced Marsiglius 
and John of Jandun {137} as "sons of perdition, the sons of Belial, those pestiferous individuals, 
beasts from the abyss," and summoned the Romans to make them prisoners. Marsiglius was made 
vicar of Rome by the emperor, and remained true to the principles stated in his tract, even when 
the emperor became a suppliant to the Avignon court. Lewis even went so far as to express to 
John XXII. his readiness to withdraw his protection from Marsiglius and the leaders of the 
Spirituals. Later, when his position was more hopeful, he changed his attitude and gave them his 
protection at Munich. But again, in his letter submitting himself to Clement VI., 1343, the 
emperor denied holding the errors charged against Marsiglius and John, and declared his object in 
retaining them at his court had been to lead them back to the Church. The Paduan died before 
1343. {138} 



 
The personal fortunes of Marsiglius are of small historical concern compared with his book, 
which he dedicated to the emperor. The volume, which was written in two months, {139} was as 
audacious as any of the earlier writings of Luther. For originality and boldness of statement the 
Middle Ages has nothing superior to offer. To it may be compared in modern times Janus’ attack 
on the doctrine of papal infallibility at the time of the Vatican Council. {140} Its Scriptural 
radicalism was in itself a literary sensation. 
 
In condemning the work, John XXII., 1327, pronounced as contrary "to apostolic truth and all 
law" its statements that Christ paid the stater to the Roman government as a matter of obligation, 
that Christ did not appoint a vicar, that an emperor has the right to depose a pope, and that the 
orders of the hierarchy are not of primitive origin. Marsiglius had not spared epithets in dealing 
with John, whom he called "the great dragon, the old serpent." Clement VI. found no less than 
240 heretical clauses in the book, and declared that he had never read a worse heretic than 
Marsiglius. The papal condemnations were reproduced by the University of Paris, which singled 
out for reprobation the statements that Peter is not the head of the Church, that the pope may be 
deposed, and that he has no right to inflict punishments without the emperor’s consent. {141} 
 
The Defensor pacis was a manifesto against the spiritual as well as the temporal assumptions of 
the papacy and against the whole hierarchical organization of the Church. Its title is shrewdly 
chosen in view of the strifes between cities and states going on at the time the book was written, 
and due, as it claimed, to papal ambition and interference. The peace of the Christian world 
would never be established so long as the pope’s false claims were accepted. The main positions 
are the following: {142} — 
 
The state, which was developed out of the family, exists that men may live well and peaceably. 
The people themselves are the source of authority, and confer the right to exercise it upon the 
ruler whom they select. The functions of the priesthood are spiritual and educational. Clerics are 
called upon to teach and to warn. In all matters of civil misdemeanor they are responsible to the 
civil officer as other men are. They should follow their Master by self-denial. As St. Bernard said, 
the pope needs no wealth or outward display to be a true successor of Peter. 
 
The function of binding and loosing is a declarative, not a judicial, function. To God alone 
belongs the power to forgive sins and to punish. No bishop or priest has a right to excommunicate 
or interdict individual freedom without the consent of the people or its representative, the civil 
legislator. The power to inflict punishments inheres in the congregation "of the faithful"—
fidelium. Christ said, "if thy brother offend against thee, tell it to the Church." He did not say, tell 
it to the priest. Heresy may be detected as heresy by the priest, but punishment for heresy belongs 
to the civil official and is determined upon the basis of the injury likely to be done by the offence 
to society. According to the teaching of the Scriptures, no one can be compelled by temporal 
punishment and death to observe the precepts of the divine law. {143} 
 
General councils are the supreme representatives of the Christian body, but even councils may 
err. In them laymen should sit as well as clerics. Councils alone have the right to canonize saints. 
 
As for the pope, he is the head of the Church, not by divine appointment, but only as he is 
recognized by the state. The claim he makes to fulness of power, plenitudo potestatis, contradicts 
the true nature of the Church. To Peter was committed no greater authority than was committed to 
the other Apostles. {144} Peter can be called the Prince of the Apostles only on the ground that he 
was older than the rest or more steadfast than they. He was the bishop of Antioch, not the founder 
of the Roman bishopric. Nor is his presence in Rome susceptible of proof. The pre-eminence of 



the bishop of Rome depends upon the location of his see at the capital of the empire. As for 
sacerdotal power, the pope has no more of it than any other cleric, as Peter-had no more of it than 
the other Apostles. {145} 
 
The grades of the hierarchy are of human origin. Bishops and priests were originally equal. 
Bishops derive their authority immediately from Christ. 
 
False is the pope’s claim to jurisdiction over princes and nations, a claim which was the fruitful 
source of national strifes and wars, especially in Italy. If necessary, the emperor may depose a 
pope. This is proved by the judgment passed by Pilate upon Christ. The state may, for proper 
reasons, limit the number of clerics. The validity of Constantine’s donation Marsiglius rejected, 
as Dante and John of Paris had done before, but he did not surmise that the Isidorean decretals 
were an unblushing forgery, a discovery left for Laurentius Valla to make a hundred years later. 
 
As for the Scriptures, Marsiglius declares them to be the ultimate source of authority. They do not 
derive that authority from the Church. The Church gets its authority from them. In cases of 
disputed interpretation, it is for a general council to settle what the true meaning of Scripture is. 
{146} Obedience to papal decretals is not a condition of salvation. If that were so, how is it that 
Clement V. could make the bull Unam sanctam inoperative for France and its king? Did not that 
bull declare that submission to the pope is for every creature a condition of salvation! Can a pope 
set aside a condition of salvation? The case of Liberius proves that popes may be heretics. As for 
the qualifications of bishops, archbishops, and patriarchs, not one in ten of them is a doctor of 
theology. Many of the lower clergy are not even acquainted with grammar. Cardinals and popes 
are chosen not from the ranks of theologians, but lawyers, causidici. Youngsters are made 
cardinals who love pleasure and are ignorant in studies. 
 
Marsiglius quotes repeatedly such passages as "My kingdom is not of this world," John 18:36, 
and "Render unto Caesar the things which are Caesar’s and to God the things which are God’s," 
Matthew 22:21. These passages and others, such as John 6:15, 19:11, Luke 12:14, Matthew 
17:27, Romans 13, he opposes to texts which were falsely interpreted to the advantage of the 
hierarchy, such as Matthew 16:19, Luke 22:38, John 21:15-17. 
 
If we overlook his doctrine of the supremacy of the state over the Church, the Paduan’s views 
correspond closely with those held in Protestant Christendom to-day. Christ, he said, excluded his 
Apostles, disciples, and bishops or presbyters from all earthly dominion, both by his example and 
his words. {147} The abiding principles of the Defensor are the final authority of the Scriptures, 
the parity of the priesthood and its obligation to civil law, the human origin of the papacy, the 
exclusively spiritual nature of priestly functions, and the body of Christian people in the state or 
Church as the ultimate source of authority on earth. 
 
Marsiglius has been called by Catholic historians the forerunner of Luther and Calvin. {148} He 
has also been called by one of them the "exciting genius of modern revolution." {149} Both of 
these statements are not without truth. His programme was not a scheme of reform. It was a 
proclamation of complete change such as the sixteenth century witnessed. A note in a Turin 
manuscript represents Gerson as saying that the book is wonderfully well grounded and that the 
author was most expert in Aristotle and also in theology, and went to the roots of things. {150} 
 
The tractarian of Padua and Thomas Aquinas were only 50 years apart. But the difference 
between the searching epigrams of the one and the slow, orderly argument of the other is as wide 
as the East is from the West, the directness of modern thought from the cumbersome method of 
mediaeval scholasticism. It never occurred to Thomas Aquinas to think out beyond the narrow 



enclosure of Scripture interpretation built up by other Schoolmen and mediaeval popes. He 
buttressed up the regime he found realized before him. He used the old misinterpretations of 
Scripture and produced no new idea on government. Marsiglius, independent of the despotism of 
ecclesiastical dogma, went back to the free and elastic principles of the Apostolic Church 
government. He broke the moulds in which the ecclesiastical thinking of centuries had been cast, 
and departed from Augustine in claiming for heretics a rational and humane treatment. The time 
may yet come when the Italian people will follow him as the herald of a still better order than that 
which they have, and set aside the sacerdotal theory of the Christian ministry as an invention of 
man. {151} 
 
Germany furnished a strong advocate of the independent rights of the emperor, in Lupold of 
Bebenburg, who died in 1363. He remained dean of Wurzburg until he was made bishop of 
Bamberg in 1353. But he did not attack the spiritual jurisdiction of the Apostolic See. Lupold’s 
chief work was The Rights of the Kingdom and Empire—de juribus regni et imperii, —written 
after the declarations of Rense. It has been called the oldest attempt at a theory of the rights of the 
German state. {152} Lupold appeals to the events of history. 
 
In defining the rights of the empire, this author asserts that an election is consummated by the 
majority of the electors and that the emperor does not stand in need of confirmation by the pope. 
He holds his authority independently from God. Charlemagne exercised imperial functions before 
he was anointed and crowned by Leo. The oath the emperor takes to the pope is not the oath of 
fealty such as a vassal renders, but a promise to protect him and the Church. The pope has no 
authority to depose the emperor. His only prerogative is to announce that he is worthy of 
deposition. The right to depose belongs to the electors. As for Constantine’s donation, it is plain 
Constantine did not confer the rule of the West upon the bishop of Rome, for Constantine divided 
both the West and the East among his sons. Later, Theodosius and other emperors exercised 
dominion in Rome. The notice of Constantine’s alleged gift to Sylvester has come through the 
records of Sylvester and has the appearance of being apocryphal. 
 
The papal assailants did not have the field all to themselves. The papacy also had vigorous 
literary champions. Chief among them were Augustinus Triumphus and Alvarus Pelagius. {153} 
The first dedicated his leading work to John XXII., and the second wrote at the pope’s command. 
The modern reader will find in these tracts the crassest exposition of the extreme claims of the 
papacy, satisfying to the most enthusiastic ultramontane, but calling for apology from sober 
Catholic historians. {154} 
 
Triumphus, an Italian, born in Ancona, 1243, made archbishop of Nazareth and died at Naples, 
1328, was a zealous advocate of Boniface VIII. His leading treatise, The Power of the Church,—
Summa de potestate ecclesiastica, —vindicates John XXII. for his decision on the question of 
evangelical poverty and for his opposition to the emperor’s dominion in Italy. {155} The pope has 
unrestricted power on the earth. It is so vast that even he himself cannot know fully what he is 
able to do. {156} His judgment is the judgment of God. Their tribunals are one. {157} His power 
of granting indulgences is so great that, if he so wished, he could empty purgatory of its denizens 
provided that conditions were complied with. {158} 
 
In spiritual matters he may err, because he remains a man, and when he holds to heresy, he ceases 
to be pope. Council cannot depose him nor any other human tribunal, for the pope is above all 
and can be judged by none. But, being a heretic, he ceases, ipso facto, to be pope, and the 
condition then is as it would be after one pope is dead and his successor not yet elected. 
 



The pope himself may choose an emperor, if he so please, and may withdraw the right of election 
from the electors or depose them from office. As vicar of God, he is above all kings and princes. 
 
The Spanish Franciscan, Alvarus Pelagius, was not always as extravagant as his Augustinian 
contemporary. {159} He was professor of law at Perugia. He fled from Rome at the approach of 
Lewis the Bavarian, 1328, was then appointed papal penitentiary at Avignon, and later bishop of 
the Portuguese diocese of Silves. His Lament over the Church,—de planctu ecclesiae, {160} —
while exalting the pope to the skies, bewails the low spiritual estate into which the clergy and the 
Church had fallen. Christendom, he argues, which is but one kingdom, can have but one head, the 
pope. Whoever does not accept him as the head does not accept Christ. And whosoever, with pure 
and believing eye, sees the pope, sees Christ himself. {161} Without communion with the pope 
there is no salvation. He wields both swords as Christ did, and in him the passage of Jeremiah 
1:10 is fulfilled, "I have this day set thee over the nations and over the kingdoms to pluck up and 
to break down, to destroy and to overthrow, to build and to plant." Unbelievers, also, Alvarus 
asserts to be legally under the pope’s jurisdiction, though they may not be so in fact, and the pope 
may proceed against them as God did against the Sodomites. Idolaters, Jews, and Saracens are 
alike amenable to the pope’s authority and subject to his punishments. He rules, orders, disposes 
and judges all things as he pleases. His will is highest wisdom, and what he pleases to do has the 
force of law. {162} Wherever the supreme pontiff is, there is the Roman Church, and he cannot 
be compelled to remain in Rome. {163} He is the source of all law and may decide what is the 
right. To doubt this means exclusion from life eternal. 
 
As the vicar of Christ, the pope is supreme over the state. He confers the sword which the prince 
wields. As the body is subject to the soul, so princes are subject to the pope. Constantine’s 
donation made the pope, in fact, monarch over the Occident. He transferred the empire to 
Charlemagne in trust. The emperor’s oath is an oath of fealty and homage. 
 
The views of Augustinus Triumphus and Alvarus followed the papal assertion and practice of 
centuries, and the assent or argument of the Schoolmen. Marsiglius had the sanction of Scripture 
rationally interpreted, and his views were confirmed by the experiences of history. After the lapse 
of nearly 500 years, opinion in Christendom remains divided, and the most extravagant language 
of Triumphus and Alvarus is applauded, and Marsiglius, the exponent of modern liberty and of 
the historical sense of Scripture, continues to be treated as a heretic. 
 
{133} Riezler, p. 247 sq. Three of these writings are in Goldast’s Monarchia II., 1236 sqq. 
Riezler’s work, Die literarischen Widersacher der Papste is the best treatment of the subject of 
this chapter. 
 
{134} The Dialogue, which is printed in Goldast, is called by Riezler an almost unreadable 
monster, ein kaum ubersehbares Monstrum. 
 
{135} Quod non est necesse, ut sub Christo sit unus rector totius ecclesiae sed sufficit quod sint 
plures diversas regentes provincias. Quoted by Haller, p. 80. 
 
{136} Muller, I. 368, upon the basis of a note in a MS. copy in Vienna, places its composition 
before June 24, 1324; Riezler between 1324-1326. John of Jandun’s name is associated with the 
composition of the book in the papal bulls. However, the first person singular, ego, is used 
throughout. According to Innocent VI., Marsiglius was much influenced by Ockam, then the 
leading teacher in France. This is inherently probable from their personal association in Paris and 
at the emperor’s court and the community of many of their views. See Haller, p. 78. John of 
Jandun died probably 1328. See Riezler, p. 56. 



 
{137} See the bull of Oct. 23, 1327, Mirbt, Quellen, p. 152. 
 
{138} In that year Clement spoke of Marsiglius as dead, Riezler, p. 122. With Ockam, Marsiglius 
defended the marriage of Lewis’ son to Margaret of Maultasch, in spite of the parties being 
within the bounds of consanguinity forbidden by the Church. His defence is found in Goldast, II. 
1383-1391. For Ockam’s tract, see Riezler, p. 254. 
 
{139} Riezler, p. 36. It contains 150 folio pages in Goldast. Riezler, 193 sq., gives a list of MS. 
copies. Several French translations appeared. Gregory XI. in 1376 complained of one of them. An 
Italian translation of 1363 is found in a MS. at Florence, Engl. Hist. Rev., 1905, p. 302. The work 
was translated into English under the title The Defence of Peace translated out of Latin into 
English by Wyllyam Marshall, London, R. Wyer, 1535. 
 
{140} Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 755, says: Unerhort in der christlichen Welt waren die kuhnen 
Behauptungen die sie zu Gunsten ihres Beschutzers aufstellten. Pastor, I. 85, says that Marsiglius’ 
theory of the omnipotence of the state cut at the root of all individual and Church liberty and 
surpassed in boldness, novelty, and keenness all the attacks which the position claimed by the 
Church in the world had been called upon to resist up to that time. 
 
{141} Chartul. Univ. Paris., II. 301. 
 
{142} Mirbt: Quellen, pp. 150-152, presents a convenient summary of Part III. of the Defensor. In 
this part a resume is given by the author of the preceding portion of the work. Marsiglius quotes 
Aristotle and other classic writers, Augustine and other Fathers, Hugo of St. Victor and other 
Schoolmen, but he ignores Thomas Aquinas, and never even mentions his name. 
 
{143} Ad observanda praecepta divinae legis poena vel supplicio temporali nemo evangelica 
scriptura compelli praecipitur, Part III. 3. 
 
{144} Nullam potestatem eoque minus coactivam jurisdictionem habuit Petrus a Deo immediate 
super apostolos reliquos, II. 15. This is repeated again and again. 
 
{145} Non plus sacerdotalis auctoritatis essentialis habet Rom. episcopus, quam alter sacerdos 
quilibet sicut neque beatus Petrus amplius ex hac habuit ceteris apostolis, II. 14. 
 
{146} Interpretatio ex communi concilio fidelium facta, etc., Part III. 1. 
 
{147} Exclusit se ipsum et app. ac discipulos etiam suos ipsorumque successores, consequenter 
episcopos seu presbyteros, ab omni principatu seu mundano regimine exemplo et sermone, II. 4. 
 
{148} Dollinger: Kirchengesch. II. 259, 2d ed., 1843, says, "In the Defensor the Calvinistic 
system was in respect to Church power and constitution, already marked out." Pastor, 1. 85, says, 
"If Calvin depended upon any of his predecessors for his principles of Church government, it was 
upon the keen writer of the fourteenth century." 
 
{149} Pastor, I. 84, shifts this notoriety from Huss to Marsiglius. Riezler, p. 232, and Haller, p. 
77, compare Marsiglius’ keenness of intellect with the Reformers’, but deny to him their religious 
warmth. 
 



{150} Est liber mirabiliter bene fundatus. Et fuit homo multum peritus in doctrina Aristoteleia, 
etc., Enyl. Hist. Rev. p. 298. The Turin MS. dates from 1416, that is, contemporary with Gerson. 
In this MS, John of Paris’ Deuteronomy potestate is bound up with the Defensor. 
 
{151} Compared with Wyclif, a pamphleteer as keen as he, Marsiglius did not enter into the 
merits of distinctly theological doctrine nor see the deep connection between the dogma of 
transubstantiation and sacramental penance and papal tyranny as the English reformer did. But so 
far as questions of government are concerned, he went as far as Wyclif or farther. See the 
comparison, as elaborated by Poole, p. 275. 
 
{152} Der alteste Versuch einer Theorie des deutschen Staatsrechts, Riezler, p. 180. Two other 
works by Lupold have come down to us. See Riezler, pp. 180-192. 
 
{153} For the papal tracts by Petrus de Palude and Konrad of Megenberg, d. 1374, see Riezler, p. 
287 sqq. The works are still unpublished. Konrad’s Planctus ecclesiae is addressed to Benedict in 
these lines, which make the pope out to be the summit of the earth, the wonder of the world, the 
doorkeeper of heaven, a treasury of delights, the only sun for the world. 
 
Flos et apex mundi, qui totius esse rotundi 
 
Nectare dulcorum conditus aromate morum 
 
Orbis papa stupor, clausor coeli et reserator, 
 
Tu sidus clarum, thesaurus deliciarum 
 
Sedes sancta polus, tu mundo sol modo solus. 
 
{154} Pastor, I. 85. Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 757, complains that these two authors push matters 
beyond the limits of truth, "making the pope a semi-god, the absolute ruler of the world." See 
Haller, p. 82 sq. Haller says it is a common thing among the common people in Italy for a devout 
man to call the pope a god upon earth, un Dio in terra. One of the smaller tracts already referred 
to is printed by Finke in Aus den Tagen, etc., LXIX-XCIX, and three others by Scholz, 
Publizistik, pp. 486-516. See Scholz’s criticism, pp. 172-189. Finke, p. 250, is in doubt about the 
authorship. 
 
{155} For edd. of Triumphus’ tract, see Potthast, Bibl. Hist. under Triumphus. Riezler, p. 286, 
dates the tract 1324-1328, Haller, p. 83, 1322, Scholz, p. 172, 1320. See Poole, 252 sq. 
 
{156} Nec credo, quod papa possit scire totum quod potest facere per potentiam suam, 32. 3, 
quoted by Dollinger, Papstthum, p. 433. 
 
{157} This famous passage runs sententia papae sententia Dei una sententia est, quia unum 
consistorium est ipsius papal et ipsius Dei ... cujus consistorii claviger et ostiarius est ipse papa. 
See Schwab, Gerson, p. 24. 
 
{158} Totum purgatorium evacuare potest, 3. 28. Dollinger, p. 451, says of Triumphus’ tract that 
on almost every page the Church is represented as a dwarf with the head of a giant, that is, the 
pope. 
 



{159} He incorporated into his work entire sections from James of Viterbo, Deuteronomy 
regimine christiano, Scholz, p. 151. 
 
{160} Dollinger, p. 433, places its composition in 1329, Riezler, 1331, Haller, between 1330-
1332. Alvaras issued three editions, the third at Santiago, 1340. 
 
{161} Vere papa representat Christum in terris, ut qui videt cum oculo contemplativo et fideli 
videat et Christum, I. 13. 
 
{162} Apud eum est pro ratione roluntas, et quod ei placet legis habet viogorem, I. 45. 
 
{163} Unum est consistonum et tribunal Christi et papae, I. 29. Ubicunque est papa, ibi est 
Eccles. Rom.... Non cogitur stare Romae, I. 31.  



9. The Financial Policy of the Avignon Popes. 
 
The most notable feature of the Avignon period of the papacy, next to its subserviency to France, 
was the development of the papal financial system and the unscrupulous traffic which it plied in 
spiritual benefits and ecclesiastical offices. The theory was put into practice that every spiritual 
favor has its price in money. It was John XXII.’s achievement to reduce the taxation of 
Christendom to a finely organized system. 
 
The papal court had a proper claim for financial support on all parts of the Latin Church, for it 
ministered to all. This just claim gave way to a practice which made it seem as if Christendom 
existed to sustain the papal establishment in a state of luxury and ease. Avignon took on the 
aspect of an exchange whose chief business was getting money, a vast bureau where privileges, 
labelled as of heavenly efficacy, were sold for gold. Its machinery for collecting moneys was 
more extensive and intricate than the machinery of any secular court of the age. To 
contemporaries, commercial transactions at the central seat of Christendom seemed much more at 
home than services of religious devotion. 
 
The mind of John XXII. ran naturally to the counting-house and ledger system. {164} He came 
from Cahors, the town noted for its brokers and bankers. Under his favor the seeds of 
commercialism in the dispensation of papal appointments sown in preceding centuries grew to 
ripe fruitage. Simony was an old sin. Gregory VII. fought against it. John legalized its practice. 
 
Freewill offerings and Peter’s pence had been made to popes from of old. States, held as fiefs of 
the papal chair, had paid fixed tribute. For the expenses of the crusades, Innocent III. had 
inaugurated the system of taxing the entire Church. The receipts from this source developed the 
love of money at the papal court and showed its power, and, no matter how abstemious a pope 
might be in his own habits, greed grew like a weed in his ecclesiastical household. St. Bernard, d. 
1153, complained bitterly of the cupidity of the Romans, who made every possible monetary gain 
out of the spiritual favors of which the Vatican was the dispenser. By indulgence, this appetite 
became more and more exacting, and under John and his successors the exploitation of 
Christendom was reduced by the curia to a fine art. 
 
The theory of ecclesiastical appointments, held in the Avignon period, was that, by reason of the 
fulness of power which resides in the Apostolic See, the pope may dispense all the dignities and 
benefices of the Christian world. The pope is absolute in his own house, that is, the Church. 
 
This principle had received its full statement from Clement IV., 1265. {165} Clement’s bull 
declared that the supreme pontiff is superior to any customs which were in vogue of filling 
Church offices and conflicted with his prerogative. In particular he made it a law that all offices, 
dignities, and benefices were subject to papal appointment which became vacant apud sedem 
apostolicam or in curia, that is, while the holders were visiting the papal court. This law was 
modified by Gregory X. at the Council of Lyons, 1274, in such a way as to restore the right of 
election, provided the pope failed to make an appointment within a month. {166} Boniface VIII., 
1295, again extended the enactment by putting in the pope’s hands all livings whose occupants 
died within two days’ journey of the curia, wherever it might at the time be. {167} Innocent IV. 
was the first pope to exercise the right of reservation or collation on a large scale. In 1248, out of 
20 places in the cathedral of Constance, 17 were occupied by papal appointees, and there were 14 
"expectants" under appointment in advance of the deaths of the occupants. In 1255, Alexander 
IV. limited the number of such expectants to 4 for each church. In 1265, Clement IV forbade all 



elections in England in the usual way until his commands were complied with, and reserved them 
to himself. The same pontiff, on the pretext of disturbances going on in Sicily, made a general 
reservation of all appointments in the realm, otherwise subject to episcopal or capitular choice. 
Urban IV. withdrew the right of election from the Ghibelline cities of Lombardy; Martin IV. and 
Honorius IV. applied the same rule to the cathedral appointments of Sicily and Aragon; Honorius 
IV. monopolized all the appointments of the Latin Church in the East; and Boniface VIII., in view 
of Philip IV.’s resistance, reserved to himself the appointments to all "cathedral and regular 
churches" in France. Of 16 French sees which became vacant, 1295-1301, only one was filled in 
the usual way by election. {168} 
 
With the haughty assumption of Clement IV.’s bull and the practice of later popes, papal writers 
fell in. Augustinus Triumphus, writing in 1324, asserted that the pope is above all canon law and 
has the right to dispose of all ecclesiastical places. {169} The papal system of appointments 
included provisions, expectances, and reservations. {170} 
 
In setting aside the vested rights of chapters and other electors, the pope often joined hands with 
kings and princes. In the Avignon period a regular election by a chapter was the exception. {171} 
The Chronicles of England and France teem with usurped cases of papal appointment. In 1322 the 
pope reserved to himself all the appointments in episcopal, cathedral, and abbey churches, and of 
all priors in the sees of Aquileja, Ravenna, Milan, Genoa, and Pisa. {172} In 1329 he made such 
reservation for the German dioceses of Metz, Toul, and Verdun, and in 1339 for Cologne. {173} 
There was no living in Latin Christendom which was safe from the pope’s hands. There were not 
places enough to satisfy all the favorites of the papal household and the applicants pressed upon 
the pope’s attention by kings and princes. The spiritual and administrative qualities of the 
appointees were not too closely scrutinized. Frenchmen were appointed to sees in England, 
Germany, Denmark, and other countries, who were utterly unfamiliar with the languages of those 
countries. Marsiglius complains of these "monstrosities "and, among other unfit appointments, 
mentions the French bishops of Winchester and Lund, neither of whom knew English or Danish. 
The archbishop of Lund, after plundering his diocese, returned to Southern France. 
 
To the supreme right of appointment was added the supreme right to tax the clergy and all 
ecclesiastical property. The supreme right to exercise authority over kings, the supreme right to 
set aside canonical rules, the supreme right to make appointments in the Church, the supreme 
right to tax Church property, these were, in their order, the rights asserted by the popes of the 
Middle Ages. The scandal growing out of this unlimited right of taxation called forth the most 
vigorous complaints from clergy and laity, and was in large part the cause which led to the 
summoning of the three great Reformatory councils of the fifteenth century. {174} 
 
Popes had acted upon this theory of jurisdiction over the property of the Church long before John 
XXII. They levied taxes for crusades in the Orient, or to free Italy from rebels for the papal state. 
They gave their sanction to princes and kings to levy taxes upon the Church for secular purposes, 
especially for wars. {175} In the bull Clericis laicos, Boniface did not mean to call in question the 
propriety of the Church’s contributing to the necessities of the state. What he demanded was that 
he himself should be recognized as arbiter in such matters, and it was this demand which gave 
offence to the French king and to France itself. The question was much discussed whether the 
pope may commit simony. Thomas Aquinas gave an affirmative answer. Alvarus Pelagius {176} 
thought differently, and declared that the pope is exempt from the laws and canons which treat of 
simony. Augustinus Triumphus took the same ground. {177} The pope is not bound by laws. He 
is above laws. Simony is not possible to him. 
 



In estimating the necessities of the papal court, which justified the imposition of customs, the 
Avignon popes were no longer their own masters. They were the creatures of the camera and the 
hungry horde of officials and sycophants whose clamor filled the papal offices day and night. 
These retainers were not satisfied with bread. Every superior office in Christendom had its value 
in terms of gold and silver. When it was filled by papal appointment, a befitting fee was the 
proper recognition. If a favor was granted to a prince in the appointment of a favorite, the papal 
court was pretty sure to seize some new privilege as a compensation for itself. Precedent was 
easily made a permanent rule. Where the pope once invaded the rights of a chapter, he did not 
relinquish his hold, and an admission fee once fixed was not renounced. We may not be surprised 
at the rapacity which was developed at the papal court. That was to be expected. It grew out of 
the false papal theory and the abiding qualities of human nature. {178} 
 
The details governing the administration of the papal finances John set forth in two bulls of 1316 
and 1331. His scheme fixed the financial policy of the papacy and sacred college. {179} The 
sources from which the papacy drew its revenues in the fourteenth century were: (1) freewill 
offerings, so called, given for ecclesiastical appointments and other papal favors, called 
visitations, annates, servitia; and (2) tributes from feudal states such as Naples, Sicily, Sardinia, 
and England, and the revenues from the papal state in Italy. {180} The moneys so received were 
apportioned between four parties, the pope, the college of cardinals, and their two households. 
Under John XXlI. the freewill offerings, so called, came to be regarded as obligatory fees. Every 
papal gift had its compensation. There was a list of prices, and it remained in force till changed on 
the basis of new estimates of the incomes of benefices. To answer objections, John XXII., in his 
bull of 1331, insisted that the prices set upon such favors were not a charge for the grace 
imparted, but a charge for the labor required for writing the pertinent documents. {181} But the 
declaration did not remove the ill odor of the practice. The taxes levied were out of all proportion 
to the actual cost of the written documents, and the privileges were not to be had without money. 
 
These payments were regularly recorded in registers or ledgers kept by the papal secretaries of 
the camera. The details of the papal exchequer, extant in the Archives of the Vatican, have only 
recently been subjected to careful investigation through the liberal policy of Leo XIII., and have 
made possible a new chapter in works setting forth the history of the Church in this fourteenth 
century. {182} 
 
These studies confirm the impression left by the chroniclers and tract-writers of the fourteenth 
century. The money dealings of the papal court were on a vast scale, and the transactions were 
according to strict rules of merchandise. {183} Avignon was a great money centre. Spiritual 
privileges were vouched for by carefully worded and signed contracts and receipts. The papal 
commercial agents went to all parts of Europe. 
 
Archbishop, bishop, and abbot paid for the letters confirming their titles to their dignities. The 
appointees to lower clerical offices did the same. There were fees for all sorts of concessions, 
dispensations and indulgences, granted to layman and to priest. The priest born out of wedlock, 
the priest seeking to be absent from his living, the priest about to be ordained before the canonical 
age, all had to have a dispensation, and these cost money. {184} The larger revenues went directly 
into the papal treasury and the treasury of the camera. The smaller fees went to notaries, 
doorkeepers, to individual cardinals, and other officials. These intermediaries stood in a long line 
with palms upturned. To use a modern term, it was an intricate system of graft. The beneficiaries 
were almost endless. The large body of lower officials are usually designated in the ledgers by the 
general term "familiars" of the pope or camera. {185} The notaries, or copyists, received 
stipulated sums for every document they transcribed and service they performed. However 



exorbitant the demands might seem, the petitioners were harried by delays and other petty 
annoyances till in sheer weariness they yielded. 
 
The taxes levied upon the higher clergy were usually paid at Avignon by the parties in person. 
For the collection of the annates from the lower clergy and of tithes and other general taxes, 
collectors and subcollectors were appointed. We find these officials in different parts of Europe. 
They had their fixed salaries, and sent periodical reckonings to the central bureau at Avignon. 
{186} The transmission of the moneys they collected was often a dangerous business. Not 
infrequently the carriers were robbed on their way, and the system came into vogue of employing 
merchant and banking houses to do this business, especially Italian firms, which had 
representatives in Northern and Central Europe. The ledgers show a great diversity in the names 
and value of the coins. And it was a nice process to estimate the values of these moneys in the 
terms of the more generally accepted standards. {187} 
 
The offerings made by prelates at their visits to the papal see, called visitationes, {188} were 
divided equally between the papal treasury and the cardinals. From the lists, it appears that the 
archbishops of York paid every three years "300 marks sterling, or 1200 gold florins." Every two 
years the archbishops of Canterbury paid "300 marks sterling, or 1500 gold florins;" the 
archbishop of Tours paid 400 pounds Tournois; of Rheims, 500 pounds, Tournois; of Rouen, 
1000 pounds Tournois. {189} The archbishop of Armagh, at his visitation in 1301, paid 60 silver 
marks, or 250 gold florins. In 1350 the camera claimed from Armagh back payments for fifty 
years. {190} Presumably no bishop of that Irish diocese had made a visit in that interval. Whether 
the claim was honored or not, is not known. 
 
The servitia communia, or payments made by archbishops, bishops, and abbots on their 
confirmation to office, were also listed, according to a fixed scale. The voluntary idea had 
completely disappeared before a fixed assessment. {191} Such a dignitary was called an electus 
until he had paid off the tax. {192} In certain cases the tax was remitted on account of the poverty 
of the ecclesiastic, and in the ledgers the entry was made, "not taxed on account of poverty," non 
taxata propter paupertatem. The amount of this tax seems to have varied, and was sometimes 
one-third of the income and sometimes a larger portion. {193} In the fourteenth century the 
following sees paid servitia as follows: Mainz, 5,000 gold florins; Treves, 7, 000; Cologne, 
10,000; Narbonne, 10,000. On the basis of a new valuation, Martin V. in 1420 raised the taxation 
of the sees of Mainz and Treves to 10,000 florins each, or $25,000 of our money, so that they 
corresponded to the assessment made from of old upon Cologne. {194} When an incumbent died 
without having met the full tax, his successor made up the deficit in addition to paying the 
assessment for his own confirmation. {195} 
 
The following cases will give some idea of the annoyances to which bishops and abbots were put 
who travelled to Avignon to secure letters of papal confirmation to their offices. In 1334, the 
abbot-elect of St. Augustine, Canterbury, had to wait in Avignon from April 22 to Aug. 9 to get 
his confirmation, and it cost him 148 pounds sterling. John IV., abbot-elect of St. Albans, in 1302 
went for consecration to Rome, accompanied by four monks. He arrived May 6, presented his 
case to Boniface VIII. in person at Anagni, May 9, and did not get back to London till Aug. 1, 
being all the while engaged in the process of getting his papers properly prepared and certified to. 
{196} The expense of getting his case through was 2,585 marks, or 10,340 gold florins; or 
$25,000 of our money. The ways in which this large sum was distributed are not a matter of 
conjecture. The exact itemized statement is extant: 2,258 marks, or 9,032 florins, went to "the 
Lord pope and the cardinals." Of this sum 5,000 florins, or 1,250 marks, are entered as a payment 
for the visitatio, and the remainder in payment of the servitium to the cardinals. The remaining 
327 marks, or 1,308 florins, were consumed in registration and notarial fees and gifts to cardinals. 



To Cardinal Francis of St. Maria in Cosmedin, a nephew of Boniface, a gift was made costing 
more than 10 marks, or 40 florins. 
 
Another abbot-elect of St. Albans, Richard II., went to Avignon in 1326 accompanied by six 
monks, and was well satisfied to get away with the payment of 3,600 gold florins. He was 
surprised that the tax was so reasonable. Abbot William of the diocese of Autun, Oct. 22, 1316, 
obligated himself to pay John XXII., as confirmation tax, 1,500 gold florins, and to John’s 
officials 170 more. {197} 
 
The fees paid to the lower officials, called servitia minuta, were classified under five heads, four 
of them going to the officials, familiares of the pontiff, and one to the officials of the cardinals. 
{198} The exact amounts received on account of servitia or confirmation fees by the pope and the 
college of cardinals, probably will never be known. From the lists that have been examined, the 
cardinals between 1316-1323 received from this source 234,047 gold florins, or about 39,000 
florins a year. As the yield from this tax was usually, though not always, divided in equal shares 
between the pope and the cardinals, the full sum realized from this source was double this 
amount. {199} 
 
The annates, so far as they were the tax levied by the pope upon appointments made by himself to 
lower clerical offices and livings, went entirely into the papal treasury, and seem to have been 
uniformly one-half of the first year’s income. {200} They were designated as livings "becoming 
vacant in curia," which was another way of saying, places which had been reserved by the pope. 
The popes from time to time extended this tax through the use of the right of reservation to all 
livings becoming vacant in a given district during a certain period. In addition to the annate tax, 
the papal treasury also drew an income during the period of their vacancy from the livings 
reserved for papal appointment and during the period when an incumbent held the living without 
canonical right. These were called the "intermediate fruits"—medii fructus. {201} 
 
Special indulgences were an uncertain but no less important source of revenue. The prices were 
graded according to the ability of the parties to pay and the supposed inherent value of the papal 
concession. Queen Johanna of Sicily paid 500 grossi Tournois, or about $150, for the privilege of 
taking the oath to the archbishop of Naples, who acted as the pope’s representative. The bull 
readmitting to the sacraments of the Church Margaret of Maultasch and her husband, Lewis of 
Brandenburg, the son of Lewis the Bavarian, cost the princess 2000 grossi Tournois. The king of 
Cyprus was poor, and secured for his subjects indulgence to trade with the Egyptians for the 
modest sum of 100 pounds Tournois, but had to pay 50 pounds additional for a ship sent with 
cargo to Egypt. {202} There was a graduated scale for papal letters giving persons liberty to 
choose their confessor without regard to the parish priests. 
 
To these sources of income were added the taxes for the relief of the Holy Land—pro subsidio 
terrae sanctae. The Council of Vienne ordered a tenth for six years for this purpose. John XXII., 
1333, repeated the substance of Clement’s bull. The expense of clearing Italy of hostile elements 
and reclaiming papal territory as a preliminary to the pope’s return to Rome was also made the 
pretext for levying special taxes. For this object Innocent VI. levied a three-years’ tax of a tenth 
upon the Church in Germany, and in 1366 Urban V. levied another tenth upon all the churches of 
Christendom. {203} 
 
It would be a mistake to suppose that the Church always responded to these appeals, or that the 
collectors had easy work in making collections. The complaints, which we found so numerous in 
England in the thirteenth century, we meet with everywhere during the fourteenth century. The 
resistance was determined, and the taxes were often left unpaid for years or not paid at all. 



 
The revenues derived from feudal states and princes, called census, were divided equally between 
the cardinals and the pope’s private treasury. Gregory X., in 1272, was the first to make such a 
division of the tribute from Sicily, which amounted to 8000 ounces of gold, or about $90,000. 
{204} In the pontificate of John XXII. there is frequent mention of the amounts contributed by 
Sicily and their equal partition. The sums varied from year to year, and in 1304 it was 3000 
ounces of gold. The tribute of Sardinia and Corsica was fixed in 1297 at the annual sum of 2000 
marks, and was divided between the two treasuries. {205} The papal state and Ferrara yielded 
uncertain sums, and the tribute of 1000 marks, pledged by John of England, was paid irregularly, 
and finally abrogated altogether. Peter’s pence, which belongs in this category, was an irregular 
source of papal income. {206} 
 
The yearly income of the papal treasury under Clement V. and John XXII. has been estimated at 
from 200,000 to 250,000 gold florins. {207} In 1353 it is known to have been at least 260,000 
florins, or more than $600,000 of our money 
 
These sources of income were not always sufficient for the expenses of the papal household, and 
in cases had to be anticipated by loans. The popes borrowed from cardinals, from princes, and 
from bankers. Urban V. got a loan from his cardinals of 30, 000 gold florins. Gregory XI. got 
loans of 30,000 florins from the king of Navarre, and 60, 000 from the duke of Anjou. The duke 
seems to have been a ready lender, and on another occasion loaned Gregory 40,000 florins. {208} 
It was a common thing for bishops and abbots to make loans to enable them to pay the expense of 
their confirmation. The abbot of St. Albans, in 1290, was assessed 1300 pounds for his servitium, 
and borrowed 500 of it. {209} The habit grew until the time of the Reformation, when the sums 
borrowed, as in the case of Albrecht, archbishop of Mainz, were enormous. 
 
The transactions of the Avignon chancellory called forth loud complaints, even from 
contemporary apologists for the papacy. Alvarus Pelagius, in his Lament over the Church, wrote: 
"No poor man can approach the pope. He will call and no one will answer, because he has no 
money in his purse to pay. Scarcely is a single petition heeded by the pope until it has passed 
through the hands of middlemen, a corrupt set, bought with bribes, and the officials conspire 
together to extort more than the rule calls for." In another place he said that whenever he entered 
into the papal chambers he always found the tables full of gold, and clerics counting and 
weighing florins. {210} Of the Spanish bishops he said that there was scarcely one in a hundred 
who did not receive money for ordinations and the gift of benefices. Matters grew no better, but 
rather worse as the fourteenth century advanced. Dietrich of Nieheim, speaking of Boniface IX., 
said that "the pope was an insatiable gulf, and that as for avarice there was no one to compare 
with him." {211} To effect a cure of the disease, which was a scandal to Christendom, the popes 
would have been obliged to cut off the great army of officials who surrounded them. But this vast 
organized body was stronger than the Roman pontiff. The fundamental theory of the rights of the 
papal office was at fault. The councils made attempts to introduce reforms, but in vain. Help 
came at last and from an unexpected quarter, when Luther and the other leaders openly revolted 
against the mediaeval theory of the papacy and of the Church. 
 
{164} Haller says, p. 103, the characteristic of John’s pontificate was finance, der Fiskalismus. 
Tangl, p. 40, compares his commercial instincts to the concern for high ideals which animated 
Gregory VII., Alexander III., and Innocent III. See vol. V, I., pp. 787, sqq. 
 
{165} Licet ecclesiarum. See Lib. sextus, III. 4, 2. Friedberg’s ed., II. 102, Lux, p. 5, says 
romanus pontifex supremus collator, ad quem plenaria de omnibus totius orbis beneficiis eccles. 
dispositio jure naturo pertinet, etc. 



 
{166} Lux, p. 12; Hefele: Conciliengesch. VI. 151. 
 
{167} Lux, p. 13; Friedberg: Reservationen in Herzog, XVI. 672. 
 
{168} Lux, p. 17 sqq., and Haller, p. 38, with authorities. 
 
{169} Verum super ipsum jus, potest dispensare, etc. Quoted by Gieseler, II. 123. 
 
{170} A provision that is providere ecclesiae de episcopo signified in the first instance a 
promotion, and afterwards the papal right to supersede appointments made in the usual way by 
the pope’s own arbitrary appointment. The methods of papal appointment are given in Liber 
sextus, I. 16, 18; Friedberg’s ed., II. 969. See Stubbs, Const. Hist., III. 320. "Collations" was also 
used as a general term to cover this papal privilege. The formulas of this period commonly ran de 
apostol. potestatis plenitudine reservamus. See John’s bull of July 30, 1322, Lux, p. 62 sq. 
Rogare, monere, precipere are the words generally used by pope Innocent III., 1198-1216, see 
Hinschius, II. 114 sq. Alexander III. used the expression ipsum commendamus rogantes et 
rogando mandantes and others like it. Hinschius, III. 116, dates insistence on reservations as a 
right from the time of Lucius III., 1181-1185. 
 
{171} Haller, p, 107. 
 
{172} Lux, p. 61 sq. This author, pp. 59-106, gives 57 documents not before published, 
containing reservations by John XXII. and his successors. 
 
{173} Kirsch: Kollektorien, p. xxv sq. 
 
{174} See Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 762. K. Muller: Kirchengesch., II. 45. Kirsch: 
Finanzverwaltung, p. 70. Pastor, in the 1st ed. of his Hist. of the Popes, I. 63, said das unheilvolle 
System der Annaten, Reservationen und Expektanzen hat seit Johann XXII. zur Ausbildung 
gelangt. 
 
{175} The course of Clement V., in allowing grants to Philip the Fair, Charles of Valois, and 
other princes, was followed by John. In 1316 he granted to the king of France a tenth and annates 
for four years, in 1326 a tenth for two years, and in 1333 a tenth for six years. The English king, 
in 1317, was given a share of the tenth appointed by the Council of Vienne for a crusade and at 
the same time one-half of the annates. Again, in the years 1319, 1322, 1330, a tenth was accorded 
to the same sovereign. See Haller, p. 116 sq. 
 
{176} Deuteronomy planctu eccles., II. 14, papa legibus loquentibus de simonia et canonibus 
solutus est. 
 
{177} V. 3, certum est, summum pontificem canonicam simoniam a jure positivo prohibitam non 
posse committere, quia ipse est supra jus et eum jura positiva non ligant. 
 
{178} Kirsch: Kollektorien, p. xii sq. and other Catholic writers make some defence of John’s 
financial measures on the ground that the sources of income from the State of the Church dried up 
when the papacy was transferred to Avignon. 
 
{179} For the details, see Tangl, p. 20 sqq. 
 



{180} See vol. V. 1, p. 787 sqq. 
 
{181} Non habita consideratione ad valorem beneficii, de quo fiet gratia sed ad laborem 
scripturae dumtaxat. See Tangl, p. 21. 
 
{182} Woker took up the study in 1878, and has been followed by a number of scholars such as 
Tangl, Gottlob, Goeller, Haller, Baumgarten, Schulte, and especially Dr. Kirsch, professor of 
church history in the Catholic University of Freiburg, Switzerland. See, for a full description, 
Baumgarten, pp. v-xiii. The subject involves a vast array of figures and commercial briefs of all 
kinds, and includes the organization of the camera, the system of collection, the graduated scales 
of prices, the transmission of moneys to Avignon, the division of the receipts between the pope 
and the cardinals, the values of the numerous coins, etc. Garampi, a keeper of the Vatican 
Archives, in the eighteenth century arranged these registers according to countries. See Kirsch, 
Kollektorien, p. vii, and Ruckkehr, p. xli-l; Tangl, vi sqq.; Baumgarten, viii, x sqq. 
 
{183} Kirsch: Kollektorien, p. vii, note, gives four different headings under which the moneys 
were recorded, namely: (1) census and visitations; (2) bulls; (3) servitia communia; (4) sundry 
sources. He also gives the entries under which disbursements were entered, such as the kitchen, 
books and parchments, palfreys, journeys, wars, etc. 
 
{184} Tangl, 74 sq 
 
{185} As an example of the host of these officials who had to be fed, see Tangl, pp. 64-67. He 
gives a list of the fees paid by agents of the city of Cologne, which was seeking certain bulls in 
1393. The title "secretary" does not occur till the reign of Benedict XII., 1338. Goeller, p. 46. 
 
{186} One of the allowances made by John XXII. for collectors was 5 gold florins a day. Kirsch: 
Kollektorien, VII. sqq., XLIX. sqq. Kirsch gives the official ledgers of papal collectors in Basel, 
pp. 4-32, and other sees of Germany. Sometimes the bishop acted as collector in his diocese, 
Goeller, p. 71. 
 
{187} For elaborate comparisons of the value of the different coins of the fourteenth century, see 
Kirsch, Kollektorien, LXXVIII. and Ruckkehr, p. xli sqq. Gottlob, pp. 133, 174 sq., etc. 
Baumgarten, CCXI sqq. The silver mark, the gold florin and the pound Tournois were among the 
larger coins most current. One mark was worth 4 or 6 gold florins, or 8 pounds Tournois. The 
grossus Turonensis was equal to about 26 cents of our value. See Tangl, 14. For the different 
estimates of marks in florins, see Baumgarten, CXXI. The gold florin had the face value of $2.50 
of our money, or nearly 10 marks German coinage. See Kirsch, Kollektorien, p. Ixx; Ruckkehr, p. 
xlv; Gottlob, Servitientaxe, p. 176; Baumgarten, p. ccxiii; Tangl, 14, etc. Kirsch gives the 
purchasing price of money in the fourteenth century as four times what it now is, 
Finanzerverwaltung p. 56. The gold mark in 1370 was worth 62 gold florins the silver mark 5 
florins, Kirsch: Ruckkehr, p. xlv. Kirsch: Ruckkehr, pp. l-lxi, gives a very elaborate and valuable 
list of the prices of commodities and wages in 1370 from the Vatican ledger accounts. Urban V.’s 
agents bought two horses for 117 florins gold and two mules for 90 florins. They paid 1 gold 
florin for 12 pairs of shoes and 1 pair of boots. A salma of wheat—equal to 733 loaves of bread—
cost 4 florins, or $10 in our money. The keeper of the papal stables received 120 gold florins a 
year. The senator of Rome received from Gregory XI. 600 gold florins a month. A watchman of 
the papal palace, 7 gold florins a month. Carpenters received from 12-18 shillings Provis, or 60-
80 cents, 47 of these coins being equal to 1 gold florin. 
 
{188} Visitationes ad limina apostolorum, that is, visits to Rome. 



 
{189} See Baumgarten, CXXI.; Kirsch: Finanzverwaltung, p. 22 sq. 
 
{190} Baumgarten, p. cxxii. 
 
{191} Gottlob, Servitien, p. 30 sqq., 75-93; Baumgarten, p. xcvii sqq. 
 
{192} Gottlob, p. 130. 
 
{193} Kirsch: Finanzverwaltung, and Baumgarten, p. xcvii, make it one-third. Gottlob, p. 120 
says it was sometimes more. 
 
{194} Baumgarten, p. cvi, Schulte, p. 97 sq. Cases are also reported of the reduction of the 
assessment upon a revaluation of the property. In 1326 the assessment of the see of Breslau was 
reduced from 4, 000 to 1, 786 gold florins. Kirsch: Finanzverwaltung, p. 8. 
 
{195} For cases, see Baumgarten, p. cviii. Attempts to get rid of this assessment were unavailing. 
The bishop of Bamberg, in 1335, left Avignon without a bull of confirmation because he had not 
made the prescribed payment. The reason is not recorded, but the statement is spread on the 
ledger entry that episcopal confirmation should not be granted to him till the Apostolic letters 
pertaining to it were properly registered and delivered by the Apostolic camera. Goeller, p. 69. 
 
{196} Gesta Abb. monaster. S. Albani, II. 55 sq. See Gottlob, Servitien, p. 174 sqq. for the full list 
of his expenses. 
 
{197} The contract is printed entire by Kirsch, Finanzerverwaltung, pp. 73-77, and Gottlob, p. 
162 sqq. 
 
{198} See Gottlob, pp. 102-118; Schulte, p. 13 sqq. 
 
{199} Baumgarten, p. cxx. 
 
{200} John XXII., 1316, Benedict XII, 1335, Clement VI., 1342, and Boniface IX., 1392, issued 
bulls requiring such appointees to pay one-half the first year’s income into the papal treasury. 
See, on this subject, Kirsch, Kollektorien, p. xxv sqq. He mentions the papal collector, Gerardus, 
who gives a continuous list for the years 1343-1360, of such payments of annates, fructus 
beneficiorum vacantium ad Cameram Apostolicam pertinentes. The annates, or annalia, were 
originally given to the bishops when livings became vacant, but were gradually reserved for the 
papal treasury. See Friedberg, Kirchliche Abgaben, in Herzog, I. 95. 
 
{201} Kirsch: Kollektorien, p. xxvi. Benedict, 1335, appropriated these payments to the papal 
treasury. 
 
{202} Tangl, pp. 31, 32, 37 
 
{203} Kirsch: Kollektorien, pp. xx, xxi. 
 
{204} Kirsch: Finanzverwaltung, p. 3; Ruckkehr, p. xv. The payment to Urban V. in 1367 and its 
division into equal shares is a matter of record. In a ledger account begun in 1317, and now in the 
Vatican, an ounce of gold was estimated at 5 florins, a pound of gold at 96 florins. See Kirsch, 
Finanzverwaltung, p. 71; Baumgarten, p. ccxi. 



 
{205} Baumgarten, p. cxlii sq. 
 
{206} Baumgarten, CXXVI. sqq. 
 
{207} Ehrle: Process uber d. Nachlass Klemens V., in Archiv, etc., V. 147. The revenue of Philip 
the Fair amounted in 1301 to 267,900 pounds. See Gottlob, Servitien, 133. Gottlob, p. 134, says 
the cardinals received as much more as their share. 
 
{208} Haller, p. 138. 
 
{209} Walter de Gray, bishop of Worcester, is said to have borrowed 10,000 pounds at his 
elevation, 1215. Roger de Wendover, as quoted by Gottlob, p. 136. The passage runs obligatus in 
curia Romana de decem millibus libris, etc. Gottlob understands this to refer to Roman bankers, 
not to the Roman curia. 
 
{210} Deuteronomy planctu eccl. II. 7, quum saepe intraverim in cameram camerarii domni 
papae, semper ibi vidi nummularios et mensas plenas auro, et clericos computantes et trutinantes 
florenos. See Dollinger-Friedrich, pp. 86, 420. 
 
{211} Insatiabilis vorago et in avaricia nullus ei similis. Deuteronomy schismate, Erler’s ed., p. 
119. The sacra auri fames prevailed at Avignon.  



10. The Later Avignon Popes. 
 
The bustling and scholastic John XXII. was followed by the scholarly and upright Benedict XII., 
1334-1342. Born in the diocese of Toulouse, Benedict studied in Paris, and arose to the dignity of 
bishop and cardinal before his elevation to the papal throne. If Villani is to be trusted, his election 
was an accident. One cardinal after another who voted for him did so, not dreaming he would be 
elected. The choice proved to be an excellent one. The new pontiff at once showed interest in 
reform. The prelates who had no distinct duties at Avignon he sent home, and to his credit it was 
recorded that, when urged to enrich his relatives, he replied that the vicar of Christ, like 
Melchizedek, must be without father or mother or genealogy. To him belongs the honor of having 
begun the erection of the permanent papal palace at Avignon, a massive and grim structure, 
having the features of a fortress rather than a residence. Its walls and towers were built of colossal 
thickness and strength to resist attack. Its now desolated spaces are a speechless witness to 
perhaps the most singular of the episodes of papal history. The cardinals followed Benedict’s 
example and built palaces in Avignon and its vicinity. 
 
Clement VI., 1342-1352, who had been archbishop of Rouen, squandered the fortune amassed by 
John XXII. and prudently administered by Benedict. He forgot his Benedictine training and vows 
and was a fast liver, carrying into the papal office the tastes of the French nobility from which he 
sprang. Horses, a sumptuous table, and the company of women made the papal palace as gay as a 
royal court. {212} Nor were his relatives allowed to go uncared for. Of the twenty-five cardinals’ 
hats which he distributed, twelve went to them, one a brother and one a nephew. Clement enjoyed 
a reputation for eloquence and, like John XXII., preached after he became pope. Early in his 
pontificate the Romans sent a delegation, which included Petrarch, begging him to return to 
Rome. But Clement, a Frenchman to the core, preferred the atmosphere of France. Though he did 
not go to Rome, he was gracious enough to comply with the delegation’s request and appoint a 
Jubilee for the deserted and impoverished city. 
 
During Clement’s rule, Rome lived out one of the picturesque episodes of its mediaeval history, 
the meteoric career of the tribune Cola (Nicolas) di Rienzo. Of plebeian birth, this visionary man 
was stirred with the ideals of Roman independence and glory by reading the ancient classics. His 
oratory flattered and moved the people, whose cause he espoused against the aristocratic families 
of the city. Sent to Avignon at the head of a commission, 1343, to confer the highest municipal 
authority upon the pope, he won Clement’s attention by his frank manner and eloquent speech. 
Returning to Rome, he fascinated the people with visions of freedom and dominion. They 
invested him on the Capitol with the signiory of the city, 1347. Cola assumed the democratic title 
of tribune. Writing from Avignon, Petrarch greeted him as the man whom he had been looking 
for, and dedicated to him one of his finest odes. The tribune sought to extend his influence by 
enkindling the flame of patriotism throughout all Italy and to induce its cities to throw off the 
yoke of their tyrants. Success and glory turned his head. Intoxicated with applause, he had the 
audacity to cite Lewis the Bavarian and Charles IV. before his tribunal, and headed his 
communications with the magnificent superscription, "In the first year of the Republic’s 
freedom." His success lasted but seven months. The people had grown weary of their idol. He 
was laid by Clement under the ban and fled, to appear again for a brief season under Innocent V. 
 
Avignon was made papal property by Clement, who paid Joanna of Naples 80, 000 florins for it. 
The low price may have been in consideration of the pope’s services in pronouncing the princess 
guiltless of the murder of her cousin and first husband, Andreas, a royal Hungarian 
 



prince, and sanctioning her second marriage with another cousin, the prince of Tarentum. 
 
This pontiff witnessed the conclusion of the disturbed career of Lewis the Bavarian, in 1347. The 
emperor had sunk to the depths of self-abasement when he swore to the 28 articles Clement laid 
before him, Sept. 18, 1343, and wrote to the pope that, as a babe longs for its mother’s breast, so 
his soul cried out for the grace of the pope and the Church. But, if possible, Clement intensified 
the curses placed upon him by his two predecessors. The bull, which he announced with his own 
lips, April 13, 1346, teems with rabid execrations. It called upon God to strike Lewis with 
insanity, blindness, and madness. It invoked the thunderbolts of heaven and the flaming wrath of 
God and the Apostles Peter and Paul both in this world and the next. It called all the elements to 
rise in hostility against him; upon the universe to fight against him, and the earth to open and 
swallow him up alive. It blasphemously damned his house to desolation and his children to 
exclusion from their abode. It invoked upon him the curse of beholding with his own eyes the 
destruction of his children by their enemies. {213} 
 
During Clement’s pontificate, 1348-1349, the Black Death swept over Europe from Hungary to 
Scotland and from Spain to Sweden, one of the most awful and mysterious scourges that has ever 
visited mankind. It was reported by all the chroniclers of the time, and described by Boccaccio in 
the introduction to his novels. According to Villani, the disease appeared as carbuncles under the 
armpits or in the groin, sometimes as big as an egg, and was accompanied with devouring fever 
and vomiting of blood. It also involved a gangrenous inflammation of the lungs and throat and a 
fetid odor of the breath. In describing the virulence of the infection, a contemporary said that one 
sick person was sufficient to infect the whole world. {214} The patients lingered at most a day or 
two. Boccaccio witnessed the progress of the plague as it spread its ravages in Florence. {215} 
Such measures of sanitation as were then known were resorted to, such as keeping the streets of 
the city clean and posting up elaborate rules of health. Public religious services and processions 
were appointed to stay death’s progress. Boccaccio tells how he saw the hogs dying from the 
deadly contagion which they caught in rooting amongst cast-off clothing. In England all sorts of 
cattle were affected, and Knighton speaks of 5000 sheep dying in a single district. {216} The 
mortality was appalling. The figures, though they differ in different accounts, show a vast loss of 
life. 
 
A large per cent of the population of Western Europe fell before the pestilence. In Siena, 80,000 
were carried off; in Venice, 100,000; in Bologna, two-thirds of the population; and in Florence, 
three-fifths. In Marseilles the number who died in a single month is reported as 57,000. Nor was 
the papal city on the Rhone exempt. Nine cardinals, 70 prelates, and 17,000 males succumbed. 
Another writer, a canon writing from the city to a friend in Flanders, reports that up to the date of 
his writing one-half of the population had died. The very cats, dogs, and chickens took the 
disease. {217} At the prescription of his physician, Guy of Chauliac, Clement VI. stayed within 
doors and kept large fires lighted, as Nicolas IV. before him had done in time of plague. 
 
No class was immune except in England, where the higher classes seem to have been exempt. 
The clergy yielded in great numbers, bishops, priests, and monks. At least one archbishop of 
Canterbury, Bradwardine, was carried away by it. The brothers of the king of Sweden, Hacon and 
Knut, were among the victims. The unburied dead strewed the streets of Stockholm. Vessels 
freighted with cargoes were reported floating on the high seas with the last sailor dead. {218} 
Convents were swept clear of all their inmates. The cemeteries were not large enough to hold the 
bodies, which were thrown into hastily dug pits. {219} The danger of infection and the odors 
emitted by the corpses were so great that often there was no one to give sepulture to the dead. 
Bishops found cause in this neglect to enjoin their priests to preach on the resurrection of the 
body as one of the tenets of the Catholic Church, as did the bishop of Winchester. {220} In spite 



of the vast mortality, many of the people gave themselves up without restraint to revelling and 
drinking from tavern to tavern and to other excesses, as Boccaccio reports of Florence. 
 
In England, it is estimated that one-half of the population, or 2,500,000 people, fell victims to the 
dread disease. {221} According to Knighton, it was introduced into the land through 
Southampton. As for Scotland, this chronicler tells the grewsome story that some of the Scotch, 
on hearing of the weakness of the English in consequence of the malady, met in the forest of 
Selfchyrche—Selkirk—and decided to fall upon their unfortunate neighbors, but were suddenly 
themselves attacked by the disease, nearly 5000 dying. The English king prorogued parliament. 
The disaster that came to the industries of the country is dwelt upon at length by the English 
chroniclers. The soil became "dead," for there were no laborers left to till it. The price per acre 
was reduced one-half, or even much more. The cattle wandered through the meadows and fields 
of grain, with no one to drive them in. "The dread fear of death made the prices of live stock 
cheap." Horses were sold for one-half their usual price, 40 solidi, and a fat steer for 4 solidi. The 
price of labor went up, and the cost of the necessaries of life became "very high." {222} The 
effect upon the Church was such as to interrupt its ministries and perhaps check its growth. The 
English bishops provided for the exigencies of the moment by issuing letters giving to all clerics 
the right of absolution. The priest could now make his price, and instead of 4 or 5 marks, as 
Knighton reports, he could get 10 or 20 after the pestilence had spent its course. To make up for 
the scarcity of ministers, ordination was granted before the canonical age, as when Bateman, 
bishop of Norwich, set apart by the sacred rite 60 clerks, "though only shavelings" under 21. In 
another direction the evil effects of the plague were seen. Work was stopped on the Cathedral of 
Siena, which was laid out on a scale of almost unsurpassed size, and has not been resumed to this 
day. {223} 
 
The Black Death was said to have invaded Europe from the East, and to have been carried first by 
Genoese vessels. {224} Its victims were far in excess of the loss of life by any battles or 
earthquakes known to European history, not excepting the Sicilian earthquake of 1908. 
 
In spite of the plague, and perhaps in gratitude for its cessation, the Jubilee Year of 1350, like the 
Jubilee under Boniface at the opening of the century, brought thousands of pilgrims to Rome. If 
they left scenes of desolation in the cities and villages from which they came, they found a 
spectacle of desolation and ruin in the Eternal City which Petrarch, visiting the same year, said 
was enough to move a heart of stone. Matthew Villani {225} cannot say too much in praise of the 
devotion of the visiting throngs. Clement’s bull extended the benefits of his promised indulgence 
to those who started on a pilgrimage without the permission of their superiors, the cleric without 
the permission of his bishop, the monk without the permission of his abbot, and the wife without 
the permission of her husband. 
 
Of the three popes who followed Clement, only good can be said. Innocent VI., 1352-1362, a 
native of the see of Limoges, had been appointed cardinal by Clement VI. Following in the 
footsteps of Benedict XII., he reduced the ostentation of the Avignon court, dismissed idle 
bishops to their sees, and instituted the tribunal of the rota, with 21 salaried auditors for the 
orderly adjudication of disputed cases coming before the papal tribunal. Before Innocent’s 
election, the cardinals adopted a set of rules limiting the college to 20 members, and stipulating 
that no new members should be appointed, suspended, deposed, or excommunicated without the 
consent of two-thirds of their number, and that no papal relative should be assigned to a high 
place. Innocent no sooner became pontiff than he set it aside as not binding. 
 
Soon after the beginning of his reign, Innocent released Cola di Rienzo from confinement {226} 
and sent him and Cardinal Aegidius Alvarez of Albernoz to Rome in the hope of establishing 



order. Cola was appointed senator, but only a few months afterwards was put to death in a 
popular uprising, Oct. 8, 1354. He dreamed of a united Italy, 500 years before the union of its 
divided states was consummated, but his name remains a powerful impulse to popular freedom 
and national unity in the peninsula. 
 
Tyrants and demagogues infested Italian municipalities and were sucking their life-blood. The 
State of the Church had been parcelled up into petty principalities ruled by rude nobles, such as 
the Polentas in Ravenna, the Malatestas in Rimini, the Montefeltros in Urbino. The pope was in 
danger of losing his territory in the peninsula altogether. Soldiers of fortune from different 
nations had settled upon it and spread terror as leaders of predatory bands. In no part was anarchy 
more wild than in Rome itself, and in the Campagna. Albernoz had fought in the wars against the 
Moors, and had administered the see of Toledo. He was a statesman as well as a soldier. He was 
fully equal to his difficult task and restored the papal government. {227} 
 
In 1355, Albernoz, as administrator of Rome, placed the crown of the empire on the head of 
Charles IV. To such a degree had the imperial dignity been brought that Charles was denied 
permission by the pope to enter the city till the day appointed for his coronation. His arrival in 
Italy was welcomed by Petrarch as Henry VII.’s arrival had been welcomed by Dante. But the 
emperor disappointed every expectation, and his return from Italy was an inglorious retreat. He 
placed his own dominion of Bohemia in his debt by becoming the founder of the University of 
Prag. {228} It was he also who, in 1356, issued the celebrated Golden Bull, which laid down the 
rules for the election of the emperor. They placed this transaction wholly in the hands of the 
electors, a majority of whom was sufficient for a choice. The pope is not mentioned in the 
document. Frankfurt was made the place of meeting. The electors designated were the 
archbishops of Mainz, Treves, and Cologne, the Count Palatine, the king of Bohemia, the 
Margrave of Brandenburg, and the duke of Saxony. {229} 
 
Urban V., 1362-1370, at the time of his election abbot of the Benedictine convent of St. Victor in 
Marseilles, developed merits which secured for him canonization by Pius IX., 1870. He was the 
first of the Avignon popes to visit Rome. Petrarch, as he had written before to Benedict XII. and 
Clement VI., now, in his old age, wrote to the new pontiff rebuking the curia for its vices and 
calling upon him to be faithful to his part as Roman bishop. Why should Urban hide himself away 
in a corner of the earth? Italy was fair, and Rome, hallowed by history and legend of empire and 
Church, was the theocratic capital of the world. Charles IV. visited Avignon and offered to escort 
the pontiff. But the French king opposed the plan and was supported by the cardinals in a body. 
Only three Italians were left in it. Urban started for the home of his spiritual ancestors in April, 
1367. A fleet of sixty vessels furnished by Naples, Genoa, Venice, and Pisa conducted the 
distinguished traveller from Marseilles to Genoa and Corneto, where he was met by envoys from 
Rome, who put into his hands the keys of the castle of St. Angelo, the symbol of full municipal 
power. All along the way transports of wine, fish, cheese, and other provisions, sent on from 
Avignon, met the papal party, and horses from the papal stables on the Rhone were in waiting for 
the pope at every stage of the journey. {230} 
 
At Viterbo, a riot was called forth by the insolent manners of the French, and the pope launched 
the interdict against the city. The papal ledgers contain the outlay by the apothecary for medicines 
for the papal servants who were wounded in the melee. Here Albernoz died, to whom the papacy 
owed a large debt for his services in restoring order to Rome. The legend runs that, when he was 
asked by the pope for an account of his administration, he loaded a car with the keys of the cities 
he had recovered to the papal authority, and sent them to him. 
 



Urban chose as his residence the Vatican in preference to the Lateran. The preparations for his 
advent included the restoration of the palace and its gardens. A part of the garden was used as a 
field, and the rest was overgrown with thorns. Urban ordered it replanted with grape-vines and 
fruit trees. The papal ledger gives the cost of these improvements as 6,621 gold florins, or about 
$15,000. Roofs, floors, doors, walls, and other parts of the palace had to be renewed. The 
expenses from April 27, 1367, to November, 1368, as shown in the report of the papal treasurer, 
Gaucelin de Pradello, were 15,559 florins, or $39,000. {231} 
 
During the sixty years that had elapsed since Clement V. fixed the papal residence in France, 
Rome had been reduced almost to a museum of Christian monuments, as it had before been a 
museum of pagan ruins. The aristocratic families had forsaken the city. The Lateran had again 
fallen a prey to the flames in 1360. St. Paul’s was desolate. Rubbish or stagnant pools filled the 
streets. The population was reduced to 20,000 or perhaps 17,000. {232} The return of the papacy 
was compared by Petrarch to Israel returning out of Egypt. 
 
Urban set about the restoration of churches. He gave 1000 florins to the Lateran and spent 5000 
on St. Paul’s. Rome showed signs of again becoming the centre of European society and politics. 
Joanna, queen of Naples, visited the city, and so did the king of Cyprus and the emperor, Charles 
IV. In 1369 John V. Palaeologus, the Byzantine emperor, arrived, a suppliant for aid against the 
Turks, and publicly made solemn abjuration of his schismatic tenets. 
 
The old days seemed to have returned, but Urban was not satisfied. He had not the courage nor 
the wide vision to sacrifice his own pleasure for the good of his office. Had he so done, the 
disastrous schism might have been averted. He turned his face back towards Avignon, where he 
arrived "at the hour of vespers," Sept. 27, 1370. He survived his return scarcely two months, and 
died Dec. 19, 1370, universally beloved and already honored as a saint. 
 
{212} Pastor, I. 76, says, "Luxury and fast living prevailed to the most flagrant degree under 
Clement’s rule." For detailed description of Avignon and the papal palace, see A. Penjon, 
Avignon, la ville et le palais des papes, pp. 134, Avignon, 1878; F. Digonnet: Le palais des papes 
en Avignon, Avignon, 1907. 
 
{213} This awful denunciation runs: Veniat ei laqueus quem ignorat, et cadat in ipsum. Sit 
maledictus ingrediens, sit maledictus egrediens. Percutiat eum dominus amentia et caecitate ac 
mentis furore. Coelum super eum fulgura mittat. Omnipotentis dei ira et beatorum Petri et 
Pauli... in hoc et futuro seculo exardescat in ipsum. Orbis terrarum pugnet contra eum, aperiatur 
terra et ipsum absorbeat vivum. Mirbt: Quellen, p. 153. See Muller: Kampf Ludwigs, etc., II. 214. 
 
{214} Quoted by Gasquet, Black Death, p. 46. 
 
{215} Whitcomb, Source Book of the Renaissance, pp. 15-18, gives a translation. 
 
{216} Knighton’s account, Chronicon, Rolls Series II. 58-65. 
 
{217} Quoted by Gasquet, p. 46 sqq. 
 
{218} Gasquet, p. 40. 
 
{219} Thorold Rogers saw the remains of a number of skeletons at the digging for the new 
divinity school at Cambridge, and pronounced the spot the plague-pit of this awful time. Six 
Centuries of Work and Wages, I. 157. 



 
{220} Gasquet, p. 128. 
 
{221} These are the figures of Jessopp, Coming of the Friars, Gasquet, p. 226, and Cunningham, 
Growth of English Industries and Commerce, p. 275. Thorold Rogers, however, in Six Centuries 
of Work, etc., and England before and after the Black Death, Fortnightly Review, VIII. 190 sqq. 
reduces the number. Jessopp bases his calculations upon local documents and death lists of the 
diocese of Norwich and finds that in some cases nine tenths of the population died. The 
Augustinians at Heveringland, prior and canons, died to a man. At Hickling only one survived. 
Whether this fell mortality among the clergy, especially the orders, points to luxuriant living and 
carelessness in habits of cleanliness, we will not attempt to say. 
 
{222} Knighton, II. 62, 65. 
 
{223} Gasquet, p. 253. This author, pp. viii, 8, compares the ravages of the bubonic plague in 
India, 1897-1905, to the desolations of the Black Death. He gives the mortality in India in this 
period as 3,250,000 persons. He emphasizes the bad effects of the plague in undoing the previous 
work of the Church and checking its progress. 
 
{224} Ralph, bishop of Bath and Wells, in a pastoral letter warned against the "pestilence which 
had come into a neighboring kingdom from the East." Knighton refers its origin to India, Thomas 
Walsingham, Hist. Angl., Rolls Series I. 273, thus speaks of it: "Beginning in the regions of the 
North and East it advanced over the world and ended with so great a destruction that scarcely half 
of the people remained. Towns once full of men became destitute of inhabitants, and so violently 
did the pestilence increase that the living were scarcely able to bury the dead. In certain houses of 
men of religion, scarcely two out of twenty men survived. It was estimated by many that scarcely 
one-tenth of mankind had been left alive." 
 
{225} Muratori, XV. 56. 
 
{226} Cola had roamed about till he went to Prag, where Charles IV. seized him and sent him to 
Avignon in 1352. Petrarch, who corresponded with him, speaks of seeing him in Avignon, 
attended by two guards. See Robinson, Petrarch, pp. 341-343 sqq. 
 
{227} The full term of Albernoz’ service in Italy extended from 1353-1368. By his code, called 
the Aegidian Constitutions, he became the legislator of the State of the Church for centuries. For 
text, see Mansi, XXVI. 299-307. Gregorovius, VI. 430, calls him "the most gifted statesman who 
ever sat in the college of cardinals," and Wurm, his biographer, "the second founder of the State 
of the Church." 
 
{228} In 1334 Clement had set off the diocese of Prag from the diocese of Mainz and made it an 
archbishopric. 
 
{229} Bryce, ch. XIV., says well that the Golden Bull completed the Germanization of the Holy 
Roman Empire by separating the imperial power from the papacy. See Mirot, La politique 
pontificale, p. 2. 
 
{230} Kirsch: Ruckkehr, etc., pp. xii, 74-90. During the stop of five days at Genoa, Urban 
received timely help in the payment of the feoffal tax of Naples, 8000 ounces of gold. Kirsch, in 
his interesting and valuable treatment, publishes the ledger entries made in the official registers, 
deposited in Rome and Avignon and giving in detail the expenses incurred on the visits of Urban 



and Gregory XI. Gregorovius, VI. 430 sqq., gives an account of Urban’s pilgrimage in his most 
brilliant style. 
 
{231} The accounts are published entire by Kirsch, pp. ix sqq. xxx, 109-165. 
 
{232} Dollinger, The Church and the Churches, Engl. trans., 1862, p. 363, puts the population at 
17,000. Gregorovius, VI. 438, makes the estimate somewhat higher  



11. The Re-establishment of the Papacy in Rome. 1377. 
 
Of the nineteen cardinals who entered the conclave at the death of Urban V., all but four were 
Frenchmen. The choice immediately fell on Gregory XI., the son of a French count. At 17 he had 
been made cardinal by his uncle, Clement VI. His contemporaries praised him for his moral 
purity, affability, and piety. He showed his national sympathies by appointing 18 Frenchmen 
cardinals and filling papal appointments in Italy with French officials. In English history he is 
known for his condemnation of Wyclif. His pontificate extended from 1370-1378. 
 
With Gregory’s name is associated the re-establishment of the papacy in its proper home on the 
Tiber. For this change the pope deserves no credit. It was consummated against his will. He went 
to Rome, but was engaged in preparations to return to Avignon, when death suddenly overtook 
him. 
 
That which principally moved Gregory to return to Rome was the flame of rebellion which filled 
Central and Northern Italy, and threatened the papacy with the permanent loss of its dominions. 
The election of an anti-pope was contemplated by the Italians, as a delegation from Rome 
informed him. One remedy was open to crush revolt on the banks of the Tiber. It was the 
presence of the pope himself. {233} 
 
Gregory had carried on war for five years with the disturbing elements in Italy. In the northern 
parts of the peninsula, political anarchy swept from city to city. Soldiers of fortune, the most 
famous of whom was the Englishman, John Hawkwood, spread terror wherever they went. In 
Milan, the tyrant Bernabo was all-powerful and truculent. In Florence, the revolt was against the 
priesthood itself, and a red flag was unfurled, on which was inscribed the word "Liberty." A 
league of 80 cities was formed to abolish the pope’s secular power. The interdict hurled against 
the Florentines, March 31, 1376, for the part they were taking in the sedition, contained atrocious 
clauses, giving every one the right to plunder the city and to make slaves of her people wherever 
they might be found. {234} Genoa and Pisa followed Florence and incurred a like papal 
malediction. The papal city, Bologna, was likewise stirred to rebellion in 1376 by its sister city on 
the Arno. 
 
Florence fanned the flames of rebellion in Rome and the other papal towns, calling upon them to 
throw off the yoke of tyranny and return to their pristine liberty. What Italian, its manifesto 
proclaimed, "can endure the sight of so many noble cities, serving barbarians appointed by the 
pope to devour the goods of Italy?" {235} But Rome remained true to the pope, as did Ancona. 
On the other hand, Perugia, Narni, Viterbo, and Ferrara, in 1375, raised the banner of rebellion 
until revolt threatened to spread over the whole of the papal patrimony. The bitter feeling against 
the French officials was intensified by a detachment of 10,000 Breton mercenaries which the 
pope sent to crush the revolution. They were under the leadership of Cardinal Robert of 
Geneva,—afterward Clement VII., —an iron-hearted soldier and pitiless priest. It was as plain as 
day, Pastor says, that Gregory’s return was the only thing that could save Rome to the papacy. 
 
To the urgency of these civil commotions were added the pure voices of prophetesses, which rose 
above the confused sounds of revolt and arms, the voices of Brigitta of Sweden and Catherine of 
Siena, both canonized saints. 
 
Petrarch, who for nearly half a century had been urging the pope’s return, now, in his last days, 
replied to a French advocate who compared Rome to Jericho, the town to which the man was 



going who fell among thieves, and stigmatized Avignon as the sewer of the earth. He died 1374, 
without seeing the consuming desire of his life fulfilled. Guided by patriotic instincts, he had 
carried into his appeals the feeling of an Italian’s love of his country. Brigitta and Catherine made 
their appeals to Gregory on higher than national grounds, the utility of Christendom and the 
advantage of the kingdom of God. Emerging from visions and ecstatic moods of devotion, they 
called upon the Church’s chief bishop to be faithful to the obligations of his holy office. 
 
On the death of her husband, St. Brigitta left her Scandinavian home and joined the pilgrims 
whose faces were set towards Rome in the Jubilee year of 1350. {236} Arriving in the papal city, 
the hope of seeing both the emperor and the pope once more in that centre of spiritual and 
imperial power moved her to the devotions of the saint and the messages of the seer. She spent 
her time in going from church to church and ministering to the sick, or sat clad in pilgrim’s garb, 
begging. Her revelations, which were many, brought upon her the resentment of the Romans. She 
saw Urban enter the city and, when he announced his purpose to return again to France, she 
raised her voice in prediction of his speedy death, in case he persisted in it. When Gregory 
ascended the throne, she warned him that he would die prematurely if he kept away from the 
residence divinely appointed for the supreme pontiff. But to her, also, it was not given to see the 
fulfilment of her desire. The worldliness of the popes stirred her to bitter complaints. Peter, she 
exclaimed, "was appointed pastor and minister of Christ’s sheep, but the pope scatters them and 
lacerates them. He is worse than Lucifer, more unjust than Pilate, more cruel than Judas. Peter 
ascended the throne in humility, Boniface in pride." To Gregory she wrote, "in thy curia arrogant 
pride rules, insatiable cupidity and execrable luxury. It is the very deepest gulf of horrible 
simony. {237} Thou seizest and tearest from the Lord innumerable sheep." And yet she was 
worthy to be declared a saint. She died in 1373. Her daughter Catherine took the body to Sweden. 
 
Catherine of Siena was more fortunate. She saw the papacy re-established in Italy, but she also 
witnessed the unhappy beginnings of the schism. This Tuscan prophetess, called by a sober 
Catholic historian, "one of the most wonderful appearances in history," {238} wrote letter after 
letter to Gregory XI. whom she called "sweet Christ on earth," appealing to him and admonishing 
him to do his duty as the head of the Church, and to break away from his exile, which she 
represented as the source of all the evils with which Christendom was afflicted. "Be a true 
successor of St. Gregory," she wrote. "Love God. Do not bind yourself to your parents and your 
friends. Do not be held by the compulsion of your surroundings. Aid will come from God." His 
return to Rome and the starting of a new crusade against the Turks, she represented as necessary 
conditions of efficient measures to reform the Church. She bade him return "swiftly like a gentle 
lamb. Respond to the Holy Spirit who calls you. I tell you, Come, come, come, and do not wait 
for time, since time does not wait for you. Then you will do like the Lamb slain, whose place you 
hold, who, without weapons in his hands, slew our foes. Be manly in my sight, not fearful. 
Answer God, who calls you to hold and possess the seat of the glorious shepherd, St. Peter, 
whose vicar you are." {239} 
 
Gregory received a letter purporting to come from a man of God, warning him of the poison 
which awaited him at Rome and appealing to his timidity and his love of his family. In a burning 
epistle, Catherine showed that only the devil or one of his emissaries could be the author of such 
a communication, and called upon him as a good shepherd to pay more honor to God and the 
well-being of his flock than to his own safety, for a good shepherd, if necessary, lays down his 
life for the sheep. The servants of God are not in the habit of giving up a spiritual act for fear of 
bodily harm. {240} 
 
In 1376, Catherine saw Gregory face to face in Avignon, whither she went as a commissioner 
from Florence to arrange a peace between the city and the pope. The papal residence she found 



not a paradise of heavenly virtues, as she expected, but in it the stench of infernal vices. {241} 
The immediate object of the mission was not accomplished; but her unselfish appeals confirmed 
Gregory in his decision to return to Rome—a decision he had already formed before Catherine’s 
visit, as the pope’s own last words indicate. {242} 
 
As early as 1374, Gregory wrote to the emperor that it was his intention to re-establish the 
papacyon the Tiber. {243} A member of the papal household, Bertrand Raffini, was sent ahead to 
prepare the Vatican for his reception. The journey was delayed. It was hard for the pope to get 
away from France. His departure was vigorously resisted by his relatives as well as by the French 
cardinals and the French king, who sent n delegation to Avignon, headed by his brother, the duke 
of Anjou, to dissuade Gregory from his purpose. 
 
The journey was begun Sept. 13, 1376. Six cardinals were left behind at Avignon to take care of 
the papal business. The fleet which sailed from Marseilles was provided by Joanna of Naples, 
Peter IV. of Aragon, the Knights of St. John, and the Italian republics, but the vessels were not 
sufficient to carry the large party and the heavy cargo of personal baggage and supplies. The pope 
was obliged to rent a number of additional galleys and boats. Fernandez of Heredia, who had just 
been elected grand-master of the Knights of St. John, acted as admiral. A strong force of 
mercenaries was also required for protection by sea and at the frequent stopping places along the 
coast, and for service, if necessary, in Rome itself. The expenses of this peaceful Armada—
vessels, mercenaries, and cargo—are carefully tabulated in the ledgers preserved in Avignon and 
the Vatican. {244} The first entries of expense are for the large consignments of Burgundy and 
other wines which were to be used on the way, or stored away in the vaults of the Vatican. {245} 
The cost of the journey was heavy, and it should occasion no surprise that the pope was obliged 
to increase the funds at his control at this time by borrowing 30,000 gold florins from the king of 
Navarre. {246} The papal moneys, amounting to 85,713 florins, were carried from Avignon to 
Marseilles in twelve chests on pack horses and mules, and in boats. To this amount were added 
later 41,527 florins, or, in all, about $300,000 of our present coinage. The cost of the boats and 
mercenaries was very large, and several times the boatmen made increased demands for their 
services and craft to which the papal party was forced to accede. Raymund of Turenne, who was 
in command of the mercenaries, received 700 florins a month for his "own person," each captain 
with a banner 24 florins, and each lance with three men under him 18 florins monthly. Nor were 
the obligations of charity to be overlooked. Durandus Andreas, the papal eleemosynary, received 
100 florins to be distributed in alms on the journey, and still another 100 to be distributed after 
the party’s arrival at Rome. {247} 
 
The elements seemed to war with the expedition. The fleet had no sooner set sail from Marseilles 
than a fierce storm arose which lasted several weeks and made the journey tedious. Urban V. was 
three days in reaching Genoa, Gregory sixteen. From Genoa, the vessels continued southwards 
the full distance to Ostia, anchorage being made every night off towns. From Ostia, Gregory went 
up the Tiber by boat, landing at Rome Dec. 16, 1377. The journey was made by night and the 
banks were lit up by torches, showing the feverish expectation of the people. Disembarking at St. 
Paul’s, the pope proceeded the next day, Jan. 17, to St. Peter’s, accompanied by rejoicing throngs. 
In the procession were bands of buffoons who added to the interest of the spectacle and afforded 
pastime to the populace. The pope abode in the Vatican and, from that time till this day, it has 
continued to be the papal residence. 
 
Gregory survived his entrance into the Eternal City a single year. He spent the warmer months in 
Anagni, where he must have had mixed feelings as he recalled the experiences of his predecessor 
Boniface VIII., which had been the immediate cause of the transfer of the papal residence to 
French soil. The atrocities practised at Cesena by Cardinal Robert cast a dark shadow over the 



events of the year. An uprising of the inhabitants in consequence of the brutality of his Breton 
troops drove them and the cardinal to seek refuge in the citadel. Hawkwood was called in, and, in 
spite of the cardinal’s pacific assurances, the mercenaries fell upon the defenceless people and 
committed a butchery whose shocking details made the ears of all Italy to tingle. Four thousand 
were put to death, including friars in their churches, and still other thousands were sent forth 
naked and cold to find what refuge they could in neighboring towns. But, in spite of this 
barbarity, the pope’s authority was acknowledged by an enlarging circle of Italian 
commonwealths, including Bologna. Florence, even, sued for peace. 
 
When Gregory died, March 27, 1378, he was only 47 years old. By his request, his body was laid 
to rest in S. Maria Nuova on the Forum. In his last hours, he is said to have regretted having given 
his ear to the voice of Catherine of Siena, and he admonished the cardinals not to listen to 
prophecies as he had done. {248} Nevertheless, the monument erected to Gregory at Rome two 
hundred years later is true to history in representing Catherine of Siena walking at the pope’s side 
as if conducting him back to Rome. The Babylonian captivity of the papacy had lasted nearly 
three-quarters of a century. The wonder is that with the pope virtually a vassal of France, Western 
Christendom remained united. Scarcely anything in history seems more unnatural than the 
voluntary residence of the popes in the commonplace town on the Rhone remote from the burial-
place of the Apostles and from the centres of European life. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{233} Pastor, Hergenrother-Kirsch, Kirsch, Ruckkehr, p. xvii; Mirot, p. viii, 7 sq., and other 
Catholic historians agree that this was Gregory’s chief motive. Mirot, pp. 10-18, ascribes to 
Gregory three controlling ideas—the reform of the Church, the re-establishment of peace with the 
East as a preliminary to a new crusade against the Turks, and the return of the papacy to Rome. 
 
{234} Baluz, I. 435, Gieseler, IV. 1, p. 90 sq., give the bull. 
 
{235} Quoted by Mirot, p. 48, and Gregorovius, VI. 466 sqq. 
 
{236} Brigitta was born near Upsala, 1303. See Gardner, St. Catherine of Siena, p. 44 sqq. 
Dollinger has called attention to the failure of her prophecies to be fulfilled, Fables and 
Prophecies of the Middle Ages, trans. by Prof. Henry B. Smith, pp. 331, 398. 
 
{237} Vorago pessima horribilis symoniae, Brigitta’s Revelationes, as quoted by Gieseler, Haller, 
p. 88, and Gardner, p. 78 sq. 
 
{238} Pastor, I. 103. 
 
{239} Scudder: Letters of St. Catherine, p. 132 sq.; Gardner, pp. 158, 176, etc. 
 
{240} Scudder, p. 182 sqq. 
 
{241} This was Catherine’s deposition to her confessor. See Mirbt: Quellen, p. 154, in romana 
curia, ubi deberet paradisus esse caelicarum virtutum, inveniebat faetorem infernalium vitiarum. 
 
{242} Mirot, p. 101, is quite sure Catherine had no infuence in bringing Gregory to his original 
decision. So also Pastor and Gardner. 



 
{243} Later biographers tell of a vow made by Gregory at the opening of his pontificate to return 
to Rome, but no contemporary writer has any reference to it, Mirot, p. 62. 
 
{244} Kirsch, pp. 169-264, gives a copy of these ledger entries. One set contains the expenses of 
preparation, one set the expenses from Marseilles to Rome, and a third set, the expenses after 
arriving in Rome. Still another gives the espenses of repairing the Vatican—the wages of 
workmen and the prices paid for lumber, lead, iron, keys, etc. On the back of this last volume, 
which is in the Vatican, are written the words, "Expensae palatii apostolici, 1370-1380." 
 
{245} Kirsch, pp. xviii, 171, Mirot, p. 112 sq., says, Les vins paraissent avoir tenu une grande 
place dans le retour, et, a  la veille du depart, on s’occupa tant d’assurer le service de la 
bouteillerie durant le voyage, que de garnir en prevision de l’arrivee, les caves du Vatican. 
 
{246} Kirsch, p. 184. For other loans made by Gregory, e.g. 30,000 florins in 1374 and 60,000 in 
1376, see Mirot, p. 36. 
 
{247} Kirsch, pp. xx, xxii, 179. 
 
{248} So Gerson, Deuteronomy examinatione doctrinarum, I. 16, as quoted by Gieseler, ut 
caverent ab hominibus sive viris sive mulieribus, sub specie religionis loquentibus visiones... quia 
per tales ipse reductus. See Pastor, I. 113.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER II. 
 
THE PAPAL SCHISM AND THE REFORMATORY COUNCILS. 1378-1449. 
 

12. Sources and Literature. 
 
For 13, 14. The Papal Schism.—Orig. documents in Raynaldus: Annal. Eccles.—C.E. Bulaeus, d. 
1678: Hist. univer. Parisiensis, 6 vols., Paris, 1665-1673, vol. IV. —Van der Hardt, see 15.—H. 
Denifle and A. Chatelain: Chartul. universitatis Paris., 4 vols., Paris, 1889-1897, vols. III., IV., 
especially the part headed de schismate, III. 552-639.—Theoderich of Nieheim (Niem): de 
Schismate inter papas et antipapas, Basel, 1566, ed. by Geo. Erler, Leipzig, 1890. Nieheim, b. 
near Paderborn, d. 1417, had exceptional opportunities for observing the progress of events. He 
was papal secretary—notarius sacri palatii —at Avignon, went with Gregory XI. to Rome, was 
there at the breaking out of the schism, and held official positions under three of the popes of the 
Roman line. In 1408 he joined the Livorno cardinals, and supported Alexander V. and John 
XXIII.—See H. V. Sauerland: D. Leben d. Dietrich von Nieheim nebst einer Uebersicht uber 
dessen Schriften, Gottingen, 1876, and G. Erler: Dietr. von Nieheim, sein Leben u. s. Schriften, 
Leipzig, 1887. Adam of Usk: Chronicon, 1377-1421, 2d ed. by E. M. Thompson, with Engl. 
trans., London, 1904.—Martin de Alpartils: Chronica actitatorum temporibus Domini Benedicti 
XIII. ed. Fr. Ehrle, S. J., vol. I., Paderborn, 1906.—Wyclif’s writings, Lives of Boniface IX. and 
Innocent VII. in Muratori, III. 2, pp. 830 sqq., 968 sq.—P. Dupuy: Hist. du schisme 1378-1420, 
Paris, 1654.—P. L. Maimbourg (Jesuit): Hist. du grand schisme d’ Occident, Paris, 1678.—Ehrle: 
Neue Materialien zur Gesch. Peters von Luna (Benedict XIII.), in Archiv fur Lit. und 
Kirchengesch., VI. 139 sqq., VII. 1 sqq.—L. Gayet: Le Grand schisme d’Occident, 2 vols., 
Florence and Berlin, 1889.—C. Locke: Age of the Great Western Schism, New York, 1896.—
Paul Van Dyke: Age of the Renascence an Outline of the Hist. of the Papacy, 1377-1527, New 
York, 1897.—L. Salembier: Le grand schisme d’ Occident, Paris, 1900, 3d ed., 1907. Engl. trans., 
London, 1907.—N. Valois: La France et le grand schisme d’Occident, 4 vols., Paris, 1896-
1901.—E. Goeller: Konig Sigismund’s Kirchenpolitik vom Tode Bonifaz IX. bis zur Berufung d. 
Konstanzer Concils, Freiburg, 1902.—M. Jansen: Papst Bonifatius IX. u. s. Beziehungen zur 
deutschen Kirche, Freiburg, 1904.—H. Bruce: The Age of Schism, New York, 1907.—E. J. Kitts: 
In the Days of the Councils. A Sketch of the Life and Times of Baldassare Cossa, John XXIII., 
London, 1908.—Hefele-Knopfler: Conciliengesch., VI. 727-936.—Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 807-
833.—Gregorovius, VI. 494-611.—Pastor, I. 115-175.—Creighton, I. 66-200. 
 
For 15, 16. The Councils of Pisa and Constance.—Mansi: Concilia, XXVI., XXVII.—Labbaeus: 
Concilia, XI., XII. 1-259.—Hermann van der Hardt, Prof. of Hebrew and librarian at Helmstadt, 
d. 1746: Magnum oecumenicum Constantiense Concilium de universali ecclesiae reformatione, 
unione et fide, 6 vols., Frankfurt and Leipzig, 1696-1700. A monumental work, noted alike as a 
mine of historical materials and for its total lack of order in their arrangement. In addition to the 
acts and history of the Council of Constance, it gives many valuable contemporary documents, 
e.g. the Deuteronomy corrupto statu eccles., also entitled Deuteronomy ruina eccles., of Nicolas 
Of Clamanges; the Deuteronomy modis uniendi et reformandi eceles. in concilio universali; 
Deuteronomy difficultate reformationis; and Monita de necessitate reformationis Eccles. in capite 
et membris, —all probably by Nieheim; and a Hist. of the Council, by Dietrich Vrie, an 
Augustinian, finished at Constance, 1417. These are all in vol. I. Vol. II. contains Henry of 
Langenstein’s Consilium pacis: Deuteronomy unione ac reformatione ecclesiae, pp. 1-60; a Hist. 



of the c. of Pisa, pp. 61-156; Niehelm’s Invectiva in di, ffugientem Johannem XXIII. and de vita 
Johan. XXIII. usque ad fugam et carcerem ejus, pp. 296-459, etc. The vols. are enriched with 
valuable illustrations. Volume V. contains a stately array of pictures of the seals and escutcheons 
of the princes and prelates attending the council in person or by proxy, and the fourteen 
universities represented. The work also contains biogg. of D’Ailly, Gerson, Zarabella, etc.—
Langenstein’s Consilium pacis is also given in Du Pin’s ed. of Gerson’s Works, ed. 1728, vol. II. 
809-839. The tracts Deuteronomy difficultate reformationis and Monita de necessitate, etc., are 
also found in Daniel Pin, II. 867-875, 885-902, and ascribed to Peter D’Ailly. The tracts 
Deuteronomy reformatione and Deuteronomy eccles., concil. generalis, romani pontificis et 
cardinalium auctoritate, also ascribed to D’Ailly in Du Pin, II. 903-915, 925-960.—Ulrich von 
Richental: Das Concilium so ze Costenz gehalten worden, ed. by M. R. Buck, Tubingen, 1882.—
Also Marmion: Gesch. d. Conc. von Konstanz nach Ul. von Richental, Constance, 1860. 
Richental, a resident of Constance, wrote from his own personal observation a quaint and highly 
interesting narrative. First publ., Augsburg, 1483. The MS. may still be seen in Constance.—*H. 
Finke: Forschungen u. Quellen zur Gesch. des Konst. Konzils, Paderborn, 1889. Contains the 
valuable diary of Card. Fillastre, etc.—*Finke: Actae conc. Constanciensis, 1410-1414, Munster, 
1906.—J. L’enfant (Huguenot refugee in Berlin, d. 1728): Hist. du conc. de Constance, 
Amsterdam, 1714; also Hist. du conc. de Pisa, Amsterdam, 1724, Engl. trans., 2 vols., London, 
1780.—B. Hubler Die Konstanzer Reformation u. d. Konkordate von 1418, Leipzig, 1867.—U. 
Lenz: Drei Traktate aus d. Schriftencyclus d. Konst. Konzils, Marburg, 1876. Discusses the 
authorship of the tracts Deuteronomy modis, Deuteronomy necessitate, and Deuteronomy 
difficultate, ascribing them to Nieheim.—B. Bess: Studien zur Gesch. d. Konst. Konzils, Marburg, 
1891.—J. H. Wylie: The Counc. of Const. to the Death of J. Hus, London, 1900.—*J. B. Schwab: 
J. Gerson, Wurzburg, 1868.—*P. Tschackert: Peter von Ailli, Gotha, 1877.—Dollinger-
Friedrick: D. Papstthum, new ed., Munich, 1892, pp. 154-l64. F. X. Funk: Martin V. und d. 
Konzil von Konstanz in Abhandlungen u. Untersuchungen, 2 vols., Paderborn, 1897, I. 489-498. 
The works cited in 1, especially, Creighton, I. 200-420, Hefele, VI. 992-1043, VII. 1-375, Pastor, 
I. 188-279, Valois, IV., Salembier, 250 sqq.; Eine Invektive gegen Gregor xii., Nov. 1, 1408, in 
Ztschr. f. Kirchengesch., 1907, p. 188 sq. 
 
For 17. The Council Of Basel.—Lives of Martin V. and Eugenius IV. in Mansi: XXVIII. 975 sqq., 
1171 sqq.; in Muratori: Ital. Scripp., and Platina: Hist. of the Popes, Engl. trans., II. 200-235.—
Mansi, XXIX.-XXXI.; Labbaeus, XII. 454—XIII. 1280. For C. of Siena, MANSI: XXVIII. 1058-
1082.—Monum. concil. general. saec. XV., ed. by Palacky, 3 vols., Vienna, 1857-1896. Contains 
an account of C. of Siena by John Stojkoric of Ragusa, a delegate from the Univ. of Paris. John 
de Segovia: Hist. gest. gener. Basil. conc., new ed., Vienna, 1873. Segovia, a spaniard, was a 
prominent figure in the Basel Council and one of Felix V.’s cardinals. For his writings, see 
Haller’s Introd. Concil. Basiliense. Studien und Quellen zur Gesch. d. Concils von Basel, with 
Introd. ed. by T. Haller, 4 vols., Basel, 1896-1903. Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini: Commentarii de 
gestis concil. Basil., written 1440 to justify Felix’s election, ed. by Fea, Rome, 1823; also Hist. 
Frederici III., trans. by T. Ilgen, 2 vols., Leipzig. No date. Aeneas, afterward Pius II., "did not say 
and think the same thing at all times," says Haller, Introd., p. 12.—See Voigt: Enea Sylvio de’ 
Piccolomini, etc., 3 vols., Berlin, 1856-1863.—Infessura: Diario della citta di Roma, Rome, 
1890, PP. 22-42.—F. P. Abert: Eugenius IV., Mainz, 1884.—Wattenbach: Romans Papstthum, 
pp. 271-284.—Hefele-Knopfler, VII. 375-849. Dollinger-Friedrich: Papstthum, 160 sqq.—
Creighton, II. 3-273.—Pastor, I. 209—306.—Gregorovius, VI.-VII.—M. G. Perouse: Louis 
Aleman et la fin du grand schisme, Paris, 1805. A detailed account of the C. of Basel. 
 
For 18. The Ferrara-Florence Council.—Abram Of Crete: Historia, in Latin trans., Rome, 1521; 
the Greek original by order of Gregory XIII., Rome, 1577; new Latin trans., Rome, 1612.—Sylv. 
Syropulos: Vera Hist. unionis non verae inter Graecos et Latinos, ed. by Creyghton, Haag, 



1660.—Mansi, XXXI., contains the documents collected by Mansi himself, and also the Acts 
published by Horatius Justinian, XXXI. 1355-1711, from a Vatican MS., 1638. The Greek and 
Latin texts are printed side by side. —Labbaeus and Harduin also give Justinian’s Acts and their 
own collections. —T. Frommann: Krit. Beitrage zur Gesch. d. florentinischen Kircheneinigung, 
Hale, 1872.—Knopfler, art. Ferrara-Florenz, in Wetzer-Welte: IV. 1363-1380. Tschackert, art. 
Ferrara-Florenz, in Herzog, VI. 46 48.—Dollinger-Friedrich: Papstthum, pp. 166-171.  



13. The Schism Begun. 1378. 
 
The death of Gregory XI. was followed by the schism of Western Christendom, which lasted 
forty years, and proved to be a greater misfortune for the Church than the Avignon captivity. 
Anti-popes the Church had had, enough of them since the days of Gregory VII., from Wibert of 
Ravenna chosen by the will of Henry IV. to the feeble Peter of Corbara, elected under Lewis the 
Bavarian. Now, two lines of popes, each elected by a college of cardinals, reigned, the one at 
Rome, the other in Avignon, and both claiming to be in the legitimate succession from St. Peter. 
 
Gregory XI. foresaw the confusion that was likely to follow at his death, and sought to provide 
against the catastrophe of a disputed election, and probably also to insure the choice of a French 
pope, by pronouncing in advance an election valid, no matter where the conclave might be held. 
The rule that the conclave should convene in the locality where the pontiff died, was thus set 
aside. Gregory knew well the passionate feeling in Rome against the return of the papacy to the 
banks of the Rhone. A clash was almost inevitable. While the pope lay a-dying, the cardinals at 
several sittings attempted to agree upon his successor, but failed. 
 
On April 7, 1378, ten days after Gregory’s death, the conclave met in the Vatican, and the next 
day elected the Neapolitan, Bartholomew Prignano, archbishop of Bari. Of the sixteen cardinals 
present, four were Italians, eleven Frenchmen, and one Spaniard, Peter de Luna, who later 
became famous as Benedict XIII. The French party was weakened by the absence of the six 
cardinals, left behind at Avignon, and still another was absent. Of the Italians, two were Romans, 
Tebaldeschi, an old man, and Giacomo Orsini, the youngest member of the college. The election 
of an Italian not a member of the curia was due to factions which divided the French and to the 
compulsive attitude of the Roman populace, which insisted upon an Italian for pope. 
 
The French cardinals were unable to agree upon a candidate from their own number. One of the 
two parties into which they were split, the Limousin party, to which Gregory XI. and his 
predecessors had belonged, numbered six cardinals. The Italian mob outside the Vatican was as 
much a factor in the situation as the divisions in the conclave itself. A scene of wild and 
unrestrained turbulence prevailed in the square of St. Peter’s. The crowd pressed its way into the 
very spaces of the Vatican, and with difficulty a clearing was made for the entrance of all the 
cardinals. To prevent the exit of the cardinals, the Banderisi, or captains of the thirteen districts 
into which Rome was divided, had taken possession of the city and closed the gates. The mob, 
determined to keep the papacy on the Tiber, filled the air with angry shouts and threats. "We will 
have a Roman for pope or at least a ltalian."—Romano, romano, lo volemo, o almanco Italiano 
was the cry. On the first night soldiers clashed their spears in the room underneath the chamber 
where the conclave was met, and even thrust them through the ceiling. A fire of combustibles was 
lighted under the window. The next morning, as their excellencies were saying the mass of the 
Holy Spirit and engaged in other devotions, the noises became louder and more menacing. One 
cardinal, d’Aigrefeuille, whispered to Orsini, "better elect the devil than die." 
 
It was under such circumstances that the archbishop of Bari was chosen. After the choice had 
been made, and while they were waiting to get the archbishop’s consent, six of the cardinals 
dined together and seemed to be in good spirits. But the mob’s impatience to know what had been 
done would brook no delay, and Orsini, appearing at the window, cried out "go to St. Peter." This 
was mistaken for an announcement that old Tebaldeschi, cardinal of St. Peter’s, had been chosen, 
and a rush was made for the cardinal’s palace to loot it, as the custom was when a cardinal was 
elected pope. The crowd surged through the Vatican and into the room where the cardinals had 



been meeting and, as Valois puts it, "the pillage of the conclave had begun." To pacify the mob, 
two of the cardinals, half beside themselves with fright, pointed to Tebaldeschi, set him up on a 
chair, placed a white mitre on his head, and threw a red cloak over his shoulders. The old man 
tried to indicate that he was not the right person. But the throngs continued to bend down before 
him in obeisance for several hours, till it became known that the successful candidate was 
Prignano. 
 
In the meantime the rest of the cardinals forsook the building and sought refuge, some within the 
walls of St. Angelo, and four by flight beyond the walls of the city. The real pope was waiting for 
recognition while the members of the electing college were fled. But by the next day the cardinals 
had sufficiently regained their self-possession to assemble again,—all except the four who had 
put the city walls behind them,—and Cardinal Peter de Vergne, using the customary formula, 
proclaimed to the crowd through the window: "I announce to you a great joy. You have a pope, 
and he calls himself Urban VI." The new pontiff was crowned on April 18, in front of St. Peter’s, 
by Cardinal Orsini. 
 
The archbishop had enjoyed the confidence of Gregory XI. He enjoyed a reputation for austere 
morals and strict conformity to the rules of fasting and other observances enjoined by the Church. 
He wore a hair shirt, and was accustomed to retire with the Bible in his hand. At the moment of 
his election no doubt was expressed as to its validity. Nieheim, who was in the city at the time, 
declared that Urban was canonical pope-elect. "This is the truth," he wrote, "and no one can 
honestly deny it." {249} All the cardinals in Rome yielded Urban submission, and in a letter dated 
May 8 they announced to the emperor and all Christians the election and coronation. The 
cardinals at Avignon wrote acknowledging him, and ordered the keys to the castle of St. Angelo 
placed in his hands. It is probable that no one would have thought of denying Urban’s rights if the 
pope had removed to Avignon, or otherwise yielded to the demands of the French members of the 
curia. His failure to go to France, Urban declared to be the cause of the opposition to him. 
 
Seldom has so fine an opportunity been offered to do a worthy thing and to win a great name as 
was offered to Urban VI. It was the opportunity to put an end to the disturbance in the Church by 
maintaining the residence of the papacy in its ancient seat, and restoring to it the dignity which it 
had lost by its long exile. Urban, however, was not equal to the occasion, and made an utter 
failure. He violated all the laws of common prudence and tact. His head seemed to be completely 
turned. He estranged and insulted his cardinals. He might have made provision for a body of 
warm supporters by the prompt appointment of new members to the college, but even this 
measure he failed to take till it was too late. The French king, it is true, was bent upon having the 
papacy return to French soil, and controlled the French cardinals. But a pope of ordinary 
shrewdness was in position to foil the king. This quality Urban VI. lacked, and the sacred college, 
stung by his insults, came to regard him as an intruder in St. Peter’s chair. 
 
In his concern for right living, Urban early took occasion in a public allocution to reprimand the 
cardinals for their worldliness and for living away from their sees. He forbade their holding more 
than a single appointment and accepting gifts from princes. To their demand that Avignon 
continue to be the seat of the papacy, Urban brusquely told them that Rome and the papacy were 
joined together, and he would not separate them. As the papacy belonged not to France but to the 
whole world, he would distribute the promotions to the sacred college among the nations. 
 
Incensed at the attack made upon their habits and perquisites, and upon their national sympathies, 
the French cardinals, giving the heat of the city as the pretext, removed one by one to Anagni, 
while Urban took up his summer residence at Tivoli. His Italian colleagues followed him, but 
they also went over to the French. No pope had ever been left more alone. Forming a compact 



body, the French members of the curia demanded the pope’s resignation. The Italians, who at first 
proposed the calling of a council, acquiesced. The French seceders then issued a declaration, 
dated Aug. 2, in which Urban was denounced as an apostate, and his election declared void in 
view of the duress under which it was accomplished. {250} It asserted that the cardinals at the 
time were in mortal terror from the Romans. Now that he would not resign, they anathematized 
him. Urban replied in a document called the Factum, insisting upon the validity of his election. 
Retiring to Fondi, in Neapolitan territory, the French cardinals proceeded to a new eIection, Sept. 
20, 1378, the choice falling upon one of their number, Robert of Geneva, the son of Amadeus, 
count of Geneva. He was one of those who, four months before, had pointed out Tebaldeschi to 
the Roman mob. The three Italian cardinals, though they did not actively participate in the 
election, offered no resistance. Urban is said to have received the news with tears, and to have 
expressed regret for his untactful and self-willed course. Perhaps he recalled the fate of his 
fellow-Neapolitan, Peter of Murrhone, whose lack of worldly wisdom a hundred years before had 
lost him the papal crown. To establish himself on the papal throne, he appointed 29 cardinals. But 
it was too late to prevent the schism which Gregory XI. had feared and a wise ruler would have 
averted. 
 
Robert of Geneva, at the time of his election 36 years old, came to the papal honor with his hands 
red from the bloody massacre of Cesena. He had the reputation of being a politician and a fast 
liver. He was consecrated Oct. 31 under the name of Clement VII. It was a foregone conclusion 
that he would remove the papal seat back to Avignon. He first attempted to overthrow Urban on 
his own soil, but the attempt failed. Rome resisted, and the castle of St. Angelo, which was in the 
hands of his supporters, he lost, but not until its venerable walls were demolished, so that at a 
later time the very goats clambered over the stones. He secured the support of Joanna, and Louis 
of Anjou whom she had chosen as the heir of her kingdom, but the war which broke out between 
Urban and Naples fell out to Urban’s advantage. The duke of Anjou was deposed, and Charles of 
Durazzo, of the royal house of Hungary, Joanna’s natural heir, appointed as his successor. Joanna 
herself fell into Charles’ hands and was executed, 1882, on the charge of having murdered her 
first husband. The duke of Brunswick was her fourth marital attempt. Clement VII. bestowed 
upon the duke of Anjou parts of the State of the Church and the high-sounding but empty title of 
duke of Adria. A portion of Urban’s reward for crowning Charles, 1881, was the lordship over 
Capria, Amalfi, Fondi, and other localities, which he bestowed upon his unprincipled and 
worthless nephew, Francis Prignano. In the war over Naples, the pope had made free use of the 
treasure of the Roman churches. 
 
Clement’s cause in Italy was lost, and there was nothing for him to do but to fall back upon his 
supporter, Charles V. He returned to France by way of the sea and Marseilles. 
 
Thus the schism was completed, and Western Europe had the spectacle of two popes elected by 
the same college of cardinals without a dissenting voice, and each making full claims to the 
prerogative of the supreme pontiff of the Christian world. Each pope fulminated the severest 
judgments of heaven against the other. The nations of Europe and its universities were divided in 
their allegiance or, as it was called, their "obedience." The University of Paris, at first neutral, 
declared in favor of Robert of Geneva, {251} as did Savoy, the kingdoms of Spain, Scotland, and 
parts of Germany. England, Sweden, and the larger part of Italy supported Urban. The German 
emperor, Charles IV., was about to take the same side when he died, Nov. 29, 1378. Urban also 
had the vigorous support of Catherine of Siena. Hearing of the election which had taken place at 
Fondi she wrote to Urban: "I have heard that those devils in human form have resorted to an 
election. They have chosen not a vicar of Christ, but an anti-Christ. Never will I cease, dear 
father, to look upon you as Christ’s true vicar on earth." 
 



The papal schism which Pastor has called "the greatest misfortune that could be thought of for the 
Church" {252} soon began to call forth indignant protests from the best men of the time. Western 
Christendom had never known such a scandal. The seamless coat of Christ was rent in twain, and 
Solomon’s words could no longer be applied, "My dove is but One." {253} The divine claims of 
the papacy itself began to be matter of doubt. Writers like Wyclif made demands upon the pope to 
return to Apostolic simplicity of manners in sharp language such as no one had ever dared to use 
before. Many sees had two incumbents; abbeys, two abbots; parishes, two priests. The 
maintenance of two popes involved an increased financial burden, and both papal courts added to 
the old practices new inventions to extract revenue. Clement VII.’s agents went everywhere, 
striving to win support for his obedience, and the nations, taking advantage of the situation, 
magnified their authority to the detriment of the papal power. 
 
The following is a list of the popes of the Roman and Avignon lines, and the Pisan line whose 
legitimacy has now no advocates in the Roman communion. 
 
Roman Line 
 
Urban VI., 1378-1389. 
 
Boniface IX., 1389-1404. 
 
Innocent VII., 1404-1406. 
 
Gregory XII., 1406-1415. 
 
Deposed at Pisa, 1409. d. 1424 Resigned 
 
at Constance, 1415, d. 1417. 
 
Avignon Line 
 
Clement VII., 1378-1394. 
 
Benedict XIII., 1394-1409. 
 
Deposed at Pisa, 1409, and at 
 
Constance, 1417, . 
 
Pisan Line 
 
Alexander V., 1409-1410. 
 
John XXIII., 1410-1415. 
 
Martin V., 1417-1431. 
 
Acknowledged by the whole Latin Church. 
 
The question of the legitimacy of Urban VI.’s pontificate is still a matter of warm dispute. As 
neither pope nor council has given a decision on the question, Catholic scholars feel no constraint 



in discussing it. French writers have been inclined to leave the matter open. This was the case 
with Bossuet, Mansi, Martene, as it is with modern French writers. Valois hesitatingly, Salembier 
positively, decides for Urban. Historians, not moved by French sympathies, pronounce strongly in 
favor of the Roman line, as do Hefele, Funk, Hergenrother-Kirsch, Denifle, and Pastor. The 
formal recognition of Urban by all the cardinals and their official announcement of his election to 
the princes would seem to put the validity of his election beyond doubt. On the other hand, the 
declaratio sent forth by the cardinals nearly four months after Urban’s election affirms that the 
cardinals were in fear of their lives when they voted; and according to the theory of the canon 
law, constraint invalidates an election as constraint invalidated Pascal II.’s concession to Henry 
V. It was the intention of the cardinals, as they affirm, to elect one of their number, till the tumult 
became so violent and threatening that to protect themselves they precipitately elected Prignano. 
They state that the people had even filled the air with the cry, "Let them be killed," moriantur. A 
panic prevailed. When the tumult abated, the cardinals sat down to dine, and after dinner were 
about to proceed to a re-election, as they say, when the tumult again became threatening, and the 
doors of the room where they were sitting were broken open, so that they were forced to flee for 
their lives. 
 
To this testimony were added the depositions of individual cardinals later. Had Prignano proved 
complaisant to the wishes of the French party, there is no reason to suspect that the validity of his 
election would ever have been disputed. Up to the time when the vote was cast for Urban, the 
cardinals seem not to have been under duress from fear, but to have acted freely. After the vote 
had been cast, they felt their lives were in danger. {254} If the cardinals had proceeded to a 
second vote, as Valois has said, Urban might have been elected. The constant communications 
which passed between Charles V. and the French party at Anagni show him to have been a 
leading factor in the proceedings which followed and the reconvening of the conclave which 
elected Robert of Geneva. {255} 
 
On the other hand, the same body of cardinals which elected Urban deposed him, and, in their 
capacity as princes of the Church, unanimously chose Robert as his successor. The question of 
the authority of the sacred college to exercise this prerogative is still a matter of doubt. It received 
the abdication of Coelestine V. and elected a successor to him while he was still living. In that 
case, however, the papal throne became vacant by the supreme act of the pope himself. 
 
{249} Erler’s ed., p. 16. 
 
{250} The document is given by Hefele, VI. 730-734. 
 
{251} The full documentary accounts are given in the Chartularium, III. 561-575. Valois gives a 
very detailed treatment of the allegiance rendered to the two popes, especially in vol. II. Even in 
Sweden and Ireland Clement had some support, but England, in part owing to her wars with 
France, gave undivided submission to Urban. 
 
{252} Pastor, p. 143 sqq., quotes a German poem which strikingly sets forth the evils of the 
schism, and Pastor himself says that nothing did so much as the schism to prepare the way for the 
defection from the papacy in the sixteenth century. 
 
{253} Adam of Usk, p. 218, and other writers. 
 
{254} This is the judgment of Pastor, I. 119. 
 



{255} Valois, I. 144, devotes much space to the part Charles took in preparing the way for the 
schism, and declares he was responsible for the part France took in it and in rejecting Urban VI. 
Hergenrother says all the good he can of the Roman line and all the evil he can of the Avignon 
line. Clement he pronounces a man of elastic conscience, and Benedict XIII., his successor, as 
always ready in words for the greatest sacrifices, and farthest from them when it came to deeds.  



14. Further Progress of the Schism. 1378-1409. 
 
The territory of Naples remained the chief theatre of the conflict between the papal rivals, Louis 
of Anjou, who had the support of Clement VII., continuing to assert his claim to the throne. In 
1383 Urban secretly left Rome for Naples, but was there held in virtual confinement till he had 
granted Charles of Durazzo’s demands. He then retired to Nocera, which belonged to his nephew. 
The measures taken by the cardinals at Anagni had taught him no lesson. His insane severity and 
self-will continued, and brought him into the danger of losing the papal crown. Six of his 
cardinals entered into a conspiracy to dethrone him, or at least to make him subservient to the 
curia. The plot was discovered, and Urban launched the interdict against Naples, whose king was 
supposed to have been a party to it. The offending cardinals were imprisoned in an old cistern, 
and afterwards subjected to the torture. {256} Forced to give up the town and to take refuge in the 
fortress, the relentless pontiff is said to have gone three or four times daily to the window, and, 
with candles burning and to the sound of a bell, to have solemnly pronounced the formula of 
excommunication against the besieging troops. Allowed to depart, and proceeding with the 
members of his household across the country, Urban reached Trani and embarked on a Genoese 
ship which finally landed him at Genoa, 1386. On the way, the crew threatened to carry him to 
Avignon, and had to be bought off by the unfortunate pontiff. Was ever a ruler in a worse 
predicament, beating about on the Mediterranean, than Urban! Five of the cardinals who had been 
dragged along in chains now met with a cruel end. Adam Aston, the English cardinal, Urban had 
released at the request of the English king. But towards the rest of the alleged conspirators he 
showed the heartless relentlessness of a tyrant. The chronicler Nieheim, who was with the pope at 
Naples and Nocera, declares that his heart was harder than granite. Different rumors were afloat 
concerning the death the prelates were subjected to, one stating they had been thrown into the sea, 
another that they had their heads cut off with an axe; another report ran that their bodies were 
buried in a stable after being covered with lime and then burnt. 
 
In the meantime, two of the prelates upon whom Urban had conferred the red hat, both Italians, 
went over to Clement VII. and were graciously received. 
 
Breaking away from Genoa, Urban went by way of Lucca to Perugia, and then with another army 
started off for Naples. Charles of Durazzo, who had been called to the throne of Hungary and 
murdered in 1386, was succeeded by his young son Ladislaus (1386-1414), but his claim was 
contested by the heir of Louis of Anjou (d. 1384). The pontiff got no farther than Ferentino, and 
turning back was carried in a carriage to Rome, where he again entered the Vatican, a few months 
before his death, Oct. 15, 1389. 
 
Bartholomew Prignano had disappointed every expectation. He was his own worst enemy. He 
was wholly lacking in common prudence and the spirit of conciliation. It is to his credit that, as 
Nieheim urges, he never made ecclesiastical preferment the object of sale. Whatever were his 
virtues before he received the tiara, he had as pope shown himself in every instance utterly unfit 
for the responsibilities of a ruler. 
 
Clement VII., who arrived in Avignon in June, 1379, stooped before the kings of France, Charles 
V. (d. 1380) and Charles VI. He was diplomatic and versatile where his rival was impolitic and 
intractable. He knew how to entertain at his table with elegance. {257} The distinguished 
preacher, Vincent Ferrer, gave him his support. Among the new cardinals he appointed was the 
young prince of Luxemburg, who enjoyed a great reputation for saintliness. At the prince’s death, 



in 1387, miracles were said to be performed at his tomb, a circumstance which seemed to favor 
the claims of the Avignon pope. 
 
Clement’s embassy to Bohemia for a while had hopes of securing a favorable declaration from 
the Bohemian king, Wenzil, but was disappointed. {258} The national pride of the French was 
Clement’s chief dependence, and for the king’s support he was obliged to pay a humiliating price 
by granting the royal demands to bestow ecclesiastical offices and tax Church property. As a 
means of healing the schism, Clement proposed a general council, promising, in case it decided in 
his favor, to recognize Urban as leading cardinal. The first schismatic pope died suddenly of 
apoplexy, Sept. 16, 1394, having outlived Urban VI. five years. 
 
Boniface IX., who succeeded Urban VI., was, like him, a Neapolitan, and only thirty-five at the 
time of his election. He was a man of fine presence, and understood the art of ruling, but lacked 
the culture of the schools, and could not even write, and was poor at saying the services. {259} He 
had the satisfaction of seeing the kingdom of Naples yield to the Roman obedience. He also 
secured from the city of Rome full submission, and the document, by which it surrendered to him 
its republican liberties, remained for centuries the foundation of the relations of the municipality 
to the Apostolic See. {260} Bologna, Perugia, Viterbo, and other towns of Italy which had 
acknowledged Clement, were brought into submission to him, so that before his death the entire 
peninsula was under his obedience except Genoa, which Charles VI. had reduced. All men’s eyes 
began again to turn to Rome. 
 
In 1390, the Jubilee Year which Urban VI. had appointed attracted streams of pilgrims to Rome 
from Germany, Hungary, Bohemia, Poland, and England and other lands, as did also the Jubilee 
of 1400, commemorating the close of one and the beginning of another century. If Rome profited 
by these celebrations, Boniface also made in other ways the most of his opportunity, and his 
agents throughout Christendom returned with the large sums which they had realized from the 
sale of dispensations and indulgences. Boniface left behind him a reputation for avarice and 
freedom in the sale of ecclesiastical concessions. {261} He was also notorious for his nepotism, 
enriching his brothers Andrew and John and other relatives with offices and wealth. Such 
offences, however, the Romans could easily overlook in view of the growing regard throughout 
Europe for the Roman line of popes and the waning influence of the Avignon line. 
 
The preponderant influence of Ladislaus secured the election of still another Neapolitan, Cardinal 
Cosimo dei Migliorati, who took the name of Innocent VII. He also was only thirty-five years old 
at the time of his elevation to the papal chair, a doctor of both laws and expert in the management 
of affairs. The members of the conclave, before proceeding to an election, signed a document 
whereby each bound himself, if elected pope, to do all in his power to put an end to the schism. 
The English chronicler, Adam of Usk, who was present at the coronation, concludes the graphic 
description he gives of the ceremonies {262} with a lament over the desolate condition of the 
Roman city. How much is Rome to be pitied! he exclaims, "for, once thronged with princes and 
their palaces, she is now a place of hovels, thieves, wolves, worms, full of desert spots and laid 
waste by her own citizens who rend each other in pieces." Once her empire devoured the world 
with the sword, and now her priesthood devours it with mummery. Hence the lines— 
 
‘The Roman bites at all, and those he cannot bite, he hates. 
 
Of rich he hears the call, but ‘gainst the poor he shuts his gates.’ 
 
Following the example of his two predecessors, Innocent excommunicated the Avignon anti-pope 
and his cardinals, putting them into the same list with heretics, pirates, and brigands. In revenge 



for his nephew’s cold-blooded slaughter of eleven of the chief men of the city, whose bodies he 
threw out of a window, he was driven from Rome, and after great hardships he reached Viterbo. 
But the Romans soon found Innocent’s rule preferable to the rule of Ladislaus, king of Naples 
and papal protector, and he was recalled, the nephew whose hands were reeking with blood 
making public entry into the Vatican with his uncle. 
 
The last pope of the Roman line was Gregory XII. Angelo Correr, cardinal of St. Marks, Venice, 
elected 1406, was surpassed in tenacity as well as ability by the last of the Avignon popes, elected 
1394, and better known as Peter de Luna of Aragon, one of the cardinals who joined in the revolt 
against Urban VI. and in the election of Clement VII. at Fondi. 
 
Under these two pontiffs the controversy over the schism grew more and more acute and the 
scandal more and more intolerable. The nations of Western Europe were weary of the open and 
flagitious traffic in benefices and other ecclesiastical privileges, the fulminations of one pope 
against the other, and the division of sees and parishes between rival claimants. The University of 
Paris took the leading part in agitating remedial measures, and in the end the matter was taken 
wholly out of the hands of the two popes. The cardinals stepped into the foreground and, in the 
face of all canonical precedent, took the course which ultimately resulted in the reunion of the 
Church under one head. 
 
Before Gregory’s election, the Roman cardinals, numbering fourteen, again entered into a 
compact stipulating that the successful candidate should by all means put an end to the schism, 
even, if necessary, by the abdication of his office. Gregory was fourscore at the time, and the 
chief consideration which weighed in his choice was that in men arrived at his age ambition 
usually runs low, and that Gregory would be more ready to deny himself for the good of the 
Church than a younger man. 
 
Peter de Luna, one of the most vigorous personalities who have ever claimed the papal dignity, 
had the spirit and much of the ability of Hildebrand and his namesake, Gregory IX. But it was his 
bad star to be elected in the Avignon and not in the Roman succession. Had he been in the Roman 
line, he would probably have made his mark among the great ruling pontiffs. His nationality also 
was against him. The French had little heart in supporting a Spaniard and, at Clement’s death, the 
relations between the French king and the Avignon pope at once lost their cordiality. Peter was 
energetic of mind and in action, a shrewd observer, magnified his office, and never yielded an 
inch in the matter of papal prerogative. Through the administrations of three Roman pontiffs, he 
held on firmly to his office, outlived the two Reformatory councils of Pisa and Constance, and 
yielded not up this mortal flesh till the close of the first quarter of the fifteenth century, and was 
still asserting his claims and maintaining the dignity of pope at the time of his death. Before his 
election, he likewise entered into a solemn compact with his cardinals, promising to bend every 
effort to heal the unholy schism, even if the price were his own abdication. 
 
The professions of both popes were in the right direction. They were all that could be desired, and 
all that remained was for either of them or for both of them to resign and make free room for a 
new candidate. The problem would thus have been easily settled, and succeeding generations 
might have canonized both pontiffs for their voluntary self-abnegation. But it took ten years to 
bring Gregory to this state of mind, and then almost the last vestige of power had been taken from 
him. Peter de Luna never yielded. 
 
Undoubtedly, at the time of the election of Gregory XII., the papacy was passing through one of 
the grave crises in its history. There were not wanting men who said, like Langenstein, vice-
chancellor of the University of Paris, that perhaps it was God’s purpose that there should be two 



popes indefinitely, even as David’s kingdom was divided under two sovereigns. {263} Yea, and 
there were men who argued publicly that it made little difference how many there were, two or 
three, or ten or twelve, or as many as there were nations. {264} 
 
At his first consistory Gregory made a good beginning, when he asserted that, for the sake of the 
good cause of securing a united Christendom, he was willing to travel by land or by sea, by land, 
if necessary, with a pilgrim’s staff, by sea in a fishing smack, in order to come to an agreement 
with Benedict. He wrote to his rival on the Rhone, declaring that, like the woman who was ready 
to renounce her child rather than see it cut asunder, so each of them should be willing to cede his 
authority rather than be responsible for the continuance of the schism. He laid his hand on the 
New Testament and quoted the words that "he who exalteth himself shall be abased, and he that 
humbleth himself shall be exalted." He promised to abdicate, if Benedict would do the same, that 
the cardinals of both lines might unite together in a new election; and he further promised not to 
add to the number of his cardinals, except to keep the number equal to the number of the Avignon 
college. 
 
Benedict’s reply was shrewd, if not equally demonstrative. He, too, lamented the schism, which 
he pronounced detestable, wretched, and dreadful, {265} but gently setting aside Gregory’s blunt 
proposal, suggested as the best resort the via discussionis, or the path of discussion, and that the 
cardinals of both lines should meet together, talk the matter over, and see what should be done, 
and then, if necessary, one or both popes might abdicate. Both popes in their communications 
called themselves "servant of the servants of God." Gregory addressed Benedict as "Peter de 
Luna, whom some peoples in this wretched—miserabili —schism call Benedict XIII."; and 
Benedict addressed the pope on the Tiber as "Angelus Correr, whom some, adhering to him in 
this most destructive—pernicioso —schism, call Gregory XII." "We are both old men," wrote 
Benedict. "Time is short; hasten, and do not delay in this good cause. Let us both embrace the 
ways of salvation and peace." 
 
Nothing could have been finer, but it was quickly felt that while both popes expressed themselves 
as ready to abdicate, positive as the professions of both were, each wanted to have the advantage 
when the time came for the election of the new pontiff to rule over the reunited Church. 
 
As early as 1381, the University of Paris appealed to the king of France to insist upon the calling 
of a general council as the way to terminate the schism. But the duke of Anjou had the spokesman 
of the university, Jean Ronce, imprisoned, and the university was commanded to keep silence on 
the subject. 
 
Prior to this appeal, two individuals had suggested the same idea, Konrad of Gelnhausen, and 
Henry of Langenstein, otherwise known as Henry of Hassia. Konrad, who wrote in 1380, {266} 
and whose views led straight on to the theory of the supreme authority of councils, {267} 
affirmed that there were two heads of the Church, and that Christ never fails it, even though the 
earthly head may fail by death or error. The Church is not the pope and the cardinals, but the 
body of the faithful, and this body gets its inner life directly from Christ, and is so far infallible. 
In this way he answers those who were forever declaring that in the absence of the pope’s call 
there would be no council, even if all the prelates were assembled, but only a conventicle. 
 
In more emphatic terms, Henry of Langenstein, in 1381, justified the calling of a council without 
the pope’s intervention. {268} The institution of the papacy by Christ, he declared, did not 
involve the idea that the action of the pope was always necessary, either in originating or 
consenting to legislation. The Church might have instituted the papacy, even had Christ not 
appointed it. If the cardinals should elect a pontiff not agreeable to the Church, the Church might 



set their choice aside. The validity of a council did not depend upon the summons or the 
ratification of a pope. Secular princes might call such a synod. A general council, as the 
representative of the entire Church, is above the cardinals, yea, above the pope himself. Such a 
council cannot err, but the cardinals and the pope may err. 
 
The views of Langenstein, vice-chancellor of the University of Paris, represented the views of the 
faculties of that institution. They were afterwards advocated by John Gerson, one of the most 
influential men of his century, and one of the most honored of all the centuries. Among those who 
took the opposite view was the English Dominican and confessor of Benedict XIII., John Hayton. 
The University of Paris he called "a daughter of Satan, mother of error, sower of sedition, and the 
pope’s defamer, "and declared the pope was to be forced by no human tribunal, but to follow God 
and his own conscience. 
 
In 1394, the University of Paris proposed three methods of healing the schism {269} which 
became the platform over which the issue was afterwards discussed, namely, the via cessionis, or 
the abdication of both popes, the via compromissi, an adjudication of the claims of both by a 
commission, and the via synodi, or the convention of a general council to which the settlement of 
the whole matter should be left. No act in the whole history of this famous literary institution has 
given it wider fame than this proposal, coupled with the activity it displayed to bring the schism 
to a close. The method preferred by its faculties was the first, the abdication of both popes, which 
it regarded as the simplest remedy. It was suggested that the new election, after the popes had 
abdicated, should be consummated by the cardinals in office at the time of Gregory XI.’s decease, 
1378, and still surviving, or by an union of the cardinals of both obediences. 
 
The last method, settlement by a general council, which the university regarded as offering the 
most difficulty, it justified on the ground that the pope is subject to the Church as Christ was 
subject to his mother and Joseph. The authority of such a council lay in its constitution according 
to Christ’s words, "where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst 
of them." Its membership should consist of doctors of theology and the laws taken from the older 
universities, and deputies of the orders, as well as bishops, many of whom were uneducated,—
illiterati. {270} 
 
Clement VII. showed his displeasure with the university by forbidding its further intermeddling, 
and by condemning his cardinals who, without his permission, had met and recommended him to 
adopt one of the three ways. At Clement’s death the king of France called upon the Avignon 
college to postpone the election of a successor, but, surmising the contents of the letter, they 
prudently left it unopened until they had chosen Benedict XIII. Benedict at once manifested the 
warmest zeal in the healing of the schism, and elaborated his plan for meeting with Boniface IX., 
and coming to some agreement with him. These friendly propositions were offset by a summons 
from the king’s delegates, calling upon the two pontiffs to abdicate, and all but two of the 
Avignon cardinals favored the measure. But Benedict declared that such a course would seem to 
imply constraint, and issued a bull against it. 
 
The two parties continued to express deep concern for the healing of the schism, but neither 
would yield. Benedict gained the support of the University of Toulouse, and strengthened himself 
by the promotion of Peter d’Ailly, chancellor of the University of Paris, to the episcopate. The 
famous inquisitor, Nicolas Eymericus, also one of his cardinals, was a firm advocate of 
Benedict’s divine claims. The difficulties were increased by the wavering course of Charles VI., 
1380-1412, a man of feeble mind, and twice afflicted with insanity, whose brothers and uncles 
divided the rule of the kingdom amongst themselves. French councils attempted to decide upon a 
course for the nation to pursue, and a third council, meeting in Paris, 1398, and consisting of 11 



archbishops and 60 bishops, all theretofore supporters of the Avignon pope, decided upon the so-
called subtraction of obedience from Benedict. In spite of these discouragements, Benedict 
continued loyal to himself. He was forsaken by his cardinals and besieged by French troops in his 
palace and wounded. The spectacle of his isolation touched the heart and conscience of the 
French people, and the decree ordering the subtraction of obedience was annulled by the national 
parliament of 1403, which professed allegiance anew, and received from him full absolution. 
 
When Gregory XII. was elected in 1406, the controversy over the schism was at white heat. 
England, Castile, and the German king, Wenzil, had agreed to unite with France in bringing it to 
an end. Pushed by the universal clamor, by the agitation of the University of Paris, and especially 
by the feeling which prevailed in France, Gregory and Benedict saw that the situation was in 
danger of being controlled by other hands than their own, and agreed to meet at Savona on the 
Gulf of Genoa to discuss their differences. In October, 1407, Benedict, attended by a military 
guard, went as far as Porto Venere and Savona. Gregory got as far as Lucca, when he declined to 
go farther, on the plea that Savona was in territory controlled by the French and on other pretexts. 
Nieheim represents the Roman pontiff as dissimulating during the whole course of the 
proceedings and as completely under the influence of his nephews and other favorites, who 
imposed upon the weakness of the old man, and by his doting generosity were enabled to live in 
luxury. At Lucca they spent their time in dancing and merry-making. This writer goes on to say 
that Gregory put every obstacle in the way of union. {271} He is represented by another writer as 
having spent more in bonbons than his predecessors did for their wardrobes and tables, and as 
being only a shadow with bones and skin. {272} 
 
Benedict’s support was much weakened by the death of the king’s brother, the duke of Orleans, 
who had been his constant supporter. France threatened neutrality, and Benedict, fearing seizure 
by the French commander at Genoa, beat a retreat to Perpignan, a fortress at the foot of the 
Pyrenees, six miles from the Mediterranean. In May of the same year France again decreed 
"subtraction," and a national French assembly in 1408 approved the calling of a council. The last 
stages of the contest were approaching. 
 
Seven of Gregory’s cardinals broke away from him, and, leaving him at Lucca, went to Pisa, 
where they issued a manifesto appealing from a poorly informed pope to a better informed one, 
from Christ’s vicar to Christ himself, and to the decision of a general council. Two more 
followed. Gregory further injured his cause by breaking his solemn engagement and appointing 
four cardinals, May, 1408, two of them his nephews, and a few months later he added ten more. 
Cardinals of the Avignon obedience joined the Roman cardinals at Pisa and brought the number 
up to thirteen. Retiring to Livorno on the beautiful Italian lake of that name, and acting as if the 
popes were deposed, they as rulers of the Church appointed a general council to meet at Pisa, 
March 25, 1409. 
 
As an offset, Gregory summoned a council of his own to meet in the territory either of Ravenna 
or Aquileja. Many of his closest followers had forsaken him, and even his native city of Venice 
withdrew from him its support. In the meantime Ladislaus had entered Rome and been hailed as 
king. It is, however, probable that this was with the consent of Gregory himself, who hoped 
thereby to gain sympathy for his cause. Benedict also exercised his sovereign power as pontiff 
and summoned a council to meet at Perpignan, Nov. 1, 1408. 
 
The word "council," now that the bold initiative was taken, was hailed as pregnant with the 
promise of sure relief from the disgrace and confusion into which Western Christendom had been 
thrown and of a reunion of the Church. 
 



{256} Nieheim, p. 91. See also pp. 103 sq., 110, for the further treatment of the cardinals, which 
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15. The Council of Pisa. 
 
The three councils of Pisa, 1409, Constance, 1414, and Basel, 1431, of which the schism was the 
occasion, are known in history as the Reformatory councils. Of the tasks they set out to 
accomplish, the healing of the schism and the institution of disciplinary reforms in the Church, 
the first they accomplished, but with the second they made little progress. They represent the final 
authority of general councils in the affairs of the Church—a view, called the conciliary theory—
in distinction from the supreme authority of the papacy. 
 
The Pisan synod marks an epoch in the history of Western Christendom not so much on account 
of what it actually accomplished as because it was the first revolt in council against the theory of 
papal absolutism which had been accepted for centuries. It followed the ideas of Gerson and 
Langenstein, namely, that the Church is the Church even without the presence of a pope, and that 
an oecumenical council is legitimate which meets not only in the absence of his assent but in the 
face of his protest. Representing intellectually the weight of the Latin world and the larger part of 
its constituency, the assembly was a momentous event leading in the opposite direction from the 
path laid out by Hildebrand, Innocent III., and their successors. It was a mighty blow at the old 
system of Church government. 
 
While Gregory XII. was tarrying at Rimini, as a refugee, under the protection of Charles 
Malatesta, and Benedict XIII. was confined to the seclusion of Perpignan, the synod was opened 
on the appointed day in the cathedral of Pisa. There was an imposing attendance of 14 
cardinals,—the number being afterwards increased to 24,—4 patriarchs, 10 archbishops, 79 
bishops and representatives of 116 other bishops, 128 abbots and priors and the representatives of 
200 other abbots. To these prelates were added the generals of the Dominican, Franciscan, 
Carmelite, and Augustinian orders, the grand-master of the Knights of St. John, who was 
accompanied by 6 commanders, the general of the Teutonic order, 300 doctors of theology and 
the canon law, 109 representatives of cathedral and collegiate chapters, and the deputies of many 
princes, including the king of the Romans, Wenzil, and the kings of England, France, Poland, and 
Cyprus. A new and significant feature was the representation of the universities of learning, 
including Paris, {273} Bologna, Oxford and Cambridge, Montpellier, Toulouse, Angers, Vienna, 
Cracow, Prag, and Cologne. Among the most important personages was Peter d’Ailly, though 
there is no indication in the acts of the council that he took a prominent public part. John Gerson 
seems not to have been present. 
 
The second day, the archbishop of Milan, Philargi, himself soon to be elected pope, preached 
from Judges 20:7: "Behold, ye are all children of Israel. Give here your advice and counsel," and 
stated the reasons which had led to the summoning of the council. Guy de Maillesec, the only 
cardinal surviving from the days prior to the schism, presided over the first sessions. His place 
was then filled by the patriarch of Alexandria, till the new pope was chosen. 
 
One of the first deliverances was a solemn profession of the Holy Trinity and the Catholic faith, 
and that every heretic and schismatic will share with the devil and his angels the burnings of 
eternal fire unless before the end of this life he make his peace with the Catholic Church. {274} 
 
The business which took precedence of all other was the healing of the schism, the causa unionis, 
as, it was called, and disposition was first made of the rival popes. A formal trial was instituted, 
which was opened by two cardinals and two archbishops proceeding to the door of the cathedral 
and solemnly calling Gregory and Benedict by name and summoning them to appear and answer 



for themselves. The formality was gone through three times, on three successive days, and the 
offenders were given till April 15 to appear. 
 
By a series of declarations the synod then justified its existence, and at the eighth session declared 
itself to be "a general council representing the whole universal Catholic Church and lawfully and 
reasonably called together." {275} It thought along the lines marked out by D’Ailly and Gerson 
and the other writers who had pronounced the unity of the Church to consist in oneness with her 
divine Head and declared that the Church, by virtue of the power residing in herself, has the right, 
in response to a divine call, to summon a council. The primitive Church had called synods, and 
James, not Peter, had presided at Jerusalem. 
 
D’Ailly, in making definite announcement of his views at a synod, meeting at Aix, Jan. 1, 1409, 
had said that the Church’s unity depends upon the unity of her head, Christ. Christ’s mystical 
body gets its authority from its divine head to meet in a general council through representatives, 
for it is written, "where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of 
them." The words are not "in Peter’s name," or "in Paul’s name," but "in my name." And when 
the faithful assemble to secure the welfare of the Church, there Christ is in their midst. 
 
Gerson wrote his most famous tract bearing on the schism and the Church’s right to remove a 
pope—De auferibilitate papae ab ecclesia —while the council of Pisa was in session. {276} In 
this elaborate treatment he said that, in the strict sense, Christ is the Church’s only bridegroom. 
The marriage between the pope and the Church may be dissolved, for such a spiritual marriage is 
not a sacrament. The pope may choose to separate himself from the Church and resign. The 
Church has a similar right to separate itself from the pope by removing him. All Church officers 
are appointed for the Church’s welfare and, when the pope impedes its welfare, it may remove 
him. It is bound to defend itself. This it may do through a general council, meeting by general 
consent and without papal appointment. Such a council depends immediately upon Christ for its 
authority. The pope may be deposed for heresy or schism. He might be deposed even where he 
had no personal guilt, as in case he should be taken prisoner by the Saracens, and witnesses 
should testify he was dead. Another pope would then be chosen and, if the reports of the death of 
the former pope were proved false, and he be released from captivity, he or the other pope would 
have to be removed, for the Church cannot have more than one pontiff. 
 
Immediately after Easter, Charles Malatesta appeared in the council to advocate Gregory’s cause. 
A commission, appointed by the cardinals, presented forty reasons to show that an agreement 
between the synod and the Roman pontiff was out of the question. Gregory must either appear at 
Pisa in person and abdicate, or present his resignation to a commission which the synod would 
appoint and send to Rimini. 
 
Gregory’s case was also represented by the rival king of the Romans, Ruprecht, {277} through a 
special embassy made up of the archbishop of Riga, the bishops of Worms and Verden, and other 
commissioners. It presented twenty-four reasons for denying the council’s jurisdiction. The paper 
was read by the bishop of Verden at the close of a sermon preached to the assembled councillors 
on the admirable text, "Peace be unto you." The most catching of the reasons was that, if the 
cardinals questioned the legitimacy of Gregory’s pontificate, what ground had they for not 
questioning the validity of their own authority, appointed as they had been by Gregory or 
Benedict. 
 
In a document of thirty-eight articles, read April 24, the council presented detailed specifications 
against the two popes, charging them both with having made and broken solemn promises to 
resign. 



 
The argument was conducted by Peter de Anchorano, professor of both laws in Bologna, and by 
others. Peter argued that, by fostering the schism, Gregory and his rival had forfeited jurisdiction, 
and the duty of calling a representative council of Christendom devolved on the college of 
cardinals. In certain cases the cardinals are left no option whether they shall act or not, as when a 
pope is insane or falls into heresy or refuses to summon a council at a time when orthodox 
doctrine is at stake. The temporal power has the right to expel a pope who acts illegally. 
 
In an address on Hosea 1:11, "and the children of Judah and the children of Israel shall be 
gathered together and shall appoint themselves one head," Peter Plaoul, of the University of Paris, 
clearly placed the council above the pope, an opinion which had the support of his own university 
as well as the support of the universities of Toulouse, Angers, and Orleans. The learned canonist, 
Zabarella, afterwards appointed cardinal, took the same ground. 
 
The trial was carried on with all decorum and, at the end of two months, on June 5, sentence was 
pronounced, declaring both popes "notorious schismatics, promoters of schism, and notorious 
heretics, errant from the faith, and guilty of the notorious and enormous crimes of perjury and 
violated oaths." {278} 
 
Deputies arriving from Perpignan a week later, June 14, were hooted by the council when the 
archbishop of Tarragona, one of their number, declared them to be "the representatives of the 
venerable pope, Benedict XIII." Benedict had a short time before shown his defiance of the Pisan 
fathers by adding twelve members to his cabinet. When the deputies announced their intention of 
waiting upon Gregory, and asked for a letter of safe conduct, Balthazar Cossa, afterwards John 
XXIII., the master of Bologna, is said to have declared, "Whether they come with a letter or 
without it, he would burn them all if he could lay his hands upon them." 
 
The rival popes being disposed of, it remained for the council to proceed to a new election, and it 
was agreed to leave the matter to the cardinals, who met in the archiepiscopal palace of Pisa, June 
26, and chose the archbishop of Milan, Philargi, who took the name of Alexander V. He was 
about seventy, a member of the Franciscan order, and had received the red hat from Innocent VII. 
I. He was a Cretan by birth, and the first Greek to wear the tiara since John VII., in 706. He had 
never known his father or mother and, rescued from poverty by the Minorites, he was taken to 
Italy to be educated, and later sent to Oxford. After his election as pope, he is reported to have 
said, "as a bishop I was rich, as a cardinal poor, and as pope I am a beggar again." {279} 
 
In the meantime Gregory’s side council at Cividale, near Aquileja, was running its course. There 
was scarcely an attendant at the first session. Later, Ruprecht and king Ladislaus were represented 
by deputies. The assumption of the body was out of all proportion to its size. It pronounced the 
pontiffs of the Roman line the legitimate rulers of Christendom, and appointed nuncios to all the 
kingdoms. However, not unmindful of his former professions, Gregory anew expressed his 
readiness to resign if his rivals, Peter of Luna and Peter of Candia (Crete), would do the same. 
Venice had declared for Alexander, and Gregory, obliged to flee in the disguise of a merchant, 
found refuge in the ships of Ladislaus. 
 
Benedict’s council met in Perpignan six months before, November, 1408. One hundred and 
twenty prelates were in attendance, most of them from Spain. The council adjourned March 26, 
1409, after appointing a delegation of seven to proceed to Pisa and negotiate for the healing of the 
schism. 
 



After Alexander’s election, the members lost interest in the synod and began to withdraw from 
Pisa, and it was found impossible to keep the promise made by the cardinals that there should be 
no adjournment till measures had been taken to reform the Church "in head and members." 
Commissions were appointed to consider reforms, and Alexander prorogued the body, Aug. 7, 
1409, after appointing another council for April 12, 1412. {280} 
 
At the opening of the Pisan synod there were two popes; at its close, three. Scotland and Spain 
still held to Benedict, and Naples and parts of Central Europe continued to acknowledge the 
obedience of Gregory. The greater part of Christendom, however, was bound to the support of 
Alexander. This pontiff lacked the strength needed for the emergency, and he aroused the 
opposition of the University of Paris by extending the rights of the Mendicant orders to hear 
confessions. {281} He died at Bologna, May 3, 1410, without having entered the papal city. 
Rumor went that Balthazar Cossa, who was about to be elected his successor, had poison 
administered to him. 
 
As a rule, modern Catholic historians are inclined to belittle the Pisan synod, and there is an 
almost general agreement among them that it lacked oecumenical character. Without pronouncing 
a final decision on the question, Bellarmin regarded Alexander V. as legitimate pope. Gerson and 
other great contemporaries treated it as oecumenical, as did also Bossuet and other Gallican 
historians two centuries later. Modern Catholic historians treat the claims of Gregory XII. as not 
affected by a council which was itself illegitimate and a high-handed revolt against canon law. 
{282} 
 
But whether the name oecumenical be given or be withheld matters little, in view of the general 
judgment which the summons and sitting of the council call forth. It was a desperate measure 
adopted to suit an emergency, but it was also the product of a new freedom of ecclesiastical 
thought, and so far a good omen of a better age. The Pisan synod demonstrated that the Church 
remained virtually a unit in spite of the double pontifical administration. It branded by their right 
names the specious manoevres of Gregory and Peter de Luna. It brought together the foremost 
thinkers and literary interests of Europe and furnished a platform of free discussion. Not its least 
service was in preparing the way for the imposing council which convened in Constance five 
years later. 
 
{273} Schwab, p. 223 sq. The address which Gerson is said to have delivered and which Mansi 
includes in the acts of the council was a rhetorical composition and never delivered at Pisa. 
Schwab, p. 243. 
 
{274} Mansi, XXVII. 358. 
 
{275} Mansi, XXVII. 366. 
 
{276} See Schwab, p. 250 sqq. 
 
{277} The electors deposed Wenzil in 1400 for incompetency, and elected Ruprecht of the 
Palatinate. 
 
{278} Eorum utrumque fuisse et esse notorios schismaticos et antiqui schimatis nutritores... 
necnon notorios haereticos et a fide devios, notoriisque criminibus enormibus perjuriis et 
violantionis voti irretitos, etc., Mansi, XXVI. 1147, 1225 sq. Hefele, VI. 1025 sq., also gives the 
judgment in full. 
 



{279} Nieheim, p. 320 sqq., gives an account of Alexander’s early life. 
 
{280} Creighton is unduly severe upon Alexander and the council for adjourning, without 
carrying out the promise of reform. Hefele, VI. 1042, treats the matter with fairness, and shows 
the difficulty involved in a disciplinary reform where the evils were of such long standing. 
 
{281} The number of ecclesiastical gifts made by Alexander in his brief pontificate was large, and 
Nieheim pithily says that when the waters are confused, then is the time to fish. 
 
{282} Pastor, I. 192, speaks of the unholy Pisan synod—segenslose Pisaner Synode. All 
ultramontane historians disparage it, and Hergenrother-Kirsch uses a tone of irony in describing 
its call and proceedings. They do not exonerate Gregory from having broken his solemn promise, 
but they treat the council as wholly illegitimate, either because it was not called by a pope or 
because it had not the universal support of the Catholic nations. Hefele, I. 67 sqq., denies to it the 
character of an oecumenical synod, but places it in a category by itself. Pastor opens his treatment 
with a discourse on the primacy of the papacy, dating from Peter, and the sole right of the pope to 
call a council. The cardinals who called it usurped an authority which did not belong to them.  



16. The Council of Constance. 1414-1418. 
 
At Alexander’s death, seventeen cardinals met in Bologna and elected Balthazar Cossa, who took 
the name of John XXIII. He was of noble Neapolitan lineage, began his career as a soldier and 
perhaps as a corsair, {283} was graduated in both laws at Bologna and was made cardinal by 
Boniface IX. He joined in the call of the council of Pisa. A man of ability, he was destitute of 
every moral virtue, and capable of every vice. 
 
Leaning for support upon Louis of Anjou, John gained entrance to Rome. In the battle of Rocca 
Secca, May 14, 1411, Louis defeated the troops of Ladislaus. The captured battle-flags were sent 
to Rome, hung up in St. Peter’s, then torn down in the sight of the people, and dragged in the dust 
in the triumphant procession through the streets of the city, in which John participated. Ladislaus 
speedily recovered from his defeat, and John, with his usual faithlessness, made terms with 
Ladislaus, recognizing him as king, while Ladislaus, on his part, renounced his allegiance to 
Gregory XII. That pontiff was ordered to quit Neapolitan territory, and embarking in Venetian 
vessels at Gaeta, fled to Dalmatia, and finally took refuge with Charles Malatesta of Rimini, his 
last political ally. 
 
The Council of Constance, the second of the Reformatory councils, was called together by the 
joint act of Pope John XXIII. and Sigismund, king of the Romans. It was not till he was reminded 
by the University of Paris that John paid heed to the action of the Council of Pisa and called a 
council to meet at Rome, April, 1412. Its sessions were scantily attended, and scarcely a trace of 
it is left. {284} After ordering Wyclif’s writings burnt, it adjourned Feb. 10, 1413. John had 
strengthened the college of cardinals by adding fourteen to its number, among them men of the 
first rank, as D’Ailly, Zabarella of Florence, Robert Hallum, bishop of Salisbury, and Fillastre, 
dean of Rheims. 
 
Ladislaus, weary of his treaty with John and ambitious to create a unified Latin kingdom, took 
Rome, 1413, giving the city over to sack. The king rode into the Lateran and looked down from 
his horse on the heads of St. Peter and St. Paul, which he ordered the canons to display. The very 
churches were robbed, and soldiers and their courtesans drank wine out of the sacred chalices. 
Ladislaus left Rome, struck with a vicious disease, rumored to be due to poison administered by 
an apothecary’s daughter of Perugia, and died at Naples, August, 1414. He had been one of the 
most prominent figures in Europe for a quarter of a century and the chief supporter of the Roman 
line of pontiffs. 
 
Driven from Rome, John was thrown into the hands of Sigismund, who was then in Lombardy. 
This prince, the grandson of the blind king, John, who was killed at Crecy, had come to the throne 
of Hungary through marriage with its heiress. At Ruprecht’s death he was elected king of the 
Romans, 1411. Circumstances and his own energy made him the most prominent sovereign of his 
age and the chief political figure in the Council of Constance. He lacked high aims and moral 
purpose, but had some taste for books, and spoke several languages besides his own native 
German. Many sovereigns have placed themselves above national statutes, but Sigismund went 
farther and, according to the story, placed himself above the rules of grammar. In his first address 
at the Council of Constance, so it is said, he treated the Latin word schisma, schism, as if it were 
feminine. {285} When Priscian and other learned grammarians were quoted to him to show it was 
neuter, he replied, "Yes; but I am emperor and above them, and can make a new grammar." The 
fact that Sigismund was not yet emperor when the mistake is said to have been made—for he was 



not crowned till 1433—seems to prejudice the authenticity of the story, but it is quite likely that 
he made mistakes in Latin and that the bon-mot was humorously invented with reference to it. 
 
Pressed by the growing troubles in Bohemia over John Huss, Sigismund easily became an active 
participant in the measures looking towards a new council. Men distrusted John XXIII. The only 
hope of healing the schism seemed to rest with the future emperor. In many documents, and by 
John himself, he was addressed as "advocate and defender of the Church" {286} —advocatus et 
defensor ecclesiae. {287} 
 
Two of John’s cardinals met Sigismund at Como, Oct. 13, 1413, and discussed the time and place 
of the new synod. John preferred an Italian city, Sigismund the small Swabian town of Kempten; 
Strassburg, Basel, and other places were mentioned, but Constance, on German territory, was at 
last fixed upon. On Oct. 30 Sigismund announced the approaching council to all the prelates, 
princes, and doctors of Christendom, and on Dec. 9 John attached his seal to the call. Sigismund 
and John met at Lodi the last of November, 1413, and again at Cremona early in January, 1414, 
the pope being accompanied by thirteen cardinals. Thus the two great luminaries of this mundane 
sphere were again side by side. {288} They ascended together the great Torazzo, close to the 
cathedral of Cremona, accompanied by the lord of the town, who afterwards regretted that he had 
not seized his opportunity and pitched them both down to the street. Not till the following August 
was a formal announcement of the impending council sent to the Kaufhaus 
 
Gregory XII., who recognized Sigismund as king of the Romans. {289} Gregory complained to 
Archbishop Andrew of Spalato, bearer of the notice, of the lateness of the invitation, and that he 
had not been consulted in regard to the council. Sigismund promised that, if Gregory should be 
deposed, he would see to it that he received a good life position. {290} 
 
The council, which was appointed for Nov. 1, 1414, lasted nearly four years, and proved to be 
one of the most imposing gatherings which has ever convened in Western Europe. It was a 
veritable parliament of nations, a convention of the leading intellects of the age, who pressed 
together to give vent to the spirit of free discussion which the Avignon scandals and the schism 
had developed, and to debate the most urgent of questions, the reunion of Christendom under one 
undisputed head. {291} 
 
Following the advice of his cardinals, John, who set his face reluctantly towards the North, 
reached Constance Oct. 28, 1414. The city then contained 5500 people, and the beauty of its 
location, its fields, and its vineyards, were praised by Nieheim and other contemporaries. They 
also spoke of the salubriousness of the air and the justice of the municipal laws for strangers. It 
seemed to be as a field which the Lord had blessed. {292} As John approached Constance, 
coming by way of the Tirol, he is said to have exclaimed, "Ha, this is the place where foxes are 
trapped." He entered the town in great style, accompanied by nine cardinals and sixteen hundred 
mounted horsemen. He rode a white horse, its back covered with a red rug. Its bridles were held 
by the count of Montferrat and an Orsini of Rome. The city council sent to the pope’s lodgings 
four large barrels of Elsass wine, eight of native wine, and other wines. {293} 
 
The first day of November, John attended a solemn mass at the cathedral. The council met on the 
5th, with fifteen cardinals present. The first public session was held Nov. 16. In all, forty-five 
public sessions were held, the usual hour of assembling being 7 in the morning. Gregory XII. was 
represented by two delegates, the titular patriarch of Constantinople and Cardinal John Dominici 
of Ragusa, a man of great sagacity and excellent spirit. 
 



The convention did not get into full swing until the arrival of Sigismund on Christmas Eve, fresh 
from his coronation, which occurred at Aachen, Nov. 8, and accompanied by his queen, Barbara, 
and a brilliant suite. After warming themselves, the imperial party proceeded to the cathedral and, 
at cock-crowing Christmas morning, were received by the pope. Services were held lasting eight, 
or, according to another authority, eleven hours without interruption. Sigismund, wearing his 
crown and a dalmatic, exercised the functions of deacon and read the Gospel, and the pope 
conferred upon him a sword, bidding him use it to protect the Church. 
 
Constance had become the most conspicuous locality in Europe. It attracted people of every rank, 
from the king to the beggar. A scene of the kind on so great a scale had never been witnessed in 
the West before. The reports of the number of strangers in the city vary from 50,000 to 100,000. 
Richental, the indefatigable Boswell of the council, himself a resident of Constance, gives an 
account of the arrival of every important personage, together with the number of his retainers. 
One-half of his Chronicle is a directory of names. He went from house to house, taking a census, 
and to the thousands he mentions by name, he adds 5000 who rode in and out of the town every 
day. He states that 80,000 witnessed the coronation of Martin V. The lodgings of the more 
distinguished personages were marked with their coats of arms. Bakers, beadles, grooms, scribes, 
goldsmiths, merchantmen of every sort, even to traffickers from the Orient, flocked together to 
serve the dukes and prelates and the learned university masters and doctors. There were in 
attendance on the council, 33 cardinals, 5 patriarchs, 47 archbishops, 145 bishops, 93 titular 
bishops, 217 doctors of theology, 361 doctors in both laws, 171 doctors of medicine, besides a 
great number of masters of arts from the 37 universities represented, 83 kings and princes 
represented by envoys, 38 dukes, 173 counts, 71 barons, more than 1500 knights, 142 writers of 
bulls, 1700 buglers, fiddlers, and players on other musical instruments. Seven hundred women of 
the street practised their trade openly or in rented houses, while the number of those who 
practised it secretly was a matter of conjecture. {294} There were 36,000 beds for strangers. Five 
hundred are said to have been drowned in the lake during the progress of the council. Huss wrote, 
"This council is a scene of foulness, for it is a common saying among the Swiss that a generation 
will not suffice to cleanse Constance from the sins which the council has committed in this city." 
{295} 
 
The English and Scotch delegation, which numbered less than a dozen persons, was accompanied 
by 700 or 800 mounted men, splendidly accoutred, and headed by fifers and other musicians, and 
made a great sensation by their entry into the city. The French delegation was marked by its 
university men and other men of learning. {296} 
 
The streets and surroundings presented the spectacle of a merry fair. There were tournaments, 
dances, acrobatic shows, processions, musical displays. But in spite of the congestion, good order 
seems to have been maintained. By order of the city council, persons were forbidden to be out 
after curfew without a light. Chains were to be stretched across some of the streets, and all 
shouting at night was forbidden. It is said that during the council’s progress only two persons 
were punished for street brawls. A check was put upon extortionate rates by a strict tariff. The 
price of a white loaf was fixed at a penny, and a bed for two persons, with sheets and pillows, at a 
gulden and a half a month, the linen to be washed every two weeks. Fixed prices were put upon 
grains, meat, eggs, birds, and other articles of food. {297} The bankers present were a great 
number, among them the young Cosimo de’ Medici of Florence. 
 
Among the notables in attendance, the pope and Sigismund occupied the chief place. The most 
inordinate praise was heaped upon the king. He was compared to Daniel, who rescued Susanna, 
and to David. He was fond of pleasure, very popular with women, always in debt and calling for 
money, but a deadly foe of heretics, so that whenever he roared, it was said, the Wyclifites fled. 



{298} There can be no doubt that to Sigismund were due the continuance and success of the 
council. His queen, Barbara, the daughter of a Styrian count, was tall and fair, but of questionable 
reputation, and her gallantries became the talk of the town. 
 
The next most eminent persons were Cardinals D’Ailly, Zabarella, Fillastre, John of Ragusa, and 
Hallum, bishop of Salisbury, who died during the session of the council, and was buried in 
Constance, the bishop of Winchester, uncle to the English king, and John Gerson, the chief 
representative of the University of Paris. Zabarella was the most profound authority on civil and 
canon law in Europe, a professor at Bologna, and in 1410 made bishop of Florence. He died in 
the midst of the council’s proceedings, Sept. 26, 1417. Fillastre left behind him a valuable daily 
journal of the council’s proceedings. D’Ailly had been for some time one of the most prominent 
figures in Europe. Hallum is frequently mentioned in the proceedings of the council. Among the 
most powerful agencies at work in the assemblies were the tracts thrown off at the time, 
especially those of Diedrich of Nieheim, one of the most influential pamphleteers of the later 
Middle Ages. {299} 
 
The subjects which the council was called together to discuss were the reunion of the Church 
under one pope, and Church reforms. {300} The action against heresy, including the 
condemnation of John Huss and Jerome of Prag, is also conspicuous among the proceedings of 
the council, though not treated by contemporaries as a distinct subject. From the start, John lost 
support. A sensation was made by a tract, the work of an Italian, describing John’s vices both as 
man and pope. John of Ragusa and Fillastre recommended the resignation of all three papal 
claimants, and this idea became more and more popular, and was, after some delay, adopted by 
Sigismund, and was trenchantly advocated by Nieheim, in his tract on the Necessity of a 
Reformation in the Church. 
 
From the very beginning great plainness of speech was used, so that John had good reason to be 
concerned for the tenure of his office. December 7, 1414, the cardinals passed propositions 
binding him to a faithful performance of his papal duties and abstinence from simony. D’Ailly 
wrote against the infallibility of councils, and thus furnished the ground for setting aside the papal 
election at Pisa. 
 
From November to January, 1415, a general disposition was manifested to avoid taking the 
initiative—the noli me tangere policy, as it was called. {301} The ferment of thought and 
discussion became more and more active, until the first notable principle was laid down early in 
February, 1415, namely, the rule requiring the vote to be by nations. The purpose was to 
overcome the vote of the eighty Italian bishops and doctors who were committed to John’s cause. 
The action was taken in the face of John’s opposition, and followed the precedent set by the 
University of Paris in the government of its affairs. By this rule, which no council before or since 
has followed, except the little Council of Siena, 1423, England, France, Italy, and Germany had 
each a single vote in the affairs of the council. In 1417, when Aragon, Castile, and Scotland gave 
in their submission to the council, a fifth vote was accorded to Spain. England had the smallest 
representation. In the German nation were included Scandinavia, Poland, and Hungary. The 
request of the cardinals to have accorded to them a distinct vote as a body was denied. They met 
with the several nations to which they belonged, and were limited to the same rights enjoyed by 
other individuals. This rule seems to have been pressed from the first with great energy by the 
English, led by Robert of Salisbury. Strange to say, there is no record that this mode of voting 
was adopted by any formal conciliar decree. {302} 
 
The nations met each under its own president in separate places, the English and Germans sitting 
in different rooms in the convent of the Grey Friars. The vote of the majority of the nations 



carried in the public sessions of the council. The right to vote in the nations was extended so as to 
include the doctors of both kinds and princes. D’Ailly advocated this course, and Fillastre argued 
in favor of including rectors and even clergymen of the lowest rank. Why, reasoned D’Ailly, 
should a titular bishop have an equal voice with a bishop ruling over an extensive see, say the 
archbishopric of Mainz, and why should a doctor be denied all right to vote who has given up his 
time and thought to the questions under discussion? And why, argued Fillastre, should an abbot, 
having control over only ten monks, have a vote, when a rector with a care of a thousand or ten 
thousand souls is excluded? An ignorant king or prelate he called a "crowned ass." Doctors were 
on hand for the very purpose of clearing up ignorance. 
 
When the Italian tract appeared, which teemed with charges against John, matters were brought to 
a crisis. Then it became evident that the scheme calling for the removal of all three popes would 
go through, and John, to avoid a worse fate, agreed to resign, making the condition that Gregory 
XII. and Benedict should also resign. The formal announcement, which was read at the second 
session, March 2, 1415, ran: "I, John XXIII., pope, promise, agree, and obligate myself, vow and 
swear before God, the Church, and this holy council, of my own free will and spontaneously, to 
give peace to the Church by abdication, provided the pretenders, Benedict and Gregory, do the 
same." {303} At the words "vow and swear," John rose from his seat and knelt down at the altar, 
remaining on his knees till he finished the reading. The reading being over, Sigismund removed 
his crown, bent before John, and kissed his feet. Five days after, John issued a bull confirming his 
oath. 
 
Constance was wild with joy. The bells rang out the glad news. In the cathedral, joy expressed 
itself in tears. The spontaneity of John’s self-deposition may be questioned, in view of the feeling 
which prevailed among the councillors and the report that he had made an offer to cede the 
papacy for 30,000 gulden. {304} 
 
A most annoying, though ridiculous, turn was now given to affairs by John’s flight from 
Constance, March 20. Rumors had been whispered about that he was contemplating such a move. 
He talked of transferring the council to Rizza, and complained of the unhealthiness of the air of 
Constance. He, however, made the solemn declaration that he would not leave the town before 
the dissolution of the council. To be on the safe side, Sigismund gave orders for the gates to be 
kept closed and the lake watched. But John had practised dark arts before, and, unmindful of his 
oath, escaped at high noon on a "little horse," in the disguise of a groom, wrapped in a gray cloak, 
wearing a gray cap, and having a crossbow tied to his saddle. {305} The flight was made while 
the gay festivities of a tournament, instituted by Frederick, duke of Austria, were going on, and 
with two attendants. The pope continued his course without rest till he reached Schaffhausen. 
This place belonged to the duke, who was in the secret, and on whom John had conferred the 
office of commander of the papal troops, with a yearly grant of 6000 gulden. John’s act was an 
act of desperation. He wrote back to the council, giving as the reason of his flight that he had 
been in fear of Sigismund, and that his freedom of action had been restricted by the king. {306} 
 
So great was the panic produced by the pope’s flight that the council would probably have been 
brought to a sudden close by a general scattering of its members, had it not been for Sigismund’s 
prompt action. Cardinals and envoys despatched by the king and council made haste to stop the 
fleeing pope, who continued on to Laufenburg, Freiburg, and Breisach. John wrote to Sigismund, 
expressing his regard for him, but with the same pen he was addressing communications to the 
University of Paris and the duke of Orleans, seeking to awaken sympathy for his cause by playing 
upon the national feelings of the French. He attempted to make it appear that the French 
delegation had been disparaged when the council proceeded to business before the arrival of the 
twenty-two deputies of the University. France and Italy, with two hundred prelates, had each only 



a single vote, while England, with only three prelates, had a vote. God, he affirmed, dealt with 
individuals and not with nations. He also raised the objection that married laymen had votes at the 
side of prelates, and John Huss had not been put on trial, though he had been condemned by the 
University of Paris. 
 
To the envoys who found John at Breisach, April 23, he gave his promise to return with them to 
Constance the next morning; but with his usual duplicity, he attempted to escape during the night, 
and was let down from the castle by a ladder, disguised as a peasant. He was soon seized, and 
ultimately handed over by Sigismund to Louis III., of the Palatinate, for safe-keeping. 
 
In the meantime the council forbade any of the delegates to leave Constance before the end of the 
proceedings, on pain of excommunication and the loss of dignities. Its fourth and fifth sessions, 
beginning April 6, 1415, mark an epoch in the history of ecclesiastical statement. The council 
declared that, being assembled legitimately in the Holy Spirit, it was an oecumenical council and 
representing the whole Church, had its authority immediately from Christ, and that to it the pope 
and persons of every grade owed obedience in things pertaining to the faith and to the reformation 
of the Church in head and members. It was superior to all other ecclesiastical tribunals. {307} 
This declaration, stated with more precision than the one of Pisa, meant a vast departure from the 
papal theory of Innocent III. and Boniface VIII. 
 
Gerson, urging this position in his sermon before the council, March 23, 1415, said {308} the 
gates of hell had prevailed against popes, but not against the Church. Joseph was set to guard his 
master’s wife, not to debauch her, and when the pope turned aside from his duty, the Church had 
authority to punish him. A council has the right by reason of the vivifying power of the Holy 
Spirit to prolong itself, and may, under certain conditions, assemble without call of pope or his 
consent. 
 
The conciliar declarations reaffirmed the principle laid down by Nieheim on the eve of the 
council in the tract entitled the Union of the Church and its Reformation, and by other writers. 
{309} The Church, Nieheim affirmed, whose head is Christ, cannot err, but the Church as a 
commonwealth,—respublica, —controlled by pope and hierarchy, may err. And as a prince who 
does not seek the good of his subjects may be deposed, so may the pope, who is called to preside 
over the whole Church.... The pope is born of man, born in sin—clay of clay—limus de limo. A 
few days ago the son of a rustic, and now raised to the papal throne, he is not become an 
impeccable angel. It is not his office that makes him holy, but the grace of God. He is not 
infallible; and as Christ, who was without sin, was subject to a tribunal, 80 is the pope. It is 
absurd to say that a mere man has power in heaven and on earth to bind and loose from sin. For 
he may be a simoniac, a liar, a fornicator, proud, and worse than the devil—pejor quam diabolus. 
As for a council, the pope is under obligation to submit to it and, if necessary, to resign for the 
common good—utilitatem communem. A general council may be called by the prelates and 
temporal rulers, and is superior to the pope. It may elect, limit, and depose a pope—and from its 
decision there is no appeal—potest papam eligere, privare et deponere. A tali concilio nullus 
potest appellare. Its canons are immutable, except as they may be set aside by another 
oecumenical council. 
 
These views were revolutionary, and show that Marsiglius of Padua, and other tractarians of the 
fourteenth century, had not spoken in vain. 
 
Having affirmed its superiority over the pope, the council proceeded to try John XXIII. on 
seventy charges, which included almost every crime known to man. He had been unchaste from 
his youth, had been given to lying, was disobedient to his parents. He was guilty of simony, 



bought his way to the cardinalate, sold the same benefices over and over again, sold them to 
children, disposed of the head of John the Baptist, belonging to the nuns of St. Sylvester, Rome, 
to Florence, for 50,000 ducats, made merchandise of spurious bulls, committed adultery with his 
brother’s wife, violated nuns and other virgins, was guilty of sodomy and other nameless vices. 
{310} As for doctrine, he had often denied the future life. 
 
When John received the notice of his deposition, which was pronounced May 29, 1415, he 
removed the papal cross from his room and declared he regretted ever having been elected pope. 
He was taken to Gottlieben, a castle belonging to the bishop of Constance, and then removed to 
the castle at Heidelberg, where two chaplains and two nobles were assigned to serve him. From 
Heidelberg the count Palatine transferred him to Mannheim, and finally released him on the 
payment of 30,000 gulden. John submitted to his successor, Martin V., and in 1419 was appointed 
cardinal bishop of Tusculum, but survived the appointment only six months. John’s accomplice, 
Frederick of Austria, was deprived of his lands, and was known as Frederick of the empty 
purse—Friedrich mit der leeren Tasche. A splendid monument was erected to John in the 
baptistery in Florence by Cosimo de’ Medici, who had managed the pope’s money affairs. 
 
While John’s case was being decided, the trial of John Huss was under way. The proceedings and 
the tragedy of Huss’ death are related in another place. 
 
John XXIII. was out of the way. Two popes remained, Gregory XII. and Benedict XIII., who 
were facetiously called in tracts and addresses Errorius, a play on Gregory’s patronymic, Angelo 
Correr, {311} and Maledictus. Gregory promptly resigned, thus respecting his promise made to 
the council to resign, provided John and Benedict should be set aside. He also had promised to 
recognize the council, provided the emperor should preside. The resignation was announced at 
the fourteenth session, July 4, 1415, by Charles Malatesta and John of Ragusa, representing the 
Roman pontiff. Gregory’s bull, dated May 15, 1414, which was publicly read, "convoked and 
authorized the general council so far as Balthazar Cossa, John XXIII., is not present and does not 
preside." The words of resignation ran, "I resign, in the name of the Lord, the papacy, and all its 
rights and title and all the privileges conferred upon it by the Lord Jesus Christ in this sacred 
synod and universal council representing the holy Roman and universal Church." {312} 
Gregory’s cardinals now took their seats, and Gregory himself was appointed cardinal-bishop of 
Porto and papal legate of Ancona. He died at Recanati, near Ancona, Oct. 18, 1417. Much 
condemnation as Angelo Correr deserves for having temporized about renouncing the papacy, 
posterity has not withheld from him respect for his honorable dealing at the close of his career. 
The high standing of his cardinal, John of Ragusa, did much to make men forget Gregory’s faults. 
 
Peter de Luna was of a different mind. Every effort was made to bring him into accord with the 
mind of the councilmen in the Swiss city, but in vain. In order to bring all the influence possible 
to bear upon him, Sigismund, at the council’s instance, started on the journey to see the last of the 
Avignon popes face to face. The council, at its sixteenth session, July 11, 1415, appointed doctors 
to accompany the king, and eight days afterwards he broke away from Constance, accompanied 
by a troop of 4000 men on horse. 
 
Sigismund and Benedict met at Narbonne, Aug. 15, and at Perpignan, the negotiations lasting till 
December. The decree of deposition pronounced at Pisa, and France’s withdrawal of allegiance, 
had not broken the spirit of the old man. His dogged tenacity was worthy of a better cause. {313} 
Among the propositions the pope had the temerity to make was that he would resign provided that 
he, as the only surviving cardinal from the times before the schism, should have liberty to follow 
his abdication by himself electing the new pontiff. Who knows but that one who was 80 
thoroughly assured of his own infallibility would have chosen himself. Benedict persisted in 



calling the Council of Constance the "congregation," or assembly. On Nov. 14 he fled to 
Peatiscola, a rocky promontory near Valencia, again condemned the Swiss synod, and summoned 
a legitimate one to meet in his isolated Spanish retreat. His own cardinals were weary of the 
conflict, and Dec. 13, 1415, declared him deposed. His long-time supporter, Vincent Ferrer, 
called him a perjurer. The following month the kingdom of Aragon, which had been Benedict’s 
chief support, withdrew from his obedience and was followed by Castile and Scotland. 
 
Peter de Luna was now as thoroughly isolated as any mortal could well be. The council 
demanded his unconditional abdication, and was strengthened by the admission of his old 
supporters, the Spanish delegates. At the thirty-seventh session, 1417, he was deposed. By 
Sigismund’s command the decision was announced on the streets of Constance by trumpeters. 
But the indomitable Spaniard continued to defy the synod’s sentence till his death, nine years 
later, and from the lonely citadel of Peatiscola to sit as sovereign of Christendom. Cardinal 
Hergenrother concludes his description of these events by saying that Benedict "was a pope 
without a church and a shepherd without sheep. This very fact proves the emptiness of his 
claims." Benedict died, 1423, {314} leaving behind him four cardinals. Three of these elected the 
canon, Gil Sauduz de Munoz of Barcelona, who took the name of Clement VIII. Five years later 
Gil resigned, and was appointed by Martin V. bishop of Majorca, on which island he was a pope 
with insular jurisdiction. {315} The fourth cardinal, Jean Carrier, elected himself pope, and took 
the name of Benedict XIV. He died in prison, 1433. 
 
It remained for the council to terminate the schism of years by electing a new pontiff and to 
proceed to the discussions of Church reforms. At the fortieth session, Oct. 30, 1417, it was 
decided to postpone the second item until after the election of the new pope. In fixing this order 
of business, the cardinals had a large influence. There was a time in the history of the council 
when they were disparaged. Tracts were written against them, and the king at one time, so it was 
rumored, proposed to seize them all. {316} But that time was past; they had kept united, and their 
influence had steadily grown. 
 
The papal vacancy was filled, Nov. 11, 1417, by the election of Cardinal Oddo Colonna, who 
took the name of Martin V. The election was consummated in the Kaufhaus, the central 
commercial building of Constance, which is still standing. Fifty-three electors participated, 6 
deputies from each of the 5 nations, and 23 cardinals. The building was walled up with boards 
and divided into cells for the electors. Entrance was had by a single door, and the three keys were 
given, one to the king, one to the chapter of Constance, and one to the council. When it became 
apparent that an election was likely to be greatly delayed, the Germans determined to join the 
Italians in voting for an Italian to avoid suspicion that advantage was taken of the synod’s 
location on German soil. The Germans then secured the co-operation of the English, and finally 
the French and Spaniards also yielded. {317} The pope-elect was thus the creature of the council. 
 
The Western Church was again unified under one head. But for the deep-seated conviction of 
centuries, the office of the universal papacy would scarcely have survived the strain of the 
schism. {318} Oddo Colonna, the only member of his distinguished house who has worn the tiara, 
was a subdeacon at the time of his election. Even more hastily than Photius, patriarch of 
Constantinople, was he rushed through the ordination of deacon, Nov. 12, of priest, Nov. 13, and 
bishop, Nov. 14. He was consecrated pope a week later, Nov. 21, Sigismund kissing his toe. In 
the procession, the bridles of Martin’s horse were held by Sigismund and Frederick the 
Hohenzollern, lately created margrave of Brandenburg. The margrave had paid Sigismund 
250,000 marks as the price of his elevation, a sum which the king used to defray the expenses of 
his visit to Benedict. 
 



Martin at once assumed the presidency of the council which since John’s flight had been filled by 
Cardinal Viviers. Measures of reform were now the order of the day and some headway was 
made. The papal right of granting indulgences was curtailed. The college of cardinals was limited 
to 24, with the stipulation that the different parts of the church should have a proportionate 
representation, that no monastic order should have more than a single member in the college, and 
that no cardinal’s brother or nephew should be raised to the curia so long as the cardinal was 
living. Schedules and programmes enough were made, but the question of reform involved abuses 
of such long standing and so deeply intrenched that it was found impossible to reconcile the 
differences of opinion prevailing in the council and bring it to promptness of action. After sitting 
for more than three years, the delegates were impatient to get away. 
 
As a substitute for further legislation, the so-called concordats were arranged. These agreements 
were intended to regulate the relations of the papacy and the nations one with the other. There 
were four of these distinct compacts, one with the French, and one with the German nations, each 
to be valid for five years, one with the English to be perpetual, dated July 21, 1418, and one with 
the Spanish nation, dated May 13, 1418. {319} These concordats set forth rules for the 
appointment of the cardinals and the restriction of their number, limited the right of papal 
reservations and the collection of annates and direct taxes, determined what causes might be 
appealed to Rome, and took up other questions. They were the foundation of the system of secret 
or open treaties by which the papacy has since regulated its relations with the nations of Europe. 
Gregory VII. was the first pope to extend the system of papal legates, but he and his successors 
had dealt with nations on the arbitrary principle of papal supremacy and infallibility. 
 
The action of the Council of Constance lifted the state to some measure of equality with the 
papacy in the administration of Church affairs. It remained for Louis XIV., 16431715, to assert 
more fully the Gallican theory of the authority of the state to manage the affairs of the Church 
within its territory, so far as matters of doctrine were not touched. The first decisive step in the 
assertion of Gallican liberties was the synodal action of 1407, when France withdrew from the 
obedience of Benedict XIII. By this action the chapters were to elect their own bishops, and the 
pope was restrained from levying taxes on their sees. Then followed the compact of the Council 
of Constance, the Pragmatic Sanction adopted at Bourges, 1438, and the concordat agreed upon 
between Francis I. and Leo X. at the time of the Reformation. In 1682 the French prelates adopted 
four propositions, restricting the pope’s authority to spirituals, a power which is limited by the 
decision of the Council of Constance, and by the precedents of the Gallican Church, and 
declaring that even in matters of faith the pope is not infallible. Although Louis, who gave his 
authority to these articles, afterwards revoked them, they remain a platform of Gallicanism as 
against the ultramontane theory of the infallibility and supreme authority of the pope, and may 
furnish in the future the basis of a settlement of the papal question in the Catholic communion. 
{320} 
 
In the deliverance known as Frequens, passed Oct. 9, 1417, the council decreed that a general 
council should meet in five years, then in seven years, and thereafter perpetually every ten years. 
{321} This action was prompted by Martin in the bull Frequens, Oct. 9, 1417. On completing its 
forty-fifth session it was adjourned by Martin, April 22, 1418. The Basel-Ferrara and the 
Tridentine councils sat a longer time, as did also the Protestant Westminster Assembly, 1643-
1648. Before breaking away from Constance, the pope granted Sigismund a tenth for one year to 
reimburse him for the expense he had been to on account of the synod. 
 
The Council of Constance was the most important synod of the Middle Ages, and more fairly 
represented the sentiments of Western Christendom than any other council which has ever sat. It 
furnished an arena of free debate upon interests whose importance was felt by all the nations of 



Western Europe, and which united them. It was not restricted by a programme prepared by a 
pope, as the Vatican council of 1870 was. It had freedom and exercised it. While the dogma of 
transubstantiation enacted by the 4th Lateran, 1215, and the dogma of papal infallibility passed by 
the Vatican council injected elements of permanent division into the Church, the Council of 
Constance unified Latin Christendom and ended the schism which had been a cause of scandal 
for forty years. The validity of its decree putting an oecumenical council above the pope, after 
being disputed for centuries, was officially set aside by the conciliar vote of 1870. For Protestants 
the decision at Constance is an onward step towards a right definition of the final seat of religious 
authority. It remained for Luther, forced to the wall by Eck at Leipzig, and on the ground of the 
error committed by the Council of Constance, in condemning the godly man, John Huss, to deny 
the infallibility of councils and to place the seat of infallible authority in the Scriptures, as 
interpreted by conscience. 
 
Note on the Oecumenical Character of the Council of Constance. 
 
Modern Roman Catholic historians deny the oecumenical character and authority of the Council 
of Constance, except its four last, 42d-45th sessions, which were presided over by Pope Martin 
V., or at least all of it till the moment of Gregory XII.’s bull giving to the council his approval, 
that is, after John had fled and ceased to preside. Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 862, says that before 
Gregory’s authorization the council was without a head, did not represent the Roman Church, and 
sat against the will of the cardinals, by whom he meant Gregory’s cardinals. Salembier, p. 317, 
says, Il n’est devenu oecumenique qu’apres la trente-cinquieme session, lorsque Gregoire III. eut 
donne sa demission, etc. Pastor, I. 198 sq., warmly advocates the same view, and declares that 
when the council in its 4th and 6th sessions announced its superiority over the pope, it was not yet 
an oecumenical gathering. This dogma, he says, was intended to set up a new principle which 
revolutionized the old Catholic doctrine of the Church. Philip Hergenrother, in Katholisches 
Kirchenrecht, p. 344 sq., expresses the same judgment. The council was not a legitimate council 
till after Gregory’s resignation. 
 
The wisdom of the council in securing the resignation of Gregory and deposing John and 
Benedict is not questioned. The validity of its act in electing Martin V., though the papal 
regulation limiting the right of voting to the cardinals was set aside, is also acknowledged on the 
ground that the council at the time of Martin’s election was sitting by Gregory’s sanction, and 
Gregory was true pope until he abdicated. 
 
A serious objection to the view, setting aside this action of the 4th and 5th sessions, is offered by 
the formal statement made by Martin V. At the final meeting of the council and after its 
adjournment had been pronounced, a tumultuous discussion was precipitated over the tract 
concerning the affairs of Poland and Lithuania by the Dominican, Falkenberg, which was written 
in defence of the Teutonic Knights, and justified the killing of the Polish king and all his subjects. 
It had been the subject of discussion in the nations, and its heresies were declared to be so glaring 
that, if they remained uncondemned by the council, that body would go down to posterity as 
defective in its testimony for orthodoxy. It was during the tumultuous debate, and after Martin 
had adjourned the council, that he uttered the words which, on their face, sanction whatever was 
done in council in a conciliar way. Putting an end to the tumult, he announced he would maintain 
all the decrees passed by the council in matters of faith in a conciliar way—omnia et singula 
determinata et conclusa et decreta in materiis fidei per praesens sacrum concilium generale 
Constantiense conciliariter tenere et inviolabiliter observare volebat et nunquam contravenire 
quoquomodo. Moreover, he announced that he sanctioned and ratified acts made in a "conciliar 
way and not made otherwise or in any other way." Ipsaque sic conciliariter facta approbat papa 
et ratificat et non aliter nec alio modo. Funk, Martin V. und das Konzil zu Konstanz in 



Abhandlungen, I. 489 sqq., Hefele, Conciliengesch., I. 62, and Kupper, in Wetzer-Welte, VII. 
1004 sqq., restrict the application of these words to the Falkenberg incident. Funk, however, by a 
narrow interpretation of the words "in matter of faith," excludes the acts of the 4th and 6th 
sessions from the pope’s approval. Dollinger (p. 464), contends that the expression conciliariter, 
"in a conciliar way," is opposed to nationaliter, "in the nations." The expression is to be taken in 
its simple meaning, and refers to what was done by the council as a council. 
 
The only other statement made by Martin bearing upon the question occurs in his bull Frequens, 
of Feb. 22, 1418, in which he recognized the council as oecumenical, and declared its decrees 
binding which pertained to faith and the salvation of souls—quod sacrum concilium Constant., 
universalem ecclesiam representans approbavit et approbat in favorem fidei et salutem 
animarum, quod hoc est ab universis Christi fidelibus approbandum et tenendum. Hefele and 
Funk show that this declaration was not meant to exclude matters which were not of faith, for 
Martin expressly approved other matters, such as those passed upon in the 39th session. There is 
no record that Martin at any time said anything to throw light upon his meaning in these two 
utterances. 
 
In the latter part of the fifteenth century, as Raynaldus, annee. 1418, shows, the view came to 
expression that Martin expressly intended to except the action of the 4th and 6th sessions from his 
papal approval. 
 
Martin V.’s successor, Eugenius IV., in 1446, thirty years after the synod, asserted that its decrees 
were to be accepted so far as they did not prejudice the law, dignity, and pre-eminence of the 
Apostolic See—absque tamen praejudicio juris et dignitatis et praeeminentiae Apost. sedis. The 
papacy had at that time recovered its prestige, and the supreme pontiff felt himself strong enough 
to openly reassert the superiority of the Apostolic See over oecumenical councils. But before that 
time, in a bull issued Dec. 13, 1443, he formally accepted the acts of the Council of Basel, the 
most explicit of which was the reaffirmation of the acts of the Council of Constance in its 4th and 
5th sessions. 
 
It occurs to a Protestant that the Council of Constance would hardly have elected Oddo Colonna 
pope if he had been suspected of being opposed to the council’s action concerning its own 
superiority. The council would have stultified itself in appointing a man to undo what it had 
solemnly done. And for him to have denied its authority would have been, as Dollinger says (p. 
159), like a son denying his parentage. The emphasis which recent Catholic historians lay upon 
Gregory’s authorization of the synod as giving it for the first time an oecumenical character is an 
easy way out of the difficulty, and this view forces the recognition of the Roman line of popes as 
the legitimate successors of St. Peter during the years of the schism. 
 
{283} Nieheim, in Life of John, in Van der Hardt, II. 339. 
 
{284} Finke: Forschungen, p. 2; Acta conc., p. 108 sqq. 
 
{285} Date operam, the king said, ut ista, nefanda schisma eradicetur. See Wylie, p. 18 
 
{286} See Finke, Forschungen, p. 28. Sigismund gives himself the same title. See his letter to 
Gregory, Mansi, XXVIII. 3. 
 
{287} Same as fn. above. 
 



{288} Sigismund, in his letter to Charles VI of France, announcing the council, had used the 
mediaeval figure of the two lights, duo luminaria super terram, majus videlicet minus ut in ipsis 
universalis ecclesiae consistere firmamentum in quibus pontificalis auctoritas et regalis potentia 
designantur, unaquae spiritualia et altera qua corporalia regerentur. Mansi, XXVIII. 4. 
 
{289} There is some evidence that a report was abroad in Italy that Sigismund intended to have 
all three popes put on trial at Constance, but that a gift of 60,000 gulden from John at Lodi 
induced him to support that pontiff. Finke: Acta, p. 177 sq. 
 
{290} Sigismund’s letters are given by Hardt, VI. 5, 6; Mansi, XXVIII. 2-4. See Finke, 
Forschungen, p. 23. 
 
{291} Funk, Kirchengesch., p. 470, calls it eine der grossartigsten Kirchenversammlungen 
welche die Geschichte kennt, gewissermassen ein Kongress des ganzen Abenlandes. 
 
{292} Hardt, II. 308. 
 
{293} Richental, Chronik, pp. 25-28, gives a graphic description of John’s entry into the city. 
This writer, who was a citizen of Constance, the office he filled being unknown, had unusual 
opportunities for observing what was going on and getting the official documents. He gives 
copies of several of John’s bulls, and the most detailed accounts of some of the proceedings at 
which he was present. See p. 129. 
 
{294} Offene Huren in den Hurenhausern und solche, die selber Hauser gemiethet hatten und in 
den Stallen lagen und wo sie mochten, doren waren uber 700 und die heimlichen, die lass ich 
belibnen. Richental, p. 215. The numbers above are taken from Richental, whose account, from p. 
154 to 215, is taken up with the lists of names. See also Van der Hardt, V. 50-53, who gives 
18,000 prelates and priests and 80,000 laymen. A later hand has attached to Richental’s narrative 
the figures 72,460. 
 
{295} Workman: Letters of Huss, p. 263. 
 
{296} Usk, p. 304; Rymer, Foeder., IX. 167; Richental, p. 34, speaks of the French as die 
Schulpfaffen und die gelehrten Leute aus Frankreich. 
 
{297} Richental, p. 39 sqq., gives an elaborate list of these regulations. 
 
{298} So de Vrie, the poet-historian of the council, Hardt, I. 193. The following description is 
from the accomplished pen of Aeneas Sylvius, afterwards Pius II: "He was tall, with bright eyes, 
broad forehead, pleasantly rosy cheeks, and a long, thick beard. He was witty in conversation, 
given to wine and women, and thousands of love intrigues are laid to his charge. He had a large 
mind and formed many plans, but was changeable. He was prone to anger, but ready to forgive. 
He could not keep his money, but spent lavishly. He made more promises than he kept, and often 
deceived." 
 
{299} Finke, p. 133, calls him the "greatest journalist of the later Middle Ages." The tracts 
Deuteronomy modisuniendi, Deuteronomy difficultate reformationis, Deuteronomy necessitate 
reformationis are now all ascribed to Nieheim by Finke, p. 133, who follows Lenz, and with 
whom Pastor concurs as against Erler. 
 



{300} In hoc generali concilio agendum fait de pace et unione perfecta ecclesiae secundo de 
reformatione illius, Fillastre’s Journal, in Finke, p. 164. Haec synodus... pro exstirpatione 
praesentis schismatis et unione ac reformatione ecclesiae Dei in capite et membris is the councils 
own declaration, Mansi, XXVII. 585 
 
{301} Apud aliquos erat morbus "noli me tangere," Fillastre’s Journal, p. 164. 
 
{302} See Finke, Forschungen, p. 31. Richental, pp. 50-53, gives a quaint account of the 
territorial possessions of the five nations. 
 
{303} Hardt, II. 240, also IV. 44; Mansi, XXVII. 568. Also Richental, p. 56. 
 
{304} According to a MS. found at Vienna by Finke, Forschungen, p. 148. 
 
{305} Richental, pp. 62-72, gives a vivid account of John’s flight and seizure. 
 
{306} Fillastre; Finke, Forschungen, p. 169, papa dicebat quod pro timore regis Romanorum 
recesserat. 
 
{307} Hardt, IV. 89 sq., and Mansi, XXVII. 585-590. The deliverance runs: haec sancta synodus 
Constantiensis primo declarat ut ipsa synodus in S. Spiritu legitime congregata, generale 
concilium faciens, Eccles. catholicam militantem representans, potestatem a Christo immediate 
habeat, cui quilibet cujusmodi status vel dignitatis, etiamsi papalis existat, obedire tenetur in his 
quae pertinent ad fidem et exstirpationem praesentis schismatis et reformationem eccles. in 
capite et membris. 
 
{308} Hardt, II. 265-273; Du Pin, II. 201 sqq. 
 
{309} Hardt, vol. I., where it occupies 175 pp. Du Pin, II., 162-201. This tract, formerly ascribed 
to Gerson, Lenz and Finke give reason for regarding as the work of Nieheim. 
 
{310} Hardt, IV. 196-208; Mansi, XXVIII. 662-673, 715. Adam of Usk, p. 306, says, Our pope, 
John XXIII., false to his promises of union, and otherwise guilty of perjuries and murders, 
adulteries, simonies, heresy, and other excesses, and for that he twice fled in secret, and 
cowardly, in vile raiment, by way of disguise, was delivered to perpetual imprisonment by the 
council. 
 
{311} This name is given to Gregory constantly by Nieheim in his Deuteronomy schismate. 
 
{312} The document is given in Hardt, IV. 380. See, for the various documents, Hardt, IV. 192 
sq., 346-381; Mansi, XXVII. 733-745. 
 
{313} Pastor, Hefele, and Hergenrother call it stubbornness, Hartnackigkeit. Dollinger is more 
favorable, and does not withhold his admiration from Peter. 
 
{314} Valois, IV. 450 454, gives strong reasons for this date as against 1424. 
 
{315} Mansi, XXVIII. 1117 sqq., gives Clement’s letter of abdication. For an account of 
Benedict’s two successors and their election, see Valois, IV. 455-478. 
 



{316} Fillastre’s Journal, p. 224. For the tracts hostile to the cardinals, see Finke, Forschungen, 
p. 81 sq. 
 
{317} Richental, p. 116 sqq., gives a detailed account of the walling up of the Kaufhaus and the 
election, and of the ceremonies attending Martin’s coronation. He also, p. 123, tells the pretty 
story that, before the electors met, ravens, jackdaws, and other birds of the sort gathered in great 
numbers on the roof of the Kaufhaus, but that as soon as Martin was elected, thousands of 
greenfinches and other little birds took their places and chattered and sang and hopped about as if 
approving what had been done. 
 
{318} Catholic historians regard the survival of the papacy as a proof of its divine origin. 
Salembier, p. 395, says, "The history of the great Schism would have dealt a mortal blow to the 
papacy if Christ’s promises had not made it immortal." 
 
{319} See Mirbt, art. Konkordat, in Herzog, X. 705 sqq. Hardt gives the concordats with 
Germany and England, I. 1056-1083, and France, IV. 155 sqq. Mansi, XXVII. 1189 sqq., 1193 
sqq. 
 
{320} See art. Gallikanismus, in Herzog, and Der Ursprung der gallikan. Freiheiten, in Hist. 
Zeitschrift, 1903, pp. 194-215. 
 
{321} Creighton, I. 393, after giving the proper citation from Hardt, IV. 1432, makes the mistake 
of saying that the next council was appointed for seven years, and the succeeding councils every 
five years thereafter.  



17. The council of Basel. 1431-1449. 
 
Martin V. proved himself to be a capable and judicious ruler, with courage enough when the 
exigency arose. He left Constance May 16, 1418. Sigismund, who took his departure the 
following week, offered him as his papal residence Basel, Strassburg, or Frankfurt. France 
pressed the claims of Avignon, but a Colonna could think of no other city than Rome, and 
proceeding by the way of Bern, Geneva, Mantua, and Florence, he entered the Eternal city Sept. 
28, 1420. {322} The delay was due to the struggle being carried on for its possession by the 
forces of Joanna of Naples under Sforza, and the bold chieftain Braccio. {323} Martin secured the 
withdrawal of Joanna’s claims by recognizing that princess as queen of Naples, and pacified by 
investing him with Assisi, Perugia, Jesi, and Todi. 
 
Rome was in a desolate condition when Martin reached it, the prey of robbers, its streets filled 
with refuse and stagnant water, its bridges decayed, and many of its churches without roofs. 
Cattle and sheep were herded in the spaces of St. Paul’s. Wolves attacked the inhabitants within 
the walls. {324} With Martin’s arrival a new era was opened. This pope rid the city of robbers, so 
that persons carrying gold might go with safety even beyond the walls. He restored the Lateran, 
and had it floored with a new pavement. He repaired the porch of St. Peter’s, and provided it with 
a new roof at a cost of 50,000 gold gulden. Revolutions within the city ceased. Martin deserves to 
be honored as one of Rome’s leading benefactors. His pontificate was an era of peace after years 
of constant strife and bloodshed due to factions within the walls and invaders from without. With 
him its mediaeval history closes, and an age of restoration and progress begins. The inscription on 
Martin’s tomb in the Lateran, "the Felicity of his Times,"—temporum suorum felicitas, —
expresses the debt Rome owes to him. 
 
Among the signs of Martin’s interest in religion was his order securing the transfer to Rome of 
some of the bones of Monica, the mother of Augustine, and his bull canonizing her. On their 
reception, Martin made a public address in which he said, "Since we possess St. Augustine, what 
do we care for the shrewdness of Aristotle, the eloquence of Plato, the reputation of Pythagoras? 
These men we do not need. Augustine is enough. If we want to know the truth, learning, and 
religion, where shall we find one more wise, learned, and holy than St. Augustine?" 
 
As for the promises of Church reforms made at Constance, Martin paid no attention to them, and 
the explanation made by Pastor, that his time was occupied with the government of Rome and the 
improvement of the city, is not sufficient to exculpate him. The old abuses in the disposition and 
sale of offices continued. The pope had no intention of yielding up the monarchical claims of the 
papal office. Nor did he forget his relatives. One brother, Giordano, was made duke of and 
another, Lorenzo, count of Alba. One of his nephews, Prospero, he invested with the purple, 
1426. He also secured large tracts of territory for his house. {325} 
 
The council, appointed by Martin at Constance to meet in Pavia, convened April, 1423, was 
sparsely attended, adjourned on account of the plague to Siena, and, after condemning the errors 
of Wyclif and Huss, was dissolved March 7, 1424. Martin and his successors feared councils, and 
it was their policy to prevent, if possible, their assembling, by all sorts of excuses and delays. 
Why should the pope place himself in a position to hear instructions and receive commands? 
However, Martin could not be altogether deaf to the demands of Christendom, or unmindful of 
his pledge given at Constance. Placards were posted up in Rome threatening him if he summoned 
a council. Under constraint and not of free will, he appointed the second council, which was to 



meet in seven years at Basel, 1481, but he died the same year, before the time set for its 
assembling. 
 
Eugenius IV., the next occupant of the papal throne, 1431-1447, a Venetian, had been made 
bishop of Siena by his maternal uncle, Gregory XII., at the age of twenty-four, and soon 
afterwards was elevated to the curia. His pontificate was chiefly occupied with the attempt to 
assert the supremacy of the papacy against the conciliar theory. It also witnessed the most notable 
effort ever made for the union of the Greeks with the Western Church. 
 
By an agreement signed in the conclave which elevated Eugenius, the cardinals promised that the 
successful candidate should advance the interests of the impending general council, follow the 
decrees of the Council of Constance in appointing cardinals, consult the sacred college in matters 
of papal administration, and introduce Church reforms. Such a compact had been signed by the 
conclave which elected Innocent VI., 1352, and similar compacts by almost every conclave after 
Eugenius down to the Reformation, but all with no result, for, as soon as the election was 
consummated, the pope set the agreement aside and pursued his own course. 
 
On the day set for the opening of the council in Basel, March 7, 1431, only a single prelate was 
present, the abbot of Vezelay. The formal opening occurred July 23, but Cardinal Cesarini, who 
had been appointed by Martin and Eugenius to preside, did not appear till Sept. 9. He was 
detained by his duties as papal legate to settle the Hussite insurrection in Bohemia. Sigismund 
sent Duke William of Bavaria as protector, and the attendance speedily grew. The number of 
doctors present was larger in comparison to the number of prelates than at Constance. A member 
of the council said that out of 500 members he scarcely saw 20 bishops. The rest belonged to the 
lower orders of the clergy, or were laymen. "Of old, bishops had settled the affairs of the Church, 
but now the common herd does it." {326} The most interesting personage in the convention was 
Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, who came to Basel as Cardinal Capranica’s secretary. He sat on 
some of its important commissions. 
 
The tasks set before the council were the completion of the work of Constance in instituting 
reforms, {327} and a peaceful settlement of the Bohemian heresy. Admirable as its effort was in 
both directions, it failed of papal favor, and the synod was turned into a constitutional battle over 
papal absolutism and conciliar supremacy. This battle was fought with the pen as well as in 
debate. Nicolas of Cusa, representing the scholastic element, advocated, in 1433, the supremacy 
of councils in his Concordantia catholica. The Dominican, John of Turrecremata, took the 
opposite view, and defended the doctrine of papal infallibility in his Summa de ecclesia et ejus 
auctoritate. For years the latter writing was the classical authority for the papal pretension. 
 
The business was performed not by nations but by four committees, each composed of an equal 
number of representatives from the four nations and elected for a month. When they agreed on 
any subject, it was brought before the council in public session. 
 
It soon became evident that the synod acknowledged no earthly authority above itself, and was in 
no mood to hear the contrary principle defended. On the other hand, Eugenius was not ready to 
tolerate free discussion and the synod’s self-assertion, and took the unfortunate step of proroguing 
the synod to Bologna, making the announcement at a meeting of the cardinals, Dec. 18, 1431. 
The bull was made public at Basel four weeks later, and made an intense sensation. The synod 
was quick to give its answer, and decided to continue its sittings. This was revolution, but the 
synod had the nations and public opinion back of it, as well as the decrees of the Council of 
Constance. It insisted upon the personal presence of Eugenius, and on Feb. 15, 1432, declared for 



its own sovereignty and that a general council might not be prorogued or transferred by a pope 
without its own consent. 
 
In the meantime Sigismund had received the iron crown at Milan, Nov. 25, 1431. He was at this 
period a strong supporter of the council’s claims. A French synod, meeting at Bourges early in 
1432, gave its sanction to them, and the University of Paris wrote that Eugenius’ decree 
transferring the council was a suggestion of the devil. Becoming more bold, the council, at its 
third session, April 29, 1432, called upon the pope to revoke his bull and be present in person. At 
its fourth session, June 20, it decreed that, in case the papal office became vacant, the election to 
fill the vacancy should be held in Basel and that, so long as Eugenius remained away from Basel, 
he should be denied the right to create any more cardinals. The council went still farther, 
proceeded to arraign the pope for contumacy, and on Dec. 18 gave him 60 days in which to 
appear, on pain of having formal proceedings instituted against him. 
 
Sigismund, who was crowned emperor in Rome the following Spring, May 31, 1433, was not 
prepared for such drastic action. He was back again in Basel in October, but, with the emperor 
present or absent, the council continued on its course, and repeatedly reaffirmed its superior 
authority, quoting the declarations of the Council of Constance at its fourth and fifth sessions. 
The voice of Western Christendom was against Eugenius, as were the most of his cardinals. 
Under the stress of this opposition, and pressed by the revolution threatening his authority in 
Rome, the pope gave way, and in the decree of Dec. 13, 1433, revoked his three bulls, beginning 
with Dec. 18, 1431, which adjourned the synod. He asserted he had acted with the advice of the 
cardinals, but now pronounced and declared the "General Council of Bagel legitimate from the 
time of its opening." Any utterance or act prejudicial to the holy synod or derogatory to its 
authority, which had proceeded from him, he revoked, annulled, and pronounced utterly void. 
{328} At the same time the pope appointed legates to preside, and they were received by the 
synod. They swore in their own names to accept and defend its decrees. 
 
No revocation of a former decree could have been made more explicit. The Latin vocabulary was 
strained for words. Catholic historians refrain from making an argument against the plain 
meaning of the bull, which is fatal to the dogma of papal inerrancy and acknowledges the 
superiority of general councils. At best they pass the decree with as little comment as possible, or 
content themselves with the assertion that Eugenius had no idea of confirming the synod’s 
reaffirmation of the famous decrees of Constance, or with the suggestion that the pope was under 
duress when he issued the document. {329} Both assumptions are without warrant. The pope 
made no exception whatever when he confirmed the acts of the synod "from its opening." As for 
the explanation that the decree was forced, it needs only to be said that the revolt made against 
the pope in Rome, May, 1434, in which the Colonna took a prominent part, had not yet broken 
out, and there was no compulsion except that which comes from the judgment that one’s case has 
failed. Cesarini, Nicolas of Cusa, Aeneas Sylvius, John, patriarch of Antioch, and the other 
prominent personages at Basel, favored the theory of the supreme authority of councils, and they 
and the synod would have resented the papal deliverance if they had surmised its utterances 
meant something different from what they expressly stated. Dollinger concludes his treatment of 
the subject by saying that Eugenius’ bull was the most positive and unequivocal recognition 
possible of the sovereignty of the council, and that the pope was subject to it. 
 
Eugenius was the last pope, with the exception of Pius IX., who has had to flee from Rome. 
Twenty-five popes had been obliged to escape from the city before him. Disguised in the garb of 
a Benedictine monk, and carried part of the way on the shoulders of a sailor, he reached a boat on 
the Tiber, but was recognized and pelted with a shower of stones, from which he escaped by lying 



flat in the boat, covered with a shield. Reaching Ostia, he took a galley to Livorno. From there he 
went to Florence. He remained in exile from 1434 to 1443. 
 
In its efforts to pacify the Hussites, the synod granted them the use of the cup, and made other 
concessions. The causes of their opposition to the Church had been expressed in the four articles 
of Prag. The synod introduced an altogether new method of dealing with heretics in guaranteeing 
to the Hussites and their representatives full rights of discussion. Having settled the question of its 
own authority, the synod took up measures to reform the Church "in head and members." The 
number of the cardinals was restricted to 24, and proper qualifications insisted upon, a measure 
sufficiently needed, as Eugenius had given the red hat to two of his nephews. Annates, payments 
for the pallium, the sale of church dignities, and other taxes which the Apostolic See had 
developed, were abolished. The right of appeal to Rome was curtailed. Measures of another 
nature were the reaffirmation of the law of priestly celibacy, {330} and the prohibition of 
theatricals and other entertainments in church buildings and churchyards. In 1439 the synod 
issued a decree on the immaculate conception, by which Mary was declared to have always been 
free from original and actual sin. {331} The interference with the papal revenues affecting the 
entire papal household was, in a measure, atoned for by the promise to provide other sources. 
From the monarchical head of the Church, directly appointed by God, and responsible to no 
human tribunal, the supreme pontiff was reduced to an official of the council. Another class of 
measures sought to clear Basel of the offences attending a large and promiscuous gathering, such 
as gambling, dancing, and the arts of prostitutes, who were enjoined from showing themselves on 
the streets. 
 
Eugenius did not sit idly by while his prerogatives were being tampered with and an utterly 
unpapal method of dealing with heretics was being pursued. He communicated with the princes 
of Europe, June 1, 1436, complaining of the highhanded measures, such as the withdrawal of the 
papal revenues, the suppression of the prayer for the pope in the liturgy, and the giving of a vote 
to the lower clergy in the synod. At that juncture the union with the Greeks, a question which had 
assumed a place of great prominence, afforded the pope the opportunity for reasserting his 
authority and breaking up the council in the Swiss city. 
 
Overtures of union, starting with Constantinople, were made simultaneously through separate 
bodies of envoys sent to the pope and the council. The one met Eugenius at Bologna; the other 
appeared in Basel in the summer of 1434. In discussing a place for a joint meeting of the 
representatives of the two communions, the Greeks expressed a preference for some Italian city, 
or Vienna. This exactly suited Eugenius, who had even suggested Constantinople as a place of 
meeting, but the synod sharply informed him that the city on the Bosphorus was not to be 
considered. In urging Basel, Avignon, or a city in Savoy, the Basel councilmen were losing their 
opportunity. Two delegations, one from the council and one from the pope, appeared in 
Constantinople, 1437, proposing different places of meeting. 
 
When the matter came up for final decision, the council, by a vote of 355 to 244, decided to 
continue the meeting at Basel, or, if that was not agreeable to the Greeks, then at Avignon. The 
minority, acting upon the pope’s preference, decided in favor of Florence or Udine. In a bull 
dated Sept. 18, 1437, and signed by eight cardinals, Eugenius condemned the synod for 
negotiating with the Greeks, pronounced it prorogued, and, at the request of the Greeks, as it 
alleged, transferred the council to Ferrara. {332} 
 
The synod was checkmated, though it did not appreciate its situation. The reunion of Christendom 
was a measure of overshadowing importance, and took precedence in men’s minds of the reform 
of Church abuses. The Greeks all went to Ferrara. The prelates, who had been at Basel, gradually 



retired across the Alps, including Cardinals Cesarini and Nicolas of Cusa. The only cardinal left 
at Basel was d’Aleman, archbishop of Arles. It was now an open fight between the pope and 
council, and it meant either a schism of the Western Church or the complete triumph of the 
papacy. The discussions at Basel were characterized by such vehemence that armed citizens had 
to intervene to prevent violence. The conciliar theory was struggling for life. At its 28th session, 
October, 1437, the council declared the papal bull null and void, and summoned Eugenius within 
sixty days to appear before it in person or by deputy. Four months later, Jan. 24, 1488, it declared 
Eugenius suspended, and, June 25, 1439, at its 34th session, "removed, deposed, deprived, and 
cast him down," as a disturber of the peace of the Church, a simoniac and perjurer, incorrigible, 
and errant from the faith, a schismatic, and a pertinacious heretic. {333} Previous to this, at its 
33d session, it had again solemnly declared for the supreme jurisdiction of councils, and denied 
the pope the right to adjourn or transfer a general council. The holding of contrary views, it 
pronounced heresy. 
 
In the meantime the council at Ferrara had been opened, Jan. 8, 1438, and was daily gaining 
adherents. Charles VII. took the side of Eugenius, although the French people, at the synod of 
Bourges in the summer of 1438, accepted, substantially, the reforms proposed by the council of 
Basel. {334} This action, known as the Pragmatic Sanction, decided for the superiority of 
councils, and that they should be held every ten years, abolished annates and first-fruits, ordered 
the large benefices filled by elections, and limited the number of cardinals to twenty-four. These 
important declarations, which went back to the decrees of the Council of Constance, were the 
foundations of the Gallican liberties. 
 
The attitude of the German princes and ecclesiastics was one of neutrality or of open support of 
the council at Basel. Sigismund died at the close of the year 1437, and, before the election of his 
son-in-law, Albrecht II., as his successor, the electors at Frankfurt decided upon a course of 
neutrality. Albrecht survived his election as king of the Romans less than two years, and his 
uncle, Frederick III., was chosen to take his place. Frederick, after observing neutrality for several 
years, gave his adhesion to Eugenius. 
 
Unwilling to be ignored and put out of life, the council at Basel, through a commission of thirty-
two, at whose head stood d’Aleman, elected, 1439, Amadeus, duke of Savoy, as pope. {335} 
After the loss of his wife, 1435, Amadeus formed the order of St. Mauritius, and lived with 
several companions in a retreat at Ripaille, on the Lake of Geneva. He was a man of large wealth 
and influential family connections. He assumed the name of Felix V., and appointed four 
cardinals. A year after his election, and accompanied by his two sons, he entered Basel, and was 
crowned by Cardinal d’Aleman. The tiara is said to have cost 30,000 crowns. Thus Western 
Christendom again witnessed a schism. Felix had the support of Savoy and some of the German 
princes, of Alfonso of Aragon, and the universities of Paris, Vienna, Cologne, Erfurt, and 
Cracow. Frederick III. kept aloof from Basel and declined the offer of marriage to Margaret, 
daughter of Felix and widow of Louis of Anjou, with a dowry of 200,000 ducats. 
 
The papal achievement in winning Frederick III., king of the Romans, was largely due to the 
corruption of Frederick’s chief minister, Caspar Schlick, and the treachery of Aeneas Sylvius, 
who deserted one cause and master after another as it suited his advantage. From being a vigorous 
advocate of the council, he turned to the side of Eugenius, to whom he made a most fulsome 
confession, and, after passing from the service of Felix, he became secretary to Frederick, and 
proved himself Eugenius’ most shrewd and pliable agent. He was an adept in diplomacy and 
trimmed his sails to the wind. 
 



The archbishops of Treves and Cologne, who openly supported the Basel assembly, were deposed 
by Eugenius, 1446. The same year six of the electors offered Eugenius their obedience, provided 
he would recognize the superiority of an oecumenical council, and within thirteen months call a 
new council to meet on German soil. Following the advice of Aeneas Sylvius, the pope concluded 
it wise to show a conciliatory attitude. Papal delegates appeared at the diet, meeting September, 
1446, and Aeneas was successful in winning over the margrave of Brandenburg and other 
influential princes. The following January he and other envoys appeared in Rome as 
representatives of the archbishop of Mainz, Frederick III., and other princes. The result of the 
negotiations was a concordat,—the so-called princes’ concordat,—Fursten Konkordat, —by 
which the pope restored the two deposed archbishops, recognized the superiority of general 
councils, and gave to Frederick the right during his lifetime to nominate the incumbents of the six 
bishoprics of Trent, Brixen, Chur, Gurk, Trieste, and Pilsen, and to him and his successors the 
right to fill, subject to the pope’s approval, 100 Austrian benefices. These concessions Eugenius 
ratified in four bulls, Feb. 5-7, 1447, one of them, the bull Salvatoria, declaring that the pope in 
the previous three bulls had not meant to disparage the authority of the Apostolic See, and if his 
successors found his concessions out of accord with the doctrine of the fathers, they were to be 
regarded as void. The agreement was celebrated in Rome with the ringing of bells, and was 
confirmed by Nicolas V. in the so-called Vienna Concordat, Feb. 17, 1448. {336} 
 
Eugenius died Feb. 23, 1447, and was laid at the side of Eugenius III. in St. Peter’s. He had done 
nothing to introduce reforms into the Church. Like Martin V., he was fond of art, a taste he 
cultivated during his exile in Florence. He succeeded in perpetuating the mediaeval view of the 
papacy, and in delaying the reformation of the Church which, when it came, involved the schism 
in Western Christendom which continues to this day. 
 
The Basel council continued to drag on a tedious and uneventful existence. It was no longer in the 
stream of noticeable events. It stultified itself by granting Felix a tenth. In June, 1448, it 
adjourned to Lausanne. Reduced to a handful of adherents, and weary of being a synonym for 
innocuous failure, it voted to accept Nicolas V., Eugenius’ successor, as legitimate pope, and then 
quietly breathed its last, April 25, 1449. After courteously revoking his bulls anathematizing 
Eugenius and Nicolas, Felix abdicated. He was not allowed to suffer, much less obliged to do 
penance, for his presumption in exercising papal functions. He was made cardinal-bishop of 
Sabina, and Apostolic vicar in Savoy and other regions which had recognized his "obedience." 
Three of his cardinals were admitted to the curia, and d’Aleman forgiven. Felix died in Geneva, 
1451. {337} 
 
The Roman Church has not since had an anti-pope. The Council of Basel concluded the series of 
the three councils, which had for their chief aims the healing of the papal schism and the 
reformation of Church abuses. They opened with great promise at Pisa, where a freedom of 
discussion prevailed unheard of before, and where the universities and their learned 
representatives appeared as a new element in the deliberations of the Church. The healing of the 
schism was accomplished, but the abuses in the Church went on, and under the last popes of the 
fifteenth century became more infamous than they had been at any time before. And yet even in 
this respect these councils were not in vain, for they afforded a warning to the Protestant 
reformers not to put their trust even in ecclesiastical assemblies. As for the theory of the 
supremacy of general councils which they had maintained with such dignity, it was proudly set 
aside by later popes in their practice and declared fallacious by the Fifth Lateran in 1516, {338} 
and by the dogma of papal infallibility announced at the Council of the Vatican, 1870. 
 
{322} Richental, pp. 149 sqq. 
 



{323} Infessura, p. 21. 
 
{324} Five large wolves were killed in the Vatican gardens, Jan. 23, 1411. Gregorovius, VI. 618 
 
{325} Pastor, I. 227, Martin’s warm admirer, passes lightly over the pope’s nepotism with the 
remark that in this regard he overstepped the line of propriety—er hat das Mass des Erlaubten 
uberschritten. 
 
{326} Traversari, as quoted by Creighton, I. 128. 
 
{327} Ob reformationem Eccles. Dei in capite et membris specialiter congregatur, Mansi, XXIX. 
165, etc. 
 
{328} Decernimus et declaramus generale concil. Basileense a tempore inchoationis suae 
legitime continuatum fuisse et esse... quidquid per nos aut nostro nomine in prejudicium et 
derogationem sacri concil. Basileensis seu contra ejus auctoritatem factum et attentatum seu 
assertum est, cassamus, revocamus, irritamus et annullamus, nullas, irritas fuisse et esse 
declaramus, Mansi, XXIX. 78. 
 
{329} So Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 919, Pastor, I. 288, etc. Funk, Kirchengesch., p. 874, with his, 
usual fairness, says that Eugenius in his bull gave unconditional assent to the council. So verstand 
er sich endlich zur unbedingten Annahme der Synode. 
 
{330} Deuteronomy concubinariis, Mansi, XXIX. 101 sq. 
 
{331} Immunem semper fuisse ab omni originali et actuali culpa, etc., Mansi, XXIX. 183. 
 
{332} "Transfer" is the word used by the pope—transferendo hoc sacrum concilium in civitatem 
Ferrarensium, Mansi, XXIX. 166. Reasons for the transfer to an Italian city and an interesting 
statement of the discussion over the place of meeting are given in Haller, Conc. Bas., I. 141-159. 
 
{333} Eugenium fuisse et esse notorium et manifestum contumacem, violatorem assiduum atque 
contemptorem sacrorum canonum synodalium, pacis et unitatis Eccles. Dei perturbatorem 
notorium... simoniacum, perjurum, incorrigibilem, schismaticum, a fide devium, pertinacem 
haereticum, dilapidatorem jurium et bonorum ecclesiae, inutilem et damnosum ad 
administrationem romani pontificii, etc., Mansi, XXIX. 180. 
 
{334} Mirbt gives it in part, Quellen, p. 160. 
 
{335} H. Manger, D. Wahl Amadeos v. Savoyen zum Papste, Marburg, 1901, p. 94. Sigismund, in 
1416, raised the counts of Savoy to the dignity of dukes. 
 
{336} Given in Mirbt, p. 165 sqq. 
 
{337} In his bull Ut pacis, 1449, recognizing the Lausanne act in his favor, Nicolas V. called 
Amadeus "his venerable and most beloved brother," and spoke of the Basel-Lausanne synod as 
being held under the name of an oecumenical council, sub nomine generalis concilii, Labbaeus, 
XII. 663, 665. 
 
{338} Sess. XI. romanum pontificem tanquam super omnia conciliaauctoritatem habentem, 
conciliorum indicendorum transferendorum dissolvendorum plenum jus et potestatem habere. 



This council at the same time pronounced the Council of Basel a "little council," conciliabulum, 
"or rather a conventicle," conventicula. Mansi, XXXII. 967.  



18. The Council of Ferrara-Florence. 1438-1445. 
 
The council of Ferrara witnessed the submission of the Greeks to the Roman see. It did not 
attempt to go into the subject of ecclesiastical reforms, and thus vie with the synod at Basel. After 
sixteen sessions held at Ferrara, Eugenius transferred the council, February, 1439, to Florence. 
The reason given was the unhealthy conditions in Ferrara, but the real grounds were the offer of 
the Florentines to aid Eugenius in the support of his guests from the East and, by getting away 
from the seaside, to lessen the chances of the Greeks going home before the conclusion of the 
union. In 1442 the council was transferred to Rome, where it held two sessions in the Lateran. 
The sessions at Ferrara, Florence, and Rome are listed with the first twenty-five sessions of the 
council of Basel, and together they are counted as the seventeenth oecumenical council. {339} 
 
The schism between the East and the West, dating from the middle of the ninth century, while 
Nicolas I. and Photius were patriarchs respectively of Rome and Constantinople, was widened by 
the crusades and the conquest of Constantinople, 1204. The interest in a reunion of the two 
branches of the Church was shown by the discussion at Bari, 1098, when Anselm was appointed 
to set forth the differences with Greeks, and by the treatments of Thomas Aquinas and other 
theologians. The only notable attempt at reunion was made at the second council of Lyons, 1274, 
when a deputation from the East accepted articles of agreement which, however, were rejected by 
the Eastern churches. In 1369, the emperor John visited Rome and abjured the schism, but his 
action met with unfavorable response in Constantinople. Delegates appeared at Constance, 1418, 
sent by Manuel Palaeologus and the patriarch of Constantinople, {340} and, in 1422, Martin V. 
despatched the Franciscan, Anthony Massanus, to the Bosphorus, with nine articles as a basis of 
union. These articles led on to the negotiations conducted at Ferrara. 
 
Neither Eugenius nor the Greeks deserve any credit for the part they took in the conference. The 
Greeks were actuated wholly by a desire to get the assistance of the West against the advance of 
the Turks, and not by religious zeal. So far as the Latins are concerned, they had to pay all the 
expenses of the Greeks on their way to Italy, in Italy, and on their way back as the price of the 
conference. Catholic historians have little enthusiasm in describing the empty achievements of 
Eugenius. {341} 
 
The Greek delegation was large and inspiring, and included the emperor and the patriarch of 
Constantinople. In Venetian vessels rented by the pope, the emperor John VI., Palaeologus 
reached Venice in February, 1438. {342} He was accorded a brilliant reception, but it is fair to 
suppose that the pleasure he may have felt in the festivities was not unmixed with feelings of 
resentment, when he recalled the sack and pillage of his capital, in 1204, by the ancestors of his 
entertainers. John reached Ferrara March 6. The Greek delegation comprised 700 persons. 
Eugenius had arrived Jan. 27. In his bull, read in the synod, he called the emperor his most 
beloved son, and the patriarch his most pious brother. {343} In a public address delivered by 
Cardinal Cesarini, the differences dividing the two communions were announced as four,—the 
mode of the procession of the Holy Spirit, the use of unleavened bread in the eucharist, the 
doctrine of purgatory, and the papal primacy. The discussions exhibit a mortifying spectacle of 
theological clipping and patchwork. They betray no pure zeal for the religious interests of 
mankind. The Greeks interposed all manner of dilatory tactics while they lived upon the 
hospitality of their hosts. The Latins were bent upon asserting the supremacy of the Roman 
bishop. The Orientals, moved by considerations of worldly policy, thought only of the protection 
of their enfeebled empire. 
 



Among the more prominent Greeks present were Bessarion, bishop of Nice, Isidore, archbishop 
of Russian Kief, and Mark Eugenicus, archbishop of Ephesus. Bessarion and Isidore remained in 
the West after the adjournment of the council, and were rewarded by Eugenius with the red hat. 
The archbishop of Ephesus has our admiration for refusing to bow servilely to the pope and join 
his colleagues in accepting the articles of union. The leaders among the Latins were Cardinals 
Cesarini and Albergati, and the Spaniard Turrecremata, who was also given the red hat after the 
council adjourned. 
 
The first negotiations concerned matters of etiquette. Eugenius gave a private audience to the 
patriarch, but waived the ceremony of having his foot kissed. An important question was the 
proper seating of the delegates, and the Greek emperor saw to it that accurate measurements were 
taken of the seats set apart for the Greeks, lest they should have positions of less honor than the 
Latins. {344} The pope’s promise to support his guests was arranged by a monthly grant of thirty 
florins to the emperor, twenty-five to the patriarch, four each to the prelates, and three to the other 
visitors. What possible respect could the more high-minded Latins have for ecclesiastics, and an 
emperor, who, while engaged on the mission of Church reunion, were willing to be the pope’s 
pensioners, and live upon his dole! 
 
The first common session was not held till Oct. 8, 1438. Most of it was taken up with a long 
address by Bessarion, as was the time of the second session by a still longer address by another 
Greek. The emperor did his share in promoting delay by spending most of his time hunting. At 
the start the Greeks insisted there could be no addition to the original creed. Again and again they 
were on the point of withdrawing, but were deterred from doing so by dread of the Turks and 
empty purses. {345} A commission of twenty, ten Greeks and ten Latins, was appointed to 
conduct the preliminary discussion on the questions of difference. 
 
The Greeks accepted the addition made to the Constantinopolitan creed by the synod of Toledo, 
589, declaring that the Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son, but with the stipulation that 
they were not to be required to introduce the filioque clause when they used the creed. They 
justified their course on the ground that they had understood the Latins as holding to the 
procession from the Father and the Son as from two principles. The article of agreement ran: "The 
Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son eternally and substantially as it were from one source 
and cause." {346} 
 
In the matter of purgatory, it was decided that immediately at death the blessed pass to the 
beatific vision, a view the Greeks had rejected. Souls in purgatory are purified by pain and may 
be aided by the suffrages of the living. At the insistence of the Greeks, material fire as an element 
of purification was left out. 
 
The use of leavened bread was conceded to the Greeks. 
 
In the matter of the eucharist, the Greeks, who, after the words, "this is my body," make a petition 
that the Spirit may turn the bread into Christ’s body, agreed to the view that transubstantiation 
occurs at the use of the priestly words, but stipulated that the confession be not incorporated in 
the written articles. 
 
The primacy of the Roman bishop offered the most serious difficulty. The article of union 
acknowledged him as "having a primacy over the whole world, he himself being the successor of 
Peter, and the true vicar of Christ, the head of the whole Church, the father and teacher of all 
Christians, to whom, in Peter, Christ gave authority to feed, govern and rule the universal 
Church." {347} This remarkable concession was modified by a clause in the original document, 



running, "according as it is defined by the acts of the oecumenical councils and by the sacred 
canons." {348} The Latins afterwards changed the clause so as to read, "even as it is defined by 
the oecumenical councils and the holy canons." The Latin falsification made the early 
oecumencial councils a witness to the primacy of the Roman pontiff. 
 
The articles of union were incorporated in a decree {349} beginning Laetentur coeli et exultat 
terra, "Let the heavens rejoice and the earth be glad." It declared that the middle wall of partition 
between the Occidental and Oriental churches has been taken down by him who is the 
cornerstone, Christ. The black darkness of the long schism had passed away before the ray of 
concord. Mother Church rejoiced to see her divided children reunited in the bonds of peace and 
love. The union was due to the grace of the Holy Ghost. The articles were signed July 5 by 115 
Latins and 33 Greeks, of whom 18 were metropolitans. Archbishop Mark of Ephesus was the 
only one of the Orientals who refused to sign. The patriarch of Constantinople had died a month 
before, but wrote approving the union. His body lies buried in S. Maria Novella, Florence. His 
remains and the original manuscript of the articles, which is preserved in the Laurentian library at 
Florence, are the only relics left of the union. 
 
On July 6, 1439, the articles were publicly read in the cathedral of Florence, the Greek text by 
Bessarion, and the Latin by Cesarini. The pope was present and celebrated the mass. The Latins 
sang hymns in Latin, and the Greeks followed them with hymns of their own. Eugenius promised 
for the defence of Constantinople a garrison of three hundred and two galleys and, if necessary, 
the armed help of Western Christendom. After tarrying for a month to receive the five months of 
arrearages of his stipend, the emperor returned by way of Venice to his capital, from which he 
had been absent two years. 
 
The Ferrara agreement proved to be a shell of paper, and all the parade and rejoicing at the 
conclusion of the proceedings were made ridiculous by the utter rejection of its articles in 
Constantinople. 
 
On their return, the delegates were hooted as Azymites, the name given in contempt to the Latins 
for using unleavened bread in the eucharist. Isidore, after making announcement of the union at 
Of en, was seized and put into a convent, from which he escaped two years later to Rome. The 
patriarchs of Jerusalem, Antioch, and Alexandria issued a letter from Jerusalem, 1443, 
denouncing the council of Florence as a synod of robbers and Metrophanes, the Byzantine 
patriarch as a matricide and heretic. 
 
It is true the articles were published in St. Sophia, Dec. 14, 1452, by a Latin cardinal, but six 
months later, Constantinople was in the hands of the Mohammedans. A Greek council, meeting in 
Constantinople, 1472, formally rejected the union. 
 
On the other hand, the success of the Roman policy was announced through Western Europe. 
Eugenius’ position was strengthened by the empty triumph, and in the same proportion the 
influence of the Basel synod lessened. If cordial relations between churches of the East and the 
West were not promoted at Ferrara and Florence, a beneficent influence flowed from the council 
in another direction by the diffusion of Greek scholarship and letters in the West. 
 
Delegations also from the Armenians and Jacobites appeared at Florence respectively in 1439 and 
1442. The Copts and Ethiopians also sent delegations, and it seemed as if the time had arrived for 
the reunion of all the distracted parts of Christendom. {350} An union with the Armenians, 
announced Nov. 22, 1439, declared that the Eastern delegates had accepted the procession of the 
Holy Spirit from the Son and the Chalcedon Council giving Christ two natures and by implication 



two wills. The uniate Armenians have proved true to the union. The Armenian catholicos, 
Gregory IX., who attempted to enforce the union, was deposed, and the Turks, in 1461, set up an 
Armenian patriarch, with seat at Constantinople. The union of the Jacobites, proclaimed in 1442, 
was universally disowned in the East. The attempts to conciliate the Copts and Ethiopians were 
futile. Eugenius sent envoys to the East to apprise the Maronites and the Nestorians of the efforts 
at reunion. The Nestorians on the island of Cyprus submitted to Rome, and a century later, during 
the sessions of the Fifth Lateran, 1516, the Maronites were received into the Roman communion. 
 
On Aug. 7, 1445, Eugenius adjourned the long council which had begun its sittings at Basel, 
continued them at Ferrara and Florence, and concluded them in the Lateran. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
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1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{339} Hefele-Knopfler, Kirchengesch., p. 477. 
 
{340} Richental, Chronik, p. 113, has a notice of their arrival. 
 
{341} So Hefele-Knopfler, Kirchengesch., p. 476; Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 949; Funk, 
Kirchengesch., p. 377. Pastor, II. 307, says, "Die politische Nothlage brachte endlich die 
Griechen zum Nachgeben." 
 
{342} An account of the emperor’s arrival and entertainment at Venice is given in Mansi, XXXI. 
463 sqq. 
 
{343} Dilectissimus filius noster Romaeorum imperator Cum piissimmo fratre nostro, Josepho 
Const. patriarcha, Mansi, XXXI. 481. 
 
{344} So Syrophulos. See Hefele Conciliengesch., VII. 672. 
 
{345} Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 949, lays stress upon the Greek readiness to accept alms. 
 
{346} Aeternaliter et substantialiter tanquam ab uno principio et causa. The statement ex patre et 
filio and ex patre per filium were declared to be identical in meaning. 
 
{347} Diffinimus sanctam apostol. sedem et Romanam pontificem in universum orbem tenere 
primatum et ipsum pontificem Romanum successorem esse B. Petri principis apostolorum, et 
verum Christi vicarium, totiusque ecclesiae caput, et omnium Christianorum patrem et doctorem 
existere, etc. Mansi, XXXI. 1697. 
 
{348} Quemadmodum et in gestis oecumenicorum conciliorum et in sacris canonibus continetur. 
The change placed an etiam in the place of the first et, so that the clause ran quemadmodum etiam 
in gestis, etc. See Dollinger-Friedrich, D. Papstthum, pp. 170, 470 sq. Dollinger says that in the 
Roman ed. of 1626 the Ferrara council was called the 8th oecumenical. 
 
{349} The document, together with the signatures, is given in Mansi, pp. 1028-1036, 1695-1701. 
Hefele-Knopfler, Conciliengesch., VII. 742-753, has regarded it of such importance as to give the 
Greek and Latin originals in full, and also a German translation. 
 



{350} See Mansi, XXXI. 1047 sqq.; Hefele-Knopfler, VII. 788 sqq. The only meeting since 
between Greeks and Western ecclesiastics of public note was at the Bonn Conference, 1875, in 
which Dollinger and the Old-Catholics took the most prominent part. Dr. Philip Schaff and 
several Anglican divines also participated. See Creeds of Christendom, I. 545-554, and Life of 
Philip Schaff, pp. 277-280.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER III. 
 
LEADERS OF CATHOLIC THOUGHT. 
 

19. Literature. 
 
For 20. Ockam and the Decay of Scholasticism.—No complete ed. of Ockam’s works exists. The 
fullest lists are given by Riezler, see below, Little: Grey Friars of Oxford, pp. 226-234, and 
Potthast: II. 871-873. Goldast’s Monarchia, II. 313-1296, contains a number of his works, e.g. 
opus nonaginta dierum, Compendium errorum Johannis XXII., Deuteronomy utili dominio rerum 
Eccles. et abdicatione bonorum temporalium, Super potestatem summi pontificis, Quaestionum 
octo decisiones, Dial. de potestate papali et imperiali in tres partes distinctus, (1) de haereticis, 
(2) de erroribus Joh. XXII., (3) de potestate papae, conciliorum et imperatoris (first publ. 2 vols., 
Paris, 1476).—Other works: Expositio aurea super totam artem veterem, a com. on Porphyry’s 
Isagoge, and Aristotle’s Elenchus, Bologna, 1496.—Summa logices, Paris, 1488.—Super I V. 
Iibros sententiarum, Lyons, 1483.—De sacramento altaris, Strassburg, 1491.—De 
praedestinatione et futuris contingentibus, Bologna, 1496.—Quodlibeta septem, Paris, 1487.—
Riezler: D. antipapstlichen und publizistischen Schriften Occams in his Die literar. Widersacher, 
etc., 241-277.—Haureau: La philos. scolastique.—Werner: Die Scholastik des spateren M. A., II., 
Vienna, 1883, and Der hl. Thos. von Aquino, III.—Stockl: Die Philos. des M. A., II. 986-1021, 
and art. Nominalismus in Wetzer-Welte, IX.—Baur: Die christl. Kirche d. M. A.,  p. 377 sqq.—
Muller: Der Kampf Ludwigs des Baiern.—R. L. Poole in Dict. of Natl. Biog., XLI. 357-362.—R. 
Seeberg in Herzog, XIV. 260-280.—A. Dorner; D. Verhaltniss von Kirche und Staat nach Occam 
in Studien und Kritiken, 1886, pp. 672-722.—F. Kropatscheck: Occam und Luther in Beitr. zur 
Forderung christl. Theol., Gutersloh, 1900.—Art. Nominalismus, by Stockl in Wetzer-Welte, IX. 
423-427. 
 
For 21. Catherine of Siena.—Her writings. Epistole ed orazioni della seraphica vergine s. 
Catterina da Siena, Venice, 1600, etc.—Best ed. 6 vols., Siena, 1707-1726.—Engl. trans. of the 
Dialogue of the Seraphic Virgin Cath. of Siena, by Algar Thorold, London, 1896.—Her Letters, 
ed. by N. Tommaseo: Le lettere di S. Caterina da Siena, 4 vols., Florence, 1860.—*Eng. trans. by 
Vida D. Scudder: St. Cath. of Siena as seen in her Letters, London, 1906, 2d ed., 1906.—Her 
biography is based upon the Life written by her confessor, Raymundo de Vineis sive de Capua, d. 
1399: vita s. Cath. Senensis, included in the Siena ed. of her works and in the Acta Sanctt. III. 
863-969.—Ital. trans. by Catherine’s secretary, Neri Deuteronomy Landoccio, Fr. trans. by E. 
Cartier, Paris, 1863, 4th ed., 1877.—An abbreviation of Raymund’s work, with annotations, 
Leggenda della Cat. da Siena, usually called La Leggenda minore, by Tommaso d’antonio Nacci 
Caffarini, 1414.—K. Hase: Caterina von Siena, Ein Heiligenbild, Leipzig, 1804, new ed., 
1892.—J. E. Butler: Cath. of Siena, London, 1878, 4th ed., 1895.—Augusta T. Drane, Engl. 
Dominican: The Hist. of Cath. of Siena, compiled from the Orig. sources, London, 1880, 3d ed., 
1900, with a trans. of the Dialogue.—St. Catherine of Siena and her Times, by the author of 
Mademoiselle Mori (Margaret D. Roberts), New York, 1906, pays little attention to the 
miraculous element, and presents a full picture of Catherine’s age.—*E. G. Gardner: St. 
Catherine of Siena: A Study in the Religion, Literature, and History of the fourteenth century in 
Italy, London, 1907. 
 



For 22. Peter d’ailly.—Paul Tschackert: Peter von Ailli. Zur Gesch. des grossen abendlandischen 
Schismas und der Reformconcilien von Pisa und Constanz, Gotha, 1877, and Art. in Herzog, I. 
274-280.—Salembier: Petrus de Alliaco, Lille, 1886.—Lenz: Drei Traktate aus d. Schriftencyclus 
d. Konst. Konz., Marburg, 1876.—Bess: Zur Gesch. des Konst. Konzils, Marburg, 1891.—Finke: 
Forschungen und Quellen, etc., pp. 103-132.—For a list of D’Ailly’s writings, See Tschackert, 
pp. 348-365.—Some of them are given in Van der Hardt and in Du Pin’s ed. of Gerson’s Works, 
I. 489-804, and the Deuteronomy difficultate reform. eccles., and the Deuteronomy necessitate 
reform. eccles., II. 867-903. 
 
For 23. John Gerson.—Works. Best ed. by L. E. Du Pin, Prof. of Theol. in Paris, 5 vols., 
Antwerp, 1706; 2d ed., Hague Com., 1728. The 2d ed. has been consulted in this work and is 
pronounced by Schwab "indispensable." It contains the materials of Gerson’s life and the contents 
of his works in an introductory essay, Gersoniana, I. i-cxlv, and also writings by D’ailly, 
Langenstein, Aleman and other contemporaries. A number of Gerson’s works are given in 
Goldast’s Monarchia and Van der Hardt.—A Vita Gersonis is given in Hardt’s Conc. Const., IV. 
26-57.—Chartul. Univ. Paris., III., IV., under John Arnaud and Gerson.—J. B. Schwab: 
Johannes Gerson, Prof. der Theologie und Kanzler der Universitat Paris, Wurzburg, 1858, an 
exhaustive work, giving also a history of the times, one of the most thorough of biographies and 
to be compared with Hurter’s Innocent III.—A. Masson: J. Gerson, sa vie, son temps et ses 
oeuvres, Lyons, 1894.—A. Lambon: J. Gerson, sa reforme de l’enseigement Theol. et de 
l’education populaire, Paris, 1888.—Bess: Zur Gesch. d. Konstanz. Konzils; art. Gerson in 
Herzog, VI. 612-617.—Lafontaine: Jehas Gerson, 1363-1429, Paris, 1906, pp. 340.—J. Schwane: 
Dogmengesch.—Werner: D. Scholastik d. spateren M. A., IV., V. 
 
For 24. Nicolas of Clamanges.—Works, ed. by J. M. Lydius, 2 vols., Leyden, 1013, with Life.—
The Deuteronomy ruina ecclesiae, with a Life, in Van der Hardt: Conc. Constan.,  vol. I., pt. 
lII.—Writings not in Lydius are given by Bulaeus in Hist. univ. Paris.—Baluzius: Miscellanea, 
and D’Achery: Spicilegium.—Life in Du Pin’s Works of Gerson, I., p. xxxix sq.—A. Muntz: Nic. 
de Clem., sa vie et ses ecrits, Strassburg, 1846.—J. Schwab: J. Gerson, pp. 493-497.—Artt. by 
Bess in Herzog, IV. 138-147, and by Knopfsler in Wetzer-Welte, IX. 298-306.—G. Schubert: 
Nic. von Clem. als Verfasser der Schrift de corrupto ecclesiae statu, Grossenhain, 1888. 
 
For 25. Nicolas of Cusa.—Edd. of his Works, 1476 (place not given), as ed. by Faber Stapulensis, 
3 vols., 1514, Basel.—German trans. of a number of the works by F. A. Schrapff, Freiburg, 
1862.—Schrapff: Der Cardinal und Bischof Nic. von Cusa Mainz, 1843; Nic. von Cusa als 
Reformator in Kirche, Reich und Philosophie des 15ten Jahrh., Tubingen, 1871.—J. M. Dux: 
Der deutsche Card. Nic. von Cusa und die Kirche seiner Zeit, 2 vols., Regensburg, 1847.—J. 
Uebinger: D. Gotteslehre des Nic. von Cusa, Munster, 1888.—J. Marx: Nik. von Cues und seine 
Stiftungen au Cues und Deventer, Treves, 1906, pp. 115.—C. Schmitt: Card. Nic. Cusanus, 
Coblenz, 1907. Presents him as astronomer, geographer, mathematician, historian, homilete, 
orator, philosopher, and theologian.—Stockl, III. 23-84.—Schwane, pp. 98-102.—Art. by Funk in 
Wetzer-Welte, IX. 306-315.  



20. Ockam and the Decay of Scholasticism. 
 
Scholasticism had its last great representative in Duns Scotus, d. 1308. After him the scholastic 
method gradually passed into disrepute. New problems were thrust upon the mind of Western 
Europe, and new interests were engaging its attention. The theologian of the school and the 
convent gave way to the practical theological disputant setting forth his views in tracts and on the 
floor of the councils. Free discussion broke up the hegemony of dogmatic assertion. The authority 
of the Fathers and of the papacy lost its exclusive hold, and thinkers sought another basis of 
authority in the general judgment of contemporary Christendom, in the Scriptures alone or in 
reason. The new interest in letters and the natural world drew attention away from labored 
theological systems which were more adapted to display the ingenuity of the theologian than to 
be of practical value to society. The use of the spoken languages of Europe in literature was fitted 
to force thought into the mould of current exigencies. The discussions of Roger Bacon show that 
at the beginning of the fourteenth century men’s minds, sated with abstruse metaphysical 
solutions of theological questions, great and trivial, were turning to a world more real and capable 
of proof. 
 
The chief survivors of the dialectical Schoolmen were Durandus and William Ockam. Gabriel 
Biel of Tubingen, who died just before the close of the fifteenth century, is usually called the last 
of the Schoolmen. {351} Such men as D’Ailly, Gerson and Wyclif, sometimes included under the 
head of mediaeval scholastics, evidently belong to another class. 
 
A characteristic feature of the scholasticism of Durandus and Ockam is the sharper distinction 
they made between reason and revelation. Following Duns Scotus, they declared that doctrines 
peculiar to revealed theology are not susceptible of proof by pure reason. The body of dogmatic 
truth, as accepted by the Church, they did not question. 
 
A second characteristic is the absence of originality. They elaborated what they received. The 
Schoolmen of former periods had exhausted the list of theological questions and discussed them 
from every standpoint. 
 
The third characteristic is the revival and ascendency of nominalism, the principle Roscellinus 
advocated more than two hundred years before. The Nominalists were also called Terminists, 
because they represent words as terms which do not necessarily have ideas and realities to 
correspond to them. A universal is simply a symbol or term for a number of things or for that 
which is common to a number of things. {352} Universality is nothing more than a mode of 
mental conception. The University of Paris resisted the spread of nominalism, and in 1839 the 
four nations forbade the promulgation of Ockam’s doctrine or listening to its being expounded in 
private or public. {353} In 1473, Louis XI. issued a mandate forbidding the doctors at Paris 
teaching it, and prohibiting the use of the writings of Ockam, Marsiglius and other writers. In 
1481 the law was rescinded. 
 
Durandus, known as doctor resolutissimus, the resolute doctor, d. 1334, was born at Pouracain, in 
the diocese of Clermont, entered the Dominican order, was appointed by Fohn XXII. bishop of 
Limoux, 1317, and was later elevated to the sees of Puy and Meaux. He attacked some of the 
rules of the Franciscans and John XXII.’s theory of the beatific vision, and in 1333 was declared 
by a commission guilty of eleven errors. His theological views are found in his commentary on 
the Lombard, begun when he was a young man and finished in his old age. He showed 
independence by assailing some of the views of Thomas Aquinas. He went beyond his 



predecessors in exalting the Scriptures above tradition and pronouncing their statements more 
authoritative than the dicta of Aristotle and other philosophers. {354} All real existence is in the 
individual. The universal is not an entity which can be divided as a chunk of wood is cut into 
pieces. The universal, the unity by which objects are grouped together as a class, is deduced from 
individuals by an act of the mind. That which is common to a class has, apart from the individuals 
of the class, no real existence. 
 
On the doctrine of the eucharist Durandus seems not to have been fully satisfied with the view 
held by the Church, and suggested that the words "this is my body," may mean "contained 
under"—contentum sub hoc. This marks an approach to Luther’s view of consubstantiation. This 
theologian was held in such high esteem by Gerson that he recommended him, together with 
Thomas Aquinas, Bradwardine and Henry of Ghent, to the students of the college of Navarre. 
{355} 
 
The most profound scholastic thinker of the fourteenth century was the Englishman, William 
Ockam, d. 1349, called doctor invincibilis, the invincible doctor, or, with reference to his 
advocacy of nominalism, venerabilis inceptor, the venerable inaugurator. His writings, which 
were more voluminous than lucid, were much published at the close of the fifteenth century, but 
have not been put into print for several hundred years. There is no complete edition of them. 
Ockam’s views combined elements which were strictly mediaeval, and elements which were 
adopted by the Reformers and modern philosophy. His identification with the cause of the 
Spiritual Franciscans involved him in controversy with two popes, John XXII. and Benedict XII. 
His denial of papal infallibility has the appearance not 80 much of a doctrine proceeding from 
theological conviction as the chance weapon laid hold of in time of conflict to protect the cause of 
the Spirituals. 
 
Of the earlier period of Ockam’s life, little is known. He was born in Surrey, studied at Oxford, 
where he probably was a student of Duns Scotus, entered the Franciscan order, and was probably 
master in Paris, 1315-1320. For his advocacy of the doctrine of Christ’s absolute poverty he was, 
by order of John XXII., tried and found guilty and thrown into confinement. {356} With the aid 
of Lewis the Bavarian, he and his companions, Michael of Cesena and Bonagratia, escaped in 
1328 to Pisa. from that time on, the emperor and the Schoolman, as already stated, defended one 
another. Ockam accompanied the emperor to Munich and was excommunicated. At Cesena’s 
death the Franciscan seal passed into his hands, but whatever authority he possessed he resigned 
the next year into the hands of the acknowledged Franciscan general, Farinerius. Clement VI. 
offered him absolution on condition of his abjuring his errors. Whether he accepted the offer or 
not is unknown. He died at Munich and is buried there. The distinguished Englishman owes his 
reputation to his revival of nominalism, his political theories and his definition of the final seat of 
religious authority. 
 
His theory of nominalism was explicit, and offered no toleration to the realism of the great 
Schoolmen from Anselm on. Individual things alone have factual existence. The universals are 
mere terms or symbols, fictions of the mind—fictiones, signa mentalia, nomina, signa verbalia. 
They are like images in a mirror. A universal stands for an intellectual act—actus intelligenda —
and nothing more. Did ideas exist in God’s mind as distinct entities, then the visible world would 
have been created out of them and not out of nothing. {357} 
 
Following Duns Scotus, Ockam taught determinism. God’s absolute will makes things what they 
are. Christ might have become wood or stone if God had so chosen. In spite of Aristotle, a body 
might have different kinds of motion at the same time. In the department of morals, what is now 
bad might have been good, if God had so willed it. 



 
In the department of civil government, Ockam, advocating the position taken by the electors at 
Rense, 1338, declared the emperor did not need the confirmation of the pope. The imperial office 
is derived immediately from God. {358} The Church is a priestly institution, administers the 
sacraments and shows men the way of salvation, but has no civil jurisdiction, {359} potestas 
coactiva. 
 
The final seat of authority, this thinker found in the Scriptures. Truths such as the Trinity and the 
incarnation cannot be deduced by argument. The being of God cannot be proven from the so-
called idea of God. A plurality of gods may be proven by the reason as well as the existence of 
the one God. Popes and councils may err. The Bible alone is inerrant. A Christian cannot be held 
to believe anything not in the Scriptures. {360} 
 
The Church is the community of the faithful—c ommunitas, or congregatio fidelium. {361} The 
Roman Church is not identical with it, and this body of Christians may exist independently of the 
Roman Church. If the pope had plenary power, the law of the Gospel would be more galling than 
the law of Moses. All would then be the pope’s slaves. {362} The papacy is not a necessary 
institution. 
 
In the doctrine of the eucharist, Ockam represents the traditional view as less probable than the 
view that Christ’s body is at the side of the bread. This theory of impanation, which Rupert of 
Deutz taught, approached Luther’s theory of consubstantiation. However, Ockam accepted the 
Church’s view, because it was the less intelligible and because the power of God is unlimited. 
John of Paris, d. 1308, had compared the presence of Christ in the elements to the co-existence of 
two natures in the incarnation and was deposed from his chair at the University of Paris, 1304. 
Gabriel Biel took a similar view. {363} 
 
Ockam’s views on the authority of the civil power, papal errancy, the infallibility of the 
Scriptures and the eucharist are often compared with the views of Luther. {364} The German 
reformer spoke of the English Schoolman as "without doubt the leader and most ingenious of the 
Schoolmen"—scholasticorum doctorum sine dubio princeps et ingeniosissimus. He called him his 
"dear teacher," and declared himself to be of Ockam’s party—sum Occamicae factionis. {365} 
The two men were, however, utterly unlike. Ockam was a theorist, not a reformer, and in spite of 
his bold sayings, remained a child of the mediaeval age. He started no party or school in 
theological matters. Luther exalted personal faith in the living Christ. He discovered new 
principles in the Scriptures, and made them the active forces of individual and national belief and 
practice. We might think of Luther as an Ockam if he had lived in the fourteenth century. We 
cannot think of Ockam as a reformer in the sixteenth century. He would scarcely have renounced 
monkery. Ockam’s merit consists in this that, in common with Marsiglius and other leaders of 
thought, he imbibed the new spirit of free discussion, and was bold enough to assail the 
traditional dogmas of his time. In this way he contributed to the unsettlement of the pernicious 
mediaeval theory of the seat of authority. 
 
{351} Seeberg gives a good deal of attention to Biel in his Dogmengeschichte. Stockl carries the 
history of scholasticism down to Cardinal Cajetan, who wrote a commentary on Thomas 
Aquinas’ Summatheologica, and includes the German mystics, Eck, Luther, etc., who clearly 
belong in another category. Professor Seth, in art. Scholasticism in the Enc. Brit., and Werner, 
close the history with Francis Suarez, 1617. The new age had begun a hundred years before that 
time. 
 



{352} Terminus prolatus vel scriptus nihil significat nisi secundum voluntariam institutionem. 
Ockam, as quoted by Stockl, II. 962. 
 
{353} Chartul. II. 485. Also p. 507, etc. 
 
{354} Naturalis philosophiae non est scire quid Aristoteles vel alii philosophi senserunt sed quid 
habet veritas rerum, quoted by Deutsch, p. 97. Durandus’ commentary on the sentences of the 
Lombard was publ. Paris, 1508, 1515, etc. See Deutsch, art. Durandus, in Herzog, V. 95-104. 
 
{355} Schwab: J. Gerson, p. 312. 
 
{356} It lasted four years, Muller,ludwig der Baier, p. 208. 
 
{357} Nullum universale est aliqua substantia extra animam existens, quoted by Seeberg, in 
Herzog, p. 269. Quoddam fictum existens objective in mente. Werner, 115. The expression 
objective in mente is equivalent to our word subjective. 
 
{358} Imperialis dignitas et potestas est immediate a solo Deo. Goldast, IV. 99, Frankf. ed. See 
also Dorner, p. 675. 
 
{359} Kropatscheck, p. 55 sq., sqq. Clement VI. declared Ockam had sucked his political heresies 
from Marsiglius of Padua. 
 
{360} See Riezler, p. 273, and Seeberg, pp. 271, 278, Christianus de necessitate salutis non 
tenetur ad credendum nec credere quod nec in biblia continetur nec ex solis contentis in biblia 
potest consequentia necessaria et manifesta inferri. 
 
{361} Romana ecclesia est distincta a congregatione fidelium et potest contra fidem errare. 
Ecclesiae autem universalis errare non potest. See Kropatscheck p. 65 sqq., and also Dorner, p. 
696. 
 
{362} See Werner, III. 120, who quotes Scaliger as saying of Ockam, omnium mortalium 
subtillissimus, cujus ingenium vetera subvertit, nova ad invictas insanias et incomprehensibiles 
subtilitates fabricavit et conformavit. 
 
{363} See Werner, D. hl. Thomas, III. 111; Harnack, Dogmengesch., III. 494; Seeberg, 276. 
 
{364} For example, Kropatscheck, especially p. 66 sqq., and Seeberg, p. 289. 
 
{365} Weimar, ed. VI. 183, 195, 600, as quoted by Seeberg.  



21. Catherine of Siena, the Saint. 
 
Next to Francis d’Assisi, the most celebrated of the Italian saints is Catherine of Siena—Caterina 
da Siena—1347-1380. With Elizabeth of Thuringia, who lived more than a century before her, 
she is the most eminent of the holy women of the Middle Ages whom the Church has canonized. 
Her fame depends upon her single-hearted piety and her efforts to advance the interests of the 
Church and her nation. She left no order to encourage the reverence for her name. She was the 
most public of all the women of the Middle Ages in Italy, and yet she passed unscathed and 
without a taint through streets and in courts. Now, as the daughter of a humble citizen of Siena, 
she ministers to the poor and the sick: now, as the prophetess of heaven, she appeals to the 
conscience of popes and of commonwealths. Her native Sienese have sanctified her with the 
fragrant name la beata poplana, the blessed daughter of the people. Although much in her career, 
as it has been handed down by her confessor and biographer, may seem to be legendary, and 
although the hysterical element may not be altogether wanting from her piety, she yet deserves 
and will have the admiration of all men who are moved by the sight of a noble enthusiasm. It 
would require a fanatical severity to read the account of her unwearied efforts and the letters, into 
which she equally poured the fire of her soul, without feeling that the Sienese saint was a very 
remarkable woman, the Florence Nightingale of her time or more, "one of the most wonderful 
women that have ever lived," as her most recent English biographer has pronounced her. Or, shall 
we join Gregorovius, the thorough student of mediaeval Rome, in saying, "Catherine’s figure flits 
like that of an angel: through the darkness of her time, over which her gracious genius sheds a 
soft radiance. Her life is more worthy and assuredly a more human subject for history than the 
lives of the popes of her age." {366} 
 
Catherine Benincasa was the twenty-third of a family of twenty-five children. Her twin sister, 
Giovanna, died in infancy. Her father was a dyer in prosperous circumstances. Her mother, 
Monna Lapa, survived the daughter. Catherine treated her with filial respect, wrote her letters, 
several of which are extant, and had her with her on journeys and in Rome during her last days 
there. Catherine had no school training, and her knowledge of reading and writing she acquired 
after she was grown up. 
 
As a child she was susceptible to religious impressions, and frequented the Dominican church 
near her father’s home. The miracles of her earlier childhood were reported by her confessor and 
biographer, Raymund of Capua. At twelve her parents arranged for her a marriage, but to avoid it 
Catherine cut off her beautiful hair. She joined the tertiary order of the Dominicans, the women 
adherents being called the mantellate from their black mantles. Raymund declares "that nature 
had not given her a face over-fair," and her personal appearance was marred by the marks of the 
smallpox. And yet she had a winning expression, a fund of good spirits, and sang and laughed 
heartily. Once devoted to a religious life, she practised great austerities, flagellating herself three 
times a day,—once for herself, once for the living and once for the dead. She wore a hair 
undergarment and an iron chain. During one Lenten season she lived on the bread taken in 
communion. These asceticisms were performed in a chamber in her father’s house. She was never 
an inmate of a convent. Such extreme asceticisms as she practised upon herself she disparaged at 
a later period. 
 
At an early age Catherine became the subject of visions and revelations. On one of these 
occasions and after hours of dire temptation, when she was tempted to live like other girls, the 
Saviour appeared to her stretched on the cross and said: "My own daughter, Catherine, seest thou 
how much I have suffered for thee? Let it not be hard for thee to suffer for me." Thrilled with the 



address, she asked: "Where wert thou, Lord, when I was tempted with such impurity?" and He 
replied, "In thy heart." In 1367, according to her own statement, the Saviour betrothed himself to 
her, putting a ring on her finger. The ring was ever afterwards visible to herself though unseen by 
others. Five years before her death, she received the stigmata directly from Christ. Their 
impression gave sharp pain, and Catherine insisted that, though they likewise were invisible to 
others, they were real to her. 
 
In obedience to a revelation, Catherine renounced the retired life she had been living, and at the 
age of twenty began to appear in public and perform the active offices of charity. This was in 
1367. She visited the poor and sick, and soon became known as the ministering angel of the 
whole city. During the plague of 1374, she was indefatigable by day and night, healed those of 
whom the physicians despaired, and she even raised the dead. The lepers outside the city walls 
she did not neglect. 
 
One of the remarkable incidents in her career which she vouches for in one of her letters to 
Raymund was her treatment of Niccolo Tuldo, a young nobleman condemned to die for having 
uttered words disrespectful of the city government. The young man was in despair, but under 
Catherine’s influence he not only regained composure, but became joyful in the prospect of death. 
Catherine was with him at the block and held his head. She writes, "I have just received a head 
into my hands which was to me of such sweetness as no heart can think, or tongue describe." 
Before the execution she accompanied the unfortunate man to the mass, where he received the 
communion for the first time. His last words were "naught but Jesus and Catherine. And, so 
saying," wrote his benefactress, "I received his head in my hands." She then saw him received of 
Christ, and as she further wrote, "When he was at rest, my soul rested in peace, in so great 
fragrance of blood that I could not bear to remove the blood which had fallen on me from him." 
 
The fame of such a woman could not be held within the walls of her native city. Neighboring 
cities and even the pope in Avignon heard of her deeds of charity and her revelations. The guide 
of minds seeking the consolations of religion, the minister to the sick and dying, Catherine now 
entered into the wider sphere of the political life of Italy and the welfare of the Church. Her 
concern was divided between efforts to support the papacy and to secure the amelioration of the 
clergy and establish peace. With the zeal of a prophet, she urged upon Gregory XI. to return to 
Rome. She sought to prevent the rising of the Tuscan cities against the Avignon popes and to 
remove the interdict which was launched against Florence, and she supported Urban VI. against 
the anti-pope, Clement VII. With equal fervor she urged Gregory to institute a reformation of the 
clergy, to allow no weight to considerations of simony and flattery in choosing cardinals and 
pastors and "to drive out of the sheep-fold those wolves, those demons incarnate, who think only 
of good cheer, splendid feasts and superb liveries." She also was zealous in striving to stir up the 
flames of a new crusade. To Sir John Hawkwood, the freelance and terror of the peninsula, she 
wrote, calling upon him that, as he took such pleasure in fighting, he should thenceforth no longer 
direct his arms against Christians, but against the infidels. She communicated to the Queen of 
Cyprus on the subject. Again and again she urged it upon Gregory XI., and chiefly on the grounds 
that he "might minister the blood of the Lamb to the wretched infidels," and that converted, they 
might aid in driving pride and other vices out of the Christian world. {367} 
 
Commissioned by Gregory, she journeyed to Pisa to influence the city in his favor. She was 
received with honors by the archbishop and the head of the republic, and won over two professors 
who visited her with the purpose of showing her she was self-deceived or worse. She told them 
that it was not important for her to know how God had created the world, but that "it was 
essential to know that the Son of God had taken our human nature and lived and died for our 
salvation." One of the professors, removing his crimson velvet cap, knelt before her and asked for 



forgiveness. Catherine’s cures of the sick won the confidence of the people. On this visit she was 
accompanied by her mother and a group of like-minded women. 
 
A large chapter in Catherine’s life is interwoven with the history of Florence. The spirit of revolt 
against the Avignon regime was rising in upper Italy and, when the papal legate in Bologna, in a 
year of dearth, forbade the transportation of provisions to Florence, it broke out into war. At the 
invitation of the Florentines, Catherine visited the city, 1375 and, a year later, was sent as a 
delegate to Avignon to negotiate terms of peace. She was received with honor by the pope, but 
not without hesitancy. The other members of the delegation, when they arrived, refused to 
recognize her powers and approve her methods. The cardinals treated her coolly or with 
contempt, and women laid snares at her devotions to bring ridicule upon her. Such an attempt was 
made by the pope’s niece, Madame de Beaufort Turenne, who knelt at her side and ran a sharp 
knife into her foot so that she limped from the wound. 
 
The dyer’s daughter now turned her attention to the task of confirming the supreme pontiff in his 
purpose to return to Rome and counteract the machinations of the cardinals against its execution. 
Seeing her desire realized, she started back for Italy and, met by her mother at Leghorn, went on 
to Florence, carrying a commission from the pope. Her effort to induce the city to bow to the 
sentence of interdict, which had been laid upon it, was in a measure successful. Her reverence for 
the papal office demanded passive obedience. Gregory’s successor, Urban VI., lifted the ban. 
Catherine then returned to Siena where she dictated the Dialogue, a mystical treatise inculcating 
prayer, obedience, discretion and other virtues. Catherine declared that God alone had been her 
guide in its composition. 
 
In the difficulties, which arose soon after Urban’s election, that pontiff looked to Siena and called 
its distinguished daughter to Rome. They had met in Avignon. Accompanied by her mother and 
other companions, she reached the holy city in the Autumn of 1378. They occupied a house by 
themselves and lived upon alms. {368} Her summons to Urban "to battle only with the weapons 
of repentance, prayer, virtue and love" were not heeded. Her presence, however, had a beneficent 
influence, and on one occasion, when the mob raged and poured into the Vatican, she appeared as 
a peacemaker, and the sight of her face and her words quieted the tumult. 
 
She died lying on boards, April 29, 1380. To her companions standing at her side, she said: "Dear 
children, let not my death sadden you, rather rejoice to think that I am leaving a place of many 
sufferings to go to rest in the quiet sea, the eternal God, and to be united forever with my most 
sweet and loving Bridegroom. And I promise to be with you more and to be more useful to you, 
since I leave darkness to pass into the true and everlasting light." Again and again she whispered, 
"I have sinned, O Lord; be merciful to me." She prayed for Urban, for the whole Church and for 
her companions, and then she departed, repeating the words, "Into thy hands I commit my spirit." 
 
At the time of her death Catherine of Siena was not yet thirty-three years old. A magnificent 
funeral was ordered by Urban. A year after, her head, enclosed in a reliquary, was sent to her 
native Siena, and in 1461 she was canonized by the city’s famous son, pope Pius II., who uttered 
the high praise "that none ever approached her without going away better." In 1865 when Santa 
Maria sopra Minerva in Rome was reopened, her ashes were carried through the streets, the silver 
urn containing them being borne by four bishops. Lamps are kept ever burning at the altar 
dedicated to her in the church. In 1866 Pius IX. elevated the dyer’s daughter to the dignity of 
patron saint and protectress of Rome, a dignity she shares with the prince of the Apostles. With 
Petrarch she had been the most ardent advocate of its claims as the papal residence, and her zeal 
was exclusively religious. 
 



In her correspondence and Dialogue we have the biography of Catherine’s soul. Nearly four 
hundred of her letters are extant. {369} Not only have they a place of eminence as the revelations 
of a saintly woman’s thoughts and inner life, but are, next to the letters written by Petrarch, the 
chief specimens of epistolary literature of the fourteenth century. She wrote to persons of all 
classes, to her mother, the recluse in the cloister, her confessor, Raymund of Capua, to men and 
women addicted to the pleasures of the world, to the magistrates of cities, queens and kings, to 
cardinals, and to the popes, Gregory XI. and Urban VI., gave words of counsel, set forth at length 
measures and motives of action, used the terms of entreaty and admonition, and did not hesitate to 
employ threats of divine judgment, as in writing to the Queen of Naples. They abound in wise 
counsels. 
 
The correspondence shows that Catherine had some acquaintance with the New Testament from 
which she quotes the greater precepts and draws descriptions from the miracle of the water 
changed into wine and the expulsion of the moneychangers from the temple and such parables as 
the ten virgins and the marriage-feast. One of her most frequent expressions is the blood of 
Christ, and in truly mystical or conventual manner she bids her correspondents, even the pope and 
the cardinals, bathe and drown and inebriate themselves in it, yea, to clothe and fill themselves 
with it, "for Christ did not buy us with gold or silver or pearls or other precious stones, but with 
his own precious blood." {370} 
 
To Catherine the religious life was a subjection of the will to the will of God and the outgoing of 
the soul in exercises of prayer and the practice of love. "I want you to wholly destroy your own 
will that it may cling to Christ crucified." So she wrote to a mother bereft of her children. Writing 
to the recluse, Bartolomea della Seta, she represented the Saviour as saying, "Sin and virtue 
consist in the consent of the will, there is no sin or virtue unless voluntarily wrought." 
 
To another she wrote, "I have already seen many penitents who have been neither patient nor 
obedient because they have studied to kill their bodies but not their wills." {371} 
 
Her sound religious philosophy showed itself in insisting again and again that outward discipline 
is not the only or always the best way to secure the victory of the spirit. If the body is weak or 
fallen into illness, the rule of discretion sets aside the exercises of bodily discipline. She wrote, 
"Not only should fasting be abandoned but flesh be eaten and, if once a day is not enough, then 
four times a day." Again and again she treats of penance as an instrument. "The little good of 
penance may hinder the greater good of inward piety. Penance cuts off," so she wrote in a 
remarkable letter to Sister Daniella of Orvieto, "yet thou wilt always find the root in thee, ready to 
sprout again, but virtue pulls up by the root." 
 
Monastic as Catherine was, yet no evangelical guide-book could write more truly than she did in 
most particulars. And at no point does this noble woman rise higher than when she declined to 
make her own states the standard for others, and condemned those "who, indiscreetly, want to 
measure all bodies by one and the same measure, the measure by which they measure 
themselves." Writing to her niece, Nanna Benincasa, she compared the heart to a lamp, wide 
above and narrow below. A bride of Christ must have lamp and oil and light. The heart should be 
wide above, filled with holy thoughts and prayer, bearing in memory the blessings of God, 
especially the blessing of the blood by which we are bought. And like a lamp, it should be narrow 
below, "not loving or desiring earthly things in excess nor hungering for more than God wills to 
give us." 
 
To the Christian virtues of prayer and love she continually returns. Christian love is compared to 
the sea, peaceful and profound as God Himself, for "God is love." This passage throws light upon 



the unsearchable mystery of the Incarnate Word who, constrained by love, gave Himself up in all 
humility. We love because we are loved. He loves of grace, and we love Him of duty because we 
are bound to do so; and to show our love to Him we ought to serve and love every rational 
creature and extend our love to good and bad, to all kinds of people, as much to one who does us 
ill as to one who serves us, for God is no respecter of persons, and His charity extends to just men 
and sinners. Peter’s love before Pentecost was sweet but not strong. After Pentecost he loved as a 
son, bearing all tribulations with patience. So we, too, if we remain in vigil and continual prayer 
and tarry ten days, shall receive the plenitude of the Spirit. More than once in her letters to 
Gregory, she bursts out into an eulogy of love as the remedy for all evils. "The soul cannot live 
without love," she wrote in the Dialogue, "but must always love something, for it was created 
through love. Affection moves the understanding, as it were, saying, ‘I want to love, for the food 
wherewith I am fed is love.’" {372} 
 
Such directions as these render Catherine’s letters a valuable manual of religious devotion, 
especially to those who are on their guard against being carried away by the underlying quietistic 
tone. Not only do they have a high place as the revelation of a pious woman’s soul. They deal 
with unconcealed boldness and candor with the low conditions into which the Church was fallen. 
Popes are called upon to institute reforms in the appointment of clergymen and to correct abuses 
in other directions. As for the pacification of the Tuscan cities, a cause which lay so close to 
Catherine’s heart, she urged the pontiff to use the measures of peace and not of war, to deal as a 
father would deal with a rebellious son,—to put into practice clemency, not the pride of authority. 
Then the very wolves would nestle in his bosom like lambs. {373} 
 
As for the pope’s return to Rome, she urged it as a duty he owed to God who had made him His 
vicar. In view of the opposition on the Rhone, almost holding him as by physical force, she called 
upon him to "play the man," "to be a manly man, free from fear and fleshly love towards himself 
or towards any creature related to him by kin," "to be stable in his resolution and to believe and 
trust in Christ in spite of all predictions of the evil to follow his return to Rome." {374} To this 
impassioned Tuscan woman, the appointment of unworthy shepherds and bad rectors was 
responsible for the rebellion against papal authority, shepherds who, consumed by self-love, far 
from dragging Christ’s sheep away from the wolves, devoured the very sheep themselves. It was 
because they did not follow the true Shepherd who has given His life for the sheep. Likening the 
Church to a garden, she invoked the pope to uproot the malodorous plants full of avarice, 
impurity and pride, to throw them away that the bad priests and rulers who poison the garden 
might no longer have rule. To Urban VI. she addressed burning words of condemnation. "Your 
sons nourish themselves on the wealth they receive by ministering the blood of Christ, and are not 
ashamed of being money-changers. In their great avarice they commit simonies, buying benefices 
with gifts or flatteries or gold." And to the papal legate of Bologna, Cardinal d’Estaing, she 
wrote, "make the holy father consider the loss of souls more than the loss of cities, for God 
demands souls." 
 
The stress Catherine laid upon the pope’s responsibility to God and her passionate reproof of an 
unworthy and hireling ministry, inclined some to give her a place among the heralds of the 
Protestant Reformation. Flacius Illyricus included her in the list of his witnesses for the truth—
Catalogus testium veritatis. {375} With burning warmth she spoke of a thorough-going 
reformation which was to come upon the Church. "The bride, now all deformed and clothed in 
rags," she exclaimed, "will then gleam with beauty and jewels, and be crowned with the diadem 
of all virtues. All believing nations will rejoice to have excellent shepherds, and the unbelieving 
world, attracted by her glory, will be converted unto her." Infidel peoples would be brought into 
the Catholic fold,—ovile catholicum, —and be converted unto the true pastor and bishop of souls. 
But Catherine, admirable as these sentiments were, moved within the limits of the mediaeval 



Church. She placed piety back of penitential exercises in love and prayer and patience, but she 
never passed beyond the ascetic and conventual conception of the Christian life into the open air 
of liberty through faith. She had the spirit of Savonarola, the spirit of fiery self-sacrifice for the 
well-being of her people and the regeneration of Christendom, but she did not see beyond the 
tradition of the past. Living a hundred years and more before the Florentine prophet, she was 
excelled by none in her own age and approached by none of her own nation in the century 
between her and Savonarola, in passionate effort to save her people and help spread 
righteousness. Hers was the voice of the prophet, crying in the wilderness, "Prepare ye the way of 
the Lord." 
 
In recalling the women of the century from 1350 to 1450, the mind easily associates together 
Catherine of Siena and Joan of Arc, 1411-1431, one the passionate advocate of the Church, the 
other of the national honor of France. The Maid of Orleans, born of peasant parentage, was only 
twenty when she was burnt at the stake on the streets of Rouen, 1431. Differing from her Italian 
sister by comeliness of form and robustness of constitution, she also, as she thought, was the 
subject of angelic communications and divine guidance. Her unselfish devotion to her country at 
first brought it victory, but, at last, to her capture and death. Her trial by the English on the 
charges of heresy and sorcery and her execution are a dark sheet among the pages of her 
century’s history. Twenty-five years after her death, the pope revoked the sentence, and the 
French heroine, whose standard was embroidered with lilies and adorned with pictures of the 
creation and the annunciation, was beatified, 1909, and now awaits the crown of canonization 
from Rome. The exalted passion of these two women, widely as they differ in methods and ideals 
and in the close of their careers, diffuses a bright light over the selfish pursuits of their time, and 
makes the aims of many of its courts look low and grovelling. 
 
{366} Gardner, p. vii; Gregorovius, VI. 521 sqq. 
 
{367} Scudder, Letters, pp. 100, 121, 136, 179, 184, 234, etc. 
 
{368} Gardner, p. 298, says one of the two houses is still shown where they dwelt. 
 
{369} None of these are in her own hand, but six of them are originals as they were written down 
at her dictation. Gardner, p. xii., 373 sqq. 
 
{370} Letters, pp. 54, 65, 75, 110, 158, 164, 226, 263, 283, etc. 
 
{371} Letters, pp. 43, 162, 152, 149. 
 
{372} Scudder, Letters, pp. 81, 84, 126 sq.; Gardner, Life, p. 377. 
 
{373} Letters, p. 133. 
 
{374} Letters, pp. 66, 185, 232, etc. 
 
{375} Dollinger, Fables and Prophecies of the Middle Ages, p. 330, calls attention to the failure 
of Catherine’s predictions to reach fulfilment. "How little have these longings of the devout 
maiden of Siena been transformed into history!"  



22. Peter d’Ailly, Ecclesiastical Statesman. 
 
One of the most prominent figures in the negotiations for the healing of the papal schism, as well 
as one of the foremost personages of his age, was Peter d’Ailly, born in Compiegne 1350, died in 
Avignon 1420. His eloquence, which reminds us of Bossuet and other French orators of the court 
of Louis XIV., won for him the title of the Eagle of France—aquila Francia. {376} 
 
In 1372 he entered the College of Navarre as a theological student, prepared a commentary on the 
Sentences of the Lombard three years later, and in 1380 reached the theological doctorate. He at 
once became involved in the measures for the healing of the schism, and in 1381 delivered a 
celebrated address in the name of the university before the French regent, the duke of Anjou, to 
win the court for the policy of settling the papal controversy through a general council. His appeal 
not meeting with favor, he retired to Noyon, from which he wrote a letter purporting to come 
from the devil, a satire based on the continuance of the schism, in which the prince of darkness 
called upon his friends and vassals, the prelates, to follow his example in promoting division in 
the Church. He warned them as their overlord that the holding of a council might result in 
establishing peace and so bring eternal shame upon them. He urged them to continue to make the 
Church a house of merchandise and to be careful to tithe anise and cummin, to make broad the 
borders of their garments and in every other way to do as he had given them an example. {377} 
 
In 1384 D’Ailly was made head of the College of Navarre, where he had Gerson for a pupil, and 
in 1389 chancellor of the university. 
 
When Benedict XIII. was chosen successor to Clement VII., he was sent by the French king on a 
confidential mission to Avignon. Benedict won his allegiance and appointed him successively 
bishop of Puy, 1395, and bishop of Cambray, 1397. D’Ailly was with Benedict at Genoa, 1405, 
and Savona, 1407, but by that time seems to have come to the conclusion that Benedict was not 
sincere in his profession of readiness to resign, and returned to Cambray. In his absence Cambray 
had decided for the subtraction of its allegiance from Avignon. D’Ailly was seized and taken to 
Paris, but protected by the king, who was his friend. Thenceforth he favored the assemblage of a 
general council. 
 
At Pisa and at Constance, D’Ailly took the position that a general council is superior to the pope 
and may depose him. Made a cardinal by John XXIII., 1411, he attended the council held at 
Rome the following year and in vain tried to have a reform of the calendar put through. At 
Constance, he took the position that the Pisan council? though it was called by the Spirit and 
represented the Church universal, might have erred, as did other councils reputed to be general 
councils. He declared that the three synods of Pisa, Rome and Constance, though not one body, 
yet were virtually one, even as the stream of the Rhine at different points is one and the same. It 
was not necessary, so he held, for the Council of Constance to pass acts confirming the Council 
of Pisa, for the two were on a par. {378} 
 
In the proceedings against John XXIII., the cardinal took sides against him. He was the head of 
the commission which tried Huss in matters of faith, June 7, 8, 1415, and was present when the 
sentence of death was passed upon that Reformer. At the close of the council he appears as one of 
the three candidates for the office of pope, and his defeat was a disappointment to the French. 
{379} He was appointed legate by Martin V., with his residence at Avignon, and spent his last 
days there. 
 



D’Ailly followed Ockam as a nominalist. To his writings in the departments of philosophy, 
theology and Church government he added works on astronomy and geography and a much-read 
commentary on Aristotle’s meteorology. {380} His work on geography, The Picture of the World, 
—imago mundi, —written 1410, was a favorite book with Columbus. A printed copy of it 
containing marginal notes in the navigator’s own hand is preserved in the biblioteca Colombina, 
Seville. This copy he probably had with him on his third journey to America, for, in writing from 
Hayti, 1498, he quoted at length the eighth chapter. Leaning chiefly upon Roger Bacon, the 
author represented the coast of India or Cathay as stretching far in the direction of Europe, so 
that, in a favorable wind, a ship sailing westwards would reach it in a few days. This idea was in 
the air, but it is possible that it was first impressed upon the mind of the discoverer of the New 
World by the reading of D’Ailly’s work. Humboldt was the first to show its value for the history 
of discovery. {381} 
 
{376} Tschackert, Salembier and Finke consider D’Ailly under the three aspects of theologian, 
philosopher and ecclesiastical diplomatist. Lenz and Bess emphasize the part he played as an 
advocate of French policy against England.. 
 
{377} Epistola diaboli Leviathan. Tschackert gives the text, Appendix, pp. 15-21. 
 
{378} These judgments are expressed in the Capita agendorum, a sort of programme for the 
guidance of the council prepared by D’Ailly, 1414. Finke, Forschungen, pp. 102-132, has no 
doubt that they proceeded from D’Ailly’s pen, a view confirmed by MSS. in Vienna and Rome. 
Finke gives a resume of the articles, the original of which is given by van der Hardt., II. 201 sqq. 
and Mansi, XXVII. 547. 
 
{379} Tschackert, p. 295. 
 
{380} Tschackert gives an estimate of D’Ailly’s writings, pp. 303-335. 
 
{381} See Fiske, Discovery of America, I. 372.  



23. John Gerson, Theologian and Church Leader. 
 
In John Gerson, 1363-1429, we have the most attractive and the most influential theological 
leader of the first half of the fifteenth century. He was intimately identified with the University of 
Paris as professor and as its chancellor in the period of its most extensive influence in Europe. His 
voice carried great weight in the settlement of the questions rising out of the papal schism. 
 
Jean Charlier Gerson, born Dec. 14, 1363, in the village of Gerson, in the diocese of Rheims, was 
the oldest of twelve children. In a letter to him still extant, {382} his mother, a godly woman, 
pours out her heart in the prayer that her children may live in unity with each other and with God. 
Two of John’s brothers became ecclesiastics. In 1377 Gerson went to Paris, entering the College 
of Navarre. This college was founded by Johanna, queen of Navarre, 1304, who provided for 3 
departments, the arts with 20 students, philosophy with 30 and theology with 20 students. 
Provision was made also for their support, 4 Paris sous weekly for the artists, 6 for the logicians 
and 8 for the theologians. These allowances were to continue until the graduates held benefices of 
the value respectively of 30, 40 and 60 pounds. The regulations allowed the theological students a 
fire, daily, from November to March after dinner and supper for one half-hour. The luxury of 
benches was forbidden by a commission appointed by Urban V. in 1366. On the festival days, the 
theologians were expected to deliver a collation to their fellow-students of the three classes. The 
rector at the head of the college, originally appointed by the faculty of the university, was now 
appointed by the king’s confessor. The students wore a special dress and the tonsure, spoke Latin 
amongst themselves and ate in common. 
 
Gerson, perhaps the most distinguished name the University of Paris has on its list of students, 
was a faithful and enthusiastic son of his alma mater, calling her "his mother," "the mother of the 
light of the holy Church," "the nurse of all that is wise and good in Christendom," "a prototype of 
the heavenly Jerusalem," "the fountain of knowledge, the lamp of our faith, the beauty and 
ornament of France, yea, of the whole world." {383} 
 
In 1382, at the age of nineteen, he passed into the theological department, and a year later came 
under the guidance of D’Ailly, the newly appointed rector, remaining under him for seven years. 
Gerson was already a marked man, and was chosen in 1383 procurator of the French "nation," 
and in 1387 one of the delegation to appear before Clement VII. and argue the case against John 
of Montson. This Dominican, who had been condemned for denying the immaculate conception 
of Mary, refused to recant on the plea that in being condemned Thomas Aquinas was condemned, 
and he appealed to the pope. The University of Paris took up the case, and D’Ailly in two 
addresses before the papal consistory took the ground that Thomas, though a saint, was not 
infallible. The case went against Deuteronomy Montson; and the Dominicans, who refused to 
bow to the decision, left the university and did not return till 1403. 
 
Gerson advocated Mary’s exemption from original as well as actual sin, and made a distinction 
between her and Christ, Christ being exempt by nature, and Mary—domina nostra —by an act of 
divine grace. This doctrine, he said, cannot be immediately derived from the Scriptures, {384} 
but, as the Apostles knew more than the prophets, so the Church teachers know some things the 
Apostles did not know. 
 
At D’Ailly’s promotion to the episcopate, 1395, his pupil fell heir to both his offices, the offices 
of professor of theology and chancellor of the university. In the discussion over the healing of the 
schism in which the university took the leading part, he occupied a place of first prominence, and 



by tracts, sermons and public memorials directed the opinion of the Church in this pressing 
matter. The premise from which he started out was that the peace of the Church is an essential 
condition to the fulfilment of its mission. This view he set forth in a famous sermon, preached in 
1404 at Tarascon before Benedict XIII. and the duke of Orleans. Princes and prelates, he 
declared, both owe obedience to law. The end for which the Church was constituted is the peace 
and well-being of men. All Church authority is established to subserve the interests of peace. 
Peace is so great a boon that all should be ready to renounce dignities and position for it. Did not 
Christ suffer shame? Better for a while to be without a pope than that the Church should observe 
the canons and not have peace, for there can be salvation where there is no pope. {385} A general 
council should be convened, and it was pious to believe that in the treatment of the schism it 
would not err—pium est credere non erraret. As Schwab has said, no one had ever preached in 
the same way to a pope before. The sermon caused a sensation. 
 
Gerson, though not present at the council of Pisa, contributed to its discussions by his important 
tracts on the Unity of the Church—De unitate ecclesiastica —and the Removal of a Pope—De 
auferbilitate papae ab ecclesia. The views set forth were that Christ is the head of the Church, 
and its monarchical constitution is unchangeable. There must be one pope, not several, and the 
bishops are not equal in authority with him. As the pope may separate himself from the Church, 
so the Church may separate itself from the pope. Such action might be required by considerations 
of self-defence. The papal office is of God, and yet the pope may be deposed even by a council 
called without his consent. All Church offices and officials exist for the good of the Church, that 
is, for the sake of peace which comes through the exercise of love. If a pope has a right to defend 
himself against, say, the charge of unchastity, why should not the Church have a like right to 
defend itself? A council acts under the immediate authority of Christ and His laws. The council 
may pronounce against a pope by virtue of the power of the keys which is given not only to one 
but to the body—unitati. Aristotle declared that the body has the right, if necessary, to depose its 
prince. So may the council, and whoso rejects a council of the Church rejects God who directs its 
action. A pope may be deposed for heresy and schism, as, for example, if he did not bend the 
knee before the sacrament, and he might be deposed when no personal guilt was chargeable 
against him, as in the case already referred to, when he was a captive of the Saracens and was 
reported dead. 
 
At the Council of Constance, where Gerson spoke as the delegate of the French king, he 
advocated these positions again and again with his voice, as in his address March 23, 1415, and in 
a second address July 21, when he defended the decree which the synod had passed at its fifth 
session. He reasserted that the pope may be forced to abdicate, that general councils are above the 
popes and that infallibility only belongs to the Church as a body or its highest representative, a 
general council. {386} 
 
A blot rests upon Gerson’s name for the active part he took in the condemnation of John Huss. He 
was not above his age, and using the language of Innocent III. called heresy a cancer. {387} He 
declares that he was as zealous in the proceedings against Huss and Wyclif as any one could be. 
{388} He pronounced the nineteen errors drawn from Huss’ work on the Church "notoriously 
heretical." Heresy, he declared, if it is obstinate, must be destroyed even by the death of its 
professors. {389} He denied Huss’ fundamental position that nothing is to be accepted as divine 
truth which is not found in Scripture. Gerson also condemned the appeal to conscience, explicitly 
assuming the old position of Church authority and canon law as final. The opinions of an 
individual, however learned he may be in the Scriptures, have no weight before the judgment of a 
council. {390} 
 



In the controversy over the withdrawal of the cup from the laity, involved in the Bohemian 
heresy, Gerson also took an extreme position, defending it by arguments which seem to us 
altogether unworthy of a genuine theology. In a tract on the subject he declared that, though some 
passages of Scripture and of the Fathers favored the distribution of both wine and bread, they do 
not contain a definite command, and in the cases where an explicit command is given it must be 
understood as applying to the priests who are obliged to commune under both kinds so as to fully 
represent Christ’s sufferings and death. But this is not required of the laity who commune for the 
sake of the effect of Christ’s death and not to set it forth. Christ commanded only the Apostles to 
partake of both kinds. {391} The custom of lay communion was never universal, as is proved by 
Acts 2:42,46. The essence of the sacrament of the body and blood is more important than the 
elements, John 6:54. But the whole Christ is in either element, and, if some of the doctors take a 
different view, the Church’s doctrine is to be followed, and not they. From time immemorial the 
Church has given the communion only in one form. The Council of Constance was right in 
deciding that only a single element is necessary to a saving participation in the sacrament. The 
Church may make changes in the outward observance when the change does not touch the 
essence of the right in question. The use of the two elements, once profitable, is now unprofitable 
and heretical. 
 
To these statements Gerson added practical considerations against the distribution of the cup to 
laymen, such as the danger of spilling the wine, of soiling the vessels from the long beards of 
laymen, of having the wine turn to vinegar, if it be preserved for the sick and so it cease to be the 
blood of Christ—et ita desineret esse sanguis Christi —and from the impossibility of 
consecrating in one vessel enough for 10,000 to 20,000 communicants, as at Easter time may be 
necessary. Another danger was the encouragement such a practice would give to the notions that 
priest and layman are equal, and that the chief value of the sacrament lies in the participation and 
not in the consecration of the elements. {392} Such are some of the "scandals" which this 
renowned teacher ascribed to the distribution of the cup to the laity. 
 
A subject on which Gerson devoted a great deal of energy for many years was whether the 
murder of tyrants or of a traitorous vassal is justifiable or not. He advocated the negative side of 
the case, which he failed to win before the Council of Constance. The question grew out of the 
treatment of the half-insane French king, Charles VI. (1880-1422), and the attempt of different 
factions to get control of the government. 
 
On Nov. 28, 1407, the king’s cousin, Louis, duke of Orleans, was murdered at the command of 
the king’s uncle, John, duke of Burgundy. The duke’s act was defended by the Franciscan and 
Paris professor, John Petit,—Johannes Parvus,—in an address delivered before the king March 8, 
1408. Gerson, who at an earlier time seems to have advocated the murder of tyrants, answered 
Petit in a public address, and called upon the king to suppress Petit’s nine propositions. {393} The 
University of Paris made Gerson’s cause its own. Petit died in 1411, but the controversy went on. 
Petit’s theory was this, that every vassal plotting against his lord is deserving of death in soul and 
body. He is a tyrant, and according to the laws of nature and God any one has the right to put him 
out of the way. The higher such a person is in rank, the more meritorious is the deed. He based 
his argument upon Thomas Aquinas, John of Salisbury, Aristotle, Cicero and other writers, and 
referred to Moses, Zambri and St. Michael who cast Lucifer out of heaven, and other examples. 
The duke of Orleans was guilty of treason against the king, and the duke of Burgundy was 
justified in killing him. 
 
The bishop of Paris, supported by a commission of the Inquisition and at the king’s direction, 
condemned Petit and his views. In February, 1414, Gerson made a public address defending the 
condemnation, and two days later articles taken from Petit’s work were burnt in front of Notre 



Dame. The king ratified the bishop’s judgment, and the duke of Burgundy appealed the case to 
Rome. {394} 
 
The case was now transferred to the council, which at its fifteenth session, July 6, 1415, passed a 
compromise measure condemning the doctrine that a tyrant, in the absence of a judicial sentence, 
may and ought to be put to death by any subject whatever, even by the use of treacherous means, 
and in the face of an oath without committing perjury. Petit was not mentioned by name. It was 
this negative and timid action, which led Gerson to say that if Huss had had a defender, he would 
not have been found guilty. It was rumored that the commission which was appointed to bring in 
a report, by sixty-one out of eighty votes, decided for the permissibility of Petit’s articles 
declaring that Peter meant to kill the high priest’s servant, and that, if he had known Judas’ 
thoughts at the Last Supper, he would have been justified in killing him. The duke of Burgundy’s 
gold is said to have been freely used. {395} The party led by the bishop of Arras argued that the 
tyrant who takes the sword is to be punished with the sword. Gerson, who was supported by 
D’Ailly replied that then the command "thou shalt not kill" would only forbid such an act as 
murder, if there was coupled with it an inspired gloss, "without judicial authority." The command 
means, "thou shalt not kill the innocent, or kill out of revenge." Gerson pressed the matter for the 
last time in an address delivered before the council, Jan. 17, 1417, but the council refused to go 
beyond the decree of the fifteenth session. 
 
The duke of Burgundy got possession of Paris in 1418, and Gerson found the doors of France 
closed to him. Under the protection of the duke of Bavaria he found refuge at Rattenberg and later 
in Austria. On the assassination of the duke of Burgundy himself, with the connivance of the 
dauphin, Sept. 10, 1419, he returned to France, but not to Paris. He went to Lyons, where his 
brother John was, and spent his last years there in monastic seclusion. The dauphin is said to have 
granted him 200 livres in 1420 in recognition of his services to the crown. 
 
It remains to speak of Gerson as a theologian, a preacher and a patriot. 
 
In the department of theology proper Gerson has a place among the mystics. {396} Mysticism he 
defines as "the art of love," the "perception of God through experience." Such experience is 
reached by humility and penance more than through the path of speculation. The contemplative 
life is most desirable, but, following Christ’s example, contemplation must be combined with 
action. The contemplation of God consists of knowledge as taught in John 17:3, "This is life 
eternal, to know Thee and Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent." Such knowledge is mingled with 
love. The soul is one with God through love. His mysticism was based, on the one hand, on the 
study of the Scriptures and, on the other, on the study of Bonaventura and the St. Victors. He 
wrote a special treatise in praise of Bonaventura and his mystical writings. Far from having any 
conscious affinity with the German mystics, he wrote against John of Ruysbroeck and 
Ruysbroeck’s pupil, John of Schonhofen, charging them with pantheism. 
 
While Gerson emphasized the religious feelings, he was far from being a religious visionary and 
wrote treatises against the dangers of delusion from dreams and revelations. As coins must be 
tested by their weight, hardness, color, shape and stamp, so visions are to be tested by the 
humility and honesty of those who profess to have them and their readiness to teach and be 
taught. He commended the monk who, when some one offered to show him a figure like Christ, 
replied, "I do not want to see Christ on the earth. I am contented to wait till I see him in heaven." 
 
When the negotiations were going on at the Council of Constance for the confirmation of the 
canonization of St. Brigitta, Gerson laid down the principle that, if visions reveal what is already 
in the Scriptures, {397} then they are false, for God does not repeat Himself, Job 33:14. People 



have itching ears for revelations because they do not study the Bible. Later he warned {398} 
against the revelations of women, as women are more open to deception than men. 
 
The Scriptures, Gerson taught, are the Church’s rule and guide to the end of the world. If a single 
statement should be proved false, then the whole volume is false, for the Holy Spirit is author of 
the whole. The letter of the text, however, is not sufficient to determine their meaning, as is 
proved from the translations of the Waldenses, Beghards and other secretaries. {399} The text 
needs the authority of the Church, as Augustine indicated when he said, "I would not believe the 
Gospel if the authority of the Church did not compel me." 
 
Great as Gerson’s services were in other departments, it was, to follow his sympathetic and 
scholarly biographer, Schwab, from the pulpit that he exercised most influence on his generation. 
{400} He preached in French as well as Latin, and his sermons had, for the most part, a practical 
intent, being occupied with ethical themes such as pride, idleness, anger, the commandments of 
the Decalogue, the marital state. He held that the ordinary priest should confine himself to a 
simple explanation of the Decalogue, the greater sins and the articles of faith. 
 
During the last ten years of his life, spent in seclusion at Lyons, he continued his literary activity, 
writing more particularly in the vein of mystical theology. His last work was on the Canticles. 
 
The tradition runs that the great teacher in his last years conducted a catechetical school for 
children in St. Paul’s at Lyons, and that he taught them to offer for himself the daily prayer, 
"God, my creator, have pity upon Thy poor servant, Jean Gerson"—Mon Dieu, mon Createur, 
ayez pitie de vostre pauvre serviteur, Jean Gerson. {401} It was for young boys and perhaps for 
boys spending their first years in the university that he wrote his tractate entitled Leading 
Children to Christ. {402} It opens with an exposition of the words, "Suffer little children to come 
unto me" and proceeds to show how much more seemly it is to offer to God our best in youth 
than the dregs of sickly old age. The author takes up the sins children should be admonished to 
avoid, especially unchastity, and holds up to reprobation the principle that vice is venial if it is 
kept secret, the principle expressed in the words si non caste tamen caute. 
 
In a threefold work, giving a brief exposition of the Ten Commandments, a statement of the seven 
mortal sins and some short meditations on death and the way to meet it, Gerson gives a sort of 
catechism, although it is not thrown into the form of questions and answers. As the author states, 
it was intended for the benefit of poorly instructed curates who heard confessions, for parents 
who had children to instruct, for persons not interested in the public services of worship and for 
those who had the care of the sick in hospitals. {403} 
 
The title, most Christian doctor—doctor christianissimus —given to John Gerson is intended to 
emphasize the evangelical temper of his teaching. To a clear intellect, he added warm religious 
fervor. With a love for the Church, which it would be hard to find excelled, he magnified the 
body of Christian people as possessing the mind and immediate guidance of Christ and threw 
himself into the advocacy of the principle that the judgment of Christendom, as expressed in a 
general council, is the final authority of religious matters on the earth. 
 
He opposed some of the superstitions inherited from another time. He emphasized the authority 
of the sacred text. In these views as in others he was in sympathy with the progressive spirit of his 
age. But he stopped short of the principles of the Reformers. He knew nothing of the principles of 
individual sovereignty and the rights of conscience. His thinking moved along churchly lines. He 
had none of the bold original thought of Wyclif and little of that spirit which sets itself against the 
current errors of the times in which we live. His vote for Huss’ burning proves sufficiently that 



the light of the new age had not dawned upon his mind. He was not, like them, a forerunner of the 
movement of the sixteenth century. 
 
The chief principle for which Gerson contended, the supremacy of general councils, met with 
defeat soon after the great chancellor’s death, and was set aside by popes and later by the 
judgment of a general council. His writings, however, which were frequently published remain 
the chief literary monuments in the department of theology of the first half of the fourteenth 
century. {404} Separated from the Schoolmen in spirit and method, he stands almost in a class by 
himself, the most eminent theologian of his century. This judgment is an extension of the 
judgment of the eminent German abbot and writer, Trithemius, at the close of the fifteenth 
century: "He was by far the chief divine of his age" {405} Theologorum sui temporis longe 
princeps. 
 
{382} Schwab, p. 51. 
 
{383} Schwab, p. 59. 
 
{384} In scriptura sacra neque continetur explicite neque in contentis eadem educitur evidenter, 
Du Pin’s ed. III. 1350. For sermons on the conception, nativity and annunciation of the Virgin’ 
vol. III. 1317-1377. Also III. 941, and Du Pin’s Gersoniana, I. cviii. sq. 
 
{385} Potest absque papa mortali stare salus, Du Pin, II. 72. The Tarascon sermon is given by 
Du Pin Pin, II. 54-72. Schwab’s analysis, pp. 171-178. 
 
{386} See Schwab, pp. 520 sqq., 668. 
 
{387} In a sermon before the Council of Constance, Du Pin, II. 207. 
 
{388} Dialog. apologet., Du Pin, II. 387 
 
{389} Ad punitionem et exterminationem errantium, Du Pin, II. 277. 
 
{390} See Schwab, pp. 599, 601. 
 
{391} Contra heresin de communione laicorum sub utraque specie, Du Pin, I. 457-468. See 
Schwab, p. 604 sqq. 
 
{392} Quod virtus hujus sacramenti non principalius in consecratione quam in sumptione, Du 
Pin, I. 467. 
 
{393} Vol. V. of Gerson’s works is taken up with documents bearing on this subject. Gerson’s 
addresses, bearing upon it at Constance, are given in vol. II. See Schwab, p. 609 sqq., and Bess, 
Zur Geschichte, etc. The Chartularium, IV. 261-285, 325 sqq., gives the nine propositions in 
French, with Gerson’s reply, and other matter pertaining to the controversy. 
 
{394} Schwab, p. 620. 
 
{395} Mansi, XXVII. 765, Quilibet tyrannus potest et debet licite et meritorie occidi per 
quemcumque... non expectata sententia vel mandato judicis cuiuscumque. For D’Ailly’s part, see 
Tschackert, pp. 235-247. 
 



{396} Gerson’s mysticism is presented in such tracts as Deuteronomy vita spirituali animae and 
Deuteronomy monte contemplationis, Du Pin, III. 1-77, 541-579. 
 
{397} In his Deuteronomy probatione spirituum, Du Pin, I. 37-43; and Deuteronomy distinctione 
verarum visionum a falsis, Du Pin, I. 43-59. 
 
{398} Deuteronomy examinatione doctrinarum. Du Pin, I. 7-22. 
 
{399} Si propositio aliqua J. scripturae posita assertive per auctorem suum, qui est Sp. sanctus, 
esset falsa. tota s. scripturae vacillaret auctoritas, quoted by Schwab, p. 314. 
 
{400} Gerson hatte seine einflussreiche Stellung vorzugsweise dem Rufe zu danken den er als 
Prediger genoss, Schwab, p. 376. 
 
{401} See Schwab, p. 773, who neither accepts nor rejects the tradition. Dr. Philip Schaff used to 
bring the last literary activity of President Theodore D. Wolsey, of Yale College, into comparison 
with the activity of Gerson. In his last years Dr. Wolsey wrote the expositions of the Sunday 
school lessons for the Sunday School Times. 
 
{402} Deuteronomy parvulis ad Christum trahendis, written according to Schwab, 1409-1412, 
Du Pin, III. 278-291. 
 
{403} Opusculum tripartitum: de preceptis decalogi, de confessione, et de arte moriendi, Du Pin, 
I., 425-450. Bess, in Herzog, VI. 615, calls it "the first catechism." 
 
{404} The first complete edition of Gerson’s writings appeared from the press of John Koelhoff. 
4 vols. Cologne, 1483, 1484. The celebrated preacher, Geiler of Strassburg, edited a second 
edition 1488. 
 
{405} Schwab, p. 779, note.  



24. Nicolas of Clamanges, the Moralist. 
 
The third of the great luminaries who gave fame to the University of Paris in this period, Nicolas 
Poillevillain de Clamanges, was born at Clamengis, {406} Champagne, about 1367 and died in 
Paris about 1437. Shy by nature, he took a less prominent part in the settlement of the great 
questions of the age than his contemporaries, D’Ailly and Gerson. Like them, he was identified 
with the discussions called forth by the schism, and is distinguished for the high value he put on 
the study of the Scriptures and his sharp exposition of the corruption of the clergy. He entered the 
College of Navarre at twelve, and had D’Ailly and Gerson for his teachers. In theology he did not 
go beyond the baccalaureate. It is probable he was chosen rector of the university 1393. With 
Peter of Monsterolio, he was the chief classical scholar of the university and was able to write 
that in Paris, Virgil, Terence and Cicero were often read in public and in private. {407} 
 
In 1394, Clamanges took a prominent part in preparing the paper, setting forth the conclusions of 
the university in regard to the healing of the schism. {408} It was addressed to the "most Christian 
king, Charles VI., most zealous of religious orthodoxy by his daughter, the university." This, the 
famous document suggesting the three ways of healing the schism,—by abdication, arbitration 
and by a general council,—is characterized by firmness and moderation, two of the elements 
prominent in Clamanges’ character. It pronounced the schism pestiferous, and in answer to the 
question who would give the council its authority, it answered: "The communion of all the 
faithful will give it; Christ will give it, who said: ‘Where two or three are gathered together in my 
name there am I in the midst of them.’" 
 
The Paris professor was one of the men whom the keen-eyed Peter de Luna picked out, and when 
he was elected pope, Clamanges supported him and wrote appealing to him, as the one who no 
longer occupied the position of one boatman among others, but stood at the rudder of the ship, to 
act in the interest of all Christendom. He was called as secretary to the Avignon court, but 
became weary of the commotion and the vices of the palace and the town. {409} In 1406, he 
seems to have withdrawn from Benedict at Genoa and retired to Langres, where he held a canon’s 
stall. He did not, however, break with the pope, and, when Benedict in 1408 issued the bull 
threatening the French court with excommunication, Clamanges was charged with being its 
author. He denied the charge, but the accusation of want of patriotism had made a strong 
impression, and he withdrew to the Carthusian convent, Valprofonds, and later to Fontaine du 
Bosc. His seclusion he employed in writing letters and treatises and in the study of the Bible 
which he now expressed regret for having neglected in former years for classical studies. 
 
To D’Ailly he wrote on the advantages of a secluded life.—De fructu eremi. In another tract—De 
fructu rerum adversarum —he presented the advantages of adversity. One of more importance 
complained of the abuse of the Lord’s Day and of the multiplication of festivals as taking the 
workman from his work while the interests of piety were not advanced. In still another tract—De 
studio theologico —addressed to a theologian at Paris who had inquired whether it was better for 
him to continue where he was or to retire to a pastorate, he emphasized the importance and 
delicacy of caring for souls, but advised the inquirer to remain at the university and to concern 
himself chiefly with the study of the Scriptures. He ascribed the Church’s decline to their neglect, 
and pronounced the mass, processionals and festivals as of no account unless the heart be purified 
by faith. 
 
During the sessions of the Council of Constance, which he did not attend, Clamanges sent a letter 
to that body urging unity of thought and action. He expressed doubt whether general councils 



were always led by the Holy Spirit. The Church, which he defined as infallible, is only there 
where the Holy Spirit is, and where the Church is, can be only known to God Himself. In 1425 he 
returned to Paris and lectured on rhetoric and theology. 
 
Clamanges’ reputation rests chiefly upon his sharp criticism of the corrupt morals of the clergy. 
His residence in Avignon gave him a good opportunity for observation. His tract on the prelates 
who were practising simony—De praesulibus simoniacis —is a commentary on the words, "But 
ye have made it a den of thieves," Matthew 21:13. A second tract on the downfall of the 
Church—De ruina ecclesiae —is one of the most noted writings of the age. Here are set forth the 
simony and private vices practised at Avignon where all things holy were prostituted for gold and 
luxury. Here is described the corruption of the clergy from the pope down to the lowest class of 
priests. The author found ideal conditions in the first century, when the minds of the clergy were 
wholly set on heavenly things. With possessions and power came avarice and ambition, pride and 
luxury. The popes themselves were guilty of pride in exalting their authority above that of the 
empire and by asserting for themselves the right of appointing all prelates, yea of filling all the 
benefices of Christendom. The evils arising from annates and expectances surpass the power of 
statement. The cardinals followed the popes in their greed and pride, single cardinals having as 
many as 500 livings. In order to perpetuate their "tyranny," pope and curia had entered into 
league with princes, which Clamanges pronounces an abominable fornication. Many of the 
bishops drew large incomes from their sees which they administered through others, never 
visiting them themselves. Canons and vicars followed the same course and divided their time 
between idleness and sensual pleasure. The mendicant monks corresponded to the Pharisees of 
the synagogue. Scarcely one cleric out of a thousand did what his profession demanded. They 
were steeped in ignorance and given to brawling, drinking, playing with dice and fornication. 
Priests bought the privilege of keeping concubines. As for the nuns, Clamanges said, he dared not 
speak of them. Nunneries were not the sanctuaries of God, but shameful brothels of Venus, 
resorts of unchaste and wanton youth for the sating of their passions, and for a girl to put on the 
veil was virtually to submit herself to prostitution. {410} The Church was drunken with the lust of 
power, glory and pleasures. Judgment was sure to come, and men should bow humbly before God 
who alone could rectify the evils and put an end to the schism. Descriptions such as these must be 
used with discrimination, and it would be wrong to deduce from them that the entire clerical body 
was corrupt. The diseases, however, must have been deep-seated to call forth such a lament from 
a man of Clamanges’ position. 
 
The author did not call to open battle like the German Reformer at a later time, but suggested as a 
remedy prayers, processions and fasts. His watchword was that the Church must humble itself 
before it can be rebuilt. {411} It was, however, a bold utterance and forms an important part of 
that body of literature which so powerfully moulded opinion at the time of the Reformatory 
councils. 
 
The loud complaints against the state of morals at the papal court and beyond during the Avignon 
period increased, if possible, in strength during the time of the schism. The list of abuses to be 
corrected which the Council of Constance issued, Oct. 30, 1417, includes the official offences of 
the curia, such as reservations, annates, the sale of indulgences and the unrestricted right of 
appeals to the papal court. The subject of chastity it remained for individual writers to press. In 
describing the third Babylon, Petrarch was even more severe than Clamanges who wrote of 
conditions as they existed nearly a century later and accused the papal household of practising 
adultery, rape and all manners of fornication. {412} ois, La vie en France au moyen a¢ge d’apres 
quelques moralistes du temps, Paris, 1908, pp. 320, 336, etc. Clamanges declared that many 
parishes insisted upon the priests keeping concubines as a precaution in defence of their own 
families. Against all canonical rules John XXIII. gave a dispensation to the illegitimate son of 



Henry IV. of England, who was only ten years old, to enter orders. {413} The case of John XXIII. 
was an extreme one, but it must be remembered, that in Bologna where he was sent as cardinal-
legate, his biographer, Dietrich of Nieheim, says that two hundred matrons and maidens, 
including some nuns, fell victims to the future pontiff’s amours. Dietrich Vrie in his History of 
the Council of Constance said: "The supreme pontiffs, as I know, are elected through avarice and 
simony and likewise the other bishops are ordained for gold. The old proverb; ‘Freely give, for 
freely ye have received’ is now most vilely perverted and runs ‘Freely I have not received and 
freely I will not give, for I have bought my bishopric with a great price and must indemnify 
myself impiously for my outlay.’... If Simon Magus were now alive he might buy with money not 
only the Holy Ghost but God the Father and Me, God the Son." {414} But bad as was the moral 
condition of the hierarchy and papacy at the time of the schism, it was not so bad as during the 
last half century of the Middle Ages. The Reformatory councils are the best, though by no means 
the only, proof that a deep moral vitality existed in the Church. Their very summons and 
assembling were a protest against clerical corruption and hypocrisy "in head and members,"—
from the pope down to the most obscure priest,—and at the same time a most hopeful sign of 
future betterment. 
 
{406} The spelling given by Denifle in the Chartularium. 
 
{407} Chartul. III. pp. 5, xi. In the Chartularium Clamanges always appears as a member of the 
faculty of the arts, III. 606, etc. 
 
{408} Chartul., III 617-624. 
 
{409} Taedebat me vehementer curiae, taedebat turbae, taedebat tumultus, taedebat ambitionis et 
morum in plerisque vitiosorum, he wrote. Quoted by Knopfler. 
 
{410} Quid aliud sunt hoc tempore puellarum monasteria, nisi quaedam, non dico Dei sanctuaria 
sed execranda prostibula Veneris... ut idem hodie sit puellam velare quod ad publice scortandum 
exponere, Hardt, I. 38. 
 
{411} Eccles. prius humilianda quam erigenda. The authorship of the Deuteronomy ruina has 
been made a matter of dispute. Muntz denied it to Clamanges chiefly on the ground of its poor 
Latin and Knopfler is inclined to follow him. On the other hand Schuberth and Schwab, followed 
somewhat hesitatingly by Bess, accept the traditional view, Schwab brings out the similarity 
between the Deuteronomy ruina and Clamanges’ other writings and takes the view that, while the 
tract was written in 1401 or 1402, it was not published till 1409. 
 
{412} Mitto stuprum, raptus, incestus, adulteria, qui jam pontificalis lasciviae ludi sunt, quoted 
by Lea. Sacerd. Celibacy, I. 426. Gillis li Muisis, abbot of St. Martin di Tournai, d. 1352, in the 
Recollections of his Life written a year before his death, speaks of good wines, a good table, fine 
attire and above all holidays as in his day the chief occupations of monks. Cures and chaplains 
had girls and women as valets, a troublesome habit over which there was murmuring, and it had 
to be kept quiet. See C. V. Lang 
 
{413} Jan. 16, 1412. Under the name of E. Leboorde. For the document, see English Historical 
Review, 1904, p. 96 sq. 
 
{414} Hardt, I. 104 sqq. The lament is put into the mouth of Christ.  



25. Nicolas of Cusa, Scholar and Churchman. 
 
Of the theologians of the generation following Gerson and D’Ailly none occupies a more 
conspicuous place than the German Nicolas of Cusa, 1401-1464. After taking a prominent part in 
the Basel council in its earlier history, he went into the service of Eugenius IV. and distinguished 
himself by practical efforts at Church reform and by writings in theology and other departments 
of human learning. 
 
Born at Cues near Treves, the son of a boatman, he left the parental home on account of harsh 
treatment. Coming under the patronage of the count of Manderscheid, he went to Deventer, where 
he received training in the school conducted by the Brothers of the Common Life. He studied law 
in Padua, and reached the doctorate, but exchanged law for theology because, to follow the 
statement of his opponent, George of Heimburg, he had failed in his first case. At Padua he had 
for one of his teachers Cesarini, afterwards cardinal and a prominent figure in the Council of 
Basel. 
 
In 1432 he appeared in Basel as the representative of Ulrich of Manderscheid, archbishop-elect of 
Treves, to advocate Ulrich’s cause against his rivals Rabanus of Helmstatt, bishop of Spires, 
whom the pope had appointed archbishop of the Treves diocese. Identifying himself closely with 
the conciliar body, Nicolas had a leading part in the proceedings with the Hussites and went with 
the majority in advocating the superiority of the council over the pope. His work on Catholic 
Unity,—De concordantia catholica, —embodying his views on this question and dedicated to the 
council 1433, followed the earlier treatments of Langenstein, Nieheim and Gerson. A general 
council, being inspired by the Holy Spirit, speaks truly and infallibly. The Church is the body of 
the faithful—unitas fidelium —and is represented in a general council. The pope derives his 
authority from the consent of the Church, a council has power to dethrone him for heresy and 
other causes and may not be prorogued or adjourned without its own consent. Peter received no 
more authority from Christ than the other Apostles. Whatever was said to Peter was likewise said 
to the others. All bishops are of equal authority and dignity, whether their jurisdiction be 
episcopal, archiepiscopal, patriarchal or papal, just as all presbyters are equal. {415} 
 
In spite of these views, when the question arose as to the place of meeting the Greeks, Nicolas 
sided with the minority in favor of an Italian city, and was a member of the delegations appointed 
by the minority which visited Eugenius IV. at Bologna and went to Constantinople. This was in 
1437 and from that time forward he was a ready servant of Eugenius and his two successors. 
Aeneas Sylvius, afterwards Pius II., called him the Hercules of the Eugenians. Aeneas also 
pronounced him a man notable for learning in all branches of knowledge and on account of his 
godly life. {416} 
 
Eugenius employed his new supporter as legate to arrange terms of peace with the German 
Church and princes, an end he saw accomplished in the concordat of Vienna, 1447. He was 
rewarded by promotion to the college of cardinals, and in 1452 was made bishop of Brixen in the 
Tyrol. Here he sought to introduce Church reforms, and he travelled as the papal legate in the 
same interest throughout the larger part of Germany. 
 
By attempting to assert all the mediaeval feoffal rights of his diocese, the bishop came into sharp 
conflict with Siegmund, duke of Austria. Even the interdict pronounced by two popes did not 
bring the duke to terms. He declared war against the bishop and, taking him prisoner, forced from 
him a promise to renounce the old rights which his predecessors for many years had not asserted. 



Once released, the bishop treated his oath as null, on the ground that it had been forced from him, 
and in this he was supported by Pius II. In 1460 he went to Rome and died at Todi, Umbria, a few 
years later. 
 
Nicolas of Cusa knew Greek and Hebrew, and perhaps has claim to being the most universal 
scholar of Germany up to his day since Albertus Magnus. He was interested in astronomy, 
mathematics and botany, and, as D’Ailly had done before, he urged, at the Council of Basel, the 
correction of the calendar. The literary production on which he spent most labor was a discussion 
of the problems of theology—De docta ignorantia. Here he attacked the scholastic method and 
showed the influence upon his mind of mysticism, the atmosphere of which he breathed at 
Deventer. He laid stress upon the limitations of the human mind and the inability of the reason to 
find out God exhaustively. Faith, which he defined as a state of the soul given of God’s grace, 
finds out truths the intellect cannot attain to. {417} His views had an influence upon Faber 
Stapulensis who edited the Cusan’s works and was himself a French forerunner of Luther in the 
doctrine of justification by faith. 
 
His last labors, in connection with the crusade against the Turks pushed by Pius II., led him to 
studies in the Koran and the preparation of a tract,—De cribatione Alcoran, —in which he 
declared that false religions have the true religion as their basis. 
 
It is as an ecclesiastical mediator, and as a reformer of clerical and conventual abuses that the 
cardinal has his chief place in history. He preached in the vernacular. In Bamberg he secured the 
prohibition of new brotherhoods, in Magdeburg the condemnation of the sale of indulgences for 
money. In Salzburg and other places he introduced reforms in convents, and in connection with 
other members of his family he founded the hospital at Cues with beds for 33 patients. He showed 
his interest in studies by providing for the training of 20 boys in Deventer. He dwelt upon the 
rotation of the earth on its axis nearly a century before Copernicus. He gave reasons for regarding 
the donation of Constantine spurious, and he also called in question the genuineness of other parts 
of the Isidorian Decretals. 
 
On the other hand, the cardinal was a thorough churchman and obedient child of the Church. As 
the agent of Nicolas V. he travelled in Germany announcing the indulgence of the Jubilee Year, 
and through him, it is said, indulgences to the value of 200,000 gulden were sold for the repair of 
St. Peter’s. 
 
This noble and many-sided man has been coupled together with Gutenberg by Janssen,—the able 
and learned apologist of the Catholic Church in the closing years of the Middle Ages,—the one as 
the champion of clerical and Church discipline, the other the inventor of the printing-press. It is 
no disparagement of the impulses and work of Nicolas to say that he had not the mission of the 
herald of a new age in thought and religion as it was given to Gutenberg to promote culture and 
civilization by his invention. {418} He did not possess the gift of moral and doctrinal conviction 
and foresight which made the monk of Wittenberg the exponent and the herald of a radical, 
religious reformation whose permanent benefits are borne witness to by a large section of 
Christendom. 
 
{415} John of Turrecremata, d. 1468, whose tract on the seat of authority in the Church—Summa 
de Eccles. et ejus auctoritate —1450 has already been referred to, took the extreme ultramontane 
position. The papal supremacy extends to all Christians throughout the world and includes the 
appointment of all bishops and right to depose them, the filling of all prelatures and benefices 
whatsoever and the canonizing of saints. As the vicar of Christ, he has full jurisdiction in all the 
earth in temporal as well as spiritual matters because all jurisdiction of secular princes is derived 



from the pope quod omnium principum saecularum jurisdictionalis potestas a papa in eos 
derivata sit. Quoted from Gieseler, III. 5, pp. 219-227. 
 
{416} Hist. of Fred. III., 409, Germ. transl. II. 227. 
 
{417} Fides est habitus bonus, per bonitatem data a deo, ut per fidem restaurentur illae veritates 
objectivae, quas intellectus attingere non potest, quoted by Schwane, p. 100. 
 
{418} Janssen, I. 2-6. Here we come for the first time into contact with this author whose work 
has gone through 20 editions and made such a remarkable sensation. Its conclusions and methods 
of treatment will be referred to at length farther on. Here it is sufficient to call attention to the 
seductive plausibility of the work, whose purpose it is to show that an orderly reformation was 
going on in the Church in Germany when Luther appeared and by his revolutionary and immoral 
tendency brutally rived the unity of the Church and checked the orderly reformation. Such a 
conclusion is a result of the manipulation of historic materials and the use of superlatives in 
describing men and influences which were like rills in the history of the onward progress of 
religion and civilization. The initial comparison between Gutenberg and Nicolas of Cusa begs the 
whole conclusion which Janssen had in view in writing his work. Of the permanent consequence 
of the work of the inventor of the printing-press, no one has any doubt. The author makes a great 
jump when he asserts a like permanent influence for Nicolas in the department of religion.  



26. Popular Preachers. 
 
During the century and a half closing with 1450, there were local groups of preachers as well as 
isolated pulpit orators who exercised a deep influence upon congregations. The German mystics 
with Eckart and John Tauler at their head preached in Strassburg, Cologne and along the Rhine. 
D’Ailly and Gerson stood before select audiences, and give lustre to the French pulpit. Wyclif, at 
Oxford, and John Huss in Bohemia, attracted great attention by their sermons and brought down 
upon themselves ecclesiastical condemnation. Huss was one of a number of Bohemian preachers 
of eminence. Wyclif sought to promote preaching by sending out a special class of men, his "pore 
preachers." 
 
The popular preachers constitute another group, though the period does not furnish one who can 
be brought into comparison with the field-preacher, Berthold of Regensburg, the Whitefield of his 
century, d. 1272. Among the popular preachers of the time the most famous were Bernardino and 
John of Capistrano, both Italians, and members of the Observant wing of the Franciscan order, 
and the Spanish Dominican, Vincent Ferrer. To a later age belong those bright pulpit luminaries, 
Savonarola of Florence and Geiler of Strassburg. 
 
Bernardino of Siena, 1380-1444, was praised by Pius II. as a second Paul. He made a marked 
impression upon Italian audiences and was a favorite with pope Martin V. His voice, weak and 
indistinct at first, was said to have been made strong and clear through the grace of Mary, to 
whom he turned for help. He was the first vicar-general of the Observants, who numbered only a 
few congregations in Italy when he joined them, but increased greatly under his administration. In 
1424 he was in Rome and, as Infessura the Roman diarist reports, {419} so influenced the people 
that they brought their games and articles of adornment to the Capitol and made a bonfire of 
them. Wherever he went to preach, a banner was carried before him containing the monogram of 
Christ, IHS, with twelve rays centring in the letters. He urged priests to put the monogram on the 
walls of churches and public buildings, and such a monogram may still be seen on the city 
building of Siena. {420} The Augustinians and Dominicans and also Poggio attacked him for this 
practice. In 1427, he appeared in Rome to answer the charges. He was acquitted by Martin V., 
who gave him permission to preach everywhere, and instructed him to hold an eighty-days’ 
mission in the papal city itself. In 1419, he appeared in the Lombard cities, where the people were 
carried away by his exhortations to repentance, and often burned their trinkets and games in the 
public squares. His body lies in Aquila, and he was canonized by Nicolas V., 1450. 
 
John of Capistrano, 1386-1456, a lawyer, and at an early age intrusted with the administration of 
Perugia, joined the Observants in 1416 and became a pupil of Bernardino. He made a reputation 
as an inquisitor in Northern Italy, converting and burning heretics and Jews. No one could have 
excelled him in the ferocity of his zeal against heresy. His first appointment as inquisitor was 
made in 1426, and his fourth appointment 23 years later in 1449. {421} 
 
As a leader of his order, he defended Bernardino in 1427, and was made vicar-general in 1443. 
He extended his preaching to Vienna and far up into Germany, from Nurnberg to Dresden, 
Leipzig, Magdeburg and Breslau, making everywhere a tremendous sensation. He used the Latin 
or Italian, which had to be interpreted to his audiences. These are reported to have numbered as 
many as thirty thousand. {422} He carried relics of Bernardino with him, and through them and 
his own instrumentality many miracles were said to have been performed. His attendants made a 
note of the wonderful works on the spot. {423} The spell of his preaching was shown by the 
burning of pointed shoes, games of cards, dice and other articles of pleasure or vanity. Thousands 



of heretics are also reported to have yielded to his persuasions. He was called by Pius II. to preach 
against the Hussites, and later against the Turks. He was present at the siege of Belgrade, and 
contributed to the successful defence of the city and the defeat of Mohammed II. He was 
canonized in 1690. 
 
The life of Vincent Ferrer, d. 1419, the greatest of Spanish preachers, fell during the period of the 
papal schism, and he was intimately identified with the controversies it called forth. His name is 
also associated with the gift of tongues and with the sect of the Flagellants. This devoted 
missionary, born in Valencia, joined the Dominican order, and pursued his studies in the 
universities of Barcelona and Lerida. He won the doctorate of theology by his tract on the 
Modern Schism in the Church—De moderno ecclesiae schismate. Returning to Valencia, he 
gained fame as a preacher, and was appointed confessor to the queen of Aragon, Iolanthe, and 
counsellor to her husband, John I. In 1395, Benedict XIII. called him to be chief penitentiary in 
Avignon and master of the papal palace. Two years later he returned to Valencia with the title of 
papal legate. He at first defended the Avignon obedience with great warmth, but later, persuaded 
that Benedict was not sincere in his professions looking to the healing of the schism, withdrew 
from him his support and supported the Council of Constance. 
 
Ferrer’s apostolic labors began in 1399. He itinerated through Spain, Northern Italy and France, 
preaching two and three times a day on the great themes of repentance and the nearness of the 
judgment. He has the reputation of being the most successful of missionaries among the Jews and 
Mohammedans. Twenty-five thousand Jews and eight thousand Mohammedans are said to have 
yielded to his persuasions. Able to speak only Spanish, his sermons, though they were not 
interpreted, are reported to have been understood in France and Italy. The gift of tongues was 
ascribed to him by his contemporaries as well as the gift of miracles. Priests and singers 
accompanied him on his tours, and some of the hymns sung were Vincent’s own compositions. 
His audiences are given as high as 70,000, an incredible number, and he is said to have preached 
twenty thousand times. He also preached to the Waldenses in their valleys and to the remnant of 
the Cathari, and is said to have made numerous converts. He himself was not above the suspicion 
of heresy, and Eymerich made the charge against him of declaring that Judas Iscariot hanged 
himself because the people would not permit him to live, and that he found pardon with God. 
{424} He was canonized by Calixtus III., 1455. The tale is that Ferrer noticed this member of the 
Borgia family as a young priest in Valencia, and made the prediction that one day he would reach 
the highest office open to mortal man. {425} 
 
On his itineraries Ferrer was also accompanied by bands of Flagellants. He himself joined in the 
flagellations, and the scourge with which he scourged himself daily, consisting of six thongs, is 
said still to be preserved in the Carthusian convent of Catalonia, scala coeli. Both Gerson and 
D’Ailly attacked Ferrer for his adoption of the Flagellant delusion. In a letter addressed to the 
Spanish preacher, written during the sessions of the Council of Constance, Gerson took the 
ground that both the Old Testament and the New Testament forbid violence done to the body, 
quoting in proof Deuteronomy 14:1, "Ye shall not cut yourselves." He invited him to come to 
Constance, but the invitation was not accepted. {426} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{419} Diario, p. 25. For Bernardino, see Thureau-Dangin, St. Bernardin de Sienne. Un 
predicateur populaire Paris, 1896. Several edd. of his sermons have appeared, including the ed. 
of Paris, 1650, 5 vols., by Deuteronomy la Haye. 



 
{420} See Pastor, I. 231-233. 
 
{421} Jacob, I. 30 sq. For John’s life, see E. Jacob, John of Capistrano. His Life and Writings, 2 
vols., Breslau, 1906, 1907. Pastor, I. 463-468, 691-698; Lempp’s art. in Herzog, III. 713 sqq.; 
Lea, Inquisition, II 552 sqq. 
 
{422} Yea, 60,000 at Erfurt. Jacob, I. 74. 
 
{423} See Jacob, I. 50 sqq., etc. Aeneas Sylvius said he had not seen any of John’s miracles, but 
would not deny them. In Jena alone John healed thirty lame persons. Jacob, I. 69. 
 
{424} Lea: Inquisition. II. 156, 176, 258, 264. 
 
{425} Razanno, a fellow-Dominican, wrote the first biography of Ferrer, 1466. The Standard Life 
is by P. Fages, Hist. de s. Vinc. Ferrer apotre de l’Europe, 2 vols., 2d ed., Louvain, 1901. The 
best life written by a Protestant is by L. Heller, Berlin, 1830. It is commended in Wetzer-Welte, 
XII. 978-983. 
 
{426} For German preaching in the fourteenth century, other than that of the mystics, see 
Linsenmeyer, Gesch. der Predigt in Deutschland his zum Ausgange d. 14ten Jahrh., Munich, 
1886, pp. 301-470; Cruel: Gesch. d. deutschen Predigt im M A.,  p. 414 sqq.; A. Franz: Drei 
deutsche Minoritenprediger des XIIten und XIVten Jahrh., Freiburg, 1907, pp. 160. The best-
known German preachers were the Augustinians Henry of Frimar, d. 1340, and Jordan of 
Quedlinburg, d. about 1375. See for the fifteenth century, ch. IX.  
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THE GERMAN MYSTICS. 
 

27. Sources and Literature. 
 
General Works.—Franz Pfeiffer: Deutsche Mystiker, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1857, 2d ed of vol. I., 
Gottingen, 1906.—*R. Langenberg: Quellen und Forschungen zur Gesch. der deutschen Mystik, 
Bonn, 1902.—F. Galle: Geistliche Stimmen aus dem M. A., zur Erbauung, Halle, 1841.—Mrs. F. 
Bevan: Three Friends of God, Trees planted by the River, London.—*W. R. Inge: Light, Life and 
Love, London, 1904. Selections from Eckart, Tauler, Suso, Ruysbroeck, etc.—The works given 
under Eckart, etc., in the succeeding sections. R. A. Vaughan: Hours with the Mystics. For a long 
time the chief English authority, offensive by the dialogue style it pursues, and now 
superseded.—W. Preger: Gesch. der deutschen Mystik im Mittelalter, 3 vols., Leipzig, 1874-
1893.—G. Ullmann: Reformatoren vor der Reformation, vol. II., Hamburg, 1841.—*Inge: 
Christian Mysticism. pp. 148 sqq., London, 1899. —Eleanor C. Gregory: An Introd. to Christ. 
Mysticism, London, 1901.—W. R. Nicoll: The Garden of Nuts, London, 1905. The first four 
chapp. give a general treatment of mysticism.—P. Mehlhorn: D. Bluthezeit d. deutschen Mystik, 
Freiburg, 1907, pp. 64.—*S. M. Deutsch: Mystische Theol. in Herzog, XIX. 631 sqq.—Cruel: 
Gesch. d. deutschen Predigt im M. A.,  pp. 370-414. A. Ritschl: Gesch. d. Pietismus, 3 vols., 
Bonn, 1880-1886.—Harnack: Dogmengesch., III. 376 sqq.—Loofs: Dogmengesch., 4th ed., 
Halle, 1906, pp. 621-633.—W. James: The Varieties of Relig. Experience, chs. XVI., XVII. 
 
For 29. Meister Eckart.—German Sermons bound in a vol. with Tauler’s Sermons, Leipzig, 1498, 
Basel, 1521.—Pfeiffer: Deutsche Mystiker, etc., vol. II., gives 110 German sermons, 18 tracts, 
and 60 fragments.—*Denifle: M. Eckehart’s Lateinische Schriften und die Grundanschauung 
seiner Lehre, in Archiv fur Lit. und Kirchengesch., II. 416-652. Gives excerpts from his Latin 
writings.—F. Jostes: M. Eckehart und seine Junger, ungedruckte Texte zur Gesch. der deutschen 
Mystik, Freiburg, 1895.—*H. Buttner: M. Eckehart’s Schriften und Predigten aus dem 
Mittelhochdeutschen ubersetzt, Leipzig, 1903. Gives 18 German sermons and writings.—G. 
Landauer: Eckhart’s mystische Schriften in unsere Sprache ubertragen, Berlin, 1903.—H. 
Martensen: M. Eckart, Hamburg, 1842.—A. Lasson: M. E. der Mystiker, Berlin, 1868. Also the 
section on Eckart by Lasson in Ueberweg’s Hist. of Phil.—A. Jundt: Essai sur le mysticisme 
speculatif d. M. E., Strassburg, 1871; also Hist. du patheisme populaire au moyen a¢ge, 1876. 
Gives 18 of Eckart’s sermons. Preger, I. 309-458.—H. Delacroix: Le mysticisme speculatif en 
Allemagne au 14  {e} siecle, Paris, 1900.—Deutsch’s art. Eckart in Herzog, V. 142-154.—
Denifle: Die Heimath M. Eckehart’s in Archiv fur Lit. und K. Gesch. des M. A.,  V. 349-364, 
1889.—Stockl: Gesch. der Phil., etc., III. 1095-1120.—Pfleiderer: Religionsphilosophie, Berlin, 
2d ed., 1883, p. 3 sqq.—INGE.—L. Ziegler: D. Phil. und relig. Bedeutung d. M. Eckehart in 
Preuss. Jahrbucher, Heft 3, 1904.—See a trans. of Eckart’s sermon on John 6:44, by D. S. 
Schaff, in Homiletic Rev., 1902, pp. 428-431 
 
Note.—Eckart’s German sermons and tracts, published in 1498 and 1521, were his only writings 
known to exist till Pfeiffer’s ed., 1867. Denifle was the first to discover Eckart’s Latin writings, in 
the convent of Erfurt, 1880, and at Cusa on the Mosel, 1886. These are fragments on Genesis, 
Exodus, Ecclesiastes and the Book of Wisdom. John Trithemius, in his Deuteronomy Scripp. 
Eccles., 1492, gives a list of Eckart’s writings which indicates a literary activity extending 



beyond the works we possess. The list catalogues four books on the Sentences, commentaries on 
Genesis, Exodus, the Canticles, the Book of Wisdom, St. John, on the Lord’s Prayer, etc. 
 
For 30. John Tauler.—Tauler’s Works, Leipzig, 1498 (84 sermons printed from MSS. in 
Strassburg); Augsburg, 1508; Basel, 1521 (42 new sermons) and 1522; Halberstadt, 1523; 
Cologne, 1543 (150 sermons, 23 being publ. for the first time, and found in St. Gertrude’s 
convent, Cologne); Frankfurt, 1565; Hamburg, 1621; Frankfurt, 3 vols., 1826 (the edition used by 
Miss Winkworth); ed. by J. Hamberger, 1864, 2d ed., Prag, 1872. The best. Hamberger 
substituted modern German in the text and used a Strassburg MS. which was destroyed by fire at 
the siege of the city in 1870; ed. by Kuntze und Biesenthal containing the Introdd. of Arndt and 
Spener, Berlin, 1842.—*Engl. trans., Susanna Winkworth: The History and Life of Rev. John 
Tauler with 25 Sermons, with Prefaces by Canon Kingsley and Roswell D. Hitchcock, New York, 
1858.—*The Inner Way, 36 Sermons for Festivals, by John Tauler, trans. with Introd. by A. W. 
Huttons London, 1905.—C. Schmidt: J. Tauler von Strassburg, Hamburg, 1841, and Nicolas von 
Basel, Bericht von der Bekehrung Taulers, Strassburg, 1875.—Denifle: D. Buch von geistlicher 
Armuth, etc., Munich, 1877, and Tauler’s Bekehrung, Munster, 1879.—A Jundt: Les amis de 
Dieu au 14  {e} Siecle,paris, 1879.—Preger, III. 1-244.—F. Cohrs: Art. Tauler in Herzog, XIX. 
451-459. 
 
Note.—Certain writings once ascribed to Tauler, and printed with his works, are now regarded as 
spurious. They are (1) The Book of Spiritual Poverty, ed. by Denifle, Munich, 1877, and 
previously under the title Imitation of Christ’s Life of Poverty, by D. Sudermann, Frankfurt, 1621, 
etc. Denifle pointed out the discord between its teachings and the teachings of Tauler’s sermons. 
(2) Medulla animae, consisting of 77 chapters. Preger decides some of them to be genuine. (3) 
Certain hymns, including Es kommt ein Schiff geladen, which even Preger pronounces spurious, 
III. 86. They are publ. by Wackernagel. 
 
For 31. Henry Suso,—Ed. of his works, Augsburg, 1482, and 1512.—*M. Diepenbrock: H. 
Suso’s, genannt Amandus, Leben und Schriften, Regensburg, 1829, 4th ed., 1884, with Preface by 
J. Gorres.—H. Seuse Denifle: D. deutschen Schriften des seligen H. Seuse, Munich, 1880.—*H. 
Seuse: Deutsche Schriften, ed. K. Bihlmeyer, Stuttgart, 1907. The first complete edition, and 
based upon an examination of many MSS.—A Latin trans. of Suso’s works by L. Surius, 
Cologne, 1555. French trans. by Thirot: Ouvages mystiques du bienheureux H. Suso, 2 vols., 
Paris, 1899. Engl. extracts in Light, Life and Love, pp. 66-100.—Preger: D. Briefe H. Suso’s nach 
einer Handschrift d. XV. Jahrh., Leipzig, 1867.—C. Schmidt: Der Mystiker, H. Suso in Stud. und 
Kritiken, 1843, pp. 835 sqq.—Preger: Deutsche Mystik, II. 309-419.—L. Karcher: H. Suso aus d. 
Predigerorden, in Freiburger Diocesenarchiv, 1868, p. 187 sqq.—Cruel: Gesch. d. deutschen 
Predigt, 396 sqq.—Art. in Wetzer- Welte, H. Seuse, V. 1721-1729. 
 
For 32. The Friends of God.—The works of Eckart, Tauler, Suso, Ruysbroeck.—Jundt: Les Amis 
de Dieu, Paris, 1879.—Kessel: Art. Gottesfreunde in Wetzer-Welte, V. 893-900.—The writings 
of Rulman Merswin: Von den vier Jahren seines anfahenden Lebens, ed. by Schmidt, in Reuss 
and Cinitz, Beitrage zu den Theol. Wissenschaften, V., Jena, 1854.—His Bannerbuchlein given in 
Jundt’s Les Amis.—Das Buch von den neun Felsen, ed. from the original MS. by C. Schmidt, 
Leipzig, 1859, and in abbreviated form by Preger, III. 337-407, and Diepenbrock: Heinrich Suso, 
pp. 505-572.—P. Strauch: Art. Rulman Merswin in Herzog, XVII. 20-27.—For the "Friend of 
God of the Oberland" and his writings. K. Schmidt: Nicolas von Basel: Leben und ausgewahlte 
Schriften, Vienna, 1866, and Nic. von Basel, Bericht von der Bekehrung Taulers, Strassburg, 
1876.—F. Lauchert: Des Gottesfreundes im Oberland Buch von den zwei Mannen, Bonn, 1896.—
C. Schmidt: Nic. von Basel und die Gottesfreunde, Basel, 1856.—Denifle: Der Gottesfreund im 
Oberland und Nic. von Basel. Eine krit. Studie, Munich, 1875.—Jundt: Rulman Merswin et l’Ami 



de Dieu de l’Oberland, Paris, 1890.—Preger, III. 290-337.—K. Rieder: Der Gottesfreund vom 
Oberland. Eine Erfindung des Strassburger Johanniterbruders Nicolaus von Lowen, Innsbruck, 
1905. 
 
For 33. John Of Ruysbroeck.—Vier Schriften, ed. by Arnswaldt, with Introd. by Ullmann, 
Hanover, 1848.—Superseded by J. B. David (Prof. in Louvaine), 6 vols., Ghent, 1857-1868. 
Contains 12 writings.—Lat. trans. by Surius, Cologne, 1549.—*F. A. Lambert: Drei Schriften 
des Mystikers J. van Ruysb., Die Zierde der geistl. Hochzeit, Vom glanzenden Stein and Das Buch 
uon der hochsten Wahrheit, Leipzig. No date; about 1906. Selections from Ruysbroeck in Light, 
Life and Love, pp. 100-196.—*J. G. V. Engelhardt: Rich. von St. Victor u. J. Ruysbroeck, 
Erlangen, 1838.—Ullmann: Reformatoren, etc., II. 35 sqq.—W. L. de Vreese: Bijdrage tot de 
kennis van het leven en de werken van J. van Ruusbroec, Ghent, 1896.—*M. Maeterlinck: 
Ruysbr. and the Mystics, with Selections from Ruysb., London, 1894. A trans. by Jane T. Stoddart 
of Maeterlinck’s essay prefixed to his L’Ornement des noces spirituelles de Ruysb., trans. by him 
from the Flemish, Brussels, 1891.—Art. Ruysbroeck in Herzog, XVII. 267-273, by Van Veen. 
 
For 34. Gerrit de Groote and the Brothers of the Common Life.—Lives of Groote, Florentius and 
their pupils, by Thomas a Kempis: Opera omnia, ed, by Sommalius, Antwerp, 1601, 3 vols., 
Cologne, 1759, etc., and in unpubl. MSS.— J. Busch, d. 1479: Liber de viris illustribus, a 
collection of 24 biographies of Windesheim brethren, Antwerp, 1621; also Chronicon 
Windeshemense, Antwerp, 1621, both ed. by Grube, Halle, 1886.—G. H. M. Delprat 
Verhandeling over de broederschap van Geert Groote en over den involoed der fraterhuizen, 
Arnheim, etc., 1856.—J. G. R. Acquoy (Prof. in Leyden): Gerhardi Magni epistolae XIV., 
Antwerp, 1857. G. Bonet-Maury:: Gerhard de Groot d’apres des documents onedites. Paris 
1878.—*G. Kettlewell: Thomas a  Kempis and the Brothers of the Common Life, 2 vols, New 
York, 1882.—*K. Grube: Johannes Busch, Augustinerpropst in Hildesheim. Ein kathol. 
Reformator in 15ten Jahrh., Freiburg, 1881. Also G. Groote und seine Stiftungen, Cologne, 
1883.—R. Langenberg: Quellen and Forschungen, etc., Bonn, 1902.—Boerner: Die Annalen und 
Akten der Bruder des Gemainsamen Lebens im Lichtenhofe zu Hildesheim, eine Grundlage der 
Gesch. d. deutschen Bruderhauser und ein Beitrag zur Vorgesch. der Reformation, Furstenwalde, 
1905.—The artt. by K. Hirsche in Herzog, 2d ed., II. 678-760 and L. Schulze, Herzog, 3rd ed., 
III., 474-507, and P.A. Thijm in Wetzer-Welte, V. 1286-1289.—Ullmann: Reformatoren, II. 1-
201.—Lea: Inquisition, II. 360 sqq.—Uhlhorn: Christl. Liebesthatigkeit im M. A., Stuttgart, 1884, 
pp. 350-375. 
 
Note.—A few of the short writings of Groote were preserved by Thomas a  Kempis. To the 
sermons edited by Acquoy, Langenberg, pp. 3-33, has added Groote’s tract on simony, which he 
found in the convent of Frenswegen, near Nordhorn. He has also found Groote’s Latin writings. 
The tract on simony—de simonia ad Beguttas —is addressed to the Beguines in answer to the 
question propounded to him by some of their number as to whether it was simony to purchase a 
place in a Beguine convent. The author says that simony "prevails very much everywhere," and 
that it was not punished by the Church. He declares it to be simony to purchase a place which 
involves spiritual exercises, and he goes on to apply the principle to civil offices pronouncing it 
simony when they are bought for money. The work is written in Low German, heavy in style, but 
interesting for the light it throws on practices current at that time. 
 
For 35. The Imitation of Christ.—Edd. of a Kempis’ works, Utrecht, 1473 (15 writings, and 
omitting the Imitation of Christ); Nurmberg, 1494 (20 writings), ed. by J. Badius, 1520, 1521, 
1528; Paris, 1549; Antwerp, 1574; Dillingen, 1676; ed. by H. Sommalius, 3 vols., Antwerp, 1599, 
3d ed. 1615; ed. by M. J. Pohl, 8 vols. promised; thus far 5 vols, Freiburg im Br., 1903 sqq. Best 
and only complete ed.—Thomas a  Kempis hymns in Blume and Dreves: Analecta hymnica, 



XLVIII. pp. 475-514.—For biograph. and critical accounts.—Joh. Busch: Chron. 
Windesemense.—H. Rosweyde: Chron. Mt. S. Agnetis, Antwerp, 1615, and cum Rosweydii 
vindiciis Kempensibus, 1622.—J. B. Malou: Recherches historiq. et critiq. sur le veritable auteur 
du livre de l’Imitat. de Jesus Chr., Tournay, 1848; 3d ed., Paris 1856.—*K. Hirsche: 
Prologomena zu einer neuen Ausgabe de imitat. Chr. (with a copy of the Latin text of the MS. 
dated 1441), 1873, 1883, 1894.—C. Wolfsgruber: Giovanni Gersen sein Leben und sein Werk de 
Imitat. Chr., Augsburg, 1880.—*S. Kettlewell: Th. a  Kempis and the Brothers of the Common 
Life, 2 vols., London, 1882. Also Authorship of the de imitat, Chr., London, 1877, 2d ed., 
1884.—F. R. Cruise: Th. a  Kempis, with Notes of a visit to the scenes in which his life was spent, 
with some account of the examination of his relics, London, 1887.—L. A. Wheatley: Story of the 
Imitat. of Chr., London, 1891.—Dom Vincent Scully: Life of the Venerable Th. a  Kempis, 
London, 1901.—J. E. G. de Montmorency: Th. a  Kempis, His Age and Book, London, 1906—
*C. Bigg in Wayside Sketches in Eccle. Hist., London, 1906, pp. 134-154.—D. B. Butler, Thos. a  
Kempis, a Rel. Study, London, 1908.—Art. Thos. a  Kempis in London Quarterly Review, April, 
1908, pp. 254-263. 
 
First printed ed. of the Latin text of the Imitat. of Christ, Augsburg, 1472. Bound up with 
Jerome’s de viris illust. and writings of Augustine and Th. Aquinas.—Of the many edd. in Engl. 
the first was by W. Atkynson, and Margaret, mother of Henry VII., London, 1502, reprinted 
London, 1828, new ed. by J. K. Ingram, London, 1893.—The Imitat. of Chr., being the autograph 
MS. of Th. a  Kempis de Imitat. Chr. reproduced in facsimile from the orig. in the royal libr. at 
Brussels. With Introd. by C. Ruelens, London, 1879.—The Imitat. of Chr. Now for the first time 
set forth in Rhythm and Sentences. With Pref. by Canon Liddon, London, 1889.—Facsimile 
Reproduction of the 1st ed. of 1471, with Hist. Introd. by C. Knox-Little, London, 1894.—The 
Imitat. of Chr., trans. by Canon W. Benham, with 12 photogravures after celebrated paintings, 
London, 1905.—An ed. issued 1881 contains a Pref. by Dean Farrar.—R. P. A. de Backer: Essai 
bibliograph. sur le livre de imitat. Chr., Liege, 1864.—For further Lit. on the Imitat. of Chr., see 
the Note at the end of 35.  



28. The New Mysticism. 
 
In joy of inward peace, or sense 
 
Of sorrow over sin, 
 
He is his own best evidence 
 
His witness is within. 
 
—Whittier, Our Master. 
 
At the time when the scholastic method was falling into disrepute and the scandals of the 
Avignon court and the papal schism were shaking men’s faith in the foundations of the Church, a 
stream of pure pietism was watering the regions along the Rhine, from Basel to Cologne, and 
from Cologne to the North Sea. North of the Alps, voices issuing from convents and from the 
ranks of the laity called attention to the value of the inner religious life and God’s immediate 
communications to the soul. 
 
To this religious movement has recently been given the name, the Dominican mysticism, on 
account of the large number of its representatives who belonged to the Dominican order. The 
older name, German mysticism, which is to be preferred, points to the locality where it 
manifested itself, and to the language which the mystics for the most part used in their writings. 
Like the Protestant Reformation, the movement had its origin on German soil, but, unlike the 
Reformation, it did not spread beyond Germany and the Lowlands. Its chief centres were 
Strassburg and Cologne; its leading representatives the speculative Meister Eckart, d. 1327, John 
Tauler, d. 136l, Henry Suso, d. 1366, John Ruysbroeck, d. 1381, Gerrit Groote, d. 1384, and 
Thomas a  Kempis, d. 1471. The earlier designation for these pietists was Friends of God. The 
Brothers of the Common Life, the companions and followers of Groote, were of the same type, 
but developed abiding institutions of practical Christian philanthropy. In localities the Beguines 
and Beghards also breathed the same devotional and philanthropic spirit. The little book called 
the German Theology, and the Imitation of Christ, were among the finest fruits of the movement. 
Gerson and Nicolas of Cusa also had a strong mystical vein, but they are not to be classed with 
the German mystics. With them mysticism was an incidental, not the distinguishing, quality. 
 
The mystics along the Rhine formed groups which, however, were not bound together by any 
formal organization. Their only bond was the fellowship of a common religious purpose. 
 
Their religious thought was not always homogeneous in its expression, but all agreed in the 
serious attempt to secure purity of heart and life through union of the soul with God. Mysticism is 
a phase of Christian life. It is a devotional habit, in contradistinction to the outward and formal 
practice of religious rules. It is a religious experience in contrast to a mere intellectual assent to 
tenets. It is the conscious effort of the soul to apprehend and possess God and Christ, and 
expresses itself in the words, "I live, and yet not I but Christ liveth in me." It is essentially what is 
now called in some quarters "personal religion." Perhaps the shortest definition of mysticism is 
the best. It is the love of God shed abroad in the heart. {427} The element of intuition has a large 
place, and the avenues through which religious experience is reached are self-detachment from 
the world, self-purgation, prayer and contemplation. 
 



Without disparaging the sacraments or disputing the authority of the Church, the German mystics 
sought a better way. They laid stress upon the meaning of such passages as "he that believeth in 
me shall never hunger and he that cometh unto me shall never thirst," "he that loveth me shall be 
loved of my Father "and "he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness." The word love figures 
most prominently in their writings. Among the distinctive terms in vogue among them were 
Abgeschiedenheit, Eckart’s word for self-detachment from the world and that which is temporal, 
and Kehr, Tauler’s oft-used word for conversion. They laid stress upon the new birth, and found 
in Christ’s incarnation a type of the realization of the divine in the soul. 
 
German mysticism had a distinct individuality of its own. On occasion, its leaders quoted 
Augustine’s Confessions and other works, Dionysius the Areopagite, Bernard and Thomas 
Aquinas, but they did not have the habit of referring back to human authorities as had the 
Schoolmen, bulwarking every theological statement by patristic quotations, or statements taken 
from Aristotle. The movement arose like a root out of a dry ground at a time of great corruption 
and distraction in the Church, and it arose where it might have been least expected to arise. Its 
field was the territory along the Rhine where the heretical sects had had representation. It was a 
fresh outburst of piety, an earnest seeking after God by other paths than the religious externalism 
fostered by sacerdotal prescriptions and scholastic dialectics. The mystics led the people back 
from the clangor and tinkling of ecclesiastical symbolisms to the refreshing springs of water 
which spring up into everlasting life. 
 
Compared with the mysticism of the earlier Middle Ages and the French quietism of the 
seventeenth century, represented by Madame Guyon, Fenelon and their predecessor the Spaniard 
Miguel de Molinos, German mysticism likewise has its own distinctive features. The religion of 
Bernard expressed itself in passionate and rapturous love for Jesus. Madame Guyon and Fenelon 
set up as the goal of religion a state of disinterested love, which was to be reached chiefly by 
prayer, an end which Bernard felt it scarcely possible to reach in this world. 
 
The mystics along the Rhine agreed with all genuine mystics in striving after the direct union of 
the soul with God. They sought, as did Eckart, the loss of our being in the ocean of the Godhead, 
or with Tauler the undisturbed peace of the soul, or with Ruysbroeck the impact of the divine 
nature upon our nature at its innermost point, kindling with divine love as fire kindles. With this 
aspiration after the complete apprehension of God, they combined a practical tendency. Their 
silent devotion and meditation were not final exercises. They were moved by warm human 
sympathies, and looked with almost reverential regard upon the usual pursuits and toil of men. 
They approached close to the idea that in the faithful devotion to daily tasks man may realize the 
highest type of religious experience. 
 
By preaching, by writing and circulating devotional works, and especially by their own examples, 
they made known the secret and the peace of the inner life. In the regions along the lower Rhine, 
the movement manifested itself also in the care of the sick, and notably in schools for the 
education of the young. These schools proved to be preparatory for the German Reformation by 
training a body of men of wider outlook and larger sympathies than the mediaeval convent was 
adapted to rear. 
 
For the understanding of the spirit and meaning of German mysticism, no help is so close at hand 
as the comparison between it and mediaeval scholasticism. This religious movement was the 
antithesis of the theology of the Schoolmen; Eckart and Tauler of Thomas Aquinas, the German 
Theology of the endless argumentation of Duns Scotus, the Imitation of Christ of the 
cumbersome exhaustiveness of Albertus Magnus. Roger Bacon had felt revulsion from the 
hairsplitting casuistries of the Schoolmen, and given expression to it before Eckart began his 



activity at Cologne. Scholasticism had trodden a beaten and dusty highway. The German mystics 
walked in secluded and shady pathways. For a catalogue of dogmatic maxims they substituted the 
quiet expressions of filial devotion and assurance. The speculative element is still prominent in 
Eckart, but it is not indulged for the sake of establishing doctrinal rectitude, but for the nurture of 
inward experience of God’s operations in the soul. Godliness with these men was not a system of 
careful definitions, it was a state of spiritual communion; not an elaborate construction of 
speculative thought, but a simple faith and walk with God. Not processes of logic but the insight 
of devotion was their guide. {428} As Loofs has well said, German mysticism emphasized above 
all dogmas and all external works the necessity of the new birth. {429} It also had its dangers. 
Socrates had urged men not to rest hopes upon the Delphian oracle, but to listen to the voice in 
their own bosoms. The mystics, in seeking to hear the voice of God speaking in their own hearts, 
ran peril of magnifying individualism to the disparagement of what was common to all and of 
mistaking states of the overwrought imagination for revelations from God. {430} 
 
Although the German mystical writers have not been quoted in the acts of councils or by popes as 
have been the theologies of the Schoolmen, they represented, if we follow the testimonies of 
Luther and Melanchthon, an important stage in the religious development of the German people, 
and it is certainly most significant that the Reformation broke out on the soil where the mystics 
lived and wrought, and their piety took deep root. They have a perennial life for souls who, 
seeking devotional companionship, continue to go back to the leaders of that remarkable pietistic 
movement. 
 
The leading features of the mysticism of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries may be summed up 
in the following propositions. 
 
1. Its appeals were addressed to laymen as well as to clerics. 
 
2. The mystics emphasized instruction and preaching, and, if we except Suso, withdrew the 
emphasis which had been laid upon the traditional ascetic regulations of the Church. They did not 
commend buffetings of the body. The distance between Peter Damiani and Tauler is world-wide. 
 
3. They used the New Testament more than they used the Old Testament, and the words of Christ 
took the place of the Canticles in their interpretations of the mind of God. The German Theology 
quotes scarcely a single passage which is not found in the New Testament, and the Imitation of 
Christ opens with the quotation of words spoken by our Lord. Eckart and Tauler dwell upon 
passages of the New Testament, and Ruysbroeck evolves the fulness of his teaching from 
Matthew 25:6, "Behold the Bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet him." 
 
4. In the place of the Church, with its sacraments and priesthood as a saving institution, is put 
Christ himself as the mediator between the soul and God, and he is offered as within the reach of 
all. 
 
5. A pure life is taught to be a necessary accompaniment of the higher religious experience, and 
daily exemplification is demanded of that humility which the Gospel teaches. 
 
6. Another notable feature was their use of the vernacular in sermon and treatise. The mystics are 
among the very earliest masters of German and Dutch prose. In the Introduction to his second 
edition of the German Theology, Luther emphasized this aspect of their activity when he said, "I 
thank God that I have heard and find my God in the German tongue as neither I nor they [the 
adherents of the old way] have found Him in the Latin and Hebrew tongues." In this regard also 
the mystics of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were precursors of the evangelical movement 



of the sixteenth century. Their practice was in plain conflict with the judgment of that German 
bishop who declared that the German language was too barbarous a tongue to be a proper vehicle 
of religious truth. 
 
The religious movement represented by German and Dutch mysticism is an encouraging 
illustration that God’s Spirit may be working effectually in remote and unthought-of places and at 
times when the fabric of the Church seems to be hopelessly undermined with formalism, clerical 
corruption and hierarchical arrogance and worldliness. It was so at a later day when, in the little 
and remote Moravian town of Herrnhut, God was preparing the weak things of the world, and the 
things which were apparently foolish, to confound the dead orthodoxy of German Protestantism 
and to lead the whole Protestant Church into the way of preaching the Gospel in all the world. No 
organized body survived the mystics along the Rhine, but their example and writings continue to 
encourage piety and simple faith toward God within the pale of the Catholic and Protestant 
churches alike. 
 
A classification of the German mystics on the basis of speculative and practical tendencies has 
been attempted, but it cannot be strictly carried out. {431} In Eckart and Ruysbroeck, the 
speculative element was in the ascendant; in Tauler, the devotional; in Suso, the emotional; in 
Groote and other men of the Lowlands, the practical. 
 
{427} See Inge, Engl. Mystics, p. 37. This author, in his Christian Mysticism, p. 5, gives the 
definition that mysticism is "the attempt to realize in the thought and feeling the immanence of 
the temporal in the eternal and of the eternal in the temporal." His statements in another place, 
The Inner Way, pp. xx-xxii, are more simple and illuminating. The mystical theology is that 
knowledge of God and of divine things which is derived not from observation or from argument 
but from conscious experience. The difficulty of giving a precise definition of mysticism is seen 
in the definitions Inge cites, Christian Mysticism, Appendix A. Comp. Deutsch, p. 632 sq 
 
{428} It is quite in keeping with this contrast that Pfleiderer, in his Religionsphilosophie, excludes 
the German mystics from a place in the history of German philosophy on the ground that their 
thinking was not distinctly systematic. He, however, gives a brief statement to Eckart, but 
excludes Jacob Boehme. 
 
{429} Dogmengesch., p. 631. 
 
{430} Nicoll, Garden of Nuts, p. 31, says, "We study the mystics to learn from them. It need not 
be disguised that there are great difficulties in the way. The mystics are the most individual of 
writers," etc. 
 
{431} See Preger, I. 8, and Ullmann, Reformatoren, II. 203. Harnack goes far when he denies all 
originality to the German mystics. Of Eckart he says, Dogmengesch. III. 378, "I give no extracts 
from his writings because I do not wish to seem to countenance the error that the German mystics 
expressed anything we cannot read in Origen, Plotinus, the Areopagite, Augustine, Erigena, 
Bernard and Thomas Aquinas, or that they represented a stage of religious progress." The 
message they announced was certainly a fresh one to their generation, even if all they said bad 
been said before. They spoke from the living sources of their own spiritual experience. They were 
not imitators. Harnack, however, goes on to give credit to the German mystics for fulfilling a 
mission when he says they are of invaluable worth for the history of doctrine and the church 
history of Germany. In the same connection he denies the distinction between mysticism and 
scholastic theology." Mysticism," he asserts, "cannot exist in the Protestant Church, and the 
Protestant who is a mystic and does not become a Roman Catholic is a dilettante." This 



condemnation is based upon the untenable premise that mysticism is essentially conventual, 
excluding sane intellectual criticism and a practical out-of-doors Christianity.  



29. Meister Eckart. 
 
Meister Eckart, 1260-1327, the first in the line of the German mystics, was excelled in vigor of 
thought by no religious thinker of his century, and was the earliest theologian who wrote in 
German. {432} The philosophical bent of his mind won for him from Hegel the title, "father of 
German philosophy." In spite of the condemnation passed upon his writings by the pope, his 
memory was regarded with veneration by the succeeding generation of mystics. His name, 
however, was almost forgotten in later times. Mosheim barely mentions it, and the voluminous 
historian, Schroeckh, passes it by altogether. Baur, in his History of the Middle Ages, devotes to 
Eckart and Tauler only three lines, and these under the head of preaching, and makes no mention 
at all of German mysticism. His memory again came to honor in the last century, and in the 
German church history of the later Middle Ages he is now accorded a place of pre-eminence for 
his freshness of thought, his warm piety and his terse German style. {433} With Albertus Magnus 
and Rupert of Deutz he stands out as the earliest prominent representative in the history of 
German theology. 
 
During the century before Eckart, the German church also had its mystics, and in the twelfth 
century the godly women, Hildegard of Bingen and Elizabeth of Schoenau, added to the function 
of prophecy a mystical element. In the thirteenth century the Benedictine convent of Helfta, near 
Eisleben, Luther’s birthplace, was a centre of religious warmth. Among its nuns were several by 
the names of Gertrude and Mechthild, who excelled by their religious experiences, and wrote on 
the devotional life. Gertrude of Hackeborn, d. 1292, abbess of Helfta, and Gertrude the Great, d. 
1302, professed to have immediate communion with the Saviour and to be the recipients of divine 
revelations. When one of the Mechthilds asked Christ where he was to be found, the reply was, 
"You may seek me in the tabernacle and in Gertrude’s heart." From 1293 Gertrude the Great 
recorded her revelations in a work called the Communications of Piety—Insinuationes divinae 
pietatis. Mechthild of Magdeburg, d. 1280, and Mechthild of Hackeborn, d. 1310, likewise nuns 
of Helfta, also had visions which they wrote out. The former, who for thirty years had been a 
Beguine, Deutsch calls "one of the most remarkable personalities in the religious history of 
thirteenth century." Mechthild of Hackeborn, a younger sister of the abbess Gertrude, in her book 
on special grace,—Liber specialis gratiae, —sets forth salvation as the gift of grace without the 
works of the law. These women wrote in German. {434} 
 
David of Augsburg, d. 1271, the inquisitor who wrote on the inquisition,—De inquisitione 
haereticorum, —also wrote on the devotional life. These writings were intended for monks, and 
two of them {435} are regarded as pearls of German prose. 
 
In the last years of the thirteenth century, the Franciscan Lamprecht of Regensburg wrote a poem 
entitled "Daughter of Zion," {Song of Solomon 3 11} which, in a mystical vein, depicts the soul, 
moved by the impulse of love, and after in vain seeking its satisfaction in worldly things, led by 
faith and hope to God. The Dominicans, Dietrich of Freiburg and John of Sterngassen, were also 
of the same tendency. {436} The latter labored in Strassburg. 
 
Eckart broke new paths in the realm of German religious thought. He was born at Hochheim, near 
Gotha, and died probably in Cologne. {437} In the last years of the thirteenth century he was prior 
of the Dominican convent of Erfurt, and provincial of the Dominicans in Thuringia, and in 1300 
was sent to Paris to lecture, taking the master’s degree, and later the doctorate. After his sojourn 
in France he was made prior of his order in Saxony, a province at that time extending from the 



Lowlands to Livland. In 1311 he was again sent to Paris as a teacher. Subsequently he preached 
in Strassburg, was prior in Frankfurt, 1320, and thence went to Cologne. 
 
Charges of heresy were preferred against him in 1325 by the archbishop of Cologne, Henry of 
Virneburg. The same year the Dominicans, at their general chapter held in Venice, listened to 
complaints that certain popular preachers in Germany were leading the people astray, and sent a 
representative to make investigations. Henry of Virneburg had shown himself zealous in the 
prosecution of heretics. In 1322, Walter, a Beghard leader, was burnt, and in 1325 a number of 
Beghards died in the flames along the Rhine. It is possible that Eckart was quoted by these 
sectaries, and in this way was exposed to the charge of heresy. 
 
The archbishop’s accusations, which had been sent to Rome, were set aside by Nicolas of 
Strassburg, Eckart’s friend, who at the time held the position of inquisitor in Germany. In 1327, 
the archbishop again proceeded against the suspected preacher and also against Nicolas. Both 
appealed from the archbishop’s tribunal to the pope. In February, Eckart made a public statement 
in the Dominican church at Cologne, declaring he had always eschewed heresy in doctrine and 
declension in morals, and expressed his readiness to retract errors, if such should be found in his 
writings. {438} 
 
In a bull dated March 27, 1329, John XXII. announced that of the 26 articles charged against 
Eckart, 15 were heretical and the remaining 11 had the savor of heresy. Two other articles, not 
cited in the indictment, were also pronounced heretical. The papal decision stated that Eckart had 
acknowledged the 17 condemned articles as heretical. There is no evidence of such 
acknowledgment in the offenders extant writing. {439} 
 
Among the articles condemned were the following. As soon as God was, He created the world.—
The world is eternal.—External acts are not in a proper sense good and divine.—The fruit of 
external acts does not make us good, but internal acts which the Father works in us.—God loves 
the soul, not external acts. The two added articles charged Eckart with holding that there is 
something in the soul which is uncreated and uncreatable, and that God is neither good nor better 
nor best, so that God can no more be called good than white can be called black. 
 
Eckart merits study as a preacher and as a mystic theologian. 
 
As a Preacher.—His sermons were delivered in churches and at conferences within cloistral 
walls. His style is graphic and attractive, to fascination. The reader is carried on by the progress 
of thought. The element of surprise is prominent. Eckart’s extant sermons are in German, and the 
preacher avoids dragging in Latin phrases to explain his meaning, though, if necessary, he invents 
new German terms. He quotes the Scriptures frequently, and the New Testament more often than 
the Old, the passages most dwelt upon being those which describe the new birth, the sonship of 
Christ and believers, and love. Eckart is a master in the use of illustrations, which he drew chiefly 
from the sphere of daily observation,—the world of nature, the domestic circle and the shop. 
Although he deals with some of the most abstruse truths, he betrays no ambition to make a show 
of speculative subtlety. On the contrary, he again and again expresses a desire to be understood 
by his hearers, who are frequently represented as in dialogue with himself and asking for 
explanations of difficult questions. Into the dialogue are thrown such expressions as "in order that 
you may understand," and in using certain illustrations he on occasion announces that he uses 
them to make himself understood. {440} 
 
The following is a resume of a sermon on John 6:44, "No man can come unto me except the 
Father draw him." {441} In drawing the sinner that He may convert him, God draws with more 



power than he would use if He were to make a thousand heavens and earths. Sin is an offence 
against nature, for it breaks God’s image in us. For the soul, sin is death, for God is the soul’s true 
life. For the heart, it is restlessness, for a thing is at rest only when it is in its natural state. Sin is a 
disease and blindness, for it blinds men to the brief duration of time, the evils of fleshly lust and 
the long duration of the pains of hell. It is bluntness to all grace. Sin is the prison-house of hell. 
People say they intend to turn away from their sins. But how can one who is dead make himself 
alive again? And by one’s own powers to turn from sin unto God is much less possible than it 
would be for the dead to make themselves alive. God himself must draw. Grace flows from the 
Father’s heart continually, as when He says, "I have loved thee with an everlasting love." 
 
There are three things in nature which draw, and these three Christ had on the cross. The first was 
his fellow-likeness to Us. As the bird draws to itself the bird of the same nature, so Christ drew 
the heavenly Father to himself, so that the Father forgot His wrath in contemplating the sufferings 
of the cross. Again Christ draws by his self-emptiness. As the empty tube draws water into itself, 
so the Son, by emptying himself and letting his blood flow, drew to himself all the grace from the 
Father’s heart. The third thing by which he draws is the glowing heat of his love, even as the sun 
with its heat draws up the mists from the earth. 
 
The historian of the German mediaeval pulpit, Cruel, has said, {442} "Eckart’s sermons hold the 
reader by the novelty and greatness of their contents, by their vigor of expression and by the 
genial frankness of the preacher himself, who is felt to be putting his whole soul into his effort 
and to be giving the most precious things he is able to give." He had his faults, but in spite of 
them "he is the boldest and most profound thinker the German pulpit has ever had,—a preacher of 
such original stamp of mind that the Church in Germany has not another like him to offer in all 
the centuries." 
 
Eckart as a Theological Thinker.—Eckart was still bound in part by the scholastic method. His 
temper, however, differed widely from the temper of the Schoolmen. Anselm, Hugo of St. Victor, 
Thomas Aquinas and Bonaventura, who united the mystical with the scholastic element, were 
predominantly Schoolmen, seeking to exhaust every supposable speculative problem. No purpose 
of this kind appears in Eckart’s writings. He is dominated by a desire not so much to reach the 
intellect as to reach the soul and to lead it into immediate fellowship with God. With him the 
weapons of metaphysical dexterity are not on show; and in his writings, so far as they are known, 
he betrays no inclination to bring into the area of his treatment those remoter topics of 
speculation, from the constitution of the angelic world to the motives and actions which rule and 
prevail in the regions of hell. God and the soul’s relation to Him are the engrossing subjects. 
{443} The authorities upon whom Eckart relied most, if we are to judge by his quotations, were 
Dionysius the Areopagite, and St. Bernard, though he also quotes from Augustine, Jerome and 
Gregory the Great, from Plato, Avicenna and Averrhoes. His discussions are often introduced by 
such expressions as "the masters say," or "some masters say." As a mystical thinker he has much 
in common with the mystics who preceded him, Neo-Platonic and Christian, but he was no 
servile reproducer of the past. Freshness characterizes his fundamental principles and his 
statement of them. In the place of love for Jesus, the precise definitions of the stages of 
contemplation emphasized by the school of St. Victor and the hierarchies and ladders and 
graduated stairways of Dionysius, he magnifies the new birth in the soul, and sonship. {444} 
 
As for God, He is absolute being, Deus est esse. The Godhood is distinct from the persons of the 
Godhead,—a conception which recalls Gilbert of Poictiers, or even the quaternity which Peter the 
Lombard was accused of setting up. The Trinity is the method by which this Godhood reveals 
itself by a process which is eternal. Godhood is simple essence having in itself the potentiality of 
all things. {445} God has form, and yet is without form, is being, and yet is without being. Great 



teachers say that God is above being. This is not correct, for God may as little be called a being, 
ein Wesen, as the sun may be called black or pale. {446} 
 
All created things were created out of nothing, and yet they were eternally in God. The master 
who produces pieces of art, first had all his art in himself. The arts are master within the master. 
Likewise the first Principle, which Eckart calls Erstigkeit, embodied in itself all images, that is, 
God in God. Creation is an eternal act. As soon as God was, He created the world. Without 
creatures, God would not be God. God is in all things and all things are God—Nu sint all Ding 
gleich in Gott und sint Got selber. {447} Thomas Aquinas made a clear distinction between the 
being of God and the being of created things. Eckart emphasized their unity. What he meant was 
that the images or universals exist in God eternally, as he distinctly affirmed when he said, "In the 
Father are the images of all creatures." {448} 
 
As for the soul, it can be as little comprehended in a definition as God Himself. {449} The soul’s 
kernel, or its ultimate essence, is the little spark, Funkelein, a light which never goes out which is 
uncreated and uncreatable. {450} Notwithstanding these statements, the German theologian 
affirms that God created the soul and poured into it, in the first instance, all His own purity. 
Through the spark the soul is brought into union with God, and becomes more truly one with Him 
than food does with the body. The soul cannot rest till it returns to God, and to do 80 it must first 
die to itself, that is, completely submit itself to God. {451} Eckart’s aim in all his sermons, as he 
asserts, was to reach this spark. 
 
It is one of Eckart’s merits that he lays so much stress upon the dignity of the soul. Several of his 
tracts bear this title. {452} This dignity follows from God’s love and regenerative operation. 
 
Passing to the incarnation, it is everywhere the practical purpose which controls Eckart’s 
treatment, and not the metaphysical. The second person of the Trinity took on human nature, that 
man might become partaker of the divine nature. In language such as Gregory of Nyssa used, he 
said, God became man that we might become God. Gott ist Mensch worden dass wir Gott 
wurden. As God was hidden within the human nature so that we saw there only man, so the soul 
is to be hidden within the divine nature, that we should see nothing but God. {453} As certainly 
as God begets the Son from His own nature, so certainly does He beget Him in the soul. God is in 
all things, but He is in the soul alone by birth, and nowhere else is He so truly as in the soul. No 
one can know God but the only begotten Son. Therefore, to know God, man must through the 
eternal generation become Son. It is as true that man becomes God as that God was made man. 
{454} 
 
The generation of the eternal Son in the soul brings joy which no man can take away. A prince 
who should lose his kingdom and all worldly goods would still have fulness of joy, for his birth 
outweighs everything else. {455} God is in the soul, and yet He is not the soul. The eye is not the 
piece of wood upon which it looks, for when the eye is closed, it is the same eye it was before. 
But if, in the act of looking, the eye and the wood should become one, then we might say the eye 
is the wood and the wood is the eye. If the wood were a spiritual substance like the eyesight, then, 
in reality, one might say eye and wood are one substance. {456} The fundament of God’s being is 
the fundament of my being, and the fundament of my being is the fundament of God’s being. 
Thus I live of myself even as God lives of Himself. {457} This begetment of the Son of God in 
the soul is the source of all true life and good works. 
 
One of the terms which Eckart uses most frequently, to denote God’s influence upon the soul, is 
durchbrechen, to break through, and his favorite word for the activity of the soul, as it rises into 
union with God, is Abgeschiedenheit, the soul’s complete detachment of itself from all that is 



temporal and seen. Keep aloof, abgeschieden, he says, from men, from yourself, from all that 
cumbers. Bear God alone in your hearts, and then practise fasting, vigils and prayer, and you will 
come unto perfection. This Abgeschiedenheit, total self-detachment from created things, {458} he 
says in a sermon on the subject, is "the one thing needful." After reading many writings by pagan 
masters and Christian teachers, Eckart came to consider it the highest of all virtues,—higher than 
humility, higher even than love, which Paul praises as the highest; for, while love endures all 
things, this quality is receptiveness towards God. In the person possessing this quality, the 
worldly has nothing to correspond to itself. This is what Paul had reference to when he said, "I 
live and yet not I, for Christ liveth in me." God is Himself perfect Abgeschiedenheit. 
 
In another place, Eckart says that he who has God in his soul finds God in all things, and God 
appears to him out of all things. As the thirsty love water, so that nothing else tastes good to them, 
even so it is with the devoted soul. In God and God alone is it at rest. God seeks rest, and He 
finds it nowhere but in such a heart. To reach this condition of Abgeschiedenheit, it is necessary 
for the soul first to meditate and form an image of God, and then to allow itself to be transformed 
by God. {459} 
 
What, then, some one might say, is the advantage of prayer and good works? In eternity, God saw 
every prayer and every good work, and knew which prayer He could hear. Prayers were answered 
in eternity. God is unchangeable and cannot be moved by a prayer. It is we who change and are 
moved. The sun shines, and gives pain or pleasure to the eye, according as it is weak or sound. 
The sun does not change. God rules differently in different men. Different kinds of dough are put 
into the oven; the heat affects them differently, and one is taken out a loaf of fine bread, and 
another a loaf of common bread. 
 
Eckart is emphatic when he insists upon the moral obligation resting on God to operate in the soul 
that is ready to receive Him. God must pour Himself into such a man’s being, as the sun pours 
itself into the air when it is clear and pure. God would be guilty of a great wrong—Gebrechen —
if He did not confer a great good upon him whom He finds empty and ready to receive Him. Even 
so Christ said of Zaccheus, that He must enter into his house. God first works this state in the 
soul, and He is obliged to reward it with the gift of Himself. "When I am blessed, selig, then all 
things are in me and in God, and where I am, there is God, and where God is, there I am." {460} 
 
Nowhere does Eckart come to a distinct definition of justification by faith, although he frequently 
speaks of faith as a heavenly gift. On the other hand, he gives no sign of laying stress on the 
penitential system. Everywhere there are symptoms in his writings that his piety breathed a 
different atmosphere from the pure mediaeval type. Holy living is with him the product of holy 
being. One must first be righteous before he can do righteous acts. Works do not sanctify. The 
righteous soul sanctifies the works. So long as one does good works for the sake of the kingdom 
of heaven or for the sake of God or for the sake of salvation or for any external cause, he is on the 
wrong path. Fastings, vigils, asceticisms, do not merit salvation. {461} There are places in the 
mystic’s writings where we seem to hear Luther himself speaking. 
 
The stress which Eckart lays upon piety, as a matter of the heart and the denial to good works of 
meritorious virtue, gave plausible ground for the papal condemnation, that Eckart set aside the 
Church’s doctrine of penance, affirming that it is not outward acts that make good, but the 
disposition of the soul which God abidingly works in us. John XXII. rightly discerned the drift of 
the mystic’s teaching. 
 
In his treatment of Mary and Martha, Eckart seems to make a radical departure from the 
mediaeval doctrine of the superior value of pure contemplation. From the time of Augustine, 



Rachel and Mary of Bethany had been regarded as the representatives of the contemplative and 
higher life. In his sermon on Mary, the German mystic affirmed that Mary was still at school. 
Martha had learned and was engaged in good works, serving the Lord. Mary was only learning. 
She was striving to be as holy as her sister. Better to feed the hungry and do other works of 
mercy, he says, than to have the vision of Paul and to sit still. After Christ’s ascension, Mary 
learned to serve as fully as did Martha, for then the Holy Spirit was poured out. One who lives a 
truly contemplative life will show it in active works. A life of mere contemplation is a selfish life. 
The modern spirit was stirring in him. He saw another ideal for life than mediaeval withdrawal 
from the world. The breath of evangelical freedom and joy is felt in his writings. {462} 
 
Eckart’s speculative mind carried him to the verge of pantheism, and it is not surprising that his 
hyperbolical expressions subjected him to the papal condemnation. But his pantheism was 
Christian pantheism, the complete union of the soul with God. It was not absorption in the divine 
being involving the loss of individuality, but the reception of Godhood, the original principle of 
the Deity. What language could better express the idea that God is everything, and everything 
God, than these words, words adopted by Hegel as a sort of motto: "The eye with which I see 
God is the same eye with which God sees me. My eye and God’s eye are the same, and there is 
but one sight, one apprehension, one love." {463} And yet such language, endangering, as it 
might seem, the distinct personality of the soul, was far better than the imperative insistence laid 
by accredited Church teachers on outward rituals and conformity to sacramental rites. 
 
Harnack and others have made the objection that the Cologne divine does not dwell upon the 
forgiveness of sins. This omission may be overlooked, when we remember the prominence given 
in his teaching to regeneration and man’s divine sonship. His most notable departure from 
scholasticism consists in this, that he did not dwell upon the sacraments and the authority of the 
Church. He addressed himself to Christian individuals, and showed concern for their moral and 
spiritual well-being. Abstruse as some of his thinking is, there can never be the inkling of a 
thought that he was setting forth abstractions of the school and contemplating matters chiefly with 
a scientific eye. He makes the impression of being moved by strict honesty of purpose to reach 
the hearts of men. {464} His words glow with the Minne, or love, of which he preached so often. 
In one feature, however, he differed widely from modern writers and preachers. He did not dwell 
upon the historical Christ. With him Christ in us is the God in us, and that is the absorbing topic. 
With all his high thinking he felt the limitations of human statement and, counselling modesty in 
setting forth definitions of God, he said, "If we would reach the depth of God’s nature, we must 
humble ourselves. He who would know God must first know himself." {465} Not a popular 
leader, not professedly a reformer, this early German theologian had a mission in preparing the 
way for the Reformation. The form and contents of his teaching had a direct tendency to 
encourage men to turn away from the authority of the priesthood and ritual legalism to the realm 
of inner experience for the assurance of acceptance with God. Pfleiderer has gone so far as to say 
that Eckart’s "is the spirit of the Reformation, the spirit of Luther, the motion of whose wings we 
already feel, distinctly enough, in the thoughts of his older German fellow-citizen." {466} 
Although he declared his readiness to confess any heretical ideas that might have crept into his 
sermons and writings, the judges at Rome were right in principle. Eckart’s spirit was heretical, 
provoking revolt against the authority of the mediaeval Church and a restatement of some of the 
forgotten verities of the New Testament. 
 
{432} Eckart’s name is written in almost every conceivable way in the documents. See Buttner, p. 
xxii, as Eckardus, Eccardus, Egghardus; Deutsch and Delacroix, Eckart; Pfeiffer, Preger, Inge and 
Langenberg, Eckhart; Denifle and Buttner, Eckehart. His writings give us scarcely a single clew 
to his fortunes. Quietif-Echard was the first to lift the veil from portions of his career. See Preger, 
I. 325. 



 
{433} Deutsch, Herzog, V. 149, says that parts of Eckart’s sermons might serve as models of 
German style to-day. 
 
{434} Flacius Illyricus includes the second Mechthild in his Catal. veritatis. For the lives of these 
women and the editions of their works, see Preger, I. 71-132, and the artt. of Deutsch and Zockler 
in Herzog. Some of the elder Mechthild’s predictions and descriptions seem to have been used by 
Dante. See Preger, p. 103 sq. Mechthild v. Magdeburg: D. fliessende Licht der Gottheit, Berlin, 
1907. 
 
{435} Die sieben Vorregeln der Tugend and der Spiegel der Tugend, both given by Pfeiffer, 
together with other tracts, the genuineness of some of which is doubted. See Preger, I. 268-283, 
and Lempp in Herzog, IV. 503 sq. 
 
{436} Denifle, Archiv, etc., II. 240, 529. 
 
{437} Till the investigations of Denifle, his place of birth was usually given as Strassburg. See 
Denifle, p. 355. 
 
{438} Ego magister Ekardus, doctor sac. theol., protestor ante omnia, quod omnem errorem in 
fide et omnem deformitatem in moribus semper in quantum mihi possibile fuit, sum detestatus, 
etc. Preger, I. 475-478. Preger, I. 471 sqq., gives the Latin text of Eckart’s statement of Jan. 24, 
1327, before the archiepiscopal court, his public statement of innocence in the Dominican church 
and the document containing the court’s refusal to allow his appeal to Rome. 
 
{439} The 26 articles, as Denifle has shown, were based upon Eckart’s Latin writings. John’s bull 
is given by Preger, I. 479-482, and by Denifle, Archiv, II. 636-640. Preger, I. 365 sqq., Delacroix, 
p. 238 and Deutsch, V. 145, insist that Eckart made no specific recantation. The pope’s reference 
must have been to the statement Eckart made in the Dominican church, which contained the 
words, "I will amend and revoke in general and in detail, as often as may be found opportune, 
whatever is discovered to have a less wholesome sense, intellectum minus sane." 
 
{440} Buttner, p. 14; Pfeiffer, p. 192, etc. 
 
{441} Pfeiffer, 216. 
 
{442} p. 384. 
 
{443} Denifle lays down the proposition that Eckart is above all a Schoolman, and that whatever 
there is of good in him is drawn from Thomas Aquinas. These conclusions are based upon 
Eckart’s Latin writings. Deutsch, V. 15, says that the form of Eckart’s thought in the Latin 
writings is scholastic, but the heart is mystical. Delacroix, p. 277 sqq., denies that Eckart was a 
scholastic and followed Thomas. Wetzer-Welte, IV. 11, deplores as Eckart’s defect that he 
departed from "the solid theology of Scholasticism" and took up Neo-Platonic vagaries. If Eckart 
had been a servile follower of Thomas, it is hard to understand how he should have laid himself 
open in 28 propositions to condemnation for heresy. 
 
{444} Harnack and, in a modified way, Delacroix and Loofs, regard Eckart’s theology as a 
reproduction of Erigena, Dionysius and Plotinus. Delacroix, p. 240, says, sur tous les points 
essentiels, il est d’accord avec Plotin et Proclus. But, in another place, p. 260, he says Eckart 
took from Neo-Platonism certain leading conceptions and "elaborated, transformed and 



transmuted them." Loofs, p. 630, somewhat ambiguously says, Die ganze Eckehartsche Mystik ist 
verstandlich als eine Erfassung der thomistischen und augustinischen Tradition unter dem 
Gesichtswinkel des Areopagiten. 
 
{445} Pfeiffer, pp. 254, 540. 
 
{446} Pfeiffer, p. 268. The following page is an instance of Eckart’s abstruseness in definition. 
He says God’s einveltigin Natur ist von Formen formelos, von Werdenen werdelos, von Wesenen 
weselos und ist von Sachen sachelos. Pfeiffer, p. 497. 
 
{447} Pfeiffer, pp. 282, 311, 579. 
 
{448} In dem Vater sind Bilde allerCreaturen, Pfeiffer, pp. 269, 285, etc. 
 
{449} Die Seele in ihrem Grunde ist so unsprechlich als Gott unsprechlich ist. Pfeiffer, p. 89. 
 
{450} pp. 39, 113, 193, 286, etc. Pfleiderer, p. 6, calls this the soul’s spirit,—der Geist der Seele, 
—and Deutsch, p. 152, der innerst Seelengrund. 
 
{451} pp. 113, 152, 286 487, 530. 
 
{452} Die Edelkeit der Seele, Von der Wurdgkeit der Seele, Von dem Adel der Seele. Pfeiffer, pp. 
382-448. 
 
{453} p. 540. 
 
{454} pp. 158, 207, 285, 345. 
 
{455} pp. 44, 478-488. 
 
{456} Pfeiffer, p. 139. 
 
{457} Hier ist Gottes Grund mein Grund und mein Grund Gottes Grund. Hier lebe ich aus 
meinem Eigenen, wie Gott aus seinem Eigenen lebt. Buttner, p. 100 
 
{458} Lautere, alles Erschaffenen ledige Abgeschiedenheit. For the sermon, see Buttner, p 9 sqq. 
 
{459} Pfeiffer, II. 484. 
 
{460} Pfeiffer, pp. 27, 32, 479 sq., 547 sq. 
 
{461} Pfeiffer, II. 546, 564, 633, Niht endienent unserin were dar zuo dass uns Got iht gebe oder 
tuo. 
 
{462} Es geht ein Geist evangelischer Freiheit durch Eckart’s Sittenlehre welcher zugleich ein 
Geist der Freudigkeit ist, Preger, I. 452. See the sermon on Mary, Pfeiffer, pp. 47-53. Also pp. 
18-21, 607. 
 
{463} Das Auge das da inne ich Gott sehe, das ist selbe Auge da inne mich Gott sieht. Mein Auge 
und Gottes Auge, das ist ein Auge, und ein Erkennen und ein Gesicht und ein Minnen, Pfeiffer, p. 
312. 



 
{464} This is well expressed by Lasson in Ueberweg, I. 471. Inge says, p. 150, Eckart’s 
transparent honesty and his great power of thought, combined with deep devoutness and purity of 
soul, make him one of the most interesting figures in the history of Christian philosophy. 
 
{465} Pfeiffer, II. 155, 390. 
 
{466} p. 7. Preger concludes his treatment of Eckart by saying, I. 458, that it was he who really 
laid the foundations of Christian philosophy. Er erst hat die christliche Philosophie eigentlich 
begrundet.  



30. John Tauler of Strassburg. 
 
To do Thy will is more than praise, 
 
As words are less than deeds; 
 
And simple trust can find Thy ways 
 
We miss with chart of creeds. 
 
-Whittier. Our Master. 
 
Among the admirers of Eckart, the most distinguished were John Tauler and Heinrich Suso. With 
them the speculative element largely disappears and the experimental and practical elements 
predominate. They emphasized religion as a matter of experience and the rule of conduct. 
Without denying any of the teachings or sacraments of the Church, they made prominent 
immediate union with Christ, and dwelt upon the Christian graces, especially patience, gentleness 
and humility. Tauler was a man of sober mind, Suso poetical and imaginative. 
 
John Tauler, called doctor illuminatus, was born in Strassburg about 1300, and died there, 1361. 
Referring to his father’s circumstances, he once said, "If, as my father’s son, I had once known 
what I know now, I would have lived from my paternal inheritance instead of resorting to alms." 
{467} Probably as early as 1315, he entered the Dominican order. Sometime before 1330, he went 
to Cologne to take the usual three-years’ course of study. That he proceeded from there to Paris 
for further study is a statement not borne out by the evidence. He, however, made a visit in the 
French capital at one period of his career. Nor is there sufficient proof that he received the title 
doctor or master, although he is usually called Dr. John Tauler. 
 
He was in his native city again when it lay under the interdict fulminated against it in 1329, 
during the struggle between John XXII. and Lewis the Bavarian. The Dominicans offered 
defiance, continuing to say masses till 1339, when they were expelled for three years by the city 
council. We next find Tauler at Basel, where he came into close contact with the Friends of God, 
and their leader, Henry of Nordlingen. After laboring as priest in Bavaria, Henry went to the 
Swiss city, where he was much sought after as a preacher by the clergy and laymen, men and 
women. In 1357, Tauler was in Cologne, but Strassburg was the chief seat of his activity. Among 
his friends were Christina Ebner, abbess of a convent near Nurnberg, and Margaret Ebner, a nun 
of the Bavarian convent of Medingen, women who were mystics and recipients of visions. {468} 
Tauler died in the guest-chamber of a nunnery in Strassburg, of which his sister was an inmate. 
 
Tauler’s reputation in his own day rested upon his power as a preacher, and it is probable that his 
sermons have been more widely read in the Protestant Church than those of other mediaeval 
preachers. The reason for this popularity is the belief that the preacher was controlled by an 
evangelical spirit which brought him into close affinity with the views of the Reformers. His 
sermons, which were delivered in German, are plain statements of truth easily understood, and 
containing little that is allegorical or fanciful. They attempt no display of learning or speculative 
ingenuity. When Tauler quotes from Augustine, Gregory the Great, Dionysius, Anselm or 
Thomas Aquinas, as he sometimes does, though not as frequently as Eckart, he does it in an 
incidental way. His power lay in his familiarity with the Scriptures, his knowledge of the human 



heart, his simple style and his own evident sincerity. {469} He was a practical every-day 
preachers intent on reaching men in their various avocations and trials. 
 
If we are to follow the History of Tauler’s Life and Conscience, which appeared in the first 
published edition of his works, 1498, Tauler underwent a remarkable spiritual change when he 
was fifty. {470} Under the influence of Nicolas of Basel, a Friend of God from the Oberland, he 
was then led into a higher stage of Christian experience. Already had he achieved the reputation 
of an effective preacher when Nicolas, after hearing him several times, told him that he was 
bound in the letter and that, though he preached sound doctrine, he did not feel the power of it 
himself. He called Tauler a Pharisee. The rebuked man was indignant, but his monitor replied that 
he lacked humility and that, instead of seeking God’s honor, he was seeking his own. Feeling the 
justice of the criticism, Tauler confessed he had been told his sins and faults for the first time. At 
Nicolas’ advice he desisted from preaching for two years, and led a retired life. At the end of that 
time Nicolas visited him again, and bade him resume his sermons. Tauler’s first attempt, made in 
a public place and before a large concourse of people, was a failure. The second sermon he 
preached in a nunnery from the text, Matthew 25:6, "Behold the bridegroom cometh, go ye out to 
meet him," and so powerful was the impression that 50 persons fell to the ground like dead men. 
During the period of his seclusion, Tauler had surrendered himself entirely to God, and after it he 
continued to preach with an unction and efficiency before unknown in his experience. 
 
Some of Tauler’s expressions might give the impression that he was addicted to quietistic views, 
as when he speaks of being "drowned in the Fatherhood of God," of "melting in the fire of His 
love," of being "intoxicated with God." But these tropical expressions, used occasionally, are 
offset by the sober statements in which he portrays the soul’s union with God. To urge upon men 
to surrender themselves wholly to God and to give a practical exemplification of their union with 
Him in daily conduct was his mission. 
 
He emphasized the agency of the Holy Spirit, who enlightens and sanctifies, who rebukes sin and 
operates in the heart to bring it to self-surrender. {471} The change effected by the Spirit, which 
he called Kehr —conversion—he dwelt upon continually. The word, which frequently occurs in 
his sermons, was almost a new word in mediaeval sermonic vocabulary. Tauler also insisted upon 
the Eckartian Abgeschiedenheit, detachment from the world, and says that a soul, to become holy, 
must become "barren and empty of all created things," and rid of all that "pertains to the 
creature." When the soul is full of the creature, God must of necessity remain apart from it, and 
such a soul is like a barrel that has been filled with refuse or decaying matter. It cannot thereafter 
be used for good, generous wine or any other pure drink. {472} 
 
As for good works, if done apart from Christ, they are of no avail. Tauler often quoted the words 
of Isaiah 64:6. "All our righteousnesses are as a polluted garment." By his own power, man 
cannot come unto God. Those who have never felt anxiety on account of their sins are in the most 
dangerous condition of all. {473} 
 
The sacraments suffer no depreciation at Tauler’s hands, though they are given a subordinate 
place. They are all of no avail without the change of the inward man. Good people linger at the 
outward symbols, and fail to get at the inward truth symbolized. Yea, by being unduly concerned 
about their movements in the presence of the Lord’s body, they miss receiving him spiritually. 
Men glide, he says, through fasting, prayer, vigils and other exercises, and take so much delight 
in them that God has a very small part in their hearts, or no part in them at all. {474} 
 
In insisting upon the exercise of a simple faith, it seems almost impossible to avoid the 
conclusion that Tauler took an attitude of intentional opposition to the prescient and self-



confident methods of scholasticism. It is better to possess a simple faith—einfaltiger Glaube —
than to vainly pry into the secrets of God, asking questions about the efflux and reflux of the 
Aught and Nought, or about the essence of the soul’s spark. The Arians and Sabellians had a 
marvellous intellectual understanding of the Trinity, and Solomon and Origen interested the 
Church in a marvellous way, but what became of them we know not. The chief thing is to yield 
oneself to God’s will and to follow righteousness with sincerity of purpose. "Wisdom is not 
studied in Paris, but in the sufferings of the Lord," Tauler said. The great masters of Paris read 
large books, and that is well. But the people who dwell in the inner kingdom of the soul read the 
true Book of Life. A pure heart is the throne of the Supreme Judge, a lamp bearing the eternal 
light, a treasury of divine riches, a storehouse of heavenly sweetness, the sanctuary of the only 
begotten Son. {475} 
 
A distinctly democratic element showed itself in Tauler’s piety and preaching which is very 
attractive. He put honor upon all legitimate toil, and praised good and faithful work as an 
expression of true religion. One, he said, "can spin, another can make shoes, and these are the 
gifts of the Holy Ghost; and I tell you that, if I were not a priest, I should esteem it a great gift to 
be able to make shoes, and would try to make them so well as to become a pattern to all." Fidelity 
in one’s avocation is more than attendance upon church. He spoke of a peasant whom he knew 
well for more than forty years. On being asked whether he should give up his work and go and sit 
in church, the Lord replied no, he should win his bread by the sweat of his brow, and thus he 
would honor his own precious blood. The sympathetic element in his piety excluded the hard 
spirit of dogmatic complacency. "I would rather bite my tongue," Tauler said, "till it bleed, than 
pass judgment upon any man. Judgment we should leave to God, for out of the habit of sitting in 
judgment upon one’s neighbor grow self-satisfaction and arrogance, which are of the devil." 
{476} 
 
It was these features, and especially Tauler’s insistence upon the religious exercises of the soul 
and the excellency of simple faith, that won Luther’s praise, first in letters to Lange and Spalatin, 
written in 1516. To Spalatin he wrote that he had found neither in the Latin nor German tongue a 
more wholesome theology than Tauler’s, or one more consonant with the Gospel. {477} 
 
The mood of the heretic, however, was furthest from Tauler. Strassburg knew what heresy was, 
and had proved her orthodoxy by burning heretics. Tauler was not of their number. He sought to 
call a narrow circle away from the formalities of ritual to close communion with God, but the 
Church was to him a holy mother. In his reverence for the Virgin, he stood upon mediaeval 
ground. Preaching on the Annunciation, he said that in her spirit was the heaven of God, in her 
soul His paradise, in her body His palace. By becoming the mother of Christ, she became the 
daughter of the Father, the mother of the Son, the Holy Spirit’s bride. She was the second Eve, 
who restored all that the first Eve lost, and Tauler does not hesitate to quote some of Bernard’s 
passionate words pronouncing Mary the sinner’s mediator with Christ. He himself sought her 
intercession. If any one could have seen into her heart, he said, he would have seen God in all His 
glory. {478} 
 
Though he was not altogether above the religious perversions of the mediaeval Church, John 
Tauler has a place among the godly leaders of the Church universal, who have proclaimed the 
virtue of simple faith and immediate communion with God and the excellency of the 
unostentatious practice of righteousness from day to day. He was an expounder of the inner life, 
and strikes the chord of fellowship in all who lay more stress upon pure devotion and daily living 
than upon ritual exercises. A spirit congenial to his was Whittier, whose undemonstrative piety 
poured itself out in hearty appreciation of his unseen friend of the fourteenth century. The modern 
Friend represents the mysterious stranger, who pointed out to Tauler the better way, as saying:— 



 
What hell may be, I know not. This I know, 
 
I cannot lose the presence of the Lord. 
 
One arm, Humility, takes hold upon 
 
His dear humanity; the other, Love, 
 
Clasps His divinity. So where I go 
 
He goes; and better fire-walled hell with Him 
 
Than golden-gated Paradise without. 
 
Said Tauler, 
 
My prayer is answered. God hath sent the man, 
 
Long sought, to teach me, by his simple trust, 
 
Wisdom the weary Schoolmen never knew. 
 
{467} Preger, III. 131. The oldest Strassburg MS. entitles Tauler erluhtete begnodete Lerer. See 
Schmidt, p. 159. Preger, III. 93, gives the names of a number of persons by the name of Taweler, 
or Tawler, living in Strassburg. 
 
{468} Christina wrote a book entitled Von der Gnaden Ueberlast, giving an account of the tense 
life led by the sisters in her convent. She declared that the Holy Spirit played on Tauler’s heart as 
upon a lute, and that it had been revealed to her in a vision that his fervid tongue would set the 
earth on fire. See Strauch’s art. in Herzog, V. 129 sq. Also Preger, II. 247-251, 277 sqq. 
 
{469} Specklin, the Strassburg chronicler, says Tauler spoke "in clear tones, with real fervor. His 
aim was to bring men to feel the nothingness of the world. He condemned clerics as well as 
laymen." 
 
{470} A translation of the book is given by Miss Winkworth, pp. 1-73. It calls Tattler’s monitor 
der grosse Gottesfreund im Oberlande. See 32. 
 
{471} One of the sermons, bringing out the influence of the Spirit, based on John 16:7-11, is 
quoted at length by Archdeacon Hare in his Mission of the Comforter. See also Miss Winkworth, 
pp. 350 358. 
 
{472} Inner Way, pp. 81, 113, 128, 130. 
 
{473} Miss Winkworth, pp. 353, 475, etc. 
 
{474} Inner Way, p. 200. Miss Winkworth, pp. 345, 360 sqq. 
 
{475} Preger, III. 132; Miss Winkworth, p. 348. 
 



{476} Preger, III. 131; Miss Winkworth, p. 355. 
 
{477} Kostlin, Life of M. Luther, I. 117 sq., 126. Melanchthon, in the Preface to the Franf. ed. of 
Tauler said: "Among the moderns, Tauler is easily the first. I hear, however, that there are some 
who dare to deny the Christian teaching of this, highly esteemed man." Beza was of a different 
mind, and called Tauler a visionary. See Schmidt, p. 160. Preger, III. 194, goes so far as to say 
that Tauler clearly taught the evangelical doctrine of justification. 
 
{478} The Inner Way, p. 57 sqq. 77 sqq.  



31. Henry Suso. 
 
Henry Suso, 1295?-1366, a man of highly emotional nature, has on the one hand been treated as a 
hysterical visionary, and on the other as the author of the most finished product of German 
mysticism. Born on the Lake of Constance, and perhaps in Constance itself, he was of noble 
parentage, but on the death of his mother, abandoned his father’s name, Berg, and adopted his 
mother’s maiden name, Seuse, Suso being the Latin form. {479} At thirteen, he entered the 
Dominican convent at Constance, and from his eighteenth year on gave himself up to the most 
exaggerated and painful asceticisms. At twenty-eight, he was studying at Cologne, and later at 
Strassburg. 
 
For supporting the pope against Lewis the Bavarian, the Dominicans in Constance came into 
disfavor, and were banished from the city. Suso retired to Diessehoven, where he remained, 1339-
1346, serving as prior. During this period, he began to devote himself to preaching. The last 
eighteen years of his life were spent in the Dominican convent at Ulm, where he died, Jan. 25, 
1366. He was beatified by Gregory XVI., 1831. 
 
Suso’s constitution, which was never strong, was undermined by the rigorous penitential 
discipline to which he subjected himself for twenty-two years. An account of it is given in his 
Autobiography. Its severity, so utterly contrary to the spirit of our time, was so excessive that 
Suso’s statements seem at points to be almost incredible. The only justification for repeating 
some of the details is to show the lengths to which the penitential system of the Mediaeval 
Church was carried by devotees. Desiring to carry the marks of the Lord Jesus, Suso pricked into 
his bare chest, with a sharp instrument, the monogram of Christ, IHS. The three letters remained 
engraven there till his dying day and, "Whenever my heart moved," as he said, "the name moved 
also." At one time he saw in a dream rays of glory illuminating the scar. 
 
He wore a hair shirt and an iron chain. The loss of blood forced him to put the chain aside, but for 
the hair shirt he substituted an undergarment, studded with 150 sharp tacks. This he wore day and 
night, its points turned inwards towards his body. Often, he said, it made the impression on him 
as if he were lying in a nest of wasps. When he saw his body covered with vermin, and yet he did 
not die, he exclaimed that the murderer puts to death at one stroke, "but alas, O tender God, —
zarter Gott, —what a dying is this of mine!" Yet this was not enough. Suso adopted the plan of 
tying around his neck a part of his girdle. To this he attached two leather pockets, into which he 
thrust his hands. These he made fast with lock and key till the next morning. This kind of torture 
he continued to practise for sixteen years, when he abandoned it in obedience to a heavenly 
vision. How little had the piety of the Middle Ages succeeded in correcting the perverted views of 
the old hermits of the Nitrian desert, whose stories this Swiss monk was in the habit of reading, 
and whose austerities he emulated! 
 
God, however, had not given any intimation of disapproval of ascetic discipline, and so Suso, in 
order further to impress upon his body marks of godliness, bound against his back a wooden 
cross, to which, in memory of the 30 wounds of Christ, he affixed 30 spikes. On this instrument 
of torture he stretched himself at night for 8 years. The last year he affixed to it 7 sharp needles. 
For a long time he went through 2 penitential drills a day, beating with his fist upon the cross as it 
hung against his back, while the needles and nails penetrated into his flesh, and the blood flowed 
down to his feet. As if this were not a sufficient imitation of the flagellation inflicted upon Christ, 
he rubbed vinegar and salt into his wounds to increase his agony. His feet became full of sores, 
his legs swelled as if he had had the dropsy, his flesh became dry and his hands trembled as if 



palsied. And all this, as he says, he endured out of the great inner love which he had for God, and 
our Lord Jesus Christ, whose agonizing pains he wanted to imitate. For 25 years, cold as the 
winter might be, he entered no room where there was a fire, and for the same period he abstained 
from all bathing, water baths or sweat baths—Wasserbad und Schweissbad. But even with this 
list of self-mortifications, Suso said, the whole of the story was not told. 
 
In his fortieth year, when his physical organization had been reduced to a wreck, so that nothing 
remained but to die or to desist from the discipline, God revealed to him that his long-practised 
austerity was only a good beginning, a breaking up of his untamed humanity,—Ein 
Durchbrechen seines ungebrochenen Menschen, —and that thereafter he would have to try 
another way in order to "get right." And so he proceeded to macerations of the inner man, and 
learned the lessons which asceticisms of the soul can impart. 
 
Suso nowhere has words of condemnation for such barbarous self-imposed torture, a method of 
pleasing God which the Reformation put aside in favor of saner rules of piety. 
 
Other sufferings came upon Suso, but not of his own infliction. These he bore with Christian 
submission, and the evils involved he sought to rectify by services rendered to others. His sister, a 
nun, gave way to temptation. Overcoming his first feelings of indignation, Suso went far and near 
in search of her, and had the joy of seeing her rescued to a worthy life, and adorned with all 
religious virtues. Another cross he had to bear was the charge that he was the father of an unborn 
child, a charge which for a time alienated Henry of Nordlingen and other close friends. He bore 
the insinuation without resentment, and even helped to maintain the child after it was born. 
 
Suso’s chief writings, which abound in imagery and comparisons drawn from nature, are an 
Autobiography, {480} and works on The Eternal Wisdom—Buchlein von der ewigen Weisheit —
and the Truth—Buchlein von der Wahrheit. To these are to be added his sermons and letters. 
 
The Autobiography came to be preserved by chance. At the request of Elsbet Staglin, Suso told 
her a number of his experiences. This woman, the daughter of one of the leading men of Zurich, 
was an inmate of the convent of Tosse, near Winterthur. When Suso discovered that she had 
committed his conversations to writing, he treated her act as "a spiritual theft," and burnt a part of 
the manuscript. The remainder he preserved, in obedience to a supernatural communication, and 
revised. Suso appears in the book as "The Servant of the Eternal Wisdom." 
 
The Autobiography is a spiritual self-revelation in which the author does not pretend to follow the 
outward stages of his career. In addition to the facts of his religious experience, he sets forth a 
number of devotional rules containing much wisdom, and closes with judicious and edifying 
remarks on the being of God, which he gave to Elsbet in answer to her questions. {481} 
 
The Book of the Eternal Wisdom, which is in the form of a dialogue between Christ, the Eternal 
Wisdom, and the writer, has been called by Denifle, who bore Suso’s name, the consummate fruit 
of German mysticism. It records, in German, {482} meditations in which use is made of the 
Scriptures. Here we have a body of experimental theology such as ruled among the more pious 
spirits in the German convents of the fourteenth century. 
 
Suso declares that one who is without love is as unable to understand a tongue that is quick with 
love as one speaking in German is unable to understand a Fleming, or as one who hears a report 
of the music of a harp is unable to understand the feelings of one who has heard the music with 
his own ears. The Saviour is represented as saying that it would be easier to bring back the years 



of the past, revive the withered flowers or collect all the droplets of rain than to measure the 
love—Minne —he has for men. 
 
The Servant, after lamenting the hardness of heart which refuses to be moved by the spectacle of 
the cross and the love of God, seeks to discover how it is that God can at once be so loving and so 
severe. As for the pains of hell, the lost are represented as exclaiming, "Oh, how we desire that 
there might be a millstone as wide as the earth and reaching to all parts of heaven, and that a little 
bird might alight every ten thousand years and peck away a piece of stone as big as the tenth part 
of a millet seed and continue to peck away every ten thousandth year until it had pecked away a 
piece as big as a millet seed, and then go on pecking at the same rate until the whole stone were 
pecked away, so only our torture might come to an end; but that cannot be." 
 
Having dwelt upon the agony of the cross and God’s immeasurable love, the bliss of heaven and 
the woes of hell, Suso proceeds to set forth the dignity of suffering. He had said in his 
Autobiography that "every lover is a martyr," {483} and here the Eternal Wisdom declares that if 
all hearts were become one heart, that heart could not bear the least reward he has chosen to give 
in eternity as a compensation for the least suffering endured out of love for himself .... This is an 
eternal law of nature that what is true and good must be harvested with sorrow. There is nothing 
more joyous than to have endured suffering. Suffering is short pain and prolonged joy. Suffering 
gives pain here and blessedness hereafter. Suffering destroys suffering—Leiden todtet Leiden. 
Suffering exists that the sufferer may not suffer. He who could weigh time and eternity in even 
balances would rather he in a glowing oven for a hundred years than to miss in eternity the least 
reward given for the least suffering, for the suffering in the oven would have an end, but the 
reward is forever. 
 
After dwelling upon the advantages of contemplation as the way of attaining to the heavenly life, 
the Eternal Wisdom tells Suso how to die both the death of the body and the soul; namely, by 
penance and by self-detachment from all the things of the earth—Entbrechen von allen Dingen. 
An unconverted man is introduced in the agonies of dying. His hands grow cold, his face pales, 
his eyes begin to lose their sight. The prince of terrors wrestles with his heart and deals it hard 
blows. The chill sweat of death creeps over his body and starts haggard fears. "O angry 
countenance of the severe Judge, how sharp are thy judgments!" he exclaims. In imagination, or 
with real sight, he beholds the host of black Moors approaching to see whether he belongs to 
them, and then the beasts of hell surrounding him. He sees the hot flames rising up above the 
denizens of purgatory, and hears them cry out that the least of their tortures is greater than the 
keenest suffering endured by martyr on the earth. And that a day there is as a hundred years. They 
exclaim, "Now we roast, now we simmer and now we cry out in vain for help." The dying man 
then passes into the other world, calling out for help to the friends whom he had treated well on 
the earth, but in vain. 
 
The treatise, which closes with excellent admonitions on the duty of praising God continually, 
makes a profound spiritual impression, but it presents only one side of the spiritual life, and needs 
to be supplemented and expurgated in order to present a proper picture. Christ came into the 
world that we might have everlasting life now, and that we might have abundance of life, and that 
his joy might remain in us and our joy might be full. The patient endurance of suffering purifies 
the soul and the countenance, but suffering is not to be counted as always having a sanctifying 
power, much less is it to be courted. Macerations have no virtue of themselves, and patience in 
enduring pain is only one of the Christian virtues, and not their crown. Love, which is the bond of 
perfectness, finds in a cheerful spirit, in hearty human fellowships and in well-doing also, its 
ministries. The mediaeval type of piety turned the earth into a vale of tears. It was cloistral. For 
nearly 30 years, as Suso tells us, he never once broke through the rule of silence at table. {484} 



Innocent III. could write, just before becoming world-ruler, a treatise on the contempt of the 
world. The piety of the modern Church is of a cheerful type, and sees good everywhere in this 
world which God created. Suso’s piety was what the Germans have called the mysticism of 
suffering—die Mystik des Leidens. His way of self-inflicted torture was the wrong way. In going, 
however, with Suso we will not fail to reach some of the heights of religious experience and to 
find nearness to God. 
 
Suso kept company with the Friends of God, and acknowledged his debt to Eckart, "the high 
teacher," "his high and holy master," from whose "sweet teachings he had taken deep draughts." 
As he says in his Autobiography, he went to Eckart in a time of spiritual trial, and was helped by 
him out of the hell of distress into which he had fallen. He uses some of Eckart’s distinctive 
vocabulary, and after the Cologne rnystic’s death, Suso saw him "in exceeding glory" and was 
admonished by him to submission. This quality forms the subject of Suso’s Book on the Truth, 
which in part was meant to be a defence of his spiritual teacher. 
 
A passage bearing on the soul’s union with Christ will serve as a specimen of Suso’s tropical 
style, and may fitly close this chapter. The soul, so the Swiss mystic represents Christ as saying— 
 
"the soul that would find me in the inner closet of a consecrated and self-detached life,—
abgeschiedenes Leben, —and would partake of my sweetness, must first be purified from evil and 
adorned with virtues, be decked with the red roses of passionate love, with the beautiful violets of 
meek submission, and must be strewn with the white lilies of purity. It shall embrace me with its 
arms, excluding all other loves, for these I shun and flee as the bird does the cage. This soul shall 
sing to me the song of Zion, which means passionate love combined with boundless praise. Then 
I will embrace it and it shall lean upon my heart." {485} 
 
{479} Bihlmeyer, p. 65, decides for 1295 as the probable date of Suso’s birth. Other writers put it 
forward to 1300. 
 
{480} It contains 53 chapters. Diepenbrock’s ed., pp. 137-306; Bihlmeyer’s ed., pp. 1-195. 
Diepenbrock’s edition has the advantage for the modern reader of being transmuted into modern 
German. 
 
{481} A translation of these definitions is given by Inge, in Light, Life and Love, pp. 66-82.. 
 
{482} Suso made a revision of his work in Latin under the title Horologium eternoe sapientiae, a 
copy of which Tauler seems to have had in his possession. Preger, II. 324 
 
{483} Bihlmeyer’s ed., p. 13. 
 
{484} Autobiog., ch. XIV, Bihlmeyer’s, ed., p. 38 
 
{485} Von der ewigen Weisheit, Bihlmeyer’s ed., p. 296 sq.  



32. The Friends of God. 
 
The Friends of God attract our interest both by the suggestion of religious fervor involved in their 
name and the respect with which the prominent mystics speak of them. They are frequently met 
within the writings of Eckart, Tauler, Suso, and Ruysbroeck, as well as in the pages of other 
writers of the fourteenth century. Much mystery surrounds them, and efforts have failed to define 
with precision their teachings, numbers and influence. The name had been applied to the 
Waldenses, {486} but in the fourteenth century it came to be a designation for coteries of pietists 
scattered along the Rhine, from Basel to Strassburg and to the Netherlands, laymen and priests 
who felt spiritual longings the usual church services did not satisfy. They did not constitute an 
organized sect. They were addicted to the study of the Scriptures, and sought close personal 
fellowship with God. They laid stress upon a godly life and were bent on the propagation of 
holiness. Their name was derived from John 16:15, "Henceforth I call you not servants, but I have 
called you friends." Their practices did not involve a breach with the Church and its ordinances. 
They had no sympathy with heresy, and antagonized the Brethren of the Free Spirit. The little 
treatise, called the German Theology, at the outset marks the difference between the Friends of 
God and the false, free spirits, especially the Beghards. {487} 
 
A letter written by a Friend to another Friend {488} represents as succinctly as any statement their 
aim when it says, "The soul that loves God must get away from the world, from the flesh and all 
sensual desires and away from itself, that is, away from its own self-will, and thus does it make 
ready to hear the message of the work and ministry of love accomplished by our Lord Jesus 
Christ." The house which Rulman Merswin founded in Strassburg was declared to be a house of 
refuge for honorable persons, priests and laymen who, with trust in God, choose to flee the world 
and seek to improve their lives. The Friends of God regarded themselves as holding the secret of 
the Christian life and as being the salt of the earth, the instructors of other men. {489} 
 
Among the leading Friends of God were Henry of Nordlingen, Nicolas of Lowen, Rulman 
Merswin and "the great Friend of God from the Oberland." The personality of the Friend of God 
from the Oberland is one of the most evasive in the religious history of the Middle Ages. He is 
presented as leader of great personal power and influence, as the man who determined Tauler’s 
conversion and wrote a number of tracts, and yet it is doubtful whether such a personage ever 
lived. Rulman Merswin affirms that he had been widely active between Basel and Strassburg and 
in the region of Switzerland, from which he got his name, the Oberland. In 1377, according to the 
same authority, he visited Gregory XI. in Rome and, like Catherine of Siena, petitioned the 
pontiff to set his face against the abuses of Christendom. Rulman was in correspondence with him 
for a long period, and held his writings secret until within four years of his (Rulman’s) death, 
when he published them. They were 17 in number, all of them bearing on the nature and necessity 
of a true conversion of heart. {490} 
 
This mystic from the Oberland, as Rulman’s account goes, led a life of prayer and devotion, and 
found peace, performed miracles and had visions. He is placed by Preger at the side of Peter 
Waldo as one of the most influential laymen of the Middle Ages, a priest, though unordained, of 
the Church. After Rulman’s death, we hear no more of him. 
 
Rulman Merswin, the editor of the Oberland prophet’s writings, was born in Stra6sburg, 1307, 
and died there, 1382. He gave up merchandise and devoted himself wholly to a religious life. He 
had undergone the change of conversion—Kehr. For four years he had a hard struggle against 
temptations, and subjected himself to severe asceticisms, but was advised by his confessor, 



Tauler, to desist, at least for a time. It was towards the end of this period that he met the man from 
the Oberland. After his conversion, he purchased and fitted up an old cloister, located on an 
island near Strassburg, called das grune Wort, to serve as a refuge for clerics and laymen who 
wished to follow the principles of the Friends of God and live together for the purpose of spiritual 
culture. In 1370, after the death of his wife, Rulman himself became an inmate of the house, 
which was put under the care of the Knights of St. John a year later. Here he continued to exhort 
by pen and word till his death. He lies buried at the side of his wife in Strassburg. 
 
Merswin’s two chief writings are entitled Das Bannerbuchlein, the Banner-book, and Das Buch 
von den neun Felsen, the Nine Rocks. The former is an exhortation to flee from the banner of 
Lucifer and to gather under the blood-red banner of Christ. {491} The Nine Rocks, written in the 
form of a dialogue, 1352, opens with a parable, describing innumerable fishes swimming down 
from the lakes among the hills through the streams in the valleys into the deep sea. The author 
then sees them attempting to find their way back to the hills. These processes illustrate the career 
of human souls departing from God into the world and seeking to return to Him. The author also 
sees a "fearfully high mountain," on which are nine rocks. The souls that succeed in getting back 
to the mountain are so few that it seemed as if only one out of every thousand reached it. He then 
proceeds to set forth the condition of the eminent of the earth, popes and kings, cardinals and 
princes; and also priests, monks and nuns, Beguines and Beghards, and people of all sorts and 
classes. He finds the conditions very bad, and is specially severe on women who, by their show of 
dress and by their manners, are responsible for men going morally astray and falling into sin. 
Many of these women commit a hundred mortal sins a day. 
 
Rulman then returns to the nine rocks, which represent the nine stages of progress towards the 
source of our being, God. Those who are on the rocks have escaped the devil’s net, and by 
climbing on up to the last rock, they reach perfection. Those on the fifth rock have gained the 
point where they have completely given up their own self-will. The sixth rock represents full 
submission to God. On the ninth the number is so small that there seemed to be only three 
persons on it. These have no desire whatever except to honor God, fear not hell nor purgatory, nor 
enemy nor death nor life. 
 
The Friends of God, who are bent on something more than their own salvation, are depicted in the 
valley below, striving to rescue souls from the net in which they have been ensnared. The 
Brethren of the Free Spirit resist this merciful procedure. 
 
The presentation is crude, and Scripture is not directly quoted. The biblical imagery, however, 
abounds, and, as in the case of the ancient allegory of Hermas, the principles of the Gospel are set 
forth in a way adapted, no doubt, to reach a certain class of minds, even as in these modern days 
the methods of the Salvation Army appeal to many for whom the discourses of Bernard or Gerson 
might have little meaning.  {492} 
 
Rulman Merswin is regarded by Denifle, Strauch and other critics as the author of the works 
ascribed to the Friend of God from the Oberland, and the inventor of this fictitious personage. 
{493} The reason for this view is that no one else knows of the Oberlander and that, after 
Rulman’s death, attempts on the part of the Strassburg brotherhood to find him, or to find out 
something about him, resulted in failure. On the other hand, it is difficult to understand why 
Rulman did not continue to keep his writings secret till after his own death, if the Oberlander was 
a fictitious character. {494} 
 



Whatever may be the outcome of the discussion over the historic personality of the man from the 
Oberland, we have in the writings of these two men a witness to the part laymen were taking in 
the affairs of the Church. 
 
{486} Preger, III. 370; Strauch, p. 205. 
 
{487} See Rulman Merswin’s condemnation of the Beguines and Beghards in the Nine Rocks, 
chs. XIII., XIV. 
 
{488} As printed by Preger, III. 417 sq. 
 
{489} See the last chapter of R. Merswin’s Nine Rocks. 
 
{490} The two leading writings are Das Buch ron den zwei Mannen, an account of the first five 
years immediately succeeding the author’s conversion, and given in Schmidt’s Nic. von Basel, pp. 
205-277, and Das Buch von den funf Mannen, in which the Oberlander gives an account of his 
own life and the lives of his friends. For the full list of the writings, see Preger, III. 270 sqq., and 
Strauch, p. 209 sqq. 
 
{491} See Preger, III. 349 sqq. C. Schmidt gives the test, as does also Diepenbrock, H Suso, pp. 
505-572 
 
{492} l Strauch, p. 208, and others regard Merswin’s works as in large part compilations from 
Tauler and other writers. Strauch pronounces their contents garrulous—geschwatzig. The Nine 
Rocks used to be printed with Suso’s works. Merswin’s authorship was established by Schmidt. 
 
{493} Rulman hat den Gottesfreund einfach erfunden. Strauch, p. 217. 
 
{494} Preger and Schmidt are the chief spokesmen for the historic personality of the man from 
the Oberland. Rieder has recently relieved Rulman from the stain of forgery, and placed the 
responsibility upon Nicolas of Lowen, who entered das grune Wort in 1366. The palaeographic 
consideration is emphasized, that is, the resemblance between Nicolas’ handwriting and the script 
of the reputed Oberlander.  



33. John of Ruysbroeck. 
 
Independent of the Friends of God, and yet closely allied with them in spirit, was Jan von 
Ruysbroeck, 1293-1381. In 1350, he sent to the Friends in Strassburg his Adornment of the 
Spiritual Marriage—Chierheit der gheesteleker Brulocht. He forms a connecting link between 
them and the Brothers of the Common Life. The founder of the latter brotherhood, de Groote, and 
also Tauler, visited him. He was probably acquainted with Eckart’s writings, which were current 
in the Lowlands. {495} 
 
The Flemish mystic was born in a village of the same name near Brussels, and became vicar of 
St. Gudula in that city. At sixty he abandoned the secular priesthood and put on the monastic 
habit, identifying himself with the recently established Augustinian convent Groenendal,—Green 
Valley,—located near Waterloo. Here he was made prior. Ruysbroeck spent most of his time in 
contemplation, though he was not indifferent to practical duties. On his walks through the woods 
of Soignes, he believed he saw visions and he was otherwise the subject of revelations. He was 
not a man of the schools. Soon after his death, a fellow-Augustinian wrote his biography, which 
abounds in the miraculous element. The very trees under which he sat were illuminated with an 
aureole. At his passing away, the bells of the convent rang without hands touching them, and 
perfume proceeded from his dead body. 
 
The title, doctor ecstaticus, which at an early period was associated with Ruysbroeck, well names 
his characteristic trait. He did not speculate upon the remote theological themes of God’s being as 
did Eckart, nor was he a popular preacher of every-day Christian living, like Tauler. He was a 
master of the contemplative habit, and mused upon the soul’s experiences in its states of partial or 
complete union with God. His writings, composed in his mother-tongue, were translated into 
Latin by his pupils, Groote and William Jordaens. The chief products of his pen are the 
Adornment of the Spiritual Marriage, the Mirror of Blessedness and Samuel, which is a defence 
of the habit of contemplation, and the Glistening Stone, an allegorical meditation on the white 
stone of Revelation 2:17, which is interpreted to mean Christ. 
 
Ruysbroeck laid stress upon ascetic exercises, but more upon love. In its highest stages of 
spiritual life, the soul comes to God "without an intermediary." The name and work of Christ are 
dwelt upon on every page. He is our canon, our breviary, our every-day book, and belongs to 
Laity and clergy alike. He was concerned to have it understood that he has no sympathy with 
pantheism, and opposed the heretical views of the Brethren of the Free Spirit and the Beghards. 
He speaks of four sorts of heretics, the marks of one of them being that they despise the 
ordinances and sacraments of the Catholic Church, the Scriptures and the sufferings of Christ, and 
set themselves above God himself. He, however, did not escape the charge of heresy. Gerson, 
who received a copy of the Spiritual Marriage from a Carthusian monk of Bruges, found the third 
book teaching pantheism, and wrote a tract in which he complained that the author, whom he 
pronounced an unlearned man, followed his feelings in setting forth the secrets of the religious 
life. Gerson was, however, persuaded that he had made a mistake by the defence written by John 
of Schoenhofen, one of the brethren of Groenendal. However, in his reply written 1408, he again 
emphasized that Ruysbroeck was a man without learning, and complained that he had not made 
his meaning sufficiently clear. {496} 
 
The Spiritual Marriage, Ruysbroeck’s chief contribution to mystical literature, is a meditation 
upon the words of the parable, "Behold, the bridegroom cometh, go ye out to meet him." It sets 
forth three stages of Christian experience, the active, the inner and the contemplative. In the 



active stage the soul adopts the Christian virtues and practises them, fighting against sin, and thus 
it goes out "to meet the bridegroom." We must believe the articles of the Creed, but not seek to 
fully understand them. And the more subtle doctrines of the Scripture we should accept and 
explain as they are interpreted by the life of Christ and the lives of his saints. Man should study 
nature, the Scriptures and all created things, and draw from them profit. To understand Christ he 
must, like Zaccheus, run ahead of all the manifestations of the creature world, and climb up the 
tree of faith, which has twelve branches, the twelve articles of the Creed. 
 
As for the inner life, it is distinguished from the active by devotion to the original Cause and to 
truth itself as against devotion to exercises and forms, to the celebration of the sacrament and to 
good works. Here the soul separates itself from outward relations and created forms, and 
contemplates the eternal love of God. Asceticism may still be useful, but it is not essential. 
 
The contemplative stage few reach. Here the soul is transferred into a purity and brightness which 
is above all natural intelligence. It is a peculiar adornment and a heavenly crown. No one can 
reach it by learning and intellectual subtlety nor by disciplinary exercises. In order to attain to it, 
three things are essential. A man must live virtuously; he must, like a fire that never goes out, 
love God constantly, and he must lose himself in the darkness in which men of the contemplative 
habit no longer find their way by the methods known to the creature. In the abyss of this darkness 
a light incomprehensible is begotten, the Son of God, in whom we "see eternal life." 
 
At last the soul comes into essential unity with God, and, in the fathomless ocean of this unity, all 
things are seized with bliss. It is the dark quiet in which all who love God lose themselves. Here 
they swim in the wild waves of the ocean of God’s being. {497} 
 
He who would follow the Flemish mystic in these utterances must have his spirit. They seem far 
removed from the calm faith which leaves even the description of such ecstatic states to the 
future, and is content with doing the will of God in the daily avocations of this earthly life. 
Expressions he uses, such as "spiritual intoxication," {498} are not safe, and the experiences he 
describes are, as he declares, not intended for the body of Christian people to reach here below. In 
most men they would take the forms of spiritual hysteria and the hallucinations of hazy self-
consciousness. It is well that Ruysbroeck’s greatest pupil, de Groote, did not follow along this 
line of meditation, but devoted himself to practical questions of every-day living and works of 
philanthropy. The ecstatic mood is characteristic of this mystic in the secluded home in Brabant, 
but it is not the essential element in his religious thought. His descriptions of Christ and his work 
leave little to be desired. He does not dwell upon Mary, or even mention her in his chief work. He 
insists upon the works which proceed from genuine love to God. The chapter may be closed with 
two quotations:— 
 
"Even devotion must give way to a work of love to the spiritual and to the physical man. For even 
should one rise in prayer higher than Peter or Paul, and hear that a poor man needed a drink of 
water, he would have to cease from the devotional exercise, sweet though it were, and do the deed 
of love. It is well pleasing to God that we leave Him in order to help His members. In this sense 
the Apostle was willing to be banished from Christ for his brethren’s sake." 
 
"Always before thou retire at night, read three books, which thou oughtest always to have with 
thee. The first is an old, gray, ugly volume, written over with black ink. The second is white and 
beautifully written in red, and the third in glittering gold letters. First read the old volume. That 
means, consider thine own past life, which is full of sins and errors, as are the lives of all men. 
Retire within thyself and read the book of conscience, which will be thrown open at the last 
judgment of Christ. Think over how badly thou hast lived, how negligent thou hast been in thy 



words, deeds, wishes and thoughts. Cast down thy eyes and cry, ‘God be merciful to me a sinner.’ 
Then God will drive away fear and anxious concern and will give thee hope and faith. Then lay 
the old book aside and go and fetch from memory the white book. This is the guileless life of 
Christ, whose soul was pure and whose guileless body was bruised with stripes and marked with 
rose-red, precious blood. These are the letters which show his real love to us. Look at them with 
deep emotion and thank him that, by his death, he has opened to thee the gate of heaven. And 
finally lift up thine eyes on high and read the third book, written in golden script; that is, consider 
the glory of the life eternal, in Comparison with which the earthly vanishes away as the light of 
the candle before the splendor of the sun at midday." {499} 
 
{495} The extent to which Eckart influenced the mystics of the Lowlands is a matter of dispute. 
The clergy strove to keep his works from circulation. Langenberg, p. 181, quotes Gerherd 
Zerbold von Zutphen’s, d. 1398, tract, Deuteronomy libris Teutonicalibus which takes the 
position that, while wholesome books might be read in the vulgar tongue, Eckart’s works and 
sermons were exceedingly pernicious, and not to be read by the laity. Langenberg, pp. 184-204, 
gives descriptions and excerpts from four MSS. of Eckart’s writings in Low German, copied in 
the convent of Nazareth, near Bredevoorde, and now preserved in the royal library of Berlin, but 
they do not give Eckart as the author. 
 
{496} Engelhardt, pp. 265-297, gives a full statement of the controversy. For Gerson’s letters to 
Bartholomew and Schoenhofen and Schoenhofen’s letter, see Du Pin, Works of Gerson, pp. 29-
82. Maeterlinck, p. 4, refers to the difficulty certain passages in Ruysbroeck’s writings offer to 
the interpreter. 
 
{497} I have followed the German text given by Lambert, pp. 3-160. Selections, well translated 
into English, are given in Light, Life and Love. 
 
{498} See Lambert, pp. 62, 63, etc. 
 
{499} Quoted by Galle, pp. 184-224.  



34. Gerrit de Groote and the Brothers of the Common Life. 
 
It was fortunate for the progress of religion, that mysticism in Holland and Northwestern 
Germany did not confine itself to the channel into which it had run at Groenendal. In the latter 
part of the fourteenth century, and before Ruysbroeck’s death, it associated with itself practical 
philanthropic activities under the leadership of Gerrit Groote, 1340-1384, and Florentius 
Radewyn, 1350-1400, who had finished his studies in Prag. They were the founders of the 
Windesheim Congregation and the genial company known as the Brothers of the Common Life, 
called also the Brothers of the New Devotion. To the effort to attain to union with God they gave 
a new impulse by insisting that men imitate the conduct of Christ.  {500} Originating in Holland, 
they spread along the Rhine and into Central Germany. 
 
Groote was born at Deventer, where his father had been burgomaster. After studying at Paris, he 
taught at Cologne, and received the appointment of canon, enjoying at least two church livings, 
one at Utrecht and one at Aachen. He lived the life of a man of the world until he experienced a 
sudden conversion through the influence of a friend, Henry of Kolcar, a Carthusian prior. He 
renounced his ecclesiastical livings and visited Ruysbroeck, being much influenced by him. 
Thomas a  Kempis remarks that Groote could say, after his visits to Ruysbroeck, "Thy wisdom 
and knowledge are greater than the report which I heard in my own country." 
 
At forty he began preaching. Throngs gathered to hear him in the churches and churchyards of 
Deventer, Zwolle, Leyden and other chief towns of the Lowlands. {501} Often he preached three 
times a day. His success stirred up the Franciscans, who secured from the bishop of Utrecht an 
inhibition of preaching by laymen. Groote came under this restriction, as he was not ordained. An 
appeal was made to Urban VI., but the pope put himself on the side of the bishop. Groote died in 
1384, before the decision was known. 
 
Groote strongly denounced the low morals of the clergy, but seems not to have opposed any of 
the doctrines of the Church. He fasted, attended mass, laid stress upon prayer and alms, and 
enforced these lessons by his own life. To quote an old writer, he taught by living righteously—
docuit sancte vivendo. In 1374, he gave the house he had inherited from his father at Deventer as 
a home for widows and unmarried women. Without taking vows, the inmates were afforded an 
opportunity of retirement and a life of religious devotion and good works. They were to support 
themselves by weaving, spinning, sewing, nursing and caring for the sick. They were at liberty to 
leave the community whenever they chose. John Brinkerinck further developed the idea of the 
female community. 
 
The origin of the Brothers of the Common Life was on this wise. After the inhibition of lay 
preaching, Groote settled down at Deventer, spending much time in the house of Florentius 
Radewyn. He had employed young priests to copy manuscripts. At Radewyn’s suggestion they 
were united into a community, and agreed to throw their earnings into a common fund. After 
Groote’s death, the community received a more distinct organization through Radewyn. Other 
societies were established after the model of the Deventer house, which was called "the rich 
brother house,"—het rijke fraterhuis, —as at Zwolle, Delft, Liege, Ghent, Cologne, Munster, 
Marburg and Rostock, many of them continuing strong till the Reformation. {502} 
 
A second branch from the same stock, the canons Regular of St. Augustine, established by the 
influence of Radewyn and other friends and pupils of Groote, had as their chief houses 



Windesheim, dedicated 1387, and Mt. St. Agnes, near Zwolle. These labored more within the 
convent, the Brothers of the Common Life outside of it. 
 
The Brotherhood of the Common Life never reached the position of an order sanctioned by 
Church authority. Its members, including laymen as well as clerics, took no irrevocable vow, and 
were at liberty to withdraw when they pleased. They were opposed to the Brethren of the Free 
Spirit, and were free from charges of looseness in morals and doctrine. Like their founder, they 
renounced worldly goods and remained unmarried. They supported the houses by their own toil. 
{503} 
 
To gardening, making clothes and other occupations pertaining to the daily life, they added 
preaching, conducting schools and copying manuscripts. Groote was an ardent lover of books, 
and had many manuscripts copied for his library. Among these master copyists was Thomas a  
Kempis. Classical authors as well as writings of the Fathers and books of Scripture were 
transcribed. Selections were also made from these authors in distinct volumes, called ripiaria — 
little river banks. At Liege they were so diligent as copyists as to receive the name Broeders van 
de penne, Brothers of the Quill. Of Groote, Thomas a  Kempis reports that he had a chest filled 
with the best books standing near his dining table, so that, if a course did not please him, he might 
reach over to them and give his friends a cup for their souls. He carried books about with him on 
his preaching tours. Objection was here and there made to the possession of so many books, 
where they might have been sold and the proceeds given to the poor. {504} Translations also were 
made of the books of Scripture and other works. Groote translated the Seven Penitential Psalms, 
the Office for the Dead and certain Devotions to Mary. The houses were not slow in adopting 
type, and printing establishments are mentioned in connection with Maryvale, near Geissenheim, 
Windesheim, Herzogenbusch, Rostock, Louvaine and other houses. 
 
The schools conducted by the Brothers of the Common Life, intended primarily for clerics, have 
a distinguished place in the history of education. Seldom, if ever before, had so much attention 
been paid to the intellectual and moral training of youth. Not only did the Brothers, have their 
own schools. They labored also in schools already established. Long lists of the teachers are still 
extant. Their school at Herzogenbusch had at one time 1200 scholars, and put Greek into its 
course at its very start, 1424. The school at Liege in 1524 had 1600 scholars. {505} The school at 
Deventer acquired a place among the notable grammar schools of history, and trained Nicolas of 
Cusa, Thomas a  Kempis, John Wessel and Erasmus, who became an inmate of the institution, 
1474, and learned Greek from one of its teachers, Synthis. Making the mother-tongue the chief 
vehicle of education, these schools sent out the men who are the fathers of the modern literature 
of Northwestern Germany and the Lowlands, and prepared the soil for the coming Reformation. 
 
Scarcely less influential was the public preaching of the Brethren in the vernacular, and the 
collations, or expositions of Scripture, given to private circles in their own houses. Groote went to 
the Scriptures, so Thomas a  Kempis says, as to a well of life. Of John Celle, d. 1417, the zealous 
rector of the Zwolle school, the same biographer writes: "He frequently expounded to the pupils 
the Holy Scriptures, impressing upon them their authority and stirring them up to diligence in 
writing out the sayings of the saints. He also taught them to sing accurately, and sedulously to 
attend church, to honor God’s ministers and to pray often." {506} Celle himself played on the 
organ. 
 
The central theme of their study was the person and life of Christ. "Let the root of thy study," said 
Groote, "and the mirror of thy life be primarily the Gospel, for therein is the life of Christ 
portrayed." {507} A period of each day was set apart for reflection on some special religious 
subject,—Sunday on heaven, Monday on death, Tuesday on the mercies of God, Wednesday on 



the last judgment, Thursday on the pains of hell, Friday on the Lord’s passion and Saturday on 
sins. They laid more stress upon inward purity and rectitude than upon outward conformities to 
ritual. {508} 
 
The excellent people joined the other mystics of the fourteenth century in loosening the hold of 
scholasticism and sacerdotalism, those two master forces of the Middle Ages. {509} They gave 
emphasis to the ideas brought out strongly from other quarters,—the heretical sects and such 
writers as Marsiglius of Padua,—the idea of the dignity of the layman, and that monastic vows 
are not the condition of pure religious devotion. They were the chief contributors to the vigorous 
religious current which was flowing through the Lowlands. Popular religious literature was in 
circulation. Manuals of devotion were current, cordials and praecordials for the soul’s needs. 
Written codes of rules for laymen were passed from hand to hand, giving directions for their 
conduct at home and abroad. Religious poems in the vernacular, such as the poem on the wise 
and foolish virgins, carried biblical truth. 
 
Van viff juncfrou wen de wis weren 
 
Unde van vif dwasen wilt nu hir leren. 
 
Some of these were translations from Bernard’s Jesu dulcis memoria, and some condemned 
festivities like the Maypole and the dance. {510} 
 
Eugene IV., Pius II., and Sistus IV. gave the Brothers marks of their approval, and the great 
teachers, Cardinal Cusa, D’Ailly and John Gerson spoke in their praise. There were, however, 
detractors, such as Grabon, a Saxon Dominican who presented, in the last days of the Council of 
Constance, 1418, no less than twenty-five charges against them. The substance of the charges was 
that the highest religious life may not be lived apart from the orders officially sanctioned by the 
Church. A commission appointed by Martin V., to which Gerson and D’Ailly belonged, reported 
adversely, and Grabon was obliged to retract. The commission adduced the fact that there was no 
monastic body in Jerusalem when the primitive Church practised community of goods, and that 
conventual walls and vows are not essential to the highest religious life. Otherwise the pope, the 
cardinals and the prelates themselves would not be able to attain to the highest reach of religious 
experience. {511} 
 
With the Reformation, the distinct mission of the Brotherhood was at an end, and many of the 
communities fell in with the new movement. As for the houses which maintained their old rules, 
Luther felt a warm interest in them. When, in 1532, the Council of Hervord in Westphalia was 
proposing to abolish the local sister and brother houses, the Reformer wrote strongly against the 
proposal as follows: "Inasmuch as the Brothers and Sisters, who were the first to start the Gospel 
among you, lead a creditable life, and have a decent and well-behaved community, and faithfully 
teach and hold the pure Word, such monasteries and brother-houses please me beyond measure." 
On two other occasions, he openly showed his interest in the brotherhood of which Groote was 
the founder. {512} 
 
{500} See Grube, Gerh. Groot, p. 9; Langenberg, p. ix; Pastor, I. 150. The Latin titles of the 
brotherhood were fratres vitae communis, fratres modernae devotionis, fratres bonae voluntatis, 
with reference to Luke 11:14, and fratres collationari with reference to their habit of preaching. 
Groote’s name is spelled Geert de Groote, Gherd de Groet (Langenberg, p. 3), Gerhard Groot 
(Grube), etc. 
 



{501} The title, hammer of the heretics,—malleus hereticorum, —was applied to him for his 
defence of the orthodox teaching. For the application of this expression, see Hansen, Gesch. des 
Hexenwahns, p. 361. On Groote’s fame as a preacher, see Grube, p. 14 sqq., 23. Thomas a  
Kempis vouches for Groote’s popularity as a preacher. See Kettlewell, I. 130-134. Among his 
published sermons is one against the concubinage of the clergy—de focaristis. For a list of his 
printed discourses, see Herzog, VII., 692 sqq., and Langenberg, p. 35 sqq. 
 
{502} See Grube, p. 88, and Schulze, p. 492 sqq., who gives a succinct history of 18 German 
houses and 20 houses in the Lowlands. The last to be established was at Cambray, 1505. 
 
{503} Writing of Radewyn, Thomas a  Kempis, Vita Florentii, ch. XIV., says that work was most 
profitable to spiritual advancement, and adapted to hold in check the lusts of the flesh. One 
brother who was found after his death to be in possession of some money, was denied prayer at 
his burial. 
 
{504} Uhlhorn, p. 373, gives the case of such an objector, a certain man by the name of Ketel of 
Deventer. Also Langenberg, p. x. 
 
{505} See Schmid, Gesch. d. Erziehung vom Anfang his auf unsere Zeit, Stuttgart, 1892, II. 164-
167; Hirsche in Herzog, II 759; Pastor’s high tribute, I. 152; and Langenberg, p. ix. 
 
{506} Kettlewell, I. 111. 
 
{507} Thos. a  Kempis, Vita Gerard. XVIII. 11; Kettlewell I. 166. A life of a cleric he declared to 
be the people’s Gospel—vita clerici evangelium populi. 
 
{508} See Langenberg, p. 51. 
 
{509} See Ullman, II. 82, 115 sq. Schulze, p. 190, is not so clear on this point. Kettlewell, II. 440 
says that the Brothers were "the chief agents in pioneering the way for the Reformation." 
 
{510} See Langenberg. The poem he gives on the dance, 68 sqq., begins— 
 
Hyr na volget eyn lere schone 
 
Teghen dantzen unde van den meybome. 
 
Here follows a nice teaching against dancing and the May tree. One reason given against dancing 
was that the dancers stretched out their arms, and so showed disrespect to Christ, who stretched 
out his arms on the cross. One of the documents is a letter in which a monk warns his niece, who 
had gone astray, against displays of dress and bold gestures, intended to attract the attention of 
young men, especially on the Cathedral Square. With the letter he sent his niece a book of 
devotional literature. 
 
{511} Van der Hardt, Conc. Const., III. 107-121, gives Grabon’s charges, the judgments of 
D’Ailly and Gerson and the text of Grabon’s retraction. 
 
{512} Deuteronomy Wette, Luther’s Letters, Nos. 1448, 1449, vol. IV., pp. 358 sqq.  



35. The Imitation of Christ. Thomas a  Kempis. 
 
... mild saint 
 
a Kempis overmild. 
 
—Lanier. 
 
The pearl of all the mystical writings of the German-Dutch school is the Imitation of Christ, the 
work of Thomas a  Kempis. With the Confessions of St. Augustine and Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s 
Progress it occupies a place in the very front rank of manuals of devotion, and, if the influence of 
books is to be judged by their circulation, this little volume, starting from a convent in the 
Netherlands, has, next to the Sacred Scriptures, been the most influential of all the religious 
writings of Christendom. Protestants and Catholics alike have joined in giving it praise. The 
Jesuits introduced it into their Exercises. Dr. Samuel Johnson, once, when ill, taught himself 
Dutch by reading it in that language, and said of its author that the world had opened its arms to 
receive his book. {513} It was translated by John Wesley, was partly instrumental in the 
conversion of John Newton, was edited by Thomas Chalmers, was read by Mr. Gladstone "as a 
golden book for all times" and was the companion of General Gordon. Dr. Charles Hodge, the 
Presbyterian divine, said it has diffused itself like incense through the aisles and alcoves of the 
Universal Church. {514} 
 
The number of counted editions exceeds 2000. The British Museum has more than 1000 editions 
on its shelves. {515} 
 
Originally written in the Latin, a French translation was made as early as 1447, which still 
remains in manuscript. The first printed French copies appeared in Toulouse, 1488. The earliest 
German translation was made in 1434 and is preserved in Cologne, and printed editions in 
German begin with the Augsburg edition of 1486. Men eminent in the annals of German piety, 
such as Arndt, 1621, Gossner, 1824, and Tersteegen, 1844, have issued editions with prefaces. 
The work first appeared in print in English, 1502, the translation being partly by the hand of 
Margaret, the mother of Henry VII. Translations appeared in Italian in Venice and Milan, 1488, 
in Spanish at Seville, 1536, in Arabic at Rome, 1663, in Arminian at Rome, 1674, and in other 
languages. {516} 
 
The Imitation of Christ consists of four books, and derives its title from the heading of the first 
book, Deuteronomy imitatione Christi et contemptu omnium vanitatum mundi, the imitation of 
Christ and the contempt of all the vanities of the world. It seems to have been written in metre. 
{517} The four books are not found in all the manuscripts nor invariably arranged in the same 
order, facts which have led some to suppose that they were not all written at the same time. The 
work is a manual of devotion intended to help the soul in its communion with God. Its 
sententious statements are pitched in the highest key of Christian experience. Within and through 
all its reflections runs the word, self-renunciation. Its opening words, "whoso followeth me, shall 
not walk in darkness but shall have the light of life," John 8:12, are a fitting announcement of the 
contents. The life of Christ is represented as the highest study it is possible for a mortal to take 
up. He who has his spirit has found the hidden manna. What can the world confer without Jesus? 
To be without him is the direst hell; to be with him, the sweetest paradise. 
 



Here are counsels to read the Scriptures, statements about the uses of adversity and advice for 
submission to authority, warnings against temptations, reflections upon death, the judgment and 
paradise. Here are meditations on Christ’s oblation on the cross and the advantages of the 
communion, and also admonitions to flee the vanities and emptiness of the world and to love 
God, for he that loveth, knoweth God. Christ is more than all the wisdom of the schools. He lifts 
up the mind in a moment of time to perceive more reasons for eternal truth than a student might 
learn over books in ten years. He teaches without confusion of words, without the clashing of 
opinions, without the pride of reputation,—sine fastu honoris, —the contention of arguments. The 
concluding words are: "My eyes are unto Thee. My God, in Thee do I put my trust, O Thou 
Father of mercies. Accompany thy servant with Thy grace and direct him by the path of peace to 
the land of unending light—patriam perpetuae claritatis." 
 
The plaintive minor key, the gently persuasive tone of the work are adapted to attract serious 
souls seeking the inner chamber of religious peace and purity of thought, but especially those who 
are under the shadow of pain and sorrow. The praise of Christ is so unstinted, and the dependence 
upon him so unaffected, that one cannot help but feel, in reading this book, that he is partaking of 
the essence of the Gospel. The work, however, presents only one side of the Christian life. It 
commends humility, submission, gentleness and the passive virtues. It does not emphasize the 
manly virtues of courage and loyalty to the truth, nor elaborate upon Christian activities to be 
done to our fellow-men. To fall in completely with the spirit of Thomas a  Kempis, and to abide 
there, would mean to follow the best cloistral ideal of the Middle Ages, or rather of the fourteenth 
century. Its counsels and reflections were meant primarily for those who had made the convent 
their home, not for the busy traffickers in the marts of the world, and in association with men of 
all classes. It leans to quietism, and is calculated to promote personal piety for those who dwell 
much alone rather than to fit men for engaging in the public battles which fall to men’s usual lot. 
Its admonitions are adapted to help men to bear with patience rather than to rectify the evils in the 
world, to be silent rather than to speak to the throng, to live well in seclusion rather than set an 
example of manly and womanly endeavor in the shop, on the street and in the family. The charge 
has been made, and not without some ground, that the Imitation of Christ sets forth a selfish type 
of religion. {518} Its soft words are fitted to quiet the soul and bring it to meek contentment rather 
than to stir up the combatant virtues of courage and of assistance to others. Its message 
corresponds to the soft glow of the summer evening, and not to the fresh hours filled with the rays 
of the morning sun. This plaintive note runs through Thomas’ hymns, as may be seen from a 
verse taken from "The Misery of this Life":— 
 
Most wonderful would it be 
 
If one did not feel and lament 
 
That in this world to live 
 
Is toil, affliction, pain. {519} 
 
Over the pages of the book is written the word Christ. It is for this reason that Protestants cherish 
it as well as Catholics. The references to mediaeval errors of doctrine or practice are so rare that it 
requires diligent search to find them. Such as they are, they are usually erased from English 
editions, so that the English reader misses them entirely. Thomas introduces the merit of good 
works, transubstantiation, IV. 2, the doctrine of purgatory, IV. 9, and the worship of saints, I. 13, 
II. 9, II. 6, 59. But these statements, however, are like the flecks on the marbles of the Parthenon. 
 



The author, Thomas a  Kempis, 1380-1471, was born in Kempen, a town 40 miles northwest of 
Cologne, and died at Zwolle, in the Netherlands. His paternal name was Hemerken or 
Hammerlein, Little Hammer. He was a follower of Groote. In 1395, he was sent to the school of 
Deventer, under the charge of Florentius Radewyn and the Brothers of the Common Life. He 
became skilful as a copyist, and was thus enabled to support himself. Later he was admitted to the 
Augustinian convent of Mt. St. Agnes, near Zwolle, received priest’s orders, 1413, and was made 
sub-prior, 1429. His brother John, a man of rectitude of life, had been there before him, and was 
prior. Thomas’ life seems to have been a quiet one, devoted to meditation, composition and 
copying. He copied the Bible no less than four times, one of the copies being preserved at 
Darmstadt. His works abound in quotations of the New Testament. Under an old picture, which is 
represented as his portrait, are the words, "In all things I sought quiet, and found it not save in 
retirement and in books." {520} They fit well the author of the famous Imitation of Christ, as the 
world thinks of him. He reached the high age of fourscore years and ten. A monument was 
dedicated to his memory in the presence of the archbishop of Utrecht in St. Michael’s Church 
Zwolle, Nov. 11, 1897. The writings of a  Kempis, which are all of a devotional character, 
include tracts and meditations, letters, sermons, a Life of St. Lydewigis, a steadfast Christian 
woman who endured a great fight of afflictions, and the biographies of Groote, Florentius and 
nine of their companions. Works similar to the are his prolonged meditation upon the Incarnation, 
and a meditation on the Life and Blessings of the Saviour, {521} both of which overflow with 
admiration for Christ. 
 
In these writings the traces of mediaeval theology, though they are found, are not obtrusive. The 
writer followed his mediaeval predecessors in the worship of Mary, of whom he says, she is to be 
invoked by all Christians, especially by monastics. {522} He prays to her as the "most merciful," 
the "most glorious" mother of God, and calls her the queen of heaven, the efficient mediatrix of 
the whole world, the joy and delight of all the saints, yea, the golden couch for all the saints. She 
is the chamber of God, the gate of heaven, the paradise of delights, the well of graces, the glory of 
the angels, the joy of men, the model of manners, the brightness of virtues, the lamp of life, the 
hope of the needy, the salvation of the weak, the mother of the orphaned. To her all should flee as 
sons to a mother’s bosom. {523} 
 
From these tender praises of Mary it is pleasant to turn away to the code of twenty-three precepts 
which the Dutch mystic laid down under the title, A Small Alphabet for a Monk in the School of 
God. {524} Here are some of them. Love to be unknown and to be reputed as nothing. Love 
solitude and silence, and thou wilt find great quiet and a good conscience. Where the crowd is, 
there is usually confusion and distraction of heart. Choose poverty and simplicity. Humble thyself 
in all things and under all things, and thou wilt merit kindness from all. Let Christ be thy life, thy 
reading, thy meditation, thy conversation, thy desire, thy gain, thy hope and thy reward. 
Zaccheus, brother, descend from the height of thy secular wisdom. Come and learn in God’s 
school the way of humility, long-suffering and patience, and Christ teaching thee, thou shalt come 
at last safely to the glory of eternal beatitude. 
 
NOTE. -The Authorship of the Imitation of Christ. This question has been one of the most hotly 
contested questions in the history of pure literature. National sentiments have entered into the 
discussion, France and Italy contending for the honor of authorship with the Lowlands. The work 
is now quite generally ascribed to Thomas a  Kempis, but among those who dissent from this 
opinion are scholars of rank. 
 
Among the more recent treatments of the subject not given in the Literature, 27, are V. Becker: 
L’auteur de l’Imitat. et les documents neerlandais, Hague, 1882. Also Les derniers travaux sur 
l’auteur de l’Imitat., Brussels, 1889.—Denifle: Krit. Bemerk. zur Gersen-Kempis Frage, Zeitung 



fur kath. Theol., 1882 sq.—A. O. Spitzes: Th. a  K. als schrijver der navolging, Utrecht, 1880. 
Also Nouvelle defense en reponse du Denifle, Utrecht, 1884.—L. Santini: I diritti di Tommaso da 
Kemp., 2 vols., Rome, 1879-1881.—F. X. Funk: Gerson und Gersen and Der Verfasser der 
Nachfolge Christi in his Abhandlungen, Paderborn, 1899, II. 373-444.—P. E. Puyol: Descript. 
bibliogr. des MSS. et des princip. edd. du livre de imitat., Paris, 1898. Also Paleographie, 
classement, genealogie du livre de imitat., Paris, 1898. Also L’auteur du livre de imitat., 2 vols., 
Paris, 1899.—Schulze’s art. in Herzog.—G. Kentenich: Die Handschriften der Imitat. und die 
Autorschaft des Thomas, in Brieger’s Zeitschrift, 1902, 18 sqq., 1903, 594 sqq. 
 
Pohl gives a list of no less than 35 persons to whom with more or less confidence the authorship 
has been ascribed. The list includes the names of John Gerson, chancellor of the University of 
Paris; John Gersen, the reputed abbot of Vercelli, Italy, who lived about 1230; Walter Hylton, St. 
Bernard, Bonaventura, David of Augsburg, Tauler, Suso and even Innocent III. The only 
claimants worthy of consideration are Gerson, Gersen, and Thomas a  Kempis, although 
Montmorency is inclined to advance the claim of Walter Hylton. The uncertainty arises from the 
facts (1) that a number of the MSS. and printed editions of the fifteenth century have no note of 
authorship; (2) the rest are divided between these, Gerson, Gersen, a  Kempis, Hylton, and St. 
Bernard; (3) the MSS. copies show important divergencies. The matter has been made more 
difficult by the forgery of names and dates in MSS. since the controversy began, these forgeries 
being almost entirely in the interest of a French or Italian authorship. A reason for the absence of 
the author’s name in so many MSS. is found in the desire of a  Kempis, if he indeed be the author, 
to remain incognito, in accordance with his own motto, ama nesciri, "love to be unknown." 
 
Of the Latin editions belonging to the fifteenth century, Pohl gives 28 as accredited to Gerson, 12 
to Thomas, 2 to St. Bernard, and 6 as anonymous. Or, to follow Funk, p. 426, 40 editions of that 
century were ascribed to Gerson, 11 to a  Kempis, 2 to Bernard, 1 to Gersen, and 2 are 
anonymous. Spitzen gives 16 as ascribed to a  Kempis. Most of the editions ascribing the work to 
Gerson were printed in France, the remaining editions being printed in Italy or Spain. The 
editions of the sixteenth century show a change, 37 Latin editions ascribing the authorship to a  
Kempis, and 25 to Gerson. As for the MSS. dated before 1460, and whose dates may be said to be 
reasonably above suspicion, all were written in Germany and the Lowlands. The oldest, included 
in a codex preserved since 1826 in the royal library of Brussels, probably belongs before 1420. 
The codex contains 9 other writings of a  Kempis besides the Imitation, and contains the note, 
Finitus et completus MCCCCXLI per manus fratris Th. Kempensis in Monte S. Agnetis prope 
Zwollis (finished and completed, 1441, by the hands of brother Thomas a  Kempis of Mount St. 
Agnes, near Zwolle). See Pohl, II. 461 sqq. So this is an autographic copy. The text of the 
Imitation, however, is written on older paper than the other documents, and has corrections which 
are found in a Dutch translation of the first book, dating from 1420. For these reasons, Funk, p. 
424, and others, puts the MS. back to 1416-1420. 
 
The literary controversy over the authorship began in 1604, when Dom Pedro Manriquez, in a 
work on the Lord’s Supper issued at Milan, and on the alleged basis of a quotation by 
Bonaventura, declared the Imitation to be older than that Schoolman. In 1606, Bellarmin, in his 
Descript. eccles., was more precise, and stated it was already in existence in 1260. About the 
same time, the Jesuit, Rossignoli, found in a convent at Arona, near Milan, a MS. without date, 
but bearing the name of an abbot, John Gersen, as its author; the house had belonged to the 
Benedictines once. In 1614 the Benedictine, Constantius Cajetan, secretary of Paul V., issued his 
Gersen restitutus at Rome, and later his Apparatus ad Gersenem restitutum, in which he defended 
the Italian’s claim. This individual was said to have been a Benedectine abbot of Vercelli, in 
Piedmont, in the first half of the thirteenth century. On the other hand, the Augustinian, 
Rosweyde, in his vindiciae Kempenses, Antwerp, 1617, so cogently defended the claims of a  



Kempis that Bellarmin withdrew his statement. In the nineteenth century the claims of Gersen 
were again urged by a Piedmontese nobleman, Gregory, in his Istoria della Vercellese letteratura, 
Turin, 1819, and subsequent publications, and by Wolfsgruber of Vienna in a scholarly work, 
1880. But Hirsche and Funk are, no doubt, right in pronouncing the name Gersen a mistake for 
Gerson, and Funk, after careful criticism, declares the Italian abbot a fictitious personage. The 
most recent Engl. writer on the subject, Montmorency, p. xiii. says, "there is no evidence that 
there was ever an abbot of Vercelli by the name of Gersen." 
 
The claims of John Gerson are of a substantial character, and France was not slow in coming to 
the chancellor’s defence. An examination of old MSS., made in Paris, had an uncertain issue, so 
that, in 1640, Richelieu’s splendid edition of the Imitation was sent forth without an author’s 
name. The French parliament, however, in 1652, ordered the book printed under the name of a  
Kempis. The matter was not settled and, at three gatherings, 1671, 1674, 1687, instituted by 
Mabillon, a fresh examination of MSS. was made, with the result that the case went against a  
Kempis. Later, Du Pin, after a comparison of Gerson’s writings with the Imitation, concluded that 
it was impossible to decide with certainty between these two writers and Gersen. (See his 2d ed. 
of Gerson’s Works, 1728, I. lix-lxxxiv) but in a special work. Amsterdam, 1706, he had decided 
in favor of the Dutchman. French editions of the Imitation continued to be issued under the name 
of Gerson, as, for example, those of Erhard-Mezler, 1724, and Vollardt, 1758. On the other hand, 
the Augustinian, Amort, defended the a  Kempis authorship in his Informatio de statu 
controversiae, Augsburg, 1728, and especially in his Scutum Kempense, Cologne, 1728. After the 
unfavorable statement of Schwab, Life of Gerson, 1858, pp. 782-786, declaring that the Imitation 
is in an altogether different style from Gerson’s works, the theory of the Gerson authorship 
seemed to be finally abandoned. The first collected edition of Gerson’s Works, 1483, knows 
nothing about the Imitation. Nor did Gerson’s brother, prior of Lyons, mention it in the list he 
gave of the chancellor’s works, 1423. The author of the Imitation was, by his own statements, a 
monk, IV. 5, 11; III., 56. Gerson would have been obliged to change his usual habit of 
presentation to have written in the monastic tone. 
 
After the question of authorship seemed to be pretty well settled in favor of a  Kempis, another 
stage in the controversy was opened by the publications of Puyol in 1898, 1899. Puyol gives a 
description of 548 manuscripts, and makes a sharp distinction between those of Italian origin and 
other manuscripts. He also annotates the variations in 57, with the conclusion that the Italian text 
is the more simple, and consequently the older and original text. He himself based his edition on 
the text of Arona. Puyol is followed by Kentenich, and has been answered by Pohl and others. 
 
Walter Hylton’s reputed authorship of the Imitation is based upon three books of that work, 
having gone under the name Deuteronomy musica ecclesiastica in MSS. in England and the 
persistent English tradition that Hylton was the author. Montmorency, pp. xiv, 138-170, while he 
pronounces the Hylton theory of authorship untenable, confesses his inability to explain it. 
 
The arguments in favor of the a  Kempis authorship, briefly stated, are as follows:— 
 
1. External testimony. John Busch, in his Chronicon Windesemense, written 1464, seven years 
before a  Kempis’ death, expressly states that a  Kempis wrote the Imitation. To this testimony 
are to be added the testimonies of Caspar of Pforzheim, who made a German translation of the 
work, 1448; Hermann Rheyd, who met Thomas, 1454, and John Wessel, who was attracted to 
Windesheim by the book’s fame. For other testimonies, see Hirsche and Funk, pp. 432-436. 
 
2. Manuscripts and editions. The number of extant MSS. is about 500. See Kentenich, p. 294. 
Funk, p. 420, gives 13 MSS. dated before 1500, ascribing the Imitation to a  Kempis. The 



autograph copy, contained in the Brussels codex of 1441, has already been mentioned. It must be 
said, however, the conclusion reached by Hirsche, Pohl, Funk, Schulze and others that this text is 
autographic has been denied by Puyol and Kentenich, on the basis of its divergences from other 
copies, which they claim the author could not have made. A second autograph, in Louvaine (see 
Schulze, p. 730), seems to be nearly as old, 1420, and has the note scriptus manibus et 
characteribus Thomae qui est autor horum devotorum libellorum, "written by the hand of 
Thomas," etc. (Pohl, VI. 456 sq.). A third MS., stating that Thomas is the author, and preserved in 
Brussels, is dated 1425.—As for the printed editions of the fifteenth century, at least 13 present 
Thomas as the author, from the edition of Augsburg, 1472, to the editions of Paris, 1493, 1500. 
 
3. Style and contents. These agree closely with a  Kempis’ other writings, and the flow of thought 
is altogether similar to that of his Meditation on Christ’s Incarnation. Spitzen seems to have 
made it at least very probable that the author was acquainted with the writings of Ruysbroeck, 
John of Schoenhoven, and other mystics and monks of the Lowlands. Funk has brought out 
references to ecclesiastical customs which fit the book into the time between the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. Hirsche laid stress on Germanisms in the style. 
 
Among recent German scholars, Denifle sets aside a  Kempis’ claims and ascribes the work to 
some unknown canon regular of the Lowlands. Karl Muller, in a brief note, Kirchengesch., II. 
122, and Loof’s Dogmengesch., 4th ed., p. 633, pronounce the a  Kempis authorship more than 
doubtful. On the other hand, Schwab, Hirsche, Schulze and Funk agree that the claims of Thomas 
are almost beyond dispute. It is almost impossible to give a reason why the Imitation should have 
been ascribed to the Dutch mystic, if he were not indeed its author. The explanation given by 
Kentenich, p. 603, seems to be utterly insufficient. 
 
{513} Art. The Worldly Wisdom of Thos. a  Kempis, in Dublin Review, 1908, pp. 262-287. 
 
{514} System. Theol., I. 79. For Gladstone’s judgment, see Morley, II. 186. Butler, p. 191, gives a 
list of 33 English translations from 1502-1900. Deuteronomy Quincey said: "The book came 
forward in answer to the sighing of Christian Europe for light from heaven. Excepting the Bible 
in Protestant lands, no book known to man has had the same distinction. It is the most marvellous 
biblical fact on record." Quoted by Kettlewell, I. 
 
{515} Backer, in his Essai bibliogr., enumerates 545 Latin editions, and about 900 editions in 
French. There are more than 50 editions belonging to the fifteenth century. See Funk, p. 426. The 
Bullingen collection, donated to the city library of Cologne, 1838, contained at the time of the gift 
400 different edd. Montmorenci, p. xxii sq., gives the dates of 29 edd., 1471-1503, with places of 
issue. 
 
{516} Corneille produced a poetical translation in French, 1651. A polyglot edition appeared at 
Sulzbach, 1837, comprising the Latin text and translations in Italian, French, German, Greek and 
English. 
 
{517} Hirsche discovered the rhythm and made it known, 1874. 
 
{518} This is Milman’s judgment. Hist. of Lat. Christ., Bk. XIV., 3, Milman said, "The book’s 
sole, single, exclusive object is the purification, the elevation of the individual soul, of the man 
absolutely isolated from his kind, of the man dwelling alone in the heritage of his thoughts." 
 
{519}  Mirum est, si non lugeat 
 



Experimento qui probat 
 
Quod vivere in soeculo 
 
Labor, dolor, afflictio. 
 
Blume and Dreves: Analecta hymnica, XLVIII. 503. Thomas a  Kempis’ hymns are given Blume 
and Dreves, XLVIII. 475-514. 
 
{520} In omnibus requiem quaesivi et non inveni nisi in een huechsken met een buexken. 
Franciscus Tolensis is the first to ascribe the portrait to a  Kempis. Kettlewell’s statements about 
a  Kempis’ active religious services are imaginary, I. 31, 322, etc. See Lindsay’s statement, Enc. 
Brit., XIV. 32. 
 
{521} Pohl’s ed., II. 1-59; V. 1-363. 
 
{522} Deuteronomy disciplina claustralium, Pohl’s ed., II. 313. For prayers to Mary III. 355-368 
and sermons on Mary, VI. 218-238. 
 
{523} Pohl, III. 357; VI. 219, 235 sq. 
 
{524} III. 317-322.  



36. The German Theology. 
 
The evangelical teachings of the little book, known as The German Theology, led Ullmann to 
place its author in the list of the Reformers before the Reformation. {525} The author was one of 
the Friends of God, and no writing issuing from that circle has had a more honorable and useful 
career. Together with the Imitation of Christ, it has been the most profitable of the writings of the 
German mystics. Its fame is derived from Luther’s high praise as much as from its own excellent 
contents. The Reformer issued two editions of it, 1516, with a partial text, and 1518, in the second 
edition giving it the name which remains with it to this day, Ein Deutsch Theologia —A German 
treatise of Theology. {526} Luther designated as its author a Frankfurt priest, a Teutonic knight, 
but for a time it was ascribed to Tauler. The Preface of the oldest MS., dated 1497, and found in 
1850, made this view impossible, for Tauler is himself quoted in ch. XIII. Here the author is 
called a Frankfurt priest and a true Friend of God. 
 
Luther announced his high obligation to the teachings of the manual of the way of salvation when 
he said that next to the Bible and St. Augustine, no book had come into his hands from which he 
had learnt more of what God and man and all things are and would wish to learn more. The 
author, he affirmed, was a pure Israelite who did not take the foam from the surface, but drew 
from the bed of the Jordan. Here, he continued, the teachings of the Scriptures are set forth as 
plain as day which have been lying under the desk of the universities, nay, have almost been left 
to rot in dust and muck. With his usual patriotism, he declared that in the book he had found 
Christ in the German tongue as he and the other German theologians had never found him in 
Greek, Latin or Hebrew. 
 
The German Theology sets forth man’s sinful and helpless condition, Christ’s perfection and 
mediatorial work and calls upon men to have access to God through him as the door. In all its 
fifty-four chapters no reference is made to Mary or to the justifying nature of good works or the 
merit of sacramental observances. {527} It abounds as no other writing of the German mystics did 
in quotations from the New Testament. In its pages the wayfaring man may find the path of 
salvation marked out without mystification. 
 
The book, starting out with the words of St. Paul, "when that which is perfect is come, then that 
which is in part shall be done away," declares that that which is imperfect has only a relative 
existence and that, whenever the Perfect becomes known by the creature, then "the I, the Self and 
the like must all be given up and done away." Christ shows us the way by having taken on him 
human nature. In chs. XV.-LIV., it shows that all men are dead in Adam, and that to come to the 
perfect life, the old man must die and the new man be born. He must become possessed with God 
and depossessed of the devil. Obedience is the prime requisite of the new manhood. Sin is 
disobedience, and the more "of Self and Me, the more of sin and wickedness and the more the 
Self, the I, the Me, the Mine, that is, self-seeking and selfishness, abate in a man, the more doth 
God’s I, that is, God Himself, increase." By obedience we become free. The life of Christ is the 
perfect model, and we follow him by hearkening unto his words to forsake all. This is nothing 
else than saying that we must be in union with the divine will and be ready either to do or to 
suffer. Such a man, a man who is a partaker of the divine nature, will in sincerity love all men and 
things, do them good and take pleasure in their welfare. Knowledge and light profit nothing 
without love. Love maketh a man one with God. The last word is that no man can come unto the 
Father but by Christ. 
 



In 1621 the Catholic Church placed the Theologia Germanica on the Index. If all the volumes 
listed in that catalogue of forbidden books were like this one, making the way of salvation plain, 
its pages would be illuminated with ineffable light. {528} 
 
{525} The best German ed., Stuttgart, 1858. The text is taken from Pfeiffer’s ed., Strassburg, 
1851, 3d ed. unchanged; Gutersloh, 1875, containing Luther’s Preface of 1518 and the Preface of 
Joh. Arndt, 1632. Pfeiffer used the MS. dated 1497, the oldest in existence. The best Engl. trans., 
by Susannah Winkworth, from Pfeiffer’s text, London, 1854, Andover, 1856. The Andover ed. 
contains an Introd. by Miss Winkworth, a Letter from Chevalier Bunsen and Prefaces by Canon 
Kingsley and Prof. Calvin E. Stowe. 
 
{526} Luther’s full title in the edition. of 1518 is Ein Deutsch Theologia, das ist ein edles 
Buchlein vom rechten Verstande was Adam und Christus sei und wie Adam in uns sterben und 
Christus in uns erstehen soll. A German theology, that is, a right noble little book about the right 
comprehension of what Adam and Christ are, and how Adam is to die in us and Christ is to arise. 
Cohrs in Herzog, XIX. 626, mentions 28 editions as having appeared in High German previous to 
1742. Luther’s Prefaces are given in the Weimar ed. of his Works, pp. 153, 376-378. 
 
{527} Dr. Calvin E. Stowe said "the book sets forth the essential principle of the Gospel in its 
naked simplicity," Winkworth’s ed., p. v. 
 
{528} Stockl and other Catholics, though not all, are bitter against the Theologia and charge it 
with pantheism. Bunsen ranked it next to the Bible. Winkworth’s ed., p. liv.  



37. English Mystics. 
 
England, in the fourteenth century, produced devotional writings which have been classed in the 
literature of mysticism. They are wanting in the transcendental flights of the German mystics, and 
are, for the most part, marked by a decided practical tendency. 
 
The Ancren Riwle was written for three sisters who lived as anchoresses at Tarrant Kaines, 
Dorsetshire. {529} It was the custom in their day in England for women living a recluse life to 
build a room against the wall of some church or a small structure in a churchyard and in such a 
way that it had windows, but no doors of egress. This little book of religious counsels was written 
at the request of the sisters, and is usually ascribed to Simon of Ghent, bishop of Salisbury, d. 
1315. The author gives two general directions, namely, to keep the heart "smooth and without any 
scar of evil," and to practise bodily discipline, which "serveth the first end, and of which Paul said 
that it profiteth little." The first is the lady, the second the handmaid. If asked to what order they 
belonged, the sisters were instructed to say to the Order of St. James, for James said, "Pure 
religion and undefiled before our God and Father is this: to visit the fatherless and widows in 
their affliction and to keep one’s self unspotted from the world." It is interesting to note that they 
are bidden to have warm clothes for bed and back, and to wash "as often as they please." They 
were forbidden to lash themselves with a leathern thong, or one loaded with lead except at the 
advice of their confessor. Richard Rolle, d. 1349, the author of a number of devotional treatises, 
and also translations or paraphrases of the Psalms, Job, the Canticles and Jeremiah, suddenly left 
Oxford, where he was pursuing his studies, discontented with the scholastic method in vogue at 
the university, and finally settled down as a hermit at Hampole, near Doncaster. Here he attained 
a high fame for piety and as a worker of miracles. He wrote in Latin and English, his chief works 
being the Latin treatises, The Emendation of Life and The Fervor of Love. They were translated in 
1434, 1435, by Rich Misyn. His works are extant in many manuscript copies. Rolle exalted the 
contemplative life, indulged in much dreamy religious speculation, but also denounced the vice 
and worldliness of his time. In the last state of the contemplative life he represents man as "seeing 
into heaven with his ghostly eye." {530} 
 
Juliana of Norwich, who died 1443, as it is said, at the age of 100, was also an anchoress, having 
her cell in the churchyard of St. Julian’s church, Norwich. She received 16 revelations, the first in 
1373, when she was 30 years old. At that time, she saw "God in a point." She laid stress upon 
love, and presented the joyful aspect of religion. God revealed Himself to her in three properties, 
life, light and love. Her account of her revelations is pronounced by Inge "a fragrant little book." 
{531} 
 
The Ladder of Perfection, written by Walter Hylton, an Augustinian canon of Thurgarton, 
Nottinghamshire, who died 1396, {532} depicts the different stages of spiritual attainment from 
the simple knowledge of the facts of religion, which is likened to the water of Cana which must 
be turned into wine, to the last stages of contemplation and divine union. There is no great 
excellency, Hylton says, "in watching and fasting till thy head aches, nor in running to Rome or 
Jerusalem with bare feet, nor in building churches and hospitals." But it is a sign of excellency if 
a man can love a sinner, while hating the sin. Those who are not content with merely saving their 
souls, but go on to the higher degrees of contemplation, are overcome by "a good darkness," a 
state in which the soul is free and not distracted by anything earthly. The light then arises little by 
little. Flashes come through the chinks in the walls of Jerusalem, but Jerusalem is not reached by 
a bound. There must be transformation, and the power that transforms is the love of God shed 
abroad in the soul. Love proceeds from knowledge, and the more God is known, the more is He 



loved. Hylton’s wide reputation is proved by the ascription of Thomas a  Kempis’ Imitation to 
him and its identification in manuscripts with his Deuteronomy musica ecclesiastica. {533} 
 
These writings, if we except Rolle, betray much of that sobriety of temper which characterizes the 
English religious thought. They contain no flights of hazy mystification and no rapturous 
outbursts of passionate feeling. They emphasize features common to all the mystics of the later 
Middle Ages, the gradual transformation through the power of love into the image of God, and 
ascent through inward contemplation to full fellowship with Him. They show that the principles 
of the imitation of Christ were understood on the English side of the channel as well as by the 
mystics of the Lowlands, and that true godliness is to be reached in another way than by the mere 
practice of sacramental rites. 
 
These English pietists are to be regarded, however, as isolated figures who, so far as we know, 
had no influence in preparing the soil for the seed of the Reformation that was to come, as had the 
Pietists who lived along the Rhine. {534} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{529} The Ancren Riwle, ed. by J. Morton, Camden series, London, 1853. See W. R. Inge, 
Studies in Engl. Mystics, London. 1906. p. 38 sqq. 
 
{530} C. Horstman, Richard Rolle of Hampole, 2 vols. The Early Engl. Text Soc. publ. the Engl. 
versions of Misyn, 1896. G. G. Perry edited his liturgy in the vol. giving the York Breviary, 
Surtees Soc. The poem, Pricke of Conscience, was issued by H. B. Bramley, Oxford, 1884. See 
Stephen, Dict. Natl. Biog. XLIX. 164-165. 
 
{531} The Revelations of Divine Love has been ed. by R. F. S. Cressy, London, 1670, reprinted 
1843; by H. Collins, London, 1817, and by Grace Warrack. 3d ed. Lond., 1909. See Inge and 
Dict. of Natl. Biog. 
 
{532} Written in English, the Ladder was translated by the Carmelite friar, Thomas Fyslawe, into 
Latin. Hylton’s death is also put in 1433. 
 
{533} The Ladder of Perfection was printed 1494, 1506, and has been recently ed. by R. E. Guy, 
London, 1869, and J. B. Dalgairns, London, 1870. See Inge, pp. 81-124; Montmorency, Thomas 
a  Kempis, etc., pp. 138-174; and Dict. of Natl. Biog., XXVI. 435 sqq. 
 
{534} Montmorency, p. 69, makes a remark for which, so far as I know, there is no corroborative 
testimony in the writings of the English Reformers, that "in this English mystical movement—of 
which a vast unprinted literature survives—is to be found the origin of Lollardism and of the 
Reformation in England."  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER V. 
 
REFORMERS BEFORE THE REFORMATION. 
 

38. Sources and Literature. 
 
For 39. Church and Society in England, etc.—Thomas Walsingham: Hist. Anglicana, ed. by 
Riley, Rolls Ser., London, 1869.—Walter de Heimburgh: Chronicon, ed. by Hamilton, 2 vols., 
1848 sq.—Adam Merimuth: Chronicon, and Robt. de Avesbury: Deuteronomy gestis mirabilibus 
Edwardi III., ed. by Thompson with Introd., Rolls Ser., 1889.—Chron. Angliae (1326-1388), ed. 
by Thompson, Rolls Ser., 1874.—Henry Knighton: Chronicon, ed. by Lumby, Rolls Ser., 2 vols., 
1895.—Ranulph Higden, d. bef. 1400: Polychronicon, with trans. by Trevisa, Rolls Ser., 9 vols., 
1865-1886.—Thos. Rymer, d. 1713: Foedera, Conventiones et Litera, London, 1704-1715.—
Wilkins: Concilia.—W. C. Bliss: Calendar of Entries in the Papal Registers relating to G. 
Britain and Ireland, vols. II.-IV., London, 1897-1902. Vol. II. extends from 1305-1342; vol. III., 
1342-1362; vol. IV., 1362-1404. A work of great value.—Gee and Hardy: Documents, etc.—
Haddan and Stubbs: Councils and Eccles. Doc’ts.—Stubbs: Constit. Hist. of Engl., III. 294-
387.—The Histt. of Engl., by Lingard, bks. III., IV., and Green, bk. IV.—Capes: The Engl. Ch. in 
the 14th and 15th Centt., London, 1900.—Haller: Papsttum und Kirchenreform, pp. 375-465.—
Jessopp: The Coming of the Friars.—Creighton: Hist. of Epidemics in England.—Gasquet: The 
Great Pestilence, 1893.—Rashdall and others: Histt. of Oxford and Cambridge.—The Dict. of 
Nat. Biog.—Also Thos. Fuller’s Hist. of Gr. Brit., for its general judgments and quaint 
statements.—Loserth: Studien zur Kirchenpolitik Englands im 14 Jahrh. in Sitzungsberichte d. 
kaiserl. Akademie d. Wissenschaften in Wien, Vienna, 1897.—G. Kriehn: Studies in the Sources 
of the Social Revol. of 1381, Am. Hist. Rev., Jan.-Oct., 1902.—C. Oman: The Great Revolt in 
1381, Oxford, 1906.—Traill: Social Engl., vol. II., London, 1894.—Rogers: Six Centt. of Work 
and Wages.—Cunningham: Growth of Engl. Industry. 
 
For Âc40-42. John Wyclif.—I. The publication of Wyclif’s works belongs almost wholly to the 
last twenty-five years, and began with the creation of the Wyclif Society, 1882, which was due to 
a summons from German scholars. In 1858, Shirley, Fasc., p. xlvi, could write, "Of Wyc’s Engl. 
writings nothing but two short tracts have seen the light," and in 1883, Loserth spoke of his 
tractates "mouldering in the dust." The MSS. are found for the most part in the libraries of 
Oxford, Prag and Vienna. The Trialogus was publ. Basel, 1525, and Wycliffe’s Wycket, in Engl., 
Nurnberg, 1546. Reprinted at Oxford, 1828.—Latin Works, ed. by the Wyclif Soc., organized, 
1882, in answer to Buddensieg’s appeal in the Academy, Sept. 17, 1881, 31 vols., London, 1884-
1907.—De officia pastorli, ed. by Lechler, Leipzig, 1863.—Trialogus, ed. by Lechler, Oxford, 
1869.—De veritate sac. Scripturae, ed. by Rudolf Buddensieg, 3 vols., Leipzig, 1904.—De 
potestate papae, ed. by Loserth, London, 1907.—Engl. Works: Three Treatises, by J. Wyclffe, ed. 
by J. H. Todd, Dublin, 1851.—*Select Engl. Works, ed. by Thos. Arnold, 3 vols., Oxford, 1869-
1871.—*Engl. Works Hitherto Unprinted, ed. by F. D. Matthew, London, 1880, with valuable 
Introd.—*Wyclif’s trans. of the Bible, ed. by Forshall and Madden, 4 vols., Oxford, 1850.—His 
New Test. with Introd. and Glossary, by W. W. Skeat, Cambridge, 1879.—The trans. of Job, 
Pss., Prov., Eccles. and Canticles, Cambridge, 1881.—For list of Wyclif’s works, see Canon W. 
W. Shirley: Cat. of the Works of J. W., Oxford, 1865. He lists 96 Latin and 65 Engl. writings.—
Also Lechler in his Life of Wiclif, II. 559-573, Engl. trans., pp. 483-498.—Also Rashdall’s list in 
Dict. of Nat. Biog.—II. Biographical.—Thomas Netter of Walden, a Carmelite, d. 1430: Fasciculi 



zizaniorum Magistri Joh. Wyclif cum tritico (Bundles of tares of J. Wyc. with the wheat), a 
collection of indispensable documents and narrations, ed. by Shirley, with valuable Introd., Rolls 
Ser., London, 1858.—Also Doctrinale fidei christianae Adv. Wicleffitas et Hussitas in his Opera, 
Paris, 1532, best ed., 3 vols., Venice, 1757. Walden could discern no defects in the friars, and 
represented the opposite extreme from Wyclif. He sat in the Council of Pisa, was provincial of his 
order in England, and confessor to Henry V.—The contemporary works given above, Chron. 
Angliae, Walsingham, Knighton, etc.—England in the Time of Wycliffe in trans. and reprints, 
Dept. of Hist. Univ. of Pa., 1895.—John Foxe: Book of Martyrs, London, 1632, etc.— John 
Lewis: Hist. of the Life and Sufferings of J. W., Oxford, 1720, etc., and 1820.—R. Vaughan: Life 
and Opinions of J. de Wycliffe, 2 vols., London, 1828, 2d ed., 1831.—V. Lechler: J. von Wiclif 
und die Vorgesch. der Reformation, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1873.—*Engl. trans., J. W. and his Engl. 
Precursors, with valuable Notes by Peter Lorimer, 2 vols., London, 1878, new edd., 1 vol., 1881, 
1884.—*R. Buddensieg: J. Wiclif und seine Zeit, Gotha, 1883. Also J. W. as Patriot and 
Reformer, London, 1884.—E. S. Holt: J. de W., the First Reformer, and what he did for England, 
London, 1884.—V. Vattier: J. W., sa vie, ses oeuvres et sa doctrine, Paris, 1886.—*J. Loserth: 
Hus und Wiclif, Prag and Leipzig, 1883, Engl. trans., London, 1884. Also W.’s Lehre v. wahrem 
u. falschem Papsttum, in Hist. Zeitschrift, 1907, p. 237 sqq.—L. Sergeant: John Wyclif, New 
York, 1893.—H. B. Workman: The Age of Wyclif, London, 1901.—Geo. S. Innes: J. W.,  
Cin’ti.—J. C. Carrick: Wyc. and the Lollards, London, 1908.—C. Bigg, in Wayside Sketches in 
Eccles. Hist., London, 1906.—For other Biogg., see Shirley: Fasciculus, p. 531 sqq.—III. J. L. 
Poole: W. and Movements for Reform, London, 1889, and W.’s Doctr. of Lordship in Illustr. of 
Med. Thought, 1884.—Wiegand: Deuteronomy Eccles. notione quid Wiclif docuerit, Leipzig, 
1891.—*G. M. Trevelyan: Engl. In The Age Of W., London, 2d ed., 1899.—Powell and 
Trevelyan: The Peasants’ Rising and the Lollards, London, 1899.—H. Furstenau: J. von W.’s 
Lehren v. d. Stellung d. weltl. Gewalt, Berlin, 1900.—Haddan and Stubbs: Councils and Eccles. 
Docts.—Gee and Hardy.—Stubbs: Constit. Hist., III. 314-374.—The Histt. of Capes, Green and 
Lingard, vol. IV.—The Histt. of the Engl. Bible, by Eadie, Westcott, Moulton, Stoughton, 
Mombert, etc.—Matthew: Authorship of the Wycliffite Bible, Engl. Hist. Rev., January, 1895.—
Gasquet: The Eve of the Reformation, new ed., London, 1905; The Old Engl. Bible and Other 
Essays, London, 1908.—R. S. Storrs: J. Wyc. and the First Engl. Bible in Sermons and 
Addresses, Boston, 1902. An eloquent address delivered in New York on the 500th anniversary of 
the appearance of Wyclif’s New Test.—Rashdall in Dict. of Natl. Biog., LXIII. 202-223.—G. S. 
Innis: Wycliffe Cin. ti 
 
For 43. Lollards.—The works noted above of Knighton, Walsingham, Rymer’s Foedera, the 
Chron. Angliae, Walden’s Fasc. ziz., Foxe’s Book of Martyrs. Also Adam Usk: Chronicle.—
Thos. Wright: Polit. Poems and Songs, Rolls Ser., 2 vols., London, 1859.—Fredericq: Corp. 
inquis. Neerl., vols. I.-III.—Reginald Pecock: The Repressor of overmuch Blaming of the Clergy, 
ed. by Babington, Rolls Ser., 2 vols., London, 1860.—The Histt. of Engl. and the Church of 
Engl.—A. M. Brown: Leaders of the Lollards, London, 1848.—W. H. Summers: Our Lollard 
Ancestors, London, 1904.—*James Gairdner: Lollardy and the Reform. in Engl., 2 vols., London, 
1908.—E. P. Cheyney: The Recantations of the Early Lollards, Am. Hist. Rev., April, 1899.—H. 
S. Cronin: The Twelve Conclusions of the Lollards, Engl. Hist. Rev., April, 1907.—Art. 
Lollarden, by Buddensieg in Herzog, XI. 615-626.—The works of Trevelyan and Forshall and 
Madden, cited above, and Oldcastle, vol. XLII. 86-93, and other artt. in Dict. of Nat. Biog. 
 
For Âc44-46. John Huss. —Hist. et monumenta J. Hus atque Hieronymi Pragensis, confessorum 
Christi, 2 vols., Nurnberg, 1558, Frankfurt, 1715. I have used the Frankfurt ed.—W. Flajshans: 
Mag. J. Hus Expositio Decalogi, Prag, 1903; Deuteronomy corpore Christi: Deuteronomy 
sanguine Christi, Prag, 1904; Sermones de sanctis, Prag, 1908; Super quatuor sententiarum, 
etc.—*Francis Palacky: Documenta Mag. J. Hus, vitam, doctrinam, causam in Constantiensi 



actam consilio illustrantia, 1403-1418, pp. 768, Prag, 1869. Largely from unpublished sources. 
Contains the account of Peter of Mladenowitz, who was with Huss at Constance.—K. J. Erben 
(archivarius of Prag): Mistra Jana Husi sebrane spisy Czeske. A collection of Huss’ Bohemian 
writings, 3 vols., Prag, 1865-1868.—Trans. of Huss’ Letters, first by Luther, Wittenberg, 1536 
(four of them, together with an account by Luther of Huss’ trial and death), republ. by C. von 
Kugelgen, Leipzig, 1902.—Mackenzie: Huss’ Letters, Edinburgh, 1846.—*H. B. Workman and 
B. M. Pope: Letters of J. Hus with Notes.—For works on the Council of Constance, see Mansi, 
vol. XXVIII., Van der Hardt, Finke, Richental etc., see 12.—C. von Hofler: Geschichtsschreiber 
der hussitischen Bewegung, 3 vols., Vienna, 1856-1866. Contains Mladenowitz and other 
contemporary documents.—*Palacky, a descendant of the Bohemian Brethren, d. 1876: 
Geschichte von Bohmen, Prag, 1836 sqq., 3d ed., 5 vols., 1864 sqq. Vol. III. of the first ed. was 
mutilated at Vienna by the censor of the press (the office not being abolished till 1848), on 
account of the true light in which Huss was placed. Nevertheless, it made such an impression that 
Baron Helfert was commissioned to write a reply, which appeared, Prag, 1867, pp. 287. In 1870, 
Palacky publ. a second ed. of vol. III., containing all the excerpted parts.—Palacky: Die 
Vorlaeufer des Hussitenthums in Bohmen, Prag, 1869.—L. Kohler: J. Hus u. s. Zeit, 3 vols., 
Leipzig, 1846.—E. H. Gillett, Prof. in New York Univ., d. New York, 1876: Life and Times of J. 
Huss, 2 vols., Boston, 1863, 3d ed., 1871.—W. Berger: J. Hus u. Konig Sigismund, Augsburg, 
1871.—Bonnechose: J. Hus u. das Concil zu Kostnitz, Germ. trans., 3d ed., Leipzig, 1870.—F. v. 
Bezold: Zur Gesch. d. Husitenthums, Munich, 1874.—E. Denis: Huss et la guerre des Hussites, 
Paris, l878.—A. H. Wratislaw: J. Hus, London, 1882.—*J. Loserth: Wiclif and Hus, also 
Beitrage zur Gesch. der Hussit. Bewegung, 5 small vols., 1877-1895, reprinted from magazines. 
Also Introd. to his ed. of Wiclif’s Deuteronomy ecclesia. Also art. J. Huss in Herzog, Encyc., 
VIII. 473-489.—Lechler: J. Hus, Leipzig, 1890.—*J. H. Wylie: The Counc. of Constance to the 
Death of J. Hus, London, 1900.—*H. B. Workman: The Dawn of the Reformation, The Age of 
Hus, London, 1902.—Lea: Hist. of the Inquis., II. 431-566.—Hefele, vol. VII.—*J. B. Schwab: J. 
Gerson, pp. 527-609.—Tschackert: Von Ailli, pp. 218-235.—W. Faber and J. Kurth: Wie sah Hus 
aus? Berlin, 1907.—Also J. Huss by Lutzow, N. Y., 1909, and Kuhr, Cin. ti 
 
For 47. The Hussites.—Mansi, XXVII, XXIX.—Haller: Concil. Basiliense.—Bezold: Konig 
Sigismund und d. Reichskriege gegen d. Husiten, 3 vols., Munich, 1872-1877.—*Jaroslav Goll: 
Quellen und Untersuchungen zur Gesch. der Bohmischen Bruder, 2 vols., Prag, 1878-1882.—*L. 
Keller: Die Reformation und die aelteren Reformparteien, Leipzig, 1885.—W. Preger: Ueber das 
Verhaltniss der Taboriten zu den Waldesiern des 14ten Jahrh., 1887.—Haupt: Waldenserthum 
und Inquisition im sudostlichen, Deutschland, Freiburg i. Br., 1890.—H. Herre: Die 
Husitenverhandlungen, 1429, in Quellen u. Forschungen d. Hist. Inst. von Rom, 1899.—*E. 
Muller: Bohm. Bruder, Herzog, III. 445-467.—E. Deuteronomy Schweinitz: The Hist. of the 
Church known as the Unitas Fratrum, Bethlehem, 1885.—Also Hergenrother-Kirsch: 
Kirchengesch., II. 886-903.  



39. The Church in England in the Fourteenth Century. 
 
The 14th century witnessed greater social changes in England than any other century except the 
19th. These changes were in large part a result of the hundred years’ war with France, which 
began in 1337, and the terrible ravages of the Black Death. The century was marked by the legal 
adoption of the English tongue as the language of the country and the increased respect for 
parliament, in whose counsels the rich burgher class demanded a voice, and its definite division 
into two houses, 1341. The social unrest of the land found expression in popular harangues, 
poems, and tracts, affirming the rights of the villein and serf class, and in the uprising known as 
the Peasants’ Revolt. 
 
The distinctly religious life of England, in this period, was marked by obstinate resistance to the 
papal claims of jurisdiction, culminating in the Acts of Provisors, and by the appearance of John 
Wyclif, one of the most original and vigorous personalities the English Church has produced. 
 
An industrial revolution was precipitated on the island by the Great Pestilence of 1348. The 
necessities of life rose enormously in value. Large tracts of land passed back from the smaller 
tenants into the hands of the landowners of the gentry class. The sheep and the cattle, as a 
contemporary wrote, "strayed through the fields and grain, and there was no one who could drive 
them." The serfs and villeins found in the disorder of society an opportunity to escape from the 
yoke of servitude, and discovered in roving or in independent engagements the joys of a new-
found freedom. These unsettled conditions called forth the famous statutes of Edward III.’s reign, 
1327-1377, regulating wages and the prices of commodities. 
 
The popular discontent arising from these regulations, and from the increased taxation 
necessitated by the wars with France, took the form of organized rebellion. The age of feudalism 
was coming to an end. The old ideas of labor and the tiller of the soil were beginning to give way 
before more just modes of thought. Among the agitators were John Ball, whom Froissart, with 
characteristic aristocratic indifference, called "the mad priest of Kent," the poet Longland and the 
insurgent leader, Watt Tyler. In his harangues, Ball fired popular feeling by appeals to the 
original rights of man. By what right, he exclaimed, "they, who are called lords, greater folk than 
we? On what grounds do they hold us in vassalage? Do not we all come from the same father and 
mother, Adam and Eve?" The spirit of individual freedom breathed itself out in the effective 
rhyme, which ran like wildfire, — 
 
When Adam delved and Eve span 
 
Who was then the gentleman? 
 
The rhymes, which Will Longland sent forth in his Complaint of Piers Ploughman, ventilated the 
sufferings and demands of the day laborer and called for fair treatment such as brother has a right 
to expect from brother. Gentleman and villein faced the same eternal destinies. "Though he be 
thine underling," the poet wrote, "mayhap in heaven, he will be worthier set and with more bliss 
than thou." The rising sense of national importance and individual dignity was fed by the victory 
of Crecy, 1346, where the little iron balls, used for the first time, frightened the horses; by the 
battle of Poictiers ten years later; by the treaty of Bretigny, 1360, whereby Edward was confirmed 
in the possession of large portions of France, and by the exploits of the Black Prince. The 
spectacle of the French king, John, a captive on the streets of London, made a deep impression. 



These events and the legalization of the English tongue, 1362, {535} contributed to develop a 
national and patriotic sentiment before unknown in England. 
 
The uprising, which broke out in 1381, was a vigorous assertion of the popular demand for a 
redress of the social inequalities between classes in England. The insurgent bands, which 
marched to London, were pacified by the fair promises of Richard II., but the Kentish band led by 
Watt Tyler, before dispersing, took the Tower and put the primate, Sudbury, to death. He had 
refused to favor the repeal of the hated decapitation tax. The abbeys of St. Albans and 
Edmondsbury were plundered and the monks ill treated, but these acts of violence were a small 
affair compared with the perpetual import of the uprising for the social and industrial well-being 
of the English people. The demands of the insurgents, as they bore on the clergy, insisted that 
Church lands and goods, after sufficient allowance had been made for the reasonable wants of the 
clergy, should be distributed among the parishioners, and that there should be a single bishop for 
England. This involved a rupture with Rome. {536} 
 
It was inevitable that the Church should feel the effects of these changes. Its wealth, which is 
computed to have covered one-third of the landed property of the realm, and the idleness and 
mendicancy of the friars, awakened widespread murmur and discontent. The ravages made 
among the clergy by the Black Death rendered necessary extraordinary measures to recruit its 
ranks. The bishop of Norwich was authorized to replace the dead by ordaining 60 young men 
before the canonical age. With the rise of the staples of living, the stipends of the vast body of the 
priestly class was rendered still more inadequate. Archbishop Islip of Canterbury and other 
prelates, while recognizing in their pastorals the prevalent unrest, instead of showing proper 
sympathy, condemned the covetousness of the clergy. On the other hand, Longland wrote of the 
shifts to which they were put to eke out a living by accepting secular and often menial 
employment in the royal palace and the halls of the gentry class. 
 
Parson and parish priest pleyned to the bishop, 
 
That their parishes were pore sith the pestilence tym, 
 
To have a license and a leve at London to dwelle 
 
And syngen there for symonye, for silver is swete. 
 
There was a movement from within the English people to limit the power of the bishops and to 
call forth spirituality and efficiency in the clergy. The bishops, powerful as they remained, were 
divested of some of their prestige by the parliamentary decision of 1370, restricting high offices 
of state to laymen. The first lay chancellor was appointed in 1340. The bishop, however, was a 
great personage, and woe to the parish that did not make fitting preparations for his entertainment 
and have the bells rung on his arrival. Archbishop Arundel, Foxe quaintly says, "took great snuff 
and did suspend all such as did not receive him with the noise of bells." Each diocese had its own 
prison, into which the bishop thrust refractory clerics for penance or severer punishment. 
 
The mass of the clergy had little learning. The stalls and canonries, with attractive incomes, 
where they did not go to foreigners, were regarded as the proper prizes of the younger sons of 
noblemen. On the other hand, the prelates lived in abundance. The famous bishop of Winchester, 
William of Wykeham, counted fifty manors of his own. In the larger ones, official residences 
were maintained, including hall and chapel. This prelate travelled from one to the other, taking 
reckonings of his stewards, receiving applications for the tonsure and ordination and attending to 



other official business. Many of the lower clergy were taken from the villein class, whose sons 
required special exemption to attend school. The day they received orders they were manumitted. 
 
The benefit of clergy, so called, continued to be a source of injustice to the people at large. By the 
middle of the 13th century, the Church’s claim to tithes was extended not only to the products of 
the field, but the poultry of the yard and the cattle of the stall, to the catch of fish and the game of 
the forests. Wills almost invariably gave to the priest "the best animal" or the "best quick good." 
The Church received and gave not back, and, in spite of the statute of Mortmain, bequests 
continued to be made to her. It came, however, to be regarded as a settled principle that the 
property of Church and clergy was amenable to civil taxation, and bishops, willingly or by 
compulsion, loaned money to the king. The demands of the French campaigns made such taxation 
imperative. 
 
Indulgences were freely announced to procure aid for the building of churches, as in the case of 
York Cathedral, 1396, the erection of bridges, the filling up of muddy roads and for other public 
improvements. The clergy, though denied the right of participating in bowling and even in the 
pastime of checkers, took part in village festivities such as the Church-ale, a sort of mediaeval 
donation party, in which there was general merrymaking, ale was brewed, and the people drank 
freely to the health of the priest and for the benefit of the Church. As for the morals of the clergy, 
care must always be had not to base sweeping statements upon delinquencies which are apt to be 
emphasized out of proportion to their extent. It is certain, however, that celibacy was by no means 
universally enforced, and frequent notices occur of dispensations given to clergymen of 
illegitimate birth. Bishop Quevil of Exeter complained that priests with families invested their 
savings for the benefit of their marital partners and their children. In the next period, in 1452, 
Deuteronomy la Bere, bishop of St. David’s, by his own statement, drew 400 marks yearly from 
priests for the privilege of having concubines, a noble, equal in value to a mark, from each one. 
{537} Glower, in his Vox clamantis, gave a dark picture of clerical habits, and charges the clergy 
with coarse vices such as now are scarcely dreamed of. The Church historian, Capes, concludes 
that "immorality and negligence were widely spread among the clergy." {538} The decline of 
discipline among the friars, and their rude manners, a prominent feature of the times, came in for 
the strictures of Fitzralph of Armagh, severe condemnation at the hands of Wyclif and playful 
sarcasm from the pen of Chaucer. The zeal for learning which had characterized them on their 
first arrival in England, early in the 13th century, had given way to self-satisfied idleness. 
Fitzralph, who was fellow of Balliol, and probably chancellor of the University of Oxford, before 
being raised to the episcopate, incurred the hostility of the friars by a series of sermons against the 
Franciscan theory of evangelical poverty. He claimed it was not scriptural nor derived from the 
customs of the primitive Church. For his temerity he was compelled to answer at Avignon, where 
he seems to have died about the year 1360. {539} Of the four orders of mendicants, the 
Franciscans, Dominicans, Carmelites and Augustinians, Longland sang that they 
 
Preached the people for profit and themselve 
 
Glosed the Gospel as them good lyked, 
 
For covetis of copis construed it as they would. 
 
Of the ecclesiastics of the century, if we except Wyclif, probably the most noted are Thomas 
Bradwardine and William of Wykeham, the one the representative of scholarly study, the other of 
ecclesiastical power. Bradwardine, theologian, phiIosopher, mathematician and astronomer, was a 
student at Merton College, Oxford, 1325. At Avignon, whither he went to receive consecration to 
the see of Canterbury, 1349, he had a strange experience. During the banquet given by Clement 



VI. the doors were thrown open and a clown entered, seated on a jackass, and humbly petitioned 
the pontiff to be made archbishop of Canterbury. This insult, gotten up by Clement’s nephew 
Hugo, cardinal of Tudela, and other members of the sacred college, was in allusion to the remark 
made by the pope that, if the king of England would ask him to appoint a jackass to a bishopric, 
he would not dare to refuse. The sport throws an unpleasant light upon the ideals of the curia, but 
at the same time bears witness to the attempt which was being made in England to control the 
appointment of ecclesiastics. Bradwardine enjoyed such an enviable reputation that Wyclif and 
other English contemporaries gave him the title, the Profound Doctor—doctor profundus. {540} 
In his chief work on grace and freewill, delivered as a series of lectures at Merton, he declared 
that the Church was running after Pelagius. {541} In the philosophical schools he had rarely heard 
anything about grace, but all day long the assertions that we are masters of our own wills. He was 
a determinist. All things, he affirmed, which occur, occur by the necessity of the first cause. In his 
Nun’s Tale, speaking of God’s predestination, Chaucer says:— 
 
But he cannot boult it to the bren 
 
As can the holie doctour, S. Austin, 
 
Or Boece (Boethius), or the Bishop Bradwardine. 
 
Wykeham, 1324-1404, the pattern of a worldly and aristocratic prelate, was an unblushing 
pluralist, and his see of Winchester is said to have brought him in 60,000 of our money annually. 
In 1361 alone, he received prebends in St. Paul’s, Hereford, Salisbury, St. David’s, Beverley, 
Bromyard, Wherwell Abergwili, and Llanddewi Brewi, and in the following year Lincoln, York, 
Wells and Hastings. He occupied for a time the chief office of chancellor, but fell into disrepute. 
His memory is preserved in Winchester School and in New College, Oxford, which he founded. 
The princely endowment of New College, the first stones of which were laid in 1387, embraced 
100 scholarships. These gifts place Wykeham in the first rank of English patrons of learning at 
the side of Cardinal Wolsey. He also has a place in the manuals of the courtesies of life by his 
famous words, "Manners makyth man." {542} 
 
The struggles of previous centuries against the encroachment of Rome upon the temporalities of 
the English Church was maintained in this period. The complaint made by Matthew Paris {543} 
that the English Church was kept between two millstones, the king and the pope, remained true, 
with this difference, however, the king’s influence came to preponderate. Acts of parliament 
emphasized his right to dictate or veto ecclesiastical appointments and recognized his sovereign 
prerogative to tax Church property. The evident support which the pope gave to France in her 
wars with England and the scandals of the Avignon residence were favorable to the crown’s 
assertion of authority in these respects. Wyclif frequently complained that the pope and cardinals 
were "in league with the enemies of the English kingdom" {544} and the papal registers of the 
Avignon period, which record the appeals sent to the English king to conclude peace with France, 
almost always mention terms that would have made France the gainer. At the outbreak of the war, 
1339, Edward III. proudly complained that it broke his heart to see that the French troops were 
paid in part with papal funds. {545} 
 
The three most important religious acts of England between John’s surrender of his crown to 
Innocent III. and the Act of Supremacy, 1534, were the parliamentary statutes of Mortmain, 1279, 
of Provisors, 1351, and for the burning of heretics, 1401. The statute of Mortmain or Dead-hand 
forbade the alienation of lands so as to remove them from the obligation of service or taxation to 
the secular power. The statute of Provisors, renewed and enlarged in the acts of Praemunire, 
1353, 1390 and 1393, concerned the subject of the papal rights over appointments and the 



temporalities of the English Church. This old bone of contention was taken up early in the 14th 
century in the statute of Carlyle, 1307, {546} which forbade aliens, appointed to visit religious 
houses in England, taking moneys with them out of the land and also the payment of tallages and 
impositions laid upon religious establishments from abroad. In 1343, parliament called upon the 
pope to recall all "reservations, provisions and collations" which, as it affirmed, checked Church 
improvements and the flow of alms. It further protested against the appointment of aliens to 
English livings, "some of them our enemies who know not our language." Clement VI., replying 
to the briefs of the king and parliament, declared that, when he made provisions and reservations, 
it was for the good of the Church, and exhorted Edward to act as a Catholic prince should and to 
permit nothing to be done in his realm inimical to the Roman Church and ecclesiastical liberty. 
Such liberty the pope said he would "defend as having to give account at the last judgment." 
Liberty in this case meant the free and unhampered exercise of the lordly claims made by his 
predecessors from Hildebrand down. {547} Thomas Fuller was close to the truth, when, defining 
papal provisions and reservations, he wrote, "When any bishopric, abbot’s place, dignity or good 
living (aquila non capit muscas —the eagle does not take note of flies) was like to be void, the 
pope, by a profitable prolepsis to himself, predisposed such places to such successors as he 
pleased. By this device he defeated, when he so pleased, the legal election of all convents and 
rightful presentation of all patrons." 
 
The memorable statute of Provisors forbade all papal provisions and reservations and all taxation 
of Church property contrary to the customs of England. The act of 1353 sought more effectually 
to clip the pope’s power by forbidding the carrying of any suit against an English patron before a 
foreign tribunal. {548} 
 
To these laws the pope paid only so much heed as expediency required. This claim, made by one 
of his predecessors in the bull Cupientes, to the right to fill all the benefices of Christendom, he 
had no idea of abandoning, and, whenever it was possible, he provided for his hungry family of 
cardinals and other ecclesiastics out of the proverbially fat appointments of England. Indeed, the 
cases of such appointments given by Merimuth, and especially in the papal books as printed by 
Bliss, are so recurrent that one might easily get the impression that the pontiff’s only concern for 
the English Church was to see that its livings were put into the hands of foreigners. I have 
counted the numbers in several places as given by Bliss. On one page, 4 out of 9 entries were 
papal appointments. A section of 2Â½ pages announces "provisions of a canonry, with 
expectation of a prebend" in the following churches: 7 in Lincoln, 5 in Salisbury, 2 in Chichester, 
and 1 each in Wells, York, Exeter, St. Patrick’s, Dublin, Moray, Southwell, Howden, Ross, 
Aberdeen, Wilton. {549} From 1342-1385 the deanery of York was held successively by three 
Roman cardinals. In 1374, the incomes of the treasurer, dean and two archdeaneries of Salisbury 
went the same way. At the close of Edward III.’s reign, foreign cardinals held the deaneries of 
York, Salisbury and Lichfield, the archdeanery of Canterbury, reputed to be the richest of English 
preferments, and innumerable prebends. Bishops and abbots-elect had to travel to Avignon and 
often spend months and much money in securing confirmation to their appointments, and, in 
cases, the prelate-elect was set aside on the ground that provision had already been made for his 
office. As for sees reserved by the pope, Stubbs gives the following list, extending over a brief 
term of years: Worcester, Hereford, Durham and Rochester, 1317; Lincoln and Winchester, 1320; 
Lichfield, 1322; Winchester, 1328; Carlisle and Norwich, 1825; Worcester, Exeter and Hereford, 
1827; Bath, 1829; Durham, Canterbury, Winchester and Worcester, 1334. Provisions were made 
in full recognition of the plural system. Thus, Walter of London, the king’s confessor, was 
appointed by the pope to the deanery of Wells, though, as stated in the papal brief, he already 
held a considerable list of "canonries and prebends," Lincoln, Salisbury, St. Paul, St. Martin Le 
Grand, London, Bridgenorth, Hastings and Hareswell in the diocese of Salisbury. {550} By the 
practice of promoting bishops from one see to another, the pope accomplished for his favorites 



what he could not have done in any other way. Thus, by the promotion of Sudbury in 1874 to 
Canterbury, the pope was able to translate Courtenay from Hereford to London, and Gilbert from 
Bangor to Hereford, and thus by a single stroke he was enriched by the first-fruits of four sees. 
 
In spite of legislation, the papal collectors continued to ply their trade in England, but less 
publicly and confidently than in the two preceding centuries. In 1879, Urban VI. sent Cosmatus 
Gentilis as his nuncio and collector-in-chief, with instructions that he and his subcollectors make 
speedy returns to Rome, especially of Peter’s pence. {551} In 1375, Gregory XI. had called upon 
the archbishops of Canterbury and York to collect a tax of 60,000 florins for the defence of the 
lands of the Apostolic see, the English benefices, however, held by cardinals being exempted. 
The chronicler Merimuth, in a noteworthy paragraph summing up the curial practice of foraging 
upon the English sees and churches, emphasizes the persistence and shrewdness with which the 
Apostolic chair from the time of Clement V. had extorted gold and riches as though the English 
might be treated as barbarians. John XXII. he represents as having reserved all the good livings of 
England. Under Benedict XII., things were not so bad. Benedict’s successor, Clement VI., was of 
all the offenders the most unscrupulous, reserving for himself or distributing to members of the 
curia the fattest places in England. England’s very enemies, as Merimuth continues, were thus put 
into possession of English revenues, and the proverb became current at Avignon that the English 
were like docile asses bearing all the burdens heaped upon them. {552} This prodigal Frenchman 
threatened Edward III. with excommunication and the land with interdict, if resistance to his 
appointments did not cease and if their revenues continued to be withheld. The pope died in 1353, 
before the date set for the execution of his wrathful threat. While France was being made English 
by English arms, the Italian and French ecclesiastics were making conquest of England’s 
resources. 
 
The great name of Wyclif, which appears distinctly in 1366, represents the patriotic element in all 
its strength. In his discussions of lordship, presented in two extensive treatises, he set forth the 
theory of the headship of the sovereign over the temporal affairs of the Church in his own 
dominions, even to the seizure of its temporalities. In him, the Church witnessed an ecclesiastic of 
equal metal with Thomas a  Becket, a man, however, who did not stoop, in his love for his order, 
to humiliate the state under the hand of the Church. He represented the popular will, the common 
sense of mankind in regard to the province of the Church, the New Testament theory of the 
spiritual sphere. Had he not been practically alone, he would have anticipated by more than two 
centuries the limitation of the pope’s power in England. 
 
{535} Mandeville composed his travels in 1356 in French, and then translated out of French into 
English, that every man of his nation might understand. Trevisa, writing in 1387, said that all 
grammar schools and English children "leaveth French and construeth and learneth English." 
 
{536} See Kriehn, AmHist. Rev., pp. 480, 483. 
 
{537} Gascoigne, as quoted by Gairdner: Lollardy and the Reform., I. 262. 
 
{538} p. 253 
 
{539} His Defensio curatorum contra eos qui privilegatos se dicunt is printed in Goldast, II. 466 
sqq. See art. Fitzralph, by R. L. Poole, Dict. of Nat. Biog., XIX. 194-198. Four books of 
Fitzralph’s Deuteronomy pauperie salvatoris were printed for the first time by Poole in his ed. of 
Wyclif’s Deuteronomy dominio, pp. 257-477. As for libraries, Fitzralph says that in every 
English convent there was a grand library. On the other hand, the author of the Philobiblion, 
Rich. de Bury, charges the friars with losing their interest in books. 



 
{540} Wyclif: Deuteronomy verit. scr., I. 30, 109, etc. 
 
{541} Deuteronomy causa Dei contra Pelagium et de virtute causarum ad suos Mertinenses, ed. 
by Sir Henry Saville, London, 1618. For other works, see Seeberg’s art. in Herzog, III. 350, and 
Stephens in Dict. of Nat. Biog., VI. 188 sq. Also S. Hahn, Thos. Bradwardinus, und seine Lehre 
von d. menschl. Willensfreiheit, Munster, 1905. 
 
{542} See art. by Tait in Dict. of Nat. Biog., LXIII. 225-231. 
 
{543} Rolls Series, IV. 559. 
 
{544} Deuteronomy eccles., p. 332 
 
{545} Walsingham, Hist. Angl., I. 200 sqq., and the pope’s reply, p. 208 sqq. Benedict showed his 
complete devotion to the French king when he wrote that, if he had two souls, one of them should 
be given for him. Quoted by Loserth, Stud. Zur Kirchenpol., p. 20. 
 
{546} Gee and Hardy, pp. 92-94. 
 
{547} For the text of the parliamentary brief and the king’s letter, which was written in French, 
see Merimuth, p. 138 sqq., 153 sqq., and for Clement’s reply, Bliss, III., 9 sqq. 
 
{548} See the texts of these statutes in Gee and Hardy, 103 sqq., 112-123. With reference to the 
renewal of the act in 1390, Fuller quaintly says: "It mauled the papal power in the land. Some 
former laws had pared the pope’s nails to the quick, but this cut off his fingers." 
 
{549} II. 345; III. 54 sq. Prebend has reference to the stipend, canonry to the office. 
 
{550} Bliss, II. 521. Cases of the payment of large sums for appointments to the pope and of the 
disappointed ecclesiastics-elect are given in Merimuth, pp. 31, 57, 59, 60, 61, 71, 120, 124, 172, 
etc., Bliss and others. Merimuth, p. 67, etc., refers constantly to the bribery used by such 
expressions as causa pecunialiter cognita, and non sine magna pecuniae quantitate. In cases, the 
pope renounced the right of provision, as Clement V., in 1308, the livings held in commendam by 
the cardinal of St. Sabina, and valued at 1000 marks. See Bliss, II. 48. For the cases of agents sent 
by two cardinals to England to collect the incomes of their livings, and their imprisonment, see 
Walsingham, I. 259 
 
{551} Bliss IV. 257. 
 
{552} Inter curiales vertitur in proverbium quod Anglici sunt boni asini, omnia onera eis 
imposita et intolerabilia supportantes. Merimuth, p. 175. To these burdens imposed upon 
England by the papal see were added, as in Matthew Paris’ times, severe calamities from rain and 
cold. Merimuth tells of a great flood in 1339, when the rain fell from October to the first of 
December, so that the country looked like a continuous sea. Then bitter cold setting in, the 
country looked like one field of ice.  



40. John Wyclif. 
 
A good man was there of religioun 
 
That was a pore Persone of a town; 
 
But rich he was of holy thought and werk; 
 
He was also a lerned man, a clerk, 
 
That Christes gospel trewly wolde preche. 
 
This noble ensample to his shepe he gaf, 
 
That first he wrought and after that he taught. 
 
A better priest I trow that nowhere non is, 
 
He waited after no pompe ne reverence; 
 
Ne maked him no spiced conscience, 
 
But Christes lore and his apostles twelve 
 
He taught, but first he folwed it himselve. {553} 
 
Chaucer. 
 
The title, Reformers before the Reformation, has been aptly given to a group of men of the 14th 
and 15th centuries who anticipated many of the teachings of Luther and the Protestant Reformers. 
They stand, each by himself, in solitary prominence, Wyclif in England, John Huss in Bohemia, 
Savonarola in Florence, and Wessel, Goch and Wesel in Northern Germany. To these men the 
sculptor has given a place on the pedestal of his famous group at Worms representing the 
Reformation of the 16th century. They differ, if we except the moral reformer, Savonarola, from 
the group of the German mystics, who sought a purification of life in quiet ways, in having 
expressed open dissent from the Church’s ritual and doctrinal teachings. They also differ from the 
group of ecclesiastical reformers, D’Ailly, Gerson, Nicolas of Clamanges, who concerned 
themselves with the fabric of the canon law and did not go beyond the correction of abuses in the 
administration and morals of the Church. Wyclif and his successors were doctrinal reformers. In 
some views they had been anticipated by Marsiglius of Padua and the other assailants of the 
papacy of the early half of the 14th century. 
 
John Wyclif, called the Morning Star of the Reformation, and, at the time of his death, in England 
and in Bohemia the Evangelical doctor, {554} was born about 1324 near the village of Wyclif, 
Yorkshire, in the diocese of Durham. {555} His own writings give scarcely a clew to the events of 
his career, and little can be gathered from his immediate contemporaries. He was of Saxon blood. 
His studies were pursued at Oxford, which had six colleges. He was a student at Balliol and 
master of that hall in 1361. He was also connected with Merton and Queen’s, and was probably 
master of Canterbury Hall, founded by Archbishop Islip. {556} He was appointed in succession to 



the livings of Fillingham, 1363, Ludgershall, 1368, and by the king’s appointment, to 
Lutterworth, 1374. The living of Lutterworth was valued at 26 a year. 
 
Wyclif occupies a distinguished place as an Oxford schoolman, a patriot, a champion of 
theological and practical reforms and the translator of the Scriptures into English. The papal 
schism, occurring in the midst of his public career, had an important bearing on his views of 
papal authority. 
 
So far as is known, he confined himself, until 1366, to his duties in Oxford and his parish work. 
In that year he appears as one of the king’s chaplains and as opposed to the papal supremacy in 
the ecclesiastial affairs of the realm. The parliament of the same year refused Urban V.’s demand 
for the payment of the tribute, promised by King John, which was back 33 years. John, it 
declared, had no right to obligate the kingdom to a foreign ruler without the nation’s consent. 
Wyclif, if not a member of this body, was certainly an adviser to it. {557} 
 
In the summer of 1374, Wyclif went to Bruges as a member of the commission appointed by the 
king to negotiate peace with France and to treat with the pope’s agents on the filling of 
ecclesiastical appointments in England. His name was second in the list of commissioners 
following the name of the bishop of Bangor. At Bruges we find him for the first time in close 
association with John of Gaunt, Edward’s favorite son, an association which continued for several 
years, and for a time inured to his protection from ecclesiastical violence. {558} 
 
On his return to England, he began to speak as a religious reformer. He preached in Oxford and 
London against the pope’s secular sovereignty, running about, as the old chronicler has it, from 
place to place, and barking against the Church. {559} It was soon after this that, in one of his 
tracts, he styled the bishop of Rome "the anti-Christ, the proud, worldly priest of Rome, and the 
most cursed of clippers and cut-purses." He maintained that-he "has no more power in binding 
and loosing than any priest, and that the temporal lords may seize the possessions of the clergy if 
pressed by necessity." The duke of Lancaster, the clergy’s open foe, headed a movement to 
confiscate ecclesiastical property. Piers Ploughman had an extensive public opinion behind him 
when he exclaimed, "Take her lands, ye Lords, and let her live by dimes (tithes)." The Good 
Parliament of 1376, to whose deliberation Wyclif contributed by voice and pen, gave emphatic 
expression to the public complaints against the hierarchy. 
 
The Oxford professor’s attitude had become too flagrant to be suffered to go unrebuked. In 1377, 
he was summoned before the tribunal of William Courtenay, bishop of London, at St. Paul’s, 
where the proceedings opened with a violent altercation between the bishop and the duke. The 
question was as to whether Wyclif should take a seat or continue standing in the court. Percy, lord 
marshal of England, ordered him to sit down, a proposal the bishop pronounced an unheard-of 
indignity to the court. At this, Lancaster, who was present, swore he would bring down 
Courtenay’s pride and the pride of all the prelates in England. "Do your best, Sir," was the 
spirited retort of the bishop, who was a son of the duke of Devonshire. A popular tumult ensued, 
Wyclif being protected by Lancaster. 
 
Pope Gregory XI. himself now took notice of the offender in a document condemning 19 
sentences from his writings as erroneous and dangerous to Church and state. In fact, he issued a 
batch of at least five bulls, addressed to the archbishop of Canterbury, the bishop of London, the 
University of Oxford and the king, Edward III. The communication to Archbishop Sudbury 
opened with an unctuous panegyric of England’s past most glorious piety and the renown of its 
Church leaders, champions of the orthodox faith and instructors not only of their own but of other 
peoples in the path of the Lord’s commandments. But it had come to his ears that the Lutterworth 



rector had broken forth into such detestable madness as not to shrink from publicly proclaiming 
false propositions which threatened the stability of the entire Church. His Holiness, therefore, 
called upon the archbishop to have John sent to prison and kept in bonds till final sentence should 
be passed by the papal court. {560} It seems that the vice-chancellor of Oxford at least made a 
show of complying with the pope’s command and remanded the heretical doctor to Black Hall, 
but the imprisonment was only nominal. 
 
Fortunately, the pope might send forth his fulminations to bind and imprison but it was not 
wholly in his power to hold the truth in bonds and to check the progress of thought. In his letter to 
the chancellor of Oxford, Gregory alleged that Wyclif was vomiting out of the filthy dungeon of 
his heart most wicked and damnable heresies, whereby he hoped to pollute the faithful and bring 
them to the precipice of perdition, overthrow the Church and subvert the secular estate. The 
disturber was put into the same category with those princes among errorists, Marsiglius of Padua 
and John of Jandun. {561} 
 
The archbishop’s court at Lambeth, before which the offender was now cited, was met by a 
message from the widow of the Black Prince to stay the proceedings, and the sitting was 
effectually broken up by London citizens who burst into the hall. At Oxford, the masters of 
theology pronounced the nineteen condemned propositions true, though they sounded badly to the 
ear. A few weeks later, March, 1878, Gregory died, and the papal schism broke out. No further 
notice was taken of Gregory’s ferocious bulls. Among other things, the nineteen propositions 
affirmed that Christ’s followers have no right to exact temporal goods by ecclesiastical censures, 
that the excommunications of pope and priest are of no avail if not according to the law of Christ, 
that for adequate reasons the king may strip the Church of temporalities and that even a pope may 
be lawfully impeached by laymen. 
 
With the year 1378 Wyclif’s distinctive career as a doctrinal reformer opens. He had defended 
English rights against foreign encroachment. He now assailed, at a number of points, the 
theological structure the Schoolmen and mediaeval popes had laboriously reared, and the abuses 
that had crept into the Church. The spectacle of Christendom divided by two papal courts, each 
fulminating anathemas against the other, was enough to shake confidence in the divine origin of 
the papacy. In sermons, tracts and larger writings, Wyclif brought Scripture and common sense to 
bear. His pen was as keen as a Damascus blade. Irony and invective, of which he was the master, 
he did not hesitate to use. The directness and pertinency of his appeals brought them easily within 
the comprehension of the popular mind. He wrote not only in Latin but in English. His conviction 
was as deep and his passion as fiery as Luther’s, but on the one hand, Wyclif’s style betrays less 
of the vivid illustrative power of the great German and little of his sympathetic warmth, while on 
the other, less of his unfortunate coarseness. As Luther is the most vigorous tract writer that 
Germany has produced, so Wyclif is the foremost religious pamphleteer that has arisen in 
England; and the impression made by his clear and stinging thrusts may be contrasted in contents 
and audience with the scholarly and finished tracts of the Oxford movement led by Pusey, Keble 
and Newman, the one reaching the conscience, the other appealing to the aesthetic tastes; the one 
adapted to break down priestly pretension, the other to foster it. 
 
But the Reformer of the 14th century was more than a scholar and publicist. Like John Wesley, 
he had a practical bent of mind, and like him he attempted to provide England with a new 
proclamation of the pure Gospel. To counteract the influence of the friars, whom he had begun to 
attack after his return from Bruges, he conceived the idea of developing and sending forth a body 
of itinerant evangelists. These "pore priests," as they were called, were taken from the list of 
Oxford graduates, and seem also to have included laymen. Of their number and the rules 
governing them, we are in the dark. The movement was begun about 1380, and on the one side it 



associates Wyclif with Gerrit de Groote, and on the other with Wesley and with his more recent 
fellow-countryman, General Booth, of the Salvation Army. 
 
Although this evangelistic idea took not the form of a permanent organization, the appearance of 
the pore preachers made a sensation. According to the old chronicler, the disciples who gathered 
around him in Oxford were many and, clad in long russet gowns of one pattern, they went on 
foot, ventilating their master’s errors among the people and publicly setting them forth in 
sermons. {562} They had the distinction of being arraigned by no less a personage than Bishop 
Courtenay "as itinerant, unauthorized preachers who teach erroneous, yea, heretical assertions 
publicly, not only in churches but also in public squares and other profane places, and who do this 
under the guise of great holiness, but without having obtained any episcopal or papal 
authorization." 
 
It was in 1381, the year before Courtenay said his memorable words, that Walden reports that 
Wyclif "began to determine matters upon the sacrament of the altar." {563} To attempt an 
innovation at this crucial point required courage of the highest order. In 12 theses he declared the 
Church’s doctrine unscriptural and misleading. For the first time since the promulgation of the 
dogma of transubstantiation by the Fourth Lateran was it seriously called in question by a 
theological expert. It was a case of Athanasius standing alone. The mendicants waxed violent. 
Oxford authorities, at the instance of the archbishop and bishops, instituted a trial, the court 
consisting of Chancellor Berton and 12 doctors. Without mentioning Wyclif by name, the judges 
condemned as pestiferous the assertions that the bread and wine remain after consecration, and 
that Christ’s body is present only figuratively or tropically in the eucharist. Declaring that the 
judges had not been able to break down his arguments, Wyclif went on preaching and lecturing at 
the university. But in the king’s council, to which he made appeal, the duke of Lancaster took 
sides against him and forbade him to speak any more on the subject at Oxford. This prohibition 
Wyclif met with a still more positive avowal of his views in his Confession, which closes with the 
noble words, "I believe that in the end the truth will conquer." 
 
The same year, the Peasants’ Revolt broke out, but there is no evidence that Wyclif had any more 
sympathy with the movement than Luther had with the Peasants’ Rising of 1525. After the revolt 
was over, he proposed that Church property be given to the upper classes, not to the poor. {564} 
The principles, however, which he enunciated were germs which might easily spring up into open 
rebellion against oppression. Had he not written, "There is no moral obligation to pay tax or tithe 
to bad rulers either in Church or state. It is permitted to punish or depose them and to reclaim the 
wealth which the clergy have diverted from the poor?" One hundred and fifty years after this 
time, Tyndale said, "They said it in Wyclif’s day, and the hypocrites say now, that God’s Word 
arouseth insurrection." {565} 
 
Courtenay’s elevation to the see of Canterbury boded no good to the Reformer. In 1382, he 
convoked the synod which is known in English history as the Earthquake synod, from the shock 
felt during its meetings. The primate was supported by 9 bishops, and when the earth began to 
tremble, he showed admirable courage by interpreting it as a favorable omen. The earth, in trying 
to rid itself of its winds and humors, was manifesting its sympathy with the body ecclesiastic. 
{566} Wyclif, who was not present, made another use of the occurrence, and declared that the 
Lord sent the earthquake "because the friars had put heresy upon Christ in the matter of the 
sacrament, and the earth trembled as it did when Christ was damned to bodily death." {567} 
 
The council condemned 24 articles, ascribed to the Reformer, 10 of which were pronounced 
heretical, and the remainder to be against the decisions of the Church. {568} The 4 main subjects 
condemned as heresy were that Christ is not corporally present in the sacrament, that oral 



confession is not necessary for a soul prepared to die, that after Urban VI.’s death the English 
Church should acknowledge no pope but, like the Greeks, govern itself, and that it is contrary to 
Scripture for ecclesiastics to hold temporal possessions. Courtenay followed up the synod’s 
decisions by summoning Rygge, then chancellor of Oxford, to suppress the heretical teachings 
and teachers. Ignoring the summons, Rygge appointed Repyngdon, another of Wyclif’s 
supporters, to preach, and when Peter Stokys, "a professor of the sacred page," armed with a letter 
from the archbishop, attempted to silence him, the students and tutors at Oxford threatened the 
Carmelite with their drawn swords. 
 
But Courtenay would permit no trifling and, summoning Rygge and the proctors to Lambeth, 
made them promise on their knees to take the action indicated. Parliament supported the primate. 
The new preaching was suppressed, but Wyclif stood undaunted. He sent a Complaint of 4 
articles to the king and parliament, in which he pleaded for the supremacy of English law in 
matters of ecclesiastical property, for the liberty for the friars to abandon the rules of their orders 
and follow the rule of Christ, and for the view that on the Lord’s table the real bread and wine are 
present, and not merely the accidents. {569} 
 
The court was no longer ready to support the Reformer, and Richard II. sent peremptory orders to 
Rygge to suppress the new teachings. Courtenay himself went to Oxford, and there is some 
authority for the view that Wyclif again met the prelate face to face at St. Frideswides. Rigid 
inquisition was made for copies of the condemned teacher’s writings and those of Hereford. 
Wyclif was inhibited from preaching, and retired to his rectory at Lutterworth. Hereford, 
Repyngdon, Aston and Bedeman, his supporters, recanted. The whole party received a staggering 
blow and with it liberty of teaching at Oxford. {570} 
 
Confined to Lutterworth, Wyclif continued his labors on the translation of the Bible, and sent 
forth polemic tracts, including the Cruciata, {571} a vigorous condemnation of the crusade which 
the bishop of Norwich, Henry de Spenser, was preparing in support of Urban VI. against the 
Avignon pope, Clement VII. The warlike prelate had already shown his military gifts during the 
Peasants’ Uprising. Urban had promised plenary indulgence for a year to all joining the army. 
Mass was said and sermons preached in the churches of England, and large sums collected for the 
enterprise. The indulgence extended to the dead as well as to the living. Wyclif declared the 
crusade an expedition for worldly mastery, and pronounced the indulgence "an abomination of 
desolation in the holy place." Spenser’s army reached the Continent, but the expedition was a 
failure. The most important of Wyclif’s theological treatises, the Trialogus, was written in this 
period. It lays down the principle that, where the Bible and the Church do not agree, we must 
obey the Bible, and, where conscience and human authority are in conflict, we must follow 
conscience. {572} 
 
Two years before his death, Wyclif received a paralytic stroke which maimed but did not 
completely disable him. It is possible that he received a citation to appear before the pope. With 
unabated rigor of conviction, he replied to the supreme pontiff that of all men he was most under 
obligation to obey the law of Christ, that Christ was of all men the most poor, and subject to 
mundane authority. No Christian man has a right to follow Peter, Paul or any of the saints except 
as they imitated Christ. The pope should renounce all worldly authority and compel his clergy to 
do the same. He then asserted that, if in these views he was found to err, he was willing to be 
corrected, even by death. If it were in his power to do anything to advance these views by his 
presence in Rome, he would willingly go thither. But God had put an obstacle in his way, and had 
taught him to obey Him rather than man. He closed with the prayer that God might incline Urban 
to imitate Christ in his life and teach his clergy to do the same. 
 



While saying mass in his church, he was struck again with paralysis, and passed away two or 
three days after, Dec. 29, 1384, "having lit a fire which shall never be put out." {573} Fuller, 
writing of his death, exclaims, "Admirable that a hare, so often hunted with so many packs of 
dogs, should die quietly sitting in his form." 
 
Wyclif was spare, and probably never of robust health, but he was not an ascetic. He was fond of 
a good meal. In temper he was quick, in mind clear, in moral character unblemished. Towards his 
enemies he was sharp, but never coarse or ribald. William Thorpe, a young contemporary 
standing in the court of Archbishop Arundel, bore testimony that "he was emaciated in body and 
well-nigh destitute of strength, and in conduct most innocent. Very many of the chief men of 
England conferred with him, loved him dearly, wrote down his sayings and followed his manner 
of life." {574} 
 
The prevailing sentiment of the hierarchy was given by Walsingham, chronicler of St. Albans, 
who characterized the Reformer in these words: "On the feast of the passion of St. Thomas of 
Canterbury, John de Wyclif, that instrument of the devil, that enemy of the Church, that author of 
confusion to the common people, that image of hypocrites, that idol of heretics, that author of 
schism, that sower of hatred, that coiner of lies, being struck with the horrible judgment of God, 
was smitten with palsy and continued to live till St. Sylvester’s Day, on which he breathed out his 
malicious spirit into the abodes of darkness." 
 
The dead was not left in peace. By the decree of Arundel, Wyclif’s writings were suppressed, and 
it was so effective that Caxton and the first English printers issued no one of them from the press. 
The Lateran decree of February, 1413, ordered his books burnt, and the Council of Constance, 
from whose members, such as Gerson and D’Ailly, we might have expected tolerant treatment, 
formally condemned his memory and ordered his bones exhumed from their resting-place and 
"cast at a distance from the sepulchre of the church." The holy synod, so ran the decree, "declares 
said John Wyclif to have been a notorious heretic, and excommunicates him and condemns his 
memory as one who died an obstinate heretic." {575} In 1429, at the summons of Martin IV., the 
decree was carried out by Flemmyng, bishop of Lincoln. 
 
The words of Fuller, describing the execution of the decree of Constance, have engraven 
themselves on the page of English history. "They burnt his bones to ashes and cast them into 
Swift, a neighboring brook running hardby. Thus this brook hath conveyed his ashes into Avon, 
Avon into Severn, Severn into the narrow seas, they into the main ocean. And thus the ashes of 
Wicliffe are the emblem of his doctrine, which now is dispersed the world over." 
 
In the popular judgment of the English people, John Wyclif, in company with John Latimer and 
John Wesley, probably represents more fully than any other English religious leader, 
independence of thought, devotion to conscience, solid religious common sense, and the sound 
exposition of the Gospel. In the history of the intellectual and moral progress of his people, he 
was the leading Englishman of the Middle Ages. {576} 
 
{553} Often supposed to be a description of Wyclif. 
 
{554} Fasciculi, p. 362. 
 
{555} Leland’s Itinerary placed Wyclif’s birth in 1324. Buddensieg and Rashdall prefer 1330. 
Leland, our first authority for the place of birth, mentions Spresswell (Hipswell) and Wyclif-on-
Tees, places a half a mile apart. Wyclif’s name is spelled in more than twenty different ways, as 
Wiclif, accepted by Lechler, Loserth, Buddensieg and German scholars generally; Wiclef, 



Wicliffe, Wicleff, Wycleff. Wycliffe, adopted by Foxe, Milman, Poole, Stubbs, Rashdall, Bigg; 
Wyclif preferred by Shirley, Matthew, Sergeant, the Wyclif Society, the Early English Text 
Society, etc. The form Wyclif is found in a diocesan register of 1361, when the Reformer was 
warden of Balliol College. The earliest mention in an official state document, July 26, 1374, gives 
it Wiclif. On Wyclif’s birthplace, see Shirley, Fasciculi, p. x sqq. 
 
{556} A Wyclif is mentioned in connection with all of these colleges. The question is whether 
there were not two John Wyclifs. A John de Whyteclyve was rector of Mayfield, 1361, and later 
of Horsted Kaynes, where he died, 1383. In 1365 Islip, writing from Mayfield, appointed a John 
Wyclyve warden of Canterbury Hall. Shirley, Note on the two Wiclifs, in the Fasciculi, p. 513 
sqq., advocated the view that this Wyclif was a different person from our John Wyclif, and he is 
followed by Poole, Rashdall and Sergeant. Principal Wilkinson of Marlborough College, Ch. 
Quart. Rev., October, 1877, makes a strong statement against this view; Lechler and Buddensieg, 
the two leading German authorities on Wyclif’s career, also admit only a single Wyclif as 
connected with the Oxford Halls. 
 
{557} So Lechler, who advances strong arguments in favor of this view. Loserth, who is followed 
by Rashdall, brings considerations against it, and places Wyclif’s first appearance as a political 
reformer in 1376. Studien zur Kirchenpol., etc., pp. 1, 32, 35, 44, 60. A serious difficulty with this 
view is that it crowds almost all the Reformer’s writings into 7 years. 
 
{558} John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, was the younger brother of the Black Prince. The prince 
had returned from his victories in France to die of an incurable disease. 
 
{559} Chron. Angl., p. 115 sq. 
 
{560} Gee and Hardy, p. 105 sqq. 
 
{561} Fasc., pp. 242-244. 
 
{562} Chron. Angl., p. 395; also Knighton, II. 184 sq. 
 
{563} Fasc., p. 104. 
 
{564} See Trevelyan, p. 199; Kriehn, pp. 254-286, 458-485. 
 
{565} Pref. to Expos. of St. John, p. 225, Parker Soc. ed. 
 
{566} Sicut in terrae visceribus includuntur aaret spiritus infecti et ingrediuntur in terrae motum, 
Fasc.,  p. 272. 
 
{567} Select Engl. Works, III. 503. 
 
{568} Gee and Hardy, pp. 108-110. 
 
{569} Select Engl. Writings, III. 507-523. 
 
{570} Fasc., pp. 272-333. See Shirley, p. xliv. 
 
{571} Latin Works, II. 577 sqq. 
 



{572} Fasc., p. 341 sq.; Lechler-Lorimer, p. 417, deny the citation. The reply is hardly what we 
might have expected from Wyclif, confining itself, as it does, rather curtly to the question of the 
pope’s authority and manner of life. Luther’s last treatment of the pope, Der Papst der Ende-
Christ und Wider Christ, is not a full parallel. Wyclif was independent, not coarse. 
 
{573} 2 The most credible narrative preserved of Wyclif’s death comes from John Horn, the 
Reformer’s assistant for two years, and was written down by Dr. Thomas Gascoigne upon Horn’s 
sworn statement. Walden twice makes the charge that disappointment at not being appointed 
bishop of Worcester started Wyclif on the path of heresy, but there is no other authority for the 
story, which is inherently improbable. Lies were also invented against the memories of Luther, 
Calvin and Knox, which the respectable Catholic historians set aside. 
 
{574} Bale, in his account of the Examination of Thorpe, Parker Soc. ed., I. 80-81. The 
biographies of Lewis, Vaughan, Lorimer and Sergeant give portraits of Wyclif. The oldest, 
according to Sergeant, pp. 16-21, is taken from Bale’s Summary, 1548. There is a resemblance in 
all the portraits, which represent the Reformer clothed in Oxford gown and cap, with long beard, 
open face, clear, large eye, prominent nose and cheek bones and pale complexion. 
 
{575} A part of the sentence rans, Sancta synodus declarat diffinit et sententiat eumdem J. Wicleff 
fuisse notorium haereticum pertinacem et in haeresi decessisse... ordinat corpus et ejus ossa, si 
ab aliis fidelibus corporibus discerni possint exhumari et procul ab ecclesiae sepultura jactari. 
Mansi, XXVII. 635. 
 
{576} 2 Green, in his Hist. of the Engl. People, passes a notable encomium on the "first 
Reformer," and the late Prof. Bigg, Wayside Sketches, p. 131, asserts "that his beliefs are in the 
main those of the great majority of Englishmen to-day, and this is a high proof of the justice, the 
clearness and the sincerity of his thoughts." The Catholic historian of England, Lingard, IV. 192, 
after speaking of Wyclif’s intellectual perversion, refers to him, "as that extraordinary man who, 
exemplary in his morals, declaimed against vice with the freedom and severity of an Apostle."  



41. Wyclif’s Teachings. 
 
Wyclif’s teachings lie plainly upon the surface of his many writings. In each one of the eminent 
roles he played, as schoolman, political reformer, preacher, innovator in theology and translator 
of the Bible, he wrote extensively. His views show progress in the direction of opposition to the 
mediaeval errors and abuses. Driven by attacks, he detected errors which, at the outset, he did not 
clearly discern. But, above all, his, study of the Scriptures forced upon him a system which was in 
contradiction to the distinctively mediaeval system of theology. His language in controversy was 
so vigorous that it requires an unusual effort to suppress the impulse to quote at great length. 
 
Clear as Wyclif’s statements always are, some of his works are drawn out by much repetition. 
Nor does he always move in a straight line, but digresses to this side and to that, taking occasion 
to discuss at length subjects cognate to the main matter he has in hand. This habit often makes the 
reading of his larger works a wearisome task. Nevertheless, the author always brings the reader 
back from his digression or, to use a modern expression, never leaves him sidetracked. 
 
I. As a Schoolman.—Wyclif was beyond dispute the most eminent scholar who taught for any 
length of time at Oxford since Grosseteste, whom he often quotes. {577} He was read in 
Chrysostom, Augustine, Jerome and other Latin Fathers, as well as in the mediaeval theologians 
from Anselm to Duns Scotus, Bradwardine, Fitzralph and Henry of Ghent. His quotations are 
many, but with increasing emphasis, as the years went on, he made his final appeal to the 
Scriptures. He was a moderate realist and ascribed to nominalism all theological error. He seems 
to have endeavored to shun the determinism of Bradwardine, and declared that the doctrine of 
necessity does not do away with the freedom of the will, which is so free that it cannot be 
compelled. Necessity compels the creature to will, that is, to exercise his freedom, but at that 
point he is left free to choose. {578} 
 
II. As a Patriot.—In this role the Oxford teacher took an attitude the very reverse of the attitude 
assumed by Anselm and Thomas a  Becket, who made the English Church a servant to the pope’s 
will in all things. For loyalty to the Hildebrandian theocracy, Anselm was willing to suffer 
banishment and a  Becket suffered death. In Wyclif, the mutterings of the nation, which had been 
heard against the foreign regime from the days of William the Conqueror, and especially since 
King John’s reign, found a stanch and uncompromising mouthpiece. Against the whole system of 
foreign jurisdiction he raised his voice, as also against the Church’s claim to hold lands, except as 
it acknowledged the rights of the state. He also opposed the tenure of secular offices by the clergy 
and, when Archbisbop Sudbury was murdered, declared that he died in sin because he was 
holding the office of chancellor. 
 
Wyclif’s views on government in Church and state are chiefly set forth in the works on Civil and 
Divine Lordship—De dominio divino, and Deuteronomy dominio civili —and in his Dialogus. 
{579} The Divine Lordship discusses the title by which men hold property and exercise 
government, and sets forth the distinction between sovereignty and stewardship. Lordship is not 
properly proprietary. It is stewardship. Christ did not desire to rule as a tenant with absolute 
rights, but in the way of communicating to others. {580} As to his manhood, he was the most 
perfect of servants. 
 
The Civil Lordship opens by declaring that no one in mortal sin has a right to lordship, and that 
every one in the state of grace has a real lordship over the whole universe. All Christians are 
reciprocally lords and servants. The pope, or an ecclesiastical body abusing the property 



committed to them, may be deprived of it by the state. Proprietary right is limited by proper use. 
Tithes are an expedient to enable the priesthood to perform its mission. The New Testament does 
not make them a rule. 
 
From the last portion of the first book of the Civil Lordship, Gregory XI. drew most of the articles 
for which Wyclif had to stand trial. Here is found the basis for the charge ascribing to him the 
famous statement that God ought to obey the devil. By this was meant nothing more than that the 
jurisdiction of every lawful proprietor should be recognized. 
 
III. As a Preacher.—Whether we regard Wyclif’s constant activity in the pulpit, or the impression 
his sermons made, he must be pronounced by far the most notable of English preachers prior to 
the Reformation. {581} 294 of his English sermons and 224 of his Latin sermons have been 
preserved. To these discourses must be added his English expositions of the Lord’s prayer, the 
songs of the Bible, the seven deadly sins and other subjects. With rare exceptions, the sermons 
are based upon passages of the New Testament. 
 
The style of the English discourses is simple and direct. No more plainly did Luther preach 
against ecclesiastical abuses than did the English Reformer. On every page are joined with 
practical religious exposition stirring passages rebuking the pope and worldly prelates. They are 
denounced as anti-christ and the servants of the devil—the fiend—as they turn away from the true 
work of pasturing Christ’s flock for worldly gain and enjoyment. The preacher condemns the 
false teachings which are nowhere taught in the Scriptures, such as pilgrimages and indulgences. 
Sometimes Wyclif seems to be inconsistent with himself, now making light of fasting, now 
asserting that the Apostles commended it; now disparaging prayers for the dead, now affirming 
purgatory. With special severity do his sermons strike at the friars who preach out of avarice and 
neglect to expose the sins of their hearers. No one is more idle than the rich friars, who have 
nothing but contempt for the poor. Again and again in these sermons, as in his other works, he 
urges that the goods of the friars be seized and given to the needy classes. Wyclif, the preacher, 
was always the bold champion of the layman’s rights. 
 
His work, The Pastoral Office, which is devoted to the duties of the faithful minister, and his 
sermons lay stress upon preaching as the minister’s proper duty. Preaching he declared the 
"highest service," even as Christ occupied himself most in that work. And if bishops, on whom 
the obligation to preach more especially rests, preach not, but are content to have true priests 
preach in their stead, they are as those that murder Jesus. The same authority which gave to 
priests the privilege of celebrating the sacrament of the altar binds them to preach. Yea, the 
preaching of the Word is a more precious occupation than the ministration of the sacraments. 
{582} 
 
When the Gospel was preached, as in Apostolic times, the Church grew. Above all things, close 
attention should be given to Christ’s words, whose authority is superior to all the rites and 
commandments of pope and friars. Again and again Wyclif sets forth the ideal minister, as in the 
following description:— 
 
"A priest should live holily, in prayer, in desires and thought, in godly conversation and honest 
teaching, having God’s commandments and His Gospel ever on his lips. And let his deeds be so 
righteous that no man may be able with cause to find fault with them, and so open his acts that he 
may be a true book to all sinful and wicked men to serve God. For the example of a good life 
stirreth men more than true preaching with only the naked word." 
 



The priest’s chief work is to render a substitute for Christ’s miracles by converting himself and 
his neighbor to God’s law. {583} The Sermon on the Mount, Wyclif pronounced sufficient for the 
guidance of human life apart from any of the requirements and traditions of men. 
 
IV. As a Doctrinal Reformer.—Wyclif’s later writings teem with denials of the doctrinal tenets of 
his age and indictments against ecclesiastical abuses. There could be no doubt of his meaning. 
Beginning with the 19 errors Gregory XI. was able to discern, the list grew as the years went on. 
The Council of Constance gave 45, Netter of Walden, fourscore, and the Bohemian John Lucke, 
an Oxford doctor of divinity, 266. Cochlaeus, in writing against the Hussites, went beyond all 
former computations and ascribed to Wyclif the plump sum of 303 heresies, surely enough to 
have forever covered the Reformer’s memory with obloquy. Fuller suggests as the reason for 
these variations that some lists included only the Reformer’s primitive tenets or breeders, and 
others reckoned all the younger fry of consequence derived from them. 
 
The first three articles adduced by the Council of Constance {584} had respect to the Lord’s 
Supper, and charged Wyclif with holding that the substance of the bread remains unchanged after 
the consecration, that Christ is not in the sacrament of the altar in a real sense, and the accidents 
of a thing cannot remain after its substance is changed. The 4th article accuses him with declaring 
that the acts of bishop or priest in baptizing, ordaining and consecrating are void if the celebrant 
be in a state of mortal sin. Then follow charges of other alleged heresies, such as that after Urban 
VI. the papacy should be abolished, the clergy should hold no temporal possessions, the friars 
should gain their living by manual toil and not by begging, Sylvester and Constantine erred in 
endowing the Church, the papal elections by the cardinals were an invention of the devil, it is not 
necessary to salvation that one believe the Roman church to be supreme amongst the churches 
and that all the religious orders were introduced by the devil. 
 
The most of the 45 propositions represent Wyclif’s views with precision. They lie on the surface 
of his later writings, but they do not exhaust his dissent from the teachings and practice of his 
time. His assault may be summarized under five heads: the nature of the Church, the papacy, the 
priesthood, the doctrine of transubstantiation and the use of the Scriptures. 
 
The Church was defined in the Civil Lordship to be the body of the elect,—living, dead and not 
yet born,—whose head is Christ. Scarcely a writing has come down to us from Wyclif’s pen in 
which he does not treat the subject, and in his special treatise on the Church, written probably in 
1378, it is defined more briefly as the body of all the elect—congregatio omnium 
predestinatorum. Of this body, Christ alone is the head. The pope is the head of a local church. 
Stress is laid upon the divine decree as determining who are the predestinate and who the 
reprobate. {585} 
 
Some persons, he said, in speaking of "Holy Church, understand thereby prelates and priests, 
monks and canons and friars and all that have the tonsure,—alle men that han crownes,—though 
they live ever so accursedly in defiance of God’s law." But so far from this being true, all popes 
cardinals and priests are not among the saved. On the contrary, not even a pope can tell assuredly 
that he is predestinate. This knows no one on earth. The pope may be a prescitus, a reprobate. 
Such popes there have been, and it is blasphemy for cardinals and pontiffs to think that their 
election to office of itself constitutes a title to the primacy of the Church. The curia is a nest of 
heretics if its members do not follow Christ, a fountain of poison, the abomination of desolation 
spoken of in the sacred page. Gregory XI. Wyclif called a terrible devil—horrendus diabolus. 
God in His mercy had put him to death and dispersed his confederates, whose crimes Urban VI. 
had revealed. {586} 
 



Though the English Reformer never used the terms visible and invisible Church, he made the 
distinction. The Church militant, he said, commenting on John 10:26, is a mixed body. The 
Apostles took two kinds of fishes, some of which remained in the net and some broke away. So in 
the Church some are ordained to bliss and some to pain, even though they live godly for a while. 
{587} It is significant that in his English writings Wyclif uses the term Christen men—Christian 
men—instead of the term the faithful. 
 
As for the papacy, no one has used more stinging words against individual popes as well as 
against the papacy as an institution than did Wyclif. In the treatises of his last years and in his 
sermons, the pope is stigmatized as anti-Christ. His very last work, on which he was engaged 
when death overtook him, bore the title, Anti-christ, meaning the pope. He went so far as to call 
him the head-vicar of the fiend. {588} He saw in the papacy the revelation of the man of sin. The 
office is wholly poisonous—totum papale officium venenosum. He heaped ridicule upon the 
address "most holie fadir." The pope is neither necessary to the Church nor is he infallible. If both 
popes and all their cardinals were cast into hell, believers could be saved as well without them. 
They were created not by Christ but by the devil. The pope has no exclusive right to declare what 
the Scriptures teach, or proclaim what is the supreme law. His absolutions are of no avail unless 
Christ has absolved before. Popes have no more right to excommunicate than devils have to 
curse. Many of them are damned—multi papae sunt dampnati. Strong as such assertions are, it is 
probable that Wyclif did not mean to cast aside the papacy altogether. But again and again the 
principle is stated that the Apostolic see is to be obeyed only so far as it follows Christ’s law. 
{589} 
 
As for the interpretation of Matthew 16:18, Wyclif took the view that "the rock" stands for Peter 
and every true Christian. The keys of the kingdom of heaven are not metal keys, as popularly 
supposed, but spiritual power, and they were committed not only to Peter, but to all the saints, 
"for alle men that comen to hevene have these keies of God." {590} Towards the pope’s 
pretension to political functions, Wyclif was, if possible, more unsparing. Christ paid tribute to 
Caesar. So should the pope. His deposition of kings is the tyranny of the devil. By disregarding 
Peter’s injunction not to lord it over God’s heritage, but to feed the flock, he and all his sect—tota 
secta —prove themselves hardened heretics. 
 
Constantine’s donation, the Reformer pronounced the beginning of all evils in the Church. The 
emperor was put up to it by the devil. It was his new trick to have the Church endowed. {591} 
Chapter after chapter of the treatise on the Church calls upon the pope, prelates and priests to 
return to the exercise of spiritual functions. They had become the prelates and priests of Caesar. 
As the Church left Christ to follow Caesar, so now it should abandon Caesar for Christ. As for 
kissing the pope’s toe, there it; no foundation for it in Scripture or reason. 
 
The pope’s practice of getting money by tribute and taxation calls forth biting invective. It was 
the custom, Wyclif said, to solemnly curse in the parish churches all who clipped the king’s coins 
and cut men’s purses. From this it would seem, he continued, that the proud and worldly priest of 
Rome and all his advisers were the most cursed of clippers and out-purses,—cursed of clipperis 
and purse-kerveris,—for they drew out of England poor men’s livelihoods and many thousands of 
marks of the king’s money, and this they did for spiritual favors. If the realm had a huge hill of 
gold, it would soon all be spent by this proud and worldly priest-collector. Of all men, Christ was 
the most poor, both in spirit and in goods and put from him all manner of worldly lordship. The 
pope should leave his authority to worldly lords, and speedily advise his clergy to do the same. I 
take it, as a matter of faith, that no man should follow the pope, nor even any of the saints in 
heaven, except as they follow Christ. {592} 
 



The priests and friars formed another subject of Wyclif’s vigorous attack. Clerics who follow 
Christ are true priests and none other. The efficacy of their acts of absolution of sins depends 
upon their own previous absolution by Christ. The priest’s function is to show forgiveness, 
already pronounced by God, not to impart it. It was, he affirmed, a strange and marvellous thing 
that prelates and curates should "curse so faste," when Christ said we should bless rather than 
reprove. A sentence of excommunication is worse than murder. 
 
The rule of auricular confession Wyclif also disparaged. True contrition of heart is sufficient for 
the removal of sins. In Christ’s time confession of man to man was not required. In his own day, 
he said, "shrift to God is put behind; but privy (private) shrift, a new-found thing, is authorized as 
needful for the soul’s health." He set forth the dangers of the confessional, such as the unchastity 
of priests. He also spoke of the evils of pilgrimages when women and men going together 
promiscuously were in temptation of great "lecherie." {593} Clerical celibacy, a subject the 
Reformer seldom touched upon, he declared, when enforced, is against Scripture, and as under 
the old law priests were allowed to marry, so under the new the practice is never forbidden, but 
rather approved. 
 
Straight truth-telling never had a warmer champion than Wyclif. Addressing the clergy, he 
devotes nearly a hundred pages of his Truth of Scripture to an elaboration of this principle. Not 
even the most trifling sin is permissible as a means of averting a greater evil, either for oneself or 
one’s neighbor. Under no circumstances does a good intention justify a falsehood. The pope 
himself has no right to tolerate or practice misrepresentation to advance a good cause. To 
accomplish a good end, the priest dare not even make a false appeal to fear. All lying is of itself 
sin, and no dispensation can change its character. {594} 
 
The friars called forth the Reformer’s keenest thrusts, and these increased in sharpness as he 
neared the end of his life. Quotations, bearing on their vices, would fill a large volume. Entire 
treatises against their heresies and practices issued from his pen. They were slavish agents of the 
pope’s will; they spread false views of the eucharist; they made merchandise of indulgences and 
letters of fraternity which pretended to give the purchasers a share in their own good deeds here 
and at the final accounting. Their lips were full of lies and their hands of blood. They entered 
houses and led women astray; they lived in idleness; they devoured England. {595} 
 
The Reformer had also a strong word to say on the delusion of the contemplative life as usually 
practised. It was the guile of Satan that led men to imagine their fancies and dreamings were 
religious contemplation and to make them an excuse for sloth. John the Baptist and Christ both 
left the desert to live among men. He also went so far as to demand that monks be granted the 
privilege of renouncing the monkish rule for some other condition where they might be useful. 
{596} 
 
The four mendicant orders, the Carmelites, Augustinians, Jacobites or Dominicans, and Minorites 
or Franciscans gave their first letters to the word Caim, showing their descent from the first 
murderer. Their convents, Wyclif called Cain’s castles. His relentless indignation denounced 
them as the tail of the dragon, ravening wolves, the sons of Satan, the emissaries of anti-christ and 
Luciferians and pronounced them worse than Herod, Saul and Judas. The friars repeat that Christ 
begged water at the well. It were to their praise if they begged water and nothing else. {597} 
 
With the lighter hand of ridicule, Chaucer also held up the mendicants for indictment. In the 
Prologue to his Canterbury Tales he represents the friar as an— 
 
... easy man to yeve penaunce, 



 
Ther as he wiste to have a good pitaunce 
 
For unto a powre order for to give 
 
Is signe that a man is well y-shrive. 
 
His wallet lay biforn him in his lappe 
 
Bretful of pardoun come from Rome all hoot, 
 
A voys he hadde as smal as hath a goot 
 
Ne was ther swich another pardonour 
 
For in his male he hadde a pilwe-beer [pillow] 
 
Which that, he seyde, was our Lady’s veyl: 
 
And in a glas he hadde a pigges bones. 
 
Skeat’s ed., 4:7, 21. 
 
If it required boldness to attack the powerful body of the monks, it required equal boldness to 
attack the mediaeval dogma of transubstantiation. Wyclif himself called it a doctrine of the 
moderns and of the recent Church—novella ecclesia. In his treatise on the eucharist, he praised 
God that he had been delivered from its laughable and scandalous errors. {598} The dogma of the 
transmutation of the elements he pronounced idolatry, a lying fable. His own view is that of the 
spiritual presence. Christ’s body, so far as its dimensions are concerned, is in heaven. It is 
efficaciously or virtually in the host as in a symbol. {599} This symbol "represents"—vicarius 
est—the body. 
 
Neither by way of impanation nor of identification, much less by way of transmutation, is the 
body in the host. Christ is in the bread as a king is in all parts of his dominions and as the soul is 
in the body. In the breaking of the bread, the body is no more broken than the sunbeam is broken 
when a piece of glass is shattered: Christ is there sacramentally, spiritually, efficiently—
sacramentaliter, spiritualiter et virtualiter. Transubstantiation is the greatest of all heresies and 
subversive of logic, grammar and all natural science. {600} 
 
The famous controversy as to whether a mouse, partaking of the sacramental elements, really 
partakes of Christ’s body is discussed in the first pages of the treatise on the eucharist. Wyclif 
pronounces the primary assumption false, for Christ is not there in a corporal manner. An animal, 
in eating a man, does not eat his soul. The opinion that the priest actually breaks Christ’s body 
and so breaks his neck, arms and other members, is a shocking error. What could be more 
shocking,—horribilius, —he says, than that the priest should daily make and consecrate the 
Lord’s body, and what more shocking than to be obliged to eat Christ’s very flesh and drink his 
very blood. Yea, what could be thought of more shocking than that Christ’s body may be burned 
or eructated, or that the priest carries God in bodily form on the tips of his fingers. The words of 
institution are to be taken in a figurative sense. In a similar manner, the Lord spoke of himself as 
the seed and of the world as the field, and called John, Elijah, not meaning that the two were one 
person. In saying, I am the vine, he meant that the vine is a symbol of himself. 



 
The impossibility of the miracle of elemental transmutation, Wyclif based on the philosophical 
principle that the substance of a thing cannot be separated from its accidents. If accidents can 
exist by themselves, then it is impossible to tell what a thing is or whether it exists at all. 
Transubstantiation would logically demand transaccidentation, an expression the English 
Reformer used before Luther. The theory that the accidents remain while the substance is 
changed, he pronounced "grounded neither in holy writt ne reson ne wit but only taughte by newe 
hypocritis and cursed heretikis that magnyfyen there own fantasies and dremes." {601} 
 
Another proof of Wyclif’s freedom of mind was his assertion that the Roman Church, in 
celebrating the sacrament, has no right to make a precise form of words obligatory, as the words 
of institution differ in the different accounts of the New Testament. As for the profitable 
partaking of the elements, he declared that the physical eating profits nothing except the soul be 
fed with love. Announcing it as his expectation that he would be set upon for his views, he closed 
his notable treatise on the eucharist with the words, The truth of reason will prevail over all 
things. 
 
Super omnia vincit veritas rationis. 
 
In these denials of the erroneous system of the mediaeval Church at its vital points, Wyclif was 
far in advance of his own age and anticipated the views of the Protestant Reformers. 
 
{577} Op. evang., p. 17, etc., Deuteronomy dom. div., p. 215, etc., Deuteronomy dom. civ., 384 
sqq., where the case of Frederick of Lavagna is related at length. 
 
{578} Hergenrother, II. 881, speaks of Wyclif’s system as pantheistic realism and fatalism, D. 
Lehrsystem des Wiclif ist krasser, pantheistischer Realismus, Fatalismus u. Predestianismus. 
 
{579} The Deuteronomy dom. civ. and the Deuteronomy dom. div., ed. for the Wyclif Soc. by R. 
L. Poole, London, 1885, 1890. See Poole’s Prefaces and his essay on Wyclif’s Doctrine of 
Lordship in his Illustrations, etc., pp. 282-311. The Dialogus, sive speculum ecclesiae militantis, 
ed. by A. W. Pollard, 1886. 
 
{580} Salvator noster noluit esse proprietarie dominans, sed communicative, p. 204. 
 
{581} Loserth, Introd. to Lat. sermones, II., p. xx, pronounce their effect extraordinary. The Engl. 
sermons have been ed. by Arnold, Select Engl. Works, vols, I, II, and the Lat. sermons by Loserth, 
in 4 vols. 
 
{582} Evangelizatio verbi est preciosior quam ministratio alicujus ecclesiastici sacramenti, Op. 
evang., I. 375. Predicatio verbi Dei est solemnior quam confectio sacramenti, Deuteronomy sac. 
scr., II. 156. See also Arnold, Engl. Works, III. 153 sq., 464; Serm. Lat.,  II. 115; Deuteronomy 
scr. sac.,  II. 138. 
 
{583} Debemus loco miraculorum Christi nos et proximos ad legem Dei convertere. 
Deuteronomy ver., I. 90; Op. evang., I. 368. 
 
{584} See Mansi, XXVII., 632-636, and Mirbt, p. 157 sq. 
 
{585} Deuteronomy dom. civ., I. 358. Ecclesia cath. sive Apost. est universitas predestinatorum. 
Deuteronomy eccles., ed. by Loserth, pp. 2, 5, 31, 94, Engl. Works, III. 339, 447, etc. 



 
{586} Deuteronomy eccles., 5, 28 sq., 63, 88, 89, 355, 358, 360. 
 
{587} Engl. Works., I. 50. 
 
{588} The condemnatory epithets and characterizations are found in the Engl. Works, ed. by 
Matthew, Deuteronomy papa, pp. 458-487, and The Church and her Members, and The Schism of 
the Rom. Pontiffs, Arnold’s ed., III. 262 sqq., 340 sqq., the Trialogus, Dialogus, the Latin 
Sermons, vol. II., and especially the Opus evangelicum, parts of which went under the name 
Christ and his Adversary, Antichrist. See Loserth’s introductions to Lat. Serm., II. p. iv sq., and 
Op. evang., vol. II.; also his art. Wiclif’s Lehre, vom wahren, undfalschen Papsttum, Hist 
Ztschrift, 1907, and his ed. of the Deuteronomy potestate papae. In these last works Loserth 
presents the somewhat modified view that when Wyclif inveighed against the papacy it was only 
as it was abused. The Deuteronomy potestate was written perhaps in 1379. His later works show 
an increased severity. 
 
{589} Lat. Serm., IV. 95; Deuteronomy dom. civ., 366-394; Deuteronomy ver. scr., II. 56 sqq.; 
Dial., p. 25; Op. evang., I. 38, 92, 98, 382, 414, II. 132, III. 187; Engl. Works, II. 229 sq., etc. 
 
{590} Op. evang., II. 105 sq.; Engl. Works, I. 350 sq. 
 
{591} Deuteronomy ver., I. 267; Engl. Works, III. 341 sq.; Deuteronomy Eccles., 189, 365 sqq.; 
Op. Evang., III. 188. 
 
{592} Engl. Works, III. 320. Letter to Urban VI., Fasc. ziz., p. 341; Engl. Works, III. 504-506. 
 
{593} His Deuteronomy eucharistia et poenitentia sive de confessione elaborates this subject. See 
also Engl. Works, I. 80, III. 141, 348, 461. 
 
{594} Deuteronomy eccles., p. 162; Deuteronomy ver. scr., II. 1-99. Omne mendacium est per se 
peccatum sed nulla circumstantia potest rectificare, ut peccatum sit non peccatum, Deuteronomy 
ver., II. 61. 
 
{595} Engl. Works, III. 420 sqq.; Op. evang., II. 40; Lat. serm., IV. 62, 121, etc. 
 
{596} See the tract Of Feigned Contemplative Life in Matthew, pp. 187, 196; Deuteronomy 
eccles., p. 380; Lat. Serm., II. 112. 
 
{597} Lat. serm., II. 84; Trial., IV. 33; Engl. Works, III. 348; Dial., pp. 13, 65, etc. 
 
{598} Ab isto scandaloso et derisibili errore de quidditate hujus sacramenti, pp. 52, 199. 
 
{599} Corpus Chr. est dimensionaliter in coelo a virtualiter in hostia ut in signo. Deuteronomy 
euchar., pp. 271, 303. Walden, Fasc. ziz., rightly represents Wyclif as holding that "the host is 
neither Christ nor any part of Christ, but the effectual sign of him." 
 
{600} Deuteronomy euchar., p. 11; Trial., pp. 248, 261. 
 
{601} Deuteronomy euch., pp. 78, 81, 182; Engl. Works, III. 520.  



42. Wyclif and the Scriptures. 
 
Wyclif’s chief service for his people, next to the legacy of his own personality, was his assertion 
of the supreme authority of the Bible for clergy and laymen alike and his gift to them of the Bible 
in their own tongue. His statements, setting forth the Scriptures as the clear and sufficient manual 
of salvation and insisting that the literal sense gives their plain meaning, were as positive and 
unmistakable as any made by Luther. In his treatise on the value and authority of the Scriptures, 
with 1000 printed pages, {602} more is said about the Bible as the Church’s appointed guide-
book than was said by all the mediaeval theologians together. And none of the Schoolmen, from 
Anselm and Abaelard to Thomas Aquinas and Duns Scotus, exalted it to such a position of 
preaminence as did he. With one accord they limited its authority by coordinating with its 
contents tradition, that is, the teachings of the Church. This man, with unexcelled precision and 
cogency, affirmed its final jurisdiction, as the law of God, above all authorities, papal, decretist or 
patristic. What Wyclif asserts in this special treatise, he said over again in almost every one of his 
works, English and Latin. If possible, he grew more emphatic as his last years went on, and his 
Opus evangelicum, probably his very last writing, abounds in the most positive statements 
language is capable of. 
 
To give the briefest outline of the Truth of Scripture will be to state in advance the positions of 
the Protestant Reformers in regard to the Bible as the rule of faith and morals. To Wyclif the 
Scriptures are the authority for every Catholic tenet. They are the Law of Christ, the Law of God, 
the Word of God, the Book of Life—liber vitae. They are the immaculate law of the Lord, most 
true, most complete and most wholesome. {603} All things necessary to belief for salvation are 
found in them. They are the Catholic faith, the Christian faith,—fides christiana, —the primal 
rule of human perfection, the primal foundation of the Christian proclamation. 
 
This book is the whole truth which every Christian should study. {604} It is the measure and 
standard of all logic. Logic, as in Oxford, changes very frequently, yea, every twenty years, but 
the Scriptures are yea, yea and nay, nay. They never change. They stand to eternity. {605} All 
logic, all law, all philosophy and all ethic are in them. As for the philosophy of the pagan world, 
whatever it offers that is in accord with the Scriptures is true. The religious philosophy which the 
Christian learns from Aristotle he learns because it was taught by the authors of Scripture. {606} 
The Greek thinker made mistakes, as when he asserted that creation is eternal. In several places 
Wyclif confesses that he himself had at one time been led astray by logic and the desire to win 
fame, but was thankful to God that he had been converted to the full acceptance of the Scriptures 
as they are and to find in them all logic. 
 
All through this treatise, and in other works, Wyclif contends against those who pronounced the 
sacred writings irrational or blasphemous or abounding in errors and plain falsehoods. Such 
detractors he labelled modern or recent doctors—moderni novelli doctores. Charges such as these 
would seem well-nigh incredible, if Wyclif did not repeat them over and over again. They remind 
us of the words of the priest who told Tyndale, 150 years later, "It were better to be without 
God’s laws than to be without the pope’s." What could be more shocking,—horribilius, —
exclaimed Wyclif, than to assert that God’s words are false. {607} 
 
The supreme authority of the Scriptures appears from their contents, the beneficent aim they have 
in view, and from the witness borne to them by Christ. God speaks in all the books. They are one 
great Word of God. Every syllable of the two Testaments is true, and the authors were nothing 
more than scribes or heralds. {608} If any error seem to be found in them, the error is due to 



human ignorance and perverseness. Nothing is to be believed that is not founded upon this book, 
and to its teachings nothing is to be added. {609} 
 
Wyclif devotes much time to the principles of biblical exposition and brushes away the false 
principles of the Fath-ers and Schoolmen by pronouncing the "literal verbal sense" the true one. 
On occasion, in his sermons, he himself used the other senses, but his sound judgment led him 
again and again to lay emphasis upon the etymological meaning of words as final. The 
tropological, anagogical and allegorical meanings, if drawn at all, must be based upon the literal 
meaning. Wyclif confessed his former mistake of striving to distinguish them with strict 
precision. There is, in fact, only one sense of Scripture, the one God himself has placed in it as 
the book of life for the wayfaring man. {610} Heresy is the contradiction of Scripture. As for 
himself, Wyclif said, he was ready to follow its teachings, even unto martyrdom, if necessary. 
{611} 
 
For hundreds of years no eminent teacher had emphasized the right of the laity to the Word of 
God. It was regarded as a book for the clergy, and the interpretation of its meaning was assumed 
to rest largely with the decretists and the pope. The Council of Toulouse, 1229, had forbidden the 
use of the Bible to laymen. The condemned sects of the 12th and 13th centuries, especially the 
Waldenses, had adopted another rule, but their assailants, such as Alanus ab Insulis, had shown 
how dangerous their principle was. Wyclif stood forth as the champion of an open Bible. It was a 
book to be studied by all Christians, for "it is the whole truth." Because it was given to the 
Church, its teachings are free to every one, even as is Christ himself. {612} 
 
To withhold the Scriptures from the laity is a fundamental sin. To make them known in the 
mother-tongue is the first duty of the priest. For this reason priests ought always to be familiar 
with the language of the people. Wyclif held up the friars for declaring it heresy to translate 
God’s law into English and make it known to laymen. He argued against their position by 
referring to the gift of tongues at Pentecost and to Jerome’s translation, to the practice of Christ 
and the Apostles who taught peoples in their native languages and to the existence in his own day 
of a French translation made in spite of all hindrances. Why, he exclaims, "should not 
Englishmen do the same, for as the lords of England have the Bible in French, it would not be 
against reason if they had the same material in English." Through an English Bible Englishmen 
would be enabled best "to follow Christ and come to heaven." {613} What could be more positive 
than the following words? 
 
Christen men and women, olde and young, shulden study fast in the New Testament, and no 
simple man of wit shulde be aferde unmeasurably to study in the text of holy Writ. Pride and 
covetise of clerks is cause of their blyndness and heresie and priveth them fro verie understonding 
of holy Writ. The New Testament is of ful autorite and open to understonding of simple men, as 
to the pynts that ben most needful to salvation. 
 
Wyclif was the first to give the Bible to his people in their own tongue. He knew no Hebrew and 
probably no Greek. His version, which was made from the Latin Vulgate, was the outgrowth of 
his burning desire to make his English countrymen more religious and more Christian. The 
paraphrastic translation of books which proceeded from the pen of Richard Rolle and perhaps a 
verse of the New Testament of Kentish origin and apparently made for a nunnery, {614} must be 
considered as in no wise in conflict with the claim of priority made for the English Reformer. In 
his task he had the aid of Nicolas Hereford, who translated the Old Testament and the Apocryphal 
books as far as Baruch 3:20. A revision was made of Wyclif’s Bible soon after his death, by 
Purvey. In his prologue, Purvey makes express mention of the "English Bible late translated," and 
affirms that the Latin copies had more need of being corrected than it. One hundred and seventy 



copies of these two English bibles are extant, and it seems strange that, until the edition issued by 
Forshall and Madden in 1850, they remained unprinted. {615} The reason for their not being 
struck off on the presses of Caxton and other early English printers, who issued the Golden 
Legend, with its fantastic and often grewsome religious tales, was that Wyclif had been 
pronounced a heretic and his version of the Scriptures placed under the ban by the religious 
authorities in England. 
 
A manuscript preserved in the Bodleian, Forshall and Madden affirm to be without question the 
original copy of Hereford himself. These editors place the dates of the versions in 1382 and 1388. 
Purvey was a Lollard, who boarded under Wyclif’s roof and, according to the contemporary 
chronicler, Knighton, drank plentifully of his instructions. He was imprisoned, but in 1400 
recanted, and was promoted to the vicarage of Hythe. This preferment he resigned three years 
later. He was imprisoned a second time by Archbishop Chichele, 1421, was alive in 1427, and 
perhaps died in prison. 
 
To follow the description given by Knighton in his Chronicle, the gift of the English Bible was 
regarded by Wyclif’s contemporaries as both a novel act and an act of desecration. The 
irreverence and profanation of offering such a translation was likened to the casting of pearls 
before swine. The passage in Knighton, who wrote 20 years after Wyclif’s death, runs thus: — 
 
The Gospel, which Christ bequeathed to the clergy and doctors of the Church,—as they in turn 
give it to lay and weaker persons,—this Master John Wyclif translated out of the Latin into the 
Anglican tongue, not the Angelic tongue, so that by him it is become common,—vulgare, —and 
more open to the lay folk and to women, knowing how to read, than it used to be to clerics of a 
fair amount of learning and of good minds. Thus, the Gospel pearl is cast forth and trodden under 
foot of swine, and what was dear to both clergy and laity is now made a subject of common jest 
to both, and the jewel of the clergy is turned into the sport of the laity, so that what was before to 
the clergy and doctors of the Church a divine gift, has been turned into a mock Gospel [or 
common thing]. {616} 
 
The plain meaning of this statement seems to be that Wyclif translated at least some of the 
Scriptures, that the translation was a novelty, and that the English was not a proper language for 
the embodiment of the sacred Word. It was a cleric’s book, and profane temerity, by putting it 
within the reach of the laity, had vulgarized it. 
 
The work speedily received reprobation at the hands of the Church authorities. A bill presented in 
the English parliament, 1891, to condemn English versions, was rejected through the influence of 
the duke of Lancaster, but an Oxford synod, of 1408, passed the ominous act, that upon pain of 
greater excommunication, no man, by his own authority, should translate into English or any 
other tongue, until such translation were approved by the bishop, or, if necessary, by the 
provincial council. It distinctly mentions the translation "set forth in the time of John Wyclif." 
Writing to John XXIII., 1412, Archbishop Arundel took occasion to denounce "that pestilent 
wretch of damnable memory, yea, the forerunner and disciple of anti-christ who, as the 
complement of his wickedness, invented a new translation of the Scriptures into his mother-
tongue." {617} 
 
In 1414, the reading of the English Scriptures was forbidden upon pain of forfeiture "of land, 
cattle, life and goods from their heirs forever." Such denunciations of a common English version 
were what Wyclif’s own criticisms might have led us to expect, and quite in consonance with the 
decree of the Synod of Toulouse, 1229, and Arundel’s reprobation has been frequently matched 
by prelatical condemnation of vernacular translations of the Bible and their circulation down to 



the papal fulminations of the 19th century against Bible societies, as by Pius VII., 1816, who 
declared them "fiendish institutions for the undermining of the foundation of religion." The 
position, taken by Catholic apologists, that the Catholic hierarchy has never set itself against the 
circulation of the Scriptures in the vernacular, but only against unauthorized translations, would 
be adapted to modify Protestantism’s notion of the matter, if there were some evidence of only a 
limited attempt to encourage Bible study among the laity of the Catholic Church with the pages of 
Scripture open before them. If we go to the Catholic countries of Southern Europe and to South 
America, where her away has been unobstructed, the very opposite is true. 
 
In the clearest language, Wyclif charged the priestly authorities of his time with withholding the 
Word of God from the laity, and denying it to them in the language the people could understand. 
And the fact remains that, from his day until the reign of Elizabeth, Catholic England did not 
produce any translations of the Bible, and the English Reformers were of the opinion that the 
Catholic hierarchy was irrevocably set against English versions. Tyndale had to flee from 
England to translate his New Testament, and all the copies of the first edition that could be 
collected were burnt on English soil. And though it is alleged that Tyndale’s New Testament was 
burnt because it was an "unauthorized" translation, it still remains true that the hierarchy made no 
attempt to give the Bible to England until long after the Protestant Reformation had begun and 
Protestantism was well established. 
 
The copies of Wyclif’s and Purvey’s versions seem to have been circulated in considerable 
numbers in England, and were in the possession of low and high. The Lollards cherished them. A 
splendid copy was given to the Carthusians of London by Henry VI., and another copy was in the 
possession of Henry VII. Sir Thomas More states distinctly that there was found in the possession 
of John Hunne, who was afterwards burnt, a Bible "written after Wyclif’s copy and by him 
translated into our tongue." {618} While for a century and a half these volumes helped to keep 
alive the spirit of Wyclif in England, it is impossible to say how far Wyclif’s version influenced 
the Protestant Reformers. In fact, it is unknown whether they used it at all. Some of its words, 
such as mote and beam and strait gate, which are found in the version of the 16th century, seem to 
indicate, to say the least, that these terms had become common property through the medium of 
Wyclif’s version. {619} The priceless heirloom which English-speaking peoples possess in the 
English version and in an open Bible free to all who will read, learned and unlearned, lay and 
cleric, will continue to be associated with the Reformer of the 14th century. As has been said by 
one of the ablest of recent Wyclif students, Buddensieg, the call to honor the Scriptures as the 
Word of God and to study and diligently obey them, runs through Wyclif’s writings like a scarlet 
thread. {620} Without knowing it, he departed diametrically from Augustine when he declared 
that the Scriptures do not depend for their authority upon the judgment of the Church, but upon 
Christ. 
 
In looking over the career and opinions of John Wyclif, it becomes evident that in almost every 
doctrinal particular did this man anticipate the Reformers. The more his utterances are studied, 
the stronger becomes this conviction. He exalted preaching; he insisted upon the circulation of the 
Scriptures among the laity; he demanded purity and fidelity of the clergy; he denied infallibility 
to the papal utterances, and went so far as to declare that the papacy is not essential to the being 
of the Church. He defined the Church as the congregation of the elect; he showed the unscriptural 
and unreasonable character of the doctrine of transubstantiation; he pronounced priestly 
absolution a declarative act. He dissented from the common notion about pilgrimages; he justified 
marriage on biblical grounds as honorable among all men; he appealed for liberty for the monk to 
renounce his vow, and to betake himself to some useful work. 
 



The doctrine of justification by faith Wyclif did not state. However, he constantly uses such 
expressions as, that to believe in Christ is life. The doctrine of merit is denied, and Christ’s 
mediation is made all-sufficient. He approached close to the Reformers when he pronounced 
"faith the supreme theology,"—fides est summa theologia, —and that only by the study of the 
Scriptures is it possible to become a Christian. {621} 
 
Behind all Wyclif’s other teaching is his devotion to Christ and his appeal to men to follow Him 
and obey His law. It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that the name of Christ appears on every 
page of his writings. To him, Christ was the supreme philosopher, yea, the content of all 
philosophy. {622} 
 
In reaching his views Wyclif was, so far as we know, as independent as any teacher can well be. 
There is no indication that he drew from any of the medieval sects, as has been charged, nor from 
Marsiglius and Ockam. He distinctly states that his peculiar views were drawn not from Ockam 
but from the Scriptures. {623} 
 
The Continental Reformers did not give to Wyclif the honor they gave to Huss. Had they known 
more about him, they might have said more. {624} Had Luther had access to the splendid shelf of 
volumes issued by the Wyclif Society, he might have said of the English Reformer what he said 
of Wessel’s Works when they were put into his hands. The reason why no organized reformation 
followed Wyclif’s labors is best given when we say, the time was not yet ripe. And, after all the 
parallelisms are stated between his opinions and the doctrines of the Reformers, it will remain 
true that, evangelical as he was in speech and patriotic as he was in spirit, the Englishman never 
ceased to be a Schoolman. Luther was fully a man of the new age. 
 
Note. -The Authorship of the First English Bible. Recently the priority of Wyclif’s translation has 
been denied by Abbot Gasquet in two elaborate essays, The Old English Bible, pp. 87-155. He 
also pronounces it to be very doubtful if Wyclif ever translated any part of the Bible. All that can 
be attempted here is a brief statement of the case. In addition to Knighton’s testimony, which 
seems to be as plain as language could put it, we have the testimony of John Huss in his Reply to 
the Carmelite Stokes, 1411, that Wyclif translated the whole Bible into English. No one contends 
that Wyclif did as much as this, and Huss was no doubt speaking in general terms, having in mind 
the originator of the work and the man’s name connected with it. The doubt cast upon the first 
proposition, the priority of Wyclif’s version, is due to Sir Thomas More’s statement in his 
Dialogue, 1530, Works, p. 233. In controverting the positions of Tyndale and the Reformers, he 
said, "The whole Bible was before Wyclif’s days, by virtuous and well-learned men, translated 
into English and by good and godly people, with devotion and soberness, well and reverently 
read." He also says that he saw such copies. In considering this statement it seems very possible 
that More made a mistake (1) because the statement is contrary to Knighton’s words, taken in 
their natural sense and Huss’ testimony. (2) Because Wyclif’s own statements exclude the 
existence of any English version before his own. (3) Because the Lollards associated their Bible 
with Wyclif’s name. (4) Because before the era of the Reformation no English writer refers to any 
translating except in connection with Wyclif’s name and time. Sir Thomas More was engaged in 
controversy and attempting to justify the position that the Catholic hierarchy had not been 
opposed to translations of the Scriptures nor to their circulation among proper classes of the laity. 
But Abbot Gasquet, after proposing a number of conjectural doubts and setting aside the natural 
sense of Knighton’s and Arundel’s statements, denies altogether the Wycliffite authorship of the 
Bible ascribed to him and edited by Forshall and Madden, and performs the feat of declaring this 
Bible one of the old translations mentioned by More. It must be stated here, a statement that will 
be recalled later, that Abbot Gasquet is the representative in England of the school of Janssen, 
which has endeavored to show that the Catholic Church was in an orderly process of development 



before Luther arose, and that Luther and the Reformers checked that development and also 
wilfully misrepresented the condition of the Church of their day. Dr. Gasquet, with fewer 
plausible facts and less literature at command than Janssen, seeks to present the English Church’s 
condition in the later Middle Ages as a healthy one. And this he does (1) by referring to the 
existence of an English mediaeval literature, still in MSS., which he pronounces vast in its bulk; 
(2) by absolutely ignoring the statements of Wyclif; (3) by setting aside the testimonies of the 
English Reformers; (4) by disparaging the Lollards as a wholly humble and illiterate folk. Against 
all these witnesses he sets up the single witness, Sir Thomas More. 
 
The second proposition advocated by Dr. Gasquet that it is doubtful, and perhaps very 
improbable, that Wyclif did nothing in the way of translating the Bible, is based chiefly upon the 
fact that Wyclif does not refer to such a translation anywhere in his writings. If we take the 
abbot’s own high priest among authorities, Sir Thomas More, the doubt is found to be 
unjustifiable, if not criminal. More, speaking of John Hunne, who was burnt, said that he 
possessed a copy of the Bible which was "after a Wycliffite copy." Eadie, I. 6O sqq.; Westcott, 
Hist. of the Eng. Bible. Gairdner who discusses the subject fairly in his Lollardy, I. 101-117, 
Capes, pp. 125-128, F. D. Matthew, in Eng. Hist. Rev., 1895, and Bigg, Wayside Sketches, p. 127 
sq., take substantially the position taken by the author. Gasquet was preceded by Lingard, Hist. of 
Eng., IV. 196, who laid stress upon More’s testimony to offset and disparage the honor given 
from time immemorial to Wyclif in connection with the English Bible. 
 
How can a controversialist be deemed fair who, in a discussion of this kind, does not even once 
refer to Wyclif’s well-known views about the value of a popular knowledge of the Scriptures, and 
his urgency that they be given to all the people through plain preaching and in translation? Dr. 
Gasquet’s attitude to "the strange personality of Wyclif" may be gotten from these words, Old 
Eng. Bible, p. 88: "Whatever we may hold as Catholics as to his unsound theological opinions, 
about which there can be no doubt, or, as peace-loving citizens, about his wild revolutionary 
social theories, on which, if possible, there can be less," etc. 
 
The following are two specimens of Wyclif’s versions:— 
 
Matthew 8:23-27. And Jhesu steyinge vp in to a litel ship, his disciplis sueden him. And loo! a 
grete steryng was made in the see, so that the litil ship was hilid with wawis; but he slepte. And 
his disciplis camen nigh to hym, and raysiden hym, sayinge, Lord, saue vs: we perishen. And 
Jhesus seith to hem, What ben yhee of litil feith agast? Thanne he rysynge comaundide to the 
wyndis and the see, and a grete pesiblenesse is maad. Forsothe men wondreden, sayinge: What 
manere man is he this, for the wyndis and the see obeishen to hym. 
 
Romans 8:5-8. For thei that ben aftir the fleisch saueren tho thingis that ben of the fleisch, but thei 
that ben aftir the spirit felen tho thingis that ben of the spirit. For the prudence of fleisch: is deeth, 
but the prudence of spirit: is liif and pees. For the wisdom of fleische is enemye to God, for it is 
not suget to the lawe of God: for nether it may. And thei that ben in fleisch: moun not please to 
God. 
 
{602} Deuteronomy veritate Scripturae, ed. by Buddensieg, with Introd., 3 vols., Leip., 1904. The 
editor, I. p. xci, gives the date as 1387, 1388. Wyclif starts out by quoting Augustine at length, I. 
6-16. The treatise contains extensive digressions, as on the two natures of Christ, I. 179 sqq., the 
salutation of Mary, I. 282 sqq., lying, II. 1-99, Mohammedanism, II. 248-266, the functions of 
prelates and priests, III. 1-104, etc. 
 
{603} lex domini immaculata... verissima, completissima et saluberrima, I. 156. 



 
{604} Illum librum debet omnis christianus adiscere cum sit omnis veritas, I. 109, 138. 
 
{605} I. 54. Aliae logicae saepissime variantur... logica scripturae in eternum stat. 
 
{606} I. 22, 29, 188. Christianus philosophiam non discit quia Aristotelis sed quia autorum 
scripturae sac. et per consequens tamquam suam scientiam quo in libris theologiae rectius est 
edocta. 
 
{607} I. 151, 200, 394, 408; Lat. serm., 179; Deuteronomy eccles., 173, 318, etc. 
 
{608} Tota scrip. est unum magnum Verbum Dei., I. 269. Autores nisi scribae vel precones ad 
scrib. Dei legem. I. 392. Also I. 86, 156, 198, 220 sqq., III. 106 sqq., 143. 
 
{609} Falsitas in proposito est in false intelligente et non in Scrip. sac., p. 193. Nulli alii in 
quoquam credere nisi de quanto se fundaverit ex script. I. 383. Deuteronomy civ. dom., p. 394. 
 
{610} Deuteronomy ver., 114, 119, 123. Sensus literalis script. est utrobique verus, p. 73. Solum 
ille est sensus script. quem deus et beati legunt in libro vitae qui est uni talis et alteri viatoribus, 
semper verus, etc., p. 126. 
 
{611} Oportet conclusiones carnis et seculi me deserere et sequi Christum in pauperie si debeam 
coronari, I. 357. Also II. 129-131. In view of the above statement, it is seen how utterly against 
the truth Kropatschek’s statement is, Man wird den Begriff Vorreformatoren getrost in die 
historische Rumpelkammer werfen konnen, we may without further thought cast the idea of 
Reformers before the Reformation into the historical rag bag. The remark he makes after stating 
how little the expression sola scriptura meant in the mouths of mediaeval reformers. See Walter 
In Litzg., 1905, p. 447. 
 
{612} Illum librum debet omnis Chriatianus adiscere cum sit omnis veritas. Deuteronomy ver., I. 
109. Fideles cujuscunque generis, fuerint clerici vel laici, viri vel feminae, inveniunt in ea 
virtutem operandi, etc., pp. 117, 136. Op. evang., II. 36. 
 
{613} Matthew, Sel. Works, p. 429 sq. 
 
{614} The text pub. Cambr., 1902 and 1905, by Anna C. Paues: A Fourteenth Engl. Bible Vs. 
 
{615} The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments with the Apocryphal Books, in the 
earliest English Versions made from the Vulgate by John Wycliffe and his Followers. 4 vols., 
Oxford, 1850. The work cost 22 years of labor. It contains Purvey’s Prologue and an exhaustive 
Preface by the editors. Purvey’s New Test. had been printed by John Lewis, London, 1781, and 
reprinted by Henry Baber, Lond., 1810, and in the Bagster English Hexapla, Lond., 1841. Adam 
Clarke had published Wyclif’s version of the Canticles in his Commentary, 3rd vol., 1823, and 
Lea Wilson, Wyclif’s New Test., Lond., 1848. 
 
{616} Commune aeternum. It is hard to give the exact rendering of these words. Knighton goes 
on to refer to William of St. Amour, who said of some that they changed the pure Gospel into 
another Gospel, the evangelium aeternum or evangelium Spiritus sancti. Knighton, Chronicle, II. 
151 sq. 
 



{617} Novae ad suae malitiae complementum Scripturarum in linguam maternam translationis 
practica adinventa. Wilkins, III. 350. 
 
{618} More’s Works, p. 240, quoted by Gairdner, I. 112. 
 
{619} See Forshall and Madden, p. xxxii, and Eadie, pp. 90-94. 
 
{620} Buddensieg, Introd. to Deuteronomy ver., pp. xxxii, xxxviii. 
 
{621} See Deuteronomy ver. scr., I. 209, 212, 214, 260, II. 234. He made a distinction between 
the material and formal principles when he spoke of the words of Christ as something materiale, 
and the inner meaning as something formale. Buddensieg, p. xlv, says Wyclif had a dawning 
presentiment of justifying faith. According to Poole, he stated the doctrine in other terms in his 
treatment of lordship. Rashdall, Dict. Natl. Biog., LXIII. 221, says that, apart from the doctrine of 
justification by faith, there is little in the teachings of the 16th cent. which Wyclif did not 
anticipate. 
 
{622} Summus philos., immo summa philosophia est Christus, deus noster, quem sequendo et 
discendo sumus philosophi. Deuteronomy ver. scr., I. 32. 
 
{623} Deuteronomy ver. scr., I. 346 sqq. See Loserth, Kirchenpolitik, pp. 2, 112 sq. Buddensieg, 
Deuteronomy ver. scr., p. viii, says, Was er war wissen wir, nicht wie er es geworden. We know 
what he was, but not how he came to be what he was. See, for a Rom. Cath. judgment, 
Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 878, who finds concentrated in Wyclif the false philosophy of the 
Waldenses and the Apocalypties, of Marsiglius and Ockam. 
 
{624} Melanchthon, in a letter to Myconius, declared that Wyclif was wholly ignorant of the 
doctrine of justification, and at another time he said he had foolishly mixed up the Gospel and 
politics.  



43. The Lollards. 
 
Although the impulse which Wyclif started in England did not issue there in a compact or 
permanent organization, it was felt for more than a century. Those who adopted his views were 
known as Wycliffites or Lollards, the Lollards being associated with the Reformer’s name by the 
contemporary chroniclers, Knighton and Walsingham, and by Walden. {625} The former term 
gradually gave way to the latter, which was used to embrace all heretics in England. 
 
The term Lollards was transplanted to England from Holland and the region around Cologne. As 
early as 1300 Lollard heretics were classed by the authorities with the Beghards, Beguines, 
Fratricelli, Swestriones and even the Flagellants, as under the Church’s ban. The origin of the 
word, like the term Huguenots, is a matter of dispute. The derivation from the Hollander, "Walter 
Lollard," who was burnt in Cologne, 1322, is now abandoned. {626} Contemporaries derived it 
from lolium, —tares,—and referred it to the false doctrine these sectarists were sowing, as does 
Knighton, and probably also Chaucer, or, with reference to their habit of song, from the Latin 
word laudare, to praise. {627} The most natural derivation is from the Low German, lullen or 
einlullen to sing to sleep, whence our English lullaby. None of the Lollard songs have come down 
to us. Scarcely a decade after Wyclif’s death a bull was issued by Boniface IX., 1396, against the 
"Lullards or Beghards" of the Low Countries. 
 
The Wycliffite movement was suppressed by a rigid inquisition, set on foot by the bishops and 
sanctioned by parliament. Of the first generation of these heretics down to 1401, so far as they 
were brought to trial, the most, if not all, of them recanted. The 15th century furnished a great 
number of Lollard trials and a number of Lollard martyrs, and their number was added to in the 
early years of the 16th century. Active measures were taken by Archbishop Courtenay; and under 
his successor, Thomas, earl of Arundel, the full force of persecution was let loose. The warlike 
bishop of Norwich, Henry Spenser, joined heartily in the repressive crusade, swearing to put to 
death by the flames or by decapitation any of the dissenters who might presume to preach in his 
diocese. The reason for the general recantations of the first generation of Wyclif’s followers has 
been found in the novelty of heresy trials in England and the appalling effect upon the accused, 
when for the first time they felt themselves confronted with the whole power of the hierarchy. 
{628} 
 
In 1394, they were strong enough to present a petition in full parliament, containing twelve 
Conclusions. {629} These propositions called the Roman Church the stepmother of the Church in 
England, declared that many who had priestly ordination were not ordained of God, took up the 
evils growing out of enforced celibacy, denied Christ’s material presence in the eucharist, 
condemned pilgrimages and image-worship, and pronounced priestly confession and indulgences 
measures invented for the profit of the clergy. The use of mitres, crosses, oil and incense was 
condemned and also war, on the ground that warriors, after the first blood is let, lose all charity, 
and so "go straight to hell." In addition to the Bible, the document quotes Wyclif’s Trialogus by 
name. 
 
From about 1390 to 1425, we hear of the Lollards in all directions, so that the contemporary 
chronicler was able to say that of every two men found on the roads, one was sure to be a Lollard. 
{630} With the accession of Henry IV. of Lancaster (1399-1413), a severe policy was adopted. 
The culminating point of legislation was reached in 1401, when parliament passed the act for the 
burning of heretics, the first act of the kind in England. {631} The statute referred to the Lollards 
as a new sect, damnably thinking of the faith of the Church in respect to the sacraments and, 



against the law of God and the Church, usurping the office of preaching. It forbade this people to 
preach, hold schools and conventicles and issue books. The violators were to be tried in the 
diocesan courts and, if found guilty and refusing to abjure, were to be turned over to the civil 
officer and burnt. The burning, so it was stipulated, was to be on a high place where the 
punishment might be witnessed and the onlookers be struck with fear. 
 
The most prominent personages connected with the earliest period of Wycliffism, Philip 
Repyngdon, John Ashton, Nicolas Hereford and John Purvey, all recanted. The last three and 
Wyclif are associated by Knighton as the four arch-heretics. 
 
Repyngdon, who had boldly declared himself at Oxford for Wyclif and his view of the sacrament, 
made a full recantation, 1382. Subsequently he was in high favor, became chancellor of Oxford, 
bishop of Lincoln and a cardinal, 1408. He showed the ardor of his zeal by treating with severity 
the sect whose views he had once espoused. 
 
John Ashton had been one of the most active of Wyclif’s preachers. In setting forth his heretical 
zeal, Knighton describes him as "leaping up from his bed and, like a dog, ready to bark at the 
slightest sound." He finally submitted in Courtenay’s court, professing that he "believed as our 
modur, holy kirke, believes," and that in the sacrament the priest has in his hand Christ’s very 
body. He was restored to his privileges as lecturer in Oxford, but afterwards fell again into 
heretical company. {632} 
 
Hereford, Wyclif’s fellow-translator, appealed to Rome, was condemned there and cast into 
prison. After two years of confinement, he escaped to England and, after being again imprisoned, 
made his peace with the Church and died a Carthusian. 
 
In 1389, nine Lollards recanted before Courtenay, at Leicester. The popular preacher, William 
Swynderby, to whose sermons in Leicester the people flocked from every quarter, made an abject 
recantation, but later returned to his old ways, and was tried in 1891 and convicted. Whether he 
was burnt or died in prison, Foxe says, he could not ascertain. 
 
The number suffering death by the law of 1401 was not large in the aggregate. The victims were 
distributed through the 125 years down to the middle of Henry VIII.’s reign. There were among 
them no clergymen of high renown like Ridley and Latimer. The Lollards were a humble folk, but 
by their persistence showed the deep impression Wyclif’s teachings had made. The first martyr, 
the poor chaplain of St. Osythe, William Sawtre, died March 2, 1401, before the statute for 
burning heretics was passed. He abjured and then returned again to his heretical views. After 
trying him, the spiritual court ordered the mayor or sheriff of London to "commit him to the fire 
that he be actually burnt." {633} The charges were that he denied the material presence, 
condemned the adoration of the cross and taught that preaching was the priesthood’s most 
important duty. 
 
Among other cases of burnings were John Badby, a tailor of Evesham, 1410, who met his awful 
fate chained inside of a cask; two London merchants, Richard Turming and John Claydon at 
Smithfield, 1415; William Taylor, a priest, in 1423 at Smithfield; William White at Norwich, 
1428; Richard Hoveden, a London citizen, 1430; Thomas Bagley, a priest, in the following year; 
and in 1440, Richard Wyche, who had corresponded with Huss. Peter Payne, the principal of St. 
Edmund’s College, Oxford, took refuge in flight, 1417, and became a leader among the Hussites, 
taking a prominent part as their representative at the Council of Basel. According to Foxe there 
were, 1424-1480, 100 prosecutions for heresy in Norwich alone. The menace was considered so 
great that, in 1427, Richard Flemmyng, bishop of Lincoln, founded Lincoln College, Oxford, to 



counteract heresy. It was of this college that John Wesley was a fellow, the man who made a 
great breach in the Church in England. 
 
The case of William Thorpe, who was tried in 1397 and again before Arundel, 1407, is of interest 
not only in itself, but for the statements that were made in the second trial about Wyclif. The 
archbishop, after accusing Thorpe of having travelled about in Northern England for 20 years, 
spreading the infection of heresy, declared that he was called of God to destroy the false sect to 
which the prisoner belonged, and pledged himself to "punish it so narrowly as not to leave a slip 
of you in this land." {634} Thorpe’s assertion that Wyclif was the greatest clerk of his time 
evoked from Arundel the acknowledgment that he was indeed a great clerk and, by the consent of 
many, "a perfect liver," but that many of the conclusions of his learning were damned, as they 
ought to be. 
 
Up to the close of the 14th century, a number of laymen in high position at court had favored 
Wycliffism, including Sir Lewis Clifford, Sir Richard Stury and Sir John Clanvowe, all of the 
king’s council, Sir John Cheyne, speaker of the lower house, the Lord Chancellor, Sir Thomas 
Erpingham and also the earl of Salisbury. {635} This support was for the most part withdrawn 
when persecution took an active form. With Sir John Oldcastle, otherwise known as Lord 
Cobham from his marriage with the heiress of the Cobham estate, it was different. He held firm to 
the end, encouraged the new preachers on his estates in Kent, and condemned the mass, auricular 
confession and the worship of images. Arundel’s court, before which he appeared after repeated 
citations, turned him over to the secular arm "to do him to death." Oldcastle was imprisoned in 
the Tower, but made his escape and was at large for four years. In 1414, he was charged with 
being a party to an uprising of 20,000 Lollards against the king. Declared an outlaw, he fled to 
Wales, where he was seized three years later and taken to London to be hanged and burnt as a 
traitor and heretic, Dec. 15, 1417. {636} John Foxe saw in him "the blessed martyr of Christ, the 
good Lord Cobham." 
 
It is a pleasant relief from these trials and puttings-to-death to find the University of Oxford in 
1406 bearing good testimony to the memory of its maligned yet distinguished dead, placing on 
record its high sense of his purity of life, power in preaching and diligence in studies. But fragrant 
as his memory was held in Oxford, at least secretly, parliament was fixed in its purpose to support 
the ecclesiastical authorities in stamping out his doctrine. In 1414, it ordered the civil officer to 
take the initiative in ferreting out heresy, and magistrates, from the Lord chancellor down, were 
called upon to use their power in extirpating "all manner of heresies, errors and lollardies." This 
oath continued to be administered for two centuries, until Sir Edward Coke, Lord High Sheriff of 
Buckinghamshire, refused to take it, with the name Lollard included, insisting that the principles 
of Lollardy had been adopted by the Church of England. {637} 
 
Archbishop Chichele seemed as much bent as his predecessor, Arundel, on clearing the realm of 
all stain of heresy. In 1416 he enjoined his suffragans to inquire diligently twice a year for 
persons under suspicion and, where they did not turn them over to the secular court, to commit 
them to perpetual or temporary imprisonment, as the nature of the case might require. It was 
about the same time that an Englishman, at the trial of Huss in Constance, after a parallel had 
been drawn between Wyclif’s views and those of the Bohemian, said, "By my soul, if I were in 
your place I would abjure, for in England all the masters, one after another, albeit very good men, 
when suspected of Wicliffism, abjured at the command of the archbishop." {638} 
 
Heresy also penetrated into Scotland, James Resby, one of Wyclif’s poor priests, being burnt at 
Perth, 1407, and another at Glasgow, 1422. In 1488, a Bohemian student at St. Andrews, Paul 
Craw, suffered the same penalty for heresy. {639} The Scotch parliament of 1425 enjoined 



bishops to make search for heretics and Lollards, and in 1416 every master of arts at St. Andrews 
was obliged to take an oath to defend the Church against them. 
 
Between 1450-1517, Lollardy was almost wholly restricted to the rural districts, and little 
mention is made of it in contemporary records. At Amersham, one of its centres, four were tried 
in 1462, and some suffered death, as William Barlowe in 1466, and John Goose a few years later. 
In 1507, three were burnt there, including William Tylsworth, the leading man of the 
congregation. At the crucial moment he was deserted by the members, and sixty of them joined in 
carrying fagots for his burning. This time of recantation continued to be known in the district as 
the Great Abjuration. The first woman to suffer martyrdom in England, Joan Broughton, was 
burnt at Smithfield, 1494, as was also her daughter, Lady Young. Nine Lollards made public 
penance at Coventry, 1486, but, as late as 1519, six men and one woman suffered death there. 
Foxe also mentions William Sweeting and John Brewster as being burnt at Smithfield, 1511, and 
John Brown at Ashford the same year. How extensively Wyclif’s views continued to be secretly 
held and his writings read is a matter of conjecture. Not till 1559 was the legislation directed 
against Lollardy repealed. 
 
Our knowledge of the tenets and practices of the Lollards is derived from their Twelve 
Conclusions and other Lollard documents, the records of their trials and from the Repressor for 
over-much Blaming of the Clergy, an English treatise written by Dr. Pecock, bishop of 
Chichester, and finished 1455. Inclined to liberal thought, Bishop Pecock assumed a different 
attitude from Courtenay, Arundel and other prelates, and sought by calm reasoning to win the 
Lollards from their mistakes. He mentioned the designation of Known Men— 1 Corinthians 
14:38, 2 Timothy 2:19—as being one of old standing for them, and he also calls them "the lay 
party" or "the Bible Men." He proposed to consider their objections against 11 customs and 
institutions, such as the worship of images, pilgrimages, landed endowments for the church, 
degrees of rank among the clergy, the religious orders, the mass, oaths and war. Their tenet that 
no statute is valid which is not found in the Scriptures he also attempted to confute. In advance of 
his age, the bishop declared that fire, the sword and hanging should not be resorted to till the 
effort had been made "by clene wit to draw the Lollards into the consent of the true faith." His 
sensible counsel brought him into trouble, and in 1457 he was tried by Archbishop Bouchier and 
offered the alternative of burning or public recantation. Pecock chose the latter, and made 
abjuration at St. Paul’s Cross before the archbishop and thousands of spectators. He was clothed 
in full episcopal robes, and delivered up 14 of his writings to be burnt. {640} He was forced to 
resign his see, and in 1459 was, at the pope’s instance, remanded to close confinement in Thorney 
Abbey. His Repressor had been twice burnt in Oxford. 
 
There seems to have been agreement among the Lollards in denying the material presence of 
Christ in the eucharistic bread and in condemning pilgrimages, the worship of images and 
auricular confession. They also held to the right of the people to read the Scriptures in their own 
tongue. {641} The expression, God’s law, was widely current among them, and was opposed to 
the canon law and the decisions of the Church courts. Some denied purgatory, and even based 
their salvation on faith, {642} the words, "Thy faith hath saved thee," being quoted for this view. 
Some denied that the marriage bond was dependent upon the priest’s act, and more the scriptural 
warrant and expediency of priestly celibacy. {643} 
 
Lollardy was an anticipation of the Reformation of the sixteenth century, and did something in 
the way of preparing the mind of the English people for that change. Professed by many clerics, it 
was emphatically a movement of laymen. In the early Reformation period, English Lutherans 
were at times represented as the immediate followers of Wyclif. Writing in 1523 to Erasmus, 



Tonstall, bishop of London, said of Lutheranism that "it was not a question of some pernicious 
novelty, but only that new arms were being added to the great band of Wycliffite heretics." {644} 
 
{625} In 1382 Repyngdon was called Lollardus de secta Wyclif, and Peter Stokes was referred to 
as having opposed the "Lollards and the sect of Wyclif," Fasc., 296. Knighton, II. 182, 260, 
expressly calls the Wycliffians Lollards, Wycliviani qui et Lollardi dicti sunt. 
 
{626} Fredericq, I. 172. A certain Matthew, whose bones were exhumed and burnt, is called 
Mattaeus Lollaert. Fred., I. 250. For documents associating the Lollards with other sectarists, see 
Fred., I. 228, II. 132, 133, III. 46, etc. 
 
{627} So Jan Hocsem of Liege, d. 1348, who in his Gesta pontiff. Leodiensium says, eodem anno 
(1309) quidam hypocritae gyrovagi qui Lollardi sive Deum laudantes vocabuntur, etc. Fred., I. 
154. Chaucer, in his Prologue to the Shipman’s Tale, says:— 
 
This loller here wol prechen us somewhat 
 
He wolde sowen some difficulte 
 
Or sprenge cokkle in our clene corn. 
 
{628} Cheyney, p. 436 sqq. 
 
{629} Gee and Hardy, pp. 126-132. Fasc., pp. 360-369. See Gairdner, I. 44-46 
 
{630} Knighton, II. 191. 
 
{631} Deuteronomy comburendo haeretico, Gee and Hardy, pp. 133-137. 
 
{632} Knighton, II. 171 sqq., gives the recantation in English, the Fasc., p. 329, in Latin. John 
Foxe’s accounts of the Lollard martyrs are always quaintly related. Gairdner is the fullest and best 
of the recent treatments. For his judgment of Foxe, see I. 159, 336 sqq. He ascribes to him 
accuracy in transcribing documents. The articles in the Dict. of Natl. Biog. are always to be 
consulted. 
 
{633} Gee and Hardy give the sentence and the Fasc. the proceedings of the trial. It is a matter of 
dispute under what law Sawtre was condemned to the flames. Prof. Maitland, In his Canon Law, 
holds that It was under the old canon practice as expressed in papal bulls. The statute 
Deuteronomy comburendo was before parliament at the time of Sawtre’s death. 
 
{634} The proceedings are given at great length by Foxe and by Bale, who copied Tyndale’s 
account. Sel. Works of Bp. Bale, pp. 62-133. 
 
{635} Walsingham, II, 244; Knighton, II. 181; Chron. Angl.,  p. 377. 
 
{636} Walsingham, II. 328, says he was hung as a traitor and burnt as a heretic. Usk p. 317, 
reports he "was hung on the gallows in a chain of iron after that he had been drawn. He was once 
and for all burnt up with fierce fire, paying justly the penalty of both swords." The Fasciculi give 
a protracted account of Sir John’s opinions and trial. Judgments have been much divided about 
him. Fuller speaks of him "as a boon companion, jovial roysterer and yet a coward to boot." 
Shakespeare presents him in the character of Falstaff. See Gairdner, I. 97 sq. 



 
{637} Summers, p. 67. 
 
{638} Loserth, Wiclif and Hus, p. 175. 
 
{639} Mitchell: Scottish Reformation, p. 15. 
 
{640} Among these works was the Provoker, in which Pecock denied that the Apostles had 
compiled the Apostles’ Creed. See Introd. to Babington’s Ed. of the Repressor in Rolls Series, 
and art. Pecock in Dict. Natl. Biog., XLIV. 198-202. 
 
{641} Knighton, II. 155, complains of the Lollards having the Scriptures in the vulgar tongue. 
Such a translation he said the laity regarded as melior et dignior quam lingua latina. 
 
{642} So Walsingham, II. 253. 
 
{643} Summers, p. 60, speaks of an unpublished Lollard MS. of 37 articles which deal with 
clerical abuses, such as simony, quarrelling, holding secular offices, oaths, the worship of images, 
the eucharist and papal authority. 
 
{644} Trevelyan, p. 349.  



44. John Huss of Bohemia. 
 
Across the seas in Bohemia, where the views of Wyclif were transplanted, they took deeper root 
than in England, and assumed an organized form. There, the English Reformer was called the 
fifth evangelist and, in its earlier stages, the movement went by the name of Wycliffism. It was 
only in the later periods that the names Hussites and Hussitism were substituted for Wycliffites 
and Wycliffism. Its chief spokesmen were John Huss and Jerome of Prag, who died at the stake at 
Constance for their avowed allegiance to Wyclif. 
 
Through Huss, Prag became identified with a distinct stage in the history of religious progress. 
Distinguished among its own people as the city of St. John of Nepomuk, d. 1383, and in the 
history of armies as the residence of Wallenstein, the Catholic leader in the Thirty Years’ War, 
Prag is known in the Western world pre-eminently as the home of Huss. Through his noble 
advocacy, the principles enunciated by Wyclif became the subject of discussion in oecumenical 
councils, called forth armed crusades and furnished an imposing spectacle of steadfast resistance 
against religious oppression. Wycliffism passed out of view in England; but Hussitism, in spite of 
the most bitter persecution by the Jesuits, has trickled down in pure though small streamlets into 
the religious history of modern times, notably through the Moravians of Herrnhut. 
 
During the reign of Charles IV., king of Bohemia and emperor, 1346-1378, the Bohemian 
kingdom entered upon the golden era of its literary and religious history. In 1344, the 
archbishopric of Prag was created, and the year 1347 witnessed an event of far more than local 
importance in the founding of the University of Prag. The first of the German universities, it was 
forthwith to enter upon the era of its brightest fame. The Czech and German languages were 
spoken side by side in the city, which was divided, at the close of the 14th century into five 
quarters. The Old Town, inhabited chiefly by Germans, included the Teyn church, the Carolinum, 
the Bethlehem chapel and the ancient churches of St. Michael and St. Gallus. Under the first 
archbishop of Prag, Arnest of Pardubitz, and his successor Ocko of Wlaschim, a brave effort was 
made to correct ecclesiastical abuses. In 1355, the demand for popular instruction was recognized 
by a law requiring parish priests to preach in the Czech. The popular preachers, Konrad of 
Waldhausen, d. 1369, Militz of Kremsier, d. 1874, and Matthias of Janow, d. 1394, made a deep 
impression. They quoted at length from the Scriptures, urged the habit of frequent communion, 
and Janow, as reported by Rokyzana at the Council of Basel, 1433, seems to have administered 
the cup to the laity. {645} When John Huss entered upon his career in the university, he was 
breathing the atmosphere generated by these fervent evangelists, although in his writings he 
nowhere quotes them. 
 
Close communication between England and Bohemia had been established with the marriage of 
the Bohemian king Wenzel’s sister, Anne of Luxemburg, to Richard II., 1382. She was a princess 
of cultivated tastes, and had in her possession copies of the Scriptures in Latin, Czech and 
German. Before this nuptial event, the philosophical faculty of the University of Prag, in 1367, 
ordered its bachelors to add to the instructions of its own professors the notebooks of Paris and 
Oxford doctors. Here and there a student sought out the English university, or even went so far as 
the Scotch St. Andrews. Among those who studied in Oxford was Jerome of Prag. Thus a bridge 
for the transmission of intellectual products was laid from Wyclif’s lecture hall to the capital on 
the Moldau. {646} Wyclif’s views and writings were known in Bohemia at an early date. In 1381 
a learned Bohemian theologian, Nicolas Biceps, was acquainted with his leading principles and 
made them a subject of attack. Huss, in his reply to the English Carmelite, John Stokes, 1411, 
declared that he and the members of the university had had Wyclif’s writings in their hands and 



been reading them for 20 years and more. {647} Five copies are extant of these writings, made in 
Huss’ own hand, 1398. They were carried away in the Thirty Years’ War and are preserved in the 
Royal Library of Stockholm. 
 
John Huss was born of Czech parents, 1369, at Husinec in Southern Bohemia. The word Hus 
means goose, and its distinguished bearer often applied the literal meaning to himself. For 
example, he wrote from Constance expressing the hope that the Goose might be delivered from 
prison, and he bade the Bohemians, "if they loved the Goose," to secure the king’s aid in having 
him released. Friends also referred to him in the same way. {648} His parents were poor and, 
during his studies in the University of Prag, he supported himself by singing and manual services. 
He took the degree of bachelor of arts in 1393 and of divinity a year later. In 1396 he incepted as 
master of arts, and in 1398 began delivering lectures in the university. In 1402 he was chosen 
rector, filling the office for six months. 
 
With his academic duties Huss combined the activity of a preacher, and in 1402 was appointed to 
the rectorship of the Chapel of the Holy Innocents of Bethlehem. This church, usually known as 
the Bethlehem church, was founded in 1391 by two wealthy laymen, with the stipulation that the 
incumbent should preach every Sunday and on festival days in Czech. It was made famous by its 
new rector as the little church, Anastasia, in Constantinople, was made famous in the fourth 
century by Gregory of Nazianzus, and by his discourses against the Arian heresy. 
 
As early as 1402, Huss was regarded as the chief exponent and defender of Wycliffian views at 
the university. Protests, made by the clergy against their spread, took definite form in 1403, when 
the university authorities condemned the 24 articles placed under the ban by the London council 
of 1382. At the same time 21 other articles were condemned, which one of the university masters, 
John Hubner, a Pole, professed to have extracted from the Englishman’s writings. The decision 
forbade the preaching and teaching of these 45 articles. Among Wyclif’s warm defenders were 
Stanislaus of Znaim and Stephen Paletz. The subject which gave the most offence was his 
doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. 
 
A distinct stage in the religious controversies agitating Bohemia was introduced by the election of 
Sbinko of Hasenburg to the see of Prag, 1403. In the earlier years of his administration Huss had 
the prelate’s confidence, held the post of synodal preacher and was encouraged to bring to the 
archbishop’s notice abuses that might be reformed. He was also appointed one of a commission 
of three to investigate the alleged miracles performed by the relic of Christ’s blood at Wylsnak 
and attracting great throngs. The report condemned the miracles as a fraud. The matter, however, 
became subject of discussion at the university and as far away as Vienna and Erfurt, the question 
assuming the form whether Christ left any of his blood on the earth. In a tract entitled the 
Glorification of all Christ’s Blood, {649} Huss took the negative side. In spite of him and of the 
commission’s report, the miracles at Wylsnak went on, until, in 1552, a zealous Lutheran broke 
the pyx which held the relic and burnt it. 
 
So extensive was the spread of Wycliffism that Innocent VII., in 1405, called upon Sbinko to 
employ severe measures to stamp it out and to seize Wyclif’s writings. The same year a Prag 
synod forbade the propaganda of Wyclif’s views and renewed the condemnation of the 45 
articles. Three years later Huss—whose activity in denouncing clerical abuses and advocating 
Wyclif’s theology knew no abatement—was deposed from the position of synodal preacher. The 
same year the University authorities, at the archbishop’s instance, ordered that no public lectures 
should be delivered on Wyclif’s Trialogus and Dialogus and his doctrine of the Supper, and that 
no public disputation should concern itself with any of the condemned 45 articles. 
 



The year following, 1409, occurred the emigration from the university of the three nations, the 
Bavarians, Saxons and Poles, the Czechs alone being left. The bitter feeling of the Bohemians had 
expressed itself in the demand for three votes, while the other nations were to be restricted to one 
each. When Wenzel consented to this demand, 2000 masters and scholars withdrew, the Germans 
going to Leipzig and founding the university of that city. The University of Prag was at once 
reduced to a provincial school of 500 students, and has never since regained its prestige. {650} 
 
Huss, a vigorous advocate of the use of the Czech, was the recognized head of the national 
movement at the university, and chosen first rector under the new regime. If possible, his 
advocacy of Wyclif and his views was more bold than before. From this time forth, his Latin 
writings were filled with excerpts from the English teacher and teem with his ideas. Wyclif’s 
writings were sown broadcast in Bohemia. Huss himself had translated the Trialogus into Czech. 
Throngs were attracted by preaching. Wherever, wrote Huss in 1410, in city or town, in village or 
castle, the preacher of the holy truth made his appearance, the people flocked together in crowds 
and in spite of the clergy. {651} 
 
Following a bull issued by Alexander V., Sbinko, in 1410, ordered Wyclif’s writings seized and 
burnt, and forbade all preaching in unauthorized places. The papal document called forth the 
protest of Huss and others, who appealed to John XXIII. by showing the absurdity of burning 
books on philosophy, logic and other non-theological subjects, a course that would condemn the 
writings of Aristotle and Origen to the flames. The protest was in vain and 200 manuscript copies 
of the Reformer’s writings were cast into the flames in the courtyard of the archiepiscopal palace 
amidst the tolling of the church bells. {652} 
 
Two days after this grewsome act, the sentence of excommunication was launched against Huss 
and all who might persist in refusing to deliver up Wyclif’s writings. Defying the archbishop and 
the papal bull, Huss continued preaching in the Bethlehem chapel. The excitement among all 
classes was intense and men were cudgelled on the streets for speaking against the Englishman. 
Satirical ballads were sung, declaring that the archbishop did not know what was in the books he 
had set fire to. Huss’ sermons, far from allaying the commotion, were adapted to increase it. 
 
Huss had no thought of submission and, through handbills, announced a defence of Wyclif’s 
treatise on the Trinity before the university, July 27. But his case had now passed from the 
archbishop’s jurisdiction to the court of the curia, which demanded the offender’s appearance in 
person, but in vain. In spite of the appeals of Wenzel and many Bohemian nobles who pledged 
their honor that he was no heretic, John XXIII. put the case into the hands of Cardinal Colonna, 
afterwards Martin V., who launched the ban against Huss for his refusal to comply with the 
canonical citation. 
 
Colonna’s sentence was read from all the pulpits of Prag except two. But the offensive preaching 
continued, and Sbinko laid the city under the interdict, which, however, was withdrawn on the 
king’s promise to root out heresy from his realm. Wenzel gave orders that "Master Huss, our 
beloved and faithful chaplain, be allowed to preach the Word of God in peace." According to the 
agreement, Sbinko was also to write to the pope assuring him that diligent inquisition had been 
made, and no traces of heresy were to be found in Bohemia. This letter is still extant, but was 
never sent. 
 
Early in September, 1411, Huss wrote to John XXIII. protesting his full agreement with the 
Church and asking that the citation to appear before the curia be revoked. In this communication 
and in a special letter to the cardinals {653} Huss spoke of the punishment for heresy and 
insubordination. He, however, wrote to John that he was bound to speak the truth, and that he was 



ready to suffer a dreadful death rather than to declare what would be contrary to the will of Christ 
and his Church. He had been defamed, and it was false that he had expressed himself in favor of 
the remanence of the material substance of the bread after the words of institution, and that a 
priest in mortal sin might not celebrate the eucharist. Sbinko died Sept. 28, 1411. At this juncture 
the excitement was increased by the arrival in Prag of John Stokes, a Cambridge man, and well 
known in England as an uncompromising foe of Wycliffism. He had come with a delegation, sent 
by the English king, to arrange an alliance with Sigismund. Stokes’ presence aroused the 
expectation of a notable clash, but the Englishman, although he ventilated his views privately, 
declined Huss’ challenge to a public disputation on the ground that he was a political 
representative of a friendly nation. {654} 
 
The same year, 1411, John XXIII. called Europe to a crusade against Ladislaus of Naples, the 
defender of Gregory XII., and promised indulgence to all participating in it, whether by personal 
enlistment or by gifts. Tiem, dean of Passau, appointed preacher of the holy war, made his way to 
Prag and opened the sale of indulgences. Chests were placed in the great churches, and the traffic 
was soon in full sway. As Wyclif, thirty years before, in his Cruciata, had lifted up his voice 
against the crusade in Flanders, so now Huss denounced the religious war and denied the pope’s 
right to couple indulgences with it. He filled the Bethlehem chapel with denunciations of the sale 
and, in a public disputation, took the ground that remission of sins comes through repentance 
alone and that the pope has no authority to seize the secular sword. Many of his paragraphs were 
taken bodily from Wyclif’s works on the Church and on the Absolution from guilt and 
punishment. {655} Huss was supported by Jerome of Prag. 
 
Popular opinion was on the side of these leaders, but from this time Huss’ old friends, Stanislaus 
of Znaim and Stephen Paletz, walked no more with him. Under the direction of Wok of 
Waldstein, John’s two bulls, bearing on the crusade and offering indulgence, were publicly burnt, 
after being hung at the necks of two students, dressed as harlots, and drawn through the streets in 
a cart. {656} Huss was still writing that he abhorred the errors ascribed to him, but the king could 
not countenance the flagrant indignity shown to the papal bulls, and had three men of humble 
position executed, Martin, John and Stanislaus. They had cried out in open church that the bulls 
were lies, as Huss had proved. They were treated as martyrs, and their bodies taken to the 
Bethlehem chapel, where the mass for martyrs was said over them. 
 
To reaffirm its orthodoxy, the theological faculty renewed its condemnation of the 45 articles and 
added 6 more, taken from Huss’ public utterances. Two of the latter bore upon preaching. {657} 
The clergy of Prag appealed to be protected "from the ravages of the wolf, the Wycliffist Hus, the 
despiser of the keys," and the curia pronounced the greater excommunication. The heretic was 
ordered seized, delivered over to the archbishop, and the Bethlehem chapel razed to the ground. 
Three stones were to be hurled against Huss’ dwelling, as a sign of perpetual curse. Thus the 
Reformer had against him the archbishop, the university, the clergy and the curia, but popular 
feeling remained in his favor and prevented the papal sentence from being carried out. The city 
was again placed under the interdict. Huss appealed from the pope and, because a general 
council’s action is always uncertain and at best tardy, looked at once to the tribunal of Christ. He 
publicly asserted that the pope was exercising prerogatives received from the devil. 
 
To allay the excitement, Wenzel induced Huss to withdraw from the city. This was in 1412. In 
later years Huss expressed doubts as to whether he had acted wisely in complying. He was moved 
not only by regard for the authority of his royal protector but by sympathy for the people whom 
the interdict was depriving of spiritual privileges. Had he defied the sentence and refused 
compliance with the king’s request, it is probable he would have lost the day and been silenced in 
prison or in the flames in his native city. In this case, the interest of his career would have been 



restricted to the annals of his native land, and no place would have been found for him in the 
general history of Europe. So Huss went into exile, but there was still some division among the 
ecclesiastical authorities of the kingdom over the merits of Wycliffism, and a national synod, 
convoked February 13, 1413, to take measures to secure peace, adjourned without coming to a 
decision. 
 
Removed from Prag, Huss was indefatigable in preaching and writing. Audiences gathered to 
hear him on the marketplaces and in the fields and woods. Lords in their strong castles protected 
him. Following Wyclif, he insisted upon preaching as the indefeasible right of the priest, and 
wrote that to cease from preaching, in obedience to the mandate of pope or archbishop, would be 
to disobey God and imperil his own salvation. {658} He also kept in communication with the city 
by visiting it several times and by writing to the Bethlehem chapel, the university and the 
municipal synod. This correspondence abounds in quotations from the Scriptures, and Huss 
reminds his friends that Christ himself was excommunicated as a malefactor and crucified. No 
help was to be derived from the saints. Christ’s example and his salvation are the sufficient 
sources of consolation and courage. The high priests, scribes, Pharisees, Herod and Pilate 
condemned the Truth and gave him over to death, but he rose from the tomb and gave in his stead 
twelve other preachers. So he would do again. What fear, he wrote, "shall part us from God, or 
what death? What shall we lose if for His sake we forfeit wealth, friends, the world’s honors and 
our poor life?... It is better to die well than to live badly. We dare not sin to avoid the punishment 
of death. To end in grace the present life is to be banished from misery. Truth is the last 
conqueror. He wins who is slain, for no adversity "hurts him if no iniquity has dominion over 
him." In this strain he wrote again and again. The "bolts of anti-christ," he said, "could not terrify 
him, and should not terrify the "elect of Prag." {659} 
 
Of the extent of Huss’ influence during this period he bore witness at Constance when, in answer 
to D’Ailly, he said: 
 
I have stated that I came here of my own free will. If I had been unwilling to come, neither that 
king [referring to Wenzel] nor this king here [referring to Sigismund] would have been able to 
force me to come, so numerous and so powerful are the Bohemian nobles who love me, and 
within whose castles I should have been able to lie concealed. 
 
And when D’Ailly rebuked the statement as effrontery, John of Chlum replied that it was even as 
the prisoner said, "There are numbers of great nobles who love him and have strong castles where 
they could keep him as long as they wished, even against both those kings." 
 
The chief product of this period of exile was Huss’ work on the Church, Deuteronomy ecclesia, 
the most noted of all his writings. It was written in view of the national synod held in 1413, and 
was sent to Prag and read in the Bethlehem chapel, July 8. Of this tractate Cardinal D’Ailly said 
at the Council of Constance that by an infinite number of arguments, it combated the pope’s 
plenary authority as much as the Koran, the book of the damned Mohammed, combated the 
Catholic faith. {660} 
 
In this volume, next to Wyclif’s, the most famous treatment on the Church since Cyprian’s work, 
Deuteronomy ecclesia, and Augustine’s writings against the Donatists, Huss defined the Church 
and the power of the keys, and then proceeds to defend himself against the fulminations of 
Alexander V. and John XXIII. and to answer the Prag theologians, Stephen Paletz and Stanislaus 
of Znaim, who had deserted him. The following are some of its leading positions. 
 



The Holy Catholic Church is the body or congregation of all the predestinate, the dead, the living 
and those yet to be. {661} The term ‘catholic’ means universal. The unity of the Church is a unity 
of predestination and of blessedness, a unity of faith, charity and grace. The Roman pontiff and 
the cardinals are not the Church. The Church can exist without cardinals and a pope, and in fact 
for hundreds of years there were no cardinals. {662} As for the position Christ assigned to Peter, 
Huss affirmed that Christ called himself the Rock, and the Church is founded on him by virtue of 
predestination. In view of Peter’s clear and positive confession, "the Rock—Petra —said to 
Peter—Petro —’I say unto thee, Thou art Peter, that is, a confessor of the true Rock which Rock I 
am.’ And upon the Rock, that is, myself, I will build this Church." Thus Huss placed himself 
firmly on the ground taken by Augustine in his Retractations. Peter never was the head of the 
Holy Catholic Church. {663} 
 
He thus set himself clearly against the whole ultramontane theory of the Church and its head. The 
Roman bishop, he said, was on an equality with other bishops until Constantine made him pope. 
It was then that he began to usurp authority. Through ignorance and the love of money the pope 
may err, and has erred, and to rebel against an erring pope is to obey Christ. {664} There have 
been depraved and heretical popes. Such was Joan, whose case Huss dwelt upon at length and 
refers to at least three times. Such was also the case of Liberius, who is also treated at length. 
Joan had a son and Liberius was an Arian. {665} 
 
In the second part of the Deuteronomy ecclesia, Huss pronounced the bulls of Alexander and 
John XXIII. anti-christian, and therefore not to be obeyed. Alexander’s bull, prohibiting 
preaching in Bohemia except in the cathedral, parish and monastic churches was against the 
Gospel, for Christ preached in houses, on the seaside, and in synagogues, and bade his disciples 
to go into all the world and preach. No papal excommunication may be an impediment to doing 
what Christ did and taught to be done. {666} 
 
Turning to the pope’s right to issue indulgences, the Reformer went over the ground he had 
already traversed in his replies to John’s two bulls calling for a crusade against Ladislaus. He 
denied the pope’s right to go to war or to make appeal to the secular sword. If John was minded 
to follow Christ, he should pray for his enemies and say, "My kingdom is not of this world." Then 
the promised wisdom would be given which no enemies would be able to gainsay. The power to 
forgive sins belongs to no mortal man anymore than it belonged to the priest to whom Christ sent 
the lepers. The lepers were cleansed before they reached the priest. Indeed, many popes who 
conceded the most ample indulgences were themselves damned. {667} Confession of the heart 
alone is sufficient for the soul’s salvation where the applicant is truly penitent. 
 
In denying the infallibility of the pope and of the Church visible, and in setting aside the 
sacerdotal power of the priesthood to open and shut the kingdom of heaven, Huss broke with the 
accepted theory of Western Christendom; he committed the unpardonable sin of the Middle Ages. 
These fundamental ideas, however, were not original with the Bohemian Reformer. He took them 
out of Wyclif’s writings, and he also incorporated whole paragraphs of those writings in his 
pages. Teacher never had a more devoted pupil than the English Reformer had in Huss. The first 
three chapters of Deuteronomy ecclesia are little more than a series of extracts from Wyclif’s 
treatise on the Church. What is true of this work is also true of most of Huss’ other Latin writings. 
{668} Huss, however, was not a mere copyist. The ideas he got from Wyclif he made thoroughly 
his own. When he quoted Augustine, Bernard, Jerome and other writers, he mentioned them by 
name. If he did not mention Wyclif, when he took from him arguments and entire paragraphs, a 
good reason can be assigned for his silence. It was well known that it was Wyclif’s cause which 
he was representing and Wycliffian views that he was defending, and Wyclif’s writings were 
wide open to the eye of members of the university faculties. He made no secret of following 



Wyclif, and being willing to die for the views Wyclif taught. As he wrote to Richard Wyche, he 
was thankful that "under the power of Jesus Christ, Bohemia had received so much good from the 
blessed land of England." {669} 
 
The Bohemian theologian was fully imbued with Wyclif’s heretical spirit. The great Council of 
Constance was about to meet. Before that tribunal Huss was now to be judged. 
 
{645} The truth of Rokyzana’s statement is denied by Loserth, In Herzog, VIII. 588 sq. On other 
Bohemian preachers of Huss’ day, see Flajshans, Serm. de Sanctis, p. iv. 
 
{646} See Loserth, Wiclif and Hus, p. 70. Wenzel or Wenceslaus IV., surnamed the Lazy, was the 
son of Charles IV. His second wife was Sophia of Bavaria. His half-brother, Sigismund, 
succeeded him on the throne. 
 
{647} Flajshans: Serm. de Sanctis, p. xxi. Nurnb. ed., I. 135. 
 
{648} Workman: Hus’ Letters, pp. 94, 118, 163, 189, 192, 198, 201. The spelling, Hus, almost 
universally adopted in recent years by German and English writers, has been exchanged by 
Loserth in his art. in Herzog for Huss, as a form more congenial to the German mode of spelling. 
For the same reason this volume has adopted the form Huss as more agreeable to the English 
reader’s eye and more consonant with our mode of spelling. Karl Muller adopts this spelling in 
his Kirchengeschichte. The exact date of Huss’ birth is usually given as July 6th, 1369, but with 
insufficient authority. Loserth, Wiclif and Hus, p. 65 sq. 
 
{649} Deuteronomy Omni Christi sanguine glorificato, ed. by Flajshans p. 42. 
 
{650} See Rashdall: Universities of Europe, I. 211-242. The number of departing students is 
variously given. The number given above has the authority of Procopius, a chronicler of the 15th 
century. Only 602 were matriculated at Leipzig the first year, and this figure seems to point to a 
smaller number than 2000 leaving Prag. Kugelgen, Die Gefangnissbriefe, p. ix, adopts the 
uureasonable number, 5000. 
 
{651} Workman: Hus’ Letters, p. 36. 
 
{652} Among the condemned writings, 17 in all, were the Dialogus, Trialogus, Deuteronomy 
incarnatione Verbi and the Deuteronomy dominio civili. 
 
{653} These letters are given by Workman, pp. 51-54. 
 
{654} Huss’ reply, Replica, and Stokes’ statement, which called it forth, are given in the Nurnb. 
ed., I. 135-139. 
 
{655} Huss’ tract is entitled Deuteronomy indulgentiis sive de cruciatu papae Joh. XXIII. 
fulminata contra Ladislaum Apuliae regem. Nurnb. ed., 213-235. 
 
{656} Workman: Hus’ Letters. 
 
{657} See Huss’ reply, Defensio quorundam articulorum J. Wicleff, and the rejoinder of the 
Theol. faculty, Nurnb. ed., I. 139-146. 
 
{658} Workman: Hus’ Letters, pp. 60, 66. 



 
{659} Workman, p. 107-120. Workman translates seventeen letters written from this exile, pp. 
83-138. 
 
{660} Du Pin, Opp. Gerson., II. 901. The Deuteronomy ecclesia is given in the Nurnb. ed., I. 243-
319. 
 
{661} Eccl. est omnium praedestinatorum universitas; quae est omnes praedestinati, praesentes, 
praeteriti et futuri. Nurnb. ed. I., 244. 
 
{662} Writing to Christian Prachatitz, in 1413, Huss said, "If the pope is the head of the Roman 
Church and the cardinals are the body, then they in themselves form the entire Holy Roman 
Church, as the entire body of a man with the head is the man. The satellites of anti-christ use 
interchangeably the expressions ‘Holy Roman Church’ and ‘pope and cardinals’ etc." Workman: 
Hus’ Letters, p. 121. 
 
{663} Propter confessionem tam claram et firmam, dixit Petra Petro, et ego dico tibi quia tu es 
Petrus, id est confessor Petrae vertae qui est Christus et super hanc Petram quam confessus es, 
id est, super me, etc., Nurnb. ed., I. 257. Petrus non fuit nec est caput s. eccles. cathol., p. 263. 
See also the same interpretation in Huss’ Serm. de Sanctis, p. 84. 
 
{664} Nurnb. ed., I. 260, 284, 294, etc. 
 
{665} Huss also in his Letters repeatedly refers to Joan and Liberius, e.g. he writes, "I should like 
to know if pope Liberius the heretic, Leo the heretic and the pope Joan, who was delivered of a 
boy, were the heads of the Roman Church." Workman: Hus’ Letters, p. 125. 
 
{666} Nurnb. ed., I. 302. 
 
{667} Deuteronomy indulgentiis, Nurnb. ed., pp. 220-228. 
 
{668} Loserth wrote his Wicliff and Hus to show the dependence of Huss upon his English 
predecessor, and the latter half of this work gives proof of it by printing in parallel columns 
portions of the two authors, compositions. He says, p. 111, that the Deuteronomy ecclesia is only 
"a meagre abridgement of Wyclif’s work on the same subject." This author affirms that in his 
Latin tractates Huss "has drawn all his arguments from Wyclif," and that "the most weighty parts 
are taken word for word from his English predecessor," pp. xiv, 139, 141, 156, etc. Neander made 
a mistake in rating the influence of Matthias of Janow upon Huss higher than the influence of 
Wyclif. He wrote before the Wyclif Society began its publications. Even Palacky, in his Church 
History of Bohemia, III. 190-197, pronounced it uncertain how far Huss was influenced by 
Wyclif’s writings, and questions whether he had attached himself closely to the English 
Reformer. The publications of the Wyclif Society, which make a comparison possible, show that 
one writer could scarcely be more dependent upon another than Huss was upon Wyclif. 
 
{669} Workman: Hus’ Letters, p. 36.  



45. Huss at Constance. 
 
Thou wast their Rock, their fortress and their might; 
 
Thou, Lord, their captain in the well-fought fight; 
 
Thou, in the darkness drear, their light of light. Alleluia. 
 
The great expectations aroused by the assembling of the Council of Constance included the 
settlement of the disturbance which was rending the kingdom of Bohemia. It was well understood 
that measures were to be taken against the heresy which had invaded Western Christendom. In 
two letters addressed to Conrad, archbishop of Prag, Gerson bore witness that, in learned centres 
outside of Bohemia, the names of Wyclif and Huss were indissolubly joined. Of all Huss’ errors, 
wrote the chancellor, "the proposition is the most perilous that a man who is living in deadly sin 
may not have authority and dominion over Christian men. And this proposition, as is well known, 
has passed down to Huss from Wyclif." {670} 
 
To Constance Sigismund, king of the Romans and heir of the Bohemian crown, turned for relief 
from the embarrassment of Hussitism; and from Lombardy he sent a deputation to summon Huss 
to attend the council at the same time promising him safe conduct. The Reformer expressed his 
readiness to go, and had handbills posted in Prag announcing his decision. Writing to Wenzel and 
his queen, he reaffirmed his readiness, and stated he was willing to suffer the penalty appointed 
for heretics, should he be condemned. {671} 
 
Under date of Sept. 1, 1414, Huss wrote to Sigismund that he was ready to go to Constance 
"under safe-conduct of your protection, the Lord Most High being my defender." A week later, 
the king replied, expressing confidence that, by his appearance, all imputation of heresy would be 
removed from the kingdom of Bohemia. 
 
Huss set out on the journey Oct. 11, 1414, and reached Constance Nov. 3. He was accompanied 
by the Bohemian nobles, John of Chlum, Wenzel of Duba and Henry Lacembok. With John of 
Chlum was Mladenowitz, who did an important service by preserving Huss’ letters and 
afterwards editing them with notes. Huss’ correspondence, from this time on, deserves a place in 
the choice autobiographical literature of the Christian centuries. For pathos, simplicity of 
expression and devotion to Christ, the writings of the Middle Ages do not furnish anything 
superior. 
 
In a letter, written to friends in Bohemia on the eve of his departure, Huss expressed his 
expectation of being confronted at Constance by bishops, doctors, princes and canons regular, 
yea, by more foes than the Redeemer himself had to face. He prayed that, if his death would 
contribute aught to God’s glory, he might be enabled to meet it without sinful fear. A second 
letter was not to be opened, except in case of his death. It was written to Martin, a disciple whom 
the writer says he had known from childhood. He binds Martin to fear God, to be careful how he 
listened to the confessions of women, and not to follow him in any frivolity he had been guilty of 
in other days, such as chess-playing. Persecution was about to do its worst because he had 
attacked the greed and incontinence of the clergy. He willed to Martin his gray cloak and bade 
him, in case of his death, give to the rector his white gown and to his faithful servant, George, a 
guinea. 
 



The route was through Nurnberg. Along the way Huss was met by throngs of curious people. He 
sat down in the inns with the local priests, talking over his case with them. At Nurnberg the 
magistrates and burghers invited him to meet them at an inn. Deeming it unnecessary to go out of 
its way to meet Sigismund, who was at Spires, the party turned its face directly to the lake of 
Constance. Arrived on its upper shore, they sent back most of their horses for sale, a wise 
measure, as it proved, in view of the thousands of animals that had to be cared for at Constance. 
{672} 
 
Arrived at Constance, Huss took lodgings with a "second widow of Sarepta," who had kept the 
bakery to the White Pigeon. The house is still shown. His coming was a great sensation, and he 
entered the town, riding through a large crowd. The day after, John of Chlum and Baron 
Lacembok called upon pope John XXIII., who promised that no violence should be done their 
friend, nay, even though he had killed the pope’s own brother. He granted him leave to go about 
the city, but forbade him to attend high mass. Although he was under sentence of 
excommunication, Huss celebrated mass daily in his own lodgings. The cardinals were incensed 
that a man charged openly with heresy should have freedom, and whatever misgivings Huss had 
had of unfair dealing were to be quickly justified. Individual liberty had no rights before the bar 
of an ecclesiastical court in the 15th century when a heretic was under accusation. Before the 
month had passed, Huss’ imprisonment began, a pretext being found in an alleged attempt to 
escape from the city concealed in a hay-wagon. {673} On November 28, the two bishops of Trent 
and Augsburg entered his lodgings with a requisition for him to appear before the cardinals. The 
house was surrounded by soldiers. Huss, after some hesitation, yielded and left, with the hostess 
standing at the stairs in tears. It was the beginning of the end. 
 
After a short audience with the cardinals, the prisoner was taken away by a guard of soldiers, and 
within a week he was securely immured in the dungeon of the Dominican convent. Preparations 
had been going on for several days to provide the place with locks, bolts and other strong 
furnishings. 
 
In this prison, Huss languished for three months. His cell was hard by the latrines. Fever and 
vomiting set in, and it seemed likely they would quickly do their dismal work. John XXIII. 
deserves some credit for having sent his physician, who applied clysters, as Huss himself wrote. 
To sickness was added the deprivation of books, including the Bible. For two months we have no 
letters from him. They begin again, with January, 1415, and give us a clear insight into the 
indignities to which he was exposed and the misery he suffered. These letters were sent by the 
gaoler. 
 
What was Sigismund doing? He had issued the letter of safe-conduct, Oct. 18. On the day before 
his arrival in Constance, Dec. 24th, John of Chlum posted up a notice on the cathedral, protesting 
that the king’s agreement had been treated with defiance by the cardinals. Sigismund professed to 
be greatly incensed, and blustered, but this was the end of it. He was a time-serving prince who 
was easily persuaded to yield to the arguments of such ecclesiastical figures as D’Ailly, who 
insisted that little matters like Huss’ heresy should not impede the reformation of the church, the 
council’s first concern, and that error unreproved was error countenanced. {674} All good 
churchmen prayed his Majesty might not give way to the lies and subtleties of the Wycliffists. 
The king of Aragon wrote that Huss should be killed off at once, without having the formality of 
a hearing. 
 
During his imprisonment in the Black Friars’ convent, Huss wrote for his gaoler, Robert, tracts on 
the Ten Commandments, the Lord’s Prayer, Mortal Sin and Marriage. Of the 13 letters preserved 
from this time, the larger part were addressed to John of Chlum, his trusty friend. Some of the 



letters were written at midnight, and some on tattered scraps of paper. {675} In this 
correspondence four things are prominent: Huss’ reliance upon the king and his word of honor, 
his consuming desire to be heard in open council, the expectation of possible death and his trust 
in God. He feared sentence would be passed before opportunity was given him to speak with the 
king. "If this is his honor, it is his own lookout," he wrote. {676} 
 
In the meantime the council had committed the matter of heresy to a commission, with D’Ailly at 
its head. It plied Huss with questions, and presented heretical articles taken from his writings. 
Stephen Paletz, his apostate friend, badgered him more than all the rest. His request for a "proctor 
and advocate" was denied. The thought of death was continually before him. But, as the Lord had 
delivered Jonah from the whale’s belly, and Daniel from the lions, so, he believed, God would 
deliver him, if it were expedient. 
 
Upon John XXIII.’s flight, fears were felt that Huss might be delivered by his friends, and the 
keys of the prison were put into the hands of Sigismund. On March 24th the bishop of Constance 
had the prisoner chained and transferred by boat to his castle, Gottlieben. There he had freedom 
to walk about in his chains by day, but he was handcuffed and bound to the wall at night. The 
imprisonment at Gottlieben lasted seventy-three days, from March 24th-June 5th. If Huss wrote 
any letters during that time none have survived. It was a strange freak of history that the runaway 
pontiff, on being seized and brought back to Constance, was sent to Gottlieben to be fellow-
prisoner with Huss, the one, the former head of Christendom, condemned for almost every known 
misdemeanor; the other, the preacher whose life was, by the testimony of all contemporaries, 
almost without a blemish. The criminal pope was to be released after a brief confinement and 
elevated to an exalted dignity; the other was to be contemned as a religious felon and burnt as an 
expiation to orthodox theology. 
 
At Gottlieben, Huss suffered from hemorrhage, headache and other infirmities, and at times was 
on the brink of starvation. A new commission, appointed April 6, with D’Ailly at its head, now 
took up seriously the heresy of Huss and Wyclif, whom the council coupled together. {677} Huss’ 
friends had not forgotten him, and 250 Moravian and Bohemian nobles signed a remonstrance at 
Prag, May 13, which they sent to Sigismund, protesting against the treatment "the beloved master 
and Christian preacher" was receiving, and asked that he might be granted a public hearing and 
allowed to return home. Upon a public hearing Huss staked everything, and with such a hearing 
in view he had gone to Constance. 
 
In order to bring the prisoner within more convenient reach of the commission, he was transferred 
in the beginning of June to a third prison,—the Franciscan friary. From June 5-8 public hearings 
were had in the refectory, the room being crowded with cardinals, archbishops, bishops, 
theologians and persons of lesser degree. Cardinal D’Ailly was present and took the leading part 
as head of the commission. The action taken May 4th condemning 260 errors and heresies 
extracted from Wyclif’s works was adapted to rob Huss of whatever hope of release he still 
indulged. Charges were made against him of holding that Christ is in the consecrated bread only 
as the soul is in the body, that Wyclif was a good Christian, that salvation was not dependent 
upon the pope and that no one could be excommunicated except by God Himself. He also had 
expressed the hope his soul might be where Wyclif’s was. {678} When a copy of his book on the 
Church was shown, they shouted, "Burn it." Whenever Huss attempted to explain his positions, 
he was met with shouts, "Away with your sophistries. Say, Yes or No." The Englishman, John 
Stokes, who was present, declared that it seemed to him as if he saw Wyclif himself in bodily 
form sitting before him. 
 



On the morning of June 7th, Huss exclaimed that God and his conscience were on his side. But, 
Said D’Ailly, "we cannot go by your conscience when we have other evidence, and the evidence 
of Gerson himself against you, the most renowned doctor in Christendom." {679} D’Ailly and an 
Englishman attempted to show the logical connection of the doctrine of remanence with realism. 
When Huss replied that such reasoning was the logic of schoolboys, another Englishman had the 
courage to add, Huss is quite right: what have these quibbles to do with matters of faith? 
Sigismund advised Huss to submit, saying that he had told the commission he would not defend 
any heretic who was determined to stick to his heresy. He also declared that, so long as a single 
heretic remained, he was ready to light the fire himself with his own hand to burn him. He, 
however, promised that Huss should have a written list of charges the following day. 
 
That night, as Huss wrote, he suffered from toothache, vomiting, headache and the stone. On June 
8th, 39 distinct articles were handed to him, 26 of which were drawn from his work on the 
Church. When he demurred at some of the statements, D’Ailly had the pertinent sections from the 
original writings read. When they came to the passage that no heretic should be put to death, the 
audience shouted in mockery. Huss went on to argue from the case of Saul, after his disobedience 
towards Agag, that kings in mortal sin have no right to authority. Sigismund happened to be at the 
moment at the window, talking to Frederick of Bavaria. The prelates, taking advantage of the 
avowal, cried out, "Tell the king Huss is now attacking him." The emperor turned and said, "John 
Huss, no one lives without sin." D’Ailly suggested that the prisoner, not satisfied with pulling 
down the spiritual fabric, was attempting to hurl down the monarchy likewise. In an attempt to 
break the force of his statement, Huss asked why they had deposed pope John. Sigismund replied 
that Baldassarre was real pope, but was deposed for his notorious crimes. 
 
The 39 articles included the heretical assertions that the Church is the totality of the elect, that a 
priest must continue preaching, even though he be under sentence of excommunication, and that 
whoso is in mortal sin cannot exercise authority. Huss expressed himself ready to revoke 
statements that might be proved untrue by Scripture and good arguments, but that he would not 
revoke any which were not so proved. When Sigismund remonstrated, Huss appealed to the 
judgment bar of God. At the close of the proceedings, D’Ailly declared that a compromise was 
out of the question. Huss must abjure. {680} 
 
As Huss passed out in the charge of the archbishop of Riga, John of Chlum had the courage to 
reach out his hand to him. The act reminds us of the friendly words Georg of Frundsberg spoke to 
Luther at Worms. Huss was most thankful, and a day or two afterward wrote how delightful it 
had been to see Lord John, who was not ashamed to hold out his hand to a poor, abject heretic, a 
prisoner in irons and the butt of all men’s tongues. In addressing the assembly after Huss’ 
departure, Sigismund argued against accepting submission from the prisoner who, if released, 
would go back to Bohemia and sow his errors broadcast. "When I was a boy," he said, "I 
remember the first sprouting of this sect, and see what it is today. We should make an end of the 
master one day, and when I return from my journey we will deal with his pupil. What’s his 
name?" The reply was, Jerome. Yes, said the king, I mean Jerome. 
 
Huss, as he himself states, was pestered in prison by emissaries who sought to entrap him, or to 
"hold out baskets" for him to escape in. Some of the charges made against him he ascribes to 
false witnesses. But many of the charges were not false, and it is difficult to understand how he 
could expect to free himself by a public statement, in view of the solemn condemnation passed 
upon the doctrines of Wyclif. He was convinced that none of the articles brought against him 
were contrary to the Gospel of Christ, but canon law ruled at councils, not Scripture. A doctor 
told him that if the council should affirm he had only one eye, he ought to accept the verdict. 
Huss replied if the whole world were to tell him so, he would not say so and offend his 



conscience, and he appealed to the case of Eleazar in the Book of the Maccabees, who would not 
make a lying confession. {681} But he was setting his house in order. He wrote affecting 
messages to his people in Bohemia and to John of Chlum. He urged the Bohemians to hear only 
priests of good report, and especially those who were earnest students of Holy Writ. Martin he 
adjured to read the Bible diligently, especially the New Testament. 
 
On June 15th, the council took the far-reaching action forbidding the giving of the cup to laymen. 
This action Huss condemned as wickedness and madness, on the ground that it was a virtual 
condemnation of Christ’s example and command. To Hawlik, who had charge of the Bethlehem 
chapel, he wrote, urging him not to withhold the cup from the laity. {682} He saw indisputable 
proof that the council was fallible. One day it kissed the feet of John, as a paragon of virtue, and 
called him "most holy," and the next it condemned him as "a shameful homicide, a sodomite, a 
simoniac and a heretic." He quoted the proverb, common among the Swiss, that a generation 
would not suffice to cleanse Constance from the sins the body had committed in that city. 
 
The darkness deepened around the prisoner. On June 24th, by the council’s orders, his writings 
were to be burnt, even those written in Czech which, almost in a tone of irony, as he wrote, the 
councillors had not seen and could not read. He bade his friends not be terrified, for Jeremiah’s 
books, which the prophet had written at the Lord’s direction, were burnt. 
 
His affectionate interest in the people of "his glorious country" and in the university on the 
Moldau, and his feeling of gratitude to the friends who had supported him continued unabated. A 
dreadful death was awaiting him, but he recalled the sufferings of Apostles and the martyrs, and 
especially the agonies endured by Christ, and he believed he would be purged of his sins through 
the flames. D’Ailly had replied to him on one occasion by peremptorily saying he should obey 
the decision of 50 doctors of the Church and retract without asking any questions. "A wonderful 
piece of information," he wrote, "As if the virgin, St. Catherine, ought to have renounced the truth 
and her faith in the Lord because 50 philosophers opposed her." {683} In one of his last letters, 
written to his alma mater of Prag, he declared he had not recanted a single article. 
 
On the first day of July, he was approached by the archbishops of Riga and Ragusa and 6 other 
prelates, who still had a hope of drawing from him a recantation. A written declaration made by 
Huss in reply showed the hope vain. {684} Another effort was made July 5th, Cardinals D’Ailly 
and Zabarella and bishop Hallum of Salisbury being of the party of visiting prelates. Huss closed 
the discussion by declaring that he would rather be burnt a thousand times than abjure, for by 
abjuring he said he would offend those whom he had taught. {685} 
 
Still another deputation approached him, his three friends John of Chlum, Wenzel of Duba and 
Lacembok, and four bishops. They were sent by Sigismund. As a layman, John of Chlum did not 
venture to give Huss advice, but bade him, if he felt sure of his cause, rather than to be against 
God, to stand fast, even to death. One of the bishops asked whether he presumed to be wiser than 
the whole council. No, was the reply, but to retract he must be persuaded of his errors out of the 
Scriptures. "An obstinate heretic!" exclaimed the bishops. This was the final interview in private. 
The much-desired opportunity was at hand for him to stand before the council as a body, and it 
was his last day on earth. 
 
After seven months of dismal imprisonment and deepening disappointment, on Saturday, July 
6th, Huss was conducted to the cathedral. It was 6 A. M., and he was kept waiting outside the 
doors until the celebration of mass was completed. He was then admitted to the sacred edifice, but 
not to make a defence, as he had come to Constance hoping to do. He was to listen to sentence 
pronounced upon him as an ecclesiastical outcast and criminal. He was placed in the middle of 



the church on a high stool, set there specially for him. {686} The bishop of Lodi preached from 
Romans 6:6, "that the body of sin may be destroyed." The extermination of heretics was 
represented as one of the works most pleasing to God, and the preacher used the time-worn 
illustrations from the rotten piece of flesh, the little spark which is in danger of turning into a 
great flame and the creeping cancer. The more virulent the poison the swifter should be the 
application of the cauterizing iron. In the style of Bossuet in a later age, before Louis XIV., he 
pronounced upon Sigismund the eulogy that his name would be coupled with song and triumph 
for all time for his efforts to uproot schism and destroy heresy. 
 
The commission, which included Patrick, bishop of Cork, appointed to pronounce the sentence, 
then ascended the pulpit. All expressions of feeling with foot or hand, all vociferation or attempt 
to start disputation were solemnly forbidden on pain of excommunication. 30 articles were then 
read, which were pronounced as heretical, seditious and offensive to pious ears. The sentence 
coupled in closest relation Wyclif and Huss. {687} The first of the articles charged the prisoner 
with holding that the Church is the totality of the predestinate, and the last that no civil lord or 
prelate may exercise authority who is in mortal sin. Huss begged leave to speak, but was hushed 
up. 
 
The sentence ran that "the holy council, having God only before its eye, condemns John Huss to 
have been and to be a true, real and open heretic, the disciple not of Christ but of John Wyclif, 
one who in the University of Prag and before the clergy and people declared Wyclif to be a 
Catholic and an evangelical doctor—vir catholicus et doctor evangelicus." It ordered him 
degraded from the sacerdotal order, and, not wishing to exceed the powers committed unto the 
Church, it relinquished him to the secular authority. 
 
Not a dissenting voice was lifted against the sentence. Even John Gerson voted for it. One 
incident has left its impress upon history, although it is not vouched for by a contemporary. It is 
said that, when Huss began to speak, he looked at Sigismund, reminding him of the safe-conduct. 
The king who sat in state and crowned, turned red, but did not speak. 
 
The order of degradation was carried out by six bishops, who disrobed the condemned man of his 
vestments and destroyed his tonsure. They then put on his head a cap covered over with pictures 
of the devil and inscribed with the word, heresiarch, and committed his soul to the devil. With 
upturned eyes, Huss exclaimed, "and I commit myself to the most gracious Lord Jesus." 
 
The old motto that the Church does not want blood—ecclesia non sitit sanguinem —was in 
appearance observed, but the authorities knew perfectly well what was to be the last scene when 
they turned Huss over to Sigismund. "Go, take him and do to him as a heretic" were the words 
with which the king remanded the prisoner to the charge of Louis, the Count Palatine. A guard of 
a thousand armed men was at hand. The streets were thronged with people. As Huss passed on, he 
saw the flames on the public square which were consuming his books. For fear of the bridge’s 
breaking down, the greater part of the crowd was not allowed to cross over to the place of 
execution, called the Devil’s Place. Huss’ step had been firm, but now, with tears in his eyes, he 
knelt down and prayed. The paper cap falling from his head, the crowd shouted that it should be 
put on, wrong side front. 
 
It was midday. The prisoner’s hands were fastened behind his back, and big neck bound to the 
stake by a chain. On the same spot sometime before, so the chronicler notes, a cardinal’s worn-
out mule had been buried. The straw and wood were heaped up around Huss’ body to the chin, 
and rosin sprinkled upon them. The offer of life was renewed if he would recant. He refused and 
said, "I shall die with joy to-day in the faith of the gospel which I have preached." When 



Richental, who was standing by, suggested a confessor, he replied, "There is no need of one. I 
have no mortal sin." At the call of bystanders, they turned his face away from the East, and as the 
flames arose, he sang twice, Christ, thou Son of the living God, have mercy upon me. The wind 
blew the fire into the martyr’s face, and his voice was hushed. He died, praying and singing. To 
remove, if possible, all chance of preserving relics from the scene, Huss’ clothes and shoes were 
thrown into the merciless flames. The ashes were gathered up and cast into the Rhine. 
 
While this scene was being enacted, the council was going on with the transaction of business as 
if the burning without the gates were only a common event. Three weeks later, it announced that 
it had done nothing more pleasing to God than to punish the Bohemian heretic. For this act it has 
been chiefly remembered by after generations. 
 
Not one of the members of the Council of Constance, after its adjournment, so far as we know, 
uttered a word of protest against the sentence. No pope or oecumenical synod since has made any 
apology for it. Nor has any modern Catholic historian gone further than to indicate that in 
essential theological doctrines Huss was no heretic, though his sentence was strictly in accord 
with the principles of the canon law. So long as the dogmas of an infallible Church organization 
and an infallible pope continue to be strictly held, no apology can be expected. It is of the nature 
of Protestant Christianity to confess wrongs and, as far as is possible, make reparation for them. 
When the Massachusetts court discovered that it had erred in the case of the Salem witchcraft in 
1692, it made full confession, and offered reparation to the surviving descendants; and Judge 
Sewall, one of the leaders in the prosecution, made a moving public apology for the mistake he 
had committed. The same court recalled the action against Roger Williams. In 1903, the 
Protestants of France reared a monument at Geneva in expiation of Calvin’s part in passing 
sentence upon Servetus. Luther, in his Address to the German Nobility, called upon the Roman 
Church to confess it had done wrong in burning Huss. That innocent man’s blood still cries from 
the ground. 
 
Huss died for his advocacy of Wycliffism. The sentence passed by the council coupled the two 
names together. {688} The 25th of the 30 Articles condemned him for taking offence at the 
reprobation of the 45 articles, ascribed to Wyclif. How much this article was intended to cover 
cannot be said. It is certain that Huss did not formally deny the doctrine of transubstantiation, 
although he was charged with that heresy. Nor was he distinctly condemned for urging the 
distribution of the cup to the laity, which he advocated after the council had positively forbidden 
it. His only offence was his definition of the Church and his denial of the infallibility of the 
papacy and its necessity for the being of the Church. These charges constitute the content of all 
the 30 articles except the 25th. Luther said brusquely but truly, that Huss committed no more 
atrocious sin than to declare that a Roman pontiff of impious life is not the head of the Church 
catholic. {689} 
 
John Huss struck at the foundations of the hierarchical system. He interpreted our Lord’s words to 
Peter in a way that was fatal to the papal theory of Leo, Hildebrand and Innocent III. {690} His 
conception of the Church, which he drew from Wyclif, contains the kernel of an entirely new 
system of religious authority. He made the Scriptures the final source of appeal, and exalted the 
authority of the conscience above pope, council and canon law as an interpreter of truth. He 
carried out these views in practice by continuing to preach in spite of repeated sentences of 
excommunication, and attacking the pope’s right to call a crusade. If the Church be the company 
of the elect, as Huss maintained, then God rules in His people and they are sovereign. With such 
assertions, the teachings of Thomas Aquinas were set aside. 
 



The enlightened group of men who shared the spirit of Gerson and D’Ailly did not comprehend 
Wycliffism, for Wycliffism was a revolt against an alleged divine institution, the visible Church. 
Gerson denied that the appeal to conscience was an excuse for refusing to submit to ecclesiastical 
authority. Faith, with him, was agreement with the Church’s system. The chancellor not only 
voted for Huss’ condemnation, but declared he had busily worked to bring the sentence about. 
Nineteen articles he drew from Huss’ work on the Church, he pronounced "notoriously heretical." 
However, at a later time, in a huff over the leniency shown to Jean Petit, he stated that if Huss had 
been given an advocate, he would never have been convicted. {691} 
 
In starting out for Constance, Huss knew well the punishment appointed for heretics. The 
amazing thing is that he should ever have thought it possible to clear himself by a public address 
before the council. In view of the procedure of the Inquisition, the council showed him unheard-
of consideration in allowing him to appear in the cathedral. This was done out of regard for 
Sigismund, who was on the eve of his journey to Spain to induce Benedict of Luna to abdicate. 
{692} 
 
As for the safe-conduct—salvo-conductus —issued by Sigismund, all that can be said is that a 
king did not keep his word. He was more concerned to be regarded as the patron of a great 
council than to protect a Bohemian preacher, his future subject. Writing with reference to the 
solemn pledge, Huss said, "Christ deceives no man by a safe-conduct. What he pledges he fulfils. 
Sigismund has acted deceitfully throughout." {693} The plea, often made, that the king had no 
intention of giving Huss an unconditional pledge of protection, is in the face of the documentary 
evidence. In September, 1415, the Council of Constance took formal notice of the criticisms 
floating about that in Huss’ execution a solemn promise had been broken, and announced that no 
brief of safe-conduct in the case of a heretic is binding. No pledge is to be observed which is 
prejudicial to the Catholic faith and ecclesiastical jurisdiction. {694} 
 
The safe-conduct was in the ordinary form, addressed to all the princes and subjects of the 
empire, ecclesiastical and secular, and informing them that Huss should be allowed to pass, 
remain and return without impediment. Jerome, according to the sentence passed upon him by the 
council, declared that the safe-conduct had been grossly violated, and when, in 1433, the legates 
of the Council of Basel attempted to throw the responsibility for Huss’ condemnation on false 
witnesses, so called, Rokyzana asked how the Council of Constance could have been moved by 
the Holy Ghost if it were controlled by perjurers, and showed that the violation of the safe-
conduct had not been forgotten. When the Bohemian deputies a year earlier had come to Basel, 
they demanded the most carefully prepared briefs of safe-conduct from the Council of Basel, the 
cities of Eger and Basel and from Sigismund and others. Frederick of Brandenburg and John of 
Bavaria agreed to furnish troops to protect the Hussites on their way to Basel, at Basel, and on 
their journey home. A hundred and six years later, Luther profited by Huss’ misfortune when he 
recalled Sigismund’s perfidy, perfidy which the papal system of the 16th century would have 
repeated, had Charles V. given his consent. {695} 
 
In a real sense, Huss was the precursor of the Reformation. It is true, the prophecy was wrongly 
ascribed to him, "To-day you roast a goose—Huss—but a hundred years from now a swan will 
arise out of my ashes which you shall not roast." Unknown to contemporary writers, it probably 
originated after Luther had fairly entered upon his work. But he struck a hard blow at hierarchical 
assumption before Luther raised his stronger arm. Luther was moved by Huss’ case, and at 
Leipzig, forced to the wall by Eck’s thrusts, the Wittenberg monk made the open avowal that 
oecumenical councils also may err, as was done in putting Huss to death at Constance. Years 
before, at Erfurt, he had taken up a volume of the Bohemian sermons, and was amazed that a man 
who preached so evangelically should have been condemned to the stake. But for fear of the taint 



of heresy, he quickly put it down. {696} The accredited view in Luther’s time was given by 
Dobneck in answer to Luther’s good opinion, when he said that Huss was worse than a Turk, Jew, 
Tartar and Sodomite. In his edition of Huss’ letters, printed 1537, Luther praised Huss’ patience 
and humility under every indignity and his courage before an imposing assembly as a lamb in the 
midst of wolves and lions. If such a man, he wrote, "is to be regarded as a heretic, then no person 
under the sun can be looked upon as a true Christian." 
 
A cantionale, dating from 1572, and preserved in the Prag library, contains a hymn to Huss’ 
memory and three medallions which well set forth the relation in which Wyclif and Huss stand to 
the Reformation. The first represents Wyclif striking sparks from a stone. Below it is Huss, 
kindling a fire from the sparks. In the third medallion, Luther is holding aloft the flaming torch. 
his is the historic succession, although it is true Luther began his career as a Reformer before he 
was influenced by Huss, and continued his work, knowing little of Wyclif. 
 
To the cause of religious toleration, and without intending it, John Huss made a more effectual 
contribution by his death than could have been made by many philosophical treatises, even as the 
deaths of Blandina and other martyrs of the early Church, who were slaves, did more towards the 
reduction of the evils of slavery than all the sentences of Pagan philosophers. Quite like his 
English teacher, he affirmed the sovereign rights of the truth. It was his habit, so he stated, to 
conform his views to the truth, whatever the truth might be. If any one, he said, "can instruct me 
by the sacred Scriptures or by good reasoning, I am willing to follow him. From the outset of my 
studies, I have made it a rule to joyfully and humbly recede from a former opinion when in any 
matter I perceive a more rational opinion." {697} 
 
{670} Van der Hardt, I. 18; Palacky, Docum., pp. 523-528. 
 
{671} For these letters and copies of the handbill, see Workman, Hus’ Letters, p. 140 sqq. 
 
{672} Huss kept one for himself, thinking it might be necessary for him to ride and see 
Sigismund. Writing from Constance, Nov. 4th, he said that horses were cheap there. One, bought 
in Bohemia for 6 guineas, was given away for 7 florins, or one-third the original price. Workman: 
Letters, p. 158. 
 
{673} The charge is reported by Richental, p. 76 sq. His story is invalidated by the false date he 
gives and also by the testimony of Mladenowitz, who declared it wholly untrue. If there had been 
any attempt at escape, it would hardly have been allowed to go unnoticed in the trial. See Wylie, 
p. 139. 
 
{674} In an audience with Sigismund, D’Ailly protested that factum J. Hus et alia minora non 
debebant reformationem eccles. et Bon. imperii impedire quod erat principale pro quo fuerat 
concilium congregatum. Fillflastre, in Finke, p. 253. 
 
{675} On reading a letter in the Bethlehem chapel, Hawlik exclaimed, alas, Hus is running out of 
paper. And John of Chlum spoke of one of Huss’ letters as being written "on a tattered, three-
cornered bit of paper." Workman: Hus’ Letters, p. 196. 
 
{676} Workman: Letters, p. 174, 182, 184, 190. 
 
{677} See Card. Fillastre’s Diary in Finke’s Forschungen, pp. 164, 179. 
 
{678} Utinam anima esset ibi, ubi est anima Joh. Wicleff. Mansi, xxvII. 756. 



 
{679} Nos non possumus secundum tuam conscientiam judicare, etc., Palacky, Doc. 278. 
Tschackert, pp. 225, 235, says D’Ailly would have been obliged to lay aside his purple if he had 
not resisted Huss’ views. Huss had said of Gerson,o si deus daret tempus scribendi contra 
mendacia Parisiensis cancellarii, Palacky, Doc. 97. Gerson went so far as to say that Huss was 
condemned for his realism. See Schwab, pp. 298, 586. 
 
{680} See Tschackert p. 230. D’Ailly persisted in this position after he left Constance. Wyclif and 
Huss remained to him the dangerous heretics, pernitiosi heretici. Van der Hardt, VI. 16. 
 
{681} Workman: Hus’ Letters, pp. 226, 289-241. 
 
{682} See Workman, pp. 185, 245, 248. 
 
{683} Workman, p. 264. 
 
{684} Ibid., p. 276. 
 
{685} Non vellet abjurare sed millisies comburi, Mansi, XXVII. 764. 
 
{686} Ad medium concilii ubi erat levatus in altum scamnum pro eo. Mansi, XXVII. 747. 
 
{687} The articles are given in Mansi, pp. 754 sq., 1209-1211, and Hardt, IV. 408-12. 
 
{688} Buddenseig, Hus, Patriot and Reformer, p. 11, says, "The whole Hussite movement is mere 
Wycliffism." Loserth, Wiclif and Hus, p. xvi, says, it was Wyclif’s doctrine principally for which 
Hus yielded up his life. Invectives flying about in Constance joined their names together. The 
Missa Wiclefistarum ran, Credo in Wykleph ducem inferni patronum Boemiae et in Hus filium 
ejus unicum nequam nostrum, qui conceptus est ex spiritu Luciferi, natus matre ejus et factus 
incarnatus equalis Wikleph, secundum malam voluntatem et major secundum ejus persecutionem, 
regnans tempore desolationis studii Pragensis, tempore quo Boemia a fide apostotavit. Qui 
propter nos hereticos descendit ad inferna et non resurget a mortuis nec habebit vitam eternam. 
Amen. 
 
{689} Note appended to Huss’ writings, ed. 1537. See Huss’ Opp., Prelim. Statement, I. 4. It did 
not require the study of the modem historian to affirm the view taken above. John Foxe, in his 
Book of Martyrs, presented it clearly when he said, "By the life, acts and letters of Huss, it is plain 
that he was condemned not for any error of doctrine, for he neither denied their popish 
transubstantiation, neither spake against the authority of the church of Rome, if it were well 
governed, nor yet against the seven sacraments, but said mass himself and in almost all their 
popish opinions was a papist with them, but only through evil will was he accused because he 
spoke against the pomp, pride and avarice and other wicked enormities of the pope, cardinals and 
prelates of the church, etc." 
 
{690} Gerson declared that among the causes for which Huss was condemned was that he had 
affirmed that the Church could be ruled by priests dispersed throughout the world in the absence 
of one head a well as with one head. Schwab, p. 588. 
 
{691} Schwab, pp. 588-599, 600. On the whole subject of Huss’ views Schwab has excellent 
remarks, p. 596 sqq. 
 



{692} See Workman: Age of Hus, pp. 284, 293, 364, and Wylie, p. 175 sqq. 
 
{693} Workman: Hus’ Letters, p. 269 sq. 
 
{694} Mansi, XXVII. 791, 799. Also Mirbt, p. 156. Lea, Inquisition, II. p. 462 sqq., has an 
excellent statement of the whole question of Huss’ safe-conduct. 
 
{695} Luther declared that a safe-conduct promised to the devil must be kept. See Kostlin, M. 
Luther, I. 352. 
 
{696} John Zacharias, one of the professors of the university at Erfurt, had taken a prominent part 
in the debates at Constance against Huss, and received as his reward the red rose from the pope. 
Kostlin, M. Luther, I. 53, 87. 
 
{697} Si aliqua persona ecclesiae me scrip. s. vel ratione valida, docuerit, paratissime 
consentire. Nam a primo studii mei tempore hoc mihi statui proregula, ut quotiescunque 
saniorem sententiam in quacunque materia perciperem, a priori sententia gaudenter et humiliter 
declinarem. Wyclif had expressed the same sentiment in his Deuteronomy universalibus, which 
Huss translated, 1398. See Loserth, p. 253.  



46. Jerome of Prag. 
 
A year after Huss’ martyrdom, on May 30, 1416, his friend Jerome of Prag was condemned by 
the council and also suffered at the stake. He shared Huss’ enthusiasm for Wyclif, was perhaps 
his equal in scholarship, but not in steadfast constancy. Huss’ life was spent in Prag and its 
vicinity. Jerome travelled in Western Europe and was in Prag only occasionally. Huss left quite a 
body of writings, Jerome, none. 
 
Born of a good family at Prag, Jerome studied in his native city, and later at Oxford and Paris. At 
Oxford he became a student and admirer of Wyclif’s writings, two of which, the Trialogus and 
the Dialogus, he carried with him back to Bohemia not later than 1402. In Prag, he defended the 
English doctor as a holy man "whose doctrines were more worthy of acceptance than Augustine 
himself," stood with Huss in the contest over the rights of the Bohemian nation, and joined him in 
attacking the papal indulgences, 1412. 
 
Soon after arriving in Constance, Huss wrote to John of Chlum not to allow Jerome on any 
account to go to join him. In spite of this warning, Jerome set out and reached Constance April 
4th, 1415, but urged by friends he quit the city. He was seized at Hirschau, April 15, and taken 
back in chains. There is every reason for supposing he and Huss did not see one another, although 
Huss mentions him in a letter within a week before his death, {698} expressing the hope that he 
would die holy and blameless and be of a braver spirit in meeting pain than he was. Huss had 
misjudged himself. In the hour of grave crisis he proved constant and heroic, while his friend 
gave way. 
 
On Sept. 11, 1415, Jerome solemnly renounced his admiration for Wyclif and professed accord 
with the Roman church and the Apostolic see and, twelve days later, solemnly repeated his 
abjuration in a formula prepared by the council. {699} 
 
Release from prison did not follow. It was the council’s intention that Jerome should sound forth 
his abjuration as loudly as possible in Bohemia, and write to Wenzel, the university and the 
Bohemian nobles; but he disappointed his judges. Following Gerson’s lead, the council again put 
the recusant heretic on trial. The sittings took place in the cathedral, May 23 and 26, 1416. The 
charge of denying transubstantiation Jerome repudiated, but he confessed to having done ill in 
pledging himself to abandon the writings and teachings of that good man John Wyclif, and Huss. 
Great injury had been done to Huss, who had come to the council with assurance of safe-conduct. 
Even Judas or a Saracen ought under such circumstances to be free to come and go and to speak 
his mind freely. 
 
On May 30, Jerome was again led into the cathedral. The bishop of Lodi ascended the pulpit and 
preached a sermon, calling upon the council to punish the prisoner, and counselling that against 
other such heretics, if there should be any, any witnesses whatever should be allowed to testify,—
ruffians, thieves and harlots. The sermon being over, Jerome mounted a bench—bancum 
ascendens —and made a defence whose eloquence is attested by Poggio and others who were 
present. Thereupon, the, holy synod "pronounced him a follower of Wyclif and Huss, and 
adjudged him to be cast off as a rotten and withered branch—palmitem putridum et aridum". 
{700} 
 
Jerome went out from the cathedral wearing a cheerful countenance. A paper cap was put on his 
head, painted over with red devils. No sentence of deposition was necessary or ceremony of 



disrobing, for the condemned man was merely a laic. {701} He died on the spot where Huss 
suffered. As the wood was being piled around him, he sang the Easter hymn, salva festa dies, 
Hail, festal day. The flames were slow in putting an end to his miseries as compared with Huss. 
His ashes were thrown into the Rhine. And many learned people wept, the chronicler Richental 
says, that he had to die, for he was almost more learned than Huss. After his death, the council 
joined his name with the names of Wyclif and Huss as leaders of heresy. 
 
Poggio Bracciolini’s description of Jerome’s address in the cathedral runs thus:— 
 
It was wonderful to see with what words, with what eloquence, with what arguments, with what 
countenance and with what composure, Jerome replied to his adversaries, and how fairly he put 
his case.... He advanced nothing unworthy of a good man, as though he felt confident—as he also 
publicly asserted—that no just reason could be found for his death.... Many persons he touched 
with humor, many with satire, many very often he caused to laugh in spite of the sad affair, 
jesting at their reproaches.... He took them back to Socrates, unjustly condemned by his fellow-
citizens. Then be mentioned the captivity of Plato, the flight of Anaxagoras, the torture of Zeno 
and the unjust condemnation of many other Pagans.... Thence he passed to the Hebrew examples, 
first instancing Moses, the liberator of his people, Joseph, sold by his brethren, Isaiah, Daniel, 
Susannah.... Afterwards, coming down to John the Baptist and then to the Saviour, he showed 
how, in each case, they were condemned by false witnesses and false judges.... Then proceeding 
to praise John Huss, who had been condemned to be burnt, he called him a good man, just and 
holy, unworthy of such a death, saying that he himself was prepared to go to any punishment 
whatsoever.... He said that Huss had never held opinions hostile to the Church of God, but only 
against the abuses of the clergy, against the pride, the arrogance and the pomp of prelates.... He 
displayed the greatest cleverness,—for, when his speech was often interrupted with various 
disturbances, he left no one unscathed but turned trenchantly upon his accusers and forced them 
to blush, or be still.... For 340 days he lay in the bottom of a foul, dark tower. He himself did not 
complain at the harshness of this treatment, but expressed his wonder that such inhumanity could 
be shown him. In the dungeon, he said, he had not only no facilities for reading, but none for 
seeing.... He stood there fearless and unterrified, not alone despising death but seeking it, so that 
you would have said he was another Cato. O man, worthy of the everlasting memory of men! I 
praise not that which he advanced, if anything contrary to the institutions of the Church; but I 
admire his learning, his eloquence, his persuasiveness of speech, his adroitness in reply.... 
Persevering in his errors, he went to his fate with joyful and willing countenance, for he feared 
not the fire nor any kind of torture or death.... When the executioners wished to start the fire 
behind his back that he might not see it, he said, ‘Come here and light the fire in front of me. If I 
had been afraid of it, I should never have come to this place.’ In this way a man worthy, except in 
respect of faith, was burnt.... Not Mutius himself suffered his arm to burn with such high courage 
as did this man his whole body. Nor did Socrates drink the poison so willingly as be accepted the 
flames. {702} 
 
Aeneas Sylvius, afterwards Pius II., bore similar testimony to the cheerfulness which Huss and 
Jerome displayed in the face of death, and said that they went to the stake as to a feast and 
suffered death with more courage than any philosopher. {703} 
 
{698} Workman: Letters, p. 266. 
 
{699} Mansi, XXVII. 794 sqq., 842-864. 
 
{700} For the sentence, see Mansi, XXVII. 887-897. Foxe, in his Book of Martyrs, gives a 
translation and an excellent account of the proceedings against Jerome and his martyrdom. 



 
{701} Laicus, Mansi, XXVII. 894. 
 
{702} Huss, Opera, II. 532-534. Palacky, Mon. 624-699. A full translation is given by Whitcomb 
in Lit. Source-Book of the Italian Renaissance, pp. 40-47. 
 
{703} Hist. Boh., c. 36.  



47. The Hussites. 
 
The news of Huss’ execution stirred the Bohemian nation to its depths. Huss was looked upon as 
a national hero and a martyr. The revolt, which followed, threatened the very existence of the 
papal rule in Bohemia. No other dissenting movement of the Middle Ages assumed such 
formidable proportions. The Hussites, the name given to the adherents of the new body, soon 
divided into two organized parties, the Taborites and the Calixtines or Utraquists. They agreed in 
demanding the distribution of the cup to the laity. A third body, the Unitas Fratrum, or Bohemian 
Brethren, originated in the middle of the 15th century, forty years after Huss’ death. When it 
became known that Huss had perished in the flames, the populace of Prag stoned the houses of 
the priests unfriendly to the martyr; and the archbishop himself was attacked in his palace, and 
with difficulty eluded the popular rage by flight. King Wenzel at first seemed about to favor the 
popular party. 
 
The Council of Constance, true to itself, addressed a document to the bishop and clergy of Prag, 
designating Wyclif, Huss and Jerome as most unrighteous, dangerous and shameful men, {704} 
and calling upon the Prag officials to put down those who were sowing their doctrines. 
 
The high regard in which Huss was held found splendid expression at the Bohemian diet, Sept. 2, 
1415, when 452 nobles signed an indignant remonstrance to the council for its treatment of their 
"most beloved brother," whom they pronounced to be a righteous and catholic man, known in 
Bohemia for many years by his exemplary life and honest preaching of the law of the Gospel. 
They concluded the document by announcing their intention to defend, even to the effusion of 
blood, the law of Christ and his devoted preachers. {705} Three days later, the nobles formed a 
league which was to remain in force for six years, in which they bound themselves to defend the 
free preaching of the Gospel on their estates, and to recognize the authority of prelates only so far 
as they acted according to the Scriptures. 
 
To this manifesto the council, Feb. 20, 1416, replied by citing the signers to appear before it 
within 50 days, on pain of being declared contumacious. 
 
Huss’ memory also had honor at the hands of the university, which, on May 23, 1416, sent forth a 
communication addressed to all lands, eulogizing him as in all things a master whose life was 
without an equal. {706} In omnibus Magister vitae sine pari. 
 
Upon the dissolution of the council, Martin V., who, as a member of the curia, had 
excommunicated Huss, did not allow the measures to root out Hussitism drag. In his bull Inter 
cunctos, {707} Feb. 22, 1418, he ordered all of both sexes punished as heretics who maintained 
"the pestilential doctrine of the heresiarchs, John Wyclif, John Huss and Jerome of Prag." Wenzel 
announced his purpose to obey the council, but many of his councillors left the court, including 
the statesman, Nicolas of Pistna, and the military leader, the one-eyed John Zizka. The popular 
excitement ran so high that, during a Hussite procession, the crowd rushed into the council-house 
and threw out of the window seven of the councillors who had dared to insult the procession. 
 
Affairs entered a new stage with Wenzel’s death, 1419. With considerable unanimity the 
Bohemian nobles acceded to his successor Sigismund’s demand that the cup be withheld from the 
laity, but the nation at large did not acquiesce, and civil war followed. Convents and churches 
were sacked. Sigismund could not make himself master of his kingdom, and an event occurred 
during his visit in Breslau which deepened the feeling against him. A merchant, John Krasa, 



asserting on the street the innocence of Huss, was dragged at a horse’s tail to the stake and burnt. 
Hussite preachers inveighed against Sigismund, calling him the dragon of the Apocalypse. 
 
Martin V. now summoned Europe to a crusade against Bohemia, offering the usual indulgences, 
as Innocent III. had done two centuries before, when he summoned a crusade against the Cathari 
in Southern France. In obedience to the papal mandate, 150,000 men gathered from all parts of 
Europe. All the horrors of war were perpetrated, and whole provinces desolated. Five times the 
holy crusaders entered the land of Huss, and five times they were beaten back. In 1424 the 
Hussites lost their bravest military leader, John Zizka, but in 1427, under his successor, Procopius 
Rasa, called the Great, the most influential priest of Prag, they took the offensive and invaded 
Germany. 
 
While they were winning victories over the foreign intruders, the Hussites were divided among 
themselves in regard to the extent to which the religious reformation should be carried. The 
radical party, called the Taborites, from the steep hill Tabor, 60 miles south of Prag, on which 
they built a city, rejected transubstantiation, the worship of saints, prayers for the dead, 
indulgences and priestly confession and renounced oaths, dances and other amusements. They 
admitted laymen, including women, to the office of preaching, and used the national tongue in all 
parts of the public service. Zizka, their first leader, held the sword in the spirit of one of the 
Judges. After his death, the stricter wing of the Taborites received the name of the Orphans. 
 
The moderate party was called now Pragers, from the chief seat of their influence, now 
Calixtines,—from the word calix or cup,—or Utraquists from the expression sub utraque specie, 
"under both forms," from their insisting upon the administration of the cup to the laity. The 
University of Prag took sides with the Calixtines and, in 1420, the four so-called Prag articles 
were adopted. This compact demanded the free preaching of the Gospel, the distribution of the 
cup to the laity, the execution of punishment for mortal sins by the civil court, and the return of 
the clergy to the practice of Apostolic poverty. The Calixtines confined the use of Czech at the 
church service to the Scripture readings. {708} 
 
After the disastrous rout of the Catholic army, led by Cardinal Cesarini at Tauss, Aug. 14, 1431, 
the history of the Bohemian movement passed into a third stage, marked by the negotiations 
begun by the Council of Basel and the almost complete annihilation of the Taborite party. It was a 
new spectacle for an oecumenical council to treat with heretics as with a party having rights. 
Unqualified submission was the demand which the Church had heretofore made. On Oct. 15, 
1431, the council invited the Bohemians to a conference and promised delegates safe-conduct. 
This promise assured them that neither guile nor deceit would be resorted to on any ground 
whatsoever, whether it be of authority or the privileges of canon law or of the decisions of the 
Councils of Constance and Siena or any other council. {709} Three hundred delegates appointed 
by the Bohemian diet appeared in Basel. On the way, at Eger, and in the presence of the 
landgrave of Brandenburg and John, duke of Bavaria, they laid down their own terms, which 
were sent ahead and accepted by the council. {710} These terms, embodied in thirteen articles, 
dealt with the method of carrying on the negotiations, the cessation of the interdict during the 
sojourn of the delegates in the Swiss city and the privilege of practising their own religious rites. 
The leaders of the Bohemian delegation were John Rokyzana of the Utraquist party and the 
Taborite, Procopius. Rokyzana was the pastor of the Teyn Church in Prag. 
 
The council recognized the austere principles of the Hussites by calling upon the Basel authorities 
to prohibit all dancing and gambling and the appearance of loose women on the streets. On their 
arrival, Jan. 4, 1433, the Bohemians were assigned to four public taverns, and a large supply of 
wine and provisions placed at their disposal. Delegations from the council and from the city bade 



them formal welcome. They followed their own rituals, the Taborites arousing most curiosity by 
the omission of all Latin from the services and discarding altar and priestly vestments. 
 
On the floor of the council, the Bohemians coupled praise with the names of Wyclif and Huss, 
and would tolerate no references to themselves as heretics. The discussions were prolonged to a 
wearisome length, some of their number occupying as much as two or three days in their 
addresses. Among the chief speakers was the Englishman, Peter Payne, whose address consumed 
three days. The final agreement of four articles, known as the Campactata, was ratified by 
deputies of the council and of the three Bohemian parties giving one another the hand. The main 
article granted the use of the cup to the laity, where it was asked, but on condition that the 
doctrine be inculcated that the whole Christ is contained in each of the elements. The use of the 
cup was affirmed to be wholesome to those partaking worthily. {711} The Compacts were ratified 
by the Bohemian diet of Iglau, July 5, 1436. All ecclesiastical censures were lifted from Bohemia 
and its people. The abbot of Bonnival, addressing the king of Castile upon the progress of the 
Council of Basel, declared that the Bohemians at the start were like ferocious lions and greedy 
wolves, but through the mercy of Christ and after much discussion had been turned into the 
meekest lambs and accepted the four articles. {712} 
 
Although technically the question was settled, the Taborites were not satisfied. The Utraquists 
approached closer to the Catholics. Hostilities broke out between them, and after a wholesale 
massacre in Prag, involving, it is said, 22,000 victims, the two parties joined in open war. The 
Taborites were defeated in the battle at Lipan, May 30, 1434, and Procopius slain. This 
distinguished man had travelled extensively, going as far as Jerusalem before receiving priestly 
orders. He was a brilliant leader, and won many successes in Austria, Moravia and Hungary. The 
power of the Taborites was gone, and in 1452 they lost Mt. Tabor, their chief stronghold. 
 
The emperor now entered upon possession of his Bohemian kingdom and granted full recognition 
to the Utraquist priests, promising to give his sanction to the elections of bishops made by the 
popular will and to secure their ratification by the pope. Rokyzana was elected archbishop of Prag 
by the Bohemian diet of 1435. Sigismund died soon after, 1437, and the archbishop never 
received papal recognition, although he administered the affairs of the diocese until his death, 
1471. 
 
Albert of Austria, son-in-law of Sigismund and an uncompromising Catholic, succeeded to the 
throne. In 1457 George Podiebrad, a powerful noble, was crowned by Catholic bishops, and 
remained king of Bohemia till 1471. He was a consistent supporter of the national party which 
held to the Compactata. The papal authorities, refusing to recognize Rokyzana, despatched 
emissaries to subdue the heretics by the measures of preaching and miracles. The most noted 
among them were Fra Giacomo and John of Capistrano. John, whose miraculous agency equalled 
his eloquence, succumbed to a fever after the battle of Belgrade. 
 
In 1462 the Compacts were declared void by Pius II., who threatened with excommunication all 
priests administering the cup to the laity. George Podiebrad resisted the papal bull. Four years 
later, a papal decree sought to deprive that "son of perdition" of his royal dignity, and summoned 
the Hungarian king, Matthias Corvinus, to take his crown. {713} Matthias accepted the 
responsibility, the cross and invaded Moravia. The war was still in progress when Podiebrad died. 
By the peace of Kuttenberg 1485 and an agreement made in 1512, the Utraquists preserved their 
right to exist at the side of their Catholic neighbors. Thus they continued till 1629, when the right 
of communion in both kinds was withdrawn by Ferdinand II. of Austria, whose hard and bloody 
hand put an end to all open dissent in Bohemia. {714} 
 



The third outgrowth from the Hussite stock, the Unitas Fratrum, commonly called the Bohemian 
Brethren, has had an honorable and a longer history than the Taborites and Calixtines. This body 
still has existence in the Moravians, whose missionary labors, with Herrnhut as a centre, have 
stirred all Protestant Christendom. Its beginnings are uncertain. It appears distinctly for the first 
time in 1457, and continued to grow till the time of the Reformation. Its synod of 1467 was 
attended by 60 Brethren. The members in Prag were subjected to persecution, and George 
Podiebrad gave them permission to settle on the estate, Lititz, in the village corporation of 
Kunwald. {715} Martin, priest at Koniggraetz, with a part of his flock affiliated himself with 
them, and other congregations were soon formed. They were a distinct type, worshipping by 
themselves, and did not take the sacraments from the Catholic priests. They rejected oaths, war 
and military service and resorted, apparently from the beginning, to the lot. They also rejected the 
doctrine of purgatory and all services of priests of unworthy life. 
 
The exact relation which this Hussite body bore to the Taborites and to the Austrian Waldenses is 
a matter which has called forth much learned discussion, and is still involved in uncertainty. But 
there seems to be no doubt that the Bohemian Brethren were moved by the spirit of Huss, and 
also that in their earliest period they came into contact with the Waldenses. Pressing up from 
Italy, the followers of Peter Valdez had penetrated into Bohemia in the later part of the 14th 
century, and had Frederick Reiser as their leader. {716} This Apostolic man was present at the 
Council of Basel, 1435, and styled himself, "the bishop of the faithful in the Romish church, who 
reject the donation of Constantine." With Anna Weiler, he suffered at the stake in Strassburg, 
1458. One of the earliest names associated with the Bohemian Brethren is the name of Peter 
Chelcicky, a marked religious personage in his day in Bohemia. We know he was a man of 
authority among them, but little more. {717} 
 
Believing that the papal priesthood had been corrupt since Constantine’s donation to Sylvester, 
the Brethren, at the synod of 1467, chose Michael, pastor of Senftenburg, "presbyter and bishop," 
and sent him to the Waldensian bishop Stephen for sanction or consecration. {718} It seems 
probable that Stephen had received orders at Basel from bishops in the regular succession. On his 
return, Michael consecrated Matthias of Kunwald, while he himself, for a time and for a reason 
not known, was not officially recognized. The synod had resorted to the lot and placed the words 
"he is" on 3 out of 12 ballots, 9 being left blank. Matthias chose one of he printed ballots. {719} 
Matthias, in turn, ordained Thomas and Elias bishops, men who had drawn the other two printed 
ballots. 
 
By 1500, the Bohemian Brethren numbered 200,000 scattered in 300 or 400 congregations in 
Bohemia and Moravia. They had their own confession, catechism and hymnology. {720} Of the 
60 Bohemian books printed 1500-1510, 50 are said to have been by members of the sect. A new 
period in their history was introduced by Lucas of Prag, d. 1528, a voluminous writer. He gave 
explanations of the Brethren’s doctrine of the Lord’s Supper to Luther. Brethren, including 
Michael Weiss, the hymnwriter, visited the German Reformer, and in 1521 he had in his 
possession their catechism. 
 
The merciless persecutions of the Brethren and the other remaining Hussite sectarists were 
opened under the Austrian rule of Ferdinand I. in 1549, and continued, with interruptions, till the 
Thirty Years’ War when, under inspiration of the Jesuits, the government resorted to measures 
memorable for their heartlessness to blot out heresy from Bohemia and Moravia. 
 
The Church of the Brethren had a remarkable resurrection in the Moravians, starting with the 
settlement of Christian David and other Hussite families in 1722 on land given by Count 
Zinzendorf at Herrnhut. They preserve the venerable name of their spiritual ancestry, Unitas 



Fratrum, and they have made good their heritage by their missionary labors which have carried 
the Gospel to the remotest ends of the earth, from Greenland to the West Indies and Guiana, and 
from the leper colony of Jerusalem to Thibet and Australia. In our own land, David Zeisberger 
and other Moravian missionaries have shown in their labors among the Indian tribes the godly 
devotion of John Huss, whose body the flames at Constance were able to destroy, but not his 
sacred memory and influence. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{704} Improbissimos, et periculosissimos, teterrimosque viros, Mansi, XXVII. 781-783. 
 
{705} Mansi, pp. 789-91. 
 
{706} Palacky, Monum., I. 80-82. 
 
{707} Mansi, XXVII. 1204-15. Also Mirbt, p. 157 sqq. 
 
{708} As early as 1423, dissenters with the name of Hussites appeared in Northern Germany and 
Holland, Fredericq, Corpus Inq., III. 65, 142, etc. 
 
{709} Sine fraude et quolibet dolo, occulte vel manifeste, etc. Mansi, XXIX. 27. 
 
{710} See Hefele, VII. 476 sq. 
 
{711} See Mansi, XXXI. 273 sqq. 
 
{712} Haller, Concil. Basil., I. 291 sqq. 
 
{713} Pius had received at Mt. Tabor hospitable treatment from the Hussites, whom he was 
afterwards to treat with wonted papal arrogance. Travelling through Bohemia on a mission from 
Frederick III., and benighted, he preferred to trust himself to the Taborites rather than to their 
enemies. Although he had found refuge with them, he used ridicule in describing their poverty 
and peasant condition. Some he found almost naked, some wore only a sheepskin over their 
bodies, some had no saddle, some no reins for their horses. And yet he was obliged to say that, 
though they were bound by no compulsory system of tithes, they filled their priests’ houses with 
corn, wood, vegetables and meat. See Lea, II. 561. 
 
{714} The Utraquists came into contact with Luther as early as 1519. At the time of the Leipzig 
Colloquy, two of their preachers in Prag, John Poduschka and Wenzel Rosdalowsky, wrote him 
letters. The first also sent Luther a gift of knives, and the second, Huss’ work On the Church, 
which was reprinted in Wittenberg, 1620. Luther replied by sending them some of his smaller 
writings. Kostlin, M. Luther, I. 290. 
 
{715} The old Moravian school for girls near Lancaster, Pa., gets its name from this colony. The 
wife of President Benjamin Harrison studied there. 
 
{716} For the earlier history of the Austrian Waldensians, see vol. V., part I., p. 500 sq. 
 



{717} Goll, Untersuchungen, is a strong advocate of the dependence of the Bohemian Brethren 
upon the Waldenses for their peculiar views, although he denies that the two sects had any 
organic connection. Karl Muller, Herzog Enc., III. 448, comes to the same conclusion. He is, 
however in doubt whether Chelcicky was associated with the Waldenses. Goll is of the opinion 
that he was strongly influenced by them. Preger, Ueber d. Verhaltniss der Taboriten zu den 
Waldesiern des 14ten Jahrh., Munich, 1887, occupies an isolated position when he represents the 
Taborites as a continuation of the Bohemian Waldenses, with some modification. These two 
bodies were separate when the Bohemian Brethren began to appear on the scene. 
 
{718} So Lucas of Prag. See his writings in Goll, pp. 107, 112. Deuteronomy Schweinitz, Hist. of 
the Un. Fratrum, p. 141 sqq., accepts the ordination of Stephen as regular. Muller questions it, 
Herzog, III. 452. 
 
{719} See Goll, p. 87, and the letter to Rokyzana, whose nephew Gregory belonged to the Lititz 
colony, p. 92. Of the consecration of Michael by Stephen there is no doubt. There is some 
uncertainty about the details. 
 
{720} See Muller’s art. on Bohemian Hymnody in Julian’s Dicty.  
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THE LAST POPES OF THE MIDDLE AGES. 1447-1521 
 

48. Literature and General Survey. 
 
Works on the Entire Chapter.—Bullarium, ed. by Tomasetti, 5 vols., Turin, 1859 sq.—Mansi: 
Councils, XXXI., XXXII.—Muratori: Rerum ital. scriptores. Gives Lives of the popes.—Stefano 
Infessura: Diario della citta  di Roma, ed. by O. Tommasini, Rome, 1890. Extends to 1494, and is 
the journal of an eye-witness. Also in Muratori.—Joh. Burchard: Diarium sive rerum urbanarum 
commentarii, 1483-1506, ed. by L. Thuasne, 3 vols., Paris, 1883-1885. Also in Muratori.—B. 
Platina, b. 1421 in Cremona, d. as superintendent of the Vatican libr., 1481: Lives of the Popes to 
the Death of Paul II., 1st Lat. ed., Venice, 1479, Engl. trans. by W. Benham in Anc. and Mod. 
Libr. of Theol. No date.—Sigismondo Dei Conti da Foligno: Le storie de suoi tempi 1475-1510, 2 
vols., Rome, 1883. Lat. and Ital. texts in parallel columns.—Pastor: Ungedruckte Akten zur 
Gesch. der Papste, vol. I., 1376-1464, Freiburg, 1904.—Ranke: Hist. of the Popes.—A. von 
Reumont: Gesch. d. Stadt Rom., vol. III., Berlin, 1870.—*Mandell Creighton, bp. of London: 
Hist. of the Papacy during the Period of the Reformation, II. 235-IV., London, 1887.—
*Gregorovius: Hist. of the City of Rome, Engl. trans., VII., VIII.—*L. Pastor, R. Cath. Prof. at 
Innsbruck: Gesch. der Papste im Zeitalter der Renaissance, 4 vols., Freiburg, 1886-1906, 4th ed., 
1901-1906, Engl. trans. F. I. Ambrosius, etc., 8 vols., 1908.—Wattenbach: Gesch. des rom. 
Papstthums, 2d ed., Berlin, 1876, pp. 284-300.—Hefele-Hergenrother: Conciliengeschichte, VIII. 
Hergenrother’s continuation of Hefele’s work falls far below the previous vols. by Hefele’s own 
hand as rev. by Knopfler.—The Ch. Histt. of Hergenrother-Kirsch, Hefele, Funk, Karl Muller.—
H. Thurston: The Holy Year of Jubilee. An Account of the Hist. and Ceremonial of the Rom. 
Jubilee, London, 1900.—Pertinent artt. in Wetzer-Welte and Herzog. The Histt. of the 
Renaissance of Burckhardt and Symonds.—For fuller lit., see the extensive lists prefixed to 
Pastor’s first three vols. and for a judicious estimate of the contemporary writers, see Creighton at 
the close of his vols. 
 
Note. -The works of Creighton, Gregorovius and Pastor are very full. It is doubtful whether any 
period of history has been treated so thoroughly and satisfactorily by three contemporary 
historians. Pastor and Gregorovius have used new documents discovered by themselves in the 
archives of Mantua, Milan, Modena, Florence, the Vatican, etc. Pastor’s notes are vols. of erudite 
investigation. Creighton is judicial but inclined to be too moderate in his estimate of the vices of 
the popes, and in details not always reliable. Gregorovius’ narration is searching and brilliant. He 
is unsparing in his reprobation of the dissoluteness of Roman society and backs his statements 
with authorities. Pastor’s masterly and graphic treatment is the most extensive work on the 
period. Although written with ultramontane prepossessions, it is often unsparing when it deals 
with the corruption of popes and cardinals, especially Alexander VI., who has never been set 
forth in darker colors since the 16th century than on its pages. 
 
49. Nicholas V.—Lives by Platina and in Muratori, especially Manetti.—Infessura: pp. 46-59.—
Gibbon: Hist. of Rome, ch. LXVIII. For the Fall of Constantinople.—Gregorovius: VII. 101-
160.—Creighton: II. 273-365.—Pastor: I. 351-774.—Geo. Findlay: Hist. of Greece to 1864, 7 
vols., Oxford, 1877, vols. IV., V.—Edw. Pears: The Destruction of the German Empire and the 
Story of the Capture of Constantinople by the Turks, London, 1903, pp. 476. 



 
50. Pius II.—Opera omnia, Basel, 1551, 1571, 1589.—Opera inedita, by I. Cugnoni, Rome, 
1883.—His Commentaries, Pii pontif. max. commentarii rerum memorabilium quae temporibus 
suis contigerunt, with the continuation of Cardinal Ammanati, Frankfurt, 1614. Last ed. Rome, 
1894.—Epistolae, Cologne, 1478, and often. Also in opera, Basel, 1551. A. Weiss: Aeneas 
Sylvius als Papst Pius II. Rede mit 149 bisher ungedruckten Briefen, Graz, 1897.—Eine Rede d. 
Enea Silvio vor d. C. zu Basel, ed. J. Haller in Quellen u. Forschungen aus ital. Archiven, etc., 
Rome, 1900, III. 82-102.—Pastor: II. 714-747 gives a number of Pius’ letters before unpubl.—
Orationes polit. et eccles. by Mansi, 3 vols., Lucae, 1755-1759.—Historia Frid. III. Best ed. by 
Kollar, Vienna, 1762, Germ. trans. by Ilgen, 2 vols., in Geschichtschreiber der deutschen 
Vorzeit., Leipzig, 1889 sq.—Addresses at the Congress of Mantua and the bulls Execrabilis and 
In minoribus in Mansi: Concil., XXXII., 191-267.—For full list of edd. of Pius’ Works, see 
Potthast, I. 19-25.—Platina: Lives of the Popes.—Antonius Campanus: Vita Pii II, in Muratori, 
Scripp., III. 2, pp. 969-992.—G. Voigt: Enea Silvio de’ Piccolomini als Papst Pius II. und sein 
Zeitalter, 3 vols., Berlin, 1856-1863.—K. Hase: Aen. Syl. Piccolomini, in Rosenvorlesungen, pp. 
56-88, Leipzig, 1880.—A. Brockhaus: Gregor von Heimburg, Leipzig, 1861.—K. Menzel: 
Diether von Isenberg, als Bischof von Mainz, 1459-1463, Erlangen, 1868.—Gregorovius: VII. 
160-218.—Burckhardt.—Creighton: II. 365-500.—Pastor: II. 1-293. Art. Pius II. by Benrath in 
Herzog, XV. 422-435. 
 
51. Paul II.—Lives by Platina, Gaspar Veronensis, and M. Canensius of Viterbo, both in 
Muratori, new ed., 1904, III., XVI., p. 3 sqq., with Preface, pp. i-xlvi.—A. Patritius: Descriptio 
adventus Friderici III. ad Paulum II., Muratori, XXIII. 205-215.—Ammanati’s Continuation of 
Pius lI.’s Commentaries, Frankfurt ed., 1614. Gaspar Veronensis gives a panegyric of the 
cardinals and Paul’s relatives, and stops before really taking up Paul’s biography. Platina, from 
personal pique, disparaged Paul II. Canensius’ Life is in answer to Platina, and the most important 
biography.—Gregorovius: VII.—Creighton: III.—Pastor: II. 
 
52, 53. Sixtus IV., Innocent VIII.—Infessura, pp. 75-283.—Burchard, in Thuasne’s ed., vol. I.—
J. Gherardi da Volterra: Diario Romano, 1479-1484, in Muratori, Scripp., XXIII. 3, also the ed. 
of 1904.—Platina in Muratori, III., p. 1053, etc. (accepted by Pastor as genuine and with some 
question by Creighton).—Sigismondo dei Conti da Foligno: vol. I. Infessura is severe on Sixtus 
IV. and Innocent VIII. Volterra, who received an office from Sixtus, does not pronounce a formal 
judgment. Sigismondo, who was advanced by Sixtus, is partial to him.—A. Thuasne: Djem, 
Sultan, fils de Mohammed II. d’apres les documents originaux en grande partie inedits, Paris, 
1892.—Gregorovius: VII. 241-340.—Pastor: II. 451-III. 284.—Creighton: III. 56-156.—W. 
Roscoe: Life of Lorenzo the Magnificent, 2 vols., Liverpool, 1795, 6th ed., London, 1825, etc. 
 
54. Alexander VI.—Bulls in Bullarium Rom.—The Regesta of Alex., filling 113 vols., in the 
Vatican, Nos. 772-884. After being hidden from view for three centuries, they were opened, 
1888, by Leo XIII. to the inspection and use of Pastor.—See Pastor’s Preface in his Gesch. der 
Papste, Infessura. Stops at Feb. 26, 1494.—Burchard: vols. II., III.—Sigismondo de’ Conti: Le 
storie, etc.—Gordon: Life of Alex. VI., London, 1728.—Abbe Ollivier: Le pape Alex. VI. et les 
Borgia, Paris, 1870.—V. Nemec: Papst Alex. VI., eine Rechtfertigung, Klagenfurt, 1879. Both 
attempts to rescue this pope from infamy.—Leonetti: Papa Aless. VI., 3 vols., Bologna, 1880.—
M. Brosch: Alex. VI. u. seine Sohne, Vienna, 1889.—C. von Hofler: Don Rodrigo de Borgia und 
seine Sohne, Don Pedro Luis u. Don Juan, Vienna, 1889.—Hofler: D. Katastrophe des 
herzoglichen Hauses des Borgias von Gandia, Vienna, 1892.—Schubertsoldem: D. Borgias u. 
ihre Zeit, 1907.—Reumont: Gesch. der Stadt Rom. Also art. Alex. VI. in Wetzer-Welte, I. 483-
491.—H. F. Delaborde: L’expedition de Chas. VIII. en Italie, Paris, 1888.—Ranke: Hist. of the 
Popes.—Roscoe: Life of Lorenzo.—Gregorovius: Hist. of City of Rome, vol. VII. Also Lucrezia 



Borgia, 3d ed., Stuttgart, 1875. Engl. trans. by J. L. Garner, 2 vols., New York, 1903.—
Creighton: III.—Pastor: III.—Hergenrother-Kirsch: III. 982-988.—* P. Villari: Machiavelli and 
his times, Engl. trans., 4 vols., London, 1878-1883.—Burckhardt and Symonds on the 
Renaissance.—E. G. Bourne: Demarcation Line Of Alex. Vi. In Essays In Hist. Criticism.—Lord 
Acton: The Borgias and their Latest Historian, in North Brit. Rev., 1871, pp. 351-367. 
 
55. Julius II. Bullarium IV.—Burchard: Diarium to May, 1506.—Sigismondo: vol. II.—Paris de 
Grassis, master of ceremonies at the Vatican, 1504 sqq.: Diarium from May 12, 1504, ed. by L. 
Frati, Bologna, 1886, and Dollinger in Beitage zur pol. Kirchl. u. Culturgesch. d. letzen 6 Jahrh., 
3 vols., Vienna, 1863-1882, III. 363-433.—A. Giustinian, Venetian ambassador: Dispacci, 
Despatches, 1502-1505, ed. by Villari, 3 vols., Florence, 1876, and by Rawdon Browning in 
Calendar of State Papers, London, 1864 sq.—Fr. Vettori: Sommario delta storia d’Italia 1511-
1527, ed. by Reumont in Arch. Stor. Itat., Append. B., pp. 261-387.—Dusmenil: Hist. de Jules 
II., Paris, 1873.—* M. Brosch: Papst Julius II. und die Grundung des Kirchenstaats, Gotha, 
1878.—P. Lehmann: D. pisaner Konzit vom Jahre, 1511, Breslau, 1874.—Hefele-Hergenrother: 
VIII. 392-592.—Benrath: Art. Julius II., in Herzog, IX. 621-625.—Villari: Machiavelli.—Ranke: 
I. 36-59.—Reumont: III., Pt. 2, pp. 1-49. Gregorovius: VIII.—Creighton: IV. 54-176.—Pastor: 
III. 
 
56. Leo X.—Regesta to Oct. 16, 1515, ed. by Hergenrother, 8 vols., Rome, 1884-1891.—Mansi: 
XXXII. 649-1001.—Paris de Grassis, as above, and ed. by Armellini: Il diario de Leone X., 
Rome, 1884. Vettori: Sommario.—M. Sanuto, Venetian ambassador: Diarii, I.-XV., Venice, 1879 
sqq.—*Paulus Jovius, b. 1483, acquainted with Leo: Deuteronomy Vita Leonis, Florence, 1549. 
The only biog. till Fabroni’s Life, 1797.—* L. Landucci: Diario Fiorentino 1450-1516, continued 
to 1542, ed. by Badia, Florence, 1883.—*W. Roscoe: Life and Pontificate of Leo X., 4 vols., 
Liverpool, 1805, 6th ed. rev. by his son, London, 1853. The book took high rank, and its value 
continues. Apologetic for Leo, whom the author considers the greatest pope of modern times. Put 
on the Index by Leo XII., d. 1829. A Germ. trans. by Glaser and Henke, with valuable notes, 3 
vols., Leipzig, 1806-1808. Ital. trans. by Count L. Bossi, Milan, 1816 sq.—E. Muntz: Raphael, 
His Life, Work, and Times, Engl. trans., W. Armstrong, London, 1896.—E. Armstrong: Lor. de’ 
Medici, New York, 1896.—H. M. Vaughan: The Medici Popes (Leo X. and Clement VII.), 
London, 1908. Hefele-Hergenrother: VIII. 592-855.—Reumont: III. Pt. 2, pp. 49-146. Villari: 
Machiavelli.—Creighton: IV.—Gregorovius: VIII.—Pastor: IV.—Kostlin: Life of Luther, I. 204-
525.—*A. Schulte: Die Fugger in Rom. 1495-1523, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1904.—Burckhardt.—
Symonds. 
 
Popes.—Nicolas V., 1447-1455; Calixtus III., 1455-1458; Pius II., 1458-1464; Paul II., 1464-
1471; Sixtus IV., 1471-1484; Innocent VIII., 1484-1492; Alexander VI., 1492-1503; Pius III., 
1503; Julius II., 1503-1513; Leo X., 1513-1521. 
 
The period of the Reformatory councils, closing with the Basel-Ferrara synod, was followed by a 
period notable in the history of the papacy, the period of the Renaissance popes. These pontiffs of 
the last years of the Middle Ages were men famous alike for their intellectual endowments, the 
prostitution of their office to personal aggrandizement and pleasure and the lustre they gave to 
Rome by their patronage of letters and the fine arts. The decree of the Council of Constance, 
asserting the supreme authority of oecumenical councils, treated as a dead letter by Eugenius IV., 
was definitely set aside by Pius II. in a bull forbidding appeals from papal decisions and affirming 
finality for the pope’s authority. For 70 years no general assembly of the Church was called. 
 
The ten pontiffs who sat on the pontifical throne, 1450-1517, represented in their origin the 
extremes of fortune, from the occupation of the fisherman, as in the case of Sixtus IV., to the 



refinement of the most splendid aristocracy of the age, as in the case of Leo X. of the family of 
the Medici. In proportion as they embellished Rome and the Vatican with the treasures of art, did 
they seem to withhold themselves from that sincere religious devotion which would naturally be 
regarded as a prime characteristic of one claiming to be the chief pastor of the Christian Church 
on earth. No great principle of administration occupied their minds. No conspicuous movement of 
pious activity received their sanction, unless the proposed crusade to reconquer Constantinople be 
accounted such, but into that purpose papal ambition entered more freely than devotion to the 
interests of religion. 
 
This period was the flourishing age of nepotism in the Vatican. The bestowment of papal favors 
by the pontiffs upon their nephews and other relatives dates as a recognized practice from 
Boniface VIII. In vain did papal conclaves, following the decree of Constance, adopt protocols, 
making the age of 30 the lowest limit for appointment to the sacred college, and putting a check 
on papal favoritism. Ignoring the instincts of modesty and the impulse of religion, the popes 
bestowed the red hat upon their young nephews and grandnephews and upon the sons of princes, 
in spite of their utter disqualification both on the ground of intelligence and of morals. The 
Vatican was beset by relatives of the pontiffs, hungry for the honors and the emoluments of 
office. Here are some of those who were made cardinals before they were 30: Calixtus III. 
appointed his nephews, Juan and Rodrigo Borgia (Alexander VI.), the latter 25, and the little son 
of the king of Portugal; Pius II., his nephew at 23, and Francis Gonzaga at 17; Sixtus IV., John of 
Aragon at 14, his nephews, Peter and Julian Rovere, at 25 and 28, and his grandnephew, Rafaelle 
Riario, at 17; Innocent VIII., John Sclafenatus at 23, Giovanni de’ Medici at 13; Alexander VI., in 
1493, Hippolito of Este at 15, whom Sixtus had made archbishop of Strigonia at 8, his son, 
Caesar Borgia, at 18, Alexander Farnese (Paul III.), brother of the pope’s mistress, at 25, and 
Frederick Casimir, son of the king of Poland, at 19; Leo X., in 1513, his nephew, Innocent Cibo, 
at 21, and his cousin, the illegitimate Julius de’ Medici, afterwards Clement VII., and in 1517 
three more nephews, one of them the bastard son of his brother, also Alfonzo of Portugal at 7, and 
John of Loraine, son of the duke of Sicily, at 20. This is an imperfect list. {721} Bishoprics, 
abbacies and other ecclesiastical appointments were heaped upon the papal children, nephews and 
other favorites. The cases in which the red hat was conferred for piety or learning were rare, 
while the houses of Mantua, Ferrara and Modena, the Medici of Florence, the Sforza of Milan, 
the Colonna and the Orsini had easy access to the Apostolic camera. 
 
The cardinals vied with kings in wealth and luxury, and their palaces were enriched with the most 
gorgeous furnishings and precious plate, and filled with servants. They set an example of 
profligacy which they carried into the Vatican itself. The illegitimate offspring of pontiffs were 
acknowledged without a blush, and the sons and daughters of the highest houses in Italy, France 
and Spain were sought in marriage for them by their indulgent fathers. The Vatican was given up 
to nuptial and other entertainments, even women of ill-repute being invited to banquets and 
obscene comedies performed in its chambers. 
 
The prodigal expenditures of the papal household were maintained in part by the great sums, 
running into tens of thousands of ducats, which rich men were willing to pay for the cardinalate. 
When the funds of the Vatican ran low, loans were secured from the Fuggers and other banking 
houses and the sacred things of the Vatican put in pawn, even to the tiara itself. The amounts 
required by Alexander VI. for marriage dowries for his children, and by Leo X. for nephews, 
were enormous. 
 
Popes, like Sixtus IV. and Alexander VI., had no scruple about involving Italy in internecine wars 
in order to compass the papal schemes either in the enlargement of papal domain or the 
enrichment of papal sons and nephews. Julius II. was a warrior and went to the battle-field in 



armor. No sovereign of his age was more unscrupulous in resorting to double dealing in his 
diplomacy than was Leo X. To reach the objects of its ambition, the holy see was ready even to 
form alliances with the sultan. The popes, so Dollinger says, from Paul II. to Leo X., did the most 
it was possible to do to cover the papacy with shame and disgrace and to involve Italy in the 
horrors of endless wars. {722} The Judas-like betrayal of Christ in the highest seat of 
Christendom, the gayeties, scandals and crimes of popes as they pass before the reader in the 
diaries of Infessura, Burchard and de Grassis and the despatches of the ambassadors of Venice, 
Mantua and other Italian states, and as repeated by Creighton, Pastor and Gregorovius, make this 
period one of the most dramatic in human annals. The personal element furnished scene after 
scene of consuming interest. It seems to the student as if history were approaching some great 
climax. 
 
Three events of permanent importance for the general history of mankind also occurred in this 
age, the overthrow of the Byzantine empire, 1453, the discovery of the Western world, 1492, and 
the invention of printing. It closed with a general council, the Fifth Lateran, which adjourned only 
a few months before the Reformer in the North shook the papal fabric to its base and opened the 
door of the modern age. 
 
{721} Among other youthful appointments to the dignity of cardinal are Jacinto Bobo, afterwards 
Coelestine III., at 18, by Honorius III., 1126; Peter Roger, afterwards Gregory XI., at 17, 
Hercules Gonzaga, by Clement VII., at 22; Alexander Farnese, by his uncle, Paul III., at 14, who 
also appointed his grandsons, Guida Sforza at 16 and Ranucio Farnese at 15; two nephews, at the 
ages of 14 and 21, by Julius III., d. 1555, and also Innocent del Monte at 17; Ferdinand del 
Medici at 14, by Pius IV., d. 1565; Andrew and Albert of Austria, sons of Maximilian II., at 18, 
by Gregory XIII., and Charles of Loraine at 16; Alexander Peretti at 14, by his uncle, Sixtus V., 
d. 1590; two nephews at 18, by Innocent IX., d. 1591; Maurice of Savoy at 14, and Ferdinand, 
son of the king of Spain, at 10, by Paul V., d. 1621; a nephew at 17, by Innocent X., d. 1655; a 
son of the king of Spain, by Clement XII., d. 1740. 
 
{722} Papstthum, p. 192.  



49. Nicolas V. 1447-1455. 
 
Nicolas V., 1447-1455, the successor of Bugenius IV., was ruled by the spirit of the new literary 
culture, the Renaissance, and was the first Maecenas in a line of popes like-minded. Following his 
example, his successors were for a century among the foremost patrons of art and letters in 
Europe. What Gregory VII. was to the system of the papal theocracy, that Nicolas was to the 
artistic revival in Rome. Under his rule, the eternal city witnessed the substantial beginnings of 
that transformation, in which it passed from a spectacle of ruins and desertion to a capital adorned 
with works of art and architectural construction. He himself repaired and beautified the Vatican 
and St. Peter’s, laid the foundation of the Vatican library and called scholars and artists to his 
court. {723} 
 
Thomas Parentucelli, born 1397, the son of a physician of Sarzana, owed nothing of his 
distinction to the position of his family. His father was poor, and the son was little of stature, with 
disproportionately short legs. What he lacked, however, in bodily parts, he made up in intellectual 
endowments, tact and courtesies of manner. His education at Bologna being completed, his 
ecclesiastical preferment was rapid. In 1444, he was made archbishop of Bologna and, on his 
return from Germany as papal legate, 1446, he was honored with the red hat. Four months later he 
was elevated to the papal throne, and according to Aeneas Sylvius, whose words about the 
eminent men of his day always have a diplomatic flavor, Thomas was so popular that there was 
no one who did not approve his election. 
 
To Nicolas was given the notable distinction of witnessing the complete reunion of Western 
Christendom. By the abdication of Felix V., whom he treated with discreet and liberal generosity, 
and by Germany’s abandonment of its attitude of neutrality, he could look back upon papal 
schism and divided obediences as matters of the past. 
 
The Jubilee Year, celebrated in 1450, was adapted to bind the European nations closely to Rome, 
and to stir up anew the fires of devotion which had languished during the ecclesiastical disputes 
of nearly a century. {724} So vast were the throngs of pilgrims that the contemporary, Platina, felt 
justified in asserting that such multitudes had never been seen in the holy city before. According 
to Aeneas, 40,000 went daily from church to church. The handkerchief of St. Veronica,—lo 
sudario, —bearing the outline of the Lord’s face, was exhibited every Sabbath, and the heads of 
St. Peter and St. Paul every Saturday. The large sums of money which the pilgrims left, Nicolas 
knew well how to use in carrying out his plans for beautifying the churches and streets of the city. 
 
The calamity, which occurred on the bridge of St. Angelo, and cast a temporary gloom over the 
festivities of the holy year, is noticed by all the contemporary writers. The mule belonging to 
Peter Barbus, cardinal of St. Mark’s, was crushed to death, so dense were the crowds, and in the 
excitement two hundred persons or more were trodden down or drowned by being pushed or 
throwing themselves into the Tiber. To prevent a repetition of the disaster, the pope had several 
buildings obstructing the passage to the bridge pulled down. {725} 
 
In the administration of the properties of the holy see, Nicolas was discreet and successful. He 
confirmed the papal rule over the State of the Church, regained Bolsena and the castle of Spoleto, 
and secured the submission of Bologna, to which he sent Bessarion as papal legate. The 
conspiracy of Stephen Porcaro, who emulated the ambitions of Rienzo, was put down in 1453 and 
left the pope undisputed master of Rome. In his selection of cardinals he was wise, Nicolas of 



Cusa being included in the number. The appointment of his younger brother, Philip Calandrini, to 
the sacred college, aroused no unfavorable criticism. 
 
Nicolas’ reign witnessed, in 1452, the last coronation in Rome of a German emperor, Frederick 
III. This monarch, who found in his councillor, Aeneas Sylvius, an enthusiastic biographer, but 
who, by the testimony of others, was weak and destitute of martial spirit and generous qualities, 
was the first of the Hapsburgs to receive the crown in the holy city, and held the imperial office 
longer than any other of the emperors before or after him. With his coronation the emperor 
combined the celebration of his nuptials to Leonora of Portugal. 
 
Frederick’s journey to Italy and his sojourn in Rome offered to the pen of Aeneas a rare 
opportunity for graphic description, of which he was a consummate master. The meeting with the 
future empress, the welcome extended to his majesty, the festivities of the marriage and the 
coronation, the trappings of the soldiery, the blowing of the horns, the elegance of the vestments 
worn by the emperor and his visit to the artistic wonders of St. Peter’s,—these and other scenes 
the shrewd and facile Aeneas depicted. The Portuguese princess, whose journey from Lisbon 
occupied 104 days, disembarked at Leghorn, February, 1452, where she was met by Frederick, 
attended by a brilliant company of knights. After joining in gay entertainments at Siena, lasting 
four days, the party proceeded to Rome. Leonora, who was only sixteen, was praised by those 
who saw her for her rare beauty and charms of person. She was to become the mother of 
Maximilian and the ancestress of Charles V. {726} 
 
On reaching the gates of the papal capital, Frederick was met by the cardinals, who offered him 
the felicitations of the head of Christendom, but also demanded from him the oath of allegiance, 
which was reluctantly promised. The ceremonies, which followed the emperor’s arrival, were 
such as to flatter his pride and at the same time to confirm the papal tenure of power in the city. 
Frederick was received by Nicolas on the steps of St. Peter’s, seated in an ivory chair, and 
surrounded by his cardinals, standing. The imperial visitor knelt and kissed the pontiff’s foot. On 
March 16, Nicolas crowned him with the iron crown of Lombardy and united the imperial pair in 
marriage. Leonora then went to her own palace, and Frederick to the Vatican as its guest. The 
reason for his lodging near the pope was that Nicolas might have opportunity for frequent 
communication with him or, as rumor went, to prevent the Romans approaching him under cover 
of darkness with petitions for the restoration of their liberties. {727} Three days later, March 19, 
the crown of the empire was placed upon Frederick’s head. {728} With his consort he then 
received the elements from the pope’s hand. The following week Frederick proceeded to Naples. 
{729} 
 
Scarcely in any pontificate has so notable and long-forecasted an event occurred as the fall of 
Constantinople into the hands of the Turks, which took place May 29, 1453. The last of the 
Constantines perished in the siege, fighting bravely at the gate of St. Romanos. The church of 
Justinian, St. Sophia, was turned into a mosque, and a cross, surmounted with a janissary’s cap, 
was carried through the streets, while the soldiers shouted, "This is the Christian’s God." This 
historic catastrophe would have been regarded in Western Europe as appalling, if it had not been 
expected. The steady advance of the Turks and their unspeakable atrocities had kept the Greek 
empire in alarm for centuries. Three hundred years before, Latin Christendom had been taught to 
expect defeats at the hands of the Mohammedans in the taking of Edessa, 1145, and the fatal 
battle of Hattin and the loss of Jerusalem, 1187. 
 
In answer to the appeals of the Greeks, Nicolas despatched Isidore as legate to Constantinople 
with a guard of 200 troops, but, as a condition of helping the Eastern emperor, he insisted that the 
Ferrara articles of union be ratified in Constantinople. In a long communication, dated Oct. 11, 



1451, the Roman pontiff declared that schisms had always been punished more severely than 
other evils. Korah, Dathan and Abiram, who attempted to divide the people of God, received a 
more bitter punishment than those who introduced idolatry. There could not be two heads to an 
empire or the Church. There is no salvation outside of the one Church. He was lost in the flood 
who was not housed in Noah’s ark. Whatever opinion it may have entertained of these claims, the 
Byzantine court was in too imminent danger to reject the papal condition, and in December, 1452, 
Isidore, surrounded by 300 priests, announced, in the church of St. Sophia, the union of the Greek 
and Latin communions. But even now the Greek people violently resented the union, and the 
most powerful man of the empire, Lucas Notaras, announced his preference for the turban to the 
tiara. The aid offered by Nicolas was at best small. The last week of April, 1453, ten papal galleys 
set sail with some ships from Naples, Venice and Genoa, but they were too late to render any 
assistance. {730} 
 
The termination of the venerable and once imposing fabric on the Bosphorus by the Asiatic 
invader was the only fate possible for an empire whose rulers, boasting themselves the successors 
of Constantine, Theodosius and Justinian, Christian in name and most Christian by the standard 
of orthodox professions, had heaped their palaces full of pagan luxury and excess. The 
government, planted in the most imperial spot on the earth, had forfeited the right to exist by an 
insipid and nerveless reliance upon the traditions of the past. No elements of revival manifested 
themselves from within. Religious formulas had been substituted for devotion. Much as the 
Christian student may regret the loss of this last bulwark of Christianity in the East, he will be 
inclined to find in the disaster the judgment realized with which the seven churches of the 
Apocalypse were threatened which were not worthy. The problem which was forced upon Europe 
by the arrival of the Grand Turk, as contemporaries called Mohammed II., still awaits solution 
from wise diplomacy or force of arms or through the slow and silent movement of modern ideas 
of government and popular rights. 
 
The disaster which overtook the Eastern empire, Nicolas V. felt would be regarded by after 
generations as a blot upon his pontificate, and others, like Aeneas Sylvius, shared this view. {731} 
 
He issued a bull summoning the Christian nations to a crusade for the recovery of Constantinople, 
and stigmatized Mohammed II. as the dragon described in the Book of Revelation. Absolution 
was offered to those who would spend six months in the holy enterprise or maintain a 
representative for that length of time. Christendom was called upon to contribute a tenth. The 
cardinals were enjoined to do the same, and all the papal revenues accruing from larger and 
smaller benefices, from bishoprics, archbishoprics and convents, were promised for the 
undertaking. 
 
Feeble was the response which Europe gave. The time of crusading enthusiasm was passed. The 
Turk was daring and to be dreaded. An assembly called by Frederick III., at Regensburg in the 
Spring of 1454, at which the emperor himself did not put in an appearance, listened to an 
eloquent appeal by Aeneas, but adjourned the subject to the diet to meet in Frankfurt in October. 
Again the emperor was not present, and the diet did nothing. Down to the era of the Reformation 
the crusade against the Turk remained one of the chief official concerns of the papacy. 
 
If Nicolas died disappointed over his failure to influence the princes to undertake a campaign 
against the Turks, his fame abides as the intelligent and genial patron of letters and the arts. In 
this role he laid after generations under obligation to him as Innocent III., by his crusading 
armies, did not. He lies buried in St. Peter’s at the side of his predecessor, Eugenius IV. {732} 
 



The next pontiff, the Spaniard, Calixtus III., 1455-1458, had two chief concerns, the dislodgment 
of the Turks from Constantinople and the advancement of the fortunes of the Borgia family, to 
which he belonged. Made cardinal by Eugenius IV., he was 77 years old when he was elected 
pope. From his day, the Borgias played a prominent part in Rome, their career culminating in the 
ambitions and scandals of Rodrigo Borgia, for 30 years cardinal and then pope under the name of 
Alexander VI. 
 
Calixtus opened his pontificate by vowing "to Almighty God and the Holy Trinity, by wars, 
maledictions, interdicts, excommunications and in all other ways to punish the Turks." {733} 
Legates were despatched to kindle the zeal of princes throughout Europe. Papal jewels were sold, 
and gold and silver clasps were torn from the books of the Vatican and turned into money. At a 
given hour daily the bells were rung in Rome that all might give themselves to prayer for the 
sacred war. But to the indifference of most of the princes was added active resistance on the part 
of France. Venice, always looking out for her own interests, made a treaty with the Turks. 
Frederick III. was incompetent. The weak fleet the pope was able to muster sailed forth from 
Ostia under Cardinal Serampo to empty victories. The gallant Hungarian, Hunyady, brought some 
hope by his brilliant feat in relieving Belgrade, July 14, 1456, but the rejoicing was reduced by 
the news of the gallant leader’s death. Scanderbeg, the Albanian, who a year later was appointed 
papal captain-general, was indeed a brave hero, but, unsupported by Western Europe, he was next 
to powerless. 
 
Calixtus’ unblushing nepotism surpassed anything of the kind which had been known in the papal 
household before. Catalan adventurers pressed into Rome and stormed their papal fellow-
countrymen with demands for office. Upon the three sons of two of his sisters, Juan of Milan, son 
of Catherine Borgia, and Pedro Luis and Rodrigo, sons of Isabella, he heaped favor after favor. 
Adopted by their uncle, Pedro and Rodrigo were the objects of his sleepless solicitude. 
Gregorovius has compared the members of the Borgia family to the Roman Claudii. By the 
endowment of nature they were vigorous and handsome, and by nature and practice, sensual, 
ambitious, and high-handed,—their coat of arms a bull. Under protest from the curia, Rodrigo and 
Juan of Milan were made cardinals, 1457, both the young men still in their twenties. 
 
Their unsavory habits were already a byword in Rome. Rodrigo was soon promoted over the 
heads of the other members of the sacred college to the place of vice-chancellor, the most 
lucrative position within the papal gift. At the same time, the little son—figliolo —of the king of 
Portugal, as Infessura calls him, was given the red hat. 
 
With astounding rapidity Pedro Luis, who remained a layman, was advanced to the highest 
positions in the state, and made governor of St. Angelo and duke of Spoleto, and put in 
possession of Terni, Narni, Todi and other papal fiefs. {734} It was supposed that it was the fond 
uncle’s intention, at the death of Alfonso of Naples, to invest this nephew with the Neapolitan 
crown by setting aside Alfonso’s illegitimate son, Don Ferrante. 
 
Calixtus’ death was the signal for the flight of the Spanish lobbyists, whose houses were looted 
by the indignant Romans. Discerning the coming storm, Pedro made the best bargain he could by 
selling S. Angelo to the cardinals for 20,000 ducats, and then took a hasty departure. 
 
Like Honorius III., Calixtus might have died of a broken heart over his failure to arouse Europe to 
the effort of a crusade, if it had not been for this consuming concern for the fortunes and schemes 
of his relatives. From this time on, for more than half a century, the gift of dignities and revenues 
under papal control for personal considerations and to unworthy persons for money was an 



outstanding feature in the history of the popes. {723} Pastor heads his chapter on Nicolas with the 
caption Nicolas V., der Begrunder des papstlichen Maecenats. 
 
{724} Pastor, I 417 sq., emphasizes these consequences of the Jubilee Year. 
 
{725} Infessura, p. 48; Platina, II. 242; Aeneas: Hist. Frid. 172; Ilgen’s trans., I. 214. 
 
{726} Infessura, p. 52, says that language could not exaggerate Leonora’s beauty, bella quanto si 
potesse dire. Aeneas, Hist. Frid., 265, speaks of her dark complexion, jet-black and lustrous eyes, 
her soft red cheeks, her intelligent expression, and her snow-white neck, "in every particular a 
charming person." 
 
{727} Hist. Frid., 294; Ilgen, II. 84 sq. Aeneas gives the alternate reason for the hospitality shown 
to his master. 
 
{728} The crown used on the occasion was reputed to be the one used by Charlemagne which 
Sigismund had removed to Nurnberg. Aeneas, with his usual journalistic love of detail, noticed 
the Bohemian lion of Charles IV. engraven on the sword, which also was brought from Nurnberg. 
 
{729} Aeneas, p. 303, who is scrupulous in stating from time to time that Frederick and Leonora 
lodged in different palaces or tents, now gives a detailed account of the circumstances attending 
their first lodging together as man and wife in Naples. The account is such as we might expect 
from Boccaccio and not from a prelate of the Church, but Aeneas’ own record fitted him for 
entering with pruriency into realistic details. They are characteristic of the times and of Spanish 
customs. 
 
{730} Pastor, I. 588 sqq., devotes much space to an attempt to show that Nicolas made an effort 
to help the Greeks. Infessura blames him for making none. 
 
{731} Aeneas wrote, July 12, 1453, to the pope: "Historians of the Roman pontiffs, when they 
reach your time, will write, ‘Nicolas V., a Tuscan, was pope for so many years. He recovered the 
patrimony of the Church from the hands of tyrants, he gave union to the divided Church, he 
canonized Bernardino, he built the Vatican and splendidly restored St. Peter’s, he celebrated the 
Jubilee and crowned Frederick III.’ All this will be obscured by the doleful addition, ‘In his time 
Constantinople was taken and plundered by the Turks.’ Your holiness did what you could. No 
blame can be justly attached to you. But the ignorance of posterity will blame you when it hears 
that in your time Constantinople was lost." Gibbon makes the observation that "The pontificate of 
Nicolas V., however powerful and prosperous, was dishonored by the fall of the Eastern Empire," 
ch. LXVIII. It was not within Nicolas’ power to avert the disaster. 
 
{732} His epitaph is given by Mirbt, p. 169. 
 
{733} Mansi, XXXII. 159 sq. 
 
{734} Pastor, I. 747, says ein solches Verfahren war unerhort, it was an unheard-of procedure.  



50. Aeneas Sylvius de’ Piccolomini, Pius II. 
 
The next pontiff, Pius II., has a place among the successful men of history. Lacking high 
enthusiasms and lofty aims, he was constantly seeking his own interests and, through diplomatic 
shrewdness, came to be the most conspicuous figure of his time. He was ruled by expediency 
rather than principle. He never swam against the stream. {735} When he found himself on the 
losing side, he was prompt in changing to the other. 
 
Aeneas Sylvius de’ Piccolomini was born in 1405 at Corsignano, a village located on a bold spur 
of the hills near Siena. He was one of 18 children, and his family, which had been banished from 
Siena, was poor but of noble rank. At 18, the son began studying in the neighboring city, where 
he heard Bernardino preach. Later he learned Greek in Florence. It was a great opportunity when 
Cardinal Capranica took this young man with him as his secretary to Basel, 1431. Gregorovius 
has remarked that it was the golden age of secretaries, most of the Humanists serving in that 
capacity. Later, Aeneas went into the service of the bishop of Novaro, whom he accompanied to 
Rome. The bishop was imprisoned for the part he had taken in a conspiracy against Eugenius IV. 
The secretary escaped a like treatment by flight. He then served Cardinal Albergati, with whom 
he travelled to France. He also visited England and Scotland. {736} 
 
Returning to Basel, Aeneas became one of the conspicuous personages in the council, was a 
member, and often acted as chairman of one of the four committees, the committee on faith, and 
was sent again and again on embassies to Strassburg, Frankfurt, Trent and other cities. The 
council also appointed him its chief abbreviator. In 1440 he decided in favor of the rump-synod, 
which continued to meet in Basel, and espoused the cause of Felix V., who made him his 
secretary. The same year he wrote the tract on general councils. {737} Finding the cause of the 
anti-pope waning, he secured a place under Frederick III., and succeeded to the full in ingratiating 
himself in that monarch’s favor. His Latin epigrams and verses won for him the appointment of 
poet-laureate, and his diplomatic cleverness and versatility the highest place in the royal council. 
At first he joined with Schlick, the chancellor, in holding Frederick to a neutral attitude between 
Eugenius and the anti-pope, but then, turning apostate to the cause of neutrality, gracefully and 
unreservedly gave in his submission to the Roman pontiff. While on an embassy to Rome, 1445, 
he excused himself before Eugenius for his errors at Basel on the plea of lack of experience. He at 
once became useful to the pope, and a year later received the appointment of papal secretary. By 
his persuasion, Frederick transferred his obedience to Eugenius, which Aeneas was able to 
announce in person to the pope a few days before his death. From Nicolas V. he received the sees 
of Trieste, 1447, and Siena, 1450, and in 1456 promotion to the college of cardinals. 
 
At the time of his election as pope, Aeneas was 53 years old. He had risen by tact and an accurate 
knowledge of men and European affairs. He was a thorough man of the world, and capable of 
grasping a situation in a glance. He had been profligate, and his love affairs were many. A son 
was born to him in Scotland, and another, by an Englishwoman, in Strassburg. In a letter to his 
father, asking him to adopt the second child, he described, without concealment and apparently 
without shame, the measures he took to seduce the mother. He spoke of wantonness as an old 
vice. He himself was no eunuch nor without passion. He could not claim to be wiser than 
Solomon nor holier than David. Aeneas also used his pen in writing tales of love adventures. His 
History of Frederick III. contains prurient details that would not be tolerated in a respectable 
author to-day. He was even ready to instruct youth in methods of self-indulgence, and wrote to 
Sigismund, the young duke of the Tyrol, neither to neglect literature nor to deny himself the 
blandishments of Venus. {738} This advice was recalled to his face by the canonist George von 



Heimburg at the Congress of Mantua. The famous remark belongs to Aeneas that the celibacy of 
the clergy was at one time with good reason made subject of positive legislation, but the time had 
come when there was better reason for allowing priests to marry. He himself did not join the 
clerical order till 1446, when he was consecrated subdeacon. Before Pius’ election, {739} the 
conclave bound the coming pope to prosecute the war against the Turk, to observe the rules of the 
Council of Constance about the sacred college and to consult its members before making new 
appointments to bishoprics and the greater abbeys. Nominations of cardinals were to be made to 
the camera, and their ratification to depend upon a majority of its votes. Each cardinal whose 
income did not amount to 4,000 florins was to receive 100 florins a month till the sum of 4,000 
was reached. This solemn compact formed a precedent which the cardinals for more than half a 
century followed. 
 
Aeneas’ constitution was already shattered. He was a great sufferer from the stone, the gout and a 
cough, and spent many months of his pontificate at Viterbo and other baths. His rule was not 
distinguished by any enduring measures. He conducted himself well, had the respect of the 
Romans, received the praise of contemporary biographers, and did all he could to further the 
measures for the expulsion of the Turks from Europe. He appointed the son of his sister, 
Laodamia, cardinal at the age of 23, and in 1461 he bestowed the same dignity on Francis 
Gonzaga, a youth of only 17. These appointments seem to have awakened no resentment. 
 
To advance the interest of the crusade against the Turks, Pius called a congress of princes to meet 
in Mantua, 1460. On his way thither, accompanied by Bessarion, Borgia and other cardinals, he 
visited his birthplace, Corsignana, and raised it to a bishopric, changing its name to Pienza. He 
also began the construction of a palace and cathedral which still endure. Siena he honored by 
conferring the Golden Rose on its signiory, and promoting the city to the dignity of a 
metropolitan see. He also enriched it with one of John the Baptist’s arms. Florence arranged for 
the pope’s welcome brilliant amusements,—theatrical plays, contests of wild beasts, races 
between lions and horses, and dances,—worldly rather than religious spectacles, as Pastor 
remarks. 
 
The princes were slow in arriving in Mantua, and the attendance was not such as to justify the 
opening of the congress till Sept. 26. Envoys from Thomas Palaeologus of the Morea, brother of 
the last Byzantine emperor, from Lesbos, Cyprus, Rhodes and other parts of the East were on 
hand to pour out their laments. In his opening address, lasting three hours, Pius called upon the 
princes to emulate Stephen, Peter, Andrew, Sebastian, St. Lawrence and other martyrs in 
readiness to lay down their lives in the holy war. The aggression of the Turks had robbed 
Christendom of some of its fairest seats,—Antioch, where the followers of Christ for the first 
time received the name Christians, Solomon’s temple, where Christ so often preached, 
Bethlehem, where he was born, the Jordan, in which he was baptized, Tabor, on which he was 
transfigured, Calvary, where he was crucified. If they wanted to retain their own possessions, 
their wives, their children, their liberty, the very faith in which they were baptized, they must 
believe in war and carry on war. Joshua continued to have victory over his enemies till the sun 
went down; Gideon, with 300, scattered the Midianites; Jephthah, with a small army, put to flight 
the swarms of the Ammonites; Samson had brought the proud Philistines to shame; Godfrey, with 
a handful of men, had destroyed an innumerable number of the enemy and slaughtered the Turks 
like cattle. Passionately the papal orator exclaimed, O! that Godfrey were once more present, and 
Baldwin and Eustache and Bohemund and Tancred, and the other mighty men who broke through 
the ranks of the Turks and regained Jerusalem by their arms. {740} 
 
The assembly was stirred to a great heat, but, so a contemporary says, the ardor soon cooled. 
Cardinal Bessarion followed Pius with an address which also lasted three hours. Of eloquence 



there was enough, but the crusading age was over. The conquerors of Jerusalem had been asleep 
for nearly 400 years. Splendid orations could not revive that famous outburst of enthusiasm 
which followed Urban’s address at Clermont. In this case the element of romance was wanting 
which the conquest of the Holy Sepulchre had furnished. The prowess of the conquering Turks 
was a hard fact. 
 
During the Congress of Mantua the controversy broke out between the German lawyer, Gregor of 
Heimburg, and Pius. They had met before at Basel. Heimburg, representing the duke of the Tyrol, 
who had imprisoned Nicolas of Cusa spoke against the proposed crusade. He openly insulted the 
pope by keeping on his hat in his presence, an indignity he jokingly explained as a precaution 
against the catarrh. From the sentence of excommunication, pronounced against his ducal master, 
he appealed to a general council, August 13, 1460. He himself was punished with 
excommunication, and Pius called upon the city of Nurnberg to expel him as the child of the devil 
and born of the artifice of lies. Heimburg became a wanderer until the removal of the ban, 1472. 
He was the strongest literary advocate in Germany of the Basel decrees and the superiority of 
councils, and has been called a predecessor of Luther and precursor of the Reformation. {741} 
Diether, archbishop of Mainz, another advocate of the conciliar system, who entered into 
compacts with the German princes to uphold the Basel decrees and to work for a general council 
on German soil, was deposed, 1461, as Hermann, archbishop of Cologne, was deposed a hundred 
years later for undertaking measures of reform in his diocese. 
 
Pius left Mantua the last of January, 1461, stopping on the return journey a second time at his 
beloved Siena, and canonizing its distinguished daughter, Catherine. {742} Here Rodrigo 
Borgia’s gayeties were so notorious as to call forth papal rebuke. The cardinal gave banquets to 
which women were invited without their husbands. In a severe letter to the future supreme 
pontiff, Pius spoke of the dancing at the entertainments as being performed, so he understood, 
with "all licentiousness." 
 
The ease with which Pius, when it was to his interest, renounced theories which he once 
advocated is shown in two bulls. The first, the famous bull, Execrabilis, declared it an accursed 
and unheard-of abuse to make appeal to a council from the decisions of the Roman pontiff, 
Christ’s vicar, to whom it was given to feed his sheep and to bind and loose on earth and in 
heaven. To rid the Church of this pestiferous venom,—pestiferum virus, —it announced the papal 
purpose to damn such appeals and to lay upon the appellants a curse from which there could be 
no absolution except by the Roman pontiff himself and in the article of death. {743} Thus the 
solemn principle which had bloomed so promisingly in the fair days of the councils of Constance 
and Basel, and for which Gerson and D’Ailly had so zealously contended, was set aside by one 
stroke of the pen. Thenceforward, the decree announced, papal decisions were to be treated as 
final. 
 
Three years later, April 26, 1463, the theory of the supremacy of general councils was set aside in 
still more precise language. {744} In an elaborate letter addressed to the rector and scholars of the 
University of Cologne, Pius pronounced for the monarchical form of government in the church—
monarchicum regimen —as being of divine origin, and the one given to Peter. As storks follow 
one leader, and as the bees have one king, so the militant church has in the vicar of Christ one 
who is moderator and arbiter of all. He receives his authority directly from Christ without 
mediation. He is the prince—praesul —of all the bishops, the heir of the Apostles, of the line of 
Abel and Melchisedek. As for the Council Of Constance, Pius expressed his regard for its decrees 
so far as they were approved by his predecessors, but the definitions of general councils, he 
affirmed, are subject to the sanction of the supreme pontiff, Peter’s successor. With reference to 
his former utterances at Basel, he expressly revoked anything he had said in conflict with the 



positions taken in the bull, and ascribed those statements to immaturity of mind, the imprudence 
of youth and the circumstances of his early training. Quis non errat mortalis—what mortal does 
not make mistakes, he exclaimed. Reject Aeneas and follow Pius—Aeneam rejicite, Pium recipite 
—he said. The first was a Gentile name given by parents at the birth of their son; the second, the 
name he had adopted on his elevation to the Apostolic see. {745} 
 
It would not be ingenuous to deny to Pius II., in making retractation, the virtue of sincerity. A 
strain of deep feeling runs through its long paragraphs which read like the last testament of a man 
speaking from the heart. Inspired by the dignity of his office, the pope wanted to be in accord 
with the long line of his predecessors, some of whom he mentioned by name, from Peter and 
Clement to the Innocents and Boniface. In issuing the decree of papal infallibility four centuries 
later, Pius IX. did not excel his predecessor in the art of composition; but he had this advantage 
over him that his announcement was stamped with the previous ratification of a general council. 
The two documents of the two popes of the name Pius reach the summit of papal assumption and 
consigned to burial the theories of the final authority of general councils and the infallibility of 
their decrees. 
 
Scarcely could any two things be thought of more incongruous than Pius II.’s culture and the 
glorious reception he gave in 1462 to the reputed head of the Apostle Andrew. This highly prized 
treasure was brought to Italy by Thomas Palaeologus, who, in recognition of his pious 
benevolence toward the holy see, was given the Golden Rose, a palace in Rome and an annual 
allowance of 6,000 ducats. The relic was received with ostentatious signs of devotion. Bessarion 
and two other members of the sacred college received it at Narni and conveyed it to Rome. The 
pope, accompanied by the remaining cardinals and the Roman clergy, went out to the Ponte 
Molle to give it welcome. After falling prostrate before the Apostle’s skull, Pius delivered an 
appropriate address in which he congratulated the dumb fragment upon coming safely out of the 
hands of the Turks to find at last, as a fugitive, a place beside the remains of its brother Apostles. 
The address being concluded, the procession reformed and, with Pius borne in the Golden Chair, 
conducted the skull to its last resting-place. The streets were decked in holiday attire, and no one 
showed greater zeal in draping his palace than Rodrigo Borgia. The skull was deposited in St. 
Peter’s, after, as Platina says, "the sepulchres of some of the popes and cardinals, which took up 
too much room, had been removed." The ceremonies were closed by Bessarion in an address in 
which he expressed the conviction that St. Andrew would join with the other Apostles as a 
protector of Rome and in inducing the princes to combine for the expulsion of the Turks. {746} 
 
In his closing days, Pius II. continued to be occupied with the crusade. He had written a 
memorable letter to Mohammed II. urging him to follow his mother’s religion and turn Christian, 
and assuring him that, as Clovis and Charlemagne had been renowned Christian sovereigns, so he 
might become Christian emperor over the Bosphorus, Greece and Western Asia. No reply is 
extant. In 1458, the year before the Mantuan congress assembled, the crescent had been planted 
on the Acropolis of Athens. All Southern Greece suffered the indignity and horrors of Turkish 
oppression. Servia fell into the hands of the invaders, 1459, and Bosnia followed, 1462. 
 
Pius’ bull of 1463, summoning to a crusade, was put aside by the princes, but the pontiff, 
although he was afflicted with serious bodily infirmities, the stone and the gout, was determined 
to set an example in the right direction. Like Moses, he wanted, at least, to watch from some 
promontory or ship the battle against the enemies of the cross. Financial aid was furnished by the 
discovery of the alum mines of Tolfa, near Civita Vecchia, in 1462, the revenue from which 
passed into the papal treasury and was specially devoted by the conclave of 1464 to the crusade. 
But it availed little. Pius proceeded to Ancona on a litter, stopping on the way at Loreto to 
dedicate a golden cup to the Virgin. Philip of Burgundy, upon whom he had placed chief reliance, 



failed to appear. From Frederick III. nothing was to be expected. Venice and Hungary alone 
promised substantial help. The supreme pontiff lodged on the promontory in the bishop’s palace. 
But only two vessels lay at anchor in the harbor, ready for the expedition. To these were added in 
a few days 14 galleys sent by the doge. Pius saw them as they appeared in sight. The display of 
further heroism was denied him by his death two days later. A comparison has been drawn by the 
historian between the pope, with his eye fixed upon the East, and another, a born navigator, who 
perhaps was even then turning his eyes towards the West, and before many years was to set sail in 
equally frail vessels to make his momentous discovery. 
 
On his death-bed, Pius had an argument whether extreme unction, which had been administered 
to him at Basel during an outbreak of the plague, might be administered a second time. Among 
his last words, spoken to Cardinal Ammanati, whom he had adopted, were, "pray for me, my son, 
for I am a sinner. Bid my brethren continue this holy expedition." The body was carried to Rome 
and laid away in St. Peter’s. 
 
The disappointment of this restless and remarkable man, in the closing undertaking of his busy 
career, cannot fail to awaken human sympathy. Pius, whose aims and methods had been the most 
practical, was carried away at last by a romantic idea, without having the ability to marshal the 
forces for its realization. He misjudged the times. His purpose was the purpose of a man whose 
career had taught him never to tolerate the thought of failure. In forming a general estimate, we 
cannot withhold the judgment that, if he had made culture and literary effort prominent in the 
Vatican, his pontificate would have stood out in the history of the papacy with singular lustre. It 
will always seem strange that he did not surround himself with literati, as did Nicolas V., and that 
his interest in the improvement of Rome showed itself only in a few minor constructions. His 
biographer, Campanus, declares that he incurred great odium by his neglect of the Humanists, and 
Filelfo, his former teacher of Greek, launched against his memory a biting philippic for this 
neglect. The great literary pope proved to be but a poor patron. {747} Platina’s praise must not be 
forgotten, when he says, "The pope’s delight, when he had leisure, was in writing and reading, 
because he valued books more than precious stones, for in them there were plenty of gems." What 
he delighted in as a pastime himself, he seems not to have been concerned to use his high position 
to promote in others. He was satisfied with the diplomatic mission of the papacy and deceived by 
the ignis fatuus of a crusade to deliver Constantinople. 
 
Platina describes Pius at the opening of his pontificate as short, gray-haired and wrinkled of face. 
He rose at daybreak, and was temperate at table. His industry was noteworthy. His manner made 
him accessible to all, and he struck the Romans of his age as a man without hypocrisy. Looked at 
as a man of culture, Aeneas was grammarian, geographer, historian, novelist and orator. 
Everywhere he was the keen observer of men and events. The plan of his cosmography was laid 
out on a large scale, but was left unfinished. {748} His Commentaries, extending from his birth to 
the time of his death, are a racy example of autobiographic literature. His strong hold upon the 
ecclesiastics who surrounded him can only be explained by his unassumed intellectual superiority 
and a certain moral ingenuousness. He is one of the most interesting figures of his century. {749} 
 
{735} Enea ist seiner Tage nie gegen den Strom geschwommen. Haller In Quellen, etc., IV. 83. 
 
{736} London he found the most populous and wealthy city he had seen. Scotland he described as 
a cold, barren, and treeless country. 
 
{737} Libellus dialogorum de generalis concilii auctoritate. 
 



{738} Aeneas aided Chancellor Schlick in some of his love adventures, and described one of 
them in the much-read novel, Eurialus et Lucretia. His letters from 1444 on, show a desire to give 
up the world. He declared he had had enough of Venus, but he also wrote that Venus evaded him 
more than he shrank from her. He seems to have passed into a condition of physical infirmity, and 
to have been forced to abandon his immoral courses. He, however, also indicates he had begun to 
be actuated by feelings of penitence, whether from motives of policy or religion cannot be made 
out. Gregorovius, VII. 165, combines the inconsistent passages from Pius, letters when he says 
that, after long striving to renounce the pleasures of the world, exhaustion and incipient disease 
facilitated the task. 
 
{739} The election was by the accessus, that is, after the written ballot was found to be 
indecisive, the cardinals changed their votes by word of mouth. See Hergenrother, Kath. 
Kirchenrecht, p. 273. 
 
{740} Mansi, XXXII. 207-222. 
 
{741} Gregorovius, VII. 184. His tract Admonitio de injustis usurpationibus paparum rom. ad 
imperatorem... sive confutatio primatus papae, and other tracts by Heimburg, are given in 
Goldast, Monarchia. See art. Gregor v. Heimburg, by Tschackert in Herzog, VII. 133-135, and 
for quotations, Gieseler. 
 
{742} A full translation of the letter is given by Gregorovius in Lucrez. Borgia, p. 7 sq. 
 
{743} Mansi, XXXII. 259 sq.; Mirbt, p. 169 sq. 
 
{744} Mansi, XXXII. 195-203. Gieseler quotes at length. Aeneas had written a letter to the rector 
of the Univ. of Cologne with the same import, Oct. 13, 1447. 
 
{745} The same time that Pius issued his bull of retractation, Gabriel Biel, called the last of the 
Schoolmen, issued his tract on Obedience to the Apostolic see, taking the same ground that Pius 
took. 
 
{746} Pastor, II. 233-236, and Creighton, II. 436-438, give elaborate accounts of this curious 
piece of superstition. 
 
{747} Creighton, II. 491. Pastor, II. 28-31, makes a belabored effort to remove in part this stigma, 
and excuses Pius II. by the lack of funds from which he suffered and his engrossment in the 
affairs of the papacy. Pius chartered the universities of Nantes, Ingolstadt and Basel. 
 
{748} Hist. rerum ubique gestarum cum locorum descriptione non finita, Venice, 1477, in the 
Opera, Basel, 1551, etc. 
 
{749} Voigt and Benrath are severe upon Pius II., and regard the religious attitude of his later 
years as insincere and the crusade as dictated by a love of fame. Gregorovius’ characterization is 
one of the least satisfactory of that impartial historian’s pen. He says, "There was nothing great in 
him. Endowed with fascinating gifts, this man of brilliant parts possessed no enthusiasms," etc., 
VII. 164. Pastor passes by the failings of Aeneas’ earlier life with a single sentence, but gives, 
upon the whole, the most discriminating estimate. He sees only moral force in his advocacy of the 
crusade, and pronounces him, with Nicolas V., the most notable of the popes of the 15th century.  



51. Paul II. 1464-1471. 
 
The next occupant of the papal throne possessed none of the intellectual attractiveness of his 
predecessor, and displayed no interest in promoting the war against the Turks. He was as difficult 
to reach as Pius had been accessible, and was slow in attending to official business. The night he 
turned into day, holding his audiences after dark, and legates were often obliged to wait far into 
the night or even as late as three in the morning before getting a hearing. 
 
Pietro Barbo, the son of a sister of Eugenius IV., was born in Venice, 1418. He was about to set 
sail for the East on a mercantile project, when the news reached Venice of his uncle’s election to 
the papacy. Following his elder brother’s advice, he gave up the quest of worldly gain and 
devoted himself to the Church. Eugenius’ favor assured him rapid promotion, and he was 
successively appointed archdeacon of Bologna, bishop of Cervia, bishop of Vicenza, papal 
pronotary and cardinal. On being elected to the papal chair, the Venetian chose the name of 
Formosus and then Mark, but, at the advice of the conclave, both were given up, as the former 
seemed to carry with it a reference to the pontiff’s fine presence, and the latter was the battle-cry 
of Venice, and might give political offence. So he took the name, Paul. 
 
Before entering upon the election, the conclave again adopted a pact which required the 
prosecution of the crusade and the assembling of a general council within three years. The 
number of cardinals was not to exceed 24, the age of appointment being not less than 30 years, 
and the introduction of more than one of the pope’s relatives to that body was forbidden. {750} 
 
This solemn agreement, Paul proceeded at once summarily to set aside. The cardinals were 
obliged to attach their names to another document, whose contents the pope kept concealed by 
holding his hand over the paper as they wrote. The veteran Carvajal was the only member of the 
curia who refused to sign. From the standpoint of papal absolutism, Paul was fully justified. What 
right has any conclave to dictate to the supreme pontiff of Christendom, the successor of St. 
Peter! The pact was treason to the high papal theory, and meant nothing less than the substitution 
of an oligarchy for the papal monarchy. Paul called no council, not even a congress, to discuss the 
crusade against the Turks, and appointed three of his nephews cardinals, Marco Barbo, his 
brother’s son, and Battista Zeno and Giovanni Michael, sons of two sisters. {751} His ordinances 
for the city included sumptuary regulations, limiting the prices to be paid for wearing apparel, 
banquets and entertainments at weddings and funerals, and restricting the dowries of daughters to 
800 gold florins. 
 
A noteworthy occurrence of Paul’s pontificate was the storm raised in Rome, 1466, by his 
dismissal of the 70 abbreviators, the number to which Pius II. had limited the members of that 
body. This was one of those incidents which give variety to the history of the papal court and help 
to make it, upon the whole, the most interesting of all histories. The scribes of the papal 
household were roughly divided into two classes, the secretaries and the abbreviators. The 
business of the former was to take charge of the papal correspondence of a more private nature, 
while the latter prepared briefs of bulls and other more solemn public documents. {752} The 
dismissal of the abbreviators got permanent notoriety by the complaints of one of their number, 
Platina, and the sufferings he was called upon to endure. This invaluable biographer of the popes 
states that the dispossessed officials, on the plea that their appointment had been for life, besieged 
the Vatican 20 nights before getting a hearing. Then Platina, as their spokesman, threatened to 
appeal to the princes of Europe to have a general council called and see that justice was done. The 
pope’s curt answer was that he would rescind or ratify the acts of his predecessors as he pleased. 



 
The unfortunate abbreviator, who was more of a scholar than a politician, was thrown into prison 
and held there during the four months of Winter without fire and bound in chains. Unhappily for 
him, he was imprisoned a second time, accused of conspiracy and heretical doctrine. In these 
charges the Roman Academy was also involved, an institution which cultivated Greek thought 
and was charged with having engaged in a propaganda of Paganism. There was some ground for 
the charge, for its leader, Pomponius Laeto, who combined the care of his vineyard with 
ramblings through the old Roman ruins and the perusal of the ancient classics, had deblaterated 
against the clergy. This antiquary was also thrown into prison. Platina relates how he and a 
number of others were put to the torture, while Vienesius, his Holiness’ vice-chancellor, looked 
on for several days as the ordeal was proceeding, "sitting like another Minos upon a tapestried 
seat as if he had been at a wedding, a man in holy orders whom the canons of the Church forbade 
to put torture upon laymen, lest death should follow, as it sometimes does." On his release he 
received a promise from Paul of reappointment to office, but waited in vain till the accession of 
Sixtus IV., who put him in charge of the Vatican library. {753} 
 
Paul pursued an energetic policy against Podiebrad and the Utraquists of Bohemia and, after 
ordering all the compacts with the king ignored, deposed him and called upon Matthias of 
Hungary to take his throne. Paul had rejected Podiebrad’s offer to dispossess the Turk on 
condition of being recognized as Byzantine emperor. {754} 
 
In 1468, Frederick, III. repeated his visit to Rome, accompanied by 600 knights, but the occasion 
aroused none of the high expectation of the former visit, when the emperor brought with him the 
Portuguese infanta. There was no glittering pageant, no august papal reception. On receiving the 
communion in the basilica of St. Peter’s, he received from the pontiff’s hand the bread, but not 
the "holy blood," which, as the contemporary relates, Paul reserved to himself as an object-lesson 
against the Bohemians, though it was customary on such occasions to give both the elements. The 
successor of Charlemagne and Barbarossa was then given a seat at the pope’s side, which was no 
higher than the pope’s feet. {755} Patritius, who describes the scene, remarks that, while the 
respect paid to the papal dignity had increased, the imperium of the Roman empire had fallen into 
such decadence that nothing remained of it but its name. Without manifesting any reluctance, the 
Hapsburg held the pope’s stirrup. 
 
Paul was not without artistic tastes, although he condemned the study of the classics in the 
Roman schools, {756} and was pronounced by Platina a great enemy and despiser of learning. He 
was an ardent collector of precious stones, coins, vases and other curios, and took delight in 
showing his jewels to Frederick III. Sixtus IV. is said to have found 54 silver chests filled with 
pearls collected by this pontiff, estimated to be worth 300,000 ducats. The two tiaras, made at his 
order, contained gems said to have been worth a like amount. At a later time, Cardinal Barbo 
found in a secret drawer of one of Paul’s chests sapphires valued at 12,000 ducats. {757} Platina 
was probably repeating only a common rumor, when he reports that in the daytime Paul slept and 
at night kept awake, looking over his jewels. 
 
To this diversion the pontiff added sensual pleasures and public amusements. {758} He humored 
the popular taste by restoring heathen elements to the carnival, figures of Bacchus and the fauna, 
Diana and her nymphs. In the long list of the gayeties of carnival week are mentioned races for 
young men, for old men and for Jews, as well as races between horses, donkeys and buffaloes. 
Paul looked down from St. Mark’s and delighted the crowds by furnishing a feast in the square 
below and throwing down amongst them handfuls of coins. In things of this kind, says Infessura, 
the pope had his delight. {759} He was elaborate in his vestments and, when he appeared in 
public, was accustomed to paint his face. 



 
The pope’s death was ascribed to his indiscretion in eating two large melons. Asked by a cardinal 
why, in spite of the honors of the papacy, he was not contented, Paul replied that a little 
wormwood can pollute a whole hive of honey. The words belong in the same category as the 
words spoken 300 years before by the English pope, Adrian, when he announced the failure of the 
highest office in Christendom to satisfy all the ambitions of man. 
 
{750} The document Is given by Raynaldus and Gieseler. 
 
{751} Pastor, II. 307, fully justifies Paul for setting aside the pact on the ground that every pope 
gets plenary authority directly from God. 
 
{752} Hergenrother: Kath. Kirchenrecht, p. 299 
 
{753} Jacob Volaterra in Muratori, new ed., XXIII. 3, p. 98. 
 
{754} Pastor, II. 358 sqq., makes a heroic effort to exempt Paul from the guilt of neglecting the 
crusade against the Turks. In a letter written by Cardinal Gonzaga, which he prints for the first 
time (II. 773), the statement is made that Paul was quietly laying aside one-fourth of his income 
to be used against the Turks. There is no mention of any sum of this kind among the pope’s 
assets. 
 
{755} Patritius in Muratori, XXIII. 205-215. 
 
{756} Pastor, II. 347, tries to show that Paul had some mind for humanistic studies. During his 
pontificate, 1467, the German printers, Schweinheim and Pannarts, set up the first printing-
presses in Rome, but not under Paul’s patronage. 
 
{757} Infessura, p. 167. 
 
{758} A quotation given by Gregorovius, VII. 226, probably exaggerates when it states he filled 
his house with concubines—ex concubina domum replevit. 
 
{759} Et di queste cose lui-si pigliava piacere, p. 69.  



52. Sixtus IV. 1471-1484. 
 
The last three popes of the 15th century, Sixtus IV., Innocent VIII. and Alexander VI., completely 
subordinated the interests of the papacy to the advancement of their own pleasure and the 
enrichment and promotion of their kindred. {760} The avenues of the Vatican were filled with 
upstarts whose only claim to recognition was that they were the children or the nephews of its 
occupant, the supreme pontiff. 
 
The chief features of the reign of Sixtus IV., a man of great decision and ability, were the insolent 
rule of his numerous nephews and the wars with the states of Italy in which their intrigues and 
ambitions involved their uncle. At the time of his election, Francesco Rovere was general of the 
order of the Franciscans. Born 1414, he had risen from the lowest obscurity, his father being a 
fisherman near Savona. He took the doctor’s degree in theology at Padua, and taught successively 
in Bologna, Pavia, Siena, Florence and Perugia. Paul II. appointed him cardinal. In the conclave 
strong support is said to have come to him through his notorious nephew, Peter Riario, who was 
active in conducting his canvas and making substantial promises for votes. 
 
The effort to interest the princes in the Turkish crusade was renewed, but soon abandoned. 
Cardinals were despatched to the various courts of Europe, Bessarion to France, Marco Barbo to 
Germany, and Borgia to Spain, but only to find these governments preoccupied with other 
concerns or ill-disposed to the enterprise. In 1472, a papal fleet of 18 galleys actually set sail, 
with banners blessed by the pope in St. Peter’s, and under the command of Cardinal Caraffa. It 
was met at Rhodes by 30 ships from Naples and 36 from Venice and, after some plundering 
exploits, returned with 25 Turkish prisoners of war and 12 camels,—trophies enough to arouse 
the curiosity of the Romans. Moneys realized from some of Paul II.’s gems had been employed to 
meet the expenditure. 
 
Sixtus’ relatives became the leading figures in Rome, and in wealth and pomp they soon rivalled 
or eclipsed the old Roman families and the older members of the sacred college. Sixtus was 
blessed or burdened with 16 nephews and grandnephews. All that was in his power to do, he did, 
to give them a good time and to establish them in affluence and honor all their days. The Sienese 
had their day under Pius II., and now it was the turn of the Ligurians. The pontiff’s two brothers 
and three, if not four, sisters, as well as all their progeny, had to be taken care of. The excuse 
made for Calixtus III. cannot be made for this indulgent uncle, that he was approaching his 
dotage. Sixtus was only 56 when he reached the tiara. And desperate is the suggestion that the 
unfitness or unwillingness of the Roman nobility to give the pope proper support made it 
necessary for him to raise up another and a complacent aristocracy. {761} 
 
Sixtus deemed no less than five of his nephews and a grandnephew deserving of the red hat, and 
sooner or later eight of them were introduced into the college of cardinals. Two nephews in 
succession were appointed prefects of Rome. The nephews who achieved the rank of cardinals 
were Pietro Riario at 25, and Julian della Rovere at 28, in 1471, both Franciscan monks; Jerome 
Basso and Christopher Rovere, in 1477; Dominico Rovere, Christopher’s brother, in 1478; and 
the pope’s grandnephew, Raphael Sansoni, at the age of 17, in 1477. The two nephews made 
prefects of Rome were Julian’s brother Lionardo, who died in 1475, and his brother Giovanni, d. 
1501. Lionardo was married by his uncle to the illegitimate daughter of Ferrante, king of Naples. 
{762} 
 



Upon Peter Riario and Julian Rovere he heaped benefice after benefice. Julian, a man of rare 
ability, afterwards made pope under the name of Julius II., was appointed archbishop of Avignon 
and then of Bologna, bishop of Lausanne, Constance, Viviers, Ostia and Velletri, and placed at 
the head of several abbeys. Riario, who, according to popular hearsay, was the pope’s own child, 
was bishop of Spoleto, Seville and Valencia, Patriarch of Constantinople, and recipient of other 
rich places, until his income amounted to 60,000 florins or about 2,500,000 francs. He went about 
with a retinue of 100 horsemen. His expenditures were lavish and his estate royal. His mistresses, 
whom he did not attempt to conceal, were dressed in elegant fabrics, and one of them wore 
slippers embroidered with pearls. Dominico received one after the other the bishoprics of 
Corneto, Tarentaise, Geneva and Turin. 
 
The visit of Leonora, the daughter of Ferrante, in Rome in 1473, while on her way to Ferrara to 
meet her husband, Hercules of Este, was perhaps the most splendid occasion the city had 
witnessed since the first visit of Frederick III. It furnished Riario an opportunity for the display of 
a magnificent hospitality. On Whitsunday, the Neapolitan princess was conducted by two 
cardinals to St. Peter’s, where she heard mass said by the pope and then at high-noon witnessed 
the miracle play of Susanna and the Elders, acted by Florentine players. The next evening she sat 
down to a banquet which lasted 3 hours and combined all the skill which decorators and cooks 
could apply. The soft divans and costly curtainings, the silk costumes of the servants and the rich 
courses are described in detail by contemporary writers. In anticipation of modern electrical fans, 
3 bellows were used to cool and freshen the atmosphere. In such things, remarks Infessura, the 
treasures of the Church were squandered. {763} 
 
In 1474, on the death of Peter Riario, a victim of his excesses and aged only 28, {764} his brother 
Jerome, a layman, came into supreme favor. Sixtus was ready to put all the possessions of the 
papal see at his disposal and, on his account, he became involved in feuds with Florence and 
Venice. He purchased for this favorite Imola, at a cost of 40,000 ducats, and married him to the 
illegitimate daughter of the duke of Milan, Catherine Sforza. The purchase of Imola was resented 
by Florence, but Sixtus did not hesitate to further antagonize the republic and the Medici. The 
Medici had established a branch banking-house in Rome and become the papal bankers. Sixtus 
chose to affront the family by patronizing the Pazzi, a rival banking-firm. At the death of Philip 
de’Medici, archbishop of Pisa, in 1474, Salviati was appointed his successor against the protest of 
the Medici. Finally, Julian de’ Medici was denied the cardinalship. These events marked the 
stages in the progress of the rupture between the papacy and Florence. Lorenzo, called the 
Magnificent, and his brother Julian represented the family which the fiscal talents of Cosmo 
de’Medici had founded. In his readiness to support the ambitions of his nephew, Jerome Riario, 
the pope seemed willing to go to any length of violence. A conspiracy was directed against 
Lorenzo’s life, in which Jerome was the chief actor,—one of the most cold-blooded conspiracies 
of history. The pope was conversant with the plot and talked it over with its chief agent, 
Montesecco and, though he may not have consented to murder, which Jerome and the Pazzi had 
included in their plan, he fully approved of the plot to seize Lorenzo’s person and overthrow the 
republic. {765} 
 
The terrible tragedy was enacted in the cathedral of Florence. When Montesecco, a captain of the 
papal mercenaries, hired to carry out the plot, shrank from committing sacrilege by shedding 
blood in the church of God, its execution was intrusted to two priests, Antonio Maffei da Volterra 
and Stefano of Bagnorea, the former a papal secretary. While the host was being elevated, Julian 
de’Medici, who was inside the choir, was struck with one dagger after another and fell dead. 
Lorenzo barely escaped. As he was entering the sanctuary, he was struck by Maffei and slightly 
wounded, and made a shield of his arm by winding his mantle around it, and escaped with friends 



to the sacristy, which was barred against the assassins. The bloody deed took place April 26, 
1478. 
 
The city proved true to the family which had shed so much lustre upon it, and quick revenge was 
taken upon the agents of the conspiracy. Archbishop Salviati, his brother, Francesco de’ Pazzi 
and others were hung from the signoria windows. {766} The two priests were executed after 
having their ears and noses cut off. Montesecco was beheaded. Among those who witnessed the 
scene in the cathedral was the young cardinal, Raphael, the pope’s grandnephew, and without 
having any previous knowledge of the plot. His face, it was said, turned to an ashen pallor, which 
in after years he never completely threw off. 
 
With intrepid resolution, Sixtus resented the death of his archbishop and the indignity done a 
cardinal in the imprisonment of Raphael as an accomplice. He hurled the interdict at the city, 
branding Lorenzo as the son of iniquity and the ward of perdition,—iniquitatis filius et perditionis 
alumnus, —and entered into an alliance with Naples against it. Louis XI. of France and Venice 
and other Italian states espoused the cause of Florence. Pushed to desperation, Lorenzo went to 
Naples and made such an impression on Ferrante that he changed his attitude and joined an 
alliance with Florence. The pope was checkmated. The seizure of Otranto on Italian soil by the 
Turks, in 1480, called attention away from the feud to the imminent danger threatening all Italy. 
In December of that year, Sixtus absolved Florence, and the legates of the city were received in 
front of St. Peter’s and touched with the rod in token of forgiveness. Six months later, May 26, 
1481, Rome received the news of the death of Mohammed II., which Sixtus celebrated by special 
services in the church, Maria del Popolo, {767} and the Turks abandoned the Italian coast. 
 
Again, in the interest of his nephew, Jerome, Sixtus took Forli, thereby giving offence to Ferrara. 
He joined Venice in a war against that city, and all Italy became involved. Later, the warlike 
pontiff again saw his league broken up and Venice and Ferrara making peace, irrespective of his 
counsels. He vented his mortification by putting the queen of the Adriatic under the interdict. 
 
In Rome, the bloody pope fanned the feud between the Colonna and the Orsini, and almost 
succeeded in blotting out the name of the Colonna by assassination and judicial murder. 
 
Sixtus has the distinction of having extended the efficacy of indulgences to souls in purgatory. He 
was most zealous in distributing briefs of indulgence. {768} The Spanish Inquisition received his 
solemn sanction in 1478. Himself a Franciscan, he augmented the privileges of the Franciscan 
order in a bull which that order calls its great ocean—mare magnum. He canonized the official 
biographer of Francis d’Assisi, Bonaventura. 
 
He issued two bulls with reference to the worship of Mary and the doctrine of the immaculate 
conception, but he declared her sinlessness from the instant of conception a matter undecided by 
the Roman Church and the Apostolic see—nondum ab ecclesia romana et apostolica sede 
decisum. {769} In all matters of ritual and outward religion, he was of all men most punctilious. 
The chronicler, Volterra, abounds in notices of his acts of devotion. Asa patron of art, his name 
has a high place. He supported Platina with four assistants in cataloguing the archives of the 
Vatican in three volumes. 
 
Such was Sixtus IV., the unblushing promoter of the interests of his relatives, many of them as 
worthless as they were insolent, the disturber of the peace of Italy, revengeful, and yet the liberal 
patron of the arts. The enlightened diarist of Rome, Infessura, {770} calls the day of the pontiff’s 
decease that most happy day, the day on which God liberated Christendom from the hand of an 
impious and iniquitous ruler, who had before him no fear of God nor love of the Christian world 



nor any charity whatsoever, but was actuated by avarice, the love of vain show and pomp, most 
cruel and given to sodomy. {771} 
 
During his reign, were born in obscure places in Saxony and Switzerland two men who were to 
strike a mighty blow at the papal rule, themselves also of peasant lineage and the coming leaders 
of the new spiritual movement. 
 
{760} Den nachst-folgenden Tragern der Tiara schien dieselbe in erster Linie ein Mittel zur 
Bereicherung und Erhohung ihrer Familien zu sein. Diesem Zwecke wurde die ganze papstliche 
Macht in rucksichtslosester Weise dienstbar gemacht, Hefele-Knopfler, Kirchengesch., p. 483. 
 
{761} Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 979. These most reputable Catholic historians intimate rather than 
emphasize this consideration. 
 
{762} A useful genealogical tree of the Rovere is given by Creighton, III. 100. Pastor takes no 
pains to hide his righteous indignation at Sixtus’ exhaustive provision for his relatives,—seine 
zahlreiche und unwurdige Verwandten, as he calls them. 
 
{763} Diario, p. 77. At the chief banquet, the menu comprised wild boars roasted whole, bucks, 
goats, hares, pheasants, fish, peacocks with their feathers, storks, cranes, and countless fruits and 
sweetmeats. An artificial mountain of sugar was brought into the dining-chamber, from which a 
man stepped forth with gestures of surprise at finding himself amid such gorgeous surroundings. 
 
{764} Sixtus reared to him a splendid monument in the Church of the Apostles. Peter and his 
brother Jerome are represented as kneeling and praying to the Madonna. See Pastor, II. 294 sq. 
 
{765} So Pastor, II. 535, Gregorovius, VII. 239, Karl Muller, II. 130 and Creighton, III. 75. They 
all agree that Sixtus knew the details of the plot, and approved them, except in the matter of the 
murder, which, however, he did not peremptorily forbid. 
 
{766} See the account of the legate of Milan, publ. by Pastor, II. 785 sq. Of Sixtus’ connivance at 
the plot against the Medici, Pastor, II. 541, says, "It calls for deep lament that a pope should play 
a part in the history of this conspiracy." 
 
{767} Infessura, p. 86. 
 
{768} Pastor, II. 610 sqq., is very cautious in his remarks on the subject of Sixtus’ indulgences, 
almost to reticence. 
 
{769} Mansi, XXXII. 374 sqq., gives the bull on the immaculate conception dated Sept. 5, 1483; 
also Mirbt, p. 170. 
 
{770} In quo felicissimo die, etc., pp. 155-158. 
 
{771} This charge, which Infessura elaborates, Creighton, III. 115, 285, dismisses as unproved; 
Pastor, II. 640, also, but less confidently. Infessura was a friend of the Colonna, to whom Sixtus 
was bitterly hostile. Burchard, I. 10 sqq., gives a very detailed account of Sixtus’ obsequies. He 
spoke from observation as one of the masters of ceremonies. Pastor makes a bold effort to rescue 
Sixtus from most of the charges made against his character by Infessura.  



53. Innocent VIII. 1484-1492. 
 
Under Innocent VIII. matters in Rome were, if anything, worse than under his predecessor, Sixtus 
IV. Innocent was an easy-going man without ideals, incapable of conceiving or carrying out high 
plans. He was chiefly notable for his open avowal of an illegitimate family and his bull against 
witchcraft. 
 
At Sixtus’ death, wild confusion reigned in Rome. Nobles and cardinals barricaded their 
residences. Houses were pillaged. The mob held carnival on the streets. The palace of Jerome 
Riario was sacked. Relief was had by an agreement between the rival families of the Orsini and 
Colonna to withdraw from the city for a month and Jerome’s renunciation of the castle of S. 
Angelo, which his wife had defended, for 4,000 ducats. Not till then did the cardinals feel 
themselves justified in meeting for the election of a new pontiff. 
 
The conclaves of 1484 and 1492 have been pronounced by high catholic authority among the 
"saddest in the history of the papacy." {772} Into the conclave of 1484, 25 cardinals entered, 21 
of them Italians. Our chief account is from the hand of the diarist, Burchard, who was present as 
one of the officials. 
 
His description goes into the smallest details. A protocol was again adopted, which every cardinal 
promised in a solemn formula to observe, if elected pope. Its first stipulation was that 100 ducats 
should be paid monthly to members of the sacred college, whose yearly income from benefices 
might not reach the sum of 4,000 ducats (about 200,000 francs in our present money). Then 
followed provisions for the continuance of the crusade against the Turks, the reform of the 
Roman curia in head and members, the appointment of no cardinal under 30 for any cause 
whatever, the advancement of not more than a single relative of the reigning pontiff to the sacred 
college and the restriction of its membership to 24. {773} 
 
Rodrigo Borgia fully counted upon being elected and, in expectation of that event, had barricaded 
his palace against being looted. Large bribes, even to the gift of his palace, were offered by him 
for the coveted prize of the papacy. Cardinal Barbo had 10 votes and, when it seemed likely that 
he would be the successful candidate, Julian Rovere and Borgia, renouncing their aspirations, 
combined their forces, and during the night, went from cell to cell, securing by promises of 
benefices and money the votes of all but six of the cardinals. According to Burchard, the pope 
about to be elected sat up all night signing promises. The next morning the two cardinals aroused 
the six whom they had not disturbed, exclaiming, "Come, let us make a pope." "Who?" they said. 
"Cardinal Cibo." "How is that?" they asked. "While you were drowsy with sleep, we gathered all 
the votes except yours," was the reply. 
 
The new pope, Lorenzo Cibo, born in Genoa, 1432, had been made cardinal by Sixtus IV., 1473. 
During his rule, peace was maintained with the courts of Italy, but in Rome clerical dissipation, 
curial venality and general lawlessness were rampant. "In darkness Innocent was elected, in 
darkness he lives, and in darkness he will die," said the general of the Augustinians. {774} 
Women were carried off in the night. The murdered were found in the streets in the morning. 
Crimes, before their commission, were compounded for money. Even the churches were pilfered. 
A piece of the true cross was stolen from S. Maria in Trastavere. The wood was reported found in 
a vineyard, but without its silver frame. When the vice-chancellor, Borgia, was asked why the 
laws were not enforced, he replied, "God desires not the death of a sinner, but rather that he 
should pay and live." {775} The favorite of Sixtus IV., Jerome Riario, was murdered in 1488. His 



widow, the brave and masculine Catherine Sforza, who was pregnant at the time, defended his 
castle at Forli and defied the papal forces besieging it, declaring that, if they put her children to 
death who were with her, she yet had one left at Imola and the unborn child in her womb. The 
duke of Milan, her relative, rescued her and put the besiegers to flight. 
 
All ecclesiastical offices were set for sale. How could it be otherwise, when the papal tiara itself 
was within the reach of the highest bidder? {776} The appointment of 18 new papal secretaries 
brought 62,400 ducats into the papal treasury. The bulls creating the offices expressly declared 
the aim to be to secure funds. 52 persons were appointed to seal the papal bulls, called 
plumbatores, from the leaden ball or seal they used, and the price of the position was fixed at 
2,500 ducats. Even the office of librarian in the Vatican was sold, and the papal tiara was put in 
pawn. In a time of universal traffic in ecclesiastical offices, it is not surprising that the fabrication 
of papal documents was turned into a business. Two papal notaries confessed to having issued 50 
such documents in two years, and in spite of the pleas of their friends were hung and burnt, 1489. 
{777} 
 
Innocent’s children were not persons of marked traits, or given to ambitious intrigues. Common 
rumor gave their number as 16, all of them children by married women. {778} Franceschetto and 
Theorina seem to have been born before the father entered the priesthood. Franceschetto’s 
marriage to Maddalena, a daughter of Lorenzo the Magnificent, was celebrated in the Vatican, 
Jan. 20, 1488. Ten months later, the pope’s granddaughter, Peretta, child of Theorina, was also 
married in the Vatican to the marquis of Finale. The pontiff sat with the ladies at the table, a thing 
contrary to all the accepted proprieties. In 1492, another grandchild, also a daughter of Theorina, 
Battistana, was married to duke Louis of Aragon. {779} 
 
The statement of Infessura is difficult to believe, although it is made at length, that Innocent 
issued a decree permitting concubinage in Rome both to clergy and laity. The prohibition of 
concubinage was declared prejudicial to the divine law and the honor of the clergy, as almost all 
the clergy, from the highest to the lowest, had concubines, or mistresses. According to the Roman 
diarist, there were 6,800 listed public courtezans in Rome besides those whose names were not 
recorded. {780} To say the least, the statement points to the low condition of clerical morals in 
the holy city and the slight regard paid to the legislation of Gregory VII. Infessura was in position 
to know what was transpiring in Rome. 
 
What could be expected where the morals of the supreme pontiff and the sacred senate were so 
loose? The lives of many of the cardinals were notoriously scandalous. Their palaces were 
furnished with princely splendor and filled with scores of servants. Their example led the 
fashions in extravagance in dress and sumptuous banquetings. They had their stables, kennels and 
falcons. Cardinal Sforza, whose yearly income is reported to have been 30,000 ducats, or 
1,500,000 francs, present money, excelled in the chase. Cardinal Julian made sport of celibacy, 
and had three daughters. Cardinal Borgia, the acknowledged leader in all gayeties, was known far 
and wide by his children, who were prominent on every occasion of display and conviviality. The 
passion for gaming ran high in the princely establishments. Cardinal Raphael won 8,000 ducats at 
play from Cardinal Balue who, however, in spite of such losses, left a fortune of 100,000 ducats. 
This grandnephew of Sixtus IV. was a famous player, and in a single night won from Innocent’s 
son, Franceschetto, 14,000 ducats. The son complained to his father, who ordered the fortunate 
winner to restore the night’s gains. But the gay prince of the church excused himself by stating 
that the money had already been paid out upon the new palace he was engaged in erecting. 
 



The only relative whom Innocent promoted to the sacred college was his illegitimate brother’s 
son, Lorenzo Cibo. The appointment best known to posterity was that of Giovanni de’ Medici, 
son of Lorenzo the Magnificent, afterwards Leo X. 
 
Another appointment, that of D’Aubusson, was associated with the case of the Mohammedan 
prince, Djem. This incident in the annals of the papacy would seem incredible, if it were not true. 
A writer of romance could hardly have invented an episode more grotesque. At the death of 
Mohammed II., his son, Djem, was defeated in his struggle for the succession by his brother 
Bajazet, and fled to Rhodes for protection. The Knights of St. John were willing to hold the 
distinguished fugitive as prisoner, upon the promise of 45,000 ducats a year from the sultan. For 
safety’s sake, Djem was removed to one of the Hospitaller houses in France. Hungary, Naples, 
Venice, France and the pope,—all put in a claim for him. Such competition to pay honor to an 
infidel prince had never before been heard of in Christendom. The pope won by making valuable 
ecclesiastical concessions to the French king, among them the bestowal of the red hat on 
D’Aubusson. 
 
The matter being thus amicably adjusted, Djem was conducted to Rome, where he was received 
with impressive ceremonies by the cardinals and city officials. His person was regarded as of 
more value than the knowledge of the East brought by Marco Polo had been in its day, and the 
reception of the Mohammedan prince created more interest than the return of Columbus from his 
first journey to the West. Djem was escorted through the streets by the pope’s son, and rode a 
white horse sent him by the pope. The ambassador of the sultan of Egypt, then in Rome, had gone 
out to meet him, and shed tears as he kissed his feet and the feet of his horse. The popes had not 
shrunk from entering into alliances with Oriental powers to secure the overthrow of Mohammed 
II. and his dynasty. Djem, or the Grand Turk, as he was called, was welcomed by the pope 
surrounded by his cardinals. The proud descendant of Eastern monarchs, however, refused to kiss 
the supreme pontiff’s foot, but made some concession by kissing his shoulder. He was 
represented as short and stout, with an aquiline nose, and a single good eye, given at times 
inordinately to drink, though a man of some intellectual culture. He was reported to have put four 
men to death with his own hand. But Djem was a dignitary who signified too much to be cast 
aside for such offences. Innocent assigned him to elegantly furnished apartments in the Vatican, 
and thus the strange spectacle was afforded of the earthly head of Christendom acting as the host 
of one of the chief living representatives of the faith of Islam, which had almost crushed out the 
Christian churches of the East and usurped the throne on the Bosphorus. 
 
Bajazet was willing to pay the pope 40,000 ducats for the hospitality extended to his rival brother, 
and delegations came from him to Rome to arrange the details of the bargain. The report ran that 
attempts were made by the sultan to poison both his brother and the pope by contaminating the 
wells of the Vatican. When the ambassador brought from Constantinople the delayed payment of 
three years, 120,000 ducats, Djem insisted that the Turk’s clothes should be removed and his skin 
be rubbed down with a towel, and that he should lick the letter "on every side," as proof that he 
did not also carry poison. {781} Djem survived his first papal entertainer, Innocent VIII., three 
years, and figured prominently in public functions in the reign of Alexander VI. He died 1495, 
still a captive. 
 
Another curious instance was given in Innocent’s reign of the hold open-mouthed superstition 
had in the reception given to the holy lance. This pretended instrument, with which Longinus 
pierced the Saviour’s side and which was found during the Crusades by the monk Barthelemy at 
Antioch, was already claimed by two cities, Nurnberg and Paris. The relic made a greater draft 
upon the credulity of the age than St. Andrew’s head. The latter was the gift of a Christian prince, 
howbeit an adherent of the schismatic Greek Church; the lance came from a Turk, Sultan Bajazet. 



 
Some question arose among the cardinals whether it would not be judicious to stay the acceptance 
of the gift till the claims of the lance in Nurnberg had been investigated. But the pope’s piety, 
such as it was, would not allow a question of that sort to interfere. An archbishop and a bishop 
were despatched to Ancona to receive the iron fragment, for only the head of the lance was 
extant. It was conducted from the city gates by the cardinals to St. Peter’s, and after mass the 
pope gave his blessing. The day of the reception happened to be a fast, but, at the suggestion of 
one of the cardinals, some of the fountains along the streets, where the procession was appointed 
to go, were made to throw out wine to slake the thirst of the populace. After a solemn service in 
S. Maria del Popolo, on Ascension Day, 1492, the Turkish present, encased in a receptacle of 
crystal and gold, was placed near the handkerchief of St. Veronica in St. Peter’s. {782} 
 
The two great stains upon the pontificate of Innocent VIII., the crusade he called to exterminate 
the Waldenses, 1487, and his bull directed against the witches of Germany, 1484, which 
inaugurated two horrible dramas of cruelty, have treatment in another place. 
 
Innocent was happy in being permitted to join with Europe in rejoicings over the expulsion of the 
last of the Moors from Granada, 1492. Masses were said in Rome, and a sermon preached in the 
pontiff’s presence in celebration of the memorable event. {783} With characteristic national 
gallantry, Cardinal Borgia showed his appreciation by instituting a bull-fight in which five bulls 
were killed, the first but not the last spectacle of the kind seen in the papal city. In his last 
sickness, Innocent was fed by a woman’s milk. {784} Several years before, when he was thought 
to be dying, the cardinals found 1,200,000 ducats in his drawers and chests. They now granted his 
request that 48,000 ducats should be taken from his fortune and distributed among his relatives. 
 
{772} Pastor, III. 178. 
 
{773} Burchard, I. 33-55 
 
{774} Infessura, p. 177. The Augustinian was thrown into prison for making the remark. Infessura 
returns again and again, pp. 237 sq., 243, 256 sq., to the reign of crime going on in the city. 
 
{775} Infessura gives the case of a father who, after committing incest with his two daughters, 
murdered them and was set free upon the payment of 800 ducats. Gregorovius, VII. 297, says of 
the Italian character of the last 30 years of the 15th century that "it displays a trait of diabolical 
passion. Tyrannicide, conspiracies and deeds of treachery are universal, and criminal selfishness 
reigns supreme." 
 
{776} Funk, Kirchengesch., 373, says, In Rom. schien alles kauflich zu sein. 
 
{777} For the details, see Burchard, I. 365-368. 
 
{778} So Marullus in his epigram— 
 
Octo nocens pueros genuit totidemque puellas, 
 
Hunc merito poterit dicere Roma patrem. 
 
Illegitimately he begat 8 boys and girls as many. 
 
Hence Rome deservedly may call him father. 



 
Burchard, I. 321, calls Franceschetto bastardus. 
 
{779} Burchard, I. 323, 488. In 1883, the Berlin Museum came into possession of a bust of 
Theorina bearing the inscription, "Teorina Cibo Inn. VIII. P. M. f. singuli exempli matrona 
formaeque dignitate conjuaria." 
 
{780} Infessura, p. 259 sq. Pastor, III. 269, pronounces Infessura’s statement altogether 
incredible,—ganzlich unglaubwurdig, —and blames Infessura’s editor, Tommasini, for allowing 
the statement to pass in his edition without note or comment. Pastor, in his 1st ed., III. 252, had 
pronounced the statement of the Roman diarist eine ungeheuerliche Behauptung. 
 
{781} Totam ab omnibus ejus lateribus lingua sua lambivit. Infessura, p. 263. For the letter of the 
painter Mantegna to the duke of Mantua and its curious details, June 15, 1489, see Pastor, 1st ed., 
III. 218. The picture of the Disputation of St. Catherine in the sala dei santi in the Vatican 
contains a picture of Djem riding a white palfrey. Infessura and Burchard enter with journalistic 
relish into the details of Djem’s appearance and treatment In Rome. 
 
{782} Infessura p. 224, and especially Burchard, I. 482-486, and Sigismondo, II. 25-29, 69, give 
extended accounts of the honors paid to the piece of iron, the sacratissimum ferreum lanceae. The 
sultan’s representative, Chamisbuerch, who was also present, was reported to have handed the 
pope a package containing 40,000 ducats. Sigismondo uses the word spicula, little point, for the 
lance. 
 
{783} Burchard, I. 444 sqq. 
 
{784} The harrowing story was told that, at the suggestion of a Jewish physician, the blood of 
three boys was infused into the dying pontiff’s veins. They were ten years old, and had been 
promised a ducat each. All three died. The Jewish physician lied. The story is told by Infessura 
and repeated by Raynaldus. It is pleasant to have Gregorovius, VII. 338, as well as Pastor, III. 
275 sq., give it no credence.  



54. Pope Alexander VI—Borgia. 1492-1503. 
 
The pontificate of Alexander VI., which coincides with the closing years of the 15th century and 
the opening of the 16th, may be compared with the pontificate of Boniface VIII., which witnessed 
the passage from the 13th to the 14th centuries. Boniface marked the opening act in the decline of 
the papal power introduced by the king of France. Under Alexander, when the French again 
entered actively into the affairs of Italy, even to seizing Rome, the papacy passed into its deepest 
moral humiliation since the days of the pornocracy in the 10th century. 
 
Alexander VI., whom we have before known as Cardinal Rodrigo Borgia, has the notorious 
distinction of being the most corrupt of the popes of the Renaissance period. Even in the 
judgment of Catholic historians, his dissoluteness knew no restraint and his readiness to abase the 
papacy for his own personal ends, no bounds. {785} His intellectual force, if used aright, might 
have made his pontificate one of the most brilliant in the annals of the Apostolic see. The time 
was ripe. The conditions offered the opportunity if ever period did. But moral principle was 
wanting. Had Dante lived again, he would have written that Alexander VI. made a greater refusal 
than the hermit pope, Coelestine V., and deserved a darker doom than the simoniac pope, 
Boniface VIII. 
 
At Innocent VIII.’s death, 23 cardinals entered into the conclave which met in the Sistine chapel. 
Borgia and Julian Rovere were the leading candidates. They were rivals, and had been candidates 
for the papal chair before. Everything was to be staked on success in the pending election. Openly 
and without a blush, ecclesiastical offices and money were offered as the price of the spiritual 
crown of Christendom. Julian was supported by the king of France, who deposited 200,000 
ducats in a Roman bank and 100,000 more in Genoa to secure his election. If Borgia could not 
outbid him he was, at least, the more shrewd in his manipulations. There were only five cardinals, 
including Julian, who took nothing. The other members of the sacred college had their price. 
Monticelli and Soriano were given to Cardinal Orsini and also the see of Cartagena, and the 
legation to the March; the abbey of Subiaco and its fortresses to Colonna; Civita Castellana and 
the see of Majorca to Savelli; Nepi to Sclafetanus; the see of Porto to Michael; and rich benefices 
to other cardinals. Four mules laden with gold were conducted to the palace of Ascanio Sforza, 
who also received Rodrigo’s splendid palace and the vice-chancellorship. Even the patriarch of 
Venice, whose high age—for he had reached 95—might have been expected to lift him above the 
seduction of filthy lucre, accepted 5,000 ducats. Infessura caustically remarks that Borgia 
distributed all his goods among the poor. {786} 
 
The ceremonies of coronation were on a scale which appeared to the contemporaries unparalleled 
in the history of such occasions. A figure of a bull, the emblem of the Borgias, was erected near 
the Palazzo di S. Marco on the line of the procession, from whose eyes, nostrils and mouth 
poured forth water, and from the forehead wine. Rodrigo was 61 years of age, had been cardinal 
for 37 years, having received that dignity when he was 25. His fond uncle, Calixtus III., had made 
him archbishop of Valencia, heaped upon him ecclesiastical offices, including the vice-
chancellorship, and made him the heir of his personal possessions. His palace was noted for the 
splendor of its tapestries and carpets and its vessels of gold and silver. {787} The new pope 
possessed conspicuous personal attractions. He was tall and well-formed, and his manners so 
taking that a contemporary, Gasparino of Verona, speaks of his drawing women to himself more 
potently than the magnet attracts iron. {788} The reproof which his gallantries of other days 
called forth from Pius II. at Siena has already been referred to. 
 



The pre-eminent features of Alexander’s career, as the supreme pontiff of Christendom, were his 
dissolute habits and his extravagant passion to exalt the worldly fortunes of his children. In these 
two respects he seemed to be destitute at once of all regard for the solemnity of his office and of 
common conscience. A third feature was the entry of Charles VIII. and the French into Italy and 
Rome. During his pontificate two events occurred whose world-wide significance was 
independent of the occupant of the papal throne,—the one geographical, the other religious,—the 
discovery of America and the execution of the Florentine preacher, Savonarola. As in the reign of 
Calixtus III., so now Spaniards flocked to Rome, and the Milanese ambassador wrote that ten 
papacies would not have been able to satisfy their greed for official recognition. In spite of a 
protocol adopted in the conclave, a month did not pass before Alexander appointed his nephew, 
Juan of Borgia, cardinal, and in the next years he admitted four more members of the Borgia 
family to the sacred college, including his infamous son, Caesar Borgia, at the age of 18. {789} 
 
Alexander’s household and progeny call for treatment first. It soon became evident that the 
supreme passion of his pontificate was to advance the fortunes of his children. {790} His parental 
relations were not merely the subject of rumor; they are vouched for by irresistible documentary 
proof. 
 
Alexander was the acknowledged father of five children by Vanozza de Cataneis: Pedro Luis, 
Juan, Caesar, Lucretia, Joffre and, perhaps, Pedro Ludovico. The briefs issued by Sixtus IV. 
legitimating Caesar and Ludovico are still extant. {791} Two bulls were issued by Alexander 
himself in 1493, bearing on Caesar’s parentage. The first, declaring him to be the son of Vanozza 
by a former husband, was intended to remove the objections the sacred college naturally felt in 
admitting to its number one of uncertain birth. In the second, Alexander announced him to be his 
own son. {792} Tiring of Vanozza, who was 11 years his junior, Alexander put her aside and saw 
that she was married successively to three husbands, himself arranging for the first relationship 
and making provision for the second and the third. {793} In her later correspondence with 
Lucretia she signed herself, thy happy and unhappy mother—la felice ed infelice matre. 
 
These were not the only children Alexander acknowledged. His daughters Girolama and Isabella 
were married 1482 and 1483. {794} Another daughter, Laura, by Julia Farnese, born in 1492, he 
acknowledged as his own child, and in 1501 the pope formally legitimated, as his own son, Juan, 
by a Roman woman. In a first bull he called the boy Caesar’s, but in a second he recognized him 
as his own offspring. {795} 
 
Among Alexander’s mistresses, after he became pope, the most famous was cardinal Farnese’s 
sister, Julia Farnese, called for her beauty, La Bella. Infessura repeatedly refers to her as 
Alexander’s concubine. Her legal husband was appeased by the gift of castles. 
 
The gayeties, escapades, marriages, worldly distinctions and crimes of these children would have 
furnished daily material for paragraphs of a nature to satisfy the most sensational modern taste. 
Don Pedro Luis, Alexander’s eldest son, and his three older brothers began their public careers in 
the service of the Spanish king, Ferdinand, who admitted them to the ranks of the higher nobility 
and sold Gandia, with the title of duke, to Don Pedro. This gallant young Borgia died in 1491 at 
the age of 30, on the eve of his journey from Rome to Spain to marry Ferdinand’s cousin. His 
brother, Don Juan, fell heir to the estate and title of Gandia and was married with princely 
splendor in Barcelona to the princess to whom Don Pedro had been betrothed. 
 
Alexander’s son, Caesar Borgia was as bad as his ambition was insolent. The annals of Rome and 
of the Vatican for more than a decade are filled with his impiety, his intrigues and his crimes. At 
the age of six, he was declared eligible for ordination. He was made protonotary and bishop of 



Pampeluna by Innocent VIII. At his father’s election he hurried from Pisa, where he was 
studying, and on the day of his father’s coronation was appointed archbishop of Valencia. He was 
then sixteen. 
 
Don Joffre was married, at 13, to a daughter of Alfonso of Naples and was made prince of 
Squillace. 
 
The personal fortunes of Alexander’s daughter, Lucretia, constitute one of the notorious and 
tragic episodes of the 15th century. 
 
The most serious foreign issue in Alexander’s reign was the invasion of Charles VIII., king of 
France. The introductory act in what seemed likely to be the complete transformation of Italy was 
the sale of Cervetri and Anguillara to Virginius Orsini for 40,000 ducats by Franceschetto, the 
son of Innocent VIII. This papal scion was contented with a life of ease and retired to Florence. 
The transfer of these two estates was treated by the Sforza as disturbing the balance of power in 
the peninsula, and Ludovico and Ascanio Sforza pressed Alexander to check the influence of 
Ferrante, king of Naples, who was the supporter of the Orsini. Ferrante, a shrewd politician, by 
ministering to Alexander’s passion to advance his children’s fortunes, won him from the alliance 
with the Sforza. He promised to the pope’s son, Joffre, Donna Sancia, a mere child, in marriage. 
Ludovico Sforza, ready to resort to any measure likely to promote his own personal ambition, 
invited Charles VIII. to enter Italy and make good his claim to the crown of Naples on the ground 
of the former Angevin possession. He also applauded the French king’s announced purpose to 
reduce Constantinople once more to Christian dominion. 
 
On Ferrante’s death, 1494, Alfonso II. was crowned king of Naples by Alexander’s nephew, 
Cardinal Juan Borgia. Charles, then only 22, was short, deformed, with an aquiline nose and an 
inordinately big head. He set out for Italy at the head of a splendid army of 40,000 men, equipped 
with the latest inventions in artillery. Julian Rovere, who had resisted Alexander’s policy and fled 
to Avignon, joined with other disaffected cardinals in supporting the French and accompanying 
the French army. Charles’ march through Northern Italy was a series of easy and almost bloodless 
triumphs. Milan threw open its gates to Charles. So did Pisa. Before entering Florence, the king 
was met by Savonarola, who regarded him as the messenger appointed by God to rescue Italy 
from her godless condition. Rome was helpless. Alexander’s ambassadors, sent to treat with the 
invader, were either denied audience or denied satisfaction. In his desperation, the pope resorted 
to the Turkish sultan, Bajazet, for aid. The correspondence that passed between the supreme ruler 
of Christendom and the leading sovereign of the Mohammedan world was rescued from oblivion 
by the capture of its bearer, George Busardo. {796} 40,000 ducats were found on Busardo’s 
person, a payment sent by Bajazet to Alexander for Djem’s safe-keeping. Alexander had 
indicated to the sultan that it was Charles’ aim to carry Djem off to France and then use him as 
the admiral of a fleet for the capture of Constantinople. In reply, Bajazet suggested that such an 
issue would result in even greater damage to the pope than to himself. His papal friend, whom he 
addressed as his Gloriosity—gloriositas, might be pleased to lift the said prisoner, Djem, out of 
the troubles of this present world and transfer his soul into another, where he would enjoy more 
quiet. {797} For performing such a service, he stood ready to give him the sum of 300,000 ducats, 
which, as he suggested, the pope might use in purchasing princedoms for his children. 
 
On the last day of 1494, the French army entered the holy city, dragging with it 36 bronze 
cannon. Such military discipline and equipment the Romans had not seen, and they looked on 
with awe and admiration. To the king’s demand that the castle of S. Angelo be surrendered, 
Alexander sent a refusal declaring that, if the fortress were attacked, he would take his position on 
the walls surrounded with the most sacred relics in Rome. Cardinals Julian Rovere, Sforza, 



Savelli and Colonna, who had ridden into the city with the French troops, urged the king to call a 
council and depose Alexander for simony. But when it came to the manipulation of men, 
Alexander was more than a match for his enemies. Charles had no desire to humiliate the pope, 
except so far as it might be necessary for the accomplishment of his designs upon Naples. A pact 
was arranged, which included the delivery of Djem to the French and the promise that Caesar 
Borgia should accompany the French troops to Naples as papal legate. In the meantime the 
French soldiery had sacked the city, even to Vanozza’s house. Henceforth the king occupied 
quarters in the Vatican, and the disaffected cardinals, with the exception of Julian, were 
reconciled to the pope. 
 
On his march to Naples, which began Jan. 25, 1495, Charles took Djem with him. That individual 
passed out of the gates of Rome, riding at the side of Caesar. These two personages, the Turkish 
pretender and the pontiff’s son, had been on terms of familiarity, and often rode on horseback 
together. Within a month after leaving Rome, and before reaching Naples, the Oriental died. The 
capital of Southern Italy was an easy prize for the invaders. Caesar had been able to make his 
escape from the French camp. His son’s shrewdness and good luck afforded Alexander as much 
pleasure as did the opportunity of joining the king of Spain and the cities of Northern Italy in an 
alliance against Charles. In 1496, the alliance was strengthened by the accession of Henry VII. of 
England. After abandoning himself for several months to the pleasures of the Neapolitan capital, 
the French king retraced his course and, after the battle of Fornuovo, July 6, 1495, evacuated 
Italy. Alexander had evaded him by retiring from Rome, and sent after the retreating king a 
message to return to his proper dominions on pain of excommunication. The summons neither 
hastened the departure of the French nor prevented them from returning to the peninsula again in 
a few years. {798} 
 
The misfortunes and scandals of the papal household were not interrupted by the French invasion, 
and continued after it. In the summer of 1497, occurred the mysterious murder of Alexander’s 
son, the duke of Gandia, then 24 years old. It was only a sample of the crimes being perpetrated 
in Rome. The duke had supped with Caesar, his brother, and Cardinal Juan Borgia at the 
residence of Vanozza. The supper being over, the two brothers rode together as far as the palace 
of Cardinal Sforza. There they separated, the duke going, as he said, on some private business, 
and accompanied by a masked man who had been much with him for a month past. The next day, 
Alexander waited for his son in vain. In the evening, unable to bear the suspense longer, he 
instituted an investigation. The man in the mask had been found mortally wounded. A charcoal-
dealer deposed that, after midnight, he had seen several men coming to the brink of the river, one 
of them on a white horse, over the back of which was thrown a dead man. They backed the horse 
and pitched the body into the water. The pope was inconsolable with grief, and remained without 
food from Thursday to Sunday. He had recently made his son lord of the papal patrimony and of 
Viterbo, standard-bearer of the church and duke of Benevento. In reporting the loss to the 
consistory of cardinals, the father declared that he loved Don Juan more than anything in the 
world, and that if he had seven papacies he would give them all to restore his son’s life. 
 
The origin of the murder was a mystery. Different persons were picked out as the perpetrators. It 
was surmised that the deed was committed by some lover who had been abused by the gay duke. 
Suspicion also fastened on Ascanio Sforza, the only cardinal who did not attend the consistory. 
But gradually the conviction prevailed that the murderer was no other than Caesar Borgia 
himself, and the Italian historian, Guicciardini, three years later adopted the explanation of 
fratricide. Caesar, it was rumored, was jealous of the place the duke of Gandia held in his father’s 
affections, and hankered after the worldly honors which had been heaped upon him. 
 



When the charcoal-dealer was asked why he did not at once report the dark scene, he replied that 
such deeds were a common occurrence and he had witnessed a hundred like it. {799} 
 
In the first outburst of his grief, Alexander, moved by feelings akin to repentance, appointed a 
commission of six cardinals to bring in proposals for the reformation of the curia and the Church. 
His reforming ardor was, however, soon spent, and the proposals, when offered, were set aside as 
derogatory to the papal prerogative. For the next two years, the marriages and careers of his 
children, Caesar and Lucretia, were treated as if they were the chief concern of Christendom. 
 
Lucretia, born in 1480, had already been twice betrothed to Spaniards, when the father was 
elected pope and sought for her a higher alliance. In 1493, she was married to John Sforza, lord of 
Pesaro, a man of illegitimate birth. The young princess was assigned a palace of her own near the 
Vatican, where Julia Farnese ruled as her father’s mistress. It was a gay life she lived, as the 
centre of the young matrons of Rome. Accompanied by a hundred of them at a time, she rode to 
church. She was pronounced by the master of ceremonies of the papal chapel most fair, of a 
bright disposition, and given to fun and laughter. {800} The charges of incest with her own father 
and brother Caesar made against her on the streets of the papal city, in the messages of 
ambassadors and by the historian, Guicciardini, seem too shocking to be believed, and have been 
set aside by Gregorovius, the most brilliant modern authority for her life. The distinguished 
character of her last marriage and the domestic peace and happiness by which it was marked seem 
to be sufficient to discredit the damaging accusations. 
 
The marriage with the lord of Pesaro was celebrated in the Vatican, after a sermon had been 
preached by the bishop of Concordia. Among the guests were 11 cardinals and 150 Roman ladies. 
The entertainment lasted till 5 in the morning. There was dancing, and obscene comedies were 
performed, with Alexander and the cardinals looking on. And all this, exclaims a contemporary," 
to the honor and praise of Almighty God and the Roman church!" {801} 
 
After spending some time with her husband on his estate, Lucretia was divorced from him on the 
charge of his impotency, the divorce being passed upon by a commission of cardinals. After 
spending a short time in a convent, the princess was married to Don Alfonso, duke of Besiglia, 
the bastard son of Alfonso II. of Naples. The Vatican again witnessed the nuptial ceremony, but 
the marriage was, before many months, to be brought to a close by the duke’s murder. 
 
In the meantime Donna Sancia, the wife of Joffre, had come to the city, May, 1496, and been 
received at the gates by cardinals, Lucretia and other important personages. The pope, surrounded 
by 11 cardinals, and with Lucretia on his right hand, welcomed his son and daughter-in-law in the 
Vatican. According to Burchard, the two princesses boldly occupied the priests’ benches in St. 
Peter’s. Later, it was said, Sancia’s two brothers-in-law, the duke of Gandia and Caesar, 
quarrelled over her and possessed her in turn. Alexander sent her back to Naples, whether for this 
reason or not is not known. She was afterwards received again in Rome. 
 
Caesar, in spite of his yearly revenues amounting to 35,000 ducats, had long since grown tired of 
an ecclesiastical career. Bishop and cardinal-deacon though he was, he deposed before his fellow-
cardinals that from the first he had been averse to orders, and received them in obedience to his 
father’s wish. These words Gregorovius has pronounced to be perhaps the only true words the 
prince ever spoke. Caesar’s request was granted by the unanimous voice of the sacred college. 
Alexander, whose policy it now was to form a lasting bond between France and the papacy, 
looked to Louis XII., successor of Charles VIII., for a proper introduction of his son upon a 
worldly career. {802} Louis was anxious to be divorced from his deformed and childless wife, 
Joanna of Valois, and to be united to Charles’ young widow, Anne, who carried the dowry of 



Brittany with her. There were advantages to be gained on both sides. Dispensation was given to 
the king, and Caesar was made duke of Valentinois and promised a wife of royal line. 
 
The arrangements for Caesar’s departure from Rome were on a grand scale. The richest textures 
were added to gold and silver vessels and coin, so that, when the young man departed from the 
city, he was preceded by a line of mules carrying goods worth 200,000 ducats on their backs. The 
duke’s horses were shod with silver. The contemporary writer gives a picture of Alexander 
standing at the window, watching the cortege, in which were four cardinals, as it passed towards 
the West. The party went by way of Avignon. After some disappointment in not securing the 
princess whom Caesar had picked out, Charlotte d’Albret, then a young lady of sixteen, and a 
sister of the king of Navarre, was chosen. When the news of the marriage, which was celebrated 
in May, 1499, reached Rome, Alexander and the Spaniards illuminated their houses and the 
streets in honor of the proud event. The advancement of this abandoned man, from this time forth, 
engaged Alexander VI.’s supreme energies. The career of Caesar Borgia passes, if possible, into 
stages of deeper darkness, and the mind shrinks back from the awful sensuality, treachery and 
cruelty for which no crime was too revolting. Everything had to give way that stood in the hard 
path of his vulgar ambition and profligate greed. And at last his father, ready to sacrifice all that is 
sacred in religion and human life to secure his son’s promotion, became his slave, and in fear 
dared not to offer resistance to his plans. 
 
The duke was soon back in Italy, accompanying the French army led by Louis XII. The reduction 
of Milan and Naples followed. The taking of Milan reduced Alexander’s former ally and brought 
captivity to Ascanio Sforza, the cardinal, but it was welcome news in the Vatican. Alexander was 
bent, with the help of Louis, upon creating a great dukedom in central Italy for his son, with a 
kingly dominion over all the peninsula as the ultimate act of the drama. The fall of Naples was 
due in part to the pope’s perfidy in making an alliance with Louis and deposing the Neapolitan 
king, Frederick. 
 
Endowed by his father with the proud title of duke of the Romagna and made captain-general of 
the church, Caesar, with the help of 8,000 mercenaries, made good his rights to Imola, Forli, 
Rimini and other towns, some of the victories being celebrated by services in St. Peter’s. At the 
same time, Lucretia was made regent of Nepi and Spoleto. As a part of the family program, the 
indulgent father proceeded to declare war against the Gaetani house and to despoil the Colonna, 
Savelli and Orsini. No obstacle should be allowed to remain in the ambitious path of the 
unscrupulous son. Upon him was also conferred that emblem of purity of character or of high 
service to the Church, the Golden Rose. 
 
The celebration of the Jubilee in the opening year of the new century, which was to be so 
eventful, brought hundreds of thousands of pilgrims to the holy city, and the great sums which 
were collected were reserved for the Turkish crusade, or employed for the advancement of the 
Borgias. The bull announcing the festival offered to those visiting Rome free indulgence for the 
most grievous sins. {803} On Christmas eve, 1499, Alexander struck the Golden Gate with a 
silver mallet, repeating the words of Revelation, "He openeth and no man shutteth." 
 
In glaring contrast to the religious ends with which the Jubilee was associated in the minds of the 
pilgrims, Caesar entered Rome, in February, surrounded with all the trappings of military 
conquest. Among the festivities provided to relieve the tedium of religious occupations was a 
Spanish bull-fight. The square of St. Peter’s was enclosed with a railing and the spectators looked 
on while the pope’s son, Caesar, killed five bulls. The head of the last he severed with a single 
stroke of his sword. 
 



Another of the fearful tragedies of the Borgia family filled the atmosphere of this holy year with 
its smothering fumes, the murder of Lucretia’s husband, the duke of Besiglia, to whom she had 
borne a son. {804} On returning home at night he was fallen upon at the steps of St. Peter’s and 
stabbed. Carried to his palace, he was recovering, when Caesar, who had visited him several 
times, at last had him strangled, August 18, 1500. The pope’s son openly declared his 
responsibility, and gave as an explanation that he himself was in danger from the prince. 
 
With such scenes the new century was introduced in the papal city. But the end was not yet. The 
appointment of cardinals had been prostituted into a convenient device for filling the papal 
coffers and advancing the schemes of the papal family. In 1493 Alexander added 12 to the sacred 
college, including Alexander Farnese, afterwards Paul III., and brother to the pope’s mistress. 
From these creations more than 100,000 ducats are said to have been realized. {805} In 1496 four 
more were added, all Spaniards, including the pope’s nephew, Giovanni Borgia, and making 9 
Spaniards in Alexander’s cabinet. When 12 cardinals were appointed, Sept. 28, 1500, Caesar 
reaped 120,000 ducats as his reward. He had openly explained that he needed the money for his 
designs in the Romagna. In 1503, just before his father’s death, the duke received 130,000 more 
for 9 red hats. He raised 64,000 by the appointment of new abbreviators. Nor were the dead to go 
free. At the death of Cardinal Ferrari, 50,000 ducats were seized from his effects, and when 
Cardinal Michael died, nephew of Paul II., 150,000 ducats were transferred to the duke’s account. 
 
One iniquity only led to another, Cardinal Orsini, while on a visit to the pope, was taken prisoner. 
His palace was dismantled, and other members of the family seized and their castles confiscated. 
The cardinal’s mother, aged fourscore, secured from Alexander, upon the payment of 2,000 
ducats and a costly pearl which Orsini’s mistress had in her possession and, dressed as a man, 
took to Alexander, {806} the privilege of supplying her son with a daily dole of bread. But the 
unfortunate man’s doom was sealed. He came to his death, as it was believed, by poison prepared 
by Alexander. {807} 
 
The last of Alexander’s notable achievements for his family was the marriage of Lucretia to 
Alfonso, son of Hercules, duke of Ferrara, 1502. The young duke was 24, and a widower. The 
prejudices of his father were removed through the good offices of the king of France and a 
reduction of the tribute due from Ferrara, as a papal fief, from 400 ducats to 100 florins, the 
college of cardinals giving their assent. While the negotiations were going on, Alexander, during 
an absence of three months from Rome, confided his correspondence and the transaction of his 
business to the hands of his daughter. This appointment made the college of cardinals subject to 
her. 
 
Lucretia entered with zest into the settlement of the preliminaries leading up to the betrothal and 
into the preparations for the nuptials. When the news of the signing of the marriage contract 
reached Rome, early in September, 1501, she went to S. Maria del Popolo, accompanied by 300 
knights and four bishops, and gave public thanks. On the way she took off her cloak, said to be 
worth 300 ducats, and gave it to her buffoon. Putting it on, he rode through the streets crying out, 
"Hurrah for the most illustrious duchess of Ferrara. Hurrah for Alexander VI." {808} For three 
hours the great bell on the capitol was kept ringing, and bonfires were lit through the city to 
"incite everybody to joy." The pope’s daughter, although she had been four times betrothed and 
twice married, was only 21 at the time of her last engagement. According to the Ferrarese 
ambassador, her face was most beautiful and her manners engaging. {809} In the brilliant escort 
sent by Hercules to conduct his future daughter-in-law to her new home, were the duke’s two 
younger sons, who were entertained at the Vatican. Caesar and 19 cardinals, including Cardinal 
Hippolytus of Este, met the escort at the Porto del Popolo. Night after night, the Vatican was 
filled with the merriment of dancing and theatrical plays. At her father’s request, Lucretia 



performed special dances. The formal ceremony of marriage was performed, December 30th, in 
St. Peter’s, Don Ferdinand acting as proxy for his brother. Preceded by 50 maids of honor, a duke 
on each side of her, the bride proceeded to the basilica. Her approach was announced by 
musicians playing in the portico. Within on his throne sat the pontiff, surrounded by 13 cardinals. 
After a sermon, which Alexander ordered made short, a ring was put on Lucretia’s finger by 
Duke Ferdinand. Then the Cardinal d’Este approached, laying on a table 4 other rings, a diamond, 
an emerald, a turquoise and a ruby, and, at his order, a casket was opened which contained many 
jewels, including a head-dress of 16 diamonds and 150 large pearls. But with exquisite courtesy, 
the prelate begged the princess not to spurn the gift, as more gems were awaiting her in Ferrara. 
 
The rest of the night was spent in a banquet in the Vatican, when comedies were rendered, in 
which Caesar was one of the leading figures. To their credit be it said, that some of the cardinals 
and other dignitaries preferred to retire early. The week which followed was filled with 
entertainments, including a bull-fight on St. Peter’s square, in which Caesar again was entered as 
a matador. 
 
The festivities were brought to a close Jan. 6th, 1502. 150 mules carried the bride’s trousseau and 
other baggage. The lavish father had told her to take what she would. Her dowry in money was 
100,000 ducats. A brilliant cavalcade, in which all the cardinals and ambassadors and the 
magistrates of the municipality took part, accompanied the party to the city gates and beyond, 
while Cardinal Francesco Borgia accompanied the party the whole journey. In this whole affair, 
in spite of ourselves, sympathy for a father supplants our indignation at his perfidy in violating 
the sacred vows of a Catholic priest and the pledge of the supreme pontiff. Alexander followed 
the cavalcade as far as he could with his eye, changing his position from window to window. But 
no mention is made by any of the writers of the bride’s mother. Was she also a witness of the 
gayeties from some concealed or open standing-place? 
 
Lucretia never returned to Rome. And so this famous woman, whose fortunes awaken the deepest 
interest and also the deepest sympathy, passes out from the realm of this history and she takes her 
place in the family annals of the noble house of Este. She gained the respect of the court and the 
admiration of the city, living a quiet, domestic life till her death in 1519. Few mortals have seen 
transpire before their own eyes and in so short a time so much of dissemblance and crime as she. 
She was not forty when she died. The old representation, which made her the heroine of the 
dagger and the poisoned cup and guilty of incest, has given way to the milder judgment of 
Reumont and Gregorovius, with whom Pastor agrees. While they do not exonerate her from all 
profligacy, they rescue her from being an abandoned Magdalen, and make appeal to our 
considerate judgment by showing that she was made by her father an instrument of his ambitions 
for his family and that at last she exhibited the devotion of a wife and of a mother. Her son, 
Hercules, who reigned till 1559, was the husband of Renee, the princess who welcomed Calvin 
and Clement Marot to her court. 
 
Death finally put an end to the scandals of Alexander’s reign. After an entertainment given by 
Cardinal Hadrian, the pope and his son Caesar were attacked with fever. It was reported that the 
poison which they had prepared for a cardinal was by mistake or intentionally put into the cups 
they themselves used. {810} The pontiff’s sickness lasted less than a week. The third day he was 
bled. On his death-bed he played cards with some of his cardinals. At the last, he received the 
eucharist and extreme unction and died in the presence of five members of the sacred college. It is 
especially noted by that well-informed diarist, Burchard, that during his sickness Alexander never 
spoke a single word about Lucretia or his son, the duke. Caesar was too ill to go to his father’s 
sick-bed but, on hearing of his death, he sent Micheletto to demand of the chamberlain the keys to 
the papal exchequer, threatening to strangle the cardinal, Casanova, and throw him out of the 



window in case he refused. Terrified out of his wits,—perterritus, —the cardinal yielded, and 
100,000 ducats of gold and silver were carried away to the bereaved son. 
 
In passing an estimate upon Alexander VI., it must be remembered that the popular and also the 
carefully expressed judgments of contemporaries are against him. {811} The rumor was current 
that the devil himself was present at the death-scene and that, paying the price he had promised 
him for the gift of the papacy 12 years before, Alexander replied to the devil’s beckonings that he 
well understood the time had come for the final stage of the transaction. {812} 
 
Alexander’s intellectual abilities have abundant proof in the results of his diplomacy by which be 
was enabled to plot for the political advancement of Caesar Borgia, with the support of France, at 
whose feet he had at one time been humbled, by his winning back the support of the disaffected 
cardinals, and by his immunity from personal hurt through violence, unless it be through poison 
at last. That which marks him out for unmitigated condemnation is his lack of principle. Mental 
ability, which is ascribed to the devil himself, is no substitute for moral qualities. Perfidy, 
treachery, greed, lust and murder were stored up in Alexander’s heart. {813} While he shrank 
from the commission of no crime to reach the objects of his ambition, he was wont to engage in 
the solemn exercises of devotion, and even to say the mass with his own lips. To measure his 
iniquity, as has been said, one need only compare his actions with the simple statement of the 
precepts, "Thou shalt not kill, thou shalt not commit adultery, thou shalt not steal." Elevation to a 
position of responsibility usually has the effect of sobering a man’s spirit, but Rodrigo Borgia 
degraded the highest office in the gift of Christendom for his own carnal designs. The moral 
qualities and aims of Gregory VII. and Innocent III., however much we may dissent from those 
aims, command respect. Alexander VI. was sensual, and his ability to govern men, no matter how 
great it was, should not moderate the abhorrence which his depraved aims arouse. The man with 
brute force can hold others in terror, but he is a brute, nevertheless. The standards, it must be 
confessed, of life in Rome were low when Rodrigo was made cardinal, and a Roman chronicler 
could say that every priest had his mistress and almost all the Roman monasteries had been turned 
into lupinaria —brothels. {814} But holy traditions still lingered around the sacred places of the 
city; the solemn rites of the Christian ritual were still performed; the dissoluteness of the Roman 
emperors still seemed hellish when compared with the sacrifice of the cross. And yet, two years 
before Alexander’s death, October 31, 1501, an orgy took place in the Vatican by Caesar’s 
appointment whose obscenity the worst of the imperial revels could hardly have surpassed. 50 
courtezans spent the night dancing, with the servants and others present, first with their clothes on 
and then nude, the pope and Lucretia looking on. The women, still naked, and going on their 
hands and feet, picked up chestnuts thrown on the ground, and then received prizes of cloaks, 
shoes, caps and other articles. {815} 
 
To Alexander nothing was sacred,—office, virtue, marriage, or life. As cardinal he was present at 
the nuptials of the young Julia Farnese, and probably at that very moment conceived the purpose 
of corrupting her, and in a few months she was his acknowledged mistress. The cardinal of Gurk 
said to the Florentine envoy, "When I think of the pope’s life and the lives of some of his 
cardinals, I shudder at the thought of remaining in the curia, and I will have nothing to do with it 
unless God reforms His Church." It was a biting thrust when certain German knights, summoned 
to Rome, wrote to the pontiff that they were good Christians and served the Count Palatine, who 
worshipped God, loved justice, hated vice and was never accused of adultery. "We believe," they 
went on, "in a just God who will punish with eternal flames robbery, sacrilege, violence, abuse of 
the patrimony of Christ, concubinage, simony and other enormities by which the Christian 
Church is being scandalized." {816} 
 



It is pleasant to turn to the few acts of this last pontificate of the 15th century which have another 
aspect than pure selfishness or depravity. In 1494, Alexander canonized Anselm without, 
however, referring to the Schoolman’s great treatise on the atonement, or his argument for the 
existence of God. {817} He promoted the cult of St. Anna, the Virgin Mary’s reputed mother, to 
whom Luther was afterwards devoted. {818} He almost blasphemously professed himself under 
the special protection of the Virgin, to whom he ascribed his deliverance from death on several 
occasions, by sea and in the papal palace. 
 
In accord with the later practice of the Roman Catholic Church, Alexander restricted the freedom 
of the press, ordering that no volume should be published without episcopal sanction. {819} His 
name meets the student of Western discovery in its earliest period, but his treatment of America 
shows that he was not informed of the purposes of Providence. In two bulls, issued May 4th and 
5th, 1493, he divided the Western world between Portugal and Spain by a line 100 leagues west 
of the Azores, running north and south. These documents mention Christopher Columbus as a 
worthy man, much to be praised, who, apt as a sailor, and after great perils, labors and 
expenditures, had discovered islands and continents—terras firmas —never before known. The 
possession of the lands in the West, discovered and yet to be discovered, was assigned to Spain 
and Portugal to be held and governed in perpetuity,—in perpetuum, —and the pope solemnly 
declared that he made the gift out of pure liberality, and by the authority of the omnipotent God, 
conceded to him in St. Peter, and by reason of the vicarship of Jesus Christ, which he 
administered on earth. {820} Nothing could be more distinctly stated. As Peter’s successor, 
Alexander claimed the right to give away the Western Continent, and his gift involved an 
unending right of tenure. This prerogative of disposing of the lands in the West was in accordance 
with Constantine’s invented gift to Sylvester, recorded in the spurious Isidorian decretals. {821} 
 
If any papal bull might be expected to have the quality of inerrancy, it is the bull bearing so 
closely on the destinies of the great American continent, and through it on the world’s history. 
But the terms of the bull of May 4th were set aside a year after its issue by the political treaty of 
Tordesillas, June 7, 1494, which shifted the line to a distance 370 leagues west of the Cape Verde 
Islands. And the centuries have rudely overturned the supreme pontiff’s solemn bequest until not 
a foot of land on this Western continent remains in the possession of the kingdoms to which it 
was given. Putting aside the distinctions between doctrinal and disciplinary decisions, which are 
made by many Catholic exponents of the dogma of papal infallibility, Alexander’s bull conferring 
the Americas, as Innocent III.’s bull pronouncing the stipulations of the Magna Charta forever 
null, should afford a sufficient refutation of the dogma. 
 
The character and career of Alexander VI. afford an argument against the theory of the divine 
institution and vicarial prerogatives of the papacy which the doubtful exegesis of our Lord’s 
words to Peter ought not to be allowed to counteract. If we leave out all the wicked popes of the 
9th and 10th centuries, forget for a moment the cases of Honorius and other popes charged with 
heresy, and put aside the offending popes of the Renaissance period and all the bulls which sin 
against common reason, such as Innocent VIII.’s bull against witchcraft, Alexander is enough to 
forbid that theory. Could God commit his Church for 12 years to such a monster? It is fair to 
recognize that Catholic historians feel the difficulty, although they find a way to explain it away. 
Cardinal Hergenrother says that, Christendom was delivered from a great offence by Alexander’s 
death, but even in his case, unworthy as this pope was, his teachings are to be obeyed, and in him 
the promise made to the chair of St. Peter was fulfilled. {Matthew 23:2,3} In no instance did 
Alexander VI. prescribe to the Church anything contrary to morals or the faith, and never did he 
lead her astray in disciplinary decrees which, for the most part, were excellent. {822} 
 



In like strain, Pastor writes: {823} In spite of Alexander, the purity of the Church’s teaching 
continued unharmed. It was as if Providence wanted to show that men may injure the Church, but 
that it is not in their power to destroy it. As a bad setting does not diminish the value of the 
precious stone, so the sinfulness of a priest cannot do any essential detriment either to his 
dispensation of her sacraments or to the doctrines committed to her. Gold remains gold, whether 
dispensed by clean hands or unclean. The papal office is exalted far above the personality of its 
occupants, and cannot lose its dignity or gain essential worth by the worthiness or unworthiness 
of its occupants. Peter sinned deeply, and yet the supreme pastoral office was committed to him. 
It was from this standpoint that Pope Leo the Great declared that the dignity of St. Peter is not 
lost, even in an unworthy successor. "Petri dignitas etiam in indigno haeredo non deficit." Leo’s 
words Pastor adopts as the motto of his history. 
 
In such reasoning, the illustrations beg the question. No matter how clean or unclean the hands 
may be which handle it, lead remains lead, and no matter whether the setting be gold or tin, an 
opaque stone remains opaque which is held by them. The personal opinion of Leo the Great will 
not be able to stand against the growing judgment of mankind, that the Head of the Church does 
not commit the keeping of sacred truth to wicked hands or confide the pastorate over the Church 
to a man of unholy and lewd lips. The papal theory of the succession of Peter, even if there were 
no other hostile historic testimony, would founder on the personality of Alexander VI., who set an 
example of all depravity. Certainly the true successors of Peter will give in their conduct some 
evidence of the fulfilment of Christ’s words "the kingdom of heaven is within you." Who looks 
for an illustration of obedience to the mandates of the Most High to the last pontiff of the 15th 
century! {824} 
 
{785} Pastor, III. 278, says that, "from the moment he received priestly consecration to the end of 
his life, he was a slave to the demon of sensuality." Hefele-Knopfler, Kirchengesch., p. 485, 
speaks of his career before he reached the papal office as having been "very dissolute"—sehr 
dissolut. Prof. Villari, Machiavelli, I. 279, calls Alexander the worst of the popes, whose "crimes 
were sufficient to upset any human society." Gregorovius and Pastor have carried on the most 
notable researches in this period, and rivalled one another in the brilliant description of 
Alexander’s reign and domestic relations. 
 
{786} P. 281. In his despatch to the duchess of Este, published by Pastor, 1st ed., III. 879, 
Giovanni Boccaccio, bishop of Modena, gives an estimate of Borgia’s ability to pay for the tiara, 
the vice-chancellorship worth 8,000 ducats, the cities of Nepi and Civita Castellana, abbeys In 
Aquila and Albano, each worth 1,000 ducats a year, two large abbeys in the kingdom of Naples, 
the abbey of Sabiaco, worth 2,000 a year., abbeys in Spain, 16 bishoprics in Spain, the see of 
Porto, worth 1,200 ducats, and numerous other ecclesiastical places. 
 
{787} The letter of Cardinal Sforza to his brother, dated 1484, and publ. by Pastor, III. 876, gives 
a description of his associate’s palace. 
 
{788} Sigismondo, II. 53, ascribes to Alexander majestas formae. 
 
{789} Burchard, I. 577. 
 
{790} Seine Kinder zu erhohen war sein vorzuglichstes Ziel is the statement of the calm Catholic 
historian, Funk, p. 373. 
 
{791} They are given in Burchard, Supplement to vol. III, and dated Oct. 1, 1480, and Nov. 4, 
1481. 



 
{792} See W. H. Woodward, Two Bulls of Alex. VI.,  Sept., 1493, in Engl. Hist. Rev., 1908, pp. 
730-734. 
 
{793} Vanozza outlived Alexander 15 years, dying 1518. Her epitaph formerly in S. Maria del 
Popolo reads, Vanotiae Cathanae, Caesare Valentiae, Joane Candiae, Jufredo Scylatii et 
Lucretiae Ferrariae, ducibus filiis, etc. See Creighton, III. 163, Pastor, III. 279. Pastor says that to 
deny the authenticity of this inscription as Ollivier does is nothing less than ridiculous—geradezu 
lacherlich. On Ollivier’s attempt to rehabilitate Alexander, see Pastor’s caustic words in 1st ed., I. 
589. Burchard constantly calls Lucretia papae filia, II. 278, 386, 493, etc., and Joffre and the 
other boys his sons. So also Sigismondo II. 249, 270, etc. The nativity of Pedro Ludovico is not 
absolutely certain, but it is highly probable that Vanozza was his mother. 
 
{794} Gregorovius, Lucrezia Borgia, p. 19, and Appendix, Germ. ed., where the marriage 
contract of Girolama is given. 
 
{795} These two bulls, extant at Mantua and first published by Gregorovius, Lucr. Borgia, 
Appendix, 76-85, were issued the same day. Burchard, III. 170, calls the child’s mother quaedam 
Romana. Following Burchard, Gregorovius and Pastor have no doubt that it was Alexander’s own 
child. Pastor, III. 475, says that the bull is unquestionably genuine. A satire of the year 1500 
ascribes to Alexander 3 or 4 children by Julia Farnese. According to Villari, Life of Savonarola, 
p. 376, note, the Civilta cattolica, the papal organ at Rome, March 15, 1873, acknowledged the 
existence of Giovanni, as Alexander’s sixth or seventh child. 
 
{796} These letters are given in full by Burchard, II. 202 sqq. Alexander’s letters Gregorovius 
pronounces to be genuine beyond a doubt. The sultan’s are matter of dispute. Ranke discredited 
them, but Gregorovius regards their contents as genuine, though the form may be spurious. 
Creighton, III. 300 sqq., gives reasons for accepting them. 
 
{797} Dictum Gem levare facere ex angustiisistius mundi et transferre ejus animan in aliud 
seculum ubi meliorem habebit quietem, Burchard, II. 209. 
 
{798} The French left behind them a terrible legacy in the disease which they are said to have 
carrried during the Crusades and again a century ago, under Napoleon, to Syria, and known as the 
French disease. See Pastor, III. 7. 
 
{799} Burchard’s account of the tragedy, II. 387-390. Gregorovius, VIII. 424, confidently 
advocates the theory of fratricide. This explains why Alexander dropped the investigation two 
weeks after it was begun, and why he and Caesar in the first meetings after the event were silent 
in each other’s presence. However, it is almost too much to believe that Alexander would at once 
begin to heap honors upon Caesar, as he did, if the father believed him to be the murderer. 
Roscoe, I. 153 sq., and Pastor discredit the theory of fratricide, to which Creighton, III. 388, also 
inclines. Don Juan was the only one of the Borgias that founded a family. 
 
{800} Burchard, II. 280, 493, filia clarissima, filia jocosa et risoria. 
 
{801} Infessura, p. 286 sq., closes his account by saying he would not tell all, lest it might seem 
incredible. The account of Boccaccio, ambassador of Ferrara, who was present, is given by 
Gregorov., Lucr. Borgia, pp. 59-61. 
 



{802} Alexander had courteously attended a mass for the repose of the soul of his old enemy, 
Charles, in the Sistine chapel, Burchard, II. 461. 
 
{803} Burchard, II. 591-593. 
 
{804} Rodrigo, who was baptized in St. Peter’s, Nov. 1, 1499, the 16 cardinals then in Rome, 
many ambassadors and other dignitaries being present. In 1501 he was invested with the duchy of 
Sermoneta. Burchard, II. 675, 578; III. 170. 
 
{805} Infessura, p. 293. 
 
{806} Burchard, III. 236. 
 
{807} So Pastor, though with some hesitation, III. 491. Even Creighton, IV. 40, is unwilling to 
dismiss the charge as groundless. But in another place, p. 265, he seems to contradict himself. 
 
{808} Burchard, III. 161 sq. 
 
{809} The letter is given in Gregor., Lucr. Borgia, p. 212. 
 
{810} The question of whether or no poison was the cause of the pope’s death must be regarded 
as an open one. This is the view taken by Gregorovius, Roscoe, I. 193 sq., Reumont, Pastor, III. 
499. Creighton, IV. 43, and Hergenrother, III. 987, are against the theory of poisoning. Neither 
Burchard nor the ambassador of Venice speak of poison. The ambassador of Mantua, writing on 
the 19th, denies the charge, which was freely made on the streets. Ranke, D. rom. Papste, p. 35, 
distinctly decides for poisoning. So also Hase, Kirchengesch., III. 353. Many contemporary 
writers pronounced for poisoning, Guicciardini, Cardinal Bembo, Jovius, Cardinal Aegidius, etc. 
Alexander’s physician gave as the immediate cause of death apoplexy. Against the theory of 
poisoning is the fact that Cardinal Hadrian was also taken sick. On the other hand is the evidence 
that Alexander’s body immediately after death was bloated and disfigured and his mouth was 
filled with foam, and that Caesar was taken sick at the same time with the same symptoms, a fact 
which Gregorovius, VII. 521, pronounces the strongest evidence for the theory of poisoning. 
 
{811} There is one exception, the address made in the conclave after Alexander’s death by the 
bishop of Gallipolis. See Garnett’s art. Engl. Hist. Rev., 1892, p. 311 sq., giving the text of the 
British Museum, the only copy in existence. 
 
{812} The duke of Mantua, whose camp was near Rome, wrote to his duchess that seven devils 
appeared in the pope’s room at the moment of his death, that the body swelled and was dragged 
from the bed with a cord. Gregorovius, Lucr. Borgia, p. 288. 
 
{813} Bishop Creighton, IV. 44, lays stress on the fact that hypocrisy was not added to 
Alexander’s other vices. 
 
{814} Infessura, p. 287. 
 
{815} Burchard, III. 167, who reports the wild scene, was reticent about many of the evil 
happenings in the papal palace. The other authorities for the orgy may be seen in Thuasne’s ed. of 
Burchard. See also Villari, Machiavelli, I. 538. When we are taken to the square of St. Peter’s, 
where the pope and the cardinals watched a feat of tight-rope walking, an expert walking with a 



child in his arms, we may easily applaud or tolerate the recreation, Burchard, III. 210; but the 
dark furies of evil seem at will to have had mastery over Alexander’s soul. 
 
{816} Burchard, III. 110. 
 
{817} Mansi, XXXII. 533 sq. 
 
{818} Calvin spoke of having been taken as a child by his mother to the abbey of Ourscamp, near 
Noyon, where a part of St. Anna’s body was preserved, and of having kissed the relic. 
 
{819} Decretum de libris non sine censura imprimendis, 1501. Reusch, Index, p. 54. 
 
{820}, Deuteronomy nostra mera liberalitate... auctoritate omnip. Dei, nobis in beato Petro 
concessa, ac vicariatus J. Christi, qua fungimur in terris. For the bull, see Mirbt, pp. 174-176. 
Also Fiske, Disc. of Am., I. 454-458; II. 581-593. 
 
{821} Pastor, III. 520, seeks to break the force of the charge that Alexander’s gift was a short-
sighted piece of work by putting the unnatural interpretation upon donamus et assignamus, that it 
referred only to what Portugal and Spain had already acquired. But the very wording of the bull 
makes this impossible, for it is distinctly said that all islands and continents were given to Spain 
and Portugal which were to be discovered in the future, as well as those which were already 
discovered—omnes insulas et terras firmas inventas et inveniendas, detectas et detegendas. For 
the bull of Sept. 26, 1493, giving India to Spain, see Davenport in Am. Hist. Rev., 1909, p. 764 
sqq. 
 
{822} Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 987. 
 
{823} III. 503 
 
{824} Pastor, in the course of prolonged estimates, Gesch. der Papste, III. pp. vi, 601sq., etc., 
says: "The life of this voluptuary—Genussmenschen —a man of untamed sensuality, contradicted 
at every point the demands of him he was called upon to represent. With unrestrained abandon, he 
gave himself up to a vicious life until his end." Ranke thus expresses himself, Hist. of the Popes, 
Germ. ed., I. 32. "All his life through, Alexander was bent on nothing else than to enjoy the 
world, to live pleasurably, to satisfy his passions and ambitions." The estimate of Gregorovius, 
City of Rome, VII. 525, is this: "No one can ever discover in Alexander’s history any other 
guiding principle than the contemptible one of aggrandizing his children at any cost. To the 
despicable objects of nepotism and self-preservation he sacrificed his own conscience, the 
happiness of nations, the existence of Italy and the good of the Church." Bishop Creighton, IV. 
43-49, lays such elaborate emphasis upon Alexander’s knowledge of politics, firmness of purpose 
and affability of manners that one loses the impression of the baseness of his morals and the 
sacrilege to which he subjected his office and himself. He seems to have been influenced by 
Roscoe’s presentation of Alexander’s "many great qualities," I. 195.  



55. Julius II., the Warrior-Pope. 1503-1513. 
 
Alexander’s successor, Pius III., a nephew of Pius II., and a man of large family, succumbed, 
within a month after his election, to the gout and other infirmities. He was followed by Julian 
Rovere, Alexander’s old rival, who, as cardinal, had played a conspicuous part for more than 30 
years. He proved to be the ablest and most energetic pontiff the Church had had since the days of 
Innocent III. and Gregory IX. in the 13th century. 
 
At Alexander’s death, Caesar Borgia attempted to control the situation. He afterwards told 
Machiavelli that he had made provision for every exigency except the undreamed-of conjunction 
of his own and his father’s sickness. {825} Consternation ruled in Rome, but with the aid of the 
ambassadors of France, Germany, Venice and Spain, Caesar was prevailed upon to withdraw 
from the city, while the Orsini and the Colonna families, upon which Alexander had heaped high 
insult, entered it again. 
 
The election of Julian Rovere, who assumed the name of Julius II., was accomplished with 
despatch October 31, 1503, after bribery had been freely resorted to. The Spanish cardinals, 11 in 
number and still in a measure under Caesar’s control, gave their votes to the successful candidate 
on condition that Caesar should be recognized as gonfalonier of the church. The faithful papal 
master-of-ceremonies, whose Diary we have had occasion to draw on so largely, was appointed 
bishop of Orta, but died two years later. Born in Savona of humble parentage and appointed to the 
sacred college by his uncle, Sixtus IV., Julius had recently returned to Rome after an exile of 
nearly 10 years. The income from his numerous bishoprics and other dignities made him the 
richest of the cardinals. Though piety was not one of the new pontiff’s notable traits, his 
pontificate furnished an agreeable relief from the coarse crimes and domestic scandals of 
Alexander’s reign. It is true, he had a family of three daughters, one of whom, Felice, was 
married into the Orsini family in 1506, carrying with her a splendid dowry of 15,000 ducats. But 
the marriage festivities were not appointed for the Vatican, nor did the children give offence by 
their ostentatious presence in the pontifical palace. Julius also took care of his nephews. Two of 
them were appointed to the sacred college, Nov. 29, 1503, and later two more were honored with 
the same dignity. For making the Spanish scholar, Ximenes, cardinal, Julius deserved well of 
other ages as well as his own. He was a born ruler. He had a dignified and imposing presence and 
a bright, penetrating eye. Under his white hair glowed the intellectual fire of youth. He was rapid 
in his movements even to impetuosity, and brave even to daring. Defeats that would have 
disheartened even the bravest seemed only to intensify Julius’ resolution. If his language was 
often violent, the excuse is offered that violence of speech was common at that time. As a 
cardinal he had shown himself a diplomat rather than a saint, and as pope he showed himself a 
warrior rather than a priest. When Michael Angelo, who was ordered to execute the pope’s statue 
in bronze, was representing Julius with his right hand raised, the pope asked, "What are you going 
to put into the left?" "It may be a book," answered the artist. "Nay, give me a sword, for I am no 
scholar," was the pope’s reply. Nothing could be more characteristic. {826} 
 
Julius’ administration at once brought repose and confidence to the sacred college and Rome. If 
he did not keep his promise to abide by the protocol adopted in the conclave calling for the 
assembling of a council within two years, he may be forgiven on the ground of the serious task he 
had before him in strengthening the political authority of the papal see. This was the chief aim of 
his pontificate. He deserves the title of the founder of the State of the Church, a realm that, with 
small changes, remained papal territory till 1870. This end being secured, he devoted himself to 
redeeming Italy from its foreign invaders. Three foes stood in his way, Caesar and the despots of 



the Italian cities, the French who were intrenched in Milan and Genoa, and the Spaniards who 
held Naples and Sicily. His effort to rescue Italy for the Italians won for him the grateful regard 
due an Italian patriot. Like Innocent III., he closed his reign with an oecumenical council. 
 
Caesar Borgia returned to Rome, was recognized as gonfalonier and given apartments in the 
Vatican. Julius had been in amicable relations with the prince in France and advanced his 
marriage, and Caesar wrote that in him he had found a second father. But Caesar now that 
Alexander was dead, was as a galley without a rudder. He was an upstart; Julius a man of power 
and far-reaching plans. Prolonged co-operation between the two was impossible. The one was 
sinister, given to duplicity; the other frank and open to brusqueness. The encroachment of Venice 
upon the Romagna gave the occasion at once for Caesar’s fall and for the full restoration of papal 
authority in that region. Supporters Caesar had none who could be relied upon in the day of ill 
success. He no longer had the power which the control of patronage gives. Julius demanded the 
keys of the towns of the Romagna as a measure necessary to the dislodgment of Venice. Caesar 
yielded, but withdrew to Ostia, meditating revenge. He was seized, carried back to Rome and 
placed in the castle of S. Angelo, which had been the scene of his dark crimes. He was obliged to 
give up the wealth gotten at his father’s death and to sign a release of Forli and other towns. 
Liberty was then given him to go where be pleased. He accepted protection from the Spanish 
captain, Gonsalvo de Cordova, but on his arrival in Naples the Spaniard, with despicable perfidy, 
seized the deceived man and sent him to Spain, August, 1504. For two years he was held a 
prisoner, when he escaped to the court of his brother-in-law, the king of Navarre. He was killed at 
the siege of Viana, 1507, aged 31. Thus ended the career of the man who had once been the terror 
of Rome, whom Ranke calls "a virtuoso in crime," and Machiavelli chose as the model of a civil 
ruler. This political writer had met Caesar after Julius’ elevation, and in his Prince {827} says, "It 
seems good to me to propose Caesar Borgia as an example to be imitated by all those who 
through fortune and the arms of others have attained to supreme command. For, as he had a great 
mind and great ambitions, it was not possible for him to govern otherwise." Caesar had said to the 
theorist, "I rob no man. I am here to act the tyrant’s part and to do away with tyrants." Only if to 
obtain power by darkness and assassination is worthy of admiration, and if to crush all individual 
liberty is a just end of government, can the Machiavellian ideal be regarded with other feelings 
than those of utter reprobation. There is something pathetic in the recollection that, to the end, 
this inhuman brother retained the affection of his sister, Lucretia. She pled for his release from 
imprisonment in Spain, and Caesar’s letter to her announcing his escape is still extant. {828} 
When the rumor came of his death, Lucretia despatched her servant, Tullio, to Navarre to find out 
the truth, and gave herself up to protracted prayer on her brother’s behalf. This beautiful example 
of a sister’s love would seem to indicate that Caesar possessed by nature some excellent qualities. 
 
Julius was also actively engaged in repairing some of the other evils of Alexander’s reign and 
making amends for its injustices. He restored Sermoneta to the dukes of Gaetani. The document 
which pronounced severe reprobation upon Alexander ran, "our predecessor, desiring to enrich 
his own kin, through no zeal for justice, but by fraud and deceit, sought for causes to deprive the 
Gaetani of their possessions." With decisive firmness, he announced his purpose to assert his 
lawful authority over the papal territory and, accompanied by 9 cardinals, he left Rome at the 
head of 500 men and proceeded to make good the announcement. Perugia was quickly brought to 
terms; and, aided by the French, the pope entered Bologna, against which he had launched the 
interdict. Returning to Rome, he was welcomed as a conqueror. The victorious troops passed 
under triumphal arches, including a reproduction of Constantine’s arch erected on St. Peter’s 
square; and, accompanied by 28 members of the sacred college, Julius gave solemn thanks in St. 
Peter’s. {829} 
 



The next to be brought to terms was Venice. In vain had the pope, through letters and legates, 
called upon the doge to give up Rimini, Faenza, Forli and other parts of the Romagna upon which 
he had laid his hand. In March, 1508, he joined the alliance of Cambrai, the other parties being 
Louis XII. and the emperor Maximilian, and later, Ferdinand of Spain. This agreement decided in 
cold blood upon the division of the Venetian possessions, and bound the parties to a war against 
the Turk. France was confirmed in the tenure of Milan, and given Cremona and Brescia. 
Maximilian was to have Verona, Padua and Aquileja; Naples, the Venetian territories in Southern 
Italy; Hungary, Dalmatia; Savoy, Cyprus; and the Apostolic see, the lands of which it had been 
dispossessed. It was high-handed robbery, even though a pope was party to it. Julius, who had 
promised to add the punishments of the priestly office to the force of arms, proceeded with 
merciless severity, and placed the republic under the interdict, April 27, 1509. In vain did Venice 
appeal to God and a general council. Past sins enough were written against her to call for severe 
treatment. She was forced to surrender Rimini, Faenza and Ravenna, and was made to drink the 
cup of humiliation to its dregs. The city renounced her claim to nominate to bishoprics and 
benefices and tax the clergy without the papal consent. The Adriatic she was forced to open to 
general commerce. Her envoys, who appeared in Roma to make public apology for the sins of the 
proud state, were subjected to the insult of listening on their knees to a service performed outside 
the walls of St. Peter’s and lasting an hour; at every verse of the Miserere the pope and 12 
cardinals, each with a golden rod, touched them. Then, service over, the doors of the cathedral 
were thrown open and absolution pronounced. {830} The next time Venice was laid under the 
papal ban, the measure failed. 
 
Julius’ plans were next directed against the French, the impudent invaders of Northern Italy and 
claimants of sovereignty over it. Times had changed since the pope, as cardinal Julian Rovere, 
had accompanied the French army under Charles VIII. The absolution of Venice was tantamount 
to the pope’s withdrawal from the alliance of Cambrai. By making Venice his ally, he hoped to 
bring Ferrara again under the authority of the holy see. The duchy had flourished under the warm 
support of the French. 
 
Julius now made a far-reaching stroke in securing the help of the Swiss, who had been fighting 
under the banners of France. The hardy mountaineers, who now find it profitable to entertain 
tourists from all over the world, then found it profitable to sell their services in war. With the aid 
of their vigorous countryman, Bishop Schinner of Sitten, afterwards made cardinal, the pope 
contracted for 6,000 Swiss mercenaries for five years. The localities sending them received 
13,000 gulden a year, and each soldier 6 francs a month, and the officers, twice that sum. As 
chaplain of the Swiss troops, Zwingli went to Rome three times, a course of which his patriotism 
afterwards made him greatly ashamed. The descendants of these Swiss mercenaries defended 
Louis XVI., and their heroism is commemorated by Thorwaldsen’s lion, cut into the rock at 
Lucerne. Swiss guards, dressed in yellow suits, to this day patrol the approaches and halls of the 
Vatican. {831} 
 
The French king, Louis XII. (1498-1515), sought to break Julius’ power by adding to the force of 
arms the weight of a religious assembly and, at his instance, the French bishops met in council at 
Tours, September, 1510, and declared that the pope had put aside the keys of St. Peter, which his 
predecessors had employed, and seized the sword of Paul. They took the ground that princes were 
justified in opposing him with force, even to withdrawing obedience and invading papal territory. 
{832} As in the reign of Philip the Fair, so now moneys were forbidden transferred from France 
to Rome, and a call was made by 9 cardinals for a council to meet at Pisa on Sept. 1st, 1511. This 
council of Tours denounced Julius as "the new Goliath," and Louis had a coin struck off with the 
motto, I will destroy the name of Babylon—perdam Babylonis nomen. Calvin, in the year of his 
death, sent to Renee, duchess of Ferrara, one of these medals which in his letter, dated Jan. 8, 



1564, he declared to be the finest present he had it in his power to make her. Renee was the 
daughter of Louis XII. Julius excommunicated Alfonso, duke of Ferrara, as a son of iniquity and 
a root of perdition. Thus we have the spectacle of the supreme priest of Christendom and the most 
Christian king, the First Son of the Church, again engaged in war with one another. 
 
At the opening of the campaign, Julius was in bed with a sickness which was supposed to be 
mortal; but to the amazement of his court, he suddenly arose and, in the dead of Winter, January, 
1511, betook himself to the camp of the papal forces. His promptness of action was in striking 
contrast to the dilatory policy of Louis, who spent his time writing letters and summoning 
ecclesiastical assemblies when he ought to have been on the march. From henceforth till his 
death, the pope wore a beard, as he is represented in Raphael’s famous portrait. {833} Snow 
covered the ground, but Julius set an example by enduring all the hardships of the camp. To 
accomplish the defeat of the French, he brought about the Holy League, October, 1511, Spain and 
Venice being the other parties. Later, these three allies were joined by Maximilian and Henry 
VIII. of England. Henry had been honored with the Golden Rose. {834} Henry’s act was 
England’s first positive entrance upon the field of general European politics. 
 
In the meantime the French were carrying on the Council of Pisa. The pope prudently 
counteracted its influence by calling a council to meet in the Lateran. Christendom was rent by 
two opposing ecclesiastical councils as well as by two opposing armies. The armies met in 
decisive conflict under the walls of the old imperial city of Ravenna. The leader of the French, 
Gaston de Foix, nephew of the French king, though only 24, approved himself, in spite of his 
youth, one of the foremost captains of his age. Bologna had fallen before his arms, and now 
Ravenna yielded to the same necessity after a bloody battle. The French army numbered 25,000, 
the army of the League 20,000. In the French camp was the French legate, Cardinal Sanseverino, 
mounted and clad in steel armor, his tall form towering above the rest. Prominent on the side of 
the allied army was the papal legate, Cardinal de’ Medici, clad in white, and Giulio Medici, 
afterwards Clement VII. The battle took place on Easter Day, 1512. Gaston de Foix, thrown to the 
ground by the fall of his horse, was put to death by some of the seasoned Spanish soldiers whom 
Gonsalvo had trained. The victor, whose battle cry was "Let him that loves me follow me," was 
borne into the city in his coffin. Rimini, Forli and other cities of the Romagna opened their gates 
to the French. Cardinal Medici was in their hands. 
 
The papal cause seemed to be hopelessly lost, but the spirit of Julius rose with the defeat. He is 
reported to have exclaimed, "I will stake 100,000 ducats and my crown that I will drive the 
French out of Italy," and the victory of Ravenna proved to be another Cannae. The hardy Swiss, 
whose numbers Cardinal Schinner had increased to 18,000, and the Venetians pushed the 
campaign, and the barbarians, as Julius called the French, were forced to give up what they had 
gained, to surrender Milan and gradually to retire across the Alps. Parma and Piacenza, by virtue 
of the grant of Mathilda, passed into his hands, as did also Reggio. The victory was celebrated in 
Rome on an elaborate scale. Cannons boomed from S. Angelo, and thanks were given in all the 
churches. In recognition of their services, the pope gave to the Swiss two large banners and the 
permanent title of Protectors of the Apostolic see—auxiliatores sedis apostolicae. Such was the 
end of this remarkable campaign. 
 
Julius purchased Siena from the emperor for 30,000 ducats and, with the aid of the seasoned 
Spanish troops, took Florence and restored the Medici to power. In December, 1513, Maximilian, 
who at one time conceived the monstrous idea of combining with his imperial dignity the office 
of supreme pontiff, announced his support of the Lateran council, the pope having agreed to use 
all the spiritual measures within his reach to secure the complete abasement of Venice. The 
further execution of the plans was prevented by the pope’s death. In his last hours, in a 



conversation with Cardinal Grimani, he pounded on the floor with his cane, exclaiming, "If God 
gives me life, I will also deliver the Neapolitans from the yoke of the Spaniards and rid the land 
of them." {835} 
 
The Pisan council had opened Sept. 1, 1511, with only two archbishops and 14 bishops present. 
First and last 6 cardinals attended, Carvajal, Briaconnet, Prie, d’Albret, Sanseverino and Borgia. 
The Universities of Paris Toulouse and Poictiers were represented by doctors. After holding three 
sessions, it moved to Milan, where the victory of Ravenna gave it a short breath of life. When the 
French were defeated, it again moved to Asti in Piedmont, where it held a ninth session, and then 
it adjourned to Lyons, where it dissolved of itself. {836} Hergenrother, Pastor and other Catholic 
historians take playful delight in calling the council the little council—conciliabulum—and a 
conventicle, terms which Julius applied to it in his bulls. {837} Among its acts were a fulmination 
against the synod Julius was holding in the Lateran, and it had the temerity to cite the pope to 
appear, and even to declare him deposed from all spiritual and temporal authority. The synod also 
reaffirmed the decrees of the 5th session of the Council of Constance, placing general councils 
over the pope. 
 
Very different in its constitution and progress was the Fifth Lateran, the last oecumenical council 
of the Middle Ages, and the 18th in the list of oecumenical councils, as accepted by the Roman 
Catholic Church. It lasted for nearly five years, and closed on the eve of the nailing of the XCV 
theses on the church door in Wittenberg. It is chiefly notable for what it failed to do rather than 
for anything it did. The only one of its declarations which is of more than temporary interest was 
the deliverance, reaffirming Boniface’s theory of the supremacy of the Roman pontiff over all 
potentates and individuals whatsoever. 
 
In his summons calling the council, Julius deposed the cardinals, who had entered into the Pisan 
synod, as schismatics and sons of darkness. {838} The attendance did not compare in weight or 
numbers with the Council of Constance. At the 1st session, held May 3, 1512, there were present 
16 cardinals, 12 patriarchs, 10 archbishops, 70 bishops and 3 generals of orders. The opening 
address by Egidius of Viterbo, general of the Augustinian order, after dwelling upon the recent 
glorious victories of Julius, magnified the weapons of light at the council’s disposal, piety, 
prayers, vows and the breastplate of faith. The council should devote itself to placating all 
Christian princes in order that the arms of the Christian world might be turned against the flagrant 
enemy of Christ, Mohammed. The council then declared the adherents of the Pisan conventicle 
schismatics and laid France under the interdict. Julius, who listened to the eloquent address, was 
present at 4 sessions. 
 
At the 2d session, Cajetan dilated at length on the pet papal theory of the two swords. 
 
In the 4th session, the Venetian, Marcello, pronounced an eulogy upon Julius which it would be 
hard to find excelled for fulsome flattery in the annals of oratory. After having borne intolerable 
cold, so the eulogist declared, and sleepless nights and endured sickness in the interests of the 
Church, and having driven the French out of Italy, there remained for the pontiff the greater 
triumphs of peace. Julius must be pastor, shepherd, physician, ruler, administrator and, in a word, 
another God on earth. {839} 
 
At the 5th session, held during the pope’s last illness, a bull was read, severely condemning 
simony at papal elections. The remaining sessions of the council were held under Julius’ 
successor. 
 



When Julius came to die, he was not yet 70. No man of his time had been an actor in so many 
stirring scenes. On his death-bed he called for Paris de Grassis, his master of ceremonies, and 
reminded him how little respect had been paid to the bodies of deceased popes within his 
recollection. Some of them had been left indecently nude. He then made him promise to see to it 
that he should have decent care and burial. {840} The cardinals were summoned. The dying 
pontiff addressed them first in Latin, and implored them to avoid all simony in the coming 
election, and reminded them that it was for them and not for the council to choose his successor. 
He pardoned the schismatic cardinals, but excluded them from the conclave to follow his death. 
And then, as if to emphasize the tie of birth, he changed to Italian and besought them to confirm 
his nephew, the duke of Urbino, in the possession of Pesaro, and then he bade them farewell. A 
last remedy, fluid gold, was administered, but in vain. He died Feb. 20, 1513. {841} 
 
The scenes which ensued were very different from those which followed upon the death of 
Alexander VI. A sense of awe and reverence filled the city. The dead pontiff was looked upon as 
a patriot, and his services to civil order in Rome and its glory counterbalanced his deficiencies as 
a priest of God. {842} 
 
It was of vast profit that the Vatican had been free from the domestic scandals which had filled it 
so long. From a worldly standpoint, Julius had exalted the papal throne to the eminence of the 
national thrones of Europe. In the terrific convulsion which Luther’s onslaughts produced, the 
institution of the papacy might have fallen in ruins had not Julius re-established it by force of 
arms. But in vain will the student look for signs that Julius II. had any intimation of the new 
religious reforms which the times called for and Luther began. What measures this pope, strong 
in will and bold in execution, might have employed if the movement in the North had begun in 
his day, no one can surmise. The monk of Erfurt walked the streets of Rome during this 
pontificate for the first and only time. While Luther was ascending the scala santa on his knees 
and running about to the churches, wishing his parents were in purgatory that he might pray them 
out, Julius was having perfected a magnificently jewelled tiara costing 200,000 ducats, which he 
put on for the first time on the anniversary of his coronation, 1511. These two men, both of 
humble beginnings, would have been more a match for each other than Luther and Julius’ 
successor, the Medici, the man of luxurious culture. {843} 
 
Under Julius II. the papal finances flourished. Great as were the expenditures of his campaigns, 
he left plate and coin estimated to be worth 400,000 ducats. A portion of this fund was the 
product of the sale of indulgences. He turned the forgiveness of sins for the present time and in 
purgatory into a matter of merchandise. {844} 
 
In another place, Julius will be presented from the standpoint of art and culture, whose splendid 
patron he was. What man ever had the privilege of bringing together three artists of such 
consummate genius as Bramante, Michael Angelo and Raphael! His portrait in the Pitti gallery, 
Florence, forms a rich study for those who seek in the lines and colors of Raphael’s art the secret 
of the pontiff’s power. {845} The painter has represented Julius as an old man with beard, and 
with his left hand grasping the arm of the chair in which he sits. His fingers wear jewelled rings. 
The forehead is high, the lips firmly pressed, the eyes betokening weariness, determination and 
commanding energy. 
 
In the history of the Western Continent, Julius also has some place. In 1504 he created an 
archbishopric and two bishoprics of Hispaniola, or Hayti. The prelates to whom they were 
assigned never crossed the seas. Seven years later, 1511, he revoked these creations and 
established the sees of San Domingo and Concepcion de la Vega on the island of Hayti and the 



see of San Juan in Porto Rico, all three subject to the metropolitan supervision of the see of 
Seville. 
 
{825} The Prince, ch. VII. 
 
{826} The statue was placed in front of St. Petronio in Bologna. The left hand held neither book 
nor sword, but the keys. Pastor, III. 569, says,in einer derartigen Personlichkeit lag mehr Stoff zu 
einem Konige und Feldherrn als zu einem Priester. 
 
{827} The Prince, written in 1515, was dedicated to Leo X.’s nephew, Lorenzo de’ Medici, at a 
time when it was contemplated giving Lorenzo a large slice of Italian territory to govern. See 
Villari: Machiavelli, III. 372-424. Also Louis Dyer: Machiavelli and the Modern State, Boston, 
1904. Caesar Borgia had his laureate, who sung his praises in 12 Latin lyrics, Peter Franciscus 
Justulus of Spoleto. Jupiter, who is represented as about to destroy the world for its wickedness, 
perceives that it contains at least one excellent young man, Caesar, and sends Mercury to urge 
him to take up arms for the world’s deliverance. Engl. Hist. Rev., Jan., 1902, pp. 15-20. 
 
{828} The letter is given by Gregorovius, Lucr. Borgia, p. 319. 
 
{829} The expedition is described by de Grassis, the new master of ceremonies at the papal 
palace, who accompanied the expedition, and also by Aegidius of Viterbo, 
 
{830} Pastor, III. 643, contents himself with the simple mention of the absolution of the 
Venetian’s, and omits all reference to the humiliating conditions. The Venetian scribblers let 
loose their pens against Julius and, among other charges, made against him the charge of sodomy. 
Pastor, III. 644, Note. 
 
{831} Zwingli’s friend, Thomas Platter (1499-1582), in speaking in his Autobiography of his 
travels in Germany as a boy to get knowledge and begging his bread, mentions how willing the 
people were to give him ear, "for they were very fond of the Swiss." At Breslau a family was 
ready to adopt him partly on this ground. After the defeat of Marigano, 1515, it was a common 
saying, so Platter says, "The Swiss have lost their good luck." On one occasion near Dresden, 
after a good dinner, to which he had been treated, he was taken in to see the mother of the home, 
who was on her death-bed. She said to Platter and his Swiss companions, "I have heard so many 
good things about the Swiss that I was very anxious to see one before my death." See Whitcomb, 
Renaissance Source-Book, p. 108; Monroe, Thos. Platter, p. 107. 
 
{832} Mansi, XXXII. 555-559. 
 
{833} Creighton, IV. 123, unguardedly says that Julius was the first pope who let his beard grow. 
Many of the early bishops of Rome, as depicted in St. Peter’s, wore beards. So did Clement VII. 
after him, and other popes. 
 
{834} See the pope’s letter granting it, Mansi, XXXII. 554. 
 
{835} Pastor, III. 725. 
 
{836} Hefele-Hergenrother, VIII. 520. 
 
{837} See Mansi, XXXII. 570. 
 



{838} A pamphlet war was waged over the council. Among the writers on the papal side was 
Thomas de Vio Gaeta, general of the Dominican order and afterwards famous as Cardinal 
Cajetan, who had the colloquies with Luther. His tracts were ordered burnt by Louis XII. He took 
the ground that no council can be oecumenical which has not the pope’s support. An account of 
this literary skirmish is given by Hefele-Hergenrother, VIII. 470-480. 
 
{839} Tu pastor, tu medicus, tu gubernator, tu cultor, tu denique alter Deus in terris, Mansi, 
XXXII. 761. Hefele-Hergenrother VII. 528-531, pronounce this expression, God on earth, used 
before by Gregory II., a rhetorical flourish and nothing more. See also Pastor, III. 725. 
 
{840} Deuteronomy Grassis reports the rumors abroad concerning the pope’s mortal malady. One 
of them was the Gallic disease, and another that the pope’s stomach had given way under 
excessive indulgence. He also speaks of the great number who went to look at the pope’s corpse 
and to kiss his feet. Dollinger, III. 432. 
 
{841} A satire, called Julius exclusus, which appeared after the pontiff’s death, represented him 
as appearing at the gate of heaven with great din and noise. Peter remarked that, as he was a brave 
man, had a large army and much gold and was a busy builder, he might build his own paradise. 
At the same time the Apostle reminded him he would have to build the foundations deep and 
strong to resist the assaults of the devil. Julius retorted by peremptorily giving Peter three weeks 
to open heaven to him. In case he refused, he would open siege against him with 60,000 men. 
This recalls a story Dr. Philip Schaff used to tell of Gregory XVI., with whom, as a young 
graduate of Berlin, he had an audience. Gregory had a reputation with the Romans for being a 
connoisseur of wines. At his death, so the Roman wits reported, he appeared at the gate of heaven 
and, drawing out his keys, tried to unlock the gate. The keys would not fit. Peter, hearing the 
noise, looked out and, seeing the bunch of keys, told his vicar that he had brought with him by 
mistake the keys to his wine cellar, and must return to his palace and get the right set. 
 
{842} Guicciardini pronounces Julius a priest only in name. A letter dated Rome, Feb. 24, 1513, 
and quoted by Brosch, p. 363, has this statement, hic pontifex nos omnes, omnem Italiam a 
Barbarorum et Gallorum manibus eripuit, an expression used by Aegidius and Marcello before 
the Lateran council. See also Paris de Grassis-in Dollinger, p. 482. Pastor, III. 732, and 
Hergenrother, Conciliengesch., VIII. 535, justify Julius’ attention to war on the ground that he 
was fighting in a righteous cause and for possessions he had held as temporal prince ever since 
the 8th century. The right of a pope to defend the papal state is inherent in the very existence of a 
papal state. Even a saint, Leo IX., urges Pastor, p. 741, followed the camp. 
 
{843} See Ranke: Hist. of the Popes, I. 35. 
 
{844} Pastor, III. 575, condemns Julius under this head, tadelnswerth erscheint dass das 
Ablassgeschaft vielfach zu einer Finanzoperation wurde. 
 
{845} An original cartoon of this portrait is preserved in the Corsini Florence. In 1889 I met 
Professor Weizsacker of Tubingen in Florence standing before Julius’ portrait and studying it. I 
had been with him in his home before he started on his journey, and he told me that one of the 
chief pleasures which he was anticipating from his Italian trip was the study of that portrait of one 
of the most vigorous—thatkraftig —of the popes.  



56. Leo X. 1513-1521. 
 
The warlike Julius II. was followed on the pontifical throne by the voluptuary, Leo X., —the 
prelate whose iron will and candid mind compel admiration by a prince given to the pursuit of 
pleasure and an adept in duplicity. Leo loved ease and was without high aims. His Epicurean 
conception of the supreme office of Christendom was expressed in a letter he sent a short time 
after his election to his brother Julian. In it were these words, "Let us enjoy the papacy, for God 
has given it to us." {846} The last pontificate of the Middle Ages corresponded to the worldly 
philosophy of the pontiff. Leo wanted to have a good time.. The idea of a spiritual mission never 
entered his head. No effort was made, emanating from the Vatican, to further the interests of true 
religion. 
 
Born in Florence, Dec. 11, 1475, Giovanni de’ Medici, the second son of Lorenzo the 
Magnificent, had every opportunity which family distinction, wealth and learned tutors, such as 
Poliziano, could give. At 7 he received the tonsure, and at once the world of ecclesiastical 
preferment was opened to the child. Louis XI. of France presented him with the abbey of Fonte 
Dolce, and at 8 he was nominated to the archbishopric of Aix, the nomination, however, not being 
confirmed. A canonry in each of the cathedral churches of Tuscany was set apart for him, and his 
appointments soon reached the number of 27, one of them being the abbacy of Monte Cassino, 
and another the office of papal pronotary. {847} 
 
The highest dignities of the Church were in store for the lad and, before he had reached the age of 
14, he was made cardinal-deacon by Innocent VIII., March 9, 1489. Three years later, March 8, 
1492, Giovanni received in Rome formal investment into the prerogatives of his office. The letter, 
which Lorenzo wrote on this latter occasion, is full of the affectionate counsels of a father and the 
prudent suggestions of the tried man of the world, and belongs in a category with the letters of 
Lord Chesterfield to his son. Lorenzo reminded Giovanni of his remarkable fortune in being 
made a prince of the church, all the more remarkable because he was not only the youngest 
member of the college of cardinals, but the first cardinal to receive the dignity at so tender an age. 
With pardonable pride, he spoke of it as the highest honor ever conferred upon the Medicean 
house. He warned his son that Rome was the sink of all iniquities and exhorted him to lead a 
virtuous life, to avoid ostentation, to rise early, an admonition the son never followed, and to use 
his opportunities to serve his native city. Lorenzo died a few months later. {848} Forthwith the 
young prelate was appointed papal legate to Tuscany, with residence in his native city. 
 
When Julius died, Giovanni de’ Medici was only 37. In proceeding to Rome, he was obliged to be 
carried in a litter, on account of an ulcer for which an operation was performed during the 
meeting of the conclave. Giovanni, who belonged to the younger party, had won many friends by 
his affable manners and made no enemies, and his election seems to have been secured without 
any special effort on his part. The great-grandson of the banker, Cosimo, chose the name of Leo 
X. He was consecrated to the priesthood March 17, 1513, and to the episcopate March 19. The 
election was received by the Romans with every sign of popular approval. On the festivities of 
the coronation 100,000 ducats, or perhaps as much as 150,000 ducats, were expended, a sum 
which the frugality of Julius had stored up. 
 
The procession was participated in by 250 abbots, bishops and archbishops. Alfonso of Este, 
whom Julius II. had excommunicated, led the pope’s white horse, the same one he had ridden the 
year before at Ravenna. On the houses and 
 



[picture with title below] 
 
Pope Leo X 
 
on the arches, spanning the streets, might be seen side by side statues of Cosmas and Damian, the 
patrons of the Medicean house, and of the Olympian gods and nymphs. On one arch at the Piazza 
di Parione were depicted Perseus, Apollo, Moses and Mercury, sacred and mythological 
characters conjoined, as Alexander Severus joined the busts of Abraham and Orpheus in his 
palace in the third century. A bishop, afterwards Cardinal Andrea della Valle, placed on his arch 
none but ancient divinities, Apollo, Bacchus, Mercury, Hercules and Venus, together with fauns 
and Ganymede. Antonio of San Marino, the silversmith, decorated his house with a marble statue 
of Venus, under which were inscribed the words— 
 
Mars ruled; then Pallas, but Venus will rule forever. {849} 
 
As a ruler, Leo had none of the daring and strength of his predecessor. He pursued a policy of 
opportunism and stooped to the practice of duplicity with his allies as well as with his enemies. 
On all occasions he was ready to shift to the winning side. To counteract the designs of the 
French upon Northern Italy, he entered with Maximilian, Henry VIII. and Ferdinand of Spain into 
the treaty of Mechlin, April 5, 1513. He had the pleasure of seeing the French beaten by Henry 
VIII. at the battle of the Spurs {850} and again driven out of Italy by the bravery of the Swiss at 
Novara, June 6. Louis easily yielded to the pope’s advances for peace and acknowledged the 
authority of the Lateran council. The deposed cardinals, Carvajal and Sanseverino, who had been 
active in the Pisan council, signed a humiliating confession and were reinstated. Leo remarked to 
them that they were like the sheep in the Gospel which was lost and was found. A secret compact, 
entered into between the pontiff and King Louis, and afterwards joined by Henry VIII., provided 
for the French king’s marriage with Mary Tudor, Henry’s younger sister, and the recognition of 
his claims in Northern Italy. But at the moment these negotiations were going on, Leo was 
secretly engaged in the attempt to divorce Venice from the French and to defeat the French plans 
for the reoccupation of Milan. Louis’ career was suddenly cut short by death, Jan. 1, 1515, at the 
age of 52, three months after his nuptials with Mary, who was sixteen at the time of her marriage. 
 
The same month Leo came to an understanding with Maximilian and Spain, whereby Julian de’ 
Medici, the pope’s brother, should receive Parma, Piacenza and Reggio. Leo purchased Modena 
from the emperor for 40,000 ducats, and was sending 60,000 ducats monthly for the support of 
the troops of his secret allies. 
 
At the very same moment, faithless to his Spanish allies, the pope was carrying on negotiations 
with Venice to drive them out of Italy. 
 
Louis’ son-in-law and successor, Francis I., a warlike and enterprising prince, held the attention 
of Europe for nearly a quarter of a century with his campaigns against Charles V., whose 
competitor he was for the imperial crown. Carrying out Louis’ plans, and accompanied by an 
army of 35,000 men with 60 cannon, he marched in the direction of Milan, inflicting at 
Marignano, Sept., 1515, a disastrous defeat upon the 20,000 Swiss mercenaries. {851} At the first 
news of the disaster, Leo was thrown into consternation, but soon recovered his composure, 
exclaiming in the presence of the Venetian ambassador, "We shall have to put ourselves into the 
hands of the king and cry out for mercy." The victory, was the reply, "will not inure to your hurt 
or the damage of the Apostolic see. The French king is a son of the Church." And so it proved to 
be. Without a scruple, as it would seem, the pope threw off his alliances with the emperor and 
Ferdinand and hurried to get the best terms he could from Francis. 



 
They met at Bologna. Conducted by 20 cardinals, Francis entered Leo’s presence and, uncovering 
his head, bowed three times and kissed the pontiff’s hand and foot. Leo wore a tiara glittering 
with gems, and a mantle, heavy with cloth of gold. The French orator set forth how the French 
kings from time immemorial had been protectors of the Apostolic see, and how Francis had 
crossed the mountains and rivers to show his submission. For three days pontiff and king dwelt 
together in the same palace. It was agreed that Leo yield up Parma and Piacenza to the French, 
and a concordat was worked out which took the place of the Pragmatic Sanction. This document, 
dating from the Council of Basel, and ratified by the synod of Bourges, placed the nomination to 
all French bishoprics, abbeys and priories in the hands of the king, and this clause the concordat 
preserved. On the other hand, the clauses in the Pragmatic Sanction were omitted which made the 
pope subject to general councils and denied to him the right to collect annates from French 
benefices higher and lower. 
 
The election of a successor to the emperor Maximilian, who died Jan., 1519, put Leo’s diplomacy 
to the severest test. Ferdinand the Catholic, who had seen the Moorish domination in Spain come 
to an end and the Americas annexed to his crown, and had been invested by Julius II. in 1510 
with the kingdom of Naples, died in 1516, leaving his grandson, Charles, heir to his dominions. 
Now, by the death of his paternal grandfather Maximilian, Charles was heir of the Netherlands 
and the lands of the Hapsburgs and natural claimant of the imperial crown. Leo preferred Francis, 
but Charles had the right of lineage and the support of the German people. To prevent Charles’ 
election, and to avoid the ill-will of Francis, he agitated through his legate, Cajetan, the election 
of either Frederick the Wise, elector of Saxony, or the elector of Brandenburg. Secretly he entered 
into the plans of Francis and allowed the archbishops of Treves and Cologne to be assured of 
their promotion to the sacred college, provided they would cast their electoral vote for the French 
king. But to be sure of his ground, no matter who might be elected, Leo entered also into a secret 
agreement with Charles. Both candidates had equal reason for believing they had the pope on 
their side. {852} Finally, when it became evident that Francis was out of the race, and after the 
electors had already assembled in Frankfurt, Leo wrote to Cajetan that it was no use beating one’s 
head against the wall and that he should fall in with the election of Charles. Leo had stipulated 
100,000 ducats as the price of his support of Charles. {853} He sent a belated letter of 
congratulation to the emperor-elect, which was full of tropical phrases, and in 1521, at the Diet of 
Worms, the assembly before which Luther appeared, he concluded with Charles an alliance 
against his former ally, Francis. The agreement included the reduction of Milan, Parma and 
Piacenza. The news of the success of Charles’ troops in taking these cities reached Leo only a 
short time before his death, Dec. 1, 1521. For the cause of Protestantism, the papal alliance with 
the emperor against France proved to be highly favorable, for it necessitated the emperor’s 
absence from Germany. 
 
In his administration of the papacy, Leo X. was not unmindful of the interests of his family. 
Julian, his younger brother, was made gonfalonier of the Church, and was married to the sister of 
Francis I.’s mother. For a time he was in possession of Parma, Piacenza and Reggio. Death 
terminated his career, 1516. His only child, the illegitimate Hippolytus, d. 1535, was afterwards 
made cardinal. 
 
The worldly hopes of the Medicean dynasty now centred in Lorenzo de’ Medici, the son of Leo’s 
older brother. After the deposition of Julius’ nephew, he was invested with the duchy of Urbino. 
In 1518 he was married to Madeleine de la Tour d’Auvergne, a member of the royal house of 
France. Leo’s presents to the marital pair were valued at 300,000 ducats, among them being a 
bedstead of tortoise-shell inlaid with mother-of-pearl and precious stones. They took up their 
abode at Florence, but both husband and wife died a year after the marriage, leaving behind them 



a daughter who, as Catherine de’ Medici, became famous in the history of France and the 
persecution of the Huguenots. With Lorenzo’s death, the last descendant of the male line of the 
house founded by Cosimo de’ Medici became extinct. 
 
In 1513 Leo admitted his nephew, Innocent Cibo, and his cousin, Julius, to the sacred college. 
Innocent Cibo, a young man of 21, was the son of Franceschetto Cibo, Innocent VIII.’s son, and 
Maddelina de’ Medici, Leo’s sister. His low morals made him altogether unfit for an 
ecclesiastical dignity. Julius de’ Medici, afterwards Clement VII., was the bastard son of Leo’s 
uncle, who was killed in the Pazzi conspiracy under Sixtus IV., 1478. The impediment of the 
illegitimate birth was removed by a papal decree. {854} Two nephews, Giovanni Salviati and 
Nicolas Ridolfi, sons of two of Leo’s sisters, were also vested with the red hat, 1517. On this 
occasion Leo appointed no less than thirty-one cardinals. Among them were Cajetan, the learned 
general of the Dominicans, Aegidius of Viterbo, who had won an enviable fame by his address 
opening the Lateran council, and Adrian of Utrecht, Leo’s successor in the papal chair. Of the 
number was Alfonso of Portugal, a child of 7, but it was understood he was not to enter upon the 
duties of his office till he had reached the age of 14. Among the other appointees were princes 
entirely unworthy of any ecclesiastical office. {855} 
 
The Vatican was thrown into a panic in 1517 by a conspiracy directed by Cardinal Petrucci of 
Siena, one of the younger set of cardinals with whom the pope had been intimate. Embittered by 
Leo’s interference in his brother’s administration of Siena and by the deposition of the duke of 
Urbino, Petrucci plotted to have the pope poisoned by a physician, Battesta de Vercelli, a 
specialist on ulcers. The plot was discovered, and Petrucci, who came to Rome on a safe-conduct 
procured from the pope by the Spanish ambassador, was cast into the Marroco, the deepest 
dungeon of S. Angelo. On being reminded of the safe-conduct, Leo replied to the ambassador that 
no one was safe who was a poisoner. Cardinals Sauli and Riario were entrapped and also thrown 
into the castle-dungeons. Two other cardinals were suspected of being in the plot, but escaped. 
Petrucci and the physician were strangled to death; Riario and Sauli were pardoned. Riario, who 
had witnessed the dastardly assassination in the cathedral of Florence 40 years before, was the 
last prominent representative of the family of Sixtus IV. Torture brought forth the confession that 
the plotters contemplated making him pope. Leo set the price of the cardinal’s absolution high,—
150,000 ducats to be paid in a year, and another 150,000 to be paid by his relatives in case Riario 
left his palace. He finally secured the pope’s permission to leave Rome, and died, 1521, at 
Naples. 
 
One of the sensational pageants which occurred during Leo’s pontificate was on the arrival of a 
delegation from Portugal, 1514, to announce to the pope the obedience of its king, Emmanuel. 
The king sent a large number of presents, among them horses from Persia, a young panther, two 
leopards and a white elephant. The popular jubilation over the procession of the wild beasts 
reached its height when the elephant, taking water into his proboscis, spurted it over the 
onlookers. {856} In recognition of the king’s courtesy, the pope vested in Portugal all the lands 
west of Capes Bojador and Non to the Indies. 
 
The Fifth Lateran resumed its sessions in April, 1513, a month after Leo’s election. The council 
ratified the concordat with France, and at the 8th session, Dec. 19, 1513, solemnly affirmed the 
doctrine of the soul’s immortality. {857} The affirmation was called forth by the scepticism of the 
Arabic philosophers and the Italian pantheists. A single vote recorded against the decree came 
from the bishop of Bergamo, who took the ground that it is not the business of theologians to 
spend their time sitting in judgment upon the theories of philosophers. 
 



The invention of printing was recognized by the council as a gift from heaven intended for the 
glory of God and the propagation of good science, but the legitimate printing of books was 
restricted to such as might receive the sanction of the master of the palace in Rome or, elsewhere, 
by the sanction of the bishop or inquisitors who were charged with examining the contents of 
books. {858} The condemnation of all books, distasteful to the hierarchy, was already well under 
way. 
 
The council approved the proposed Turkish crusade and levied a tenth on Christendom. Its 
collection was forbidden in England by Henry VIII. Cajetan presented the cause in an eloquent 
address at the Diet of Augsburg, 1518. Altogether the most significant of the council’s 
deliverances was the bull, Pater aeternus, labelled as approved by its authority and sent out by 
Leo, 1516. {859} Here the position is reaffirmed—the position taken definitely by Pius II. and 
Sixtus IV.—that it is given to the Roman pontiff to have authority over all Church councils and to 
appoint, transfer and dissolve them at will. This famous deliverance expressly renewed and 
ratified the constitution of Boniface VIII., the Unam sanctam, asserting it to be altogether 
necessary to salvation for all Christians to be subject to the Roman pontiff. {860} To this was 
added the atrocious declaration that disobedience to the pope is punishable with death. Innocent 
III. had quoted Deuteronomy 17:12 in favor of this view, falsifying the translation of the Vulgate, 
which he made to read, "that whoever does not submit himself to the judgment of the high-priest, 
him shall the judge put to death." The council, in separating the quotations, falsely derived it from 
the Book of the Kings. {861} 
 
Nor should it be overlooked that in his bull the infallible Leo X. certified to a falsehood when he 
expressly declared that the Fathers, in the ancient councils, in order to secure confirmation for 
their decrees, "humbly begged the pope’s approbation." This he affirmed of the councils of Nice, 
325, Ephesus, Chalcedon, Constantinople, 680, and Nice, 787. 214 years before, when Boniface 
VIII. issued his bull, Philip the Fair was at hand to resist it. The French sovereign now on the 
throne, Francis I., made no dissent. The concordat had just been ratified by the council. 
 
The council adjourned March 16, 1517, a bare majority of two votes being for adjournment. 
Writers of Gallican sympathies have denied its oecumenical character. On the other hand, 
Cardinal Hergenrother regrets that the Church has taken a position to it of a stepmother to her 
child. Pastor says there was already legislation enough before the Fifth Lateran sat to secure all 
the reforms needed. Not laws but action was required. Funk expresses the truth when he says, 
what the council did for Church reform is hardly worth noting down. {862} 
 
In passing judgment upon Leo X., the chief thing to be said is that he was a worldling. Religion 
was not a serious matter with him. Pleasure was his daily concern, not piety. He gave no earnest 
thought to the needs of the Church. It would scarcely be possible to lay more stress upon this 
feature in the life of Louis XIV., or Charles II., than does Pastor in his treatment of Leo’s career. 
Reumont {863} says it did not enter Leo’s head that it was the task and duty of the papacy to 
regenerate itself, and so to regenerate Christendom. Leo’s personal habits are not a matter of 
conjecture. They lie before us in a number of contemporary descriptions. In his reverend regard 
for the papal office, Luther did Leo an unintentional injustice when he compared him to Daniel 
among the lions. The pope led the cardinals in the pursuit of pleasure and in extravagance in the 
use of money. To one charge, unchasteness, Leo seems not to have exposed himself. How far this 
was a virtue, or how far it was forced upon him by nature, cannot be said. 
 
The qualities, with which nature endowed him, remained with him to the end. He was good-
humored, affable and accessible. He was often found playing chess or cards with his cardinals. At 
the table he was usually temperate, though he spent vast sums in the entertainment of others. He 



kept a monk capable of swallowing a pigeon at one mouthful and 40 eggs at a sitting. To his dress 
he gave much attention, and delighted to adorn his fingers with gems. 
 
The debt art owes to Leo X. may be described in another place. Rome became what Paris 
afterwards was, the centre of luxury, art and architectural improvement. The city grew with 
astonishing rapidity. "New buildings," said an orator, "are planted every day. Along the Tiber and 
on the Janicular hill new sections arise." Luigi Gradenigo, the Venetian ambassador, reports that 
in the ten years following Leo’s election, 10,000 buildings had been put up by persons from 
Northern Italy. The palaces of bankers, nobles and cardinals were filled with the richest furniture 
of the world. Artists were drawn from France and Spain as well as Italy, and every kind of 
personality who could afford amusement to others. 
 
The Vatican was the resort of poets, musicians, artists, and also of actors and buffoons. Leo 
joined in their conversation and laughed at their wit. He even vied with the poets in making 
verses off-hand. Musical instruments ornamented with gold and silver he purchased in Germany. 
With almost Oriental abandon he allowed himself to be charmed with entertainments of all sorts. 
 
Among Leo’s amusements the chase took a leading place, though it was forbidden by canonical 
law to the clergy. Fortunately for his reputation, he was not bound, as pope, by canon law. As 
Louis XIV. said, "I am the state," so the pope might have said, "I am the canon law." Portions of 
the year he passed booted and spurred. He fished in the lake of Bolsena and other waters. He 
takes an inordinate pleasure in the chase, wrote the Venetian ambassador. He hunted in the woods 
of Viterbo and Nepi and in the closer vicinity of Rome, but with most pleasure at his hunting 
villa, Magliana. He reserved for his own use a special territory. The hunting parties were often 
large. {864} At a meet, prepared by Alexander Farnese, the pope found himself in the midst of 18 
cardinals, besides other prelates, musicians, actors and servants. A pack of sixty or seventy dogs 
aided the hunters. Magliana was five miles from Rome, on the Tiber. This favorite pleasure castle 
is now a desolate farmhouse. In strange contrast to his own practice, the pope, at the appeal of the 
king of Portugal, forbade the privileges of the chase to the Portuguese clergy. 
 
The theatre was another passion to which Leo devoted himself. He attended plays in the palaces 
of the cardinals and rich bankers and in S. Angelo, and looked on as they were performed in the 
Vatican itself. Bibbiena, one of the favorite members of his cabinet, was a writer of salacious 
comedies. One of these, the Calandria, Leo witnessed performed in 1514 in his palace. The ballet 
was freely danced in some of these plays, as in the lascivious Suppositi by Ariosto, played before 
the pope in S. Angelo on Carnival Sunday. Another of the plays was the Mandragola, by 
Machiavelli, to modern performances of which in Florence young people are not admitted. {865} 
An account given of one of these plays by the ambassador of Ferrara, Paolucci, represented a girl 
pleading with Venus for a lover. At once, eight monks appeared on the scene in their gray 
mantles. Venus bade the girl give them a potion. Amor then awoke the sleepers with his arrow. 
The monks danced round Amor and made love to the girl. At last they threw aside their monastic 
garb and all joined in a moresca. On the girl’s asking what they could do with their arms, they fell 
to fighting, and all succumbed except one, and he received the girl as the prize of his prowess. 
{866} And Leo was the high-priest of Christendom, the professed successor of Peter the Apostle! 
 
Festivities of all sorts attracted the attention of the good-natured pope. With 14 cardinals he 
assisted at the marriage of the rich Sienese banker, Agostino Chigi, to his mistress. The 
entertainment was given at Chigi’s beautiful house, the Farnesina. This man was considered the 
most fortunate banker of his day in Rome. The kings of Spain and France and princes of Germany 
sent him presents, and sought from him loans. Even the sultan was said to have made advances 
for his friendship. His income was estimated at 70,000 ducats a year, and he left behind him 



800,000 ducats. This Croesus was only fifty-five when death separated him from his fortune. At 
one of his banquets, the gold plates were thrown through the windows into the Tiber after they 
were used at the table, but fortunately they were saved from loss by being caught in a net which 
had been prepared for them. On another occasion, when Leo and 18 cardinals were present, each 
found his own coat-of-arms on the silver dishes he used. At Agostino’s marriage festival, Leo 
held the bride’s hand while she received the ring on one of her fingers. The pontiff then baptized 
one of Chigi’s illegitimate children. Cardinals were not ashamed to dine with representatives of 
the demi-monde, as at a banquet given by the banker Lorenzo Strozzi. {867} But in scandals of 
this sort Alexander’s pontificate could not well be outdone. 
 
With the easy unconcern of a child of the world, spoiled by fortune, the light-hearted de’ Medici 
went on his way as if the resources of the papal treasury were inexhaustible. Julius was a careful 
financier. Leo’s finances were managed by incompetent favorites. {868} In 1517 his annual 
income is estimated to have been nearly 600,000 ducats. Of this royal sum, 420,000 ducats were 
drawn from state revenues and mines. The alum deposits at Tolfa yielded 40,000; Ravenna and 
the salt mines of Cervia, 60,000; the river rents in Rome, 60,000; and the papal domains of 
Spoleto, Ancona and the Romagna, 150,000. According to another contemporary, the papal 
exchequer received 160,000 ducats from ecclesiastical sources. The vendable offices at the pope’s 
disposal at the time of his death numbered 2,150, yielding the enormous yearly income of 
328,000 ducats. {869} 
 
Two years after Leo assumed the pontificate, the financial problem was already a serious one. All 
sorts of measures had to be invented to increase the papal revenues and save the treasury from 
hopeless bankruptcy. By augmenting the number of the officials of the Tiber—porzionari di ripa 
—from 141 to 612, 286,000 ducats were secured. The enlargement of the colleges of the 
cubiculari and scudieri, officials of the Vatican, brought in respectively 90,000 and 112,000 
ducats more. From the erection of the order of the Knights of St. Peter,—cavalieri di San Pietro, 
—with 401 members, the considerable sum of 400,000 ducats was realized, 1,000 ducats from 
each knight. The sale of indulgences did not yield what it once did, but the revenue from this 
source was still large. {870} The highest ecclesiastical offices were for sale, as in the reign of 
Alexander. Cardinal Innocent Cibo paid 30,000 ducats or, at; another report went, 40,000, for his 
hat, and Francesco Armellini bought his for twice that amount. {871} 
 
The shortages were provided for by resort to the banker and the usurer and to rich cardinals. Loan 
followed loan. Not only were the tapestries of the Vatican and the silver plate given as securities, 
but ecclesiastical benefices, the gems of the papal tiara and the rich statues of the saints were put 
in pawn. Sometimes the pope paid 20 per cent for sums of 10,000 ducats and over. {872} It 
occasions no surprise that Leo’s death was followed by a financial collapse, and a number of 
cardinals passed into bankruptcy, including Cardinal Pucci, who had lent the pope 150,000 
ducats. From the banker, Bernado Bini, Leo had gotten 200,000 ducats. His debts were estimated 
as high as 800,000 ducats. It was a common joke that Leo squandered three pontificates, the 
legacy Julius left and the revenues of his successor’s pontificate, as well as the income of his 
own. 
 
For the bankers and all sorts of money dealers the Medicean period was a flourishing time in 
Rome. No less than 30 Florentines are said to have opened banking institutions in the city, and, at 
the side of the Fuggers and Welsers, did business with the curia. The Florentines found it to be a 
good thing to have a Medicean pope, and swarmed about the Vatican as the Spaniards had done 
in the good days of Calixtus III. and Alexander VI., the Sienese, during the reign of Pius II., and 
the Ligurians while Sixtus IV. of Savona was pope. They stormed the gates of patronage, as if all 
the benefices of the Church were intended for them. {873} 



 
Leo’s father, Lorenzo, said of his three sons that Piero was a fool, Giuliano was good and 
Giovanni shrewd. The last characterization was true to the facts. Leo X. was shrewd, the 
shrewdness being of the kind that succeeds in getting temporary personal gain, even though it be 
by the sacrifice of high and accessible ends. His amiability and polish of manners made him 
friends and secured for him the tiara. He was not altogether a degenerate personality like 
Alexander VI., capable of all wickedness. But his outlook never went beyond his own pleasures. 
The Vatican was the most luxurious court in Europe; it performed no moral service for the world. 
The love of art with Leo was the love of color, of outline, of beauty such as a Greek might have 
had, not a taste controlled by regard for spiritual grace and aims. In his treatment of the European 
states and the Italian cities, his diplomacy was marked by dissimulation as despicable as any that 
was practised by secular courts. Without a scruple be could solemnly make at the same moment 
contradictory pledges. Perfidy seemed to be as natural to him as breath. {874} 
 
At the same time, Leo followed the rubrics of religion. He fasted, so it is reported, three times a 
week, abstained from meat on Wednesday and Friday, daily read his Breviary and was 
accustomed before mass to seek absolution from his confessor. But he was without sanctity, 
without deep religious conviction. The issues of godliness had no appreciable effect upon him in 
the regulation of his habits. Even in his patronage of art and culture, he forgot or ignored Ariosto, 
Machiavelli, Guicciardini and Erasmus. What a noble substitution it would have been, if these 
men had found welcome in the Vatican, and the jesters and buffoons and gormandizers been 
relegated to their proper place! The high-priest of the Christian world is not to be judged in the 
same terms we would apply to a worldly prince ruling in the closing years of the Middle Ages. 
The Vatican, Leo turned into a house of revelling and frivolity, the place of all others where the 
step and the voice of the man of God should have been heard. The Apostle, whom he had been 
taught to regard as his spiritual ancestor, accomplished his mission by readiness to undergo, if 
necessary, martyrdom. Leo despoiled his high office of its sacredness and prostituted it into a 
vehicle of his own carnal propensities. Had he followed the advice of his princely father, man of 
the world though he was, Leo X. would have escaped some of the reprobation which attaches to 
his name. 
 
There is no sufficient evidence that Leo ever used the words ascribed to him, "how profitable that 
fable of Christ has been to us." {875} Such blasphemy we prefer not to associate with the de’ 
Medici. Nevertheless, no sharper condemnation of one claiming to be Christ’s vicar on earth 
could well be thought of than that which is carried by the words of Sarpi, the Catholic historian of 
the Council of Trent, {876} who said, "Leo would have been a perfect pope, if he had combined 
with his other good qualities a moderate knowledge of religion and a greater inclination to piety, 
for neither of which he shewed much concern." Before Leo’s death, the papacy had lost a part of 
its European constituency, and that part which, in the centuries since, has represented the furthest 
progress of civilization. The bull which this pontiff hurled at Martin Luther, 1520, was consumed 
into harmless ashes at Wittenberg, ashes which do not speak forth from the earth as do the ashes 
of John Huss. To the despised Saxon miner’s son, the Protestant world looks back for the 
assertion of the right to study the Scriptures, a matter of more importance than all the 
circumstance and rubrics of papal office and sacerdotal functions. Not seldom has it occurred that 
the best gifts to mankind have come, not through a long heritage of prerogatives but through the 
devotion of some agent of God humbly born. It seemed as if Providence allowed the papal office 
at the close of the mediaeval age to be filled by pontiffs spiritually unworthy and morally 
degenerate, that it might be known for all time that it was not through the papacy the Church was 
to be reformed and brought out of its mediaeval formalism and scholasticism. What popes had 
refused to attempt, another group of men with no distinction of office accomplished. 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{846} These words are upon the testimony of the contemporary ambassador, Marino Giorgi, and 
cannot be set aside. Similar testimony is given by a biographer of Leo in Cod. Vat., 3920, which 
Dollinger quotes, Papstthum, p. 484, and which runs volo ut pontificatu isto quam maxime 
perfruamur. Pastor, IV. 353, while trying to break the force of the testimony for Leo’s words, 
pronounces the love of pleasure a fundamental and insatiable element of his nature—eine 
unersattliche Vergugungssucht, etc. Hefele-Knopfler, Kirchengesch., p. 488, speak in the same 
vein when they say, Des neuen Papstes vorzuglichstes Streben galt heiterem Lebensgenuss, etc. 
 
{847} See Vaughan, p. 13 sq. 
 
{848} The famous letter is given by Roscoe, Bohn’s ed., pp. 285-288, and Vaughan, p. 23 sqq. 
 
{849} See Schulte, p. 198 sq., and Reumont, III., part II., p. 67. In front of the house of the 
banker, Agostino Chigi, were seen two persons representing Apollo and Mercury, and two little 
Moors, together with the inscription— 
 
Olim habuit Cypria sua tempora, tempora Mavors 
 
Olim habuit, sua nunc tempora Pallas habet. 
 
The goddess of Cyprus had her day and also Mars, 
 
But now Minerva reigns. 
 
{850} August 15, 1513. The Scotch king, James IV., who had married Henry’s sister, Margaret, 
joined the French. The memorable defeat at Flodden followed, Sept. 9, 1513. James and the 
flower of the Scotch nobility fell. Leo recognized Henry’s victories by conferring upon him the 
consecrated sword and hat which it was the pope’s custom to set aside on Christmas day. 
 
{851} The battle is vividly described by D. J. Dierauer, Gesch. der schweizerischen 
Eidgenossenschaft, 2 vols., Gotha, 1892, vol. II. 451 sqq. On the second day of the battle, the 
arrival of the Venetian troops gave victory to the French. Of the 12,000 left on the field dead, the 
most were Swiss. Before entering the battle, as was their custom, the mountaineers engaged in 
prayer, and the leader, Steiner of Zug, after repeating the usual formula of devotion unto death, 
threw, in the name of the Trinity, a handful of earth over his fellow-soldiers’ heads. 
 
{852} Pastor, IV. 185 sq., strongly condemns Leo’s two-tongued diplomacy, doppelzungiges 
Verhalten. Leo’s brief, authorizing Francis to make a promise of red hats to the two archbishops, 
is dated March 12, 1519. 
 
{853} One-half was to be paid in cash and the other half to be deposited with the Fuggers, 
Schulte, p. 196. 
 
{854} The investigation, started by Leo, resulted in making it appear that Julius’ mother, Floreta, 
and his father had agreed to regard themselves as married, though a formal service was wanting. 
 



{855} Silvio Passerini, one of the fortunate candidates, was a prince of benefice-hunters. Pastor, 
IV. 139, gives fifty-five notices of benefices bestowed on him from Leo’s Regesta. He calls the 
list of the places he received as wahrhaft erschreckend, "something terrifying." 
 
{856} The elephant became the subject of quite an extensive literature, poets joining others in 
setting forth his peculiarities. See Pastor, IV. 52, Note. 
 
{857} The concordat met with serious resistance in France both from parliament and the 
University of Paris on the ground that it set aside the decisions of the Councils of Constance and 
Basel on the question of conciliar authority, and thus overthrew the Gallican liberties. The rector 
of the university forbade the university printer issuing the document, but he was brought to time 
by Leo instructing his legate to pronounce censure against him and the university, who "thinking 
themselves to be wise, had become fools." 
 
{858} Perpetuis futuris temporibus, nullus librum aliquem seu aliam quamcunque scripturam tam 
in urbe nostra quam aliis quibusvis civitatibus et diocesibus imprimere seu imprimi facere 
praesumat, Mansi, XXXII. 912 sq. Also in part in Mirbt, p. 177. 
 
{859} Sacro concilio approbante. Dollinger, Papstthum, p. 185, affirms that, in far-reaching 
significance, no other rule ever passed in a Roman synod equals this bull. 
 
{860} Mansi, XXXII. 968; Mirbt, p. 178. Solum Rom. pontificem auctoritatem super omnia 
concilia habentem et conciliorum indicendorum transferendorum ac dissolvendorum plenum ius 
et potestatem habere... et cum de necessitate salutis existat omnes Christi fideles Romano 
pontifici subesse, etc. 
 
{861} Petri successores... quibus ex libri Regum testimonio ita obedire necesse est, ut qui non 
obedierit, morte moriatur. 
 
{862} Kirchengesch., p. 383. 
 
{863} III., part II., p. 128 
 
{864} Pastor, who gives eight solid pages, IV. 407-415, to an account of Leo’s hunting 
expeditions, speaks of his passion for the chase as his leidenschaftliche Jagdliebhaberei. 
 
{865} Vaughan, p. 177. 
 
{866} See Reumont, III, Part II., 134 sq. 
 
{867} Sanuto, as quoted by Pastor, IV. 384. For some of the entertainments given by Cardinal 
Riario Cornaro, see Vaughan, p. 186 sqq. At one of the banquets given by Cardinal Cornaro, 
sixty-five courses were served, three dishes to each course, and all served on silver. Such devices 
as a huge pie, from which blackbirds or nightingales flew forth, or dishes of peacocks’ tails, or a 
construction of pastry from which a child would emerge to say a piece,—these were some of the 
inventions prepared for the amusement of guests at the tables of members of the sacred college. 
 
{868} Vettori, a contemporary, as quoted by Villari, IV. 4, says, "It was no more possible for his 
Holiness to keep 1,000 ducats than it is for a stone to fly upwards of itself." Villari, IV. 45, gives 
a list of Leo’s enormous debts. 
 



{869} These two lists of figures are taken from the Venetian ambassadors, Giorgi and Gradenigo. 
Schulte, Die Fugger, p. 97 sq., gives many cases of the payment of annates and the servitia 
through the Fuggers. 
 
{870} Schulte, I. 174, 223 sqq. 
 
{871} Pastor, IV. 368, has said, Um Geld herbeizuschaffen schreckte man vor keinem Mittel 
zuruck. Dollinger, Papstthum, p. 485, quotes a contemporary as saying ea tempestate Romae, 
sacra omnia venalia erant, etc. 
 
{872} These figures are given by Schulte, I. 224-227, upon the basis of Sanuto and other 
contemporary writers. The iII odor of usury was avoided by representing the charges of the 
bankers as gifts. 
 
{873} Pastor, IV. 371, in his striking way Says,der Zudrang der Florentiner in der ersten Zeit 
dieses Pontificats war ein enormer. Die Begehrlichkeit dieser Leute war grenzenlos. The 
Fuggers, who carried on the most extensive dealings with the papal treasury and the sacred 
college, had been firmly established in Rome since the beginning of Alexander VI.’s pontificate. 
They came originally from Langen to Augsburg, where they started business as weavers, and then 
branched off into trading in spices and other commodities reaching Europe through Venice, and 
in copper and other metals, under the name of Ulrich Fugger and Brothers (George and Jacob), 
and their capital, estimated by the taxes they paid, increased, between 1480 and 1501, 1,634 per 
cent. Schulte, p. 3. After its transfer to Rome, the house became the depository of the papal 
treasurer and cardinals, and was the intermediary for the payment of annates and servitia to the 
papal and camera treasuries. The amounts, as furnished in the ledger entries, are given by Schulte. 
 
{874} See Pastor’s terrific indictment, IV. 359 sq. 
 
{875} Quantum nobis nostrisque ea de Christo fabula profuerit, satis est omnibus saeculis notum. 
The words, said to have been spoken to Cardinal Bembo, were noted down for the first time by 
Bale in his Pageant of the Popes, ed. 1574, p. 179. Bale, bishop of Ossory, had been a Carmelite. 
 
{876} I: 1.  
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HERESY AND WITCHCRAFT. 
 

57. Literature. 
 
For 58.—For the Brethren of the Free Spirit, Fredericq: Corpus doc. haer. pravitalis, etc., vols. I-
III.—Haupt, art. in Herzog, III. 467-473, Bruder des Freien Geistes. See lit., vol. V., I. p. 459.—
For the Fraticelli F. Ehrle: Die Spiritualen. Ihr Verhaltniss zum Francis-kanerorden u. zu d. 
Fraticellen in Archiv f. K. u. Lit. geschichte, 1885, pp. 1509-1570; 1886, pp. 106-164; 1887, pp. 
553-623.—Dollinger: Sektengesch., II.—Lea: Inquisition, III. 129 sqq., 164-175.—Wetzer-Welte, 
IV, 1926-1985.—For the Waldenses, see lit., vol. V., I. p. 459.—Also, W. Preger: Der Traktat 
des Dav. von Augsburg fiber die Waldenser, Munich, 1878.—Hansen: Quellen, etc., Bonn, 1901, 
149-181, etc. See full title below.—For the Flagellants, see lit., vol. V., I. p. 876. Also Paul 
Runge: D. Lieder u. Melodien d. Geissler d. Jahres 1349, nach. d. Aufzeichnung Hugo’s von 
Reutlingen nebst einer Abhandlung uber d. ital. Geisslerlieder von H. Schneegans u. einem 
Beitrage uber d. deutschen u. niederl. Geissler von H. Pfannenschmid, Leipzig, 1900. 
 
59. Witchcraft.—For the treatments of the Schoolmen and other med. writers, see vol. V., I. p. 
878.—Among earlier modem writers, see J. Bodin: Magorum Daemonomania, 1579.—Reg. 
Scott: Discovery of Witchcraft, London, 1584.—P. Binsfeld: Deuteronomy confessionibus 
maleficarum et sagarum, Treves, 1596.—M. Delrio: Disquisitiones magicae, Antwerp, 1599, 
Cologne, 1679.—Erastus, of Heidelberg: Repititio disputationis de lamiis seu strigibus, Basel, 
1578.—J. Glanvill: Sadducismus triumphatus, London, 1681.—R. Baxter: Certainty of the World 
of Spirits, London, 1691.—Recent writers.—* T. Wright: Narrative of Sorcery and Magic, 2 
vols., London, 1851.—G. Roskoff: Gesch. des Teufels, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1869.—W. G. Soldan: 
Gesch. der Hexenprocesse, Stuttgart, 1843; new ed., by Heppe, 2 vols., Stuttgart, 1880.—Lea: 
History of the Inquisition, III. 379-550.—*Lecky: History of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit 
of Rationalism in Europe, ch. I.—Dollinger-Friedrich: D. Papstthum, pp. 123-131.—A. D. White, 
History of the Warfare of Science and Theology in Christendom, 2 vols., New York, 1898.—*J. 
Hansen: Zauberwahn, Inquisition und Hezenprocess im Mittelalter und die Entstehung der 
grossen Hexenverfolgung, Munich, 1900; *Quellen und Untersuchungen zur Gesch. des 
Hexenwahns und der Hexenverfolgung im M. A.,  Leipzig, 1901.—Graf von Hoensbroech: D. 
Papstthum in seiner sozialkulturellen Wirksamkeit, Leipzig, 2 vols., 1900; 4th ed., 1901, I. 380-
599.—J. Diefenbach: Der Hexenwahn, vor u. nach Glaubenspaltung in Deutschland, Mainz, 
1886 (the last chapter—on the conciones variae—gives sermons on the weather, storms, winds, 
dreams, mice, etc.); also, Besessenheit, Zauberei u. Hexenfabeln, Frankfurt, 1893; also, 
Zauberglaube des 16ten Jahrh. nach d. Katechismen M. Luthers und d. P. Canisius, Mainz, 1900. 
Binz: Dr. Joh. Weyer, Bonn, 1885, 2d ed., Berlin, 1896. A biography of one of the early 
opponents of witch-persecution, with sketches of some of its advocates.—Baissac: Les grands 
jours de la sorcellerie, Paris, 1890.—H. Vogelstein and P. Rieger, Gesch. d. Juden in Rom, 2 
vols., Berlin, 1895 sq.—S. Riezler: Gesch. d. Hexenprocesse in Baiern, Stuttgart, 1896.—C. 
Lempens: D. grosste Verbrechen aller Zeiten. Pragnatische Gesch. d. Hexenprocesse, 2d ed., 
1904.—Janssen-Pastor: Gesch. d. deutschen Volkes, etc., vol. VIII., 531-751.—The Witch-
Persecutions, in Un. of Pa. Transll. and Reprints, vol. III. 
 



60. The Spanish Inquisition.—See lit., V. I. p. 460 sqq. Hefele: D. Cardinal Ximines und d. 
Kirchl. Zustande in Spanien am Ende d. 15 u. Anfang d. 16. Jahrh., Tubingen, 1844, 2d ed., 1851. 
Also, art. Ximines in Wetzer-Welte, vol. XII.—C. V. Langlois: L’inq., d’apres les travaux 
recents, Paris, 1902.—H. C. Lea: Hist. of the Inquisition of Spain, 4 vols., New York, 1906 sq. 
Includes Sicily, Sardinia, Mexico and Peru, but omits Holland.—E. Vacandard: The Inquisition. A 
criticism and history. Study of the Coercive Power of the Church, transl. by B. L. Conway, 
London, 1908.—C. G. Ticknor: Hist. of Spanish Literature, I. 460 sqq.—Pastor: Gesch. d. 
Papste, III. 624-630. 
 
Dr. Lea’s elaborate work is the leading modern treatment of the subject and is accepted as an 
authority In Germany. See Benrath in Lit-Zeitung, 1908, pp. 203-210. The author has brought out 
as never before the prominent part the confiscation of property played in the Spanish tribunal. 
The work of Abbe Vacandard, the author of the Life of St. Bernard, takes up the positions laid 
down in Dr. Lea’s general work on the Inquisition and attempts to break the force of his 
statements. Vacandard admits the part taken by the papacy in prosecuting heresy by trial torture 
and even by the death penalty, but reduces the Church’s responsibility on the ground of the ideas 
prevailing in the Middle Ages, and the greater freedom and cruelty practised by the state upon its 
criminals. He denies that Augustine favored severe measures of compulsion against heretics and 
sets forth, without modification, the unrelenting treatment of Thomas Aquinas.  



58. Heretical and Unchurchly Movements. 
 
In the 14th and 15th centuries, the seat of heresy was shifted from Southern France and Northern 
Italy to Bohemia and Northern Germany, the Netherlands and England. In Northern and Central 
Europe, the papal Inquisition, which had been so effective in exterminating the Albigenses and in 
repressing or scattering the Waldenses, entered upon a new period of its history, in seeking to 
crush out a new enemy of the Church, witchcraft. The rise and progress of the two most powerful 
and promising forms of popular heresy, Hussitism and Lollardy, have already been traced. Other 
sectarists who came under the Church’s ban were the Beghards and Beguines, who had their 
origin in the 13th century, {877} the Brethren of the Free Spirit, the Fraticelli, the Flagellants and 
the Waldenses. 
 
It is not possible to state with exactness the differences between the Beghards, Beguines, the 
Brethren of the Free Spirit and the Fraticelli as they appeared from 1300 to 1500. The names were 
often used interchangeably as a designation of foes of the established Church order. {878} The 
court records and other notices that have come down to us indicate that they were represented in 
localities widely separated, and excited alarm which neither their numbers nor the station of their 
adherents justified. The orthodox mind was easily thrown into a panic over the deviations from 
the Church’s system of doctrine and government. The distribution of the dissenters proves that a 
widespread religious unrest was felt in Western Christendom. They may have imbibed some 
elements from Joachim of Flore’s millenarianism, and in a measure partook of the same spirit as 
German mysticism. There was a spiritual hunger the Church’s aristocratic discipline and its 
priestly ministrations did not satisfy. The Church authorities had learned no other method of 
dealing with heresy than the method in vogue in the days of Innocent III. and Innocent IV., and 
sought, as before, by imprisonments, the sword and fire, to prevent its predatory ravages. 
 
The Brethren of the Free Spirit {879} were infected with pantheistic notions and manifested a 
tendency now to free thought, now to libertinism of conduct. At times they are identified with the 
Beghards and Beguines. The pantheistic element suggests a connection with Amaury of Bena or 
Meister Eckart, but of this the extant records of trials furnish no distinct evidence. To the 
Beghards and Beguines likewise were ascribed pantheistic tenets. 
 
To the general class of free thinkers belonged such individuals as Margaret of Henegouwen, 
usually known as Margaret of Porete, a Beguine, who wrote a book advocating the annihilation of 
the soul in God’s love, and affirmed that, when this condition is reached, the individual may, 
without qualm of conscience, yield to any indulgence the appetites of nature call for. After having 
several times relapsed from the faith, she was burnt, together with her books, in the Place de 
Greve, Paris, 1310. {880} Here belong also the Men of Reason,—homines intelligentiae, —who 
appeared at Brussels early in the 14th century and were charged with teaching the final 
restoration of all men and of the devil. {881} 
 
The Fraticelli, also called the Fratricelli,—the Little Brothers,—represented the opposite tendency 
and went to an extravagant excess in insisting upon a rigid observance of the rule of poverty. 
Originally followers of the Franciscan Observants, Peter Olivi, Michael Cesena and Angelo 
Clareno, they offered violent resistance to the decrees of John XXII., which ascribed to Christ and 
the Apostles the possession of property. Some were given shelter in legitimate Franciscan 
convents, while others associated themselves in schismatic groups of their own. They were active 
in Italy and Southern France, and were also represented in Holland and even in Egypt and Syria, 
as Gregory XI., 1375, declared; but it would be an error to regard their number as large. In his 



bull, Sancta romana, issued in 1317, John XXII. spoke of "men of the profane multitude, 
popularly called Fraticelli, or brethren of the poor life, Bizochi or Beguines or known by other 
names." This was not the first use of the term in an offensive sense. Villani called two men 
Fraticelli, a mechanic of Parma, Segarelli and his pupil Dolcino of Novara, both of whom were 
burnt, Segarelli in 1300 and Dolcino some time later. Friar Bonato, head of a small Spiritual 
house in Catalonia, after being roasted on one side, proffered repentance and was released, but 
afterwards, 1335, burnt alive. {882} Wherever the Fraticelli appeared, they were pursued by the 
Inquisition. A number of bulla of the 14th century attacked them for denying the papal edicts and 
condemned them to rigorous prosecution. A formula, which they were required to profess, ran as 
follows: "I swear that I believe in my heart and profess that our Lord Jesus Christ and his 
Apostles, while in mortal life, held in common the things the Scriptures describe them as having 
and that they had the right of giving, selling and alienating them." 
 
In localities they seem to have carried their opposition to the Church so far as to set up a 
hierarchy of their own. {883} The regular priests they denounced as simonists and adulterers. In 
places they were held in such esteem by the populace that the Inquisition and the civil courts 
found themselves powerless to bring them to trial. Nine were burnt under Urban V. at Viterbo, 
and in 1389 Fra Michaele Berti de Calci, who had been successful in making converts, met the 
same fate at Florence. In France also they yielded victims to the flames, among them, Giovanni 
da Castiglione and Francese d’Arquata at Montpellier, 1354, and Jean of Narbonne and Maurice 
at Avignon. These enthusiasts are represented as having met death cheerfully. 
 
Early in the 15th century, we find the Fraticelli again the victims of the Inquisition. In 1424 and 
1426, Martin V. ordered proceedings against certain of their number in Florence and in Spain. 
The vigorous propaganda of the papal preachers, John of Capistrano and James of the Mark, 
succeeded in securing the return of many of these heretics to the Church, but, as late as the reign 
of Paul II., 1466, they were represented in Rome, where six of their number were imprisoned and 
subjected to torture. The charges against them were the denial of the validity of papal decrees of 
indulgence other than the Portiuncula decree. {884} In Northern Europe the Fraticelli were 
classified with the Lollards and Beghards or identified with these heretics. The term, however, 
occurs seldom. Walter, the Lollard, was styled, the most wicked heresiarch of the Fraticelli, a 
man full of the devil and most perverse in his errors. {885} 
 
Of far more interest to this age are the Flagellants who attracted attention by the strange outward 
demonstrations in which their religious fervor found expression. Theirs was a militant 
Christianity. They made an attempt to do something. They correspond more closely to the 
Salvation Army of the 19th century than any other organization of the Middle Ages. There is no 
record that the beating of drums played any part in the movement, but they used popular songs, a 
series of distinctive physical gestures and peculiar vociferations, uniforms and some of the 
discipline of the camp. Their campaigns were penitential crusades in which the self-mortifications 
of the monastery were transferred to the open field and the public square, and were adapted to 
impress the impenitent to make earnest in the warfare against the passions of the flesh. The 
Flagellants buffeted the body if they did not always buffet Satan. 
 
An account has already been given of the first outbreak of the enthusiasm in Italy in 1259, which, 
starting in Perugia, spread to Northern Italy and extended across the Alps to Austria, Prag and 
Strassburg. {886} Similar outbreaks occurred in 1296, 1333, 1349, 1399, and again at the time of 
the Spanish evangelist, Vincent Ferrer. 
 



From being regarded as harmless fanatics they came to be treated as disturbers of the 
ecclesiastical peace, and in Northern Europe were classed with Beghards, Lollards, Hussites and 
other unchurchly or heretical sectarists. 
 
The movement of 1333 was led by an eloquent Dominican, Venturino of Bergamo, and is 
described at length by Villani. Ten thousand followed this leader, wearing head-bands inscribed 
with the monogram of Christ, IHS, and on their chests a dove with an olive-branch in her mouth. 
Venturino led his followers as far as Rome and preached on the Capitoline. The penniless 
enthusiasts soon became a laughing-stock, and Venturino, on going to Avignon, gained 
absolution and died in Smyrna, 1346. 
 
The earlier exhibitions of Flagellant zeal were as dim candlelights compared with the outbursts of 
1349, during the ravages of the Black Death, which in contemporary chronicles and the Flagellant 
codes was called the great death—das grosse Sterben, pestis grandis, mortalitas magna. Bands of 
religious campaigners suddenly appeared in nearly all parts of Latin Christendom, Hungary, 
Bohemia, Italy, France, Germany and the Netherlands. John du Fayt, preaching before Clement 
VI., represented them as spread through all parts—per omnes provincias—and their numbers as 
countless. The exact numbers of the separate bands are repeatedly given, as they appeared in 
Ghent, Tournay, Dort, Bruges, Liege and other cities. {887} Even bishops and princes took part in 
them. There were also bands of women. 
 
Our knowledge of the German and Lowland Flagellants is most extensive. While the accounts of 
chroniclers differ in details, they agree in the main features. The Flagellants clad themselves in 
white and wore on their mantles, before and behind, and on their caps, a red cross, from which 
they got the name, the Brothers of the Cross. They marched from place to place, stopping only a 
single day and night at one locality, except in case of Sunday, when they often made an 
exception. In the van of their processions were carried crosses and banners. They sang hymns as 
they marched. The public squares in front of churches and fields, near-by towns, were chosen for 
their encampments and disciplinary drill, which was repeated twice a day with bodies bared to the 
waist. A special feature was the reading of a letter which, so it was asserted, was originally 
written on a table of stone and laid by an angel on the altar of St. Peter’s in Jerusalem. {888} It 
represented Christ as indignant at the world’s wickedness, and, more especially, at the desecration 
of Sunday and the prevalence of usury and adultery, but as promising mercy on condition that the 
Flagellants gather and make pilgrimages of penance lasting 33Â½ days, a period corresponding 
to the years of his earthly life. 
 
The letter being read, the drill began in earnest. It consisted of their falling on their knees and on 
the ground three times, in scourging themselves and in certain significant gestures to indicate to 
what sin each had been specially addicted. Every soldier carried a whip, or scourge, which, as 
writers are careful to report, was tipped with pieces of iron. These were often so sharp as to 
justify their comparison to needles, and the blood was frequently seen trickling down the bodies 
of the more zealous, even to their loins. {889} The blows were executed to the rhythmic music of 
hymns, and the ruddy militiamen, milites rubicundi, —as they were sometimes called, believed 
that the blood which they shed was one with Christ’s blood or was mixed with it. They found a 
patron in St. Paul, whose stigmata they thought of, not as scars of conscience but bodily wounds. 
{890} At each genuflection they sang a hymn, four hymns being sung during the progress of a 
drill. The first calling to the drill began with the words: — 
 
Nun tretet herzu wer buesen welle 
 
Fliehen wir die heisse Holle. 



 
Lucifer ist bos Geselle 
 
Wen er habet mit Pech er ihn labet. 
 
Darum fliehen wir mit ihm zu sein. 
 
Wer unser Busse wolle pflegen 
 
Der soll gelten und wieder geben. 
 
Now join us all who will repent 
 
Let’s flee the fiery heat of hell. 
 
Lucifer is a bad companion 
 
Whom he clutches, he covers with pitch. 
 
Let us flee away from him. 
 
Whoso will through our penance go 
 
Let him restore what he’s taken away. {891} 
 
In falling flat on the ground, they stretched out their arms to represent the arms of the cross. The 
fourth hymn, sung at the third genuflection, was a lament over the punishment of hell to which 
the Usurer, the liar, the murderer, the road-robber, the man who neglected to fast on Friday and to 
keep Sunday, were condemned, and with this was coupled a prayer to Mary. 
 
Das Hilf uns Maria Konigin, 
 
Dass wir deines Kindes Huld gewin. 
 
Mary, Queen, help us, pray, 
 
To win the favor of thy child. {892} 
 
Each penitent indicated his besetting sin. The hard drinker put his finger to his lips. The perjurer 
held up his two front fingers as if swearing an oath. The adulterer fell on his belly. The gambler 
moved his hand as if in the act of throwing dice. 
 
During the ravages of the Black Death a contingent of 120 of these penitential warriors crossed 
the channel from Holland and marched through London and other English towns, wearing red 
crosses and having their scourges pointed with pieces of iron as sharp as needles. {893} But they 
failed to secure a following. 
 
It was inevitable that the Flagellants should incur opposition from the Church authorities. The 
mediaeval Church as little tolerated independence in ritual or organization as in doctrine. In 
France, they were opposed from the first. The University of Paris issued a deliverance against 
them, and Philip VI. forbade their manoeuvres on French soil under pain of death. A harder blow 



was struck by the head of Christendom, Clement VI., who fulminated his sweeping bull Oct. 20, 
1349. Flagellants starting from Basel appeared in Avignon to the number, according to one 
document, of 2000. Before issuing his bull, Clement and his cardinals listened to the sermon on 
the subject preached by the Paris doctor, John du Fayt. The preacher selected 13 of the Flagellant 
tenets and practices for his reprobation, including the shedding of their own blood, a practice, he 
declared, fit for the priests of Baal, and the murder of Jews for their supposed crime of poisoning 
the wells, in which was sought the origin of the Black Plague. Clement pronounced the Flagellant 
movement a work of the devil and the angelic letter a forgery. He condemned the warriors for 
repudiating the priesthood and treating their penances as equivalent to the journey to the jubilee 
in Rome, set for 1350. {894} The bull was sent to the archbishops of England, France, Poland, 
Germany and Sweden, and it called upon them to invoke, if necessary, the secular arm to put 
down the new rebellion against the ordinances of the Church. 
 
Against such opposition the Flagellants could not be expected to maintain themselves long. Sharp 
enactments were directed against them by the Fleming cities and by archbishops, as in Prag and 
Magdeburg. Strassburg forbade public scourgings on its streets. As late as 1353, the archbishop 
of Cologne found it necessary to order all priests who had favored them to confess on pain of 
excommunication. {895} 
 
We are struck with four features of the Flagellant movement during the Black Death,—its 
organization, the part assumed in it by the laity, the use of music and, in general, its strong 
religious and ethical character. In Italy, before this time, these people had their organizations. 
There was scarcely an Italian city which did not have one or more such brotherhoods. Padua had 
six, Perugia and Fabiano three, but the movement does not seem to have developed opposition to 
Church authority. In some of the outbreaks priests were the leaders, and the permanent 
organizations seem to have formed a close association with the Dominicans and Franciscans and 
to have devoted themselves to the care of the poor and sick. 
 
On the other hand, in the North, a spirit of independence of the clergy manifested itself. This is 
evident from the Flagellant codes of the German and Dutch groups, current at the time of the 
great pestilence and in after years. The conditions of membership included reconciliation with 
enemies, the consent of husband or wife or, in the case of servants, the consent of their masters, 
strict obedience to the leaders, who were called master or rector, and ability to pay their own 
expenses. During the campaigns, which lasted 33Â½ days, they were to ask no alms nor to wash 
their persons or their clothing, nor cut their beards nor speak to women, nor to lie on feather beds. 
They were forbidden to carry arms or to pursue the flagellation to the limit where it might lead to 
sickness or death. {896} 
 
Five pater nosters and ave Marias were prescribed to be said before and after meals, and it was 
provided that, so long as they lived, they should flagellate themselves every Friday three times 
during the day and once at night. The associations were called brotherhoods, and the members 
were bidden to call each other not chum—socium —but brother, "seeing that all were created out 
of the same element and bought with the same price." {897} 
 
The leaders of the fraternities were laymen, and, as just indicated, the equality of the members 
before God and the cross was emphasized. The movement was essentially a lay movement, an 
expression of the spirit of dissatisfaction in Northern Germany and the Lowlands with the 
sacerdotal class. {898} Some of the codes condemn the worship of images, the doctrine of 
transubstantiation, indulgences, priestly unction and, in cases, they substituted the baptism of 
blood for water baptism. One of these, containing 50 articles, expressly declared that the body of 
Christ is not in the sacrament, and that "indulgences amount to nothing and together with priests 



are condemned of God." The 26th article said, "It is better to die with a skin tanned with dust and 
sweat than with one smeared with a whole pound of priestly ointment." {899} 
 
The German hymns as well as the codes of the Flagellants urge the duty of prayer and the 
mortification of the flesh and the preparation for death, the abandonment of sin, the reconciliation 
of enemies and the restoration of goods unjustly acquired. These sentiments are further vouched 
for by the chroniclers. 
 
To these religionists belongs the merit of having revived the use of popular religious song. 
Singing was a feature of the earliest Flagellant movement, 1259. {900} Their hymns are in Latin, 
Italian, French, German and Dutch. In Italian they went by the name of laude, and in German 
leisen. The Italian hymns, like the German, agree that sins have brought down the judgment of 
God and in appealing to the Virgin Mary, and call upon the "brethren" to castigate themselves, to 
confess their sins and to live in peace and brotherhood. They beseech the Virgin to prevail upon 
her son to stop "the hard death and pestilence"—Gesune tolga via l’aspra morte epistilentia. 
{901} Most of these hymns are filled with the thought of death and the woes of humanity, but the 
appeals to Mary are full of tenderness, and every conceivable allegory is applied to her from the 
dove to the gate of paradise, from the rose to a true medicine for every sickness. The songs of the 
Italian and the Northern Flagellants seem to have been independent of each other. {902} 
 
The cohorts in the North agreed in using the same penitential song at their drills, but they had a 
variety of scores and songs for their marches. {903} While the most of the words of their songs 
have been known, it is only recently that some of the music has been found to which the 
Flagellants sang their hymns. A manuscript of Hugo of Reutlingen, dating from 1349 and 
discovered at St. Petersburg, gives 8 such tunes, together with the words and an account of the 
movement. {904} The hearers, in describing the impression made upon them by the melodies, 
mention their sweetness, their orderly rhythm,—ordine miro hymnos cantabant, —and their 
pathos capable of "moving hearts of stone and bringing tears to the eyes of the most stolid." {905} 
 
Altogether, the Flagellant movement during the Black Death, 1349, must be regarded as a 
genuinely popular religious movement. 
 
The next outbreak of Flagellant zeal, which occurred in 1399, was confined for the most part to 
Italy. The Flagellants, who were distinguished by mantles with a red cross, appeared in Genoa, 
Piacenza, Modena, Rome and other Italian cities. A number of accounts have come down to us, 
now favorable as the account of the "notary of Pistoja," now unfavorable as the account of von 
Nieheim. According to the Pistojan writer, the movement had its origin in a vision seen by a 
peasant in the Dauphine, which is of interest as showing the relative places assigned in the 
popular worship to Christ and Mary. After a midday meal, the peasant saw Christ as a young 
man. Christ asked him for bread. The peasant told him there was none left, but Christ bade him 
look, and behold! he saw three loaves. Christ then bade him go and throw the loaves into a spring 
a short distance off. The peasant went, and was about to obey, when a woman, clad in white and 
bathed in tears, appeared, telling him to go back to the young man and say that his mother had 
forbidden it. He went, and Christ repeated his command, but at the woman’s mandate the peasant 
again returned to Christ. Finally he threw in one of the loaves, when the woman, who was Mary, 
informed him that her Son was exceedingly angry at the sinfulness of the world and had 
determined to punish it, even to destruction. Each loaf signified one-third of mankind and the 
destruction of one-third was fixed, and if the peasant should cast in the other two loaves, all 
mankind would perish. The man cast himself on his knees before the weeping Virgin, who then 
assured him that she had prayed her Son to withhold judgment, and that it would be withheld, 



provided he and others went in processions, flagellating themselves and crying "mercy" and 
"peace," and relating the vision he had seen. {906} 
 
The peasant was joined by 17 others, and they became the nucleus of the new movement. The 
bands slept in the convents and church grounds, sang hymns,—laude, —from which they were 
also called laudesi, and scourged themselves with thongs as their predecessors had done. Miracles 
were supposed to accompany their marches. Among the miracles was the bleeding of a crucifix, 
which some of the accounts, as, for example, von Nieheim’s, explain by their pouring blood into 
a hole in the crucifix and then soaking the wood in oil and placing it in the sun to sweat. 
According to this keen observer, the bands traversed almost the whole of the peninsula. Fifteen 
thousand, accompanied by the bishop of Modena, marched to Bologna, where the population put 
on white. Not only were the people and clergy of Rome carried away by their demonstrations, but 
also members of the sacred college and all classes put on sackcloth and white. The pope went so 
far as to bestow upon them his blessing and showed them the handkerchief of St. Veronica. 
Nieheim makes special mention of their singing and their new songs—nova carmina. But the 
historian of the papal schism could see only evil and fraud in the movement, {907} and condemns 
their lying together promiscuously at night, men and women, boys and girls. On their marches 
they stripped the trees bare of fruit and left the churches and convents, where they encamped, 
defiled by their uncleanness. An end was put to the movement in Rome by the burning of one of 
the leading prophets. 
 
The bull of Clement VI. was followed, in l372, by the fulmination of Gregory XI., who associated 
the Flagellants with the Beghards, and by the action of the Council of Constance. In a tract 
presented to the council in 1417, Gerson asserted that the sect made scourging a substitute for the 
sacrament of penance and confession. {908} He called upon the bishops to put down its cruel and 
sanguinary members who dared to shed their own blood and regarded themselves as on a par with 
the old martyrs. The laws of the decalogue were sufficient without the imposition of any new 
burdens, as Christ himself taught, when he said, "If thou wilt enter into life, keep the 
commandments." This judgment of the theologians the Flagellants might have survived, but the 
merciless probe of the Inquisition to which they were exposed in the 15th century took their life. 
Trials were instituted against them in Thuringia under the Dominican agent, Schonefeld, 1414. At 
one place, Sangerhausen, near Erfurt, 91 were burnt at one time and, on another occasion, 22 
more. The victims of the second group died, asserting that all the evils in the Church came from 
the corrupt lives of the clergy. 
 
The Flagellant movement grew out of a craving which the Church life of the age did not fully 
meet. Excesses should not blind the eye to its good features. Hugo of Reutlingen concludes his 
account of the outbreak of 1349 with the words: "Many good things were associated with the 
Flagellant brothers, and these account for the attention they excited." 
 
A group of sectaries, sometimes associated by contemporary writers with the Flagellants, was 
known as the Dancers. These people appeared at Aachen and other German and Dutch towns as 
early as 1374. In Cologne they numbered 500. Like the Flagellants, they marched from town to 
town. Their dancing and jumping—dansabant et saltabant —they performed half naked, 
sometimes bound together two and two, and often in the churches, where they had a preference 
for the spaces in front of the images of the Virgin. Cases occurred where they fell dead from 
exhaustion. In Holland, the Dancers were also called Frisker or Frilis, from frisch, —spry,—the 
word with which they encouraged one another in their terpsichorean feats. {909} 
 
To another class of religious independents belong the Waldenses, who, in spite of their reputation 
as heretics, continued to survive in France, Piedmont and Austria. They were still accused of 



allowing women to preach, denying the real presence and abjuring oaths, extreme unction, infant 
baptism and also of rejecting the doctrines of purgatory and prayers for the dead. {910} 
 
With occasional exceptions, the Waldensians of Italy and France were left unmolested until the 
latter part of the 15th century and the dukes of Savoy were inclined to protect them in their 
Alpine abodes. But the agents of the Inquisition were keeping watch, and the Franciscan Borelli 
is said to have burned, in 1393, 150 at Grenoble in the Dauphine in a single day. It remained for 
Pope Innocent VIII. to set on foot a relentless crusade against this harmless people as his 
predecessor of the same name, Innocent III., set on foot the crusade against the Albigenses. His 
notorious bull of May 5, 1487, called upon the king of France, the duke of Savoy and other 
princes to proceed with armed expeditions against them and to crush them out "as venomous 
serpents." {911} It opened with the assertion that his Holiness was moved by a concern to 
extricate from the abyss of error those for whom the sovereign Creator had been pleased to 
endure sufferings. The striking difference seems not to have occurred to the pontiff that the 
Saviour, to whose services he appealed, gave his own life, while he himself, without incurring 
any personal danger, was consigning others to torture and death. 
 
Writing of the crusade which followed, the Waldensian historian, Leger, says that all his people 
had suffered before was as "flowers and roses" compared to what they were now called upon to 
endure. Charles VIII. entered heartily into the execution of the decree, and sent his captain, Hugo 
de la Palu. The crusading armies may have numbered 18,000 men. 
 
The mountaineer heretics fled to the almost inaccessible platform called Pre du Tour, where their 
assailants could make no headway against their arrows and the stones they hurled. On the French 
side of the Alps the crusade was successful. In the Val de Louise, 70, or, according to another 
account, 3000, who had fled to the cave called Balme de Vaudois, were choked to death by 
smoke from fires lit at the entrance. Many of the Waldenses recanted, and French Waldensianism 
was well-nigh blotted out. Their property was divided between the bishop of Embrun and the 
secular princes. As late as 1545, 22 villages inhabited by French Waldenses were pillaged and 
burnt by order of the parliament of Provence. With the unification of Italy in 1870, this ancient 
and respectable people was granted toleration and began to descend from its mountain fastnesses, 
where it had been confined for the half of a millennium. 
 
in Austria, the fortunes of the Waldensians were more or less interwoven with the fortunes of the 
Hussites and Bohemian Brethren. In parts of Northern Germany, as in Brandenburg in 1480, 
members of the sect were subjected to severe persecutions. In the Lowlands we hear of their 
imprisonment, banishment and death by fire. {912} 
 
The mediaeval horror of heresy appears in the practice of ascribing to heretics nefarious 
performances of all sorts. The terms Waldenses and Waldensianism were at times made 
synonymous with witches and witchcraft. Just how the terms Vauderie, Vaudoisie, Vaudois, 
Waudenses and Valdenses came to be used in this sense has not been satisfactorily explained. But 
such usage was in vogue from Lyons to Utrecht, and the papal bull of Eugenius IV., 1440, refers 
to the witches in Savoy as being called Waldenses. {913} An elaborate tract entitled the 
Waldensian Idolatry, {914} —Valdenses ydolatrae, —written in 1460 and giving a description of 
its treatment in Arras, accused, the Waldenses with having intercourse with demons and riding 
through the air on sticks, oiled with a secret unguent. 
 
{877} See vol. V., 1. 489 sqq. 
 
{878} Haupt, pp. 467, 471. Bezold: Gesch. d. deutschen Reform., p. 120 sqq. 



 
{879} Secta spiritus libertatis, liberi spiritus, etc. 
 
{880} Fredericq, I. 155-160, II. 63 sqq. Another writer of the same clan was Mary of 
Valenciennes, whose book was condemned by the Inquisition, about 1400, as a work of 
"incredible subtlety." It was mentioned by Gerson in his tract on false and true visions. Fredericq, 
II. 188. 
 
{881} For a list of their errors, see Fredericq, I. 267-279. A sect of free thinkers known as the 
Loists flourished in Antwerp in the 16th century. Dollinger, II. 664 sqq., gives one of their 
documents. 
 
{882} Lea: Span. Inq., III. 190. 
 
{883} Wetzer-Welte, IV. 1931, quoting Mansi-Miscell. IV. 595-610. 
 
{884} Lea: Inquis., III. 178; Aur. Conf., III. 377. 
 
{885} Dollinger, II. 381, 407 sq. The first three volumes of Fredericq contain the term Fraticelli 
only twice, III. 17, 225. 
 
{886} Vol. V., 1, p. 876 sqq. The Flagellants were also known as Flagellatores, Cruciferi, 
Paenitentes, Disiciplinati, Battisti, etc., and in German and Dutch as Geissler, Geeselaars, 
Cruusbroeders, Kreuzbruder, etc. The references under Geeselaars in Fredericq fill four closely 
printed pages of the Index, III. 297-300. 
 
{887} Fredericq, II. 120, III. 19, 21, 33, etc. Also Forstemann, pp. 74 sqq. Runge, 99-209. 
 
{888} Fredericq, II. 119, III. 22, etc. Runge, 152 sqq. 
 
{889} Pointillons de fer; aculeis ferreis; habentes in fine nodos aculeatos; quasi acus acuti infixi. 
Fredericq, I. 197, II. 120 sqq., III. 19, 20, 35, etc. Le sang leur couloit parmy les rains, Fredericq, 
III. 19. Hugo of Reutlingen speaks of the sharp iron tips. Runge, p. 25. 
 
{890} Si sanguis istorum militum est justus, et unitus cum sanguine Christi, etc. Fredericq, III. 18. 
Dicebant quod eorum sanguis per flagella effusus cum Christi sanguine miscebatur, II. 125. 
 
{891} Hugo von Reutlingen, p. 36. 
 
{892} Hugo von Reutlingen, in Runge, p. 38. 
 
{893} So Robert of Avesbury, Rolls Series, p. 407 sqq. 
 
{894} Clement’s bull is given by Fredericq, I. 199-201, and in translation by Forstemann, p. 97 
sqq. Du Fayt’s sermon is full of interest, and is one of the most important documents given by 
Fredericq, III. 28-37. Du Fayt ascribed the Black Death to an infection of the air due to the 
celestial bodies—infectionem aeris creatam a corporibus coelestibus. The deliverance of the 
University of Paris is lost. See Chartul. III. 655 sqq. 
 
{895} Fredericq, II. 116, etc. The magistrates, as at Tournay, sometimes found it necessary to 
repeat their proclamations against the Flagellants as often a three times. 



 
{896} Usque ad mortem vel infirmitatem. See especially the 35 articles of Bruges, Fredericq, II. 
111 sqq.; 50 articles given by Forstemann, p. 164 sqq. and the several codes given by Runge, 115 
sqq. Hugo of Reutlingen, in Runge, 27, mentions the strict prohibition against bathing, balnea 
fratri non licet ulli tempore tali. 
 
{897} Fredericq, III. 15, Runge, pp. 25, 41, 118, etc. 
 
{898} Runge, pp. 130, 215. 
 
{899} Forstemann, p. 165 sqq. 
 
{900} Schneerganz speaks of the number of their hymns in manuscript in Italian libraries as 
"exceedingly large." He gives a list of such libraries and also a list of the published laude. See 
Runge, pp. 50-64. It is not, however, to be supposed that more than a few were in popular use and 
sung. 
 
{901} See, for example, Runge, p. 68 sqq. 
 
{902} Schneerganz, p. 85, emphatically denies all connection. 
 
{903} Fr. Chrysander as quoted by Runge, p. 1. For specimen of the hymns and accounts of the 
singing, see Runge, Forstemann, p. 255 sqq., Fredericq, I. 197; II. 108, 123, 127-129, 137-139, 
140; III. 23-27. 
 
{904} This most interesting document, edited by Runge, gives the original music. Here are two 
lines with a translation of the German words:— 
 
[Fig. 6-06 musical staff for words below. Edit.] 
 
Now let us all lift up our hands 
 
And pray to God this death to a vert. 
 
{905} See Runge, pp. 27, 140, 157. 
 
{906} See Forstemann, p. 111 sqq. 
 
{907} Omnem populum mirabiliter deceperunt. Deuteronomy schismate, II. 26. Erler’s ed., p. 168 
sq. 
 
{908} Contra sectam flagellantium. Du Pin’s ed., 659-664. Van der Hardt, III. 99 sqq. 
 
{909} The bad effects of the delusion upon morals is given by chroniclers, one of whom says that 
during one of the epidemics 100 unmarried women became pregnant. See Fredericq, I. 231 sq., 
III. 41, etc. Other names given to the Dancers were Chorizantes and Tripudiantes. 
 
{910} Dollinger, II. 365 sqq. Here the barbs, —uncles,—the religious leaders of the Waldenses, 
are represented as making affidavit of the tenets of their people. 
 
{911} The bull is given by Comba: The Waldenses of Italy, p. 126 sq. 



 
{912} Fredericq, I. 26, 50, 351 sqq.; 501 sq., 512; II. 263 sqq.; III. 109. This author, I. 357 sqq., 
gives a sermon by a canon of Tournay against Waldensian tenets, which was much praised at the 
time. A French translation by Hansen, Quellen, p. 184 sq. 
 
{913} See the bull in Hansen, Quellen, p. 18, and an extended section, pp. 408 sqq., on the use of 
the term Vauderie for witchcraft. In the 14th century it was used to designate the practice of 
unnatural crimes, just as was the term Bougerie in France, which, at the first, was applied to the 
Catharan heresy. 
 
{914} This document is given in part by Fredericq, III. 94-109, and in full by Hansen, pp. 149-
182. Its details are as disgusting as the imagination could well invent.  



59. Witchcraft and its Punishment. 
 
Perhaps no chapter in human history is more revolting than the chapter which records the wild 
belief in witchcraft and the merciless punishments meted out for it in Western Europe in the 
century just preceding the Protestant Reformation and the succeeding century. {915} In the 
second half of that century, the Church and society were thrown into a panic over witchcraft, and 
Christendom seemed to be suddenly infested with a great company of bewitched people, who 
yielded themselves to the irresistible discipline of Satan. The mania spread from Rome and Spain 
to Bremen and Scotland. Popes, lawyers, physicians and ecclesiastics of every grade yielded their 
assent, and the only voices lifted up in protest which have come down to us from the Middle 
Ages were the voices of victims who were subjected to torture and perished in the flames. No 
Reformer uttered a word against it. On the contrary, Luther was a stout believer in the reality of 
demonic agency, and pronounced its adepts deserving of the flames. Calvin allowed the laws of 
Geneva against it to stand. Bishop Jewel’s sermon before Queen Elizabeth in 1562 was perhaps 
the immediate occasion of a new law on the subject. {916} Baxter proved the reality of witchcraft 
in his Certainty of the World of Spirits. On the shores of New England the delusion had its 
victims, at Salem, 1692, and a century later, 1768, John Wesley, referring to occurrences in his 
own time, declared that "giving up witchcraft was, in effect, giving up the Bible." 
 
In the establishment of the Inquisition, 1215, Innocent III. made no mention of sorcery and 
witchcraft. The omission may be explained by two considerations. Provision was made for the 
prosecution of sorcerers by the state, and heretical depravity, a comparatively novel phenomenon 
for the Middle Ages, was in Innocent’s age regarded as the imminent danger to which the Church 
was exposed. 
 
Witchcraft was one of the forms of maleficium, the general term adopted by the Middle Ages 
from Roman usage for demonology and the dark arts, but it had characteristic features of its own. 
{917} These were the transport of the bewitched through the air, their meetings with devils at the 
so-called sabbats and indulgence in the lowest forms of carnal vice with them. Some of these 
features were mentioned in the canon episcopi, —the bishop’s canon,—which appeared first in 
the 10th century and was incorporated by Gratian in his collection of canon law, 1150. But this 
canon treated as a delusion the belief that wicked women were accustomed to ride together in 
troops through the air at night in the suite of the Pagan goddess, Diana, into whose service they 
completely yielded themselves, and this in spite of the fact that women confessed to this affinity. 
{918} The night-riding, John of Salisbury, d. 1182, treated as an illusion with which Satan vexed 
the minds of women; but another Englishman, Walter Map, in the same century, reports the wild 
orgies of demons with heretics, to whom the devil appeared as a tom-cat. {919} 
 
From the middle of the 13th century the distinctive features of witchcraft began to engage the 
serious attention of the Church authorities. During the reign of Gregory IX., 1227-1241, it 
became evident to them that the devil, not satisfied with inoculating Western Europe with 
doctrinal heresy, had determined to vex Christendom with a new exhibition of his malice in 
works of sorcery and witchcraft. Strange cases were occurring which the inquisitors of heresy 
were quick to detect. The Dominican Chantimpre tells of the daughter of a count of 
Schwanenburg, who was carried every night through the air, even eluding the strong hold of a 
Franciscan who one night tried to hold her back. In 1275 a woman of Toulouse, under torture, 
confessed she had indulged in sexual intercourse with a demon for many years and given birth to 
a monster, part wolf and part serpent, which for two years she fed on murdered children. She was 
burnt by the civil tribunal. 



 
But it is not till the 15th century that the era of witchcraft properly begins. From about 1430 it 
was treated as a distinct cult, carefully defined and made the subject of many treatises. The 
punishments to be meted out for it were carefully laid down, as also the methods by which 
witches should be detected and tried. The cases were no longer sporadic and exceptional; they 
were regarded as being a gild or sect marshalled by Satan to destroy faith from the earth. 
 
It is probable that the responsibility for the spread of the wild witch mania rests chiefly with the 
popes. Pope after pope countenanced and encouraged the belief. Not a single utterance emanated 
from a pope to discourage it. {920} Pope after pope called upon the Inquisition to punish witches. 
 
The list of papal deliverances opened in 1233, when Gregory IX., addressing the bishops of 
Mainz and Hildesheim, accepted the popular demonology in its crudest forms. {921} The devil, 
so Gregory asserted, was appearing in the shapes of a toad, a pallid ghost and a black cat. In 
language too obscene to be repeated, he described at length the orgies which took place at the 
meetings of men and women with demons. Where medicines did not cure, iron and fire were to 
be used. The rotting flesh was to be cut out. Did not Elijah slay the four hundred priests of Baal 
and Moses put idolaters to death? 
 
Before the close of the 13th century, popes themselves were accused of having familiar spirits 
and practising sorcery, as John XXI., 1276, and Boniface VIII. Boniface went so far, 1303, as to 
order the trial of an English bishop, Walter of Coventry and Lichfield, on the charge of having 
made a pact with the devil and habitually kissing the devil’s posterior parts. Under his successor, 
Clement, the gross charges of wantonness with the devil were circulated against the Knights of 
the Temple. In his work, Deuteronomy maleficiis, Boniface VIII.’s physician, Arnold of 
Villanova, stated with scientific precision the satanic devices for disturbing and thwarting the 
marital relation. Among the popes of the 14th century, John XXII. is distinguished for the credit 
he gave to all sorts of malefic arts and his instructions to the inquisitors to proceed against 
persons in league with the devil. {922} 
 
Side by side with the papal utterances went the authoritative statements of the Schoolmen. 
Leaning upon Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, d. 1274, accepted as real the cohabitation of human 
beings with demons, and declared that old women had the power by the glance of their eye of 
injecting into young people a certain evil essence. If the horrible beliefs of the Middle Ages on 
the subject of witchcraft are to be set aside, then the bulls of Leo XIII. and Pius X. {923} 
pronouncing Thomas the authoritative guide of Catholic theology must be modified. 
 
The definitions of the Schoolmen justified the demand which papal deliverances made, that the 
Church tribunal has at least equal jurisdiction with the tribunal of the state in ferreting out and 
prosecuting the adepts of the dark arts. Manuals of procedure in cases of sorcery used by the 
Inquisition date back at least to 1270. {924} The famous Interrogatory of Bernard Guy of 1320 
contains formulas on the subject. The canonists, however, had difficulty in defining the point at 
which maleficium became a capital crime. Oldradus, professor of canon law in turn at Bologna, 
Padua and Avignon, sought, about 1325, to draw a precise distinction between the two, and gave 
the opinion that, only when sorcery savors strongly of heresy, should it be dealt with as heresy 
was dealt with, the position assumed before by Alexander IV., 1258-1260. The final step was 
taken when Eymericus, in his Inquisitorial Directory and special tracts, 1370-1380, affirmed the 
close affinity between maleficium and heresy, and threw the door wide open for the most rigorous 
measures against malefics. 
 



To such threefold authorization was added the weight of the great influence of the University of 
Paris, which, in 1378, two years after the issue of Eymericus’ work, sent out 28 articles affirming 
the reality of maleficium. 
 
Proceeding to the second period in the history of our subject, beginning with 1430, it is found to 
teem with tracts and papal deliverances on witchcraft. 
 
Gerson, the leading theologian of his age, said it was heresy and impiety to question the practice 
of the malefic arts, and Eugenius IV., in several deliverances, beginning with 1434, spoke in 
detail of those who made pacts with demons and sacrificed to them. {925} Witchcraft was about 
to take the place in men’s minds which heresy had occupied in the age of Innocent III. The 
frightful mania was impending which spread through Latin Christendom under the Renaissance 
popes, from Pius II. to Clement VII., and without a dissenting voice received their sanction. Of 
the Humanist, Pius II., better things might have been expected, but he also, in 1459, fulminated 
against the malefics of Brittany. To what length the Vatican could go in sanctioning the crassest 
superstition is seen from Sixtus IV.’s bull, 1471, in which that pontiff reserved to himself the 
right to manufacture and consecrate the little waxen figures of lambs, the touch of which was 
pronounced to be sufficient to protect against fire and shipwreck, storm and hail, lightning and 
thunder, and to preserve women in the hour of parturition. {926} 
 
Among the documents on witchcraft, emanating from papal or other sources, the place of pre-
eminence is occupied by the bull, Summis desiderantes issued by Innocent VIII., 1484. This 
notorious proclamation, consisting of nearly 1000 words, was sent out in answer to questions 
proposed to the papal chair by German inquisitors, and recognizes in clearest language the current 
beliefs about demonic bewitchment as undeniable. It had come to his knowledge, so the pontiff 
wrote, that the dioceses of Mainz, Cologne, Treves, Salzburg and Bremen teemed with persons 
who, forsaking the Catholic faith, were consorting with demons. By incantations, conjurations 
and other iniquities they were thwarting the parturition of women and destroying the seed of 
animals, the fruits of the earth, the grapes of the vine and the fruit of the orchard. Men and 
women, flocks and herds, trees and all herbs were being afflicted with pains and torments. Men 
could no longer beget, women no longer conceive, and wives and husbands were prevented from 
performing the marital act. In view of these calamities, the pope authorized the Dominicans, 
Heinrich Institoris and Jacob Sprenger, professors of theology, to continue their activity against 
these malefics in bringing them to trial and punishment. He called upon the bishop of Salzburg to 
see to it that they were not impeded in their work and, a few months later, he admonished the 
archbishop of Mainz to give them active support. In other documents, Innocent commended 
Sigismund, archbishop of Austria, the count of the Tyrol and other persons for the aid they had 
rendered to these inquisitors in their effort to crush out witchcraft. 
 
The burning of witches was thus declared the definite policy of the papal see and the inquisitors 
proceeded to carry out its instructions with untiring and merciless severity. {927} 
 
Innocent’s communication, so abhorrent to the intelligent judgment of modern times, would seem 
of itself to sweep away the dogma of papal infallibility, even if there were no cases of Liberius, 
the Arian, or Honorius, the Monothelite. The argument is made by Pastor and Cardinal 
Hergenrother that Innocent did not officially pronounce on the reality of witchcraft when, 
proceeding upon the basis of reports, he condemned it and ordered its punishment. {928} 
However, in case this explanation be not regarded as sufficient, these writers allege that the 
decision, being of a disciplinary nature, would have no more binding force than any other papal 
decision on non-dogmatic subjects. This distinction is based upon the well-known contention of 
Catholic canonists that the pope’s inerrancy extends to matters of faith and not to matters of 



discipline. Leaving these distinctions to the domain of theological casuistry, it remains a historic 
fact that Innocent’s bull deepened the hold of a vicious belief in the mind of Europe and brought 
thousands of innocent victims to the rack and to the flames. The statement made by Dr. White is 
certainly not far from the truth when he says that, of all the documents which have issued from 
Rome, imperial or papal, Innocent’s bull first and last cost the greatest suffering. {929} Innocent 
might have exercised his pontifical infallibility in denying, or at least doubting, the credibility of 
the witnesses. A simple word from him would have prevented untold horrors. No one of his 
successors in the papal chair has expressed any regret for his deliverance, much less consigned to 
the Index of forbidden books the Malleus maleficarum, the inquisitors’ official text-book on 
witchcraft, most of the editions of which printed Innocent’s bull at length. 
 
Innocent’s immediate successors followed his example and persons or states opposing repressive 
measures against witches were classed with malefactors and, as in the case of Venice, the state 
was threatened by Leo X. with the fulminations of the Church if it did not render active 
assistance. At the papal rebuke, Brescia changed its attitude and in a single year sentenced 70 to 
the flames. 
 
Next to Innocent’s bull, the Witches Hammer, —Malleus maleficarum, —already referred to, is 
the most important and nefarious legacy the world has received on witchcraft. Dr. Lea 
pronounces it "the most portentous monument of superstition the world has produced." {930} 
These two documents were the official literature which determined the progress and methods of 
the new crusade. 
 
The Witches Hammer, published in 1486, proceeded from the hands of the Dominican Inquisitors, 
Heinrich Institoris, whose German name was Kraemer, and Jacob Sprenger. The plea cannot be 
made that they were uneducated men. They occupied high positions in their order and at the 
University of Cologne. Their book is divided into three parts: the first proves the existence of 
witchcraft; the second sets forth the forms in which it manifested itself; the third describes the 
rules for its detection and prosecution. In the last quarter of the 15th century the world, so it 
states, was more given over to the devil than in any preceding age. It was flooded with all kinds 
of wickedness. In affirming the antics of witches and other malefics, appeal is made to the 
Scriptures and to the teachings of the Church and especially to Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. 
Witches and sorcerers, whose father is the devil, are at last bound together in an organized body 
or sect. They meet at the weekly sabbats and do the devil homage by kissing his posterior parts. 
He appears among them as a tom-cat, goat, dog, bull or black man, as whim and convenience 
suggest. Demons of both sexes swarm at the meetings. Baptism and the eucharist are subjected to 
ridicule, the cross trampled upon. After an abundant repast the lights are extinguished and, at the 
devil’s command "Mix, mix," there follow scenes of unutterable lewdness. The devil, however, is 
a strict disciplinarian and applies the whip to refractory members. 
 
The human members of the fraternity are instructed in all sorts of fell arts. They are transported 
through the air. They kill unbaptized children, keeping them in this way out of heaven. At the 
sabbats such children are eaten. Of the carnal intercourse, implied in the words succubus and 
incubus, the authors say, there can be no doubt. To quote them, "it is common to all sorcerers and 
witches to practise carnal lust with demons." {931} To this particular subject are devoted two full 
chapters, and it is taken up again and again. 
 
In evidence of the reality of their charges, the authors draw upon their own extensive experience 
and declare that, in 48 cases of witches brought before them and burnt, all the victims confessed 
to having practised such abominable whoredoms for from 10 to 30 years. 
 



Among the precautions which the book prescribed against being bewitched, are the Lord’s 
Prayer, the cross, holy water and salt and the Church formulas of exorcism. It also adds that inner 
grace is a preservative. {932} 
 
The directions for the prosecution of witches, given in the third part of the treatise, are set forth 
with great explicitness. Public rumor was a sufficient cause for an indictment. The accused were 
to be subjected to the indignity of having the hair shaved off from their bodies, especially the 
more secret parts, lest perchance some imp or charm might be hidden there. Careful rules were 
given to the inquisitors for preserving themselves against being bewitched, and Institoris and 
Sprenger took occasion to congratulate themselves that, in their long experience, they had been 
able to avoid this calamity. In case the defender of a witch seemed to show an excess of zeal, this 
was to be treated as presumptive evidence that he was himself under the same influence. One of 
the devices for exposing guilt was a sheet of paper of the length of Christ’s body, inscribed with 
the seven words of the cross. This was to be bound on the witch’s body at the time of the mass, 
and then the ordeal of torture was applied. This measure almost invariably brought forth a 
confession of guilt. The ordeal of the red-hot iron was also recommended, but it was to be used 
with caution, as it was the trick of demons to cover the hands of witches with a salve made from a 
vegetable essence which kept them from being burnt. Such a case happened in Constance, the 
woman being able to carry the glowing iron six paces and thus going free. 
 
Of all parts of this manual, none is quite so infamous as the author’s vile estimate of woman. If 
there is any one who still imagines that celibacy is a sure highway to purity of thought, let him 
read the testimonies about woman and marriage given by mediaeval writers, priests and monks, 
themselves celibate and presumably chaste. Their impurities of expression suggest a foul 
atmosphere of thought and conversation. The very title of the Malleus maleficarum—the Hammer 
of the Female Malefics—is in the feminine because, as the authors inform their readers, the 
overwhelming majority of those who were behagged and had intercourse with demons were 
women. {933} In flat contrast to our modern experience of the religious fidelity of women, the 
authors of this book derive the word femina —woman—from fe and minus, that is, fides minus, 
less in faith. Weeping and spinning and deceiving they represent as the very essence of her 
nature. She deceives, because she was formed from Adam’s rib and that was crooked. 
 
A long chapter, I. 6, is devoted to showing woman’s inferiority to man and the subject of her 
alliance with demons is dwelt upon, apparently with delight. The cohabitation with fiends was in 
earlier ages, the authors affirm, against the will of women, but in their own age it was with their 
full consent and by their ardent desire. They thank God for being men. Few of their sex, they say, 
consent to such obscene relations,—one man to ten women. This refusal was due to the male’s 
natural vigor of mind, vigor rationis. To show the depravity of woman and her fell agency in 
history, Institoris and Sprenger quote all the bad things they can heap up from authors, biblical 
and classic, patristic and scholastic, Cato, Terence, Seneca, Cicero, Jerome. Jesus Sirach’s words 
are frequently quoted, "Woman is more bitter than death." Helen, Jezebel and Cleopatra are held 
forth as examples of pernicious agency which wrought the destruction of kingdoms, such 
catastrophes being almost invariably due to woman’s machinations. 
 
It was the common representation of the writers of the outgoing century of the Mediaeval Age 
that God permits the intervention of Satan’s malefic agency through the marriage bed more than 
through any other medium, and for the reason that the first sin was carried down through the 
marital act. On this point, Thomas Aquinas is quoted by one author after the other. {934} 
Preachers, as well as writers on witchcraft, took this disparaging view of woman. Geiler of 
Strassburg gave as the reason for ten women being burnt to one man on the charge of witchcraft, 
woman’s loquacity and frivolity. He quoted Ambrose that woman is the door to the devil and the 



way of iniquity—janua diaboli et via iniquitatis. Another noted preacher of the 15th century, 
John Nider, gave ten cases in which the cohabitation of man and woman is a mortal sin and, in a 
Latin treatise on moral leprosy, included the marriage state. {935} A century earlier, in his 
Deuteronomy planctu ecclesiae, written from Avignon, Bishop Alvarez of Pelayo enumerated 
102 faults common to women, one of these their cohabitation with the denizens of hell. From his 
own experience, the prelate states, he knew this to be true. It was practised, he says, in a convent 
of nuns and vain was his effort to put a stop to it. 
 
Experts gave it as their opinion that "the new sect of witches" had its beginning about the year 
1300. {936} But the writers of the 15th and 16th centuries were careful to prove that their two 
characteristic performances, the flight through the air and demonic intercourse, were not illusions 
of the imagination, but palpable realities. {937} To the testimonies of the witches themselves 
were added the ocular observations of church officials. {938} Other devilish performances dwelt 
upon, were the murder of children before baptism, the eating of their flesh after it had been 
consecrated to the devil and the trampling upon the host. {939} One woman, in 1457, confessed 
she had been guilty of the last practice 30 years. 
 
The more popular places of the weekly sabbats were the Brocken, Benevento, Como and the 
regions beyond the Jordan. Here the witches and demons congregated by the thousands and 
committed their excesses. The witches went from congregation to congregation as they pleased 
{940} and, according to Prierias, children as young as eight and ten joined in the orgies. 
 
Sometimes it went hard with the innocent, though prurient, onlookers of these scenes, as was the 
case with the inquisitor of Como, Bartholomew of Homate, and some of his companions. 
Determined to see for themselves, they looked on at a sabbat in Mendrisio from a place of 
concealment. As if unaware of their presence, the presiding devil dismissed the assembly, but 
immediately calling the revellers back, had them drag the intruders forth and the demons 
belabored them so lustily that they survived only 15 days. {941} The forms the devil usually 
assumed were those of a large tom-cat or a goat. If the meeting was in a building, he was wont to 
descend by a ladder, tail foremost. The witches kissed his posterior parts and, after indulging in a 
feast, the lights were put out and wild revels followed. As early as 1460, pictures were printed 
representing women riding through the air, straddling stocks and broomsticks, on goats or carried 
by demons. In Normandy, the obsessed were called broom-riders—scobaces. {942} Taught by 
demons, they made a salve of the ashes of a toad fed on the wafer, the blood of murdered children 
and other ingredients, which they applied to their riding sticks to facilitate their flights. According 
to the physician, John Hartlieb, who calls this salve the "unguent of Pharelis"—Herodias—it was 
made from seven different herbs, each gathered on a different day of the week and mixed with the 
fat of birds and animals. {943} 
 
The popularity of the witch-delusion as a subject of literary treatment is shown by the extracts 
Hansen gives from 70 writings, without exhausting the list. {944} Most of the writers were 
Dominicans. The Witches Hammer was printed in many editions, issued 13 times before 1520 
and, from 1574-1669, 16 times. The most famous of these writers in the earlier half of the 15th 
century was John Nider, d. 1438, in his Formicarius or Ant-Industry. He was a member of the 
Dominican order, professor of theology in Vienna and attended the Council of Basel. Writers like 
Jacquier were not satisfied with sending forth a single treatise. {945} Writers like Sylvester 
Prierias, d. 1523, known in the history of Luther, and Bartholomew Spina, d. 1546, occupied 
important positions at the papal court. {946} These two men expounded Innocent VIII.’s bull, and 
quote the Witches Hammer. Geiler of Strassburg repeated from the pulpit the vilest charges 
against witches. Pico della Mirandola, the biographer of Savonarola, filled a book with material 



of the same sort, and declared that one might as well call in question the discovery of America as 
the existence of witches. {947} 
 
The prosecution of witches assumed large proportions first in Switzerland and Northern Italy and 
then in France and Germany. In Rome, the first reported burning was in 1424. {948} In the 
diocese of Como, Northern Italy, 41 were burnt the year after the promulgation of Innocent 
VIII.’s bull. Between 1500-1525 the yearly number of women tried in that district was 1000 and 
the executions averaged 100. In 1521, Prierias declared that the Apennine regions were so full of 
witches that they were expected soon to outnumber the faithful. 
 
In France, one of the chief victims, the Carmelite William Adeline, was professor in Paris and 
had taken part in the Council of Basel. Arraigned by the Inquisition, 1453, he confessed to being 
a Vaudois, and having habitually attended their synagogues and done homage to the devil. In 
spite of his abjurations, he was kept in prison till he died. {949} In Brianacon, 1428-1447, 110 
women and 57 men were executed for witchcraft in the flames or by drowning. 
 
In Germany, Heidelberg, Pforzheim, Nurnberg, Wurzburg, Bamberg, Vienna, Cologne, Metz and 
other cities were centres of the craze and witnessed many executions. It was during the five years 
preceding 1486 that Heinrich Institoris and Sprenger sent 48 to the stake. The Heidelberg court-
preacher, Matthias Widman, of Kemnat, pronounced the "Cathari or heretical witches" the most 
damnable of the sects, one which should be subjected to "abundance of fire and without mercy." 
He reports that witches rode on broomsticks, spoons, cats, goats and other objects, and that he had 
seen many of them burnt in Heidelberg. In 1540, six years before Luther’s death, four witches 
and sorcerers were burnt in Protestant Wittenberg. And in 1545, 34 women were burnt or 
quartered in Geneva. In England the law for the burning of heretics, 1401, was applied to these 
unfortunate people, not a few of whom were committed to the flames. But the persecution in the 
mediaeval period never took on the proportions on English soil it reached on the Continent; and 
there, it was not the Church but the state that dealt with the crime of sorcery. 
 
According to the estimate of Louis of Paramo, himself a distinguished inquisitor of Sicily who 
had condemned many to the flames, there had been during the 150 years before 1597, the date of 
his treatise on the Origin and Progress of the Inquisition, 30,000 executions for witchcraft. {950} 
 
The judgments passed upon witches were whipping, banishment and death by fire, or, as in 
Cologne, Strassburg and other places, by drowning. The most common forms of torture were the 
thumb-screw and the strappado. In the latter the prisoner’s hands were bound behind his back 
with a rope which was drawn through a pulley in the ceiling. The body was slowly lifted up, and 
at times left hanging or allowed to suddenly drop to the floor. In our modern sense, there was no 
protection of law for the accused. The suspicion of an ecclesiastical or civil court was sufficient 
to create an almost insurmountable presumption of guilt. Made frantic by the torture, the victims 
were willing to confess to anything, however untrue and repulsive it might be. Death at times 
must have seemed, even with the Church’s ban, preferable to protracted agonies, for the pains of 
death at best lasted a few hours and might be reduced to a few minutes. As Lecky has said, these 
unfortunate people did not have before them the prospect of a martyr’s crown and the glory of the 
heavenly estate. They were not buoyed up by the sympathies and prayers of the Church. Unpitied 
and unprayed for, they yielded to the cold scrutiny of the inquisitor and were consumed in the 
flames. 
 
Persons who took the part of the supposed witch, or ventured to lift up their voices against the 
trials for witchcraft, did so at the risk of their lives. In 1598, the Dutch priest, Cornelius Loos 
Callidus, was imprisoned at Treves for declaring that women, making confession under torture to 



witch devices, confessed to what was not true. And four years before, 1589, Dr. Dietrich Flade, a 
councillor of Treves, was burnt for attacking the prosecution of witchcraft. {951} 
 
The belief in demonology and all manner of malefic arts was a legacy handed down to the Church 
from the old Roman world and, where the influence of the Northern mythologies was felt, the 
belief took still deeper roots. But it cannot be denied that cases and passages taken from the 
Scriptures, especially the Old Testament, were adduced to justify the wild dread of malign spirits 
in the Middle Ages. Saul’s experience with the witch of Endor, the plagues brought by the devil 
upon Job, the representations in Leviticus and Deuteronomy, incidents from the Apocrypha and 
the cases of demonic agency in the New Testament were dwelt upon and applied with literal and 
relentless rigor. 
 
It is a long chapter which begins with the lonely contests the old hermits had with demons, 
recounts the personal encounters of mediaeval monks in chapel and cell and relates the horrors of 
the inquisitorial process for heresy. Our more rational processes of thought and our better 
understanding of the Christian law of love happily have brought this chapter to a close in 
enlightened countries. The treatment here given has been in order to show how greatly a Christian 
society may err, and to confirm in this generation the feeling of gratitude for the better sentiments 
which now prevail. It is perhaps also clue to those who suffered, that a general description of the 
injustice done them should be given. The chapter may not unfitly be brought to a close by 
allowing one of the victims to speak again from his prison-cell, the burgomaster of Bamberg, 
though he suffered a century after the Middle Ages had closed, 1628. After being confronted by 
false witnesses he confessed, under torture, to having indulged in the practices ascribed to the 
bewitched and he thus wrote to his daughter: — 
 
Many hundred good nights, dearly beloved daughter, Veronica. Innocent have I come into prison, 
innocent must I die. For whoever comes into a witch-prison must become a witch or be tortured 
till he invents something out of his head and—God pity him—bethinks himself of something. I 
will tell you how it has gone with me.... Then came the executioner and put the thumbscrews on 
me, both hands bound together, so that the blood ran out at the nails and everywhere, so that for 
four weeks I could not use my hands, as you can see from the writing .... Then they stripped me, 
bound my hands behind my back and drew me up. I thought heaven and earth were at an end. 
Eight times did they do this and let me drop again so that I suffered terrible agony.... [Here 
follows a rehearsal of the confessions he was induced to make.] ... Now, dear child, you have all 
my confessions for which I must die. They are sheer lies made up. All this I was forced to say 
through fear of the rack, for they never leave off the torture till one confesses something.... Dear 
child, keep this letter secret so that people may not find it or else I shall be tortured most piteously 
and the jailers be beheaded.... I have taken several days to write this for my hands are both lame. 
Good night, for your father Johannes Junius will never see you more. {952} 
 
Innocent VIII’s Bull, Summit desiderantes. December 5, 1484: In Part: {953} 
 
Innocentius episcopus, servus servorum dei, ad perpetuam rei memoriam. Summis desiderantes 
affectibus, prout pastoralis sollicitudinis cura requirit, ut fides catholica nostris potissime 
temporibus ubique augeatur et floreat ac omnis haeretica pravitas de finibus fidelium procul 
pellatur, es libenter declaramus ac etiam de novo concedimus per quae hujusmodi pium 
desiderium nostrum votivum sortiatur effectum; cunctisque propterea, per nostrae operationis 
ministerium, quasi per providi operationis saeculum erroribus exstirpatis, eiusdem fidei zelus et 
observantia in ipsorum corda fidelium fortium imprimatur. 
 



Sane nuper ad nostrum non sine ingenti molestia pervenit auditum, quod in nonnullis partibus 
Alemaniae superioris, necnon in Maguntinensi, Coloniensi, Treverensi, Saltzumburgensi, et 
Bremensi, provinciis, civitatibus, terris, locis et dioecesibus complures utriusque sexus personae, 
propriae salutis immemores et a fide catholica deviantes, cum daemonibus, incubis et succubis 
abuti, ac suis incantationibus, carminibus et coniurationibus aliisque nefandis superstitiosis, et 
sortilegis excessibus, criminibus et delictis, mulierum partus, animalium foestus, terra fruges, 
vinearum uvas, et arborum fructus; necnon homines, mulieres, pecora, pecudes et alia diversorum 
generam animalia; vineas quoque, pomeria, prata, pascua, blada, frumenta et alia terra legumina 
perirs, suffocari et extingui facere et procurare; ipsosque homines, mulieres, iumenta, pecora, 
pecudes et animalia diris tam intrinsecis quam extrinsecis doloribus et tormentis afficere et 
excruciare; ac eosdem homines ne gignere, et mulieres ne concipere, virosque, ne uxoribus, et 
mulieres, ne viris actus coniugales reddere valeant, impedire; fidem praeterea ipsam, quam in 
sacri susceptione baptismi susceperunt, ore sacrilego abnegare, aliaque quam plurima nefanda, 
excussus et crimina, instigante humani generis inimico, committere et perpetrare non verentur in 
animarum suarum periculum, divines maiestatis offensam ac perniciosum exemplum ac 
scandulum plurimorum. Quodque licet dilecti filii Henrici Institoris in praedictis partibus 
Alemaniae superioris ... necnon Iacobus Sprenger per certas partes lineae Rheni, ordinis 
Praedicatorum et theologiae professores, haeretics pravitatis inquisitores per literas apostolicas 
deputati fuerunt, prout adhuc existunt; tamen nonnulli clerici et laici illarum partium, quaerentes 
plura sapere quam oporteat, pro eo quod in literis deputationis huiusmodi provinciae, civitates 
dioeceses terrae et alia loca praedicta illarumque personae ac excessus huiusmodi nominatim et 
specifice expressa non fuerunt, illa sub eisdem partibus minime contineri, et propterea praefatis 
inquisitoribus in provinciis, civitatibus, dioecesibus, terris et locis praedictis huiusmodi 
inquisitionis officium exequi non licere; et ad personarum earundem super excessibus et 
criminibus antedictis punitionem, incarcerationem et correctionem admitti non debere, 
pertinaciter asserere non erubescunt... Huiusmodi inquisitions officium exequi ipsasque personas, 
quas in praemissis culpabiles reperierint, iuxta earum demerita corrigere, incarcerare, punire et 
mulctare.... Quotiens opus fuerant, aggravare et reaggravare auctoritate nostra procuret, invocato 
ad hoc, si opus fuerit, auxilio brachii saecularis. 
 
{915} Lempens pronounces the prosecution of witchcraft the greatest crime of all times, das 
grosste Verbrechen aller Zeiten. Witches were called fascinaret, strigimagae, lamiae, 
phytonissae, strigae, streges, maleficae, Gazarii, that is, Cathari, and Valdenses, etc. For the 
derivation of the German term, Hexe, see J. Francke’s discussion in Hansen, Quellen, pp. 615-
670. 
 
{916} In Protestant Scotland the iron collar and gag were used. The last trial in England occurred 
in 1712. A woman was executed for witchcraft in Seville in 1781 and another in Glarus in 1782. 
Dr. Diefenbach, in his Aberglaube, etc., attempts to prove that the belief in witchcraft was more 
deepseated in Protestant circles than in the Catholic Church. Funk, Kirchengesch., p. 419, Hefele, 
Kirchengesch., p. 522, and other Catholic historians take care to represent the share Protestants 
had in the persecution of witches as equal to the share of the Catholics. 
 
{917} Alexander Hales distinguished eight sorts of maleficium. Martin V. and Eugenius IV. call 
the workers of the dark arts sortilegi, divinatores, demonum invocatores, carminatores, 
conjuratores, superstitiosi, augures, utentes artibus nefariis et prohibitis. See Hansen, Quellen, p. 
16 sqq. Henry IV.’s council of bishops, met at Worms, 1076, in deposing Gregory VII., accused 
him of witchcraft and making covenant with the devil. 
 
{918} Sceleratae mulieres... credunt se et profitentur nocturnis horis cum Diana paganorum dea 
et innumera multitudine mulierum equitare super quasdam bestas, etc. Hansen, Quellen, p. 88 sq. 



 
{919} See Vol. V., I. 889-897, and Hansen, Zauberwahn, p. 144. 
 
{920} Michelet, p. 9, says: "I unfalteringly declare that the witch appeared in the age of that deep 
despair which the gentry of the Church engendered. The witch is a crime of their own achieving." 
Dollinger, Papstthum, p. 123, says that witchcraft in its different manifestations, from the 13th to 
the 17th century, is "a product of the faith in the plenary authority of the pope. This may seem to 
be a paradox, but it is not hard to prove." Hoensbroech’s language, I., 381, is warm but true, when 
he says, "In all this period the pope was the patron and the prop of the belief in witchcraft, 
spreading it and confirming it." 
 
{921} A translation of Gregory’s bull, Vox rama, is given by Hoensbroech, I. 215-218. See 
Dollinger: Papstthum, pp. 125, 144. 
 
{922} So, In 1326, John inveighed against those who cum morte foedus ineunt et pactum faciunt 
cum inferno. For the text of this and other papal documents, see Hansen, Quellen, pp. 1-37. 
 
{923} In his bull Pascendi gregis, 1907. 
 
{924} Hansen: Zauberwahn, pp. 241, 263 sq., 271. 
 
{925} Principis tenebrarum suasus et illusiones caecitate noxia sectantes demonibus immolant, 
eos adorant, etc. illis homagium faciunt, etc. Hansen, Quellen, p. 17. 
 
{926} Cereae formae innocentissimi agni, Hansen, etc.: Quellen, p. 21 sq. 
 
{927} See Hansen, p. 27-29. Dollinger-Friedrich, p. 126, says, "Mit Inn. VIII. beginnt das 
regelmassige Verbrennen der Hexen." 
 
{928} Gesch. der Papste, III. 266 sqq., Hergenrother-Kirsch, II. 1040 sq. Vacandard, Inquisition, 
p. 200, takes the same view and says "Innocent assuredly had no intention of committing the 
Church to a belief in the phenomena he mentions in his bull; but his personal opinion did have an 
influence upon the canonists and Inquisitors of his day," etc. 
 
{929} Warfare of Science and Theology, I. 351. 
 
{930} Inquisition, III. 543. 
 
{931} Hoc est commune omnium maleficarum spurcitias carnales cum daemonibus exercere, 
Malleus II. 4. The author goes into all the details of the demon’s procedure, the demon as he 
approaches men being known as the succubus, and women as the incubus. Many of the details are 
too vile to repeat. Such passages of Scripture are quoted as Genesis 6:2 and 1 Corinthians 11:10, 
which is made to teach that the woman wears a covering on her head to guard herself against the 
looks of lustful angels. The demons, in becoming succubi and incubi, are not actuated by carnal 
lust, so the author asserts, but by a desire to make their victims susceptible to all sorts of vices. 
 
{932} Many cases are given to show the efficacy of these preservatives. For example, a man in 
Ravensburg, who was tempted by the devil in the shape of a woman, became much concerned, 
and at last, recalling what a priest had said in the pulpit, sprinkled himself with salt and at once 
escaped the devil’s influence. 
 



{933} Haeresis dicenda est non maleficorum sed maleficarum, ut fiat a potiori denominatio. See 
Hansen: Quellen, 416-444, and Zauberwahn, 481-490. 
 
{934} Com. ad Sent., IV. 34, qu. I. 3, quia corruptio peccati prima... in nos per actum 
generantem devenit, ideo maleficii potestas permittitur diabolo adeo in hoc actu magis quam 
aliis. See Hansen: Quellen, pp. 88-99. In answering the question why more women were given to 
sorcery than men, Alexander Hales declared that it was because she had less intellectual vigor 
than man, minus habet discretionem spiritus. 
 
{935} See Hansen: Quellen, p. 423 sqq. Wyclif does not seem to have had so low an opinion of 
woman as did the writers of the century after him. And yet he says, Lat. Serm. II. 161, Femina 
super in malicia multos viros... veritas est quod natura feminea est virtute inferior, etc. 
 
{936} Ista secta strigiarum. So Bernard of Como, who was followed by Nicolas Jacquier, 
Prierias, etc. Hansen: Quellen, pp. 282, 319. 
 
{937} Turrecremata, the Spanish dogmatician and canonist, dissents from the opinion that the 
flying women were led by Diana and Herodias, on the rational grounds that Diana never existed 
and Herodias probably was never permitted to leave hell. 
 
{938} See the realistic language of Jacquier, Prierias, Bartholomew of Spina, etc. Quellen, p. 136, 
etc. 
 
{939} Jacquier, Widman of Kemnat, Barthol. of Spina, etc., Quellen, pp. 141, 234, 327, sq. 
 
{940} Valdenses ydolatrae, Quellen, pp. 157, 165. The poet Martin la Franc, secretary to Felix V., 
in his Champion des dames, about 1440, speaks of 10,000 witches celebrating a sabbat in the 
Valley of Wallis. Six hundred of them were brought to confess they had cohabited with demons. 
Quellen, 99-104. 
 
{941} The incident is told by that famous witch-inquisitor, Bernard of Como, in his Deuteronomy 
strigiis. Hansen: Quellen, pp. 279-284. 
 
{942} From scoba, meaning broom. So in the tract Errores Gazariorum seu illorum qui scobam 
vel baculum equitare probantur, Quellen, pp. 118-123. 
 
{943} Quellen, p. 131 sq. This medical expert declared that women and men were often turned 
into toads and cats. When such a cat’s paw was cut off, it was found that the foot of the suspected 
witch was gone. With his own eyes, this mediaeval practitioner says he saw such a woman burnt 
in Rome, and he states that many such cases occurred in the papal metropolis. Hartlieb was 
medical adviser to Duke Albert III. of Bavaria. His Buch aller verbotenen Kunst, Unglaubens u. 
d. Zauberei, was written 1456. 
 
{944} Hansen devotes 60 pages of his Quellen to the title, date and authors of the Malleus. An 
excellent German translation is by J. W. R. Schmidt: Der Hexenhammer, Berlin, 3 vols., 1906. 
 
{945} Flagellum haereticorum fascinariorum, The Heretics’ Flail. Extracts in Hansen, 133-144. 
Tract. de calcinatione daemonum seu malignorum spirituum, still in MS. in Brussels. 
 
{946} Deuteronomy strigmagarum daemonumque mirandis, Rome, 1521, and Deuteronomy 
strigibus et lamiis, Venice, 1535. Hansen, pp. 317-339. 



 
{947} Strix sive de ludificatione daemonum, 1523. See Burckhardt-Geiger: Renaissance, 
Excursus, II. 359-362. The official papal view at the close of the 16th century was set forth by the 
canonist, Francis Pegna, d. in Rome 1612. He held an appointment on the papal commission for 
the revision of Gratian’s Decretals, and asserts that the aerial flights and cohabitation of witches 
could be proved beyond all possible doubt. See extracts from his Com. on Eymericus 
Directorium. Hansen: Quellen, p. 358 sq. 
 
{948} Infessura, Tommasini’s ed., p. 25. For another burning in Rome, 1442, Burckhardt-Geiger, 
II. 359. For witchcraft in Italy, see this author, II. p. 255-264. Also the extensive lists of trials, 
1245-1540, noted down in Hansen’s Quellen; the ecclesiastical trials, pp. 445-516; the civil, pp. 
517-615. In 1623 Gregory XV. renewed the penalty of lifelong imprisonment for making pacts 
with the devil. 
 
{949} Hansen: Quellen, pp. 467-472. For the notorious case of Gilles de Rais, the reputed original 
Bluebeard, see Lea: Inq., III. 468-487. 
 
{950} For other figures, see Hansen: Zauberwahn, p. 532 sqq., Hoensbroech, I. 500 sqq., and 
Lecky, I. 29 sqq. Seven thousand are said to have been burnt at Treves. In 1670, 70 persons were 
arraigned in Sweden and a large number of them burnt. 
 
{951} Dollinger-Friedrich, pp. 130, 447. For Loos’ recantation as given by Delrio, see Phil. Trsll. 
and Reprints, III. In a letter, written in 1629, the chancellor of the bishop of Wurzburg states that 
the week before a beautiful maiden of 19 had been executed as a witch. Children of three and four 
years, he adds, to the number of 300, were reported to have had intercourse with the devil. He 
himself had seen children of seven and promising students of 12 and 16 put to death. Phil. Trsll., 
etc., III. 
 
{952} The transation taken from the Phila. Trsll. and Reprints, vol. III. 
 
{953} Reprinted from Hansen: Quellen, pp. 25-27. The Latin text is also found In Soldan, p. 215, 
and Mirbt, p. 171 sq. Germ. trsl in Schmidt, pp. xxxvi-xli, and Hoensbrooch, I, 384-386. Engl. 
trsl. in Phila. Trsll. and Reprints, . vol. III  



60. The Spanish Inquisition. 
 
Torquemada’s name, with clouds o’ercast, 
 
Looms in the distant landscape of the past 
 
Like a burnt tower upon a blackened heath, 
 
Lit by the fires of burning woods beneath. 
 
Longfellow. 
 
The Inquisition of Spain is one of the bywords of history. The horrors it perpetrated have cast a 
dark shadow over the pages of Spanish annals. Organized to rid the Spanish kingdoms of the 
infection of heresy, it extended its methods to the Spanish dependencies in Europe, Sicily and 
Holland and to the Spanish colonies of the new world. After the marriage of Philip II. with Mary 
Tudor it secured a temporary recognition in England. In its bloody sacrifices, Jews, Moors, 
Protestants and the practitioners of the dark arts were included. No country in the world was more 
concerned to maintain the Catholic faith pure than was Spain from the 15th to the 18th century, 
and to no Church organization was a more unrestricted authority given than to the Spanish 
Inquisition. Agreeing with the papal Inquisition established by Innocent III. in its ultimate aim, 
the eradication of heresy, it differed from that earlier institution by being under the direction of a 
tribunal appointed by the Spanish sovereign, immediately amenable to him and acting 
independently of the bishops. The papal Inquisition was controlled by the Apostolic see, which 
appointed agents to carry its rules into effect and whose agency was to a certain extent subject to 
the assent of the bishops. 
 
Engaged in the wars for the dispossession of the Pagan Moors, the Spanish kingdoms had shown 
little disposition to yield to the intrusion of Catharan and other heresy from the North. The 
menace to its orthodox repose came from the Jews, Jews who held firmly to their ancestral faith 
and Jews who had of their own impulse or through compulsion adopted the Christian rites. In no 
part of Europe was the number of Jews so large and nowhere had they been more prosperous in 
trade and reached such positions of eminence as physicians and as counsellors at court. The 
Jewish literature of mediaeval Spain forms a distinct and notable chapter in Hebrew literary 
history. To rid the land of the Jews who persisted in their ancestral belief was not within the 
jurisdiction of the Church. That belonged to the state, and, according to the canon law, the Jew 
was not to be molested in the practice of his religion. But the moment Jews or Moors submitted to 
baptism they became amenable to ecclesiastical discipline. Converted Jews in Spain were called 
conversos, or maranos —the newly converted—and it was with them, in its first period, that the 
Spanish Inquisition had chiefly to do. After Luther’s doctrines began to spread it addressed itself 
to the extirpation of Protestants, but, until the close of its history, in 1834, the Jewish Christians 
constituted most of its victims. 
 
From an early time Spanish legislation was directed to the humiliation of the Jews and their 
segregation from the Christian population. The oecumenical Council of Vienne, 1312, denounced 
the liberality of the Spanish law which made a Jewish witness necessary to the conviction of a 
Jew. Spanish synods, as those of Valladolid and Tarragona, 1322, 1329, gave strong expression to 
the spirit of intolerance with which the Spanish church regarded the Jewish people. The sacking 
and wholesale massacre of their communities, which lived apart in quarters of their own called 



Juderias, were matters of frequent occurrence, and their synagogues were often destroyed or 
turned into churches. It is estimated that in 1391, 50,000 Jews were murdered in Castile, and the 
mania spread to Aragon. {954} 
 
The explanation of this bitter feeling is to be sought in the haughty pride of the descendants of 
Abraham according to the flesh, their persistent observance of their traditions and the exorbitant 
rates of usury which they charged. Not content with the legal rate, which in Aragon was 20% and 
in Castile 331/3% they often compelled municipalities to pay even higher rates. The prejudice 
and fears of the Christian population charged them with sacrilege in the use of the wafer and the 
murder of baptized children, whose blood was used in preparations made for purposes of sorcery. 
Legislation was made more exacting. The old rules were enforced enjoining a distinctive dress 
and forbidding them to shave their beards or to have their hair cut round. All employment in 
Christian households, the practice of medicine and the occupation of agriculture were denied 
them. Scarcely any trade was left to their hand except the loaning of money, and that by canon 
law was illegal for Christians. 
 
The joint reign of Ferdinand, 1452-1516, and Isabella, 1451-1504, marked an epoch in the history 
of the Jews in Spain, both those who remained true to their ancestral faith and the large class 
which professed conversion to the Christian Church. {955} 
 
In conferring the title "Catholic" upon Ferdinand and Isabella, 1495, Alexander VI. gave as one 
of the reasons the expulsion of the Jews from Spain, 1492. The institution of the Spanish 
Inquisition, which began its work twelve years before, was directed primarily against the 
conversos, people of Jewish blood and members of the Church who in heart and secret usage 
remained Jews. 
 
The papal Inquisition was never organized in Castile, and in Aragon it had a feeble existence. 
With the council of Tortosa, 1429, complaints began to be made that the conversos neglected to 
have their children baptized, and by attending the synagogues and observing the Jewish feasts 
were putting contempt upon their Christian faith. That such hypocrisy was practised cannot be 
doubted in view of the action of the Council of Basel which put its brand upon it. In 1451 Juan II. 
applied to the papal court to appoint a commission to investigate the situation. At the same time 
the popular feeling was intensified by the frantic appeals of clerics such as Friar Alfonso de 
Espina who in his Fortalicium fidei —the Fortification of the Faith—brought together a number 
of alleged cases of children murdered by Jews and argued for the Church’s right to baptize Jewish 
children in the absence of the parents’ consent. {956} The story ran that before Isabella’s 
accession her confessor Torquemada, that hammer of heretics, secured from her a vow to leave 
no measure untried for the extirpation of heresy from her realm. Sometime later, listening to this 
same ecclesiastic’s appeal, Ferdinand and his consort applied to the papal see for the 
establishment of the Inquisition in Castile. 
 
Sixtus IV., who was then occupying the chair of St. Peter, did not hesitate in a matter so 
important, and on Nov. 1, 1478, issued the bull sanctioning the fell Spanish tribunal. It authorized 
the Spanish sovereigns to appoint three bishops or other ecclesiastics to proceed against heretics 
and at the same time empowered them to remove and replace these officials as they thought fit. 
After a delay of two years, the commission was constituted, 1480, and consisted of two 
Dominican theologians, Michael de Morillo and John of St. Martin, and a friar of St. Pablo, 
Seville. A public reception was given to the commission by the municipal council of Seville. The 
number of prisoners was soon too large for the capacity of St. Pablo, where the court first 
established itself, and it was removed to the chief stronghold of the city, the fortress of Triana, 



whose ample spaces and gloomy dungeons were well fitted for the dark work for which it had 
been chosen. 
 
Once organized, the Inquisition began its work by issuing the so-called Edict of Grace {957} 
which gave heretics a period of 30 or 40 days in which to announce themselves and, on making 
confession, assured them of pardon. Humane as this measure was, it was also used as a device for 
detecting other spiritual criminals, those confessing, called penitentes, being placed under a vow 
to reveal the names of heretics. The humiliations to which the penitents were subjected had 
exhibition at the first auto de fe held in Toledo, 1486, when 750 penitents of both sexes were 
obliged to march through the city carrying candles and bare-headed; and, on entering the 
cathedral, were informed that one-fifth of their property had been confiscated, and that they were 
thenceforth incapacitated to hold public office. The first auto de fe was held in Seville, Feb. 6, 
1481, six months after the appointment of the tribunal, when six men and women were cremated 
alive. The ghastly spectacle was introduced with a sermon, preached by Friar Alfonso de Hojeda. 
A disastrous plague, which broke out in the city, did not interrupt the sittings of the tribunal, 
which established itself temporarily at Aracena, where the first holocaust included 23 men and 
women. According to a contemporary, by Nov. 4, 1491, 298 persons had been committed to the 
flames and 79 condemned to perpetual imprisonment. {958} The tribunal established at Ciudad 
Real, 1483, burnt 52 heretics within two years, when it was removed, in 1485, to Toledo. In 
Avila, from 1490-1500, 75 were burnt alive, and 26 dead bodies exhumed and cast into the 
flames. In cases, the entire conversos population was banished, as in Guadalupe, by the order of 
the inquisitor-general, Deza, in 1500. From Castile, the Inquisition extended its operations to 
Aragon, where its three chief centres were Valencia, Barcelona and Saragossa, and then to the 
Balearic Islands, where it was especially active. The first burning in Saragossa took place, 1484, 
when two men were burnt alive and one woman in effigy, and at Barcelona in 1488, when four 
persons were consumed alive. 
 
The interest of Sixtus IV. continued to follow the tribunal he had authorized and, in a letter 
addressed to Isabella, Feb. 13, 1483, he assured the queen that its work lay close to his heart. The 
same year, to render the tribunal more efficient, it was raised by Ferdinand to the dignity of the 
fifth council of the state with the title, Concejo de la Suprema y General Inquisicion. Usually 
called the suprema, this body was to have charge of the Holy Office throughout the realm. The 
same end was promoted by the creation of the office of inquisitor-general, 1483, to which the 
power was consigned of removing and appointing inquisitorial functionaries. The first incumbent 
was Thomas de Torquemada, at that time prior of Santa Cruz in Segovia. This fanatical 
ecclesiastic, whose name is a synonym of uncompromising religious intolerance and heartless 
cruelty, had already been appointed, in 1482, an inquisitor by the pope. He brought to his duties a 
rare energy and formulated the rules characteristic of the Spanish Inquisition. 
 
With Torquemada at its head, the Holy Office became, next to royalty itself, the strongest power 
in Spain. Its decisions fell like the blow of a great iron hammer, and there was no power beneath 
the sovereign that dared to offer them resistance. In 1507, at the death of Deza, third inquisitor-
general, Castile and Aragon were placed under distinct tribunals. Cardinal Ximenes, 1436-1517, a 
member of the Franciscan order and one of the foremost figures in Spanish church history, was 
elevated to the office of supreme inquisitor of Castile. His distinction as archbishop of Toledo 
pales before his fame as a scholar and patron of letters. He likewise was unyielding in the 
prosecution of the work of ridding his country of the taint of heresy, but he never gave way to the 
temptation of using his office for his own advantage and enriching himself from the sequestrated 
property of the conversos, as Torquemada was charged with doing. 
 



Under Adrian of Utrecht, at first inquisitor-general of Aragon, the tribunals of the two kingdoms 
were again united in 1518, and, by the addition of Navarre, which Ferdinand had conquered, the 
whole Iberian peninsula, with the exception of Portugal, came under the jurisdiction of a single 
supreme official. Adrian had acted as tutor to Charles V., and was to succeed Leo X. on the papal 
throne. From his administration, the succession of inquisitors-general continued unbroken till 
1835, when the last occupant of the office died, Geronimo Castellan y Salas, bishop of Tarazona. 
{959} 
 
The interesting question has been warmly discussed, whether the Inquisition of Spain was a papal 
institution or an institution of the state, and the attempt has been made to lift the responsibility for 
its organization and administration from the supreme pontiff. The answer is, that it was 
predominantly an ecclesiastical institution, created by the authority of Sixtus IV. and 
continuously supported by pontifical sanction. On the other hand, its establishment was sought 
after by Ferdinand and Isabella, and its operations, after the papal authorization had been secured, 
was under the control of the Spanish sovereign. So far as we know, the popes never uttered a 
word in protest against the inhuman measures which were practised by the Spanish tribunals. 
Their only dissent arose from the persistence with which Ferdinand kept the administrative 
agency in his own hands and refused to allow any interference with his disposition of the 
sequestrated estates. {960} The hearty approbation of the Apostolic see is vouched for in many 
documents, and the responsibility for the Spanish tribunal was distinctly assumed by Sixtus V., 
Jan. 22, 1588, as an institution established by its authority. Sixtus IV. and his successors sought 
again and again to get its full management into their own hands, but were foiled by the firmness 
of Ferdinand. When, for example, in a bull dated April 18, 1482, the pope ordered the names of 
the witnesses and accusers to be communicated to the suspects, that the imprisonments should be 
in episcopal gaols, that appeal might be taken to the Apostolic chair and that confessions to the 
bishop should stop all prosecution, Ferdinand sharply resented the interference and hinted that the 
suggestion had started with the use of conversos gold in the curia. This papal action was only a 
stage in the battle for the control of the Holy Office. {961} Ferdinand was ready to proceed to the 
point of rupture with Rome rather than allow the principle of appeals which would have reduced 
the power of the suprema to impotence. Sixtus wrote a compromising reply, and a year later, 
October, 1483, Ferdinand got all he asked for, and the appointment of Torquemada was 
confirmed. 
 
The royal management of the Inquisition was also in danger of being fatally hampered by letters 
of absolution, issued according to custom by the papal penitentiary, which were valid not only in 
the court of conscience but in stopping public trials. Ferdinand entered a vigorous protest against 
their use in Spain, when Sixtus, 1484, confirmed the penitentiary’s right; but here also Sixtus was 
obliged to retreat, at least in part, and Alexander VI. and later Clement VII., 1524, made such 
letters invalid when they conflicted with the jurisdiction of the Spanish tribunal. Spain was bent 
on doing things in its own way and won practical independence of the curia. {962} 
 
The principle, whereby in the old Inquisition the bishops were co-ordinate in authority with the 
inquisitors or superior to them, had to be abandoned in Spain in spite of the pope’s repeated 
attempts to apply it. Innocent VIII., 1487, completely subjected the bishops to the inquisitorial 
organization, and when Alexander, 1494, annulled this bull and required the inquisitors to act in 
conjunction with the bishop, Ferdinand would not brook the change and, under his protection, the 
suprema and its agents asserted their independence to Ferdinand. 
 
Likewise, in the matter of confiscations of property, the sovereign claimed the right to dictate 
their distribution, now applying them for the payment of salaries to the inquisitors and their 



agents, now appropriating them for the national exchequer, now for his own use or for gifts to his 
favorites. 
 
No concern of his reign, except the extension of his dominions, received from Ferdinand more 
constant and sympathetic attention than the deletion of heresy. With keen delight he witnessed the 
public burnings as adapted to advance the Catholic faith. He scrutinized the reports sent him by 
inquisitors and, at times, he expressed his satisfaction with their services by gifts of money. In his 
will, dated the day before his death, he enjoined his heir, Charles V., to be strenuous in supporting 
the tribunal. As all other virtues, so this testament ran, "are nothing without faith by which and in 
which we are saved, we command the illustrious prince, our grandson, to labor with all his 
strength to destroy and extirpate heresy from our kingdoms and lordships, appointing ministers, 
God-fearing and of good conscience, who will conduct the Inquisition justly and properly for the 
service of God and the exaltation of the Catholic faith, and who will also have a great zeal for the 
destruction of the sect of Mohammed." {963} Without doubt, the primary motive in the 
establishment of the tribunal was with Ferdinand, and certainly with Isabella, religious. 
 
There seems at no time to have been any widespread revolt against the procedure of the 
Inquisition. In Aragon, some mitigation of its rigors and rules was proposed by the Cortes of 
Barcelona, 1512, such as the withdrawal from the inquisitors of the right to carry weapons and the 
exemption of women from the seizure of their property, in cases where a husband or father was 
declared a heretic, but Ferdinand and Bishop Enguera, the Aragonese inquisitor-general, were 
dispensed by Leo X., 1514, from keeping the oath they had taken to observe the rules. At Charles 
V.’s accession, an effort was made to have some of the more offensive evils abolished, such as 
the keeping of the names of witnesses secret, and in 1520 the Cortes of Valladolid and Corunna 
made open appeal for the amendment of some of the rules. Four hundred thousand ducats were 
offered, presumably by conversos, to the young king if he would give his assent, and, as late as 
1528, the kingdom of Granada, in the same interest, offered him 50,000 ducats. But the appeals 
received no favorable action and, under the influence of Ximines, in 1517, the council of Castile 
represented to Charles that the very peace of Spain depended upon the maintenance of the 
Inquisition. The cardinal wrote a personal letter to the king, declaring that interference on his part 
would cover his name with infamy. {964} 
 
The most serious attempt to check the workings of the Inquisition occurred in Saragossa and 
resulted in the assassination of the chief inquisitor, Peter Arbues, an act of despair laid at the door 
of the conversos. Arbues was murdered in the cathedral Jan. 25, 1485, the fatal blow being struck 
from behind, while the priest was on his knees engaged in prayer. He knew his life was 
threatened and not only wore a coat of mail and cap of steel, but carried a lance. He lingered 
twenty-four hours. Miracles wrought at the coffin vouched for the sanctity of the murdered 
ecclesiastic. The sacred bell of Villela tolled unmoved by hands. Arbues’ blood liquefied on the 
cathedral floor two weeks after the deed. Within two years, the popular veneration showed itself 
in the erection of a splendid tomb to the martyr’s memory and the Catholic Church, by the bull of 
Pius IX., June 29, 1867, has given him the honors of canonization. As the assassination of the 
papal delegate, Peter of Castelnau, at the opening of the crusade against the Albigenses, 1208, 
wrought to strengthen Innocent in his purpose to wipe out heresy, even with the sword, likewise 
the taking off of Arbues only tightened the grip of the Spanish Inquisition in Aragon. His 
murderers and all in any way accessory to the crime were hunted down, their hands were cut off 
at the portal of the cathedral and their bodies dragged to the market-place, where they were 
beheaded and quartered or burnt alive. {965} 
 
Next to the judicial murders perpetrated by the Inquisition, its chief evil was the confiscation of 
estates. The property of the conversos offered a tempting prize to the cupidity of the inquisitors 



and to the crown. The tribunal was expected to live from the spoils of the heretics. Torquemada’s 
Instructions of 1484 contained specific rules governing the disposition of goods held by heretics. 
There was no limit put upon their despoilment, except that lands transferred before 1479 were 
exempted from seizure, a precaution to avoid the disturbance of titles. The property of dead 
heretics, though they had lain in their graves fifty years, was within the power of the tribunal. The 
dowries of wives were mercifully exempted whose husbands were adjudged heretical, but wives 
whose fathers were found to be heretics lost their dowries. The claims of the children of heretic 
fathers might have been expected to call for merciful consideration, but the righteousness of their 
dispossession had no more vigorous advocates than the clergy. To such property, as the bishop of 
Simancas argued, the old Christian population had a valid moral claim. The Instructions of 1484 
direct that, if the children were under age at the time of the confiscation, they were to be 
distributed among pious families, and announced it as the king’s intention, in case they grew up 
good Christians, so to endow them with alms, especially the girls, that they might marry or enter 
religion. {966} 
 
The practice of confiscation extended to the bedding and wearing apparel of the victims. One 
gracious provision was that the slaves of condemned heretics should receive freedom. Lands were 
sold at auction 30 days after their sequestration, but the low price which they often brought 
indicates that purchasers enjoyed special privileges of acquisition. Ferdinand and his successor, 
Charles, were profuse in their disposition of such property. Had the moneys been used for the 
wars against the Moors, as at first proposed by Torquemada, the plea might be made that the 
tribunal was moved by unselfish considerations, but they were not. Not only did Ferdinand take 
money for his bankrupt treasury, but he appropriated hunting horses, pearls and other objects for 
his own use. The Flemish favorites of Charles V., in less than ten months, sent home 1,100,000 
ducats largely made up of bequests derived from the exactions of the sacred court. {967} Dr. Lea, 
whose merit it is to have shown the vast extent to which the sequestration of estates was carried, 
describes the money transactions of the Inquisition as "a carnival of plunder." It was even found 
to be not incompatible with a purpose to maintain the purity of the faith to enter into 
arrangements whereby, for a sufficient consideration, communities received protection from 
inquisitorial charges. The first such bargain was made at Valencia, 1482. The king, however, did 
not hesitate on occasion to violate his pact and allow unfortunate conversos, who had paid for 
exemption, to be arraigned and condemned. No law existed requiring faith to be kept with a 
heretic. It also happened that condemned conversos purchased freedom from serving in the 
galleys or wearing the badge of heresy, the sanbenito. {968} 
 
As early as 1485, Ferdinand and Isabella were able to erect a royal palace at Guadalupe, costing 
2,732,333 maravedis, with the proceeds of sequestrated property and, in a memorial address to 
Charles V., 1524, Tristan de Leon asserted that these sovereigns had received from the 
possessions of heretics no less than 10,000,000 ducats. Torquemada also was able to spend vast 
sums upon his enterprises, such as the conventual building of St. Thomas at Avila, which it was 
supposed were drawn from the victims whom his religious fervor condemned to the loss of their 
goods and often of their lives. {969} When the heretical mine was showing signs of exhaustion in 
Spain, the Spanish colonies of Mexico and Peru poured in their spoils to enable the Holy Office 
to maintain the state to which it had been accustomed. At an early period, it began to take care for 
its own perpetuation by making investments on a large scale. {970} 
 
After Ferdinand’s death, the suprema’s power increased, and it demanded a respect only less than 
that which was yielded to the crown. Its arrogance and insolence in administration kept pace with 
the high pretension it made to sacredness of aim and divine authority. The institution was known 
as the Holy Office, the building it occupied was the holy house, casa santa, and the public 



solemnity at which the tribunal appeared officially before the public and announced its decisions 
was called the act of faith, auto de fe. 
 
The suprema acted upon the principle started by Paramo, that the inquisitor was the chief 
personage in his district. He represented both the pope and king. {971} On the one hand, he 
claimed the right to arrest at will and without restriction from the civil authority; on the other, he 
demanded freedom for his officials from all arrest and violence. 
 
In trading and making exports, the Holy Office claimed exemption from the usual duties levied 
upon the people at large. Immunity from military service and the right to carry deadly weapons 
by day and night were among other privileges to which it laid claim. A deliverance of the 
Apostolic see, 1515, confirmed it in its right to arrest the highest noble in the land who dared to 
attack its prerogatives or agents and, in case of need, to protect itself by resort to bloodshed. Its 
jurisdiction extended not only to the lower orders of the clergy, but also to members of the orders, 
a claim which, after a long struggle, was confirmed by the edicts of Pius IV. and V., 1559, 1561. 
A single class was exempted from the rules of its procedure, the bishops. However, the exemption 
was rather apparent than real, for the Holy Office exercised the right of arraigning bishops under 
suspicion before the papal chair. The first cases of this kind were prelates of Jewish extraction, 
Davila of Segovia, 1490, and Aranda of Calahorra, 1498. Both were tried in Rome, the former 
being exonerated, and Aranda kept in prison in S. Angelo, where he is supposed to have died, 
1500. The most famous of the episcopal suspects, the archbishop of Toledo, Bartholomew of 
Carranza, 1503-1576, was kept in prison for 17 years, partly in Spain and partly in Rome. The 
case enjoyed an European reputation. 
 
Carranza had the distinction of administering the last rites to Charles V. and was for a time a 
favorite of Philip II., but that sinister prince turned against him. Partly from jealousy of 
Carranza’s honors, as has been surmised, and chiefly on account of his indiscretions of speech, 
the inquisitor-general Valdes decided upon the archbishop’s prosecution, and when his 
Commentary on the Catechism appeared in Spanish, he was seized under authorization from the 
Apostolic see, 1559. For two years the prelate was kept in a secret prison and then brought to 
trial. After delay, Pius IV., 1564, appointed a distinguished commission to investigate the case 
and Pius V. forced his transfer in 1567 to Rome, where he was confined in S. Angelo for nine 
years. Under Pius V.’s successor, Gregory XIII., Carranza was compelled to abjure alleged errors, 
suspended from his seat for five years and remanded to confinement in a Roman convent, where 
he afterwards died. The boldness and vast power of the Inquisition could have no better proof 
than the indignity and punishment placed upon a primate of Spain, 
 
The procedure of the Holy Office followed the rules drawn by Torquemada, 1484, 1485, called 
the Instructions of Seville, and the Instructions of Valladolid prepared by the same hand, 1488 
and 1498. These early codes were afterwards known as the Instructiones antiguas, and remained 
in force until superseded by the code of 1561 prepared by the inquisitor-general, Valdes. 
 
Torquemada lodged the control of the Inquisition in the suprema, to which all district tribunals 
were subordinated. Permanent tribunals were located at Seville, Toledo, Valladolid, Madrid 
(Corte), Granada, Cordova, Murcia Llerena, Cuenca, Santiago, Logroato and the Canaries under 
the crown of Castile and at Saragossa, Valencia, Barcelona and Majorca under the crown of 
Aragon. {972} 
 
The officials included two inquisitors an assessor or consulter on modes of canonical procedure, 
an alguazil or executive officer, who executed the sentences of the tribunal, notaries who kept the 
records, and censors or califadores who pronounced elaborate opinions on points of dispute. To 



these was added an official who appraised and took charge of confiscated property. A large body 
of subordinates, such as the familiars or confidential agents, complete the list of officials. 
Laymen were eligible to the office of inquisitor, provided they were unmarried, and a condition 
made for holding any of these places was parity of blood, limpieza, freedom from all stain of 
Morisco, Jewish or heretic parentage and of ancestral illegitimacy. This peculiar provision led to 
endless investigation of genealogical records before appointments were made. {973} 
 
Each tribunal had a house of its own, containing the audience chamber, rooms for the inquisitors, 
a library for the records, le secreto de la Inquisicion, —a chamber of torture and secret prisons. 
The familiars have a dark fame. They acted as a body of spies to detect and report cases of 
heresy. Their zeal made them the terror of the land, and the Cortes of Monzon, 1512, called for 
the reduction of their number. 
 
In its procedure, the Inquisition went on the presumption that a person accused was guilty until he 
had made out his innocence. The grounds of arrest were rumor or personal denunciation. 
Informing on suspects was represented to the people as a meritorious act and inculcated even 
upon children as a duty. The instructions of 1484 prescribed a mitigated punishment for minors 
who informed on heretical fathers, and Bishop Simancas declared it to be the sacred obligation of 
a son to bring his father, if guilty, to justice. {974} The spiritual offender was allowed an 
advocate. Secrecy was a prime feature in the procedure. After his arrest, the prisoner was placed 
in one of the secret prisons,—carceres secretas, —and rigidly deprived of all intercourse with 
friends. All papers bearing upon his case were kept from him. The names of his accusers and of 
witnesses for his prosecution were withheld. In the choice of its witnesses the Inquisition allowed 
itself great liberty, even accepting the testimony of persons under the Church’s sentence of 
excommunication, of Jews who remained in the Hebrew faith and of heretics. Witnesses for the 
accused were limited to persons zealous for the orthodox faith, and none of his relatives to the 
fourth generation were allowed to testify. Heresy was regarded as a desperate disorder and to be 
removed at all costs. On the other hand, the age of amenability was fixed at 12 for girls and 14 for 
boys. The age of fourscore gave no immunity from the grim rigors of the exacting tribunal. {975} 
 
The charges, on which victims were arraigned, included the slightest deflection in word or act 
from strict Catholic usage, such as the refusal to eat pork on a single occasion, visiting a house 
where Moorish notions were taught, as well as saying that the Virgin herself and not her image 
effected cures, and that Jews and Moors would be saved if they sincerely, believed the Jewish and 
the Moorish doctrines to be true. {976} Recourse was had to torture, not only to secure evidence 
of guilt. Even when the testimony of witnesses was sufficient to establish guilt, resort was had to 
torture to extract a confession from the accused that thereby his soul might be delivered from the 
burden of secret guilt, to extract information of accomplices, and that a wholesome influence 
might be exerted in deterring others from heresy by giving them an example of punishment. The 
modes of torture most in use were the water ordeal and the garruche. In the water-cure, the 
victim, tightly bound, was stretched upon a rack or bed, and with the body in an inclined position, 
the head downward. The jaws were distended, a linen cloth was thrust down the victim’s throat 
and water from a quart jar allowed to trickle through it into his inward parts. {977} On occasion, 
seven or eight such jars were slowly emptied. The garrucha, otherwise known as the strappade, 
has already been described. In its application in Spain it was customary to attach weights to the 
feet and to suspend the body in such a manner that the toes alone touched the ground, and the 
Spanish rule required that the body be raised and lowered leisurely so as to increase the pain. 
 
The final penalties for heresy included, in addition to the spiritual impositions of fasting and 
pilgrimage, confiscation of goods, imprisonment, public scourging, the galleys, exile and death. 
Confiscation and burning extended to the dead, against whom the charge of heresy could be made 



out. At Toledo, July 25, 1485, more than 400 dead were burnt in effigy. Frequently at the autos 
no living victims suffered. In cases of the dead their names were effaced from their tombstones, 
that "no memory of them should remain on the face of the earth except as recorded in our 
sentence." Their male descendants, including the grandchildren, were incapacitated from 
occupying benefices and public positions, from riding on horseback, carrying weapons and 
wearing silk or ornaments. 
 
The penalty of scourging was executed in public on the bodies of the victims, bared to the waist, 
by the public executioner. Women of 86 to girls of 13 were subjected to such treatment. Galley 
labor as a mode of punishment was sanctioned by Alexander VI., 1503. The sentence of perpetual 
imprisonment was often relaxed, either from considerations of mercy or for financial reasons. Up 
to 1488, there had been 5000 condemnations to lasting imprisonment. {978} 
 
The saco bendito, or sanbenito, another characteristic feature of the Spanish Inquisition, was a 
jacket of gray or yellow texture, furnished before and behind with a large cross as prescribed by 
Torquemada. This galling humiliation was aggravated by the rule that, after they were laid aside, 
the sanbenitos should be hung up in the churches, together with a record of the wearer’s name 
inscribed and his sentence. To avoid the shame of this public display, descendants often sought to 
change their names, a practice the law soon checked. The precedent for the sanbenito was found 
in the covering our first parents wore to hide their nakedness, or in the sackcloth worn in the early 
Church as a mark of penance. 
 
The auto de fe, the final act in the procedure of the Inquisition, shows the relentlessness of this 
tribunal, and gave the spectators a foretaste of the solemnities of the day of judgment. There 
heretics, after being tried by the inquisitorial court, were exposed to public view, {979} and 
received the first official notice of their sentence. The ceremonial took place on the public 
squares, where platforms and staging were erected at municipal expense, and such occasions were 
treated as public holidays. On the day appointed, the prisoners marched in procession, led by 
Dominicans and others bearing green and white crosses, and followed by the officials of the Holy 
Office. Arrived at the square, they were assigned seats on benches. A sermon was then preached 
and an oath taken from the people and also from the king, if present, to support the Inquisition. 
The sentences were then announced. Unrepentant heretics were turned over to the civil officers. 
Wearing benitos, inscribed with their name, they were conducted on asses to the brasero, or place 
of burning, which was usually outside the city limits, and consigned to the flames. The other 
heretics were then taken back to the prisons of the Inquisition. Inquisitorial agents were present at 
the burnings and made a record of them for the use of the religious tribunal. The solemnities of 
the auto de fe were usually begun at 6 in the morning and often lasted into the afternoon. 
 
Theoretically, the tribunal did not pass the sentence of blood. The ancient custom of the Church 
and the canon law forbade such a decision. Its authority ceased with the abandonment—or, to use 
the technical expression, the relaxation—of the offender to the secular arm. By an old custom in 
passing sentence of incorrigible heresy, it even prayed the secular officer to avoid the spilling of 
blood and to exercise mercy. The prayer was an empty form. The state well understood its duty, 
and its failure to punish with death heretics convicted by the spiritual court was punishable with 
excommunication. It did not presume to review the case, to take new evidence or even to require 
a statement of the evidence on which the sentence of heresy was reached. The duty of the secular 
officer was ministerial, not judicial. The sentence of heresy was synonymous with burning at the 
stake. The Inquisition, however, did not stop with turning heretics over to the state, but, as even 
Vacandard admits, at times pronounced the sentence of burning. {980} 
 



So honorable to the state and to religion were the autos de fe regarded that kings attended them 
and they were appointed to commemorate the marriage of princes or their recovery from sickness. 
Ferdinand was in the habit of attending them. On the visit of Charles V. to Valencia, 1528, public 
exhibition was given at which 13 were relaxed in person and 10 in effigy. Philip II.’s marriage, in 
1560, to Isabella of Valois was celebrated by an auto in Toledo and, in 1564, when this sovereign 
was in Barcelona, a public exhibition was arranged in his honor, at which eight were sentenced to 
death. Such spectacles continued to be witnessed by royal personages till 1701, when Philip V. 
set an example of better things by refusing to be present at one. 
 
The last case of an execution by the Spanish Inquisition was a schoolmaster, Cayetano Ripoll, 
July 26, 1826. His trial lasted nearly two years. He was accused of being a deist, and substituting 
in his school the words "Praise be to God" for "Ave Maria purissima." He died calmly on the 
gibbet after repeating the words, "I die reconciled to God and to man." {981} 
 
Not satisfied with putting heretical men out of the world, the Inquisition also directed its attention 
to noxious writings. {982} At Seville, in 1490, Torquemada burnt a large number of Hebrew 
copies of the Bible, and a little later, at Salamanca, he burnt 6000 copies. Ten years later, 1502, 
Ferdinand and Isabella promulgated a law forbidding books being printed, imported and sold 
which did not have the license of a bishop or certain specified royal judges. All Lutheran writings 
were ordered by Adrian, in 1521, delivered up to the Inquisition. Thenceforth the Spanish tribunal 
proved itself a vigorous guardian of the purity of the press. The first formal Index, compiled by 
the University of Louvain, 1546, was approved by the inquisitor-general Valdes and the suprema, 
and ordered printed with a supplement. This was the first Index Expurgatorius printed in Spain. 
All copies of the Scriptures in Spanish were seized and burnt, and the ferocious law of 1558 
ordered booksellers keeping or selling prohibited books punished with confiscation of goods or 
death. Strict inquisitorial supervision was had over all libraries in Spain down into the 19th 
century. Of the effect of this censorship upon Spanish culture, Dr. Lea says: "The intellectual 
development which in the 16th century promised to render Spanish literature and learning the 
most illustrious in Europe was stunted and starved into atrophy, the arts and sciences were 
neglected, and the character which Spain acquired among the nations was tersely expressed in the 
current saying that Africa began at the Pyrenees." 
 
The "ghastly total" of the victims consigned by the Spanish Inquisition to the flames or other 
punishments has been differently stated. Precise tables of statistics are of modern creation, but 
that it was large is beyond question. The historian, Llorente, gives the following figures: From 
1480-1498, the date of Torquemada’s death, 8800 were burnt alive, 6500 in effigy and 90,004 
subjected to other punishments. From 1499-1506, 1664 were burnt alive, 832 in effigy and 32,456 
subjected to other punishments. From 1507-1517, during the term of Cardinal Ximines, 2536 
were burnt alive, 1368 in effigy and 47,263 subjected to other penalties. This writer gives the 
grand totals up to 1524 as 14,344 burnt alive, 9372 in effigy and 195,937 condemned to other 
penalties or released as penitents. In 1524, an inscription was placed on the fortress of Triana 
Seville, running: "In the year 1481, under the pontificate of Sixtus IV. and the rule of Ferdinand 
and Isabella, the Inquisition was begun here. Up to 1524, 20,000 heretics and more abjured their 
awful crime on this spot and nearly 1000 were burnt." From records still extant, the victims in 
Toledo before 1501 are found to have numbered 297 burnt alive and 600 in effigy, and 5400 
condemned to other punishment or reconciled. The documents, however, are not preserved or, at 
any rate, not known from which a full estimate could be made. In any case the numbers included 
thousands of victims burnt alive and tens of thousands subjected to other punishments. {983} 
 
The rise of the Spanish Inquisition was contemporary with Spain’s advance to a foremost place 
among the nations of Europe. After eight centuries, her territory was for the first time completely 



free from the government of the Mohammedan. The renown of her regiments was soon to be 
unequalled. Spanish ships opened the highways of the sea and returned from the New World 
freighted with its wealth. Spanish diplomacy was in the ascendant in Italy. But the decay of her 
vital forces her religious zeal did not check. Spain’s Catholic orthodoxy was assured, but Spain 
placed herself outside the current of modern culture and progress. By her policy of religious 
seclusion and pride, she crushed independence of thought and virility of moral purpose. One by 
one, she lost her territorial acquisitions, from the Netherlands and Sicily to Cuba and the 
Philippines in the far Pacific. Heresy she consumed inside of her own precincts, but the paralysis 
of stagnation settled down upon her national life and institutions, and peoples professing 
Protestantism, which she still calls heresy, long since have taken her crown in the world of 
commerce and culture, invention and nautical enterprise. The present map of the world has faint 
traces of that empire on which it was the boast of the Spaniard of the 16th century that the sun 
never set. This reduction of territory and resources calls forth no spirit of denunciation. Nay, it 
attracts a sympathetic consideration which hopes for the renewed greatness of the land of 
Ferdinand and Isabella, through the introduction of that intellectual and religious freedom which 
has stirred the energies of other European peoples and kept them in the path of progress and new 
achievement. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{954} Lea, I. 100 sqq., 107 sq. 
 
{955} Ferdinand was associated with his father, John of Navarre, in the government of Aragon 
from the year 1469. The same year he was married to Isabella, sister of Henry IV., king of 
Castile. At Henry’s death, Isabella’s title to the throne was disputed by Juana who claimed to be a 
daughter of Henry, but was popularly believed to be the child of Beltram de la Cueva and so 
called La Beltraneja. The civil war, which followed, was brought to a close in 1479 by Juana’s 
retirement to a convent, and the undisputed recognition of Isabella. Ferdinand and Isabella’s reign 
is regarded as the most glorious in Spanish annals. Ferdinand’s grandson, through his daughter 
Juana, Charles V., succeeded to his dominions. 
 
{956} Lea, I. 15. 
 
{957} Lea, II. 457-463. 
 
{958} Lea, I. 165. 
 
{959} The list is given by Lea, I. 556-559. 
 
{960} Hefele, in his Life of Cardinal Ximenes, p. 265 sqq., took the position that the Spanish 
Inquisition was a state institution, Staatsanstalt, pointing out that the inquisitor-general was 
appointed by the king, and the Inquisitors proceeded in his name. Ranke, Die Osmanen u. d. span. 
Monarchie in Fursten u. Volker, 4th ed., 1877, calls it "a royal institution fitted out with spiritual 
weapons." On the other hand, the Spanish historians, Orti y Lara and Rodrigo take the position 
that it was a papal institution. Pastor takes substantially this view when he insists upon the 
dominance of the religious element and the bull of Sixtus IV. authorizing it. So, he says, erscheint 
d. span. Inquisition als ein gemischtes Institut mit vorwiegend kirchlichem Charakter, 1st ed., II. 
542-546, 4th ed., III. 624-630. Wetzer-Welte, VI. 777, occupies the same ground and quotes Orti 
y Lara as saying, "The Inquisition fused into one weapon the papal sword and the temporal power 



of kings." Dr. Lea emphasizes the mixed character of the agency, and says that the chief question 
is not where it had its origin, but which party derived the most advantage. It is, however, of much 
importance for the history of the papacy as a divine or human institution to insist upon its 
responsibility in authorizing and supporting the nefarious Holy Office. Funk says that "the 
assumption that the Spanish Inquisition was primarily a state institution does not hold good." 
 
{961} Lea, I. 235; II. 103 sqq. 
 
{962} Lea, II. 116, etc., insists upon the double-dealing of the papacy, from Sixtus IV. to Julius 
II., "who with one hand sold letters of absolution and with the other declared them invalid by 
revocation." Sixtus’ bull of 1484 was confirmed by Paul III., 1549. Its claim, an infallible papacy 
cannot well abandon. 
 
{963} Lea, I. 214. For Ferdinand’s expressions of satisfaction with the zeal shown in the burning 
of heretics, as after a holocaust at Valladolid, September, 1509, see Lea, I. 189, 191, etc. 
 
{964} Lea, I. 217. 
 
{965} Lea, I. 250 sqq.; Wetzer-Welte, Petrus Arbues, vol. IX. 
 
{966} Lea, II. 336 
 
{967} Peter Martyr, as quoted by Lea, II. 381. 
 
{968} Lea, I. 217; II. 353, sq., 400-413. 
 
{969} Lea, II. 363. 
 
{970} Lea: The Inq. in the Span. Dependencies, p. 219. 
 
{971} Lea heads a chapter on this subject, Supereminence, I. 350-375. 
 
{972} For list of temporary tribunals, see Lea, I. 541-555. 
 
{973} Lea devotes a whole chapter to the subject, II. 285-314. In time limpieza was made a 
condition of holding church offices of any sort in Spain. 
 
{974} Lea, II. 485. 
 
{975} Lea, II. 137, gives cases of accused women, respectively 78, 80 and 86. 
 
{976} Lea, III. 8, 14, etc. 
 
{977} In Paris the usual method was to inject water into the mouth, oil and vinegar also being 
used. The amount of water was from 9 to 18 pints. La Croix: Manners, Customs and Dress of the 
M. A., N. Y. 1874, chapter on Punishments, pp. 407-433. 
 
{978} Lea, III. 140-159. 
 
{979} For a description of an auto, see Lea, III. 214-224. 
 



{980} Lea, III. 185 sq., quotes the sentence upon Mencia Alfonso, tried at Guadalupe, 1485, 
which runs: "As a limb of the devil, she shall be taken to the place of burning so that by the 
secular officials of this town justice may be executed upon her according to the custom of these 
kingdoms." Paul III., 1547, and Julius III., 1550, conferred upon clerics the right of condemning 
to mutilation and death in cases where, as with the Venetian government, delays were interposed 
in the execution of the ecclesiastical sentence. Vacandard says, p. 180: "Some inquisitors, 
realizing the emptiness of the formula, ecclesia abhorret a sanguine, dispensed with it altogether 
and boldly assumed the full responsibility for their sentences. The Inquisition is the real judge,—
it lights the fires .... It is erroneous to pretend that the Church had absolutely no part in the 
condemnation of heretics to death. Her participation was not direct and immediate, but, even 
though indirect, it was none the less real and efficacious." This author, p. 211, misrepresents 
history when he makes the legislation of Frederick II. responsible for the papal treatment of 
heresy. Innocent III. had been punishing the Albigenses to death long before the appearance of 
Frederick’s Constitutions. 
 
{981} The Spanish Inquisition was introduced into Sicily in 1487, where it met with vigorous 
resistance from the parliament, and in Sardinia, 1492. In the New World its victims were 
Protestants, conversos, bigamists and fornicators. The Mexican tribunal was abolished in 1820, 
and that of Peru, the same year. As late as 1774 a Bogota physician was tried "as the first and 
only one who in this kingdom and perhaps in all America" had publicly declared himself for the 
Copernican system. 
 
{982} Lea, chapter on Censorship, III. 481-548; Ticknor: Span. Lit., I. 461 sqq. 
 
{983} See Hoensbroech, I. 139, quoting Llorente. Dr. Lea speaks of the apparent tendency of 
early writers to exaggerate the achievements of the "Holy Office," and calls in question, though 
with some hesitation, Llorente’s figures and the figures given by an early secretary of the 
tribunal, Zurita, who records 4000 burnings and 30,000 reconciliations in Seville alone before 
1520. See Lea’s figures, IV. 513-624. Father Gams, in his Kirchengesch. Spaniens, reckons the 
number of those burnt, up to 1604, at 2000, but he excludes from these figures the burnings for 
other crimes than heresy. See Lea, IV. 517.  
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THE RENAISSANCE. 
 

61. Literature of the Renaissance. 
 
For an extended list of literature, see Voigt: Wiederbelebung des elam. Alterthums, II. 517-529, 
bringing it down to 1881, and Pastor: Gesch. der Papste, I., pp. xxxii-lxiii, III., pp. xlii-lxix. Also 
this vol., pp. 400 sqq. Geiger adds Lit. notices to his Renaissance und Humanismus, pp. 564 sqq. 
The edd. of most of the Humanists are given in the footnotes.—M. Whitcomb: A Lit. Source-
Book of the Ital. Renaiss., Phila., 1898, pp. 118. 
 
Genl. Works.—*G. Tiraboschi, a Jesuit and librarian of the duke of Modena, d. 1794: Storia della 
Letteratura Italiana, 18 vols., Modena, 1771-1782; 9 vols., Roma, 1782-1785; 16 vols., Milan, 
1822-1826. Vol. V. of the Roman ed. treats of Dante, Petrarca and Boccaccio.—Heeren: Gesch. 
d. class. Lit., etc., 2 vols., Gotting., 1797-1802.—Roscoe: Life of Lorenzo De’ Medici and Life 
and Pontificate of Leo X. —J. Ch. L. Sismondi, d. 1842: Hist. des Republiques Itat., Paris, 1807-
1818, 5th ed., 10 vols., 1840-1844. Engl. trsl., Lond., 1832, and Hist. de la renaiss. de la liberte 
en Italie, 2 vols., 1832.—J. Michelet, d. 1874: Renaissance, the 7th vol. of his Hist. de France, 
Paris, 1867.—*J. Burckhardt, Prof. in Basel, d. 1897: Die Cultur der Renaissance in Italien, 
Basel, 1860; 3rd ed. by L. Geiger, 1878. 9th ed., 1904. A series of philosophico-historical 
sketches on the six aspects of the Italian Renaissance, namely, the new conception of the state, 
the development of the individual, the revival of classic antiquity, the discovery of the world and 
of man, the new formation of society and the transformation of morals and religion. Engl. trsl. by 
Middlemore from the 3rd ed., 2 vols., Lond., 1878, 1 vol., 1890. Also his Cicerone; Anleitung 
zum Genuss der Kunstwerke Itat., 4th ed. by Bode, Leipz., 1879; 9th ed., 2 vols., 1907.—*G. 
Voigt: Wiederbelebung des classischen Alterthums oder das erste Jahrhundert des Humanismus, 
1859; 2 vols., 3rd ed., 1893.—T. D. Woolsey, Pres. of Yale Col., d. 1889: The Revival of Letters 
in the 14th and 15th Centuries. A series of valuable articles in the line of Voigt’s first ed., in the 
New Englander for 1864 and 1865.—M. Monnier: La Renaiss. de Dante a  Luther, Paris, 1884. 
Crowned by the French Acad.—*P. Villari: Nic. Machiavelli e i suoi tempi, 3 vols., Flor., 1877-
1882; Engl. trsl. by the author’s wife, 4 vol., Lond., 1878-1883. An introd. chap. on the Renaiss. 
New ed., 2 vols. 1891.—J. A. Symonds: Renaissance in Italy, Lond., 1877 sqq.; 2d, cheaper ed., 
7 vols., 1888. Part I., The Age of the Despots; Part II., The Revival of Learning; Part III., The Fine 
Arts; Part IV., Ital. Literature, 2 vols.; Part V., The Cath. Reaction, 2 vols. The most complete 
Engl. work on the subject and based upon the original sources, but somewhat repetitious. Also his 
Life of Michelangelo, etc. See below.—G. Koerting: Gesch. der Lit. Italiens im Zeitalter der 
Renaiss., Leipz., Vol. I., 1878, Petrarca; Vol. II., 1880, Boccaccio; Vol. III., 1884, the forerunners 
and founders of the Renaissance.—*L. Geiger, Prof. in Berlin: Renaissance u. Humanismus in 
Ital. und Deutschland, Berlin, 1882, 2nd ed., 1899. Part of Oncken’s Allg. Gesch.—Mrs. 
Oliphant: The Makers of Florence, Lond., 1888. Sketches of Dante, Giotto, Savonarola, 
Michelangelo.—P. Schaff: The Renaissance, N. Y., 1891, pp. 182.—*Gregorovius: Hist. of the 
City of Rome, vols. vi-viii.—*Pastor: Gesch. d. Papste, especially vols. I. 3-63; III. 3-172.—
Creighton: Hist. of the Papacy.—P. and H. van Dyke: The Age of the Renascence, 1377-1527, N. 
Y., 1897.—K. Brandi: D. Renaiss. in Florenz u. Romans 2nd ed., Leipz., 1900.—W. S. Lilly: 
Renaiss. Types, Lond., 1901.—E. Steinmann: Romans u. d. Renaiss., von Nik. V.—Leo X., 2nd 
ed., Leipz., 1902. *John Owen: The Skeptics of the Ital. Renaiss., Lond., 1893.—J. Klaczko: 



Rome and the Renaiss., trsl. by Dennie, N. Y., 1903.—P. van Dyke: Aretino, Th. Cromwell and 
Maximilian I, N. Y., 1905.—L. Schmidt: D. Renaiss. in Briefen v. Dichtern, Kunstlern, 
Staatsmannern u. Frauen.—J. S. Sandys—Hist. of Class. Scholarship, 3 vols.—A. Baudrillart: 
The Cath. Ch., the Renais. and Protestantism, Lond., 1908.—Imbart de la Tour: L’eglise cathol: 
la crise et la renaiss., Paris, 1909. 
 
For 63.—For Dante. Best Italian text of the Div. Commedia is by Witte. The ed. of Fraticelli, 
Flor., 1881, to used In this vol. See also Toynbee’s text, Lond., 1900. The latest and best Ital. 
commentaries by Scartazzini, Leipz., 3 vols., 1874-1894, 3rd, small ed., 1899, P. G. Campi, 
Turin, 1890 sqq., and W. W. Vernon, based on Benvenuto da Imola, 2 vols., Lond., 1897,—Engl. 
trsll. of Dante’s Div. Com.: In verse by Rev. H. F. Cary, 1805, etc., amended ed. by O. Kuhns, N. 
Y., 1897.—J. C. Wright, Lond., 1843, etc.; Longfellow, 3 vols., 1867, etc.; E. H. Plumptre, 2 
vols., Lond., 1887 sqq.; T. W. Parsons, Bost, 1896.—H. K. Haselfoot, Lond., 1899.—M. R 
Vincent, N. Y., 1904.—In prose: J. A. Carlyle Lond., 1848, etc.; W. S. Dugdale, Purgatorio, 
Lond., 1883.—A. J. Butler, Lond., 1894.—G. C. Norton, Boston, 1892, new ed., 1901.—P. H. 
Wicksteed, Lond., 1901 sqq.—H. P. Tozer, Lond., 1904.—*G. A. Scartazzini, a native of the 
Grisons, Reformed minister: Prolegomeni della Div. Com., etc., Leipz., 1890. Engl. trsl. A 
Companion to Dante, by A. J. Butler, Lond., 1893; Dante Handbuch, etc., Engl. trsl. Hdbook. to 
Dante, etc., by T. Davidson, Bost., 1887.—E. A. Fay: Concordance to the Div. Com., Cambr., 
Mass., 1880.—P. Schaff: Dante and the Div. Com., in Literature and Poetry, 1890, pp. 279-429, 
with list of Dante lit, pp. 328-337.—Tozer: Engl. Concordance on Dante’s Div. Com., Oxf., 
1907.—*E. Moore: Studies in Dante, 3 vols., Lond., 1896-1903.—Lives of Dante: Dante and his 
Early Biographers, being a resume by E. Moore of five, Lond., 1880. A trsl. of Boccaccio’s and 
Bruni’s Lives, by Wicksteed, Hull, 1898.—F. X. Kraus, Berl., 1897.—P. Villari: The First Two 
Centt. of Florent. Hist. The Republic, and Parties at the Time of Dante. Engl. trsl. by L. Villari.—
*Witte: Essays on Dante, trsl. by Lawrence and Wicksteed.—Essays on Dante by *R. W. Church, 
1888, and *Lowell.—M. F. Rossetti: Shadow of Dante, Edin., 1884.—Owen: Skeptics of the Ital. 
Renaiss.—J. A. Symonds: Introd. to the Study of Dante, Lond., 1893.—D. G. C. Rossetti: Dante 
and Ital. Poets preceding him, 1100-1300, Boston, 1893.—C. A. Dinsmore: The Teachings of 
Dante, Bost., 1901.—C.E. Laughlin: Stories of Authors’ Loves, Phila., 1902.—A. H. Strong: 
Dante, in Great Poets and their Theol., Phila., 1897, pp. 105-155.—Art. Dante with Lit. in the 
Schaff-Herzog, III. 853 sqq. by M. R. Vincent. 
 
For Petrarca: Opera omnia, Venice, 1503; Basel, 1554, 1581.—Epistolae ed. in Lat. and Ital. by 
Fracasetti, Flor., 1859-1870, in several vols. The Canzoniere or Rime in Vita e Morte di Mad. 
Laura often separately edited by Marsand, Leopardi, Carducci and others, and in all collections of 
the Ital. classics.—Sonnets, Triumphs and other Poems, with a Life by T. Campbell Lond., 1889-
1890.—Lives by Blanc, Halle, 1844.—Mezieres, Paris, 1868, 2d ed., 1873.—Geiger, Leipz., 
1874,—Koerting, Leipz., 1878, pp. 722.—Mary A. Ward, Bost., 1891.—F. Horridge, 1897.—*J. 
H. Robinson and R. W. Rolfe, N. Y., 1898.—L. O. Kuhns, Great Poets of Italy, 1904.—E. J. 
Mills: Secret of Petr., 1904.—R. de Nolhac: Petr. and the Art World, 1907. 
 
For Boccaccio: Opere volgari, ed. by Moutier, 17 vols., Flor., 1827-1834, Le Lettere edite ed 
inedite, trsl. by Fr. Corragini, Flor., 1877.—Lives of Boccaccio by Manetti, Baldelli, Landau, 
Koerting, Leipz., 1880. Geiger: Renaissance, pp. 448-474.—*Owen: Skeptics, etc., pp. 128-
147.—N. H. Dole: Boccaccio and the Novella in A Teacher of Dante, etc., N. Y., 1908. 
 
For 64.—For Lives of the popes, see pp. 401-403. Lives of Cosimo de’ Medici by Fabroni, Pisa, 
1789; K. D. Ewart, Lond., 1899; and of Lorenzo by Fabroni, 2 vols., Pisa, 1784; Roscoe; von 
Reumont; B. Buser Leipz., 1879; Castelnau, 2 vols., Paris, 1879.—Vaughan: The Medici Popes, 
1908.—G. F. Young: The Medici, 1400-1743, Lond., 1909.—Lor. de’ Medici: Opere, 4 vols., 



Flor., 1825, Poesie, ed. by Carducci, Flor., 1859.—E. L. S. Horsburgh: Lor. the Magnificent, 
Lond., 1909. 
 
For 66.—G. Vasari, pupil of Michelangelo, d. 1574; Lives of the More Celebrated Painters, 
Sculptors and Architects, 1550; best ed. by Milanesi, 9 vols., Flor., 1878-1885. Small ed., 1889. 
Engl. trsl., new ed., 1878, 5 vols. in Bohn’s Library. Vasari is the basis of most works in this 
department.—Benvenuto Cellini, goldsmith and sculptor at Florence, d. 1570: Vita scritta da lui 
medesimo. An autobiog. giving a lively picture of the life of an Ital. artist of that period. German 
trsl. by Goethe; Engl. trsll. by Roscoe and Symonds, Lond., 1890.—A. Luigi Lanza, d. 1810: The 
Hist. of Painting in Italy, from the Period of the Revival of the Fine Arts to 1800. Trsl. by T. 
Roscoe, 3 vols., Lond., 1852.—W. Lubke: Hist. of Sculpture, Engl. trsl. by Bunnett, 2 vols., 
1872; Outlines of the Hist. of Art, ed. by R. Sturgis, 2 vols., N. Y., 1904.—J. A. Crowe and G. B. 
Cavalcaselle: Hist. of Painting in Italy, etc., to the 16th Cent., Lond., 1864-1867, ed. by Douglass, 
Lond., 3 vols., 1903-1908.—Mrs. Jameson and Lady Eastlake: Hist. of our Lord as exemplified in 
Works of Art.—Mrs. Jameson: Legends of the Madonna as repres. in the Fine Arts; Sacr. and 
Leg. Art; Legends of the Monastis Orders as expressed in the Fine Arts.—H. Taine: Lectures on 
Art, Paris, 1865 sq.—1st series: The Philos. of Art. 2nd series: Art in Italy, etc. Trsl. by Durand, 
N. Y., 1875.—A. Woltmann and K. Woermann: Hist. of Anc., Early Christian and Med. Painting. 
Trsl. by Colvin, Lond., 1880, iIIus.—E. Muntz: Hist. de l’Art pendant la Renaiss., 5 vols., Paris, 
1889-1905. The first 3 vols. are devoted to Italy, the 4th to France, the 5th to other countries. Les 
Antiquites de la ville de Rom, 1300-1600, Paris, 1886.—Histt. of Archit. by Ferguson and R. 
Sturgis.—C. H. Moore: Character of Renaiss. Archit., N. Y., 1905.—R. Lanciani: Golden Days 
of the Renaiss. in Rome, 1906.—A. K. Porter: Med. Archit. Its Origin and Development, 2 vols., 
N. Y., 1909.—Lives of Michelangelo by *H. Grimm, 2 vols., Berl., 1860, 5th ed., 1879. Engl. 
trsl. by Bunnett, 12th ed., 2 vols., Bost., 1882; A. Sprenger: Raffaele u. Michelangelo, 2nd ed., 
1883; C. Clement, Lond., 1883; J. A. Symonds, 2 vols., N. Y., 1892; F. Horridge, 1897; C. 
Holroyd, 1903.—Lives of Raphael by Ruland, Lond., 1870; Lubke, Dresden, 1881; Muntz, trsl. 
by Armstrong, 1888; Crowe and Cavalcaselle, 2 vols., Lond., 1882-1888; Minghetti, Ger. ed., 
Breslau, 1887; *H. Grimm trsl. by S. H. Adams, Bost, 1888; Knackfuss, trsl. by Dodgson, N. Y., 
1899. 
 
For 68, 69.—K. Hagen: Deutschland literarische und religiose Verhaltnisse im Reformations-
Zeitalter, Erlang., 1841-1844, 38 vols., 2d ed., Frankf., 1868.—T. Janssen-Pastor: Gesch. des 
deutschen Volkes, 18th ed., I. 77-166, II. Comp. his alphab. list of books, I., pp. xxxi-lv.—Geiger: 
Renaiss. u. Humanismus, pp. 323-580.—Zarncke: D. deutschen Universitaten im MA., Leip., 
1857.—Paulsen: Germ. Universities, etc., trsl. by Perry, Lond., 1895.—G. Kaufmann: Gesch. d. 
deutschen Universitaten, 2 vols., Stuttg., 1888-1896.—For monographs on the universities, see 
Lit. in Rashdall and Schmid, pp. 51-54. 
 
For Reuchlin: Briefwechsel, ed. L. Geiger, Tubing., 1875. Monographs on Reuchlin by Mayerhof, 
Berl., 1830; Lamay, Pforzheim, 1855; Geiger, Leipz., 1871; A. Horawitz, Vienna, 1877.—On 
Reuchlin’s conflict with the Dominicans of Cologne and Hutten’s part in it, see Strauss: U. von 
Hutten, pp. 132-164; Bocking, II. 55-156.—N. Paulus: D. deutschen Dominikaner im Kampfe mit 
Luther, Freib., 1903, p. 94 sqq., 119 sqq.—Janssen, II. 40 sqq. 
 
For Erasmus: Opera, ed. B. Rhenanus, 9 vols., Basel, 1540, by Le Clerc, 10 vols., Leyden, 1703-
1706.—Epistola, ed. Allen, Oxf., 1906. In Engl. trsl. by *F. M. Nichols, 2 vols., Lond., 1901-
1904. In Engl. trsl., Praise of Folly, Lond., 1876. Colloquies, Lond., 1724, new ed., 2 vols., 1878. 
Enchiridion, Lond., 1905.—Bibl. Erasmania, 5 vols, Ghent, 1897-1907 sqq. Lives of Erasmus, by 
H. Durand de Laur: Er. precurseur et initiateur de l’esprit mod., 2 vols., Paris, 1872.—*R. B. 
Drummond, 2 vols., Lond., 1873.—*F. Seebohm: The Oxf. Reformers, Lond., 1887, etc.—Amiel, 



Paris, 1889.—J. A. Froude, 1896.—*E Emerton, N. Y., 1899.—A. B. Pennington, Lond., 1875, 
1901.—E. F. H. Capey, Lond., 1903.—*J. A. Faulkner, Cin’ti, 1907.—A. Richter: 
Erasmienstudien, Dresden, 1901.—Geiger, 526 sqq.—Janssen, II. 1-24. 
 
For general education: Rashdall Universities, II., pp. 211-285—K. A. Schmid: Gesch. d. 
Erziehung, Stuttg., 1892, II. 51-126.—J. Muller: Quellenschriften zur Gesch. d. deutschsprachl. 
Unterrichts his zur Mitte d. 16. Jahrh., Gotha, 1882. 
 
For Ulrich von Hutten: E. Bocking: Ulrichi Hutteni opp., 7 vols., Leipz., 1859-1870.—S. 
Szamatolski: Huttens deutsche Schriften, 1891.—D. F. Strauss, author of the Life of Jesus: U. von 
Hutten, 3vols., Leipz., 1858, 1 vol., 1871, Engl. trsl., Lond., 1874. Also Gesprache von U. von 
Hut., the Epp. obscurorum virorum in German, Leipz., 1860.—J. Deckert: Ul. v. Hutten’s Leben 
u. Wirken, Vienna, 1901. 
 
For 70.—Imbart de la Tour, Prof. at Bordeaux: L’eglise catholique: la crise et la renaissance, 
Paris, 1909, being vol. II. of Les origines de la reforme, vol. I., La France moderne, 1905. To be 
completed in 4 vols.—Schmid: Gesch. d. Erziehung, II., 40 sqq.—H. M. Baird: Hist. of the 
Huguenots, I. 1-164.—Bonet Maury, art. Faber In Herzog, V. 715 sqq.—Works on the Univ. of 
Paris and French Lit.; H. van Laun: Hist. of French Lit., 3 vols. in one, N. Y., 1895, pp. 259-
296.—The Histt. of France by Martin and Guizot. 
 
For 71.—F. Seebohm: The Oxford Reformers, Colet, Erasmus, More, Lond., 1887.—Colet’s 
writings ed. with trsl. and notes by Lupton, 5 vols., Lond., 1867-1876.—Lives of Colet, by S. 
Knight, 1823.—J. H. Lupton: Life of Dean Colet, Lond., 1887, new ed., 1908.—Artt. in Dict. 
Natl. Biogr., Colet, Fisher, etc.—Histt. of Engl. by Lingard and Green.—Histt. of the Engl. Ch. 
by Gairdner and by Capes.—Ward-Waller: Cambr. Hist. of Engl. Lit., vol. III., Cambr., 1909.—
H. Morley: Engl. Writers, vol. VII., 1891.—Mullinger: Hist. of Univ. of Cambridge.—For edd. of 
Sir Thos. More’s Works, see Dict. Natl. Biogr., XXXVIII., 445 sqq.—Lives of More by Roper, 
written in Mary Tudor’s reign, publ. Paris, 1626, Stapleton, Douay, 1588; E. More, a grandson, 
1627; T. E. Bridgett, Rom. Cath., 2nd ed., 1892: W. H. Hutton, 1895.—W. S. Lilly: Renaiss. 
Types, 1901, III., Erasmus, IV., More.—L. Einstein: The Ital. Renaiss. in England.—A. D. Innes: 
Ten Tudor Statesmen, Lond., 1906. More is treated pp. 76-111.—A. F. Leach: Engl. Schools at 
the Reformation, Lond., 1896.—Eng. Works of Bp. J. Fisher, ed. Major, Lond., 1876.—Life of 
Fisher, by Bridgett, 1888.  



62. The Intellectual Awakening. 
 
The discussions, which issued in the Reformatory councils and which those councils fostered, 
were a worthy expression of an awakening freedom of thought in the effort to secure relief from 
ecclesiastical abuses. The movement, to which the name Renaissance has been given, was a 
larger and far more successful effort, achieving freedom from the intellectual bondage to which 
the individual man had been subjected by the theology and hierarchy of the Church. The 
intelligence of Italy, and indeed of Western Europe as a whole, had grown weary of the monastic 
ideal of life, and the one-sided purpose of the scholastic systems to exalt heavenly concerns by 
ignoring or degrading things terrestrial. The Renaissance insisted upon the rights of the life that 
now is, and dignified the total sphere for which man’s intellect and his aesthetic and social tastes 
by nature fit him. It sought to give just recognition to man as the proprietor of the earth. It 
substituted the enlightened observer for the monk; the citizen for the contemplative recluse. It 
honored human sympathies more than conventual visions and dexterous theological dialectics. It 
substituted observation for metaphysics. It held forth the achievements of history. It called man to 
admire his own creations, the masterpieces of classical literature and the monuments of art. It 
bade him explore the works of nature and delight himself in their excellency. How different from 
the apparent or real indifference to the beauties of the natural world as shown, for example, by the 
monk, St. Bernard, was the attitude of Leon Battista Alberti, d. 1472, who bore testimony that the 
sight of a lovely landscape had more than once made him well of sickness. {984} 
 
In the narrower sense, the Renaissance may be confined to the recovery of the culture of Greece 
and Rome and the revival of polite literature and art, and it is sometimes designated the Revival 
of Letters. After having been taught for centuries that the literature of classic antiquity was full of 
snares and dangers for a Christian public, men opened their eyes and revelled with childlike 
delight in the discovery of ancient authors and history. Virgil sang again the Aeneid, Homer the 
Iliad and Odyssey. Cicero once more delivered his orations and Plato taught his philosophy. It 
was indeed an intellectual and artistic new birth that burst forth in Italy, a regeneration, as the 
word Renaissance means. But it was more. It was a revolt against monastic asceticism and 
scholasticism, the systems which cramped the free flow of bodily enthusiasm and intellectual 
inquiry. {985} It called man from morbid self-mortifications as the most fitting discipline of 
mortal existence here below, and offered him the satisfaction of all the elements of his nature as 
his proper pursuit. 
 
Beginning in Italy, this new enthusiasm spread north to Germany and extended as far as Scotland. 
North of the Alps, it was known as Humanism and its representatives as Humanists, the words 
being taken from literae humanae, or humaniores, that is, humane studies, the studies which 
develop the man as the proprietor of this visible sphere. In the wider sense, it comprehends the 
revival of literature and art, the development of rational criticism, the transition from feudalism to 
a new order of social organization, the elevation of the modern languages of Europe as vehicles 
for the highest thought, the emancipation of intelligence, and the expansion of human interests, 
the invention of the printing-press, the discoveries of navigation and the exploration of America 
and the East, and the definition of the solar system by Copernicus and Galileo,—in one word, all 
the progressive developments of the last two centuries of the Middle Ages, developments which 
have since been the concern of modern civilization. 
 
The most discriminating characterization of this remarkable movement came from the pen of 
Michelet, who defined it as the discovery of the world and man. In this twofold aspect, 



Burckhardt, its leading historian for Italy, has treated the Renaissance with deep philosophical 
insight. 
 
The period of the Renaissance lasts from the beginning of the 14th to the middle of the 16th 
century, from Roger Bacon, d. 1294, and Dante, d. 1321, to Raphael, d. 1520, and Michelangelo, 
d. 1564, Reuchlin, d. 1522, and Erasmus, d. 1536. For more than a century it proceeded in Italy 
without the patronage of the Church. Later, from the pontificate of Nicolas V. to the Medicean 
popes, Leo X. and Clement VII., it was fostered by the papal court. For this reason the last popes 
of the Middle Ages are known as the Renaissance popes. The movement in the courts may be 
divided into three periods: the age of the great Italian literati, Dante, Petrarca and Boccaccio, the 
age from 1400-1460, when the interest in classic literature predominated, and the age from 1460-
1540, when the pursuit of the fine arts was the predominant feature. The first age contributed 
immortal works to literature. In the second, Plato and the other classics were translated and 
sedulously studied. In the last, the fine arts and architecture offered their array of genius in, Italy. 
 
To some writers it has occurred to go back as far as Frederick II. for the beginnings of the 
movement. That sovereign embodied in himself a varied culture and a versatility of intellect rare 
in any age. With authorship and a knowledge of a number of languages, he combined enlightened 
ideas in regard to government and legislation, the patronage of higher education and the arts. For 
the varied interests of his mind, he has been called the first modern man. {986} However, the 
literary activity of his court ceased at his death. Italy was not without its poets in the 13th century, 
but it is with the imposing figure of Dante that the revival of culture is to be dated. That a 
Renaissance should have been needed is a startling fact in the history of human development and 
demands explanation. The ban, which had been placed by the Church upon the study of the 
classic authors of antiquity and ancient institutions, palsied polite research and reading for a 
thousand years. Even before Jerome, whose mind had been disciplined in the study of the 
classics, at last pronounced them unfit for the eye of a Christian, Tertullian’s attitude was not 
favorable. Cassian followed Jerome; and Alcuin, the chief scholar of the 9th century, turned away 
from Virgil as a collection of lying fables. At the close of the 10th century, a pope reprimanded 
Arnulf of Orleans by reminding him that Peter was unacquainted with Plato, Virgil and Terence, 
and that God had been pleased to choose as His agents, not philosophers and rhetoricians, but 
rustics and unlettered men. In deference to such authorities the dutiful churchman turned from the 
closed pages of the old Romans and Greeks. Only did a selected author like Terence have here 
and there in a convent a clandestine though eager reader. 
 
In the 12th century, it seemed as if a new era in literature was impending, as if the old learning 
was about to flourish again. The works of Aristotle became more fully known through the 
translations of the Arabs. Schools were started in which classic authors were read. Abaelard 
turned to Virgil as a prophet. The Roman law was discovered and explained at Bologna and other 
seats of learning. John of Salisbury, Grosseteste, Peter of Blois and other writers freely quoted 
from Cicero, Livy, Tacitus, Suetonius, Ovid and other Latin authors. But the head of Western 
Christendom discerned in this movement a grave menace to theology and religion, and was quick 
to blight the new shoot with his curse, and in its early statutes, forced by the pope, the University 
of Paris excluded the literature of Rome from its curriculum. 
 
But this arbitrary violence could not forever hold the mind of Europe in bonds. The satisfaction 
its intelligence was seeking, it did not find in the subtle discussions of the Schoolmen or the 
dismal pictures of the monastics. When the new movement burst forth, it burst forth in Italy, that 
beautiful country, the heir of Roman traditions. The glories of Italy’s past in history and in 
literature blazed forth again as after a long eclipse, and the cult of the beautiful, for which the 
Italian is born, came once more into free exercise. In spite of invasion after invasion the land 



remained Italian. Lombards, Goths, Normans had occupied it, but the invaders were romanized 
much more than the Italians were teutonized. The feudal system and Gothic architecture found no 
congenial soil south of the Alps. In the new era, it seemed natural that the poets and orators of old 
Italy should speak again in the land which they had witnessed as the mistress of all nations. The 
literature and law of Greece and Rome again became the educators of the Latin and also of the 
Teutonic races, preparing them to receive the seeds of modern civilization. 
 
The tap-root of the Renaissance was individualism as opposed to sacerdotal authority. Its 
enfranchising process manifested itself in Roger Bacon, whose mind turned away from the 
rabbinical subtleties of the Schoolmen to the secrets of natural science and the discoveries of the 
earth reported by Rubruquis or suggested by his own reflection, and more fully in Dante, 
Marsiglius of Padua and Wyclif, who resisted the traditional authority of the papacy. It was active 
in the discussions of the Reformatory councils. And it received a strong impetus in the 
administration of the Lombard cities which gloried in their independence. With their authority the 
imperial policy of Frederick Barbarossa and Frederick II. had clashed. Partly owing to the loose 
hold of the empire and partly owing to the papal policy, which found its selfish interests 
subserved better by free contending states and republics than by a unified kingdom of Italy under 
a single temporal head, these independent municipalities took such deep root that they withstood 
for nearly a thousand years the unifying process which, in the case of France, Great Britain and 
Spain, resulted in the consolidation of strong kingdoms soon after the era of the Crusades closed. 
Upon an oligarchical or a democratic basis, despots and soldiers of fortune secured control of 
their Italian states by force of innate ability. Individualism pushed aside the claims of birth, and it 
so happened in the 14th and 15th centuries that the heads of these states were as frequently men 
of illegitimate birth as of legitimate descent. In our change-loving Italy, wrote Pius II., "where 
nothing is permanent and no old dynasty exists, servants easily rise to be kings." {987} 
 
It was in the free republic of Florence, where individualism found the widest sphere for self-
assertion, that the Renaissance took earliest root and brought forth its finest products. That 
municipality, which had more of the modern spirit of change and progress than any other 
mediaeval organism, invited and found satisfaction in novel and brilliant works of power, 
whether they were in the domain of government or of letters or even of religion, as under the spell 
of Savonarola. There Dante and Lionardo da Vinci were born, and there Machiavelli exploited his 
theories of the state and Michelangelo wrought. The Medici gave favor to all forms of enterprise 
that might bring glory to the city. After Nicolas V. ascended the papal throne, Rome vied with its 
northern neighbor as a centre of the arts and culture. The new tastes and pursuits also found a 
home in Ferrara, Urbino, Naples, Milan and Mantua. 
 
Glorious the achievement of the Renaissance was, but it was the last movement of European 
significance in which Italy and the popes took the lead. Had the current of aesthetic and 
intellectual enthusiasm joined itself to a stream of religious regeneration, Italy might have kept in 
advance of other nations, but she produced no safe prophets. No Reformer arose to lead her away 
from dead religious forms to living springs of spiritual life, from ceremonies and relics to the 
New Testament. 
 
In spreading north to Germany, Holland and England, the movement took on a more serious 
aspect. There it produced no poets or artists of the first rank, but in Reuchlin and Erasmus it had 
scholars whose erudition not only attracted the attention of their own but benefited succeeding 
generations and contributed directly to the Reformation. South of the Alps, culture was the 
concern of a special class and took on the form of a diversion, though it is true all classes must 
have looked with admiration upon the works of art that were being produced. 
 



It was, then, the mission of the Renaissance to start the spirit of free inquiry, to certify to the mind 
its dignity, to expand the horizon to the faculties of man as a citizen of the world, to recover from 
the dust of ages the literary treasures and monuments of ancient Greece and Rome, to inaugurate 
a style of fresh description, based on observation, in opposition to the dialectic circumlocution of 
the scholastic philosophy, to call forth the laity and to direct attention to the value of natural 
morality and the natural relationships of man with man. To the monk beauty was a snare, woman 
a temptation, pleasure a sin, the world vanity of vanities. The Humanist taught that the present 
life is worth living. The Renaissance breathed a cosmopolitan spirit and fostered universal 
sympathies. In the spirit of some of the yearnings of the later Roman authors, Dante exclaimed 
again, "My home is the world." {988} 
 
{984} Geiger-Burckhardt, I. 152. 
 
{985} "Along this line, see the strong remarks of Owen," pp. 72-96. This vigorous writer traces 
the roots of the Renaissance back to the liberating influence of the Crusades on the intelligence of 
Europe. 
 
{986} Burckhardt, I. 4. See vol. V., Pt I. 198 of this History. 
 
{987} Quoted by Burckhardt, I. 27. This author speaks of an Epidemie fur kleine Dynastien in 
Italy. 
 
{988} Burckhardt, I. 145.  



63. Dante, Petrarca, Boccaccio. 
 
Dante, Petrarca and Boccaccio represent the birth and glory of Italian literature and ushered in the 
new literary and artistic age. Petrarca and Boccaccio belong chiefly to the department of literary 
culture; Dante equally to it and the realm of religious thought and composition. The period 
covered by their lives extends over more than a hundred years, from Dante’s birth in 1265 to 
Boccaccio’s death, 1375. 
 
Dante Alighieri, 1265-1321, the first of Italian and the greatest of mediaeval poets, has given us 
in his Divina Commedia, the Divine Comedy, conceived in 1300, a poetic view of the moral 
universe under the aspect of eternity,—sub specie aeternitatis. Born in Florence, he read under 
his teacher Brunetto Latini, whom in later years he praised, Virgil, Horace, Ovid and other Latin 
authors. In the heated conflict of parties, going on in his native city, he at first took the side of the 
Guelfs as against the Ghibellines, who were in favor of the imperial regime in Italy. In 1300, he 
was elected one of the priori or chief magistrates, approved the severe measures then employed 
towards political opponents and, after a brief tenure of office, was exiled. The decree of exile 
threatened to burn him alive if he ventured to return to the city. After wandering about, going to 
Paris and perhaps further west, he settled down in Ravenna, where he died and where his ashes 
still lie. After his death, Florence accorded the highest honors to his memory. Her request for his 
body was refused by Ravenna, but she created a chair for the exposition of the Divine Comedy, 
with Boccaccio as its first occupant, and erected to her distinguished son an-imposing monument 
in the church of Santa Croce and a statue on the square in front. In 1865, all Italy joined Florence 
in celebrating the 6th centenary of the poet’s birth. Never has study been given to Dante’s great 
poem as a work of art by wider circles and with more enthusiasm than to-day, and it will continue 
to serve as a prophetic voice of divine judgment and mercy as long as religious feeling seeks 
expression. 
 
Dante was a layman, married and had seven children. An epoch in his life was his meeting, as a 
boy of nine years, with Beatrice, who was a few months younger than himself, at a festival given 
in her father’s house, where she was tenderly called, as Boccaccio says, Bice. The vision of 
Beatrice—for there is no record that they exchanged words—entered and filled Dante’s soul with 
an effluence of purity and benignity which cleared away all evil thoughts. {989} After an interval 
of nine years he saw her a second time, and then not again till, in his poetic dream, he met her in 
paradise. Beatrice married and died at 24, 1290. 
 
With this vision, the new life began for Dante, the vita nuova which he describes in the book of 
that name. Beatrice’s features illuminated his path and her pure spirit was his guide. At the first 
meeting, so the poet says, "she appeared to me clothed in a most noble color, a modest and 
becoming crimson, garlanded and adorned in such wise as befitted her very youthful age." The 
love then begotten, says Charles Eliot Norton, "lasted from Dante’s boyhood to his death, keeping 
his heart fresh, spite of the scorchings of disappointment, with the springs of perpetual solace." 
{990} The last glimpse the poet gives of her was as he saw her at the side of Rachel in the highest 
region of heaven. 
 
The third in order, underneath her, lo! 
 
Rachel with Beatrice.—Par., xxxii. 6. 
 



Had Dante written only the tract against the temporal power of the papacy, the Deuteronomy 
monarchia, his name would have been restricted to a place in the list of the pamphleteers of the 
14th century. His Divine Comedy exalts him to the eminence of the foremost poetic interpreter of 
the mediaeval world. This immortal poem is a mirror of mediaeval Christianity and civilization 
and, at the same time, a work of universal significance and perennial interest. It sums up the 
religious concepts of the Middle Ages and introduces the free critical spirit of the modern world. 
{991} It is Dante’s autobiography and reflects his own experiences: — 
 
All the pains by me depicted, woes and tortures, void of pity, 
 
On this earth I have encountered—found them all in Florence City. {992} 
 
It brings into view the society of mediaeval Italy, a long array of its personages, many of whom 
had only a local and transient interest. At the same time, the Comedy is the spiritual biography of 
man as man wherever he is found, in the three conditions of sin, repentance and salvation. It 
describes a pilgrimage to the world of spirits beyond this life, from the dark forest of temptation, 
through the depths of despair in hell, up the terraces of purification in purgatory, to the realms of 
bliss. Through the first two regions the poet’s guide is Virgil, the representative of natural reason, 
and through the heavenly spaces, Beatrice, the type of divine wisdom and love. The Inferno 
reflects sin and misery; the Purgatorio, penitence and hope; the Paradiso, holiness and happiness. 
The first repels by its horrors and laments; the second moves by its penitential tears and prayers; 
the third enraptures by its purity and peace. Purgatory is an intermediate state, constantly passing 
away, but heaven and hell will last forever. Hell is hopeless darkness and despair; heaven 
culminates in the beatific vision of the Holy Trinity, beyond which nothing higher can be 
conceived by man or angel. Here are depicted the extremes of terror and rapture, of darkness and 
light, of the judgment and the love of God. In paradise, the saints are represented as forming a 
spotless white rose, whose cup is a lake of light, surrounded by innocent children praising God. 
This sublime conception was probably suggested by the rose-windows of Gothic cathedrals, or by 
the fact that the Virgin Mary was called a rose by St. Bernard and other mediaeval divines and 
poets. 
 
Following the geocentric cosmology of the Ptolemaic system, the poet located hell within the 
earth, purgatory in the southern hemisphere, and heaven in the starry firmament. Hell is a 
yawning cavity, widest at the top and consisting of ten circles. Purgatory is a mountain up which 
souls ascend. The heavenly realm consists of nine circles, culminating in the empyrean where the 
pure divine essence dwells. 
 
Among these regions of the spiritual and future world, Dante distributes the best-known 
characters of his and of former generations. He spares neither Guelf nor Ghibelline, neither pope 
nor emperor, and gives to all their due. He adapts the punishment to the nature of the sin, the 
reward to the measure of virtue, and shows an amazing ingenuity and fertility of imagination in 
establishing the correspondence of outward condition to moral character. Thus the cowards and 
indifferentists in the vestibule of the Inferno are driven by a whirling flag and stung by wasps and 
flies. The licentious are hurried by tempestuous winds in total darkness, with carnal lust still 
burning, but never gratified. 
 
The infernal hurricane, that never rests 
 
Hurtles the spirits onward in its rapine, 
 
Whirling them round; and smiting, it molests them; 



 
It hither, thither, downward, upward, drives them. 
 
Inferno, V. 31-43. 
 
The gluttonous lie on the ground, exposed to showers of hail and foul water; blasphemers supine 
upon a plain of burning sand, while sparks of fire, like flakes of snow in the Alps, slowly and 
constantly descend upon their bodies. The wrathful are forever tearing one another. 
 
And I, who stood intent upon beholding, 
 
Saw people mud-besprent in that lagoon, 
 
All of them naked and with angry look. 
 
They smote each other not alone with hands, 
 
But with the head and with the breast and feet 
 
Tearing each other piecemeal with their teeth. 
 
Inferno, VII. 100 sqq. 
 
The simonists, who sell religion for money and turn the temple of God into a den of thieves, are 
thrust into holes, head downwards, with their feet protruding and tormented with flames. The 
arch-heretics are held in red-hot tombs, and tyrants in a stream of boiling blood, shot at by the 
centaurs whenever they attempt to rise. The traitors are immersed in a lake of ice with Satan, the 
arch-traitor and the embodiment of selfishness, malignity and turpitude. Their very tears turn to 
ice, symbol of utter hardness, and Satan is forever consuming in his three mouths the three arch-
traitors, Judas, Brutus and Cassius. Milton represents Satan as the archangel who even in hell 
exalts himself and in pride exclaims, "Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven," and the poet 
leaves the mind of the reader disturbed by a feeling of admiration for Lucifer’s untamed ambition 
and superhuman power. Dante’s Satan awakens disgust and horror, and the inscription over the 
entrance to hell makes the reader shudder: — 
 
Through me ye enter the abode of woe; 
 
Through me to endless sorrow are brought; 
 
Through me amid the souls accurst ye go. 
 
All hope abandon—ye who enter here! 
 
Per me si va nella citta  dolente;  
 
Per me si va nell’ eterno dolore;  
 
Per me si va tra la perduta gente. 
 
Lasciate ogni speranza, voi ch’ entrate. 
 



Passing out from the domain of gloom and dole, Virgil leads the poet to purgatory, where the 
dawn of day breaks. This realm, as has been said, comes nearer to our common life than hell or 
paradise. {993} Hope dwells here. Song, not wailing, is heard. A ship appears, moved by an angel 
and filled with spirits, singing the hymn of redemption. Cato approaches and urges the guide and 
Dante to wash themselves on the shore from all remainders of hell and to hurry on. In purgatory, 
they pass through seven stages, which correspond to the seven mortal sins, the two lowest, pride 
and envy, the highest, wantonness and luxury. All the penitents have stamped on their foreheads 
seven P’s,—the first letter of the word peccata, sins,—which are effaced only one by one, as they 
pass from stage to stage, "enclasped with scorching fire," until they are delivered through penal 
fire from all stain. A similar correspondence exists between sin and punishments as in the 
Inferno, but with the opposite effect, for here sins are repented of and forgiven, and the woes are 
disciplinary until "the wound that healeth last is medicined." Thus the proud, in the first and 
lowest terrace, are compelled to totter under huge weights, that they may learn humility. The 
indolent, in the fourth terrace, are exercised by constant and rapid walking. The avaricious and 
prodigal, with hands and feet tied together, lie with their faces in the dust, weeping and wailing. 
The gluttons suffer hunger and thirst that they may be taught temperance. The licentious wander 
about in flames that their sensual passions may be consumed away. 
 
Arriving at paradise, the Roman poet can go no further, and Beatrice takes his place as Dante’s 
guide. The spirits are distributed in glory according to their different grades of perfection. Here 
are passed in review theologians, martyrs, crusaders, righteous princes and judges, monks and 
contemplative mystics. In the 9th heaven Beatrice leaves the poet to take her place at the side of 
Rachel, after having introduced him to St. Bernard. Dante looks again and sees Mary and Eve and 
Sarah, 
 
and the gleaner-maid 
 
Meek ancestress of him, who sang the songs 
 
Of sore repentance in his sorrowful mood; 
 
Gabriel, Adam, Moses, John the Baptist, Peter, St. Augustine and other saints. Then he is led by 
the devout mystic to Mary, who, in answer to his prayer, shows him the Deity in the empyrean, 
but what he saw was not for words to utter. Alike are all the saints in enjoying the same reward of 
the beatific vision. 
 
Dante was in full harmony with the orthodox faith of his age, and followed closely the teachings 
of Thomas Aquinas’ great book of divinity. {994} He accepted all the distinctive tenets of 
mediaeval Catholicism—purgatory, the worship of Mary, the intercession of saints, the efficacy 
of papal indulgences and the divine institution of the papacy. He paid deep homage to the 
monastic life and accords exalted place to Benedict, St. Francis and Dominic. But he cast aside all 
traditions in dealing freely with the successors of Peter in the Apostolic see. Here, too, he was 
under the direction of the beloved Beatrice. The evils in the Church he traced to her temporal 
power and he condemned to everlasting punishment Anastasius II. for heresy, Nicolas III., 
Boniface VIII. and Clement V. for simony, Coelestine V. for cowardice in abdicating the 
pontifical office, and a squad of other popes for avarice. 
 
Following the theology of Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, he put into hell the whole heathen 
world except two solitary figures, Cato of Utica, who sacrificed life for liberty and keeps watch at 
the foot of purgatory, and the just emperor, Trajan, who, 500 years after his death, was believed 
to have been prayed out of hell by Pope Gregory I. To the region of the Inferno, also, though on 



the outer confines of it, a place is assigned to infants who die in infancy without being baptized, 
whether the offspring of Christian or heathen parents. Theirs is no conscious pain, but they 
remain forever without the vision of the blessed. In the same vicinity the worthies of the old 
dispensation were detained until Christ descended after his crucifixion and gave them release. 
There, John the Baptist had been kept for two years after his pains of martyrdom, Par. xxxii. 25. 
In the upper regions of the hopeless Inferno a tolerably comfortable place is also accorded to the 
noble heathen poets, philosophers, statesmen and warriors, while unfaithful Christians are 
punished in the lower circles according to the degrees of their guilt. The heathen, who followed 
the light of nature, suffer sorrow without pain. As Virgil says: — 
 
In the right manner they adored not God. 
 
For such defects, and not for other guilt, 
 
Lost are we, and are only so far punished, 
 
That without hope we live on, in desire. 
 
Dante began his poem in Latin and was blamed by Giovanni del Virgilio, a teacher of Latin 
literature in Bologna, because he abandoned the language of old Rome for the vulgar dialect of 
Tuscany. Poggio also lamented this course. But the poet defended himself in his unfinished book, 
Eloquence in the Vernacular, Deuteronomy vulgari eloquio, {995} and, by writing the Commedia, 
the Vita nuova, the Convivio and his sonnets in his native Florentine tongue, he became the father 
of Italian literature and opened the paths of culture to the laity. Within three years of the poet’s 
death, commentaries began to be written on the Divina Commedia, as by Graziuolo de’ 
Bambagliolo, 1324, and within 100 years chairs were founded for its exposition at Florence, 
Venice, Bologna and Pisa. 
 
A second service which Dante rendered in his poem to the coming culture was in bringing 
antiquity once more into the foreground and treating pagan and Christian elements side by side, 
though not as of the same value, and interweaving mythological fables with biblical history, 
classical with Christian reminiscences. By this tolerance he showed himself a man of the new 
age, while he still held firmly to the mediaeval theology. {996} 
 
Dante’s abiding merit, however, was his inspiring portrayal of the holiness and love of God. Sin, 
the perversion of the will, is punished with sin continuing in the future world and pain. Salvation 
is through the "Lamb of God who takes away our sins and suffered and died that we might live." 
This poem, like a mighty sermon, now depresses, now enraptures the soul, or, to use the lines of 
the most poetic of his translators, Longfellow, 
 
Thy sacred song is like the trump of doom; 
 
Yet in thy heart what human sympathies, 
 
What soft compassion glows. 
 
Francesco Petrarca, 1304-1374, was the most cultured man of his time. His Italian sonnets and 
songs are masterpieces of Italian poetic diction, but he thought lightly of them and hoped to be 
remembered by his Latin writings. {997} He was an enthusiast for the literature of antiquity and 
gave a great impulse to its study. His parents, exiled from Florence, removed to Avignon, then the 
seat of the papacy, which remained Francesco’s residence till 1333. He was ordained to the 



priesthood but without an inward call. He enjoyed several ecclesiastical benefices as prior, canon 
and archdeacon, which provided for his support without burdening him with duties. He courted 
and enjoyed the favor of princes, popes and prelates. He abused the papal residence on the Rhone 
as the Babylon of the West, urged the popes to return to Rome and hailed Cola da Rienzo as an 
apostle of national liberty. His writings contain outbursts of patriotism but, on the other hand, the 
author seems to contradict himself in being quick to accept the hospitality of the Italian despots of 
Mantua, Padua, Rimini and Ferrara, and the viconti of Milan. In 1350, he formed a friendship 
with Boccaccio which remained warm until his death. 
 
In spite of his priestly vows, Petrarca lived with concubines and had at least two illegitimate 
children, Giovanni and Francesca, the stain of whose birth was removed by papal bulls. In riper 
years, and more especially after his pilgrimage to Rome in the Jubilee year, 1350, he broke away 
from the slavery of sin. "I now hate that pestilence," he wrote to Boccaccio, "infinitely more than 
I loved it once, so that in turning over the thought of it in my mind, I feel shame and horror. Jesus 
Christ, my liberator, knows that I say the truth, he to whom I often prayed with tears, who has 
given to me his hand in pity and helped me up to himself." He took great delight in the 
Confessions of St. Augustine, a copy of which he carried about with him. 
 
In his Deuteronomy contemptu mundi, —the Contempt of the World, written in 1343, Petrarca 
confesses as his greatest fault the love of glory and the desire for the immortality of his name. 
This, the besetting sin of the ancient Greeks and Romans, the Humanists inherited. It became with 
them a ruling passion. They found it in Cicero, the most read of all the Latin classics. Dante 
strove after the poet’s laurel and often returned to the theme of fame as a motive of action—lo 
grand disio della eccelenza. {998} Petrarca, after much seeking on his own part, was offered the 
poet’s crown by the University of Paris and the Roman senate. He took it from the latter, and was 
crowned on the Capitoline Hill at Rome, April 8, 1341, Robert, king of Sicily, being present on 
the occasion. This he regarded as the proudest moment of his life, the excelling glory of his 
career. In ostentatious piety the poet carried his crown to St. Peter’s, where he laid it on the altar 
of the Apostle. 
 
Petrarca has been called the first modern scholar and man of letters, the inaugurator of the Italian 
Renaissance. Unlike Dante, he despised scholastic and mystic learning and went further back to 
the well of pagan antiquity. He studied antiquity, not as a philologist or antiquarian, but as a man 
of taste. {999} He admired the Greek and Roman authors for their eloquence, grace and finish of 
style. Cicero and Virgil were his idols, the fathers of eloquence, the eyes of the Latin language. 
He turned to Plato. He made a distinction between the religion of the New Testament as 
interpreted by Augustine and as interpreted by the Schoolmen. Petrarca also opened the period of 
search and discovery of ancient books and works of art. He spared no pains to secure old 
manuscripts. In 1345, he found several of Cicero’s letters at Verona, and also a portion of 
Quintilian which had been unknown since the 10th century. A copy of Homer he kept with care, 
though be could not read its contents. All the Greek he knew was a few rudiments learned from a 
faithless Calabrian, Barlaam. He was the first to collect a private library and had 200 volumes. 
His first thought in passing old convents was to hunt up books. He accumulated old coins and 
medals and advocated the preservation of ancient monumenta. He seems also to have outlined the 
first mediaeval map of Italy. {1000} 
 
Few authors have more fully enjoyed the benefit of their labors than Petrarca. He received daily 
letters of praise from all parts of Italy, from France, Germany and England. He expressed his 
satisfaction that the emperor of Byzantium knew him through his writings. Charles IV. invited 
him three times to Germany that he might listen to his eloquence and learn from him lessons of 
wisdom; and Pope Gregory XI. on hearing of his death, ordered good copies of all his books. The 



next generation honored him, not as the singer of Laura, the wife of another, whose beauty and 
loveliness he praised in passionate verse, {1001} but as the scholar and sage. 
 
The name of Giovanni Boccaccio, 1313-1375, the third of the triumvirate of the Italian luminaries 
of the 14th century, has also a distinct place in the transition from the Middle Ages to the age of 
the Renaissance. With his two great predecessors he was closely linked, with Dante as his 
biographer, with Petrarca as his warm friend. It was given to him to be the founder of easy and 
elegant Italian prose. The world has had few writers who can equal him in realistic narration. 
{1002} There is ground for the saying that Dante is admired, Petrarca praised, Boccaccio read. He 
also wrote poetry, but it does not constitute his claim to distinction. 
 
Certaldo, twenty miles from Florence, was probably Boccaccio’s birthplace. He was the 
illegitimate son of a Florentine father and a Parisian mother. After spending six years in business 
and giving six to the law,—the whole period being looked upon by him later as lost time,—he 
devoted himself to literature. Several years he spent at the court of Naples, where he fell in love 
with Maria, the married daughter of King Robert, who yielded her honor to his advances. Later, 
he represented her passion for him in L’amorosa Fiammetta. Thus the three great Italian literati 
commemorate the love of women who were bound in matrimony to others, but there is a wide 
gulf between the inspiring passion of Dante for Beatrice and Boccaccio’s sensual love. {1003} 
Boccaccio was an unmarried layman and freely indulged in irregular love. His three children of 
unknown mothers died before him. 
 
In his old age he passed, like Petrarca, through a certain conversion, and, with a preacher’s fervor, 
warned others against the vanity, luxury and seductive arts of women. He would fain have blotted 
out the immoralities of his writings when it was too late. The conversion was brought about by a 
Carthusian monk who called upon him at Certaldo. Upon the basis of another monk’s vision, he 
threatened Boccaccio with speedy death, if he did not abandon his godless writing. Terrified with 
the prospect, he determined to renounce the pen and give himself up to penance. Petrarca, on 
hearing of his state of mind, wrote to him to accept what was good in the monk’s advice, but not 
to abandon studies which he pronounced the nutriment of a healthy mind. 
 
In zeal for the ancient classics, Boccaccio vied with his contemporary. Many of them he copied 
with his own hand, and bequeathed them to his father-confessor in trust for the Augustinian 
convent of the Holy Spirit in Florence. He learned the elements of Greek and employed a Greek 
of Calabria, Leontius Pilatus, to make a literal translation of the Iliad and Odyssey for learners. 
An insight into his interest in books is given to us in his account of a visit to Monte Casino. On 
asking to see the library, a monk took him to a dusty room without a door to it, and with grass 
growing in its windows. Many of the manuscripts were mutilated. The monks, as his guide told 
him, were in the habit of tearing out leaves to be used by the children as psalters or to be sold to 
women for amulets for their arms. 
 
In 1373, the signoria of Florence appointed him to the lectureship on the Divina Commedia, with 
a salary of 100 guldens gold. He had gotten only as far as the 17th canto of the Inferno when he 
was overtaken by death. 
 
Boccaccio’s Latin works are mostly compilations from ancient mythology—De genealogia 
deorum —and biography, and also treat the subject of geography—De montium, silvarum, 
lacuum et marium nominibus. In his Deuteronomy claris mulieribus, he gave the biographies of 
104 distinguished women, including Eve, the fictitious popess, Johanna, and Queen Johanna of 
Naples, who was still living. His most popular work is the Decamerone, the Ten Days’ Book—
which in later years he would have destroyed or purged of its immoral and frivolous elements. It 



is his poetry in prose and may be called a Commedia Humana, as contrasted with Dante’s 
Commedia Divina. It contains 100 stories, told by ten young persons, seven ladies and three men 
of Florence, during the pestilence of 1348. After listening to a description of the horrors of the 
plague, the reader is transferred to a beautiful garden, several miles from the city, where the 
members of the company, amid laughter and tears, relate the stories which range from moral tales 
to indecent love intrigues. One of the well-known stories is of the Jew, Abraham, who, refusing to 
comply with the appeals to turn Christian, went to Rome to study the question for himself. 
Finding the priestly morals most corrupt, cardinals with concubines and revelling in riches and 
luxury, he concluded Christianity must have a divine origin, or it would not have survived when 
the centre of Christendom was so rotten, and he offered himself for baptism. The Decamerone 
reveals a low state of morals among priests and monks as well as laymen and women. It derides 
marriage, the confessional, the hypocrisy of monkery and the worship of relics. The employment 
of wit and raillery against ecclesiastical institutions was a new element in literature, and 
Boccaccio wrote in a language the people understood. No wonder that the Council of Trent 
condemned the work for its immoralities, and still more for its anticlerical and antimonastic 
ridicule; but it could not prevent its circulation. A curious expurgated edition, authorized by the 
pope, appeared in Florence in 1573, which retained the indecencies, the impure personages, but 
substituted laymen for the priests and monks, thus saving the honor of the Church. {1004} 
 
Dante, Petrarca and Boccaccio led the way to a recognition of the worth of man’s natural 
endowment by depicting the passions of his heart. To them also it belonged to have an ardent love 
for nature and to reproduce it in description. Thus Petrarca described the mountains and the gulfs 
of the sea as well as Rome, Naples and other Italian places where he loved to be. {1005} His 
description of his delight in ascending a mountain near Vaucluse, it has been suggested, was the 
first of its kind in literature. In these respects, the appreciation of man and the world, they stood at 
the opening of the new era. 
 
{989} Vita Nuova, 10, 11. See Scartazzini, Handbuch, p. 193. 
 
{990} Vita Nuova, Norton’s trsl., p. 2. 
 
{991} Die Komodie ist der Schwanengesang des Mittelalters, zugleich aber auch das begeisterte 
Lied, welches die Herankunft einer neuen Zeit einleitet. Scartazzini, Dante Alighieri, etc., p. 530. 
See Geiger, II. 30 sq. Church, p. 2, calls it "the first Christian poem, the one which opens 
European literature as the Iliad did that of Greece and Rome." Dante knew scarcely more than a 
dozen Greek words, and, on account of its popular language, he called his great epic and didactic 
poem a comedy, or a village poem, deriving it from kwvmh, villa, without apparently being aware 
of the more probable derivation from kw’mo, merry-making. 
 
{992} Allen Schmerz, den ich gesungen, all die Qualen, Greu’l und Wunden 
 
Hab’ ich schon auf dieser Erden, hab’ ich in Florenz gefunden. 
 
—Geibel: Dante in Verona. 
 
One of the finest poems on Dante is by Uhland, others by Tennyson, Longfellow, etc. 
 
{993} Strong, p. 142. 
 



{994} "There is in Dante no trace of doctrinal dissatisfaction. He respects every part of the 
teaching of the Church in matters of doctrine, authoritatively laid down... He gives no evidence of 
free inquiry and private judgment."—Moore, Studies, II. 65, 66. 
 
{995} Engl. translation by A. G. F. Howell, London, 1890. 
 
{996} See Burckhardt-Geiger, I. 219. 
 
{997} Of his 317 sonnets and 29 canzoni all are erotic but 31. For the sake of euphony, the author 
changed his patronymic Petrarco into Petrarca. In the English form, Petrarch, the accent is 
changed from the second to the first syllable. 
 
{998} "The noble desire of fame," Par. xi. 85-117. See, on the subject, Burckhardt-Geiger, I. 154 
sq. Pastor, I. 4 sq., calls special attention to this pursuit of the phantom, fame, by the Humanists at 
courts and from the people. 
 
{999} Robinson, Life, p. 336, says, "Petrarch’s love for Cicero and Virgil springs from what one 
may call the fundamental Humanistic impulse, delight in the free play of mind among ideas that 
are stimulating and beautiful." 
 
{1000} See Burckhardt-Geiger, II., Excursus LXI. 
 
{1001} For Petrarca’s attachment to Laura, see Koerting, p. 686 sq., and Symonds, Ital. Lit., I. 92, 
and The Dantesque and Platonic Ideals of Love, in Contemp. Rev., Sept., 1890. 
 
{1002} Symonds, Ital. Lit., I. 99, says, "Boccaccio was the first to substitute a literature of the 
people for the literature of the learned classes and the aristocracy," etc. 
 
{1003} The best edition of his La Vita di Dante, with a critical text and introduction of 174 pages, 
is by Francesco Marci-Leone, Florence, 1888. 
 
{1004} In an attempt to break the force of the charge that in its beginnings the Renaissance was 
wholly an individualistic movement, independent of the Church, Pastor, I. 6 sqq., lays stress upon 
the gracious treatment Petrarca and Boccaccio received from popes and the repentance of their 
latter years. 
 
{1005} See Burckhardt-Geiger, II. 18 sqq.  



64. Progress and Patrons of Classical Studies in the 15th Century. 
 
The enthusiasm for classical studies and the monuments of antiquity reached its high pitch in 
Italy in the middle and latter half of the 15th century. Many distinguished classical students 
appeared, none of whom, however, approached in literary eminence the three Italian literati of the 
preceding century. Admirable as was their zeal in promoting an acquaintance with the writers of 
Greece and Rome, they were in danger of becoming mere pedants and imitators of the past. The 
whole field of ancient literature was searched, poetry and philosophy, letters and works of 
geography and history. Italy seemed to be bent on setting aside all other studies for the ancient 
classics. Cicero was taken as the supreme model of style, and his age was referred to as "that 
immortal and almost heavenly age." {1006} 
 
The services of the Italian Humanists in reviving an interest in ancient literature and philosophy 
were, however, quite enough to give distinction to their era, though their own writings have 
ceased to be read. One new feature of abiding significance was developed in the 15th century, the 
science of literary and historical criticism. This was opened by Salutato, d. 1406, who contended 
that Seneca could not have been the author of the tragedies ascribed to him, and culminated in 
Laurentius Valla and the doubts that scholar cast upon the authorship of the Apostles’ Creed and 
the Donation of Constantine. The Fall of Constantinople in 1453, with which the middle of the 
century was signalized, cannot be regarded as more than an incident in the history of the spread of 
Greek letters in the West, which would have been accomplished had the city remained under the 
Greek emperors. 
 
To the discovery and copying of manuscripts, led by such men as Poggio or the monk Nicolas of 
Treves, who in 1429 brought to Rome 12 hitherto unpublished comedies of Plautus, were added 
the foundation of princely libraries in Florence, Rome, Urbino and other cities. Numerous were 
the translations of Greek authors made into Latin, and more numerous the translations from both 
languages into Italian. By the recovery of a lost or half-forgotten literature, the Italian 
Renaissance laid the modern world under a heavy debt. But in its restless literary activity, it went 
still further, imitating the literary forms received from antiquity. Orations became a marked 
feature of the time, pompous and stately. The envoys of princes were called orators and 
receptions, given to such envoys, were opened with classical addresses. Orations were also 
delivered at the reception of relics, at funerals and—the epithalamials—and even at the 
consecration of bishops. At a betrothal, Filelfo opened his address with the words, "Aristotle, the 
peripatetic teacher." The orations of this Latinist, most eminent in his day, are pronounced by 
Geiger a disgusting mixture of classic and biblical quotations. {1007} Not seldom these ornate 
productions were extended to two or three hours. Pius II.’s fame for oratory helped him to the 
papal throne. 
 
All forms of classic poetry were revived—from the epic to the epigram, from tragedy to satire. 
Petrarca’s Africa, an epic on Scipio, and Boccaccio’s Theseid led the way. Attempts were even 
made to continue or restore ancient literary works. Maffeo Vegio, under Martin V., composed a 
13th book of Virgil, Bruni restored the second decade of Livy. The poets not only revived the 
ancient mythologies but peopled Italy with new gods and nymphs. Especially active were they in 
celebrating the glories of the powerful men of their age, princes and popes. A Borgiad was 
dedicated to Alexander VI., a Borsead to Borso, duke of Este, a Sforzias to one of the viconti of 
Milan and the Laurentias to Lorenzo de’ Medici. The most offensive panegyric of all was the 
poetical effusion of Ercole Strozzi at the death of Caesar Borgia. In this laudation, Roma is 



represented as having placed her hopes in the Borgias, Calixtus III. and Alexander VI., and last of 
all in Caesar, whose deeds are then glorified. 
 
In historic composition also, a new chapter was opened. The annals of cities and the careers of 
individuals were studied and written down. The histories of Florence, first in Latin by Lionardo 
Bruni and then down to 1362 by the brothers Villani, who wrote in Italian, and then by Poggio to 
1455, were followed by other histories down to the valuable Diaries of Rome by Infessura and 
Burchard, the History of Venice, 1487-1513, by Bembo, and the works of Machiavelli and 
Guicciardini, who wrote in Italian. In 1463, Flavio Biondo compiled his encyclopaedic work in 
three parts on the history, customs, topography and monuments of Rome and Italy, Roma 
instaurata, Roma triumphans and Italia illustrata. Lionardo Bruni wrote Lives of Cicero and 
Aristotle in Latin and of Dante and Petrarca in Italian. The passion for composition was displayed 
in the despatches of Venetian, Mantuan and other ambassadors at the courts of Rome or Este and 
by the elaborate letters, which were in reality finished essays, for the most part written in Latin 
and introducing comments on books and matters of literary interest, by Politian, Bembo and 
others, a form of writing revived by Petrarca. The zeal for Latin culture also found exhibition in 
the habit of giving to children ancient names, such as Agamemnon and Achilles, Atalanta and 
Pentesilea. A painter called his daughter Minerva and his son Apelles. The habit also took root of 
assuming Latin names. A Sanseverino, howbeit of illegitimate birth, proudly called himself Julius 
Pomponius Laetus. This custom extended to Germany, where Schwarzerd gave up his original 
German patronymic for Melanchthon, Hausschein for Oecolampadius, Reuchlin for Capnio, 
Buchmann for Bibliander; Hutten, Luther, Zwingli, who were more patriotic, adhered to their 
vernacular names. Pedants adopted a more serious change when they paganized sacred terms and 
substituted mythological for Christian ideas. The saints were called dii and deae; their statues, 
simulacra sancta deorum; holy images of the gods, Peter and Paul, dii titulares Romae or S. 
Romulus and S. Remus; the nuns, vestales virgines; heaven, Olympus; cardinals, augurs, and the 
College of Cardinals, Senatus sacer; the pope, pontifex maximus, and his thunders, dirae; the 
tiara, infula Romulea; and God, Jupiter optimus Maximus! {1008} Erasmus protested against such 
absurd pedantry as characterizing Humanism in its dotage. Another sign of the cult of the ancients 
was the imitation of Roman burial usages even in the churches. At Bruni’s death in 1443, the 
priors of Florence decreed him a public, funeral "after the manner of the ancients." Before the 
laying-away of his body in S. Croce, Manetti pronounced a funeral oration and placed the crown 
of laurel on the deceased author’s head. 
 
The high veneration of antiquity was also shown in the regard which cities and individuals paid to 
the relics of classical writers. Padua thought she had the genuine bones of Livy, and Alfonso of 
Naples considered himself happy in securing one of the arms of the dead historian. Naples gloried 
in the real or supposed tomb of Virgil. Parma boasted of the bones of Cassius. Como claimed 
both the Plinies, but Verona proved that the elder belonged to it. Alfonso of Naples, as he was 
crossing over the Abruzzi, saluted Sulmona, the birthplace of Ovid. 
 
The larger Italian towns were not without Latin schools. Among the renowned teachers were 
Vittorino da Feltre, whom Gonzaga of Mantua called to his court, and Guarino of Verona. 
Children of princes from abroad went to Mantua to sit at the feet of Feltre, who also gave 
instruction to as many as 70 poor and talented children at a time. Latin authors were committed to 
memory and translated by the pupils, and mathematics and philosophy were taught. To his 
literary curriculum Feltre added gymnastic exercises and set his pupils a good example by his 
chastity and temperance. He was represented as a pelican which nourishes her young with her 
own blood. Pastor, who calls this teacher the greatest Italian pedagogue of the Renaissance 
period, is careful to notice that he had mass said every morning before beginning the sessions of 
the day. 



 
The Humanists were fortunate in securing the encouragement of the rich and powerful. Literature 
has never had more liberal and intelligent patrons than it had in Italy in the 15th century. The 
munificence of Maecenas was equalled and surpassed by Cosimo and Lorenzo de’Medici in 
Florence and Nicolas V. in Rome. Other cities had their literary benefactors, but some of these 
were most noted for combining profligacy with their real or affected interest in literary culture. 
Humanists were in demand. Popes needed secretaries, and princes courted orators and poets who 
could conduct a polished correspondence, write addresses, compose odes for festive occasions 
and celebrate their deeds. Lionardo Bruni, Valla, Bembo, Sadoleto and other Humanists were 
secretaries or annotators at the papal court under Nicolas V. and his successors. 
 
Cosimo de’ Medici, d. 1464, the most munificent promoter of arts and letters that Europe had 
seen for more than a thousand years, was the richest banker of the republic of Florence, scholarly, 
well-read and, from taste and ambition, deeply interested in literature. We have already met him 
at Constance during the council. He travelled extensively in France and Germany and ruled 
Florence, after a temporary exile, as a republican merchant-prince, for 30 years. He encouraged 
scholars by gifts of money and provided for the purchase of manuscripts, without assuming the 
air of condescension which spoils the generosity of the gift, but with a feeling of respect for 
superior merit. His literary minister, Nicolo de’ Niccoli, 1364-1437, was a centre of attraction to 
literary men in Florence and collected and, in great part, copied 800 codices. Under his auspices, 
Poggio searched some of the South German convents and found at St. Gall the first complete 
Quintilian. Niccoli’s library, through Cosimo’s mediation, was given to S. Marco, and forms a 
part of the Medicean library. With the same enlightened liberality, Cosimo also encouraged the 
fine arts. He was a great admirer of the saintly painter, Fra Angelico, whom he ordered to paint 
the history of the crucifixion on one of the walls of the chapter-house of S. Marco. Among the 
scholars protected in Florence under Cosimo’s administration were the Platonist Ficino, Lionardo 
Bruni and Poggio. During the last year of his life, Cosimo had read to him Aristotle’s Ethics and 
Ficino’s translation of Plato’s The Highest Good. He also contributed to churches and convents, 
and by the erection of stately buildings turned Florence into the Italian Athens. 
 
Cosimo’s grandson and worthy successor, Lorenzo de’ Medici, d. 1492, was well educated in 
Latin and Greek by Landino, Argyropulos and Ficino. He was a man of polite culture and himself 
no mean poet, whose songs were sung on the streets of Florence. His family life was reputable. 
He liked to play with his children and was very fond of his son Giovanni, afterwards Leo X. 
Michelangelo and Pico della Mirandola were among the ornaments of his court. By his lavish 
expenditures he brought himself and the republic to the brink of bankruptcy in 1490. 
 
Federigo da Montefeltro, duke of Urbino, d. 1482, and Alfonso of Naples also deserve special 
mention as patrons of learning. Federigo, a pupil of Vittorino da Feltre, was a scholar and an 
admirer of patristic as well as classical learning. He also cultivated a taste for music, painting and 
architecture, employed 30 and 40 copyists at a time, and founded, at an expense of 40,000 ducats, 
a library which, in 1657, was incorporated in the Vatican. 
 
Alfonso was the special patron of the skeptical Laurentius Valla and the licentious Beccadelli, 
1394-1471, and also had at his court the Greek scholars, George of Trebizond and the younger 
Chrysoloras. He listened with delight to literary, philosophical and theological lectures and 
disputes, which were held in his library. He paid large sums for literary work, giving Beccadelli 
1000 gold guldens for his Hermaphrodita, and Fazio, in addition to his yearly stipend of 500 
guldens, 1,500 guldens for his Historia Alphonsi. When he took Manetti to be his secretary, he is 
reported to have said he would be willing to divide his last crust with scholars. 
 



With Nicolas V., 1447-1455, Humanism triumphed at the centre of the Roman Church. He was 
the first and best pope of the Renaissance and its most liberal supporter. However, Humanism 
never struck as deep root in Rome as it did in Florence. It was always more or less of an exotic in 
the papal city. {1009} Nicolas caught the spirit of the Renaissance in Florence, where he served 
as private tutor. For 20 years he acted as the secretary of Cardinal Niccolo Abergati, and travelled 
in France, England, Burgundy, Germany and Northern Italy. On these journeys he collected rare 
books, among which were Lactantius, Gregory of Nazianzus, Irenaeus, 12 epistles of Ignatius and 
an epistle of Polycarp. Many manuscripts he copied with his own hand, and he helped to arrange 
the books Cosimo collected. His pontificate was a golden era for architects and authors. With the 
enormous sums which the year of Jubilee, 1450, brought to Rome, he was able to carry out his 
double passion for architecture and literature. In the bank of the Medici alone, 100,000 florins 
were deposited to the account of the papacy. Nicolas gave worthy scholars employment as 
transcribers, translators or secretaries, but he made them work night and day. He sent agents to all 
parts of Italy and to other countries, even to Russia and England, in search of rare books, and had 
them copied on parchment and luxuriously bound and clasped with silver clasps. He thus 
collected the works of Homer, Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle, Polybius, 
Diodorus Siculus, Appian, Philo Judaeus, and the Greek Fathers, Eusebius, Basil, Gregory of 
Nazianzus, Chrysostom, Cyril and Dionysius the Areopagite. He kindled a feverish enthusiasm 
for the translation of Greek authors, and was determined to enrich the West with versions of all 
the surviving monuments of Hellenic literature. As Symonds puts it, Rome became a factory of 
translations from Greek into Latin. Nicolas paid to Valla 500 scudi for a Latin version of 
Thucydides and to Guarino 1,500 for his translation of Strabo. He presented to Nicolas Perotti for 
his translation of Polybius a purse of 500 new papal ducats,—a ducat being the equivalent of 12 
francs,—with the remark that the sum was not equal to the author’s merits. He offered 5,000 
ducats for the discovery of the Hebrew Matthew and 10,000 gold gulden for a translation of 
Homer, but in vain; for Marsuppini and Oratius only furnished fragments of the Iliad, and Valla’s 
translation of the first 16 books was a paraphrase in prose. He gave Manetti, his secretary and 
biographer, though absent from Rome, a salary of 600 ducats. No such liberal and enlightened 
friend of books ever sat in the chair of St. Peter. 
 
Nicolas found an enduring monument in the Vatican Library, which, with its later additions, is the 
most valuable collection in the world of rare manuscripts in Oriental, Greek, Latin and 
ecclesiastical literature. Among its richest treasures is the Vatican manuscript of the Greek New 
Testament. There had been older pontifical libraries and collections of archives, first in the 
Lateran, afterwards in the Vatican palace, but Nicolas well deserves to be called the founder of 
the Vatican Library. He bought for it about 5,000 volumes of valuable classical and biblical 
manuscripts,—an enormous collection for those days,—and he had besides a private library, 
consisting chiefly of Latin classics. No other library of that age reached 1,000 volumes. Bessarion 
had only 600 volumes, Niccoli in Florence 800, Federigo of Urbino 772. The Vatican now 
contains 30,000 manuscripts and about 100,000 printed works. Free access was offered to its 
archives for the first time by Leo XIII. 
 
The interest of the later popes of the Renaissance period was given to art and architecture rather 
than to letters. The Spaniard, Calixtus III., according to the doubtful report of Vespasiano, 
regarded the accumulation of books by his predecessor as a waste of the treasures of the Church 
of God, gave away several hundred volumes to the old Cardinal Isidore of Kiew and melted the 
silver ornaments, with which many manuscripts were bound, into coin for his proposed war 
against the Turks. 
 
From the versatile diplomatist and man of letters, Pius II., the Humanists had a right to expect 
much, but they got little. This, however, was not because Eneas Sylvius had reason to fear rivalry. 



After being elected pope, he was carried about the city of Rome and to Tusculum, Alba, Ostia and 
other localities, tracing the old Roman roads and water conduits and examining other monuments. 
He was a poet, novelist, controversialist, historian, cosmographer. He had a heart for everything, 
from the boat-race and hunting-party to the wonders of great cities, Florence and Rome. His 
faculty of observation was as keen as his interests were broad. Nothing seems to have escaped his 
eye. Everything that was human had an interest for him, and his description of cities and men, as 
in his Frederick III and History of Bohemia, hold the reader’s attention by their clever judgments 
and their appreciation of characteristic and entertaining details. {1010} Pius’ novels and odes 
breathe a low moral atmosphere, and his comedy, Chrisis, in the style of Terence, deals with 
women of ill-repute and is equal to the most lascivious of the Humanistic productions. His 
orations fill three volumes, and over 500 of his letters are still extant. 
 
Under Paul II., the Humanists of the papal household had hard times, as the treatment of Platina 
shows. Sixtus IV., 1471-1484, has a place in the history of the Vatican library, which he 
transferred to four new and beautiful halls. He endowed it with a permanent fund, provided for 
Latin, Greek and Hebrew copyists, appointed as librarians two noted scholars, Bussi and Platina, 
and separated the books from the archives. {1011} The light-hearted Leo X., a normal product of 
the Renaissance, honored Bembo and other literati, but combined the patronage of frivolous with 
serious literature. In a letter printed in the first edition of the first six books of the Annals of 
Tacitus, 1515,—discovered in the Westphalian convent of Corbay, 1508,—he wrote that "from 
his earliest years he had been accustomed to think that, if we except the knowledge and worship 
of God Himself, nothing more excellent or more useful had been given by the Creator to mankind 
than classical studies which not only lead to the ornament and guidance of human life, but are 
applicable and useful to every particular situation." 
 
As a characteristic development of the Italian Renaissance must be mentioned the so-called 
academies of Florence, Rome and Naples. These institutions corresponded somewhat to our 
modern scientific associations. The most noted of them, the Platonic Academy of Florence, was 
founded by Cosimo de’ Medici, and embraced among its members the principal men of Florence 
and some strangers. It celebrated the birthday of Plato, November 13, with a banquet and a 
discussion of his writings. It revived and diffused the knowledge of the sublime truths of 
Platonism, and then gave way to other academies in Florence of a more literary and social 
character. {1012} Its brightest fame was reached under Lorenzo. 
 
The academy at Rome, which had Pomponius Laetus for its founder, did not confine itself to the 
study of Plato and philosophy, but had a more general literary aim. The meetings were devoted to 
classical discussions and the presentation of orations and plays. Although Laetus was half a 
pagan, Alexander VI. was represented at his funeral, 1498, by members of his court. Cardinal 
Sadoleto in the 16th century reckoned the Roman academy among the best teachers of his youth. 
The academy at Naples, developed by Jovianus Pontanus, devoted itself chiefly to matters of 
style. The Florentine academy has been well characterized by Professor Jebb as predominantly 
philosophic, the Roman as antiquarian and the Neapolitan as literary. {1013} 
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65. Greek Teachers and Italian Humanists. 
 
The revival of the study of Greek, which had been neglected for eight centuries or more, was due, 
not to an interest in the original text of the New Testament, but to a passion to become acquainted 
with Homer, Plato and other classic Greek authors. Not even had Gregory the Great any 
knowledge of the language. The erection of chairs for its study was recommended by the Council 
of Vienne, but the recommendation came to nothing. The revival of the study of the language was 
followed by the discovery of Greek manuscripts, the preparation of grammars and dictionaries 
and the translation of the Greek classics. 
 
If we pass by such itinerating and uncertain teachers as the Calabrians, from whom Petrarca and 
Boccaccio took lessons, the list of modern teachers of Greek opens with Emanuel Chrysoloras, 
1350-1415. He taught in Florence, Milan, Padua, Venice and Rome and, having conformed to the 
Latin Church, was taken as interpreter to the council at Constance, where he died. He wrote the 
first Greek grammar, printed in 1484. The first lexicon was prepared by a Carmelite monk, 
Giovanni Crastone of Piacenza, and appeared in 1497. Provided as we are with a full apparatus 
for the study of Greek, we have little conception of the difficulty of acquiring a book-knowledge 
of that language without the elementary helps of grammar and dictionary. 
 
A powerful impetus was given to Greek studies by the Council of Ferrara, 1439, with its large 
delegation from the Eastern Church and its discussions over the doctrinal differences of 
Christendom. Its proceedings appeared in the two languages. Among those who attended the 
council and remained in the West for a period or for life, were Plethon, whose original name was 
Georgios Gemistos, 1355-1450, and Bessarion, 1403-1472. Cosimo de’ Medici heard Plethon 
often and was led by his lectures on Plato to conceive the idea of the Platonic Academy in 
Florence. 
 
Bessarion, bishop of Nicaea, became a fixture in the Latin Church and was admitted to the 
college of cardinals by Eugenius IV. The objection made in conclave to his candidacy for the 
papal chair by the cardinal of Avignon was that he was a Greek and wore a beard. He died in 
Ravenna. Like all Greeks, Bessarion was a philosophical theologian, and took more interest in the 
metaphysical mystery of the eternal procession of the Spirit than the practical work of the Spirit 
upon the hearts of men. He vindicated Plato against the charges of immorality and alleged 
hostility to orthodox doctrines, pointed to that philosopher’s belief in the creation and the 
immortality of the soul, quoted the favorable opinions of him given by Basil, Augustine and other 
Fathers, and represented him as a bridge from heathenism to Christianity. Bessarion’s palace in 
Rome was a meeting-place of scholars. At an expense of 15,000 ducats or, as Platina says, 
30,000, he collected a valuable library which he gave, in 1468, to the republic of Venice. {1014} 
 
George of Trebizond, 1395-1484, came to Italy about 1420, conformed to the papal church, 
taught eloquence and the Aristotelian philosophy in Venice and Rome, and was appointed an 
apostolic scribe by Nicolas V. He was a conceited, disputatious and irascible man and quarrelled 
with Valla, Poggio, Theodore of Gaza, Bessarion and Perotti. The 50 scudi which Sixtus IV. gave 
him for the translation of Aristotle’s History of Animals, he contemptuously threw into the Tiber. 
His chief work was a comparison of Aristotle and Plato, to the advantage of the former. 
 
Theodore of Gaza, George’s rival, was a native of Thessalonica, reached Italy 1430, taught in 
Ferrara and then passed into the service of Pope Nicolas. He was a zealous Platonist, and 



translated several Greek works into Latin and some of Cicero’s works into Greek and also wrote a 
Greek grammar. 
 
John Argyropulos, an Aristotelian philosopher and translator, taught 15 years with great success 
at Florence, and then at Rome, where Reuchlin heard him lecture on Thucydides. His death, 1486, 
was brought about by excess in eating melons. 
 
The leading Greeks, who emigrated to Italy after the fall of Constantinople, were Callistus, 
Constantine Lascaris and his son John. John Andronicus Callistus taught Greek at Bologna and at 
Rome, 1454-1469, and took part in the disputes between the Platonists and Aristotelians. 
Afterwards he removed to Florence and last to France, in the hope of better remuneration. He is 
said to have read all the Greek authors and imported six chests of manuscripts from Greece. 
Constantine Lascaris, who belonged to a family of high rank in the Eastern empire, gave 
instruction in the Greek language to Ippolita, the daughter of Francis Sforza, and later the wife of 
Alfonso, son of Ferdinand I. of Naples. He composed a Greek grammar for her, the first book 
printed in Greek, 1476. In 1470, he moved to Messina, where he established a flourishing school, 
and died near the close of the century. Among his pupils was Cardinal Bembo of Venice. 
 
His son, John Lascaris, 1445-1535, was employed by Lorenzo de’ Medici to collect manuscripts 
in Greece, and superintended the printing of Greek books in Florence. He accompanied Charles 
VIII. to France. In 1513, he was called by Leo X. to Rome, and opened there a Greek and Latin 
school. In 1518, he returned to France and collected a library for Francis I. at Fontainebleau. 
 
Among those who did distinguished service in collecting Greek manuscripts was Giovanni 
Aurispa, 1369-1459, who went to Constantinople in his youth to study Greek, and bought and 
sold with the shrewdness of an experienced bookseller. In 1423, he returned from Constantinople 
with 238 volumes, including Sophocles, Aeschylus, Plato, Xenophon, Plutarch, Lucian. Thus 
these treasures were saved from ruthless destruction by the Turks, before the catastrophe of 1453 
overtook Constantinople. 
 
The study of Greek suffered a serious decline in Italy after the close of the 15th century, but was 
taken up and carried to a more advanced stage by the Humanists north of the Alps. 
 
The study of Hebrew, which had been preserved in Europe by Jewish scholars, notably in Spain, 
was also revived in Italy in the 15th century, but its revival met with opposition. When Lionardo 
Bruni heard that Poggio was learning the language, he wrote contending that the study was not 
only unprofitable but positively hurtful. Manetti, the biographer of Nicolas V., translated the 
Psalms out of Hebrew and made a collection of Hebrew manuscripts for that pontiff. The 
Camalduensian monk, Traversari, learned the language and, in 1475, began the printing of 
Hebrew books on Italian presses. Chairs for the study of Hebrew were founded at Bologna, 1488, 
and in Rome 1514. 
 
Passing from the list of the Greek teachers to the Italian Humanists, it is possible to select for 
mention here only a few of the more prominent names, and with special reference to their attitude 
to the Church. 
 
Lionardo Bruni, 1369-1444, a pupil of Chrysoloras, gives us an idea of the extraordinary 
sensation caused by the revival of the Greek language. He left all his other studies for the 
language of Plato and Demosthenes. He was papal secretary in Rome and for a time chancellor of 
Florence, and wrote letters, orations, histories, philosophical essays and translations from the 
Greek, among them Aristotle’s Ethics, Politics and Economies, and Plato’s Phaedo, Crito, 



Apology, Phaedrus and Gorgias and his Epistles and six of Plutarch’s Lives. Foreigners went to 
Florence expressly to see his face. He was a pious Catholic. {1015} 
 
Francesco Poggio Bracciolini, 1380-1459, was secretary of Martin V., then of Nicolas V., and 
lived mostly in Florence and Rome. {1016} He was the most widely known Humanist of his day 
and had an unbounded passion for classical antiquity and for literary controversy. He excelled 
chiefly in Latin, but knew also Greek and a little Hebrew. He was an enthusiastic book-hunter. He 
went to Constance as papal secretary and, besides discovering a complete copy of Quintilian’s 
Institutes, made search in the neighboring Benedictine abbeys of Reichenau and Weingarten for 
old manuscripts. In Cluny and other French convents he discovered new orations of Cicero. He 
also visited "barbarous England." Although in the service of the curia for nearly 50 years, Poggio 
detested and ridiculed the monks and undermined respect for the church which supported him. In 
his Dialogue against Hypocrisy, he gathered a number of scandalous stories of the tricks and 
frauds practised by monks in the name of religion. His bold description of the martyrdom of the 
heretic Jerome of Prag has already been cited. When Felix was elected, Poggio exhausted the 
dictionary for abusive terms and called the anti-pope another Cerberus, a golden calf, a roaring 
lion, a high-priest of malignity; and he did equally well for the Council of Basel, which had 
elected Felix. Poggio’s self-esteem and quick temper involved him in endless quarrels, and 
invectives have never had keener edge than those which passed between him and his contestants. 
To his acrid tongue were added loose habits. He lived with a concubine, who bore him 14 
children, and, when reproached for it, he frivolously replied that he only imitated the common 
habit of the clergy. At the age of 54, he abandoned her and married a Florentine maiden of 18, by 
whom he had 4 children. His Facetiae, or Jest-Book, a collection of obscene stories, acquired 
immense popularity. 
 
The general of the Camalduensian order, Ambrogio Traversari, 1386-1439, combined ascetic 
piety with interest in heathen literature. He collected 238 manuscripts in Venice and translated 
from the Greek Fathers. He was, perhaps, the first Italian monk from the time of Jerome to his 
own day who studied Hebrew. 
 
Carlo Marsuppini, of Arezzo, hence called Carlo Aretino, belonged to the same circle, but was an 
open heathen, who died without confession and sacrament. He was nevertheless highly esteemed 
as a teacher and as chancellor of Florence, and honorably buried in the church of S. Croce, 1463, 
where a monument was erected to his memory. 
 
Francesco Filelfo, 1398-1481, was one of the first Latin and Greek scholars, and much admired 
and much hated by his contemporaries. He visited Greece, returned to Italy with a rich supply of 
manuscripts, and was professor of eloquence and Greek in the University of Florence. He 
combined the worst and best features of the Renaissance. He was conceited, mean, selfish, 
avaricious. He thought himself equal if not superior to Virgil and Cicero. In malignity and 
indecency of satire and invective be rivalled Poggio. His poisonous tongue got him into 
scandalous literary feuds with Niccolo, Poggio, members of the Medici family and others. He was 
banished from Florence, but, recalled in his old days by Lorenzo, he died a few weeks after his 
return, aged 83. He was always begging or levying contributions on princes for his poetry, and he 
kept several servants and six horses. His 3 wives bore him 24 children. He was ungrateful to his 
benefactors and treacherous to his friends. {1017} 
 
Marsilio Ficino, 1433-1499, one of the circle who made the court of Lorenzo the Magnificent 
famous, was an ordained priest, rector of two churches and canon of the cathedral of Florence. He 
eloquently preached the Platonic gospel to his "brethren in Plato," and translated the Orphic 
hymns, the Hermes Trismegistos, and some works of Plato and Plotinus,—a colossal task for that 



age. He believed that the divine Plotinus had first revealed the theology of the divine Plato and 
"the mysteries of the ancients," and that these were consistent with Christianity. Yet he was 
unable to find in Plato’s writings the mystery of the Trinity. He wrote a defence of the Christian 
religion, which he regarded as the only true religion, and a work on the immortality of the soul, 
which he proved with 15 arguments as against the Aristotelians. He was small and sickly, and 
kept poor by dishonest servants and avaricious relations. 
 
Politian, to his edition of Justinian’s Pandects, added translations of Epictetus, Hippocrates, 
Galen and other authors, and published among lecture-courses those on Ovid, Suetonius, Pliny 
and Quintilian. His lecture-room extended its influence to England and Germany, and Grocyn, 
Linacre and Reuchlin were among his hearers. 
 
Three distinguished Italian Humanists whose lives overlap the first period of the Reformation 
were cardinals, Pietro Bembo, 1470-1547, Giacopo Sadoleto, 1477-1547, and Aleander, 1480-
1542. All were masters of an elegant Latin style. For 22 years Bembo lived in concubinage, and 
had three children. Cardinal Sadoleto is best known for his polite and astute letter calling upon 
the Genevans to abandon the Reformation, to which Calvin replied. {1018} 
 
Not without purpose have the two names, Laurentius Valla, 1406-1457, and Pico della Mirandola, 
1463-1494, been reserved for the last. These men are to be regarded as having, among the 
Humanists of the 15th century, the most points of contact with our modern thought,—the one the 
representative of critical scholarship, the other of broad human sympathies coupled with a warm 
piety. 
 
Laurentius Valla, the only Humanist of distinction born in Rome, taught at Pavia, was secretary to 
the king of Naples, and at last served at the court of Nicolas V. {1019} He held several benefices 
and was buried in the Lateran, but was a sceptic and an indirect advocate of Epicurean morality. 
He combined classical with theological erudition and attained an influence almost equal to that 
enjoyed by Erasmus several generations later. He was a born critic, and is one of the earliest 
pioneers of the right of private judgment. He broke loose from the bondage of scholastic tradition 
and an infallible Church authority, so that in this respect Bellarmin called him a forerunner of 
Luther. Luther, with an imperfect knowledge of Valla’s works, esteemed him highly, declaring 
that in many centuries neither Italy nor the universal Church could produce another like him. 
{1020} He narrowly escaped the Inquisition. He denied to the monks the monopoly of being "the 
religious," and attacked their threefold vow. In his Annotations to the New Testament, published 
by Erasmus, 1505, he ventured to correct Jerome’s Vulgate. He doubted the genuineness of the 
writings attributed to Dionysius the Areopagite and rejected as a forgery Christ’s letter to King 
Abgarus which Eusebius had accepted as genuine. When he attacked the Apostolic origin of the 
Apostles’ Creed and, about 1440, exposed the Donation of Constantine as a fiction, he was 
calling in question the firm belief of centuries. In pronouncing the latter "contradictory, 
impossible, stupid, barbarous and ridiculous," {1021} he was wrenching a weapon, long used, out 
of the hand of the hierarchy. His attack was based on the ground of authentic history, inherent 
improbability and the mediaeval character of the language. Not satisfied with refuting its 
genuineness, Valla made it an occasion of an assault upon the whole temporal power of the 
papacy. He thus struck at the very bulwarks of the mediaeval theocracy. In boldness and violence 
Valla equalled the anti-papal writings of Luther. He went, indeed, not so far as to deny the 
spiritual power and divine institution of the papacy, but he charged the bishop of Rome with 
having turned Peter into Judas and having accepted the devil’s offer of the kingdoms of this 
world. He made him responsible for the political divisions and miseries of Italy, for rebellions 
and civil wars, herein anticipating Machiavelli. He maintained that the princes had a right to 
deprive the pope of his temporal possessions, which he had long before forfeited by their abuse. 



The purity of Valla’s motives are exposed to suspicion. At the time he wrote the tract he was in 
the service of Alfonso, who was engaged in a controversy with Eugenius IV. 
 
Unfortunately, Valla’s ethical principles and conduct were no recommendation to his theology. 
His controversy with Poggio abounds in scandalous personalities. In the course of it, Valla was 
charged with seduction and pederasty. {1022} His Ciceronian Dialogues on Lust, written perhaps 
1431, are an indirect attack upon Christian morality. Valla defended the Platonic community of 
wives. What nature demands is good and laudable, and the voice of nature is the voice of God. 
When he was charged by Poggio with having seduced his brother-in-law’s maid, he admitted the 
charge without shame. 
 
Pico della Mirandola, the most precocious genius that had arisen since Duns Scotus, was cut 
down when he was scarcely 30 years of age. The Schoolman was far beyond him in dialectic 
subtlety, but was far inferior to him in independence of thought and, in this quality, Pico 
anticipated the coming age. He studied canon law, theology, philosophy and the humanities in 
Ferrara and learned also Hebrew, Chaldee and Arabic. {1023} In his twenty-third year, he went to 
Rome and published 900 theses on miscellaneous topics, in which he anticipated some of the 
Protestant views; for example, that no image or cross should be adored and that the words "This 
is my body" must be understood symbolically,—significative, —not materially. He also 
maintained that the science of magic and the Cabbala confirm the doctrine of the Trinity and the 
deity of Christ. These opinions aroused suspicion, and 13 of his theses were condemned by 
Innocent VIII. as heretical; but, as he submitted his judgment to the Church, he was acquitted of 
heresy, and Alexander VI. cleared him of all charges. 
 
To his erudition, Pico added sincere faith and ascetic tendencies. In the last years of his short life, 
he devoted himself to the study of the Bible with the purpose of preaching Christ throughout the 
world. He was an admirer of Savonarola, who blamed him for not becoming a full monk and 
thought he went to purgatory. Of all Humanists he had the loftiest conception of man’s dignity 
and destiny. In his Deuteronomy dignitate hominis, he maintained that God placed man in the 
midst of the world that he might the more easily study all that therein is, and endowed him with 
freewill, by which he might degenerate into the condition of the beast or rise to a godlike 
existence. He found the highest truth in the Christian religion. He is the author of the famous 
sentence: Philosophia veritatem quaerit, theologia invenit, religio possidet, —philosophy seeks 
the truth, theology finds it, religion has it. 
 
Mirandola had a decided influence on John Reuchlin, who saw him in 1490 and was persuaded 
by him of the immense wisdom hid in the Cabbala. He also was greatly admired by Zwingli. He 
was the only one, says Burckhardt, "who, in a decided voice, fought for science and the truth of 
all the ages against the one-sided emphasis of classic antiquity. In him it is possible to see what a 
noble change Italian philosophy would have undergone, if the counter-Reformation had not come 
in and put an end to the whole higher intellectual movement." {1024} Giordano Bruno, one of the 
last representatives of the philosophical Renaissance, was condemned as a heretic by the Roman 
Inquisition and burnt on the Campo de’ Fiori in 1600. To the great annoyance of Pope Leo XIII., 
his admirers erected a statue to his memory on the same spot in 1889. 
 
{1014} Bessarionis Opera in Migne’s Patrol. Graeca, vol. CLXI. Lives of Bessarion by Henri 
Vast, Paris, 1878, and H. Rocholl, Leip., 1904. 
 
{1015} Lionardo Bruni Aretini Epistolae, ed. Mehus, 2 vols., Flor., 1742. 
 



{1016} Opera Poggii, Basel, 1513, and other edds. Epistolae Poggii, ed. Tonelli, 3 vols., Flor., 
1832, 1859, 1861. Shepherd: Life of Poggio. Pastor’s castigation of Poggio, I. 33 sqq., is in his 
most vigorous style. 
 
{1017} His life, Rosmini, 3 vols., Milan, 1808, Epistolae Filelfi, Venet., 1502. 
 
{1018} Sadoleti opp., Moguntiae, 1607; Verona, 1737, 4 vols. In his Concilium de emendanda 
Ecclesia, 1538, Sadoleto admitted many abuses and proposed a reformation of the Church, which 
he vainly hoped from the pope 
 
{1019} Valla’s Works, Basel, 1540, J. Vahlen; L. Valla, Vienna, 1864, 2d ed., 1870; Voigt, I. 464 
sqq. See Benrath in Herzog, XX. 422 sqq. 
 
{1020} Cui nec Italia nec universa ecclesia multis seculis similem habuit non modo in omni 
disciplinarum genere sed ex constantia et zelo fide Christianorum non ficto. See his Respons. ad 
Lovan. et Colon theol. of March, 1520, Weimar ed., VI. 183. In this reply to the Louvain and 
Cologne theologians who had condemned his writings, Luther also speaks of the injustice of 
condemning Pico della Mirandola and Reuchlin. 
 
{1021} Deuteronomy falso credita et ementita Constantini donatione. A well-written MS. copy in 
the Vatican is dated 1451. The tract is printed in Valla’s Opera, 761-795, and in Brown’s 
Fasciculus rerum, Rome, 1690, pp. 132-157, French text, by A. Bonneau, Paris, 1879. Luther 
received a copy through a friend, Feb., 1520, and was strengthened by it in his opposition to 
popery, which he attacked unmercifully in the summer of that year in his Address to the German 
Nobility, and his Babyl. Captivity of the Church. 
 
{1022} The first issues were Invectivae in Vallam and Antidoti in Poggium. The coarse 
controversial language, common to many of the Humanists, unfortunately Luther and Luther’s 
Catholic assailants shared, and also Calvin. 
 
{1023} The Theses of Pico, Rome, 1486, and Cologne. His Opera, Bologna, 1496, and together 
with the works of his nephew, John F. Pico, Basel, 1572, and 1601.—G. Dreydorff: Das System 
des Joh. Pico von Mir., Marb., 1858.—Geiger, 204 sqq.—His Life, by his nephew, J. Fr. Pico. 
Trsl. from the Latin by Sir Thos. More, 1510. Ed., with Introd. and Notes, by J. M. Rigg, Lond., 
1890. 
 
{1024} I. 217. See also II. 73, 306 sq.  



66. The Artists. 
 
Haec est Italia diis sacra.—Pliny. 
 
Italian Humanism reproduced the past. Italian art was original. The creative productions of Italy 
in architecture, sculpture and painting continue to render it the world’s chief centre of artistic 
study and delight. Among Italian authors, Dante alone has a place at the side of Michelangelo, 
Raphael and Lionardo da Vinci. The cultivation of art began in the age of Dante with Cimabue 
and Giotto, but when Italian Humanism was declining Italian painting and sculpture were 
celebrating their highest triumphs. Such a combination and succession of men of genius in the 
fine arts as Italy produced, in a period extending over three centuries, has nowhere else been 
known. They divided their triumphs between Florence and Rome, but imparted their magic touch 
to many other Italian cities, including Venice, which had remained cold to the literary movement. 
Here again Rome drew upon Florence for painters such as Giotto and Fra Angelico, and for 
sculptors such as Ghiberti, Donatello, Brunelleschi and Michelangelo. 
 
While the Italy of the 15th century—or the quattrocento, as the Italians call it—was giving 
expression to her own artistic conceptions in color and marble and churchly dome, masterpieces 
of ancient sculpture, restless, in the graves where for centuries they had had rude sepulture, came 
forth to excite the admiring astonishment of a new generation. What the age of Nicolas V. was for 
the discovery of manuscripts, the age of Julius II. was for the discovery of classic Greek statuary. 
The extensive villa of the Emperor Hadrian at Tivoli, which extended over several miles and 
embraced a theatre, lyceum, temple, basilica, library, and race-course, alone furnished immense 
treasures of art. Others were found in the bed of the Tiber or brought from Greece or taken from 
the Roman baths, where their worth had not been discerned. In Alexander VI.’s pontificate the 
Apollo Belvedere was found; under Julius II. the torso of Hercules, the Laocoon group {1025} 
and the Vatican Venus. The Greek ideals of human beauty were again revealed and kindled an 
enthusiasm for similar achievements. 
 
Petrarca’s collections were repeated. Paul II. deposited his rich store of antiquities in his palace of 
San Marco. In Florence, Lorenzo de’ Medici was active in securing pieces of ancient art. The 
museum on the Capitoline Hill in Rome, where Nicolas V. seems to have restored the entire 
palace of the senate, dates from 1471, one of its earliest treasures being the statue of Marcus 
Aurelius. The Vatican museum was the creation of Julius II. To these museums and the museums 
in Florence were added the galleries of private collectors. 
 
In architecture, the Renaissance artists never adopted the stern Gothic of the North. In 1452, Leon 
Battista Alberti showed to Nicolas V. a copy of his Deuteronomy re aedificatoria, a work on 
architecture, based upon his studies of the Roman monuments. Nicolas opened the line of great 
builders in Rome and his plans were on a splendid scale. 
 
The art of the Renaissance blends the glorification of mediaeval Catholicism with the charms of 
classical paganism, the history of the Bible with the mythology of Greece and Rome. The earlier 
painters of the 14th and 15th centuries were more simple, chaste and devout than those of the 
16th, who reached a higher distinction as artists. The Catholic type of piety is shown in the 
preponderance of the pictures of the Madonna holding the infant Saviour in her arms or on her lap 
and in the portraiture of St. Sebastian and other saints. Heavenly beauty and earthly sensuality 
meet side by side, and the latter often draws attention away from the former. The same illustrious 
painters, says Hawthorne, in the Marble Faun, "seem to take up one task or the other—the 



disrobed woman whom they called Venus, or the type of highest and tenderest womanhood in the 
mother of their Saviour—with equal readiness, but to achieve the former with far more 
satisfactory success." One moment the painter represented Bacchus wedding Ariadne and another 
depicted Mary on the hill of Calvary. Michelangelo now furnished the Pieta  for St. Peter’s, now 
designed the Rape of Ganymede for Vittoria Colonna and the statue of the drunken Bacchus for 
the Roman Jacopo Galli. Titian’s Magdalen in the Pitti gallery, Florence, exhibits in one person 
the voluptuous woman with exposed breasts and flowing locks and the penitent saint looking up 
to heaven. Of Sandro Botticelli, Vasari said that "in many homes he painted of naked women a 
plenty." If, however, the Christian religion furnished only to a single writer, Dante, the subject of 
his poem, it furnished to all the painters and sculptors many subjects from both Testaments and 
also from Church history, for the highest productions of their genius. 
 
In looking through the long list of distinguished sculptors, painters and architects who illuminated 
their native Italy in the Renaissance period, one is struck with the high age which many of them 
reached and, at the same time, with the brief period in which some of them acquired undying 
fame. Michelangelo lived to be 89, while Correggio died before he was 44. Titian, had he lived 
one year longer, would have rounded out a full century, while death took the brush out of 
Raphael’s hand before he was 37, a marvellous example of production in a short period, to be 
compared with Mozart in the department of music and Blaise Pascal in letters. And again, several 
of the great artists are remarkable examples of an extraordinary combination of talents. Lionardo 
da Vinci and Michelangelo excelled alike as architects, sculptors, painters and poets. Lionardo 
was, besides being these, a chemist, engineer, musician, merchant and profound thinker, yea, "the 
precocious originator of all modern wonders and ideas, a subtle and universal genius, an isolated 
and insatiate investigator," and is not unjustly called, on his monument at Milan, "the restorer of 
the arts and sciences." {1026} His mural picture of the Last Supper in Milan, best known by the 
engraving of Raphael Morghen, in spite of its defaced condition, is a marvellous reproduction of 
one of the sublimest events, adapted to the monks seated around their refectory table (instead of 
the reclining posture on couches), and every head a study. As for Michelangelo, he has been 
classed by Taine with Dante, Shakespeare and Beethoven among the four great intellects in the 
world of art and literature. 
 
Distinguishing in the years between 1300-1550 two periods, the earlier Renaissance to 1470 and 
the high Renaissance, from that date forward, we find that Italian art had its first centre in 
Florence, and its most glorious exhibition under Julius II. and Leo X. in Rome. {1027} The earlier 
period began with Cimabue, who died about 1302, and Giotto, 1276-1336, the friend of Dante. 
According to the story, Cimabue found Giotto, then ten years old, drawing sheep on a stone with 
a piece of charcoal and, with his father’s consent, took the lad to Florence. These two artists 
employed their genius in the decoration of the cathedral erected to the memory of St. Francis in 
Assisi. The visitor to S. Croce and other sacred places in Florence looks upon the frescos of 
Giotto. His Dante, like Guido Reni’s Beatrice Cenci, once seen can never be forgotten. Symonds 
has remarked that it may be said, without exaggeration, that Giotto and his scholars, within the 
space of little more than half a century, painted upon the walls of the churches and the public 
places of Italy every great conception of the Middle Ages. {1028} Fra Angelico da Fiesole, 1387-
1455, is the most religious of the painters of this period, and his portraiture of saints and angels is 
so pure as to suggest no other impression than saintliness. 
 
The mind is almost stunned by the combination of brilliant artistic achievement, of which the 
pontificate of Julius II. may be taken as the centre. There flourished in that age Perugino, 1446-
1524,—Raphael’s teacher,—Lionardo da Vinci, 1452-1519, Raphael, 1483-1520, Michelangelo, 
1475-1564, Correggio, 1493-1534, Andrea del Sarto, 1487-1531, and Titian, 1477-1576, all 
Italians. 



 
Of Raphael, his German biographer has said his career is comprised in four words, "he lived, he 
loved, he worked, he died young." {1029} He was an attractive and amiable character, free from 
envy and jealousy, modest, magnanimous, patient of criticism, as anxious to learn as to teach, 
always ready to assist poor artists. Michelangelo and he labored in close proximity in the Vatican, 
Michelangelo in the Sistine chapel, Raphael in the stanze and loggie. Their pupils quarrelled 
among themselves, each depreciating the rival of his master; but the masters rose above the 
jealousy of small minds. They form a noble pair, like Schiller and Goethe among poets. Raphael 
seemed almost to have descended from a higher world. Vasari says that he combined so many 
rare gifts that he might be called a mortal god rather than a simple man. The portraits, which 
present him as an infant, youth and man, are as characteristic and impressive as Giotto’s Dante 
and Guido Reni’s Beatrice Cenci. 
 
Like Goethe, Raphael was singularly favored by fortune and was free from the ordinary trials of 
artists—poverty, humiliation and neglect. He held the appointment of papal chamberlain and had 
the choice between a cardinal’s hat and marriage to a niece of Cardinal Bibbiena, with a dowry of 
three thousand gold crowns. But he put off the marriage from year to year, and preferred the 
dangerous freedom of single life. His contemporary and admirer, Vasari, says, when Raphael felt 
death approaching, he "as a good Christian dismissed his mistress from his house, making a 
decent provision for her support, and then made his last confession." 
 
The painter’s best works are devoted to religious characters and events. On a visit to Florence 
after the burning of Savonarola, he learned from his friend Fra Bartolomeo to esteem the moral 
reformer and gave him, as well as Dante, a place among the great teachers of the Church in his 
fresco of the Theologia in the Vatican. His Madonnas represent the perfection of human 
loveliness and purity. In the Madonna di San Sisto at Dresden, so called because Sixtus IV. is 
introduced into the picture, the eye is divided between the sad yet half-jubilant face of the Virgin 
Mother, the contemplative gaze of the cherubs and the pensive and sympathetic expression of the 
divine child. 
 
Grimm says, Raphael’s Madonnas are not Italian faces but women who are lifted above national 
characteristics. The Madonnas of da Vinci, Correggio, Titian, Murillo and Rubens contain the 
features of the nationality to which these painters belonged. Raphael alone has been able to give 
us feminine beauty which belongs to the European type as such. {1030} 
 
The last, the greatest, and the purest of Raphael’s works is the Transfiguration in the Vatican. 
While engaged on it, he died, on Good Friday, his birthday. It was suspended over his coffin and 
carried to the church of the Pantheon, where his remains repose in his chosen spot near those of 
his betrothed bride, Maria di Bibbiena. In that picture we behold the divinest figure that ever 
appeared on earth, soaring high in the air, in garments of transparent light, and with arms 
outspread, adored by Moses on the right hand and by Elijah on the left, who represent the Old 
Covenant of law and promise. The three favorite disciples are lying on the ground, unable to face 
the dazzling splendor from heaven. Beneath this celestial scene we see, in striking contrast, the 
epileptic boy with rolling eyes, distorted features, and spasmodic limbs, held by his agonized 
father and supported by his sister; while the mother imploringly appeals to the nine disciples who, 
in their helplessness, twitted by scribes, point up to the mountain where Jesus had gone. In 
connecting the two scenes, the painter followed the narrative of the Gospels, Matt. xvii. 1-14; 
Mark ix. 2-14; Luke ix. 28-37. The connection is being continually repeated in Christian 
experience. Descending from the Mount of Transfiguration, we are confronted with the misery of 
earth and, helpless in human strength, we look to heaven as the only source of help. 
 



Earth has no sorrow that heaven cannot heal. 
 
Michelangelo Buonarroti was 10 years older than Raphael, and survived him 44 years. He drew 
the inspiration for his sculptures and pictures from the Old Testament, from Dante and from 
Savonarola. He praised Dante in two sublime sonnets and heard Savonarola’s thrilling sermons 
against wickedness and vice, and witnessed his martyrdom. Vasari and Condivi both bear witness 
to his spotless morality. He deplored the corruptions of the papal court. 
 
For Rome still slays and sells Christ at the court, 
 
Where paths are closed to virtue’s fair increase. {1031} 
 
The artist’s works have colossal proportions, and refuse to be judged by ordinary rules. They are 
divided between painting, as the frescos in the Sistine chapel of St. Peter’s, architecture as in St. 
Peter’s dome, and works of statuary, as Moses in Rome and David in Florence. His Pieta  in St. 
Peter’s, a marble group representing the Virgin Mary holding the crucified Saviour in her arms, 
raised him suddenly to the rank of the first sculptor of Italy. {1032} His Last Judgment, on the 
altar wall of the Sistine chapel, represents the dominant conception of the Middle Ages of Christ 
as an angry judge, and is as Dantesque as Dante’s Inferno itself. {1033} The artist’s last work in 
marble was the unfinished Pieta , in the cathedral of Florence; his last design a picture of the 
crucifixion. In his last poems, he took farewell of the fleeting pleasures of life, turned to God as 
the only reality and found in the crucified Saviour his only comfort. This is the core of the 
evangelical doctrine of justification rightly understood. 
 
The day of Michelangelo’s death was the day of Galileo Galilei’s birth in Florence. The golden 
age of art had passed: the age of science was at hand. 
 
Among the greater churches of Italy,—the cathedrals of Milan, Venice, Pisa, Siena, Florence and 
Rome,—St. Peter’s stands pre-eminent in dimensions, treasures of art and imposing ecclesiastical 
associations. {1034} This central cathedral of Christendom was not dedicated till 1626 by Urban 
VIII. Its reconstruction was planned on a colossal scale by Nicolas V., but little was done till 
Julius II. took up the work. Among the architects who gave to the building their thought, 
Bramante and Michelangelo did most. On April 18, 1506, Julius II. laid the first stone according 
to Bramante’s design. A mass being said by Cardinal Soderini, the old pope descended by a 
ladder into the trench which had been dug at the spot where the statue of St. Veronica now stands. 
There was much fear, says Paris de Grassis, that the ground would fall in and the pope, before 
consecrating the foundations, cried out to those above not to come too near the edge. Under Leo 
X., Raphael was appointed sole architect, and was about to deviate from Bramante’s plan, when 
death stayed his hand. Michelangelo, taking up the task in 1535, gave to the structure its 
crowning triumph in the dome, the noblest in Western Europe, and the rival of the dome of St. 
Sophia. 
 
That vast and wondrous dome, 
 
To which Diana’s marvel was a cell, — 
 
Christ’s mighty shrine above his martyr’s tomb. {1035} 
 
{1025} The discovery of the Laocoon in a vineyard in Rome was "like a Jubilee." Michelangelo 
was one of the first to see it. Sadoleto praised it in Latin verses. See description in Klaczko, W. 
93-96. 



 
{1026} Taine, Lectures on Art, I. 16.—Lubke, Hist. of Art, II. 280 sq. says: "Lionardo was one of 
those rare beings in whom nature loves to unite all conceivable human perfections,—strikingly 
handsome, and at the same time of a dignified presence and of an almost incredible degree of 
bodily strength; while mentally he possessed such various endowments as are rarely united in a 
single person," etc. See also Symonds, III. 314. 
 
{1027} Julius ordered a colossal tomb wrought for himself, but he could not be depended upon as 
a paymaster, as Michelangelo complained. See Klaczko, p. 62. 
 
{1028} The Renaissance, III. 191. 
 
{1029} Seine Geschichte ist in den vier Begriffen enthalten: leben, lieben, arbeiten und jung 
sterben. 
 
{1030} Raphael, p. 428 sqq. 
 
{1031} Symonds, III. 516. 
 
{1032} See Grimm’s description, I. 186 sqq. 
 
{1033} Grimm, II. 224, speaks of the expression on Christ’s face as indescribably repelling, but 
says, if a last judgment has to be painted with Christ as the judge, such an aspect must be given 
him. 
 
{1034} Pastor, III. 54-9, following Redtenbacher, gives a list of the more important pieces of 
ecclesiastical architecture in Italy, 1401-1518. 
 
{1035} With these lines of Byron may be coupled those of Schiller:— 
 
Und ein zweiter Himmel in den Himmel 
 
Steigt Sanct Peter’s wundersamer Dom.  



67. The Revival of Paganism. 
 
The revival of letters and the cultivation of art brought no purification of morals to Italy nor relief 
from religious formalism. The great modern historians of the period,—Voigt, Burckhardt, 
Gregorovius, Pastor, Creighton and Symonds,—agree in depicting the decline of religion and the 
degeneracy of morals in dark colors, although Pastor endeavors to rescue the Church from the 
charge of total neglect of its duty and to clear the mediaeval hierarchy and theology from the 
charge of being responsible for the semi-paganism of the Renaissance. 
 
The mediaeval theology had put the priesthood in the place of the individual conscience. Far from 
possessing any passion to rescue Italy from a religious formalism which involved the seeds of 
stagnation of thought and moral disintegration, the priesthood was corrupt at heart and corrupt in 
practice in the highest seats of Christendom. {1036} Finding the clerical mind of Italy insincere 
and the moral condition of the Church corrupt, Humanism not only made no serious effort to 
amend this deplorable state but, on the contrary, it contributed to the further decadence of morals 
by a revival of paganism, now Epicurean, now Stoical, attested both in the lives and the writings 
of many of its chief leaders. Gregorovius has felt justified in pronouncing the terrible sentence 
that the sole end of the Italian Renaissance was paganism. {1037} 
 
The worship of classical forms led to the adoption of classical ideas. There were not wanting 
Humanists and artists who combined culture with Christian faith, and devoted their genius to the 
cause of truth and virtue. Traversari strictly observed the rules of his monastic order; Manetti, 
Lionardo Bruni, Vittorino da Feltre, Ficino, Sadoleto, Fra Angelico, Fra Bartolomeo, 
Michelangelo and others were devout Christian believers. Traversari at first hesitated to translate 
classic authors and, when he did, justified himself on the ground that the more the Pagan writers 
were understood, the more would the excellence of the Christian system be made manifest. But 
Poggio, Filelfo, Valla and the majority of the other writers of the Renaissance period, such as 
Ariosto, Aretino, Machiavelli, were indifferent to religion, or despised it in the form they saw it 
manifested. Culture was substituted for Christianity, the worship of art and eloquence for 
reverence for truth and holiness. The Humanists sacrificed in secret and openly to the gods of 
Greece and Rome rather than to the God of the Bible. Yet, they were not independent enough to 
run the risk of an open rupture with orthodoxy, which would have subjected them to the 
Inquisition and death at the stake. {1038} Yea, those who were most flagrant in their attacks upon 
the ecclesiastics of their time often professed repentance for their writings in their last days, as 
Boccaccio and Bandello, and applied for extreme unction before death. So it was with 
Machiavelli, who died with the consolations of the Church which he undermined with his pen, 
with the half-Pagan Pomponius Laetus of Rome and the infamous Sigismondo Malatesta of 
Rimini, who joined to his patronage of culture the commission of every crime. 
 
Dangerous as it may be to pronounce a final judgment upon the moral purity of a generation, even 
though, as in the case of the 15th century, it reveals itself clearly in its literature and in the lives of 
the upper classes, literary men, popes and princes, nevertheless this it is forced upon us to do. The 
Renaissance in Italy produced no Thomas a  Kempis. No devout mystics show signs of a reform 
movement in her convents and among her clergy, though, it is true, there were earnest preachers 
who cried out for moral reform, as voices crying in the wilderness. Nor are we unmindful of the 
ethical disintegration of the Church and society at other periods and in other countries, as in 
France under Louis XIV., when we call attention to the failure of religion in the country of the 
popes and at a time of great literary and artistic activity to bear fruits in righteousness of life. 
 



The Humanists were the natural enemies of the monks. For this they cannot be blamed. As a 
class, the monks hated learning, boasted of superior piety, made a display of their proud humility 
and yet were constantly quarrelling with each other. Boccaccio and the novelists would not have 
selected monks and nuns as heroes and heroines of their obscene tales if monastic life had not 
been in a degenerate state. Poggio, Filelfo, Valla, Bandello, Machiavelli, Ariosto, Aretino and 
Erasmus and the writers of the Epistolae virorum obscurorum chastised with caustic irony and 
satire the hypocrisy and vices of the monastic class, or turned its members into a butt of ridicule. 
To the charges of unchastity and general hypocrisy was added the imposition of false miracles 
upon the ignorant and credulous. It was common rumor that the nuns were the property of the 
monks. {1039} The literature of the 15th century teems with such charges, and Savonarola was 
never more intense than when he attacked the clergy for their faithlessness and sins. Machiavelli 
openly declared "we Italians are of all most irreligious and corrupt," and he adds, "we are so 
because the representatives of the Church have shown us the worst example." Pastor has 
suggested that Humanists, who were themselves leading corrupt lives, were ill-fitted to sit in 
judgment upon the priesthood. This in a sense is true, and their representations, taken alone, 
would do no more than create an unfavorable presumption, but their statements are confirmed by 
the scandals of the papal court and the social conditions in Rome; and Rome was not worse than 
Venice, Florence and other Italian towns. The same distinguished historian seeks to parry the 
attacks of Humanistic writers and to offset the lives of the hierarchy by a long list of 89 saints of 
the calendar who lived 1400-1520. {1040} The number is imposing, but outside of Bernardino da 
Siena, Fra Angelico, Jacopo della Marca and John of Capistrano, few of the names are known to 
general history, and the last two showed traits which the common judgment of mankind is not 
inclined to regard as saintly. Pastor also adduces the wills of the dying, in which provision was 
made for ecclesiastical objects, but these may indicate superstitious fear as well as intelligent 
piety. After all is said, it remains true that the responsibility and the guilt were with the clergy, 
who were rightly made the targets of the wits, satirists and philosophers of the time. 
 
But while the Humanists were condemning the clerical class, many, yea, the most of them, lived 
in flagrant violation of the moral code themselves and inclined to scepticism or outright 
paganism. In their veneration of antiquity, they made the system of Plato of equal authority with 
the Christian system, or placed its authority above the Christian scheme. They advocated a return 
to the dictates of nature, which meant the impulses of the natural and sensuous man. The 
watchword, sequere naturam, "follow nature," was launched as a philosophical principle. The 
hard-fought controversy which raged over the relative merits of the two Greek thinkers, Aristotle 
and Plato, was opened by Plethon, who accused Aristotle of atheism. The battle was continued for 
many years, calling forth from contestants the bitterest personal assaults. In defending Plato, 
Ficino set the philosopher so high as to obscure the superior claims of the Christian religion, and 
it was seriously proposed to combine with the Scripture readings of the liturgy excerpts from 
Plato’s writings. {1041} 
 
The immortality of the soul was formally questioned by Pietro Pomponazzi, a popular teacher of 
the Aristotelian philosophy in Padua and Bologna. His tract, published in 1516, was burnt by the 
Franciscans at Venice, but was saved from a like fate in Rome and Florence by the intervention of 
Bembo and Julius de’ Medici. So widespread was the philosophy of materialism that the Fifth 
Lateran three years before, Dec. 19, 1513, deemed it necessary to reaffirm the doctrine of the 
soul’s immortality and to instruct professors at the universities to answer the arguments of the 
materialists. In the age of Julius II. and Leo X., scepticism reigned universally in Rome, and the 
priests laughed among themselves over their religious functions as the augurs once did in the 
ancient city. {1042} 
 



The chief indictment against Humanism is, that it lacked a serious moral sense, which is an 
essential element of the Christian system. Nor did it at any time show a purpose of morally 
redeeming itself or seek after a regenerative code of ethics. It declined into an intellectual and 
aesthetic luxury, a habit of self-indulgence for the few, with no provision for the betterment of 
society at large and apparently no concern for such betterment. The Humanists were addicted to 
arrogance, vanity, and lacked principle and manly dignity. They were full of envy and jealousy, 
engaged in disgraceful personal quarrels among themselves and stooped to sycophancy in the 
presence of the rich and powerful. Politian, Filelfo and Valla agreed in begging for presents and 
places in terms of abject flattery. While they poured contempt upon the functionaries of religion, 
they failed to imitate the self-denying virtues which monasticism enjoined and that regard for the 
rights of others which Christian teaching commands. Under the influence of the Renaissance was 
developed that delusive principle, called honor, which has played such an extensive role in parts 
of Europe and under which a polished culture may conceal the most refined selfishness. {1043} 
 
No pugilistic encounter could be more brutal than the literary feuds between distinguished men of 
letters. Poggio and Filelfo fought with poisoned daggers. To sully these pages, says Symonds, 
"with Poggio’s rank abuse would be impossible." Poggio, not content with thrusts at Filelfo’s 
literary abilities, accused him of the worst vices, and poured out calumnies on Filelfo’s wife and 
mother. In Poggio’s contest with George of Trebizond, the two athletes boxed each other’s ears 
and tore one another’s hair. George had accused Poggio of taking credit for translations of 
Xenophon and Diodorus which did not belong to him. Between Valla and Fazio eight books of 
invectives were exchanged. Bezold is forced to say that such feuds revealed perhaps more than 
the cynicism of the Italian poetry the complete moral decay. {1044} 
 
To the close of the period, the Renaissance literature abounds in offences against morality and 
decency. Poggio was already 70 years of age when he published his filthy Facetiae, Jest-book, 
which appeared 26 times in print before 1500 and in 3 Italian translations. Of Poggio’s works, 
Burckhardt says, "They contain dirt enough to create a prejudice against the whole class of 
Humanists." Filelfo’s epigrams, Deuteronomy jocis et seriis, are declared by his biographer, 
Rosmini, to contain "horrible obscenities and expressions from the streets and the brothels." 
Beccadelli and Aretino openly preached the emancipation of the flesh, and were not ashamed to 
embellish and glorify licentiousness in brilliant verses, for which they received the homage of 
princes and prelates. Beccadelli’s Hermaphroditus was furiously attacked by the monks in the 
pulpit, but applauded by the Humanists. Cosimo allowed the indecent work to be dedicated to 
himself, and the author was crowned by the Emperor Sigismund in Siena, 1433, and died old and 
popular at Naples, 1471. The critics of his obscenities, Beccadelli pointed to the ancient writers. 
Nicolas was loaned a copy of his notorious production, kept it for nine days and then returned the 
work without condemning it. Pietro Aretino, d. 1557, the most obscene of the Italian poets, was 
called il divino Aretino, honored by Charles V., Francis I. and Clement VII., and even dared to 
aspire to a cardinal’s hat, but found a miserable end. Bandello, d. 1562, in his Facetiae, paints 
society in dissolution. Moral badness taints every one’s lips. Debauchery in convents is depicted 
as though it were a common occurrence. And he was a bishop! {1045} 
 
Machiavelli, the Florentine politician and historian, a worshipper of ability and power, and 
admirer of Caesar Borgia, built upon the basis of the Renaissance a political system of absolute 
egotism; yet he demands of the prince that he shall guard the appearance of five virtues to deceive 
the ignorant. {1046} Under the cover of Stoicism, many Humanists indulged in a refined 
Epicureanism. 
 
The writers of novels and plays not only portrayed social and domestic immorality without a 
blush, but purposely depicted it in a dress that would call forth merriment and laughter. Tragedy 



was never reached by the Renaissance writers. The kernel of this group of works was the 
faithlessness of married women, for the unmarried were kept under such close supervision that 
they were with difficulty reached. The skill is enlarged upon with which the paramour works out 
his plans and the outwitted husband is turned into an object of ridicule. Here we are introduced to 
courtesans and taken to brothels. {1047} 
 
In the Mandragola by Machiavelli, Callimaco, who has been in Paris, returns to Florence 
determined to make Lucrezia, of whose charms he has heard, his mistress. Assuming the roll of a 
physician, he persuades her husband, who is anxious for an heir, to allow him to use a potion of 
mandragora, which will relieve his wife of sterility and at the same time kill the paramour. 
Working upon the husband’s mind through the mother-in-law and Lucrezia’s confessor, who 
consents to the plot for a bribe, he secures his end. Vice and adultery are glorified. And this was 
one of the plays on which Leo X. looked with pleasure! In 1513, in face of the age-long 
prohibition of the theatre by the Church, this pontiff opened the playhouse on the Capitol. A few 
years later he witnessed the performance of Ariosto’s comedy the Suppositi. The scenery had 
been painted by Raphael. The spectators numbered 2,000, Leo looking on from a box with an 
eye-glass in his hand. The plot centres around a girl’s seduction by her father’s servant. One of 
the first of the cardinals to open his palace to theatrical representations was Raffaele Riario. 
 
Intellectual freedom in Italy assumed the form of unrestrained indulgence of the sensual nature. 
In condemning the virginity extolled by the Church, Beccadelli pronounced it a sin against nature. 
Nature is good, and he urged men to break down the law by mixing with nuns. {1048} The 
hetaerae were of greater service to mankind than monastic recluses. Illegitimacy, as has already 
been said, was no bar to high position in the state or the Church. Aeneas Sylvius declared that 
most of the rulers in Italy had been born out of wedlock, {1049} and when, as pope, he arrived in 
Ferrara, 1459, he was met by eight princes, not a single one of them the child of legitimate 
marriage. The appearance of the Gallic disease in Italy at the close of the 15th century may have 
made men cautious; the rumor went that Julius II., who did not cross his legs at public service on 
a certain festival, was one of its victims. {1050} Aretino wrote that the times were so debauched 
that cousins and kinsfolk of both sexes, brothers and sisters, mingled together without number 
and without a shadow of conscientious scruple. {1051} 
 
What else could be expected than the poisoning of all grades of society when, at the central court 
of Christendom, the fountain was so corrupt. The revels in the Vatican under Alexander VI. and 
the levity of the court of Leo X. furnished a spectacle which the most virtuous principles could 
scarcely be expected to resist. Did not a harlequin monk on one occasion furnish the mirth at 
Leo’s table by his extraordinary voracity in swallowing a pigeon whole, and consuming forty 
eggs and twenty capons in succession! Innocent VIII.’s son was married to a daughter of the 
house of the Medici, and Alexander’s son was married into the royal family of France and his 
daughter Lucrezia into the scarcely less proud family of Este. Sixtus IV. taxed and thereby 
legalized houses of prostitution for the increase of the revenues of the curia. The 6,800 public 
prostitutes in Rome in 1490, if we accept Infessura’s figures, were an enormous number in 
proportion to the population. This Roman diarist says that scarcely a priest was to be found in 
Rome who did not keep a concubine "for the glory of God and the Christian religion." All parts of 
Italy and Spain contributed to the number of courtesans. They lived in greater splendor in Rome 
than the hetaerae in Athens, and bore classical names, such as Diana, Lucrezia, Camilla, Giulia, 
Costanza, Imperia, Beatrice. They were accompanied on their promenades and walks to church 
by poets, counts and prelates, but usually concluded their gilded misery in hospitals after their 
beauty had faded away. {1052} 
 



The almost nameless vice of the ancient world also found its way into Italy, and Humanists and 
sons of popes like the son of Paul III., Pierluigi Farnese, if not popes themselves, were charged 
with pederasty. In his 7th satire, Ariosto, d. 1533, went so far as to say it was the vice of almost 
all the Humanists. For being addicted to it, a Venetian ambassador lost his position, and the 
charge was brought against the Venetian annalist, Sanuto. Politian, Valla and Aretino and the 
academicians of Rome had the same accusation laid at their door. The worst cannot be told, so 
abhorrent to the prime instincts of humanity do the crimes against morality seem. No wonder that 
Symonds speaks of "an enervation of Italian society in worse than heathen vices." {1053} 
 
To licentiousness were added luxury, gaming, the vendetta or the law of blood-revenge, and 
murder paid for by third parties. Life was cheap where revenge, a licentious end or the gain of 
power was a motive. Cardinals added benefice to benefice in order to secure the means of 
gratifying their luxurious tastes. {1054} In the middle of the 16th century, Italy, says Burckhardt, 
was in a moral crisis, out of which the best men saw no escape. In the opinion of Symonds, who 
has written seven volumes on the Renaissance, it is "almost impossible to overestimate the moral 
corruption of Rome at the beginning of the 16th century." And Gregorovius adds that "the richest 
intellectual life blossomed in a swamp of vices." {1055} 
 
Of open heresy and attacks upon the papal prerogatives, popes were intolerant enough, as was 
quickly proved, when Luther appeared and Savonarola preached, but not of open immorality and 
secret infidelity. In the hierarchical interest they maintained the laws of sacerdotal celibacy, but 
allowed them to be broken by prelates in their confidence and employ, and openly flaunted their 
own bastard children and concubines. And unfortunately, as has been said, not only did the 
Humanists, with some exceptions, fall in with the prevailing licentiousness: there even was 
nothing in their principles to prevent its practice. As a class, the artists were no better than the 
scholars and, if possible, even more lax in regard to sexual license. Such statements are made not 
in the spirit of bitterness toward the Church of the Middle Ages, but in deference to historic fact, 
which ought at once to furnish food for reflection upon the liability of an ecclesiastical 
organization to err and even to foster vice as well as superstition by its prelatical constitution and 
unscriptural canons, and also to afford a warning against the captivating but fallacious theory that 
literature and art, not permeated by the principles of the Christian faith, have the power to redeem 
themselves or purify society. They did not do it in the palmy days of Greece and Rome, nor did 
they accomplish any such end in Italy. 
 
In comparing our present century with the period of the Renaissance, there is at least one ground 
for grateful acknowledgment. {1056} The belief in astrology, due largely to the rise of 
astronomical science, has been renounced. Thomas Aquinas had decided that astrology was a 
legitimate art when it is used to forecast natural events, such as drought and rain, but when used 
to predict human actions and destiny it is a daemonic cult. {1057} At an early period it came to be 
classed with heresy, and was made amenable to the Inquisition. In 1324, Cecco d’Ascoli, who 
had shown that the position of libra rendered the crucifixion of Christ inevitable, was obliged to 
abjure, and his astrolabe and other instruments were burnt, 1327, by the tribunal at Florence. In 
spite of Petrarca’s ridicule, the cult continued. The Chancellor D’Ailly gave it credit. Scarcely a 
pope or Italian prince or republic of the latter part of the Renaissance period who did not have his 
astrologer or yield to the delusion in a larger or smaller measure, as, for example, Sixtus IV., 
Julius II. and Leo X., as well as Paul III. at a period a little later. Julius II. delayed his coronation 
several weeks, to Nov. 26, 1503, the lucky day announced by the astrologer. Ludovico of Milan 
waited upon favorable signs in the heavens before taking an important step. {1058} 
 
On the other hand, Savonarola condemned the belief, and was followed by Pico della Mirandola 
and Erasmus. {1059} To the freedom of human action astrology opposed a fatalistic view of the 



world. This was felt at the time, and Matteo Villani said more than once that "no constellation is 
able to compel the free-will of man or thwart God’s decree." Before the 15th century had come to 
a close, the cult was condemned to extinction in France, 1494, but in Germany, in spite of the 
spread of the Copernican system, it continued to have its followers for more than a century. The 
great Catholic leader in the Thirty Years’ War, Wallenstein, continued, in the face of reverses, to 
follow the supposed indications of the heavenly bodies, and Schiller puts into his mouth the 
words: 
 
The stars he not; what’s happened 
 
Has turned out against the course of star and fate; 
 
Art does not play us false. The false heart 
 
‘Tis, which drags falsehood into the truth-telling heavens. 
 
The revolt against the ascendancy of mediaeval priestcraft and scholastic dialectic was a great and 
necessary movement demanded by the sane intents of mankind. The Italian Renaissance led the 
revolt. It gave liberty to the individual and so far its work was wholesome, but it was liberty not 
bound by proper restraints. It ran wild in an excess of indulgence, so that Machiavelli could say, 
"Italy is the corruption of the world." When the restraint came, it came from the North as it had 
come centuries before, in the days of the Ottos, in the 10th century. When studies in Italy set 
aside the ideals of Christianity, when religion seemed to be in danger of expiring and social virtue 
of altogether giving way, then the voice was raised in Wittenberg which broke with monastic 
asceticism and scholasticism and, at the same time, asserted an individualism under the control of 
conscience and reverence for God. 
 
{1036} See Burckhardt-Geiger, II. 178 sqq. 
 
{1037} VII. 536. 
 
{1038} Voigt, II. 213. 
 
{1039} Geiger, II. 182-4. 
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portrait of a priest than the living person, Don Nicolo de Pelagait di Firarola. He had become the 
leader of a robber band and, in 1495, was confined in an iron cage in the open air in Ferrara. He 
had committed murder the day he celebrated his first mass and was absolved in Rome. 
Afterwards he killed four men and married two women who went about with him, violated 
women without number and led them captive, and carried on wholesale murder and pillage. But 
how much worse was this priest than John XXIII., charged by a Christian council with every 
crime, and Alexander VI., whose papal robes covered monstrous vice? 
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unbounded vice of Roman society in the corrupt times of Leo X. The moral corruption of an age, 
one of the best of whose productions has the title of Syphilis, is sufficiently known." Bandello, as 
quoted by Burckhardt, says: "Nowadays we see a woman poison her husband to gratify her lusts, 
thinking that a widow may do whatever she desires. Another, fearing the discovery of an illicit 
amour, has her husband murdered by her lover. And though fathers, brothers and husbands arise 
to extirpate the shame with poison, with the sword, and by every other means, women still 
continue to follow their passions, careless of their honor and their lives." Another time, in a 
milder strain, he exclaims: "Would that we were not daily forced to hear that one man has 
murdered his wife because he suspected her of infidelity; that another has killed his daughter, on 
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not suffer women to do the same." 
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68. Humanism in Germany. 
 
Humanistic studies were late in finding entrance into Germany. They were opposed not so much 
by priestly ignorance and prejudice, as was the case in Italy, as by the scholastic theology which 
reigned at the universities. German Humanism may be dated from the invention of the printing-
press about 1450. Its flourishing period began at the close of the 15th century and lasted only till 
about 1520, when it was absorbed by the more popular and powerful religious movement, the 
Reformation, as Italian Humanism was superseded by the papal counter-Reformation. Marked 
features distinguished the new culture north of the Alps from the culture of the Italians. The 
university and school played a much more important part than in the South. The representatives 
of the new scholarship were teachers, even Erasmus, who taught in Cambridge, and was on 
intimate terms with the professors at Basel. During the progress of the movement new 
universities sprang up, from Basel to Rostock. Again, in Germany, there were no princely patrons 
of arts and learning to be compared in intelligence and munificence to the Renaissance popes and 
the Medici. Nor was the new culture here exclusive and aristocratic. It sought the general spread 
of intelligence, and was active in the development of primary and grammar schools. In fact, when 
the currents of the Italian Renaissance began to set toward the North, a strong, independent, 
intellectual current was pushing down from the flourishing schools conducted by the Brothers of 
the Common Life. In the Humanistic movement, the German people was far from being a slavish 
imitator. It received an impulse from the South, but made its own path. Had Italy been careful to 
take lessons from the pedagogy of the North, it is probable her people would to-day be advanced 
far beyond what they are in intelligence and letters. 
 
In the North, Humanism entered into the service of religious progress. German scholars were less 
brilliant and elegant, but more serious in their purpose and more exact in their scholarship than 
their Italian predecessors and contemporaries. In the South, the ancient classics absorbed the 
attention of the literati. It was not so in the North. There was no consuming passion to render the 
classics into German as there had been in Italy. Nor did Italian literature, with its loose moral 
teachings, find imitators in the North. Boccaccio’s Decameron was first translated into German 
by the physician, Henry Stainhowel, who died in 1482. North of the Alps, the attention was 
chiefly centred on the Old and New Testaments. Greek and Hebrew were studied, not with the 
purpose of ministering to a cult of antiquity, but to more perfectly reach the fountains of the 
Christian system. In this way, preparation was made for the constructive work of the Protestant 
Reformation. 
 
And what was true of the scholarship of Germany was also true of its art. The painters, Albrecht 
Durer, who was born and died at Nurnberg, 1471-1528, Lukas Kranach, 1472-1553, and for the 
most part Hans Holbein, 1497-1543, were free from the pagan element and contributed to the 
spread of the Reformation. Kranach lived in Wittenberg after 1504 and painted portraits of 
Luther, Melanchthon and other leaders of the German Reformation. Holbein gave illustrations for 
some of the new writings and painted portraits of Erasmus and Melanchthon. His Madonna, now 
at Darmstadt, has a German face and wears a crown on her head, while the child in her arms 
reflects his concern for the world in the sadness of his countenance. 
 
If any one individual more than another may be designated as the connecting link between the 
learning of Italy and Germany, it is Aeneas Sylvius. By his residence at the court of Frederick III. 
and at Basel, as one of the secretaries of the council, he became a well-known character north of 
the Alps long before he was chosen pope. The mediation, however, was not effected by any 
single individual. The fame of the Renaissance was carried over the pathways 



 
of trade which led from Northern Italy to Augsburg, Nurnberg, Constance and other German 
cities. The visits of Frederick III. and the campaigns of Charles VIII. and the ascent of the throne 
of Naples by the princes of Aragon carried Germans, Frenchmen and Spaniards to the greater 
centres of the peninsula. A constant stream of pilgrims itinerated to Rome and the Spanish popes 
drew to the city throngs of Spaniards. As the fame of Italian culture spread, scholars and artists 
began to travel to Venice, Florence and Rome, and caught the inspiration of the new era. 
 
To the Italians Germany was a land of barbarians. They despised the German people for their 
ignorance, rudeness and intemperance in eating and drinking. Aeneas found that the German 
princes and nobles cared more for horses and dogs than for poets and scholars and loved their 
wine-cellars better than the muses. Campanus, a witty poet of the papal court, who was sent as 
legate to the Diet of Regensburg by Paul II., and afterwards was made a bishop by Pius II., 
abused Germany for its dirt, cold climate, poverty, sour wine and miserable fare. He lamented his 
unfortunate nose, which had to smell everything, and praised his ears, which understood nothing. 
Such impressions were soon offset by the sound scholarship which arose in Germany and 
Holland. And, if Italy contributed to Germany an intellectual impulse, Germany sent out to the 
world the printing-press, the most important agent in the history of intellectual culture since the 
invention of the alphabet. 
 
Before the first swell of the new movement was felt, the older German universities were already 
established: Prag in 1347, Vienna 1365, Heidelberg 1386, Cologne 1388, Erfurt 1392, Wurzburg 
1402, Leipzig 1409 and Rostock 1419. During the last half of the 15th century, there were 
quickly added to this list universities at Greifswald and Freiburg 1456, Treves 1457, Basel 1459, 
Ingolstadt 1472, Tubingen and Mainz 1477, and Wittenberg 1502. Ingolstadt lost its distinct 
existence by incorporation in the University of Munich, 1826, and Wittenberg by removal to 
Halle. Most of these universities had the four faculties, although the popes were slow to give their 
assent to the sanction of the theological department, as in the case of Vienna and Rostock, where 
the charter of the secular prince authorized their establishment. Strong as the religious influences 
of the age were, the social and moral habits of the students were by no means such as to call for 
praise. Parents, Luther said, in sending their sons to the universities, were sending them to 
destruction, and an act of the Leipzig university, dating from the close of the 15th century, stated 
that students came forth from their homes obedient and pious, but "how they returned, God alone 
knew." {1060} In 1510, the student-body at Erfurt were so turbulent that the citizens and the 
peasant-folk turned cannons upon the collegiate building and, after the students had fled, battered 
down its walls and did great damage to university archives and library. 
 
The theological teaching was ruled by the Schoolmen, and the dialectic method prevailed in all 
departments. In clashing with the scholastic method and curricula, the new teaching met with 
many a repulse, and in no case was it thoroughly triumphant till the era of the Reformation 
opened. Erfurt may be regarded as having been the first to give the new culture a welcome. In 
1466, it received Peter Luder of Kislau, who had visited Greece and Asia Minor, and had been 
previously appointed to a chair in Heidelberg, 1456. He read on Virgil, Jerome, Ovid and other 
Latin writers. There Agricola studied and there Greek was taught by Nicolas Marschalck, under 
whose supervision the first Greek book printed in Germany issued from the press, 1501. There 
John of Wesel taught. It was Luther’s alma mater and, among his professors, he singled out 
Trutvetter for special mention as the one who directed him to the study of the Scriptures. {1061} 
 
Heidelberg, chartered by the elector Ruprecht I. and Pope Urban VI., showed scant sympathy 
with the new movement. However, the elector-palatine, Philip, 1476-1508, gathered at his court 



some of its representatives, among them Reuchlin. Ingolstadt for a time had Reuchlin as professor 
and, in 1492, Konrad Celtis was appointed professor of poetry and eloquence. 
 
In 1474, a chair of poetry was established at Basel. Founded by Pius II., it had among its early 
teachers two Italians, Finariensis and Publicius. Sebastian Brant taught there at the close of the 
century and among its notable students were Reuchlin and the Reformers, Leo Jud and Zwingli. 
In 1481, Tubingen had a stipend of oratoria. Here Gabriel Biel taught till very near the close of 
the century. The year after Biel’s death, Heinrich Bebel was called to lecture on poetry. One of 
Bebel’s distinguished pupils was Philip Melanchthon, who studied and taught in the university, 
1512-1518. Reuchlin was called from Ingolstadt to Tubingen, 1521, to teach Hebrew and Greek, 
but died a few months later. 
 
Leipzig and Cologne remained inaccessible strongholds of scholasticism, till Luther appeared, 
when Leipzig changed front. The last German university of the Middle Ages, Wittenberg, 
founded by Frederick the Wise and placed under the patronage of the Virgin Mary and St. 
Augustine, acquired a world-wide influence through its professors, Luther and Melanchthon. Not 
till 1518, did it have instruction in Greek, when Melanchthon, soon to be the chief Greek scholar 
in Germany, was called to one of its chairs at the age of 21. According to Luther, his lecture-room 
was at once filled brimful, theologians high and low resorting to it. 
 
As seats of the new culture, Nurnberg and Strassburg occupied, perhaps, even a more prominent 
place than any of the university towns. These two cities, with Basel and Augsburg, had the most 
prosperous German printing establishments. At the close of the 15th century, Nurnberg, the 
fountain of inventions, had four Latin schools and was the home of Albrecht Durer the painter 
and Willibald Pirkheimer, a patron of learning. 
 
Popular education, during the century before the Reformation, was far more advanced in 
Germany than in other nations. The chief schools, conducted by the Brothers of the Common 
Life, were located at Zwolle, Deventer, Herzogenbusch and Liege. All the leading towns had 
schools. {1062} The attendance at Deventer ran as high as 2,200. Melanchthon attended the Latin 
school at Pforzheim, now in Baden. Here Reuchlin found his young grand-nephew and gave him 
a Greek grammar, promising him a Vocabulary, provided Melanchthon would have ready some 
verses in Latin on his return. It is needless to say that the boy was ready and received the book. 
The town of Schlettstadt in Alsace was noted as a classical centre. Here Platter found Sapidus 
teaching, and he regarded it as the best school he had found. In 1494, there were five pedagogues 
in Wesel, teaching reading, writing, arithmetic and singing. One Christmas the clergy of the place 
entertained the pupils, giving them each cloth for a new coat and a piece of money. {1063} The 
primary or trivial schools, as they were called from teaching the trivium, —grammar, rhetoric and 
dialectic,—gradually extended their courses and, before the Reformation, such schools as Liege 
and Schlettstadt had eight classes. {1064} Greek was begun with the 4th class. 
 
Among the noted schoolmasters was Alexander Hegius, who taught at Deventer for nearly a 
quarter of a century, till his death in 1498. At the age of 40 he was not ashamed to sit at the feet 
of Agricola. He made the classics central in education and banished the old text-books. 
Trebonius, who taught Luther at Eisenach, belonged to a class of worthy men. The penitential 
books of the day called upon parents to be diligent in keeping their children off the streets and 
sending them to school. {1065} It remained for Luther to issue a stirring appeal to the magistrates 
of the Saxon towns to establish schools for both girls and boys and he called for a curriculum, 
which included not only history and Latin but vocal and instrumental music. 
 



The chief Humanists of Germany were Rudolph Agricola, Reuchlin and Erasmus. To the last two 
a separate treatment is given as the pathfinders of biblical learning, the venerabiles inceptores of 
modern biblical research. 
 
Agricola, whose original name was Roelef Huisman, was born near Groningen, 1443, and died 
1485. He enjoyed the highest reputation in his day as a scholar and received unstinted praise from 
Erasmus and Melanchthon. He has been regarded as doing for Humanism in Germany what was 
done for Italy by Petrarca, the first life of whom, in German, Agricola prepared. He was far in 
advance of the Italian poet in the purity of his life. After studying in Erfurt, Louvain and Cologne, 
Agricola went to Italy, spending some time at the universities in Pavia and Ferrara. He declined a 
professor’s chair in favor of an appointment at the court of Philip of the Palatinate in Heidelberg. 
He made Cicero and Quintilian his models. In his last years, he turned his attention to theology 
and studied Hebrew. Like Pico della Mirandola, he was buried in the cowl of a monastic order. 
The inscription on his tomb in Heidelberg stated that he had studied what is taught about God and 
the true faith of the Saviour in the books of Scripture. 
 
Another Humanist was Jacob Wimpheling, 1450-1528, of Schlettstadt, who taught in Heidelberg. 
He was inclined to be severe on clerical abuses but, at the close of his career, wanted to substitute 
for the study of Virgil and Horace, Sedulius and Prudentius. The poetic Sebastian Brant, 1457-
1521, the author of the Ship of Fools, began his career as a teacher of law in Basel. Mutianus 
Rufus, d. at Gotha 1526, in his correspondence, went so far as to declare that Christianity is as old 
as the world and that Jupiter, Apollo, Ceres and Christ are only different names of the one hidden 
God. {1066} 
 
A name which deserves a high place in the German literature of the last years of the Middle Ages 
is John Trithemius, 1462-1505, abbot of a Benedictine convent at Sponheim, which, under his 
guidance, gained the reputation of a learned academy. He gathered a library of 2,000 volumes and 
wrote a patrology, or encyclopaedia of the Fathers, and a catalogue of the renowned men of 
Germany. Prelates and nobles visited him to consult and read the Latin and Greek authors he had 
collected. These men and others contributed their part to that movement of which Reuchlin and 
Erasmus were the chief lights and which led on easily to the Protestant Reformation. {1067} 
 
{1060} Schmid, II. 83. 
 
{1061} Kostlin, Leben Luthers, I. 45. Rashdall, II., pp. 245, speaks of Erfurt as the first university 
formed after the model of Paris in which the organization by nations does not appear. It was 
abolished 1816. The endowments of the German universities came largely through the 
appropriation of prebends. 
 
{1062} Bezold, p. 204. 
 
{1063} Janssen, I. 27. 
 
{1064} Schmid, II. 112. 
 
{1065} It seems to have been the custom to apply the rod without mercy. Luther speaks of the 
number of floggings he got a day. No case is more famous than that of Hans Butzbach. As a little 
fellow he was accustomed to play truant. When the teacher, an Erfurt B. A., found it out, he took 
off the child’s clothes and, binding him to a post, flogged him till the blood covered his body. His 
mother, hearing the cries, hurried to the school, and bursting the door open and seeing her child, 
fell fainting to the floor. Schmid, II. 125. 



 
{1066} Bezold, p. 226. 
 
{1067} Among the other German Humanists were Crotus Rubeanus, 1480-1540, Georg Spalatin, 
1484-1545, Beatus Rhenanus, 1485-1547, Eoban Hesse or Hessus, 1488-1540, Vadianus, 1484-
1551, Glareanus or Loriti of Glarus, 1488-1563, and Bonifacius Amerbach, 1495-1562, the last 
three from German Switzerland.  



69. Reuchlin and Erasmus. 
 
In his fresco of the Reformation on the walls of the Berlin museum, Kaulbach has given a place 
of great prominence to Reuchlin and Erasmus. They are represented in the group of the 
Humanists, standing side by side, with books under their arms and clad in scholar’s cap and 
gown, their faces not turned toward the central figure on the platform, Martin Luther. The artist 
has presented the truth of history. These two most noteworthy German scholars prepared the way 
for the Reformation and the modern study of the Greek and Hebrew Scriptures, but remained and 
died in the Roman Church in which they were born. Rightly did Ulrich von Hutten call them "the 
two eyes of Germany." To them, and more especially to Erasmus, did all the greater Reformers 
owe a debt, Luther, Calvin, Zwingli, Oecolampadius, Melanchthon and Beza. 
 
John Reuchlin, 1455-1522, known also by the Latin name Capnion, {1068} was born in 
Pforzheim and studied at Schlettstadt, Freiburg, Paris, Basel, Orleans, Poictiers, Florence and 
Rome. He learned Greek from native Greeks, Hebrew from John Wessel and from Jewish rabbis 
in Germany and Italy. He bought many Hebrew and rabbinical books, and marked down the time 
and place of purchase to remind him of the happiness their first acquaintance gave him. A lawyer 
by profession, he practised law in Stuttgart and always called himself legum doctor. He was first 
in the service of Eberhard, count of Wurtemberg, whom he accompanied to Italy in 1482 as he 
later accompanied his son, 1490. He served on diplomatic missions and received from the 
Emperor Maximilian the rank of a count of the Palatinate. At Eberhard’s death he removed to 
Heidelberg, 1496, where he was appointed by the elector Philip chief tutor in his family. His third 
visit to Rome, 1498, was made in the elector’s interest. Again he returned to Stuttgart, from 
which he was called in 1520 to Ingolstadt as professor of Greek and Hebrew at a salary of 200 
gulden. In 1521, he was driven from the city by the plague and was appointed lecturer in 
Tubingen. His death occurred the following spring at Liebenzell in the Black Forest. 
 
Reuchlin recommended Melanchthon as professor of Greek in the University of Wittenberg, and 
thus unconsciously secured him for the Reformation. He was at home in almost all the branches 
of the learning of his age, but especially in Greek and Hebrew. He translated from Greek writings 
into Latin, and a part of the Iliad and two orations of Demosthenes into German. His first 
important work appeared at Basel when he was 20, the Vocabularius breviloquus, a Latin lexicon 
which went through 25 editions, 1475-1504. He also prepared a Greek Grammar. His chief 
distinction, however, is as the pioneer of Hebrew learning among Christians in Northern Europe. 
He gave a scientific basis for the study of this language in his Hebrew Grammar and Dictionary, 
the Deuteronomy rudimentis hebraicis, which he published in 1506 at his own cost at Pforzheim. 
Its circulation was slow and, in 1510, 750 copies of the edition of 1,000 still remained unsold. 
The second edition appeared in 1537. The author proudly concluded this work with the words of 
Horace, that he had reared a monument more enduring than brass. {1069} In 1512, he issued the 
Penitential Psalms with a close Latin translation and grammatical notes, a work used by Luther. 
The printing of Hebrew books had begun in Italy in 1475. 
 
Reuchlin pronounced Hebrew the oldest of the tongues—the one in which God and angels 
communicated with man. In spite of its antiquity it is the richest of the languages and from it 
other languages drew, as from a primal fountain. He complained of the neglect of the study of the 
Scriptures for the polite study of eloquence and poetry. {1070} Reuchlin studied also the 
philosophy of the Greeks and the Neo-Platonic and Pythagorean mysticisms. He was profoundly 
convinced of the value of the Jewish Cabbala, which he found to be a well of hidden wisdom. In 
this rare branch of learning he acknowledged his debt to Pico della Mirandola, whom he called 



"the greatest scholar of the age." He published the results of his studies in two works—one, 
Deuteronomy verbo mirifico, which appeared at Basel in 1494, and passed through eight editions; 
and one, Deuteronomy arte cabbalistica, 1517. "The wonder-working word "is the Hebrew 
tetragrammaton Ihvh, the unpronounceable name of God, which is worshipped by the celestials, 
feared by the infernals and kissed by the soul of the universe. The word Jesu, Ihsvh, is only an 
enlargement of Ihvh by the letter s. The Jehovah- and Jesus-name is the connecting link between 
God and man, the infinite and the finite. Thus the mystic tradition of the Jews is a confirmation of 
the Christian doctrine of the trinity and the divinity of Christ. Reuchlin saw in every name, in 
every letter, in every number of the old Testament, a profound meaning. In the three letters of the 
word for create, bara, Genesis 1:1, he discerned the mystery of the Trinity; in one verse of 
Exodus, 72 inexpressible names of God; in Proverbs 30:31, a prophecy that Frederick the Wise, 
of Saxony, would follow Maximilian as emperor of Germany, a prophecy which was not fulfilled. 
We may smile at these fantastic vagaries; but they stimulated and deepened the zeal for the 
hidden wisdom of the Orient, which Reuchlin called forth from the grave. 
 
Through his interest in the Jews and in rabbinical literature, Reuchlin became involved in a 
controversy which spread over all Europe and called forth decrees from Cologne and other 
universities, the archbishop of Mainz, the inquisitor-general of Germany, Hoogstraten, the 
emperor, Maximilian, and Pope Leo X. The monks were his chief opponents, led by John 
Pfefferkorn, a baptized Jew of Cologne. The controversy was provoked by a tract on the misery 
of the Jews, written by Reuchlin, 1505—Missive warumb die Juden so lang im Elend sind. Here 
the author made the obstinacy of the Jews in crucifying Christ and their persistence in daily 
blaspheming him the just cause of their sorrows, but, instead of calling for their persecution, he 
urged a serious effort for their conversion. In a series of tracts, Pfefferkorn assaulted this position 
and demanded that his former coreligionists, as the sworn enemies of Christ, should be compelled 
to listen to Christian preaching, be forbidden to practise usury and that their false Jewish books 
should be destroyed. {1071} The flaming anti-Semite prosecuted his case with the vigor with 
which a few years later Eck prosecuted the papal case against Luther. Maximilian, whose court he 
visited three times to present the matter, Hoogstraten and the University of Cologne took 
Pfefferkorn’s side, and the emperor gave him permission to burn all Jewish books except, of 
course, the Old Testament. Called upon to explain his position by the archbishop of Mainz, with 
whom Maximilian left the case, Reuchlin exempted from destruction the Talmud, the Cabbala 
and all other writings of the Jews except the Nizahon and the Toledoth Jeshu, which, after due 
examination and legal decision, might be destroyed, as they contained blasphemies against Christ, 
his mother and the Apostles. He advised the emperor to order every university in Germany to 
establish chairs of Hebrew for ten years. {1072} 
 
Pfefferkorn, whom Reuchlin had called a "buffalo or an ass," replied in a violent attack, the 
Handmirror—Handspiegel wider und gegen die Juden —1511. Both parties appeared before the 
emperor, and Reuchlin replied in the Spectacles—Augenspiegel, —which in its turn was 
answered by his antagonist in the Burning Glass—Brandspiegel. The sale of the Spectacles was 
forbidden in Frankfurt. Reuchlin followed in a Defense against all Calumniators, 1513, and after 
the manner of the age cudgelled them with such epithets as goats, biting dogs, raving wolves, 
foxes, hogs, sows, horses, asses and children of the devil. {1073} An appeal he made to Frederick 
the Wise called forth words of support from Carlstadt and Luther. The future Reformer spoke of 
Reuchlin as a most innocent and learned man, and condemned the inquisitorial zeal of the 
Cologne theologians who "might have found worse occasions of offence on all the streets of 
Jerusalem than in the extraneous Jewish question." The theological faculty of Cologne, which 
consisted mostly of Dominicans, denounced 43 sentences taken from Reuchlin as heretical, 1514. 
The Paris university followed suit. Cited before the tribunal of the Inquisition by Hoogstraten, 
Reuchlin appealed to the pope. Hoogstraten had the satisfaction of seeing the Augenspiegel 



publicly burnt at Cologne, Feb. 10, 1514. The young bishop of Spires, whom Leo X. appointed to 
adjudicate the case, cleared Reuchlin and condemned Hoogstraten to silence and the payment of 
the costs, amounting to 111 gulden, April 24, 1514. {1074} But the indomitable inquisitor took 
another appeal, and Leo appointed Cardinal Grimani and then a commission of 24 to settle the 
dispute. All the members of the commission but Sylvester Prierias favored Reuchlin, who was 
now supported by the court of Maximilian, by the German "poets" as a body and by Ulrich von 
Hutten, but opposed by the Dominican order. When a favorable decision was about to be 
rendered, Leo interposed, June 23, 1520, and condemned Reuchlin’s book, the Spectacles, as a 
work friendly to the Jews, and obligated the author to pay the costs of trial and thereafter to keep 
silence. The monks had won and Pfefferkorn, with papal authority on his side, could celebrate his 
triumph over scholarship and toleration in a special tract, 1521. 
 
With the Reformation, which in the meantime had broken out at Wittenberg, the great Hebrew 
scholar showed no sympathy. He even turned away from Melanchthon and cancelled the bequest 
of his library, which he had made in his favor, and gave it to his native town, Pforzheim. He 
prevented, however, Dr. Eck, during his brief sojourn at Ingolstadt, from burning Luther’s 
writings. His controversy with Pfefferkorn had shown how strong in Germany the spirit of 
obscurantism was, but it had also called forth a large number of pamphlets and letters in favor of 
Reuchlin. The Hebrew pathfinder prepared a collection of such testimonies from Erasmus, 
Mutianus, Peutinger, Pirkheimer, Busch, Vadianus, Glareanus, Melanchthon, a†colampadius, 
Hedio and others,—in all, 43 eminent scholars who were classed as Reuchlinists. 
 
Among the writings of the Reuchlinists against the opponents of the new learning, the Letters of 
Unfamed Men—Epistolae virorum obscurorum —occupy the most prominent place. These 
epistles are a fictitious correspondence of Dominican monks who expose their own old-fogyism, 
ignorance and vulgarity to public ridicule in their barbarous German-Latin jargon, which is called 
kitchen-Latin, Kuchenlatein, and which admits of no adequate translation. They appeared 
anonymously, but were chiefly written by Ulrich von Hutten and Crotus Rubeanus whose 
German name was Johannes Jaeger. The authors were friends of Luther, but Crotus afterwards 
fell out with the Reformation, like Erasmus and other Humanists. 
 
Ulrich von Hutten, 1488-1523, after breaking away from the convent in which his father had 
placed him six years before, pursued desultory studies in the University of Cologne, developed a 
taste for the Humanistic culture and travelled in Italy. In 1517, he returned to Germany and had a 
position at the court of the pleasure-loving Albrecht, archbishop of Mainz, a patron of the new 
learning. He was crowned with the poet’s crown by Maximilian and was hailed as the future great 
epic poet of Germany by Erasmus, but later incurred the hostility of that scholar who, after 
Hutten’s death, directed against his memory the shafts of his satire. He joined Franz von 
Sickingen in standing ready to protect Luther at Worms. Placed under the ban, he spent most of 
his time after 1520, till his death, in semi-concealment at Schlettstadt, Basel and at Zurich under 
the protection of Zwingli. 
 
Hutten’s life at Cologne and in Rome gave him opportunity enough to find out the obscurantism 
of the Dominicans and other foes of progress as well as the conditions prevailing at the papal 
court. In 1517, he edited Valla’s tract on the spurious Donation of Constantine and, with 
inimitable irony, dedicated it to Leo X. In ridicule and contempt it excelled everything, Janssen 
says, that had been written in Germany up to that time against the papacy. As early as 1513, 
Hutten issued epigrams from Italy, calling Julius II. "the corrupter of the earth, the plague of 
mankind." {1075} His Latin poem, the Triumph of Reuchlin, 1518, defended the Hebrew scholar, 
and called for fierce punishment upon Pfefferkorn. It contained a curious woodcut, representing 



Reuchlin’s triumphal procession to his native Pforzheim, and his victory over Hoogstraten and 
Pfefferkorn with their four idols of superstition, barbarism, ignorance and envy. {1076} 
 
The 10 Epistles of the Unfamed Men, written first in Latin and then translated by Hutten into 
German, with genial and not seldom coarse humor, demanded the restriction of the pope’s 
tyranny, the dissolution of the convents, the appropriation of annates and lands of abolished 
convents and benefices for the creation of a fund for the needy. The amorous propensities of the 
monks are not spared. The author called the holy coat of Treves a lousy old rag, and declared the 
relics of the three kings of Cologne to be the bodies of three Westphalian peasants. In the 4th 
letter, entitled the Roman trinity, things are set forth and commented upon which were found in 
three’s in Rome. Three things were considered ridiculous at Rome: the example of the ancients, 
the papacy of Peter and the last judgment. There were three things of which they had a 
superabundance in the holy city: antiquities, poison and ruins; three articles were kept on sale: 
Christ, ecclesiastical places and women; three things which gave the Romelings pain: the unity 
among the princes, the growing intelligence of the people and the revelation of their frauds; three 
things which they disliked most to hear about: a general council, a reformation of the clerical 
office and the opening of the eyes of the Germans; three things held as most precious: beautiful 
women, proud horses and papal bulls. These were some of the spectacles which Rome offered. 
Had not Hutten himself been in Rome, when the same archbishop’s pall was sold twice in a single 
day! The so-called "gracious expectations," which the pope distributed, were a special mark of his 
favor to the Germans. {1077} Hutten’s wit reached the popular heart, drew laughter from the 
educated and stirred up the wrath of the self-satisfied advocates of the old ways. As a knight, he 
touched a new chord, the national German pride, a chord on which Luther played as a master. 
 
What Reuchlin did for Hebrew learning, Erasmus, who was twelve years his junior, accomplished 
for Greek learning and more. He established the Greek pronunciation which goes by his name; he 
edited and translated Greek classics and Church Fathers and made them familiar to northern 
scholars, and he furnished the key to the critical study of the Greek Testament, the magna charta 
of Christianity. He was the contemporary of the Protestant Reformers and was an invaluable aid 
to the movement led by them through his edition of the New Testament, his renunciation of 
scholastic subtlety in its interpretation and his attacks on the ceremonial religiosity of his age. 
But, when the time came for him to take open sides, he protested his aversion to the course which 
the Reformers had taken as a course of violence and revolution. He died in isolation, without a 
party. The Catholics would not claim him; the Protestants could not. {1078} 
 
Desiderius Erasmus, 1466-1536, was born at Rotterdam out of wedlock, his father probably a 
priest at the time. {1079} His school life began at Deventer when he was nine years old, Hegius 
then being in charge. His parents died when he was 13 and, in 1481, he was in the school at 
Herzogenbusch where he spent three years, a period he speaks of as lost time. His letters of after 
years refer to his school experiences without enthusiasm or gratitude. After wandering about, he 
was persuaded against his will to enter a convent at Steyn. This step, in later years, he pronounced 
the most unfortunate calamity of his life. To his experience in the convent he ascribed the 
physical infirmity of his manhood. But he certainly went forth with the great advantage of having 
become acquainted with conventual life on its inside, and wholesome moral influence must have 
been exerted from some quarter in his early life to account for the moral discrimination of his 
later years. His ability secured for him the patronage of the bishop of Cambray, who intended 
taking him as his interpreter to Italy, where he hoped to receive the cardinal’s hat. So far as Italy 
went, the young scholar was disappointed, but the bishop sent him to Paris, without, however, 
providing him with much financial assistance. He was able to support himself from the proceeds 
of instruction he gave several young Englishmen and, through their mediation, Erasmus made his 
first visit to England, 1499. This visit seems to have lasted only two or three months. {1080} 



 
At Oxford, the young scholar met Colet and Sir Thomas More and, through the influence of the 
former, was induced to give more attention to the Greek than he had been giving. The next years 
he spent in France and Holland writing his book of Proverbs,—Adagia, —issued 1500, and his 
Manual of the Christian soldier, — Enchiridion militis Christiani, —issued in 1502. In 1505, he 
was back in England, remaining there for three years. He then embraced an opportunity to travel 
in Italy with the two sons of Henry VII.’s Genoese physician, Battista Boerio. At Turin, he 
received the doctor’s degree, spent a number of months in Venice, turning out work for the 
Aldine presses, and visited Bologna, Rome and other cities. There is no indication in his 
correspondence that he was moved by the culture, art or natural scenery of Italy, nor does he 
make a single reference to the scenery of the Alps which he crossed. 
 
Expecting lucrative appointment from Henry VIII., Erasmus returned to England, 1509, 
remaining there five years. On his way, he wrote for diversion his Praise of Folly,—Encomium 
moriae, —a book which received its title from the fact that he was thinking of Sir Thomas More 
when its conception took form in his mind. The book was completed in More’s house and was 
illustrated with life-like pictures by Holbein. {1081} During part of this sojourn in England, 
Erasmus was entered as "Lady Margaret’s Professor of Divinity" at Cambridge and taught Greek. 
The salary was 65 dollars a year, which Emerton calls "a respectable sum." He was on intimate 
terms with Colet, now dean of St. Paul’s, More, Fisher, bishop of Rochester, Archbishop Warham 
and other Englishmen. Lord Mountjoy provided him with an annuity and Archbishop Warham 
with the living of Aldington in 1411, which Erasmus retained for a while and then exchanged for 
an annuity of 20 from the archbishop. {1082} 
 
From 1515-1521, he had his residence in different cities in the Lowlands, and it was at this time 
he secured complete dispensation from the monastic vow which had been granted in part by 
Julius II. some years earlier. {1083} Erasmus’ fame now exceeded the fame of any other scholar 
in Europe. Wherever he went, he was received with great honors. Princes joined scholars and 
prelates in doing him homage. Melanchthon addressed to him a poem, "Erasmus the best and 
greatest," Erasmum optimum, maximum. His edition of the Greek New Testament appeared in 
1516, and in 1518 his Colloquies, a collection of familiar relations of his experiences with men 
and things. 
 
When persecution broke out in the Netherlands after Leo’s issuance of his bull against Luther, 
Erasmus removed to Basel, where some of his works had already been printed on the Froben 
presses. At first be found the atmosphere of his new home congenial, and published one edition 
after the other of the Fathers,—Hilary 1523, Irenaeus 1526, Ambrose 1527, Augustine 1528, 
Epiphanius 1529, Chrysostom 1530. But when the city, under the influence of Oecolampadius, 
went Protestant and Erasmus was more closely pushed to take definite sides or was prodded with 
faithlessness to himself in not going with the Reformers, he withdrew to the Catholic town of 
Freiburg in Breisgau, 1529. The circulation of his Colloquies had been forbidden in France and 
burnt in Spain, and his writings were charged by the Sorbonne with containing 82 heretical 
teachings. On the other hand, he was offered the red hat by Paul III., 1535, but declined it on 
account of his age. 
 
After the death of Oecolampadius, he returned to Basel, 1535, broken down with the stone and 
catarrh. The last work on which he was engaged was an edition of Origen. He died calling out, 
"Oh, Jesus Christ, thou Son of God, have mercy on me," but without priest or extreme unction,—
sine lux, sine crux, sine Deus, as the Dominicans of Cologne in their joy and bad Latin expressed 
it. He was buried in the Protestant cathedral of Basel, carried to the grave, as his friend and 



admirer, Beatus Rhenanus, informs us, on the shoulders of students. The chief magistrate of the 
city and all the professors and students were present at the burial. 
 
Erasmus was the prince of Humanists and the most influential and useful scholar of his age. He 
ruled with undisputed sway as monarch in the realm of letters. He combined brilliant genius with 
classical and biblical learning, keen wit and elegant taste. He rarely wrote a dull line. His 
extensive travels made him a man of the world, a genuine cosmopolitan, and he stood in 
correspondence with scholars of all countries who consulted him as an oracle. His books had the 
popularity and circulation of modern novels. When the rumor went abroad that his Colloquies 
were to be condemned by the Sorbonne, a Paris publisher hurried through the press an edition of 
24,000 copies. To the income from his writings and an annuity of 400 gulden which he received 
as counsellor of Charles V.—a title given him in 1516—were added the constant gifts from 
patrons and admirers. {1084} 
 
Had Erasmus confined himself to scholarly labors, though he secured eminence as the first 
classicist of his age, his influence might have been restricted to his time and his name to a place 
with the names of Politian of Italy and Budaeus of France, whose works are no longer read. But it 
was otherwise. His labors had a far-reaching bearing on the future. He was a leading factor in the 
emancipation of the mind of Europe from the bondage of ignorance and superstition, and he 
uncovered a lifeless formalism in religion. He unthawed the frost-bitten intellectual soil of 
Germany. The spirit of historical criticism which Laurentius Valla had shown in the South, he 
represented north of the Alps, and of Valla he spoke as "unrivalled both in the sharpness of his 
intelligence and the tenacity of his memory." {1085} But the sweep of his influence is due to the 
mediation of his pupils and admirers, Zwingli, Oecolampadius and Luther. 
 
Erasmus’ break with the old mediaeval ecclesiasticism was shown in a fourfold way. He scourged 
the monks for their ignorance, pride and unchastity, and condemned that ceremonialism in 
religion which is without heart; he practised the critical method in the treatment of Scripture; he 
issued the first Greek New Testament; be advocated the translation of the Bible into the 
languages spoken in his day. 
 
In almost every work that he wrote, Erasmus, in a vein of satire or in serious statement, inveighed 
against the hypocritical pretension of the monkery of his time and against the uselessness of 
hollow religious rites. In his edition of the New Testament, he frequently returns to these subjects. 
For example, in a note on Matthew 19:12 he speaks of the priests "who are permitted to fornicate 
and may freely keep concubines but not have a wife." {1086} Nowhere is his satire more keen on 
the clergy than in the Praise of Folly. In this most readable book, Folly represented as a female, 
delivers an oration to an audience of all classes and conditions and is most explicit and elaborate 
when she discourses on the priests, monks, theologians and the pope. After declaring with 
consummate irony that of all classes the theologians were the least dependent upon her, Folly 
proceeds to exhibit them as able to give the most exquisite solutions for the most perplexing 
questions, how in the wafer accidents may subsist without a subject, how long a time it required 
for the Saviour to be conceived in the Virgin’s womb, whether God might as easily have become 
a woman, a devil, a beast, a herb or a stone as a man. In view of such wonderful metaphysics, the 
Apostles themselves would have needed a new illuminating spirit could they have lived again. 
 
As for the monks, whose name signifies solitude, they were to be found in every street and alley. 
They were most precise about their girdles and hoods and the cut of their crowns, yet they easily 
provoked quarrels, and at last they would have to search for a new heaven, for entrance would be 
barred them to the old heaven prepared for such as are true of heart. As for the pope, Luther’s 
language never pictured more distinctly the world-wide gulf between what the successor of St. 



Peter should be and really was, than did the biting sentences of Erasmus. Most liberal, he said, 
were the popes with the weapons of the Spirit,—interdicts, greater and lesser excommunications, 
roaring bulls and the like,—which they launch forth with unrestrained vehemence when the 
authority of St. Peter’s chair is attacked. These are they who by their lusts and wickedness grieve 
the Holy Spirit and make their Saviour’s wounds to bleed afresh. {1087} In the Enchiridion, he 
says, "Apostle, pastor and bishop" are names of duties not of government, and papa, pope, and 
abbas, abbot, are titles of love. The sale of indulgences, saint worship and other mediaeval abuses 
came in for Erasmus’ poignant thrusts. 
 
In addition to his own Annotations and Paraphrases of the New Testament, he edited the first 
printed edition of Valla’s Annotations, which appeared in Paris, 1505. It was his great merit to 
call attention to the plain meaning of Scripture and to urge men "to venerate the living and 
breathing picture of Christ in the sacred books, instead of falling down before statues of wood 
and stone of him, adorned though they were with gold. What were Albertus Magnus, Thomas 
Aquinas and Ockam compared with him, whom the Father in heaven called His beloved Son!" As 
for the Schoolmen, he said, "I would rather be a pious divine with Jerome than invincible with 
Scotus. Was ever a heretic converted by their subtleties!" {1088} 
 
The appearance of Erasmus’ edition of the Greek Testament at Basel, 1516, marked an epoch in 
the study and understanding of the Scriptures. It was worth more for the cause of religion than all 
the other literary works of Erasmus put together, yea, than all the translations and original 
writings of all the Renaissance writers. The work contained a dedication to Leo X., a man whom 
Erasmus continued to flatter, as in the epistle dedicating to him his edition of Jerome, but who of 
all men was destined to oppose the proclamation of the true Gospel. The volume, 672 pages in all, 
contained the Greek text in one column and Erasmus’ own Latin version in the other, together 
with his annotations. It was hurried through the press in order to anticipate the publication of the 
New Testament of the Complutensian Polyglot, which was actually printed in 1514, but was not 
given to the public till 1520. The editor used three manuscripts of the 12th century, which are still 
preserved in the university library of Basel and retain the marginal notes of Erasmus and the red 
lines of the printer to indicate the corresponding pages of the printed edition. Erasmus did not 
even take the trouble to copy the manuscripts, but sent them, with numerous marginal corrections, 
to the printer. {1089} The manuscript of the Apocalypse was borrowed from Reuchlin, and 
disappeared, but was rediscovered, in 1861, by Dr. Delitzsch in the library of Oettingen-
Wallerstein at Mayhingen, Bavaria. It was defective on the last leaf and supplemented by 
Erasmus, who translated the last six verses from the Vulgate into indifferent Greek, for he was a 
better Latinist than Hellenist. 
 
In all, Erasmus published five editions of the Greek Testament-1516, 1519, 1522, 1527 and 1535. 
Besides, more than 30 unauthorized reprints appeared in Venice, Strassburg, Basel, Paris and 
other cities. He made several improvements, but his entire apparatus never exceeded eight MSS. 
The 4th and the 5th editions were the basis of the textus receptus, which ruled supreme till the 
time of Lachmann and Tregelles. His notes and paraphrases on the New Testament, the 
Apocalypse excepted, were translated into English, and a copy given to every parish in 1547. 
Zwingli copied the Pauline Epistles from the 1st Greek edition with his own hand in the convent 
at Einsiedeln, 1516. From the 2d edition of 1519, Luther prepared his German translation on the 
Wartburg, 1522, and Tyndale his English version, 1526. 
 
Thus Erasmus directly contributed to the preparation of the vernacular versions which he so 
highly commended in his Preface to the 1st edition of his Greek Testament. He there expressed 
the hope that the Scriptures might be translated into every tongue and put into the hands of every 
reader, to give strength and comfort to the husbandman at his plough, to the weaver at his shuttle, 



to the traveller on his journey and to the woman at her distaff. He declared it a miserable thing 
that thousands of educated Christians had never read the New Testament. In editing the Greek 
original, it was his purpose, so he says, to enable the theologians to study Christianity at its 
fountain-head. It was high praise when Oecolampadius confessed he had learned from Erasmus 
that "in the Sacred Books nothing was to besought but Christ," nihil in sacris scripturis praeter 
Christum quaerendum. {1090} 
 
It was a common saying, to which Erasmus himself refers, that he laid the egg which Luther 
hatched. His relations to the Wittenberg Reformer and to the movement of the Reformation is 
presented in the 6th volume of this series. Here it is enough to say that Erasmus desired a 
reformation by gradual education and gentle persuasion within the limits of the old Church 
system. He disapproved of the violent measures of Luther and Zwingli, and feared that they 
would do much harm to the cause of learning and refined culture, which he had more at heart than 
religion. 
 
He and Luther never met, and he emphatically disavowed all responsibility for Luther’s course 
and declared he had had no time to read Luther’s books. And yet, in a letter to Zwingli, he 
confessed that most of the positions taken by Luther he had himself taken before Luther’s 
appearance. The truth is that Erasmus was a critical scholar and not a man of action or of deep 
fervor of conviction. At best, he was a moralist. He went through no such religious experiences as 
Luther, and Luther early wrote to Lange that he feared Erasmus knew little of the grace of God. 
The early part of the 16th century was a period when the critic needed to be supplemented. 
Erasmus had no mind for the fray of battle. His piety was not deep enough to brave a rupture with 
the old order. He courted the flattery of the pope, though his pen poured forth ridicule against 
him. And nowhere is the difference of the two men shown in clearer light than in their treatment 
of Leo X., whom, when it was to his advantage, Erasmus lauded as a paragon of culture. {1091} 
He did not see that something more was needed than literature and satire to work a change. The 
times required the readiness for martyrdom, and Erasmus’ religious conviction was not sufficient 
to make him ready to suffer for principle. On most controverted points, Emerton well says he had 
one opinion for his friends and another for the world. He lacked both the candor and the courage 
to be a religious hero. "Erasmus is a man for himself" was the apt characterization often repeated 
in the Letters of Unfamed Men. Luther spoke to the German people and fought for them. Erasmus 
awakened the admiration of the polite by his scholarship and wit. The people knew him not. 
Luther spoke in German: Erasmus boasted that he knew as little Italian as Indian and that he was 
little conversant with German, French or English. He prided himself on his pure Latinity. 
 
Erasmus never intended to separate from Rome any more than his English friends, John Colet and 
Thomas More. He declared he had never departed from the judgment of the Church, nor could he. 
"Her consent is so important to me that I would agree with the Arians and Pelagians if the Church 
should approve what they taught." This he wrote in 1526 after the open feud with Luther in the 
controversy over the freedom of the will. The Catholic Church, however, never forgave him. All 
his works were placed on the Index by two popes, Paul IV. in 1559 and Sixtus V., 1590, as 
intentionally heretical. In 1564, by the final action of the Council of Trent, this sweeping 
judgment was revoked and all the writings removed from the Index except the Colloquies, Praise 
of Folly, Christian Marriage and one or two others, a decision confirmed by Clement VIII., 1596. 
And there the matter has rested since. {1092} 
 
The Catholic historian of the German people, Janssen, in a dark picture of Erasmus, presents him 
as vain and conceited, ungrateful to his benefactors, always ready to take a neutral attitude on 
disputed questions and, for the sake of presents, flattering to the great. Janssen calls attention to 
his delight over the gold and silver vessels and other valuables he had received in gifts. My 



drawers, Erasmus wrote, "are filled with presents, cups, bottles, spoons, watches, some of them of 
pure gold, and rings too numerous to count." In only one respect, says Janssen, did he go beyond 
his Italian predecessors in his attack upon the Church. The Italians sneered and ridiculed, but kept 
their statements free from hypocritical piety, which Erasmus often resorted to after be had driven 
his dagger into his opponent’s breast. {1093} In England, the old Puritan, Tyndale, also gave 
Erasmus no quarter, but spoke of him as one "whose tongue maketh little gnats great elephants 
and lifteth up above the stars whosoever giveth him a little exhibition." {1094} But no one has 
ever understood Erasmus and discerned what was his mission better than Luther. That Reformer, 
who had once called him "our ornament and hope—decus nostrum et spes,"—expressed the 
whole truth when, in a letter to Oecolampadius, 1523, he said: "Erasmus has done what he was 
ordained to do. He has introduced the ancient languages in place of the pernicious scholastic 
studies. He will probably die like Moses in the land of Moab.... He has done enough to overcome 
the evil, but to lead to the land of promise is not, in my judgment, his business." 
 
{1068} From kavpnion, i.e. little smoke, the Greek equivalent for Reuchlin, the diminutive of 
Rauch, smoke. 
 
{1069} "Stat [exegi] monumentum aere perennius." Reuchlin also explained the difficult theory of 
Hebrew accentuation, in Deuteronomy accentibus et orthographia lingum hebr., 1518. Comp. 
Geiger, Das Studium der hebr. Sprache in Deutschland v. Ende des 15ten bis zur Mitte des 16ten 
Jahrh., Breslau, 1870, and his Reuchlin, 161, etc. 
 
{1070} See quotation in Janssen, II. 40. 
 
{1071} Judenspiegel; Judenbeichte; Osternbuch; Judenfeind, 1507-’09. 
 
{1072} "Rathschlag, ob man den ruden alle ihre Bucher nehmen, abthun und verbrennen soll," 
Stuttgart, Nov. 6, 1510. 
 
{1073} Janssen, II. 51, in justifying the inquisitorial process and the action of the Un. of Cologne 
against Reuchlin, makes a great deal of these epithets. 
 
{1074} For an account of Hoogstraten, d. 1527, who came from Brabant, see Paulus: Die 
deutschen Dominikaner, etc., pp. 86-106. Among other writings, he wrote a book on witchcraft 
and two books, 1525, 1526, against Luther’s tracts, the Babylonian Captivity and Christian 
Freedom, Paulus, p. 105. 
 
{1075} Strauss, I. 99 sqq. 
 
{1076} Bocking, III. 413-448. Geiger: Reuchlin, p. 522, gives a facsimile of the picture. 
 
{1077} Strauss: Hutten’s Gesprache, pp. 121-3, etc., 143. 
 
{1078} Volume VI. of this History gives an extended survey of Erasmus’ career, writings and 
theological opinions. He belongs to the Middle Ages as much as to the modem period if not more, 
and the salient features of his life and historical position must be given here, even if there be a 
partial repetition of the treatment of vol. VI. 
 
{1079} In the compendium which he wrote of his life, Erasmus distinctly states that he was born 
out of wedlock and seems to imply that his father was a priest at the time. See Nichols, Letters, I. 
14. The other view that the father became a priest later is taken by Froude, p. 2, and most writers. 



 
{1080} Nichols, 1. 224. 
 
{1081} Nichols, II. 2 sqq., 262. 
 
{1082} See Emerton’s remarks on this matter, p. 184 sqq. 
 
{1083} Nichols, II. 148 sq., 462. 
 
{1084} See Drummond, II. 268. 
 
{1085} Nichols, I. 64. 
 
{1086} For a number of quotations, see Froude, 123 sqq. 
 
{1087} Compare Erasmus’ disparaging remarks on the papacy on the occasion of the pageant of 
Julius II. at Bologna when an arch bore the inscription, "To Julius II, Conqueror of the Tyrant," 
Faulkner, p. 82 sqq. 
 
{1088} Paraclesis ad lectorem, prefixed to Erasmus’ New Testament. 
 
{1089} Praecipitatum fuit verius quam editum, says Erasmus himself in the Preface. The 2d 
edition also contains several pages of errors, some of which have affected Luther’s version. The 
3d edition first inserts the spurious passage of the three heavenly witnesses, 1 John 5:7, to remove 
any occasion of offence, ne cui foret ansa calumniandi. 
 
{1090} Nichols, II. 535. 
 
{1091} Nichols, II. 198, 314, 522. 
 
{1092} See Emerton, pp. 454-5. 
 
{1093} Janssen, II. 9 sqq. The inventory of his goods contains a list of his furniture, wardrobe, 
napkins, nightcaps, cushions, goblets, silver vessels, gold rings and money (722 gold gulden, 900 
gold crowns, etc.). See Sieber, Inventarium uber die Hinterlassenschaft des Erasmus vom 22 Juli, 
1536, Basel, 1889. 
 
{1094} Pref. to Pentateuch, Parker Soc. ed., p. 395.  



70. Humanism in France. 
 
Humanism in France found its way from Italy, but did not become a distinct movement until the 
16th century was well on its way. Budaeus, 1467-1540, was the chief representative of classical 
studies; Faber Stapulensis, or, to use his French name, Lefevre d’Etaples, of Christian culture, 
1469-1536, both of them living well into the period of the Reformation. {1095} In France, as in 
Germany, the pursuit of the classics never went to the point of intoxication as it did in Italy. In 
France, the Renaissance did not reach its maturity till after the Reformation was well advanced in 
Germany, the time at which the springs of the movement in the Italian peninsula were dried up. 
 
On the completion of the 100 years’ war between France and England, the intellectual currents 
began to start. In 1464, Peter Raoul composed for the duke of Bourgogne a history of Troy. At 
that time the French still regarded themselves as descendants of Hector. If we except Paris, none 
of the French universities took part in the movement. Individual writers and printing-presses at 
Paris, Lyons, Rouen and other cities became its centres and sources. William Fichet and Gaguin 
are usually looked upon as the first French Humanists. Fichet introduced "the eloquence of 
Rome" at Paris and set up a press at the Sorbonne. He corresponded with Bessarion and had in his 
library volumes of Petrarca, Guarino of Verona and other Italians. Gaguin copied and corrected 
Suetonius in 1468 and other Latin authors. Poggio’s Jest-book and some of Valla’s writings were 
translated into French. In the reign of Louis XI., who gloried in the title "the first Christian king," 
French poets celebrated his deeds. The homage of royalty took in part the place among the 
literary men of France that the cult of antiquity occupied in Italy. {1096} 
 
Greek, which had been completely forgotten in France, had its first teachers in Gregory Tifernas, 
who reached Paris, 1458, John Lascaris, who returned with Charles VIII., and Hermonymus of 
Sparta, who had Reuchlin and Budaeus among his scholars. An impetus was given to the new 
studies by the Italian, Aleander, afterwards famous for his association with Luther at Worms. He 
lectured in Paris, 1509, on Plato and issued a Latino-Greek lexicon. In 1512 his pupil, Vatable, 
published the Greek grammar of Chrysoloras. William Budaeus, perhaps the foremost Greek 
scholar of his day, founded the College de France, 1530, and finally induced Francis I. to provide 
for instruction in Hebrew and Greek. The University of Paris at the close of the 14th century was 
sunk into a low condition and Erasmus bitterly complained of the food, the morals and the 
intellectual standards of the college of Montague which he attended. Budaeus urged the 
combination of the study of the Scriptures with the study of the classics and exclaimed of the 
Gospel of John, "What is it, if not the almost perfect sanctuary of the truth!" {1097} He persisted 
in setting himself against the objection that the study of the languages of Scripture led on to 
Lutheranism. 
 
Lefevre studied in Paris, Pavia, Padua and Cologne and, for longer or shorter periods, tarried in 
the greater Italian cities. He knew Greek and some Hebrew. From 1492-1506 he was engaged in 
editing the works of Aristotle and Raymundus Lullus and then, under the protection of 
Briaconnet, bishop of Meaux, he turned his attention to theology. It was his purpose to offset the 
Sentences of Peter the Lombard by a system of theology giving only what the Scriptures teach. In 
1509, he published the Psalterum quintuplex, a combination of five Latin versions of the Psalms, 
including a revision and a commentary by his own hand. In 1512, he issued a revised Latin 
translation of the Pauline Epistles with commentary. In this work, he asserted the authority of the 
Bible and the doctrine of justification by faith, without appreciating, however, the far-reaching 
significance of the latter opinion. {1098} He also called in question the merit of good works and 
priestly celibacy. In his Preface to the Psalms Lefevre said, "For a long time I followed 



Humanistic studies and I scarcely touched my books with things divine, but then these burnt upon 
me with such light, that profane studies seemed to be as darkness in comparison." Three years 
after the appearance of Luther’s New Testament, Lefevre’s French translation appeared, 1523. It 
was made from the Vulgate, as was his translation of the Old Testament, 1528. In 1522 and 1525, 
appeared his commentaries on the four Gospels and the Catholic Epistles. The former was put on 
the Index by the Sorbonne. The opposition to the free spirit of inquiry and to the Reformation, 
which the Sorbonne stirred up and French royalty adopted, forced him to flee to Strassburg and 
then to the liberal court of Margaret of Angouleme. 
 
Among those who came into contact with Lefevre were Farel and Calvin, the Reformers of 
Geneva. In the meantime Clement Marot, 1495-1544, the first true poet of the French literary 
revival, was composing his French versification of the Psalms and of Ovid’s Metamorphoses. The 
Psalms were sung for pleasure by French princes and later for worship in Geneva and by the 
Huguenots. When Calvin studied the humanities and law at Bourges, Orleans and Paris, about 
1520, he had for teachers Cordier and L’Etoile, the canonists, and Melchior Wolmar, teacher of 
Greek, whose names the future Reformer records with gratitude and respect. He gave himself 
passionately to Humanistic studies and sent to Erasmus a copy of his work on Seneca’s 
Clemency, in which he quoted frequently from the ancient classics and the Fathers. Had he not 
adopted the new religious views, it is possible he would now be known as an eminent figure in 
the history of French Humanism. 
 
{1095} Imbart, II. 382. In his Skeptics of the French Renaissance, Lond., 1893, Owen treats of 
Montaigne, Peter Ramus, Pascal and other men who were imbued with the spirit of free inquiry 
and lived after the period included in this volume. 
 
{1096} Imbart, II. 364-372. Louis XI. was eulogized as being greater than Achilles, Alexander 
and Scipio, and the mightiest since Charlemagne. 
 
{1097} Imbart, II. 545.  



71. Humanism in England. 
 
Use well temporal things: desire eternal things. 
 
—John Colet. 
 
Humanism reached England directly from Italy, but was greatly advanced by Erasmus during his 
three sojourns at Oxford and Cambridge and by his close and abiding friendship with the leading 
English representatives of the movement. Its history carries us at once to the universities where 
the conflict between the new learning and the old learning was principally fought out and also to 
St. Paul’s school, London, founded by Colet. It was marked with the usual English characteristics 
of caution and reserve, and never manifested any of the brilliant or paganizing traits of the Italian 
literary movement, nor did it reach the more profound classical scholarship of the German 
Humanists. In the departments of the fine arts, if we except printing, it remained unresponsive to 
the Continental leadership. English Humanism, like the theology of the English Reformation, 
adopted the work of others. It was not creative. On the other hand, it laid more distinctive 
emphasis upon the religious and ethical elements than the Humanistic circles of Italy, though not 
of Germany. Its chief leaders were John Colet and Sir Thomas More, with whom Erasmus is also 
to be associated. It had patrons in high places in Archbishop Warham of Canterbury, Cardinal 
Wolsey and John Fisher, bishop of Rochester. {1099} 
 
The English revival of letters was a direct precursor of the English Reformation, although its 
earliest leaders died in the Catholic Church. Its first distinct impetus was received in the last 
quarter of the 15th century through English students who visited Italy. It had been the custom for 
English archdeacons to go to Italy for the study of the canon law. Richard de Bury and Peter de 
Blois had shown interest in books and Latin profane authors. Italians, Poggio and Polidore Virgil 
{1100} among them, tarried and some of them taught in England, but the first to introduce the 
new movement were William Sellyng, Thomas Linacre and William Grocyn. 
 
Sellyng, of All Souls’ College, Oxford, and afterwards prior of Christ Church, Canterbury, 1471-
1495, made a visit to Italy in 1464 and at Bologna was a pupil of Politian. From this tour, or from 
a later one, he brought back with him some Greek MSS. and he introduced the studying of Greek 
in Canterbury. Linacre, d. 1524, the most celebrated medical man of his day in England, studied 
under Sellyng at Christ Church and then in Oxford, where he took Greek under Cornelio Vitelli, 
the first to publicly teach that language in England in the later Middle Ages. He then went to 
Florence, Rome and Padua, where he graduated in medicine. On returning to England, he was 
ordained priest and later made physician to Henry VIII. He translated the works of Galen into 
English. {1101} 
 
While Linacre was studying in Florence, Grocyn arrived in that city. He was teaching Greek in 
Oxford before 1488 and, on his return from the Continent, he began, 1491, to give Greek lectures 
in that university. With this date the historian, Green, regards the new period as opening. Grocyn 
lectured on pseudo-Dionysius and, following Laurentius Valla, abandoned the tradition that he 
was the Areopagite, the pupil of St. Paul. He and Linacre were close friends of Erasmus, and that 
scholar couples them with Colet and More as four representatives of profound and symmetrical 
learning. {1102} 
 
At the close of the 15th century, the English were still a "barbarous" people in the eyes of the 
Italians. {1103} According to Erasmus, who ought to have known what a good school was, the 



schoolteachers of England were "shabby and broken down and, in cases, hardly in their senses." 
At the universities, the study of Duns Scotus ruled and the old method and text-books were in 
use. The Schoolmen were destined, however, soon to be displaced and the leaves of the Subtle 
Doctor to be scattered in the quadrangles of Oxford and trodden under foot. 
 
As for the study of Greek, there were those, as Wood says, who preached against it as "dangerous 
and damnable" and, long after the new century had dawned, Sir Thomas More wrote to the 
authorities at Oxford condemning them for opposition to Greek. {1104} A course of sermons, to 
which More refers, had been preached in Lent not only against the study of the Greek classics but 
also the Latin classics. What right, he went on to say, "had a preacher to denounce Latin of which 
he knew so little and Greek of which he knew nothing? How can he know theology, if he is 
ignorant of Hebrew, Greek and Latin? "In closing the letter, More threatened the authorities with 
punishment from Warham, Wolsey and even the king himself, if they persisted in their course. Of 
the clergy’s alarm against the new learning, More took notice again and again. To Lily, the 
headmaster of St. Paul’s school, he wrote, "No wonder your school raises a storm; it is like the 
wooden horse for the ruin of barbarous Troy." But, if there were those who could see only danger 
from the new studies, there were also men like Fisher of Rochester who set about learning Greek 
when he was 60. For the venerable Sentences of the Lombard, the Scriptures were about to be 
instituted as the text-book of theology in the English universities. 
 
The man who contributed most to this result was John Colet. Although his name is not even so 
much as mentioned in the pages of Lingard, he is now recognized, as he was by Tyndale, Latimer 
and other Reformers of the middle of the 16th century, as the chief pioneer of the new learning in 
England and as an exemplar of noble purposes in life and pure devotion to culture. 
 
The son of Sir Henry Colet, several times lord mayor of London, the future dean of St. Paul’s was 
one of 22 children. He survived all the members of his family except his mother, to whom he 
referred, when he felt himself growing old, with admiration for her high spirits and happy old 
age. As we think of her, we may be inclined to recall the good mother of John Wesley. After 
spending 3 years at Oxford, 1493-1496, {1105} young Colet, "like a merchantman seeking goodly 
wares," as Erasmus put it, went to Italy. For the places where he studied, we are left to conjecture, 
but Archbishop Parker two generations later said that he studied "a long time in foreign countries 
and especially the Sacred Scriptures." On his return to Oxford, although not yet ordained to the 
priesthood, he began expounding St. Paul’s Greek epistles in public, the lectures being given 
gratuitously. At this very moment the Lady Margaret professor of divinity was announcing for his 
subject the Quodlibets of Duns Scotus. Later, Colet expounded also the First Epistle to the 
Corinthians. 
 
At this period, he was not wholly freed from the old academic canons and was inclined to reject 
the reading of classic authors whose writings did not contain a "salutatory flavor of Christ and in 
which Christ is not set forth.... Books, in which Christ is not found, are but a table of devils." 
{1106} Of the impression made by his exposition, a proof is given in Colet’s own description of a 
visit he had from a priest. The priest, sitting in front of Colet’s fire, drew forth from his bosom a 
small copy of the Epistles, which he had transcribed with his own hand, and then, in answer to his 
request, his host proceeded to set forth the golden things of the 1st chapter of Romans. {1107} His 
expositions abound in expressions of admiration for Paul. 
 
At Oxford, in 1498, Colet met Erasmus, who was within a few months of being of the same age, 
and he also came into contact with More, whom he called "a rare genius." The fellowship with 
these men confirmed him in his modern leanings. He lectured on the Areopagite’s Hierarchies, 
but he soon came to adopt Grocyn’s view of their late date. The high estimate of Thomas Aquinas 



which prevailed, he abandoned and pronounced him "arrogant for attempting to define all things" 
and of "corrupting the whole teaching of Christ with his profane philosophy." {1108} Some years 
later, writing to Erasmus, he disparaged the contemporary theologians as spending their lives in 
mere logical tricks and dialectic quibbles. Erasmus, replying to him, pronounced the theology 
which was once venerable "become, almost dumb, poor and in rags." 
 
As dean of St. Paul’s, an appointment he received in 1504, Colet stands forth as a reformer of 
clerical abuses, a bold preacher and a liberal patron of education. The statutes he issued for the 
cathedral clergy laid stress upon the need of reformation "in every respect, both in life and 
religion." The old code, while it was particular to point out the exact plane the dean should 
occupy in processions and the choir, did not mention preaching as one of his duties. Colet had 
public lectures delivered on Paul’s Epistles, but it was not long till he was at odds with his 
chapter. The cathedral school did not meet his standard, and the funds he received on his father’s 
death he used to endow St. Paul’s school, 1509. {1109} The original buildings were burnt down 
in the London fire, and new buildings reared in 1666. The statutes made the tuition free, and set 
the number of pupils at 153, since increased threefold. They provided for instruction in "good 
literature, both Latin and Greek," but especially for Christian authors that "wrote their wisdom 
with clean and chaste Latin." The founder’s high ideal of a teacher’s qualifications, moral as well 
as literary, set forth in his statutes for the old cathedral school, was "that he should be an upright 
and honorable man and of much and well-attested learning." Along with chaste literature, he was 
expected "to imbue the tender minds of his pupils with holy morals and be to them a master, not 
of grammar only, but of virtue." {1110} 
 
St. Paul’s has the distinction of being the first grammar-school in England where Greek was 
taught. The list of its masters was opened by William Lily, one of the few Englishmen of his age 
capable of teaching Greek. After studying at Oxford, he made a journey to Jerusalem, and 
returned to England by way of Italy. He died in 1522. By his will, Colet left all his books, 
"imprinted and in paper," to poor students of the school. 
 
As a preacher, the dean of St. Paul’s was both bold and Scriptural. Among his hearers were the 
Lollards. Colet himself seems to have read Wyclif’s writings as well as other heretical works. 
{1111} Two of his famous sermons were delivered before convocation, 1511, and on Wolsey’s 
receiving the red hat. The convocation discourse, which has come down to us entire, is a vigorous 
appeal for clerical reform. {1112} The text was taken from Romans 12:2 "Be ye not conformed to 
this world but be ye reformed." The pride and ambition of the clergy were set forth and their 
quest of preferment in Church and state condemned. Some frequented feasts and banquetings and 
gave themselves to sports and plays, to hunting and hawking. {1113} If priests themselves were 
good, the people in their turn would be good also. "Our goodness," exclaimed the preacher, 
"would urge them on in the right way far more efficaciously than all your suspensions and 
excommunications. They should live a good and holy life, be properly learned in the Scriptures 
and chiefly and above all be filled with the fear of God and the love of the heavenly life." 
 
According to the canons of the age, the preacher went beyond the limits of prudence and Fitz-
James, bishop of London, cited him for trial but the case was set aside by the archbishop. The 
charges were that Colet had condemned the worship of images and declared that Peter was a poor 
man and enjoyed no episcopal revenues and that, in condemning the reading of sermons, Colet 
had meant to give a thrust to Fitz-James himself, who was addicted to that habit. Latimer, who 
was at Cambridge about that time, said in a sermon some years later, that, "in those days Doctor 
Colet was in trouble and should have been burned, if God had not turned the king’s heart to the 
contrary." 
 



When Erasmus’ Greek Testament appeared, Colet gave it a hearty welcome. In a letter to the 
Dutch scholar acknowledging the receipt of a copy, he expressed his regret at not having a 
sufficient knowledge of Greek to read it and his desire to be his disciple in that tongue. It was 
here he made the prediction that "the name of Erasmus will never perish." Erasmus had written to 
Colet that he had dipped into Hebrew but gone no further, "frightened by the strangeness of the 
idiom and in view of the insufficiency of the human mind to master a multitude of subjects." 
{1114} A much younger scholar at Tubingen, Philip Melanchthon, had put his tribute to the 
Novum instrumentum in Greek verse which was transmitted to Erasmus by Beatus Rhenanus. 
Fox, bishop of Winchester, pronounced the book more instructive to him than 10 commentaries. 
 
Not long before his death, Colet determined to retire to a religious retreat at Shene, a resolution 
based upon his failing health and the troubles in which his freedom of utterance had involved 
him. He did not live to carry out his resolution. He was buried in St. Paul’s. It is noteworthy that 
his will contained no benefactions to the Church or provision for masses for his soul. Erasmus 
paid the high tribute to his friend, while living, that England had not "another more pious or one 
who more truly knew Christ." And, writing after Colet’s death to a correspondent, he exclaimed, 
"What a man has England and what a friend I have lost!" Colet had often hearkened to Erasmus’ 
appeals in times of stringency. {1115} No description in the Colloquies has more interest for the 
Anglo-Saxon people than the description of the journey which the two friends made together to 
the shrines of Thomas a  Becket and of Our Lady of Walsingham. And the best part of the 
description is the doubting humor with which they passed criticism upon Peter’s finger, the 
Virgin’s milk, one of St. Thomas’ shoes and other relics which were shown them. 
 
Far as Colet went in demanding a reform of clerical habits, welcoming the revival of letters, 
condemning the old scholastic disputation and advocating the study of the Scriptures, it is quite 
probable he would not have fallen in with the Reformation. {1116} He was fifty when it broke 
out. The best word that can be spoken of him is, that he seems to have conformed closely to the 
demand which he made of Christian men to live good and upright lives for, of a surety, he said, 
"to do mercy and justice is more pleasant to God, than to pray or do sacrifice to Him." {1117} 
What higher tribute could be paid than the one paid by Donald Lupton in his History of Modern 
Protestant Divines, 1637, "This great dean of St. Paul’s taught and lived like St. Paul." {1118} 
 
Sir Thomas More, 1478-1535, not only died in the Catholic Church, but died a martyr’s death, 
refusing to acknowledge the English king’s supremacy so far as to impugn the pope’s authority. 
After studying in Oxford, be practised law in London, rising to be chancellor of the realm. It is 
not for us here to follow his services in his profession and to the state, but to trace his connection 
with the revival of learning and the religious movement in England. More was a pattern of a 
devout and intelligent layman. He wore a hair shirt next to his skin and yet he laughed at the 
superstition of his age. On taking office, he stipulated that, "he should first look to God and after 
God to the king." At the same time, he entered heartily with his close friends, Erasmus and Colet, 
into the construction of a new basis for education in the study of the classics, Latin and Greek. He 
was firmly bound to the Church, with the pope as its head, and yet in his Utopia he presented a 
picture of an ideal society in which religion was to be in large part a matter of the family, and 
confession was not made to the priest nor absolution given by the priest. 
 
With the exception of the Utopia, all of More’s genuine works were religious and the most of 
them were controversial treatises, intended to confute the new doctrines of the Reformation which 
had found open advocates in England long before More’s death. More was beheaded in 1535 and, 
if we recall that Tyndale’s English New Testament was published in 1526, we shall have a 
standard for measuring the duration of More’s contact with the Protestant upheaval. Tyndale 
himself was strangled and burnt to death a year after More’s execution. In answer to Simon Fish’s 



work, The Supplication of Beggars, a bitter attack against purgatory, More sent forth the 
Supplication of Souls or Poor Seely (simple) Souls pewled out of Purgatory. Here souls are 
represented as crying out not to be left in their penal distress by the forgetfulness of the living. 
Fish was condemned to death and burnt, 1533. As the chief controversialist on the old side, More 
also wrote against John Fryth, who was condemned to the stake 1533, and against Tyndale, 
pronouncing his translation of the New Testament "a false English translation newly forged by 
Tyndale." He also made the strange declaration that "Wyclif, Tyndale and Friar Barnes and such 
others had been the original cause why the Scripture has been of necessity kept out of lay 
people’s hands." {1119} More said heretical books were imported from the Continent to England, 
in vats full." He called Thomas Hylton, a priest of Kent, one of the heretics whom he condemned 
to the flames, "the devil’s stinking pot." Hylton’s crime was the denial of the five sacraments and 
he was burnt 1530. {1120} As was the custom of the time, More’s controversial works abound in 
scurrilous epithets. His opponents he distinguishes by such terms as "swine," "hellhounds that the 
devil hath in his kennel," "apes that dance for the pleasure of Lucifer." {1121} In his works 
against Tyndale and Fryth, he commended pilgrimages, image-worship and indulgences. He 
himself, so the chancellor wrote, had been present at Barking, 1498, when a number of relics 
were discovered which "must have been hidden since the time when the abbey was burnt by the 
infidels," and he declared that the main thing was that such relics were the remains of holy men, 
to be had in reverence, and it was a matter of inferior import whether the right names were 
attached to them or not." {1122} 
 
And yet, More resisted certain superstitions, as of the Franciscan monk of Coventry who publicly 
preached, that "whoever prayed daily through the Psalter to the Blessed Virgin could not be 
damned." He denied the Augustinian teaching that infants dying without baptism were consigned 
to eternal punishment and he could write to Erasmus, that Hutten’s Epistolae obscurorum 
virorum delighted every one in England and that "under a rude scabbard the work concealed a 
most excellent blade." {1123} His intimacy with Colet and Erasmus led to an attempt on the part 
of the monks, in 1519, to secure his conversion. 
 
More was beatified by Leo XIII., 1886, and with St. Edmund, Bishop Fisher and Thomas a  
Becket is the chief English martyr whom English Catholics cultivate. He died "unwilling to 
jeopardize his soul to perpetual damnation" and expressing the hope that, "as St. Paul and St. 
Stephen met in heaven and were friends, so it might be with him and his judges." Gairdner is led 
to remark that "no man ever met an unjust doom in a more admirable spirit." {1124} We may 
concur in this judgment and yet we will not overlook the fact that More, gentleman as he was in 
heart, seems to us to have been unrelenting to the men whom he convicted as heretics and, in his 
writings, piled upon them epithets as drastic as Luther himself used. Aside from this, he is to be 
accorded praise for his advocacy of the reform in education and his commendation of Erasmus’ 
Greek Testament. He wrote a special letter to the Louvain professor, Dorpius, upbraiding him for 
his attack upon the critical studies of Erasmus and upon the revision of the old Latin text as 
unwarranted. 
 
More’s Utopia, written in Latin and published in 1516 with a preface by Budaeus, took Europe by 
storm. It was also called Nusquama or Nowhere. With Plato’s Republic as a precedent, the author 
intended to point out wherein European society and especially England was at fault. In More’s 
ideal commonwealth, which was set up on an island, treaties were observed and promises kept, 
and ploughmen, carpenters, wagoners, colliers and other artisans justly shared in the rewards of 
labor with noblemen, goldsmiths and usurers, who are called the unproductive classes. "The 
conspiracy of the rich procuring their own commodities under the name and title of the 
commonwealth" was not allowed. In Utopia, a proper education was given to every child, the 
hours of physical labor were reduced to six, the streets were 20 feet wide and the houses backed 



with gardens and supplied with freshwater. The slaughtering was done outside the towns. All 
punishment was for the purpose of reform and religion, largely a matter of family. The old 
religions continued to exist on the island, for Christianity had but recently been introduced, but 
More, apparently belying his later practice as judge, declared that "no man was punished for his 
religion." Its priests were of both sexes and "overseers and orderers of worship" rather than 
sacerdotal functionaries. Not to them but to the heads of families was confession made, the wife 
prostrate on the ground confessing to her husband, and the children to both parents. The priests 
were married. 
 
Little did More suspect that, within ten years of the publication of his famous book, texts would 
be drawn from it to support the Peasants’ Revolt in Germany. {1125} In it are stated some of the 
sociological hopes and dreams of this present age. The author was voicing the widespread feeling 
of his own generation which was harassed with laws restricting the wages of labor, with the 
enclosures of the commons by the rich, the conversion of arable lands into sheep farms and with 
the renewed warfare on the Continent into which England was drawn. {1126} 
 
John Fisher, who suffered on the block a few months before More for refusing to take the oath of 
supremacy, and set aside the succession of Catherine of Aragon’s offspring, was 79 years old 
when he died. Dean Perry has pronounced him "the most learned, the most conscientious and the 
most devout of the bishops of his day." In 1511, he recommended Erasmus to Cambridge to teach 
Greek. On the way to the place of beheadal, this good man carried with him the New Testament, 
repeating again and again the words, "This is life eternal to know Thee and Jesus Christ whom 
thou hast sent." "That was learning enough for him," he said. 
 
To Grocyn, Colet, More and Fisher the Protestant world gives its reverent regard. It is true, they 
did not fully apprehend the light which was spreading over Europe. Nevertheless, they went far as 
pioneers of a more rational system of education than the one built up by the scholastic method 
and they have a distinct place in the history of the progress of religious thought. {1127} 
 
In Scotland, the Protestant Reformation took hold of the nation before the Renaissance had much 
chance to exercise an independent influence. John Major, who died about 1550, wrote a 
commentary on the Sentences of Peter the Lombard and is called "the last of the Schoolmen." He 
is, however, a connecting link with the new movement in literature through George Buchanan, his 
pupil at St Andrews. Major remained true to the Roman communion. Buchanan, after being held 
for six months in prison as a heretic in Portugal, returned to Scotland and adopted the 
Reformation. According to Professor Hume-Brown, his Latin paraphrase of the Psalms in metre 
"was, until recent years, read in Scotland in every school where Latin was taught." {1128} Knox’s 
History of the Reformation was the earliest model of prose literature in Scotland. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1098} Imbart, II. 394, says, Il va donner un singulier eclat a  la doctrine de la justification par la 
foi, sans, cependant, sacrifier les oeuvres. This author draws a comparison between Lefevre and 
Erasmus. See, however, Lefevre’s Preface itself, and Bonet-Maury in Herzog, V. 715. 
 
{1099} Wolsey applied the proceeds of 20 monasteries, which he closed, to the endowment of a 
school at Ipswich and of Cardinal College, Oxford. In 1516, Fox, bishop of Winchester, founded 
Corpus Christi College at the same university to teach the new learning. 
 



{1100} He wrote a History of England and revenged himself by disparaging Wolsey, who had 
refused to give him his favor. 
 
{1101} For his services to medicine, see W. Osler; Thos. Linacre, Cambr., 1908, pp. 23-27. 
 
{1102} Nichols: Erasmus’ Letters, I. 226. Sir Thomas More, writing to Colet, Nov., 1504, said: "I 
shall spend my time with Grocyn, Linacre and Lily. The first, as you know, is the director of my 
life in your absence, the second the master of my studies, the third my most dear companion." 
 
{1103} Seebohm, p. 283. 
 
{1104} See the letter. Froude: Erasmus, 139. 
 
{1105} Probably at Magdalen Hall. See Lupton, 23 sqq., and the same cautious author for Colet’s 
school life in London. For the facts of Colet’s career, our best authority is Erasmus’ letter to 
Justus Jonas. 
 
{1106} Quoted by Lupton, p. 76. 
 
{1107} For the letter to the abbot of Winchcombe, in which Colet describes the priest’s visit, see 
Lupton, p. 90 sqq., and Seebohm, p. 42 sqq. 
 
{1108} Seebohm, p. 107. 
 
{1109} Seebohm gives 1510. For date and the original name, see correspondence in London 
Times, July 7, 20, 1909, between M. E. J. McDonnell and Gardiner, surmaster and honorable 
librarian of St. Paul’s. The school was sometimes called Jesus’ School by Colet. The buildings 
were finished, August, 1510. The present location of the school is Hammersmith. 
 
{1110} The statutes are given by Lupton, Appendix A., p. 271 sqq. For the Accidence which 
Colet prepared for the school, see Lupton, Appendix B. In contrasting the recent Latin with the 
Latin of classic authors, profane and patristic, Colet called the former "blotterature rather than 
literature." One of the rules required the boys to furnish their own candles, stipulating they should 
be of wax and not of tallow. For the bishop who preached against St. Paul’s school as "a home of 
idolatry," see Colet’s letter to Erasmus, Nichols, II. 63. 
 
{1111} The former is an inference from Erasmus’ statement in his account of the visit to 
Walsingham, and the latter Erasmus’ plain statement in his letter to Jonas. 
 
{1112} The text in Lupton, Appendix C. 
 
{1113} Lupton, p. 183, says Colet might aptly have referred to the case of the archdeacon who, in 
the course of his visitation, went to Bridlington Priory with 97 horses, 21 dogs and 8 hawks. For 
Colet’s description in the Hierarchies of Dionysius of what a priest should be, see Lupton, p. 71; 
Seebohm, p. 76. 
 
{1114} Nichols, I. 376, II. 287. At a later time, to take More’s statement, Colet prosecuted the 
study, Nichols, II. 393. 
 
{1115} Nichols, H. 25, 35 sqq., 72, 258, etc. 
 



{1116} Gasquet: The Eve of the Reformation, p. 6, insists that the contrary view is "absolutely 
false and misleading." 
 
{1117} A Right Fruitful Admonition concerning the Order of a Good Christian Man’s Life. A 
tract by Colet reprinted in Lupton’s Life, p. 305 sqq., from an ed. of 1534. 
 
{1118} Lupton: Life of Colet, p. 143. 
 
{1119} See Gasquet: Eve of the Reform., p. 215 sqq. 
 
{1120} What estimate was put upon the life of a heretic in some quarters in England may be 
gathered from a letter written to Erasmus, 1511, by Ammonius, Latin secretary to Henry VIII. 
The writer said, he did "not wonder wood was so scarce and dear, the heretics necessitated so 
many holocausts." At the convocation of 1512, an old priest arguing for the burning of heretics 
repeated the passage louder and louder haereticum hominem devita (avoid) and explained it as if 
it were de vita tolli, to be removed from life, and thus turned the passage into a positive command 
to execute heretics. For Morels denial of having used cruelty towards heretics, see his Engl. 
Works, p. 901 sqq. The martyrologist, Foxe, pronounced More "a bitter persecutor of good men 
and a wretched enemy against the truth of the Gospel." 
 
{1121} Dr. Lindsay in Cambr. Hist. of Engl. Lit., III. 19. 
 
{1122} Gasquet: The Eve of the Reformation, p. 378. 
 
{1123} Nichols, II. 428. See also Seebohm, pp. 408, 416, 470. 
 
{1124} Hist. of the Engl. Church in the 16th Cent., etc., p. 160. Among the affecting scenes in the 
last experiences recorded of men devoted to martyrdom was the scene which occurred on Morels 
way to the Tower, reported by Morels first biographer, Roper (Lumby’s ed., p. liii). His favorite 
daughter, Margaret, longing once more to show her affection, pressed through the files of 
halberdiers and, embracing her father, kissed him and received his blessing. When she was again 
outside the ranks of the guards, she forced her way through a second time for a father’s embrace. 
 
{1125} Cambr. Hist. of Engl. Lit., p. 20. For an excellent summary of the Utopia, see Seebohm, 
pp. 346-365, and also W. B. Guthrie, in Socialism before the French Revol., pp. 54-132, N. Y., 
1907. For the Latin edd. and Engl. transl., see Dict. of Natl. Biogr., p. 444. An excellent ed. of 
Robynson’s trsl., 2d ed., 1556, was furnished by Prof. Lumby, Cambr., 1879. The Life of More, 
by Roper, More’s son-in-law and a Protestant, is prefixed. Also Lupton: The Utopia, Oxf., 1895. 
A reprint of the Lat. ed., 1518, and the Engl. ed., 1551. 
 
{1126} See Lumby’s Introd., p. xiv, and Guthrie, p. 96 sq. 
 
{1127} There is, of course, no standing ground except that of generous toleration as between the 
view taken by the author and the view of Abbot Gasquet, who can find nothing praiseworthy in 
the Protestant Reformation and closes his chapter on the Revival of Letters in England, in The Eve 
of the Reform., p. 46, with the words, "What put a stop to the Humanist movement in England, as 
it certainly did in Germany, was the rise of the religious difficulties which were opposed by those 
most conspicuous for their championship of true learning, scholarship and education," meaning 
Colet, Erasmus, Fisher and More. For good remarks on the bearing of English Humanism on the 
Protestant movement, see Seebohm, pp. 494 sqq., 510. 
 



{1128} See chapter Reformation and Renascence in Scotl., by Hume-Brown in Cambr. Hist. of 
Eng. Lit., III. 156-186. For the gifted Alesius, who spent the best part of his life as a professor in 
Germany, see A. F. Mitchell: The Scottish Reformation, Edinb., 1900.  
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For 76.—Nicolas of Lyra: Postillae sive Commentaria brevia in omnia biblia, Rome, 1541-1543, 
5 vols., Introd.—Wyclif: Deuteronomy veritate scrip. Sac., ed. by Buddensieg, 3 vols., Leipzig, 
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1900, pp. 227.—Sav.’s Poetry, ed. by C. Guasti, Flor., 1862, pp. xxii, 1864.—Rudelbach, Perrens 
and Villari give specimens in the original.—E. C. Bayonne: Oeuvres spir. choisies de Sav., 3 
vols., Paris, 1880.—Oldest biographies by P. Burlamacchi, d. 1519, founded on an older Latin 
Life, the work of an eye-witness, ed. by Mansi, 1761: G. F. Pico Della Mirandola (nephew of the 
celebrated scholar of that name), completed 1520, publ. 1530, ed. by Quetif, 2 vols., Paris, 1674. 
On these three works, see Villari, Life of Sav., pp. xxvii sqq.—Also J. Nardi (a contemporary): Le 
storie della citta di Firenze, 1494-1531, Flor., 1584. Luca Landucci, a pious Florentine 
apothecary and an ardent admirer of Sav.: Diario Fiorentino, 1450-1516, Florence, 1883. A 
realistic picture of Florence and the preaching and death of Savonarola. 
 
II. Modern Works.—For extended lit., see Potthast: Bibl. Hist. med., II. 1564 sqq.—Lives by 
Rudelbach, Hamb., 1835.—Meier, Berl., 1836.—K. Hase in Neue Propheten, Leip., 1851.—F. T. 
Perrens, 2 vols., Paris, 1853, 3d ed., 1859.—Madden, 2 vols., Lond., 1854.—Padre V. Marchese, 
Flor., 1855.—*Pasquale Villari: Life and Times of Savon., Flor., 1859-1861, 2d ed., 1887, 1st 
Engl. trsl. by L. Horner, 2d Engl. trsl. by Mrs. Villari, Lond., 2 vols., 1888, 1 vol. ed., 1899.—
Ranke in Hist. biogr. Studien, Leip., 1877.—Bayonne: Paris, 1879.—E. Warren, Lond., 1881.—
W. Clark, Prof. Trinity Col., Toronto, Chicago, 1891.—J. L. O’Neil, O. P.: Was Sav. really 
excommunicated? Bost, 1900; *H. Lucas, St. Louis, 1900.—G. McHardy, Edinb., 1901.—W. H. 
Crawford: Sav. the Prophet in Men of the Kingdom series.—*J. Schnitzer: Quellen und 
Forschungen zur Gesch. Savon., 3 vols., Munich, 1902-1904. Vol. II., Sav. und die Fruerprobe, 
pp. 175.—Also Savon. im Lichte der neuesten Lit. in Hist.-pol. Blatter, 1898-1900.—H. Riesch: 
Savon. U. S. Zeit, Leip., 1906.—Roscoe in Life of Lorenzo the Magnificent.—E. Comba: Storia 
della riforma in Italia, Flor., 1881.—P. Schaff, art. Savon. in Herzog II., 2d ed., XIII. 421-431, 
and Benrath in 3d ed., XVII. 502-513.—Creighton: vol. III.—Gregorovius: VII. 432 sqq.—
*Pastor: 4th ed., III. 137-148, 150-162, 396-437: Zur Beurtheilung Sav., pp. 79, Freib. im Br., 
1896. This brochure was in answer to sharp attacks upon Pastor’s treatment of Savonarola in the 
1st ed. of his Hist., especially those of Luotto and Feretti.—P. Luotto: Il vero Savon. ed il Savon. 
di L. Pastor, Flor., 1897, p. 620. Luotto also wrote Dello studio di scrittura sacra secondo G. 
Savon. e Leon XIII., Turin, 1896.—Feretti: Per la causa di Fra G. Savon., Milan, 1897.—Mrs. 
Oliphant: Makers of Florence. Godkin: The Monastery of San Marco, Lond., 1901.—G. 
Biermann: Krit. Studie zur Gesch. des Fra G. Savon., Rostock, 1901.—Brie: Savon. und d. 
deutsche Lit.,  Breslau, 1903.—G. Bonet-Maury: Les Precurseurs de la Reforme et de la liberte 
de conscience... du XII  {e} et XIII  {e} siecle, Paris, 1904, contains sketches of Waldo, Bernard 
of Clairvaux, Peter the Venerable, St. Francis, Dante, Savonarola, etc.—Savonarola has been 
made the subject of romantic treatment by Lenau In his poem Savonarola, 1844, Geo. Eliot in 
Romola, and by Alfred Austin in his tragedy, Savonarola, Lond., 1881, with a long preface in 



which an irreverent, if not blasphemous, parallel is drawn between the Florentine preacher and 
Christ. 
 
For 78.—See citations In the Notes. 
 
For 79.—G. Uhlhorn: Die christl. Liebesthatigkeit im MA, Stuttg., 1884.—P. A Thiejm: Gesch. d. 
Wohlthatigkeitsanstalten in Belgien, etc., Freib., 1887.—L. Lallemand: Hist. de la charite, 3 
vols., Paris, 1906. Vol. 3 covers the 10th-16th century.—T. Kolde: Art. Bruderschaften, in 
Herzog, III. 434-441.—A. Blaize: Des monts-de-piete et des banques de pret sur gage, Paris, 
1856.—H. Holzapfel: D. Anfange d. montes pietatis 1462-1515, Munich, 1903.—Toulmin Smith: 
Engl. Gilds, Lond., 1870.—Thorold Rogers: Work and Wages, ch. XI. sqq.—W. Cunningham: 
Growth of Engl. Industry and Commerce, bk. II., ch. III. sqq.—Lecky: Hist. of Europ. Morals, 
II.—Stubbs: Const. Hist., ch. XXI.—W. von Heyd: Gesch. d. Levantenhandels im MA, 2 vols., 
Stuttg., 1879.—Artt. Aussatz and Zins u. Wucher In Wetzer-Welte, I. 1706 sqq., XII. 1963-
1975.—Janssen-Pastor, I. 451 sqq.—Pastor: Gesch. d. Papste., III. 
 
For 60.—The Sources are Thomas Aquinas, the papal bulls of indulgence and treatments by 
Wyclif, Huss, Wessel, John of Paltz, James of Juterbock, etc. Much material is given by W. 
Kohler: Dokumente zum Ablassstreit, Tub., 1902, and A. Schulte: D. Fugger in Rom, 2 vols., 
Leipz., 1904. Vol. II contains documents.—The authoritative Cath. work is Fr. Beringer: Die 
Ablasse, ihr Wesen u. Gebrauch, pp. 860 and 64, 13th ed., Paderb., 1906.—Also Nic. Paulus: J. 
Tetzel, der Ablassprediger, Mainz, 1899.—Best Prot. treatments, H. C. Lea: Hist. of Auric. Conf. 
and Indulgences in the Lat. Ch., 3 vols., Phil., 1896.—T. Brieger, art. Indulgenzen in Herzog, IX. 
76-94, and Schaff-Herzog, V. 485 sqq. and D. Wesen d. Ablasses am Ausgange d. MA, a 
university address. Brieger has promised an extended treatment in book form.—Schaff: Ch. Hist., 
V., I. p. 729 sqq., VI. 146 sqq.  



73. The Clergy. 
 
Both in respect of morals and education the clergy, during the period following the year 1450, 
showed improvement over the age of the Avignon captivity and the papal schism. Clerical 
practice in that former age was so lo that it was impossible for it to go lower and any appearance 
of true religion remain. One of the healthy signs of this latter period was that, in a spirit of 
genuine religious devotion, Savonarola in Italy and such men in Germany as Busch, Thomas 
Murner, Geiler of Strassburg, Sebastian Brant and the Benedictine abbot, Trithemius, held up to 
condemnation, or ridicule, priestly incompetency and worldliness. The pictures, which they 
joined Erasmus in drawing, were dark enough. Nevertheless, the clergy both of the higher and 
lower grades included in its ranks many men who truly sought the well-being of the people and 
set an example of purity of conduct. 
 
The first cause of the low condition, for low it continued to be, was the impossible requirement of 
celibacy. The infraction of this rule weakened the whole moral fibre of the clerical order. A 
second cause is to be looked for in the seizure of the rich ecclesiastical endowments by the 
aristocracy as its peculiar prize and securing them for the sons of noble parentage without regard 
to their moral and intellectual fitness. To the evils arising from these two causes must be added 
the evils arising from the unblushing practice of pluralism. No help came from Rome. The 
episcopal residences of Toledo, Constance, Paris, Mainz, Cologne and Canterbury could not be 
expected to be models of domestic and religious order when the tales of Boccaccio were being 
paralleled in the lives of the supreme functionaries of Christendom at its centre. 
 
The grave discussions of clerical manners, carried on at the Councils of Constance and Basel, 
revealed the disease without providing a cure. The proposition was even made by Cardinal 
Zabarella and Gerson, in case further attempts to check priestly concubinage failed, to concede to 
the clergy the privilege of marriage. {1129} In the programme for a reformation of the Church, 
offered by Sigismund at Basel, the concession was included and Pius II., one of the attendants on 
that synod, declared the reasons for restoring the right of matrimony to priests to be stronger in 
that day than were the reasons in a former age for forbidding it. The need of a relaxation of the 
rigid rule found recognition in the decrees of Eugenius IV., 1441, and Alexander VI., 1496, 
releasing some of the military orders from the vow of chastity. Here and there, priests like Lallier 
of Paris at the close of the 15th century, dared to propose openly, as Wyclif had done a century 
before, its full abolition. But, for making the proposal, the Sorbonne denied to Lallier the 
doctorate. 
 
In Spain, the efforts of synods and prelates to put a check upon clerical immorality accomplished 
little. Finally, the secular power intervened and repeated edicts were issued by Ferdinand and 
Isabella against priestly concubinage, 1480, 1491, 1502, 1503. So energetic was the attempt at 
enforcement that, in districts, clerics complained that the secular officials made forcible entrance 
into their houses and carried off their women companions. {1130} In his History of the Spanish 
Inquisition, Dr. Lea devotes a special chapter to clerical solicitation at the confessional. Episcopal 
deliverances show that the priests were often illiterate and without even a knowledge of Latin. 
The prelates were given to worldliness and the practice of pluralism. The revenues of the see of 
Toledo were estimated at from 80,000 to 100,000 ducats, with patronage at the disposal of its 
incumbent amounting to a like sum. A single instance must suffice to show the extent to which 
pluralism in Spain was carried. Gonzalez de Mendoza, while yet a child, held the curacy of Hita, 
at twelve was archdeacon of Guadalajara, one of the richest benefices of Spain, and retained the 
bishopric of Seguenza during his successive administrations of the archbishoprics of Seville and 



Toledo. Gonzalez was a gallant knight and, in 1484, when he led the army which invaded 
Granada, he took with him his bastard son, Rodrigo, who was subsequently married in great state 
in the presence of Ferdinand and Isabella to Ferdinand’s niece. In 1476, when the archbishopric 
of Saragossa became vacant, king Juan II. applied to Sixtus IV. to appoint his son, Alfonzo, a 
child of six, to the place. Sixtus declined, but after a spirited controversy preserved the king’s 
good-will by appointing the boy perpetual administrator of the see. 
 
In France, the bishop of Angers, in an official address to Charles VIII., 1484, declared that the 
religious orders had fallen below the level of the laity in their morals. {1131} To give a case of 
extravagant pluralism, John, son of the duke of Lorraine, 1498-1550, was appointed bishop-
coadjutor of Metz, 1501, entering into full possession seven years later, and, one after the other, 
he united with this preferment the bishoprics of Toul, 1517, and Terouanne, 1518, Valence and 
Die, 1521, Verdun, 1523, Alby, 1536, Macon soon after, Agen, 1541 and Nantes, 1542. To these 
were added the archbishoprics of Narbonne, 1524, Rheims, 1533, and Lyons, 1537. He also held 
at least nine abbeys, including Cluny. He resigned the sees of Verdun and Metz to a nephew, but 
resumed them in 1548 when this nephew married Marguerite d’Egmont. {1132} In 1518, he 
received the red hat. During the 15th century one boy of 10 and another of 17 filled the bishopric 
of Geneva. A loyal Romanist, Soeur Jeanne de Jussie, writing after the beginning of the 16th 
century, testifies to the dissoluteness of the bishops and clergy of the Swiss city and charged them 
with living in adultery. {1133} 
 
In Germany, although as a result of the labors of the Mystics the ecclesiastical condition was 
much better, the moral and intellectual unfitness was such that it calls forth severe criticism from 
Catholic as well as Protestant historians. The Catholic, Janssen, says that "the profligacy of the 
clergy at German cathedrals, as well as their rudeness and ignorance, was proverbial. The 
complaints which have come down to us from the 15th century of the bad morals of the German 
clergy are exceedingly numerous." Ficker, a Protestant, speaks of "the extraordinary immorality 
to which priests and monks yielded themselves." And Bezold, likewise a Protestant, says that "in 
the 15th century the worldliness of the clergy reached a height not possible to surpass." {1134} 
The contemporary Jacob Wimpheling, set forth probably the true state of the case. He was severe 
upon the clergy and yet spoke of many excellent prelates, canons and vicars, known for their 
piety and good works. He knew of a German cleric who held at one time 20 livings, including 8 
canonries. To the archbishopric of Mainz, Albrecht of Hohenzollern added the see of Halberstadt 
and the archbishopric of Magdeburg. For his promotion to the see of Mainz he paid 30,000 
gulden, money he borrowed from the Fuggers. 
 
The bishops were charged with affecting the latest fashions in dress and wearing the finest 
textures, keeping horses and huntings dogs, surrounding themselves with servants and pages, 
allowing their beards and hair to grow long, and going about in green- and red-colored shoes and 
shoes punctured with holes through which ribbons were drawn. They were often seen in coats of 
mail, and accoutred with helmets and swords, and the tournament often witnessed them entered in 
the lists. {1135} 
 
The custom of reserving the higher offices of the Church for the aristocracy was widely 
sanctioned by law. As early as 1281 in Worms and 1294 in Osnabruck, no one could be dean who 
was not of noble lineage. The office of bishop and prebend stalls were limited to men of noble 
birth by Basel, 1474, Augsburg, 1475, Munster and Paderborn, 1480, and Osnabruck, 1517. The 
same rule prevailed in Mainz, Halberstadt, Meissen, Merseburg and other dioceses. At the 
beginning of the 16th century, it was the established custom in Germany that no one should be 
admitted to a cathedral chapter who could not show 16 ancestors who had joined in the 
tournament and, as early as 1474, the condition of admission to the chapter of Cologne was that 



the candidate should show 32 members of his family of noble birth. Of the 228 bishops who 
successively occupied the 32 German sees from 1400-1517, all but 13 were noblemen. The eight 
occupants of the see of Munster, 1424-1508, were all counts or dukes. So it was with 10 
archbishops of Mainz, 1419-1514, the 7 bishops of Halberstadt, 1407-1513, and the 5 archbishops 
of Cologne, 1414-1515. {1136} This custom of keeping the high places for men of noble birth 
was smartly condemned by Geiler of Strassburg and other contemporaries. Geiler declared that 
Germany was soaked with the folly that to the bishoprics, not the more pious and learned should 
be promoted but only those who, "as they say, belong to good families." It remained for the 
Protestant Reformation to reassert the democratic character of the ministry. 
 
A high standard could not be expected of the lower ranks of the clergy where the incumbents of 
the high positions held them, not by reason of piety or intellectual attainments but as the prize of 
birth and favoritism. The wonder is, that there was any genuine devotion left among the lower 
priesthood. Its ranks were greatly overstocked. Every family with several sons expected to find a 
clerical position for one of them and often the member of the family, least fitted by physical 
qualifications to make his way in the world, was set apart for religion. Here again Geiler of 
Strassburg applied his lash of indignation, declaring that, as people set apart for St. Velten the 
chicken that had the pox and for St. Anthony the pig that was affected with disease, so they 
devoted the least likely of their children to the holy office. 
 
The German village clergy of the period were as a rule not university bred. The chronicler, Felix 
Faber of Ulm, in 1490 declared that "out of 1000 priests scarcely one had ever seen a university 
town and a baccalaureate or master was a rarity seldom met with. With a sigh, people of that age 
spoke of the well-equipped priest of, the good old times." 
 
From the Alps to Scandinavia, concubinage was widely practised and in parts of Germany, such 
as Saxony, Bavaria, Austria and the Tirol, it was general. The region, where there was the least of 
it, was the country along the Rhine. In parts of Switzerland and other localities, parishes, as a 
measure of self-defence, forced their young pastors to take concubines. Two of the Swiss 
Reformers, Leo Jud and Bullinger, were sons of priests and Zwingli, a prominent priest, was 
given to incontinence before starting on his reformatory career. It was a common saying that the 
Turk of clerical sensualism within was harder to drive out than the Turk from the East. 
 
How far the conscientious effort, made in Germany in the last years of the Middle Ages to reform 
the convents, was attended with success is a matter of doubt. John Busch labored most 
energetically in that direction for nearly fifty years in Westphalia, Thuringia and other parts. The 
things that he records seem almost past belief. Nunneries, here and there, were no better than 
brothels. In cases, they were habitually visited by noblemen. The experience is told of one 
nobleman who was travelling with his servant and stopped over night at a convent. After the 
evening meal, the nuns cleared the main room and, dressed in fine apparel, amused their visitor 
by exhibitions of dancing. {1137} Thomas Murner went so far as to say that convents for women 
had all been turned into refuges for people of noble birth. {1138} The dancing during the sessions 
of the Diet of Cologne, 1505, was opened by the archbishop and an abbess, and nuns from St. 
Ursula’s and St. Mary’s, the king Maximilian looking on. Preachers, like Geiler of Strassburg, 
cried out against the moral dangers which beset persons taking the monastic vow. {1139} The 
cloistral life came to be known as "the compulsory vocation." As the time of the Reformation 
approached, there was no lessening of the outcry against the immorality of the clergy and 
convents, as appears from the writings of Ulrich von Hutten and Erasmus. 
 
The practice of priestly concubinage, uncanonical though it was, bishops were quite ready to turn 
into a means of gain, levying a tax upon it. In the diocese of Bamberg, a toll of 5 gulden was 



exacted for every child born to a priest and, in a single year, the tax is said to have brought in the 
considerable sum of 1,500 gulden. In 1522, a similar tax of 4 gulden brought into the treasury of 
the bishop of Constance, 7,500 gulden. The same year, complaint was made to the pope by the 
Diet of Nurnberg of the reckless lawlessness of young priests in corrupting women and of the 
annual tax levied in most dioceses upon all the clergy without distinction whether they kept 
concubines or not. {1140} It is not surprising, in view of these facts, that Luther called upon 
monks and nuns unable to avoid incontinence of thought, to come forth from the monasteries and 
marry. On the other hand, it must not be forgotten that no plausible charge of incontinence was 
made against the Reformer. 
 
If we turn to England, we are struck with the great dearth of contemporary religious literature, 
1450-1517, as compared with Germany. {1141} Few writings have come down to us from which 
to form a judgment of the condition of the clergy. Our deductions must be drawn in part from the 
testimonies of the English Humanists and Reformers and from the records of the visitations of 
monasteries and also their suppression under Henry VIII. In a document, drawn up at the request 
of Henry V. by the University of Oxford, 1414, setting forth the need of a reformation of the 
Church, one of the articles pronounced the "undisguised profligacy of the clergy to be the scandal 
of the Church." {1142} In the middle of the century, 1455, Archbishop Bourchier’s Commission 
for Reforming the Clergy spoke of the marriage and concubinage of the secular clergy and the 
gross ignorance which, in quarters, marked them. In the latter part of the century, 1489, the 
investigation of the convents, undertaken by Archbishop Morton, uncovered an unsavory state of 
affairs. The old abbey of St. Albans, for example, had degenerated till it was little better than a 
house of prostitution for monks. In two priories under the abbey’s jurisdiction, the nuns had been 
turned out to give place to avowed courtesans. The Lollards demanded the privilege of wedlock 
for priests. When, in 1494, 30 of their number were arraigned by Robert Blacater, archbishop of 
Glasgow, one of the charges against them was their assertion that priests had wives in the 
primitive Church. {1143} Writing at the very close of the 15th century, Colet exclaimed, "Oh, the 
abominable impiety of those miserable priests, of whom this age of ours contains a great 
multitude, who fear not to rush from the arms of some foul harlot into the temple of the Church, 
to the altar of Christ, to the mysteries of God." {1144} The famous tract, the Beggars’ Petition, 
written on the eve of the British Reformation, accused the clergy of having no other serious 
occupation than the destruction of the peace of family life and the corruption of women. {1145} 
 
As for the practice of plural livings, it was perhaps as much in vogue in England as in Germany. 
Dr. Sherbourne, Colet’s predecessor as dean of St. Paul’s, was a notable example of a pluralist, 
but in this respect was exceeded by Morton and Wolsey. As for the ignorance of the English 
clergy, it is sufficient to refer to the testimony of Bishop Hooper who, during his visitation in 
Gloucester, 1551, found 168 of 811 clergymen unable to repeat the Ten Commandments, 40 who 
could not tell where the Lord’s Prayer was to be found and 31 unable to give the author. {1146} 
 
In Scotland, the state of the clergy in pre-Reformation times was probably as low as in any other 
part of Western Europe. {1147} John IV.’s bastard son was appointed bishop of St. Andrews at 16 
and the illegitimate sons of James V., 1513-1542, held the five abbeys of Holyrood, Kelso, St. 
Andrews, Melrose and Coldingham. Bishops lived openly in concubinage and married their 
daughters into the ranks of the nobility. In the marriage document, certifying the nuptials of 
Cardinal Beaton’s eldest daughter to the Earl of Crawford, 1546, the cardinal called her his child. 
On the night of his murder, he is said to have been with his favorite mistress, Marion Ogilvie. 
 
Side by side with the decline of the monastic institutions, there prevailed among the monks of the 
15th century a most exaggerated notion of the sanctifying influence of the monastic vow. 
According to Luther, the monks of his day recognized two grades of Christians, the perfect and 



the imperfect. To the former the monastics belonged. Their vow was regarded as a second 
baptism which cleared those who received it from all stain, restored them to the divine image and 
put them in a class with the angels. Luther was encouraged by his superiors to feel, after he had 
taken the vow, that he was as pure as a child. This second regeneration had been taught by St. 
Bernard and Thomas Aquinas. Thomas said that it may with reason be affirmed that any one 
"entering religion," that is, taking the monastic vow, thereby received remission of sins. {1148} 
 
{1129} Lea: Cler. Celibacy, II. 25. Gerson: Dial. naturae et sophiae de castitate ecclesiasticorum. 
Du Pin’s ed., II. 617-636. 
 
{1130} Lea: Inq. of Spain, I. 15 sqq. 
 
{1131} For further testimonies, see Lea: Cler. Celibacy, II. 8 sqq. 
 
{1132} See Lea in Cambr. Mod. Hist., I. 660. 
 
{1133} Quoted by Lindsay: The Reformation, II. 90. Of the Italian convents, Savonarola declared 
that the nuns had become worse than harlots. 
 
{1134} Janssen, I. 681, 687, 708; Ficker, p. 27; Bezold, pp. 79, 83. 
 
{1135} See Hefele-Hergenrother: Conciliengesch., VIII., under Kleidung, and Butzbach: Satirae 
elegiacae quoted by Janssen, I. 685 sqq. 
 
{1136} Janssen, I. 689-696, gives a full list of these bishops. 
 
{1137} Janssen, I. 726. Bezold, p. 83, certainly goes far, when he makes the unmodified 
statement, that the convents were high schools of the most shameful immorality—Hochschulen 
der grauelichsten Unsittlichkeit. 
 
{1138} Sind jetzt allgemein Edelleute Spital, Janssen, I. 724. 
 
{1139} Die jungen Monchlein, he said, und Nonnlein die du machest, die werden Huren und 
Buben. The young monks and nuns will become harlots and rascals. I have not spoken of that 
custom of mediaeval lust, the jus primae noctis or droit de marquette as it was called, whereby 
the feudal lord had the privilege of spending the first night with all brides. Spiritual lords in 
Southern France, having domains, did not shrink, in cases, from demanding the same privilege. 
Lea: Celibacy, I. 441. 
 
{1140} Lea, II. 59. 
 
{1141} Gee and Hardy: in Documents, etc., gives only two ecclesiastical acts between 1402-1532. 
 
{1142} Wilkins: Concil., III. 360-365. 
 
{1143} Capes: Engl. Ch. in the 14th and 15th Centt., p. 259, says that many of the clergy were 
actually married. 
 
{1144} Seebohm, p. 76. For Hutton’s summary of the Norwich visitation, see Traill: Social Engl., 
II. 467 sqq. He concludes that "if the religious did little good, they did no harm." But see same 
volume, p. 565, for the charge against the priests of Gloucester. 



 
{1145} Froude puts the composition of this tract in 1528. The 16th complaint runs: "Who is she 
that will set her hands to work to get 3 pence a day and may have at least 20 pence a day to sleep 
an hour with a friar, a monk or a priest. Who is she that would labor for a groat a day and may 
have at least 12 pence a day to be a bawd to a priest, monk or friar?" 
 
{1146} See James Gairdner in Engl. Hist. Rev., Jan., 1905. 
 
{1147} Dr. Tulloch says in his Luther and other Leaders of the Reformation, "Nowhere else had 
the clergy reached such a pitch of flagrant and disgraceful iniquity and the Roman Catholic 
religion such an utter corruption of all that is good as in Scotland." 
 
{1148} Bernard in Migne, 182:889, Th. Aq. Summa, II. 2, q. 189. Denifle, Luther und 
Lutherthum, I. 208, makes the monstrous charge of deliberate lying and knavery against Luther 
for his treatment of monkish baptism. Kolde: Denifle’s Beschimpfung M. Luthers, Leipz., 1904, 
pp. 33-49, shows the justice of Luther’s representations. Their truth is not affected by the 
statement of Joseph Ries: Das geistiche Leben nach der Lehre d. hl. Bernard, p. 86, namely that 
Bernard and the Church held that outside the convents there may be some who are in the state of 
perfection while inside cloistral walls there maybe those who are in the imperfect state.  



74. Preaching. 
 
The two leading preachers of Europe during the last 50 years of the Middle Ages were Jerome 
Savonarola of Florence and John Geiler of Strassburg. Early in the 15th century, Gerson was led 
by the ignorance of the clergy to recommend a reduction of preaching, {1149} but in the period 
just before the Reformation there was a noticeable revival of the practice of preaching in 
Germany and a movement in that direction was felt in England. Erasmus, as a cosmopolitan 
scholar made an appeal for the function of the pulpit, which went to all portions of Western 
Europe. 
 
In Germany, the importance of the sermon was emphasized by synodal decrees and homiletic 
manuals. Such synods were the synods of Eichstadt, 1463, Bamberg, 1491, Basel, 1503, Meissen, 
1504. Surgant’s noted Handbook on the Art of Preaching praised the sermon as the instrument 
best adapted to lead the people to repentance and inflame Christian love and called it "the way of 
life, the ladder of virtue and the gate of paradise." {1150} It was pronounced as much a sin to let a 
word from the pulpit fall unheeded as to spill a drop of the sacramental wine. In the penitential 
books and the devotional manuals of the time, stress was laid upon the duty of attending 
preaching, as upon the mass. Those who left church before the sermon began were pronounced 
deserving excommunication. Wolff’s penitential manual of 1478 made the neglect of the sermon 
a violation of the 4th commandment. The efficacy of sermons was vouched for in the following 
story. A good man met the devil carrying a bag full of boxes packed with salves. Holding up a 
black box, the devil said that he used it to put people to sleep during the preaching service. The 
preachers, he continued, greatly interfered with his work, and often by a single sermon snatched 
from him persons he had held in his power for 30 or 40 years. {1151} 
 
By the end of the 15th century, all the German cities and most of the larger towns had regular 
preaching. {1152} It was a common thing to endow pulpits, as in Mainz, 1465, Basel, 1469, 
Strassburg, 1478, Constance, Augsburg, Stuttgart and other cities. The popular preachers drew 
large audiences. So it was with Geiler of Strassburg, whose ministry lasted 30 years. 10,000 are 
said to have gathered to hear the sermons of the barefooted monk, Jacob Mene of Cologne, when 
he held forth at Frankfurt, the people standing in the windows and crowding up against the organ 
to hear him. It was Mene’s practice to preach a sermon from 7-8 in the morning, and again after 
the noon meal. On a certain Good Friday he prolonged his effort five hours, from 3-8 P. M. 
According to Luther, towns were glad to give itinerant monks 100 gulden for a series of Lenten 
discourses. 
 
Other signs of the increased interest felt in sermons were the homiletic cyclopaedias of the time 
furnishing materials derived from the Bible, the Fathers, classic authors and from the realm of 
tale and story. To these must be added the plenaria, collections from the Gospels and Epistles 
with glosses and comments. The plenarium of Guillermus, professor in Paris, went through 75 
editions before 1500. Collections of model sermons were also issued, some of which had an 
extensive circulation. The collection of John Nider, d. 1439, passed through 17 editions. His texts 
were invariably subjected to a threefold division. The collection of the Franciscan, John of 
Werden, who died at Cologne about 1450, passed through 25 editions. John Herolt’s volume of 
Sermons of a Disciple —Sermones discipuli —went through 41 editions before 1500 and is 
computed to have had a circulation of no less than 40,000 copies. {1153} One of the most popular 
of the collections called Parati sermones—The Ready Man’s Sermons —appeared anonymously. 
Its title was taken from 1 Peter 4:6, "ready—paratus —to judge the quick and the dead" and 
Psalm 119:60, "I made haste [ready] and delayed not to observe thy commandments." In setting 



forth the words "Be not unwise but understanding what the will of the Lord is" the author says 
that such wisdom is taught by the animals. 1. By the lion who brushes out his paw-prints with his 
tail so that the hunter is thrown off the track. So we should with penance erase the marks of our 
sins that the devil may not find us out. 2. The serpent which closes both ears to the seducer, one 
ear with his tail and the other by holding it to the ground. Against the devil we should shut our 
ears by the two thoughts of death and eternity. 3. The ant from which we learn industry in making 
provision for the future. 4. A certain kind of fish which sucks itself fast to the rock in times of 
storm. So we should adhere closely to the rock, Christ Jesus, by thoughts of his passion and thus 
save ourselves from the surging of the waves of the world. Such materials show that the homiletic 
instinct was alert and the preachers anxious to catch the attention of the people and impart biblical 
truth. 
 
The sermons of the German preachers of the 15th century were written now in Latin, now in 
German. The more famous of the Latin sermonizers were Gabriel Biel, preacher in Mainz and 
then professor in Tubingen, d. 1495, and Jacob Juterbock, 1883-1465, Carthusian prior in Erfurt 
and professor in the university in that city. {1154} Among the notable preachers who preached in 
German were John Herolt of Basel, already mentioned; the Franciscan John Gritsch whose 
sermons reached 26 editions before 1500; the Franciscan, John Meder of Basel whose Lenten 
discourses on the Prodigal Son of the year 1494 reached 36 editions and Ulrich Krafft, pastor in 
Ulm, 1500 to 1516, and author of the two volumes, The Spiritual Battle and Noah’s Ark. 
 
More famous than all others was Geiler of Strassburg, usually called from his father’s birthplace, 
Geiler of Kaisersberg, born in Schaffhausen, 1445, died in Strassburg, 1510. He and his 
predecessor, Bertholdt of Regensburg, have the reputation of being the most powerful preachers 
of mediaeval Germany. For more than a quarter of a century he stood in the cathedral pulpit of 
Strassburg, the monarch of preachers in the North. After pursuing his university studies in 
Freiburg and Basel, Geiler was made professor at Freiburg, 1476. His pulpit efforts soon made 
him a marked man. In accepting the call as preacher in the cathedral at Strassburg, he entered into 
a contract to preach every Sunday and on all festival and fast days. He continued to fill the pulpit 
till within two months of his death and lies interred in the cathedral where he preached. {1155} 
 
"The Trumpet of Strassburg," as Geiler was called, gained his fame as a preacher of moral and 
social reforms. He advocated no doctrinal changes. Called upon, 1500, to explain his public 
declaration that the city councillors were "all of the devil," he issued 21 articles demanding that 
games of chance be prohibited, drinking halls closed, the Sabbath and festival days observed, the 
hospitals properly cared for and monkish mendicancy regulated. 
 
He was a preacher of the people and now amused, now stung them, by anecdotes, plays on words, 
descriptions, proverbs, sallies of wit, humor and sarcasm. {1156} He attacked popular follies and 
fashions and struck at the priests "many of whom never said mass," and at the convents in which 
"neither religion nor virtue was found and the living was lax, lustful, dissolute and fall of all 
levity." {1157} Mediaeval superstition he served up to his hearers in good doses. He was a firm 
believer in astrology, ghosts and witches. 
 
Geiler’s style may seem rude to the polite age in which we live, but it reached the ear of his own 
time. The high as well as the low listened. Maximilian went to hear Geiler when he was in 
Strassburg. No one could be in doubt about the preacher’s meaning. In a series of 65 passion 
sermons, he elaborated a comparison between Christ and a ginger cake—the German Lebkuchen. 
Christ is composed of the bean meal of the deity, the old fruit meal of the body and the wheat 
meal of the soul. To these elements is added the honey of compassion. He was thrust into the 



oven of affliction and is divided by preachers into many parts and distributed among the people. 
In other sermons, he compared perfect Christians to sausages. 
 
In seven most curious discourses on Der Hase im Pfeffer an idiomatic expression for That’s the 
Rub—based on Proverbs 30:26, "The coney is a weak folk," he made 14 comparisons between 
the coney and the good Christian. The coney runs better up hill than down, as a good Christian 
should do. The coney has long ears as also a Christian should have, especially monastics, 
attending to what God has to say. The coney must be roasted; and so must also the Christian pass 
through the furnace of trial. The coney being a lank beast must be cooked in lard, so also must the 
Christian be surrounded with love and devotion lest he be scorched in the furnace. In 64 
discourses, preached two years before his death, Geiler brought out the spiritual lessons to be 
derived from ants and in another series he elaborated the 25 sins of the tongue. In a course of 20 
sermons to business men, he depicted the six market days and the devil as a pedler (sic) going 
about selling his wares. He preached 17 sermons on the lion in which the king of beasts was 
successively treated as the symbol of the good man, the worldly man, Christ and the devil; 12 of 
these sermons were devoted to the ferocious activities of the devil. A series on the Human Tree 
comprised no less than 163 discourses running from the beginning of Lent, 1495, to the close of 
Lent, 1496. 
 
During the last two years of the 15th century, Geiler preached 111 homilies on Sebastian Brant’s 
Ship of Fools Narren-schiff — all drawn from the text Ecclesiastes 1:15 as it reads in the Vulgate, 
"the fools are without number." Through Geiler’s intervention Brant had been brought to 
Strassburg from Basel, where he was professor. His famous work, which is a travesty upon the 
follies of his time, employed the figure of a ship for the transport of his fools because it was the 
largest engine of transportation the author knew of. Very humorously Brant placed himself in the 
moderator’s chair while all the other fools were gathered in front of him. He himself took the role 
of the Book-fool. Among other follies which are censured are the doings of the mendicants, the 
traffic in relics and indulgences and the multiplication of benefices in single hands. {1158} 
Geiler’s homilies equal Brant’s poetry in humor. Both were true to life. No preacher of the 
Middle Ages held the popular ear so long as Geiler of Strassburg and no popular poet, not even 
Will Langland, more effectually wrote for the masses than Sebastian Brant. 
 
In this period, the custom came to be quite general to preach from the nave of the church instead 
of from the choir railing. Preachers limited their discourses by hour-glasses, a custom later 
transplanted to New England. {1159} Sermons were at times unduly extended. Gerhard Groote 
sometimes preached for three hours during Lent and John Gronde extended some of his 
discourses to six hours, mercifully, however, dividing them into two parts with a brief breathing-
spell between, profitable as may well be surmised alike to the preacher and the hearers. Geiler, 
who at one time had been inclined to preach on without regard to time, limited his discourses to a 
single hour. 
 
The criticisms which preachers passed upon the customs of the day show that human nature was 
pretty much the same then as it is now and that the "good old times" are not to be sought for in 
that age. All sorts of habits were held up to ridicule and scorn. Drunkenness and gluttony, the 
dance and the street comedy, the dress of women and the idle lounging of rich men’s sons, usury 
and going to church to make a parade were among the subjects dwelt upon. Again and again, 
Geiler of Strassburg returned to the lazy sons of the rich who spent their time in retailing scandals 
and doing worse, more silly in their dress than the women, fops who "thought themselves 
somebody because their fathers were rich." He also took special notice of women and their 
fripperies. He condemned their belts, sometimes made of silk and adorned with gold, costing as 
much as 40 or 50 gulden, their padded busts and their extensive wardrobes, enabling them to wear 



for a week at a time two different garments each day and a third one for a dancing party or the 
play. He launched out against their long hair, left to fall down over the back and crowned with 
ribbons or small caps such as the men wore. As examples of warning, Absalom and Holofernes 
were singled out, the former caught by his hair in the branches of the tree and Holofernes 
ensnared by the adornments of Judith. Geiler called upon the city authorities to come to the help 
of society and the preacher and legislate against such evils. {1160} 
 
Another preacher, Hollen, condemned the long trails which women wore as "the devil’s wagon," 
for neither men nor angels but only the devil has a caudal appendage. As for dancing, especially 
the round dances, the devil was the head concertmaster at such entertainments and the higher the 
dancers jumped, the deeper their fall into hell and, the more firmly they held on to each other with 
their hands, the more closely did the devil tighten his hold upon them. Dancing was represented 
by the preachers as an occasion of much profligacy. 
 
In ridiculing the preaching of his day, Erasmus held forth the preachers’ ignorance, their 
incongruous introductions, their use of stories from all departments without any discrimination, 
their old women’s tales and the frivolous topics they chose—aniles fabulae et questiones frivolse. 
A famous passage in which the great scholar disparages the preaching of the monks and friars 
begins with the words: — 
 
All their preaching is mere stage-playing, and their delivery the very transports of ridicule and 
drollery. Good Lord! how mimical are these gestures! What heights and falls in their voice! What 
toning, what bawling, what singing, what squeaking, what grimaces, making of months, apes’ 
faces, and distorting of their countenance; and this art of oratory as a choice mystery, they convey 
down by tradition to one another. {1161} 
 
Erasmus deserves credit for discerning the need of the times, and recommending the revival of 
the practice of preaching and the mission of preachers to the heathen nations. His views were set 
forth in the Ecclesiastes or Preacher, a work written during the Freiburg period and filling 275 
pages, {1162} each double the size of the pages of the hardcopy volume. The chief purpose of 
preaching he defined to be instruction. Every preacher is a herald of Christ, who was himself the 
great preacher. The office of preaching is superior in dignity to the office of kings. "Among the 
charisms of the Spirit, none is more noble and efficacious than preaching. To be a dispenser of 
the celestial philosophy and a messenger of the divine will is excelled by no office in the church." 
It is quite in accord with Erasmus’ high regard for the teaching function, that he magnifies the 
instructional element of the sermon. Writing to Sapidus, 1516, he said, "to be a schoolmaster is 
next to being a king." {1163} 
 
Of the English pulpit, there is little to say. We hear of preaching at St. Paul’s Cross and at other 
places, but there is no evidence that preaching was usual. No volumes of English sermons issued 
from the printing-press. Colet is the only English preacher of the 15th century of historical 
importance. The churchly counsel given to priests to impart instruction to the people, issued by 
the Lambeth synod of 1281, stands almost solitary. In 1466, Archbishop Nevill of York did no 
more than to repeat this legislation. 
 
In Scotland the history of the pulpit begins with Knox. Dr. Blaikie remarks that, for the three 
centuries before the Reformation, scarcely a trace of Christian preaching can be found in Scotland 
worthy the name. The country had no Wyclif, as it had no Anselm. {1164} Hamilton and Wishart, 
Knox’s immediate forerunners, were laymen. 
 



The Abbe Dr. Gasquet in a chapter on A Forgotten English Preacher in his Old Eng. Bible and 
other Essays gives extracts from the MS. sermon of Thomas Branton, Bishop of Rochester, 1372-
1389. After saying that we know very little about mediaeval preaching in England, Dr. Gasquet, 
p. 54, remarks that it is perhaps just as well, as the sermons were probably dull and that "the 
modern sermon" has to be endured as a necessary evil. In his chapter on Teaching and Preaching, 
pp. 244-284, in his Eve of the Reformation, the same author returns to the subject, but the chapter 
itself gives the strongest evidence of the literary barrenness of the English Church in the closing 
years of the Middle Ages and the dearth of preaching and public instruction. By far the larger part 
of the chapter, pp. 254-280, is taken up with quotations from Sir Thomas More, the tract Dives 
and Pauper and other tracts, to show that the doctrine of the worship of images and saints was not 
taught in its crass form and with a statement of the usefulness of miracle-plays as a means of 
popular religious instruction. Dr. Gasquet lays stress upon the "simple instruction" given by the 
English priesthood in the Middle Ages as opposed to formal sermons which he confesses "were 
probably by no means so frequent as in these times." He makes the astounding assertion, p. 245, 
that religions instruction as a means of social and moral improvement was not one of the primary 
aims of the Reformation. The very opposite is proved by the efforts of Luther, Calvin and Knox 
to secure the establishment of schools in every hamlet and the catechisms which the two former 
prepared and the numerous catechisms prepared by their fellow Reformers. And what of their 
habit of constant preaching? Luther preached day after day. One of the first signs of the 
Reformation in Geneva was that St. Pierre and St. Gervaise were opened for preaching daily. 
Calvin incorporated into his ecclesiastical polity as one of the orders the ministry, the teaching 
body. 
 
{1149} Contra vanam curiositatem, Du Pin’s ed., 1728, I. 106 sqq. 
 
{1150} Manuale curatorum predicandi praebens modum, 1503, quoted by Janssen, I. 38. 
 
{1151} Wolff’s and the Augsburger Beichtbuchlein, ed. Falk, pp. 78, 87; Gute Vermaninge, ed. 
by Bahlmann, p. 78; Nicholas Rum of Rostock as quoted by Janssen, I. 39. Der Spiegel des 
Sunders about 1470. See Geffcken, p. 69. Seelentrost, 1483, etc. 
 
{1152} Cruel, pp. 647, 652, closes his treatment of the German pulpit in the M. A. with the 
observation that the old view, reducing the amount of preaching in Germany in the 15th century, 
must be abandoned. Cruel’s view is now generally accepted by Protestant writers. 
 
{1153} Jannsen, I: 43. 
 
{1154} Ullman: Reformers, etc., I. 229 sqq., classes him with the Reformers before the 
Reformation, and chiefly on the basis of his tract, Deuteronomy septem ecclesiae statibus. 
 
{1155} Lives of Geiler by Abbe L. Dacheux, 1876, and Lindemann, 1877. For earlier biographies 
by Beatus Rhenanus, etc., see Lorenzi, I. 1. Geiler’s sermons have been issued by Dacheux: Die 
altesten Schriften G.’s, Freib., 1882, and by Ph. de Lorenzi, 4 vols., Treves, 1881-1883, with a 
Life. See also Cruel, Deutsche Predigt, pp. 538-576; H. Hering: Lehrbuch der Homiletik, p. 81 
sq., and Kawerau, in Herzog VI. 427-432, Janssen, I. 136 sqq. 
 
{1156} A remarkable specimen of his power to play on words is given in his use of the word Affe, 
monkey, which he applied to ten different classes of the devil’s dupes. See Cruel, p. 543. Bischof, 
bishop, he derived from Beiss-schaf —bite-sheep—because prelates bit the sheep instead of 
taking them to pasture. 
 



{1157} Kawerau, VI. 428. 
 
{1158} See Lorenzi, II. 1-321. 
 
{1159} Cruel, quoting Surgant, p. 635. Erasmus, Praise of Folly, p. 95, speaks of the preacher 
"spending his glass in telling pleasant stories." 
 
{1160} See Cruel’s chapter on pulpit polemics, pp. 617-629 and Janssen, I. 440 sqq. A preacher 
in Ulm, John Capistran, about 1450, was put by the aldermen in the lock-up for his excessive 
vehemence in condemning the prevailing luxury in dress and other questionable social customs. 
 
{1161} Praise of Folly, 141 sqq. 
 
{1162} Basel, ed. 1540, pp. 643-917. 
 
{1163} Nichols: Erasmus’ Letters, II. 235. 
 
{1164} W. G. Blaikie: The Preachers of Scotland, p. 36.  



75. Doctrinal Reformers. 
 
A group of theologians appeared in Northwestern Germany who, on the one hand, were closely 
associated by locality and training with the Brothers of the Common Life and, on the other, 
anticipated the coming age by the doctrinal reforms which they proposed. On the latter account, 
John of Goch, John of Wesel and Wessel of Gansfort have been properly classed with Wyclif and 
Huss as Reformers before the Reformation. {1165} Erasmus has no place at their side for, with 
his satire on ceremonies and church conditions, the question is always raised of his sincerity. 
Savonarola suggested no doctrinal changes. Among the new views emphasized by one or all of 
these three men were the final authority of the Scriptures, the fallibility of the pope, the 
sufficiency of divine grace for salvation irrespective of priestly mediation, and the distinction 
between the visible and the invisible Church. However, but for the Protestant Reformation, it is 
not probable their voices would have been heard beyond the century in which they lived. 
 
John Pupper, 1400-1475, usually called John of Goch from his birthplace, a hamlet on the lower 
Rhine near Cleves, seems to have been trained in one of the schools of the Brothers of the 
Common Life, and then studied in Cologne and perhaps in Paris. He founded a house of 
Augustinians near Mecheln, remaining at its head till his death. His writings were not published 
till after the beginning of the Reformation. He anticipated that movement in asserting the supreme 
authority of the Bible. The Fathers are to be accepted only so far as they follow the canonical 
Scriptures. In contrast to the works of the philosophers and the Schoolmen, the Bible is a book of 
life; theirs, books of death. {1166} He also called in question the merit of monastic vows and the 
validity of the distinction between the higher and lower morality upon which monasticism laid 
stress. What is included under the higher morality is within the reach of all Christians and not the 
property of monks only. He renounced the Catholic view of justification without stating with 
clearness the evangelical theory. {1167} 
 
John Ruchrath von Wesel, d. 1481, attacked the hierarchy and indulgences and was charged on 
his trial with calling in question almost all the distinctive Roman Catholic tenets. He was born in 
Oberwesel on the Rhine between Mainz and Coblentz. He taught at the University of Erfurt and, 
in 1458, was chosen its vice-rector. Luther bore testimony to his influence when he said, "I 
remember how Master John Wesalia ruled the University of Erfurt by his writings through the 
study of which I also became a master." {1168} Leaving Erfurt, he was successively professor in 
Basel and cathedral preacher in Mainz and Worms. 
 
In 1479, Wesel was arraigned for heresy before the Inquisition at Mainz. {1169} Among the 
charges were that the Scriptures are alone a trustworthy source of authority; the names of the 
predestinate are written in the book of life and cannot be erased by a priestly ban; indulgences do 
not profit; Christ is not pleased with festivals of fasting, pilgrimages or priestly celibacy; Christ’s 
body can be in the bread without any change of the bread’s substance: pope and councils are not 
to be obeyed if they are out of accord with the Scriptures; he whom God chooses will be saved 
irrespective of pope and priests, and all who have faith will enjoy as much blessedness as 
prelates. Wesel also made the distinction between the visible and the invisible Church and 
defined the Church as the aggregation of all the faithful who are bound together by love—
collectio omnium fidelium caritate copulatorum. In his trial, he was accused of having had 
communication with the Hussites. In matters of historical criticism, he was also in advance of his 
age, casting doubt upon some of the statements of the Athanasian Creed, abandoning the 
application of the term Catholic to the Apostles’ Creed and pronouncing the addition of the 
filioque clause—and from the Son—unwarranted. The doctrines of indulgences and the fund of 



merit he pronounced unscriptural and pious frauds. The elect are saved wholly through the grace 
of God—sola Dei gratia salvantur electi. 
 
At the request of Diether of Isenburg, archbishop of Mainz, the Universities of Cologne and 
Heidelberg sent delegates to the trial. The accused was already an old man, leaning on his staff, 
when he appeared before the tribunal. Lacking strength to stand by the heretical articles, he 
agreed to submit "to mother Church and the teachings of the doctors." A public recantation in the 
cathedral followed, and his books were burnt. {1170} These punishments were not sufficient to 
expiate his offence and he was sentenced to imprisonment for life in the Augustinian convent of 
Mainz, where he died. 
 
Among Wesel’s reported sayings, which must have seemed most blasphemous to the devout 
churchman of the time, are the following: "The consecrated oil is not better than the oil used for 
your cakes in the kitchen." "If you are hungry, eat. You may eat a good capon on Friday." "If 
Peter established fasting, it was in order that he might get more for his fish" on fast days. To 
certain monastics, he said, "Not religion" (that is, monastic vows) "but God’s grace saves," 
religio nullum salvat sed gratia Dei. 
 
A still nearer approach to the views of the Reformers was made by Wessel Gansfort, commonly 
called John Wessel, {1171} born in Groningen, 1420, died 1489. In his Preface to Wessel’s 
writings, 1522, Luther said, "If I had read Wessel earlier, my enemies might have said that Luther 
drew everything from Wessel, so well do our two minds agree." Wessel attended school at 
Zwolle, where he met Thomas a  Kempis of the neighboring convent of Mt. St. Agnes. The story 
ran that when Thomas pointed him to the Virgin, Wessel replied, "Father, why did you not rather 
point me to Christ who calls the heavy-laden to himself?" He continued his studies in Cologne, 
where he took Greek and Hebrew, in Heidelberg and in Paris. He declined a call to Heidelberg. In 
1470, we find him in Rome. The story went that, when Sixtus IV. invited him to follow the 
common custom of visitors to the Vatican and make a request, the German student replied that he 
would like to have a Hebrew or Greek manuscript of the Bible from the Vatican. The pope, 
laughing, said, "Why did you not ask for a bishopric, you fool?" Wessel’s reply was "Because I 
do not need it." 
 
Wessel spent some time in Basel, where he met Reuchlin. In 1473, the bishop of Utrecht wrote 
that many were seeking his life and invited him back to Holland. His last years, from 1474 on, 
Wessel spent with the Brothers of the Common Life at Mt. St. Agnes, and in the nuns’ convent at 
Groningen. There, in the place of his birth, he lies buried. His last words were, "I know no one 
save Jesus, the Crucified." 
 
Wessel enjoyed a reputation for great learning. He escaped arraignment at the hands of the 
Inquisition, but was violently attacked after his death in a tract on indulgences, by Jacob Hoeck, 
Dean of Naaldwyk. None of Wessel’s writings were published till after the outbreak of the 
Reformation. Although he did not reach the doctrine of justification by faith, he declared that 
pope and councils may err and he defined the Church to be the communion of the saints. The 
unity of the Church does not lie in the pope—unitas ecclesiae sub uno papa tantum accidentalis 
est, adeo ut non sit necessaria. He laid stress upon the faith of the believer in partaking of the 
eucharist or, rather, upon his hunger and thirst after the sacrament. But he did not deny the 
sacrifice of the mass or the validity of the communion under one kind. He gave up the judicial 
element in priestly absolution. {1172} There is no such thing as works of supererogation, for each 
is under obligation to do all he can and to do less is to sin. The prerogative of the keys belongs to 
all believers. Plenary indulgences are a detestable invention of the papacy to fill its treasury. 
 



In 1522, a Dutch lawyer, von Hoen, joining with other Netherlanders, sent Luther a copy of some 
of Wessel’s writings. {1173} In the preface which the Reformer wrote for the Wittenberg edition, 
he said that, as Elijah of old, so he had felt himself to be the only one left of the prophets of God 
but he had found out that God had also had his prophets in secret like Wessel. 
 
These three German theologians, Goch, Wesel and Wessel, were quietly searching after the marks 
of the true Church and the doctrine of justification by faith in Christ alone. Without knowing it, 
they were standing on the threshold of the Reformation. 
 
{1165} This group of men forms the subject of Ullmann’s notable work The Reformers before the 
Reformation published in 1841. He followed Flacius, Walch and others before him who had 
treated them as precursors of the Reformation. Hase: Kirchengesch., II. 551; Kostlin: Leben 
Luthers, I. 18; Funk, p. 382, and others still hold to this classification. Loofs: Dogmengesch., p. 
658, takes another view and says "they were not Reformers before the Reformation, nevertheless 
they bear witness that, in the closing years of the Middle Ages, the preparation made for the 
Reformation was not, merely negative." Janssen, I. 745, treats them as followers of Huss. 
 
{1166} Goch’s words are Sola scriptura canonica fidem indubiam et irrefragabilem habet 
auctoritatem. The writer in Wetzer-Welte concedes Goch’s depreciation of the Schoolmen and of 
Thomas Aquinas in particular, whom at one point Goch calls a prince of error—princeps erroris. 
 
{1167} Ullmann, I. 91, 149 sqq., asserts that Goch stated the doctrine of justification by faith 
alone. Clemen and the writer in Wetzer-Welte modify this judgment. Walch, as quoted by 
Ullmann, p. 150, gives 9 points in which Goch anticipated the Reformation. 
 
{1168} Catholic writers like Funk, p. 390, Wetzer-Welte and Janssen, I. 746, speak of Wesel as 
one of the false teachers of the Middle Ages and find many of the doctrines of the Reformation in 
his writings. 
 
{1169} For detailed account of the trial, Ullman, I. 383-405. 
 
{1170} During his trial, Wesel acknowledged the following writing as his: 1, Super modo 
obligationis legum humanarum ad quemdam Nicolaum de Bohemia. 2, Deuteronomy potestate 
actes. 3, Deuteronomy jeuniis. 4, Deuteronomy indulgentiis. 
 
{1171} The name, "John" is disputed by Muurling and Wetzer-Welte and shown by Paulus to be 
a mistake. Gansfort, or Goesevort, was the name of the village from which the family came. 
 
{1172} See Ritschl: The Christian Doctr. of Justification and Reconciliation. Edinb. ed., p. 481 
sq. 
 
{1173} In a letter accompanying the gift, Honius wrote that the words "This is my body" meant 
"This represents my body." For Luther’s reply, see Kostlin: Luthers Leben, I. 701. For the lat edd. 
of Wessel’s works, see Doedes, pp. 435, 442. Doedes in Studien u. Kritiken, for 1870, p. 409, 
asks, "Who in the latter half of the 15th cent. had so much genuine faith and evangelical 
knowledge as this man who was always the scholar of the Lord Jesus Christ and nothing else?"  



76. Girolamo Savonarola. 
 
Ecce gladius Domini super terram cito et velociter. 
 
In the closing decade of the 15th century the city of Florence seemed to be on the eve of 
becoming a model municipality, a pattern of Christian morals, a theocracy in which Christ was 
acknowledged as sovereign. In the movement looking towards this change, the chief actor was 
Jerome Savonarola, prior of the 
 
Savonarola 
 
Dominican convent of St. Mark’s, the most imposing preacher of the Middle Ages and one of the 
most noteworthy preachers of righteousness since St. Paul. Against the dark moral background of 
his generation he appears as a broad sheet of northern light with its coruscations, mysterious and 
protentous, but also quickly disappearing. His message was the prophet’s cry, "Who shall abide 
the day of His coming and who shall stand when He appeareth?" 
 
Savonarola, born in Ferrara Sept. 21, 1452, died in Florence May 23, 1498, was the third of seven 
children. Choosing his grandfather’s profession, he entered upon the study of medicine, from 
which he was turned away by a deepening impression of the corruption of society and 
disappointment at the refusal of a family of Strozzi, living at Ferrara, to give him their daughter in 
marriage. At the age of 23, he secretly left his father’s house and betook himself to Bologna, 
where he assumed the Dominican habit. Two days after his arrival in Bologna, he wrote thus to 
his father explaining the reason of his abrupt departure. 
 
I could not endure any longer the wickedness of the blinded peoples of Italy. Virtue I saw 
despised everywhere and vices exalted and held in honor. With great warmth of heart, I made 
daily a short prayer to God that He might release me from this vale of tears. ‘Make known to me 
the way,’ I cried, ‘the way in which I should walk for I lift up my soul unto Thee,’ and God in His 
infinite mercy showed me the way, unworthy as I am of such distinguishing grace. {1174} 
 
He begged his father to console his mother and referred him to a poem by his pen on the 
contempt of the world, which he had left among his papers. In this letter and several letters to his 
mother, which are extant, is shown the young monk’s warm affection for his parents and his 
brothers and sisters. 
 
In the convent, the son studied Augustine and Thomas Aquinas and became familiar with the 
Scriptures, sections of which he committed to memory. Two copies of the Bible are extant in 
Florence, containing copious notes in Savonarola’s own handwriting, made on the margin, 
between the printed lines and on added leaves. {1175} After his appointment as provincial, he 
emphasized the study of the Bible in Hebrew and Greek. 
 
In 1481, he was sent to Florence, where he became an inmate of St. Mark’s. The convent had 
been rebuilt by Cosimo de Medici and its walls illuminated by the brush of Fra Angelico. At the 
time of Savonarola’s arrival, the city was at the height of its fame as a seat of culture and also as 
the place of lighthearted dissipation under the brilliant patronage of Lorenzo the Magnificent. 
 
The young monk’s first efforts in the pulpit in Florence were a failure. The congregation at San 
Lorenzo, where he preached during the Lenten season, fell to 25 persons. Fra Mariano da 



Gennazzano, an Augustinian, was the popular favorite. The Dominican won his first fame by his 
Lenten sermons of 1486, when he preached at Brescia on the Book of Revelation. He represented 
one of the 24 elders rising up and pronouncing judgments upon the city for its wickedness. In 
1489, he was invited back to Florence by Lorenzo at the suggestion of Pico della Mirandola, who 
had listened to Savonarola’s eloquence at Reggio. During the remaining nine years of his life, the 
city on the Arno was filled with Savonarola’s personality. With Catherine of Siena, he shares the 
fame of being the most religious of the figures that have walked its streets. During the first part of 
this short period, he had conflict with Lorenzo and, during the second, with Alexander VI., all the 
while seeking by his startling warnings and his prophecies to bring about the regeneration of the 
city and make it a model of civic and social righteousness. From Aug. 1, 1490, when he appeared 
in the pulpit of St. Mark’s, the people thronged to hear him whether he preached there or in the 
cathedral. In 1491, he was made prior of his convent. To preaching he added writings in the 
department of philosophy and tracts on humility, prayer and the love of Jesus. He was of middle 
height, dark complexion, lustrous eyes dark gray in color, thick lips and aquiline nose. His 
features, which of themselves would have been called coarse, attracted attention by the serious 
contemplative expression which rested upon them, and the flash of his eye. 
 
Savonarola’s sermons were like the flashes of lightning and the reverberations of thunder. It was 
his mission to lay the axe at the root of dissipation and profligacy rather than to depict the 
consolations of pardon and communion with God. He drew more upon the threatenings of the 
divine wrath than upon the refreshing springs of the divine compassion. Tender descriptions of 
the divine love and mercy were not wanting in his sermons, but the woes pronounced upon the 
sinfulness of his time exceeded the gentle appeals. He was describing his own method, when he 
said, "I am like the hail. Cover thyself lest it come down upon thee, and strike thee. And 
remember that I said unto thee, Cover thy head with a helmet, that is clothe thyself with virtue 
and no hail stone will touch thee." {1176} 
 
In the time of his greatest popularity, the throngs waited hours at the doors of the cathedral for the 
preacher’s arrival and it has been estimated by Villari, that audiences of 10,000 or 12,000 hung 
on his discourses. Like fields of grain under the wind, the feelings of his audiences were swayed 
by the preacher’s voice. Now they burned with indignation: now they were softened to tears. "I 
was overcome by weeping and could not go on." So wrote the reporter while taking down a 
sermon, and Savonarola himself felt the terrible strain of his efforts and often sank back into his 
seat completely exhausted. His message was directed to the clergy, high and low, as well as to the 
people and the flashes of his indignation often fell upon the palace of Lorenzo. The clergy he 
arraigned for their greed of prebends and gold and their devotion to outer ceremonies rather than 
to the inner life of the soul. Florence he addressed in endearing terms as the object of his love. 
"My Florence," he was wont to exclaim. Geneva was no more the city of Calvin or Edinburgh of 
Knox than was Florence the city of Savonarola. Portraying the insincerity of the clergy, he said: 
— 
 
In these days, prelates and preachers are chained to the earth by the love of earthly things. The 
care of souls is no longer their concern. They are content with the receipt of revenue. The 
preachers preach to please princes and to be praised by them. They have done worse. They have 
not only destroyed the Church of God. They have built up a new Church after their own pattern. 
Go to Rome and see! In the mansions of the great prelates there is no concern save for poetry and 
the oratorical art. Go thither and see! Thou shalt find them all with the books of the humanities in 
their hands and telling one another that they can guide mens’ souls by means of Virgil, Horace 
and Cicero... The prelates of former days had fewer gold mitres and chalices and what few they 
possessed were broken up and given to relieve the needs of the poor. But our prelates, for the sake 
of obtaining chalices, will rob the poor of their sole means of support. Dost thou not know what I 



would tell thee! What doest thou, O Lord! Arise, and come to deliver thy Church from the hands 
of devils, from the hands of tyrants, from the hands of iniquitous prelates. {1177} 
 
Dizzy flights of fancy abounded in Savonarola’s discourses and took the place of calm and 
logical exposition. On the evening before he preached his last sermon in Advent, 1492, 
Savonarola beheld in the middle of the sky a hand holding a sword with the inscription, Behold 
the sword of the Lord will descend suddenly and quickly upon the earth—Ecce gladius Domini 
super terram cito et velociter. Suddenly the sword was turned toward the earth, the sky was 
darkened, swords, arrows and flames rained down. The heavens quaked with thunder and the 
world became a prey to famine and death. The vision was ended by a command to the preacher to 
make these things known. Again and again, in after years did he refer to this prophetic vision. 
{1178} Its memory was also preserved by a medal, representing on one side Savonarola and on 
the other a sword in the heavens held by a hand and pointing to a city beneath. 
 
The inscription on the heavenly sword well represents the style of Savonarola’s preaching. It was 
impulsive, pictorial, eruptive, startling, not judicial and instructive. And yet it made a profound 
impression on men of different classes. Pico della Mirandola the elder has described its 
marvellous effect upon himself. On one occasion, when he announced as his text Genesis 6:17, 
"Behold I will bring the flood of waters upon the earth," Pico said he felt a cold shudder course 
through him, and his hair, as it were, stand on end. One is reminded of some of the impressions 
made by the sermons of Christmas Evans, the Welsh preacher, and the impression made by 
Whitefield’s oratory upon Lord Chesterfield and Franklin. But the imagery of the sermon, 
brilliant and weird as it was, is no sufficient explanation of the Florentine preacher’s power. The 
preacher himself was burning with religious passion. He felt deeply and he was a man of deep 
devotion. He had the eye of the mystic and saw beneath the external and ritual to the inner 
movements of spiritual power. 
 
The biblical element was also a conspicuous feature of his preaching. Defective as Savonarola’s 
exegesis was, the biblical element was everywhere in control of his thought and descriptions. His 
famous discourses were upon the ark, Exodus, and the prophets Haggai, Ezekiel, Amos and 
Hosea, and John’s Revelation. He insisted upon the authority of Scripture. "I preach the 
regeneration of the Church," he said, "taking the Scriptures as my sole guide." {1179} 
 
Another element which gave to Savonarola’s sermons their virility and power was the prophetic 
element. Savonarola was not merely the expounder of righteousness. He claimed to be a prophet 
revealing things which, to use his own words, "are beyond the scope of the knowledge which is 
natural to any creature." This element would have been a sign of weakness, if it had not been 
associated with a great personality, bent on noble ends. The severity of his warnings was often so 
fearful that the preacher himself shrank back from delivering them. On one occasion, he spent the 
entire night in vigils and prayer that he might be released from the duty of making known a 
message, but in vain. The sermon, he then went forth to preach, he called a terrific sermon. 
 
Savonarola’s confidence in his divine appointment to be the herald of special communications 
from above found expression not only from the pulpit but was set forth more calmly in two 
works, the Manual of Revelations, 1495, and a Dialogue concerning Truth and Prophecy, 1497. 
The latter tract with a number of Savonarola’s sermons were placed on the Index. In the former, 
the author declared that for a long time he had by divine inspiration foretold future things but, 
bearing in mind the Saviour’s words, "Give not that which is holy unto the dogs," he had 
practised reserve in such utterances. He expressed his conception of the office committed to him, 
when he said, "The Lord has put me here and has said to me, ‘I have placed thee as a watchman 
in the centre of Italy... that thou mayest hear my words and announce them,’" Ezekiel 3:17. If we 



are inclined to regard Savonarola as having made a mistake in claiming prophetic foresight, we 
easily condone the mistake on the ground of his impassioned fervor and the pure motives by 
which he was animated. To his prophecies he applied Christ’s own words, that no jot or tittle 
should fail till they were fulfilled. 
 
None of his messages was more famous than the one he received on his visit to paradise, March, 
1495. Before starting on his journey, a number of ladies offered to be his companions. Philosophy 
and Rhetoric he declined. Accepting the company of Faith, Simplicity, Prayer and Patience, he 
was met on his way by the devil in a monk’s garb. {1180} Satan took occasion to present to him 
objections against the supernatural character of his predictions. Savonarola ought to have stopped 
with preaching virtue and denouncing vices and left prophecy alone. A prophet was always 
accredited by miracles. True prophets were holy men and the devil asked Savonarola whether he 
felt he had reached a high grade of saintliness. He then ventured to show that Savonarola’s 
prophecies had not always been fulfilled. By this time they had arrived at the gates of paradise 
where prudently Satan took his leave. The walls of paradise—so Savonarola described them—
were of diamonds and other precious stones. Ten banners surmounted them inscribed with the 
prayers of Florence. Hierarchies and principalities appeared on every side. With the help of 
angels, the visitor mounted a ladder to the throne of the Virgin who gave him a crown and a 
precious stone and then, with Jesus in her arms, supplicated the Trinity for Savonarola and the 
Florentines. Her request was granted and the Florentines promised an era of prosperity preceded 
by a period of sorrows. In this new time, the city would be more powerful and rich than ever 
before. 
 
The question arises whether Savonarola was a genuine prophet or whether he was self-deluded, 
mistaking for the heated imaginations of his own religious fervor, direct communications from 
God. {1181} Alexander VI. made Savonarola’s "silly declaration of being a prophet" one of the 
charges against him. {1182} In his Manual of Revelations, Savonarola advanced four 
considerations to prove that he was a true prophet—his own subjective certainty, the fulfilment of 
his predictions, their result in helping on the cause of moral reform in Florence and their 
acceptance by good people in the city. His prophecies, he said, could not have come from 
astrology for he rejected it, nor from a morbid imagination for this was inconsistent with his 
extensive knowledge of the Scriptures, nor from Satan for Satan hated his sermons and does not 
know future events. 
 
For us, the only valid test is historical fact. Were Savonarola’s prophecies fulfilled? The two 
prophecies, upon whose fulfilment stress is laid, were the political revolution in Florence, which 
occurred, and the coming of Charles VIII. from across the Alps. Savonarola saw in Charles a 
Cyrus whose advent would release Florence from her political bondage and introduce an era of 
civil freedom. He also predicted Charles’ subsequent retreat. Commines, who visited Savonarola 
in the convent of St. Mark’s after the trials which followed Charles’ advent in Italy had begun, 
went away impressed with the friar’s piety and candor, and declared that he predicted with 
certainty to him and to the king, "things which no one believed at the time and which have all 
been fulfilled since." {1183} On the other hand, such solemn prognostications failed of fulfilment, 
as the extension of Florentine dominion even to the recovery of Pisa, made May 28, 1495, and the 
speedy conversion of the Turks and Moors, made May 3, 1495. The latter purported to be a 
revelation from the Virgin on his visit to paradise. Where a certain number of solemn, prophetic 
announcements remained unfulfilled, it is fair to suspect that the remainder were merely the 
predictions of a shrewd observer watching the progress of events. Many people trusted the friar as 
a prophet but, as conditions became more and more involved, they demanded with increasing 
insistence that he should substantiate his prophetic claim by a miracle. Even the predictions 
which came true in part, such as the coming of Charles VIII. across the Alps, received no 



fulfilment in the way of a permanent improvement of conditions, such as Savonarola expected. 
The statement of Prof. Bonet-Maury expresses the case well. Savonarola’s prophetic gift, so-
called, was nothing more than political and religious intuition. {1184} Some of his predictions 
were not in the line of what Christian prophecies might be expected to be, such as the 
rehumiliation of Pisa. The Florentines felt flattered by the high honor which the prophet paid to 
their city, and his predictions of her earthly dominion as well as heavenly glory. In his Manual of 
Revelations he exclaims, "Whereas Florence is placed in the midst of Italy, like the heart in the 
midst of the body, God has chosen to select her, that she may be the centre from which this 
prophetic announcement should be spread abroad throughout all Italy." 
 
No scene in Savonarola’s career excels in moral grandeur and dramatic interest his appearance at 
the death-bed of Lorenzo the Magnificent, in 1492. History has few such scenes to offer. When it 
became apparent to the brilliant ruler of the Florentine state that his days were numbered, he felt 
unwilling to face the mysteries of death and the future without the absolution priestly prerogative 
pretends to be competent to confer. Savonarola and Lorenzo loved Florence with an equal love, 
though the one sought its glory through a career of righteousness and the other through a career of 
worldly dominion and glittering culture. The two leaders found no terms of agreement. Lorenzo 
had sought to win the preacher by personal attention and blandishments. He attended mass at St. 
Mark’s. Savonarola held himself back as from an elegant worldling and the enemy of the liberties 
of Florence. "You see," said Lorenzo, "a stranger has come into my house, yet he will not stoop to 
pay me a visit." "He does not ask for me; let him go or stay at his pleasure," replied the friar to 
those who told him that Lorenzo was in the convent garden. 
 
Five influential citizens of Florence called and suggested to the friar that he modify his public 
utterances. Recognizing that they had come at Lorenzo’s instance, he bade them tell the prince to 
do penance for his sins, for the Lord is no respecter of persons and spares not the mighty of the 
earth. Lorenzo called upon Fra Mariano to publicly take Savonarola to task. This he did from the 
pulpit on Ascension Day, 1491. Lorenzo himself was present, but the preacher’s charges overshot 
the mark, and Savonarola was more popular than ever. The prior of St. Mark’s exclaimed, 
"Although I am a stranger in the city, and Lorenzo the first man in the state, yet shall I stay here 
and it is he who will go hence." 
 
When the hour of death approached, Lorenzo was honest with himself. In vain did the physician, 
Lazzaro of Pavia, resort to the last medical measure, a potion of distilled gems. Farewell was said 
to Pico della Mirandola and other literary friends, and Lorenzo gave his final counsels to his son, 
Piero. The solemn rites of absolution and extreme unction were all that remained for man to 
receive from man. Lorenzo’s confessor was within reach but the prince looked to St. Mark’s. "I 
know of no honest friar save this one," he exclaimed. And so Savonarola was summoned to the 
bedside in the villa Careggi, two miles from the city. The dying man wanted to make confession 
of three misdeeds: the sack of Volterra, the robbery of Monte delle Fanciulle and the merciless 
reprisals after the Pazzi conspiracy. The spiritual messenger then proceeded to present three 
conditions on which his absolution depended. The first was a strong faith in God’s mercy. The 
dying man gave assent. The second was that he restore his ill-gotten wealth, or charge his sons to 
do it. To this assent was also given. The third demand required that he give back to Florence her 
liberties. To this Lorenzo gave no response and turned his face to the wall. The priest withdrew 
and, in a few hours, April 8, 1492, the ruler of Florence passed into the presence of the 
omnipotent Judge who judgeth not according to the appearance but according to the heart and 
whose mercy is everlasting. 
 
The surmisal has been made that, if Savonarola had been less rigid, he might have exercised an 
incalculable influence for good upon the dying prince who was still susceptible of religious 



impressions. {1185} But who can with probability conjecture the secrets of the divine purpose in 
such cases? Perhaps, Savonarola’s relentless demands awakened in Lorenzo a serious impression 
showing itself in a cry to God for absolution, while the extreme unction of the priest might have 
lulled the dying man’s conscience to sleep with a false sense of security. At any rate, the 
influence of the friar of St. Mark’s with the people increased. 
 
During the years, beginning with 1494, Savonarola’s ascendancy was at its height and so cold a 
witness as Guicciardini reports his influence as extraordinary. These years included the invasion 
of Charles VIII., the banishment of the Medici from Florence and the establishment of a 
theocratic government in the city. 
 
"He will come across the Alps against Italy like Cyrus," Savonarola had prophesied of the French 
king, Charles VIII. And, when the French army was approaching the confines of Florence, he 
exclaimed, "Behold, the sword has come upon you. The prophecies are fulfilled, the scourge 
begun! Behold these hosts are led of the Lord! O Florence, the time of singing and dancing is at 
an end. Now is the time to shed floods of tears for thy sins." 
 
Florence listened eagerly. Piero de’ Medici went to the French camp and yielded to the king’s 
demand for 200,000 florins, and the cession of Pisa, Leghorn and Sarzana. But Savonarola 
thundered and pled from the pulpit against the Medicean house. The city decreed its banishment 
and sent commissioners to Charles, with Savonarola among them. In his address, which is 
preserved, the friar reminded his Majesty that he was an instrument sent by the Lord to relieve 
Italy of its woes and to reform the Church. Charles entered Florence but, moved by Savonarola’s 
intercession, reduced the tribute to 120,000 florins and restrained the depredations of the French 
soldiery. The king also seems to have listened to the friar’s stern words when he said to him, 
"Hearken unto the voice of God’s servant and pursue thy journey onward without delay." 
 
When Charles, after sacking Rome and occupying Naples, returned to Northern Italy, Savonarola 
wrote him five letters threatening that, if he did not do for Florence the things about which he had 
spoken to him, God’s wrath would be poured out upon his head. These things were the 
recognition of the liberties of Florence and the return of Pisa to her dominion. In his letter of May 
25, 1495, bidding Charles favor the city of Florence, he asserted, "God has chosen this city and 
determined to magnify her and raise her up and, whoso toucheth her, toucheth the apple of His 
eye." Certainly, from the standpoint of the welfare of Italy, the French invasion was not of 
Providential origin. Although the banners of his army were inscribed with the words Voluntas Dei 
—the Will of God—and Missus Dei —the legate of God—Charles was bent on territorial 
aggrandizement and not on breaking the bonds of civic despotism. 
 
The time had now come to realize in Florence Savonarola’s ideal of government, a theocracy with 
Christ at its head. The expulsion of the Medici made possible a reorganization of the state and the 
new constitution, largely a matter of Savonarola’s creation, involved him inextricably in civic 
policies and the war of civic factions. However, it should not be forgotten that his municipal 
constitution secured the commendation of Guicciardini and other Italian political writers. It was a 
proof of the friar’s remarkable influence that, at his earnest advice, a law was passed which 
prevented retaliatory measures against the followers of the Medici. Landucci wrote in his diary 
that, but for Savonarola, the streets would have been bathed in blood. In his great sermons on 
Haggai, during the Advent season of 1494, and on the Psalms in 1495, Savonarola definitely 
embarked as a pilot on the political sea. "The Lord has driven my bark into the open ocean," he 
exclaimed from the pulpit. Remonstrating with God for imposing this duty upon him, he declared, 
"I will preach, if so I must, but why need I meddle with the government of Florence." And the 
Lord said, "If thou wouldst make Florence a holy city, thou must establish her on firm 



foundations and give her a government which cherishes righteousness." Thus the preacher was 
committed. He pronounced from the pulpit in favor of virtue as the foundation of a sound 
government and democracy as its form. "Among northern nations," he affirmed, "where there is 
great strength and little intellect, and among southern nations where there is great intellect and 
little strength, the rule of a single despot may sometimes be the best of governments. But in Italy 
and, above all in Florence, where both strength and intellect abound,—where men have keen wits 
and restless spirits,—the government of the one can only result in tyranny." 
 
In the scheme, which he proposed, he took for his model the great council of Venice, leaving out 
its head, the doge, who was elected for life. The great council of Florence was to consist of, at 
least, 1500 men, who had reached the age of 29, paid their taxes and belonged to the class called 
beneficiati, that is, those who held a civil office themselves or whose father, grandfather, or great-
grandfather had held a civil office. A select council of 80 was to be chosen by it, its members to 
be at least forty years of age. In criminal cases, an appeal from a decision of the signory was 
allowed to the great council, which was to meet once a week and to be a voting rather than a 
deliberative body. 
 
The place of the supreme doge or ruler, Savonarola gave to God himself. "God alone," he 
exclaimed from the pulpit, "God alone will be thy king, O Florence, as He was king of Israel 
under the old Covenant." "Thy new head shall be Jesus Christ,"—this was the ringing cry with 
which he closed his sermons on Haggai. Savonarola’s recent biographer, Villari, emphasizes "the 
masterly prudence and wisdom shown by him in all the fundamental laws he proposed for the 
new state." He had no seat in the council and yet he was the soul of the entire people. {1186} 
 
In the last chapter of his career Savonarola was pitted against Alexander VI. as his contestant. 
The conflict began with the demand made by the pope July 25, 1495, that Savonarola proceed to 
Rome and answer charges. Then followed papal inhibitions of his preaching and the decree of 
excommunication, and the conflict closed with the appointment of a papal commission which 
condemned Savonarola to death as a heretic. 
 
Alexander’s order, summoning the friar to Rome, was based on his announcement that his 
predictions of future events came by divine revelation. {1187} At the same time, the pope 
expressed his great joy over the report that of all the workers in the Lord’s vineyard, Savonarola 
was the most zealous, and he promised to welcome him to the eternal city with love and fraternal 
affection. Savonarola declined the pontiff’s summons on the ground of ill-health and the dangers 
that would beset him on the way to Rome. His old rival in the pulpit, Fra Mariano de 
Gennazzano, and other enemies were in Rome intriguing against him, and the Medici were fast 
winning the pope’s favor. 
 
Alexander’s first letter inhibiting him from preaching, Sept. 9, 1495, condemned Savonarola’s 
insane folly in mixing up with Italian political affairs and his announcement that he was a special 
messenger sent from God. In his reply Savonarola answered the charges and, at the invitation of 
the signory, continued to preach. In his third brief, Oct. 16, 1495, the pontiff forbade him to 
preach openly or in private. Pastor remarks, "It was as clear as the sun that Savonarola was guilty 
of rank disobedience to the papal authority." {1188} 
 
For five months, the friar held himself aloof in his convent but, Feb. 17, 1496, at the call of the 
signory to preach the Lenten sermons, he again ascended the pulpit. He took the bold position that 
the pope might err. "The pope," he said, "may command me to do something that contravenes the 
law of Christian love or the Gospel. But, if he did so command, I would say to him, thou art no 
shepherd. Not the Roman Church, but thou errest." From that time on, he lifted his voice against 



the corruptions of the papal city as he had not done before. Preaching on Amos 4:1, Feb. 28, 
1496, he exclaimed, "Who are the fat kine of Bashan on the mountains of Samaria? I say they are 
the courtesans of Italy and Rome. Or, are there none? A thousand are too few for Rome, 10,000, 
12,000, 14,000 are too few for Rome. Prepare thyself, O Rome, for great will be thy 
punishments." {1189} 
 
Finding threats would not stop Savonarola’s mouth, Alexander resorted to bribery, an art in which 
he was well skilled. Through a Dominican sent to Florence, he offered to the friar of St. Mark’s 
the red hat. But Alexander had mistaken his man and, in a sermon delivered August, 1496, 
Savonarola declared that "neither mitres nor a cardinal’s hat would he have, but only the gift God 
confers on His saints—death, a crimson hat, a hat reddened with blood. Lucas, strangely enough, 
ascribes the offer of the red hat, not to vicious shrewdness but to the alleged good purpose of 
Alexander to show his appreciation of, an earnest but misguided man." 
 
The carnival season of 1496 and the seasons of the next two years gave remarkable proofs of the 
hold Savonarola had on the popular mind. The carnival, which had been the scene of wild 
revelries, was turned into a semi-religious festival. The boys had been accustomed to carry their 
merriment to rude excesses, forcing their demands for money upon older persons, dancing around 
bonfires at night and pelting people and houses promiscuously with stones. For this "festival of 
the stones," which the signory had been unable to abolish Savonarola and his co-helpers 
substituted a religious celebration. It was called the reform of the boys. Savonarola had 
established boys’ brigades in different wards of the city and arranged tiers of seats for them 
against the walls of the cathedral. These "boys of Fra Girolamo," as Landucci calls them, 
marched up and down the streets singing hymns which Savonarola and Benivieni composed and 
taking their places at stands, erected for the purpose, received collections for the poor. 
 
On the last day of the carnival of 1497, occurred the burning of the vanities, as it was called. The 
young men, who had been stirred to enthusiasm by Savonarola’s sermons, went through the city, 
knocking from door to door and asking the people to give up their trinkets, obscene books such as 
Ovid and Boccaccio, dice, games of chance, harps, mirrors, masks, cosmetics and portraits of 
beautiful women, and other objects of luxury. These were piled up in the public square in a 
pyramid, 60 feet high and 240 feet in circumference at the base. The morning of that day, throngs 
listened to the mass said by Savonarola. The young men went in procession through the streets 
and reaching the pile of vanities, they with others joined hands and danced around the pile and 
then set fire to it amid the singing of religious songs. The sound of bells and trumpets added to 
the effect of the strange spectacle. Men thought of the books and philters, burnt at Ephesus under 
the spell of Paul’s preaching. The scene was repeated the last year of Savonarola’s life, 1498. 
 
Savonarola has been charged with having no sympathy with the Renaissance and the charge it is 
not easy to set aside. As Burckhardt, the historian of that movement, says, he remained a 
monastic. In one writing, he sets forth the dangers of literature. Plato and Aristotle are in hell. 
And this was the judgment expressed in the city of the Platonic Academy! Virgil and Cicero he 
tolerated, but Catullus, Ovid and Terence he condemned to banishment. {1190} 
 
At one time, under the spell of the prior’s preaching, all Florence seemed to be going to religion. 
Wives left their husbands and betook themselves to convents. Others married, taking the vow of 
nuptial abstinence and Savonarola even dreamed that the city might reach so perfect a condition 
that all marrying would cease. People took the communion daily and young men attended mass 
and received the eucharistic emblem. Fra Bartolomeo threw his studies of naked figures into the 
fire and for a time continued to think it sinful to use the hands in painting which ought to be 
folded continually in prayer. It was impossible that such a tension should continue. There was 



enthusiasm but not regeneration. A reaction was sure to come and the wonder is that Savonarola 
retained so much of the popular confidence, almost to the end of his life. 
 
Alexander would have none of the Florentine reforms and was determined to silence Savonarola 
at any cost. Within the city, the air was full of rumors of plots to restore the Medici and some of 
the conspirators were executed. Enemies of the republic avowed their purpose to kill Savonarola 
and circulated sheets and poems ridiculing and threatening him. Insulting placards were posted up 
against the walls of his convent and, on one occasion, the pulpit of the cathedral was defiled with 
ordure and draped in an ass’ skin, while spikes were driven into the place where the preacher was 
accustomed to strike his hand. Landucci speaks of it as a "great scandal." Assassins even gathered 
in the cathedral and were only cowed by guards posted by the signory. The friar of St. Mark’s 
seemed not to be appalled. It was ominous, however, that the signory became divided in his 
support. 
 
If possible, Savonarola became more intense in his arraignment of the evils of the Church. He 
exclaimed: "O prostrate Church, thou hast displayed thy foulness to the whole earth. Thou hast 
multiplied thy fornications in Italy, in France, in Spain and all other regions. Thou hast desecrated 
the sacraments with simony. Of old, priests called their bastards nephews, now they call them 
outright sons." Alexander could not mistake the reference nor tolerate such declamations. The 
integrity of the supreme seat of Christendom was at stake. A prophetic function superior to the 
papacy Eugenius III. might recognize, when it was administered in the admonitions of a St. 
Bernard, but the Florentine prophet had engaged in denunciation even to personal invective. The 
prophet was losing his balance. On May 12,1497, for "his failure to obey our Apostolic 
admonitions and commands" and as "one suspected of heresy" Alexander declared him 
excommunicate. All were forbidden to listen to the condemned man or have converse with him. 
{1191} 
 
In a letter addressed a month later "to all Christians, the elect of God," Savonarola again affirmed 
his readiness to yield to the Church’s authority, but denied that he was bound to submit to the 
commands of his superiors when these were in conflict with charity and God’s law. "Henceforth," 
exclaimed the Puritan contemporary, Landucci, "we were deprived of the Word of God." The 
signory wrote to Alexander in support of Savonarola, affirming his purity of character and 
soundness of doctrine, and friends, like Pico della Mirandola the younger, issued defences of his 
conduct. The elder Pico della Mirandola and Politian, both of whom had died a year or two 
before, showed their reverence for Savonarola by assuming the Dominican garb on their death-
beds. 
 
At this time, Savonarola sent forth his Triumph of the Cross, in which were set forth the verity 
and reasonableness of the Catholic faith. {1192} After proving from pure reason God’s existence 
and the soul’s immortality, the work proceeds to expound the Trinity, which is above man’s 
reason, and articles of the Apostles’ Creed, and to set forth the superior excellency of the lives of 
Christians, on which much stress is laid. It closes with a confutation of Mohammedanism and 
other false forms of religion. 
 
Savonarola kept silence in the pulpit and refrained from the celebration of the sacrament until 
Christmas day of 1497, when he celebrated the mass at St. Mark’s three times. On the 11th of 
February, he stood again in the pulpit of the duomo. To a vast concourse he represented the priest 
as merely an instrument of the Almighty and, when God withdraws His presence, prelate and 
pope are but as "a broken iron tool." "And, if a prelate commands what is contrary to godly living 
and charity, he is not only not to be obeyed but deserves to be anathema." On another occasion, 
he said that not only may the pope be led into error by false reports but also by his own badness, 



as was the case with Boniface VIII. who was a wicked pope, beginning his pontificate like a fox 
and ending it like a dog. {1193} Many, through reverence for the Church, kept away from 
Savonarola’s preaching from this time on. Among these was the faithful Landucci, who says, 
"whether justly or unjustly, I was among those who did not go. I believed in him, but did not wish 
to incur risk by going to hear him, for he was under sentence of excommunication." Savonarola’s 
enemies had made the words of Gregory the Great their war-cry, Sententia pastoris sive justa sive 
unjusta timenda est.—"The sentence of the shepherd is to be respected, whether it be just or 
unjust." {1194} His denunciations of the corruption prevailing in the Church became more bold. 
The tonsure, he cried, 
 
is the seat of all iniquity. It begins in Rome where the clergy make mock of Christ and the saints; 
yea, are worse than Turks and worse than Moors. They traffic in the sacraments. They sell 
benefices to the highest bidder. Have not the priests in Rome courtesans and grooms and horses 
and dogs? Have they not palaces full of tapestries and silks, of perfumes and lackeys? Seemeth it, 
that this is the Church of God? 
 
Every Roman priest, he said, had his concubine. No longer do they speak of nephews but of their 
sons and daughters. Savonarola even sought to prove from the pulpit that the papal brief of 
excommunication proceeded from the devil, inasmuch as it was hostile to godly living. 
 
It was becoming evident that the preacher was fighting a losing battle. His assaults against the 
morals of the clergy and the Vatican stirred up the powers in the Church against him; his political 
attitude, factions in Florence. His assertions, dealing more and more in exaggerations, were 
developing an expectant and at the same time a critical state of mind in the people which no 
religious teacher could permanently meet except through the immediate and startling intervention 
of God. He called heaven to witness that he was "ready to die for His God" and invited God to 
send him to the fires of hell, if his motives were not pure and his work inspired. On another 
occasion, he invoked the Lord to strike him dead on the spot, if he was not sincere. Landucci 
reports some of these wild protestations which he heard with his own ears. 
 
One weapon still remained to the pope to bring Savonarola to terms,—the interdict. This he 
threatened to fulminate over Florence, unless the signory sent this "son of the evil one" to Rome 
or cast him into prison. In case the first course was pursued, Alexander promised to treat 
Savonarola as a father would treat a son, provided he repented, for he "desired not the death of a 
sinner but that he might turn from his way and live." {1195} He urged the signory not to allow 
Savonarola to be as the fly in the milk, disturbing its relations with Rome or "to tolerate that 
pernicious worm fostered by their warmth." 
 
Through epistolary communications and legates, the signory continued its attempts to remove 
Alexander’s objections and protect Savonarola. But, while all the members continued to express 
confidence in the friar’s purity of motive, the majority came to take the position that it was more 
expedient to silence the preacher than to incur the pope’s ban. At the public meeting, called by 
the signory March 9,1498, to decide the course of action to be taken, the considerations pressed 
were those of expediency. The pope, as the vicar of Christ, has his authority directly from God 
and ought to be obeyed. A second consideration was the financial straits of the municipality. A 
tenth was needed and this could only be ordered through the pope. Some proposed to leave the 
decision of the matter to Savonarola himself. He was the best man the world had seen for 200 
years. Others boldly announced that Alexander’s letters were issued through the machinations of 
enemies of Florence and the censures they contained, being unjust, were not to be heeded. {1196} 
On March 17,1498, the signory’s decision was communicated to Savonarola that he should 
thenceforth refrain from preaching and the next day he preached his last sermon. 



 
In his last sermon, Savonarola acknowledged it as his duty to obey the mandate. A measure had 
been worked out in his mind which was the last open to a churchman. Already had he hinted from 
the pulpit at the convention of a general council as a last resort. The letters are still extant which 
he intended to send to the kings of Spain, England, France, Germany and Hungary, calling upon 
them to summon a council. In them, he solemnly declared that Alexander was no pope. For, aside 
from purchasing his office and from his daily sale of benefices, his manifest vices proved him to 
be no Christian. The letters seem never to have been received. Individuals, however, despatched 
preliminary communications to friends at the different courts to prepare the way for their appeal. 
{1197} One, addressed to Charles VIII., was intercepted at Milan and sent to the pope. Alexander 
now had documentary proof of the Florentine’s rebellion against papal authority. But suddenly a 
wholly unexpected turn was given to the course of events. 
 
Florence was startled by the rumor that resort was to be had to ordeal by fire to decide the 
genuineness of Savonarola’s claims. {1198} The challenge came from a Franciscan, Francesco da 
Puglia, in a sermon at S. Croce in which he arraigned the Dominican friar as a heretic and false 
prophet. In case Savonarola was not burnt, it would be a clear sign that Florence was to follow 
him. The challenge was accepted by Fra Domenico da Pescia, a monk of St. Mark’s and close 
friend of Savonarola’s, a man of acknowledged purity of life. He took his friend’s place, holding 
that Savonarola should be reserved for higher things. Francesco da Puglia then withdrew and a 
Franciscan monk, Julian Rondinelli, reluctantly took his place. Savonarola himself disapproved 
the ordeal. It was an appeal to the miraculous. He had never performed a miracle nor felt the 
importance of one. His cause, he asserted, approved itself by the fruits of righteousness. But to 
the people, as the author of Romola has said, "the fiery trial seemed a short and easy argument" 
and Savonarola could not resist the popular feeling without forfeiting his popularity. The history 
of Florence could show more than one case of saintly men whose profession had been tested by 
fire. So it was, during the investiture controversy, with St. John Gualberti, in Settimo close by, 
and with the monk Peter in 1068, and so it was, a half century later, with another Peter who 
cleared himself of the charge of contemning the cross by walking unhurt over nine glowing 
ploughshares. {1199} 
 
The ordeal was authorized by the signory and set for April 7. It was decided that, in case Fra 
Domenico perished, Savonarola should go into exile within three hours. The two parties, 
Domenico and Rondinelli, filed their statements with the signory. The Dominican’s included the 
following points. The Church stands in need of renovation. It will be chastened. Florence will be 
chastened. These chastisements will happen in our day. The sentence of excommunication against 
Savonarola is invalid. No one sins in ignoring it. {1200} 
 
The ordeal aroused the enthusiasm of Savonarola’s friends. When he announced it in a sermon, 
many women exclaimed, "I, too, I, too." Other monks of St. Mark’s and hundreds of young men 
announced their readiness to pass through the flames out of regard for their spiritual guide. 
 
Alexander VI. waited with intense interest for the last bulletins from Florence. His exact state of 
mind it is difficult to determine. He wrote disapproving of the ordeal and yet he could not but feel 
that it afforded an easy way of getting rid of the enemy to his authority. After the ordeal was over, 
he praised Francesco and the Franciscans in extravagant terms and declared the Franciscans could 
not have done anything more agreeable to him. {1201} 
 
The coming trial was looked for with the most intense interest. There was scarcely any other topic 
of conversation in Florence or in Rome. Great preparations were made. Two pyres of thorns and 
other wood were built on the public square about 60 feet in length, 3 feet wide at the base and 3 



or 4 feet high, {1202} the wood soaked with pitch and oil. The distance between the pyres was 
two feet, just wide enough for a man to pass through. All entrances to the square were closed by a 
company of 300 men under Marcuccio Salviatis and two other companies of 500 each, stationed 
at different points. The people began to arrive the night before. The windows and roofs of the 
adjoining houses were crowded with the eager spectators. 
 
The solemnity was set for eleven o’clock. The Dominicans made a solemn impression as they 
marched to the appointed place. Fra Domenico, in the van, was clothed in a fiery red velvet cope. 
Savonarola, clad in white and carrying a monstrance with the host, brought up the rear of the 
body of monks and these were followed by a great multitude of men, women and children, 
holding lighted tapers. When the hour arrived for the procession to start, Savonarola was 
preaching. He had again told the people that his work required no miracle and that he had ever 
sought to justify himself by the signs of righteousness and declared that, as on Mt. Carmel, 
miraculous intervention could only be expected in answer to prayer and humility. 
 
Later mediaeval history has few spectacles to offer to the eye and the imagination equal in 
interest to the spectacle offered that day. There, stood the greatest preacher of his time and the 
most exalted moral figure since the days of John Huss and Gerson. And there, the ancient method 
of testing innocency was once more to be tried, a novel spectacle, indeed, to that cultured 
generation of Florentines. The glorious pageants of Medicean times had afforded no 
entertainment more attractive. 
 
The crowds were waiting. The hour was past. There was a mysterious moving of monks in and 
out of the signory-palace. The whole story of what occurred was later told by Savonarola himself 
as well as by other eyewitnesses. The Franciscans refused to allow Fra Domenico to enter the 
burning pathway wearing his red cope or any of the other garments he had on, on the ground that 
they might be bewitched. So he was undressed to his skin and put on another suit. On the same 
ground, they also insisted that he keep at a distance from Savonarola. The impatience of the 
crowds increased. The Franciscans again passed into the signory-hall and had a long conference. 
They had discerned a wooden crucifix in Domenico’s hands and insisted upon its being put away 
for fear it might also have been bewitched. Savonarola substituted the host but the Franciscans 
insisted that the host should not be carried through the flames. The signory was appealed to but 
Savonarola refused to yield, declaring that the accidents might be burnt like a husk but that the 
essence of the sacred wafer would remain unconsumed. Suddenly a storm came up and rain fell 
but it as suddenly stopped. The delay continued. The crowds were growing unruly and 
threatening. Nightfall was at hand. The signory called the ordeal off. 
 
Savonarola’s power was gone. The spell of his name had vanished. The spectacle was felt to be a 
farce. The popular menace grew more and more threatening and a guard scarcely prevented 
violence to Savonarola’s person, as the procession moved back to St. Mark’s. 
 
There is much in favor of the view that on that day Savonarola’s political enemies, the Arrabbiati, 
were in collusion with the Franciscans and that the delay on the square, occasioned by interposing 
objections, was a trick to postpone the ordeal altogether. {1203} It was said daggers were ready to 
put Savonarola out of the way. The populace, however, did not stop to consider such questions. 
Savonarola had not stood the test. And, it reasoned, if he was sincere and confident of his cause, 
why did he not enter the flaming pathway himself and brave its fiery perils. If he had not gone 
through unharmed, he at any rate, in dying, would have shown his moral heroism. It was Luther’s 
readiness to stand the test at Worms which brought him the confidence of the people. Had he 
shrunk in 1521 in the presence of Charles V., he would have lost the popular regard as 
Savonarola did in 1498 on the piazza of Florence. The judgment of modern times agrees with the 



popular judgment of the Florentines. Savonarola showed himself wanting in the qualities of the 
hero. Better for him to have died, than to have exposed himself to the charge of cowardice. 
 
Florence felt mad anger at having been imposed upon. The next day St. Mark’s was stormed by 
the mob. The signory voted Savonarola’s immediate banishment. Landucci, who wept and 
continued to pray for him, says "that hell seemed to have opened its doors." Savonarola made an 
address, bidding farewell to his friends. Resistance of the mob was in vain. The convent was 
broken into and pillaged. Fra Domenico and the prior were bound and taken before the galfonier 
amidst insults and confined in separate apartments. A day or two later Fra Silvestro, whose 
visions had favored the ordeal, was also seized. "As for saying a word in Savonarola’s favor," 
wrote Landucci, "it was impossible. One would have been killed." 
 
The pope, on receiving the official news of the occurrences in Florence, sent word congratulating 
the signory, gave the city plenary absolution and granted it the coveted tithes for three years. He 
also demanded that Savonarola be sent to Rome for trial, at the same time, however, authorizing 
the city to proceed to try the three friars, not neglecting, if necessary, the use of torture. {1204} A 
commission was appointed to examine the prisoners. Torture was resorted to. Savonarola was 
bound to a rope drawn through a pulley and, with his hands behind his back, was lifted from the 
floor and then by a sudden jerk allowed to fall. On a single day, he was subjected to 14 turnings 
of the rope. There were two separate trials conducted by the municipality, April 17 and April 21-
23. In the delirious condition, to which his pains reduced him, the unfortunate man made 
confessions which, later in his sane moments, he recalled as untrue. {1205} He even denied that 
he was a prophet. The impression which this denial made upon such ardent admirers as Landucci, 
the apothecary, was distressing. Writing April 19,1498, he says:— 
 
I was present at the reading of the proceedings against Savonarola, whom we all held to be a 
prophet. But he said he is no prophet and that his prophecies were not from God. When I heard 
that, I was seized with wonder and amazement. A deep pain took hold of my soul, when I saw 
such a splendid edifice fall to the ground, because it was built upon the sorry foundation of a 
falsehood. I looked for Florence to become a new Jerusalem whose laws and example of a good 
life—buona vita —would go out for the renovation of the Church, the conversion of infidels and 
the comfort of the good and I felt the contrary and took for medicine the words, "in thy will, O 
Lord, are all things placed"—in voluntate tua, Domine, omnia sunt posita. Diary, p. 173. 
 
Alexander despatched a commission of his own to conduct the trial anew, Turriano, the Venetian 
general of the Dominicans and Francesco Romolino, the bishop of Ilerda, afterwards cardinal. 
Letters from Rome stated that the commission had instructions "to put Savonarola to death, even 
if he were another John the Baptist." Alexander was quite equal to such a statement. Soon after 
his arrival in Florence, Romolino announced that a bonfire was impending and that he carried the 
sentence with him ready, prepared in advance. 
 
Fra Domenico bore himself most admirably and persisted in speaking naught but praise of his 
friend and ecclesiastical superior. Fra Silvestro, yielding to the agonies of the rack, charged his 
master with all sorts of guilt. Other monks of St. Mark’s wrote to Alexander, making charges 
against their prior as an impostor. So it often is with those who praise in times of prosperity. To 
save themselves, they deny and calumniate their benefactors. They received their reward, the 
papal absolution. 
 
The exact charges, upon which Savonarola was condemned to death, are matter of some 
uncertainty and also matter of indifference, for they were partly trumped up for the occasion. 
Though no offender against the law of God, he had given offence enough to man. He was accused 



by the papal commissioners with being a heretic and schismatic. He was no heretic. The most that 
can be said is, that he was a rebel against the pope’s authority and went in the face of Pius II.’s 
bull Execrabilis, when he decided to appeal to a council. {1206} 
 
The intervals between his torture, Savonarola spent in composing his Meditations upon the two 
penitential Psalms, the 32d and the 51st. Here we see the gloss of his warm religious nature. The 
great preacher approaches the throne of grace as a needy sinner and begs that he who asks for 
bread may not be turned away with a stone. He appeals to the cases of Zaccheus, Mary 
Magdalene, the woman of Canaan, Peter and the prodigal son. Deliver me, he cries, "as Thou hast 
delivered countless sinners from the grasp of death and the gates of hell and my tongue shall sing 
aloud of thy righteousness." Luther, who published the expositions with a notable preface, 1523, 
declared them "a piece of evangelical teaching and Christian piety. For, in them Savonarola is 
seen entering in not as a Dominican monk, trusting in his vows, the rules of his order, his cowl 
and masses and good works but clad in the breastplate of righteousness and armed with the shield 
of faith and the helmet of salvation, not as a member of the Order of Preachers but as an everyday 
Christian." {1207} 
 
At their own request the three prisoners, after a separation of six weeks, were permitted to meet 
face to face the night before the appointed execution. The meeting occurred in the hall of the 
signory. When Savonarola returned to his cell, he fell asleep on the lap of Niccolini of the 
fraternity of the Battuti, a fraternity whose office it was to minister to prisoners. Niccolini 
reported that the sleep was as quiet as the sleep of a child. On awaking, the condemned man 
passed the remaining hours of the night in devotions. The next morning, the friends met again and 
partook together of the sacrament. 
 
The sentence was death by hanging, after which the bodies were to be burnt that "the soul might 
be completely separated from the body." The execution took place on the public square where, 
two months before, the crowds had gathered to witness the ordeal by fire. Savonarola and his 
friends were led forth stripped of their robes, barefooted and with hands bound. Absolution was 
pronounced by the bishop of Verona under appointment from the pope. In pronouncing 
Savonarola’s deposition, the prelate said, "I separate thee from the Church militant and the 
Church triumphant"—separo te ab ecclesia militante et triumphante. "Not from the Church 
triumphant," replied Savonarola, "that is not thine to do"—militante, non triumphante: hoc enim 
tuum non est. In silence he witnessed the deaths of Fra Domenico and Fra Silvestro, whose last 
words were "Jesus, Jesus," and then ascended the platform of execution. There were still left 
bystanders to fling insults. The bodies were burnt and, that no particle might be left to be used as 
a relic, the ashes were thrown into the Arno. 
 
Savonarola had been pronounced by Alexander’s commission "that iniquitous monster—
omnipedium nequissimum —call him man or friar we cannot, a mass of the most abominable 
wickedness." The pious Landucci, in thinking of his death, recalled the crucifixion and, at the 
scene of the execution, again lamented the disappointment of his hopes for the renovation of the 
Church and the conversion of the infidel—la novazione della chiesa e la conversione degli 
infedeli. 
 
Savonarola was one of the most noteworthy figures Italy has produced. The modern Christian 
world, Catholic and Protestant, joins him in close fellowship with the flaming religious 
luminaries of all countries and all centuries. He was a preacher of righteousness and a patriot. 
Among the religious personalities of Italy, he occupies a position of grandeur by himself, separate 
from her imposing popes, like Gregory VII. and Innocent III.; from Dante, Italy’s poet and the 
world’s; from St. Francis d’Assisi and from Thomas Aquinas. Italy had other preachers,—



Anthony of Padua, Bernardino of Siena,—but their messages were local and ecclesiastical. With 
Arnold of Brescia, Savonarola had something in common. Both had a stirring message of reform. 
Both mixed up political ideals with their spiritual activity and both died by judicial sanction of the 
papal see. 
 
Savonarola’s intellectual gifts and attainments were not extraordinary. He was great by reason of 
moral conviction, his eloquence, his disinterested love of his country, his whole-souled devotion 
to the cause of righteousness. As an administrator, he failed. He had none of the sagacity or tact 
of the statesman and it was his misfortune to have undertaken to create a new government, a task 
for which he was the least qualified of all men. {1208} He was a preacher of righteousness and 
has a place in the "goodly fellowship of the prophets." He belonged to the order of Ezekiel and 
Isaiah, Nathan and John the Baptist,—the company in which the Protestant world also places 
John Knox. 
 
Savonarola was a true Catholic. He did not deny a single dogma of the mediaeval Church. But he 
was more deeply rooted in the fundamental teachings of Christ than in ecclesiastical formulas. In 
the deliverance of his message, he rose above rituals and usages. He demanded regeneration of 
heart. His revolt against the authority of the pope, in appealing to a council, is a serious 
stumbling-block to Catholics who are inclined to a favorable judgment of the Friar of St. Mark’s. 
Julius II.’s bull Cum tanto divino, 1505, pronounced every election to the papacy secured by 
simony invalid. If it was meant to be retroactive, then Alexander was not a true pope. {1209} 
 
The favorable judgments of contemporaries were numerous. Guicciardini called him the saviour 
of his country—salvatore di patria — and said that "Never was there so much goodness and 
religion in Florence as in his day and, after his death, it was seen that every good thing that had 
been done was done at his suggestion and by his advocacy." Machiavelli thus expressed himself: 
"The people of Florence seemed to be neither illiterate nor rude, yet they were persuaded that 
God spake through Savonarola. I will not decide, whether it was so or not, for it is due to speak of 
so great a man with reverence." 
 
The day after Savonarola’s death, women were seen praying at the spot where he suffered and for 
years flowers were strewn there. Pico della Mirandola closed his biography with an elaborate 
comparison between Savonarola and Christ. Both were sent from God. Both suffered in the cause 
of righteousness between two others. At the command of Julius II., Raphael, 12 years after 
Savonarola’s death, placed the preacher among the saints in his Disputa. Philip Neri and 
Catherine de Ricci  {1210} revered him, and Benedict XIV. seems to have regarded him worthy 
of canonization. {1211} 
 
Within the Dominican order, the feeling toward its greatest preacher has undergone a great 
change. Respect for the papal decision led it, for a hundred years after Savonarola’s death, to 
make official effort to retire his name to oblivion. The Dominican general, Sisto Fabri of Lucca, 
in 1585, issued an order forbidding every Dominican monk and nun mentioning his name and 
commanded them to give up any article to their superiors which kept warm admiration for him or 
aroused it. In the latter half of the 19th century, as the 400th anniversary of his execution 
approached, Catholics, and especially Dominicans, in all parts of the world defended his memory 
and efforts were made to prepare the way for his canonization. In the attempt to remove all 
objections, elaborate arguments have been presented to prove that Alexander’s sentence of 
excommunication was in fact no excommunication at all. {1212} The sound and judicious 
Catholic historians, Hefele-Knopfler, do not hesitate to pronounce his death a judicial murder. 
{1213} 
 



By the general consent of Protestants, Jerome Savonarola is numbered among the precursors of 
the Reformation,—the view taken by Ranke. He was not an advocate of its distinguishing tenet of 
justification by faith. The Roman church was for him the mother of all other churches and the 
pope its head. In his Triumph of the Cross, he distinctly asserts the seven sacraments as an 
appointment of Christ and that Christ is "wholly and essentially present in each of the eucharistic 
elements." Nevertheless, he was an innovator and his exaltation of divine grace accords with the 
teaching of the Reformation. Here all Protestants would have fellowship with him as when he 
said: {1214} — 
 
It is untrue that God’s grace is obtained by pre-existing works of merit as though works and 
deserts were the cause of predestination. On the contrary, these are the result of predestination. 
Tell me, Peter; tell me, O Magdalene, wherefore are ye in paradise? Confess that not by your own 
merits have ye obtained salvation, but by the goodness of God. 
 
Passages abound in his Meditations like this one. "Not by their own deservings, O Lord, or by 
their own works have they been saved, lest any man should be able to boast, but because it 
seemed good in Thy sight." Speaking of Savonarola’s Exposition of the Psalms, Luther said that, 
although some clay still stuck to Savonarola’s theology, it is a pure and beautiful example of what 
is to be believed, trusted and hoped from God’s mercy and how we come to despair of works. 
And the whole-souled German Reformer exclaimed, "Christ canonizes Savonarola through us 
even though popes and papists burst to pieces over it." {1215} 
 
The sculptor has given him a place at the feet of Luther and at the side of Wyclif and Huss in the 
monument of the Reformation at Worms. When Catholics, who heard that this was proposed, 
wrote to show the impropriety of including the Florentine Dominican in such company, Rietschel 
consulted Hase on the subject. The venerable Church historian replied, "It makes no difference 
whether they counted Savonarola a heretic or a saint, he was in either case a precursor of the 
Reformation and so Luther recognized him." {1216} 
 
The visitor in Florence to-day finds two invisible personalities meeting him everywhere, Dante, 
whom the city banished, and Savonarola, whom it executed. The spirit of theexecutioner has 
vanished and the mention of Savonarola’s name strikes in all Florentines a tender chord of 
admiration and love. In 1882, the signory placed his statue in the Hall of the Five Hundred. 
There, a few yards from the place of his execution, he stands in his Dominican habit and cowl, 
with his left hand resting on a lion’s head and holding aloft in his right hand a crucifix, while his 
clear eye is turned upwards. Again, on May 22,1901, the city honored the friar by setting a 
circular bronze tablet with portrait on the spot where he suffered death. A great multitude 
attended the dedication and one of the wreaths of flowers bore the name of the Dominicans. 
 
In Savonarola’s cell in St. Mark’s has been placed a medallion head of the friar, and still another 
on the cloistral wall over the spot where he was seized and made prisoner, and the visitor will 
often find there a fresh wreath of flowers, a proof of the undying memory of the Florentine 
preacher and patriot. 
 
This was he, 
 
Savonarola,—the star-look shooting from the cowl. 
 
—Browning, Casa Guido Windows. 
 



{1174} The translation is from Schottmuller, pp. 2, 3. This writer gives two of Savonarola’s 
letters to his mother. 
 
{1175} The one, the Vulgate printed in Basel, 1491, the other in Venice, 1492. See Luotto: Dello 
Studio, etc. This author draws a parallel between Leo XIII.’s commendation of the study of the 
Bible and Savonarola’s emphasis upon it as the seat of authority. 
 
{1176} Sermon, March 14, 1498. Schottmuller, p. 111. Roscoe: Life of Lorenzo, ch. VIII., says: 
"The divine word from the lips of Savonarola, descended not amongst his audience like the dews 
of heaven. It was the piercing hail, the sweeping whirlwind, the destroying sword." 
 
{1177} Villari, I. 183 sqq. 
 
{1178} So Nov. 1, 1494, etc. See Schottmuller, p. 28 sqq. The motto, cito et velociter, was 
repeated to Savonarola by the Virgin in his vision of heaven, 1495. 
 
{1179} Rudelbach, pp. 333-346, presents an elaborate statement of Savonarola’s attitude to the 
Bible, and quotes from one of his sermons on the Exodus thus: "The theologians of our time have 
soiled everything by their unseemly disputations as with pitch. They do not know a shred of the 
Bible, yea, they do not even know the names of its books." 
 
{1180} Lucas, pp. 55-61, gives a translation of the interview. Also Perrens, II. 167-177. 
 
{1181} Luotto asserts that the dilemma is presented of the genuineness of Savonarola’s 
predictions or downright imposture and he boldly supports the former view. Pastor, Villari, Lucas 
and others show that we are not narrowed down to this dilemma. 
 
{1182} In his first letter to Savonarola July 21, 1495. See the text in O’Neil, p. 10 sqq. 
Savonarola’s reply, p. 26 sqq. 
 
{1183} Villari I. 855 and Bonet-Maury, p. 232. 
 
{1184} This is the view of Lucas, pp. 69 sq., Pastor, Creighton, III. 248, who pronounces "the 
prophetic claims a delusion," and Villari. The last author says, I. 362 sqq., "Is it not possible that 
Savonarola was intoxicated by the feeling that the earlier predictions had been fulfilled, and, as 
the difficulty of maintaining his position in Florence in the last years of his life increased, he felt 
forced to appeal more and more to this endowment as though it were real?" Rudelbach gives a 
long chapter to Savonarola’s prophecies, pp. 281-333. Pastor discusses Savonarola’s alleged 
prophetic gift thoroughly in his Gesch. d. Papste, III. 146 sqq., and in refutation of Luotto in his 
Zur Beurtheilung. 
 
{1185} So Pastor, III. 141. The account given of Lorenzo’s interview with Savonarola is based 
upon Burlamacchi and Mirandola. Politian, in a letter to Jacopo Antiquario, gave a different 
amount of the three demands and made no mention of Savonarola’s demand that Florence be 
restored her liberties. He also added that Savonarola left the room pronouncing upon the dying 
man a blessing. Politian’s version is accepted by Roscoe, ch. X., Creighton, III. 296-299 and 
Lucas, 83 sq. The version given above is accepted by Villari, 168 sqq., W. Clark, p. 116, and the 
rigid critic Hase, p. 20. Ranke did not see his way clear to deny its truth and Reumont, II. 443, 
who denied it in the 1st ed. of his Lorenzo de’ Medici, hesitates in the 2d ed. Pastor proceeds 
upon the basis of its truth but expresses doubt in a note. 
 



{1186} One of Savonarola’s propositions was to levy taxes on real property alone and, it seems, 
he was not averse to taxing Church property. Landucci, p. 119; Villari, I. 269, 298; II. 81. 
 
{1187} See the document in Lucas, p. 180, and O’Neil, p. 9 sq. The original in Rudelbach. 
 
{1188} Zur Beurtheilung, p. 66. Pastor is refuting Luotto’s position. 
 
{1189} The Italian text in Perrens, I. 471 sq. The sermons of this period were on Amos, 
Zachariah, Micah and Ruth. According to Burlamacchi, the sultan had some of them translated 
into Turkish. Villari, II. 87. 
 
{1190} Dio Kultur d. Renaissance, II. 200 sq. 
 
{1191} The bull is given by Villari, II. 189 sq.; Pastor, III. 411 sq. 
 
{1192} Published in 1497, both in Latin and Etruscan, the Etruscan translation being by 
Savonarola himself. 
 
{1193} Pastor: Beurtheilung, p. 71 sqq.; Villari, II. 252. 
 
{1194} See Schnitzer: Feuerprobe, p. 144. 
 
{1195} See Alexander’s letters in Perrens, I. 481-485; Pastor, III. 418 sq. O’Neil finds no room 
for them. 
 
{1196} See Schnitzer: Feuerprobe, p. 38 sqq. 
 
{1197} For the originals, see Perrens, I. 487-492. Excerpts are given by Villari, II. 292 sq. See 
also Hase, p. 59, Creighton, III. 237. Of the genuineness of the letters, Villari says there can be no 
doubt. 
 
{1198} Landucci’s account of the fuoco, p. 165 sqq., is most vivid. For Cerretani’s account, 
Schnitzer’s ed., 59-71. 
 
{1199} See Schnitzer: Feuerprobe, p. 49 sq. 
 
{1200} Schnitzer, p. 54. 
 
{1201} Schnitzer, p. 64 sq., who goes into the matter at length, and Villari, II. 306 sqq., agree in 
the opinion that Alexander fully sympathized with the ordeal. They also agree that the Arrabbiati 
were largely, if not wholly, responsible for the suggestion of the ordeal and making it a matter of 
public appointment. Pastor, III. 429, represents Alexander as wholly disapproving the ordeal. 
 
{1202} There is a difference among the contemporary writers about the figures. Landucci, p. 168, 
gives the length at 50 braccia, width 10 and height 4; Bartolomeo Cerretaui, Schnitzer ed. p. 62, 
the width as 1 braccio and the height 2. 
 
{1203} Schnitzer, p. 159 sq., who says the signory and the Franciscans joined "in packing the 
cards." 
 
{1204} Etiam per torturam. Alexander’s letter in Lucas, p. 372. 



 
{1205} The reports of Savonarola’s trial and confessions are of uncertain value, as they were 
garbled by the reporter Ser Ceccone. See Pastor, III. 432 sq. Landucci says that from 9 A. M. till 
nightfall the cries of Domenico and Sylvestro under the strain of torture could be heard in the city 
prison. 
 
{1206} See the miserable letters sent by the papal commission to Alexander, Lucas, pp. 434-436. 
 
{1207} Weimar ed. XII. 248. Twenty-three edd. of Savonarola’s exposition appeared within two 
years of the author’s death and, before half a century elapsed, it had been translated into Spanish, 
German, English and French. In Italy, it was used as a tract and put into the hands of prisoners 
condemned to death. It was embodied in the Salisbury Primer, 1538, and in Henry VIII.’s Primer, 
1543. 
 
{1208} See the excellent remarks of Burckhardt: Renaiss., II. 200. 
 
{1209} Pastor, III. 436 says that Savonarola was always true to Catholic dogma in theory. His 
only departure was disobeying the pope and appealing to a council. Father Proctor, Pref. to 
Triumph of the Cross, p. xvii, calls Savonarola "Of Catholics the most Catholic." 
 
{1210} Cardinal Capecelatro in his Life of St. Ph. Neri. trsl. by Father Pope, I. 278, says, "Philip 
often read Savonarola’s writings especially the Triumph of the Cross, and used them in the 
instruction of his spiritual children." Quoted by Proctor, Preface, p. 6. For Catherine de Ricci, see 
her Life by F. M. Capes, Lond., 1908, pp. 48, 49, 53,270 sq. She was devoted in her cult of 
Savonarola and wrote a laud to him. This was the chief objection to her beatification in 1716, but 
the arguments for an unfavorable judgment of Savonarola were answered on that occasion. 
 
{1211} Villari, II. 417, following Schwab and other Catholic writers. The interpretation put upon 
Benedict’s words is denied by Pastor: Beurtheilung, p. 16 sq., and Lucas. 
 
{1212} Father O’Neil, a Dominican, in his work, Was Savonarola really excommunicated? takes 
this position and says, p. 132, "Alexander did not inflict any censure on Savonarola." The fact, 
however, is that in his letters to the signory, Alexander proceeded on the basis of his brief of 
excommunication. He stated distinctly the reasons for his being excommunicated and he called 
upon the priests of Florence to publicly announce his sentence of May 12,1497, upon pain of 
drawing ecclesiastical censure upon themselves. O’Neil replies that a papal decision, based upon 
a false charge, is invalid, p. 175 sqq. 
 
{1213} Rechtlos hingemordert, Kirchengesch., p. 503. Ranke’s statement that view making 
Savonarola a hero is a Dominican legend "worked out after the preacher’s death" has been 
rendered untenable by the latest research by the eminent Savonarola scholar, the Catholic 
Professor Schnitzer. See his Feuerprobe, p. 152. 
 
{1214} Sermon VIII. in Prato ed. quoted by Rudelbach. Bayonne wrote his work in 1879 to 
dispose of this charge and to prepare the way for Savonarola’s canonization. 
 
{1215} Canonizat eum Christus per nos, rumpanter etiam papae et papistae simul. Weimar ed. 
XII. 248. 
 
{1216} Kirchengesch., II. 566.  



77. The Study and Circulation of the Bible. 
 
The only biblical commentary of the Middle Ages, conforming in any adequate sense to our 
modern ideas of exegesis, was produced by Nicolas of Lyra, who died 1340. The exegesis of the 
Schoolmen was a subversion of Scripture rather than an exposition. In their hands, it was made 
the slave of dogma. Of grammatical and textual criticism they had no conception and they lacked 
all equipment for the grammatical study of the original Hebrew and Greek. What commentaries 
were produced in the flourishing era of Scholasticism, were either collections of quotations from 
the Fathers, called Chains,—catenae, the most noted of which was the catena on the Gospels by 
Thomas Aquinas,—or, if original works, they teemed with endless suggestions of the fancy and 
were like continents of tropical vine-growths through which it is next to impossible to find a clear 
path to Jesus Christ and the meaning of human life. The bulky expositions of the Psalms, Job and 
other biblical books by such theologians as Rupert of Deutz, Bonaventura and Albertus Magnus, 
are to-day intellectual curiosities or, at best, manuals from which piety of the conventual type 
may be fed. They bring out every other meaning but the historical and plain sense intended by the 
biblical authors. Especially true is this of the Song of Songs, which the Schoolmen made a 
hunting-ground for descriptions of the Virgin Mary. {1217} It is said, Thomas Aquinas was 
engaged on the exposition of this book when he died. 
 
The traditional mediaeval formula of interpretation reduced Tychonius’ seven senses to four,—
the literal, allegorical, moral and anagogical. The formula ran:— 
 
Litteralis gesta docet; quid credas, allegoria, 
 
Moralis quid agas; quo tendas anagogia. 
 
Thomas Aquinas, fully in accord with this method, said that "the literal sense of Scripture is 
manifold, its spiritual sense, threefold, viz., allegorical, moral and anagogical." {1218} The literal 
sense teaches the things which have happened, the allegorical what we are to believe, the moral 
what we are to do and the anagogical directs to things to be awaited. The last three senses 
correspond to faith, hope and charity. Hugo of Cher compared them to the four coverings of the 
tabernacle, the four winds, the four wings of the cherubim, the four rivers of paradise, the four 
legs of the Lord’s table. Here are specimens: Jerusalem, literally, is a city in Palestine; 
allegorically, it is the Church; morally, the faithful soul; anagogically, the heavenly Jerusalem. 
The Exodus from Egypt is, historically, a fact; allegorically, the redemption of Christ; morally, 
the soul’s conversion; anagogically, the departure for the heavenly land. In his earliest years, 
Dean Colet followed this method. From Savonarola we would expect it. The literal heaven, earth 
and light of Genesis 1:1,2, he expounded as meaning allegorically, Adam, Eve and the light of 
grace or the Hebrews, Gentiles and Jesus Christ; morally, the soul, body and active intelligence; 
anagogically, angels, men and the vision of God. In his later years, Colet, in answer to a letter 
from Erasmus, who insisted upon the fecundity of meanings of Scripture texts, abandoned his 
former position and declared that their fecundity consisted not in their giving birth to many senses 
but to one only and that the truest. {1219} In his better moods, Erasmus laid stress upon the one 
historical, sense, applying to the interpretation of the Bible the rule that is applied to other books. 
 
After the Reformation was well on its way, the old irrational method continued to be practised 
and Bishop Longland, in a sermon on Proverbs 9:1,2, preached in 1525, explained the words "she 
hath furnished her table" to mean, that wisdom had set forth in her spiritual banquet the four 
courses of history, tropology, anagogy and allegory. {1220} Three years later, 1528, Tyndale, the 



translator of the English Bible, had this to say of the mediaeval system of exegesis and the new 
system which sought out the literal sense of Scripture: - 
 
The papists divide the Scripture into four senses, the literal, tropological, allegorical and 
anagogical. The literal sense has become nothing at all, for the pope hath taken it clean away and 
hath made it his possession. He hath partly locked it up with the false and counterfeited keys of 
his traditions, ceremonies and feigned lies. Thou shalt understand that the Scripture hath but one 
sense, which is the literal sense, and this literal sense is the root and ground of all and the anchor 
that never faileth whereunto, if thou cleave, thou canst never err or go out of the way. {1221} 
 
A decided step in the direction of the, new exegesis movement was made by Nicolas of Lyra in 
his Postillae, a brief commentary on the entire Bible. {1222} This commentator, called by Wyclif 
the elaborate and skilful annotator of Scripture,—tamen copiosus et ingeniosus postillator 
Scripturae, {1223} was born in Normandy, about 1270, and became professor in Paris where he 
remained till his death. He knew Greek and learned Hebrew from a rabbi and his knowledge of 
that tongue gave rise to the false rumor that he had a Jewish mother. Lyra made a new Latin 
translation, commented directly on the original text and ventured at times to prefer the comments 
of Jewish commentators to the comments of the Fathers. As he acknowledged in his Introduction, 
he was much influenced by the writings of Rabbi Raschi. 
 
Lyra’s lasting merit lies in the stress he laid upon the literal sense which he insisted should alone 
be employed in establishing dogma. In practice, however, he allowed a secondary sense, the 
mystical or typical, but he declared that it had been put to such abuse as to have choked out—
suffocare —the literal sense. The language of Scripture must be understood in its natural sense as 
we would expect our words to be understood. {1224} His method aided in undermining the 
fanciful and pernicious exegetical system of the Schoolmen who knew neither Greek nor Hebrew 
and prepared the way for a new period of biblical exposition. He was used not only by Wyclif and 
Gerson, {1225} but also by Luther, who acknowledged his services in insisting upon the literal 
sense. 
 
Although Wyclif wrote no commentaries on books of Scripture, he gave expositions of the Lord’s 
Prayer and the Decalogue and of many texts, which are thoroughly practical and popular. In his 
treatise on the Truth of Scripture, he seems at times to pronounce the discovery of the literal sense 
the only object of a sound exegesis. {1226} A generation later Gerson showed an inclination to 
lay stress upon the literal sense as fundamental but went no further than to say that it is to be 
accepted so far as it is found to be in harmony with the teachings of the Church. {1227} 
 
Later in the 15th century, the free critical spirit which the Revival of Letters was begetting found 
pioneers in the realm of exegesis in Laurentius Valla and Erasmus, Colet, Wesel and Wessel. As 
has already been said, Valla not only called in question the genuineness of Constantine’s 
donation, but criticised Jerome’s Vulgate and Augustine. Erasmus went still farther when he left 
out of his Greek New Testament, 1516, the spurious passage about the three witnesses, 1 John 
5:7, though he restored it in the edition of 1522. He pointed out the discrepancy between a 
statement in Stephen’s speech and the account in Genesis and questioned the authorship of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, the Apostolic origin of 2d and 3rd John and the Johannine authorship of 
the Apocalypse. 
 
In opposition to such views the Sorbonne, in 1526, declared it an error of faith to call in question 
the authorship of any of the books of the New Testament. Erasmus recommended for the student 
of the Scriptures a fair knowledge of Latin, Greek and Hebrew and also that he be versed in other 



studies, especially the knowledge of natural objects such as the animals, trees, precious stones 
and geography of Scripture. {1228} 
 
The nearest approach to the exegetical principles as well as doctrinal positions of the Reformers 
was made by the Frenchman, Lefevre d’Etaples, whose translations of the New Testament and the 
Old Testament carry us into the period introduced by Luther. It remained for Luther and the other 
Reformers to give to the literal or historical sense its due weight, and especially from the sane 
grammatical exegesis of John Calvin is a new period in the exposition of the sacred writings to be 
dated. 
 
The early printing-presses, from Lyons to Paris and from Venice and Nurnberg to Cologne and 
Lubeck, eagerly turned out editions of the entire Bible or parts of it, the vast majority of which, 
however, gave the Latin text. The first printed Latin Bible, which appeared at Mainz without date 
and in two volumes, belongs before 1455 and bears the name of the Gutenberg Bible from the 
printer or the Mazarin Bible from the copy which was found in the library of Cardinal Mazarin. 
Before 1520, no less than 199 printed editions of the entire volume appeared. Of these, 156 were 
Latin, 17 German,—3 of the German editions being in Low German,—11 Italian, 2 Bohemian 
and one Russian. {1229} Spain produced two editions, a Limousin version at Valencia, 1478, and 
the Complutensian Bible of Cardinal Ximenes,1514-1517. England was far behind and her first 
printed English New Testament did not appear till 1526, although Caxton had setup his printing-
press at Westminster in 1477. 
 
To the printed copies of the whole Scriptures must be added the parts which appeared in plenaria 
and psalteria, —copies of the Gospels and of the Psalms, {1230} —and in the postillae which 
contained the Scripture text with annotations. From 1470-1520 no less than 103 postillae 
appeared from the press. {1231} 
 
The number of copies of the Bible sent off in a single edition is a matter of conjecture as must 
also be the question whether copies were widely held by laymen. {1232} 
 
The new path which Erasmus struck out in his edition of the New Testament was looked upon in 
some quarters as a dangerous path. Dorpius, one of the Louvain professors, in 1515, anticipated 
the appearance of the book by remonstrating with Erasmus for his bold project and pronounced 
the received Vulgate text free "from all mixture of falsehood and mistake." This, he alleged, was 
evident from its acceptance by the Church in all ages and the use the Fathers had made of it. 
Another member of the Louvain faculty, Latromus, employed his learning in a pamphlet which 
maintained that a knowledge of Greek and Hebrew was not necessary for the scholarly study of 
the Scriptures. In England, Erasmus’ New Testament was attacked on a number of grounds by 
Lee, archbishop of York; and Standish, bishop of St. Asaph, preached a furious sermon in St. 
Paul’s churchyard on Erasmus’ temerity in undertaking the issue of such a work. The University 
of Cologne was especially outraged by Erasmus’ attempt and Conrad of Hersbach wrote: {1233} 
— 
 
They have found a language called Greek, at which we must be careful to be on our guard. It is 
the mother of all heresies. In the hands of many persons I see a book, which they call the New 
Testament. It is a book full of thorns and poison. As for Hebrew my brethren, it is certain that 
those who learn it will sooner or later turn Jews. 
 
But among the men who read Erasmus’ text was Martin Luther, and he was studying it to settle 
questions which started in his soul. About one of these he asked his friend Spalatin to consult 
Erasmus, namely the final meaning of the righteousness of the law, which he felt the great scholar 



had misinterpreted in his annotations on the Romans in the Novum instrumentum. He believed, if 
Erasmus would read Augustine’s works, he would change his mind. Luther preferred Augustine, 
as he said, with the knowledge of one tongue to Jerome with his knowledge of five. 
 
Down to the very end of its history, the mediaeval Church gave no official encouragement to the 
circulation of the Bible among the laity. On the contrary, it uniformly set itself against it. In 1199 
Innocent III., writing to the diocese of Metz where the Scriptures were being used by heretics, 
declared that as by the old law, the beast touching the holy mount was to be stoned to death, so 
simple and uneducated men were not to touch the Bible or venture to preach its doctrines. {1234} 
The article of the Synod of Toulouse, 1229, strictly forbidding the Old and New Testaments to 
the laity either in the original text or in the translation {1235} was not recalled or modified by 
papal or synodal action. Neither after nor before the invention of printing was the Bible a free 
book. Gerson was quite in line with the utterances of the Church, when he stated, that it was easy 
to give many reasons why the Scriptures were not to be put into the vulgar tongues except the 
historical sections and the parts teaching morals. {1236} In Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella 
represented the strict churchly view when, on the eve of the Reformation, they prohibited under 
severe penalties the translation of the Scriptures and the possession of copies. The positive 
enactment of the English archbishop, Arundel, at the beginning of the 15th century, forbidding 
the reading of Wyclif’s English version, was followed by the notorious pronouncement of 
Archbishop Bertholdt of Mainz against the circulation of the German Bible, at the close of the 
same century, 1485. The position taken by Wyclif that the Scriptures, as the sole source of 
authority for creed and life, should be freely circulated found full response in the closing years of 
the Middle Ages only in the utterances of one scholar, Erasmus, but he was under suspicion and 
always ready to submit himself to the judgment of the Church hierarchic. If Wyclif said, "God’s 
law should be taught in that tongue that is more known, for this wit [wisdom] is God’s Word," 
Erasmus in his Paraclesis {1237} uttered the equally bold words: — 
 
I utterly dissent from those who are unwilling that the sacred Scriptures should be read by the 
unlearned translated into their own vulgar tongue, as though the strength of the Christian religion 
consisted in men’s ignorance of it. The counsels of kings are much better kept hidden but Christ 
wished his mysteries to be published as openly as possible. I wish that even the weakest woman 
should read the Gospel and the epistles of Paul. And I wish they were translated into all 
languages, so that they might be read and understood, not only by Scots and Irishmen but also by 
Turks and Saracens, I long that the husbandman should sing portions of them to himself as he 
follows the plow, that the weaver should hum them to the tune of his shuttle, that the traveller 
should beguile with their stories the tedium of his journey. 
 
The utterances of Erasmus aside, the appeals made 1450-1520 for the circulation of the Scriptures 
among all classes are very sparse and, in spite of all pains, Catholic controversialists have been 
able to bring together only a few. And yet, the few that we have show that, at least in Germany 
and the Netherlands, there was a popular hunger for the Bible in the vernacular. Thus, the Preface 
to the German Bible, issued at Cologne, 1480, called upon every Christian to read the Bible with 
devotion and honest purpose. Though the most learned may not exhaust its wisdom, nevertheless 
its teachings are clear and uncovered. The learned may read Jerome’s Vulgate but the unlearned 
and simple folk could and should use the Cologne edition which was in good German. The 
devotional manual, Die Himmelsthur, —Door of Heaven,—1513, declared that listening to 
sermons ought to stir up people to read diligently in the German Bible. In 1505, Jacob 
Wimpheling spoke of the common people reading both Testaments in their mother-tongue and 
made this the ground of an appeal to priests not to neglect to read the Word of God themselves. 
{1238} 
 



Such testimonies are more than offset by warnings against the danger attending the popular use of 
Scriptures. Brant spoke strongly in this 
 
vein and so did Geiler of Strassburg, who asserted that putting the Scriptures into the hands of 
laymen was like putting a knife into the hands of children to cut bread. He added that it "was 
almost a wicked thing to print the sacred text in German." {1239} Archbishop Bertholdt’s 
fulmination against German versions of the Bible and their circulation among the people no doubt 
expressed the general mind of the hierarchy in Germany and all Europe. {1240} In this celebrated 
edict, the German primate pronounced the German language too barbarous a tongue to reproduce 
the high thoughts expressed by Greek and Latin writers, writing of the Christian religion. The 
Scriptures are not to be given to simple and unlearned men and, above all, are not to be put into 
the hands of women. {1241} He spoke of the fools who were using the divine gift of printing to 
send forth things proscribed to the public and declared, that the printers of the sacred text were 
moved by the vain love of fame or by greed. In his zeal, the archbishop went so far as to forbid 
the translation of all works whatsoever, of Greek and Latin authorship, or their sale without the 
sanction of the doctors of the Universities of Mainz or Erfurt. The punishment for the violation of 
the edict was excommunication, confiscation of books and a fine of 100 gulden. 
 
The decree was so effective that, after 1488, only four editions of the German Bible appeared 
until 1522, when Luther issued his New Testament, when the old German translations seemed to 
be suddenly laid aside. {1242} In England, Arundel’s inhibition so fully expressed the mind of the 
nation that for a full century no attempt was made to translate the Bible into English and it was 
not till after 1530 that the first copy of the English Scriptures was published on English soil. 
{1243} Sir Thomas More, it is true, writing on the threshold of the English Reformation, 
interpreted Arundel’s decree as directed against corrupt translations and sought to make it appear 
that it was on account of errors that Wyclif’s version had been condemned. He was striving to 
parry the charge that the Church had withheld the Bible from popular use, but, whatever the 
interpretation put upon his words may be (see this volume, p. 348), the fact remains that the 
English were slow in getting any printed version of their own and that the Catholic party issued 
none till the close of the 16th century. 
 
Distinct witness is borne by Tyndale to the unwillingness of the old party to have the Bible in 
English, in these words: "Some of the papists say it is impossible to translate the Scriptures into 
English, some that it is not lawful for the layfolk to have it in the mother-tongue, some that it 
would make them all heretics." {1244} After the new views were quite prevalent in England, the 
English Bible had a hard time in winning the right to be read. Tyndale’s version, for the printing 
of which he found no room in England, was at Wolsey’s instance proscribed by Henry VIII. and 
the famous burning of 1527 in St. Paul’s churchyard of all the copies Bishop Tonstall could lay 
his hands on will always rise up to rebuke those who try to make it appear that the circulation of 
the Word of God was intended by the Church authorities to be free. Tyndale declared that, "in 
burning the New Testament, the papists did none other thing than I looked for; no more shall they 
do if they burn me also." Any fears he may have had were realized in his execution at Vilvorde, 
1536. {1245} No doubt, the priest represented a large class when he rebuked Tyndale for 
proposing to translate the Bible in the words, "We were better without God’s laws than the 
pope’s." The martyr Hume’s body was hung when an English Bible was found on his person. In 
1543, the reading of the Scriptures was forbidden in England except to persons of quality. The 
Scotch joined the English authorities when the Synod of St. Andrews, 1529, forbade the 
importation of Bibles into Scotland. 
 
In France, according to the testimony of the famous printer Robert Stephens, who was born in 
1503, the doctors of the Sorbonne, in the period when he was a young man, knew about the New 



Testament only from quotations from Jerome and the Decretals. He declared that he was more 
than 50 years old before he knew anything about the New Testament. Luther was a man before he 
saw a copy of the Latin Bible. In 1533, Geneva forbade its citizens to read the Bible in German or 
French and ordered all translations burnt. {1246} The strict inquisition of books would have 
passed to all countries, if the hierarchy had had its way. In 1535, Francis I. closed the printing-
presses and made it a capital offence in France to publish a religious book without authorization 
from the Sorbonne. The attitude of the Roman Catholic hierarchy, since the Reformation as well 
as during the Reformation, has been against the free circulation of the Bible. In the 19th century, 
one pope after another anathematized Bible societies. In Spain, Italy and South America, the 
punishments visited upon Bible colporteurs and the frequent burning of the Bible itself have been 
quite in the line of the decrees of Arundel and Bertholdt and the treatment of Bishop Tonstall. 
Nor will it be forgotten that, at the time Rome was made the capital of Italy in 1870, a papal law 
required that copies of the Bible found in the possession of visitors to the papal city be 
confiscated. 
 
On the other hand, through the agency of the Reformers, the book was made known and offered 
freely to all classes. What use the Reformers hoped to make of printing for the dissemination of 
religion and intelligence is tersely and quaintly expressed by the martyrologist, Foxe, in these 
words: {1247} — 
 
Either the pope must abolish printing or he must seek a new world to reign over, for else, as the 
world stands, printing will abolish him. The pope and all the cardinals must understand this, that 
through the light of printing the world begins now to have eyes to see and heads to judge.... God 
hath opened the press to preach, whose voice the pope is never able to stop with all the puissance 
of the triple crown. By printing as by the gift of tongues and as by the singular organ of the Holy 
Ghost, the doctrine of the Gospel sounds to all nations and countries under heaven and what God 
reveals to one man, is dispersed to many and what is known to one nation is opened to all. 
 
Note: -Both Janssen and Abbot Gasquet spend much pains in the attempt to show that the 
mediaeval Church was not opposed to the circulation of the Bible in popular versions or the Latin 
Vulgate. The proofs they bring forward must be regarded as strained and insufficient. They ignore 
entirely the vast mass of testimony on the other side, as, for example, the testimony involved in 
the popular reception given to the German and English Scriptures when they appeared from the 
hands of the Reformers and the mass of testimony given by the Reformers on the subject. 
Gasquet endeavors to break the force of the argument drawn from Arundel’s edict, but he has 
nothing to say of the demand Wyclif made for the popular dissemination of the Bible, a demand 
which implied that the Bible was withheld from the people. Dr. Barry who belongs to the same 
school, in the Cambr. Mod. Hist., I. 640, speaks of "the enormous extent the Bible was read in the 
15th century" and that it was not "till we come within sight of the Lutheran troubles that 
preachers, like Geiler of Kaisersberg, hint their doubts on the expediency of unrestrained Bible-
reading in the vernacular." What is to be said of such an exaggeration in view of the fact that the 
vast majority of Bibles were in Latin, a language which the people could not read, that Geiler 
died in 1510, seven years before Luther ceased to be a pious Augustinian monk, and that he did 
very much more than hint doubts! He expressed himself unreservedly against Bible-reading. 
Janssen-Pastor,—I. 23 sqq., 72 sqq., VII. 535 sqq.—have a place for stray testimonies between 
1480-1520 in favor of the popular reading of the Scriptures, but, go far as I can see, do not refer 
to the warnings of Brant, Geiler and others against their use by laymen, and the only reference 
they make to Bertholdt’s notorious decree is to the clause in which the archbishop emphasizes the 
divine art of printing, divina quaedam ars imprimendi, I. 15. 
 



{1217} So sober a writer as Reuss, p. 607, speaks of the commentaries on the Canticles, as being 
without number. 
 
{1218} Summa, I. 1 art. x. 
 
{1219} See Lupton, p. 104, and Seebohm, pp. 30, 124 sq., 445-447. 
 
{1220} Farrar, p. 295. 
 
{1221} The Obedience of a Christian Man, Parker Soc., p. 303 sq. The author of the Epp. 
obscurorum virorum speaks of having listened to a lecture on poetry, in which Ovid was 
explained naturaliter, literaliter, historialiter et spiritualiter. In his preface to the Pentateuch, p. 
394, Tyndale said, "The Scripture hath but one simple, literal sense whose light the owls cannot 
abide." 
 
{1222} Lyra’s work was printed 8 times before 1500. The ed. printed at Rome,1471-1473, is in 5 
vols. 
 
{1223} Deuteronomy veritate scr. sac., I. 275. Wyclif quotes Lyra, II. 100, etc. 
 
{1224} Prol. 2. Omnes presupponunt sensum Lit. tanquam fundamentum, unde sicut aedificium 
declinans a fundamento disponitur ad ruinam expositio mystica discrepans a sensu lit. reputanda 
est indecens et inepta. See Reuss, p. 610. 
 
{1225} Du Pin’s ed., 1728, I. 3, etc. 
 
{1226} Sensus lit. scripturae est utrobique verus, Deuteronomy ver., I. 73,122. 
 
{1227} Gerson, Deuteronomy sensu lit. scr. sac. Du Pin’s ed., 1728, I. 2 sq., says, sensus lit. 
semperest verus and sensus lit. judicandus est Prout ecclesia a Sp. S. inspirata determinat et non 
ad cujuslibet arbitrium. 
 
{1228} Paraclesis. 
 
{1229} Falk, pp. 24, 91-97, gives a full list with the places of issue. Walther gives a list of 120 
MSS. of the Bible in German translation. The Lenox Library in New York has a copy of the 
Mazarin Bible. The first book bearing date, place and name of printers was the Psalterium issued 
by Fust and Schoffer, Aug. 14,1457. See Copinger: Incunabula biblica or the First Half Century 
of the Latin Bible, Lond., 1892. 
 
{1230} Often only a brief selection of Psalms was given. Such collections were meant as manuals 
of devotion and perhaps also to be used In memorizing. See Falk, p. 28 sqq. 
 
{1231} Falk, p. 32. The word postilla comes from post illa verba sicut textus evangelii and its use 
goes back to the 13th century. 
 
{1232} Janssen, I. 23, 75 attempts to establish it as a fact that the copies struck off were 
numerous. He cites in confirmation the edition of the Latin Grammar of Cochlaeus, 1511, which 
included 1,000 copies, and of a work of Bartholomew Arnoldi, 1517, 2,000 copies. Sebastian 
Brant declared that all lands were full of the Scriptures, and the Humanist, Celti, that the priests 
could find a copy in every inn if they chose to look. 6,000 copies of Tyndale’s New Testament 



were printed in a single edition. The Koberger firm of Nurnberg has the honor of having 
produced no less than 26 editions, 1476-1520. Its Vulgate was on sale in London as early as 1580. 
 
{1233} Hase: Ch. Hist., II. 2, p. 493. Faulkner: Erasmus, p. 127 sqq. Dorpius’ letter is given by 
Nichols, II. 168 sqq. 
 
{1234} Migne CCXIV: 695 sq. 
 
{1235} Ne praemissos libros laici habeant in vulgari translatos arctissime inhibemus, Mansi, 
XXIII. 194. 
 
{1236} Prohibendam esse vulgarem translationem librorum sac, etc. Contra vanam curiositatem, 
Du Pin’s ed., I. 105. 
 
{1237} Basel ed., V. 117 sq. 
 
{1238} Falk, p. 18. Janssen, I. 72, is careful to tell that the peasant, Hans Werner, who could read, 
knew his Bible so well by heart that he was able to give the places where this text and that were 
found. 
 
{1239} Es ist fast ein bos Ding dass man die Bibel zu deutsch druckt. Quoted by Frietsche-Nestle 
in Herzog, II. 704. 
 
{1240} The text is given In Mirbt: Quellen zur Gesch. d. Papsttums, p. 173. 
 
{1241} Quis enim dabit idiotis et indoctis hominibus et femineo sexui, etc. 
 
{1242} Reuss, p. 534. The last four editions of the old German Bible were 1490, Augsburg, 1494, 
Lubeck, Augsburg, 1508, 1518. 
 
{1243} We might have expected some definite utterance in regard to Bible translations from 
Pecock, in his Repressor of Overmuch Blaming of the Clergy, 1450-1460. What he says is in the 
progress of his refutation of the Lollards’ position that all things necessary to be believed and 
done are to be found in the Scriptures. He adds, Rolls Series, I. 119, "And thou shalt not find 
expressly in Holy Scripture that the New and Old Testaments should be writ in English tongue to 
laymen or in Latin tongue to clergy." 
 
{1244} Pref. to the Pentateuch, Parker Soc. ed., Tyndale’s Doctr. Works, p. 392. Arundel did not 
adduce any errors in Wyclif’s version. Abbot Gasquet, in The Old Engl. Bible, p. 108, and Eve of 
the Reform., p. 209 sqq., attempts to show that the Bible was not a proscribed book in England 
before the Reformation. The testimonies he adduces, commending the Scriptures, are so painfully 
few as to seem to make his case a hopeless one. Dixon, Hist. of the Ch. of Engl., I. 451, speaks of 
Arundel’s "proclaiming the war of authority against English versions." 
 
{1245} Cochlaeus informed the English authorities of Tyndale’s presence in Wittenberg and his 
proposed issue of the English N. T., in order to prevent "the importation of the pernicious 
merchandise." Tonstall professed to have discovered no less than 2000 errors in Tyndale’s N. T. 
See Fulke’s Defence in Parker Soc. ed., p. 61. Tyndale, Pref. to the Pent., p. 373, says, that "the 
papists who had found all their Scripture before in their Duns or such like devilish doctrine, now 
spy out mistakes in my transl., even if it be only the dot of an i." 
 



{1246} See Baird: Hist. of the Huguenots, I. 57; Lindsay: The Reformation, II. 80. 
 
{1247} Book of Martyrs, V. 355.  



78. Popular Piety. 
 
During the last century of the Middle Ages, the religious life of the laity was stimulated by some 
new devices, especially in Germany. There, the effort to instruct the laity in the matters of the 
Christian faith was far more vital and active than in any other part of Western Christendom. 
 
The popular need found recognition in the illustrations, furnished in many editions of the early 
Bibles. The Cologne Bible of 1480, the Lubeck Bible of 1494 and the Venice Bible of Malermi, 
1497, are the best examples of this class of books. Fifteen of the 17 German Bibles, issued before 
the Reformation, were illustrated. 
 
A more distinct recognition of this need was given in the so-called biblia pauperum, —Bibles for 
the poor,—first single sheets and then books, containing as many as 40 or 50 pictures of biblical 
scenes. {1248} In the first instance, they seem to have been intended to aid priests in giving 
instruction. Side by side, they set scenes from the two Testaments, showing the prophetic types 
and their fulfilments. Thus the circumcisions of Abraham, Jacob and Christ are depicted in three 
separate pictures, the priest being represented in the very act of circumcising Christ. Explanations 
in Latin, German or French accompany the pictures. 
 
An extract will give some idea of the kind of information furnished by this class of literature. 
When Adam was dying, he sent Seth into the garden to get medicine. The cherub gave him a 
branch from the tree of life. When Seth returned, he found his father dead and buried. He planted 
the branch and in 4000 years it grew to be the tree on which the Saviour was crucified. 
 
The best executed of these biblical picture-books are those in Constance, {1249} St. Florian, 
Austria and in the libraries of Munich and Vienna. The name, biblia pauperum, may have been 
derived from Bonaventura or the statement of Gregory the Great, that pictures are the people’s 
bible. In 1509, Lukas Kranach issued the passion in a series of pictures at Wittenberg. 
 
A marked and most hopeful novelty in Germany were the numerous manuals of devotion and 
religious instruction which were issued soon after the invention of printing. This literature bears 
witness to the intelligent interest taken in religious training, although its primary purpose was not 
for the young but to furnish a guide-book for the confessional and to serve priest and layman in 
the hour of approaching death. {1250} These books are, for the most part, in German, and 
probably had a wide circulation. They show common Christians what the laws of God are for 
daily life and what are the chief articles of the Church’s faith. Some of the titles give us an idea of 
the intent,—The Soul’s Guide, Der Seelenfuhrer; Path to Heaven, Die Himmelstrasse; The Soul’s 
Comfort, Der Seelentrost; The Heart’s Counsellor, Der Herzmahner; The Devotional Bell, Das 
andachtige Zeitglocklein; The Foot-Path to Eternal Bliss, Der Fusspfad zur ewigen Seligkeit; The 
Soul’s Vegetable Garden, Das Seelenwurzgartlein; The Soul’s Vineyard, Der Weingarten der 
Seele; The Spiritual Chase, Die geistliche Jagd. Others were known by the general title of 
Beichtbuchlein—libri di penitentia —or penitential books. 
 
A compendious statement of their intent is given in the title of the Seelenfuhrer, {1251} namely 
"The Soul’s Guide, a useful book for every Christian to practise a pious life and to reach a holy 
death." This literature deserves closer attention both because it represents territory hitherto largely 
neglected by students of the later Middle Ages and because it bears witness to the zeal among the 
German clergy to spread practical religion among the people. The Himmelwagen, the Heavenly 



Carriage, represents the horses as faith, love, repentance, patience, peace, humility and obedience. 
The Trinity is the driver, the carriage itself God’s mercy. 
 
With variations, these little books explain the 10 Commandments, the 14 articles of the Creed—
the number into which it was then divided—the Lord’s Prayer, the Beatitudes, mortal sins, the 5 
senses, the works of mercy and other topics. The Soul’s Comfort, which appeared in 16 
editions,1474-1523, {1252} takes up the 10 Commandments, 7 sacraments, 8 Beatitudes, 6 works 
of mercy, the 7 spiritual gifts, 7 mortal sins and 7 cardinal virtues and "what God further thinks 
me worthy of knowing." Most useful as this little book was adapted to be, it sometimes states 
truth under strange forms, as when it tells of a man whose soul after death was found, not in his 
body but in his money-chest and of a girl who, while dancing on Friday, was violently struck by 
the devil but recovered on giving her promise to amend her ways. 
 
The Path to Heaven contains 52 chapters. The first two set forth faith and hope, the joys of the 
elect and the pains of the lost and it closes with 4 chapters describing a holy death, the devil’s 
modes of tempting the dying and questions which are to be put to sick people. Dietrich Kolde’s 
Mirror of a Christian Man, one of the most popular of the manuals, in the first two of its 46 
chapters, took up the Apostles’ Creed and, in the last, the marks of a good Christian man. The 
first edition appeared before 1476; the 23d at Delfft, 1518. {1253} 
 
Many of the manuals expressly set forth the value of the family religion and call upon parents to 
teach their children the Creed, the 10 Commandments, the Lord’s Prayer, to have them pray 
morning and evening and to take them to church to hear the mass and preaching. The Soul’s 
Guide says, "The Christian home should be the first school for young children and their first 
church." 
 
The Path to Heaven, {1254} written by Stephen von Landskron or Lanzkranna, dean of Vienna, d. 
1477, presents a very attractive picture of a Christian household. As a model for imitation, the 
head of a family is represented as going to church with his wife, children and servants every 
Sunday and listening to the preaching. On returning home, he reviews the subject of the sermon 
and hears them recite the Commandments, Lord’s Prayer and Creed and the 7 mortal sins. Then, 
after he has refreshed himself with a draught, Trinklein, they sing a song to God or Mary or to 
one of the saints. The Soul’s Comfort counsels parents to examine their households about the 
articles of faith and the precepts the children had learned at school and at church. The Table of a 
Christian Life {1255} urges the parents to keep their children off the streets, send them to school, 
making a selection of their teachers and, above all, to live well themselves and "go before" their 
children in the practice of all the virtues. 
 
Of the penitential books, designed distinctly as manuals of preparation for the confessional, the 
work of John Wolff is the most elaborate and noteworthy. This good man, who was chaplain at 
St. Peter’s, Frankfurt, wrote his book 1478. {1256} He was deeply interested in the impartation of 
religious instruction. His tombstone, which was unearthed in 1895, calls him the "doctor of the 10 
Commandments" and gives a representation of the 10 Commandments in 10 pictures, each 
Commandment being designated by a hand with one or more fingers uplifted. Such tables it was 
not an uncommon thing, in the last years of the Middle Ages, to hang on the walls of churches. 
 
Wolff’s book, which is a guide for daily Christian living, sets forth at length the 10 
Commandments and the acts and inward thoughts which are in violation of them, and puts into 
the mouth of the offender an appropriate confession. Thus, confessing to a violation of the 4th 
Commandment, the offender says, "I have done on Friday rough work, in farming, dunging the 
fields, splitting wood, spinning, sewing, buying and selling, dancing, striking people at the dance, 



playing games and doing other sinful things. I did not hear mass or preaching and was remiss in 
the service of Almighty God." Upon the exposition of the Decalogue follow lists of the five baser 
sins,—usury, killing, stealing, sodomy and keeping back wages,—the 6 sins against the Holy 
Ghost, the 7 works of mercy such as visiting the sick, clothing the naked and burying the dead, 
the sacraments, the Beatitudes, the 7 gifts of the Holy Ghost and an exposition of repentance. The 
work closes with a summary of the advantages to be derived from the frequent repetition of the 
10 Commandments and mentions 13 excuses, given for not repeating them, such as that the words 
are hard to remember and the unwillingness to have them as a perpetual monitor. 
 
These manuals, having in view the careful instruction of adults and children, indicate a new era in 
the history of religious training. No catechisms have come down to us from the ancient Church. 
The catechumens to whom Augustine and Cyril addressed their catechetical discourses were 
adults. In the 13th century, synods began to call for the preparation of summaries of religious 
knowledge for laymen. So a synod at Lambeth, 1281, Prag, 1355, and Lavaur, France, 1368. The 
Synod of Tortosa, 1429, ordered its prelates to secure the preparation of a brief compendium 
containing in concise paragraphs all that it was necessary for the people to know and that might 
be explained to them every Sunday during the year by their pastors. Gerson approached the 
catechetical method (see this volume, p. 216 sq.) and, after long years of activity made the 
statement that the reformation of the church must begin with children, a parvulis ecclesiae 
reparatio et ejus cultura incipienda. {1257} In his Tripartite work he presents the Ten 
Commandments, confession and thoughts for the dying. The catechetical form of question and 
answer was not adopted till after the Lutheran Reformation was well on its way. The term, 
catechism, as a designation of such a manual was first used by Luther, 1525, and the first book to 
bear the title was Andreas Althammer’s Catechism, which appeared in 1528. Luther’s two 
catechisms were issued one year later. The first Catholic book to bear the title was prepared by 
George Wicelius, 1535. 
 
In England, we have something similar to the German penitential books in the Prymers, {1258} 
the first copy of which dates from 1410. They were circulated in Latin and English, and were 
intended for the instruction of the laity. They contained the calendar, the Hours of our Lady, the 
litany, the Lord’s Prayer, Creed, Ten Commandments, 7 Penitential Psalms, the 7 deadly sins, 
prayers and other matters. The book is referred to by Piers Plowman, and frequently in the 15th 
century, as one well known. {1259} The Horn-book also deserves mention. This device for 
teaching the alphabet and the Lord’s Prayer consisted of a rectangular board with a handle, to be 
held like a modern hand-mirror. On one or both sides were cut or printed the letters of the 
alphabet and the Lord’s Prayer. Horn-books were probably not in general use till the close of the 
16th century, but they date back to the middle of the 15th. They probably got their name from a 
piece of animal horn with which the face of the written matter was covered as a protection against 
grubby fingers. {1260} 
 
A nearer approach to the catechetical idea was made by Colet in his rudiments of religious 
knowledge appended to his elementary grammar, and intended for use in St. Paul’s School. It 
contains the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, an exposition of the love due God and our 
fellowmen, 46 special "precepts of living," and two prayers, and is generally known as the 
Catecheyzon. {1261} 
 
Religious instruction was also given through the series of pictures known as the Dance of Death, 
and through the miracle plays. {1262} In the Dance of Death, a perpetual memento mori, death 
was represented in the figure of a skeleton appearing to persons in every avocation of life and of 
every class. None were too holy or too powerful to evade his intrusion and none too humble to be 
beyond his notice. Death wears now a serious, now a comic aspect, now politely leads his victim, 



now walks arm in arm with him, now drags him or beats him. An hour-glass is usually found 
somewhere in the pictures, grimly reminding the onlooker that the time of life is certain to run 
out. These pictures were painted on bridges, houses, church windows and convent walls. Among 
the oldest specimens are those in Minden, 1383, at Paris in the churchyard of the Franciscans, 
1425, Dijon, 1436, Basel, 1441, Croyden, the Tower of London, Salisbury Cathedral, 1460, 
Lubeck, 1463. {1263} 
 
In the fifteenth century, the religious drama was in its bloom in Germany and England. {1264} 
The acting was now turned over to laymen and the public squares and streets were preferred for 
the performances. The people looked on from the houses as well as from the streets. In 1412, 
while the play of St. Dorothea was being acted in the market-place at Bautzen, the roof of one of 
the houses fell and 33 persons were killed. The introduction of buffoonery and farce had become 
a recognized feature and lightened the impression without impairing the religious usefulness of 
the plays. The devil was made a subject of perpetual jest and fun. The people found in them an 
element of instruction which, perhaps, the priest did not impart. The scenes enacted reached from 
the Creation and the fall of Lucifer to the Last Judgment and from Abel’s death and Isaac’s 
sacrifice to the crucifixion and resurrection. 
 
Set forth by living actors, the miracle plays and moralities were to the Middle Ages what the 
Pilgrim’s Progress was to Puritans. They were performed from Rome to London, at the marriage 
and visits of princes and for the delectation of the people. We find them presented before 
Sigismund and prelates during the solemn discussions of the Council of Constance, as when the 
play of the Nativity and the Slaughter of the Innocents was acted at the Bishop of Salisbury’s 
lodgings, 1417, and at St. Peter’s, as when the play of Susannah and the Elders was performed in 
honor of Leonora, daughter of Ferrante of Naples, 1473. At a popular dramatization of the parable 
of the 10 Virgins in Eisenach, 1324, the margrave, Friedrich, was so moved by the pleas of the 5 
foolish maidens and the failure to secure the aid of Mary and the saints, that he cried out, "What 
is the Christian religion worth, if sinners cannot obtain mercy through the intercession of Mary?" 
The story went, that he became melancholy and died soon afterwards. 
 
Of the four English cycles of miracle plays, York, Chester, Coventry and Towneley or Wakefield, 
the York cycle dates back to 1360 and contained from 48 to 57 plays. Chester and Coventry were 
the traditional centres of the religious drama. The stage or pageant, as it was called, was wheeled 
through the streets. The playing was often in the hands of the guilds, such as the barbers, tanners, 
plasterers, butchers, spicers, chandlers. {1265} The paying of actors dates from the 14th century. 
 
Chester cycles was Noah’s Flood, a subject popular everywhere in mediaeval Europe. After 
God’s announcement to the patriarch, his 3 sons and their wives offered to take hand in the 
building of the ark. Noah’s wife alone held out and scolded while the others worked. In spite of 
Noah’s well-known quality of patience, her husband exclaimed: — 
 
Lord, these women be crabbed, aye 
 
And none are meke, I dare well says. 
 
Nothing daunted, however, the patriarch went on with his hammering and hewing and remarked: 
— 
 
These bordes heare I pinne togither 
 
To bear us saffe from the weither, 



 
That we may rowe both heither and theither 
 
And saffe be from the fludde. {1266} 
 
The ark finished, each party brought his portion of animals and birds. But when they were 
housed, Noah’s help-meet again proved a disturbing element. Noah bade Shem go and fetch her. 
 
Sem, sonne, loe! thy mother is wrawe (angry). 
 
Shem told her they were about to set sail, but still she resisted entreaty and all hands were called 
to join together and "fetch her in." 
 
One of the best of the English plays, Everyman, has for its subject the inevitableness of death and 
the judgment. {1267} God sends Death to Everyman and, in his attempt to withstand his message, 
Everyman calls upon his friends Fellowship, Riches, Strength, Beauty and Good Works for help 
or, at least, to accompany him on his pilgrimage. This with one consent they refused to do. He 
then betook himself to Penance, and has explained to him the powers of the priesthood: — 
 
God hath to priest more power given 
 
Than to any angel that is in heaven. 
 
With five words, he may consecrate 
 
God’s body in flesh and blood to take 
 
And handleth his Maker between his hands: 
 
The priest bindeth and unbindeth all bands 
 
Both in earth and in heaven, 
 
He ministers all the sacraments seven. 
 
Such plays were impressive sermons, a popular summer-school of moral and religious instruction, 
the mediaeval Chatauqua. They continued to be performed in England till the 16th century and 
even till the reign of James I., when the modern drama took their place. The last survival of the 
religious drama of the Middle Ages is the Passion Play given at Oberammergau in the highlands 
of Bavaria. In obedience to a vow, made during a severe epidemic in 1684, it has been acted 
every ten years since and more often in recent years. Since 1860, the performances have attracted 
throngs of spectators from foreign lands, a performance being set for 1910. Writers have 
described it as a most impressive sermon on the most momentous of scenes, as it is a solemn act 
of worship for the simple-hearted, pious Catholics of that remote mountain village. 
 
Pilgrimages and the worship of relics were as popular in the 16th century as they had been in 
previous periods of the Middle Ages. {1268} Guide-books for pilgrims were circulated in 
Germany and England and contained vocabularies as well as items of geography and other 
details. {1269} Jerusalem continued to attract the feet of princes and prelates as well as persons of 
less exalted estate. Frederick the Wise of Saxony, Luther’s cautious but firm friend, was one of 
these pilgrims in the last days of the Middle Ages. William Wey of England, who in 1458 and 



1462, went to the Holy Land, tells us how the pilgrims sang "O city dear Jerusalem," Urbs beata, 
as they landed at Joppa. Sir Richard Torkington and Sir Thomas Tappe, both ecclesiastics, made 
the journey the same year that Luther nailed up the Theses, 1517. The journeys to Rome during 
the Jubilee Years of 1450, 1500, drew vast throngs of people, eager to see the holy city and 
concerned to secure the religious benefits promised by the supreme pontiff. Local shrines also 
attracted constant streams of pilgrims. 
 
Among the popular shrines in Germany were the holy blood at Stemberg from 1492, the image of 
Mary at Grimmenthal from 1499, as a cure for the French sickness, the head of St. Anna at Duren 
from 1500, this relic having been stolen from Mainz. The holy coat of Treves was brought to light 
in 1512. As in the flourishing days of the Crusades, so again, pilgrimage-epidemics broke out 
among the children of Germany, as in 1457 when large bands went to St. Michael’s in Normandy 
and in 1475 to Wilsnack, where, in spite of the exposure by Nicolas of Cusa, the blood was still 
reputed holy. {1270} The most noted places of pilgrimage in Germany were Cologne with the 
bodies of the three Magi-kings and Aachen, where Mary’s undergarment, Jesus’ swaddling-cloth 
and the loin-cloth he wore on the cross and other priceless relics are kept. Some idea of the 
popularity of pilgrimages may be had from the numbers that are given, though it is possible they 
are exaggerated. In 1466, 130,000 attended the festival of the angels at Einsiedeln, Switzerland, 
and in 1496 the porter at the gate of Aachen counted 146,000. {1271} In the 14 days, when the 
relics were displayed, 85,000 gulden were left in the money-boxes of St. Mary’s, Aachen. 
 
Imposing religious processions were also popular, such as the procession at Erfurt, 1483, in a 
time of drought. It lasted from 5 in the morning till noon, the ranks passing from church to 
church. Among those who took part were 948 children from the schools, the entire university-
body comprising 2,141 persons, 812 secular priests, the monks of 5 convents and a company of 
2,316 maidens with their hair hanging loosely down their backs and carrying tapers in their 
hands. German synods called attention to the abuses of the pilgrimage-habit and sought to check 
it. {1272} 
 
English pilgrims, not satisfied with going to Rome, Jerusalem and the sacred places on their own 
island, also turned their footsteps to the tomb of St. James of Compostella, Spain. In 1456, Wey 
conducted 7 ship-loads of pilgrims to this Spanish locality. Among the popular English shrines 
were St. Edmund of Bury, St. Ethelred of Ely, the holy hood of Boxley, the holy blood of Hailes 
and, more popular than all, Thomas a  Becket’s tomb at Canterbury and our Blessed Lady of 
Walsingham. So much frequented was the road to Walsingham that it was said, Providence set 
the milky way in the place it occupies in the heavens that it might shine directly upon it and direct 
the devout to the sacred spot. These two shrines were visited by unbroken processions of religious 
itinerants, including kings and queens as well as people less distinguished. Reference has already 
been made to Erasmus’ description, which he gives in his Colloquies. At Walsingham, he was 
shown the Virgin’s shrine rich with jewels and ornaments of silver and gold and lit up by burning 
candles. There, was the wicket at which the pilgrim had to stoop to pass but through which, with 
the Virgin’s aid, an armed knight on horseback had escaped from his pursuer. The Virgin’s 
congealed milk, the cool scholar has described with particular precision. Asking what good 
reason there was for believing it was genuine, the verger replied by pointing him to an authentic 
record hung high up on the wall. Walsingham was also fortunate enough to possess the middle 
joint of one of Peter’s fingers. 
 
At Canterbury, Erasmus and Colet looked upon Becket’s skull covered with a silver case except 
at the spot where the fatal dagger pierced it and Colet, remarking that Thomas was good to the 
poor while on earth, queried whether now being in heaven he would not be glad to have the 
treasures, stored in his tomb, distributed in alms. When a chest was opened and the monk held up 



the rags with which the archbishop had blown his nose, Colet held them only a moment in his 
fingers and let them drop in disgust. It was said by Thomas a  Kempis, that rarely are they 
sanctified who jaunt about much on pilgrimages—raro sanctificantur, qui multum peregrinantur. 
{1273} One of the German penitential books exclaimed, "Alas! how seldom do people go on 
pilgrimages from right motives." Twenty-five years after the visits of Erasmus and Colet, the 
canons of Walsingham, convicted of forging relics, were dragged by the king’s order to Chelsea 
and burnt and the tomb of St. Thomas was rifled of its contents and broken up. 
 
Saints continued to be in high favor. Every saint has his distinct office allotted to him, said 
Erasmus playfully. One is appealed to for the toothache, a second to grant easy delivery in 
childbirth, a third to lend aid on long journeys, a fourth to protect the farmer’s live stock. People 
prayed to St. Christopher every morning to be kept from death during the day, to St. Roche to be 
kept from contagion and to St. George and St. Barbara to be kept from falling into the hands of 
enemies. He suggested that these fabulous saints were more prayed to than Peter and Paul and 
perhaps than Christ himself. {1274} Sir Thomas More, in his defence of the worship of saints, 
expressed his astonishment at the "madness of the heretics that barked against the custom of 
Christ’s Church." 
 
The encouragement, given at Rome to the worship of relics, had a signal illustration in the 
distinguished reception accorded the head of St. Andrew by the Renaissance pope, Pius II. In 
Germany, princes joined with prelates in making collections of sacred bones and other objects in 
which miraculous virtue was supposed to reside and whose worship was often rewarded by the 
almost infinite grace of indulgence. In Germany, in the 15th century as in Chaucer’s day in 
England, the friars were the indefatigable purveyors of this sort of merchandise, from the bones 
of Balaam’s ass to the straw of the manger and feathers from St. Michael’s wings. The 
Nurnberger, Nicolas Muffel, regretted that, after the effort of 33 years, he had only been able to 
bring together 308 specimens. Unfortunately this did not keep him from the crime of theft and the 
penalty of the gallows. {1275} In Vienna, were shown such rarities as a piece of the ark, drops of 
sweat from Gethsemane and some of the incense offered by the Wise Men from the East. 
Albrecht, archbishop of Mainz, helped to collect no less than 8,138 sacred fragments and 42 
entire bodies of saints. This collection, which was deposited at Halle, contained the host—that is, 
Christ’s own body—which Christ offered while he was in the tomb, a statue of the Virgin with a 
full bottle of her milk hanging from her neck, several of the pots which had been used at Cana 
and a portion of the wine Jesus made, as well as some of the veritable manna which the Hebrews 
had picked up in the desert, and some of the earth from a field in Damascus from which God 
made Adam. 
 
A most remarkable collection was made by no less a personage than Frederick the Wise of 
Saxony. {1276} A rich description of its treasures has been preserved from the hand of Andreas 
Meinhard, then a new master of arts. On his way to Wittenberg, 1507, he met a raw student about 
to enter the university, Reinhard by name. The elector had made good use of the opportunities his 
pilgrimages to Jerusalem furnished and succeeded in obtaining the very respectable number of 
5,005 sacred pieces. The collection was displayed for over a year in the Schlosskirche, where 
Meinhard and his travelling companion looked at it with wondering eyes and undoubting 
confidence. Among the pieces were a thorn from the crown of thorns, a tunic belonging to John 
the Evangelist, milk from the Virgin’s breast, a piece of Mt. Calvary, a piece of the table on 
which the Last Supper was eaten, fragments of the stones on which Christ stood when he wept 
over Jerusalem and as he was about to ascend to heaven, the entire body of one of the Bethlehem 
Innocents, one of the fingers of St. Anna, "the most blessed of grandmothers,"—beatissimae 
aviae, —pieces of the rods of Aaron and Moses, a piece of Mary’s girdle and some of the straw 
from the Bethlehem manger. Good reason had Meinhard to remark that, if the grandfathers had 



been able to arise from the dead, they would have thought Rome itself transferred to Wittenberg. 
Each of these fragments was worth 100 days of indulgence to the worshipper. The credulity of 
Frederick, the collector, and the people betrays the atmosphere in which Luther was brought up 
and the struggle it must have cost him to attack the deep-seated beliefs of his generation. 
 
The religious reverence paid to the Virgin could not well go beyond the stage it reached in the age 
of the greater Schoolmen nor could more flattering epithets be heaped upon her than were found 
in the works of Albertus Magnus and Bonaventura. Mary was more easily entreated than her Son. 
The Horticulus animae, —Garden of the Soul,—tells the story of a cleric, accustomed to say his 
Ave Marias devoutly every day, to whom the Lord appeared and said, that his mother was much 
gratified at the priest’s prayers and loved him much but that he should not forget also to direct 
prayers to himself. The book, Heavenly Wagon, called upon sinners to take refuge in her mantle, 
where full mercy and pardon would be found. {1277} Erasmus remarked that Mary’s blind 
devotees, praying to her on all occasions, considered it manners to place the mother before the 
Son. {1278} In 1456, Calixtus III. commended the use of the Ave Maria as a protection against 
the Turks. English Prymers contained the salutations, 
 
Blessid art thou virgyn marie, that hast born the lord maker of the world: thou hast getyn hym that 
made thee, and thou dwellist virgyne withouten ende. Thankis to god. 
 
Heil sterre of the see, hooli goddis modir, alwei maide, blesful gate of heuene. {1279} 
 
The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception in its extreme form, exempting Mary from the 
beginning from all taint of original sin, was defined by the Council of Basel {1280} but the 
decision has no oecumenical authority. Sixtus IV., 1477 and 1483, declared the definition of the 
dogma still an open question, the Holy See not having pronounced upon the subject. But the 
University of Paris, 1497, in emphatic terms decided for the doctrine and bound its members to 
the tenet by an oath. Erasmus, comparing the subtlety of the Schoolmen with the writings of the 
Apostles, observed that, while the former hotly contended over the Immaculate Conception, the 
Apostles who knew Mary well never undertook to prove that she was immune from original sin. 
{1281} 
 
To the worship of Mary was added the worship of Anna, Mary’s reputed mother. The names of 
Mary’s parents, Anna and Joachim, were received from the Apocryphal Gospels of James and the 
Infancy. Jerome and Augustine had treated the information with suspicion as also the further 
information that the couple were married in Bethlehem and lived in Nazareth, had angelic 
announcements of the birth of Mary and that, upon Joachim’s death, Anna married a second and a 
third time. The Crusaders brought relics of her with them to Western Europe and gradually her 
claim found recognition. Her cult spread rapidly. In Alexander VI. she found a distinguished 
devotee. Churches and hospitals were built to her memory. Trithemius wrote a volume in her 
praise and artists, like Albrecht Durer, joined her with Mary on the canvas. {1282} She was 
claimed as a patron saint by women in childbirth and by the copper miners. Luther himself was 
one of her ardent worshippers. Both Albrecht of Mainz and Frederick the Wise were fortunate 
enough to have in their collections of relics, each, one of the fingers of the saint. {1283} 
 
If sacred poetry is any test of the devotion paid to a saint, then the Virgin Mary was far and away 
the chief personage to whom worshippers in the last centuries of the Middle Ages looked for 
help. The splendid collection issued by Blume and Dreves,—Analecta hymnica, —filling now 
nearly 8,000 pages, gives the material from which a judgment can be formed as to the relative 
amount of attention writers of hymns and sequences paid to the Godhead, to Mary and to the 
other saints. Number XLII., containing 336 hymns, gives 37 addressed to Christ, 110 to Mary and 



189 to other saints. Number XLVI. devotes 102 to Mary. These numbers are taken at random. 
Here are introductory verses from several of the thousands of hymns which were composed in 
praise of her virtues and the efficacy of her intercession:— 
 
Pulchra regis regia 
 
Regens regentem omnia  {1284} 
 
Sal deitatis cella 
 
Virgo virginum 
 
Maria, nostra consolatrix. {1} 285 
 
Materaltissimi regis 
 
Tu humani altrix gregis 
 
Advocata potissima 
 
In hora mortis ultima. {1} 286 
 
Anna also has a large place in the hymns of the later Middle Ages and the 16th century. {1287} 
Here are the opening verses of two of them: 
 
Dulcis Jesu matris pater 
 
Joachim, et Anna mater 
 
Justi, natu nobiles. {1288} 
 
Gaude, mater Anna 
 
Gaude, mater sancta 
 
Cum sis Dei facta 
 
Genetrix avia. {1289} 
 
In England, singing sacred songs seems to have been little cultivated before the 16th century. The 
singing of Psalms in the days of Anne Boleyn was a novelty and was greatly enjoyed at the court 
as it was later in Elizabeth’s reign, on the streets. The vast numbers of sacred pieces, written in 
Germany, France and the Lowlands, were intended for conventual devotions not for popular use. 
{1290} Singing, however, was practised extensively in pilgrimages and processions and also in 
churches, and the Basel synod at its 21st session complained that the public services were 
interrupted by hymns in the vernacular. Germany took the lead in sacred popular music. From 
1470-1520, nearly 100 hymns were printed from German presses, many of them with original 
tunes. Sometimes the hymns were in German from beginning to end, sometimes they were a 
mixture of Latin and German. As the Middle Ages drew to a close, religious song increased. The 
Reformation established congregational singing and begat the congregational hymnbook. {1291} 
 



These adjuncts and elements of Christian worship and training were added to the usual service of 
the churches, the celebration of the mass, which was central, the confessional and preaching. The 
age was religious but doubt was growing. A writer of the 16th century says of England: {1292} 
 
There are many who have various opinions concerning religion but all attend mass every day and 
say many pater nosters in public, the women carrying long rosaries in their hands and any who 
can read taking the Hours of our Lady with them and reciting them in church verse by verse in a 
low voice is the manner of the religious. They always hear mass in their parish church on Sunday 
and give liberal alms nor do they omit any form incumbent upon good Christians. 
 
The age of a more intelligent piety was still to come, though it was to prove itself less submissive 
to human authority. 
 
{1248} Ed. Reuss: D. deutschen Historienbibeln vor d. Erfindung d. Bucherdrucks, 1855.—J. T. 
Berjeau: Biblia pauperum, Lond., 1859.—Laib u. Schwarz: D. Biblia pauperum n. d. original in 
d. Lyceumbibl. zu Constanz, Zurich,1867,—Th. Merzdorf: D. deutschen Historienbibeln nach 40 
Hdschriften, Tub., 1870, 2 vols.—R. Muther: D. altesten deutschen Bilderbibeln, 1883.—Falk: D. 
Bibel an Ausgange d. MA, p. 77 sqq.—Biblia pauperum n. d. Wolfenbuttel Exemplare jetzt in d. 
Bibl. nationale, ed. P. Heintz, mit Einleitung uber d. Entstehung d. biblia pauperum, by W. L. 
Schreiber, Strass., 1903.—Artt. Bilderbibel, in Herzog, III 214 and Historienbibel, in Herzog, 
VIII. 155 sqq. and Bib. pauperum, in Wetzer-Welte, II. 776 sq.—Reuss: Gesch. d. N. T., 524 sqq. 
 
{1249} The Constance copy in the Rosengarten museum contains many pictures, with 
explanatory notes on each page. I was particularly struck with the execution of Christ’s entry into 
Jerusalem. 
 
{1250} Bezold, p. 112, speaks of the number of these manuals as massenhaft and Dr. Barry, 
Cambr. Hist., I. 641, with rhetorical unprecision speaks of them as sold in all book-markets. See 
J. Geffcken: D. Bibelcatechismen d. 15 Jahrh., Leipz., 1855.—B. Hasak. D. christl. Glaube d. 
deutschen Volkes beim Schlusse d. MA, Regensb., 1868.—P. Bahlmann: Deutschland’s kathol. 
Katechismen his zum Ende d. 16 Jahrh., Munster, 1894.—F. Falk: D. deutschen Sterbebuchlein 
bis 1520, Col., 1890. Also Drei Beichtbuchlein nach den 10 Geboten, Munster, 1907. Also D. 
Druckkunst im Dienste d. Kirche bis 1520, Col., 1879.—F. W. Battenberg; Joh. Wolff, 
Beichtbuchlein, Giessen, 1907.—Janssen-Pastor, I. 82 sqq.—Achelis: Prak. Theol., II. 497 sqq.—
Wiegand: D. Apost. Symbol in MA, p. 50 sqq 
 
{1251} Printed at Mainz, by Peter Schoffer, 1498, 47 pp. 
 
{1252} See list of the editions in Bahlmann, p. 13 sq. The Cologne ed. of 1474 is in the London 
museum. 
 
{1253} Bahlmann, pp. 17-19. The first dated MS. copy is 1470. 
 
{1254} Bahlmann, p. 7, gives as the probable date of composition, 1450. The 1st printed ed., 
Augsburg, 1484. See also Geffcken, pp. 107-119. 
 
{1255} Bahlmann gives it in full, pp. 63-74. 
 
{1256} See Falk: Drei Beichtbuchlein. The text of Wolff’s manual fills pp. 17-75. Falk also gives 
a penitential book, printed at Nurnberg, 1475, pp. 77-81, and a manual printed at Augsburg, 1504, 
pp. 82-96. 



 
{1257} Gerson’s opp., Du Pin’s ed., III. 280. Luther, in the same vein, said in 1516, Weimar ed., 
I. 450, 494, that, if there was to be a revival in the Church, it must start with the instruction of the 
children. A single book, corresponding to the manuals above described, has come down to us, 
from an earlier period, the composition of a monk of Weissenberg of the 9th century. See two 
Artt. on Catechisms in the Presb. Banner, Dec. 31, 1908, Jan. 7, 1909 by D. S. Schaff. 
 
{1258} Maskell: Monumenta ritualia, 2d ed., 1882, III., pp. ii-lxvii and a reprint of a Prymer, III 
3-183. Dr. Edward Barton edited three Primers, dating from 1535, 1539, 1546, Oxf., 1834. See 
also Proctor’s Hist. of the Bk. of Com. Prayer, p. 14 sq. Proctor calls the Primer "the book 
authorized for 150 years before the Reformation by the Engl. Church, for the private devotion of 
the people." A. W. Tuer: Hist. of the Horn Book, 2 vols., Lond., 1896. Highly illust. and most 
beautiful vols. 
 
{1259} Maskell, III., pp. xxxv-xlix, says the word, Prymer, can be traced to the beginning of the 
14th century. 
 
{1260} Horn-books, as Mr. Tuer says, were much used in England, Scotland and America, down 
to the close of the 18th century. So completely had they gone out of use, that even Mr. Gladstone 
declared he knew "nothing at all about them." Tuer, I., p. 8. 
 
{1261} Text in Lupton: Life of Colet, pp. 285-292. 
 
{1262} G. Peignot: Recherches sur les Danses des morts, Paris, 1826.—C. Douce: The Dance of 
Death, London, 1833.—Massmann: Literatur der Todtentanze, etc., Leipzig, 1841.—R. Fortoul: 
Les Danses des morts, Paris, 1844.—Smith: Holbein’s Dance of Death, London, 1849.—G. 
Kastner, Les Danses des morts, Paris, 1852.—W. Baumker: Der Todtentanz, Frankfurt, 1881.—
W. Combe: The Engl. Dance of Death, new ed., 2 vols., N. Y., 1903.—Valentin Dufour, 
Recherches sur la danse macabre, peinte en 1425, au cimetiere des innocents, Paris, 1873.—
Wetzer-Welte: Todtentanz, XI., 1834-1841. 
 
{1263} William Dunbar, the Scotch poet, wrote with boisterous humor, The Dance of the Sevin 
Deidlie Synnis (1507?), perhaps as a picture of a revel held on Shrove Tuesday at the court. Each 
of the cardinal sins performed a dance. Ward-Waller: Cambr. Hist. of Lit., II. 289, etc. 
 
{1264} In addition to the Lit. given in vol. V.: 1, p. 869, see F. E. Schelling: Hist. of the Drama of 
Engl., 1558-1642, with a Resume of the Earlier Drama from the Beginning, Boston, 1908. 
 
{1265} Pollock gives 48 York guilds with plays assigned to each, pp. xxxi-xxxiv. There are 
records of plays in more than 100 Engl. towns and villages, Pollock, p. xxiii. 
 
{1266} Text in Pollock, p. 8 sqq. It was common to represent Noah’s consort as a shrew. so 
Chaucer in the Miller’s Tale. 
 
{1267} The text in Pollock. It was revived in New York City in the Winter of 1902-1903 and 
played in three theatres, creating a momentary interest. 
 
{1268} See Erasmus: Praise of Folly, Enchiridion and Colloquies.—Gasquet: Eve of the 
Reformation, pp. 365-394.—G. Ficker: D. ausgehende Mittelalter, Leipzig, pp. 69-73.—H. 
Siebert, Rom. Cath.: Beitrage zur vorreformatorischen Heiligen-und Reliquienverehrung, Frei b. 
im Br., 1907.—Bezold, p. 105 sqq., Janssen-Pastor. 



 
{1269} Falk-Druckkunst, pp. 33-37; 44-70 etc. Siebert, p. 55 sq.—Wey: Itineraries, ed. by 
Roxburghe Club, 1857. 
 
{1270} We have the account of the latter by an eye-witness, the chronicler priest, Conrad Stolle 
of Erfurt. See Ficker, p. 69 sq. 
 
{1271} Bezold, 105 sq., Janssen, I. 748. See an art., Relic worship in the Heart of Europe, in the 
Presb. Banner, Sept. 16, 1909, by D. S. Schaff on a visit to Einsiedeln, whither 160,000 pilgrims 
journeyed in 1908, and to Aachen when the "greater relics," which are displayed once in 7 years, 
were exposed July 9-21, 1909, and according to the Frankfurt press attracted 600,000 pilgrims. 
 
{1272} Janssen, I. 748-760, ascribes the popularity of pilgrimages in Gemany to the currendi 
libido, the travelling itch. 
 
{1273} Imit. of Christ, I. 1, ch. 23. See Siebert, p. 55. 
 
{1274} Praise of Folly, pp. 85, 96, and Enchiridion, XII., P. 135. 
 
{1275} Bezold, p. 99; Siebert, p. 59. 
 
{1276} Die Universitat Wittenberg nach der Beschreibung des Mag. Andreas Meinhard, ed. by J. 
Hausleiter, 2d ed., Leipz., 1903. 
 
{1277} Siebert, p. 39. 
 
{1278} Praise of Folly, p. 85. 
 
{1279} See Maskell, III. 63. 
 
{1280} Nunquam actualiter subjacuisse originali peccato, sed immunem semper fuisse ab omni 
originali et actuali culpa. Mansi, XXIX. 183. 
 
{1281} Praise of Folly, p. 126. 
 
{1282} Janssen, I. 248. See E. Schaumkell: Der Cultus der hl. Anna am Ausgange des MA, Freib., 
1896. J. Trithemius: Deuteronomy laudibus S. Annae, Mainz, 1494. 
 
{1283} St. Anne’s day was fixed on July 26 by Gregory XIII., 1584. The Western Continent has a 
great church dedicated to St. Anne at Beau Pre on the St. Lawrence, near Quebec. It possesses 
one of its patron’s fingers. No other Catholic sanctuary of North America, perhaps, has such a 
reputation for miraculous cures as this Canadian church. 
 
{1284} Beautiful ruler of the king, Ruling him who rules all things. Blume and Dreves, XLII. 
115. 
 
{1285} Hail, cell of Deity, Virgin of virgins, Maty, our comforter. XLV. 117. 
 
{1286} Mother of the most high King, Thou foster-mother of the flock, Advocate most mighty, In 
the dread hour of death. XLV. 118. 
 



{1287} Number XLII. of Blume and Dreves’ collection gives 10; Number XLIII. 9, Number 
XLIV. 8, Anna hymns. 
 
{1288} Father of the dear mother of Jesus, Joachim, and her mother Anna, Righteous and noble of 
birth. XLII. 154. 
 
{1289} Rejoice Anna mother, Rejoice holy mother, For thou art made grandmother of God. 
XLIII. 78. 
 
{1290} The Cambridge Role, a MS. in Cambridge, contains 12 carols. John of Dunstable founded 
a school of music early in the 15th century. Traill: Social Engl., II. 368 sq. Maskell, Mon. rit., III. 
1 sqq., gives a number of English hymns printed In the Prymers of the first half of the 16th 
century. 
 
{1291} Baumker gives 71 hymns with original melodies printed before 1520. On the subject of 
mediaeval hymns, see Mone: Lateinische Hymnen d. MA, 3 vols., Freib., 1855; Ph. Wackernagel: 
Das deutsche Kirchenlied von der altesten Zeit, etc., 2 vols, Leipz., 1867. W. Baumker: D. kathol. 
deutsche Kirchenlied in seinen Singweisen, 3 vols., Freib., 1886-1891 and Ein deutsches 
geistliches Liederbuch mit Melodieen aus d. 15ten Jahrh., etc., Leipz., 1895, Janssen, I. 288 sqq. 
Also artt. Kirchenlied and Kirchenmusik in Herzog, X. 
 
{1292} Italian Relation of Engl., Camden Soc. ed., p. 23.  



79. Works of Charity. 
 
Benevolence and philanthropy, which are of the very essence of the Christian religion, flourished 
in the later Middle Ages. In the endeavor to provoke his generation to good works, Luther 
asserted that "in the good old papal times everybody was merciful and kind. Then it snowed 
endowments and legacies and hospitals." {1293} Institutions were established to care for the 
destitute and sick, colleges and bursaries were endowed and protection given to the dependent 
against the rapacity of unscrupulous money-lenders. 
 
The modern notion of stamping out sickness by processes of sanitation scarcely occurred to the 
mediaeval municipalities. Although the population of Europe was not  1/10 of what it is to-day, 
disease was fearfully prevalent. No epidemics so fatal as the Black Death appeared in Europe but, 
even in England, the return of plagues was frequent, as in 1406, 1439, 1464, 1477. The famine of 
1438, called the Great Famine, was followed the next year by the Great Pestilence, called also the 
pestilence sans merci. In 1464, to follow the Chronicle of Croyland, thousands, "died like 
slaughtered sheep." The sweating sickness of 1485 reappeared in 1499 and 1504. In the first 
epidemic, 20,000 died in London and, in 1504, the mayor of the city succumbed. The disease 
took people suddenly and was marked by a chill, which was followed by a fiery redness of the 
skin and agonizing thirst that led the victims to drink immoderately. Drinking was succeeded by 
sweating from every pore. {1294} 
 
Provision was made for the sick and needy through the monasteries, gilds and brotherhoods as 
well as by individual assistance and state collections. The care of the poor was in England 
regarded as one of the primary functions of the Church. Archbishop Stratford, 1342, ordered that 
a portion of the tithe should be invariably set apart for their needs. The neglect of the poor was 
alleged as one of the crying omissions of the alien clergy. 
 
Doles for the poor, a common form of charity in England, were often provided for on a large 
scale. During the 40 days the duke of Gaunt’s body was to remain unburied, 50 marks were to be 
distributed daily until the 40th day, when the amount was to be increased to 500 marks. Bishop 
Skirland wanted 200 given away between his death and his interment. A draper of York gave by 
will 100 beds with furniture to as many poor folk. A cloth-maker made a doubtful charity when 
he left a suit of his own make to 13 poor people, with the condition that they should sit around his 
coffin for 8 days. There were houses, says Thorold Rogers, where doles of bread and beer were 
given to all wayfarers, houses where the sick were treated, clothed and fed, particularly the lepers. 
One of the hospitals that survives is St. Crow at Winchester for old and indigent people. {1295} 
The cook Ketel, a Brother of the Common Life, whose biography Thomas a  Kempis wrote, said 
it would be better to sell all the books of the house at Deventer and give more to the poor. 
 
Hospitals, in the earlier part of our period, were the special concern of the knights of the Teutonic 
Order and continued throughout the whole of it to engage the attention of the Beguines. It became 
the custom also for the Beguines to go as nurses to private houses as in Cologne, Frankfurt, 
Treves, Ulm and other German cities, receiving pay for their services. {1296} The Beguinages in 
Bruges, Ghent, Antwerp andother cities of Belgium and Holland date back to this period. The 
15th century also witnessed the growth of municipal hospitals, a product of the civic spirit which 
had developed in North-Europe. Cities like Cologne, Lubeck and Augsburg had several hospitals. 
The Hotel de Dieu, Paris, did not come under municipal control till 1505. In cases, admission to 
hospitals was made by their founders conditional on ability to say the Lord’s Prayer, the Creed 
and the Ave Maria, as for example to St. Anthony’s, Augsburg. In this case, the founder took care 



to provide for himself, requiring the inmates on entering to say 100 Pater nosters and 100 Ave 
Marias over his grave and every day to join in saying over it 15 of each. {1297} Damian of 
Lowen and his wife, who endowed a hospital at Cologne, 1450, stipulated that "the very poorest 
and sickest were to be taken care of whether they belonged to Cologne or were strangers." 
 
Rome had more than one hospital endowment. The foundation of Cardinal John Colonna at the 
Lateran, made 1216, still remains. In his History of the Popes (III. 51), Pastor has given a list of 
the hospitals and other institutions of mercy in the different states of Italy and justly laid stress 
upon this evidence of the power of Christianity. The English gilds, organized, in the first instance, 
for economic and industrial purposes, also pledged relief to their own sick and indigent members. 
The gild of Corpus Christi at York provided 8 beds for poor people and paid a woman by the year 
14 shillings and fourpence to keep them. The gild of St. Helena at Beverley cared constantly for 3 
or 4 poor folk. {1298} 
 
Leprosy decreased during the last years of the Middle Ages, but hospitals for the reception of 
lepers are still extensively found,—the lazarettos, so called after Lazarus, who was reputed to 
have been afflicted with the disease. Houses for this malady had been established in England by 
Lanfranc, Mathilda, queen of Henry I. at St. Giles, by King Stephen at Burton, Leicestershire and 
by others till the reign of John. St. Hugh of Lincoln, as well as St. Francis d’Assissidistinguished 
themselves by their solicitude for lepers. But the disease seems to have died out in England in the 
14th century and it was hard to fill the beds endowed for this class of sufferers. In 1434, it was 
ordered that beds be kept for 2 lepers in the great Durham leper hospital "provided they could be 
found in these parts." Originally the hospital had beds for 60. {1299} Late in the 16th century 
there were still lepers in Germany. Thomas Platter wrote, "When we came to Munich, it was so 
late that we could not enter the city, but had to remain in the leperhouse." {1300} 
 
Begging was one of the curses of England and Germany as it continues to be of Southern Europe 
to-day. It was no disgrace to ask alms. The mendicant friars by their example consecrated a 
nuisance with the sacred authority of religion. Pilgrims and students also had the right of way as 
beggars. Sebastian Brant gave a list of the different ecclesiastical beggars who went about with 
sacks, into which they put with indiscriminate greed apples, plums, eggs, fish, chickens, meat, 
butter and cheese,—sacks which had no bottom. 
 
Der Bettler Sack wird nimmer voll;  
 
Wie man ihn fullt, so bleibt er hohl. 
 
In Germany, towns gave franchises to beg. {1301} The habit of mendicancy, which Brant 
ridiculed, Geiler of Strassburg called upon the municipality to regulate or forbid altogether. In 
England, mendicancy was a profession recognized in law. 
 
With the decay of the monastic endowments and the legal maintenance of wages at a low rate, the 
destitution and vagrancy increased. The English statutes of laborers at the close of this period, 
1495 and 1504, ordered beggars, not able to work, to return to their own towns where they might 
follow the habit of begging without hindrance. {1302} 
 
At a time when in Germany, the richest country of Europe, church buildings were multiplying 
with great rapidity, many churches in England, on account of the low economic conditions, were 
actually left to go to ruin or turned into sheepcotes and stables, a transmutation to which Sir 
Thomas More as well as others refers. The rapacity of the nobles and abbots in turning large areas 
into sheep-runs deprived laborers of employment and brought social distress upon large numbers. 



On the other hand, parliament passed frequent statutes of apparel, as in 1463 and 1482, restricting 
the farmer and laborer in his expenditure on dress. The different statutes of laborers, enacted 
during the 15th century, had the effect of depressing and impoverishing the classes dependent 
upon the daily toil of their hands. {1303} 
 
In spite of the strict synodal rules, repeated again and again, usury was practised by Christians as 
well as by Jews. All the greater Schoolmen of the 13th century had discussed the subject of usury 
and pronounced it sin, on the ground of Luke 6:34, and other texts. They held that charges of 
interest offended against the law of love to our neighbor and the law of natural fairness, for 
money does not increase with use but rather is reduced in weight and value. It is a species of 
greed which is mortal sin. {1304} It was so treated by mediaeval councils when practised by 
Christians and the contrary opinion was pronounced heretical by the oecumenical council of 
Vienne. Geiler of Strassburg expounded the official church view when he pronounced usury 
always wicked. It was wrong for a Christian to take back more than the original principal. And 
the substitution of a pig or some other gift in place of a money payment he also denounced. 
 
The rates of the Jews were exorbitant. In Florence, they were 20% in 1430 and, in 1488, 32Â½%. 
{1305} In Northern Europe they were much higher, from 43 1/3 to 80 or even 100%. 
Municipalities borrowed. Clerics, convents and churches mortgaged their sacred vessels. City 
after city in Germany and Switzerland expelled the Jews,—from Spires and Zurich, 1435, to 
Geneva, 1490, and Nurnberg, Ulm and Nordlingen, 1498-1500. The careers of the great banking-
houses in the second half of the fifteenth century show the extensive demand for loans by popes 
and prelates, as well as secular princes. 
 
To afford relief to the needy, whose necessities forced them to borrow, a measure of real 
philanthropy was conceived in the last century of the Middle Ages, the montes pietatis, or 
charitable accumulations. {1306} They were benevolent loaning funds. The idea found 
widespread acceptance in Italy, where the first institutions were founded at Perugia, 1462, and 
Orvieto, 1463. City councils aided such funds by contributions, as at Perugia, when it gave 3,000 
gulden. But in this case, finding itself unable to furnish the full amount, it mulcted the Jews for 
1,200 gulden, Pius II. giving his sanction to the constraint. In cases, bishops furnished the capital, 
as at Pistoja, 1473, where Bishop Donato de’ Medici gave 3,000 gulden. At Lucca, a merchant, 
who had grown rich through commercial affiliation with the Jews, donated the princely capital of 
40,000 gold gulden. At Gubbio, a law taxed all inheritances one per cent in favor of the local 
fund, and neglect to pay was punished with an additional tax of one per cent. 
 
The popes showed a warm interest in the new benevolence by granting to particular funds their 
sanction and offering indulgences to contributors. From 1463 to 1515 we have records of 16 
papal authorizations from such popes as Pius II., Sixtus IV., Innocent VIII., Alexander VI., Julius 
II. and Leo X. The sanction of Innocent VIII., given to the Mantua fund, 1486, called upon the 
preachers to summon the people to support the fund, promised 10 years full indulgence to donors, 
and excommunicated all who opposed the project. Sixtus IV., in commending the fund for his 
native town of Savona, 1479, pronounced its worthy object to be to aid not only the poor but also 
the rich who had pawned their goods. He offered a plenary indulgence on the collection of every 
100 gulden. In 1490, the Savona fund had 22,000 gulden and the limit of loans was raised to 100 
ducats. {1307} 
 
The administration of these bureaus of relief was in the hands of directors, usually a mixed body 
of clergymen and laymen, and often appointed by municipal councils. The accounts were 
balanced each month. In Perugia, the rate, which was 12% in 1463, was reduced to 8% a year 
later. In Milan it was reduced from 10% to 5%, in 1488. Five per cent was the appointed rate 



fixed at Padua, Vicenza and Pisa, and 4% at Florence. The loans were made upon the basis of 
property put in pawn. The benevolent efficacy of these funds cannot be questioned and to them, 
in part, is due the reduction of interest from 40% to 4 and 10% in Italy, before the close of the 
15th century. {1308} They met, however, with much opposition and were condemned as 
contravening the traditional law against usury. 
 
A foremost place in advancing the movement was taken by the Franciscans and in the Franciscan 
Bernardino da Feltre,1439-1494, it had its chief apostle. This popular orator canvassed all the 
greater towns of Northern Italy,—Mantua, Florence, Parma, Padua, Milan, Lucca, Verona, 
Brescia. Wherever he went, he was opposed from the pulpit and by doctors of the canon law. At 
Florence, so warmly was the controversy conducted in the pulpits that a public discussion was 
ordered at which Lorenzo de’ Medici, doctors of the law, clerics and many laymen were present, 
with the result that the archbishop forbade opposition to the mons on pain of excommunication. 
The Deuteronomic injunction, 24:12 sq., ordering that, if a man borrow a coat, it should be 
restored before sundown and the Lord’s words, Luke 6, were quoted by the opposition. But it was 
replied, that the object of loaning to the poor was not to enrich the fund or individuals but to do 
the borrower good. Savonarola gave the institution his advocacy. {1309} The Fifth Lateran 
commended it and in this it was followed, 50 years later, by the Council of Trent. 
 
The attempt to transplant the Italian institution in Germany was unsuccessful and was met by the 
establishment of banks by municipal councils, as at Frankfurt. {1310} In England also, it gained 
no foothold. So strong was the feeling against lending out money at interest that, at Chancellor 
Morton’s importunity, parliament proceeded against it with severe measures, and a law of Henry 
VII.’s reign made all lending of money at interest a criminal offence and the bargain between 
borrower and lender null and void. 
 
Notable expression was also given to the practice of benevolence by the religious brotherhoods of 
the age. These organizations developed with amazing rapidity and are not to be confounded with 
the gilds which were organizations of craftsmen, intended to promote the production of good 
work and also to protect the master-workers in their monopoly of trade. They were connected 
with the Church and were, in part, under the direction of the priesthood, although from some of 
them, as in Lubeck, priests were distinctly excluded. Like the gilds, their organization was based 
upon the principle of mutual aid {1311} but they emphasized the principle of unselfish sympathy 
for those in distress. Luther once remarked, there was no chapel and no saint without a 
brotherhood. In fact, nothing was so sure to make a saint popular as to name a brotherhood after 
him. By 1450, there was not a mendicant convent in Germany which had not at least one 
fraternity connected with it. Cities often had a number of these organizations. Wittenberg had 21, 
Lubeck 70, Frankfurt 31, Hamburg 100. Every reputable citizen in German cities belonged to one 
or more. {1312} Luther belonged to 3 at Erfurt, the brotherhoods of St. Augustine, St. Anna and 
St. Catherine. 
 
The dead, who had belonged to them, had the distinct advantage of being prayed for. Their sick 
were cared for in hospitals, containing beds endowed by them. Sometimes they incorporated the 
principle of mutual benefit or assurance societies, and losses sustained by the living they made 
good. At Paderborn, in case a brother lost his horse, every member contributed one or two 
shillings or, if he lost his house, his fellow-members contributed three shillings each or a load of 
lumber. 
 
As there were gilds of apprentices as well as of master-workmen, so there were brotherhoods of 
the poor and humble as well as of those in comfortable circumstances. Even the lepers had 
fraternities, and one of these clans had fief rights to a spring at Wiesbaden. So also had the 



beggars and cripples at Zulpich, founded 1454. The entrance fee in the last case was 8 shillings, 
from which there was a reduction of one-half for widows. {1313} 
 
In the case of the Italian brotherhoods, it is often difficult to distinguish between a society 
organized for a benevolent purpose and a society for the cult of some saint. The gilds of Northern 
Italy, as a rule, laid emphasis upon religious duties such as attendance upon mass, confession of 
sins and refraining from swearing. The Roman societies had their patron saints,—the blacksmith 
and workers in gold, St. Eligius, the millers Paulinus of Nola, the barrel-makers St. James, the 
inn-keepers St. Blasius and St. Julian, the masons St. Gregory the Great, the barbers and 
physicians St. Cosmas and St. Damian, the painters St. Luke and the apothecaries St. Lawrence. 
The popes encouraged the confraternities and elevated some of them to the dignity of 
archfraternities, as St. Saviour in Rome, the first to win this distinction. Florence was also good 
soil for religious brotherhoods. At the beginning of the 16th century, there were no less than 73 
within its bounds, some of them societies of children. {1314} 
 
Society did not wait for the present age to apply the principle of Christian charity. The 
development of organizations and bureaus in the 15th century was not carried as far as it is to-
day, and for the good reason that the same demand for it did not exist. The cities were small and it 
was possible to carry out the practice of individual relief with little fear of deception. 
 
{1293} Quoted by Uhlhorn, p. 439. Janssen, II. 325 sq., takes too seriously Luther’s complaint 
that more liberality had been shown and care given to the needy under the old system than under 
the new, using it as a proof of the influence of Protestantism. Riezler, Gesch. Baierns, as quoted 
by Janssen, I. 679 says, "The Christian spirit of love to one’s neighbor was particularly active In 
the 15th century in works of benevolence and there Is scarcely another age so fruitful In them." 
So also Bezold, p. 94. 
 
{1294} See C. Creighton in Social England, II. 412, 475, 561. 
 
{1295} Rogers: Work and Wages, p. 417. Stubbs: Const. Hist., ch. XXI. Capes: Engl. Ch. Hist. in 
the 14th and 15th Cent., pp. 276 sq., 366 sq. 
 
{1296} Uhlhorn, p. 383 sq. 
 
{1297} Uhlhorn, p. 333. For the conditions of admission to hospitals and medical treatment, 
Allemand, III. 192 sqq. is to be consulted. 
 
{1298} In 1409 was founded an asylum for lunatics in Valencia, Lecky: Hist. of Europ. Morals, 
II. 94 sq. There were pest-houses In Oxford and Cambridge and Continental universities often 
had special hospitals of their own. Writing of the 16th century, Thomas Platter speaks of such a 
hospital at Breslau. The town paid 16 hellers for the care of each patient. These institutions were, 
however, far removed from our present methods of cleanliness. Of the Breslau hospital, Platter 
(Monroe’s Life, p. 103 sq.) says, "We had good attention, good beds, but there were many vermin 
there as big as ripe hemp-seed, so that I and others preferred to be on the floor rather than in the 
beds." 
 
{1299} Geo. Pernet: Leprosy in Quart. Rev., 1903, p. 384 sqq. C. Creighton, Soc. Engl., II. 413. 
This Hist., Vol. V., I., pp. 395, 825, 894. For the fearful prevalence of cutaneous diseases and 
crime in England in the 13th century and as a cure for those who sigh for the fictitious happy 
conditions of mediaeval society, see Jessopp, Coming of the Friars, p. 101 sqq. 
 



{1300} Monroe: Thos. Platter, p. 107. 
 
{1301} Uhlhorn, pp. 483, 456. Such a license was issued in Vienna, 1442. Eberlin of Gunzburg 
went so far as to say that in Germany, 14 out of every 15 people lived a life of idleness. 
 
{1302} Stubbs ch. XXI.; Social Engl., II. 548-550. Cunningham, p. 478 sq.; Rogers, pp. 416-419. 
 
{1303} See Traill: Soc. Engl., II. 388, 392-398. For the activity in churchbuilding in Germany, 
see Janssen, I. 180 sq.; Bezold, p. 90; Ficker, p. 65. 
 
{1304} Thos. Aquinas: Summa, II. 2, q. 78. 
 
{1305} Pastor: Gesch. d. Papste, III. 83 sq. For Germany, see Janssen, I. 460 sqq. 
 
{1306} Other names given to them were montes Christi, monte della carita , mare di pieta . See 
Holzapfel, pp. 18, 20, for funds to provide for burial, montes mortuorum, made up from 
contributions, and funds to which mothers contributed at the birth of children, called montes 
dotis. Holzapfel gives the primary authorities on the benevolent loaning funds, pp. 3-14. 
 
{1307} Holzapfel, pp. 10-12, 44, 64, 70. 
 
{1308} Holzapfel, p. 134. 
 
{1309} Villari, I. 294 sqq.; Holzapfel, pp. 124, 135. According to Holzapfel, there were in Italy in 
1896, 556 monti di pieta  with 78,000,000 lire—$16,000,000—out in loans. 
 
{1310} Holzapfel, p. 102 sqq.; Janssen, I. 464, 489. 
 
{1311} The constitution of the Gild of St. Mary of Lynn contained the clauses, "If any sister or 
brother of this gild fall into poverty, they shall have help from every other brother and sister in a 
penny a day." The Gild of St. Catharine, London, had a similar stipulation. Smith: Engl. Gilds, p. 
185. 
 
{1312} Degenhard Pfaffinger, counsellor to Frederick the Wise, belonged to 35. Kolde, 437; 
Uhlhorn, p. 423. 
 
{1313} Uhlhorn, p. 422. 
 
{1314} Pastor, IV. 30-38  



80. The Sale of Indulgences. 
 
Nowhere, except in the lives of the popes themselves, did the humiliation of the Western Church 
find more conspicuous exhibition than in the sale of indulgences. The forgiveness of sins was 
bought and sold for money, and this sacred privilege formed the occasion of the rupture of 
Western Christendom as, later, the Lord’s Supper became the occasion of the chief division 
between the Protestant churches. 
 
Originally an indulgence was the remission of a part or all of the works of satisfaction demanded 
by the priest in the sacrament of penance. This is the definition given by Roman Catholic 
authorities to-day. {1315} In the 13th century, it came to be regarded as a remission of the penalty 
of sin itself, both here and in purgatory. At a later stage, it was regarded, at least in wide circles, 
as a release from the guilt of sin as well as from its penalty. The fund of merits at the Church’s 
disposition—thesaurus meritorum —as defined by Clement VI., in 1343, is a treasury of spiritual 
assets, consisting of the infinite merits of Christ, the merits of Mary and the supererogatory merits 
of the saints, which the Church uses by virtue of the power of the keys. One drop of Christ’s 
blood, so it was argued, was sufficient for the salvation of the world, and yet Christ shed all his 
blood and Mary was without stain. From the vast surplus accumulation supplied by their merits, 
the Church had the right to draw in granting remission to sinners from the penalties resulting from 
the commission of sin. The very term "keys," it was said, implies a treasure which is looked away 
and to which the keys give access. {1316} The authority to grant indulgences was shared by the 
pope and the bishops. The law of Innocent III., intended to check its abuse, restricted the time for 
which bishops might grant indulgence to 40 days, the so-called quarantines. By the decree of 
Pius X., issued Aug. 28,1903, cardinals, even though they are not priests, may issue indulgences 
in their titular churches for 200 days, archbishops for 100 and bishops for 50 days. 
 
The application of indulgence to the realm of purgatory by Sixtus IV. was a natural development 
of the doctrine that the prayers and other suffrages of the living inure to the benefit of the souls in 
that sphere. As Thomas Aquinas clearly taught, such souls belong to the jurisdiction of the 
Church on earth. And, if indulgences may be granted to the living, certainly the benefit may be 
extended to the intermediate realm, over which the Church also has control. 
 
Sixtus’ first bull granting indulgence for the dead was issued 1476 in favor of the church of 
Saintes. Here was offered to those who paid a certain sum—certam pecuniam —for the benefit of 
the building, the privilege of securing a relaxation of the sufferings of the purgatorial dead, 
parents for their children, friend for friend. The papal deliverance aroused criticism and in a 
second bull, issued the following year, the pontiff states that such relaxations were offered by 
virtue of the fulness of authority vested in the pope from above plenitudo potestatis —to draw 
upon the fund of merits.. {1317} 
 
To the abuse, to which this doctrine opened the door, was added the popular belief that letters of 
indulgence gave exemption both from the culpability and penalty of sin. The expression, "full 
remission of sins," plena or plenissima remissio peccatorum, is found again and again in papal 
bulls from the famous Portiuncula indulgence, granted by Honorius III. to the Franciscans, to the 
last hours of the undisputed sway of the pope in the West. It was the merit of the late Dr. Lea to 
have called attention to this almost overlooked element of the mediaeval indulgence. Catholic 
authorities of to-day, as Paulus and Beringer, without denying the use of the expression, a poena 
et culpa, assert that it was not the intent of any genuine papal message to grant forgiveness from 
the guilt of sin without contrition of heart. {1318} The expression was in current use in tracts and 



in common talk. {1319} John of Paltz, in his Coelifodina, an elaborate defence of indulgences 
written towards the close of the 15th century, affirmed that an indulgence is given by virtue of the 
power of the keys whereby guilt is remitted and penalty withdrawn. These keys open the fund of 
the Church to its sons. {1320} Luther was only expressing the popular view when, writing to 
Albrecht of Mainz, 1517, he complained that men accepted the letters of indulgence as giving 
them exemption from all penalty and guilt—homo per istas indulgentias liber sit ab omni poena 
et culpa. Not only on the Continent but also in England were such forms of indulgence circulated. 
For example, Leo X.’s indulgence for the hospital S. Spirito in Rome ran in its English 
translation, "Holy and great indulgence and pardon of plenary remission a culpa et poena." 
{1321} The popular mind did not stop to make the fine distinction between guilt and its 
punishment and, if it had, it would have been quite satisfied to be made free from the sufferings 
entailed by sin. If by a papal indulgence a soul in purgatory could be immediately released and 
given access to heavenly felicity, the question of guilt was of no concern. 
 
Long before the days of Tetzel, Wyclif and Huss had condemned the use of the formula, "from 
penalty and guilt," as did also John Wessel. In denouncing the bulls of indulgence for those 
joining in a crusade against Ladislaus, issued 1412, Huss copied Wyclif almost word for word. 
{1322} Wyclif fiercely condemned the papal assumption in granting full indulgence for the 
crusade of Henry de Spenser. Priests, he asserted, have no authority to give absolution without 
proper works of satisfaction and all papal absolution is of no avail, where the offenders are not of 
good and worthy life. If the pope has power to absolve unconditionally, he should exercise his 
power to excuse the sins of all men. The English Reformer further declared that, to the Christian 
priest it was given, to do no more than announce the forgiveness of sins just as the old priests 
pronounced a man a leper or cured of leprosy, but it was not possible for him to effect a cure. He 
spoke of, "the fond fantasy of spiritual treasure in heaven, that each pope is made dispenser of the 
treasure at his own will, a thing dreamed of without ground." {1323} Such power would make the 
pope master of the saints and Christ himself. He condemned the idea that the pope could "clear 
men of pain and sin both in this world and the other, so that, when they die, they flee to heaven 
without pain. This is for blind men to lead blind men and both to fall into the lake." As for the 
pardoning of sin for money, that would imply that righteousness may be bought and sold. Wyclif 
gave it as a report, that Urban VI. had granted an indulgence for 2,000 years. {1324} 
 
Indulgences found an assailant in Erasmus, howbeit a genial assailant. In his Praise of Folly, he 
spoke of the "cheat of pardons and indulgences." These lead the priests to compute the time of 
each soul’s residence in purgatory and to assign them a longer or shorter continuance according 
as the people purchase more or fewer of these salable exemptions. By this easy way of purchasing 
pardon any notorious highwayman, any plundering bandit or any bribe-taking judge may for a 
part of their unjust gains secure atonement for perjuries, lusts, bloodsheds, debaucheries and other 
gross impieties and, having paid off arrears, begin upon a new score. The popular idea was no 
doubt stated by Tyndale in answer to Sir Thomas More when he said, that "men might quench 
almost the terrible fire of hell for three halfpence." {1325} 
 
It is fair to say that, while the last popes of the Middle Ages granted a great number of 
indulgences, the exact expression, "from guilt and penalty," does not occur in any of the extant 
papal copies {1326} although some of their expressions seem fully to imply the exemption from 
guilt. Likewise, it must be said that they also contain the usual expressions for penitence as a 
condition of receiving the grace—"being truly penitent and confessing their sins"—vere 
poenitentibus et confessio. 
 
Indulgences in the last century of the Middle Ages were given for all sorts of benevolent 
purposes, crusades against the Turks, the building of churches and hospitals, in connection with 



relics, for the rebuilding of a town desolated by fire, as Brux, for bridges and for the repair of 
dikes, such an indulgence being asked by Charles V. The benefits were received by the payment 
of money and a portion of the receipts, from 33% to 50%, was expected to go to Rome. The 
territory chiefly, we may say almost exclusively, worked for such enterprises was confined to the 
Germanic peoples of the Continent from Switzerland and Austria to Norway and Sweden. 
England, France and Spain were hardly touched by the traffic. Cardinal Ximenes set forth the 
damage done to ecclesiastical discipline by the practice and, as a rule, it was under other pretexts 
that papal moneys were received from England. {1327} 
 
In the transmission of the papal portions of the indulgence-moneys, the house of the Fuggers 
figures conspicuously. Sometimes it charged 5%, sometimes it appropriated amounts not 
reckoned strictly on the basis of a fixed per cent. The powerful banking-firm, also responding 
cheerfully to any request made to them, often secured the grant of indulgences in Rome. The 
custodianship of the chests, into which the indulgence-moneys were cast, was also a matter of 
much importance and here also the Fuggers figured prominently. Keys to such chests were often 
distributed to two or three parties, one of whom was apt to be the representative of the bankers. 
 
Among the more famous indulgences for the building of German churches were those for the 
construction of a tower in Vienna, 1514, for the rebuilding of the Cathedral of Constance, which 
had suffered great damage from fire, 1511, the building of the Dominican church in Augsburg, 
1514, the restoration of the Cathedral of Treves, 1515, and the building of St. Annaberg church, 
1517, in which Duke George of Saxony was much interested. One-half of the moneys received 
for these constructions went to Rome. In most of these cases, the Fuggers acted as agents to hold 
the keys of the chest and transmit the moneys to the papal exchequer. The sees of Constance, 
Chur, Augsburg and Strassburg were assigned as the territory in which indulgences might be sold 
for the cathedral in Constance. No less than four bulls of indulgence were issued in 1515 for the 
benefit of Treves, including one for those who visited the holy coat which was found 1512 and 
was to be exhibited every 7 years. {1328} 
 
Among the noted hospitals to which indulgences were issued—that is, the right to secure funds by 
their sale—were hospitals in Nurnberg, 1515, Strassburg, 1518 and S. Spirito, Rome, 1516. 
 
Both of the churches in Wittenberg were granted indulgences and a special indulgence was issued 
for the reliquary-museum which the elector Frederick had collected. An indulgence of 100 days 
was attached to each of the 5,005 specimens and another 100 to each of the 8 passages between 
the cases that held them. With the 8,133 relics at Halle and the 42 entire bodies, millions and 
billions of days of indulgence were associated, a sort of anticipation of the geologic periods 
moderns demand. To be more accurate, these relics were good for pardons covering 39,245,120 
years and 220 days and the still further period of 6,540,000 quarantines, each of 40 days. 
 
In Rome, the residence of the supreme pontiffs, as we might well have expected, the offer of 
indulgences was the most copious, almost as copious as the drops on a rainy day. According to 
the Nurnberger relic-collector, Nicolas Muffel, every time the skulls of the Apostles were shown 
or the handkerchief of St. Veronica, the Romans who were present received a pardon of 7,000 
days, other Italians 10,000 and foreigners 14,000. In fact, the grace of the ecclesiastical 
authorities was practically boundless. Not only did the living seek indulgences, but even the 
dying stipulated in their wills that a representative should go to Assisi or Rome or other places to 
secure for their souls the benefit of the indulgences offered there. 
 
Prayers also had remarkable offers of grace attached to them. According to the penitential book, 
The Soul’s Joy, the worshipper offering its prayers to Mary received 11,000 years indulgence and 



some prayers, if offered, freed 15 souls from purgatory and as many earthly sinners from their 
sins. It professed to give one of Alexander Vl.’s decrees, according to which prayer made three 
times to St. Anna secured 1,000 years indulgence for mortal sins and 20,000 for venial. The 
Soul’s Garden claimed that one of Julius II.’s indulgences granted 80,000 years to those who 
would pray a prayer to the Virgin which the book gave. No wonder Siebert, a Roman Catholic 
writer, is forced to say that "the whole atmosphere of the later Middle Ages was soaked with the 
indulgence-passion." {1329} 
 
An indulgence issued by Alexander VI., in 1502, was designed to secure aid for the knights of the 
Teutonic Order against the Russians. The latter was renewed by Julius II. and Cologne, Treves, 
Mainz, Bremen, Bamberg and other sees were assigned as the territory. Much money was 
collected, the papal treasury receiving one-third of the returns. The preaching continued till 1510 
and Tetzel took a prominent part in the campaign. {1330} 
 
It remains to speak of the most important of all of the indulgences, the indulgence for the 
construction of St. Peter’s in Rome. This interest was pushed by two notable popes, Julius II. and 
Leo X., and called forth the protest of Luther, which shook the power of the papacy to its 
foundations. It seems paradoxical that the chief monument of Christian architecture should have 
been built in part out of the proceeds of the scandalous traffic in absolutions. 
 
On April 18,1506, soon after the laying of the cornerstone of St. Peter’s, Julius II. issued a bull 
promising indulgence to those who would contribute to its construction, fabrica, as it was called. 
Eighteen months later, Nov. 4,1507, he commissioned Jerome of Torniello, a Franciscan 
Observant, to oversee the preaching of the bull in the so-called 25 Cismontane provinces, which 
included Northern Italy, Austria, Bohemia and Poland. By a later decree Switzerland was added. 
{1331} Germany was not included and probably for the reason that a number of indulgence bulls 
were already in force in most of its territory. A special rescript appointed Warham, archbishop of 
Canterbury, as chief overseer of the business in England. At Julius’ death, the matter was taken 
up by Leo X. and pushed. 
 
The preaching of indulgences in Germany for the advantage of St. Peter’s began in the pontificate 
of Leo X. and is closely associated with the elevation of Albrecht of Hohenzollern to the sees of 
Mainz, Magdeburg and Halberstadt. Albrecht, a brother of Joachim, elector of Brandenburg, was 
chosen in 1513 to the archbishopric of Magdeburg and the bishopric of Halberstadt. The 
objections on the ground of his age and the combination of two sees—a thing, however, which 
was true of Albrecht’s predecessor—were set aside by Leo X., after listening to the arguments 
made by the German embassies. 
 
In 1514, Albrecht was further honored by being elected archbishop of Mainz. The last incumbent, 
Uriel of Gemmingen, died the year before. The archdiocese had been unfortunate with its 
bishops. Berthold of Henneberg had died 1504 and James of Liebenstein in 1508. These frequent 
changes necessitated a heavy burden of taxation to enable the prelates to pay their tribute to the 
Holy See, which amounted to 10,000 ducats in each case, with sundry additions. By the 
persuasion of the elector Joachim and the Fuggers, Leo sanctioned Albrecht’s election to the see 
of Mainz. He was given episcopal consecration and thus the three sees were joined in the hands of 
a man who was only 24. 
 
But Albrecht’s confirmation as archbishop was not secured without the payment of a high price. 
The price, 10,000 ducats, was set by the authorities in Rome and did not originate with the 
German embassy, which had gone to prosecute the case. The proposition came from the Vatican 
itself and at the very moment the Lateran council was voting measures for the reform of the 



Church. It carried with it the promise of a papal indulgence for the archbishop’s territories. The 
elector Joachim expressed some scruples of conscience over the purchase, but it went through. 
Schulte exclaims that, if ever a benefice was sold for gold, this was true in the case of Albrecht. 
{1332} 
 
The bull of indulgences was issued March 31,1516, and granted the young German prelate the 
right to dispose of pardons throughout the half part of Germany, the period being fixed at 8 years. 
The bull offered, "complete absolution—plenissimam indulgentiam — and remission of all sins," 
sins both of the living and the dead. A private paper, emanating from Leo and dated two weeks 
later, April 15, mentions the 10,000 ducats proposed by the Vatican as the price of Albrecht’s 
confirmation as having been already placed in Leo’s hands. {1333} To enable him to pay the full 
amount of 30,000 ducats his ecclesiastical dignities had cost, Albrecht borrowed from the 
Fuggers and, to secure funds, he resorted to a two-years’ tax of two-fifths which he levied on the 
priests, the convents and other religious institutions of his dioceses. In 1517, "out of regard for his 
Holiness, the pope, and the salvation and comfort of his people," Joachim opened his domains to 
the indulgence-hawkers. It was his preaching in connection with this bull that won for Tetzel an 
undying notoriety. Oldecop, writing in 1516, of what he saw, said that people, in their eagerness 
to secure deliverance from the guilt and penalty of sin and to get their parents and friends out of 
purgatory, were putting money into the chest all day long. 
 
The description of Tetzel’s sale of indulgences and Luther’s protest are a part of the history of the 
Reformation. It remains, however, yet to be said, as belonging to the mediaeval period, that the 
grace of indulgences was popularly believed to extend to sins, not yet committed. Such a belief 
seems to have been encouraged by the pardon-preachers, although there is no documentary proof 
that any papal authorities made such a promise. In writing to the archbishop of Mainz, Oct. 
31,1517, Luther had declared that it was announced by the indulgence-hawkers that no sin was 
too great to be covered by the indulgence, nay, not even the sin of violating the Virgin, if such a 
thing had been possible. And late in life, 1541, the Reformer stated that the pardoner "also sold 
sins to be committed." {1334} The story ran that a Saxon knight went to Tetzel and offered him 
10 thaler for a sin he had in mind to commit. Tetzel replied that he had full power from the pope 
to grant such an indulgence, but that it was worth 80 thaler. The knight paid the amount, but some 
time later waylaid Tetzel and took all his indulgence-moneys from him. To Tetzel’s complaints 
the robber replied, that thereafter he must not be so quick in giving indulgence from sins, not yet 
committed. {1335} 
 
The traffic in ecclesiastical places and the forgiveness of sins constitutes the very last scene of 
mediaeval Church history. On the eve of the Reformation, we have the spectacle of the pope 
solemnly renewing the claim to have rule over both spheres, civil and ecclesiastical, and to hold 
in his hand the salvation of all mankind, yea, and actually supporting the extravagant luxuries of 
his worldly court with moneys drawn from the trade in sacred things. How deep-seated the 
pernicious principle had become was made manifest in the bull which Leo issued, Nov. 9,1518, a 
full year after the nailing of the Theses on the church door at Wittenberg, in which all were 
threatened with excommunication who failed to preach and believe that the pope has the right to 
grant indulgences. {1336} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1315} So Paulus; J. Tetzel, p. 88, and Beringer, p. 2, a member of the Society of Jesus, whose 
work on indulgences has the sanction of the Congregation of Indulgences of the College of 



Cardinals. Both writers insist that the indulgence does not confer forgiveness of guilt but only the 
remission of penalty after guilt is forgiven. See also on the general subject this Hist., V. 1, pp. 
735-748, VI. 146 sqq. 
 
{1316} John of Paltz: Coelifodina in Kohler, p. 57. Nota in hoc quod dicit, claves, innuit 
thesauros quia omne carum clauditur et seratur potest tamen clavibus adiri. 
 
{1317} For the text of the bulls, see Lea III. 585 sqq. and Kohler, pp. 37-40. A bull ascribed to 
Calixtus III., 1457, also sanctions indulgences for the dead. It is accepted as genuine by Paulus. 
For Gabriel Biel’s acceptance of Sixtus’ assertion of power to grant indulgences to the dead, see 
Kohler, p. 40. 
 
{1318} Paulus, 97 sq., and Beringer, p. 11, either explain the expression to mean the penalty of 
guilt, as if it read a poena culpae delicta, or refer it to venial sins. See Vol. V. 1, p. 741. The 
Jubilee bull of Boniface VIII., 1300, was interpreted by a cardinal to include in its benefits guilt 
as well as penalty—duplex indulgentia culpae videlicet et poenae. Kohler, p. 18 sq., gives the text 
of the bull. John XXIII. confessed to have often absolved a culpa et poena. 
 
{1319} It was used by Piers Plowman (see Lea: Sacerd. Celibacy, I. 444), by Landucci, 1513, 
"l’indulgenza di colpa e pena," Badia’s ed., p. 341, by Oldecop, 1516, who listened to Tetzel (see 
his letter in Paulus, p. 39), etc. Oldecop said that those who cast their money into the chest and 
confessed their sins were "absolved from all their sins and from pain and guilt." For other cases 
and a general treatment of the subject, see Lea, III. 67-80 
 
{1320} Kohler, p. 59. 
 
{1321} See Maskell: Monum. rit., etc., III. 372 sqq. These indulgences in England were printed 
on single sheets perhaps by Wynkyn de Worde. Such an English reprint announced an indulgence 
of 2560 days granted by Julius II. to all contributing to a crusade against the Saracens and other 
Christian enemies. 
 
{1322} Nurnb. ed., 1715, vol. I. 212-267; Defens. quor. artt. J. Wyclif and the Reply of the Prag. 
Theol. faculty, I. 139-146. 
 
{1323} Deuteronomy schis. pontif., Engl. Works, ed. by Arnold, III. 1262. 
 
{1324} Engl. Works, Arnold’s ed., I. 210, 354; Deuteronomy eccles., p. 561. 
 
{1325} See Gasquet, Eve of the Reformation, p. 384. 
 
{1326} James of Juterbock in his Tract. de indulg. about 1451 says he did not recollect to have 
seen or read a single papal brief promising indulgence a poena et culpa. Kohler, p. 48. 
 
{1327} For the details which follow, the treatment by Schulte, in his work on the Fuggers, is the 
chief authority. This book contains a remarkable array of figures and facts based on studies 
among the sources. 
 
{1328} Treves also boasted of a nail of the cross, the half part of St. Peter’s staff and St Helena’s 
skull. 
 
{1329} Reliquienverehrung, pp. 33 sq., 60 sq. 



 
{1330} A full account in Paulus, Tetzel, pp. 6-23. 
 
{1331} In a pamphlet entitled Simia by Andrea Guarna da Salerno, Milan, 1517, as quoted by 
Klaczko, Rome and the Renaissance, p. 25, Bramante the architect was refused entrance to 
heaven by St. Peter for destroying the Apostle’s temple in Rome, whose very antiquity called the 
least devout to God. And when the heavenly porter charged him with a readiness to destroy the 
very world itself and ruin the pope, the architect confessed and declared that his failure was due 
to the fact that "Julius did not put his hand Into his pocket to build the new church but relied on 
indulgences and the confessional." Paris de Grassis called Bramante "the ruiner," architectum 
Bramantem seu potius Ruinantem. 
 
{1332} See his account of the transaction, I. 115-121. 
 
{1333} Schulte, I. 125. Leo’s bull of March 31 is given by Kohler, pp. 83-93. Even the Rom. 
Cath., Paulus, Tetzel, p. 31, goes as far as to speak of "the miserable business which for both Leo 
and Albrecht was first of all a financial transaction." 
 
{1334} An offer of this sort is referred to by John of Paltz (see quotation in Paulus): Tetzel, p. 
136, and Paulus’ attempt to explain it away. 
 
{1335} One of the savory pulpit anecdotes bearing on indulgences ran as follows: Certain 
pilgrims, on their journey, came to a tree on which 5 souls were hanging. On their return, they 
found 4 had vanished. The one left behind reported that his companions had been released by 
friends, but that he was without a single friend. So, for the unfortunate soul’s benefit, one of the 
pilgrims made a pilgrimage to Rome, and the soul at once took its flight to heaven. "So may a 
soul," the moral went on to say, "be released from purgatorial fire, if only 50 Pater nosters be 
said for it." 
 
{1336} The bull in Mirbt, p. 182.  
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150, etc.—Gregorovius: vols. VII., VIII.—G. Ficker: Das ausgehende MA u. sein Verhaltniss zur 
Reformation, Leipz., 1903. A. Schulte.: Kaiser Maximilian als Kandidat fur d. papstlichen Stuhl 
1511, Leipz., 1906.—O. Smeaton: The Medici and the Ital. Renaissance, Cin’ti.—The works 
already cited of Th. Rogers and Cunningham.—W. H. Heyd: Gesch. d. Levantenhandels, 2 vols., 
Stuttg., 1859. 
 
Many great regions are discovered 
 
Which to late age were ne’er mentioned, 
 
Who ever heard of th’ Indian Peru 
 
Or who, in venturous vessel, measured 
 
The Amazon huge river, now found true? 
 
Or fruitfullest Virginia who did ever view? 
 
Yet all these were when no man did them know, 
 
Yet have from wisest ages hidden been. 
 
And later times things more unknown shall show. 
 
Why then should witless man so much misween, 
 
That nothing is but that which he hath seen. 
 
—Spenser, Faerie Queene. 
 
No period in the history of the Christian Church has a more clear date set for its close than the 
Middle Ages. In whatever light the Protestant Reformation is regarded there can be no doubt that 
a new age began with the nailing of the Theses on the church doors in Wittenberg. All attempts to 
find another date for the beginning of modern history have failed, whether the date be the reign of 
Philip the Fair or the Fall of Constantinople, 1453, or the invention of printing. Much as the 
invention of movable type has done for the spread of intelligence, the personality and conduct of 
Luther must always be looked upon as the source from which the new currents of human thought 
and action in Western Europe emanated. {1337} 
 
Not so easy, however, is it to fix a satisfactory date for the opening of the Middle Ages. They 
have been dated from Charlemagne, the founder of the Holy German Empire, the patron of 



learning, the maker of codes of law. The better starting-point is the pontificate of Gregory the 
Great, who is well called the last of the Fathers and the first of the mediaeval popes. From that 
date, the rift between the Eastern and the Western Churches, which was already wide as a result 
of the arrogance of the bishops of Rome, rapidly grew to be unhealable. 
 
The Middle Ages, with their limits, fall easily into 3 periods, but it must be confessed that the 
first, extending from 600-1050, is a period of warring elements, with no orderly development. 
Hildebrand properly opens the Middle Ages as a period of great ideas, conscious of its power and 
begetting movements which have exerted a tremendous influence upon the history of the Church. 
From the moment that monk entered Rome, the stream of ecclesiastical affairs proceeded on its 
course between well-defined banks. During the 500 years that followed, the voice of the supreme 
pontiff was heard above all other voices and controlled every movement emanating from the 
Church. In this period, the doctrinal system, which is distinctively known as the mediaeval, came 
to its full statement. It was the period of great corporate movements, of the Crusades, the 
Mendicant orders, of the cathedrals and universities, of the canon law and the sacramental 
combination and of the Reformatory councils. 
 
The third period of the Middle Ages, which this volume traverses, is at once the product of the 
former period of Gregory VII. and Innocent III. and, at the same time, the germinative seed-plot 
of new forces. The sacerdotal keeps its hold and the papacy remains the central tribunal and court 
of Europe, but protests were heard—vigorous and startling from different quarters, from Prag, 
Paris, Oxford—which, without overthrowing old institutions, shook the confidence in their 
Apostolic appointment and perpetuity. These last two centuries of the mediaeval world betray no 
consuming passion like the Crusades, for all efforts of the pope to stir the dead nerves of that 
remarkable impulse were futile. And Pius II., looking from the bluffs of Ancona out upon the sea 
in the hope of discerning ships rigged to undertake the reconquest of the East, furnishes a pathetic 
spectacle of an attempt to call forth energies to achieve the dreams of the past, when for practical 
minds the illusion itself has already disappeared. 
 
The Reformatory councils endeavored to undo what Hildebrand and Innocent III. had built up and 
Thomas Aquinas had sanctioned, the control of the Church and society by the will of the supreme 
pontiff. The system of the Schoolmen broke down. Wyclif, himself endowed with scholastic 
acuteness, belonged to that modern class of men who find in practical considerations a sufficient 
reason to ignore the contentions of dialectic philosophy. And, finally, the Renaissance completely 
set aside some of the characteristic notions of the Middle Ages, stirring the interest of man in all 
the works of God, and honoring those who in this earthly sphere of action wrought out the 
products of intellectual endeavor in literature and art, on the platform and in the department of 
state. 
 
This last period of the Middle Ages appears to the student of general history as a period of 
presentiments—and efforts on the part of scattered thinkers, to reach a more free and rational 
mode of thought and living than the mode they had inherited from the past. The period opening 
with Hildebrand and extending to Boniface VIII. furnished more imposing personalities,—
architects compelling by the force of intellectual assertion,—but fewer useful men. It created a 
dogmatic unity and triumphed by a policy of force, but the rights of the individual and the 
principle of liberty of thought and conscience, with which God has chosen to endow mankind, it 
could not consign to permanent burial. 
 
However, in spite of the efforts put forth in the closing period of the Middle Ages to shake off the 
fetters of the rigid ecclesiastical compulsion, it failed. The individual reformers and prophets 



prepared the way for a new time, but were unable to marshal forces enough in their own age to 
inaugurate the new order. This it was the task of Luther to do. 
 
In a retrospect of the marked features of the closing centuries of the Middle Ages, we are struck 
first of all with the process by which the nations of Western Europe became consolidated until 
they substantially won the limits which they now occupy. The conquest of the weary Byzantine 
empire seemed to open the way for the Turks into all Europe. The acropolis of Athens was 
occupied in 1458. Otranto on the Italian coast was seized and Vienna itself threatened. All Europe 
felt as Luther did when he offered the prayer, "from the murderous cruelty of the Turk, Good 
Lord deliver us." Much as the loss of the city on the Bosphorus was lamented at this time, it 
cannot but be felt that there was no force in Eastern Christendom which gave any promise of 
progress, theological or civil. 
 
The papacy, claiming to be invested with plenitude of authority, abated none of its claims, but by 
its history proved that those very claims are fictitious and have no necessary place in the divine 
appointment. 
 
Seldom has a more impressive spectacle been furnished than was furnished by the Reformatory 
councils. Following the Avignon period and the age of the papal schism, they struggled to correct 
the abuses of the papal system and to define its limitations. The first oecumenical council held on 
German soil, the Council of Constance, made such an authoritative decision. Its weight was 
derived from its advocates, the most distinguished theologians and canonists of the time, and the 
combined voice of the universities and the nations of Latin Christendom. But the decision proved 
to be no stronger than a spider’s web. The contention, which had been made by that long series of 
pungent tracts which was opened with the tract of Gelnhausen, was easily set aside by the 
dexterous hand of the papacy itself. Gelnhausen had declared that the way to heal the troubles in 
the papal household was to convoke a general council. {1338} To this mode of statement Pius II. 
opposed his bull, Execrabilis, and his successors went on untroubled by the outcry of Latin 
Christendom for some share in the government of the Church. 
 
But the appeal for a council was an ominous portent. It had been made by Philip the Fair and the 
French Parliament, 1303. It was made by the Universities of Paris and Oxford and the great 
churchmen of France. It was made by Wyclif, by Huss and Savonarola. In vain, to be sure, but the 
body of the Church was thinking and the arena of free discussion was extending. 
 
The most extravagant claims of the papacy still had defenders. Augustus Triumphus and Alvarus 
Pelayo declared there could be no appeal from the pope to God, because the pope and God were 
in agreement. He who looks upon the pope with intent and trusting eye, looks upon Christ, and 
wherever the pope is, there is the Church. Yea, the pope is above canon law. But these men were 
simply repeating what was current tradition. Dante struck another note, when he put popes in the 
lowest regions of hell, and Marsiglius of Padua, when he cast doubt upon Peter’s ever having 
been in Rome and insisted that the laity are also a part of the Church. 
 
The scandalous lives of the popes whose names fill the last paragraph of the history of the Middle 
Ages would have excluded them from decent modern circles and exposed them to sentence as 
criminals. They were perjurers, adulterers. Avarice, self-indulgence ruled their life. They had no 
mercy. The charges of murder and vicious disease were laid to their door. They were willing to 
set the states of Italy one over against the other and to allow them to lacerate each other to extend 
their own territory or to secure power and titles for their own children and nephews. Luther was 
not far out of the way when, in his Appeal to the German Nobility, he declared "Roman avarice is 
the greatest of robbers that ever walked the earth. All goes into the Roman sack, which has no 



bottom, and all in the name of God." In all history, it would be difficult to discover a more glaring 
inconsistency between profession and practice than is furnished by the careers of the last popes of 
the Middle Ages. 
 
Upon freedom of thought, the papacy continued to lay the mortmain of alleged divine 
appointment. Dante’s Deuteronomy monarchia was burnt by John XXII. The evangelical text-
book, the Theologia Germanica has been put on the index. Erasmus’ writings were put on the 
Index. Curses were hurled against a German emperor by Clement VI. which it would almost be 
sacrilege to repeat with the lips. Eckart was declared a heretic. Wyclif’s bones were dug up and 
cast into the flames. Huss was burnt. Savonarola was burnt. And, from nameless graves in Spain 
and Germany rises the protest against the papacy as a divine institution. 
 
Valla said again and again that the papacy was responsible for all the misfortunes of Italy, its 
worst enemy. To such a low plane was that institution brought that the Emperor Maximilian I. 
seriously considered having himself elected pope and combining in himself the two sovereignties 
of Church and state. That such a thought was possible is proof of the actual state of affairs. A 
most Catholic historian, Janssen (III. 77), says: "The court of Leo X., with its extravagant 
expenditure in card-playing, theatres and all manner of worldly amusements, was still more 
flagrantly opposed to the position of chief overseer of the Church than the courts of the German 
ecclesiastical princes, notably Albrecht of Mainz. The iniquity of Rome exceeded that of the 
ecclesiastical princes of Germany." And was not the chief idea, which some of the aspirants after 
the highest office in Christendom had in mind, well embodied in the words with which Leo 
followed his election, "Let us enjoy the papacy"? If the lives of these latter popes were unworthy, 
their treatment of the spiritual prerogatives was sacrilegious. Rome encouraged the Crusades but 
sent no Crusaders. In Rome everything was for sale. The forgiveness of sins itself was offered for 
money. 
 
And, within papal circles, there was no movement towards reform. As well might men have 
looked for a burnt field to furnish food. It is not improbable that the very existence of the papacy 
was saved by the Reformation. This is the view to which Burckhardt chooses to give expression 
twice in the same work. {1339} It discredited by its incumbents every high claim asserted for it. 
And yet, with abounding self-confidence, in the last hours of the Middle Ages, it solemnly 
reaffirmed the claim of supreme jurisdiction over the souls and bodies of men, the Church and the 
state. And after the Reformation had begun, Prierias, Master of the palace, declared the pope’s 
superiority to the Scriptures in these words: "Whoever does not rest upon the doctrine of the 
Roman Church and the Roman pope as an infallible rule of faith, from which even the Holy 
Scriptures derive their authority, is a heretic." And to be a heretic meant to be an outlaw. Prierias 
was the man who spoke of Luther as "the brute with the deep eyes and strange fantasies." 
 
Forces of another character were working. In quiet pathways, the mystics walked with God and, 
though they did not repudiate the sacramental system, they called attention to the religion of the 
heart as the seat of religion. The Imitation of Christ was written once, for all ages. The Church 
had found its proper definition as the body of the elect and that idea stood in direct antithesis to 
the theory the hierarchy worked upon. The preaching of the Waldenses had been condemned by 
the Fourth Lateran Council, but there was a growing popular demand for instruction as well as the 
spectacle of the mass, and the catechetical manuals laid stress upon the sermon. The Albigenses 
had been completely blotted out, but the principles of Lollardism and Hussitism continued to 
flow, though as little rills. The Inquisition was still doing its work, but in Germany schools for all 
classes of children were being taught. The laity was asserting its rights in the domain of learning 
and culture. These influences were silently preparing the soil for the new teachings. 
 



In the 15th century, a potent force stirred Europe as Europe had never been stirred by it before,—
Commerce. The industrial change, then going on, deserves more than a passing reference as a 
factor preparing the mind for intellectual and religious innovation. This, at least, is true of the 
German people. Explorations and the extension of commerce have, in more periods than one, 
preceded a revival of missionary enterprise. But, of all the centuries, none is so like the 19th as 
the last century of the Middle Ages,—vital with humanistic forces of all kinds. It was a time of 
revolution in the methods of trade and the comforts and prices of living. The world could never 
be again just what it had been before. There was marked restlessness among the artisan and 
peasant classes. This industrial unrest was adapted to encourage and to beget unrest in things 
ecclesiastical and to accustom the mind to the thought of change there. 
 
From Italy, whose harbors were the outfitting points for fleets during the Crusades, the centre of 
trade had shifted to the cities north of the Alps and to the Portuguese coast. Nurnberg, Ulm, 
Augsburg and Constance in Southern Germany; Bruges, Antwerp and other cities along the lower 
Rhine and in Flanders; and the cities of the Hanseatic League were bustling marts, turning out 
new and wonderful products of manufacture and drawing the products of the outside world 
through London, Lisbon, Lyons and Venice. Energy and enterprise were making Germany rich 
and her mercantile houses had their representatives and depots in Venice, Antwerp and other 
ports. {1340} 
 
Methods of business, such as to-day are suggesting grave problems to the political economist and 
moralist, were introduced and flourished. Trading companies and monopolies came upon the 
stage and startled the advocates of the old feudal ways by the extent and boldness of their 
operations. Trusts flourished in Augsburg and other German cities. {1341} Individuals and 
corporations cornered the import trade, the grain crop, the wine harvest, the silver, copper and 
iron product, sugar, linen, leather, pepper, even soap, for they used soap also in those days. The 
Hochstetters, the Ebners and the Fuggers were among the great speculative and trading firms of 
the age. They carried things with a high hand. Ambrose Hochstetter of Augsburg, for example, 
one season bought up all the ash wood, another all the grain and another all the wine. Nor was the 
art of adulteration left for these later, and often discredited, times to practice. They condescended 
to small things, even to the mixing of brick-dust with pepper. Commodities rose suddenly in 
price. In Germany, wine rose, in 1510, 49 per cent and grain 32 per cent. Imperial diets took 
cognizance of these conditions and tried to correct the evils complained of by regulating the 
prices of goods. {1342} Municipalities did the same. Preachers, like Geiler of Strassburg, charged 
the monopolists with fearing neither God nor man and called upon the cities to banish them. 
Professors of jurisprudence, for there was at that time no department of social science, inveighed 
against monopolies as spiders’ webs to ensnare the innocent. {1343} It was a fast age. There was 
no precedent for what was going on. Men sighed for the good old times. Speculation was rampant 
and the prospect of quick gains easily captivated the people. They took shares in the investment 
companies and often lost everything. It was noticed that the directors of the companies were able 
to avoid losses which the common and unsuspecting investor had to bear. The confusion was 
increased by the readiness of town aldermen and city councillors to take stock in the concerns. It 
also happened that the great traders, whose ventures involved others in loss, were conspicuous in 
church affairs. 
 
To the wealth, arising from manufactures and foreign commerce, were added the riches which 
were being dug up from the newly opened mines of silver, copper and iron in Bohemia and 
Saxony. Avarice was cried down as the besetting sin of the age and, in some quarters, commerce 
was denounced as being carried on in defiance of the simplest precepts of the Gospel. {1344} 
 



With wealth came extravagance in dress and at the table. Municipalities legislated against it and 
imperial parliaments sought to check it by arbitrary rules. Wimpheling says, table services of gold 
were not unusual and that he himself had eaten from golden plates at Cologne. Complaint was 
frequently made at the diets that men were being brought to poverty by their expenditures for 
dress upon themselves and the expenditures of the female members of their households. 
 
In Germany, peasants were limited to a certain kind of cloth for their outer garments and to a 
maximum price. {1345} The women had their share in making the disturbance and dignified town 
councils sat in judgment upon the number of gowns and other articles of apparel and ornament 
the ladies of the day might possess without detriment to the community or hurt to the solvency of 
their indulgent husbands. The council of Ratisbon, for example, in 1485 made it a rule that the 
wives and daughters of distinguished burghers should be limited to 8 dresses, 6 long cloaks, 3 
dancing gowns, one plaited mantle with not more than 3 sets of sleeves of silk velvet and 
brocade, 2 pearl hair bands not to cost more than 12 florins, one tiara of gold set with pearls, not 
more than three veils costing 8 florins each, etc. But why enumerate the whole list of articles? It 
is supposable the women conformed, even if they were inclined to criticise the aldermen for not 
sticking to their legitimate municipal business. Geiler of Strassburg had his word to say for these 
innovations of an extravagant age, the women with two dresses for a single day, their long trains 
trailing in the dust, the cocks’ feathers worn in the women’s hats and the long hair falling down 
over their shoulders. The times were cried down as bad. It is, however, pleasant to recall that a 
contemporary annalist commended as praiseworthy the habit of bathing at least "once every two 
weeks." 
 
Among the artisans and the peasants, the unrest asserted itself in strikes and uprisings, strikes for 
shorter hours, for better food and for better wages. Sometimes a municipality and a gild were at 
strife for years. Sometimes a city was bereft at one stroke of all the workers of a given craft, as 
was Nurnberg of her tin workers in 1475. The gilds of tailors are said to have been most given to 
strikes. 
 
The new social order involved the peasant class in more hardship than any other. The peasants 
were made the victims of the rapacity and violence of the landowners, who encroached upon their 
fields and their traditional but unwritten rights, and deprived them of the right to fish and hunt 
and gather wood in the forests. The Church also came in for its share of condemnation. One-fifth 
of the soil of Germany was in the possession of convents and other religious establishments and 
the peasant leaders called upon the monks and priests to distribute their lands. In their marching 
songs they appealed to Christ to keep them from putting the priests to death. The Peasant War of 
1525 was not the product of the abuse of the principle of personal freedom introduced by the 
Reformation. It was one of a long series of uprisings and it has been said that, if the Reformation 
had not come and diverted the attention of the people, it is likely Germany would have been 
shaken by such a social revolution in the 16th century as the world has seldom seen. {1346} 
 
In England, the restlessness was scarcely less demonstrative and the condition of the laboring 
classes scarcely less deplorable. Their hardships in the 14th century called forth the rebellion of 
Watt Tyler. The famous statute of laborers of 1350 fixed the wages of reapers at 8 pence a day; 
the statute of 1444, a century later, raised it to 5 pence. The laws of 1495, Cunningham says, were 
intended to keep down the wages of the daily toiler. English legislation was habitually bent on 
preventing an artificial enhancement of prices. At the very close of the Middle Ages, 1515, a 
regulation fixed the day’s work from 5 in the morning until 7 or 8 in the evening in summer and 
during the hours of daylight during the winter. Legislation was sought to put a limit on prices 
against the inflation of combinations. Frauds and adulterations in articles offered for sale, bad 
work and false weights were officially condemned in 1504. Against the proclivity of the gilds to 



fix the prices of their wares at unreasonable figures, Henry VII. set himself with determination. 
With the development of sheep-walks farm hands lost their employment. {1347} To the author of 
Utopia the act of parliament in 1515, fixing wages, seemed to be "nothing else than a conspiracy 
of the rich against the poor," and, "the laboring man was doomed to a life so wretched that even a 
beast’s life in comparison seemed to be enviable." 
 
The discoveries in the New World and the nautical exploits, which carried Portuguese sailors 
around the Cape of Good Hope, also stimulated this feeling of restlessness. While the horizon of 
the natural world was being enlarged and new highways of commerce were being opened, 
thoughtful men had questions whether the geography of the spiritual world, as outlined in the 
scholastic systems, did not need revision. The resurrection of the Bible as a popular book 
stimulated the curiosity and questioning. The Bible also was a new world. The trade, the 
enterprise, the thought awakened during the last 70 years of the Middle Ages were incomparably 
more vital than had been awakened by the Crusades and the Crusaders’ tales. When the 
Reformation came, the chief centres of business in Germany and England became, for the most 
part, seats of the new religious movement, Nurnberg, Ulm, Augsburg, Geneva, Strassburg, 
Frankfurt, Lubeck and London. 
 
The Renaissance, as has already been set forth, was another potent factor contributing to the 
forward impulse of the last century of the Middle Ages. All the faculties of man were to be 
recognized as worthy of cultivation. Europe arose as out of a deep sleep. Men opened their eyes 
and saw, as Mr. Taine put it. The Renaissance made the discovery of man and the earth. The 
Schoolmen had forgotten both. Here also a new world was revealed to view and Ulrich von 
Hutten, referring to it and to the age as a whole could exclaim, "O century, studies flourish, spirits 
are awaking. It is a pleasure to live!" 
 
But in the Renaissance Providence seems to have had the design of showing again that 
intellectual and artistic culture may flourish, while the process of moral and social decline goes 
on. No regenerating wave passed over Italy’s society or cleansed her palaces and convents. The 
outward forms of civilization did not check the inward decline. The Italian character, says 
Gregorovius, "in the last 30 years of the 15th century displays a trait of diabolical passion. 
Tyrannicide, conspiracies and deeds of treachery were universal." In the period of Athenian 
greatness, the process of the intellectual sublimation of the few was accompanied by the process 
of moral decay in the many. So now, art did not purify. The Renaissance did not find out what 
repentance was or feel the need of it. Savonarola’s admiring disciple, Pico della Mirandola, 
presented a memorial to the Fifth Lateran which declared that, if the prelates "delayed to heal the 
wounds of the Church, Christ would cut off the corrupted members with fire and sword. Christ 
had cast out the money-changers, why should not Leo exile the worshippers of the many golden 
calves?" In Italy, remarks Ranke, "no one counted for a cultured person who did not cherish some 
erroneous views about Christianity." 
 
The North had no Dante and Petrarca and Boccaccio or Thomas Aquinas, but it had its Tauler and 
Thomas a  Kempis and its presses sent forth the first Greek New Testament. This was a positive 
preparation for the coming age as much as the Greek language was a preparation for the spread of 
Christianity through Apostolic preaching in the 1st century. German printers went to Rome in 
1467 and as far as Barcelona. In his work on the new invention, 1507, Wimpheling {1348} 
declared "that as the Apostles went forth of old, so now the disciples of the sacred art go forth 
from Germany into all lands and their printed books become heralds of the Gospel, preachers of 
the truth and wisdom." Germany became the intellectual market of Europe and its wares went 
across the North Sea to that little kingdom which was to become the chief bulwark of 
Protestantism. In vain did Leo X. set himself against the free circulation of literature. {1349} 



 
The Greek edition of the New Testament and the printing-press,—that invention which cleaves all 
the centuries in two and yet binds all the centuries together—were the two chief providential 
instruments made ready for Martin Luther. But he had to find them. They did not make him a 
reformer, the leader of the new age. Erasmus, whom Janssen mercilessly condemns, remained a 
moralizer. He lacked both the passion and the heroism of the religious reformer. The religious 
reformer must be touched from above. Reuchlin, Erasmus and Gutenberg prepared the outward 
form of the Greek and Hebrew Bible. Luther discovered its contents, and made them known. 
 
Such were the complex forces at work in the closing century of the Middle Ages. The absolute 
jurisdiction of the papacy was solemnly reaffirmed. The hierarchy virtually constituted the 
Church. Religious dissent was met with compulsion and force, not by persuasion and instruction. 
Coercion was substituted for individual consent. Popular piety remained bound in the old forms 
and was strong. But there were sounds of refreshing rills, flowing from the fresh fountain of the 
water of life, running at the side of the old ceremonials, especially in the North. The Revival of 
Letters aroused the intellect to a sense of its sovereign rights. The movement of thought was 
greatly accelerated by the printed page. The development of trade communicated unrest. But the 
lives of the popes, as we look back upon the age, forbade the expectation of any relief from 
Rome. The Reformatory councils had contented themselves with attempts to reform the 
administration of the Church. Nevertheless, though men did not see it, driftwood as from a new 
theological continent was drifting about and there were prophetic voices though the princes of the 
Church listened not to them. What was needed was not government, was not regulations but 
regeneration. This the hierarchy could not give, but only God alone. {1350} 
 
The facts, set forth in this volume, leave no room for the contention of the recent class of 
historians in the Roman Church,—Janssen, Denifle, Pastor, Nicolas, Paulus, Dr. Gasquet—who 
have devoted themselves to the task of proving that an orderly reform-movement was going on 
when the Reformation broke out. That movement, they represent as an unspeakable calamity for 
civilization, an apostasy from Christianity, an insurrection against divinely constituted authority. 
It violently checked the alleged current of progress and popes, down to Pius IX. and Leo XIII., 
have anathematized Protestantism as a poisonous pestilence and the mother of all modem evils in 
Church and state. In the attempt to make good this judgment, these recent writers not only have 
laid stress upon "the good old times,"—a description which the people of the 16th century would 
have repudiated, {1351} —but have resorted to the defamation of the German Reformer’s 
character, setting aside the contemporaries who knew him best, and violently perverting Luther’s 
own words. Imbart de la Tour, the most recent French historian of this school, on reaching the 
year 1517, exclaims, "The era of peaceful reforms was at an end; the era of religious revolution 
was about to open." {1352} 
 
Lefevre d’Etaples was not alone when he uttered the famous words: — 
 
The signs of the times announce that a reformation of the Church is near at hand and, while God 
is opening new paths for the preaching of the Gospel by the discoveries of the Portuguese and the 
Spaniards, we must hope that He will also visit His Church and raise her from the abasement into 
which she has now fallen. 
 
The Philosophy of Christ,—the name which Erasmus gave to the Gospel in his Paraclesis, 
prefixed to his edition of the New Testament,—was to a large degree covered over by the 
dialectical theology of the Schoolmen. What men needed was the Gospel and the bishop of 
Isernia, preaching at the Fifth Lateran council in its 12th session, spoke better than he knew when 
he exclaimed: "The Gospel is the fountain of all wisdom, of all knowledge. From it has flowed all 



the higher virtue, all that is divine and worthy of admiration. The Gospel, I say the Gospel." The 
words were spoken on the very eve of the Reformation and the council of the Middle Ages failed 
utterly to offer any real remedy for the religious degeneracy. The Reformer came from the North, 
not from Rome and as from another Nazareth. The angel of God had to descend again and trouble 
the waters and a single personality touched in conscience proved himself mightier than the 
wisdom of theology and wiser than the rulers of the visible Church. 
 
Remarkable the Middle Ages were for their bold enterprises in thought and action and they are an 
important part of the history of the Church. We acknowledge our debt, but their superstitions and 
errors we set aside as we move on in the pathway of a more intelligent devotion and broader 
human, sympathies, towards an age when all who profess the Gospel shall unite together in the 
unity of the faith in the Son of God. 
 
Remarkable the Middle Ages were for their bold enterprises in thought and action and they are an 
important part of the history of the Church. We acknowledge our debt, but their superstitions and 
errors we set aside as we move on in the pathway of a more intelligent devotion and broader 
human, sympathies, towards an age when all who profess the Gospel shall unite together in the 
unity of the faith in the Son of God. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1337} Gregorovius, VII. 273, well says that "theoretically and practically the Reformation put an 
end to the universal power of the papacy and closed the Middle Ages as an epoch in the world’s 
history." 
 
{1338} Gelnhausen in Martene, Thesaur. Nov. anec., Paris ed., 1717, II. 1203. Conclusio 
principalis ista est quod pro remediando et de medio auferendo schismate moderno expedit, 
potest et debet concilium generate convocari. 
 
{1339} Renaissance, I. 136, II. 185. Ficker p. 13, speaks of "the incalculable advantage which 
accrued to the Catholic Church from the Reformation." 
 
{1340} For the transfer of the centre of the Levantine trade from Venice to Lisbon at the 
beginning of the 16th century, see Heyd, II. 505-540. Heyd says that the discovery of the route to 
India around the Cape of Good Hope by the Portuguese hatte wie ein Donnerschlag am heiteren 
Himmel die Gemuther der Venetianer beruhrt. To counteract the stream of trade in the direction 
of Lisbon, the Venetians proposed a scheme for cutting a canal through the Isthmus of Suez in 
1500 and, in the same interest, the Turks actually began that enterprise in 1529. Manuel, king of 
Portugal, in 1505 stationed a fleet at Calicut to prevent the Venetians from interfering with the 
export of Indian goods to Portugal. For the German Board of Trade at Venice, the fondaco dei 
Tedeschi, see Heyd, II. 520, etc. 
 
{1341} Writing in 1458, Aeneas Sylvius said, "The German nation takes the lead of all others in 
wealth and power." He spoke of Cologne as unexcelled in magnificence among the cities of 
Europe. At Nurnberg he found simple burghers living in houses, the like of which the kings of 
Scotland would have been glad to house in. 
 
{1342} So the Diet of Cologne, 1512. At the same time, however, it declared that its acts were not 
designed to prevent the association of merchants in trading companies. The Diet of Innsbruck, 



1518, did the same, and complained of the trading companies for driving out the small dealers 
and fixing prices arbitrarily. Trithemius argued for laws protecting the people from the 
overreachings of avarice and declared that whosoever bought up meat, grain and other articles of 
diet to force up prices is no better than a common criminal. See Janssen, II. 102, sq. 
 
{1343} So Christopher Kuppner of Leipzig, in his tract on usury, 1508. He insists that magistrates 
should proceed against trading companies and rich merchants who, through agents in other lands, 
bought up saffron, pepper, com and what not and sold them at whatsoever price they chose. 
According to the secretary of the firm, Conrad Meyer, the capital of the Fuggers increased in 7 
years 13,000,000 florins. 
 
{1344} A preacher in 1515 declared the spirit of speculation then prevailing to be of recent 
growth, only ten years old, and that it had not existed in former times. Janssen, II. 87. 
 
{1345} The diets of 1498 and 1500 forbade artisans to wear gold, silver, pearls, velvet and 
embroidered stuffs. They were forbidden to pay more than one-half a florin a yard for the cloth of 
their coats and mantles. Laws regulating dress were also passed in Italy. Elastic beds, false hair 
and other fashions came into vogue. Women sat in the sun all day to bleach their hair. In 
Florence, money was scented. See Burckhardt-Geiger, II. 87 sqq. John of Arundel, who was 
drowned at sea, 1879, had 62 new suits of cloth of gold or tissue. By a parliamentary act of 1463, 
no knight or other person might wear shoes or boots having peaks longer than two inches, Soc. 
Engl., II. 426 sqq. 
 
{1346} Ficker, p. 107 sq.; Muller: Kirchengesch. II. 196 sq. Among these peasant leaders, the 
piper of Niklahausen was one of the most prominent. In the last quarter of the 15th century, tracts 
were circulated among the peasants, calling upon them to resist the oppression of the ruling 
classes and demand the secularization of Church lands. 
 
{1347} Rogers, p. 143; Cunningham, pp. 399, 457 sq., 468 sqq., 476 sqq., 484. 
 
{1348} Deuteronomy arte impressoria. The printer Gutenberg lived 1397-1468 and his son-in-
law, Schoffer, died 1502. 
 
{1349} In his bull of May 4, 1515. See Mirbt, p. 177. 
 
{1350} See Sohm’s sententious words in closing his treatment of the Middle Ages, 
Kirchengesch., 15th ed., 1907, p. 122 sq. Colet, who was in Italy during the rule of Alexander VI. 
said: "Unless the Mediator who created and founded the Church out of nothing for himself, lay 
his hand with all speed, our most disordered Church cannot be far from death.... All seek their 
own, not the things of Jesus Christ, not heavenly things but earthly things, what will bring them 
to death, not what will bring them life eternal."—Seebohm, p. 75. 
 
{1351} To the other testimonies in this vol. add Erasmus, Enchiridion, p. 11 sq. 
 
{1352} II. 579. An example of misrepresentation may be taken from Denifle, Luther u. Luthertum 
who picks out a single clause from one of Luther’s sermons, Die Begierde ist ganzlich 
unbesiegbar, "Passion cannot be overcome," and holds it up as the starting-point for the 
Reformer’s alleged profligate life. What could be more atrocious, unworthy of a scholar and a 
gentleman, when it was Luther’s purpose in this very sermon to show that Christ imparts the 
power to overcome evil, which the natural man does not possess and calls upon men to flee to 
Christ’s protection. In these last vols. Denifle outdid Janssen. Leo XIII. praised Janssen as a "light 



of historic science and a man of profound learning." Pius X. gave to Denifle the distinction of 
receiving the first copy of his book from the author’s hand.  
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CHAPTER I. 
 
ORIENTATION. 
 
Now the Lord is the Spirit: and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.—2 Cor. 3:17. 
 

1. The Turning Point of Modern History. 
 
The Reformation of the sixteenth century is, next to the introduction of Christianity, the greatest 
event in history. It marks the end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of modern times. Starting 
from religion, it gave, directly or indirectly, a mighty impulse to every forward movement, and 
made Protestantism the chief propelling force in the history of modern civilization. 
 
The age of the Reformation bears a strong resemblance to the first century. Both are rich beyond 
any other period in great and good men, important facts, and permanent results. Both contain the 
ripe fruits of preceding, and the fruitful germs of succeeding ages. They are turning points in the 
history of mankind. They are felt in their effects to this day, and will be felt to the end of time. 
They refashioned the world from the innermost depths of the human soul in its contact, with the 
infinite Being. They were ushered in by a providential concurrence of events and tendencies of 
thought. The way for Christianity was prepared by Moses and the Prophets, the dispersion of the 
Jews, the conquests of Alexander the Great, the language and literature of Greece, the arms and 
laws of Rome, the decay of idolatry, the spread of skepticism, the aspirations after a new 
revelation, the hopes of a coming Messiah. The Reformation was preceded and necessitated by 
the corruptions of the papacy, the decline of monasticism and scholastic theology, the growth of 
mysticism, the revival of letters, the resurrection of the Greek and Roman classics, the invention 
of the printing press, the discovery of a new world, the publication of the Greek Testament, the 
general spirit of enquiry, the striving after national independence and personal freedom. In both 
centuries we hear the creative voice of the Almighty calling light out of darkness. 
 
The sixteenth century is the age of the renaissance in religion, literature, and art. The air was 
stirred by the spirit of progress and freedom. The snows of a long winter were fast, melting before 
the rays of the vernal sun. The world seemed to be renewing its youth; old things were passing 
away, all things were becoming new. Pessimists and timid conservatives took alarm at the 



threatened overthrow of cherished notions and institutions, and were complaining, fault-finding 
and desponding. A very useless business. Intelligent observers of the signs of the times looked 
hopefully and cheerfully to the future. "O century!" exclaimed Ulrich von Hutten, "the studies 
flourish, the spirits are awake, it is a luxury to live." And Luther wrote in 1522: "If you read all 
the annals of the past, you will find no century like this since the birth of Christ. Such building 
and planting, such good living and dressing, such enterprise in commerce, such a stir in all the 
arts, has not been since Christ came into the world. And how numerous are the sharp and 
intelligent people who leave nothing hidden and unturned: even a boy of twenty years knows 
more nowadays than was known formerly by twenty doctors of divinity." 
 
The same may be said with even greater force of the nineteenth century, which is eminently an 
age of discovery and invention, of enquiry and progress. And both then as now the enthusiasm for 
light and liberty takes two opposite directions, either towards skepticism and infidelity, or 
towards a revival of true religion from its primitive sources. But Christianity triumphed then, and 
will again regenerate the world. 
 
The Protestant Reformation assumed the helm of the liberal tendencies and movements of the 
renaissance, directed them into the channel of Christian life, and saved the world from a 
disastrous revolution. For the Reformation was neither a revolution nor a restoration, though 
including elements of both. It was negative and destructive towards error, positive and 
constructive towards truth; it was conservative as well as progressive; it built up new institutions 
in the place of those which it pulled down; and for this reason and to this extent it has succeeded. 
 
Under the motherly care of the Latin Church, Europe had been Christianized and civilized, and 
united into a family of nations under the spiritual government of the Pope and the secular 
government of the Emperor, with one creed, one ritual, one discipline, and one sacred language. 
The state of heathenism and barbarism at the beginning of the sixth century contrasts with the 
state of Christian Europe at the beginning of the sixteenth century as midnight darkness compared 
with the dawn of the morning. But the sun of the day had not yet arisen. 
 
All honor to the Catholic Church and her inestimable services to humanity. But Christianity is far 
broader and deeper than any ecclesiastical organization. It burst the shell of mediaeval forms, 
struck out new paths, and elevated Europe to a higher plane of intellectual, moral and spiritual 
culture than it had ever attained before.  



2. Protestantism and Romanism. 
 
Protestantism represents the most enlightened and active of modern church history, but not the 
whole of it. 
 
Since the sixteenth century Western Christendom is divided and runs in two distinct channels. 
The separation may be compared to the Eastern schism of the ninth century, which is not healed 
to this day; both parties being as firm and unyielding as ever on the doctrinal question of the 
Filioque, and the more important practical question of Popery. But Protestantism differs much 
more widely from the Roman church than the Roman church differs from the Greek, and the 
Protestant schism has become the fruitful mother of minor divisions, which exist in separate 
ecclesiastical organizations. 
 
We must distinguish between Catholicism and Romanism. The former embraces the ancient 
Oriental church, the mediaeval church, and we may say, in a wider sense, all the modern 
evangelical churches. Romanism is the Latin church turned against the Reformation, consolidated 
by the Council of Trent and completed by the Vatican Council of 1870 with its dogma of papal 
absolutism and papal infallibility. Mediaeval Catholicism is pre-evangelical, looking to the 
Reformation; modern Romanism is anti-evangelical, condemning the Reformation, yet holding 
with unyielding tenacity the oecumenical doctrines once sanctioned, and doing this all the more 
by virtue of its claim to infallibility. 
 
The distinction between pre-Reformation Catholicism and post-Reformation Romanism, in their 
attitude towards Protestantism, has its historical antecedent and parallel in the distinction between 
pre-Christian Israel which prepared the way for Christianity, and post-Christian Judaism which 
opposed it as an apostasy. 
 
Catholicism and Protestantism represent two distinct types of Christianity which sprang from the 
same root, but differ in the branches. 
 
Catholicism is legal Christianity which served to the barbarian nations of the Middle Ages as a 
necessary school of discipline; Protestantism is evangelical Christianity which answers the age of 
independent manhood. Catholicism is traditional, hierarchical, ritualistic, conservative; 
Protestantism is biblical, democratic, spiritual, progressive. The former is ruled by the principle 
of authority, the latter by the principle of freedom. But the law, by awakening a sense of sin and 
exciting a desire for redemption, leads to the gospel; parental authority is a school of freedom; 
filial obedience looks to manly self-government. 
 
The characteristic features of mediaeval Catholicism are intensified by Romanism, yet without 
destroying the underlying unity. 
 
Romanism and orthodox Protestantism believe in one God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and in 
one divine-human Lord and Saviour of the race. They accept in common the Holy Scriptures and 
the oecumenical faith. They agree in every article of the Apostles’ Creed. What unites them is far 
deeper, stronger and more important than what divides them. 
 
But Romanism holds also a large number of "traditions of the elders," which Protestantism rejects 
as extra-scriptural or anti-scriptural; such are the papacy, the worship of saints and relics, 
transubstantiation, the sacrifice of the mass, prayers and masses for the dead, works of 



supererogation, purgatory, indulgences, the system of monasticism with its perpetual vows and 
ascetic practices, besides many superstitious rites and ceremonies. 
 
Protestantism, on the other hand, revived and developed the Augustinian doctrines of sin and 
grace; it proclaimed the sovereignty of divine mercy in man’s salvation, the sufficiency of the 
Scriptures as a rule of faith, and the sufficiency of Christ’s merit as a source of justification; it 
asserted the right of direct access to the Word of God and the throne of grace, without human 
mediators; it secured Christian freedom from bondage; it substituted social morality for monkish 
asceticism, and a simple, spiritual worship for an imposing ceremonialism that addresses the 
senses and imagination rather than the intellect and the heart. 
 
The difference between the Catholic and Protestant churches was typically foreshadowed by the 
difference between Jewish and Gentile Christianity in the apostolic age, which anticipated, as it 
were, the whole future course of church history. The question of circumcision or the keeping of 
the Mosaic law, as a condition of church membership, threatened a split at the Council of 
Jerusalem, but was solved by the wisdom and charity of the apostles, who agreed that Jews and 
Gentiles alike are "saved through the grace of the Lord Jesus". {Acts 15:11} Yet even after the 
settlement of the controversy by the Jerusalem compromise Paul got into a sharp conflict with 
Peter at Antioch on the same question, and protested against his older colleague for denying by 
his timid conduct his better conviction, and disowning the Gentile brethren. It is not accidental 
that the Roman Church professes to be built on Peter and regards him as the first pope; while the 
Reformers appealed chiefly to Paul and found in his epistles to the Galatians and Romans the 
bulwark of their anthropology and soteriology, and their doctrine of Christian freedom. The 
collision between Paul and Peter was only temporary; and so the war between Protestantism and 
Romanism will ultimately pass away in God’s own good time. 
 
The Reformation began simultaneously in Germany and Switzerland, and swept with astonishing 
rapidity over France, Holland, Scandinavia, Bohemia, Hungary, England and Scotland; since the 
seventeenth century it has spread by emigration to North America, and by commercial and 
missionary enterprises to every Dutch and English colony, and every heathen land. It carried 
away the majority of the Teutonic and a part of the Latin nations, and for a while threatened to 
overthrow the papal church. 
 
But towards the close of the sixteenth century the triumphant march of the Reformation was 
suddenly arrested. Romanism rose like a wounded giant, and made the most vigorous efforts to 
reconquer the lost territory in Europe, and to extend its dominion in Asia and South America. 
Since that time the numerical relation of the two churches has undergone little change. But the 
progress of secular and ecclesiastical history has run chiefly in Protestant channels. 
 
In many respects the Roman Church of to-day is a great improvement upon the Mediaeval 
Church. She has been much benefited by the Protestant Reformation, and is far less corrupt and 
far more prosperous in Protestant than in Papal countries. She was driven to a counter-reform 
which abolished some of the most crying abuses and infused new life and zeal into her clergy and 
laity. No papal schism has disgraced her history since the sixteenth century. No pope of the 
character of Alexander VI. or even Leo X. could be elected any more. She lives chiefly of the 
past, but uses for her defence all the weapons of modern warfare. She has a much larger 
membership than either the Greek or the Protestant communion; she still holds under her sway 
the Latin races of both hemispheres; she satisfies the religious wants of millions of human beings 
in all countries and climes; she extends her educational, benevolent and missionary operations all 
over the globe; she advances in proportion as Protestantism degenerates and neglects its duty; and 
by her venerable antiquity, historical continuity, visible unity, centralized organization, imposing 



ritual, sacred art, and ascetic piety she attracts intelligent and cultured minds; while the common 
people are kept in ignorance and in superstitious awe of her mysterious authority with its claim to 
open the gates of heaven and hell and to shorten the purgatorial sufferings of the departed. For 
good and evil she is the strongest conservative force in modern society, and there is every reason 
to believe that she will last to the end of time. 
 
Thus the two branches of Western Christendom seem to hold each other in check, and ought to 
stimulate each other to a noble rivalry in good works. 
 
The unhappy divisions of Christendom, while they are the source of many evils, have also the 
good effect of multiplying the agencies for the conversion of the world and facilitating the free 
growth of every phase of religious life. The evil lies not so much in the multiplicity of 
denominations, which have a mission to fulfil, as in the spirit of sectarianism and exclusivism, 
which denies the rights and virtues of others. The Reformation of the sixteenth century is not a 
finale, but a movement still in progress. We may look hopefully forward to a higher, deeper and 
broader Reformation, when God in His overruling wisdom and mercy, by a pentecostal effusion 
of His Holy Spirit upon all the churches, will reunite what the sin and folly of men have divided. 
There must and will be, in the fullest sense of Christ’s prophecy, "one flock, one Shepherd". {1} 
{John 10:16} 
 
{1} We say "one flock" (miva poivmnh) not "one fold" (which would require miva aujlhv). The 
latter is a strange mistranslation which has passed from the Latin version (ovile) into King 
James’s version, and has often been abused as an argument for the papacy and ecclesiastical 
uniformity. It is corrected in the Revision. The two flocks, Jews and Gentiles, became one flock 
in the one Shepherd (poivmhn), not by entrance into the aujlhv of the Jews. There may be one 
flock in many folds or ecclesiastical organizations. The prophecy was no doubt already fulfilled 
in the Apostolic Church, {Ephesians 2:11-22} but awaits a higher fulfillment when "the fulness of 
the Gentiles shall come in, and all Israel shall be saved." Romans 11:25,26.  



3. Necessity of a Reformation. 
 
The corruption and abuses of the Latin church had long been the complaint of the best men, and 
even of general councils. A reformation of the head and the members was the watchword at Pisa, 
Constance, and Basel, but remained a pium desiderium for a whole century. 
 
Let us briefly review the dark side in the condition of the church at the beginning of the sixteenth 
century. 
 
The papacy was secularized, and changed into a selfish tyranny whose yoke became more and 
more unbearable. The scandal of the papal schism had indeed been removed, but papal morals, 
after a temporary improvement, became worse than ever during the years 1492 to 1521. 
Alexander VI. was a monster of iniquity; Julius II. was a politician and warrior rather than a chief 
shepherd of souls; and Leo X. took far more interest in the revival of heathen literature and art 
than in religion, and is said to have even doubted the truth of the gospel history. 
 
No wonder that many cardinals and priests followed the scandalous example of the popes, and 
weakened the respect of the laity for the clergy. The writings of contemporary scholars, preachers 
and satirists are full of complaints and exposures of the ignorance, vulgarity and immorality of 
priests and monks. Simony and nepotism were shamefully practiced. Celibacy was a foul fountain 
of unchastity and uncleanness. The bishoprics were monopolized by the youngest sons of princes 
and nobles without regard to qualification. Geiler of Kaisersberg, a stern preacher of moral 
reform at Strassburg (d. 1510), charges all Germany with promoting ignorant and worldly men to 
the chief dignities, simply on account of their high connections. Thomas Murner complains that 
the devil had introduced the nobility into the clergy, and monopolized for them the bishoprics. {2} 
Plurality of office and absence from the diocese were common. Archbishop Albrecht of Mainz 
was at the same time archbishop of Magdeburg and bishop of Halberstadt. Cardinal Wolsey was 
archbishop of York while chancellor of England, received stipends from the kings of France and 
Spain and the doge of Venice, and had a train of five hundred servants. James V. of Scotland 
(1528-1542) provided for his illegitimate children by making them abbots of Holyrood House, 
Kelso, Melrose, Coldingham and St. Andrews, and intrusted royal favorites with bishoprics. 
 
Discipline was nearly ruined. Whole monastic establishments and orders had become nurseries of 
ignorance and superstition, idleness and dissipation, and were the objects of contempt and 
ridicule, as may be seen from the controversy of Reuchlin with the Dominicans, the writings of 
Erasmus, and the Epistolae Virorum Obscurorum. 
 
Theology was a maze of scholastic subtleties, Aristotelian dialectics and idle speculations, but 
ignored the great doctrines of the gospel. Carlstadt, the older colleague of Luther, confessed that 
he had been doctor of divinity before he had seen a complete copy of the Bible. Education was 
confined to priests and nobles. The mass of the laity could neither read nor write, and had no 
access to the word of God except the Scripture lessons from the pulpit. 
 
The priest’s chief duty was to perform, by his magic words, the miracle of transubstantiation, and 
to offer the sacrifice of the mass for the living and the dead in a foreign tongue. Many did it 
mechanically, or with a skeptical reservation, especially in Italy. Preaching was neglected, and 
had reference, mostly, to indulgences, alms, pilgrimages and processions. The churches were 
overloaded with good and bad pictures, with real and fictitious relics. Saint-worship and image-



worship, superstitious rites and ceremonies obstructed the direct worship of God in spirit and in 
truth. 
 
Piety which should proceed from a living union of the soul with Christ and a consecration of 
character, was turned outward and reduced to a round of mechanical performances such as the 
recital of Paternosters and Avemarias, fasting, alms-giving, confession to the 
 
priest, and pilgrimage to a holy shrine. Good works were measured by the quantity rather than the 
quality, and vitiated by the principle of meritoriousness which appealed to the selfish motive of 
reward. Remission of sin could be bought with money; a shameful traffic in indulgences was 
carried on under the Pope’s sanction for filthy lucre as well as for the building of St. Peter’s 
Dome, and caused that outburst of moral indignation which was the beginning of the Reformation 
and of the fearful judgment on the Church of Rome. 
 
This is a one-sided, but not an exaggerated description. It is true as far as it goes, and needs only 
to be supplemented by the bright side which we shall present in the next section. 
 
Honest Roman Catholic scholars, while maintaining the infallibility and consequent doctrinal 
irreformability of their church, admit in strong terms the decay of discipline and the necessity of a 
moral reform in the sixteenth century. {3} 
 
The best proof is furnished by a pope of exceptional integrity, Adrian VI., who made an 
extraordinary confession of the papal and clerical corruption to the Diet of Nurnberg in 1522, and 
tried earnestly, though in vain, to reform his court. The Council of Trent was called not only for 
the extirpation of heresy, but in part also "for the reformation of the clergy and Christian people;" 
{4} and Pope Pius IV., in the bull of confirmation, likewise declares that one of the objects of the 
Council was "the correction of morals and the restoration of ecclesiastical discipline." {5} 
 
On the other hand, it must be admitted that the church was more than once in a far worse 
condition, during the papal schism in the fourteenth, and especially in the tenth and eleventh 
centuries; and yet she was reformed by Pope Hildebrand and his successors without a split and 
without an alteration of the Catholic Creed. 
 
Why could not the same be done in the sixteenth century? Because the Roman church in the 
critical moment resisted reform with all her might, and forced the issue: either no reformation at 
all, or a reformation in opposition to Rome. 
 
The guilt of the western schism is divided between the two parties, as the guilt of the eastern 
schism is; although no human tribunal can measure the share of responsibility. Much is due, no 
doubt, to the violence and extravagance of the Protestant opposition, but still more to the 
intolerance and stubbornness of the Roman resistance. The papal court used against the 
Reformation for a long time only the carnal weapons of political influence, diplomatic intrigue, 
secular wealth, haughty pride, scholastic philosophy, crushing authority, and bloody persecution. 
It repeated the course of the Jewish hierarchy, which crucified the Messiah and cast the apostles 
out of the synagogue. 
 
But we must look beyond this partial justification, and view the matter in the light of the results 
of the Reformation. 
 



It was evidently the design of Providence to develop a new type of Christianity outside of the 
restraints of the papacy, and the history of three centuries is the best explanation and vindication 
of that design. Every movement in history must be judged by its fruits. 
 
The elements of such an advance movement were all at work before Luther and Zwingli protested 
against papal indulgences. 
 
{2} In his Narrenbeschworung (1512): 
 
Aber seit der Teufel hat 
 
Den Adel bracht in Kirchenstat, 
 
Seit man kein’ Bischof mehr will han 
 
Er sei denn ganz ein Edelmann, etc. 
 
{3} So Bellarmine and Bossuet. Mohler also (in his Kirchengesch. III. 99) says: "We do not 
believe that the period before the Reformation was a flourishing period of church history, for we 
hear from it a thousand voices for a reformation in the head and members (wir horen aus 
derselben den tausendstimmigen Ruf nach einer Verbesserung anHaupt und Gliedern uns 
entgegentonen)" Even Janssen, the eulogist of mediaeval Germany, devotes the concluding 
section of the first volume of his Geschichte des deutschen Volkes (p. 594-613) to a consideration 
of some of the crying evils of those times. 
 
{4} Sess. I. (held Dec. 13, 1545): "ad extirpationem haeresium, ad pacem et unionem ecclessiae, 
ad reformationem cleri et populi Christiani." See Smets, Concilii Trident. Canones et Decreta, p. 
10. 
 
{5} "Ad plurimas et perniciosissimas haereses extirpandas, ad corrigendos mores, et 
restituendam ecclesiasticam disciplinam" etc. See Smets, l. c.. 209.  



4. The Preparations for the Reformation. 
 
C. Ullmann: Reformatoren vor der Reformation. Hamburg, 1841, 2d ed. 1866, 2 vols. (Engl. 
trans. by R. Menzies, Edinb. 1855, 2 vols.). C. de Bonnechose: Reformateurs avant reforme du 
xvi. siecle. Par. 1853, 2 vols. A good resume by Geo. P. Fisher: The Reformation. New York, 
1873, ch. III. 52-84; and in the first two lectures of Charles Beard: The Reformation, London, 
1883, p. 1-75. Comp., also the numerous monographs of various scholars on the Renaissance, on 
Wiclif, Hus, Savonarola, Hutten, Reuchlin, Erasmus, etc. A full account of the preparation for the 
Reformation belongs to the last chapters of the History of Mediaeval Christianity (see vol. V.). 
We here merely recapitulate the chief points. 
 
Judaism before Christ was sadly degenerated, and those who sat in Moses’ seat had become blind 
leaders of the blind. Yet "salvation is of the Jews;" and out of this people arose John the Baptist, 
the Virgin Mary, the Messiah, and the Apostles. Jerusalem, which stoned the prophets and 
crucified the Lord, witnessed also the pentecostal miracle and became the mother church of 
Christendom. So the Catholic church in the sixteenth century, though corrupt in its head and its 
members, was still the church of the living God and gave birth to the Reformation, which 
removed the rubbish of human traditions and reopened the pure fountain of the gospel of Christ. 
 
The Reformers, it should not be forgotten, were all born, baptized, confirmed, and educated in the 
Roman Catholic Church, and most of them had served as priests at her altars with the solemn vow 
of obedience to the pope on their conscience. They stood as closely related to the papal church, as 
the Apostles and Evangelists to the Synagogue and the Temple; and for reasons of similar 
urgency, they were justified to leave the communion of their fathers; or rather, they did not leave 
it, but were cast out by the ruling hierarchy. 
 
The Reformation went back to first principles in order to go forward. It struck its roots deep in the 
past and bore rich fruits for the future. It sprang forth almost simultaneously from different parts 
of Europe and was enthusiastically hailed by the leading minds of the age in church and state. No 
great movement in history—except Christianity itself—was so widely and thoroughly prepared as 
the Protestant Reformation. 
 
The reformatory Councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basel; the conflict of the Emperors with the 
Popes; the contemplative piety of the mystics with their thirst after direct communion with God; 
the revival of classical literature; the general intellectual awakening; the biblical studies of 
Reuchlin, and Erasmus; the rising spirit of national independence; Wiclif, and the Lollards in 
England; Hus, and the Hussites in Bohemia; John von Goch, John von Wesel, and Johann Wessel 
in Germany and the Netherlands; Savonarola in Italy; the Brethren of the Common Life, the 
Waldenses, the Friends of God,—contributed their share towards the great change and paved the 
way for a new era of Christianity. The innermost life of the church was pressing forward to a new 
era. There is scarcely a principle or doctrine of the Reformation which was not anticipated and 
advocated in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Luther made the remark that his opponents 
might charge him with having borrowed everything from John Wessel if he had known his 
writings earlier. The fuel was abundant all over Europe, but it required the spark which would set 
it ablaze. 
 
Violent passions, political intrigues, the ambition and avarice of princes, and all sorts of selfish 
and worldly motives were mixed up with the war against the papacy. But they were at work 
likewise in the introduction of Christianity among the heathen barbarians. "Wherever God builds 



a church, the devil builds a chapel close by." Human nature is terribly corrupt and leaves its stains 
on the noblest movements in history. 
 
But, after all, the religious leaders of the Reformation, while not free from faults, were men of the 
purest motives and highest aims, and there is no nation which has not been benefited by the 
change they introduced.  



5. The Genius and Aim of the Reformation. 
 
Is. Aug. Dorner: On the formal, and the material Principle of the Reformation. Two essays, first 
published in 1841 and 1857, and reprinted in his Gesammelte Schriften, Berlin, 1883, p. 48-187. 
Also his History of Protestant Theology, Engl. trans. 1871, 2 vols. 
 
Phil. Schaff: The Principle of Protestantism, Chambersburg, Penn., 1845 (German and English); 
Protestantism and Romanism, and the Principles of the Reformation, two essays in his "Christ 
and Christianity," N. York, 1885. p. 124-134. Also Creeds of Christendom, Vol. I. 203-219. 
 
Dan. Schenkel: Das Princip des Protestantimus. Schaffhausen, 1852 (92 pages). This is the 
concluding section of his larger work, Das Wesen des Protestantismus, in 3 vols. 
 
K. F. A. Kahnis: Ueber die Principien des Protestatismus. Leipzig, 1865. Also his Zeugniss von 
den Grundwahrheiten des Protestantismus gegen Dr. Hengstenberg. Leipzig, 1862. 
 
Charles Beard: The Reformation of the Sixteenth Century in its relation to Modern Thought and 
Knowledge. Hibbert Lectures for 1883. London, 1883. A Unitarian view, written with ample 
learning and in excellent spirit. 
 
Henry Wace and C. A. Buchheim: First Principles of the Reformation, or the 95 Theses and three 
Primary Works of Dr. M. Luther. London, 1885. 
 
The literature on the difference between Lutheran and Reformed or Calvinistic Protestantism is 
given in Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, l. 211. 
 
The spirit and aim of evangelical Protestantism is best expressed by Paul in his anti-Judaistic 
Epistle to the Galatians: "For freedom did Christ set us free; stand fast, therefore, and be not 
entangled again in a yoke of bondage." Christian freedom is so inestimable a blessing that no 
amount of abuse can justify a relapse into a state of spiritual despotism and slavery. But only 
those who have enjoyed it, can properly appreciate it. 
 
The Reformation was at first a purely religious movement, and furnishes a striking illustration of 
the all-pervading power of religion in history. It started from the question: What must a man do to 
be saved? How shall a sinner be justified before God, and attain peace of his troubled conscience? 
The Reformers were supremely concerned for the salvation of the soul, for the glory of Christ and 
the triumph of his gospel. They thought much more of the future world than of the present, and 
made all political, national, and literary interests subordinate and subservient to religion. {6} 
 
Yet they were not monks, but live men in a live age, not pessimists, but optimists, men of action 
as well as of thought, earnest, vigorous, hopeful men, free from selfish motives and aims, full of 
faith and the Holy Ghost, equal to any who had preceded them since the days of the Apostles. 
From the centre of religion they have influenced every department of human life and activity, and 
given a powerful impulse to political and civil liberty, to progress in theology, philosophy, 
science, and literature. 
 
The Reformation removed the obstructions which the papal church had interposed between Christ 
and the believer. It opened the door to direct union with him, as the only Mediator between God 
and man, and made his gospel accessible to every reader without the permission of a priest. It was 



a return to first principles, and for this very reason also a great advance. It was a revival of 
primitive Christianity, and at the same time a deeper apprehension and application of it than had 
been known before. 
 
There are three fundamental principles of the Reformation: the supremacy of the Scriptures over 
tradition, the supremacy of faith over works, and the supremacy of the Christian people over an 
exclusive priesthood. The first may be called the objective, the second the subjective, the third the 
social or ecclesiastical principle. {7} 
 
They resolve themselves into the one principle of evangelical freedom, or freedom in Christ. The 
ultimate aim of evangelical Protestantism is to bring every man into living union with Christ as 
the only and all-sufficient Lord and Saviour from sin and death. 
 
{6} What Dr. Baur, the critical Tubingen historian, says of Luther, is equally applicable to all the 
other Reformers: "Dass fur Luther die Reformation zur eigensten Sache seines Herzens geworden 
war, dass er sie in ihrem reinsten religiosen Interesse auffasste, getrennt von allen ihr 
fremdartigen blos ausserlichen Motiven, dass es ihm um nichts anderes zu thun war, alsum die 
Sache des Evangeliums und seinerseligmachenden Kraft, wie er sie an-sich selbst in seinem 
innern Kampf um die Gewissheit der Sundenvergebung erfahren hatte, diess ist es, was ihn zum 
Reformator machte." Gesch. der Christl. Kirche, vol. IV. 5 (ed. by his son, 1863). Froude says of 
Luther: "He revived and maintained the spirit of piety and reverence in which, and by which 
alone, real progress is possible." Luther, Preface, p. vi. 
 
{7} German writers distinguish usually two principles of the Reformation, the authority of the 
Scriptures, and justification by faith, and call the first the formal principle (or Erkenntnissprincip, 
principium cognoscendi), the second the material principle (principium essendi); the third they 
omit, except Kahnis, who finds a third principle in the idea of the invisible church, and calls this 
the Kirchenprincip. The Lutheran Church gives to the doctrine of justification by faith the first 
place; and the Formula of Concord calls it "articulus praecipuus in tota doctrina Christiana." But 
the Reformed confessions give the first place to the doctrine of the normative authority of 
Scripture, from which alone all articles of faith are to be derived, and they substitute for the 
doctrine of justification by faith the ulterior and wider doctrine of election and salvation by free 
grace through faith. The difference is characteristic, but does not affect the essential agreement.  



6. The Authority of the Scriptures. 
 
The objective principle of Protestantism maintains that the Bible, as the inspired record of 
revelation, is the only infallible rule of faith and practice; in opposition to the Roman Catholic 
coordination of Scripture and ecclesiastical tradition, as the joint rules of faith. 
 
The teaching of the living church is by no means rejected, but subordinated to the Word of God; 
while the opposite theory virtually subordinates the Bible to tradition by making the latter the sole 
interpreter of the former and confining interpretation within the limits of an imaginary consensus 
patrum. In the application of the Bible principle there was considerable difference between the 
more conservative Lutheran and Anglican Reformation, and the more radical Zwinglian and 
Calvinistic Reformation; the former contained many post-scriptural and extra-scriptural 
traditions, usages and institutions, which the latter, in its zeal for primitive purity and simplicity, 
rejected as useless or dangerous; but all Reformers opposed what they regarded as anti-scriptural 
doctrines; and all agreed in the principle that the church has no right to impose upon the 
conscience articles of faith without clear warrant in the Word of God. 
 
Every true progress in church history is conditioned by a new and deeper study of the Scriptures, 
which has "first, second, third, infinite draughts." While the Humanists went back to the ancient 
classics and revived the spirit of Greek and Roman paganism, the Reformers went back to the 
sacred Scriptures in the original languages and revived the spirit of apostolic Christianity. They 
were fired by an enthusiasm for the gospel, such as had never been known since the days of Paul. 
Christ rose from the tomb of human traditions and preached again his words of life and power. 
The Bible, heretofore a book of priests only, was now translated anew and better than ever into 
the vernacular tongues of Europe, and made a book of the people. Every Christian man could 
henceforth go to the fountain-head of inspiration, and sit at the feet of the Divine Teacher, 
without priestly permission and intervention. This achievement of the Reformation was a source 
of incalculable blessings for all time to come. In a few years Luther’s version had more readers 
among the laity than ever the Latin Vulgate had among priests; and the Protestant Bible societies 
circulate more Bibles in one year than were copied during the fifteen centuries before the 
Reformation. 
 
We must remember, however, that this wonderful progress was only made possible by the 
previous invention of the art of printing and by the subsequent education of the people. The 
Catholic Church had preserved the sacred Scriptures through ages of ignorance and barbarism; 
the Latin Bible was the first gift of the printing press to the world; fourteen or more editions of a 
German version were printed before 1518; the first two editions of the Greek Testament we owe 
to the liberality of a Spanish cardinal (Ximenes), and the enterprise of a Dutch scholar in Basel 
(Erasmus); and the latter furnished the text from which, with the aid of Jerome’s Vulgate, the 
translations of Luther and Tyndale were made. 
 
The Roman church, while recognizing the divine inspiration and authority of the Bible, prefers to 
control the laity by the teaching priesthood, and allows the reading of the Scriptures in the 
popular tongues only under certain restrictions and precautions, from fear of abuse and 
profanation. Pope Innocent III. was of the opinion that the Scriptures were too deep for the 
common people, as they surpassed even the understanding of the wise and learned. Several 
synods in Gaul, during the thirteenth century, prohibited the reading of the Romanic translation, 
and ordered the copies to be burnt. Archbishop Berthold, of Mainz, in an edict of January 4th, 
1486, threatened with excommunication all who ventured to translate and to circulate translations 



of sacred books, especially the Bible, without his permission. The Council of Constance (1415), 
which burnt John Hus and Jerome of Prague, condemned also the writings and the hopes of 
Wiclif, the first translator of the whole Bible into the English tongue, to the flames: and Arundel, 
archbishop of Canterbury and chancellor of England, denounced him as that "pestilent wretch of 
damnable heresy who, as a complement of his wickedness, invented a new translation of the 
Scriptures into his mother tongue." Pope Pius IV. (1564), in the conviction that the indiscriminate 
reading of Bible versions did more harm than good (plus detrimenti quam utilitiatis), would not 
allow laymen to read the sacred book except by special permission of a bishop or an inquisitor. 
Clement VIII. (1598) reserved the right to grant this permission to the Congregation of the Index. 
Gregory XV. (1622), and Clement XI. (in the Bull Unigenitus, 1713), repeated the conditional 
prohibition. Benedict XIV., one of the liberal popes, extended the permission to read the Word of 
God in the vernacular to all the faithful, yet with the proviso that the translation be approved in 
Rome and guarded by explanatory notes from the writings of the fathers and Catholic scholars 
(1757). This excludes, of course, all Protestant versions, even the very best. They are regarded as 
corrupt and heretical and have often been committed to the flames in Roman Catholic countries, 
especially in connection with the counter-Reformation of the Jesuits in Bohemia and elsewhere. 
The first edition of Tyndale’s New Testament had to be smuggled into England and was publicly 
burnt by order of Tunstall, bishop of London, in St. Paul’s church-yard near the spot from which 
Bibles are now sent to all parts of the globe. The Bible societies have been denounced and 
condemned by modern popes as a "pestilence which perverts the gospel of Christ into a gospel of 
the devil." The Papal Syllabus of Pius IX. (1864), classes "Societates Biblicae" with Socialism, 
Communism, and Secret Societies, calls them "pests frequently rebuked in the severest terms," 
and refers for proof, to several Encyclicals from November 9th, 1846, to August 10th, 1863. {8} 
 
Such fulminations against Protestant Bible societies might be in some measure excused if the 
popes favored Catholic Bible societies, which would be the best proof of zeal for the spread of the 
Scriptures. But such institutions do not exist. Fortunately papal bulls have little effect in modern 
times, and in spite of official prohibitions and discouragements, there are zealous advocates of 
Bible reading among modern Catholics, as there were among the Greek and Latin fathers. {9} Nor 
have the restrictions of the Council of Trent been able to prevent the progress of Biblical 
scholarship and exegesis even in the Roman church. E pur si muove. The Bible, as well as the 
earth, moves for all that. 
 
Modern Protestant theology is much more just to ecclesiastical tradition than the Reformers could 
be in their hot indignation against the prevailing corruptions and against the papal tyranny of their 
day. The deeper study of ecclesiastical and secular history has dispelled the former ignorance on 
the "dark ages," so called, and brought out the merits of the fathers, missionaries, schoolmen, and 
popes, in the progress of Christian civilization. 
 
But these results do not diminish the supreme value of the sacred Scripture as an ultimate tribunal 
of appeal in matters of faith, nor the importance of its widest circulation. It is by far the best guide 
of instruction in holy living and dying. No matter what theory of the mode and extent of 
inspiration we may hold, the fact of inspiration is plain and attested by the universal consent of 
Christendom. The Bible is a book of holy men, but just as much a book of God, who made those 
men witnesses of truth and sure teachers of the way of salvation. 
 
{8} Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, II. 218; Kollner, Symbolik II. 351, sqq.; Hase, Handbuch der 
Protestant. Polemik, fourth ed., 1878, p. 68 sqq. There were indeed vernacular translations of the 
Bible long before the Reformation; but it is a most astounding exaggeration when Perrone, as 
quoted by Hase, asserts (Praelect. Theol. III. 317): "Per idem tempus 800 plus minus editiones 
Bibliorum aut N. T. ante Reformationem prodierant, ac per universam Europam catholicam 



circumferebantur, antequam vel protestantis nomen agnosceretur. Et ex his 200 versiones in 
linguis vernaculis diversarum gentium omnium manibus libere versabantur." 
 
{9} See L. Van Ess,auszuge uber das nothwendige und nutzliche Bibellesen aus den 
Kirchenvatern und anderen kathol. Schriften, second ed., 1816; also the preface to his translation 
of the New Testament.  



7. Justification by Faith. 
 
The subjective principle of Protestantism is the doctrine of justification and salvation by faith in 
Christ; as distinct from the doctrine of justification by faith and works or salvation by grace and 
human merit. Luther’s formula is sola fide. Calvin goes further back to God’s eternal election, as 
the ultimate ground of salvation and comfort in life and in death. But Luther and Calvin meant 
substantially the same thing, and agree in the more general proposition of salvation by free grace 
through living faith in Christ, {Acts 4:12} in opposition to any Pelagian or Semi-pelagian 
compromise which divides the work and merit between God and man. And this is the very soul of 
evangelical Protestantism. {10} 
 
Luther assigned to his solifidian doctrine of justification the central position in the Christian 
system, declared it to be the article of the standing or falling (Lutheran) church, and was 
unwilling to yield an inch from it, though heaven and earth should collapse. {11} This 
exaggeration is due to his personal experience during his convent life. The central article of the 
Christian faith on which the church is built, is not any specific dogma of the Protestant, or 
Roman, or Greek church, but the broader and deeper truth held by all, namely, the divine-human 
personality and atoning work of Christ, the Lord and Saviour. This was the confession of Peter, 
the first creed of Christendom. 
 
The Protestant doctrine of justification differs from the Roman Catholic, as defined (very 
circumspectly) by the Council of Trent, chiefly in two points. Justification is conceived as a 
declaratory and judicial act of God, in distinction from sanctification, which is a gradual growth; 
and faith is conceived as a fiducial act of the heart and will, in distinction from theoretical belief 
and blind submission to the church. The Reformers derived their idea from Paul, the Romanists 
appealed chiefly to James (2:17-26); but Paul suggests the solution of the apparent contradiction 
by his sentence, that "in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything nor uncircumcision, 
but faith working through love." 
 
Faith, in the biblical and evangelical sense, is a vital force which engages all the powers of man 
and apprehends and appropriates the very life of Christ and all his benefits. It is the child of grace 
and the mother of good works. It is the pioneer of all great thoughts and deeds. By faith Abraham 
became the father of nations; by faith Moses became the liberator and legislator of Israel; by faith 
the Galilean fishermen became fishers of men; and by faith the noble army of martyrs endured 
tortures and triumphed in death; without faith in the risen Saviour the church could not have been 
founded. Faith is a saving power. It unites us to Christ. Whosoever believeth in Christ "hath 
eternal life." "We believe," said Peter at the Council of Jerusalem, "that we shall be saved through 
the grace of God," like the Gentiles who come to Christ by faith without the works and 
ceremonies of the law. "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and thou shalt be saved," was Paul’s answer to 
the question of the jailor: "What must I do to be saved?" 
 
Protestantism does by no means despise or neglect good works or favor antinomian license; it 
only subordinates them to faith, and measures their value by quality rather than quantity. They are 
not the condition, but the necessary evidence of justification; they are not the root, but the fruits 
of the tree. The same faith which justifies, does also sanctify. It is ever "working through love". 
{Galatians 5:6} Luther is often charged with indifference to good works, but very unjustly. His 
occasional unguarded utterances must be understood in connection with his whole teaching and 
character. "Faith" in his own forcible language which expresses his true view, "faith is a living, 
busy, active, mighty thing and it is impossible that it should not do good without ceasing; it does 



not ask whether good works are to be done, but before the question is put, it has done them 
already, and is always engaged in doing them; you may as well separate burning and shining from 
fire, as works from faith." 
 
The Lutheran doctrine of Christian freedom and justification by faith alone, like that of St. Paul 
on which it was based, was made the cloak of excesses by carnal men who wickedly reasoned, 
"Let us continue in sin that grace may abound," {Romans 6:1} and who abused their "freedom for 
an occasion to the flesh". {Galatians 5:13} All such consequences the apostle cut off at the outset 
by an indignant "God forbid." 
 
The fact is undeniable, that the Reformation in Germany was accompanied and followed by 
antinomian tendencies and a degeneracy of public morals. It rests not only on the hostile 
testimonies of Romanists and separatists, but Luther and Melanchthon themselves often bitterly 
complained in their later years of the abuse of the liberty of the gospel and the sad state of morals 
in Wittenberg and throughout Saxony. {12} 
 
But we should remember, first, that the degeneracy of morals, especially the increase of 
extravagance, and luxury with its attending vices, had begun in Catholic times in consequence of 
discoveries and inventions, the enlargement of commerce and wealth. {13} Nor was it near as bad 
as the state of things which Luther had witnessed at Rome in 1510, under Pope Julius II., not to 
speak of the more wicked reign of Pope Alexander VI. Secondly, the degeneracy was not due so 
much to a particular doctrine, as to the confusion which necessarily followed the overthrow of the 
ecclesiastical order and discipline, and to the fact that the Lutheran Reformers allowed the 
government of the church too easily to pass from the bishops into the hands of secular rulers. 
Thirdly, the degeneracy was only temporary during the transition from the abolition of the old to 
the establishment of the new order of things. Fourthly, the disorder was confined to Germany. 
The Swiss Reformers from the start laid greater stress on discipline than the Lutheran Reformers, 
and organized the new church on a more solid basis. Calvin introduced a state of moral purity and 
rigorism in Geneva such as had never been known before in the Christian church. The Huguenots 
of France, the Calvinists of Holland, the Puritans of England and New England, and the 
Presbyterians of Scotland are distinguished for their strict principles and habits. An impartial 
comparison of Protestant countries and nations with Roman Catholic, in regard to the present 
state of public and private morals and general culture, is eminently favorable to the Reformation. 
 
{10} Only in this sense can it be called Augustinian; for otherwise Augustin’s conception of 
justificatio is catholic, and he identifies it with sanctificatio. Moreover he widely differs from the 
Protestant conception of the church and its authority. Luther felt the difference in his later years. 
 
{11} Articuli Smalcaldici, p. 305 (ed. Rechenb., or 310 ed. Muller): "De hoc articulo [solam 
fidem nos justificare] cedere or aliquid contra illum largiri aut permittere nemo piorum potest 
etiamsi coelum et terra et omnia corruant. {Acts 4:12 Isaiah 53:3} Et in hoc articulo sita sunt et 
consistunt omnia, quae contra papam, diabolum et universum mundum in vita nostra docemus, 
testamur et agimus. Quare opportet nos de hac doctrina esse certos, et minime dubitare, alioquin 
actum est prorsus, et papa et diabolus et omnia adversa jus et victoriam contra nos obtinent." 
Luther inserted in his translation of Romans 3:28, the word allein (sola fide, hence the term 
solifidianism), and the revised Probebibel of 1883 retained it. On the exegetical questions 
involved, see my annotations to Lange on Romans 3:28. 
 
{12} The weight of Dollinger’s three volumes on the Reformation (1848) consists in the 
collection of such unfavorable testimonies from the writings of Erasmus, Wizel, Haner, 
Wildenauer, Crotus Rubeanus, Biblicanus, Staupitz, Amerpach, Pirkheimer, Zasius, Frank, Denk, 



Hetzer, Schwenkfeld, Luther, Melanchthon, Spalatin, Bugenhagen, and others. They give, indeed, 
a very gloomy, but a very one-sided picture of the times. Janssen makes good use of these 
testimonies. But both these Catholic historians whose eminent learning is undeniable, wrote with 
a polemic aim, and make the very truth lie by omitting the bright side of the Reformation. Comp. 
on this subject the controversial writings of Kostlin and Ebrard against Janssen, and Janssen’s 
replies, An-meine Kritiker, Freiburg i. B. 1883 (Zehntes Tausend, 227 pages), and Ein zweites 
Wort an-meine Kritiker, Freib. 1883 (Zwolftes Tausend, 144 pages). 
 
{13} Even Janssen admits this, but is silent about the greater corruption in Rome. See his 
Geschichte des Deutschen Volkes I. 375 sqq. Comp. his Ein zweites Wort an-meine Kritiker, p. 
82.  



8. The Priesthood of the Laity. 
 
The social or ecclesiastical principle of Protestantism is the general priesthood of believers, in 
distinction from the special priesthood which stands mediating between Christ and the laity. 
 
The Roman church is an exclusive hierarchy, and assigns to the laity the position of passive 
obedience. The bishops are the teaching and ruling church; they alone constitute a council or 
synod, and have the exclusive power of legislation and administration. Laymen have no voice in 
spiritual matters, they can not even read the Bible without the permission of the priest, who holds 
the keys of heaven and hell. 
 
In the New Testament every believer is called a saint, a priest, and a king. "All Christians," says 
Luther, "are truly of the spiritual estate, and there is no difference among them, save of office 
alone. As St. Paul says, we are all one body, though each member does its own work, to serve the 
others. This is because we have one baptism, alike; one gospel, one faith, and are all Christians 
for baptism, gospel and faith, these alone make spiritual and Christian people." And again: "It is 
faith that makes men priests, faith that unites them to Christ, and gives them the indwelling of the 
Holy Spirit, whereby they become filled with all holy grace and heavenly power. The inward 
anointing—this oil, better than any that ever came from the horn of bishop or pope—gives them 
not the name only, but the nature, the purity, the power of priests; and this anointing have all they 
received who are believers in Christ." 
 
This principle, consistently carried out, raises the laity to active co-operation in the government 
and administration of the church; it gives them a voice and vote in the election of the pastor; it 
makes every member of the congregation useful, according to his peculiar gift, for the general 
good. This principle is the source of religious and civil liberty which flourishes most in Protestant 
countries. Religious liberty is the mother of civil liberty. The universal priesthood of Christians 
leads legitimately to the universal kingship of free, self-governing citizens, whether under a 
monarchy or under a republic. 
 
The good effect of this principle showed itself in the spread of Bible knowledge among the laity, 
in popular hymnody and congregational singing, in the institution of lay-eldership, and in the 
pious zeal of the magistrates for moral reform and general education. 
 
But it was also shamefully perverted and abused by the secular rulers who seized the control of 
religion, made themselves bishops and popes in their dominion, robbed the churches and 
convents, and often defied all discipline by their own immoral conduct.. Philip of Hesse, and 
Henry VIII. of England, are conspicuous examples of Protestant popes who disgraced the cause 
of the Reformation. Erastianism and Territorialism whose motto is: cujus regio, ejus religio, are 
perversions rather than legitimate developments of lay-priesthood. The true development lies in 
the direction of general education, in congregational self-support and self-government, and in the 
intelligent co-operation of the laity with the ministry in all good works, at home and abroad. In 
this respect the Protestants of England, Scotland, and North America, are ahead of the Protestants 
on the Continent of Europe. The Roman church is a church of priests and has the grandest 
temples of worship; the Lutheran church is a church of theologians and has most learning and the 
finest hymns; the Reformed church is a church of the Christian people and has the best preachers 
and congregations.  



9. The Reformation and Rationalism. 
 
G. Frank: Deuteronomy Luthero rationalismi praecursore. Lips., 1857. 
 
S. Berger: La Bible an-seizieme siecle; etude sur les origines de la critique. Paris, 1879. 
 
Charles Beard: The Reformation of the Sixteenth Century in relation, to Modem Thought and 
Knowledge (Hibbert Lectures). London, 1883. Lect. V. 
 
Comp. also Lecky: History of Rationalism in Europe. London, 4th ed. 1870, 2 vols. George P. 
Fisher: Faith and Rationalism. New York, 1879, revised 1885 (191 pages). 
 
The Roman Catholic Church makes Scripture and tradition the supreme rule of faith, laying the 
chief stress on tradition, that is, the teaching of an infallible church headed by an infallible Pope, 
as the judge of the meaning of both. {14} 
 
Evangelical, Protestantism makes the Scripture alone the supreme rule, but uses tradition and 
reason as means in ascertaining its true sense. 
 
Rationalism raises human reason above Scripture and tradition, and accepts them only as far as 
they come within the limits of its comprehension. It makes rationality or intelligibility the 
measure of credibility. We take the word Rationalism here in the technical sense of a theological 
system and tendency in distinction from rational theology. The legitimate use of reason in 
religion is allowed by the Catholic and still more by the Protestant church, and both have 
produced scholastic systems in full harmony with orthodoxy. Christianity is above reason, but not 
against reason. 
 
The Reformation is represented as the mother of Rationalism both by Rationalistic and by Roman 
Catholic historians and controversialists, but from an opposite point of view, by the former to the 
credit, by the latter to the disparagement of both. 
 
The Reformation, it is said, took the first step in the emancipation of reason: it freed us from the 
tyranny of the church. Rationalism took the second step: it freed us from the tyranny of the Bible. 
"Luther," says Lessing, the champion of criticism against Lutheran orthodoxy, "thou great, 
misjudged man! Thou hast redeemed us from the yoke of tradition: who will redeem us from the 
unbearable yoke of the letter! Who will at last bring us a Christianity such as thou would teach us 
now, such as Christ himself would teach!" 
 
Roman Catholics go still further and hold Protestantism responsible for all modern revolutions 
and for infidelity itself, and predict its ultimate dismemberment and dissolution. {15} But this 
charge is sufficiently set aside by the undeniable fact that modern infidelity and revolution in 
their worst forms have appeared chiefly in Roman Catholic countries, as desperate reactions 
against hierarchical and political despotism. The violent suppression of the Reformation in France 
ended at last in a radical overthrow of the social order of the church. In Roman Catholic 
countries, like Spain and Mexico, revolution has become a chronic disease. Romanism provokes 
infidelity among cultivated minds by its excessive supernaturalism. 
 



The Reformation checked the skepticism of the renaissance, and the anarchical tendencies of the 
Peasants’ War in Germany and of the Libertines in Geneva. An intelligent faith is the best 
protection against infidelity; and a liberal government is a safeguard against revolution. 
 
The connection of the Reformation with Rationalism is a historical fact, but they are related to 
each other as the rightful use of intellectual freedom to the excess and abuse of it. Rationalism 
asserts reason against revelation, and freedom against divine as well as human authority. It is a 
one-sided development of the negative, protesting, antipapal and antitraditional factor of the 
Reformation to the exclusion of its positive, evangelical faith in the revealed will and word of 
God. It denies the supernatural and miraculous. It has a superficial sense of sin and guilt, and is 
essentially Pelagian; while the Reformation took the opposite Augustinian ground and proceeded 
from the deepest conviction of sin and the necessity of redeeming grace. The two systems are 
thus theoretically and practically opposed to each other. And yet there is an intellectual and 
critical affinity between them, and Rationalism is inseparable from the history of Protestantism. It 
is in the modern era of Christianity what Gnosticism was in the ancient church—a revolt of 
private judgment against the popular faith and church orthodoxy, an overestimate of theoretic 
knowledge, but also a wholesome stimulus to inquiry and progress. It is not a church or sect 
(unless we choose to include Socinianism and Unitarianism), but a school in the church, or rather 
a number of schools which differ very considerably from each other. 
 
Rationalism appeared first in the seventeenth century in the Church of England, though without 
much effect upon the people, as Deism, which asserted natural religion versus revealed religion; it 
was matured in its various phases after the middle of the eighteenth century on the Continent, 
especially in Protestant Germany since Lessing (d. 1781) and Semler (d. 1791), and gradually 
obtained the mastery of the chairs and pulpits of Lutheran and Reformed churches, till about 
1817, when a revival of the positive faith of the Reformation spread over Germany and a serious 
conflict began between positive and negative Protestantism, which continues to this day. 
 
1. Let us first consider the relation of the Reformation to the use of reason as a general principle. 
The Reformation was a protest against human authority, asserted the right of private conscience 
and judgment, and roused a spirit of criticism and free inquiry in all departments of knowledge. It 
allows, therefore, a much wider scope for the exercise of reason in religion than the Roman 
church, which requires an unconditional submission to her infallible authority. It marks real 
progress, but this progress is perfectly consistent with a belief in revelation on subjects which lie 
beyond the boundary of time and sense. What do we know of the creation, and the world of the 
future, except what God has chosen to reveal to us? Human reason can prove the possibility and 
probability of the existence of God and the immortality of the soul, but not the certainty and 
necessity. It is reasonable, therefore, to believe in the supernatural on divine testimony, and it is 
unreasonable to reject it. 
 
The Reformers used their reason and judgment very freely in their contest with church authority. 
Luther refused to recant in the crisis at Worms, unless convinced by testimonies of the Scriptures 
and "cogent arguments." {16} For a while he was disposed to avail himself of the humanistic 
movement which was skeptical and rationalistic in its tendency, but his strong religious nature 
always retained the mastery. He felt as keenly as any modern Rationalist, the conflict between 
natural reason and the transcending mysteries of revelation. He was often tormented by doubts 
and even temptations to blasphemy, especially when suffering from physical infirmity. A 
comforter of others, he needed comfort himself and asked the prayers of friends to fortify him 
against the assaults of the evil spirit, with whom he had, as he thought, many a personal 
encounter. He confessed, in 1524, how glad he would have been five years before in his war with 
papal superstition, if Carlstadt could have convinced him that the Eucharist was nothing but bread 



and wine, and how strongly he was then inclined to that rationalistic view which would have 
given a death blow to transubstantiation and the mass. He felt that every article of his creed—the 
trinity, in unity, the incarnation, the transmission of Adam’s sin, the atonement by the blood of 
Christ, baptismal regeneration, the real presence, the renewal of the Holy Spirit, the resurrection 
of the body—transcended human comprehension. In Aug. 2, 1527, during the raging of the 
pestilence at Wittenberg, he wrote to Melanchthon, who was absent at Jena: "For more than a 
week I have been tossed about in death and hell; so that, hurt in all my body, I still tremble in 
every limb. For having almost wholly lost Christ, I was driven about by storms and tempests of 
despair and blasphemy against God. But God, moved by the prayers of the saints, begins to have 
pity upon me, and has drawn my soul out of the lowest hell. Do not cease to pray for me, as I do 
for you. I believe that this agony of mine pertains to others also." {17} 
 
In such trials and temptations he clung all the more mightily to the Scriptures and to faith which 
believes against reason and hopes against hope. "It is a quality of faith," he says in the 
explanation of his favorite Epistle to the Galatians, "that it wrings the neck of reason and 
strangles the beast, which else the whole world, with all creatures, could not strangle. But how? It 
holds to God’s Word, and lets it be right and true, no matter how foolish and impossible it 
sounds. So did Abraham take his reason captive and slay it, inasmuch as he believed God’s Word, 
wherein was promised him that from his unfruitful and as it were dead wife, Sarah, God would 
give him seed." 
 
This and many similar passages clearly show the bent of Luther’s mind. He knew the enemy, but 
overcame it; his faith triumphed over doubt. In his later years he became more and more a 
conservative churchman. He repudiated the mystic doctrine of the inner word and spirit, insisted 
on submission to the written letter of the Scriptures, even when it flatly contradicted reason. He 
traced the errors of the Zwickau prophets, the rebellious peasants, the Anabaptists, and the radical 
views of Carlstadt and Zwingli, without proper discrimination, to presumptuous inroads of the 
human reason into the domain of faith, and feared from them the overthrow of religion. He so far 
forgot his obligations to Erasmus as to call him an Epicurus, a Lucian, a doubter, and an atheist. 
Much as he valued reason as a precious gift of God in matters of this world, he abused it with 
unreasonable violence, when it dared to sit in judgment over matters of faith. {18} 
 
Certainly, Luther must first be utterly divested of his faith, and the authorship of his sermons, 
catechisms and hymns must be called in question, before he can be appealed to as the father of 
Rationalism. He would have sacrificed his reason ten times rather than his faith. 
 
Zwingli was the most clear-headed and rationalizing among the Reformers. {19} He did not pass 
through the discipline of monasticism and mysticism, like Luther, but through the liberal culture 
of Erasmus. He had no mystic vein, but sound, sober, practical common sense. He always 
preferred the plainest sense of the Bible. He rejected the Catholic views on original sin, infant 
damnation and the corporeal presence in the eucharist, and held advanced opinions which 
shocked Luther and even Calvin. But he nevertheless reverently bowed before the divine 
authority of the inspired Word of God, and had no idea of setting reason over it. His dispute with 
Luther was simply a question of interpretation, and he had strong arguments for his exegesis, as 
even the best Lutheran commentators must confess. 
 
Calvin was the best theologian and exegete among the Reformers. He never abused reason, like 
Luther, but assigned it the office of an indispensable handmaid of revelation. He constructed with 
his logical genius the severest system of Protestant orthodoxy which shaped French, Dutch, 
English and American theology, and fortified it against Rationalism as well as against Romanism. 
His orthodoxy and discipline could not keep his own church in Geneva from becoming Socinian 



in the eighteenth century, but he is no more responsible for that than Luther for the Rationalism of 
Germany, or Rome for the infidelity of Voltaire. Upon the whole, the Reformed churches in 
England, Scotland and North America, have been far less invaded by Rationalism than Germany. 
 
2. Let us now consider the application of the principle of free inquiry to the Bible. {20} The 
Bible, its origin, genuineness, integrity, aim, and all its circumstances and surroundings are 
proper subjects of investigation; for it is a human as well as a divine book, and has a history, like 
other literary productions. The extent of the Bible, moreover, or the Canon, is not determined by 
the Bible itself or by inspiration, but by church authority or tradition, and was not fully agreed 
upon till the close of the fourth century, and even then only by provincial synods, not by any of 
the seven oecumenical Councils. It was therefore justly open to reinvestigation. 
 
The Church of Rome, at the Council of Trent, settled the Canon, including the Apocrypha, but 
without any critical inquiry or definite theological principle; it simply confirmed the traditional 
usage, and pronounced an anathema on every one who does not receive all the books contained in 
the Latin Vulgate. {21} She also checked the freedom of investigation by requiring conformity to 
a defective version and an unanimous consensus of the fathers, although such an exegetical 
consensus does not exist except in certain fundamental doctrines. 
 
The Reformers re-opened the question of the extent of the Canon, as they had a right to do, but 
without any idea of sweeping away the traditional belief or undermining the authority of the 
Word of God. On the contrary, from the fulness of their faith in the inspired Word, as contained 
in the Scriptures, they questioned the canonicity of a few books which seem to be lacking in 
sufficient evidence to entitle them to a place in the Bible. They simply revived, in a new shape 
and on doctrinal rather than historical grounds, the distinction made by the Hebrews and the 
ancient fathers between the canonical and apocryphal books of the Old Testament, and the 
Eusebian distinction between the Homologumena and Antilegomena of the New Testament, and 
claimed in both respects the freedom of the ante-Nicene church. 
 
They added, moreover, to the external evidence, the more important internal evidence on the 
intrinsic excellency of the Scripture, as the true ground on which its authority and claim to 
obedience rests; and they established a firm criterion of canonicity, namely, the purity and force 
of teaching Christ and his gospel of salvation. They did not reject the testimonies of the fathers, 
but they placed over them what Paul calls the "demonstration of the Spirit and of power". {1 
Corinthians 2:4} 
 
Luther was the bold pioneer of a higher criticism, which was indeed subjective and arbitrary, but, 
after all, a criticism of faith. He made his central doctrine of justification by faith the criterion of 
canonicity. {22} He thus placed the material or subjective principle of Protestantism above the 
formal or objective principle, the truth above the witness of the truth, the doctrine of the gospel 
above the written Gospel, Christ above the Bible. Romanism, on the contrary, places the church 
above the Bible. But we must remember that Luther first learnt Christ from the Bible, and 
especially, from the Epistles of Paul, which furnished him the key for the understanding of the 
scheme of salvation. 
 
He made a distinction, moreover, between the more important and the less important books of the 
New Testament, according to the extent of their evangelic purity and force, and put Hebrews, 
James, Jude, and Revelation at the end of the German Bible. {23} 
 
He states his reason in the Preface to the Hebrews as follows: "Hitherto we have had the right and 
genuine books of the New Testament. The four that follow have been differently esteemed in 



olden times." He therefore appeals to the ante-Nicene tradition, but his chief objection was to the 
contents. 
 
He disliked, most of all, the Epistle of James because he could not harmonize it with Paul’s 
teaching on justification by faith without works, {24} and he called it an epistle of straw as 
compared with the genuine apostolic writings. {25} 
 
He objected to the Epistle to the Hebrews because it seems to deny (in Hebrews 6,10 and 12) the 
possibility of repentance after baptism, contrary to the Gospels and to Paul, and betrays in 2:3, a 
post-apostolic origin. He ascribed the authorship to Apollos by an ingenious guess, which, though 
not supported by ancient tradition, has found great favor with modern commentators and critics, 
{26} chiefly because the authorship of any other possible writer (Paul, Barnabas, Luke, Clement) 
seems to offer insuperable difficulties, while the description of Apollos in Acts 18:24-28, 
compared with the allusions in 1 Corinthians 1:12 3:6 4:6 16:12, seems to fit exactly the author of 
this anonymous Epistle. 
 
He called the Epistle of Jude an "unnecessary epistle," a mere extract from Second Peter and 
post-apostolic, filled with apocryphal matter, and hence rejected by the ancient fathers. 
 
He could at first find no sense in the mysteries of the Apocalypse and declared it to be "neither 
apostolic nor prophetic," because it deals only with images and visions, and yet, notwithstanding 
its obscurity, it adds threats and promises, "though nobody knows what it means"; but afterwards 
he modified his judgment when the Lutheran divines found in it welcome weapons against the 
church of Rome. 
 
The clearest utterance on this subject is found at the close of his preface to the first edition of his 
German version of the New Testament (1522), but it was suppressed in later editions. {27} 
 
Luther’s view of inspiration was both strong and free. With the profoundest conviction of the 
divine contents of the Bible, he distinguished between the revealed truth itself and the human 
wording and reasoning of the writers. He says of one of the rabbinical arguments of his favorite 
apostle: "My dear brother Paul, this argument won’t stick." {28} 
 
Luther was, however, fully aware of the subjective and conjectural character of these opinions, 
and had no intention of obtruding them on the church: hence he modified his prefaces in later 
editions. He judged the Scriptures from an exclusively dogmatic, and one-sidedly Pauline 
standpoint, and did not consider their gradual historical growth. 
 
A few Lutheran divines followed him in assigning a subordinate position to the seven 
Antilegomena of the New Testament; {29} but the Lutheran church, with a sound instinct, 
accepted for popular use the traditional catholic Canon (not even expressly excluding the Jewish 
Apocrypha), yet retained his arrangement of the books of the New Testament. {30} The 
Rationalists, of course, revived, intensified, and carried to excess the bold opinions of Luther, but 
in a spirit against which he would himself raise the strongest protest. 
 
The Reformed divines were more conservative than Luther in accepting the canonical books, but 
more decided in rejecting the Apocrypha of the Old Testament. The Reformed Confessions 
usually enumerate the canonical books. 
 
Zwingli objected only to the Apocalypse and made no doctrinal use of it, because he did not deem 
it an inspired book, written by the same John who wrote the fourth Gospel. {31} In this view he 



has many followers, but the severest critical school of our days (that of Tubingen) assigns it to the 
Apostle John. Wolfgang Musculus mentions the seven Antilegomena, but includes them in the 
general catalogue of the New Testament; and Oecolampadius speaks of six Antilegomena 
(omitting the Hebrews), as holding an inferior rank, but nevertheless appeals to their testimony. 
{32} 
 
Calvin had no fault to find with James and Jude, and often quotes Hebrews and Revelation as 
canonical books, though he wrote no commentary on Revelation, probably because he felt 
himself incompetent for the task. He is silent about Second and Third John. He denies, decidedly, 
the Pauline authorship, but not the canonicity, of Hebrews. {33} He is disposed to assign Second 
Peter to a pupil of Peter, who wrote under the auspices and by direction of the Apostle; but he 
guards in this case, also, against unfavorable inferences from the uncertainty of origin. {34} 
 
Calvin clearly saw the inconsistency of giving the Church the right of determining the canon after 
denying her right of making an article of faith. He therefore placed the Canon on the authority of 
God who bears testimony to it through the voice of the Spirit in the hearts of the believer. The 
eternal and inviolable truth of God, he says, is not founded on the pleasure and judgment of men, 
and can be as easily distinguished as light from darkness, and white from black. In the same line, 
Peter Vermilius denies that "the Scriptures take their authority from the Church. Their certitude is 
derived from God. The Word is older than the Church. The Spirit of God wrought in the hearts of 
the bearers and readers of the Word so that they recognized it to be truly divine." This view is 
clearly set forth in several Calvinistic Confessions. {35} In its exclusive form it is diametrically 
opposed to the maxim of Augustin, otherwise so highly esteemed by the Reformers: "I should not 
believe the gospel except as moved by the authority of the Church." {36} But the two kinds of 
evidence supplement each other. The human authority of tradition though not the final ground of 
belief, is indispensable as a historical witness of the genuineness and canonicity, and is of great 
weight in conflict with Rationalism. There is no essential antagonism between the Bible and the 
Church in the proper sense of the term. They are inseparable. The Church was founded by Christ 
and the apostles through the preaching of the living Word of God, and the founders of the Church 
are also the authors of the written Word, which continues to be the shining and guiding light of 
the Church; while the Church in turn is the guardian, preserver, translator, propagator, and 
expounder of the Bible. 
 
3. The liberal views of the Reformers on inspiration and the canon were abandoned after the 
middle of the sixteenth century, and were succeeded by compact and consolidated systems of 
theology. The evangelical scholasticism of the seventeenth century strongly resembles, both in its 
virtues and defects, the catholic scholasticism of the Middle Ages which systematized and 
contracted the patristic theology, except that the former was based on the Bible, the latter on 
church tradition. In the conflict with Romanism the Lutheran and Calvinistic scholastics 
elaborated a stiff, mechanical theory of inspiration in order to set an infallible book against an 
infallible pope. The Bible was identified with the Word of God, dictated to the sacred writers as 
the penmen of the Holy Ghost. Even the classical purity of style and the integrity of the 
traditional text, including the Massoretic punctuation, were asserted in the face of stubborn facts, 
which came to light as the study of the origin and history of the text advanced. The divine side of 
the Scriptures was exclusively dwelled upon, and the human and literary side was ignored or 
virtually denied. Hence the exegetical poverty of the period of Protestant scholasticism. The Bible 
was used as a repository of proof texts for previously conceived dogmas, without regard to the 
context, the difference between the Old and New Testaments, and the gradual development of the 
divine revelation in accordance with the needs and capacities of men. 
 



4. It was against this Protestant bibliolatry and symbololatry that Rationalism arose as a 
legitimate protest. It pulled down one dogma after another, and subjected the Bible and the canon 
to a searching criticism. It denies the divine inspiration of the Scriptures, except in a wider sense 
which applies to all works of genius, and treats them simply as a gradual evolution of the 
religious spirit of Israel and the primitive Christian Church. It charges them with errors of fact 
and errors of doctrine, and resolves the miracles into legends and myths. It questions the Mosaic 
origin of the Pentateuch, the genuineness of the Davidic Psalms, the Solomonic writings, the 
prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah and Daniel, and other books of the Old Testament. It assigns not 
only the Eusebian Antilegomena, but even the Gospels, Acts, the Catholic Epistles, and several 
Pauline Epistles to the post-apostolic age, from A. D. 70 to 150. 
 
In its later developments, however, Rationalism has been obliged to retreat and make several 
concessions to orthodoxy. The canonical Gospels and Acts have gained by further investigation 
and discovery; {37} and the apostolic authorship of the four great Epistles of Paul to the Romans, 
Corinthians, and Galatians and the Apocalypse of John is fully admitted by the severest school of 
criticism (that of Tubingen). A most important admission: for these five books teach or imply all 
the leading facts and truths of the gospel, and overthrow the very foundations of Rationalism. 
With the Christ of the Gospels, and the Apostle Paul of his acknowledged Epistles, Christianity is 
safe. 
 
Rationalism was a radical revolution which swept like a flood over the Continent of Europe. But 
it is not negative and destructive only. It has made and is still making valuable contributions to 
biblical philology, textual criticism, and grammatico-historical exegesis. It enlarges the 
knowledge of the conditions and environments of the Bible, and of all that belongs to the human 
and temporal side of Christ and Christianity. It cultivates with special zeal and learning the 
sciences of Critical Introduction, Biblical Theology, the Life of Christ, the Apostolic and post-
Apostolic Ages. 
 
5. These acquisitions to exegetical and historical theology are a permanent gain, and are 
incorporated in the new evangelical theology, which arose in conflict with Rationalism and in 
defense of the positive Christian faith in the divine facts of revelation and the doctrines of 
salvation. The conflict is still going on with increasing strength, but with the sure prospect of the 
triumph of truth. Christianity is independent of all critical questions on the Canon, and of human 
theories of inspiration; else Christ would himself have written the Gospels, or commanded the 
Apostles to do so, and provided for the miraculous preservation and inspired translation of the 
text,. His "words are spirit, and are life." "The flesh profiteth nothing." Criticism and speculation 
may for a while wander away from Christ, but will ultimately return to Him who furnishes the 
only key for the solution of the problems of history and human life. "No matter," says the world-
poet Goethe in one of his last utterances, "how much the human mind may progress in intellectual 
culture, in the science of nature, in ever-expanding breadth and depth: it will never be able to rise 
above the elevation and moral culture which shines in the Gospels." 
 
Notes. 
 
The famous close of the Preface of Luther’s edition of the German New Testament was omitted 
in later editions, but is reprinted in Walch’s ed. XIV. 104 sqq., and in the Erlangen Frankf. ed. 
LXIII. (or eleventh vol. of the Vermischte Deutsche Schriften), p. 114 sq. It is verbatim as 
follows: 
 
"Aus diesem allen kannst du nu recht urtheilen unter allen Buchern, und Unterschied nehmen, 
welchs die besten sind. Denn, naemlich, ist Johannis Evangelion, und St. Pauli Episteln, 



sonderlich die zu den Romern, und Sanct Peters erste Epistel der rechte Kern und Mark unter 
allen Buchern; welche auch billig die, ersten sein sollten, und einem jeglichen Christen zu rathen 
ware, das er dieselben am ersten und allermeisten lase, und ihm durch taglich Lesen so gemein 
machte, als das taglich Brod." 
 
"Denn in diesen findist [findest] du nicht viel Werk und Wunderthaten Christi beschrieben; du 
findist aber gar meisterlich ausgestrichen, wie der Glaube an-Christum Sund, Tod und Holle 
uberwindet, und das Leben, Gerechtigkeit und Seligkeit gibt. Welchs die rechte Art ist des 
Evangelii, wie du gehoret hast." 
 
"Denn wo ich je der eins mangeln sollt, der Werke oder der Predigt Christi, so wollt ich lieber 
der Werke denn seiner Predigt mangeln. Denn die Werke helfen mir nichts; aber seine Worte, die 
geben das Leben, wie er selbst sagt (Joh 5. V. 51). Weil nu Johannes gar wenig Werke von 
Christo, aber gar viel seiner Predigt schreibt; wiederumb die andern drei Evangelisten viel 
seiner Werke, wenig seiner Worte beschreiben: ist Johannis Evangelion das einige zarte, recht 
(e) Hauptevangelion, und den andren dreien weit furzuzichen und hoher zu heben. Also auch 
Sanct Paulus und Petrus Episteln weit uber die drei Evangelia Matthai, Marci und Luca 
vorgehen." 
 
"Summa, Sanct Johannis Evangel. und seine erste Epistel, Sanct Paulus Epistel (n), sonderlich 
die zu den Romern, Galatern, Ephesern, und Sanct Peters erste Epistel. das sind die Bucher, die 
dir Christum zeigen, und alles lehren, das dir zu wissen noth und selig ist ob du sohon kein ander 
Buch noch Lehre nummer [nimmermehr] sehest and horist [horest]. Darumb ist Sanct Jakobs 
Epistel ein recht strohern (e) Epistel, gegen sie, denn sie doch kein (e) evangelisch (e) Art an ihr 
hat. Doch davon weiter in andern Vorreden." 
 
{14} "I am the tradition" (la tradizione son io), said Pope Pius IX., during the Vatican Council 
which substituted an infallible papacy for an infallible council, in conflict both with oecumenical 
councils and popes who officially denounced Pope Honorius III. as a Monotheletic heretic. See 
vol. IV. 500 sqq. 
 
{15} This charge is sanctioned by several papal Encyclicals; it is implied, negatively, in the 
Syllabus of Pius IX. (1864), and, positively, though cautiously, in the Encyclical of Leo XIII 
Immortale Dei (Nov. 1, 1885), which characterizes the Reformation movements (without naming 
them) as "those pernicious and deplorable revolutionary tendencies which were aroused in the 
sixteenth century, and which, after introducing confusion into Christendom, soon, by a natural 
course, entered the domain of philosophy, and from philosophy into all the lines of civil society." 
Hasak, in his book—Dr. M. Luther (Regensburg, 1881), takes as his motto: "Be reconciled to the 
Church of God, the old mother church, which, for these eighteen hundred years, has been the 
preserver of the eternal truth, before the bloody flood of atheism and the socialistic republic 
breaks upon us as a true judgment of the world." 
 
{16} "Scripturae sacrae testimoniis vel evidenti ratione," or "evidentissimis rationibus; in the 
German form," as repeated by him on the occasion, "durch Zeugnisse der heil. Schrift und durch 
helle Grunde." See Kostlin II. 452 sq. and 800. The words seem to assign to reason an 
independent position by, the side of the Scriptures, but in case of conflict Luther always allowed 
the decision to the Scriptures. 
 
{17} Briefe, ed. de Wette, III. 189: "Ego sane... plus tota hebdomada in morte et inferno jactatus, 
ita ut toto corpore laesus adhuc tremam membris," etc. Comp. Luther’s letters to Spalatin, July 
10th and Aug. 19th, 1527, l. c.. III. 187, 191. 



 
{18} He called reason "the mistress of the devil," "the ugly devil’s bride," "a poisonous beast with 
many dragons’ heads," "God’s bitterest enemy." The coarsest invective against this gift of God is 
found in the last sermon he preached at Wittenberg, in the year of his death (1546), on Romans 
12:3. He here represents reason as the fountain of gross and subtle idolatry, and says: Wucherei, 
Sauferei, Ehebruch, Mord, Todtschlag, etc., die kann man merken, und verstehet auch die Welt, 
dass sie Sunde sein; aber des Tuefels Braut, Ratio, die shone Metze, fahret herein, und will klug 
sein, und was sie saget, meinet sie, es sei der heilige Geist; wer will da helfen? Weder Jurist, 
Medicus, noch Konig oder Kaiser. Denn es ist die hochste Hure die der Teufel hat! And again: 
"Derohalben wie ein junger Gesell muss der bosen Lust wehren, ein Alter dem Geiz: also ist die 
Vernunft von Art und Natur eine, schadliche Hure."... "Die Vernunft ist und soll in der Taufe 
ersauft sein." "Hore auf, du verfluchte Hure; willst du Meisterin sein uber den Glauben, welcher 
sagt, dass im Abendmahl des Herrn sei der wahre Leib und das wahre Blut; item dass die Taufe 
nicht schlecht Wasser ist... Diesem Glauben muss die Vernunft unterthan und gehorsam sein." 
And much of the same sort, with vehement denunciations of the Schwarmergeister and 
Sacramentirer (the sectaries and Zwinglians). See Werke, ed. Walch XII. col. 1530 sqq. It is 
noteworthy that Luther first abused reason in his book on the Slavery of the Human Will against 
the semi-Pelagianism of Erasmus. But his assaults on Aristotle and the scholastic theology began 
several years earlier, before 1517. 
 
{19} Luther felt this when he told him at Marburg: "You have a different spirit." 
 
{20} Comp. here the Critical Introductions to the Bible, and especially Reuss, Histoire du Canon 
des Saintes acritures, Strasbourg, 1863. Ch. XVI. p. 308 sqq.; Hunter’s Engl. transl. (1884) p. 
290 sqq. 
 
{21} Sess. IV. (April 8th, 1546): "Si quis autem libros ipsos integros cum omnibus suis partibus, 
prout in ecclesia catholica legi consueverunt, et in veteri Vulgata Latina editione habentur, pro 
sacris et canonicis non susceperit et traditiones praedictas sciens et prudens contempserit, 
anathema sit." Schaff, Creeds II. 82. There were, however, protesting voices in the council: some 
desired to recognize the old distinction between Homologumena and Antilegomena; others simply 
an enumeration of the sacred books used in the Catholic church, without a dogmatic definition. 
Sarpi censures the council for its decision, and there are Catholic divines (as Sixtus Senensis, Du 
Pin, Jahn), who, in spite of the decision, make a distinction between protocanonical and 
deuterocanonical books. 
 
{22} "This," he says in the Preface to the Epistle of James, "is the true touchstone (der rechte 
Prufstein) of all books, whether they make Christ their sole topic and aim" [literally "drive 
Christ," Christum treiben], "or not; since all Scripture shows Christ, {Romans 3} and St. Paul 
wishes to know nothing but Christ. {1 Corinthians 2} That which does not teach Christ is not 
apostolic, though St. Peter and Paul should teach it; again, that which preaches Christ is apostolic, 
though Judas, Annas, Pilate and Herod should say it." The devil himself can quote Scripture. 
 
{23} In this distinction Carlstadt had preceded him in his book, Deuteronomy Canon. Scripturis 
(Wittenb. 1520, reprinted in Credner’s Zur Gesch. des Kanons, 1847, p. 291-412). Carlstadt 
divided the books of the canon into three ordines: (1) libri summae dignitatis (the Pentateuch, 
though not written by Moses, and the Gospels); (2) secundae dignitatis (the Prophets and 15 
Epistles); (3) tertiae dignitatis (the Jewish Hagiographa and the seven Antilegomena of the New 
Testament). 
 



{24} He rejects the epistle first of all, "because it gives righteousness to works in flat 
contradiction to Paul and all other Scriptures;" secondly, "because, while undertaking to teach 
Christian people, it does not once mention the passion, the resurrection, the Spirit of Christ; it 
names Christ twice, but teaches nothing about him; it calls the law a law of liberty, while Paul 
calls it a law of bondage, of wrath, of death and of sin." He offered his doctor’s cap to any who 
could harmonize James and Paul on the subject of justification, and jests about the trouble 
Melanchthon took to do it. He made the contradiction unnecessarily stronger by inserting his 
allein (sola) before durch den Glauben in Romans 3:28. He first attacked the Epistle of James in 
his book Deuteronomy Captivitate Babylonica, in 1520, where he calls it an epistle unworthy of 
the apostolical spirit. Carlstadt seems to have fallen out with Luther in the same year on this 
question; for he defended the Epistle against the frivola argumenta of a bonus sacerdos amicitiae 
nostrae (who can be no other than Luther), in his book Deuteronomy canonicis Scripturis, 
Wittenbergae, 1520. 
 
{25} The comparison must not be overlooked. He says: gegen sie, i.e., as compared with the 
Epistles of Paul, Peter and John, previously mentioned. See the passage in full below. He could 
not be blind to the merits of James as a fresh, vigorous teacher of practical Christianity. 
 
{26} Bleek, de Wette, Tholuck, Lunemann, Kendrick (in Lange), Hilgenfeld, de Pressense, 
Davidson, Alford, Farrar, and others. 
 
{27} See note at the end of this section. His Table Talk contains bold and original utterances on 
Esther, Ecclesiastes and other books of the Old Testament; see Reuss on the Canon, 330 sqq. 
While Luther on the one hand limited the canon, he seemed disposed on the other hand to extend 
it, when he declared Melanchthon’s Loci Theologici to be worthy of a place in the canon. But this 
was merely an extravagant compliment. 
 
{28} Comp. his comments on the allegory of Sarah and Hagar in his Latin Com. on Galatians 
3:25 (Erl. ed. II. 252). 
 
{29} Brentius, Flacius, Urbanus Regius, the authors of the Magdeburg Centuries, and Chemnitz. 
 
{30} None of the symbolical books of the Lutheran church gives a list of the canon, but the 
Formula of Concord (p. 570) declares that the "prophetica et apostolica scripta V. et N. T." are 
the "unica regula et norma secundum quam omnia dogmata omnesque doctores aestimari et 
judicari opporteat." 
 
{31} "Us Apocalypsi nehmend wir kein Kundschafft an-denn es nit ein biblisch Buch ist." Werke, 
ed. Schuler and Schulthess, II. 1. p. 169. In another place he says: "Apocal. liber non sapit os et 
ingenium Joannis." Deuteronomy clar. Verbi Dei, p. 310. 
 
{32} See Reuss, p. 315 sq. Eng. ed. 
 
{33} In the introduction to his Com. on Hebrews: "Ego ut Paulum auctorem agnoscam adduci 
nequeo." His reasons are, the difference of style and of the docendi ratio, and because the writer 
counts himself with the disciples of the Apostles; {Hebrews 2:3} but nevertheless he accepts the 
book as inspired and canonical, because it more clearly than any other book treats of the 
priesthood and sacrifice of Christ. 
 



{34} In Argum. Ep. Sec. Petri, he notes "manifestum discrimen" between the first and second 
Epistle, and adds: "Sunt et aliae probabiles conjecturae ex quibus colligere licet alterius esse 
potius quam Petri," but he sees in it, "nihil Petro indignum" 
 
{35} The Second Helvetic confession, c. 1 and 2, and the Belgic Confession, art. 5, combine the 
testimony of tradition and that of the Holy Spirit, but lay chief stress upon the latter. So the 
Gallican Conf., art. 4: "We know these books to be canonical and the sure rule of our faith, not so 
much by the common accord and consent of the church (non tant par le, commun a-ord et 
consentement de l’eglise), as by the testimony and inward illumination of the Holy Spirit, which 
enables us to distinguish them from other ecclesiastical books, upon which, however useful, we 
cannot found any articles of faith." The Westminster Confession, ch. I. 4, sets aside the testimony 
of tradition, saying: "The authority of the Holy Scripture, for which it ought to be believed and 
obeyed, dependeth not upon the testimony of any man or church, but wholly upon God (who is 
truth itself), the Author thereof; and therefore it is to be received, because it is the Word of God." 
The Scripture proofs given are, 2 Peter 1:19,21 2 Timothy 3:16 1 John 5:9 1 Thessalonians 2:13; 
but they have no bearing upon the question of canonicity. 
 
{36} "Ego evangelio non crederem, nisi me moveret ecclesiae auctoritas," Contra Ep. Fundam., 
c. 5. A thoroughly Roman catholic principle in opposition to the Manichaen heresy. But the 
testimony of the church is indispensable only in the history of the origin of the several books, and 
the formation of the canon. 
 
{37} Thus Mark is regarded by many Rationalists as the primitive Gospel based on Peter’s 
sermons. Matthew has received valuable testimonies from the discovery of the Greek Barnabas 
who quotes him twice, and from the discovery of the Didache of the Apostles, which contains 
about twenty reminiscences from the first Gospel. On the Johannean question the Tubingen critics 
have been forced to retreat from 170 to 140, 120, 110, almost to the life time of John. The Acts 
have received new confirmation of their historical credibility from the excavations in Cyprus and 
Ephesus, and the minute test of the nautical vocabulary of chapter 27 by an experienced seaman. 
On all these points see the respective sections in the first volume of this History, ch. XII. p. 569 
sqq.; 715 sqq.; 731 sqq; and 853 sqq.  



10. Protestantism and Denominationalism. {38} 
 
The Greek Church exists as a patriarchal hierarchy based on the first seven oecumenical Councils 
with four ancient local centres: Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, Constantinople; to which must be 
added, since 1725, St. Petersburg where the Holy Synod of orthodox Russia resides. The patriarch 
of Constantinople claims a primacy of honor, but no supremacy of jurisdiction over his fellow-
patriarchs. 
 
The Roman Church is an absolute monarchy, headed by an infallible pope who claims to be vicar 
of Christ over all Christendom and unchurches the Greek and the Protestant churches as 
schismatical and heretical. 
 
The Reformation came out of the bosom of the Latin Church and broke up the visible unity of 
Western Christendom, but prepared the way for a higher spiritual unity on the basis of freedom 
and the full development of every phase of truth. 
 
Instead of one organization, we have in Protestantism a number of distinct national churches and 
confessions or denominations. Rome, the local centre of unity, was replaced by Wittenberg, 
Zurich, Geneva, Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh. The one great pope had to surrender to many 
little popes of smaller pretensions, yet each claiming and exercising sovereign power in his 
domain. The hierarchical rule gave way to the caesaropapal or Erastian principle, that the owner 
of the territory is also the owner of its religion (cujus regio, ejus religio), a principle first 
maintained by the Byzantine Emperors, and held also by the Czar of Russia, but in subjection to 
the supreme authority of the oecumenical Councils. Every king, prince, and magistrate, who 
adopted the Reformation, assumed the ecclesiastical supremacy or summepiscopate, and 
established a national church to the exclusion of Dissenters or Nonconformists who were either 
expelled, or simply tolerated under various restrictions and disabilities. 
 
Hence there are as many national or state churches as there are independent Protestant 
governments; but all acknowledge the supremacy of the Scriptures as a rule of faith and practice, 
and most of them also the evangelical confessions as a correct summary of Scripture doctrines. 
Every little principality in monarchical Germany and every canton in republican Switzerland has 
its own church establishment, and claims sovereign power to regulate its creed worship, and 
discipline. And this power culminates not in the clergy, but in the secular ruler who appoints the 
ministers of religion and the professors of theology. The property of the church which had 
accumulated by the pious foundations of the Middle Ages, was secularized during the 
Reformation period and placed under the control of the state, which in turn assumed the temporal 
support of the church. 
 
This is the state of things in Europe to this day, except in the independent or free churches of 
more recent growth, which manage their own affairs on the voluntary principle. 
 
The transfer of the episcopal and papal power to the head of the state was not contemplated by the 
Reformers, but was the inevitable consequence of the determined opposition of the whole Roman 
hierarchy to the Reformation. The many and crying abuses which followed this change in the 
hands of selfish and rapacious princes, were deeply deplored by Melanchthon, who would have 
consented to the restoration of the episcopal hierarchy on condition of the freedom of gospel 
preaching and gospel teaching. 
 



The Reformed church in Switzerland secured at first a greater degree of independence than the 
Lutheran; for Zwingli controlled the magistrate of Zurich, and Calvin ruled supreme in Geneva 
under institutions of his own founding; but both closely united the civil and ecclesiastical power, 
and the former gradually assumed the supremacy. 
 
Scandinavia and England adopted, together with the Reformation, a Protestant episcopate which 
divides the ecclesiastical supremacy with the head of the state; yet even there the civil ruler is 
legally the supreme governor of the church. 
 
The greatest Protestant church-establisbments or national churches are the Church of England, 
much weakened by dissent, but still the richest and most powerful of all; the United Evangelical 
Church of Prussia which, since 1817, includes the formerly separated Lutheran and Reformed 
confessions; the Lutheran Church of Saxony (with a Roman Catholic king); the Lutheran 
Churches of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway; the Reformed Churches of Switzerland, and 
Holland; and the Reformed or Presbyterian Church of Scotland. 
 
Originally, all evangelical Protestant churches were embraced under two confessions or 
denominations, the Lutheran which prevailed and still prevails in Germany and Scandinavia, and 
the Reformed which took root in Switzerland, France, Holland, England and Scotland, and to a 
limited extent also in Germany, Bohemia and Hungary. The Lutheran church follows the larger 
portion of German and Scandinavian emigrants to America and other countries, the Reformed 
church in its various branches is found in all the Dutch and British colonies, and in the United 
States. 
 
From these two confessions should be distinguished the Anglican Church, which the continental 
historians from defective information usually count with the Reformed Church, but which stands 
midway between evangelical Protestantism and Roman Catholicism, and may therefore be called 
Anglo-Catholic. She is indeed moderately Reformed in her doctrinal articles, {39} but in polity 
and ritual she is much more conservative than the Calvinistic and even the Lutheran confession, 
pays greater deference to the testimony of the ancient fathers, and lays stress upon her unbroken 
episcopal succession. 
 
The confessional division in the Protestant camp arose very early. It was at first confined to a 
difference of opinion on the eucharistic presence, which the Marburg Conference of 1529 could 
not remove, although Luther and Zwingli agreed in fourteen and a half out of fifteen articles of 
faith. Luther refused any compromise. Other differences gradually developed themselves, on the 
ubiquity of Christ’s body, predestination, and baptismal regeneration, which tended to widen and 
perpetuate the split. The union of the two Confessions in Prussia and other German states, since 
1817, has not really healed it, but added a third Church, the United Evangelical, to the two older 
Confessions which, still continue separate in other countries. 
 
The controversies among the Protestants in the sixteenth century roused all the religious and 
political passions and cast a gloom over the bright picture of the Reformation. Melanchthon 
declared that with tears as abundant as the waters of the river Elbe he could not express his grief 
over the distractions of Christendom and the "fury of theologians." Calvin also, when invited, 
with Melanchthon, Bullinger and Buzer, in 1552, by Archbishop Cranmer to Lambeth Palace for 
the purpose of framing a concensus-creed of the Reformed churches, was willing to cross ten seas 
for the cause of Christian union. {40} But the noble scheme was frustrated by the stormy times, 
and still remains a pium desiderium. 
 



Much as we must deplore and condemn sectarian strife and bitterness, it would be as unjust to 
charge them on Protestantism, as to charge upon Catholicism the violent passions of the 
trinitarian, christological and other controversies of the Nicene age, or the fierce animosity 
between the Greek and Latin Churches, or the envy and jealousy of the monastic orders of the 
Middle Ages, or the unholy rivalries between Jansenists and Jesuits, Gallicans and 
Ultramontanists in modern Romanism. The religious passions grow out of the selfishness of 
depraved human nature in spite of Christianity, whether Greek, Roman, or Protestant., and may 
arise in any denomination or in any congregation. Paul had to rebuke the party spirit in the church 
at Corinth. The rancor of theological schools and parties under one and the same government is as 
great and often greater than among separate rival denominations. Providence overrules these 
human weaknesses for the clearer development of doctrine and discipline, and thus brings good 
out of evil. 
 
The tendency of Protestantism towards individualism did not stop with the three Reformation 
Churches, but produced other divisions wherever it was left free to formulate and organize the 
differences of theological parties and schools. This was the case in England, in consequence of 
what may be called a second Reformation, which agitated that country during the seventeenth 
century, while Germany was passing through the horrors of the Thirty Years’ War. 
 
The Toleration Act of 1689, after the final overthrow of the semi-popish and treacherous dynasty 
of the Stuarts, gave the Dissenters who were formerly included in the Church of England, the 
liberty to organize themselves into independent denominations under the names of Presbyterians, 
Independents or Congregationalists, Baptists, Quakers; all professing the principles of the 
Reformation, but differing in minor points of doctrine, and especially in discipline, and the mode 
of worship. 
 
The Methodist revival of religion which shook England and the American colonies during the 
eighteenth century, gave rise to a new denomination which spread with the enthusiasm of an army 
of conquest and grew into one of the largest and most influential communions in English-
speaking Christendom. 
 
In Scotland, the original unity of the Reformed Kirk was likewise broken up, mostly on the 
question of patronage and the sole headship of Christ, so that the Scotch population is now 
divided chiefly into three branches, the Established Church, the United Presbyterian Church, and 
the Free Church of Scotland; all holding, however, to the Westminster standards. 
 
In Germany, the Moravian brotherhood acquired a legal existence, and fully earned it by its 
missionary zeal among the heathen, its educational institutions, its pure discipline and stimulating 
influence upon the older churches. 
 
All these Churches of Great Britain and the Continent were transplanted by emigration to the 
virgin soil of North America, where they mingle on a basis of equality before the law and in the 
enjoyment of perfect religious freedom. But few communions are of native growth. In America, 
the distinction between church and sect, churchmen and dissenters, has lost its legal meaning. 
And even in Europe it is weakened in the same proportion in which under the influence of 
modern ideas of toleration and freedom the bond of union of church and state is relaxed, and the 
sects or theological parties are allowed to organize themselves into distinct communities. 
 
Thus Protestantism in the nineteenth century is divided into half a dozen or more large 
denominations, without counting the minor divisions which are even far more numerous. The 
Episcopalians, the Lutherans, the Presbyterians, the Congregationalists, the Methodists, and the 



Baptists, are distinct and separate families. Nor is the centrifugal tendency of Protestantism 
exhausted, and may produce new denominations, especially in America, where no political power 
can check its progress. 
 
To an outside spectator, especially to a Romanist and to an infidel, Protestantism presents the 
aspect of a religious chaos or anarchy which must end in dissolution. 
 
But a calm review of the history of the last three centuries and the present condition of 
Christendom leads to a very different conclusion. It is an undeniable fact that Christianity has the 
strongest hold upon the people and displays the greatest vitality and energy at home and abroad, 
in English-speaking countries, where it is most divided into denominations and sects. A 
comparison of England with Spain, or Scotland with Portugal, or the United States with Mexico 
and Peru or Brazil, proves the advantages of living variety over dead uniformity. Division is an 
element of weakness in attacking a consolidated foe, but it also multiplies the missionary, 
educational, and converting agencies. Every Protestant denomination has its own field of 
usefulness, and the cause of Christianity itself would be seriously weakened and contracted by the 
extinction of any one of them. 
 
Nor should we overlook the important fact, that the differences which divide the various 
Protestant denominations are not fundamental, and that the articles of faith in which they agree 
are more numerous than those in which they disagree. All accept the inspired Scriptures as the 
supreme rule of faith and practice, salvation by grace, and we may say every article of the 
Apostles’ Creed; while in their views of practical Christianity they unanimously teach that our 
duties are comprehended in the royal law of love to God and to our fellow-men, and that true 
piety and virtue consist in the imitation of the example of Christ, the Lord and Saviour of all. 
 
There is then unity in diversity as well as diversity in unity. 
 
And the tendency to separation and division is counteracted by the opposite tendency to Christian 
union and denominational intercommunion which manifests itself in a rising degree and in 
various forms among Protestants of the present day, especially in England and America, and on 
missionary fields, and which is sure to triumph in the end. The spirit of narrowness, bigotry and 
exclusiveness must give way at last to a spirit of evangelical catholicity, which leaves each 
denomination free to work out its own mission according to its special charisma, and equally free 
to co-operate in a noble rivalry with all other denominations for the glory of the common Master 
and the building up of His Kingdom. 
 
The great problem of Christian union cannot be solved by returning to a uniformity of belief and 
outward organization. Diversity in unity and unity in diversity is the law of God in history as well 
as in nature. Every aspect of truth must be allowed room for free development. Every possibility 
of Christian life must be realized. The past cannot be undone; history moves zig-zag, like a 
sailing vessel, but never backwards. The work of church history, whether Greek, Roman, or 
Protestant, cannot be in vain. Every denomination and sect has to furnish some stones for the 
building of the temple of God. 
 
And out of the greatest human discord God will bring the richest concord. 
 
{38} Denominationalism is, I believe, an American term of recent origin, but useful and necessary 
to express the fact, without praise or blame, that Protestant Christianity exists in various 
ecclesiastical organizations, some of which are large, others small, some differing in doctrine, 
others only in polity and worship, some liberal and catholic, others contracted and exclusive. I use 



it in this neutral sense, in preference to Confessionalism which implies confessional or doctrinal 
difference, and Sectarianism which implies bigotry and is a term of reproach. 
 
{39} The Thirty-nine Articles of Religion, as revised under Elizabeth (1563 and 1571), are 
borrowed in part, verbatim, from the Augsburg Confession of 1530 and the Wurtemberg 
Confession of 1552, but are moderately Calvinistic in the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, and on 
predestination; the five Lambeth Articles of 1595, and the Irish Articles of Archbishop Ussher 
(1615) are strongly Calvinistic, and the latter furnished the basis of the Westminster Confession. 
But the Lambeth Articles and the Irish Articles were gradually forgotten, and the Book of 
Common Prayer which is based on the office of Sarum, has practically much greater influence 
than even the Thirty-nine Articles. See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom vol. I. 624 sqq., 630 sqq., 
658 sqq., 662 sqq. 
 
{40} See the correspondence in Cranmer’s Works publ. by the Parker Society, Vol. II. 430-433.  



11. Protestantism and Religious Liberty. 
 
Comp. Ph. Schaff: The Progress of Religious Freedom as shown in the History of Toleration 
Acts, N. York, 1889. (126 pages.) 
 
The Reformation was a grand act of emancipation from spiritual tyranny, and a vindication of the 
sacred rights of conscience in matters of religious belief. Luther’s bold stand at the Diet of 
Worms, in the face of the pope and the emperor, is one of the sublimest events in the history of 
liberty, and the eloquence of his testimony rings through the centuries. {41} To break the force of 
the pope, who called himself and was believed to be, the visible vicar of God on earth, and who 
held in his hands the keys of the kingdom of heaven, required more moral courage than to fight a 
hundred battles, and it was done by a humble monk in the might of faith. 
 
If liberty, both civil and religious, has since made progress, it is due in large measure to the 
inspiration of that heroic act. But the progress was slow and passed through many obstructions 
and reactions. "The mills of God grind slowly, but wonderfully fine." 
 
It seems one of the strangest inconsistencies that the very men who claimed and exercised the 
right of protest in essentials, should have denied the same right to others, who differed from them 
in nonessentials. After having secured liberty from the yoke of popery, they acted on the 
persecuting principles in which they had been brought up. They had no idea of toleration or 
liberty in our modern sense. They fought for liberty in Christ, not from Christ, for liberty to 
preach and teach the gospel, not to oppose or pervert it. They were as intensely convinced of their 
views as their Roman opponents of theirs. They abhorred popery and heresy as dangerous errors 
which should not be tolerated in a Christian society. John Knox feared one Romish mass in 
Scotland more than an army of ten thousand French invaders. The Protestant divines and princes 
of the sixteenth century felt it to be their duty to God and to themselves to suppress and punish 
heresy as well as civil crimes. They confounded the law with the gospel. In many cases they acted 
in retaliation, and in self-defense. They were surrounded by a swarm of sects and errorists who 
claimed to be the legitimate children of the Reformation, exposed it to the reproach of the 
enemies and threatened to turn it into confusion and anarchy. The world and the church were not 
ripe for a universal reign of liberty, nor are they even now. 
 
Religious persecution arises not only from bigotry and fanaticism, and the base passions of 
malice, hatred and uncharitableness, but also from mistaken zeal for truth and orthodoxy, from 
the intensity of religious conviction, and from the alliance of religion with politics or the union of 
church and state, whereby an offence against the one becomes an offence against the other. 
Persecution is found in all religions, churches and sects which had the power; while on the other 
hand all persecuted religions, sects, and parties are advocates of toleration and freedom, at least 
for themselves. Some of the best as well as the worst men have been persecutors, believing that 
they served the cause of God by fighting his enemies. Saul of Tarsus, and Marcus Aurelius, the 
Stoic saint and philosopher on the throne of the Caesars, have in ignorance persecuted 
Christianity, the one from zeal for the law of Moses, the other from devotion to the laws and gods 
of Rome. Charlemagne thought he could best promote Christianity among the heathen Saxons by 
chasing them through the river for wholesale baptism. St. Augustin, Thomas Aquinas, and Calvin 
were equally convinced of the right and duty of the civil magistrate to punish heresy. A religion 
or church established by law must be protected by law against its enemies. The only sure 
guarantee against persecution is to put all churches on an equal footing before the law, and either 
to support all or none. 



 
Church history is lurid with the infernal fires of persecutions, not only of Christians by heathens 
and Mohammedans, but of Christians by Christians. 
 
But there is a silver lining to every cloud, and an overruling Providence in all human wickedness. 
The persecutions test character, develop moral heroism, bring out the glories of martyrdom, and 
sow the bloody seed of religious liberty. They fail of their object when the persecuted party has 
the truth on its side, and ultimately result in its victory. This was the case with Christianity in the 
Roman empire, and to a large extent with Protestantism. They suffered the cross, and reaped the 
crown. 
 
Let us now briefly survey the chief stages in the history of persecution, which is at the same time 
a history of religious liberty. 
 
1. The New Testament furnishes not a single passage in favor of persecution. The teaching and 
example of Christ and the Apostles are against it. He came to save the world, not to destroy it. He 
declared that His kingdom is not of this world. He rebuked the hasty Peter for drawing the sword, 
though it was in defense of his Master; and he preferred to suffer and to die rather than to call the 
angels of God to aid against his enemies. The Apostles spread the gospel by spiritual means and 
condemned the use of carnal weapons. 
 
For three hundred years the church followed their example and advocated freedom of conscience. 
She suffered persecution from Jews and Gentiles, but never retaliated, and made her way to 
triumph through the power of truth and a holy life sealed by a heroic death. {42} 
 
2. The change began with the union of church and state under Constantine the Great, in the East, 
and Charles the Great, in the West. Both these emperors represent the continuation of the old 
Roman empire under the dominion of the sword and the cross. 
 
The mediaeval theory of the Catholic Church assumes a close alliance of Caesar and Pope, or the 
civil and ecclesiastical power, in Christian countries, and the exclusiveness of the Catholic 
communion out of which there can be no salvation. The Athanasian Creed has no less than three 
damning clauses against all who dissent from the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity and the 
Incarnation. From this point of view every heresy, i.e., every departure from catholic orthodoxy, 
is a sin and a crime against society, and punishable both by the church and the state, though in 
different ways. "The church does not thirst for blood" {43} but excommunicates the obstinate 
heretic and hands him over to the civil magistrate to be dealt with according to law. And the laws 
of pagan Rome and Christian Rome were alike severe against every open dissent from the state 
religion. The Mosaic legislation against idolatry and blasphemy, which were punished by death, 
as a crime against the theocracy and as treason against Jehovah, {44} seemed to afford divine 
authority for similar enactments under the Christian dispensation, in spite of the teaching and 
example of Christ and his Apostles. The Christian emperors after Constantine persecuted the 
heathen religion and heretical sects, as their heathen predecessors had persecuted the Christians as 
enemies of the national gods. The Justinian code, which extended its influence over the whole 
Continent of Europe, declares Christian heretics and schismatics, as well as Pagans and Jews, 
incapable of holding civil or military offices, forbids their public assemblies and ecclesiastical 
acts, and orders their books to be burned. 
 
The leading divines of the church gave sanction to this theory. St. Augustin, who had himself 
been a heretic for nine years, was at first in favor of toleration. {45} But during the Donatist 
controversy, he came to the conclusion that the correction and coarcion of heretics and 



schismatics was in some cases necessary and wholesome. His tract on the Correction of the 
Donatists was written about 417, to show that the schismatical and fanatical Donatists should be 
subjected to the punishment of the imperial laws. He admits that it is better that men should be 
led to worship God by teaching than be driven to it by fear of punishment or pain; but he reasons 
that more men are corrected by fear. He derives the proof from the Old Testament. The only 
passages from the New Testament which he is able to quote, would teach a compulsory salvation 
rather than punishment, but are really not to the point. He refers to Paul’s conversion as a case of 
compulsion by Christ himself, and misapplies the word of our Lord in the parable of the Supper: 
"Constrain them to come in." {46} Yet he professed, on the other hand, the correct principle that 
"no man can believe against his will." {47} And he expressly discouraged the infliction of the 
death-penalty on heretics. {48} 
 
Thomas Aquinas, next to Augustin, the highest authority among the canonized doctors of the 
Latin church, went a step further. He proved, to the satisfaction of the Middle Ages, that the rites 
of idolaters, Jews, and infidels ought not to be tolerated, {49} and that heretics or corruptors of 
the Christian faith, being worse criminals than debasers of money, ought (after due admonition) 
not only to be excommunicated by the church, but also be put to death by the state. {50} He does 
not quote a Bible passage in favor of the death-penalty of heretics; on the contrary he mentions 
three passages which favor toleration of heretics, 2 Timothy  2:24 1 Corinthians 11:19 Matthew 
13:29,30, and then tries to deprive them of their force by his argument drawn from the guilt of 
heresy. 
 
The persecution of heretics reached its height in the papal crusades against the Albigenses under 
Innocent III., one of the best of popes; in the dark deeds of the Spanish Inquisition; and in the 
unspeakable atrocities of the Duke of Alva against the Protestants in the Netherlands during his 
short reign (1567-1573). {51} 
 
The horrible massacre of St. Bartholomew (Aug. 24, 1572) was sanctioned by Pope Gregory 
XIII., who celebrated it by public thanksgivings, and with a medal bearing his image, an avenging 
angel and the inscription, Ugonottorum strages. {52} 
 
The infamous dragonnades of Louis XIV. were a continuation of the same politico-ecclesiastical 
policy on a larger scale, aiming at the complete destruction of Protestantism in France, in 
violation of the solemn edict of his grandfather (1598, revoked 1685), and met the full approval 
of the Roman clergy, including Bishop Bossuet, the advocate of Gallican liberties. {53} 
 
The most cruel of the many persecutions of the innocent Waldenses in the valleys of Piedmont 
took place in 1655, and shocked by its boundless violence the whole Protestant world, calling 
forth the vigorous protest of Cromwell and inspiring the famous sonnet of Milton, his foreign 
secretary: 
 
Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered saints, whose bones 
 
Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold, 
 
Even them who kept thy truth so pure of old, 
 
When all our fathers worshiped stocks and stones. 
 



These persecutions form the darkest, we may say, the satanic chapters in church history, and are a 
greater crime against humanity and Christianity than all the heresies which they in vain tried to 
eradicate. 
 
The Roman church has never repented of her complicity with these unchristian acts. On the 
contrary, she still holds the principle of persecution in connection with her doctrine that there is 
no salvation outside of her bosom. The papal Syllabus of 1864 expressly condemns, among the 
errors of modern times, the doctrine of religious toleration. {54} Leo XIII., a great admirer of the 
theology of St. Thomas Aquinas, in his Encyclical of Nov. 1, 1885, "concerning the Christian 
constitution of states," wisely moderates, but reaffirms, in substance, the political principles of his 
predecessor. {55} A revocation would be fatal to the Vatican dogma of papal infallibility. The 
practice of persecution is a question of power and expediency; and although isolated cases still 
occur from time to time, {56} the revival of mediaeval intolerance is an impossibility, and would 
be condemned by intelligent and liberal Roman Catholics as a folly and a crime. 
 
3. The Protestant theory and practice of persecution and toleration. 
 
(a) The Lutheran Reformers and Churches. 
 
Luther was the most advanced among the Reformers in the ideas of toleration and liberty. He 
clearly saw the far-reaching effect of his own protest against Rome, and during his storm- and 
pressure-period, from 1517 to 1521, he was a fearless champion of liberty. He has left some of 
the noblest utterances against coarcion in matters of conscience, which contain almost every 
essential feature of the modern theory on the subject. He draws a sharp line between the temporal 
power which is confined to the body and worldly goods, and the spiritual government which 
belongs to God. He says that "no one can command or ought to command the soul, except God, 
who alone can show it the way to heaven;" that "the thoughts and mind of man are known only to 
God;" that "it is futile and impossible to command, or by force to compel any man’s belief;" that 
"heresy is a spiritual thing which no iron can hew down, no fire burn, no water drown;" that 
"belief is a free thing which cannot be enforced." {57} He opposed the doctrine of the Anabaptists 
with every argument at his command, but disapproved the cruel persecution to which they were 
subjected in Protestant as well as Catholic countries. "It is not right," he said in a book against 
them (1528), "and I deeply regret that such wretched people should be so miserably murdered, 
burned, and cruelly put to death; every one should be allowed to believe what he pleases. If he 
believes wrongly, he will have punishment enough in the eternal fire of hell. Why should they be 
tortured in this life also?" {58} If heretics were to be punished by death, the hangman would be 
the best (the most orthodox) theologian. "I can in no way admit," he wrote to his friend Link in 
1528, "that false teachers should be put to death: it is enough that they should be banished." {59} 
 
To this extent, then, he favored punishment of heretics, but no further. He wanted them to be 
silenced or banished by the government. He spent his violence in words, in which he far 
outstripped friends and foes, and spared neither papists, nor Zwinglians, nor Anabaptists, nor 
even temporal princes like Henry VIII., Duke George of Saxony, and Duke Henry of Brunswick. 
{60} But his acts of intolerance are few. He refused the hand of fellowship to Zwingli, and would 
not have tolerated him at Wittenberg. He begged the elector, John, to prevent a certain Hans 
Mohr from spreading Zwinglian opinions in Coburg. He regretted the toleration of the Zwinglians 
in Switzerland after their defeat, which he uncharitably interpreted as a righteous judgment of 
God. {61} 
 
A few words on his views concerning the toleration of the Jews who had to suffer every indignity 
from Christians, as if they were personally responsible for the crime of the crucifixion. Luther 



was at first in advance of public opinion. In 1523 he protested against the cruel treatment of the 
Jews, as if they were dogs, and not human beings, and counseled kindness and charity as the best 
means of converting them. If the apostles, he says, who were Jews, had dealt with the heathen, as 
we heathen Christians deal with the Jews, no heathen would ever have been converted, and I 
myself, if I were a Jew, would rather become anything else than a Christian. {62} But in 1543 he 
wrote two violent books against the Jews. {63} His intercourse with several Rabbis filled him 
with disgust and indignation against their pride, obstinacy and blasphemies. He came to the 
conclusion that it was useless to dispute with them and impossible to convert them. Moses could 
do nothing with Pharaoh by warnings, plagues and miracles, but had to let him drown in the Red 
Sea. The Jews would crucify their expected Messiah, if he ever should come, even worse than 
they crucified the Christian Messiah. They are a blind, hard, incorrigible race. {64} He went so 
far as to advise their expulsion from Christian lands, the prohibition of their books, and the 
burning of their synagogues and even their houses in which they blaspheme our Saviour and the 
Holy Virgin. In the last of his sermons, preached shortly before his death at Eisleben, where many 
Jews were allowed to trade, he concluded with a severe warning against the Jews as dangerous 
public enemies who ought not to be tolerated, but left the alternative of conversion or expulsion. 
{65} 
 
Melanchthon, the mildest of the Reformers, went—strange to say—a step further than Luther, not 
during his lifetime, but eight years after his death, and expressly sanctioned the execution of 
Servetus for blasphemy in the following astounding letter to Calvin, dated Oct. 14, 1554: 
"Reverend sir and dearest brother: I have read your work in which you have lucidly refuted the 
horrible blasphemies of Servetus, and I thank the Son of God, who has been the arbiter 
(brabeuthv) of this your contest. The church, both now and in all generations, owes and will owe 
you a debt of gratitude. I entirely assent to your judgment. (Tuo judicio prorsus adsentior.) And I 
say, too, that your magistrates did right in that, after solemn trial, they put the blasphemer 
(hominem blasphemum) to death." {66} He expressed here his deliberate conviction to which he 
adhered. Three years later, in a warning against the errors of Theobald Thammer, he called the 
execution of Servetus "a pious and memorable example to all posterity." {67} We cannot tell what 
Luther might have said in this case had he lived at that time. It is good for his reputation that he 
was spared the trial. {68} 
 
The other Lutheran Reformers agreed essentially with the leaders. They conceded to the civil 
ruler the control over the religious as well as political opinions of their subjects. Martin Bucer 
went furthest in this direction and taught in his "Dialogues" (1535) the right and the duty of 
Christian magistrates to reform the church, to forbid and punish popish idolatry, and all false 
religions, according to the full rigor of the Mosaic law. {69} 
 
In accordance with these views of the Lutheran Reformers the Roman Catholics in Lutheran 
countries were persecuted, not, indeed, by shedding their blood as the blood of Protestants was 
shed in Roman Catholic countries, but by the confiscation of their church property, the 
prohibition of their worship, and, if it seemed necessary, by exile. In the reorganization of the 
church in Electoral Saxony in 1528, under the direction of the Wittenberg Reformers, the popish 
priests were deprived of their benefices, and even obstinate laymen were forced to sell their 
property and to leave their country. "For," said the Elector, "although it is not our intention to 
bind any one to what he is to believe and hold, yet will we, for the prevention of mischievous 
tumult and other inconveniences, suffer neither sect nor separation in our territory." {70} 
 
The Protestant dissenters fared no better in Lutheran Saxony. The Philippists (Melanchthonians) 
or Crypto-Calvinists were outlawed, and all clergymen, professors and school teachers who 
would not subscribe the Formula of Concord, were deposed (1580). Dr. Caspar Peucer, 



Melanchthon’s son-in-law, professor of medicine at Wittenberg and physician to the Elector 
Augustus of Saxony, was imprisoned for ten years (1576-1586) for no other crime than 
"Philippism" (i.e. Melanchthonianism), and Nicolas Crell, the chancellor of Saxony, was, after 
ten years’ confinement, beheaded at Dresden for favoring Crypto-Calvinism at home and 
supporting the Huguenots abroad, which was construed as high treason (1601). {71} Since that 
time the name of Calvin was as much hated in Saxony as the name of the Pope and the Turk. {72} 
 
In other Lutheran countries, Zwinglians and Calvinists fared no better. John a Lasco, the 
Reformer of Poland and minister of a Protestant congregation in London, when fleeing with his 
followers, including many women and children, from the persecution of the bloody Mary, was 
not allowed a resting place at Copenhagen, or Rostock, or Lubeck, or Hamburg, because he could 
not accept the Lutheran doctrine of the real presence, and the poor fugitives were driven from 
port to port in cold winter, till at last they found a temporary home at Emden (1553). {73} 
 
In Scandinavia every religion except the Lutheran was forbidden on pain of confiscation and 
exile, and these laws were in force till the middle of the nineteenth century. Queen Christina lost 
her Swedish crown by her apostasy from Lutheranism, which her father had so heroically 
defended in the Thirty Years’ War. 
 
(b) The Swiss Reformers, though republicans, were not behind the Germans in intolerance against 
Romanists and heretics. 
 
Zwingli extended the hand of brotherhood to Luther, and hoped to meet even the nobler heathen 
in heaven, but had no mercy on the Anabaptists, who threatened to overthrow his work in Zurich. 
After trying in vain to convince them by successive disputations, the magistrate under his control 
resorted to the Cruel irony of drowning their leaders (six in all) in the Limmat near the lake of 
Zurich (between 1527 and 1532). {74} 
 
Zwingli counselled, at the risk of his own life, the forcible introduction of the Reformed religion 
into the territory of the Catholic Forest Cantons (1531); forgetting the warning of Christ to Peter, 
that they who take the sword shall perish by the sword. {75} 
 
Calvin has the misfortune rather than the guilt of pre-eminence for intolerance among the 
Reformers. He and Servetus are the best abused men of the sixteenth century; and the 
depreciation of the good name of the one and the exculpation of the bad name of the other have 
been carried far beyond the limits of historic truth and justice. Both must be judged from the 
standpoint of the sixteenth, not of the nineteenth, century. 
 
The fatal encounter of the champion of orthodoxy and the champion of heresy, men of equal age, 
rare genius, and fervent zeal for the restoration of Christianity, but direct antipodes in doctrine, 
spirit and aim, forms the most thrilling tragedy in the history of the Reformation. The contrast 
between the two is almost as great as that between Simon Peter and Simon Magus. {76} Their 
contest will never lose its interest. The fires of the funeral pile which were kindled at Champel on 
the 27th of October, 1553, are still burning and cast their lurid sparks into the nineteenth century. 
 
Leaving the historical details and the doctrinal aspect for another chapter, {77} we confine 
ourselves here to the bearing of the case on the question of toleration. 
 
Impartial history must condemn alike the intolerance of the victor and the error of the victim, but 
honor in both the strength of conviction. Calvin should have contented himself with banishing his 
fugitive rival from the territory of Geneva, or allowing him quietly to proceed on his 



contemplated journey to Italy, where he might have resumed his practice of medicine in which he 
excelled. But he sacrificed his future reputation to a mistaken sense of duty to the truth and the 
cause of the Reformation in Switzerland and his beloved France, where his followers were 
denounced and persecuted as heretics. He is responsible, on his own frank confession, for the 
arrest and trial of Servetus, and he fully assented to his condemnation and death "for heresy and 
blasphemy," except that he counselled the magistrate, though in vain, to mitigate the legal penalty 
by substituting the sword for the fire. {78} 
 
But the punishment was in accordance with the mediaeval laws and wellnigh universal sentiment 
of Catholic and Protestant Christendom; it was unconditionally counselled by four Swiss 
magistrates which had been consulted before the execution (Zurich, Berne, Basel, and 
Schaffhausen), and was expressly approved by all the surviving reformers: Bullinger, Farel, Beza, 
Peter Martyr, and (as we have already seen) even by the mild and gentle Melanchthon. And 
strange to say, Servetus himself held, in part at least, the theory under which he suffered: for he 
admitted that incorrigible obstinacy and malice deserved death, {79} referring to the case of 
Ananias and Sapphira; while schism and heresy should be punished only by excommunication 
and exile. 
 
Nor should we overlook the peculiar aggravation of the case. We may now put a more favorable 
construction on Servetus’ mystic and pantheistic or panchristic Unitarianism than his 
contemporaries, who seemed to have misunderstood him, friends as well as foes; but he was 
certainly a furious fanatic and radical heretic, and in the opinion of all the churches of his age a 
reckless blasphemer, aiming at the destruction of historic Christianity. He was thus judged from 
his first book (1531), {80} as well as his last (1553), {81} and escaped earlier death only by 
concealment, practicing medicine under a fictitious name and the protection of a Catholic 
archbishop. He had abused all trinitarian Christians, as tritheists and atheists; he had denounced 
the orthodox doctrine of the Holy Trinity, as a dream of St. Augustin, a fiction of popery, an 
invention of the devil, and a three-headed Cerberus. {82} He had attacked with equal fury infant-
baptism, as a detestable abomination, a killing of the Holy Spirit, an abolition of regeneration, 
and overthrow of the entire kingdom of Christ, and pronounced a woe on all baptizers of infancy 
who close the kingdom of heaven against mankind. He had been previously condemned to the 
stake by the Roman Catholic tribunal of the inquisition, after a regular trial, in the archiepiscopal 
city of Vienne in France, partly on the ground of his letters to Calvin procured from Geneva, and 
burned in effigy with his last book after his escape. He then rushed blindly into the hands of 
Calvin, whom he denounced, during the trial, as a liar, a hypocrite, and a Simon Magus, with a 
view, apparently, to overthrow his power, in league with his enemies, the party of the Libertines, 
which had then the majority in the council of Geneva. {83} 
 
Considering all these circumstances Calvin’s conduct is not only explained, but even justified in 
part. He acted in harmony with the public law and orthodox sentiment of his age, and should 
therefore not be condemned more than his contemporaries, who would have done the same in his 
position. {84} 
 
But all the humane sentiments are shocked again by the atrocity, of the execution; while 
sympathy is roused for the unfortunate sufferer who died true to his conviction, reconciled to his 
enemies, and with the repeated prayer in the midst of the flames: "Jesus, thou Son of the eternal 
God, have mercy upon me!" 
 
The enemies of Calvin raised, in anonymous and pseudonymous pamphlets, a loud protest against 
the new tribunal of popery and inquisition in Geneva, which had boasted to be an asylum of all 
the persecuted. The execution of Servetus was condemned by his anti-trinitarian sympathizers, 



especially the Italian refugees in Switzerland, and also by some orthodox Christians in Basel and 
elsewhere, who feared that it would afford a powerful argument to the Romanists for their 
persecution of Protestants. 
 
Calvin felt it necessary, therefore, to come out with a public defense of the death-penalty for 
heresy, in the spring of 1554. {85} He appealed to the Mosaic law against idolatry and 
blasphemy, to the expulsion of the profane traffickers from the temple-court, {Matthew 21:12} 
and he tries to refute the arguments for toleration which were derived from the wise counsel of 
Gamaliel, {Acts 5:34} the parable of the tares among the wheat, {Matthew 13:29} and Christ’s 
rebuke of Peter for drawing the sword. {Matthew 26:52} The last argument he disposes of by 
making a distinction between private vengeance and public punishment. 
 
Beza also defended, with his usual ability, in a special treatise, the punishment of heretics, chiefly 
as a measure of self-defense of the state which had a right to give laws and a duty to protect 
religion. He derived the doctrine of toleration from scepticism and infidelity and called it a 
diabolical dogma. {86} 
 
The burning of the body of Servetus did not destroy his soul. His blood was the fruitful seed of 
the doctrine of toleration and the Unitarian heresy, which assumed an organized form in the 
Socinian sect, and afterward spread in many orthodox churches, including Geneva. 
 
Fortunately the tragedy of 1553 was the last spectacle of burning a heretic in Switzerland, though 
several years later the Anti-trinitarian, Valentine Gentile, was beheaded in Berne (1566). 
 
(c) In France the Reformed church, being in the minority, was violently and systematically 
persecuted by the civil rulers in league with the Roman church, and it is well for her that she 
never had a chance to retaliate. She is emphatically a church of martyrs. 
 
(d) The Reformed church in Holland, after passing through terrible trials and persecutions under 
Spanish rule, showed its intolerance toward the Protestant Arminians who were defeated by the 
Synod of Dort (1619). Their pastors and teachers were deposed and banished. The Arminian 
controversy was, however, mixed up with politics; the Calvinists were the national and popular 
party under the military lead of Prince Maurice; while the political leaders of Arminianism, John 
Van Olden Barneveldt and Hugo Grotius, were suspected of disloyalty for concluding a truce 
with Spain (1609), and condemned, the one to death, the other to perpetual banishment. With a 
change of administration the Arminians were allowed to return (1625), and disseminated, with a 
liberal theology, principles of religious toleration. 
 
{41} Froude says (Luther, p. 38): "The appearance of Luther before the Diet on this occasion, is 
one of the finest, perhaps it is the very finest, scene in human history." 
 
{42} Justin Martyr, Tertullian, and Lactantius made some of the strongest pleas in favor of 
religious liberty. See vol. II. 35 and 825. 
 
{43} "Ecclesia non sitit sanguinem," a maxim held by the Catholic church even in the darkest 
days of persecution. When the first blood of heretics was shed by order of the Emperor Maximus 
who punished some Priscillianists in Spain by the sword in 388, St. Ambrose of Milan and St. 
Martin of Tours loudly protested against the cruelty and broke off communion with the bishops 
who had approved it. 
 



{44} Ex. 22:20; Num. 25:2-8; Deut. 13:1-14; 17:2-5; Lev. 24:14-16; comp. 1 Kings 21:10,13. The 
law was executed against Stephen, the protomartyr, Acts 6:11,13 7:58. 
 
{45} He begins his anti-Manichaean work, Adv. Epistolam Manichaei quam vocant fundamenti, 
written in 397, with these noble Christian sentiments: "My prayer to the one true, almighty God, 
of whom and by whom and in whom are all things, has been and is now, that in opposing and 
refuting the heresy of you Manichaeans, as you may after all be heretics more from 
thoughtlessness than from malice, He would give me a calm and composed mind, aiming at your 
recovery rather than your discomfiture. For, while the Lord by his servants overthrows the 
kingdoms of error, his will concerning erring men, as far as they are men, is that they should be 
restored rather than destroyed. And in every case where, previous to the final judgment, God 
inflicts punishment... we must believe that the designed effect is the recovery of men, and not 
their ruin; while there is a preparation for the final doom in the case of those who reject the means 
of recovery," And in ch. 3 he says to the Manichaeeans, remembering his own former connection 
with them: "I can on no account treat you angrily; for I must bear with you now as formerly I had 
to bear with myself, and I must be as patient with you as my associates were with me, when I 
went madly and blindly astray in your beliefs." 
 
{46} Deuteronomy Correct. Donatist, c. 6, 24: "The Lord himself {Luke 14:23} bids the guests in 
the first instance to be invited to His great supper, and afterwards to be compelled." He 
understands the highways and hedges of the parable to mean heresies and schisms, and the 
Supper of the Lord to mean the unity of the body of Christ in the sacrament of the altar and the 
bond of peace. He says (ch. 7, 25) that when the imperial laws against heresy first were sent to 
Africa he with certain brethren opposed their execution, but afterwards justified them as a 
measure of catholic self-defense against the fanatical violence of the Donatists. The result was, 
that both Catholics and Donatists were overwhelmed in ruin by the Vandal conquerors, who were 
Arian heretics. 
 
{47} "Credere non potest homo nisi volens." See his Tract. XXVI. in Joan. c. 2, where he says: 
"A man can come to church unwillingly, can approach the altar unwillingly, partake of the 
sacrament unwillingly; but he can not believe unless he is willing. If we believed with the body, 
men might be made to believe against their will. But believing is not a thing done with the body." 
I am pleased to find an approving reference to this sentence in the Encyclical of Pope Leo XIII. of 
Nov. 1, 1885. 
 
{48} In a letter to Proconsul Donatus (Ep. C.) he adjured him by Jesus Christ, not to repay the 
Donatists in kind, and says: "Corrigi eos cupimus, non necari." 
 
{49} Summa Theol. Secunda Secundae, Quaest. x., Art. 11. 
 
{50} Ibid. Quaest. xi., Art. 3, where he says of heretics: "Meruerunt non solum ab ecclesia per 
excommunicationem seperari, sed etiam per mortem a mundo excludi... Si falsarii pecuniae vel 
alii malefactores statim per saeculares principes juste morti traduntur, multo magis haeretici 
statim ex quo de haerisi convincuntur, possunt non solum excommunicari, sed et juste occidi." 
 
{51} Gibbon asserts that "the number of Protestants who were executed [by the Spaniards] in a 
single province and a single reign, far exceeded that of the primitive martyrs in the space of three 
centuries, and in the Roman empire?" Decline and Fall, Ch. xvi., towards the close. Grotius, to 
whom he refers, states that the number of Dutch martyrs exceeded 100,000; Sarpi reduces the 
number to 50,000. Alva himself boasted that during his six years’ rule as the agent of Philip II., 
he had caused 18,000 persons to be executed, but this does not include the much larger number of 



those who perished by siege, battle, and in prisons. At the sack of Haarlem, 300 citizens, tied two 
and two and back to back, were thrown into the lake, and at Zutphen 500 more, in the same 
manner, were drowned in the Yssel. See Motley’, Rise of the Dutch Republic, vol. II. 504: "The 
barbarities committed amid the sack and ruin of those blazing and starving cities are almost 
beyond belief; unborn infants were torn from the living bodies of their mothers; women and 
children were violated by the thousands; and whole populations burned and hacked to pieces by 
soldiers in every mode which cruelty, in its wanton ingenuity, could devise." 
 
{52} See Deuteronomy Thou, Hist. lib. LXIII.; Gieseler, IV. 304 (Am. ed,); Wachler, Die Pariser 
Bluthochzeit., 2d ed., Leipzig, 1828; Henry White, Massacre of St. Bartholomew, N. Y., 1868; 
Henry M. Baird, History of the Rise of the Huguenots, New York, 1879; Henri Bordier, La Saint-
Barthelemy et la Critique moderne, Paris, 1879; H. Baumgarten, Vor der Bartholomaeusnacht, 
Strassburg, 1882. The number of victims of that massacre in Paris and throughout France, is 
variously stated from 10,000 to 100,000; Deuteronomy Thou and Ranke give 20,000 as the most 
moderate estimate (2,000 in Paris). Roman Catholic writers defend the pope on the ground of 
ignorance; but he had abundant time to secure full information from his nuncio and others before 
the medals were struck. It is said that Philip II. of Spain, for the first time in his life, laughed 
aloud when he heard of the massacre. 
 
{53} See the French histories of Martin, Benoit, Michelet, Deuteronomy Felice, Ranke, Soldan, 
Von Polenz, and other works quoted by H. M. Baird in Schaff-Herzog II., 1037. The number of 
French refugees is estimated as high as 800,000; Baird reduces it to 400,000. Martin thinks, that 
taking all in all, "France lost the activity of more than a million of men, and of the men that 
produced most." Many of the descendants of the refugees whom the Elector Frederic William of 
Prussia so hospitably invited to Berlin, fought against France in the Napoleonic wars, and aided 
in the terrible retribution of 1870. 
 
{54} Among the errors condemned are these, X., 78 and 79: "In the present day it is no longer 
expedient that the Catholic religion shall be held as the only religion of the state, to the exclusion 
of all other modes of worship." "Whence it has been wisely provided by law, that persons coming 
to reside therein shall enjoy the public exercise of their own worship." The condemnation of 
toleration implies the approval of intolerance. See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, II., 232. 
Janssen, while he condemns the Protestant persecutions of Catholics, approves the Catholic 
persecutions of Protestants in the time of the Reformation. He says: "Fur die katholische 
Geistlichkeit, die katholischen Fursten und Magistrate und das katholsche Volk war es ein Kampf 
der Sebsterhaltung, wenn sie Alles aufboten, um dem Protestantismus den Eingang in ihre 
Gebiete zu wehren und ihn, wenn er eingedrungen war, daraus wieder zu entfernen." -Geschichte 
des deutschen Volkes, III., 193. 
 
{55} After glorifying the Middle Ages and the hierarchical rule of the church over the state, Leo 
XIII. in that Encyclical proceeds to say: "No doubt the same excellent state of things would have 
continued, if the agreement of the two powers had continued, and greater things might rightfully 
have been expected, if men had obeyed the authority, the teaching office, and the counsels of the 
church with more fidelity and perseverance. For that is to be regarded as a perpetual law which 
Ivo, of Chartres, wrote to Pope Paschal II.: ‘When kingship and priesthood are agreed, the world 
is well ruled, the church flourishes and bears fruit. But when they are at variance, not only do 
little things not grow, but even great things fall into miserable ruin and decay.’" Then the pope 
rejects among the evil consequences of the "revolution" of the sixteenth century (meaning, of 
course, the Reformation) the erroneous opinion that "no religion should be publicly professed [by 
the state]; nor ought one to be preferred to the rest; nor ought there to be any inquiry which of 
many is alone true; nor ought one to be specially favored, but to each alike equal rights ought to 



be assigned, provided only, that the social order incurs no injury from them." This is probably 
aimed at Italy and France, but implies also a condemnation of the separation of church and state 
as it exists in the United States. Further on, the pope approvingly refers to the Encyclical Mirari 
Vos of Gregory XVI. (Aug. 15, 1832), which condemns the separation of church and state, and to 
the Syllabus of Pius IX., who "noted many false opinions and ordered them to be collected 
together in order that in so great a conflux of errors Catholics might have something which they 
might follow without stumbling." 
 
{56} Thus, in 1852, the Madiai family were imprisoned in Florence for holding prayer meetings 
and reading the Bible, and in 1853, Matamoras, Carrasco and their friends were imprisoned and 
condemned to the galleys at Madrid for the same offense, and were only released after a powerful 
protest of an international deputation of the Evangelical Alliance. No public worship except the 
Roman Catholic was tolerated in the city of Rome before 1870. 
 
{57} See his tract, written in 1523, Von weltlicher Obrigkeit, wie weit man ihr Gehorsam schuldig 
sei? In Walch X. 426-479, especially the second part, col. 451 sqq. "Der Seelen kann und soll 
niemand gebieten, er wisse denn ihr den Weg zu weisen gen Himmel. Das kann aber kein Mensch 
thun, sondern Gott allein. Darum in den Sachen, die der Seelen Seligkeit betreffen, soll nichts 
denn Gottes Wort gelehret und angenommenwerden" (453). "Es ist ein frei Werk um den 
Glauben, dazu man niemand kann zwingen... Zum Glauben kann und soll man niemand zwingen" 
(455 sq.). He justly confines the duty of obedience taught in Romans 13:1, and 1 Peter 2:13, to 
secular matters, and qualifies them by Matthew 22:21. 
 
{58} Von der Wiedertaufe, an-zwei Pfarrherrn, written in Dec., 1527 or Jan., 1528, and addressed 
to two pastors in a Roman Catholic country (probably under the rule of Duke George of Saxony). 
See Walch XVII., 2644, and the Erl. Frankf. ed. xxvi., or of the Reformations-historische 
Schriften III. (2d ed. 1885), p. 283, from which I quote the whole passage: "Doch ist’s nicht recht, 
und ist mir wahrlich leid, dass man solche elende Lente so jammerlich ermordet, verbrennet und 
greulich umbringt; man sollte, ja einen jeglichen lassen glauben, was er wollt. Glaubet er 
unrecht, so hat er gnug Strafen an-dem ewigen Feur in der Hollen. Warumb will man sie denn 
auch noch zeitlich martern, so ferne sie allein im Glauben irren, und nicht auch daneben 
aufruhrisch oder sonst der Oeberkeit widerstreben? Lieber Gott, wie bald ists geschehen, dass 
einer irre wird und dem Teufel in Strick fallet! Mit der Schrift und Gottes Wort sollt man ihn 
wehren und widerstehen; mit Feuer wird man wenig ausrichten." 
 
{59} Briefe, de Wette III., 347 sq.: "Quod quaeris, an-liceat magistratui accidere 
pseudoprophetas? Ego ad judiciam sanguinis tardus sum, etiam ubi meritum abundat... Nullo 
modo possum admittere, falsos doctores occidi; satis est eos relegari." He gives as a reason that 
the law of the death penalty among the Jews and Papists was made a pretext for killing true 
prophets and saints. 
 
{60} His coarse attack on Henry VIII., "by God’s disfavor (or disgrace, Ungnade) king of 
England," is well known. In his book, Von weltlicher Obrigkeit, which is dedicated to his own 
prince, Duke John, he ventures the opinion that wise and pious rulers have from the beginning of 
the world been rare birds, and that princes are usually the greatest fools or worst boobies on earth 
(sie sind gemeiniglich die grossten Narren oder die argsten Buben auf Erden). Walch X., 460 and 
464. "Es sind gar wenig Fursten, die man nicht fur Narren und Buben halt. Das macht, sie 
bewiesen sich auch also, und der gemeine Mann wird verstandig." Ibid., 464. 
 
{61} In a letter to Albrecht of Brandenburg, a. 1532, after he heard of Zwingli’s death. 
Deuteronomy Wette IV., 349-355. In the same letter he speaks of Zwingli’s salvation only 



problematically, as having possibly occurred in the last moment! He lays there the greatest stress 
on the real presence as a fundamental article of faith. 
 
{62} See his tract entitled Dass Jesus Christus ein geborner Jude sei, in the Erl. Frkf. ed. Bd. 
XIX., p. 45-75. He says that if I were a Jew and suffered what the Jews had to suffer from popes, 
bishops and monks, "so ware ich eher eine Sau worden denn ein Christ. Denn sie haben mit den 
Juden gehandelt, als waren es Hunde, und nicht Menschen" (p. 47). 
 
{63} Von den Juden und ihren Lugen, Wittenb., 1543, and Vom Schem Hamphoras und vom 
Geschlecht Christi, Wittenb., 1543. In the Erl. Frkf. ed. Bd. XXXII., 99-274, and 275-358. 
 
{64} "Ein Jude oder judisch Herz ist so stock-stein-eisen-teufel-hart, dass es mit keiner Weise zu 
bewegen ist... Summa, es sind junge Teufel, zur Hollen verdammt" (l. c.. p. 276). He had no hope 
of the future conversion of the Jews, which some justly derived from Romans 11, but "S t. Paulus 
meinet gar viel ein Anderes" (277). 
 
{65} "Vermahnung wider die Juden," 1546, Erl. ed. LXV., 186-188. He concludes: "Wollen sich 
die Juden zu uns bekehren und von ihrer Lasterung und was sie uns sonst gethan haben, 
aufhoren, so wollen wir es ihnen gerne vergeben: wo aber nicht, so sollen wir sie auch bei uns 
nicht dulden noch leiden." This reminds one of the way in which Prince Bismarck in the year 
1886 proposed to deal with the Poles in Posen as enemies of Prussia and Germany: to buy them 
out, and expel them from the land of their birth. In several other respects, both favorable and 
unfavorable, that great statesman may be called the political Luther of the nineteenth century. 
 
{66} Corpus Reform. Opera Mel. VIII., 362. Comp. H. Tollin, Ph. Melanchthon und M. Servet. 
Eine Quellen-Studie. Berlin, 1876 (198 pages). Tollin wrote several monographs on Servetus in 
his various relations. 
 
{67} Ibid., IX., 133: "Dedit vero et Genevensis Reipubl. Magistratus ante annos quatuor punitae 
insanabilis blasphemiae adversus Filium Dei, sublato Serveto Arragone, pium et memorabile ad 
omnem posteritatem exemplum." 
 
{68} Luther knew only the Servetus of 1531, and once refers to him in his Table-Talk, as a fanatic 
who mastered theology by false philosophy. See Tollin, Luther und Servet, Berlin, 1875 (61 
pages). 
 
{69} See Tollin, Butzer’s Confutatio der Libri VII. Deuteronomy Trinitatis Erroribus, in the 
"Studien und Kritiken" for 1875; and Michael Servet und Martin Butzer, Berlin, 1880; Baum, 
Capito und Butzer (1860), pp. 489 sq., 478, and 495 sq.; also Janssen, Gesch. des deutschen 
Volkes, vol. III., 194. 
 
{70} "Denn wiewohl unsere Meinung nicht ist, jemand zu verbinden, was er glauben und halten 
soll, so wollen wir doch zur Verhutung schadlicher Aufruhre und anderer Unrichtigkeiten keine 
Sekten noch Trennung in unseren Landen dulden." Kostlin II., 29. What a difference between this 
restriction and the declaration of Frederick the Great, that in his dominions every body may be 
saved after his own fashion (nach seiner eigenen Faacon). 
 
{71} Fr. Koch, Deuteronomy Vita Caspar. Peuceri Marburg, 1856. Richard, Der churfurstl. 
sachs. Kanzler Dr. Nic. Krell. Dresden, 1859, 2 vols. Henke, Kaspar Peucer und Nik. Krell, 
Marburg, 1865. Calinich, Kampf und Untergang des Melathonismus in Kursachsen, Leipzig, 
1866; Zwei sachsische Kanzler, Chemnitz, 1868. 



 
{72} The following lines were familiar during the seventeenth century: 
 
Gottes Wort und Lutheri Schrift 
 
Sind des Papst’s und Calvini Gift. 
 
{73} Hermann Dalton (of St. Petersburg), in his Johannes a Laasco (Gotha, 1881), pp. 427-438, 
gives a graphic description of what he calls Laski’s "martyrdom in Denmark and North 
Germany." Calvin raised his indignant protest against this cruel treatment of his brethren, but in 
the same year Servetus was made to suffer death for heresy and blasphemy under Calvin’s eye! 
 
{74} Bullinger, Reformationsgeschichte, I., 382. Comp. his Von der Wiedertaufer Ursprung, etc., 
1560. Hagenbach, Kirchengesch., III. 350 sqq. Emil Egli, Die Zuricher Wiedertaufer zur 
Reformatiosszeit, Zurich, 1884. Nitsche, Gesch. der Wiedertaufer in der Schweiz, Einsiedeln, 
1885. 
 
{75} The statue erected to his memory at Zurich, August 25th, 1885, represents him as holding 
the Bible in his right hand and the sword with his left. Dr. Alex. Schweizer protested (as he 
informed me) against the sword, and took no part in the festivities of the dedication of the 
monument. 
 
{76} Servetus probably imagined himself to represent the Apostle when he called Calvin "Simon 
Magus." He did identify himself with the archangel Michael fighting against the dragon, i.e. the 
Pope of Rome, Revelation 12:7. 
 
{77} Together with the extensive literature. 
 
{78} Servetus appeared on a Sunday morning, August 13th, 1553, in one of the churches at 
Geneva and was recognized by one of the worshippers, who at once informed Calvin of the fact, 
whereupon he was thrown into prison. "Nec sane dissimulo," says Calvin (Opera, vol. VIII., col. 
461, ed. Baum, Reuss, etc.), "mea opera consilioque jure in carcerem fuisse conjectum." Beza, in 
his Vita Calv., reports the fact as providential that Servetus, "a quodam agnitus, Calvino 
Magistratum admonente," was arrested. Servetus had previously applied for a safe-conduct from 
Vienne to Geneva, but Calvin refused it, and wrote to Farel, February 13th, 1546: "Si venerit, 
modo valeat mea auctoritas, vivum exire numquam patiar." During the process, he expressed the 
hope, in a letter to Farel (August 2nd, 1553), that Servetus might be condemned to death, but that 
the sentence be executed in a milder form (Opera xiv., col. 590): "Spero capitale saltem fore 
judicium, poenae vero atrocitatem [ignem] remitti cupio." In the same letter he gives a sketch of 
the system of Servetus as teaching a pantheistic diffusion of the deity in wood, stone, and even in 
devils. 
 
{79} "Hoc crimen," he says in the 27th of his letters to Calvin (Opera VIII., 708), "est morte 
simpliciter dignum." Calvin refers to this admission of Servetus (VIII., 462) and charges him with 
inconsistency. 
 
{80} Deuteronomy Trinitatis Erroribus Libri Sept. Per michaelem Serveto, alia s Reves ab 
Aragonia Hispanum. Anno M. D. XXXI. No place of publication is given in the copy before me, 
but it was printed at Hagenau in the Alsace, as appears from the trial at Geneva. The book excited 
the greatest indignation in Oecolampadius and Bucer. Luther called it an awfully wicked book 
(ein graulich bos Buch). Bucer thought the author ought to be torn to pieces. 



 
{81} Christianismi Restitutio... MDLIII., secretly printed at Vienne in France, with his initials on 
the last page, M. S. V. (i e.: Villanovanus). 
 
{82} Such blasphemy of the Trinity appeared to be blasphemy of the Deity itself. Hence Beza 
calls Servetus "ille sacrae Triadis, id est omnis verae Deitatis hostis, adeoque monstrum ex 
omnibus quantumvis rancidis et portentosis haeresibus conflatum." Calv. Vita, ad a. 1553. He 
charges his book with being "full of blasphemies." Servetus called Jesus "the Son of the eternal 
God," but obstinately refused to call him "the eternal Son of God," in other words, to admit his 
eternal divinity. 
 
{83} "The year 1553," says Beza in Calvini Vita, ad a. 1553, "by the impatience and malice of the 
factious [the Libertines] was a year so full of trouble that not only the church, but the republic of 
Geneva, came within a hair’s breadth of ruin... All power had fallen into their hands, that nothing 
seemed to hinder them from attaining the ends for which they had so long been striving." Then he 
mentions the trial of Servetus as the other danger, which was aggravated by the first. 
 
{84} H. Tollin, a Reformed clergyman of Magdeburg, the most enthusiastic and voluminous 
advocate of Servetus and his system, admits this, saying (Charakterbild M. Servet’s, Berlin, 1876, 
p. 6): "Nicht Calvin ist schuldig der That, sondern der Protestantismus seiner Zeit." Another 
apologist, Dardier (in Lichtenberger’s "Encyclopedie" XI. 581), says the same: C’est la Reforme 
tout entiere qui est coupable. "The famous Christian philosopher, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, went 
further. In one of his last utterances, in his Table-Talk, sub Jan. 3, 1834 (to which a friend 
directed my attention), he expressed his views as follows: "I have known books written on 
tolerance, the proper title of which would be—intolerant or intolerable books on tolerance. 
Should not a man who writes a book expressly to inculcate tolerance learn to treat with respect, or 
at least with indulgence, articles of faith which tens of thousands ten times told of his fellow-
subjects or his fellow-creatures believe with all their souls, and upon the truth of which they rest 
their tranquillity in this world, and their hopes of salvation in the next,—those articles being at 
least maintainable against his arguments, and most certainly innocent in themselves?—Is it fitting 
to run Jesus Christ in a silly parallel with Socrates—the Being whom thousand millions of 
intellectual creatures, of whom I am a humble unit, take to be their Redeemer, with an Athenian 
philosopher, of whom we should know nothing except through his glorification in Plato and 
Xenophon?—And then to hitch Latimer and Servetus together! To be sure, there was a stake and 
a fire in each case, but where the rest of the resemblance is I cannot see. What ground is there for 
throwing the odium of Servetus’s death upon Calvin alone?—Why, the mild Melanchthon wrote 
to Calvin, expressly to testify his concurrence in the act, and no doubt he spoke the sense of the 
German Reformers; the Swiss churches advised the punishment in formal letters, and I rather 
think there are letters from the English divines, approving Calvin’s conduct!—Before a man deals 
out the slang of the day about the great leaders of the Reformation, he should learn to throw 
himself back to the age of the Reformation, when the two great parties in the church were eagerly 
on the watch to fasten a charge of heresy on the other. Besides, if ever a poor fanatic thrust 
himself into the fire, it was Michael Servetus. He was a rabid enthusiast, and did everything he 
could in the way of insult and ribaldry to provoke the feeling of the Christian church. He called 
the Trinity triceps monstrum et Cerberum quemdam tri-partitum, and so on!’ 
 
{85} Defensio orthodoxae fidei de sacra trinitate contra prodigiosos errores Michaelis Serveti 
Hispani ubi ostenditur haereticos jure gladii orcendos esse. In Calvin’s Opera, ed. Reuss, etc., 
vol. VIII. 483-644. Bullinger urged him to the task in a letter of December 12th, 1553 (Opera, 
XIV. 698): "Vide, me Calvine, ut diligenter et, pie omnibus piis describas Servetum cum suo 
exitu, ut omnes abhorreant a bestia." 



 
{86} Deuteronomy haeriticis a civili magistratu puniendis, adversus Martini Bellii (an unknown 
person) farraginem et novorum academicorum sectam. Geneva (Oliva Rob. Stephani), 1554; 
second ed. 1592; French translation by Nic. Colladon, 1560. See Heppe’s Beza, p. 38 sq.  



12. Religious Intolerance and Liberty in England and America. 
 
The history of the Reformation in England and Scotland is even more disfigured by acts of 
intolerance and persecution than that of the Continent, but resulted at last in greater gain for 
religious freedom. The modern ideas of well regulated, constitutional liberty, both civil and 
religious, have grown chiefly on English soil. 
 
At first it was a battle between persecution and mere toleration, but toleration once legally 
secured prepared the way for full religious liberty. 
 
All parties when persecuted, advocated liberty of conscience, and all parties when in power, 
exercised intolerance, but in different degrees. The Episcopalians before 1689 were less intolerant 
than the Romanists under Queen Mary; the Presbyterians before 1660 were less intolerant than 
the Episcopalians; the Independents less intolerant (in England) than the Presbyterians (but more 
intolerant in New England); the Baptists, Quakers, Socinians and Unitarians consistently taught 
freedom of conscience, and were never tempted to exercise intolerance. Finally all became 
tolerant in consequence of a legal settlement in 1689, but even that was restricted by disabling 
clauses. The Romanists used fire and sword; the Episcopalians fines, prisons, pillories, nose-
slittings, ear-croppings, and cheek-burnings; the Presbyterians tried depositions and disabilities; 
the Independents in New England exiled Roger Williams, the Baptist (1636), and hanged four 
Quakers (two men and two women, 1659, 1660 and 1661) in Boston, and nineteen witches in 
Salem (1692). But all these measures of repression proved as many failures and made persecution 
more hateful and at last impossible. 
 
1. The first act of the English Reformation, under Henry VIII., was simply the substitution of a 
domestic for a foreign popery and tyranny; and it was a change for the worse. No one was safe 
who dared to dissent from the creed of the despotic monarch who proclaimed himself "the 
supreme head of the Church of England." At his death (1547), the six bloody articles were still in 
force; but they contained some of the chief dogmas of Romanism which he held in spite of his 
revolt against the pope. 
 
2. Under the brief reign of Edward VI. (1547-1553), the Reformation made decided progress, but 
Anabaptists were not tolerated; two of them, who held some curious views on the incarnation, 
were burnt as obstinate heretics, Joan Bocher, commonly called Joan of Kent, May 2, 1550, and 
George Van Pare, a Dutchman April 6, 1551. The. young king refused at first to sign the death-
warrant of the woman, correctly thinking that the sentence was "a piece of cruelty too like that 
which they had condemned in papists;" at last he yielded to Cranmer’s authority, who argued 
with him from the law of Moses against blasphemy, but he put his hand to the warrant with tears 
in his eyes and charged the archbishop with the responsibility for the act if it should be wrong. 
 
3. The reign of the bloody Queen Mary (1553-1558) was a fearful retaliation, but sealed the doom 
of popery by the blood of Protestant martyrs, including the Reformers, Cranmer, Latimer, and 
Ridley, who were burnt in the market place at Oxford. 
 
4. Queen Elizabeth (1558-1603), by virtue of her office, as "Defender of the Faith, and supreme 
governor of the Church" in her dominions, permanently established the Reformed religion, but to 
the exclusion of all dissent. Her penal code may have been a political necessity, as a protection 
against domestic treason and foreign invasion, but it aimed systematically at the annihilation of 
both Popery and Puritanism. It acted most severely upon Roman Catholic priests, who could only 



save their lives by concealment or exile. Conformity to the Thirty-nine Articles and the Book of 
Common Prayer was rigidly enforced; attendance upon the Episcopal service was commanded, 
while the mass and every other kind of public worship were forbidden under severe penalties. The 
rack in the tower was freely employed against noblemen suspected of disloyalty to the queen-
pope. The statute de haereticis comburendis from the reign of Henry IV. (1401) remained in 
force, and two Anabaptists were burnt alive under Elizabeth, and two Arians under her successor. 
The statute was not formally abolished till 1677. Ireland was treated ecclesiastically as well as 
politically as a conquered province, and England is still suffering from that cruel polity, which 
nursed a hereditary hatred of the Catholic people against their Protestant rulers, and made the 
removal of the Irish grievances the most difficult problem of English statesmanship. 
 
Popery disappeared for a while from British soil, and the Spanish Armada was utterly defeated. 
But Puritanism, which fought in the front rank against the big pope at Rome, could not be 
defeated by the little popes at home. It broke out at last in open revolt against the tyranny of the 
Stuarts, and the cruelties of the Star Chamber and High-Commission Court, which were not far 
behind the Spanish Inquisition, and punished freedom of speech and of the press as a crime 
against society. 
 
5. Puritanism ruled England for about twenty years (1640 to 1660), which form the most 
intensely earnest and excited period in her history. It saved the rights of the people against the 
oppression of their rulers, but it punished intolerance with intolerance, and fell into the opposite 
error of enforcing Puritan, in the place of Episcopal, uniformity, though with far less severity. 
The Long Parliament abolished the Episcopal hierarchy and liturgy (Sept. 10, 1642), expelled 
about two thousand royalist clergymen from their benefices, and executed on the block 
Archbishop Laud (1644) and King Charles I. (1649), as traitors; thus crowning them with the 
glory of martyrdom and preparing the way for the Restoration. Episcopalians now became 
champions of toleration, and Jeremy Taylor, the Shakespeare of the English pulpit, raised his 
eloquent voice for the Liberty of Prophesying (1647), which, however, he afterward recalled in 
part when he was made a bishop by Charles II. (1661). {87} 
 
The Westminster Assembly of Divines (1643-1652), which numbered one hundred and twenty-
one divines and several lay-deputies and is one of the most important ecclesiastical meetings ever 
held, was intrusted by Parliament with the impossible task of framing a uniform creed, discipline 
and ritual for three kingdoms. The extraordinary religious commotion of the times gave rise to all 
sorts of religious opinions from the most rigid orthodoxy to deism and atheism, and called forth a 
lively pamphlet war on the subject of toleration, which became an apple of discord in the 
Assembly. Thomas Edwards, in his Gangraena (1645), enumerated, with uncritical exaggeration, 
no less than sixteen sects and one hundred and seventy-six miscellaneous "errors, heresies and 
blasphemies," exclusive of popery and deism. {88} 
 
There were three theories on toleration, which may be best stated in the words of George 
Gillespie, one of the Scottish commissioners of the Assembly. {89} 
 
(a) The theory of the "Papists who hold it to be not only no sin, but good service to God to 
extirpate by fire and sword all that are adversaries to, or opposers of, the Church and Catholic 
religion." Under this theory John Hus and Jerome of Prague were burnt at the Council of 
Constance. Gillespie calls it., in the Preface, "the black devil of idolatry and tyranny." 
 
(b) "The second opinion doth fall short as far as the former doth exceed: that is, that the 
magistrate ought not to inflict any punishment, nor put forth any coarcive power upon heretics 
and sectaries, but on the contrary grant them liberty and toleration." This theory is called "the 



white devil of heresy and schism," and ascribed to the Donatists(?), Socinians, Arminians and 
Independents. But the chief advocate was Roger Williams, the Baptist, who became the founder 
of Rhode Island. {90} He went to the root of the question, and demanded complete separation of 
politics from religion. Long before him, the Puritan Bishop Hooper, and Robert Browne, the 
renegade founder of Congregationalism had taught the primitive Christian principle that the 
magistrates had no authority over the church and the conscience, but only over civil matters. 
Luther expressed the same view in 1523. {91} 
 
(c) "The third opinion is that the magistrate may and ought to exercise his coarcive power in 
suppressing and punishing heretics and sectaries less or more, according as the nature and degree 
of the error, schism, obstinacy, and danger of seducing others may require." For this theory 
Gillespie quotes Moses, St. Augustin, Calvin, Beza, Bullinger, Voatius, John Gerhard, and other 
Calvinistic and Lutheran divines. It was held by the Presbyterians in England and Scotland, 
including the Scottish commissioners in the Assembly, and vigorously advocated by Dr. Samuel 
Rutherford, Professor of Divinity in St. Andrews, {92} and most zealously by Thomas Edwards, a 
Presbyterian minister in London. {93} It had a strong basis in the national endorsement of the 
Solemn League and Covenant, and triumphed in the Westminster Assembly. It may therefore be 
called the Presbyterian theory of the seventeenth century. But it was never put into practice by 
Presbyterians, at least not to the extent of physical violence, against heretics and schismatics 
either in England or Scotland. {94} 
 
The Westminster Confession of Faith, in its original shape, declares, on the one hand, the great 
principle of religious liberty, that "God alone is Lord of the conscience," but also, on the other 
hand, that dangerous heretics "may lawfully be called to account, and proceeded against by the 
censures of the church, and by the power of the civil magistrate." {95} And it assigns to the civil 
magistrate the power and duty to preserve "unity and peace in the church," to suppress "all 
blasphemies and heresies," to prevent or reform "all corruptions and abuses in worship and 
discipline," and for this purpose "to call synods and be present at them." {96} 
 
6. The five Independent members of the Assembly under the lead of Dr. Goodwin protested 
against the power given to the civil magistrate and to synods. {97} The obnoxious clauses of the 
Confession were therefore omitted or changed in the Congregational recension called "the Savoy 
Declaration" (1658). {98} 
 
But the toleration of the Independents, especially after they obtained the ascendancy under 
Cromwell’s protectorate differed very little from that of the Presbyterians. They were spoiled by 
success. {99} They excluded from their program Popery, Prelacy, and Socinianism. Dr. Owen, 
their most distinguished divine, who preached by command a sermon before Parliament on the 
day after the execution of Charles I., entitled "Righteous Zeal encouraged by Divine Protection," 
{Jeremiah 15:19,20} and accepted the appointment as Dean of Christ Church and Vice-
Chancellor of the University at Oxford, laid down no less than sixteen fundamentals as conditions 
of toleration. {100} He and Dr. Goodwin served on the Commission of the forty-three Triers 
which, under Cromwell’s protectorate, took the place of the Westminster Assembly. Cromwell 
himself, though the most liberal among the English rulers and the boldest protector of 
Protestantism abroad, limited toleration to Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists and Quakers, all 
of whom recognized the sacred Scriptures and the fundamental articles of Christianity; but he had 
no toleration for Romanists and Episcopal Royalists, who endangered his reign and who were 
suspected of tolerating none but themselves. His great foreign secretary, John Milton, the most 
eloquent advocate of liberty in the English language, defended the execution of the king, and was 
intolerant to popery and prelacy. 
 



Had Cromwell reigned longer, the Triers and the Savoy Conference which he reluctantly 
appointed, would probably have repeated the vain attempt of the Westminster Assembly to 
impose a uniform creed upon the nation, only with a little more liberal "accommodation" for 
orthodox dissenters except "papists" and "prelatists". Their brethren in New England where they 
had full sway, established a Congregational theocracy which had no room even for Baptists and 
Quakers. 
 
7. Cromwell’s reign was a brief experiment. His son was incompetent to continue it. Puritanism 
had not won the heart of England, but prepared its own tomb by its excesses and blunders. 
Royalty and Episcopacy, which struck their roots deep in the past, were restored with the 
powerful aid of the Presbyterians. And now followed a reaction in favor of political and 
ecclesiastical despotism, and public and private immorality, which for a time ruined all the good 
which Puritanism had done. 
 
Charles II., who "never said a foolish thing and never did a wise one," broke his solemn pledges 
and took the lead in intolerance and licentiousness. The Act of Uniformity was re-enacted May 
19, 1662, and went into operation on St. Bartholomew’s Day, August 24, 1662, made hideous by 
the St. Bartholomew Massacre, nearly a hundred years before. "And now came in," says Baxter, 
one of the most moderate as well as most learned and pious of the Nonconformists, "the great 
inundation of calamities, which in many streams overwhelmed thousands of godly Christians, 
together with their pastors." All Puritan ministers were expelled from their livings and exposed to 
starvation, their assemblies forbidden, and absolute obedience to the king and conformity to 
episcopacy were enforced, even in Scotland. The faithful Presbyterians in that country (the 
Covenanters) were subjected by the royal dragonnades to all manner of indignities and atrocities. 
"They were hunted"—says an English historian {101} — "like criminals over the mountains; their 
ears were torn from their roots; they were branded with hot irons; their fingers were wrenched 
asunder by the thumbkins; the bones of their legs were shattered in the boots; women were 
scourged publicly through the streets; multitudes were transported to the Barbadoes; an infuriated 
soldiery was let loose upon them, and encouraged to exercise all their ingenuity in torturing 
them." 
 
The period of the Restoration is, perhaps, the most immoral and disgraceful in English history. 
But it led at last to the final overthrow of the treacherous and semi-popish dynasty of the Stuarts, 
and inaugurated a new era in the history of religious liberty. Puritanism was not dead, but 
produced some of its best and most lasting works—Milton’s Paradise Lost, and Bunyan’s 
Pilgrim’s Progress—in this period of its deepest humiliation and suffering. 
 
8. The act of Toleration under the reign of William and Mary, 1689, made an end to violent 
persecutions in England. And yet it is far from what we now understand by religious liberty. 
Toleration is negative, liberty positive; toleration is a favor, liberty a right; toleration may be 
withdrawn by the power which grants it, liberty is as inalienable as conscience itself; toleration is 
extended to what cannot be helped and what may be in itself objectionable, liberty is a priceless 
gift of the Creator. 
 
The Toleration of 1689 was an accommodation to a limited number of Dissenters—Presbyterians, 
Independents, Baptists and Quakers, who were allowed liberty of separate organization and 
public worship on condition of subscribing thirty-six out of the Thirty-Nine Articles of the 
Church of England. Roman Catholics and Unitarians were excluded, and did not acquire 
toleration in England till the nineteenth century, the former by the Act of Emancipation passed 
April 13, 1829. Even now the Dissenters in England labor under minor disabilities and social 
disadvantages, which will continue as long as the government patronizes an established church. 



They have to support the establishment, in addition to their own denomination. Practically, 
however, there is more religious liberty in England than anywhere on the Continent, and as much 
as in the United States. 
 
9. The last and most important step in the progress of religious liberty was taken by the United 
States of America in the provision of the Federal Constitution of 1787, which excludes all 
religious tests from the qualifications to any office or public trust. The first amendment to the 
Constitution (1789) enacts that "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." {102} 
 
Thus the United States government is by its own free act prevented from ever establishing a state-
church, and on the other hand it is bound to protect freedom of religion, not only as a matter of 
opinion, but also in its public exercise, as one of the inalienable rights of an American citizen, 
like the freedom of speech and of the press. History had taught the framers of the Constitution 
that persecution is useless as well as hateful, and that it has its root in the unholy alliance of 
religion with politics. Providence had made America a hospitable home for all fugitives from 
persecution,—Puritans, Presbyterians, Huguenots, Baptists, Quakers, Reformed, Lutherans, 
Roman Catholics, etc.—and foreordained it for the largest development of civil and religious 
freedom consistent with order and the well-being of society. When the colonies, after a successful 
struggle for independence, coalesced into one nation they could not grant liberty to one church or 
sect without granting it to all. They were thus naturally driven to this result. It was the inevitable 
destiny of America. And it involved no injustice or injury to any church or sect. 
 
The modern German empire forms in some measure a parallel. When it was formed in 1870 by 
the free action of the twenty or more German sovereignties, it had to take them in with their 
religion, and abstain from all religious and ecclesiastical legislation which might interfere with 
the religion of any separate state. 
 
The constitutional provision of the United States in regard to religion is the last outcome of the 
Reformation in its effect upon toleration and freedom, not foreseen or dreamed of by the 
Reformers, but inevitably resulting from their revolt against papal tyranny. It has grown on 
Protestant soil with the hearty support of all sects and parties. It cuts the chief root of papal and 
any other persecution, and makes it legally impossible. It separates church and state, and thus 
prevents the civil punishment of heresy as a crime against the state. It renders to Caesar the things 
that are Caesar’s, and renders to God the things that are God’s. It marks a new epoch in the 
history of legislation and civilization. It is the American contribution to church history. No part of 
the federal constitution is so generally accepted and so heartily approved as that which guarantees 
religious liberty, the most sacred and most important of all liberties. It is regarded almost as an 
axiom which needs no argument. 
 
Religious liberty has thus far been fully justified by its effects. It has stimulated the fullest 
development of the voluntary principle. The various Christian churches can live in peace and 
harmony together, and are fully able to support and to govern themselves without the aid of the 
secular power. This has been proven by the experience of a century, and this experience is the 
strongest argument in favor of the separation of church and state. Christianity flourishes best 
without a state-church. 
 
The separation, however, is peaceful, not hostile, as it was in the Ante-Nicene age, when the 
pagan state persecuted the church. Nor is it a separation of the nation from Christianity. The 
government is bound to protect all forms of Christianity with its day of rest, its churches, its 
educational and charitable institutions. {103} Even irreligion and infidelity are tolerated within 



the limits of the law of self-preservation. Religious liberty may, of course, be abused like any 
other liberty. It has its necessary boundary in the liberty of others and the essential interests of 
society. The United States government would not tolerate, much less protect, a religion which 
requires human sacrifices, or sanctions licentious rites, or polygamy, or any other institution 
inconsistent with the laws and customs of the land, and subversive of the foundation of the state 
and the order of Christian civilization. Hence the recent prohibition of polygamy in the 
Territories, and the unwillingness of Congress to admit Utah into the family of States unless 
polygamy is abolished by the Mormons. The majority of the population decides the religion of a 
country, and, judged by this test, the American people are as Christian as any other on earth, only 
in a broader sense which recognizes all forms of Christianity. While Jews and infidels are not 
excluded from the enjoyment of any civil or political right on account of their religion or 
irreligion, they cannot alter the essentially Christian character of the sentiments, habits and 
institutions of the nation. 
 
There are three important institutions in which church and state touch each other even in the 
United States, and where a collision of interests may take place: education in the public schools, 
marriage, and Sunday as a day of civil and sacred rest. The Roman Catholics are opposed to 
public schools unless they can teach in them their religion which allows no compromise with any 
other; the Mormons are opposed to monogamy, which is the law of the land and the basis of the 
Christian family; the Jews may demand the protection of their Sabbath on Saturday, while 
infidels want no Sabbath at all except perhaps for amusement and dissipation. But all these 
questions admit of a peaceful settlement and equitable adjustment, without a relapse into the 
barbarous measures of persecution. 
 
The law of the United States is supreme in the Territories and the District of Columbia, but does 
not forbid any of the States to establish a particular church, or to continue a previous 
establishment. The Colonies began with the European system of state-churchism, only in a milder 
form, and varying according to the preferences of the first settlers. In the New England 
Colonies—except Rhode Island founded by the Baptist Roger Williams—orthodox 
Congregationalism was the established church which all citizens were required to support; in 
Virginia and the Southern States, as also in New York, the Episcopal Church was legally 
established and supported by the government. {104} Even those Colonies which were professedly 
founded on the basis of religious toleration, as Maryland and Pennsylvania, enacted afterwards 
disabling clauses against Roman Catholics, Unitarians, Jews and infidels. In Pennsylvania, the 
Quaker Colony of William Penn, no one could hold office, from 1693 to 1775, without 
subscribing a solemn declaration of belief in the orthodox doctrine of the Holy Trinity and 
condemning the Roman Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation and the mass as idolatrous. {105} 
 
The great revolution of legislation began in the Colony of Virginia in 1776, when Episcopacy was 
disestablished, and all other churches freed from their disabilities. {106} The change was brought 
about by the combined efforts of Thomas Jefferson (the leading statesman of Virginia, and a firm 
believer in absolute religious freedom on the ground of philosophic neutrality), and of all 
dissenting denominations, especially the Presbyterians, Baptists and Quakers. The other Colonies 
or States gradually followed the example, and now there is no State in which religious freedom is 
not fully recognized and protected. 
 
The example of the United States exerts a silent, but steady and mighty influence upon Europe in 
raising the idea of mere toleration to the higher plane of freedom, in emancipating religion from 
the control of civil government, and in proving the advantages of the primitive practice of 
ecclesiastical self-support and self-government. 
 



The best legal remedy against persecution and the best guarantee of religious freedom is a 
peaceful separation of church and state; the best moral remedy and guarantee is a liberal culture, a 
comprehensive view of the many-sidedness of truth, a profound regard for the sacredness of 
conscientious conviction, and a broad and deep Christian love as described by the Apostle Paul. 
 
{87} Coleridge regards this revocation as the only blot on Taylor’s character. His second wife 
was a natural daughter of Charles I. 
 
{88} For the extensive literature on the subject see the list of Dr. Dexter, The Congregationalism 
of the last three hundred years as seen in its Literature (N. York, 1880), Appendix, pp. 49-82. 
The Hansard Knollys (Baptist) Society has published, in 1846 at London, a series of Tracts on 
Liberty of Conscience and Persecution, written from 1614-1661. I mention only those which I 
have myself examined in the rich McAlpin Collection of the Union Theol. Seminary, N. York. 
 
{89} Wholesome Severity reconciled with Christian Liberty, or the true Resolution of a present 
Controversie concerning Liberty of Conscience. Here you have the question stated, the middle 
way between Popish tyrannie and Schismatizing Liberty approved, and also confirmed from 
Scripture, and the testimonies of Divines, yea, of whole churches... And in conclusion a 
Paraenetick to the five Apologists for choosing Accommodation rather than Toleration. London, 
1645 (40 pages). Dexter (p. 56) assigns the pamphlet, which is anonymous, to Gillespie, and its 
sentiments agree with those he expressed in a sermon he preached before the House of Lords, 
August 27, 1645. 
 
{90} He wrote "The Bloody Tenent of Persecution," etc., 1644 (248 pp.), and "The Bloody Tenent 
yet more Bloody," etc., 1652 (373 pp.). Among the anonymous pamphlets on the same side, we 
mention The Compassionate Samaritane, Unbinding the Conscience, and pouring oyle into the 
wounds which have been made upon the Separation, etc., 1644 (84 pp.). 
 
{91} Dr. Dexter asserts (p. 101) that "Robert Browne is entitled to the proud pre-eminence of 
having been the first writer clearly to state and defend in the English tongue the true and now 
accepted doctrine of the relation of the magistrate to the church," in his Treatise of Reformation, 
published in 1582. Comp. Dexter, p. 703 sq., and Append. p. 8. But this is an error. Bishop John 
Hooper of Gloucester, who suffered martyrdom under Queen Mary (1555), says in one of his 
earliest treatises: "As touching the superior powers of the earth, it is well known to all that have 
readen and marked the Scripture that it appertaineth nothing unto their office to make any law to 
govern the conscience of their subjects in religion." Early Writings of Bishop Hooper, p. 280, 
quoted by Dr. Mitchell, The Westminster Assembly, p. 16, where may be found a still stronger 
passage in, Latin to the same effect: "Profecto Christus non ignem non carceres, non vincula, non 
violentiam, non bonorum confiscationem, non regineae majestatis terrorem media organa 
constituit quibus veritas verbi sui mundo promulgaretur; sed miti ac diligenti praedicatione 
evangelii sui mundum ab errore et idolatria converti praecepit." Later Writings of Bp. Hooper, p. 
386. The same principle found expression among Mennonites and Anabaptists of the Reformation 
period, and may be traced back to the Apostolic and the Ante-Nicene period, when Christianity 
had no connection whatever with politics and secular government. 
 
{92} He wrote A Free Disputation against pretended Liberty of Conscience tending to resolve 
Doubts moved by Mr. John Goodwin, John Baptist, Dr. Jer. Taylor, the Belgick Arminians, 
Socinians, and other authors contending for lawless Liberty, or licentious Toleration of sects and 
Heresies. London, 1649. 410 pages. He calls the advocates of toleration "Libertines." 
 



{93} The author of Reasons against Independent Government of Particular Congregations: as 
also against the Toleration of such churches to be erected in this kingdom. Presented to the 
House of Commons. London, 1641 (56 pp.). Antapologia; or, a Full Answer to the Apologetical 
Narration of Mr. Goodwin, Mr. Nye, Mr. Sympson, Mr. Burroughs, Mr. Bridge, Members of the 
Assembly of Divines. Wherein many of the controversies of these times are handled. London, 
1646 (259 pp.). The First and Second Part of Gangraena; or, A Catalogue and Discovery of 
many of the Errors, Heresies, Blasphemies and pernicious Practices of the Sectaries of this time, 
vented and acted in England in these four last years, etc. London, 1646. The first part has 116, 
the second part 178 pages. They were followed by The Third Part of Gangraena; or, A New and 
Higher Discovery of Errors, etc. London, 1646 (295 pp.), and by The Casting down of the last 
and strongest hold of Satan; or, A Treatise against Toleration and pretended Liberty of 
Conscience. London, 1647 (218 pp.).—"The ministers of Christ within the province of London," 
December 14, 1647, sent out a Testimony of the Truth of Jesus Christ, and to our Solemn League, 
and Covenant; as also Against the Errors, Heresies and Blasphemies of these times, and the 
Toleration of them. London, 1648 (38 pp.). 
 
{94} Dr. M’Crie, in his Annals of English Presbytery (pp. 190, 191), says: "It admits of being 
shown that even the hypothetical intolerance of our Presbyterian fathers differed essentially from 
Romish and Prelatic tyranny.... In point of fact it never led them to persecute, it never applied the 
rack to the flesh, or slaked its vengeance in blood or the maiming of the body." 
 
{95} Chapter XX., 2, 4. The clause "and by the power of the civil magistrate," is omitted in the 
American recension of the Westminster Confession. 
 
{96} Ch. XXIII., 3; Comp. Ch. XXXI., 1, 2. These sections were changed and adapted to the 
separation of Church and State by the united Synod of Philadelphia and New York which met at 
Philadelphia, May 28, 1787. See the comparative statement in Schaff, Creeds of Christendom vol. 
I., 807 sq. and III., 607, 653 sq., 668 sq. The Presbyterian churches in Scotland, England and 
Ireland adhere to the original Confession, but with an express disavowal of persecuting 
sentiments. Schaff, I., 799 sq. 
 
{97} Goodwin wrote several pamphlets in favor of toleration: An Apologeticall Narration, 
Humbly submitted to the Hon. Houses of Partiament (by, Goodwin, Nye, Bridge, Simpson, and 
Burroughes). London, 1643 (32pp.). Qeomaciva; or the grand imprudence of men running the 
hazard of fighting against God in suppressing any way, doctrine or practice concerning which 
they know not certainly whether it be from God or no, 1644 (52 pp.). Innocencie’s Triumph, 1644 
(64 pp.). Cretensis; or, a brief Answer to Mr. T. Edwards, his Gangraena, 1646. Anapologesiates 
Antapologias; or, the Inexcusableness of that grand Accusation of the Brethren, called 
Antapologia... proving the utter insufficiency of the Antapoloogist for his great undertaking in 
behalf of the Presbyterian cause: with answers to his arguments or reasons (so call’d) for the 
support thereof... especially in the point of Non-toleration... Publ. by Authoritie. London, 1646 
(253 pp.); with a long Preface, dated "From my studie in Coleman street, July 17, 1646;"  chiefly 
directed against Edwards. Hagiomastix; or, the Scourge of the Saints displayed in his colours of 
Ignorance and Blood, etc. London, 1646 (134 pp.). A Postscript or Appendix to a treatise 
intituled, Hagiomastix. London, 1646 (28 pp.). The Apologist condemned; or, a Vindication of the 
Thirty Queries (with their author) concerning the power of the Civil Magistrate in Matters of 
Religion. London, 1653 (32 pp.). Peace Protected and Discontent Disarmed, etc. London, 1654 
(78 pp.). Sugkrhtismo or Dis-Satisfaction Satisfied. London, 1654 (24 pp.). 
 
{98} See Schaff, vol. I., 829 sq. and III., 718-723. 
 



{99} Dexter (p. 660) says: "During the short protectorate of that wonderful man, these lowly 
Independents came into relations so close with the ruling religious power, that—in order to fill 
important places—some of them were led to do violence to their noblest fundamentals." Several 
leading Baptists were guilty of the same inconsistency. 
 
{100} See Alex. F. Mitchell, The Westminster Assembly, its History and Standards. London, 
1883, pp. 203 and 493. "Owen, Goodwin, Simpson, and Nye were chiefly concerned in drawing 
up a list of fundamentals which the parliament of 1654 wished to impose on all who claimed 
toleration. Neal gives sixteen of them. The Journal of the House of Commons speaks of twenty." 
 
{101} Lecky, History of Rationalism in Europe, II., 48 (N. Y. ed.). 
 
{102} Ph. Schaff, Church and State in the United States, New York, 1888. 
 
{103} The government even indirectly supports it in part by exempting church buildings, 
hospitals, colleges and theological seminaries from public taxation, and by appointing chaplains 
for the army and navy and for Congress, in deference to the Christian sentiment of the people. 
 
{104} A Presbyterian minister, Francis Makemie, was arrested on a warrant of the Episcopal 
Governor Cornby of New York, Jan. 20, 1707, for preaching in a private house, without 
permission, and although he was ably defended in a public trial and acquitted on the ground that 
he had been licensed to preach under the Act of Toleration, he had to pay the costs of the 
prosecution as well as the defence to the large amount of 83 7s. 6d. See Briggs, American 
Presbyterianism, New York, 1885, pp. 152-154. 
 
{105} Comp. Dr. Charles J. Stille, Religious Tests in Provincial Pennsylvania. A paper read 
before the, Hist. Soc. of Penna., Nov. 9, 1885. Philada., 1886. 58 pp. "It is hard to believe," he 
says, p. 57, "that a man like Franklin, for instance, would at any time have approved of religious 
tests for office; yet Franklin’s name is attached over and over again in the Qualification Books to 
the Declaration of Faith, which he was forced to make when he entered upon the duties of the 
various offices which be held. He must have been literally forced to take such a test; for we find 
him on the first opportunity, when the people of this commonwealth determined to declare their 
independence alike of the Penn family and of the Crown of Great Britain, raising his voice 
against the imposition of such tests as had been taken during the Provincial period. Franklin was 
the president and the ruling spirit of the convention which framed the State Constitution of 1776, 
and to his influence has generally been ascribed the very mild form of test which by that 
instrument was substituted for the old one." 
 
{106} The act of 1776 was completed by an act of October, 1785. See Hening, Collection of the 
Laws of Virginia, vol. XII. 84.  



13. Chronological Limits. 
 
The Reformation period begins with Luther’s Theses, A. D. 1517, and ends with the Peace of 
Westphalia, A. D. 1648. The last event brought to a close the terrible Thirty Years’ War and 
secured a legal existence to the Protestant faith (the Lutheran and Reformed Confession) 
throughout Germany. 
 
The year 1648 marks also an important epoch in the history of English and Scotch Protestantism, 
namely, the ratification by the Long Parliament of the doctrinal standards of the Westminster 
Assembly of Divines (1643 to 1652), which are still in use among the Presbyterian Churches in 
England, Scotland, Ireland and the United States. 
 
Within this period of one hundred and thirty-one years there are several minor epochs, and the 
dates vary in different countries. 
 
The German Reformation, which is essentially Lutheran, divides itself naturally into four sub-
periods:1. From 1517 to the Augsburg Diet and Augsburg Confession, 1530. 2. From 1530 to the 
so-called "Peace of Augsburg," 1555. 3. From 1555 to the "Formula of Concord," 1577, which 
completed the Lutheran system of doctrine, or 1580 (when the "Book of Concord" was published 
and enforced). 4. From 1580 to the conclusion of the Thirty Years’ War, 1648. 
 
The Scandinavian Reformation followed closely in the path of the Lutheran Reformation of 
Germany, and extends, likewise, to the Thirty Years’ War, in which Gustavus Adolphus, of 
Sweden, took a leading part as defender of Protestantism. The Reformation triumphed in Sweden 
in 1527, in Denmark and Norway in 1537. 
 
The Swiss Reformation was begun by Zwingli and completed by Calvin, and is accordingly 
divided into two acts: 1. The Reformation of German Switzerland to the death of Zwingli, 1517 to 
1531. 2. The Reformation of French Switzerland to the death of Calvin, 1564, or we may say, to 
the death of Beza, 1605. 
 
The introduction of the Reformed church into Germany, especially the Palatinate, falls within the 
second period. 
 
In the stormy history of French Protestantism, the years 1559, 1598 and 1685, mark as many 
epochs. In 1559, the first national synod was held in Paris and gave the Reformed congregations a 
compact organization by the adoption of the Gallican Confession and the Presbyterian form of 
government. In 1598, the Reformed church secured a legal existence and a limited measure of 
freedom by the edict of Nantes, which King Henry IV. gave to his former fellow-religionists. But 
his bigoted grandson, Louis XIV., revoked the edict in 1685. Since that time the French 
Reformed church continued like a burning bush in the desert; while thousands of her sons 
reluctantly left their native land, and contributed, by their skill, industry and piety, to the 
prosperity of Switzerland, Holland, Germany, England, and North America. 
 
The Reformation in Holland includes the heroic war of emancipation from the Spanish yoke and 
passed through the bloody bath of martyrdom, until after unspeakable sufferings under Charles V. 
and Philip II., the Utrecht Union of the seven Northern Provinces (formed in 1579), was 
reluctantly acknowledged by Spain in 1609. Then followed the internal theological war between 



Arminianism and Calvinism, which ended in the victory of the latter at the National Synod of 
Dort, 1619. 
 
The progressive stages of the English Reformation, which followed a course of its own, were 
influenced by the changing policy of the rulers, and are marked by the reigns of Henry VIII., 
1527-1547; of Edward VI., 1547-1553; the papal reaction and period of Protestant martyrdom 
under Queen Mary, 1553-1558; the re-establishment of Protestantism under Queen Elizabeth, 
1558-1603. Then began the second Reformation, which was carried on by the people against their 
rulers. It was the struggle between Puritanism and the semi-popery of the Stuart dynasty. 
Puritanism achieved a temporary triumph, deposed and executed Charles I. and Archbishop Laud; 
but Puritanism as a national political power died with Cromwell, and in 1660 Episcopacy and the 
Prayer Book were restored under Charles II., till another revolution under William and Mary in 
1688 made an end to the treacherous rule of the Stuarts and gave toleration to the Dissenters, who 
hereafter organized themselves in separate denominations, and represent the left wing of English 
Protestantism. 
 
The Reformation in Scotland, under the lead of John Knox (1505-1572), the Luther of the North, 
completed its first act in 1567 with the legal recognition and establishment by the Scotch 
Parliament. The second act was a struggle with the papal reaction under Queen Mary of Scots, till 
1590. The third act may be called the period of anti-Prelacy and union with English Puritanism, 
and ended in the final triumph of Presbyterianism in 1690. Since that time, the question of 
patronage and the relation of church and state have been the chief topics of agitation and irritation 
in the Church of Scotland and gave rise to a number of secessions; while the Westminster 
standards of faith and discipline have not undergone any essential alteration. 
 
The Reformed faith secured a partial success and toleration in Poland, Hungary, Transylvania, 
Bohemia and Moravia, but suffered severely by the Jesuitical reaction, especially in Bohemia. In 
Italy and Spain the Reformation was completely suppressed; and it is only since the overthrow of 
the temporal rule of the Pope in 1871, that Protestants are allowed to hold public worship in 
Rome and to build churches or chapels.  



14. General Literature on the Reformation. 
 
SOURCES. 
 
I. On The Protestant Side: (1) The works of the Reformers, especially Luther, Melanchthon, 
Zwingli, Calvin, Cranmer, Knox. They will be quoted in the chapters relating to their history. 
 
(2) Contemporary Historians: Joh. Sleidan (Prof. of law in Strassburg, d. 1556): Deuteronomy 
Statu Religionis et Reipublicae Carolo V. Caesare commentarii. Libri XXVI. Argentor. 1555 fol., 
best ed. by Am Ende, Francof. ad M. 1785-86, 3 vols. Engl. transl. by Bohun, London, 1689, 3 
vols. fol. French transl. with the notes of Le Courayer, 1767. Embraces the German and Swiss 
Reformation. 
 
The Annales Reformationis of Spalatin, and the Historia Reformationis of Fr. Myconius, refer 
only to the Lutheran Reformation. So, also, Loscher’s valuable collection of documents, 3 vols. 
See below 15. 
 
II. Roman Catholic: (1) Official documents. Leonis X. P. M. Regesta, ed. by Cardinal 
Hergenrother under the auspices of Pope Leo XIII., from the Vatican archives. Freiburg i. B. 
1884 sqq., 12 fascic. The first three parts contain 384 pages to A. D. 1514.—Monumenta 
Reformationis Lutheranae ex tabulariis secretioribus S. Sedis, 1521-’25, ed. by Petrus Balan, 
Ratisbonae, 1884 (589 pages). Contains the acts relating to the Diet of Worms, with the reports of 
Aleander, the papal legate, and the letters of Clement VII. from 1523-’25. It includes a document 
of 1513, heretofore unknown, which disproves the illegitimate birth of Clement VII. and 
represents him as the son of Giuliano de Medici and his wife, Florets. Monumenta Saeculi XVI. 
Historiam illustrantia, ed. by Balan, vol. I. Oeniponte, 1885 (489 pages). 
 
(2) Controversial writings: Joh. Eck (d. 1563): Contra Ludderum, 1530. 2 Parts fol. Polemical 
treatises on the Primacy, Penance, the Mass, Purgatory etc. Jo. Cochlaeus (canon of Breslau, d. 
1552): Commentaria de Actis et Scriptis Lutheri ab Anno Dom. 1517 ad A. 1547 fideliter 
conscripta. Mogunt. 1549 fol.; Par. 1565; Colon. 1568.—Laur. Surius (a learned Carthusian, d. at 
Cologne, 1578): Commentarius rerum in orbe gestarum ab a. 1500-1564. Colon. 1567. Against 
Sleidan. 
 

Historical Representations. 
 
I. Protestant Works. 
 
(1) The respective sections in the General Church Histories of Schrockh (Kirchengesch. seit der 
Reformation, Leipzig, 1804-’12, 10 vols.), Mosheim, Gieseler (Bd. III. Abth. I. and II., 1840 and 
1852; Engl. transl. N. Y. vols. IV. and V., 1862 and 1880), Baur (Bd. IV. 1863), Hagenbach (vol. 
III., also separately publ. 4th ed. 1870; Engl. transl. by Miss Eveline Moore, Edinburgh, 1878, 2 
vols.; especially good on the Zwinglian Reformation). More briefly treated in the compends of 
Guericke, Neidner, Hase (11th ed. 1886), Ebrard, Herzog (vol. IIIrd), Kurtz (10th ed. 887, vol. 
IInd). 
 
All these works pay special attention to the Continental Reformation, but very little to that of 
England and Scotland. 



 
Neander comes down only to 1430; his lectures on modern church history (which I heard in 1840) 
were never published. Gieseler’s work is most valuable for its literature down to 1852, and 
extracts from the sources, but needs an entire reconstruction, which is contemplated by Prof. 
Brieger at Leipzig. 
 
(2) Jean Henri Merle d’aubigne (usually miscalled D’Aubigne, which is simply an addition 
indicating the place of his ancestors, d. 1872): Histoire de la reformation du 16. siecle, Paris, 
1835-’53, 5 vols., 4th ed. 1861 sqq.; and Histoire de la reformation en Europe au temps du 
Calvin, Par., 1863-’78, 8 vols. (including a posthumous vol.). Also in German by Runkel 
(Stuttgart, 1848 sqq.), and especially in English (in several editions, some of them mutilated). 
Best Engl. ed. by Longman, Green & Co., London, 1865 sqq.; best Am. ed. by Carter, New York, 
1870-’79, the first work in 5, the second in 8 vols. Merle’s History, owing to its evangelical 
fervor, intense Protestantism and dramatic eloquence, has had an enormous circulation in England 
and America through means of the Tract Societies and private publishers. 
 
H. Stebbing: History of the Reformation, London, 1836, 2 vols. 
 
G. Waddington (Anglican, d. 1869): A History of the Reformation on the Continent. London, 
1841, 3 vols. (Only to the death of Luther, 1546.) 
 
F. A. Holzhauzen: Der Protestantismus nach seiner geschichtl. Entstehung, Begrundung und 
Fortbildung. Leipzig, 1846-’59, 3 vols. Comes down to the Westphalian Treaty. The author 
expresses his standpoint thus (III. XV.): "Die christliche Kirche ist ihrer Natur nach wesentlich 
Eine, und der kirchliche Auflosungs-process, welcher durch die Reformation herbeigefuhrt 
worden ist, kann keinen anderen Zweck haben, als ein neues hohes positives Kirchenthum 
herzustellen." 
 
B. Ter Haar (of Utrecht) Die Reformationsgeschichte in Schilderungen. Transl. from the Dutch by 
C. Gross. Gotha, 5th ed. 1856, 2 vols. 
 
Dan. Schenkel (d. 1885): Die Refomatoren und die Reformation. Wiesbaden. 1856. Das Wesen 
des Protestantismus aus den Quellen des Ref. zeitalters. Schaffhausen, 1862, 3 vols. 
 
Charles Hardwick: (Anglican, d. 1859): A History of the Christian Church during the 
Reformation. Cambridge and London, 1856. Third ed. revised by W. Stubbs (bishop of Chester), 
1873. 
 
J. Tulloch: (Scotch Presbyt., d. 1886): Leaders of the Reformation: Luther, Calvin, Latimer, 
Knox. Edinb., 1859; 3d ed. 1883. 
 
L. Hausser (d. 1867): Geschichte des Zeitalters der Reformation, 1517-1648. ed. by Oncken, 
Berlin, 1868 (867 pages). Abridged EngI. transl. by Mrs. Sturge, N. Y., 1874. 
 
E. L. Th. Henke (d. 1872): Neuere Kirgesch. ed. by Dr. Gass, Halle, 1874, 2 vols. The first vol. 
treats of the Reformation. 
 
Fr. Seebohm: The Era of the Protestant Revolution. London and N. York, 1874. 
 
J. A. Wylie: History of Protestantism. London, 1875-77, 3 vols. 
 



George P. Fisher (Prof. of Church History in Yale College): The Reformation. New York, 1873. 
A comprehensive work, clear, calm, judicial, with a useful bibliographical Appendix (p. 567-
591). 
 
J. M. Lindsay (Presbyt.): The Reformation. Edinb., 1882. (A mere sketch.) 
 
Charles Beard (Unitarian): The Reformation in its relation to Modern Thought and Knowledge. 
Hibbert Lectures. London, 1883; 2d ed., 1885. Very able. German translation by F. Halverscheid. 
Berlin, 1884. 
 
John F. Hurst (Method. Bishop): Short History of the Reformation. New York, 1884 (125 pages). 
 
Ludwig Keller: Die Reformation und die alteren Reformparteien. Leipz., 1885 (516 pages). In 
sympathy with the Waldenses and Anabaptists. 
 
Two series of biographies of the Reformers, by a number of German scholars the Lutheran series 
in 8 vols., Elberfeld, 1861-’75, and the Reformed (Calvinistic) series in 10 vols., Elberfeld, 1857-
’63. The Lutheran series was introduced by Nitzsch, the Reformed by Hagenbach. The several 
biographies will be mentioned in the proper places. 
 
(3) For the general history of the world and the church during and after the period of the 
Reformation, the works of Leopold von Ranke (d. 1886) are of great importance, namely: Fursten 
und Volker von Sudeuropa im 16. und 17. Jahrh. (Berlin 1827, 4th ed. enlarged 1877); 
Geschichten der romanischen und germanischen Volker von 1494-1514 (3d ed. 1885); Die 
romischen Papste, ihre Kirche und ihr Staat im 16. und 17. Jahrh. (Berlin, 8th ed. 1885, 3 vols. 
Engl. trans. by Sarah Austin, Lond. 4th ed. 1867, 3 vols.); Franzosische Geschichte im 16. und 
17. Jahrh. (Stuttgart, 1852, 4th ed. 1877, 6 vols.); Englische Geschichte vornehmlich im 16. u. 17. 
Jahrh. (4th ed. 1877, 6 vols.; Engl. transl. publ. by the Clarendon Press); and especially his 
classical Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reformation (Berlin, 1839-’43, 6th ed. 1880-’82, 
in 6 vols.; transl. in part by S. Austin, 1845-’47, 3 vols.). Ranke is a master of objective 
historiography from the sources in artistic grouping of the salient points, and is in religious and 
patriotic sympathy with the German Reformation; while yet he does full justice to the Catholic 
church and the papacy as a great power in the history of religion and civilization. In his 85th year 
he began to dictate in manly vigor a Universal History down to the time of Emperor Henry IV. 
and Pope Gregory VII., 1881-86; to which were added 2 posthumous vols. by Dove and Winter, 
1888, 9 vols. in all. His library was bought for the University in Syracuse, N. Y. 
 
For the general literature see Henry Hallam: Introduction to the Literature of Europe in the 15th, 
16th, and 17th Centuries. London, 1842, etc. N. York ed., 1880, in 4 vols. 
 
II. Roman Catholic Works. 
 
(1) The respective sections in the General Church Histories of Mohler (d. 1838, ed. from lectures 
by Gams, Regensburg, 1867-1868, 3 vols.; the third vol. treats of the Reformation), Alzog (10th 
ed. 1882, 2 vols.; Engl. transl. by Pabish and Byrne, Cincinnati, 1874 sqq., 3 vols.), Kraus (2d ed. 
1882), and Cardinal Hergenrother (third ed. 1885). Comp. also, in part, the Histories of the 
Council of Trent by Sarpi (d. 1623), and Pallavicini (d. 1667). 
 
(2) Thuanus (De Thou, a moderate Catholic, d. 1617); Historiarum sui Temporis libri 138. 
Orleans (Geneva), 1620 sqq., 5 vols. fol. and London, 1733, 7 vols. fol.; French transl. London, 
1734, 16 vols. 4to. Goes from 1546 to 1607. 



 
Louis Maimbourg (Jesuit, d. at Paris, 1686): Histoire du Lutheranisme Paris, 1680; Histoire du 
Calvinisme, 1682. Controversial, and inspired by partisan zeal; severely handled by R. Bayle in 
his Critique generale de l’histoire du Calvinisme de M., Amsterd., 1684. 
 
Bp. Bossuet (d. 1704): Histoire des variations des eglises protestantes. Paris, 1688, 2 vols. and 
later edd., also in his collected works, 1819 sqq. and 1836 sqq. English transl., Dublin, 1829, 2 
vols. German ed. by Mayer, Munich. 1825, 4 vols. A work of great ability, but likewise polemical 
rather than historical. It converted Gibbon to Romanism, but left him at last a skeptic, like Bayle, 
who was, also, first a Protestant, then a Romanist for a short season. 
 
Kaspar Riffel: Kirchengesch. Der Neusten Zeit. Mainz, 1844-47, 3 vols. 
 
Martin John Spalding (since 1864 Archbishop of Baltimore, d. 1872): History of the Protest. 
Reformation in Germany and Switzerland, and in England, Ireland, Scotland, the Netherlands, 
France., and Northern Europe. Louisville, 1860; 8th ed., revised and enlarged. Baltimore, 1875, 
2 vols. No Index. Against Merle D’Aubigne. The Archbishop charges D’Aubigne (as he calls 
him) with being a "bitter partisan, wholly unreliable as a historian," and says of his work that it is 
"little better than a romance," as he "omits more than half the facts, and either perverts or draws 
on his imagination for the remainder." His own impartiality and reliableness as a historian may be 
estimated from the following judgments of the Reformers: "Luther, while under the influence of 
the Catholic Church, was probably a moderately good man; he was certainly a very bad one after 
he left its communion "(I. 72). "Heu! quantum mutatus ab illo!" (77). "His violence often drove 
him to the very verge of insanity.... He occasionally inflicted on Melanchthon personal 
chastisement" (87). Spalding quotes from Audin, his chief authority (being apparently quite 
ignorant of German): "Luther was possessed not by one, but by a whole troop of devils" (89). 
Zwingli (or Zuingle, as he calls him) he charges with "downright paganism" (I. 175), and makes 
fun of his marriage and the marriages of the other Reformers, especially Bucer, who "became the 
husband of no less than three ladies in succession: and one of them had been already married 
three times—all too, by a singular run of good luck, in the reformation line" (176). And this is all 
that we learn of the Reformer of Strassburg. For Calvin the author seems to draw chiefly on the 
calumnies of Audin, as Audin drew on those of Bolsec. He describes him as "all head and no 
heart;" "he crushed the liberties of the people in the name of liberty;" "he combined the cruelty of 
Danton and Robespierre with the eloquence of Murat and Mirabeau, though he was much cooler, 
and therefore more successful than any one of them all; he was a very Nero." Spalding gives 
credit to Bolsec’s absurd stories of the monstrous crimes and horrible death of Calvin, so fully 
contradicted by his whole life and writings and the testimonies of his nearest friends, as Beza, 
Knox, etc. (I. 375, 384, 386, 388, 391). And such a work by a prelate of high character and 
position seems to be the principal source from which American Roman Catholics draw their 
information of the Reformation and of Protestantism! 
 
The historico-polemical works of Dollinger and Janssen belong to the history of 
 
the German Reformation and will be noticed in the next section. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998.  



History of the Christian Church 
 
BOOK 1. 
 
THE GERMAN REFORMATION TILL THE DIET OF 
 
AUGSBURG, A. D. 1530. 
 

CHAPTER II. 
 
LUTHER’S TRAINING FOR THE REFORMATION, A. D. l483-1517. 
 

15. Literature of the German Reformation. 
 
Sources. 
 
I. Protestant Sources: 
 
(1) The Works of the Reformers, especially Luther and Melanchthon. See 17, 32. The 
reformatory writings of Luther, from 1517-1524, are in vol. XV. of Walch’s ed., those from 
1525-1537 in vol. XVI., those from 1538-1546 in vol. XVII. See also the Erlangen ed., vols. 24-
32 (issued separately in a second ed. 1883 sqq.), and the Weimar ed., vol. I. sqq. 
 
(2) Contemporary writers: 
 
G. Spalatin (Chaplain of Frederick the Wise and Superintendent in Altenburg, d. 1545): Annales 
Reformationis oder Jahrbucher von der Reform. Lutheri (to 1543). Ed. by Cyprian, Leipz., 1718. 
 
Frid. Myconius (or Mekum, Superintendent at Gotha, d. 1546): Historia Reformationis vom Jahr 
Christi 1518-1542. Ed. by Cyprian, Leipzig, 1718. 
 
M. Ratzeberger (a physician, and friend of Luther, d. 1559): Luther und seine Zeit. Ed. from MS. 
in Gotha by Neudecker, Jena, 1850 (284 pp.). 
 
(3) Documentary collections: 
 
V. E. Loscher (d. 1749): Vollstandige Reformations=Acta und Documenta (for the years 1517-
’19). Leipzig, 1720-’29, 3 vols. 
 
Ch. G. Neudecker: Urkunden aus der Reformationszeit, Cassel, 1836; Actenstucke aus der Zeit 
der Reform., Nurnberg, 1838; Neue Beitrage, Leipzig, 1841. 
 
C. E. Forstemann: Archiv. f. d. Gesch. der Reform., Halle, 1831 sqq.; Neues Urkundenbuch, 
Hamburg, 1842. 
 



Th. Brieger: Quellen und Forschungen zur Geschichte der Reformation. Gotha, 1884 sqq. (Part I. 
Aleander und Luther, 1521.) 
 
II. Roman Catholic Sources. See 14, p. 89. 
 
Histories. 
 
I. Protestant Historians: 
 
Lud. A Seckendorf (a statesman of thorough education and exemplary integrity, d. 1692): 
Commentarius historicus et apologeticus de Lutheranismo. Francof. et Lips., 1688; Lipsiae, 1694, 
fol. Against the Jesuit Maimbourg. 
 
Chr. A. Salig (d. 1738): Vollstandige Historie der Augsburger Confession (from 1517-1562). 
Halle, 1730-’35. 3 vols. 
 
G. J. Planck (d. 1833): Geschichte der Entstehung, der Veranderungen und der Bildung unseres 
protest. Lehrbegriffs bis zur Einfuhrung der Concordienformel. Leipzig, 2d ed., 1791-1800, 6 
vols. Important for the doctrinal controversies in the Luth. Church. Followed by the Geschichte 
der protest. Theologie von der Konkordienformel an-his in die Mitte des achtzehnten Jahrh. 
Gottingen, 1831, 1 vol. 
 
H. G. Kreussler: D. Mart. Luthers Andenken in Munzen nebst Lebensbeschreibungen 
merkwurdiger Zeitgenossen desselben. Mit 47 Kupfern und der Ansicht Wittenbergs und 
Eisenachs zu Luthers Zeit. Leipzig, 1818. Chiefly interesting for the numerous illustrations. 
 
Phil. Marheinecke (d. 1846): Geschichte der teutschen Reformation. Berlin, 2d ed., 1831, 4 vols. 
One of the best books, written in Luther-like popularity of style. 
 
K. Hagen: Deutschlands literar. und relig. Verhaltnisse im Reformationszeitalter. Erlangen, 
1841-’44, sqq., 3 vols. 
 
CH. G. Neudecker: Gesch. des evang. Protestantismus in Deutschland. Leipzig, 1844, sq., 2 vols. 
 
C. Hundeshagen (d. 1873): Der deutsche Protestantismus. Frankfurt, 1846, 3d ed. 1850. 
Discusses the genius of the Reformation as well as modern church questions. 
 
H. Heppe (German Reformed, d. 1879): Gesch. des deutschen Protestantismus in den Jahren 
1555-’85. Marburg, 1852 sqq., 4 vols., 2d ed., 1865 sq. He wrote, also, a number of other books 
on the Reformation, especially in Hesse. 
 
Merle d’Aubigne’s History of the Reformation, see 14. The first division treats of the German 
Reformation and is translated into German by Runkel, Stuttgart, 1848-1854, 5 vols., republ. by 
the American Tract society. Several English editions; London and New York. 
 
Wilh. Gass: Geschichte der protestantischen Dogmatik. Berlin, 1854-’67, 4 vols. 
 
G. Plitt: Geschichte der evang. Kirche bis 1530. Erlangen, 1867. 
 



Is. A. Dorner (d. 1884): Geschichte. der protestantischen Theologie, besonders in Deutschland. 
Munchen, 1867. The first Book, pp. 1-420, treats of the Reformation period of Germany and 
Switzerland. English translation, Edinburgh, 1871, 2 vols. 
 
Ch. P. Krauth (d. 1882): The Conservative Reformation. Philadelphia, 1872. A dogmatico-
historical vindication of Lutheranism. 
 
K. F. A. Kahnis (d. 1888): Die deutsche Reformation. Leipzig, vol. I. 1872 (till 1520, unfinished). 
 
G. Weber: Zur Geschichte des Reformationszeitalters. Leipzig, 1874. 
 
Fr. v. Bezold: Gesch. der deutschen Reformation. Berlin, 1886. 
 
The Elberfeld series of biographies of the Lutheran Reformers, with extracts from their writings, 
1861-1875. It begins with C. Schmidt’s Melanchthon, and ends with Kostlin’s Luther (the large 
work in 2 vols., revised 1883). 
 
Schriften des Vereins fur Reformationsgeschichte. Halle, 1883 sqq. A series of monographs on 
special topics in the Reformation history, especially that of Germany, published by a Society 
formed in the year of the Luther celebration for the literary defence of Protestantism against 
Romanism. Kolde, Benrath, Holdewey, Bossert, Walther, are among the contributors. The series 
includes also an essay on Wiclif by Buddensieg (1885), one on the Revocation of the edict of 
Nantes by Theod. Schott (1885), and one on Ignatius of Loyola by E. Gothein (1885). 
 
Of Secular histories of Germany during the Reformation period, comp. especially, Leopold von 
Ranke: Deutsche Gesch. im Zeitalter der Reformation (6th ed., 1881, 6 vols.), a most important 
work, see 14. Also, Karl Ad. Menzel (d. 1855): Neuere Geschichte der Deutschen seit der 
Reformation. Berlin, 2d ed., 1854 sq., 6 vols. Wolfgang Menzel (d. 1873): Geschichte der 
Deutschen, 6th ed., 1872 sq., 3 vols. L. Stacke: Deutsche Geschichte. Bielefeld u. Leipzig, 1881, 
2 vols. (Vol. II. by W. Boehm, pp. 37-182.) Gottlob Egelhaaf (Dr. Phil., Prof. in the Karls-
Gymnasium at Heilbronn): Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reformation. Gekronte 
Preisschrift des Allgemeinen Vereins fur Deutsche Literatur. Berlin, 1885. In the spirit of Ranke’s 
great work on the same topic, with polemic reference to Janssen. It extends from 1517 to the 
Peace of Augsburg, 1555. (450 pages.) 
 
II. Roman Catholic Historians. See the Lit. in 14. 
 
Ignatius Dollinger (Prof. of Ch. Hist. in Munich, since 1870 Old Catholic): Die Reformation, ihre 
innere Entwicklung und ihre Wirkung im Umfange des Luther. Bekenntnisses. Regensburg, 1846-
’48, 3 vols.; 2d ed., 1853. A learned collection of testimonies against the Reformation and its 
effects from contemporary apostates, humanists, and the Reformers themselves (Luther and 
Melanchthon), and those of their followers who complain bitterly of the decay of morals and the 
dissensions in the Lutheran church. The author has, nevertheless, after he seceded from the 
Roman communion, passed a striking judgment in favor of Luther’s greatness. 
 
Karl Werner: Geschichte der kathol. Theologie in Deutschland. Munchen, 1866. 
 
Joh. Janssen: Geschichte des deutschen Volkes seit dem Ausgang des Mittelalters. Freiburg, i. B. 
1876-’88, 6 vols. (down to 1618). This masterpiece of Ultramontane historiography is written 
with great learning and ability from a variety of sources (especially the archives of Frankfurt, 
Mainz, Trier, Zurich, and the Vatican), and soon passed through twelve editions. It called out able 



defences of the Reformation by Kawerau (five articles in Luthardt’s "Zeitschrift fur kirchliche 
Wissenschaft und Kirchl. Leben," 1882 and 1883), Kostlin, Lenz, Schweizer, Ebrard, 
Baumgarten, and others, to whom Janssen calmly replied in An-meine Kritiker, Freiburg, i. B., 
tenth thousand, 1883 (227 pp.), and Ein Wort an-meine Kritiker, Freib. i. B., twelfth thousand, 
1883 (144 pp.). He disclaims all "tendency," and professes to aim only at the historical truth. 
Admitted, but his standpoint is false, because he views the main current of modern history as an 
apostasy and failure; while it is an onward and progressive movement of Christianity under the 
guidance of Divine providence and the ever present spirit of its Founder. He reads history through 
the mirror of Vatican Romanism, and we need not wonder that Pope Leo XIII. has praised 
Janssen as "a light of historic science and a man of profound learning." 
 
Janssen gives in each volume, in alphabetical order, very full lists of books and pamphlets, 
Catholic and Protestant, on the different departments of the history of Germany from the close of 
the fifteenth to the close of the sixteenth century. See vol. I. xxvii.-xliv.; vol. II. xvii.-xxviii.; vol. 
III. xxv.-xxxix.; vol. IV. xviii.-xxxi.; vol. V. xxv.-xliii. 
 
For political history: Fr. v. Buchholz: Ferdinand I. Wien, 1832 sqq., 9 vols. Hurter: Ferdinand II. 
Schaffhausen, 1850 sqq.  



16. Germany and the Reformation. 
 
Germany invented the art of printing and produced the Reformation. These are the two greatest 
levers of modern civilization. While other nations sent expeditions in quest of empires beyond the 
sea, the Germans, true to their genius of inwardness, descended into the depths of the human soul 
and brought to light new ideas and principles. Providence, it has been said, gave to France the 
dominion of the land, to England the dominion of the sea, to Germany the dominion of the air. 
The air is the region of speculation, but also the necessary condition of life on the land and the 
sea. 
 
The characteristic traits which Tacitus ascribes to the heathen Germans, contain already the germ 
of Protestantism. The love of personal freedom was as strong in them as the love of authority was 
in the Roman race. They considered it unworthy of the gods to confine them within walls, or to 
represent them by images; they preferred an inward spiritual worship which communes directly 
with the Deity, to an outward worship which appeals to the senses through forms and ceremonies, 
and throws visible media between the finite and the infinite mind. They resisted the aggression of 
heathen Rome, and they refused to submit to Christian Rome when it was forced upon them by 
Charlemagne. 
 
But Christianity as a religion was congenial to their instincts. They were finally Christianized, 
and even thoroughly Romanized by Boniface and his disciples. Yet they never felt quite at home 
under the rule of the papacy. The mediaeval conflict of the emperor with the pope kept up a 
political antagonism against foreign rule; the mysticism of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries 
nursed the love for a piety of less form and more heart, and undermined the prevailing 
mechanical legalism; dissatisfaction with the pope increased with his exactions and abuses, until 
at last, under the lead of a Saxon monk and priest, all the national forces combined against the 
anti-christian tyranny and shook it of forever. He carried with him the heart of Germany. No less 
than one hundred grievances against Roman misrule were brought before the Diet of Nurnberg in 
1522. {107} Erasmus says that when Luther published his Theses all the world applauded him. 
{108} It is not impossible that all Germany would have embraced the Reformation if its force had 
not been weakened and its progress arrested by excesses and internal dissensions, which gave 
mighty aid to the Romanist reaction. 
 
Next to Germany, little Switzerland, Holland, Scandinavia, England and Scotland, inhabited by 
kindred races, were most active in completing that great act of emancipation from popery and 
inaugurating an era of freedom and independence. 
 
Nationality has much to do with the type of Christianity. The Oriental church is identified with 
the Greek and Slavonic races, and was not affected by the Reformation of the sixteenth century; 
hence she is not directly committed for or against it, and is less hostile to evangelical 
Protestantism than to Romanism, although she agrees, in doctrine, discipline and worship, far 
more with the latter. The Roman Catholic Church retained her hold upon the Latin races, which 
were, it first superficially touched by the Reformation, but reacted, and have ever since been 
vacillating between popery and infidelity, or between despotism and revolution. Even the French, 
who under Henry IV. were on the very verge of becoming Protestant, are as a nation more 
inclined to swing from Bossuet to Voltaire than to Calvin; although they will always have a 
respectable minority of intelligent Protestants. The Celtic races are divided; the Welsh and Scotch 
became intensely Protestant, the Irish as intensely Romanist. The Teutonic or Germanic nations 
produced the Reformation chiefly, but not exclusively; for the French Calvin was the greatest 



theologian among the Reformers, and has exerted a stronger influence in shaping the doctrine and 
discipline of Protestantism outside of Germany than any of them. 
 
{107} The famous "centum gravamina adversus sedem Romanam totumque ecclesiastcum 
ordinem." 
 
{108} "Totus illi magno consensu applausit." In a letter of Dec. 12, 1524, to Duke George of 
Saxony who was opposed to the Reformation.  



17. The Luther Literature. 
 
The Luther literature is immense and has received large additions since 1883. The richest 
collections are in the Royal Library at Berlin (including Dr. Knaake’s); in the public libraries of 
Dresden, Weimar, Wittenberg, Wolfenbuttel, Munchen; in America, in the Theol. Seminary at 
Hartford (Congregationalist), which purchased the Beck collection of over 1,200 works, and in 
the Union Theol. Sem., New York, which has the oldest editions. 
 
For the Luther literature comp. J. A. Fabricius: Centifolium Lutheranum, Hamburg, 1728 and 
1730, 2 Parts; Vogel: Bibliotheca biographica Lutherana, Halle, 1851, 145 pages; John 
Edmands: Reading Notes on Luther, Philada., 1883; Beck (publisher): Bibliotheca Lutherana, 
Nordlingen, 1883; (185 pages, with titles of 1236 books, now at Hartford), 1884: Bibliographie 
der Luther-Literatur des J. 1883, Frankf. a. M. 1884, enlarged ed. 1887 (52 and 24 pages, 
incomplete). 
 
I. Luther’s works. 
 
Oldest editions: Wittenberg, 12 German vols., 1539-’59,and 7 Latin, 1545-’58; Jena, 8 German 
and 4 Latin vols., 1555-’58, with 2 supplements by Aurifaber, 1564-’65; Altenburg, 10 vols., 
1661-’64; Leipzig, 22 vols., 1729-’40, fol.—The three best editions are: 
 
(1) The Halle edition by Johann Georg Walch, Halle, 1740-1750, in 24 vols., 4to. Republished 
with corrections and additions by Dr. Walther, Stockhardt, Kahler, etc., Concordia College, St. 
Louis, 1880 sqq., 25 vols. 
 
(2) The Erlangen-Frankfurt ed. by Plochmann, Irmischer, and Enders, etc., Erlangen, and 
Frankfurt a. M., 1827 sqq., 2d ed., 1862-1883, 101 vols. 8vo. (not yet finished). German writings, 
67 vols.; Opera Latina, 25 vols.; Com. in Ep. and Gal., 3 vols.; Opera Latina varii argumenti ad 
reformationis Hist. pertinentia, 7 vols. The most important for our purpose are the Reformations-
historische Schriften (9 vols., second ed., 1883-’85), and the Briefwechsel (of which the first vol. 
appeared in 1884; 6 vols. are promised). 
 
(3) The Weimar edition (the fourth centennial memorial ed., patronized by the Emperor of 
Germany), by Drs. Knaake, Kawerau, Bertheau, and other Luther scholars, Weimar, 1883 sqq. 
This, when completed, will be the critical standard edition. It gives the works in chronological 
order and strict reproduction of the first prints, with the variations of later edd., even the 
antiquated and inconsistent spelling, which greatly embarrasses the reader not thoroughly familiar 
with German. The first volume contains Luther’s writings from 1512-1518; the second (1884), 
the writings from 1518-1519; vols. III. and IV. (1885-’6), the Commentaries on the Psalms; vol. 
VI. (1888), the continuation of the reformatory writings till 1520; several other vols. are in press. 
 
I have usually indicated, from which of these three editions the quotations are made. The last was 
used most as far as it goes, and is quoted as the "Weimar ed." 
 
The first collected ed. of Luther’s German works appeared in 1539 with a preface, in which he 
expresses a wish that all his books might be forgotten and perish, and the Bible read more instead. 
(See Erl. Frkf. ed. I., pp. 1-6.) 
 



Selections of Luther’s Works by Pfizer (Frankf., 1837, sqq.); Zimmermann (Frankf., 1846 sq.); 
Otto von Gerlach (Berlin, 1848, 10 vols., containing the Reformatorische Schriften). 
 
The Letters of Luther were separately edited by Deuteronomy Wette, Berlin, 1825, sqq., 5 vols.; 
vol. VI. by J. C. Seidemann, 1856 (716 pp., with an addition of Lutherbriefe, 1859); 
supplemented by C. A. H. Burkhardt, Leipz., 1866 (524 pp.); a revised ed. with comments by Dr. 
E. L. Enders (pastor at Oberrad near Frankfurt a. M.), 1884 sqq. (in the Erl. Frankf ed.). The first 
volume contains the letters from 1507 to March, 1519. For selection see C. Alfred Hase: 
Lutherbriefe in Auswahl und Uebersetzung, Leipzig, 1867 (420 pages). Th. Kolde: Analecta 
Lutherana, Briefe und Actenstucke zur Geschichte Luther’s. Gotha, 1883. Contains letters of 
Luther and to Luther, gathered with great industry from German and Swiss archives and libraries. 
 
Additional Works of Luther: 
 
The Table Talk of Luther is best edited by Aurifaber, 1566, etc. (reprinted in Walch’s ed. vol. 
xxii.); by Forstemann and Bindseil, Leipzig, 1844-’48, 4 vols. (the German Table Talk); by 
Bindseil: Martini Lutheri Colloquia, Latina, etc., Lemgoviae et Detmoldae, 1863-’66, 3 vols.; 
and in the Frankf. Erl. ed., vols. 57-62. Dr. Conr. Cordatus: Tagebuch uber Dr. Luther gefuhrt, 
1537, first edited by Dr. Wrampelmeyer, Halle, 1885, 521 pages. Last and best edition by Hoppe, 
St. Louis, 1887 (vol. xxii. of Am. ed. of Walch). 
 
Georg Buchwald: Andreas Poach’s handschriftl. Sammlung ungedruckter Predigten D. Martin 
Luthers aus den Jahren 1528 bis 1546. Aus dem Originale zum ersten Malachi herausgegeben. 
Leipzig, 1884, to embrace 3 vols. (Only the first half of the first vol., published 1884, and the first 
half of the third vol., 1885; very few copies sold.) The MS. collection of Andreas Poach in the 
public library at Zwickau embraces nine volumes of Luther’s sermons from 1528-1546. They are 
based on stenographic reports of Diaconus Georg Rorer of Wittenberg (ordained by Luther 1525, 
d. at Halle, 1557), who took full Latin notes of Luther’s German sermons, retaining, however, in 
strange medley a number of German words and phrases. 
 
P. Tschackert: Unbekannte Predigten u. Scholien Luthers, Berlin, 1888. MSS. of sermons from 
Oct. 23, 1519, to April 2, 1521, discovered in the University Library at Konigsberg. They will be 
publ. in the Weimar edition. 
 
II. Biographies of Luther: 
 
(1) By contemporaries, who may be included in the sources. 
 
Melanchthon wrote Vita Lutheri, a brief but weighty sketch, 1546, often reprinted, translated into 
German by Matthias Ritter, 1555, with Melanchthon’s account of Luther’s death to the students 
in the lecture room, the funeral orations of Bugenhagen and Cruciger (157 pages); a new transl. 
by Zimmermann, with preface by G. J. Planck, Gottingen, 1813; ed. of the original in Vitae 
quatuor Reformatorum., Lutheri a Melanchthone, Melanchthonis a Camerario, Zwinglii a 
Myconio, Calvini a Beza, prefaced by Neander, Berlin, 1841. Justus Jonas gives an account of 
Luther’s last sickness and death as an eye-witness, 1546. Mathesius (Luther’s pupil and friend, d. 
1561) preached seventeen sermons on Luther’s life, first published 1565, and very often since, 
though mostly abridged, e.g., an illustrated popular ed. with preface by G. H. v. Schubert, 
Stuttgart, 1846; jubilee edition, St. Louis and Dresden, 1883. Joh. Cochlaeus, a Roman Cath. 
antagonist of Luther, wrote Commentaria de actis et scriptis Martini Lutheri Saxonis, 
chronographica, ex ordine ab anno Dom. 1517 usque ad annum 1546 (inclusive), fideliter 
conscripta. Mayence, 1549 fol. 



 
(2) Later Biographies till 1875 by 
 
*Walch (in his ed. of L.’s Works, vol. XXIV. pp. 3-875); Keil (4 parts in 1 vol., Leipz., 1764); 
Schrockh (Leipz., 1778); Ukert (Gotha, 2 vols., 1817); Pfizer (Stuttgart, 1836); Stang (with 
illustrations, Stuttg., 1836); Jaekel (Leipz., 1841, new ed. Elberfeld, 1871); *Meurer (Dresden, 
1843-’46, 3 vols. with illustrations, abridged in 1 vol., 1850, 3d ed., 1870, mostly in Luther’s own 
words); *Juergens (Leipz., 1846-’47, 3 vols., reaching to 1517, very thorough, but unfinished); J. 
M. Audin (Rom. Cath., Hist. de la vie, des ouvrages et des doctrines de M. Luth., Paris, 1839, 7th 
ed., revue et corrigee, 1856, 3 vols.—a storehouse of calumnies, also in German and English); 
{109} * M. Michelet (Memoirs de L., ecrits par lui-meme, traduits et mis en ordre, Paris, 1835, 
also Brussels, 1845, 2 vols.; the best biography in French; Eng. transl. by Hazlitt, London, 1846, 
and by G. H. Smith, London and N. Y., 1846); {110} Ledderhose (Karlsruh, 3d ed., 1883; French 
transl. of the first ed., Strassburg, 1837); Genthe (Leipz., 1842, with seventeen steel engravings); 
Westermann (Halle, 1845); Weydmann (Luther, ein Charakter—und Spiegelbild fur unsere Zeit, 
Hamburg, 1850); B. Sears (English, publ. by the Am. Sunday School Union, Philada., 1850, with 
special reference to the youth of L.); Jgn. Dollinger (R. C., Luther, eine Skizze, Freiburg i. B., 
1851); Konig and Gelzer (with 48 fine illustrations, Hamb. u. Gotha, 1851; Engl. ed. with transl. 
of the text by Archdeacon Hare and Cath. Winkworth, Lond. and N. Y., 1856); * Jul. Hare 
(Vindication of Luther against his English Assailants, first publ. as a note in his The Mission of 
the Comforter, London, 1846, vol. II., 656-878, then separately, 2d ed., 1855, the best English 
appreciation of L.); II. Woersley (Life of Luther, London, 1856, 2 vols.); Wildenhahn (Leipz., 
1861); Muller (Nurnberg, 1867); Henke (Luther u. Melanchthon, Marburg, 1867); H. W. J. 
Thiersch (Luther, Gustav Adolf und Maximilian I. von Bayern, Nordlingen, 1869, pp. 3-66); 
Vilmar (Luther, Melanchthon und Zwingli, Frankf. a. M., 1869); H. Lang (Berlin, 1870, 
rationalistic); Ackermann (Jena, 1871); Gasparin (Luther et la reforme ait XV. eme siecle, Paris, 
1873); Schaff (a sketch in Appleton’s "Cyclopaedia," 1858, revised 1874); Rietschel (Martin 
Luther und Ignatius Loyola, Wittenberg, 1879). 
 
(3) Recent Biographies, published since 1875, by 
 
Jul. Koestlin (Elberfeld, 1875, 2 vols., 2d ed. revised 1883; 3d ed. unchanged; upon the whole the 
best German biography; also an abridged ed. for popular use with 64 illustrations, 3d ed., 1883. 
English transl. of the small ed. by an anonymous writer with the author’s sanction, Lond. and N. 
Y., 1883; another by Morris, Philad., 1883; comp. also Koestlin’s art. Luther in Herzog, 2d ed., 
vol. IX.; his Festschrift, 1883, in several edd., transl. by Eliz. P. Weir: Martin Luther the 
Reformer, London, 1883; and his polemic tract: Luther und Janssen, der Deutsche Reformator 
und ein ultramontaner Historiker, Halle, 3d ed., 1883); V. Hasak (R. Cath., Regensb., 1881); 
Rein (Leipz., 1883, English transl. by Behringer, N. Y., 1883); Rogge, (Leipz., 1883); *Plitt and 
Petersen (Leipzig, 1883); *MAx Lenz (2nd ed. Berlin, 1883); P. Kuhn (Luther, sa vie et son 
oeuvre, Paris, 3 vols.); C. Burk (4th ed., Stuttg., 1884); *Th. Kolde (M. Luther, Gotha, 1884, 2 
vols.); J. A. Froude (Luther, a Short Biography, Lond. and N. Y., 1883); John Rae (M. Luth.: 
Lond., 1884); Paul Martin, i.e., M. Rade of Schonbach (Dr. M. Luther’s Leben, etc., Neusalza, 
1885-87, 3 vols.); Peter Bayne (M. Luth.: his Life and Times, Lond. and N. Y., 1887, 2 vols.). 
 
On Luther’s wife and his domestic life: W. Beste: Die Gesch. Catherina’s von Bora. Halle, 1843 
(131 pp.). G. Hofmann: Katharina von Bora, oder M. L. als Gatte, und Vater. Leipzig, 1846. 
John G. Morris: Life of Cath. von Bora, Baltimore, 1856. Mor. Meurer: Katherina Luther 
geborne von Bora. Dresden, 1854; 2d ed., Leipzig, 1873. 
 
III. Luther’s Theology. 



 
W. Beste: Dr. M. Luther’s Glaubenslehre. Halle, 1845 (286 pp.). Theodos. Harnack (senior): L.’s 
Theologie, Bd I. Erlang., 1862, Bd. II., 1886. *Jul. Koestlin: L.’s Theologie. Stuttg., 1863, 2d ed., 
1883, 2 vols. By the same: Luther’s Lehre von der Kirche, 1853, new ed., Gotha, 1868. Ch. H. 
Weisse; Die Christologie Luthers, Leipz., 1852 (253 pp.). Luthardt: Die Ethik Luthers, Leipz., 
1867, 2d ed., 1875. Lommatzsch: Luther’s Lehre von ethisch-relig. Standpunkt aus, Berlin, 1879. 
H. C. Moenckeberg: Luther’s Lehre von der Kirche. Hamburg, 1870. Hering: Die Mystik 
Luther’s. Leipz., 1879. Kattenbusch: Luther’s Stellung z. den okumenischen Symbolen. Giessen, 
1883. 
 
IV. Luther as Bible Translator. 
 
G. W. Panzer: Entwurf einer vollstandigen Gesch. der deutschen Bibelubers. Dr. M. Luther’s von 
1517-1581. Nurnberg, 1783. H. Schott: Gesch. der teutschen Bibelubers. Dr. M. Luther’s. Leipz., 
1835. Bindseil: Verzeichniss der Original-Ausgaben der Luther. Uebersetzung der Bibel. Halle, 
1841. Moenckeberg and Frommann: Vorschlage zur Revision von M. L.’s Bibelubers. Halle, 
1861-62. Theod. Schott: Martin Luther und die deutsche Bibel. Stuttgart, 1883. E. Riehm (Prof. 
in Halle and one of the Revisers of the Luther-Bible): Luther als Bibelubersetzer. Gotta. 1884. 
Comp. the Probebibel of 1883 (an official revision of Luther’s version), and the numerous 
pamphlets for and against it. 
 
V. Luther as a Preacher. 
 
E. Jonas: Die Kanzelberedtsamkeit Luther’s. Berlin, 1852 (515 pp.). Best ed. of his sermons by 
G. Schlosser: Dr. Martin Luther’s Evangelien-Predigten auf alle Sonn-und Festtage des 
Kirchenjahres aus seiner Haus-und Kirchenpostille, Frankfurt a. M., 1883; 4th ed., 1885. 
 
VI. Luther as Poet and Musician. 
 
A. J. Rambach: Luther’s Verdienst um den Kirchengesang. Hamburg, 1813 Aug. Gebauer: 
Martin Luther und seine Zeitgenossen als Kirchenliederdichter. Leipzig, 1828 (212 pp.). C. von 
Winterfeld: Dr. M. Luth. deutsche geistliche Lieder nebst den wahrend seines Lebens dazu 
gebrauchlichen Stimmweisen. Leipzig, 1840 (132 pp., 4to). B. Pick: Luther as a Hymnist, Philad., 
1875; Ein feste Burg (in 21 languages), Chicago, 1883. Bacon and Allen: The Hymns of Martin 
Luther with his original Tunes. Germ. and Eng., N. Y., 1883. Dr. Danneil: Luther’s Geistliche 
Lieder nach seinen drei Gesangbuchern von 1524, 1529, 1545. Frankfurt a. M., 1883. E. Achelis: 
Die Entstehungszeit v. Luther’s geistl. Liedern. Marburg, 1884. 
 
VII. Special Points in Luther’s Life and Work. 
 
John G. Morris: Quaint Sayings and Doings concerning Luther. Philadelphia, 1857. Tuzschmann: 
Luther in Worms. Darmstadt, 1860. Koehler: Luther’s Reisen. Eisenach, 1872. W. J. Mann and C. 
P. Krauth: The Great Reformation and the Ninety-five Theses. Philad., 1873. Zitzlaff. L. auf der 
Koburg. Wittenberg, 1882. Kolde. L. auf dem Reichstag zu Worms. Halle, 1883. Glock: 
Grundriss der Padagogik Luther’s. Karlsruh, 1883. 
 
VIII. Commemorative Addresses of 1883 and 1884. 
 
Festschriften zur 400 jahrigen Jubelfeier der Geburt Dr. Martin Luther’s, herausgegeben vom 
konigl. Prediger-Seminar in Wittenberg. Wittenberg, 1883. (Addresses by Drs. Schmieder, 
Rietschel, and others.) P. Kleinert: L. im Verhaltniss zur Wissenschaft (Academic oration). Berlin, 



1883 (35 pp.). Ed. Reuss: Akad. Festrede zur Lutherfeier. Strassburg, 1883. Th. Brieger: Neue 
Mittheilungen uber Luther in Worms. Marburg, 1883, and Luther und sein Werk. Marb., 1883. 
Ad. Harnack: M. Luther in seiner Bedeutung fur die Gesch. der Wissenschaft und der Bildung. 
Giessen, 1883 (30 pp.). Vid Upsala Universitets Luthersfest, den 10 Nov., 1883, with an oration 
of K. H. Gez. von Scheele (Prof. of Theol. at Upsala, appointed Bishop of Visby in Gothland, 
1885). Upsala, 1883. G. N. Bonwetsch: Unser Reformator Martin Luther. Dorpat, 1883. 
Appenzeller, Ruetschi, Oettli, and others: Die Lutherfeier in Bern. Bern, 1883. Prof. Salmond (of 
Aberdeen): Martin Luther. Edinburgh, 1883. J. M. Lindsay: M. Luther, in the 9th ed. of 
"Encyclop. Brit.," vol. XV. (1883), 71-84. Jean Monod: Luther j’usqu’en 1520. Montauban, 
1883. J. B. Bittinger: M. Luth. Cleveland, 1883. E. J. Wolf, and others: Addresses on the 
Reformation. Gettysburg, 1884. The Luther Document (No. XVII.) of the American Evang. 
Alliance, with addresses of Rev. Drs. Wm. M. Taylor and Phillips Brooks. N. Y., 1883. 
Symposiac on Luther, seven addresses of the seven Professors of the Union Theol. Seminary in 
New York, held Nov. 19, 1883. Jos. A. Seiss: Luther and the Reformation (an eloquent 
commemorative oration delivered in Philad., and New York). Philad. 1884. S. M. Deutsch: 
Luther’s These vom Jahr 1519 uber die papstliche Gewalt. Berlin, 1884. H. Cremer: Reformation 
und Wissenschaft. Gotha, 1883 
 
IX. Roman Catholic Attacks. 
 
The Luther-celebration gave rise not only to innumerable Protestant glorifications, but also to 
many Roman Catholic defamations of Luther and the Reformation. The ablest works of this kind 
are by Janssen (tracts in defence of his famous History of Germany, noticed in 15), G. G. Evers, 
formerly a Lutheran pastor (Katholisch oder protestantisch? Hildesheim, 4th ed., 1883; Martin 
Luther’s Anfange, Osnabruck, 3d ed., 1884; Martin Luther, Mainz, 1883 sqq., in several vols.), 
Westermayer. (Luther’s Werk im Jahr 1883), Germanus, Herrmann, Roettscher, Dasbach, Roem, 
Leogast, etc. See the "Historisch-politische Blatter" of Munich, and the "Germania" of Berlin, for 
1883 and 1884 (the chief organs of Romanism in Germany), and the Protestant review of these 
writings by Wilh. Walther: Luther in neusten romischen Gericht. Halle, 1884 (166 pages). 
 
{109} Audin wrote also the Lives of Calvin, of Henry VIII., and of Leo X. (published between 
1839 and 1847), with the same French vivacity and Roman Catholic hostility; yet, while he does 
not understand Luther as a Protestant Christian and a reformer, he tries to do justice to him as a 
man and a genius. He says (III., 380): "Luther est le grand predicateur de la reforme. Il eut 
presque tous les dons de l’orateur; une inepuisable fecondite de pensees, une imagination aussi 
prompte a  recevoir qu’a  produire ses impressions, une abondance et une suplesse de style 
inexprimables. Sa voix etait claire et retentissante, son oeil brillant de flamme, sa tete antique, sa 
poitrine large, ses mains d’unerare beaute, son geste ample et rich.... C’etait a  la fois Rabelais et 
Montaigne: Rabelais avec sa verve drolatique de style, Montaigne avec ses tournures qui 
burinent et cisetent." The editor of the 7th ed., in his introductory notice (p. xviii.), says that those 
biographies of Audin have given to the Reformation "le coup de grace," and thus finished the 
work of Bossuet’s Variations; but Protestantism still lives, even in Catholic and infidel France. 
 
{110} Michelet lets Luther tell his own story as far as possible, and compares this story with the 
Confessions of Augustin and of Rousseau, which it unites. "Dans saint Augustin" (he says, I., 6), 
"la passion, la nature, l’individuate humaine, n’apparaissent que pour etre immolees a  la gra¢ce 
divine. C’est l’histoire d’une crise de l’ame, d’une renaissance, d’une Vita nuova; le saint eut 
rouqi de nous faire mieux connaitre l’autre vie qu’il avait quitte. Dans Rousseau, c’est tous le 
contraire; il ne s’agit plus de la grace; la nature regne sans partage, elle triomphe, elle s’etale; 
cela va quelquefois jusqu ‘au degout. Luther a presente, non pas l’equilibre de la grace et de la 
nature, mais leur plus douloureux combat. Les luttes de la sensibilite, les tentations plus hautes 



du donte, bien d’autres hommes en eut suffert; Pascal les eut evidemment, il les etouffa et il en 
mourat. Luther n’a rien cache, il ne s’est pu contenir. Il a donne a  voir en lui a  sonder, la plaie 
profonde de notre nature. C’est le seul homme peut-a¢tre oa¹ l’on puisse etudier a  plaisircette 
terrible anatomie."  



18. Luther’s Youth and Training. 
 
In order to understand the genius and history of the German Reformation we must trace its origin 
in the personal experience of the monk who shook the world from his lonely study in Wittenberg, 
and made pope and emperor tremble at the power of his word. 
 
All the Reformers, like the Apostles and Evangelists, were men of humble origin, and gave proof 
that God’s Spirit working through his chosen instruments is mightier than armies and navies. But 
they were endowed with extraordinary talents and energy, and providentially prepared for their 
work. They were also aided by a combination of favorable circumstances without which they 
could not have accomplished their work. They made the Reformation, and the Reformation made 
them. 
 
Of all the Reformers Luther is the first. He is so closely identified with the German Reformation 
that the one would have no meaning without the other. His own history is the formative history of 
the church which is justly called by his name, and which is the incarnation and perpetuation of his 
genius. No other Reformer has given his name to the church he reformed, and exercised the same 
controlling influence over its history. We need not discuss here the advantages and disadvantages 
of this characteristic difference; we are only concerned with the fact. 
 
Martin Luther was born Nov. 10, 1483, an hour before midnight, at Eisleben in Prussian Saxony, 
where he died, Feb. 18, 1546. {111} 
 
On the day following he was baptized and received the name of the saint of the day. 
 
His parents had recently removed to that town {112} from their original home at Mahra near 
Eisenach in Thuringia, where Boniface had first preached the gospel to the Germans. Six months 
after Luther’s birth they settled at Mansfeld, the capital of a rich mining district in the Harz 
mountains, which thus shares with the Thuringian forest the honor of being the home of the 
Luther family. They were very poor, but honest, industrious and pious people from the lower and 
uncultivated ranks. 
 
Luther was never ashamed of his humble, rustic origin. "I am," he said with pride to 
Melanchthon, "a peasant’s son; my father, grandfather, all my ancestors were genuine peasants." 
{113} His mother had to carry the wood from the forest, on her back, and father and mother, as he 
said, "worked their flesh off their bones," to bring up seven children (he had three younger 
brothers and three sisters). Afterward his father, as a miner, acquired some property, and left at 
his death 1250 guilders, a guilder being worth at that time about sixteen marks, or four dollars. 
{114} 
 
Luther had a hard youth, without sunny memories, and was brought up under stern discipline. His 
mother chastised him, for stealing a paltry nut, till the blood came; and his father once flogged 
him so severely that he fled away and bore him a temporary grudge; {115} but Luther recognized 
their good intentions, and cherished filial affection, although they knew not, as he said, to 
distinguish the ingenia to which education should be adapted. He was taught at home to pray to 
God and the saints, to revere the church and the priests, and was told frightful stories about the 
devil and witches which haunted his imagination all his life. 
 



In the school the discipline was equally severe, and the rod took the place of kindly admonition. 
He remembered to have been chastised no less than fifteen times in one single morning. But he 
had also better things to say. He learned the Catechism, i.e.: the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, and the 
Ten Commandments, and several Latin and German hymns. He treasured in his memory the 
proverbial wisdom of the people and the legendary lore of Dietrich von Bern, of Eulenspiegel and 
Markolf. 
 
He received his elementary education in the schools of Mansfeld, Magdeburg, and Eisenach. 
Already in his fourteenth year he had to support himself by singing in the street. 
 
Frau Ursula Cotta, the wife of the wealthiest merchant at Eisenach, immortalized herself by the 
benevolent interest she took in the poor student. She invited him to her table "on account of his 
hearty singing and praying," and gave him the first impression of a lady of some education and 
refinement. She died, 1511, but he kept up an acquaintance with her sons and entertained one of 
them who studied at Wittenberg. From her he learned the word: "There is nothing dearer in this 
world than the love of woman." {116} 
 
The hardships of Luther’s youth and the want of refined breeding show their effects in his 
writings and actions. They limited his influence among the higher and cultivated classes, but 
increased his power over the middle and lower classes. He was a man of the people and for the 
people. He was of the earth earthy, but with his bold face lifted to heaven. He was not a polished 
diamond, but a rough block cut out from a granite mountain and well fitted for a solid base of a 
mighty structure. He laid the foundation, and others finished the upper stories. 
 
{111} His name is differently spelled: Luder, Ludher, Lutter, Luttherr, Luther. The Reformer 
himself varied. In his first book, on the Penitential Psalms, 1517, he signed his name after the 
preface Martinus Luder, but soon afterward he adopted the spelling Luther. In the University 
records of Erfurt he was inscribed as Ludher in the Wittenberg records, first as Luder and Luder. 
He derived his name from lauter, clear, afterward from Lothar, which means laut (hlut), 
renowned, according to others Leutherr, i.e.: Herr der Leute, lord of the people. See Erfurter 
Matrikel; Album Acad. Viteberg., and Lib. Decanorum facultatis theol. Acad. Viteb. ed. 
Forstemann; Walch, L.’s Werke I., 46 sqq.; Jurgens I., 11-13: Knaake, in "Zeitschr, f. hist. 
Theol.," 1872, p. 465; Kostlin, Mart. Luther, I. 21 (2d ed. 1883). The year of Luther’s birth rests 
on the testimony of his brother James; his mother distinctly remembered the day and the hour, but 
not the year. Melanchthon’s Vita Luth. 2; Kostlin, 1. 25 and 776. 
 
{112} The story that they went to the fair at Eisenach cannot be proven. 
 
{113} "Ich bin eines Bauern Sohn; mein Vater, Grossvater, Ahnherr sind rechte Bauern gewest. 
Darauf ist mein Vater gen Mansfeld gezogen und ein Berghauer worden: daher bin ich." 
Mathesius wisely remarks with reference to the small beginnings of Luther: "Wass gross soll 
werden, muss klein angehen; und wenn die Kinder zartlich und herrlich erzogen werden, schadet 
es ihnen ihr Leben lang." 
 
{114} Kostlin, I., 26; II., 498. In his small biography, pp. 6 and 7 (Engl. ed.), Kostlin gives the 
pictures of Hans and Margaret Luther. There is a striking resemblance between Luther and his 
mother, whom Melanchthon describes as a modest, God-fearing, and devout woman. Her maiden 
name was Ziegler (not Lindemann, as usually given). Luther’s father is said to have escaped by 
flight trial for murdering a peasant at Mohra in a fit of anger; but this tradition rests only on the 
testimony of J. Wicel (Epist. libri quatuor, Lips., 1537), who fell away from Protestantism. It is 
discredited by Kostlin (I., 24). Janssen (II. 66) leaves it in doubt. 



 
{115} Table Talk (Erl. Frkf. ed. LXI. 213): "Man soll die Kinder nicht zu hart staupen; denn mein 
Vater staupet mich einmal so sehr, dass ich ihn flohe und ward ihm gram, bis er mich wieder zu 
ihm gewohnete." 
 
{116} He says in his Table-Talk: "Darumb sagte meine Wirthin zu Eisenach recht, als ich 
daselbst in die Schule ging": 
 
’ Es ist kein lieber Ding auf Erden 
 
Als Frauenlieb’, wem sie mag werden.’ 
 
See Works, Erl. Frkf. ed. LXI., 212; Jurgens, I., 281 sqq.; Kolde, I., 36; Janssen, II., 67. The 
relation of Luther to this excellent lady has been made the subject of a useful religious novel by 
Mrs. Eliz. Charles, under the title: Chronicles of the Schonberg-Cotta Family. By two of 
themselves. London and New York (M. W. Dodd), 1864. The diary is fictitious.  



19. Luther in the University of Erfurt. 
 
At the age of eighteen, in the year 1501, he entered, as "Martinus Ludher ex Mansfeld," the 
University of Erfurt, which had been founded a hundred years before (1392) and was then one of 
the best in Germany. {117} By that time his father was able to assist him so that he was free of 
care and could acquire a little library. 
 
He studied chiefly scholastic philosophy, namely: logic, rhetoric, physics and metaphysics. His 
favorite teacher was Truttvetter, called "Doctor Erfordiensis." {118} The palmy days of 
scholasticism which reared those venerable cathedrals of thought in support of the traditional 
faith of the church in the thirteenth century, had passed away, and were succeeded by the times of 
barren disputes about Realism and Nominalism or the question whether the general ideas (the 
universalia) had an objective reality, or a merely nominal, subjective existence in the mind. 
Nominalism was then the prevailing system. 
 
On the other hand the humanistic studies were reviving all over Europe and opened a new avenue 
of intellectual culture and free thought. The first Greek book in Greek letters (a grammar) which 
was published in Germany, appeared in Erfurt. John Crotus Rubeanus (Jager) who studied there 
since 1498 and became rector of the University in 1520 and 1521, was one of the leaders of 
humanism and the principal author of the first part of the famous anti-monkish Epistolae 
obscurorum virorum (1515); he was at first an intimate friend of Hutten and Luther, and greeted 
the latter on his way to Worms (1521) as the man who "first after so many centuries dared to 
strangle the Roman license with the sword of the Scripture," but afterward he fell away from the 
Reformation (1531) and assailed it bitterly. {119} 
 
Luther did not neglect the study of the ancient classics, especially Cicero, Vergil, Plautus, and 
Livy. {120} He acquired sufficient mastery of Latin to write it with clearness and vigor, though 
not with elegance and refinement. The knowledge of Greek he acquired afterward as professor at 
Wittenberg. In classical culture he never attained the height of Erasmus and Melanchthon, of 
Calvin and Beza; but in original thought and in the mastery of his own mother tongue he was 
unrivalled. He always regarded the languages as the sheath for the sword of the Spirit. 
 
Beside his literary studies he cultivated his early love for music. He sang, and played the lute 
right merrily. He was a poet and musician as well as a theologian. He prized music as a noble gift 
of God, as a remedy against sadness and evil thoughts, and an effective weapon against the 
assaults of the devil. His poetic gift shines in his classical hymns. He had a rich font of mother 
wit and quaint humor. 
 
His moral conduct was unblemished; and the mouth of slander did not dare to blacken his 
reputation till after the theological passions were roused by the Reformation. He went regularly to 
mass and observed the daily devotions of a sincere Catholic. He chose for his motto: to pray well 
is half the study. He was a devout worshipper of the Virgin Mary. 
 
In his twentieth year he first saw a complete (Latin) Bible in the University Library, and was 
surprised and rejoiced to find that it contained so much more than was ever read or explained in 
the churches. {121} His eye fell upon the story of Samuel and his mother, and he read it with 
delight. But he did not begin a systematic study of the Bible till he entered the convent; nor did he 
find in it the God of love and mercy, but rather the God of righteousness and wrath. He was much 
concerned about his personal salvation and given to gloomy reflections over his sinful condition. 



Once he fell dangerously ill, and was seized with a fit of despair, but an old priest comforted him, 
saying: "My dear Baccalaureus, be of good cheer; you will not die in this sickness: God will yet 
make a great man out of you for the comfort of many." 
 
In 1502 he was graduated as Bachelor of Arts, in 1505 as Master of Arts. This degree, which 
corresponds to the modern Doctor of Philosophy in Germany, was bestowed with great 
solemnity. "What a moment of majesty and splendor," says Luther, "was that when one took the 
degree of Master, and torches were carried before him. I consider that no temporal or worldly joy 
can equal it." His talents and attainments were the wonder of the University. 
 
According to his father’s ambitious wish, Luther began to prepare himself for the profession of 
law, and was presented by him with a copy of the Corpus juris. But he inclined to theology, when 
a remarkable providential occurrence opened a new path for his life. 
 
{117} See the description by Jurgens, I., 351 sqq.; and Kampschulte, Die Universitat Erfurt in 
ihrem Verh. z. Humanismus u. Reformation, Trier, 1358. Two parts. The university was abolished 
in 1816. 
 
{118} See Kampschulte, l. c.. I., 43 sqq., and G. Plitt, Jodocus Truttvetter, der Lehrer Luthers, 
1876. 
 
{119} Jurgens, I., 449; Kampschulte, Deuteronomy Johanne Croto Rubiano, 1862. 
 
{120} O. G. Schmidt, Luther’s Bekanntschaft mit den alten Classikern, 1883. 
 
{121} "Da ich zwanzig Jahre alt war, hatte ich noch keine Bibel gesehen; ich meinte, es waren 
keim Evangelien und Episteln mehr, denn die in den Postillen sind." Werke, Erl. ed., LX., 255. 
This was partly his own fault, for several editions of the Latin Vulgate and the German Bible 
were printed before 1500.  



20. Luther’s Conversion. 
 
In the summer of 1505 Luther entered the Augustinian convent at Erfurt and became a monk, as 
he thought, for his life time. The circumstances which led to this sudden step we gather from his 
fragmentary utterances which have been embellished by legendary tradition. 
 
He was shocked by the sudden death of a friend (afterward called Alexius), who was either killed 
in a duel, {122} or struck dead by lightning at Luther’s side. Shortly afterward, on the second of 
July, 1505, two weeks before his momentous decision, he was overtaken by a violent 
thunderstorm near Erfurt, on his return from a visit to his parents, and was so frightened that he 
fell to the earth and tremblingly exclaimed: "Help, beloved Saint Anna! I will become a monk." 
His friend Crotus (who afterward became an enemy of the Reformation) inaptly compared this 
event to the conversion of St. Paul at the gates of Damascus. {123} But Luther was a Christian 
before he became a monk. 
 
On the sixteenth of July he assembled his friends who in vain tried to change his resolution, 
indulged once more in social song, and bade them farewell. On the next day they accompanied 
him, with tears, to the gates of the convent. The only books he took with him were the Latin poets 
Vergil and Plautus. 
 
His father almost went mad, when he heard the news. Luther himself declared in later years, that 
his monastic vow was forced from him by terror and the fear of death and the judgment to come; 
yet he never doubted that God’s hand was in it. "I never thought of leaving the convent: I was 
entirely dead to the world, until God thought that the time had come." 
 
This great change has nothing to do with Luther’s Protestantism. It was simply a transition from 
secular to religious life—such as St. Bernard and thousands of Catholic monks before and since 
passed through. He was never an infidel, nor a wicked man, but a pious Catholic from early 
youth; but he now became overwhelmed with a sense of the vanity of this world and the 
absorbing importance of saving his soul, which, according to the prevailing notion of his age, he 
could best secure in the quiet retreat of a cloister. 
 
He afterward underwent as it were a second conversion, from the monastic and legalistic piety of 
mediaeval Catholicism to the free evangelical piety of Protestantism, when he awoke to an 
experimental knowledge of justification by free grace through faith alone. 
 
{122} Mathesius: "da ihm ein guter Gesell erstochen ward." 
 
{123} In a letter which Crotus wrote to Luther from Bologna, Nov., 1519: "Perge, ut coepisti, 
relinque exemplum posteris. Nam ista facis non sine numine divum. Ad haec respexit divina 
providentia, cum te redeuntem a parentibus coeleste fulmen veluti alterum Paulum ante oppidum 
Erfurdianum in terram prostravit, atque inter Augustiana septa compulit e nostro consortio." 
Dollinger I. 139.  



21. Luther as a Monk. 
 
The Augustinian convent at Erfurt became the cradle of the Lutheran Reformation. All honor to 
monasticism: it was, like the law of Israel, a wholesome school of discipline and a preparation for 
gospel freedom. Erasmus spent five years reluctantly in a convent, and after his release ridiculed 
monkery with the weapons of irony and sarcasm; Luther was a monk from choice and conviction, 
and therefore all the better qualified to refute it afterward from deep experience. He followed in 
the steps of St. Paul, who from a Pharisee of the Pharisees became the strongest opponent of 
Jewish legalism. 
 
If there ever was a sincere, earnest, conscientious monk, it was Martin Luther. His sole motive 
was concern for his salvation. To this supreme object he sacrificed the fairest prospects of life. He 
was dead to the world and was willing to be buried out of the sight of men that he might win 
eternal life. His latter opponents who knew him in convent, have no charge to bring against his 
moral character except a certain pride and combativeness, and he himself complained of his 
temptations to anger and envy. {124} 
 
It was not without significance that the order which he joined, bore the honored name of the 
greatest Latin father who, next to St. Paul, was to be Luther’s chief teacher of theology and 
religion; but it is an error to suppose that this order represented the anti-Pelagian or evangelical 
views of the North African father; on the contrary it was intensely catholic in doctrine, and given 
to excessive worship of the Virgin Mary, and obedience to the papal see which conferred upon it 
many special privileges. 
 
St. Augustin, after his conversion, spent several weeks with some friends in quiet seclusion on a 
country-seat near Tagaste, and after his election to the priesthood, at Hippo in 391, he established 
in a garden a sort of convent where with like-minded brethren and students he led an ascetic life 
of prayer, meditation and earnest, study of the Scriptures, yet engaged at the same time in all the 
public duties of a preacher, pastor and leader in the theological controversies and ecclesiastical 
affairs of his age. 
 
His example served as an inspiration and furnished a sort of authority to several monastic 
associations which arose in the thirteenth century. Pope Alexander IV. (1256) gave them the so-
called rule of St. Augustin. They belonged to the mendicant monks, like the Dominicans, 
Franciscans and Carmelites. They laid great stress on preaching. In other respects they differed 
little from other monastic orders. In the beginning of the sixteenth century they numbered more 
than a hundred settlements in Germany. 
 
The Augustinian congregation in Saxony was founded in 1493, and presided over since 1503 by 
John von Staupitz, the Vicar-General for Germany, and Luther’s friend. The convent at Erfurt 
was the largest and most important next to that at Nurnberg. The monks were respected for their 
zeal in preaching, pastoral care, and theological study. They lived on alms, which they collected 
themselves in the town and surrounding country. Applicants were received as novices for a year 
of probation, during which they could reconsider their resolution; afterward they were bound by 
perpetual vows of celibacy, poverty and obedience to their superiors. 
 
Luther was welcomed by his brethren with hymns of joy and prayer. He was clothed with a white 
woollen shirt, in honor of the pure Virgin, a black cowl and frock, tied by a leathern girdle. He 
assumed the most menial offices to subdue his pride: he swept the floor, begged bread through 



the streets, and submitted without a murmur to the ascetic severities. He said twenty-five 
Paternosters with the Ave Maria in each of the seven appointed hours of prayer. He was devoted 
to the Holy Virgin and even believed, with the Augustinians and Franciscans, in her immaculate 
conception, or freedom from hereditary sin—a doctrine denied by the Dominicans and not made 
an article of faith till the year 1854. He regularly confessed his sins to the priest at least once a 
week. At the same time a complete copy of the Latin Bible was put into his hands for study, as 
was enjoined by the new code of statutes drawn up by Staupitz. 
 
At the end of the year of probation Luther solemnly promised to live until death in poverty and 
chastity according to the rules of the holy father Augustin, to render obedience to Almighty God, 
to the Virgin Mary, and to the prior of the monastery. He was sprinkled with holy water, as he lay 
prostrate on the ground in the form of a cross. He was greeted as an innocent child fresh from 
baptism, and assigned to a separate cell with table, bedstead, and chair. {125} 
 
The two years which followed, he divided between pious exercises and theological studies. He 
read diligently the Scriptures, and the later schoolmen,—especially Gabriel Biel, whom he knew 
by heart, and William Occam, whom he esteemed on account of his subtle acuteness even above 
St. Thomas and Duns Scotus, without being affected by his sceptical tendency. He acknowledged 
the authority of Aristotle, whom he afterward denounced and disowned as "a damned heathen." 
{126} He excited the admiration of his brethren by his ability in disputation on scholastic 
questions. 
 
His heart was not satisfied with brain work. His chief concern was to become a saint and to earn a 
place in heaven. "If ever," he said afterward, "a monk got to heaven by monkery, I would have 
gotten there." He observed the minutest details of discipline. No one surpassed him in prayer, 
fasting, night watches, self-mortification. He was already held up as a model of sanctity. 
 
But he was sadly disappointed in his hope to escape sin and temptation behind the walls of the 
cloister. He found no peace and rest in all his pious exercises. The more he seemed to advance 
externally, the more he felt the burden of sin within. He had to contend with temptations of anger, 
envy, hatred and pride. He saw sin everywhere, even in the smallest trifles. The Scriptures 
impressed upon him the terrors of divine justice. He could not trust in God as a reconciled Father, 
as a God of love and mercy but trembled before him, as a God of wrath, as a consuming fire. He 
could not get over the words: "I, the Lord thy God, am a jealous God." His confessor once told 
him: "Thou art a fool, God is not angry with thee, but thou art angry with God." He remembered 
this afterward as "a great and glorious word," but at that time it made no impression on him. He 
could not point to any particular transgression; it was sin as an all-pervading power and vitiating 
principle, sin as a corruption of nature, sin as a state of alienation from God and hostility to God, 
that weighed on his mind like an incubus and brought him at times to the brink of despair. 
 
He passed through that conflict between the law of God and the law of sin which is described by 
Paul, {Romans 7} and which; ends with the cry: "O wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me 
out of the body of this death?" He had not yet learned to add: "I thank God through Jesus Christ 
our Lord. There is now no condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus. For the law of the Spirit 
of life in Christ Jesus made me free from the law of sin and of death." 
 
{124} Kostlin, I., 88 sq., 780. 
 
{125} The cell and furniture were destroyed by fire, March 7, 1872. The cell was reconstructed, 
and the convent is now an orphan-asylum (Martinsstift). 
 



{126} "Der vermaladeite Heide Aristoteles." Luther’s attitude to scholasticism and the great 
Greek philosopher changed again when, in support of the eucharistic presence, he had to resort to 
the scholastic distinctions between various kinds of presence. Comp. Fr. Aug. Berthold Nitzsch, 
Luther und Aristoteles. Kiel, 1883.  



22. Luther and Staupitz. 
 
The mystic writings of Staupitz have been republished in part by Knaake in Johannis Staupitii 
Opera. Potsdam, 1867, vol. I. His "Nachfolge Christi" was first published in 1515; his book "Von 
der Liebe Gottes" (especially esteemed by Luther) in 1518, and passed through several editions; 
republ. by Liesching, Stuttgart, 1862. His last work "Von, dem heiligen rechten christlichen 
Glauben," appeared after his death, 1525, and is directed against Luther’s doctrine of justification 
by faith without works. His twenty-four letters have been published by Kolde: Die Deutsche 
Augustiner Congregation und Johann von Staupitz. Gotha, 1879, p. 435 sqq. 
 
II. On Luther and Staupitz: Grimm: Deuteronomy Joh. Staupitio ejusque in sacr. instaur. meritis, 
in Illgen’s "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol.," 1837 (VII, 74-79). Ullmann: Die Reformatoren vor der 
Reformation, vol. II., 256-284 (very good, see there the older literature). Dollinger: Die 
Reformation, I., 153-155. Kahnis: Deutsche Reformat., I., 150 sqq. Albr. Ritschl: Die Lehre v. der 
Rechtfertigung und Versohnung, 2d ed., I., 124-129 (on Staupitz’s theology). Mallet: in Herzog, 2 
XIV., 648-653.Paul Zeller: Staupitz. Seine relig. dogmat. Anschauungen und dogmengesch. 
Stellung, in the "Theol. Studien und Kritiken," 1879. Ludwig Keller: Johann von Staupitz, und 
das Waldenserthum, in the "Historische Taschenbuch," ed. by W. Maurenbrecher, Leipzig, 1885, 
p. 117-167; also his Johann von Staupitz und die Anfange der Reformation, Leipzig, 1888. Dr. 
Keller connects Staupitz with the Waldenses and Anabaptists, but without proof. Kolde: Joh. von 
Staup. ein Waldenser und Wiedertaufer, in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur Kirchengesch." Gotha, 1885, 
p. 426-447. Dieckhoff: Die Theol. des Joh. v. Staup., Leipz., 1887. 
 
In this state of mental and moral agony, Luther was comforted by an old monk of the convent (the 
teacher of the novices) who reminded him of the article on the forgiveness of sins in the Apostles’ 
Creed, of Paul’s word that the sinner is justified by grace through faith, and of an incidental 
remark of St. Bernard (in a Sermon on the Canticles) to the same effect. 
 
His best friend and wisest counsellor was Johann von Staupitz, Doctor of Divinity and Vicar-
General of the Augustinian convents in Germany. Staupitz was a Saxon nobleman, of fine mind, 
generous heart, considerable biblical and scholastic learning, and deep piety, highly esteemed 
wherever known, and used in important missions by the Elector Frederick of Saxony. He 
belonged to the school of practical mysticism or Catholic pietism, which is best represented by 
Tauler and Thomas a Kempis. He cared more for the inner spiritual life than outward forms and 
observances, and trusted in the merits of Christ rather than in good works of his own, as the solid 
ground of comfort and peace. The love of God and the imitation of Christ were the ruling ideas of 
his theology and piety. In his most popular book, On the Love of God, {127} he describes that 
love as the inmost being of God, which makes everything lovely, and should make us love Him 
above all things; but this love man cannot learn from man, nor from the law which only brings us 
to a knowledge of sin, nor from the letter of the Scripture which kills, but from the Holy Spirit 
who reveals God’s love in Christ to our hearts and fills it with the holy flame of gratitude and 
consecration. "The law," he says in substance, "makes known the disease, but cannot heal. But the 
spirit is hid beneath the letter; the old law is pregnant with Christ who gives us grace to love God 
above all things. To those who find the spirit and are led to Christ by the law, the Scriptures 
become a source of edification and comfort. The Jews saw and heard and handled Christ, but they 
had him not in their heart, and therefore they were doubly guilty. And so are those who carry 
Christ only on their lips. The chief thing is to have him in our heart. The knowledge of the 
Christian faith and the love to God are gifts of pure grace beyond our art and ability, and beyond 
our works and merits." 



 
Staupitz was Luther’s spiritual father, and "first caused the light of the gospel to shine in the 
darkness of his heart." {128} He directed him from his sins to the merits of Christ, from the law to 
the cross, from works to faith, from scholasticism to the study of the Scriptures, of St. Augustin, 
and Tauler. He taught him that true repentance consists not in self-imposed penances and 
punishments, but in a change of heart and must proceed from the contemplation of Christ’s 
sacrifice, in which the secret of God’s eternal will was revealed. He also prophetically assured 
him that God would overrule these trials and temptations for his future usefulness in the church. 
{129} 
 
He encouraged Luther to enter the priesthood (1507), and brought him to Wittenberg; he induced 
him to take the degree of Doctor of Divinity, and to preach. He stirred him up against popery, 
{130} and protected him in the transactions with Cardinal Cajetan. He was greeted by Scheurl in 
1518 as the one who would lead the people of Israel out of captivity. 
 
But when Luther broke with Rome, and Rome with Luther, the friendship cooled down. Staupitz 
held fast to the unity of the Catholic Church and was intimidated and repelled by the excesses of 
the Reformation. In a letter of April 1, 1524, {131} he begs Luther’s pardon for his long silence 
and significantly says in conclusion: "May Christ help us to live according to his gospel which 
now resounds in our ears and which many carry on their lips; for I see that countless persons 
abuse the gospel for the freedom of the flesh. {132} Having been the precursor of the holy 
evangelical doctrine, I trust that my entreaties may have some effect upon thee." The sermons 
which he preached at Salzburg since 1522 breathe the same spirit and urge Catholic orthodoxy 
and obedience. {133} His last book, published after his death (1525) under the title, "Of the holy 
true Christian Faith," is a virtual protest against Luther’s doctrine of justification by faith alone 
and a plea for a practical Christianity which shows itself in good works. He contrasts the two 
doctrines in these words: "The fools say, he who believes in Christ., needs no works; the Truth 
says, whosoever will be my disciple, let him follow Me; and whosoever will follow Me, let him 
deny himself and carry my cross day by day; and whosoever loves Me, keeps my 
commandments.... The evil spirit suggests to carnal Christians the doctrine that man is justified 
without works, and appeals to Paul. But Paul only excluded works of the law which proceed from 
fear and selfishness, while in all his epistles he commends as necessary to salvation such works as 
are done in obedience to God’s commandments, in faith and love. Christ fulfilled the taw, the 
fools would abolish the law; Paul praises the law as holy and good, the fools scold and abuse it as 
evil because they walk according to the flesh and have not the mind of the Spirit." {134} 
 
Staupitz withdrew from the conflict, resigned his position, 1520, left his order by papal 
dispensation, became abbot of the Benedictine Convent of St. Peter in Salzburg and died (Dec. 
28, 1524) in the bosom of the Catholic church which he never intended to leave. {135} He was 
evangelical, without being a Protestant. {136} He cared little for Romanism, less for Lutheranism, 
all for practical Christianity. His relation to the Reformation resembles that of Erasmus with this 
difference, that he helped to prepare the way for it in the sphere of discipline and piety, Erasmus 
in the sphere of scholarship and illumination. Both were men of mediation and transition; they 
beheld from afar the land of promise, but did not enter it. 
 
{127} It passed through three editions between 1518 and 1520. See Knaake, I., 86 sq. Keller says 
that it was often republished by the Anabaptists, whom he regards as the successors of the 
mediaeval Waldenses, or "Brethren." 
 



{128} "Per quem primum coepit Evangelii lux de tenebris splendescere in cordibus nostris." So 
Luther says in his letter to Staupitz, Sept. 17, 1518 (DeWette II., 408 sq.), where he addresses him 
as "reverendus in Christo pater," and signs himself "filius tuus Martinus Lutherus." 
 
{129} In a letter of comfort to Hieronymus Weller, Nov. 6, 1530 (DeWette, IV., 187), Luther 
says, that in his sadness and distress in the convent he consulted Staupitz and opened to him his 
"horrendas et terrificas cogitationes," and that he was told by him: "Nescis Martine, quam tibi 
illa tenatio sit utilis et necessaria. Non enim temere te sic exercet Deus, videbis, quod ad res 
magnas gerendas te ministro utetur." 
 
{130} Luther: "D. Staupitius me incitabat contra papam (al. papatum)." In Colloquia, ed. 
Bindseil, III., 188. 
 
{131} First published by K. Krafft, in "Briefe und Documente aus der Zeit der Reformation," 
Elberfeld (1876), p. 54 sq. 
 
{132} "Ad liberatum carnis video innumeros abuti evangelio." 
 
{133} Extracts from these sermons were first published by Kolde. 
 
{134} Knaake, l. c.., I., 130 sqq.; Keller, Reform., 346 sq. It must have been this book which Link 
sent to Luther in the year 1525, and which Luther returned with a very unfavorable judgment. 
Dollinger (l. c.. I., 155) thinks that Luther looked upon the death of Staupitz as a sort of divine 
judgment, as he looked afterward upon the death of Zwingli. 
 
{135} Neverthless his books were put in the Index by the Council of Trent, 1563, and were burnt 
as heretical with all his correspondence by order of his successor, Abbot Martin of St. Peter, in 
the court of the convent at Salzburg in 1584. See Fr. Hein. Reusch (Old Cath.), Der Index der 
verbotenen Bucher, Bd. I. (Bonn, 1883), p. 279: "Staupitius ist in den Index gekommen, weil 
Cochlaeus bei dem Jahre 1517 ihn neben Luther als Gegner Tetzels erwahnt. Er ist in der 1. 
Classe geblieben bis auf diesen Tag, obschon man in Romans oder wenigstens in Trient, 
jedenfalls Benedict XIV. wohl hatte wissen konnen, dass er als guter Katholik, als Abt von St. 
Peter zu Salzburg gestorben." This is only one of several hundred errors in this papal catalogue of 
heretical books. 
 
{136} Or, as Luther expressed it in his letter to Staupitz of Feb. 9, 1521, he wavered between 
Christ and the Pope: "Ich furcte, ihr mochtet zwischen Christo und dem Papste in der Mitte 
schwaben, die ihr doch in heftigem Streit sehet." He told him in the same letter that he was no 
more that preacher of grace and of the cross (ein solcher Gnaden-und Kreuzdiger) as formerly.  



23. The Victory of Justifying Faith. 
 
(Comp. 7.) 
 
The secret of Luther’s power and influence lies in his heroic faith. It delivered him from the chaos 
and torment of ascetic self-mortification and self-condemnation, gave him rest and peace, and 
made him a lordly freeman in Christ, and yet an obedient servant of Christ. This faith breathes 
through all his writings, dominated his acts, sustained him in his conflicts and remained his shield 
and anchor till the hour of death. This faith was born in the convent at Erfurt, called into public 
action at Wittenberg, and made him a Reformer of the Church. 
 
By the aid of Staupitz and the old monk, but especially by the continued study of Paul’s Epistles, 
be was gradually brought to the conviction that the sinner is justified by faith alone, without 
works of law. He experienced this truth in his heart long before he understood it in all its 
bearings. He found in it that peace of conscience which he had sought in vain by his monkish 
exercises. He pondered day and night over the meaning of "the righteousness of God ,"{Romans 
1:17} and thought that it is the righteous punishment of sinners; but toward the close of his 
convent life he came to the conclusion that it is the righteousness which God freely gives in 
Christ to those who believe in him. Righteousness is not to be acquired by man through his own 
exertions and merits; it is complete and perfect in Christ, and all the sinner has to do is to accept it 
from Him as a free gift. Justification is that judicial act of God whereby he acquits the sinner of 
guilt and clothes him with the righteousness of Christ on the sole condition of personal faith 
which apprehends and appropriates Christ and shows its life and power by good works, as a good 
tree bringing forth good fruits. For faith in Luther’s system is far more than a mere assent of the 
mind to the authority of the church: it is a hearty trust and full surrender of the whole man to 
Christ; it lives and moves in Christ as its element, and is constantly obeying his will and 
following his example. It is only in connection with this deeper conception of faith that his 
doctrine of justification can be appreciated. Disconnected from it, it is a pernicious error. 
 
The Pauline doctrine of justification as set forth in the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, had 
never before been clearly and fully understood, not even by Augustin and Bernard, who confound 
justification with sanctification. {137} Herein lies the difference between the Catholic and the 
Protestant conception. In the Catholic system justification (dikaivwsi) is a gradual process 
conditioned by faith and good works; in the Protestant system it is a single act of God, followed 
by sanctification. It is based upon the merits of Christ, conditioned by faith, and manifested by 
good works. {138} 
 
This experience acted like a new revelation on Luther. It shed light upon the whole Bible and 
made it to him a book of life and comfort. He felt relieved of the terrible load of guilt by an act of 
free grace. He was led out of the dark prison house of self-inflicted penance into the daylight and 
fresh air of God’s redeeming love. Justification broke the fetters of legalistic slavery, and filled 
him with the joy and peace of the state of adoption; it opened to him the very gates of heaven. 
 
Henceforth the doctrine of justification by faith alone was for him to the end of life the sum and 
substance of the gospel, the heart of theology, the central truth of Christianity, the article of the 
standing or falling church. By this standard he measured every other doctrine and the value of 
every book of the Bible. Hence his enthusiasm for Paul, and his dislike of James, whom he could 
not reconcile with his favorite apostle. He gave disproportion to solifidianism and presented it 
sometimes in most unguarded language, which seemed to justify antinomian conclusions; but he 



corrected himself, he expressly condemned antinomianism, and insisted on good works and a 
holy life as a necessary manifestation of faith. {139} And it must not be forgotten that the same 
charge of favoring antinomianism was made against Paul, who rejects it with pious horror: "Let it 
never be!" 
 
Thus the monastic and ascetic life of Luther was a preparatory school for his evangelical faith. It 
served the office of the Mosaic law which, by bringing the knowledge of sin and guilt, leads as a 
tutor to Christ. {Romans 3:20 Galatians 3:24} The law convicted, condemned, and killed him; the 
gospel comforted, justified, and made him alive. The law enslaved him, the gospel set him free. 
He had trembled like a slave; now he rejoiced as a son in his father’s house. Through the 
discipline of the law he died to the law, that he might live unto God. {Galatians 2:19} 
 
In one word, Luther passed through the experience of Paul. He understood him better than any 
mediaeval schoolman or ancient father. His commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians is still one 
of the best, for its sympathetic grasp of the contrast between law and gospel, between spiritual 
slavery and spiritual freedom. 
 
Luther held this conviction without dreaming that it conflicted with the traditional creed and piety 
of the church. He was brought to it step by step. The old views and practices ran along side with 
it, and for several years he continued to be a sincere and devout Catholic. It was only the war with 
Tetzel and its consequences that forced him into the position of a Reformer and emancipated him 
from his old connections. 
 
{137} Luther himself felt how widely he differed in this doctrine from his favorite Augustin. He 
said afterward in his Table Talk: "Principio Augustinum vorabam, non legebam; aber da mir in 
Paulo die Thur aufging, dass ich wusste was justificatio fidei war, ward es aus mit ihm." Kostlin, 
I., 780. Yet if we reduce the doctrine of justification by faith to the more general term of salvation 
by free grace, it was held as clearly and strongly by Augustin and, we may say, is held by all true 
Christians. Janssen (II., 71) says: "Of all the books recognized and used by the (Catholic) Church, 
whether learned or popular, there is not one which does not contain the doctrine of justification 
by Christ alone (die Lehre von der Rechtfertigung durch Christus allein)." But the question 
between the Roman church and Luther turned on the subjective appropriation of the righteousness 
of Christ which is the objective ground of justification and salvation; while faith is the subjective 
condition. 
 
{138} Modern exegesis has justified this view of dikaiow and dikaiwsi, according to 
Hellenistic usage, although etymologically the verb may mean to make just, i.e., to sanctify, in 
accordance with verbs in ovw (e.g. dhlow fanefow, tuflow, i.e to make manifest, etc.). See 
the Commentaries on Romans and Galatians. 
 
{139} The boldest and wildest utterance of Luther on justification occurs in a letter to 
Melanchthon (De Wette’s ed. II. 37), dated Aug. 1, 1521, where he gives his opinion on the vow 
of celibacy and says: "Esto peccator et pecca fortiter, sed fortius fide (crede) et gaude in Christo, 
qui victor est peccati, mortis et mundi." But it loses all its force as an argument against him and 
his doctrine, first by being addressed to Melanchthon, who was not likely to abuse it, and 
secondly by implying an impossibility; for the fortius crede and the concluding ora fortiter 
neutralize the fortiter pecca. Paul, of course, could never have written such a passage. He puts the 
antinomian inference: "Let us continue in sin that grace may abound" into the form of a question, 
and answers it by an indignant mh; gevnoito. Romans 6:1. This is the difference between the 
wisdom of an apostle and the zeal of a reformer.  



24. Luther Ordained to the Priesthood. 
 
In the second year of his monastic life and when he was still in a state of perplexity, Luther was 
ordained to the priesthood, and on May 2, 1507, he said his first mass. This was a great event in 
the life of a priest. He was so overwhelmed by the solemnity of offering the tremendous sacrifice 
for the living and the dead that he nearly fainted at the altar. 
 
His father had come with several friends to witness the solemnity and brought him a present of 
twenty guilders. He was not yet satisfied with the monastic vows. "Have you not read in Holy 
Writ," he said to the brethren at the entertainment given to the young priest, "that a man must 
honor father and mother?" And when he was reminded, that his son was called to the convent by 
a voice from heaven, he answered: "Would to God, it were no spirit of the devil." He was not 
fully reconciled to his son till after he had acquired fame and entered the married state. 
 
Luther performed the duties of the new dignity with conscientious fidelity. He read mass every 
morning, and invoked during the week twenty-one particular saints whom be had chosen as his 
helpers, three on each day. 
 
But he was soon to be called to a larger field of influence.  



25. Luther in Rome.  {140} 
 
"Roma qua nihil possis visere majus."—(Horace.) 
 
Vivere qui sancte vultis, discedite Roma. 
 
Omnia hic ecce licent, non licet esse probum. 
 
Wer christlich leben will und Rein, 
 
Der zieh am Romans und bleib daheim. 
 
Hie mag man thun was man nur will, 
 
Allein fromm sein gilt hier nicht viel. 
 
(Old poetry quoted by Luther, in Walch, XXII., 2372.) 
 
Prachtiger, als wir in unserum Norden, 
 
Wohnt der Bettler an-der Engelspforten, 
 
Denn er sieht das ewig einz’ge Rom: 
 
Ihn umgibt der Schonheit Glanzgewimmel, 
 
Und ein zweiter Himmel in den Himmel 
 
Steigt Sancte Peter’s wundersamer Dom. 
 
Aber Romans in allem seinem Glanze 
 
Ist ein Grab nur der Vergangenheit, 
 
Leben duftet nur die frische Pflanze, 
 
Die die grune Stunde streut.—(Schiller.) 
 
An interesting episode in the history of Luther’s training for the Reformation was his visit to 
Rome. It made a deep impression on his mind, and became effective, not immediately, but several 
years afterward through the recollection of what he had seen and heard, as a good Catholic, in the 
metropolis of Christendom. 
 
In the autumn of the year 1510, {141} after his removal to Wittenberg, but before his graduation 
as doctor of divinity, Luther was sent to Rome in the interest of his order and at the suggestion of 
Staupitz, who wished to bring about a disciplinary reform and closer union of the Augustinian 
convents in Germany, but met with factious opposition. 
 



In company with another monk and a lay brother, as the custom was, he traveled on foot, from 
convent to convent, spent four weeks in Rome in the Augustinian convent of Maria del popolo, 
and returned to Wittenberg in the following spring. The whole journey must have occupied 
several months. It was the longest journey he ever made, and at the same time, his pilgrimage to 
the shrines of the holy apostles where he wished to make a general confession of all his sins and 
to secure the most efficient absolution. 
 
We do not know whether he accomplished the object of his mission. {142} He left no information 
about his route, whether be passed through Switzerland or through the Tyrol, nor about the 
sublime scenery of the Alps and the lovely scenery of Italy. {143} The beauties of nature made 
little or no impression upon the Reformers, and were not properly appreciated before the close of 
the eighteenth century. {144} Zwingli and Calvin lived on the banks of Swiss lakes and in view of 
the Swiss Alps, but never allude to them; they were absorbed in theology and religion. 
 
In his later writings and Table-Talk, Luther left some interesting reminiscences of his journey. He 
spoke of the fine climate and fertility of Italy, the temperance of the Italians contrasted with the 
intemperate Germans, also of their shrewdness, craftiness, and of the pride with which they 
looked down upon the "stupid Germans" and "German beasts," as semi-barbarians; he praised the 
hospitals and charitable institutions in Florence; but he was greatly disappointed with the state of 
religion in Rome, which he found just the reverse of what he had expected. 
 
Rome was at that time filled with enthusiasm for the renaissance of classical literature and art, but 
indifferent to religion. Julius II., who sat in Peter’s chair from 1503 to 1513, bent his energies on 
the aggrandizement of the secular dominion of the papacy by means of an unscrupulous 
diplomacy and bloody wars, founded the Vatican Museum, and liberally encouraged the great 
architects and painters of his age in their immortal works of art. The building of the new church 
of St. Peter with its colossal cupola had begun under the direction of Bramante; the pencil of 
Michael Angelo was adorning the Sixtine chapel in the adjoining Vatican Palace with the pictures 
of the Prophets, Sibyls, and the last judgment; and the youthful genius of Raphael conceived his 
inimitable Madonna, with the Christ-child in her arms, and was transforming the chambers of the 
Vatican into galleries of undying beauty. These were the wonders of the new Italian art; but they 
had as little interest for the German monk as the temples and statues of classical Athens had for 
the Apostle Paul. 
 
When Luther came in sight of the eternal city he fell upon the earth, raised his hands and 
exclaimed, "Hail to thee, holy, Rome! {145} Thrice holy for the blood of martyrs shed here." He 
passed the colossal ruins of heathen Rome and the gorgeous palaces of Christian Rome. But he 
ran, "like a crazy saint," through all the churches and crypts and catacombs with an unquestioning 
faith in the legendary traditions about the relics and miracles of martyrs. {146} He wished that his 
parents were dead that he might help them out of purgatory by reading mass in the most holy 
place, according to the saying: "Blessed is the mother whose son celebrates mass on Saturday in 
St. John of the Lateran." He ascended on bended knees the twenty-eight steps of the famous Scala 
Santa (said to have been transported from the Judgment Hall of Pontius Pilate in Jerusalem), that 
he might secure the indulgence attached to this ascetic performance since the days of Pope Leo 
IV. in 850, but at every step the word of the Scripture sounded as a significant protest in his ear: 
"The just shall live by faith". {147} {Romans 1:17} 
 
Thus at the very height of his mediaeval devotion he doubted its efficacy in giving peace to the 
troubled conscience. This doubt was strengthened by what he saw around him. He was favorably 
struck, indeed, with the business administration and police regulations of the papal court, but 
shocked by the unbelief, levity and immorality of the clergy. Money and luxurious living seemed 



to have replaced apostolic poverty and self-denial. He saw nothing but worldly splendor at the 
court of Pope Julius II., who had just returned from the sanguinary siege of a town conducted by 
him in person. He afterward thundered against him as a man of blood. He heard of the fearful 
crimes of Pope Alexander VI. and his family, which were hardly known and believed in 
Germany, but freely spoken of as undoubted facts in the fresh remembrance of all Romans. While 
he was reading one mass, a Roman priest would finish seven. He was urged to hurry up (passa, 
passa!), and to "send her Son home to our Lady." He heard priests, when consecrating the 
elements, repeat in Latin the words: "Bread thou art, and bread thou shalt remain; wine thou art, 
and wine thou shalt remain." The term "a good Christian" (buon Christiano) meant "a fool." He 
was told that "if there was a hell, Rome was built on it," and that this state of things must soon 
end in a collapse. 
 
He received the impression that "Rome, once the holiest city, was now the worst." He compared 
it to Jerusalem as described by the prophets. {148} All these sad experiences did not shake his 
faith in the Roman church and hierarchy, so unworthily represented, as the Jewish hierarchy was 
at the time of Christ; but they returned to his mind afterward with double force and gave ease and 
comfort to his conscience when he attacked and abused popery as "an institution of the devil." 
{149} 
 
Hence be often declared that he would not have missed "seeing Rome for a hundred thousand 
florins; for I might have felt some apprehension that I had done injustice to the Pope; but as we 
see, so we speak." 
 
Six years after his visit the building of St. Peter’s Dome by means of the proceeds from papal 
indulgences furnished the occasion for the outbreak of that war which ended with an irrevocable 
separation from Rome. 
 
In the Pitti Gallery of Florence there is a famous picture of Giorgione which represents an 
unknown monk with strongly Teutonic features and brilliant eyes, seated between two Italians, 
playing on a small organ and looking dreamily to one side. This central figure has recently been 
identified by some connoisseurs as a portrait of Luther taken at Florence a few months before the 
death of Giorgione in 1511. The identity is open to doubt, but the resemblance is striking. {150} 
 
{140} Luther’s dicta about Rome and his Roman journey are collected in Walch’s ed., vol. XXII., 
2372-2379; Kohler: Luther’s Reisen (1872), p. 2-20; Jurgens, II., 266-358; Koestlin, I., 100-107; 
Lenz, 45-47; Kolde, I., 73-79; and in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur Kirchengesch," II., 460 sqq. 
Comp. also, on the R. Cath. side, the brief account of Janssen, II., 72. Audin devotes his third 
chapter to the Roman journey (I., 52-65). 
 
{141} The chronology is not quite certain. The date 1511 is adopted by Kostlin and Kolde. Others 
date the Rome journey back to 1510 (Mathesius, Seckendorf, Jurgens, and Luther himself, in his 
tract Against Popery invented by the Devil, Erl. ed. XXVI., 125, though once he names the year 
1511). 
 
{142} Kolde (I., 81) conjectures that the decision of Rome in the controversy among the 
Augustinians went against Staupitz, who soon after 1512 left Wittenberg. 
 
{143} He passed through Suabia and Bavaria, as we may judge from his description of the people 
(Walch, XXII., 2359): "Wenn ich viel reisen sollte, wollte ich nirgends lieber, denn durch 
Schwaben und Baierland ziehen; denn sie sind freundlich und gutwillig, herbergen gerne, gehen 
Freunden und Wandersleuten entgegen, und thun den Leuten gutlich, und gute Ausrichtung um 



ihr Geld." He seems to have seen Switzerland also of which he says (ib., p. 2360): "Schweiz ist 
ein durr und bergig Land, darum sind sie endlich und hurtig, mussen ihre Nahrung underswo 
suchen." 
 
{144} We seek in vain for descriptions of natural scenery among the ancient classics, but several 
Hebrew Psalms celebrate the glory of the Creator in his works. The Parables of our Lord imply 
that nature is full of spiritual lessons. The first descriptions of the beauties of nature in Christian 
literature are found in the Epistles of St. Basil, Gregory of Nazianzum and Gregory of Nyssa. See 
this Ch. Hist., vol. III., 896 sqq. The incomparable beauties of Switzerland were first duly 
appreciated and made known to the world by Albrecht von Haller of Bern (in his poem, "Die 
Alpen"), (Goethe Schweizereise), and Schiller (in Wilhelm Tell, where he gives the most charming 
picture of the Lake of the Four Cantons, though he never was there). 
 
{145} "Salve! Sancta Roma." 
 
{146} "Auch ich war ein so toller Heiliger," he said, "lief durch alle Kirchen und Kluften, glaubte 
alles was daselbst erlogen und erstunken ist." 
 
{147} This interesting incident rests on the authority of his son Paul, who heard it from the lips of 
his father in 1544. Modern Popes, Pius VII. and Pius IX., have granted additional indulgences to 
those who climb up the Scala Santa. 
 
{148} "Es gehet uns wie den Propheten, die klagen auch uber Jerusalem, und sagen: Die feine 
glaubige Stadt is zur Hure geworden. Denn aus dem Besten kommt allezeit das Aergste, wie die 
Exempel zeigen zu allen Zeiten." Walch, XXII., 2378. 
 
{149} This was the topic of one of his last and most abusive works: "Wider das Papstthum zu 
Romans vom Teufel gestiftet." March, 1545. 
 
{150} Comp. "Revista Christiana," Firenze, 1883, p. 422. The picture on the opposite page (in the 
text) is from a photograph made in Florence.  



26. The University of Wittenberg. 
 
Grohmann: Annalen der Universitat zu Wittenberg, 1802, 2 vols. Muther: Die Wittenberger 
Universitats und Facultatsstudien v. Jahr 1508. Halle, 1867. K. Schmidt: Wittenberg unter 
Kurfurst Friedrich dem Weisen. Erlangen, 1877. Juergens: II, 151 sqq. and 182 sqq. (very 
thorough). Koestlin, I., 90 sqq. Kolde: Friedrich der Weise und die Anfange der Reformation, 
Erlangen, 1881; and his Leben Luther’s, 1884, I., 67 sqq. 
 
In the year 1502 Frederick III., surnamed the Wise, Elector of Saxony (b. 1463, d. 1525), 
distinguished among the princes of the sixteenth century for his intelligence, wisdom, piety, and 
in cautious protection of the Reformation, founded from his limited means a new University at 
Wittenberg, under the patronage of the Virgin Mary and St. Augustin. The theological faculty 
was dedicated to the Apostle Paul, and on the anniversary of his conversion at Damascus a mass 
was to be celebrated and a sermon preached in the presence of the rector and the senate. 
 
Frederick was a devout Catholic, a zealous collector of relics, a believer in papal indulgences, a 
pilgrim to the holy land; but at the same time a friend of liberal learning, a protector of the person 
of Luther and of the new theology of the University of Wittenberg, which he called his daughter, 
and which be favored to the extent of his power. Shortly before his death he signified the 
acceptance of the evangelical faith by taking the communion in both kinds from Spalatin, his 
chaplain, counsellor and biographer, and mediator between him and Luther. He was unmarried 
and left no legitimate heir. His brother, John the Constant (1525-1532), and his nephew, John 
Frederick the Magnanimous (1532-1547), both firm Protestants, succeeded him; but the latter was 
deprived of the electoral dignity and part of his possessions by his victorious cousin Moritz, Duke 
of Saxony, after the battle of Muhlberg (1547). The successors of Moritz were the chief defenders 
of Lutheranism in Germany till Augustus I. (1694-1733) sold the faith of his ancestors for the 
royal crown of Poland and became a Roman Catholic. 
 
Wittenberg {151} was a poor and badly built town of about three thousand inhabitants in a dull, 
sandy, sterile plain on the banks of the Elbe, and owes its fame entirely to the fact that it became 
the nursery of the Reformation theology. Luther says that it lay at the extreme boundary of 
civilization, {152} a few steps from barbarism, and speaks of its citizens as wanting in culture, 
courtesy and kindness. He felt at times strongly tempted to leave it. Melanchthon who came from 
the fertile Palatinate, complained that he could get nothing fit to eat at Wittenberg. Myconius, 
Luther’s friend, describes the houses as "small, old, ugly, low, wooden." Even the electoral castle 
is a very unsightly structure. The Elector laughed when Dr. Pollich first proposed the town as the 
seat of the new university. But Wittenberg was one of his two residences (the other being 
Torgau), had a new castle-church with considerable endowments and provision for ten thousand 
masses per annum and an Augustinian convent which could furnish a part of the teaching force, 
and thus cheapen the expenses of the institution. 
 
The university was opened October 18, 1502. The organization was intrusted to Dr. Pollich, the 
first rector, who on account of his extensive learning was called "lux mundi," and who had 
accompanied the Elector on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem (1493), and to Staupitz, the first Dean of 
the theological faculty, who fixed his eye at once upon his friend Luther as a suitable professor of 
theology. 
 
Wittenberg had powerful rivals in the neighboring, older and better endowed Universities of 
Erfurt and Leipzig, but soon overshadowed them by the new theology. The principal professors 



were members of the Augustinian order, most of them from Tubingen and Erfurt. The number of 
students was four hundred and sixteen in the first semester, then declined to fifty-five in 1505, 
partly in consequence of the pestilence, began to rise again in 1507, and when Luther and 
Melanchthon stood on the summit of their fame, they attracted thousands of pupils from all 
countries of Europe. Melanchthon heard at times eleven languages spoken at his hospitable table. 
 
{151} Probably, Weissenberg, from the white sand hills on the Elbe. So Jurgens II., 190. The 
original inhabitants of the region were Slavs (Wends), but expelled or absorbed by the Saxons. 
The town dates from the twelfth century. 
 
{152} "In termino civilitatis."  



27. Luther as Professor till 1517. 
 
Luther was suddenly called by Staupitz from the Augustinian Convent of Erfurt to that of 
Wittenberg with the expectation of becoming at the same time a lecturer in the university. He 
arrived there in October, 1508, was called back to Erfurt in autumn, 1509, was sent to Rome in 
behalf of his order, 1510, returned to Wittenberg, 1511, and continued there till a few days before 
his death, 1546. 
 
He lived in the convent, even after his marriage. His plain study, bed-room and lecture-hall are 
still shown in the "Lutherhaus." The lowliness of his work-shop forms a sublime contrast to the 
grandeur of his work. From their humble dwellings Luther and Melanchthon exerted a mightier 
influence than the contemporary popes and kings from their gorgeous palaces. 
 
Luther combined the threefold office of sub-prior, preacher and professor. He preached both in 
his convent and in the town-church, sometimes daily for a week, sometimes thrice in one day, 
during Lent in 1517 twice everyday. He was supported by the convent. As professor he took no 
fees from the students and received only a salary of one hundred guilders, which after his 
marriage was raised by the Elector John to two hundred guilders. {153} 
 
He first lectured on scholastic philosophy and explained the Aristotelian dialectics and physics. 
But he soon passed through the three grades of bachelor, licentiate, and doctor of divinity 
(October 18th and 19th, 1512), and henceforth devoted himself exclusively to the sacred science 
which was much more congenial to his taste. Staupitz urged him into these academic dignities, 
{154} and the Elector who had been favorably impressed with one of his sermons, offered to pay 
the expenses (fifty guilders) for the acquisition of the doctorate. {155} Afterward in seasons of 
trouble Luther often took comfort from the title and office of his doctorate of divinity and his 
solemn oath to defend with all his might the Holy Scriptures against all errors. {156} He justified 
the burning of the Pope’s Bull in the same way. But the oath of ordination and of the doctor of 
theology implied also obedience to the Roman church (ecclesiae Romanae obedientiam) and her 
defence against all heresies condemned by her. {157} 
 
With the year 1512 his academic teaching began in earnest and continued till 1546, at first in 
outward harmony with the Roman church, but afterward in open opposition to it. 
 
He was well equipped for his position, according to the advantages of his age, but, very poorly, 
according to modern requirements, as far as technical knowledge is concerned. Although a doctor 
of divinity, he relied for several years almost exclusively on the Latin version of the Scriptures. 
Very few professors knew Greek, and still less, Hebrew. Luther had acquired a superficial idea of 
Hebrew at Erfurt from Reuchlin’s Rudimenta Hebraica. {158} The Greek he learned at 
Wittenberg, we do not know exactly when, mostly from books and from his colleagues, Johann 
Lange and Melanchthon. As late as Feb. 18th, 1518, he asked Lange, "the Greek," a question 
about the difference between ajnavqhma and ajnavqema, and confessed that he could not draw 
the Greek letters. {159} His herculean labor in translating the Bible forced him into a closer 
familiarity with the original languages, though he never attained to mastery. As a scholar he 
remained inferior to Reuchlin or Erasmus or Melanchthon, but as a genius he was their superior, 
and as a master of his native German he had no equal in all Germany. Moreover, he turned his 
knowledge to the best advantage, and always seized the strong point in controversy. He studied 
with all his might and often neglected eating and sleeping. 
 



Luther opened his theological teaching with David and Paul, who became the pillars of his 
theology. The Psalms and the Epistles to the Romans and Galatians remained his favorite books. 
His academic labors as a commentator extended over thirty-three years, from 1513 to 1546, his 
labors as a reformer embraced only twenty-nine years, from 1517 to 1546. Beginning with the 
Psalms, 1513, he ended with Genesis, (November 17th, 1545) three months before his death. 
 
His first lectures on the Psalms are still extant and have recently been published from the 
manuscript in Wolfenbuttel. {160} They are exegetically worthless, but theologically important as 
his first attempt to extract a deeper spiritual meaning from the Psalms. He took Jerome’s Psalter 
as the textual basis; {161} the few Hebrew etymologies are all derived from Jerome, Augustin 
(who knew no Hebrew), and Reuchlin’s Lexicon. He followed closely the mediaeval method of 
interpretation which distinguished four different senses, and neglected the grammatical and 
historical interpretation. Thus Jerusalem means literally or historically the city in Palestine, 
allegorically the good, tropologically virtue, anagogically reward; Babylon means literally the 
city or empire of Babylon, allegorically the evil, tropologically vice, anagogically punishment. 
Then again one word may have four bad and four good senses, according as it is understood 
literally or figuratively. {162} Sometimes he distinguished six senses. He emphasized the 
prophetic character of the Psalms, and found Christ and his work everywhere. {163} He had no 
sympathy with the method of Nicolaus Lyra to understand the Psalter from the times of the 
writer. Afterward he learned to appreciate him. {164} He followed Augustin, the Glossa 
ordinaria, and especially the Quincuplex Psalterium of Faber Stapulensis (Paris, 1508 and 1513). 
He far surpassed himself in his later comments on the Psalms. {165} It was only by degrees that 
he emancipated himself from the traditional exegesis, and approached the only sound and safe 
method of grammatico-historical interpretation of Scripture from the natural meaning of the 
words, the situation of the writer and the analogy of his teaching, viewed in the light of the 
Scriptures as a whole. He never gave up altogether the scholalistic and allegorizing method of 
utilizing exegesis for dogmatic and devotional purposes, but he assigned it a subordinate place. 
"Allegories," he said, "may be used to teach the ignorant common people, who need to have the 
same thing impressed in various forms." He measured the Scriptures by his favorite doctrine of 
justification by faith, and hence depreciated important books, especially the Epistle of James and 
the Apocalypse. But when his dogmatic conviction required it, he laid too much stress on the 
letter, as in the eucharistic controversy. 
 
From the Psalms he proceeded to the Epistles of Paul. Here be had an opportunity to expound his 
ideas of sin and grace, the difference between the letter and the spirit, between the law and the 
gospel, and to answer the great practical question, how a sinner may be justified before a holy 
God and obtain pardon and peace. He first lectured on Romans and explained the difference 
between the righteousness of faith and the righteousness of works. He never published a work on 
Romans except a preface which contains a masterly description of faith. His lectures on Galatians 
he began October 27th, 1516, and resumed them repeatedly. They appeared first in Latin, 
September, 1519, and in a revised edition, 1523, with a preface of Melanchthon. {166} They are 
the most popular and effective of his commentaries, and were often published in different 
languages. John Bunyan was greatly benefited by them. Their chief value is that they bring us 
into living contact with the central idea of the epistle, namely, evangelical freedom in Christ, 
which he reproduced and adapted in the very spirit of Paul. Luther always had a special 
preference for this anti-Judaic Epistle and called it his sweetheart or his wife. {167} 
 
These exegetical lectures made a deep impression. They were thoroughly evangelical, without 
being anti-catholic. They reached the heart and conscience as well as the head. They substituted a 
living theology clothed with flesh and blood for the skeleton theology of scholasticism. They 
were delivered with the energy of intense conviction and the freshness of personal experience. 



The genius of the lecturer flashed from his deep dark eyes which seem to have struck every 
observer. "This monk," said Dr. Pollich, "will revolutionize the whole scholastic teaching." 
Christopher Scheurl commended Luther to the friendship of Dr. Eck (his later opponent) in 
January, 1517, as "a divine who explained the epistles of the man of Tarsus with wonderful 
genius." Melanchthon afterward expressed a general judgment when he said that Christ and the 
Apostles were brought out again as from the darkness and filth of prison. 
 
{153} "Ware es nicht geschehen," says Luther, "so hatte ich nach meiner Verheirathung mir 
vorgenommen, fur Honorar zu lesen. Aber da mir Gott zuvorkam, so habe ich mein Leben lang 
kein Exemplar [he means, of his writings] verkauft noch gelesen um Lohn, will auch den Ruhm, 
will’s Gott, mit mir ins Grab nehmen." Jurgens, II., 248 sq. 
 
{154} Luther remembered the pear tree under which Staupitz overcame his objections to the 
labors and responsibilities of the doctorate. He thought himself unable to endure them with his 
frail body, but Staupitz replied playfully and in prophetic anticipation of the great work in store 
for him: "In Gottes Namen! Unser Herr Gott hat grosse Geschafte; Er bedarf droben auch kluger 
Leute; wenn Ihr nun sterbet, so musset Ihr dort sein Rathgeber sein." 
 
{155} See K. F. Th. Schneider, Luther’s Promotion zum Doctor und Melanchthon’s zum 
Baccalaureus der Theologie, Neuwied, 1860 (38 pp.). He gives Luther’s Latin oration which he 
delivered in honor of theology on the text: "I will give you a mouth and wisdom". {Luke 21:15} 
The expenses of the promotion to the degree of the baccalaureate, Luther never paid. The records 
of the dean note this fact: "Adhuc non satisfecit facultati," and Luther afterward wrote on the 
margin: "Nec faciet, quia tunc pauper et sub obedientia nihil habuit." Schneider, p. 6. 
 
{156} See his utterances on the importance of his doctorate in Mathesius (I. and XV.) and Jurgens 
(II., 405-408). Jurgens points out and explains (p. 424 sqq.) the inconsistency of Luther in his 
appeal to human authority and overestimate of the official title. Every step in his public career 
was accompanied by scruples of conscience which he had to solve the best way he could. 
 
{157} Kostlin says (Engl. transl. of the short biography, p. 65): "Obedience to the Pope was not 
required at Wittenberg, as it was at other universities." But it is implied in obedience to the 
Roman church. The university was chartered by the Emperor Maximilian, but the Elector had not 
neglected to secure the papal sanction. See Jurgens II. 207. 
 
{158} This book, published at Pforzheim, 1506, at the author’s expense, is the first Hebrew 
grammar written by a Christian, and broke the path for Hebrew learning in Germany. So far 
Reuchlin was right in calling it a monumentum aere perennius. 
 
{159} DeWette, I. 34: "Petimus a te, Graece, ut controversiam nostram dissolvas, quae sit 
distantia inter anathema per epsilon, et anathema per h... Nescio figuras literarum pingere." In 
his Table Talk he says: "Ich kann weder griechisch noch hebraisch; ich will aber dennoch einem 
Griechen und Hebraer ziemlich begegnen." Comp. on his linguistic studies and accomplishments, 
Jurgens, I. 470 sqq.; II. 428 sqq. 
 
{160} He had the Latin text of the Psalms printed, and wrote between the lines and on the margin 
his notes in very small and almost illegible letters. Kostlin gives a facsimile page in Luther’s 
Leben, p. 72 (Engl. ed. p. 64). The whole was published with painstaking accuracy by Kawerau in 
the third volume of the Weimar ed. (1885). 
 



{161} The innumerable references to the Hebraeus are never intended for the original, but for 
Jerome’s Psalterium juxta Hebraeos. Paul de Lagarde has published an edition, Lips., 1874. 
 
{162} Luther illustrates this double four-fold scheme of exegesis by the following table (Weimar 
ed. III. 11): 
 
Litera Occidens 
 
hystorice terra Canaan 
 
Mons 
 
Zion 
 
Allegorice Synagoga vel 
 
persona eminens in eadem 
 
tropologice Justitia phari- 
 
saica et legalis 
 
anagogice Gloria futura 
 
secundum carnem 
 
SpiritusVivificans de corpore 
 
hystorice populus in Zion exis- 
 
tens Babylonico Ecclesiastico 
 
Mons 
 
Zion 
 
Allegorice Ecclesia 
 
vel quilibit 
 
doctor 
 
Episcopus 
 
eminens 
 
Tropologice Justitia fidei 
 
vel alia excellen... 
 
Anagogice gloria 



 
eterna in celis. 
 
Econtra Vallis Cedron per oppositum. 
 
{163} This fanciful allegorizing and spiritualizing method of interpreting the Psalms by which 
they are made to teach almost anything that is pious and edifying, is still popular even in some 
Protestant churches, especially the Church of England. Comp. e.g. Dr. Neale and Dr. Littledale’s 
Commentary on the Psalms from primitive and mediaeval writers. London, fourth ed., 1884, 4 
vols. The celebrated Baptist preacher, Spurgeon, has written a commentary on the Psalms, in 
seven volumes, which is likewise full of allegorizing interpretation, but mostly derived from older 
Protestant and Puritan sources. 
 
{164} Hence the saying: "Si Lyra non lyrasset, Lutherus non saltasset." 
 
{165} Ed. by Dr. Bertheau in the fourth vol. of the Weimar ed. (1886). 
 
{166} See the first ed. in the Weimar ed. of his works, vol. II. 436-618. This commentary of 1519 
must be distinguished from the larger work of 1535 which has the same title, but rests on different 
lectures. 
 
{167} In December, 1531: "Epistola ad Galatas ist meine Epistola, der ich mich vertraut habe, 
meine Kethe von Bora." Weimar ed. II. 437. Melanchthon called Luther’s commentary the thread 
of Theseus in the labyrinth of N. T. exegesis.  



28. Luther and Mysticism. The Theologia Germanica. 
 
In 1516 Luther read the sermons of Tauler, the mystic revival preacher of Strassburg (who died in 
1361), and discovered the remarkable book called "German Theology," which he ascribed to 
Tauler, but which is of a little later date from a priest and custos of the Deutsch-Herrn Haus of 
Frankfort, and a member of the association called "Friends of God." It resembles the famous 
work of Thomas a Kempis in exhibiting Christian piety as a humble imitation of the life of Christ 
on earth, but goes beyond it, almost to the very verge of pantheism, by teaching in the strongest 
terms the annihilation of self-will and the absorption of the soul in God. Without being polemical, 
it represents by its intense inwardness a striking contrast to the then prevailing practice of religion 
as a mechanical and monotonous round of outward acts and observances. 
 
Luther published a part of this book from an imperfect manuscript, December, 1516, and from a 
complete copy, in 1518, with a brief preface of his own. {168} He praises it as rich and 
overprecious in divine wisdom, though poor and unadorned in words and human wisdom. He 
places it next to the Bible and St. Augustin in its teaching about God, Christ, man, and all things, 
and says in conclusion that "the German divines are doubtless the best divines." 
 
There are various types of mysticism, orthodox and heretical, speculative and practical. {169} 
Luther came in contact with the practical and catholic type through Staupitz and the writings of 
St. Augustin, St. Bernard, and Tauler. It deepened and spiritualized his piety and left permanent 
traces on his theology. The Lutheran church, like the Catholic, always had room for mystic 
tendencies. But mysticism alone could not satisfy him, especially after the Reformation began in 
earnest. It was too passive and sentimental and shrunk from conflict. It was a theology of feeling 
rather than of action. Luther was a born fighter, and waxed stronger and stronger in battle. His 
theology is biblical, with such mystic elements as the Bible itself contains. {170} 
 
{168} Both prefaces are printed in the Weimar ed. of his works I. 153 and 378 sq. The book itself 
has gone through many editions; the best is by Franz Pfeiffer, Theologia deutsch, Stuttgart. 1851, 
third ed. 1855. There is an English translation by Susanna Winkworth, Theologia Germanica, 
with additions by Canon Kingsley and Chevalier Bunsen, (London, 1854, new ed. 1874; reprinted 
at Andover, 1846). Several characteristic mystic terms, as Entwerdung, Gelassenheit, Vergottung, 
are hardly translatable. 
 
{169} Ed. von Hartmann, the pessimist says (Die Philos. des Unbewussten, Berlin, 1869, p. 276): 
"Die Mystik ist eine Schlingpflanze, die an-jedem Stabe emporwuchert und sich mit den 
extremsten Gegensatzen gleichgut abzufinden weiss." 
 
{170} See Hermann Hering, Die Mystik Luthers im Zusammenhange seiner Theologieund in 
ihrem Verh. zur alteren Mystik. Leipzig, 1879. He distinguishes three periods in Luther’s relation 
to mysticism: (1) Romanisch-mystische Periode; (2) Germanisch-mystische Periode; (3) Conflict 
with the false mysticism of Munzer, Carlstadt, the Zwickau Prophets, and Schwenkfeldt.  



29. The Penitential Psalms. The Eve of the Reformation. 
 
The first original work which Luther published was a German exposition of the seven Penitential 
Psalms, 1517. {171} It was a fit introduction to the reformatory Theses which enjoin the true 
evangelical repentance. In this exposition he sets forth the doctrines of sin and grace and the 
comfort of the gospel for the understanding of the common people. It shows him first in the light 
of a popular author, and had a wide circulation. 
 
Luther was now approaching the prime of manhood. He was the shining light of the young 
university, and his fame began to spread through Germany. But he stood not alone. He had 
valuable friends and co-workers such as Dr. Wenzeslaus Link, the prior of the convent, and John 
Lange, who had a rare knowledge of Greek. Carlstadt also, his senior colleague, was at that time 
in full sympathy with him. Nicolaus von Amsdorf, of the same age with Luther, was one of his 
most faithful adherents, but more influential in the pulpit than in the chair. Christoph Scheurl, 
Professor of jurisprudence, was likewise intimate with Luther. Nor must we forget Georg 
Spalatin, who did not belong to the university, but had great influence upon it as chaplain and 
secretary of the Elector Frederick, and acted as friendly mediator between him and Luther. The 
most effective aid the Reformer received, in 1518, in the person of Melanchthon. {172} 
 
The working forces of the Reformation were thus fully prepared and ready for action. The 
scholastic philosophy and theology were undermined, and a biblical, evangelical theology ruled 
in Wittenberg. It was a significant coincidence, that the first edition of the Greek Testament was 
published by Erasmus in 1516, just a year before the Reformation. {173} 
 
Luther had as yet no idea of reforming the Catholic church, and still less of separating from it. All 
the roots of his life and piety were in the historic church, and he considered himself a good 
Catholic even in 1517, and was so in fact. He still devoutly prayed to the Virgin Mary from the 
pulpit; he did not doubt the intercession of saints in heaven for the sinners on earth; he celebrated 
mass with full belief in the repetition of the sacrifice on the cross and the miracle of 
transubstantiation; he regarded the Hussites as "sinful heretics" for breaking away from the unity 
of the church and the papacy which offered a bulwark against sectarian division. 
 
But by the leading of Providence he became innocently and reluctantly a Reformer. A series of 
events carried him irresistibly from step to step, and forced him far beyond his original intentions. 
Had he foreseen the separation, he would have shrunk from it in horror. He was as much the child 
of his age as its father, and the times molded him before he molded the times. This is the case 
with all men of Providence: they are led by a divine hand while they are leading their fellow-men. 
 
NOTES. 
 
The works of Luther written before the 95 Theses (reprinted in the Weimar ed., I. 1-238, III., IV.) 
are as follows: Commentary on the Psalms; a number of sermons; Tractatus de his, qui ad 
ecclesias confugiunt (an investigation of the right of asylum; first printed 1517, anonymously, 
then under Luther’s name, 1520, at Landshut; but of doubtful genuineness); Sermo praescriptus 
praeposito in Litzka, 1512 (a Latin sermon prepared for his friend, the Provost Georg Mascov of 
Leitzkau in Brandenburg); several Latin Sermons from 1514-1517; Quaestio de viribus et 
voluntate hominis sine gratia disputata, 1516; Preface to his first edition of "German Theology," 
1516; The seven Penitential Psalms, 1517; Disputatio contra scholasticam theologiam, 1517. The 
last are 97 theses against the philosophy of Aristotle, of whom he said, that he would hold him to 



be a devil if he had not had flesh. These theses were published in September, 1517, and were 
followed in October by the 95 Theses against the traffic in Indulgences. 
 
The earliest letters of Luther, from April 22, 1507, to Oct. 31, 1517, are addressed to Braun (vicar 
at Eisenach), Spalatin (chaplain of the Elector Frederick), Lohr (prior of the Augustinian Convent 
at Erfurt), John Lange, Scheurl, and others. They are printed in Latin in Loscher’s Reformations-
Acta, vol.. 795-846; in Deuteronomy Wette’s edition of Luther’s Briefe, I. 1-64; German 
translation in Walch, vol. XXI. The last of these ante-Reformation letters is directed to 
Archbishop Albrecht of Mainz, and dated from the day of the publication of the Theses, Oct. 31, 
1517 (DeWette I. 67-70). The letters begin with the name of "Jesus." 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{171} Weimar ed., vol. I. 154-220. A Latin copy had appeared already in 1513 and is preserved in 
the library at Wolfenbuttel, from which Prof. E. Riehm of Halle published it: Initium theologiae 
Lutheri. S. exempla scholiorum quibus D. Lutherus Psalterium interpretari coepit. Part. I. Septem 
Psalms paenitentiales. Textum originalem nunc primum de Lutheri autographo exprimendum 
curavit. Halle, 1874. Luther’s closing lectures of 1516 exist likewise in MS. at Dresden, from 
which they were published by J. C. Seidemann in: Doctoris M. Lutheri scholae ineditae de 
Psalmis annis 1513-1516. Dresden, 1876, in 2 vols. 
 
{172} On the early colleagues of Luther, see Jurgens, II. 217-235. 
 
{173} Luther made good use of it for his translation, but was not pleased with the writings of 
Erasmus. As early as March 1, 1517, he wrote to John Lange: "I now read our Erasmus, but he 
pleases me less every day. It is well enough that he should constantly and learnedly refute the 
monks and priests, and charge them with a deep-rooted and sleepy ignorance. But I fear he does 
not sufficiently promote Christ and the grace of God, of which he knows very little. He thinks 
more of the human than the divine.... Not every one who is a good Greek and Hebrew, is also for 
this reason a good Christian. The blessed Jerome with his five tongues did not equal the one-
tongued Augustin, although Erasmus thinks differently."—Briefe, ed. Deuteronomy Wette, I. 52.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER III. 
 
THE GERMAN REFORMATION FROM THE PUBLICATION OF LUTHER’S THESES TO 
THE DIET OF WORMS, A. D. 1517-1521. 
 

30. The Sale of Indulgences. 
 
St. Peter’s Dome is at once the glory and the shame of papal Rome. It was built over the bones of 
the Galilaean fisherman, with the proceeds from the sale of indulgences which broke up the unity 
of Western Christendom. The magnificent structure was begun in 1506 under Pope Julius II., and 
completed in 1626 at a cost of forty-six millions scudi, and is kept up at an annual expense of 
thirty thousand scudi (dollars). {174} 
 
Jesus began his public ministry with the expulsion of the profane traffickers from the court of the 
temple. The Reformation began with a protest against the traffic in indulgences which profaned 
and degraded the Christian religion. 
 
The difficult and complicated doctrine of indulgences is peculiar to the Roman Church. It was 
unknown to the Greek and Latin fathers. It was developed by the mediaeval schoolmen, and 
sanctioned by the Council of Trent (Dec. 4, 1563), yet without a definition and with an express 
warning against abuses and evil gains. {175} 
 
In the legal language of Rome, indulgentia is a term for amnesty or remission of punishment. In 
ecclesiastical Latin, an indulgence means the remission of the temporal (not the eternal) 
punishment of sin (not of sin itself), on condition of penitence and the payment of money to the 
church or to some charitable object. It maybe granted by a bishop or archbishop within his 
diocese, while the Pope has the power to grant it to all Catholics. The practice of indulgences 
grew out of a custom of the Northern and Western barbarians to substitute pecuniary 
compensation for punishment of an offense. The church favored this custom in order to avoid 
bloodshed, but did wrong in applying it to religious offenses. Who touches money touches dirt; 
and the less religion has to do with it, the better. The first instances of such pecuniary 
compensations occurred in England under Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury (d. 690). The 
practice rapidly spread on the Continent, and was used by the Popes during and after the crusades 
as a means of increasing their power. It was justified and reduced to a theory by the schoolmen, 
especially by Thomas Aquinas, in close connection with the doctrine of the sacrament of penance 
and priestly absolution. {176} 
 
The sacrament of penance includes three elements,—contrition of the heart, confession by the 
mouth (to the priest), and satisfaction by good works, such as prayer, fasting, almsgiving, 
pilgrimages, all of which are supposed to have an atoning efficacy. God forgives only the eternal 
punishment of sin, and he alone can do that; but the sinner has to bear the temporal punishments, 
either in this life or in purgatory; and these punishments are under the control of the church or the 
priesthood, especially the Pope as its legitimate head. There are also works of supererogation, 
performed by Christ and by the saints, with corresponding extra-merits and extra-rewards; and 
these constitute a rich treasury from which the Pope, as the treasurer, can dispense indulgences 
for money. This papal power of dispensation extends even to the departed souls in purgatory, 
whose sufferings may thereby be abridged. This is the scholastic doctrine. 



 
The granting of indulgences degenerated, after the time of the crusades, into a regular traffic, and 
became a source of ecclesiastical and monastic wealth. A good portion of the profits went into the 
papal treasury. Boniface VIII. issued the first Bull of the jubilee indulgence to all visitors of St. 
Peter’s in Rome (1300). It was to be confined to Rome, and to be repeated only once in a hundred 
years, but it was afterwards extended and multiplied as to place and time. 
 
The idea of selling and buying by money the remission of punishment and release from purgatory 
was acceptable to ignorant and superstitious people, but revolting to sound moral feeling. It 
roused, long before Luther, the indignant protest of earnest minds, such as Wiclif in England, Hus 
in Bohemia, John von Wesel in Germany, John Wessel in Holland, Thomas Wyttenbach in 
Switzerland, but without much effect. 
 
The Lateran Council of 1517 allowed the Pope to collect one-tenth of all the ecclesiastical 
property of Christendom, ostensibly for a war against the Turks; but the measure was carried only 
by a small majority of two or three votes, and the minority objected that there was no immediate 
prospect of such a war. The extortions of the Roman curia became an intolerable burden to 
Christendom, and produced at last a successful protest which cost the papacy the loss of its fairest 
possessions. 
 
{174} On St. Peter’s church, see the archaeological and historical works on Rome, and especially 
Heinr. von Geymuller, Die Entwurfe fur Sanct Peterin Rom, Wien (German and French); and 
Charles de Lorbac, Saint-Pierre de Rome, illustre de plus de 130 gravures sur bois, Rome, 1879 
(pp. 310). 
 
{175} The Council incidentally admits that these evil gains have been the most prolific source of 
abuses,—"unde plurima in Christiano populo abusuum causa fluxit,"—and hence it ordained that 
they are to be wholly abolished: "omnino abolendos esse." (Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, II. 
205 sq.) A strong proof of the effect of the Reformation upon the Church of Rome. 
 
{176} Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theol., Pars III. Quaest. LXXXIV., Deuteronomy Sacramento 
Poenitentiae; and in the supplement to the Third Part, Quaest. XXV.-XXVIL, Deuteronomy 
Indulgentia. Comp. literature in vol. IV. 381.  



31. Luther and Tetzel. 
 
I. On the Indulgence controversy: Luther’s Works, Walch’s ed., XV. 3-462; Weim. ed. I. 229-
324. Loscher: Reformations-Acta. Leipzig, 1720. Vol. I. 355-539. J. Kapp: Schauplatz des 
Tetzelschen Ablass-krams. Leipzig, 1720. Jurgens: Luther, Bd. III. Kahnis: Die d. Ref., I. 18 1 
sqq. Kostlin I. 153 sqq. Kolde, I. 126 sqq. On the Roman-Catholic side, Janssen: Geschichte, etc., 
II. 64 sqq.; 77 sqq.; and an-meine Kritiker, Freiburg-i.-B., 1883, pp. 66-81.—On the editions of 
the Theses, compare Knaake, in the Weimar ed. I. 229 sqq. 
 
Edw. Bratke: Luther’s 95 Thesen und ihre dogmengesch. Voraussetzungen. Gottingen, 1884 (pp. 
333). Gives an account of the scholastic doctrine of indulgences from Bonaventura and Thomas 
Aquinas down to Prierias and Cajetan, an exposition of Luther’s Theses, and a list of books on 
the subject. A. W. Dieckhoff (of Rostock): Der Ablassstreit. Dogmengeschichtlich dargestellt. 
Gotha, 1886 (pp. 260). 
 
II. On Tetzel in particular: (1) Protestant biographies and tracts, all very unfavorable. (a) Older 
works by G. Hecht: Vita Joh. Tetzeli. Wittenberg, 1717. Jac. Vogel: Leben des papstlichen 
Gnadenpredigers und Ablasskramers Tetzel. Leipzig, 1717, 2d ed., 1727. (b) Modern works: F. 
G. Hofmann: Lebensbeschreibung des Ablasspredigers Tetzel. Leipzig, 1844. Dr. Kayser: 
Geschichtsquellen uber Den Ablasspred. Tetzel Kritisch Beleuchtet. Annaberg, 1877 (pp. 20). Dr. 
Ferd. Korner: Tetzel, der Ablassprediger, etc. Frankenberg-i.-S. 1880 (pp. 153; chiefly against 
Grone). Compare also Bratke and Dieckhoff, quoted above. 
 
(2) Roman-Catholic vindications of Tetzel by Val. Grone (Dr. Th.): Tetzel und Luther, oder 
Lebensgesch. und Rechtfertigung des Ablasspredigers und Inquisitors Dr. Joh. Tetzel aus dem 
Predigerorden. Soest und Olpe, 1853, 2d ed. 1860 (pp. 237). E. Kolbe: P. Joh. Tetzel. Ein 
Lebensbild dem kathol. Volke gewidmet. Steyl, 1882 (pp. 98, based on Grone). K. W. Hermann: 
Joh. Tetzel, der papstl. Ablassprediger. Frankf. -a.-M., 2te Aufl. 1883 pp. 152. Janssen: An-meine 
Kritiker, p. 73 sq. G. A. Meijer, Ord. Praed. (Dominican): Johann Tetzel, Aflaatprediker en 
inquisiteur. Eene geschiedkundige studie. Utrecht, 1885 (pp. 150). A calm and moderate 
vindication of Tetzel, with the admission (p. 137) that the last word on the question has not yet 
been spoken, and that we must wait for the completion of the Regesta of Leo X. and other 
authentic publications now issuing from the Vatican archives by direction of Leo XIII. But the 
main facts are well established. 
 
The rebuilding of St. Peter’s Church in Rome furnished an occasion for the periodical exercise of 
the papal power of granting indulgences. Julius II. and Leo X., two of the most worldly, 
avaricious, and extravagant Popes, had no scruple to raise funds for that object, and incidentally 
for their own aggrandizement, from the traffic in indulgences. Both issued several bulls to that 
effect. {177} 
 
Spain, England, and France ignored or resisted these bulls for financial reasons, refusing to be 
taxed for the benefit of Rome. But Germany, under the weak rule of Maximilian, yielded to the 
papal domination. 
 
Leo divided Germany into three districts, and committed in 1515 the sale for one district to 
Albrecht, Archbishop of Mainz and Magdeburg, and brother of the Elector of Brandenburg. {178} 
 



This prelate (born June 28, 1490, died Sept. 24, 1545), though at that time only twenty-five years 
of age, stood at the head of the German clergy, and was chancellor of the German Empire. He 
received also the cardinal’s hat in 1518. He was, like his Roman master, a friend of liberal 
learning and courtly splendor, worldly-minded, and ill fitted for the care of souls. He had the 
ambition to be the Maecenas of Germany. He was himself destitute of theological education, but 
called scholars, artists, poets, free-thinkers, to his court, and honored Erasmus and Ulrich von 
Hutten with presents and pensions. "He had a passionate love for music," says an Ultramontane 
historian, "and imported musicians from Italy to give luster to his feasts, in which ladies often 
participated. Finely wrought carpets, splendid mirrors adorned his halls and chambers; costly 
dishes and wines covered his table. He appeared in public with great pomp; he kept a body-guard 
of one hundred and fifty armed knights; numerous courtiers in splendid attire followed him when 
he rode out; he was surrounded by pages who were to learn in his presence the refinement of 
cavaliers." The same Roman-Catholic historian censures the extravagant court of Pope Leo X., 
which set the example for the secularization and luxury of the prelates in Germany. {179} 
 
Albrecht was largely indebted to the rich banking-house of Fugger in Augsburg, from whom he 
had borrowed thirty thousand florins in gold to pay for the papal pallium. By an agreement with 
the Pope, he had permission to keep half of the proceeds arising from the sale of indulgences. The 
agents of that commercial house stood behind the preachers of indulgence, and collected their 
share for the repayment of the loan. 
 
The Archbishop appointed Johann Tetzel (Diez) of the Dominican order, his commissioner, who 
again employed his sub-agents. 
 
Tetzel was born between 1450 and 1460, at Leipzig, and began his career as a preacher of 
indulgences in 1501. He became famous as a popular orator and successful hawker of 
indulgences. He was prior of a Dominican convent, doctor of philosophy, and papal inquisitor 
(haereticae pravitatis inquisitor). At the end of 1517 he acquired in the University of Frankfurt-
on-the-Oder the degree of Licentiate of Theology, and in January, 1518, the degree of Doctor of 
Theology, by defending, in two disputations, the doctrine of indulgences against Luther. {180} He 
died at Leipzig during the public debate between Eck and Luther, July, 1519. He is represented 
by Protestant writers as an ignorant, noisy, impudent, and immoral charlatan, who was not 
ashamed to boast that he saved more souls from purgatory by his letters of indulgence than St. 
Peter by his preaching. {181} On the other hand, Roman Catholic historians defend him as a 
learned and zealous servant of the church. He has only an incidental notoriety, and our estimate of 
his character need not affect our views on the merits of the Reformation. We must judge him 
from his published sermons and anti-theses against Luther. They teach neither more nor less than 
the usual scholastic doctrine of indulgences based on an extravagant theory of papal authority. He 
does not ignore, as is often asserted, the necessity of repentance as a condition of absolution. 
{182} But he probably did not emphasize it in practice, and gave rise by unguarded expressions to 
damaging stories. His private character was certainly tainted, if we are to credit such a witness as 
the papal nuncio, Carl von Miltitz, who had the best means of information, and charged him with 
avarice, dishonesty, and sexual immorality. {183} 
 
Tetzel traveled with great pomp and circumstance through Germany, and recommended with 
unscrupulous effrontery and declamatory eloquence the indulgences of the Pope to the large 
crowds who gathered from every quarter around him. He was received like a messenger from 
heaven. Priests, monks, and magistrates, men and women, old and young, marched in solemn 
procession with songs, flags, and candles, under the ringing of bells, to meet him and his fellow-
monks, and followed them to the church; the papal Bull on a velvet cushion was placed on the 
high altar, a red cross with a silken banner bearing the papal arms was erected before it, and a 



large iron chest was put beneath the cross for the indulgence money. Such chests are still 
preserved in many places. The preachers, by daily sermons, hymns, and processions, urged the 
people, with extravagant laudations of the Pope’s Bull, to purchase letters of indulgence for their 
own benefit, and at the same time played upon their sympathies for departed relatives and friends 
whom they might release from their sufferings in purgatory "as soon as the penny tinkles in the 
box." {184} 
 
The common people eagerly embraced this rare offer of salvation from punishment, and made no 
clear distinction between the guilt and punishment of sin; after the sermon they approached with 
burning candles the chest, confessed their sins, paid the money, and received the letter of 
indulgence which they cherished as a passport to heaven. But intelligent and pious men were 
shocked at such scandal. The question was asked, whether God loved money more than justice, 
and why the Pope, with his command over the boundless treasury of extra-merits, did not at once 
empty the whole purgatory for the rebuilding of St. Peter’s, or build it with his own money. 
 
Tetzel approached the dominions of the Elector of Saxony, who was himself a devout worshiper 
of relics, and had great confidence in indulgences, but would not let him enter his territory from 
fear that he might take too much money from his subjects. So Tetzel set up his trade on the border 
of Saxony, at Juterbog, a few hours from Wittenberg. {185} 
 
There he provoked the protest of the Reformer, who had already in the summer of 1516 preached 
a sermon of warning against trust in indulgences, and had incurred the Elector’s displeasure by 
his aversion to the whole system, although he himself had doubts about some important questions 
connected with it. 
 
Luther had experienced the remission of sin as a free gift of grace to be apprehended by a living 
faith. This experience was diametrically opposed to a system of relief by means of payments in 
money. It was an irrepressible conflict of principle. He could not be silent when that barter was 
carried to the very threshold of his sphere of labor. As a preacher, a pastor, and a professor, he 
felt it to be his duty to protest against such measures: to be silent was to betray his theology and 
his conscience. 
 
The jealousy between the Augustinian order to which he belonged, and the Dominican order to 
which Tetzel belonged, may have exerted some influence, but it was certainly very subordinate. 
A laboring mountain may produce a ridiculous mouse, but no mouse can give birth to a mountain. 
The controversy with Tetzel (who is not even mentioned in Luther’s Theses) was merely the 
occasion, but not the cause, of the Reformation: it was the spark which exploded the mine. The 
Reformation would have come to pass sooner or later, if no Tetzel had ever lived; and it actually 
did break out in different countries without any connection with the trade in indulgences, except 
in German Switzerland, where Bernhardin Samson acted the part of Tetzel, but after Zwingli had 
already begun his reforms. 
 
{177} See the papal documents in Pallavicini, in Loscher (I. 369-383), and Walch, L.’s Werke, 
XV. 313 sqq. Compare Gieseler, IV. 21 sq. (New York ed.); Hergenrother’s Regesta Leonis X. 
(1884 sqq.). 
 
{178} J. May: Der Kurfurst Albrecht. II. von Mainz, Munchen, 1875, 2 vols. 
 
{179} Janssen, II. 60, 64: "Das Hofwesen so mancher geistlichen Fursten Deutschlands, 
insbesondere das des Erzbischofs Albrecht von Mainz, stand in schreiendem Widerspruch mit 
dem eines kirchlichen Wurdetragers, aber der Hof Leo’s X., mit seinem Aufwand fur Spiel und 



Theater und allerlei weltliche Feste entsprach noch weniger der Bestimmung eines Oberhauptes 
der Kirche. Der Verweltlichung und Ueppigkeit geistlicher Furstenhofe in Deutschland ging die 
des romischen Hofes voraus, und erstere ware ohne diese kaum moglich gewesen." He quotes (II. 
76) Emser and Cardinal Sadolet against the abuses of indulgences in the reign of Leo X. Cardinal 
Hergenrother, in the dedicatory preface to the Regesta Leonis X. (Fasc. I. p. ix), while defending 
this Pope against the charge of religious indifference, censures the accumulation of ecclesiastical 
benefices by the same persons, as Albrecht, and the many abuses resulting therefrom. 
 
{180} Loscher (I. 505-523) gives both dissertations, the first consisting of 106, the second of 50 
theses, and calls them "Proben von den stinkenden Schaden des Papstthutms." He ascribes, 
however, the authorship to Conrad Wimpina, professor of theology at Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, 
who afterwards published them as his own, without mentioning Tetzel, in his Anacephalaiosis 
Sectarum errorum, etc., 1528 (Loscher, I. 506, II. 7). Gieseler, Kostlin, and Knaake are of the 
same opinion. Grone and Hergenrother assign them to Tetzel. 
 
{181} Mathesius, Myconius, and Luther (Wider Hans Wurst, 1541, in the Erl. ed. XXVI. 51) 
ascribe to him also the blasphemous boast that he had the power by letters of indulgence to 
forgive even a carnal sin against the Mother of God ("wenn einer gleich die heil. Jungfrau Maria, 
Gottes Mutter, hatte geschacht und geschwangert"). Luther alludes to such a monstrous saying in 
Thes. 75, and calls it insane. But Tetzel denied, and disproved the charge as a slander, in his Disp. 
I. 99-101 ("Subcommissariis ac praedicatoribus veniarum Imponere, ut si quis per impossibile 
Dei genetricem semper virginein violasset... Odio Agitari Acts Fratrum Suorum Sanguinem 
Sitire"), and in his letter to Miltitz, Jan. 31, 1518. See Kostlin, I. 160 and 785, versus Korner and 
Kahnis. Kayser also (l. c.. p. 15) gives it up, although he comes to the conclusion that Tetzel was 
"ein unverschamter und sittenloser Ablassprediger" (p. 20). 
 
{182} In Theses 55 and 56 of his first Disputation (1517), he says that the soul, after it is purified 
(anima purgata, ist eine Seele gereinigt), flies from purgatory to the vision of God without 
hinderance, and that it is an error to suppose that this cannot be done before the payment of 
money into the indulgence box. See the Latin text in Loscher, I. 509. 
 
{183} "Auch hatte er zwei Kinder." The letter of Miltitz is printed in Loscher, III. 20; in Walch, 
XV. 862; and in Kayser, l. c.. 4 and 5. Tetzel’s champions try to invalidate the testimony of the 
papal delegate by charging him with intemperance. But drunkards, like children and fools, usually 
tell the truth; and when he wrote that letter, he was sober. Besides, we have the independent 
testimony of Luther, who says in his book against Duke Henry of Brunswick (Wider Hans Wurst, 
p. 50), that in 1517 Tetzel was condemned by the Emperor Maximilian to be drowned in the Inn 
at Innsbruck ("for his great virtue’s sake, you may well believe"), but saved by the Duke 
Frederick, and reminded of it afterwards in the Theses-controversy, and that he confessed the 
fact. 
 
{184} Sobald der Pfennig im Kasten klingt, 
 
Die Seel’ aus dem Fegfeuer springt. 
 
Mathesius and Johann Hess, two contemporary witnesses, ascribe this sentence (with slight verbal 
modifications) to Tetzel himself. Luther mentions it in Theses 27 and 28, and in his book Wider 
Hans Wurst (Erl. ed. xxvi. 51). 
 
{185} Juterbog is now a Prussian town of about seven thousand inhabitants, on the railroad 
between Berlin and Wittenberg. In the Nicolai church, Tetzel’s chest of indulgences is preserved.  



32. The Ninety-five Theses. Oct. 31, 1517. 
 
Lit. in 31. 
 
After serious deliberation, without consulting any of his colleagues or friends, but following an 
irresistible impulse, Luther resolved upon a public act of unforeseen consequences. It may be 
compared to the stroke of the axe with which St. Boniface, seven hundred years before, had cut 
down the sacred oak, and decided the downfall of German heathenism. He wished to elicit the 
truth about the burning question of indulgences, which he himself professed not fully to 
understand at the time, and which yet was closely connected with the peace of conscience and 
eternal salvation. He chose the orderly and usual way of a learned academic disputation. 
 
Accordingly, on the memorable thirty-first day of October, 1517, which has ever since been 
celebrated in Protestant Germany as the birthday of the Reformation, at twelve o’clock he affixed 
(either himself or through another) to the doors of the castle-church at Wittenberg, ninety-five 
Latin Theses on the subject of indulgences, and invited a public discussion. At the same time he 
sent notice of the fact to Archbishop Albrecht of Mainz, and to Bishop Hieronymus Scultetus, to 
whose diocese Wittenberg belonged. He chose the eve of All Saints’ Day (Nov. 1), because this 
was one of the most frequented feasts, and attracted professors, students, and people from all 
directions to the church, which was filled with precious relics. {186} 
 
No one accepted the challenge, and no discussion took place. The professors and students of 
Wittenberg were of one mind on the subject. But history itself undertook the disputation and 
defence. The Theses were copied, translated, printed, and spread as on angels’ wings throughout 
Germany and Europe in a few weeks. {187} 
 
The rapid circulation of the Reformation literature was promoted by the perfect freedom of the 
press. There was, as yet, no censorship, no copyright, no ordinary book-trade in the modern 
sense, and no newspapers; but colportors, students, and friends carried the books and tracts from 
house to house. The mass of the people could not read, but they listened attentively to readers. 
The questions of the Reformation were eminently practical, and interested all classes; and Luther 
handled the highest themes in the most popular style. 
 
The Theses bear the title, "Disputation to explain the Virtue of Indulgences." They sound very 
strange to a modern ear, and are more Catholic than Protestant. They are no protest against the 
Pope and the Roman Church, or any of her doctrines, not even against indulgences, but only 
against their abuse. They expressly condemn those who speak against indulgences (Th. 71), and 
assume that the Pope himself would rather see St. Peter’s Church in ashes than have it built with 
the flesh and blood of his sheep (Th. 50). They imply belief in purgatory. They nowhere mention 
Tetzel. They are silent about faith and justification, which already formed the marrow of Luther’s 
theology and piety. He wished to be moderate, and had not the most distant idea of a separation 
from the mother church. When the Theses were republished in his collected works (1545), he 
wrote in the preface: "I allow them to stand, that by them it may appear how weak I was, and in 
what a fluctuating state of mind, when I began this business. I was then a monk and a mad papist 
(papista insanissimus), and so submersed in the dogmas of the Pope that I would have readily 
murdered any person who denied obedience to the Pope." 
 
But after all, they contain the living germs of a new theology. The form only is Romish, the spirit 
and aim are Protestant. We must read between the lines, and supply the negations of the Theses 



by the affirmations from his preceding and succeeding books, especially his Resolutiones, in 
which he answers objections, and has much to say about faith and justification. The Theses 
represent a state of transition from twilight to daylight. They reveal the mighty working of an 
earnest mind and conscience intensely occupied with the problem of sin, repentance, and 
forgiveness, and struggling for emancipation from the fetters of tradition. They might more 
properly be called "a disputation to diminish the virtue of papal indulgences, and to magnify the 
full and free grace of the gospel of Christ." They bring the personal experience of justification by 
faith, and direct intercourse with Christ and the gospel, in opposition to an external system of 
churchly and priestly mediation and human merit. The papal opponents felt the logical drift of the 
Theses much better than Luther, and saw in them an attempt to undermine the whole fabric of 
popery.. The irresistible progress of the Reformation soon swept the indulgences away as an 
unscriptural, mediaeval tradition of men. {188} 
 
The first Thesis strikes the keynote: "Our Lord and Master when he says, ‘Repent,’ {189} desires 
that the whole life of believers should be a repentance." {190} The corresponding Greek noun 
means change of mind (metavnoia), and implies both a turning away from sin in sincere sorrow 
and grief, and a turning to God in hearty faith. Luther distinguishes, in the second Thesis, true 
repentance from the sacramental penance (i.e., the confession and satisfaction required by the 
priest), and understands it to be an internal state and exercise of the mind rather than isolated 
external acts; although he expressly affirms, in the third Thesis, that it must manifest itself in 
various mortifications of the flesh. Repentance is a continual conflict of the believing spirit with 
the sinful flesh, a daily renewal of the heart. As long as sin lasts, there is need of repentance. The 
Pope can not remit any sin except by declaring the remission of God; and he can not remit 
punishments except those which he or the canons impose (Thes. 5 and 6). Forgiveness 
presupposes true repentance, and can only be found in the merits of Christ. Here comes in the 
other fundamental Thesis (62): "The true treasury of the church is the holy gospel of the glory and 
the grace of God." This sets aside the mediaeval notion about the overflowing treasury of extra-
merits and rewards at the disposal of the Pope for the benefit of the living and the dead. 
 
We have thus set before us in this manifesto, on the one hand, human depravity which requires 
lifelong repentance, and on the other the full and free grace of God in Christ, which can only be 
appropriated by a living faith. This is, in substance, the evangelical doctrine of justification by 
faith (although not expressed in terms), and virtually destroys the whole scholastic theory and 
practice of indulgences. By attacking the abuses of indulgences, Luther unwittingly cut a vein of 
mediaeval Catholicism; and by a deeper conception of repentance which implies faith, and by 
referring the sinner to the grace of Christ as the true and only source of remission, he proclaimed 
the undeveloped principles of evangelical Protestantism, and kindled a flame which soon 
extended far beyond his original intentions. 
 
NOTES. 
 
THE NINETY-FIVE THESES. 
 
DISPUTATION OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER CONCERNING PENITENCE AND 
INDULGENCES. 
 
In the desire and with the purpose of elucidating the truth, a disputation will be held on the 
underwritten propositions at Wittenberg, under the presidency of the Reverend Father Martin 
Luther, Monk of the Order of St. Augustin, Master of Arts and of Sacred Theology, and ordinary 
Reader of the same in that place. {191} He therefore asks those who cannot be present, and 



discuss the subject with us orally, to do so by letter in their absence. In the name of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. Amen. 
 
1. Our Lord and Master Jesus Christ in saying: "Repent ye" [lit.: Do penance, poenitentiam 
agite], etc., intended that the whole life of believers should be penitence [poenitentiam]. {192} 
 
2. This word poenitentia cannot be understood of sacramental penance, that is, of the confession 
and satisfaction which are performed under the ministry of priests. 
 
3. It does not, however, refer solely to inward penitence; nay, such inward penitence is naught, 
unless it outwardly produces various mortifications of the flesh [varias carnis mortificationes]. 
 
4. The penalty [poena] thus continues as long as the hatred of self—that is, true inward penitence 
[poenitentia vera intus]—continues; namely, till our entrance into the kingdom of heaven. 
 
5. The Pope has neither the will nor the power to remit any penalties, except those which he has 
imposed by his own authority, or by that of the canons. {193} 
 
6. The Pope has no power to remit any guilt, except by declaring and warranting it to have been 
remitted by God; or at most by remitting cases reserved for himself: in which cases, if his power 
were despised, guilt would certainly remain. 
 
7. God never remits any man’s guilt, without at the same time subjecting him, humbled in all 
things, to the authority of his representative the priest [sacernoti suo vicario]. 
 
8. The penitential canons are imposed only on the living, and no burden ought to be imposed on 
the dying, according to them. 
 
9. Hence the Holy Spirit acting in the Pope does well for us in that, in his decrees, he always 
makes exception of the article of death and of necessity. 
 
10. Those priests act unlearnedly and wrongly, who, in the case of the dying, reserve the 
canonical penances for purgatory. 
 
11. Those tares about changing of the canonical penalty into the penalty of purgatory seem surely 
to have been sown while the bishops were asleep. 
 
12. Formerly the canonical penalties were imposed not after, but before absolution, as tests of true 
contrition. 
 
13. The dying pay all penalties by death, and are already dead to the Canon laws, and are by right 
relieved from them. 
 
14. The imperfect soundness or charity of a dying person necessarily brings with it great fear, and 
the less it is, the greater the fear it brings. 
 
15. This fear and horror is sufficient by itself, to say nothing of other things, to constitute the 
pains of purgatory, since it is very near to the horror of despair. 
 
16. Hell, purgatory, and heaven appear to differ as despair, almost despair, and peace of mind 
[securitas] differ. 



 
17. With souls in purgatory it seems that it must needs be that, as horror diminishes, so charity 
increases. 
 
18. Nor does it seem to be proved by any reasoning or any scriptures, that they are outside of the 
state of merit or the increase of charity. 
 
19. Nor does this appear to be proved, that they are sure and confident of their own blessedness, 
at least all of them, though we may be very sure of it. 
 
20. Therefore the Pope, when he speaks of the plenary remission of all penalties, does not mean 
simply of all, but only of those imposed by himself. 
 
21. Thus those preachers of indulgences are in error who say that, by the indulgences of the Pope, 
a man is loosed and saved from all punishment. 
 
22. For, in fact, he remits to souls in purgatory no penalty which they would have had to pay in 
this life according to the canons. 
 
23. If any entire remission of all the penalties can be granted to any one, it is certain that it is 
granted to none but the most perfect, that is, to very few. 
 
24. Hence the greater part of the people must needs be deceived by this indiscriminate and high-
sounding promise of release from penalties. 
 
25. Such power as the Pope has over purgatory in general, such has every bishop in his own 
diocese, and every curate in his own parish, in particular. 
 
26. [In the Latin text, I.] The Pope acts most rightly in granting remission to souls, not by the 
power of the keys (which is of no avail in this case), but by the way of suffrage [per modum 
suffragii]. 
 
27. They preach man, who say that the soul flies out of purgatory as soon as the money thrown 
into the chest rattles [ut jactus nummus in cistam tinnierit]. 
 
28. It is certain, that, when the money rattles in the chest, avarice and gain may be increased, but 
the suffrage of the Church depends on the will of God alone. 
 
29. Who knows whether all the souls in purgatory desire to be redeemed from it, according to the 
story told of Saints Severinus and Paschal? {194} 
 
30. No man is sure of the reality of his own contrition, much less of the attainment of plenary 
remission. 
 
31. Rare as is a true penitent, so rare is one who truly buys indulgences—that is to say, most rare. 
 
32. Those who believe that, through letters of pardon, they are made sure of their own salvation, 
will be eternally damned along with their teachers. 
 
33. We must especially beware of those who say that these pardons from the Pope are that 
inestimable gift of God by which man is reconciled to God. 



 
34. For the grace conveyed by these pardons has respect only to the penalties of sacramental 
satisfaction, which are of human appointment. 
 
35. They preach no Christian doctrine, who teach that contrition is not necessary for those who 
buy souls out of purgatory, or buy confessional licenses. 
 
36. Every Christian who feels true compunction has of right plenary remission of pain and guilt, 
even without letters of pardon. 
 
37. Every true Christian, whether living or dead, has a share in all the benefits of Christ and of the 
Church, given him by God, even without letters of pardon. 
 
38. The remission, however, imparted by the Pope, is by no means to be despised, since it is, as I 
have said, a declaration of the Divine remission. 
 
39. It is a most difficult thing, even for the most learned theologians, to exalt at the same time in 
the eyes of the people the ample effect of pardons, and the necessity of true contrition. 
 
40. True contrition seeks and loves punishment; while the ampleness of pardons relaxes it, and 
causes men to hate it, or at least gives occasion for them to do so. 
 
41. Apostolical pardons ought to be proclaimed with caution, lest the people should falsely 
suppose that they are placed before other good works of charity. 
 
42. Christians should be taught that it is not the mind of the Pope, that the buying of pardons is to 
be in any way compared to works of mercy. 
 
43. Christians should be taught, that he who gives to a poor man, or lends to a needy man, does 
better than if he bought pardons. 
 
44. Because, by a work of charity, charity increases, and the man becomes better; while, by 
means of pardons, he does not become better, but only freer from punishment. 
 
45. Christians should be taught that he who sees any one in need, and, passing him by, gives 
money for pardons, is not purchasing for himself the indulgence of the Pope, but the anger of 
God. 
 
46. Christians should be taught, that, unless they have superfluous wealth, they are bound to keep 
what is necessary for the use of their own households, and by no means to lavish it on pardons. 
 
47. Christians should be taught, that, while they are free to buy pardons, they are not commanded 
to do so. 
 
48. Christians should be taught that the Pope, in granting pardons, has both more need and more 
desire that devout prayer should be made for him, than that money should be readily paid. 
 
49. Christians should be taught that the Pope’s pardons are useful if they do not put their trust in 
them, but most hurtful if through them they lose the fear of God. 
 



50. [Lat. text XXV.] Christians should be taught, that, if the Pope were acquainted with the 
exactions of the preachers of pardons, he would prefer that the Basilica of St. Peter should be 
burnt to ashes, than that it should be built up with the skin, flesh, and bones of his sheep. 
 
51. [I.] Christians should be taught, that as it would be the wish of the Pope, even to sell, if 
necessary, the Basilica of St. Peter, and to give of his own to very many of those from whom the 
preachers of pardons extract money. 
 
52. Vain is the hope of salvation through letters of pardon, even if a commissary—nay, the Pope 
himself—were to pledge his own soul for them. 
 
53. They are enemies of Christ and of the Pope, who, in order that pardons may be preached, 
condemn the word of God to utter silence in other churches. 
 
54. Wrong is done to the Word of God when, in the same sermon, an equal or longer time is spent 
on pardons than on the words of the gospel [verbis evangelicis]. 
 
55. The mind of the Pope necessarily is that if pardons, which are a very small matter [quod 
minimum est], are celebrated with single bells, single processions, and single ceremonies, the 
gospel, which is a very great matter [quod maximum est], should be preached with a hundred 
ceremonies. 
 
56. The treasures of the Church, whence the Pope grants indulgences, are neither sufficiently 
named nor known among the people of Christ. {195} 
 
57. It is clear that they are at least not temporal treasures; for these are not so readily lavished, but 
only accumulated, by many of the preachers. 
 
58. Nor are they the merits of Christ and of the saints; for these, independently of the Pope, are 
always working grace to the inner man, and the cross, death, and hell to the outer man. 
 
59. St. Lawrence said that the treasures of the Church are the poor of the Church, but he spoke 
according to the use of the word in his time. 
 
60. We are not speaking rashly when we say that the keys of the Church, bestowed through the 
merits of Christ, are that treasure. 
 
61. For it is clear that the power of the Pope is alone sufficient for the remission of penalties and 
of reserved cases. 
 
62. The true treasure of the Church is the holy gospel of the glory and the grace of God [Verus 
thesaurus ecclesiae est sacrosanctum Evangelium gloriae et gratiae Dei]. 
 
63. This treasure, however, is deservedly most hateful [merito odiosissimus; der allerfeindseligste 
und verhassteste], because it makes the first to be last. 
 
64. While the treasure of indulgences is deservedly most acceptable, because it makes the last to 
be first. 
 
65. Hence the treasures of the gospel are nets, wherewith of old they fished for the men of riches. 
 



66. The treasures of indulgences are nets, wherewith they now fish for the riches of men. 
 
67. Those indulgences, which the preachers loudly proclaim to be the greatest graces, are seen to 
be truly such as regards the promotion of gain [denn es grossen Gewinnst und Geniess tragt]. 
 
68. Yet they are in reality the smallest graces when compared with the grace of God and the piety 
of the cross. 
 
69. Bishops and curates are bound to receive the commissaries of apostolical pardons with all 
reverence. 
 
70. But they are still more bound to see to it with all their eyes, and take heed with all their ears, 
that these men do not preach their own dreams in place of the Pope’s commission. 
 
71. He who speaks against the truth of apostolical pardons, let him be the anathema and accursed 
[sit anathema et maledictus; der sei ein Fluch und vermaladeiet]. 
 
72. But he, on the other hand, who exerts himself against the wantonness and license of speech of 
the preachers of pardons, let him be blessed. 
 
73. As the Pope justly thunders [Lat., fulminat; G. trs., mit Ungnade und dem Bann schlagt] 
against those who use any kind of contrivance to the injury of the traffic in pardons; 
 
74. Much more is it his intention to thunder against those who, under the pretext of pardons, use 
contrivances to the injury of holy charity and of truth. 
 
75. [XXV.] To think that papal pardons have such power that they could absolve a man even if—
by an impossibility—he had violated the Mother of God, is madness. 
 
76. [I.] We affirm, on the contrary, that papal pardons [veniae papales] can not take away even 
the least venial sins, as regards the guilt [quoad culpam]. 
 
77. The saying that, even if St. Peter were now Pope, he could grant no greater graces, is 
blasphemy against St. Peter and the Pope. 
 
78. We affirm, on the contrary, that both he and any other Pope has greater graces to grant; 
namely, the gospel, powers, gifts of healing, etc. {1 Corinthians 12:9} 
 
69. To say that the cross set up among the insignia of the papal arms is of equal power with the 
cross of Christ, is blasphemy. 
 
80. Those bishops, curates, and theologians who allow such discourses to have currency among 
the people, will have to render an account. 
 
81. This license in the preaching of pardons makes it no easy thing, even for learned men, to 
protect the reverence due to the Pope against the calumnies, or, at all events, the keen 
questionings, of the laity; 
 
82. As, for instance: Why does not the Pope empty purgatory for the sake of most holy charity 
and of the supreme necessity of souls,—this being the most just of all reasons,—if he redeems an 



infinite number of souls for the sake of that most fatal thing, money, to be spent on building a 
basilica—this being a slight reason? 
 
83. Again: Why do funeral masses and anniversary masses for deceased continue, and why does 
not the Pope return, or permit the withdrawal of, the funds bequeathed for this purpose, since it is 
a wrong to pray for those who are already redeemed? 
 
84. Again: What is this new kindness of God and the Pope, in that, for money’s sake, they permit 
an impious man and an enemy of God to redeem a pious soul which loves God, and yet do not 
redeem that same pious and beloved soul, out of free charity, on account of its own need? 
 
85. Again: Why is it that the penitential canons, long since abrogated and dead in themselves in 
very fact, and not only by usage, are yet still redeemed with money, through the granting of 
indulgences, as if they were full of life? 
 
86. Again: Why does not the Pope, whose riches are at this day more ample than those of the 
wealthiest of the wealthy, build the one Basilica of St. Peter with his own money, rather than with 
that of poor believers? 
 
87. Again: Why does the Pope remit or impart to those who, through perfect contrition, have a 
right to plenary remission and participation? 
 
88. Again: What greater good would the Church receive if the Pope, instead of once as he does 
now, were to bestow these remissions and participations a hundred times a day on any one of the 
faithful? 
 
89. Since it is the salvation of souls, rather than money, that the Pope seeks by his pardons, why 
does he annul the letters and pardons granted long ago, since they are equally efficacious? 
 
90. To repress these scruples and arguments of the laity by force alone, and not to solve them by 
giving reasons, is to expose the Church and the Pope to the ridicule of their enemies, and to make 
Christian men unhappy. 
 
91. If, then, pardons were preached according to the spirit and mind of the Pope, all these 
questions would be resolved with ease; nay, would not exist. 
 
92. Away then with all those prophets who say to the people of Christ, "Peace, peace," and there 
is no peace. 
 
93. Blessed be all those prophets, who say to the people of Christ, "The cross, the cross," and 
there is no cross. 
 
94. Christians should be exhorted to strive to follow Christ their head through pains, deaths, and 
hells; 
 
95. [Lat. Text, XX.] And thus trust to enter heaven through many tribulations, rather than in the 
security of peace [per securitatem pacis]. 
 
PROTESTATION. 
 



I, Martin Luther, Doctor, of the Order of Monks at Wittenberg, desire to testify publicly that 
certain propositions against pontifical indulgences, as they call them, have been put forth by me. 
Now although, up to the present time, neither this most celebrated and renowned school of ours 
nor any civil or ecclesiastical power has condemned me, yet there are, as I hear, some men of 
headlong and audacious spirit, who dare to pronounce me a heretic, as though the matter had been 
thoroughly looked into and studied. But on my part, as I have often done before, so now too I 
implore all men, by the faith of Christ, either to point out to me a better way, if such a way has 
been divinely revealed to any, or at least to submit their opinion to the judgment of God and of 
the Church. For I am neither so rash as to wish that my sole opinion should be preferred to that of 
all other men, nor so senseless as to be willing that the word of God should be made to give place 
to fables devised by human reason. 
 
{186} The wooden doors of the Schlosskirche were burnt in 1760, and replaced in 1858 by metal 
doors, bearing, the original Latin text of the Theses. The new doors are the gift of King Frederick 
William IV., who fully sympathized with the evangelical Reformation. Above the doors, on a 
golden ground, is the Crucified, with Luther and Melanchthon at his feet, the work of Professor 
von Klober. In the interior of the church are the graves of Luther and Melanchthon, and of the 
Electors Frederick the Wise and John the Constant. The Schlosskirche was in a very dilapidated 
condition, and undergoing thorough repair, when I last visited it in July, 1886. It must not be 
confounded with the Stadtkirche of Wittenberg, where Luther preached so often, and where, in 
1522, the communion was, for the first time, administered in both kinds. 
 
{187} Knaake (Weim. ed. I. 230) conjectures that the Theses, as affixed, were written either by 
Luther himself or some other hand, and that he had soon afterwards a few copies printed for his 
own use (for Agricola, who was in Wittenberg at that time, speaks of a copy printed on a half-
sheet of paper): but that irresponsible publishers soon seized and multiplied them against his will. 
Jurgens says (III. 480) that two editions were printed in Wittenberg in 1517, on four quarto 
leaves, and that the Berlin Library possesses two copies of the second edition. The Theses were 
written on two columns, in four divisions; the first three divisions consisted of twenty-five theses 
each, the fourth of twenty. The German translation is from Justus Jonas. The Latin text is printed 
in all the editions of Luther’s works, in Loscher’s Acts, and in Ranke’s Deutsche Geschichte (6th 
ed., vol. VI. 83-89, literally copied from an original preserved in the Royal Library in Berlin). 
The semi-authoritative German translation by Justus Jonas is given in Loscher, Walch (vol. 
XVIII.), and O. v. Gerlach (vol. I.), and with a commentary by Jurgens (Luther, III. 484 sqq.). An 
English translation in Wace and Buchheim, Principles of the Reformation, London, 1883, p. 6 
sqq. I have compared this translation with the Latin original as given by Ranke, and in the 
Weimar edition, and added it at the end of this section with some alterations, insertions, and 
notes. 
 
{188} Jurgens (III. 481) compares the Theses to flashes of lightning, which suddenly issued from 
the thunder-clouds. Hundeshagen (in Piper’s "Evangel. Kalender" for 1859, p. 157), says: 
"Notwithstanding the limits within which Luther kept himself at that time, the Theses express in 
many respects the whole Luther of later times: the frankness and honesty of his soul, his earnest 
zeal for practical Christianity, the sincere devotion to the truths of the Scriptures, the open sense 
for the religious wants of the people, the sound insight into the abuses and corruptions of the 
church, the profound yet liberal piety." Ranke’s judgment of the Theses is brief, but pointed and 
weighty: "Wenn man diese Satze liest, sieht man, welch ein kuhner, grossartiger und fester Geist 
in Luther arbeitet. Die Gedanken spruhen ihm hervor, wie unter dem Hammerschlag die 
Funken."—Deutsche Gesch., vol. I. p. 210. 
 



{189} Luther gives the Vulgate rendering of metanoei’te, poenitentiam agite, do penance, which 
favors the Roman Catholic conception that repentance consists in certain outward acts. He first 
learned the true meaning of the Greek metavnoia a year later from Melanchthon, and it was to 
him like a revelation. 
 
{190} "Dominus et magister noster Jesus Christus dicendo ‘Poenitentiam agite,’ etc., {Matthew 
4:17} omnem vitam fidelium poenitentiam esse voluit." In characteristic contrast, Tetzel begins 
his fifty counter Theses with a glorification of the Pope as the supreme power in the church: 
"Docendi sunt Christiani, ex quo in Ecclesia potestas Papae est suprema et a solo Deo instituta, 
quod a nullo puro homine, nec a toto simul mundo potest restringi aut ampliari, sed a solo Deo." 
 
{191} The German translation inserts here the name of Tetzel (wider Bruder Johann Tetzel, 
Prediger Ordens), which does not occur in the Latin text. 
 
{192} The first four theses are directed against the scholastic view of sacramental penitence, 
which emphasized isolated, outward acts; while Luther put the stress on the inward change which 
should extend through life. As long as there is sin, so long is there need of repentance. St. 
Augustin and St. Bernard spent their last days in deep repentance and meditatation over the 
penitential Psalms. Luther retained the Vulgate rendering, and did not know yet the true meaning 
of the Greek original (matavnoia, change of mind, conversion). The Theses vacillate between the 
Romish and the Evangelical view of repentance. 
 
{193} This thesis reduces the indulgence to a mere remission of the ecclesiastical punishments 
which refer only to this life. It destroys the effect on purgatory. Compare Thesis 8. 
 
{194} These saints were reported to have preferred to suffer longer in purgatory than was 
necessary for their salvation, in order that they might attain to the highest glory of the vision of 
God. 
 
{195} This and the following theses destroy the theoretical foundation of indulgences, namely, 
the scholastic fiction of a treasury of supererogatory merits of saints at the disposal of the Pope.  



33. The Theses-Controversy. 1518. 
 
Luther’s Sermon vom Ablass und Gnade, printed in February, 1518 (Weimar ed. I. 239-246; and 
in Latin, 317-324); Kurze Erklarung der Zehn Gebote, 1518 (I. 248-256, in Latin under the title 
Instructio pro Confessione peccatorum, p. 257-265); Asterisci adversus Obeliscos Eckii, March, 
1518 (I. 278-316); Freiheit des Sermons papstlichen Ablass und Gnade belangend, June, 1518, 
against Tetzel (I. 380-393); Resolutiones disputationum de indulgentiarum virtute, August, 1518, 
dedicated to the Pope (I. 522-628). Letters of Luther to Archbishop Albrecht, Spalatin, and 
others, in Deuteronomy Wette, I. 67 sqq. 
 
Tetzel’s Anti-Theses, 2 series, one of 106, the other of 50 sentences, are printed in Loscher’s Ref. 
Acta, I. 505-514, and 518-523. Eck’s Obelisci, ibid. III. 333. 
 
On the details of the controversy, see Jurgens (III. 479 sqq.), Kostlin (I. 175 sqq.), Kolde (I. 126 
sqq.), Bratke, and Dieckhoff, as quoted in 31. 
 
The Theses of Luther were a tract for the times. They sounded the trumpet of the Reformation. 
They found a hearty response with liberal scholars and enemies of monastic obscurantism, with 
German patriots longing for emancipation from Italian control, and with thousands of plain 
Christians waiting for the man of Providence who should give utterance to their feelings of 
indignation against existing abuses, and to their desire for a pure, scriptural, and spiritual religion. 
"Ho, ho! "exclaimed Dr. Fleck, "the man has come who will do the thing." Reuchlin thanked God 
that "the monks have now found a man who will give them such full employment that they will 
be glad to let me spend my old age in peace." {196} 
 
But, on the other hand, the Theses were strongly assailed and condemned by the episcopal and 
clerical hierarchy, the monastic orders, especially the Dominicans, and the universities, in fact, by 
all the champions of scholastic theology and traditional orthodoxy. Luther himself, then a poor, 
emaciated monk, was at first frightened by the unexpected effect, and many of his friends 
trembled. One of them told him, "You tell the truth, good brother, but you will accomplish 
nothing; go to your cell, and say, God have mercy upon me." {197} 
 
The chief writers against Luther were Tetzel of Leipzig, Conrad Wimpina of Frankfurt-on-the-
Oder, and the more learned and formidable John Eck of Ingolstadt, who was at first a friend of 
Luther, but now became his irreconcilable enemy. These opponents represented three universities 
and the ruling scholastic theology of the Angelic Doctor St. Thomas Aquinas. But they injured 
their cause in public estimation by the weakness of their defence. They could produce no 
arguments for the doctrine and practice of indulgences from the Word of God, or even from the 
Greek and Latin fathers, and had to resort to extravagant views on the authority of the Pope. They 
even advocated papal infallibility, although this was as yet an open question in the Roman 
Church, and remained so till the Vatican decree of 1870. 
 
Luther mustered courage. In all his weakness he was strong. He felt that he had begun this 
business in the name and for the glory of God, and was ready to sacrifice life itself for his honest 
conviction. He took comfort from the counsel of Gamaliel. In several letters of this period he 
subscribed himself Martinus Eleutherios (Freeman), but added, vielmehr Knecht (rather, 
Servant): he felt free of men, but bound in Christ. When his friend Schurf told him, "They will 
not bear it;" he replied, "But what, if they have to bear it?" He answered all his opponents, 
directly and indirectly, in Latin and German, from the pulpit and the chair, and through the press. 



He began now to develop his formidable polemical power, especially in his German writings. He 
had full command over the vocabulary of common sense, wit, irony, vituperation, and abuse. 
Unfortunately, he often resorted to coarse and vulgar expressions which, even in that semi-
barbarous age, offended men of culture and taste, and which set a bad example for his admirers in 
the fierce theological wars within the Lutheran Church. {198} 
 
The discussion forced him into a conflict with the papal authority, on which the theory and traffic 
of indulgences were ultimately made to rest. The controversy resolved itself into the question 
whether that authority was infallible and final, or subject to correction by the Scriptures and a 
general Council. Luther defended the latter view; yet he protested that he was no heretic, and that 
he taught nothing contrary to the Scriptures, the ancient fathers, the oecumenical Councils, and 
the decrees of the Popes. He still hoped for a favorable hearing from Leo X., whom he personally 
respected. He even ventured to dedicate to him his Resolutiones, a defence of the Theses (May 
30, 1518), with a letter of abject humility, promising to obey his voice as the very voice of Christ. 
{199} 
 
Such an anomalous and contradictory position could not last long. 
 
In the midst of this controversy, in April, 1518, Luther was sent as a delegate to a meeting of the 
Augustinian monks at Heidelberg, and had an opportunity to defend, in public debate, forty 
conclusions, or, "theological paradoxes," drawn from St. Paul and St. Augustin, concerning 
natural depravity, the slavery of the will, regenerating grace, faith, and good works. He advocates 
the theologia crucis against the theologia gloriae, and contrasts the law and the gospel. "The law 
says, ‘Do this,’ and never does it: the gospel says, ‘Believe in Christ,’ and all is done." The last 
twelve theses are directed against the Aristotelian philosophy. {200} 
 
He found considerable response, and sowed the seed of the Reformation in the Palatinate. Among 
his youthful hearers were Bucer (Butzer) and Brentz, who afterwards became distinguished 
reformers, the one in Strassburg and England, the other in the duchy (now kingdom) of 
Wurtemberg. 
 
{196} The prophetic dream of the Elector, so often told, is a poetic fiction. Kostlin discredits it, I. 
786 sq. The Elector Frederick dreamed, in the night before Luther affixed the Theses, that God 
sent him a monk, a true son of the Apostle Paul, and that this monk wrote something on the door 
of the castle church at Wittenberg with a pen which reached even to Rome, pierced the head and 
ears of a lion (Leo), and shook the triple crown of the Pope. Merle d’Aubigne relates the dream at 
great length as being, "beyond reasonable doubt, true in the essential parts." He appeals to an 
original MS., written from the dictation of Spalatin, in the archives of Weimar, which was 
published in 1817. But that MS., according to the testimony of Dr. Burkhardt, the librarian, is 
only a copy of the eighteenth century. No trace of such a dream can be found before 1591. 
Spalatin, in his own writings and his letters to Luther and Melanchthon, nowhere refers to it. 
 
{197} Albert Krantz of Hamburg, who died Dec. 7, 1517. Kostlin, I. 177. 
 
{198} He said of Tetzel, that he dealt with the Bible "wie die Sau mit dem Habersack" (as the hog 
with the meal-bag); of the learned Cardinal Cajetan, that he knew as little of spiritual theology as 
"the donkey of the harp;" he called Alveld, professor of theology at Leipzig, "a most asinine ass," 
and Dr. Eck "Dreck:" for which he was in turn styled luteus, lutra, etc. Such vulgarities were 
common in that age, but Luther was the roughest of the rough, as he was the strongest of the 
strong. His bark, however, was much worse than his bite, and beneath his abusive tongue and 
temper dwelt a kind and generous heart. His most violent writings are those against Emser (An-



den Emserschen Steinbock), King Henry VIII., Duke Henry of Brunswick (Wider Hans Wurst), 
and his last attack upon popery as "instituted by the Devil" (1545), of which Dollinger says 
(Luther, p. 48), that it must have been written "im Zustande der Erhitzung durch berauschende 
Getranke." 
 
{199} "Beatissime Pater," he says in the dedication, "prostratum me pedibus tuae Beatitudinis 
offero cum omnibus, quae sum et habeo. Vivifica, occide, roca, revoca, approba, reproba, ut 
placuerit: vocem tuam vocem Christi in te praesidentis et loquentis agnoscam. Si mortem merui, 
mori non recusabo. Dominienim est terra et plenitudo ejus, qui est benedictus in saecula, Amen, 
qui et te servet in aceternum, Amen. Anno MDXVIII." Works (Weimar ed.), I. 529; also in 
Deuteronomy Wette, Briefe, I. 119-122. 
 
{200} Weim. ed., I. 350-376. Comp. Kostlin, I. 185 sqq.  



34. Rome’s Interposition. Luther and Prierias. 1518. 
 
R. P. Silvestri Prieratis ordinis praedicatorum et s. theol. professoris celeberrimi, s. palatii 
apostolici magistri, in praesumptuosas Martini Lutheri conclusiones de potestate papae dialogus. 
In Loscher, II. 13-39. Knaake (Werke, I. 644) assigns the first edition to the second half of June, 
1518, which is more likely than the earlier date of December, 1517, given by Loscher (II. 12) and 
the Erlangen ed. He mentions five separate editions, two of which were published by Luther 
without notes; afterwards he published an edition with his refutation. 
 
Ad Dialogum Silvestri Prierati de potestate papae responsio. In Loscher, II. 3; Weim. ed. I., 647-
686, II. 48-56. German translation in Walch, XVIII. l20-200. 
 
Pope Leo X. was disposed to ignore the Wittenberg movement as a contemptible monkish 
quarrel; but when it threatened to become dangerous, he tried to make the German monk harmless 
by the exercise of his power. He is reported to have said first, "Brother Martin is a man of fine 
genius, and this outbreak is a mere squabble of envious monks;" but afterwards, "It is a drunken 
German who wrote the Theses; when sober he will change his mind." 
 
Three months after the appearance of the Theses, he directed the vicar-general of the Augustinian 
Order to quiet down the restless monk. In March, 1518, he found it necessary to appoint a 
commission of inquiry under the direction of the learned Dominican Silvester Mazzolini, called 
from his birthplace Prierio or Prierias (also Prieras), who was master of the sacred palace and 
professor of theology. 
 
Prierias came to the conclusion that Luther was an ignorant and blasphemous arch-heretic, and 
hastily wrote a Latin dialogue against his Theses, hoping to crush him by subtile scholastic 
distinctions, and the weight of papal authority (June, 1518). He identified the Pope with the 
Church of Rome, and the Church of Rome with the Church universal, and denounced every 
departure from it as a heresy. He said of Luther’s Theses, that they bite like a cur. 
 
Luther republished the Dialogue with a reply, in which he called it "sufficiently supercilious, and 
thoroughly Italian and Thomistic "(August, 1518). 
 
Prierias answered with a Replica (November, 1518). Luther republished it likewise, with a brief 
preface, and sent it to Prierias with the advice not to make himself any more ridiculous by writing 
books. 
 
The effect of this controversy was to widen the breach. 
 
In the mean time Luther’s fate had already been decided. The Roman hierarchy could no more 
tolerate such a dangerous man than the Jewish hierarchy could tolerate Christ and the apostles. 
On the 7th of August, 1518, he was cited to appear in Rome within sixty days to recant his 
heresies. On the 23d of the same month, the Pope demanded of the Elector Frederick the Wise, 
that he should deliver up this "child of the Devil" to the papal legate. 
 
But the Elector, who was one of the most powerful and esteemed princes of Germany, felt 
unwilling to sacrifice the shining light of his beloved university, and arranged a peaceful 
interview with the papal legate at the Diet of Augsburg on promise of kind treatment and safe 
return.  



35. Luther and Cajetan. October, 1518. 
 
The transactions at Augsburg were published by Luther in December, 1518, and are printed in 
Loscher, II. 435-492; 527-551; in Walch, XV. 636 sqq.; in the Weim. ed., II. 1-40. Luther’s 
Letters in Deuteronomy Wette, I. 147-167. Comp. Kahnis, I. 215-235; Kostlin, I. 204-238 (and 
his shorter biogr., Eng. trans., p. 108). 
 
Luther accordingly proceeded to Augsburg in humble garb, and on foot, till illness forced him 
within a short distance from the city to take a carriage. He was accompanied by a young monk 
and pupil, Leonard Baier, and his friend Link. He arrived Oct. 7, 1518, and was kindly received 
by Dr. Conrad Peutinger and two counselors of the Elector, who advised him to behave with 
prudence, and to observe the customary rules of etiquette. Everybody was anxious to see the man 
who, like a second Herostratus, had kindled such a flame. 
 
On Oct. 11, he received the letter of safe-conduct; and on the next day he appeared before the 
papal legate, Cardinal Cajetan (Thomas de Vio of Gaata), who represented the Pope at the 
German Diet, and was to obtain its consent to the imposition of a heavy tax for the war against 
the Turks. 
 
Cajetan was, like Prierias, a Dominican and zealous Thomist, a man of great learning and moral 
integrity, but fond of pomp and ostentation. He wrote a standard commentary on the Summa of 
Thomas Aquinas (which is frequently appended to the Summa); but in his later years, till his 
death (1534), —perhaps in consequence of his interview with Luther,—he devoted himself 
chiefly to the study of the Scriptures, and urged it upon his friends. He labored with the aid of 
Hebrew and Greek scholars to correct the Vulgate by a more faithful version, and advocated 
Jerome’s liberal views on questions of criticism and the Canon, and a sober grammatical exegesis 
against allegorical fancies, without, however, surrendering the Catholic principle of tradition. 
 
There was a great contrast between the Italian cardinal and the German monk, the shrewd 
diplomat and the frank scholar; the expounder and defender of mediaeval scholasticism, and the 
champion of modern biblical theology; the man of church authority, and the advocate of personal 
freedom. 
 
They had three interviews (Oct. 12, 13, 14). Cajetan treated Luther with condescending courtesy, 
and assured him of his friendship. {201} But he demanded retraction of his errors, and absolute 
submission to the Pope. Luther resolutely refused, and declared that he could do nothing against 
his conscience; that one must obey God rather than man; that he had the Scripture on his side; that 
even Peter was once reproved by Paul for misconduct, {Galatians 2:11} and that surely his 
successor was not infallible. Still be asked the cardinal to intercede with Leo X., that he might not 
harshly condemn him. Cajetan threatened him with excommunication, having already the papal 
mandate in his hand, and dismissed him with the words: "Revoke, or do not come again into my 
presence." He urged Staupitz to do his best to convert Luther, and said "he was unwilling to 
dispute any further with that deep-eyed German beast filled with strange speculations." {202} 
 
Under these circumstances, Luther, with the aid of friends who provided him with an escort, 
made his escape from Augsburg, through a small gate in the city-Wall, in the night of the 20th of 
October, on a hard-trotting hack, without pantaloons, boots, or spurs. He rode on the first day as 
far as the town of Monheim {203} without stopping, and fell utterly exhausted upon the straw in a 
stable. {204} 



 
He reached Wittenberg, in good spirits, on the first anniversary of his Ninety-five Theses. He 
forthwith published a report of his conference with a justification of his conduct. He also wrote 
(Nov. 19) a long and very eloquent letter to the Elector, exposing the unfairness of Cajetan, who 
had misrepresented the proceedings, and demanded from the Elector the delivery of Luther to 
Rome or his expulsion from Saxony. 
 
Before leaving Augsburg, be left an appeal from Cajetan to the Pope, and "from the Pope ill 
informed to the Pope to be better informed "(a papa male informato ad papam melius 
informandum). Soon afterwards, Nov. 28, he formally and solemnly appealed from the Pope to a 
general council, and thus anticipated the papal sentence of excommunication. He expected every 
day maledictions from Rome, and was prepared for exile or any other fate. {205} He was already 
tormented with the thought that the Pope might be the Anti-Christ spoken of by St. Paul in the 
Second Epistle to the Thessalonians, and asked his friend Link (Dec. 11) to give him his opinion 
on the subject. {206} Ultimately he lost faith also in a general council, and appealed solely to the 
Scriptures and his conscience. The Elector urged him to moderation through Spalatin, but Luther 
declared: "The more those Romish grandees rage, and meditate the use of force, the less do I fear 
them, and shall feel all the more free to fight against the serpents of Rome. I am prepared for all, 
and await the judgment of God." 
 
{201} Luther received at first a favorable impression, and wrote in a letter to Carlstadt, Oct. 14 
(De Wette, I. 161): "The cardinal calls me constantly his dear son, and assures Staupitz that I had 
no better friend than himself. I would be the most welcome person here if I but spoke this one 
word, revoco. But I will not turn a heretic by revoking the opinion which made me a Christian: I 
will rather die, be burnt, be exiled, be cursed." Afterwards he wrote in a different tone about 
Cajetan, e.g., in the letter to the Elector Frederick, Nov. 19 (I. 175 sqq.), and to Staupitz, Dec. 13 
(De Wette, I. 194). 
 
{202} "Ego nolo amplius cum hac bestia loqui. Habet enim profundos oculos et mirabiles 
speculationes in capite suo." This characteristic dictum is not reported by Luther, but by 
Myconius, Hist. Ref. p. 73. Comp. Loscher, II. 477. The national antipathy between the Germans 
and the Italians often appears in the transactions with Rome, and continues to this day. Monsignor 
Eugenio Cecconi, Archbishop of Florence, in his tract Martino Lutero, Firenze, 1883, says: 
"Lutero non amava gi’ italiani, e gl’ italiani non hanno mai avuto ne stima ne amore per quest’ 
uomo. Il nostro popolo, col suo naturale criterio, lo ha giudicato da un pezzo." He declared the 
proposal to celebrate Luther’s fourth centennial at Florence to be an act of insanity. 
 
{203} In Bavaria; not Mannheim, as Kahnis (I. 228) has it. 
 
{204} "Dr. Staupitz" (says Luther, In his Table-Talk) "hatte mir ein Pferd verschafft und gab mir 
den Rath, einen alten Ausreuter zu nehmen, der die Wege wusste, und half mir Langemantel 
(Rathsherr) des Nachts durch ein klein Pfortlein der Stadt. Daniel eilte ich ohne Hosen, Stiefel, 
Sporn, und Schwert, und kam his gen Wittenberg. Den ersten Tag ritt ich acht (German) Meilen 
und wie ich des Abends in die Herberge kam, war ich so mude, stieg, im Stalle ab, konnte nicht 
stehen, fiel stracks in die Streu." 
 
{205} Letter to Spalatin, Nov. 25 and Dec. 2. Deuteronomy Wette, 1. 188 sqq. 
 
{206} "Mittam ad te nugas meas, ut videas, an-recte divinem Antichristum illum verum juxta 
Paulum in Romana curia regnare: pejorem Turcis esse hodie, puto me demonstrare posse." 
DeWette, I. 193.  



36. Luther and Miltitz. January, 1519. 
 
Loscher, II. 552-569; III. 6-21, 820-847. Luther’s Werke, Walch, XV. 308 sqq.; Weimar ed., II. 
66 sqq. Letters in Deuteronomy Wette: I. 207 sqq., 233 sqq. 
 
Joh. K. Seidemann: Karl Von Miltitz.... Eine chronol. Untersuchung. Dresden, 1844 (pp. 37). The 
respective sections in Marheineke, Kahnis (I. 235 sqq.), and Kostlin (I. 238 sqq. and 281 sqq.). 
 
Before the final decision, another attempt was made to silence Luther by inducing him to revoke 
his heresies. Diplomacy sometimes interrupts the natural development of principles and the 
irresistible logic of events, but only for a short season. It usually resorts to compromises which 
satisfy neither party, and are cast aside. Principles must work themselves out. 
 
Pope Leo sent his nuncio and chamberlain, Karl von Miltitz, a noble Saxon by birth, and a 
plausible, convivial gentleman, {207} to the Elector Frederick with the rare present of a golden 
rose, and authorized him to negotiate with Luther. He provided him with a number of the highest 
recommendations to civil and ecclesiastical dignitaries. 
 
Miltitz discovered on his journey a wide-spread and growing sympathy with Luther. He found 
three Germans on his side, especially in the North, to one against him. He heard bad reports about 
Tetzel, and summoned him; but Tetzel was afraid to travel, and died a few months afterwards 
(Aug. 7, 1519), partly, perhaps, in consequence of the severe censure from the papal delegate. 
Luther wrote to his opponent a letter of comfort, which is no more extant. Unmeasured as he 
could be in personal abuse, he harbored no malice or revenge in his heart. {208} 
 
Miltitz held a conference with Luther in the house of Spalatin at Altenburg, Jan. 6, 1519. He was 
exceedingly polite and friendly; he deplored the offence and scandal of the Theses-controversy, 
and threw a great part of the blame on poor Tetzel; he used all his powers of persuasion, and 
entreated him with tears not to divide the unity of the holy Catholic Church. 
 
They agreed that the matter should be settled by a German bishop instead of going to Rome, and 
that in the mean time both parties were to keep silence. Luther promised to ask the pardon of the 
Pope, and to warn the people against the sin of separating from the holy mother-church. After this 
agreement they partook of a social supper, and parted with a kiss. Miltitz must have felt very 
proud of his masterpiece of ecclesiastical diplomacy. 
 
Luther complied with his promises in a way which seems irreconcilable with his honest 
convictions and subse-quent conduct. But we must remember the deep conflicts of his mind, the 
awful responsibility of his undertaking, the critical character of the situation. Well might he pause 
for a while, and shrink back from the idea of a separation from the church of his fathers, so 
intimately connected with his religious life as well as with the whole history of Christianity for 
fifteen hundred years. He had to break a new path which became so easy for others. We must all 
the more admire his conscientiousness. 
 
In his letter to the Pope, dated March 3, 1519, he expressed the deepest personal humility, and 
denied that he ever intended to injure the Roman Church, which was over every other power in 
heaven and on earth, save only Jesus Christ the Lord over all. Yet he repudiated the idea of 
retracting his conscientious convictions. 
 



In his address to the people, he allowed the value of indulgences, but only as a recompense for the 
"satisfaction" given by, the sinner, and urged the duty of adhering, notwithstanding her faults and 
sins, to the holy Roman Church, where St. Peter and St. Paul, and many Popes and thousands of 
martyrs, had shed their blood. 
 
At the same time, Luther continued the careful study of history, and could find no trace of popery 
and its extraordinary claims in the first centuries before the Council of Nicaea. He discovered that 
the Papal Decretals, and the Donation of Constantine, were a forgery. He wrote to Spalatin, 
March 13, 1519, "I know not whether tho Pope is anti-christ himself, or his apostle; so wretchedly 
is Christ, that is the truth, corrupted and crucified by him in the Decretals." {209} 
 
{207} He was charged with intemperance, and is reported to have fallen from the boat in crossing 
the Rhine or the Main near Mainz in a state of intoxication, a. 1529. See the reports in 
Seidemann, l. c.. p. 33 sqq. 
 
{208} He speaks generously of Tetzel in a letter to Spalatin, Feb. 12, 1519 (De Wette, I. 223): 
"Doleo Tetzelium et salutem suam in eam necessitatem venisse... multo mallem, si posset, servari 
cum honore," etc. 
 
{209} Deuteronomy Wette, I. 239.  



37. The Leipzig Disputation. June 27-July 15, 1519. 
 
I. Loscher, III. 203-819. Luther’s Works, Walch, XV. 954 sqq.; Weim. ed. II. 153-435 (see the 
literary notices of Knaake, p. 156). Luther’s letters to Spalatin and the Elector, in Deuteronomy 
Wette:, I. 284-324. 
 
II. Joh. K. Seidemann: Die Leipziger Disputation im Jahre 1519. Dresden and Leipzig, 1843 (pp. 
161). With important documents (pp. 93 sqq.) The best book on the subject. Monographs on 
Carlstadt by Jager (Stuttgart, 1856), on Eck by Wiedemann (Regensburg, 1865), and the relevant 
sections in Marheineke, Kahnis (I. 251-285), Kostlin, Kolde, and the general histories of the 
Reformation. The account by Ranke (I. 277-285) is very good. On the Roman side, see Janssen, 
II. 83-88 (incomplete). 
 
The agreement between Miltitz and Luther was only a short truce. The Reformation was too 
deeply rooted in the wants of the age to be suppressed by the diplomacy of ecclesiastical 
politicians. Even if the movement had been arrested in one place, it would have broken out in 
another; indeed, it had already begun independently in Switzerland. Luther was no more his own 
master, but the organ of a higher power. "Man proposes, God disposes." 
 
Before the controversy could be settled by a German bishop, it was revived, not without a 
violation of promise on both sides, {210} in the disputation held in the large hall of the Castle of 
Pleissenburg at Leipzig, under the sanction of Duke George of Saxony, between Eck, Carlstadt, 
and Luther, on the doctrines of the papal primacy, free-will, good works, purgatory, and 
indulgences. It was one of the great intellectual battles; it lasted nearly three weeks, and excited 
universal attention in that deeply religious and theological age. The vital doctrines of salvation 
were at stake. The debate was in Latin, but Luther broke out occasionally in his more vigorous 
German. 
 
The disputation began with the solemnities of a mass, a procession, an oration of Peter 
Mosellanus, Deuteronomy ratione disputandi, and the singing of Veni, Creator Spiritus. It ended 
with an eulogistic oration by the Leipzig professor John Lange, and the Te Deum. 
 
The first act was the disputation between Eck and Carlstadt, on the freedom of the human will, 
which the former maintained, and the latter denied. The second and more important act began 
July 4, between Eck and Luther, chiefly on the subject of the papacy. 
 
Dr. Eck (Johann Mair), professor of theology at Ingolstadt in Bavaria, was the champion of 
Romanism, a man of great learning, well-stored memory, dialectical skill, ready speech, and 
stentorian voice, but overconfident, conceited, and boisterous. He looked more like a butcher or 
soldier than a theologian. Many regarded him as a mere charlatan, and expressed their contempt 
for his audacity and vanity by the nicknames Keck (pert) and Geck (fop), which date from this 
dispute. {211} 
 
Carlstadt (Andreas von Bodenstein), Luther’s impetuous and ill-balanced friend and colleague, 
was an unfortunate debater. {212} He had a poor memory, depended on his notes, got 
embarrassed and confused, and furnished an easy victory to Eck. It was ominous, that, on 
entering Leipzig, his wagon broke down, and he fell into the mud. 
 



Luther was inferior to Eck in historical learning and flowing Latinity, but surpassed him in 
knowledge of the Bible, independent judgment, originality, and depth of thought, and had the law 
of progress on his side. While Eck looked to the fathers, Luther went back to the grandfathers; he 
ascended from the stream of church history to the fountain of God’s Word; yet from the 
normative beginning of the apostolic age he looked hopefully into the future. Though pale and 
emaciated, he was cheerful, wore a little silver ring, and carried a bunch of flowers in his hand. 
Peter Mosellanus, a famous Latinist, who presided over the disputation, thus describes his 
personal appearance at that time: {213} — 
 
"Luther is of middle stature; his body thin, and so wasted by care and study that nearly all his 
bones may be counted. {214} He is in the prime of life. His voice is clear and melodious. His 
learning, and his knowledge of Scripture are so extraordinary that he has nearly every thing at his 
fingers’ ends. Greek and Hebrew he understands sufficiently well to give his judgment on 
interpretations. For conversation, he has a rich store of subjects at his command; a vast forest 
(silva ingens) of thoughts and words is at his disposal. He is polite and clever. There is nothing 
stoical, nothing supercilious, about him; and he understands how to adapt himself to different 
persons and times. In society he is lively and agreeable. He is always fresh, cheerful, and at his 
ease, and has a pleasant countenance, however hard his enemies may threaten him, so that one 
cannot but believe that Heaven is with him in his great undertaking. {215} Most people, however, 
reproach him with want of moderation in polemics, and with being rather imprudent and more 
cutting than befits a theologian and a reformer." 
 
The chief interest in the disputation turned on the subject of the authority of the Pope and the 
infallibility of the Church. Eck maintained that the Pope is the successor of Peter, and the vicar of 
Christ by divine right; Luther, that this claim is contrary to the Scriptures, to the ancient church, 
to the Council of Nicaea,—the most sacred of all Councils,—and rests only on the frigid decrees 
of the Roman pontiffs. 
 
But during the debate he changed his opinion on the authority of Councils, and thereby injured 
his cause in the estimation of the audience. Being charged by Eck with holding the heresy of Hus, 
he at first repudiated him and all schismatic tendencies; but on mature reflection he declared that 
Hus held some scriptural truths, and was unjustly condemned and burnt by the Council of 
Constance; that a general council as well as a Pope may err, and had no right to impose any 
article of faith not founded in the Scriptures. When Duke George, a sturdy upholder of the 
Catholic creed, heard Luther express sympathy with the Bohemian heresy, he shook his head, 
and, putting both arms in his sides, exclaimed, so that it could be heard throughout the hall, "A 
plague upon it!" {216} 
 
From this time dates Luther’s connection with the Bohemian Brethren. 
 
Luther concluded his argument with these words: "I am sorry that the learned doctor only dips 
into the Scripture as the water-spider into the water-nay, that he seems to flee from it as the Devil 
from the Cross. I prefer, with all deference to the Fathers, the authority of the Scripture, which I 
herewith recommend to the arbiters of our cause." 
 
Both parties, as usual, claimed the victory. Eck was rewarded with honors and favors by Duke 
George, and followed up his fancied triumph by efforts to ruin Luther, and to gain a cardinal’s 
hat; but he was also severely attacked and ridiculed, especially by Willibald Pirkheimer, the 
famous humanist and patrician of Nurnberg, in his stinging satire, "The Polished Corner." {217} 
The theological faculties of Cologne, Louvain, and afterwards (1521) also that of Paris, 
condemned the Reformer. 



 
Luther himself was greatly dissatisfied, and regarded the disputation as a mere waste of time. He 
made, however, a deep impression upon younger men, and many students left Leipzig for 
Wittenberg. After all, he was more benefited by the disputation and the controversies growing out 
of it, than his opponents. 
 
The importance of this theological tournament lies in this: that it marks a progress in Luther’s 
emancipation from the papal system. Here for the first time he denied the divine right and origin 
of the papacy, and the infallibility of a general council. Henceforward he had nothing left but the 
divine Scriptures, his private judgment, and his faith in God who guides the course of history by 
his own Spirit, through all obstructions by human errors, to a glorious end. The ship of the 
Reformation was cut from its moorings, and had to fight with the winds and waves of the open 
sea. 
 
From this time Luther entered upon a revolutionary crusade against the Roman Church until the 
anarchical dissensions in his own party drove him back into a conservative and even reactionary 
position. 
 
Before we proceed with the development of the Reformation, we must make the acquaintance of 
Melanchthon, who had accompanied Luther to the Leipzig disputation as a spectator, suggesting 
to him and Carlstadt occasional arguments, {218} and hereafter stood by him as his faithful 
colleague and friend. 
 
{210} Eck was the chief originator of the disputation, and not Luther (as Janssen endeavors to 
show). Seidemann, who gives a full and authentic account of the preliminary correspondence, 
says (p. 21): "Es ist entschieden, dass Eck die Disputation antrug, und zwar zunachst nur mit 
Karlstadt. Aber auch Luther’s Absehen war auf eine Disputation gerichtet." 
 
{211} As he complained twenty years later: see Seidemann, p. 80. 
 
{212} Luther calls him an infelicissimus disputator. 
 
{213} In a letter to Julius Pflug, a young Saxon nobleman. Mosellanus describes also Carlstadt 
and Eck, and the whole disputation. See Loscher, III. 242-251 (especially p. 247); Walch, XV. 
1422; Seidemann, 51 and 56. I find the description also in an appendix to Melanchthon’s Vita 
Lutheri, Gottingen, 1741, pp. 32-44. 
 
{214} "Ut omnia pene ossa liceat dinumerare." But in later years Luther grew stout and fleshy. 
 
{215} "Ut haud facile credas, hominem tam ardua sine numine Divum moliri." 
 
{216} "Das walt’ die Sucht!" 
 
{217} "Der algehobelte Eck." The book appeared first anonymously in Latin, Eccius dedolatus, at 
Erfurt, March, 1520. Hagen, in his Der Geist der Reformation (Erlangen, 1843), I. p. 60 sqq., 
gives a good summary of this witty book. Luther sent it to Spalatin, March 2, 1520 (De Wette, I. 
426), but expressed his dissatisfaction with this "mode of raging against Eck," and preferred an 
open attack to a "bite from behind the fence." 
 
{218} This excited the anger of Eck, who broke out, "Tace tu, Philippe, ac tua studia cura, ne me 
perturba."  



38. Philip Melanchthon. Literature (Portrait). 
 
The best Melanchthon collection is in the Royal Library of Berlin, which I have consulted for this 
list (July, 1886). The third centenary of Mel.’s death in 1860, and the erection of his monument in 
Wittenberg, called forth a large number of pamphlets and articles in periodicals. 
 
I. Works of Melanchthon. The first ed. appeared at Basel, 1541, 5 vols. fol.; another by Peucer 
(his son-in-law), Wittenberg, 1562-64, 4 vols. fol.; again 1601. Selection of his German works by 
Kothe. Leipzig, 1829-30, 6 vols. *Best ed. of Opera omnia (in the "Corpus Reformatorum") by 
Bretschneider and Bindseil. Halle, 1834-60, 28 vols. 4Â°. The most important vols. for church 
history are vols. i.-xi. and xxi.-xxviii. The last vol. (second part) contains Annates Vitae (pp. 1-
143), and very ample Indices (145-378). 
 
Add to these: Epistolae, Judicia, Consilia, Testimonia, etc., ed. H. E. Bindseil. Halle, 1874. 8. A 
supplement to the "Corpus Reform." Compare also Bindseil’s Bibliotheca Melanthoniana. (Halis 
1868 pp. 28). Carl Krause: Melanthoniana, Regesten und Briefe uber die Beziehungen Philipp 
Mel. zu Anhalt und dessen Fursten. Zerbst, 1885. pp. 185. 
 
II. Biographies of Mel. An account of his last days by the Wittenberg professors: Brevis narratio 
exponens quo fine vitam in terris suam clauserit D. Phil. Mel. conscripta a professoribus 
academiae Vitebergensis, qui omnibus quae exponuntur interfuerunt. Viteb. 1560. 4Â°. The same 
in German. A funeral oration by Heerbrand: Oratio in obitum Mel. habita in Academia 
Tubingensi die decima quinta Maji. Vitebergae, 1560. *Joachim Camerarius: Vita Mel. Lips. 
1566; and other edd., one with notes by Strobel. Halle, 1777; one with preface by Neander in the 
Vitae quatuor Reformatorum. Berlin, 1841. 
 
Strobel: Melanchthoniana. Altdorf, 1771: Die Ehre Mel. gerettet, 1773; and other works. A. H. 
Niemeyer: Phil. Mel. als Praeceptor Germaniae. Halle, 1817. Fr. Aug. Cox: Life of Mel., 
comprising an account of the Reform. Lond. 1815, 2d ed. 1817. G. L. Fr. Delbruck: Ph. Mel. der 
Glaubenslehrer. Bonn, 1826. Heyd: Mel. und Tubingen, 1512-18. Tub. 1839. *Fr. Galle: 
Characteristik Melanchth. als Theol. und Entw. seines Lehrbegr. Halle, 1840. *Fr. Matthes: Ph. 
Mel. Sein Leben u. Wirken aus den Quellen. Altenb. 1841. 2d ed. 1846. Ledderhose: Phil. Mel. 
nach seinem ausseren u. inneren Leben dargestellt. Heidelberg, 1847 (English translation by Dr. 
Krotel. Phila. 1855). By the same: Das Leben des Phil. Mel. fur das Volk. Barmen, 1858. *Mor. 
Meurer: Phil. Mel.’s Leben. Leipzig u. Dresden, 1860. 2d ed. 1869. Heppe: Phil. Mel. der Lehrer 
Deutschlands. Marburg, 1860. *Carl Schmidt: Philipp Melanchthons Leben und ausgewahlte 
Schriften. Elberfeld, 1861 (in the "Reformatoren der Luth. Kirche"). * Herrlinger: Die Theologie 
Mel.’s in ihrer geschichtl. Entwicklung. Gotha, 1879. 
 
III. Brief sketches, by Neander, in Piper’s "Evang.-Kalender" for 1851. By Nitzsch, in the 
"Deutsche Zeitschrift fur christl. Wissenschaft," 1855. Is. Aug. Dorner: Zum dreihundertjahrigen 
Gedachtniss des Todes Melanchthons, 1860. Volbeding: Mel. wie er liebte und lebte (Leipz. 
1860.). Kahnis: Rede zum Gedachtniss Mel.’s (Leipz. 1860). Wohlfahrt: Phil. Mel. (Leipzig, 
1860). W. Thilo: Mel. im Dienste der heil. Schrift (Berlin, 1860). Paul Pressel: Phil. Mel. Ein 
evang. Lebensbild (Stuttg. 1860). Festreden zur Erinnerung an-den 300 jahrigen Todestag Phil. 
Mel.’s und bei der Grundsteinlegung zu dessen Denkmal zu Wittenberg, herausgeg. von 
Lommatzch (Wittenb. 1860). Henke: Das Verhaltniss Luthers und Mel. zu einander (Marburg, 
1860), and Memoria B. Phil. Mel. (Marburg, 1860). Ad. Planck: Mel. Praeceptor Germ. 
(Nordlingen, 1860). Tollin: Ph. Mel. und Mich. Servet. Eine Quellenstudie (Berlin, 1876). 



Landerer: Mel., in Herzog 1 and Herzog 2 ix. 471-525, revised byHerrlinger. Thiersch: Mel. 
(Augsburg, 1877, and New York, Am. Tract Soc. 1880). Luthardt: Melanchthon’s Arbeiten im 
Gebiete der Moral (Leipz. 1884). Wagenmann: Ph. Mel. (in the "Allgem. Deutsche Biographie"). 
Paulsen in "Gesch. des gelehrten Unterrichts "(Leipz. 1885. pp. 34 sqq.). Schaff in St. Augustin, 
Melanchthon, Neander (New York and London, 1886. pp. 107-127). 
 
IV. On Mel.’s Loci, see Strobel: Literargesch. von Ph. Mel.’s locis theologicis. Altdorf and 
Nurnberg, 1776. Plitt: Melanchthons Loci in ihrer Urgestalt. Erlangen, 1864.  



40. Melanchthon’s Early Labors. 
 
Although yet a youth of twenty-one years of age, Melanchthon at once gained the esteem and 
admiration of his colleagues and hearers in Wittenberg. He was small of stature, unprepossessing 
in his outward appearance, diffident and timid. But his high and noble forehead, his fine blue 
eyes, full of fire, the intellectual expression of his countenance, the courtesy and modesty of his 
behavior, revealed the beauty and strength of his inner man. His learning was undoubted, his 
moral and religious character above suspicion. His introductory address, which he delivered four 
days after his arrival (Aug. 29), on "The Improvement of the Studies of Youth," {227} dispelled 
all fears: it contained the programme of his academic teaching, and marks an epoch in the history 
of liberal education in Germany. He desired to lead the youth to the sources of knowledge, and by 
a careful study of the languages to furnish the key for the proper understanding of the Scriptures, 
that they might become living members of Christ, and enjoy the fruits of His heavenly wisdom. 
He studied and taught theology, not merely for the enrichment of the mind, but also and chiefly 
for the promotion of virtue and piety. {228} 
 
He at first devoted himself to philological pursuits, and did more than any of his contemporaries 
to revive the study of Greek for the promotion of biblical learning and the cause of the 
Reformation. He called the ancient languages the swaddling-clothes of the Christ-child: Luther 
compared them to the sheath of the sword of the Spirit. Melanchthon was master of the ancient 
languages; Luther, master of the German. The former, by his co-operation, secured accuracy to 
the German Bible; the latter, idiomatic force and poetic beauty. 
 
In the year 1519 Melanchthon graduated as Bachelor of Divinity; the degree of Doctor he 
modestly declined. From that time on, he was a member of the theological faculty, and delivered 
also theological lectures, especially on exegesis. He taught two or three hours every day a variety 
of topics, including ethics, logic, Greek and Hebrew grammar; he explained Homer, Plato, 
Plutarch, Titus, Matthew, Romans, the Psalms. In the latter period of his life he devoted himself 
exclusively to sacred learning. He was never ordained, and never ascended the pulpit; but for the 
benefit of foreign students who were ignorant of German, he delivered every Sunday in his 
lecture-room a Latin sermon on the Gospels. He became at once, and continued to be, the most 
popular teacher at Wittenberg. He drew up the statutes of the University, which are regarded as a 
model. By his advice and example the higher education in Germany was regulated. 
 
His fame attracted students from all parts of Christendom, including princes, counts, and barons. 
His lecture-room was crowded to overflowing, and he heard occasionally as many as eleven 
languages at his frugal but hospitable table. He received calls to Tubingen, Nurnberg, and 
Heidelberg, and was also invited to Denmark, France, and England; but he preferred remaining in 
Wittenberg till his death. 
 
At the urgent request of Luther, who wished to hold him fast, and to promote his health and 
comfort, he married (having no vow of celibacy to prevent him) as early as August, 1520, 
Catharina Krapp, the worthy daughter of the burgomaster of Wittenberg, who faithfully shared 
with him the joys and trials of domestic life. He had from her four children, and was often seen 
rocking the cradle with one hand, while holding a book in the other. He used to repeat the 
Apostles’ Creed in his family three times a day. He esteemed his wife higher than himself. She 
died in 1557 while he was on a journey to the colloquy at Worms: when he heard the sad news at 
Heidelberg, he looked up to heaven, and exclaimed, "Farewell! I shall soon follow thee." 
 



Next to the "Lutherhaus" with the "Luthermuseum," the most interesting dwelling in the quaint 
old town of Wittenberg on the banks of the Elbe is the house of Melanchthon in the 
Collegienstrasse. It is a three-story building, and belongs to the Prussian government, King 
Friedrich Wilhelm IV. having bought it from its former owner. Melanchthon’s study is on the 
first story; there he died. Behind the house is a little garden which was connected with Luther’s 
garden. Here, under the shade of the tree, the two Reformers may often have exchanged views on 
the stirring events of the times, and encouraged each other in the great conflict. The house bears 
in German the inscription on the outer wall: — 
 
Here lived, taught, and died 
 
Philipp Melanchthon. 
 
{227} Deuteronomy Corrigendis Adolescentium Studiis, in the "Corpus Reformatorum," XI. 15 
sqq. See Schmidt, l. c. 29 sq. 
 
{228} He wrote to his friend Camerarius, Jan. 22, 1525 ("Corp. Ref." I. 722): "Ego mihi ita 
conscius sum, non aliam ob causam unquam teqeologhkevnai, nisi ut vitam emendarem."  



41. Luther and Melanchthon. 
 
P. Schaff: Luther und Melanchthon, In his "Der Deutsche Kirchenfreund," Mercersburg, Pa., vol. 
III. (1850), pp. 58-64. E. L. Henke: Das Verhaltniss Luthers und Melanchthons zu einander. 
Festrede am 19 April, 1860. Marburg (28 pages). Compare also Dollinger: Die Reformation, vol. 
i. 349 sqq. 
 
Wo sich das strenge mit dem Zarten, 
 
Wo Starkes sich und Mildes paarten, 
 
Da giebt es einen guten Klang. (Schiller.) 
 
In great creative epochs of the Church, God associates congenial leaders for mutual help and 
comfort. In the Reformation of the sixteenth century, we find Luther and Melanchthon in 
Germany, Zwingli and Oecolampadius, Farel and Viret, Calvin and Beza in Switzerland, 
Craniner, Latimer, and Ridley in England, Knox and Melville in Scotland, working together with 
different gifts, but in the same spirit and for the same end. The Methodist revival of the 
eighteenth century was carried on by the co-operation of the two Wesleys and Whitefield; and the 
Anglo-Catholic movement of the nineteenth, by the association of Pusey, Newman, and Keble. 
 
Immediately after his arrival at the Saxon University, on the Elbe, Melanchthon entered into an 
intimate relation with Luther, and became his most useful and influential co-laborer. He looked 
up to his elder colleague with the veneration of a son, and was carried away and controlled 
(sometimes against his better judgment) by the fiery genius of the Protestant Elijah; while Luther 
regarded him as his superior in learning, and was not ashamed to sit humbly at his feet. He 
attended his exegetical lectures, and published them, without the author’s wish and knowledge, 
for the benefit of the Church. Melanchthon declared in April, 1520, that "he would rather die than 
be separated from Luther;" and in November of the same year, "Martin’s welfare is dearer to me 
than my own life." Luther was captivated by Melanchthon’s first lecture; he admired his 
scholarship, loved his character, and wrote most enthusiastically about him in confidential letters 
to Spalatin, Reuchlin, Lange, Scheurl, and others, lauding him as a prodigy of learning and piety. 
{229} 
 
The friendship of these two great and good men is one of the most delightful chapters in the 
religious drama of the sixteenth century. It rested on mutual personal esteem and hearty German 
affection, but especially on the consciousness of a providential mission intrusted to their united 
labors. Although somewhat disturbed, at a later period, by slight doctrinal differences and 
occasional ill-humor, {230} it lasted to the end; and as they worked together for the same cause, 
so they now rest under the same roof in the castle church at Wittenberg, at whose doors Luther 
had nailed the war-cry of the Reformation. 
 
Melanchthon descended from South Germany, Luther from North Germany; the one from the 
well-to-do middle classes of citizens and artisans, the other from the rough but sturdy peasantry. 
Melanchthon had a quiet, literary preparation for his work: Luther experienced much hardship 
and severe moral conflicts. The former passed to his Protestant conviction through the door of 
classical studies, the latter through the door of monastic asceticism; the one was fore-ordained to 
a professor’s chair, the other to the leadership of an army of conquest. 
 



Luther best understood and expressed the difference of temper and character; and it is one of his 
noble traits, that he did not allow it to interfere with the esteem and admiration for his younger 
friend and colleague. "I prefer the books of Master Philippus to my own," he wrote in 1529. 
{231} "I am rough, boisterous, stormy, and altogether warlike. I am born to fight against 
innumerable monsters and devils. I must remove stumps and stones, cut away thistles and thorns, 
and clear the wild forests; but Master Philippus comes along softly and gently, sowing and 
watering with joy, according to the gifts which God has abundantly bestowed upon him." 
 
Luther was incomparably the stronger man of the two, and differed from Melanchthon as the wild 
mountain torrent differs from the quiet stream of the meadow, or as the rushing tempest from the 
gentle breeze, or, to use a scriptural illustration, as the fiery Paul from the contemplative John. 
Luther was a man of war, Melanchthon a man of peace. Luther’s writings smell of powder; his 
words are battles; he overwhelms his opponents with a roaring cannonade of argument, 
eloquence, passion, and abuse. Melanchthon excels in moderation and amiability, and often 
exercised a happy restraint upon the unmeasured violence of his colleague. Once when Luther in 
his wrath burst out like a thunderstorm, Melanchthon quieted him by the line, — 
 
"Vince animos iramque tuam qui caetera vincis." 
 
Luther was a creative genius, and pioneer of new paths; Melanchthon, a profound scholar of 
untiring industry. The one was emphatically the man for the people, abounding in strong and 
clear sense, popular eloquence, natural wit, genial humor, intrepid courage, and straightforward 
honesty. The other was a quiet, considerate, systematic thinker; a man of order, method, and taste, 
and gained the literary circles for the cause of the Reformation. He is the principal founder of a 
Protestant theology, and the author of the Augsburg Confession, the chief symbol of the Lutheran 
Church. He very properly represented the evangelical cause in all the theological conferences 
with the Roman-Catholic party at Augsburg, Speier, Worms, Frankfort, Ratisbon, where Luther’s 
presence would only have increased the heat of controversy, and widened the breach. Luther was 
unyielding and uncompromising against Romanism and Zwinglianism: Melanchthon was always 
ready for compromise and peace, as far as his honest convictions would allow, and sincerely 
labored to restore the broken unity of the Church. He was even willing, as his qualified 
subscription to the Articles of Smalcald shows, to admit a certain supremacy of the Pope (jure 
humano), provided he would tolerate the free preaching of the gospel. But Popery and evangelical 
freedom will never agree. 
 
Luther was the boldest, the most heroic and commanding; Melanchthon, the most gentle, pious, 
and conscientious, of the Reformers. Melanchthon had a sensitive and irritable temperament, 
though under good control, and lacked courage; he felt, more keenly and painfully than any other, 
the tremendous responsibility of the great religious movement in which he was engaged. He 
would have made any personal sacrifice if he could have removed the confusion and divisions 
attendant upon it. {232} On several occasions he showed, no doubt, too much timidity and 
weakness; but his concessions to the enemy, and his disposition to compromise for the sake of 
peace and unity, proceeded always from pure and conscientious motives. 
 
The two Wittenberg Reformers were brought together by the hand of Providence, to supply and 
complete each other, and by their united talents and energies to carry forward the German 
Reformation, which would have assumed a very different character if it had been exclusively left 
in the hands of either of them. 
 
Without Luther the Reformation would never have taken hold of the common people: without 
Melanchthon it would never have succeeded among the scholars of Germany. Without Luther, 



Melanchthon would have become a second Erasmus, though with a profounder interest in 
religion; and the Reformation would have resulted in a liberal theological school, instead of 
giving birth to a Church. However much the humble and unostentatious labors and merits of 
Melanchthon are overshadowed by the more striking and brilliant deeds of the heroic Luther, they 
were, in their own way, quite as useful and indispensable. The "still small voice" often made 
friends to Protestantism where the earthquake and thunder-storm produced only terror and 
convulsion. 
 
Luther is greatest as a Reformer, Melanchthon as a Christian scholar. He represents in a rare 
degree the harmony of humanistic culture with biblical theology and piety. In this respect he 
surpassed all his contemporaries, even Erasmus and Reuchlin. He is, moreover, the connecting 
link between contending churches, and a forerunner of Christian union and catholicity which will 
ultimately heal the divisions and strifes of Christendom. To him applies the beatitude: "Blessed 
are the peacemakers; for they shall be called the children of God." 
 
The friendship of Luther and Melanchthon drew into its charming circle also some other worthy 
and remarkable residents of Wittenberg,—Lucas Cranach the painter, who lent his art to the 
service of the Reformation; Justus Jonas, who came to Wittenberg in 1521 as professor and 
provost of the castle church, translated several writings of Luther and Melanchthon into German, 
and accompanied the former to Worms (1521), and on his last journey to Eisleben (1546); and 
Johann Bugenhagen, called Doctor Pomeranus, who moved from Pomerania to Wittenberg in 
1521 as professor and preacher, and lent the Reformers most effective aid in translating the Bible, 
and organized the Reformation in several cities of North Germany and in Denmark. 
 
{229} Lutherus ad Reuchlinum, Dec. 14, 1518: "Philippus noster Melanchthon, homo 
admirabilis, imo pene nihil habens, quod non supra hominem sit, familiarissimus tamen et 
amicissimus mihi." To Billikan he wrote in 1523 (De Wette, II. 407): "Den Philippus achte ich 
nicht anders als mich selbst, ausgenomnen in Hinsicht auf seine Gelehrsamkeit und die 
Unbescholtenheit seines Lebens, wodurch er mich, dass ich nicht blos sage, ubertrifft." In his 
humorous way he once invited him (Oct. 18, 1518) to supper under the address: "Philippo 
Melanchthoni, Schwarzerd, Graeco, Latino, Hebraeo, Germano, nunquam Barbaro." The 
testimonies of Luther on Mel. are collected in the first and last vols. of the "Corp. Reform." 
(especially XX Viii. b 9 and 10). 
 
{230} Melanchthon hints also, in one of his confidential letters, at female influence, the 
gunaikoturavnni," as an incidental element in the disturbance. Corp. Ref.," III. 398. 
 
{231} In his preface to Melanchthon’s Commentary on Colossians. 
 
{232} "Der Schmerz der Kirchenspaltung ist tief durch seine schuldlose Seele gegangen." Hase, 
Kirchengesch., 11th ed. (1886), p. 372.  



42. Ulrich von Hutten and Luther. 
 
Bocking’s edition of Ulrichi Hutteni equitis Germani Opera. Lips, 185-1861. 5 vols. with three 
supplements, 1864-1870. Davie, Friedrich Strauss (the author of the Leben Jesu): Gesprache von 
Ulrich von Hutten, ubersetzt und erlautert, Leipz. 1860, and his biography of Ulrich von Hutten, 
4th ed., Bonn, 1878 (pp. 567). A masterly work by a congenial spirit. Compare K. Hagen, 
Deutschlands liter. und Rel. Verh. in Reformationszeitalter, II. 47-60; Ranke, D. Gesch. I. 289-
294; Janssen, II. 53 sqq. Werckshagen: Luther u. Hutten, 1888. 
 
While Luther acquired in Melanchthon, the head of the Christian and theological wing of the 
humanists, a permanent and invaluable ally, he received also temporary aid and comfort from the 
pagan and political wing of the humanists, and its ablest leader, Ulrich von Hutten. 
 
This literary Knight and German patriot was descended from an ancient but impoverished noble 
family of Franconia. He was born April 21, 1488, and began life, like Erasmus, as an involuntary 
monk; but he escaped from Fulda in his sixteenth year, studied humanities in the universities of 
Erfurt, Cologne, and Frankfurt-on-the-Oder, law at Pavia and Bologna, traveled extensively, 
corresponded with the most prominent men of letters, was crowned as poet by the Emperor 
Maximilian at Augsburg (1517), and occupied an influential position at the court of Archbishop 
Albrecht of Mainz (1517-1520), who had charge of the sale of indulgences in Germany. 
 
He took a lively part in Reuchlin’s conflict with the obscurantism of the Dominicans of Cologne. 
{233} He is, next to his friend Crotus of Erfurt, the chief author of the Epistolae obscurorum 
Virorum, that barbarous ridicule of barbarism, in which the ignorance, stupidity, bigotry, and 
vulgarity of the monks are exposed by factitious letters in their own wretched Latin with such 
success that they accepted them at first as genuine, and bought a number of copies for 
distribution. {234} He vigorously attacked the abuses and corruptions of the Church, in Latin and 
German pamphlets, in poetry and prose, with all the weapons of learning, common-sense, wit, 
and satire. He was, next to Luther, the boldest and most effective polemical writer of that period, 
and was called the German Demosthenes on account of his philippics against Rome. His Latin is 
better than Luther’s, but his German far inferior. In wit and power of ridicule he resembles 
Lucian; at times he reminds one of Voltaire and Heine. He had a burning love of German liberty 
and independence. This was his chief motive for attacking Rome. He laid the axe at the root of 
the tree of tyranny. His motto was, "Iacta est alea. Ich hab’s gewagt." {235} 
 
He republished in 1518 the tract of Laurentius Valla on the Donation of Constantine, with an 
embarrassing dedication to Pope Leo X., and exposed on German soil that gigantic fraud on 
which the temporal power of the papacy over all Christian Europe was made to rest. But his chief 
and most violent manifesto against Rome is a dialogue which he published under the name 
"Vadiscus, or the Roman Trinity," in April, 1520, a few months before Luther’s "Address to the 
German Nobility" (July) and his "Babylonian Captivity" (October). He here groups his 
experiences in Rome under several triads of what abounds in Rome, of what is lacking in Rome, 
of what is forbidden in Rome, of what one brings home from Rome, etc. He puts them into the 
mouth of a Roman consul, Vadiscus, and makes variations on them. Here are some specimens: 
{236} — 
 
"Three things keep Rome in power: the authority of the Pope, the bones of the saints, and the 
traffic in indulgences." 
 



"Three things are in Rome without number: strumpets, priests, and scribes." 
 
"Three things abound in Rome: antiquities, poison, and ruins." 
 
"Three things are banished from Rome: simplicity, temperance, and piety (or, in another place: 
poverty, the ancient discipline, and the preaching of the truth)." 
 
"Three things the Romans trade in: Christ, ecclesiastical benefices, and women." 
 
"Three things everybody desires in Rome: short masses, good gold, and a luxurious life." 
 
"Three things are disliked in Rome: a general council, a reformation of the clergy, and the fact 
that the Germans begin to open their eyes." 
 
"Three things displease the Romans most: the unity of the Christian princes, the education of the 
people, and the discovery of their frauds." 
 
"Three things are most valued in Rome: handsome women, fine horses, and papal bulls." 
 
"Three things are in general use in Rome: luxury of the flesh, splendor in dress, and pride of the 
heart." 
 
"Three things Rome can never get enough of: money for the episcopal pallium, monthly, and 
annual incomes from vacant benefices." {237} 
 
"Three things are most praised and yet most rare in Rome: devotion, faith and innocence." 
 
"Three things Rome brings to naught: a good conscience, devotion, and the oath." 
 
"Three things are necessary in Rome to gain a lawsuit: money, letters of recommendation, and 
lies." 
 
"Three things pilgrims usually bring back from Rome: a soiled conscience, a sick stomach, and an 
empty purse." 
 
"Three things have kept Germany from getting wisdom: the stupidity of the princes, the decay of 
learning, and the superstition of the people." 
 
"Three things are feared most in Rome: that the princes get united, that the people begin to open 
their eyes, and that Rome’s frauds are coming to light." 
 
"Three things only could set Rome right: the determination of the princes, the impatience of the 
people, and an army of Turks at her doors." 
 
This epigrammatic and pithy form made the dialogue popular and effective. Even Luther imitated 
it when, in his "Babylonian Captivity," he speaks of three walls, and three rods of the Papists. 
Hutten calls the Roman court a sink of iniquity, and says that for centuries no genuine successor 
of Peter had sat on his chair in Rome, but successors and imitators of Simon Magus, Nero, 
Domitian, and Heliogabalus. 
 



As a remedy for these evils, he advises, not indeed the abolition of the papacy, but the withdrawal 
of all financial support from Germany, a reduction of the clerical force, and the permission of 
clerical marriage; by these means, luxury and immorality would at least be checked. 
 
It is characteristic of the church of that age, that Hutten was on terms of intimacy with the first 
prelate of Germany, even while he wrote his violent attacks on Rome, and received a salary, and 
afterwards a pension, from him. But he lauded Albrecht to the skies for his support of liberal 
learning. He knew little of, and cared less for, doctrinal differences. His policy was to fight the 
big Pope of Rome with the little Pope of Germany, and to make the German emperor, princes, 
and nobles, his allies in shaking off the degrading yoke of foreign tyranny. Possibly Albrecht may 
have indulged in the dream of becoming the primate of an independent Catholic Church of 
Germany. 
 
Unfortunately, Hutten lacked moral purity, depth, and weight. He was Frank, brave, and bold, but 
full of conceit, a restless adventurer, and wild stormer; able to destroy, but unable to build up. In 
his twentieth year he had contracted a disgusting disease which ruined him physically, and was 
used by his Roman opponents to ruin him morally. He suffered incredibly from it and from all 
sorts of quack remedies, for ten years, was attacked by it again after his cure, and yet maintained 
the vigor and freshness of his spirit. {238} 
 
Hutten hailed the Wittenberg movement, though at first only as "a quarrel between two hot-
headed monks who are shouting and screaming against each other" and hoped "that they would 
eat each other up." After the Leipzig disputation, he offered to Luther (first through Melanchthon) 
the aid of his pen and sword, and, in the name of his noble friend the Knight Franz von Sickingen, 
a safe retreat at Ebernburg near Kreuznach, where Martin Bucer, Johann Oecolampadius, and 
other fugitives from convents, and sympathizers with reform, found a hospitable home. He sent 
him his books with notes, that he might republish them. 
 
But Luther was cautious. He availed himself of the literary and political sympathy, but only as far 
as his theological and religious position allowed. He respected Reuchlin, Erasmus, Crotus, 
Mutian, Pirkheimer, Hutten, and the other humanists, for their learning and opposition to 
monkery and priestcraft; be fully shared the patriotic indignation against Romish tyranny: but he 
missed in them moral earnestness, religious depth, and that enthusiasm for the pure gospel which 
was his controlling passion. He aimed at reformation, they at illumination. He did not relish the 
frivolous satire of the Epistolae obscurorum virorum; he called them silly, and the author a Hans 
Wurst (Jack Sausage); he would grow indignant, and weep rather than laugh, over the 
obscurantism and secret vices of the monks, though he had as keen a sense of the ridiculous as 
Crotus and Hutten. He deprecated, moreover, the resort to physical force in a spiritual warfare, 
and relied on the power of the Word of God, which had founded the Church, and which must 
reform the Church. His letters to Hutten are lost, but he wrote to Spalatin (Jan. 16, 1521): "You 
see what Hutten wants. I would not have the gospel defended by violence and murder. In this 
sense I wrote to him. By the Word the world was conquered; by the Word the Church was 
preserved; by the Word she will be restored. Antichrist, as he began without violence, will be 
crushed without violence, by the Word." 
 
Hutten was impatient. He urged matters to a crisis. Sickingen attacked the Archbishop and 
Elector of Trier (Treves) to force the Reformation into his territory; but he was defeated, and died 
of his wounds in the hands of his enemies, May 7, 1522. Within one month all his castles were 
captured and mostly burnt by the allied princes; two of his sons were banished, a third was made 
prisoner. Luther saw in this disaster a judgment of God, and was confirmed in his aversion to the 
use of force. {239} 



 
Hutten fled, a poor and sick exile, from Germany to Basel, and hoped to find a hospitable 
reception by Erasmus, his former friend and admirer; but he was coldly refused by the cautious 
scholar, and took bitter revenge in an unsparing attack on his character. He then went to Zurich, 
and was kindly and generously treated by Zwingli, who provided him with books and money, and 
sent him first to the hot bath of Pfeffers, and then to a quiet retreat on the island of Ufnau in the 
Lake of Zurich, under medical care. But he soon died there, of the incurable disease of his youth, 
in August, 1523, in the Prime of life (thirty-five years and four months of age), leaving nothing 
but his pen and sword, and the lesson: "Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the 
Lord of hosts". {Zechariah 4:6} 
 
With Hutten and Sickingen the hope of a political reconstruction of Germany through means of 
the Reformation and physical force was destroyed. What the knights failed to accomplish, the 
peasants could still less secure by the general revolt two years later. But notwithstanding these 
checks, the Reformation was bound to succeed with spiritual weapons. 
 
{233} Triumphus Capnionis (kapniw equals Reuchlin), a poem written in 1514, but not 
published till 1518 under the pseudo-name of Eleutherius Byzenus. Works, III. 413-447; Strauss, 
U. v. H., 155 sq. 
 
{234} First published 1515 [at Hagenau], and 1517 at Basel; best ed. by Bocking, in Hutten’s 
Opera, Suppl. i. Lips. (1864), and commentary in Suppl. ii. (1869); an excellent critical analysis 
by Strauss, l. c.. 165 sqq. He compares them with Don Quixote. The first book of the Epist. is 
chiefly from Crotus, the second chiefly from Hutten. The comic impression arises in great part 
from the barbarous Latinity, and is lost in a translation. There is, however, a good German 
translation by Dr. Wilhelm Binder: Briefe von Dunkelmannern. Stuttgart, 1876. The translator 
says he knew twenty-seven Latin editions, but no translation. 
 
{235} "The die is cast. I have ventured it." An allusion to the exclamation of Caesar when he 
crossed the Rubicon, and marched to Rome. 
 
{236} Strauss, U. v. H., p. 285 sqq., 289; and his translation, in Hutten’s Gespr. p. 94 sqq., 114 
sqq. I have omitted the interlocutories in the dialogue. Vadiscus is Hutten’s friend Crotus of 
Erfurt (also Luther’s friend); and Ernhold is his friend Arnold Glauberger, with whom he had 
been in Rome. 
 
{237} Allusion to the papal claims to fill the ecclesiastical vacancies which occurred during the 
long months (January, March, etc.), and to receive the annates,i.e, the first year’s income from 
every spiritual living worth more than twenty-four ducats per annum. Luther, in his Address to 
the German Nobility, characterizes this papal avarice as downright robbery. 
 
{238} He himself speaks very frankly of his Morbus Gallicus, or Malum Franciaeand its horrible 
effects, without asserting his innocence. Strauss discusses it fully with a belief in his guilt, yet 
pity for his sufferings and admiration for his endurance. "Er hatte," he says (U. v. H.,  p. 241), 
"den Jugendfehler, dessen wir ihn schuldig achten, in einem Grade zu bussen, welcher selbst des 
unerbittlichsten Sittenrichters Strenge in Mitleid verwandeln muss.... Man weiss nicht was 
schrecklicher ist, die Beschreibung die uns Hutten von seinem Zustande, oder die er uns von den 
Qualereien macht, welche von unverstandigen Aerzten als Curen uber ihn verhangt wurden." 
 
{239} E. Munch, Fr. v. Sickingen. Stuttgart, 1827 sqq. 3 vols. Strauss, l. c. p. 488. Ullmann, Franz 
v. Sickingen, Leipzig, 1872.  



43. Luther’s Crusade against Popery. 1520. 
 
After the disputation at Leipzig, Luther lost all hope of a reformation from Rome, which was 
preparing a bull of excommunication. 
 
Here begins his storm and pressure period, {240} which culminated in the burning of the Pope’s 
bull, and the protest at the Diet of Worms. 
 
Under severe mental anguish he was driven to the conviction that the papacy, as it existed in his 
day, was an anti-christian power, and the chief source and support of abuses in the Church. 
Prierias, Eck, Emser, and Alveld defended the most extravagant claims of the papacy with much 
learning, but without any discrimination between fact and fiction. Luther learned from the book 
of Laurentius Valla, as republished by Ulrich von Hutten, that the Donation of Constantine, by 
which this emperor conferred on Pope Sylvester and his successors the temporal sovereignty not 
only over the Lateran Palace, but also over Rome, Italy, and all the West, was a baseless forgery 
of the dark ages. He saw through the "devilish lies," as he called them, of the Canon law and the 
pseudo-Isidorian Decretals. "It must have been a plague sent by God," he says (in his "Address to 
the German Nobility"), "that induced so many people to accept such lies, though they are so gross 
and clumsy that one would think a drunken boor could lie more skillfully." Genuine Catholic 
scholars of a later period have exposed with irrefragable arguments this falsification of history. 
His view of the Church expanded beyond the limits of the papacy, and took in the Oriental 
Christians, and even such men as Hus, who was burned by an oecumenical council for doctrines 
derived from St. Paul and St. Augustin. Instead of confining the Church, like the Romanists, to an 
external visible communion under the Pope, he regarded it now as a spiritual communion of all 
believers under Christ the only Head. All the powers of indignation and hatred of Roman 
oppression and corruption gathered in his breast. "I can hardly doubt," he wrote to Spalatin, Feb. 
23, 1520, "that the Pope is the Antichrist." In the same year, Oct. 11, he went so far as to write to 
Leo X. that the papal dignity was fit only for traitors like Judas Iscariot whom God had cast out. 
{241} 
 
Luther was much confirmed in his new convictions by Melanchthon, who had independently by 
calm study arrived at the same conclusion. In the controversy with Eck, August, 1519, 
Melanchthon laid down the far-reaching principle that the Scriptures are the supreme rule of faith, 
and that we must not explain the Scriptures by the Fathers, but explain and judge the Fathers by 
the Scriptures. He discovered that even Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustin had often erred in their 
exegesis. A little later (September, 1519), he raised the same charge against the Councils, and 
maintained that a Catholic Christian could not be required to believe any thing that was not 
warranted by the Scriptures. He expressed doubts about transubstantiation and the whole fabric of 
the mass. His estimate of the supreme value of the Scriptures, especially of Paul, rose higher and 
higher, and made him stronger and bolder in the conflict with mediaeval tradition. 
 
Thus fortified by the learning of Melanchthon, encouraged by the patriotic zeal of Hutten and 
Sickingen, goaded by the fury of his enemies, and impelled, as it were, by a preternatural 
impulse, Luther attacked the papal power as the very stronghold of Satan. Without personal ill-
will against anybody, he had a burning indignation against the system, and transcended all bounds 
of moderation. {242} He felt the inspiration of a prophet, and had the courage of a martyr ready to 
die at any moment for his conviction. 
 



He issued in rapid succession from July till October, 1520, his three most effective reformatory 
works: the, "Address to the German Nobility," the "Babylonian Captivity of the Church," and the, 
"Freedom of a Christian Man." {243} The first two are trumpets of war, and the hardest blows 
ever dealt by human pen to the system of popery; while the third is peaceful, and shines like a 
rainbow above the thunderclouds. A strange contrast! Luther was the most conservative of 
radicals, and the most radical of conservatives. He had all the violence of a revolutionary orator, 
and at the same time the pious spirit of a contemplative mystic. 
 
The sixteenth century was the age of practical soteriology. It had to settle the relation of man to 
God, to bring the believer into direct communion with Christ, and to secure to him the personal 
benefits of the gospel salvation. What was heretofore regarded as the exclusive privilege of the 
priest was to become the common privilege of every Christian. To this end, it was necessary to 
break down the walls which separated the clergy from the laity, and obstructed the approach to 
God. This was most effectually done by Luther’s anti-papal writings. On the relation of man to 
God rests the relation of man to his fellow-men; this is the sociological problem which forms one 
of the great tasks of the nineteenth century. 
 
{240} Sturm- und Drangperiode is an expressive German phrase. 
 
{241} In the midst of a Latin letter to Spalatin, from the beginning of June, 1520 (De Wette, I. 
453), he gives vent to his wrath against popery in these German words: "Ich meine, sie sind zu 
Romans alle toll, thoricht, wuthend, unsinnig, Narren, Stock, Stein, Holle, und Teufel geworden." 
In the same letter he mentions his intention to publish a book" ad Carolum et totius Germaniae 
nobilitatem adversus Romanae curiaetyrannidem et nequitiam." 
 
{242} See the remarkable passage in his letter to Conrad Pellicanus, January or February, 1521 
(De Wette, I. 555): "Recte mones modestiae me: sentio et ipse, sed compos mei non sum; rapior 
nescio quo spiritu, cum nemini me male velle conscius sim: verum urgent etiam illi furiosissime, 
ut Satanam non satis observem." 
 
{243} L. Lemme: Die drei grossen Reformationsschriften Luthers vom Jahre 1520. Gotha, 1875, 
2d ed., 1884. Wace and Bucheim: First Principles of the Reformation, London, 1883.  



44. Address to the German Nobility. 
 
An-den christlichen Adel deutscher Nation: von des christlichen Standes Besserung. In Walch’s 
ed., X. 296 sqq.; Erl. ed., XXI. 274-360; Weimar ed., VI. 404. Kostlin (in his shorter biography of 
Luther, p. 197 New York ed.) gives a facsimile of the title-page of the second edition. Dr. Karl 
Benrath of Bonn published a separate ed., with introduction and notes, as No. 4 of the "Schriften 
des Vereins fur Reformationsgeschichte." Halle, 1886 (114 pages). 
 
"The time for silence is gone, and the time for speaking has come." With these words (based on 
Ecclesiastes 3:7) of the dedicatory preface to Amsdorf, Luther introduces his address, "to his 
most Serene and Mighty Imperial Majesty, and to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation, 
respecting a Reformation of the Christian Estate." The preface is dated on the Eve of St. John the 
Baptist (June 23), 1520; the book was hastily completed July 20, {244} and before Aug. 18 no 
less than four thousand copies—an enormous number for those days—were published, and a new 
edition called for, besides reprints which soon appeared in Leipzig and Strassburg. 
 
The book is a most stirring appeal to the German nobles, who, through Hutten and Sickingen, had 
recently offered their armed assistance to Luther. He calls upon them to take the much-needed 
Reformation of the Church into their own hands; not, indeed, by force of arms, but by legal 
means, in the fear of God, and in reliance upon his strength. The bishops and clergy refused to do 
their duty; hence the laity must come to the front of the battle for the purity and liberty of the 
Church. 
 
Luther exposes without mercy the tyranny of the Pope, whose government, he says, "agrees with 
the government of the apostles as well as Lucifer with Christ, hell with heaven, night with day; 
and yet he calls himself Christ’s Vicar, and the Successor of Peter." 
 
The book is divided into three parts: — 
 
1. In the first part, Luther pulls down what he calls the three walls of Jericho, which the papacy 
had erected in self-defense against any reformation; namely, the exclusion of the laity from all 
control, the exclusive claim to interpret the Scriptures, and the exclusive claim to call a Council. 
 
Under the first head, he brings out clearly and strongly, in opposition to priestcraft, the 
fundamental Protestant principle of the general priesthood of all baptized Christians. He attacks 
the distinction of two estates, one spiritual, consisting of Pope, bishops, priests, and monks; and 
one temporal, consisting of princes, lords, artificers, and peasants. There is only one body, under 
Christ the Head. All Christians belong to the spiritual estate. Baptism, gospel and faith,—these 
alone make spiritual and Christian people. {245} We are consecrated priests by baptism; we are a 
royal priesthood, kings and priests before God. {1 Peter 2:9 Revelation 5:10} The only 
difference, then, between clergy and laity, is one of office and function, not of estate. 
 
Luther represents here the ministerial office as the creature of the congregation; while at a later 
period, warned by democratic excesses, and the unfitness of most of the congregations of that age 
for a popular form of government, he laid greater stress upon the importance of the ministry as an 
institution of Christ. This idea of the general priesthood necessarily led to the emancipation of the 
laity from priestly control, and their participation in the affairs of the Church, although this has 
been but very imperfectly carried out in Protestant state churches. It destroyed the distinction 
between higher (clerical and monastic), and lower morality; it gave sanctity to the natural 



relations, duties, and virtues; it elevated the family as equal in dignity to virginity; it promoted 
general intelligence, and sharpened the sense of individual responsibility to the Church. But to the 
same source may be traced also the undue interference of kings, princes, and magistrates in 
ecclesiastical matters, and that degrading dependence of many Protestant establishments upon the 
secular power. Kingcraft and priestcraft are two opposite extremes, equally opposed to the spirit 
of Christianity. Luther, and especially Melanchthon, bitterly complained, in their later years, of 
the abuse of the episcopal power assumed by the magistrate, and the avarice of princes in the 
misappropriation of ecclesiastical property. 
 
The principle of the general priesthood of the laity found its political and civil counterpart in the 
American principle of the general kingship of men, as expressed in the Declaration of 
Independence, that "all men are born free and equal." 
 
2. In the second part, Luther chastises the worldly pomp of the Pope and the cardinals, their 
insatiable greed, and exactions under false pretenses. 
 
3. In the third part, he deals with practical suggestions. He urges sweeping reforms in twenty-
seven articles, to be effected either by the civil magistrate, or by a general council of ministers 
and laymen. 
 
He recommends the abolition of the annates, of the worldly pomp and idolatrous homage paid to 
the Pope (as kissing his feet), and of his whole temporal power, so that he should be hereafter 
merely a spiritual ruler, with no power over the emperor except to anoint and crown him, as a 
bishop crowns a king, as Samuel crowned Saul and David. 
 
He strongly demands the abrogation of enforced clerical celibacy, which destroys instead of 
promoting chastity, and is the cause of untold misery. Clergymen should be allowed to marry, or 
not to marry, according to their gift and sense of duty. 
 
Masses for the dead should be abolished, since they have become a solemn mockery, and devices 
for getting money, thus exciting the anger of God. 
 
Processions, saints’ days, and most of the public festivals, except Sunday, should be abrogated, 
since holy days have become most unholy by drinking, gambling, and idling. 
 
Monasteries should be reduced in number, and converted into schools, with freedom to enter and 
to leave without binding vows. 
 
Certain punishments of the Canon law should cease, especially the interdict which silences God’s 
word and service,—a greater sin than to kill twenty Popes at once. 
 
Fasts should be voluntary and optional; for whilst at Rome they laugh at fasts, they let us abroad 
eat oil which they would not think fit for greasing their boots, and then sell us the liberty of eating 
butter and other things; whereas the apostle says that the gospel has given us liberty in all such 
matters. {1 Corinthians 10:25 sq.} 
 
He also would forbid all begging in Christendom; each town should support its own poor, and not 
allow strange beggars to come in, whether pilgrims or mendicant monks; it is not right that one 
should work that another may be idle, and live ill that another may live well, but "if any would 
not work, neither should he eat". {2 Thessalonians 3:10} 
 



He counsels a reduction of the clerical force, and the prohibition of pluralities. "As for the 
fraternities, together with indulgences, letters of indulgence, dispensations, masses, and all such 
things, let them all be drowned and abolished." 
 
He recommends (Art. 24) "to do justice to, and make peace with, the Bohemians; for Hus and 
Jerome of Prague were unjustly burnt, in violation of the safe-conduct promised by the Pope and 
the Emperor. Heretics should be overcome with books, not with fire; else, the hangmen would be 
the most learned doctors in the world, and there would be no need of study." 
 
In Art. 25, Luther urges a sound reformation of the universities, which had become "schools of 
Greek fashion" and "heathenish manners" (2 Maccabees 4:12, 13), "and are, full of dissolute 
living." He is unjustly severe upon Aristotle, whom he calls a "dead, blind, accursed, proud, 
knavish heathen teacher." His logic, rhetoric, and poetic might be, retained; but his physics, 
metaphysics, ethics, and the book "Of the Soul" (which teaches that the soul dies with the body) 
ought to be banished, and the study of the languages, mathematics, history, and especially of the 
Holy Scriptures, cultivated instead. "Nothing is more devilishly mischievous," he says, "than an 
unreformed university." He would also have the Canon law banished, of which there is "nothing 
good but the name," and which is no better than "waste paper." 
 
He does not spare national vices. He justly rebukes the extravagance in dress, the usury, and 
especially the intemperance in eating and drinking, for which, he says, "we Germans have an ill 
reputation in foreign countries, as our special vice, and which has become so common, and 
gained so much the upper hand, that sermons avail nothing." (His frequent protest against the 
"Saufteufel" of the Germans, as he calls their love of drink, is still unheeded. In temperance the 
Southern nations of Europe are far ahead of those of the North.) 
 
In conclusion, he expresses the expectation that he will be condemned upon earth. "My greatest 
care and fear is, lest my cause be not condemned by men; by which I should know for certain that 
it does not please God. Therefore let them freely go to work, Pope, bishop, priest, monk, or 
doctor: they are the true people to persecute the truth, as they have always done. May God grant 
us all a Christian understanding, and especially to the Christian nobility of the German nation true 
spiritual courage, to do what is best for our unhappy Church. Amen." 
 
The book was a firebrand thrown into the headquarters of the papal church. It anticipated a reply 
to the papal bull, and prepared the public mind for it. It went right to the heart of the Germans, in 
their own language wielded with a force as never before, and gave increased weight to the 
hundred grievances of long standing against Rome. But it alarmed some of his best friends. They 
condemned or regretted his biting severity. {246} Staupitz tried at the eleventh hour to prevent the 
publication, and soon afterwards (Aug. 23, 1520) resigned his position as general vicar of the 
Angustinians, and retired to Salzburg, feeling himself unequal to the conflict. John Lange called 
the book a "blast for assault, atrocious and ferocious." Some feared that it might lead to a 
religious war. Melanchthon could not approve the violence, but dared not to check the spirit of 
the new Elijah. Luther defended himself by referring to the example of Paul and the prophets: it 
was necessary to be severe in order to get a hearing; he felt sure that he was not moved by desire 
for glory or money or pleasure, and disclaimed the intention of stirring up sedition and war; he 
only wished to clear the way for a free general council; he was perhaps the forerunner of Master 
Philippus in fighting Ahab and the prophets of Baal after the example of Elijah. {247} {1 Kings 
18} 
 
NOTES. 
 



The following extracts give a fair idea of Luther’s polemic against the Pope in this remarkable 
book: — 
 
"The custom of kissing the Pope’s feet must cease. It is an un-Christian, or rather an anti-
Christian example, that a poor sinful man should suffer his feet to be kissed by one who is a 
hundred times better than he. If it is done in honor of his power, why does he not do it to others in 
honor of their holiness? Compare them together: Christ and the Pope. Christ washed his disciples’ 
feet, and dried them, and the disciples never washed his. The Pope, pretending to be higher than 
Christ, inverts this, and considers it a great favor to let us kiss his feet: whereas if any one wished 
to do so, he ought to do his utmost to prevent them, as St. Paul and Barnabas would not suffer 
themselves to be worshiped as gods by the men at Lystra, saying, "We also are men of like 
passions with you". {Acts 14:14 seq.} But our flatterers have brought things to such a pitch, that 
they have set up an idol for us, until no one regards God with such fear, or honors him with such 
reverence, as they do the Pope. This they can suffer, but not that the Pope’s glory should be 
diminished a single hairsbreadth. Now, if they were Christians, and preferred God’s honor to their 
own, the Pope would never be willing to have God’s honor despised, and his own exalted; nor 
would he allow any to honor him, until he found that God’s honor was again exalted above his 
own." 
 
"It is of a piece with this revolting pride, that the Pope is not satisfied with riding on horseback or 
in a carriage, but, though he be hale and strong, is carried by men like an idol in unheard-of 
pomp. I ask you, how does this Lucifer-like pride agree with the example of Christ, who went on 
foot, as did also all his apostles? Where has there been a king who lived in such worldly pomp as 
he does, who professes to be the head of all whose duty it is to despise and flee from all worldly 
pomp—I mean, of all Christians? Not that this need concern us for his own sake, but that we have 
good reason to fear God’s wrath, if we flatter such pride, and do not show our discontent. It is 
enough that the Pope should be so mad and foolish, but it is too much that we should sanction and 
approve it." 
 
After enumerating all the abuses to which the Pope and his Canon law give sanction, and which 
he upholds with his usurped authority, Luther addresses him in this impassioned style: — 
 
"Dost thou hear this, O Pope! not the most holy, but the most sinful? Would that God would hurl 
thy chair headlong from heaven, and cast it down into the abyss of hell! Who gave you the power 
to exalt yourself above God? to break and to loose what he has commanded? to teach Christians, 
more especially Germans, who are of noble nature, and are famed in all histories for uprightness 
and truth, to be false, unfaithful, perjured, treacherous, and wicked? God has commanded to keep 
faith and observe oaths even with enemies: you dare to cancel his command, laying it down in 
your heretical, antichristian decretals, that you have power to do so; and through your mouth and 
your pen Satan lies as he never lied before, teaching you to twist and pervert the Scriptures 
according to your own arbitrary will. O Lord Christ! look down upon this, let thy day of judgment 
come and destroy the Devil’s lair at Rome. Behold him of whom St. Paul spoke, {2 Thessalonians 
2:3,4} that he should exalt himself above thee, and sit in thy Church, showing himself as God—
the man of sin and the child of damnation.... The Pope treads God’s commandments under foot, 
and exalts his own: if this is not Antichrist, I do not know what it is." 
 
Janssen (II. 100) calls Luther’s "Address to the German Nobility" "das eigentliche Kriegsmanifest 
der Lutherisch-Huttenschen Revolutionspartei," and "ein Signal zum gewaltsamen Angriff." But 
the book nowhere counsels war; and in the letter to Link he says expressly: "nec hoc a me agitur, 
ut seditionem moveam, sed ut concilio generali libertatem asseram"( Deuteronomy Wette, I. 
479). Janssen quotes (p. 103) a very vehement passage from Luther’s contemporaneous postscript 



to a book of Prierias which he republished (De juridica et irrefragabili veritate Romanae 
Ecclesiae Romanique Pontificis), expressing a wish that the Emperor, kings, and princes would 
make a bloody end to Pope and cardinals and the whole rabble of the Romish Sodom. But this 
extreme and isolated passage is set aside by his repeated declarations against carnal warfare, and 
was provoked by the astounding assertions of Prierias, the master of the papal palace, that the 
Pope was the infallible judge of all controversies, the head of all spiritual, the father of all secular 
princes, the head of the Church and of the whole universe (caput totius orbis universi). Against 
such blasphemy Luther breaks out in these words: "Mihi vero videtur, si sic pergat furor 
Romanistarum, nullum reliquum esse remedium, quam ut imperator, reges et principes vi et 
armis accincti aggrediantur has pestes orbis terrarum, remque non jam verbis, sed ferro 
decernant.... Si fures furca, si latrones gladio, si haereticos igne plectimus, cur non magis hos 
magistros perditionis, hos cardinales, hos papas et totam istam romanae Sodomae colluviem, 
quae ecclesiam Dei sine fine corrumpit, omnibus armis impetimus, et manus nostras in sanguine 
eorum lavamus? tanquam a communi et omnium periculosissimo incendio nos nostrosque 
liberaturi." Erl. ed., Opera Latina, II. 107. He means a national resistance under the guidance of 
the Emperor and rightful rulers. 
 
{244} On that date he informed Wencislaus Link: "Editur noster libellus in Papam de reformanda 
ecclesia vernaculus, ad universam nobilitatem Germaniae, qui summe offensurus est Romam.... 
Vale, et ora pro me." Deuteronomy Wette, I. 470. 
 
{245} "Was aus der Taufe gekrochen ist, das mag sich ruhmen, dass es schon Priester, Bischof, 
und Papst geweihet sei." 
 
{246} "Omnes ferme [fere] in me damnant mordacitatem," he says in letter to Link, Aug. 19, 
1520. 
 
{247} See his letters to John Lange (Aug. 18, 1520) and to Wenceslaus Link (Aug. 19) in 
Deuteronomy Wette, I. 477-479.  



45. The Babylonian Captivity of the Church. October, 1520. 
 
De Captivitate Babylonica Ecclesiae Praeludium D. Martini Lutheri. Wittenb. 1520. Erl. ed. 
Opera Lat., vol. V. 13-118; German translation (Von der Babylonischen Gefangniss, etc.) by an 
unknown author, 1520, reprinted in Walch, XIX. 5-153, and in 0. v. Gerlach, IV. 65-199; the Lat. 
original again in the Weimar ed., vol. V. An English translation by Buchheim in First Principles 
of the Reformation (London, 1883), pp. 141-245. 
 
In closing the "Address to the Nobility," Luther announces: "I have another song still to sing 
concerning Rome. If they wish to hear it, I will sing it to them, and sing with all my might. Do 
you understand, my friend Rome, what I mean?" 
 
This new song, or second war-trumpet, was the book on the, "Babylonian Captivity of the 
Church," published in the beginning of October, 1520. {248} He calls it a "prelude," as if the real 
battle were yet to come. He intended it for scholars and the clergy, and therefore wrote in Latin. It 
is a polemical, theological work of far-reaching consequences, cutting one of the roots of 
Romanism, and looking towards a new type of Christian life and worship. He attacks the 
sacramental system of the Roman Church, by which she accompanies and controls the life of the 
Christian from the cradle to the grave, and brings every important act and event under the power 
of the priest. This system he represents as a captivity, and Rome as the modern Babylon. Yet he 
was very far from undervaluing the importance and benefit of the sacrament; and as far as the 
doctrine of baptism and the eucharist is concerned, he agreed better with the Catholic than with 
the Zwinglian view. 
 
Luther begins by thanking his Romish opponents for promoting his theological education. "Two 
years ago," he says, "I wrote about indulgences when I was still involved in superstitious respect 
for the tyranny of Rome; but now I have learned, by the kind aid of Prierias and the friars, that 
indulgences are nothing but wicked devices of the flatterers of Rome. Afterwards Eck and Emser 
instructed me concerning the primacy of the Pope. While I denied the divine right, I still admitted 
the human right; but after reading the super-subtle subtilties of those coxcombs in defense of their 
idol, I became convinced that the papacy is the kingdom of Babylon and the power of Nimrod the 
mighty hunter. Now a learned professor of Leipzig writes against me on the sacrament in both 
kinds, and is about to do still greater wonders. {249} He says that it was neither commanded nor 
decreed, whether by Christ or the apostles, that both kinds should be administered to the laity." 
 
1. Luther first discusses the sacrament of the Holy Communion, and opposes three errors as a 
threefold bondage; namely, the withdrawal of the cup from the laity, the doctrine of 
transubstantiation, and the sacrifice of the mass. 
 
(a) As regards the withdrawal of the cup, he refutes the flimsy arguments of Alveld, and proves 
from the accounts of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and Paul, that the whole sacrament was intended for 
the laity as well as the clergy, according to the command, "Drink ye all of this." Each writer 
attaches the mark of universality to the cup, not to the bread, as if the Spirit foresaw the 
(Bohemian) schism. The blood of Christ was shed for all for the remission of sins. If the laymen 
have the thing, why should they be refused the sign which is much less than the thing itself? The 
Church has no more right to take away the cup from the laity than the bread. The Romanists are 
the heretics and schismatics in this case, and not the Bohemians and the Greeks who take their 
stand on the manifest teaching of the Word of God. "I conclude, then, that to deny reception in 
both kinds to the laity is an act of impiety and tyranny, and one not in the power of any angel, 



much less of any Pope or council whatsoever."... "The sacrament does not belong to the priests, 
but to all; nor are the priests lords, but servants, whose duty it is to give both kinds to those who 
seek them, as often as they seek them."... "Since the Bishop of Rome has ceased to be a bishop, 
and has become a tyrant, I fear absolutely none of his decrees; for I know that neither he, nor 
even a general council, has authority to establish new articles of faith." 
 
(b) The doctrine of transubstantiation is a milder bondage, and might be held alongside with the 
other and more natural view of the real presence, which leaves the elements unchanged. It is well 
known that Luther was to the end of life a firm believer in the real presence, and oral 
manducation of the very body and blood of Christ by unworthy as well as worthy communicants 
(of course, with opposite effects). He denied a miraculous change of the substance of the 
elements, but maintained the co-existence of the body and blood in, with, and under bread and 
wine, both being real, the one invisible and the other visible. {250} In this book he claims 
toleration for both theories, with a personal preference for the latter. "Christians are at liberty, 
without peril to their salvation, to imagine, think, or believe in either of the two ways, since here 
there is no necessity of faith."... "I will not listen to those, or make the slightest account of them, 
who will cry out that this doctrine is Wiclifite, Hussite, heretical, and opposed to the decisions of 
the Church." The Scripture does not say that the elements are transubstantiated: Paul calls them 
real bread and real wine, just as the cup was real. Moreover, Christ speaks (figuratively), "This 
cup is the new covenant in my blood," meaning his blood contained in the cup. Transubstantiation 
is a scholastic or Aristotelian figment of the twelfth century. {251} "Why should Christ not be 
able to include his body within the substance of bread, as well as within the accidents? Fire and 
iron, two different substances, are so mingled in red-hot iron, that in every part of it are both fire 
and iron. Why may not the glorious body of Christ much more be in every part of the substance 
of the bread?" Common people do not understand the difference between substance and 
accidents, nor argue about it, but "believe with simple faith that the body and blood of Christ are 
truly contained in the elements." So also the incarnation does not require a transubstantiation of 
the human nature, that so the Godhead may be contained beneath the accidents of the human 
nature; "but each nature is entire, and we can say with truth, This man is God; this God is man." 
 
(c) The sacrifice of the mass: that is, the offering to God of the very body and blood of Christ by 
the hands of the priest when he pronounces the words of institution; in other words, an actual 
repetition of the atoning sacrifice of the cross, only in an unbloody manner. This institution is the 
very heart of Roman-Catholic (and Greek-Catholic) worship. Luther attacks it as the third 
bondage, and the most impious of all. He feels the difficulty, and perhaps impossibility, of a task 
which involves an entire revolution of public worship. "At this day," he says, "there is no belief in 
the Church more generally received, or more firmly held, than that the mass is a good work and a 
sacrifice. This abuse has brought in an infinite flood of other abuses, until faith in the sacrament 
has been utterly lost, and they have made this divine sacrament a mere subject of traffic, 
huckstering, and money-getting contracts; and the entire maintenance of priests and monks 
depends upon these things." He goes back to the simplicity of the primitive institution of the 
Lord’s Supper, which is a thankful commemoration of the atoning death of Christ, with a blessing 
attached to it, namely, the forgiveness of sins, to be appropriated by faith. The substance of this 
sacrament is promise and faith. It is a gift of God to man, not a gift of man to God. It is, like 
baptism, to be received, and not to be given. The Romanists have changed it into a good work of 
man and an opus operatum, by which they imagine to please God; and have surrounded it with so 
many prayers, signs, vestments, gestures, and ceremonies, that the original meaning is obscured. 
"They make God no longer the bestower of good gifts on us, but the receiver of ours. Alas for 
such impiety!" He proves from the ancient Church that the offering of the eucharist, as the name 
indicates, was originally a thank-offering of the gifts of the communicants for the benefit of the 
poor. The true sacrifice which we are to offer to God is our thanks, our possessions, and our 



whole person. He also objects to the use of the Latin language in the mass, and demands the 
vernacular. 
 
2. The sacrament of Baptism. Luther thanks God that this sacrament has been preserved 
uninjured, and kept from "the foul and impious monstrosities of avarice and superstition." He 
agrees essentially with the Roman doctrine, and considers baptism as a means of regeneration; 
while Zwingli and Calvin regarded it merely as a sign and seal of preceding regeneration and 
church-membership. He even makes more of it than the Romanists, and opposes the prevailing 
view of St. Jerome, that penitence is a second plank of refuge after shipwreck. Instead of relying 
on priestly absolution, it is better to go back to the remission of sins secured in baptism. "When 
we rise out of our sins, and exercise penitence, we are simply reverting to the efficacy of baptism 
and to faith in it, whence we had fallen; and we return to the promise then made to us, but which 
we had abandoned through our sin. For the truth of the promise once made always abides, and is 
ready to stretch out the hand and receive us when we return." 
 
As to the mode of baptism, he gives here, as elsewhere, his preference to immersion, which then 
still prevailed in England and in some parts of the Continent, and which was not a point of 
dispute either between Romanists and Protestants, or between Protestants and Anabaptists; while 
on the question of infant-baptism the Anabaptists differed from both. "Baptism," he says, "is that 
dipping into water whence it takes its name. For, in Greek to baptize signifies to dip, and baptism 
is a dipping." "Baptism signifies two things,—death and resurrection; that is, full and complete 
justification. When the minister dips the child into the water, this signifies death; when he draws 
him out again, this signifies life. Thus Paul explains the matter.... {Romans 6:4} I could wish that 
the baptized should be totally immersed, according to the meaning of the word and the 
signification of the mystery; not that I think it necessary to do so, but that it would be well that so 
complete and perfect a thing as baptism should also be completely and perfectly expressed in the 
sign." 
 
Luther’s view of baptismal regeneration seems to be inconsistent with his chief doctrine of 
justification by faith alone. He says, "It is not baptism which justifies any man, or is of any 
advantage; but faith in that word of promise to which baptism is added: for this justifies and 
fulfills the meaning of baptism. For faith is the submerging of the old man, and the emerging of 
the new man." But how does this apply to baptized infants, who can not be said to have faith in 
any proper sense of the term, though they have undoubtedly the capacity of faith? Luther here 
brings in the vicarious faith of the parents or the Church. But he suggests also the idea that faith is 
produced in the children, through baptism, on the ground of their religious receptivity. 
 
3. Lastly, Luther attacks the traditional number of the sacraments. He allows "only two 
sacraments in the Church of God, Baptism and Bread; since it is in these alone that we see both a 
sign divinely instituted, and a promise of remission of sins." In some sense he retains also the 
sacrament of Penance, as a way and means of return to baptism. 
 
The rest of the seven Roman sacraments—confirmation, marriage, ordination, and extreme 
unction—he rejects because they can not be proved from Scripture, and are not commanded by 
Christ. 
 
Matrimony has existed from the beginning of the world, and belongs to all mankind. Why, then, 
should it be called a sacrament? Paul calls it a "mystery," but not a sacrament, as translated in the 
Vulgate (Ep. 5:32); or rather he speaks there of the union of Christ and the Church, which is 
reflected in matrimony as in a sort of allegory. But the Pope has restricted this universal human 
institution by rigorous impediments derived from spiritual affinity and legal relationship. He 



forbids it to the clergy, and claims the power to annull rightful marriages, even against the will of 
one of the parties. "Learn, then, in this one matter of matrimony, into what an unhappy and 
hopeless state of confusion, hindrance, entanglement, and peril all things that are done in the 
Church have been brought by the pestilent and impious traditions of men! There is no hope of a 
remedy, unless we do away with all the laws of men, call back the gospel of liberty, and judge 
and rule all things according to it alone." 
 
Luther closes with these words: "I hear a report that fresh bulls and papal curses are being, 
prepared against me, by which I am urged to recant, or else to be declared a heretic. If this is true, 
I wish this little book to be a part of my future recantation, that they may not complain that their 
tyranny has puffed itself up in vain. I shall also shortly publish, Christ being my helper, such a 
recantation as the See of Rome has never yet seen or heard, thus abundantly testifying my 
obedience in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. {252} Amen." 
 
‘Hostis Herodes impie, 
 
Christum venire quid times? 
 
Non arripit mortalia 
 
Qui regna dat coelestia.’ 
 
{248} On Oct. 3, 1520, Luther wrote to Spalatin: "Liber de captivitate Ecclesiae sabbato exibit, et 
ad te mittetur." (De Wette, I 491.) 
 
{249} He means Alveld’s Tractatus de communione sub utraque specie quantum ad laicos, 1520. 
He contemptuously omits his name. 
 
{250} This view is usually called consubstantiation; but Lutherans object to the term in the sense 
of impanation, or local inclusion, mixture, and circumscription. They mean an illocal presence of 
an ubiquitous body. 
 
{251} This is not strictly historical. Transubstantiation was clearly taught by Paschasius 
Radbertus in the ninth century, though not without contradiction from Ratramnus. See Schaff,ch. 
Hist., vol. IV. 544 sqq. 
 
{252} Perhaps he means the burning of the Pope’s bull, rather than, as O. v. Gerlach conjectures, 
the appendix to his later book against Ambrosius Catharinus, in which he tries to prove that the 
Pope is the Antichrist predicted by Daniel 8:23-25.  



46. Christian Freedom.—Luther’s Last Letter to the Pope. October, 
1520. 
 
Von der Freiheit eines Christenmenschen, Wittenberg, 1520; often reprinted separately, and in 
the collected works of Luther. See Walch, XIX. 1206 sqq.; Erl. ed., XXVII. 173-200 (from the 
first ed.); Gerlach’s ed. V. 5-46. The Latin edition, Deuteronomy Libertate Christiana, was 
finished a little later, and has some additions; see Erl. ed. Opera Lat., IV. 206-255. Luther’s letter 
to the Pope in Latin and German is printed also in Deuteronomy Wette, I. 497-515. English 
version of the tract and the letter by Buchheim, l. c. 95-137. 
 
Although Rome had already condemned Luther, the papal delegate Miltitz still entertained the 
hope of a peaceful settlement. He had extracted from Luther the promise to write to the Pope. He 
had a final interview with him and Melanchthon at Lichtenberg (now Lichtenburg, in the district 
of Torgau), in the convent of St. Antony, Oct. 11, 1520, a few days after Luther had seen the bull 
of excommunication. It was agreed that Luther should write a book, and a letter in Latin and 
German to Leo X., and assure him that he had never attacked his person, and that Dr. Eck was 
responsible for the whole trouble. The book was to be finished in twelve days, but. dated back to 
Sept. 6 in order to avoid the appearance of being occasioned by the Pope’s bull. 
 
This is the origin of two of the most remarkable productions of Luther,—his little book on 
"Christian Freedom," and a dedicatory letter to Leo X. 
 
The beautiful tract on "Christian Freedom" is a pearl among Luther’s writings. It presents a 
striking contrast to his polemic treatises against Rome, which were intended to break down the 
tyranny of popery. And yet it is a positive complement to them, and quite as necessary for a full 
understanding of his position. While opposing the Pope’s tyranny, Luther was far from 
advocating the opposite extreme of license. He was thoroughly imbued with the spirit of the 
Epistle to the Galatians, which protests against both extremes, and inspired the keynote to 
Luther’s Tract. He shows wherein true liberty consists. He means liberty according to the gospel; 
liberty in Christ, not from Christ; and offers this as a basis for reconciliation. He presents here a 
popular summary of Christian life. He keeps free from all polemics, and writes in the best spirit 
of that practical mysticism which connected him with Staupitz and Tauler. 
 
The leading idea is: The Christian is the lord of all, and subject to none, by virtue of faith; he is 
the servant of all, and subject to every one, by virtue of love. Faith and love constitute the 
Christian: the one binds him to God, the other to his fellow-man. The idea is derived from St. 
Paul, who says, "Though I was free from all men, I brought myself under bondage to all, that I 
might gain the more"; {1 Corinthians 9:19} and "Owe no man any thing, save to love one 
another". {Romans 13:8} It was carried out by Christ, who was Lord of all things, yet born of a 
woman, born under the law that he might redeem them who were under the law; {Galatians 4:4} 
who was at once in the form of God, and in the form of a servant. {Philippians 2:6,7} The 
Christian life is an imitation of the’ life of Christ,—a favorite idea of the mediaeval mystics. 
 
Man is made free by faith, which alone justifies; but it manifests itself in love, and all good 
works. The person must first be good before good works can be done, and good works proceed 
from a good person; as Christ says, "A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a 
corrupt tree bring forth good fruit". {Matthew 7:18} The fruit does not bear the tree, nor does the 
tree grow on the fruit; but the tree bears the fruit, and the fruit grows on the tree. So it is in all 
handicrafts. A good or bad house does not make a good or bad builder, but the good or bad 



builder makes a good or bad house. Such is the case with the works of men. Such as the man 
himself is, whether in faith or in unbelief, such is his work; good if it is done in faith, bad if in 
unbelief. Faith, as it makes man a believer, so also it makes his works good; but works do not 
make a believing man, nor a justified man. We do not reject works; nay, we commend them, and 
teach them in the highest degree. It is not on their own account that we condemn them, but on 
account of the perverse notion of seeking justification by them. "From faith flow forth love and 
joy in the Lord; and from love, a cheerful, willing, free spirit, disposed to serve our neighbor 
voluntarily, without taking any account of gratitude or ingratitude, praise or blame, gain or loss. 
Its object is not to lay men under obligations; nor does it distinguish between friends and 
enemies, or look to gratitude or ingratitude; but most freely and willingly it spends itself and its 
goods, whether it loses them through ingratitude, or gains good-will. For thus did its Father, 
distributing all things to all men abundantly and freely, making his sun to rise upon the just and 
the unjust. Thus, too, the child does and endures nothing except from the free joy with which it 
delights through Christ in God, the giver of such great gifts."... 
 
"Who, then, can comprehend the riches and glory of the Christian life? It can do all things, has all 
things, and is in want of nothing; is lord over sin, death, and hell, and, at the same time, is the 
obedient and useful servant of all. But alas! it is at this day unknown throughout the world; it is 
neither preached nor sought after, so that we are quite ignorant about our own name, why we are 
and are called Christians. We are certainly called so from Christ, who is not absent, but dwells 
among us, provided we believe in him; and are reciprocally and mutually one the Christ of the 
other, doing to our neighbor as Christ does to us. But now, in the doctrine of men, we are taught 
only to seek after merits, rewards, and things which are already ours; and we have made of Christ 
a task-master far more severe than Moses."... 
 
"We conclude, then, that a Christian man does not live in and for himself, but in Christ and in his 
neighbor, or else is no Christian; in Christ by faith, in his neighbor by love. By faith he is carried 
upwards above himself to God, and by love he descends below himself to his neighbor, still 
always abiding in God and his love; as Christ says, ‘Verily I say unto you, hereafter ye shall see 
the heaven opened, and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of man’" (John 
1:51) 
 
In the Latin text Luther adds some excellent remarks against those who misunderstand and distort 
spiritual liberty, turn it into an occasion of carnal license, and show their freedom by their 
contempt of ceremonies, traditions, and human laws. St. Paul teaches us to walk in the middle 
path, condemning either extreme, and saying, "Let not him that eateth despise him that eateth not; 
and let not him that eateth not judge him that eateth". {Romans 14:3} We must resist the hardened 
and obstinate ceremonialists, as Paul resisted the Judaizers who would compel Titus to be 
circumcised; and we must spare the weak who are not yet able to apprehend the liberty of faith. 
We must fight against the wolves, but on behalf of the sheep, not against the sheep. 
 
This Irenicon must meet with the approval of every true Christian, whether Catholic or Protestant. 
It breathes the spirit of a genuine disciple of St. Paul. It is full of heroic faith and childlike 
simplicity. It takes rank with the best books of Luther, and rises far above the angry controversies 
of his age, during which he composed it, in the full possession of the positive truth and peace of 
the religion of Christ. {253} 
 
Luther sent the book to Pope Leo X., who was too worldly-minded a man to appreciate it; and 
accompanied the same with a most singular and undiplomatic, yet powerful polemic letter, which, 
if the Pope ever read it, must have filled him with mingled feelings of indignation and disgust. In 
his first letter to the Pope (1518), Luther had thrown himself at his feet as an obedient son of the 



vicar of Christ; in his second letter (1519), he still had addressed him as a humble subject, yet 
refusing to recant his conscientious convictions: in his third and last letter he addressed him as an 
equal, speaking to him with great respect for his personal character (even beyond his deserts), but 
denouncing in the severest terms the Roman See, and comparing him to a lamb among wolves, 
and to Daniel in the den of lions. The Popes, he says, are vicars of Christ because Christ is absent 
from Rome. {254} Miltitz and the Augustinian brethren, who urged him to write an apologetic 
letter to Leo, must have been sorely disappointed; for it destroyed all prospects of reconciliation, 
if they had not been destroyed already. 
 
After some complimentary words about Leo, and protesting that he had never spoken 
disrespectfully of his person, Luther goes on to say, — 
 
"The Church of Rome, formerly the most holy of all churches, has become the most lawless den 
of thieves, the most shameless of all brothels, the very kingdom of sin, death, and hell; so that not 
even Antichrist, if he were to come, could devise any addition to its wickedness." 
 
"Meanwhile you, Leo, are sitting like a lamb in the midst of wolves, like Daniel in the midst of 
lions, and, with Ezekiel, you dwell among scorpions. What opposition can you alone make to 
these monstrous evils? Take to yourself three or four of the most learned and best of the cardinals. 
What are these among so many? You would all perish by poison, before you could undertake to 
decide on a remedy. It is all over with the court of Rome: the wrath of God has come upon her to 
the uttermost. She hates Councils, she dreads to be reformed, she cannot restrain the madness of 
her impiety; she fills up the sentence passed on her mother, of whom it is said, "We would have 
healed Babylon, but she is not healed; let us forsake her." It had been your duty, and that of your 
cardinals, to apply a remedy to these evils; but this gout laughs at the physician’s hand, and the 
chariot does not obey the reins. Under the influence of these feelings I have always grieved that 
you, most excellent Leo, who were worthy of a better age, have been made pontiff in this. For the 
Roman court is not worthy of you and those like you, but of Satan himself, who in truth is more 
the ruler in that Babylon than you are." 
 
"Oh, would that, having laid aside that glory which your most abandoned enemies declare to be 
yours, you were living rather in the office of a private priest, or on your paternal inheritance! In 
that glory none are worthy to glory, except the race of Iscariot, the children of perdition. For what 
happens in your court, Leo, except that, the more wicked and execrable any man is, the more 
prosperously he can use your name and authority for the ruin of the property and souls of men, 
for the multiplication of crimes, for the oppression of faith and truth, and of the whole Church of 
God? O Leo! in reality most unfortunate, and sitting on a most perilous throne: verily I tell you 
the truth, because I wish you well; for if Bernard felt compassion for his Anastasius at a time 
when the Roman See, though even then most corrupt, was as yet ruling with better hope than 
now, why should not we lament, to whom so much additional corruption and ruin has happened 
in three hundred years?" 
 
Is it not true that there is nothing under the vast heavens more corrupt, more pestilential, more 
hateful, than the court of Rome? She incomparably surpasses the impiety of the Turks, so that in 
very truth she, who was formerly the gate of heaven, is now a sort of open mouth of hell, and 
such a mouth as, under the urgent wrath of God, can not be blocked up; one course alone being 
left to us wretched men,—to call back and save some few, if we can, from that Roman gulf. 
 
"Behold, Leo my father, with what purpose and on what principle it is that I have stormed against 
that seat of pestilence. I am so far from having felt any rage against your person, that I even 
hoped to gain favor with you and to aid in your welfare, by striking actively and vigorously at 



that your prison, nay, your hell. For, whatever the efforts of all intellects can contrive against the 
confusion of that impious court will be advantageous to you and to your welfare, and to many 
others with you. Those who do harm to her are doing your work; those who in every way abhor 
her are glorifying Christ; in short, those are Christians who are not Romans." 
 
"In fine, that I may not approach your Holiness empty-handed, I bring with me this little book, 
{255} published under your name, as a good omen of the establishment of peace and of good 
hope. By this you may perceive in what pursuits I should prefer and be able to occupy myself to 
more profit, if I were allowed, or had been hitherto allowed, by your impious flatterers. It is a 
small book, if you look to the paper; but, unless I mistake, it is a summary of the Christian life put 
together in small compass, if you apprehend its meaning. I, in my poverty, have no other present 
to make you; nor do you need any thing else than to be enriched by a spiritual gift. I commend 
myself to your Holiness, whom may the Lord Jesus preserve for ever. Amen." 
 
"Wittenberg, 6th September, 1520." 
 
{253} Kostlin( Mart. Luth., vol. I. 395 sq.): "Die Schrift von der Freiheit eines Christenmenschen 
ist ein tief-religioser Traktat.... Sie ist ein ruhiges, positives Zeugnis der Wahrheit, vor welcher 
die Waffen und Bande der Finsternis von selbst zu nichte werden mussen. Sie zeigt uns den 
tiefsten Grund des christlichen Bewusstseins und Lebens in einer edlen, seligen Ruhe und 
Sicherheit, welche die uber ihm hingehenden Wogen und Sturme des Kampfes nicht zu 
erschuttern vermogen. Sie zeigt zugleich, wie fest Luther selbst auf diesem Grunde stand, indem 
er eben im Hohepunkt des Kampfgedranges sie zu verfassen fahig war." It is perhaps 
characteristic that Janssen, who gives one-sided extracts from the two other reformatory works of 
Luther, passes the tract on "Christian Liberty" in complete silence. Cardinal Hergenrother 
likewise ignores it. 
 
{254} "Ein Statthalter ist in Abwesenheit seines Herrn ein Statthalter." 
 
{255} Deuteronomy Libertate Christiana.  



47. The bull of Excommunication. June 15, 1520. 
 
The bull "Exurge, Domine," in the Bullarium Romanum, ed. CAR. Cocquelines, Tom. III., Pars 
III. (ab anno 1431 ad 1521), pp. 487-493, and in Raynaldus (continuator of Baronius): Annal. 
Eccl., ad ann. 1520, no. 51 (Tom. XX. fol. 303-306). Raynaldus calls Luther "apostatam 
nefandissimum," and takes the bull from Cochlaeus, who, besides Eck and Ulemberg (a Protestant 
apostate), is the chief authority for his meager and distorted account of the German Reformation. 
A copy of the original edition of the bull is in the Astor Library, New York. See Notes. 
 
U. v. Hutten published the bull with biting glosses: Bulla Decimi Leonis contra errores Lutheri et 
sequacium, or Die glossirte Bulle (in Hutten’s Opera, ed. Bocking, V. 301-333; in the Erl. ed. of 
Luther’s Op. Lat., IV. 261-304; also in German in Walch, XV. 1691 sqq.; comp. Strauss: U. v. 
Hutten, p. 338 sqq.). The glosses in smaller type interrupt the text, or are put on the margin. 
Luther: Von den neuen Eckischen Bullen und Lugen (Sept. 1520); Adv. execrabilem Antichristi 
bullam (Nov. 1520); Wider die Bullen des Endchrists (Nov. 1520; the same book as the preceding 
Latin work, but sharper and stronger); Warum des Papsts und seiner Junger Bucher verbrannt 
sind (Lat. and Germ., Dec. 1520); all in Walch, XV. fol. 1674-1917; Erl. ed., XXIV. 14-164, and 
Op. Lat. V. 132-238; 251-271. Luther’s letters to Spalatin and others on the bull of 
excommunication, in Deuteronomy Wette, I. 518-532. 
 
Ranke: I. 294-301. Merle D’Aubigne, bk. VI. ch. III. sqq. Hagenbach, III. 100-102. Kahnis: I. 
306-341. Kostlin: I. 379-382. Kolde: I. 280 sqq. Janssen: II. 108 sqq. 
 
After the Leipzig disputation, Dr. Eck went to Rome, and strained every nerve to secure the 
condemnation of Luther and his followers. {256} Cardinals Campeggi and Cajetan, Prierias and 
Aleander, aided him. Cajetan was sick, but had himself carried on his couch into the sessions of 
the consistory. With considerable difficulty the bull of excommunication was drawn up in May, 
and after several amendments completed June 15, 1520. {257} 
 
Nearly three years had elapsed since the publication of Luther’s Ninety-five Theses. In the mean 
time he had attacked with increasing violence the very foundations of the Roman Church, had 
denounced popery as an antichristian tyranny, and had dared to appeal from the Pope to a general 
council, contrary to the decisions of Pius II. and Julius II., who declared such an appeal to be 
heresy. Between the completion and the promulgation of the bull, he went still further in his, 
"Address to the German Nobility," and the book on the "Babylonian Captivity," and made a 
reconciliation impossible except by an absolute surrender, which was a moral impossibility for 
him. Rome could not tolerate Lutheranism any longer without ceasing to be Rome. She delayed 
final action only for political and prudential considerations, especially in view of the election of a 
new German Emperor, and the influential voice of the Elector Frederick, who was offered, but 
declined, the imperial crown. 
 
The bull of excommunication is the papal counter-manifesto to Luther’s Theses, and condemns in 
him the whole cause of the Protestant Reformation. Therein lies its historical significance. It was 
the last bull addressed to Latin Christendom as an undivided whole, and the first which was 
disobeyed by a large part of it. Instead of causing Luther and his friends to be burnt, it was burnt 
by Luther. It is an elaborate document, prepared with great care in the usual heavy, turgid, and 
tedious style of the curia. It breathes the genuine spirit of the papal hierarchy, and mingles the 
tones of priestly arrogance, concern for truth, abomination of heresy and schism, fatherly sorrow, 



and penal severity. The Pope speaks as if he were the personal embodiment of the truth, the 
infallible judge of all matters of faith, and the dispenser of eternal rewards and punishments. 
 
He begins with the words of Psalm 74:22: "Arise, O God, plead thine own cause: remember how 
the foolish man reproacheth thee daily. Forget not the voice of thine enemies: the tumult of those 
that rise up against thee increaseth continually." He calls St. Peter, St. Paul, and the whole body 
of the saints, to aid against "the boar out of the wood" and "the wild beast of the field" that had 
broken into the vineyard of the Lord, to waste and destroy it. {Psalm 80:13} He expresses deep 
sorrow at the revival of the Bohemian and other heresies in the noble German nation which had 
received the empire from the Pope, and shed so much precious blood against heresy. Then he 
condemns forty-one propositions selected from Luther’s books, as heretical, or at least scandalous 
and offensive to pious ears, and sentences all his books to the flames. Among the errors named 
are those relating to the sacramental and hierarchical system, especially the authority of the Pope 
and the (Roman) Church. The denial of free will (liberum arbitrium) after the fall is also 
condemned, though clearly taught by St. Augustin. But Luther’s fundamental doctrine of 
justification by faith is not expressly mentioned. The sentences are torn from the connection, and 
presented in the most objectionable form as mere negations of Catholic doctrines. The positive 
views of the Reformer are not stated, or distorted. 
 
For the person of Luther, the Pope professes fatherly love and forbearance, and entreats him once 
more, by the mercies of God and the blood of Christ, to repent and recant within sixty days after 
the publication of the bull in the Brandenburg, Meissen, and Merseburg dioceses, and promises to 
receive him graciously like the prodigal son. But failing to repent, he and his adherents will be cut 
off, as withered branches, from the vine of Christ, and be punished as obstinate heretics. This 
means that they shall be burned; for the bull expressly condemns the proposition of Luther which 
denounces the burning of heretics as "contrary to the will of the Holy Spirit." All princes, 
magistrates, and citizens are exhorted, on threat of excommunication and promise of reward, to 
seize Luther and his followers, and to hand him over to the apostolic chair. Places which harbor 
him or his followers are threatened with the interdict. Christians are forbidden to read, print, or 
publish any of his books, and are commanded to burn them. 
 
We may infer from this document in what a state of intellectual slavery Christendom would be at 
the present time if the papal power had succeeded in crushing the Reformation. It is difficult to 
estimate the debt we owe to Martin Luther for freedom and progress. 
 
The promulgation and execution of the bull were intrusted to two Italian prelates, Aleander and 
Caraccioli, and to Dr. Eck. The personal enemy of Luther, who had been especially active in 
procuring the bull, was now sent back in triumph with the dignity of a papal nuncio, and even 
with the extraordinary power of including by name several followers of Luther, among whom he 
singled out Carlstadt and Dolzig of Wittenberg, Adelmann of Augsburg, Egranus of Zwickau, and 
the humanists Pirkheimer and Spengler of Nurnberg. The selection of Eck, the most unpopular 
man in Germany, was a great mistake of the Pope, as Roman historians admit, and it helped the 
cause of the Reformation. {258} 
 
The bull was published and carried out without much difficulty in Mayence, Cologne, and 
Louvain; and Luther’s books were committed to the flames, with the sanction of the new 
Emperor. But in Northern Germany, which was the proper seat of the conflict, it met with 
determined resistance, and was defeated. Eck printed and placarded the bull at Ingolstadt, at 
Meissen (Sept. 21), at Merseburg (Sept. 25), and at Brandenburg (Sept. 29). But in Leipzig where 
a year before he had achieved his boasted victory over Luther in public debate, he was insulted by 
the students (one hundred and fifty had come over from Wittenberg), and took flight in a convent; 



the bull was bespattered, and torn to pieces. {259} He fared still worse in Erfurt, where he had 
been ridiculed and held up to scorn as a second Hochstraten in the satire Eccius dedolatus 
(printed at Erfurt in March, 1520): the theological faculty refused to publish the bull; and the 
students threw the printed copies into the water, saying, "It is only a water-bubble (bulla), let it 
float on the water." {260} 
 
Eck sent the bull to the rector of the University of Wittenberg, Oct. 3, 1520, with the request to 
prohibit the teaching of any of the condemned propositions of Luther, and threatening that, in 
case of disobedience, the Pope would recall all the liberties and privileges of the university. The 
professors and counselors of the Elector declined the promulgation for various reasons. 
 
The Elector Frederick was on the way to Aachen to assist at the coronation of Charles V., but was 
detained at Cologne by the gout. There he received the bull from Aleander after the mass, Nov. 4, 
and was urged with eloquent words to execute it, and to punish Luther or to send him to Rome; 
but he cautiously deferred an answer, and sought the advice of Erasmus in the presence of 
Spalatin. The famous scholar gave it as his judgment, that Luther’s crime consisted in having 
touched the triple crown of the Pope and the stomachs of the monks; {261} he also wrote to 
Spalatin, after the interview, that the Pope’s bull offended all upright men by its ferocity and was 
unworthy of a meek vicar of Christ. {262} The Elector was thus confirmed in his favorable view 
of Luther. He sent Spalatin to Wittenberg, where some students had left in consequence of the 
bull; but Spalatin was encouraged, and found that Melanchthon had about six hundred, Luther 
four hundred hearers, and that the church was crowded whenever Luther preached. A few weeks 
afterward the Pope’s bull was burnt. 
 
NOTES.—THE BULL OF EXCOMMUNICATION. 
 
As I do not find the bull in any of the Protestant or Roman-Catholic church histories which I have 
consulted (except the Annals of Raynaldus), I give it here in full as transcribed from an original 
copy in possession of the Astor Library, New York (probably the only one on the American 
Continent), together with facsimiles of titlepage and first page (see preceeding pages in text). The 
pamphlet contains twenty pages, small quarto, and is printed continuously, like ancient MSS. I 
have divided it into sections, with headings, and noted the departures of Cocquelines and 
Raynaldus from the original. 
 
BULLA CONTRA ERRORES MARTINI LUTHERI ET SEQUACIUM. 
 
Leo Episcopus Servus Servorum Dei. {263} 
 
Ad perpetuam rel memoriam. 
 
[Proomium. The Pope invokes God, St. Peter and St. Paul, and all the saints, against the new 
enemies of the Church.] 
 
Exurge, Domine, et judica causam tuam, memor esto improperiorum tuorum, eorum, quae ab 
insipientibus fiunt tota¢ die; inclina aurem tuam ad preces nostras, quoniam surrexerunt vulpes 
quaerentes demoliri vineam, cujus tu torcular calcasti solus, et ascensurus ad Patrem ejus curam, 
regimen et administrationem Petro tanquam capiti et tuo vicario, ejusque successoribus instar 
triumphantis Ecclesiae commisisti: exterminate nititur eam aper de silva, et singularis ferus 
depasci [tur] eam. Exurge, Petre, et pro pastorali cura praefata tibi (ut praefertur) divinitus 
demandata, intende in causam sanctae Romanae Ecclesiae, Matris omnium ecclesiarum, se fidei 
magistrae, quam tu, jubente Deo, tuo sanguine consecrasti, contra quam, sicut tu praemonere 



dignatus es, insurgunt magistri mendaces introducentes sectas perditionis, sibi celerem interitum 
superducentes, {264} quorum lingua ignis est, inquietum malum, plena veneno mortifero, qui 
zelum amarum habentes et contentiones in cordibus suis, gloriantur, et mendaces sunt adversus 
veritatem. Exurge tu quoque, quaesumus, Paule, qui eam tua¢ doctrina¢ et pari martyrio 
illuminasti atque illustrasti. Jam enim surgit novus Porphyrius; quia sicut ille olim sanctos 
Apostolos injuste momordit, ita hic sanctos Pontifices praedecessores nostros contra tuam 
doctrinam eos non obsecrando, sed increpando, mordere, lacerare, ac ubi causae suae {265} 
diffidit, ad convicia accedere non veretur, more haereticorum, quorum (ut inquit Hieronymus) 
ultimum presidium est, ut cum conspiciant causas suas damnatum iri, incipiant virus serpentis 
lingua¢ diffundere; et cum se victos conspiciant, ad contuinelias prosilire. Nam licet haereses esse 
ad exercitationem fidelium in dixeris oportere, eas tamen, ne incrementum accipiant, neve 
vulpeculae coalescant, in ipso ortu, te intercedente et adjuvante, extingui necesse est. 
 
Exurgat denique, {266} omnis Sanctorum, ac reliqua universalis Ecclesia, cujus vera sacrarum 
literarum interpretatione posthabita¢, quidam, quorum mentem pater mendacii excaecavit, ex 
veteri haereticorum instituto, apud semetipsos sapientes, scripturas easdem aliter quam Spiritus 
sanctus flagitet, proprio dumtaxat sensu ambitionis, auraeque popularis causa¢, teste Apostolo, 
interpretantur, immo vero torquent et adulterant, ita ut juxta Hieronymum jam non sit evangelium 
Christi, sed hominis, aut quod pejus est, diaboli. Exurgat, inquam, praefata Ecclesia sancta Dei, et 
una cum beatissimis Apostolis praefatis {267} apud Deum omnipotentem intercedat, ut purgatis 
ovium suarum erroribus, eliminatisque a fidelium finibus haeresibus universis Ecclesiae suae 
sanctae pacem et unitatem conservare dignetur. 
 
[The errors of the Greeks and Bohemians revived by Luther and his followers.] 
 
Dudum siquidem {268} quod prae animi angustia et moerore exprimere vix possumus, fide 
dignorum relatu ac fama¢ publica¢ referente ad nostrum pervenit auditum, immo vero, proh 
dolor! oculis nostris vidimus ac legimus, multos et varios errores quosdam videlicet jam per 
Concilia ac Praedec-essorum nostrorum constitutiones damnatos, haeresim etiam Graecorum et 
Bohemicam expresse continentes: alios vero respective, vel haereticos, vel falsos, vel 
scandalosos, vel piarum aurium offensivos, vel simplicium mentium seductivos, a falsis fidei 
cultoribus, qui per superbam curiositatem mundi gloriam cupientes, contra Apostoli doctrinam 
plus sapere volunt, quam oporteat; quorum garrulitas (ut inquit Hieronymus) sine scripturarum 
auctoritate non haberet fidem, nisi viderentur perversam doctrinam etiam divinis testimoniis, 
male tamen interpretatis, roborare: a quorum oculis Dei timor recessit, humani generis hoste 
suggerente, noviter suscitatos, et nuper apud quosdam leviores in inclyta natione Germanica 
seminatos. 
 
[The Germans, who received the empire from the Pope, were formerly most zealous against 
heresy, but now give birth to the most dangerous errors.] 
 
Quod eo magis dolemus ibi {269} evenisse, quod eandem nationem et nos et Praedecessores 
nostri in visceribus semper gesserimus caritatis. Nam post translatum ex Grecis a Romana 
Ecclesia in eosdem Germanos imperium, iidem Praedecessores nostri et nos ejusdem Ecclesiae 
advocates defensoresque ex eis semper accepimus; quos quidem Germanos, Catholicae veritatis 
vere germanos, constat haeresum [haeresium] acerrimos oppugnatores {270} semper fuisse: cujus 
rei testes sunt laudabiles illae constitutiones Germanorum Imperatorum pro libertate Ecclesiae, 
proque expellendis exterminandisque ex omni Germania haereticis, sub gravissimis poenis, etiam 
amissionis terrarum et dominiorum, contra receptatores vel non expellentes olim editae, et a  
nostris Praedecessoribus confirmatae, quae si hodie servarentur, et nos et ipsi utique hae 
molestia¢ careremus. Testis est in Concilio Constantiensi Hussitarum ac Wiccleffistarum, necnon 



Hieronymi Pragensis damnata ac punita perfidia. Testis est totiens contra Bohemos Germanorum 
sanguis effusus. Testis denique est praedictorum errorum, seu multorum ex eis per Coloniensem 
et Lovaniensem Universitates, utpote agri dominici piissimas religiosissimasque cultrices, non 
minus docta quam vera ac sancta confutatio, reprobatio, et damnatio. Multa quoque alia allegare 
possemus, quae, ne historiam texere videamur, praetermittenda censuimus. 
 
Pro pastorals igitur officii, divina¢ gratia¢, nobis injuncti cura, quam gerimus, praedictorum 
errorum virus pestiferum ulterius tolerare seu dissimulare sine Christianae, religionis nota, atque 
orthodoxae fidei injuria nullo modo possumus. Eorum autem errorum aliquos praesentibus 
duximus inferendos, quorum tenor sequitur, et est talis: — 
 
[Forty-one heretical sentences selected from Luther’s writings.] 
 
I. Haeretica sententia est, sed usitata, Sacramenta novae legis justificantem gratiam illis dare, qui 
non ponunt obicem. 
 
II. In puero post baptismum negare remanens peccatum, est Paulum et Christum simul 
conculcare. 
 
III. Fomes peccati, etiam si nullum adsit actuale peccatum, moratur exeuntem a corpore animam 
ab ingressu coeli. 
 
IV. Imperfecta caritas morituri fert secum necessario magnum timorem, qui se solo satis est 
facere poenam purgatorii, et impedit introitum regni. 
 
V. Tres esse partes poenitentiae, contritionem, confessionem, et satisfactionem, non est fundatum 
in sacra scriptura, nec in antiquis sanctis Christianis doctoribus. 
 
VI. Contritio, quae paratus per discussionem, collectionem, {271} et deteststionem peccatorum, 
qua quis recogitat annos suos in amaritudine animae suae, ponderando peccatorum gravitatem, 
multitudinem, foeditatem, amissionem aeternae beatitudinis, ac aeternae damnationis 
acquisitionem, haec contritio facit hypocritam, immo magis peccatorem. 
 
VII. Verissimum est proverbium, et omnium doctrina de contritionibus hucusque data 
praestantius, de cetero non facere, summa poenitentia, optima poenitentia, nova vita. 
 
VIII. Nullo modo praesumas confiteri peccata venialia, sed nec omnia mortalia, quia impossibile 
est, ut omnia mortalia cognoscas: unde in primitiva Ecclesia solum manifesta mortalia 
confitebantur. 
 
IX. Dum volumus omnia pure confiteri, nihil aliud facimus, quam quod misericordiae Dei nihil 
volumus relinquere ignoscendum. 
 
X. Peccata non sunt illi remissa, nisi remittente sacerdote credat sibi remitti; immo peccatum 
maneret nisi remissum crederet; non enim sufficit remissio peccati et gratiae donatio, sed oportet 
etiam credere esse remissum. 
 
XI. Nullo modo confidas absolvi propter tuam contritionem, sed propter verbum Christi: 
"Quodcumque solveris." etc. Sic, inquam, confide, si sacerdotis obtinueris absolutionem, et crede 
fortiter te absolutum; et absolutus vere eris, {272} quidquid sit de contritione. 
 



XII. Si per impossibile confessus non esset contritus, aut sacerdos non serio, sed joco absolveret, 
si tamen credat se absolutum, verissime est absolutus. 
 
XIII. In sacramento poenitentiae se remissione culpae non plus facit Papa aut episcopus, quam 
infimus sacerdos; immo ubi non est sacerdos, aeque tantum quilibet Christianus, etiam si mulier, 
aut puer esset. 
 
XIV. Nullus debet sacerdote respondere, se esse contritum, nec {273} sacerdos requirere. 
 
XV. Magnus est error eorum, qui ad sacramenta Eucharistiae accedunt huic innixi, quod sint 
confessi, quod non sint sibi conscii alicujus peccati mortalis; quod praemiserint orationes suas et 
praeparatoria; omnes illi ad {274} judicium sibi manducant et bibunt; sed si credant et confidant 
se gratiam ibi consecuturos, haec sola fides facit eos puros et dignos. 
 
XVI. Consultum videtur, quod Ecclesia in communi concilio {275} statueret, laicos sub utraque 
specie communicandos; nec Bohemi communicantes sub utraque specie {276} sunt haeretici, sed 
schismatici. 
 
XVII. Thesauri Ecclesiae, unde Papa dat indulgentias, non sunt merita Christi et sanctorum. 
 
XVIII. Indulgentiae sunt piae fraudes fidelium, et remissiones bonorum onerum, et sunt de 
numero eorum, quae licent, et non de numero eorum, quae expediunt. 
 
XIX. Indulgentiae his, qui veraciter eas consequuntur, non valent ad remissionem poenae pro 
peccatis actualibus debitae ad divinam justitiam. 
 
XX. Seducuntur credentes indulgentias esse salutares, et ad fructum spiritus utiles. 
 
XXI. Indulgentiae necessariae sunt solum publicis criminibus, et proprie conceduntur duris 
solummodo et impatientibus. 
 
XXII. Sex generibus hominum indulgentiae nec sunt necessariae, nec utiles; videlicet mortuis seu 
morituris, infirmis, legitime impeditis, his qui non commiserunt crimina, his qui crimina 
commiserunt, sed non publica, his qui meliora operantur. 
 
XXIII. Excommunicationes sunt tantum externae poenae, nec privant hominem communibus 
spiritualibus Ecclesiae orationibus. 
 
XXIV. Docendi sunt Christiani plus diligere excommunicationem quam timere. 
 
XXV. Romanus Pontifex, Petri successor, non est Christi vicarius super omnes mundi ecclesias 
ab ipso Christo in beato Petro institutus. 
 
XXVI. Verbum Christi ad Petrum: "Quodcumque solveris super terram," etc., extenditur duntaxat 
ad ligata ab ipso Petro. 
 
XXVII. Certum est in manu Ecclesiae aut Papae prorsus non esse statuere articulos fidei, immo 
nec leges morum, seu bonorum operum. 
 



XXVIII. Si Papa cum magna parte Ecclesiae sic vel sic sentiret, nec etiam erraret, adhuc non est 
peccatum aut haeresis contrarium sentire, praesertim in re non necessaria ad salutem, donec fuerit 
per Concilium universale alterum reprobatum, alterum approbatum. 
 
XXIX. Via nobis facta est enarrandi auctoritatem Conciliorum, et libere contradicendi eorum 
gestis, et judicandi eorum decreta, et confidenter confitendi quidquid verum videtur, sive 
probatum fuerit, sive reprobatum a quocunque concilio. 
 
XXX. Aliqui articuli Joannis Husz condemnati in concilio Constantiensi sunt Christianissimi, 
verissimi et evangelici, quos non universalis Ecclesia posset damnare. 
 
XXXI. In omni opere bono Justus peccat. 
 
XXXII. Opus bonum optime factum veniale est peccatum. 
 
XXXIII. Haereticos comburi est contra voluntatem Spiritus. {277} 
 
XXXIV. Praeliari adversus Turcas est repugnare Deo visitanti iniquitates nostras per illos. 
 
XXXV. Nemo est certus se non semper peccare mortaliter propter occultissimum superbaa 
vitium. 
 
XXXVI. Liberum arbitrium post peccatum est res de solo titulo, et dum facit quod in se est, 
peccat mortaliter. 
 
XXXVII. Purgatorium non potest probari ex sacra scriptura, quae sit in canone. 
 
XXXVIII. Animae in purgatorio non sunt securae de earum salute, saltem omnes; nec probatum 
est ullis aut rationibus aut scripturis, ipsas esse extra statum merendi, aut {278} agendae caritatis. 
 
XXXIX. Animae in purgatorio peccant sine intermissione, quamdiu quaerunt requiem, et horrent 
poenas. 
 
XL. Animae ex purgatorio liberatae suffragiis viventium minus beantur, quam si per se 
satisfecissent. 
 
XLI. Praelati ecclesiastica et principes seculares non malefacerent si omnes saccos mendicitatis 
{279} delerent. 
 
[These propositions are condemned as heretical, scandalous, offensive, and contrary to Catholic 
truth.] 
 
Qui quidem errores respective quam sint pestiferi, quam perniciosi, quam scandalosi, quam 
piarum et simplicium mentium seductivi, quam denique sint contra omnem charitatem, ac sanctae 
Romanae Ecclesiae matris omnium fidelium et magistrae fidei reverentiam atque nervum 
ecclesiasticae disciplines, obedientiam scilicet, quae fons est et origo omnium virtutum, sine qua 
facile unusquisque infidelis esse convincitur, nemo sanae mentis ignorat. Nos Igitur in praemissis, 
utpote gravissimis, propensius (ut decet) procedere, necnon hujusmodi pesti morboque canceroso, 
ne in agro Dominico tanquam vepris nociva ulterius serpat, viam praecludere cupientes, habita 
super praedictis erroribus, et eorum singulis diligenti trutinatione, discussione, ac districto 
examine, maturaque deliberatione, omnibusque rite pensatis ac saeepius ventilatis cum 



venerabilibus fratribus nostris sanctae Romanae Ecclesiae Cardinalibus, ac regularium ordinum 
Prioribus, seu ministris generalibus, plurisbusque aliis sacrae theologiae, necnon utriusque juris 
professoribus sive magistris, et quidem peritissimis, reperimus eosdem errores respective (ut 
praefertur) aut articulos non esse catholicos, nec tanquam tales esse dogmatizandos, sed contra 
Ecclesivae Catholicae doctrinam sive traditionem, atque ab ea veram divinarum scripturarum 
receptam interpretationem, cujus auctoritati ita acquiescendum censuit Augustinus, ut dixerit, se 
Evangelio non fuisse crediturum, nisi Ecclesiae Catholicae intervenisset auctoritas. Nam ex 
eisdem erroribus, vel eorum aliquo, vel aliquibus, palam sequitur, eandem Ecclesiam, quae 
Spiritu sancto regitur, errare, et semper errasse. Quod est utique contra illud, quod Christus 
discipulis suis in ascensione sua (ut in sancto Evangelio Matthaei legitur) promisit dicens: "Ego 
vobiscum sum usque ad consummationem seculi;" necnon contra Sanctorum Patrum 
determinationes, Conciliorum quoque et summorum Pontificum expressas ordinationes seu 
canones, quibus non obtemperasse omnium haeresum et schismatum, teste Cypriano, fomes et 
causa semper fuit. 
 
De eorundem itaque venerabilium fratrum nostrorum consilio et assensu, se omnium et 
singulorum praedictorum matura¢ deliberatione praedicta, auctoritate omnipotentis Dei, et 
beatorum Apostolorum Petri et Pauli, et nostra, praefatos omnes et singulos articulos seu errores, 
tanquam (ut praemittitur) respective haereticos, aut scandalosos, aut falsos, aut piarum aurium 
offensivos, vel simplicium mentium seductivos, et veritate Catholicae obviantes, damnamus, 
reprobamus, ac omnino rejicimus, ac pro damnatis, reprobatis, et rejectis ab omnibus utriusque 
sexus Christi fidelibus haberi debere, harum serie decernimus et declaramus. {280} 
 
[Prohibition of the defence and publication of these errors.] 
 
Inhibentes in virtute sanctae obedientiae ac sub majoris excommunicationis latae sententiae, 
necnon quoad Ecclesiasticas et Regulares personas, Episcopalium omnium, etiam Patriarchalium, 
Metropolitanarum et aliarum Cathedralium Ecclesiarum, Monasteriorum quoque et Prioratuum 
etiam Conventualium et quarumcunque {281} dignitatum aut Beneficiorum Ecclesiasticorum, 
Saecularium aut quorum vis Ordinum Regularium, privationis et inhabilitatis ad illa, et alia in 
posterum obtinenda. Quo vero ad Conventus, Capitula seu domos, aut pia loca saecularium, vel 
regularium, etiam Mendicantium, necnon Universitatis etiam studiorum generalium 
quorumcunque privilegiorum indultorum a Sede Apostolica, vel ejus Legatis, aut alias 
quomodolibet habitorum, vel obtentorum, cujuscumque tenoris existant: necnon nominis et 
potestatis studium generale tenendi, legendi, ac interpretandi quasvis scientias et facultates et 
inhabilitatis ad illa et alia in posterum obtinenda: Praedicationis quoque officii ac amissionis 
studii generalis et omnium privilegiorum ejusdem. Quo vero ad saeculares ejusdem 
excommunicationis, necnon amissionis cujuscumque emphyteosis, seu quorumcunque feudorum, 
tam a Romana Ecclesia, quam alias quomodolibet obtentorum, ac etiam inhabilitatis ad illa et alia 
in posterum obtinenda. Necnon quo ad omnes et singulos superius nominatos, inhibitionis 
Ecclesiasticae sepulturae inhabilitatisque ad omnes et singulos actus legitimos, infamiae ac 
diffidationis et criminis laesae majestatis, et haereticorum et fautorum eorundem in jure expressis 
poenis, eo ipso et absque ulteriori declaratione per omnes et singulos supradictos, si (quod absit) 
contrafecerint, incurrendis. A quibus vigore cujuscumque facultatis et clausularum etiam in 
confessionalibus quibusvis personis, sub quibusvis verborum formis contentarum, nisi a Romano 
Pontifice vel alio ab eo ad id in specie facultatem habente, praeterquam in mortis artlculo 
constitute, absolvi nequeant. Omnibus et singulis utriusque sexus Christifidelibus, tam Laicis 
quam Clericis, Saecularibus et quorumvis Ordinum Regularibus, et aliis quibuscumque personis 
cujuscumque status, gradus, vel conditionis existant, et quarumque ecclesiastica vel mundana 
praefulgeant dignitate, etiam S. R. E. Cardinalibas, Patriarchis, Primatibus, Archiepiscopis, 
Episcopis, Patriarchalium, Metropolitanarum et aliaram Cathedralium, Collegiatarum ac 



inferiorum ecclesiarum Praelatis, Clericis aliisque personis Eccleslasticis, Saecularibus et 
quorumvis Ordinum etiam Mendicantium regularibus, Abbatibus, Prioribus vel Ministris 
generalibus vel particularibus, Fratribus, seu Religiosis, exemptis et non exemptis: Studiorum 
quoque Universitatibus Saecularibus et quorumvis Ordinum etiam Mendicantium regularibus, 
necnon Regibus, Imperatori, Electoribus, Principibus, Ducibus, Marchionibus, Comitibus, 
Baronibus, Capitaneis, Conductoribus, Domicellis, omnibusque Officialibus, Judicibus, Notariis 
Ecelesiasticis et Saecularibus, Communitatibus, Universitatibus, Potentatibus, Civitatibus, 
Castris, Terris et locis, seu eorum vel earum civibus, habitatoribus et incolis, ac quibusvis aliis 
personis Ecclesiasticis, vel Regularibus (ut praefertur) per universum orbem, ubicumque, 
praesertim in Alemania existentibus, vel pro tempore futures, ne praefatos errores, aut eorum 
aliquos, perversamque doctrinam hujusmodi asserere, affirmare, defendere, praedicare, aut illi 
quomodolibet, publice vel occulte, quovis quaesito ingenio vel colore, tacite vel expresse favere 
praesumant. 
 
[The writings of Luther are forbidden, and ordered to be burnt.] 
 
Insuper quia errores praefati, et plures alii continentur in libellis seu scriptis Martini Luther, 
dictos libellos, et omnia dicti Martini scripta, seu praedicationes in Latino, vel quocumque alio 
idiomate reperiantur, in quibus dicti errores, seu eorum aliquis continentur, similiter damnamus, 
reprobamus, atque omnino rejicimus, et pro damnatis, reprobatis, ac rejectis (ut praefertur) haberi 
volumus, mandantes in virtute sanctae obedientiae et sub poenis praedictis eo ipso incurrendis, 
omnibus et singulis utriusque sexus Christifidelibus superius nominatis, ne hujusmodi scripta, 
libellos, praedicationes, seu schedulas, vel in eis contenta capitula, errores, aut articulos 
supradictos continentia legere, asserere, praedicare, laudare, imprimere, publicare, sive defendere 
per se vel alium, seu alios directe vel indirecte, tacite vel expresse, publice vel occulte, aut in 
domibus suis sive aliis publicis vel privatis locis tenere quoquo modo praesumant; quinimmo illa 
statim post harum publicationem ubicumque fuerint, per ordinaries et alios supradictos diligenter 
quaesita, publice et solemniter in praesentia cleri et populi sub omnibus et singulis supradictis 
poenis comburant. 
 
[Martin Luther was often warned with paternal charity to desist from these errors, and cited to 
Rome with the promise of safe-conduct.] 
 
Quod vero ad ipsum Martinum attinet, (bone Deus) quid praetermisimus, quid non fecimus, quid 
paternae charitatis omisimus, ut eum ab hujusmodi erroribus revocaremus? Postquam enim ipsum 
citavimus, mitius cum eo procedere volentes, illum invitavimus, atque tam per diversos tractatus 
cum legato nostro habitos, quam per literas nostras hortati fuimus, ut a paedictis erroribus 
discederet, aut oblato etiam salvo conductu et pecunia¢ ad iter necessaria¢, sine metu seu timore 
aliquo quem perfecta charitas foras mittere debuit, veniret, ac Salvatoris nostri Apostolique Pauli 
exemplo, non occulto, sed palam et in facie loqueretur. Quod si fecisset, pro certe (ut arbitramur) 
ad cor reversus errores suos cognovisset, nec in Romana curia, quam tantopere vanis 
malevolorum rumoribus plusquam oportuit tribuendo vituperat, tot reperisset errata; 
docuissemusque cum luce clarius, sanctos Romanos Pontifices, quos praeter omnem modestiam 
injuriose lacerat, in suis canonibus, seu constitutionibus, quas mordere nititur, nunquam errasse; 
quia juxta prophetam, nec in Galahad resina, nec medicus deest. Sed obaudivit semper, et 
praedicta citatione omnibus et singulis supradictis spretis venire contempsit, ac usque in 
praesentem diem contumax, atque animo indurate censuras ultra annum sustinuit: et quod deterius 
est, addens mala malis, de citatione hujusmodi notitiam habens, in vocem temerariae appellationis 
prorupit ad futurum concilium contra constitutionem Pii Secundi ac Julii Secundi, 
praedecessorum nostrorum, qua cavetur, taliter appellantes haereticorum poena¢ plectendos 
(frustra etiam Consilii auxilium imploravit, qui illi se non credere palam profitetur); ita ut contra 



ipsum tanquam de fide notorie suspectum, immo vere haereticum absque ulterori citatione vel 
mora ad condemnationem et damnationem ejus tanquam haeretici, ac ad omnium et singularum 
suprascriptarum poenarum et censurarum severitatem procedere possemus. 
 
[Luther is again exhorted to repent, and promised the reception of the prodigal son.] 
 
Nihilominus de eorundem fratrum nostroruin consilio, omnipotentis Dei imitantes clementiam, 
qui non vult mortem peccatoris, sed magis ut convertatur et vivat, omnium injuriarum hactenus 
nobis et Apostolicqae sedi illatarum obliti, omni qua possumus pietate uti decrevimus, et quantum 
in nobis est, agere, ut proposita¢ mansuetudinis via¢ ad cor revertatur, et a praedictis recedat 
erroribus, ut ipsum tanquam filium illum prodigum ad gremium Ecclesiae revertentem benigne 
recipiamus. Ipsum igitur Martinum et quoscumque ei adhaerentes, ejusque receptatores et 
fautores per viscera misericordiae Dei nostri, et per aspersionem sanguinis Domini nostri Jesu 
Christi, quo et per quem humani generis redemptio, et sanctae matris Ecclesiae aedificatio facta 
est, ex tote corde hortamur et obsecramus, ut ipsius Ecclesiae pacem, unitatem et veritatem, pro 
qua ipse Salvator tam instanter oravit ad Patrem, turbare desistant, et a praedictis, tam perniciosis 
erroribus prorsus abstineant, inventuri apud nos si effectualiter paruerint, et paruisse per legitima 
documenta nos certificaverint, paternae charitatis affectum, et apertum mansuetudinis et 
clementiae fontem. 
 
[Luther is suspended from the functions of the ministry, and given sixty days, after the 
publication of the bull, to recant.] 
 
Inhibentes nihilominus eidem Martino ex nunc, ut interim ab omni praedicatione seu 
praedicationis officio omnino desistat. Alioquin in ipsum Martinum si forte justitiae et virtutis 
amor a peccato non retrahat, indulgentiaeque spes ad poenitentiam non reducat, poenarum terror 
coarceat disciplinae: eundem Martinum ejusque adhaerentes complices, fautores, et receptatores 
tenore praesentium requirimus, et monemus in virtute sanctae obedientiae, sub praedictis omnibus 
et singulis poenis eo ipso incurrendis districte praecipiendo mandamus, quatenus infra sexaginta 
dies, quorum viginti pro primo, viginti pro secundo, et reliquos viginti dies pro tertio et 
peremptorio termino assignamus ab affixione praesentium in locis infrascriptis immediate 
sequentes numerandos, ipse Martinus, complices, fautores, adhaerentes, et receptatores praedicti a 
praefatis erroribus, eorumque praedicatione, ac publications, et assertione, defensione quoque et 
librorum seu scripturarum editione super eisdem, sive eorum aliquo omnino desistant, librosque 
ac scripturas omnes et singulas praefatos errores seu eorum aliquos quomodolibet continentes 
comburant, vel comburi faciant. Ipse etiam Martinus errores et assertiones hujusmodi omnino 
revocet, ac de revocatione hujusmodi per publica documenta in forma juris valida in manibus 
duorum Praelatorum consignata ad nos infra alios similes sexaginta dies transmittenda, vel per 
ipsummet (si ad nos venire voluerit, quod magis placeret) cum praefato plenissimo salvo 
conductu, quem ex nunc concedimus deferenda, nos certiores efficiat, ut de ejus vera obedientia 
nullus dubitationis scrupulus valeat remanere. 
 
[In case Luther and his followers refuse to recant within sixty days, they will be excommunicated, 
and dealt with according to law.] 
 
Alias si (quod absit) Martinus praefatus, complices, fautores, adhaerentes et receptatores praedicti 
secus egerint, seu proemissa omnia et singula infra terminum praedictum cum effectu non 
adimpleverint, Apostoli imitantes doctrinam, qui haereticum hominem post primam et secundam 
correctionem vitandum docuit, ex nunc prout ex tunc, et e converso eundem Martinum, 
complices, adhaerentes, fautores et receptatores praefatos et eorum quemlibet tanquam aridos 
palmites in Christo non manentes, sed doctrinam contrariam, Catholicae fidei inimicam, sive 



scandalosam seu damnatam, in non modicam offensam divinae majestatis, ac universalis 
Ecclesiae, et fidei Catholicae detrimentum et scandalum dogmatizantes, claves quoque Ecclesiae 
vilipendentes, notorios et pertinaces haereticos ea¢dem auctoritate fuisse et esse declarantes, 
eosdem ut tales harum serie condemnamus, et eos pro talibus haberi ab omnibus utriusque sexus 
Christi fidelibus supradictis volumus et mandamus. Eosque omnes et singulos omnibus 
supradictis et aliis contra tales a jure inflictis poenis praesentium tenore subjicimus, et eisdem 
irretitos fuisse et esse decernimus et declaramus. 
 
[All Catholics are admonished not to read, print, or publish any book of Luther and his followers, 
but to burn them.] 
 
Inhibemus praeterea sub omnibus et singulis praemissis poenis eo ipso incurrendis, omnibus et 
singulis Christi fidelibus superius nominatis, ne scripta, etiam praefatos errores non continentia, 
ab eodem Martino quomodolibet condita vel edita, aut condenda vel edenda, seu eorum aliqua 
tanquam ab homine orthodoxae fidei inimico, atque ideo vehementer suspecta, et ut ejus memoria 
omnino deleatur de Christifidelium consortio, legere, asserere, praedicare, laudare, imprimere, 
publicare, sive defendere, per se vel alium seu alios, directe vel indirecte, tacite vel expresse, 
publice vel occulte, seu in domibus suis, sive aliis locis publicis vel privatis tenere quoquomodo 
praesumant, quinimmo illa comburant, ut praefertur. {282} 
 
[Christians are forbidden, after the excommunication, to hold any intercourse with Luther and his 
followers, or to give them shelter, on pain of the interdict; and magistrates are commanded to 
arrest and send them to Rome.] 
 
Monemus insuper omnes et singulos Christifideles supradictos, sub eadem excommunicationis 
latae sententiae poena, ut haereticos praedictos declaratos et condemnatos, mandatis nostris non 
obtemperantes, post lapsum termini supradicti evitent et quantum in eis est, evitari faciant, nec 
cum eisdem, vel eorum aliquo commercium aut aliquam conversationem seu communionem 
habeant, nec eis necessaria ministrent. 
 
Ad majorem praeterea dicti Martini suorumque complicum, fautorum et adhaerentium ac 
receptatorum praedictorum, sic post lapsum termini praedicti declaratorum haereticorum et 
condemnatorum confusionem universis et singulis utriusque sexus Christifidelibus Patriarchis, 
Archiepiscopis, Episcopis, Patriarchalium, Metropolitanarum, et aliarum cathedralium, 
collegiatarum ac inferiorum ecclesiarum Praelatis, Capitulis, aliisque personis ecclesiastica, 
saecularibus et quoramvis Ordinum etiam Mendicantium (praesertim ejus congregationis cujus 
dictus Martinus est professus, et in qua degere vel morari dicitur) regularibus exemptis et non 
exemptis, necnon universis et singulis principibus, quacumque ecclesiastica vel mundana 
fulgentibus dignitate Regibus, Imperatoris {283} Electoribus, Ducibus, Marchionibus, Comitibus, 
Baronibus, Capitaneis, Conductoribus, Domicellis, Communitatibus, Universitatibus, 
Potentatibus, Civitatibus, Terris, Castris et locis, seu eorum habitatoribus, civibus et incolis 
omnibusque aliis et singulis supradictis per universum Orbem, praesertim in eadem Alemania 
constitutis mandamus, quatenus sub praedictis omnibus et singulis poenis, ipsi vel eorum quilibet, 
praefatum Martinum, complices, adhaerentes, receptantes et fautores personaliter capiant et 
captos ad nostram instantiam retineant et ad nos mittant: reportaturi pro tam bono opere a nobis et 
Sede Apostolica remunerationem, praemiumque condignum vel saltem eos et eorum quemlibet, 
de Metropolitanis, Cathedralibus, Collegiatis, et aliis ecclesiis, domibus, Monasteriis, 
Conventibus, Civitatibus, Dominiis, Universitatibus, Communitatibus, Castris, Terris, ac locis 
respective, tam clerici et regulares quam laici omnes et singuli supradicti omnino expellant. 
 
[The places which harbor Luther and his followers are threatened with the Interdict.] 



 
Civitates vero, Dominia, Terras, Castra, Villas, comitatus, fortilicia, Oppida et loca quaecumque 
ubilibet consistentia earum et eorum respective Metropolitanas, Cathedrales, Collegiatas et alias 
ecclesias, Monasteria, Prioratus, Domus, Conventus et loca religiosa vel pia cujuscunque ordinis 
(tit praefertur) ad quae praefatum Martinum vel aliquem ex praedictis declinare contigerit, 
quamdiu ibi permanserint et triduo post recessum, ecclesiastico subjicimus interdicto. 
 
[Provision for the promulgation and execution of the bull.] 
 
Et ut praemissa omnibus innotescant, mandamus insuper universis Patriarchis, Archiepiscopis, 
Episcopis, Patriarchalium, Metropolitanarum et aliarum cathedralium ac collegiatarum 
ecclesiarum Praelatis, Capitulis aliisque personis ecclesiasticis, saecularibus et quorumvis 
Ordinum supradictorum regularibus, fratribus religiosis, monachis exemptis et non exemptis 
supradictis, ubilibet, praesertim in Alemania constitutis quatenus ipsi vel eorum quilibet sub 
similibus censuris et poenis co ipso incurrendis, Martinum omnesque et singulos supradictos qui 
elapso teremo hujusmodi mandatis seu monitis nostris non paruerint, in eorum ecclesiis, 
dominicis et aliis festivis diebus, dum inibi major populi multitudo ad divina convenerit, 
declaratos haereticos et condemnatos publice nuncient faciantque et mandent ab aliis nunciari et 
ab omnibus evitari. Necnon omnibus Christifidelibus ut eos evitent, pari modo sub praedictis 
censuris et poenis. Et praesentes literas vel earum transumptum sub forma infrascripta factum in 
eorum ecclesiis, monasteriis, domibus, conventibus et aliis locis legi, publicare atque affigi 
faciant. Excommunicamus quoque et anathematizamus omnes et singulos cujuscumque status, 
gradiis, conditionis, prae-eminentiae, dignitatis aut excellentiae fuerint qui quo minus praesentes 
literae vel earum transumpta, copiae seu exemplaria in suis terris et dominiis legi, affigi et 
publicare possint, fecerint vel quoquomodo procuraverint per se vel alium seu alios, publice vel 
occulte, directe vel indirecte, tacite vel expresse. 
 
Postremo quia difficile foret praesentes literas ad singula quaeque loca deferri in quibus 
necessarium foret, volumus et apostolica authoritate decernimus, quod earum transumptis manu 
publici notarii confectis et subscriptis, vel in alma Urbe impressis et sigillo alicujus ecclesiastici 
Praelati munitis ubique stetur et plena fides adhibeatur, prout originalibus literis staretur, si forent 
exhibitae vel ostensae. 
 
Et ne praefatus Martinus omnesque alii supradicti, quos praesentes literae quomodolibet 
concernunt, ignorantiam earundem literarum et in eis contentorum omnium et singulorum 
praetendere valeant, literas ipsas in Basilicas Principis Apostolorum et Cancellariae Apostolicae, 
necnon Cathedralium ecclesiarum Brandeburgen., Misnen. et Morspergen. [Merseburg] valvis 
affigi et publicari debere {284} volumus, decernentes, quod earundem literarum publicatio sic 
facta, supradictum Martinum omnesque alios et singulos praenominatos, quos literae hujusmodi 
quomodolibet concernunt, perinde arctent, ac si literae ipsae die affixionis et publicationis 
hujusmodi eis personaliter lectae et intimatae forent, cum non sit verisimile, quod ea quae tam 
patenter fiunt debeant apud eos incognita remanere. 
 
Non obstantibus constitutionibus et ordinationibus apostolicis, seu si supradictis omnibus et 
singulis vel eorum alicui aut quibusvis aliis a Sede Apostolica praedicta, vel ab ea potestatem 
habentibus sub quavis forma, etiam confessionali et cum quibusvis etiam fortissimis clausulis, aut 
ex quavis causa, seu grandi consideratione, indultum vel concessum existat, quod interdici, 
suspendi, vel excommunicari non possint per literas Apostolicas, non facientes plenam et 
expressam ac de verbo ad verbum, non autem per clausulas generates id importantes, de indulto 
hujusmodi mentionem, ejusdem indulti tenores, causas {285} et formas perinde ac si de verbo ad 
verbum insererentur, ita ut omnino tollatur, praesentibus pro expressis habentes. 



 
Nulli ergo omnino hominum liceat hanc paginam nostrae damnationis, reprobationis, rejectionis, 
decreti, declarationis, inhibitionis, voluntatis, mandati, hortationis, obsecrationis, requisitionis, 
monitionis, assignationis, concessionis, condemnationis, subjectionis, excommunicationis, et 
anathematizationis infringere, vel ei ausu temerario contraire. Si quis autem hoc attentare 
praesumpserit, indignationem Omnipotentis Dei ac Beatorum Petri et Pauli Apostolorum ejus se 
noverit incursurum. 
 
Dat. Romae apud S. Petrum anno incarnationis Dominicae Milesimo Quingentesimo Vigesimo. 
XVII. Kls. Julii. Pontificatus Nostri Anno Octavo. 
 
Visa. R. Milanesius. 
 
Albergatus. 
 
Impressum Romae per Iacobum Mazochium 
 
De Mandato S. D. N. Papae. {286} 
 
{256} As Luther said, to rouse "the abyss of hell" (Abgrund der Holle) against him. Eck seems to 
have been acting also in the interest of the banking firm of Fugger in Augsburg, which carried on 
the financial transactions between Germany and Italy, including the transmission of indulgence 
money. See Ranke, I. 297. 
 
{257} Ranke (I. 298) dates the bull from June 16; Walch (XV. 1691) from June 24; but most 
historians (Gieseler, Kahnis, Kostlin, Lenz, Janssen, Hergenrother, etc.) from June 15. The last is 
correct, for the bull is dated "MDXX. xvii. Kal. Julii." According to the Roman mode of 
reckoning backwards, counting the day of departure, and adding two to the number of days of the 
preceding month, the Kalendae Julii fall on June 15. Ranke probably overlooked the fact that 
June had only twenty-nine days in the Julian Calendar. Janssen refers to an essay of Druffel on 
the date of the bull in the "Sitzungsberichte der Bayer Academie." 1880, p. 572; but he does not 
give the result. 
 
{258} Pallavicini and Muratori censure Leo for commissioning Eck. Janssen says (II. 109): "Es 
war ein trauriger Missgriff, dass mit der Verkundigung und Vollstreckung der Bulle in mehreren 
deutschen Dioecesen Luther’s Gegner Johann Eck beauftragt wurde." The same view was 
previously expressed by Kampschulte (Die Universitat Erfurt in ihrem Verh. zu dem Humanismus 
und der Reformation, Trier, 1858-60, Th. II., p. 36), although he fully justified the papal bull as a 
necessity for the Roman Church, and characterized its tone as comparatively mild in view of 
Luther’s radicale Umsturzgedanken and his violence of language. Audin and Archbishop 
Spalding defend the Pope. 
 
{259} Letter of Miltitz to Fabian von Feilitzsch, Oct. 2, 1520. In Walch, XV. 1872. Luther wrote 
to Spalatin, Oct. 3, 1520 (De Wette, I. 492), that he had just heard of the bad reception and danger 
of Eck at Leipzig, and hoped that he might escape with his life, but that his devices might come to 
naught. 
 
{260} "Bulla est, in aqua natet." So Luther reports in a letter to Greffendorf, Oct. 20 (De Wette, I. 
520), and in a letter to Spalatin, Nov. 4 (I. 522 sq.). Kampschulte (l. c. II. 37 sqq.) gives a full 
account of Eck’s troubles at Erfurt, from a rare printed Placard,intimatio Erphurdiana pro 
Martino Luthero (preserved by Riederer, and quoted also by Gieseler, III. I. 81, Germ. ed., or IV. 



53, Anglo-Am. ed.), to the effect that the whole theological faculty stirred up all the students, 
calling upon them to resist "with hand and foot" the furious Pharisees and slanderers of Luther, 
who wished to cast him out of the Church and into hell. Luther makes no mention of such a 
strange action of the faculty, which is scarcely credible as it included strict Catholics. 
 
{261} "Lutherus peccavit in duobus, nempe quod tetigit coronam Pontificis et ventres 
monachorum." Spalatin, Annal. 28 sq. 
 
{262} "Bullae saevitia probos omnes offendit, ut indigna mitissimo Christi vicario." Erasmus 
soon afterwards called back his Axiomata pro causa Lutheri, which he had sent to Spalatin. They 
were, however, published (Erl. ed. of Luther’s Op. Lat., vol. V. 238-242). About the same time he 
advised the Emperor to submit the case of Luther to impartial judges of different nations, or to a 
general council. See Gieseler, IV. 53 sq., Am. ed. 
 
{263} The heading is omitted by Raynaldus. 
 
{264} Raynaldus: superinducentes. 
 
{265} Cocquelines omits suae. 
 
{266} Raynaldus omits denique 
 
{267} Raynaldus omits praefatis. 
 
{268} Omitted by Raynaldus. 
 
{269} Omitted by Raynaldus. 
 
{270} Raynaldus: propugnatores. 
 
{271} Coequelines reads collationem, contrary to the original which plainly reads collectionem. 
 
{272} Cocquelines: et absolutum vere esse. Raynaldus is right here, according to the original. 
 
{273} Cocquelines: sed. 
 
{274} Raynaldus omits ad. 
 
{275} Rayn. omits concilio. 
 
{276} Rayn. omits specie. 
 
{277} This is an indirect approval of the burning of heretics. Rome never has disowned this 
theory. 
 
{278} Cocquelines reads nec —nec for aut. Raynaldus is right here. 
 
{279} Raynaldus: medicitatis (a typographical error). 
 
{280} Raynaldus (fol. 305) omits all the specifications of punishments from here down to the next 
section beginning Insuper. 



 
{281} The original reads quorumcnq. (an-o for an-a). 
 
{282} The remainder of the bull is briefly summarized by Raynaldus. 
 
{283} Coequelines: Imperatori. Then there should be a comma after Imperatori. The seven 
Electors of the Emperor are meant. 
 
{284} Cocquelines omits debere. 
 
{285} Cocquelines: clausulas. A plausible correction. 
 
{286} Subscriptions are omitted by Cocquelines and Raynaldus.  



48. Luther burns the Pope’s bull, and forever breaks with Rome. Dec. 
10, 1520. 
 
Literature in 47. 
 
Luther was prepared for the bull of excommunication. He could see in it nothing but blasphemous 
presumption and pious hypocrisy. At first he pretended to treat it as a forgery of Eck. {287} Then 
he wrote a Latin and German tract, "Against the bull of Antichrist," {288} called it a "cursed, 
impudent, devilish bull," took up the several charges of heresy, and turned the tables against the 
Pope, who was the heretic according to the standard of the sacred Scriptures. Hutten ridiculed the 
bull from the literary and patriotic standpoint with sarcastic notes and queries. Luther attacked its 
contents with red-hot anger and indignation bordering on frenzy. He thought the last day, the day 
of Antichrist, had come. He went so far as to say that nobody could be saved who adhered to the 
bull. {289} 
 
In deference to his friends, he renewed the useless appeal from the Pope to a free general council 
(Nov. 17, 1520), which he had made two years before (Nov. 28, 1518); and in his appeal he 
denounced the Pope as a hardened heretic, an antichristian suppresser of the Scriptures, a 
blasphemer and despiser of the holy Church and of a rightful council. {290} 
 
At the same time he resolved upon a symbolic act which cut off the possibility of a retreat. The 
Pope had ordered his books, good and bad, without any distinction, to be burned; and they were 
actually burned in several places, at Cologne even in the presence of the Emperor. They were to 
be burned also at Leipzig. Luther wanted to show that he too could burn books, which was an old 
custom {Acts 19:19} and easy business. He returned fire for fire, curse for curse. He made no 
distinction between truth and error in the papal books, since the Pope had ordered his innocent 
books to be destroyed as well. He gave public notice of his intention. 
 
On the tenth day of December, 1520, at nine o’clock in the morning, in the presence of a large 
number of professors and students, he solemnly committed the bull of excommunication, together 
with the papal decretals, the Canon law, and several writings of Eck and Emser, to the flames, 
with these words (borrowed from Joshua’s judgment of Achan the thief, Joshua 7:25): "As thou 
[the Pope] hast vexed the Holy One of the Lord, may the eternal fire vex thee!" {291} 
 
The spot where this happened is still shown outside the Elster Gate at Wittenberg, under a sturdy 
oak surrounded by an iron railing. {292} 
 
Several hundred students tarried at the fire, which had been kindled by a master of the university, 
some chanting the Te Deum, others singing funeral dirges on the papal laws; then they made a 
mock procession through the town, collected piles of scholastic and Romish books, and returning 
to the place of execution, threw them into the flames. 
 
Luther, with Melanchthon, Carlstadt, and the other doctors and masters, returned home 
immediately after the act. He at first had trembled at the step, and prayed for light; but after the 
deed was done, he felt more cheerful than ever. He regarded his excommunication as an 
emancipation from all restraints of popery and monasticism. On the same day he calmly informed 
Spalatin of the event as a piece of news. {293} On the next day he warned the students in the 
lecture-room against the Romish Antichrist, and told them that it was high time to burn the papal 
chair with all its teachers and abominations. {294} He publicly announced his act in a Latin and 



German treatise, "Why the Books of the Pope and his Disciples were burned by Dr. Martin 
Luther." He justified it by his duties as a baptized Christian, as a sworn doctor of divinity, as a 
daily preacher, to root out all unchristian doctrines. He cites from the papal law-books thirty 
articles and errors in glorification of the papacy, which deserve to be burned; and calls the whole 
Canon-law "the abomination of desolation" {Matthew 24:15} and antichristian, {2 Thessalonians 
2:4} since the sum of its teaching was, that "the Pope is God on earth, above all things, heavenly 
and earthly, spiritual and temporal; all things belong to the Pope, and no one dare ask, What doest 
thou?" Simultaneously with this tract, he published an exhaustive defense of all his own articles 
which had been condemned by the Pope, and planted himself upon the rock of God’s revelation 
in the Scriptures. 
 
Leo X., after the expiration of the one hundred and twenty days of grace allowed to Luther by the 
terms of the bull, proceeded to the last step, and on the third day of January, 1521, pronounced 
the ban against the Reformer, and his followers, and an interdict on the places where they should 
be harbored. But Luther had deprived the new bull of its effect. 
 
The burning of the Pope’s bull was the boldest and most eventful act of Luther. Viewed in itself, 
it might indeed have been only an act of fanaticism and folly, and proved a brutum fulmen. But it 
was preceded and followed by heroic acts of faith in pulling down an old church, and building up 
a new one. It defied the greatest power on earth, before which emperors, kings, and princes, and 
all the nations of Europe bowed in reverence and awe. It was the fiery signal of absolute and final 
separation from Rome, and destroyed the effect of future papal bulls upon one-half of Western 
Christendom. It emancipated Luther and the entire Protestant world from that authority, which, 
from a wholesome school of discipline for young nations, had become a fearful and intolerable 
tyranny over the intellect and conscience of men. 
 
Luther developed his theology before the eyes of the public; while Calvin, at a later period, 
appeared fully matured, like Minerva from the head of Jupiter. "I am one of those," he says, 
"among whom St. Augustin classed himself, who have gradually advanced by writing and 
teaching; not of those who at a single bound spring to perfection out of nothing." 
 
He called the Pope the most holy and the most hellish father of Christendom. He began in 1517 as 
a devout papist and monk, with full faith in the Roman Church and its divinely appointed head, 
protesting merely against certain abuses; in 1519, at the Leipzig disputation, he denied the divine 
right, and shortly afterwards also the human right, of the papacy; a year later he became fully 
convinced that the papacy was that antichristian power predicted in the Scriptures, and must be 
renounced at the risk of a man’s salvation. 
 
There is no doubt that in all these stages he was equally sincere, earnest, and conscientious. 
 
Luther adhered to the position taken in the act of Dec. 10, 1520, with unchanging firmness. He 
never regretted it for a moment. He had burned the ship behind him; he could not, and he would 
not, return. To the end of his life he regarded and treated the Pope of Rome in his official capacity 
as the very Antichrist, and expected that he soon would be destroyed by spiritual force at the 
second coming of Christ. At Schmalkalden in 1537 he prayed that God might fill all Protestants 
with hatred of the Pope. One of his last and most violent books is directed "Against the Papacy at 
Rome, founded by the Devil." Wittenberg, 1545. {295} He calls Paul III. the "Most hellish 
Father," and addresses him as "Your Hellishness." instead of "Your Holiness." He promises at the 
close to do still better in another book, and prays that in case of his death, God may raise another 
one "a thousandfold more severe; for the devilish papacy is the last evil on earth, and the worst 
which all the devils with all their power could contrive. God help us. Amen." Thus he wrote, not 



under the inspiration of liquor or madness, as Roman historians have suggested, but in sober 
earnest. His dying words, as reported by Ratzeburger, his physician, were a prediction of the 
approaching death of the papacy: — 
 
"Pestis eram vivus, moriens tua mors ero Papa." 
 
From the standpoint of his age, Luther regarded the Pope and the Turk as "the two arch-enemies 
of Christ and his Church," and embodied this view in a hymn which begins, — 
 
Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort 
 
Und steur’ des Papst’s und Turken Mord. {296} 
 
This line, like the famous eightieth question of the Heidelberg Catechism which denounces the 
popish mass as an "accursed idolatry," gave much trouble in mixed communities, and in some it 
was forbidden by Roman-Catholic magistrates. Modern German hymn-books wisely substitute 
"all enemies," or "enemies of Christ," for the Pope and the Turk. 
 
In order to form a just estimate of Luther’s views on the papacy, it must not be forgotten that they 
were uttered in the furnace-heat of controversy, and with all the violence of his violent temper. 
They have no more weight than his equally sweeping condemnation of Aristotle and Thomas 
Aquinas. 
 
{287} "Ich hore auch sagen, Dr. Eck habe eine Bulle mit sich von Romans wider mich gebracht, 
die ihm so ahnlich sei, dass sie wohl mochte auch Dr. Eck heissen, so voll Lugen und Irrthum sie 
sein soll; und er gebe vor, den Leuten das Maul zu schmieren, sie sollen glauben, es sei des 
Papsts Werk, so es sein Lugenspiel ist. Ich lasse es geschehen, muss des Spiels in Gottes Namen 
warten; wer weiss, was gottlicher Rath beschlossen hat." Von den neuen Eckischen Bullen und 
Lugen. 
 
{288} Widder die Bullen des Endchrists, Weimar ed. vol. VI. 613-629. 
 
{289} He wrote to Spalatin, Nov. 4 (in Deuteronomy Wette, I. 522): "Impossibile est salvos fieri, 
qui huic Bullae aut faverunt, aut non repugnaverunt." He told his students, Dec. 11: "Nisi toto 
corde dissentistis a regno papali, non potestis assequi vestrarum animarum salutem." 
 
{290} Walch, XV. 1909 sqq. Erl. ed., XXIV. 28-35; and Op. Lat., V. 119-131. The appeal was 
published in Latin and German. 
 
{291} The "Holy One" refers to Christ, as in Mark 1:24 Acts 2:27; not to Luther, as ignorance and 
malignity have misinterpreted the word. Luther spoke in Latin: "Quia tu conturbasti Sanctum 
Domini, ideoque te conturbet ignis aeternus." The Vulgate translates Joshua 7:25: "Quia turbasti 
nos, exturbet te Dominus in die hac." In the Revised E. V., the whole passage reads: "Why hast 
thou troubled us? The Lord shall trouble thee this day. And all Israel stoned him with stones, and 
burnt them with fire after they had stoned them with stones." 
 
{292} A tablet contains the inscription: "Dr. Martin Luther verbrannte an-dieser Statte am 10 
Dec. 1520 the papstliche Bannbulle." 
 
{293} "Anno MDXX, decima Decembris, hora nona, exusti sunt Wittembergae ad orientalem 
portam, juxta S. Crucem, omnes libri Papae: Decretum, Decretales, Sext. Clement. Extravagant., 



et Bulla novissima Leonis X.: item summa Angelica [a work on casuistry by Angelus Carletus de 
Clavasio, or Chiavasso, d. 1495], Chrysoprasus [De praedestinatione centuriae sex, 1514] Eccii, 
et alia ijusdem autoris, Emseri, et quaedam alia, quo adjecta per alios sunt: ut videant 
incendiarii Papistae, non esse magnarum virium libros exurere, quos confutare non possunt. 
Haec erunt nova." Deuteronomy Wette, I. 532. Further details about the burning and the conduct 
of the students we learn from the report of an unnamed pupil of Luther: Excustionis 
antichristianarum decretalium Acta, In the Erl. ed. of Op. Lat., V. 250-256. 
 
{294} Ranke, i. 307; Kostlin, i. 407; Kolde, i. 290. 
 
{295} Wider das Papstthum zu Rom, tom Teufel gestiftet (in the Erl. ed., XXVI. 108-228). A rude 
wood-cut on the title-page represents the Pope with long donkey-ears going into the jaws of hell, 
while demons are punching and jeering at him. Luther calls the Pope (p. 228) "Papstesel mit 
langen Eselsohren und verdammtem Lugenmaul." The book was provoked by two most 
presumptuous letters of Pope Paul III. to the Emperor Charles V., rebuking him for giving rest to 
the Protestants at the Diet of Speier, 1544, till the meeting of a general council, and reminding 
him of the terrible end of those who dare to violate the priestly prerogatives. King Ferdinand, the 
Emperor’s brother, read the book through, and remarked, "Wenn die bosen Worte heraus waren, 
so hatte der Luther nicht ubel geschrieben." But not a few sincere friends of Luther thought at the 
time that he did more harm than good to his own cause by this book. 
 
{296} It appeared in Klug’s Gesangbuch, Wittenberg, 1543, under the title: "Ein Kinderlied zu 
singen, wider die zween Ertzfeinde Christi und seiner heiligen Kirchen, den Papst und Turken."  



49. The Reformation and the Papacy. 
 
Here is the place to interrupt the progress of events, and to reflect on the right or wrong of the 
attitude of Luther and the Reformation to the papacy. 
 
The Reformers held the opinion that the papacy was an antichristian institution, and some of the 
Protestant confessions of faith have given symbolical sanction to this theory. They did not mean, 
of course, that every individual Pope was an Antichrist (Luther spoke respectfully of Leo X.), nor 
that the papacy as such was antichristian: Melanchthon, at least, conceived of the possibility of a 
Christian papacy, or a general superintendence of the Church for the preservation of order and 
unity. {297} 
 
They had in view simply the institution as it was at their time, when it stood in open and deadly 
opposition to what they regarded as the truth of the gospel of Christ, and the free preaching of the 
same. Their theory does not necessarily exclude a liberal and just appreciation of the papacy 
before and after the Reformation. 
 
And in this respect a great change has taken place among Protestant scholars, with the progress of 
exegesis and the knowledge of church history. 
 
1. The prophetic Scripture texts to which the Reformers and early Protestant divines used to 
appeal for their theory of the papacy, must be understood in accordance with the surroundings 
and conditions of the writers and their readers who were to be benefited. This does not exclude, 
of course, an application to events and tendencies of the distant future, since history is a growing 
and expanding fulfillment of prophecy; but the application must be germane to the original design 
and natural meaning of the text. Few commentators would now find the Pope of Rome in "the 
little horn" of Daniel (7:8, 20, 21), who had in view rather Antiochus Epiphanes; or in the 
Apocalyptic beast from the abyss, {Revelation 13:1} and "the mother of harlots" (17:5), which 
evidently apply to the persecuting heathen Rome of Nero and his successors. 
 
"St. John is the only biblical writer who uses the term Antichrist;" {298} but he means by it, in the 
first instance, the Gnostic heresy of his own day, which denied the incarnation; for he represents 
this denial as the characteristic sign of Antichrist, and represents him as being already in the 
world; yea, he speaks of "many" antichrists who had gone out of the Christian churches in Asia 
Minor. The Pope has never denied the incarnation, and can never do it without ceasing to be 
Pope. 
 
It is quite legitimate to use the terms "antichrist" and antichristian" in a wider sense, of all such 
men and tendencies as are opposed to Christ and his teaching; but we have no right to confine 
them to the Pope and the Roman Church., , Many shall come in my name, saying, I am Christ, 
and shall deceive many". {Matthew 24:4,11,23,24} 
 
St. Paul’s prediction of the great apostasy, and the "man of sin, the son of perdition, who opposes 
and exalts himself against all that is called God or that is worshiped; so that he sits in the temple 
of God, setting himself forth as God." {299} sounds much more than any other passage like a 
description of the papacy with its amazing claim to universal and infallible authority over the 
Church of God. But the application becomes more than doubtful when we remember that the 
apostle characterizes this antichristian apostasy as "the mystery of lawlessness," already at work 
in his day, though restrained from open manifestation by some conservative power. {300} The 



papacy did not yet exist at the time; and its besetting sin is not lawless freedom, but the very 
opposite. 
 
If we would seek for Scripture authority against the sins and errors of popery, we must take our 
stand on our Lord’s opposition to the traditions of the elders, which virtually set aside the word of 
God; on Paul’s Epistles to the Galatians and Romans, where he defends Christian freedom against 
legalistic bondage, and teaches the great doctrines of sin and grace, forgotten by Rome, and 
revived by the Reformation; and on St. Peter’s protest against hierarchical presumption and pride. 
 
There was in the early Church a general expectation that an Antichrist in the emphatic sense, an 
incarnation of the antichristian principle, a pseudo-Christ of hell, a "world-deceiver" (as he is 
called in the newly discovered) "Teaching of the Apostles" {301} should appear, and lead astray 
many Christians immediately before the second coming of Christ. The Reformers saw this 
Antichrist in the Pope, and looked for his speedy destruction; but an experience of more than 
three hundred and fifty years proves that in this expectation they were mistaken, and that the final 
Antichrist is still in the future. 
 
2. As regards church history, it was as yet an unexplored field at the time of the Reformation; but 
the Reformation itself roused the spirit of inquiry and independent, impartial research. The 
documentary sources of the middle ages have only recently been made accessible on a large scale 
by such collections as the Monumenta Germania. "The keys of Peter," says Dr. Pertz, the 
Protestant editor of the Monumenta, "are still the keys of the middle ages." The greatest 
Protestant historians, ecclesiastical and secular,—I need only mention Neander and Ranke,—
agree in a more liberal view of the papacy. {302} 
 
After the downfall of the old Roman Empire, the papacy was, with all its abuses and vices, a 
necessary and wholesome training-school of the barbarian nations of Western and Northern 
Europe, and educated them from a state of savage heathenism to that degree of Christian 
civilization which they reached at the time of the Reformation. It was a check upon the despotism 
of rude force; it maintained the outward unity of the Church; it brought the nations into 
communication; it protected the sanctity of marriage against the lust of princes; it moderated 
slavery; it softened the manners; it inspired great enterprises; it promoted the extension of 
Christianity; it encouraged the cause of learning and the cultivation of the arts of peace. 
 
And even now the mission of the papacy is not yet finished. It seems to be as needful for certain 
nations, and a lower stage of civilization, as ever. It still stands, not a forsaken ruin, but an 
imposing pyramid completed to the very top. The Roman Church rose like a wounded giant from 
the struggle with the Reformation, abolished in the Council of Trent some of the worst abuses, 
reconquered a considerable portion of her lost territory in Europe, added to her dominion one-half 
of the American Continent, and completed her doctrinal and governmental system in the decrees 
of the Vatican Council. The Pope has lost his temporal power by the momentous events of 1870; 
but he seems to be all the stronger in spiritual influence since 1878, when Leo XIII. was called to 
occupy the chair of Leo X. An aged Italian priest shut up in the Vatican controls the consciences 
of two hundred millions of human beings,—that is, nearly one-half of nominal Christendom,—
and rules them with the claim of infallibility in all matters of faith and duty. It is a significant fact, 
that the greatest statesman of the nineteenth century, and founder of a Protestant empire, who at 
the beginning of the Kulturkampf declared that he would never go to Canossa (1872), found it 
expedient, after a conflict of ten years, to yield to an essential modification of the anti-papal May-
laws of 1873, without, however, changing his religious conviction, or sacrificing the sovereignty 
of the State; he even conferred an extraordinary distinction upon the Pope by selecting him as 
arbiter in an international dispute between Germany and Spain (1885). {303} But it is perhaps 



still more remarkable, that Leo XIII. in return sent to Prince Bismarck, the political Luther of 
Germany, the Christ Order, which was never given to a Protestant before, and that he supported 
him in the political campaign of 1887. 
 
3. How can we justify the Reformation, in view of the past history and present vitality of the 
Papacy? 
 
Here the history of the Jewish Church, which is a type of the Christian, furnishes us with a most 
instructive illustration and conclusive answer. The Levitical hierarchy, which culminated in the 
high priest, was of divine appointment, and a necessary institution for the preservation of the 
theocracy. And yet what God intended to be a blessing became a curse by the guilt of man: 
Caiaphas, the lineal descendant of Aaron, condemned the Messiah as a false prophet and 
blasphemer, and the synagogue cast out His apostles with curses. 
 
What happened in the old dispensation was repeated on a larger scale in the history of 
Christianity. An antichristian element accompanied the papacy from the very beginning, and 
culminated in the corruptions at the time of the Reformation. The greater its assumed and 
conceded power, the greater were the danger and temptation of abuse. One of the best of Popes, 
Gregory the Great, protested against the title of, "universal bishop," as an antichristian 
presumption. The Greek Church, long before the Reformation, charged the Bishop of Rome with 
antichristian usurpation; and she adheres to her protest to this day. Not a few Popes, such as 
Sergius III., John XII., Benedict IX., John XXIII., and Alexander VI., were guilty of the darkest 
crimes of depraved human nature; and yet they called themselves successors of Peter, and vicars 
of Christ. Who will defend the papal crusades against the Albigenses and Waldenses, the horrors 
of the Inquisition, the papal jubilee over the massacre of St. Bartholomew, and all those bloody 
persecutions of innocent people for no other crime but that of opposing the tyranny of Rome, and 
dissenting from her traditions? Liberal and humane Catholics would revolt at an attempt to revive 
the dungeon and the fagot against heresy and schism; but the Church of Rome in her official 
capacity has never repudiated the principle of persecution by which its practice was justified: on 
the contrary, Pope Gregory XVI. declared liberty of conscience and worship an insanity 
(deliramentum), and Pius IX. in his "Syllabus" of 1864 denounced it among the pernicious and 
pestilential errors of modern times. And what shall we say of the papal schism in the fifteenth 
century, when two or three rival Popes laid all Christendom under the curse of excommunication? 
What of the utter secularization of the papacy just before the Reformation, its absorption in 
political intrigues and wars and schemes of aggrandizement, its avarice, its shameless traffic in 
indulgences, and all those abuses of power which called forth the one hundred and one gravamina 
of the German -nation? Who will stand up for the bull of excommunication against Luther, with 
its threats of burning him and his books, and refusing the consolations of religion to every house 
or community which should dare to harbor him or any of his followers? If that bull be Christian, 
then we must close our eyes against the plain teaching of Christ in the Gospels. 
 
Even if the Bishop of Rome should be the legitimate successor of Peter, as he claims, it would not 
shield him against the verdict of history. For the carnal Simon revived and reasserted himself 
from time to time in the spiritual Peter. The same disciple whom Christ honored as the "Rock," 
on whose confession he promised to build his Church, was soon afterwards called "Satan" when 
he presumed to divert his Master from the path of suffering; the same Peter was rebuked when he 
drew the sword against Malchus; the same Peter, notwithstanding his boast of fidelity, denied his 
Lord and Saviour; and the same Peter incurred the severe remonstrance of Paul at Antioch when 
he practically denied the rights of the Gentile converts, and virtually excluded them from the 
Church. According to the Roman legend, the prince of the apostles relapsed into his consistent 
inconsistency, even a day before his martyrdom, by bribing the jailer, and fleeing for his life till 



the Lord appeared to him with the cross at the spot of the memorial chapel Domine quo vadis. 
Will the Pope ever imitate Peter in his bitter repentance for denying Christ? 
 
If the Apostolic Church typically foreshadows the whole history of Christianity, we may well see 
in the temporary collision between Peter and Paul the type of the antagonism between Romanism 
and Protestantism. The Reformation was a revolt against legal bondage, and an assertion of 
evangelical freedom. It renewed the protest of Paul against Peter, and it succeeded. It secured 
freedom in religion, and as a legitimate consequence, also intellectual, political, and civil 
freedom. It made the Word of God with its instruction and comfort accessible to all. This is its 
triumphant vindication. Compare for proof Protestant Germany under William I., with Roman-
Catholic Germany under Maximilian I.; England under Queen Victoria, with England under 
Henry VII.; Calvinistic Scotland and Lutheran Scandinavia in the nineteenth century, with Roman 
Scotland and Scandinavia in the fifteenth. Look at the origin and growth of free Holland and free 
North America. Contrast England with Spain of the present day; Prussia with Austria; Holland 
with Portugal; the United States and Canada with the older Mexico and Peru or Brazil. Consider 
the teeming Protestant literature in every department of learning, science and art; and the 
countless Protestant churches, schools, colleges, universities, charitable institutions and 
missionary stations scattered all over the globe. Surely, the Reformation can stand the test: "By 
their fruits ye shall know them." 
 
NOTES. 
 
Opinions of representative Protestant historians who cannot be charged with partisan bias or 
Romanizing tendency: — 
 
"Whatever judgment," says Leopold von Ranke, who was a good Lutheran (Die romischen 
Papste, I. 29), "we may form of the Popes of former times, they had always great interests in 
view: the care of an oppressed religion, the conflict with heathenism, the propagation of 
Christianity among the Northern nations, the founding of an independent hierarchical power. It 
belongs to the dignity of human existence to will and to execute something great. These 
tendencies the Popes kept in higher motion." 
 
In the last volume of his great work, published after his death (Weltgeschichte, Siebenter Theil, 
Leipzig, 1886, pp. 311-313), Ranke gives his estimate of the typical Pope Gregory VII., of which 
this is a condensed translation: — 
 
"The hierarchical system of Gregory rests on the attempt to make the clerical power the basis of 
the entire human existence. This explains the two principles which characterize the system,—the 
command of (clerical) celibacy, and the prohibition of investiture by the hands of a layman. By 
the first, the lower clergy were to be made a corporation free from all personal relations to human 
society; by the second, the higher clergy were to be secured against all influence of the secular 
power. The great hierarch had well considered his standpoint: he thereby met a want of the times, 
which regarded the clergy, so to say, as higher beings. All his words had dignity, consistency and 
power. He had a native talent for worldly affairs. Peter Damiani probably had this in view when 
he called him, once, the holy Satan.... Gregory’s deliverances contain no profound doctrines; 
nearly all were known before. But they are summed up by him in a system, the sincerity of which 
no one could call in question. His dying words: ‘I die in exile, because I loved justice,’ express 
his inmost conviction. But we must not forget that it was only the hierarchical justice which he 
defended to his last breath."—In the thirteenth chapter, entitled "Canossa," Ranke presents his 
views on the conflict between Gregory VII. and Henry IV., or between the hierarchical and the 
secular power. 



 
Adolf Harnack, a prominent historian of the present generation, in his commemorative address on 
Martin Luther (Giessen, 1883, p. 7), calls "the idea of the papacy the greatest and most humane 
idea (die grosste und humanste Idee) which the middle age produced." 
 
It was In a review of Ranke’s History of the Popes, that Lord Macaulay, a Protestant of Scotch 
ancestry, penned his brilliant eulogy on the Roman Church as the oldest and most venerable 
power in Christendom, which is likely to outlast all other governments and churches. "She was 
great and respected," he concludes, "before the Saxon set his foot on Britain, before the Frank had 
passed the Rhine, when Grecian eloquence still flourished at Antioch, when idols were still 
worshiped in the Temple of Mecca. And she may still exist in undiminished vigor, when some 
traveler from New Zealand shall, in the midst of a vast solitude, take his stand on a broken arch of 
London Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul’s." {304} 
 
But we must not overlook a later testimony, in which the eloquent historian supplemented and 
qualified this eulogy: — 
 
"From the time," says Macaulay in the first chapter of his History of England, "when the 
barbarians overran the Western Empire, to the time of the revival of letters, the influence of the 
Church of Rome had been generally favorable to science, to civilization, and to good 
government." But, during the last three centuries, to stunt the growth of the human mind has been 
her chief object. Throughout Christendom, whatever advance has been made in knowledge, in 
freedom, in wealth, and in the arts of life, has been made in spite of her, and has everywhere been 
in inverse proportion to her power. The loveliest and most fertile provinces of Europe have, under 
her rule, been sunk in poverty, in political servitude, and in intellectual torpor; while Protestant 
countries once proverbial for sterility and barbarism, have been turned, by skill and industry, into 
gardens, and can boast of a long list of heroes and statesmen, philosophers and poets. Whoever, 
knowing what Italy and Scotland naturally are, and what, four hundred years ago, they actually 
were, shall now compare the country round Rome with the country round Edinburgh, will be able 
to form some judgment as to the tendency of papal domination. The descent of Spain, once the 
first among monarchies, to the lowest depths of degradation; the elevation of Holland, in spite of 
many natural disadvantages, to a position such as no commonwealth so small has ever reached,—
teach the same lesson. Whoever passes, in Germany, from a Roman-Catholic to a Protestant 
principality, in Switzerland from a Roman-Catholic to a Protestant canton, in Ireland from a 
Roman-Catholic to a Protestant county, finds that he has passed from a lower to a higher grade of 
civilization. On the other side of the Atlantic, the same law prevails. The Protestants of the United 
States have left far behind them the Roman Catholics of Mexico, Peru, and Brazil. The Roman 
Catholics of Lower Canada remain inert, while the whole continent round them is in a ferment 
with Protestant activity and enterprise. The French have doubtless shown an energy and an 
intelligence which, even when misdirected, have justly entitled them to be called a great people. 
But this apparent exception, when examined, will be found to confirm the rule; for in no country 
that is called Roman-Catholic has the Roman-Catholic Church, during several generations, 
possessed so little authority as in France. 
 
"It is difficult to say whether England owes more to the Roman-Catholic religion or to the 
Reformation. For the amalgamation of races and for the abolition of villenage, she is chiefly 
indebted to the influence which the priesthood in the middle ages exercised over the laity. For 
political and intellectual freedom, and for all the blessings which political and intellectual 
freedom have brought in their train, she is chiefly indebted to the great rebellion of the laity 
against the priesthood." 
 



{297} See his appendix to the Smalcald Articles, 1537: Deuteronomy autoritate et primatu 
Papae. 
 
{298} 1 John 2:18, 22; 4:3; 2 John 7. 
 
{299} 2 Thess. 2:3-7. This is the passage quoted by the Westminster Confession against the Pope, 
chap. xxv. 6. 
 
{300} to gar musthrion hdh energei’tai th’ anomia movnon o katevcwn arti ew ek mesou genhtai. 
The Roman government was at first (before the Neronian persecution of 64) a protector of 
Christianity, and more particularly of Paul, who could effectually appeal to his Roman citizenship 
at Philippi, before the centurion at Jerusalem, and before Festus at Caesarea. 
 
{301} Ch. 16:4; kosmoplano, a very significant term, which unites the several marks of the 
Antichrist of John of 2 John 1:7: oo plano kai anticristo the Apocalypse (12:9: o planwn 
thn oikoumenhn), and of Paul, since the Didache connects the appearance of the world-deceiver 
with the increase of lawlessness (anomia, as in 2 Thessalonians 2:7). Comp. my monograph on 
the Didache, pp. 77 and 214 sq. 
 
{302} Comp. especially Ranke’s classical work, Die romischen Papste in den letzten vier 
Jahrhunderten, 8th edition, Leipzig, 1885, 3 vols. The first edition appeared 1834-36. Ranke has 
found a worthy successor in an English scholar, Dr. M. Creighton (professor of Church history in 
Cambridge), the author of an equally impartial History of the Papacy during the Period of the 
Reformation, beginning with the Great Schism, 1378. London and Boston, 1882 sqq. (so far 4 
vols.). But the same period of the papacy is now being written with ample learning and ability 
from the modem Roman point of view, by Dr. Ludwig Pastor (professor of Church history at 
Innsbruck) in his Geschichte der Papste seit dem Ausgang des Mittelalters, of which the first 
volume appeared at Freiburg-i.-B. 1886, and extends from 1305 to the election of Pius II. The 
author promises six volumes. He had the advantage of using the papal archives by the effectual 
favor of Pope Leo XIII. 
 
{303} Alexander VI., by a stroke of his pen, divided America between Spain and Portugal: Leo 
XIII., in 1886, gave the insignificant Caroline Islands in the Pacific to Spain, but the free 
commerce to Germany. 
 
{304} First published In the Edinburgh Review, October, 1840. The passage is often quoted by 
Roman Catholics, e.g., by Archbishop Spalding, in his History of the Prot. Ref., p. 217 sqq.; but 
they find it convenient to ignore the other passage from his History of England.  



50. Charles V. 
 
Literature. 
 
Most of the works on Charles V. are histories of his times, in which he forms the central figure. 
Much new material has been brought to light from the archives of Brussels and Simancas. He is 
extravagantly lauded by Spanish, and indiscriminately censured by French historians. The Scotch 
Robertson, the American Prescott, and the German Ranke are impartial. 
 
I. Joh. Sleidan (d. 1556): Deuteronomy Statu Religionis et Reipublicae Carlo V. Caesare 
Commentarii, Argentor. 1555 fol. (best ed. by Am Ende, Frf.-a.-M., 1785). Ludw. v. Seckendorf: 
Com. Hist. et Apol. de Lutheranism sive de Reformatione Religionis, Leipzig, 1694. Goes to the 
year 1546.—The English Calendars of State-Papers,—Spanish, published by the Master of the 
Rolls.—De Thou: Historia sui Temporis (from the death of Francis I.).—The Histories of Spain 
by Mariana (Madrid, 1817-22, 20 vols. 8 vo); Zurita (acaragoaca, 1669-1710, 6 vols. fol.); 
Ferreras (French trans., Amsterdam, 1751, 10 vols. 4to); Salazar de Mendoza (Madrid, 1770-71, 3 
vols. fol.); Modesto Lafuente (Vols. XI. and XII., 1853), etc. 
 
II. Biographies. Charles dictated to his secretary, William Van Male, while leisurely sailing on 
the Rhine, from Cologne to Mayence, in June, 1550, and afterwards at Augsburg, under the 
refreshing shade of the Fugger gardens, a fragmentary autobiography, in Spanish or French, 
which was known to exist, but disappeared, until Baron Kervyn de Lettenhove, member of the 
Royal Academy of Belgium, discovered in the National Library at Paris, in 1861, a Portuguese 
translation of it, and published a French translation from the same, with an introduction, under the 
title: Commentaires de Charles-Quint, Brussels, 1862. An English translation by Leonard Francis 
Simpson: The Autobiography of the Emperor Charles V., London, 1862 (161 and xlviii. pp.). It is 
a summary of the Emperor’s journeys and expeditions (" Summario das Viages e Jornadas "), 
from 1516 to 1548. It dwells upon the secular events; but incidentally reveals, also, his feelings 
against the Protestants, whom he charges with heresy, obstinacy, and insolence, and against Pope 
Paul III., whom he hated for his arrogance, dissimulation, and breach of promise. Comp. on this 
work, the introduction of Lettenhove (translated by Simpson), and the acute criticism of Ranke, 
vol. vi. 75 sqq. 
 
Alfonso Ulloa: Vita di Carlo V.,  Venet., 1560. Sandoval: Histoiria de la Vida y Hechos del 
Emperadar Carlos Quinto, Valladolid, 1606 (Pampelona, 1618; Antwerp, 1681, 2 vols.). 
Sepulveda (Whom the Emperor selected as his biographer):  Deuteronomy Rebus Gestis Caroli V. 
lmperatoris , Madrid, 1780 (and older editions). G. Leti: Vita del Imperatore Carlo V., 1700, 
4vols. A. de Musica (in Menckenius, Scriptores Rerum Germanicarum, vol. I., Leipzig, 1728). 
William Robertson (d. 1793): The History of the Reign of the Emperor Charles V., London, 1769, 
3 vols.; 6th ed., 1787, 4 vols.; new ed. of his Works, London, 1840, 8 vols. (vols. III., IV., V.); 
best ed., Phila. (Lippincott) 1857, 3 vols., with a valuable supplement by W. H. Prescott on the 
Emperor’s life after his abdication, from the archives of Simancas (III., 327-510). Hermann 
Baumgarten: Geschichte Karls V., Stuttgart, 1885 sqq. (to embrace 4 vols.; chiefly based on the 
English Calendars and the manuscript diaries of the Venetian historian Marino Sanuto). 
 
III. Documents and Treatises on special parts of his history. G. Camposi: Carlo V. in Modena (in 
Archivio Storico Italian o, Florence, 1842-53, 25 vols., App.). D. G. van Male: Lettres sur la vie 
interieure de l’Empereur Charles-Quint, Brussels, 1843. K. Lanz: Correspondenz des Kaisers 
Karl V. aus dem kaiserlichen Archiv und der Bibliotheque de Burgogne in Brussel, Leipzig, 



1844-46, 3 vols.; Staatspapiere zur Geschichte des Kaisers Karl V., Stuttgart, 1845; and 
Actenstucke und Briefe zur Geschichte Karls V., Wien, 1853-57. G. Heine: Briefe an-Kaiser Karl 
V., geschrieben von seinem Beichtvater (Garcia de Loaysa) in den Jahren 1530-32, Berlin, 1848 
(from the Simancas archives). Sir W. Maxwell Stirling: The Cloister-Life of Charles V., London, 
1852. F. A. A. Mignet: Charles-Quint; son abdication, son sejour et sa mort au monastere de 
Yuste, Paris, 1854; and Rivalite de Franacois I. et de Charles-Quint, 1875, 2 vols. Amedee 
Pichot: Charles-Quint, Chronique de sa vie interieure et de sa vie politique, de son abdication et 
de sa retraite dans le cloitre de Yuste, Paris, 1854. Gachart (keeper of the Belgic archives): 
Retraite et mort de Charles-Quint au monastere de Yuste (the original documents of Simancas), 
Brussels. 1854-55, 2 vols.; Correspondance de Charles-Quint et de Adrien VI., Brussels, 1859. 
Henne: Histoire du regne de Charles V. en Belgique, Brussels, 1858 sqq., 10 vols. Th. Juste: Les 
Pays-bas sous Charles V., 1861. Giuseppe de Leva: Storia documentata di Carlo V. in 
correlazione all’ Italia, Venice, 1863. Rosler: Die Kaiserwahl Karls V., Wien, 1868. W. 
Maurenbrecher: Karl V. und die deutschen Protestanten, 1545-1555, Dusseldorf, 1865; Studien 
und Skizzen zur Geschichte der Reformationszeit, Leipzig, 1874, pp. 99-133. A. v. Druffel: Kaiser 
Karl V. und die rom. Curie 1544-1546. 3 Abth. Munchen, 1877 sqq. 
 
IV. Comp. also Ranke: Deutsche Geschichte, I. 240 sqq., 311 sqq.; and on Charles’s later history 
in vols. II., III., IV., V., VI. Janssen: Geschichte des deutschen Volkes, II. 131 sqq., and vol. III. 
Weber: Allgemeine Weltgeschichte, vol. X. (1880), 1 sqq. Prescott’s Philip II., bk. I, chaps. 1 and 
9 (vol. I. 1-26; 296-359). Motley’s Rise of the Dutch Republic, vol. I., Introduction. 
 
Before passing to the Diet of Worms, we must make the acquaintance of Charles V. He is, next to 
Martin Luther, the most conspicuous and powerful personality of his age. The history of his reign 
is the history of Europe for more than a third of a century (from 1520-1556). 
 
In the midst of the early conflicts of the Reformation, the Emperor Maximilian I. died at Wels, 
Jan. 12, 1519. He had worn the German crown twenty-six years, and is called "the last Knight." 
With him the middle ages were buried, and the modern era dawned on Europe. 
 
It was a critical period for the Empire: the religion of Mohammed threatened Christianity, 
Protestantism endangered Catholicism. From the East the Turks pushed their conquests to the 
walls of Vienna, as seven hundred years before, the Arabs, crossing the Pyrenees, had assailed 
Christian Europe from the West; in the interior the Reformation spread with irresistible force, and 
shook the foundations of the Roman Church. Where was the genius who could save both 
Christianity and the Reformation, the unity of the Empire and the unity of the Church? A most 
difficult, yea, an impossible task. 
 
The imperial crown descended naturally on Maximilian’s grandson, the young king of Spain, who 
became the most powerful monarch since the days of Charles the Great. He was the heir of four 
royal lines which had become united by a series of matrimonial alliances. 
 
Never was a prince born to a richer inheritance, or entered upon public life with graver 
responsibilities, than Charles V. Spanish, Burgundian, and German blood mingled in his veins, 
and the good and bad qualities of his ramified ancestry entered into his constitution. He was born 
with his eventful century (Feb. 24, 1500), at Ghent in Flanders, and educated under the tuition of 
the Lord of Chievres, and Hadrian of Utrecht, a theological professor of strict Dominican 
orthodoxy and severe piety, who by his influence became the successor of Leo X. in the papal 
chair. His father, Philip I., was the only son of Maximilian and Mary of Burgundy (daughter of 
Charles the Bold), and cuts a small figure among the sovereigns of Spain as "Philip the 
Handsome" (Filipe el Hermoso), —a frivolous, indolent, and useless prince. His mother was 



Joanna, called, "Crazy Jane" (Juana la Loca), second daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella, and 
famous for her tragic fate, her insanity, long imprisonment, and morbid devotion to the corpse of 
her faithless husband, for whom, during his life, she had alternately shown passionate love and 
furious jealousy. She became, after the death of her mother (Nov. 26, 1504), the nominal queen of 
Spain, and dragged out a dreary existence of seventy-six years (she died April 11, 1555). {305} 
 
Charles inherited the shrewdness of Ferdinand, the piety of Isabella, and the melancholy temper 
of his mother which plunged her into insanity, and induced him to exchange the imperial throne 
for a monastic cell. The same temper reappeared in the gloomy bigotry of his son Philip II., who 
lived the life of a despot and a monk in his cloister-palace of the Escorial. The persecuting Queen 
Mary of England, a granddaughter of Isabella, and wife of Philip of Spain, had likewise a 
melancholy and desponding disposition. 
 
From his ancestry Charles fell heir to an empire within whose boundaries the sun never set. At the 
death of his father (Sept. 25, 1506), he became, by right of succession, the sovereign of Burgundy 
and the Netherlands; at the death of Ferdinand (Jan. 23, 1516), he inherited the crown of Spain 
with her Italian dependencies (Naples, Sicily, Sardinia), and her newly acquired American 
possessions (to which were afterwards added the conquests of Mexico and Peru); at the death of 
Maximilian, he succeeded to the hereditary provinces of the house of Habsburg, and soon 
afterwards to the empire of Germany. In 1530 he was also crowned king of Lombardy, and 
emperor of the Romans, by the Pope. 
 
The imperial crown of Germany was hotly contested between him and Francis I. All the arts of 
diplomacy and enormous sums of money were spent on electioneering by both parties. The 
details reveal a rotten state of the political morals of the times. Pope Leo at first favored the 
claims of King Francis, who was the natural rival of the Austrian and Burgundian power, but a 
stranger to the language and manners of Germany. The seven electors assembled at Frankfurt 
offered the dignity to the wisest of their number, Frederick of Saxony; but he modestly and 
wisely declined the golden burden lined with thorns. He would have protected the cause of the 
Reformation, but was too weak and too old for the government of an empire threatened by danger 
from without and within. {306} He nominated Charles; and this self-denying act of a Protestant 
prince decided the election, June 28, 1520. When the ambassadors of Spain offered him a large 
reward for his generosity, he promptly refused for himself, and declared that he would dismiss 
any of his servants for taking a bribe. 
 
Charles was crowned with unusual splendor, Oct. 23, at Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle), where the 
founder of the German Empire lies buried. In his oath he pledged himself to protect the Catholic 
faith, the Roman Church, and its head the Pope. 
 
The new emperor was then only twenty years of age, and showed no signs of greatness. 
"Nondum" ("Not yet") was the motto which he had adopted for his maiden shield in a tournament 
at Valladolid two years before. He afterwards exchanged it for "Plus Ultra." He was a good rider, 
and skilled in military exercises; he could break a lance with any Knight, and vanquish a bull in 
the ring, like an expert espada; but he was in feeble health, with a pale, beardless, and melancholy 
face, and without interest in public affairs. He had no sympathy with the German nation, and was 
ignorant of their language. But as soon as he took the reins of power into his own hands, he began 
to develop a rare genius for political and military government. His beard grew, and he acquired 
some knowledge of most of the dialects of his subjects. He usually spoke and wrote French and 
Spanish. 
 
Charles V. as Emperor. 



 
Without being truly great, he was an extraordinary man, and ranks, perhaps, next to Charlemagne 
and Otho I. among the German emperors. 
 
He combined the selfish conservatism of the house of Habsburg, the religious ardor of the 
Spaniard, and the warlike spirit of the Dukes of Burgundy. He was the shrewdest prince in 
Europe, and an indefatigable worker. He usually slept only four hours a day. He was slow in 
forming his resolutions, but inflexible in carrying them into practice, and unscrupulous in 
choosing the means. He thought much, and spoke little; he listened to advice, and followed his 
own judgment. He had the sagacity to select and to keep the ablest men for his cabinet, the army 
and navy, and the diplomatic service. He was a good soldier, and could endure every hardship 
and privation except fasting. He was the first of the three great captains of his age, the Duke of 
Alva being the second, and Constable Montmorency the third. 
 
His insatiable ambition involved him in several wars with France, in which he was generally 
successful against his bold but less prudent rival, Francis I. It was a struggle for supremacy in 
Italy, and in the Councils of Europe. He twice marched upon Paris. {307} 
 
He engaged in about forty expeditions, by land and sea, in times when there were neither 
railroads nor steamboats. He seemed to be ubiquitous in his vast dominions. His greatest service 
to Christendom was his defeat of the army of Solyman the Magnificent, whom he forced to 
retreat to Constantinople (1532), and his rescue of twenty thousand Christian slaves and prisoners 
from the grasp of the African corsairs (1535), who, under the lead of the renowned Barbarossa, 
spread terror on the shores of the Mediterranean. These deeds raised him to the height of power in 
Europe. 
 
But he neglected the internal affairs of Germany, and left them mostly to his brother Ferdinand. 
He characterized the Germans as "dreamy, drunken, and incapable of intrigue." He felt more at 
home in the rich Netherlands, which furnished him the greatest part of his revenues. But Spain 
was the base of his monarchy, and the chief object of his care. Under his reign, America began to 
play a part in the history of Europe as a mine of gold and silver. 
 
He aimed at an absolute monarchy, with a uniformity in religion, but that was an impossibility; 
France checked his political, Germany his ecclesiastical ambition. 
 
His Personal Character. 
 
In his private character he was superior to Francis I., Henry VIII., and most contemporary 
princes, but by no means free from vice. He was lacking in those personal attractions which 
endear a sovereign to his subjects. {308} Under a cold and phlegmatic exterior he harbored fiery 
passions. He was calculating, revengeful, implacable, and never forgave an injury. He treated 
Francis I., and the German Protestant princes in the Schmalkaldian war, with heartless severity. 
He was avaricious, parsimonious, and gluttonous. He indulged in all sorts of indigestible 
delicacies,—anchovies, frogs’ legs, eel-pasties,—and drank large quantities of iced beer and 
Rhine wine; he would not listen to the frequent remonstrances of his physicians and confessors, 
and would rather endure the discomforts of dyspepsia and gout than restrain his appetite, which 
feasted on twenty dishes at a single meal. In his autobiography he speaks of a fourteenth attack of 
gout, which "lasted till the spring of 1548." {309} 
 



He had taste for music and painting. He had also some literary talent, and wrote or dictated an 
autobiography in the simple, objective style of Caesar, ending with the defeat of the Protestant 
league (1548); but it is dry and cold, destitute of great ideas and noble sentiments. 
 
He married his cousin, Donna Isabella of Portugal, at Seville, 1526, and lived in happy union with 
her till her sudden death in 1539; but during his frequent absences from Spain, where she always 
remained, as well as before his marriage, and after her death, he indulged in ephemeral unlawful 
attachments. {310} He had at least two illegitimate children, the famous Margaret, Duchess of 
Parma, and Don Juan of Austria, the hero of Lepanto (1547-1578), who lies buried by his side in 
the Escorial. 
 
Charles has often been painted by the master hand of Titian, whom he greatly admired. He was of 
middle size, broad-shouldered, deep-chested, with a commanding forehead, an aquiline nose, a 
pale, grave, and melancholy countenance. His blue and piercing eye, his blonde, almost reddish 
hair, and fair skin, betokened his German origin, and his projecting lower jaw, with its thick, 
heavy lip, was characteristic of the princes of Habsburg; but otherwise he looked like a Spaniard, 
as he was at heart. 
 
Incessant labors and cares, gluttony, and consequent gout, undermined his constitution, and at the 
age of fifty he was prematurely old, and had to be carried on a litter like a helpless cripple. 
Notwithstanding his many victories and successes, he was in his later years an unhappy and 
disappointed man, but sought and found his last comfort in the religion of his fathers. 
 
{305} Her sad story is told by the contemporary historians Gomez, Peter Martyr, Zurita, and 
Sandoval (from whom the scattered account of Prescott is derived in his Ferdinand and Isabella, 
III. 94, 170 sqq., 212 sqq., 260 sqq.), and more fully revealed in the Simancas and Brussels 
documents. It has been ably discussed by several modem writers with reference to the unproved 
hypothesis of Bergenroth that she was never insane, but suspected and tortured(?) for heresy, and 
cruelly treated by Charles. But her troubles began long before the Reformation, and her 
melancholy disposition was derived from her grandmother. She received the extreme unction 
from priestly hands, and her last word was: "Jesus, thou Crucified One, deliver me." See Gustav 
Bergenroth (a German scholar then residing in London), Letters, Despatches, and State Papers 
relating to the negotiations between England and Spain preserved in the archives of Simancas 
and elsewhere. Suppl. to vol. I. and II., London, 1868; Gachard, Jeanne la Folle, Bruxelles, 1869; 
and Jeanne la Folle et Charles V., in the Bulletin of the Brussels Academy, 1870 and 1872; 
Rosler, Johanna die Wahnsinnige, Konigin von Castilien, Wien, 1870, Maurenbrecher, Johanna 
die Wahnsinnige, in his "Studien und Skizzen zur Gesch. der Reformationszeit." Leipzig, 1874, 
pp. 75-98. 
 
{306} Martin (Histoire de France, VII. 496) says: "L’electeur Frederic n’a vait ni la hardiesse ni 
le genie d’un tel role." 
 
{307} Martin, from his French standpoint, calls the controversy between Francis I. and Charles V. 
"la lutte de la nationalite franacaise contre la monstrueuse puissance, issue des combinaisons 
artificielles de l’heredite feodale, qui tend a  l’asservissement des nationalites europeennes." 
(Hist. de France, VIII., 2.) 
 
{308} Motley (I. 118) calls him "a man without a sentiment and without a tear." But he did shed 
tears at the death of his favorite sister Eleanore (Prescott, I. 324). 
 
{309} English translation, p. 157. 



 
{310} Motley (I. 123) says, on the authority of the Venetian ambassador, Badovaro: "He was 
addicted to vulgar and miscellaneous incontinence." On the same authority he reports of Philip 
II.: "He was grossly licentious. It was his chief amusement to issue forth at night, disguised, that 
he might indulge in vulgar and miscellaneous incontinence in the common haunts of vice." (I. 
145.)  



51. The Ecclesiastical Policy of Charles V. 
 
The ecclesiastical policy of Charles was Roman Catholic without being ultramontane. He kept his 
coronation oath. All his antecedents were in favor of the traditional faith. He was surrounded by 
ecclesiastics and monks. He was thoroughly imbued with the Spanish type of piety, of which his 
grandmother is the noblest and purest representative. Isabella the Catholic, the greatest of Spanish 
sovereigns, "the queen of earthly queens." {311} conquered the Moors, patronized the discoverer 
of America, expelled the Jews, and established the Inquisition,—all for the glory of the Virgin 
Mary and the Catholic religion. {312} A genuine Spaniard believes, with Gonzalo of Oviedo, that 
"powder against the infidels is incense to the Lord." With him, as with his Moorish antipode, the 
measure of conviction is the measure of intolerance, and persecution the evidence of zeal. The 
burning of heretics became in the land of the Inquisition a sacred festival, an "act of faith;" {313} 
and such horrid spectacles were in the reign of Philip II. as popular as the bull-fights which still 
flourish in Spain, and administer to the savage taste for blood. 
 
Charles heard the mass daily, listened to a sermon on Sunday and holy days, confessed and 
communed four times a year, and was sometimes seen in his tent at midnight on his knees before 
the crucifix. He never had any other conception of Christianity than the Roman-Catholic, and 
took no time to investigate theological questions. 
 
He fully approved of the Pope’s bull against Luther, and ordered it to be executed in the 
Netherlands. In his retreat at Yuste, he expressed regret that he had kept his promise of safe-
conduct; in other words, that he had not burned the heretic at Worms, as Sigismund had burned 
Hus at Constance. He never showed the least sympathy with the liberal tendencies of the age, and 
regarded Protestantism as a rebellion against Church and State. He would have crushed it out if 
he had had the power; but it was too strong for him, and he needed the Protestant support for his 
wars against France, and against the Turks. He began in the Netherlands that fearful persecution 
which was carried on by his more bigoted son, Philip II., but it provoked the uprising of the 
people, and ended in the establishment of the Dutch Republic. {314} He subdued the Lutheran 
league in the Schmalkaldian war; pale as death, but trusting in God, he rushed into the hottest of 
the fight at Muhlberg, and greeted the decisive victory of 1547 with the words: "I came, I saw, 
and God conquered." {315} But the height of his power was the beginning of his decline. The 
same Saxon Elector, Moritz, who had aided him against the Protestant princes, turned against him 
in 1552, and secured in the treaty of Passau, for the first time, some degree of legal toleration to 
the Lutherans in Germany. 
 
But while Charles was a strict Roman Catholic from the beginning to the end of his life, he was, 
nevertheless, by no means a blind and slavish papist. Like his predecessors on the German throne, 
be maintained the dignity and the sovereignty of the state against the claims of hierarchical 
supremacy. He hated the French, or neutral, politics of the papal court. His troops even captured 
Rome, and imprisoned Clement VII., who had formed a league with Francis I. against him 
(1527). He quarreled with Pope Paul III., who in turn severely protested against his tolerant or 
hesitating policy towards the Protestants in Germany. He says, in his Autobiography, {316} that 
"the Pope’s emissaries, and some ecclesiastics, were incessantly endeavoring to induce him to 
take up arms against the Protestants (tomar as armas contra os protestantes)," but that he 
"hesitated on account of the greatness and difficulty of such an enterprise." 
 
Moreover, Charles had a certain zeal for a limited reformation of church discipline on the basis of 
the Catholic doctrine and the papal hierarchy. He repeatedly urged a general council, against the 



dilatory policy of the Popes, and exhorted Protestants and Catholics alike to submit to its 
decisions as final. Speaking of the Diet of Augsburg, held in 1530, he says "that he, asked his 
Holiness to convoke and assemble a general council, as most important and necessary to remedy 
what was taking place in Germany, and the errors which were being propagated throughout 
Christendom." {317} This was likewise consistent with Spanish tradition. Isabella the Catholic, 
and Cardinal Ximenes, had endeavored to reform the clergy and monks in Spain. {318} 
 
This Roman-Catholic reformation was effected by the Council of Trent, but turned out to be a 
papal counter-reformation, and a weapon against Protestantism in the hands of the Spanish order 
of the Jesuits. 
 
The Emperor and the Reformer. 
 
Charles and Luther saw each other once, and only once, at the Diet of Worms. The Emperor was 
disgusted with the monk who dared to set his private judgment and conscience against the time-
honored creed of Christendom, and declared that he would never make him a heretic. But Luther 
wrote him a respectful letter of thanks for his safe-conduct. {319} 
 
Twenty years later, after his victory over John Frederick of Saxony at Muhlberg on the Elbe 
(April 24, 1547), Charles stood on the grave of Luther in the castle church of Wittenberg, and was 
advised by the bloodthirsty Duke of Alva to dig up and burn the bones of the arch-heretic, and to 
scatter the ashes to the winds of heaven; but he declined with the noble words:, "I make war on 
the living, not on the dead." This was his nearest approach to religious toleration. But the 
interesting incident is not sufficiently authenticated. {320} 
 
For twenty-six years the Emperor and the Reformer stood at the head of Germany, the one as a 
political, the other as a religious, leader; working in opposite directions,—the one for the 
preservation of the old, the other for the creation of the new, order of things. The one had the 
army and treasure of a vast empire at his command; the other had nothing but his faith and pen, 
and yet made a far deeper and more lasting impression on his and on future ages. Luther died 
peacefully in his birthplace, trusting in the merits of Christ, and commending his soul to the God 
who redeemed him. Ten years later Charles ended his life as a monk in Spain, holding a burning 
candle in the right hand, and pressing with the left the crucifix to his lips, while the Archbishop of 
Toledo intoned the Psalm Deuteronomy Profundis. The last word of the dying Emperor was 
"Jesus." 
 
{311} So Shakespeare calls her, and praises her "sweet gentleness," "saintlike meekness," "wife-
like government, obeying in commanding." 
 
{312} The inscription on the tomb of Ferdinand and Isabella in the Capilla Real of the cathedral at 
Granada is characteristic: "Mahometice secte prostratores et heretice pervicacie extinctores 
Ferdinandus Aragonum et Helisabetha Castelle vir et uxor unanimes Catholici appellati 
Marmores clauduntur hoc tumulo." The sepulcher is wrought in delicate alabaster; on it are 
extended the life-size marble figures of the Catholic sovereigns; their faces are portraits; 
Ferdinand wears the garter, Isabella the cross of Santiago; the four doctors of the Church 
ornament the corners, the twelve apostles the sides. Under the same monument rest the ashes of 
their unfortunate daughter Joanna and her worthless husband. I have seen no monument which 
surpasses this in chaste and noble simplicity (unless it be that of King Frederick William III. and 
Queen Louisa at Charlottenburg), and none which is more suggestive of historical meditation and 
reflection. 
 



{313} Actus fidei; auto-de-fe in Spanish; auto-da-fe 
 
{314} Motley (Dutch Republic, I. 80) says: "Thousands and tens of thousands of virtuous, well-
disposed men and women, who had as little sympathy with anabaptistical as with Roman 
depravity, were butchered in cold blood, under the sanguinary rule of Charles, in the Netherlands. 
In 1533, Queen Dowager Mary of Hungary, sister of the Emperor, Regent of the provinces, the 
‘Christian widow’ admired by Erasmus, wrote to her brother, that ‘in her opinion, all heretics, 
whether repentant or not, should be prosecuted with such severity as that error might be at once 
extinguished, care being only taken that the provinces were not entirely depopulated.’ With this 
humane limitation, the ‘Christian widow’ cheerfully set herself to superintend as foul and 
wholesale a system of murder as was ever organized. In 1535, an imperial edict was issued at 
Brussels, condemning all heretics to death; repentant males to be executed with the sword, 
repentant females to be buried alive, the obstinate, of both sexes, to be burned. This and similar 
edicts were the law of the land for twenty years, and rigidly enforced." 
 
{315} "Vine, y vi, y Dios vencio." But it was hardly a battle. Ranke (vol. IV. 377): "Es war keine 
Schlacht, sondern ein Ansprengen auf der einen, ein Auseinanderstieben auf der anderen Seite; in 
einem Augenblicke war alles vollendet." He says of the Emperor (p. 376): "Wie ein 
einbalsamirter Leichnam, wie ein Gespenst ruckte er gegen sie (die Protestanten) a." 
 
{316} Ch. VI., in Simpson’s translation, p. 91 sq. 
 
{317} Autobiography, p. 19. On p. 73 sqq. he complains of Clement VII. and Paul III., on account 
of their violation of promise to convoke such a council. He does not conceal his hatred of Paul III. 
 
{318} Comp. Maurenbrecher, Die Kirchenreformation in Spanien, in his "Studien und Skizzen." 
pp. 1-40, and his Geschichte der katholischen Reformation (Nordlingen, 1880), vol. I., pp. 37-55. 
Maurenbrecher shows that there were two reformation-currents in the sixteenth century, one 
proceeding from Spain, and led by Charles V., which aimed at a restoration of the mediaeval 
Church in its purity and glory; the other proceeding from Germany, and embodied in Luther, 
which aimed at an emancipation of the human mind from the authority of Rome, and at a 
reconstruction of the Church on the inner religiosity of the individual. 
 
{319} April 28, 1521; in Deuteronomy Wette, I. 589-594. 
 
{320} In his Autobiography (ch. X., 151 sqq.) Charles speaks of the siege and capitulation of 
Wittenberg, but says nothing of a visit to Luther’s grave, nor does he even mention his name. I 
looked in vain for an allusion to the fact in Sleidan, and Lindner (in his extensive Appendix to 
Seckendorf, from 1546 to 1555). Ranke ignores it, though he is very full on this chapter in 
Charles’s history (vol. IV. 378 sqq.).  



52. The Abdication of Charles, and his Cloister Life. 
 
The abdication of Charles, and his subsequent cloister life, have a considerable interest for 
ecclesiastical as well as general history, and may by anticipation be briefly noted in this place. 
 
In the year 305, the last of the imperial persecutors of Christianity, who was born a slave and 
reached his power by military achievements, voluntarily resigned the throne of the Caesars, and 
retired for the remaining eight years of his life to his native Salona in Dalmatia to raise cabbages. 
In the year 1555 (Oct. 25), Charles V., who was born an heir of three kingdoms, wearied of the 
race of politics, diplomacy, and war, defeated by the treason of Moritz, and tormented by gout, 
abdicated his crown to live and die like a humble monk. 
 
The abdication of Charles took place in the royal palace at Brussels, in the same hall in which, 
forty years before, he had been declared of age, and had assumed the reign of Brabant. He was 
dressed in mourning for his unfortunate mother, and wore only one ornament,—the superb collar 
of the Golden Fleece. He looked grave, solemn, pale, broken: he entered leaning on a staff with 
one hand, and on the arm of William of Orange with the other; behind him came Philip II., his 
son and heir, small, meager, timid, but magnificently dressed,—a momentous association with the 
two youthful princes who were to be afterwards arrayed in deadly conflict for the emancipation of 
the Netherlands from the yoke of Spanish tyranny and bigotry. {321} 
 
The Emperor rose from the throne, and with his right hand resting on the shoulder of the Prince of 
Orange,—who was one day to become the most formidable enemy of his house,—and holding a 
paper in the other hand, he addressed his farewell in French before the members of the royal 
family, the nobility of the Netherlands, the Knights of the Golden Fleece, the royal counselors, 
and the great officers of the household. He assured them that he had done his duty to the best of 
his ability, mindful of his dear native land, and especially of the interests of Christianity against 
infidels and heretics. He had shrunk from no toil; but a cruel malady now deprived him of 
strength to endure the cares of government, and this was his only motive for carrying out a long-
cherished wish of resigning the scepter. He exhorted them above all things to maintain the purity 
of the faith. He had committed many errors, but only from ignorance, and begged pardon if he 
had wronged any one. 
 
He then resigned the crown of the Netherlands to his son Philip with the exhortation, "Fear God: 
live justly; respect the laws; above all, cherish the interests of religion." 
 
Exhausted, and pale as a corpse, he fell back upon his seat amid the tears and sobs of the 
assembly. {322} 
 
On the 16th of January, 1556, he executed the deeds by which he ceded the sovereignty of Castile 
and Aragon, with their dependencies, to Philip. His last act was to resign the crown of Germany 
into the hands of his brother Ferdinand; but, as affairs move slowly in that country, the 
resignation was not finally acted on till Feb. 28, 1558, at the Diet at Frankfurt. {323} 
 
His Retirement to Yuste. 
 
On the 17th of September Charles sailed from the harbor of Flushing for Spain with a fleet of 
fifty-six sails, his two sisters (Mary, formerly queen of Hungary, and regent of the Low 



Countries, and Eleanor, the widow of King Francis of France), and a hundred and fifty select 
persons of the imperial household. 
 
After a boisterous voyage, and a tedious land-journey, he arrived, Feb. 3, 1557, at the Convent of 
St. Gerome in Yuste, which he had previously selected for his retreat. 
 
The resolution to exchange the splendors of the world for monastic seclusion was not uncommon 
among the rulers and nobles of Spain; and the rich convents of Montserrat and Poblet (now in 
ruins) had special accommodations for royal and princely guests. Charles had formed it during 
the lifetime of the Empress Isabella, and agreed with her that they would spend the rest of their 
days in neighboring convents, and be buried under the same altar. In 1542 he announced his 
intention to Francisco de Borgia; but the current of events involved him in a new and vain attempt 
to restore once more the Holy Roman Empire in the fullness of its power. Now his work was 
done, and he longed for rest. His resolution was strengthened by the desire to atone for sins of 
unchastity committed after the death of his wife. {324} 
 
Yuste is situated in the mountainous province of Estremadura, about eight leagues from Plasencia 
and fifty leagues from Valladolid (then the capital of Spain), in a well-watered valley and a 
salubrious climate, and was in every way well fitted for the wishes of the Emperor. {325} 
 
Here he spent about eighteen months till his death,—a remarkable instance of the old adage, Sie 
transit gloria mundi. 
 
His Cloister Life. 
 
There is something grand and romantic, as well as sad and solemn, in the voluntary retirement of 
a monarch who had swayed a scepter of unlimited power over two hemispheres, and taken a 
leading part in the greatest events of an eventful century. There is also an idyllic charm in the 
combination of the innocent amusements of country life with the exercises of piety. 
 
The cloister life of Charles even more than his public life reveals his personal and religious 
character. It was represented by former historians as the life of a devout and philosophic recluse, 
dead to the world and absorbed in preparation for the awful day of judgment; {326} but the 
authentic documents of Simancas, made known since 1844, correct and supplement this view. 
 
He lived not in the convent with the monks, but in a special house with eight rooms built for him 
three years before. It opened into gardens alive with aromatic plants, flowers, orange, citron, and 
fig trees, and protected by high walls against intruders. From the window of his bedroom he could 
look into the chapel, and listen to the music and prayers of the friars, when unable to attend. He 
retained over fifty servants, mostly Flemings, including a major-domo (who was a Spaniard), an 
almoner, a keeper of the wardrobe, a keeper of the jewels, chamberlains, secretaries, physician, 
confessor, two watchmakers, besides cooks, confectioners, bakers, brewers, game-keepers, and 
numerous valets. {327} Some of them lived in a neighboring village, and would have preferred 
the gay society of Brussels to the dull monotony of solitude. He was provided with canopies, 
Turkish carpets, velvet-lined arm-chairs, six cushions and a footstool for his gouty limbs, twenty-
five suits of tapestry, sixteen robes of silk and velvet lined with ermine or eider-down, twelve 
hangings of the finest black cloth, four large clocks of elaborate workmanship, and a number of 
pocket-watches. The silver furniture for his table and kitchen amounted to fourteen thousand 
ounces in weight. The walls of his room were adorned with choice pictures, nine from the pencil 
of Titian (including four portraits of himself and one of the Empress). He had also a small library, 
mostly of devotional books. {328} 



 
He took exercise in his gardens, carried on a litter. He constructed, with the aid of a skilled 
artisan, a little handmill for grinding wheat, puppet soldiers, clocks and watches, and endeavored 
in vain to make a two of them run exactly alike. The fresh mountain air and exercise invigorated 
his health, and he never felt better than in 1557. 
 
He continued to take a lively interest in public affairs, and the events of the times. He greeted 
with joy the victory of St. Quentin; with partial dissatisfaction, the conclusion of peace with the 
Pope (whom he would have treated more severely); with regret, the loss of Calais; with alarm, the 
advance of the Turkish fleet to Spain, and the progress of the Lutheran heresy. He received 
regular dispatches and messengers, was constantly consulted by his son, and freely gave advice in 
the new complications with France, and especially also in 
 
financial matters. He received visits from his two sisters,—the dowager queens of Hungary and 
France, who had accompanied him to Spain,—and from the nobles of the surrounding country; he 
kept up a constant correspondence with his daughter Joanna, regent of Castile, and with his sister, 
the regent of Portugal. 
 
He maintained the stately Castilian etiquette of dining alone, though usually in the presence of his 
physician, secretary, and confessor, who entertained him on natural history or other topics of 
interest. Only once he condescended to partake of a scanty meal with the friars. He could not 
control, even in these last years, his appetite for spiced capons, pickled sausages, and eel-pies, 
although his stomach refused to do duty, and caused him much suffering. 
 
But he tried to atone for this besetting sin by self-flagellation, which he applied to his body so 
severely during Lent that the scourge was found stained with his blood. Philip cherished this 
precious memorial of his father’s piety, and bequeathed it as an heirloom to his son. {329} 
 
From the beginning of his retreat, and especially in the second year, Charles fulfilled his religious 
duties with scrupulous conscientiousness, as far as his health would permit. He attended mass in 
the chapel, said his prayers, and listened to sermons and the reading of selections from the Fathers 
(Jerome, Augustin, Bernard), the Psalms, and the Epistles of Paul. He favored strict discipline 
among the friars, and gave orders that any woman who dared to approach within two bow-shots 
of the gate should receive a hundred stripes. He enjoyed the visits of Francisco Borgia, Duke of 
Gandia, who had exchanged a brilliant position for membership in the Society of the Jesuits, and 
confirmed him in his conviction that he had acted wisely in relinquishing the world. He wished to 
be prayed for only by his baptismal name, being no longer emperor or king. Every Thursday was 
for him a feast of Corpus Christi. 
 
He repeatedly celebrated the exequies of his parents, his wife, and a departed sister. 
 
Yea, according to credible contemporary testimony, he celebrated, in the presentiment of 
approaching death, his own funeral, around a huge catafalque erected in the dark chapel. Bearing 
a lighted taper, he mingled with his household and the monks in chanting the prayers for the 
departed, on the lonely passage to the invisible world, and concluded the doleful ceremony by 
handing the taper to the priest, in token of surrendering his spirit to Him who gave it. According 
to later accounts, the Emperor was laid alive in his coffin, and carried in solemn procession to the 
altar. {330} 
 



This relish for funeral celebrations reveals a morbid trait in his piety. It reminds one of the insane 
devotion of his mother to the dead body of her husband, which she carried with her wherever she 
went. 
 
His Intolerance. 
 
We need not wonder that his bigotry increased toward the end of life. He was not philosopher 
enough to learn a lesson of toleration (as Dr. Robertson imagines) from his inability to harmonize 
two timepieces. On the contrary, he regretted his limited forbearance towards Luther and the 
German Protestants, who had defeated his plans five years before. They were now more hateful to 
him than ever. 
 
To his amazement, the same heretical opinions broke out in Valladolid and Sevilla, at the very 
court and around the throne of Spain. Augustin Cazalla, {331} who had accompanied him as 
chaplain in the Smalkaldian war, and had preached before him at Yuste, professed Lutheran 
sentiments. Charles felt that Spain was in danger, and repeatedly urged the most vigorous 
measures for the extermination of heresy with fire and sword. "Tell the Grand Inquisitor, from 
me," he wrote to his daughter Joanna, the regent, on the 3d of May, 1558, "to be at his post, and 
to lay the ax at the root of the evil before it spreads farther. I rely on your zeal for bringing the 
guilty to punishment with all the severity which their crimes demand." In the last codicil to his 
will, he conjures his son Philip to cherish the Holy Inquisition as the best instrument for the 
suppression of heresy in his dominions. "So," he concludes, "shall you have my blessing, and the 
Lord shall prosper all your undertakings." {332} 
 
Philip II., who inherited the vices but none of the virtues of his father, faithfully carried out this 
dying request, and by a terrible system of persecution crushed out every trace of evangelical 
Protestantism in Spain, and turned that beautiful country into a graveyard adorned by somber 
cathedrals, and disfigured by bull-rings. 
 
His Death. 
 
The Emperor’s health failed rapidly in consequence of a new attack of gout, and the excessive 
heat of the summer, which cost the life of several of his Flemish companions. He died Sept. 21, 
1558, a consistent Catholic as be had lived. A few of his spiritual and secular friends surrounded 
his death-bed. He confessed with deep contrition his sins; prayed repeatedly for the unity of the 
Church; received, kneeling in his bed, the holy communion and the extreme unction; and placed 
his hope on the crucified Redeemer. The Archbishop of Toledo, Bartolome de Carranza, read the 
one hundred and thirtieth Psalm, and, holding up a crucifix, said: "Behold Him who answers for 
all. There is no more sin; all is forgiven;" while another of his preachers commended him to the 
intercession of saints, namely, St. Matthew, on whose day he was born, and St. Matthias, on 
whose day he was in a few moments to leave this world. 
 
"Thus," says Mignet, "the two doctrines which divided the world in the age of Charles V. were 
once more brought before him on the bed of death." 
 
It is an interesting fact, that the same archbishop who had taken a prominent part in the 
persecution of English Protestants under Queen Mary, and who administered the last and truly 
evangelical comfort to the dying Emperor, became a victim of persecution, and that those very 
words of comfort were used by the Emperor’s confessor as one of the grounds of the charge of 
heresy before the tribunal of the Spanish Inquisition. Bartolome de Carranza was seven years 
imprisoned in Spain, then sent to Rome, lodged in the Castle of St. Angelo, after long delay found 



guilty of sixteen Lutheranizing propositions in his writings, suspended from the exercise of his 
episcopal functions, and sentenced to be shut up for five years in a convent of his order. He died 
sixteen days after the judgment, in the Convent Sopra Minerva, May 2, 1576, "declaring his 
innocence with tears in his eyes, and yet with strange inconsistency admitting the justice of his 
sentence." {333} 
 
In less than two months after the decease of the Emperor, Queen Mary, his cousin, and wife of his 
son, died, Nov. 17, 1558, and was borne to her rest in Westminster Abbey. With her the Roman 
hierarchy collapsed, and the reformed religion, after five years of bloody persecution, was 
permanently restored on the throne and in the Church of England. In view of this coincidence, we 
may well exclaim with Ranke, "How far do the thoughts of Divine Providence exceed the 
thoughts and purposes of men!" {334} 
 
His Tomb. 
 
From Yuste the remains of the once mighty Emperor were removed in 1574 to their last resting-
place under the altar of the cathedral of the Escorial. That gloomy structure, in a dreary mountain 
region some thirty miles north of Madrid, was built by his order as a royal burial-place (between 
1563 and 1584), and combines a palace, a monastery, a cathedral, and a tomb (called Pantheon). 
Philip II., "el Escorialense," spent there fourteen years, half king, half monk, boasting that he 
ruled the Old and New World from the foot of a mountain with two inches of paper. He died, 
after long and intense suffering, Sept. 13, 1598, in a dark little room facing the altar of the church. 
 
Father and son are represented in gilt-bronze statues, opposite each other, in kneeling posture, 
looking to the high altar; Charles V., with his wife Isabella, his daughter Maria, and his sisters 
Eleonora and Maria; Philip II., with three of his wives, and his weak-minded and unfortunate son, 
Don Carlos. 
 
The Escorial, like Spain itself, is only a shadow of the past, inhabited by the ghost of its founder, 
who entombed in it his own gloomy character. {335} 
 
{321} "Ein Moment volt Schicksal und Zukunft!" says Ranke (V. 295). "Da war der machtige 
Kaiser, der bisher die grossen Angelegenheiten der Welt verwaltet hatte; von denen, die ihm 
zunachst standen, beinahe der Generation, die ihn umgab, nahm er Abschied. Neben ihm 
erschienen die Manner, denen die Zukunft gehorte, Philipp II. und der Prinz von Oranien, in 
denen sich die beiden entgegengesetzten Directionen reprasentirten, die fortan um Weltherrschaft 
kampfen sollten." 
 
{322} Sandoval, II. 597 sqq.; Gachart, Analectes belgiques, 87; Prescott, Philip the Second, I. 10 
sqq.; Ranke, V. 293 sqq. Prescott calls this abdication one of the most remarkable scenes in 
history. 
 
{323} The negotiations with Ferdinand and the German Diet are detailed by Ranke, V. 297 sqq. 
 
{324} He regretted that, from regard to his son, he had not married again. Ranke, V. 297. 
 
{325} It is often miscalled Saint Yuste, or St. Justus, even by Robertson in Book XII., Eng. ed. 
III. 294; Amer. ed. III. 226, etc.; and more recently by Dr. Stoughton, Spanish Reformers, Lond., 
1883, p. 168. Yuste is not named after a saint, but after a little stream. The convent was founded 
in 1404, and its proper name is El monasterio de San Geronimo de Yuste. It lies on the route from 
Madrid to Lisbon, but is somewhat difficult of access. It was sacked and almost destroyed by the 



French soldiers under Soult, 1809. The bedroom of Charles, and an overgrown walnut-tree under 
whose shade he used to sit and muse, are still shown. Yuste is now in possession of the Duke of 
Montpensier. See descriptions in the works of Stirling, Mignet, and Prescott, above quoted, and 
by Ford in Murray’s Handbook of Spain, I. 294 (sixth edition). 
 
{326} By Sandoval, Strada, and by his most elaborate historian, Dr. Robertson, who says: "There 
he buried, in solitude and silence, his grandeur, his ambition, together with those projects which, 
during almost half a century, had alarmed and agitated Europe, filling every kingdom in it, by 
turns, with the terror of his arms, and the dread of being subdued by his power." Sepulveda, who 
visited Charles in his retreat, seems to be the only early historian who was aware of his deep 
interest in public affairs, so fully confirmed by the documents. 
 
{327} "Aus den Legaten seines Testamentes lernt man die Mitglieder derselben kennen,—eine 
ganze Anzahl Kammerdiener, besondere Diener fur die Fruchtkammer, Obstkammer, 
Lichtbeschliesserei, Aufbewahrung der Kleider, der Juwelen, meist Niederlander, jedoch unter 
einem spanischen Haushofmeister, Louis Quixada. Der Leibarzt und eine Apotheke fehlten nicht." 
Ranke, V. 305. The codicil of Charles, executed a few days before his death, specifies the names 
and vocations of these servants. Sandoval and Gachart give the list, the latter more correctly, 
especially in the orthography of Flemish names. 
 
{328} These and other articles of furniture and outfit are mentioned in the inventory. See Sterling, 
Pichot, and Prescott, I. 302 sqq. 
 
{329} Prescott, l. c.., I. 311. 
 
{330} The story is told with its later embellishments by Robertson and many others. The papers 
of Simancas, and the private letters of the Emperor’s major-domo (Quixada) and physician, are 
silent on the subject; and hence Tomas Gonzalez, Mignet (1854 and 1857), and Maurenbrecher 
("Studien und Skizzen." 1874, p. 132, note) reject the whole as a monkish fiction. But the main 
fact rests on the testimony of a Hieronymite monk of Yuste, who was present at the ceremony, 
and recorded the deep impression it made; and it is confirmed by Sandoval, who derived his 
report directly from Yuste. A fuller account is given by Siguenaca, prior of the Escorial, in his 
general history of the Order of St. Jerome (1605); and by Strada, who wrote a generation later, 
and leaves the Emperor in a swoon upon the floor. Stirling, Pichot, Juste, Gachard (1855), 
Prescott (Phil. II., Vol. I., 327 sqq.), and Ranke (Vol. V., 309 sq.), accept the fact as told in its 
more simple form by the oldest witness. It is quite consistent with the character of Charles; for, as 
Prescott remarks (p. 332), "there was a taint of insanity in the royal blood of Castile." 
 
{331} Commonly called Dr. Cazalla. See on him Dr. Stoughton, The Spanish Reformers, p. 204 
sq. 
 
{332} Gachard, II. 461. Ranke, V. 308. Prescott, I. 325 sq. 
 
{333} His long trial is told by Prescott, Philip the Second, I. 337, 437 sqq.; and by Stoughton, The 
Spanish Reformers, pp. 185 sqq. 
 
{334} Deutsche Gesch., vol. V. 311. 
 
{335} The convent was robbed of its richest treasures by the French invaders in 1808, and by the 
Carlists in 1837. Some of the finest pictures were removed to the museum of Madrid. There still 
remains a considerable library; the books are richly bound, but their gilt backs are turned inside. 



The Rev. Fritz Fliedner, an active and hopeful Protestant evangelist in Madrid, with whom I 
visited the Escorial in May, 1886, bought there the ruins of a house and garden, which was built 
and temporarily occupied by Philip II. (while the palace-monastery was in process of 
construction), and fitted it up for an orphan-home, in which day by day the Scriptures are read, 
and evangelical hymns are sung, in the Spanish tongue.  



53. The Diet of Worms. 1521. 
 
I. Sources. Acta et res gestae D. M. Luth. in Comitiis Principum Wormatiae. Anno 1521. 4. Acta 
Lutheri in Comitiis Wormatiae ed. Pollicarius, Vitb. 1546. These and other contemporary 
documents are reprinted in the Jena ed. of Luther’s Opera (1557), vol. II.; in Walch’s German 
ed., vols. XV., 2018-2325, and XXII., 2026 sqq.; and the Erlangen-Frankf. ed. of the Opera Lat., 
vol. VI. (1872); Vermischte deutsche Schriften, vol. XII. (or Sammtl. Werke, vol. LXIV., pub. 
1855), pp. 366-383. Forstemann: Neues Urkundenbuch, 1842, vol. I. Luther’s Letters to Spalatin, 
Cuspinianus, Lucas Cranach, Charles V., etc., see in Deuteronomy Wette, I. 586 sqq. Spalatin: 
Ann. Spalatin is also, according to Kostlin, the author of the contemporary pamphlet: Etliche 
wunderliche fleissige Handlung in D. M. Luther’s Sachen durch geistliche und weltliche Fursten 
des Reich’s; but Brieger (in his "Zeitschrift fur Kirchengesch.," Gotha, 1886, p. 482 sqq.) ascribes 
it to Rudolph von Watzdorf. 
 
On the Roman-Cath. side, Cochlaus (who was present at Worms): Pallavicini (who used the 
letters of Aleander); and especially the letters and dispatches of Aleander, now published as 
follows: Johann Friedrich: Der Reichstag zu Worms im Jahr 1521. Nach den Briefen des 
papstlichen Nuntius Hieronymus Aleander. In the "Abhandlungen der Bayer. Akad.," vol. XI. 
Munchen, 1870. Pietro Balan (R. Cath.): Monumenta Reform. Lutheranae ex tabulariis S. Sedis 
secretis. 1521-1525. Ratisb. Fasc. I., 1883. Contains Aleander’s reports from the papal archives, 
and is one of the first fruits of the liberal policy of Leo XIII. in opening the literary treasures of 
the Vatican. Theod. Brieger (Prof. of Ch. Hist. in Leipzig): Aleander und Luther, 1521. Die 
vervollstandigten Aleander-Depeschen nebst Untersuchungen uber den Wormser Reichstag. 1 
Abth. Gotha, 1884 (315 pages). Gives the Aleander dispatches in Italian and Latin from a MS. in 
the library of Trent, and supplements and partly corrects, in the chronology, the edition of Balan. 
 
II. Special Treatises. Boye: Luther zu Worms. Halle, 1817, 1824. Zimmer: Luther zu Worms. 
Heidelb. 1521. Tuzschmann: Luther in Worms. Darmstadt, 1860. Soldan: Der Reichstag zu Worm 
s. Worms,  1863. Steitz: Die Melanchthon- und Luther-Herbergen zu Frankfurt-a.-M. Frankf.,  
1861. Contains the reports of the Frankfurt delegate Furstenberg, and other documents. Hennes 
(R. Cath.): M. Luther’s Aufenthalt in Worm s. Mainz, 1868. Waltz: Der Wormser Reichstag und 
seine Beziehungen zur reformator. Bewegung, in the "Forschungen zur deutschen Gesch." 
Gottingen, 1868, VIII. pp. 21-44. Dan. Schenkel: Luther in Worms. Elberfeld, 1870. Jul. Kostlin: 
Luther’s Rede in Worms am 18. April, 1521. Halle, 1874 (the best on Luther’s famous 
declaration). Maurenbrecher: Der Wormser Reichstag von 1521, in his "Studien und Skizzen zur 
Gesch. der Reform. Zeit," Leipzig, 1874 (pp. 241-275); also in his Gesch. der kathol. 
Reformation, Nordlingen, 1880, vol. I., pp. 181-201. Karl Jansen (not to be confounded with the 
Rom.-Cath. Janssen): Aleander am Reichstage zu Worms, 1521. Kiel, 1883 (72 pages). Corrects 
Friedrich’s text of Aleander’s letters. Th. Kolde: Luther und der Reichstag zu Worms. 2d ed. 
Halle, 1883. Brieger: Neue Mittheilungen uber L. in Worms. Program to the Luther jubilee, 
Marburg, 1883 (a critique of Balan’s Monumenta). Kalkoff: Germ. transl. of the Aleander 
Dispatches, Halle, 1886. Elter: Luther u. der Wormser Reichstag. Bonn, 1886. 
 
III. Ranke, I. 311-343. Gieseler, IV. 56-58 (Am. ed.). Merle D’aub., bk. VII. chs. I. -XI. 
Hagenbach, III. 103-109. G. P. Fisher, pp. 108-111. Kostlin, chs. XVII. and XVIII. (I. 411-466). 
Kolde, I. 325 sqq. Janssen (R. Cath.), II. 131-166. G. Weber: Das Zeitalter der Reformation (vol. 
X. of his Weltgeschichte), Leipzig, 1886, pp. 162-178. Baumgarten: Gesch. Karls V. Leipzig, 
l885, vol. I. 379-460. 
 



On the 28th of January, 1521, Charles V. opened his first Diet at Worms. This was a free imperial 
city on the left bank of the Rhine, in the present grand-duchy of Hesse. {336} It is famous in 
German song as the scene of the Niebelungenlied, which opens with King Gunther of Worms and 
his sister Chriemhild, the world’s wonder for grace and beauty. It is equally famous in 
ecclesiastical history for "the Concordat of Worms," which brought to an end the long contest 
between the Emperor and the Pope about investiture (Sept. 23, 1122). But its greatest fame the 
city acquired by Luther’s heroic stand on the word of God and the rights of conscience, which 
made the Diet of 1521 one of the most important in the history of German Diets. After that event 
two conferences of Protestant and Roman-Catholic leaders were held in Worms, to heal the 
breach of the Reformation,—one in 1541, and one in 1557; but both failed of their object. In 1868 
(June 25) a splendid monument to Luther and his fellow-laborers by Rietschel was erected at 
Worms, and dedicated with great national enthusiasm. {337} 
 
The religious question threw all the political and financial questions into the background, and 
absorbed the attention of the public mind. 
 
At the very beginning of the Diet a new papal brief called upon the Emperor to give, by an 
imperial edict, legal force to the bull of January 3, by which Luther was finally excommunicated, 
and his books condemned to the flames. The Pope urged him to prove his zeal for the unity of the 
Church. God had girded him with supreme earthly power, that he might use it against heretics 
who were much worse than infidels. {338} On Maundy Thursday, March 28, the Pope, in 
proclaiming the terrible bull In Coena Domini, which is annually read at Rome, expressly 
condemned, among other heretics, Martin Luther by name with all his adherents. This was the 
third or fourth excommunication, but produced little effect. {339} 
 
The Pope was ably represented by two Italian legates, who were afterwards created cardinals, -
Marino Caracciolo (1459-1538) for the political affairs, and Jerome Aleander (1480-1542) for the 
ecclesiastical interests. Aleander was at that time librarian of the Vatican, and enjoyed great 
reputation as a Greek scholar. He had lectured at Paris before two thousand bearers of all classes. 
He stood in friendly relations to Erasmus; but when the latter showed sympathy with the 
Reformation, be denounced him as the chief founder of the Lutheran heresy. He was an intense 
papist, and skilled in all the arts of diplomacy. His religious wants were not very pressing. During 
the Diet of Worms he scarcely found time, in the holy week, "to occupy himself a little with 
Christ and his conscience." His sole object was to maintain the power of the Pope, and to 
annihilate the new heresy. In his letters he calls Luther a fool, a dog, a basilisk, a ribald. He urged 
everywhere the wholesale burning of his books. {340} He employed argument, persuasion, 
promises, threats, spies, and bribes. He complained that he could not get money enough from 
Rome for greedy officials. He labored day and night with the Emperor, his confessor, and the 
members of the privy council. He played on their fears of a popular revolution, and reminded 
them of the example of the Bohemians, the worst and most troublesome of heretics. He did not 
shrink from the terrible threat, "If ye Germans who pay least into the Pope’s treasury shake off 
his yoke, we shall take care that ye mutually kill yourselves, and wade in your own blood." He 
addressed the Diet, Feb. 13, in a speech of three hours, and contended that Luther’s final 
condemnation left no room for a further hearing of the heretic, but imposed upon the Emperor 
and the Estates the simple duty to execute the requirements of the papal bull. 
 
The Emperor hesitated between his religious impulses—which were decidedly Roman Catholic, 
though with a leaning towards disciplinary reform through a council—and political 
considerations which demanded caution and forbearance. He had already taken lessons in the art 
of dissimulation, which was deemed essential to a ruler in those days. He had to respect the 
wishes of the Estates, and could not act without their consent. Public sentiment was divided, and 



there was a possibility of utilizing the dissatisfaction with Rome for his interest. He was 
displeased with Leo for favoring the election of Francis, and trying to abridge the powers of the 
Spanish Inquisition; and yet he felt anxious to secure his support in the impending struggle with 
France, and the Pope met him half-way by recalling his steps against the Inquisition. He owed a 
debt of gratitude to the Elector Frederick, and had written to him, Nov. 28, 1520, to bring Luther 
to Worms, that he might have a hearing before learned men; but the Elector declined the offer, 
fearing the result. On the 17th of December, the Emperor advised him to keep Luther at 
Wittenberg, as he had been condemned at Rome. 
 
At first be inclined to severe measures, and laid the draft of an edict before the Diet whereby the 
bull of excommunication should be legally enforced throughout all Germany. But this was 
resisted by the Estates, and other influences were brought to bear upon him. Then he tried 
indirectly, and in a private way, a compromise through his confessor, John Glapio, a Franciscan 
friar, who professed some sympathy with reform, and respect for Luther’s talent and zeal. He held 
several interviews with Dr. Bruck (Pontanus), the Chancellor of the Elector Frederick. He assured 
him of great friendship, and proposed that he should induce Luther to disown or to retract the 
book on the "Babylonian Captivity," which was detestable; in this case, his other writings, which 
contained so much that is good, would bear fruit to the Church, and Luther might co-operate with 
the Emperor in the work of a true (that is, Spanish) reformation of ecclesiastical abuses. We have 
no right to doubt his sincerity any more than that of the like-minded Hadrian VI., the teacher of 
Charles. But the Elector would not listen to such a proposal, and refused a private audience to 
Glapio. His conference with Hutten and Sickingen on the Ebernburg was equally unsuccessful. 
{341} 
 
The Estates were in partial sympathy with the Reformation, not from doctrinal and religious, but 
from political and patriotic motives; they repeated the old one hundred and one gravamina 
against the tyranny and extortions of the Roman See {342} (similar to the charges in Luther’s 
Address to the German Nobility), and resisted a condemnation of Luther without giving him a 
hearing. Even his greatest enemy, Duke George of Saxony, declared that the Church suffered 
most from the immorality of the clergy, and that a general reformation was most necessary, which 
could be best secured by a general council. 
 
During the Diet, Ulrich von Hutten exerted all his power of invective against the Pope and for 
Luther. He was harbored at Ebernburg, a few leagues from Worms, with his friend, the valorous 
Francis of Sickingen. He poured contempt and ridicule on the speech of Aleander, and even 
attempted to catch him and Caracciolo by force. {343} But he and Sickingen favored, at the same 
time, the cause of the young Emperor, from whom they expected great things, and wished to 
bring about an anti-papal revolution with his aid. Hutten called upon him to dismiss his clerical 
counsellors, to stand on his own dignity, to give Luther a hearing, and to build up a free Germany. 
Freedom was now in the air, and all men of intelligence longed for a new and better order of 
things. {344} 
 
Aleander was scarcely safe on the street after his speech of February 13. He reported to his 
master, that for nine-tenths of the Germans the name of Luther was a war-cry, and that the last 
tenth screamed "Death to the court of Rome!" Cochlaeus, who was in Worms as the theological 
adviser of the Archbishop of Treves, feared a popular uprising against the clergy. 
 
Luther was the hero of the day, and called a new Moses, a second Paul. His tracts and picture, 
surrounded by a halo of glory, were freely circulated in Worms. {345} 
 



At last Charles thought it most prudent to disregard the demand of the Pope. In an official letter 
of March 6, he cited Luther to appear before the Diet within twenty-one days under the sure 
protection of the Empire. The Elector Frederick, Duke George of Saxony, and the Landgrave of 
Hesse, added letters of safe-conduct through their respective territories. {346} 
 
Aleander now endeavored to make the appearance of Luther as harmless as possible, and 
succeeded in preventing any discussion with him. The heretic was simply to recant, or, in case of 
refusal, to suffer the penalties of excommunication. 
 
{336} Worms is 26 miles S. S. E. of Mainz (Mayence or Mentz, the ancient Moguntiacum, the 
capital of Rhenish Hesse since 1815), and has now over 20,000 inhabitants, about one-half of 
them Protestants, but in the beginning of the seventeenth century it had 70,000. It was almost 
destroyed under Louis XIV. (1683). The favorite German wine, Liebfrauenmilch, is cultivated in 
its neighborhood. H. Boos, Urkundenbuch der Stadt Worms, Berlin, 1886. 
 
{337} See description of the celebration by Dr. Friedrich Eich, Gedenkblatter, Worms, 1868; and 
his book on the controversy about the locality of the Diet, In welchem Locale stand Luther zu 
Worms vor Kaiser und Reich? Leipzig, 1863. He decides for the Bishofshof (against the 
Rathhaus). 
 
{338} "Multo deteriores haereticos." The new papal bull of condemnation, together with a brief 
to the Emperor, arrived in Worms the 10th of February. Aleander addressed the Diet three days 
after, on Ash Wednesday. Ranke, I. 329. Kostlin, I., 422 sq. 
 
{339} Luther published this bull afterwards with biting, abusive, and contemptuous comments, 
under the title, Die Bulla vom Abendfressen des allerheiligsten, Herrn, des Papsts. In Walch XV. 
2127 sqq. Merle d’Aubigne gives characteristic extracts, Bk. VII. ch. 5. 
 
{340} Janssen, who praises him very highly, remarks (II. 144): "Um der Haresie Einhalt zu thun, 
hielt Aleander die Verbrennung der lutherischen Bucher fur ein uberaus geeignetes Mittel." But I 
can not see why he says (p. 142) that Aleander prided himself on being "a German." Aleander 
was born in Italy, hated the Germans, and died in Rome. 
 
{341} See Bruck’s conversations with Glapio in Forstemann, I., pp. 53, 54. Erasmus and Hutten 
regarded him as a crafty hypocrite, who wished to ruin Luther. Strauss agrees, Ulrich von Hutten, 
p. 405. But Maurenbrecher, (Studien, etc., pp. 258 sqq., and Gesch. der kath. Ref., I. 187 sqq.) 
thinks that Glapio presented the program of the imperial policy of reform. Janssen, II., 153 sq., 
seems to be of the same opinion. 
 
{342} See the list in Walch, XV., 2058 sqq. 
 
{343} Luther, in a letter to Spalatin (Nov. 23, 1520, In Deuteronomy Wette I. 523), in a moment 
of indignation expressed a wish that Hutten might have intercepted (utinam —Intercepisset) the 
legates, but not murdered, as Romanists (Janssen, twice, II. 104, 143) misinterpret it. See Kostlin, 
I. 411, and note on p. 797. 
 
{344} See Aleander’s dispatches in Brieger, l. c.. I. pp. 119 sqq.; Strauss, Ulrich von Hutten, 4th 
ed., pp. 395 sqq.; and Ullmann, Franz von Sickingen (Leipzig, 1872). 
 
{345} Aleander reports (April 13) that Luther was painted with the Holy Spirit over his head (el 
spirito santo sopra it capo, come to depingono). Brieger, I. 139. 



 
{346} The letters of safe-conduct are printed in Walch, XV., 2122-2127, and Forstemann, Neues 
Urkundenbuch, I., 61 sq. In the imperial letter signed by Albert, Elector and Archbishop of 
Mayence and Chancellor of the Empire, Luther is addressed as "honorable, well-beloved, pious" 
(Ehrsamer, Geliebter, Andachtiger; in the Latin copy, Honorabilis, Dilecte, Devote), much to the 
chagrin of the Romanists.  



54. Luther’s Journey to Worms. 
 
"Monchlein, Monchlein, Du gehest einen schweren Gang." 
 
Luther, from the first intimation of a summons by the Emperor, regarded it as a call from God, 
and declared his determination to go to Worms, though he should be carried there sick, and at the 
risk of his life. His motive was not to gratify an unholy ambition, but to bear witness to the truth. 
He well knew the tragic fate which overtook Hus at Constance notwithstanding the safe-conduct, 
but his faith inspired him with fearless courage. "You may expect every thing from me," he wrote 
to Spalatin, "except fear or recantation. I shall not flee, still less recant. May the Lord Jesus 
strengthen me." {347} 
 
He shared for a while the hope of Hutten and Sickingen, that the young Emperor would give him 
at least fair play, and renew the old conflict of Germany with Rome; but he was doomed to 
disappointment. 
 
While the negotiations in Worms were going on, he used incessantly his voice and his pen, and 
alternated between devotional and controversial exercises. He often preached twice a day, wrote 
commentaries on Genesis, the Psalms, and the Magnificat (the last he finished in March), and 
published the first part of his Postil (Sermons on the Gospels and Epistles), a defense of his 
propositions condemned by Rome, and fierce polemical books against Hieronymus Emser, 
Ambrose Catharinus, and other papal opponents. 
 
Emser, a learned Romanist, and secretary of Duke George of Saxony, had first attacked Luther 
after the Leipzig disputation, at which he was present. A bitter controversy followed, in which 
both forgot dignity and charity. Luther called Emser "the Goat of Leipzig" (in reference to the 
escutcheon of his family), and Emser called Luther in turn, "the Capricorn of Wittenberg." 
Luther’s Antwort auf das uberchristliche, ubergeistliche, und uberkunstliche Buch Bock Emser’s, 
appeared in March, 1521, and defends his doctrine of the general priesthood of believers. {348} 
Emser afterwards severely criticised Luther’s translation of the Bible, and published his own 
version of the New Testament shortly before his death (1527). 
 
Catharinus, {349} an eminent Dominican at Rome, had attacked Luther toward the end of 
December, 1520. Luther in his Latin reply tried to prove from Daniel 8:25 sqq.; 2 Thessalonians 
2:3 sqq.; 2 Timothy  4:3 sqq.; 2 Peter 2:1 sqq.; and the Epistle of Jude, that popery was the 
Antichrist predicted in the Scriptures, and would soon be annihilated by the Lord himself at his 
second coming, which he thought to be near at hand. 
 
It is astonishing that in the midst of the war of theological passions, he could prepare such 
devotional books as his commentaries and sermons, which are full of faith and practical comfort. 
He lived and moved in the heart of the Scriptures; and this was the secret of his strength and 
success. 
 
On the second of April, Luther left Wittenberg, accompanied by Amsdorf, his friend and 
colleague, Peter Swaven, a Danish student, and Johann Pezensteiner, an Augustinian brother. 
Thus the faculty, the students, and his monastic order were represented. They rode in an open 
farmer’s wagon, provided by the magistrate of the city. The imperial herald in his coat-of-arms 
preceded on horseback. Melanchthon wished to accompany his friend, but he was needed at 
home. "If I do not return," said Luther in taking leave of him, "and my enemies murder me, I 



conjure thee, dear brother, to persevere in teaching the truth. Do my work during my absence: 
you can do it better than I. If you remain, I can well be spared. In thee the Lord has a more 
learned champion." 
 
At Weimar, Justus Jonas joined the company. He was at that time professor and Canon at Erfurt. 
In June of the same year he moved to Wittenberg as professor of church law and provost, and 
became one of the most intimate friends and co-workers of Luther. He accompanied him on his 
last journey to Eisleben, and left us a description of his closing days. He translated several of his 
and Melanchthon’s works. 
 
The journey to Worms resembled a March of triumph, but clouded with warnings of friends and 
threats of foes. In Leipzig, Luther was honorably received by the magistrate, notwithstanding his 
enemies in the University. In Thuringia, the people rushed to see the man who had dared to defy 
the Pope and all the world. 
 
At Erfurt, where he had studied law and passed three years in a monastic cell, he was 
enthusiastically saluted, and treated as "the hero of the gospel." Before he reached the city, a large 
procession of professors and students of his alma mater, headed by his friends Crotus the rector, 
and Eoban the Latin poet, met him. Everybody rushed to see the procession. The streets, the 
walls, and roofs were covered with people, who almost worshiped Luther as a wonder-working 
saint. The magistrate gave him a banquet, and overwhelmed him with demonstrations of honor. 
He lodged in the Augustinian convent with his friend Lange. On Sunday, April 7, he preached on 
his favorite doctrine, salvation by faith in Jesus Christ, and against the intolerable yoke of popery. 
Eoban, who heard him, reports that he melted the hearts as the vernal sun melts the snow, and that 
neither Demosthenes nor Cicero nor Paul so stirred their audiences as Luther’s sermon stirred the 
people on the shores of the Gera. {350} 
 
During the sermon a crash in the balconies of the crowded church seared the hearers, who rushed 
to the door; but Luther allayed the panic by raising his hand, and assuring them that it was only a 
wicked sport of the Devil. {351} 
 
In Gotha and Eisenach he preached likewise to crowded houses. At Eisenach he fell sick, and was 
bled; but a cordial and good sleep restored him sufficiently to proceed on the next day. He 
ascribed the sickness to the Devil, the recovery to God. In the inns, he used to take up his lute, 
and to refresh himself with music. 
 
He arrived at Frankfurt, completely exhausted, on Sunday, April 14. On Monday he visited the 
high school of William Nesse, blessed the children and exhorted them "to be diligent in reading 
the Scriptures and investigating the truth." He also became acquainted with a noble patrician 
family, von Holzhausen, who took an active part in the subsequent introduction of the 
Reformation in that city. {352} 
 
As he proceeded, the danger increased, and with it his courage. Before be left Wittenberg, the 
Emperor had issued an edict ordering all his books to be seized, and forbidding their sale. {353} 
The herald informed him of it already at Weimar, and asked him, "Herr Doctor, will ye proceed?" 
He replied, "Yes." The edict was placarded in all the cities. Spalatin, who knew the critical 
situation, warned him by special messenger, in the name of the Elector his patron, not to come to 
Worms, lest he might suffer the fate of Hus. {354} 
 
Luther comforted his timid friends with the words: Though Hus was burned, the truth was not 
burned, and Christ still lives. He wrote to Spalatin from Frankfurt, that he had been unwell ever 



since he left Eisenach, and had heard of the Emperor’s edict, but that he would go to Worms in 
spite of all the gates of hell and the evil spirits in the air. {355} The day after, he sent him from 
Oppenheim (between Mainz and Worms) the famous words: - 
 
"I shall go to Worms, though there were as many devils there as tiles on the roofs." {356} 
 
A few days before his death at Eisleben, he thus described his feelings at that critical period: "I 
was fearless, I was afraid of nothing; God can make one so desperately bold. I know not whether 
I could be so cheerful now." {357} Mathesius says, with reference to this courage: "If the cause is 
good, the heart expands, giving courage and energy to evangelists and soldiers." 
 
Sickingen invited Luther, through Martin Bucer, in person, to his castle Ebernburg, where he 
would be perfectly safe under the protection of friends. Glapio favored the plan, and wished to 
have a personal conference with Luther about a possible compromise and co-operation in a 
moderate scheme of reform. But Luther would not be diverted from his aim, and sent word, that, 
if the Emperor’s confessor wished, he could see him in Worms. 
 
Luther arrived in Worms on Tuesday morning, April 16, 1521, at ten o’clock, shortly before early 
dinner, in an open carriage with his Wittenberg companions, preceded by the imperial herald, and 
followed by a number of gentlemen on horseback. He was dressed in his monastic gown. {358} 
The watchman on the tower of the cathedral announced the arrival of the procession by blowing 
the horn, and thousands of people gathered to see the heretic. {359} 
 
As he stepped from the carriage, he said, "God will be with me." 
 
The papal legate reports this fact to Rome, and adds that Luther looked around with the eyes of a 
demon. {360} Cardinal Cajetan was similarly struck at Augsburg with the mysterious fire of the 
"profound eyes," and the "wonderful speculations," of the German monk. 
 
Luther was lodged in the house of the Knights of St. John with two counselors of the Elector. He 
received visitors till late at night. {361} 
 
The city was in a fever-heat of excitement and expectation. 
 
{347} Letter of Dec. 21, 1520 (De Wette, I., 534, 536): "Ego vero, si vocatus fuero, quantum per 
me stabit, vel aegrotus advehar, si sanus venire non possem. Neque enim dubitari fas est, a 
Domino me vocari, si Caesar vocat.... Omnia de me praesumas praeter fugam et palinodiam: 
fugere ipse nolo, recantare multo minus. Ita me comfortet Dominus Jesus." 
 
{348} On the Emser controversy see Erl. Frkf. ed., vol. XXVII. 
 
{349} His proper name was Lancelot Politi. See Lammer, Vortridentinische Theologie, p. 21, and 
Burkhardt, Luther’s Briefwechsel, p. 38. Luther calls him "insulsus et stolidus Thomista," in a 
letter to Spalatin, March 7, 1521 (De Wette, I. 570). 
 
{350} A full description of the reception at Erfurt, with extracts from the speech of Crotus and the 
poems of Eoban, is given by Professor Kampschulte (a liberal Catholic historian), in his valuable 
monograph, Die Universitat Erfurt, vol. II. 95-100."it seems," he says, "that the nation at this 
moment wished to make every effort to assure Luther of his vocation. The glorifications which he 
received from the 2d to the 16th of April no doubt contributed much to fill him with that self-



confidence which he manifested in the decisive hour. Nowhere was he received more splendidly 
than at Erfurt." 
 
{351} "Seid still," he said, "liebes Volk, es ist der Teufel, der richtet so eine Spiegelfechterei an-
seid still, es hat keine Noth." Some of his indiscreet admirers called this victory over the 
imaginary Devil the first miracle of Luther. The second miracle, they thought, he performed at 
Gotha, where the Devil played a similar trick in the church, and met with the same defeat. 
 
{352} His brief sojourn at Frankfurt, and his contact with the Holzhausen family, is made the 
subject of an interesting historical novel: Haman von Holzhausen. Eine Frankfurter 
Patriziergeschichte nach Fainilienpapieren erzahlt von M. K. [Maria Krummacher]. Bielefeld 
and Leipzig, 1885. See especially chap. XX., pp. 253, sqq. 
 
{353} The edict is dated March 10. See Burkhardt, Luther’s Briefwechsel (1866), p. 38, who 
refers to Spalatin’s MS. Seidemann dates the letter from March 2. Ranke, in the sixth ed. (1881), 
I. 333, says that it was published March 27, on the doors of the churches at Worms. Luther speaks 
of it in his Eisleben report, and says that the edict was a device of the Archbishop of Mainz to 
keep him away from Worms, and tempt him to despise the order of the Emperor. Works, Erl. 
Frankf. ed., LXIV. 367. 
 
{354} Notwithstanding this danger, Janssen thinks (II. 158) that it required no "special courage" 
for Luther to go to Worms. 
 
{355} April 14 (De Wette, I. 587): "Christus vivit, et intrabimus Wormatiam invitis omnibus 
portis inferni et potentatibus aeris". {Ephesians 2:2} 
 
{356} Spalatin reports the saying thus: "Dass er mir Spalatino aus Oppenheim gen Worms 
schrieb: ‘Er wollte gen Worms wenn gleich so viel Teufel darinnen waren als immer Ziegel da 
waren’" (Walch, XV. 2174). A year afterwards, in a letter to the Elector Frederick, March 5, 1522 
(De Wette, II 139), Luther gives the phrase with this modification: "Er [the Devil] sah mein Herz 
wohl, da ich zu Worms einkam, dass, wenn ich hatte gewusst, dass so viel Teufel auf mich 
gehalten hatten, als Ziegel auf den Dachern sind, ware ich dennoch mitten unter sie gesprungen 
mit Freuden." In the verbal report he gave to his friends at Eisleben in 1546 (Erl. Frankf. ed., vol. 
LXIV. p. 368): "Ich entbot ihm [Spalatin] wieder: ‘Wenn so viel Teufel zu Worms waren als 
Ziegel auf den Dachern, noch [doch] wollt ich hinein.’" 
 
{357} Ibid: "Denn ich war unerschrocken, furchtete mich nichts; Gott kann einen wohl so toll 
machen. Ich weiss nicht, ob ich jetzt auch so freudig ware." 
 
{358} See Luther’s picture of that year, by Cranach, in the small biography of Kostlin, p. 237 
(Scribner’s ed.). It is very different from those to which we are accustomed. 
 
{359} "Nun fuhr ich," says Luther (LXIV. 368), "auf einem offenen Waglein in meiner Kappen zu 
Worms ein. Daniel kamen alle Leute auf die Gassen und wollten den Monch D. Martinum sehen." 
 
{360} Aleander to Vice-Chancellor Medici, from Worms, April 16: "Esso Luther in descensu 
currus versis huc et illuc demoniacis oculis disse: ‘Deus erit pro me.’" Brieger, I. 143. 
 
{361} "Tutto il mondo," writes Aleander in the same letter, "went to see Luther after dinner."  



55. Luther’s Testimony before the Diet. 
 
April 17 and 18, 1521. 
 
See Lit. in 53. 
 
On the day after his arrival, in the afternoon at four o’clock, Luther was led by the imperial 
marshal, Ulrich von Pappenheim, and the herald, Caspar Sturm, through circuitous side-streets, 
avoiding the impassable crowds, to the hall of the Diet in the bishop’s palace where the Emperor 
and his brother Ferdinand resided. He was admitted at about six o’clock. There he stood, a poor 
monk of rustic manners, yet a genuine hero and confessor, with the fire of genius and enthusiasm 
flashing from his eyes and the expression of intense earnestness and thoughtfulness on his face, 
before a brilliant assembly such as he had never seen: the young Emperor, six Electors (including 
his own sovereign), the Pope’s legates, archbishops, bishops, dukes, margraves, princes, counts, 
deputies of the imperial cities, ambassadors of foreign courts, and a numerous array of dignitaries 
of every rank; in one word, a fair representation of the highest powers in Church and State. {362} 
Several thousand spectators were collected in and around the building and in the streets, 
anxiously waiting for the issue. 
 
Dr. Johann von Eck, {363} as the official of the Archbishop of Treves, put to him, in the name of 
the Emperor, simply two questions in Latin and German,—first, whether he acknowledged the 
books laid before him on a bench (about twenty-five in number) to be his own; and, next, whether 
he would retract them. Dr. Schurf, Luther’s colleague and advocate, who stood beside him, 
demanded that the titles of those books be read. {364} This was done. Among them were some 
such inoffensive and purely devotional books as an exposition of the Lord’s Prayer and of the 
Psalms. 
 
Luther was apparently overawed by the August assembly, nervously excited, unprepared for a 
summary condemnation without an examination, and spoke in a low, almost inaudible tone. Many 
thought that he was about to collapse. He acknowledged in both languages the authorship of the 
books; but as to the more momentous question of recantation he humbly requested further time 
for consideration, since it involved the salvation of the soul, and the truth of the word of God, 
which was higher than any thing else in heaven or on earth. 
 
We must respect him all the more for this reasonable request, which proceeded not from want of 
courage, but from a profound sense of responsibility. 
 
The Emperor, after a brief consultation, granted him "out of his clemency" a respite of one day. 
 
Aleander reported on the same day to Rome, that the heretical "fool" entered laughing, and left 
despondent; that even among his sympathizers some regarded him now as a fool, others as one 
possessed by the Devil; while many looked upon him as a saint full of the Holy Spirit; but in any 
case, he had lost much of his reputation. {365} 
 
The shrewd Italian judged too hastily. On the same evening Luther recollected himself, and wrote 
to a friend: "I shall not retract one iota, so Christ help me." {366} 
 
On Thursday, the 18th of April, Luther appeared a second and last time before the Diet. 
 



It was the greatest day in his life. He never appeared more heroic and sublime. He never 
represented a principle of more vital and general importance to Christendom. 
 
On his way to the Diet, an old warrior, Georg von Frundsberg, is reported to have clapped him on 
the shoulder, with these words of cheer: "My poor monk, my poor monk, thou art going to make 
such a stand as neither I nor any of my companions in arms have ever done in our hottest battles. 
If thou art sure of the justice of thy cause, then forward in God’s name, and be of good courage: 
God will not forsake thee." {367} 
 
He was again kept waiting two hours outside the hall, among a dense crowd, but appeared more 
cheerful and confident than the day before. He had fortified himself by prayer and meditation, 
and was ready to risk life itself to his honest conviction of divine truth. The torches were lighted 
when he was admitted. 
 
Dr. Eck, speaking again in Latin and German, reproached him for asking delay, and put the 
second question in this modified form:, "Wilt thou defend all the books which thou dost 
acknowledge to be thine, or recant some part?" 
 
Luther answered in a well-considered, premeditated speech, with modesty and firmness, and a 
voice that could be heard all over the hall. {368} 
 
After apologizing for his ignorance of courtly manners, having been brought up in monastic 
simplicity, he divided his books into three classes: {369} (1) Books which simply set forth 
evangelical truths, professed-alike by friend and foe: these he could not retract. (2) Books against 
the corruptions and abuses of the papacy which vexed and martyred the conscience, and devoured 
the property of the German nation: these he could not retract without cloaking wickedness and 
tyranny. (3) Books against his popish opponents: in these he confessed to have been more violent 
than was proper, but even these he could not retract without giving aid and comfort to his 
enemies, who would triumph and make things worse. In defense of his books he could only say in 
the words of Christ:, "If I have spoken evil, bear witness of the evil; but if well, why smitest thou 
me?" If his opponents could convict him of error by prophetic and evangelical Scriptures, he 
would revoke his books, and be the first to commit them to the flames. He concluded with a 
warning to the young Emperor not to begin his reign by condemning the word of God, and 
pointed to the judgments over Pharaoh, the king of Babylon, and the ungodly kings of Israel. 
 
He was requested to repeat his speech in Latin. {370} This he did with equal firmness and with 
eyes upraised to heaven. 
 
The princes held a short consultation. Eck, in the name of the Emperor, sharply reproved him for 
evading the question; it was useless, he said, "to dispute with him about views which were not 
new, but had been already taught by Hus, Wiclif, and other heretics, and had been condemned for 
sufficient reasons by the Council of Constance before the Pope, the Emperor, and the assembled 
fathers. He demanded a round and direct answer, without horns." 
 
This brought on the crisis. 
 
Luther replied, he would give an answer "with neither horns nor teeth." {371} From the inmost 
depths of his conscience educated by the study of the word of God, he made in both languages 
that memorable declaration which marks an epoch in the history of religious liberty: — 
 



"Unless I am refuted and convicted by testimonies of the Scriptures or by clear arguments (since I 
believe neither the Pope nor the Councils alone; it being evident that they have often erred and 
contradicted themselves), I am conquered by the Holy Scriptures quoted by me, and my 
conscience is bound in the word of God: I can not and will not recant any thing, since it is unsafe 
and dangerous to do any thing against the conscience." {372} 
 
So far the reports are clear and harmonious. What followed immediately after this testimony is 
somewhat uncertain and of less importance. 
 
Dr. Eck exchanged a few more words with Luther, protesting against his assertion that Councils 
may err and have erred. "You can not prove it," he said. Luther repeated his assertion, and 
pledged himself to prove it. Thus pressed and threatened, amidst the excitement and confusion of 
the audience, he uttered in German, at least in substance, that concluding sentence which has 
impressed itself most on the memory of men: — 
 
"Here I stand. [I can not do otherwise.] God help me! Amen." {373} 
 
The sentence, if not strictly historical, is true to the situation, and expresses Luther’s mental 
condition at the time,—the strength of his conviction, and prayer for God’s help, which was 
abundantly answered. It furnishes a parallel to Galileo’s equally famous, but less authenticated, 
"It does move, for all that" (E pur si muove). 
 
The Emperor would hear no more, and abruptly broke up the session of the Diet at eight o’clock, 
amid general commotion. 
 
On reaching his lodgings, Luther threw up his arms, and joyfully exclaimed, "I am through, I am 
through? "To Spalatin, in the presence of others, he said, "If I had a thousand beads, I would 
rather have them all cut off one by one than make one recantation." 
 
The impression he made on the audience was different according to conviction and nationality. 
What some admired as the enthusiasm of faith and the strength of conviction, appeared to others 
as fanaticism and heretical obstinacy. 
 
The Emperor, a stranger to German thought and speech, {374} declared after the first hearing: 
"This man will never make a heretic of me." He doubted the authorship of the famous books 
ascribed to him. {375} At the second hearing he was horrified at the disparagement of general 
Councils, as if a German monk could be wiser than the whole Catholic Church. The Spaniards 
and Italians were no doubt of the same opinion; they may have been repelled also by his lowly 
appearance and want of refined manners. Some of the Spaniards pursued him with hisses as he 
left the room. The papal legates reported that he raised his hands after the manner of the German 
soldiers rejoicing over a clever stroke, and represented him as a vulgar fellow fond of good wine. 
{376} They praised the Emperor as a truly Christian and Catholic prince who assured them the 
next day of his determination to treat Luther as a heretic. The Venetian ambassador, otherwise 
impartial, judged that Luther disappointed expectations, and showed neither much learning, nor 
much prudence, nor was he blameless in life. {377} 
 
But the German delegates received a different impression. When Luther left the Bishop’s palace 
greatly exhausted, the old Duke Erik of Brunswick sent him a silver tankard of Eimbeck beer, 
after having first drunk of it himself to remove suspicion. Luther said, "As Duke Erik has 
remembered me to-day, may the Lord Jesus remember him in his last agony." The Duke thought 
of it on his deathbed, and found comfort in the words of the gospel: "Whosoever shall give unto 



one of these little ones a cup of cold water only, in the name of a disciple, he shall in no wise lose 
his reward." The Elector Frederick expressed to Spalatin the same evening his delight with 
Luther’s conduct: "How excellently did Father Martin speak both in Latin and German before the 
Emperor and the Estates! He was bold enough, if not too much so." {378} The cautious Elector 
would have been still better pleased if Luther had been more moderate, and not attacked the 
Councils. Persons of distinction called on him in his lodgings till late at night, and cheered him. 
Among these was the young Landgrave Philip of Hesse, who afterwards embraced the cause of 
the Reformation with zeal and energy, but did it much harm by his bigamy. After a frivolous jest, 
which Luther smilingly rebuked, he wished him God’s blessing. {379} 
 
The strongest sympathizers with Luther were outside of the Diet, among the common people, the 
patriotic nobles, the scholars of the school of Erasmus, and the rising generation of liberal men. 
As he returned from the Diet to his lodgings, a voice in the crowd was heard to exclaim: "Blessed 
be the womb that bare this son." Tonstal, the English ambassador, wrote from Worms, that "the 
Germans everywhere are so addicted to Luther, that, rather than he should be oppressed by the 
Pope’s authority, a hundred thousand of the people will sacrifice their lives." {380} In the 
imperial chambers a paper was found with the words: "Woe to the nation whose king is a child". 
{381} {Ecclesiastes 10:16} An uprising of four hundred German knights with eight thousand 
soldiers was threatened in a placard on the city hall; but the storm passed away. Hutten and 
Sickingen were in the Emperor’s service. "Hutten only barks, but does not bite," was a saying in 
Worms. 
 
The papal party triumphed in the Diet. Nothing else could be expected if the historic continuity of 
the Latin Church and of the Holy German Roman Empire was to be preserved. Had Luther 
submitted his case to a general council, to which in the earlier stages of the conflict he had 
himself repeatedly appealed, the result might have been different, and a moderate reform of the 
mediaeval Church under the headship of the Pope of Rome might have been accomplished; but 
no more. By denying the infallibility of a council, he openly declared himself a heretic, and 
placed himself in opposition to the universal opinion, which regarded oecumenical Councils, 
beginning with the first of Nicaea in 325, as the ultimate tribunal for the decision of theological 
controversies. The infallibility of the Pope was as yet an open question, and remained so till 1870, 
but the infallibility of a general council was at that time regarded as settled. A protest against it 
could only be justified by a providential mission and actual success. 
 
It was the will of Providence to prepare the way, through the instrumentality of Luther, for 
independent church-organizations, and the development of new types of Christianity on the basis 
of the word of God and the freedom of thought. 
 
NOTE ON LUTHER’S SENTENCE: "HERE I STAND," ETC. 
 
These words of Luther have been reported again and again, not only in popular books, but in 
learned histories, without a doubt of their genuineness. They are engraven on his monument at 
Worms. 
 
But this very fact called forth a critical investigation of the Saxon Archivarius, Dr. C. A. H. 
Burkhardt (author of the learned work: Luther’s Briefwechsel), Ueber die Glaubwurdigkeit der 
Antwort Luthers: "Hie steh’ ich, ich kann nicht anders, Gott helff mir. Amen," in the "Theol. 
Studien und Kritiken" for 1869, III. pp. 517-531. He rejects all but the last three words (not the 
whole, as Janssen incorrectly reports, in his History, II. 165, note). His view was accepted by 
Daniel Schenkel (1870), and W. Maurenbrecher (Gesch. d. kath. Reform., 1880, I. 398). The latter 
calls the words even "Improper and unworthy," because theatrical, which we cannot admit. 



 
On the other hand, Professor Kostlin, the biographer of Luther, has come to the rescue of the 
whole sentence in his Easter-program: Luther’s Rede in Worms, Halle, 1874; comp. his notes in 
the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1882, p. 551 sq., and his Martin Luther, I. 453, and the note, p. 800 
sq. (second Ed. 1883). His conclusion was accepted by Ranke in the sixth Ed. of his Hist. of 
Germany (I. 336), and by Monckeberg (pastor of St. Nicolai in Hamburg), who supports it by 
new proofs, in an essay, Die Glaubwurdigkeit des Lutherwortes in Worms, in the "Studien und 
Kritiken" for 1876, No. II. pp. 295-306. 
 
The facts are these. In Luther’s own Latin notes which he prepared, probably at Worms, for 
Spalatin, there is no such sentence except the words, "God help me." The prayer which he offered 
loudly in his chamber on the evening before his second appearance before the Diet, and which 
some one has reported, concludes with the words, "Gott helfe mir, Amen!" (Walch, X. 1721; Erl. -
Frkf. Ed., LXIV. 289 sq.). Spalatin in his (defective) notes on the acts of the Diet, preserved at 
Weimar (Gesammtarchiv, Reichtagsacten, 1521), and in his Annals (Ed. by Cyprian, p. 41), 
vouches likewise only for the words, "Gott helfe mir, Amen!" With this agrees the original edition 
of the Acta Lutheri Wormatiae habita which were published immediately after the Diet (reprinted 
in the Frankf. ed. of the Opera Lat., vol. VI. p. 14, see second foot-note). 
 
But other contemporary reports give the whole sentence, though in different order of the words. 
See the comparative table of Burkhardt, I. c. pp. 525-529. A German report (reprinted in the Erl. -
Frkf. ed., vol. LXIV. p. 383) gives as the last words of Luther (in reply to Eck): "Gott kumm mir 
zu Hilf! Amen. Daniel bin ich." The words "Da bin ich" (Here I am) are found also in another 
source. Mathesius reports the full sentence as coming from the lips of Luther in 1540. In a 
German contemporary print and on a fly-leaf in the University library of Heidelberg (according to 
Kostlin), the sentence appears in this order: "Ich kann nicht anders; hier steh’ ich; Gott helfe 
mir." In the first edition of Luther’s Latin works, published 1546, the words appear in the present 
order: "Hier steh’ ich," etc. In this form they have passed into general currency. 
 
Kostlin concludes that the only question is about the order of words, and whether they were 
spoken at the close of his main declaration, or a little afterwards at the close of the Diet. I have 
adopted the latter view, which agrees with the contemporary German report above quoted. Kolde, 
in his monograph on Luther at Worms (p. 60), agrees substantially with Kostlin, and says: "Wir 
wissen nicht mehr, in welchem Zusammenhang diese Worte gesprochen worden sind, auch 
konnen sie vielleicht etwas anders gelautet haben; bei der herrschenden Unruhe hat der eine 
Berichterstatter den Ausspruch so, der andere ihn so verstanden; sicherlich druckten sie zu 
gleicher Zeit seine felsenfeste auberzeugung von der Wahrheit seines in sich gewissen Glaubens 
aus, wie das Bewusstsein, dass hier nur Gott helfen konne." 
 
{362} Walch, XV. 2225-2231, gives a list of over two hundred members of the Diet that were 
present. 
 
{363} Not to be confounded with the more famous Dr. Eck of Ingolstadt. Aleander, who lodged 
with him on the same floor, calls him "homo literatissimo" and "orthodoxo," who had already 
done good service in the execution of the papal demands at Treves. Brieger, I. 146. In a dispatch 
of April 29, he solicits a present for him from the Roman See. ("Al official de Treveri un qualche 
presente sarebbe util," etc., p. 174). Froude, in his Luther (pp. 32, 33, 35), confounds the Eck of 
Treves with the Eck of Ingolstadt, Aleander with Cajetan, and makes several other blunders, 
which spoil his lively description of the scene at Worms. 
 
{364} "Legantur tituli librorum," he cried aloud. 



 
{365} Letter to Vice-Chancellor Medici, Worms, April 17, 1521 (in Brieger, l. c. p. 147): "El 
pazzo era entrato ridendo et coram Cesare girava il capo continuamente qua  et la , alto e basso; 
poi net partir non parea cosa¬ allegro. Qua¬ molti di quelli et [= etiam] che lo favoreggiavano, 
poi che l’hanno visto, l’hanno existimado chi pazzo, chi demoniaco, molti altri santo et pieno di 
spiritu santo; tutta volta ha perso in ogni modo molta reputatione della opinione prima." 
 
{366} April 17, to John Cuspinianus, an imperial counsellor. See Deuteronomy Wette, I. 587 sq. 
 
{367} "Monchlein, Monchlein, du gehst jetzt einen Gang, dergleichen ich und mancher Oberster 
auch in unserer allerernstesten Schlachtordnung nicht gethan haben," etc. The saying is reported 
by Mathesius (who puts it on the second day of trial, not on the first, as Kostlin and others), by 
Spangenberg and Seckendorf (Leipzig ed. of 1694, vol. I. 156, in Latin and German). 
 
{368} "Respondit Doctor Martinus et ipse latine et germanice, quanquam suppliciter, non 
clamose, ac modeste, non tamen sine Christiana animositate et constantia." Acta, etc. (Op. Lat., 
VI. 9). He began with the customary titles: "Allerdurchlauchtigster, grossmachtigster Kaiser, 
Durchlauchtige Churfursten, gnadigste und gnadige Herren!" These fulsome titles are used to 
this day in Germany, as if a king or emperor were mightier than the Almighty I 
 
{369} In his report at Eisleben, he calls the three classes briefly Lehrbucher, Zankbucher, and 
Disputationes. 
 
{370} So Luther says himself (in his Eisleben report of the Worms events, in the Erl. Frkf. ed., 
vol. LXIV. 370): "Dieweil ich redete, begehrten sie von mir, ich sollt es noch einmal wiederholen 
mit lateinischen Worten... Ich wiederholte alle meine Worte lateinisch. Das gefiel Herzog 
Friedrich, dem Churfursten uberaus wohl." Spalatin confirms this in Epitome Actorum Lutheri, 
etc.: "Dixit primo germanice, deinde latine." Other reports put the Latin speech first; so the Acta 
Luth. (in the Erl. Frkf. ed. of Op. Lat., VI. 9: respondit D. Martinus et ipse latine et germanice). 
Kostlin follows the latter report (I. 445, 451), and overlooked the testimony of Luther, who must 
have known best. 
 
{371} In the German text, "ein unstussige und unbeissige Antwort" (vol. LXIV. 382); i.e., an 
answer neither offensive nor biting—with reference, no doubt, to his concluding warning. 
 
{372} We give also the German and Latin texts. "Weil denn Eure Kaiserliche Majestat und Eure 
Gnaden eine schlichte Antwort begehren, so will ich eine Antwort ohne Horner und Zahne geben 
diesermassen: ‘Es sei denn, dass ich durch Zeugnisse der Schrift oder durch helle Grunde 
uberwunden werde—denn ich glaube weder dem Papst, noch den Konzilien allein, dieweil am 
Tag liegt, dass sie ofters geirrt und sich selbst widersprochen haben,—so bin ich uberwunden 
durch die von mir angefuhrten heiligen Schriften, und mein Gewissen ist gefangen in Gottes 
Wort; widerrufen kann ich nichts und will ich nichts, dieweil wider das Gewissen zu handeln 
unsicher und gefahrlich ist.’ "See Kostlin, I. 452. The oldest reports vary a little in the language. 
Some have scheinbarliche und merkliche Ursachen for helle Grunde, and at the close: "dieweil 
wider das Gewissen zu handeln beschwerlich und unheilsam, auch gefahrlich ist." Werke (Erl. 
Frkf. ed.), vol. LXIV. 382. 
 
The Latin text as given in the Acta Lutheri Wormatiae habita is as follows: "Hic Lutherus: 
Quando ergo serenissima Majestas vestra Dominationesque vestrae simplex responsum petunt, 
dabo illud, neque cornutum, neque dentatum, in hunc modum: ‘Nisi convictus fuero testimoniis 
Scripturarum, aut ratione evidente (nam neque Papae, neque Conciliis solis credo, cum constet 



eos errasse saepius, et sibi ipsis contradixisse), victus sum Scripturis a me adductis captaque est 
conscientia in verbis Dei; revocare neque possum neque volo quidquam, cum contra 
conscientiam agere neque tutum sit, neque integrum.’" Opera Lat. (Frankf. ed.), vol. VI. 13 sq. 
 
{373} "Hier steh’ ich. [Ich kann nicht anders.] Gott helfe mir! Amen." The bracketed words 
cannot be traced to a primitive source. See the critical note at the close of this section. 
 
{374} The little German he knew was only the Platt-Deutsch of the Low Countries. He always 
communicated with his German subjects in Latin or French, or by the mouth of his brother 
Ferdinand. 
 
{375} Aleander (l. c. p. 170): "Cesar palam dixit et sepissime postea repetiit, che mai credera che 
l’ habbii composto detti libri." The mixing of Latin and Italian is characteristic of the Aleander 
dispatches. He was inclined to ascribe the authorship of the greater part of Luther’s books to 
Melanchthon, of whom he says that he has "un belissimo, ma malignissimo ingegno" (p. 172). 
 
{376} Aleander and Caracciolo to the Vice-Chancellor Medici, April 19, 1521 (Brieger, I. 153): 
"Martino uscito fuora della sala Cesarea alza² la mano in alto more militum Germanorum, 
quando exultano di un bel colpo di giostra." In a letter of April 27 (l. c. p. 166), they call Luther 
"il venerabile ribaldo," who before his departure drank in the presence of many persons "molte 
tazze di malvasia, della qual ne e forte amoroso." The charge of intemperance is repeated in a 
dispatch of April 29 (p. 170): "la ebrieta , alla quale detto Luther e deditissimo." That Luther 
used to drink beer and wine according to the universal custom of his age, is an undoubted fact; 
but that he was intemperate in eating or drinking, is a slander of his enemies. Melanchthon, who 
knew him best, bears testimony to his temperance. See below, the section on his private life. 
 
{377} Contarenus ad Matthaeum Dandalum, quoted by Ranke, I. 336. 
 
{378} Walch, XV. 2246. 
 
{379} The interview as related by Luther (Walch, XV. 2247; Erlangen-Frankfurt edition, LXIV. 
373) is characteristic of this prince, and foreshadows his future conduct. "Der Landgraf von 
Hessen kam zu Worms erstlich zu mir. Er war aber noch nicht auf meiner Seiten, und kam in Hof 
geritten, ging zu mir in mein Gemach, wollte mich sehen. Er war aber noch sehr jung, sprach: 
Lieber Herr Doctor, wie geht’s? Daniel antwortete ich: Gnadiger Herr, ich hoff, essoll gut 
werden. Daniel sagte er: Ich hore, Herr Doctor, ihr lehret, wenn ein Mann alt wird und seiner 
Frauen nicht mehr Ehepflicht leisten kann, dass dann die Frau mag einen anderen Mann nehmen, 
und lachte, denn die Hofrathe hatten’s ihm eingeblasen. Ich aber lachte auch und sagte: Ach 
nein, gnadiger Herr, Euer Furstlich Gnad sollt nicht also reden. Aber er ging balde wieder von 
mir hinweg, gab mir die Hand und sagte: Habt ihr Recht, Herr Doctor, so helfe euch Gott." 
 
{380} In Fiddes Life of Wolsey, quoted by Ranke, I. 337, note. 
 
{381} Ranke (I. 337) says "in den kaiserlichen Gemachern." Other reports say that these words 
were placarded in public places at Worms.  



56. Reflections on Luther’s Testimony at Worms. 
 
Luther’s testimony before the Diet is an event of world-historical importance and far-reaching 
effect. It opened an intellectual conflict which is still going on in the civilized world. He stood 
there as the fearless champion of the supremacy of the word of God over the traditions of men, 
and of the liberty of conscience over the tyranny of authority. 
 
For this liberty, all Protestant Christians, who enjoy the fruit of his courage, owe him a debt of 
gratitude. His recantation could not, any more than his martyrdom, have stopped the Reformation; 
but it would have retarded its progress, and indefinitely prolonged the oppressive rule of popery. 
 
When tradition becomes a wall against freedom, when authority degenerates into tyranny, the 
very blessing is turned into a curse, and history is threatened with stagnation and death. {382} At 
such rare junctures, Providence raises those pioneers of progress, who have the intellectual and 
moral courage to break through the restraints at the risk of their lives, and to open new paths for 
the onward march of history. This consideration furnishes the key for the proper appreciation of 
Luther’s determined stand at this historical crisis. 
 
Conscience is the voice of God in man. It is his most sacred possession. No power can be allowed 
to stand between the gift and the giver. Even an erring conscience must be respected, and cannot 
be forced. The liberty of conscience was theoretically and practically asserted by the Christians of 
the ante-Nicene age, against Jewish and heathen persecution; but it was suppressed by the union 
of Church and State after Constantine the Great, and severe laws were enacted under his 
successors against every departure from the established creed of the orthodox imperial Church. 
These laws passed from the Roman to the German Empire, and were in full force all over Europe 
at the time when Luther raised his protest. Dissenters had no rights which Catholics were bound 
to respect; even a sacred promise given to a heretic might be broken without sin, and was broken 
by the Emperor Sigismund in the case of Hus. {383} 
 
This tyranny was brought to an end by the indomitable courage of Luther. 
 
Liberty of conscience may, of course, be abused, like any other liberty, and may degenerate into 
heresy and licentiousness. The individual conscience and private judgment often do err, and they 
are more likely to err than a synod or council, which represents the combined wisdom of many. 
Luther himself was far from denying this fact, and stood open to correction and conviction by 
testimonies of Scripture and clear arguments. He heartily accepted all the doctrinal decisions of 
the first four oecumenical Councils, and had the deepest respect for the Apostles’ Creed on which 
his own Catechism is based. But he protested against the Council of Constance for condemning 
the opinions of Hus, which he thought were in accordance with the Scriptures. The Roman 
Church itself must admit the fallibility of Councils if the Vatican decree of papal infallibility is to 
stand; for more than one oecumenical council has denounced Pope Honorius as a heretic, and 
even Popes have confirmed the condemnation of their predecessor. Two conflicting infallibilities 
neutralize each other. {384} 
 
Luther did not appeal to his conscience alone, but first and last to the Scripture as he understood it 
after the most earnest study. His conscience, as he said, was bound in the word of God, who 
cannot err. There, and there alone, he recognized infallibility. By recanting, he would have 
committed a grievous sin. 
 



One man with the truth on his side is stronger than a majority in error, and will conquer in the 
end. Christ was right against the whole Jewish hierarchy, against Herod and Pilate, who conspired 
in condemning him to the cross. St. Paul was right against Judaism and heathenism combined, 
"unus versus mundum;" St. Athanasius, "the father of orthodoxy," was right against dominant 
Arianism; Galileo Galilei was right against the Inquisition and the common opinion of his age on 
the motion of the earth; Dollinger was right against the Vatican Council when, "as a Christian, as 
a theologian, as a historian, and as a citizen," he protested against the new dogma of the 
infallibility of the Pope. {385} 
 
That Luther was right in refusing to recant, and that he uttered the will of Providence in hearing 
testimony to the supremacy of the word of God and the freedom of conscience, has been made 
manifest by the verdict of history. 
 
{382} The Devil sometimes tells the truth. So Mephistopheles, in Goethe’s Faust, when he 
excuses the aversion of the student to the study of jurisprudence, and says with a wicked 
purpose:— 
 
Es erben sich Gesetz’ und Rechte 
 
Wie eine ew’ge Krankheit fort;  
 
Sie schleppen von Geschlecht sich zum Geschlechte 
 
Und schleichen sacht von Ort zu Ort. 
 
Vernunft wird Unsinn, Wohlthat Plage;  
 
Weh dir, dass du ein Enkel bist! 
 
Vom Rechte, das mit uns geboren ist, 
 
Von dem ist, leider! nie die Frage. 
 
{383} Dr. (Bishop) Hefele discusses this case at length from the Roman Catholic standpoint, in 
his Conciliengeschichte, vol. VII. (1869), pp. 218 sqq. He defends Sigismund and the Council of 
Constance on the ground that a salvus conductus protects only against illegal violence, but not 
against the legal course of justice and deserved punishment, and that its validity for the return of 
Hus to Bohemia depended on his recantation. But no such condition was expressed in the letter of 
safe-conduct (as given by Hefele, p. 221), which grants Hus freedom to come, stay, and return 
(transire, morari et redire libere). Sigismund had expressly promised him "ut salvus ad 
Bohemiam redirem" (p. 226). Such a promise would have been quite unnecessary in case of his 
recantation. 
 
{384} See my Church Hist., vol. IV. 500 sqq.; and Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. 169 sqq. 
 
{385} Dollinger’s declaration of March 28, 1871, for which he was excommunicated, April 17, 
1871, notwithstanding his eminent services to the Roman Catholic Church as her most learned 
historian, bears some resemblance to Luther’s declaration at Worms. See Schaff, Creeds of 
Christendom, I. 195 sqq.  



57. Private Conferences with Luther. The Emperors Conduct. 
 
On the morning after Luther’s testimony, the Emperor sent a message—a sort of personal 
confession of faith—written by his own hand in French, to the Estates, informing them, that in 
consistency with his duty as the successor of the most Christian emperors of Germany and the 
Catholic kings of Spain, who had always been true to the Roman Church, he would now treat 
Luther, after sending him home with his safe-conduct, as an obstinate and convicted heretic, and 
defend with all his might the faith of his forefathers and of the Councils, especially that of 
Constance. {386} 
 
Some of the deputies grew pale at this decision; the Romanists rejoiced. But in view of the state 
of public sentiment the Diet deemed it expedient to attempt private negotiations for a peaceful 
settlement, in the hope that Luther might be induced to withdraw or at least to moderate his 
dissent from the general Councils. The Emperor yielded in spite of Aleander’s protest. 
 
The negotiations were conducted chiefly by Richard von Greiffenklau, Elector and Archbishop of 
Treves, and at his residence. He was a benevolent and moderate churchman, to whom the Elector 
Frederick and Baron Miltitz had once desired to submit the controversy. The Elector of 
Brandenburg, Duke George of Saxony, Dr. Vehus (chancellor of the Margrave of Baden), Dr. 
Eck of Treves, Dean Cochlaeus of Frankfort, {387} and the deputies of Strasburg and Augsburg, 
likewise took part in the conferences. 
 
These men were just as honest as Luther, but they occupied the standpoint of the mediaeval 
Church, and could not appreciate his departure from the beaten track. The archbishop was very 
kind and gracious to Luther, as the latter himself admitted. He simply required that in Christian 
humility he should withdraw his objections to the Council of Constance, leave the matter for the 
present with the Emperor and the Diet, and promise to accept the final verdict of a future council 
unfettered by a previous decision of the Pope. Such a council might re-assert its superiority over 
the Pope, as the reformatory Councils of the fifteenth century had done. 
 
But Luther had reason to fear the result of such submission, and remained as hard as a rock. He 
insisted on the supremacy of the word of God over all Councils, and the right of judging for 
himself according to his conscience. {388} He declared at last, that unless convinced by the 
Scriptures or "clear and evident reasons," he could not yield, no matter what might happen to 
him; and that he was willing to abide by the test of Gamaliel, "If this work be of men, it will be 
overthrown; but if it is of God, ye will not be able to overthrow it". {Acts 5:38,39} {389} 
 
He asked the Archbishop, on April 25, to obtain for him the Emperor’s permission to go home. In 
returning to his lodgings, he made a pastoral visit to a German Knight, and told him in leaving: 
"To-morrow I go away." 
 
Three hours after the last conference, the Emperor sent him a safe-conduct for twenty-one days, 
but prohibited him from writing or preaching on the way. Luther returned thanks, and declared 
that his only aim was to bring about a reformation of the Church through the Scriptures, and that 
he was ready to suffer all for the Emperor and the empire, provided only he was permitted to 
confess and teach the word of God. This was his last word to the imperial commissioners. With a 
shake of hands they took leave of each other, never to meet again in this world. 
 



It is to the credit of Charles, that in spite of contrary counsel, even that of his former teacher and 
confessor, Cardinal Hadrian, who wished him to deliver Luther to the Pope for just punishment, 
he respected the eternal principle of truth and honor more than the infamous maxim that no faith 
should be kept with heretics. He refused to follow the example of his predecessor, Sigismund, 
who violated the promise of safe-conduct given to Hus, and ordered his execution at the stake 
after his condemnation by the Council of Constance. {390} The protection of Luther is the only 
service which Charles rendered to the Reformation, and the best thing, in a moral point of view, 
he ever did. {391} Unfortunately, he diminished his merit by his subsequent regret at Yuste. 
{392} He had no other chance to crush the heretic. When he came to Wittenberg in 1547, Luther 
was in his grave, and the Reformation too deeply rooted to be overthrown by a short-lived victory 
over a few Protestant princes. 
 
It is interesting to learn Aleander’s speculations about Luther’s intentions immediately after his 
departure. He reported to Rome, April 29, 1521, that the heretic would seek refuge with the 
Hussites in Bohemia, and do four "beastly things" (cose bestiali): 1, write lying Acta 
Wormaciensia, to incite the people to insurrection; 2, abolish the confessional; 3, deny the real 
presence in the sacrament; 4, deny the divinity of Christ. {393} 
 
Luther did none of these things except the second, and this only in part. To prevent his entering 
Bohemia, Rome made provision to have him seized on the way. 
 
{386} Walch, XV. 2235-2237. 
 
{387} John Cochlaeus (his original name was Dobeneck; b. 1479, at Wendelstein in Franconia, d. 
at Bresau, 1552) was at first as a humanist an admirer of Luther, but turned against him shortly 
before the Diet of Worms, and became one of his bitterest literary opponents. He went to Worms 
unasked, and wished to provoke him to a public disputation. He was employed by the Archbishop 
of Treves as theological counsel, and by Aleander as a spy. Aleander paid him ten guilders "per 
sue spese" (see his dispatch of April 29 in Brieger, I. 175). Cochlaeus wrote about 190 books, 
mostly polemical against the Reformers, and mostly forgotten. Luther treated him with great 
contempt, and usually calls him "Doctor Rotzloffel," also "Kochloffel." See Works, Erl. ed., 
XXXI. 270 sq., 276 sq., 302 sq.; LXII. 74, 78. Otto, Johann Cochlaeus, der Humanist, Breslau, 
1874; Felician Gess, Johannes Cochlaeus, der Gegner Luthers, Oppeln, 1886, IV. 62 pages. 
 
{388} "Gnadiger Herr," he said to the Archbishop of Trier, "ich kann alles leiden, aber die 
heilige Schrift kann ich nicht ubergeben." And again: "Lieber will ich Kopf und Leben verlieren, 
als das klare Wort Gottes verlassen." 
 
{389} See the reports on these useless conferences, in Walch, XV. 2237-2347, 2292-2319; 
Cochlaeus, Com. de Actis Lutheri, and his Colloquium cum Luthero Wormatiae habitum; the 
report of Hieronymus Vehus, published by Seidemann, in the "Zeitschrift fur histor. Theol.," 
1851, p. 80 sqq.; and the report of Aleander in Brieger, I. 157-160. Ranke says (I. 332), one might 
almost be tempted to wish that Luther had withdrawn his opposition to the councils, and 
contented himself for the present with the attack upon the abuses of the papacy, in which he had 
the nation with him; but he significantly adds, that the power of his spirit would have been broken 
if it had bound itself to any but purely religious considerations. "Der ewig freie Geist bewegt sich 
in seinen eigenen Bahnen." 
 
{390} It is asserted by Gieseler and Ranke (I. 341) that the Council gave official sanction to this 
maxim by declaring with regard to Hus: "Nec aliqua sibi [ei] fides aut promissio de jure naturali, 
divino vel humano fuerit in praejudicium catholicae fidei observanda." Von der Hardt, Conc. 



Const. IV. 521; Mansi, Concil. XXVII. 791. Hefele (Conciliengeschichte, VII. 227 sq.) charges 
Gieseler with sinning against the Council and against truth itself, and maintains that this decree, 
which is only found in the Codex Dorrianus at Vienna, was merely proposed by a member, and 
not passed by the Council. But the undoubted decree of the 19th Sess., Sept. 23, 1415, declares 
that a safe-conduct, though it should be observed by him who gave it as far as he was able, 
affords no protection against the punishment of a heretic if he refuses to recant; and the fact 
remains that Hus was not permitted to return, and was burned in consequence of his 
condemnation by the Council and during its session, July 6, 1415. Aeneas Sylvius (afterwards 
Pope Pius II.) bears to him and Jerome of Prague the testimony: "Nemo philosophorum tam forti 
animo mortem pertulisse traditur quam isti incendium." The traditional prophecy of Hus: "Now 
ye burn a goose (anser; Hus in Bohemian means goose); but out of my ashes shall rise a swan 
(cygnus, Luther), which you shall not be able to burn," is not authentic, and originated in Luther’s 
time as a vaticinium post eventum. 
 
{391} Ranke says (vol. V. 308): "Es ist die universalhistorisch grosste Handlung Karls V., dass 
er damals das gegebene Wort hoher stellte als die kirchliche Satzung." 
 
{392} See above, p. 283. 
 
{393} Brieger, I. 169 sqq. Aleander says in support of the fourth item, that the Lutheran "wretch," 
Martin Butzer (he calls him Putzer), had already fallen into the diabolical Arian heresy, as he had 
been told by the Emperor’s confessor, Glapio, who had a conference with Butzer and Sickingen.  



58. The Ban of the Empire. May 8 (26), 1521. 
 
After Luther’s departure (April 26), his enemies had full possession of the ground. Frederick of 
Saxony wrote, May 4: "Martin’s cause is in a bad state: he will be persecuted; not only Annas and 
Caiaphas, but also Pilate and Herod, are against him." Aleander reported to Rome, May 5, that 
Luther had by his bad habits, his obstinacy, and his "beastly" speeches against Councils, alienated 
the people, but that still many adhered to him from love of disobedience to the Pope, and desire to 
seize the church property. 
 
The Emperor commissioned Aleander to draw up a Latin edict against Luther. {394} It was 
completed and dated May 8 (but not signed till May 26). On the same day the Emperor concluded 
an alliance with the Pope against France. They pledged themselves "to have the same friends and 
the same enemies," and to aid each other in attack and defense. 
 
The edict was kept back till the Elector Frederick and the Elector of the Palatinate with a large 
number of other members of the Diet had gone home. It was not regularly submitted to, nor 
discussed and voted on, by the Diet, nor signed by the Chancellor, but secured by a sort of 
surprise. {395} On Trinity Sunday, May 26, Aleander went with the Latin and German copy to 
church, and induced the Emperor to sign both after high mass, "with his pious hand." The 
Emperor said in French, "Now you will be satisfied."—"Yes," replied the legate in the same 
language, "but much more satisfied will be the Holy See and all Christendom, and will thank God 
for such a good, holy, and religious Emperor." {396} 
 
The edict is not so long, but as turgid, bombastic, intolerant, fierce, and Cruel, as the Pope’s bull 
of excommunication. {397} It gave legal force to the bull within the German Empire. It 
denounces Luther as a devil in the dress of a monk, who had gathered a mass of old and new 
heresies into one pool, and pronounces upon him the ban and re-ban. {398} It commands the 
burning, and forbids the printing, publication, and sale, of his books, the sheltering and feeding of 
his person, and that of his followers, and directs the magistrates to seize him wherever he may be 
found, and to hand him over to the Emperor, to be dealt with according to the penal laws against 
heretics. At the same time the whole press of the empire was put under strict surveillance. {399} 
 
This was the last occasion on which the mediaeval union of the secular empire with the papacy 
was expressed in official form so as to make the German emperor the executor of the decrees of 
the bishop of Rome. The gravamina of the nation were unheeded. Hutten wrote: "I am ashamed 
of my fatherland." {400} 
 
Thus Luther was outlawed by Church and State, condemned by the Pope, the Emperor, the 
universities, cast out of human society, and left exposed to a violent death. 
 
But he had Providence and the future on his side. The verdict of the Diet was not the verdict of 
the nation. 
 
The departure of the Emperor through the Netherlands to Spain, where he subdued a dangerous 
insurrection, his subsequent wars with Francis in Italy, the victorious advance of the Turks in 
Hungary, the protection of Luther by the Elector Frederick, and the rapid spread of Protestant 
doctrines, these circumstances, combined to reduce the imperial edict, as well as the papal bull, to 
a dead letter in the greater part of Germany. The empire was not a centralized monarchy, but a 
loose confederation of seven great electorates, a larger number of smaller principalities, and free 



cities, each with an ecclesiastical establishment of its own. The love of individual independence 
among the rival states and cities was stronger than the love of national union; and hence it was 
difficult to enforce the decisions of the Diet against a dissenting minority or even a single 
recalcitrant member. An attempt to execute the edict in electoral Saxony or the free cities by 
military force would have kindled the flame of civil war which no wise and moderate ruler would 
be willing to risk without imperative necessity. Charles was an earnest Roman Catholic, but also 
a shrewd statesman who had to consult political interests. Even the Elector Albrecht of Mainz 
prevented, as far as he could, the execution of the bull and ban in the dioceses of Mainz, 
Magdeburg, and Halberstadt. He did not sign the edict as chancellor of the empire. {401} Capito, 
his chaplain and private counselor, described him in a letter to Zwingli, Aug. 4, 1521, as a 
promoter of "the gospel," who would not permit that Luther be attacked on the pulpit. And this 
was the prelate who had been intrusted by the Pope with the sale of indulgences. Such a change 
had been wrought in public sentiment in the short course of four years. 
 
The settlement of the religious question was ultimately left to the several states, and depended 
very much upon the religious preferences and personal character of the civil magistrate. Saxony, 
Hesse, Brandenburg, the greater part of Northern Germany, also the Palatinate, Wurtemberg, 
Nurnberg, Frankfurt, Strassburg, and Ulm, embraced Protestantism in whole or in part; while 
Southern and Western Germany, especially Bavaria and Austria, remained predominantly Roman 
Catholic. But it required a long and bloody struggle before Protestantism acquired equal legal 
rights with Romanism, and the Pope protests to this day against the Treaty of Westphalia which 
finally secured those rights. 
 
{394} Aleander reports, May 5: "Poi me fa¹ commesso per Cesar et el Consilio (the imperial 
council), che io stesso facesse el decreto, con quelle pia¹ justificationi si potesse, accioche il 
popolo se contentasse." 
 
{395} "Das Edict," says Ranke (i. 342), "ward den Standen nicht in ihrer Versammlung 
vorgelegt; keiner neuen Deliberation ward es unterworfen; unerwartet, in der kaiserlichen 
Behausung bekamen sie Kunde davon, nachdem man nichts versaumt, um sie guenstig zu 
stimmen; die Billigung desselben, die nicht einmal formell genannt werden kann, ward ihnen 
durch eine Art von Ueberraschung abgewonnen." 
 
{396} Dispatch of May 26. Brieger, I. 224. The edict appeared in print on the following Thursday, 
May 30, and on Friday the Emperor left Worms. 
 
{397} Aleander himself calls it more terrible than any previous edict (cosi horribile quanto mai 
altro editto), June 27, 1521. Brieger, I. 241. Ranke says (I. 343): "Es war so scharf, so 
entschieden wie moglich." 
 
{398} Die Acht und Aberacht. The Acht is the civil counterpart of the ecclesiastical 
excommunication and excludes the victim from all protection of the law. The Aberacht or 
Oberacht follows if the Acht remains without effect. It is in the German definition die vollige 
Fried- und Rechtslos- oder Vogelfrei-Erklarung. The imperial Acht is called the Reichsacht. 
 
{399} See the edict in full in Walch, XV. 2264-2280. It was published officially in Latin and 
German, and translated into the languages of the Dutch and French dominions of Charles. 
Aleander himself, as he says, prepared the French translation. 
 
{400} Letter to Pirkheimer, May 1, 1521: "Me pudere incipit patriae." Opera II. 59. 
 



{401} Janssen, II. 208 sq.: "Albrecht musste sich beugen vor Luther, der Primus vor dem 
excommunicirten Monch, welcher ihm mit Enthuellungen drohte."  



59. State of Public Opinion. Popular Literature. 
 
K. Hagen: Der Geist der Reformation und seine Gegensatze. Erlangen, 1843. Bd. I. 158 sqq. 
Janssen, II. 181-197, gives extracts from revolutionary pamphlets to disparage the cause of the 
Reformation. 
 
Among the most potent causes which defeated the ban of the empire, and helped the triumph of 
Protestantism, was the teeming ephemeral literature which appeared between 1521 and 1524, and 
did the work of the periodical newspaper press of our days, in seasons of public excitement. In 
spite of the prohibition of unauthorized printing by the edict of Worms, Germany was inundated 
by a flood of books, pamphlets, and leaflets in favor of true and false freedom. They created a 
public opinion which prevented the execution of the law. 
 
Luther had started this popular literary warfare by his ninety-five Theses. He was by far the most 
original, fertile, and effective controversialist and pamphleteer of his age. He commanded the 
resources of genius, learning, courage, eloquence, wit, humor, irony, and ridicule, and had, 
notwithstanding his many physical infirmities, an astounding power of work. He could express 
the deepest thought in the clearest and strongest language, and had an abundant supply of juicy 
and forcible epithets. {402} His very opponents had to imitate his German speech if they wished 
to reach the masses, and to hit the nail on the head. He had a genial heart, but also a most violent 
temper, and used it as a weapon for popular effect. He felt himself called to the rough work of 
"removing stumps and stones, cutting away thistles and thorns, and clearing the wild forests." He 
found aid and comfort in the severe language of the prophets. He had, as he says, the threefold 
spirit of Elijah,—the storm, the earthquake, and the fire, which subverts mountains and tears the 
rocks in pieces. He thoroughly understood the wants and tastes of his countrymen who preferred 
force to elegance, and the club to the dagger. Foreigners, who knew him only from his Latin 
writings, could not account for his influence. 
 
Roman historians, in denouncing his polemics, are apt to forget the fearful severity of the papal 
bull, the edict of Worms, and the condemnatory decisions of the universities. {403} 
 
His pen was powerfully aided by the pencil of his friend Lucas Cranach, the court-painter of 
Frederick the Wise. 
 
Melanchthon had no popular talent, but he employed his scholarly pen in a Latin apology for 
Luther, against the furious decree of the "Parisian theologasters." {404} The Sorbonne, hitherto 
the most famous theological faculty, which in the days of the reformatory Councils had stood up 
for the cause of reform, followed the example of the universities of Louvain and Cologne, and 
denounced Luther during the sessions of the Diet of Worms, April 15, 1521, as an arch-heretic 
who had renewed and intensified the blasphemous errors of the Manichaeans, Hussites, Beghards, 
Cathari, Waldenses, Ebionites, Arians, etc., and who should be destroyed by fire rather than 
refuted by arguments. {405} Eck translated the decision at once into German. Melanchthon dared 
to charge the faculty of Paris with apostasy from Christ to Aristotle, and from biblical theology to 
scholastic sophistry. Luther translated the Apology into German at the Wartburg, and, finding it 
too mild, he added to it some strokes of his "peasant’s axe." {406} 
 
Ulrich von Hutten was almost equal to Luther in literary power, eloquence, wit, and sarcasm, as 
well as in courage, and aided him with all his might from the Ebernburg during his trial at 
Worms; but he weakened his cause by want of principle. He had previously republished and 



ridiculed the Pope’s bull of excommunication. He now attacked the edict of Worms, and wrote 
invectives against its authors, the papal legates, and its supporters, the bishops. {407} He told the 
former how foolish it was to proceed with such impudence and violence against Luther, in 
opposition to the spirit of the age, that the time of revenge would soon come; that the Germans 
were by no means so blind and indifferent as they imagined; that the young Emperor would soon 
come to a better knowledge. He indignantly reminded Aleander of his shameful private utterance 
(which was also reported to Luther by Spalatin), that, if the Germans should shake off the papal 
yoke, Rome would take care to sow so much seed of discord among them that they would eat 
each other up. He reproached the archbishops and higher clergy for using force instead of 
persuasion, the secular magistrate instead of the word of Christ against Luther. He told them that 
they were no real priests; that they had bought their dignities; that they violated common 
morality; that they were carnal, worldly, avaricious; that they were unable or ashamed to preach 
the gospel which condemned their conduct, and that if God raised a preacher like Luther, they 
sought to oppress him. But the measure is full. "Away with you," he exclaims, "ye unclean hogs, 
away from the pure fountains! Away with you, wicked traffickers, from the sanctuary! Touch no 
longer the altars with your profane hands! What right have ye to waste the pious benefactions of 
our fathers in luxury, fornication, and vain pomp, while many honest and pious people are 
starving? The measure is full. See ye not that the air of freedom is stirring, that men, disgusted 
with the present state of things, demand improvement? Luther and I may perish at your hands, but 
what of that? There are many more Luthers and Huttens who will take revenge, and raise a new 
and more violent reformation." 
 
He added, however, to the second edition, a sort of apologetic letter to Albrecht, the head of the 
German archbishops, his former friend and patron, assuring him of his continued friendship, and 
expressing regret that he should have been alienated from the protection of the cause of progress 
and liberty. 
 
In a different spirit Hans Sachs, the pious poet-shoemaker of Nurnberg, {408} wrote many 
ephemeral compositions in prose and poetry for the cause of Luther and the gospel. He met 
Luther at Augsburg in 1518, collected till 1522 forty books in his favor, and published in 1523 a 
poem of seven hundred verses under the title: "Die Wittenbergisch Nachtigall, Die man jetzt hort 
uberall," and with the concluding words: "Christus amator, Papa peccator." It was soon followed 
by four polemical dialogues in prose. 
 
Among the most popular pamphleteers on the Protestant side were a farmer named "Karsthans," 
who labored in the Rhine country between Strassburg and Basel, and his imitator, 
"Neukarsthans." Many pamphlets were anonymous or pseudonymous. 
 
It is a significant fact, that the Reformation was defended by so many laymen. All the great 
German classics who arose in more recent times (Klopstock, Lessing, Herder, Goethe, Schiller, 
Uhland, Ruckert), as well as philosophers (Leibnitz, Kant, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, Herbart, 
Lotze), are Protestants, at least nominally, and could not have grown on papal soil. 
 
The newness and freshness of this fugitive popular literature called out by the Reformation, and 
especially by the edict of Worms, made it all the more effective. The people were hungry for 
intellectual and spiritual food, and the appetite grew with the supply. 
 
The polemical productions of that period are usually brief, pointed, and aimed at the common-
sense of the masses. They abound in strong arguments, rude wit, and coarse abuse. They plead the 
cause of freedom against oppression, of the laity against priestcraft and monkery. A favorite form 
of composition was the dialogue in which a peasant or a laboring-man defeats an ecclesiastic. 



 
The Devil figures prominently in league with the Pope, sometimes as his servant, sometimes as 
his master. Very often the Pope is contrasted with Christ as his antipode. The Pope, says one of 
the controversialists, proclaimed the terrible bull of condemnation of Luther and all heretics on 
the day commemorative of the institution of the holy communion; and turned the divine mercy 
into human wrath, brotherly love into persecuting hatred, the very blessing into a curse. 
 
St. Peter also appears often in these productions: he stands at the gate of heaven, examining 
priests, monks, and popes, whether they are fit to enter, and decides in most cases against them. 
Here is a specimen: A fat and drunken monk knocks at the gate, and is angry that he is not at once 
admitted; Peter tells him first to get sober, and laughs at his foolish dress. Then he catechises him; 
the monk enumerates all his fasts, self-mortifications, and pious exercises; Peter orders that his 
belly be cut open, and, behold! chickens, wild game, fish, omelets, wine, and other contents come 
forth and bear witness against the hypocrite, who is forthwith sent to the place of punishment. 
 
The writer of a pamphlet entitled "Doctor Martin Luther’s Passion," draws an irreverent parallel 
between Luther’s treatment by the Diet, with Christ’s crucifixion: Luther’s entry into Worms is 
compared to Christ’s entry into Jerusalem, the Diet to the Sanhedrin, Archbishop Albrecht to 
Caiaphas, the papal legates to the Pharisees, the Elector of Saxony to Peter, Eck and Cochlaeus to 
the false witnesses, the Archbishop of Treves to Pilate, the German nation to Pilate’s wife; at last 
Luther’s books and likeness are thrown into the fire, but his likeness will not burn, and the 
spectators exclaim, "Verily, he is a Christian." 
 
The same warfare was going on in German Switzerland. Nicolas Manuel, a poet and painter (died 
1530), in a carnival play which was enacted at Berne, 1522, introduces first the whole hierarchy, 
confessing one after another their sins, and expressing regret that they now are to be stopped by 
the rising opposition of the people; then the various classes of laymen attack the priests, expose 
their vices, and refute their sophistries; and at last Peter and Paul decide in favor of the laity, and 
charge the clergy with flatly contradicting the teaching of Christ and the Apostles. {409} 
 
These pamphlets and fugitive papers were illustrated by rude woodcuts and caricatures of 
obnoxious persons, which added much to their popular effect. Popes, cardinals, and bishops are 
represented in their clerical costume, but with faces of wolves or foxes, and surrounded by geese 
praying a Paternoster or Ave Maria. The "Passion of Christ and Antichrist" has twenty-six 
woodcuts, from the elder Lucas Cranach or his school, which exhibit the contrast between Christ 
and his pretended vicar in parallel pictures: in one Christ declines the crown of this world, in the 
other the Pope refuses to open the gate to the Emperor (at Canossa); in one Christ wears the 
crown of thorns, in the other the Pope the triple crown of gold and jewels; in one Christ washes 
the feet of his disciples, in the other the Pope suffers emperors and kings to kiss his toe; in one 
Christ preaches the glad tidings to the poor, in the other the Pope feasts with his cardinals at a rich 
banquet; in one Christ expels the profane traffickers, in the other the Pope sits in the temple of 
God; in one Christ rides meekly on an ass into Jerusalem, in the other the Pope and his cardinals 
ride on fiery steeds into hell. {410} 
 
The controversial literature of the Roman-Catholic Church was far behind the Protestant in ability 
and fertility. The most popular and effective writer on the Roman side was the Franciscan monk 
and crowned poet, Thomas Murner. He was an Alsatian, and lived in Strassburg, afterwards at 
Luzern, and died at Heidelberg (1537). He had formerly, in his Narrenbeschworung (1512) and 
other writings, unmercifully chastised the vices of all classes, including clergy and monks, and 
had sided with Reuchlin in his controversy with the Dominicans, but in 1520 he turned against 



Luther, and assailed his cause in a poetical satire: "Vom grossen lutherischen Narren wie ihn 
Doctor Murner beschworen hat, 1522." {411} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{402} Kraftworter, as the Germans call them. 
 
{403} Janssen says (II. 181 and 193): "Den Ton fur die ganze damalige polemische Literatur 
gabLuther an-wie durch seine fruheren Schriften, so auch durch die neuen, welche er von der 
Wartburg aus in die Welt schickte." Then he quotes a number of the coarsest outbursts of Luther’s 
wrath, and his disparaging remarks on some books of the New Testament (the Eusebian 
Antilegomena), all of which, however, are disowned by the Lutheran Church, and more than 
counterbalanced by his profound reverence for, and submission to, the undoubted writings (the 
Homologumena). See 6, pp. 16 sqq. 
 
{404} "Adversus furiosum Parisiensium theologastrorum Decretum pro Luthero Apologia," 1521. 
In the "Corpus Reformat.," vol. I. 398-416. A copy of the original edition is in the Royal Library 
at Berlin. An extract, in Carl Schmidt’s Philipp Melanchthon, pp. 55 sqq. 
 
{405} Determinatio Theologorum Parisiensium super Doctrina Lutheriana. "Corp. Reform." I. 
366-388. 
 
{406} "Mein lieber Philipp," he says, "hat ihnen [den groben Pariser Eseln] wohl meisterlich 
geantwortet, hat sie aber doch zu sanft angeruhrt und mit dem leichten Hobel uberlaufen; ich 
sehe wohl, ich muss mit der Bauernaxt uber die groben Blocke kommen." At the same time there 
appeared an anonymous satire against the Paris theologians, in the style of the Epistolae 
Obscurorum Virorum. See Schmidt, l. c. p. 58. 
 
{407} In Hieron. Aleandrum, et Marinum Caracciolum Oratores Leonis X. apud Vormaciam 
Invectivae singulae.—In Cardinales, episcopos et Sacerdotes, Lutherum Vormaciae oppugnantes, 
Invectiva.—Ad Carolum Imp. pro Luthero exhortatoria. See Strauss, Ulrich v. Hutten, pp. 397 
sqq. 
 
{408} Characteristic for his poetry is the well-known rhyme (which is, however, not found in his 
works):— 
 
Hans Sachs war ein Schuh- 
 
Macher und Poet dazu. 
 
A new edition of his poems appeared at Stuttgart, 1870 sqq. He figures prominently in 
Kaulbach’s picture of the Reformation. 
 
{409} See Gruneisen’s Nicolaus Manuels Leben und Werke (1837), pp. 339-392. 
 
{410} Passional Christi und Antichristi, mit Luther’s Nachrede, 1521, in the Frkf. ed., LXIII., 
240-248. Luther accompanied the pictures with texts. 
 



{411} Newly edited by H. Kurz, Zurich, 1848. Janssen makes much use of this poem (II. 123-
128, 190, 415, 416). Murner thus describes the Protestant attack on the sacraments:— 
 
Die Mess, die sol nim gelten 
 
Im Leben noch im Tod. 
 
Die Sacrament sie schelten, 
 
Die seien uns nit Not. 
 
Funf hont sie gar vernichtet, 
 
Die andern lon sie ston, 
 
Dermassen zugerichtet, 
 
Dass sie auch bald zergon. 
 
Of Luther’s doctrine of the general priesthood of the laity he says:— 
 
Wir sein all Pfaffen worden, 
 
Beid Weiber und die Man, 
 
Wiewol wir hant kein Orden 
 
Kein Weihe gnomen-an.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IV. 
 
THE GERMAN REFORMATION FROM THE DIET OF WORMS 
 
TO THE PEASANTS’ WAR, A. D. 1521-1525. 
 

60. A New Phase in the History of the Reformation. 
 
At Worms, Luther stood on the height of his protest against Rome. The negative part of his work 
was completed: the tyranny of popery over Western Christendom was broken, the conscience was 
set free, and the way opened for a reconstruction of the Church on the basis of the New 
Testament. What he wrote afterwards against Rome was merely a repetition and re-affirmation. 
 
On his return to Wittenberg, he had a more difficult task before him: to effect a positive 
reformation of faith and discipline, worship and ceremonies. A revolution is merely destructive 
and emancipative: a reformation is constructive and affirmative; it removes abuses and 
corruptions, but saves the foundation, and builds on it a new structure. 
 
In this home-work Luther was as conservative and churchly as he had been radical and 
unchurchly in his war against the foreign foe. The connecting link between the two periods was 
his faith in Christ and the ever-living word of God, with which he began and ended his public 
labors. 
 
He now raised his protest against the abuse of liberty in his own camp. A sifting process was 
necessary. Division and confusion broke out among his friends and followers. Many of them 
exceeded all bounds of wisdom and moderation; while others, frightened by the excesses, 
returned to the fold of the mother Church. The German nation itself was split on the question of 
the old or new religion, and remains, ecclesiastically, divided to this day; but the political 
unification and reconstruction of the German Empire with a Protestant head, instead of the former 
Roman-Catholic emperor, may be regarded as a remote result of the Reformation, without which 
it could never have taken place. And it is a remarkable providence, that this great event of 1870 
was preceded by the Vatican Council and the decree of papal infallibility, and followed by the 
overthrow of the temporal power of the Pope and the political unification of Italy with Rome as 
the capital. 
 
Before Luther entered upon the new phase in his career, he had a short rest on what he called his 
"Patmos," {Revelation 1:9} and his "wilderness." It is the most romantic, as his stand at Worms is 
the most heroic, chapter in his eventful life.  



61. Luther at the Wartburg. 1521-1522. 
 
I. Luther’s Letters, from April 28, 1521, to March 7, 1522, in Deuteronomy Wette, vol. I. 5; II. 1-
141. Very full and very characteristic. Walch, XV. 2324-2402. 
 
II. C. Kohler: Luther auf der Wartburg. Eisenach, 1798. A. Witzschell: Luthers Aufenthalt auf 
der Wartburg. Wien, 1876. J. G. Morris: Luther at Wartburg and Coburg. Philadelphia, 1882. 
 
III. Marheineke, Chap. X. (I. 276 sqq.). Merle D’Aubigne, bk. IX., chs. I. and II. Hagenbach, III. 
105 sqq. Fisher, p. 112. Kostlin, I. 468-535. 
 
Luther left Worms after a stay of ten days, April 26, 1521, at ten o’clock in the morning, quietly, 
in the same company with which he had made his entrance under the greatest popular commotion 
and expectation. His friend Schurf went along. The imperial herald joined him at Oppenheim so 
as not to attract notice. 
 
In a letter to his friend Cranach, dated Frankfurt, April 28, he thus summarizes the proceedings of 
the Diet: "Have you written these books? Yes. Will you recant? No. Then get thee hence! O we 
blind Germans, how childish we are to allow ourselves to be so miserably fooled by the 
Romanists!" {412} In the same letter he takes leave of his Wittenberg friends, and intimates that 
he would be hidden for a while, though he did not know where. He says that he would rather have 
suffered death from the tyrants, especially "the furious Duke George," but he could not despise 
the counsel of good people. "A little while, and ye behold me no more; and again a little while, 
and ye shall see me. {John 16:16} I hope it will be so with me. But God’s will, the best of all, be 
done in heaven and on earth." 
 
At Friedberg he dismissed the herald, and gave him a Latin letter to the Emperor, and a German 
letter of the same import to the Estates. He thanked the former for the safe-conduct, and defended 
his course at Worms. He could not trust in the decision of one man or many men when God’s 
word and eternal interests were at stake, but was still willing to recant if refuted from the 
Scriptures. {413} 
 
At Hersfeld he was hospitably entertained in the Benedictine convent by the Abbot Crato, and 
urged to preach. He did so in spite of the Emperor’s prohibition, obeying God rather than men. "I 
never consented," he says, "to tie up God’s word. This is a condition beyond my power." {414} 
He preached also at Eisenach, but under protest of the priest in charge of the parish. Several of his 
companions parted from him there, and proceeded in the direction of Gotha and Wittenberg. 
 
From Eisenach he started with Amsdorf and Petzensteiner for Mohra to see his relations. He spent 
a night with his uncle Heinz, and preached on the next Sunday morning. He resumed his journey 
towards Altenstein and Waltershausen, accompanied by some of his relatives. On the 4th of May, 
a company of armed horsemen suddenly appeared from the woods, stopped his carriage, amidst 
cursing and swearing, pulled him out, put him on horseback, hurried away with him in full speed, 
and brought him about midnight to the Wartburg, where he was to be detained as a noble prisoner 
of state in charge of Captain von Berlepsch, the governor of the castle. 
 
The scheme had been wisely arranged in Worms by the Elector Frederick, whom Aleander calls 
"the fox of Saxony." He wavered between attachment to the old faith and inclination to the new. 
He could not be sure of Luther’s safety beyond the term of three weeks when the Emperor’s safe-



conduct expired; he did not wish to disobey the Emperor, nor, on the other hand, to sacrifice the 
reformer, his own subject, and the pride of his university. He therefore deemed it best to 
withdraw him for a season from the public eye. Melanchthon characterizes him truly when he 
says of Frederick: "He was not one of those who would stifle changes in their very birth. He was 
subject to the will of God. He read the writings which were put forth, and would not permit any 
power to crush what he believed to be true." 
 
The secret was strictly kept. For several months even John, the Elector’s brother, did not know 
Luther’s abode, and thought that he was in one of Sickingen’s castles. Conflicting rumors went 
abroad, and found credence among the crowds who gathered in public places to hear the latest 
news. Some said, He is dead; others, He is imprisoned, and cruelly treated. Albrecht Durer, the 
famous painter, who was at that time at Antwerp, and esteemed Luther as "a man enlightened by 
the Holy Spirit and a confessor of the true Christian faith," entered in his diary on Pentecost, 
1521, the prayer that God may raise up another man in his place, and fill him with the Holy Spirit 
to heal the wounds of the Church. 
 
The Wartburg is a stately castle on a hill above Eisenach, in the finest part of the Thuringian 
forest. It combines reminiscences of mediaeval poetry and piety with those of the Reformation. It 
was the residence of the Landgraves of Thuringia from 1073 to 1440. There the most famous 
Minnesangers, Walther von der Vogelweide, and Wolfram von Eschenbach, graced the court of 
Hermann I. (1190-1217); there St. Elizabeth (1207-1231), wife of Landgrave Ludwig, developed 
her extraordinary virtues of humility and charity, and began those ascetic self-mortifications 
which her heartless and barbarous confessor, Conrad of Marburg, imposed upon her. But the most 
interesting relics of the past are the Lutherstube and the adjoining Reformationszimmer. The plain 
furniture of the small room which the Reformer occupied, is still preserved: a table, a chair, a 
bedstead, a small bookcase, a drinking-tankard, and the knightly armor of Junker Georg, his 
assumed name. The famous ink-spot is seen no more, and the story is not authentic. {415} In the 
Wartburg the German students celebrated, in October, 1817, the third jubilee of the Reformation; 
in the Wartburg Dr. Merle D’Aubigne of Geneva received the inspiration for his eloquent history 
of the Reformation, which had a wider circulation, at least in the English translation, than any 
other book on church history; in the Wartburg the Eisenach Conference of the various Lutheran 
church-governments of Germany inaugurates its periodical sessions for the consultative 
discussion of matters of common interest, as the revision of the Luther-Bible. The castle was 
handsomely restored and decorated in mediaeval style, in 1847. 
 
Luther’s sojourn in this romantic solitude extended through nearly eleven months, and alternated 
between recreation and work, health and sickness, high courage and deep despondency. 
Considering that he there translated the New Testament, it was the most useful year of his life. He 
gives a full description of it in letters to his Wittenberg friends, especially to Spalatin and 
Melanchthon, which were transmitted by secret messengers, and dated from "Patmos," or "the 
wilderness," from "the region of the air," or "the region of the birds." 
 
He was known and treated during this episode as Knight George. He exchanged the monastic 
gown for the dress of a gentleman, let his hair and beard grow, wore a coat of mail, a sword, and 
a golden chain, and had to imitate courtly manners. He was served by two pages, who brought the 
meals to his room twice a day. His food was much better than be had been accustomed to as a 
monk, and brought on dyspepsia and insomnia. He enjoyed the singing of the birds, "sweetly 
lauding God day and night with all their strength." He made excursions with an attendant. 
Sometimes he took a book along, but was reminded that a Knight and a scholar were different 
beings. He engaged in conversation on the way, with priests and monks, about ecclesiastical 
affairs, and the uncertain whereabouts of Luther, till he was requested to go on. He took part in 



the chase, but indulged in theological thoughts among the huntsmen and animals. "We caught a 
few hares and partridges," he said, "a worthy occupation for idle people." The nets and dogs 
reminded him of the arts of the Devil entangling and pursuing poor human souls. He sheltered a 
hunted hare, but the dogs tore it to pieces; this suggested to him the rage of the Devil and the 
Pope to destroy those whom he wished to preserve. It would be better, he thought, to hunt bears 
and wolves. 
 
He had many a personal encounter with the Devil, whose existence was as certain to him as his 
own. More than once he threw the inkstand at him—not literally, but spiritually. His severest 
blow at the archfiend was the translation of the New Testament. His own doubts, carnal 
temptations, evil thoughts, as well as the dangers threatening him and his work from his enemies, 
projected themselves into apparitions of the prince of darkness. He heard his noises at night, in a 
chest, in a bag of nuts, and on the staircase "as if a hundred barrels were rolled from top to 
bottom." Once he saw him in the shape of a big black dog lying in his bed; he threw the creature 
out of the window; but it did not bark, and disappeared. {416} Sometimes he resorted to jokes. 
The Devil, he said, will bear any thing better than to be despised and laughed at. {417} 
 
Luther was brought up in all the mediaeval superstitious concerning demons, ghosts, witches, and 
sorcerers. His imagination clothed ideas in concrete, massive forms. The Devil was to him the 
personal embodiment of all evil and mischief in the world. Hence he figures very largely in his 
theology and religious experience. {418} He is the direct antipode of God, and the archfiend of 
Christ and of men. As God is pure love, so the Devil is pure selfishness, hatred, and envy. He is 
endowed with high intellectual gifts, as bad men often surpass good men in prudence and 
understanding. He was originally an archangel, but moved by pride and envy against the Son of 
God, whose incarnation and saving work he foresaw, he rose in rebellion against it. He 
commands an organized army of fallen angels and bad men in constant conflict with God and the 
good angels. He is the god of this world, and knows how to rule it. He has power over nature, and 
can make thunder and lightning, hail and earthquake, fleas and bed-bugs. He is the ape of God. 
He can imitate Christ, and is most dangerous in the garb of an angel of light. He is most busy 
where the Word of God is preached. He is proud and haughty, although he can appear most 
humble. He is a liar and a murderer from the beginning. He understands a thousand arts. He hates 
men because they are creatures of God. He is everywhere around them, and tries to hurt and 
seduce them. He kindles strife and enmity. He is the author of all heresies and persecutions. He 
invented popery, as a counterpart of the true kingdom of God. He inflicts trials, sickness, and 
death upon individuals. He tempts them to break the Ten Commandments, to doubt God’s word, 
and to blaspheme. He leads into infidelity and despair. He hates matrimony, mirth, and music. He 
can not bear singing, least of all "spiritual songs." {419} He holds the human will captive, and 
rides it as his donkey. He can quote Scripture, but only as much of it as suits his purpose. A 
Christian should know that the Devil is nearer him than his coat or shirt, yea, than his own skin. 
Luther reports that he often disputed with the Devil in the night, about the state of his soul, so 
earnestly that he himself perspired profusely, and trembled. Once the Devil told him that he was a 
great sinner. "I knew that long ago," replied Luther, "tell me something new. Christ has taken my 
sins upon himself, and forgiven them long ago. Now grind your teeth." At other times he returned 
the charge and tauntingly asked him, "Holy Satan, pray for me," or "Physician, cure thyself." The 
Devil assumes visible forms, and appears as a dog or a hog or a goat, or as a flame or star, or as a 
man with horns. He is noisy and boisterous. {420} He is at the bottom of all witchcraft and ghost-
trickery. He steals little children and substitutes others in their place, who are mere lumps of flesh 
and torment the parents, but die young. {421} Luther was disposed to trace many mediaeval 
miracles of the Roman Catholic Church to the agency of Satan. He believed in daemones incubos 
et succubos. 
 



But, after all, the Devil has no real power over believers. He hates prayer, and flees from the cross 
and from the Word of God as from a flaming fire. If you cannot expel him by texts of Holy 
Scripture, the best way is to jeer and flout him. A pious nun once scared him away by simply 
saying: "Christiana sum." Christ has slain him, and will cast him out at last into the fire of hell. 
Hence Luther sings in his battle hymn, — 
 
And let the Prince of ill 
 
Look grim as e’er he will, 
 
He harms us not a whit: 
 
For why? His doom is writ, 
 
One little word shall slay him. 
 
Luther was at times deeply dejected in spirit. He wrote to Melanchthon, July 13, under the 
influence of dyspepsia which paints every thing in the darkest colors: "You elevate me too high, 
and fall into the serious error of giving me too much credit, as if I were absorbed in God’s cause. 
This high opinion of yours confounds and racks me, when I see myself insensible, hardened, sunk 
in idleness, alas! seldom in prayer, and not venting one groan over God’s Church. My unsubdued 
flesh burns me with devouring fire. In short, I who ought to be eaten up with the spirit, am 
devoured by the flesh, by luxury, indolence, idleness, somnolence. Is it that God has turned away 
from me, because you no longer pray for me? You must take my place; you, richer in God’s gifts, 
and more acceptable in his sight. Here, a week has passed away since I put pen to paper, since I 
have prayed or studied, either vexed by fleshly cares, or by other temptations. If things do not 
improve, I will go to Erfurt without concealment; there you will see me, or I you, for I must 
consult physicians or surgeons. Perhaps the Lord troubles me so much in order to draw me from 
this wilderness before the public." {422} 
 
Notwithstanding his complaints of illness and depression, and assaults from the evil spirit, he 
took the liveliest interest in the events of the day, and was anxious to descend to the arena of 
conflict. He kept writing letters, books, and pamphlets, and sent them into the world. His literary 
activity during those few months is truly astounding, and contrasts strangely with his repeated 
lament that he had to sit idle at Patmos, and would rather be burned in the service of God than 
stagnate there. 
 
He had few books in the Wartburg. He studied the Greek and Hebrew Scriptures very diligently; 
{423} he depended for news on the letters of his friends at Wittenberg; and for his writings, on the 
resources of his genius. 
 
He continued his great Latin commentary on the Psalms, dwelling most carefully on Psalm 22 
with reference to the crucifixion, and wrote special expositions of Psalm 68 and 37. He completed 
his book on the Magnificat of the Holy Virgin, in which he still expresses his full belief in her 
sinlessness, even her immaculate conception. He attacked auricular confession, which was now 
used as a potent power against the reading of Protestant books, and dedicated the tract to 
Sickingen (June 1). He resumed his sermons on the Gospels and Epistles of the church year 
(Kirchenpostille), which were afterwards finished by friends, and became one of the most popular 
books of devotion in Germany. He declared it once the best book he ever wrote, one which even 
the Papists liked. {424} He replied in Latin to Latomus, a Louvain theologian. He attacked in 
Latin and German the doctrine of the mass, which is the very heart of Roman Catholic worship, 



and monastic vows, the foundation of the monastic system. He dedicated the book against vows 
to his father who had objected to his becoming a monk. 
 
He also dealt an effectual blow at Cardinal Albrecht of Mainz, who had exposed in Halle a 
collection of nearly nine thousand wondrous relies (including the manna in the wilderness, the 
burning bush of Moses, and jars from the wedding at Cana) to the view of pilgrims, with the 
promise of a "surpassing" indulgence for attendance and a charitable contribution to the 
Collegiate Church. Luther disregarded the fact that his own pious Elector had arranged a similar 
exhibition in Wittenberg only a few years before, and prepared a fierce protest against the "Idol of 
Indulgences" (October, 1521). Spalatin and the Elector protested against the publication, but he 
wrote to Spalatin: "I will not put up with it. I will rather lose you and the prince himself, and 
every living being. If I have stood up against the Pope, why should I yield to his creature?" At the 
same time he addressed a sharp letter to the archbishop (Dec. 1), and reminded him that by this 
time he ought to know that indulgences were mere knavery and trickery; that Luther was still 
alive; that bishops, before punishing priests for marrying, better first expel their own mistresses. 
He threatened him with the issue of the book against the Idol of Halle. The archbishop submitted, 
and made a humble apology in a letter of Dec. 21, which shows what a power Luther had 
acquired over him. {425} 
 
{412} Deuteronomy Wette, I. 588. 
 
{413} Deuteronomy Wette, I. 589, 600. 
 
{414} See his letter to Spalatin, May 14, in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 6. 
 
{415} On my last visit, July 31, 1886, I saw only scratches and disfigurements on the wall where 
the ink-spot was formerly pointed out. "No old reporter," says Kostlin, I. 472 sq., "knows any 
thing about the spot of the inkstand on the wall; the story arose probably from a spot of a different 
sort." Semler saw such an ink-spot at Coburg. The legend, however, embodies a true idea. 
 
{416} In Goethe’s Faust, Mephistopheles appears in the disguise of a poodle, the canis infernus, 
and is conjured by the sign of a cross: 
 
Bist du, Geselle, 
 
Ein Fluchtling der Holle? 
 
So sieh diess Zeichen, 
 
Dem sie sich beugen 
 
Die schwarzen Schaaren. 
 
{417} "Verachtung kann der stolze hoffahrtige Geist nicht leiden." Tischreden. (LX. 75. Erl.-Frkf. 
ed.) 
 
{418} In the alphabetical index of the Erlangen-Frankfurt edition of Luther’s German Works, the 
title Teufel fills no less than ten closely printed pages (vol. LXVII. 243-253). His Table-Talk on 
the Devil occupies about 150 pages in vols. LIX. and LX. It is instructive and interesting to read 
it through. Michelet devotes a whole chapter to this subject (pp. 219-234). For a systematic view, 
see Kostlin, Luther’s Theologie, vol. II. 313 sq.; 351 sqq. 



 
{419} "Der Teufel ist ein trauriger Geist," he says in his Table-Talk (LX. 60), "und macht 
traurige Leute; darum kann er Frohlichkeit nicht leiden. Daher kommt’s auch, dass er von der 
Musica aufs Weiteste fleuget; er bleibt nicht, wenn man singt, sonderlich geistliche Lieder. Also 
linderte David mit seiner Harfen dem Saul seine Anfechtung, da ihn der Teufel plagte." 
 
{420} Ein Polter-und Rumpel-Geist. 
 
{421} "Solche Wechselbalge [or Wechselkinder, changelings] und Kielkropfe supponit Satan in 
locum verorum filiorum, und plaget die Leute damit. Denn diese Gewalt hat der Satan, dass er 
die Kinder auswechselt und einem fur sein Kind einen Teufel in die Wiegen legt." Erl. ed., LX. 41. 
 
{422} Deuteronomy Wette, II. 21 sq. 
 
{423} "Bibliam Graecam et Hebraicam lego." To Spalatin, May 14 (De Wette, II. 6). 
 
{424} See Preface to the St. Louis ed. of Walch, XI. (1882), p. 1 sqq., and Kostlin, I. 486-489. 
 
{425} Both letters in Walch, XIX. 656 sqq.; Luther’s letter in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 112-115. 
Comp. Kostlin, I. 485 sq. The usual opinion that Albrecht revived the traffic in indulgences at 
Halle seems at least doubtful, and is denied by Albrecht Wolters in his Easter Program, Hat 
Cardinal Albrecht von Mainz im J. 1521 den Tetzel’schen Ablasshandel erneuert? Bonn, 1877 
(pp. 24). He concludes: "Somit war der ‘Abgott,’ welchen Luther bekampfte, nicht die 
Erneuerung des Tetzel’schen Ablasshandels, sondern die Wiederaufrichtung der in Sachsen theils 
erloschenen, theils erloschenden alten Ablasslehre, welche der Cardinal durch Ausstellung seiner 
mit Ablass begnadigten Reliquien zur Hebung des neuen Stifts und in der Stiftskirche zu Halle im 
Jahr 1521 versucht hat."  



62. Luther’s Translation of the Bible. 
 
I. Dr. Martin Luther’s Bibelubersetzung nach der letzten Original-Ausgabe, kritisch bearbeitet 
von H. E. Bindseil und H. A. Niemeyer. Halle, 1845-55, in 7 vols. 8Â°. The N. T. in vols. 6 and 
7. A critical reprint of the last edition of Luther (1545). Niemeyer died after the publication of the 
first volume. Comp. the Probebibel (the revised Luther-Version), Halle, 1883. Luther’s Sendbrief 
vom Dolmetschen und Furbitte der Heiligen (with a letter to Wenceslaus Link, Sept. 12, 1530), in 
Walch, XXI. 310 sqq., and the Erl. Frkf. ed., vol. LXV. 102-123. (Not in Deuteronomy Wette’s 
collection, because of its polemical character.) A defense of his version against the attacks of the 
Romanists. Mathesius, in his thirteenth sermon on the Life of Luther. 
 
II. On the merits and history of Luther’s version. The best works are by Palm (1772). Panzer 
(Vollstand. Gesch. der deutschen Bibelubers. Luthers, Nurnb. 1783, 2d ed. 1791), Weidemann 
(1834), H. Schott (1835), Bindseil (1847), Hopf (1847), Monckeberg (1855 and 1861), Karl 
Frommann (1862), Dorner (1868), W. Grimm (1874 and l884), Dusterdieck (1882), Kleinert 
(1883), TH. Schott (1883), and the introduction to the Probebibel (1883). See Lit. in 17, p. 103. 
 
III. On the pre-Lutheran German Bible, and Luther’s relation to it. Ed. Reuss: Die deutsche 
Historienbibel vor der Erfindung des Bucherdrucks. Jena, 1855. Jos. Kehrein (Rom. Cath.): Zur 
Geschichte der deutschen Bibelubersetzung vor Luther. Stuttgart, 1851. O. F. Fritzsche in 
Herzog, 2d ed., Bd. III. (1876), pp. 543 sqq. Dr. W. Krafft: Die deutsche Bibel vor Luther, sein 
Verhaltniss zu derselben und seine Verdienste um die deutsche Bibelubersetzung. Bonn, 1883 (25 
pages. 4Â°.) Also the recent discussions (1885-1887) of Keller, Haupt, Jostes, Rachel, Kawerau, 
Kolde, K. Muller, on the alleged Waldensian origin of the pre-Lutheran German version. 
 
The richest fruit of Luther’s leisure in the Wartburg, and the most important and useful work of 
his whole life, is the translation of the New Testament, by which he brought the teaching and 
example of Christ and the Apostles to the mind and heart of the Germans in life-like 
reproduction. It was a republication of the gospel. He made the Bible the people’s book in church, 
school, and house. If he had done nothing else, he would be one of the greatest benefactors of the 
German-speaking race. {426} 
 
His version was followed by Protestant versions in other languages, especially the French, Dutch, 
and English. The Bible ceased to be a foreign book in a foreign tongue, and became naturalized, 
and hence far more clear and dear to the common people. Hereafter the Reformation depended no 
longer on the works of the Reformers, but on the book of God, which everybody could read for 
himself as his daily guide in spiritual life. This inestimable blessing of an open Bible for all, 
without the permission or intervention of pope and priest, marks an immense advance in church 
history, and can never be lost. 
 
Earlier Versions. 
 
Luther was not the first, but by far the greatest translator of the German Bible, and is as 
inseparably connected with it as Jerome is with the Latin Vulgate. He threw the older translation 
into the shade and out of use, and has not been surpassed or even equaled by a successor. There 
are more accurate versions for scholars (as those of Deuteronomy Wette and Weizsacker), but 
none that can rival Luther’s for popular authority and use. 
 



The civilization of the barbarians in the dark ages began with the introduction of Christianity, and 
the translation of such portions of the Scriptures as were needed in public worship. 
 
The Gothic Bishop Wulfila or Wolflein (i.e., Little Wolf) in the fourth century translated nearly 
the whole Bible from the Greek into the Gothic dialect. It is the earliest monument of Teutonic 
literature, and the basis of comparative Teutonic philology. {427} 
 
During the fourteenth century some unknown scholars prepared a new translation of the whole 
Bible into the Middle High German dialect. It slavishly follows the Latin Vulgate. It may be 
compared to Wiclif’s English Version (1380), which was likewise made from the Vulgate, the 
original languages being then almost unknown in Europe. A copy of the New Testament of this 
version has been recently published, from a manuscript in the Premonstratensian convent of Tepl 
in Bohemia. {428} Another copy is preserved in the college library at Freiberg in Saxony. {429} 
Both are from the fourteenth century, and agree almost word for word with the first printed 
German Bible, but contain, besides the New Testament, the apocryphal letter of St. Paul to the 
Laodiceans, which is a worthless compilation of a few sentences from the genuine writings of the 
apostle. {430} 
 
After the invention of the printing-press, and before the Reformation, this mediaeval German 
Bible was more frequently printed than any other except the Latin Vulgate. {431} No less than 
seventeen or eighteen editions appeared between 1462 and 1522, at Strassburg, Augsburg, 
Nurnberg, Coln, Lubeck, and Halberstadt (fourteen in the High, three or four in the Low German 
dialect). Most of them are in large folio, in two volumes, and illustrated by wood-cuts. The 
editions present one and the same version (or rather two versions,—one High German, the other 
Low German) with dialectical alterations and accommodations to the textual variations of the 
MSS. of the Vulgate, which was in a very unsettled condition before the Clementine recension 
(1592). The revisers are as unknown as the translators. 
 
The spread of this version, imperfect as it was, proves the hunger and thirst of the German people 
for the pure word of God, and prepared the way for the Reformation. It alarmed the hierarchy. 
Archbishop Berthold of Mainz, otherwise a learned and enlightened prelate, issued, Jan. 4, 1486, 
a prohibition of all unauthorized printing of sacred and learned books, especially the German 
Bible, within his diocese, giving as a reason that the German language was incapable of correctly 
rendering the profound sense of Greek and Latin works, and that laymen and women could not 
understand the Bible. Even Geiler of Kaisersberg, who sharply criticised the follies of the world 
and abuses of the Church, thought it "an evil thing to print the Bible in German." 
 
Besides the whole Bible, there were numerous German editions of the Gospels and Epistles 
(Plenaria), and the Psalter, all made from the Vulgate. {432} 
 
Luther could not be ignorant of this mediaeval version. He made judicious use of it, as he did also 
of old German and Latin hymns. Without such aid he could hardly have finished his New 
Testament in the short space of three months. {433} But this fact does not diminish his merit in 
the least; for his version was made from the original Hebrew and Greek, and was so far superior 
in every respect that the older version entirely disappeared. It is to all intents a new work. 
 
Luther’s Qualifications. 
 
Luther had a rare combination of gifts for a Bible translator: familiarity with the original 
languages, perfect mastery over the vernacular, faith in the revealed word of God, enthusiasm for 
the gospel, unction of the Holy Spirit. A good translation must be both true and free, faithful and 



idiomatic, so as to read like an original work. This is the case with Luther’s version. Besides, he 
had already acquired such fame and authority that his version at once commanded universal 
attention. 
 
His knowledge of Greek and Hebrew was only moderate, but sufficient to enable him to form an 
independent judgment. {434} What he lacked in scholarship was supplied by his intuitive genius 
and the help of Melanchthon. In the German tongue he had no rival. He created, as it were, or 
gave shape and form to the modern High German. He combined the official language of the 
government with that of the common people. He listened, as he says, to the speech of the mother 
at home, the children in the street, the men and women in the market, the butcher and various 
tradesmen in their shops, and, "looked them on the mouth," in pursuit of the most intelligible 
terms. His genius for poetry and music enabled him to reproduce the rhythm and melody, the 
parallelism and symmetry, of Hebrew poetry and prose. His crowning qualification was his 
intuitive insight and spiritual sympathy with the contents of the Bible. 
 
A good translation, he says, requires "a truly devout, faithful, diligent, Christian, learned, 
experienced, and practiced heart." 
 
Progress of his Version. 
 
Luther was gradually prepared for this work. He found for the first time a complete copy of the 
Latin Bible in the University Library at Erfurt, to his great delight, and made it his chief study. He 
derived from it his theology and spiritual nourishment; he lectured and preached on it as professor 
at Wittenberg day after day. He acquired the knowledge of the original languages for the purpose 
of its better understanding. He liked to call himself a "Doctor of the Sacred Scriptures." 
 
He made his first attempt as translator with the seven Penitential Psalms, which he published in 
March, 1517, six months before the outbreak of the Reformation. Then followed several other 
sections of the Old and New Testaments,—the Ten Commandments, the Lord’s Prayer, the 
Prayer of King Manasseh, the Magnificat of the Virgin Mary, etc., with popular comments. He 
was urged by his friends, especially by Melanchthon, as well as by his own sense of duty, to 
translate the whole Bible. 
 
He began with the New Testament in November or December, 1521, and completed it in the 
following March, before he left the Wartburg. He thoroughly revised it on his return to 
Wittenberg, with the effectual help of Melanchthon, who was a much better Greek scholar. Sturz 
at Erfurt was consulted about coins and measures; Spalatin furnished from the Electoral treasury 
names for the precious stones of the New Jerusalem. {Revelation 21} The translation was then 
hurried through three presses, and appeared already Sept. 21, 1522, but without his name. {435} 
 
In December a second edition was required, which contained many corrections and 
improvements. {436} 
 
He at once proceeded to the more difficult task of translating the Old Testament, and published it 
in parts as they were ready. The Pentateuch appeared in 1523; the Psalter, 1524. 
 
In the progress of the work he founded a Collegium Biblieum, or Bible club, consisting of his 
colleagues Melanchthon, Bugenhagen (Pommer), Cruciger, Justus Jonas, and Aurogallus. They 
met once a week in his house, several hours before supper. Deacon Georg Rorer (Rorarius), the 
first clergyman ordained by Luther, and his proof-reader, was also present; occasionally foreign 
scholars were admitted; and Jewish rabbis were freely consulted. Each member of the company 



contributed to the work from his special knowledge and preparation. Melanchthon brought with 
him the Greek Bible, Cruciger the Hebrew and Chaldee, Bugenhagen the Vulgate, others the old 
commentators; Luther had always with him the Latin and the German versions besides the 
Hebrew. Sometimes they scarcely mastered three lines of the Book of Job in four days, and 
hunted two, three, and four weeks for a single word. No record exists of the discussions of this 
remarkable company, but Mathesius says that "wonderfully beautiful and instructive speeches 
were made." 
 
At last the whole Bible, including the Apocrypha as "books not equal to the Holy Scriptures, yet 
useful and good to read," was completed in 1534, and printed with numerous woodcuts. 
 
In the mean time the New Testament had appeared in sixteen or seventeen editions, and in over 
fifty reprints. {437} 
 
Luther complained of the many errors in these irresponsible editions. 
 
He never ceased to amend his translation. Besides correcting errors, he improved the uncouth and 
confused orthography, fixed the inflections, purged the vocabulary of obscure and ignoble words, 
and made the whole more symmetrical and melodious. 
 
He prepared five original editions, or recensions, of his whole Bible, the last in 1545, a year 
before his death. {438} This is the proper basis of all critical editions. {439} 
 
The edition of 1546 was prepared by his friend Rorer, and contains a large number of alterations, 
which he traced to Luther himself. Some of them are real improvements, e.g., "Die Liebe horet 
nimmer auf," for, "Die Liebe wird nicht mude". {1 Corinthians 13:8} The charge that he made the 
changes in the interest of Philippism (Melanchthonianism), seems to be unfounded. 
 
Editions and Revisions. 
 
The printed Bible text of Luther had the same fate as the written text of the old Itala and Jerome’s 
Vulgate. It passed through innumerable improvements and mis-improvements. The orthography 
and inflections were modernized, obsolete words removed, the versicular division introduced 
(first in a Heidelberg reprint, 1568), the spurious clause of the three witnesses inserted in 1 John 
5:7 (first by a Frankfurt publisher, 1574), the third and fourth books of Ezra and the third book of 
the Maccabees added to the Apocrypha, and various other changes effected, necessary and 
unnecessary, good and bad. Elector August of Saxony tried to control the text in the interest of 
strict Lutheran orthodoxy, and ordered the preparation of a standard edition (1581). But it was 
disregarded outside of Saxony. 
 
Gradually no less than eleven or twelve recensions came into use, some based on the edition of 
1545, others on that of 1546. The most careful recension was that of the Canstein Bible Institute, 
founded by a pious nobleman, Carl Hildebrand von Canstein (1667-1719) in connection with 
Francke’s Orphan House at Halle. It acquired the largest circulation and became the textus 
receptus of the German Bible. 
 
With the immense progress of biblical learning in the present century, the desire for a timely 
revision of Luther’s version was more and more felt. Revised versions with many improvements 
were prepared by Joh.- Friedrich von Meyer, a Frankfurt patrician (1772-1849), and Dr. Rudolf 
Stier (18001862), but did not obtain public authority. 
 



At last a conservative official revision of the Luther Bible was inaugurated by the combined 
German church governments in 1863, with a view and fair prospect of superseding all former 
editions in public use. {440} 
 
The Success. 
 
The German Bible of Luther was saluted with the greatest enthusiasm, and became the most 
powerful help to the Reformation. Duke George of Saxony, Duke William of Bavaria, and 
Archduke Ferdinand of Austria strictly prohibited the sale in their dominions, but could not stay 
the current. Hans Lufft at Wittenberg printed and sold in forty years (between 1534 and 1574) 
about a hundred thousand copies,—an enormous number for that age,—and these were read by 
millions. The number of copies from reprints is beyond estimate. 
 
Cochlaeus, the champion of Romanism, paid the translation the greatest compliment when he 
complained that "Luther’s New Testament was so much multiplied and spread by printers that 
even tailors and shoemakers, yea, even women and ignorant persons who had accepted this new 
Lutheran gospel, and could read a little German, studied it with the greatest avidity as the 
fountain of all truth. Some committed it to memory, and carried it about in their bosom. In a few 
months such people deemed themselves so learned that they were not ashamed to dispute about 
faith and the gospel not only with Catholic laymen, but even with priests and monks and doctors 
of divinity." {441} 
 
The Romanists were forced in self-defense to issue rival translations. Such were made by Emser 
(1527), Dietenberger (1534), and Eck (1537), and accompanied with annotations. They are more 
correct in a number of passages, but slavishly conformed to the Vulgate, stiff and heavy, and they 
frequently copy the very language of Luther, so that he could say with truth, "The Papists steal 
my German of which they knew little before, and they do not thank me for it, but rather use it 
against me." These versions have long since gone out of use even in the Roman Church, while 
Luther’s still lives. {442} 
 
NOTE. 
 
the pre-lutheran german bible. 
 
According to the latest investigations, fourteen printed editions of the whole Bible in the Middle 
High German dialect, and three in the Low German, have been identified. Panzer already knew 
fourteen; see his Gesch. der nurnbergischen Ausgaben der Bibel, Nurnberg, 1778, p. 74. 
 
The first four, in large folio, appeared without date and place of publication, but were probably 
printed: 1, at Strassburg, by Heinrich Eggestein, about or before 1466 (the falsely so-called 
Mainzer Bibel of 1462); 2, at Strassburg, by Johann Mentelin, 1466(?); 3, at Augsburg, by 
Jodocus Pflanzmann, or Tyner, 1470(?); 4, at Nurnberg, by Sensenschmidt and Frissner, in 2 
vols., 408 and 104 leaves, 1470-73(?). The others are located, and from the seventh on also dated, 
viz.: 5, Augsburg, by Gunther Zainer, 2 vols., probably between 1473-1475. 6, Augsburg, by the 
same, dated 1477 (Stevens says, 1475?). 7, The third Augsburg edition, by Gunther Zainer, or 
Anton Sorg, 1477, 2 vols., 321 and 332 leaves, fol., printed in double columns; the first German 
Bible with a date. 8, The fourth Augsburg edition, by A. Sorg, 1480, folio. 9, Nurnberg, by Anton 
Koburger (also spelled Koberger), 1483. 10, Strassburg, by Johann Gruninger, 1485. 11 and 12, 
The fifth and sixth Augsburg editions, in small fol., by Hans Schonsperger, 1487 and 1490. 13, 
The seventh Augsburg edition, by Hans Otmar, 1507, small folio. 14, The eighth Augsburg 
edition, by Silvan Otmar, 1518, small folio. 



 
The Low Dutch Bibles were printed: 1, at Cologne, in large folio, double columns, probably 
1480. The unknown editor speaks of previous editions and his own improvements. Stevens (Nos. 
653 and 654) mentions two copies of the O. T. in Dutch, printed at Delf, 1477, 2 vols. fol. 2, At 
Lubeck, 1491 (not 1494), 2 vols. fol. with large woodcuts. 3, At Halberstadt, 1522. 
 
Comp. Kehrein (I. c.), Krafft (l. c.., pp. 4, 5), and Henry Stevens, The Bibles in the Caxton 
Exhibition, London, 1878. Stevens gives the full titles with descriptions, pp. 45 sqq., nos. 620 
sqq. 
 
Several of these Bibles, including the Koburger and those of Cologne and Halberstadt, are in the 
possession of the Union Theol. Seminary, New York. I examined them. They are ornamented by 
woodcuts, beginning with a picture of God creating the world, and forming Eve from the rib of 
Adam in Paradise. Several of them have Jerome’s preface (De omnibus divinae historiae libris, 
Ep. ad Paulinum), the oldest with the remark: "Da hebet an-die epistel des heiligen priesters sant 
Jeronimi zu Paulinum von allen gottlichen buchern der hystory. Das erst capitel." 
 
Dr. Krafft illustrates the dependence of Luther on the earlier version by several examples (pp. 13-
18). The following is from the Sermon on the Mount, Matthew 5:21-27:— 
 
the ninth bible, 1483. 
 
Habt ir gehort, das gesaget ist den alten. Du solt nit todten, wellicher aber todtet. der wird 
schuldig des gerichts. Aber ich sag euch, daz ein yeglicher der do zurnet seinem bruder. der wirt 
schuldig des gerichts. Der aber spricht zu seinem bruder. racha. der wirt schuldig des rats. Und 
der do spricht. tor. der wirt schuldig des hellischen fewrs. Darum ob du opfferst dein gab zu dem 
attar. und do wirst gedenckend. daz dein bruder ettwas hat wider dich, lasz do dein gab vor dem 
altar und gee zum ersten und versune dich mit deim bruder und denn kum und opffer dein gab. 
Bis gehellig deim widerwertigen schyer. die weyl du mit im bist him weg. das dich villeycht der 
widersacher nit antwurt den Richter. und der Richter dich antwurt dem diener und werdest gelegt 
in den kercker. Furwar ich sag dir. du geest nit aus von dannen. und das du vergeltest den letzten 
quadranten. 
 
luther’s new testament, 1522. 
 
Ihr habt gehortt, das zu den alten gesagt ist, du sollt nit todten, wer aber todtet, der soll des 
gerichts schuldig seyn. Ich aber sage euch, wer mit seynem bruder zurnit, der ist des gerichts 
schuldig, wer aber zu seynem bruder sagt, Racha, der ist des rads schuldig, wer aber sagt, du narr, 
der ist des hellischen fewers schuldig. 
 
Darumbwena�  du deyn gabe auff den altar opfferst, un wirst alda eyngedenken, das deyn bruder 
ettwas widder dich hab, so las alda fur dem altar deyn gabe, unnd gehe zuvor hyn, unnd versune 
dich mitt deynem bruder, unnd als denn kom unnd opffer deyn gabe. 
 
Sey willfertig deynem widersacher, bald, dieweyl du noch mit yhm auff dem wege bist, auff das 
dich der widdersacher nit der mal eyns ubirantwortte dem richter, una�  d. richter ubirantworte 
dich dem diener, una� � werdist yna  den kerccker geworffen, warlich ich sage dyr, du wirst nit 
von dannen erauze komen, bis du auch den letzten heller bezealest. 
 
To this I add two specimens in which the superiority of Luther’s version is more apparent. 
 



Genesis 1:1-3. 
 
the koburger bible of nurnberg, 1483 
 
In dem anfang hat got beschaffen hymel und erden. aber dye erde was eytel und leere. und die 
vinsternus warn auff dem antlitz des abgrunds. vnd der geist gots swebet oder ward getragen auff 
den wassern. Una�  got der sprach. Es werde dz liecht. Un das liecht ist worden. 
 
luther’s bible, ed. 1535. 
 
Im anfang schuff Gott himel und erden. Und die erde war wust und leer, und es war finster auff 
der tieffe, und der Geist Gottes schwebet auff dem wasser. 
 
Un Gott sprach. Es werde liecht. Und es ward liecht. 
 
1 Corinthians 13:1,2. 
 
The Strassburg Bible Of 1485. 
 
Ob ich rede inn der zungen der engel vnd der menschen; aber habe ich der lieb nit, ich bin 
gemacht alls ein glockenspeyss lautend oder alls ein schell klingend. Vnd ob ich hab die 
weissagung und erkenn all heimlichkeit vnd alle kunst, und ob ich hab alten glauben, also das ich 
ubertrag die berg, habe ich aber der lieb nit, ich bin nichts. 
 
Luther’s New Testament, 1522. 
 
Wenn ich mit menschen und mit engelzungen redet und hette die {443} liebe nit, {444} so ware 
ich ein tonend ertz oder ein klingende schell. {445} Und wenn ich weissagen kundt, vnnd wuste 
alle geheymnuss vnd alle erkantnuss, vnd hette alten glauben, also das ich berg versetzete, und 
hett der liebe nicht, so were ich nichts. 
 
The precise origin of the mediaeval German Bible is still unknown. Dr. Ludwig Keller of 
Munster first suggested in his Die Reformation und die alteren Reformparteien, Leipzig, 1885, 
pp. 257-260, the hypothesis that it was made by Waldenses (who had also a Romanic version); 
and he tried to prove it in his Die Waldenser und die deutschen Bibelubersetzungen, Leipzig, 
1886 (189 pages). Dr. Hermann Haupt, of Wurzburg, took the same ground in his Die deutsche 
Bibelubersetzung der mittelalterlichen Waldenser in dem Codex Teplensis und der ersten 
gedruckten Bibel nachgewiesen, Wurzburg, 1885 (64 pages); and again, in self-defense against 
Jostes, in Der waldensische Ursprung des Codex Teplensis und der vor-lutherischen deutschen 
Bibeldrucke, Wurzburg, 1886. On the other hand, Dr. Franz Jostes, a Roman Catholic scholar, 
denied the Waldensian and defended the Catholic origin of that translation, in two pamphlets: Die 
Waldenser und die vorlutherische Bibelubersetzung, Munster, 1885 (44 pages), and Die Tepler 
Bibelubersetzung. Eine zweite Kritik, Munster, 1886 (43 pages). The same author promises a 
complete history of German Catholic Bible versions. The question has been discussed in 
periodicals and reviews, e.g., by Kawerau in Luthardt’s "Theol. Literaturblatt," Leipzig, 1885 and 
1886 (Nos. 32-34), by Schaff in the New York "Independent" for Oct. 8, 1885, and in the 
"Presbyterian Review" for April, 1887, pp. 355 sqq.; by Kolde, in the "Gottinger Gelehrte 
Anzeigen," 1887, No. I.; by Muller in the "Studien und Kritiken," 1887, No. III.; and Bornemann, 
in the "Jahrb. f. Prot. Theol.," 1888, 67-101. 
 



The arguments for the Waldensian origin are derived from certain additions to the Codex 
Teplensis, and alleged departures from the text of the Vulgate. But the additions are not anti-
Catholic, and are not found in the cognate Freiberger MS.; and the textual variations can not be 
traced to sectarian bias. The text of the Vulgate was in greater confusion in the middle ages than 
the text of the Itala at the time of Jerome, nor was there any authorized text of it before the 
Clementine recension of 1592. The only plausible argument which Dr. Keller brings out in his 
second publication (pp. 80 sqq.) is the fact that Emser, in his Annotations to the New Test. (1523), 
charges Luther with having translated the N. T. from a "Wickleffisch oder hussisch exemplar." 
But this refers to copies of the Latin Vulgate; and in the examples quoted by Keller, Luther does 
not agree with the Codex Teplensis. 
 
The hostility of several Popes and Councils to the circulation of vernacular translations of the 
Bible implies the existence of such translations, and could not prevent their publication, as the 
numerous German editions prove. Dutch, French, and Italian versions also appeared among the 
earliest prints. See Stevens, Nos. 687 and 688 (p. 59 sq.). The Italian edition exhibited in 1877 at 
London is entitled: La Biblia en lingua Volgare (per Nicolo di Mallermi). Venetia: per Joan. 
Rosso Vercellese, 1487, fol. A Spanish Bible by Bonif. Ferrer was printed at Valencia, 1478 (see 
Reuss, Gesch. der heil. Schr. N. T., II. 207, 5th Ed.). 
 
The Bible is the common property and most sacred treasure of all Christian churches. The art of 
printing was invented in Catholic times, and its history goes hand in hand with the history of the 
Bible. Henry Stevens says (The Bibles in the Caxton Exhibition, p. 25): "The secular history of 
the Holy Scriptures is the sacred history of Printing. The Bible was the first book printed, and the 
Bible is the last book printed. Between 1450 and 1877, an interval of four centuries and a quarter, 
the Bible shows the progress and comparative development of the art of printing in a manner that 
no other single book can; and Biblical bibliography proves that during the first forty years, at 
least, the Bible exceeded in amount of printing all other books put together; nor were its quality, 
style, and variety a whit behind its quantity." 
 
{426} The testimony of the great philosopher Hegel is worth quoting. He says in his Philosophie 
der Geschichte, p. 503: "Luther hat die Autoritat der Kirche verworfen und an ihre Stelle die 
Bibel und das Zeugniss des menschlichen Geistes gesetzt. Dass nun die Bibel selbst die 
Grundlage der christlichen Kirche geworden ist, ist von der grossten Wichtigkeit; jeder soll sich 
nun selbst daraus belehren, jeder sein Gewissen daraus bestimmen konnen. Diess ist die 
ungeheure Veranderung im Principe: die ganze Tradition und das Gebaude der Kirche wird 
problematisch und das Princip der Autoritat der Kirche umgestossen. Die Uebersetzung, welche 
Luther von der Bibel gemacht hat, ist von unschatzbarem Werthe fur das deutsche Volk gewesen. 
Dieses hat dadurch ein Volksbuch erhalten, wie keine Nation der katholischen Welt ein solches 
hat; sie haben wohl eine Unzahl von Gebetbuchlein, aber kein Grundbuch zur Belehrung des 
Volks. Trotz dem hat man in neueren Zeiten Streit deshalb erhoben, ob es zweckmassig sei, dem 
Volke die Bibel indie Hand zu geben; die wenigen Nachtheile, die dieses hat, werden doch bei 
weitem von den ungeheuren Vortheilen uberwogen; die ausserlichen Geschichten, die dem 
Herzen und Verstande anstossig sein konnen, weiss der religiose Sinn sehr wohl zu 
unterscheiden, und sich an-das Substantielle haltend uberwindet er sie." Froude (Luther, p. 42) 
calls Luther’s translation of the Bible "the greatest of all the gifts he was able to offer to 
Germany." 
 
{427} Hence repeatedly published from the remaining fragmentary MSS. in Upsala (Codex 
Argenteus, so called from its silver binding), Wolfenbuttel and Milan, by H. C. von Gabelenz and 
J. Loebe (1836), Massmann (1857), Bernhardt (1875), Stamm (1878), Uppstrom (1854-1868, the 
most accurate edition), R. Muller and H. Hoeppe (1881), W. W. Skeat (1882). Comp. also Jos. 



Bosworth, The Gothic and Anglo-Saxon Gospels in Parallel Columns with the Versions of 
Wycliffe and Tyndale, London, 2d ed., 1874 (with a fac-simile of the Codex Argenteus). 
 
{428} By P. Philipp Klimesch (librarian of the convent), Der Codex Teplensis, enthaltend "Die 
Schrift des newen Gezeuges." Aelteste deutsche Handschrift, welche den im 15 Jahrh. gedruckten 
deutschen Bibeln zu Grunde gelegen. Augsburg and Munchen, 1881-1884, in 3 parts. The Codex 
contains also homilies of St. Augustin and St. Chrysostom, and seven articles of faith. The last 
especially have induced Keller and Haupt to assign the translation to Waldensian origin. But 
these Addenda are not uncatholic, and at most would only prove Waldensian or Bohemian 
proprietorship of this particular copy, but not authorship of the translation. See Notes below, p. 
353. 
 
{429} See Dr. M. Rachel’s Gymnasial program: Ueber die Freiberger Bibelhandschrift, nebst 
Beitragen zur Gesch. der vorlutherischen Bibelubersetzung, Freiberg, 1886 (31 pages). 
 
{430} This apocryphal Epistle was also included in the Albigensian (Romance) version of the 
13th century, in a Bohemian version, and in the early English Bibles, in two independent 
translations of the 14th or 15th century, but not in Wiclif’s Bible. See Forshall and Maddan, 
Wycliffite Versions of the Bible (1850), IV. 438 sq.; Anger, Ueber den Laodicenerbrief (Leipzig, 
1843); and Lightfoot, Com. on Ep. to the Colossians (London, 1875), p. 363 sq. On the other 
hand, the same pseudo-Pauline Epistle appears in many MSS. and early editions of the Vulgate, 
and in the German versions of Eck and Dietenberger. It can therefore not be used as an argument 
for or against the Waldensian hypothesis of Keller. 
 
{431} Ninety-seven editions of the Vulgate were printed between 1450 and 1500,—28 in Italy 
(nearly all in Venice), 16 in Germany, 10 in Basel, 9 in France. See Fritzsche in Herzog, ii vol. 
VIII. 450. 
 
{432} In the royal library of Munich there are 21 MSS. of German versions of the Gospels and 
Epistles. The Gospels for the year were printed about 25 times before 1518; the Psalter about 13 
times before 1513. See besides the works of Panzer, Kehrein, Keller, Haupt, above quoted, 
Alzog, Die deutschen Plenarien im 15. und zu Anfang des 16. Jahrh., Freiburg-i-B., 1874. 
 
{433} Luther’s use of the older German version was formerly ignored or denied, but has been 
proved by Professor Krafft of Bonn (1883). He adds, however, very justly (l. c. p. 19): "Es 
gereicht Luther zum grossten Verdienst, dass er auf den griechischen Grundtext zuruckgegangen, 
den deutschen Wortschatz zunachst im N. T. wesentlich berichtigt, dann aber auch mit seiner 
Genialitat bedeutend vermehrt hat." See Notes below, p. 352. 
 
{434} "Ich kann," he says in his Tischreden, "weder griechisch noch ebraeisch, ich will aber 
dennoch einem Ebraeer und Griechen ziemlich begegnen. Aber die Sprachen machen fur sich 
selbst keinen Theologen, sondern sind nur eine Hulfe. Denn soll einer von einem Dinge reden, so 
muss er die Sache [Sprache?] zuvor wissen und verstehen." Erl.-Frkf. ed., vol. LXII. 313. 
 
{435} Under the title: Das Newe Testament Deutzsch. Wittemberg. With wood-cuts by Lucas 
Cranach, one at the beginning of each book and twenty-one in the Apocalypse. The chapter 
division of the Latin Bible, dating from Hugo a St. Caro, was retained with some paragraph 
divisions; the versicular division was as yet unknown (Robert Stephanus first introduced it in his 
Latin edition, 1548, and in his Greek Testament of 1551). The order of the Epistles is changed, 
and the change remained in all subsequent editions. Some parallel passages and glosses are added 



on the margin. It contained many typographical errors, a very curious one in Galatians 5:6: "Die 
Liebe, die durch den Glauben thaetig ist," instead of "Der Glaube, der durch die Liebe thatig ist." 
 
A copy of this rare edition, without the full-page Apocalyptic pictures, but with the error just 
noticed, is in the Union Seminary Library, New York. It has the famous preface with the fling at 
the "rechte stroern Epistel" of St. James, which was afterwards omitted or modified. 
 
{436} The woodcuts were also changed. The triple papal crown of the Babylonian woman in 
Revelation 17 gave place to a simple crown. 
 
{437} Fritzsche (l. c.., p. 549): "Vom N. T. sind von 1522-1533 ziemlich sicher 16 original 
Ausgaben nachgewiesen... Die Nachdrucke belaufen sich auf ungefahr 54, wobei Augsburg mit 
14, Strassburg mit 13, und Basel mit 12 vertreten ist." 
 
{438} Under the title: Biblia, das ist die gantze Heilige Schrift, Deutsch. Auffs neu zugericht. D. 
Mart. Luther. Wittemberg. Durch Hans Lufft, M.D.XLV. fol. with numerous woodcuts. A copy in 
the Canstein Bibelanstalt at Halle. The Union Theol. Seminary in New York has a copy of the 
edition of 1535 which bears this title: Biblia das ist die /gantze Heilige /Schrifft Deutsch./ Mart. 
Luth./ Wittemberg./ Begnadet mit Kur-/ furstlicher zu Sachsen /freiheit. /Gedruckt durch Hans 
Lufft./ M. D. XXXV. The margin is ornamented. Then follows the imprimatur of the Elector John 
Frederick of Saxony, a preface of Luther to the O. T., and a rude picture of God, the globe and 
paradise with Adam and Eve among trees and animals. 
 
{439} Republished with the greatest care by Bindseil & Niemeyer. See Lit., p. 340. 
 
{440} See Note at the end of the next section. 
 
{441} Deuteronomy Actis et Scriptis M. Lutheri ad Ann. 1522. Gieseler (IV. 65 sq.) quotes the 
whole passage in Latin. 
 
{442} The last edition of Dr. Eck’s Bible appeared in 1558, at Ingolstadt, Bavaria. 
 
{443} Ed. of 1535: der. 
 
{444} Ed. of 1535: nicht. 
 
{445} Later eds.: eine schelle.  



63. A Critical Estimate of Luther’s Version. 
 
Luther’s version of the Bible is a wonderful monument of genius, learning, and piety, and may be 
regarded in a secondary sense as inspired. It was, from beginning to end, a labor of love and 
enthusiasm. While publishers and printers made fortunes, Luther never received or asked a 
copper for this greatest work of his life. {446} 
 
We must judge it from the times. A German translation from the original languages was a work of 
colossal magnitude if we consider the absence of good grammars, dictionaries, and concordances, 
the crude state of Greek and Hebrew scholarship, and of the German language, in the sixteenth 
century. Luther wrote to Amsdorf, Jan. 13, 1522, that he had undertaken a task beyond his power, 
that he now understood why no one had attempted it before in his own name, and that he would 
not venture on the Old Testament without the aid of his friends. {447} He felt especially how 
difficult it was to make Job and the Hebrew prophets speak in barbarous German. {448} He 
jocosely remarked that Job would have become more impatient at the blunders of his translators 
than at the long speeches of his "miserable comforters." 
 
As regards the text, it was in an unsettled condition. The science of textual criticism was not yet 
born, and the materials for it were not yet collected from the manuscripts, ancient versions, and 
patristic quotations. Luther had to use the first printed editions. He had no access to manuscripts, 
the most important of which were not even discovered or made available before the middle of the 
nineteenth century. Biblical geography and archaeology were in their infancy, and many names 
and phrases could not be understood at the time. 
 
In view of these difficulties we need not be surprised at the large number of mistakes, 
inaccuracies, and inconsistencies in Luther’s version. They are most numerous in Job and the 
Prophets, who present, even to the advanced Hebrew scholars of our day, many unsolved 
problems of text and rendering. The English Version of 1611 had the great advantage of the 
labors of three generations of translators and revisers, and is therefore more accurate, and yet 
equally idiomatic. 
 
The Original Text. 
 
The basis for Luther’s version of the Old Testament was the Massoretic text as published by 
Gerson Ben Mosheh at Brescia in 1494. {449} He used also the Septuagint, the Vulgate of Jerome 
{450} (although he disliked him exceedingly on account of his monkery), the Latin translations of 
the Dominican Sanctes Pagnini of Lucca (1527), and of the Franciscan Sebastian Munster (1534), 
the "Glossa ordinaria" (a favorite exegetical vade-mecum of Walafried Strabo from the ninth 
century), and Nicolaus Lyra (d. 1340), the chief of mediaeval commentators, who, besides the 
Fathers, consulted also the Jewish rabbis. {451} 
 
The basis for the New Testament was the second edition of Erasmus, published at Basel in 
Switzerland in 1519. {452} His first edition of the Greek Testament had appeared in 1516, just 
one year before the Reformation. He derived the text from a few mediaeval MSS. {453} The 
second edition, though much more correct than the first ("multo diligentius recognitum, 
emendatum," etc.), is disfigured by a large -number of typographical errors. {454} He laid the 
foundation of the Textus Receptus, which was brought into its mature shape by R. Stephen, in his 
"royal edition" of 1550 (the basis of the English Textus Receptus), and by the Elzevirs in their 



editions of 1624 and 1633 (the basis of the Continental Textus Receptus), and which maintained 
the supremacy till Lachmann inaugurated the adoption of an older textual basis (1831). 
 
Luther did not slavishly follow the Greek of Erasmus, and in many places conformed to the Latin 
Vulgate, which is based on an older text. He also omitted, even in his last edition, the famous 
interpolation of the heavenly witnesses in 1 John 5:7, which Erasmus inserted in his third edition 
(1522) against his better judgment. {455} 
 
The German Rendering. 
 
The German language was divided into as many dialects as tribes and states, and none served as a 
bond of literary union. Saxons and Bavarians, Hanoverians and Swabians, could scarcely 
understand each other. Each author wrote in the dialect of his district, Zwingli in his 
Schwyzerdutsch. "I have so far read no book or letter," says Luther in the preface to his version of 
the Pentateuch (1523), in which the German language is properly handled. "Nobody seems to 
care sufficiently for it; and every preacher thinks he has a right to change it at pleasure, and to 
invent new terms." Scholars preferred to write in Latin, and when they attempted to use the 
mother tongue, as Reuchlin and Melanchthon did occasionally, they fell far below in ease and 
beauty of expression. 
 
Luther brought harmony out of this confusion, and made the modern High German the common 
book language. He chose as the basis the Saxon dialect, which was used at the Saxon court and in 
diplomatic intercourse between the emperor and the estates, but was bureaucratic, stiff, heavy, 
involved, dragging, and unwieldy. {456} He popularized and adapted it to theology and religion. 
He enriched it with the vocabulary of the German mystics, chroniclers, and poets. He gave it 
wings, and made it intelligible to the common people of all parts of Germany. 
 
He adapted the words to the capacity of the Germans, often at the expense of accuracy. He cared 
more for the substance than the form. He turned the Hebrew shekel into a Silberling, {457} the 
Greek drachma and Roman denarius into a German Groschen, the quadrans into a Heller, the 
Hebrew measures into Scheffel, Malter, Tonne, Centner, and the Roman centurion into a 
Hauptmann. He substituted even undeutsch(!) for barbarian in 1 Corinthians 14:11. Still greater 
liberties he allowed himself in the Apocrypha, to make them more easy and pleasant reading. 
{458} He used popular alliterative phrases as Geld und Gut, Land und Leute, Rath und That, 
Stecken und Stab, Dornen und Disteln, matt und mude, gang und gabe. He avoided foreign terms 
which rushed in like a flood with the revival of learning, especially in proper names (as 
Melanchthon for Schwarzerd, Aurifaber for Goldschmid, Oecolampadius for Hausschein, 
Camerarius for Kammermeister). He enriched the vocabulary with such beautiful words as 
holdselig, Gottseligkeit. 
 
Erasmus Alber, a contemporary of Luther, called him the German Cicero, who not only reformed 
religion, but also the German language. 
 
Luther’s version is an idiomatic reproduction of the Bible in the very spirit of the Bible. It brings 
out the whole wealth, force, and beauty of the German language. It is the first German classic, as 
King James’s version is the first English classic. It anticipated the golden age of German 
literature as represented by Klopstock, Lessing, Herder, Goethe, Schiller,—all of them 
Protestants, and more or less indebted to the Luther-Bible for their style. The best authority in 
Teutonic philology pronounces his language to be the foundation of the new High German dialect 
on account of its purity and influence, and the Protestant dialect on account of its freedom which 
conquered even Roman Catholic authors. {459} 



 
The Protestant Spirit of Luther’s Version. 
 
Dr. Emser, one of the most learned opponents of the Reformation, singled out in Luther’s New 
Testament several hundred linguistic blunders and heretical falsifications. {460} Many of them 
were silently corrected in later editions. He published, by order of Duke George of Saxony, a new 
translation (1527) for the purpose of correcting the errors of "Luther and other heretics." {461} 
 
The charge that Luther adapted the translation to his theological opinions has become traditional 
in the Roman Church, and is repeated again and again by her controversialists and historians. 
{462} 
 
The same objection has been raised against the Authorized English Version. {463} 
 
In both cases, the charge has some foundation, but no more than the counter-charge which may be 
brought against Roman Catholic Versions. 
 
The most important example of dogmatic influence in Luther’s version is the famous 
interpolation of the word alone in Romans 3:28 (allein durch den Glauben), by which he intended 
to emphasize his solifidian doctrine of justification, on the plea that the German idiom required 
the insertion for the sake of clearness. {464} But he thereby brought Paul into direct verbal 
conflict with James, who says, {James 2:24} "by works a man is justified, and not only by faith" 
("nicht durch den Glauben allein"). It is well known that Luther deemed it impossible to 
harmonize the two apostles in this article, and characterized the Epistle of James as an "epistle of 
straw," because it had no evangelical character ("keine evangelische Art"). 
 
He therefore insisted on this insertion in spite of all outcry against it. His defense is very 
characteristic. "If your papist," he says, {465} "makes much useless fuss about the word sola, 
allein, tell him at once: Doctor Martin Luther will have it so, and says: Papist and donkey are one 
thing; sic volo, sic jubeo, sit pro ratione voluntas. For we do not want to be pupils and followers 
of the Papists, but their masters and judges." Then he goes on in the style of foolish boasting 
against the Papists, imitating the language of St. Paul in dealing with his Judaizing opponents: {2 
Corinthians 11:22 sqq.} "Are they doctors? so am I. Are they learned? so am I. Are they 
preachers? so am I. Are they theologians? so am I. Are they disputators? so am I. Are they 
philosophers? so am I. Are they the writers of books? so am I. And I shall further boast: I can 
expound Psalms and Prophets; which they can not. I can translate; which they can not.... 
Therefore the word allein shall remain in my New Testament, and though all pope-donkeys 
(Papstesel) should get furious and foolish, they shall not turn it out." {466} 
 
The Protestant and anti-Romish character of Luther’s New Testament is undeniable in his 
prefaces, his discrimination between chief books and less important books, his change of the 
traditional order, and his unfavorable judgments on James, Hebrews, and Revelation. {467} It is 
still more apparent in his marginal notes, especially on the Pauline Epistles, where he emphasizes 
throughout the difference between the law and the gospel, and the doctrine of justification by 
faith alone; and on the Apocalypse, where he finds the papacy in the beast from the abyss, 
{Revelation 13} and in the Babylonian harlot. {468} {Revelation 17} The anti-papal explanation 
of the Apocalypse became for a long time almost traditional in Protestant commentaries. 
 
On the other hand, the Roman Catholic translators used the same liberty of marginal annotations 
and pictorial illustrations in favor of the doctrines and usages of their own church. Emser’s New 
Testament is full of anti-Lutheran glosses. In Romans 3:28, he protests on the margin against 



Luther’s allein, and says, "Paul by the words ‘without works of the law’ does not mean that man 
is saved by faith alone, without good works, but only without works of the law, that is, external 
circumcision and other Jewish ceremonies." He therefore confines the "law" here to the ritual law, 
and "works" to Jewish works; while, according to the best modern commentators, Paul means the 
whole law, moral as well as ceremonial, and all works commanded by the law. And yet even in 
the same chapter and throughout the whole Epistle to the Romans, Emser copies verbatim 
Luther’s version for whole verses and sections; and where he departs from his language, it is 
generally for the worse. 
 
The same may be said of the other two German Catholic Bibles of the age of the Reformation. 
They follow Luther’s language very closely within the limits of the Vulgate, and yet abuse him in 
the notes. Dr. Dietenberger adds his comments in smaller type after the chapters, and agrees with 
Emser’s interpretation of Romans 3:28 {469} Dr. Eck’s German Bible has few notes, but a 
strongly anti-Protestant preface. {470} 
 
To be just, we must recognize the sectarian imperfections of Bible versions, arising partly from 
defective knowledge, partly from ingrained prejudices. A translation is an interpretation. Absolute 
reproduction is impossible in any work. {471} A Jew will give a version of the Old Testament 
differing from that of a Christian, because they look upon it in a different light,—the one with his 
face turned backward, the other with his face turned forward. A Jew cannot understand the Old 
Testament till he becomes a Christian, and sees in it a prophecy and type of Christianity. No 
synagogue would use a Christian version, nor any church a Jewish version. So also the New 
Testament is rendered differently by scholars of the Greek, Latin, and Protestant churches. And 
even where they agree in words, there is a difference in the pervading spirit. They move, as it 
were, in a different atmosphere. A Roman Catholic version must be closely conformed to the 
Latin Vulgate, which the Council of Trent puts on an equal footing with the original text. {472} A 
Protestant version is bound only by the original text, and breathes an air of freedom from 
traditional restraint. The Roman Church will never use Luther’s Version or King James’s 
Version, and could not do so without endangering her creed; nor will German Protestants use 
Emser’s and Eck’s Versions, or English Protestants the Douay Version. The Romanist must 
become evangelical before he can fully apprehend the free spirit of the gospel as revealed in the 
New Testament. 
 
There is, however, a gradual progress in translation, which goes hand in hand with the progress of 
the understanding of the Bible. Jerome’s Vulgate is an advance upon the Itala, both in accuracy 
and Latinity; the Protestant Versions of the sixteenth century are an advance upon the Vulgate, in 
spirit and in idiomatic reproduction; the revisions of the nineteenth century are an advance upon 
the versions of the sixteenth, in philological and historical accuracy and consistency. A future 
generation will make a still nearer approach to the original text in its purity and integrity. If the 
Holy Spirit of God shall raise the Church to a higher plane of faith and love, and melt the 
antagonisms of human creeds into the one creed of Christ, then, and not before then, may we 
expect perfect versions of the oracles of God. 
 
NOTES. 
 
the official revision of the luther-bible, and the anglo- american revision of the authorized english 
bible. 
 
An official revision of Luther’s version was inaugurated, after long previous agitation and 
discussion, by the "Eisenach German Evangelical Church Conference," in 1863, and published 
under the title: Die Bibel oder die ganze Heilige Schrift des Alten und Neuen Testaments nach der 



deutschen Uebersetzung D. Martin Luthers. Halle (Buchhandlung des Waisenhauses), 1883. It is 
called the Probebibel. The revised New Testament had been published several years before, and 
is printed by Dr. O. von Gebhardt together with the Greek text, in his Novum Testamentum 
Graece et Germanice, Leipzig, 1881. 
 
The revision was prepared with extraordinary care, but in an ultra-conservative spirit, by a 
number of distinguished biblical scholars appointed by the ecclesiastical authorities of the 
German governments, eleven for the New Testament (Nitzsch, Twesten, Beyschlag, Riehm, 
Ahlfeld, Bruckner, Meyer, Niemann, Fronmuller, Schroder, Kostlin), and over twenty for the Old 
Testament, including some who had also served in the New Testament company (Tholuck, 
Schlottmann, Riehm, Dillmann, Kleinert, Delitzsch, Bertheau, Dusterdieck, Kamphausen, Baur of 
Leipzig, Ahlfeld, Thenius, Kubel, Kapff, Schroder, Diestel, Grimm, Kuhn, Hoffmann, Clausen, 
Grill). Dorner, Monckeberg, and Karl Frommann took a very active part as counsellors and 
promoters, the last (an eminent Germanist and Luther-scholar, but with strong archaic tastes) in 
the linguistic portion. 
 
The work was very severely criticised by opposite schools for changing too much or too little, 
and was recommitted by the Eisenach Conference of 1886 for final action. The history of this 
revision is told in the preface and Introduction to the Probebibel, and in Grimm’s Geschichte der 
luth. Bibelubersetzung, Jena, 1884, pp. 48-76. 
 
The Anglo-American revision of the Authorized English Version of 1611 was set in motion by 
the Convocation of Canterbury, and carried out in fifteen years, between 1870 and 1885, by two 
committees,—one in England and one in the United States (each divided into two companies, -
one for the Old Testament, one for the New, and each consisting of scholars of various Protestant 
denominations). Dr. Dorner, on his visit to America in 1873, desired to bring about a regular co-
operation of the two revision movements, but it was found impracticable, and confined to private 
correspondence. 
 
The two revisions are similar in spirit and aim; and as far as they run parallel, they agree in most 
of the improvements. Both aim to replace the old version in public and private use; but both 
depend for ultimate success on the verdict of the churches for which they were prepared. They 
passed through the same purgatory of hostile criticism both from conservative and progressive 
quarters. They mark a great progress of biblical scholarship, and the immense labor bestowed 
upon them can never be lost. The difference of the two arises from the difference of the two 
originals on which they are based, and its relation to the community. 
 
The authorized German and English versions are equally idiomatic, classical, and popular; but the 
German is personal, and inseparable from the overawing influence of Luther, which forbids 
radical changes. The English is impersonal, and embodies the labors of three generations of 
biblical scholars from Tyndale to the forty-seven revisers of King James,—a circumstance which 
is favorable to new improvements in the same line. In Germany, where theology is cultivated as a 
science for a class, the interest in revision is confined to scholars; and German scholars, however 
independent and bold in theory, are very conservative and timid in practical questions. In England 
and America, where theology moves in close contact with the life of the churches, revision 
challenges the attention of the laity which claims the fruits of theological progress. 
 
Hence the Anglo-American revision is much more thorough and complete. It embodies the results 
of the latest critical and exegetical learning. It involves a reconstruction of the original text, which 
the German Revision leaves almost untouched, as if all the pains-taking labors of critics since the 
days of Bengel and Griesbach down to Lachmann and Tischendorf (not to speak of the equally 



important labors of English scholars from Mill and Bentley to Westcott and Hort) had been in 
vain. 
 
As to translation, the English Revision removes not only misleading errors, but corrects the far 
more numerous inaccuracies and inconsistencies in the minor details of grammar and vocabulary; 
while the German Revision is confined to the correction of acknowledged mistranslations. The 
German Revision of the New Testament numbers only about two hundred changes, the Anglo-
American thirty-six thousand. The revised German New Testament is widely circulated; but of 
the provisional Probebibel, which embraces both Testaments, only five thousand copies were 
printed and sold by the Canstein Bibelanstalt at Halle (as I learned there from Dr. Kramer, July, 
1886). Of the revised English New Testament, a million copies were ordered from the Oxford 
University Press before publication, and three million copies were sold in less than a year (1881). 
The text was telegraphed from New York to Chicago in advance of the arrival of the book. Over 
thirty reprints appeared in the United States. The Revised Old Testament excited less interest, but 
tens of thousands of copies were sold on the day of publication (1885), and several American 
editions were issued. The Bible, after all, is the most popular book In the world, and constantly 
increasing in power and influence, especially with the English-speaking race. (For particulars on 
the English Revision, see Schaff’s Companion to the Greek Testament and the English Version, 
New York, 3d ed., 1888, pp. 404 sqq., and the extensive Revision literature, pp. 371 sqq.) 
 
{446} He could say with perfect truth: "Ich habe meine Ehre nicht gemeint, auch keinen Heller 
dafur genomen, sondern habe es zu Ehren gethan den lieben Christen und zu Ehren einem, der 
droben sitzt." 
 
{447} "Interim Biblia transferam, quanquam onus susceperim supra vires. Video nunc, quid sit 
interpretari, et cur hactenus a nullo sit attentatum, qui proficeretur nomen suum. [This implies 
his knowledge of older German translations which are anonymous.] Vetus Testamentum non 
potero attingere, nisi vobis praesentibus et cooperantibus." 
 
{448} "Ach Gott! wie ein gross und verdriesslich Werk ist es, die hebraischen Schreiber zu 
zwingen deutsch zu reden; wie strauben sie sich und wollen ihre hebraische Art gar nicht 
verlassen und dem groben Deutschen nachfolgen, gleich als wenn eine Nachtigall... sollte ihre 
liebliche Melodei verlassen und dem Kukuk nachsingen." Walch, XVI. 508. Comp. his letter to 
Spalatin about the difficulties in Job, Feb. 23, 1524, in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 486. 
 
{449} Luther’s copy of the Hebrew Bible is preserved in the Royal Library at Berlin. The editio 
princeps of the whole Hebrew Bible appeared 1488 (Soncino: Abraham ben Chayin de’ Tintori). 
A copy in possession of Dr. Ginsburg in England. See Stevens, l. c. p. 60. Portions had been 
printed before. 
 
{450} A copy of the Lyons ed. of 1519, and one of the Basel ed. of 1509, now in possession of 
the Brandenburg Provincial Museum at Berlin. Grimm, Gesch. d. luther. Bibelubers., p. 8, note. 
 
{451} Lyra acquired by his Postillae perpetuae in V. et N. Test. (first published in Rome, 1472, in 
5 vols. fol., again at Venice, 1540) the title Doctor planus et utilis. His influence on Luther is 
expressed in the well-known lines:— 
 
Si Lyra non lyrasset, 
 
Lutherus non saltasset. 
 



{452} Greek and Latin, 2 vols. folio. The first part contains Preface, Dedication to Pope Leo X., 
and the Ratio seu Compendium verae Theologiae per Erasmum Roterodamum (120 pages); the 
second part, the Greek Text, with a Latin version in parallel columns, with brief introductions to 
the several books (565 pages). At the end is a Latin letter of Frobenius, the publisher, dated 
"Nonis Fehr. Anno M.D.XIX." A copy in the Union Theol. Seminary, New York. -Some say that 
Luther made use of Gerbel’s reprint of Erasmus, 1521. But Dr. Reuss of Strassburg, who has the 
largest collection and best knowledge of Greek Testaments, denies this. Gesch. der h. Schriften 
des N. T., 5th ed., II. 211, note. 
 
{453} See Schaff, Companion to the Greek Testament, etc., New York, 3d ed., 1888, pp. 229 sqq., 
and the facsimile of the Erasmian ed. on p. 532 sq. Tyndale’s English version was likewise made 
from Erasmus. 
 
{454} O. von Gebhardt, in his Novum Test. Graece et Germanice, Preface, p. xvi., says of the 
second ed. of Erasmus: "Die Zahl der Druckfehler ist so gross, dass ein vollstandiges 
Verzeichniss derselben Seiten fullen wurde." Comp. Scrivener, Introd. to the Criticism of the N. 
T., 3d ed. (1883), p. 432 sq. 
 
{455} It first appeared in the Frankfort edition of Luther’s Bible, 1574. The revised Luther-Bible 
of 1883 strangely retains the passage, but in small type and in brackets, with the note that it was 
wanting in Luther’s editions. The Probebibel departs only in a few places from the Erasmian text 
as followed by Luther: viz., Acts 12:25 Hebrews 10:34 1 John 2:23 Revelation 11:2. In this 
respect the German revision is far behind the Anglo-American revision of 1881, which corrects 
the Textus Receptus In about five thousand places. 
 
{456} He says in his Tischreden (Erl. ed., vol. lxii. 313): "Ich habe keine gewisse, sonderliche 
eigene Sprache im Deutschen [i.e., no special dialect], sondern brauche der gemeinen deutschen 
Sprache, dass mich Oberlander und Niederlander verstehen mogen. Ich rede nach der 
sachsischen Canzelei, welcher nachfolgen alle Fursten und Konige in Deutschland. Alle 
Beichstadte, Furstenhofe schreiben nach der sachsischen und unseres Fursten Canzelei, darumb 
ists auch die gemeinste deutsche Sprache. Kaiser Maximilian und Kurfurst Friedrich, Herzog zu 
Sachsen, etc., haben im romischen Reich die deutschen Sprachen [dialects] also in eine gewisse 
Sprache gezogen." Formerly the Latin was the diplomatic language in Germany. Louis the 
Bavarian introduced the German in 1330. The founder of the diplomatic German of Saxony was 
Elector Ernst, the father of Elector Friedrich. See Wilibald Grimm, Gesch. der luth. 
Bibelubersetzung (Jena, 1884), p. 24 sqq. 
 
{457} The same word silverling occurs once in the English version, Isaiah 7:23, and is retained in 
the R. V. of 1885. The German Probebibel retains it in this and other passages, as Genesis 20:16 
Judges 9:4, etc. 
 
{458} See Grimm, Luther’s Uebersetzung der Apocryphen, in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 
1883, pp. 376-400. He judges that Luther’s version of Ecclesiasticus (Jesus Sirach) is by no 
means a faithful translation, but a model of a free and happy reproduction from a combination of 
the Greek and Latin texts. 
 
{459} "Luther’s Sprache," says Jakob Grimm, In the Preface to his German Grammar, "muss 
ihrer edeln, fast wunderbaren Reinheit, auch ihres gewaltigen Einflusses halber fur Kern und 
Grundlage der neuhochdeutschen Sprachniedersetzung gehalten werden, wovon bis auf den 
heutigen Tag nur sehr unbedeutend, meistens zum Schaden der Kraft und des Ausdrucks, 
abgewichen wordenist. Man darf das Neuhochdeutsche in der That als den protestantischen 



Dialekt bezeichnen, dessen freiheitathmende Natur langst schon, ihnen unbewusst, Dichter und 
Schriftsteller des katholischen Glaubens uberwaltigte. Unsere Sprache ist nach dem 
unaufhaltsamen Laufe der Dinge in Lautverhaltnissen und Formen gesunken; was aber ihren 
Geist und Leib genahrt, verjungt, was endlich Bluten neuer Poesie getrieben hat, verdanken wir 
keinem mehr als Luthern." Comp. Wetzel, Die Sprache Luthers in seiner Bibel, Stuttgart, 1850. 
Heinrich Ruckert, Geschichte der neu-hochdeutschen Schriftsprache, II. 15-175. Opitz, Ueber die 
Sprache Luthers, Halle, 1869. Dietz, Worterbuch zu Luther’s deutschen Schriften, Leipzig, 1870 
sqq. Lehmann, Luthers Sprache in seiner Uebersetzung des N. T., Halle, 1873. 
 
{460} Annotationes des hochgel. und christl. doctors Hieronymi Emsers uber Luthers neuw 
Testament, 1523. I have before me an edition of Freiburg-i.-B., 1535 (140 pages). Emser charges 
Luther with a thousand grammatical and fourteen hundred heretical errors. He suspects (p. 14) 
that he had before him "ein sonderlich Wickleffisch oder Hussisch Exemplar." He does not say 
whether he means a copy of the Latin Vulgate or the older German version. He finds (p. 17) four 
errors in Luther’s version of the Lord’s Prayer: 1, that he turned Vater unser into Unser Vater, 
against the German custom for a thousand years (but in his Shorter Catechism he retained the old 
form, and the Lutherans adhere to it to this day); 2, that he omitted der du bist; 3, that he changed 
the panis supersubstantialis (uberselbstandig Brot!) into panis quotidianus (taglich Brot); 4, that 
he added the doxology, which is not in the Vulgate. In our days, one of the chief objections 
against the English Revision is the omission of the doxology. 
 
{461} Das gantz New Testament: So durch den Hochgelerten L. Hieronymum Emser seligen 
verteutscht, unter des Durchlauchten Hochgebornen Fursten und Herren Georgen Hertzogen zu 
Sachsen, etc., ausgegangen ist. Leipzig, 1528. The first edition appeared before Emser’s death, 
which occurred Nov. 8, 1527. I find in the Union Seminary four octavo copies of his N. T., dated 
Coln, 1528 (355 pp.), Leipzig, 1529 (416 pp.), Freiburg-i.-B. 1535 (406 pp.), Coln, 1568 (879 
pp.), and a copy of a fol. ed., Cologne, 1529 (227 pp.), all with illustrations and marginal notes 
against Luther. On the concluding page, it is stated that 607 errors of Luther’s are noted and 
corrected. The Cologne ed. of 1529 indicates, on the titlepage, that Luther arbitrarily changed the 
text according to the Hussite copy ("wie Martinus Luther dem rechten Text, dem huschischen 
Exemplar nach, seins gefallens ab und zugethan und verendert hab"). Most editions contain a 
Preface of Duke George of Saxony, in which he charges Luther with rebellion against all 
ecclesiastical and secular authority, and identifies him with the beast of the Apocalypse, 
Revelation 13 ("dass sein Mund wol genannt werden mag der Mund der Bestie von welcher 
Johannes schreibet in seiner Offenbarung am dreizehnten"). 
 
{462} Dr. Dollinger, in his Reformation, vol. III. 139 sqq., 156 sqq., goes into an elaborate proof. 
In his Luther, eine Skizze (Freiburg-i. -B., 1851), p. 26, he calls Luther’s version "ein 
Meisterstuck in sprachlicher Hinsicht, aber seinem Lehrbegriffe gemass eingerichtet, und daher 
in vielen Stellen absichtlich unrichtig und sinnentstellend." So also Cardinal Hergenrother 
(Lehrbuch der allg. Kirchengesch., vol. III. 40, third ed. of 1886): "Die ganze Uebersetzung war 
ganz nach Luthers System zugerichtet, auf Verbreitung seiner Rechtfertigungslehre berechnet, oft 
durch willkuhrliche Entstellungen und Einschaltungen seinen Lehren angepasst." 
 
{463} By older and more recent Romanists, as Ward, Errata of the Protestant Bible, Dublin, 1810. 
Trench considers the main objections in his book on the Authorized Version and Revision, pp. 
165 sqq. (in the Harper ed. of 1873). The chief passages objected to by Romanists are Hebrews 
13:4 (where the E. V. translates "Marriage is honorable in all" for "Let marriage be honorable 
among all"); 1 Cor. 11:27 ("and" for "or"); Gal. 5:6 ("faith which worketh by love;" which is 
correct according to the prevailing sense of ejnergei’sqai, and corresponds to the Vulgate 
operatur, against the Roman view of the passive sense, "wrought by love," in conformity with the 



doctrine of fides formata), and the rendering of eijdwlon by image, instead of idol. The E. V. has 
also been charged with a Calvinistic bias from its connection with Beza’s Greek text and Latin 
notes. 
 
{464} But he omitted allein in Galatians 2:16, where it might be just as well justified, and where 
the pre-Lutheran Bible reads "nur durch den Glauben." However correct in substance and as an 
inference, the insertion has no business in the text as a translation. See Meyer on Romans 3:28, 
5th ed., and Weiss, 6th ed. (1881), also my annotations to Lange on Romans (p. 136). 
 
{465} In his Sendbrief vom Dolmetschen, in the Erl.-Frkf. ed., vol. LXV., p. 107 sqq. It was 
published in September, 1530, with special reference to Emser, whom he does not name, but calls 
"the scribbler from Dresden" ("der dresdener Sudler"). 
 
{466} The Revisers of the Probebibel retained the interpolated allein in Romans 8:28, the nur in 
4:15, and the incorrect rendering in 3:25,26,—a striking proof of Luther’s overpowering 
influence even over conscientious critical scholars in Germany. Dr. Grimm, the lexicographer (l. 
c.., p. 48), unjustly censures Meyer and Stier for omitting the word allein. I have an old copy of 
Luther’s Testament, without titlepage, before me, where the word allein is printed in larger type 
with a marginal finger pointing to it. 
 
{467} The Prefaces are collected in the 7th volume of Bindseil’s edition of the Luther Bible, and 
in the 63d volume of the Erlangen ed. of Luther’s works. The most important is his preface to the 
Epistle to the Romans, and his most objectionable that to the Epistle of James. 
 
{468} He adds in the marginal note on Revelation 17: "Hie zeiget er die romische Kirche in ihrer 
Gestalt und Wesen, die verdammt soll werden." His friend Cranach, in the accompanying picture 
in the first ed., and also in the ed. of 1535, represents the harlot as riding on a dragon with a triple 
crown on her head. 
 
{469} Biblia beider Allt unnd Newen Testamenten, fleissig, treulich vn Christlich nach alter inn 
Christlicher Kirchen gehabter Translation, mit Ausslegung etlicher dunckeler ort und besserung 
vieler verruckter wort und spruch... Durch D. Johan Dietenberger, new verdeutscht. Gott zu 
ewiger ehre unnd wolfarth seiner heil. Christlichen Kirchen Meynz, 1534, fol. From a copy in the 
Union Seminary (Van Ess library). Well printed and illustrated. 
 
{470} I have before me three copies of as many folio editions of Eck’s Bible, 1537, 1550, and 
1558, bearing the title: Bibel Alt und New Testament, nach dem Text in der heiligen Kirchen 
gebraucht, durch Doctor Johan Ecken, mit fleiss, auf hochteutsch verdolmetscht, etc. They were 
printed at Ingolstadt, and agree in the number of pages (1035), and vary only in the date of 
publication. They contain in an appendix the Prayer of Manasseh, the Third Book of Maccabees, 
and the spurious Epistle of Paul to the Laodiceans. 
 
{471} There is an Italian proverb that translators are traitors (Traduttori traditori). Jerome speaks 
of versiones which are eversiones. As Trench says, there are in every translation "unavoidable 
losses inherent in the nature of the task, in the relations of one language to the other, in the lack of 
accurate correlations between them, in the different schemes of their construction." 
 
{472} Hence the stiffness of literalism and the abundance of Latinisms in the Rhemish Version of 
the N. T. (first published in 1582, second ed. 1600, third ed. at Douay, 1621), such as 
"supersubstantial bread" for daily or needful bread (Jerome introduced supersubstantialis for the 
difficult epiousio in the Lord’s Prayer, Matthew 6:11, but retained quotidianus in Luke), 



transmigration of Babylon, impudicity, coinquinations, postulations, agnition, cogitation, 
prepuce, pasche, exinanite, contristate, domesticals, exemplars of the coelestials, etc. Some of 
them have been silently removed in modern editions. The notes of the older editions abound in 
fulminations against heretics.  



64. Melanchthon’s Theology. 
 
See Literature in 38, pp. 182 sq. The 21st vol. of the "Corpus Reformatorum" (1106 fol. pages) is 
devoted to the various editions of Melanchthon’s Loci Theologici, and gives bibliographical lists 
(fol. 59 sqq.; 561 sqq.), and also an earlier outline from an unpublished MS. Comp. Carl Schmidt, 
Phil. Mel., pp. 64-75; and on Melanchthon’s doctrinal changes, Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, 
vol. 1. 261 sqq. 
 
While Luther translated the New Testament on the Wartburg, Melanchthon prepared the first 
system of Protestant theology at Wittenberg. Both drew from the same fountain, and labored for 
the same end, but in different ways. Luther built up the Reformation among the people in the 
German tongue; Melanchthon gave it methodical shape for scholars by his Latin writings. The 
former worked in the quarries, and cut the rough blocks of granite; the latter constructed the 
blocks into a habitable building. Luther expressed a modest self-estimate, and a high estimate of 
his friend, when he said that his superiority was more "in the rhetorical way," while Melanchthon 
was "a better logician and reasoner." 
 
Melanchthon finished his "Theological Common-Places or Ground-Thoughts" (Loci Communes 
or Loci Theologici), in April, 1521, and sent the proof-sheets to Luther on the Wartburg. They 
appeared for the first time before the Close of that year. {473} 
 
This book marks an epoch in the history of theology. It grew out of exegetical lectures on the 
Epistle to the Romans, the Magna Charta of the evangelical system. It is an exposition of the 
leading doctrines of sin and grace, repentance and salvation. It is clear, fresh, thoroughly biblical, 
and practical. Its main object is to show that man cannot be saved by works of the law or by his 
own merits, but only by the free grace of God in Christ as revealed in the gospel. It presents the 
living soul of divinity, in striking contrast to the dry bones of degenerate scholasticism with its 
endless theses, antitheses, definitions, divisions, and subdivisions. 
 
The first edition was written in the interest of practical Christianity rather than scientific theology. 
It is meagre in the range of topics, and defective in execution. It is confined to anthropology and 
soteriology, and barely mentions the metaphysical doctrines of the Trinity and the incarnation, as 
transcendent mysteries to be adored rather than curiously discussed. It has a polemical hearing 
against the Romanists, in view of the recent condemnation of Luther by the Sorbonne. It also 
contains some crude and extreme opinions which the author afterwards abandoned. Altogether in 
its first shape it was an unripe production, though most remarkable if we consider the youth of the 
author, who was then only twenty-four years of age. 
 
Melanchthon shared at first Luther’s antipathy to scholastic theology; but he learned to 
distinguish between pure and legitimate scholasticism and a barren formalism, as also between 
the Aristotelian philosophy itself and the skeleton of it which was worshiped as an idol in the 
universities at that time. He knew especially the value of Aristotle’s ethics, wrote a commentary 
on the same (1529), and made important original contributions to the science of Christian ethics 
in his Philosophiae Moralis Epitome (1535). {474} 
 
Under his improving hand, the Loci assumed in subsequent editions the proportions of a full, 
mature, and well-proportioned system, stated in calm, clear, dignified language, freed from 
polemics against the Sorbonne and contemptuous flings at the schoolmen and Fathers. He 
embraced in twenty-four chapters all the usual topics from God and the creation to the 



resurrection of the body, with a concluding chapter on Christian liberty. He approached the 
scholastic method, and even ventured, in opposition to the Anti-Trinitarians, on a new speculative 
proof of the Holy Trinity from psychological analogies. He never forsakes the scriptural basis, but 
occasionally quotes also the Fathers to show their supposed or real agreement with evangelical 
doctrines. 
 
Melanchthon’s theology, like that of Luther, grew from step to step in the heat of controversy. 
Calvin’s Institutes came finished from his brain, like Minerva out of the head of Jupiter. 
 
The Loci prepared the way for the Augsburg Confession (1530), in which Melanchthon gave to 
the leading doctrines official shape and symbolical authority for the Lutheran Church. But he did 
not stop there, and passed through several changes, which we must anticipate in order to form a 
proper estimate of that work. 
 
The editions of his theological manual are divided into three classes: 1, those from 1521 to 1535; 
2, those from 1535 to 1544; 3, those from 1544 to 1559. The edition of 1535 (dedicated to King 
Henry VIII. of England, and translated into German by Justus Jonas) was a thorough revision. 
This and the editions which followed embody, besides additions in matter and improvements in 
style, important modifications of his views on predestination and free will, on the real presence, 
and on justification by faith. He gave up necessitarianism for synergism, the corporeal presence in 
the eucharist for a spiritual real presence, and solifidianism for the necessity of good works. In the 
first and third article he made an approach to the Roman-Catholic system, in the second to 
Calvinism. 
 
The changes were the result of his continued study of the Bible and the Fathers, and his personal 
conferences with Roman and Reformed divines at Augsburg and in the colloquies of Frankfort, 
Hagenau, Worms, and Ratisbon. He calls them elucidations of obscurities, moderations of 
extreme views, and sober second thoughts. {475} 
 
1. He denied at first, with Luther and Augustin, all freedom of the human will in spiritual things. 
{476} He even held the Stoic doctrine of the necessary occurrence of all actions, bad as well as 
good, including the adultery of David and the treason of Judas as well as the conversion of Paul. 
{477} 
 
But on closer examination, and partly under the influence of Erasmus, he abandoned this stoic 
fatalism as a dangerous error, inconsistent with Christianity and morality. He taught instead a co-
operation of the divine and human will in the work of conversion; thus anticipating Arminianism, 
and approaching the older semi-Pelagianism, but giving the initiative to divine grace. "God," he 
said in 1535, "is not the cause of sin, and does not will sin; but the will of the Devil and the will 
of man are the causes of sin." Human nature is radically, but not absolutely and hopelessly, 
corrupt; it can not without the aid of the Holy Spirit produce spiritual affections such as the fear 
and love of God, and true obedience; but it can accept or reject divine grace. God precedes, calls, 
moves, supports us; but we must follow, and not resist. Three causes concur in the conversion,—
the word of God, the Holy Spirit, and the will of man. Melanchthon quotes from the Greek 
Fathers who lay great stress on human freedom, and he accepts Chrysostom’s sentence: "God 
draws the willing." 
 
He intimated this synergistic view in the eighteenth article of the altered Augsburg Confession, 
and in the German edition of the Apology of the Confession. But he continued to deny the 
meritoriousness of good works; and in the colloquy of Worms, 1557, he declined to condemn the 



doctrine of the slavery of the human will, because Luther had adhered to it to the end. He was 
willing to tolerate it as a theological opinion, although he himself had rejected it. 
 
2. As to the Lord’s Supper, he first accepted Luther’s view under the impression that it was 
supported by the ancient Church. But in this he was shaken by Oecolampadius, who proved 
(1530) that the Fathers held different opinions, and that Augustin did not teach an oral 
manducation. After 1534 he virtually gave up for himself, though he would not condemn and 
exclude, the conception of a corporeal presence and oral manducation of the body and blood of 
Christ; and laid the main stress on the spiritual, yet real presence and communion with Christ. 
 
He changed the tenth article of the Augsburg Confession in 1540, and made it acceptable to 
Reformed divines by omitting the anti-Zwinglian clause. But he never accepted the Zwinglian 
theory of a mere commemoration. His later eucharistic theory closely approached that of Calvin; 
while on the subject of predestination and free will he differed from him. Calvin, who had written 
a preface to the French translation of the Loci Theologici, expressed, in private letters, his surprise 
that so great a theologian could reject the Scripture doctrine of eternal predestination; yet they 
maintained an intimate friendship to the end, and proved that theological differences need not 
prevent religious harmony and fraternal fellowship. 
 
3. Melanchthon never surrendered the doctrine of justification by faith; but he laid in his later 
years, in opposition to antinomian excesses, greater stress on the necessity of good works of faith, 
not indeed as a condition of salvation and in a sense of acquiring merit, but as an indispensable 
proof of the duty of obedience to the divine will. 
 
These doctrinal changes gave rise to bitter controversies after Luther’s death, and were ultimately 
rejected in the Formula of Concord (1577), but revived again at a later period. Luther himself 
never adopted and never openly opposed them. 
 
The Loci of Melanchthon met from the start with extraordinary favor. Edition after edition 
appeared in Wittenberg during the author’s lifetime, the last from his own hand in the year 1559, 
besides a number of contemporaneous reprints at Basel, Hagenau, Strassburg, Frankfurt, Leipzig, 
Halle, and many editions after his death. 
 
Luther had an extravagant opinion of them, and even declared them worthy of a place in the 
Canon. {478} He thought that his translation of the Bible, and Melanchthon’s Loci, were the best 
outfit of a theologian, and almost superseded all other books. {479} 
 
The Loci became the text-book of Lutheran theology in the universities, and took the place of 
Peter Lombard’s Sentences. Strigel and Chemnitz wrote commentaries on them. Leonhard Hutter 
likewise followed them, till he published a more orthodox compend (1610) which threw them 
into the shade and even out of use during the seventeenth century. 
 
The theological manual of Melanchthon proved a great help to the Reformation. The Romanists 
felt its power. Emser called it a new Koran and a pest. In opposition to them, he and Eck wrote 
Loci Catholici. {480} 
 
Melanchthon’s Loci are the ablest theological work of the Lutheran Church in the sixteenth 
century. Calvin’s Institutes (1536) equal them in freshness and fervor, and surpass them in 
completeness, logical order, philosophical grasp, and classical finish. 
 



It is remarkable that the first and greatest dogmatic systems of the Reformation proceeded from 
these two lay-theologians who were never ordained by human hands, but received the unction 
from on high. {481} So the twelve apostles were not baptized by Christ with water, but with the 
Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost. 
 
{473} Under the title: Loci communes rerum theologicarum seu hypotyposes theologicae, 
Wittenberg, 1521. Bindseil puts the publication in December. I have a copy of the Leipzig ed. of 
M.D.LIX., which numbers 858 pages without indices, and bears the title: Loci Praecipui 
Theologici. Nunc denuo cura et diligentia summa recogniti, multisque in locis copiose illustrati, 
cum appendice disputationis de conjugio, etc. 
 
{474} See his ethical writings in vol. XVI. of his Opera, in the "Corp. Reform.," and a discussion 
of their merits in Wuttke’s Handbuch der christl. Sittenlehre, 3d ed. (1874), I. 148 sqq. 
 
{475} See his letters to his friend Camerarius, 2 Sept. 1535 ("Corp. Ref." II. 936), and Dec. 24, 
1535 (ib. II. 1027): "Ego nunc in meis Locis multa mitigavi."... "In Locis meis videor habere 
deutevra" frontivda"." His letters are interspersed with Greek words and classical reminiscences. 
 
{476} Loc. Theol.,  1521 A. 7: "Quandoquidem omnia quae eveniunt, necessario juxta divinam 
praedestinationem eveniunt, nulla est voluntatis nostrae libertas." He refers to Romans 9 and 11 
and Matthew 10:29. 
 
{477} In his Com. in Ep. ad Roman., 1524, cap. 8: "Itaque sit haec certa sententia, a Deo fieri 
omnia tam bona quam mala... Constat Deum omnia facere non permissive sed potenter,—ita ut 
sit ejus proprium opus Judae proditio, sicut Pauli vocatio." Luther published this commentary 
without Melanchthon’s knowledge, and humorously dedicated it to him. 
 
{478} "Invictus libellus non solum immortalitate, sed quoque canone ecclesiastico dignus." In the 
beginning of Deuteronomy Servo Arbitrio (1525), against Erasmus. 
 
{479} He says in his Tischreden (Erl. ed., LIX. 278 sq.): "Wer itzt ein Theologus will werden, der 
hat grosse Vortheil. Denn erstlich hat er die Bibel, die ist nu so klar, dam er sie kann lesen ohne 
alle Hinderung. Darnach lese er darzu die locos communes Philippi; die lese er fleissig und 
wohl, also dass er sie gar im Kopfe habe. Wenn er die zwei Stucke hat, so ist er ein Theologus, 
dem weder der Teufel noch kein Ketzer etwas abbrechen kann, und ihm stehet die ganze 
Theologia offen, dass er Alles, was er will, darnach lesen kann ad aedificationem. Und wenn er 
will, so mag er auch dazu lesen Philippi Melanchthonis Commentarium in Epistolam Pauli ad 
Romanos. Lieset er alsdenn darzu meinen commentarium in Epistolam ad Galatas und in 
Deuteronomium, so gebe ich ihm denn eloquentiam et copiam verborum. Ihr findet kein Buch 
unter allen seinen Buchern, da die summa religionis oder die ganze Theologia so fein bei 
einander ist, als in den locis communibus. Leset alle Patres und Sententiarios, so ist es doch Alles 
nichts dagegen. Non est melior liber post scripturam sanctam, quam ipsius loci communes. 
Philippus ist enger gespannet denn ich; ille pugnat et docet; ich bin mehr ein Rhetoricus oder ein 
Wascher [Deutscher?]" 
 
{480} Eck’s Loci Communes adversus Lutheranos, Landshut, 1525, passed through many 
editions. 
 
{481} Melanchthon was simply professor, first of Greek, then of theology. Calvin was destined 
by his father for the clerical profession, and he received the tonsure; but there is no record of his 
ordination for the priesthood.  



65. Protestant Radicalism. Disturbances at Erfurt. 
 
I. Letters of Luther from May, 1521, to March, 1522, to Melanchthon, Link, Lange, Spalatin, etc., 
in Deuteronomy Wette, vol. II. 
 
II. F. W. Kampschulte: Die Universitat Erfurt in ihrem Verh. zu dem Humanismus und der 
Reformation. Trier, 1858. Second part, chs. III. and IV. pp. 106 sqq. 
 
III. Biographies of Andreas Bodenstein von Carlstadt, by Fusslin (1776), Jager (Stuttgart, 1856), 
Erbkam (in Herzog, ii VII. 523 sqq.). 
 
IV. Gieseler, IV. 61-65 (Am. ed.). Marheineke, chs. X. and XI. (I. 303 sqq.). Merle D’AuB., bk. 
IX. chs. 6-8. Kostlin, bk. IV. chs. 3 and 4 (I. 494 sqq.). Ranke, II. 7-26. Janssen, II. 204-227. 
 
While Luther and Melanchthon laid a solid foundation for an evangelical church and evangelical 
theology, their work was endangered by the destructive zeal of friends who turned the 
reformation into a revolution. The best thing may be undone by being overdone. Freedom is a 
two-edged sword, and liable to the worst abuse as well as to the best use. Tares will grow up in 
every wheat-field, and they sometimes choke the wheat. But the work of destruction was 
overruled for the consolidation of the Reformation. Old rotten buildings had to be broken down 
before a new one could be constructed. 
 
The Reformation during its first five years was a battle of words, not of deeds. It scattered the 
seeds of new institutions all over Germany, but the old forms and usages still remained. The new 
wine had not yet burst the old skin bottles. The Protestant soul dwelt in the Catholic body. The 
apostles after the day of Pentecost continued to visit the temple and the synagogue, and to 
observe circumcision, the sabbath, and other customs of the fathers, hoping for the conversion of 
all Israel, until they were cast out by the Jewish hierarchy. So the Protestants remained in external 
communion with the mother Church, attending Latin mass, bowing before the transubstantiated 
elements on the altar, praying the Ave Maria, worshiping saints, pictures, and crucifixes, making 
pilgrimages to holy shrines, observing the festivals of the Roman calendar, and conforming to the 
seven sacraments which accompanied them at every step of life from the cradle to the grave. The 
bishops were still in charge of their dioceses, and unmarried priests and deacons performed all the 
ecclesiastical functions. The convents were still occupied by monks and nuns, who went through 
their daily devotions and ascetic exercises. The outside looked just as before, while the inside had 
undergone a radical change. 
 
This was the case even in Saxony and at Wittenberg, the nursery of the new state of things. 
Luther himself did not at first contemplate any outward change. He labored and hoped for a 
reformation of faith and doctrine within the Catholic Church, under the lead of the bishops, 
without a division, but he was now cast out by the highest authorities, and came gradually to see 
that he must build a new structure on the new foundation which he h ad laid by his writings and 
by the translation of the New Testament. 
 
The negative part of these changes, especially the abolition of the mass and of monasticism, was 
made by advanced radicals among his disciples, who had more zeal than discretion, and mistook 
liberty for license. 
 



While Luther was confined on the Wartburg, his followers were like children out of school, like 
soldiers without a captain. Some of them thought that he had stopped half way, and that they must 
complete what he had begun. They took the work of destruction and reconstruction into their own 
inexperienced and unskillful hands. Order gave way to confusion, and the Reformation was 
threatened with disastrous failure. 
 
The first disturbances broke out at Erfurt in June, 1521, shortly after Luther’s triumphant passage 
through the town on his way to Worms. Two young priests were excommunicated for taking part 
in the enthusiastic demonstrations. This created the greatest indignation. Twelve hundred 
students, workmen, and ruffians attacked and demolished in a few days sixty houses of the 
priests, who escaped violence only by flight. {482} 
 
The magistrate looked quietly on, as if in league with the insurrection. Similar scenes of violence 
were repeated during the summer. The monks under the lead of the Augustinians, forgetting their 
vows, left the convents, laid aside the monastic dress, and took up their abode among the people 
to work for a living, or to become a burden to others, or to preach the new faith. 
 
Luther saw in these proceedings the work of Satan, who was bringing shame and reproach on the 
gospel. {483} He feared that many left the cloister for the same reason for which they had 
entered, namely, from love of the belly and carnal freedom. {484} 
 
During these troubles Crotus, the enthusiastic admirer of Luther, resigned the rectorship of the 
university, left Erfurt, and afterwards returned to the mother Church. The Peasants’ War of 1525 
was another blow. Eobanus, the Latin poet who had greeted Luther on his entry, accepted a call to 
Nurnberg. The greatest celebrities left the city, or were disheartened, and died in poverty. 
 
From this time dates the decay of the university, once the flourishing seat of humanism and 
patriotic aspirations. It never recovered its former prosperity. 
 
{482} Kampschulte, l. c.., II. 117 sqq., gives a full account of this Pfaffenstum and its 
consequences. 
 
{483} See his letters to Melanchthon and Spalatin, in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 7sq., 31. To the 
latter he wrote: "Erfordiae Satanas suis studiis nobis insidiatus est, ut nostros mala fama 
inureret, sed nihil proficiet: non sunt nostri, qui haec faciunt." 
 
{484} Letter to Lange, March 28, 1522, in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 175.  



66. The Revolution at Wittenberg. Carlstadt and the New Prophets. 
 
See Lit. in 65. 
 
In Wittenberg the same spirit of violence broke out under the lead of Luther’s older colleague, 
Andreas Carlstadt, known to us from his ill success at the Leipzig disputation. He was a man of 
considerable originality, learning, eloquence, zeal, and courage, but eccentric, radical, 
injudicious, ill-balanced, restless, and ambitious for leadership. 
 
He taught at first the theology of mediaeval scholasticism, but became under Luther’s influence a 
strict Augustinian, and utterly denied the liberty of the human will. 
 
He wrote the first critical work on the Canon of the Scriptures, and anticipated the biblical 
criticism of modern times. He weighed the historic evidence, discriminated between three orders 
of books as of first, second, and third dignity, putting the Hagiographa of the Old Testament and 
the seven Antilegomena of the New in the third order, and expressed doubts on the Mosaic 
authorship of the Pentateuch. He based his objections to the Antilegomena, not on dogmatic 
grounds, as Luther, but on the want of historical testimony; his opposition to the traditional 
Canon was itself traditional; he put ante-Nicene against post-Nicene tradition. This book on the 
Canon, however, was crude and premature, and passed out of sight. {485} 
 
He invented some curious and untenable interpretations of Scripture, e.g., of the words of 
institution of the Lord’s Supper. He referred the word "this," not to the bread, but to the body of 
Christ, so as to mean: "I am now ready to offer this (body) as a sacrifice in death." He did not, 
however, publish this view till 1524, and afterwards made common cause with Zwingli. 
 
Carlstadt preached and wrote, during Luther’s absence, against celibacy, monastic vows, and the 
mass. At Christmas, 1521, he omitted in the service the most objectionable parts of the Canon of 
the mass, and the elevation of the host, and distributed both wine and bread to a large 
congregation. He announced at the same time that he would lay aside the priestly dress and other 
ceremonies. Two days afterwards he was engaged to the daughter of a poor nobleman in the 
presence of distinguished professors of the university, and on Jan. 20, 1522, he was married. He 
gave improper notoriety to this act by inviting the whole university and the magistrate, and by 
publishing a book in justification of it. 
 
He was not, however, the first priest who openly burst the chains of celibacy. Bartholomaus 
Bernhardi of Feldkirchen, a Wittenberg licentiate and newly elected Probst at Kemberg, and two 
other priests of less reputable character, had preceded him in 1521. Justus Jonas followed the 
example, and took a wife Feb. 10, 1522, to get rid of temptations to impurity. {1 Corinthians 
7:12} Luther approved of these marriages, but did not intend at that time to follow the example. 
 
Carlstadt went further, and maintained that no priest without wife and children should receive an 
appointment (so he explained "must" in 1 Timothy 3:2); that it was sin to commune without the 
cup; and that the monastic vow of celibacy was not binding, at least not before the sixtieth year of 
age, chastity being a free gift of God, and not at man’s disposal. He introduced a new legalism 
instead of the old, in violation of the principle of evangelical liberty and charity. 
 
He also denounced pictures and images as dumb idols, which were plainly forbidden in the 
second commandment, and should be burnt rather than tolerated in the house of God. He induced 



the town council to remove them from the parish church; but the populace anticipated the orderly 
removal, tore them down, hewed them to pieces, and burnt them. He assailed the fasts, and 
enjoined the people to eat meat and eggs on fast-days. He repudiated all titles and dignities, since 
Christ alone was our Master. {Matthew 23:8} He expressed contempt for theology and all human 
learning, because God had revealed the truth unto babes, {Matthew 11:25} and advised the 
 
students to take to agriculture, and earn their bread in the sweat of their face. {Genesis 3:19} He 
cast away his priestly and academic robes, put on a plain citizen’s dress, afterwards a peasant’s 
coat, and had himself called brother Andrew. He ran close to the border of communism. He also 
opposed the baptism of infants. He lost himself in the clouds of a confused mysticism and 
spiritualism, and appealed, like the Zwickau Prophets, to immediate inspirations. 
 
In the beginning of November, 1521, thirty of the forty monks left the Augustinian convent of 
Wittenberg in a rather disorderly manner. One wished to engage in cabinet making, and to marry. 
The Augustinian monks held a congress at Wittenberg in January, 1522, and unanimously 
resolved, in accordance with Luther’s advice, to give liberty of leaving or remaining in the 
convent, but required in either case a life of active usefulness by mental or physical labor. 
 
The most noted of these ex-monks was Gabriel Zwilling or Didymus, who preached in the parish 
church during Luther’s absence, and was esteemed by some as a second Luther. He fiercely 
attacked the mass, the adoration of the sacrament, and the whole system of monasticism as 
dangerous to salvation. 
 
About Christmas, 1521, the revolutionary movement was reinforced by two fanatics from 
Zwickau, Nicolaus Storch, a weaver, and Marcus Thoma Stubner. {486} The latter had previously 
studied with Melanchthon, and was hospitably entertained by him. A few weeks afterwards 
Thomas Munzer, a millennarian enthusiast and eloquent demagogue, who figures prominently in 
the Peasants’ War, appeared in Wittenberg for a short time. He had stirred up a religious 
excitement among the weavers of Zwickau in Saxony on the Bohemian frontier, perhaps in some 
connection with the Hussites or Bohemian Brethren, and organized the forces of a new 
dispensation by electing twelve apostles and seventy-two disciples. But the magistrate interfered, 
and the leaders had to leave. 
 
These Zwickau Prophets, as they were called, agreed with Carlstadt in combining an inward 
mysticism with practical radicalism. They boasted of visions, dreams, and direct communications 
with God and the Angel Gabriel, disparaged the written word and regular ministry, rejected infant 
baptism, and predicted the overthrow of the existing order of things, and the near approach of a 
democratic millennium. 
 
We may compare Carlstadt and the Zwickau Prophets with the Fifth Monarchy Men in the period 
of the English Commonwealth, who were likewise millennarian enthusiasts, and attempted, in 
opposition to Cromwell, to set up the "Kingdom of Jesus" or the fifth monarchy of Daniel. 
 
Wittenberg was in a very critical condition. The magistrate was discordant and helpless. Amsdorf 
kept aloof. Melanchthon was embarrassed, and too modest and timid for leadership. He had no 
confidence in visions and dreams, but could not satisfactorily answer the objections to infant 
baptism, which the prophets declared useless because a foreign faith of parents or sponsors could 
not save the child. Luther got over this difficulty by assuming that the Holy Spirit wrought faith 
in the child. 
 



The Elector was requested to interfere; but he dared not, as a layman, decide theological and 
ecclesiastical questions. He preferred to let things take their natural course, and trusted in the 
overruling providence of God. He believed in Gamaliel’s counsel, which is good enough in the 
preparatory and experimental stages of a new movement. His strength lay in a wise, cautious, 
peaceful diplomacy. But at this time valor was the better part of discretion. 
 
The only man who could check the wild spirit of revolution, and save the ship of the 
Reformation, was Luther. 
 
{485} Libellus de Canonicis Scripturis, Wittenb. 1520; also in German: Welche Bucher heilig und 
biblisch seind. Comp. Weiss, Einleitung in’s N. T. (1886), p. 109, and Reuss, Histoire du Canon 
(1863), 357 sqq. (Hunter’s translation, p. 336 sq.) 
 
{486} Marcus (Marx) Thoma and Stubner are not two distinct persons, but identical. See 
Kostlin’s note, vol. I. 804 sq.  



67. Luther returns to Wittenberg. 
 
Walch, XV. 2374-2403. Deuteronomy Wette, II. 137 sqq. 
 
Luther was informed of all these disturbances. He saw the necessity of some changes, but 
regretted the violence with which they had been made before public opinion was prepared, and he 
feared a re-action which radicalism is always likely to produce. The Latin mass as a sacrifice, 
with the adoration of the host, the monastic institution, the worship of saints, images and relics, 
processions and pilgrimages, and a large number of superstitious ceremonies, were incompatible 
with Protestant doctrines. Worship had sooner or later to be conducted in the vernacular tongue; 
the sacrifice of the mass must give way to a commemorative communion; the cup must be 
restored to the laity, and the right of marriage to the clergy. He acquiesced in these changes. But 
about clerical vestments, crucifixes, and external ceremonies, he was indifferent; nor did he 
object to the use of pictures, provided they were not made objects of worship. In such matters he 
asserted the right of Christian freedom, against coercion for or against them. As to the pretended 
revelations of the new prophets, he despised them, and maintained that an inspired prophet must 
either be ordinarily called by church authority, or prove his divine commission by miracles. 
 
He first went to Wittenberg in disguise, and spent three days there in December, 1621. He stayed 
under the roof of Amsdorf, and dared not show himself in the convent or on the street. 
 
When the disturbances increased, he felt it his duty to reappear openly on the arena of conflict. 
He saw from the Wartburg his own house burning, and hastened to extinguish the flames. The 
Elector feared for his safety, as the Edict of Worms was still in force, and the Diet of Nurnberg 
was approaching. He ordered him to remain in his concealment. Luther was all his life an 
advocate of strict submission to the civil magistrates in their own proper sphere; but on this 
occasion be set aside the considerations of prudence, and obeyed the higher law of God and his 
conscience. His reply to the Elector (whom be never met personally) bears noble testimony to his 
sublime faith in God’s all-ruling providence. It is dated Ash Wednesday (March 5, 1522), from 
Borne, south of Leipzig. He wrote in substance as follows: {487} — 
 
"Grace and peace from God our Father and our Lord Jesus Christ, and my most humble service." 
 
"Most illustrious, high-born Elector, most gracious Lord! I received the letter and warning of 
your Electoral Grace on Friday evening [Feb. 26], before my departure [March 1]. That your 
Electoral Grace is moved by the best intention, needs no assurance from me. I also mean well, but 
this is of no account.... If I were not certain that we have the pure gospel on our side, I would 
despair.... Your Grace knows, if not, I make known to you, that I have the gospel, not from men, 
but from heaven through our Lord Jesus Christ.... I write this to apprise you that I am on my way 
to Wittenberg under a far higher protection than that of the Elector; and I have no intention of 
asking your Grace’s support. Nay, I believe that I can offer your Highness better protection than 
your Highness can offer me. Did I think that I had to trust in the Elector, I should not come at all. 
The sword is powerless here. God alone must act without man’s interference. He who has most 
faith will be the most powerful protector. As I feel your Grace’s faith to be still weak, I can by no 
means recognize in you the man who is to protect and save me. Your Electoral Grace asks me, 
what you are to do under these circumstances? I answer, with all submission, Do nothing at all, 
but trust in God alone.... If your Grace had faith, you would behold the glory of God; but as you 
do not yet believe, you have not seen it. Let us love and glorify God forever. Amen." 
 



Being asked by the Elector to give his reasons for a return, he assigned, in a letter of March 7, 
from Wittenberg, {488} three reasons: the urgent written request of the church at Wittenberg; the 
confusion in his flock; and his desire to prevent an imminent outbreak. "My second reason," he 
wrote, "is that during my absence Satan has entered my sheepfold, and committed ravages which 
I can not repair by writing, but only by my personal presence and living word. My conscience 
would not allow me to delay longer; I was bound to disregard, not only your Highness’s disfavor, 
but the whole world’s wrath. It is my flock, the flock intrusted to me by God; they are my 
children in Christ. I could not hesitate a moment. I am bound to suffer death for them, and will 
cheerfully with God’s grace lay down my life for them, as Christ commands." {John 10:12} 
 
Luther rode without fear through the territory of his violent enemy, Duke George of Saxony, who 
was then urging the Elector to severe measures against him and the Wittenbergers. He informed 
the Elector that he would pass through Leipzig, as he once went to Worms, though it should rain 
Duke Georges for nine days in succession, each fiercer than the original in Dresden. 
 
He safely arrived in Wittenberg on Thursday evening, the 6th of March, full of faith and hope, 
and ready for a fight against his false friends. 
 
On this journey he had on the 3d or 4th of March an interesting interview with two Swiss 
students, Kessler and Spengler, in the tavern of the Black Bear at Jena. We have an account of it 
from one of them, John Kessler of St. Gallen, who afterwards became a reformer of that city. 
{489} It contrasts very favorably with his subsequent dealings with the Swiss, especially with 
Zwingli, which were clouded by prejudice, and embittered by intolerance. The episode was 
purely private, and had no influence upon the course of events; but it reveals a characteristic trait 
in this mighty man, who even in critical moments of intense earnestness did not lose his playful 
humor. We find the same combination of apparently opposite qualities when at Coburg he was 
watching the affairs of the Diet at Augsburg, and wrote a childlike letter to his little Hans. Such 
harmless humor is like the light of the sun breaking through dark clouds. 
 
The two Swiss, who had studied at Basel, were attracted by the fame of Luther and Melanchthon, 
and traveled on foot to Wittenberg to hear them. They arrived at Jena after a terrible 
thunderstorm, fatigued and soaked through, and humbly sat down on a bench near the door of the 
guest-chamber, when they saw a Knight seated at a table, sword in hand, and the Hebrew Psalter 
before him. Luther recognized the Swiss by their dialect, kindly invited them to sit down at his 
side, and offered them a drink. He inquired whether Erasmus was still living in Basel, what he 
was doing, and what the people in Switzerland thought of Martin Luther. The students replied 
that some lauded him to the skies as a great reformer; others, especially the priests, denounced 
him as an intolerable heretic. During the conversation two traders came in; one took from his 
pocket Luther’s sermons on the Gospels and Epistles, and remarked that the writer must be either 
an angel from heaven or a devil from hell. At dinner Luther gave them a rare feast of reason and 
flow of soul. The astonished students suspected that the mysterious Knight was Ulrich von 
Hutten, when Luther, turning to the host, smilingly remarked, "Behold, I have become a 
nobleman over the night: these Swiss think that I am Hutten; you take me for Luther. The next 
thing will be that I am Marcolfus." He gave his young friends good advice to study the biblical 
languages with Melanchthon, paid their bill, offered them first a glass of beer, but substituted for 
it a glass of wine, since the Swiss were not used to beer, and with a shake of the hand he begged 
them to remember him to Doctor Jerome Schurf, their countryman, at Wittenberg. When they 
wished to know the name of the sender of the salutation, he replied, "Simply tell him that he who 
is coming sends greeting, and he will understand it." 
 



When the students a few days afterwards arrived at Wittenberg, and called on Dr. Schurf to 
deliver the message from "him who is coming," they were agreeably surprised to find Luther 
there with Melanchthon, Jonas, and Amsdorf. Luther greeted them heartily, and introduced them 
to Melanchthon, of whom he had spoken at Jena. 
 
The same student has left us a description of Luther’s appearance at that time. He was no more 
the meager, emaciated monk as at the Leipzig disputation three years previously, {490} but, as 
Kessler says, "somewhat stout, yet upright, bending backwards rather than stooping, with a face 
upturned to heaven, with deep dark eyes and eyebrows, twinkling and sparkling like stars, so that 
one could hardly look steadily at them." {491} These deep, dark eyes, full of strange fire, had 
struck Cardinal Cajetan at Augsburg, and Cardinal Aleander at Worms, as the eyes of a demon. 
They made the same impression on John Dantiscus, afterwards bishop of Culm and Ermeland, 
who on his return from Spain to Poland in 1523 saw Luther in Wittenberg; he reported that his 
"eyes were sharp, and had a certain terrible coruscation of lightning such as was seen now and 
then in demoniacs," and adds that, "his features were like his books," and "his speech violent and 
full of scorn." But friends judged differently. Another student, Albert Burrer, who saw him after 
his return from the Wartburg, praises his mild, kindly countenance, his pleasant sonorous voice, 
his charming address, the piety of his words and acts, the power of his eloquence which moved 
every hearer not made of stone, and created a desire to hear him again and again. {492} 
 
{487} In Deuteronomy Wette, II. 137-141. Deuteronomy Wette calls the letter "ein 
bewunderungswurdiges Denkmal des hohen Glaubensmuthes, von welchem Luther erfullt war." 
 
{488} Deuteronomy Wette, II. 141-144. 
 
{489} Published by Bernet, Joh. Kessler genannt Athenarius, St. Gallen, 1826, and more fully by 
E. Gotzinger in Kessler’s Sabbata, St. Gallen, 1866 and 1868, 2 parts. See a good account in 
Hagenbach’s Ref. Gesch., pp. 141 sqq. In the Schwarze Bar hotel at Jena, where I stopped a few 
days in July, 1886, the "Lutherstube" is still shown with the likeness of Luther an old Bible, and 
Kessler’s report. 
 
{490} See the description of Mosellanus, p. 180. 
 
{491} "Mit tiefen, schwarzen Augen und Braunen blinzend und zwitzerlnd wie ein Stern, dass die 
nit wohl mogen angesehen werden." 
 
{492} Kostlin, I. 536, with references, p. 805.  



68. Luther restores Order in Wittenberg.—The End of Carlstadt. 
 
I. Eight Sermons of Luther preached from Sunday, March 7 (Invocavit) to the next Sunday 
(Reminiscere), after his return to Wittenberg. The oldest editions, slightly varying in length, 
appeared 1523. Altenb. ed., II. 99 sqq.; Walch, XV. 2423 sqq.: XX. 1-101; Erl. ed., XXVIII. 202-
285 (both recensions). Luther’s Letters to Spalatin, the Elector, and others from March, 1522, in 
Deuteronomy Wette, II. 144 sqq. 
 
II. Of modern historians, Marheineke, Merle D’Aubigne, Ranke, Hagenbach, and Kostlin (I. 537-
549) may be compared. 
 
On the Sunday after his arrival, Luther ascended his old pulpit, and re-appeared before his 
congregation of citizens and students. Wittenberg was a small place; but what he said and did 
there, and what Calvin did afterwards in Geneva, had the significance of a world-historical fact, 
more influential at that time than an encyclical from Rome. 
 
Protestantism had reached a very critical juncture. Luther or Carlstadt, reformation or revolution, 
the written Word or illusive inspirations, order or confusion: that was the question. Luther was in 
the highest and best mood, full of faith in his cause, and also full of charity for his opponents, 
strong in matter, sweet in manner, and completely successful. He never showed such moderation 
and forbearance before or after. 
 
He preached eight sermons for eight days in succession, and carried the audience with him. They 
are models of effective popular eloquence, and among the best he ever preached. He handled the 
subject from the stand-point of a pastor, with fine tact and practical wisdom. He kept aloof from 
coarse personalities which disfigure so many of his polemical writings. Not one unkind word, not 
one unpleasant allusion, escaped his lips. In plain, clear, strong, scriptural language, he refuted 
the errors without naming the errorists. The positive statement of the truth in love is the best 
refutation of error. {493} 
 
The ruling ideas of these eight discourses are: Christian freedom and Christian charity; freedom 
from the tyranny of radicalism which would force the conscience against forms, as the tyranny of 
popery forces the conscience in the opposite direction; charity towards the weak, who must be 
trained like children, and tenderly dealt with, lest they stumble and fall. Faith is worthless without 
charity. No man has a right to compel his brother in matters that are left free; and among these are 
marriage, living in convents, private confession, fasting and eating, images in churches. Abuses 
which contradict the word of God, as private masses, should be abolished, but in an orderly 
manner and by proper authority. The Word of God and moral suasion must be allowed to do the 
work. Paul preached against the idols in Athens, without touching one of them; and yet they fell 
in consequence of his preaching. 
 
"Summa summarum," said Luther, "I will preach, speak, write, but I will force no one; for faith 
must be voluntary. Take me as an example. I stood up against the Pope, indulgences, and all 
papists, but without violence or uproar. I only urged, preached, and declared God’s Word, 
nothing else. And yet while I was asleep, or drinking Wittenberg beer with my Philip 
Melanchthon and Amsdorf, the Word inflicted greater injury on popery than prince or emperor 
ever did. I did nothing, the Word did every thing. Had I appealed to force, all Germany might 
have been deluged with blood; yea, I might have kindled a conflict at Worms, so that the Emperor 
would not have been safe. But what would have been the result? Ruin and desolation of body and 



soul. I therefore kept quiet, and gave the Word free course through the world. Do you know what 
the Devil thinks when he sees men use violence to propagate the gospel? He sits with folded arms 
behind the fire of hell, and says with malignant looks and frightful grin: ‘Ah, how wise these 
madmen are to play my game! Let them go on; I shall reap the benefit. I delight in it.’ But when 
he sees the Word running and contending alone on the battle-field, then he shudders and shakes 
for fear. The Word is almighty, and takes captive the hearts." {494} 
 
Eloquence rarely achieved a more complete and honorable triumph. It was not the eloquence of 
passion and violence, but the eloquence of wisdom and love. It is easier to rouse the wild beast in 
man, than to tame it into submission. Melanchthon and the professors, the magistrate and 
peaceful citizens, were delighted. Dr. Schurf wrote to the Elector, after the sixth discourse: "Oh, 
what joy has Dr. Martin’s return spread among us! His words, through divine mercy, are bringing 
back every day misguided people into the way of the truth. It is as clear as the sun, that the Spirit 
of God is in him, and that he returned to Wittenberg by His special providence." 
 
Most of the old forms were restored again, at least for a season, till the people were ripe for the 
changes. Luther himself returned to the convent, observed the fasts, and resumed the cowl, but 
laid it aside two years afterwards when the Elector sent him a new suit. The passage in the mass, 
however, which referred to the unbloody repetition of the sacrifice and the miraculous 
transformation of the elements, was not restored, and the communion in both kinds prevailed, and 
soon became the universal custom. The Elector himself, shortly before his death (May 5, 1525), 
communed with the cup. 
 
Didymus openly acknowledged his error, and declared that Luther preached like an angel. {495} 
But the Zwickau Prophets left Wittenberg for ever, and abused the Reformer as a new pope and 
enemy of spiritual religion. Munzer stirred up the Peasants’ War, and met a tragic fate. {496} 
 
Carlstadt submitted silently, but sullenly. He was a disappointed and unhappy man, and harbored 
feelings of revenge against Luther. Ranke characterizes him as "one of those men, not rare among 
Germans, who with an inborn tendency to profundity unite the courage of rejecting all that is 
established, and defending all that others reject, without ever rising to a clear view and solid 
conviction." He resumed his lectures in the university for a time; but in 1523 he retired to a farm 
in the neighborhood, to live as "neighbor Andrew" with lowly peasants, without, however, 
resigning the emoluments of his professorship. He devoted himself more fully than ever to his 
mystical speculations and imaginary inspirations. He entered into secret correspondence with 
Munzer, though he never fully approved his political movements. He published at Jena, where he 
established a printing-press, a number of devotional books under the name of "a new layman," 
instead of Doctor of Theology. He induced the congregation of Orlamunde to elect him their 
pastor without authority from the academic Senate of Wittenberg which had the right of 
appointment, and introduced there his innovations in worship, storming the altars and images. In 
1524 be openly came out with his novel theory of the Lord’s Supper in opposition to Luther, and 
thus kindled the unfortunate eucharistic controversy which so seriously interfered with the peace 
and harmony of the Reformers. He also sympathized with the Anabaptists. {497} Luther after 
long forbearance gave him up as incorrigible. {498} With his consent, Carlstadt was exiled from 
Saxony (1524), but allowed to return on a sort of revocation, and on condition of keeping silence 
(1525). He evaded another expulsion by flight (1528). He wandered about in Germany in great 
poverty, made common cause with the Zwinglians, gave up some of his extravagant notions, 
sobered down, and found a resting-place first as pastor in Zurich, and then as professor of 
theology in Basel (1534-1541), where during the raging of a pestilence he finished his erratic 
career. 
 



{493} The ajlhqeuvein ejn ajgavph/, Ephesians 4:15. 
 
{494} Erl. ed., XXVIII. 219 and 260 (second sermon). The allusion to the drinking of 
"Wittenbergisch Bier mit meinem Philippo und Amsdorf" (p. 260) is omitted in the shorter edition, 
which has instead: "wenn ich bin guter Dinge gewesen" (p. 219). 
 
{495} Luther speaks favorably of him, and recommended him to a pastoral charge at Altenburg. 
See his letters in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 170, 183, 184. 
 
{496} He published at Nurnberg, 1524, a self-defense "Wider das geistlose sanftlebende Fleisch 
zu Wittenberg," and called Luther an "Arch-heathen," "Arch-scamp," "Wittenberg Pope," 
"Babylonian Woman," "Dragon," "Basilisk," etc. 
 
{497} Nevertheless, in 1526 he invited Luther and his wife, Melanchthon and Jonas, as sponsors 
at the baptism of a new-born son in the village of Segren near Wittenberg. He lived after his 
return from exile in very humble circumstances, barely making a living from the sale of cakes and 
beer. 
 
{498} His writings against Carlstadt, in Walch, X., XV., and XX., and in Erl. ed., LXIV. 384-408. 
His book Wider die himmlischen Propheten (1525) is chiefly directed against Carlstadt. In the 
Table Talk (Erl. ed., LXI. 911) he calls Carlstadt and Munzer incarnate devils.  



69. The Diets of Nurnberg, A. D. 1522-1524. Adrian VI. 
 
I. Walch, XV. 2504 sqq. Ranke, vol. II. pp. 27-46, 70-100, 244-262. J. Janssen, Vol. II. 256 sqq., 
315 sqq. Kostlin, I. 622 sqq. 
 
II. On Adrian VI. Gachard: Correspondance de Charles Quint et d’Adrian VI. Brux., 1859. 
Moring: Vita Adriani VI., 1536. Burmann: Hadrianus VI., sive Analecta Historica de Hadr. VI. 
Trajecti 1727 (includes Moring). Ranke: Die rom. Papste in den letzten vier Jarhh., I., 59-64 (8th 
ed. 1885). C. Hofler (Rom. Cath.): Wahl und Thronbesteigung des letzten deutschen Papstes, 
Adrian VI. Wien, 1872; and Der deutsche Kaiser und der letzte deutsche Papst, Carl V. und 
Adrian VI. Wien, 1876. Fr. Nippold: Die Reformbestrebungen Papst Hadrian VI., und die 
Ursachen ihres Scheiterns. Leipzig, 1875. H. Bauer: Hadrian VI. Heidelb., 1876. Maurenbrecher: 
Gesch. der kathol. Reformation, I. 202-225. Nordlingen, 1880. See also the Lit. on Charles V., 50 
(p. 262 sqq.). 
 
We must now turn our attention to the political situation, and the attitude of the German Diet to 
the church question. 
 
The growing sympathies of the German nation with the Reformation and the political troubles 
made the execution of the papal bull and the Edict of Worms against Luther more and more 
impossible. The Emperor was absent in Spain, and fully occupied with the suppression of an 
insurrection, the conquest of Mexico by Cortez, and the war with France. Germany was 
threatened by the approach of the Turks, who had conquered Belgrad and the greater part of 
Hungary. The dangers of the nation were overruled for the progress of Protestantism. 
 
An important change took place in the papacy. Leo X. died Dec. 1, 1521; and Adrian VI. (1459-
1523) was unexpectedly elected in his absence, perhaps by the indirect influence of the Emperor, 
his former pupil. The cardinals hardly knew what they did, and hoped he might decline. 
 
Adrian formed, by his moral earnestness and monastic piety, a striking contrast to the frivolity 
and worldliness of his predecessors. He was a Dutchman, born at Utrecht, a learned professor of 
theology in Louvain, then administrator and inquisitor of Spain, and a man of unblemished 
character. {499} He had openly denied the papal infallibility; but otherwise he was an orthodox 
Dominican, and opposed to a doctrinal reformation. He had combined with the Louvain 
professors in the condemnation of Luther, and advised Charles to take rigorous measures against 
him at Worms. Barefooted and without any ostentation, he entered Rome. He read daily mass at 
early dawn, took a simple meal, slept on a couch, and lived like a monk. He introduced strict 
economy in the papal household, and vigorously attacked the grossest abuses. He tried to gain the 
influence of Erasmus and Zwingli.. But he encountered opposition everywhere. 
 
Under these circumstances the Diet met at Nurnberg, March 23, 1522, and again Nov. 17, under 
the presidency of Ferdinand, the brother of the Emperor. To avert the danger of the Turks, 
processions and public prayers were ordered, and a tax imposed; but no army was raised. 
 
Adrian demanded the execution of the Edict of Worms, and compared Luther to Mohammed; but 
he broke the force of his request by confessing with surprising frankness the corruptions of the 
Roman court, which loudly called for a radical moral reform of the head and members. Never 
before had the Curia made such a confession. 
 



"We know," wrote the Pope in the instruction to his legate, Francesco Chieregati, "that for some 
time many abominations, abuses in ecclesiastical affairs, and violations of rights have taken place 
in the holy see; and that all things have been perverted into bad. From the head the corruption has 
passed to the limbs, from the Pope to the prelates: we have all departed; there is none that doeth 
good, no, not one." He regarded Protestantism as a just punishment for the sins of the prelates. He 
promised to do all in his power to remedy the evil, and to begin with the Curia whence it arose. 
{500} 
 
The Emperor was likewise in favor of a reform of discipline, though displeased with Adrian for 
not supporting him in his war with France and his church-spoliation schemes. 
 
The attempt to reform the church morally without touching the dogma had been made by the 
great Councils of the fifteenth century, and failed. Adrian found no sympathy in Rome, and 
reigned too short a time (Jan. 9, 1522 to Sept. 14, 1523) to accomplish his desire. It was rumored 
that he died of poison; but the proof is wanting. Rome rejoiced. His successor, Clement VII. 
(1523-1534), adopted at once the policy of his cousin, Leo X. 
 
Complaint was made in the Diet against the Elector Frederick, that he tolerated Luther at 
Wittenberg, and allowed the double communion, the marriage of priests, and the forsaking of 
convents, but his controlling influence prevented any unfavorable action. The report of the 
suppression of the radical movements in Wittenberg made a good impression. Lutheran books 
were freely printed and sold in Nurnberg. Osiander preached openly against the Roman 
Antichrist. 
 
The Diet, in the answer to the Pope (framed Feb. 8 and published as an edict March 6, 1523), 
refused to execute the Edict of Worms, and demanded the calling of a free general council in 
Germany within a year. In the mean time, Luther should keep silence; and the preachers should 
content themselves with preaching the holy gospel according to the approved writings of the 
Christian church. At the same time the hundred gravamina of the German nation were repeated. 
 
This edict was a compromise, and did not decide the church question; but it averted the 
immediate danger to the Reformation, and so far marks a favorable change, as compared with the 
Edict of Worms. It was the beginning of the political emancipation of Germany from the control 
of the papacy. Luther was rather pleased with it, except the prohibition of preaching and writing, 
which he did not obey. 
 
The influence of the edict, however, was weakened by several events which occurred soon 
afterwards. 
 
At a new Diet at Nurnberg in January, 1524, where the shrewd Pope Clement VII. was 
represented by Cardinal Campeggio, the resolution was passed to execute the Edict of Worms, 
though with the elastic clause, "as far as possible." 
 
At the earnest solicitation of the papal nuncio, the Archduke Ferdinand of Austria, and the Dukes 
William and Louis of Bavaria, together with twelve bishops of South Germany, concluded at 
Ratisbon, July 6, 1524, a league for the protection of the Roman faith against the Reformation, 
with the exception of the abolition of some glaring abuses which did not touch doctrines. {501} 
The Emperor lent it his influence by issuing a stringent edict (July 27, 1524). This was an 
ominous event. The Romish league called forth a Protestant counter-league of Philip of Hesse and 
John of Saxony, at Torgau in June, 1526, although against the advice of the Wittenberg 



Reformers, who feared more evil than good from an union of politics with religion and trusted to 
the power of the Word of God without any carnal weapons. 
 
Thus the German nation was divided into two hostile camps. From this unhappy division arose 
the political weakness of the empire, and the terrible calamities of the Smalkaldian and the Thirty 
Years’ Wars. In 1525 the Peasants’ War broke out, and gave new strength to the reaction, but 
only for a short time. 
 
{499} Ranke (Papste, I. 60): "Adrian war von durchaus unbescholtenem Ruf: rechtschaffen, 
fromm, thatig; sehr ernsthaft, man sah ihn nie anders als leise mit den Lippen lacheln; aber voll 
wohlwollender, reiner Absichten: ein wahrer Geistlicher. Welch ein Gegensatz, als er nun dort 
einzog, wo Leo so prachtig und verschwenderisch Hof gehalten! Es existirt ein Brief von ihm, in 
welchem er sagt: er mochte lieber in seiner Propstei zu Lowen Gott dienen als Papst sein." 
Pallavicino calls him "ecclesiastico ottimo, pontifide mediocre." 
 
{500} "Ut primum curia haec, unde forte omne hoc malum processit, reformetur." See the 
instruction in Raynaldus, ad ann. 1522, Tom. XI. 363. Luther published it with sarcastic 
comments. Pallavicino charges Adrian with exaggeration and want of prudence, which he thought 
was "often more important for the public good than personal holiness." See Hergenrother, III. 43. 
 
{501} See details in Ranke, II., 108 sqq. and in Janssen, II., 336 sqq.  



70. Luther and Henry VIII 
 
Henricus VIII.: Adsertio VII. Sacram. adv. Luth. Lond. 1521. A German translation by Frick, 
1522, in Walch, XIX., 158 sqq. Lutherus: Contra Henricum Regem. 1522. Also freely reproduced 
in German by Luther. His letter to Henry, Sept. 1, 1525. Auf des Konigs in England Lasterschrift 
M. Luther’s Antwort. 1527. Afterwards also in Latin. See the documents in Walch, XIX. 153-521; 
Erl. ed., XXVIII. 343 sqq.; XXX. 1-14. Comp. also Luther’s letters of Feb. 4 and March 11, 1527, 
in Deuteronomy Wette III. 161 and 163. 
 
With all his opposition to Ultra-Protestantism in church and state, Luther did not mean to yield an 
inch to the Romanists. This appears from two very personal controversies which took place 
during these disturbances,—the one with Henry VIII. concerning the sacraments; the other with 
Erasmus about predestination and free-will. In both he forgot the admirable lessons of moderation 
which he had enjoined from the pulpit in Wittenberg. He used again the club of Hercules. 
 
Henry VIII. of England urged Charles V. to exterminate the Lutheran heresy by force, and wrote 
in 1521 (probably with the assistance of his chaplain, Edward Lee), a scholastic defence of the 
seven sacraments, against Luther’s "Babylonish Captivity." He dedicated the book to Pope Leo 
X. He treated the Reformer with the utmost contempt, as a blasphemer and servant of Satan. He 
used the old weapons of church authority against freedom. He adhered to the dogma of 
transubstantiation, even after his breach with Rome. Pope Clement VII. judged that this book was 
written with the aid of the Holy Spirit, and promised indulgence to all who read it. At the same 
time he gratified the ambition of the vain king by confirming the title "Defender of the Faith," 
which Leo had already conferred upon him. {502} 
 
The Protestant successors of Henry have retained the title to this day, though with a very different 
view of its meaning. The British sovereigns are defenders of the Episcopal Church in England, 
and of the Presbyterian Church in Scotland, and in both characters enemies of the Church of 
Rome. 
 
Luther read the King a lecture (in Latin and German) such as was rarely read to any crowned 
head. He called him "King Henry, of God’s disgrace (or wrath), King of England," and heaped 
upon him the most abusive epithets. {503} He incidentally hit other princes, saying that "King 
Henry helps to prove the proverb that there are no greater fools than kings and princes." Such a 
style of polemics can not be justified by the coarseness of the age, or the nature of the 
provocation, and did more harm to Luther than to Henry. His best friends regretted it; yet long 
afterwards he even surpassed the violence, if possible, in his savage and scurrilous attack upon 
Duke Henry of Brunswick. {504} 
 
When there was a prospect of gaining Henry VIII. for the cause of the Reformation, Luther made 
the matter worse by a strange inconsistency. In a most humble letter of Sept. 1, 1525, be retracted 
(not his doctrine, but) all the personal abuse, asked his pardon, and offered to honor his name 
publicly. Henry in his reply refused the offer with royal pride and scorn, and said that he now 
despised him as heartily for his cowardice as he had formerly hated him for his heresy. He also 
charged him with violating a nun consecrated to God, and leading other monks into a breach of 
their vows and into eternal perdition. Emser published a German translation of Luther’s letter and 
the King’s answer (which was transmitted through Duke George of Saxony), and accompanied it 
with new vituperations and slanders (1527). All the Romanists regarded this controversy, and the 
similar correspondence with Duke George, as a great blow to the Reformation. 



 
Luther now resumed his former sarcastic tone; but it was a painful effort, and did not improve the 
case. He suspected that the answer was written by Erasmus, who had "more skill and sense in his 
finger than the King with all his wiseacres." He emphatically denied that he had offered to retract 
any of his doctrines. "I say, No, no, no, as long as I breathe, no matter how it offend king, 
emperor, prince, or devil.... In short, my doctrine is the main thing of which I boast, not only 
against princes and kings, but also against all devils. The other thing, my life and person, I know 
well enough to be sinful, and nothing to boast of; I am a poor sinner, and let all my enemies be 
saints or angels. I am both proud and humble as St. Paul." {Philippians 2:3} 
 
In December of the same year in which he wrote his first book against King Henry, Luther began 
his important treatise "On the Secular Power, and how far obedience is due to it." He defends 
here the divine right and authority of the secular magistrate, and the duty of passive obedience, on 
the ground of Matthew 5:39 and Romans 13:1, but only in temporal affairs. While he forbade the 
use of carnal force, he never shrank from telling even his own prince the truth in the plainest 
manner. He exercised the freedom of speech and of the press to the fullest extent, both in favor of 
the Reformation and against political revolution. The Reformation elevated the state at the 
expense of the freedom of the church; while Romanism lowered the dignity of the state to the 
position of an obedient servant of the hierarchy. 
 
One wrong does not justify another. Yet those Roman-Catholic historians who make capital of 
this humiliating conduct of the Reformer, against his cause, should remember that Cardinal Pole, 
whom they magnify as one of the greatest and purest men of that age, in his book on the Unity of 
the Church, abused King Henry as violently and more keenly, although he was his king and 
benefactor, and had not given him any personal provocation; while Luther wrote in self-defense 
only, and was with all his passionate temper a man of kind and generous feelings. 
 
Melanchthon regretted the fierce attack on King Henry; and when the king began to favor the 
Reformation, he dedicated to him the revised edition of his theological Loci (1535). He was twice 
called to England, but declined. {505} 
 
{502} Pallavicino and Hergenrother (III. 41) show that Leo conferred the title in a bull of Oct. 11, 
1521, and that Clement confirmed it in a bull of March 5, 1523. 
 
{503} Especially in the German edition of his reply, where Henry is styled not only a gekronter 
Esel (crowned donkey) and elender Narr (miserable fool), but even a verruchter Schurke, 
unverschamter Lugner, Gotteslasterer, etc. "I say it before all the world, that the King of England 
is a liar and no gentleman (ein Unbiedermann)." He makes fun of his title "Defender of Faith." 
The papists who deny Christ may need such a defender; but "the true church disdains a human 
patron, and sings, ‘Dominus mihi adjutor’, {Psalm 9:10} and ‘Nolite confidere in principibus’." 
{Psalm 118:8,9} In conclusion he apologizes for his violence, because he had to deal with 
"unvernunftigen wilden Ungeheuern." Card. Hergenrother (Kirchengesch. III. 41, 3d, 1886) says: 
"Luther antwortete in der gemeinsten und boshaftesten Weise, die Grobheit zur Classicitat 
ausbildend." 
 
{504} Wider Hanswurst, 1541. 
 
{505} He wrote in March: "Ego jam alteris literis in Angliam vocor" (Op. II 708).  



71. Erasmus. 
 
I. Erasmus: Opera omnia, ed. by Beatus Rhenanus, Basil. 1540-41; 8 vols. fol.; best ed. by 
Clericus (Le Clerk), Lugd. Bat. 1703-06; 10 tom. in 11 vols. fol. There are several English 
translations of his Enchiridion, Encomium, Adagia, Colloquia, and smaller tracts. His most 
important theological works are his editions of the Greek Test. (1516, ‘19,’ 22,’ 27, ‘35, exclusive 
of more than thirty reprints), his Annotations and Paraphrases, his Enchiridion Militis Christiani, 
his editions of Laur. Valla, Jerome, Augustin, Ambrose, Origen, and other Fathers. His Moriae 
Encomium, or Panegyric of Folly (composed 1509), was often edited. His letters are very 
important for the literary history of his age. His most popular book is his Colloquies, which 
contain the wittiest exposures of the follies and abuses of monkery, fasting, pilgrimages, etc. 
English transl. by N. Bailey, Lond. 1724; new ed. with notes by Rev. E. Johnson, 1878, 2 vols. 
After 1514 all his works were published by his friend John Froben in Basel. 
 
Comp. Adalb. Horawitz: Erasmus v. Rotterdam und Martinus Lipsius, Wien, 1882; Erasmiana, 
several numbers, Wien, 1882-85 (reprinted from the Sitzungsberichte of the Imperial Academy of 
Vienna; contains extracts from the correspondence of Er., discovered in a Codex at Louvain, and 
in the Codex Rehdigeranus, 254 of the city library at Breslau, founded by Rehdiger). Horawitz 
and Hartfelder: Briefwechsel des Beatus Rhenanus, Leipzig, 1886. 
 
II. Biographies of Erasmus by himself and by Beatus Rhenanus, in vol. I. of the ed. of Clericus; 
by Pierre Bayle, in his "Dictionnaire" (1696); Knight, Cambr. 1726; Jortin, Lond. 1748, 2 vols.; 
1808, 3 vols. (chiefly a summary of the letters of Erasmus with critical comments); Burigny, 
Paris, 1757, 2 vols.; Henke, Halle, 1782, 2 vols.; Hess, Zurich, 1789, 2 vols.; Butler, London, 
1825; Ad. Muller, Hamburg, 1828 (Leben des E. v. Rotterdam... Eine gekronte Preisschrift; 
comp. the excellent review of Ullmann in the "Studien und Kritiken," 1829, No. I.); Glasius 
(prize essay in Dutch), The Hague, 1850; Stichart (Er. v. Rotterd., seine Stellung zur Kirche und 
zu den Kirchl. Bewegungen seiner Zeit), Leipz. 1870; Durand de Laur (Erasme, precurseur et 
initiateur de l’esprit moderne), Par. 1873, 2 vols.; R. B. Drummond (Erasmus, his Life and 
Character), Lond. 1873, 2 vols.; G. Feugere (Er., etude sur sa vie et ses ouvrages), Par. 1874; 
Pennington, Lond. 1875; Milman (in Savonarola, Erasmus, and other Essays), Lond. 1870; 
Nisard, Renaissance et reforme, Paris, 1877.—Also Woker: Deuteronomy Erasmi Rotterodami 
studiis irenicis. Paderborn, 1872. W. Vischer: Erasmiana. Programm zur Rectoratsfeier der 
Univers. Basel. Basel, 1876. "Erasmus" in Ersch and Gruber, vol. XXXVI. (by Erhard); in the 
"Allg. Deutsche Biogr." VI. 160-180 (by Kammel); in Herzog, i IV. 114-121 (by Hagenbach), 
and in Herzog, ii IV. 278-290 by (R. Stahelin); in the "Encycl. Brit.," 9th ed., VIII. 512-518. 
Schlottmann: Erasmus redivivus, Hal. 1883. Comp. Lit. in 72. 
 
The quarrel between King Henry and Luther was the occasion of a far more serious controversy 
and open breach between Erasmus and the Reformation. This involved a separation of humanism 
from Protestantism. 
 
The Position of Erasmus. 
 
Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam {506} (1466-1536) was the king among scholars in the early 
part of the sixteenth century. He combined native genius, classical and biblical learning, lively 
imagination, keen wit, and refined taste. He was the most cultivated man of his age, and the 
admired leader of scholastic Europe from Germany to Italy and Spain, from England to Hungary. 
The visible unity of the Catholic Church, and the easy interchange of ideas through the medium 



of one learned language, explain in part his unique position. No man before or since acquired 
such undisputed sovereignty in the republic of letters. No such sovereignty is possible nowadays 
when distinguished scholars are far more numerous, and when the Church is divided into hostile 
camps. {507} 
 
Erasmus shines in the front rank of the humanists and forerunners of the Reformation, on the 
dividing line between the middle ages and modern times. His great mission was to revive the 
spirit of classical and Christian antiquity, and to make it a reforming power within the church. He 
cleared the way for a work of construction which required stronger hands than his. He had no 
creative and no organizing power. The first period of his life till 1524 was progressive and 
reformatory; the second, till his death, 1536, was conservative and reactionary. 
 
He did more than any of his contemporaries to prepare the church for the Reformation by the 
impulse he gave to classical, biblical, and patristic studies, and by his satirical exposures of 
ecclesiastical abuses and monastic ignorance and bigotry. But he stopped half way, and after a 
period of, hesitation he openly declared war against Luther, thereby injuring both his own 
reputation and the progress of the movement among scholars. He was a reformer against reform, 
and in league with Rome. Thus he lost the respect and confidence of both parties. It would have 
been better for his fame if he had died in 1516, just after issuing the Greek Testament, a year 
before the Reformation. To do justice to him, we must look backward. Men of transition, like 
Staupitz, Reuchlin, and Erasmus, are no less necessary than bold leaders of a new departure. They 
belong to the class of which John the Baptist is the highest type. Protestants should never forget 
the immense debt of gratitude which they owe to the first editor of the Greek Testament who 
enabled Luther and Tyndale to make their translations of the word of life from the original, and to 
lead men to the very fountain of all that is most valuable and permanent in the Reformation. His 
edition was hastily prepared, before the art of textual criticism was born; but it anticipated the 
publication of the ponderous Complutensian Polyglot, and became the basis of the popularly 
received text. His exegetical opinions still receive and deserve the attention of commentators. To 
him we owe also the first scholarly editions of the Fathers, especially of Jerome, with whom he 
was most in sympathy. From these editions the Reformers drew their weapons of patristic 
controversy with the Romanists, who always appealed to the fathers of the Nicene age rather than 
to the grandfathers of the apostolic age. 
 
Erasmus was allied to Reuchlin and Ulrich von Hutten, but greater and far more influential than 
both. All hated monasticism and obscurantism. Reuchlin revived Hebrew, Erasmus Greek 
learning, so necessary for the cultivation of biblical studies. Reuchlin gave his nephew 
Melanchthon to Wittenberg, but died a good Catholic. Hutten became a radical ultra-reformer, 
fell out with Erasmus, who disowned him when he was most in need of a friend, and perished in 
disgrace. Erasmus survived both, to protest against Protestantism. 
 
And yet he cannot be charged with apostasy or even with inconsistency. He never was a 
Protestant, and never meant to be one. Division and separation did not enter into his program. 
From beginning to end he labored for a reformation within the church and within the papacy, not 
without it. But the new wine burst the old bottles. The reform which he set in motion went 
beyond him, and left him behind. In some of his opinions, however, he was ahead of his age, and 
anticipated a more modern stage of Protestantism. He was as much a forerunner of Rationalism as 
of the Reformation. 
 
Sketch of His Life. 
 



Erasmus was the illegitimate son of a Dutch priest, Gerard, and Margaret, the daughter of a 
physician,—their last but not their only child. {508} He was born in Rotterdam, Oct. 27, in the 
year 1466 or 1467. {509} He received his early education in the cathedral school of Utrecht and 
in a flourishing classical academy at Deventer, where he began to show his brilliant talents, 
especially a most tenacious memory. Books were his chief delight. Already in his twelfth year he 
knew Horace and Terence by heart. 
 
After the death of his mother, he was robbed of his inheritance by his guardians, and put against 
his will into a convent at Herzogenbusch, which he exchanged afterwards for one at Steyn 
(Emaus), near Gouda, a few miles from Rotterdam. 
 
He spent five unhappy years in monastic seclusion (1486-1491), and conceived an utter disgust 
for monkery. Ulrich von Hutten passed through the same experience, with the same negative 
result; while for Luther monastic life was his free choice, and became the cradle of a new 
religious life. Erasmus found relief in the study of the classics, which he pursued without a guide, 
by a secret impulse of nature. We have from this period a number of his compositions in poetry 
and prose, odes to Christ and the holy Virgin, invectives against despisers of eloquence, and an 
essay on the contempt of the world, in which he describes the corruptions of the world and the 
vices of the monks. 
 
He was delivered from his prison life in 1491 by the bishop of Cambray, his parsimonious patron, 
and ordained to the priesthood in 1492. He continued in the clerical profession, and remained 
unmarried, but never had a parish. 
 
He now gave himself up entirely to study in the University of Paris and at Orleans. His favorite 
authors were Cicero, Terence, Plutarch, and Lucian among the classics, Jerome among the 
fathers, and Laurentius Valla the commentator. He led hereafter an independent literary life 
without a regular charge, supporting himself by teaching, and then supported by rich friends. 
{510} In his days of poverty he solicited aid in letters of mingled humility and vanity; when he 
became famous, he received liberal gifts and pensions from prelates and princes, and left at his 
death seven thousand ducats. The title of royal counsellor of the King of Spain (Charles V.) 
brought him an annual income of four hundred guilders after 1516. The smaller pensions were 
paid irregularly, and sometimes failed in that impecunious age. Authors seldom received copy 
money or royalty from publishers and printers, but voluntary donations from patrons of learning 
and persons to whom they dedicated their works. Froben, however, his chief publisher, treated 
Erasmus very generously. He traveled extensively, like St. Jerome, and made the personal 
acquaintance of the chief celebrities in church and state. 
 
He paid two important visits to England, first on the invitation of his grateful and generous pupil, 
Lord Montjoy, between 1498 and 1500, and again in 1510. There he became intimate with the 
like-minded Sir Thomas More, Dean Colet, Archbishop Warham, Cardinal Wolsey, Bishop 
Fisher, and was introduced to King Henry VII. and to Prince Henry, afterwards Henry VIII. Colet 
taught him that theology must return from scholasticism to the Scriptures, and from dry dogmas 
to practical wisdom. {511} For this purpose he devoted more attention to Greek at Oxford, but 
never attained to the same proficiency in it as in Latin. On his second visit he was appointed Lady 
Margaret’s professor of divinity, and reader of Greek, in Cambridge. His room in Queen’s 
College is still shown. The number of his hearers was small, and so was his income. "Still," he 
wrote to a friend in London, "I am doing my best to promote sound scholarship." He had much to 
say in praise of England, where he received so much kindness, but also in complaint of bad beer 
and bad wine, and of his robbery at Dover, where he was relieved of all his money in the custom-
house, under a law that no one should take more than a small sum out of the realm. 



 
Between his visits to England he spent three years in Italy (1506-1509), and bathed in the 
fountain of the renaissance. He took the degree of doctor of divinity at Turin, and remained some 
time in Venice, Padua, Bologna, and Rome. He edited the classics of Greece and Rome, with 
specimens of translations, and superintended the press of Manutius Aldus at Venice. He entered 
into the genius of antiquity, and felt at home there. He calls Venice the most magnificent city of 
the world. But the lovely scenery of Italy, and the majestic grandeur of the Alps, seem to have 
made no more impression upon his mind than upon that of Luther; at least, he does not speak of 
it. 
 
After he returned from his last visit to England, he spent his time alternately at Brussels, 
Antwerp, and Louvain (1515-1521). He often visited Basel, and made this ancient city of 
republican Switzerland, on the boundaries between France and Germany, his permanent home in 
1521. There he lived several years as editor and adviser of his friend and publisher, John Froben, 
who raised his press to the first rank in Europe. Basel was neutral till 1529, when the Reformation 
was introduced. It suited his position and taste. He liked the climate and the society. The bishop 
of Basel and the magistrate treated him with the greatest consideration. The university was then in 
its glory. He was not one of the public teachers, but enjoyed the intercourse of Wyttenbach, 
Capito, Glarean, Pellican, Amerbach. "I am here," he wrote to a friend, "as in the most agreeable 
museum of many and very eminent scholars. Everybody knows Latin and Greek, most of them 
also Hebrew. The one excels in history, the other in theology; one is well versed in mathematics, 
another in antiquities, a third in jurisprudence. You know how rarely we meet with such a 
combination. I at least never found it before. Besides these literary advantages, what candor, 
hospitality, and harmony prevail here everywhere! You would swear that all had but one heart 
and one soul." 
 
The fame of Erasmus brought on an extensive correspondence. His letters and books had the 
widest circulation. The "Praise of Folly" passed through seven editions in a few months, and 
through at least twenty-seven editions during his lifetime. Of his "Colloquies," a bookseller in 
Paris printed twenty-four thousand copies. His journeys were triumphal processions. Deputations 
received him in the larger cities with addresses of welcome. He was treated like a prince. 
Scholars, bishops, cardinals, kings, and popes paid him homage, sent him presents, or gave him 
pensions. He was offered by the Cardinal of Sion, besides a handsome board, the liberal sum of 
five hundred ducats annually, if he would live with him in Rome. He was in high favor with Pope 
Julius II. and Leo X., who patronized liberal learning. The former released him from his monastic 
vows; the latter invited him to Rome, and would have given him any thing if he had consented to 
remain. Adrian VI. asked his counsel how to deal with the Lutheran heresy (1523). Clement VII., 
in reply to a letter, sent him a present of two hundred florins. Paul III. offered him a cardinal’s hat 
to reward him for his attack on Luther (1536), but he declined it on account of old age. 
 
The humanists were loudest in his praise, and almost worshiped him. Eoban Hesse, the prince of 
Latin poets of the time, called him a "divine being," and made a pilgrimage on foot from Erfurt to 
Holland to see him face to face. Justus Jonas did the same. Zwingli visited him in Basel, and 
before going to sleep used to read some pages of his writings. To receive a letter from him was a 
good fortune, and to have a personal interview with him was an event. A man even less vain than 
Erasmus could not have escaped the bad effect of such hero-worship. But it was partly neutralized 
by the detractions of his enemies, who were numerous and unsparing. Among these were Stunica 
and Caranza of Spain, Edward Lee of England, the Prince of Carpi, Cardinal Aleander, the 
leaders of scholastic divinity of Louvain and Paris, and the whole crowd of ignorant monks. 
 



His later years were disturbed by the death of his dearest and kindest friend, John Froben (1527), 
to whose memory he paid a most noble tribute in one of his letters; and still more by the progress 
of the Reformation in his own neighborhood. The optimism of his youth and manhood gave way 
to a gloomy, discontented pessimism. The Lutheran tragedy, he said, gave him more pain than the 
stone which tortured him. "It is part of my unhappy fate, that my old age has fallen on these evil 
times when quarrels and riots prevail everywhere." "This new gospel," he writes in another letter, 
"is producing a new set of men so impudent, hypocritical, and abusive, such liars and sycophants, 
who agree neither with one another nor with anybody else, so universally offensive and seditious, 
such madmen and ranters, and in short so utterly distasteful to me that if I knew of any city in 
which I should be free from them, I would remove there at once." His last letters are full of such 
useless lamentations. He had the mortification to see Protestantism triumph in a tumultuous way 
in Basel, through the labors of Oecolampadius, his former friend and associate. It is pleasant, 
however, and creditable to him, that his last interview with the reformer was friendly and cordial. 
The authorities of the city left him undisturbed. But he reluctantly moved to the Roman Catholic 
city of Freiburg in Baden (1529), wishing that Basel might enjoy every blessing, and never 
receive a sadder guest than he. {512} He bought a house in Freiburg, lived there six years, and 
was treated with every demonstration of respect, but did not feel happy, and yielded to the 
solicitations of the Queen Regent of the Netherlands to return to his native land. 
 
On his way he stopped in Basel in the house of Jerome Froben, August, 1535, and attended to the 
publication of Origen. It was his last work. He fell sick, and died in his seventieth year, July 12, 
1536, of his old enemies, the stone and the gout, to which was added dysentery. He retained his 
consciousness and genial humor to the last. When his three friends, Amerbach, Froben, and 
Episcopius, visited him on his death-bed, he reminded them of Job’s three comforters, and 
playfully asked them about the torn garments, and the ashes that should be sprinkled on their 
heads. He died without a priest or any ceremonial of the Church (in wretched monastic Latin: 
"sine crux, sine lux, sine Deus"), but invoking the mercy of Christ. His last words, repeated again 
and again, were, "O Jesus, have mercy; Lord, deliver me; Lord, make an end; Lord, have mercy 
upon me!" {513} 
 
In his will, dated Feb. 12, 1536, he left his valuables to Froben, Rhenanus, and other friends, and 
the rest to the aged and poor and for the education of young men of promise. {514} The funeral 
was attended by distinguished men of both parties. He lies buried in the Protestant cathedral of 
Basel, where his memory is cherished. 
 
Erasmus was of small stature, but well formed. He had a delicate constitution, an irritable 
temperament, fair skin, blonde hair, wrinkled forehead, blue eyes, and pleasant voice. His face 
had an expression of thoughtfulness and quiet studiousness. {515} In his behavior he combined 
dignity and grace. "His manners and conversation," says Beatus Rhenanus, "were polished, 
affable, and even charming." 
 
He talked and wrote in Latin, the universal language of scholars in mediaeval Europe. He handled 
it as a living language, with ease, elegance, and effect, though not with classical correctness. His 
style was Ciceronian, but modified by the ecclesiastical vocabulary of Jerome. In his dialogue 
"Ciceronianus," or on the best mode of speaking (1528), he ridicules those pedantic semi-pagans, 
chiefly Italians, who worshiped and aped Cicero, and avoided Christian themes, or borrowed 
names and titles from heathen mythology. He had, however, the greatest respect for Cicero, and 
hoped that "he is now living peacefully in heaven." He learned neither German nor English nor 
Italian, and had only an imperfect knowledge of French, and even of his native Dutch. 
 



He had a nervous sensibility. The least draught made him feverish. He could not bear the iron 
stoves of Germany, and required an open fireplace. He could drink no wine but Burgundy. He 
abhorred intemperance. He could not eat fish on fast days; the mere smell of it made him sick: his 
heart, he said, was Catholic, but his stomach Lutheran. He never used spectacles either by day or 
by candle-light, and many wondered that study had not blinded his eyes. He walked firm and 
erect without a cane. His favorite exercise was horseback-riding. {516} He usually traveled on 
horseback with an attendant, and carried his necessaries, including a shirt, a linen nightcap, and a 
prayer-book, in a knapsack tied to the saddle. He shrank from the mere mention of death, and 
frankly confessed that he was not born to be a martyr, but would in the hour of trial be tempted to 
follow St. Peter. He was fond of children, and charitable to the poor. 
 
His Theological Opinions. 
 
Erasmus was, like most of the German and English humanists, a sincere and enlightened believer 
in Christianity, and differed in this respect from the frivolous and infidel humanists of France and 
Italy. When charged by Prince Albertus Pius of Carpi, who was in high favor at the papal court, 
with turning sacred things into ridicule, he answered, "You will much more readily find scoffers 
at sacred things in Italy among men of your own rank, ay, and in your much-lauded Rome, than 
with us. I could not endure to sit down at table with such men." He devoted his brilliant genius 
and classical lore to the service of religion. He revered the Bible as a divine revelation, and 
zealously promoted its study. He anticipated Luther in the supreme estimate of the word of God 
as the true source of theology and piety. Oecolampadius confessed that he learned from Erasmus 
"nihil in sacris scripturis praeter Christum quaerendum." 
 
He had a sharp eye to the abuses of the Church, and endeavored to reform them in a peaceful 
way. He wished to lead theology back from the unfruitful speculations and frivolous subtleties of 
scholasticism to Scriptural simplicity, and to promote an inward, spiritual piety. He keenly 
ridiculed the foolish and frivolous discussions of the schoolmen about formalities and quiddities, 
and such questions as whether God could have assumed the form of a woman, or an ass, or a 
cucumber, or a flint-stone; whether the Virgin Mary was learned in the languages; and whether 
we would eat and drink after the resurrection. He exposed the vices and follies, the ignorance and 
superstition, of the monks and clergy. He did not spare even the papacy. "I have no desire," he 
wrote in 1523, "that the primacy of the Roman See should be abolished, but I could wish that its 
discipline were such as to favor every effort to promote the religion of the gospel; for several ages 
past it has by its example openly taught things that are plainly averse to the doctrines of Christ." 
 
At the same time he lacked a deeper insight into the doctrines of sin and grace, and failed to find 
a positive remedy for the evils he complained of. In using the dangerous power of ridicule and 
satire which he shared with Lucian, he sometimes came near the line of profanity. Moreover, he 
had a decidedly skeptical vein, and in the present century he would probably be a moderate 
Rationalist. 
 
With his critical faculty he saw the difficulties and differences in the human surroundings and 
circumstances of the Divine Scriptures. He omitted in his Greek Testament the forgery of the 
three witnesses, 1 John 5:7, and only inserted it under protest in the third edition (1522), because 
he had rashly promised to do so if a single Greek MS. could be found to contain it. {517} He 
doubted the genuineness of the pericope of the adulteress, {John 8:1-11} though he retained it in 
the text. He disputed the orthodox punctuation of Romans 9:5. He rejected the Pauline origin of 
Hebrews, and questioned the Johannean authorship of the Apocalypse. He judged Mark to be an 
abridgment of Matthew. He admitted lapses of memory and errors of judgment in the Apostles. 
He denied any other punishment in hell except "the perpetual anguish of mind which 



accompanies habitual sin." As to the Lord’s Supper, he said, when asked his opinion by the 
magistrate of Basel about the book of Oecolampadius and his figurative interpretation, {518} that 
it was learned, eloquent, well written, and pious, but contrary to the general belief of the church 
from which it was dangerous to depart. There is good reason to believe that he doubted 
transubstantiation. He was also suspected of leaning to Arianism, because he summed up the 
reaching of Scripture on the Trinity in this sentence: "The Father is very frequently called God, 
the Son sometimes, the Holy Spirit never;" and he adds: "Many of the fathers who worshiped the 
Son with the greatest piety, yet scrupled to use the word homoousion, which is nowhere to be 
found in Holy Scripture." {519} He moderated the doctrine of hereditary sin, and defended human 
freedom in his notes on Romans. He emphasized the moral, and depreciated the doctrinal, 
element in Christianity. He deemed the Apostles’ Creed sufficient, and was willing to allow 
within this limit freedom for theological opinions. "Reduce the number of dogmas," he advised 
Archbishop Albrecht of Mainz, "to a minimum; you can do it without injury to Christianity; on 
other points, leave every one free to believe what he pleases; then religion will take hold on life, 
and you can correct the abuses of which the world justly complains." 
 
He had a high opinion of the morality and piety of the nobler heathen, such as Socrates, Cicero, 
and Plutarch. "The Scriptures," he says in his Colloquies, "deserve, indeed, the highest authority; 
but I find also in the writings of the ancient heathen and in the poets so much that is pure, holy 
and divine, that I must believe that their hearts were divinely moved. The spirit of Christ is 
perhaps more widely diffused than we imagine, and many will appear among the saints who are 
not in our catalogue." {520} Then, after quoting from Cicero and Socrates, he says, "I can often 
hardly restrain myself from exclaiming, ‘Holy Socrates, pray for us.’" 
 
The same liberal sentiments we find among the early Greek fathers (Justin Martyr, Clement of 
Alexandria, Origen), and in Zwingli. 
 
Bigoted Catholics hated and feared him, as much as the liberal admired and lauded him. "He laid 
the egg," they said, "which Luther hatched." {521} They perverted his name into Errasmus 
because of his errors, Arasmus because he ploughed up old truths and traditions, Erasinus 
because he had made himself an ass by his writings. They even called him Behemoth and 
Antichrist. The Sorbonne condemned thirty-seven articles extracted from his writings in 1527. 
His books were burned in Spain, and long after his death placed on the Index in Rome. 
 
In his last word to his popish enemies who identified him with Luther to ruin both together, he 
writes: "For the future I despise them, and I wish I had always done so; for it is no pleasure to 
drown the croaking of frogs. Let them say, with their stout defiance of divine and human laws, 
‘We ought to obey God rather than men.’ That was well said by the Apostles, and even on their 
lips it is not without a certain propriety; only it is not the same God in the two cases. The God of 
the Apostles was the Maker of heaven and earth: their God is their belly. Fare ye well." {522} 
 
His Works. 
 
The literary labors of Erasmus may be divided into three classes: — 
 
I. Works edited. Their number proves his marvellous industry and enterprise. 
 
He published the ancient Latin classics, Cicero, Terence, Seneca, Livy, Pliny; and the Greek 
classics with Latin translations, Euripides, Xenophon, Demosthenes, Plutarch, Lucian. 
 



He edited the principal church fathers (some for the first time from MSS.); namely, Jerome 
(1516-1518; ed. ii., 1526; ed. iii., a year after his death), Cyprian (1520), Athanasius (in a Latin 
version, 1522), Hilarius (1523), Irenaeus (Latin, 1526, ed. princeps, very defective), Ambrose 
(1527), Augustin (1529), Epiphanius (1529), Chrysostom on Matthew (1530), Basil (in Greek, 
1532; he called him the "Christian Demosthenes"), Origen (in Latin, 1536). He wrote the prefaces 
and dedications. 
 
He published the Annotations of Laurentius Valla on the New Testament (1505 and 1526), a copy 
of which he had found by chance on the shelves of an old library. 
 
The most important of his edited works is the Greek New Testament, with a Latin translation. 
{523} 
 
II. Original works on general literature. 
 
His "Adages" (Adagia), begun at Oxford, dedicated to Lord Mountjoy, first published in Paris in 
1500, and much enlarged in subsequent editions, {524} is an anthology of forty-one hundred and 
fifty-one Greek and Latin proverbs, similitudes, and sentences,—a sort of dictionary and 
commonplace-book, brimful of learning, illustrations, anecdotes, historical and biographical 
sketches, attacks on monks, priests, and kings, and about ten thousand quotations from Greek 
poets, literally translated into the Latin in the metre of the original. 
 
"The Praise of Folly" (Encomium Moriae) {525} was written on a journey from Italy to England, 
and finished in the house of his congenial friend, Sir Thomas More (whose name in Greek means 
"Fool"), as a jeu d’esprit, in the manner of his favorite Lucian. It introduces Folly personified as a 
goddess, in ironical praise of the merits, and indirect ridicule of the perversities, of different 
classes of society. It abounds in irony, wit, and humor, in keen observations of men and things, 
and contains his philosophy of life. The wise man is the most miserable of men, as is proved by 
the case of Socrates, who only succeeded in making himself ridiculous; while the fool is the 
happiest man, has no fear of death or hell, no tortures of conscience, tells always the truth, and is 
indispensable to the greatest of monarchs, who cannot even dine without him. In conclusion 
Erasmus, rather irreverently, quotes Scripture proofs in praise of folly. Pope Leo X. read and 
enjoyed the, book from beginning to end. Holbein illustrated it with humorous pictures, which are 
still preserved in Basel. 
 
In his equally popular "Colloquies" (Colloquia Familiaria), begun in 1519, and enlarged in 
numerous editions, Erasmus aims to make better scholars and better men, as he says in his 
dedication to John Erasmius Froben (the son of his friend and publisher). {526} He gives 
instruction for Latin conversation, describes the good and bad manners of the times, and 
ventilates his views on a variety of interesting topics, such as courtesy in saluting, rash vows a 
soldier’s life, scholastic studies, the profane feast, a lover and maiden, the virgin opposed to 
matrimony, the penitent virgin, the uneasy wife, the shipwreck, rich beggars, the alchemist, etc. 
The "Colloquies" are, next to the "Praise of Folly," his most characteristic work, and, like it, 
abound in delicate humor, keen irony, biting satire. He pays a glowing tribute to Cicero, and calls 
him "sanctum illud pectus afflatum coelesti numine;" and in the same conversation occurs the 
famous passage already referred to, "Sancte Socrates, ora pro nobis." He shows his sympathy 
with the cause of Reuchlin in the dialogue Apotheosis Reuchlini Capnionis, by describing a vision 
in which the persecuted Hebrew scholar (who died June 22, 1522) was welcomed in heaven by 
St. Jerome, and, without leave of the Pope, enrolled in the number of saints. But during 
Reuchlin’s life he had kept neutral in the Dominican quarrel about Reuchlin’s orthodoxy. He is 
very severe on "the coarse, over-fed monks," and indulges too freely in insinuations which offend 



modern taste. {527} He attacks war, which he hated even more than monkery; and in his 
description of a reckless, extravagant, debauched, sick, poor and wretched soldier, he took 
unchristian revenge of Ulrich von Hutten after his miserable death. In the dialogue, "Unequal 
Marriage," he paints him in the darkest colors as an abandoned roue. He gives an amusing 
description of a German inn, which makes one thankful for the progress of modern civilization. 
The bedrooms, he says, are rightly so called; for they contain nothing but a bed; and the 
cleanliness is on a par with the rest of the establishment and the adjoining stable. The 
"Ichthyophagia" is a dialogue between a butcher and a fishmonger, and exposes the Pharisaical 
tendency to strain out a gnat and to swallow a camel, and to lay heavy burdens on others. "Would 
they might eat nothing but garlic who imposed these fish-days upon us!" "Would they might 
starve to death who force the necessity of fasting upon free men!" The form of the dialogue 
furnished the author a door of escape from the charge of heresy, for he could not be held 
responsible for the sentiments of fictitious characters; moreover, he said, his object was to teach 
Latin, not theology. Nevertheless, the Sorbonne condemned the "Colloquies," and the Inquisition 
placed them in the first class of prohibited books. 
 
The numerous letters of Erasmus and to Erasmus throw much light upon contemporaneous 
literary and ecclesiastical history, and make us best acquainted with his personality. He 
corresponded with kings and princes, popes and cardinals, as well as with scholars in all parts of 
Europe. He tells us that he wrote sometimes forty letters in a day. {528} 
 
III. Theological works. The edition of the Greek Testament, with a new Latin version and brief 
annotations, and the independent paraphrases, are the most important contributions of Erasmus to 
exegesis, and have appeared in very many editions. The paraphrastic form of commenting, which 
briefly explains the difficulties, and links text and notes in continuous composition, so as to make 
the writer his own interpreter, {529} was a great benefit to the incipient scholarship of his day, 
and facilitated a more general spread of the New Testament, which he eloquently defended. He 
did not penetrate into the deeper meaning of the Scriptures, but he made the surface more 
intelligible by the moonlight of philology and refined culture. His Paraphrases cover the whole 
New Testament, except the Apocalypse, and fill the seventh volume of Le Clerk’s edition of his 
works. A translation was published in two volumes folio, in black-letter, at London, 1551, and 
appointed, by public authority, to be placed in all the parish churches of England. 
 
His "Method of True Theology" (Ratio verae Theologiae) {530} was prefixed to his first edition 
of the Greek Testament, and afterwards expanded and separately published, and dedicated to 
Cardinal-Archbishop Albrecht of Mainz (1519), in a preface full of complaints over the evil times 
of violent controversy, which, in his judgment, destroyed charity and the peaceful cultivation of 
learning and practical piety. He maintains that the first requisite for the study of the Scriptures is a 
knowledge of Greek, Latin, and Hebrew. Nor are poetry and good letters to be neglected. Christ 
clothes his teaching in poetic parables; and Paul quotes from the poets, but not from Aristotle. 
 
The Enchiridion Militis Christiani, {531} first published at Louvain, 1501 (or 1503), {532} and 
translated into several languages, is a treatise on practical piety in its conflict with the Devil and 
unruly passions. The author borrows his weapons from the Scriptures, the fathers, and the Greek 
and Roman philosophers, and shows that the end of all human effort is Christ, and that the way to 
Christ is faith abounding in good works. In a later edition he added a defense, with a sharp attack 
on the scholastic theology contrasted with the plain, practical teaching of Christ and the apostles. 
The book was condemned by the Sorbonne as heretical. 
 
In the tract on the Confessional (1524), he enumerates the advantages and the perils of that 
institution which may be perverted into a means of propagating vice by suggesting it to young 



and inexperienced penitents. He leaves, on the whole, the impression that the confessional does 
more harm than good. 
 
In the book on the Tongue (1525), he eloquently describes, and illustrates with many anecdotes, 
its use and abuse. After its publication he wrote to his friends, "Erasmus will henceforth be mute, 
having parted with his tongue." 
 
But a year after appeared his book on the Institution of Christian Matrimony (1526), dedicated to 
Queen Catherine of England. It contains the views of an unmarried man on the choice of a mate, 
the duties of parents, and the education of children. He justly blames Tertullian and Jerome (he 
might have included all the fathers) for their extravagant laudation of celibacy, and suggests 
doubts on the sacramental character of marriage. 
 
One of his last works was a Catechism on the Apostles’ Creed, the Decalogue, and the Lord’s 
Prayer, which he dedicated to the father of the unfortunate Anne Boleyn. For the same nobleman 
he wrote a short devotional work on preparation for death. 
 
{506} His double name is a Latin and Greek translation of his father’s Christian name Gerard 
(Roger), or Gerhard equals Gernhaber or Liebhaber,i.e., Beloved, in mediaeval Latin Desiderius, 
in Greek Erasmus, or rather Erasmius from erasmiw Lovely. He found out the mistake when he 
became familiar with Greek, and accordlingly gave his godson, the son of his publisher Froben, 
the name John Erasmius (Erasmiolus). In dedicating to him an improved edition of his 
Colloquies (1524), he calls this book "erasmion, the delight of the Muses who foster sacred 
things." He was equally unfortunate in the additional epithet Roterodamus, instead of 
Roterodamensis. But he was innocent of both mistakes. 
 
{507} Drummond (II. 337) calls Erasmus "the greatest luminary of his age, the greatest scholar of 
any age." But his learning embraced only the literature in the Greek and Latin languages. 
 
{508} His father was ordained a priest after the birth of Erasmus; for he says that he lived with 
Margaret "spe conjugii," and became a priest in Rome on learning from his parents, who were 
opposed to the marriage, the false report that his beloved Margaret was dead. 
 
{509} He says in his autobiographical sketch: "Natus Roterodami vigilia Simonis et Juda¦ circa 
annum 67, supra millesimum quadringentesimum." His friend and biographer, Beatus Rhenanus, 
did not know the year of his birth. His epitaph in Basel gives 1466; the inscription on his statue at 
Rotterdam gives 1467; the historians vary from 1464 to 1469. Bayle, Burigny, Muller, and 
Drummoud (I. 3 sq.) discuss the chronology. 
 
{510} He calls himself, in his autobiographical sketch, "dignitatum ac divitiarum perpetuus 
contemptor." 
 
{511} J. H. Lupton: A Life of John Colet, D. D., Dean of St. Paul’s and Founder of St. Paul’s 
School. London, 1887. 
 
{512} He dictated these lines to his friend Amerbach on departing: 
 
Jam Basilea vale! qua non urbs altera multis 
 
Annis exhibuit gratius hospitium. 
 



Hinc precor omnia laeta tibi, simul illud, 
 
ErasmoHospes uti ne unquam tristior adveniat. 
 
{513} "O Jesu, misericordia; Domine, libera me; Domine, fac finem; Domine, miserere mei;" and 
in German or Dutch, Lieber God (Gott)!—Beatus Rhenanus, in Vita Er. 
 
{514} Drummond, II. 338-340, gives the document in full. 
 
{515} See the interesting description of his face by Lavater in his Physiognomik, quoted by Ad. 
Muller, p. 108, and Hagenbach, K. Gesch., III. 50. There are several portraits of him,—by Matsys 
(1517), Durer (1523), and, the best, by Holbein who painted him repeatedly at Basel. 
 
{516} In thanking Archbishop Warham of Canterbury for the present of a horse, he thus 
humorously describes the animal: "I have received the horse, which is no beauty, but a good 
creature notwithstanding; for he is free from all the mortal sins, except gluttony and laziness; and 
he is adorned with all the virtues of a good confessor, being pious, prudent, humble, modest, 
sober, chaste, and quiet, and neither bites nor kicks." To Polydore Virgil, who sent him money to 
procure a horse, he replied, "I wish you could give me any thing to cure the rider." ("Dedisti quo 
paretur equus, utinam dare possis quo reparetur eques." —Op. III. 934.) 
 
{517} "ne cui sit ansa calumniandi. Tametsi suspicor codicem illum ad nostros esse 
correctum."—Opera, VI. 1080. The Codex Montfortianus, now in Dublin, was probably written 
between 1519-1522, and the disputed passage interpolated with the purpose of injuring the 
reputation of Erasmus. See J. R. Harris, The Origin of the Leicester Codex of the N. Test., London 
and Cambridge, 1887, p. 46 sqq. 
 
{518} Deuteronomy genuina verborum Domini: Hoc est corpus meum, etc., juxta vetustissimos 
auctores expositione liber. Basil., 1525... 
 
{519} See the Preface to his edition of St. Hilary on the Trinity, published at Basel, 1523. 
 
{520} "Fortasse latius se fundit spiritus Christi quam nos interpretamur, et multi sunt in 
consortio sanctorum qui non sunt apud nos in catalogo."—Coll., in the conversation entitled 
Convivium Religiosum. 
 
{521} He himself alludes to this saying: "Ego peperi ovum, Lutherus exclusit" (Op. III. 840), but 
adds, "Egoposui ovum gallinaceum, Lutherus exclusit pullum longe dissimillimum." 
 
{522} Des. Erasmi Epistola ad quosdam impudentissimos Graculos (jackdaws). Op. IX. Pars II. 
(or vol. X.), p. 1745; Drummond, II. 265 sq. 
 
{523} On this see the critical introductions to the New Testament; Scrivener’s Introd. to the 
Criticism of the N. T., 3d ed., pp. 429-434; Schaff’s Companion to the Greek Test., 3d ed., pp. 
229-232; and Drummond, I. 308 sqq. 
 
{524} The last edition before me, Adagiorum Chiliades... ex officina Frobenia, 1536, contains 
1087 pages folio, with an alphabetical index of the Proverbs. See vol. II. of the Leiden ed. For 
extracts see Drummond, I. ch. X. 
 



{525} Mwrivas jEgkwvmion, id est Stultitiae Laus, first printed 1510 or 1511. Op. IV. 405-507. 
There is a neat edition of the Encomium and the Colloquia by Tauchnitz, Leipzig, 1829. 
Drummond (I. 184 sqq.) gives a good summary of the contents. 
 
{526} The work which appeared in 1518 under this title, with a preface of Rhenanus, was 
disclaimed by Erasmus, except some portions which he had dictated more than twenty years 
previously to a pupil in Paris by way of amusement. He compared it to an ass in a lion’s skin. The 
Colloquia are printed in Opera, I. 624-908. I have an edition cum notis selectis variorum 
accurante Corn. Schrevelio. Lugd., Bat. Bailey’s translation, London, 1724, republished 1878, 
reproduces in racy colloquial English the idiomatic and proverbial Latinisms of the original. 
 
{527} In the dialogue Virgo misogamw, the maiden Catharine, who had resolved to become a 
nun, is advised by her lover Eubulus that she may keep her chastity more safely at home; for the 
monks were by no means all eunuchs, but often do all they can to deserve their name "fathers." 
("Patres vocantur, ac frequenter efficiunt, ut hoc nomen vere competat in ipsos.") She is also told 
that "all are not virgins who wear the veil, unless there be many in our days who share the pecular 
privilege of the Virgin Mary, of being a virgin after childbirth." The maiden admits the force of 
her lover’s arguments, but refuses to be convinced. In the colloquy that follows, entitled Virgo 
poenitens, she acknowledges the wisdom of the advice when it was too late. She had scarcely 
been twelve days in the nunnery before she entreated her mother, and then her father, to take her 
home if they wished to save her life. 
 
{528} The Epistolae in Froben’s ed. of 1540, Tom. III. fol. (1213 pp.), with his preface, dated 
Freiburg, 1529; in Le Clerk’s ed., Tom. III. Pars I. and II. There is also a fine edition of the 
collected epistles of Erasmus, Melanchthon, Thomas More, and Lud. Vives, London, 1642, 2 
vols. fol. 2146 and 116 pages, with a good portrait of Erasmus (a copy in the Union Seminary). 
Recent additions have been made by Horawitz (Erasmiana, 1883 sqq.). Jortin and Drummond 
give many extracts from the epistles. 
 
{529} Erasmus well defines it in the dedicatory preface ad Card. Grimanum, before the Pauline 
Epistles: "hiantia committere, abrupta mollire, confusa digerere, evoluta evolvere, nodosa 
explicare, obscuris lucem addere, hebraismum romana civitate donare ... et ita temperare 
paravfrasin ne fiat parafrovnhsi," h. e. "sic aliter dicere ut non dicas alia." 
 
{530} Opera, vol. V. 57 sqq. 
 
{531} Usually translated "The Manual of a Christian Soldier;" but ejgceirivdionmeans also a 
dagger, and he himself explains it, "Enchiridion, hoc est, pugiunculum." Op. V. 1-65. The first 
English translation (1533) is believed to be by William Tyndale, the translator of the New 
Testament. Another, with notes, which I have before me, is by Philip Wyatt Crowther, Esq., 
London, 1816, under the title "The Christian’s Manual," etc. 
 
{532} On the disputed date see Drummond, I. 122.  



72. Erasmus and the Reformation. 
 
I. Erasmus: Deuteronomy Libero Arbitrio diatribe (1524), in Opera ed. Lugd. IX. Pars I. 1215 
sqq., in Walch, XVIII. Hyperaspistae diatribes libri duo contra Servum Arbitr. M. Lutheri, in 2 
parts (1526 and 1527), in Opera IX. Pars II. 1249 sqq., and in Walch, XVIII. 
 
Luther: Deuteronomy Servo Arbitrio ad Erasmum Roterodamun, Wittembergae, 1525. On the last 
p. of the first ed. before me is the date "Mense Decembri, Anno MDXXV." German in Walch, 
XVIII. Erl. ed. Opera Lat. VII. 113 sqq. Letters of Luther to Erasmus and about Erasmus in 
Walch, XVIII., and in Deuteronomy Wette, I. pp. 39, 52, 87, 247; II. 49; III. 427; IV, 497. 
 
II. Chlebus: Erasmus und Luther, in "Zeitschr. f. Hist. Theol.," 1845. Dollinger in his Die 
Reformation, 1846, vol. i. pp. 1-20. Kerker: Er. u. sein Theol. Standpunkt, in the "Theol. 
Quartalschrift," 1859. D. F. Strauss: Ulrich von Hutten, 4th ed. Bonn, 1878, pp. 448-484, 511-
514, and passim. Plitt: Erasmus in s. Stellung zur Reformation, Leipz., in the "Zeitschrift f. Hist. 
Theol.," 1866, No. III. Rud. Stahelin: Eras. Stellung z. Reformation, Basel, 1873 (35 pp.; comp. 
his art). In Herzog, ii quoted in 71. Froude: Times of Erasmus and Luther. Three Lect., delivered 
at Newcastle, 1867 (in the first series of his "Short Studies on Great Subjects," New York ed., 
1873, pp. 37-127), brilliant but inaccurate, and silent on the free-will controversy. Drummond: 
Erasmus, etc., 1873, vol. II. chs. xiii.-xv. E. Walter: Erasmus und Melanchthon, Bernburg, 1879. 
A. Gilly: Erasme de Rotterd., sa situation en face de l’eglise et de la libre pensee, Arras, 1879. 
Comp. also Kattenbusch: Luther’s Lehre vom unfreien Willen, Gottingen, 1875, and Kostlin: 
Luther’s Theologie, vol. II. 32-55. 
 
Erasmus was eighteen years older than Luther, and stood at the height of his fame when the 
reformer began his work. He differed from him as Jerome differed from Augustin, or Eusebius 
from Athanasius. Erasmus was essentially a scholar, Luther a reformer; the one was absorbed in 
literature, the other in religion. Erasmus aimed at illumination, Luther at reconstruction; the 
former reached the intellect of the educated, the latter touched the heart of the people. Erasmus 
labored for freedom of thought, Luther for freedom of conscience. Both had been monks, 
Erasmus against his will, Luther by free choice and from pious motives; and both hated and 
opposed monkery, but the former for its ignorance and bigotry, the latter for its self-righteousness 
and obstruction of the true way to justification and peace. Erasmus followed maxims of worldly 
wisdom; Luther, sacred principles and convictions. The one was willing, as he confessed, to 
sacrifice "a part of the truth for the peace of the church," and his personal comfort; the other was 
ready to die for the gospel at any moment. Erasmus was a trimmer and timeserver, Luther every 
inch a moral hero. 
 
Luther wrote upon his tablet (1536), "Res et verba Philippus; verba sine re Erasmus; res sine 
verbis Lutherus; nec res nec verba Carolostadius." But Luther himself was the master of words 
and matter, and his words were deeds. Melanchthon was an improved Erasmus on the side of 
evangelical truth. 
 
It is easy to see how far two men so differently constituted could go together, and where and 
when they had to part. So long as the Reformation moved within the church, Erasmus 
sympathized with it. But when Luther, who had at first as little notion of leaving the Catholic 
Church, burnt the Pope’s bull and the decretals, and with them the bridge behind him, Erasmus 
shrank back, and feared that the remedy was worse than the evil. His very breadth of culture and 
irresolution became his weakness; while Luther’s narrowness and determination were his 



strength. In times of war, neutrality is impossible, and we must join one of the two contending 
armies. Erasmus was for unity and peace, and dreaded a split of the church as the greatest 
calamity; and yet he never ceased to rebuke the abuses. It was his misfortune, rather than his 
fault, that he could not side with the Reformation. We must believe his assertion that his 
conscience kept him from the cause of the Lutherans. At the same time he was concerned for his 
personal comfort and literary supremacy, and anxious to retain the friendship of his hierarchical 
and royal patrons. He wished to be a spectator, but not an actor in "the Lutheran tragedy." 
 
Erasmus hailed the young Melanchthon with enthusiastic praise of his precocious genius and 
learning, and continued to respect him even after his breach with Luther. He stood in friendly 
correspondence with Zwingli, who revered him as the prince of humanists. He employed 
Oecolampadius as his assistant, and spoke highly, though evasively, of his book on the eucharist. 
He was not displeased with Luther’s attacks on indulgences and monasticism, and wrote to 
Zwingli that he had taught nearly every thing that Luther teaches, but without his coarseness and 
paradoxes. {533} In a letter of reply, dated Louvain, May 30, 1519, he courteously but cautiously 
and condescendingly accepted Luther’s compliments and friendship, but advised him to moderate 
his tone, and to imitate Paul, who abolished the law by allegorical interpretation; at the same time 
he frankly admitted that he had not read his books, except portions of the commentary on the 
Psalms, {534} and that he considered it his duty to keep neutral, in order to do the more for the 
revival of letters. In conclusion he expressed the wish: "May the Lord Jesus grant you daily more 
of his Spirit for his glory and the general good." {535} 
 
So far, then, he objected not so much to the matter as to the manner of Luther, whose plebeian 
violence and roughness offended his cultured taste. But there was a deeper difference. He could 
not appreciate his cardinal doctrine of justification by faith alone, and took offence at the denial 
of free-will and human merit. He held the Catholic views on these subjects. He wished a reform 
of the discipline, but not of the faith, of the church, and cared little for dogmatic controversies. 
 
His gradual alienation may be seen in the following extracts from his letters. 
 
To Albrecht, Cardinal-Archbishop of Mainz, he wrote from Louvain, Nov. 1, 1519: - 
 
"Permit me to say that I have never had any thing to do either with the affair of Reuchlin or with 
the cause of Luther. I have never taken any interest in the Cabbala or the Talmud. Those virulent 
contentions between Reuchlin and the party of Hochstraten have been extremely distasteful to 
me. Luther is a perfect stranger to me, and I have never had time to read his books beyond merely 
glancing over a few pages. If he has written well, no praise is due to me; if not, it would be unjust 
to hold me responsible.... Luther had written to me in a very Christian tone, as I thought; and I 
replied, advising him incidentally not to write any thing against the Roman Pontiff, nor to 
encourage a proud or intolerant spirit, but to preach the gospel out of a pure heart.... I am neither 
Luther’s accuser, nor advocate, nor judge; his heart I would not presume to judge—for that is 
always a matter of extreme difficulty—still less would I condemn. And yet if I were to defend 
him, as a good man, which even his enemies admit him to be; as one put upon his trial, a duty 
which the laws permit even to sworn judges; as one persecuted—which would be only in 
accordance with the dictates of humanity—and trampled on by the bounden enemies of learning, 
who merely use him as a handle for the accomplishment of their designs, where would be the 
blame, so long as I abstained from mixing myself up with his cause? In short, I think it is my duty 
as a Christian to support Luther in this sense, that, if he is innocent, I should not wish him to be 
crushed by a set of malignant villains; if he is in error, I would rather see him put right than 
destroyed: for thus I should be acting in accordance with the example of Christ, who, as the 
prophet witnesseth, quencheth not the smoking flax, nor breaketh the bruised reed." 



 
To Pope Leo X., from Louvain, Sept. 13, 1520 (three months after the excommunication of 
Luther, June 15): - 
 
"I have no acquaintance with Luther, nor have I ever read his books, except perhaps ten or twelve 
pages, and that only by snatches. From what I then saw, I judged him to be well qualified for 
expounding the Scriptures in the manner of the Fathers,—a work greatly needed in an age like 
this, which is so excessively given to mere subtleties, to the neglect of really important questions. 
Accordingly, I have favored his good, but not his bad, qualities, or rather I have favored Christ’s 
glory in him. I was among the first to foresee the danger there was of this matter ending in 
violence, and no one ever hated violence more than I do. Indeed, I even went so far as to threaten 
John Froben the printer, to prevent him publishing his books. I wrote frequently and industriously 
to my friends, begging that they would admonish this man to observe Christian meekness in his 
writings, and do nothing to disturb the peace of the church. And when he himself wrote to me two 
years ago, I lovingly admonished him what I wished him to avoid; and I would he had followed 
my advice. This letter, I am informed, has been shown to your Holiness, I suppose in order to 
prejudice me, whereas it ought rather to conciliate your Holiness’s favor towards me." 
 
On Dec. 5, 1520, five days before the burning of the Pope’s bull, Erasmus, being asked for his 
opinion about Luther by the Elector Frederick of Saxony, whom he happened to meet at Cologne, 
hesitated a while, and looked blank; but being pressed by the Elector, who stood square before 
him and stared him in the face, he gave the well-known answer, - 
 
"Luther has committed two sins,—he has touched the Pope on the crown, and the monks on the 
belly." {536} 
 
The Elector smiled, and remembered the expression shortly before his death. Returned to his 
lodgings, Erasmus wrote down some axioms rather favorable to Luther and disapproving of the 
"Pope’s unmerciful bull," and sent them to Spalatin, but concealed the manuscript from fear that 
Aleander might see it; but it had been already published. 
 
From a letter to a friend in Basel (Louis Berus), dated Louvain, May 14, 1521:- 
 
"By the bitterness of the Lutherans, and the stupidity of some who show more zeal than wisdom 
in their endeavors to heal the present disorders, things have been brought to such a pass, that I, for 
one, can see no issue but in the turning upside down of the whole world. What evil spirit can have 
sown this poisonous seed in human affairs? When I was at Cologne, I made every effort that 
Luther might have the glory of obedience and the Pope of clemency, and some of the sovereigns 
approved of this advice. But, lo and behold! the burning of the Decretals, the ‘Babylonish 
Captivity,’ those propositions of Luther, so much stronger than they need be, have made the evil, 
it seems, incurable.... The only thing that remains to us, my dear Berus, is to pray that Christ, 
supreme in goodness and in power, may turn all to good; for he alone can do so." 
 
In the same month, during the sessions of the Diet of Worms, he wrote to Nicholas Everard, from 
Mechlin, 1521: - 
 
"If Luther had written more moderately, even though he had written freely, he would both have 
been more honored himself, and done more good to the world; but fate has decreed otherwise. I 
only wonder that the man is still alive.... They say that an edict is in readiness far more severe 
than the Pope’s bull; {537} but from fear, or some other reason, it has not yet been published. I 
am surprised that the Pope should employ such agents, some of them illiterate men, and all of 



them headstrong and haughty, for the transaction of such affairs. Nothing can exceed the pride or 
violent temper of Cardinal Cajetan, of Charles Miltitz, of Marinus, of Aleander. They all act upon 
the principle of the young king who said, ‘My little finger is thicker than my father’s loins.’ As to 
Aleander, he is a complete maniac,—a bad, foolish man." 
 
After the Diet of Worms, several events occurred which seemed to confirm his worst fears about 
the effects of the Reformation, and imbittered him against its leaders; namely, the disturbances of 
Carlstadt at Wittenberg (1521), Luther’s invective against Henry VIII. (1522), and the fierce 
attack of his former friend and admirer Ulrich von Hutten (1523). {538} 
 
Nevertheless, he advised Pope Adrian VI. to avoid all harsh measures, to deal gently with errors, 
to pardon past misdoings, to reform abuses, and to call a general council of moderate men. The 
counsel was disregarded. 
 
Glareanus (Loriti) of Basel described Erasmus very well, when he wrote to Zwingli, Jan. 20, 
1523, "Erasmus is an old man, and desires rest. Each party would like to claim him, but he does 
not want to belong to any party. Neither party is able to draw him. He knows whom to avoid, but 
not whom to attach himself to." Glareanus added, however, that Erasmus confessed Christ in his 
writings, and that he never heard any unchristian word from his lips. {539} 
 
{533} "Videor mihi fere omnia docuisse quae docet Lutherus, nisi quod non tam atrociter, 
quodque abstinui a quibusdam aenigmatibus et paradoxis." In Zwingli’s Opera, ed. Schuler and 
Schulthess, vol. VII. 310. 
 
{534} After the bull of excommunication, it required special permission to read the books of the 
heretic. In a letter to Bombasius, Sept. 23, 1521, Erasmus says that he begged Jerome Aleander 
for permission, but was denied unless he were to obtain it in express words from the Pope. 
Drummond, II. 85 sq. 
 
{535} Ems., Epist. 427. See the first letter of Luther (March 28, 1519), the reply of Erasmus (May 
30), and a second letter of Luther (April, 1524), and the reply of Erasmus (May 5), in Latin in Er. 
Epist., in German in Walch, vol. XVIII., 1944 sqq., and in the Appendix to Muller’s Erasmus, pp. 
385-395. The two letters of Luther to Erasmus are also given in Latin by Deuteronomy Wette, I. 
247-249, and II. 498-501. 
 
{536} See p. 232. 
 
{537} The edict was passed May 26, 1521, but dated back May 8. (See p. 318.) 
 
{538} Erasmus had disowned the poor fugitive Hutten, who turned on him like a wild beast in his 
Expostulatio cum Erasmo, published at Strasburg, July, 1523. Erasmus wrote to Pirkheimer, 
"Emoriar si crediturus eram, in universis Germanis esse tantum inhumanitatis, impudentiae, 
vanitatis, virulentiae quantum habet unus libellus Hutteni." He answered by Spongia Erasmi 
adversus Adspergines Ulrici Hutteni, Basel, 1523. (Opera, vol. IX. Pars II. 1631-73). Luther 
judged: "I am not pleased with Hutten’s attack, but still less with Erasmus’s reply." The 
Expostulatio and the Spongia were also translated into German. See on this bitter personal 
controversy, Strauss, Ulrich von Hutten, pp. 448-484; and Drummond, II. 120 sqq. 
 
{539} Opera Zw., VII. 263.  



73. The Free-will Controversy. 1524-1527. 
 
See Literature in 73. 
 
After halting some time between approval and disapproval, Erasmus found it impossible to keep 
aloof from the irrepressible conflict. Provoked by Hutten, and urged by King Henry and English 
friends, he declared open war against Luther, and broke with the Reformation. He did so with 
great reluctance; for he felt that he could not satisfy either party, and that he was out of his 
element in a strictly theological dispute. He chose for his attack Luther’s doctrine of total 
depravity. 
 
Here lay the chief dogmatic difference between the two. Erasmus was an admirer of Socrates, 
Cicero, and Jerome; while Luther was a humble pupil of St. Paul and Augustin. Erasmus lacked 
that profound religious experience through which Luther had passed in the convent, and 
sympathized with the anthropology of the Greek fathers and the semi-Pelagian school. 
 
In September, 1524, Erasmus appeared on the field with his work on the "Freedom of the Will." It 
is a defence of freedom as an indispensable condition of moral responsibility, without which there 
can be no meaning in precept, repentance, and reward. He maintains essentially the old semi-
Pelagian theory, but in the mildest form, and more negatively than positively; for he wished to 
avoid the charge of heresy. He gives the maximum of glory to God, and a minimum to man. "I 
approve," he says, "of those who ascribe something to free-will, but rely most upon grace." We 
must exert our will to the utmost, but the will is ineffective without the grace of God. He urged 
against Luther Christ’s call upon Jerusalem to repent, {Matthew 23:37} and the will of God that 
no one should perish, but that all should be saved. {Ezekiel 33:11 1 Timothy 2:4 2 Peter 3:9} He 
treated him with respect, but charged him with attempting to drive out one extreme by another. 
 
Luther appreciated the merits of Erasmus, and frankly acknowledged his literary superiority. 
{540} But he knew his weakness, and expressed, as early as 1516, the fear that he understood too 
little of the grace of God. {541} He found in his writings more refutation of error than 
demonstration of truth, more love of peace than love of the cross. He hated his way of insinuating 
doubts. On June 20, 1523, he wrote to Oecolampadius: {542} "May the Lord strengthen you in 
your proposed explanation of Isaiah [in the University of Basel], although Erasmus, as I 
understand, does not like it.... He has done what he was ordained to do: he has introduced the 
ancient languages, in the place of injurious scholastic studies. He will probably die like Moses in 
the land of Moab. He does not lead to better studies which teach piety. I would rather he would 
entirely abstain from explaining and paraphrasing the Scriptures, for he is not up to this work.... 
He has done enough to uncover the evil; but to reveal the good and to lead into the land of 
promise, is not his business, in my opinion." In a letter to Erasmus, dated April, 1524, a few 
months before the open breach, he proposed to him that they should let each other alone, and 
apologized for his subserviency to the papists, and his want of courage, in a manner which could 
not but wound the sensitive scholar. {543} 
 
Luther on the Slavery of the Human Will. 
 
He waited a whole year before he published his reply on the "Slavery of the Will" (December, 
1525). It is one of his most vigorous and profound books, full of grand ideas and shocking 
exaggerations, that border on Manichaeism and fatalism. {544} He thanked Erasmus for going to 
the root of the controversy instead of troubling him "about the papacy, purgatory, indulgences, 



and other fooleries." He inseparably connects divine foreknowledge and foreordination, and 
infers from God’s almighty power that all things happen by necessity, and that there can be no 
freedom in the creature. {545} He represents the human will as a horse or a donkey which goes 
just as the rider directs it; and that rider is the Devil in the state of fallen nature, and God in the 
state of grace. The will has no choice of master; it is God and the Devil who are fighting for its 
possession. The Scripture exhortations to repentance and holy living must not be understood 
seriously, but ironically, as if God would say to man: Only try to repent and to do good, and you 
will soon find out that you cannot do it. He deals with man as a mother with the child: she invites 
the child to walk, in order that he may stretch out the arm for help. God speaks in this fashion 
solely to convict us of our helplessness, if we do not implore his assistance. Satan said, "Thou art 
free to act." Moses said, "Act," in order to convict us, before Satan, of our inability to act. 
 
In the same book Luther makes a distinction between the Word of God and God himself, or 
between the revealed will of God, which offers salvation to all, and the concealed or hidden will, 
which means to save only some, and to leave the rest to deserved perdition. In this way he 
escapes the force of such passages as Ezekiel 18:23 33:11 1 Timothy 2:4, urged by Erasmus, that 
God does not wish the death but the salvation of the sinner (namely, according to his revealed 
will only). {546} But this distinction puts a contradiction in God, which is impossible and 
intolerable. 
 
If we except the peculiar way of statement and illustration, Luther’s view is substantially that of 
St. Augustin, whom Erasmus, with all due reverence for the great man, represents as teaching, 
"God works in us good and evil, and crowns his good works in us, and punishes his bad works in 
us." The positive part is unobjectionable: God is the author and rewarder of all that is good; but 
the negative part is the great stumbling-block. How can God in justice command us to walk when 
we are lame, and punish us for not walking? The theory presupposes, of course, the apostasy and 
condemnation of the whole human race, on the ground of its unconscious or impersonal pre-
existence and participation in the sin and guilt of Adam. 
 
All the Reformers were originally Augustinians, that is, believers in the total depravity of man’s 
nature, and the absolute sovereignty of God’s grace. They had, like St. Paul and St. Augustin, 
passed through a terrible conflict with sin, and learned to feel in their hearts, what ordinary 
Christians profess with their lips, that they were justly condemned, and saved only by the merits 
of Christ. They were men of intense experience and conviction of their own sinfulness and of 
God’s mercifulness; and if they saw others perish in unbelief, it was not because they were worse, 
but because of the inscrutable will of God, who gives to some, and withholds from others, the gift 
of saving faith. Those champions of freedom taught the slavery of the will in all things pertaining 
to spiritual righteousness. They drew their moral strength from grace alone. They feared God, and 
nothing else. Their very fear of God made them fearless of men. The same may be said of the 
French Huguenots and the English Puritans. Luther stated this theory in stronger terms than 
Augustin or even Calvin; and he never retracted it,—as is often asserted,—but even twelve years 
later he pronounced his book against Erasmus one of his very best. {547} Melanchthon, no doubt 
in part under the influence of this controversy, abandoned his early predestinarianism as a Stoic 
error (1535), and adopted the synergistic theory. Luther allowed this change without adopting it 
himself, and abstained from further discussion of these mysteries. The Formula of Concord re-
asserted in the strongest terms Luther’s doctrine of the slavery of the human will, but weakened 
his doctrine of predestination, and assumed a middle ground between Augustinianism and semi-
Pelagianism or synergism. {548} In like manner the Roman Catholic Church, while retaining the 
greatest reverence for St. Augustin and indorsing his anthropology, never sanctioned his views on 
total depravity and unconditional predestination, but condemned them, indirectly, in the 
Jansenists. {549} 



 
Final Alienation. 
 
The Erasmus-Luther controversy led to some further personalities in which both parties forgot 
what they owed to their cause and their own dignity. Erasmus wrote a bitter retort, entitled 
"Hyperaspistes," and drove Luther’s predestinarian views to fatalistic and immoral consequences. 
He also addressed a letter of complaint to Elector John. The outrages of the Peasants’ War 
confirmed him in his apprehensions. He was alienated from Melanchthon and Justus Jonas. He 
gave up correspondence with Zwingli, and rather rejoiced in his death. {550} He spoke of the 
Reformation as a tragedy, or rather a comedy which always ended in a marriage. He regarded it 
as a public calamity which brought ruin to arts and letters, and anarchy to the Church. {551} 
 
He was summoned to the Diet of Augsburg, 1530, as a counsellor of the Emperor, but declined 
because he was sick and conscious of his inability to please either party. He wrote, however, to 
Cardinal Campeggio, to the bishop of Augsburg, and other friends, to protest against settling 
questions of doctrine by the sword. His remedy for the evils of the Church was mutual 
forbearance and the correction of abuses. But his voice was not heeded; the time for compromises 
and half measures had passed, and the controversy took its course. He devoted his later years 
chiefly to the editing of new editions of his Greek Testament, and the writings of the church 
fathers. 
 
Luther abandoned Erasmus, and abused him as the vainest creature in the world, as an enraged 
viper, a refined Epicurean, a modern Lucian, a scoffer, a disguised atheist, and enemy of all 
religion. {552} We gladly return from this gross injustice to his earlier estimate, expressed in his 
letter to Erasmus as late as April, 1524: "The whole world must bear witness to your successful 
cultivation of that literature by which we arrive at a true understanding of the Scriptures; and this 
gift of God has been magnificently and wonderfully displayed in you, calling for our thanks." 
 
{540} He wrote him a very respectful letter, March 28, 1519, thanking him for his great services 
to the cause of letters, and congratulating him for being heartily abused by the enemies of truth 
and light. Even in his book against Erasmus (De Servo Arbitrio), he says at the beginning: 
"Viribus eloquentiae et ingenio me longissime superas." And towards the close: "Fateor, tu 
magnus es et multis iisque nobilissimis dotibus a Deo ornatus... ingenio, eruditione, facundia 
usque ad miraculum. Ego vero nihil habeo et sum, nisi quod Christianum esse me glorier." Op. 
Lat. VII. 367 (Erl. Frcf. ed.). 
 
{541} See his letters to Lange and Spalatin in Deuteronomy Wette, I. 39 sq., 52; 87 sq. To Lange 
he wrote; "Ich furchte, Erasmus breitet Christum und die Gnade Gottes nicht genug aus, von der 
er gar wenig weiss. Das Menschliche gilt mehr bei ihm als das Gottliche." 
 
{542} Deuteronomy Wette, II. p. 352 sqq. 
 
{543} In Deuteronomy Wette, II. 498 sq. Erasmus answered, May 5, 1524. 
 
{544} Kostlin (I. 773) says that it is not surpassed by any work of Luther, "for energy and 
acuteness." But Dollinger and Janssen (II. 379) judge that Luther borrowed it from the Koran 
rather than from the New Testament. 
 
{545} "Ipsa ratione teste nullum potest esse liberum arbitrium in homine vel angelo aut ulla 
creatura." Op. Lat. VII. 366. 
 



{546} "Multa facit Deus quae verbo suo non ostendit nobis, multa quoque vult, quae verbo suo 
non ostendit sese velle. Sic non vult mortem peccatoris, verbo scilicet, vult autem illam voluntate 
illa imperscrutabili." Vol. VII. p. 222. Erl. ed. Op. Lat. The scholastic divines made a similar 
distinction between the voluntas signi and the voluntas beneplaciti. 
 
{547} In 1537 he wrote to Capito, "Nullum agnosco meum justum librum nisi forte Deuteronomy 
Servo Arbitrio et Catechismum." Deuteronomy Wette, V. 70. In the Articles of Smalkald he again 
denied the freedom of the will as a scholastic error; and in his last work, the Commentary on 
Genesis vi: 6, and xxvi, he reaffirmed the distinction of the secret and revealed will of God, 
which we are unable to harmonize, but for this reason he deems it safest to adhere to the revealed 
will and to avoid speculations on the impenetrable mysteries of the hidden will. "Melius et tutius 
est consistere ad praesepe Christi hominis; plurimum enim periculi in eo est, si in illos 
labyrinthos divinitatis te involvas." On Genesis 6:6, in the Erl. ed. of Exeg. Opera, II. 170. 
 
{548} Form. Conc., Art. II. and XI. See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 313 sq. 
 
{549} Ibid., I. 102 sqq. Among the condemned propositions of Quesnel are these: "The grace of 
Christ is necessary for every good work; without it nothing can be done." "The will of man, 
before conversion by prevenient grace, is capable of all evil and incapable of good." 
 
{550} When he heard of it in 1531, he wrote to a friend, "It is a good thing that two of their 
leaders have perished,—Zwingli on the battle-field, and Oecolampadius shortly after of fever and 
abscess."—Op. III. 1422. 
 
{551} He gives a deplorable picture of the demoralizing effects of the Reformation in a letter to 
Geldenhauer in 1526, Opera X. 1578-1580, quoted in full in Latin and German by Dollinger, Die 
Reformation, I. 13-15. The Strasburg preachers, Capito, Bucer, and Hedio, tried to refute the 
charges in 1530. Erasmus again came out with the charge, among others, that luxury was never 
greater, nor adulteries more frequent, than among the self-styled evangelicals, and appeals in 
confirmation to admissions of Luther, Melanchthon, and Oecolampadius. Some of his last letters, 
discovered and published by Horawitz (Erasmiana, 1885, No. IV. p. 44 sqq.), contain similar 
complaints. 
 
{552} In his letter to Link, March 7, 1529 (in Deuteronomy Wette, III. 426 sq.), he calls Erasmus 
"aqeon, Lucianumque, Epicurum," and in a letter to his son John, 1533 (De Wette, IV. 497), he 
says: "Erasmus, hostis omnium religiorum et inimicus singularis Christi, Epicuri Lucianique 
perfectum exemplar et idea." Comp. his judgments in the Tischreden, LXI. 93-113 (Erl. ed.).  



74. Wilibald Pirkheimer. 
 
Bilibaldi Pirkheimeri Opera politica, historica, philologica, et epistolica, ed. by M. Goldast, 
Francf., 1610, fol. With a portrait by A. Durer. His Encomium Podagrae was translated into 
English by W. Est, The Praise of the Gout, or the Gout’s Apology, a paradox both pleasant and 
profitable. Lond., 1617. 
 
Lampe: Zum Andenken W. P.’s. Nurnberg, 1828. Karl Hagen: Deutschlands literarische und 
relig. Verhaltnisse im Ref. Zeitalter. Mit besonderer Rucksicht auf Wilibald Pirkheimer. Erlangen, 
vol. I., 1841, pp. 188 sqq., 261 sqq., 2d ed. 1868. Dollinger: Reformation, vol. I., 161-174. D. F. 
Strauss: Ulrich von Hutten, 4th ed., Bonn, 1878, pp. 118 sq.; 227-235; 514-518. Lochner: 
Lebenslaufe beruhmter und verdienter Nurnberger, Nurnb., 1861. Rud. Hagen: W. P. in seinem 
Verhaltniss zum Humanismus und zur Reformation, Nurnberg, 1882. Lic. P. Drews: Wilibald 
Pirkheimer’s Stellung zur Reformation, Leipz., 1887 (138 pp.). 
 
About this time, and after the Peasants’ War, the most eminent humanists withdrew from the 
Reformation, and followed Erasmus into the sheepfold of the mother church, disgusted with the 
new religion, but without being fully reconciled to the old, and dying at last of a broken heart. In 
this respect, the apprehension of Erasmus was well founded; the progress of the Reformation 
arrested and injured the progress of liberal learning, although not permanently. Theology 
triumphed over classical culture, and fierce dogmatic feuds took the place of satirical exposures 
of ignorant monks. But the literary loss was compensated by a religious gain. In the judgment of 
Luther, truth proved mightier than eloquence, faith stronger than learning, and the foolishness of 
God wiser than the wisdom of men. {553} 
 
Among the pupils, friends and admirers of Erasmus, who were first attracted and then repelled by 
the Reformation, are Wilibald Pirkheimer, Crotus Rubeanus, Mutianus Rufus, Ulrich Zasius, 
Vitus Amerpach, Georg Wizel, Jacob Strauss, Johann Wildenauer (Egranus), Johann Haner, 
Heinrich Loriti Glareanus, and Theobald Billicanus. {554} 
 
Wilibald Pirkheimer (1470-1530), the most distinguished and influential of them, was descended 
from an ancient, rich, and noble family of Nurnberg, and received a liberal military and 
diplomatic education. He spent seven years in Italy (1490-1497), and became a leader in the 
Renaissance. He occupied also a high social position as senator of Nurnberg and imperial 
counsellor. He was honored by important diplomatic missions, and fulfilled them with great 
ability. He was not an original genius, but the most learned and most eloquent layman in 
Germany. He mastered philology, jurisprudence, geography, astronomy, music, painting, botany, 
and all the discoveries and sciences of the time. He collected a rare library of books and 
manuscripts and a cabinet of coins, and gave free access to visitors. He translated writings of 
Xenophon, Plato, Plutarch, Euclid, Ptolemy, Lucian, Gregory Nazianzen, and Nilus, into Latin. 
{555} He was called "the Nurnberg Xenophon," for his account of the rather inglorious Swiss 
campaign (1499) in which he took part as an officer. {556} He carried on an extensive 
correspondence with the leading humanists, especially Reuchlin, Ulrich von Hutten, and 
Erasmus, and also with the Reformers, Melanchthon, Zwingli, Oecolampadius, and Luther. He 
was the Maecenas of Germany, and a gentleman of striking and commanding presence, social 
culture, charming manners, and princely liberality. {557} He constantly entertained distinguished 
strangers at his hospitable board. Nurnberg was then the first German city in politics, industry, 
and commerce. He made it also a centre of literature and illumination. At Venice there was a 
proverb:, "All German cities are blind, except Nurnberg, which has one eye." 



 
Pirkheimer hailed the beginnings of the Reformation with patriotic and literary enthusiasm, 
invited Luther to his house when he returned utterly exhausted from Augsburg in 1518, 
distributed his books, and, with his friends Albrecht Durer and Lazarus Spengler, prepared the 
way for the victory of the new ideas in his native city. He wrote an apology of Reuchlin in his 
controversy with the Dominicans, contributed probably to the "Letters of Obscure Men," and 
ridiculed Dr. Eck in a satirical, pseudonymous dialogue, after the Leipzig disputation. {558} Eck 
took cruel revenge when he published the Pope’s bull of excommunication, by naming 
Pirkheimer among the followers of Luther, and warning him through the magistrate of Nurnberg. 
Luther burnt the Pope’s bull; but Pirkheimer helped himself out of the difficulty by an evasive 
diplomatic disclaimer, and at last begged absolution. 
 
This conduct is characteristic of the humanists. They would not break with the authorities of the 
church, and had not the courage of martyrs. They employed against existing abuses the light 
weapons of ridicule and satire rather than serious argument and moral indignation. They had little 
sympathy with the theology and piety of the Reformers, and therefore drew back when the 
Reformers, for conscience’ sake, broke with the old church, and were cast out of her bosom as the 
Apostles were cast out of the synagogue. 
 
In a letter to Erasmus, dated Sept. 1, 1524, Pirkheimer speaks still favorably of Luther, though 
regretting his excesses, and deprecates a breach between the two as the greatest calamity that 
could befall the cause of sound learning. But soon after the free-will controversy, and under the 
influence of Erasmus, he wrote a very violent book against his former friend Oecolampadius, in 
defence of consubstantiation (he did not go as far as transubstantiation). {559} 
 
The distractions among Protestants, the Anabaptist disturbances, the Peasants’ War, the conduct 
of the contentious Osiander, sickness, and family afflictions increased his alienation from the 
Reformation, and clouded his last years. The stone and the gout, of which he suffered much, 
confined him at home. Durer, his daily companion (who, however, differed from him on the 
eucharistic question, and strongly leaned to the Swiss view), died in 1528. Two of his sisters, and 
two of his daughters, took the veil in the nunnery of St. Clara at Nurnberg. His sister Charitas, 
who is famous for her Greek and Latin correspondence with Erasmus and other luminaries, was 
abbess. The nunnery suffered much from the disturbances of the Reformation and the Peasants’ 
War. When it was to be secularized and abolished, he addressed to the Protestant magistrate an 
eloquent and touching plea in behalf of the nuns, and conclusively refuted the charges made 
against them. The convent was treated with some toleration, and survived till 1590. 
 
His last letters, like those of Erasmus, breathe discontent with the times, lament over the decline 
of letters and good morals, and make the evangelical clergy responsible for the same evils which 
he formerly charged upon the Roman clergy and monks. "I hoped," he wrote to Zasius (1527), a 
distinguished professor of jurisprudence at Freiburg, who likewise stood halting between Rome 
and Wittenberg,—"I hoped for spiritual liberty; but, instead of it, we have carnal license, and 
things have gotten much worse than before." Zasius was of the same opinion, {560} and 
Protestants of Nurnberg admitted the fact of the extensive abuse of the gospel liberty. {561} In a 
letter to his friend Leib, prior of Rebdorf, written a year before his death, Pirkheimer disclaims all 
fellowship with Luther, and expresses the opinion that the Reformer had become either insane, or 
possessed by an evil spirit. {562} But, on the other hand, he remained on good terms with 
Melanchthon, and entertained him on his way to the Diet of Augsburg in 1530. 
 
His apparent inconsistency is due to a change of the times rather than to a change of his 
conviction. Like Erasmus, he remained a humanist, who hoped for a reformation from a revival of 



letters rather than theology and religion, and therefore hailed the beginning, but lamented the 
progress, of the Lutheran movement. {563} 
 
Broken by disease, affliction, and disappointment, he died in the year of the Augsburg 
Confession, Dec. 22, 1530, praying for the prosperity of the fatherland and the peace of the 
church. He left unfinished an edition of Ptolemy’s Geography, which Erasmus published with a 
preface. Shortly before his death, Erasmus had given him an unfavorable account of the 
introduction of the Reformation in Basel and of his intention to leave the city. 
 
Pirkheimer made no permanent impression, and his writings are antiquated; but, as one of the 
most prominent humanists and connecting links between the mediaeval and the modern ages, he 
deserves a place in the history of the Reformation. 
 
{553} See his letter to Caspar Borner, professor of literature in Leipzig, May 28, 1522, in 
Deuteronomy Wette, II. 199-201. The letter was intended also for Erasmus, and printed under the 
title, "Judicium D. M. Lutheri de Erasmo Roterodamo. Epistola ad amicum 1522." He says that 
he would not provoke Erasmus, but was not afraid of his attack. 
 
{554} Dollinger gives, from the R. Catholic standpoint, a full account of these scholars in the first 
volume of his work on the Reformation (Regensburg, 1846). On Wizel we have an interesting 
university program of Neander: Commentatio de Georgio Vicelio. Berlin, 1840. Strauss notices 
several of them from the rationalistic standpoint, in his Ulrich von Hutten. 
 
{555} On his literary labors, see Karl Hagen, l. c., I. 280 sqq. 
 
{556} He tells in his narrative the following anecdote of a brave and quick-witted Swiss maiden. 
When asked by the imperial soldiers, "What are the Swiss guards doing on their post?" she 
replied, "Waiting for you to attack them." —"How strong is their number?" —"Strong enough to 
throw you all back." —"But how strong?" —"You might have counted them in the recent fight, 
but fright and flight made you blind." —"What do they live of?" —"Of eating and drinking." The 
soldiers laughed, but one drew his sword to kill her. "Verily," she said, "you are a brave man to 
threaten an unarmed girl. Go and attack yonder guard, who can answer you with deeds instead of 
words." Comp. Munch, W. P.’s Schweizerkrieg und Ehrenhandel. Basel, 1826. Drews, l. c.., p. 
10. 
 
{557} Unfortunately his moral character was not free from blemish. He became a widower in 
1504, and lived in illicit intercourse with his servant, who bore him a son when he was already 
past fifty. Christoph Scheurl wrote: "I wish Melanchthon knew Pirkheimer better: he would then 
be more sparing in his praise. With the most he is in bad repute." See K. Hagen, l. c.., I. 347, and 
Drews, l. c.., 14 sq. 
 
{558} Eccius dedolatus (Der abgehobelte Eck). Auctore Ioanne Francisco Cottalambergio, Poata 
Laureato. 1520. See p. 182. 
 
{559} Bilibaldi Birckheimheri de vera Christi carne et vero ejus sanguine, ad Ioan. 
Oecolampadium responsio. Norembergae, 1526. Bilibaldi Pirckheymeri de vera Christi carne, 
etc., reponsio secunda. 1527. I give the titles, with the inconsistencies of spelling from original 
copies in the Union Theol. Seminary. Pirkheimer calls Oecolampadius (his Greek name for 
Hausschein, House-lamp) "Coecolampadius" (Blindschein, Blind-lamp), and deals with him very 
roughly. Drews (pp. 89-110) gives a full account of this unprofitable controversy. 
 



{560} Comp. Dollinger, Die Reform. i. 174-182. 
 
{561} Hans Sachs (in his Gesprach eines evang. Christen mit einem katholischen, Nurnberg, 
1524) warns the Nurnbergers against their excesses of intemperance, unchastity, 
uncharitableness, by which they brought the Lutheran doctrine into contempt. Dollinger, l. c.., I. 
174 sqq., quotes testimonies to the same effect from Konrad Wickner and Lazarus Spengler, both 
prominent Protestants in Nurnberg, and from contemporaries in other parts of Germany. 
 
{562} Dollinger, I. p. 533 sq., gives this letter in Latin and German, and infers from it that 
Pirkheimer died a member of the Catholic Church. 
 
{563} This is substantially also the judgment of Drews, his most recent biographer, who says (l. 
c., p. 123): "Pirkheimer ist jeder Zeit Humanist geblieben... In der Theorie war er ein Anhanger 
der neuen, gewaltigen Bewegung; aber als dieselbe anfing praktisch zu werden, erschrak er vor 
den Gahrungen, die unvermeidlich waren. Der Humanist sah die schonen Wissenschaften 
bedroht; der Patrizier erschrak vor der aubermacht des Volkes; der Staatsmann erzitterte, als er 
den Bruch mit den alten Verhaltnissen als eine Notwendigkeit fuhlte. Nur ein religios fest 
gegrundeter Glaube war im Stande, uber diesen Kampfen den Sieg und den Frieden zu sehen. 
Daran aber fehlte es gerade Pirkheimer; alles theologische Interesse vermag dieses personliche 
religiose Leben nicht zu ersetzen. Wohl besass er ein lebendiges Rechtsgefuhl, einen ethischen 
Idealismus, aber es fehlte ihm die Kraft, im eignen Leben denselben zu verwirk-lichen. Ihm war 
das Leben ein heiteres Spiel, solange die Tage sonnenhell waren; als sie sich umdusterten, 
wollten sich die Wolken weder hinwegscherzen, noch hinwegschmahen lassen. Ein religios, 
sittlicher Charakter war Pirkheimer nicht, ‘Vivitur ingenio, caetera mortis erunt,’ diese Worte 
hat er unter sein von Durer gezeichnetes Bild (1524) gesetzt. Sie enthalten das 
Glaubensbekenntnis Pirkheimers, das Geheimnis seines Lebens."  



75. The Peasants’ War. 1523-1525. 
 
I. Luther: Ermahnung zum Frieden auf die zwolf Artikel der Bauernschaft in Schwaben (1525); 
Wider die morderischen und rauberischen Rotten der Bauern (1525); Ein Sendbrief von dem 
harten Buchlein wider die Bauern (1525). Walch, Vols. XVI. and XXI. Erl. ed., XXIV. 257-318. 
Melanchthon: Historic Thomae Munzers (1525), in Walch, XVI. 204 sqq. Cochla¦us (Rom. 
Cath.), in his writings against Luther. 
 
II. Histories of the Peasants’ War, by Sartorius (Geschichte des deutschen Bauernkriegs, Berlin, 
1795); Wachsmuth (Leipzig. 1834); Oechsle (Heilbronn, 1830 anti 1844); Bensen (Erlangen, 
1840); Zimmermann (Stuttgart, 1841, second edition 1856, 3 Vols.); Jorg (Freiburg, 1851); 
Schreiber (Freiburg, 1863-66, 3 vols.); Stern (Leipzig, 1868); Baumann (Tubingen, 1876-78); L. 
Fries, ed. by Schaffler and Henner (Wurzburg, 1876, 1877); Hartfelder (Stuttgart, 1884). 
 
III. Monographs on Thomas Munzer by Strobel (Leben, Schriften und Lehren Thomae Muntzers, 
Nurnberg and Altdorf, 1795); Gebser (1831); Streif (1835); Seidemann (Dresden, 1842); Leo 
(1856); Erbkam (in Herzog, ii Vol. X. 365 sqq.). 
 
IV. Ranke: II. 124-150. Janssen: II. 393-582. Hausser: ch. VII. Weber: Weltgesch., vol. X. 229-
273 (second edition, 1886). 
 
The ecclesiastical radicalism at Wittenberg was the prelude of a more dangerous political and 
social radicalism, which involved a large portion of Germany in confusion and blood. Both 
movements had their roots in crying abuses; both received a strong impetus from the 
Reformation, and pretended to carry out its principles to their legitimate consequences; but both 
were ultra- and pseudo-Protestant, fanatical, and revolutionary. 
 
Carlstadt and Munzer are the connecting links between the two movements, chiefly the latter. 
Carlstadt never went so far as Munzer, and afterwards retraced his steps. Their expulsion from 
Saxony extended their influence over Middle and Southern Germany. {564} 
 
Condition of the Peasants. 
 
The German peasants were the beasts of burden for society, and in no better condition than 
slaves. Work, work, work, without reward, was their daily lot, even Sunday hardly excepted. 
They were ground down by taxation, legal and illegal. The rapid increase of wealth, luxury, and 
pleasure, after the discovery of America, made their condition only worse. The knights and 
nobles screwed them more cruelly than before, that they might increase their revenues and means 
of indulgence. 
 
The peasants formed, in self-protection, secret leagues among themselves: as the "Kasebroder" 
(Cheese-Brothers), in the Netherlands; and the "Bundschuh," {565} in South Germany. These 
leagues served the same purpose as the labor unions of mechanics in our days. 
 
Long before the Reformation revolutionary outbreaks took place in various parts of Germany,—
A. D. 1476, 1492, 1493, 1502, 1513, and especially in 1514, against the lawless tyranny of Duke 
Ulrich of Wurtemberg. But these rebellions were put down by brute force, and ended in 
disastrous failure. {566} 
 



In England a communistic insurrection of the peasants and villeins occurred in 1381, under the 
lead of Wat Tyler and John Balle, in connection with a misunderstanding of Wiclif’s doctrines. 
 
The Reformation, with its attacks upon the papal tyranny, its proclamation of the supremacy of 
the Bible, of Christian freedom, and the general priesthood of the laity, gave fresh impulse and 
new direction to the rebellious disposition. Traveling preachers and fugitive tracts stirred up 
discontent. The peasants mistook spiritual liberty for carnal license. They appealed to the Bible 
and to Dr. Luther in support of their grievances. They looked exclusively at the democratic 
element in the New Testament, and turned it against the oppressive rule of the Romish hierarchy 
and the feudal aristocracy. They identified their cause with the restoration of pure Christianity. 
 
Thomas Munzer. 
 
Thomas Munzer, one of the Zwickau Prophets, and an eloquent demagogue, was the apostle and 
travelling evangelist of the social revolution, and a forerunner of modern socialism, communism, 
and anarchism. He presents a remarkable compound of the discordant elements of radicalism and 
mysticism. He was born at Stolberg in the Harz Mountain (1590); studied theology at Leipzig; 
embraced some of the doctrines of the Reformation, and preached them in the chief church at 
Zwickau; but carried them to excess, and was deposed. 
 
After the failure of the revolution in Wittenberg, in which he took part, he labored as pastor at 
Altstadt (1523), for the realization of his wild ideas, in direct opposition to Luther, whom he 
hated worse than the Pope. Luther wrote against the "Satan of Altstadt." Munzer was removed, 
but continued his agitation in Muhlhausen, a free city in Thuringia, in Nurnberg, Basel, and again 
in Muhlhausen (1525). 
 
He was at enmity with the whole existing order of society, and imagined himself the divinely 
inspired prophet of a new dispensation, a sort of communistic millennium, in which there should 
be no priests, no princes, no nobles, and no private property, but complete democratic equality. 
He inflamed the people in fiery harangues from the pulpit, and in printed tracts to open rebellion 
against their spiritual and secular rulers. He signed himself "Munzer with the hammer," and "with 
the sword of Gideon." He advised the killing of all the ungodly. They had no right to live. Christ 
brought the sword, not peace upon earth. "Look not," he said, "on the sorrow of the ungodly; let 
not your sword grow cold from blood; strike hard upon the anvil of Nimrod [the princes]; cast his 
tower to the ground, because the day is yours." 
 
The Program of the Peasants. 
 
At the beginning of the uprising, the Swabian peasants issued a program of their demands, a sort 
of political and religious creed, consisting of twelve articles. {567} 
 
Professing to claim nothing inconsistent with Christianity as a religion of justice, peace, and 
charity, the peasants claim: 1. The right to elect their own pastors (conceded by Zwingli, but not 
by Luther). 2. Freedom from the small tithe (the great tithe of grain they were willing to pay). 3. 
The abolition of bond-service, since all men were redeemed by the blood of Christ (but they 
promised to obey the elected rulers ordained by God, in every thing reasonable and Christian). 4. 
Freedom to hunt and fish. 5. A share in the forests for domestic fuel. 6. Restriction of compulsory 
service. 7. Payment for extra labor above what the contract requires. 8. Reduction of rents. 9. 
Cessation of arbitrary punishments. 10. Restoration of the pastures and fields which have been 
taken from the communes. 11. Abolition of the right of heriot, by which widows and orphans are 



deprived of their inheritance. 12. All these demands shall be tested by Scripture; and if not found 
to agree with it, they are to be withdrawn. 
 
These demands are moderate and reasonable, especially freedom from feudal oppression, and the 
primitive right to elect a pastor. Most of them have since been satisfied. Had they been granted in 
1524, Germany might have been spared the calamity of bloodshed, and entered upon a career of 
prosperity. But the rulers and the peasants were alike blind to their best interests, and consulted 
their passion instead of reason. The peasants did not stick to their own program, split up in 
parties, and resorted to brutal violence against their masters. Another program appeared, which 
aimed at a democratic reconstruction of church and state in Germany. Had Charles V. not been 
taken up with foreign schemes, he might have utilized the commotion for the unification and 
consolidation of Germany in the interest of an imperial despotism and Romanism. But this would 
have been a still greater calamity than the division of Germany. 
 
Progress of the Insurrection. 
 
The insurrection broke out in summer, 1524, in Swabia, on the Upper Danube, and the Upper 
Rhine along the Swiss frontier, but not on the Swiss side, where the peasantry were free. In 1525 
it extended gradually all over South-Western and Central Germany. The rebels destroyed the 
palaces of the bishops, the castles of the nobility, burned convents and libraries, and committed 
other outrages. Erasmus wrote to Polydore Virgil, from Basel, in the autumn of 1525: "Every day 
there are bloody conflicts between the nobles and the peasants, so near us that we can hear the 
firing, and almost the groans of the wounded." In another letter he says: "Every day priests are 
imprisoned, tortured, hanged, decapitated, or burnt." 
 
At first the revolution was successful. Princes, nobles, and cities were forced to submit to the 
peasants. If the middle classes, which were the chief supporters of Protestant doctrines, had taken 
sides with the peasants, they would have become irresistible. 
 
But the leader of the Reformation threw the whole weight of his name against the revolution. 
 
Luther advises a wholesale Suppression of the Rebellion. 
 
The fate of the peasantry depended upon Luther. Himself the son of a peasant, he had, at first, 
considerable sympathy with their cause, and advocated the removal of their grievances; but he 
was always opposed to the use of force, except by the civil magistrate, to whom the sword was 
given by God for the punishment of evil-doers. He thought that revolution was wrong in itself, 
and contrary to Divine order; that it was the worst enemy of reformation, and increased the evil 
complained of. He trusted in the almighty power of preaching, teaching, and moral suasion. In the 
battle of words he allowed himself every license; but there he stopped. With the heroic courage of 
a warrior in the spiritual army of God, he combined the humble obedience of a monk to the civil 
authority. 
 
He replied to the Twelve Articles of the Swabian peasants with an exhortation to peace (May, 
1525). He admitted that most of them were just. He rebuked the princes and nobles, especially the 
bishops, for their oppression of the poor people and their hostility to the gospel, and urged them 
to grant some of the petitions, lest a fire should be kindled all over Germany which no one could 
extinguish. But he also warned the peasants against revolution, and reminded them of the duty of 
obedience to the ruling powers, {Romans 13:1} and of the passage, that "They that take the sword 
shall perish with the sword". {Matthew 26:52} He advised both parties to submit the quarrel to a 
committee of arbitration. But it was too late; he preached to deaf ears. 



 
When the dark cloud of war rose up all over Germany, and obscured the pure light of the 
Reformation, Luther dipped his pen in blood, and burst out in a most violent manifesto "against 
the rapacious and murderous peasants." He charged them with doing the Devil’s work under 
pretence of the gospel. {568} He called upon the magistrates to "stab, kill, and strangle" them like 
mad dogs. He who dies in defence of the government dies a blessed death, and is a true martyr 
before God. A pious Christian should rather suffer a hundred deaths than yield a hair of the 
demands of the peasants. {569} 
 
So fierce were Luther’s words, that he had to defend himself in a public letter to the chancellor of 
Mansfeld (June or July, 1525). He did not, however, retract his position. "My little book," he said, 
"shall stand, though the whole world should stumble at it." He repeated the most offensive 
passages, even in stronger language, and declared that it was useless to reason with rebels, except 
by the fist and the sword. {570} 
 
Cruel as this conduct appears to every friend of the poor peasants, it would he unjust to regard it 
as an accommodation, and to derive it from selfish considerations. It was his sincere conviction of 
duty to the magistrate in temporal matters, and to the cause of the Reformation which was 
threatened with destruction. 
 
Defeat of the Rebellion. 
 
The advice of the Reformer was only too well executed by the exasperated princes, both 
Protestant and Roman Catholic, who now made common cause against the common foe. The 
peasants, badly armed, poorly led, and divided among themselves, were utterly defeated by the 
troops of the Landgrave Philip of Hesse, Duke Henry of Brunswick, the Elector Jolin, and the 
Dukes George and John of Saxony. In the decisive battle at Frankenhausen, May 25, 1525, five 
thousand slain lay on the field and in the streets; three hundred were beheaded before the court-
house. Munzer fled, but was taken prisoner, tortured, and executed. The peasants in South 
Germany, in the Alsace and Lorraine, met with the same defeat by the imperial troops and the 
forces of the electors of the Palatinate and Treves, and by treachery. In the castle of Zabern, in the 
Alsace (May 17), eighteen thousand peasants fell. In the Tyrol and Salzburg, the rebellion lasted 
longest, and was put down in part by arbitration. 
 
The number of victims of war far exceeded a hundred thousand. {571} The surviving rebels were 
beheaded or mutilated. Their widows and orphans were left destitute. Over a thousand castles and 
convents lay in ashes, hundreds of villages were burnt to the ground, the cattle killed, agricultural 
implements destroyed, and whole districts turned into a wilderness. "Never," said Luther, after 
the end of the war, "has the aspect of Germany been more deplorable than now." {572} 
 
The Peasants’ War was a complete failure, and the victory of the princes an inglorious revenge. 
The reaction made their condition worse than ever. Very few masters had sufficient humanity and 
self-denial to loosen the reins. Most of them followed the maxim of Rehoboam: "My father 
chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions". {1 Kings 12:14} The real 
grievances remained, and the prospect of a remedy was put off to an indefinite future. 
 
The cause of the Reformation suffered irreparable injury, and was made responsible by the 
Romanists, and even by Erasmus, for all the horrors of the rebellion. The split of the nation was 
widened; the defeated peasantry in Roman Catholic districts were forced back into the old church; 
quiet citizens lost their interest in politics and social reform; every attempt in that direction was 
frowned down with suspicion. Luther had once for all committed himself against every kind of 



revolution, and in favor of passive obedience to the civil rulers who gladly accepted it, and 
appealed again and again to Romans 13:1, as the popes to Matthew 16:18, as if they contained the 
whole Scripture-teaching on obedience to authority. Melanchthon and Bucer fully agreed with 
Luther on this point; and the Lutheran Church has ever since been strictly conservative in politics, 
and indifferent to the progress of civil liberty. It is only in the nineteenth century that serfdom has 
been entirely abolished in Germany and Russia, and negro slavery in America. 
 
The defeat of the Peasants’ War marks the end of the destructive tendencies of the Reformation, 
and the beginning of the construction of a new church on the ruins of the old. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{564} Ranke (II. 126): "Dass Munzer und Karlstadt, und zwar nicht ohne Zuthun Luthers, endlich 
aus Sachsen entfernt wurden, trug zur Ausbreitung und Verstarkung dieser Bewegung ungemein 
bei. Sie wandten sich beide nach Oberdeutschland." Ranke attributes too much influence to 
Carlstadt’s false doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, which he published after his expulsion. 
 
{565} So called from the tied shoe which the peasants wore as a symbol of subjection, in contrast 
to the buckled shoe of the upper classes. 
 
{566} On the connection of the earlier peasants’ insurrections with the movements preparatory to 
the Reformation, compare Ullmann’s essay on Hans Boheim of Niklashausen, in his 
Reformatoren vor der Reformation, vol. I. 419-446. 
 
{567} They are given In German by Walch, Strobel, Oechsle, Gieseler, Weber. The authorship is 
uncertain. It is ascribed to Christoph Schappeler, a native Swiss, and preacher at Memmingen; but 
also to Heuglin of Lindau, Habmeier, and Munzer. See the note of Ranke, II. 135. 
 
{568} "Kurzum, eitel Teufelswerk treiben sie, und insonderheit ists der Erzteufel, der zu 
Muhlhausen regiert [Munzer], und nichts denn Raub, Mord, Blutvergiessen anricht, wie denn 
Christus von ihm sagt, John 8:44, dass er sei ein Morder von Anbeginn." Erl. ed., XXIV. 288. 
 
{569} "Darum, lieben Herren, loset hie, rettet hie, erbarmet euch der armen Leute [i.e., not the 
peasants, but the poor people deluded by them]; steche, schlage, wurge hie wer da kann. Bleibst 
du daruber todt: wohl dir, seliglicheren Tod kannst du nimmermehr uberkommen. Denn du stirbst 
im Gehorsam gottlichs Worts und Befehls, Romans 13:1."... "So bitte ich nun, fliche von den 
Bauern wer da kann, als vom Teufel selbst." Ibid., xxiv. 294. In his explanatory tract, p. 307, this 
passage is repeated more strongly." Der halsstarrigen, verstockten, verblendeten Bauern erbarme 
sich nur niemand, sondern haue, steche, wurge, schlage drein, als unter die tollen Hunde, wer da 
kann und wie er kann. Und das alles, auf dass man sich derjenigen erbarme, die durch solche 
Bauern verderbt, verjagt und verfuhrt werden, dass man Fried und Sicherheit erhalte." 
 
{570} Ibid., 298, 303, 307. See preceding note. 
 
{571} Bishop Georg of Speier estimated the number of the killed at a hundred and fifty thousand. 
This does not include those who were made prisoners, beheaded, and hanged, or dreadfully 
mutilated. A hangman in the district of Wurzburg boasted that he had executed by the sword three 
hundred and fifty in one month. Margrave George of Brandenburg had to remind his brother 



Casimir, that, unless he spared some peasants, they would have nothing to live on. Janssen, II. 
563. 
 
{572} Letter of Aug. 16, 1525, to Brismann (in Deuteronomy Wette, III. 22): "Rusticorum res 
quievit ubique, caesis ad centum millia, tot orphanis factis, reliquis vero in vita sic spoliatis, ut 
Germaniae facies miserior nunquam fuerit. Ita saeviunt victores, ut impleant suas iniquitates."  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER V. 
 
THE INNER DEVELOPMENT OF THE REFORMATION FROM THE PEASANTS’ WAR TO 
THE DIET OF AUGSBURG, A. D. 1525-1530. 
 

76. The Three Electors. 
 
G. Spalatin: Friedrich d. Weise, Lebensgeschichte, ed. by Neudecker and Preller, Jena, 1851. 
Tutzschmann: Fr. d. W., Grimma, 1848. Ranke, vol. II. Kolde: Friedrich der Weise und die 
Anfange der Reformation, Erlangen, 1881. Kostlin in the Studien u. Kritiken, 1882, p. 700, (vers. 
Kolde). Comp. 26 and 61. 
 
Shortly before the close of the Peasants’ War, Frederick III., surnamed the Wise, Elector of 
Saxony (1486-1525), died peacefully as he had lived, in his sixty-third year, May 5, 1525. His 
last hours at the castle of Lochau form a striking contrast with the stormy and bloody scenes 
around him. He hoped that the common people would not prevail, but admitted that they had 
reason to complain of harsh treatment. "Dear children," he said to his servants, "if I have wronged 
any one of you, I beg you to forgive me for God’s sake; we princes do many naughty things to the 
poor people." Shortly before his death, he partook of the holy communion in both kinds. This is 
the only distinct Protestant act in his life. His body was removed to Wittenberg, and buried in the 
castle church at which Luther had posted his Ninety-Five Theses. Melanchthon delivered a Latin 
oration; Luther wrote letters of condolence to his brother and nephew, who succeeded him, and 
praised his wisdom, his kindness to his subjects, his love of justice and hatred of falsehood. 
Aleander, the Pope’s legate at Worms, called him the old fox of Saxony, but in history he bears 
the name of the Wise. He had charge of the German Empire after the death of Maximilian; he 
modestly declined the imperial crown; he decided the election of King Charles of Spain, and was 
the only Elector who did not sell his vote. 
 
Frederick was a devout Catholic, a believer in relics and indulgences, but at the same time a lover 
of fair dealing, an admirer of Luther, and much concerned for his university. He saved the 
German Reformation by saving the Reformer, without openly breaking with the Catholic Church. 
He never saw Luther, except at a distance in the Diet of Worms, and communicated with him 
chiefly through his chaplain and secretary, Spalatin. His cautious reserve was the best policy for 
the time. 
 
Frederick was succeeded by his brother, John the Steadfast or Constant (1525-1532). He was less 
prudent and influential in politics, but a more determined adherent of the Reformation. He was 
too fat to mount his horse without the aid of a machine. He went to sleep at times under Luther’s 
sermons, but stood by him at every cost. His motto was: "The word of God abideth for ever," 
which was placed on his ensigns and liveries. {573} He was the first to sign the immortal protest 
of Speier in 1529, and the Confession of Augsburg in 1530. 
 
His son and successor, John Frederick the Magnanimous (1532-1554), survived Luther. He 
founded the University of Jena. He suffered the disastrous defeat at Muhlberg (April 24, 1547), 
and would rather lose his Electorate and half of his estates than deny the evangelical faith in 
which he was brought up. How different was the conduct of Elector Augustus the Strong of 



Saxony, who sold the Lutheran faith of his ancestors for the crown of Poland (1697), and 
disgraced both by his scandulous life. 
 
Luther has left some characteristic remarks about his three sovereigns. Of Frederick, whom he 
only knew from a distance, he said, "He was a wise, intelligent, able, and good man, who hated 
all display and hypocrisy. He was never married. {574} His life was pure and modest. His motto ’ 
Tantum quantum possim’ was a sign of his good sense.... He was a fine manager and economist. 
He listened patiently in his council, shut his eyes, and took notes of each opinion. Then he formed 
his own conclusion. Such a prince is a blessing from God." Of John he said, "He had six pages to 
wait on him. They read the Bible to him for six hours every day. He often went to sleep, but when 
he awoke he had always some good text in his mouth. At sermon he used to take notes in a 
pocket-book. Church government and secular affairs were well administered. The Emperor had 
only good to say of him. He had a strong frame, and a hard death. He roared like a lion." John 
Frederick he judged to be "too indulgent, though he hates untruth and loose living. He fears God, 
and has his five wits about him. You never hear an impure or dishonorable word from his lips. He 
is a chaste husband, and loves his wife,—a rare virtue among kings and princes. One fault he has: 
he eats and drinks too much. Perhaps so big a body requires more than a small one. Otherwise he 
works like a donkey; and, drink what he will, he always reads the Bible or some good book 
before he goes to sleep." {575} 
 
These three Electors of Saxony are the model princes of the Lutheran Reformation, which owes 
much to their protection. Philip of Hesse was more intelligent, brilliant, liberal, and daring than 
any of them, but his bigamy paralyzed his influence. He leaned more to the Reformed side, and 
stood on good terms with Zwingli. The most pious of the princes of Germany in the sixteenth 
century was Frederick III., surnamed the Pious, Elector of the Palatinate (1559-1576), who 
introduced the Heidelberg Catechism. 
 
The Protestant sovereigns became supreme bishops in their respective dominions. They did not 
preach, nor administer the sacraments, but assumed the episcopal jurisdiction in the government 
of the Church, and exercised also the right of reforming the Church (jus reformationis) in their 
dominions, whereby they established a particular confession as the state religion, and excluded 
others, or reduced them to the condition of mere toleration. This right they claimed by virtue of a 
resolution of the Diet of Speier, in 1526, which was confirmed by the Peace of Augsburg, 1555, 
and ultimately by the Peace of Westphalia, 1648. The Reformers regarded this secular 
summepiscopate as a temporary arrangement which was forced upon them by the hostility of the 
bishops who adhered to the Pope. They justified it by the example of Josiah and other pious kings 
of Israel, who destroyed idolatry and restored the pure worship of Jehovah. They accepted the 
protection and support of the princes at the sacrifice of the freedom and independence of the 
church, which became a humble servant of the state. Melanchthon regretted this condition; and in 
view of the rapacity of the princes, and the confusion of things, he wished the old bishops back 
again, and was willing even to submit to the authority of a pope if the pope would allow the 
freedom of the gospel. In Scandinavia and England the episcopal hierarchy was retained, or a new 
one substituted for the old, and gave the church more power and influence in the government. 
 
{573} "V. D. M. I. Æ." equals Verbum Dei manet in aetemum. 
 
{574} But he left two illegitimate sons. 
 
{575} Extracts from the Tischreden, Erl. ed., vol. LXI., 379, 380, 385, 387, 389, 393, 394.  



77. Luther’s Marriage. 1525. 
 
I. Luther’s Letters of May and June, 1525, touching on his marriage, in Deuteronomy Wette’s 
collection, at the end of second and beginning of third vols. His views on matrimonial duties, in 
several sermons, e.g., Predigt vom Ehestand, 1525 (Erl. ed., xvi. 165 sqq.), and in his Com. on 1 
Corinthians 7, publ. Wittenberg, 1523, and in Latin, 1525 (Erl. ed., xix. l-69). He wished to 
prevent this chapter from being used as a Schanddeckel der falsch-berumten Keuschheit. His 
views about Katie, in Walch, XXIV. 150. His table-talk about marriage and woman, in Bindseil’s 
Colloquia, II. 332-336. A letter of Justus Jonas to Spalatin (June 14, 1525), and one of 
Melanchthon to Camerarius (June 16). 
 
II. The biographies of Katharina von Bora by Walch (1752), Beste (1843), Hofmann (1845), 
Meurer (1854). Uhlhorn: K. v. B., in Herzog, ii vol. II. 564-567.Kostlin: Leben Luthers, I. 766-
772; II. 488 sqq., 605 sqq.; his small biography, Am. ed. (Scribner’s), pp. 325-335, and 535 sqq. 
Beyschlag: Luther’s Hausstand in seiner reform. Bedeutung. Barmen, 1888. 
 
III. Burk: Spiegel edler Pfarrfrauen. Stuttgart, 3d ed. 1885. W. Baur (Gen. Superintendent of the 
Prussian Rhine Province): Das deutsche evangelische Pfarrhaus, seine Grundung, seine 
Entfaltung und sein Bestand. Bremen, 1877, 3d ed. 1884. 
 
Amidst the disturbances and terrors of the Peasants’ War, in full view of his personal danger, and 
in expectation of the approaching end of the world, Luther surprised his friends and encouraged 
his foes by his sudden marriage with a poor fugitive nun. He wrote to his friend Link: "Suddenly, 
and while I was occupied with far other thoughts, the Lord has, plunged me into marriage." 
 
The manner was highly characteristic, neither saint-like nor sinner-like, but eminently Luther-
like. By taking to himself a wife, he wished to please his father, to tease the Pope, and to vex the 
Devil. Beneath was a deeper and nobler motive, to rescue the oldest ordinance of God on earth 
from the tyranny of Rome, and to vindicate by his own example the right of ministers to the 
benefit of this ordinance. Under this view, his marriage is a public event of far-reaching 
consequence. It created the home life of the evangelical clergy. 
 
He had long before been convinced that vows of perpetual celibacy are unscriptural and 
unnatural. He held that God has created man for marriage, and that those who oppose it must 
either be ashamed of their manhood, or pretend to be wiser than God. He did not object to the 
marriage of Carlstadt, Jonas, Bugenhagen, and other priests and monks. But he himself seemed 
resolved to remain single, and continued to live in the convent. He was now over forty years of 
age; eight years had elapsed since he opened the controversy with Rome in the Ninety-Five 
Theses; and, although a man of powerful passions, he had strictly kept his monastic and clerical 
vow. His enemies charged him with drinking beer, playing the lute, leading a worldly life, but 
never dared to dispute his chastity till after his marriage. As late as Nov. 30, 1524, he wrote to 
Spalatin "I shall never take a wife, as I feel at present. Not that I am insensible to my flesh or sex 
(for I am neither wood nor stone); but my mind is averse to wedlock, because I daily expect the 
death of a heretic." {576} But on April 10, 1525, he wrote to the same friend: "Why do you not 
get married? I find so many reasons for urging others to marry, that I shall soon be brought to it 
myself, notwithstanding that enemies never cease to condemn the married state, and our little 
wiseacres (sapientuli) ridicule it every day." {577} He got tired of his monastic seclusion; the 
convent was nearly emptied, and its resources cut off; his bed, as Melanchthon tells us, was not 



properly made for months, and was mildewed with perspiration; he lived of the plainest food; he 
worked himself nearly to death; he felt the need of a helpmate. 
 
In April, 1523, nine nuns escaped from the convent of Nimptsch near Grimma, fled to 
Wittenberg, and appealed to Luther for protection and aid. Among them was Catharina von Bora, 
{578} a virgin of noble birth, but poor, fifteen years younger than Luther, {579} not remarkable 
for beauty or culture, but healthy, strong, frank, intelligent, and high-minded. In looking at the 
portraits of Dr. and Mrs. Luther in their honeymoon, we must remember that they were painted 
by Cranach, and not by Raphael or Titian. {580} 
 
Catharina had been attached and almost engaged to a former student of Wittenberg from 
Nurnberg; but he changed his mind, to her great grief, and married a rich wife (1523). After this 
Luther arranged a match between her and Dr. Glatz of Orlamunde (who was afterwards deposed); 
but she refused him, and intimated to Amsdorf, that she would not object to marry him or the 
Reformer. Amsdorf remained single. Luther at first was afraid of her pride, but changed his mind. 
On May 4, 1525, he wrote to Dr. Ruhel (councilor of Count Albrecht of Mansfeld, and of 
Cardinal Albrecht of Mainz), that "he would, take his Katie to wife before he died, in spite of the 
Devil." {581} He left his friends ignorant of the secret, deeming it unwise to talk much about such 
delicate matters. "A man," he said, "must ask God for counsel, and pray, and then act 
accordingly." 
 
On the evening of June 13, on Tuesday after Trinity Sunday, he invited Bugenhagen, Jonas, 
Lucas Cranach and wife, and a professor of jurisprudence, Apel (an ex-Dean of the Cathedral of 
Bamberg, who had himself married a nun), to, his house, and in their presence was joined in 
matrimony to Catharina von Bora in the name of the Holy Trinity. Bugenhagen performed the 
ceremony in the customary manner. On the following morning he entertained his friends at 
breakfast. Justus Jonas reported the marriage to Spalatin through a special messenger. He was 
affected by it to tears, and saw in it the wonderful hand of God. {582} 
 
On June 27 Luther celebrated his wedding in a more public, yet modest style, by a nuptial feast, 
and invited his father and mother and his distant friends to "seal and ratify" the union, and to 
"pronounce the benediction." {583} He mentioned with special satisfaction that he had now 
fulfilled an old duty to his father, who wished him to marry. The University presented him with a 
rich silver goblet (now in possession of the University of Greifswald), bearing the inscription: 
"The honorable University of the electoral town of Wittenberg presents this wedding gift to 
Doctor Martin Luther and his wife Kethe von Bora." The magistrate provided the pair with a 
barrel of Eimbeck beer, a small quantity of good wine, and twenty guilders in silver. What is very 
remarkable, Archbishop Albrecht sent to Katie through Ruhel a wedding gift of twenty guilders 
in gold; Luther declined it for himself, but let Katie have it. {584} Several wedding-rings of 
doubtful genuineness have been preserved, especially one which bears the image of the crucified 
Saviour, and the inscription, "D. Martino Luthero Catharina v. Boren, 13 Jun. 1525." It has been 
multiplied in 1817 by several copies. They lived together in the old Augustinian convent, which 
was now empty. He was not much interrupted in his studies, and at the end of the same year he 
published his violent book against Erasmus, who wondered that marriage had not softened his 
temper. 
 
The event was a rich theme for slander and gossip. His enemies circulated a slander about a 
previous breach of the vow of chastity, and predicted that, according to a popular tradition, the 
ex-monk and ex-nun would give birth to Antichrist. Erasmus contradicts the slander, and 
remarked that if that tradition was true, there must have been many thousands of antichrists 
before this. {585} Melanchthon (who had been invited to the feast of the 27th of June, but not to 



the ceremony of the 13th), in a Greek letter to his friend Camerarius (June 16), expressed the fear 
that Luther, though he might be ultimately benefited by his marriage, had committed a lamentable 
act of levity and weakness, and injured his influence at a time when Germany most needed it. 
{586} 
 
Luther himself felt at first strange and restless in his new relation, but soon recovered. He wrote 
to Spalatin, June 16, "l have made myself so vile and contemptible forsooth that all the angels, I 
hope, will laugh, and all the devils weep." {587} A year after he wrote to Stiefel (Aug. 11, 1526): 
"Catharina, my dear rib, salutes you, and thanks you for your letter. She is, thanks to God, gentle, 
obedient, compliant in all things, beyond my hopes. I would not exchange my poverty for the 
wealth of Croesus." {588} He often preached on the trials and duties of married life truthfully and 
effectively, from practical experience, and with pious gratitude for that holy state which God 
ordained in paradise, and which Christ honored by his first miracle. He calls matrimony a gift of 
God, wedlock the sweetest, chastest life, above all celibacy, or else a veritable hell. 
 
{576} Deuteronomy Wette, II. 570. 
 
{577} Ibid., II. 643. 
 
{578} Also spelled Bore or Boren. 
 
{579} She was born Jan. 29, 1499, and was in the convent from 1509. 
 
{580} Erasmus, in a letter of 1525, ascribed to Catharina from hearsay extraordinary beauty: 
"Lutherus duxit uxorem, puellam mire venustam, ex clara familia Bornae, sed ut narrant 
indotatam, quae ante annos complures vestalis esse desierat." Michelet (Life of Luther, ch. V.), 
probably misled by this letter, calls her "a young girl of remarkable beauty." 
 
{581} Deuteronomy Wette, II. 655. On June 2, 1525, he advised Cardinal Archbishop and Elector 
Albrecht of Mainz, in an open letter, to marry, and to secularize the archbishopric. Ibid., p. 673. 
 
{582} "Lutherus noster duxit Catharinam de Bora. Heri adfui rei et vidi sponsum in thalamo 
jacentem. [An indecent German custom of the time; see Kostlin, II. 767.] Non potui me continere, 
adstans huic spectaculo, quin illachrymarem, nescio quo affectu animum percellente mirabilis 
Deus a-in consiliis et operibus suis." 
 
{583} See his letters of invitation in Deuteronomy Wette, III. 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 
 
{584} Ibid., III. 103, 104. Tischreden, IV. 308. Kostlin, I. 772. 
 
{585} In his letter to Franciscus Sylvius (1526): "De conjugio Lutheri certum est, de partu maturo 
sponsae vanus erat rumor, nunc tamen gravida esse dicitur. Si vera est vulgi fabula Antichristum 
nasciturum ex monacho et monacha quemadmodum isti jactitant, quot Antichristorum millia jam 
olim habet mundus? At ego sperabam fore, ut Lutherum uxor redderet magis cicurem. Verum ille 
praeter omnem expectationem emisit librum in me summa quidem cura elaboratum, sed adeo 
virulentum, ut hactenus in neminem scripserit hostilius." 
 
{586} The letter was published in the original Greek by W. Meyer, in the reports of the Munchen 
Academy of Sciences, Nov. 4, 1876, pp. 601-604. The text is changed in the Corp. Reform., I. 
753. Mel. calls Luther a very reckless man (anhr w malista eucerh), but hopes that he will 
become more solemn (semnoterw). 



 
{587} Deuteronomy Wette, III. 3. 
 
{588} Ibid., III. 125.  



78. Luther’s Home Life. 
 
Luther and Katie were well suited to each other. They lived happily together for twenty-one 
years, and shared the usual burdens and joys. Their domestic life is very characteristic, full of 
good nature, innocent humor, cordial affection, rugged simplicity, and thoroughly German. It 
falls below the refinement of a modern Christian home, and some of his utterances on the relation 
between the two sexes are coarse; but we must remember the rudeness of the age, and his peasant 
origin. No stain rests upon his home life, in which he was as gentle as a lamb and as a child 
among children. 
 
"Next to God’s Word," he said from his personal experience, "there is no more precious treasure 
than holy matrimony. God’s highest gift on earth is a pious, cheerful, God-fearing, home-keeping 
wife, with whom you may live peacefully, to whom you may intrust your goods and body and 
life." 
 
He loved his wife dearly, and playfully called her in his letters "my heartily beloved, gracious 
housewife, bound hand and foot in loving service, Catharine, Lady Luther, Lady Doctor, Lady of 
Zulsdorf. {589} Lady of the Pigmarket, {590} and whatever else she may be." She was a good 
German Hausfrau, caring for the wants of her husband and children; she contributed to his 
personal comfort in sickness and health, and enabled him to exercise his hospitality. She had a 
strong will, and knew how to take her own part. He sometimes speaks of her as his "Lord Katie," 
and of himself as her "willing servant." "Katie," he said to her, "you have a pious husband who 
loves you; you are an empress." Once in 1535 he promised her fifty guilders if she would read the 
Bible through; whereupon, as he told a friend, "it became a very serious matter with her." She 
could not understand why God commanded Abraham to do such a cruel thing as to kill his own 
child; but Luther pointed her to God’s sacrifice of his only Son, and to the resurrection from the 
dead. To Katie and to Melanchthon he wrote his last letters (five to her, three to Melanchthon) 
from Eisleben shortly before his death, informing her of his journey, his diet and condition, 
complaining of fifty Jews under the protection of the widowed Countess of Mansfeld, sending 
greetings to Master Philip (Melanchthon), and quieting her apprehensions about his health. 
 
"Pray read, dear Katie, the Gospel of John and the little Catechism .... You worry yourself about 
your God, just as if He were not Almighty, and able to create ten Doctor Martin Luthers for the 
old one drowned perhaps in the Saale, or fallen dead by the fireplace, or on Wolf’s fowling floor. 
Leave me in peace with your cares; I have a better protector than you and all the angels. He—my 
Protector—lies in the manger and hangs upon a Virgin’s breast, but He sits also at the right hand 
of God, the Father Almighty. Rest, therefore, in peace. Amen." {591} 
 
In his will (1542), seventeen years after his marriage, he calls her a "pious, faithful, and devoted 
wife, full of loving, tender care towards him." At times, however, he felt oppressed by domestic 
troubles, and said once he would not marry again, not even a queen. Those were passing moods. 
"Oh, how smoothly things move on, when man and wife sit lovingly at table! Though they have 
their little bickerings now and then, they must not mind that. Put up with it." "We must have 
patience with woman, though she be it times sharp and bitter. She presides over the household 
machinery, and the servants deserve occasionally a good scolding." He put the highest honor of 
woman on her motherhood. "All men," he said, "are conceived, born, and nursed by women. 
Thence come the little darlings, the highly prized heirs. This honor ought in fairness to cover up 
all feminine weakness." 
 



Luther had six children,—three daughters, two of whom died young, and three sons, Hans (John), 
Martin, and Paul. None inherited his genius. Hans gave him much trouble. Paul rose to some 
eminence as physician of the Elector, and died at Dresden, 1593. The sons accompanied their 
father on his last journey to Eisleben. {592} His wife’s aunt, Magdalen von Bora, who had been a 
nun and head-nurse in the same cloister, lived with his family, and was esteemed like a 
grandmother by him and his children. Two orphan nieces, and a tutor for the boys, an 
amanuensis, and a number of students as boarders, belonged to the household in a portion of the 
former convent on the banks of the Elbe. The chief sitting-room of the family, his bedroom, and 
the lecture hall are still shown in "the Lutherhaus." 
 
He began the day, after his private devotions, which were frequent and ardent, with reciting in his 
family the Ten Commandments, the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, and a Psalm. He went to 
bed at nine, but rose early, and kept wide awake during the day. Of his private devotions we have 
an authentic account from his companion, Veit Dietrich, who wrote to Melanchthon during the 
Diet of Augsburg, 1530, when Luther was at Coburg, feeling the whole weight of that great crisis: 
— 
 
"No day passes that he does not give three hours to prayer, and those the fittest for study. Once I 
happened to hear him praying. Good God! how great a spirit, how great a faith, was in his very 
words! With such reverence did he ask, as if he felt that he was speaking with God; with such 
hope and faith, as with a Father and a Friend. ‘I know,’ he said, ‘that Thou art our Father and our 
God. I am certain, therefore, that Thou art about to destroy the persecutors of Thy children. If 
Thou doest not, then our danger is Thine too. This business is wholly Thine, we come to it under 
compulsion: Thou, therefore, defend.’... In almost these words I, standing afar off, heard him 
praying with a clear voice. And my mind burned within me with a singular emotion when he 
spoke in so friendly a manner, so weightily, so reverently, to God." 
 
Luther celebrated the festivals, especially Christmas, with childlike joy. One of the most familiar 
scenes of Christian family life in Germany is Luther with his children around the Christmas-tree, 
singing his own Christmas hymn: 
 
Good news from heaven the angels bring, 
 
Glad tidings to the earth they ring. {593} 
 
Nothing can be more charming or creditable to his heart than the truly childlike letter he wrote to 
his oldest boy Hans, then four years of age, from Coburg, during the sessions of the Augsburg 
Diet in the momentous year 1530. {594} 
 
"Grace and peace in Christ, my dear little boy. I am pleased to see that thou learnest thy lessons 
well, and prayest diligently. Go on thus, my dear boy, and when I come home, I will bring you a 
fine fairing. I know of a pretty, delightful garden, where are merry children that have gold frocks, 
and gather nice apples and pears, cherries and plums under the trees, and sing and jump and are 
happy; they also ride on fine little horses with gold bridles and silver saddles. I asked the man 
who owns the garden, who the children were. He said, ‘These are the children who love to pray 
and to learn, and are good.’ Then I said, ‘Dear man, I also have a son who is called Hans Luther. 
May he not come to this garden and eat such pretty apples and pears, and ride on such fine little 
horses, and play with these children?’ The man said, ‘If he likes to pray and to learn, and is pious, 
he may come to the garden, and Lippus {595} and Jost {596} may come also; and if they all come 
together, they shall have pipes and drums and lutes and fiddles, and they shall dance and shoot 
with little crossbows.’" 



 
"Then he showed me a smooth lawn in the garden laid out for dancing, and there hung the golden 
pipes and drums and crossbows. But it was still early, and the children had not dined; therefore I 
could not wait for the dance. So I said, ‘Dear sir, I will go straight home and write all this to my 
little boy; but he has an aunt, Lene, {597} that he must bring with him.’ And the man answered, 
‘So it shall be; go and write as you say.’" 
 
"Therefore, dear little boy Johnny, learn and pray with a good heart, and tell Lippus and Jost to do 
the same, and then you will all come to the garden together. And now I commend you to 
Almighty God. Give my love to aunt Lene, and give her a kiss for me. Anno 1530." 
 
Thy loving father, 
 
"Martinus Luther" 
 
He was deeply grieved by the early death of his favorite daughter Lena (Magdalen), a pious, 
gentle, and affectionate girl of fourteen, with large, imaginative eyes, and full of promise. {598} 
"I love her very much," he prayed; "but, dear God, if it is thy holy will to take her hence, I would 
gladly leave her with Thee." And to her he said, "Lena dear, my little daughter, thou wouldst love 
to remain here with thy father: art thou willing to go to that other Father?"—"Yes, dear father," 
she replied, "just as God wills." And when she was dying, he fell on his knees beside her bed, 
wept bitterly, and prayed for her redemption. As she lay in her coffin, he exclaimed, "Ah! my 
darling Lena, thou wilt rise again, and shine like a star,—yea, as a sun. I am happy in the spirit, 
but very sorrowful in the flesh." He wrote to his friend Jonas: "You will have heard that my 
dearest child is born again into the eternal kingdom of God. We ought to be glad at her departure, 
for she is taken away from the world, the flesh, and the devil; but so strong is natural love, that 
we cannot bear it without anguish of heart, without the sense of death in ourselves." On her tomb 
he inscribed these lines: — 
 
Here do I Lena, Luther’s daughter, rest, 
 
Sleep in my little bed with all the blessed. 
 
In sin and trespass was I born; 
 
Forever would I be forlorn, 
 
But yet I live, and all is good— 
 
Thou, Christ, didst save me with thy blood. 
 
Luther was simple, regular, and temperate in his habits. The reports to the contrary are slanders of 
enemies. The famous and much-abused adage, — 
 
Who does not love wife, wine, and song, 
 
Remains a fool his whole life long, {599} - 
 
is not found in his works, nor in any contemporary writing, but seems to have originated in the 
last century, on the basis of some mediaeval saying. {600} He used beer {601} and common wine 
according to the general custom of his age and country; but he abhorred intemperance, and justly 



complained of the drink-devil (Saufteufel) of the Germans. {602} Melanchthon, his daily 
companion, often wondered (as he reports after Luther’s death) how a man with such a portly 
frame could live on so meager a diet; for he observed that Luther sometimes fasted for four days 
when in good health, and was often contented for a whole day with a herring and a piece of bread. 
He preferred "pure, good, common, homely fare." Occasionally he received a present of game 
from the Elector, and enjoyed it with his friends. 
 
He had a powerful constitution, but suffered much of the stone, of headache, and attacks of 
giddiness, and fainting; especially in the fatal year 1527, which brought him to the brink of the 
grave. He did not despise physicians, indifferent as they were in those days, and called them 
"God’s menders (Flicker) of our bodies; "but he preferred simple remedies, and said, "My best 
medical prescription is written in John 3: ‘God so loved the world.’" He was too poor to keep 
horse and carriage, but he kept a bowling-alley for exercise. He liked to throw the first ball 
himself, and elicited a hearty laugh when he missed the mark; he then reminded the young friends 
that by aiming to knock down all the pins at once, they might miss them all, as they would find 
out in their future calling. He warned Melanchthon against excess of study, and reminded him 
that we must serve God by rest and recreation as well as by labor, for which reason He has given 
us the fourth commandment, and instituted the Sabbath. 
 
Luther exercised a generous hospitality, and had always guests at his table. He was 
indiscriminately benevolent to beggars, until rogues sharpened his wits, and made him more 
careful. {603} There was an unbroken succession of visitors—theologians, students, princes, 
noblemen, and ladies, anxious to see the great man, to get his advice and comfort; and all were 
favorably impressed with his frank, manly, and pleasant bearing. At times he was wrapt in deep 
thought, and kept a monkish silence at table; but at other times he talked freely, seriously and 
merrily, always interestingly, about every thing under the sun. His guests called his speeches their 
"table-spice," and recorded them faithfully without discrimination, even his most trivial remarks. 
Once he offered a premium for the shortest blessing. Bugenhagen began in Low German: — 
 
Dit und dat, 
 
Trocken und nat 
 
Gesegne Gott. 
 
Luther improved upon it in Latin: — 
 
Dominus Jesus 
 
Sit potus et esus. 
 
But Melanchthon carried the palm with 
 
Benedictus benedicat. 
 
To the records of Veit Dietrich, Lauterbach, and Mathesius, which were often edited, though in 
bad taste, we owe the most remarkable "Table-Talk "ever published. {604} Many of his sayings 
are exceedingly quaint, and sound strange, coarse, and vulgar to refined ears. But they were never 
intended for publication; and making due allowance for human weakness, the rudeness of the age, 
and his own rugged nature, we may agree with the judgment of one of his most accurate 
biographers, that "in all his words and deeds Luther was guided constantly by the loftiest 



principles, by the highest considerations of morality and religious truth, and that in the simple and 
straightforward manner which was his nature, utterly free from affectation or artificial effort." 
{605} After dinner he indulged with his friends and children in music, sacred and secular songs, 
German and Latin hymns. He loved poetry, music, painting, and all the fine arts. In this respect he 
was ahead of those puritanical Reformers who had no taste for the beautiful, and banished art 
from the church. He placed music next to theology. He valued it as a most effectual weapon 
against melancholy and the temptations of the Devil. "The heart," he said, "is satisfied, refreshed, 
and strengthened by music." He played the lute, sang melodiously, and composed tunes to his 
hymns, especially the immortal, "Ein feste Burg," which gives classic expression to his heroic 
faith in God and the triumph of the gospel. He never lost his love for Virgil and Cicero, which he 
acquired as a student at Erfurt. He was fond of legends, fables, and proverbs. He would have 
delighted in the stories of old "Mother Goose," and in Grimm’s "Hausmahrchen." He translated 
some of Esop’s Fables, and wrote a preface to an edition which was published after his death. 
 
He enjoyed the beauties of nature, loved trees and flowers, was fond of gardening, watched with 
wonder the household of the bees, listened with delight to the singing birds, renewed his youth 
with the return of spring, and adored everywhere the wisdom and goodness of nature’s God. 
Looking at a rose, he said, "Could a man make a single rose, we should give him an empire; but 
these beautiful gifts of God come freely to us, and we think nothing of them. We admire what is 
worthless, if it be only rare. The most precious of things is nothing if it be common." "The 
smallest flowers show God’s wisdom and might. Painters cannot rival their color, nor perfumers 
their sweetness; green and yellow, crimson, blue, and purple, all growing out of the earth. And 
yet we trample on lilies as if we were so many cows." He delighted in a refreshing rain. "God 
rains," he said, "many hundred thousand guilders, wheat, rye, barley, oats, wine, cabbage, grass, 
milk." Talking of children, he said, "They speak and act from the heart. They believe in God 
without disputing, and in another life beyond the present. They have small intellect, but they have 
faith, and are wiser than old fools like us. Abraham must have had a hard time when he was told 
to kill Isaac. No doubt he kept it from Sarah. If God had given me such all order, I should have 
disputed the point with Him. But God has given his only begotten Son unto death for us." 
 
He shared in the traditional superstitions of his age. He believed in witchcraft, and had many a 
personal encounter with the Devil in sleepless nights. {606} He was reluctant to accept the new 
Copernican system of astronomy, because Joshua bade the sun stand still, not the earth. He 
regarded the comets, which he calls "harlot stars," as tokens of God’s wrath, or as works of the 
Devil. Melanchthon and Zwingli held similar opinions on these irregular visitors. It was an almost 
universal belief of mankind, till recent times, that comets, meteors, and eclipses were fire-balls of 
an angry God to scare and rouse a wicked world to repentance. {607} On the other hand, he 
doubted the calculations of astrology. "I have no patience with such stuff," he said to 
Melanchthon, who showed him the nativity of Cicero from the stars. "Esau and Jacob were born 
of the same father and mother, at the same time, and under the same planets, but their nature was 
wholly different. You would persuade me that astrology is a true science! I was a monk, and 
grieved my father; I caught the Pope by his hair, and he caught me by mine; I married a runaway 
nun, and begat children with her. Who saw that in the stars? Who foretold that? Astronomy is 
very good, astrology is humbug. The example of Esau and Jacob disproves it." 
 
Luther gave himself little concern about his household, and left it in the hands of his wife, who 
was prudent and economical. He calls himself a negligent, forgetful, and ignorant housekeeper, 
but gives great credit to his "Herr Kathie." He was contented with little, and called economy the 
best capital. All the Reformers were poor, and singularly free from avarice; they moved in a lofty 
sphere, and despised the vanities of the world. 
 



Luther’s income was very small, even for the standard of his times, and presents a striking 
contrast to the royal splendor and luxury of bishops and cardinals. His highest annual salary as 
professor was three hundred guilders; it was first a hundred guilders; on his marriage the Elector 
John doubled it; the Elector John Frederick added a hundred; a guilder being equal in value to 
about sixteen marks or shillings (four dollars) of the present day. He received no honorarium 
from the students, nor any salary as preacher in the town church; but regular payments in wood 
and grain, and occasional presents of a fine suit, a cask of wine, or venison, or a silver cup from 
the Elector, with his greetings. Admiring friends gave him rings, chains, and other valuables, 
which he estimated in 1542 at a thousand guilders. In his last years (from 1541) he, as well as 
Bugenhagen, Melanchthon, and Jonas, received an annual honorary pension of fifty guilders from 
the king of Denmark, who thereby wished to show his gratitude for the Lutheran Reformation, 
and had previously (1539) sent him a special present of a hundred guilders through Bugenhagen. 
From his father, who left twelve hundred and fifty guilders, he inherited two hundred and fifty 
guilders. The publishers offered him (as he reported in 1539) a yearly grant of four hundred 
guilders for the free use of his manuscripts, but he refused "to make money out of the gifts of 
God." If he had been rewarded according to modern ideas, the royalty of his German Bible 
Version alone would have amounted to a handsome fortune before his death. He bought in 1540 
from his brother-in-law a little farm, Zulsdorf, between Leipzig and Borna, for six hundred and 
ten guilders, as a home for his family. His wife cultivated a little garden with fruit-trees, even 
mulberry and fig trees, raised hops and brewed beer for domestic use, as was then the custom. 
She also had a small fish-pond. She enjoyed hard work. Luther assisted her in gardening and 
fishing. In 1541 he purchased a small house near the convent, for his wife. {608} He willed all his 
property, which amounted to about nine thousand guilders, to his wife during her lifetime, 
wishing that, she should not receive from her children, but the children from her; that they must 
honor and obey her, as God has commanded. 
 
His widow survived him seven years, and suffered from poverty and affliction. The Elector, the 
Counts of Mansfeld, and the King of Denmark added small sums to her income; but the 
unfortunate issue of the Smalkaldian war (1547) disturbed her peace, and drove her from 
Wittenberg. She returned after the war. Melanchthon and Bugenhagen did for her what they 
could. When the pestilence broke out at Wittenberg in 1552, and the university was moved to 
Torgau, she followed with her children; but on the journey she was thrown from the wagon into a 
ditch, and contracted a cold which soon passed into consumption. She died Dec. 20, 1552, at 
Torgau; her last prayer was for her children and the Lutheran Church. 
 
A few words about Luther’s personal appearance. In early life, as we have seen, he looked like an 
ascetic monk, pale, haggard, emaciated. {609} But in latter years he grew stout and portly. The 
change is characteristic of his transition from legalistic gloom to evangelical cheerfulness. He was 
of middle stature, had a large head and broad chest, a bold and open face without any 
dissimulation lurking behind, prominent lips, short curly hair, and uncommonly brilliant and 
penetrating eyes. His enemies saw in them the fire of a demon. His countenance makes the 
impression of frankness, firmness, courage, and trust in God. He looks like a hero of faith, who, 
with the Bible in his hand, defies the world, the flesh, and the Devil. His feet are firmly planted 
on the ground, as if they could not be moved. "Here I stand, I cannot otherwise." His voice was 
not strong, but clear and sonorous. He was neat in his dress, modest and dignified in his 
deportment. He exchanged the monastic gown in 1524 for a clerical robe, a gift of the Elector. He 
disliked the custom of the students to rise when he entered into the lecture-room. "I wish," he 
said, "Philip would give up this old fashion. These marks of honor always compel me to offer a 
few more prayers to keep me humble; and if I dared, I would go away without reading my 
lecture." 
 



The same humility made him protest against the use of his name by his followers, who 
nevertheless persisted in it. "I pray you," he said, "leave my name alone, and do not call 
yourselves Lutherans, but Christians. Who is Luther? My doctrine is not mine. I have not been 
crucified for any one. St. Paul would not that any one should call themselves of Paul, nor of Peter, 
but of Christ. How, then, does it befit me, a miserable bag of dust and ashes, to give my name to 
the children of Christ? Cease, my dear friends, to cling to those party names and distinctions,—
away with them all! and let us call ourselves only Christians, after Him from whom our doctrine 
comes. It is quite proper, that the Papists should bear the name of their party; because they are not 
content with the name and doctrine of Jesus Christ, they will be Papists besides. Well, let them 
own the Pope, as he is their master. For me, I neither am, nor wish to be, the master of any one. I 
and mine will contend for the sole and whole doctrine of Christ, who is our sole master." 
 
{589} From his little farm. 
 
{590} Saumarkterin. They lived near the pigmarket. 
 
{591} Feb. 7, 1546, In Deuteronomy Wette, V. 787. 
 
{592} Nobbe, Stammbaum der Familie des Dr. M. Luther, Grimma, 1846. 
 
{593} The Nativity hymn,— 
 
"Vom Himmel hoch da komm ich her," 
 
was written for his children in 1535. He abridged it in 1543:— 
 
"Vom Himmel kam der Engel Schaar." 
 
{594} Deuteronomy Wette, IV. 41 sq. Comp. Luther’s Brief an-sein Sohnlein Hansigen. With 
woodcuts and original drawings by Ludwig Richter, Leipz. 1883. Fronde calls it "the prettiest 
letter ever addressed by a father to a child." Luther, p. 53. 
 
{595} Philip, son of Melanchthon. 
 
{596} Jodocus, son of Jonas. 
 
{597} Great-aunt, Magdalen. 
 
{598} Erl. ed., vol. LXV. 237, in Latin and German. Lena died Sept. 20, 1542. See her picture by 
Cranach in Kostlin’s small biography, p. 545. 
 
{599} Wer nicht liebt Weib, Wein und Gesang, 
 
Der bleibt ein Narr sein Leben lang. 
 
{600} The lines appeared first in the present form in the Wandsbecker Bote for 1775, No. 75, p. 
300, and then in 1777 in the Musenalmanach of J. H. Voss (the poet, and translator of Homer), 
who was supposed to be the author, and to have foisted them upon Luther. Herder gave them a 
place among his Volkslieder, 1778, I. 12. Seidemann, in Schnorr’s "Archiv," vol. VIII. (1879), p. 
440, has shown that the sentiment is substantially pre-Lutheran, and quotes from Luther’s Table 
Talk, Ser. IV., a sentence somewhat analogous, but involving a reproach to the Germans for 



drunkenness: "Wie wollt ihr jetzt anders einen Deutschen vorthun denn Ebrietate, praesertim 
talem qui non diligit Musicam et Mulieres?" See Kostlin, II. 678 sq. Another similar sentence has 
since been found by L. Schulze in the "Reformatorium viae clericorum" of 1494: "Absque Venere 
et mero rite laetabitur nemo." 
 
{601} He liked the beer of Eimbeck and Naumburg. In one of his last letters (Feb. 7. 1546) to his 
wife from Eisleben, where he was treated like a prince by the counts of Mansfeld, he gives her 
this piece of information: "We live here very well, and the town-council gives me for each meal 
half a pint of ‘Rheinfall’ (Rhine wine), which is very good. Sometimes I drink it with my friends. 
The wine of the country here is also good, and Naumburger beer is very good, though I fancy its 
pitch fills my chest with phlegm. The Devil has spoilt all the beer in the world with pitch, and the 
wine with brimstone. But here the wine is pure, such as the country gives." Deuteronomy Wette, 
V. 788. 
 
{602} He preached some strong sermons against intemperance, and commends the Italians and 
Turks for sobriety. See Colloquia, ed. Bindseil, I. 195 sqq. 
 
{603} He wrote to Justice Menius, Aug. 24, 1535 (De Wette, IV. 624), that he was often 
deceived, "per fictas Nonnas et generosas meretrices." 
 
{604} See St. Louis ed. of Walch, vol. XXII., much improved by Hoppe, 1887. 
 
{605} Kostlin, small biography, N. Y. ed. p. 554, Ger. ed. p. 592. But In his large work, vol. II. 
519, he makes this just qualification: "Derbe, plumpe, unserm Ohre anstossige Worte kommen in 
Luther’s Reden wie in seinen Schriften, ja einigemale sogar in seinen Predigten vor. Seine Art 
war in der That keine feine; sie steht aber auch so noch bedeutend uber dem Ton, der damals 
durchschnittlich in weltlichen und geistlichen Kreisen, bei Burgern, hohen Herren und 
Kirchenfursten herrschte, und jene ungunstigen Eindrucke mussen der edeln Kraft, dem Salz und 
Mark gegenuber, die seine Gesprache und Schriften durchdringen, auch fur uns weit 
zurucktreten." 
 
{606} See above, p. 334 sq. 
 
{607} See a curious tract of Andrew D. White, A History of the Doctrine of Comets, in the 
"Papers of the American Historical Association," N. Y., 1887, vol. II. 16. 
 
{608} On Luther’s Vermogensumstande, see Seidemann, Luther’s Grundbesitz, 1860. Kostlin, II. 
498 sqq., and his references, p. 678. 
 
{609} See the description of Mosellanus, p. 180, and Cranach’s engraving from the year 1520, in 
Kostlin, p. 120 (Scribner’s ed.).  



79. Reflections on Clerical Family Life. 
 
The Reformers present to us the first noted examples of clerical family life in the Christian 
Church. This is a new and important chapter in the history of civilization. 
 
They restored a natural right founded in the ordinance of God. The priests and high priests of the 
Jewish theocracy down to the father of John the Baptist, as well as the patriarchs, Moses, and 
some of the prophets, lived in wedlock. The prince of the apostles, whom Roman Catholics 
regard as the first pope, was a married man, and carried his wife with him on his missionary 
journeys. {610} Paul claimed the same right as "other apostles, and the brothers of the Lord, and 
Cephas," though he renounced it for personal reasons. From the pastoral Epistles we may infer 
that marriage was the rule among the bishops and deacons of the apostolic age. It is therefore 
plainly a usurpation to deprive the ministers of the gospel of this right of nature and nature’s God. 
 
But from the second century the opinion came to prevail, and still prevails in the papal 
communion, which is ruled by an unmarried priest, that marriage is inconsistent with the 
sacerdotal office, and should be forbidden after ordination. This view was based on the distinction 
between a lower and higher morality with corresponding merit and reward, the one for the laity or 
the common people; the other for priests and monks, who form a spiritual nobility. All the church 
fathers, Greek and Latin, even those who were themselves married (as Tertullian, Gregory of 
Nyssa, Synesius), are unanimous in praising celibacy above marriage; and the greatest of them 
are loudest in this praise, especially St. Jerome. And yet the mothers of Gregory Nazianzen, 
Chrysostom, and Augustin, are the brightest examples of Christian women in the ancient Church. 
Nonna, Anthusa, and Monica were more useful in giving birth to these luminaries of the Church 
than any nuns. 
 
This ascetic feature marks a decided difference between the Fathers and the Reformers, as it does 
between the Catholic and Evangelical churches. Anglicanism, with all its respect for the Fathers, 
differs as widely from them in this respect as any other Protestant communion. 
 
The Oriental churches, including that of Russia, stopped half way in this ascetic restriction of a 
divine right. They approve and even enjoin marriage upon the lower clergy (before ordination), 
but forbid it to bishops, and regard the directions of Paul, 1 Timothy 3:2,12 (compare 5:9), as a 
concession to the weakness of the flesh, and as a prohibition of second marriage. The Latin 
Church, understanding the advice of Paul, 1 Corinthians 7:7,32,33, as, a counsel of perfection, 
"indicating a better way, imposed, as early as the fourth century, total abstinence from marriage 
upon all orders of the clergy, and brands the marriage of a priest as sinful concubinage." Pope 
Siricius, A. D. 385, issued the first prohibition of sacerdotal marriage. His successors followed, 
but it was not till Gregory VII. that the prohibition was rigidly enforced. It was done in the 
interest of hierarchical power, and at an enormous sacrifice of clerical purity. The Roman 
Catholic system makes marriage one of the seven sacraments; but by elevating celibacy above it, 
and by declaring it to be beneath the dignity of a priest of God, it degrades marriage as if it 
involved an element of impurity. According to the Gnostic and Manichaean theory, condemned 
by Paul as a doctrine of demons, 1 Timothy 4:1-3, marriage is a contact with sinful matter, and 
forbidden altogether. 
 
In view of this state of public opinion and the long tradition of Latin Christendom, we need not 
wonder that the marriage of the Reformers created the greatest sensation, and gave rise to the 
slander that sensual passion was one of the strongest motives of their rebellion against popery. 



Erasmus struck the keynote to this perversion of history, although he knew well enough that 
Luther and Oecolampadius were Protestants several years before they thought of marrying. 
Clerical marriage was a result, not a cause, of the Reformation, as clerical celibacy was neither 
the first nor the chief objection to the papal system. {611} 
 
On a superficial view one might wish that the Reformers had remained true to their solemn 
promise, like the Jansenist bishops in the seventeenth century, and the clerical leaders of the Old 
Catholic secession in the nineteenth. {612} But it was their mission to introduce by example as 
well as by precept, a new type of Christian morality, to restore and re-create clerical family life, 
and to secure the purity, peace, and happiness of innumerable homes. 
 
Far be it from us to depreciate the value of voluntary celibacy which is inspired by the love of 
God. The mysterious word of our Lord, Matthew 19:12, and the advice and example of Paul, 1 
Corinthians 7:7,40, forbid it. We cheerfully admire the self-denial and devotion of martyrs, 
priests, missionaries, monks, nuns, and sisters of charity, who sacrificed all for Christ and their 
fellow-men. Protestantism, too, has produced not a few noble men and women who, without 
vows and without seeking or claiming extra merit, renounced the right of marriage from the 
purest motives. {613} But according to God’s ordinance dating from the state of innocency, and 
sanctioned by Christ at the wedding feast at Cana, marriage is the rule for all classes of men, 
ministers as well as laymen. For ministers are men, and do not cease to be men by becoming 
ministers. 
 
The Reformation has changed the moral ideal, and elevated domestic and social life. The 
mediaeval ideal of piety is the flight from the evil world: the modern ideal is the transformation 
of the world. The model saint of the Roman Church is the monk separated from the enjoyments 
and duties of society, and anticipating the angelic life in heaven where men neither marry nor are 
given in marriage: the model saint of the Evangelical Church is the free Christian and useful 
citizen, who shows his piety in the performance of social and domestic duties, and aims at the 
sanctification of the ordinances of nature. The former tries to conquer the world by running away 
from its temptations—though after all he cannot escape the flesh, the world, and the Devil in his 
own heart: the latter tries to conquer the world by converting it. The one abstains from the 
wedding feast: the other attends it, and changes the water into wine. The one flees from woman as 
a tempter: the other takes her to his heart, and reflects in the marriage relation the holy union of 
Christ with his Church. The one aims to secure, chastity by abstinence: the other proves it within 
the family. The one renounces all earthly possessions: the other uses them for the good of his 
fellow-men. The one looks for happiness in heaven: the other is happy already on earth by 
making others happy. The daily duties and trials of domestic and social life are a better school of 
moral discipline than monkish celibacy and poverty. Female virtues and graces are necessary to 
supplement and round out the character of man. Exceptions there are, but they prove the rule. 
 
It may be expected that in the fervor and hurry of the first attempts in the transition from slavery 
to freedom, some indiscretions were committed; but they are as nothing compared with the secret 
chronique scandaleuse of enforced celibacy. It was reserved for later times to cultivate a more 
refined style of family life; but the Reformers burst the chains of papal tyranny, and furnished the 
practical proof that it is possible to harmonize the highest and holiest calling with the duties of 
husband and father. Though falling short of modern Protestant ideas of the dignity and rights of 
woman, they made her the rightful companion of the Christian pastor; and among those 
companions may be found many of the purest, most refined, and most useful women on earth. 
The social standing of woman is a true test of Christian civilization. 
 



Melanchthon was the first among the Reformers who entered the state of matrimony; but being a 
layman, he violated no priestly or monastic vow. He married, at the urgent request of his friends, 
Katharina Krapp, the daughter of the burgomaster of Wittenberg, in November, 1520, and lived 
with his plain, pious, faithful, and benevolent wife, till her death in 1557. He was seen at times 
rocking the cradle while reading a book. {614} 
 
Calvin was likewise free from the obligation of vows, but the severest and most abstemious 
among the Reformers. He married Idelette de Buren, the widow of an Anabaptist minister of 
Holland, whom he had converted to the Paedobaptist faith; he lived with her for nearly nine years, 
had three children who died in infancy, and remained a widower after her death. The only kind of 
female beauty which impressed him was, as he said, gentleness, purity, modesty, patience, and 
devotion to the wants of her husband; and these qualities he esteemed in his wife. {615} 
 
Zwingli unfortunately broke his vow at Einsiedeln, while still a priest, and in receipt of a pension 
from the Pope. He afterwards married a worthy patrician widow with three children, Anna 
Reinhard von Knonau, who bore him two sons and two daughters, and lived to lament his tragic 
death on the field of battle, finding, like him, her only comfort in the Lord Jesus and the word of 
God. {616} 
 
Ludwig Cellarius (Keller), Oecolampadius (the Reformer of Basel), Wolfgang Capito (the 
Reformer of Strassburg), and his more distinguished friend Martin Bucer (a widower who was 
always ready for union) were successively married to Wilibrandis Rosenblatt, the daughter of a 
Knight and colonel aid-de-camp of the Emperor Maximilian I. She accompanied Bucer to 
Cambridge in England, and after his death returned to Basel, the survivor of four husbands! She 
died Nov. 1, 1564. {617} She must have had a remarkable attraction for Reformers. 
Oecolampadius thought her almost too young for his age of forty-five, but found her a "good 
Christian "and "free from youthful frivolity." She bore him three children,—Eusebius, Alitheia, 
and Irene. {618} It was on the occasion of his marriage that Erasmus wrote to a friend (March 21, 
1528): "Oecolampadius has lately married. His bride is not a bad-looking girl" [she was a 
widow]. "I suppose he wants to mortify his flesh. Some speak of the Lutheran cause as a tragedy, 
but to me it appears rather as a comedy, for it always ends in a wedding." {619} 
 
Archbishop Cranmer appears in an unfavorable light. His first wife, "Black Joan," died in 
childbed before his ordination. Early in 1532, before he was raised to the primacy of Canterbury 
by Henry VIII. (August, 1532), he married a niece of the Lutheran preacher Osiander of 
Nurnberg, and concealed the fact, the disclosure of which would have prevented his elevation. 
The papal bulls of confirmation were dated February and March, 1533, and his consecration took 
place March 30, 1533. The next year he privately summoned his wife to England; but sent her 
away in 1539, when he found it necessary to execute the bloody articles of Henry VIII., which 
included the prohibition of clerical marriage. He lent a willing hand to the divorces and re-
marriages of his royal master. And yet with all his weakness of character, and time-serving 
policy, Cranmer must have been an eminently devout man if he translated and reproduced (as he 
certainly edited) the Anglican liturgy, which has stood the test of many generations to this day. 
{620} 
 
John Knox, the Luther of Scotland, had the courage, as a widower of fifty-eight (March, 1563-
64), to marry a Scotch lass of sixteen, Margaret Stuart, of royal name and blood, to the great 
indignation of Queen Mary, who "stormed wonderfully" at his audacity. The papists got up the 
story that he gained her affection by sorcery, and aimed to secure for his heirs, with the aid of the 
Devil, the throne of Scotland. His wife bore him three daughters, and two years after his death 
(1572) contracted a second marriage with Andrew Ker, a widower. {621} 



 
The most unfortunate matrimonial incident in the Reformation is the consent of Luther, 
Melanchthon, and Bucer to the disgraceful bigamy of Landgrave Philip of Hesse. It is a blot on 
their character, and admits of no justification. When the secret came out (1540), Melanchthon 
was so over-whelmed with the reproaches of conscience and a sense of shame that he fell 
dangerously ill at Weimar, till Luther, who was made of sterner stuff, and found comfort in his 
doctrine of justification by faith alone, prayed him out of the jaws of death. 
 
In forming a just estimate of this subject, we must not only look backward to the long ages of 
clerical celibacy with all its dangers and evils, but also forward to the innumerable clerical homes 
which were made possible by the Reformation. They can bear the test of the closest examination. 
 
Clerical celibacy and monastic vows deprived the church of the services of many men who might 
have become shining stars. On the other hand, it has been calculated by Justus Moser in 1750, 
that within two centuries after the Reformation from ten to fifteen millions of human beings in all 
lands owe their existence to the abolition of clerical celibacy. {622} More important than this 
numerical increase is the fact that an unusual proportion of eminent scholars and useful men in 
church and state were descended from clerical families. {623} 
 
There is a poetic as well as religious charm in the home of a Protestant country pastor who moves 
among his flock as a father, friend, and comforter, and enforces his teaching of domestic virtues 
and affections by his example, speaking louder than words. The beauty of this relation has often 
been the theme of secular poets. Everybody knows Oliver Goldsmith’s "Vicar of Wakefield," 
which describes with charming simplicity and harmless humor the trials and patience, the 
domestic, social, and professional virtues of a country pastor, and begins with the characteristic 
sentence: "I was ever of opinion, that the honest man who married, and brought up a large family, 
did more service than he who continued single, and only talked of population; from this motive I 
had scarcely taken orders a year, before I chose my wife, as she did her wedding-gown, not for a 
fine glossy face, but for such qualities as would wear well." Herder read this English classic four 
times, and commended it to his bride as one of the best books in any language. Goethe, who 
himself tasted the charm of a pastoral home in the days of his purest and strongest love to 
Friederike of Sesenheim, praises the "Vicar of Wakefield," as "one of the best novels, with the 
additional advantage of being thoroughly moral, yea in a genuine sense Christian," and makes the 
general assertion: "A Protestant country pastor is perhaps the most beautiful topic for a modern 
idyl; he appears like Melchizedek, as priest and king in one person. He is usually associated by 
occupation and outward condition with the most innocent conceivable estate on earth, that of the 
farmer; he is father, master of his house, and thoroughly identified with his congregation. On this 
pure, beautiful earthly foundation, rests his higher vocation: to introduce men into life, to care for 
their spiritual education, to bless, to instruct, to strengthen, to comfort them in all the epochs of 
life, and, if the comfort for the present is not sufficient, to cheer them with the assured hope of a 
more happy future." {624} In his idyl "Hermann und Dorothea," he introduces a clergyman as an 
ornament and benefactor of the community. It is to the credit of this greatest and most cultured of 
modern poets, that he, like Shakespeare and Schiller, never disparaged the clerical profession. 
 
In his "Deserted Village," Goldsmith gives another picture of the village preacher as 
 
A man who was to all the country dear, 
 
And passing rich on forty pounds a year.... 
 
At church, with meek and unaffected grace, 



 
His looks adorned the venerable place; 
 
Truth from his lips prevailed with double sway, 
 
And fools who came to scoff remained to pray. 
 
From a higher spiritual plane William Wordsworth, the brother of an Anglican clergyman and 
uncle of two bishops, describes the character of a Protestant pastor in his "Ecclesiastical Sonnets." 
 
A genial hearth, a hospitable board, 
 
And a refined rusticity, belong 
 
To the neat mansion, where, his flock among, 
 
The learned Pastor dwells, their watchful lord. 
 
Though meek and patient as a sheathed sword 
 
Though pride’s least lurking thought appear a wrong 
 
To human kind; though peace be on his tongue, 
 
Gentleness in his heart—can earth afford 
 
Such genuine state, pre-eminence so free, 
 
As when, arrayed in Christ’s authority, 
 
He from the pulpit lifts his awful hand; 
 
Conjures, implores, and labors all he can 
 
For re-subjecting to divine command 
 
The stubborn spirit of rebellious man! 
 
A Romish priest or a Russian pope depends for his influence chiefly upon his official character, 
though he may be despised for his vices. A Protestant minister stands or falls with his personal 
merits; and the fact of his high and honorable position and influence in every Protestant country, 
as a Christian, a gentleman, a husband and father, is the best vindication of the wisdom of the 
Reformers in abolishing clerical celibacy. 
 
{610} In spite of this fact attested by St. Paul, 1 Corinthians 9:5, in the year 57, Dr. Spalding (in 
his Hist. of the Prot. Reformation, I. 177, 8th ed. 1875) asserts that Peter’s wife was "probably 
dead before he became an apostle." 
 
{611} Archbishop Spalding, in his History of the Reformation (I. 176), following the example of 
unscrupulous Romish controversialists, thus echoes the joke of Erasmus: "Matrimony was, in 
almost all cases, the denouement of the drama which signalized the zeal for reformation." He 



refers for proof to Moore’s Travels of an Irish Gentleman in Search of a Religion, ch. XLVI., 
"where the great Irish poet enters into the subject at length, giving his authorities as he proceeds, 
and playing off his caustic wit on the hymeneal propensities of the Reformers." In looking at that 
chapter (for the first time), I find that it abounds in misstatements and abuse of the Reformers, 
whom the Irish poet calls not only "fanatics" and "bigots," but "the coarsest hypocrites" and 
"slaves of the most vulgar superstition" (p. 246, Philad. ed. 1833). The same poet gives us the 
startling piece of information (p. 248) that the Protestants were subdivided on the eucharistic 
question alone into countless factions such as "Panarii, Accidentarii, Corporarii, Arrabonarii, 
Tropistae, Metamorphistae, Iscariotistae, Schwenkenfeldians, etc., etc., etc.," and that "an author 
of Bellarmine’s time counted no less than two hundred different opinions on the words, ‘This Is 
my body’"! Moore was evidently better at home in the history of Lord Byron than in the history 
of the church. 
 
{612} The Old Catholic Bishop Reinkens and Bishop Herzog, Drs. Dollinger, Friederich, Reusch, 
and Langen, remained single after their excommunication in 1870. But Pere Loyson-Hyacinthe, 
who occupies a similar position of Tridentine or rather Gallican Romanism versus Vatican 
Romanism, followed the example of the Reformers, and married an American widow, whom he 
had converted to the Roman Church by his eloquent sermons in Notre Dame, before she 
converted him to herself. They were joined together by Dean Stanley in Westminster Abbey. It is 
reported that Pope Pius IX., on being informed of the fact, and asked to excommunicate the ex-
monk, wittily replied, "It is not necessary, since he has taken the punishment into his own arms." 
A Pope’s view of the blessed estate of matrimony! 
 
{613} We may mention the saintly Archbishop Leighton, Dr. Samuel Hopkins, the missionary 
Zeisberger, Dr. William Augustus Muhlenberg (the founder of St. Luke’s Hospital In New York 
and of St. Johnland, and the singer of "I would not live alway"), the model pastor Ludwig Harms 
of Hermannsburg, the historian Neander and his sister, and the nurses or deaconesses of 
Kaiserswerth and similar institutions. 
 
{614} C. Schmidt, Philipp Melanchthon, pp. 47 sqq., 617, 710 sqq. 
 
{615} Stahelin, Johannes Calvin, vol. I. 272 sqq. 
 
{616} R. Christoffel, Huldreich Zwingli, pp. 336-339, 413. The slanderous exaggerations of 
Janssen have been refuted by Ebrard, Usteri, and Schweizer. 
 
{617} Hagenbach (Oekolampad, p. 108, note) gives this date, and refers to the Reformations-
Almanach, 1821. 
 
{618} Herzog, Leben Joh. Oekolampadius, vol. II. 70 sqq.; Hagenbach, Joh. Oekolampad und 
Oswald Myconius, p. 107. Hagenbach says that the names of his children were the pillars of his 
home: godliness, truth, and peace. 
 
{619} In a letter to Adrianus Arivulus: "Nuper Oecolampadius duxit uxorem, puellam non 
inelegantem. Vult opinor affligere carnem. Quidam appellant Lutheranam tragaediam, mihi 
videtur esse comaedia. Semper enim in nuptias exeunt tumultus." He afterwards apologized to 
Oecolampadius, and disclaimed any intention to satirize him. See his letter to Oecolampadius in 
Drummond’s Erasmus, II. 319. Archbishop Spalding (l. c. I. 176) thus repeats the joke: "The 
gospel light seems to have first beamed upon Oecolampadius from the eye of a beautiful young 
lady, whom, in violation of his solemn vows plighted to Heaven, he espoused, probably, as 



Erasmus wittily remarked, to mortify himself." He says nothing of the apology of Erasmus to his 
friend and associate. 
 
{620} Strype’s Memorials of Cranmer (Bk. I., chs. 1, 4, 19; Bk. III., chs. 8 and 38); Hook’s Lives 
of the Archbishops of Canterbury (vols. VI. and VII.); Hardwick’s History of the Reformation, ed. 
W. Stubbs (1873), p. 179; and art. Cranmer in Leslie Stephen’s "Dictionary of National Biogr.," 
vol. XIII. 
 
{621} Dr. M’Crie’s Life of John Knox, Philad. ed., pp. 269 and 477 (Append. Note HHH); and 
Dav. Laing’s Preface to the 6th vol. of his ed. of Works of John Knox, pp. LXV. sqq. 
 
{622} Ranke states this fact. 
 
{623} Among distinguished sons of clergymen may be named Linne, the botanist; Berzelius, the 
chemist; Pufendorf, the lawyer; Schelling, the philosopher; Buxtorff, the Orientalist; Euler, the 
mathematician; Agassiz, the scientist; Edward and Ottfried Muller, the classical philologists; John 
von Muller, Spittler, Heeren, Mommsen, Bancroft, among historians; Henry Clay, Senator Evarts, 
and two Presidents of the United States, Arthur and Cleveland, among statesmen; Charles 
Wesley, Gellert, Wieland, Lessing, the brothers Schlegel, Jean Paul, Emanuel Geibel, Emerson 
(also the female writers Meta Heusser, Elizabeth Prentiss, Mrs. Stowe), among poets; John 
Wesley, Monod, Krummacher, Spurgeon, H. W. Beecher, R. S. Storrs, among preachers; 
Jonathan Edwards, Schleiermacher, Hengstenberg, Nitzsch, Julius Muller, Dorner, Dean Stanley, 
among divines; Swedenborg, the seer; with a large number of prominent and useful clergymen, 
lawyers, and physicians, in all Protestant countries. 
 
{624} From the tenth book of his Wahrheit und Dichtung. Herder directed his attention to the 
"Vicar," while they studied at Strassburg, and read it to him aloud in German translation. In the 
same book Goethe describes in fascinating style his visits to the parsonage of Sesenheim.  



80. Reformation of Public Worship. 
 
I. Luther: Deutsches Taufbuchlein, 1523; Ordnung des Gottes-dienstes in der Gemeinde, 1523; 
Vom Grauel der Stillmesse, 1524; Deutsche Messe und Ordnung des Gottesdienstes, 1526; Das 
Taufbuchlein verdeutscht, aufs neue zugerichtet, 1526. In Walch, X.; in Erl. ed., XXII. 151 sqq. 
Comp. the Augsburg confession, Pars II. art. 3 (De missa); Apol. of the Augsb. Conf. art. XXIV. 
(De missa); the Lutheran liturgies or Kirchenagenden (also Kirchenordnungen) of the 16th 
century, collected in Daniel: Codex Liturgicus Ecclesiae Lutheranae, Lips. 1848 (Tom. II. of his 
Cod. Lit.), and Hofling: Liturgisches Urkundenbuch (ed. by G. Thomasius and Theodos. 
Harnack), Leipz. 1854. 
 
II. Th. Kliefoth: Die ursprungliche Gottesdienstordnung in den deutschen Kirchen luth. 
Reformation, ihre Destruction und Reformation, Rostock, 1847. Gruneisen: Die evang. 
Gottesdienstordnung in den oberdeutschen Landen, Stuttgart, 1856. Gottschick: Luthers 
Anschauungen vom christl. Gottesdienst und seine thatsachliche Reform desselben, Freiburg i. B., 
1887. 
 
The reformation of doctrine led to a reconstruction of worship on the basis of Scripture and the 
guidance of such passages as, God is spirit," {625} and must be worshiped, in spirit and in truth," 
{John 4:24} and, "Let all things be done decently and in order". {1 Corinthians 14:40} 
Protestantism aims at a rational or spiritual service, {626} as distinct from a mechanical service of 
mere forms. It acts upon the heart through the intellect, rather than the senses, and through 
instruction, rather than ceremonies. It brings the worshiper into direct communion with God in 
Christ, through the word of God and prayer, without the obstruction of human mediators. 
 
The Reformers first cleansed the sanctuary of gross abuses and superstitions, and cast out the 
money-changers with a scourge of cords. They abhorred idolatry, which in a refined form had 
found its way into the church. They abolished the sale of indulgences, the worship of saints, 
images, and relics, processions and pilgrimages, the private masses, and masses for the dead in 
purgatory. {627} They rejected five of the seven sacraments (retaining only baptism and the 
eucharist), the doctrine of transubstantiation, the priestly sacrifice, the adoration of the host, the 
withdrawal of the cup from the laity, and the use of a dead language in public worship. They also 
reduced the excessive ceremonialism and ritualistic display which obscured the spiritual service. 
 
But the impoverishment was compensated by a gain; the work of destruction was followed by a 
more important and difficult work of reconstruction. This was the revival of primitive worship as 
far as it can be ascertained from the New Testament, the more abundant reading of the Scriptures 
and preaching of the cardinal truths of the gospel, the restoration of the Lord’s Supper in its 
original simplicity, the communion in both kinds, and the translation of the Latin service into the 
vernacular language whereby it was made intelligible and profitable to the people. There was, 
however, much crude experimenting and changing until a new order of worship could be fairly 
established. 
 
Uniformity in worship is neither necessary nor desirable, according to Protestant principles. The 
New Testament does not prescribe any particular form, except the Lord’s Prayer, the words of 
institution of the Lord’s Supper, and the baptismal formula. 
 
The Protestant orders of worship differ widely in the extent of departure from the Roman service, 
which is one and the same everywhere. The Lutheran Church is conservative and liturgical. She 



retained from the traditional usage what was not inconsistent with evangelical doctrine; while the 
Reformed churches of the Zwinglian and Calvinistic type aimed at the greatest simplicity and 
spirituality of worship after what they supposed to be the apostolic pattern. Some went so far as to 
reject all hymns and forms of prayer which are not contained in the Bible, but gave all the more 
attention to the Psalter, to the sermon, and to extemporaneous prayer. The Anglican Church, 
however, makes an exception among the Reformed communions: she is even more conservative 
than the Lutheran, and produced a liturgy which embodies in the choicest English the most 
valuable prayers and forms of the Latin service, and has maintained its hold upon the reverence 
and affection of the Episcopal churches to this day. They subordinate preaching to worship, and 
free prayer to forms of prayer. 
 
Luther began to reform public worship in 1523, but with caution, and in opposition to the 
radicalism of Carlstadt, who during the former’s absence on the Wartburg had tumultuously 
abolished the mass, and destroyed the altars and pictures. He retained the term "mass," which 
came to signify the whole public service, especially the eucharistic sacrifice. He tried to save the 
truly Christian elements in the old order, and to reproduce them in the vernacular language for the 
benefit of the people. His churchly instincts were strengthened by his love of poetry and music. 
He did not object even to the use of the Latin tongue in the Sunday service, and expressed an 
impracticable wish for a sort of pentecostal Sunday mass in German, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. 
{628} At the same time he desired also a more private devotional service of converted Christians, 
with the celebration of the holy communion (corresponding to the missa fidelium of the ante-
Nicene Church, as distinct from the missa catechumenorum), but deemed it impossible for that 
time from the want of the proper persons; for "we Germans," he said, "are a wild, rough, rabid 
people, with whom nothing can be done except under the pressure of necessity." 
 
So he confined himself to provide for the public Sunday service. He retained the usual order, the 
Gospels and Epistles, the collects, the Te Deum, the Gloria in excelsis, the Benedictus, the Creed, 
the responses, the kneeling posture in communion, even the elevation of the host and chalice 
(which he afterwards abandoned, but which is still customary in the Lutheran churches of 
Scandinavia), though without the adoration. He omitted the canon of the mass which refers to the 
priestly sacrifice, and which, since the sixth century, contains the kernel of the Roman mass, as an 
unbloody repetition of the crucifixion and miraculous trans-formation of the elements. {629} He 
had previously rejected this "horrible canon," as he calls it, in his "Babylonian Captivity," and in 
a special tract from the Wartburg. He assailed it again and again as a cardinal error in the papal 
system. He held indeed the doctrine of the real presence, but without the scholastic notion of 
transubstantiation and priestly sacrifice. 
 
He gave the most prominent place to the sermon, which was another departure from previous 
custom. He arranged three services on Sunday, each with a sermon: early in the morning, chiefly 
for servants; the mass at nine or ten; and in the afternoon a discourse from a text in the Old 
Testament. On Monday and Tuesday in the morning the Ten Commandments, the Creed, and the 
Lord’s Prayer were to be taught; on Wednesday, the Gospel of Matthew; on Saturday, the Gospel 
of John; on Thursday, the Epistle lessons should be explained. The boys of the school were to 
recite daily some Psalms in Latin, and then read alternately one or more chapters of the New 
Testament in Latin and German. 
 
Luther introduced the new order with the approval of the Elector in October, 1525, and published 
it early in 1526. {630} The chief service on Sunday embraces a German hymn or psalm; the Kyrie 
Eleison, and Gloria in Excelsis (Allein Gott in der Hoh sei Ehr); a short collect, and the Epistle 
for the day; a hymn; the Gospel for the day sung by the Minister; the Nicene Creed recited by the 
whole congrega-tion; a sermon on the Gospel; the Lord’s Prayer; exhortation; the holy 



communion, the words of institution sung by the minister (this being the consecration of the 
elements), with singing of the Sanctus, {Isaiah 6:1-4, rendered into German by Luther} the 
Benedictus, the Agnus Dei {John 1:29} or in German "O Lamm Gottes unschuldig" (by Decius), 
followed by the distribution, the collection, and benediction. Omitting the canon missae, or the 
offering of the sacrifice of Christ’s body, the new order was substantially the same as the old, 
only translated into German. 
 
Melanchthon says in the Augsburg Confession of 1530: {631} "Our churches are wrongfully 
accused of having abolished the mass. For the mass is retained still among us, and celebrated with 
great reverence; yea, and almost all the ceremonies that are in use, saving that with the things 
sung in Latin we mingle certain things sung in German at various parts of the service, which are 
added for the people’s instruction. For therefore alone we have need of ceremonies, that they may 
teach the unlearned." 
 
Luther regarded ceremonies, the use of clerical robes, candles on the altar, the attitude of the 
minister in prayer, as matters of indifference which may be retained or abolished. In the revision 
of the baptismal service, 1526, he abolished the use of salt, spittle, and oil, but retained the 
exorcism in an abridged form. He also retained the public confession and absolution, and 
recommended private confession of sin to the minister. {632} 
 
The Lutheran churches in Northern Germany and in Scandinavia adopted the order of Wittenberg 
with sundry modifications; but the Lutheran churches in Southern Germany (Wurtemberg, Baden, 
Palatinate, Alsace) followed the simpler type of the Swiss service. 
 
The Lutheran order of worship underwent some radical changes in the eighteenth century under 
the influence of rationalism; the spirit of worship cooled down; the weekly communion was 
abolished; the sermon degenerated into a barren moral discourse; new liturgies and hymnbooks 
with all sorts of misimprovements were introduced. But in recent times, we may say since the 
third centennial celebration of the Reformation (1817), there has been a gradual revival of the 
liturgical spirit in different parts of Germany, with a restoration of many devotional treasures of 
past ages. There is, however, no uniform Lutheran liturgy, like the Common Prayer Book of the 
Church of England. Each Lutheran state church has its own liturgy and hymnbook. 
 
{625} i e., all spirit, nothing but spirit, (without the article, as in the margin of the Revised 
Version), according to the Greek: pneuma (emphatically put first) oqeov, in opposition to all 
materialistic conceptions and local limitations. Compare the parallel expressions: "God is love," 
{1 John 4:8} "God is light," {1 John 1:5} where neither the definite nor the indefinite article is 
admissible. 
 
{626} logikh; latreiva, Romans 12:1; comp. the "spiritual sacrifices" (pneumatikai; qusivai), 1 
Pet. 2:5 
 
{627} Missae de sanctis, missae votivae missae pro defunctis. Melanchthon, in the Apology of the 
Augsburg Confession, art. XXIV., says: "The fact that we hold only public or common mass is no 
offense against the Catholic Church. For in the Greek churches even to-day private masses are not 
held; but there is only a public mass, and that on the Lord’s Day and festivals." Masses for the 
dead, which date from Pope Gregory I., imply, of course, the doctrine of purgatory, and were 
among the crying abuses of the church. 
 
{628} "Wenn ichs vermochte," he says in his tract on the German Mass, January, 1526, "und die 
griechische und ebraische Sprache ware uns so gemein als die lateinischen und hatte so 



vielfeiner Musica und Gesangs als die lateinische hat, so sollte man einen Sonntag um den 
andern in alten vier Sprachen, deutsch, lateinisch, griechisch und ebraisch, Messe halten, singen, 
und lesen." Such a polyglot service was never even attempted except at the Propaganda in Rome. 
Melanchthon (Apol. Conf. Aug., art. XXIV.) defends the use of a Latin along with German hymns 
in public worship. 
 
{629} The canon missae ("Te igitur," etc.), embraces five or six prayers bearing upon the 
consecration and the offering of Christ’s body. It begins with an intercession for the Pope and all 
orthodox Catholics. Janssen says (III. 64): "In der Messe liess Luther den Canon, den Kern und 
das Wesen der katholischen Messe, fort," and unfairly adds: "Das Volk jedoch sollte dieses nicht 
wissen." As if Luther were the man to deceive the people! 
 
{630} Deutsche Messe und Ordnung des Gottesdiensts, with musical notes for the parts to be 
sung. 
 
{631} Part II. art. III. Comp. his "Apology of the Conf.," art. XXIV., Deuteronomy missa. 
 
{632} The Augsburg Confession, Part II. art. IV., says: "Confession is not abolished in our 
churches. For it is not usual to communicate the body of our Lord, except to those who have been 
previously examined and absolved.... Men are taught that they should highly regard absolution, 
inasmuch as it is God’s voice, and pronounced by God’s commsand."  



81. Prominent Features of Evangelical Worship. 
 
Taking a wider view of the subject, we may emphasize the following characteristic features of 
evangelical worship, as compared with that of the Latin and Greek churches: 
 
1. The prominence given to the sermon, or the exposition and application of the word of God. It 
became the chief part of divine service, and as regards importance took the place of the mass. 
Preaching was the special function of the bishops, but sadly neglected by them, and is even now 
in Roman-Catholic countries usually confined to the season of Lent. The Roman worship is 
complete without a sermon. The mass, moreover, is performed in a dead language, and the people 
are passive spectators rather than hearers. The altar is the throne of the Catholic priest; the pulpit 
is the throne of the Protestant preacher and pastor. The Reformers in theory and practice laid the 
greatest stress on preaching and hearing the gospel as an act of worship. 
 
Luther set the example, and was a most indefatigable and popular preacher. {633} He filled the 
pulpit of the town church alternately with Bugenhagen, the pastor, on Sundays and week-days, 
sometimes twice a day. Even in the last days of his life he delivered four sermons from the pulpit 
at Eisleben in spite of physical infirmity and pain. {634} His most popular sermons are those on 
the Gospels and Epistles of the year, collected in the Kirchenpostille, which he completed in 1525 
and 1527. Another popular collection is his Hauspostille, which contains his sermons at home, as 
taken down by Veit Dietrich and Rorer, and published in 1544 and 1559. He preached without 
notes, after meditation, under the inspiration of the moment. 
 
He was a Boanerges, the like of whom Germany never heard before or since. He had all the 
elements of a popular orator. Melanchthon said, "One is an interpreter, one a logician, another an 
orator, but Luther is all in all." Bossuet gives him credit for "a lively and impetuous eloquence by 
which he delighted and captivated his hearers." Luther observed no strict method. He usually 
followed the text, and combined exposition with application. He made Christ and the gospel his 
theme. He lived and moved in the Bible, and understood how to make it a book of life for his 
time. He always spoke from intense conviction and with an air of authority. He had an 
extraordinary faculty of expressing the profoundest thoughts in the clearest and strongest 
language for the common people. He hit the nail on the head. He was bold and brave, and spared 
neither the Devil nor the Pope nor the Sacramentarians. His polemical excursions, how-ever, are 
not always in good taste, nor in the right spirit. 
 
He disregarded the scholars among his hearers, and aimed at the common people, the women and 
children and servants. "Cursed be the preachers," he said, "who in church aim at high or hard 
things." He was never dull or tedious. He usually stopped when the hearers were at the height of 
attention, and left them anxious to come again. He censured Bugenhagen for his long sermons, of 
which people so often and justly complain. He summed up his homiletical wisdom in three rules: 
— 
 
"Start fresh; Speak out; Stop short." {635} 
 
The mass and the sermon are the chief means of edification,—the one in the Greek and Roman, 
the other in the Protestant churches. The mass memorializes symbolically, day by day, the 
sacrifice of Christ for the sins of the world; the sermon holds up the living Christ of the gospel as 
an inspiration to holy living and dying. Both may degenerate into perfunctory, mechanical 



services; but Christianity has outlived all dead masses and dry sermons, and makes its power felt 
even through the weakest instrumentalities. 
 
As preaching is an intellectual and spiritual effort, it calls for a much higher education than the 
reading of the mass from a book. A comparison of the Protestant with the Roman or Greek clergy 
at once shows the difference. 
 
2. In close connection with preaching is the stress laid on catechetical instruction. Of this we shall 
speak in a special section. 
 
3. The Lord’s Supper was restored to its primitive character as a commemoration of the atoning 
death of Christ, and a communion of believers with Him. In the Protestant system the holy 
communion is a sacrament, and requires the presence of the congregation; in the Roman system it 
is chiefly a sacrifice, and may be performed by the priest alone. The withdrawal of the cup is 
characteristic of the over-estimate of the clergy and under-estimate of the laity; and its restoration 
was not only in accordance with primitive usage, but required by the doctrine of the general 
priesthood of believers. 
 
Luther retained the weekly communion as the conclusion of the regular service on the Lord’s 
Day. In the Reformed churches it was made less frequent, but more solemn. 
 
4. The divine service was popularized by substituting the vernacular for the Latin language in 
prayer and song,—a change of incalculable consequence. 
 
5. The number of church festivals was greatly reduced, and confined to those which 
commemorate the great facts of our salvation; namely, the incarnation (Christmas), the 
redemption (Palm Sunday, Good Friday, and Easter), and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit 
(Ascension and Pentecost), with the concluding festival of the Holy Trinity. They constitute the 
nucleus of the Christian year, and a sort of chronological creed for the people. The Lutheran 
Church retained also (at least in some sections) the feasts of the Virgin Mary, of the Apostles and 
Evangelists, and of All Saints; but they have gradually gone out of use. 
 
Luther held that church festivals, and even the weekly sabbath, were abolished in principle, and 
observed only on account of the requirements of public worship and the weakness of the laity. 
{636} The righteous need no laws and ceremonies. To them all time is holy, every day a day of 
rest, and every day a day of good work. But "although," he says, "all days are free and alike, it is 
yet useful and good, yea, necessary, to keep holy one day, whether it be sabbath or Sunday or any 
other day; for God will govern the world orderly and peacefully; hence he gave six days for work, 
and the seventh for rest, that men should refresh themselves by rest, and hear the word of God." 
{637} 
 
In this view all the Reformers substantially agree, including Calvin and Knox, except that the 
latter made practically less account of the annual festivals, and more of the weekly festival. The 
Anglo-American theory of the Lord’s Day, which is based on the perpetual essential obligation of 
the Fourth Commandment, as a part of the moral law to be observed with Christian freedom in 
the light of Christ’s resurrection, is of Puritan origin at the close of the sixteenth century, and was 
first symbolically sanctioned by the Westminster standards in 1647, but has worked itself into the 
flesh and blood of all English-speaking Christendom to the great benefit of public worship and 
private devotion. {638} 
 
{633} His sermons fill 16 vols. in the Erl. ed. of his Works. 



 
{634} They were taken down in short-hand, and first published by his companion Aurifaber. In 
the Erl. ed., XVI. 209 sqq. 
 
{635} "Tritt frisch auf; Mach’s Maul auf; Hor’ bald auf." Literally: Get up freshly; Open your 
mouth widely; Be done quickly. Comp. E. Jonas, Die Kanzelberedtsamkeit Luthers, Berlin, 1852; 
Beste, Die bedeutendsten Kanzelredner der alteren luth. Kirche, 1856 (pp. 30-36); G. Garnier, 
Sur la predication de Luther, Montauban, 1876; Thomas S. Hastings, Luther as a Preacher, In 
the "Luther Symposiac" by the Professors of the Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1883. 
 
{636} "Propter necessitatem Verbi Dei" and "propter infirmos." 
 
{637} On Luther’s views of Sunday, see his explanation of the third (fourth) commandment in his 
catechisms, and Kostlin, Luthers Theologie, II. 82 sqq. 
 
{638} On the history of Sunday observance, see Hessey, Sunday; its Origin, History, etc. 
(Oxford, 1860); Gilfillan, The Sabbath (Edinb. 1861); and the author’s essay on the Christian 
Sabbath in "Christ and Christianity" (New York and London, 1885, pp. 213-291).  



82. Beginnings of Evangelical Hymnody. 
 
I. The "Wittenberg Enchiridion," 1524. The "Erfurt Enchiridion," 1524. Walter’s "Gesangbuch," 
with preface by Luther, 1524. Klug’s "Gesangbuch," by Luther, 1529, etc. Babst’s "Gesangbuch," 
1545, 5th ed. 1553. Spangenberg’s "Cantiones ecclesiasticae," 1545. See exact titles in 
Wackernagel’s Bibliographie, etc. 
 
II. C. v. Winterfeld: Luther’s geistl. Lieder nebst Stimmweisen. Leipz. 1840. Ph. Wackernagel: 
Luther’s geistl. Lieder u. Singweisen. Stuttgart, 1848. Other editions of Luther’s Hymns by Stip, 
1854; Schneider, 1856; Dreher, 1857. B. Pick: Luther as a Hymnist. Philad. 1875. Emil. 
Frommel: Luther’s Lieder und Spruche. Der singende Luther im Kranze seiner dichtenden und 
bildenden Zeitgenossen. Berlin, 1883. (Jubilee ed. with illustrations from Durer and Cranach.) L. 
W. Bacon and N. H. Allen: The Hymns of Luther set to their original melodies, with an English 
Version. New York, 1883. E. Achelis: Die Entste-hungszeit v. Luther’s geistl. Liedern. Marburg, 
1884. Danneil: Luther’s geistl. Lieder nach seinen drei Gesangbuchern von 1524, 1529, 1545. 
Frankf. -a-M., 1885. 
 
III. Aug. H. Hoffmann von Fallersleben: Geschichte des deutschen Kirchenlieds his auf Luther’s 
Zeit. Breslau, 1832; third ed., Hannover, 1861. F. A. Cunz: Gesch. des deutschen Kirchenlieds. 
Leipz. 1855, 2 parts. Julius Mutzell: Geistliche Lieder der evangelischen Kirche aus dem 16ten 
Jahrh. nach den altesten Drucken. Berlin, 1855, in 3 vols. (The same publ. afterwards Geistl. 
Lieder der ev. K. aus dem 17ten und Anfang des 18ten Jahrh. Braunschweig, 1858.) K. 
Mullenhoff and W. Scherer: Denkmaler deutscher Poesie und Prosa aus dem 8ten his 12ten 
Jahrh. Berlin, 1864. 
 
*Eduard Emil Koch (d. 1871): Geschichte des Kirchenlieds der christlichen, insbesondere der 
deutschen evangelischen Kirche. Third ed. completed and enlarged by Richard Lauxmann. 
Stuttgart, 1866-1876, in 8 vols. (The first ed. appeared in 1847; the second in 1852 and 1853, in 4 
vols.) A very useful book for German hymnody. 
 
*Philipp Wackernagel (d. 1877): Das deutsche Kirchenlied von Luther his N. Hermann und A. 
Blaurer. Stuttgart, 1842, in 2 vols. By the same: Bibliographie zur Geschichte des deutschen 
Kirchenliedes im 16ten Jahrhundert. Frankf. -a-M., 1855. *By the same: Das deutsche 
Kirchenlied von der altesten Zeit his zu Anfang des XVII Jahrhunderts. Leipzig, 1864-77, in 5 
vols. (his chief work, completed by his two sons). A monumental work of immense industry and 
pains-taking accuracy, in a department where "pedantry is a virtue." Vol. I. contains Latin hymns, 
and from pp. 365-884 additions to the bibliography. The second and following vols. are devoted 
to German hymnody, including the mediaeval (vol. II.). 
 
*A. F. W. Fischer: Kirchenlieder-Lexicon. Hymnologisch-literarische Nachweisungen uber 4,500 
der wichtigsten und verbreitetsten Kirchenlieder aller Zeiten. Gotha, 1878, ‘79, in 2 vols. K. 
Severin Meister and Wilhelm Baumker (R. C.): Das katholische deutsche Kirchenlied in seinen 
Singweisen von den fruhesten Zeiten his gegen Ende des 17ten Jahrh. Freiburg-i. -B. 1862, 2d 
vol. by Baumker, 1883. Devoted chiefly to the musical part. 
 
On the hymnody of the Reformed churches of Switzerland and France in the sixteenth century, 
Les Psaumes mis en rime franaacaise par Clement Marot et Theodore de Beze. Mis en musique a  
quatre parties par Claude Goudimel. Geneve, 1565. It contains 150 Psalms, Symeon’s Song, a 
poem on the Decalogue and 150 melodies, many of which were based on secular tunes, and found 



entrance into the Lutheran Church. A beautiful modern edition by O. Douen: Clement Marot et le 
Psautier Huguenot. Paris, 1878 and 1879, 2 vols. Weber: Geschichte des Kirchengesangs in der 
deutschen reformirten Schweiz seit der Reformation. Zurich, 1876. 
 
On the hymnody of the Bohemian and Moravian Brethren, see Wackernagel’s large work, III. 
229-350 (Nos. 255-417), and Koch, l. c. II. 114-132. 
 
Comp. the hymnological collections and discussions of Rambach, Bunsen, Knapp, Daniel, J. P. 
Lange, Stier, Stip, Geffken, Vilmar, etc. Also Schaff’s sketch of "German Hymnology," and other 
relevant articles in the forthcoming "Dictionary of Hymnology," edited by J. Julian, to be 
published by J. Murray in London and Scribner in New York, 1889. This will be the best work in 
the English language on the origin and history of Christian hymns of all ages and nations. 
 
The most valuable contribution which German Protestantism made to Christian worship is its rich 
treasury of hymns. Luther struck the key-note; the Lutheran Church followed with a luminous 
train of hymnists; the Reformed churches, first with metrical versions of the Psalms and 
appropriate tunes, afterwards with new Christian hymns. 
 
The hymn in the strict sense of the term, as a popular religious lyric, or a lyric poem in praise of 
God or Christ to be sung by the congregation in public worship, was born in Germany and 
brought to maturity with the Reformation and with the idea of the general priesthood of believers. 
The Latin Church had prepared the way, and produced some of the grandest hymns which can 
never die, as the "Dies Irae," the "Stabat mater," and the "Jesu dulcis memoria." But these and 
other Latin hymns and sequences of St. Hilary, St. Ambrose, Fortunatus, Notker, St. Bernard, St. 
Thomas Aquinas, Thomas a Celano, Jacobus de Benedictis, Adam of St. Victor, etc., were sung 
by priests and choristers, and were no more intelligible to the common people than the Latin 
Psalter and the Latin mass. {639} The reign of the Latin language in public worship, while it 
tended to preserve the unity of the church, and to facilitate literary intercourse, kept back the free 
development of a vernacular hymnody. Nevertheless, the native love of the Germans for poetry 
and song produced for private devotion a large number of sacred lyrics and versified translations 
of the Psalms and Latin hymns. As there were German Bibles before Luther’s version, so there 
were also German hymns before his time; but they were limited in use, and superseded by the 
superior products of the evangelical church. Philip Wackernagel (the most learned German 
hymnologist, and an enthusiastic admirer of Luther) gives in the second volume of his large 
collection no less than fourteen hundred and forty-eight German hymns and sequences, from 
Otfrid to Hans Sachs (inclusive) or from A. D. 868 to 1518. Nor was vernacular hymnody 
confined to Germany. St. Francis of Assisi composed the "Cantico del Sol," and Jacopone da 
Todi (the author of the "Stabat Mater") those passionate dithyrambic odes which "vibrate like 
tongues of fire," for private confraternities and domestic gatherings. {640} 
 
German Hymnody before the Reformation. 
 
In order to form a just estimate of German Protestant hymnody, we must briefly survey the 
mediaeval German hymnody. 
 
The first attempts of Teutonic church poetry are biblical epics, and the leader of the Teutonic 
Christ-singers is the Anglo-Saxon monk Caedmon of Whitby (formerly a swineherd), about 680, 
who reproduced in alliterative verse, as by inspiration, the biblical history of creation and 
redemption, and brought it home to the imagination and heart of Old England. {641} This poem, 
which was probably brought to Germany by Bonifacius and other English missionaries, inspired 
in the ninth century a similar production of an unknown Saxon (Westphalian) monk, namely, a 



poetic gospel harmony or life of Christ under the title "Heliand "(i.e., Heiland, Healer, Saviour). 
{642} About the same time (c. 870), Otfrid of Weissenburg in the Alsace, a Benedictine monk, 
educated at Fulda and St. Gall, versified the gospel history in the Alemannian dialect, in fifteen 
hundred verses, divided into stanzas, each stanza consisting of four rhymed lines. {643} 
 
These three didactic epics were the first vernacular Bibles for the laity among the Western 
barbarians. {644} 
 
The lyric church poetry and music began with the "Kyrie Eleison" and "Christe Eleison," which 
passed from the Greek church into the Latin as a response of the people, especially on the high 
festivals, and was enlarged into brief poems called (from the refrain) Kirleisen, or Leisen, also 
Leichen. These enlarged cries for mercy are the first specimens of German hymns sung by the 
people. The oldest dates from the ninth century, called the "Leich vom heiligen Petrus," in three 
stanzas, the first of which reads thus in English: — 
 
Our Lord delivered power to St. Peter, 
 
That he may preserve the man who hopes in Him. 
 
Lord, have mercy upon us! 
 
Christ, have mercy upon us! {645} 
 
One of the best and most popular of these Leisen, but of much later date, is the Easter hymn, 
 
Christ is erstanden 
 
von der marter alle, 
 
des sul [sollen] wir alle fro sein, 
 
Christ sol unser trost sein. 
 
Kyrie leyson. {646} 
 
Penitential hymns in the vernacular were sung by the Flagellants (the Geisslergesellschaften), 
who in the middle of the fourteenth century, during a long famine and fearful pestilence (the 
"Black Death," 1348), passed in solemn processions with torches, crosses, and banners, through 
Germany and other countries, calling upon the people to repent and to prepare for the judgment to 
come. {647} 
 
Some of the best Latin hymns, as the "Te Deum," the "Gloria in excelsis," the "Pange lingua," the 
"Veni Creator Spiritus," the "Ave Maria," the "Stabat Mater," the "Lauda, Sion, Salvatorem," St. 
Bernard’s "Jesu dulcis memoria," and "Salve caput cruentatum," were repeatedly translated long 
before the Reformation. Sometimes the words of the original were curiously mixed with the 
vernacular, as in the Christmas hymn, — 
 
In dulci jubilo 
 
Nun singet und seit fro! 
 



Unsres Herzens Wonne 
 
Leit in praesepio 
 
Und leuchtet wie die Sonne 
 
In matris gremio 
 
Alpha es et O. {648} 
 
A Benedictine monk, John of Salzburg, prepared a number of translations from the Latin at the 
request of his archbishop, Pilgrim, in 1366, and was rewarded by him with a parish. {649} 
 
The "Minnesanger" of the thirteenth century—among whom Gottfried of Strassburg and Walther 
von der Vogelweide are the most eminent—glorified love, mingling the earthly and heavenly, the 
sexual and spiritual, after the model of Solomon’s Song. The Virgin Mary was to them the type of 
pure, ideal womanhood. Walther cannot find epithets enough for her praise. 
 
The mystic school of Tauler in the fourteenth century produced a few hymns full of glowing love 
to God. Tauler is the author of the Christmas poem, — 
 
"Uns kommt ein Schiff geladen," 
 
and of hymns of love to God, one of which begins, — 
 
Ich muss die Creaturen fliehen 
 
Und suchen Herzensinnigkeit, 
 
Soll ich den Geist zu Gotte ziehen, 
 
Auf dass er bleib in Reinigkeit. {650} 
 
The "Meistersanger" of the fifteenth century were, like the "Minnesanger," fruitful in hymns to 
the Virgin Mary. One of them begins, — 
 
Maria zart von edler Art 
 
Ein Ros ohn alle Dornen. 
 
From the middle ages have come down also some of the best tunes, secular and religious. {651} 
 
The German hymnody of the middle ages, like the Latin, overflows with hagiolatry and 
Mariolatry. Mary is even clothed with divine attributes, and virtually put in the place of Christ, or 
of the Holy Spirit, as the fountain of all grace. The most pathetic of Latin hymns, the "Stabat 
mater dolorosa," which describes with overpowering effect the piercing agony of Mary at the 
cross, and the burning desire of being identified with her in sympathy, is disfigured by 
Mariolatry, and therefore unfit for evangelical worship without some omissions or changes. The 
great and good Bonaventura, who wrote the Passion hymn, "Recordare sanctae crucis," applied 
the whole Psalter to the Virgin in his "Psalterium B. Mariae," or Marian Psalter, where the name 



of Mary is substituted for that of the Lord. It was also translated into German, and repeatedly 
printed. {652} 
 
"Through all the centuries from Otfrid to Luther" (says Wackernagel), {653} "we meet with the 
idolatrous veneration of the Virgin Mary. There are hymns which teach that she pre-existed with 
God at the creation, that all things were created in her and for her, and that God rested in her on 
the seventh day." One of the favorite Mary-hymns begins, — 
 
Dich, Frau vom Himmel, ruf ich an, 
 
In diesen grossen Nothen mein. {654} 
 
Hans Sachs afterwards characteristically changed it into 
 
"Christum vom Himmel ruf ich-an." 
 
The mediaeval hymnody celebrates Mary as the queen of heaven, as the "eternal womanly," 
which draws man insensibly heavenward. {655} It resembles the Sixtine Madonna who carries 
the Christ-child in her arms. 
 
German Hymnody of the Reformation. 
 
The evangelical church substituted the worship of Christ, as our only Mediator and Advocate, for 
the worship of his virgin-mother. It reproduced and improved the old Latin and vernacular hymns 
and tunes, and produced a larger number of original ones. It introduced congregational singing in 
the place of the chanting of priests and choirs. The hymn became, next to the German Bible and 
the German sermon, the most powerful missionary of the evangelical doctrines of sin and 
redemption, and accompanied the Reformation in its triumphal march. Printed as tracts, the 
hymns were scattered wide and far, and sung in the house, the school, the church, and on the 
street. Many of them survive to this day, and kindle the flame of devotion. 
 
To Luther belongs the extraordinary merit of having given to the German people in their own 
tongue, and in a form eclipsing and displacing all former versions, the Bible, the catechism, and 
the hymn-book, so that God might speak directly to them in His word, and that they might 
directly speak to Him in their songs. He was a musician also, and composed tunes to some of his 
hymns. {656} He is the Ambrose of German church poetry and church music. He wrote thirty-
seven hymns. {657} Most of them (twenty-one) date from the year 1524; the first from 1523, 
soon after the completion of his translation of the New Testament; the last two from 1543, three 
years before his death. The most original and best known,—we may say the most Luther-like and 
most Reformer-like—is that heroic battle- and victory-hymn of the Reformation, which has so 
often been reproduced in other languages, and resounds in all German lands with mighty effect on 
great occasions: — 
 
"Ein’ feste Burg ist unser Gott." 
 
(A tower of strength is this our God.) {658} 
 
This mighty poem is based upon the forty-sixth Psalm (Deus noster refugium et virtus) which 
furnished the key-note. It was born of deep tribulation and conquering faith, in the disastrous year 
1527 (not 1521, or 1529, or 1530), and appeared first in print in 1528. {659} 
 



Luther availed himself with his conservative tact of all existing helps for the benefit of public 
worship and private devotion. Most of his hymns and tunes rest on older foundations partly Latin, 
partly German. Some of them were inspired by Hebrew Psalms. To these belong, besides, "Ein 
feste Burg," {Psalm 46} the following: — 
 
"Aus tiefer Noth schrei ich zu dir" (1523). 
 
(Out of the depths I cry to Thee. Psalm 130) 
 
"Ach Gott, vom Himmel sieh darein" (1523). 
 
(Help, Lord, look down from heaven above. Psalm 12) 
 
On the second chapter of Luke, which is emphatically the gospel of children, are based his truly 
childlike Christmas songs, — 
 
"Vom Himmel hoch da komm ich her" (1535), 
 
(From heaven high to earth I come,) 
 
and 
 
"Vom Himmel kam der Engel Schaar" (1543). 
 
(From heaven came the angel hosts.) 
 
Others are free reproductions of Latin hymns, either directly from the original, or on the basis of 
an older German version: as, — 
 
"Herr Gott, dich loben wir" (1543). 
 
(Te Deum laudamus.) 
 
"Komm, Gott, Schopfer, heiliger Geist" (1524). 
 
(Veni, Creator Spiritus.) 
 
"Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland" (1524). 
 
(Veni, Redemptor gentium.) 
 
"Gelobet seist du, Jesus Christ" (1524). 
 
(Grates nunc omnes reddamus.) 
 
"Mitten wir im Leben sind" (1524). 
 
(Media vita in morte sumus.) 
 
"Nun bitten wir den heiligen Geist" (1524). 
 



(Now we pray to the Holy Ghost.) 
 
"Christ lag in Todesbanden" (1524). 
 
(In the bonds of death He lay.) 
 
("Surrexit Christus hodie.") {660} 
 
Among his strictly original hymns are, — 
 
"Nun freut euch, lieben Christen g’mein" (1523). 
 
(Rejoice, rejoice, dear flock of Christ.) 
 
Bunsen calls this, "the first(?) voice of German church-song, which flashed with the power of 
lightning through all German lands, in praise of the eternal decree of redemption of the human 
race and of the gospel of freedom." 
 
Erhalt uns Herr bei deinem Wort, 
 
Und steur des Papsts und Turken Mord (1541). 
 
This is directed against the Pope and the Turk, as the chief enemies of Christ and his church in 
Luther’s days. {661} 
 
The stirring song of the two evangelical proto-martyrs at Brussels in 1523, — 
 
"Ein neues Lied wir heben-an." — 
 
is chronologically his first, and not a hymn in the proper sense of the term, but had an irresistible 
effect, especially the tenth stanza, — 
 
Die Asche will nicht lassen ab, 
 
Sie staubt in alten Landen, 
 
Hie hilft kein Bach, Loch, Grub noch Grab, 
 
Sie macht den Feind zu Schanden. 
 
Die er im Leben durch den Mord, 
 
Zu schweigen hat gedrungen 
 
Die muss er todt an altem Ort 
 
Mit aller Stimm und Zungen 
 
Gar frolich lassen singen. {662} 
 
Their ashes will not rest and lie, 



 
But scattered far and near, 
 
Stream, dungeon, bolt, and grave defy, 
 
Their foeman’s shame and fear. 
 
Those whom alive the tyrant’s wrongs 
 
To silence could subdue, 
 
He must, when dead, let sing the songs 
 
And in all languages and tongues 
 
Resound the wide world through. 
 
Luther’s hymns are characterized, like those of St. Ambrose, by simplicity and strength, and a 
popular churchly tone. But, unlike those of St. Ambrose and the Middle Ages, they breathe the 
bold, confident, joyful spirit of justifying faith, which was the beating heart of his theology and 
piety. 
 
Luther’s hymns passed at once into common use in church and school, and sung the Reformation 
into the hearts of the people. Hans Sachs of Nurnberg saluted him as the nightingale of 
Wittenberg. {663} How highly his contemporaries thought of them, may be inferred from 
Cyriacus Spangenberg, likewise a hymnist, who said in his preface to the "Cithara Lutheri" 
(1569): "Of all master-singers since the days of the apostles, Luther is the best. In his hymns you 
find not an idle or useless word. The rhymes are easy and good, the words choice and proper, the 
meaning clear and intelligible, the melodies lovely and hearty, and, in summa, all is so rare and 
majestic, so full of pith and power, so cheering and comforting, that you will not find his equal, 
much less his master." 
 
Before Luther’s death (1546), there appeared no less than forty-seven Lutheran hymn- and tune-
books. The first German evangelical hymn-book, the so-called "Wittenberg Enchiridion." was 
printed in the year 1524, and contained eight hymns, four of them by Luther, three by Speratus, 
one by an unknown author. The "Erfurt Enchiridion" of the same year numbered twenty-five 
hymns, of which eighteen were from Luther. The hymn-book of Walther, also of 1524, contained 
thirty-two German and five Latin hymns, with a preface of Luther. Klug’s Gesangbuch by Luther, 
Wittenberg, 1529, had fifty (twenty-eight of Luther); Babst’s of 1545 (printed at Leipzig), eighty-
nine; and the fifth edition of 1553, a hundred and thirty-one hymns. {664} 
 
This rapid increase of hymns and hymn-books continued after Luther’s death. We can only 
mention the names of the principal hymnists who were inspired by his example. 
 
Justus Jonas (1493-1555), Luther’s friend and colleague, wrote, — 
 
"Wo Gott, der Herr, nicht bei uns halt". {Psalm 124} 
 
(If God were not upon our side.) 
 



Paul Ebert (1511-1569), the faithful assistant of Melanchthon, and professor of Hebrew in 
Wittenberg, is the author of 
 
"Wenn wir in hochsten Nothen sein," 
 
(When in the hour of utmost need,) 
 
and 
 
"Herr Jesu Christ, wahr’r Mensch und Gott." 
 
(Lord Jesus Christ, true man and God.) 
 
Burkhard Waldis of Hesse (1486-1551) versified the Psalter. 
 
Erasmus Alber (d. in Mecklenburg, 1553) wrote twenty hymns which Herder and Gervinus 
thought almost equal to Luther’s. 
 
Lazarus Spengler of Nurnberg (1449-1534) wrote about 1522 a hymn on sin and redemption, 
which soon became very popular, although it is didactic rather than poetic: - 
 
"Durch Adam’s Fall ist ganz verderbt." 
 
Hans Sachs (1494-1576), the shoemaker-poet of Nurnberg, was the most fruitful "Meistersanger" 
of that period, and wrote some spiritual hymns as well; but only one of them is still in use: — 
 
"Warum betrubst du dich, mein Herz?" 
 
(Why doest thou vex thyself, my heart?) 
 
Veit Dietrich, pastor of St. Sebaldus in Nurnberg (d. 1549), wrote: — 
 
"Bedenk, o Mensch, die grosse Gnad." 
 
(Remember, man, the wondrous grace.) 
 
Markgraf Albrecht of Brandenburg (d. 1557), is the author of: — 
 
"Was mein Gott will, gescheh allzeit." 
 
(Thy will, my God, be always done.) 
 
Paul Speratus, his court-chaplain at Konigsberg (d. 1551), contributed three hymns to the first 
German hymn-book (1524), of which— 
 
"Es ist das Heil uns kommen her" 
 
(To us salvation now has come) 
 
is the best, though more didactic than lyric, and gives rhymed expression to the doctrine of 
justification by faith. 



 
Schneesing’s 
 
"Allein zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ" 
 
(To Thee alone, Lord Jesus Christ) 
 
appeared first in 1545, and is used to this day. 
 
Mathesius, the pupil and biographer of Luther, and pastor at Joachimsthal in Bohemia (1504-65), 
wrote a few hymns. Nicolaus Hermann, his cantor and friend (d. 1561), is the author of a hundred 
and seventy-six hymns, especially for children, and composed popular tunes. Nicolaus Decius, 
first a monk, then an evangelical pastor at Stettin (d. 1541), reproduced the Gloria in Excelsis in 
his well-known 
 
"Allein Gott in der Hoh sei Ehr" (1526), 
 
and the eucharistic Agnus Dei in his 
 
"O Lamm Gottes unschuldig" (1531). 
 
He also composed the tunes. 
 
The German hymnody of the Reformation period was enriched by hymns of the Bohemian 
Brethren. Two of them, Michael Weisse (d. 1542) and Johann Horn, prepared free translations. 
Weisse was a native German, but joined the Brethren, and was sent by them as a delegate to 
Luther in 1522, who at first favored them before they showed their preference for the Reformed 
doctrine of the sacraments. One of the best known of these Bohemian hymns is the Easter song 
(1531): — 
 
"Christus ist erstanden." 
 
(Christ the Lord is risen.) 
 
We cannot follow in detail the progress of German hymnody. It flows from the sixteenth century 
down to our days in an unbroken stream, and reflects German piety in the sabbath dress of poetry. 
It is by far the richest of all hymnodies. {665} 
 
The number of German’ hymns cannot fall short of one hundred thousand. Dean Georg Ludwig 
von Hardenberg of Halberstadt, in the year 1786, prepared a hymnological catalogue of the first 
lines of 72,733 hymns (in five volumes preserved in the library of Halberstadt). This number was 
not complete at that time, and has considerably increased since. About ten thousand have become 
more or less popular, and passed into different hymn-books. Fischer {666} gives the first lines of 
about five thousand of the best, many of which were overlooked by Von Hardenberg. 
 
We may safely say that nearly one thousand of these hymns are classical and immortal. This is a 
larger number than can be found in any other language. 
 
To this treasury of German song, several hundred men and women, of all ranks and conditions,—
theologians and pastors, princes and princesses, generals and statesmen, physicians and jurists, 
merchants and travelers, laborers and private persons,—have made contributions, laying them on 



the common altar of devotion. The majority of German hymnists are Lutherans, the rest German 
Reformed (as Neander and Tersteegen), or Moravians (Zinzendorf and Gregor), or belong to the 
United Evangelical Church. Many of these hymns, and just those possessed of the greatest vigor 
and unction, full of the most exulting faith and the richest comfort, had their origin amid the 
conflicts and storms of the Reformation, or the fearful devastations and nameless miseries of the 
Thirty Years’ War; others belong to the revival period of the pietism of Spener, and the Moravian 
Brotherhood of Zinzendorf, and reflect the earnest struggle after holiness, the fire of the first love, 
and the sweet enjoyment of the soul’s intercourse with her heavenly Bridegroom; not a few of 
them sprang up even in the cold and prosy age of "illumination" and rationalism, like flowers 
from dry ground, or Alpine roses on fields of snow; others, again, proclaim, in fresh and joyous 
tones, the dawn of reviving faith in the land where the Reformation had its birth. Thus these 
hymns constitute a book of devotion and poetic confession of faith for German Protestantism, a 
sacred band which encircles its various periods, an abiding memorial of its struggles and 
victories, its sorrows and joys, a mirror of its deepest experiences, and an eloquent witness for the 
all-conquering and invincible life-power of the evangelical Christian faith. 
 
The treasures of German hymnody have enriched the churches of other tongues, and passed into 
Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, French, Dutch, and modern English and American hymn-books. 
 
John Wesley was the first of English divines who appreciated its value; and while his brother 
Charles produced an immense number of original hymns, John freely reproduced several hymns 
of Paul Gerhardt, Tersteegen, and Zinzendorf. The English Moravian hymn-book as revised by 
Montgomery contains about a thousand abridged (but mostly indifferent) translations from the 
German. In more recent times several accomplished writers, male and female, have vied with 
each other in translations and transfusions of German hymns. 
 
Among the chief English translators are Miss Frances Elizabeth Cox; {667} Arthur Tozer Russell; 
{668} Richard Massie; {669} Miss Catherine Winkworth; {670} Mrs. Eric Findlater and her 
sister, Miss Jane Borthwick, of the Free Church of Scotland, who modestly conceal their names 
under the letters "H. L. L." (Hymns from the Land of Luther); {671} James W. Alexander, {672} 
Henry Mills, {673} John Kelly, {674} not to mention many others who have furnished admirable 
translations of one or more hymns for public or private hymnological collections. {675} 
 
English and American hymnody began much later than the German, but comes next to it in 
fertility, is enriching itself constantly by transfusions of Greek, Latin, and German, as well as by 
original hymns, and may ultimately surpass all hymnodies. 
 
{639} On Greek and Latin hymnology and the literature, see Schaff, Church History, III. 575 
sqq., and IV. 402 sqq. and 416 sqq. 
 
{640} Comp. Ozanam, Les poetes Franciscains en Italie au 13eme siecle. Paris, 1852. 
 
{641} Bouterweck, Caedmon’s des Angelsachsen biblische Dichtungen, Elberfeld, 1849-54. 
Bosanquet, The Fall of Man, or Paradise Lost of Caedmon, translated in verse from the Anglo-
Saxon, London, 1860. 
 
{642} E. Sievers, Der Heliand und die angelsachsische Genesis. Halle, 1875. 
 
{643} Flacius first edited Otfrid’s Evangelienbuch (Evangeliorum liber), Bas. 1571. Recent 
editions by Graff, under the title Krist, Konigsberg, 1831; and Kelle, Otfrid’s Evang.-buch, 



Regensb. 1856 and 1859, 2 vols. Specimens in Wackernagel’s D. Kirchenlied (the large work), 
vol. ii. 3-21. A translation into modern German by G. Rapp, Gotha, 1858. 
 
{644} Comp. Hammerich, Aelteste christliche Epik der Angelsachsen, Deutschen und 
Nordlander. Translated from the Danish by Michelsen, 1874. 
 
{645} Wackernagel, II. 22, published the whole hymn from a manuscript in Munich. 
 
{646} Wackernagel, II. 43 sq., gives several forms. They were afterwards much enlarged. In a 
Munich manuscript of the fifteenth century, a Latin verse is coupled with the German:— 
 
Christus surrexit, 
 
mala nostra texit, 
 
et quos hic dilexit 
 
hos ad coelum vexit 
 
Kyrie leyson. 
 
{647} See specimens in Koch, I. 194 sq., and in Wackernagel, II. 333 sqq. 
 
{648} Several forms in Wackernagel, II. 
 
{649} Wackernagel (II. 409 sqq.) gives forty-three of his hymns from several manuscripts in the 
libraries at Munich and Vienna. 
 
{650} Wackernagel, II. 302 sqq.; Koch, I. 191. 
 
{651} Meister and Baumker, in the Katholische deutsche Kirchenlied in seinen Singweisen, give a 
collection of these catholic tunes, partly from unpublished manuscript sources. They 
acknowledge, however, the great merit of the Protestant hymnologists who have done the pioneer 
work in mediaeval church poetry and music, especially Winterfeld and Wackernagel. 
 
{652} Wackernagel, in his Biblogr., p. 454 sqq., gives extracts from an edition printed at 
Nurnberg, 1521. 
 
{653} II p. xiii.; compare Nos. 222, 226, 728, 870, 876. 
 
{654} Wackernagel, II. 799 sqq., gives this hymn in several forms. It was sung on the feast of the 
Nativity of Mary, and at other times. 
 
{655} I allude, of course, to the mystic conclusion of the second part of Goethe’s Faust:— 
 
"Das Ewig-Weibliche zieht uns hinan." 
 
{656} According to Koch (I. 470), Luther is certainly the author of the tunes to "Ein feste Burg," 
and to "Jesaja dem Propheten das geschah," and probably of six more; the tunes to the other 
Luther-hymns are of older or of uncertain origin. 
 



{657} Wackernagel, III. 1-31, gives fifty-four Luther-poems, including the variations, and some 
which cannot be called hymns, as the praise of "Frau Musica," and "Wider Herzog Heinrich von 
Braunschweig." 
 
{658} Carlyle’s translation,— 
 
"A safe stronghold our God is still," 
 
is upon the whole the best because of its rugged vigor and martial ring. Heine called this hymn 
the Marseillaise of the Reformation; but it differs as widely from the Marseillaise as the German 
Reformation differs from the godless French Revolution. 
 
{659} The hymn appears in Joseph Klug’s Gesangbuch of 1529 (and in a hymn-book of 
Augsburg, 1529), and to that year it is assigned by Wackernagel (III. 20), Koch, and also by 
Kostlin in the first ed. of his large biography of M. Luther (1875, vol. II. 127), as a protest against 
the Diet of Speier held in that year. But since the discovery of an older print apparently from 
February, 1528, Kostlin has changed his view in favor of 1527, the year of the pestilence and 
Luther’s severest spiritual and physical trials. He says (I. c. II. 182, second and third ed.): "Aus 
jener schwersten Zeit, welche Luther bis Ende des Jahres 1527 durchzu-machen hatte, ist wohl 
das gewaltigste seiner Lieder, das ‘Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott,’ hervorgegangen." Schneider 
(1856) first fixed upon Nov. 1, 1527, as the birthday of this hymn from internal reasons, and 
Knaake (1881) added new ones. The deepest griefs and highest faith often meet. Justinus Kemer 
sings:— 
 
Poesie ist tiefes Schmerzen, 
 
Und es kommt das schonste Lied 
 
Nur aus einem Menschenherzen, 
 
Das ein tiefes Leid durchgluht. 
 
{660} The third stanza of this resurrection hymn is very striking:— 
 
Es war ein wunderlicher Krieg, 
 
Da Tod und Leben rungen: 
 
Das Leben das behielt den Sieg, 
 
Es hat den Tod verschlungen. 
 
Die Schrift hat verkundet das, 
 
Wie da ein Tod den andern frass, 
 
Ein Spott aus dem Tod ist worden. 
 
Hallelujah! 
 
That was a wondrous war, I trow, 



 
When Life and Death together fought; 
 
But Life hath triumphed o’er his foe. 
 
Death is mocked and set at naught. 
 
‘Tis even as the Scripture saith, 
 
Christ through death hath conquered Death. 
 
{661} The second line, which was very offensive to the Papists, is changed in most modern 
hymnbooks into,— 
 
"Und steure alter Feinde Mord." 
 
{662} See the whole in Wackernagel, III. 3, 4. Thomas Fuller says of the ashes of Wiclif, that the 
brook Swift, into which they were cast (1428), "conveyed them into the Avon, the Avon into 
Severn, Severn into the narrow seas, they into the main ocean; and thus the ashes of Wiclif are the 
emblems of his doctrine, which now is dispersed all the world over." 
 
{663} Die wittenbergisch Nachtigall, 
 
Die man jetzt horet uberall. 
 
{664} See Koch, I. 246 sqq., and Wackernagel’s Bibliographie, p. 66 sqq. 
 
{665} It is characteristic of the voluminous Ultramontane work of Janssen, that it has not a word 
to say about the hymnological enrichment of public worship and Christian piety by Luther and his 
followers. 
 
{666} In his Kirchenlieder-Lexicon, 1878. 
 
{667} Sacred Hymns from the German, London, 1841, new ed. with German text, 1865. 
 
{668} Psalms and Hymns, partly original, partly selected, for the use of the Church of England, 
Cambridge, 1851. Many of the pieces are from the German. He contributed most of the 
translations to Ernest Bunsen’s Hymns for Public Worship and Private Devotion, London, 1848. 
 
{669} Luther’s Spiritual Songs, London, 1854; and Lyra Domestica, translations from Spitta’s 
Psaltery and Harp, London, 1860; second series, 1864. 
 
{670} Lyra Germanica, first and second series, Lond. and N. Y., 1855 and 1858, in several 
editions. Also the beautiful Chorale Book for England, London, 1863, which contains many 
hymns from the Lyra Germanica, partly remodelled, with seventy-two others translated by the 
same lady, together with the old tunes edited by Bennet and Goldschmidt. Several translations of 
Miss C. W., especially from Paul Gerhardt, have passed into hymn-books. Comp. Theo. Kubler, 
Historical Notices to the Lyra Germanica (dedicated to Miss C. W.), London, 1865. 
 
{671} Hymns from the Land of Luther, translated from the German by H. L. L., Edinburgh and 
New York, in 4, parts, 1854; fifth ed., Edinb. 1884 (15th thousand), enlarged by the Alpine Lyrics 



of Mrs. Meta Heusser. The translations of Miss Borthwick reproduce the spirit rather than the 
letter of the original. Several of them have become more widely known through hymnbooks and 
private collections: as Franck’s eucharistic hymn, "Schmucke dich, Oliebe Seele." "Soul, arise, 
dispel thy sadness;" Gerhardt’s "Ich bin ein Gast auf Erden." "A pilgrim and a stranger, I journey 
here below;" Tersteegen’s "Gott rufet noch." "God calling yet;" Schmolck’s "Mein Jesu, wie Du 
willst, So lass mich allzeit wollen" "My Jesus, as Thou wilt;" Zinzendorf’s "Jesu, geh voran." 
"Jesus, still lead on;" Spitta’s "Was macht ihr, dass ihr weinet." "What mean ye by this wailing" 
and his "Angel of Patience" ("Es zieht ein stiller Engel." "A gentle angel walketh throughout this 
world of woe"); Lange’s "Was kein Auge hat gesehen." "What no human eye hath seen;" Mrs. 
Heusser’s "Noch ein wenig Schweiss und Thranen," "A few more conflicts, toils and tears;" "O 
Jesu Christ, mein Leben." "O Christ, my Life, my Saviour;" besides other religious lyrics which 
are not intended for hymns. Miss Borthwick has since published Lyra Christiana, a Treasury of 
Sacred Poetry, edited by H. L. L., Edinb. 1888, which contains a few German poems, but is 
mostly selected from English sources. 
 
{672} Presbyterian minister in New York City, died 1859. He Is the best translator of Gerhardt’s 
"O Haupt voll Blut und Wunden" ("O sacred Head, now wounded"), and several other famous 
hymns, German and Latin. His translations were first published in Schaff’s "Kirchenfreund" or 
1849-’51 (with the originals), then in the "Mercersburg Review" for 1869, pp. 304 sqq., 414 sqq., 
and have since passed into many American hymn-books. 
 
{673} Horae Germanicae, Auburn and New York, 1845, 2d ed. 1856. Mills was professor of 
biblical criticism in the Presbyterian Theol. Seminary at Auburn, N. Y., and died 1867. 
 
{674} Paul Gerhardt’s Spiritual Songs, London, 1867. 
 
{675} e.g., for Schaff’s Christ in Song, New York, 1868, and London, 1870. In my German 
Hymn-book (Philad. 1859, revised and enlarged ed., 1874), I have noted the English translations 
as far as I knew them.  



83. Common Schools. 
 
Luther: An-die Rathsherren aller Stadte deutschen Landes, dass sie christliche Schulen aufrichten 
und halten sollen. Wittenberg, 1524. The book appeared in the same year in Latin (De 
constituendis scholis), with a preface of Melanchthon, the probable translator, at Hagenau. In 
Walch, x. 533; in the Erlangen. ed., xxii. 168-199. 
 
Church and school go together. The Jewish synagogue was a school. Every Christian church is a 
school of piety and virtue for old and young. The mediaeval church was the civilizer and 
instructor of the barbarians, founded the convent and cathedral schools, and the great universities 
of Paris (1209), Bologna, Padua, Oxford, Cambridge, St. Andrews, Glasgow, Salamanca, Alcala, 
Toledo, Prague (1348), Vienna (1365), Heidelberg (1386), Cologne (1388), Erfurt (1393), 
Leipzig (1409), Basel (1460), Ingolstadt (1472), Tubingen (1477), Wittenberg (1502), etc. But 
education in the middle ages was aristocratic, and confined to the clergy and a very few laymen 
of the higher classes. The common people were ignorant and superstitious, and could neither read 
nor write. Even noblemen signed their name with a cross. Books were rare and dear. The 
invention of the printing-press prepared the way for popular education. The Reformation first 
utilized the press on a large scale, and gave a powerful impulse to common schools. The genius 
of Protestantism favors the general diffusion of knowledge. It elevates the laity, emancipates 
private judgment, and stimulates the sense of personal responsibility. Every man should be 
trained to a position of Christian freedom and self-government. 
 
Luther discussed this subject first in his Address to the German Nobility (1520). In 1524 he wrote 
a special book in which he urged the civil magistrates of all the cities of Germany to improve 
their schools, or to establish new ones for boys and girls; this all the more since the zeal for 
monastic institutions had declined, and the convents were fast getting empty. He wisely 
recommended that a portion of the property of churches and convents be devoted to this purpose, 
instead of being wasted on secular objects, or on avaricious princes and noblemen. He makes 
great account of the study of languages, and skillfully refutes the objections. A few extracts will 
give the best idea of this very useful little book on a most important subject. 
 
"Grace and peace from God our Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ Although I am now 
excommunicated for three years, and should keep silent if I feared men more than God,... I will 
speak as long as I live, until the righteousness of Christ shall break forth in its glory I beg you all, 
my dear lords and friends, for God’s sake to take care of the poor youth, and thereby to help us 
all. So much money is spent year after year for arms, roads, dams, and innumerable similar 
objects, why should not as much be spent for the education of the poor youth?... The word of God 
is now heard in Germany more than ever before. But if we do not show our gratitude for it, we 
run the risk of sinking back into a worse darkness." 
 
"Dear Germans, buy while the market is at the door. Gather while the sun shines and the weather 
is good. Use God’s grace and word while it is at hand. For you must know that God’s grace and 
word is a travelling shower, which does not return where once it has been. It was once with the 
Jews, but gone is gone (hin ist hin); now they have nothing. Paul brought it into Greece, but gone 
is gone; now they have the Turk. Rome and Italy have also had it, but gone is gone; they have 
now the Pope. And ye Germans must not think that you will have it forever; for ingratitude and 
contempt will not let it abide. Therefore, seize and hold fast, whoever can." 
 



"It is a sin and shame that we should need to be admonished to educate our children, when nature 
itself, and even the example of the heathen, urge us to do so. You say, the parents should look to 
that, it is none of the business of counselors and magistrates. But how, if the parents neglect it? 
Most of the parents are incapable; having themselves learnt nothing, they cannot teach their 
children. Others have not the time. And what shall become of the orphans? The glory of a town 
consists not in treasure, strong walls, and fine houses, but in fine, educated, well-trained citizens. 
The city of old Rome trained her sons in Latin and Greek and all the fine arts...." 
 
"We admit, you say, there should and must be schools, but what is the use of teaching Latin, 
Greek, and Hebrew, and other liberal arts? Could we not teach, in German, the Bible and God’s 
word, which are sufficient for salvation? Answer: Yes, I well know, alas! that we Germans must 
ever be and abide brutes and wild beasts, as the surrounding nations call us, and as we well 
deserve to be called. But I wonder why you never say, Of what use are silks, wines, spices, and 
other foreign articles, seeing we have wine, corn, wool, flax, wood, and stones, in German lands, 
not only an abundance for sustenance, but also a choice and selection for elegance and ornament? 
The arts and languages, which do us no harm, nay, which are a greater ornament, benefit, honor, 
and advantage, both for understanding Holy Writ, and for managing civil affairs, we are disposed 
to despise; and foreign wares, which are neither necessary nor useful to us, and which, moreover, 
peel us to the very bone, these we are not willing to forego. Are we not deserving to be called 
German fools and beasts? ..." 
 
"Much as we love the gospel, let us hold fast to the languages. God gave us the Scriptures in two 
languages, the Old Testament in Hebrew, the New Testament in Greek. Therefore we should 
honor them above all other languages. And let us remember that we shall not be able to keep the 
gospel without the languages. The languages are the sheath in which this sword of the Spirit is 
hid. They are the casket in which this treasure is kept. They are the vessels in which this drink is 
contained; they are the storehouse in which this food is laid by; and, as the gospel itself shows, 
they are the baskets in which these loaves and fishes and fragments are preserved. Yea, if we 
should so err as to let the languages go (which God forbid!), we shall not only lose the gospel, but 
it will come to pass at length that we shall not be able to speak or write correctly either Latin or 
German...." 
 
"Herewith I commend you all to the grace of God. May He soften and kindle your hearts so that 
they shall earnestly take the part of these poor, pitiable, forsaken youth, and, through Divine aid, 
counsel and help them to a happy and Christian ordering of the German land as to body and soul 
with all fullness and overflow, to the praise and honor of God the Father, through Jesus Christ, 
our Saviour. Amen." 
 
The advice of Luther was not unheeded. Protestant nations are far ahead of the Roman Catholic in 
popular education. In Germany and Switzerland there is scarcely a Protestant boy or girl that 
cannot read and write; while in some papal countries, even to this day, the majority of the people 
are illiterate. {676} 
 
{676} In Spain, once the richest and proudest monarchy of Europe, sixty per cent of the adult 
population could not read in 1877, according to the official census. Compare this with the 
educational statistics of Prussia, which in the sixteenth century was a poor, semi-barbarous 
principality. The contrast between North America and South America in point of popular 
education is still more striking.  



84. Reconstruction of Church Government and Discipline. 
 
Aemil Ludw. Richter: Die evangel; Kirchenordnungen des 16 Jahrh., Weimar, 1846, 2 vols. By 
the same: Gesch. der evang. Kirchenver-fassung in Deutschland. Leipz., 1851. By the same: 
Lehrbuch des kath. und evang. Kirchenrechts, Leipzig, 5th ed., 1858. J. W. F. Hofling: 
Grundsatze der evang.-lutherischen Kirchenverfassung. Erlangen, third ed., 1853. Stahl: Die 
Kirchenverfassung nach Recht und Lehre der Protestanten. Erlangen, 1862. Mejer: Grundl. des 
luth. Kirchenregiments, Rostock, 1864. E. Friedberg: Lehrbuch des kath. u. evang. Kirchenrechts, 
Leipz., 1884. 
 
The papal monarchy and visible unity of Western Christendom were destroyed with the burning 
of the Pope’s bull and the canon law. The bishops refused to lead the new movement; disorder 
and confusion followed. A reconstruction of government and discipline became necessary. The 
idea of an invisible church of all believers was not available for this purpose. The invisible is not 
governable. The question was, how to deal with the visible church as it existed in Saxony and 
other Protestant countries, and to bring order out of chaos. The lawyers had to be consulted, and 
they could not dispense with the legal wisdom and experience of centuries. Luther himself 
returned to the study of the canon law, though to little purpose. {677} He hated it for its 
connection with popery, and got into conflict with the lawyers, even his colleague, Professor 
Schurf, who had accompanied him to the Diet of Worms as a faithful friend and counselor, but 
differed from him on matrimonial legislation. He abused the lawyers, even from the pulpit, as 
abettors of the Pope and the Devil. {678} He was not a disciplinarian and organizer like John 
Calvin, or John Knox, or John Wesley, and left his church in a less satisfactory condition than the 
Reformed churches of Switzerland and Scotland. He complained that he had not the proper 
persons for what he wished to accomplish; but he did what he could under the circumstances, and 
regretted that he could do no more. 
 
Four ways were open for the construction of an evangelical church polity: — 
 
1. To retain the episcopal hierarchy, without the papacy, or to create a new one in its place. This 
was done in the Lutheran churches of Scandinavia, and in the Church of England, but in the 
closest connection with the state, and in subordination to it. In Scandinavia the succession was 
broken; in England the succession continued under the lead of Cranmer as Archbishop of 
Canterbury, was interrupted under Queen Mary, and restored under Queen Elizabeth. 
 
Had the German bishops favored the Reformation, they would, no doubt, have retained their 
power in Germany, and naturally taken the lead in the organization of the new church. 
Melanchthon was in favor of episcopacy, and even a sort of papacy by human (not Divine) right, 
on condition of evangelical freedom; but the hostility of the hierarchy made its authority 
impossible in Germany. {679} He had, especially in his later years, a stronger conception of the 
institutional character and historical order of the church than Luther, who cared nothing for 
bishops. He taught, however, the original equality of bishops and presbyters (appealing to the 
Pastoral Epistles and to Jerome); and held that when the regular bishops reject the gospel, and 
refuse to ordain evangelical preachers, the power of ordination returns to the church and the 
pastors. 
 
2. To substitute a lay episcopate for the clerical episcopate; in other words, to lodge the supreme 
ecclesiastical power in the hands of the civil magistrate, who appoints ministers, superintendents, 
and church counselors as executive officers. 



 
This was done in the Lutheran churches of Germany. The superintendents performed episcopal 
duties, but without constituting a distinct and separate grade of the ministry, and without the 
theory of the episcopal or apostolical succession. The Lutheran Church holds the Presbyterian 
doctrine of the parity of ministers. {680} The organization of the Lutheran churches was, 
however, for a number of years regarded as provisional, and kept open for a possible 
reconciliation with the episcopate. Hence the princes were called Nothbischofe. 
 
3. To organize a presbyterian polity on the basis of the parity of ministers, congregational lay-
elders, and deacons, and a representative synodical government, with strict discipline, and a 
distinction between nominal and communicant membership. This was attempted in Hesse at the 
Synod of Homberg (1526) by Lambert (a pupil of Zwingli and Luther), developed by Calvin in 
Geneva, and carried out in the Reformed churches of France, Holland, Scotland, and the 
Presbyterian churches of North America. Luther rather discouraged this plan in a letter to Philip 
of Hesse; but in 1540 he expressed a wish, with Jonas, Bugenhagen, and Melanchthon, to 
introduce Christian discipline with the aid of elders (seniores) in each congregation. Several 
Lutheran Church constitutions exclude adulterers, drunkards, and blasphemers from the 
communion. 
 
4. Congregational independency; i.e., the organization of self-governing congregations of true 
believers in free association with each other. This was once suggested by Luther, but soon 
abandoned without a trial. It appeared in isolated attempts under Queen Elizabeth, and was 
successfully developed in the seventeenth century by the Independents in England, and the 
Congregationalists in New England. 
 
The last two ways are more thoroughly Protestant and consistent with the principle of the general 
priesthood of believers; but they presuppose a higher grade of self-governing capacity in the laity 
than the episcopal polity. 
 
All these forms of government admit of an union with the state (as in Europe), or a separation 
from the state (as in America). Union of church and state was the traditional system since the 
days of Constantine and Charlemagne, and was adhered to by all the Reformers. They had no idea 
of a separation; they even brought the two powers into closer relationship by increasing the 
authority of the state over the church. Separation of the two was barely mentioned by Luther, as a 
private opinion, we may say almost as a prophetic dream, but was soon abandoned as an 
impossibility. 
 
Luther, in harmony with his unique personal experience, made the doctrine of justification the 
cardinal truth of Christianity, and believed that the preaching of that doctrine would of itself 
produce all the necessary changes in worship and discipline. But the abuse of evangelical 
freedom taught him the necessity of discipline, and he raised his protest against antinomianism. 
His complaints of the degeneracy of the times increased with his age and his bodily infirmities. 
The world seemed to him to be getting worse and worse, and fast rushing to judgment. He was so 
disgusted with the immorality prevailing among the citizens and students at Wittenberg, that he 
threatened to leave the town altogether in 1544, but yielded to the earnest entreaties of the 
university and magistrate to remain. {681} 
 
The German Reformation did not stimulate the duty of self-support, nor develop the faculty of 
self-government. It threw the church into the arms of the state, from whose bondage she has never 
been able as yet to emancipate herself. The princes, nobles, and city magistrates were willing and 
anxious to take the benefit, but reluctant to perform the duties, of their new priestly dignity; while 



the common people remained as passive as before, without a voice in the election of their pastor, 
or any share in the administration of their congregational affairs. The Lutheran prince took the 
place of the bishop or pope; the Lutheran pastor (Pfarrherr), the place of the Romish priest, but 
instead of obeying the bishop he had to obey his secular patron. {682} 
 
{677} Letter to Spalatin, March 30, 1529 (De Wette, III. 433): "Jura papistica legere incipimus et 
inspicere." 
 
{678} Comp. A. Kohler, Luther und die Juristen, Gotha, 1873; Kostlin, M. Luth., II. 476 sqq., 580 
sq. In his Table Talk (Erl. ed., LXII., 214 sqq.), Luther has much to say against the lawyers, and 
thinks that few of them will be saved. "Ein frommer Jurist," he says, "ist ein seltsames Thier." 
 
{679} Apol. Conf. Aug., Art. XIV. (Muller’s ed. of the Lutheran symbols, p. 205): "Nos summa 
voluntate cupere conservare politiam ecclesiasticam et gradus in ecclesia, factos etiam humana 
auctoritate." He subscribed the Smalcald Articles (1537), with a clause in favor of a limited papal 
supervision. 
 
{680} See the Appendix to the Smalcald Articles, which have symbolical authority, on the Power 
and Primacy of the Pope (Muller’s ed., p. 341): "Quum jure divino non sint diversi gradus 
episcopi et pastoris manifestum est ordinationem a pastore in sua ecclesia factam jure divino 
ratam esse. Itaque cum episcopi ordinarii fiunt hostes ecclesia aut nolunt impartire 
ordinationem, ecclesiae retinent ius suum." 
 
{681} See his letters to Jonas, Lauterbach, Link, Probst, and others, in Deuteronomy Wette, vol. 
V. To Lauterbach he wrote, Nov. 10, 1541 (V. 407), "Ego paene de Germania desperavi, 
postquam recepit inter parietes veros illos Turkas seu veros illos diabolos, avaritiam, usuram, 
tyrannidem, discordiam et totam illam Lernam perfidiae, malitiae, et nequitiae, in nobilitate, in 
aulis, in curiis, in oppidis, in villis, super haec autem contemtum verbi et ingratitudinem 
inauditam." To Jonas he wrote, March 7, 1543 (V. 548), that the German nobility and princes 
were worse than the Turks, and bent upon enslaving Germany, and exhausting the people. To the 
same he gives, June 18, 1543 (V. 570), an account of the immorality of Wittenberg, and the 
indifference of the magistrate, and concludes, "Es ist ein verdriesslich Ding um die Welt." He 
thought that the end of the wicked world was near (Letter to Probst, Dec. 5, 1544, vol. V. 703). 
 
{682} Friedberg, Kirchenrecht, p. 57, correctly says, "Die Reformation hat schliesslich wohl 
Pfarrsprengel geschaffen, aber keine Gemeinden." This is true even now of the Lutheran 
churches in Northern Germany; but in Westphalia, on the Rhine, and in America, the 
congregational life is more or less developed, partly through contact with Reformed churches.  



85. Enlarged Conception of the Church. Augustin, Wiclif, Hus, Luther. 
 
Kostlin: Luthers Lehre von der Kirche. Stuttgart, 1853. Comp. his Luthers Theologie in ihrer 
geschichtl. Entwicklung, II. 534 sqq.; and his Martin Luther, bk. VI. ch. iii. (II. 23 sqq.). Joh. 
Gottschick: Hus’, Luther’s und Zwingli’s Lehre von der Kirche, in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur 
Kirchengeschichte." Bd. VIII., Gotha, 1886, pp. 345 sqq. and 543 sqq. (Very elaborate, but he 
ought to have gone back to Wiclif and Augustin. Hus merely repeated Wiclif.) 
 
Comp. also on the general subject Munchmeyer: Das Dogma von der sichtbaren und 
unsichtbaren Kirche, 1854. Ritschl: Ueber die Begriffe sichtbare und unsichtbare Kirche, in the 
"Studien und Kritiken" for 1859. Jul. Muller: Die unsichtbare Kirche, in his "Dogmatische 
Abhandlungen." Bremen, 1870, pp. 278-403 (an able defense of the idea of the invisible church 
against Rothe, Munchmeyer, and others who oppose the term invisible as inapplicable to the 
church. See especially Rothe’s Anfange der christl. Kirche, 1837, vol. I. 99 sqq.). Alfred Krauss: 
Das protestantische Dogma von der unsichtbaren Kirche, Gotha, 1876. Seeberg: Der Begriff der 
christlichen Kirche, Part I., 1885. James S. Candlish: The Kingdom of God. Edinburgh, 1884. 
 
Separation from Rome led to a more spiritual and more liberal conception of the church, and to a 
distinction between the one universal church of the elect children of God of all ages and 
countries, under the sole headship of Christ, and the several visible church organizations of all 
nominal Christians. We must trace the gradual growth of this distinction. 
 
In the New Testament the term ejkklhsiva (a popular assembly, congregation) is used in two 
senses (when applied to religion): 1, in the general sense of the whole body of Christian believers 
(by our Lord, Matthew 16:18); and 2, in the particular sense of a local congregation of Christians 
(also by our Lord, Matthew 18:17). We use the equivalent term "church" (from kuriakovn, 
belonging to the Lord) in two additional senses: of a denomination (e.g., the Greek, the Roman, 
the Anglican, the Lutheran Church), and of a church edifice. The word ejkklhsiva occurs only 
twice in the Gospels (in Matthew), but very often in the Acts and Epistles; while the terms 
"kingdom of God" and "kingdom of heaven" are used very often in the Gospels, but rarely in the 
other books. This indicates a difference. The kingdom of God precedes the institution of the 
church, and will outlast it. The kingdom has come, is constantly coming, and will come in glory. 
It includes the government of God, and all the religious and moral activities of man. The visible 
church is a training-school for the kingdom. In many instances the terms may be interchanged, 
while in others we could not substitute the church for the kingdom without impropriety: e.g., in 
the phrase "of such is the kingdom of heaven"; {Matthew 5:3 Mark 10:14} or, "thy kingdom 
come" {Matthew 6:10} or, "the kingdom of God cometh not with observation,... the kingdom of 
God is within you" {Luke 17:20,21} or, "to inherit the kingdom"; {Matthew 25:34 1 Corinthians 
6:10 15:30 Galatians 5:21} or, "the kingdom of God is not meat and drink, but righteousness and 
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost." A distinction between nominal and real, or outward and 
inward, membership of the church, is indicated in the words of our Lord, "Many are called, but 
few are chosen," {Matthew 22:14} and by Paul when be speaks of a circumcision of the flesh and 
a circumcision of the heart. {Romans 2:28,29} Here is the germ of the doctrine of the visible and 
invisible church. 
 
The Apostles’ and Nicene Creeds include the holy catholic church and the communion of saints 
among the articles of faith, {683} and do not limit them by the Greek, Roman, or any other 
nationality or age. "Catholic" means universal, and is as wide as humanity. It indicates the 



capacity and aim of the church; but the actualization of this universalness is a process of time, and 
it will not be completed till the whole world is converted to Christ. {684} 
 
The mediaeval schoolmen distinguished three stages in the catholic church as to its locality,—the 
militant church on earth (ecclesia militans), the church of the departed or the sleeping church in 
purgatory (ecclesia dormiens), and the triumphant church in heaven (ecclesia triumphans). This 
classification was retained by Wiclif, Hus, and other forerunners of Protestantism; but the 
Reformers rejected the intervening purgatorial church, together with prayers for the departed, and 
included all the pious dead in the church triumphant. 
 
In the militant church on earth, Augustin made an important distinction between "the true body of 
Christ" (corpus Christi verum), and "the mixed body of Christ" (corpus Christi mixtum or 
simulatum). He substitutes this for the less suitable designation of a "twofold body of Christ" 
(corpus Domini bipartitum), as taught by Tichonius, the Donatist grammarian (who referred to 
Song of Solomon 1:5). These two bodies are in this world externally in one communion, as the 
good and bad fish are in one net, but they will ultimately be separated. {685} To the true or pure 
church belong all the elect, and these only, whether already in the Catholic Church, or outside of 
it, yet predestinated for it. "Many," he says, "who are openly outside, and are called heretics, are 
better than many good Catholics; for we see what they are to-day; what they shall be to-morrow, 
we know not; and with God, to whom the future is already present, they already are what they 
shall be hereafter." {686} On the other hand, hypocrites are in the church, but not of the church. 
 
It should be added, however, that Augustin confined the true church on earth to the limits of the 
visible, orthodox, catholic body of his day, and excluded all heretics,—Manichaeans, Pelagians, 
Arians, etc., —and schismatics,—Donatists, etc., —as long as they remain outside of fellowship 
with that body. In explaining the article "the holy church," in his version of the Creed (which 
omits the epithet "catholic," and the additional clause "the communion of saints"), he says that 
this surely means, "the Catholic Church;" and adds, "Both heretics and schismatics style their 
congregations churches. But heretics in holding false opinions regarding God do injury to the 
faith itself; while schismatics, on the other hand, in wicked separations break off from brotherly 
charity, although they may believe just what we believe. Wherefore, neither do the heretics 
belong to the Church Catholic, which loves God; nor do the schismatics form a part of the same, 
inasmuch as it loves the neighbor, and consequently readily forgives the neigbbor’s sin." {687} It 
is well known that this great and good man even defended the principle of forcible coercion of 
schismatics, on a false interpretation of Luke 14:23, "Constrain them to come in." 
 
In the ninth century the visible Catholic Church was divided into two rival Catholic churches,—
the patriarchal church in the East, and the papal church in the West. The former denied the papal 
claim of universal jurisdiction and headship, as an anti-Christian usurpation; the latter identified 
the Church Catholic with the dominion of the papacy, and condemned the Greek Church as 
schismatical. Hereafter, in Western Christendom, the Holy Catholic Church came to mean the 
Holy Roman Church. 
 
The tyranny and corruptions of the papacy called forth the vigorous protest of Wiclif, who 
revived the Augustinian distinction between the true church and the mixed church, but gave it an 
anti-Roman and anti-papal turn (which Augustin did not). He defined the true church to be the 
congregation of the predestinated, or elect, who will ultimately be saved. {688} Nobody can 
become a member of this church except by God’s predestination, which is the eternal foundation 
of the church, and determines its membership. No one who is rejected from eternity (praescitus, 
foreknown, as distinct from praedestinatus, foreordained) can be a member of this church. He 
may be in it, but he is not of it. As there is much in the human body which is no part of it, so there 



may be hypocrites in the church who will finally be removed. There is but one universal church, 
out of which there is no salvation. The only Head of this church is Christ; for a church with two 
heads would be a monster. The apostles declared themselves to be servants of this Head. The 
Pope is only the head of a part of the church militant, and this only if he lives in harmony with the 
commandments of Christ. This conception of the church excludes all hypocrites and bad 
members, though they be bishops or popes; and it includes all true Christians, whether Catholics, 
or schismatics, or heretics. It coincides with the Protestant idea of the invisible church. But Wiclif 
and Hus denied the certainty of salvation, as taught afterwards by Calvinists, and herein they 
agreed with the Catholics; they held that one may be sure of his present state of grace, but that his 
final salvation depends upon his perseverance, which cannot be known before the end. 
 
Wiclif’s view of the true church was literally adopted by the Bohemian Reformer Hus, who 
depended for his theology on the English Reformer much more than was formerly known. {689} 
From Hus it passed to Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin, who agreed in denying the claims of the 
papacy to exclusive catholicity, and in widening the limits of the church so as to include all true 
believers in Christ. But they distinguished more clearly between the invisible and visible church, 
or rather between one true invisible church and several mixed visible churches. {690} The 
invisible church is within the visible church as the soul is in the body, and the kernel in the shell. 
It is not an Utopian dream or Platonic commonwealth, but most real and historical. The term, 
"invisible" was chosen because the operations of the Holy Spirit are internal and invisible, and 
because nobody in this life can be surely known to belong to the number of the elect, while 
membership of the visible church is recognizable by baptism and profession. 
 
Important questions were raised with this distinction for future settlement. Some eminent modern 
Protestant divines object to the term "invisible church," as involving a contradiction, inasmuch as 
the church is essentially a visible institution; but they admit the underlying truth of an invisible, 
spiritual communion of believers scattered throughout the world. {691} As Protestantism has 
since divided and subdivided into a number of denominations and separate organizations, the idea 
of the church needs to be further expanded. We must recognize a number of visible churches, 
Greek, Latin, Lutheran, Reformed, Anglican, and all the more recent Christian denominations 
which acknowledge Christ as their Head, and his teaching and example as their rule of faith and 
duty. The idea of denominations or confessions, as applied to churches, is of modern date; but is, 
after all, only an expansion of the idea of a particular church, or a contraction of the idea of the 
universal church, and therefore authorized by the double Scripture usage of ecclesia. The 
denominational conception lies between the catholic and the local conception. The one invisible 
church is found in all visible denominations and congregations as far as true Christianity extends. 
Another distinction should also be made between the church, and the kingdom of God, which is a 
more spiritual and more comprehensive idea than even this invisible catholic church, although 
very closely allied to it, and usually identified with it. But we cannot anticipate modern 
discussions. The Reformers were concerned first of all to settle their relation to the Roman 
Church as they found it, and to reconcile the idea of a truly catholic church which they could not 
and would not sacrifice, with the corruptions of the papacy on the one hand, and with their 
separation from it on the other. 
 
Luther received a copy of Hus’s treatise Deuteronomy Ecclesia from Prague in 1519. {692} He 
was driven to a defense of the Bohemian martyr in the disputation at Leipzig, and ventured to 
assert that Hus was unjustly condemned by the Council of Constance for holding doctrines 
derived from Augustin and Paul. Among these was his definition of the universal church as the 
totality of the elect (universitas praedestinatorum). 
 



Luther developed this idea in his own way, and modified it in application to the visible church. 
He started from the article of the Creed, "I believe in the holy catholic church," but identified this 
article with the "communion of saints," as a definition of the catholic church. {693} He explained 
the communion (Gemeinschaft) to mean the community or congregation (Gemeinde) of saints. He 
also substituted, in his Catechism, the word "Christian" for "catholic," in order to include in it all 
believers in Christ. Hence the term "catholic" became, or remained, identical in Germany with 
"Roman Catholic" or "papal;" {694} while the English Protestant churches very properly retained 
the word "catholic" in, its true original sense of "universal," which admits of no sectarian 
limitation. The Romanists have no claim to the exclusive use of that title; they are too sectarian 
and exclusive to be truly catholic. 
 
Luther held that the holy church in its relation to God is an article of faith, not of sight, and 
therefore invisible. {695} But as existing among men the true church is visible, and can be 
recognized by the right preaching of the gospel or the purity of doctrine, and by the right 
administration of the sacraments (i.e., baptism and the Lord’s Supper). These are the two essential 
marks of a pure church. The first he emphasized against the Romanists, the second against what 
he called Enthusiasts (Schwarmgeister) and Sacramentarians (in the sense of anti-
sacramentarians). 
 
His theory acquired symbolical authority through the Augsburg Confession, which defines the 
church to be "the congregation of saints in which the gospel is rightly taught, and the sacraments 
are rightly administered." {696} Worship and discipline, rites and ceremonies, are made 
secondary or indifferent, and reckoned with human traditions which may change from time to 
time. The church has no right to impose what is not commanded in the Word of God. In such 
things everybody is his own pope and church. The Lutheran Confession has always laid great—
we may say too great—stress on the unity of doctrine, and little, too little, stress on discipline. 
And yet in no other evangelical denomination is there such a diversity of theological opinions, 
from the strict orthodoxy of the Formula Concordiae to every form and degree of Rationalism. 
 
How far, we must ask here, did Luther recognize the dominion of the papacy as a part of the true 
catholic church? He did not look upon the Pope in the historical and legal light as the legitimate 
head of the Roman Church; but he fought him to the end of his life as the antagonist of the 
gospel, as the veritable Antichrist, and the papacy as an apostasy. He could not have otherwise 
justified his separation, and the burning of the papal bull and law-books. He assumed a position to 
the Pope and his church similar to that of the apostles to Caiaphas and the synagogue. 
Nevertheless, whether consistently or not, he never doubted the validity of the ordinances of the 
Roman Church, having himself been baptized, confirmed, and ordained in it, and he never 
dreamed of being re-baptized or re-ordained. Those millions of Protestants who seceded in the 
sixteenth century were of the same opinion, with the sole exception of the Anabaptists who 
objected to infant-baptism, partly on the ground that it was an invention of the popish Antichrist, 
and therefore invalid. 
 
Nor did Luther or any of the Reformers and sensible Protestants doubt that there always were and 
are still many true Christians in the Roman communion, notwithstanding all her errors and 
corruptions, as there were true lsraelites even in the darkest periods of the Jewish theocracy. In 
his controversy with the Anabaptists (1528), Luther makes the striking admission: "We confess 
that under the papacy there is much Christianity, yea, the whole Christianity, and has from thence 
come to us. We confess that the papacy possesses the genuine Scriptures, genuine baptism, the 
genuine sacrament of the altar, the genuine keys for the remission of sins, the true ministry, the 
true catechism, the Ten Commandments, the articles of the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer. I say that 



under the Pope is the true Christendom, yea, the very elite of Christendom, and many pious and 
great saints." {697} 
 
For proof he refers, strangely enough, to the very passage of Paul, 2 Thessalonians 2:3,4, from 
which he and other Reformers derived their chief argument that the Pope of Rome is Antichrist, 
"the man of sin," "the son of perdition." For Paul represents him as sitting "in the temple of God;" 
that is, in the true church, and not in the synagogue of Satan. As the Pope is Antichrist, he must 
be among Christians, and rule and tyrannize over Christians. {698} Melanchthon, who otherwise 
had greater respect for the Pope and the Roman Church, repeatedly expressed the same view. 
{699} Luther came nearer the true position when he said that the Roman Church might be called a 
"holy church," by synecdoche or ex parte, with the same restriction with which Paul called the 
Galatian Christians "churches," notwithstanding their apostasy from the true gospel. {700} 
 
He combined with the boldest independence a strong reverence for the historical faith. He derives 
from the unbroken tradition of the church an argument against the Zwinglians for the real 
presence in the eucharist; and says, in a letter to Albrecht, Margrave of Brandenburg and Duke of 
Prussia (April, 1532, after Zwingli’s death): "The testimony of the entire holy Christian church 
(even without any other proof) should be sufficient for us to abide by this article, and to listen to 
no sectaries against it. For it is dangerous and terrible (gefahrlich und erschrecklich) to hear or 
believe any thing against the unanimous testimony, faith, and doctrine of the entire holy Christian 
church as held from the beginning for now over fifteen hundred years in all the world. To deny 
such testimony is virtually to condemn not only the holy Christian church as a damned heretic, 
but even Christ himself, with all his apostles and prophets, who have founded this article, ‘I 
believe a holy Christian church,’ as solemnly affirmed by Christ when he promised, ‘Behold, I 
am with you all the days, even to the end of the world’, {Matthew 28:20} and by St. Paul when he 
says, ‘The church of God is the pillar and ground of the truth’." {701} {1 Timothy 3:15} 
 
A Roman controversialist could not lay more stress on tradition than Luther does in this passage. 
But tradition, at least from the sixth to the sixteenth century, strongly favors the belief in 
transubstantiation, and the sacrifice of the mass, both of which he rejected. And if the same test 
should be applied to his doctrine of solifidian justification, it would be difficult to support it by 
patristic or scholastic tradition, which makes no distinction between justification and 
sanctification, and lays as much stress on good works as on faith. He felt it himself, that on this 
vital point, not even Augustin was on his side. His doctrine can be vindicated only as a new 
interpretation of St. Paul in advance of the previous understanding. 
 
Calvin, if we may here anticipate his views as expounded in the first chapters of the fourth book 
of his "Institutes of the Christian Religion," likewise clearly distinguishes between the visible and 
invisible church, {702} and in the visible church again between the true evangelical church and 
the false papal church, which he assails as unmercifully as Luther; yet he also admits that the 
Roman communion, notwithstanding the antichristian character of the papacy, yea, for the very 
reason that Antichrist sits "in the temple of God," remains a church with the Scriptures and valid 
Christian ordinances. {703} So the Jewish synagogue under Caiaphas retained the law and the 
prophets, the rites and ceremonies, of the theocracy. 
 
The Westminster Confession implies the same theory, and supports it by the same questionable 
exegesis of 2 Thessalonians 2:3 sqq. and Revelation 13:1-8 {704} 
 
The claims of the Roman Church rest on a broader and more solid base than the papacy, which is 
merely the form of her government. The papal hierarchy was often as corrupt as the Jewish 
hierarchy, and some popes were as wicked as Caiaphas; {705} but this fact cannot destroy the 



claims nor invalidate the ordinances of the Roman Church, which from the days of the apostles 
down to the Reformation has been identified with the fortunes of Western Christendom, and 
which remains to this day the largest visible church in the world. To deny her church character is 
to stultify history, and to nullify the promise of Christ. {Matthew 16:18 28:20} 
 
NOTES 
 
Luther’s views on the church fathers. 
 
Walch, XXII. 2050-2065. Erlangen ed. LXII. 97 sqq. (Tischreden). Bindseil: Mart. Lutheri 
Colloquia (1863), 3 vols. 
 
In this connection it may be interesting to collect from his writings and Table Talk some of 
Luther’s characteristic judgments of the church fathers whose works began to be more generally 
known and studied through the editions of Erasmus. 
 
Luther had no idea of a golden age of virgin purity of the church. He knew that even among the 
apostles there was a Judas, and that errors and corruptions crept into the Galatian, Corinthian, and 
other congregations, as is manifest from the censures, warnings, and exhortations of the Epistles 
of the New Testament. Much less could he expect perfection in any post-apostolic age. His view 
of the absolute supremacy of the Word of God over all the words of men, even the best and 
holiest, led him to a critical and discriminating estimate of the fathers and schoolmen. Besides, he 
felt the difference between the patristic and the Protestant theology. The Continental Reformers 
generally thought much less of the fathers than the Anglican divines. 
 
"The fathers," says Luther, "have written many things that are pious and useful (multa pia et 
salutaria), but they must be read with discrimination, and judged by the Scriptures." "The dear 
fathers lived better than they wrote; we write better than we live." (Melius vixerunt quam 
scripserunt: nos Deo juvante melius scribimus quam vivimus. Bindseil, l. c. III. 140; Erl. ed., 
LXII. 103.) He placed their writings far below the Scriptures; and the more he progressed in the 
study of both, the more he was impressed with the difference (Erl. ed., LXII. 107). To reform the 
church by the fathers is impossible; it can only be done by the Word of God (XXV. 231). They 
were poor interpreters, in part on account of their ignorance of Hebrew and Greek (XXII. 185). 
All the fathers have erred in the faith. Nevertheless, they are to be held in veneration for their 
testimony to the Christian faith (propter testimonium fidei omnes sunt venerandi. Erl. ed. LXII. 
98). 
 
Of all the fathers he learned most from Augustin. For him he had the profoundest respect, and 
him he quotes more frequently than all others combined. He regards him as one of the four pillars 
of the church (the claims of Ambrose, Jerome, and Gregory, he disputed), as the best 
commentator, and the patron of theologians. "Latina nostra ecclesia nullum habuit 
praestantiorem doctorem quam Augustinum" (Bindseil, I. 456). "He pleased and pleases me 
better than all other doctors; he was a great teacher, and worthy of all praise" (III. 147). The 
Pelagians stirred him up to his best books, in which he treats of free-will, faith, and original sin. 
He first distinguished it from actual transgression. He is the only one among the fathers who had 
a worthy view of matrimony. The papists pervert his famous word: "I would not believe the 
gospel if the Catholic Church did not move me thereto," which was said against the Manichaeans 
in this sense: Ye are heretics, I do not believe you; I go with the church, the bride of Christ, which 
cannot err (Erl. ed., XXX. 394 sq.). Augustin did more than all the bishops and popes who cannot 
hold a candle to him (XXXI. 358 sq.), and more than all the Councils (XXV. 341). If he lived 
now, he would side with us, but Jerome would condemn us (Bindseil, III. 149). Yet with all his 



sympathy, Luther could not find his "sola fide." Augustin, he says, has sometimes erred, and is 
not to be trusted. "Although good and holy, he was yet lacking in the true faith, as well as the 
other fathers." "When the door was opened to me for the understanding of Paul, I was done, with 
Augustin" (da war es aus mit ihm. Erl. ed., LXII. 119). 
 
Next to Augustin he seems to have esteemed Hilary on account of his work on the Trinity. 
"Hilarius," he says, "inter omnes patres luctator fuit strenuissimus adversus haereticos, cui neque 
Augustinus conferri potest" (Bindseil, III. 138). Ambrose he calls "a pious, God-fearing, and 
brave man," and refers to his bold stand against the Emperor Theodosius. But his six books on 
Genesis are very thin, and his hymns have not much matter, though his(?) "Rex Christe, factor 
omnium," is "optimus hymnus." He praises Prudentius for his poetry. Tertullian, whom he once 
calls the oldest of the fathers (though he lived after 200), was "durus et superstitiosus." Of 
Cyprian he speaks favorably. As to Jerome, he had to admit that he was the greatest Bible 
translator, and will not be surpassed in this line (Erl. ed. LXII. 462). But he positively hated him 
on account of his monkery, and says: "He ought not to be counted among the doctors of the 
church; for he was a heretic, although I believe that he was saved by faith in Christ. I know no 
one of the fathers, to whom I am so hostile as to him. He writes only about fasting, virginity, and 
such things" (LXII. 119sq.). He was tormented by carnal temptations, and loved Eustochium so 
as to create scandal. He speaks impiously of marriage. His commentaries on Matthew, Galatians, 
and Titus are very thin. Luther had no more respect for Pope Gregory I. He is the author of the 
fables of purgatory and masses for souls; he knew little of Christ and his gospel, and was entirely 
too superstitious. The Devil deceived him, and made him believe in appearances of spirits from 
purgatory. "His sermons are not worth a copper" (Erl. ed., LI. 482; LII. 187; LX. 189, 405; 
XXVIII. 98 sqq.; Bindseil, III. 140, 228). But he praises beyond its merits his hymn Rex Christe, 
which he wrongly ascribes to Ambrose (Bindseil, III. 149; comp. Daniel, Thesaurus Hymnol., 
vol. I. 180 sq.). 
 
With the Greek fathers, Luther was less familiar. He barely mentions Ignatius, Irenaeus, Origen, 
Eusebius, and Epiphanius. He praises Athanasius as the greatest teacher of the Oriental Church, 
although he was nothing extra (obwohl er nichts sonderliches war). He could not agree with 
Melanchthon’s favorable judgment of Basil the Great. He thought Gregory of Nazianzen, the 
eloquent defender of the divinity of Christ during the Arian ascendency, to be of no account 
("Nazianzenus est nihil." Bindseil, III. 152). He speaks well of Theodoret’s Commentary to 
Paul’s Epistles, but unreasonably depreciates Chrysostom, the golden preacher and commentator, 
and describes him as a great rhetorician, full of words and empty of matter; he even absurdly 
compares him to Carlstadt! "He is garrulous, and therefore pleases Erasmus, who neglects faith, 
and treats only of morals. I consulted him on the beautiful passage on the highpriest in Hebrews; 
but he twaddled about the dignity of priests, and let me stick in the mud" (Bindseil, III. 136; Erl. 
ed. LXII. 102). 
 
Of mediaeval divines Luther esteemed Nicolaus Lyra as a most useful commentator. He praises 
St. Bernard, who in his sermons "excels all other doctors, even Augustin." He speaks highly of 
Peter the Lombard, "the Master of Sentences," and calls him a "homo diligentissimus et 
excellentissimi ingenii," although he brought in many useless questions (Bindseil, III. 151; Erl. 
ed. LXII. 114). He calls Occam, whom he studied diligently, "summus dialecticus" (Bindseil, III. 
138, 270). But upon the whole he hated the schoolmen and their master, "the damned heathen 
Aristotle," although he admits him to have been "optimus dialecticus," and learned from him and 
his commentators the art of logical reasoning. Even Thomas Aquinas, "the Angelic Doctor," 
whom the Lutheran scholastics of the seventeenth century highly and justly esteemed, he 
denounced as a chatterer (loquacissimus), who makes the Bible bend to Aristotle (Bindseil, III. 
270, 286), and whose books are a fountain of all heresies, and destructive of the gospel ("der 



Brunn und Grundsuppe aller Ketzerei, Irrthums und Verleugnung des Evangeliums." Erl. ed. 
XXIV. 240). This is, of course, the language of prejudice and passion.—His views on Augustin 
are the most correct, because he knew him best, and liked him most. 
 
Melanchthon and Oecolampadius from fuller knowledge and milder temper judged more 
favorably and consistently of the fathers generally, and their invaluable services to Christian 
literature. 
 
{683} Yet not in the strict and deeper sense in which the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are articles 
of (saving) faith; hence the preposition eij," in, is omitted before ecclesiam, and the following 
articles, at least in the Latin forms (the Greek Nicene Creed has eij"). 
 
{684} The term "catholic" (kaqolikw, from kata; and olw, whole, entire, complete) does not 
occur in the New Testament (for the inscrip-tions of the Epistles of James, Peter, John, and Jude, 
epistolai; kaqolikai, or simply kaqolikai, are no part of the apostolic text, but added by 
transcribers), and is first used as an epithet of the Church by Ignatius of Antioch, the enthusiast 
for episcopacy and martyrdom (Ad Smyrn., c. 8), and in the Martyrium of Polycarp (in Eusebius, 
II. E., IV. 14). It was applied also to faith, tradition, people, and became equivalent with 
Christian, in distinction from Jews, idolaters, heretics, and schismatics. 
 
{685} Deuteronomy Doctr. Christ., III. 32 (in Schaff’s "Nicene and Post-Nicene Library;" Works 
of St. Augustin, vol. II. 509). 
 
{686} Deuteronomy Bapt. contra Donat., IV. 5. For a fuller exposition of his doctrine of the 
church, see his Donatist writings, and Reuter’s Augustin. Studien (1887). 
 
{687} Deuteronomy Fide et Symbolo, c. 10 (in Schaff’s ed., III. 331). 
 
{688} Tractatus de Ecclesia, c. I., "congregatio omnium praedestinatorum... Illa est sponsa 
Christl... Jerusalem mater nostra, templum Domini, regnum coelorum et civitas regni magni." 
Then he quotes the distinction made by Augustin, to whom he refers throughout the book more 
frequent-ly than to all other fathers combined. This important tract was recently published for the 
first time from three MSS. in Vienna and Prague by the "Wyclif Society," and edited by Dr. 
Johann Loserth (professor of history in the University of Czernowitz), London (Trubner & Co.), 
1886, 600 pp. But the same view of the church is taught in other books of Wiclif, and correctly 
stated by Dr. Lechler in his Joh. von Wiclif, Leipz., 1873, vol. I. 541 sqq. 
 
{689} The close affinity has recently been shown by Joh. Loserth, Hus und Wiclif; zur Genesis 
der hussitischen Lehre (Prag and Leipz., l884), and is especially apparent from a comparison of 
Wiclif’s and Hus’s treatises Deuteronomy Ecclesia. Wiclif’s book exerted little influence in 
England, but became known in Bohemia in 1407 or before, and the reproduction of it by Hus 
created a great sensation. The arrangement, the ideas, and arguments of the two books are the 
same, and often the very language. Comp. Loserth’s Introduction to Wiclif’s Deuteronomy 
Ecclesia. 
 
{690} Luther first used the term "invisible." Zwingli first added the term "visible" in his Expositio 
christianae. fidei (1531): "Credimus et unam sanctam esse catholicam, h. e. universalem 
ecclesiam. Eam autem esse aut visibilem aut invisibilem." Zwingli was the only one among the 
Reformers who included the elect heathen in the invisible church. The clearest symbolical 
statement of the Protestant doctrine of the invisible and visible church is given in the Westminster 
Confession, ch. xxv. (Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, III. 657). 



 
{691} Rothe (Anfange der christl. Kirche, I. p. 101) says that the idea of a moral and spiritual 
union and communion of all believers in Christ, or of the communion of saints, is in the highest 
sense real (ist nach unsrer innigsten Ueberzeugung eine im hochsten Sinne reale), but cannot be 
called a church. He resolves and dissolves the church ultimately into the kingdom of God, which 
he identifies with the ideal state. 
 
{692} Under the date of Oct. 3, 1519, he informed Staupitz that he had received from Prague 
letters of two priests, "una cum libello Joannis Hus." Deuteronomy Wette, I. 341. An edition of 
the Tractatus de Ecclesia was published at Mainz and Hagenau in 1520. 
 
{693} This identification may be questioned. The holy catholic church corresponds rather to the 
church visible, the communion of saints to the church invisible. The communion of saints means 
that inward and spiritual fellowship of true believers on earth and in heaven which is based on 
their union with Christ. It is their fellowship with God the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, {Comp. 
1 John 1:3 1 Corinthians 1:9 Philippians 2:1} and with each other, a fellowship not broken by 
death, but extending to the saints above. A most precious idea. 
 
The saints in heaven and on earth 
 
But one communion make; 
 
All join In Christ, their living Head, 
 
And of his grace partake. 
 
The article of the communio sanctorum (as well as the epithet catholica) is a later insertion, and 
not found in the creeds before the fifth century. See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 22 and II. 
52. The oldest commentators understood it of the communion with the saints in heaven. 
According to the Catechism of the Council of Trent, it means "a community of spiritual 
blessings," especially the sacraments enjoyed in the Catholic Church. A more comprehensive and 
satisfactory exposition is given by Pearson on the Creed, Art. IX., and in the Westminster 
Confession, Ch. XXVI. 
 
{694} The German Proverb,."das ist um katholisch zu werden" (This is to turn Catholic), 
describes a condition of things that drives one to desperation or madness. 
 
{695} In his second Commentary on the Galatians (Erl. ed., III. 38): "Recte igitur fatemur in 
symbolo, nos credere ecclesiam sanctam. Est enim invisibilis, habitans in Spiritu, in loco 
inaccessibili, ideo non potest videri ejus sanctitas." 
 
{696} Art. VII., "Est autem ecclesia congregatio sanctorum [Germ. ed., Versammlung aller 
Glaubigen], in qua evangelium recte [rein] docetur, et recte [laut des Evangelii] administrantur 
sacramenta." Comp. the Apol. Conf., Art. VII. and VIII. The same definition is substantially 
given in the Anglican Art. XIX. It would exclude the Quakers, who reject the external 
sacraments, yet are undoubted believers in Christ. The Calvinistic Confessions (e.g., Conf. 
Belgica, Art. XXIX.) and characteristically to those two marks a third one, the exercise of 
discipline In punishing sin. 
 
{697} "Ich sage, dass unter dem Papst die rechte Christenheit ist, ja der rechte Ausbund der 
Christenheit, und viel frommer, grosser Heiligen." (Von der Wiedertaufe, Erl. ed. XXVI. 257 sq.) 



The Roman Catholic Mohler does not fail to quote this passage in his Symbolik, p. 422 sq. He 
says of Luther’s conception of the church (p. 424), that it is not false, but only one-sided (nicht 
falsch, obgleich einseitig). He virtually admits the Protestant distinction between the visible and 
the invisible church, but holds that the Catholics put the visible church first as the basis of the 
invisible, while the Protestants reverse the order. 
 
{698} Ibid. p. 258. Critical commentators have long since abandoned this interpretation. 
Whatever be the wider applicability of this passage, Paul certainly meant a "mystery of 
lawlessness" (not tyranny) already at work in his time (h dh energeitai, 2 Thessalonians 2:7), 
long before popery existed, or before there was even a bishop of Rome (unless it be Peter). 
Moreover, "lawlessness," which is the proper translation of ajnomiva, is not characteristic of 
popery, but the very opposite. If Paul refers to Rome at all, it is rather as a "restraining" force, to; 
katevcon, vers. 6, 7. {Comp. Romans 13:1} The term "Antichrist" occurs only in the Epistles of 
John, and he speaks of "many Antichrists" in his own day. In a wider sense all is antichristian that 
is contrary to the spirit and aim of Christ in any church or any age. 
 
{699} In his Judicium de Jure reformandi, 1525 ("Corp. Ref." I. 767): "It is written that the 
Antichrist will have a great and powerful reign in the last times, as Paul says, Antichrist will be 
seated and rule in the temple of God, that is, in the church." And again in the "Apology of the 
Augsburg Confession" (1530), arts. VII. and VIII. (Muller’s ed., p. 152): "Paulus praedicat 
futurum, ut Antichristus sedeat in templo Dei, hoc est, in ecclesia dominetur et gerat officia." 
 
{700} Com. in Ep. ad Gal. (Erl. ed., 1. 40 sq.): "Paulus vocat ecclesia Galatiae per 
synecdochen... Sie et nos hodie vocamus ecclesiam romanam sanctam et omnes episcopatus 
sanctos, etiamsi sint subversi et episcopi et ministri eorum impii. Deus enim regnat in medio 
inimicorum suorum; item, Antichristus sedet in templo Dei, et Satan adest in medio filiorum Dei 
Manet in romana urbe quamquam Sodoma et Gomorra pejore baptismus, sacramentum, vox et 
textus evangelii, sacra scriptura, ministeria, nomen Christi, nomen Dei." 
 
{701} Deuteronomy Wette, Briefe, IV. 354. 
 
{702} Lib. IV., c. i., 4 and 7. He speaks most eloquently of the ecclesia visibilis, as our mother in 
whose womb we are conceived to enter into spiritual life. 
 
{703} Lib. IV., c. ii., 12: "Antichristum in templo Dei sessurum praedixerunt Daniel et Paulus: 
{Daniel 9:27 2 Thessalonians 2:4} illius scelerati et abominandi regni ducem et antesignanum, 
apud nos facimus Romanum Pontificem. Quod sedes ejus in templo Dei collocatur, ita innuitur, 
tale fore ejus regnum quod nec Christi nec ecclesiae nomen aboleat. Hinc igitur patet nos minime 
negare, quin sub ejus quoque tyrannide ecclesiae maneant: sed quas sacrilega impietate 
profanarit, quas immani dominatione afflixerit, quas malis et exitialibus doctrinis, ceu venenatis 
potionibus, corruperit, et propemodum enecarit, in quibus semisepultus lateat Christus, obrutum 
Evangelium, profligata pietas, cultus Dei fere abolitus: in quibus denique omnia sic sint 
conturbata, ut Babylonis potius quam civitatis Dei sanctae facies illic appareat." Comp. IV., 7, 
25; and Calvin’s commentary on 2 Thessalonians 2:3. 
 
{704} Ch. XXV. 6: "The Pope of Rome... is that Antichrist, that man of sin and perdition, that 
exalteth himself in the Church against Christ and all that is called God." And yet there are 
American divines who derive from this passage the very opposite conclusion; namely, that the 
Roman Church is no church at all, and that all her ordinances are invalid. An attempt to sanction 
this conclusion was made at the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church at Cincinnati in 
1885, but failed. The Westminster Confession never calls the Roman Church Antichrist, but only 



the Pope, who is no more the Roman Church than the Moderator of the General Assembly is the 
General Assembly, or the President of the United States is the American people, or the Czar of 
Russia is Russia. The government is only one factor in the life of a nation or a church. 
 
{705} Dante locates them in the Inferno; and Mohler says, "Hell has swallowed them up."  



86. Changes in the Views on the Ministry. Departure from the Episcopal 
Succession. Luther ordains a Deacon, and consecrates a Bishop. 
 
The Reformers unanimously rejected the sacerdotal character of the Christian ministry (except in 
a spiritual sense), and hence also the idea of a literal altar and sacrifice. No priest, no sacrifice. 
"Priest" is an abridgment of "presbyter," {706} and "Presbyter" is equivalent to "elder." It does 
not mean sacerdos in the New Testament, nor among the earliest ecclesiastical writers before 
Tertullian and Cyprian. {707} Moreover, in Scripture usage "presbyter" and "bishop" are terms 
for one and the same office (as also in the Epistle of Clement of Rome), and the recently 
discovered "Teaching of the Twelve Apostles". {708} This fact (conceded by Jerome and 
Chrysostom and the best modern scholars) was made the basis for presbyterian ordination in 
those Lutheran and Reformed churches which abolished episcopacy. {709} 
 
In the place of a graded hierarchy, the Reformers taught the parity of ministers; and in the place 
of a special priesthood, offering the very body and blood of Christ, a general priesthood of 
believers, offering the sacrifices of prayer and praise for the one sacrifice offered for all time to 
come. Luther derived the lay-priesthood from baptism as an anointing by the Holy Spirit and an 
incorporation into Christ. "A layman with the Scriptures," he said, "is more to be believed than 
pope and council without the Scriptures." {710} 
 
Nevertheless, he maintained, in opposition to the democratic radicalism of Carlstadt and the 
fanatical spiritualism of the Zwickau prophets, the necessity of a ministry, as a matter of order 
and expediency; and so far he asserted its divine origin. Every public teacher must be called of 
God through the Church, or prove his extraordinary call by miracles. And so the Augsburg 
Confession declares that "no man shall publicly teach in the church, or administer the sacraments, 
without a regular call." {711} 
 
But what constitutes a regular call? Luther at first took the ground of congregational 
independency in his writings to the Bohemian Brethren (1523), and advocated the right of a 
Christian congregation to call, to elect, and to depose its own minister. {712} He meant, of 
course, a congregation of true believers, not a mixed multitude of nominal professors. In cases of 
necessity, which knows no law, he would allow any one who has the gift, to pray and sing, to 
teach and preach; and refers to the congregation of Corinth, and to Stephen, Philip, and Apollos, 
who preached without a commission from the apostles. In a conflagration everybody runs to lend 
a helping hand, to save the town. But, in ordinary cases, no one should be a teacher unless called 
and elected by the congregation. Even Paul did not elect elders without the concurrence of the 
people. The bishops of our days are no bishops, but idols. They neglect preaching, their chief 
duty, leaving it to chaplains and monks: they confirm and consecrate bells, altars, and churches, 
which is a self-invented business, neither Christian nor episcopal. They are baby-bishops. {713} 
 
But congregations of pure Christians, capable of self-government, could not be found in Germany 
at that time, and are impossible in state churches where churchmanship and citizenship coincide. 
Luther abandoned this democratic idea after the Peasants’ War, and called on the arm of the 
govern-ment for protection against the excesses of the popular will. 
 
In the first years of the Reformation the congregations were supplied by Romish ex-priests and 
monks. But who was to ordain the new preachers educated at Wittenberg? The bishops of Saxony 
(Naumburg-Zeiz, Meissen, and Merseburg) remained loyal to their master in Rome; and there 
was no other ordaining power according to law. Luther might have derived the succession from 



two bishops of Prussia,—Georg von Polenz, bishop of Samland, and Erhard von Queis, bishop of 
Pomesania,—who accepted the Reformation, and afterwards surrendered their episcopal rights to 
Duke Albrecht as the summus episcopus (1525). {714} But he did not wish to go outside of 
Saxony, and hated the whole hierarchy of pope and bishop as a human invention and spiritual 
tyranny. He congratulated the bishop of Samland that he, as by a miracle of grace, had been 
delivered from the mouth of Satan; while all other bishops raged like madmen against the 
reviving gospel, although he hoped that there were some timid Nicodemuses among them. {715} 
 
With these views, and the conviction of his own divine authority to reform the church, he felt no 
reluctance to take the episcopal prerogative into his hands. He acted to the end of his life as an 
irregular or extraordinary bishop and pope in partibus Protestantium, being consulted by princes, 
magistrates, theologians, and people of all sorts. 
 
He set the first example of a Presbyterian ordination by laying hands on his amanuensis, Georg 
Rorer (Rorarius), and making him deacon at Wittenberg, May 14, 1525. Rorer is favorably known 
by his assistance in the Bible Version and the first edition of Luther’s works. He died as librarian 
of the University of Jena, 1557. Melanchthon justified the act on the ground that the bishops 
neglected their duty. {716} 
 
But Luther ventured even to consecrate a bishop, or a superintendent; as John Wesley did two 
hundred and fifty years afterwards in the interest of his followers in the United States. When the 
bishopric of Naumburg became vacant, the chapter, backed by the Roman-Catholic minority of 
the nobility and people, regularly elected Julius von Pflug, one of the ablest, purest, and mildest 
opponents of the Reformation. This choice displeased the Protestants. The Elector John 
Frederick, by an illegal use of power, confiscated the property of the diocese, and appointed a 
counter-bishop in the person of Nicolaus von Amsdorf, Luther’s most devoted friend, who was 
unmarried and a nobleman, and at that time superintendent at Magdeburg. The consecration took 
place on June 20, 1542, in the dome of Naumburg, in the presence of the Elector, the Protestant 
clergy, and a congregation of about five thousand people. Luther preached the sermon, and 
performed the consecration with the assistance of three superintendents (Medler, Spalatin, and 
Stein) and an abbot, by the laying-on of hands, and prayer. {717} This bold and defiant act 
created great sensation and indignation, and required a public defense, which he prepared at the 
request of the Elector. {718} He used the strongest language against popery and episcopacy to 
overawe the opposition, and to make it contemptible. He even boasts of having made a bishop 
without chrism, butter, and incense. "I cannot repent," he says, "of such a great and horrible sin, 
nor expect absolution for it." He assigns, among the reasons for setting aside the election of a 
Catholic bishop, that God had in the first three commandments, as by a thunder-stroke of 
judgment, forever condemned to hell the chapter of Naumburg, together with the pope, cardinals, 
and all their regime, for breaking those commandments by their idolatry and false worship. 
Christians are forbidden, on pain of eternal damnation, to hear and tolerate them. They must flee 
a false prophet, preacher, or bishop, and regard a popish bishop as no bishop at all, but as a wolf, 
yea, as a devil. {719} "And what does the most hellish father in his hellish Church? Does he not 
depose all bishops, abbots, priests, whom he finds heretics or apostates from his idolatry?... Yea, 
he interferes even with secular and domestic government, deposes emperors, kings, princes, 
separates man and wife, dissolves marriage, abolishes obedience, duty, and oath, simply for 
disobedience to his audacious devilish decretals and accursed bulls." But, as the holy Virgin sings 
in her Magnificat, "the Lord hath scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts, and hath 
put down princes from their thrones" {Luke 1:51,52} and as St. Peter writes, "Deus superbis 
resistit". {1 Peter 5:5} The proud and haughty, whether he be pope, emperor, king, prince, 
nobleman, citizen, or peasant, will be humbled, and come to a bitter end. The chapter of 
Naumburg elected a bishop who would have been bound by obedience to the pope to persecute 



the gospel, "to worship the devil," and to let the pope, the archbishop of Mainz, and their 
courtiers rule and ruin at pleasure. The papists have been playing this game for more than twenty 
years. It is high time to stop it. He who rules in heaven and also here in our hearts turns the wise 
into fools, and "taketh the wise in their craftiness". {1 Corinthians 3:19} 
 
This is the spirit and language of this apologetic Tract. "It was followed by a still fiercer attack 
upon popery as an invention of the Devil" (1545). 
 
Amsdorf was forced upon the chapter and the people by the Elector, but lost his bishopric in the 
Smalcaldian War (1547), took a leading and ultra-Lutheran part in the bitter theological 
controversies which followed, and died at Eisenach, 1565, in his eighty-second year. His 
ephemeral episcopate was, of course, a mere superintendency. 
 
Several of Luther’s friends and pupils were appointed superintendents; as Lauterbach at Pirna (d. 
1569); Heidenreich, or Heiderich, at Torgau (d. 1572), who with Mathesius, Dietrich, Weller, and 
others, preserved his "table spice" (condimenta mensae), as they called his familiar conversations. 
 
The appointment of these superintendents was in the hands of the prince as summus episcopus 
over his territory. The congregations had not even the power of electing their own pastors. {720} 
 
In the cities the magistrate assumed the episcopal power, and appointed the superintendents. 
 
The further development of the episcopal, territorial, and collegial system in the Lutheran Church 
lies beyond our limits. 
 
{706} Milton, in his discontent with the Presbyterians and zeal for independency, said, "Presbyter 
is priest writ large." 
 
{707} The exceptional designation of the Christian prophets as "highpriests" (arcierei), in the 
Didache, ch. XIII. 3, is probably figurative. See Schaff, The Oldest Church Manual, p. 206 sq. 
 
{708} See Schaff, l. c. p. 74 sq., and 211. 
 
{709} See the passage in the Appendix to Luther’s Articles of Smalcald, quoted above on p. 517, 
note 2. 
 
{710} Comp. 44, p. 207, and Melanchthon in his Apology of the Augsb. Conf., arts. XIII. and 
XXIV. 
 
{711} Art. XIV. 
 
{712} In the address Deuteronomy instituendis ministris, to the magistrate and people of Prag, 
and in his tract "Dass eine christliche Versammlung oder Gemeinde Recht und Macht habe, alle 
Lehrer zu urtheilen und Lehrer zu berufen, ein- und abzusetzen." (Erl. ed., XXII. 140 sqq.; and 
Walch, X. 1795 sqq.) 
 
{713} "Es sind verkehrt, verblendete Larven, und rechte Kinderbischofe." The last word of his 
German tract to the Bohemians. Erl. ed., XXII. 151. 
 
{714} The conversion and attempted reformation of Archbishop Herrmann of Cologne occurred 
much later, in 1543. 



 
{715} In the preface to his commentary on Deuteronomy, which he dedicated to the bishop of 
Samland, 1525 (Erl. ed. of Opera Latina, XIII. 6): "Non enim te laudamus, sed insigne illud 
miraculum gratiae Dei extollimus, quam in te valere, regnare et triumphare videmus et audimus 
cum gaudio ut... te unicum et solum inter omnes episcopi orbis elegerit Dominus et liberaverit ex 
ore Satanae quod dilatavit sicut infernum et devorat omnes. Nihil enim videmus in ceteris 
episcopis (quanquam esse inter eos sperem aliquot Nicodemos) nisi quod subversis caesare et 
regibus ac principibus fremunt et insaniunt contra resurgens vel potius oriens evangelion, ut 
denuo impleant illud Psalmi secundi," etc. Comp. his letter to Spalatin, Feb. 1, 1524, and to 
Briesmann, July 4, 1524, in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 474 and 525 sqq. 
 
{716} Corp. Ref., I. 765. Comp. Seckendorf, Hist. Lutheranismi, vol. II. 29. 
 
{717} See an account of the consecration in Seckendorf, III. 391 sqq.; Kostlin, II. 561 sqq.; 
Janssen, III. 483-492. Janssen describes the sickening details of the violence, intrigues, and 
robberies connected with the Protestantizing and secularizing of the three Saxon bishoprics. 
 
{718} Exempel, einen rechten christlichen Bischof zu weihen, 1542. Erl. ed., XXVI. 77-108; 
Walch, XVII. 122. He begins with the characteristic sentence: "Wir armen Ketzer haben abermal 
eine grosse Sunde begangen wider die hollische unchristliche Kirche des allerhollischten Vaters, 
des Papstes, dass wir einen Bischof im Stift Naumburg ordinirt und eingeweihet haben, ohne 
allen Chresem [Chrisma, Salbol], auch ohne Butter, Schmalz, Speck, Teer, Schmeer, Weihrauch, 
Kohlen und was derselben grossen Heiligkeit mehr ist: dazu wider ihren Willen; doch nicht ohne 
ihr Wissen." Comp. also his letter to Jacob Probst, March 26, 1546 (De Wette, V. 451), where he 
calls this consecration "audax facinus et plenissimum odio, invidia at indignatione." 
 
{719} "gezwungen durch Gottes Gebot, sich von ihm zu sondern, und ihn fur keinen Bischof, 
sondern fur einen Wolf, ja fur einen Teufel zu halten." Erl. ed., p. 80. 
 
{720} "Die Gemeinde," says Friedberg, l. c., p. 61, "tritt bei dieser Organisation ganz zuruck. Sie 
ist der ‘Pobel,’ der unter der Zucht des Wortes und der Polizei des Kirchenregimentes steht Eine 
Mitwirkung an-der Handhabung der Kirchenzucht findet sich nur in den Kirchenordnungen, wo 
reformirte Einflusse bemerkbar sind."  



87. Relation of Church and State. 
 
In January, 1523, Luther published a remarkable book on the civil magistrate, dedicated to Prince 
John, in which he proved from Romans 13:1 and 1 Peter 2:13 the duty to obey the civil 
magistrate, and from Acts 5:29 the duty to obey God more than man. {721} On the ground of 
Christ’s word, Matthew 22:21, which contains the wisest answer to an embarrassing question, he 
drew a sharp distinction between the secular and spiritual power, and reproved the pope and 
bishops for meddling with secular affairs, and the princes and nobles for meddling with spiritual 
matters. It sounds almost like a prophetic anticipation of the American separation of church and 
state when he says: — 
 
"God has ordained two governments among the children of Adam, the reign of God under Christ, 
and the reign of the world under the civil magistrate, each with its own laws and rights. The laws 
of the reign of the world extend no further than body and goods and the external affairs on earth. 
But over the soul God can and will allow no one to rule but himself alone. {722} Therefore where 
the worldly government dares to give laws to the soul, it invades the reign of God, and only 
seduces and corrupts the soul. This we shall make so clear that our noblemen, princes, and 
bishops may see what fools they are if they will force people with their laws and commandments 
to believe this or that.... {723} In matters which relate to the soul’s salvation nothing should be 
taught and accepted but God’s word. As no one can descend to hell or ascend to heaven for me, 
as little can any one believe or disbelieve for me; as he cannot open or shut heaven or hell for me, 
neither can he force me to faith or unbelief Faith is a voluntary thing which cannot be forced. 
Yea, it is a divine work in the spirit. Hence it is a common saying which is also found in 
Augustin: Faith cannot and should not be forced on anybody." {724} 
 
Here is the principle of religious liberty which was proclaimed in principle by Christ, acted upon 
by the apostles, re-asserted by the ante-Nicene fathers against the tyranny of persecuting Rome, 
but so often violated by Christian Rome in her desire for a worldly empire, and also by Protestant 
churches and princes in their dealings with Romanists and Anabaptists. Luther does not spare the 
secular rulers, though this book is dedicated to the brother of the Elector. 
 
"From the beginning of the world wise princes have been rare birds, and pious princes still rarer. 
Most of them are the greatest fools or the worst boobies on earth. {725} Therefore we must fear 
the worst from them, and expect little good, especially in divine things which affect the soul’s 
welfare. They are God’s hangmen, and his wrath uses them to punish evil-doers, and to keep 
external peace." 
 
He refers to Isaiah 3:4, "I will give children to be their princes, and babes shall rule over them;" 
and to Hosea 13:11, "I have given thee a king in mine anger, and have taken him away in my 
wrath." "The world is too bad," he adds, "and not worthy to have many wise and pious princes." 
 
To the objection that the secular magistrate should afford an external protection, and hinder 
heretics from seducing the people, he replies: — 
 
This is the business of bishops, and not of princes. For heresy can never be kept off by force; 
another grip is needed for that; "this is another quarrel than that of the sword. God’s word must 
contend here. If this fails, the worldly power is of no avail, though it fill the world with blood. 
Heresy is a spiritual thing that cannot be hewn down by iron, nor burned by fire, nor drowned by 



water. {726} But God’s word does it, as Paul says, ‘Our weapons are not carnal, but mighty in 
God’." {2 Corinthians 10:4,5} 
 
In his exposition of the First Epistle of St. Peter, from the same year (1523), he thus comments on 
the exhortation "to fear God and honor the king:" {727} 
 
"If the civil magistrate interferes with spiritual matters of conscience in which God alone must 
rule, we ought not to obey at all, but rather lose our head. Civil government is confined to 
external and temporal affairs. If an emperor or prince asks me about my faith, I would give 
answer, not because of his command, but because of my duty to confess my faith before 
everybody. But if he should go further, and command me to believe this or that, I would say, 
‘Dear sir, mind your secular business; you have no right to interfere with God’s reign, and 
therefore I shall not obey you at all.’" 
 
Similar views on the separation of church and state were held by Anabaptists, Mennonites, the 
English martyr-bishop Hooper, and Robert Browne the Independent; but they had no practical 
effect till a much later period. {728} 
 
Luther himself changed his opinion on this subject, and was in some measure driven to a change 
by the disturbances and heresies which sprang up around him, and threatened disorder and 
anarchy. The victory over the peasants greatly increased the power of the princes. The Lutheran 
Reformers banded the work of re-organization largely over to them, and thus unwittingly 
introduced a caesaropapacy; that is, such an union of church and state as makes the head of the 
state also the supreme ruler in the church. It is just the opposite of the hierarchical principle of the 
Roman Church, which tries to rule the state. Melanchthon justified this transfer chiefly by the 
neglect of the pope and bishops to do their duty. He says, if Christ and the apostles had waited till 
Annas and Caiaphas permitted the gospel, they would have waited in vain. {729} 
 
The co-operation of the princes and magistrates in the cities secured the establishment of the 
Protestant Church, but brought it under the bondage of lawyers and politicians who, with some 
honorable exceptions, knew less and ruled worse than the bishops. The Reformers often and 
bitterly complained in their later writings of the rapacity of princes and nobles who confiscated 
the property of churches and convents, and applied it to their own use instead of schools and 
benevolent purposes. Romish historians make the most of this fact to the disparagement of the 
Reformation. But the spoliations of Protestant princes are very trifling, as compared with the 
wholesale confiscation of church property by Roman-Catholic powers, as France, Spain, and Italy 
in the last and present centuries. 
 
The union of church and state accounts for the persecution of papists, heretics, and Jews; and all 
the Reformers justified persecution to the extent of deposition and exile, some even to the extent 
of death, as in the case of Servetus. {730} 
 
The modern progress of the principle of toleration and religious liberty goes hand in hand with 
the loosening of the bond of union between church and state. 
 
{721} Von weltlicher Obrigkeit, wie weit man ihr Gehorsam schuldig sei. Erl. ed. XXII. 59-105. 
 
{722} The Westminster Confession, ch. XX. 2, says: "God alone is Lord of the conscience." 
 
{723} l. c. p. 82: "Das weltlich Regiment hat Gesetze, die sich nicht weiter strecken, denn uber 
Leib und Gut, und was ausserlich ist auf Erden. Denn uber die Seele kann und will Gott niemand 



lassen regieren, denn sich selbst alleine. Darumb wo weltlich Gewalt sich vermisset, der Seelen 
Gesetze zu geben, da greift sie Gott in sein Regiment, und verfuhret und verderbet nur die Seelen. 
Das wollen wir so klar machen, dass mans greifen solle, auf dass unsere Junkern, die Fursten 
und Bischofe sehen, was sie fur Narren sind, wenn sie die Leut mit ihren Gesetzen und Geboten 
zwingen wollen, sonst oder so zu glauben." 
 
{724} "Zum Glauben kann und soll man niemand zwingen." As to St. Augustin, he changed his 
views on this subject, as Luther did afterwards. The anti-Manichaean Augustin was tolerant (he 
himself had been a Manichaean for nine years), but the anti-Donatist Augustin was intolerant. 
The former said, "Credere non potest homo nisi volens;" the latter misinterpreted the words: 
"Compelle intrare ut impleatur domus mea," {Luke 14:23} as a justification of forcible coercion. 
Comp. above, 11, p. 54 sq. 
 
{725} "Die grossten Narren oder die argsten Buben auf Erden" (p. 89). 
 
{726} "Ketzerei ist ein geistlich Ding, das kann man mit keinem Eisen hauen, mit keinem Feuer 
verbrennen, mit keinem Wasser ertranken." 
 
{727} In the Erl. ed., vol. LI. p. 419 sq. 
 
{728} See 12, p. 76, note. 
 
{729} Judicium de jure reformandi (1525), in the "Corp. Reform." I. 763 sqq. 
 
{730} See 12, p. 59 sqq.  



88. Church Visitation in Saxony. 
 
Melanchthon: Articuli de quibus egerunt per visitatores in regione Saxoniae. Wittenb., 1527. 
Reprinted in the Corpus Reform., vol. XXVI. (1858), 9-28. The same in German with preface by 
Luther: Unterricht der Visitatoren an-die Pfarrherrn im Kurfurstenthum zu Sachsen. Wittenb., 
1628. In Walch, X. 1902, and in Corp. Reform., XXVI. 29-40. Also Luther’s Letters to Elector 
John, from the years 1525 to 1527, in Deuteronomy Wette, vol. III. 38 sqq. 
 
Burkhardt: Gesch. der sachsischen Kirchen- und Schulvisitationen von 1524-45. Leipzig, 1879. 
Kostlin: M. L., II. 23-49. 
 
In order to abolish ecclesiastical abuses, to introduce reforms in doctrine, worship, and discipline, 
and to establish Christian schools throughout the electorate of Saxony, Luther proposed a general 
visitation of all the churches. This was properly the work of bishops. But, as there were none in 
Saxony who favored the Reformation, he repeatedly urged the Elector John, soon after he 
succeeded his brother Frederick, to institute an episcopal visitation of the churches in his territory, 
and to divide it into three or four districts, each to be visited by two noblemen or magistrates. 
{731} He presented to him, in his strong way, the deplorable condition of the church: the fear of 
God, and discipline are gone; the common people have lost all respect for the preachers, pay no 
more offerings, and let them starve; since the Pope’s tyranny is abolished, everybody does as he 
pleases. We shall soon have no churches, no schools, no pupils, unless the magistrates restore 
order, and take care at least of the youth, whatever may become of the old people. {732} 
 
It was a dangerous step, and the entering wedge of a new caesaropapacy,—the rule of statecraft 
over priestcraft. But it seemed to be the only available help under the circumstances, and certainly 
served a very useful purpose. Luther had full confidence in the God-fearing Elector, that he 
would not abuse the authority thus temporarily conferred on him. 
 
The Elector, after considerable delay, resolved upon the visitation in July, 1527, on the quasi-
legal basis of the Diet of Speier, which a year before had temporarily suspended, but by no means 
abolished, the Edict of Worms. He directed Melanchthon to prepare a "formula of doctrine and 
rites" for the instruction of the visitors. Melanchthon elaborated in Latin, and more fully in 
German, a summary of the evangelical doctrines of faith and duty, which may be regarded as the 
first basis of the Augsburg Confession. He treats, in seventeen articles, of faith, the cross 
(affliction), prayer, the fruits of the Spirit, the magistrate, the fear of God, righteousness, 
judgment, the sacraments (Baptism, the Lord’s Supper, and Confession), the sign of the eucharist, 
penitence, marriage, prohibited cases, human traditions, Christian liberty, free-will, and the law. 
The order is not very logical, and differs somewhat in the German edition. The work was finished 
in December, 1527. 
 
Luther wrote a popular preface and notes to the German edition, and explained the object. He 
shows the importance of church visitation, from the example of the apostles and the primary aim 
of the episcopal office; for a bishop, as the term indicates, is an overseer of the churches, and an 
archbishop is an overseer of the bishops. But the bishops have become worldly lords, and neglect 
their spiritual duties. Now, as the pure gospel has returned, or first begun, we need a true 
episcopacy; and, as nobody has a proper authority or divine command, we asked the Elector, as 
our divinely appointed ruler, {Romans 13} to exercise his authority for the protection and 
promotion of the gospel. Although he is not called to teach, he may restore peace and order, as 



the Emperor Constantine did when he called the Council of Nicaea for the settlement of the Arian 
controversy. {733} 
 
Melanchthon wisely abstained from polemics, and advised the preachers to attack sin and vice, 
but to let the pope and the bishops alone. Luther was not pleased with this moderation, and added 
the margin: "But they shall violently condemn popery with its devotees, since it is condemned by 
God; for popery is the reign of Antichrist, and, by instigation of the Devil, it terribly persecutes 
the Christian church and God’s Word." {734} 
 
The Elector appointed Luther, Melanchthon, Jonas, Spalatin, and Myconius, besides some 
prominent laymen, among the visitors. They carried on their work in 1528 and 1529. They found 
the churches in a most deplorable condition, which was inherited from the times of the papacy, 
and aggravated by the abuse of the liberty of the Reformation. Pastors and people had broken 
loose from all restraint, churches and schools were in ruins, the ministers without income, 
ignorant, indifferent, and demoralized. Some kept taverns, were themselves drunkards, and led a 
scandalous life. The people, of course, were no better. "The peasants," wrote Luther to Spalatin, 
"learn nothing, know nothing, and abuse all their liberty. They have ceased to pray, to confess, to 
commune, as if they were bare of all religion. As they despised popery, so they now despise us. It 
is horrible to behold the administration of the popish bishops." {735} 
 
The strong arm of the law was necessary. Order was measurably restored. The property of 
churches and convents was devoted to the endowment of parishes and schools, and stipends for 
theological students (1531). The appointment of ministers passed into the hands of the Elector. 
The visitations were repeated from time to time under the care of regular superintendents and 
consistories which formed the highest ecclesiastical Councils, under the sovereign as the supreme 
bishop. 
 
In this way, the territorial state-church government was established and order restored in Saxony, 
Hesse, Braunschweig-Luneburg, Mecklenburg, East Friesland, Silesia, and other Protestant 
sovereignties of Germany. 
 
{731} See his letters of Oct. 31, 1525, Nov. 30, 1525, Nov. 22, 1526, Feb. 5, 1527, Oct. 12, 1527. 
 
{732} "Wollen die Alten ja nicht, mogen sie immer zum Teufel hinfahren. Aber wo die Jugend 
versaumet und unerzogen bleibt, da ist die Schuld der Obrigkeit" (De Wette, III. 136). In the 
same letter he says that the people live "wie die Saue: da ist keine Furcht Gottes, noch Zucht 
mehr, weit des Papstes Bann ist abgegangen, und thut jedermann was er nur will." 
 
{733} "Denn obwol S. K. F. Gnaden zu lehren und geistlich regieren nicht befohlen ist, so sind 
sie doch schuldig, als weltliche Obrigkeit, darob zu halten, dass nicht Zwietracht, Rotten und 
Aufruhr sich unter den Unterthanen erheben, wie auch der Kaiser Constantinus die Bischofe gen 
Nicaea fordert," etc. Corp. Ref., XXVI. fol. 46. 
 
{734} See the note in full, l. c., fol. 85. 
 
{735} Letter of February, 1529, in Deuteronomy Wette, 1II. 424. Comp. also the prefaces to his 
Catechisms. It is characteristic of the Ultramontane history of Janssen, that, while he dwells 
largely on the lamentations of Luther over the wretched condition of the churches in Saxony, and 
derives them from his doctrine of justification by faith alone (vol. III. 67-69), he completely 
ignores Luther’s Catechisms which were to cure these evils.  



89. Luther’s Catechisms. 1529. 
 
I. Critical editions of Luther’s Catechisms in his Works, Erl. ed., vol. XXI. (contains the two 
catechisms and some other catechetical writings); by Monckeberg (Hamburg, 1851, second ed. 
1868); Schneider (Berlin, 1853, a reprint of the standard ed. of 1531 with a critical introduction); 
Theodos. Harnack (Stuttgart, 1856; a reprint of two editions of 1529 and 1539, and a table of the 
chief textual variations till 1842); Zezschwitz (Leipz. 1881); Calinich (Leipz. 1882). See titles in 
Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, I. 245. The Catechisms are also printed in the editions of the 
Symbolical Books of the Lutheran Church, and the Little (or Small) Catechism, with English 
translation, in Schaff’s Creeds, etc., vol. III. 74-92. The text in the Book of Concord is unreliable, 
and should be compared with the works mentioned. 
 
II. Discussions on the history and merits of Luther’s Catech., by Kocher, Augusti, Veesenmeyer, 
Zezschwitz, and others, quoted by Schaff, l. c. 245. Add Kostlin: M. L., bk. VI. ch. IV. (II. 50-
65). 
 
The Catechisms of Luther are the richest fruit of the Saxon church visitations. Intended as a 
remedy for the evils of ignorance and irreligion, they have become symbolical standards of 
doctrine and duty, and permanent institutions in the Lutheran Church. The Little Catechism, 
which is his best, bears the stamp of his religious genius, and is, next to his translation of the 
Bible, his most useful and enduring work by which he continues a living teacher in catechetical 
classes and Sunday schools as far as the Lutheran confession extends. He here adapts the 
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven to the capacity of children, and becomes himself a child with 
children, a learner with the teacher, as he said, "I am a doctor and a preacher, yet I am like a child 
who is taught the Catechism, and I read and recite word by word in the morning the Ten 
Commandments, the Articles of the Creed, and the Lord’s Prayer, and cheerfully remain a child 
and pupil of the Catechism." A great little book, with as many thoughts as words, and every word 
sticking to the heart as well as the memory. It is strong food for men, and milk for babes. It 
appeals directly to the heart, and can be turned into prayer. In the language of the great historian 
Leopold von Ranke, "it is as childlike as it is profound, as comprehensible as it is unfathomable, 
simple and sublime. Happy he whose soul was fed by it, who clings to it! He possesses an 
imperishable comfort in every moment; under a thin shell, a kernel of truth sufficient for the 
wisest of the wise." {736} 
 
Catechetical instruction was (after the model of the Jewish synagogue) a regular institution of the 
Christian church from the beginning, as a preparation for membership. In the case of adult 
converts, it preceded baptism; in the case of baptized infants, it followed baptism, and culminated 
in the confirmation and the first communion. The oldest theological school, where Clement and 
the great Origen taught, grew out of the practical necessity of catechetical teaching. The chief 
things taught were the Creed (the Nicene in the Greek, the Apostles’ in the Latin Church) or what 
to believe, the Lord’s Prayer (Pater Noster) or how to pray, and the Ten Commandments or how 
to live. To these were added sometimes special chapters on the sacraments, the Athanasian Creed, 
the Te Deum, the Gloria in excelsis, the Ave Maria, Scripture verses, and lists of sins and virtues. 
Cyril’s Catechetical Lectures were a standard work in the Greek Church. Augustin wrote, at the 
request of a deacon, a famous book on catechising (De catechizandis rudibus), and a brief 
exposition of the Creed and the Lord’s Prayer (Enchiridion), which were intended for teachers, 
and show what was deemed necessary in the fifth century for the instruction of Christians. In the 
middle ages the monks Kero (720) and Notker (912), both of St. Gall, Otfrid of Weissenburg 
(870), and others prepared catechetical manuals or primers of the simplest kind. Otfrid’s 



Catechism contains (1) the Lord’s Prayer with an explanation; (2) the deadly sins; (3) the 
Apostles’ Creed; (4) the Athanasian Creed; (5) the Gloria. The anti-papal sects of the Albigenses, 
Waldenses, and Bohemian Brethren, paid special attention to catechetical instruction. 
 
The first Protestant catechisms were prepared by Lonicer (1523), Melanchthon (1524), Brentius 
(1527), Althamer, Lachmann (1528), and later by Urbanus Rhegius (Rieger). {737} Luther urged 
his friends and colleagues, Justus Jonas and Agricola, to write one for Saxony (1525); {738} but 
after the doleful experience of popular ignorance during the church visitation, he took the task in 
hand himself, and completed it in 1529. He had previously published popular expositions of the 
Ten Commandments, the Creed, and the Lord’s Prayer (1520). {739} 
 
He wrote two Catechisms, both in the German language. The "Great Catechism" is a continuous 
exposition, and not divided into questions and answers; moreover, it grew so much under his 
hands, that it became unsuitable for the instruction of the young, which he had in view from the 
beginning. Hence he prepared soon afterwards (in July, 1529) a short or little Catechism under 
the name Enchiridion. It is the ripe fruit of the larger work, and superseded it for practical use. 
The same relation exists between the Larger and Shorter Catechisms of the Westminster 
Assembly. 
 
With his conservative instinct, Luther retained the three essential parts of a catechism,—the 
Decalogue, the Creed, and the Lord’s Prayer. He called the first the doctrine of all doctrines; the 
second, the history of all histories; the third, the highest of all prayers. To these three chief 
divisions he added, after the Catholic tradition and the example of the Bohemian Catechism, an 
instruction on the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, in two separate parts, making 
five in all. He retained in the address of the Lord’s Prayer the old German Vater unser (Pater 
Noster), and the translation "Deliver us from evil" (a malo); but in his Bible he changed the 
former into Unser Vater, {Matthew 6:9} and in his Large Catechism he refers the Greek to the 
evil one, i.e., the Devil (o ponhrw), as our arch-enemy. Yet in practice these two differences 
have become distinctive marks of the Lutheran and German Reformed use of the Lord’s Prayer. 
{740} 
 
The later editions of the Little Catechism (since 1564) contain a sixth part on "Confession and 
Absolution," or, "The Power of the Keys," which is inserted either as Part V., between Baptism 
and the Lord’s Supper, or added as Part VI., or as an appendix. The precise authorship of the 
enlarged form or forms (for they vary) of this part, with the questions, "What is the power of the 
keys?" etc., is uncertain; but the substance of it—viz. the questions on private or auricular 
confession of sin to the minister, and absolution by the minister, as given in the "Book of 
Concord"—date from Luther himself, and appear first substantially in the third edition of 1531, as 
introductory to the fifth part on the Lord’s Supper. He made much account of private confession 
and absolution; while the Calvinists abolished the same as a mischievous popish invention, and 
retained only the public act. "True absolution," says Luther, "or the power of the keys, instituted 
in the gospel by Christ, affords comfort and support against sin and an evil conscience. 
Confession or absolution shall by no means be abolished in the church, but be retained, especially 
on account of weak and timid consciences, and also on account of untutored youth, in order that 
they may be examined and instructed in the Christian doctrine. But the enumeration of sins 
should be free to every one, to enumerate, or not to enumerate such as he wishes." {741} The 
practice of private confession is still retained in some sections, but has entirely disappeared in 
other sections, of the Lutheran Church. 
 



The Church of England holds a similar view on this subject. The Book of Common Prayer 
contains, besides two forms of public confession and absolution, a form of private confession and 
absolution. But the last is omitted in the liturgy of the Episcopal Church of the United States. 
 
Besides these doctrinal sections, the Little Catechism, as edited by Luther in 1531 (partly, also, in 
the first edition of 1529) has three appendices of a devotional or liturgical character: viz., (1) A 
series of short family prayers; (2) a table of duties (Haustafel) for the members of a Christian 
house hold, consisting of Scripture passages; (3) a marriage manual (Traubuchlin), and (4) a 
baptismal manual (Taufbuchlin). 
 
The first two appendices were retained in the "Book of Concord;" but the third and fourth, which 
are liturgical and ceremonial, were omitted because of the great diversity in different churches as 
to exorcism in baptism and the rite of marriage. 
 
The Little Catechism was translated from the German original into the Latin (by Sauermann) and 
many other languages, even into the Greek, Hebrew, and Syriac. It is asserted by Lutheran writers 
that no book, except the Bible, has had a wider circulation. Thirty-seven years after its 
appearance, Mathesius spoke of a circulation of over a hundred thousand copies. It was soon 
introduced into public schools, churches, and families. It became by common consent a 
symbolical book, and a sort of "layman’s Bible" for the German people. 
 
Judged from the standpoint of the Reformed churches, the catechism of Luther, with all its 
excellences, has some serious defects. It gives the text of the Ten Commandments in an abridged 
form, and follows the wrong division of the Latin Church, which omits the Second 
Commandment altogether, and cuts the Tenth Commandment into two to make up the number. It 
allows only three questions and answers to the exposition of the creed,—on creation, redemption, 
and sanctification. It gives undue importance to the sacraments by making them co-ordinate parts 
with the three great divisions; and elevates private confession and absolution almost to the dignity 
of a third sacrament. It contains no instruction on the Bible, as the inspired record of Divine 
revelation and the rule of faith and practice. These defects are usually supplied in catechetical 
instruction by a number of preliminary or additional questions and answers. 
 
{736} To this and other testimonies, may be added that of Kostlin, II. 63: "Der Kleine 
Katechismus steht in erster Reihe unter den Schriften des Reformators." 
 
{737} Hartmann, Aelteste Katechetische Denkmale, Stuttgart, 1844. 
 
{738} Jonas is probably the author of the Laienbiblia, 1525 (republished by Schneider in 1853), 
and this was probably the basis of "Cranmer’s Catechism." 1548. See Schaff, Creeds, I. 655, note 
2. 
 
{739} Erl. ed., vol. XXII. 1-32. Comp. also his Taufbuchlein verdeutscht, 1523, and reproduced 
1526(?), ibid. XXII. 157 sqq. and 290 sqq. 
 
{740} If German farmers in Pennsylvania are asked, "What is the difference between the 
Lutherans and the Reformed?" the reply is, "The one pray Vater unser, the other Unser Vater." 
 
{741} Articuli Smalcald. P. III., cap. 8.  



90. The Typical Catechisms of Protestantism. 
 
In this connection we may anticipate a brief comparison between the most influential manuals of 
popular religious instruction which owe their origin to the Reformation, and have become 
institutions, retaining their authority and usefulness to this day. 
 
These are Luther’s Little Catechism (1529), the Heidelberg Catechism (1563), the Anglican 
Catechism (1549, enlarged 1604, revised 1661), and the Westminster Shorter Catechism (1647). 
The first is the standard catechism of the Lutheran Church; the second, of the German and Dutch 
Reformed, and a few other Reformed churches (in Bohemia and Hungary); the third, of the 
Episcopal Church of England and her daughters in the British Colonies and the United States; the 
fourth, of the Presbyterian churches in Scotland, England, and America. They follow these 
various churches to all their missionary fields in heathen lands, and have been translated into 
many languages. 
 
They are essentially agreed in the fundamental doctrines of catholic and evangelical religion. 
They teach the articles of the Apostles’ Creed, the Ten Commandments, and the Lord’s Prayer; 
that is, all that is necessary for a man to believe and to do in order to be saved. They thus exhibit 
the harmony of the chief branches of orthodox Protestant Christendom. 
 
But they also differ, and reflect the peculiar genius and charisma of these churches. The Lutheran 
Catechism is the simplest, the most genial and childlike; the Heidelberg Catechism, the fullest 
and the richest for a more mature age; the Anglican Catechism, the shortest and most churchly, 
though rather meagre; the Westminster Catechism, the clearest, precisest, and most logical. The 
first three are addressed to the learner as a church-member, who answers the questions from his 
present or prospective experience. The Westminster Catechism is impersonal, and gives the 
answers in the form of a theological definition embodying the question. The first two breathe the 
affectionate heartiness and inwardness which are characteristic of German piety; the other two 
reflect the sober and practical type of English and Scotch piety. The Lutheran and Anglican 
Catechisms begin with the Ten Commandments, and regard the law in its preparatory mission as 
a schoolmaster leading to Christ. The other catechisms begin with an exposition of the articles of 
faith, and proceed from faith to the law as a rule of Christian life, which the Heidelberg 
Catechism represents as an act of gratitude for the salvation obtained (following in its order the 
Epistle to the Romans, from sin to redemption, and from redemption to a holy life of gratitude). 
Luther adheres to the Roman division of the Decalogue, and abridges it; the others give the better 
division of the Jews and the Greek Church, with the full text. The Lutheran and Anglican 
Catechisms assign to the sacraments an independent place alongside of the Commandments, the 
Creed, and the Lord’s Prayer; while the Heidelberg and Westminster Catechisms incoporate them 
in the exposition of the articles of faith. The former teach baptismal regeneration, and Luther also 
the corporeal real presence, and private confession and absolution; the latter teach the Calvinistic 
theory of the sacraments, and ignore private confession and absolution. The Anglican Thirty-nine 
Articles, however, likewise teach the Reformed view of the Lord’s Supper. The Westminster 
Catechism departs from the catholic tradition by throwing the Apostles’ Creed into an appendix, 
and substituting for the historical order of revelation a new logical scheme; While all the other 
catechisms make the Creed the basis of their, doctrinal expositions. {742} 
 
The difference is manifest in the opening questions and answers, which we give here in parallel 
columns: — 
 



luther’s catechism 
 
The First Commandment. 
 
Thou shalt have no other gods. 
 
What does this mean? 
 
We should hear and love God, and trust in Him, above all things 
 
The Second [Third] Commandment. 
 
Thou shalt not take the name of thy God in vain. 
 
What does this mean? 
 
We should so fear and love God as not to curse, swear, conjure, lie, or deceive, by his name; but 
call upon it in every time of need, pray, praise, and give thanks. 
 
The Third [Fourth] Commandment. 
 
Thou shalt keep the holy Sabbath day. 
 
What does this mean? 
 
We should hear and love God as not to despise preaching and His Word, and willingly hear and 
learn it. 
 
heidelberg catechism. 
 
What is thy only comfort in life and in death? 
 
That I, with body and soul, both in life and in death, am not my own, but belong to my faithful 
Saviour Jesus Christ, who with his precious blood has fully satisfied for all my sins, and 
redeemed me from all the power of the devil; and so preserves me that without the will of my 
Father in heaven not a hair can fall from my head; yea, that all things must work together for my 
salvation. Wherefore, by his Holy Spirit, He also assures me of eternal life, and makes me 
heartily willing and ready henceforth to live unto Him. 
 
How many things are necessary for thee to know, that thou in this comfort mayest live abd die 
happily? 
 
Three things: First, the greatness of my sin and misery. Secondly, how I am redeemed from all 
my sins and misery. Thirdly, how I am to be thankful to God for such redemption. 
 
anglican catechism 
 
What is your name? 
 
N. or M. 
 



Who gave you this name? 
 
My Godfathers and Godmothers {743} In my Baptism; wherein I was made a member of Christ, 
the child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven. 
 
What did your godfathers and godmothers [sponsors] then for you? 
 
They did promise and vow three things in my name. First, that I should renounce the devil and all 
his works, the pomps and vanity of this wicked world, and all the sinful lusts of the flesh. 
Secondly, that I should believe all the Articles of the Christian Faith. And thirdly, that I should 
keep God’s holy will and commandments, and walk in them all the days of my life. 
 
westminster catechism. 
 
What is the chief end of man? 
 
Man’s chief end is to glorify God, and to enjoy Him forever. 
 
What rule hath God given to direct us how we may glorify and enjoy Him? 
 
The Word of God, which is contained in the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, is the 
only rule to direct us how we may glorify and enjoy Him. 
 
What do the Scriptures principally teach? 
 
The Scriptures principally teach what man is to believe concerning God and what duty God 
requires of man. 
 
What is God? 
 
God is a Spirit, infinite, eternal, and unchangeable, in his being, wisdom, power, holiness, justice, 
goodness, and truth. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{742} For a fuller comparison, see Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 543 sqq. 
 
{743} The American Episcopal Prayer book reads instead: My Sponsors.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VI. 
 
PROPAGATION AND PERSECUTION OF PROTESTANTISM IN 
 
GERMANY TILL 1530. 
 

91. Causes and Means of Progress. 
 
The Reformation spread over Germany with the spontaneous and irresistible impulse of a great 
historical movement that struck its roots deep in the wants and necessities of the church. The only 
propaganda of Luther was the word and the pen, but these he used to the utmost of his time and 
strength. "There was no need of an arrangement," says Ranke, "or of a concerted agreement, or of 
any special mission. As at the first favor of the vernal sun the seed sprouts from the ploughed 
field, so the new convictions, which were prepared by all what men had experienced and heard, 
made their appearance on the slightest occasion, wherever the German language was spoken." 
{744} 
 
The chief causes of progress were the general discontent with papal tyranny and corruption; the 
desire for light, liberty, and peace of conscience; the thirst for the pure word of God. The chief 
agencies were the German Bible, which spoke with Divine authority to the reason and 
conscience, and overawed the human authority of the pope; the German hymns, which sang the 
comforting doctrines of grace into the hearts of the people; and the writings of Luther, who 
discussed every question of the day with commanding ability and abundant knowledge, assuring 
the faith of friends, and crushing the opposition of foes. The force and fertility of his genius as a 
polemic are amazing, and without a parallel among fathers, schoolmen, and modern divines. He 
ruled like an absolute monarch in the realm of German theology and religion; and, with the 
gospel for his shield and weapon, he was always sure of victory. {745} 
 
What Luther did for the people, Melanchthon accomplished, in his gentle and moderate way, for 
scholars. In their united labors they were more than a match for all the learning, skill, and 
material resources of the champions of Rome. 
 
No such progress of new ideas and principles had taken place since the first introduction of 
Christianity. No power of pope or emperor, no council or diet, could arrest it. The very obstacles 
were turned into helps. Had the Emperor and his brother favored the cause of progress, all 
Germany might have become nominally Lutheran. But it was better that Protestantism should 
succeed, in spite of their opposition, by its intellectual and moral force. A Protestant Constantine 
or Charlemagne would have extended the territory, but endangered the purity, of the Reformation. 
 
Secular and selfish motives and passions were mingled with the pure enthusiasm for the gospel. 
Violence, intrigues, and gross injustice were sometimes employed in the suppression of the old, 
and the introduction of the new, faith. {746} But, human sin and imperfection enter into all great 
movements of history. Wherever God builds a church, the Devil is sure to build a chapel close by. 
The Devil is mighty; but God is almighty, and overrules the wrath and outwits the wit of his great 
enemy. Nothing but the power of truth and conviction could break down the tyranny of the 
papacy, which for so many centuries had controlled church and state, house and home, from the 



cradle to the grave, and held the keys to the kingdom of heaven. It is an insult to reason and faith 
to deny the all-ruling and overruling supremacy of God in the history of the world and the church. 
 
{744} Deutsche Geschichte, etc., vol. II. 46 (6th ed.). 
 
{745} I "Selbstherrschender, gewaltiger ist wohl nie ein Schriftsteller aufgetreten, in keiner 
Nation der Welt. Auch durfte kein anderer zu nennen sein, der die vollkommenste 
Verstandlichkeit und Popularitat, gesunden, treuherzigen Menschenverstand mit so vielechtem 
Geist, Schwung und Genius vereinigt hatte. Er gab der Literatur den Charakter den sie seitdem 
behalten, der Forschung, des Tiefsinns, der Polemik." Ranke, II. 56. "Fesselnder, ergreifender 
und packender hat kein Deutscher geschrieben. Dabei beherrschte er seine Muttersprache mit 
solcher Gewalt, dass er sie zur Schriftsprache zu erheben vermochte." Fr. Kapp, Geschichte des 
deutschen Buchhandels, vol. I. p. 407. 
 
{746} Janssen dwells, we may say, exclusively on the lower motives, and by omitting the higher 
spiritual motives and aims utterly misrepresents the Reformers and the Reformation.  



92. The Printing-Press and the Reformation. 
 
The art of printing, which was one of the providential preparations for the Reformation, became 
the mightiest lever of Protestantism and modern culture. 
 
The books before the Reformation were, for the most part, ponderous and costly folios and 
quartos in Latin, for limited circulation. The rarity of complete Bibles is shown by the fact that 
copies in the libraries were secured by a chain against theft. Now small and portable books and 
leaflets were printed in the vernacular for the millions. 
 
The statistics of the book trade in the sixteenth century reveal an extraordinary increase since 
Luther. In the year 1513, there appeared only ninety prints in Germany; in 1514, one hundred and 
six; in 1515, one hundred and forty-five; in 1516, one hundred and five; in 1517, eighty-one. 
They are mostly little devotional tracts, flying newspapers, official notices, medical prescriptions, 
stories, and satirical exposures of clerical and monastic corruptions. In 1518 the number rose to 
one hundred and forty-six; in 1519, to two hundred and fifty-two; in 1520, to five hundred and 
seventy-one; in 1521, to five hundred and twenty-three; in 1522, to six hundred and seventy-
seven; in 1523, to nine hundred and forty-four. Thus the total number of prints in the five years 
preceding the Reformation amounted only to five hundred and twenty-seven; in the six years after 
the Reformation, it rose to three thousand one hundred and thirteen. {747} 
 
These works are distributed over fifty different cities of Germany. Of all the works printed 
between 1518 and 1523 no less than six hundred appeared in Wittenberg; the others mostly in 
Nurnberg, Leipzig, Cologne, Strassburg, Hagenau, Augsburg, Basel, Halberstadt, and 
Magdeburg. Luther created the book-trade in Northern Germany, and made the little town of 
Wittenberg one of the principal book-marts, and a successful rival of neighboring Leipzig as long 
as this remained Catholic. In the year 1523 more than four-fifths of all the books published were 
on the side of the Reformation, while only about twenty books were decidedly Roman Catholic. 
Erasmus, hitherto the undisputed monarch in the realm of letters, complained that the people 
would read and buy no other books than Luther’s. He prevailed upon Froben not to publish any 
more of them. "Here in Basel," he wrote to King Henry VIII., "nobody dares to print a word 
against Luther, but you may write as much as you please against the pope." Romish authors, as 
we learn from Cochlaeus and Wizel, could scarcely find a publisher, except at their own expense; 
and the Leipzig publishers complained that their books were unsalable. 
 
The strongest impulse was given to the book trade by Luther’s German New Testament. Of the 
first edition, Sept. 22, 1522, five thousand copies were printed and sold before December of the 
same year, at the high price of one guilder and a half per copy (about twenty-five marks of the 
present value). Hans Luft printed a hundred thousand copies on his press in Wittenberg. Adam 
Petri in Basel published seven editions between 1522 and 1525; Thomas Wolf of the same city, 
five editions between 1523 and 1525. Duke George commanded that all copies should be 
delivered up at cost, but few were returned. The precious little volume, which contains the 
wisdom of the whole world, made its way with lightning speed into the palaces of princes, the 
castles of knights, the convents of monks, the studies of priests, the houses of citizens, the huts of 
peasants. Mechanics, peasants, and women carried the New Testament in their pockets, and dared 
to dispute with priests and doctors of theology about the gospel. {748} 
 
As there was no copyright at that time, the works of the Reformers were multiplied by reprints in 
Nurnberg, Augsburg, Strassburg, Basel. Republication was considered a legitimate and honorable 



business. Luther complained, not of the business itself, but of the reckless and scandalous 
character of many reprints of his books, which were so full of blunders that he could hardly 
recognize them. {749} Sometimes the printers stole his manuscript, and published it elsewhere. 
He was not hindered by any censorship, except that he received occasionally a gentle warning 
from the Elector when he did not spare the princes. He took no honorarium for his books, and was 
satisfied with a number of free copies for friends. Authors were usually supported by a 
professorship, and considered it beneath their dignity, or as ungentlemanlike, to receive a royalty, 
but were indirectly rewarded by free copies or other presents of the publishers or rich patrons, in 
return for dedications, which were originally, as they are now, nothing more than public 
testimonies of regard or gratitude, though often used, especially during the seventeenth century, 
for selfish purposes. {750} Cash payments to authors were, down to the eighteenth century, rare 
and very low. Few could make a decent living from writing books; and, we may add, few 
publishers acquired wealth from their trade, which is very uncertain, and subject to great losses. 
"Habent sua fata libelli." 
 
But, while the progressive Reformation gave wings to the printing-press, the conservative re-
action matured gradually a system of restriction, which, under the name of censorship and under 
the direction of book-censors, assumed the control of the publishing business with authority to 
prevent or suppress the publication and sale of books, pamphlets, and newspapers hostile to the 
prevailing religious, moral, or political sentiments. {751} The Peasants’ War, which was kindled 
by inflammatory books, and threatened a general overthrow of social order, strengthened the 
reactionary tendencies of Protestant, as well as Roman Catholic, governments. 
 
The burning of obnoxious books by public authority of church or state is indeed as old as the 
book-trade. A work of Protagoras, in which he doubted the existence of the Greek gods, was 
burned at the stake in Athens about twenty years after the death of Pericles. The Emperor 
Augustus subjected slanderous publications (libelli famosi) to legal prosecution and destruction 
by fire. Christian emperors employed their authority against heathen, heretical, and infidel books. 
Constantine the Great, backed by the Council of Nicaea, issued an edict against the writings of 
Porphyry and Arius; Accadius, against the books of the Eunomians (398); Theodosius, against the 
books of the Nestorians (435). Justinian commanded the destruction of sundry obnoxious works, 
and forbade their re-issue on pain of losing the right arm (536). The oecumenical synod of 680 at 
Constantinople burned the books which it had condemned, including the letters of the 
Monothelitic Pope Honorius. 
 
Papal Rome inherited this practice, and improved upon it. Leo I. caused a large number of 
Manichaean books to be burnt (446). The popes claimed the right and duty to superintend the 
religious and moral literature of Christendom. They transferred the right in the thirteenth century 
to the universities, but they found little to do until the art of printing facilitated the publication of 
books. The Council of Constance condemned the books of Wiclif and Hus, and ordered the 
bishops to burn all the copies they could seize (1415). 
 
The invention of the printing-press (c. 1450) called forth sharper measures in the very city where 
the inventor, John Gutenberg, lived and died (1400-1467). It gave rise also to the preventive 
policy of book-censorship which still exists in some despotic countries of Europe. Berthold, 
Archbishop of Mainz, took the lead in the restriction of the press. He prohibited, Jan. 10, 1486, 
the sale of all unauthorized German translations of Greek and Latin works, on the plea of the 
inefficiency of the German language, but with a hostile aim at the German Bible. In the same year 
Pope Innocent VIII. issued a bull against the printers of bad books. The infamous Pope Alexander 
VI. prohibited in 1498, on pain of excommunication, the printing and reading of heretical books; 
and in a bull of June 1, 1501, which was aimed chiefly against Germany, he subjected all kinds of 



literary publications to episcopal supervision and censorship, and required the four archbishops of 
Coln, Mainz, Trier, and Magdeburg, or their officials, carefully to examine all manuscripts before 
giving permission to print them. He also ordered that books already printed should be examined, 
and burnt if they contained any thing contrary to the Catholic religion. This bull forms the basis 
of all subsequent prohibitions and restrictions of the press by papal, imperial, or other authority. 
{752} 
 
Leo X., who personally cared more for heathen art than Christian literature, went further, and 
prohibited, in a bull of March 3, 1515, the publication of any book in Rome without the 
imprimatur of the magister sacri palatii (the book-censor), and in other states and dioceses 
without the imprimatur of the bishop or the inquisitor of heretical depravity. {753} Offenders 
were to be punished by the confiscation and public burning of their books, a fine of one hundred 
ducats, and excommunication. Archbishop and Elector Albrecht of Mainz was the first, and it 
seems the only, German prince who gave force to this bull for his own large diocese by a mandate 
of May 17, 1517, a few months before the outbreak of the Reformation. The papal bull of 
excommunication, June 15, 1520, "consistently ordered the burning of, all the books of Luther." 
{754} But he laughed it to scorn, and burned in revenge the pope’s bull, with all his decretals, 
Dec. 10, 1520. 
 
Thus, with the freedom of conscience, was born the freedom of the press. But it had to pass 
through a severe ordeal, even in Protestant countries, and was constantly checked by Roman 
authorities as far as their power extended. The German Empire, by the Edict of Worms, made 
itself an ally of the pope against free thought and free press, and continued so until it died of old 
age in 1806. {755} Fortunately, the weakness of the empire and the want of centralization 
prevented the execution of the prohibition of Protestant books, except in strictly papal countries, 
as Bavaria and Austria. But unfortunately, the Protestants themselves, who used the utmost 
freedom of the press against the Papists, denied it to each other; the Lutherans to the Reformed, 
and both to the Anabaptists, Schwenkfeldians and Socinians. {756} Protestant princes liked to 
control the press to protect themselves against popery, or the charges of robbery of church 
property and other attacks. The Elector John Frederick was as narrow and intolerant as Duke 
George on the opposite side. But these petty restrictions are nothing compared with the radical 
and systematic crusade of the Papists against the freedom of the press. King Ferdinand of Austria 
ordered, July 24, 1528, all printers and sellers of sectarian books to be drowned, and their books 
to be burnt. The wholesale burning of Protestant books, including Protestant Bibles, was a 
favorite and very effective measure of the Jesuitical reaction which set in before the middle of the 
sixteenth century, and was promoted by the political arm, and the internecine wars of the 
Protestants. Pope Paul IV. published in 1557 and 1559 the first official Index Librorum 
prohibitorum; Pius IV. in 1564, an enlarged edition, generally known as Index Tridentinus, as it 
was made by order of the Council of Trent. It contains a list of all the books forbidden by Rome, 
good, bad, and indifferent. This list has been growing ever since in size (1590, 1596, 1607, 1664, 
1758, 1819, etc.), but declining in authority, till it became, like the bull against the comet, an 
anachronism and a brutum fulmen. {757} 
 
{747} For these figures and several facts in this paragraph I am indebted to the instructive work of 
Friedrich Kapp, Geschichte des deutschen Buchhandels (published by the "Borsenverein der 
deutschen Buchhandler," Leipzig, 1886), vol. I. 407 sq. The statistics of Ranke (II. 56) are taken 
from Panzer’s Annalen der alteren deutschen Literatur (1788 and 1802) and are superseded by 
the more recent and fuller investigations of Weller, Kuczynski, and Kapp. 
 
{748} This was the complaint of Cochlaeus, see p. 350. Luther called him Kochloffel and 
Rotzloffel (cochlear = spoon). 



 
{749} He called such printers thieves and highway robbers, and their work "Bubenstuck, den 
gemeinen Mann zu betrugen" (September, 1525). 
 
{750} Kapp (I. 318) mentions that the electors of Saxony from 1571-1670 received no less than a 
hundred and ninety-two "most humble" (alleruntherthanigste) dedications from various authors, 
and that the magistrate of Zurich received thirty-eight from 1670-1685. 
 
{751} On the history of the book censorship (Buchercensur) and press persecutions, compare the 
ninth and tenth chapters of Kapp, I. 522 sqq. 
 
{752} The bull is not given in the Bullarium, but by Raynaldus ad a. 1501, No. 36, Zaccaria, and 
Reusch (I. 54), in part also by Kapp (l. c. p. 530). 
 
{753} The bull "Inter solicitudines" was promulgated in the fifth Lateran Council. Labbe, XIV. 
257, and Reusch, I. 55 sq. 
 
{754} The bull "Exurge, Domine," is printed in full, p. 235 sqq. 
 
{755} Kapp, l. c., p. 536 sqq., shows that the Edict of Worms, drawn up by the papal legate 
Aleander, is the beginning of the German book-censorship, and not, as usually supposed, the 
recess of the Nurnberg Diet of 1524. "Wie Rom," he says (539), "die Wiege der Buchercensur fur 
die ganze Welt, so ist Worms ihre Geburtsstatte fur Deutschland." The restriction of the press, 
however, was begun in Germany, as we have seen, already in 1486, by Elector Berthold of 
Mainz. 
 
{756} "Derselbe Luther," says Kapp, p. 552, "welcher das Papstthum fur noch lange nicht genug 
zerscholten, zerschrieben, zersungen, zerdichtet Und zermalet hielt, rief schon 1525 die Censur 
fur seinen nunmehrigen Standpunkt zur Hilfe." He refers to his attempt to secure a prohibition of 
Carlstadt’s writings in Saxony. 
 
{757} Fr. Heinrich Reusch (old catholic Prof. at Bonn): Der Index der verbotenen Bucher, Bonn, 
1883-85, 2 vols. Of older works we mention, Fr. Zaccaria, Storia polemica delle proibizioni de’ 
libri, Rom., 1777; and Jos. Mendham, The Literary Policy of the Church of Rome exhibited in an 
account of her damnatory Catalogues or indexes, both prohibitory and expurgatory, London, 
1826, 3d ed. 1844.  



93. Protestantism in Saxony. 
 
H. G. Hasse: Meissnisch-Albertinisch-Sachsische Kirchengesch. Leipz. 1847, 2 parts. Fr. Seifert: 
Die Reformation in Leipzig, Leipz. 1881. G. Lechler: Die Vorgeschichte der Reform. Leipzigs, 
1885. See also the literary references in Kostlin, II. 426 and 672. 
 
Electoral Saxony was the first conquest of the Reformation. Wittenberg was the centre of the 
whole movement, with Luther as the general in chief, Melanchthon, Jonas, Bugenhagen, as his 
aids. The gradual growth of Lutheranism in this land of its birth is identical with the early history 
of the Reformation, and has been traced already. 
 
In close connection with the Electorate is the Duchy of Saxony, and may here be considered, 
although it followed the movement much later. The Duchy included the important cities of 
Dresden (the residence of the present kingdom of Saxony) and Leipzig with its famous university. 
Duke George kept the Reformation back by force during his long reign from 1500 to 1539. He 
hated the papal extortions, and advocated a reform of discipline by a council, but had no 
sympathy whatever with Luther. He took a dislike to him at the disputation in Leipzig, forbade 
his Bible, issued a rival version of the New Testament by Emser, sent all the Lutherans out of the 
land, and kept a close watch on the booksellers. {758} He executed the Edict of Worms to the 
extent of his power, and would have rejoiced in the burning of Luther, who in turn abused him 
most unmercifully by his pen as a slave of the pope and the devil, though he prayed for his 
conversion. {759} 
 
George made provision for the perpetuation of Romanism in his dominion but his sons died one 
after another. His brother and heir, Heinrich the Pious, was a Lutheran (as was his wife). Though 
old and weak, he introduced the Reformation by means of a church visitation after the Wittenberg 
model and with Wittenberg aid. The Elector of Saxony, Luther, Melanchthon, Jonas, and 
Cruciger were present at the inaugural festivities in Leipzig, May, 1539. Luther had the 
satisfaction of preaching at Pentecost before an immense audience in the city, where twenty years 
before he had disputed with Eck, and provoked the wrath of Duke George. Yet he was by no 
means quite pleased with the new state of things, and complained bitterly of the concealed malice 
of the semi-popish clergy, and the overbearing and avaricious conduct of the nobles and courtiers. 
 
Nevertheless, the change was general and permanent. Leipzig became the chief Lutheran 
university, and the center of the Protestant book-trade, and remains so to this day. Joachim 
Camerarius (Kammermeister), an intimate friend and correspondent of Melanchthon, labored 
there as professor from 1541-1546 for the prosperity of the university, and for the promotion of 
classical learning and evangelical piety. 
 
We briefly allude to the subsequent changes. Moritz, the son and heir of Heinrich, was a shrewd 
politician, a master in the art of dissimulation, and a double traitor, who from selfish motives in 
turn first ruined and then saved the cause of the Reformation. He professed the Lutheran faith, but 
betrayed his allies by aiding the Emperor in the Smalcaldian war for the price of the Electoral 
dignity of his cousin (1547); a few years later be betrayed the Emperor (1552), and thereby 
prepared the way for the treaty of Passau and the peace of Augsburg, which secured temporary 
rest to the Lutherans (1555). 
 
His next successors, Augustus I. (his brother, 1553-1586). Christian I. (1586-1591), and Christian 
II. (1591-1611), were intolerant Lutherans, and suppressed Crypto-Calvinism and every other 



creed. Frederick Augustus I. (1694-1733) sold the faith of his ancestors for the crown of Poland. 
Since that time the rulers of Saxony have been Roman Catholics, while the people remained 
Lutheran, but gradually grew more liberal than their ancestors. Freedom of worship was granted 
to the Roman Church in 1807, to the German Reformed in 1818, and more recently (since 1866) 
to other communions. 
 
{758} One of them, Johann Herrgott, was executed in Leipzig, 1527 (not 1524) for selling 
Lutheran books, or rather for complicity with the Peasants’ War, and for agrarian socialistic 
doctrines. See A. Kirchhoff, Johann Herrgott, Buchfuhrer von Nurnberg, und sein tragisches 
Ende, 1527, and Kapp, l. c., I. 438 sq. and 594. 
 
{759} After George’s death Luther said: "I would rather that he lived and be converted now he 
has gone into the eternal fire[!], if the gospel is true." Kostlin, II. 424.  



94. The Reformation in Nurnberg. 
 
Priem: Geschichte von Nurnberg, 1874. F Roth: Die Einfuhrung der Reformation in Nurnberg, 
1517-28, Wurzburg, 1885 (pp. 271). 
 
The imperial cities (Reichsstadte) of the old German Empire, such as Nurnberg, Augsburg, 
Frankfurt, Strassburg, enjoyed a larger measure of liberty than other cities. They had the 
sovereignty over their territory, with a constitutional government, and seat and vote in the Diet 
(Reichstag). They were the centres of intelligence, wealth, and influence. For this reason the 
Reformation made from the beginning rapid progress in them, though not without commotion and 
opposition. 
 
Nurnberg (Nuremberg), the most picturesque mediaeval city of Germany, was at that time the 
metropolis of German commerce, politics, letters, and art, and of an unusual constellation of 
distinguished men, most of whom sympathized with Erasmus and Luther. Pirkheimer, the 
Maecenas of Nurnberg (1475-1530), prepared the way, although he afterwards withdrew, like his 
friend Erasmus and other humanists. {760} Albrecht Durer, the famous painter (1471-1528), 
admired the heroic stand of Luther at Worms, and lamented his supposed death when removed 
out of sight; but during the eucharistic controversy he inclined to the view of Zwingli. Hans Sachs 
(1494-1576), the "Mastersinger" and shoemaker-poet, saluted the "Nightingale" of Wittenberg 
(1523). Wenzeslaus Link, an Augustinian monk and intimate friend and correspondent of Luther, 
was sent by Staupitz from Wittenberg to the Augustinian convent at Nurnberg in 1518, and 
promoted the cause by his popular evangelical sermons. The preachers of the two splendid 
churches of St. Sebaldus and St. Lorenz followed the movement. The mass was abolished in 
1524. The most effective promoters of the Reformation besides Link were Spengler, a layman, 
and Osiander, the preacher of St. Lorenz. 
 
Lazarus Spengler (1479-1534), secretary of the magistrate, an admirer of Staupitz, wrote an 
apology of Luther, 1519, and a popular hymn on justification by faith ("Durch Adam’s Fall ist 
ganz verderbt"), helped to found an evangelical college, and left a confession of faith in his 
testament which Luther published with a preface, 1535. Joachim Camerarius, on the 
recommendation of Melanchthon, was called to the new college in 1526, as professor of history 
and Greek literature, and remained there till 1535, when he was called to the University of 
Tubingen, and afterwards (1541) to Leipzig. 
 
Andreas Osiander (1498-1552), an able and learned, but opinionated and quarrelsome theologian, 
preached in St. Lorenz against the Roman Antichrist after 1522, fought as violently against 
Zwinglianism, married in 1525, attended the colloquy at Marburg, 1529, and the convent at 
Smalcald, 1537. He published a mechanical Gospel Harmony (1537), at the request of 
Archbishop Cranmer, who had married his niece (1532). He left Nurnberg in 1549, and became 
professor of theology at the newly founded university of Konigsberg. There he stirred up a bitter 
theological controversy with the Wittenberg divines by his mystical doctrine of an effective and 
progressive justification by the indwelling of Christ (1551). 
 
At Nurnberg several Diets were held during the Reformation period, and a temporary peace was 
concluded between Protestants and Roman Catholics in 1532. 
 
{760} See 74, p. 434 sqq.  



95. The Reformation in Strassburg. Martin Bucer. 
 
Joh. W. Baum: Capito und Butzer, Elberfeld, 1860 (partly from MSS. See a complete 
chronological list of Bucer’s works, pp. 577-611). W. Krafft: art. "Butzer" in Herzog’s Encykl., ii 
vol. III. 35-46 abridged in Schaff-Herzog.Tim. W. Rohrich: Gesch. der Reformation in Elsass 
und besonders in Strassburg, Strassb. 1830-32, 3 vols. A. Erichson: L’aglise franacaise de 
Strasbourg au seizieme siecle d’apres des monuments inedits. Stasb. 1885. Max Lenz: 
Briefwechsel Landgraf Philipps mit Bucer, Leipzig, 1880 and 1887, 2 vols. Ad. Baum: Magistrat 
und Reformation in Strassburg. Strassb. 1887 (212 pages). 
 
Strassburg, the capital of the Alsace, celebrated for its Gothic cathedral, university, and libraries, 
had been long before the Reformation the scene of the mystic revival preacher Tauler and the 
Friends of God. It was a thoroughly German city before Louis XIV. incorporated it with France 
(1681), and was re-conquered by Germany in 1870. 
 
The Reformation began there in 1523. Zell, Bucer, Capito (Kopfel), Hedio (Heil), and for a few 
years Calvin also (1538 to 1541), labored there with great success. The magistrate abolished the 
mass, 1528, and favored the Protestant cause under the lead of Jacob Sturm, an enlightened 
patriot, who represented the city in all important transactions at home, in the Diet, and in 
conferences with the Romanists, till his death (1553). He urged the establishment of a Christian 
college, where classical learning and evangelical piety should be cultivated. His namesake, 
Johann Sturm, an eminent pedagogue, was called from Paris to preside over this college (1537), 
which grew into an academy, and ultimately into a university. Both were moderate men, and 
agreed with Capito and Bucer. {761} The church of Strassburg was much disturbed by the 
Peasants’ War, the Anabaptists, and still more by the unfortunate sacramental controversies. 
 
The chief reformer of Strassburg was Martin Bucer (1491-1552). {762} He was a native of 
Alsace, a Dominican monk, and ordained to the priesthood. He received a deep impression from 
Luther at the disputation in Heidelberg, 1518; obtained papal dispensation from his monastic 
vows (1521); left the Roman Church; found refuge in the castle of Francis of Sickingen; married 
a nun, and accepted a call to Strassburg in 1523. 
 
Here he labored as minister for twenty-five years, and had a hand in many important movements 
connected with the Reformation. He attended the colloquy at Marburg (1529); wrote, with Capito, 
the Confessio Tetrapolitana (1530); brought about an artificial and short-lived armistice between 
Luther and Zwingli by the Wittenberg Concordia (1536); connived, unfortunately, at the bigamy 
of Philip of Hesse; and took a leading part, with Melanchthon, in the unsuccessful reformation of 
Archbishop Herrmann of Cologne (1542). Serious political troubles, and his resistance to the 
semi-popish Interim, made his stay in Strassburg dangerous, and at last impossible. Melanchthon 
in Wittenberg, Myconius in Basel, and Calvin in Geneva, offered him an asylum; but be accepted, 
with his younger colleague Fagius, a call of Cranmer to England (1549). He aided him in his 
reforms; was highly esteemed by the archbisbop and King Edward VI., and ended his labors as 
professor of theology in Cambridge. His bones were exhumed in the reign of Bloody Mary 
(1556), but his memory was honorably restored by Queen Elizabeth (1560). 
 
Bucer figures largely in the history of his age as the third (next to Luther and Melanchthon) 
among the Reformers of Germany, as a learned theologian and diplomatist, and especially as an 
unionist and peacemaker between the Lutherans and Zwinglians. He forms also a connecting link 



between Germany and England, and exerted some influence in framing the Anglican standards of 
doctrine and worship. His motto was: "We believe in Christ, not in the church." {763} 
 
He impressed his character upon the church of Strassburg, which occupied a middle ground 
between Wittenberg and Zurich, and gave shelter to Calvin and the Reformed refugees of France. 
Strict Lutheranism triumphed for a period, but his irenical catholicity revived in the practical 
pietism of Spener, who was likewise an Alsacian. In recent times the Strassburg professors, under 
the lead of Dr. Reuss, mediated between the Protestant theology of Germany and that of France, 
in both languages, and furnished the best edition of the works of John Calvin. 
 
{761} On Jacob Sturm see the monograph of H. Baumgarten, Strassburg. 1876. Of John Sturm 
(who died 1589, in his eighty-second year), there are several biographies, by C. Schmidt (in 
French, 1855), Rieth (1864), Kuckelhahn (1872), and Zaar (1872). 
 
{762} Butzer in German, Bucerus in Latin. 
 
{763} "Wir sind Christglaubig, nicht kirchglaubig."  



96. The Reformation in North Germany. 
 
In Magdeburg the doctrines of Luther were preached in 1522 by Melchior Mirisch, an 
Augustinian prior, who had studied at Wittenberg. The magistrate shook off the authority of 
Archbishop Albrecht, invited Luther to preach in 1524, and secured the services of his friend 
Nicolaus von Amsdorf, who became superintendent, and introduced the, necessary changes. 
During the Interim troubles the city was a stronghold of the Lutheran party headed by Flacius, 
and laid under the imperial ban (1548). In the Thirty Years’ War it was burnt by Tilly (1631), but 
rose anew from destruction. {764} 
 
In Magdeburg appeared the first Protestant church history, 1559-1574, in thirteen folio volumes, 
edited by Flacius, under the title "The Magdeburg Centuries,"—a work of colossal industry, but 
utilizing history for sectarian purposes against popery. It called forth the Annales of Baronius in 
the opposite interest. 
 
Breslau and Silesia were reformed chiefly by John Hess, who studied at Wittenberg, 1519, a 
friend of Luther and Melanchthon. He held a successful disputation in Breslau in defense of the 
Protestant doctrines, 1524. {765} 
 
Kaspar Schwenkfeld von Ossig (1490-1561), a nobleman in the service of the Duke Frederick II. 
of Liegnitz, was one of the earliest promoters of the Reformation in Silesia, but fell out with 
Luther in the eucharistic controversy (1524). He had peculiar views on the sacraments, similar to 
those of the Quakers. He also taught that the flesh of Christ was deified. He founded a new sect, 
which was persecuted in Germany, but is perpetuated among the Schwenkfeldian congregations 
in Eastern Pennsylvania. {766} 
 
Among the later leaders of the Protestant cause in Breslau must be mentioned Crato von 
Crafftheim (d. 1585), who studied at Wittenberg six years as an inmate of Luther’s household, 
and became an eminent physician of the Emperor Maximilian II. His younger friend, Zacharias 
Ursinus (d. 1583), is one of the two authors of the Heidelberg Catechism. Crato belonged to the 
Melanchthonian school, in distinction from the rigid Lutheranism which triumphed in the 
Formula of Concord. {767} 
 
Bremen accepted Protestantism in November, 1522, by calling Heinrich Moller, better known as 
Heinrich von Zutphen (1468-1524), to the parish of Ansgari, and afterwards two other Protestant 
preachers. Moller had studied at Wittenberg, 1515, and taken a degree in 1521 under 
Melanchthon. He was prior of an Augustinian convent at Dort, and preached there and in 
Antwerp the doctrines of the Reformation, but had to flee for his life. He followed an invitation to 
preach in Ditmar, but met with opposition, and was burnt to death by a fanatical and drunken mob 
excited by the monks. Luther published an account of his death, and dedicated it to the Christians 
in Bremen, with an exposition of the tenth Psalm. He rejoiced in the return of the spirit of 
martyrdom, which, he says, "is horrible to behold before the world, but precious in the sight of 
God." {768} 
 
In 1527 all the churches of Bremen were in charge of Protestant pastors, and afterwards divided 
between the Lutheran and Reformed Confessions. The convents were turned into schools and 
hospitals. 
 



Hamburg, which shares with Bremen the supremacy in the North German and maritime 
commerce, followed in 1523. Five years later Dr. Bugenhagen, called Pomeranus (1485-1558), 
was called from Wittenberg to superintend the changes. This Reformer, Luther’s faithful friend 
and pastor, had a special gift of government, and was the principal organizer of the Lutheran 
churches in Northern Germany and Denmark. For this purpose he labored in the cities of 
Braunschweig (1528), Hamburg (1529), Lubeck (1530-1532), in his native Pomerania (1534), 
and in Denmark, where he spent nearly five years (1537-1542). His church constitutions were 
models. {769} 
 
Lubeck, a rich commercial city, and capital of the Hanseatic League, expelled the first Lutheran 
preachers, but recalled them, and removed the priests in 1529. Bugenhagen completed the work. 
 
In Braunschweig-Luneburg, Duke Ernst the Confessor favored the new doctrines in 1527, and 
committed the prosecution of the work to Urbanus Rhegius, whom he met at the Diet of 
Augsburg, 1530. 
 
Rhegius {770} (1489-1541) belongs to the second class of Reformers. He was the son of a priest 
on the Lake of Constance, educated at Lindau, Freiburg-i.- B. (in the house of Zasius), and 
Ingolstadt under Dr. Eck, and ordained priest at Constance (1519). He joined the humanistic 
school, entered into correspondence with Erasmus, Faber, and Zwingli, and became an imperial 
orator and poet-laureate, though his poetry is stiff and conventional. He acquired the doctorate of 
divinity at Basel. He was called to Augsburg by the magistrate, and labored as preacher in the 
Dome from 1523 to 1530. He passed from Romanism to Lutheranism, from Lutheranism to 
Zwinglianism, and back to a moderate Lutheranism. He sympathized most with Bucer, and 
labored afterwards for the Wittenberg Concordia. The imperial prohibition of Protestant 
preaching, June 16, 1530, terminated his career in Augsburg, though he remained till Aug. 26, 
and conferred much with Bucer and Melanchthon. 
 
He now entered upon his more important and permanent labors as general superintendent of 
Luneberg, and took the leading part in the Reformation of Celle, Hannover, Minden, Soest, 
Lemgo, and other places; but he gives a doleful description of the moral condition. He attended 
the colloquy at Hagenau, and died soon after his return, May 27, 1541. 
 
He wrote two catechisms and several devotional books. In his earlier career he was vain, 
changeable, and factious. He lacked originality, but had the talent of utilizing and popularizing 
the new ideas of others. Luther gives him the testimony: "He hated not only the popish 
abominations, but also all sectaries; he sincerely loved the pure word, and handled it with all 
diligence and faithfulness, as his writings abundantly show." {771} 
 
The Dukes of Mecklenburg, Heinrich and Albrecht, applied to Luther in 1524 for "evangelists," 
and Luther sent them two Augustinian monks. Heinrich favored the Reformation, but very 
cautiously. The university of Rostock, founded 1419, became at a later period a school of strict 
Lutheran orthodoxy. 
 
{764} Seckendorf, I. 246. Wolter, Gesch. der Stadt Magdeburg (1845); Hoffmann, Chronik der 
Stadt Magdeb. (1850, 3 vols.); Rathmann, Gesch. Magdeb.; Preger, Matth. Flacius Illyricus und 
seine Zeit (Erlangen, 1859-1861). 
 
{765} Of this disputation Luther reported to Spalatin, May 11, 1524 (De Wette, II. 511): 
"Vratislavia¦ disputatio Joannis Hess processit feliciter, frustra resistentibus tot legatis regum et 
technis episcopi." 



 
{766} Professor Hartranft, D. D., of Hartford, Conn., a descendant of the Pennsylvania 
Schwenkfelders, has investigated the Schwenkfeld literature at Breslau, and issued a prospectus 
for its publication (1887). 
 
{767} Kostlin, biography of Hess in the "Zeitschrift des schlesischen Geschichtsvereins," vol. VI. 
Gilett, Crato von Crafftheim und seine Freunde, Frankfurt-a.-M. 1860, 2 parts. A very learned 
work. To Ursinus we shall return in the history of the Reformation in the Palatinate. In the cities 
of the Hanseatic League the Reformation was introduced at an early period. 
 
{768} Vom Bruder Heinrich in Ditmar verbrannt, Wittenberg, 1525, in the Erl. ed. XXVI. 313-
337; in Walch, XXI. 94 sqq. Comp. Paul Crocius, Das grosse Martyrbuch, Bremen, 1682. Klaus 
Harms, Heinrich von Zutphen, in Piper’s "Evang. Kalender," 1852. 
 
{769} Printed in Richter, Die evang. Kirchenordnungen, vol. I. C. Bertheau, Bugenhagen’s 
Kirchenordnung fur die Stadt Hamburg vom J. 1529, 1885. L. Hanselmann, B.’s Kirchenordnung 
f. d. Stadt Braunschweig, 1885. Frantz, Die evangelische Kirchenverfassung in den deutschen 
Stadten des 16. Jahrh., Halle, 1876. Vogt, Johannes Bugenhagen Pomeranus, Elberfeld, 1867. 
The year 1885, the fourth centennial of Bugenhagen’s birth, called out several popular sketches of 
his life by Knauth, Petrich, Zitzlaff, and Hering (1888). See also O. Vogt, Bugenhagen’s 
Briefwechsel, Stettin, 1888. 
 
{770} So he spells his name (Rieger in German), not Regius (Konig). 
 
{771} Rhegius, Opera latine edita, Norimb. 1561; Deutsche Bucher und Schriften, Nurnb. 1562, 
and again Frankf. 1577. Dollinger, Die Reform. II. 58 sqq. Uhlhorn, Urbanus Rhegius, Elberfeld, 
1862, and his sketch in Herzog, ii XIII. 147-155.  



97. Protestantism in Augsburg and South Germany. 
 
Augsburg, first known twelve years before Christ as a Roman colony (Augusta Vindelicorum), 
and during the middle ages an imperial city (since 1276), the seat of a bishop, the chief emporium 
for the trade of Northern Europe with the Mediterranean and the East, and the home of princely 
merchants and bankers (the Fuggers and Welsers), figures prominently in the early history of the 
Reformation, and gave the name to the standard confession of the Lutheran Church in 1530, and 
to the treaty of peace in 1555. {772} Luther was there in 1518 at a conference with Cardinal 
Cajetan, and lodged with the Carmelite friar Frosch, who remained faithful to him. Peutinger, the 
bishop (Christoph von Stadium), and two canons (Adelmann) were friendly to reform, at least for 
a time. Urbanus Rhegius preached there from 1523 to 1530, and exerted great influence. He 
distributed, with Frosch, the communion with the cup at Christmas, 1524. Both married in 1526. 
 
But the Zwinglians, under the lead of Michael Keller, gradually gained the upper hand among 
influential men. Zwingli took advantage of the situation in his famous letter to Alber, Nov. 16, 
1524, in which he first fully developed his theory. Even Rhegius, who had written before against 
Carstadt (sic) and Zwingli, became a Zwinglian, though only for a short period. 
 
The Anabaptist leaders, Hubmaier, Denck, Hetzer, Hut, likewise appeared in Augsburg, and 
gathered a congregation of eleven hundred members. They held a general synod in 1527. They 
baptized by immersion. Rhegius stirred up the magistrate against them: the leaders were 
imprisoned, and some executed. {773} 
 
The confusion and strife among the Protestants strengthened the Roman party. The people did not 
know what to believe, and the magistrate hesitated. The moral condition of the city, as described 
by Rhegius, Musculus, and other preachers, was deplorable, and worse than under the papal rule. 
During the Diet of Augsburg in 1530, the Emperor prohibited all Protestant preaching in public: 
the magistrate made no objection, and dismissed the preachers. But the Augsburg Confession left 
a permanent impression on the place. 
 
The South-German cities of Constance, Memmingen, and Lindau were, like Augsburg, 
influenced by Zwingli as well as Luther, and united with Strassburg in the Tetrapolitan 
Confession, which Bucer and Capito prepared in great haste during the Diet of Augsburg as a 
document of union between the two wings of Protestantism. It failed to meet the approval of the 
Diet, and was, like Zwingli’s Confession, not even allowed to be read; but Bucer adhered to it to 
the end. 
 
The most important and permanent conquest which the Reformation made in South Germany was 
that of the duchy (now kingdom) of Wurttemberg under Duke Ulrich, through the labors of 
Brenz, Blaurer, and Schnepf, after 1534. The University of Tubingen (founded 1477) became one 
of the most fruitful nurseries of Protestant theology, in all its phases, from the strictest orthodoxy 
to the most radical criticism. {774} 
 
{772} Friedrich Roth, Augsburgs Reformationsgeschichte, 1517-1527. Munchen, 1881. 
 
{773} See the description of the congregation of the "Apostolic Brethren," as the Anabaptists 
called themselves, in Ludwig Keller, Ein Apostel der Wiedertaufer (i.e., Hans Denck), Leipzig, 
1882, ch. VI. 94-119. 
 



{774} Romer, Kirchliche Geschichte Wurttembergs, Stuttg. 1848. Keim, Schwabische 
Reformationsgeschichte. Tubingen, 1855. Schneider, Wurttemb. Reformationsgesch. Stuttgart, 
1887.  



98. The Reformation in Hesse, and the Synod of Homberg. Philip of 
Hesse, and Lambert of Avignon. 
 
I. Lambertus Avenionensis: Paradoxa quae Fr. L. A. apud sanctam Hessorum Synodum 
Hombergi congregatam pro Ecclesiarum Reformatione e Dei Verbo disputanda et definienda 
proposuit, Erphordiae, 1527. (Reprinted in Sculteti Annales), p. 68; in Hardt, Hist. Lit. Ref. V. 98; 
an extract in Henke’s N. Kirchengesch., (I. 101 sqq.) N. L. Richter: Die Kirchenordnungen des 
16ten Jahrh., Weimar, 1846, vol. I. 56-69 (the Homberg Constitution). C. A. Credner: Philipp des 
Grossmuthigen hessische Kirchenreformations-Ordnung. Aus schriftlichen Quellen 
herausgegeben, ubersetzt, und mit Rucksicht auf die Gegenwart bevorwortet, Giessen, 1852 (123 
pp.) 
 
II. F. W. Hassencamp: Hessische Kirchengesch. seit dem Zeitalter der Reformation, Marburg, 
1852 and 1855. W. Kolbe: Die Einfuhrung der Reformation in Marburg, Marburg, 1871. H. L. J. 
Heppe: Kirchengesch. beider Hessen, Marburg, 1876. (He wrote several other works on the 
church history of Hesse and of the Reformation generally, in the interest of Melanchthonianism 
and of the Reformed Church.) E, L. Henke: Neuere Kirchengesch. (ed. by Gass, Halle, 1874), I. 
98-109. Mejer: Homberger Synode, in Herzog, ii VI. 268 sqq. Kostlin: M. L., II. 48 sqq. 
 
III. Works on Philip of Hesse by Rommel (Philipp der Grossmuthige, Landgraf von Hessen, 
Giessen, 1830, 3 vols.), and Wille (Philipp der Grossmuthige und die Restitution Herzog Ulrichs 
von Wurtemberg, Tubingen, 1882). Max Lenz: Zwingli und Landgraf Philip, in Brieger’s 
"Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte," 1879; and Briefwechsel Landgraf Philipps mit Bucer, Leipz. 
1880, vol. 2d, 1887 (important for the political and ecclesiastical history of Germany between 
1541 and 1547). The history of Philip is interwoven in Ranke’s Geschichte (vols. I. to VI.), and in 
Janssen’s Geschichte (vol. III.). Against Janssen is directed G. Bossert: Wurttemberg und 
Ianssen, Halle, 1884, 2 parts. 
 
IV. Biographies of Lambert of Avignon by Baum (Strassb. 1840), Hassencamp (Elberfeld, 1860), 
Ruffet (Paris, 1873), and a sketch by Wagenmann in Herzog2, VIII. 371 sqq. (1881). The 
writings of Lambert of Avignon, mostly Theses and Commentaries, are very scarce, and have 
never been collected. His letters (some of them begging letters to the Elector of Saxony and 
Spalatin) are published by Herminjard in Correspondance des Reformateurs, vol. I. 112, 114, 118, 
123, 131, 138, 142, 144, 146, 328, 344, 347, 371; vol. II. 239. Luther refers to him in several 
letters to Spalatin (see below). 
 
Hesse or Hessia, in Middle Germany, was Christianized by St. Boniface in the eighth century, 
and subject to the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Mainz. It numbered in the sixteenth century 
fifty convents, and more than a thousand monks and nuns. 
 
Hesse became, next to Saxony, the chief theater of the Reformation in its early history; and its 
chief patron among the princes, next to Elector John, was Philip, Landgrave of Hesse, surnamed 
the "Magnanimous" (1504-1567). He figures prominently in the political history of Germany 
from 1525, when he aided in the suppression of the Peasants’ War, till 1547, when he was 
defeated by the Emperor in the Smalcaldian War, and kept a prisoner for five years (1547-1552). 
The last years of his life were quiet and conciliatory, but his moral force was broken by his 
misconduct and the failure of his political combinations. 
 



His connection with the Reformation presents two different aspects, which make it difficult to 
decide whether it was more beneficial or more injurious. He made the acquaintance of Luther at 
the Diet of Worms (1521), and asked and received instruction from Melanchthon, whom be met 
at Heidelberg (1524). He declared in 1525, that he would rather lose body and life, land and 
people, than depart from the word of God, and urged the ministers to preach it in its purity. {775} 
He openly embraced the Reformation in 1526, and remained faithful to it in his conviction and 
policy, though not in his moral conduct. He boldly and bravely defended it with a degree of 
theological knowledge which is rare among princes, and with a conciliatory liberality in regard to 
doctrinal controversies which was in advance of prevailing narrowness. He brought about the 
Marburg Colloquy with the noble aim of uniting the Protestant forces of Germany and 
Switzerland against the common foe (1529). By restoring Wurttemberg to Duke Ulrich in the 
brilliant victory at Laufen, he opened the way for the introduction of the Reformation into that 
country (1534). But, on the other hand, he repeatedly endangered the Protestant cause by his 
rashness, and injured it and himself most seriously by his licentiousness, which culminated in the 
open scandal of bigamy (1540). He resembles in many respects Henry VIII. of England. {776} 
 
The Landgrave was the first prince who took advantage of the recess of the Diet of Speier, Aug. 
27, 1526, and construed it into a legal permission for the introduction of the Reformation into his 
own territory. For this purpose he convened a synod in the little Hessian town of Homberg. {777} 
It consisted of the clergy, the nobility, and the representatives of cities, and was held Oct. 20-22, 
1526. He himself was present, and his chancellor Feige presided over the deliberations. The 
synod is remarkable for a premature scheme of democratic church government and discipline, 
which failed for the time, but contained fruitful germs for the future and for other countries. It 
was suggested by the disputations which had been held at Zurich for the introduction of the 
Zwinglican Reformation. 
 
The leading spirit of this synod was Francis Lambert of Avignon (1487-1530), the first French 
monk converted to Protestantism and one of the secondary reformers. He had been formerly a 
distinguished and efficient traveling preacher of the Franciscan order in the South of France. But 
he could find no peace in severe ascetic exercises; and, when he became acquainted with some 
tracts of Luther in a French translation, he took advantage of a commission of his convent to 
deliver letters to a superior of his order in Germany, and left his native land never to return. He 
traveled on a mule through Geneva, Bern, Zurich, Basel, Eisenach, to Wittenberg, as a seeker 
after light on the great question of the day. He was half converted by Zwingli in a public 
disputation (July, 1522), and more fully by Luther in Wittenberg, where he arrived in January, 
1523. Luther, who was often deceived by unworthy ex-priests and ex-monks, distrusted him at 
first, but became convinced of his integrity, and aided him. {778} At his request Lambert 
delivered exegetical lectures in the university, translated reformatory tracts into French and 
Italian, and published a book in defense of his leaving the convent (February, 1523), and a 
commentary on the rule of the Minorites to which Luther wrote a preface (March, 1523). He 
advocated the transformation of convents into schools. He married a Saxon maiden (July 15, 
1523), anticipating herein the Reformer, and lived with her happily, but in great poverty, which 
obliged him to beg for assistance. He spent over a year in Wittenberg; but, finding no prospect of 
a permanent situation on account of his ignorance of the German language, he suddenly left for 
Metz, against the advice of Luther and Melanchthon, on invitation of a few secret friends of the 
Reformation (March 24, 1524). He addressed a letter to the king of France to gain him for the 
Reformation, and announced a public disputation; but the clergy prevented it, and the magistrate 
advised him to leave Metz. He then proceeded to Strassburg (April, 1524), was kindly received 
by Bucer, and presented with the right of citizenship by the magistrate. He published practical 
commentaries on the Canticles, the Minor Prophets, a book against Erasmus, on free-will, and a 



sort of dogmatic compend. {779} He was highly recommended to the Landgrave, who took him 
into his service soon after the Diet of Speier (1526), and made him one of the reformers of Hesse. 
 
Lambert prepared for the Synod of Homberg, at the request of the Landgrave, a hundred and 
fifty-eight Theses (Paradoxa), as a basis for the reformation of doctrine, worship, and discipline. 
He advocated them with fiery and passionate eloquence in a long Latin speech. {780} Adam Kraft 
spoke in German more moderately. 
 
His leading ideas are these. Every thing which has been deformed must be reformed by the Word 
of God. This is the only rule of faith and practice. All true Christians are priests, and form the 
church. They have the power of self-government, and the right and duty to exercise discipline, 
according to Matthew 18:15-18, and to exclude persons who give offense by immorality or false 
doctrine. The bishops (i.e., pastors) are elected and supported by the congregation, and are aided 
by deacons who attend to the temporalities. The general government resides in a synod, which 
should meet annually, and consist of the pastors and lay representatives of all the parishes. The 
executive body between the meetings of synod is a commission of thirteen persons. Three 
visitors, to be appointed first by the prince, and afterwards by the synod, should visit the churches 
once a year, examine, ordain, and install candidates. Papists and heretics are not to be tolerated, 
and should be sent out of the land. A school for training of ministers is to be established in 
Marburg. 
 
It is a matter of dispute, whether Lambert originated these views, or derived them from the 
Franciscan, or Waldensian, or Zwinglian, or Lutheran suggestions. The last is most probable. It is 
certain that Luther in his earlier writings (1523) expressed similar views on church government 
and the ministry. They are legitimately developed from his doctrine of the general priesthood of 
believers. {781} 
 
On the basis of these principles a church constitution was prepared in three days by a synodical 
commission, no doubt chiefly by Lambert himself. It is a combination of Congregationalism and 
Presbyterianism. Its leading features are congregational self-government, synodical supervision, 
and strict discipline. The directions for worship are based on Luther’s "Deutsche Messe," 1526. 
{782} 
 
The constitution, with the exception of a few minor features, remained a dead letter. The 
Landgrave was rather pleased with it, but Luther, whom he consulted, advised postponement; he 
did not object to its principles, but thought that the times and the people were not ripe for it, and 
that laws in advance of public opinion rarely succeed. {783} Luther learned a bitter lesson from 
the Peasants’ War and from the visitation of the churches in Saxony. Lambert himself, in his 
letters, complained of the prevailing corruptions and the abuse of evangelical liberty. {784} A 
good reason both for the necessity and difficulty of discipline, which should have begun with the 
prince. But self-government must be acquired by actual trial and experience. Nobody can learn to 
swim without going into the water. 
 
The Landgrave put himself at the head of the church, and reformed it after the Saxon model. He 
abolished the mass and the canon law, confiscated the property of the convents, endowed 
hospitals and schools, arranged church visitations, and appointed six superintendents (1531). 
 
The combination of Lutheran and Reformed elements in the Hessian reformation explains the 
confessional complication and confusion in the subsequent history, and the present status of the 
Protestant Church in Hesse, which is claimed by both denominations. {785} 
 



The best service which the Landgrave did to the cause of learning and religion, was the founding 
of the University of Marburg, which was opened July 1, 1527, with a hundred and four students. 
It became the second nursery of the Protestant ministry, next to Wittenberg, and remains to this 
day an important institution. Francis Lambert, Adam Kraft, Erhard Schnepf, and Hermann Busch 
were its first theological professors. 
 
Lambert now had, after a roaming life of great poverty, a settled situation with a decent support. 
He lectured on his favorite books, the Canticles, the Prophets, and the Apocalypse; but he had 
few hearers, was not popular with his German colleagues, and felt unhappy. He attended the 
eucharistic Colloquy at Marburg in October, 1529, as a spectator, became a convert to the view of 
Zwingli, and defended it in his last work. {786} This must have made his position more 
uncomfortable. He wished to find "some little town in Switzerland where he could teach the 
people what he had received from the Lord." {787} But before this wish could be fulfilled, he 
died with his wife and daughter, of the pestilence, April 18, 1530. He was an original, but 
eccentric and erratic genius, with an over-sanguine temperament, with more zeal and eloquence 
than wisdom and discretion. His chief importance lies in the advocacy of the principle of 
ecclesiastical self-government and discipline. His writings are thoughtful; and the style is clear, 
precise, vivacious, and direct, as may be expected from a Frenchman. {788} 
 
Lambert seems to have had a remote influence on Scotland, where principles of church 
government somewhat similar to his own were carried into practice after the model of the 
Reformed Church of Geneva. For among his pupils was Patrick Hamilton, the proto-martyr of the 
Scotch Reformation, who was burned at St. Andrews, Feb. 29, 1528. {789} According to the 
usual view, William Tyndale also, the pioneer of the English Bible Version, studied at Marburg 
about the same time; for several of his tracts contain on the titlepage or in the colophon the 
imprint, "Hans Luft at Marborow (Marburg) in the land of Hesse." {790} 
 
{775} Ranke, II. 121. 
 
{776} See pp. 308 and 481; Seckendorf’s Excursus on the bigamy, III. 277-281; Ranke, IV. 186 
sqq.; Kostlin, Bk. VIII., ch. 1. (II. 533 sqq.); and Janssen III. 57, 439 sqq. This nasty subject lies 
beyond our period, but may be disposed of here in a few remarks. Philip was a man of powerful 
sensuality, and married very young a daughter of Duke George of Saxony. As she was 
unattractive, and gave him little satisfaction, he indulged freely and long before his bigamy in his 
carnal passions to the injury of his health; and for this reason his conscience would not allow him 
to partake of the holy communion more than once in fifteen years (from 1525 to 1540), as he 
confessed himself in a letter to Luther, April 5, 1540 (Lenz, Briefwechsel Philipp’s mit Bucer, I. 
361, and Ranke, IV. 186, note). If Fraulein Margaretha von der Sale, who captivated his passions, 
had consented to become his mistress, he would not have fallen upon the extraordinary device of 
bigamy. The worst feature in this shameful affair is the weak connivance of the Reformers, which 
furnished the Romanists a keen weapon of attack. See Janssen. But Protestantism is no more 
responsible for the sins of Philip of Hesse, than Romanism is for the sins of Louis XIV. 
 
{777} In Kurhessen (which in 1866 was annexed to Prussia). Homberg must not be confounded 
with the better-known watering-place Homburg near Frankfort on the Main. 
 
{778} He mentions him under the assumed name of Johannes Serranus in letters to Spalatin, Dec. 
20 and 26, 1522, and Jan. 12 and 23, 1523 (in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 263, 272, 299, 302). In the 
last letter, after he had made his personal acquaintance, he writes, "AdestJohannes ille Serranus, 
vero nomine Franciscus Lambertus Deuteronomy integritate viri nulla est dubitatio: testes sunt 
apud nos, qui illum et in Francia et in Basilea audierunt. Mihi per omnia placet vir, et satis 



spectatus mihi est... ut dignus sit quem in exilio paululum feramus et juvemus." Then he asks 
Spalatin to secure for him from the Elector a contribution of twenty or thirty guilders for his 
support. In a letter of Feb. 25, 1523 (De Wette, II. 308), he repeats this request as a beggar for a 
poor exile of Christ. A last request he made Aug. 14, 1523 (II. 387). 
 
{779} Farrago omnium fere rerum theologicarum. It was translated into English, 1536. This book 
and his Deuteronomy Fidelium vocatione in Regnum Christi contain the views which he defended 
in Homberg. 
 
{780} Hase says (p. 387): "Die Monche und Pralaten verstummten vor der gluhenden 
Beredtsamkeit des landfluchtigen Minoriten." But he was opposed by Ferber, the guardian of the 
Marburg Franciscans, who denounced him as a "runaway monk," and denied the legal 
competency of the synod. Lambert in turn called him a champion of Antichrist and a blasphemer, 
and exclaimed, "Expellatur ex provincia!" which Ferber misunderstood, "Occidatur bestia!" He 
confessed afterwards that he lost his temper. Hassencamp, Fr. Lambert, p. 39 sq., and Hencke, l. 
c. I. 103 sq. 
 
{781} See above, pp. 518 and 538. Ritschl and Meier assert that Lambert borrowed his church 
ideal from his own order of the Minorites. 
 
{782} The Latin original of the constitution is lost, but two copies are extant from which the 
printed editions of Schminke, Richter, and Credner are derived. Janssen (III. 54) calls it, not quite 
accurately, "ein vollstandig ausgebildetes, rein demokratisches Presbyterialsystem." 
 
{783} Letter to the Landgrave, Monday after Epiphany, 1527 (in the Erl. ed., vol. LVI. 170 sq.). 
He was reluctant to give an answer, from fear that nonapproval might be construed as proceeding 
from Wittenberg jealousy of any rivalry. He does not mention Lambert, but cautions against rash 
proceedings. "Furschreiben und Nachthun ist weit von einander" (theory and practice are wide 
apart). Kostlin (II. 50) says: "Gegen die Principien des Entwurfs an-sich wandte Luther nichts 
ein. Der Grund, weshalb er ihn ablehnte, war das Bedurfniss allmahlicher Entwicklung im 
Gegensatz zur plotzlichen gesetzlichen Durchfuhrung umfassender Ideen, fur welche die 
Gegenwart nicht vorbereitet sei." 
 
{784} See his letter to Myconius in Hassencamp, Lamb. v. A., p. 50 sq., and Dollinger, Die 
Reform. II. 18 sq. The latter quotes the Latin (from Strieder, Hessische Gelehrtengesch. VII. 386): 
"Dolens et gemens vivo, quod paucissimos videam recte uti evangelii libertate, et quod caritas 
ferme nulla sit, sed plena sint omnia obtrectationibus mendaciis, maledicentia, invidia." In a 
letter to Bucer, Lambert says, "Horreo mores populi hujus ita ut putem me frustra in eis 
laborare." Herminjard (II. 242) adds in a note an extract from the letter of a student of Zurich, 
Rudolph Walther, who wrote to Bullinger from Marburg, June 17, 1540 (the year of the bigamy 
of the Landgrave): "Mores [huius regionis] omnium corruptissimi. Nullum in hac Germaniae 
parte inter Papistas et Evangelicae doctrinae professores discrimen cernas, si morum et vitae 
censuram instituas." 
 
{785} Dr. Vilmar of Marburg (originally Reformed) tried to prove that the Hessians were 
Lutherans, but did not know it. His colleague, Dr. Heppe, with equal learning tried to prove the 
opposite. A German proverb speaks of the "blind Hessians," and this applies at least to those 
unfortunate twenty thousand soldiers who allowed themselves to be sold by their contemptible 
tyrant (Frederick II., a convert to the Church of Rome, d. 1785), like so many heads of cattle, for 
twenty-one million thalers, to the king of England to be used as powder against the American 



colonies. Hence the ugly meaning of the term "Hessians" in America, which does great injustice 
to their innocent countrymen and descendants. 
 
{786} Deuteronomy Symbolo Foederis, etc., published at Strassburg after his death, 1530. He 
says in the preface: "Volo ut mundus sciat me sententiam circa Coenam Domini demutasse." 
Herminjard, II. 240. 
 
{787} Letter to Bucer, March 14, 1530, ib. II. 242. 
 
{788} Dr. Dollinger, II. 18, uses his complaints of the prevailing immorality as a testimony 
against the Reformation, but judges favorably of his writings. 
 
{789} His name is entered on the University Album of the year 1527, together with two other 
Scotchmen, John Hamilton and Gilbert Winram. See Jul. Ca¦sar, Catalogus Studiorum scholae 
Marpurgensis, Marb. 1875, p. 2. Comp. Lorimer, Patrick Hamilton, Edinb. 1857, and the careful 
sketch of Professor Mitchell of St. Andrews, in the Schaff-Herzog "Encycl." II. 935 sqq. 
 
{790} The fact of Tyndale’s sojourn in Marburg has been disputed without good reason by 
Mombert in the preface to his facsimile edition of Tyndale’s Pentateuch, New York, 1884 (p. 
XXIX.). He conjectures that "Marborow" is a fictitious name for Wittenberg. Tyndale’s name 
does not appear in the University Register, but he may not have entered it. Hans Luft was the 
well-known printer of Luther’s Bible in Wittenberg in Saxony, but he may have had an agent in 
Marburg "in the land of Hesse."  



99. The Reformation in Prussia. Duke Albrecht and Bishop Georg Von 
Polenz. 
 
I. Luther’s Letters to Albrecht from May 26, 1525, to May 2, 1545 (17, see list in Erl. ed. LVI. 
248), to Briesmann and Georg von Polenz, in the collections of Deuteronomy Wette and Enders. 
J. Voigt: Briefwechsel der beruhmtesten Gelehrten des Zeitalters der Reformation mit Herzog 
Albrecht von Preussen, Konigsb. 1841. 
 
II. Hartknoch: Preussische Kirchenhistorie, Konigsberg, 1686. Arnoldt: Preussische 
Kirchengeschichte, Konigsberg, 1769. Bock: Leben Albrechts des Aelteren, Konigsb. 1750. 
Rhesa: Deuteronomy primis sacrorum reformatoribus in Prussia, Konigsberg, 1823-1830 (seven 
University Programs containing biographies of Briesmann, Speratus, Poliander, Georg v. Polenz, 
Amandus). Gebser: Der Dom zu Konigsberg, 1835. Erdmann: Preussen, Ordensstaat, in Herzog, 
i XII. 117-165 1860; omitted in the second ed. Pastor (R. Cath.): Neue Quellenberichte uber den 
Reformator Albrecht von Brandenburg, Mainz, 1876 (in the "Katholik," LVI. February and 
March). C. A. Hase: Herzog Albrecht von Preussen und sein Hofprediger. Eine konigsberger 
Tragodie aus dem Zeitalter der Reformation, Leipzig, 1879. Rindfleisch: Herzog Albrecht von 
Hohenzollern, der letzte Hochmeister, und die Reformation in Preussen, Danzig, 1880. P. 
Tschackert (professor in Konigsberg): Georg von Polentz, Bischof von Samland, Leipzig, 1888 
(in "Kirchengeschichtl. Studien" by Brieger, Tschackert, etc., pp. 145-194). 
 
III. The general histories of Prussia by Stenzel, Droysen, Voigt (large work, 1827-39, in 9 vols.; 
condensed ed. 1850, in 3 vols.), Cosel, Hahn, Pierson (4th ed. 1881, 2 vols.), Ranke (Zwolf 
Bucher preussischer Gesch. 1874), Forster, etc. For the history of the Teutonic order, see 
Watterich: Die Grundung des deutschen Ordensstaates in Preussen, Leipzig, 1857; and Joh. 
Voigt: Geschichte des deutschen Ritterordens, Berlin, 1859, 2 vols. 
 
IV. Ranke: Vol. II. 326 sqq. Janssen: III. 70-77. 
 
Of greater prospective importance than the conversion of Hesse and even of Saxony to 
Protestantism, was the evangelization of Prussia, which from a semi-barbarous Duchy on the 
shores of the Baltic rose to the magnitude of a highly civilized kingdom, stretching from the 
borders of Russia beyond the banks of the Rhine, and which is now, in connection with the new 
German Empire, the leading Protestant power on the Continent of Europe. {791} 
 
Old Prussia {792} was a colony of the Teutonic Knights (Deutschorden), one of the three military 
religious orders which arose during the crusades for the defense of the Holy Land and the 
protection of pilgrims. They had the same military and monastic constitution as the Knights 
Templars, and the Knights of St. John (Johannitae); but their members were all Germans. They 
greatly distinguished themselves in the later crusades, and their chivalrous blood still flows in the 
veins of the old Prussian nobility. They wore a white mantle with a black silver-lined cross, and 
as a special favor an imperial eagle on their arms, which descended from them to the royal house 
of Prussia. After the fall of Jerusalem they removed their headquarters to Venice, and afterwards 
to Marienburg and Konigsberg (the capital, where the kings of Prussia are crowned). Emperor 
Frederick II. and Pope Innocent III. granted them all the lands they might conquer from the 
heathen on the eastern borders of Germany, and the grand-master’s received the dignity of 
princes of the Roman Empire. They were invited by the Duke of Poland to defend the frontiers of 
his country against the heathen Prussians (1240). The conquest was completed in 1283. The 
Knights Christianized, or rather Romanized and Germanized, the Prussians, after the military 



fashion of Charlemagne in his dealings with the Saxons, and of Otho I. in subduing the Wends. 
The native heathenism was conquered, but not converted, and continued under Christian forms. 
Prussia is said to have contained under the Knights two millions of people and more than fifty 
cities, which carried on an extensive trade by means of the Hanseatic League. The chief cities 
were Marienburg, Konigsberg, Thorn, Danzig, and Culm. But the common people were treated as 
slaves. 
 
After nearly two centuries of rule the Knights degenerated, and their power declined by internal 
dissensions and the hostility of Poland. In 1466 they were forced by Casimir IV. in the Peace of 
Thorn to cede West Prussia with the richest cities to Poland, and to accept East Prussia as a fief of 
that kingdom. This was virtually the destruction of the political power of the order. The 
incompatibility of the military and monastic life became more and more apparent. Pope Adrian 
VI. urged Albrecht to restore the order to its former monastic purity and dignity. But this was 
impossible. The order had outlived itself. {793} 
 
Luther saw this, and inaugurated a different kind of reform. He seized a favorable opportunity, 
and exhorted the Knights, in a public address, March 28, 1523, to forsake the false monastic 
chastity so often broken, and to live in true matrimonial chastity according to the ordinance of 
God in paradise, {Genesis 2:18} which was older and wiser than popes and Councils. "Your 
order," he argued, "is truly a singular order: it is both secular and spiritual, and neither; it is bound 
to wield the sword against infidels, and yet to live in celibacy, poverty, and obedience, like other 
monks. These things do not agree together, as is shown by reason and by daily experience. The 
order is therefore of no use either to God or the world." {794} 
 
In the summer of the same year be sent, at the wish of Albrecht, the pioneer of Protestant 
preachers, to Prussia, in the person of his friend Dr. Johannes Briesmann (14881549), a 
theologian of learning, piety, and executive ability, who arrived in Konigsberg, Sept. 27, 1523, 
and labored there as preacher in the Dome, and successor of Bishop Georg von Polenz, till his 
death, with the exception of four years which he spent as evangelist in Riga (1527-1531). {795} 
He afterwards sent two other gifted evangelists, known for their evangelical hymns, namely, Paul 
Speratus (d. 1551), and John Poliander (Graumann, d. 1541), who made themselves very useful. 
A third one, Amandus, created disturbance by his radicalism, which resembled that of Carlstadt, 
and caused his removal from Konigsberg. 
 
With the help of these theologians and evangelists, Duke Albrecht and Bishop Georg von Polenz 
brought about a radical change in Prussia, and prepared the way for its great future destiny. The 
religious reformation preceded the political change. 
 
Albrecht, Margrave of Brandenburg-Ansbach, last grandmaster of the Teutonic Knights, and first 
Duke of Prussia, was born at Ansbach, May 16, 1490; destined for the clerical profession; 
received into the order of the Knights, and elected its grand-master in 1511. He made his entry 
into Konigsberg, Nov. 22, 1512. His effort to make Prussia independent and to refuse obedience 
to the king of Poland, involved him in a disastrous war till 1521, when an armistice for four years 
was concluded. He attended, as one of the princes of the empire, the Diet of Nurnberg, 1522 and 
1523, and sought protection against Poland, but in vain. He diligently heard, during that time, the 
sermons of Andreas Osiander, and was converted to the doctrines of the Reformation. He called 
him his "spiritual father in Christ, through whom God first rescued him from the darkness of 
popery, and led him to the true divine knowledge." On a journey to Berlin he had a private 
conference with Luther and Melanchthon, and asked their advice (September, 1523). "Trust in 
God," said Luther with the consent of Melanchthon, "rather than the empire; shake off the 
senseless rules of your order, and make an end to that hermaphrodite monster which is neither 



religious nor secular; abolish the unchaste chastity of monkery; take to thyself a wife, and found a 
legitimate secular sovereignty." At the same time be recommended to him Paul Speratus as his 
assistant, who afterwards became bishop of Pomesania. The prince smiled, but said nothing. 
{796} He wavered between obedience to the pope and to his conscience, and his open and secret 
instructions to the bishop of Samland were contradictory. His brother, Margrave Georg of 
Brandenburg, had previously given him the same advice as Luther, and he ultimately followed it. 
 
In the mean time the evangelical doctrines had already spread in Prussia, and facilitated the 
proposed political change by undermining the monastic constitution of the order. 
 
Two bishops of Prussia, differing from their brethren in Germany, favored the movement, George 
von Polenz of Samland, and Erhard von Queiss of Pomesania. The former took the lead. Luther 
was agreeably surprised, and expressed his joy that one, at least, of the bishops dared to profess 
the free gospel of Christ. {797} He dedicated to him his commentary on Deuteronomy, with a 
congratulatory letter full of gratitude for the rapid flight of the gospel to Prussia in the far North 
(1525). {798} The bishop did not reply, and seems to have preserved a dignified or prudent 
reserve towards the person of Luther, while allowing free course to his doctrines. {799} 
 
Erhard von Queiss renounced popery in a public sermon, 1524, and resigned his worldly 
possessions and authority to the Duke (1527), in order to attend better to the spiritual duties of an 
evangelical bishop. 
 
Georg von Polenz was the chancellor and chief counselor of Albrecht (we may say his Bismarck 
on a small scale) in this work of transformation. He was about five years older than Luther, and 
survived him four years. He descended from an old noble family of Meissen in Saxony, studied 
law in Italy, and was for a while private secretary at the court of Pope Julius II. Then he served as 
a soldier under Maximilian I. He became acquainted with Margrave Albrecht at Padua, 1509, and 
joined the Teutonic Knights. In 1519 he was raised to the episcopal chair, and consecrated by the 
neighboring bishops of Ermland and Pomesania in the Dome of Konigsberg. The receipt of the 
Roman curia for a tax of fourteen hundred and eighty-eight ducats is still extant in the archives of 
that city. The first years of his office were disturbed by war with Poland, for which he had to 
furnish men and means. During the absence of the Duke in Germany he took his place. 
 
In September, 1523, be became acquainted with Dr. Briesmann, and learned from him the biblical 
languages, the elements of theology, which he had never studied before, and the doctrines of 
Luther. In January, 1524, be already issued an order that baptism be celebrated in the vernacular 
tongue, and recommended the clergy to read diligently the Bible, and the writings of Luther, 
especially his book on Christian Liberty. This was the beginning of the Reformation in Prussia. 
We have from him three sermons, and three only, which he preached in favor of the change, at 
Christmas, 1523, and at Easter and Pentecost, 1524. He echoes in them the views of Briesmann. 
He declares, "I shall with the Divine will hold fast to the word of God and to the gospel, though I 
should lose body and life, goods and honor, and all I possess." He despised the authority of Pope 
Clement VII., who directed his legate, Campeggio, Dec. 1, 1524, to summon the bishop as a rebel 
and perjurer, to induce him to recant, or to depose him. 
 
In May, 1525, he resigned the secular part of his episcopal authority into the hands of the Duke, 
because it was not seemly and Christian for a bishop to have so much worldly glory and power. A 
few days afterwards be married, June 8, 1525, five days before Luther’s marriage. In the next 
year the Duke followed his example, and invited Luther to the wedding (June, 1526). This double 
marriage was a virtual dissolution of the order as a monastic institution. In 1546 Georg von 
Polenz resigned his episcopal supervision into the hands of Briesmann. He died in peace, April 



28, 1550, seventy-two years old, and was buried in the cathedral of Konigsberg, the first 
Protestant bishop and chancellor of the first Prussian Hohenzollern, standing with him on the 
bridge of two ages with his hand on the Bible and his eye firmly fixed upon the future. 
 
Albrecht, acting on the advice of Luther, changed the property of the Knights into a hereditary 
duchy. The king of Poland consented. On April 10, 1525, Albrecht was solemnly invested at 
Crakow with the rule of Prussia as a fief of Poland. Soon afterwards he received the homage of 
the Diet at Konigsberg. The evangelical preachers saluted him under the ringing of the bells. The 
Emperor put him under the ban, but it had no effect. Most of the Knights received large fiefs, and 
married; the rest emigrated to Germany. Albrecht formally introduced the Reformation, July 6, 
1525, and issued a Lutheran constitution and liturgy. The fasts were abolished, the number of 
holy days reduced, the ceremonies changed, the convents turned into hospitals, and worship 
conducted in the vernacular. All Romish and sectarian preaching was prohibited. He assumed all 
the ecclesiastical appointments, and became the supreme bishop of Prussia, the two Roman-
Catholic bishops Georg and Queiss having surrendered to him their dignity. Their successors 
were mere superintendents. He felt, however, that the episcopal office was foreign to a worldly 
sovereign, and accepted it as a matter of necessity to secure order. {800} He founded the 
University of Konigsberg, the third Protestant university (after Wittenberg and Marburg). It was 
opened in 1544. {801} He called Dr. Osiander from Nurnberg to the chief theological chair 
(1549); but this polemical divine, by his dissertations on the law and the gospel, and on the 
doctrine of justification, soon turned Prussia into a scene of violent and disgraceful theological 
controversies. {802} 
 
Albrecht did not enjoy his reign. It was sadly disturbed in this transition state by troubles from 
within and without. He repeatedly said that he would rather watch sheep than be a ruler. He was 
involved in heavy debts. The seven children of his first wife, a daughter of the king of Denmark, 
died young, except a daughter, Anna Sophia, who married a duke of Mecklenburg (1555). His 
pious and faithful wife died, 1547. In 1550 he married a princess of Braunschweig; her first 
daughter was born blind; only one son, Albrecht Friedrich, survived him, and spent his life in 
melancholy. But Albrecht remained true to his evangelical faith, and died (March 20, 1568), with 
the words of Psalm 31:5, upon his lips, "Into Thine hand I commend my spirit: Thou hast 
redeemed me, O Lord, Thou God of truth." He left proofs of his piety in prayers, meditations, and 
the testament to his son, who succeeded him, and died without male issue, 1618. 
 
SUBSEQUENT HISTORY. 
 
A few glimpses of the later history are here in place to explain the present confessional status of 
the Protestant church in the kingdom of Prussia. 
 
The Duchy of Prussia in 1618 fell as an inheritance to John Sigismund, Elector of Brandenburg 
(1608-1619), son-in-law of the second Prussian Duke (Albert Frederick), and a descendant of 
Frederick of Hohenzollern, who had become margrave of Brandenburg by purchase in 1415. In 
this way the connection of Prussia arid Brandenburg was completed. 
 
But Prussia remained in feudal subjection to Poland till 1656, when Frederick William, "the great 
Elector," conquered the independence by the victory of Warsaw. He is the first, as Frederick II., 
his great-grandson, is the second, founder of the greatness of Prussia. After the terrible 
devastations of the Thirty Years’ War he gathered the broken fragments of his provinces into a 
coherent whole during his long and successful reign (1640-1688). He was the most enlightened 
and most liberal among the German princes of his age. He protected the independence of 
Germany against French aggression. He was married to Louisa Henrietta, princess of Orange, of 



the Calvinistic faith, and authoress of the popular resurrection hymn, "Jesus, meine Zuversicht." 
{803} He secured toleration to the Reformed churches in the Treaty of Westphalia. He gave 
refuge to over twenty thousand French Huguenots, who with their descendants became an 
important element in the Prussian nationality and the Reformed church. His son Frederick became 
the first king of Prussia, and was crowned at Konigsberg, Jan. 18, 1701. He founded the 
University of Halle, 1693, which ultimately absorbed the University of Wittenberg by 
incorporation (1815), and assumed an important position in the history of German theology as the 
nursery, first of pietism, then of rationalism, and (since Tholuck’s appointment, 1827) of the 
evangelical revival. 
 
With John Sigismund began an important confessional change, which laid the foundation for the 
union policy of his successors. He introduced the Reformed or Calvinistic element, which had 
been crushed out in Saxony, into the Court and Dome Church of Berlin, and gave the Heidelberg 
Catechism a place besides the Augsburg Confession. His grandson, "the great Elector," 
strengthened the Reformed element by his marriage to a princess from Holland, who adorned her 
faith, and by inviting a colony of French Huguenots who left their country for the sake of 
conscience. It was therefore quite natural that the Reformed rulers of a Lutheran country should 
cherish the idea of an union of the two confessions, which was realized in the present century. 
{804} 
 
We have seen that Old Prussia was Lutheranized under the direct influence of the Wittenberg 
divines with whom Albrecht was in Constant correspondence. In Brandenburg also, the Lutheran 
type of Protestantism, after many reverses and controversies, was established under John George 
(1571-1598); the Formula of Concord was forcibly introduced, and all Calvinistic teaching was 
strictly forbidden. The Brandenburg "Corpus Doctrinae" of 1572 emphasizes Luther’s word that 
Zwingli was no Christian, and the Brandenburg chancellor Dietelmeyer is known by his 
unchristian prayer: "Impleat nos Deus odio Calvinistarum!" 
 
But the Elector John Sigismund, who by travels and personal intercourse with Calvinistic princes 
and divines conceived a high regard for their superior Christian piety and courtesy, embraced the 
Reformed faith in 1606, and openly professed it in February, 1614, by declaring his assent to the 
four oecumenical symbols (including the Chalcedonense) and the altered Augsburg Confession 
of 1540, without imposing his creed upon his subjects, only prohibiting the preachers to condemn 
the Calvinists from the pulpit. In May, 1514, he issued a personal confession of faith, called the 
"Confession of Sigismund," or the "Brandenburg Confession" (Confessio Marchica). It teaches a 
moderate, we may say, Melanchthonian and unionistic Calvinism, and differs from the Lutheran 
Formula of Concord in the following points: It rejects Eutychianism and the ubiquity of Christ’s 
body, consubstantiation in the Lord’s Supper, the use of the wafer instead of the broken bread, 
and exorcism in baptism; on the other hand, it teaches the Calvinistic view of the spiritual real 
presence for believers, and unconditional election, but without an unconditional decree of 
reprobation; it distinctly declares that God sincerely wishes the salvation of all men, and is not the 
author of sin and damnation. 
 
The change of Sigismund was the result of conscientious conviction, and not dictated by political 
motives. The people and his own wife re-mained Lutheran. He made no use of his territorial 
summepiscopate and the jus reformandi. He disclaimed all intention to coerce the conscience, 
since faith is a free gift of God, and cannot be forced. No man should pre-sume to exercise 
dominion over man’s religion. He thus set, in advance of his age, a noble example of toleration, 
which became the traditional policy of the Prussian rulers. The pietistic movement of Spener and 
Francke, which was supported by the theological faculty at Halle, weakened the confessional 
dissensus, and strengthened the consensus. The Moravian brotherhood exhibited long before the 



Prussian Union, in a small community, the real union of evangelical believers of both 
confessions. 
 
Frederick the Great was an unbeliever, and had as little sympathy with Pietism and Moravianism 
as with Lutheranism and Calvinism; but he was a decided upholder of religious toleration, which 
found expression in his famous declaration that in his kingdom everybody must be at liberty to 
get saved "after his own fashion." The toleration of indifferentism, which prevailed in the last 
century, broke down the reign of bigotry, and prepared the way for the higher and nobler 
principle of religious liberty. 
 
The revival of religious life at the beginning of the nineteenth century was a revival of general 
Christianity without a confessional or denomina-tional type, and united for a time pious 
Lutherans, Reformed, and even Roman Catholics. It was accompanied by a new phase of 
evangelical theology, which since Schleiermacher and Neander laid greater stress on the 
consensus than the dissensus of the Protestant confessions in oppo-sition to rationalism and 
infidelity. The ground was thus prepared for a new attempt to establish a mode of peaceful living 
between the two confessions of the Reformation. 
 
King Frederick William III. (1797-1840), a conscientious and God-fearing monarch, who had 
been disciplined by sad reverses and providen-tial deliverances of Prussia, introduced what is 
called the "Evangelical Union" of the Lutheran and Reformed confessions at the tercentennial 
celebration of the Reformation (Sept. 27, 1817). The term "evangelical," which was claimed by 
both, assumed thus a new technical sense. The object of the Union (as officially explained in 
1834 and 1852) was to unite the two churches under, one government and worship, without 
abolishing the doctrinal distinctions. {805} It was conservative, not absorptive, and dif-fered in 
this respect from all former union schemes between the Greek and Latin, the Protestant and 
Roman Catholic, the Lutheran and Reformed Churches, which aimed at doctrinal uniformity or at 
best at a doctrinal compromise. The Prussian Union introduced no new creed; the Augsburg 
Confession, Luther’s Catechisms, and the Heidelberg Catechism continued to be used where they 
had been in use before; but it was assumed that the confessional differences were not vital and 
important enough to exclude Christian fellowship. The opposition proceeded chiefly from the 
"Old Lutherans," so called, who insist upon "pure doctrine," as the basis of union, to the 
exclusion of the Calvinistic "heresies," and who took just offense at the forcible introduction of 
the new liturgy of the king (the Agende of 1822); but the opposition was silenced by granting 
them the liberty of separate organization and self-government (1845). The Prussian Union suffers 
from the defects of Erastianism, but no more than any other state-church, or the introduction of 
the Reformation in the sixteenth century by the civil power. Experience has proved that moderate 
Lutherans and Reformed Christians can live together, commune at the same altar, and co-operate 
in the work of the common Master. This experience is a great gain. The union type of 
Protestantism has become an important historic fact and factor in the modern theology and church 
life of Prussia and those other parts of Germany which followed her example. 
 
The two sons and successors of the founder of the Prussian Union, King Frederick William IV. 
(1840-1858), and Emperor William I. (1858-1888), have faithfully adhered to it in theory and 
practice. 
 
Frederick William IV. was well versed in theology, and a pronounced evangelical believer. He 
wished to make the church more independent, and as a means to that end he established the 
Oberkirchenrath (1850, modified 1852), which in connection with the Cultusministerium should 
administer the affairs of the church in the name of the king; while a general synod was to exercise 
the legislative function. Under his reign the principle of religious liberty made great progress, and 



was embodied in the Prussian Constitution of 1850, which guarantees in Article XII. the freedom 
of conscience and of private and public worship to all religious associations. {806} 
 
William I., aided by Bismarck and Moltke, raised Prussia, by superior statesmanship and 
diplomacy, and by brilliant victories in the wars with Austria (1866) and France (1870), to her 
present commanding position. He became by common consent of the German sovereigns and 
people the first hereditary emperor of United Germany under the lead of Prussia. He adorned this 
position in eighteen years of peace by his wisdom, integrity, justice, untiring industry, and simple 
piety, and gained the universal esteem and affection of the German nation, yea, we may say, of 
the civilized world, which mourned for him when on the 9th of March, 1888, in the ninety-first 
year of an eventful life, he entered into his rest. History has never seen a more illustrious trio than 
the Emperor William, "the Iron Chancellor," and "the Battle-thinker," who "feared God, and 
nothing else." 
 
The new German Empire with a Protestant head is the last outcome of the Reformation of 
Prussia, and would not have been possible without it. 
 
{791} "Bei weitem die merkwurdigste und durchgreifendste Veranderung fand in Preussen statt." 
Ranke, II. 326. Janssen can see in the Reformation of Prussia only a change for the worse. The 
best refutation of his view is the subsequent history and present condition of Prussia. The history 
of the past must be read in the light of the present. "By their fruits ye shall know them." 
 
{792} Prussia proper is a division of the kingdom of Prussia, and comprises East or Ducal Prussia 
and West or Royal Prussia, with a total area of 24,114 square miles, and a population of about 
three millions and a half. East Prussia was united with Brandenburg by the Elector John 
Sigismund, 1618 West Prussia was severed from Poland by Frederick the Great in the first 
division of that kingdom, 1772. 
 
{793} "Der deutsche Orden," says Ranke (II. 334), "und seine Herrschaft in Preussen war ohne 
Zweifel das eigenthumlichste Product des hierarchischritterlichen Geistes der letzen 
Jahrhunderte in der deutschen Nation; er hatte eine grossartige Weltenwirkung ausgeubt und ein 
unermessliches Verdienst um die Ausbreitung des deutschen Namens erworben; aber seine Zeit 
war voruber." 
 
{794} An-die Herren deutsches Ordens, dass sie falsche Keuschheit meiden und zur rechten 
ehelichen Keuschheit greifen, Ermahnung. Wittenberg, den 28 Marz, 1523. In the Erl. ed. XXIX. 
l6-33. Walch, XIX. 2157 sqq. 
 
{795} He published several sermons. Extracts in Seckendorf, I. 272. See the article "Briesmann" 
by Dr. Erdmann in Herzog, ii II. 629-631, with literature. 
 
{796} Letter to John Briesmann, July 4, 1524, in Deuteronomy Wette, II. 526 sq. 
 
{797} "At last," he wrote to Spalatin, Feb. 1, 1524, "even a bishop has given the glory to the name 
of Christ, and proclaims the gospel in Prussia, namely the bishop of Samland, encouraged and 
instructed by John Briesmann, whom I sent, so that Prussia also begins to give farewell to the 
kingdom of Satan." Deuteronomy Wette, II. 474. 
 
{798} Erl. ed., Op. Lat. XIII. The dedicatory letter dated April, 1525, is printed also in 
Deuteronomy Wette, II. 647-651. In this letter occurs the notable passage (p. 649): "Vide 



mirabilia, ad Prussiam pleno cursu plenisque telis currit Evangelion." Comp. the passage quoted 
p. 539, note 2. 
 
{799} Professor Tschackert, his best biographer, says (l. c., p. 187): "The correspondence of 
Bishop Georg von Polentz, as far as known, contains not a syllable nor even an allusion to a letter 
of his to Luther. Even the name of Luther occurs after the reformatory mandate of 1524 only 
once, in a postscript to a letter to Paul Speratus, Aug. 22, 1535." In this letter he requested his 
colleague, Bishop Speratus of Pomesania, to give some noble students from Lithuania letters of 
introduction to Luther and Melanchthon ("literis tuis Martino et Philippo commendes.") See the 
letter, l. c., p. 191. 
 
{800} "Coacti sumus," he said, "alienum officium, i.e., episcopate in nos sumere, ut omnia ordine, 
et decenter fierent." Preface to the Articuli ceremoniarum, published by a general synod at 
Konigsberg, May 12, 1530. 
 
{801} Arnoldt, Historie der konigsberger Universitat, 1746. 
 
{802} See above, p. 570. Osiander’s son-in-law, Funke, Albrecht’s chaplain and confessor, 
continued the controversies, but was at last beheaded with two others, 1566, as "Ruhestorer, 
Landesverrather und Beforderer der osiandrischen Ketzerei." 
 
{803} Several English translations; one by Miss Winkworth, "Jesus my Redeemer lives." The 
hymn has a long and interesting history. See A. F. W. Fischer, Kirchenlieder-Lexicon, I. 390-396. 
 
{804} For fuller information, see Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 554 sqq. To the literature 
there given should be added Ranke, Zwolf Bucher Preuss. Geschichte, Leipz. 1874, I. 185-192; 
Kawerau in Herzog, ii XIV. 227-232; and Wangemann, Joh. Sigismund und Paul Gerhard, 
Berlin, 1884. The literature on the Prussian Union refers to the history after 1817, and is very 
large. We mention Nitzsch, Urkundenbuch der evangelischen Union, Berlin, 1853; Jul. Muller, 
Die evangel. Union, ihr Wesen und gottliches Recht, Berlin, 1854; Brandes, Geschichte der 
kirchlichen Politik des Hauses Brandenburg, 1872,’ 73, 2 vols.; Mucke, Preussen’s 
landeskirchliche Unionsentwicklung, 1879; Wangemann, Die preussische Union in ihrem 
Verhaltniss zur Una Sancta, Berlin, 1884. 
 
{805} The Cabinetsordre of Feb. 18, 1834, declares: "Die Union bezweckt und bedeutet kein 
Aufgeben des bisherigen Glaubensbekenntnisses; auch ist die Autoritat, welche die 
Bekenntnisschriften der beiden evangelischen Confessionen bisher gehabt, durch sie nicht 
aufgehoben worden." 
 
{806} See Schaff, Church and State in the United States, New York, 1888, p. 97 sq.  



100. Protestant Martyrs. 
 
No great cause in church or state, in religion or science, has ever succeeded without sacrifice. 
Blood is the price of liberty. "The blood of martyrs is the seed of Christianity." Persecution 
develops the heroic qualities of human nature, and the passive virtues of patience and endurance 
under suffering. Protestantism has its martyrs as well as Catholicism. In Germany it achieved a 
permanent legal existence only after the Thirty Years’ War. The Reformed churches in France, 
Holland, England, and Scotland, passed through the fiery ordeal of persecution. It has been 
estimated that the victims of the Spanish Inquisition outnumber those of heathen Rome, and that 
more Protestants were executed by the Spaniards in a single reign, and in a single province of 
Holland, than Christians in the Roman empire during the first three centuries. {807} Jews and 
heathens have persecuted Christians, Christians have persecuted Jews and heathens, Romanists 
have persecuted Protestants, Protestants have persecuted Romanists, and every state-church has 
more or less persecuted dissenters and sects. It is only within a recent period that the sacred rights 
of conscience have been properly appreciated, and that the line is clearly and sharply drawn 
between church and state, religious and civil offenses, heresy and crime, spiritual and temporal 
punishments. 
 
The persecution of Protestants began at the Diet of Worms in 1521. Charles V. issued from that 
city the first of a series of cruel enactments, or "placards," for the extermination of the Lutheran 
heresy in his hereditary dominion of the Netherlands. In 1523 two Augustinian monks, Henry 
Voes and John Esch, were publicly burnt, as adherents of Luther, at the, stake in Brussels. After 
the fires were kindled, they repeated the Apostles’ Creed, sang the "Te Deum laudamus," and 
prayed in the flames, "Jesus, thou Son of David, have mercy upon us." The heroic death of these 
Protestant proto-martyrs inspired Luther’s first poem, which begins, — 
 
"Ein neues Lied wir heben an." {808} 
 
The prior of their convents Lampert Thorn, was suffocated in prison. The martyrdom of Henry of 
Zutphen has already been noticed. {809} Adolph Klarenbach and Peter Flysteden suffered at the 
stake in Cologne with constancy and triumphant joy, Sept. 28, 1529. {810} 
 
George Winkler, a preacher in Halle, was cited by the Archbishop of Cologne to Aschaffenburg 
for distributing the communion in both kinds, and released, but murdered by unknown hands on 
his return, May, 1527. {811} 
 
Duke George of Saxony persecuted the Lutherans, not by death, but by imprisonment and exile. 
John Herrgott, a traveling book-peddler, was beheaded (1527) for revolutionary political 
opinions, rather than for selling Lutheran books. {812} 
 
In Southern Germany the Edict of Worms was more rigidly executed. Many executions by fire 
and sword, accompanied by barbarous mutilations, took place in Austria and Bavaria. In Vienna a 
citizen, Caspar Tauber, was beheaded and burnt, because he denied purgatory and 
transubstantiation, Sept. 17, 1524. {813} In Salzburg a priest was secretly beheaded without a 
trial, by order of the archbishop, for Lutheran heresy. {814} George Wagner, a minister at 
Munich, was burnt Feb. 8, 1527. Leonard Kaser (or Kaiser) shared the same fate, Aug. 18, 1527, 
by order of the bishop of Passau. Luther wrote him, while in prison, a letter of comfort. {815} 
 



But the Anabaptists had their martyrs as well, and they died with the same heroic faith. Hatzer 
was burnt in Constance, Hubmaier in Vienna. In Passau thirty perished in prison. In Salzburg 
some were mutilated, others beheaded, others drowned, still others burnt alive. {816} 
Unfortunately, the Anabaptists were not much better treated by Protestant governments; even in 
Zurich several were drowned in the river under the eyes of Zwingli. The darkest blot on 
Protestantism is the burning of Servetus for heresy and blasphemy, at Geneva, with the approval 
of Calvin and all the surviving Reformers, including Melanchthon (1553). He had been 
previously condemned, and burnt in effigy, by a Roman-Catholic tribunal in France. Now such a 
tragedy would be impossible in any church. The same human passions exist, but the ideas and 
circumstances have changed. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{807} See Schaff, Church Hist. II. 78. 
 
{808} See above, p. 505, and Ranke, II. 119. 
 
{809} 96, p. 574, sq. 
 
{810} See their biography in Piper’s Evang. Kalender, VII. 408, and article "Klarenbach" by C. 
Krafft, in Herzog, ii VIII. 20-33. 
 
{811} Luther wrote a letter of comfort to the Christians at Halle on the death of their minister. 
Walch, X. 2260. See also his letter, April 28, 1528, in Deuteronomy Wette, III. 305. 
 
{812} See 93, p. 567, note. 
 
{813} Ranke, II. 117 sq. 
 
{814} Ibid. p. 117. 
 
{815} Letter dated May 20, 1527, in Deuteronomy Wette, III. 179 sq. But Kaser seems to have 
been an Anabaptist, which Luther did not know. See Cornelius, Gesch. des Munsterschen 
Aufruhrs, II. 56. 
 
{816} Ranke, III. 369.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VII. 
 
THE SACRAMENTARIAN CONTROVERSIES. 
 

101. Sacerdotalism and Sacramentalism. 
 
The Catholic system of Christianity, both Greek and Roman, is sacramental and sacerdotal. The 
saving grace of Christ is conveyed to men through the channel of seven sacraments, or 
"mysteries," administered by ordained priests, who receive members into the church by baptism, 
accompany them through the various stages of life, and dismiss them by extreme unction into the 
other world. A literal priesthood requires a literal sacrifice, and this is the repetition of Christ’s 
one sacrifice on the cross offered by the priest in the mass from day to day. The power of the 
mass extends not only to the living, but even to departed spirits in purgatory, abridging their 
sufferings, and hastening their release and transfer to heaven. 
 
The Reformers rejected the sacerdotal system altogether, and substituted for it the general 
priesthood of believers, who have direct access to Christ as our only Mediator and Advocate, and 
are to offer the spiritual sacrifices of prayer, praise, and intercession. They rejected the sacrifice 
of the mass, and the theory of transubstantiation, and restored the cup to the laity. They also 
agreed in raising the Word of God, as the chief means of grace, above the sacraments, and in 
reducing the number of the sacraments. They retained Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, as 
instituted by Christ for universal and perpetual observance. 
 
But here begins the difference. It consists in the extent of departure from the sacramental system 
of the Roman Church. The Lutheran Confession is, we may say, semi-sacramental, or much more 
sacramental than the Reformed (if we except the Anglican communion). {817} It retained the 
doctrine of baptismal regeneration, with the rite of exorcism, and the corporal presence in the 
eucharist. The Augsburg Confession makes the sacraments an essential criterion of the church. 
Luther’s Catechism assigns to them an independent place alongside of the Commandments, the 
Creed, and the Lord’s Prayer. It adds to baptism and the Lord’s Supper confession and absolution 
as a third sacrament. At a later period, confirmation was restored to the position of a quasi-
sacrament as a supplement of infant-baptism. 
 
Zwingli and Calvin reduced the sacraments to signs and seals of grace which is inwardly 
communicated by the Holy Spirit. They asserted the sovereign causality of God, and the 
independence of the Spirit who "bloweth where it willeth". {John 3:8} God can communicate his 
gifts freely as he chooses. We are, however, bound to his prescribed means. The Swiss Reformers 
also emphasized the necessity of faith, not only for a profitable use of the sacrament (which is 
conceded by the Lutherans), but for the reception of the sacrament itself. Unworthy 
communicants receive only the visible sign, not the thing signified, and they receive the sign to 
their own injury. 
 
The Anabaptists went still farther, and rejected infant-baptism because it lacks the element of 
faith on the part of the baptized. They were the forerunners of the Quakers, who dispensed with 
the external sacraments altogether, retaining, however, the spiritual fact of regeneration and 
communion with Christ, which the sacraments symbolize to the senses. The Quakers protested 



against forms when they were made substitutes for the spirit, and furnished the historic proof that 
the spirit in cases of necessity may live without forms, while forms without the spirit are dead. 
 
It was the will of Providence that different theories on the means of grace should be developed. 
These theories are not isolated; they proceed from different philosophical and theological 
standpoints, and affect other doctrines. Luther was not quite wrong when he said to Zwingli at 
Marburg "You have a different spirit." Luther took his stand on the doctrine of justification by 
faith; Zwingli and Calvin, on the doctrine of divine causality and sovereignty, or eternal election. 
Luther proceeded anthropologically and soteriologically from man to God, Zwingli and Calvin 
proceeded theologically from God to man. 
 
The difference culminates in the doctrine of the eucharistic presence, which called forth the 
fiercest controversies, and still divides Western Christendom into hostile camps. The eucharistic 
theories reveal an underlying difference of views on the relation of God to man, of the 
supernatural to the natural, of invisible grace to the visible means. The Roman doctrine of 
transubstantiation is the outgrowth of a magical supernaturalism which absorbs and annihilates 
the natural and human, leaving only the empty form. The Lutheran doctrine implies an 
interpenetration of the divine and human. The commemorative theory of Zwingli saves the 
integrity and peculiar character of the divine and human, but keeps them separate and distinct. 
The eucharistic theory affects Christology, the relation of church and state, and in some measure 
the character of piety. Lutheranism inclines to the Eutychian, Zwinglianism to the Nestorian, 
Christology. The former fosters a mystical, the latter a practical, type of piety. 
 
Calvin, who appeared on the stage of public action five years after Zwingli’s, and ten years before 
Luther’s, death, advocated with great ability an eucharistic theory which mediates between the 
Lutheran realism and the Zwinglian spiritualism, and which passed into the Reformed 
confessions Luther had to deal with Zwingli, and never came into contact with Calvin. If he had, 
the controversy might have taken a different shape; but he would have maintained his own view 
of the real presence, and refused the figurative interpretation of the words of institution. 
 
With the doctrine of the eucharist are connected some minor ritualistic differences, as the use of 
the wafer, and the kneeling posture of the communicants, which the Lutherans retained from the 
Catholic Church; while the Reformed restored the primitive practice of the breaking of bread, and 
the standing or sitting posture. Some Lutheran churches retained also the elevation of the host; 
Luther himself declared it a matter of indifference, and abolished it at Wittenberg in 1542. {818} 
 
{817} Claus Harms, a typical Lutheran of the nineteenth century, published in 1817 Ninety-five 
Theses against Rationalism in the Lutheran Church, one of which reads thus (I quote from 
memory): "The Catholic Church is a glorious church; for it is built upon the Sacrament. The 
Reformed Church is a glorious church; for it is built upon the Word. But more glorious than 
either is the Lutheran Church; for it is built upon both the Word and the Sacrament." 
 
{818} "Vom Anbeten des Sacraments des heil. Leichnams Christi" (1523), addressed to the 
Bohemians (Erl. ed. XXVIII. 389, 404, 410); Kurzes Bekenntniss vom heil. Sacrament (1544), 
Erl. ed. XXXII. 420 sqq. In a letter to Buchholzer in Berlin, Dec. 4, 1539 (De Wette, V. 236), 
Luther reports that the elevation was given up at Wittenberg. But this must refer to the castle 
church, for in the parish church it continued till June 25, 1542 when Bugenhagen abolished it. See 
Kostlin, II. 588 and 683.  



102. The Anabaptist Controversy. Luther and Huebmaier. 
 
Luther: Von der Wiedertaufe, an-zwei Pfarrherrn. Wittenberg, 1528. In Walch, XXVII. 2643 
sqq.; Erl. ed. XXVI. 254-294. Justus Menius: Der Wiedertaufer Lehre und Geheimniss, with a 
Preface by Luther, 1530. In the Erl. ed. LXIII. 290 sqq. Melanchthon: Contra Anabaptistas 
Judicium, "Corp. Reform." I. 953 sqq. 
 
On the Baptist side the writings of Huebmaier, or, as he wrote his name, Huebmor, which are 
very rare, and ought to be collected and republished. Calvary, in "Mittheilungen aus dem 
Antiquariate," vol. I. Berlin, 1870, gives a complete list of them. The most important are Von dem 
christlichen Tauf der Glaubigen (1525); Eine Stimme eines ganzen christlichen Lebens (1525); 
Von Ketzern und ihren Verbrennern; Schlussreden (Axiomata); Ein Form des Nachtmals Christi; 
Von der Freiwilligkeit des Menschen (to show that God gives to all men an opportunity to 
become his children by free choice); Zwolf Artikel des christlichen Glaubens, etc. 
 
On Huebmaier, see Schreiber in the "Taschenbuch fuer Gesch. und Alterthum Sueddeutschlands," 
Freiburg, 1839 and 40. Cunitz in Herzog’s "Encykl.," 2d ed. VI. 344. Ranke, II. 118, 126; III. 
366, 369. Janssen, II. 387, 486. 
 
All the Reformers retained the custom of infant-baptism, and opposed rebaptism (Wiedertaufe) as 
a heresy. So far they agreed with the Catholics against the Anabaptists, or Catabaptists as they 
were called, although they rejected the name, because in their view the baptism of infants was no 
baptism at all. 
 
The Anabaptists or Baptists (as distinct from Pedobaptists) sprang up in Germany, Holland, and 
Switzerland, and organized independent congregations. Their leaders were Huebmaier, Denck, 
Hatzer, and Grebel. They thought that the Reformers stopped half-way, and did not go to the root 
of the evil. They broke with the historical tradition, and constructed a new church of believers on 
the voluntary principle. Their fundamental doctrine was, that baptism is a voluntary act, and 
requires personal repentance, and faith in Christ. They rejected infant-baptism as an anti-
scriptural invention. They could find no trace of it in the New Testament, the only authority in 
matters of faith. They were cruelly persecuted in Protestant as well as Roman Catholic countries. 
We must carefully distinguish the better class of Baptists and the Mennonites from the restless 
revolutionary radicals and fanatics, like Carlstadt, Muenzer, and the leaders of the Muenster 
tragedy. 
 
The mode of baptism was not an article of controversy at that time; for the Reformers either 
preferred immersion (Luther), or held the mode to be a matter of indifference (Calvin). 
 
Luther agreed substantially with the Roman Catholic doctrine of baptism. His Taufbuechlein of 
1523 is a translation of the Latin baptismal service, including the formula of exorcism, the sign of 
the cross, and the dipping. The second edition (1526) is abridged, and omits the use of chrisma, 
salt, and spittle. {819} He defeated Carlstadt, Muenzer, and the Zwickau Prophets, who rejected 
infant-baptism, and embarrassed even Melanchthon. Saxony was cleared of Anabaptists; but their 
progress in other parts of Germany induced him a few years later to write a special book against 
Huebmaier, who appealed to his authority, and ascribed to him similar views. 
 
Balthasar Huebmaier, or Huebmor, was born near Augsburg, 1480; studied under Dr. Eck at 
Freiburg-i. -B. and Ingolstadt, and acquired the degree of doctor of divinity. He became a famous 



preacher in the cathedral at Regensburg, and occasioned the expulsion of the Jews in 1519, whose 
synagogue was converted into a chapel of St. Mary. In 1522 he embraced Protestant opinions, and 
became pastor at Waldshut on the Rhine, on the borders of Switzerland. He visited Erasmus at 
Basel, and Zwingli at Zuerich, and aided the latter in the introduction of the Reformation. The 
Austrian government threatened violent measures, and demanded the surrender of his person. He 
left Waldshut, and took refuge in a convent of Schaffhausen, but afterwards returned. He openly 
expressed his dissent from Zwingli and Oecolampadius on the subject of infant-baptism. Zwingli 
was right, he said, in maintaining that baptism was a mere sign, but the significance of this sign 
was the pledge of faith and obedience unto death, and such a pledge a child could not make; 
therefore the baptism of a child had no meaning, and was invalid. Faith must be present, and 
cannot be taken for granted as a future certainly. Instead of baptism he introduced a solemn 
presentation or consecration of children before the congregation. He made common cause with 
the Anabaptists of Zuerich, and with Thomas Muenzer, who came into the neighborhood of 
Waldshut, and kindled the flame of the Peasants’ War. He is supposed by some to be the author 
of the Twelve Articles of the Peasants. He was rebaptized about Easter, 1525, and re-baptized 
many others. He abolished the mass, and removed the altar, baptismal font, pictures and crosses 
from the church. 
 
The triumph of the re-action against the rebellious peasants forced him to flee to Zuerich 
(December, 1525). He had a public disputation with Zwingli, who had himself formerly leaned to 
the view that it would be better to put off baptism to riper years of responsibility, though he never 
condemned infant-baptism. He retracted under pressure and protest, and was dismissed with some 
aid. He went to Nikolsburg in Moravia, published a number of books in German, having brought 
a printing-press with him from Switzerland, and gathered the Baptist "Brethren" into 
congregations. But when Moravia, after the death of Louis of Hungary, fell into the possession of 
King Ferdinand of Austria, Huebmaier was arrested with his wife, sent to Vienna, charged with 
complicity in the Peasants’ War, and burned to death, March 10, 1528. He died with serene 
courage and pious resignation. His wife, who had strengthened him in his faith, was drowned 
three days later in the Danube. Zwingli, after his quarrel with Huebmaier, speaks unfavorably of 
his character; Vadian of St. Gall, and Bullinger, give him credit for great eloquence and learning, 
but charge him with a restless spirit of innovation. He was an advocate of the voluntary principle. 
and a martyr of religious freedom. Heretics, he maintained, are those only who wickedly oppose 
the Holy Sciptures, and should be won by instruction and persuasion. To use force is to deny 
Christ, who came to save, not to destroy. 
 
A few months before Huebmaier’s death, Luther wrote, rather hastily, a tract against the 
Anabaptists (January or February, 1528), in the shape of a letter to two unnamed ministers in 
Catholic territory. {820} "I know well enough," he begins, "that Balthasar Huebmor quotes me 
among others by name, in his blasphemous book on Re-baptism, as if I were of his foolish mind. 
But I take comfort in the fact that neither friend nor foe will believe such a lie, since I have 
sufficiently in my sermons shown my faith in infant-baptism." He expressed his dissent from the 
harsh and cruel treatment of the Anabaptists, and maintained that they ought to be resisted only 
by the Word of God and arguments, not by fire and sword, unless they preach insurrection and 
resist the civil magistrate. {821} At the same time he ungenerously depreciated the constancy of 
their martyrs, and compared them to the Jewish martyrs at the destruction of Jerusalem, and the 
Donatist martyrs. {822} He thought it served the papists right, to be troubled with such sectaries 
of the Devil in punishment for not tolerating the gospel. He then proceeds to refute their 
objections to infant-baptism. 
 
1. Infant-baptism is wrong because it comes from the pope, who is Antichrist. But then we ought 
to reject the Scriptures, and Christianity itself, which we have in common with Rome. Christ 



found many abuses among the Pharisees and Sadducees and the Jewish people, but did not reject 
the Old Testament, and told his disciples to observe their doctrines. {Matthew 23:3} Here Luther 
pays a striking tribute to the Roman church, and supports it by the very fact that the pope is 
Antichrist, and reveals his tyranny in the temple of God, that is, within the Christian Church, and 
not outside of it. {823} By such an argument the Anabaptists weaken the cause of Christianity, 
and deceive themselves. 
 
2. Infants know nothing of their baptism, and have to learn it afterwards from their parents or 
sponsors. But we know nothing of our natural birth and of many other things, except on the 
testimony of others. 
 
3. Infants cannot believe. Luther denied this, and appealed to the word of Christ, who declared 
them fit for the kingdom of heaven, {Matthew 19:14} and to the example of John the Baptist, who 
believed in the mother’s womb. {Luke 1:41} Reformed divines, while admitting the capacity or 
germ of faith in infants, base infant-baptism on the vicarious faith of parents, and the covenant 
blessing of Abraham which extends to his seed. {Genesis 17:7} Luther mentions this also. 
 
4. The absence of a command to baptize children. But they are included in the command to 
baptize all nations. {Matthew 28:19} The burden of proof lies on the Anabaptists to show that 
infant-baptism is forbidden in the Bible, before they abolish such an old and venerable institution 
of the whole Christian Church. 
 
5. Among the positive arguments, Luther mentions the analogy of circumcision, Christ’s 
treatment of children, the cases of family baptisms, Acts 2:39 16:15,33 1 Corinthians 1:16. 
 
Melanchthon quoted also the testimonies of Origen, Cyprian, Chrysostom, and Augustin, for the 
apostolic origin of infant-baptism. 
 
{819} See above 45, p. 218, and the two editions of the Taufbuchlein in the Erl. ed. XXII. 157, 
291. In both editions dipping is prescribed ("Da nehme er das Kind und tauche es in die Taufe"), 
and no mention is made of any other mode. The Reformed churches objected to the retention of 
exorcism as a species of superstition. The first English liturgy of Edward VI. (who was baptized 
by immersion) prescribes trine-immersion (dipping); the second liturgy of 1552 does the same, 
but gives (for the first time in England) permission to substitute pouring when the child is weak. 
 
{820} He calls it in a letter to Spalatin, Feb. 5, 1528 (De Wette, III. 279), "epistolam tumultuarie 
scriptam." He alludes to it in several other letters of the same year (III. 250, 253, 263). 
 
{821} The passage is quoted in 11, p. 60. 
 
{822} Letter to Link, May 12, 1528 (De Wette, III. 311): "Constantiam Anabaptistarum 
morientium arbitror similem esse illi, qua Augustinus celebrat Donatistas et Josephus Judaeos in 
vastata Jerusalem, et multa talia furorem esse Satanae non est dubium, praesertim ubi sic 
moriuntur cum blasphemia sacramenti. Sancti martyres, ut noster Leonardus Kaiser [a Lutheran 
of Bavaria who was beheaded Aug. 18, 1527] cum timore et humilitate magnaque animi erga 
hostes lenitatemoriuntur: illi vero quasi hostium taedio et indignatione pertinaciam suam augere, 
et sic mori videntur." 
 
{823} See above, p. 529 sq.  



103. The Eucharistic Controversy. 
 
I. Sources (1) Lutheran. Luther: Wider die himmlischen Propheten, Jan. 1525 (against Carlstadt 
and the Enthusiasts). Dass die Worte, "Das ist mein Leib," noch fest stehen (wider die 
Schwarmgeister), 1527. Grosses Bekenntniss vom Abendmahl, March, 1528 (against Zwingli and 
Oecolampadius). Kurzes Bekenntniss rom heil. Sacrament, 1544. All these tracts in the Erl. ed. 
vols. XXVI. 254; XXIX. 134, 348; XXX. 14, 151; XXXII. 396. Walch, Vol. XX. 1-2955, gives 
the eucharistic writings, for and against Luther, together with a history. 
 
Bugenhagen: Contra novum errorem de sacramento corporis et sanguinis Christi. 1525. Also in 
German. In Walch, XX. 641 sqq. Brentz and Schnepf: Syngramma Suevicum super verbis coenae 
Dominicae "Hoc est corpus meum," etc., signed by fourteen Swabian preachers, Oct. 21, 1525. 
Against Oecolampadius, see Walch, XX. 34, 667 sqq. 
 
(2) On the Zwinglian side. Zwingli: Letter to Rev. Mathaeus Alber, Nov. 16, 1524; 
Commentarius de vera et falsa religione, 1525; Amica exegesis, id est, Expositio eucharistiae 
negotii ad M. Lutherum, 1526; Dass diese Worte Jesu Christi: "Das ist myn Lychnam," ewiglich 
den alten eynigen Sinn haben werden, 1527; and several other eucharistic tracts. Oecolampadius: 
Deuteronomy genuina verborum Domini: "Hoc est corpus meum," juxta vetustissimos auctores 
expositione, Basel, 1525; Antisyngramma ad ecclesiastas Suevos (with two sermons on the 
sacrament), 1526. Oecolampadius and Zwingli: Ueber Luther’s Buch Bekenntniss genannt, zwo 
Antworten, 1528. See Zwingli: Opera, ed. Schuler and Schulthess, vol. II. Part II. 1-223; III. 145; 
459 sqq.; 589 sqq.; 604 sqq. Also Walch, vol. XX. Extracts in Usteri and Vogelin, M. H. 
Zwingli’s Sammtl. Schriften im Auszuge, vol. II. Part I., pp. 3-187. 
 
II. The historical works on the eucharistic controversies of the Reformation period, by Lavater 
(Historia Sacramentaria, Tig. 1563): Selnecker and Chemnitz (Hist. des sacram. Streits, Leipz., 
1583 and 1593); Hospinian (Hist. Sacramentaria, Tig. 1603, 2 vols.); Loscher (Hist. Motuum, in 
3 Parts, Leipz., second ed., 1723); Ebrard (Das Dogma vom heil. Abendmahl und seine 
Geschichte, 2 vols., 1846); Kahnis (1851); Dieckhoff (1854); H. Schmid (1873). 
 
III. The respective sections in the General Church Histories, and the Histories of the Reformation, 
especially Seckendorf, Gieseler, Baur, Hagenbach, Merle, Fisher. Planck, in his Geschichte des 
Protest. Lehrbegriffs (Leipz. second revised ed., 1792, vol. II., Books V. and VI.), gives a very 
full and accurate account of the eucharistic controversy, although he calls it "die unseligste alter 
Streitigkeiten" (II. 205). 
 
IV. Special discussions. Dorner: Geschichte der protestant. Theologie (Muenchen, 1867), pp. 
296-329. Jul. Mueller: Vergleichung der Lehren Luther’s und Calvin’s ueber das heil. 
Abendmahl, in his "Dogmatische Abhandlungen" (Bremen, 1870, pp. 404-467). Kostlin: Luther’s 
Theologie, II. 100 sqq., 511 sqq.; Mart. Luther, I. 715-725; II. 65-110 (Luther und Zwingli); 127 
sqq.; 363-369. August Baur: Zwingli’s Theologie (Halle, 1885; second vol. has not yet appeared). 
 
American discussions of the eucharistic controversies. J. W. Nevin (Reformed, d. 1886): The 
Mystical Presence, Philadelphia, 1846; Doctrine of the Reformed Church on the Lord’s Supper, 
in "The Mercersburg Review," 1850, pp. 421-549. Ch. Hodge (Presbyt, d. 1878): in "The 
Princeton Review" for April, 1848; Systematic Theology, New York, 1873, vol. III., 626-677. C. 
P. Krauth (Luth., d. 1883): The Conservative Reformation (Philadelphia, 1872), p. 585 sqq. H. J. 
Van Dyke (Calvinist): The Lord’s Supper, 2 arts. in "The Presbyterian Review," New York, 1887, 



pp. 193 and 472 sqq. J. W. Richard (Luth.), in the "Bibliotheca Sacra" (Oberlin, O.), Oct. 1887, p. 
667 sqq., and Jan. 1888, p. 110 sqq. 
 
See, also, the Lit. quoted in Schaff, Church Hist., I. 471 sq. and IV. 543 sq. 
 
While the Reformers were agreed on the question of infant-baptism against the Anabaptists, they 
disagreed on the mode and extent of the real presence in the Lord’s Supper. 
 
The eucharistic controversies of the sixteenth century present a sad and disheartening spectacle of 
human passion and violence, and inflicted great injury to the progress of the Reformation by 
preventing united action, and giving aid and comfort to the enemy; but they were overruled for 
the clearer development and statement of truth, like the equally violent Trinitarian, Christological, 
and other controversies in the ancient church. It is a humiliating fact, that the feast of union and 
communion of believers with Christ and with each other, wherein they engage in the highest act 
of worship, and make the nearest approach to heaven, should have become the innocent occasion 
of bitter contests among brethren professing the same faith and the same devotion to Christ and 
his gospel. The person of Christ and the supper of Christ have stirred up the deepest passions of 
love and hatred. Fortunately, the practical benefit of the sacrament depends upon God’s promise, 
and simple and childlike faith in Christ, and not upon any scholastic theory, any more than the 
benefit of the Sacred Scriptures depends upon a critical knowledge of Greek and Hebrew. 
 
The eucharist was twice the subject of controversy in the Middle Ages,—first in the ninth, and 
then in the eleventh, century. The question in both cases turned on a grossly realistic and a 
spiritual conception of the sacramental presence and fruition of Christ’s body and blood; and the 
result was the triumph of the Roman dogma of transubstantiation, as advocated by Paschasius 
Radbertus against Ratramnus, and by Lanfranc against Berengar, and as finally sanctioned by the 
fourth Lateran Council in 1215, and the Council of Trent in 1551. {824} 
 
The Greek and Latin churches are substantially agreed on the doctrine of the communion and the 
mass, but divide on the ritual question of the use of leavened or unleavened bread. The 
withdrawal of the cup from the laity caused the bloody Hussite wars. 
 
The eucharistic controversies of the Protestants assumed a different form. Transubstantiation was 
discarded by both parties. The question was not, whether the elements as to their substance are 
miraculously transformed into the body and blood of Christ, but whether Christ was corporally or 
only spiritually (though no less really) present with the natural elements; and whether he was 
partaken of by all communicants through the mouth, or only by the worthy communicants 
through faith. 
 
The controversy has two acts, each with several scenes: first, between Luther and Zwingli; 
secondly, between the Lutherans and Philippists and Calvinists. At last Luther’s theory triumphed 
in the Lutheran, Calvin’s theory in the Reformed churches. The Protestant denominations which 
have arisen since the Reformation on English and American soil,—Independents, Baptists, 
Methodists, etc., —have adopted the Reformed view. Luther’s theory is strictly confined to the 
church which bears his name. But, as the Melanchthonian and moderate Lutherans approach very 
nearly the Calvinistic view, so there are Calvinists, and especially Anglicans, who approach the 
Lutheran view more nearly than the Zwinglian. The fierce antagonism of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries has given way on both sides to a more dispassionate and charitable temper. 
This is a real progress. 
 



We shall first trace the external history of this controversy, and then present the different theories 
with the arguments. 
 
{824} Schaff, Church History, vol. IV. 543-572; Creeds of Christendom, II 130-139.  



104. Luther’s Theory before the Controversy. 
 
Luther rejected, in his work on the "Babylonish Captivity of the Church" (1520), the doctrine of 
the mass, transubstantiation, and the withdrawal of the cup, as strongholds of the Papal tyranny. 
From this position he never receded. In the same work he clearly intimated his own view, which 
he had learned from Pierre d’Ailly, Cardinal of Cambray (Cameracensis), {825} in these words: 
— 
 
Formerly, when I was imbibing the scholastic theology, the Cardinal of Cambray gave me 
occasion for reflection, by arguing most acutely, in the Fourth Book of the Sentences, that it 
would be much more probable, and that fewer superfluous miracles would have to be introduced, 
if real bread and real wine, and not only their accidents, were understood to be upon the altar, 
unless the Church had determined the contrary. Afterwards, when I saw what the church was, 
which had thus determined,—namely, the Thomistic, that is, the Aristotelian Church,—I became 
bolder; and, whereas I had been before in great straits of doubt, I now at length established my 
conscience in the former opinion: namely, that there were real bread and real wine, in which 
were the real flesh and real blood of Christ in no other manner and in no less degree than the 
other party assert them to be under the accidents.... {826} Why should not Christ be able to 
include his body within the substance of bread, as well as within the accidents? Fire and iron, two 
different substances, are so mingled in red-hot iron that every part of it is both fire and iron. Why 
may not the glorious body of Christ much more be in every part of the substance of the bread?... 
"I rejoice greatly, that, at least among the common people, there remains a simple faith in this 
sacrament. They neither understand nor argue whether there are accidents in it or substance, but 
believe, with simple faith, that the body and blood of Christ are truly contained in it, leaving to 
these men of leisure the task of arguing as to what it contains." 
 
At that time of departure from Romanism he would have been very glad, as he confessed five 
years later, to become convinced that there was nothing in the Lord’s Supper but bread and wine. 
Yea, his old Adam was still inclined to such a view; but he dared not doubt the literal meaning of 
the words of institution. {827} In his book on the "Adoration of the Sacrament" (1523), addressed 
to the Waldensian Brethren in Bohemia, he rejects their symbolical theory, as well as the Romish 
transub-stantiation, and insists on the real and substantial presence of Christ’s body and blood in 
the eucharistic elements; but treats them very kindly, notwithstanding their supposed error, and 
commends them for their piety and discipline, in which they excelled the Germans. {828} 
 
In his conviction of the real presence, he was greatly strengthened by the personal attacks and 
perverse exegesis of Carlstadt. Henceforth he advocated the point of agreement with the Catholics 
more strenuously than he had formerly opposed the points in which he differed from them. He 
changed the tone of moderation which he had shown in his address to the Bohemians, and treated 
his Protestant opponents with as great severity as the Papists. His peculiar view of the eucharist 
became the most, almost the only, serious doctrinal difference between the two wings of the 
Reformation, and has kept them apart ever since. 
 
{825} Petrus de Alliaco (1350-1420) was one of the leaders of the disciplinary reform movement 
during the papal schism, and in the councils of Pisa and Constance, the teacher of Gerson and 
Nicolaus de Clemanges. He gives his views on consubstantiation and transubstantiation, which 
resemble those of Occam in his Quaestiones super libros Sententiarum (Argent. 1490), Lib. IV. 
Qu. VI. See Steitz, in his learned art. on transubstantiation, in Herzog ii XV. 831; and Tschackert, 
Peter von Ailli, Gotha, 1877. 



 
{826} "Esse verum panem verumque vinum, in quibus Christi vera caro verusque sanguis non 
aliter nec minus sit, quam illi sub accidentibus suis ponunt." 
 
{827} "Das bekenne ich," he wrote, Dec. 15, 1524, to the Christians in Strassburg (De Wette, II. 
577), "wo D. Carlstadt oder jemand anders vor funf Jahren mich hatte mogen berichten, dass im 
Sacrament nichts denn Brot und Wein ware, der hatte mir einen grossen Dienst gethan. Ich habe 
wohl so harte Anfechtungen da erlitten und mich gerungen und gewunden, dass ich gern heraus 
gewesen ware, weil ich wohl sah, dass ich damit dem Papstthum hatte den grossten Puff konnen 
geben. Ich hab auch zween gehabt, die geschickter davon zu mir geschrieben haben denn D. 
Carlstadt, und nicht also die Worte gemartert nach eigenem Dunken. Aber ich bin gefangen, kann 
nicht heraus: der Text ist zu gewaltig da, und will sich mit Worten nicht lassen ans dem Sinn 
reissen." The two persons alluded to are probably, as Ullmann conjectures, Wessel or Rhodius 
and Honius, who sent a letter to Luther with Wessel’s books. 
 
{828} In Walch, XIX. 1593 sqq.; Erl. ed., XXVIII. 389 sqq. He says in the beginning: "We 
Germans believe that Christ is verily with his flesh and blood in the sacrament, as he was born of 
Mary, and hung on the holy cross." He rejects the figurative interpretation because it might 
deprive other passages of their force.  



105. Luther and Carlstadt. 
 
The first outward impulse to the eucharistic controversy came from Holland in the summer of 
1522, when Henry Rhodius brought from Utrecht a collection of the writings of John Wessel to 
Wittenberg, which he had received from a distinguished Dutch jurist, Cornelius Honius (Hoen). 
Wessel, one of the chief forerunners of the Reformation (d. 1489), proposed, in a tract "De 
Coena," a figurative interpretation of the words of institution, which seems to have influenced the 
opinions of Erasmus, Carlstadt, and Zwingli on this subject. {829} 
 
But Luther was so much pleased with the agreement on other points that he overlooked the 
difference, and lauded Wessel as a theologian truly taught of God, and endowed with a high mind 
and wonderful gifts; yea, so fully in harmony with him, that the Papists might charge Luther with 
having derived all his doctrines from Wessel, had he known his writings before. {830} 
 
The controversy was opened in earnest by Carlstadt, Luther’s older colleague and former friend, 
who gave him infinite trouble, and forced him into self-defense and into the development of the 
conservative and churchly elements in his theology. {831} He smarted under the defeat he had 
suffered in 1522, and first silently, then openly, opposed Luther, regarding him henceforth as his 
enemy, and as the author of all his misfortunes. In this way he mixed, from the start, the gall of 
personal bitterness into the eucharistic controversy. Luther would probably have been more 
moderate if it had been free from those complications. 
 
In 1524 Carlstadt came out with a new and absurd interpretation of the words of institution; 
{Matthew 26:26 and parallel passages} holding that the Greek word for "this" being neuter 
(tou’to), could not refer to the bread, which is masculine in Greek (artw), but must refer to the 
body of Christ (to swma), to which the Saviour pointed, so as to say, "Take, eat! This here [this 
body] is my body [which will soon be] broken for you; this [blood] is my blood [which will be] 
shed for you." This resolves the words into a tautology and platitude. At the same time Carlstadt 
opposed infant-baptism, and traced his crude novelties to higher inspiration. {832} After his 
expulsion from Saxony he propagated them, together with slanderous assaults upon Luther as, "a 
double Papist," in several publications which appeared in Basel and Strasburg. {833} He excited 
some interest among the Swiss Reformers, who sympathized with his misfortunes, and agreed 
with his opposition to the theory of a corporal presence and oral manducation, but dissented 
entirely from his exegesis, his mysticism, and radicalism. Capito and Bucer, the Reformers of 
Strassburg, leaned to the Swiss view, but regretted the controversy, and sent a deacon with 
Carlstadt’s tracts to Luther for advice. 
 
Luther exhorted the Strassburgers, in a vigorous letter (Dec. 14, 1524), to hold fast to the 
evangelical doctrines, and warned them against the dangerous vagaries of Carlstadt. At the same 
time he issued an elaborate refutation of Carlstadt, in a book "Against the Heavenly Prophets" 
(December, 1524, and January, 1525, in two parts). It is written with great ability and great 
violence. "A new storm is arising," he begins. "Dr. Andreas Carlstadt is fallen away from us, and 
has become our worst enemy." He thought the poor man had committed the unpardonable sin. 
{834} He describes, in vivid colors, the wild and misty mysticism and false legalism of these self-
styled prophets, and defends the real presence. He despised the objections of reason, which was 
the mistress of the Devil. It is characteristic, that, from this time on, he lowered his estimate of the 
value of reason in theology, although he used it very freely and effectually in this very book. 
{835} 
 



{829} Ullmann, Reformatoren vor der Reformation (1842), vol. II. 560-583. Melanchthon derived 
the controversy from Erasmus. "Tota illa tragoedia peri; deivpnou kuriakou’ ab ipso [Erasmo] 
nata videri potest." Letter to Camerarius, July 26, 1529 ("Corpus Ref.," I. 1083). He was 
informed by Zwingli in Marburg: "se ex Erasmi scriptis primum hausisse opinionem suam de 
coena Domini." Letter to Acquila, Oct. 12, 1529 (IV. 970). Erasmus spoke very highly of the 
book of Oecolampadius on the Lord’s Supper, and would have accepted his view if it were not for 
the consensus of the church: "Mihi non displiceret Oecolampadii sententia, nisi obstaret 
consensus ecclesiae." Letter to Pirkheimer, June 6, 1526. 
 
{830} Preface to "Farrago rerum, theolog., Wesselo autore," published at Wittenberg, 1521 or 
1522. Op., VII. 493 sqq. See Ullmann, l. c. p. 564 sq. This edition, however, excludes the tract 
Deuteronomy coena, —a proof that Luther did not altogether like it. 
 
{831} See 66 and 68, pp. 378 sqq. and 387. Carlstadt is the real author of the eucharistic 
controversy, not Luther, as Hospinian and Hottinger assumed. But Luther and Zwingli were the 
chief actors in it. Carlstadt’s view passed out of sight, when the Swiss view was brought out. 
 
{832} This is the reason why Luther called Carlstadt and his sympathizers enthusiasts and 
fanatics. Schwarmgeister or Schwarmer. 
 
{833} His eucharistic tracts in crude and unreadable German are printed in Walch, XX. 138-158, 
378-409, 2852-2929. Comp., also, vol. XV. 2414-2502. Carlstadt’s earlier eucharistic writings of 
1521 strongly defend the corporal presence, and even the adoration of bread and wine, because 
they were the body and blood of Christ. Planck, l. c.., II. 210 sqq., gives a full exposition of his 
earlier and later views. See, also, M. Gobel on Carlstadt’s Abendmahlslehre in the "Studien und 
Kritiken," 1842. 
 
{834} Letter to Briesmann, Jan. 11, 1525, Deuteronomy Wette, II. 612. 
 
{835} KostIin (M. L., I. 726): "Luther’s Widerwille gegen die menschliche Vernunft im Gebiete 
des Religiosen und Gottlichen wurde, seit er hier [in Carlstadt’s writings] sie auftreten sah, noch 
starker und heftiger als fruher. Fruher stellte er hin und wieder noch unbefangen die Berufung 
auf Schriftbeweise und auf helle, evidente, vernunftige Grunde nebeneinander, indem er durch 
die einen oder anderen widerlegt zu werden begehrte: so ja auch noch beim Wormser Reichstag; 
solchen Ausdrucken werden wir fortan nicht leicht mehr begegnen." On Luther’s views of the 
relation of reason to faith, see above, 9, p. 29 sqq.  



106. Luther and Zwingli. 
 
But now two more formidable opponents appeared on the field, who, by independent study, had 
arrived at a far more sensible interpretation of the words of institution than that of Carlstadt, and 
supported it with strong exegetical and rational arguments. Zwingli, the Luther of Switzerland, 
and Oecolampadius, its Melanchthon, gave the controversy a new and more serious turn. 
 
Zwingli received the first suggestion of a figurative interpretation (est = significat) from Erasmus 
and Wessel through Honius; as Luther derived his first idea of a corporal presence in the 
unchanged elements from Pierre d’Ailly. {836} He communicated his view, in a confidential 
Latin letter, Nov. 16, 1524, to the Lutheran preacher, Matthaeus Alber in Reutlingen, an opponent 
of Carlstadt, and based it on Christ’s word, John 6:63, as excluding a carnal or material 
manducation of his body and blood. {837} 
 
A few months later (March, 1525) he openly expressed his view with the same arguments in the 
"Commentary on the True and False Religion." {838} This was three months after Luther had 
published his book against Carlstadt. He does not men-tion Luther in either of these two writings, 
but evidently aimed at him, and speaks of his view almost as contemptuously as Luther had 
spoken of Carlstadt’s view. 
 
In the same year Oecolampadius, one of the most learned and pious men of his age, appeared 
with a very able work in defense of the same theory, except that he put the figure in the predicate, 
and explained the words of institution (like Tertullian): "hoc est figura corporis mei." He lays, 
how-ever, no stress on this difference, as the sense is the same. He wrote with as much modesty 
and moderation as learning and acuteness. He first made use of testimonies of the church fathers, 
especially Augustin, who favors a spiritual fruition of Christ by faith. Erasmus judged the 
arguments of Oecolampadius to be strong enough to seduce the very elect. {839} 
 
The Lutherans were not slow to reply to the Swiss. 
 
Bugenhagen, a good pastor, but poor theologian, published a letter to Hess of Breslau against 
Zwingli. {840} He argues, that, if the substantive verb in the words of institution is figurative, it 
must always be figurative; e.g., "Peter is a man," would mean, "Peter signifies a man." {841} He 
also appeals to 1 Corinthians 11:27, where Paul says that unworthy communicants are guilty of 
the body and blood of Christ, not of bread and wine. Zwingli had easy work to dispose of such an 
opponent. {842} 
 
Several Swabian preachers, under the lead of Brentius of Hall, replied to Oecolampadius, who 
(himself a Swabian by birth) had dedicated his book to them with the request to examine and 
review it. Their Syngramma Suevicum is much more important than Bugenhagen’s epistle. They 
put forth the peculiar view that the word of Christ puts into bread and wine the very body and 
blood of Christ; as the word of Moses imparted a hearing power to the brazen serpent; as the 
word of Christ, "Peace be unto you," imparts peace; and the word, "Thy sins be forgiven," 
imparts pardon. But, by denying that the body of Christ is broken by the hands, and chewed with 
the teeth, they unwittingly approached the Swiss idea of a purely spiritual manducation. 
Oecolampadius clearly demonstrated this inconsistency in his Anti-syngramma (1526). {843} 
Pirkheimer of Nuernberg, and Billicum of Nordlingen, likewise wrote against Oecolampadius, 
but without adding any thing new. 
 



The controversy reached its height in 1527 and 1528, when Zwingli and Luther came into direct 
conflict. Zwingli combated Luther’s view vigorously, but respectfully, fortiter in re, suaviter in 
modo, in a Latin book, under the peaceful title, "Friendly Exegesis," and sent a copy to Luther 
with a letter, April 1, 1527. {844} Luther appeared nearly at the same time (early in 1527), but in 
a very different tone, with a German book against Zwingli and Oecolampadius, under the title, 
"That the Words of Christ: ‘This is my Body,’ stand fast. Against the Fanatics (Schwarmgeister)." 
{845} Here he derives the Swiss view directly from the inspiration of the Devil. "How true it is," 
he begins, "that the Devil is a master of a thousand arts! {846} He proves this powerfully in the 
external rule of this world by bodily lusts, tricks, sins, murder, ruin, etc., but especially, and 
above all measure, in spiritual and external things which affect God’s honor and our conscience. 
How he can turn and twist, and throw all sorts of obstacles in the way, to prevent men from being 
saved and abiding in the Christian truth!" Luther goes on to trace the working of the Devil from 
the first corruptions of the gospel by heretics, popes, and Councils, down to Carlstadt and the 
Zwinglians, and mentions the Devil on every page. This is characteristic of his style of polemics 
against the Sacramentarians, as well as the Papists. He refers all evil in the world to the Prince of 
evil. He believed in his presence and power as much as in the omnipresence of God and the 
ubiquity of Christ’s body. 
 
He dwells at length on the meaning of the words of institution: "This is my body." They must be 
taken literally, unless the contrary can be proved. Every departure from the literal sense is a 
device of Satan, by which, in his pride and malice, he would rob man of respect for God’s Word, 
and of the benefit of the sacrament. He makes much account of the disagreement of his 
opponents, and returns to it again and again, as if it were conclusive against them. Carlstadt 
tortures the word "this" in the sacred text; Zwingli, the word "is;" "Oecolampadius, the word 
"body;"" {847} others torture and murder the whole text. All alike destroy the sacraments. He 
allows no figurative meaning even in such passages as 1 Corinthians 10:4 John 15:1 Genesis 
41:26 Exodus 12:11,12. When Paul says, Christ is a rock, he means that he is truly a spiritual 
rock. When Christ says, "I am the vine," he means a true spiritual vine. But what else is this than 
a figurative interpretation in another form? 
 
A great part of the book is devoted to the proof of the ubiquity of Christ’s body. He explains "the 
right hand of God" to mean his "almighty power." Here he falls himself into a figurative 
interpretation. He ridicules the childish notion which he ascribes to his opponents, although they 
never dreamed of it, that Christ is literally seated, and immovably fastened, on a golden throne in 
heaven, with a golden crown on his head. {848} He does not go so far as to deny the realness of 
Christ’s ascension, which implies a removal of his corporal presence. There is, in this reasoning, 
a strange combination of literal and figurative interpretation. But he very forcibly argues from the 
personal union of the divine and human natures in Christ, for the possibility of a real presence; 
only he errs in confounding real with corporal. He forgets that the spiritual is even more real than 
the corporal, and that the corporal is worth nothing without the spiritual. 
 
Nitzsch and Kostlin are right when they say that both Zwingli and Luther "assume qualities of the 
glorified body of Christ, of which we can know nothing; the one by asserting a spacial inclusion 
of that body in heaven, the other by asserting dogmatically its divine omnipresence on earth." 
{849} We may add, that the Reformers proceeded on an assumption of the locality of heaven, 
which is made impossible by the Copernican system. For aught we know, heaven may be very 
near, and round about as well as above us. 
 
Zwingli answered Luther without delay, in an elaborate treatise, likewise in German (but in the 
Swiss dialect), and under a similar title ("That the words, ‘This is my body,’ have still the old and 
only sense," etc.). {850} It is addressed to the Elector John of Saxony, and dated June 20, 1527. 



Zwingli follows Luther step by step, answers every argument, defends the figurative 
interpretation of the words of institution by many parallel passages, {Genesis 41:26 Exodus 12:11 
Galatians 4:24 Matthew 11:14 1 Corinthians 10:4, etc.} and discusses also the relation of the two 
natures in Christ. 
 
He disowns the imputed literal understanding of God’s almighty hand, and says, "We have 
known long since that God’s power is everywhere, that he is the Being of beings, and that his 
omnipresence upholds all things. We know that where Christ is, there is God, and where God is, 
there is Christ. But we distinguish between the two natures, and between the person of Christ and 
the body of Christ." He charges Luther with confounding the two. The attributes of the infinite 
nature of God are not communicable to the finite nature of man, except by an exchange which is 
called in rhetoric alloeosis. The ubiquity of Christ’s body is a contradiction. Christ is everywhere, 
but his body cannot be everywhere without ceasing to be a body, in any proper sense of the term. 
 
This book of Zwingli is much sharper than his former writings on the subject. He abstains indeed 
from abusive language, and says that God’s Word must decide the controversy, and not 
opprobrious terms, as fanatic, devil, murderer, heretic, hypocrite, which Luther deals out so 
freely. {851} But he and his friends applied also very unjust terms against the Lutherans, such as 
Capernaites, flesh-eaters, blood-drinkers, and called their communion bread a baked God. {852} 
Moreover, Zwingli assumes an offensive and provoking tone of superiority, which cut to the 
quick of Luther’s sensibilities. Take the opening sentence: "To Martin Luther, Huldrych Zwingli 
wishes grace and peace from God through Jesus Christ the living Son of God, who, for our 
salvation, suffered death, and then left this world in his body and ascended to heaven, where he 
sits until he shall return on the last day, according to his own word, so that you may know that he 
dwells in our hearts by faith, {Ephesians 3:17} and not by bodily eating through the mouth, as 
thou wouldest teach without God’s Word." Towards the end he says, with reference to Luther’s 
attack upon Bucer: "Christ teaches us to return good for evil. Antichrist reverses the maxim, and 
you have followed him by abusing the pious and learned Bucer for translating and spreading your 
books.... Dear Luther, I humbly beseech you not to be so furious in this matter as heretofore. If 
you are Christ’s, so are we. It behooves us to contend only with the Word of God, and to observe 
Christian self-control. We must not fight against God, nor cloak our errors by his Word. God 
grant unto you the knowledge of truth, and of thyself, that you may remain Luther, and not 
become louvtrion. {853} The truth will prevail. Amen." 
 
Oecolampadius wrote likewise a book in self-defense. {854} Luther now came out, in March, 
1528, with his Great "Confession on the Lord’s Supper," which he intended to be his last word in 
this controversy. {855} It is his most elaborate treatise on the eucharist, full of force and depth, 
but also full of wrath. He begins again with the Devil, and rejoices that he had provoked his fury 
by the defense of the holy sacrament. He compares the writings of his opponents to venomous 
adders. I shall waste, he says, no more paper on their mad lies and nonsense, lest the Devil might 
be made still more furious. May the merciful God convert them, and deliver them from the bonds 
of Satan! I can do no more. A heretic we must reject, after the first and second admonition. {Titus 
3:10} Nevertheless, he proceeds to an elaborate assault on the Devil and his fanatical crew. 
 
The "Confession" is divided into three parts. The first is a refutation of the arguments of Zwingli 
and Oecolampadius; the second, an explanation of the passages which treat of the Lord’s Supper; 
the third, a statement of all the articles of his faith, against old and new heresies. 
 
He devotes much space to a defense of the ubiquity of Christ’s body, which he derives from the 
unity of the two natures. He calls to aid the scholastic distinction between three modes of 
presence,—local, definitive, and repletive. {856} He calls Zwingli’s alloeosis "a mask of the 



Devil." He concludes with these words: "This is my faith, the faith of all true Christians, as taught 
in the Holy Scriptures. I beg all pious hearts to bear me witness, and to pray for me that I may 
stand firm in this faith to the end. For—which God forbid!—should I in the temptation and agony 
of death speak differently, it must be counted for nothing but an inspiration of the Devil. {857} 
Thus help me my Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, blessed forever. Amen." 
 
The "Confession" called out two lengthy answers of Zwingli and Oecolampadius, at the request 
of the Strassburg divines; but they add nothing new. {858} 
 
This bitter controversy fell in the most trying time of Luther, when he suffered greatly from 
physical infirmity and mental depression, and when a pestilence raged at Wittenberg (1527), 
which caused the temporary removal of the University to Jena. He remained on the post of 
danger, escaped the jaws of death, and measurably recovered his strength, but not his former 
cheerfulness, good humor, and buoyancy of spirit. 
 
{836} The assertion of some biographers of Zwingli, that he already at Glarus became acquainted 
with the writings of Ratramnus and Wiclif, is without proof. He first intimates his view in a letter 
to his teacher Wyttenbach, June 15, 1523, but as a secret. (Opera, VII., 1. 297.) He published the 
letter of Honius, which explains the est to be equivalent to significat, at Zurich in March, 1525, 
but had received it in 1521 from two learned visitors, Rhodius and Sagarus. See Gieseler, III. 1, 
192 sq., note 27 (Germ. ed.); and especially Ullmann, l. c.., II. 569 sq. 
 
{837} Opera, III. 589. Walch gives a German translation, XVII. 1881. Planck (II. 261 sqq.) 
quotes all the important points of this letter. 
 
{838} Opera, III. 145. The section on the Lord’s Supper appeared also in a German translation. 
Planck, II. 265 sqq. 
 
{839} Ep. ad Budam Episc. Lingonensem, Oct. 2, 1525 (Op., III. 1, 892): "Exortum est novum 
dogma, in Eucharistia nihil esse praeter panem et vinum. Id ut sit difficillimum refellere, fecit Io. 
Oecolampadius qui tot testimoniis, tot argumentis eam opinionem communiit, ut seduci posse 
videantur etiam electi." Planck (II. 274): "Dass Oecolampad in dieser Schrift die ausgebreitetste 
Gelehrsamkeit und den blendendsten oder treffendsten Scharfsinn zeigte, dies haben selbst seine 
parteyischsten Gegner niemals gelaugnet; aber sie hatten wohl auch gestehen durfen, dass er die 
anstandigste Bescheidenheit, die wurdigste Massigung und gewiss auch die redlichste 
Wahrheitsliebe darin gezeigt habe." Dr. Baur also, in his Kirchengesch. IV. 90, speaks very 
highly of the book of Oecolampadius, and gives a summary of it. Baur and Gieseler, among 
modern church historians, clearly betray their Swiss sympathy in this controversy, as well as 
Planck, although all of them are Germans of Lutheran descent. 
 
{840} In German translation, Walch, XX. 641. 
 
{841} Luther had used the same weak argument before, in his Address to the Bohemians (1523), 
where he says (Erl. ed., XXVIII. 393 sq.): "Wo man Solchen Frevel an einem Ort zuliesse, dass 
man ohn Grund der Schrift mocht sagen, das Wortlin ‘Ist’ heisst so viel als das Wortlin ‘Bedeut,’ 
so konnt mans auch an-keinem andern Ort wehren, und wurde die ganze Schrift zunichte; 
sintemal keine Ursach ware, warum solcher Frevel an einem Ort gulte, und nicht an alten 
Oertern. So mocht man denn sagen, dass Maria ist Jungfrau und Mutter Gottes, sei so viel 
gesagt, Maria bedeut eine Jungfrau und Gottes Mutter. Item, Christus ist Gott und Mensch, das 
ist, Christus bedeut Gott und Mensch. Item, Romans 1:16, Das Evangelium ist Gottes Kraft, das 
ist, das Evangelium bedeut Gottes Kraft. Siehe, welch ein greulich Wesen wollt hieraus werden." 



 
{842} In his Responsio ad Bugenhagii Epistolam, 1525. Opera, III. 604-614. In German, Walch, 
XX. 648. 
 
{843} Walch, XX. 667; Planck, II. 281-311. Kostlin and Dorner say that the Syngramma is more 
Calvinistic than Lutheran. 
 
{844} Even Loscher admits that Zwingli treated Luther with great respect in this book. Comp. 
Planck, II. 470 sq.; Kostlin, II. 94 sqq. 
 
{845} He informed Stiefel, Jan. 1, 1527 (De Wette,! II. 148), that he was writing a book against 
the "sacramentarii turbatores." On March 2l, 1527 (III. 165), he informed the preacher Ursinus 
that he had finished it, and warned him to avoid the "Zwingliana et Oecolampadia sententia" as 
the very pest, since it was "blasphema in Christi verbum et fidem." The work was translated into 
German by M. Judex. The closing passages blaming Bucer for accompanying a Latin version of 
Luther’s Kirchenpostille and Bugenhagen’s commentary on the Psalms with Zwinglian notes are 
omitted in the Wittenberg edition of Luther’s Works, 1548. Amsdorf complained of this 
omission, which was traced by some to Melanchthon, by others to Rorer, the corrector of Luft’s 
printing establishment. See Walch, XX. 53, and Erl. ed., XXX. 15. 
 
{846} Ein Tausendkunstler, a myriad-minded trickster. 
 
{847} He coins new names for the three parties, Tutisten, Tropisten, Deutisten. Erl. ed. XXX. 
336. 
 
{848} "Wie man den Kindern pflegt furzubilden einen Gaukelhimmel, darin ein gulden Stuhl stehe 
und Christus neben dem Vater sitze in einer Chorkappen und gulden Krone, gleichwie es die 
Maler malen. Denn wo sie nicht solche kindische, fleischliche Gedanken hatten von der rechten 
Hand Gottes, wurden sie freilich sich nicht so lassen anfechten den Leib Christi im Abendmahl, 
oder sich blaun mit dem Spruch Augustini (welchem sie doch sonst nichts glauben noch keinem 
andern), Christus muss an einem Ort leiblichsein, aber seine Wahrheit [Gottheit?] is 
allenthalben." Erl. ed. XXX. 56. 
 
{849} Kostlin, M. Luther, II. 96 and 642; and Luthers Theologie, II. 172 sqq. 
 
{850} Werke, vol. II. Part II. 16-93. Afterwards translated into Latin by Gualter, Opera Lat.II. 
374-416. 
 
{851} "Es wirt hie Gottes Wort Oberhand gwunnen, nit ‘Schwarmer, Tufel, Schalk, Ketzer, 
Morder, Ufruhrer, Glychsner [Gleissner] oder Huchler, trotz, potz, plotz, blitz, donder [Donner], 
Po, pu, pa, plump,’ und derglychen Schelt-, Schmutz-, und Schanzelwort." Werke, II. Part II. 29. 
 
{852} Fleischfresser, Blutsaufer, Anthropophagos, Capernaiten, brodern Gott, gebratener Gott. 
Luther indignantly protests against these opprobrious epithets in his Short Confession, "als waren 
wir solche tolle, unsinnige, rasende Leute, die Christum im Sacrament localiter hielten, und 
stuckweise zerfrassen, wie der Wolf ein Schaaf, und Blut soffen, wie eine Kuh das Wasser." But in 
the same breath he pays the opponents back with interest, and calls them "Brotfresser, 
Weinsaufer, Seelenfresser, Seelenmorder, eingeteufelt, durchteufelt, uberteufelt." Erl. ed. XXXII. 
402-404. 
 
{853} Water that has been used in washing. 



 
{854} Secunda, justa et aequa responsio ad Mart. Lutherum. The book is mentioned by 
Hospinian, but must be very rare, since neither Loscher nor Walch nor Planck has seen it. 
 
{855} It was afterwards called the "Great" Confession, to distinguish it from the "Small" 
Confession which he published sixteen years later (1544). Erl. ed. XXX. 151-373; Walch, XX. 11 
18 sqq. In a letter dated March 28, 1528 (De Wette, III. 296), he informs Link that he sent copies 
of his Confession through John Hofmann to Nurnberg, and speaks with his usual contempt of the 
Sacramentarians. "Zwingel," he says, "est tam rudis, ut asino queat comparari." 
 
{856} "Es sind dreierlei Weise an einem Ort zu sein, localiter oder circumscriptive, definitive, 
repletive." He explains this at length (XXX. 207 sqq., Erl. ed.). Local or circumscriptive presence 
is the presence of wine in the barrel, where the body fills the space; definite presence is 
incomprehensible, as the presence of an angel or devil in a house or a man, or the passing of 
Christ through the tomb or through the closed door; repletive presence is the supernatural 
omnipresence of God which fills all space, and is confined by no space. When Christ walked on 
earth, he was locally present; after the resurrection, he appeared to the disciples definitively and 
incomprehensibly; after his ascension to the right hand of God, he is everywhere by virtue of the 
inseparable union of his humanity with his divinity. 
 
{857} Zwingli made the biting remark that Luther ends this book with the Devil, with whom he 
had begun his former book. 
 
{858} Zwingli’s answer in German is printed in Werke, II. Part II. 94-223; in Latin, Opera, II. 
416-521. The answer of Oecolampadius, in Walch, XX. 1725 sqq.  



107. The Marburg Conference, A. D. 1529. (With Facsimile of 
Signatures.) 
 
I. Contemporary Reports. (1) Lutheran. Luther’s references to the Conference at Marburg, in Erl. 
ed. XXXII. 398, 403, 408; XXXVI. 320 sqq. (his report from the pulpit); LIV. 286; 83, 107 sq., 
153; LV. 88. Letters of Luther to his wife, Philip of Hesse, Gerbel, Agricola, Amsdorf, Link, and 
Probst, from October, 1529, and later, in Deuteronomy Wette, III. 508 sqq; IV. 26 sq. Reports of 
Melanchthon, Jonas, Brenz, and Osiander, in "Corpus Reform.," I. 1098, 1102 (Mel. in German); 
1095 (Jonas), XXVI. 115; Seckendorf, II. 136; Walch, XVII. 2352-2379; Scultetus, Annal. 
evang., p. 215 sqq.; Riederer, Nachrichten, etc., II. 109 sqq. 
 
(2) Reformed (Swiss and Strassburg) reports of Collin, Zwingli, Oecolampadius, are collected in 
Zwingli’s Opera, ed. Schuler and Schulthess, vol. IV. 173-204, and Hospinian’s Hist. Sacram., II. 
74 sqq., 123 sqq. Bullinger: Reformationsgesch., II. 223 sqq. The reports of Bucer and Hedio are 
used by Baum in his Capito und Butzer (Elberf. 1860), p. 453 sqq., and Erichson (see below). The 
MS. of Capito’s Itinerary was burned in 1870 with the library of the Protestant Seminary at 
Strassburg, but had previously been copied by Professor Baum. 
 
II. The Marburg Articles in Walch, XVII. 2357 sqq.; Erl. ed. LXV. 88 sqq.; "Corp. Reform.," 
XXVI. 121-128; H. Heppe: Die 15 Marburger Artikel vom 3 Oct., 1529, nach dent wieder 
aufgefundenen Autographon der Reformatoren als Facsimile veroffentlicht, Kassel, 1847, 2d ed. 
1854 (from the archives at Kassel); another ed. from a MS. in Zuerich by J. M. Usteri in the 
"Studien und Kritiken," 1883, No. II., p. 400-413 (with facsimile). A list of older editions in the 
"Corpus Reform.," XXVI. 113-118. 
 
III. L. J. K. Schmitt: Das Religionsgesprach zu Marburg im J. 1529, Marb. 1840. J. Kradolfer: 
Das Marb. Religiogsgesprach im J. 1529, Berlin, 1871. Schirrmacher: Briefe und Akten zur 
Geschichte des Religions-gesprachs zu Marburg 1529 und des Reichstags zu Augsburg 1530 
nach der Handschrift des Aurifaber, Gotha, 1876. M. Lenz: Zwingli und Landgraf Philipp, three 
articles in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fuer K. Gesch.," 1879 (pp. 28, 220, and 429). Oswald Schmidt: in 
Herzog, ii IX. 1881, 270-275. A. Erichson: Das Marburger Religionsgesprach i. J. 1529, nach 
ungedruckten strassburger Urkunden, Strassb. 1880. (Based upon Hedio’s unpublished 
Itinerarium ab Argentina Marpurgum super negotio Eucharistiae.) Frank H. Foster: The 
Historical Significance of the Marburg Colloquy, and its Bearing upon the New Departure (of 
Andover), in the "Bibliotheca Sacra," Oberlin, Ohio, April, 1887, p. 363-369. 
 
IV. See also the respective sections in Hospinian, Loscher (Historia Motuum, I. 143 sqq.), Planck 
(II. 515 sqq.), Marheineke, Hagenbach, Rommel (Phil. der Grossmuethige, I. 247 sqq., II. 219 
sqq.), Hassencamp (Hessische K. G., II.), Merle D’Aubigne (bk. VIII. ch. VII.), Ebrard (Das 
Dogma vom heil. Abendmahl, II. 268 sqq.), and in the biographies of Luther, e.g., Kostlin: M. 
Luth. II. 127 sqq. (small biography, E. V. p. 391 sqq.), and of Zwingli, e.g., by Christoffel and 
Morikofer. Comp. also Ranke, III. 116 sqq.; Janssen, III. 149-154 
 
The eucharistic controversy broke the political force of Protestantism, and gave new strength to 
the Roman party, which achieved a decided victory in the Diet of Speier, April, 1529. 
 
In this critical situation, the Elector of Saxony and the Landgrave of Hesse formed at Speier "a 
secret agreement" with the cities of Nuernberg, Ulm, Strassburg and St. Gall, for mutual 



protection (April 22, 1529). Strassburg and St. Gall sided with Zuerich on the eucharistic 
question. 
 
The situation became more threatening during the summer. The Emperor made peace with the 
Pope, June 29, and with France, July 19, pledging himself with his allies to extirpate the new 
deadly heresy; and was on the way to Augsburg, where the fate of Protestantism was to be 
decided. But while the nations of Europe aimed to emancipate themselves from the authority of 
the church and the clergy, the religious element was more powerful,—the hierarchical in the 
Roman, the evangelical in the Protestant party,—and overruled the political. This is the character 
of the sixteenth century: it was still a churchly and theological age. 
 
Luther and Melanchthon opposed every alliance with the Zwinglians; they would not sacrifice a 
particle of their creed to any political advantage, being confident that the truth must prevail in the 
end, without secular aid. Their attitude in this matter was narrow and impolitic, but morally 
grand. In a letter to Elector John, March 6, 1530, Luther denied the right of resistance to the 
Emperor, even if he were wrong and used force against the gospel. "According to the Scriptures," 
he says, "a Christian dare not resist the magistrate, right or wrong, but must suffer violence and 
injustice, especially from the magistrate." {859} 
 
Luther, as soon as he heard of the agreement at Speier, persuaded the Elector to annul it. "How 
can we unite with people who strive against God and the sacrament? This is the road to 
damnation, for body and soul." Melanchthon advised his friends in Nuernberg to withdraw from 
the alliance, "for the godless opinion of Zwingli should never be defended." The agreement came 
to nothing. 
 
Philip of Hesse stood alone. He was enthusiastic for an alliance, because he half sympathized 
with the Zwinglian theory, and deemed the controversy to be a battle of words. He hoped that a 
personal conference of the theological leaders would bring about an understanding. 
 
After consulting Melanchthon personally in Speier, and Zwingli by letter, the Landgrave issued 
formal invitations to the Reformers, to meet at Marburg, and offered them a safe-conduct through 
his territory. {860} 
 
Zwingli received the invitation with joy, and hoped for the best. The magistrate of Zuerich was 
opposed to his leaving; but he resolved to brave the danger of a long journey through hostile 
territory, and left his home in the night of Sept. 3, without waiting for the Landgrave’s safe-
conduct, and without even informing his wife of his destination, beyond Basel. Accompanied by 
a single friend, the Greek professor Collin, he reached Basel safely on horseback, and on the 6th 
of September he embarked with Oecolampadius and several merchants on the Rhine for 
Strassburg, where they arrived after thirteen hours. The Reformers lodged in the house of 
Matthew Zell, the preacher in the cathedral, and were hospitably entertained by his wife 
Catharine, who cooked their meals, waited at the table, and conversed with them on theology so 
intelligently that they ranked her above many doctors. She often alluded in later years, with joy 
and pride, to her humble services to these illustrious men. They remained in Strassburg eleven 
days, in important consultation with the ministers and magistrates. Zwingli preached in the 
minister on Sunday, the 12th of September, in the morning, on our knowledge of truth, and our 
duty to obey it; Oecolampadius preached in the afternoon, on the new creature in Christ, and on 
faith operative in love. {Galatians 5:6} On the 19th of September, at six in the morning, they 
departed with the Strassburg delegates, Bucer, Hedio, and Jacob Sturm, the esteemed head of the 
city magistrate, under protection of five soldiers. They travelled on horseback over hills and 
dales, through forests and secret paths. At the Hessian frontier, they were received by forty 



cavaliers, and reached Marburg on the 27th of September, at four o’clock in the afternoon, and 
were cordially welcomed by the Landgrave in person. {861} The same journey can now be made 
in a few hours. On the next days they preached. 
 
Zwingli and Philip of Hesse had political and theological sympathies. Zwingli, who was a 
statesman as well as a reformer, conceived about that time far-reaching political combinations in 
the interest of religion. He aimed at no less than a Protestant alliance between Zuerich, Hesse, 
Strassburg, France, Venice, and Denmark, against the Roman empire and the house of Habsburg. 
He believed in muscular, aggressive Christianity, and in rapid movements to anticipate an attack 
of the enemy, or to be at least fully prepared for it. The fiery and enthusiastic young Landgrave 
freely entered into these plans, which opened a tempting field to his ambition, and discussed them 
with Zwingli, probably already at Marburg, and afterwards in confidential letters, till the 
catastrophe at Cappel made an end to the correspondence, and the projected alliance. {862} 
 
The Wittenbergers, as already remarked, would have nothing to do with political alliances unless 
it were an alliance against foreign foes. They were monarchists and imperialists, and loyally 
attached to Charles V., "the noble blood," as Luther called him. They feared that an alliance with 
the Swiss would alienate him still more from the Reformation, and destroy the prospect of 
reconciliation. In the same year Luther wrote two vigorous works (one dedicated to Philip of 
Hesse) against the Turks, in which, as a Christian, a citizen, and a patriot, he exhorted the German 
princes to aid the Emperor in protecting the German fatherland against those invaders whom he 
regarded as the Gog and Magog of prophecy, and as the instruments of God’s wrath for the 
punishment of corrupt Christendom. {863} He had a still stronger religious motive to discourage a 
colloquy. He had denounced the Swiss divines as dangerous heretics, and was unwilling to 
negotiate with them, except on terms of absolute surrender such as could not be expected from 
men of honor and conscientious conviction. 
 
The Wittenbergers, therefore, received the invitation to a colloquy with distrust, and resisted it. 
Luther declared that such a conference was useless, since he would not yield an inch to his 
opponents. Melanchthon even suggested to the Elector that he should forbid their attendance. 
They thought that "honorable Papists" should be invited as judges on a question touching the real 
presence! But the Elector was unwilling to displease the Landgrave, and commanded the 
Reformers to attend. When they arrived at the Hessian frontier, Luther declared that nothing 
could induce him to cross it without a safe-conduct from the Landgrave (which arrived in due 
time). They reached Marburg on the last of September, three days after the Swiss. 
 
How different the three historic appearances of Luther in public! In the Leipzig disputation with 
Eck, we see him struggling in the twilight for emancipation from the bondage of popery. At 
Worms he stood before the Emperor, with invincible courage, as the heroic witness of the liberty 
of conscience. Marburg he entered reluctantly, at the noonday heat of his labors, in bad humor, 
firmly set in his churchly faith, imperious and obstinate, to face the Swiss Reformers, who were 
as honest and earnest as he, but more liberal and conciliatory. In Leipzig he protested as a 
Catholic against the infallibility of pope and council; in Worms he protested against the papal 
tyranny over the Bible and private judgment; in Marburg he protested as a conservative 
churchman against his fellow-Protestants, and in favor of the catholic faith in the mystery of the 
sacrament. {864} On all occasions he was equally honest, firm, and immovable, true to his words 
at Worms, "Here I stand: I cannot do otherwise." The conduct of the two parties at that 
Conference is typical of the two confessions in their subsequent dealings with each other. 
 
The visitors stopped at an inn, but were at once invited to lodge in the castle, and treated by the 
Landgrave with princely hospitality. 



 
The Reformed called upon the Lutherans, but met with a cool reception. Luther spoke a kind 
word to Oecolampadius; but when he first met his friend Bucer, who now sided with Zwingli, he 
shook his hand, and said, smiling, and pointing his finger at him, "You are a good-for-nothing 
knave." {865} 
 
In that romantic old castle of Marburg which overlooks the quaint city, and the beautiful and 
fertile valley of the Lahn, the famous Conference was held on the first three days of October. It 
was the first council among Protestants, and the first attempt to unite them. It attracted general 
attention, and promised to become world-historical. {866} Euricius Cordus, a professor of 
medicine at Marburg, addressed, in a Latin poem, "the penetrating Luther, the gentle 
Oecolampadius, the magnanimous Zwingli, the eloquent Melanchthon, the pious Schnepf, the 
brave Bucer, the true-hearted Hedio," and all other divines who were assembled in Marburg, with 
an appeal to heal the schism. "The church," he says, "falls weeping at your feet, and begs you, by 
the mercies of Christ, to consider the question with pure zeal for the welfare of believers, and to 
bring about a conclusion of which the world may say that it proceeded from the Holy Spirit." 
Very touching is the prayer with which Zwingli entered upon the conference: "Fill us, O Lord and 
Father of us all, we beseech Thee, with thy gentle Spirit, and dispel on both sides all the clouds of 
misunderstanding and passion. Make an end to the strife of blind fury. Arise, O Christ, Thou Sun 
of righteousness, and shine upon us. Alas! while we contend, we only too often forget to strive 
after holiness which Thou requirest from us all. Guard us against abusing our powers, and enable 
us to employ them with all earnestness for the promotion of holiness." 
 
{859} Deuteronomy Wette, III. 560. 
 
{860} The letters of invitation in Monumenta Hassiaca, tom. III., and Neudecker, Urkunden, p. 
95. 
 
{861} The 27th is given by Hedio in his Itinerary, as the day of their arrival, and is accepted by 
Baum, Erichson, and Kostlin. The usual date is the 29th. 
 
{862} There are still extant ten letters from the Landgrave to Zwingli, and three from Zwingli to 
the Landgrave, to which should be added four letters from Duke Ulrich of Wurttemberg to 
Zwingli. They are published in Kuchenbecker’s Monumenta Hassiaca, in Neudecker’s Urkunden 
aus der Reformationszeit, and in Zwingli’s Opera, vol. VIII., and are explained and discussed by 
Max Lenz in three articles quoted in the Literature. The correspondence began during the second 
Diet of Speier, April 22, 1529 (the date of the first epistle of Philip), and ended Sept. 30, 1531 
(the date of Philip’s last letter), eleven days before Zwingli’s death. The letters of the Landgrave, 
before the Marburg Conference, treat of religion; those after that Conference, chiefly of politics, 
and are strictly confidential. The prince addresses the theologian as "Dear Master Ulrich," "Dear 
Zwingli," etc. 
 
{863} Vom Kriege wider die Turken, April, 1529, and Heerpredigt wider den Turken, published it 
the end of 1529, and in a second edition, January, 1530. In the Erl. ed., XXXI. 31 sqq. and 80 sqq. 
 
{864} R. Rothe calls Luther an old Catholic, not a modern Protestant, though the greatest 
Reformer and a prophet. (Kirchengesch. II. 334.) 
 
{865} "Du bist ein Schalk und ein Nebler." Melanchthon saluted Hedio in Latin, "I am glad to see 
you. You are Hedio." Baum, p. 459. Erichson, p. 16. 
 



{866} "Die Versammlung," says Ranke, III. 122, "hatte etwas Erhabenes, Weltbedeutendes."  



108. The Marburg Conference continued. Discussion and Result. 
 
The work of the Conference began on Friday, the 1st of October, with divine service in the chapel 
of the castle. Zwingli preached on the providence of God, which he afterwards elaborated into an 
important treatise, "De Providentia." It was intended for scholars rather than the people; and 
Luther found fault with the introduction of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin words into the pulpit. 
Luther, Bucer, and Osiander preached the morning sermons on the following days; Luther, on his 
favorite doctrine of justification by faith. 
 
The Landgrave first arranged a private interview between the lions and the lambs; that is, between 
Luther and Oecolampadius, Zwingli and Melanchthon. The two pairs met after divine service, in 
separate chambers, and conferred for several hours. The Wittenberg Reformers catechised the 
Swiss about their views on the Trinity, original sin, and baptism, and were in a measure relieved 
of their suspicion that they entertained unsound views on these topics. Melanchthon had, a few 
months before the Conference, written a very respectful letter to Oecolampadius (April 8, 1529), 
in which he regrets that the "horribilis dissensio de coena Domini" interfered with the enjoyment 
of their literary and Christian friendship, and states his own view of the eucharist very moderately 
and clearly to the effect that it was a communion with the present Christ rather than a 
commemoration of the absent Christ. {867} In the private conference with Zwingli, against whom 
he was strongly prejudiced, he is reported to have yielded the main point of dispute, as regards 
the literal interpretation of "This is my body," and the literal handing of Christ’s body to his 
disciples, but added that he gave it to them "in a certain mysterious manner." {868} When 
Zwingli urged the ascension as an argument against the local presence, Melanchthon said, "Christ 
has ascended indeed, but in order to fill all things"." {Ephesians 4:10} Truly," replied Zwingli, 
"with his power and might, but not with his body." During the open debate on the following days, 
Melanchthon observed a significant silence, though twice asked by Luther to come to his aid 
when he felt exhausted. {869} He made only a few remarks. He was, however, at that time, of one 
mind with Luther, and entirely under his power. He was as strongly opposed to an alliance with 
the Swiss and Strass-burgers, influenced in part by political motives, being anxious to secure, if 
possible, the favor of Charles and Ferdinand. {870} 
 
Luther must have handled Oecolampadius more severely; for the latter, in coming from the 
conference room, whispered to Zwingli, "I am again in the hands of Dr. Eck" (as at the colloquy 
in Baden in 1526). 
 
The general discussion took place on Saturday, the 2d of October, in a large hall (which cannot 
now be identified with certainty). {871} The Landgrave in plain dress appeared with his court as 
an eager listener, but not as an arbitrator, and was seated at a separate table. The official 
attendants on the Lutheran side were Luther (dressed as an Electoral courtier) and Melanchthon, 
behind them Jonas and Cruciger of Witten-berg, Myconius of Gotha, Osiander of Nuernberg, 
Stephen Agricola of Augsburg, Brentius of Hall in Swabia; on the Reformed side Zwingli and 
Oecolampadius, and behind them Bucer and Hedio of Strassburg: all men of eminent talent, 
learning, and piety, and in the prime of manhood and usefulness. Luther and Zwingli were forty-
six, Oecolampadius forty-seven, Bucer thirty-eight, Hedio thirty-five, Melanchthon thirty-two, 
the Landgrave only twenty-five years of age. Luther and Melanchthon, Zwingli and 
Oecolampadius, as the chief disputants, sat at a separate table, facing each other. 
 
Besides these representative theologians there were a number of invited guests, princes (including 
the exiled Duke Ulrich of Wuerttemberg), noblemen, and scholars (among them Lambert of 



Avignon). Zwingli speaks of twenty-four, Brentius of fifty to sixty, hearers. Poor Carlstadt, who 
was then wandering about in Friesland, and forced to sell his Hebrew Bible for bread, had asked 
for an invitation, but was refused. Many others applied for admission, but were disappointed. 
{872} Zwingli advocated the greatest publicity and the employment of a recording secretary, but 
both requests were declined by Luther. Even the hearers were not allowed to make verbatim 
reports. Zwingli, who could not expect the Germans to understand his Swiss dialect, desired the 
colloquy to be conducted in Latin, which would have placed him on an equality with Luther; but 
it was decided to use the German language in deference to the audience. 
 
John Feige, the chancellor of the Landgrave, exhorted the theologians in an introductory address 
to seek only the glory of Christ and the restoration of peace and union to the church. 
 
The debate was chiefly exegetical, but brought out no new argument. It was simply a 
recapitulation of the preceding controversy, with less heat and more gentlemanly courtesy. Luther 
took his stand on the words of institution in their literal sense: "This is my body;" the Swiss, on 
the word of Christ: "It is the Spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing; the words that I 
have spoken unto you are spirit and are life." 
 
Luther first rose, and declared emphatically that he would not change his opinion on the real 
presence in the least, but stand fast on it to the end of life. He called upon the Swiss to prove the 
absence of Christ, but protested at the outset against arguments derived from reason and 
geometry. To give pictorial emphasis to his declaration, he wrote with a piece of chalk on the 
table in large characters the words of institution, with which he was determined to stand or fall: 
"Hoc est corpus Meum." 
 
Oecolampadius in reply said he would abstain from philosophical arguments, and appeal to the 
Scriptures. He quoted several passages which have an obviously figurative meaning, but 
especially John 6:63, which in his judgment furnishes the key for the interpretation of the words 
of institution, and excludes a literal understanding. He employed this syllogism: Christ cannot 
contradict himself; he said, "The flesh profiteth nothing," and thereby rejected the oral 
manducation of his body; therefore he cannot mean such a manducation in the Lord’s Supper. 
 
Luther denied the second proposition, and asserted that Christ did not reject oral, but only 
material manducation, like that of the flesh of oxen or of swine. I mean a sublime spiritual 
fruition, yet with the mouth. To the objection that bodily eating was useless if we have the 
spiritual eating, he replied, If God should order me to eat crab-apples or dung, I would do it, 
being assured that it would he salutary. We must here close the eyes. 
 
Here Zwingli interposed: God does not ask us to eat crab-apples, or to do any thing unreasonable. 
We cannot admit two kinds of corporal manducation; Christ uses the same word "to eat," which is 
either spiritual or corporal. You admit that the spiritual eating alone gives comfort to the soul. If 
this is the chief thing, let us not quarrel about the other. He then read from the Greek Testament 
which he had copied with his own hand, and used for twelve years, the passage John 6:52, "How 
can this man give us his flesh to eat?" and Christ’s word, 6:63. 
 
Luther asked him to read the text in German or Latin, not in Greek. When Christ says, "The flesh 
profiteth nothing," he speaks not of his flesh, but of ours. 
 
Zwingli: The soul is fed with the spirit, not with flesh. 
 



Luther: We eat the body with the mouth, not with the soul. If God should place rotten apples 
before me, I would eat them. 
 
Zwingli: Christ’s body then would he a corporal, and not a spiritual, nourishment. 
 
Luther: You are captious. 
 
Zwingli: Not so; but you contradict yourself. 
 
Zwingli quoted a number of figurative passages; but Luther always pointed his finger to the 
words of institution, as he had written them on the table. He denied that the discourse, John 6, had 
any thing to do with the Lord’s Supper. 
 
At this point a laughable, yet characteristic incident occurred. "Beg your pardon," said Zwingli, 
"that passage {John 6:63} breaks your neck." Luther, understanding this literally, said, "Do not 
boast so much. You are in Hesse, not in Switzerland. In this country we do not break people’s 
necks. Spare such proud, defiant words, till you get back to your Swiss." {873} 
 
Zwingli: In Switzerland also there is strict justice, and we break no man’s neck without trial. I use 
simply a figurative expression for a lost cause. 
 
The Landgrave said to Luther, "You should not take offense at such common expressions." But 
the agitation was so great that the meeting adjourned to the banqueting hall. 
 
The discussion was resumed in the afternoon, and turned on the christological question. I believe, 
said Luther, that Christ is in heaven, but also in the sacrament, as substantially as he was in the 
Virgin’s womb. I care not whether it be against nature and reason, provided it be not against faith. 
 
Oecolampadius: You deny the metaphor in the words of institution, but you must admit a 
synecdoche. For Christ does not say, This is bread and my body (as you hold), but simply, This is 
my body. 
 
Luther: A metaphor admits the existence of a sign only; but a synecdoche admits the thing itself, 
as when I say, the sword is in the scabbard, or the beer in the bottle. 
 
Zwingli reasoned: Christ ascended to heaven, therefore he cannot be on earth with his body. A 
body is circumscribed, and cannot be in several places at once. 
 
Luther: I care little about mathematics. 
 
The contest grew hotter, without advancing, and was broken up by a call to the repast. 
 
The next day, Sunday, Oct. 3, it was renewed. 
 
Zwingli maintained that a body could not be in different places at once. Luther quoted the 
Sophists (the Schoolmen) to the effect that there are different kinds of presence. The universe is a 
body, and yet not in a particular place. 
 
Zwingli: Ah, you speak of the Sophists, doctor! Are you really obliged to return to the onions and 
fleshpots of Egypt? He then cited from Augustin, who says, "Christ is everywhere present as 
God; but as to his body, he is in heaven." 



 
Luther: You have Augustin and Fulgentius on your side, but we have all the other fathers. 
Augustin was young when he wrote the passage you quote, and he is obscure. We must believe 
the old teachers only so far as they agree with the Word of God. 
 
Oecolampadius: We, too, build on the Word of God, not on the fathers; but we appeal to them to 
show that we teach no novelties. {874} 
 
Luther, pointing again his finger to the words on the table: This is our text: you have not yet 
driven us from it. We care for no other proof. 
 
Oecolampadius: If this is the case, we had better close the discussion. 
 
The chancellor exhorted them to come to an understanding. 
 
Luther: There is only one way to that. Let our adversaries believe as we do. 
 
The Swiss: We cannot. 
 
Luther: Well, then, I abandon you to God’s judgment, and pray that he will enlighten you. 
 
Oecolampadius: We will do the same. You need it as much as we. 
 
At this point both parties mellowed down. Luther begged pardon for his harsh words, as he was a 
man of flesh and blood. Zwingli begged Luther, with tearful eyes, to forgive him his harsh words, 
and assured him that there were no men in the world whose friendship he more desired than that 
of the Wittenbergers. {875} 
 
Jacob Sturm and Bucer spoke in behalf of Strassburg, and vindicated their orthodoxy, which had 
been impeached. Luther’s reply was cold, and displeased the audience. He declared to the 
Strassburgers, as well as the Swiss, "Your spirit is different from ours." {876} 
 
The Conference was ended. A contagious disease, called the English sweat (sudor Anglicus), 
which attacked its victims with fever, sweat, thirst, intense pain, and exhaustion, had suddenly 
broken out in Marburg as in other parts of Germany, and caused frightful ravages that filled 
everybody with alarm. The visitors were anxious to return home. So were the fathers of the 
Council of Trent, when the Elector Moritz chased the Emperor through the Tyrol; and in like 
manner the fathers of the Vatican Council hurried across the Alps when France declared war 
against Germany, and left the Vatican decrees in the hands of Italian infallibilists. 
 
But the Landgrave once more brought the guests together at his table on Sunday night, and urged 
upon every one the supreme importance of coming to some understanding. 
 
On Monday morning he arranged another private conference between the Saxon and the Swiss 
Reformers. They met for the last time on earth. With tears in his eyes, Zwingli approached 
Luther, and held out the hand of brotherhood, but Luther declined it, saying again, "Yours is a 
different spirit from ours." Zwingli thought that differences in non-essentials, with unity in 
essentials, did not forbid Christian brotherhood. "Let us," he said, "confess our union in all things 
in which we agree; and, as for the rest, let us remember that we are brethren. There will never be 
peace in the churches if we cannot bear differences on secondary points." Luther deemed the 
corporal presence a fundamental article, and construed Zwingli’s liberality into indifference to 



truth. "I am astonished," he said, "that you wish to consider me as your brother. It shows clearly 
that you do not attach much importance to your doctrine." Melanchthon looked upon the request 
of the Swiss as a strange inconsistency. {877} Turning to the Swiss, the Wittenbergers said, "You 
do not belong to the communion of the Christian Church. We cannot acknowledge you as 
brethren." They were willing, however, to include them in that universal charity which we owe to 
our enemies. 
 
The Swiss were ready to burst over such an insult, but controlled their temper. 
 
On the same day Luther wrote the following characteristic letter to his wife: — 
 
"Grace and peace in Christ." Dear Lord Keth, I do you to know that our friendly colloquy in 
Marburg is at an end, and that we are agreed in almost every point, except that the opposite party 
wants to have only bread in the Lord’s Supper, and acknowledge the spiritual presence of Christ 
in the same. To-day the Landgrave wants us to come to an agreement, and, if not, to acknowledge 
each other as brethren and members of Christ. He labors very zealousy for this end. But we want 
no brothership and membership, only peace and good-will. I suppose to-morrow or day after to-
morrow we shall break up, and proceed to Schleitz in the Voigtland whither his Electoral Grace 
has ordered us. 
 
"Tell Herr Pommer [Bugenhagen] that the best argument of Zwingli was that corpus non potest 
esse sine loco: ergo Christi corpus non est in pane. Of Oecolampadius: This sacramentum est 
signum corporis Christi. I think God has blinded their eyes." 
 
"I am very busy, and the messenger is in a hurry. Give to all a good night, and pray for us. We are 
all fresh and hale, and live like princes. Kiss for me little Lena and little Hans (Lensgen und 
Hansgen)." 
 
Your obedient servant, 
 
"M. L." 
 
P. S.—John Brenz, Andrew Osiander, Doctor Stephen [Agricola] of Augsburg are also here. 
 
"People are crazy with the fright of the sweating plague. Yesterday about fifty took sick, and two 
died." {878} 
 
At last Luther yielded to the request of the Landgrave and the Swiss, retired to his closet, and 
drew up a common confession in the German language. It consists of fifteen articles expressing 
the evangelical doctrines on the Trinity, the person of Christ, his death and resurrection, original 
sin, justification by faith, the work of the Holy Spirit, and the sacraments. 
 
The two parties agreed on fourteen articles, and even in the more important part of the fifteenth 
article which treats of the Lord’s Supper as follows: — 
 
We all believe, with regard to the Supper of our blessed Lord Jesus Christ, that it ought to be 
celebrated in both kinds, according to the institution of Christ; that the mass is not a work by 
which a Christian obtains pardon for another man, whether dead or alive; that the sacrament of 
the altar is the sacrament of the very body and very blood of Jesus Christ; and that the spiritual 
manducation of this body and blood is specially necessary to every true Christian. In like manner, 



as to the use of the sacrament, we are agreed that, like the word, it was ordained of Almighty 
God, in order that weak consciences might be excited by the Holy Ghost to faith and charity. 
 
"And although at present we are not agreed on the question whether the real body and blood of 
Christ are corporally present in the bread and wine, yet both parties shall cherish Christian charity 
for one another, so far as the conscience of each will permit; and both parties will earnestly 
implore Almighty God to strengthen us by his Spirit in the true understanding. Amen." {879} 
 
The Landgrave urged the insertion that each party should show Christian charity to the other. The 
Lutherans assented to this only on condition that the clause be added: "as far as the conscience of 
each will permit." 
 
The articles were read, considered, and signed on the same day by Luther, Melanchthon, 
Osiander, Agricola, Brentius, on the part of the Lutherans; and by Zwingli, Oecolampadius, 
Bucer, and Hedio, on the part of the Reformed. They were printed on the next day, and widely 
circulated. {880} 
 
On the fifth day of October, in the afternoon, the guests took leave of each other with a shake of 
hands. It was not the hand of brotherhood, but only of friendship, and not very cordial on the part 
of the Lutherans. The Landgrave left Marburg on the same day, early in the morning, with a 
painful feeling of disappointment. 
 
Luther returned to Wittenberg by way of Schleitz, where he met the Elector John by appointment, 
and revised the Marburg Articles so as to adapt them to his creed, and so far to weaken the 
consensus. 
 
Both parties claimed the victory. Zwingli complained in a letter to Vadian of the overbearing and 
contumacious spirit of Luther, and thought that the truth (i.e., his view of it) had prevailed, and 
that Luther was vanquished before all the world after proclaiming himself invincible. He rejoiced 
in the agreement which must destroy the hope of the papists that Luther would return to them. 
 
Luther, on the other hand, thought that the Swiss had come over to him half way, that they had 
humbled themselves, and begged his friendship. "There is no brotherly unity among us," he said 
in the pulpit of Wittenberg after his return from Mar-burg, "but a good friendly concord; they 
seek from us what they need, and we will help them." 
 
Nearly all the contemporary reports describe the Conference as having been much more friendly 
and respectful than was expected from the preceding controversy. The speakers addressed each 
other as "Liebster Herr," "Euer Liebden," and abstained from terms of opprobrium. The Devil 
was happily ignored in the interviews; no heresy was charged, no anathema hurled. Luther found 
that the Swiss were not such bad people as he had imagined, and said even in a letter to Bullinger 
(1538), that Zwingli impressed him at Marburg as "a very good man" (optimus vir). Brentius, as 
an eye-witness, reports that Luther and Zwingli appeared as if they were brothers. Jonas described 
the Reformed leaders during the Conference as follows: {881} "Zwingli has a certain rusticity and 
a little arrogance. {882} In Oecolampadius there is an admirable good-nature and clemency. 
{883} Hedio has no less humanity and liberality of spirit; but Bucer possesses the cunning of a 
fox, {884} that knows how to give himself the air of acumen and prudence. They are all learned 
men, no doubt, and more formidable opponents than the papists; but Zwingli seems well versed in 
letters, in spite of Minerva and the Muses." He adds that the Landgrave was the most attentive 
hearer. 
 



The laymen who attended the Conference seem to have been convinced by the Swiss arguments. 
The Landgrave declared that he would now believe the simple words of Christ, rather than the 
subtle interpretations of men. He desired Zwingli to remove to Marburg, and take charge of the 
ecclesiastical organization of Hesse. Shortly before his death he confessed that Zwingli had 
convinced him at Marburg. But more important is the conversion of Lambert of Avignon, who 
had heretofore been a Lutheran, but could not resist the force of the arguments on the other side. 
"I had firmly resolved," he wrote to a friend soon after the Conference, "not to listen to the words 
of men, or to allow myself to be influenced by the favor of men, but to be like a blank paper on 
which the finger of God should write his truth. He wrote those doctrines on my heart which 
Zwingli developed out of the word of God." Even the later change of Melanchthon, who declined 
the brotherhood with the Swiss as strongly as Luther, may perhaps be traced to impressions which 
he received at Marburg. 
 
If the leaders of the two evangelical confessions could meet to-day on earth, they would gladly 
shake hands of brotherhood, as they have done long since in heaven. 
 
The Conference did not effect the desired union, and the unfortunate strife broke out again. 
Nevertheless, it was by no means a total failure. It prepared the way for the Augsburg Confession, 
the chief symbol of the Lutheran Church. More than this, it served as an encouragement to peace 
movements of future generations. {885} It produced the first formulated consensus between the 
two confessions in fourteen important articles, and in the better part of the fifteenth, leaving only 
the corporal presence and oral manducation in dispute. It was well that such a margin was left. 
Without liberty in non-essentials, there can never be an union among intelligent Christians. Good 
and holy men will always differ on the mode of the real presence, and on many other points of 
doctrine, as well as government and worship. The time was not ripe for evangelical catholicity; 
but the spirit of the document survived the controversies, and manifests itself wherever Christian 
hearts and minds rise above the narrow partition walls of sectarian bigotry. Uniformity, even if 
possible, would not be desirable. God’s ways point to unity in diversity, and diversity in unity. 
 
It was during the fiercest dogmatic controversies and the horrors of the Thirty Years’ War, that a 
prophetic voice whispered to future generations the watchword of Christian peacemakers, which 
was unheeded in a century of intolerance, and forgotten in a century of indifference, but resounds 
with increased force in a century of revival and re-union: 
 
"In essentials unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all things charity." 
 
NOTE 
 
On the Origin of the Sentence: "In necessariis unitas, in non-necessariis (or, dubiis) libertas, in 
utrisque (or, omnibus) caritas." 
 
This famous motto of Christian Irenics, which I have slightly modified in the text, is often falsely 
attributed to St. Augustin (whose creed would not allow it, though his heart might have approved 
of it), but is of much later origin. It appears for the first time in Germany, A. D. 1627 and 1628, 
among peaceful divines of the Lutheran and German Reformed churches, and found a hearty 
welcome among moderate divines in England. 
 
The authorship has recently been traced to Rupertus Meldenius, an otherwise unknown divine, 
and author of a remarkable tract in which the sentence first occurs. He gave classical expression 
to the irenic sentiments of such divines as Calixtus of Helmstadt, David Pareus of Heidelberg, 
Crocius of Marburg, John Valentin Andrew of Wuerttemberg, John Arnd of Zelle, Georg Frank 



of Francfort-on-the Oder, the brothers Bergius in Brandenburg, and of the indefatigable traveling 
evangelist of Christian union, John Dury, and Richard Baxter. The tract of Meldenius bears the 
title, Paraenesis votiva pro Pace Ecclesiae ad Theologos Augustanae Confessionis, Auctore 
Ruperto Meldenio Theologo, 62 pp. in 4to, without date and place of publication. It probably 
appeared in 1627 at Francfort-on-the Oder, which was at that time the seat of theological 
moderation. Mr. C. R Gillett (librarian of the Union Theological Seminary) informs me that the 
original copy, which he saw in Berlin, came from the University of Francfort-on-the Oder after its 
transfer to Breslau. 
 
Dr. Luecke republished the tract, in 1850, from a reprint in Pfeiffer’s Variorum Auctorum 
Miscellanea Theologiae (Leipzig, 1736, pp. l36-258), as an appendix to his monograph on the 
subject (pp. 87-145). He afterwards compared it with a copy of the original edition in the 
Electoral library at Cassel. Another original copy was discovered by Dr. Klose in the city library 
of Hamburg (1858), and a third one by Dr. Briggs and Mr. Gillett in the royal library of Berlin 
(1887). 
 
The author of this tract is an orthodox Lutheran, who was far from the idea of ecclesiastical 
union, but anxious for the peace of the church and zealous for practical scriptural piety in place of 
the dry and barren scholasticism of his time. He belongs, as Luecke says ("Stud. und Kritiken," 
1851, p. 906), to the circle of "those noble, genial, and hearty evangelical divines, like John Arnd, 
Valentin Andrew, and others, who deeply felt the awful misery of the fatherland, and especially 
the inner distractions of the church in their age, but who knew also and pointed out the way of 
salvation and peace." He was evidently a highly cultivated scholar, at home in Hebrew, Greek, 
and Latin, and in controversial theology. He excels in taste and style the forbidding literature of 
his age. He condemns the pharisaical hypocrisy, the folodoxiva, filargiva, and filoneikiva of the 
theologians, and exhorts them first of all to humility and love. By too much controversy about the 
truth, we are in danger of losing the truth itself. Nimium altercando amittitur Veritas. "Many," he 
says, "contend for the corporal presence of Christ who have not Christ in their hearts." He sees no 
other way to concord than by rallying around the living Christ as the source of spiritual life. He 
dwells on the nature of God as love, and the prime duty of Christians to love one another, and 
comments on the seraphic chapter of Paul on charity. {1 Corinthians 13} He discusses the 
difference between necessaria and non-necessaria. Necessary dogmas are, (1) articles of faith 
necessary to salvation; (2) articles derived from clear testimonies of the Bible; (3) articles decided 
by the whole church in a synod or symbol; (4) articles held by all orthodox divines as necessary. 
Not necessary, are dogmas (1) not contained in the Bible; (2) not belonging to the common 
inheritance of faith; (3) not unanimously taught by theologians; (4) left doubtful by grave divines; 
(5) not tending to piety, charity, and edification. He concludes with a defense of John Arnd 
(1555-1621), the famous author of "True Christianity," against the attacks of orthodox fanatics, 
and with a fervent and touching prayer to Christ to come to the rescue of his troubled church. 
{Revelation 22:17} 
 
The golden sentence occurs in the later half of the tract (p. 128 in Luecke’s edition), incidentally 
and in hypothetical form, as follows: — 
 
"Verbo dicam: Si nos servaremus in necessariis unitatem, in non-necessariis libertatem, in 
utrisque charitatem, optimo certe loco essent res nostrae." 
 
The same sentiment, but in a shorter sententious and hortative form, occurs in a book of Gregor 
Frank, entitled Consideratio theologica de gradibus necessitatis dogmatumt Christianorum 
quibus fidei, spei et charitatis officia reguntur, Francf. ad Oderam, 1628. Frank (1585-1651) was 
first a Lutheran, then a Reformed theologian, and professor at Francfort. He distinguishes three 



kinds of dogmas: (1) dogmas necessary for salvation: the clearly revealed truths of the Bible; (2) 
dogmas which are derived by clear and necessary inference from the Scriptures and held by 
common consent of orthodox Christendom; (3) the specific and controverted dogmas of the 
several confessions. He concludes the discussion with this exhortation: — 
 
"Summa est: Servemus in necessariis unitatem, in non-necessariis libertatem, in utrisque 
charitatem." 
 
He adds, "Vincat veritas, vivat charitas, maneat libertas per Jesum Christum qui est veritas ipsa, 
charitas ipsa, libertas ipsa." 
 
Bertheau deems it uncertain whether Meldenius or Frank was the author. But the question is 
decided by the express testimony of Conrad, Berg, who was a colleague of Frank in the same 
university between 1627 and 1628, and ascribes the sentence to Meldenius. 
 
Fifty years later Richard Baxter, the Puritan pacificator in England, refers to the sentence, Nov. 
15, 1679, in the preface to The True and Only Way of Concord of All the Christian Churches, 
London, 1680, in a slightly different form: "I once more repeat to you the pacificator’s old 
despised words, ’ Si in necessariis sit [esset] unitas, in non necessariis libertas, in utrisque 
charitas, optimo certo loco essent res nostrae.’" 
 
Luecke was the first to quote this passage, but overlooked a direct reference of Baxter to 
Meldenius in the same tract on p. 25. This Dr. Briggs discovered, and quotes as follows: — 
 
"Were there no more said of all this subject, but that of Rupertus Meldenius, cited by Conradus 
Bergius, it might end all schism if well understood and used, viz." Then follows the sentence. 
Baxter also refers to Meldenius on the preceding page. This strengthens the conclusion that 
Meldenius was the "pacificator." For we are referred here to the testimony of a contemporary of 
Meldenius. Samuel Werenfels, a distinguished irenical divine of Basel, likewise mentions 
Meldenius and Conrad Bergius together as irenical divines, and testes veritatis, and quotes 
several passages from the Paraenesis votiva. 
 
Conrad Bergius (Berg), from whom Baxter derived his knowledge of the sentence, was professor 
in the university of Frankfurt-an-der-Oder, and then a preacher at Bremen. He and his brother 
John Berg (1587-1658), court chaplain of Brandenburg, were irenical divines of the German 
Reformed Church, and moderate Calvinists. John Berg attended the Leipzig Colloquy of March, 
1631, where Lutheran and Reformed divines agreed on the basis of the revised Augsburg 
Confession of 1540 in every article of doctrine, except the corporal presence and oral 
manducation. The colloquy was in advance of the spirit of the age, and had no permanent effect. 
See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 558 sqq., and Niemeyer, Collectio Confessionum in 
Ecclesiis Reformatis publicatarum, p. LXXV. and 653-668. 
 
Dr. Briggs has investigated the writings of Conrad Bergius and his associates in the royal library 
of Berlin. In his "Praxis Catholica divini canonis contra quasvis haereses et schismata," etc., 
which appeared at Bremen in 1639, Bergius concludes with the classical word of "Rupertus 
Meldenius Theologus," and a brief comment on it. This is quoted by Baxter in the form just 
given. In the autumn of 1627 Bergius preached two discourses at Frankfurt on the subject of 
Christian union, which accord with the sentence, and appeared in 1628 with the consent of the 
theological faculty. They were afterwards incorporated in his Praxis Catholica. He was 
thoroughly at home in the polemics and irenics of his age, and can be relied on as to the 
authorship of the sentence. 



 
But who was Meldenius? This is still an unsolved question. Possibly he took his name from 
Melden, a little village on the borders of Bohemia and Silesia. His voice was drowned, and his 
name forgotten, for two centuries, but is now again heard with increased force. I subscribe to the 
concluding words of my esteemed colleague, Dr. Briggs: "Like a mountain stream that disappears 
at times under the rocks of its bed, and re-appears deeper down in the valley, so these long-buried 
principles of peace have reappeared after two centuries of oblivion, and these irenical theologians 
will be honored by those who live in a better age of the world, when Protestant irenics have well-
nigh displaced the old Protestant polemics and scholastics." 
 
The origin of the sentence was first discussed by a Dutch divine, Dr. Van der Hoeven of 
Amsterdam, in 1847; then by Dr. Luecke of Gottingen, Ueber das Alter, den Verfasser, die 
ursprungliche Form und den wahren Sinn des kirchlichen Friedenspruchs ‘In necessariis unitas,’ 
etc., Gottingen, 1850 (XXII. and 146 pages); with supplementary remarks in the "Studien und 
Kritiken" for 1851, p. 905-938. Luecke first proved the authorship of Meldenius. The next steps 
were taken by Dr. Klose, in the first edition of Herzog’s "Theol. Encycl," sub Meltlenius, vol. IX. 
(1858), p. 304 sq., and by Dr. Carl Bertheau, in the second edition of Herzog, IX. (1881), p. 528-
530. Dr. Brigas has furnished additional information in two articles in the "Presbyterian Review," 
vol. VIII., New York, 1857, pp. 496-499, and 743-746. 
 
{867} "Corpus Reform.," I. 1048 sqq. He says: "Vos absentia Christi corpus tanquam in 
tragoedia repraesentari contenditis. Ego de Christo video exstare promissiones: ‘Ego vobiscum 
usque ad consummationem seculi, et similes, ubi nihil est opus divellere ab humanitate 
divinitatem; proinde de sentio, hoc sacramentum verae praesentiae testimonium esse quod cum 
ita sit, sentio in illa coena praesentis corporis koinwnivanesse." He does not enter into an 
interpretation of the words of institution. 
 
{868} Erichson, p. 20, from Strassburg reports. 
 
{869} "Ich habe mich mude gewaschen," said Luther. 
 
{870} Bucer, in a letter to Blaurer in Constance, Oct. 18, 1529, charged Melanchthon especially 
with the obstinate refusal of brotherhood, and made him, even more than Luther, responsible for 
the failure of the Conference, adding, as a reason, that he was unwilling to lose the favor of the 
Emperor Charles and his brother Ferdinand. Baum, l. c.., p. 463; Erichson, p. 45. 
 
{871} "In interiore hypocaustoad cubiculum Principis," says Jonas (Seckendorf, II. 140). It was 
not the Rittersaal, but the reception-room in the new east wing of the castle, adjoining the 
bedroom of the Landgrave. The castle has undergone many changes. 
 
{872} Justus Jonas reports ("Corp. Ref.," I. 1097, and Seckendorf, II. 140): "A Francofordia 
confluxerunt plerique, alii Rhenanis partibus, e Colonia, Argentina, Basilea, Helvetiis, etc., sed 
non sunt admissi in colloquium." 
 
{873} He added, "Wo nicht, so will ich euch auch uber die Schnauze fahren, dass es euch gereuen 
wird, dazu Ursach gegeben zu haben." 
 
{874} Luther hastily prepared a memorandum for the Landgrave, with quotations from Hilary, 
Ambrose, Chrysostom, Cyprian, and Irenaeus, to counteract the quotations from Augustin. See 
Letters, ed. Deuteronomy Wette, III. 508-511. 
 



{875} As Luther reports the words, "Es sind keine Leut auf Erden, mit denen ich lieber wollt’ eins 
seyn als mit den Wittenbergern." In Zwingli’s dialect, "Es werend kine Lut uff Erden, mit denen 
ich lieber wollt’ ins sin, denn mit den Wittenbergern." 
 
{876} "Ihr habt einen anderen Geist als wir." 
 
{877} He wrote to Agricola, Oct. 12, 1529 ("Corp. Ref.," I. 1108): "Magnopere contenderunt, ut 
a nobis fratres appellarentur. Vide eorum stultitia! Cum damnent nos, cupiunt tamen a nobis 
fratres haberi! Nos noluimus eis hac in re assentiri." 
 
{878} Deuteronomy Wette, III. 512 sq. 
 
{879} I add the German original in the antiquated spelling, from the archives in Zurich (as 
published by Usteri in 1883):— 
 
"Vom Sacrament des leibs und bluts Christi." 
 
"Zum funnffzehennden Gleuben unnd hallten wir alle vonn dem Nachtmale unnsers lieben herrn 
Jhesu Christi das man bede gestallt nach Innsetzung Christi prauchen soll das ouch die Messe 
nicht ein werck ist do mit einer dem andren tod oder lebendig gnad erlangt. Das auch das 
Sacrament desz Altars sey ein Sacrament desz waren leibs unnd pluts Jhesu Christi und die 
geistliche Niessung desselbigen leibs unnd pluts einem Iden Christen furnemlich vonn nothen 
deszgleichen der prauch desz Sacraments wie das wort von Gott dem allmechtigen gegeben unnd 
geordennt sey damit die schwachen Gewissen zu gleuben zubewegen durch den heyligenn Geist. 
Unnd wiewol aber wir unns ob der war leyb unnd plut Christi leiplich im prot unnd weinsey diser 
Zeit nit vergleicht haben so soll doch ein theyl gegen den anndern Christliche lieb so fern Idesz 
gewissen ymmer leiden kan erzeigen unnd bede theyl Gott den Allmechtigen vleyssig bitten das er 
unns durch seinen Geist den rechten verstanndt bestetigen well. Amen." 
 
{880} Three copies were signed at Marburg (according to Osiander’s report, who took one to 
Nurnberg). They were long supposed to be lost, but two have been recovered and published by 
Heppe and Usteri from the archives at Cassel and Zurich (see Lit.). They agree almost verbatim, 
except in the order of signatures, the former giving the first place to the Lutheran, the latter to the 
Reformed names. The small differences are discussed by Usteri. l. c.. 
 
{881} In a Latin letter to Reiffenstein, dated Marburg, Oct. 4, 1529; in the "Corp. Reform.," I. 
109, and Seckendorf, vol. II. 140. 
 
{882} "In Zwinglio agreste quiddam est et arrogantulum." 
 
{883} "Mira bonitas naturae et clementia." 
 
{884} "Calliditas vulpina." 
 
{885} Comp. the remarks of Ranke, III. 124 sqq. He sees the significance of the Conference in the 
fact that the two parties, in spite of the theological difference, professed the same evangelical 
faith.  



109. Luther’s Last Attack on the Sacramentarians. His Relation to 
Calvin. 
 
We anticipate the concluding act of the sad controversy of Luther with his Protestant opponents. 
It is all the more painful, since Zwingli and Oecolampadius were then sleeping in the grave; but it 
belongs to a full knowledge of the great Reformer. 
 
The Marburg Conference did not really reconcile the parties, or advance the question in dispute; 
but the conflict subsided for a season, and was thrown into the background by other events. The 
persistent efforts of Bucer and Hedio to bring about a reconciliation between Wittenberg and 
Zuerich soothed Luther, and excited in him the hope that the Swiss would give up their heresy, as 
he regarded it. But in this hope he was disappointed. The Swiss could not accept the "Wittenberg 
Concordia" of 1536, because it was essentially Lutheran in the assertion of the corporal presence 
and oral manducation. 
 
A year and a half before his death, Luther broke out afresh, to the grief of Melanchthon and other 
friends, in a most violent attack on the Sacramentarians, the "Short Confession on the Holy 
Sacrament" (1544). {886} It was occasioned by Schwenkfeld, {887} and by the rumor that Luther 
had changed his view, because he had abolished the elevation and adoration of the host. {888} 
Moreover he learned that Devay, his former student, and inmate of his house, smuggled the 
sacramenta-rian doctrine under Luther’s name into Hungary. {889} He was also displeased with 
the reformation program of Bucer and Melanchthon for the diocese of Cologne (1543), because it 
stated the doctrine of the eucharist without the specific Lutheran features, so that he feared it 
would give aid and comfort to the Sacramentarians. {890} These provocations and vexations, in 
connection with sickness and old age, combined to increase his irritability, and to sour his temper. 
They must be taken into account for all understanding of his last document on the eucharist. It is 
the severest of all, and forms a parallel to his last work against the papacy, of the same year, 
which surpasses in violence all he ever wrote against the Romish Antichrist. {891} 
 
The "Short Confession" contains no argument, but the strongest possible reaffirmation of his faith 
in the real pres-ence, and a declaration of his total and final separation from the Sacramentarians 
and their doctrine, with some concluding remarks on the elevation of the sacrament. Standing on 
the brink of the grave, and in view of the judgment-seat, he solemnly condemns all enemies of the 
sacraments wherever they are. {892} "Much rather," he says, "would I be torn to pieces, and burnt 
a hundred times, than be of one mind and will with Stenkefeld [Schwenkfeld], Zwingel, Carlstadt, 
Oecolampad, and all the rest of the Schwarmer, or tolerate their doctrine." He overwhelms them 
with terms of opprobrium, and coins new ones which cannot be translated into decent English. He 
calls them heretics, hypocrites, liars, blasphemers, soul-murderers, sinners unto death, bedeviled 
all over. {893} He ceased to pray for them, and left them to their fate. At one time he had 
expressed some regard for Oecolampadius, {894} and even for Zwingli, and sincere grief at his 
tragic death. {895} But in this last book he repeatedly refers to his death as a terrible judgment of 
God, and doubts whether he was saved. {896} He was horrified at Zwingli’s belief in the 
salvation of the pious heathen, which he learned from his last exposition of the Christian faith, 
addressed to the king of France. "If such godless heathen," he says, "as Socrates, Aristides, yea, 
even the horrible Numa who introduced all kinds of idolatry in Rome {897} (as St. Augustin 
writes), were saved, there is no need of God, Christ, gospel, Scriptures, baptism, sacrament, or 
Christian faith." He thinks that Zwingli either played the hypocrite when he professed so many 
Christian articles at Marburg, or fell away, and has become worse than a heathen, and ten times 
worse than he was as a papist. 



 
This attitude Luther retained to the end. It is difficult to say whom he hated most, the papists or 
the Sacramentarians. On the subject of the real presence he was much farther removed from the 
latter. He remarks once that he would rather drink blood alone with the papists than wine alone 
with the Zwinglians. A few days before his death, he wrote to his friend, Pastor Probst in Bremen: 
"Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the Sacramentarians, nor standeth in the 
way of the Zwinglians, nor sitteth in the seat of the Zurichers." {898} Thus he turned the blessing 
of the first Psalm into a curse, in accordance with his growing habit of cursing the pope and the 
devil when praying to God. He repeatedly speaks of this habit, especially in reciting the Lord’s 
Prayer, and justifies it as a part of his piety. {899} 
 
It is befitting that with this last word against the Sacramentarians should coincide in time and 
spirit his last and most violent attack upon the divine gift of reason, which he had himself so often 
and so effectually used as his best weapon, next to the Word of God. On Jan. 17, 1546, "he 
ascended the pulpit of Wittenberg for the last time, and denounced reason as the damned whore 
of the Devil." The fanatics and Sacramentarians boast of it when they ask: "How can this man 
give us his flesh to eat?" Hear ye the Son of God who says: "This is my body," and crush the 
serpent beneath your feet. {900} 
 
Six days later Luther left the city of his public labors for the city of his birth, and died in peace at 
Eisleben, Feb. 18. 1546, holding fast to his faith, and commending his soul to his God and 
Redeemer. 
 
In view of these last utterances we must, reluctantly, refuse credit to the story that Luther before 
his death remarked to Melanchthon: "Dear Philip, I confess that the matter of the Lord’s Supper 
has been overdone;" {901} and that, on being asked to correct the evil, and to restore peace to the 
church, he replied: "I often thought of it; but then people might lose confidence in my whole 
doctrine. I leave the matter in the hands of the Lord. Do what you can after my death." {902} 
 
But it is gratifying to know that Luther never said one unkind word of Calvin, who was twenty-
five years younger. He never saw him, but read some of his books, and heard of him through 
Melanchthon. In a letter to Bucer, dated Oct. 14, 1539, he sent his respectful salutations to John 
Sturm and John Calvin, who lived at that time in Strassburg, and added that he had read their 
books with singular delight. This includes his masterly answer to the letter of Bishop Sadolet 
(1539). {903} "Melanchthon sent salutations from Luther and Bugenhagen to Calvin, and 
informed him that he was in high favor with Luther," {904} notwithstanding the difference of 
views on the real presence, and that Luther hoped for better opinions, but was willing to bear 
something from such a good man. {905} Calvin had expressed his views on the Lord’s Supper in 
the first edition of his Institutes, which appeared in 1536, {906} incidentally also in his answer to 
Sadolet, which Luther read "with delight," {907} and more fully in a special treatise, 
Deuteronomy Coena Domini, which was published in French at Strassburg, 1541, and then in 
Latin, 1545. {908} Luther must have known these views. He is reported to have seen a copy of 
Calvin’s tract on the eucharist in a bookstore at Wittenberg, and, after reading it, made the 
remark: "The author is certainly a learned and pious man: if Zwingli and Oecolampadius had 
from the start declared themselves in this way, there would probably not have arisen such a 
controversy." {909} 
 
Calvin returned Luther’s greetings through Melanchthon, and sent him two pamphlets with a 
letter, dated Jan. 21, 1545, addressing him as "my much respected father," and requesting him to 
solve the scruples of some converted French refugees. he expresses the wish that "he might enjoy 
for a few hours the happiness of his society," though this was impossible on earth. 



 
Melanchthon, fearing a renewal of the eucharistic controversy, had not the courage to deliver this 
letter—the only one of Calvin to Luther—"because," he says, "Doctor Martin is suspicious, and 
dislikes to answer such questions as were proposed to him." {910} 
 
Calvin regretted "the vehemence of Luther’s natural temperament, which was so apt to boil over 
in every direction," and to "flash his lightning sometimes also upon the servants of the Lord;" but 
he always put him above Zwingli, and exhorted the Zurichers to moderation. When he heard of 
the last attack of Luther, he wrote a noble letter to Bullinger, Nov. 25, 1544, in which he says: 
{911} — 
 
"I hear that Luther has at length broken forth in fierce invective, not so much against you as 
against the whole of us. On the present occasion, I dare scarce venture to ask you to keep silence, 
because it is neither just that innocent persons should thus be harassed, nor that they should be 
denied the opportunity of clearing themselves; neither, on the other hand, is it easy to determine 
whether it would be prudent for them to do so. But of this I do earnestly desire to put you in 
mind, in the first place, that you would consider how eminent a man Luther is, and his excellent 
endow-ments, with what strength of mind and resolute constancy, with how great skill, with what 
efficiency and power of doctrinal statement, he hath hither-to devoted his whole energy to 
overthrow the reign of Antichrist, and at the same time to diffuse far and near the doctrine of 
salvation. Often have I been wont to declare, that even although he were to call me a devil, I 
should still not the less esteem and acknowledge him as an illustrious servant of God.... {912} 
This, therefore, I would beseech you to consider first of all, along with your colleagues, that you 
have to do with a most distin-guished servant of Christ, to whom we are all of us largely indebted. 
That, besides, you will do yourselves no good by quarreling, except that you may afford some 
sport to the wicked, so that they may triumph not so much over us as over the gospel. If they see 
us rending each other asunder, they then give full credit to what we say, but when with one 
consent and with one voice we preach Christ, they avail themselves unwarrantably of our inherent 
weakness to cast reproach upon our faith. I wish, therefore, that you would consider and reflect 
on these things, rather than on what Luther has deserved by his violence; lest that may happen to 
you which Paul threatens, that by biting and devouring one another, ye be consumed one of 
another. Even should he have provoked us, we ought rather to decline the contest than to increase 
the wound by the general shipwreck of the church." 
 
This is the wisest Christian answer from Geneva to the thunderbolts of Wittenberg. 
 
{886} Erl. ed. XXXII. 396-425; Walch, XX. 2195 sqq. Comp. Luther’s letter to Hungarian 
ministers, April 21, 1544 (in Deuteronomy Wette, V. 644), where he announces his intention 
soon to add one more to his many confessions on the real presence. "Cogor post tot confessiones 
meas adhuc unam facere, quam faciam propediem et novissimam." The Erlangen editor says that 
the book was not published till 1545; but the titlepage of Hans Luft’s edition bears date "Am 
Ende: M. D. XLIIII." Melanchthon informed Bullinger of the appearance of the book in August, 
1544; and Calvin heard of it in November, 1544. 
 
{887} Schwenkfeld sent Luther some books with appeals to his authority (1543). Luther returned 
an answer by the messenger, in which he called Schwenkfeld "a nonsensical fool," and asked him 
to spare him his books, which were "spit out by the Devil." In the Short Confession, he calls him 
always Stenkefeld (Stinkfield), and ein "verdampt Lugenmand." 
 
{888} See above, p. 606, note. 
 



{889} Devay is the founder of the Reformed (Calvinistic) church in Hungary. See Revecz in 
Herzog, ii III. 572 sqq. 
 
{890} "Summa," he wrote to Chancellor Bruck, who sent him the program, and Amsdorf’s 
censure, "das Buch ist den Schwarmern nicht allein leidlich, sondern auch trostlich, vielmehr fur 
ihre Lehre als fur unsere; ... und ist alles zu lang und gross Gewasche, dass ich das Klappermaul, 
den Butzer, hier wohl spure." Deuteronomy Wette, V. 709; "Corp. Reform." V. 113, 461. 
 
{891} Comp. above, p. 251. Melanchthon called the "Short Confession" "the most atrocious book 
of Luther" (atrocissimum Lutheri scriptum, in quo bellum peri; deivpnou kuriakou’instaurat). 
Letter to Bullinger, Aug. 30, 1544, in "Corp. Ref." v. 475. He agreed with the judgment of 
Calvin, who wrote to him, June 28, 1545 "I confess that we all owe the greatest thanks to Luther, 
and I should cheerfully concede to him the highest authority, if he only knew how to control 
himself. Good God! what jubilee we prepare for the Papists, and what sad example do we set to 
posterity!" 
 
{892} "Denn ich," he says after a few contemptuous words about Schwenk-feld, "als der ich nu 
auf der Gruben gehe, will diess Zeugniss und diesen Ruhm mit mir fur meins lieben Herrn und 
Heilands Jesu Christi Richtstuhl bringen, dass ich die Schwarmer und Sacramentsfeinde, 
Carlstadt, Zwingel, Oecolampad, Stenkefeld und ihre Junger zu Zurch [Zurich], und wo sie sind, 
mit ganzem Ernst verdampt und gemieden habe, nach seinem Befehl Titus 3:10, Einen Ketzer 
sollt du meiden." 
 
{893} He ascribes to them indiscriminately "ein eingeteufelt, durchteufelt, uberteufelt, lasterlich 
Herz und Lugenmaul" (l. c.., p. 404). 
 
{894} He wrote in 1527: "Dem Oecolampad hat Gott viel Gaben geschenkt fur [vor] vielen 
andern, und mir ja herzlich fur den Mann leid ist." Erl. ed. XXX. 34. 
 
{895} In an answer to Bullinger, Zwingli’s successor, dated May 14, 1538 (De Wette, V. 112): 
"Libere enim dicam: Zwinglium, postquam Marpurgi mihi visus et auditus est, virum optimum 
esse judicavi, sicut et Oecolampadium, ita ut eorum casis me paene exanimaverit... non quod 
invideam honori Zwinglii, de cuius morte tantum dolorem concepi," etc. 
 
{896} He had expressed the same doubt twelve years before, but in a milder tone, in a letter to 
Duke Albrecht of Prussia, April, 1532 (De Wette, IV. 352 sq.): "Sind sie" [Zwingli and his 
followers who fell on the battle-field at Cappel] "selig worden, wie dasselb Gott nicht unmoglich 
ist, einen Menschen in seinem letzten Ende, in einem Augenblick, zu bekehren, das gonnen und 
wunschen wir ihnen von Grund unsers Herzens: aber Martyrer zu machen, da gehort mehr zu, 
denn schlecht selig werden." In the Short Confession (p. 411) he seems to count Zwingli and 
Oecolampadius among "the Devil’s martyrs." 
 
{897} "Solche gottlose Heiden, Socrates, Aristides, ja der grauliche Numa, der zu Romans alle 
Abgotterei erst gestiftet." 
 
{898} Deuteronomy Wette, V. 778. The German in Walch, XVII. 2633. It should be remembered 
that in this letter, dated Jan. 17, 1546, he describes himself as "senex, decrepitus, piger, fessus, 
frigidus, monoculus," and "infelicissimus omnium hominum" 
 
{899} In a book of March, 1531, against an anonymous layman of Dresden, who charged him 
with stirring up the Germans to open rebellion against the emperor, he defends this pious cursing 



as the necessary negative supplement to the positive petitions of the Lord’s Prayer. "Ich kann 
nicht beten," he says, "ich muss dabei fluchen. Soll ich sagen: ‘geheiligt werde dein Name,’ muss 
ich. dabei sagen: ‘Verflucht, verdammt, geschandet musse werden der Papisten Namen, und 
aller, die deinen Namen lastern.’ Soll ich sagen: ‘Dein Reich komme,’ so muss ich dabei sagen:’ 
Verflucht, verdammt, verstort musse werden das Papstthum sammt allen Reichen auf Erden, die 
deinem Reiche zuwider sind. Soll ich sagen: ‘Dein Wille geschehe,’ so muss ich dabei sagen: 
‘Verflucht, verdammt, geschandet und zu nichte mussen werden alle Gedanken und Anschlage 
der Papisten und aller die wider deinen Willen und Rath streben.’ Wahrlich, so bete ich alle Tage 
mundlich, und mit dem Herzen ohne Unterlass, und mit mir alle, die an-Christum glauben, und 
fuhle auch wohl, dass es erhort wird. Denn man mussGottes Wunder sehen, wie er diesen 
schrecklichen Reichstag [the Diet of Augsburg, 1530], und das unmassliche Drauen und Wuthen 
der Papisten zu nichte macht, und auch ferner sie grundlich zu nichte machen wird. Dennoch 
behalte ich ein gut, freundlich, friedlich und christlich Herz gegen jedermann; das wissen auch 
meine grossten Feinde." (Wider den Meuchler zu Dresden, Walsh, XVI. 2085; Erl. ed. XXV. 
108.) Seven years later (1538) he made a similar statement in a tract on the Pope’s program of a 
Reformation: "Man soll nicht fluchen (das ist wahr); aber beten muss man, dass Gottes Name 
geheiliget und geehrt werde, des Papsts Name geschadet und verflucht werde, sammt seinem 
Gott, dem Teufel, dass Gottes Reich komme, des Antichrists Reich zu Grunde gehe. Solchen 
paternosterlichen Fluch mag man wohl beten, und soll ihn jeder Christ beten, weil die letzten 
Erzbosewichte am Ende der Welt, Papst, Cardinal, und Bischof so schandlich, boslich, 
muthwillig unsern lieben Herrn und Gott lastern und dazu spotten." Erl. ed. XXV. 151. When 
once asked whether we may curse in praying, Luther replied: "Yes; for when I pray, ‘Hallowed 
be thy name,’ I curse Erasmus and all heretics who blaspheme God." Tischreden, vol. LIX. 22. In 
Marburg, at the dinner-table, he added after that petition, audibly, with a sharp voice, and closing 
his hands more tightly, "Und dass unser Name fur tausend Teufel verdammt werde." Baum, 
Capito u. Butzer, p. 461. 
 
{900} See above, 9, p. 31 sq. Kostlin, Luthers Theologie, II. 226, 290. 
 
{901} "Der Sache vom Abendmahl ist viel zu viel gethan." 
 
{902} Hardenberg, a Reformed minister at Bremen (I. 1574), reported such a conversation as 
coming from the lips of his friend Melanchthon; but Melanchthon nowhere alludes to it. Stahelin 
(John Calvin, I. 228 sq.) accepts, Kostlin (M. L., II. 627) rejects the report, as resting on some 
misunderstanding. So also C. Bertheau in the article "Hardenberg" in Herzog, ii V. 596 sq. Comp. 
Diestelmann, Die letzte Unterredung Luthers mit Melanchthon uber den Abendmahlsstreit, 
Gottingen, l874; Kostlin’s review of Diestelmann, in the "Studien und Kritiken," 1876, p. 385 
sqq.; and Walte in the "Jahrb. fur prot. Theol.," 1883. It is a pity that the story cannot be 
sufficiently authenticated, for it certainly expresses what ought to have been Luther’s last 
confession on the subject. 
 
{903} Deuteronomy Wette, V. 211: "Bene vale et salutabis Dr. Joannem Sturmium et Johannem 
Calvinum reverenter, quorum libellos cum singulari voluptate legi. Sadoleto optarem, ut crederet 
Deum esse creatorem hominum etiam extra Italiam." From the last sentence it appears that he 
read Calvin’s answer to Bishop Sadolet. He is reported to have remarked to Cruciger: "This 
answer has hand and foot, and I rejoice that God raises such men who will give popery the last 
blow, and finish the war against Antichrist which I began." Calvin alludes to these salutations in 
his Secunda Defensio adv. Westphalum (Opera, ed. Reuss, IX. 92). 
 
{904} "Calvinus magnam gratiam iniit." 
 



{905} This letter of Melanchthon is lost, but Calvin alludes to it in a letter to Farel, 1539. Opera, 
X. 432. The words of Luther are: "Spero ipsum [Calvinum] olim de nobis melius sensurum, sed 
aequum est a bono ingenio nos aliquid ferre." 
 
{906} Ch. IV. p. 236 sqq. (De Coena Domini), Opera, I. 118 sqq. 
 
{907} Opera Calc., ed. Reuss vol. V. 385-416. On fol. 400 Calvin rejects the "localis corporis 
Christ praesentia" in the eucharist, but asserts "veram carnis et sanguinis communicationem quae 
fidelibus in coena exhibetur." 
 
{908} Opera, V. 429-460. 
 
{909} Pezel, Ausfuhrliche Lehre vom Sacramentstreit, Bremen, 1600, p. 137 sqq. See Gieseler, 
vol. IV. 414 sq. (New York ed. of the E. transl.); Stahelin, Joh. Calvin, I. 227 (with Pezel’s report 
in full); Muller, Dogmat. Abhandlungen, p. 406; Kostlin, M. L., II. 615 and 687. It is remarkable 
in this connection that Luther spoke in high terms of the Swabian Syngramma, which was 
directed against the Swiss theory, but leaves no room for an oral manducation, and comes nearest 
to the Calvinistic view. Comp. Kostlin, Luthers Theologie, II. 147. 
 
{910} Opera, ed. Reuss, XII. 6 sq., 61 sq. Letters, ed. Constable, I. 416 sq. 
 
{911} Letters, I. 409 sq., Opera, XI. 774. 
 
{912} "Saepe dicere solitus sum: etiam si me diabolum vocaret, me tamen hoc illi honoris 
habiturum, ut insignem Dei servum agnoscam: qui tamen ut pollet eximiis virtutibus, ita magnis 
vitiis laboret."  



110. Reflections on the Ethics of the Eucharistic Controversy. 
 
Dogmatics and ethics, faith and conduct, should agree like the teaching and example of Christ 
from which they are to be drawn. But, in practice, they often conflict. History shows us many 
examples of ungodly champions of orthodoxy and godly champions of heterodoxy, of unholy 
churchmen and holy dissenters. The angel of Ephesus is commended for zeal against false 
apostles, and censured for leaving the first love; while the angel of Thyatira is praised for his 
good works, and reproved for tolerating error. Some are worse than their belief, and others are 
better than their misbelief or unbelief. 
 
Luther and Zwingli are by no means opposed to each other as orthodox and heretic; they were 
essentially agreed in all fundamental articles of the evangelical faith, as the Marburg Conference 
proved. The difference between them is only a little more Catholic orthodoxy and intolerance in 
Luther, and a little more Christian charity and liberality in Zwingli. This difference is 
characteristic of the Reformers and of the denominations which they represent. 
 
Luther had a sense of superiority, and claimed the credit of having begun the work of the 
Reformation. He supposed that the Swiss were indebted to him for what little knowledge they had 
of the gospel; while, in fact, they were as independent of him as the Swiss Republic was of the 
German Empire, and knew the gospel as well as he. {913} 
 
But it would be great injustice to attribute his conduct to obstinacy and pride, or any selfish 
motive. It proceeded from his inmost conviction. He regarded the real presence as a fundamental 
article of faith, inseparably connected with the incarnation, the union of the two natures of Christ, 
and the mystical union of believers with his divine-human personality. He feared that the denial 
of this article would consistently lead to the rejection of all mysteries, and of Christianity itself. 
He deemed it, moreover, most dangerous and horrible to depart from what had been the 
consensus of the Christian Church for so many centuries. His piety was deeply rooted in the 
historic Catholic faith, and it cost him a great struggle to break loose from popery. In the progress 
of the eucharistic controversy, all his Catholic instincts and abhorrence of heresy were aroused 
and intensified. In his zeal he could not do justice to his opponents, or appreciate their position. 
His sentiments are shared by millions of pious and devout Lutherans to this day, whose 
conscience forbids them to commune with Christians of Reformed churches. {914} We may 
lament their narrowness, but must respect their conviction, as we do the conviction of the far 
larger number of Roman Catholics, who devoutly believe in the miracle of transubstantiation and 
the sacrifice of the mass. 
 
In addition to Luther’s dogmatic standpoint we must take into account his ignorance of the true 
character of the Swiss, and their real doctrine. He had hardly heard of the Swiss Reformation 
when the controversy began. He did not even spell Zwingli’s name correctly (he always calls him 
"Zwingel"), and could not easily understand his Swiss dialect. {915} He made a radical mistake 
by confounding him with Carlstadt and the fanatics. He charged him with reducing the Lord’s 
Supper to a common meal, and bread and wine to empty signs; and, although he found out his 
mistake at Marburg, he returned to it again in his last book, adding the additional charge of 
hypocrisy or apostasy. He treated him as a heathen, yea, worse than a heathen, as he treated 
Erasmus. 
 
Zwingli was clear-headed, self-possessed, jejune, and sober (even in his radical departures from 
Rome), and farther removed from fanaticism than Luther himself. He was a pupil of the classical 



and humanistic school of Erasmus; he had never been so deeply rooted in the mediaeval faith, and 
it cost him much less trouble than Luther to break off from the old church; he was a man of 
reflection rather than of intuition, and had no mystic vein, but we may say a rationalistic bent. 
Nevertheless, he was as loyal to Christ, and believed in the Word of God and the supernatural as 
firmly, as Luther; and the Reformed churches to this day are as pure, faithful, devoted, and active 
in Christian works as any, and less affected by rationalism than the Lutheran, in part for the very 
reason that they allow reason its legitimate influence in dogmatic questions. If Zwingli believed 
in the salvation of the pious heathen and unbaptized infants, it was not because he doubted the 
absolute necessity of the saving grace of Christ, which he very strongly asserted, but simply 
because he extended this grace beyond the boundaries of the visible church, and the ordinary 
means of grace; and on this point, as on others, he anticipated modern ideas. He was inferior to 
Luther in genius, and depth of mind and heart, but his superior in tolerance, liberality, and 
courtesy; and in these qualities also he was in advance of his age, and has the sympathies of the 
best modern culture. 
 
Making every allowance for Luther’s profound religious conviction, and for the misunderstanding 
of his opponent, nothing can justify the spirit and style of Luther’s polemics, especially his last 
book against the sacramentarians. He drew his inspiration for it from the imprecatory Psalms, not 
from the Sermon on the Mount. He spoke the truth in hatred and wrath, not in love. 
 
This betrays an organic defect in his reformation; namely, the over-estimate of dogmatics over 
ethics, and a want of discipline and self-government. In the same year in which he wrote his 
fiercest book against the Sacramentarians, he seriously contemplated leaving Wittenberg as a 
veritable Sodom: so bad was the state of morals, according to his own testimony, in the very 
centre of his influence. {916} It required a second reformation, and such men as Arnd, Andreae, 
Spener. and Franke, to supplement the one-sided Lutheran orthodoxy by practical piety. Calvin, 
on the other hand, left at his death the church of Geneva in such a flourishing condition that John 
Knox pronounced it the best school of Christ since the days of the Apostles, and that sixty years 
later John Valentin Andreae, one of the noblest and purest Lutheran divines of the seventeenth 
century, from personal observation held it up to the Lutheran Church as a model for imitation. 
 
Luther’s polemics had a bad effect on the Lutheran Church. He set in motion that theological fury 
which raged for several generations after his death, and persecuted some of the best men in it, 
from Melanchthon down to Spener. 
 
His blind followers, in their controversies among themselves and with the Reformed, imitated his 
faults, without his genius and originality; and in their zeal for what they regarded the pure 
doctrine, they forgot the common duties of courtesy and kindness which we owe even to an 
enemy. {917} 
 
We may quote here a well-considered judgment of Dr. Dorner, one of the ablest and profoundest 
evangelical divines of Germany, who says in a confidential letter to his lifelong friend, Bishop 
Martensen of Denmark, — 
 
"I am more and more convinced that the deepest defect of Lutheran churchism heretofore has 
been a lack of the full appreciation of the ethical element of Christianity. This becomes manifest 
so often in the manner of the Lutheran champions. There is lacking the tenderness of conscience 
and thorough moral culture which deals conscientiously with the opponent. Justification by faith 
is made to cover, in advance, all sins, even the future ones; and this is only another form of 
indulgence. The Lutheran doctrine leads, if we look at the principle, to an establishment of ethics 
on the deepest foundation. But many treat justification, not only as the begin-ning, but also as the 



goal. Hence we see not seldom the justified and the old man side by side, and the old man is not a 
bit changed. Lutherans who show in their literary and social conduct the stamp of the old Adam 
would deal more strictly with themselves, and fear to fall from grace by such conduct, if they had 
a keener conscience, and could see the neces-sary requirements of the principle of justification; 
for then they would shrink from such conduct as a sin against conscience. But the doctrine of 
justification is often misused for lulling the conscience to sleep, instead of quickening it." {918} 
 
Zwingli’s conduct towards Luther, judged from the ethical point of view, is much more 
gentlemanly and Christian, though by no means perfect. He, too, misunderstood and 
misrepresented Luther when he charged him with teaching a local presence and a carnal eating of 
Christ’s body. He, too, knew how to be severe, and to use the rapier and the knife against the club 
and sledge-hammer of the Wittenberg Reformer. But he never forgot, even in the heat of 
controversy, the great services of Luther, and more than once paid him the tribute of sincere 
admiration. 
 
"For a thousand years," says Zwingli, "no mightier investigator of the Holy Scriptures has 
appeared than Luther. No one has equaled him in manly and immovable courage with which he 
attacked popery. But whose work is it? God’s, or Luther’s? Ask Luther himself, and he will say 
God’s. He traces his doctrine to God and his eternal Word. As far as I have read his writings 
(although I have often purposely abstained from doing so), I find them well founded in the 
Scriptures: his only weak point is, that he yields too much to the Romanists in the matter of the 
sacraments, and the confession to the priest, and in tolerating the images in the churches. If he is 
sharp and racy in speech, it comes from a pious, honest heart, and a flaming love for the truth.... 
Others have come to know the true religion, but no one has ventured to attack the Goliath with his 
formidable armor; but Luther alone, as a true David, anointed by God, hurled the stones taken 
from the heavenly brook so skillfully that the giant fell prostrate on the ground. Therefore let us 
never cease to sing with joy: ‘Saul has slain his thousands, and David his ten thousands’. {1 
Samuel 18:7} He was the Hercules who slew the Roman boar.... I have always been grateful to 
my teachers, how much more to that excellent man whom I can never expect to equal in honor 
and merit! With no men on earth would I rather he agreed than with the Wittenbergers.... Many 
have found the true religion before Luther became famous; I have learnt the gospel from the same 
fountain of the Scriptures, and began to preach it in 1516 (at Einsiedeln), when I diligently 
studied and copied with mine own hand the Greek epistles of Paul, {919} before I heard the name 
of Luther. He preaches Christ, so do I, thanks to God. And I will be called by no other name than 
that of my Captain Christ, whose soldiers we are." {920} 
 
I may add here the impartial testimony of Dr. Kostlin, the best biographer of Luther, and himself 
a Lutheran: — 
 
"Zwingli knew how to keep himself under control. Even where he is indignant, and intentionally 
sharp and pointed, he avoids the tone of passionate excitement, and uses the calm and urbane 
language of a gentleman of humanistic culture, and thereby proves his superiority over his 
opponent, without justifying the suspicion of Luther that he was uncertain in his own mind, and 
that the attitude he assumed was only a feint. His polemics forms thus the complete opposite to 
Luther’s book, ‘That the words of Christ,’ etc. Yet it presents also another aspect. Zwingli 
characterizes, with select words of disregard, the writers and contents of the Syngramma, to 
which Luther had given his assent, and clearly hints at Luther’s wrath, spite, jealousy, audacity, 
and other faults poorly concealed under the cover of bravery, constancy, etc.; yea, here and there 
he calls his arguments ‘childish’ and ‘fantastic,’ etc. Hence his new writings were by no means so 
‘friendly’ as the title indicates. What is more important, we miss in them a sense for the deeper, 
truly religious motives of Luther, as much as we miss in Luther an appreciation of like motives in 



Zwingli.... He sees in Luther obstinate blindness, while Luther discovered in him a devilish 
spirit." {921} 
 
{913} In his book, "Dass die Worte Christi," etc. (1527, Erl. ed. XXX. 11), he calls the 
Sacramentarians "his tender children, his dear brethren, his golden friends" ("meine zarte Kinder, 
meine Bruderlein, meine gulden Freundlein"), who would have known nothing of Christ and the 
gospel if Luther had not previously written ("wo der Luther nicht zuvor hatte geschrieben"). He 
compared Carlstadt to Absalom and to Judas the traitor. He treated the Swiss not much better, in a 
letter to his blind admirer Amsdorf, April 14, 1545 (De Wette, V. 728), where he says that they 
kept silence, while he alone was sustaining the fury of popery (cum solus sudarem in sustinenda 
furia Papae), and that after the peril was over, they claimed the victory, and reaped the fruit of his 
labors (tum erampebant triumphatores gloriosi. Sic, sic alius laborat, alius fruitur). Dr. Dollinger 
(Luther, 1851, p. 29 sq.) derives the bitterness of Luther’s polemics against the Swiss largely 
from "jealousy and wounded pride," and calls his refutation of their arguments "very weak," and 
even "dis-honest" ("seine Polemik war, wie immer und gegen jedermann, in hohem Grade 
unehrlich," p. 31). The charge of dishonesty we cannot admit. 
 
{914} The philosopher Steffens, who was far from uncharitable bigotry, always went from Berlin 
to Breslau to commune with the orthodox Old Lutherans. Bishop Martensen, one of the 
profoundest Lutheran divines of the nineteenth century, thought that only in cases of necessity 
could a Lutheran commune with a Calvinist, who denies what Luther affirms, or evades the 
mystery of the real presence. Briefwechsel zwischen Martensen und Dorner, Berlin, 1888, vol. I. 
262 sq. He changed his view afterwards. I could name eminent living Lutheran divines who 
would hardly allow even this exception. In America the Lutheran theory had largely given way to 
the Zwinglian until it was revived by the German Missouri Synod, and found a learned advocate 
in Dr. Krauth, who went so far as to propose to the General Lutheran Council the so-called 
"Galesburg rule" (1875): "Lutheran pulpits for Lutheran ministers only, Lutheran altars for 
Lutheran communicants only." 
 
{915} Zwingli’s Latin is better than his Zuridutsch, in which his answers to Luther’s German 
attacks were written. 
 
{916} In July, 1545 (De Wette, V. 732 sq.), he wrote to his wife from Leipzig that he did not wish 
to return, and that she should sell house and home, and move "from this Sodoma" to Zulsdorf. He 
would rather beg his bread than torture his last days by the sight of the disorderly condition of 
Wittenberg. 
 
{917} These champions of Lutheran orthodoxy were not simply Lutherisch, but verluthert, 
durchluthert, and uberluthert. They fulfilled the prediction of the Reformer: "Adorabunt stercora 
mea." Their mottoes were,— 
 
Gottes Wort und Luther’s Lehr 
 
Vergehet nun und nimmermehr;  
 
and 
 
Gottes Wort und Luther’s Schrift 
 
Sind des Papst’s und Calvini Gift. 
 



They believed that Luther’s example gave them license to exhaust the vocabulary of abuse, and to 
violate every rule of courtesy and good taste. They called the Reformed Christians "dogs," and 
Calvin’s God "a roaring bull (Brullochse), a blood-thirsty Moloch, and a hellish Behemoth." They 
charged them with teaching and worshiping the very Devil (den leibhaftigen Teufel), instead of 
the living God. One of them proved that "the damned Calvinistic heretics hold six hundred and 
sixty-six tenets [the apocalyptic number!] in common with the Turks." Another wrote a book to 
show that Zwinglians and Calvinists are no Christians at all, but baptized Jews and 
Mohammedans. O sancta simplicitas! On the intolerance of those champions of Lutheran 
orthodoxy, see the historical works of Arnold, Planck, Tholuck (Der Geist der lutherischen 
Theologen Wittenbergs im 17ten Jahrh., 1852, p. 279 sqq.), and the fifth volume of Janssen. 
 
{918} "Die Rechtfertigungslehre wird vielfach zur Einschlaferung statt zur Scharfung des 
Gewissens missbraucht." See Dorner’s letter of May 14, 1871, in the Briefwechsel just quoted, 
vol. II. 114. Dorner and Martensen, both masters in Christian dogmatics and ethics, kept up a 
most instructive and interesting correspondence of friendship for more than forty years, on all 
theological and ecclesiastical questions of the day, even during the grave disturbances between 
Germany and Denmark on the Schleswig-Holstein controversy, which broke out at last in open 
war (1864). That correspondence is as remarkable in theology as the Schiller and Goethe 
correspondence is in poetry and art. 
 
{919} The neat manuscript is still preserved in the library of the Wasserkirche at Zurich, where I 
examined it in August, 1886. 
 
{920} I have given the substance of several passages scattered through his polemical writings, and 
collected in the useful edition of Zwingli’s Sammtliche Schriften by Usteri and Vogelin, vol. II., 
Part II., p. 571 sqq. 
 
{921} Martin Luther, II. 96 sq. 
 
 



111. The Eucharistic Theories compared. Luther, Zwingli, Calvin. 
 
We now present, for the sake of clearness, though at the risk of some repetition, the three 
Protestant theories on the real presence, with the chief arguments. 
 
Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin agree, negatively, in opposition to the dogma of transubstantiation, 
the sacrifice of the mass, and the withdrawal of the cup from the laity; positively, in these 
essential points: the divine institution and perpetuity of the Lord’s Supper, the spiritual presence 
of Christ, the commemorative character of the ordinance as the celebration of Christ’s atoning 
sacrifice, its importance as the highest act of worship and communion with Christ, and its special 
blessing to all who worthily partake of it. 
 
They differ on three points,—the mode of Christ’s presence (whether corporal, or spiritual); the 
organ of receiving his body and blood (whether by the mouth, or by faith); and the extent of this 
reception (whether by all, or only by believers). The last point has no practical religious value, 
though it follows from the first, and stands or falls with it. The difference is logical rather than 
religious. The Lord’s Supper was never intended for unbelievers. Paul in speaking of 
"unworthily" receiving the sacrament {1 Corinthians 11:27} does not mean theoretical unbelief, 
but moral unworthiness, irreverence of spirit and manner. 
 
I. The Lutheran Theory teaches a real and substantial presence of the very body and blood of 
Christ, which was born of the Virgin Mary, and suffered on the cross, in, with, and under (in, sub, 
cum) the elements of bread and wine, and the oral manducation of both substances by all 
commun-icants, unworthy and unbelieving, as well as worthy and believing, though with opposite 
effects. The simultaneous co-existence or conjunction of the two substances is not a local 
inclusion of one substance in the other (impanation), nor a mixture or fusing-together of the two 
substances into one; nor is it permanent, but ceases with the sacramental action. It is described as 
a sacramental, supernatural, incomprehensible union. {922} The earthly elements remain 
unchanged and distinct in their substance and power, but they become the divinely appointed 
media for communicating the heavenly substance of the body and blood of Christ. They become 
so, not by priestly consecration, as in the doctrine of trans-substantiation, but by the power and 
Word of God. The eating of the body is by the mouth, indeed, yet is not Caper-naitic, and differs 
from the eating of ordinary food. {923} The object and use of the Lord’s Supper is chiefly the 
assurance of the forgiveness of sins, to the comfort of the believer. {924} This is the scholastic 
statement of the doctrine, as given by the framers of the Formula Concordiae, and the Lutheran 
scholastics of the seventeenth century. 
 
The confessional deliverances of the Lutheran Church on the Lord’s Supper are as follows: — 
 
the augsburg confession of 1530. 
 
"ART. X. Of the Supper of the Lord they teach that the [true] body and blood of Christ {925} are 
truly present [under the form of bread and wine], {926} and are [there] {927} communicated to 
[and received by] {928} those that eat {929} in the Lord’s Supper. And they disapprove of those 
that teach otherwise." {930} 
 
the altered augsburg confession of 1540. 
 



Concerning the Supper of the Lord they teach that with bread and wine are truly exhibited {931} 
the body and blood of Christ to those that eat in the Lord’s Supper. {932} 
 
articles of smalkald (by luther), 1537. 
 
"Of this Sacrament of the Altar, we hold that the bread and wine in the Supper are the true body 
and blood of Christ, and are given to, and re-ceived by, not only the pious, but also to and by the 
impious Christians." 
 
In the same articles Luther denounces transubstantiation as a "subtle sophistry (subtilitas 
sophistica)," and the Romish mass as "the greatest and most terrible abomination (maxima et 
horrenda abominatio)." Pars III., Art. VI., in Mueller’s ed., pp. 301, 320. 
 
formula of concord (1577). epitome, art. vii. affirmative. 
 
"I. We believe, teach, and confess that in the Lord’s Supper the body and blood of Christ are truly 
and substantially present, and that they are truly distributed and taken together with the bread and 
wine." 
 
"II. We believe, teach, and confess that the words of the Testament of Christ are not to be 
understood otherwise than as the words themselves literally sound, so that the bread does not 
signify the absent body of Christ, and the wine the absent blood of Christ, but that on account of 
the sacra-mental union the bread and wine are truly the body and blood of Christ." 
 
"III. Moreover, as concerns the consecration, we believe, teach, and confess that no human work, 
nor any utterance of the minister of the Church, is the cause of the presence of the body and blood 
of Christ in the Supper, but that this is to be attributed to the omnipotent power of our Lord Jesus 
Christ alone." 
 
"IV. Nevertheless, we believe, teach, and confess, by unanimous con-sent, that in the use of the 
Lord’s Supper the words of the institution of Christ are by no means to be omitted, but are to be 
publicly recited, as it is written, {1 Corinthians 10:16} ‘The cup of blessing which we bless, is it 
not the communion of the blood of Christ?’ etc. And this benediction takes place by the recitation 
of the words of Christ." 
 
"V. Now the foundations on which we rest in this controversy with the Sacramentarians are the 
following, which, moreover, Dr. Luther has laid down in his Larger Confession concerning the 
Supper of the Lord:" — 
 
"The first foundation is an article of our Christian faith, to wit: Jesus Christ is true, essential, 
natural, perfect God and man in unity of person, inseparable and undivided." "Secondly: That the 
right hand of God is everywhere; and that Christ, in respect of his humanity, is truly and in very 
deed seated thereat, and therefore as present governs, and has in his hand and under his feet, as 
the Scripture saith, {Ephesians 1:22} all things which are in heaven and on earth. At this right 
hand of God no other man, nor even any angel, but the Son of Mary alone, is seated, whence also 
he is able to effect those things which we have said." 
 
"Thirdly: That the Word of God is not false or deceiving." 
 
"Fourthly: That God knows and has in his power various modes of being in any place, and is not 
confined to that single one which philosophers are wont to call local or circumscribed." 



 
"VI. We believe, teach, and confess that the body and blood of Christ are taken with the bread 
and wine, not only spiritually through faith, but also by the mouth, nevertheless not 
Capernaitically, but after a spiritual and heavenly manner, by reason of the sacramental union. 
For to this the words of Christ clearly bear witness, in which he enjoins us to take, to eat to drink; 
and that this was done by the Apostles the Scripture makes mention, saying, {Mark 14:23} ‘And 
they all drank of it.’ And Paul says, ‘The bread which we break is the communion of the body of 
Christ;’ that is, he that eats this bread eats the body of Christ." 
 
"To the same, with great consent, do the chief of the most ancient doctors of the church—
Chrysostom, Cyprian, Leo the First, Gregory, Ambrose, Augustin—bear witness." 
 
"VII. We believe, teach, and confess that not only true believers in Christ, and such as worthily 
approach the Supper of the Lord, but also the unworthy and unbelieving receive the true body and 
blood of Christ; in such wise, nevertheless, that they derive thence neither consolation nor life, 
but rather so as that receiving turns to their judgment and condemnation, unless they be 
converted, and repent." {1 Corinthians 11:27,29} 
 
"For although they repel from them Christ as a Saviour, nevertheless they are compelled, though 
extremely unwilling, to admit him as a stem Judge. And he no less present exercises his judgment 
over these impenitent guests than as present he works consolation and life in the hearts of true 
believers and worthy guests." 
 
"VIII. We believe, teach, and confess that there is one kind only of unworthy guests: they are 
those only who do not believe. Of these it is written, {John 3:18} ‘He that believeth not is 
condemned already.’ And this judgment is enhanced and aggravated by an unworthy use of the 
holy Supper." {1 Corinthians 11:29} 
 
"IX. We believe, teach, and confess that no true believer, so long as he retains a living faith, 
receives the holy Supper of the Lord unto condemnation, however much weakness of faith he 
may labor under. For the Lord’s Supper has been chiefly instituted for the sake of the weak in 
faith, who nevertheless are penitent, that from it they may derive true consolation and a 
strengthening of their weak faith." {Matthew 9:12 11:5,28} 
 
"We believe, teach, and confess that the whole worthiness of the guests at this heavenly Supper 
consists alone in the most holy obedience and most perfect merit of Christ. And this we apply to 
ourselves by true faith, and are rendered certain of the application of this merit, and are confirmed 
in our minds by the sacrament. But in no way does that worthiness depend upon our virtues, or 
upon our inward or outward preparations." 
 
The three great arguments for the Lutheran theory are the words of institution taken in their literal 
sense, the ubiquity of Christ’s body, and the prevailing faith of the church before the 
Reformation. 
 
1. As to the literal interpretation, it cannot be carried out, and is surrendered, as inconsistent with 
the context and the surroundings, by nearly all modern exegetes. {933} 
 
2. The ubiquity of Christ’s body involves an important element of truth, but is a dogmatic 
hypothesis without sufficient Scripture warrant, and cannot well be reconciled with the fact of the 
ascension, or with the nature of a body, unless it be resolved into a mere potential or dynamic 



presence which makes it possible for Christ to make his divine-human power and influence felt 
wherever he pleases. {934} 
 
The illustrations which Luther uses—as the sun shining everywhere, the voice resounding in a 
thousand ears and hearts, the eye seeing different objects at once—all lead to a dynamic presence, 
which Calvin fully admits. 
 
3. The historic argument might prove too much (for transubstantiation and the sacrifice of the 
mass), unless we are satisfied with the substance of truth which underlies the imperfect human 
theories and formulas. The real presence of Christ with his people is indeed a most precious truth, 
which can never be surrendered. It is the very life of the church and the comfort and strength of 
believers from day to day. He promised the perpetual presence not only of his spirit or influence, 
but of his theanthropic person:, "I am with you alway." It is impossible to make an abstract 
separation of the divine and human in the God-man. He is the Head of the church, his body, and 
"filleth all in all." Nor can the church give up the other important truth that Christ is the bread of 
life, and nourishes, in a spiritual and heavenly manner, the soul of the believer which is vitally 
united to him as the branch is to the vine. This truth is symbolized in the miraculous feeding of 
the multitude, and set forth in the mysterious discourse of the sixth chapter of John. 
 
As far as Luther contended for these truths, he was right against the Sacramentarians, though he 
erred in the form of conception and statement. His view is mystical but profound; Zwingli’s view 
is clear but superficial. The former commends itself to devout feeling, the latter to the sober 
understanding and intellect. 
 
II. The Zwinglian Theory.—The Lord’s Supper is a solemn commemoration of the atoning death 
of Christ, according to his own command: "Do this in remembrance of me," and the words of 
Paul: "As often as ye eat this bread, and drink the cup, ye proclaim the Lord’s death till he come." 
{935} Zwingli emphasized this primitive character of the institution as a gift of God to man, in 
opposition to the Roman mass as a work or offering which man makes to God. {936} He 
compares the sacrament to a wedding-ring which seals the marriage union between Christ and the 
believer. He denied the corporal presence, because Christ ascended to heaven, and because a 
body cannot be present in more than one place at once, also because two substances cannot 
occupy the same space at the same time; but he admitted his spiritual presence, for Christ is 
eternal God, and his death is forever fruitful and efficacious. {937} He denied the corporal eating 
as Capernaitic and useless, but he admitted a spiritual participation in the crucified body and 
blood by faith. Christ is both "host and feast" in the holy communion. 
 
His last word on the subject of the eucharist (in the Confession to King Francis I.) is this: — 
 
"We believe that Christ is truly present in the Lord’s Supper; yea, that there is no communion 
without such presence.... We believe that the true body of Christ is eaten in the communion, not 
in a gross and carnal manner, but in a sacramental and spiritual manner by the religious, believing 
and pious heart." {938} 
 
This passage comes so near the Calvinistic view that it can hardly be distinguished from it. Calvin 
did injustice to Zwingli, when once in a confidential letter he called his earlier eucharistic 
doctrine, "profane." {939} But Zwingli in his polemic writings laid so much stress upon the 
absence of Christ’s body, that the positive truth of His spiritual presence was not sufficiently 
emphasized. Undoubtedly the Lord’s Supper is a commemoration of the historic Christ of the 
past, but it is also a vital communion with the ever-living Christ who is both in heaven and in his 
church on earth. 



 
Zwingli’s theory did not pass into any of the leading Reformed confessions; but it was adopted by 
the Arminians, Socinians, Unitarians, and Rationalists, and obtained for a time a wide currency in 
all Protestant churches, even the Lutheran. But the Rationalists deny what Zwingli strongly 
believed, the divinity of Christ, and thus deprive the Lord’s Supper of its deeper significance and 
power. 
 
III. The Calvinistic Theory.—Calvin was the greatest divine and best writer among the 
Reformers, and his "Institutes of the Christian Religion" have almost the same importance for 
Reformed theology as the "Summa" of Thomas Aquinas for that of the Roman Church. He 
organized the ideas of the Reformation into a clear, compact system, with the freshness and depth 
of genius, the convincing power of logic, and a complete mastery of the Latin and French 
languages. {940} 
 
His theory of the Lord’s Supper occupies a via media between Luther and Zwingli; he combines 
the realism of the one with the spiritualism of the other, and saves the substance for which Luther 
contended, but avoids the objectionable form. He rests on the exegesis of Zwingli. He accepts the 
symbolical meaning of the words of institution; he rejects the corporal presence, the oral 
manducation, the participation of the body and blood by unbelievers, and the ubiquity of Christ’s 
body. But at the same time he strongly asserts a spiritual real presence, and a spiritual real 
participation of Christ’s body and blood by faith. While Zwingli dwelt chiefly on the negative, he 
emphasizes the positive, element. While the mouth receives the visible signs of bread and wine, 
the soul receives by faith, and by faith alone, the things signified and sealed thereby; that is, the 
body and blood of Christ with the benefit of his atoning death and the virtue of his immortal life. 
He combines the crucified Christ with the glorified Christ, and brings the believer into contact 
with the whole Christ. He lays great stress on the agency of the Holy Spirit in the ordinance, 
which was overlooked by Luther and Zwingli, but which appears in the ancient liturgies in the 
invocation of the Holy Spirit. It is the Holy Spirit who unites in a supernatural manner what is 
separated in space, and conveys to the believing communicant the life-giving virtue of the flesh of 
Christ now glorified in heaven. {941} When Calvin requires the communicant to ascend to 
heaven to feed on Christ there, he does, of course, not mean a locomotion, but that devotional 
sursum corda of the ancient liturgies, which is necessary in every act of worship, and is effected 
by the power of the Holy Spirit. 
 
Calvin discussed the eucharistic question repeatedly and fully in his Institutes and in separate 
tracts. I select a few extracts from his Institutes (Book IV., ch. XVII. 10 sqq.), which contain his 
first and last thoughts on the subject. 
 
(10) "The sum is, that the flesh and blood of Christ feed our souls just as bread and wine maintain 
and support our corporal life. For there would be no aptitude in the sign, did not our souls find 
their nourishment in Christ. This could not be, did not Christ truly form one with us, and refresh 
us by the eating of his flesh, and the drinking of his blood. But though it seems an incredible 
thing that the flesh of Christ, while at such a distance from us in respect of place, should be food 
to us, let us remember how far the secret virtue of the Holy Spirit surpasses all our conceptions, 
and how foolish it is to wish to measure its immensity by our feeble capacity. Therefore, what our 
mind does not comprehend, let faith conceive; viz., that the Spirit truly unites things separated by 
space. That sacred communion of flesh and blood by which Christ transfuses his life into us, just 
as if it penetrated our bones and marrow, he testifies and seals in the Supper, and that not by 
presenting a vain or empty sign, but by there exerting an efficacy of the Spirit by which he fulfils 
what he promises. And truly the thing there signified he exhibits and offers to all who sit down at 



that spiritual feast, although it is beneficially received by believers only who receive this great 
benefit with true faith and heartfelt gratitude."... 
 
"(18)... Though Christ withdrew his flesh from us, and with his body ascended to heaven, he sits 
at the right hand of the Father; that is, he reigns in power and majesty, and the glory of the Father. 
This kingdom is not limited by any intervals of space, nor circumscribed by any dimensions. 
Christ can exert his energy wherever he pleases, in earth and heaven, can manifest his presence 
by the exercise of his power, can always be present with his people, breathing into them his own 
life, can live in them, sustain, confirm, and invigorate them, and preserve them safe, just as if he 
were with them in the body, in fine, can feed them with his own body, communion with which he 
transfuses into them. After this manner, the body and blood of Christ are exhibited to us in the 
sacrament." 
 
"(19) The presence of Christ in the Supper we must hold to be such as neither affixes him to the 
element of bread, nor encloses him in bread, nor circumscribes him in any way (this would 
obviously detract from his celestial glory); and it must, moreover, be such as neither divests him 
of his just dimensions, nor dissevers him by differences of place, nor assigns to him a body of 
boundless dimensions, diffused through heaven and earth. All these things are clearly repugnant 
to his true human nature. Let us never allow ourselves to lose sight of the two restrictions. First, 
let there be nothing derogatory to the heavenly glory of Christ. This happens whenever he is 
brought under the corruptible elements of this world, or is affixed to any earthly creatures. 
Secondly, let no property be assigned to his body inconsistent with his human nature. This is done 
when it is either said to be infinite, or made to occupy a variety of places at the same time." 
 
"But when these absurdities are discarded, I willingly admit any thing which helps to express the 
true and substantial communication of the body and blood of the Lord, as exhibited to believers 
under the sacred symbols of the Supper, understanding that they are received, not by the 
imagination or intellect merely, but are enjoyed in reality as the food of eternal life." 
 
Calvin’s theory was not disapproved by Luther, who knew it, was substantially approved by 
Melanchthon in 1540, and adopted by all the leading Reformed Confessions of faith. We select a 
few specimens from one of the earliest and from the latest Calvinistic standards: — 
 
heidelberg catechism (1563). 
 
Question 76. What is it to eat the crucified body, and drink the shed blood, of Christ? 
 
Answer. It is not only to embrace with a believing heart all the sufferings and death of Christ, and 
thereby to obtain the forgiveness of sins and life eternal; but moreover also, to be so united more 
and more to his sacred body by the Holy Ghost, who dwells both in Christ and in us, that 
although He is in heaven, and we on the earth, we are, nevertheless flesh of His flesh and bone of 
His bones, and live and are governed forever by one Spirit, as members of the same body are by 
one soul. 
 
Q. 78. Do, then, the bread and wine become the real body and blood of Christ? 
 
A. No: but as the water, in baptism, is not changed into the blood of Christ, nor becomes the 
washing away of sins itself, being only the divine token and assurance thereof; so also, in the 
Lord’s Supper, the sacred bread does not become the body of Christ itself, though agreeably to 
the nature and usage of sacraments it is called the body of Christ. 
 



Q. 79. Why, then, doth Christ call the bread His body, and the cup His blood, or the New 
Testament in His blood; and St. Paul, the communion of the body and blood of Christ? 
 
A. Christ speaks thus not without great cause; namely, not only to teach us thereby, that, like as 
bread and wine sustain this temporal life, so also His crucified body and shed blood are the true 
meat and drink of our souls unto life eternal; but much more, by this visible sign and pledge to 
assure us that we are as really partakers of His true body and blood, through the working of the 
Holy Ghost, as we receive by the mouth of the body these holy tokens in remembrance of Him; 
and that all His sufferings and obedience are as certainly our own, as if we had ourselves suffered 
and done all in our own persons. 
 
westminster confession of faith (1647). 
 
Chapter XXIX., section VII. 
 
Worthy receivers, outwardly partaking of the visible elements in this sacrament, do then also 
inwardly by faith, really and indeed, yet not carnally and corporally, but spiritually, receive and 
feed upon Christ crucified, and all benefits of his death: the body and blood of Christ being then 
not corporally or carnally in, with, or under the bread and wine; yet as really, but spiritually, 
present to the faith of believers in that ordinance, as the elements themselves are, to the outward 
senses. 
 
westminster larger catechism (1647). 
 
Question 170. How do they that worthily communicate in the Lord’s Supper feed upon the body 
and blood of Christ therein? 
 
Answer. As the body and blood of Christ are not corporally or carnally present in, with, or under 
the bread and wine in the Lord’s Supper; and yet are spiritually present to the faith of the 
receiver, no less truly and really than the elements themselves are to their outward senses; so they 
that worthily communicate in the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, do therein feed upon the body 
and blood of Christ, not after a corporal or carnal, but in a spiritual manner; yet truly and really, 
while by faith they receive and apply unto themselves Christ crucified, and all the benefits of his 
death. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{922} The Lutheran divines of the seventeenth century describe the real presence as 
sacramentalis, vera et realis, substantiatis, mystica, supernaturalis, et incomprehensibilis, and 
distinguish it from the praesentia gloriosa, hypostatica, spiritualis, figurativa, and from ajpousiva 
(absence), ejnousiva (inexistence), sunousiva (co-existence in the sense of coalescence), and 
metousiva (transubstantiation). 
 
{923} The Formula Concordiae (Epitome, Art. VII., Negativa 21) indignantly rejects the notion 
of dental mastication as a malicious slander of the Sacramentarians. But Luther, in his instruction 
to Melanchthon, Dec. 17, 1534, gave it as his opinion, from which he would not yield, that "the 
body of Christ is distributed, eaten, and bitten with the teeth." "Und ist Summa das unsere 
Meinung, dass wahrhaftig in und mit dem Brod der Leib Christi gessen wird, also dass alles, was 
das Brod wirket und leidet, der Leib Christi wirke und leide, dass er ausgetheilt, gessen, und mit 



den Zahnen zubissen [zerbissen] werde." Deuteronomy Wette, IV. 572. Comp. his letter to Jonas, 
Dec. 16, 1534, vol. IV. 569 sq. Dorner thinks that Luther speaks thus only per synecdochen; but 
this is excluded by the words, "What the bread does and suffers, that the body of Christ does and 
suffers." Melanchthon very properly declined to act on this instruction (see his letter to 
Camerarius, Jan. 10, 1535, in the "Corp. Reform." II. 822), and began about that time to change 
his view on the real presence. He was confirmed in his change by the renewal of the eucharistic 
controversy, and his contact with Calvin. 
 
{924} The Lutheran theory is generally designated by the convenient term consubstantiation, but 
Lutheran divines expressly reject it as a misrepresentation. The Zwinglians, with their conception 
of corporality, could not conceive of a corporal presence without a local presence; while Luther, 
with his distinction of three kinds of presence and his view of the ubiquity of Christ’s body, could 
do so. The scholastic term consubstantiatio is not so well defined as transubstantiatio, and may 
be used in different senses: (1) a mixture of two substances (which nobody ever taught); (2) an 
inclusion of one substance in another (impanatio); (3) a sacramental co-existence of two 
substances in their integrity in the same place. In the first two senses the term is not applicable to 
the Lutheran theory. The "in pane" might favor impanation, but, the sub and cum qualify it. Dr. 
Steitz, in a learned article on Transubstantiation, in Herzog, i XVI. 347, and in the second edition, 
XV. 829, attributes to the Lutheran Church the third view of consubstantiation, but to Luther 
himself the second; namely, "die sacramentiche Durchdringung der Brotsubstanz von der 
Substanz des Leibes." To this Luther’s illustration of the fire in the iron might lead. But fire and 
iron remain distinct. At all events, he denied emphatically a local or physical inclusion. Lutheran 
divines in America are very sensitive when charged with consubstantiation. 
 
{925} The Latin text reads simply: corpus et sanguis Christi; the German text: wahrer Leib und 
Blut Christi. 
 
{926} Vere adsint et distribuantur. The German text adds: unter der Gestalt des Brots und Weins. 
The variations between the Latin and German texts of the original edition indicate a certain 
hesitation in Melanchthon’s mind, if not the beginning of a change, which was completed in the 
altered confession. 
 
{927} German: da. 
 
{928} German addition: und genomnen wird. 
 
{929} Vescentibus. The German text has no equivalent for this verb. 
 
{930} Et improbant secus docentes. In German: Derhalben wird auch die Gegenlehre verworfen, 
wherefore also the opposite doctrine is rejected. The sacramentarian (Zwinglian) doctrine is 
meant, but not the Calvinistic, which appeared six years afterward, 1536. The term improbant for 
the papal damnant, and anathema sit, shows the progress in toleration. The Zwinglian view is not 
condemned as a heresy, but simply disapproved as an error. The Formula of Concord made a step 
backwards in this respect, and uses repudiamus and damnamus. 
 
{931} Cum pane et vino vere exhibeantur, instead of vere adsint et distribuantur. The verb exhibit 
does not necessarily imply the actual reception by unbelievers, which the verb distribute does. So 
Dorner also judges of the difference (l. c.., p. 324). 
 



{932} The disapproval of those who teach otherwise is significantly omitted, no doubt in 
deference to Calvin’s view, which had been published in the mean time, and to which 
Melanchthon himself leaned. 
 
{933} I may mention among commentators, {on Matthew 26:26 and parallel passages} 
Deuteronomy Wette, Meyer, Weiss (in the seventh ed. of Meyer on Matt., p. 504 sq.), Bleek, 
Ewald, Van Oosterzee, Alford, Morison, etc.; and, among Lutheran and Lutheranizing 
theologians, Kahnis, Jul. Muller, Martensen, Dorner. The Bible, true to its Oriental origin and 
character, is full of parables, metaphors, and tropical expressions, from Genesis to Revelation. 
The substantive verb esti (which was not spoken in the Aramaic original) is simply the logical 
copula, and may designate a figurative, as well as a real, identity of the subject and the predicate; 
which of the two, depends on the connection and surroundings. I may say of a likeness of Luther, 
"This is Luther’s," i.e., a figure or representation of Luther. It has a symbolical or allegorical 
sense in many passages, as Matthew 13:38 sq.; Luke 12:1 John 10:6,14:6 Galatians 4:24 Hebrews 
10:20 Revelation 1:20. But what is most conclusive, even in the words of institution, Luther 
himself had to admit a double metaphor; namely, a synecdoche partis pro toto ("This is my body" 
for "This is my body, and bread;" to avoid transubstantiation, which denies the substance of 
bread), and a synecdoche continentis pro contento ("This cup is the new covenant in my blood," 
instead of "This wine," etc.). The whole action is symbolical. At that time Christ, living and 
speaking to the disciples with his body yet unbroken, and his blood not yet shed, could not 
literally offer his body to them. They would have shuddered at such an idea, and at least 
expressed their surprise. Kahnis, an orthodox Lutheran, came to the conclusion (1861) that "the 
literal interpretation of the words of institution is an impossibility, and must be given up." (See 
the first. ed. of his Luth. Dogmatik, I. 616 sq.) Dorner says (Christl. Glaubenslehre, II. 853), 
"That esti may be understood figuratively is beyond a doubt, and should never have been denied. 
It is only necessary to refer to the parables." Martensen, an eminent Danish Lutheran (Christl. 
Dogmatik, p. 491), admits Zwingli’s exegesis, and thinks that his "sober common-sense view has 
a greater importance than Lutheran divines are generally disposed to accord to it." 
 
{934} The Lutheran divines were divided between the idea of an absolute ubiquity (which would 
prove too much for the Lutheran doctrine, and run into a sort of Panchristism or Christo-
Pantheism), and a relative ubiquity or multivolipraesentia (which depends upon the will). The 
Formula of Concord inconsistently favors both views. See Dorner’s History of Christology, II. 
710 sqq. (Germ. ed.), and Schaff, Creeds, I. 322, 325 sq., and 348. 
 
{935} Zwingli calls the sacrament ein Wiedergedachtniss und Erneuern dessen, was einst 
geschehen und in Ewigkeit kraftig ist. His views on the Lord’s Supper are conveniently put 
together by Usteri and Vogelin, in Zwingli’s Sammtliche Schriften im Auszuge, vol. II. 70-167. 
 
{936} Dorner (Gesch. der protest. Theol., p. 300): "Das Charakteristische in allen Schriften 
Zwingli’s vor 1524 ist sein Gegensatz gegen das heil. Abendmahl als Opfer und Messe." So also 
Ebrard. 
 
{937} He expressed at Marburg, and in his two confessions to Charles I. and to Francis I., his full 
belief in the divinity of Christ in the sense of the Nicene and Athanasian Creeds. Dorner says (l. 
c.., p. 302): "Dass Zwingli Christum gegenwartig denkt, ist unleugbar; er sei bei diesem Mahle 
Wirth und Gastmahl (hospes et epulum)." 
 
{938} Christum credimus vere esse in coena, immo non esse Domini coenam nisi Christus adsit... 
Adserimus igitur non sic carnaliter et crasse manducari corpus Christi in coena, ut isti perhibent, 
sed verum Christi corpus credimus in coena sacramentaliter et spiritualiter edi, a religiosa, fideli 



et sancta mente, quomodo et divus Chrysostomus sentit. Et haec est brevis summa nostrae, immo 
non nostrae, sed ipsius veritatis, sententia de hac controversia. Niemeyer, Collectio Confess., pp. 
71, 72. 
 
{939} Letter to Viret, September, 1542: "De scriptis Zwinglii sic sentire, ut sentis, tibi permitto. 
Neque enim omnia legi. Et fortassis sub finem vitae, retractavit ac correxit in melius quae temere 
initio exciderant. Sed in scriptis prioribus memini, quam profana sit de Sacramentis sententia." 
Opera, XI. 438. 
 
{940} Henri Martin (Histoire de France, Tom. VIII. 188 sq.) says of Calvin’s Institutes that they 
gave a religious code to the Reform in France and in a great part of Europe, "and that it is" une 
vraie ‘Somme’ theologique, oa se trouve implique l’ordre civil meme, et qui n’est pas, comme 
celle de Thomas d’Aquin, le resume d’un systeme etabli, mais le programne et le code d’un 
systeme a-etablir... Luther attire: Calvin impose et retient... "Volonte et logique, voila  Calvin" (p. 
185). He calls him "le premier ecrivain par la duree et l’influence de sa langue, de son style." 
 
{941} Some of the strongest passages on this point occur in his polemic tracts against Westphal. 
In the Second Defense he says: "Christum corpore absentem doceo nihilominus non tantum 
divina sua virtute, quae ubique diffusa est, nobis adesse, sed etiam facere ut nobis vivifica sit sua 
caso" (Opera, IX. 76). "Spiritus sui virtute Christus locorum distantiam superat ad vitam nobis e 
sua carne inspirandam" (p. 77). And in his last admonition: "Haec nostrae doctrinae summa est, 
carnem Christi panem esse vivificum, quia dum fide in eam coalescimus, vere animas nostras alit 
et pascit. Hoc nonnisi spiritualiter fieri docemus, quia hujus sacrae unitatis vinculum arcana est 
et incomprehensibilis Spiritus Sancti virtus" (p. 162). For a good exposition of the Calvinistic 
theory which substantially agrees with ours, we may refer to Ebrard (Abendmahl, II. 550-570), 
Stahelin (Calvin, I. 222 sqq.), and Nevin (Mystical Presence).  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VIII. 
 
THE POLITICAL SITUATION BETWEEN 1526 AND 1529. 
 

112. The First Diet of Speier, and the Beginning of the Territorial 
System. 1526. 
 
I. The documents in Walch, XVI. 243 sqq. Neue Sammlung der Reichsabschiede, II. 273-75. 
Buchholtz: Ferdinand I., Bd. III. 
 
II. Ranke, II. 249 sqq. Janssen, III. 39 sqq. J. Ney (Prot. minister in Speier): Analekten zur Gesch. 
des Reichstags zu Speier im J. 1526, in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur Kirchengesch.," Gotha, 1885, p. 
300 sqq., and 1887, p. 300 sqq. (New Documents from the archives of Karlsruh and Wurzburg). 
Walter Friedensburg: Der Reichstag zu Speier, 1526, im Zusammenhang der polit. und Kirchl. 
Entwicklung Deutschlands im Reformationszeitalter, Berlin, 1887 (xiv. and 602 pages). Previous 
discussions by Veesemeier and Kluckhohn (in "Hist. Zeitschrift," 1886). Friedensburg used much 
new material preserved in the archives of Hamburg and other cities. Charles G. Albert: The Diet 
of Speyer, the Rise and Necessity of Protestantism, in the "Luth. Quart. Review" (Gettysburg, 
Penn.), for January, 1888. 
 
We must now consider the political situation which has in part been presupposed in previous 
sections. 
 
As Protestantism advanced, the execution of the Edict of Worms became less and less practicable. 
This was made manifest at the imperial Diet of Speier, held in the summer of 1526 under 
Archduke Ferdinand, in the name of the Emperor. {942} The Protestant princes dared here for the 
first time to profess their faith, and were greatly strengthened by the delegates of the imperial 
cities in which the Reformation had made great progress. The threatening invasion of the Turks, 
and the quarrel of the Emperor with the Pope, favored the Protestant cause, and inclined the 
Roman Catholic majority to forbearance. 
 
The Diet came with the consent of Ferdinand to the unanimous conclusion, Aug. 27, that a 
general or national council should be convened for the settlement of the church question, and that 
in the mean time, in matters concerning the Edict of Worms, "every State shall so live, rule, and 
believe as it may hope and trust to answer before God and his imperial Majesty." {943} 
 
This important action was not meant to annul the Edict of Worms, and to be a permanent law of 
religious liberty, which gave to each member of the Diet the right to act as he pleased. {944} It 
was no legal basis of territorial self-government, and no law at all. It was, as indicated by the 
terms, only an armistice, or temporary suspension of the Edict of Worms till the meeting of a 
general council, and within the limits of obedience to the Catholic Emperor who had no idea of 
granting religious liberty, or even toleration, to Protestants. 
 
But in its practical effect the resolution of 1526 went far beyond its intention. It was a great help 
to the cause of Protestantism, especially as the council which the Diet contemplated, and which 
the Emperor himself repeatedly urged upon the Pope, was postponed for twenty years. In the 
mean time the Protestant princes, notably Philip of Hesse at the Synod of Homberg (Oct. 20, 



1526), and the Elector of Saxony, interpreted the decree according to their wishes, and made the 
best use of the temporary privilege of independent action, regardless of its limitations or the 
views of the Emperor. Luther himself understood the Diet of Speier as having given him a 
temporary acquittal of heresy. {945} 
 
At all events, from this time dates the exercise of territorial sovereignty, and the establishment of 
separate State churches in Germany. And as that country is divided into a number of sovereign 
States, there are there as many Protestant church organizations as Protestant States, according to 
the maxim that the ruler of the territory is the ruler of religion within its bounds (cujus regio, ejus 
religio). 
 
Every Protestant sovereign hereafter claimed and exercised the so-called jus reformandi 
religionem, and decided the church question according to his own faith and that of the majority of 
his subjects. Saxony, Hesse, Prussia, Anhalt, Luneburg, East-Friesland, Schleswig-Holstein, 
Silesia, and the cities of Nurnberg, Augsburg, Frankfurt, Ulm, Strassburg, Bremen, Hamburg, 
Lubeck, adopted the Reformation. The princes of the territories and the magistrates of the cities 
consulted the theologians and preachers; but the congregations had no voice, not even in the 
choice of their pastor, and submitted in passive obedience. The powerful house of Austria, with 
the Emperor, and the Dukes of Bavaria, adhered to the old faith, and hotly contested the principle 
of independent state action on the church question, as being contrary to all the traditions of the 
Empire and of the Roman Church, which is constitutionally exclusive and intolerant. 
 
The Protestant princes and theologians were likewise intolerant, though in a less degree, and 
prohibited the mass and the Roman religion wherever they had the power. Each party was bent 
upon victory, and granted toleration only from necessity or prudence when the dissenting 
minority was strong enough to assert its rights. Toleration was the fruit of a bitter contest, and 
was at last forced upon both parties as a modus vivendi. Protestantism had to conquer the right to 
exist, by terrible sacrifices. The right was conceded by the Augsburg treaty of peace, 1555, and 
finally established by the Westphalian treaty, 1648, which first uses the term toleration in 
connection with religion, and remains valid to this day, in spite of the protest of the Pope. The 
same policy of toleration was adopted in England after the downfall of the Stuart dynasty in 1688, 
and included all orthodox Protestants, but excluded the Roman Catholics, who were not 
emancipated till 1829. In Germany, toleration was first confined to three confessions,—the 
Roman Catholic, the Lutheran, and the German Reformed,—but was gradually extended to other 
religious communions which are independent of state support and state control. 
 
NOTES. 
 
Toleration and freedom. 
 
Toleration is far from religious liberty, but a step towards it. Toleration is a concession of the 
government on the ground of necessity or expediency, and may be withdrawn or extended. Even 
despotic Russia and Turkey are tolerant, the one towards Mohammedans, the other towards 
Christians, because they cannot help it. To kill or to exile all dissenters would be suicidal folly. 
But they allow no departure from the religion of the State, and no propagandism against its 
interests. 
 
Religious liberty is an inviolable and inalienable right which belongs to all men, within the limits 
of public morals and safety. God alone is the Lord of conscience, and no power on earth has a 
right to interfere with it. The full enjoyment and public exercise of religious liberty require a 
peaceful separation of church and state, which makes each independent, self-governing, and self-



supporting in its own sphere, and secures to the church the legal protection of the state, and to the 
state the moral support of the church. This is the American theory of religious freedom, as 
guaranteed by the Federal Constitution of 1787: it prevents the state from persecuting the church, 
and the churches from persecuting each other, and confines them to their proper moral and 
spiritual vocation. The American principle of the legal equality of religious confessions was 
proposed by the Frankfort Parliament in 1849, triumphed in the new German empire, 1870, and is 
making steady progress all over the civilized world. (See the author’s Church and State in the 
United States, N. Y., 1888.) 
 
{942} Speier, or Speyer, is an old German city on the left bank of the Rhine, the seat of a bishop, 
with a cathedral and the graves of eight German kings, the capital of the Bavarian Palatinate. It 
became the birthplace of the name "Protestants" in 1529. See below, 115, p. 692. 
 
{943} "Demnach haben wir uns jetzt einmuthiglich verglichen und vereiniget, mittlerzeit des 
Concilii, oder aber Nationalversammlung, nichtsdestoweniger mit unsern Unterthanen, ein 
jeglicher in Sachen so das Edict durch kaiserl. Majestat auf dem Reichstag zu Worms gehalten, 
ausgangen, belangen mochten, fur sich also zu leben, zu regieren und zu halten, wie ein jeder 
solches gegen Gott und kaiserliche Majestat hoffet und vertraut zu verantworten." See the 
Reichsabschied (recess) in Walch, XVI. 266, and in Gieseler, III. I. 223 (Germ. ed.; IV. 126 Am. 
ed.). The acts are now published in full by Friedensburg. 
 
{944} This was the view heretofore taken by most Protestant historians, e.g., by Kurtz (II. 31, ed. 
9th), who calls the recess "die reichsgesetzliche Legitimation der Territorialverfassung," and by 
Fisher (Hist. of the Christ. Ch., p. 304): "This act gave the Lutheran movement a legal existence." 
The correct view is stated by Janssen (III. 51): "Der Speierer Abschied bildet keineswegs eine 
positive Rechtsgrundlage, wohl aber den Ausgangspunkt fur die Ausbildung neuer 
Landeskirchen." Kluckhohn, Friedensburg, and his reviewer, Kawerau (in the "Theol. 
Literaturzeitung," Dec. 3, 1887), arrive at the same conclusion. 
 
{945} He alludes to it in a polemical tract against Duke George of Saxony from the year 1529 as 
follows: "Auch so bin ich auf dem Reichstage zu Speir durch ein offentlichs kaiserlichs 
Reichsdecret wiederumb befreiet, oder zum wenigsten befristet [freed at least for a season], dass 
man mich nicht kann einen Ketzer schelten; weil daselbst beschlossen ist von Allen 
eintrachtiglich, dass ein jeglicher solle und muge glauben, wie ers wisse gegen Gott und 
kaiserliche Majestat zu verantworten; und ich billig daraus als die Ungehorsamen dem Reich und 
Aufruhrischen beklagen mocht alle die, so mich einen Ketzer schelten. Hat das Gebotzu Worms 
gegolten, da ich verdampt ward ohn Bewilligung der besten und hohesten Stande des Reichs: 
warumb sollt mir denn das Gebot zu Speir nicht auch gelten, welchs eintrachtlich durch alle 
Stande des Reichs beschlossen und angenommen ist." Erl. ed., vol. VIII. p. 14.  



113. The Emperor and the Pope. The Sacking of Rome, 1527. 
 
Contemporary accounts of the sacking of Rome are collected by Carlo Milanesi: Il Sacco di 
Roma del MDXXVII., Florence, 1867. Alfred von Reumont: Geschichte der Stadt Romans 
(Berlin, 1870), vol. III. 194 sqq.; Comp. the liter. he gives on p. 846 sq. Ranke: bk. V. (vol. III. I 
sqq.). Janssen: vol. III. 124 sqq. 
 
Charles V. neither signed nor opposed the edict of Speier. He had shortly before fallen out with 
Clement VII., because this Pope released King Francis I. from the hard conditions of peace 
imposed upon him after his defeat at Pavia, June 26, 1526, and placed himself at the head of a 
Franco-Italian league against the preponderance of Austria the Holy League of Cognac, (May 22, 
1526). The league of the Emperor and the Pope had brought about the Edict of Worms; the breach 
between the two virtually annulled it at the Diet of Speier. Had the Emperor now embraced the 
Protestant doctrines, he might have become the head of a German imperial state church. But all 
his instincts were against Protestantism. 
 
His quarrel with the Pope was the occasion of a fearful calamity to the Eternal City. The Spanish 
and German troops of the Emperor, under the lead of Constable Charles de Bourbon, and the old 
warrior Frundsberg (both enemies of the Pope), marched to Rome with an army of twenty 
thousand men, and captured the city, May 6, 1527. Bourbon, the ablest general of Charles, but a 
traitor to his native France, was struck by a musket-ball in climbing a ladder, and fell dead in the 
moment of victory. The pope fled to the castle St. Angelo. The soldiers, especially the Spaniards, 
deprived of their captain, surpassed the barbarians of old in beastly and refined cruelty, rage and 
lust. For eight days they plundered the papal treasury, the churches, libraries, and palaces, to the 
extent of ten millions of gold; they did not spare even the tomb of St. Peter and the corpse of 
Julius II., and committed nameless outrages upon defenseless priests, monks, and nuns. German 
soldiers marched through the streets in episcopal and cardinal’s robes, dressed a donkey like a 
priest, and by a grim joke proclaimed Luther as pope of Rome. 
 
Never before had Rome suffered such indignities and loss. The sacking was a crime against 
civilization, humanity, and religion; but, at the same time, a fearful judgment of God upon the 
worldliness of the papacy, and a loud call to repentance. {946} 
 
When the news reached Germany, many rejoiced, at the fall of Babylon." But Melanchthon, 
rising above bigotry, said in one of his finest addresses to the students of Wittenberg: "Why 
should we not lament the fall of Rome, which is the common mother-city of all nations? I indeed 
feel this calamity no less than if it were my own native place. The robber hordes were not 
restrained by considerations of the dignity of the city, nor the remembrance of her services for the 
laws, sciences, and arts of the world. This is what we grieve over. Whatever be the sins of the 
Pope, "Rome should not be made to suffer." He acquitted the Emperor of all blame, and held the 
army alone responsible. {947} 
 
{946} Reumont (l. c. III. 201) says: "Wuster und andauernder ist keine Stadt geplundert, sind 
keine Einwohner misshandelt worden als Romans und die Romer. Spanier wie Teutsche haben bei 
diesem grausen Werke gewetteifert, jene mit erfinderischer Unmenschlichkeit, diese mit wilder 
Barbarei. Kirchen, Kloster, Pallaste, Wohnhauser, Hutten wurden mit gleicher Beutelust 
ausgeleert und verwustet, Manner, Frauen, Kinder mit gleicher Grausamkeit misshandelt." 
 
{947} "Corp. Ref.," XI. 130; C. Schmidt, Phil. Melanchthon, p. 135 sq.  



114. A War Panic, 1528. 
 
On the "Packische Handel," see Walch (XVI. 444), Gieseler (III. 1, 229), Ranke (III. 26), Janssen 
(III. 109), Rommel’s, and Wille’s monographs on Philip of Hesse; and St. Ehses: Geschichte der 
Packschen Handel, Freiburg i. B. 1881. 
 
The action of the Diet of 1526, and the quarrel between the Emperor and the Pope, were highly 
favorable to the progress of the Reformation. But the good effect was in great part neutralized by 
a stupendous fraud which brought Germany to the brink of a civil war. 
 
Philip of Hesse, an ardent, passionate, impulsive, ambitious prince, and patron of Protestantism, 
was deceived by an unprincipled and avaricious politician, Otto von Pack, provisional chancellor 
of the Duchy of Saxony, into the belief that Ferdinand of Austria, the Electors of Mainz and 
Brandenburg, the Dukes of Saxony and Bavaria, and other Roman Catholic rulers had concluded 
a league at Breslau, May 15, 1527, for the extermination of Protestantism. He procured at 
Dresden a sealed copy of the forged document, for which he paid Pack four thousand guilders. He 
persuaded the Elector John of Saxony of its genuineness, and concluded with him, in all haste, a 
counter-league, March 9, 1528. They secured aid from other princes, and made expensive 
military preparations, to anticipate by a masterstroke an attack of the enemy. 
 
Fortunately, the Reformers of Wittenberg were consulted, and prevented an open outbreak by 
their advice. Luther deemed the papists had enough for any thing, but was from principle opposed 
to aggressive war; {948} Melanchthon saw through the forgery, and felt keenly mortified. When 
the fictitious document was published, the Roman Catholic princes indignantly denied it. Duke 
George denounced Pack as a traitor. {949} Archduke Ferdinand declared that he never dreamed 
of such a league. 
 
The rash conduct of Philip put the Protestant princes in the position of aggressors and disturbers 
of the public peace, and the whole affair brought shame and disgrace upon their cause. 
 
{948} See his letters on this subject in Deuteronomy Wette, III. 314 sqq. 
 
{949} After a fugitive life, Pack was beheaded as a forger in the Netherlands, 1536, at the 
solicitation of Duke George.  



115. The Second Diet of Speier, and the Protest of 1529. 
 
Walch, XVI. 315 sqq. J. J. Muller: Historie von der evang. Stande Protestation und Appellation 
wider den Reichsabschied zu Speier, 1529, Jena, 1705. Tittmann: Die Protestation der evang. 
Stande mit Hist. Erlauterungen, Leipzig, 1829. A. Jung: Gesch. des Reichstags zu Speier, 1529, 
Leipzig, 1830. J. Ney (protest. pastor at Speier): Geschichte des Reichstags zu Speier im Jahr 
1529. Mit einem Anhange ungedruckter Akten und Briefe, Hamburg, 1880. Ranke, III. 102-116. 
Janssen, III 130-146. 
 
Under these discouragements the second Diet of Speier was convened in March, 1529, for action 
against the Turks, and against the further progress of Protestantism. The Catholic dignitaries 
appeared in full force, and were flushed with hopes of victory. The Protestants felt that "Christ 
was again in the hands of Caiaphas and Pilate." {950} 
 
The Diet neutralized the recess of the preceding Diet of 1526; it virtually condemned (without, 
however, annulling) the innovations made; and it forbade, on pain of the imperial ban, any further 
reformation until the meeting of the council, which was now positively promised for the next year 
by the Emperor and the Pope. The Zwinglians and Anabaptists were excluded even from 
toleration. The latter were to be punished by death. 
 
The Lutheran members of the Diet, under the well-founded impression that the prohibition of any 
future reformation meant death to the whole movement, entered in the legal form of an appeal for 
themselves, their subjects and for all who now or shall hereafter believe in the Word of God, the 
famous protest of April 25, 1529, against all those measures of the Diet which were contrary to 
the Word of God, to their conscience, and to the decision of the Diet of 1526, and appealed from 
the decision of the majority to the Emperor, to a general or German council, and impartial 
Christian judges. {951} The document was signed by the Elector John of Saxony, Margrave 
George of Brandenburg, Dukes Ernest and Francis of Braunschweig-Luneburg, Landgrave Philip 
of Hesse, Prince Wolfgang of Anhalt, and the representatives of fourteen imperial cities, 
including Strassburg and St. Gall of the Zwinglian persuasion. They were determined to defend 
themselves against every act of violence of the majority. Their motto was that of Elector John the 
Constant: "The Word of God abideth forever." They deserve the name of confessors of the 
evangelical faith and the rights of conscience in the face of imminent danger. {952} 
 
The protest of Speier was a renewal and expansion of Luther’s protest at Worms. The protest of a 
single monk had become the protest of princes and representatives of leading cities of the empire, 
who now for the first time appeared as an organized party. It was a protest of conscience bound in 
the Word of God against tyrannical authority. 
 
The appeal was not entertained. The Emperor, who soon afterwards concluded peace with the 
Pope (June 29, 1529), and with the King of France (Aug. 5), refused even to grant the delegation 
of the Protestant States a respectful hearing at Piacenza (September), and kept them prisoners for 
a while. 
 
From this protest and appeal the Lutherans were called Protestants; with good reason, if we look 
at their attitude to Rome, which remains the same to this day. It is the duty of the church at all 
times to protest against sin, error, corruption, tyranny, and every kind of iniquity. But the 
designation, which has since become a general term for evangelical Christians, is negative, and 
admits of an indiscriminate application to all who dissent from popery, no matter on what 



grounds and to what extent. It must be supplemented by the more important positive designation 
Evangelical. The gospel of Christ, as laid down in the New Testament, and proclaimed again in 
its primitive purity and power by the Reformation, is the basis of historical Protestantism, and 
gives it vitality and permanency. The protest of Speier was based objectively upon the Word of 
God, subjectively upon the right of private judgment and conscience, and historically upon the 
liberal decision of the Diet of 1526. {953} 
 
Unfortunately, the moral force of the protest of Speier was soon weakened by dissensions among 
the signers. Luther and Melanchthon, who at that time were quite agreed on the eucharistic 
question, seriously objected to all political and military alliances, and especially to an alliance 
with the Zwinglians, whom they abhorred as heretics. {954} They prevented vigorous measures 
of defense. Philip of Hesse, who was in full political, and in half theological, sympathy with the 
Swiss and Zwinglians, brought about in October of the same year the conference at Marburg in 
the hope of healing the Protestant schism: but the conference failed of its main object, and 
Protestantism had to carry on the conflict with Rome as a broken army. 
 
{950} Words of Jacob Sturm, the ambassador of Strassburg, from the middle of March. 
 
{951} The great Instrumentum appellationis is given by Muller, Walch, Jung, and in substance by 
Gieseler, l. c. April 25 (a Sunday) is the date of the legal completion of the protest (Ranke, III. 
113). The dates of the preparatory steps are April 19 and 22. 
 
{952} Janssen denies the right of such protest, and dates from it the schism of the German nation. 
"Von dem Tage zu Speier-an," he says, III. 144, "beginnt die eigentliche Spaltung der deutschen 
Nation." Fortunately, the schism has been healed in 1870 by Providence, without the aid of the 
Pope and against his wish and will. 
 
{953} It is remarkable that one of the most conservative branches of Protestant Christendom, "the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of America," adopted the term as a part of its 
official title when, after the Revolutionary War, it assumed an independent organization. This 
could not be done in the state of churchly sentiment which has since come to prevail in that 
church. Vigorous efforts have been made within the last few years to get rid of the term 
Protestant, and to substitute for it Catholic, or American, or some other more or less 
presumptuous epithet, but without success so far. The secession from this body which was 
organized in 1873 took the name of "The Reformed Episcopal Church." 
 
{954} In a letter to Elector John, May 22, 1529 (De Wette, III. 455), Luther went so far as to call 
the Zwinglians "audacious enemies of God and his Word, who fight against God and the 
sacrament."  



116. The Reconciliation of the Emperor and the Pope. 
 

The Crowning of the Emperor. 1529. 
 
The Emperor expressed to the Pope his deep regret at the sacking of the holy city. His breach 
with him was purely political and temporary. The French troops again entered Lombardy. Henry 
VIII. of England sympathized with Francis and the Pope. The Spanish counselors of Charles 
repre-sented to him that the imprisonment of the vicar of Christ was inconsistent with the 
traditional loyalty of Spain to the holy see. 
 
On Nov. 26, 1527, the Emperor concluded an agreement with the Pope by which he was released 
from confinement, and reinstated in his temporal power (except over a few fortified places), on 
promise of paying the soldiers, and convening a council for the reformation of the church. For a 
while Clement distrusted the Emperor, and continued his Franco-Italian policy; but at last they 
definitely made peace, June 29, 1529. The Pope acknowledged the sovereignty of the Emperor in 
Italy, which he had heretofore opposed; the Emperor guaranteed to him the temporal possessions, 
with a reservation of imperial rights. 
 
They held a personal conference at Bologna in November of that year. They were well matched 
in political and diplomatic shrewdness, and settled their secular disputes as well as they could. 
Charles was crowned Roman emperor, Feb. 24, 1530, at Bologna, the only emperor crowned 
outside of St. Peter’s at Rome, and the last German emperor crowned by the Pope. The dignitaries 
who graced the occasion were chiefly Spanish and Italian noblemen. Only one of the seven 
German electors was present, Philip of the Palatinate. The wooden awning which was constructed 
between the palace and the church of San Petronio broke down, but the Emperor escaped an 
accident. Clothed in a richly jewelled robe, he was anointed with oil, and received from the 
bishop of Rome the crown of Charlemagne as the temporal head of Western Christendom, and 
swore to protect the Pope and the Roman-Catholic Church with their possessions, dignities, and 
rights. {955} 
 
This event was the sunset of the union of the German empire with the papal theocracy. 
 
The German electors complained that they were not invited to the coronation, nor consulted about 
the treaties with the Italian States, and entered a formal protest. 
 
Early in May, 1530, the Emperor crossed the Alps on his way to the Diet of Augsburg, which was 
to decide the fate of Lutheranism in Germany. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{955} How has the situation changed since! In the same once papal city where the Emperor was 
crowned by the Pope with all the splendor of the Catholic ceremonial, the eighth centennial of the 
University—the oldest in the world ("Bononia docet")—was celebrated June 11-13, 1888, in the 
presence of the King and Queen, with unbounded enthusiasm for free and united Italy, which has 
shaken off the yoke of petty tyrants, and is determined to resist all attempts at a restoration of the 
temporal power of the papacy. The Italians are willing to take their religion from the Pope, but 



not their politics. Practically, church and state are almost as separate in Italy, since 1870, as in the 
United States.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IX. 
 
THE DIET AND CONFESSION OF AUGSBURG. A. D. 1530. 
 

117. The Diet of Augsburg. 
 
I. Sources. Collection in Walch, XVI. 747-2142. Luther’s Letters of the year 1530, in 
Deuteronomy Wette, vol. IV. Melanchthon’s Letters in the "Corpus Reformatorum," ed. 
Bretschneider and Bindseil, vol. II., and documents relating to the Augsb. Conf. in vol. XXVI. 
Spalatin, Annal., ed. by Cyprian, 131-289. The Roman Cath. representation: Pro Religione 
Christiana Res Gestae in Comitiis Augustae Vindelicorum habitis, 1530, reprinted in Cyprian’s 
Historie der Augsb. Conf. Bruck wrote a refutation published by Forstemann, "Archiv fur Ref. 
Gesch.," 1831. Collection of documents by Forstemann: Urkundenbuch zu der Gesch. des 
Reichstages zu Augsburg in J. 1530. Halle, 1833, ‘35, 2 vols. By the same: Neues Urkundenbuch, 
Hamburg, 1842. Schirrmacher: Briefs und Acten zur Gesch. des Religionsgesprachs zu Marburg, 
1529, und des Reichstages zu Augsburg, 1530, nach der Handschrift des Aurifaber, Gotha, 1876. 
 
II. Histories of the Augsburg Diet and Confession. See list in "Corp. Ref." XXVI. 101-112. D. 
Chytra¦us (Kochhafe): Historie der Augsb. Conf.,  Rostock, 1576, Frcf. 1577, 1578, 1600. G. 
Coelestin: Hist. Comitiorum a. 1530 Augustae celebratorum, Frcf. 1577, 4 vols. fol. E. Sal. 
Cyprian: Hist. der Augsb. Conf., Gotha, 1730. Cur. A. Salig: Historie der Augsb. Conf. und 
derselben Apologie, Halle, 1730-35, in 3 parts. Weber: Vollstandige Gesch. der Augsb. Conf.,  
Frcf. 1783-84, 2 vols. Planck: Gesch. des protest. Lehrbegriff’s (Leipz. 1792), vol. III. I. 1-178. 
Fickenscher: Gesch. des Reichstages zu Augsb. 1530, Nurnb. 1830. Pfaff: Gesch. des Reichstags 
zu Augsburg, 1530, Stuttg. 1830. Add special works on the Augsb. Conf. mentioned in 119. 
 
III. The relevant sections in the general Church Histories of Schroeckh, Mosheim, Gieseler, etc.; 
in the Histories of the Reformation by Marheineke, Hagenbach, Merle D’aub., Fisher; in the 
general Histories of Germany by Ranke (Prot.), vol. III. 162-215, and Janssen (Rom. Cath.), vol. 
III. 165-211. Also the numerous Lives of Luther (e.g., Kostlin, Book VI., chs. XI. and XII., vol. 
II. 198 sqq.), and Melanchthon (e.g., C. Schmidt, 190-250). 
 
IV. Special points. H. Virk: Melanchthon’s Politische Stellung auf dem Reichstag zu Augsburg, in 
Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte," 1887, pp. 67 and 293 sqq. 
 
The situation of Protestantism in 1530 was critical. The Diet of Speier had forbidden the further 
progress of the Reformation: the Edict of Worms was in full legal force; the Emperor had made 
peace with the Pope, and received from him the imperial crown at Bologna; the Protestants were 
divided among themselves, and the Conference at Marburg had failed to unite them against the 
common foe. At the same time the whole empire was menaced by a foreign power. The Turks 
under Suleiman "the Magnificent," who called himself, Lord of all rulers, Dispenser of crowns to 
the monarchs of the earth, "the Shadow of God over the world," had reached the summit of their 
military power, and approached the gates of Vienna in September, 1529. They swore by the beard 
of Mohammed not to rest till the prayers of the prophet of Mecca should be heard from the tower 
of St. Stephen. They were indeed forced to retire with a loss of eighty thousand men, but 
threatened a second attempt, and in the mean time laid waste a great part of Hungary. 
 



Under these circumstances the Diet of Augsburg convened, April 8, 1530. Its object was to settle 
the religious question, and to prepare for war against the Turks. The invitation dated Jan. 21, 
1530, from Bologna, carefully avoids, all irritating allusions, sets forth in strong language the 
danger of foreign invasion, and expresses the hope that all would co-operate for the restoration of 
the unity of the holy empire of the German nation in the one true Christian religion and church. 
 
But there was little prospect for such co-operation. The Roman majority meant war against the 
Protestants and the Turks as enemies of church and state; the Protestant minority meant defense 
against the Papists and the Turks as the enemies of the gospel. In the eyes of the former, Luther 
was worse than Mohammed; in the eyes of the Lutherans, the Pope was at least as bad as 
Mohammed. Their motto was, — 
 
Erhalt uns Herr bei Deinem Wort 
 
Und steur’ des Papsts und Turken Mord. 
 
The Emperor stood by the Pope and the Edict of Worms, but was more moderate than his 
fanatical surroundings, and treated the Lutherans during the Diet with courteous consideration, 
while he refused to give the Zwinglians even a hearing. The Lutherans on their part praised him 
beyond his merits, and were deceived into false hopes; while they would have nothing to do with 
the Swiss and Strassburgers, although they agreed with them in fourteen out of fifteen articles of 
faith. {956} 
 
The Saxon Elector, as soon as he received the summons to the Diet, ordered the Wittenberg 
theologians, at the advice of Chancellor Bruck, to draw up a confession of faith for possible use at 
Augsburg, and to meet him at Torgau. He started on the 3d of April with his son, several 
noblemen, Luther, Melanchthon, Jonas, Spalatin, and Agricola, stopped a few days at Coburg on 
the Saxon frontier, where Luther was left behind, and entered Augsburg on the 2d of May. 
 
The Emperor was delayed on the journey through the Tyrol, and did not arrive till the 15th of 
June. On the following day he took a devout part in the celebration of the Corpus Christi festival. 
He walked in solemn procession under the most scorching heat, with uncovered head, heavy 
purple cloak, and a burning wax-candle. The Protestant princes absented themselves from what 
they regarded an idolatrous ceremony. They also declined to obey the Emperor’s prohibition of 
evangelical preaching during the Diet. Margrave George of Brandenburg declared that he would 
rather lose his head than deny God. The Emperor replied: "Dear prince, not head off, not head 
off." {957} He imposed silence upon the preachers of both parties, except those whom he should 
select. The Protestant princes held service in private houses. 
 
The Diet was opened on Monday, June 20, with high mass by the Cardinal Archbishop of Mainz, 
and a long sermon by Archbishop Pimpinelli of Rossano, the papal nuncio at the court of 
Ferdinand. He described, in elegant Latin, the tyranny of the Turks, reproved the Germans for 
their sleepiness and divisions, and commended the heathen Romans and Mohammedans for their 
religious unity, obedience, and devotion to the past. A few days afterwards (June 24) the papal 
nuncio at the Diet, Laurentius Campegius (Campeggi) warned the Estates not to separate from the 
holy Catholic church, but to follow the example of other Christian kings and powers. 
 
The Emperor desired first to secure help against the Turks, but the Protestants insisted on the 
priority of the church question. He accordingly commanded them to have their confession ready 
within four days, and to hand it to him in writing. He did not wish it to be read before the Diet, 
but the Protestants insisted upon this. He then granted the reading in Latin, but the Elector of 



Saxony pressed the rights of the German vernacular. "We are on German soil," said he, "and 
therefore I hope your Majesty will allow the German language." The Emperor yielded this point, 
but refused the request to have the Confession read in the city hall where the Diet met. 
 
On the twenty-fifth day of June—the most memorable day in the history of Lutheranism, next to 
the 31st of October -the Augsburg Confession was read, with a loud and firm voice, by Dr. Baier, 
vice-chancellor of Electoral Saxony, in the German language, before the Diet in the private 
chapel of the episcopal palace. The reading occupied nearly two hours. The Emperor, who knew 
little German and less theology, soon fell asleep. {958} But the majority listened attentively. The 
Papists were surprised at the moderation of the Confession, and would have wished it more 
polemical and anti-catholic. The bishop of Augsburg, Christoph von Stadion, is reported to have 
remarked privately that it contained the pure truth. Duke William of Bavaria censured Eck for 
misrepresenting to him the Lutheran opinions; and when the doctor said he could refute them, not 
with the Scriptures, but with the fathers, he replied: "I am to understand, then, that the Lutherans 
are within the Scriptures, and we Catholics on the outside?" 
 
Dr. Bruck, the Saxon chancellor who composed the preface and epilogue, handed to the Emperor 
a German and a Latin copy of the Confession. The Emperor kept the former, and gave the latter to 
the Elector of Mainz for safe-keeping. The Latin copy (in Melanchthon’s own handwriting) was 
deposited in the archives of Brussels, and disappeared under the reign of Duke Alba. The German 
original, as read before the Diet, was sent, with the acts of the Diet, to the Council of Trent, and 
never returned. But unauthorized editions soon appeared in different places (six German, one 
Latin) during the Diet; and Melanchthon himself issued the Confession in both languages at 
Wittenberg, 1531. 
 
Both documents were signed by seven princes; namely, the Elector John of Saxony, Landgrave 
Philip of Hesse, Margrave George of Brandenburg, Duke Ernest of Luneburg, Duke John 
Frederick of Saxony, Duke Francis of Luneburg, Prince Wolfgang of Anhalt; and by two 
representatives of free cities, Nurnberg and Reutlingen. 
 
The signing required considerable courage, for it involved the risk of the crown. When warned by 
Melanchthon of the possible consequences, the Saxon Elector nobly replied: "I will do what is 
right, unconcerned about my Electoral dignity. I will confess my Lord, whose cross I esteem 
more highly than all the power on earth." 
 
This act and testimony gave great significance to the Diet of Augsburg, and immortal glory to the 
confessors. Luther gave eloquent expression to his joy, when he wrote to Melanchthon, Sept. 15, 
1530: {959} "You have confessed Christ, you have offered peace, you have obeyed the Emperor, 
you have endured injuries, you have been drenched in their revilings, you have not returned evil 
for evil. In brief, you have worthily done God’s holy work as becometh saints. Be glad, then, in 
the Lord, and exult, ye righteous. Long enough have ye been mourning in the world; look up, and 
lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh. I will canonize you as a faithful member of 
Christ. And what greater glory can you desire? Is it a small thing to have yielded Christ faithful 
service, and shown yourself a member worthy of Him?" 
 
The only blot on the fame of the Lutheran confessors of Augsburg is their intolerant conduct 
towards the Reformed, which weakened their own cause. The four German cities which 
sympathized with the Zwinglian view on the Lord’s Supper wished to sign the Confession, with 
the exception of the tenth article, which rejects their view; but they were excluded, and forced to 
hand in a separate confession of faith. 
 



{956} Luther wrote to Hausmann, July 6, 1530: "Mirum est quam omnes ardeant amore et favore 
Caesaris." In Deuteronomy Wette-Seidemann, VI. 116. Melanchthon praised the virtues of the 
Emperor extravagantly, even after the Diet. "Corp. Ref." II. 430 sq., 361; Virck, l. c.., 338sq. 
 
{957} "Lieber Furst, nicht Kopf abhauen, nicht Kopf ab." Andreas Osiander understood him to 
say, "mehr Kopf abhauen," and so reported to Luther, June 21, 1530; adding, "neque enim recte 
Germanice autLatine novit." Krafft, Briefe und Documente, 67; Janssen, III. 166. Charles usually 
spoke in French; but he declared that he would sacrifice any other language, even Spanish or 
French, yea, one of his states, for a better knowledge of German. 
 
{958} Brentius: "cum confessio legeretur, obdormivit." The Emperor was equally sleepy on the 
3d of August during the reading of the papal confutation. 
 
{959} In Deuteronomy Wette, IV. 165.  



118. The Negotiations, the Recess, the Peace of Nurnberg. 
 
The remaining transactions during this Diet were discouraging and unfruitful, and the result was a 
complete, but short-lived, victory of the Roman Catholic party. 
 
Melanchthon during all this time was in a state of nervous trepidation and despondency. {960} 
Before the delivery of the Confession he thought it too mild and pacific; after the delivery, he 
thought it too severe and polemic. So far was he carried away by his desire for reunion, and fears 
of the disastrous results of a split, that he made a most humiliating approach to the papal legate, 
Campeggi, who had advised the Emperor to crush the Protestant heresy by fire and sword, to put 
Wittenberg under the ban, and to introduce the Spanish Inquisition into Germany. Two weeks 
after the delivery of the Confession, he assured him that the Lutherans did not differ in any 
doctrine from the Roman Church, and were willing to obey her if she only would charitably 
overlook a few minor changes of discipline and ceremonies, which they could not undo. {961} 
And, to conciliate such a power, Melanchthon kept aloof as far as possible from the Zwinglians 
and Strassburgers. On the 8th of July he had a personal interview with Campeggi, and Aug. 4 he 
submitted to him a few mild conditions of peace. The cardinal expressed his great satisfaction at 
these concessions, but prudently reserved his answer till he should hear from Rome. 
 
All these approaches failed. Rome would listen to nothing but absolute submission. 
 
Melanchthon soon found out that the papal divines, especially Eck, were full of pharisaical pride 
and malice. He was severely censured by the Nurnbergers and by Philip of Hesse for his 
weakness, and even charged by some with treason to the evangelical cause. His conduct must be 
judged in the light of the fact that the Roman Church allowed a certain freedom on the 
controverted points of anthropology and soteriology, and did not formally condemn the 
evangelical doctrines till several years afterwards, in the Council of Trent. The Augsburg 
Confession itself takes this view of the matter, by declaring at the close of the doctrinal articles: 
"This is the sum of doctrine among us, in which can be seen nothing which is discrepant with 
Scripture, nor with the Catholic or even with the Roman Church, so far as that Church is known 
from the writings of the Fathers." Melanchthon may be charged with moral weakness and mistake 
of judgment, but not with unfaithfulness. Luther remained true to his invaluable friend, who was 
indispensable to the evangelical cause, and did it the greatest service at Augsburg. He comforted 
him in his letters from Coburg. {962} 
 
The Lutheran Confession was referred for answer, i.e., for refutation, to a commission of twenty 
Roman theologians, who were present at the Diet, including Eck, Faber, Cochlaeus, Wimpina, 
and Dittenberger. Their answer was ready July 13, but declined by the Emperor on account of its 
length and bitter tone. After undergoing five revisions, it was approved and publicly read on the 
3d of August before the Diet, in the same chapel in which the Protestant Confession had been 
read. The Emperor pronounced the answer "Christian and well-considered." He was willing to 
hand a copy to the Protestants, on condition to keep it private; but Melanchthon prepared a 
refutation, at the request of the Lutheran princes. 
 
The Emperor, in his desire for a peaceful result, arranged a conference between the theological 
leaders of the two parties. Eck, Wimpina, and Cochlaeus represented the Roman Catholics; 
Melanchthon, Brenz, and Schnepf, the Lutherans. The discussion began Aug. 16, but proved a 
failure. A smaller committee conferred from the 24th to the 29th of August, but with no better 
result. Melanchthon hoped against hope, and made concession after concession, to conciliate the 



bishops and the Emperor. But the Roman divines insisted on a recognition of an infallible church, 
a perpetual sacrifice, and a true priesthood. They would not even give up clerical celibacy, and 
the withdrawal of the cup from the laity; and demanded a restoration of the episcopal jurisdiction, 
of church property, and of the convents. 
 
Luther, writing from Coburg, urged the hesitating theologians and princes to stand by their colors. 
He, too, was willing to restore innocent ceremonies, and even to consent to the restoration of 
episcopacy, but only on condition of the free preaching of the gospel. He deemed a reconciliation 
in doctrine impossible, unless the Pope gave up popery. {963} 
 
On the 22d of September the Emperor announced the Recess of the Diet; that, after having heard 
and refuted the Confession of the Protestants, and vainly conferred with them, another term for 
consideration till April 15, 1531, be granted to them, as a special favor, and that in the mean time 
they should make no new innovations, nor disturb the 
 
Catholics in their faith and worship, and assist the Emperor in the suppression of the Anabaptists 
and those who despised the holy sacrament. The Emperor promised to bring about a general 
council within a year for the removal of ecclesiastical grievances. 
 
The signers of the Augsburg Confession, the cities of Frankfurt, Ulm, Schwabisch Hall, 
Strassburg, Memmingen, Constance, Lindau, refused the recess. The Lutherans protested that 
their Confession had never been refuted, and offered Melanchthon’s Apology of the same, which 
was rejected. They accepted the proposed term for consideration. 
 
The day after the announcement of the Recess, the Elector of Saxony returned home with his 
theologians. The Emperor took leave of him with these words: "Uncle, uncle, I did not look for 
this from you." The Elector with tears in his eyes went away in silence. He stopped on the 
journey at Nurnberg and Coburg, and reached Torgau the 9th of October. The Landgrave of 
Hesse had left Augsburg in disgust several weeks earlier (Aug. 6), without permission, and 
created fears of an open revolt. 
 
Luther was very indignant at the Recess, which was in fact a re-affirmation of the Edict of 
Worms. To stop the progress of the gospel, he declared, is to crucify the Lord afresh; the 
Augsburg Confession must remain as the pure word of God to the judgment day; the mass cannot 
be tolerated, as it is the greatest abomination; nor can it be left optional to commune in one or 
both kinds. Let peace be condemned to the lowest hell, if it hinder and injure the gospel and faith. 
They say, if popery falls, Germany will go to ruin. It is terrible, but I cannot help it. It is the fault 
of the papists. {964} He published early in 1531 a book against the Edict of Augsburg, which he 
ascribes to Pope Clement "the arch-villain," and Campeggi, rather than to the Emperor, and 
closes with the wish that "blasphemous popery may perish in hell as John prophesies in 
Revelation (14:8; 18:2; 22:20); let every Christian say, Amen." {965} In the same year he warned 
the Germans to be ready for defense, although it did not become him as a minister to stir up war. 
{966} 
 
The Recess of the Diet was finally published Nov. 19; but its execution threatened to bring on 
civil war, and to give victory to the Turks. The Emperor shrank from such consequences and was 
seriously embarrassed. Only two of the secular princes, Elector Joachim of Brandenburg and 
Duke George of Saxony, were ready to assist him in severe measures. The Duke of Bavaria was 
dissatisfied with the Emperor’s efforts to have, his brother Ferdinand elected Roman king. The 
archbishops of Mayence and Cologne, and the bishop of Augsburg, half sympathized with the 
Protestants. {967} But the Emperor had promised the Pope to use all his power for the 



suppression of heresy, and was bound to execute as best he could the edict of the Diet after the 
expiration of the term of grace, April 15, 1531. 
 
The Lutheran princes therefore formed in December, 1530, at Smalcald, a defensive alliance 
under the name of the Smalcaldian League. The immediate object was to protect themselves 
against the lawsuits of the imperial chamber of justice for the recovery of church property and the 
restoration of the episcopal jurisdiction. Opinions were divided on the question whether the allies 
in case of necessity should take up arms against the Emperor; the theologians were opposed to it, 
but the lawyers triumphed over the theological scruples, and the Elector of Saxony pledged the 
members for defensive measures against any and every aggressor, even the Emperor. At a new 
convent at Smalcald in March, 1531, the League was concluded in due form for six years. It 
embraced Electoral Saxony, Hesse, Luneburg, Anhalt, Mansfeld, and eleven cities. Out of this 
League ultimately arose the Smalcaldian war, which ended so disastrously for the Protestant 
princes, especially the Elector of Saxony and the Landgrave of Hesse (1547). 
 
But for the present, war was prevented by the peace at Nurnberg, 1532. A renewed invasion of 
Sultan Suleiman with an army of three hundred thousand, in April, 1532, made conciliation a 
political and patriotic duty. The Emperor convened a Diet at Regensburg, April 17, which was 
transferred to Nurnberg; and there, on July 23, 1532, a temporary truce was concluded, and 
vigorous measures taken against the Turks, who were defeated by land and sea, and forced to 
retreat. The victorious Emperor went to Italy, and urged the Pope to convene the council; but the 
Pope was not yet ready, and found excuses for indefinite postponement. {968} 
 
John the Constant died in the same year, of a stroke of apoplexy (Aug. 16, 1532), and was 
followed by his son John Frederick the Magnanimous, who in the Smalcaldian war lost his 
electoral dignity, but saved his evangelical faith. 
 
{960} He spent his time "in lacrymis ac luctu," was exhausted and emaciated. See his letters, and 
those of Jonas and Osiander, in "Corp. Ref.," II. 125 sq., 157, l63. 
 
{961} He wrote two letters to Campeggi, July 6, and two to his secretary, July 7 and Aug. 5. See 
"Corp. Reform.," II. 168-174, and 240. In the first letter, after a quotation from Plato and some 
words of flattery, he makes this astounding concession (fol. 170): "Dogma nullum habemus 
diversum ab ecclesia Romana.... Parati sumus obedire ecclesiae Romana, modo ut illa pro sua 
clementia, qua semper erga omnes gentes usa est, pauca quaedamvel dissimulet, vel relaxet quae 
jam mutare nequidem si velimus queamus.... Ad haec Romani pontificis auctoritatem et 
universam politiam ecclesiasticam reverenter colimus, modo nos non abjiciat Rom. pontifex.... 
Nullam ob rem aliam plus odii sustinemus in Germania, quam quia ecclesiae Romanae dogmata 
summa constantia defendimus. Hanc fidem Christo et Romanae ecclesiae ad extremum spiritum, 
Deo volente, praestabimus. Levis quaedam dissimilitudo rituum est quae videtur obstare 
concordiae." Of similar import are the propositions he sent to Campeggi, Aug. 4 (fol. 246). 
 
{962} See letter of Sept. 11, 1530, in Deuteronomy Wette, IV. 163. 
 
{963} "Summa, mihi in totum displicet tractatus de doctrinae concordia, ut quae plane sit 
impossibilis, nisi papa velit papatum suum aboleri." Letter to Melanchthon, Aug. 26, in 
Deuteronomy Wette, IV. 147. 
 
{964} See his Exposition of John 6-8 (1530-32), Erl. ed. XLVIII. 342 sq. 
 



{965} "Glossen auf das vermeintliche kaiserliche Edict," in Walch, XVI. 2017 sqq.; Erl. ed. 
XXV. 51-88. 
 
{966} Warnung an-seine lieben Deutschen, Erl. ed. XXV. 1-51. The Romanists regarded this as 
an incendiary call to open rebellion. He defended himself against this charge, in Wider den 
Meuchler in Dresden, 1531 (Erl. ed. 89-109). 
 
{967} Albrecht accepted from Melanchthon the dedication of his commentary on the Romans and 
sent him a cup with thirty gold guilders (1532). He also sent to Luther’s wife a present of twenty 
guilders, which Luther declined. Kostlin, II. 427; Janssen, III. 203. Hermann of Cologne 
afterwards professed Protestantism, and made an abortive attempt to reform his diocese with the 
aid of Bucer and Melanchthon. 
 
{968} Luther chastised the Pope with all his power of irony and sarcasm for his conduct in regard 
to a council, in his book Von den Conciliis und Kirchen, 1539 (Erl. ed. XXV. 219-388).  



119. The Augsburg Confession. 
 
I. Editions of the Augsb. Conf.: The best critical edition in the 26th vol. of the "Corpus 
Reformatorum," ed. Bretschneider und Bindseil (1858), 776 pages. It gives the Invariata and the 
Variata, in Latin and German, with critical apparatus, list of MSS. and early editions, and the 
preceding documents: viz., the Articles of Visitation, the Marburg, the Schwabach, and the 
Torgau Articles. 
 
The Confession in Latin or German, or both, Is embodied in all the collections of Lutheran 
symbols by Rechenberg, Walch, Weber, Hase, Meyer, Francke, Muller. 
 
Separate modem editions by Twesten, Tittmann, Weber, Wiggers, Forstemann, Harter, etc. 
 
English translation, with Latin text, in Schaff, Creeds, III. 3-73; in English alone, in Henkel, Book 
of Concord, 1854, and Jacobs, Book of Concord, Philad., 1882. The first English translation was 
made by Richard Taverner, London, 1536, the last, on the basis of this, by Charles P. Krauth. 
(See B. M. Schmucker: English Translations of the Augsb. Conf., Philad., 1887, 34 pp.) 
 
On the literature compare Kollner: Symbolik der Lutherischen Kirche, Hamburg, 1837, pp. 150-
152, with a full history of the Conf., pp. 153-396. 
 
II. Histories and monographs: the works of Chytraeus, Coelestin, Cyprian, Salig, Pfaff, 
Fickenscher, Forstemann, etc., quoted in 117. Recent works: Kollner, 1837 (see above). 
Rudelbach: Die Augsb. Conf. nach den Quellen, Dresden, 1841. G. Plitt: Einleitung in die 
Augustana, Erlangen, 1867-68 2 Parts; Die Apologie der Augustana, Erl., 1873. W. J. Mann: A 
Plea for the Augsburg Confession, Philadelphia, 1856. Stuckenberg: The History of the Augsb. 
Confession, Philad., 1869. Zockler: Die Augsb. Conf., Frkf. -a.-M., 1870. Vilmar: Die Augsb. 
Confession erklart, Gutersloh, 1870. A brief account in Schaff: Creeds (4th ed. 1884), I. 225-242. 
On the Roman Catholic side see Janssen, III. 165-211, and L. Pastor: Die kirchlichen 
Reunionsbest-rebungen wahrend der Regierung Karls V., Freiburg, 1879, 22 sqq. 
 
III. On special points: Luther’s relation to the Augsb. Conf. is discussed by Ruckert, Jena, 1854; 
Calinich, Leipz., 1861; Knaake, Berlin, 1863. The relation of the A. C. to the Marburg, 
Schwabach, and Torgau Articles is treated by Ed. Engelhardt in the "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol.," 
1865, pp. 515-529; and by Th. Brieger in "Kirchengesch. Studien," Leipzig, 1888, pp. 265-320. 
 
The Augsburg Confession is the first and the most famous of evangelical confessions. It gave 
clear, full, systematic expression to the chief articles of faith for which Luther and his friends had 
been contending for thirteen years, since he raised his protest against the traffic in indulgences. 
By its intrinsic merits and historic connections, it has become the chief doctrinal standard of the 
Lutheran Church, which also bears the name of the "Church of the Augsburg Confession." It 
retains this position to this day, notwithstanding the theological and ecclesiastical dissensions in 
that communion. It furnished the keynote to similar public testimonies of faith, and strengthened 
the cause of the Reformation everywhere. It had a marked influence upon the Thirty-nine Articles 
of the Church of England. {969} In the final revision by the author, and with the necessary change 
in the tenth article, it has also been frequently adopted by Reformed divines and congregations. 
But it was never intended, least of all by Melanchthon, who mended it to the last moment and 
even after its adoption, as an infallible and ultimate standard, even of the Lutheran Church. It was 
at first modestly called an, "Apology," after the manner of the Christian Apologies in the ante-



Nicene age, and meant to be simply a dispassionate statement in vindication of the Lutheran faith 
before the Roman Catholic world. 
 
It is purely apologetic, and much more irenic than polemic. It aims to be, if possible, a Formula of 
Concord, instead of Discord. It is animated by a desire for reconciliation with Rome. Hence it is 
remarkably mild in tone, adheres closely to the historic faith, and avoids all that could justly 
offend the Catholics. It passes by, in silence, the supremacy of the Scriptures as the only rule of 
faith and practice, and some of the most objectionable features in the Roman system,—as 
indulgences, purgatory, and the papal primacy (which Melanchthon was willing to tolerate on an 
impossible condition). In short, it is the most churchly, the most catholic, the most conservative 
creed of Protestantism. It failed to conciliate Rome, but became the strongest bond of union 
among Lutherans. 
 
The Confession is the ripe fruit of a gradual growth. It is based chiefly upon three previous 
confessional documents—the fifteen Articles of Marburg, Oct. 4, 1529, the seventeen Articles of 
Schwabach (a modification and expansion of the former by Luther, with the insertion of his view 
of the real presence), adopted by the Lutheran princes in a convent at Schwabach, near Nurnberg, 
Oct. 16, 1529, and several Articles of Torgau against certain abuses of the Roman Church, drawn 
up by Luther, Melanchthon, Jonas, and Bugenhagen, by order of the Elector, at his residence in 
Torgau, March 20, 1530. {970} The first two documents furnished the material for the first or 
positive part of the Augsburg Confession; the last, for its second or polemical part. 
 
Melanchthon used this material in a free way, and made a new and far better work, which bears 
the stamp of his scholarship and moderation, his power of condensation, and felicity of 
expression. He began the preparation at Coburg, with the aid of Luther, in April, and finished it at 
Augsburg, June 24. He labored on it day and night, so that Luther had to warn him against over-
exertion. "I command you," he wrote to him May 12, "and all your company that they compel 
you, under pain of excommunication, to take care of your poor body, and not to kill yourself from 
imaginary obedience to God. We serve God also by taking holiday and rest." 
 
If we look at the contents, Luther is the primary, Melanchthon the secondary, author; but the 
form, the method, style, and temper are altogether Melanchthon’s. Nobody else could produce 
such a work. Luther would have made it more aggressive and polemic, but less effective for the 
occasion. He himself was conscious of the superior qualification of his friend for the task, and 
expressed his entire satisfaction with the execution. "It pleases me very well," he wrote of the 
Confession, "and I could not change or improve it; nor would it be becoming to do so, since I 
cannot tread so softly and gently." {971} He would have made the tenth article on the real 
presence still stronger than it is; would have inserted his sola in the doctrine of justification by 
faith, as he did in his German Bible; and rejected purgatory, and the tyranny of popery, among the 
abuses in the second part. He would have changed the whole tone, and made the document a 
trumpet of war. 
 
The Augsburg Confession proper (exclusive of preface and epilogue) consists of two parts,—one 
positive and dogmatic, the other negative and mildly polemic or rather apologetic. The first refers 
chiefly to doctrines, the second to ceremonies and institutions. The order of subjects is not strictly 
systematic, though considerably improved upon the arrangement of the Schwabach and Torgau 
Articles. In the manuscript copies and oldest editions, the articles are only numbered; the titles 
were subsequently added. 
 
I. The first part presents in twenty-one articles—beginning with the Triune God, and ending with 
the worship of saints—a clear, calm, and condensed statement of the doctrines held by the 



evangelical Lutherans: (1) in common with the Roman Church; (2) in common with the 
Augustinian school in that church; (3) in opposition to Rome; and (4) in distinction from 
Zwinglians and Anabaptists. 
 
(1) In theology and Christology, i.e., the doctrines of God’s unity and trinity (Art. I.), and of 
Christ’s divine-human personality (III.), the Confession strongly re-affirms the ancient catholic 
faith as laid down in the oecumenical creeds, and condemns (damnamus) the old and new forms 
of Unitarianism and Arianism as heresies. 
 
(2) In anthropology, i.e., in the articles on the fall and original sin (II.), the slavery of the natural 
will and necessity of divine grace (XVIII.), the cause and nature of sin (XIX.), the Confession is 
substantially Augustinian, in opposition to the Pelagian and semi-Pelagian heresies. The 
Donatists are also condemned (damnant, VIII.) for denying the objective virtue of the ministry 
and the sacraments, which Augustin defended against them. 
 
(3) The general evangelical views more or less distinct from those of Rome appear in the articles 
on justification by faith (IV.), the Gospel ministry (V.), new obedience (VI.), the Church (VII., 
VIII.), repentance (XII.), ordination (XIV.), ecclesiastical rites (XV.), civil government (XVI.), 
good works (XIX.), the worship of saints, and the exclusive mediatorship of Christ (XX.). 
 
These articles are so guardedly and skillfully worded as to disarm the papal opponents. Even the 
doctrine of justification by faith (Art. IV.), which Luther declared to be the article of the standing 
or falling church, is briefly and mildly stated, without the sola so strongly insisted on by Luther, 
and so objectionable to the Catholics, who charged him with willful perversion of the Scriptures, 
for inserting it in the Epistle to the Romans (3:28). {972} 
 
(4) The distinctively Lutheran views—mostly retained from prevailing catholic tradition, and 
differing in part from those of other Protestant churches—are contained in the articles on the 
sacraments (IX., X., XIII.), on confession and absolution (XI.), and the millennium (XVII.). The 
tenth article plainly asserts the doctrine of a real bodily presence and distribution of Christ in the 
eucharist to all communicants, and disapproves (improbant) of those who teach differently (the 
Zwinglians). {973} The Anabaptists are not only disapproved, but condemned (damnamus) as 
heretics three times: for their views on infant baptism and infant salvation (IX.), {974} Civil 
offices (XVI.), the millennium and final restoration (XVII.). 
 
These anti-Zwinglian and anti-Baptist articles, however, have long since lost their force in the 
Lutheran Church. Melanchthon himself changed the wording of the tenth Article in the edition of 
1540, and omitted the clause of disapproval. The damnation of unbaptized infants dying in 
infancy, which is indirectly indorsed by condemning the opposite, is a fossil relic of a barbarous 
orthodoxy, and was justly denied by the Baptists, as also by Zwingli and Bullinger, who on this 
point were ahead of their age. The first official deliverance against this dogma was raised by the 
Reformed Church of Scotland, in the Second Scotch Confession (1581), which condemns among 
the errors of "the Roman Antichrist" "his Cruel judgment against infants departing without the 
sacrament, and his absolute necessity of baptism." {975} 
 
The doctrine of the second advent and millennium (rejected in Art. XVII.), if we except the 
dreams of the radical wing of the Anabaptists, has found advocates among sound and orthodox 
Lutherans, especially of the school of Bengel, and must be regarded as an open question. 
 
The last Article of the doctrinal part expresses the assurance that the Lutherans hold no doctrine 
which is contrary to the Scriptures, or to the Catholic or even the Roman Church, as far as known 



from the fathers, and differ from her only on certain traditions and ceremonies. Luther knew 
better, and so did the Romanists. Only Melanchthon, in his desire for union and peace, could have 
thus deceived himself; but he was undeceived before he left Augsburg, and in the Apology of the 
Confession be assumed a very different tone. 
 
II. The second part of the Confession rejects, in seven articles, those abuses of Rome which were 
deemed most objectionable, and had been actually corrected in the Lutheran churches; namely, 
the withdrawal of the communion cup from the laity (I.), the celibacy of the clergy (II.), the 
sacrifice of the mass (III.), obligatory auricular confession (IV.), ceremonial feasts and fasts (V.), 
monastic vows (VI.), and the secular power of the bishops as far as it interferes with the purity 
and spirituality of the church (VII.). This last Article is virtually a protest against the principle of 
Erastianism or Caesaro-papacy, and would favor in its legitimate consequences a separation of 
church and state. "The ecclesiastical and civil powers," says the Confession, "are not to be 
confounded. The ecclesiastical power has its own commandment to preach the gospel and 
administer the sacraments. Let it not by force enter into the office of another, let it not transfer 
worldly kingdoms," etc. And as to the civil power, it is occupied only with worldly matters, not 
with the gospel, and "defends not the minds, but the bodies and bodily things, against manifest 
injuries." This protest has been utterly disregarded by the Protestant rulers in Germany. The same 
Article favors the restoration of the episcopal jurisdiction with purely spiritual and ecclesiastical 
authority. This also was wholly disregarded by the signers, who were unwilling to give up their 
summepiscopate which they had claimed and exercised since 1526 with the consent of the 
Reformers. 
 
The Confession concludes with these words: "Peter forbids bishops to be lords, and to be 
imperious over the churches. {1 Peter 5:3} Now, our meaning is not to take the rule from the 
bishops, but this one thing only is requested at their hands, that they would suffer the gospel to be 
purely taught, and that they would relax a few observances which cannot be held without sin. But 
if they will remit none, let them look how they will give account to God for this, that by their 
obstinacy they afford cause of division and schism." {976} Thus the responsibility of schism in 
the Latin Church was thrown upon Rome. But even if Rome and the Diet had accepted the 
Augsburg Confession, the schism would still have occurred by the further progress of the 
Protestant spirit, which no power on earth, not even Luther and Melanchthon, could arrest. 
 
The style of the Latin edition is such as may be expected from the rare classic culture and good 
taste of Melanchthon; while the order and arrangement might be considerably improved. 
 
The diplomatic preface to the Emperor, from the pen of a lawyer, Chancellor Bruck, is clumsy, 
tortuous, dragging, extremely obsequious, and has no other merit than to introduce the reader into 
the historical situation. The brief conclusion (Epilogus) is from the same source, and is followed 
by the signatures of seven princes and two magistrates. Several manuscript copies omit both 
preface and epilogue, as not properly belonging to the Confession. 
 
Space forbids us to discuss the questions of the text, and the important variations of the Unaltered 
Confession of 1530, and the Altered Confession of 1540, which embodies the last improvements 
of its author, but has only a semi-official character and weight within the Lutheran Church. {977} 
 
{969} See the proof in Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 624 sqq. 
 
{970} The Articuli Torgavienses were formerly confounded with the Articuli Suobacences till 
Forstemann discovered the former in the archives at Weimar (1833). 
 



{971} "Denn ich so sanft und leise nicht treten kann." Letter to Elector John, May 15, 1530. In 
Deuteronomy Wette, IV. 17. He calls the Augustana die Leisetreterin, the softly stepping 
Confession. Letter to Jonas, July 2l, 1530. 
 
{972} In a letter to Brenz, May, 1531 (Corp. Ref., II. 502), Melanchthon remarks that he did not 
speak more plainly on this point, "propter adversariorum calumnias." In the Apology of the 
Confession (Art. IV.), he is more explicit, and declares this doctrine incidentally to be "the chief 
point of Christian doctrine (praecipuus locus doctrinae Christianae) in this controversy." Muller, 
Symb. Bucher, p. 87. Dollinger charges Melanchthon, in his varying statements of this doctrine, 
with sophistry, Die Reformation, III. 279 sqq. The revisers of the Luther Bible retained the 
insertion allein in Romans 3:28. 
 
{973} That the Zwinglians are meant by the secus docentes (in the German ed., Gegenlehr), must 
be inferred from the preceding Conference at Marburg, and the whole conduct of the Lutherans 
during the Diet. The omission of Zwingli’s name was due, probably, to respect for his friend the 
Landgrave of Hesse, one of the signers of the Confession. 
 
{974} "They condemn the Anabaptists, who disallow the baptism of children, and affirm that 
children are saved without baptism." The edition of 1540 adds after "sine baptismo" the words "et 
extra ecclesiam Christi." The Romish Confutation fully approves of the condemnation of the 
Anabaptists, and calls them "hominum genus seditiosissimum, procul a finibus Romani imperii 
eliminandum." Corp. Reform., XXVII. 105. 
 
{975} Schaff, Creeds, i. 687, iii. 482. 
 
{976} It was Melanchthon’s wish (which Kollner chose as motto for his Symb. d. luth. Kirche): 
"Utinam utinam possim non quidem dominationem confirmare, sed administrationem restituere 
episcoporum. Video enim, qualem habituri simus ecclesiam, dissoluta politeiva ecclesiastica." 
Occasionally lonely voices are heard for the restoration of episcopacy in the Lutheran Church, but 
without effect. See F. Haupt, Der Episcopat der deutschen Reformation, oder Artikel 28 der 
Augsburg Conf., Frankf., 1866; Luther und der Episcopat, 1866. 
 
{977} See on these questions Schaff, Creeds, I. 237 sqq., and especially Kollner, Symbolik der 
luth. Kirche, p. 236 sqq. and 267 sqq.  



120. The Roman Confutation and the Protestant Apology. 
 
I. Corpus Reformatorum (Melanchthonis Opera), ed. by Bretschneider and Bindseil, vol. XXVII. 
(1859), 646 columns, and vol. XXVIII. 1-326. These volumes contain the Confutatio 
Confessionis Augustanae, and the two editions of Melanchthon’s Apologia Conf. Aug., in Latin 
and German, with Prolegomena and critical apparatus. The best and most complete edition. There 
are few separate editions of the Apology, but it Is incorporated in all editions of the Lutheran 
Symbols; see Lit. in 119. The Latin text of the Confutatio was first published by A. Fabricius 
Leodius in Harmonia Confess. Augustanae, 1573; the German, by C. G. Muller, 1808, from a 
copy of the original in the archives of Mainz, which Weber had previously inspected (Krit. gesch. 
der Augsb. Conf., II. 439 sqq.). 
 
II. K. Kieser (R. Cath.). Die Augsburger Confession und ihre Widerlegung, Regensburg, 1845. 
Hugo Lammer: Die vor-tridentinisch-katholische Theologie des Reformations-Zeitalters, Berlin, 
1858, pp. 33-46. By the same: Deuteronomy Confessonis Augustanae Confutatione Pontificia, in 
Neidner’s "Zeitschrift fur Hist. Theol.," 1858. (Lammer, a Lutheran, soon afterwards joined the 
Roman Church, and was ordained a priest, 1859, and appointed missionarius apostolicus, 1861.) 
G. Plitt (Luth.): Die Apologie der Augustana geschichtlich erklart, Erlangen, 1873. Schaff: 
Creeds, etc., I. 243. The history and literature of the Apology are usually combined with that of 
the Confession, as in J. G. Walch, Feuerlin-Riederer, and Kollner. 
 
The Roman "Catholic Confutation," so called, of the Augsburg Confession, was prepared in 
Augsburg by order of the Emperor Charles, by the most eminent Roman divines of Germany, and 
bitterest opponents of Luther, especially Drs. Eck, Faber, Cochlaeus, in Latin and German. {978} 
The final revision, as translated into German, was publicly read before the Emperor and the Diet, 
in the chapel of the episcopal palace, Aug. 3, and adopted as the expression of the views of the 
majority. 
 
The document follows the order of the Augsburg Confession. It approves eighteen doctrinal 
articles of the first part, either in full or with some restrictions and qualifications. Even the fourth 
article, on justification, escapes censure, and Pelagianism is strongly condemned. {979} The tenth 
article, on the Lord’s Supper, is likewise approved as far as it goes, provided only that the 
presence of the whole Christ in either of the substances be admitted. {980} But Article VII., on 
the Church, is rejected; {981} also Art. XX., on faith and good works, and Art. XXI., on the 
worship of saints. {982} 
 
The second part of the Confession, on abuses, is wholly rejected; but at the close, the existence of 
various abuses, especially among the clergy, is acknowledged, and a reformation of discipline is 
promised and expected from a general council. {983} 
 
The tone of the Confutation is moderate, owing to the express direction of the Emperor; but it 
makes no concession on the points under dispute. It abounds in biblical and patristic quotations 
crudely selected. As to talent and style, it is far inferior to the work of Melanchthon. The Roman 
Church was not yet prepared to cope with the Protestant divines. 
 
The publication of the Confutation as well as the Confession was prohibited, and it did not appear 
in print till many years afterwards; but its chief contents became known from notes taken by 
hearers and from manuscript copies. 
 



The Lutheran members of the Diet urged Melanchthon to prepare at once a Protestant refutation 
of the Roman refutation, and offered the first draught of it to the Diet, Sept. 22, through 
Chancellor Bruck; but it was refused. 
 
On the following day Melanchthon left Augsburg in company with the Elector of Saxony, re-
wrote the Apology on the journey, {984} and completed it leisurely at Wittenberg, with the help 
of a manuscript copy of the Confutation, in April, 1531. 
 
The Apology of the Augsburg Confession is a scholarly vindication of the Confession. It far 
excels the Confutation in theological and literary merit. It differs from the apologetic Confession 
by its polemic and protestant tone. It is written with equal learning and ability, but with less 
moderation and more boldness. It even uses some harsh terms against the papal opponents, and 
calls them liars and hypocrites (especially in the German edition). It is the most learned of the 
Lutheran symbols, and seven times larger than the Confession, but for this very reason not 
adapted to be a symbolical book. It contains many antiquated arguments, and errors in exegesis 
and patristic quotations. But in its day it greatly strengthened the confidence of scholars in the 
cause of Protestantism. Its chief and permanent value is historical, and consists in its being the 
oldest and most authentic interpretation of the Augsburg Confession, by the author himself. 
 
The Apology, though not signed by the Lutheran princes at Augsburg, was recognized first in 
1532, at a convent in Schweinfurt, as a public confession; it was signed by Lutheran divines at 
Smalcald, 1537; it was used at the religious conference at Worms, 1540, and embodied in the 
various editions of the Confession, and at last in the Book of Concord, 1580. 
 
The text of the Apology has, like that of the Confession, gone through various transformations, 
which are used by Bossuet and other Romanists as proofs of the changeableness of Protestantism. 
The original draught made at Augsburg has no authority, as it was based on fragmentary notes of 
Camerarius and others who heard the Confutation read on the 3d of August. {985} The first Latin 
edition was much enlarged and improved; the German translation was prepared by Justus Jonas, 
assisted by Melanchthon, but differs widely from the Latin. {986} Both were published together 
with the Augsburg Confession in October, 1531. Changes were made in subsequent editions, both 
of the Latin original and the German translation, especially in the edition of 1540. Hence there is 
an Apologia invariata and an Apologia variata, as well as a Confessio invariata and a Confessio 
variata. The Book of Concord took both texts from the first edition. {987} 
 
{978} The full title is Catholica et quasi-extemporanea Responsio Pontificia seu Confutatio 
Augustanae Confessionis. The first draught was verbose and bitter ("verbosior et acrior"); the 
second, third, fourth, and fifth were briefer and milder. 
 
{979} The first draught, however, had a lengthy attack upon Luther’s sola fide. 
 
{980} "Decimus articulus in verbis nihil offendit si modo credant [principes, the Lutheran 
signers] sub qualibet specie integrum Christum adesse." 
 
{981} Because it is defined as a congregatio sanctorum, without including mali et peccatores. 
 
{982} Because it rejects the invocation of saints. "Hic articulus confessionis toties damnatus 
penitus rejiciendus est et cum tota universali ecclesia reprobandus." 
 
{983} "Quod autem de abusibus adstruxerunt, haud dubie norunt Principes omnes et status 
imperii, neque a Caes. Maiestate, neque ullis a Principibus et christiano aliquo homine vel 



minimum abusum probari, sed optare tum Principes, tum status imperii, ut communi consilio ac 
consensu adnitantur, ut, sublatis abusibus et emendatis, utriusque status excessus aut penitus 
aboleantur, aut in melius reformentur, ac tandem ecclesiasticus status multis modis labefactatus, 
ac christiana religio, quae in nonnullis refriguit et remissa est, ad pristinum decus et 
ornamentumrestituatur et redintegretur. Qua in re Caes. Maiestas, ut omnibus constat, hactenus 
plurimum et laboris et curae insumsit, et in reliquum ad hoc negotii omnem suam operam ac 
studium serio collocaturam benigne pollicetur." Corp. Ref., XXVII. 182 sq. 
 
{984} He worked so hard at it at Altenburg, even on Sunday, that Luther reminded him to observe 
the Fourth Commandment. 
 
{985} Corp. Ref., XXVII. 267 sqq. Melanchthon himself did not hear it. 
 
{986} Ibid., 379 sqq.; XXVIII. 1 sqq. 
 
{987} See on the different editions the "Corp. Ref.," XXVI. 697 sqq. and XXVII. 379 sqq.; the 
Latin text of 1531, p. 419 sqq.; the German translation with the variations of ed. II. (1533), ed. III. 
and IV. (1540), ed. V. (1550), ed. VI. (1556), in vol. XXVIII. 37-326.  



121. The Tetrapolitan Confession. 
 
I. Editions. The Latin text was first printed at Strassburg (Argentoratum), A. D. 1531, Sept. (21 
leaves); then in the Corpus et Syntagma Confess. (1612 and 1654); in Augusti’s Corpus libr. 
symb. (1827), p. 327 sqq.; and in Niemeyer’s Collect. Confess. (1840), p. 740-770; Comp. 
Proleg., p. LXXXIII. 
 
The German text appeared first at Strassburg, Aug. 1531 (together with the Apology, 72 leaves); 
then again, 1579, ed. by John Sturm, but was suppressed by the magistrate, 1580; at 
Zweibrucken, 1604; in Beck’s Symbol. Bucher, vol. I., p. 401 sq.; in Bockel’s Bekenntniss-
Schriften der evang. reform. Kirche (1847), p. 363 sq. 
 
II. Gottl. Wernsdorff: Historia Confessionis Tetrapolitanae, Wittenb. 1694, ed. IV. 1721. 
Schelhorn: Amaenitates Litter., Tom. VI., Francf. 1727. J. H. FELS: Dissert. de varia Confess. 
Tetrapolitanae fortuna praesertim in civitate Lindaviensi, Gotting. 1755. Planck: Geschichte des 
protest. Lehrbegriffs, vol. III., Part I. (second ed. 1796), pp. 68-94. J. W. Rohrich: Geschichte der 
evangel. Kirche des Elsasses. Strassburg, 1855, 3 vols. J. W. Baum: Capito und Butzer (Elberf. 
1860), p. 466 sqq. and 595. Schaff: Creeds, I. 524-529. 
 
The Tetrapolitan Confession, also called the Strassburg and the Swabian Confession, is the oldest 
confession of the Reformed Church in Germany, and represented the faith of four imperial cities, 
Strassburg, Constance, Memmingen, and Lindau, which at that time sympathized with Zwingli 
and the Swiss, rather than Luther, on the doctrine of the sacraments. 
 
It was prepared in great haste, during the sessions of the Diet of Augsburg, by Bucer, with the aid 
of Capito and Hedio, in the name of those four cities (hence the name) which were excluded by 
the Lutherans from their political and theological conferences, and from the Protestant League. 
They would greatly have preferred to unite with them, and to sign the Augsburg Confession, with 
the exception of the tenth article on the eucharist, but were forbidden. The Landgrave Philip of 
Hesse was the only one who, from a broad, statesmanlike view of the critical situation, favored a 
solid union of the Protestants against the common foe, but in vain. 
 
Hence, after the Lutherans had presented their Confession June 25, and Zwingli his own July 8, 
the four cities handed theirs, July 11, to the Emperor in German and Latin. It was received very 
ungraciously, and not allowed to be read before the Diet; but a confutation full of 
misrepresentations was prepared by Faber, Eck, and Cochlaeus, and read Oct. 24 (or 17). The 
Strassburg divines were not even favored with a copy of this confutation, but procured one 
secretly, and answered it by a "Vindication and Defense" in the autumn of 1531. 
 
The Tetrapolitan Confession consists of twenty-three chapters, besides preface and conclusion. It 
is in doctrine and arrangement closely conformed to the Lutheran Confession, and breathes the 
same spirit of moderation, but is more distinctly Protestant. This appears at once in the first 
chapter (On the Matter of Preaching), in the declaration that nothing should be taught in the pulpit 
but what was either expressly contained in the Holy Scriptures, or fairly deduced therefrom. (The 
Lutheran Confession is silent on the supreme authority of the Scriptures.) The evangelical 
doctrine of justification is stated in the third and fourth chapters more clearly than by 
Melanchthon; namely, that we are justified not by works of our own, but solely by the grace of 
God and the merits of Christ, through a living faith, which is active in love, and productive of 
good works. Images are rejected in Chap. XXII. 



 
The doctrine of the Lord’s Supper (Chap. XVIII.) is couched in dubious language, which was 
intended to comprehend in substance the Lutheran and the Zwinglian theories, and accords with 
the union tendency of Bucer. But it contains the germ of the Calvinistic view. In this ordinance, it 
is said, Christ offers to his followers, as truly now as at the institution, his very body and blood as 
spiritual food and drink, whereby their souls are nourished to everlasting life. Nothing is said of 
the oral manducation and the participation of unbelievers, which are the distinctive features of the 
Lutheran view. Bucer, who had attended the Conference at Marburg in 1529, labored with great 
zeal afterwards to bring about a doctrinal compromise between the contending theories, but 
without effect. 
 
The Tetrapolitan Confession was soon superseded by the clearer and more logical confessions of 
the Calvinistic type. The four cities afterwards signed the Lutheran Confession to join the 
Smalcald League. But Bucer himself remained true to his union creed, and reconfessed it in his 
last will and testament (1548) and on his death-bed.  



122. Zwingli’s Confession to the Emperor Charles. 
 
Ad Carolum Boni. Imperatorem, Germaniae comitia Augustae celebrantem Fidei Huldrychi 
Zwinglii Ratio (Rechenschaft). Anno MDXXX. Mense Julio. Vincat veritas. In the same year a 
German translation appeared in Zurich, and in 1543 an English translation. See Niemeyer, 
Collect. Conf., p. XXVI. and 16 sqq. Bockel: Bekenntnissschriften der reform. Kirche, p. 40. sqq. 
Morikofer: U. Zwingli, vol. II. p. 297 sqq. Christoffel: U. Z., vol. II. p. 237 sqq. Schaff: Creeds, I. 
366 sqq. 
 
Zwingli took advantage of the meeting of the Diet of Augsburg, to send a confession of his faith, 
addressed to the German Emperor, Charles V., shortly after the Lutheran princes had presented 
theirs. It is dated Zurich, July 3, 1530, and was delivered by his messenger at Augsburg on the 8th 
of the same month; but it shared the same fate as the "Tetrapolitan Confession." It was treated 
with contempt, and never laid before the Diet. Dr. Eck wrote in three days a refutation, charging 
Zwingli that for ten years he had labored to root out from the people of Switzerland all faith and 
all religion, and to stir them up against the magistrate; that he had caused greater devastation 
among them than the Turks, Tartars, and Huns; that he had turned the churches and convents 
founded by the Habsburgers (the Emperor’s ancestors) into temples of Venus and Bacchus; and 
that he now completed his criminal career by daring to appear before the Emperor with such an 
impudent piece of writing. 
 
The Lutherans (with the exception of Philip of Hesse) were scarcely less indignant, and much 
more anxious to conciliate the Catholics than to appear in league with Zwinglians and 
Anabaptists. They felt especially offended that the Swiss Reformer took strong ground against the 
corporal presence, and incidentally alluded to them as persons who "were looking back to the 
flesh-pots of Egypt." Melanchthon judged him insane. 
 
Zwingli, having had no time to consult with his confederates, offered the Confession in his own 
name, and submitted it to the judgment of the whole church of Christ, under the guidance of the 
Word of God and the Holy Spirit. 
 
In the first sections he declares, as clearly as and even more explicitly than the Lutheran 
Confession, his faith in the orthodox doctrines of the Trinity and the Person of Christ, as laid 
down in the Nicene and Athanasian Creeds (which are expressly named). He teaches the election 
by free grace, the sole and sufficient satisfaction by Christ, and justification by faith, in 
opposition to all human mediators and meritorious works. He distinguishes between the internal 
or invisible, and the external or visible, church. The former is the company of the elect believers 
and their children, and is the bride of Christ; the latter embraces all nominal Christians and their 
children, and is beautifully described in the parable of the ten virgins, of whom five were foolish. 
The word "church" may also designate a single congregation, as the church in Rome, in 
Augsburg, in Leyden. The true church can never err in the foundation of faith. Purgatory he 
rejects as an injurious fiction, which sets Christ’s merits at naught. On original sin, the salvation 
of unbaptized infants, and the sacraments, he departs much farther from the traditional theology 
than the Lutherans. He goes into a lengthy argument against the corporal presence in the 
eucharist. On the other hand, however, he protests against being confounded with the 
Anabaptists, and rejects their views on infant baptism, civil offices, the sleep of the soul, and 
universal salvation. 
 



The document is frank and bold, yet dignified and courteous, and concludes thus: "Hinder not, ye 
children of men, the spread and growth of the Word of God. Ye can not forbid the grass to grow. 
Ye must see that this plant is richly blessed from heaven. Consider not your own wishes, but the 
demands of the age concerning the free course of the gospel. Take these words kindly, and show 
by your deeds that you are children of God."  



123. Luther at the Coburg. 
 
Luther’s Letters from Coburg, April 18 to Oct. 4, 1530, in Deuteronomy Wette, IV. 1-182. 
Melanchthon’s Letters to Luther from Augsburg, in the second volume of the "Corpus Reform." 
 
Zitzlaff (Archidiaconus in Wittenberg): Luther auf der Koburg, Wittenberg, 1882 (175 pages). 
Kostlin, M. L., II. 198 sqq. 
 
During the Diet of Augsburg, from April till October, 1530, Luther was an honorable prisoner in 
the electoral castle of Coburg. {988} From that watch-tower on the frontier of Saxony and 
Bavaria, he exerted a powerful influence, by his letters, upon Melanchthon and the Lutheran 
confessors at the Diet. His sojourn there is a striking parallel to his ten months’ sojourn at the 
Wartburg, and forms the last romantic chapter in his eventful life. He was still under the 
anathema of the Pope and the ban of the empire, and could not safely appear at Augsburg. 
Moreover, his prince had reason to fear that by his uncompromising attitude he might hinder 
rather than promote the work of reconciliation and peace. But he wished to keep him near enough 
for consultation and advice. A message from Augsburg reached Coburg in about four days. 
 
Luther arrived at Coburg, with the Elector and the Wittenberg divines, on April 15, 1530. In the 
night of the 22d he was conveyed to the fortified castle on the hill, and ordered to remain there for 
an indefinite time. No reason was given, but he could easily suspect it. He spent the first day in 
enjoying the prospect of the country, and examining the prince’s building (Furstenbau) which 
was assigned him. His sitting-room is still shown. "I have the largest apartment, which overlooks 
the whole fortress, and I have the keys to all the rooms." He had with him his amanuensis Veit 
Dietrich, a favorite student, and his nephew Cyriac Kaufmann, a young student from Mansfeld. 
He let his beard grow again, as he had done on the Wartburg. He was well taken care of at the 
expense of the Elector, and enjoyed the vacation as well as he could with a heavy load of work 
and care on his mind. He received more visitors than he liked. About thirty persons were 
stationed in the castle. 
 
"Dearest Philip," he wrote to Melanchthon, April 23, "we have at last reached our Sinai; but we 
shall make a Sion of this Sinai, and here I shall build three tabernacles, one to the Psalms, one to 
the Prophets, and one to Aesop.... It is a very attractive place, and just made for study; only your 
absence grieves me. My whole heart and soul are stirred and incensed against the Turks and 
Mohammed, when I see this intolerable raging of the Devil. Therefore I shall pray and cry to 
God, nor rest until I know that my cry is heard in heaven. The sad condition of our German 
empire distresses you more." Then he describes to him his residence in the "empire of birds." In 
other letters he humorously speaks of the cries of the ravens and jackdaws in the forest, and 
compares them to a troop of kings and grandees, schoolmen and sophists, holding Diet, sending 
their mandates through the air, and arranging a crusade against the fields of wheat and barley, 
hoping for heroic deeds and grand victories. He could hear all the sophists and papists chattering 
around him from early morning, and was delighted to see how valiantly these knights of the Diet 
strutted about and wiped their bills, but he hoped that before long they would be spitted on a 
hedge-stake. He was glad to hear the first nightingale, even as early as April. With such innocent 
sports of his fancy he tried to chase away the anxious cares which weighed upon him. It is from 
this retreat that he wrote that charming letter to his boy Hans, describing a beautiful garden full of 
goodly apples, pears, and plums, and merry children on little horses with golden bridles and silver 
saddles, and promising him and his playmates a fine fairing if he prayed, and learned his lessons. 
{989} 



 
Joy and grief, life and death, are closely joined in this changing world. On the 5th of June, Luther 
received the sad news of the pious death of his father, which occurred at Mansfeld, May 29. 
When he first heard of his sickness, he wrote to him from Wittenberg, Feb. 15, 1530: "It would be 
a great joy to me if only you and my mother could come to us. My Kate, and all, pray for it with 
tears. We would do our best to make you comfortable." At the report of his end he said to 
Dietrich, "So my father, too, is dead," took his Psalter, and retired to his room. On the same day 
he wrote to Melanchthon that all he was, or possessed, he had received from God through his 
beloved father. 
 
He suffered much from "buzzing and dizziness" in his head, and a tendency to fainting, so as to 
be prevented for several weeks from reading and writing. He did not know whether to attribute 
the illness to the Coburg hospitality, or to his old enemy. He had the same experience at the 
Wartburg. Dietrich traced it to Satan, since Luther was very careful of his diet. 
 
Nevertheless, he accomplished a great deal of work. As soon as his box of books arrived, he 
resumed his translation of the Bible, begun on the Wartburg, hoping to finish the Prophets, and 
dictated to Dietrich a commentary on the first twenty-five Psalms. He also explained his favorite 
118th Psalm, and wrote 118:17 on the wall of his room, with the tune for chanting, — 
 
"Non moriar, sed vivam, et narrabo opera Domini." 
 
By way of mental recreation he translated thirteen of Aesop’s fables, to adapt them for youth and 
common people, since "they set forth in pleasing colors of fiction excellent lessons of wise and 
peaceful living among bad people in this wicked world." He rendered them in the simplest 
language, and expressed the morals in apt German proverbs. {990} 
 
The Diet at Augsburg occupied his constant attention. He was the power behind the throne. He 
wrote in May a public "Admonition to the Clergy assembled at the Diet," reminding them of the 
chief scandals, warning them against severe measures, lest they provoke a new rebellion, and 
promising the quiet possession of all their worldly possessions and dignities, if they would only 
leave the gospel free. He published a series of tracts, as so many rounds of musketry, against 
Romish errors and abuses. 
 
He kept up a lively correspondence with Melanchthon, Jonas, Spalatin, Link, Hausmann, Brenz, 
Agricola, Weller, Chancellor Bruck, Cardinal Albrecht, the Elector John, the Landgrave Philip, 
and others, not forgetting his "liebe Kethe, Herr Frau Katherin Lutherin zu Wittenberg." He dated 
his letters "from the region of the birds" (ex volucrum regno), "from the Diet of the jackdaws" (ex 
comitiis Monedu, larum seu Monedulanensibus), or "from the desert" (ex eremo, aus der Einode). 
Melanchthon and the Elector kept him informed of the proceedings at Augsburg, asked his advice 
about every important step, and submitted to him the draught of the Confession. He approved of 
it, though he would have liked it much stronger. He opposed every compromise in doctrine, and 
exhorted the confessors to stand by the gospel, without fear of consequences. 
 
His heroic faith, the moving power and crowning glory of his life, shines with wonderful luster in 
these letters. The greater the danger, the stronger his courage. He devoted his best hours to prayer. 
His "Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott," was written before this time, {991} but fitly expresses his 
fearless trust in God at this important crisis, when Melanchthon trembled. "Let the matter be ever 
so great," he wrote to him (June 27), "great also is He who has begun and who conducts it; for it 
is not our work.... ‘Cast thy burthen upon the Lord; the Lord is nigh unto all them that call upon 
Him.’ Does He say that to the wind, or does He throw his words before beasts?... It is your 



worldly wisdom that torments you, and not theology. As if you, with your useless cares, could 
accomplish any thing! What more can the Devil do than strangle us? I conjure you, who in all 
other matters are so ready to fight, to fight against yourself as your greatest enemy." In another 
letter he well describes the difference between himself and his friend in regard to cares and 
temptations. "In private affairs I am the weaker, you the stronger combatant; but in public affairs 
it is just the reverse (if, indeed, any contest can be called private which is waged between me and 
Satan): for you take but small account of your life, while you tremble for the public cause; 
whereas I am easy and hopeful about the latter, knowing as I do for certain that it is just and true, 
and the cause of Christ and God Himself. Hence I am as a careless spectator, and unmindful of 
these threatening and furious papists. If we fall, Christ falls with us, the Ruler of the world. I 
would rather fall with Christ than stand with the Emperor. Therefore I exhort you, in the name of 
Christ, not to despise the promises and the comfort of God, who says, ‘Cast all your cares upon 
the Lord. Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world.’ I know the weakness of our faith; but all 
the more let us pray, ‘Lord, increase our faith.’" 
 
In a remarkable letter to Chancellor Bruck (Aug. 5), he expresses his confidence that God can not 
and will not forsake the cause of the evangelicals, since it is His own cause. "It is His doctrine, it 
is His Word. Therefore it is certain that He will hear our prayers, yea, He has already prepared 
His help, for he says, ‘Can a woman forget her sucking child, that she should not have 
compassion on the son of her womb? Yea, these may forget, yet will not I forget thee". {Isaiah 
49:15} In the same letter he says, "I have lately seen two wonders: the first, when looking out of 
the window, I saw the stars of heaven and the whole beautiful vault of God, but no pillars, and yet 
the heavens did not collapse, and the vault still stands fast. The second wonder: I saw great thick 
clouds hanging over us, so heavy as to be like unto a great lake, but no ground on which they 
rested; yet they did not fall on us, but, after greeting us with a gloomy countenance, they passed 
away, and over them appeared the luminous rainbow.... Comfort Master Philip and all the rest. 
May Christ comfort and sustain our gracious Elector. To Christ be all the praise and thanks 
forever. Amen." 
 
Urbanus Rhegius, the Reformer of Braunschweig-Luneburg, on his way from Augsburg to Celle, 
called on Luther, for the first and last time, and spent a day with him at Coburg. It was "the 
happiest day" of his life, and made a lasting impression on him, which he thus expressed in a 
letter: "I judge, no one can hate Luther who knows him. His books reveal his genius; but if you 
would see him face to face, and hear him speak on divine things with apostolic spirit, you would 
say, the living reality surpasses the fame. Luther is too great to be judged by every wiseacre. I, 
too, have written books, but compared with him I am a mere pupil. He is an elect instrument of 
the Holy Ghost. He is a theologus for the whole world." 
 
Bucer also paid him a visit at Coburg (Sept. 25), and sought to induce him, if possible, to a more 
friendly attitude towards the Zwinglians and Strassburgers. He succeeded at least so far as to 
make him hopeful of a future reconciliation. It was the beginning of those union efforts which 
resulted in the Wittenburg Concordia, but failed at last. Bucer received the impression from this 
visit, that Luther was a man "who truly feared God, and sought sincerely the glory of God." 
 
There can be no doubt about this. Luther feared God, and nothing else. He sought the glory of 
Christ, and cared nothing for the riches and pleasures of the world. At Coburg, Luther was in the 
full vigor of manhood,—forty-six years of age,—and at the height of his fame and power. With 
the Augsburg Confession his work was substantially completed. His followers were now an 
organized church with a confession of faith, a form of worship and government, and no longer 
dependent upon his personal efforts. He lived and labored fifteen years longer, completing the 
translation of the Bible,—the greatest work of his life, preaching, teaching, and writing; but his 



physical strength began to decline, his infirmities increased, he often complained of lassitude and 
uselessness, and longed for rest after his herculean labors. Some of his later acts, as the 
unfortunate complicity with the bigamy affair of Philip of Hesse, and his furious attacks upon 
Papists and Sacramentarians, obscured his fame, and only remind us of the imperfections which 
adhere to the greatest and best of men. 
 
Here, therefore, is the proper place to attempt an estimate of his public character, and services to 
the church and the world. 
 
{988} Coburg is the residence, alternately with Gotha, of the Duke, and capital of the duchy, of 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, 185 m. S. S. W. of Berlin, nearly midway between Wittenberg and 
Augsburg, and has now (1888) about sixteen thousand inhabitants. The castle is situated on an 
eminence overhanging the town, and has been in part converted into a prison and house of 
correction; but some chambers remain in their original condition, chiefly those occupied by 
Luther, with his bedstead and pulpit. 
 
{989} See above, p. 464. 
 
{990} The MS. of his translation and adaptation of these fables has recently been re-discovered in 
the Vatican Library by Dr. Reitzenstein, and published, with an interesting facsimile, by E. 
Thiele: "Luthers Fabeln nach seiner wiedergefundenen Handschrift," etc. Halle (M. Niemeyer), 
1888 (19 pages). 
 
{991} See above, 468, 502 sq., 741 sq.  



124. Luther’s Public Character, and Position in History. 
 
In 1883 the four hundredth anniversary of Luther’s birth was celebrated with enthusiasm 
throughout Protestant Christendom by innumerable addresses and sermons setting forth his 
various merits as a man and a German, as a husband and father, as a preacher, catechist, and 
hymnist, as a Bible translator and expositor, as a reformer and founder of a church, as a champion 
of the sacred rights of conscience, and originator of a mighty movement of religious and civil 
liberty which spread over Europe and across the Atlantic to the shores of the Pacific. The story of 
his life was repeated in learned and popular biographies, in different tongues, and enacted on the 
stage in the principal cities of Germany. {992} Not only Lutherans, but Presbyterians, 
Congregationalists, Episcopalians, Methodists, Baptists, Unitarians, united in these tributes to the 
Reformer. The Academy of Music in New York could not hold the thousands who crowded the 
building to attend the Luther-celebration arranged by the Evangelical Alliance in behalf of the 
leading Protestant denominations of America. {993} 
 
Such testimony has never been borne to a mortal man. The Zwingli-celebration of the year 1884 
had a similar character, and extended over many countries in both hemispheres, but would 
probably not have been thought of without the preceding Luther-celebration. 
 
And indeed Luther has exerted, and still exerts, a spiritual power inferior only to that of the 
sacred writers. St. Angustin’s influence extends wider, embracing the Roman Catholic church as 
well as the Protestant; but he never reached the heart of the common people. Luther is the only 
one among the Reformers whose name was adopted, though against his protest, as the designation 
and watchword by the church which he founded. He gave to his people, in their own vernacular, 
what no man did before or since, three fundamental books of religion,—the Bible, a hymn-book, 
and a catechism. He forced even his German enemies to imitate his language in poetry and prose. 
So strong is the hold which his Bible version has upon the church of his name, that it is next to 
impossible to change and adapt it to modern learning and taste, although he himself kept revising 
and improving it as long as he lived. {994} 
 
Luther was the German of the Germans, and the most vigorous type of the faults as well as the 
virtues of his nation. {995} He is the apostle of Protestant Germany, fully as much as Boniface is 
the apostle of Roman Catholic Germany, and surpasses him vastly in genius and learning. 
Boniface, though an Anglo-Saxon by birth, was more a Roman than a German; while in Luther 
the Christian and the German were one, and joined in opposition to papal Rome. All schools of 
Lutheran divines appeal to his authority: the extreme orthodox, who out-Luther Luther in 
devotion to the letter; the moderate or middle party, who adhere only to the substance of his 
teaching; and the rationalists, who reject his creed, but regard him as the standard-bearer of the 
freedom of private judgment and dissent from all authority. {996} 
 
His real strength lies in his German writings, which created the modern High-German book-
language, and went right to the heart of the people. His greatest production is a translation,—the 
German Bible. Italians, Spaniards, and Frenchmen, who knew him only from his Latin books, 
received a very feeble idea of his power, and could not understand the secret of his influence. 
{997} The contemptuous judgments of Pope Leo, Cardinal Cajetan, Aleander, and Emperor 
Charles, echo the sentiments of their nations, and re-appear again and again among modern 
writers of the Latin races and the Romish faith. 
 



Nevertheless, Martin Luther’s influence extends far beyond the limits of his native land. He 
belongs to the church and the world. 
 
Luther has written his own biography, as well as the early history of the German Reformation, in 
his numerous letters, without a thought of their publication. He lays himself open before the 
world without reservation. He was the frankest and most outspoken of men, and swayed by the 
impulse of the moment, without regard to logical consistency or fear of consequences. His faults 
as well as his virtues lay on the surface of his German works. He infused into them his intense 
personality to a degree which hardly finds a parallel except in the Epistles of the Apostle Paul. 
 
He knew himself very well. A high sense of his calling and a deep sense of personal unworthiness 
are inseparably combined in his self-estimate. He was conscious of his prophetic and apostolic 
mission in republishing the primitive gospel for the German people; and yet he wrote to his wife 
not to be concerned about him, for God could make a dozen Luthers at any time. In his last will 
and testament (Jan. 6, 1542) he calls himself "a man well known in heaven, on earth, and in hell," 
but also "a poor, miserable, unworthy sinner," to whom "God, the Father of all mercies, has 
intrusted the gospel of His dear Son, and made him a teacher of His truth in spite of the Pope, the 
Emperor, and the Devil." He signs himself, in that characteristic document, "God’s notary and 
witness in His gospel." One of his last words was, "We are beggars." And in the preface of the 
first collected edition of his works, he expresses a wish that they might all perish, and God’s 
Word alone be read. 
 
Luther was a genuine man of the people, rooted and grounded in rustic soil, but looking boldly 
and trustingly to heaven with the everlasting gospel in his hand. He was a plebeian, without a 
drop of patrician blood, and never ashamed of his lowly origin. But what king or emperor or pope 
of his age could compare with him in intellectual and moral force? He was endowed with an 
overwhelming genius and indomitable energy, with fiery temper and strong passions, with 
irresistible eloquence, native wit, and harmless humor, absolutely honest and disinterested, strong 
in faith, fervent in prayer, and wholly devoted to Christ and His gospel. Many of his wise, quaint, 
and witty sayings have passed into popular proverbs; and no German writer is more frequently 
named and quoted than Luther. 
 
Like all great men, he harbored in his mind colossal contrasts, and burst through the trammels of 
logic. He was a giant in public, and a child in his family; the boldest reformer, yet a conservative 
churchman; the eulogist of reason as the handmaid of religion, and the abuser of reason as the 
mistress of the Devil; the champion of the freedom of the spirit, and yet a slave of the letter; an 
intense hater of popery to the last, and yet an admirer of the Catholic Church, and himself a pope 
within his own church. {998} 
 
Yet there was a unity in this apparent contradiction. He was a seeker of the righteousness of 
works and peace of conscience as a Catholic monk, and he was a finder of the righteousness of 
faith as an evangelical reformer; just as the idea and pursuit of righteousness is the connecting 
link between the Jewish Saul and the Christian Paul. It was the same engine, but reversed. In 
separating from papal catholicism, Luther remained attached to Christian catholicism; and his 
churchly instincts were never suppressed, but only suspended to re-assert themselves with new 
and greater force after the revolutionary excesses of the Reformation. 
 
His history naturally divides itself into three periods: the Roman-Catholic and monastic period, 
till 1517; the Protestant and progressive period, till 1525; the churchly, conservative, and 
reactionary period, till 1546. But he never gave up his devotion to the free gospel, and his hatred 
of the Pope as the veritable Antichrist. {999} 



 
Luther’s greatness is not that of a polished work of art, but of an Alpine mountain with towering 
peaks, rough granite blocks, bracing air, fresh fountains, and green meadows. His polemical 
books rush along like thunderstorms or turbid mountain torrents. He knew his violent temper, but 
never took the trouble to restrain it; and his last books against the Papists, the Zwinglians, and the 
Jews, are his worst, and exceed any thing that is known in the history of theological polemics. In 
his little tract against the Romish Duke Henry of Brunswick, {1000} the word Devil occurs no 
less than a hundred and forty-six times. {1001} At last he could not pray without cursing, as he 
confessed himself. {1002} He calls his mastery of the vocabulary of abuse his rhetoric. "Do not 
think," he wrote to Spalatin, "that the gospel can he advanced without tumult, trouble, and uproar. 
You cannot make a pen of a sword. The Word of God is a sword; it is war, overthrow, trouble, 
destruction, poison; it meets the children of Ephraim, as Amos says, like a bear on the road, or 
like a lioness in the wood." {1003} We may admit that the club and sledge-hammer of this 
Protestant Hercules were necessary for the semi-barbarous Germans of his day. Providence used 
his violent temper as an instrument for the destruction of the greatest spiritual tyranny which the 
world ever saw. Yet his best friends were shocked and grieved at his rude personalities, and 
condemnatory judgments of such men as Erasmus, Zwingli, and Oecolampadius, not to speak of 
his Romish adversaries. Nothing shows more clearly the great distance which separates him from 
the apostles and evangelists. 
 
But, with all his faults, he is the greatest man that Germany produced, and one of the very 
greatest in history. Melanchthon, who knew him best, and suffered most from his imperious 
temper, called him the Elijah of Protestantism, and compared him to the Apostle Paul. {1004} 
And indeed, in his religious experience and theological standpoint, he strongly resembles the 
Apostle of the Gentiles,—though at a considerable distance,—more strongly than any schoolman 
or father. He roused by his trumpet voice the church from her slumber; he broke the yoke of papal 
tyranny; he reconquered Christian freedom; he re-opened the fountain of God’s holy Word to all 
the people, and directed the Christians to Christ, their only Master. 
 
This is his crowning merit and his enduring monument. 
 
Augustin, Luther, Calvin. 
 
The men who, next to the Apostles, have exerted and still exert through their writings the greatest 
influence in the Christian Church, as leaders of theological thought, are St. Augustin, Martin 
Luther, and John Calvin: all pupils of Paul, inspired by his doctrines of sin and grace, filled with 
the idea that God alone is great, equally eminent for purity of character, abundance in labors, and 
whole-souled consecration to the service of Christ, their common Lord and Saviour; and yet as 
different from each other as an African, a German, and a Frenchman can be. Next to them I 
would place an Englishman, John Wesley, who, as to abundance of useful labor in winning souls 
to Christ, is the most apostolic man that Great Britain has produced. 
 
Augustin commands the respect and gratitude of the Catholic as well as the Protestant world. He 
is, among the three the profoundest in thought, and the sweetest in spirit; free from bitterness and 
coarseness, even in his severest polemics; yet advocating a system of exclusiveness which 
justifies coercion and persecution of heretics and schismatics. He identified the visible catholic 
church of his day with the kingdom of God on earth, and furnished the program of mediaeval 
Catholicism, though he has little to say about the papacy, and protested, in the Pelagian 
controversy, against the position of one Pope, while he accepted the decision of another. All three 
were fighters, but against different foes and with different weapons. Augustin contended for the 
catholic church against heretical sects, and for authority against false freedom; Luther and Calvin 



fought for evangelical dissent from the overwhelming power of Rome, and for rational freedom 
against tyrannical authority. Luther was the fiercest and roughest fighter of the three; but he alone 
had the Teutonic gift of humor which is always associated with a kindly nature, and extracts the 
sting out of his irony and sarcasm. His bark was far worse than his bite. He advised to drown the 
Pope and his cardinals in the Tiber; and yet he would have helped to save their lives after the 
destruction of their office. He wrote a letter of comfort to Tetzel on his death-bed, and protested 
against the burning of heretics. 
 
Luther and Calvin learned much from Augustin, and esteemed him higher than any human 
teacher since the Apostles; but they had a different mission, and assumed a polemic attitude 
towards the traditional church. Augustin struggled from the Manichaean heresy into catholic 
orthodoxy, from the freedom of error into the authority of truth; the Reformers came out of the 
corruptions and tyranny of the papacy into the freedom of the gospel. Augustin put the church 
above the Word, and established the principle of catholic tradition; the Reformers put the Word 
above the church, and secured a progressive understanding of the Scriptures by the right of free 
investigation. 
 
Luther and Calvin are confined in their influence to Protestantism, and can never be appreciated 
by the Roman Church; yet, by the law of re-action, they forced the papacy into a moral reform, 
which enabled it to recover its strength, and to enter upon a new career of conquest. Romanism 
has far more vitality and strength in Protestant than in papal countries, and owes a great debt of 
gratitude to the Reformation. 
 
Of the two Reformers, Luther is the more original, forcible, genial, and popular; Calvin, the more 
theological, logical, and systematic, besides being an organizer and disciplinarian. Luther controls 
the Protestant churches of Germany and Scandinavia; Calvin’s genius shaped the confessions and 
constitutions of the Reformed churches in Switzerland, France, Holland, and Great Britain; he 
had a marked influence upon the development of civil liberty, and is still the chief molder of 
theological opinion in the Presbyterian and Congregational churches of Scotland and North 
America. Luther inspires by his genius, and attracts by his personality; Calvin commands 
admiration by his intellect and the force of moral self-government, which is the secret of true 
freedom in church and state. 
 
Great and enduring are the merits of the three; but neither Augustin, nor Luther, nor Calvin has 
spoken the last word in Christendom. The best is yet to come. 
 
NOTES. 
 
Remarkable Judgments on Luther. 
 
Luther, like other great men, has been the subject of extravagant praise and equally extravagant 
censure. 
 
We select a few impartial and weighty testimonies from four distinguished writers of very 
different character and position,—an Anglican divine, two secular poets, and a Catholic historian. 
 
I. Archdeacon Charles Julius Hare (1795-1855) has written the best work in the English language 
in vindication of Luther. It appeared first as a note of 222 pages in the second volume of his The 
Mission of the Comforter, 1846 (3d ed. 1876), and afterwards as a separate book shortly before 
his death, 2d ed. 1855. 
 



Luther has been assailed by English writers on literary, theological, and moral grounds: 1, for 
violence and coarseness in polemics (by Henry Hallam, the historian); 2, for unsoundness in the 
doctrine of justification, and disregard of church authority (by the Oxford Tractarians and Anglo-
Catholics); 3, for lax views on monogamy in conniving at the bigamy of Philip of Hesse (by the 
same, and by Sir William Hamilton). 
 
These charges are discussed, refuted, or reduced to a minimum, by Hare (who had the largest 
Luther library and the fullest Luther knowledge in England), with ample learning, marked ability, 
and in the best Christian spirit. He concludes his vindication with these words: — 
 
"To some readers it may seem that I have spoken with exaggerated admiration of Luther. No man 
ever lived whose whole heart and soul and life have been laid bare as his have been to the eyes of 
mankind. Open as the sky, bold and fearless as the storm, he gave utterance to all his feelings, all 
his thoughts. He knew nothing of reserve; and the impression he produced on his hearers and 
friends was such, that they were anxious to treasure up every word that dropped from his pen or 
from his lips. No man, therefore, has ever been exposed to so severe a trial; perhaps no man was 
ever placed in such difficult circumstances, or assailed by such manifold temptations. And how 
has he come out of the trial? Through the power of faith, under the guardian care of his Heavenly 
Master, he was enabled to stand through life; and still he stands, and will continue to stand, firmly 
rooted in the love of all who really know him." 
 
II. Goethe, the greatest poet and literary genius of Germany, when he was eighty-two years of 
age, March 11, 1832 (a few days before his death), paid this tribute to Luther and the 
Reformation, as reported by Eckermann, in the third or supplemental volume of the 
Conversations of that extraordinary man: — 
 
"We scarcely know what we owe to Luther, and the Reformation In general. We are freed from 
the fetters of spiritual narrow-mindedness; we have, in consequence of our increasing culture, 
become capable of turning back to the fountain-head, and of comprehending Christianity in its 
purity. We have again the courage to stand with firm feet upon God’s earth, and to feel ourselves 
in our divinely endowed human nature. Let mental culture go on advancing, let the natural 
sciences go on gaining in depth and breadth, and the human mind expand as it may, it will never 
go beyond the elevation and moral culture of Christianity, as it glistens and shines forth in the 
Gospels." 
 
"But the better we Protestants advance in our noble development, so much the more rapidly will 
the Catholics follow us. As soon as they feel themselves caught up by the ever-extending 
enlightenment of the time, they must go on, do what they will, till at last the point is reached 
where all is but one." 
 
III. Heinrich Heine, of Jewish descent, poet, critic, and humorist, the Franco-German Voltaire, 
who, like Voltaire, ridiculed with irreverent audacity the most sacred things, and yet, unlike him, 
could pass from smiles to tears, and appreciate the grandeur of Moses and the beauty of the Bible, 
pays this striking tribute to the Reformer: — 
 
"Luther was not only the greatest, but also the most German man of our history; and in his 
character all the virtues and vices of the Germans are united in the grandest manner. He had also 
attributes which are rarely found together, and are usually regarded as hostile contradictions. He 
was at once a dreamy mystic, and a practical man of action. His thoughts had not only wings, but 
also hands; he spoke and he acted. He was not only the tongue, but also the sword of his age. He 
was both a cold scholastic stickler for words, and an inspired, divinely intoxicated prophet. After 



working his mind weary with his dogmatic distinctions during the day, he took his flute in the 
evening, looked up to the stars, and melted into melody and devotion. The same man who would 
scold like a fishwoman could also be as soft as a tender virgin. He was at times wild as the storm 
which uproots the oaks, and again as gentle as the zephyr which kisses the violets. He was full of 
the most awful fear of God, full of consecration to the Holy Spirit; he would be all absorbed in 
pure spirituality, and yet he knew very well the glories of the earth, and appreciated them, and 
from his mouth blossomed the famous motto: Who does not love wine, wife, and song, remains a 
fool his whole life long." {1005} He was a complete man,—I might say, an absolute man,—in 
whom spirit and matter are not separated.... 
 
"Honor to Luther! Eternal honor to the dear man, to whom we owe the recovery of our dearest 
rights, and by whose benefit we live to-day! It becomes us little to complain about the narrowness 
of his views. The dwarf who stands on the shoulders of the giant can indeed see farther than the 
giant himself, especially if he puts on spectacles; but for that lofty point of intuition we want the 
lofty feeling, the giant heart, which we cannot make our own. It becomes us still less to pass a 
harsh judgment upon his failings: these failings have been of more use to us than the virtues of a 
thousand others. The polish of Erasmus, the gentleness of Melanchthon, would never have 
brought us so far as the divine brutality of Brother Martin. From the imperial Diet, where Luther 
denied the authority of the Pope, and openly declared ‘that his doctrine must be refuted by the 
authority of the Bible, or by the arguments of reason,’ new age has begun in Germany. The chain 
wherewith the holy Boniface bound the German church to Rome has been hewn asunder.... 
Through Luther we attained the greatest freedom of thought; but this Martin Luther gave us not 
only liberty to move, but also the means of moving, for to the spirit he gave also a body. He 
created the word for the thought,—he created the German language. He did this by his translation 
of the Bible. The Divine author of this book himself chose him his translator, and gave him the 
marvellous power to translate from a dead language which was already buried into another 
language which did not yet live. How Luther came to the language into which he translated the 
Bible I cannot conceive to this day.... This old book is a perennial fountain for the renewal of the 
German language."—Zur Geschichte der Religion und Philosophie in Deutschland, 2nd ed. 1852, 
in Heine’s Sammtl. Werke, vol. III. 29 sqq. 
 
IV. J. Dollinger, the most learned Catholic historian of the nineteenth century, in his Lectures on 
the Reunion of Christendom (Ueber die Wiedervereinigung der christlichen Kirchen, Nordlingen, 
1888, p. 53), makes the following incidental remark on Luther and the Reformation: — 
 
"The force and strength of the Reformation was only in part due to the personality of the man 
who was its author and spokesman in Germany. It was indeed Luther’s overpowering mental 
greatness and wonderful manysidedness (uberwaltigende Geistesgrosse und wunderbare 
Vielseitigkeit) that made him the man of his age and his people. Nor was there ever a German 
who had such an intuitive knowledge of his countrymen, and was again so completely possessed, 
not to say absorbed, by the national sentiment, as the Augustinian monk of Wittenberg. The mind 
and spirit of the Germans was in his hand as the lyre is in the hand of a skillful musician. He had 
given them more than any man in Christian days ever gave his people,—language, Bible, church 
hymn. All his opponents could offer in place of it, and all the reply they could make to him, was 
insipid, colorless, and feeble, by the side of his transporting eloquence. They stammered, he 
spoke. He alone has impressed the indelible stamp of his mind on the German language and the 
German intellect; and even those among us who hold him in religious detestation, as the great 
heresiarch and seducer of the nation, are constrained, in spite of themselves, to speak with his 
words and think with his thoughts." 
 



"And yet still more powerful than this Titan of the world of mind was the yearning of the German 
people for deliverance from the bonds of a corrupted church system. Had no Luther arisen, a 
reformation would still have come, and Germany would not have remained Catholic." 
 
Dr. Dollinger delivered the lectures from which this extract is taken, after his quarrel with 
Vatican Romanism, in the museum at Munich, February, 1872. They were stenographically 
reported in the "Kollner-Zeitung," translated into English by Oxenham (London, 1872), and from 
English into French by Madame Hyacinthe-Loyson (La reunion des eglises, Paris, 1880), and at 
last published by the author (1888). 
 
This testimony is of special importance, owing to the acknowledged learning and ability of 
Dollinger as a Roman Catholic historian, and author of an elaborate work against the Reformation 
(1848, 3 vols.), consisting mostly of contemporaneous testimonies. He is thoroughly at home in 
the writings of the Reformers, and prepared a biographical sketch of Luther, {1006} in which he 
severely criticises him for his opinions and conduct towards the Catholic Church, but does full 
justice to his intellectual greatness. He says, p. 51, "If we justly call him a great man, who, 
endowed with mighty powers and gifts, accomplishes great things, who, as a bold legislator in the 
realm of mind, makes millions subservient to his system, then the peasant’s son of Mohra must be 
counted among the great, yea, the greatest men. This also is true, that he was a sympathizing 
friend, free of avarice and love of money, and ready to help others." 
 
Dollinger was excommunicated for his opposition to the Vatican decree of infallibility (1870), but 
still remains a Catholic, and could not become a Protestant without retracting his work on the 
Reformation. He would, however, write a very different work now, and present the Reformation 
as a blessing rather than a calamity to Germany, in the light of the events which have passed since 
1870. In one of his Akademische Vortrage, the first volume of which has just reached me 
(Nordlingen, 1888, p. 76), he makes the significant confession, that for many years the events In 
Germany from 1517 to 1552 were to him an unsolved riddle, and an object of sorrow and grief, 
seeing then only the result of division of the church and the nation into hostile camps; but that a 
closer study of the mediaeval history of Rome and Germany, and the events of the last years, 
have given him a better understanding and more hopeful view of the renewed and reunited 
German nation as a noble instrument in the hands of Providence. This is as far as he can go from 
his standpoint. 
 
{992} See the Lit. on p. 104. The martyr-Emperor, Frederick III., as crown prince, representing 
his venerable father, Emperor William I. of Germany, was the leading figure in the celebration at 
Wittenberg, Sept. 12-14, 1883, and gave it a national significance. The Luther-celebration 
produced several Luther-dramas, by Henzen (1883), Devrient (7th ed. 1888), Herrig (9th ed. 
1888), and Trumpelmann (2nd ed. 1888). Comp. G. A. Erdmann, Die Lutherfestspiele, 
Wittenberg, 1889. 
 
{993} The meeting of the Evangelical Alliance of the U. S., then under the management of Drs. 
Prime and Schaff (Presbyterians), was the most representative and impressive Luther celebration 
in America; it was addressed by Hon. John Jay (Episcopalian), Dr. Phillips Brooks 
(Episcopalian), Dr. Wm. M. Taylor (Congregationalist), Bishop Simpson (Methodist), Dr. Krotel 
(Lutheran), Dr. Crosby (Presbyterian). The music was furnished by the New York Oratorio 
Society. The Evangelical Alliance issued also an invitation to the Protestant churches in the 
United States to celebrate Luther’s birthday by sermons on the Reformation. 
 
{994} The Probebibel, so-called, of 1883, though prepared by a company of able scholars 
appointed by various German States, is a timidly conservative revision, does not touch the 



Erasmian text, and allows innumerable inaccuracies to stand from respect to Luther’s memory; 
and yet even this revision revises too much for the Lutherans of strict orthodoxy. His popularity is 
a hinderance to progress. 
 
{995} See H. v. Treitschke’s eloquent address, Luther und die deutsche Nation, Berlin, 1883 (29 
pages). 
 
{996} Professor Ad. Harnack (Martin Luther, Giessen, 1883, p. 4) well says: "Fast jede Partei 
unter uns hat ihren Luther und meint den wahren zu haben. Die Verehrung fur Luther vereinigt 
mehr als die Halfte unserer Nation und die Auffassung Luther’s trennt sie. Von Luther’s Namen 
lasst so leicht kein Deutscher. Ein unvergleichlicher Mann ist er Allen, ob man ihm nun aufpasst, 
um ihn anzugreifen, oder ob man ihn ruhmt und hoch preist." The Germans, if we may say so, 
worship Luther, Frederick the Great, Goethe, and Bismarck. Of these, Luther is most worthy, and 
was least desirous, of praise. 
 
{997} Hallam also, ignoring Luther’s German writings, calls his polemical books "bellowing in 
bad Latin," "scandalous," and "disgusting." (Literature of Europe in the 15th, 16th, and 17th 
centuries, II. 306, N. Y. ed.) 
 
{998} Comp. the admirable description of Luther by Hase in his Kirchengesch. (11th ed., p. 400), 
and at the close of his Prot. Polemik. The Roman Catholic Mohler (Kirchengesch., III. 148) 
thinks that out of Luther’s writings might be drawn "the most glorious apology of the Catholic 
Church." Harnack (l. c.., p. 5) calls him "a sage without prudence; a statesman without politics; an 
artist without art; a man free from the world, in the midst of the world; of vigorous sensuality, yet 
pure; obstinately unjust (rechthaberisch ungerecht), yet concerned for the cause; defying 
authority, yet bound by authority; at once blaspheming and emancipating, reason." 
 
{999} An interesting parallel in this and other respects may be drawn by some future historian, 
between Luther and Bismarck, whose political influence upon Germany in the nineteenth century 
is as powerful as Luther’s ecclesiastical influence was in the sixteenth. Bismarck was originally 
an intense aristocrat, but became the boldest liberal, and ended as a conservative statesman, 
though without surrendering the creations of his genius. He defeated Catholic Austria and France, 
and protested that he would never go to Canossa; yet he met Pope Leo XIII. half way, and 
repealed the unjust May-laws in the interest of patriotism, without surrendering any religious 
principle. With all his faults, he is the greatest statesman and diplomatist of the century, and the 
chief founder of the Protestant German Empire. 
 
{1000} He calls him Hanswurst, Jack Sausage. 
 
{1001} So says Dollinger (Die Reform., III. 265, note), who counted the number. He adds, that in 
Luther’s book on the Councils, the devils are mentioned fifteen times in four lines. 
 
{1002} See the passages above, p. 657 sq., note 3. 
 
{1003} Comp. the comparison between Luther and Melanchthon, p. 193 sq. 
 
{1004} He announced the death of Luther to his students with the words: "Ah! obiit auriga et 
currus Israel, qui rexit ecclesiam in hac ultima senecta mundi.... Amemus igitur hujus viri 
memoriam." 
 
{1005} This is a mistake; see p. 466 sq.  



125. Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott. 
 
I conclude this volume with Luther’s immortal hymn, which is the best expression of his 
character, and reveals the secret of his strength as well as the moving power of the Reformation. 
{1007} 
 
A tower of strength {1008} our God is still, 
 
A good defense {1009} and weapon; 
 
He helps us free from all the ill 
 
That us hath overtaken. 
 
Our old, mortal foe {1010} 
 
Now aims his fell blow, 
 
Great might and deep guile 
 
His horrid coat-of-mail; {1011} 
 
On earth is no one like him. {1012} 
 
Ein’ feste Burg ist unser Gott, 
 
Ein’ gute Wehr und Waffen. 
 
Er hilft uns frei aus aller Noth, 
 
Die uns jetzt hat betroffen. 
 
Der alt’ bose Feind, 
 
Mit Ernst er’s jetzt meint; 
 
Gross’ Macht und viel List, 
 
Sein grausam Rustung ist, 
 
Auf Erd’ ist nicht sein’s Gleichen. 
 
By might of ours can naught be done: {1013} 
 
Our fate were soon decided. 
 
But for us fights the champion, {1014} 
 
By God himself provided. 



 
Who Is this, ask ye? 
 
Jesus Christ! a•Tis he! 
 
Lord of Sabaoth, 
 
True God and Saviour both, 
 
Omnipotent in battle. {1015} 
 
Mit unsrer Macht ist nichts gethan, 
 
Wir sind gar bald verloren: 
 
Es streit’t fur uns der rechte Mann, 
 
Den Gott hat selbst erkoren. 
 
Fragst du, wer Der ist? 
 
Er heisst Jesus Christ, 
 
Der Herr Zebaoth, 
 
Und ist kein andrer Gott; 
 
Das Feld muss Er behalten. 
 
Did devils fill the earth and air, {1016} 
 
All eager to devour us, 
 
Our steadfast hearts need feel no care, 
 
Lest they should overpower us. 
 
The grim Prince of hell, 
 
With rage though he swell, 
 
Hurts us not a whit, 
 
Because his doom is writ: 
 
A little word can rout {1017} him. 
 
Und wenn die Welt voll Teufel war’ 
 
Und wollt uns gar verschlingen, 
 



So furchten wir uns nicht zu sehr, 
 
Es soll uns doch gelingen. 
 
Der Furst dieser Welt, 
 
Wie sau’r er sich stellt, 
 
Thut er uns doch nichts; 
 
Das macht, er ist gericht’t; 
 
Ein Wortlein kann ihn fallen. 
 
The word of God will never yield 
 
To any creature living; 
 
He stands with us upon the field, 
 
His grace and Spirit giving. 
 
Take they child and wife, 
 
Goods, name, fame, and life, 
 
Though all this be done, 
 
Yet have they nothing won: 
 
The kingdom still remaineth. 
 
Das Wort sie sollen lassen stan {1018} 
 
Und keina•n Dank dazu haben. 
 
Er ist bei uns wohl auf dem Plan {1019} 
 
Mit seinem Geist und Gaben. 
 
Nehmen sie den Leib, 
 
Gut, Ehr, Kind und Weib; 
 
Lass fahren dahin, 
 
Sie haben’s kein’n Gewinn; 
 
Das Reich muss uns doch bleiben 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1006} Luther, eine Skizze, Freiburg-i.-B., 1851. I have a copy with notes, which the old Catholic 
Bishop Reinkens, a pupil of Dollinger, kindly gave me in Bonn, 1886. It appeared in the first 
edition of Wetzer and Welte’s Kirchen-Lexikon, vol. VI. 651 spp. 
 
{1007} The translation was made by my esteemed friend, Professor Thomas Conrad Porter, D. D., 
of Easton, Penn., several years ago, but finished in February, 1888, and is almost equal to that of 
Thomas Carlyle in its reproduction of the rugged force of the original, and surpasses it in 
rhythmic accuracy. Comp. 468, 502, sq. 
 
{1008} Carlyle: "A safe stronghold." 
 
{1009} "A trusty shield."—C. 
 
{1010} "The ancient prince of hell."—C. 
 
{1011} "Strong mail of craft and power He weareth in this hour."—C. 
 
In grim armor dight, 
 
Much guile and great might.—Longfellow. 
 
{1012} "On earth is not his fellow."—C. 
 
{1013} "By force of arms we nothing can."—C. 
 
{1014} "The proper man."—C. 
 
{1015} "Shall conquer in the battle."—C. 
 
{1016} "And were this world all devils over."—C. 
 
{1017} "slay."—C. 
 
{1018} stehen. 
 
{1019} Kampfplatz.  
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PREFACE. 
 
This volume concludes the history of the productive period of the Reformation, in which Luther, 
Zwingli, and Calvin were the chief actors. It follows the Protestant movement in German, Italian, 
and French Switzerland, to the close of the sixteenth century. 
 
During the last year, the sixth-centenary of the oldest surviving Republic was celebrated with 
great patriotic enthusiasm. On the first day of August, in the year 1291, the freemen of Uri, 
Schwyz, and Unterwalden formed, in the name of the Lord "a perpetual alliance for the mutual 
protection of their persons, property, and liberty, against internal and external foes. On the same 
day, in 1891, the great event was commemorated in every village of Switzerland by the ringing of 
bells and the illumination of the mountains, while on the following daya Sundaythanksgiving 
services were held in every church, Catholic and Protestant. The chief festivities took place, from 
July 31 to Aug. 2, in the towns of Schwyz and Brunnen, and were attended by the Federal and 
Cantonal dignitaries, civil and military, and a vast assembly of spectators. The most interesting 
feature was a dramatic representation of the leading events in Swiss historythe sacred oaths of 
Schwyz, Brunnen, and Grautli, the poetic legend of William Tell, the heroic battles for liberty and 
independence against Austria, Burgundy, and France, the venerable figure of Nicolas von der 
Flue appearing as a peacemaker in the Diet at Stans, and the chief scenes of the Reformation, the 
Revolution, and the modern reconstruction. The drama, enacted in the open field in view of 
mountains and meadows and the lake of Luzern, is said to have equalled in interest and skill of 
execution the famous Passion Play of Oberammergau. Similar celebrations took place, not only in 
every city and village of Switzerland, but also in the Swiss colonies in foreign lands, notably in 
New York, on the 5th, 6th, and 7th of September." {2} 



 
Between Switzerland and the United States there has always been a natural sympathy and 
friendship. Both aim to realize the idea of a government of freedom without license, and of 
authority without despotism; a government of law and order without a standing army; a 
government of the people, by the people, and for the people, under the sole headship of Almighty 
God. 
 
At the time of the Reformation, Switzerland numbered as many Cantons (13) as our country 
originally numbered States, and the Swiss Diet was then a loose confederation representing only 
the Cantons and not the people, just as was our Continental Congress. But by the revision of the 
Constitution in 1848 and 1874, the Swiss Republic, following the example of our Constitution, 
was consolidated from a loose, aristocratic Confederacy of independent Cantons into a 
centralized federal State, {3} with a popular as well as a cantonal representation. In one respect 
the modern Swiss Constitution is even more democratic than that of the United States; for, by the 
Initiative and the Referendum, it gives to the people the right of proposing or rejecting national 
legislation. 
 
But there is a still stronger bond of union between the two countries than that which rests on the 
affinity of political institutions. Zwingli and Calvin directed and determined the westward 
movement of the Reformation to France, Holland, England, and Scotland, and exerted, indirectly, 
a moulding influence upon the leading Evangelical Churches of America. George Bancroft, the 
American historian, who himself was not a Calvinist, derives the republican institutions of the 
United States from Calvinism through the medium of English Puritanism. A more recent writer, 
Douglas Campbell, of Scotch descent, derives them from Holland, which was still more under the 
influence of the Geneva Reformer than England. Calvinism breeds manly, independent, and 
earnest characters who fear God and nothing else, and favors political and religious freedom. The 
earliest and most influential settlers of the United Statesthe Puritans of England, the Presbyterians 
of Scotland and Ireland, the Huguenots of France, the Reformed from Holland and the Palatinate, 
were Calvinists, and brought with them the Bible and the Reformed Confessions of Faith. 
Calvinism was the ruling theology of New England during the whole Colonial Period, and it still 
rules in great measure the theology of the Presbyterian, Congregational, and Baptist Churches. 
 
In the study of the sources I have derived much benefit from the libraries of Switzerland, 
especially the Stadtbibliothek of ZAurich, which contains the invaluable Simler collection and 
every important work relating to the Reformation in Switzerland. I take great pleasure in 
expressing my obligation to Dr. G. von Wyss, president, and Dr. Escher, librarian, for their 
courtesy and kindness on repeated visits to that library. 
 
The sources on the Reformation in French Switzerland are now made fully accessible by the new 
critical edition of Calvin’s works, by Herminjard’s collection of the correspondence of the 
French-speaking Reformers (not yet completed), and by the publications of the documentary 
history of Geneva during the period of Calvin’s labors, including the registers of the Council and 
of the Consistory. 
 
I have freely quoted from Calvin’s works and letters, which give us the best insight into his mind 
and heart. I have consulted also his chief biographers, French, German, and English: his 
enthusiastic admirers, Beza, Henry, Stauhelin, Bungener, and Merle D’Aubigna; his virulent 
detractorsBolsec, Galiffe, and Audin; and his impartial critics, Dyer, and Kampschulte. Dr. 
Henry’s work (1844) was the first adequate biography of the great Reformer, and is still 
unsurpassed as a rich collection of authentic materials, although not well arranged and digested. 
{4} Dr. Merle D’Aubigna’s "History of the Reformation" comes down only to 1542. Thomas H. 



Dyer, LL. D, the author of the "History, of Modern Europe," from the fall of Constantinople to 
1871, and other historical works, has written the first able and readable "Life of Calvin" in the 
English language, which is drawn chiefly from Calvin’s correspondence, from Ruchat, Henry, 
and, in the Servetus chapter, from Mosheim and Trechsel, and is, on the whole, accurate and fair, 
but cold and unsympathetic. The admirable work of Professor Kampschulte is based on a 
thorough mastery of the sources, but it is unfortunately incomplete, and goes only as far as 1542. 
The materials for a second and third volume were placed after his death (December, 1872) into 
the hands of Professor Cornelius of Munich, who, however, has so far only written a few sections. 
His admiration for Calvin’s genius and pure character (see p. 205) presents an interesting parallel 
to Dallinger’s eloquent tribute to Luther (quoted in vol. VI. 741), and is all the more valuable as 
he dissented from Calvin’s theology and church polity; for he was an Old Catholic and intimate 
friend of Reusch and Dallinger. {5} 
 
The sole aim of the historian ought to be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 
 
I have dedicated this volume to my countrymen and oldest surviving friends in Switzerland, Dr. 
Georg von Wyss of ZAurich and Dr. Fraderic Godet of Neuchatel. The one represents German, 
the other French Switzerland. Both are well known; the one for his historical, the other for his 
exegetical works. They have followed the preparation of this book with sympathetic interest, and 
done me the favor of revising the proof-sheets.{6} 
 
I feel much encouraged by the kind reception of my Church History at home and abroad. The first 
three volumes have been freely translated into Chinese by the Rev. D. Z. Sheffield (a missionary 
of the American Board), and into Hindostani by the Rev. Robert Stewart (of the Presbyterian 
Mission of Sialkot). 
 
I have made considerable progress in the fifth volume, which will complete the history of the 
Middle Ages. It was delayed till I could make another visit to Rome and Florence, and study 
more fully the Renaissance, which preceded the Reformation. Two or three more volumes will be 
necessary to bring the history down to the present time, according to the original plan. But how 
many works remain unfinished in this world! Ars longa, vita brevis. 
 
June, 1892. 
 
POSTSCRIPT. 
 
The above Preface was ready for the printer, and the book nearly finished, when, on the 15th of 
July last, I was suddenly interrupted by a stroke of paralysis at Lake Mohonk (where I spent the 
summer); but, in the good providence of God, my health has been nearly restored. My experience 
is recorded in the 103d Psalm of thanksgiving and praise. 
 
I regret that I could not elaborate chs. XVII. and XVIII., especially the influence of Calvin upon 
the Reformed Churches of Europe and America (162 and 163), as fully as I wished. My friend, 
the Rev. Samuel Macauley Jackson, who happened to be with me when I was taken sick, aided 
me in the last chapter, on Beza, for which he was well prepared by previous studies. I had at first 
intended to add a history of the French Reformation, but this would make the volume too large 
and delay the publication. I have added, however, in an appendix, a list of literature which I 
prepared some time ago in the Library of the Society of the History of French Protestantism at 
Paris, and brought down to date. Most of the books are in my possession. 
 



I may congratulate myself that, notwithstanding this serious interruption, I am enabled to publish 
the history of the Reformation of my native land before the close of the fiftieth anniversary of my 
academic teaching, which I began in December, 1842, in the University of Berlin, when my 
beloved teacher, Neander, was in the prime of his usefulness. A year afterwards, I received, at his 
and Tholuck’s recommendation, a call to a theological professorship from the Synod of the 
German Reformed Church in the United States, and I have never regretted accepting it. For it is a 
great privilege to labor, however humbly, for the kingdom of Christ in America, which celebrates 
in this month, with the whole civilized world, the fourth centennial of its discovery. 
 
Thankful for the past, I look hopefully to the future. 
 
Philip Schaff. 
 
Union Theological Seminary 
 
New York, October 12, 1892. 
 
PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION. 
 
The first edition (of 1500 copies) being exhausted, I have examined the volume and corrected a 
number of typographical errors, mostly in the French words of the last chapters. There was no 
occasion for other improvements. 
 
P. S. 
 
August 9, 1893. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected, and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{2} The celebration has elicited some valuable contributions to the authentic history of 
Switzerland, which may be added to the literature on p. 3. I mention Dr. W. Oechsli: Die 
Anfaunge der schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft. ZAurich, 1891. Jos. Ig. von Ah: Die 
Bundesbriefe der alten Eidgenossen von 1201 bis 1513. Einsiedeln, 1891Pierre Vaucher: Les 
Commencements de la Confadaration suisse. Lausanne, 1891. Prof. Georg von Wyss: Rede bei 
der Bundesfeier der Eidgen ssischen polytechn. Schule, und der Hochschule Zaurich am 25 Juli 
1891. ZAurich, 1891. Denkschrift der historischen u. antiquarischen Gesellschaft zu Basel. Zur 
Erinnerung an-den Bund der Eidgenossen vom 1. Aug. 1291. Basel, 1891. The second volume of 
Dierauer’s Geschichte der Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft appeared at Gotha, 1892, but goes 
only to the year 1516, when the history of the Reformation began. 
 
{3} Bundesstaat, as distinct from a Staatenbund. 
 
{4} The first and second volumes of Dr. Henry’s larger biography are sometimes quoted from the 
English translation of Dr. Stebbing; but the third volume always from the original, as Dr. 
Stebbing omits the appendices and nearly all the original documents. 
 
{5} Professor Reusch of Bonn kindly informed me by letter (Sept. 8, 1891) that Kampschulte first 
studied for the priesthood and was an orthodox and pious Catholic, but opposed the Vatican 
decree of papal infallibility in 1870, and may therefore be considered as having been virtually 



excommunicated. He administered to him the last sacrament (which the ultramontane priest was 
prohibited from doing by the Archbishop of Cologne). The first volume of Kampschulte’s work 
was fully and favorably reviewed in Reusch’s Literatur-blatt for 1869, No. 662, by Dr. Hefele of 
TAubingen, shortly before he became bishop of Rottenburg. Hefele, as a member of the Vatican 
council, was one of the most learned opponents of papal infallibility, but afterwards submitted for 
the sake of peace. A biographical notice of Kampschulte by Cornelius is to be found in the 
fifteenth volume of the Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie. 
 
{6} I take the liberty of quoting a few passages from recent letters of these Swiss scholars which 
will interest the reader. Dr. von Wyss writes: "Ihr Vaterland in Amerika und die englische 
Sprache geben dem Werke ein Geprauge, welches dasselbe von deutschen auhnlichen Schriften 
eindrAucklich unterscheidetes liegt ein so unmittelbares Auffassen und Erfassen der Hauptsache, 
auf die es ankammt, ein so bestimmtes Losgehen auf das Leben, das Praktische, darindass mich 
dieser charakteristische Zug Ihrer gewaltigen Arbeit ungemein anzieht. Wie verschieden sind 
doch die Anlagen und die Bedaurfnisse der Valker! Wer wollte deutsches, franzasisches, 
englisches, amerikanisches Blut und Wesen (ich nenne sie nach der historischen Reihenfolge) 
zusammenschmelzen kannen! Auberall ein eigenthAumlicher Zug! Jeder werthvoll und lieb, wenn 
er nicht Aubertrieben wird! Wer soll die Einheit bilden? Darauber sind wir, mein hochverehrter 
Freund (ich bin glaucklich, so sagen zu daurfen), einig. Aber was wird es einst sein, wenn wir 
diese Einigung in ihrer vollen Verwirklichung, Auber dieser Erde, erblicken werden!" "Ich lese 
die Probebogen allezeit mit dem grassten Vergnaugen. Die Klarheit, Bestimmtheit und 
Genauigkeit Ihrer Darstellung (bis in’s Einzelnste) und der Geist von dem sie getragen ist, 
gewauhren mir die grasste Befriedigung.... Was Zwingli in seiner Expositio Fidei an-Kanig Franz 
I. Auber die Weit jenseits des Grabes sagt, ist mir von allen seinen Aeusserungen stets das 
Liebste, und in nichts fauhle ich mich ihm mehr verwandt als gerade darin, sowie in der Liebe, 
die ihn zu Bullinger zog." Dr. Godet (Dec. 3, 1891): "Du scheinst zu fAurchten, dass die 
Druckbogen mir eine Last seien. Im Gegentheil, sie sind mir eine Freude und Belehrung gewesen. 
Ich habe nie etwas so Befriedigendes Auber den Gegenstand gelesen. Calvin tritt hervor mit 
seinem wahren Gesicht und in seiner hehren Gestalt. Ich danke Dir herzlich fAur diese 
Mittheilung." The same, in a more recent letter: "Qu’il nous soit donna a tous deux avant de 
quitter cette vie de pouvoir terminer nos travaux commencas, toi, ton Histoire... moi, mon 
Introduction au Nouveau Testament.... Le premier volume, les apitres de Paul, sera, j’espere, 
termina et imprima avec la fin de Pannae (1892) si" The venerable author is now in his eightieth 
year.  
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION. 
 

1. Switzerland before the Reformation. 
 
Switzerland belongs to those countries whose historic significance stands in inverse proportion to 
their size. God often elects small things for great purposes. Palestine gave to the world the 
Christian religion. From little Greece proceeded philosophy and art. Switzerland is the cradle of 
the Reformed churches. The land of the snow-capped Alps is the source of mighty rivers, and of 
the Reformed faith, as Germany is the home of the Lutheran faith; and the principles of the Swiss 
Reformation, like the waters of the Rhine and the Rhone, travelled westward with the course of 
the sun to France, Holland, England, Scotland, and to a new continent, which Zwingli and Calvin 
knew only by name. Compared with intellectual and moral achievements, the conquests of the 
sword dwindle into insignificance. Ideas rule the world; ideas are immortal. 
 
Before the sixteenth century, Switzerland exerted no influence in the affairs of Europe except by 
the bravery of its inhabitants in self-defence of their liberty and in foreign wars. But in the 
sixteenth century she stands next to Germany in that great religious renovation which has affected 
all modern history. {7} 
 
The Republic of Switzerland, which has maintained itself in the midst of monarchies down to this 
day, was founded by "the eternal covenant" of the three "forest cantons," Uri, Schwyz, and 
Unterwalden, August 1, 1291, and grew from time to time by conquest, purchase, and free 
association. Lucerne (the fourth forest canton) joined the confederacy in 1332, Zurich in 1351, 
Glarus and Zug in 1352, Berne in 1353, Freiburg and Solothurn (Soleur) in 1481, Basle and 
Schaffhausen in 1501, Appenzell in 1513,—making in all thirteen cantons at the time of the 
Reformation. With them were connected by purchase, or conquest, or free consent, as common 
territories or free bailiwicks, {8} the adjoining lands of Aargau, Thurgau, Wallis, Geneva, 
Graubundten (Grisons, Rhatia), the princedom of Neuchatel and Valangin, and several cities 
(Biel, Muhlhausen, Rotweil, Locarno, etc.). Since 1798 the number of cantons has increased to 
twenty-two, with a population of nearly three millions (in 1890). The Republic of the United 
States started with thirteen States, and has grown likewise by purchase or conquest and the 
organization and incorporation of new territories, but more rapidly, and on a much larger scale. 
 



The romantic story of William Tell, so charmingly told by Egidius Tschudi, the Swiss Herodotus, 
{9} and by Johannes von Muller, the Swiss Tacitus, and embellished by the poetic genius of 
Friedrich Schiller, must be abandoned to the realm of popular fiction, like the cognate stories of 
Scandinavian and German mythology, but contains, nevertheless, an abiding element of truth as 
setting forth the spirit of those bold mountaineers who loved liberty and independence more than 
their lives, and expelled the foreign invaders from their soil. The glory of an individual belongs to 
the Swiss people. The sacred oath of the men of Grutli on the Lake of Lucerne, at the foot of 
Seelisberg (1306 or 1308?), and the more certain confederation of Dec. 9, 1315, at Brunnen, were 
renewals of the previous covenant of 1291. {10} 
 
The Swiss successfully vindicated their independence against the attacks of the House of 
Habsburg in the memorable battles of Morgarten ("the Marathon of Switzerland" 1315), Sempach 
(1386), and Nafels (1388), against King Louis XI. of France at St. Jacob near Basle (the 
Thermopylae of Switzerland, 1444), and against Duke Charles the Bold of Burgundy at Granson, 
Murten (Morat), and Nancy (1476 and 1477). 
 
Nature and history made Switzerland a federative republic. This republic was originally a loose, 
aristocratic confederacy of independent cantons, ruled by a diet of one house where each canton 
had the same number of deputies and votes, so that a majority of the Diet could defeat a majority 
of the people. This state of things continued till 1848, when (after the defeat of the Sonderbund of 
the Roman Catholic cantons) the constitution was remodelled on democratic principles, after the 
American example, and the legislative power vested in two houses, one (the Standerath or 
Senate) consisting of forty-four deputies of the twenty-two sovereign cantons (as in the old Diet), 
the other (the Nationalrath or House of Representatives) representing the people in proportion to 
their number (one to every twenty thousand souls); while the executive power was given to a 
council of seven members (the Bundesrath) elected for three years by both branches of the 
legislature. Thus the confederacy of cantons was changed into a federal state, with a central 
government elected by the people and acting directly on the people. {11} 
 
This difference in the constitution of the central authority must be kept in mind in order to 
understand why the Reformation triumphed in the most populous cantons, and yet was defeated 
in the Diet. {12} The small forest cantons had each as many votes as the much larger cantons of 
Zurich and Berne, and kept out Protestantism from their borders till the year 1848. The loose 
character of the German Diet and the absence of centralization account in like manner for the 
victory of Protestantism in Saxony, Hesse, and other states and imperial cities, notwithstanding 
the hostile resolutions of the majority of the Diet, which again and again demanded the execution 
of the Edict of Worms. 
 
The Christianization of Switzerland began in the fourth or third century under the Roman rule, 
and proceeded from France and Italy. Geneva, on the border of France and Savoy, is the seat of 
the oldest church and bishopric founded by two bishops of Vienne in Southern Gaul. The 
bishopric of Coire, in the south-eastern extremity, appears first in the acts of a Synod of Milan, 
452. The northern and interior sections were Christianized in the seventh century by Irish 
missionaries, Columban and Gallus. The last founded the abbey of St. Gall, which became a 
famous centre of civilization for Alamannia. The first, and for a long time the only, university of 
Switzerland was that of Basle (1460), where one of the three reformatory Councils was held 
(1430). During the Middle Ages the whole country, like the rest of Europe, was subject to the 
Roman see, and no religion was tolerated but the Roman Catholic. It was divided into six 
episcopal dioceses,—Geneva, Coire, Constance, Basle, Lausanne, and Sion (Sitten). The Pope 
had several legates in Switzerland who acted as political and military agents, and treated the little 
republic like a great power. The most influential bishop, Schinner of Sion, who did substantial 



service to the warlike Julius II. and Leo X., attained even a cardinal’s hat. Zwingli, who knew 
him well, might have acquired the same dignity if he had followed his example. 
 
{7} "The affairs of Switzerland," says Hallam (Middle Ages, II. 108, Am. ed.), "occupy a very 
small space in the great chart of European history; but in some respects they are more interesting 
than the revolutions of mighty kingdoms. Nowhere besides do we find so many titles to our 
sympathy, or the union of so much virtue with so complete success.... Other nations displayed an 
insuperable resolution in the defence of walled towns; but the steadiness of the Swiss in the field 
of battle was without a parallel, unless we recall the memory of Lacedaemon." 
 
{8} They were called gemeine Herrschaften or Vogteien and zugewandte Orte. 
 
{9} Or the father of Swiss historiography, as he is also called. His Chronicon Helveticum or 
Eidgenossische Chronik (1000-1470) was first edited by Professor Iselin, Basle, 1734 and ‘36, in 
2 vols. Aegidius Tschudi of Glarus (1505-1572) derived the Tell legend from the Weisse Buch of 
Sarnen, and Etterlin of Lucerne, and adorned it with his fancy, and masterly power of narration. 
He was a pupil of Zwingli, but remained in the old church. In a letter to Zwingli, February, 1517, 
he says, "Non cum aliquo docto libentius esse velim, quam tecum." Zw., Opera, VII. 21. The MS. 
of his Chronik is preserved in the city library of Zurich. It is carefully described, with a facsimile 
in the Neujahrsblatt of the Stadtbibliothek in Zurich auf das Jahr 1889 (Zurich, Orell Fussli & 
Co.). 
 
{10} On the origin of the Swiss Confederation and the Tell and Grutli legends, see the critical 
researches of Kopp, Urkunden zur Geschichte der eidgenossischen Bunde, Luzern, 1835, and 
Wien, 1851, 2 vols. Hisely, Recherches critiques sur Guillaume Tell, Lausanne, 1843. Kopp, Zur 
Tell-Sage, Luzern, 1854 and ‘56. Karl Hagen, Die Politik der Kaiser Rudolf von Habsburg und 
Albrecht I. und die Entstehung der schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft, Bern, 1857. G. von Wyse, 
Die Gesch. der drei Lander Uri, Schwyz und Unterwalden,1212-1315, Zurich, 1858; Zurich am 
Ausgange des dreizehnten Jahrh., Zurich, 1876. A. Rilliet, Les origines de la confederation 
suisse, histoire et legende, 2d ed., Geneve, 1869. Dierauer, Gesch. der Schweiz. 
Eidgenossenschaft, Gotha, 1887, vol. I. 81-151. 
 
{11} The Staatenbund became a Bundesstaat. The same difference exists between the American 
Confederacy during the Revolutionary War and the United States after the war, as also between 
the old German Bund and the new German Empire. 
 
{12} The numerical strength of Protestantism at the death of Zwingli was probably not far from 
two-thirds of the population. The relation of the two confessions has undergone no material 
change in Switzerland. In 1888 the Protestants numbered 1,724,257; the Roman Catholics, 
1,190,008; the Jews, 8,386.  



2. The Swiss Reformation. 
 
The Church in Switzerland was corrupt and as much in need of reform as in Germany. The 
inhabitants of the old cantons around the Lake of Lucerne were, and are to this day, among the 
most honest and pious Catholics; but the clergy were ignorant, superstitious, and immoral, and set 
a bad example to the laity. The convents were in a state of decay, and could not furnish a single 
champion able to cope with the Reformers in learning and moral influence. Celibacy made 
concubinage a common and pardonable offence. The bishop of Constance (Hugo von 
Hohenlandenberg) absolved guilty priests on the payment of a fine of four guilders for every 
child born to them, and is said to have derived from this source seventy-five hundred guilders in a 
single year (1522). In a pastoral letter, shortly before the Reformation, he complained of the 
immorality of many priests who openly kept concubines or bad women in their houses, who 
refuse to dismiss them, or bring them back secretly, who gamble, sit with laymen in taverns, drink 
to excess, and utter blasphemies. {13} 
 
The people were corrupted by the foreign military service (called Reislaufen), which perpetuated 
the fame of the Swiss for bravery and faithfulness, but at the expense of independence and good 
morals. {14} Kings and popes vied with each other in tempting offers to secure Swiss soldiers, 
who often fought against each other on foreign battle-fields, and returned with rich pensions and 
dissolute habits. Zwingli knew this evil from personal experience as chaplain in the Italian 
campaigns, attacked it before he thought of reforming the Church, continued to oppose it when 
called to Zurich, and found his death at the hands of a foreign mercenary. 
 
On the other hand, there were some hopeful signs of progress. The reformatory Councils of 
Constance and Basle were not yet entirely forgotten among the educated classes. The revival of 
letters stimulated freedom of thought, and opened the eyes to abuses. The University of Basle 
became a centre of literary activity and illuminating influences. There Thomas Wyttenbach of 
Biel taught theology between 1505 and 1508, and attacked indulgences, the mass, and the 
celibacy of the priesthood. He, with seven other priests, married in 1524, and was deposed as 
preacher, but not excommunicated. He combined several high offices, but died in great poverty, 
1526. Zwingli attended his lectures in 1505, and learned much from him. In Basle, Erasmus, the 
great luminary of liberal learning, spent several of the most active years of his life (1514-1516 
and 1521-1529), and published, through the press of his friend Frobenius, most of his books, 
including his editions of the Greek Testament. In Basle several works of Luther were reprinted, to 
be scattered through Switzerland. Capito, Hedio, Pellican, and Oecolampadius likewise studied, 
taught, and preached in that city. 
 
But the Reformation proceeded from Zurich, not from Basle, and was guided by Zwingli, who 
combined the humanistic culture of Erasmus with the ability of a popular preacher and the 
practical energy of an ecclesiastical reformer. 
 
The Swiss Reformation may be divided into three acts and periods, — 
 
I. The Zwinglian Reformation in the German cantons from 1516 to Zwingli’s death and the peace 
of Cappel, 1531. 
 
II. The Calvinistic Reformation in French Switzerland from 1531 to the death of Calvin, 1564. 
 



III. The labors of Bullinger in Zurich (d. 1575), and Beza in Geneva (d. 1605) for the 
consolidation of the work of their older friends and predecessors. 
 
The Zwinglian movement was nearly simultaneous with the German Reformation, and came to an 
agreement with it at Marburg in fourteen out of fifteen articles of faith, the only serious difference 
being the mode of Christ’s presence in the eucharist. Although Zwingli died in the Prime of life, 
he already set forth most of the characteristic features of the Reformed Churches, at least in rough 
outline. 
 
But Calvin is the great theologian, organizer, and discip-linarian of the Reformed Church. He 
brought it nearer the Lutheran Church in the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, but he widened the 
breach in the doctrine of predestination. 
 
Zwingli and Bullinger connect the Swiss Reformation with that of Germany, Hungary, and 
Bohemia; Calvin and Beza, with that of France, Holland, England, and Scotland. 
 
{13} Schuler, Huldreich Zwingli, p. 196; Morikofer, Ulrich Zwingli, vol. I. 67. Zwingli was 
reported to have said, that of a thousand priests and monks, scarcely one was chaste. Egli, 
Actensammlung, p. 62. 
 
{14} Reislaufen means running to war (from Reis equals Kriegszug, war). The heroic devotion of 
Swiss soldiers in defence of foreign masters is immortalized by the Thorwaldsen statue of the 
wounded lion in Luzern.  



3. The Genius of the Swiss Reformation compared with the German. 
 
On the difference between the Lutheran and the Reformed Confessions see Gobel, Hundeshagen, 
Schnekenburger, Schweizer, etc., quoted in Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. 211. 
 
Protestantism gives larger scope to individual and national freedom and variety of development 
than Romanism, which demands uniformity in doctrine, discipline, and worship. It has no visible 
centre or headship, and consists of a number of separate and independent organizations under the 
invisible headship of Christ. It is one flock, but in many folds. Variety in unity and unity in 
variety are the law of God in nature and history. Protestantism so far has fully developed variety, 
but not yet realized unity. 
 
The two original branches of evangelical Christendom are the Lutheran and the Reformed 
Confessions. They are as much alike and as much distinct as the Greek and the Roman branches 
of Catholicism, which rest on the national bases of philosophical Greece and political Rome. 
They are equally evangelical, and admit of an organic union, which has actually been effected in 
Prussia and other parts of Germany since the third anniversary of the Reformation in 1817. Their 
differences are theological rather than religious; they affect the intellectual conception, but not the 
heart and soul of piety. The only serious doctrinal difference which divided Luther and Zwingli at 
Marburg was the mode of the real presence in the eucharist; as the double procession of the Holy 
Spirit was for centuries the only doctrinal difference between the Greek and Roman Churches. 
But other differences of government, discipline, worship, and practice developed themselves in 
the course of time, and overshadowed the theological lines of separation. 
 
The Lutheran family embraces the churches which bear the name of Luther and accept the 
Augsburg Confession; the Reformed family (using the term Reformed in its historic and general 
sense) comprehends the churches which trace their origin directly or indirectly to the labors of 
Zwingli and Calvin. {15} In England the second or Puritan Reformation gave birth to a number 
of. new denominations, which, after the Toleration Act of 1689, were organized into distinct 
Churches. In the eighteenth century arose the Wesleyan revival movement, which grew into one 
of the largest and most active churches in the English-speaking world. 
 
Thus the Reformation of the sixteenth century is the mother or grandmother of at least half a 
dozen families of evangelical denominations, not counting the sub-divisions. Lutheranism has its 
strength in Germany and Scandinavia; the Reformed Church, in Great Britain and North America. 
 
The Reformed Confession has developed different types. Travelling westward with the course of 
Christianity and civilization, it became more powerful in Holland, England, and Scotland than in 
Switzerland; but the chief characteristics which distinguish it from the Lutheran Confession were 
already developed by Zwingli and Calvin. 
 
The Swiss and the German Reformers agreed in opposition to Romanism, but the Swiss departed 
further from it. The former were zealous for the sovereign glory of God, and, in strict 
interpretation of the first and second commandments, abolished the heathen elements of creature 
worship; while Luther, in the interest of free grace and the peace of conscience, aimed his 
strongest blows at the Jewish element of monkish legalism and self-righteousness. The Swiss 
theology proceeds from God’s grace to man’s needs; the Lutheran, from man’s needs to God’s 
grace. 
 



Both agree in the three fundamental principles of Protestantism: the absolute supremacy of the 
Divine Scriptures as a rule of faith and practice; justification by free grace through faith; the 
general priesthood of the laity. But as regards the first principle, the Reformed Church is more 
radical in carrying it out against human traditions, abolishing all those which have no root in the 
Bible; while Luther retained those which are not contrary to the Bible. As regards justification by 
faith, Luther made it the article of the standing or falling Church; while Zwingli and Calvin 
subordinated it to the ulterior truth of eternal foreordination by free grace, and laid greater stress 
on good works and strict discipline. Both opposed the idea of a special priesthood and 
hierarchical rule; but the Swiss Reformers gave larger scope to the popular lay element, and set in 
motion the principle of congregational and synodical self-government and self-support. 
 
Both brought the new Church into Close contact with the State; but the Swiss Reformers 
controlled the State in the spirit of republican independence, which ultimately led to a separation 
of the secular and spiritual powers, or to a free Church in a free State (as in the free churches of 
French Switzerland, and in all the churches of the United States); while Luther and Melanchthon, 
with their native reverence for monarchical institutions and the German Empire, taught passive 
obedience in politics, and brought the Church under bondage to the civil authority. 
 
All the evangelical divines and rulers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were 
inconsistently intolerant in theory and practice; but the Reformation, which was a revolt against 
papal tyranny and a mighty act of emancipation, led ultimately to the triumph of religious 
freedom as its legitimate fruit. 
 
The Reformed Church does not bear the name of any man, and is not controlled by a towering 
personality, but assumed different types under the moulding influence of Zwingli and Bullinger in 
Zurich, of Oecolampadius in Basle, of Haller in Berne, of Calvin and Beza in Geneva, of Ursinus 
and Olevianus in the Palatinate, of Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley in England, of Knox in 
Scotland. The Lutheran Church, as the very name indicates, has the stamp of Luther indelibly 
impressed upon it; although the milder and more liberal Melanchthonian tendency has in it a 
legitimate place of honor and power, and manifests itself in all progressive and unionistic 
movements as those of Calixtus, of Spener, and of the moderate Lutheran schools of our age. 
 
Calvinism has made a stronger impression on the Latin and Anglo-Saxon races than on the 
German; while Lutheranism is essentially German, and undergoes more or less change in other 
countries. 
 
Calvin aimed at a reformation of discipline as well as theology, and established a model 
theocracy in Geneva, which lasted for several generations. Luther contented himself with a 
reformation of faith and doctrine, leaving the practical consequences to time, but bitterly 
lamented the Antinomian disorder and abuse which for a time threatened to neutralize his labors 
in Saxony. 
 
The Swiss Reformers reduced worship to the utmost simplicity and naked spirituality, and made 
its effect for kindling or chilling-devotion to depend upon the personal piety and intellectual 
effort of the minister and the merits of his sermons and prayers. Luther, who was a poet and a 
musician, left larger scope for the esthetic and artistic element; and his Church developed a rich 
liturgical and hymnological literature. Congregational singing, however, flourishes in both 
denominations; and the Anglican Church produced the best liturgy, which has kept its place to 
this day, with increasing popularity. 
 



The Reformed Church excels in self-discipline, liberality, energy, and enterprise; it carries the 
gospel to all heathen lands and new colonies; it builds up a God-fearing, manly, independent, 
heroic type of character, such as we find among the French Huguenots, the English Puritans, the 
Scotch Covenanters, the Waldenses in Piedmont; and sent in times of persecution a noble army of 
martyrs to the prison and the stake. The Lutheran Church cultivates a hearty, trustful, inward, 
mystic style of piety, the science of theology, biblical and historical research, and wrestles with 
the deepest problems of philosophy and religion. 
 
God has wisely distributed his gifts, with abundant opportunities for their exercise in the building 
up of his kingdom. 
 
{15} On the Continent and in works of church history the designation Reformed includes 
Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Congregationalists, and other non-Lutheran Protestants. Calvinism 
and Puritanism are not church terms, but denote schools and parties within the Reformed 
churches. The Anglican Reformed Church stands by itself as a communion which was reformed 
under Lutheran and Calvinistic influences, but occupies a position between Catholicism and 
Protestantism. In modern English and American usage, the term Reformed has assumed a 
restricted sectional sense in connection with other terms, as Reformed Dutch, Reformed German, 
Reformed Presbyterian, Reformed Episcopalian.  



4. Literature on the Swiss Reformation. 
 
Compare the literature on the Reformation in general, vol. VI. 89-93, and the German 
Reformation, pp. 94-97. The literature on the Reformation in French Switzerland will be given in 
a later chapter (pp. 223 sqq.). 
 
The largest collection of the Reformation literature of German Switzerland is in the 
Stadtbibliothek (in the Wasserkirche) and in the Cantonalbibliothek of Zurich. The former 
includes the 200 vols. of the valuable MSS. collection of Simler (d. 1788), and the Thesaurus 
Hottingerianus. I examined these libraries in August, 1886, with the kind aid of Profs. O. F. 
Fritsche, Alex. Schweizer, Georg von Wyss, and Dr. Escher, and again in July, 1890. 
 
For lists of books on Swiss history in general consult the following works: Gottlieb Emanuel von 
Haller: Bibliothek der Schweizer-Geschichte und aller Theile, so dahin Bezug haben (Bern, 1785-
’88, 7 vols.); with the continuations of Gerold Meyer Von Knonau (from 1840-’45, Zur., 1850) 
and Ludwig Von Sinner (from 1786-1861, Bern and Zurich, 1851). The Catalog der 
Stadtbibliothek in Zurich (Zurich, 1864-’67, 4 Bde, much enlarged in the written catalogues). E. 
Fr. von Mulinen: Prodromus einer Schweizer. Historiographie (Bern, 1874). The author promises 
a complete Lexicon of Swiss chroniclers, etc., annalists and historians in about 4 vols. 
 
I. Sources: The works Of Zwingli, Oecolampadius, Leo Judae, Bullinger, Watt (Vadianus), and 
other Reformers of the Swiss cantons. 
 
Herminjard: Correspondance des Reformateurs. Geneve, 1866-’86. 7 vols. 
 
Bullinger (Heinrich, Zwingli’s successor, d. 1575): Reformationsgeschichte, nach den 
Autographen herausgeg. von J. J. Hottinger und H. H. Vogeli. Frauenfeld, 1838-’40, 3 vols. 8Â°. 
From 1519 to 1532. In the Swiss-German dialect. 
 
Kessler (Johannes, Reformer of St. Gallen): Sabbata. Chronik der Jahre 1523-’39. Ed. by E. 
Gotzinger. St. Gallen, 1866-’68. 2 parts. Kessler was the student whom Luther met at Jena on his 
return to Wittenberg (see vol. VI. 385). 
 
Simler (Joh. Jac.): Sammlung alter und neuer Urkunden zur Beleuchtung der Kirchengeschichte, 
vornehmlich des Schweizerlandes. Zurich, 1757-’63. 2 Bde in 6 Theilen. 8Â°. Also the first 30 
vols. of his above-mentioned collection of MSS., which includes many printed pamphlets and 
documents. 
 
Die Eidgenossischen Abschiede. Bd. III. Abth. 2: Abschiede von 1500-’20, bearbeitet von 
Segesser (Luzern, 1869); Bd. IV. Ia: A. D. 1521-28, bearbeitet von Strickler (Brugg, 1873); Bd. 
IV. 1 b: A. D. 1529-’32 (Zurich, 1876); Bd. IV. 1 c: A. D. 1533-’40, bearbeitet von Deschwanden 
(Luzern, 1878); Bd. IV. 1 d: A. D. 1541-’48, bearbeitet von Deschwanden (Luzern, 1882). The 
publication of these official acts of the Swiss Diet was begun at the expense of the Confederacy, 
A. D. 1839, and embraces the period from 1245 to 1848. 
 
Strickler (Joh.): Actensammlung zur Schweizerischen Reformationsgeschichte in den Jahren 
1521-’32. Zurich, 1878-’84. 5 vols. 8. Mostly in Swiss-German, partly in Latin. The fifth vol. 
contains Addenda, Registers, and a list of books on the history of the Reformation to 1533. 
 



Egli (Emil): Actensammlung zur Geschichte der Zurcher Reformation von 1519-’33. Zurich, 
1879. (Pages vii. and 947.) 
 
Sturler (M. v.): Urkunden der Bernischen Kirchenreform. Bern, 1862. Goes only to 1528. 
 
On the Roman Catholic side: Archiv fur die Schweizer. Reformations-Geschichte, herausgeg. auf 
Veranstaltung des Schweizer. Piusvereins. Solothurn, 1868’-76. 3 large vols. This includes in vol. 
I. the Chronik der Schweizerischen Reformation (till 1534), by Hans Salat of Luzern (d. after 
1543), a historian and poet, whose life and writings were edited by Baechtold, Basel, 1876. Vol. 
II. contains the papal addresses to the Swiss Diet, etc. Vol. III. 7-82 gives a very full bibliography 
bearing upon the Reformation and the history of the Swiss Cantons down to 1871. This work is 
overlooked by most Protestant historians. Bullinger wrote against Salat a book entitled Salz zum 
Salat. 
 
II. Later Historical Works: 
 
Hottinger (Joh. Heinrich, an eminent Orientalist, 1620-’67): Historia Ecclesiasticae Novi Test. 
Tiguri [Turici], 1651-’67. 9 vols. 8. The last four volumes of this very learned but very tedious 
work treat of the Reformation. The seventh volume has a chapter of nearly 600 pages (24-618) de 
Indulgentiis in specie! 
 
Hottinger (Joh. Jacob, 1652-1735, third son of the former): Helvetische Kirchengeschichten, etc. 
Zur., 1698-1729. 4 vols. 4. Newly ed. by Wirz and Kirchhofer. See below. 
 
Miscellanea Tigurina edita, inedita, vetera, nova, theologica, historica, etc., ed. by J. J. Ulrich. 
Zur., 1722-’24. 3 vols. 8. They contain small biographies of Swiss Reformers and important 
documents of Bullinger, Leo Judae, Breitinger, Simler, etc. 
 
Fusslin (or Fussli, Joh. Conr. F., 1704-1775): Beitrage zur Erlauterung der 
Kirchenreformationsgeschichten des Schweizerlands. Zur., 1740-’53. 5 vols. 8. Contains 
important original documents and letters. 
 
Ruchat (Abrah., 1680-1750): Histoire de la Reformation de la Suisse, 1516-1556. Geneve, 1727, 
‘28. 6 vols. 8. New edition with Appendixes by L. Vulliemin. Paris and Lausanne, 1835-’38. 7 
vols. 8Â°. Chiefly important for the French cantons. An English abridgment of the first four vols. 
in one vol. by J. Collinson (Canon of Durham), London, 1845, goes to the end of A. D. 1536. 
 
Wirz (Ludw.) and Kirchhofer (Melch.): Helvet. Kirchengeschichte. Aus Joh. Jac. Hottinger’s 
alterem Werke und anderen Quellen neu bearbeitet. Zurich, 1808-’19. 5 vols. The modern history 
is contained in vols. IV. and V. The fifth vol. is by Kirchhofer. 
 
Merle D’Aubigne (professor of Church history at Geneva, d. 1872): Histoire de la Reformation 
du 16 siecle. Paris, 1838 sqq. Histoire de la Reformation au temps du Calvin. Paris, 1863-’78. 
Both works were translated and published in England and America, in various editions. 
 
Trechsel (Friedr., 1805-1885): Beitrage zur Geschichte der Schweiz. Reformirten Kirche, 
zunachst derjenigen des Cantons Bern. Bern, 1841, ‘42, 4 Hefte. 
 
Gieseler (d. 1854): Ch. History. Germ. ed. III. A. 128 sqq.; 277 sqq. Am. ed. vol. IV. 75-99, 209-
217. His account is very valuable for the extracts from the sources. 
 



Baur (d. at Tubingen, 1860): Kirchengeschichte. Bd. IV. 80-96. Posthumous, Tubingen, 1863. 
 
Hagenbach (Karl Rud., professor of Church history at Basel, d. 1874): Geschichte der 
Reformation, 1517-1555. Leipzig, 1834, 4th ed. 1870 (vol. III. of his general Kirchengeschichte). 
Fifth ed., with a literary and critical appendix, by Dr. F. Nippold, Leipzig, 1887. English 
translation by Miss E. Moore, Edinburgh and New York, 1878, ‘79, 2 vols. 
 
Chastel (atienne, professor of Church history in the University of Geneva, d. 1885): Histoire du 
Christianisme, Tom. IV.: Age Moderne (p. 66 sqq.). Paris, 1882. 
 
Berner Beitrage zur Geschichte der Schweizerischen Reformationskirchen. Von Billeter, 
Fluckiger, Hubler, Kasser, Marthaler, Strasser. Mit weiteren Beitragen vermehrt und 
herausgegeben von Fr. Nippold. Bern, 1884. (Pages 454.) 
 
On the Confessions of the Swiss Reformation see Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, New York, 4th 
ed. 1884, vol. I. 354 sqq. 
 
Biographies of Zwingli, Oecolampadius, Leo Judae, Bullinger, Haller, etc., will be noticed in the 
appropriate sections. 
 
III. General Histories Of Switzerland. 
 
Muller (Joh. von, the classical historian of Switzerland, d. 1809): Geschichte der Schweizerischen 
Eidgenossenschaft, fortgesetzt von Glutz-Blotzheim (d. 1818) und Joh. Jac. Hottinger. Vols. V. 
and VII. of the whole work. A masterpiece of genius and learning, but superseded in its earlier 
part, where he follows Tschudi, and accepts the legendary tales of Tell and Grutli. The 
Reformation history is by Hottinger (b. 1783, d. 1860), and was published also under the title 
Gesch. der Eidgenossen wahrend der Zeit der Kirchentrennung. Zurich, 1825 and ‘29, 2 vols It 
was continued by Vulliemin in his Histoire de la confederation suisse dans les XVII {e et XVIIe} 
siecles. Paris and Lausanne, 1841 and ‘42. 3 vols. The first of these three volumes relates to the 
Reformation in French Switzerland, which was omitted in the German work of Hottinger, but 
was afterwards translated into German by others, and incorporated into the German edition 
(Zurich, 1786-1853, 15 vols.; the Reformation period in vols. VI.-X.). There is also a complete 
French edition of the entire History of Switzerland by Joh. von Muller, Glutz-Blotzheim, 
Hottinger, Vulliemin, and Monnard (Paris et Geneve, 1837-’51, 18 vols. Three vols. from 
Vulliemin, five from Monnard, and the rest translated). 
 
Other general Histories of Switzerland by Zschokke (1822, 8th ed. 1849; Engl. transl. by Shaw, 
1848, new ed. 1875), Meyer von Knonau (2 vols.), Vogelin (6 Vols.), Morin, Zellweger, 
Vulliemin (German ed. 1882), Dandliker (Zurich, 1883 sqq., 3 vols., illustr.), Mrs. Hug and Rich. 
Stead (London, 1890), and Dieraur (Gotha, 1887 sqq.; second vol., 1892). 
 
Bluntschli (J. C., a native of Zurich, professor of jurisprudence and international law at 
Heidelberg, d. 1881): Geschichte des Schweizerischen Bundesrechts von den ersten ewigen 
Bunden his auf die Gegenwart. Stuttgart, 2d ed. 1875. 2 vols. Important for the relation of Church 
and State in the period of the Reformation (vol. I. 292 sqq.). L. R. von Salis: Schweizerisches 
Bundesrecht seit dem 29. Mai 1874. Bern, 1892. 3 vols. (also in French and Italian). 
 
E. Egli: Kirchengeschichte der Schweiz bis auf Karl d. Gr. Zurich, 1892. 
 



Comp. Rud. Stahelin on the literature of the Swiss Reformation, from 1875-1882, in Brieger’s 
"Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte," vols. III. and VI. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER II. 
 
ZWINGLI’S TRAINING. 
 

5. The Zwingli Literature. 
 
The general literature in 4, especially Bullinger’s History and Egli’s Collection. The public 
libraries and archives in Zurich contain the various editions of Zwingli’s works, and the remains 
of his own library with marginal notes, which were exhibited in connection with the Zwingli 
celebration in 1884. See Zwingli-Ausstellung veranstaltet von der Stadtbibliothek in Zurich in 
Verbindung mit dem Staatsarchiv und der Cantonalbibliothek. Zurich, 1884. A pamphlet of 24 
pages, with a descriptive catalogue of Zwingli’s books and remains. The annotations furnish 
fragmentary material for a knowledge of his theological growth. See Usteri’s Initia Zwingli, 
quoted below. 
 
I. Sources: 
 
Huldreich Zwingli: Opera omnia, ed. Melchior Schuler (d. 1859) and Joh. Schulthess (d. 1836). 
Tiguri, 1828-’42. 8 vols. Vols. I. and II., the German writings; III.-VI., Scripta Latina; VII. and 
VIII., Epistolae. A supplement of 75 pages was ed. by G. Schulthess (d. 1866) and Marthaler in 
1861, and contains letters of Zwingli to Rhenanus and others. A new critical edition is much 
needed and contemplated for the "Corpus Reformatorum" by a commission of Swiss scholars. 
Zwingli’s Correspond. in Herminjard, Vols. I. and II. 
 
The first edition of Zwingli’s Works appeared at Zurich, 1545, in 4 vols. Usteri and Vogelin: M. 
H. Zwingli’s Schriften im Auszuge, Zurich, 1819 and ‘20, 2 vols. (A systematic exhibition of 
Zwingli’s teaching in modern German.) Another translation of select works into modern German 
by R. Christoffel, Zur., 1843, 9 small vols. 
 
Comp. also Paul Schweizer (Staatsarchivar in Zurich, son of Dr. Alexander Schweizer): Zwingli-
Autographen im Staats-Archiv zu Zurich. 1885. (23 pages; separately publ. from the "Theol. 
Zeitschrift aus der Schweiz.") 
 
Joannis Oecolampadii et Huldrichi Zwinglii Epistolarum libri IV. Basil. 1536. 
 
Herminjard (A. L.): Correspondance des Reformateurs. Geneve, 1866 sqq. Letters of Zwingli in 
vol. I. Nos. 82 and 146 (and eight letters to him, Nos. 17, 19, 32, etc.), and in vol. II. No. 191 (and 
nine letters to him). 
 
Briefwechsel des Beatus Rhenanus. Gesammelt u. herausgeg. von Dr. Adelbert Horawitz und Dr. 
Karl Hartfelder. Leipzig, 1886. Contains also the correspondence between Rhenanus and Zwingli. 
See Index, p. 700. 
 
II. Biographies of Zwingli, including Short Sketches: 
 
Oswald Myconius: Deuteronomy Vita et Obitu Zw., 1536. Republ. in Vitae quatuor 
Reformatortum, with Preface by Neander, 1840. Nuscheler, Zurich, 1776. J. Caspar Hess: Vie 



d’Ulrich Zwingle, Geneva, 1810; German ed. more than doubled by a literary appendix of 372 
pages, by Leonh. Usteri, Zurich, 1811, 2 vols. (Engl. transl. from the French by Aiken, Lond., 
1812). Rotermund, Bremen, 1818. J. M. Schuler: H. Zw. Gesch. seiner Bildung zum Reformator 
seines Vaterlandes. Zur., 1818, 2d ed. 1819. Horner, Zur., 1818. L. Usteri, in the Appendix to his 
ed. of Zwingli’s German works, Zur., 1819. Several sketches of Zwingli appeared in connection 
with the celebration of the Zurich Reformation in 1819, especially in the festal oration of J. J. 
Hess: Emendationis sacrorum beneficium, Turici, 1819. J. J. Hottinger, Zur., 1842 (translation by 
Th. C. Porter: Life and Times of U. Z., Harrisburg, Penn., 1857, 421 pages). Robbins, in 
"Bibliotheca Sacra," Andover, Mass., 1851. L. Mayer, in his "History of the German Ref. 
Church," vol. I., Philadelphia, 1851. Dan. Wise, Boston, 1850 and 1882. Roeder, St. Gallen and 
Bern, 1855. R. Christoffel, Elberfeld, 1857 (Engl. transl. by John Cochran, Edinb., 1858)., 
Salomon Vogelin: Erinnerungen an-Zw. Zur., 1865. W. M. Blackburn, Philad., 1868. *J. C. 
Morikofer, Leipzig, 1867 and ‘69, 2 vols. The best biography from the sources. Dr. Volkmar: 
Vortrag, Zur., 1870 (30 pages). G. Finsler: U. Zw., 3 Vortrage, Zur., 1873. G. A. Hoff: Vie d’Ulr. 
Zw., Paris, 1882 (pp. 305). Jean Grob, Milwaukee, Wis., 1883, 190 pages (Engl. transl., N. York, 
1884). Ch. Alphonse Witz: Ulrich Zwingli, Vortrage, Gotha, 1884 (pp. 144). Guder, in "Herzog’s 
Encycl.," XVIII. 701-706; revised by R. Stahelin in second ed., XVII., 584-635. E. Combe: U. Z.; 
le reformateur suisse. Lausanne, 1884 (pp. 40). H. Rorich: U. Z. Notice biographique, Geneve, 
1884 (pp. 40). J. G. Hardy: U. Zwingli, or Zurich and its Reformer. Edinb., 1888. 
 
III. On Zwingli’s Wife: 
 
Salomon Hess: Anna Reinhard, Gattin und Wittwe von U. Zwingli. Zurich, 2d ed. 1820. (Some 
truth and much fiction.) Gerold Meyer von Knonau: Zuge aus dem Leben der Anna Reinhard. 
Erlangen, 1835. (Reliable.) 
 
IV. Commemorative Addresses of 1884 at the Fourth Centennial of Zwingli’s Birth: 
 
Comp. the list in the Zuricher Taschenbuch auf das Jahr 1885, pp. 265-268; and Flaigg, in Theol. 
Zeitschrift aus der Schweiz, 1885, pp. 219 sqq. Some of the biographies mentioned sub II. are 
commemorative addresses. 
 
*Alex. Schweizer (d. 1888): Zwingli’s Bedeutung neben Luther. Festrede in der Universitatsaula, 
Jan. 6, 1884, weiter ausgefuhrt. Zur., 1884 (pp. 89). Also a series of articles of Schweizer in the 
"Protestant. Kirchenzeitung," Berlin, 1883, Nos. 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 26, 27, in defence of Zwingli 
against the charges of Janssen. Joh. Martin Usteri (pastor at Affoltern), then Prof. at Erlangen, d. 
1889 Ulrich Zwingli, ein Martin Luther ebenburtiger[?] Zeuge des evang. Glaubens. Festschrift 
mit Vorrede von H. v. der Goltz. Zurich, 1883 (144 pp.); Zwingli und Erasmus, Zurich, 1885 (39 
pp.); Initia Zwinglii, in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1885 (pp. 607-672), 1886 (pp. 673-737), 
and 1889 (pp. 140 and 141). Rud. Stahelin: Huldreich Zwingli und sein Reformations-werk. Zum 
vierhundertjahrigen Geburtstag Z.’s dargestellt. Halle, 1883 (pages 81). Ernst Stahelin: H. Z.’s 
Predigt an unser Schweizervolk und unsere Zeit. Basel, 1884. Ernst Muller: Ulrich Zw. Ein 
Bernischer Beitrag zur Zwinglifeier. Bern, 1884. E. Dietz: Vie d’U. Z. a  l’occasion du 400Â° 
anniversaire de sa naissance. Paris and Strasbourg, 1884 (pp. 48). Herm. Sporri: Durch Gottes 
Gnade allein. Zur Feier des 400 jahr. Geb. tages Zw.’s. Hamburg, 1884. Joh. (T. Dreydorff): U. 
Zw. Festpredigt. Leipzig, 1884. Sal. Vogelin: U. Z. Zur., 1884. G. Finsler (Zwingli’s twenty-
second successor as Antistes in Zurich): Ulrich Zw. Festschrift zur Feier seines 400 jahr. 
Geburtstags. Zur., 3d ed. 1884 (transl. into Romansch by Darms, Coire, 1884). Finsler and Meyer 
von Knonau: Festvortrage bei der Feier des 400 jahr. Geburtstags U. Z. Zur., 1884 (pp. 24). 
Finsler delivered also the chief address at the unveiling of Zwingli’s monument, Aug. 25, 1885. 
Oechsli: Zur Zwingli-Feier. Zur., 1884. Die Zwinglifeier in Bern, Jan. 6, 1884. Several addresses, 



80 pages. Alfred Krauss (professor in Strassburg): Zwingli. Strassb., 1884 (pp. 19). Aug. Bouvier: 
Foi, Culture et Patriotisme. Deux discours a  l’occasion Du quatrieme centenaire de Ulrich 
Zwingli. Geneve and Paris, 1884. (In "Nouvelles Paroles de Fol et de Liberte," and separately.) 
W. Gamper (Reform. minister at Dresden): U. Z. Festpredigt zur 400 jahr. Gedenkfeier seines 
Geburtstages. Dresden, 1884. G. K. von Toggenburg (pseudonymous R. Cath.): Die wahre Union 
und die Zwinglifeier. St. Gallen and Leipzig, 1884 (pp. 190). Zwingliana, in the "Theol. 
Zeitschrift aus der Schweiz." Zur., 1884, No. II. Kappeler, Grob und Egg: Zur Erinnerung. Drei 
Reden gehalten in Kappel, Jan. 6, 1884. Affoltern a. A. 1884 (pp. 27).—In America also several 
addresses were delivered and published in connection with the Zwingli commemoration in 1883 
and ‘84. Besides, some books of Zwingli’s were republished; e.g. the Hirt (Shepherd) by 
Riggenbach (Basel, 1884); the Lehrbuchlein, Latin and German, by E. Egli (Zur., 1884). 
 
V. On the Theology of Zwingli: 
 
Edw. Zeller (professor of philosophy in Berlin): Das theologische System Zwingli’s. Tubingen, 
1853. 
 
Ch. Sigwart: Ulrich Zwingli. Der Charakter seiner Theologie mit besonderer Rucksicht auf Picus 
von Mirandola dargestellt. Stuttg. und Hamb., 1855. 
 
Herm. Sporri (Ref. pastor in Hamburg): Zwingli-Studien. Leipzig, 1886 (pp. 131). Discussions on 
Zwingli’s doctrine of the Church, the Bible, his relation to humanism and Christian art. 
 
August Baur (D. D., a Wurtemberg pastor in Weilimdorf near Stuttgart): Zwingli’s Theologie, ihr 
Werden und ihr System. Halle, vol. I. 1885 (pp. 543); Vol. II. P. I., 1888 (pp. 400), P. II., 1889. 
This work does for Zwingli what Jul. Kostlin did for Luther and A. Herrlinger for Melanchthon. 
 
Alex. Schweizer, in his Festrede, treats more briefly, but very ably, of Zwingli’s theological 
opinions (pp. 60-88). 
 
VI. Relation of Zwingli to Luther and Calvin: 
 
Merle D’Aubigne: Le Lutheranisme et la Reforme. Paris, 1844. Engl. translation: Luther and 
Calvin. N. York, 1845. 
 
Hundeshagen: Charakteristik U. Zwingli’s und seines Reformationswerks unter Vergleichung mit 
Luther und Calvin, in the "Studien und Kritiken," 1862. Compare also his Beitrage zur 
Kirchenverfassungsgeschichte und Kirchenpolitik, Bd. I. Wiesbaden, 1864, pp. 136-297. 
(Important for Zwingli’s church polity.) 
 
G. Plitt (Lutheran): Gesch. der ev. Kirche bis zum Augsburger Reichstage. Erlangen, 1867, pp. 
417-488. 
 
A. F. C. Vilmar (Luth.): Luther, Melanchthon, Zwingli. Frankf. -a. -M., 1869. 
 
G. Uhlhorn (Luth.): Luther and the Swiss, translated by G. F. Krotel, Philadelphia, 1876. 
 
Zwingli Wirth (Reformed): Luther und Zwingli. St. Gallen, 1884 (pp. 37). 
 
VII. Special Points in Zwingli’s History and Theology: 
 



Kradolfer: Zwingli in Marburg. Berlin, 1870. 
 
Emil Egli: Die Schlacht von Cappel 1531. Mit 2 Planen und einem Anhang ungedruckter 
Quellen. Zur., 1873 (pp. 88). By the same: Das Religionsgesprach zu Marburg. Zur., 1884. In the 
"Theol. Zeitschrift aus der Schweiz." 
 
Martin Lenz: Zwingli und Landgraf Philipp, in Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte" for 
1879 (Bd. III.). 
 
H. Bavinck: Deuteronomy ethick van U. Zwingli. Kampen, 1880. 
 
Jul. Werder: Zwingli als politischer Reformator, in the "Basler Beitrage zur vaterland. 
Geschichte," Basel, 1882, pp. 263-290. 
 
Herm. Escher: Die Glaubensparteien in der Schweiz. Eidgenossenschaft und ihre Beziehungen 
zum Auslande von 1527-’31. Frauenfeld, 1882. (pp. 326.) Important for Zwingli’s Swiss and 
foreign policy, and his views on the relation of Church and State. 
 
W. Oechsli: Die Anfange des Glaubenskonfliktes zwischen Zurich und den Eidgenossen. 
Winterthur, 1883 (pp. 42). 
 
Marthaler: Zw.’s Lehre vom Glauben. Zur., 1884. 
 
Aug. Baur: Die erste Zuricher Disputation. Halle, 1883 (pp. 32). 
 
A. Erichson: Zwingli’s Tod und dessen Beurtheilung durch Zeitgenossen, Strassb., 1883 (pp. 43); 
U. Zw. und die elsassischen Reformatoren, Strassb., 1884 (pp. 40). 
 
Fluckiger: Zwingli’s Beziehungen zu Bern, in the "Berner Beitrage." Bern, 1884. 
 
J. Mart. Usteri: Initia Zwinglii, and Zw. and Erasmus. See above, p. 18. 
 
H. Fenner: Zw. als Patriot und Politiker. Frauenfeld, 1884 (pp. 38). 
 
G. Heer: U. Zw. als Pfarrer von Glarus. Zurich, 1884 (pp. 42). 
 
Gust. Weber (musical director and organist of the Grossmunster in Zurich): H. Zwingli. Seine 
Stellung zur Musik und seine Lieder. Zurich and Leipzig, 1884 (pp. 68). 
 
A. Zahn: Zwingli’s Verdienste um die biblische Abendmahlslehre. Stuttgart, 1884. 
 
G. Wunderli; Zurich in der Periode 1519-’31. Zurich, 1888. 
 
On Zwingli and the Anabaptists, see the literature in 24. 
 
VIII. In part also the biographies of Oecolampadius, Bullinger, Leo Judae, Haller, etc. 
 
The best books on Zwingli are Morikofer’s biography, Usteri on the education of Zwingli, Baur 
on his theology, Escher and Oechsli on his state and church polity, and Schweizer and R. Stahelin 
on his general character and position in history.  



6. Zwingli’s Birth and Education. 
 
Franz: Zwingli’s Geburtsort. Beitrag zur reformator. Jubelfeier 1819. (The author was pastor of 
Wildhaus.) St. Gallen, 1818. Schuler: Huldreich Zwingli. Geschichte seiner Bildung zum 
Reformator des Vaterlandes. Zurich, 1819. (404 pp. Very full, but somewhat too partial, and 
needing correction.) 
 
Huldreich or Ulrich Zwingli {16} was born January 1, 1484, seven weeks after Luther, in a lowly 
shepherd’s cottage at Wildhaus in the county of Toggenburg, now belonging to the Canton St. 
Gall. 
 
He was descended from the leading family in this retired village. His father, like his grandfather, 
was the chief magistrate (Ammann); his mother, the sister of a priest (John Meili, afterwards 
abbot of Fischingen, in Thurgau, 1510-1523); his uncle, on the father’s side, dean of the chapter 
at Wesen on the wild lake of Wallenstadt. He had seven brothers (he being the third son) and two 
sisters. 
 
The village of Wildhaus is the highest in the valley, surrounded by Alpine meadows and the lofty 
mountain scenery of Northeastern Switzerland, in full view of the seven Churfirsten and the 
snow-capped Sentis. The principal industry of the inhabitants was raising flocks. They are 
described as a cheerful, fresh and energetic people; and these traits we find in Zwingli. {17} The 
Reformation was introduced there in 1523. Not very far distant are the places where Zwingli 
spent his public life,—Glarus, Einsiedeln, and Zurich. 
 
Zwingli was educated in the Catholic religion by his God-fearing parents, and by his uncle, the 
dean of Wesen, who favored the new humanistic learning. He grew up a healthy, vigorous boy. 
He had at a very early age a tender sense of veracity as "the mother of all virtues," and, like 
young Washington, he would never tell a lie. 
 
When ten years of age he was sent from Wesen to a Latin school at Basle, and soon excelled in 
the three chief branches taught there,—Latin grammar, music and dialectics. 
 
In 1498 he entered a college at Berne under the charge of Heinrich Wolflin (Lupulus), who was 
reputed to be the best classical scholar and Latin poet in Switzerland, and followed the reform 
movement in 1522. {18} 
 
From 1500 to 1502 he studied in the University of Vienna, which had become a centre of 
classical learning by the labors of distinguished humanists, Corvinus, Celtes, and Cuspinian, 
under the patronage of the Emperor Maximilian I. {19} He studied scholastic philosophy, 
astronomy, and physics, but chiefly the ancient classics. He became an enthusiast for the 
humanities. He also cultivated his talent for music. He played on several instruments—the lute, 
harp, violin, flute, dulcimer, and hunting-horn—with considerable skill. His papal opponents 
sneeringly called him afterwards "the evangelical lute-player, piper, and whistler." He regarded 
this innocent amusement as a means to refresh the mind and to soften the temper. In his poetical 
and musical taste he resembles Luther, without reaching his eminence. 
 
In 1502 he returned to Basle, taught Latin in the school of St. Martin, pursued his classical 
studies, and acquired the degree of master of arts in 1506; hence he was usually called Master 
Ulrich. He never became a doctor of divinity, like Luther. In Basle he made the acquaintance of 



Leo Jud (Judae, also called Master Leu), who was graduated with him and became his chief co-
laborer in Zurich. Both attended with much benefit the lectures of Thomas Wyttenbach, professor 
of theology since 1505. Zwingli calls him his beloved and faithful teacher, who opened his eyes 
to several abuses of the Church, especially the indulgences, and taught him "not to rely on the 
keys of the Church, but to seek the remission of sins alone in the death of Christ, and to open 
access to it by the key of faith." {20} 
 
{16} The name is often misspelled Zwingel (by Luther), or Zwingle (by English and American 
writers). 
 
{17} Morikofer (I. 4): "Zwingli erinnert in seinem Wesen immer wieder an-seine helle Heimath; 
wir haben stets den in frischer Bergluft gestarkten und gestahlten Alpensohn vor uns." 
 
{18} Lupulus was deposed from his canonry for marrying in 1524, but reinstated after the 
introduction of the Reformation. "Dass Lupulus eine uneheliche Tochter hatte (before his 
marriage), wurde ihm leicht verziehen." Morikofer, I. 7. He lamented Zwingli’s early death in a 
Latin epitaph in verse. 
 
{19} There in no evidence that he became acquainted in Vienna with Eck and Faber, the famous 
champions of popery, nor with his friends Glareanus and Vadianus. See Horawitz, Der 
Humanismus in Wien, 1883. 
 
{20} Werke, I. A. 254; Opera, III. 544. Leo Judae, in the preface to Zwingli’s Annotations to the 
N. T., reports that Zwingli and he derived from Wyttenbach’s lectures in 1505 "quidquid nobis 
fuit solidae eruditionis."  



7. Zwingli in Glarus. 
 
G. Heer: Ulrich Zwingli als Pfarrer in Glarus. Zurich, 1884. 
 
Zwingli was ordained to the priesthood by the bishop of Constance, and appointed pastor of 
Glarus, the capital of the canton of the same name. {21} He had to pay over one hundred guilders 
to buy off a rival candidate (Goldli of Zurich) who was favored by the Pope, and compensated by 
a papal pension. He preached his first sermon in Rapperschwyl, and read his first mass at 
Wildhaus. He labored at Glarus ten years, from 1506 to 1516. His time was occupied by 
preaching, teaching, pastoral duties, and systematic study. He began to learn the Greek language 
"without a teacher," {22} that he might study the New Testament in the original. {23} He acquired 
considerable facility in Greek. The Hebrew language he studied at a later period in Zurich, but 
with less zeal and success. He read with great enthusiasm the ancient Greek and Roman 
philosophers, poets, orators, and historians. He speaks in terms of admiration of Homer, Pindar, 
Demosthenes, Cicero, Livy, Caesar, Seneca, Pliny, Tacitus, Plutarch. He committed Valerius 
Maximus to memory for the historical examples. He wrote comments on Lucian. He perceived, 
like Justin Martyr, the Alexandrian Fathers, and Erasmus, in the lofty ideas of the heathen 
philosophers and poets, the working of the Holy Spirit, which he thought extended beyond 
Palestine throughout the world. He also studied the writings of Picus della Mirandola (d. 1494), 
which influenced his views on providence and predestination. 
 
During his residence in Glarus he was brought into correspondence with Erasmus through his 
friend Loreti of Glarus, called Glareanus, a learned humanist and poet-laureate, who at that time 
resided in Basle, and belonged to the court of admirers of the famous scholar. He paid him also a 
visit in the spring of 1515, and found him a man in the prime of life, small and delicate, but 
amiable and very polite. He addressed him as "the greatest philosopher and theologian;" he 
praises his "boundless learning," and says that he read his books every night before going to 
sleep. Erasmus returned the compliments with more moderation, and speaks of Zwingli’s 
previous letter as being "full of wit and learned acumen." In 1522 Zwingli invited him to settle in 
Zurich; but Erasmus declined it, preferring to be a cosmopolite. We have only one letter of 
Zwingli to Erasmus, but six of Erasmus to Zwingli. {24} The influence of the great scholar on 
Zwingli was emancipating and illuminating. Zwingli, although not exactly his pupil, was no 
doubt confirmed by him in his high estimate of the heathen classics, his opposition to 
ecclesiastical abuses, his devotion to the study of the Scriptures, and may have derived from him 
his moderate view of hereditary sin and guilt, and the first suggestion of the figurative 
interpretation of the words of institution of the Lord’s Supper. {25} But he dissented from the 
semi-Pelagianism of Erasmus, and was a firm believer in predestination. During the progress of 
the Reformation they were gradually alienated, although they did not get into a personal 
controversy. In a letter of Sept. 3, 1522, Erasmus gently warns Zwingli to fight not only bravely, 
but also prudently, and Christ would give him the victory. {26} He did not regret his early death. 
Glareanus also turned from him, and remained in the old Church. But Zwingli never lost respect 
for Erasmus, and treated even Hutten with generous kindness after Erasmus had cast him off. 
{27} 
 
On his visit to Basle he became acquainted with his biographer, Oswald Myconius, the successor 
of Oecolampadius (not to be confounded with Frederick Myconius, Luther’s friend). 
 
Zwingli took a lively interest in public affairs. Three times he accompanied, according to Swiss 
custom, the recruits of his congregation as chaplain to Italy, in the service of Popes Julius II. and 



Leo X., against France. He witnessed the storming of Pavia (1512), {28} probably also the victory 
at Novara (1513), and the defeat at Marignano (1515). He was filled with admiration for the 
bravery of his countrymen, but with indignation and grief at the demoralizing effect of the foreign 
military service. He openly attacked this custom, and made himself many enemies among the 
French party. 
 
His first book, "The Labyrinth," is a German poem against the corruptions of the times, written 
about 1510. {29} It represents the fight of Theseus with the Minotaur and the wild beasts in the 
labyrinth of the world,—the one-eyed lion (Spain), the crowned eagle (the emperor), the winged 
lion (Venice), the cock (France), the ox (Switzerland), the bear (Savoy). The Minotaur, half man, 
half bull, represents, he says, "the sins, the vices, the irreligion, the foreign service of the Swiss, 
which devour the sons of the nation." His Second poetic work of that time, "The Fable of the Ox," 
{30} is likewise a figurative attack upon the military service by which Switzerland became a slave 
of foreign powers, especially of France. 
 
He superintended the education of two of his brothers and several of the noblest young men of 
Glarus, as Aegidius Tschudi (the famous historian), Valentine Tschudi, Heer, Nesen, Elmer, 
Brunner, who were devotedly, and gratefully attached to him, and sought his advice and comfort, 
as their letters show. 
 
Zwingli became one of the most prominent and influential public men in Switzerland before he 
left Glarus; but he was then a humanist and a patriot rather than a theologian and a religious 
teacher. He was zealous for intellectual culture and political reform, but shows no special interest 
in the spiritual welfare of the Church. He did not pass through a severe struggle and violent crisis, 
like Luther, but by diligent seeking and searching he attained to the knowledge of the truth. His 
conversion was a gradual intellectual process, rather than a sudden breach with the world; but, 
after he once had chosen the Scriptures for his guide, he easily shook off the traditions of Rome, 
which never had a very strong hold upon him. That process began at Glarus, and was completed 
at Zurich. 
 
His moral character at Glarus and at Einsiedeln was, unfortunately, not free from blemish. He 
lacked the grace of continence and fell with apparent ease into a sin which was so common 
among priests, and so easily overlooked if only proper caution was observed, according to the 
wretched maxim, "Si non caste, saltem caute." The fact rests on his own honest confession, and 
was known to his friends, but did not injure his standing and influence; for he was in high repute 
as a priest, and even enjoyed a papal pension. He resolved to reform in Glarus, but relapsed in 
Einsiedeln under the influence of bad examples, to his deep humiliation. After his marriage in 
Zurich, his life was pure and honorable and above the reproach of his enemies. 
 
NOTES ON ZWINGLI’S MORAL CHARACTER. 
 
Recent discussions have given undue prominence to the blot which rests on Zwingli’s earlier life, 
while yet a priest in the Roman Church. Janssen, the ultramontane historian, has not one word of 
praise for Zwingli, and violates truth and charity by charging him with habitual, promiscuous, and 
continuous licentiousness, not reflecting that he thereby casts upon the Roman Church the 
reproach of inexcusable laxity in discipline. Zwingli was no doubt guilty of occasional 
transgressions, but probably less guilty than the majority of Swiss priests who lived in open or 
secret concubinage at that time (see 2, p. 6); yea, he stood so high in public estimation at 
Einsiedeln and Zurich, that Pope Hadrian VI., through his Swiss agent, offered him every honor 
except the papal chair. But we will not excuse him, nor compare his case (as some have done) 
with that of St. Augustin; for Augustin, when he lived in concubinage, was not a priest and not 



even baptized, and he confessed his sin before the whole world with deeper repentance than 
Zwingli, who rather made light of it. The facts are these: — 
 
1. Bullinger remarks (Reformationsgesch. I. 8) that Zwingli was suspected in Glarus of improper 
connection with several women ("weil er wegen einiger Weiber verargwohnt war"). Bullinger 
was his friend and successor, and would not slander him; but he judged mildly of a vice which 
was so general among priests on account of celibacy. He himself was the son of a priest, as was 
also Leo Judae. 
 
2. Zwingli, in a confidential letter to Canon Utinger at Zurich, dated Einsiedeln, Dec. 3, 1518 
(Opera, VII. 54-57), contradicts the rumor that he had seduced the daughter of an influential 
citizen in Einsiedeln, but admits his unchastity. This letter is a very strange apology, and, as he 
says himself, a blateratio rather than a satisfactio. He protests, on the one hand (what Janssen 
omits to state), that he never dishonored a married woman or a virgin or a nun ("ea ratio nobis 
perpetuo fuit, nec alienum thorum conscendere, nec virginem vitiare, nec Deo dicatam 
profanare"); but, on the other hand, he speaks lightly, we may say frivolously, of his intercourse 
with the impure daughter of a barber who was already, dishonored, and apologizes for similar 
offences committed in Glarus. This is the worst feature in the letter, and casts a dark shade on his 
character at that time. He also refers (p. 57) to the saying of Aeneas Sylvius (Pope Pius II.): "Non 
est qui vigesimum annum excessit, nec virginem tetigerit." His own superiors set him a bad 
example. Nevertheless he expresses regret, and applies to himself the word, 2 Peter 2:22, and 
says, "Christus per nos blasphematur." 
 
3. Zwingli, with ten other priests, petitioned the bishop of Constance in Latin (Einsiedeln, July 2, 
1522), and the Swiss Diet in German (Zurich, July 13, 1522), to permit the free preaching of the 
gospel and the marriage of the clergy. He enforces the petition by an incidental confession of the 
scandalous life of the clergy, including himself (Werke, I. 39): "Euer ehrsam Wysheit hat bisher 
gesehen das unehrbar schandlich Leben, welches wir leider bisher gefuhrt haben (wir wollen 
allein von uns selbst geredet haben) mit Frauen, damit wir manniglich ubel verargert und 
verbosert haben." But this document with eleven signatures (Zwingli’s is the last) is a general 
confession of clerical immorality in the past, and does not justify Janssen’s inference that Zwingli 
continued such life at that time. Janssen (Ein zweites Wort an-meine Kritiker, p. 47), moreover, 
mistakes in this petition the Swiss word ruw (Ruhe, rest) for ruwen (Reue, repentance), and makes 
the petitioners say that they felt "no repentance," instead of "no rest." The document, on the 
contrary, shows a decided advance of moral sentiment as compared with the lame apology in the 
letter to Utinger, and deeply deplores the state of clerical immorality. It is rather creditable to the 
petitioners than otherwise; certainly very honest. 
 
4. In a letter to his five brothers, Sept. 17, 1522, to whom he dedicated a sermon on "the ever pure 
Virgin Mary, mother of God," Zwingli confesses that he was subject to Hoffahrt, Fressen, 
Unlauterkeit, and other sins of the flesh (Werke, I. 86). This is his latest confession; but if we read 
it in connection with the whole letter, it makes the impression that he must have undergone a 
favorable change about that time, and concluded a regular, though secret, connection with his 
wife. As to temperance, Bullinger (I. 305) gives him the testimony that he was "very temperate in 
eating and drinking." 
 
5. Zwingli was openly married in April, 1524, to Anna Reinhart, a respectable widow, and mother 
of several children, after having lived with her about two years before in secret marriage. But this 
fact, which Janssen construes into a charge of "unchaste intercourse," was known to his intimate 
friends; for Myconius, in a letter of July 22, 1522, sends greetings to Zwingli and his wife ("Vale 
cum uxore quam felicissime et tuis omnibus," Opera, VII. 210; and again: "Vale cum uxore in 



Christo," p. 253). The same is implied in a letter of Bucer, April 14, 1524 (p. 335; comp. the note 
of the editors). "The cases," says Morikofer (I. 211), "were very frequent at that time, even with 
persons of high position, that secret marriages were not ratified by a religious ceremony till weeks 
and months afterwards." Before the Council of Trent secret marriages were legitimate and valid. 
(Can. et Decr. Conc. Trid., Sess. XXIV., Decr. de reform. matrimonii.) 
 
Zwingli’s character was unmercifully attacked by Janssen in his Geschichte des deutschen 
Volkes, III. 83 sq.; An-meine Kritiker (1883), 127-140; Ein zweites Wort an-meine Kritiker 
(1888), 45-48; defended as far as truth permits by Ebrard, Janssen und die Reformation (1882); 
Usteri, Ulrich Zwingli (1883), 34-47; Alex. Schweizer, articles in the "Protest. Kirchenzeitung," 
Berlin, 1883, Nos. 23-27. Janssen answered Ebrard, but not Usteri and Schweizer. The main facts 
were correctly stated before this controversy by Morikofer, (I. 49-53 and 128), and briefly also by 
Hagenbach, and Merle (bk. VIII. ch. 6). 
 
{21} The church in which he preached is jointly occupied by the Roman Catholics and the 
Protestants, the community being divided. The old church burnt down in 1861, but a new and 
better one was built on the same spot. 
 
{22} "Absque duce," says Myconius, in a letter to Zwingli, Oct. 28, 1518. Opera, VII. 51, 52. 
 
{23} Zwingli wrote to Joachim Watt from Glarus, Feb. 23, 1513 (Opera, VII. 9): "Ita enim 
Graecis studere destinavi ut qui me praeter Deum amoveat, nesciam, on gloriae (quam nullis in 
rebus quaerere honeste possem), sed sacratissimarum terarum ergo." 
 
{24} Opera, vol. VII., pp. 10, 12, 221, 222, 251, 307, 310. 
 
{25} Melanchthon wrote, Oct. 12, 1529: "Cinglius mihi confessus est, se ex Erasmi scriptis 
primum hausisse opinionem suam de coena Domini." Corp. Reform. IV. 970. 
 
{26} "Tu pugna, mi Zwingli, non modo fortiter, verum etiam prudenter. Dabit Christus, ut pugnes 
feliciter." Opera, VII. 221. 
 
{27} See vol. VI. 202, 427. On Zwingli’s relation to Erasmus, see Morikofer, I. 23 sqq., 176 sqq., 
and the monograph of Usteri quoted above, p. 19. 
 
{28} He gave a lively Latin narrative of the battle of the Swiss against the French in Pavia to his 
friend Vadiantus. 
 
{29} Opera (Deutsche Schriften), Tom. II. B. pp. 243-247. 
 
{30} Fabelgedicht vom Ochsen und etlichen Thieren, Op., II. B. 257-269. The ox is again the 
symbol of Switzerland. See the comments of the editors, pp. 262 sqq.  



8. Zwingli in Einsiedeln. 
 
In 1516 Zwingli left Glarus on account of the intrigues of the French political party, which came 
into power after the victory of the French at Marignano (1515), and accepted a call to Einsiedeln, 
but kept his charge and expected to return; for the congregation was much attached to him, and 
promised to build him a new parsonage. He supplied the charge by a vicar, and drew his salary 
for two years, until he was called to Zurich, when he resigned. 
 
Einsiedeln {31} is a village with a Benedictine convent in the Catholic canton Schwyz. It was 
then, and is to this day, a very famous resort of pilgrims to the shrine of a wonder-working black 
image of the Virgin Mary, which is supposed to have fallen from heaven. The number of annual 
pilgrims from Switzerland, Germany, France, and Italy exceeds a hundred thousand. 
 
Here, then, was a large field of usefulness for a preacher. The convent library afforded special 
facilities for study. 
 
Zwingli made considerable progress in his knowledge of the Scriptures and the Fathers. He read 
the annotations of Erasmus and the commentaries of Origen, Ambrose, Jerome, and Chrysostom. 
He made extracts on the margin of his copies of their works which are preserved in the libraries at 
Zurich. He seems to have esteemed Origen, Jerome, and Chrysostom more, and Augustin less, 
than Luther did; but he also refers frequently to Augustin in his writings. {32} 
 
We have an interesting proof of his devotion to the Greek Testament in a MS. preserved in the 
city library at Zurich. In 1517 he copied with his own hand very neatly the Epistles of Paul and 
the Hebrews in a little book for constant and convenient use. The text is taken from the first 
edition of Erasmus, which appeared in March, 1516, and corrects some typographical errors. It is 
very legible and uniform, and betrays an experienced hand; the marginal notes, in Latin, from 
Erasmus and patristic commentators, are very small and almost illegible. On the last page he 
added the following note in Greek: — 
 
"These Epistles were written at Einsiedeln of the blessed Mother of God by Huldreich Zwingli, a 
Swiss of Toggenburg, in the year one thousand five hundred and seventeen of the Incarnation, in 
the month of June. {33} Happily ended." {34} 
 
At the same time he began at Einsiedeln to attack from the pulpit certain abuses and the sale of 
indulgences, when Samson crossed the Alps in August, 1518. He says that he began to preach the 
gospel before Luther’s name was known in Switzerland, adding, however, that at that time he 
depended too much on Jerome and other Fathers instead of the Scriptures. He told Cardinal 
Schinner in 1517 that popery had poor foundation in the Scriptures. Myconius, Bullinger, and 
Capito report, in substantial agreement, that Zwingli preached in Einsiedeln against abuses, and 
taught the people to worship Christ, and not the Virgin Mary. The inscription on the entrance gate 
of the convent, promising complete remission of sins, was taken down at his instance. {35} 
Beatus Rhenanus, in a letter of Dec. 6, 1518, applauds his attack upon Samson, the restorer of 
indulgences, and says that Zwingli preached to the people the purest philosophy of Christ from 
the fountain. {36} 
 
On the strength of these testimonies, many historians date the Swiss Reformation from 1516, one 
year before that of Luther, which began Oct. 31, 1517. But Zwingli’s preaching at Einsiedeln had 
no such consequences as Luther’s Theses. He was not yet ripe for his task, nor placed on the 



proper field of action. He was at that time simply an Erasmian or advanced liberal in the Roman 
Church, laboring for higher education rather than religious renovation, and had no idea of a 
separation. He enjoyed the full confidence of the abbot, the bishop of Constance, Cardinal 
Schinner, and even the Pope. At Schinner’s recommendation, he was offered an annual pension 
of fifty guilders from Rome as an encouragement in the pursuit of his studies, and he actually 
received it for about five years (from 1515 to 1520). Pucci, the papal nuncio at Zurich, in a letter 
dated Aug. 24, 1518, appointed him papal chaplain (Accolitus Capellanus), with all the privileges 
and honors of that position, assigning as the reason "his splendid virtues and merits," and 
promising even higher dignities. {37} He also offered to double his pension, and to give him in 
addition a canonry in Basle or Coire, on condition that he should promote the papal cause. 
Zwingli very properly declined the chaplaincy and the increase of salary, and declared frankly 
that he would never sacrifice a syllable of the truth for love of money; but he continued to receive 
the former pension of fifty guilders, which was urged upon him without condition, for the 
purchase of books. In 1520 he declined it altogether,—what he ought to have done long before. 
{38} Francis Zink, the papal chaplain at Einsiedeln, who paid the pension, was present at 
Zwingli’s interview with Pucci, and says, in a letter to the magistracy at Zurich (1521), that 
Zwingli could not well have lived without the pension, but felt very badly about it, and thought of 
returning to Einsiedeln. {39} Even as late as Jan. 23, 1523, Pope Adrian VI., unacquainted with 
the true state of things, wrote to Zwingli a kind and respectful letter, hoping to secure through 
him the influence of Zurich for the holy see. {40} 
 
{31} Maria-Einsiedeln, Deiparae Virginia Eremus, Eremitarum Coenobium in Helvetiis, Notre-
Dame-des-Eremites. 
 
{32} Usteri has examined the marginal annotations in Zwingli’s patristic library, and gives the 
scanty results in his Initia Zwinglii, in "Studien und Kritiken," 1886, p. 681 sq. The Zwingli 
library was on exhibition at Zurich, Jan. 4-13, 1884, and a catalogue printed. 
 
{33} Skirophorion,i.e. the 12th Attic month, answering to the latter part of June and the first part 
of July. Skirofovria was the festival of Athena Skirav, celebrated in that month. The year (1517) 
refutes the error of several biographers, who date the MS. back to the period of Glarus. Besides, 
there was no printed copy of the Greek Testament before 1516. 
 
{34} The subscription (as I copied it, with its slight errors, in the Wasserkirche, Aug. 14, 1886) 
reads as follows:— 
 
Tautai ai epistolai ai grafeisai 
 
erhvmou th makaria qeo- 
 
tokou, para tw ulde- 
 
rucw zuggliw dwg- 
 
giw elbetiw, cilio 
 
stw pentakosiostw 
 
epta kai dekatw 
 
apo th qeogo- 



 
nia mhno 
 
skirrofori- 
 
wno 
 
euticw [eutucw] 
 
{35} The inscription was, "Hic est plena remissio omnium peccatorum a culpa et a poena." But 
the sermon against the worship of saints, pilgrimages and vows, of which Bullinger speaks (I. 
81), was preached later, in 1522, at the Feast of Angels, during a visit of Zwingli to Einsiedeln. 
See Pestalozzi, Leo Judae, , p. 16, and Gieseler, III. i. p. 138. 
 
{36} Opera, VII. A. 57: "Risimus abunde veniarum institorem [Bernh. Samson], quem in litteris 
tuis graphice depinxisti...." Then he complains that most of the priests teach heathen and Jewish 
doctrines, but that Zwingli and his like "purissimam Christi philosophiam ex ipsis fontibus populo 
proponere, non Scoticis et Gabrielicis interpretationibus depravatam; sed ab Augustino, 
Ambrosio, Cypriano, Hieronymo, germane et sincere expositam." Rhenanus contrasts the Fathers 
with the Scholastics, Duns Scotus, and Gabriel Biel. 
 
{37} See the letter of Anthonius Puccius to Zwingli in Opera, VII. A. 48 sq. The document of the 
appointment, with the signature and seal of the papal legate, dated Sept. 1, 1518, is kept in the 
city library at Zurich. 
 
{38} Zwingli speaks of this pension very frankly and with deep regret in a letter to his brothers 
(1522), and in his Exposition of the Conclusions (1523). Werke, I. A. 86 and 354. 
 
{39} Opera, VII. A. 179: "Ipse arbiter interfui, quum Domino Legato Pucci ingenue fassus est, 
ipsum pecuniae causa rebus Papae agendis non inserviturum," etc. 
 
{40} Opera, VII. A. 266. The Pope addresses Zwingli "Dilecte fili," praises his "egregia virtus," 
assures him of his special confidence in him and his best wishes for him. At the same time the 
Pope wrote to Francis Zink to spare no effort to secure Zwingli for the papal interest; and Zink 
replied to Myconius, when asked what the Pope offered in return, "Omnia usque ad thronum 
papalem." Zwingli despised it all. Ibid. p. 266, note.  



9. Zwingli and Luther. 
 
Comp. Vol. VI. 620-651, and the portrait of Luther, p. 107. 
 
The training of Zwingli for his life-work differs considerably from that of Luther. This difference 
affected their future work, and accounts in part for their collision when they met as antagonists in 
writing, and on one occasion (at Marburg) face to face, in a debate on the real presence. 
Comparisons are odious when partisan or sectarian feeling is involved, but necessary and useful if 
impartial. 
 
Both Reformers were of humble origin, but with this difference: Luther descended from the 
peasantry, and had a hard and rough schooling, which left its impress upon his style of polemics, 
and enhanced his power over the common people; while Zwingli was the son of a magistrate, the 
nephew of a dean and an abbot, and educated under the influence of the humanists, who favored 
urbanity of manners. Both were brought up by pious parents and teachers in the Catholic faith; 
but Luther was far more deeply rooted in it than Zwingli, and adhered to some of its doctrines, 
especially on the sacraments, with great tenacity to the end. He also retained a goodly portion of 
Romish exclusivism and intolerance. He refused to acknowledge Zwingli as a brother, and 
abhorred his view of the salvation of unbaptized children and pious heathen. 
 
Zwingli was trained in the school of Erasmus, and passed from the heathen classics directly to the 
New Testament. He represents more than any other Reformer, except Melanchthon, the spirit of 
the Renaissance in harmony with the Reformation. {41} He was a forerunner of modern liberal 
theology. Luther struggled through the mystic school of Tauler and Staupitz, and the severe moral 
discipline of monasticism, till he found peace and comfort in the doctrine of justification by faith. 
Both loved poetry and music next to theology, but Luther made better use of them for public 
worship, and composed hymns and tunes which are sung to this day. 
 
Both were men of providence, and became, innocently, reformers of the Church by the irresistible 
logic of events. Both drew their strength and authority from the Word of God. Both labored 
independently for the same cause of evangelical truth, the one on a smaller, the other on a much 
larger field. Luther owed nothing to Zwingli, and Zwingli owed little or nothing to Luther. Both 
were good scholars, great divines, popular preachers, heroic characters. 
 
Zwingli broke easily and rapidly with the papal system, but Luther only step by step, and after a 
severe struggle of conscience. Zwingli was more radical than Luther, but always within the limits 
of law and order, and without a taint of fanaticism; Luther was more conservative, and yet the 
chief champion of freedom in Christ. Zwingli leaned to rationalism, Luther to mysticism; yet both 
bowed to the supreme authority of the Scriptures. Zwingli had better manners and more self-
control in controversy; Luther surpassed him in richness and congeniality of nature. Zwingli was 
a republican, and aimed at a political and social, as well as an ecclesiastical reformation; Luther 
was a monarchist, kept aloof from politics and war, and concentrated his force upon the 
reformation of faith and doctrine. Zwingli was equal to Luther in clearness and acuteness of 
intellect and courage of conviction, superior in courtesy, moderation, and tolerance, but inferior 
in originality, depth, and force. Zwingli’s work and fame were provincial; Luther’s, worldwide. 
Luther is the creator of the modern high-German book language, and gave to his people a 
vernacular Bible of enduring vitality. Zwingli had to use the Latin, or to struggle with an uncouth 
dialect; and the Swiss Version of the Bible by his faithful friend Leo Judae remained confined to 
German Switzerland, but is more accurate, and kept pace in subsequent revisions with the 



progress of exegesis. Zwingli can never inspire, even among his own countrymen, the same 
enthusiasm as Luther among the Germans. Luther is the chief hero of the Reformation, standing 
in the front of the battle-field before the Church and the world, defying the papal bull and 
imperial ban, and leading the people of God out of the Babylonian captivity under the gospel 
banner of freedom. 
 
Each was the right man in the right place; neither could have done the work of the other. Luther 
was foreordained for Germany, Zwingli for Switzerland. Zwingli was cut down in the prime of 
life, fifteen years before Luther; but, even if he had outlived him, he could not have reached the 
eminence which belongs to Luther alone. The Lutheran Church in Germany and the Reformed 
Church of Switzerland stand to this day the best vindication of their distinct, yet equally 
evangelical Christian work and character. 
 
NOTES. 
 
I add the comparative estimates of the two Reformers by two eminent and equally unbiassed 
scholars, the one of German Lutheran, the other of Swiss Reformed, descent. 
 
Dr. Baur (the founder of the Tubingen school of critical historians) says: {42} "When the two 
men met, as at Marburg, Zwingli appears more free, more unprejudiced, more fresh, and also 
more mild and conciliatory; while Luther shows himself harsh and intolerant, and repels Zwingli 
with the proud word: ‘We have another spirit than you.’ {43} A comparison of their controversial 
writings can only result to the advantage of Zwingli. But there can be no doubt that, judged by the 
merits and effects of their reformatory labors, Luther stands much higher than Zwingli. It is true, 
even in this respect, both stand quite independent of each other. Zwingli has by no means 
received his impulse from Luther; but Luther alone stands on the proper field of battle where the 
cause of the Reformation had to be fought out. He is the path-breaking Reformer, and without his 
labors Zwingli could never have reached the historic significance which properly belongs to him 
alongside of Luther." {44} 
 
Dr. Alexander Schweizer (of Zurich), in his commemorative oration of 1884, does equal justice 
to both: "Luther and Zwingli founded, each according to his individuality, the Reformation in the 
degenerated Church, both strengthening and supplementing each other, but in many respects also 
going different ways. How shall we estimate them, elevating the one, lowering the other, as is the 
case with Goethe and Schiller? Let us rather rejoice, according to Goethe’s advice, in the 
possession of two such men. May those Lutherans who wish to check the growing union with the 
Reformed, continue to represent Luther as the only Reformer, and, in ignorance of Zwingli’s deep 
evangelical piety, depreciate him as a mere humanistic illuminator: this shall not hinder us from 
doing homage at the outset to Luther’s full greatness, contented with the independent position of 
our Zwingli alongside of this first hero of the Reformation; yea, we deem it our noblest task in 
this Zwingli festival at Zurich, which took cheerful part in the preceding Luther festival, to 
acknowledge Luther as the chief hero of the battle of the Reformation, and to put his world-
historical and personal greatness in the front rank; and this all the more since Zwingli himself, 
and afterwards Calvin, have preceded us in this high estimate of Luther." {45} 
 
Phillips Brooks (Bishop of Massachusetts, the greatest preacher of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church in the United States, d. 1893):, "Of all the Reformers, in this respect [tolerance], Zwingli, 
who so often in the days of darkness is the man of light, is the noblest and clearest. At the 
conference in Marburg he contrasts most favorably with Luther in his willingness to be reconciled 
for the good of the common cause, and he was one of the very few who in those days believed 



that the good and earnest heathen could be saved." (Lectures on Tolerance, New York, 1887, p. 
34.) 
 
Of secular historians, J. Michelet (Histoire de France, X. 310 sq.) shows a just appreciation of 
Zwingli, and his last noble confession addressed to the King of France. He says of him: "Grand 
docteur, meilleur patriote, nature forte et simple, il a montre le type meme, le vrai genie de la 
Suisse, dans sa fiere independance de l’Italie, de l’Allemagne. Son langage a  Franacois 1er, 
digne de la Renaissance, etablissait la question de l’aglise dans sa grandeur." He then quotes the 
passage of the final salvation of all true and noble men, which no man with a heart can ever 
forget. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{41} Martin, in his Histoire de France, VIII. 156, makes a similar remark, "On peut considerer 
l’oeuvre de Zwingli comme le plus puissant effort qui ait etefuit pour sanctifier la Renaissance et 
l’unir a la Reforme en Jesus-Christ." He calls Zwingli (p. 168) the man of the largest thought and 
greatest heart of the Reformation ("qui porte en lui la plus large pensee et le plus grand coeur de 
la Reformation"). 
 
{42} Kirchengeschichte, IV. ST sq. 
 
{43} Martin, another impartial and dogmatically unbiased writer, likewise gives, with reference to 
the Marburg conference, "the honors of the debate, for logic and for moderation and brotherly 
charity," to Zwingli. Hist. de France, VIII. 114, note. So does Dean Stanley 
 
{44} "Neben Luther." This is the proper expression, which also Schweizer has chosen. Usteri 
places Zwingli too high when he calls him "ein Martin Luther ebenburtiger Zeuge des 
evangelischen Glaubens." He is independent, but not equal. 
 
{45} Zwingli’s Bedeutung neben Luther. Festrede zu Zwingli’s 400 jahrigem Geburtstag 1 Jan., 
1484, gehalten in der Universitatsaula zu Zurich 7 Jan., 1884 (Zurich, 1884), p. 3.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER III. 
 
THE REFORMATION IN ZURICH. 1519-1526. 
 

10. Zwingli called to Zurich. 
 
The fame of Zwingli as a preacher and patriot secured him a call to the position of chief pastor of 
the Great Minster (Grossmunster), the principal church in Zurich, which was to become the 
Wittenberg of Switzerland. Many of the Zurichers had heard him preach on their pilgrimages to 
Einsiedeln. His enemies objected to his love of music and pleasure, and charged him with 
impurity, adding slander to truth. His friend Myconius, the teacher of the school connected with 
the church, exerted all his influence in his favor. He was elected by seventeen votes out of 
twenty-four, Dec. 10, 1518. 
 
He arrived in Zurich on the 27th of the month, and received a hearty welcome. He promised to 
fulfil his duties faithfully, and to begin with the continuous exposition of the Gospel of Matthew, 
so as to bring the whole life of Christ before the mind of the people. This was a departure from 
the custom of following the prescribed Gospel and Epistle lessons, but justified by the example of 
the ancient Fathers, as Chrysostom and Augustin, who preached on whole books. The Reformed 
Churches reasserted the freedom of selecting texts; while Luther retained the Catholic system of 
pericopes. 
 
Zurich, the most flourishing city in German Switzerland, beautifully situated in an amphitheatre 
of fertile hills, on the lake of the same name and the banks of the Limmat, dates its existence from 
the middle of the ninth century when King Louis the German founded there the abbey of 
Frauemunster (853). The spot was known in old Roman times as a custom station (Turicum). It 
became a free imperial city of considerable commerce between Germany and Italy, and was often 
visited by kings and emperors. 
 
The Great Minster was built in the twelfth century, and passed into the Reformed communion, 
like the minsters of Basle, Berne, and Lausanne, which are the finest churches in Switzerland. 
 
In the year 1315 Zurich joined the Swiss confederacy by an eternal covenant with Lucerne, Uri, 
Schwyz, and Unterwalden. This led to a conflict with Austria, which ended favorably for the 
confederacy. {46} 
 
In the beginning of the sixteenth century Zurich numbered seven thousand inhabitants. It was the 
centre of the international relations of Switzerland, and the residence of the embassadors (sic) of 
foreign powers which rivalled with each other in securing the support of Swiss soldiers. This fact 
brought wealth and luxury, and fostered party spirit and the lust of gain and power among the 
citizens. Bullinger says, "Before the preaching of the gospel [the Reformation], Zurich was in 
Switzerland what Corinth was in Greece." {47} 
 
{46} On the early history of Zurich, see Bluntschli, Geschichte der Republik Zurich, 2d ed. 1856; 
G. v. Wyss, Zurich am Ausgange des 13ten Jahrh., 1876; Dierauer, Geschichte der Schweiz. 
Eidgenossenschaft, vol. I. (1887), 171-217. 
 



{47} Morikofer (I. 430 sqq.) gives a disgusting example of the rudeness and licentiousness of the 
Zurichers of that time.  



11. Zwingli’s Public Labors and Private Studies. 
 
Zwingli began his duties in Zurich on his thirty-sixth birthday (Jan. 1, 1519) by a sermon on the 
genealogy of Christ, and announced that on the next day (which was a Sunday) he would begin a 
series of expository discourses on the first Gospel. From Matthew he proceeded to the Acts, the 
Pauline and Catholic Epistles; so that in four years he completed the homiletical exposition of the 
whole New Testament except the Apocalypse (which he did not regard as an apostolic book). In 
the services during the week he preached on the Psalms. He prepared himself carefully from the 
original text. He probably used for his first course Chrysostom’s famous Homilies on Matthew. 
With the Greek he was already familiar since his sojourn in Glarus. The Hebrew he learned from 
a pupil of Reuchlin who had come to Zurich. His copy of Reuchlin’s Rudimenta Hebraica is 
marked with many notes from his hand. {48} 
 
His sermons, as far as published, are characterized, as Hagenbach says, "by spiritual sobriety and 
manly solidity." They are plain, practical, and impressive, and more ethical than doctrinal. 
 
He made it his chief object "to preach Christ from the fountain," and "to insert the pure Christ 
into the hearts." {49} He would preach nothing but what he could prove from the Scriptures, as 
the only rule of Christian faith and practice. This is a reformatory idea; for the aim of the 
Reformation was to reopen the fountain of the New Testament to the whole people, and to renew 
the life of the Church by the power of the primitive gospel. By his method of preaching on entire 
books he could give his congregation a more complete idea of the life of Christ and the way of 
salvation than by confining himself to detached sections. He did not at first attack the Roman 
Church, but only the sins of the human heart; he refuted errors by the statement of truth. {50} His 
sermons gained him great popularity in Zurich. The people said, "Such preaching was never 
heard before." Two prominent citizens, who were disgusted with the insipid legendary discourses 
of priests and monks, declared after hearing his first sermon, "This is a genuine preacher of the 
truth, a Moses who will deliver the people from bondage." They became his constant hearers and 
devoted friends. 
 
Zwingli was also a devoted pastor, cheerful, kind, hospitable and benevolent. He took great 
interest in young men, and helped them to an education. He was, as Bullinger says, a fine-looking 
man, of more than middle size, with a florid complexion, and an agreeable, melodious voice, 
which, though not strong, went to the heart. We have no portrait from his lifetime; he had no 
Lucas Kranach near him, like Luther; all his pictures are copies of the large oil painting of Hans 
Asper in the city library at Zurich, which was made after his death, and is rather hard and 
wooden. {51} 
 
Zwingli continued his studies in Zurich and enlarged his library, with the help of his friends 
Glareanus and Beatus Rhenanus, who sent him books from Basle, the Swiss headquarters of 
literature. He did not neglect his favorite classics, and read, as Bullinger says, Aristotle, Plato, 
Thucydides, Homer, Horace, Sallust, and Seneca. But his chief attention was now given to the 
Scriptures and the patristic commentaries. 
 
In the meantime Luther’s reform was shaking the whole Church, and strengthened and deepened 
his evangelical convictions in a general way, although he had formed them independently. Some 
of Luther’s books were reprinted in Basle in 1519, and sent to Zwingli by Rhenanus. Lutheran 
ideas were in the air, and found attentive ears in Switzerland. He could not escape their influence. 



The eucharistic controversy produced an alienation; but he never lost his great respect for Luther 
and his extraordinary services to the Church. {52} 
 
{48} He wrote to Myconius in 1522: "Statui proximis diebus in manus resumere literas 
Hebraicas; nam futuro Decembri... Psalmos praelegam." Opera, VII. 145. 
 
{49} Christum ex fontibus praedicare, purum Christum animis inserere. Comp. his letter to 
Myconius (1520), Opera, VII. 142 sqq. 
 
{50} He did not elaborate his discourses on Matthew for publication, but we have fragmentary 
reports from the year 1525. See the extracts in Morikofer I. 57-63. 
 
{51} See Asper’s portrait on p. 16, and the description of the Zwingli pictures in Morikofer, I. 
345, and in the pamphlet, Zwingli-Ausstellung, Zurich, January, 1884. 
 
{52} In Zwingli’s library are few works of Luther, and they have no annotations. (Usteri, l. c., p. 
716.) His noble tribute to Luther is quoted in this History, vol. VI. 668.  



12. Zwingli and the Sale of Indulgences. 
 
Bernhardin Samson, a Franciscan monk of Milan, crossed the St. Gotthard to Switzerland in 
August, 1518, as apostolic general commissioner for the sale of indulgences. He is the Tetzel of 
Switzerland, and equalled him in the audacious profanation of holy things by turning the 
forgiveness of sins and the release from purgatorial punishment into merchandise. He gave the 
preference to the rich who were willing to buy letters of indulgence on parchment for a crown. To 
the poor he sold the same article on common paper for a few coppers. In Berne he absolved the 
souls of all the departed Bernese of the pains of purgatory. In Bremgarten he excommunicated 
Dean Bullinger (the father of Henry) for opposing his traffic. But in Zurich he was stopped in his 
career. 
 
Zwingli had long before been convinced of the error of indulgences by Wyttenbach when he 
studied in Basle. He had warned the people against Samson at Einsiedeln. He exerted his 
influence against him in Zurich; and the magistracy, and even the bishop of Constance (who 
preferred to sell indulgences himself) supported the opposition. Samson was obliged to return to 
Italy with his "heavy, three-horse wagon of gold." Rome had learned a lesson of wisdom from 
Luther’s Theses, and behaved in the case of Samson with more prudence and deference to the 
sentiment of the enlightened class of Catholics. Leo X., in a brief of April, 1519, expressed his 
willingness to recall and to punish him if he had transgressed his authority. {53} 
 
The opposition to the sale of indulgences is the opening chapter in the history of the German 
Reformation, but a mere episode in the Swiss Reformation. That battle had been fought out 
victoriously by Luther. Zwingli came in no conflict with Rome on this question, and was even 
approved for his conduct by Dr. Faber, the general vicar of the diocese of Constance, who was 
then his friend, but became afterwards his enemy. 
 
{53} Morikofer, I. 65 sqq.  



13. Zwingli during the Pestilence. 
 
In the summer of 1519 Zwingli went to the famous bath of Pfaffers at Ragatz to gather strength 
for his prospectively onerous duties at Zurich, in view of the danger of the approach of the plague 
from Basle. As soon as he learned, in August, that the plague had broken out in Zurich, he 
hastened back without stopping to visit his relations on the way. For several weeks he devoted 
himself, like a faithful shepherd, day after day, to the care of the sick, until he fell sick himself at 
the end of September. His life was in great danger, as he had worn himself out. The papal legate 
sent his own physician to his aid. The pestilence destroyed twenty-five hundred lives; that is, 
more than one-third of the population of Zurich. Zwingli recovered, but felt the effects on his 
brain and memory, and a lassitude in all limbs till the end of the year. His friends at home and 
abroad, including Faber, Pirkheimer, and Durer at Nurnberg, congratulated him on his recovery. 
 
The experience during this season of public distress and private affliction must have exerted a 
good influence upon his spiritual life. {54} We may gather this from the three poems, which he 
composed and set to music soon afterwards, on his sickness and recovery. They consist each of 
twenty-six rhymed iambic verses, and betray great skill in versification. They breathe a spirit of 
pious resignation to the will of God, and give us an insight into his religious life at that time. {55} 
He wrote another poem in 1529, and versified the Sixty-ninth Psalm. {56} 
 
Zwingli’s Poems during the Pestilence, with a Free Condensed Translation. 
 
I. Im Anfang der Krankheit. 
 
Hilf, Herr Gott, hilf 
 
In dieser Noth; 
 
Ich mein’, der Tod 
 
Syg {57} an-der Thur. 
 
Stand, Christe, fur; 
 
Denn du ihn uberwunden hast! 
 
Zu dir ich gilf: {58} 
 
Ist es din Will, 
 
Zuch us den Pfyl, {59} 
 
Din Haf {63} bin ich, 
 
Mach ganz ald {64} brich. 
 
Dann nimmst du hin 
 
Den Geiste min 



 
Der mich verwundt, 
 
Nit lass ein Stund 
 
Mich haben weder Ruw {60} noch Rast! 
 
Willt du dann glych {61} 
 
Todt haben mich 
 
Inmitts der Tagen min, 
 
So soll es willig syn. 
 
Thu, wie Du willt, 
 
Mich nut befilt. {62} 
 
Von dieser Erd, 
 
Thust du’s, dass er nit boser werd, 
 
Ald andern nit 
 
Befleck ihr Leben fromm und Sitt. 
 
II. Mitten in der Krankheit. 
 
Trost, Herr Gott, trost! 
 
Die Krankheit wachst, {65} 
 
Weh und Angst fasst 
 
Min Seel und Lyb. {66} 
 
Darum dich schybr {67} 
 
Gen mir, einiger Trost, mit Gnad! 
 
Die gwuss erlost 
 
Bin jeden, der Sin herzlich B’ger 
 
Und Hoffnung setzt 
 
In dich, verschatzt. 
 
Darzu diss Zyt all Nutz und Schad. 
 



Nun ist es um; 
 
Min Zung ist stumm, 
 
Mag sprechen nit ein Wort; 
 
Min Sinn’ sind all verdorrt, 
 
Darum ist Zyt, {68} Dass Du min Stryt {69} 
 
Fuhrist furhin; 
 
So ich nit bin 
 
So stark, dass ich 
 
Mog tapferlich 
 
Thun Widerstand 
 
Des Tufels Facht {70} und frefner Hand. 
 
Doch wird min Gmuth 
 
Stat bliben dir, wie er auch wuth. 
 
III. Zur Genesung. 
 
G’sund, Herr Gott, g’sund! 
 
Ich mein’, ich kehr 
 
Schon wiedrum her. 
 
Ja, wenn dich dunkt, 
 
Der Sunden Funk’ 
 
Werd nit mehr bherrschen mich uf Erd, 
 
So muss min Mund 
 
Din Lob und Lehr 
 
Ussprechen mehr 
 
Denn vormals je, 
 
Wie es auch geh’ 
 
Einfaltiglich ohn’ alle G’fahrd. 



 
Wiewohl ich muss 
 
Des Todes buss 
 
Erliden zwar einmal 
 
Villicht mit gross’rer Qual, 
 
Denn jezund war’ 
 
Geschehen, Herr! 
 
So ich sunst bin 
 
Nach {71} gfahren hin, 
 
So will ich doch 
 
Den Trutz und Poch {72} 
 
In dieser Welt 
 
Tragen frohlich um Widergelt, {73} 
 
Mit Hulfe din, 
 
Ohn’ den nut {74} mag vollkommen syn. 
 
I. In the Beginning of his Sickness. 
 
Help me, O Lord, 
 
My strength and rock; 
 
Lo, at the door 
 
I hear death’s knock. 
 
Uplift thine arm, 
 
Once pierced for me, 
 
That conquered death, 
 
And set me free. 
 
Yet, if thy voice, 
 
In life’s mid-day 
 



Recalls my soul, 
 
Then I obey. 
 
In faith and hope, 
 
Earth I resign, 
 
Secure of heaven, 
 
For I am Thine. 
 
II. In the Midst of his Sickness. 
 
My pains increase; 
 
Haste to console; 
 
For fear and woe 
 
Seize body and soul. 
 
Lo! Satan strains 
 
To snatch his prey; 
 
I feel his grasp; 
 
Must I give way? 
 
Death is at hand, 
 
My senses fail, 
 
My tongue is dumb; 
 
Now, Christ, prevail. 
 
He harms me not, 
 
I fear no loss, 
 
For here lie 
 
Beneath Thy cross. 
 
III. On Recovering from his Sickness. 
 
My God! my Lord! 
 
Healed by Thy hand, 



 
Upon the earth 
 
Once more I stand. 
 
Though now delayed, 
 
My hour will come, 
 
Involved, perchance, 
 
In deeper gloom. 
 
Let sin no more 
 
Rule over me; 
 
My mouth shall sing 
 
Alone of Thee. 
 
But, let it come; 
 
With joy I’ll rise, 
 
And bear my yoke 
 
Straight to the skies. 
 
{54} Merle d’Aubigne overrates the influence of this sickness by dating from it Zwingli’s 
conversion and entire consecration to God. There was no sudden change in his life, as in Paul or 
Luther: he developed gradually. 
 
{55} The original is given in Werke, II. 269-274, with a good modern reproduction by Fulda; also 
by Morikofer, I. 72-74; and Hagenbach, 218 (5th ed. by Nippold). Abridged translations in the 
English editions of Merle d’Aubigne’s History of the Reformation, Bk. VIII. ch. 8 ("Lo! at my 
door gaunt death I spy," etc.), and in Miss Moore’s translation of Hagenbach’s History of the 
Reformation (Edinb., 1878, vol. I. 274). The structure of the poems is very artificial and difficult 
to reproduce. 
 
{56} These poems passed into the oldest Zurich hymn and tune books of 1560 and 1570, and are 
printed together by Wackernagel, Das Deutsche Kirchenlied, vol. III. 500-503. 
 
{57} Sei. 
 
{58} flehe, schreie. 
 
{59} Pfeil. 
 
{63} Ruh. 
 



{64} doch. 
 
{60} fehlt. 
 
{61} Gefass.. 
 
{62} oder. 
 
{65} wachst. 
 
{66} Leib. 
 
{67} wende. 
 
{68} Zeit. 
 
{69} Streit. 
 
{70} Anfechtung. 
 
{71} beinahe. 
 
{72} Ungestum. 
 
{73} Vergeltung. 
 
{74} nichts.  



14. The Open Breach. Controversy about Fasts. 1522. 
 
Zwingli was permitted to labor in Zurich for two years without serious opposition, although he 
had not a few enemies, both religious and political. The magistracy of Zurich took at first a 
neutral position, and ordered the priests of the city and country to preach the Scriptures, and to be 
silent about human inventions (1520). This is the first instance of an episcopal interference of the 
civil authority in matters of religion. It afterwards became a settled custom in Protestant 
Switzerland with the full consent of Zwingli. He was appointed canon of the Grossmunster, April 
29, 1521, with an additional salary of seventy guilders, after he had given up the papal pension. 
With this moderate income he was contented for the rest of his life. 
 
During Lent, 1522, Zwingli preached a sermon in which he showed that the prohibition of meat in 
Lent had no foundation in Scripture. Several of his friends, including his publisher, Froschauer, 
made practical use of their liberty. 
 
This brought on an open rupture. The bishop of Constance sent a strong deputation to Zurich, and 
urged the observance of the customary fasts. The magistracy prohibited the violation, and 
threatened to punish the offenders (April 9, 1522). {75} Zwingli defended himself in a tract on the 
free use of meats (April 16). {76} It is his first printed book. He essentially takes the position of 
Paul, that, in things indifferent, Christians have liberty to use or to abstain, and that the Church 
authorities have no right to forbid this liberty. He appeals to such passages as 1 Corinthians 8:8 
10:25 Colossians 2:16 1 Timothy 4:1 Romans 14:1-3 15:1,2. 
 
The bishop of Constance issued a mandate to the civil authorities (May 24), exhorting them to 
protect the ordinances of the Holy Church. {77} He admonished the canons, without naming 
Zwingli, to prevent the spread of heretical doctrines. He also sought and obtained the aid of the 
Swiss Diet, then sitting at Lucerne. 
 
Zwingli was in a dangerous position. He was repeatedly threatened with assassination. But he 
kept his courage, and felt sure of ultimate victory. He replied in the Archeteles ("the Beginning 
and the End"), hoping that this first answer would be the last. {78} He protested that he had done 
no wrong, but endeavored to lead men to God and to his Son Jesus Christ in plain language, such 
as the common people could understand. He warned the hierarchy of the approaching collapse of 
the Romish ceremonies, and advised them to follow the example of Julius Caesar, who folded his 
garments around him that he might fall with dignity. The significance of this book consists in the 
strong statement of the authority of the Scriptures against the authority of the Church. Erasmus 
was much displeased with it. 
 
{75} Egli, Actensammlung, p. 77 (No. 237). Morikofer (I. 97) gives a wrong date (March 19, 
1521); but Egli’s printer made an error in correcting him by quoting vol. II. instead of I. 
 
{76} Von Erkiesen und Fryheit der Spysen (De delectu et libero ciborum usu). Werke, I. B. 1-30 a 
Latin version by Gwalter in Opera Lat. I. 324-339. 
 
{77} Egli, p. 85; Strickler, I. 428. I give it here as a fair specimen of the semi-barbarous German 
of Swiss documents of that period. "Dass unser vatterlicher getruwer rat und fruntlich ernstlich 
pitt ist, ir wollen die argenuss und widerwartigkeit by uch selbs, den uwern und andern 
furkommen und uch obgemeldten der hailigen kirchen ordnungen und guoten gewonhaiten in 
cristenlicher geainter gehorsami verglychen, die vollziechen und solichs by den uwern zuo 



geschehen, sovil an uch, verschaffen. Das halten wir dem Evangelio, der leer Pauli und dem 
hailigen unserm cristenlichen glouben glychmassig. Ir tuond ouch daran uch und den uwern 
wolfart, von uns gnadigklich und fruntlich zuo erkennen und zuo verdienen." 
 
{78} Opera, III. 26-76.  



15. Petition for the Abolition of Clerical Celibacy. Zwingli’s Marriage. 
 
In July of the same year (1522), Zwingli, with ten other priests, sent a Latin petition to the bishop, 
and a German petition to the Swiss Diet, to permit the free preaching of the gospel and the 
marriage of the clergy as the only remedy against the evils of enforced celibacy. He quotes the 
Scriptures for the divine institution and right of marriage, and begs the confederates to permit 
what God himself has sanctioned. He sent both petitions to Myconius in Lucerne for signatures. 
Some priests approved, but were afraid to sign; others said the petition was useless, and could 
only be granted by the pope or a council. {79} 
 
The petition was not granted. Several priests openly disobeyed. One married even a nun of the 
convent of Oetenbach (1523); Reubli of Wyticon married, April 28, 1523; Leo Judae, Sept. 19, 
1523. 
 
Zwingli himself entered into the marriage relation in 1522, {80} but from prudential reasons he 
did not make it public till April 5, 1524 (more than a year before Luther’s marriage, which took 
place June 13, 1525). Such cases of secret marriage were not unfrequent; but it would have been 
better for his fame if, as a minister and reformer, he had exercised self-restraint till public opinion 
was ripe for the change. 
 
His wife, Anna Reinhart, {81} was the widow of Hans Meyer von Knonau, {82} the mother of 
three children, and lived near Zwingli. She was two years older than he. His enemies spread the 
report that he married for beauty and wealth; but she possessed only four hundred guilders 
besides her wardrobe and jewelry. She ceased to wear her jewelry after marrying the Reformer. 
 
We have only one letter of Zwingli to his wife, written from Berne, Jan. 11, 1528, in which he 
addresses her as his dearest house-wife. {83} From occasional expressions of respect and 
affection for his wife, and from salutations of friends to her, we must infer that his family life was 
happy; but it lacked the poetic charm of Luther’s home. She was a useful helpmate in his work. 
{84} She contributed her share towards the creation of pastoral family life, with its innumerable 
happy homes. {85} 
 
In Zwingli’s beautiful copy of the Greek Bible (from the press of Aldus in Venice, 1518), which 
is still preserved and called "Zwingli’s Bible," he entered with his own hand a domestic 
chronicle, which records the names, birthdays, and sponsors of his four children, as follows: 
"Regula Zwingli, born July 13, 1524; {86} Wilhelm Zwingli, born January 29, 1526; {87} 
Huldreich Zwingli, born Jan. 6, 1528; {88} Anna Zwingli, born May 4, 1530." {89} His last male 
descendant was his grandson, Ulrich, professor of theology, born 1556, died 1601. The last 
female descendant was his great-granddaughter, Anna Zwingli, who presented his MS. copy of 
the Greek Epistles of Paul to the city library of Zurich in 1634. 
 
Zwingli lived in great simplicity, and left no property. His little study (the "Zwingli-Stubli"), in 
the official dwelling of the deacon of the Great Minster, is carefully preserved in its original 
condition. 
 
{79} Werke, I. A. 30-51; III. 16-25. 
 
{80} See the letters of Myconius from 1522, where he sends salutations to Zwingli’s wife, quoted 
in 7, p. 28. 



 
{81} His letter to her bears the inscription, "Der Frauen Anna Reinhartin in Zurich, seiner lieben 
Hausfrau." Opera, VIII. 134. Others spell the name Reinhard. 
 
{82} A soldier of wild habits, who belonged to one of the oldest and richest families of Zurich, 
and died 1517. 
 
{83} It is as follows (VIII. 134): "Gnad und Fried von Gott. Liebste Hausfrau, ich sage Gott 
Dank, dass er dir eine frohliche Geburt verliehen hat; der wolle uns die nach seinem Willen zu 
erziehen verleihen. Schicke meiner Base ein oder zwei Tuchli [Tuchlein], solcher Mass und 
Weise, als du sie tragst. Sie kommt ziemlich [sittsam], doch nicht beginlich [i. e., wie eine Nonne, 
eine Beghine], ist eine Frau von 40 Jahren in alle Weis und Mass, wie sie Meister Jorgen Frau 
beschrieben hat. Thut mir und uns Allen uber die Mass gutlich. Bis [Sei] hiemit Gott befohlen. 
Grusse mir Gevatter Schaffnerin, Ulmann Trinkler, Schulthess Effingerin und wer dir lieb sei. 
Bitt Gott fur mich und uns Alle. Gegeben zu Bern 11. Tag Janners. Grusse mir alle deine Kinder. 
Besonders Margreth troste in meinem Namen. Huldreich Zwingli, dein Hauswirth." 
 
{84} One of his friends calls her "eine Mitarbeiterin am Wort, welche dir, dem Apostel, behulflich 
ist." Finsler, U. Zwingli, p. 52 sq. 
 
{85} Comp. vol. VI. 79, p. 473 sqq. 
 
{86} She married Rudolf Gwalter, Bullinger’s adopted son and successor, and first editor of 
Zwingli’s collected works. 
 
{87} He studied at Strassburg with Capito, and died with him of the pestilence, 1541. 
 
{88} He became pastor of the Prediger-Kirche, and married Bullinger’s oldest daughter, Anna. 
 
{89} Anna died very young, and her death is recorded in the same book.  



16. Zwingli and Lambert of Avignon. 
 
In July, 1522, there appeared in Zurich a Franciscan monk, Lambert of Avignon, in his monastic 
dress, riding on a donkey. He had left his convent in the south of France, and was in search of 
evangelical religion. Haller of Berne recommended him to Zwingli. Lambert preached some Latin 
sermons against the abuses of the Roman Church, but still advocated the worship of saints and of 
the Virgin Mary. Zwingli interrupted him with the remark, "You err," and convinced him of his 
error in a disputation. 
 
The Franciscan thanked God and proceeded to Wittenberg, where Luther received him kindly. At 
the Synod of Homberg (1526) he advocated a scheme of Presbyterian church government, and at 
the conference at Marburg he professed to be converted to Zwingli’s view of the Lord’s Supper. 
{90} 
 
{90} See vol. VI. 582 sqq., 586 sq., 649. Comp. Bullinger, I. 76 sqq.; Haller’s letter to Zwingli, 
July 8, 1522 (Opera, VII. 206 sq.).  



17. The Sixty-seven Conclusions. 
 
On the Sixty-seven Conclusions and the Three Disputations see Zwingli: Werke, I. A. 105 sqq.; 
Bullinger: I. 97 sqq.; Egli: 111, 114, 173 sqq.; Morikofer: I. 138 sqq., 191 sqq. The text of the 
Sixty-seven Articles in Swiss-German, Werke, I. A. 153-157; in modern German and Latin, in 
Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, III. 197-207. 
 
Zwingli’s views, in connection with the Lutheran Reformation in Germany, created a great 
commotion, not only in the city and canton of Zurich, but in all Switzerland. At his suggestion, 
the government—that is, the burgomaster and the small and large Council (called The Two 
Hundred)—ordered a public disputation which should settle the controversy on the sole basis of 
the Scriptures. 
 
For this purpose Zwingli published Sixty-seven Articles or Conclusions (Schlussreden). They are 
the first public statement of the Reformed faith, but they never attained symbolical authority, and 
were superseded by maturer confessions. They resemble the Ninety-five Theses of Luther against 
indulgences, which six years before had opened the drama of the German Reformation; but they 
mark a great advance in Protestant sentiment, and cover a larger number of topics. They are full 
of Christ as the only Saviour and Mediator, and clearly teach the supremacy of the Word of God 
as the only rule of faith; they reject and attack the primacy of the Pope, the Mass, the invocation 
of saints, the meritoriousness of human works, the fasts, pilgrimages, celibacy, purgatory, etc., as 
unscriptural commandments of men. 
 
The following are the most important of these theses: — 
 
1. All who say that the gospel is nothing without the approbation of the Church, err and cast 
reproach upon God. 
 
2. The sum of the gospel is that our Lord Jesus Christ, the true Son of God, has made known to us 
the will of his heavenly Father, and redeemed us by his innocence from eternal death, and 
reconciled us to God. 
 
3. Therefore Christ is the only way to salvation to all who were, who are, who shall be. 
 
4. Whosoever seeks or shows another door, errs—yea, is a murderer of souls and a robber. 
 
7. Christ is the head of all believers who are his body; but without him the body is dead. 
 
8. All who live in this Head are his members and children of God. And this is the Church, the 
communion of saints, the bride of Christ, the Ecclesia catholica. 
 
15. Who believes the gospel shall be saved; who believes not, shall be damned. For in the gospel 
the whole truth is clearly contained. 
 
16. From the gospel we learn that the doctrines and traditions of men are of no use to salvation. 
 
17. Christ is the one eternal high-priest. Those who pretend to be highpriests resist, yea, set aside, 
the honor and dignity of Christ. 
 



18. Christ, who offered himself once on the cross, is the sufficient and perpetual sacrifice for the 
sins of all believers. Therefore the mass is no sacrifice, but a commemoration of the one sacrifice 
of the cross, and a seal of the redemption through Christ. 
 
19. Christ is the only Mediator between God and us. 
 
22. Christ is our righteousness. From this it follows that our works are good so far as they are 
Christ’s, but not good so far as they are our own. 
 
24. Christians are not bound to any works which Christ has not commanded. They may eat at all 
times all kinds of food. 
 
26. Nothing is more displeasing to God than hypocrisy. 
 
27. All Christians are brethren. 
 
28. Whatsoever God permits and has not forbidden, is right. Therefore marriage is becoming to 
all men. 
 
34. The spiritual [hierarchical] power, so called, has no foundation in the Holy Scriptures and the 
teaching of Christ. {91} 
 
35. But the secular power [of the state] is confirmed by the teaching and example of Christ. {92} 
 
37, 38. All Christians owe obedience to the magistracy, provided it does not command what is 
against God. {93} 
 
49. I know of no greater scandal than the prohibition of lawful marriage to priests, while they are 
permitted for money to have concubines. Shame! {94} 
 
50. God alone forgives sins, through Jesus Christ our Lord alone. 
 
57. The Holy Scripture knows nothing of a purgatory after this life. 
 
58, 59. God alone knows the condition of the departed, and the less he has made known to us, the 
less we should pretend to know. 
 
66. All spiritual superiors should repent without delay, and set up the cross of Christ alone, or 
they will perish. The axe is laid at the root. 
 
{91} Zwingli means the worldly power and splendor of the pope and the bishops, and quotes 
against it the lessons of humility, Matthew 18:1 1 Peter 5:1-3: "Die Hohe nach der die papst und 
bishof strytend, hat keinen Grund." See his Uslegung or defence of the Articles, Werke, I. 346 sq. 
 
{92} For this he quotes Luke 2:5 and Matthew 22:21. 
 
{93} In the Uslegung (I. 352 sq.) he explains Romans 13:1: "Let every soul be subject unto the 
higher powers." "Every soul," he says, "means every living man, and includes popes, bishops, 
priests, monks and nuns. Every power is from God; consequently, also, a bad magistracy, with 
which God punishes our sins. {Isaiah 3:4} Then we must also obey the pope, even a bad one, 



because he is set over us by God for punishment. This I believe firmly, but I believe also that God 
will lead us out of this captivity, as he led Israel out of Egypt through his servant Moses." 
 
{94} "Pfui der Schande," is added in the German text. In the Swiss dialect, "Pfuch der Schand!" 
(I. A. 156). In the defence of this article (I. 378 sq.), Zwingli strongly illustrates the evil effects of 
the lewd life of the unmarried clergy upon the morals of the laity. "It is easy," he says, "to 
command chastity; but no one is able to keep it without the grace of God." Concerning his own 
case, See 7, p. 27.  



18. The Public Disputations. 1523. 
 
The first disputation was held in the city hall on Thursday, Jan. 29, 1523, in the German 
language, before about six hundred persons, including all the clergy and members of the small 
and large Councils of Zurich. St. Gall was represented by Vadian; Berne, by Sebastian Meyer; 
Schaffhausen, by Sebastian Hofmeister. Oecolampadius from Basle expected no good from 
disputations, and declined to come. He agreed with Melanchthon’s opinion about the Leipzig 
disputation of Eck with Carlstadt and Luther. Nevertheless, he attended, three years afterwards, 
the Disputation at Baden. The bishop of Constance sent his general vicar, Dr. Faber, hitherto a 
friend of Zwingli, and a man of respect, able learning and an able debater, with three others as 
counsellors and judges. Faber declined to enter into a detailed discussion of theological questions 
which, he thought, belong to the tribunal of Councils or of renowned universities, as Paris, 
Cologne and Louvain. Zwingli answered his objections, and convinced the audience. {95} 
 
On the same day the magistracy passed judgment in favor of Zwingli, and directed him "to 
continue to preach the holy gospel as heretofore, and to proclaim the true, divine Scriptures until 
he was better informed." All other preachers and pastors in the city and country were warned "not 
to preach anything which they could not establish by the holy Gospel and other divine 
Scriptures," and to avoid personal controversy and bitter names. {96} 
 
Zwingli prepared a lengthy and able defence of his Articles against the charges of Faber, July, 
1523. {97} 
 
The disputation soon produced its natural effects. Ministers took regular wives; the nunnery of 
Oetenbach was emptied; baptism was administered in the vernacular, and without exorcism; the 
mass and worship of images were neglected and despised. A band of citizens, under the lead of a 
shoemaker, Klaus Hottinger, overthrew the great wooden crucifix in Stadelhofen, near the city, 
and committed other lawless acts. {98} 
 
Zwingli was radical in his opposition to idolatrous and superstitious ceremonies, but disapproved 
disorderly methods, and wished the magistracy to authorize the necessary changes. 
 
Consequently, a second disputation was arranged for October 26, 1523, to settle the question of 
images and of the mass. All the ministers of the city and canton were ordered to attend; the 
twelve other cantons, the bishops of Constance, Coire and Basle, and the University of Basle 
were urgently requested to send learned delegates. The bishop of Constance replied (Oct. 16) that 
he must obey the Pope and the Emperor, and advised the magistracy to wait for a general council. 
The bishop of Basle excused himself on account of age and sickness, but likewise referred to a 
council and warned against separation. The bishop of Coire made no answer. Most of the cantons 
declined to send delegates, except Schaffhausen and St. Gall. Unterwalden honestly replied that 
they had no learned men among them, but pious priests who faithfully adhered to the old faith of 
Christendom, which they preferred to, all innovations. 
 
The second disputation was held in the city hall, and lasted three days. There were present about 
nine hundred persons, including three hundred and fifty clergymen and ten doctors. Dr. Vadian of 
St. Gall, Dr. Hofmeister of Schaffhausen, and Dr. Schappeler of St. Gall presided. Zwingli and 
Leo Judae defended the Protestant cause, and had the advantage of superior Scripture learning 
and argument. The Roman party betrayed much ignorance; but Martin Steinli of Schaffhausen 
ably advocated the mass. Konrad Schmid of Kussnacht took a moderate position, and produced 



great effect upon the audience by his eloquence. His judgment was, first to take the idolatry out of 
the heart before abolishing the outward images, and to leave the staff to the weak until they are 
able to walk without it and to rely solely on Christ. {99} 
 
The Council was not prepared to order the immediate abolition of the mass and the images. It 
punished Hottinger and other "idol-stormers" by banishment, and appointed a commission of 
ministers and laymen, including Zwingli, Schmidt and Judae, who should enlighten the people on 
the subject by preaching and writing.. Zwingli prepared his "Short and Christian Introduction," 
which was sent by the Council of Two Hundred to all the ministers of the canton, the bishops of 
Constance, Basle, and Coire, the University of Basle, and to the twelve other cantons (Nov. 17, 
1523). {100} It may be compared to the instruction of Melanchthon for the visitation of the 
churches of Saxony (1528). 
 
A third disputation, of a more private character, was held Jan. 20, 1524. The advocates of the 
mass were refuted and ordered not to resist any longer the decisions of the magistracy, though 
they might adhere to their faith. 
 
During the last disputation, Zwingli preached a sermon on the corrupt state of the clergy, which 
he published by request in March, 1524, under the title "The Shepherd." {101} He represents 
Christ as the good Shepherd in contrast with the selfish hirelings, according to the parable in the 
tenth chapter of the Gospel of John. Among the false shepherds he counts the bishops who do not 
preach at all; those priests who teach their own dreams instead of the Word of God; those who 
preach the Word but for the glorification of popery; those who deny their preaching by their 
conduct; those who preach for filthy lucre; and, finally, all who mislead men away from the 
Creator to the creature. Zwingli treats the papists as refined idolaters, and repeatedly denounces 
idolatry as the root of the errors and abuses of the Church. 
 
During the summer of 1524 the answers of the bishops and the Diet appeared, both in opposition 
to any innovations. The bishop of Constance, in a letter to Zurich, said that he had consulted 
several universities; that the mass and the images were sufficiently warranted by the Scriptures, 
and had always been in use. The canton appointed a commission of clergymen and laymen to 
answer the episcopal document. {102} The Swiss Diet, by a deputation, March 21, 1524, 
expressed regret that Zurich sympathized with the new, unchristian Lutheran religion, and prayed 
the canton to remain faithful to old treaties and customs, in which case the confederates would 
cheerfully aid in rooting out real abuses, such as the shameful trade in benefices, the selling of 
indulgences, and the scandalous lives of the clergy. 
 
Thus forsaken by the highest ecclesiastical and civil authorities, the canton of Zurich acted on its 
own responsibility, and carried out the contemplated reforms. 
 
The three disputations mark an advance beyond the usual academic disputations in the Latin 
language. They were held before laymen as well as clergymen, and in the vernacular. They 
brought religious questions before the tribunal of the people according to the genius of republican 
institutions. They had, therefore, more practical effect than the disputation at Leipzig. The 
German Reformation was decided by the will of the princes; the Swiss Reformation, by the will 
of the people: but in both cases there was a sympathy between the rulers and the majority of the 
population. 
 
{95} An unofficial report of the disputation was published by Hegenwald, March 3, 1523 (Werke, 
I. A. 106-168). Faber issued, March 10, a counter-report. Seven Zurichers replied to him in, "Das 
Gyrenrupfen" (Geyerrupfen), 1523, and charged him with lying and claiming the speeches of 



others. Salat’s Historische Nachricht of the deputation is a "parteiische Verstummelung und 
Entstellung" of Hegenwald’s report, and hence of no historical value (Schuler and Schulthess, in 
their ed. of Zw. I. 109). Comp. Aug. Baur, Die erste Zurcher Disputation, Halle, 1883. 
 
{96} Egli, 114 sq.; Bullinger, I. 103. 
 
{97} Werke, I. A. 169-425. 
 
{98} Fussli, II. 33-39; Egli, 176, 178. 
 
{99} The only German report of the second disputation, in Werke, I. A. 459-540 (Comp. 
Bullinger, I. 131 sqq.), is from the pen of Ludwig Hetzer, chaplain at Wadenschweil, then priest 
at Zurich, an ardent friend of the Reformation, who afterwards joined the Anabaptists, and was 
beheaded at Constance. Gwalter made an abridged Latin translation in Zw. Opera, II. 623-646. 
Zwingli took the ground that a truly Christian congregation was a better church than all the 
bishops and popes, and had as good a right to settle religious controversies as a council, where the 
Word of God was not allowed to decide." Ja, Hongg und Kussnacht ist ein gewussere Kilch denn 
all zusammen gerottet bishof und papst." Werke, I. 472. 
 
{100} Ein kurz christenliche ynleitung, die ein eersamer rat der statt Zurich den soelsorgern und 
pradicanten... zugesandt habend, etc. Werke, I. A. 541-565. Gwalter gives a Latin version, Op. I. 
264-268. 
 
{101} Der Hirt, wie man die waren christenlichen hirten und widerum die falschen erkennen... 
solle. Werke, I. A. 631-668. 
 
{102} The answer was written by Zwingli, and printed Aug. 18, 1524. Werke, I. A. 584-630.  



19. The Abolition of the Roman Worship. 1524. 
 
Bullinger, I. 173 sqq. Fussli, I. 142 sqq. Egli, 234 sqq. 
 
By these preparatory measures, public opinion was prepared for the practical application of the 
new ideas. The old order of worship had to be abolished before the new order could be 
introduced. The destruction was radical, but orderly. It was effected by the co-operation of the 
preachers and the civil magistracy, with the consent of the people. It began at Pentecost, and was 
completed June 20, 1524. 
 
In the presence of a deputation from the authorities of Church and State, accompanied by 
architects, masons and carpenters, the churches of the city were purged of pictures, relics, 
crucifixes, altars, candles, and all ornaments, the frescoes effaced, and the walls whitewashed, so 
that nothing remained but the bare building to be filled by a worshiping congregation. The 
pictures were broken and burnt, some given to those who had a claim, a few preserved as 
antiquities. The bones of the saints were buried. Even the organs were removed, and the Latin 
singing of the choir abolished, but fortunately afterwards replaced by congregational singing of 
psalms and hymns in the vernacular (in Basle as early as 1526, in St. Gall 1527, in Zurich in 
1598). "Within thirteen days," says Bullinger, "all the churches of the city were cleared; costly 
works of painting and sculpture, especially a beautiful table in the Waterchurch, were destroyed. 
The superstitious lamented; but the true believers rejoiced in it as a great and joyous worship of 
God." {103} 
 
In the following year the magistracy melted, sold, or gave away the rich treasures of the Great 
Minster and the Frauenminster,—chalices, crucifixes, and crosses of gold and silver, precious 
relics, clerical robes, tapestry, and other ornaments. {104} In 1533 not a copper’s worth was left 
in the sacristy of the Great Minster. {105} Zwingli justified this vandalism by the practice of a 
conquering army to spike the guns and to destroy the forts and provisions of the enemy, lest he 
might be tempted to return. 
 
The same work of destruction took place in the village churches in a less orderly way. Nothing 
was left but the bare buildings, empty, cold and forbidding. 
 
The Swiss Reformers proceeded on a strict construction of the second commandment as 
understood by Jews and Moslems. They regarded all kinds of worship paid to images and relics 
as a species of idolatry. They opposed chiefly the paganism of popery; while Luther attacked its 
legalistic Judaism, and allowed the pictures to remain as works of art and helps to devotion. For 
the classical literature of Greece and Rome, however, Zwingli had more respect than Luther. It 
should be remarked also that he was not opposed to images as such any more than to poetry and 
music, but only to their idolatrous use in churches. In his reply to Valentin Compar of Uri (1525), 
he says, "The controversy is not about images which do not offend the faith and the honor of 
God, but about idols to which divine honors are paid. Where there is no danger of idolatry, the 
images may remain; but idols should not be tolerated. All the papists tell us that images are the 
books for the unlearned. But where has God commanded us to learn from such books? "He 
thought that the absence of images in churches would tend to increase the hunger for the Word of 
God. {106} 
 
The Swiss iconoclasm passed into the Reformed Churches of France, Holland, Scotland, and 
North America. In recent times a reaction has taken place, not in favor of image worship, which is 



dead and gone, but in favor of Christian art; and more respect is paid to the decency and beauty of 
the house of God and the comfort of worshipers. 
 
{103} I. 175. Bullinger justifies the abolition of church music (which took place in the 
Grossmunster, Dec. 9, 1527) with St. Paul’s objection to the unintelligible glossolalia without 
interpretation. {1 Corinthians 14:6-9} He must, of course, mean the chanting of a choir in Latin. 
The Swiss Reformed churches excel in congregational singing. 
 
{104} Egli, p. 269 (No. 614, Jan. 9, 1525); Morikofer, I. 315 sq. Janssen (III. 84 sq.) dwells with 
circumstantial minuteness on the confiscation and robbery of these church treasures, some of 
which dated from the time of Charlemagne. 
 
{105} Egli, p. 893 (No. 2004, c. 1533). Uetinger declared that between 1524 and 1532 all the 
treasury of the sacristy was squandered, and nobody knew what had become of it. "Prorsus nihil 
supererat." 
 
{106} Werke, II. A. 17-59. Comp. Morikofer, I. 269-274.  



20. The Reformed Celebration of the Lord’s Supper. 
 
Zwingli, Werke, II. B. 233. Bullinger, I. 263. Fussli, IV. 64. 
 
The mass was gone. The preaching of the gospel and the celebration of the Lord’s Supper by the 
whole congregation, in connection with a kind of Agape, took its place. 
 
The first celebration of the communion after the Reformed usage was held in the Holy Week of 
April, 1525, in the Great Minster. There were three services,—first for the youth on Maundy-
Thursday, then for the middle-aged on Good Friday, and last for the old people on Easter. The 
celebration was plain, sober, solemn. The communicants were seated around long tables, which 
took the place of the altar, the men on the right, the women on the left. They listened reverently to 
the prayers, the words of institution, the Scripture lessons, taken from the 1 Corinthians 11 and 
the mysterious discourse in the sixth chapter of John on the spiritual eating and drinking of 
Christ’s flesh and blood, and to an earnest exhortation of the minister. They then received in a 
kneeling posture the sacred emblems in wooden plates and wooden cups. The whole service was 
a commemoration of Christ’s atoning death and a spiritual communion with him, according to the 
theory of Zwingli. 
 
In the liturgical part he retained more from the Catholic service than we might expect; namely, 
the Introit, the Gloria in Excelsis, the Creed, and several responses; but all were translated from 
Latin into the Swiss dialect, and with curious modifications. Thus the Gloria in Excelsis, the 
Creed, and the Psalm 103 were said alternately by the men and the women, instead of the minister 
and the deacon, as in the Catholic service, or the minister and the congregation, as in the Lutheran 
and Episcopal services. {107} In most of the Reformed churches (except the Anglican) the 
responses passed out of use, and the kneeling posture in receiving the communion gave way to 
the standing or sitting posture. 
 
The communion service was to be held four times in the year,—at Easter, Whitsunday, autumn, 
and Christmas. It was preceded by preparatory devotions, and made a season of special 
solemnity. The mass was prohibited at first only in the city, afterwards also in the country. 
 
Zwingli furnished also in 1525 an abridged baptismal service in the vernacular language, omitting 
the formula of exorcism and all those elements for which he found no Scripture warrant. {108} 
 
The Zwinglian and Calvinistic worship depends for its effect too much upon the intellectual and 
spiritual power of the minister, who can make it either very solemn and impressive, or very cold 
and barren. The Anglican Church has the advantage of an admirable liturgy. 
 
{107} Werke, II. B. 237 sqq. I give a specimen from the Gloria in Excelsis:— 
 
Der Pfarrer: Eer sye gott in den hohinnen! 
 
Die Mann: Und frid uf erden! 
 
Die Wyber: Den menschen ein recht gmut! 
 
Die Mann: Wir lobend dich, wir prysend dich. 
 



Die Wyber: Wir betend dich an-wir verehrend dich, etc. 
 
Shorter responses, however, occur between the minister or deacon and the congregation. 
 
{108} The first German baptismal service by Zwingli and Leo Judae appeared in the summer of 
1523, the second in May, 1525. Werke, II. B. 224 sqq.; 230 sq.  



21. Other Changes. A Theological School. The Carolinum. A System of 
Theology. 
 
Other changes completed the Reformation. The Corpus Christi festival was abolished, and the 
Christian year reduced to the observance of Christmas, Good Friday, Easter, and Pentecost. 
Processions and pilgrimages ceased. The property of convents was confiscated and devoted to 
schools and hospitals. The matrimonial legislation was reconstructed, and the care of the poor 
organized. In 1528 a synod assembled for the first time, to which each congregation sent its 
minister and two lay delegates. 
 
A theological college, called Carolinum, was established from the funds of the Great Minster, and 
opened June 19, 1525. It consisted of the collegium humanitatis, for the study of the ancient 
languages, philosophy and mathematics, and the Carolinum proper, for the study of the Holy 
Scriptures, which were explained in daily lectures, and popularized by the pastors for the benefit 
of the congregation. This was called prophesying. {109} {1 Corinthians 14:1} Zwingli wrote a 
tract on Christian education (1526). {110} He organized this school of the prophets, and 
explained in it several books of the Old Testament, according to the Septuagint. He recommended 
eminent scholars to professorships. Among the earliest teachers were Ceporin, Pellican, 
Myconius, Collin, Megander, and Bibliander. To Zwingli Zurich owes its theological and literary 
reputation. The Carolinum secured an educated ministry, and occupied an influential position in 
the development of theological science and literature till the nineteenth century, when it was 
superseded by the organization of a full university. {111} 
 
Zwingli wrote in the course of three months and a half an important work on the true, evangelical, 
as opposed to the false, popish faith, and dedicated it to Francis I., king of France, in the vain 
hope of gaining him to the cause of the Reformation. {112} It completes his theological 
opposition to the papacy. It is the first systematic exposition of the Reformed faith, as 
Melanchthon’s Loci was the first system of Lutheran theology; but it was afterwards eclipsed by 
Calvin’s Institutes, which were addressed to the same king with no better effect. Francis probably 
never read either; but the dedication remains as a connecting link between the Swiss and the 
French Reformation. The latter is a child of the former. 
 
{109} Comp. Pestalozzi, Leo Judae, p. 76, and Guder on "Prophezei," in Herzog, ii XII. 288. 
 
{110} Republished by Emil Egli, U. Zwingli’s Lehrbuchlein, oder wie man die Jugend in guten 
Sitten und christlicher Zucht auferziehen und lehren solle. Zurich, 1884. With an appendix of 
documents relating to the school at Zurich in Zwingli’s time. 
 
{111} Prof. Dr. Georg von Wyss, in his festive discourse on the University of Zurich (Die 
Hochschule Zurich in d. Jahren 1833-1883, Zurich, 1883), gives a brief sketch of the 
development of the Carolinum. The first theological faculty of the university consisted of three 
Zurichers, Hirzel, Schulthess and Salomon Hess, who had been professors of the Carolinum, and 
two Germans, Rettig and Hitzig. Besides there were five Privatdocenten, ministers of Zurich. See 
also Prof. Steiner’s Festrede zur 50 jahrigen Stiftungsfeier der Zuricher Universitat, 1883. 
 
{112} Commentarius de vera et falsa religione, March, 1525. Opera, III. 145-325. Leo Judae 
published a German translation, 1526. When Erasmus received the book, he said, "O bone 
Zwingli, quid scribis, quod ipse prius non scripserim?" So Zwingli reports in a letter to Vadian, 
Opera, VII. 399.  



22. The Translation of the Bible. Leo Judae. 
 
Metzger (Antistes in Schaffhausen): Geschichte der deutschen Bibelubersetzung der 
schweizerischen reformirten Kirche. Basel, 1876. Pestalozzi: Leo Judae. Elberfeld, 1860. 
 
A most important part of the Reformation was a vernacular translation of the Bible. Luther’s New 
Testament (1522) was reprinted at Basel with a glossary. In Zurich it was adapted to the Swiss 
dialect in 1524, and revised and improved in subsequent editions. The whole Bible was published 
in German by Froschauer at Zurich in 1530, four years before Luther completed his version 
(1534). {113} The translation of the Prophets and the Apocrypha was prepared by Conrad 
Pellican, Leo Judae, Theodor Bibliander, and other Zurich divines. The beautiful edition of 1531 
contained also a new version of the Poetical books, with an introduction (probably by Zwingli), 
summaries, and parallel passages. 
 
The Swiss translation cannot compare with Luther’s in force, beauty, and popularity; but it is 
more literal, and in subsequent revisions it has kept pace with the progress of exegesis. It brought 
the Word of God nearer to the heart and mind of the Swiss people, and is in use to this day 
alongside of the Lutheran version. {114} 
 
The chief merit in this important service belongs to Leo Jud or Judae. {115} He was born in 1482, 
the son of a priest in Alsass, studied with Zwingli at Basle, and became his successor as priest at 
Einsiedeln, 1519, and his colleague and faithful assistant as minister of St. Peter’s in Zurich since 
1523. He married in the first year of his pastorate at Zurich. His relation to Zwingli has been 
compared with the relation of Melanchthon to Luther. He aided Zwingli in the second disputation, 
in the controversy with the Anabaptists, and with Luther, edited and translated several of his 
writings, and taught Hebrew in the Carolinum. Zwingli called him his "dear brother and faithful 
co-worker in the gospel of Jesus Christ." He was called to succeed the Reformer after the 
catastrophe of Cappel; but he declined on account of his unfitness for administrative work, and 
recommended Bullinger, who was twenty years younger. He continued to preach and to teach till 
his death, and declined several calls to Wurtemberg and Basle. He advocated strict discipline and 
a separation of religion from politics. He had a melodious voice, and was a singer, musician, and 
poet, but excelled chiefly as a translator into German and Latin. {116} He wrote a Latin and two 
German catechisms, and translated Thomas a  Kempis’ Imitatio Christi, Augustin’s Deuteronomy 
Spiritu et Litera, the first Helvetic Confession, and other useful books into German, besides 
portions of the Bible. He prepared also a much esteemed Latin version of the Old Testament, 
which is considered his best work. He often consulted in it his colleagues and Michael Adam, a 
converted Jew. He did not live to see the completion, and left this to Bibliander and Pellican. It 
appeared in a handsome folio edition, 1543, with a preface by Pellican, and was several times 
reprinted. {117} He lived on a miserable salary with a large family, and yet helped to support the 
poor and entertained strangers, aided by his industrious and pious wife, known in Zurich as 
"Mutter Leuin." Four days before his death, June 19, 1542, he summoned his colleagues to his 
chamber, spoke of his career with great humility and gratitude to God, and recommended to them 
the care of the church and the completion of his Latin Bible. His death was lamented as a great 
loss by Bullinger and Calvin and the people of Zurich. {118} 
 
{113} Five complete editions of the Bible were printed in Zurich before 1534. Pestalozzi, Leo 
Judae, p. 77. 
 



{114} On the different editions see Metzger, l. c. 109 sqq., and Fritzsche, in Herzog, ii XII. 556 
sq. The versicular division was first introduced in the edition of 1589. The first thorough revision 
was prepared by Antistes Breitinger, 1629. Other revisions followed in 1665, 1724, 1755, 1772, 
1817, 1860, and 1868. The last is pronounced by Fritzsche one of the best translations, based 
upon a conscientious use of the latest exegetical labors. 
 
{115} He avoided his family name Jud (Jew); and the Zurichers called him "Master Leu" (Leo). 
in all his Latin writings he uses the Latin form. 
 
{116} Pellican says of him, "Utilissima transtulit admodum feliciter." 
 
{117} On his Latin Bible see Pestalozzi, 76 sqq., 165, and Fritzsche in Herzog ii VIII. 463. 
 
{118} On his works see Pestalozzi, pp. 96-106. His hymns and versified Psalms are printed in 
Wackernagel, Das Deutsche Kirchenlied, vol. III. p. 722 sqq. (Nos. 832-837).  



23. Church and State. 
 
The Reformation of Zurich was substantially completed in 1525. It was brought about by the co-
operation of the secular and spiritual powers. Zwingli aimed at a reformation of the whole 
religious, political, and social life of the people, on the basis and by the power of the Scriptures. 
{119} 
 
The patriot, the good citizen, and the Christian were to him one and the same. He occupied the 
theocratic standpoint of the Old Testament. The preacher is a prophet: his duty is to instruct, to 
exhort, to comfort, to rebuke sin in high and low places, and to build up the kingdom of God; his 
weapon is the Word of God. The duty of the magistracy is to obey the gospel, to protect religion, 
to punish wickedness. Calvin took the same position in Geneva, and carried it out much more 
fully than Zwingli. 
 
The bishop of Constance, to whose diocese Zurich belonged, opposed the Reformation; and so 
did the other bishops of Switzerland. Hence the civil magistracy assumed the episcopal rights and 
jurisdiction, under the spiritual guidance of the Reformers. It first was impartial, and commanded 
the preachers of the canton to teach the Word of God, and to be silent about the traditions of men 
(1520). Then it prohibited the violation of the Church fasts (1522), and punished the image-
breakers, in the interest of law and order (1523). But soon afterwards it openly espoused the cause 
of reform in the disputation of 1523, and authorized the abolition of the old worship and the 
introduction of the new (1524 and 1525). It confiscated the property of the churches and 
convents, and took under its control the regulation of marriage, the care of the poor, and the 
education of the clergy. The Church was reduced legally to a state of dependence, though she was 
really the moving and inspiring power of the State, and was supported by public sentiment. In a 
republic the majority of the people rule, and the minority must submit. The only dissenters in 
Zurich were a small number of Romanists and Anabaptists, who were treated with the same 
disregard of the rights of conscience as the Protestants in Roman Catholic countries, only with a 
lesser degree of severity. The Reformers refused to others the right of protest which they claimed 
and exercised for themselves, and the civil magistracy visited the poor Anabaptists with capital 
punishment. 
 
The example of Zurich was followed by the other cantons in which the Reformation triumphed. 
Each has its own ecclesiastical establishment, which claims spiritual jurisdiction over all the 
citizens of its territory. There is no national Reformed Church of Switzerland, with a centre of 
unity. 
 
This state of things is the same as that in Protestant Germany, but differs from it as a republic 
differs from a monarchy. In both countries the bishops, under the command of the Pope, 
condemned Protestantism, and lost the control over their flock. The Reformers, who were mere 
presbyters, looked to the civil rulers for the maintenance of law and order. In Germany, after the 
Diet of Speier in 1526, the princes assumed the episcopal supervision, and regulated the Church 
in their own territories for good or evil. The people were passive, and could not even elect their 
own pastors. In Switzerland, we have instead a sort of democratic episcopate or republican 
Caesaropapacy, where the people hold the balance of power, and make and unmake their 
government. 
 
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Church and State, professing the same religion, had 
common interests, and worked in essential harmony; but in modern times the mixed character, the 



religious indifferentism, the hostility and the despotism of the State, have loosened the 
connection, and provoked the organization of free churches in several cantons (Geneva, Vaud, 
Neuchatel), on the basis of self-support and self-government. The State must first and last be just, 
and either support all the religions of its citizens alike, or none. It owes the protection of law to 
all, within the limits of order and peace. But the Church has the right of self-government, and 
ought to be free of the control of politicians. {120} 
 
Among the ministers of the Reformation period, Zwingli, and, after his death, Bullinger, 
exercised a sort of episcopate in fact, though not in form; and their successors in the Great 
Minster stood at the head of the clergy of the canton. A similar position is occupied by the 
Antistes of Basle and the Antistes of Schaffhausen. They correspond to the Superintendents of the 
Lutheran churches in Germany. 
 
Zwingli was the first among the Reformers who organized a regular synodical Church 
government. He provided for a synod composed of all ministers of the city and canton, two lay 
delegates of every parish, four members of the small and four members of the great council. This 
mixed body represented alike Church and State, the clergy and the laity. It was to meet twice a 
year, in spring and fall, in the city hall of Zurich, with power to superintend the doctrine and 
morals of the clergy, and to legislate on the internal affairs of the Church. The first meeting was 
held at Easter, 1528. Zwingli presided, and at his side was Leo Judae. The second meeting took 
place May 19, 1528. The proceedings show that the synod exercised strict discipline over the 
morals of the clergy and people, and censured intemperance, extravagance in dress, neglect of 
Church ordinances, etc. {121} 
 
But German Switzerland never went to such rigors of discipline as Geneva under the influence of 
Calvin. 
 
{119} Bluntschli (Geschichte des schweizerischen Bundesrechtes, Stuttgart, 1875, 2d ed. I. 293 
sq.): "Zwingli wur von Anfang an und durch sein ganzes Leben hindurch kaum viel weniger 
darauf bedacht, politisch einzugreifen als die Kirche zu reformiren. Wahrend Luther mit ganzer 
Seele die Wiederbelebung und Reinigung des christlichen Glaubens anstrebte und sich 
ausschliesslich dieser Aufgabe widmete, wollte Zwingli nicht bloss Kirchen-, sondern zugleich 
auch Staatsmann sein. Indem sich Zwingli der kirchlichen Reformation in der Schweiz 
bemachtigte und diese von Zurich aus uber die ganze Schweiz zu verbreiten trachtete, ging er 
zugleich mit Planen um, die Schweiz politisch umzugestalten." 
 
{120} The government of the Protestant cantons of Switzerland tolerates and supports now, in the 
pulpit and the chair, all sorts of errors and heresies far worse than those for which the Anabaptists 
were drowned in the sixteenth century. In 1839 the magistracy of Zurich called the infidel Dr. 
Strauss to the chair of dogmatic theology in the university; but on that occasion the country 
people asserted their sovereignty, upset the rule of the radical party, and defeated its aim. 
 
{121} Opera, III. B. 19 sqq.; Morikofer, II. 121 sq.  



24. Zwingli’s Conflict with Radicalism. 
 
Comp. Literature in vol. VI., 102, p. 606 sq. 
 
I. Sources: 
 
In the Staatsarchiv of Zurich there are preserved about two hundred and fifty documents under 
the title, Wiedertauferacten,—*Egli: Actensammlung zur Gesch. der Zurcher Reformation, 
Zurich, 1879 (see the Alph. Index, p. 920, sub Wiedertaufer). The official reports are from their 
opponents. The books of the Anabaptists are scarce. A large collection of them is in the Baptist 
Theological Seminary at Rochester, N. Y. The principal ones are the tracts of Dr. Hubmaier (see 
vol. VI. 606); a few letters of Grebel, Hut, Reubli, etc., and other documents mentioned and used 
by Cornelius (Gesch. des Munsterschen Aufruhrs); the Moravian, Austrian, and other Anabaptist 
chronicles (see Beck, below); and the Anabaptist hymns reprinted in Wackernagel’s Deutsche 
Kirchenlied, vols. III. and V. (see below). 
 
Zwingli: Wer Ursach gebe zu Aufruhr, wer die wahren Aufruhrer seien, etc., Dec. 7, 1524. A 
defence of Christian unity and peace against sedition. (Werke, II. A. 376-425.) Vom Touff, vom 
Wiedertouff, und vom Kindertouff, May 27, 1525 (in Werke, II. A. 280-303. Republished in 
modern German by Christoffel, Zurich, 1843. The book treats in three parts of baptism, 
rebaptism, and infant baptism). Answer to Balthasar Hubmaier, Nov. 5, 1525 (Werke, II. A. 337 
sqq.). Elenchus contra Catabaptistas, 1527 (Opera, III. 357 sqq.). His answer to Schwenkfeld’s 
64 Theses concerning baptism (in Op. III. 563-583; Comp. A. Baur, II. 245-267). Oecolampadius: 
Ein gesprech etlicher predicanten zu Basel gehalten mit etlichen Bekennern des Wiedertouffs, 
Basel, 1525. Bullinger (Heinrich): Der Wiedertaufferen ursprung, furgang, Sekten, etc. Zurich, 
1560. (A Latin translation by J. Simler.) See also his Reformationsgeschichte, vol. I. 
 
II. Later Discussions: 
 
Ott (J. H.): Annales Anabaptistici. Basel, 1672. 
 
Erbkam (H. W.): Geschichte der protestantischen Secten im Zeitalter der Reformation. Hamburg 
und Gotha, 1848. pp. 519-583. 
 
Heberle: Die Anfange des Anabaptismus in der Schweiz, in the "Jahrbucher fur deutsche 
Theologie," 1858. 
 
Cornelius (C. A., a liberal Roman Catholic): Geschichte des Munsterschen Aufruhrs. Leipzig, 
1855. Zweites Buch: Die Wiedertaufe. 1860. He treats of the Swiss Anabaptists (p. 15 sqq.), and 
adds historical documents from many archives (p. 240 sqq.). A very important work. 
 
Morikofer: U. Zwingli. Zurich, 1867. I. 279-313; II. 69-76. Very unfavorable to the Anabaptists. 
 
R. von Lilienkron: Zur Liederdichtung der Wiedertaufer. Munchen, 1877. 
 
*Egli (Emil): Die Zuricher Wiedertaufer zur Reformationszeit. Nach den Quellen des 
Staatsarchivs. Zurich, 1878 (104 pp.). By the same: Die St. Galler Taufer. Zurich, 1887. 
Important for the documents and the external history. 
 



*Burrage (Henry S., American Baptist): The Anabaptists in Switzerland. Philadelphia, 1882, 231 
pp. An account from the Baptist point of view. Comp. his Baptist Hymn Writers, Portland, 1888, 
pp. l-25. 
 
Usteri (J. M.): Darstellung der Tauflehre Zwingli’s, in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1882, pp. 
205-284. 
 
*Beck (JOSEPH): Die Geschichtsbucher der Wiedertaufer in Oestreich-Ungarn... von 1526 bis 
1785. Wien, 1883. Publ. by the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Vienna. 
 
Strasser (G.): Der schweizerische Anabaptismus zur Zeit der Reformation, in the "Berner 
Beitrage," 1884. 
 
Nitsche (Richard, Roman Catholic): Geschichte der Wiedertaufer in der Schweiz zur 
Reformationszeit. Einsiedeln, New York, Cincinnati and St. Louis (Benziger), 1885 (107 pp.). He 
gives a list of literature on pp. vi.-viii. 
 
Keller (Ludwig): Die Reformation und die altern Reformparteien. Leipzig, 1885, pp. 364-435. He 
is favorable to the Anabaptists, and connects them with the Waldensian Brethren and other 
mediaeval sects by novel, but arbitrary combinations and conjectures. He mistakes coincidences 
for historical connections. 
 
Baur (Aug.): Zwingli’s Theologie, vol. II. (1888), 1-267. An elaborate discussion and defence of 
Zwingli’s conduct towards the radicals, with full extracts from his writings, but unjust to the 
Baptists. 
 
The monographs of Schreiber on Hubmaier (1839 and 1840, unfinished), Keim on Ludwig Hatzer 
(1856), and Keller on Hans Denck (Ein Apostel der Wiedertaufer, 1882), touch also on the 
Anabaptist movement in Switzerland. Kurtz, in the tenth ed. of his Kirchengeschichte (1887), II. 
150-164, gives a good general survey of the Anabaptist movement in Germany, Switzerland, and 
Holland, including the Mennonites. 
 
Having considered Zwingli’s controversy with Romanism, we must now review his conflict with 
Radicalism, which ran parallel with the former, and exhibits the conservative and churchly side of 
his reformation. Radicalism was identical with the Anabaptist movement, but the baptismal 
question was secondary. It involved an entire reconstruction of the Church and of the social order. 
It meant revolution. The Romanists pointed triumphantly to revolution as the legitimate and 
inevitable result of the Reformation; but history has proved the difference. Liberty is possible 
without license, and differs as widely from it as from despotism. 
 
The Swiss Reformation, like the German, was disturbed and checked by the radical excesses. It 
was placed between the two fires of Romanism and Ultraprotestantism. It was attacked in the 
front and rear, from without and within, by the Romanists on the ground of tradition, by the 
Radicals on the ground of the Bible. In some respects the danger from the latter was greater. 
Liberty has more to fear from the abuses of its friends than from the opposition of its foes. The 
Reformation would have failed if it had identified itself with the revolution. Zwingli applied to 
the Radicals the words of St. John to the antichristian teachers: "They went out from us, but they 
were not of us". {1 John 2:19} He considered the controversy with the Papists as mere child’s 
play when compared to that with the Ultraprotestants. {122} 
 



The Reformers aimed to reform the old Church by the Bible; the Radicals attempted to build a 
new Church from the Bible. The former maintained the historic continuity; the latter went directly 
to the apostolic age, and ignored the intervening centuries as an apostasy. The Reformers founded 
a popular state-church, including all citizens with their families; the Anabaptists organized on the 
voluntary principle select congregations of baptized believers, separated from the world and from 
the State. Nothing is more characteristic of radicalism and sectarianism than an utter want of 
historical sense and respect for the past. In its extreme form it rejects even the Bible as an 
external authority, and relies on inward inspiration. This was the case with the Zwickau Prophets 
who threatened to break up Luther’s work at Wittenberg. 
 
The Radicals made use of the right of protest against the Reformation, which the Reformers so 
effectually exercised against popery. They raised a protest against Protestantism. They charged 
the Reformers with inconsistency and semipopery; yea, with the worst kind of popery. They 
denounced the state-church as worldly and corrupt, and its ministers as mercenaries. They were 
charged in turn with pharisaical pride, with revolutionary and socialistic tendencies. They were 
cruelly persecuted by imprisonment, exile, torture, fire and sword, and almost totally suppressed 
in Protestant as well as in Roman Catholic countries. The age was not ripe for unlimited religious 
liberty and congregational self-government. The Anabaptists perished bravely as martyrs of 
conscience. {123} 
 
Zwingli took essentially, but quite independently, the same position towards the Radicals as 
Luther did in his controversy with Carlstadt, Munzer, and Hubmaier. {124} Luther, on the 
contrary, radically misunderstood Zwingli by confounding him with Carlstadt and the Radicals. 
Zwingli was in his way just as conservative and churchly as the Saxon Reformer. He defended 
and preserved the state-church, or the people’s church, against a small fraction of sectaries and 
separatists who threatened its dissolution. But his position was more difficult. He was much less 
influenced by tradition, and further removed from Romanism. He himself aimed from the start at 
a thorough, practical purification of church life, and so far agreed with the Radicals. Moreover, he 
doubted for a while the expediency (not the right) of infant baptism, and deemed it better to put 
off the sacrament to years of discretion. {125} He rejected the Roman doctrine of the necessity of 
baptism for salvation and the damnation of unbaptized infants dying in infancy. He understood 
the passage, Mark 16:16, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved," as applying only to 
adults who have heard the gospel and can believe, but not to children. On maturer reflection he 
modified his views. He learned from experience that it was impossible to realize an ideal church 
of believers, and stopped with what was attainable. As to infant baptism, he became convinced of 
its expediency in Christian families. He defended it with the analogy of circumcision in the Old 
Testament, {Colossians 2:11} with the comprehensiveness of the New Covenant, which embraces 
whole families and nations, and with the command of Christ, "Suffer little children to come unto 
Me," from which he inferred that he who refuses children to be baptized prevents them from 
coming to Christ. He also appealed to 1 Corinthians 7:14, which implies the church-membership 
of the children of Christian parents, and to the examples of family baptisms in Acts 16:33,18:8, 
and 1 Corinthians 1:16. 
 
The Radical movement began in Zurich in 1523, and lasted till 1532. The leaders were Conrad 
Grebel, from one of the first families of Zurich, a layman, educated in the universities of Vienna 
and Paris, whom Zwingli calls the corypheus of the Anabaptists; Felix Manz, the illegitimate son 
of a canon of the Great Minster, a good Hebrew scholar; Georg Blaurock, a monk of Coire, called 
on account of his eloquence "the mighty Jorg," or "the second Paul;" and Ludwig Hatzer of 
Thurgau, chaplain at Wadenschwyl, who, with Hans Denck, prepared the first Protestant 
translation of the Hebrew Prophets, {126} and acted as secretary of the second Zurich disputation, 
and edited its proceedings. With them were associated a number of ex-priests and ex-monks, as 



William Reubli, minister at Wyticon, Johann Brodli (Paniculus) at Zollicon, and Simon Stumpf at 
Hong. They took an active part in the early stages of the Reformation, prematurely broke the 
fasts, and stood in the front rank of the image-stormers. They went ahead of public opinion and 
the orderly method of Zwingli. They opposed the tithe, usury, military service, and the oath. They 
denied the right of the civil magistracy to interfere in matters of religion. They met as "brethren" 
for prayer and Scripture-reading in the house of "Mother Manz," and in the neighborhood of 
Zurich, especially at Zollicon. 
 
The German Radicals, Carlstadt and Munzer, were for a short time in Switzerland and on the 
Rhine, but did not re-baptize and had no influence upon the Swiss Radicals, who opposed 
rebellion to the civil authority. Carlstadt gradually sobered down; Munzer stirred up the Peasants’ 
War, seized the sword and perished by the sword. Dr. Hubmaier of Bavaria, the most learned 
among the Anabaptists, and their chief advocate, took part in the October disputation at Zurich in 
1523, but afterwards wrote books against Zwingli (on the baptism of believers, 1525, and a 
dialogue with Zwingli, 1526), was expelled from Switzerland, and organized flourishing 
congregations in Moravia. 
 
The Radical opinions spread with great rapidity, or rose simultaneously, in Berne, Basle, St. Gall, 
Appenzell, all along the Upper Rhine, in South Germany, and Austria. The Anabaptists were 
driven from place to place, and travelled as fugitive evangelists. They preached repentance and 
faith, baptized converts, organized congregations, and exercised rigid discipline. They called 
themselves simply "brethren" or "Christians." They were earnest and zealous, self-denying and 
heroic, but restless and impatient. They accepted the New Testament as their only rule of faith 
and practice, and so far agreed with the Reformers, but utterly broke with the Catholic tradition, 
and rejected Luther’s theory of forensic, solifidian justification, and the real presence. They 
emphasized the necessity of good works, and deemed it possible to keep the law and to reach 
perfection. They were orthodox in most articles of the common Christian faith, except Hatzer and 
Denck, who doubted the doctrine of the Trinity and the divinity of Christ. 
 
The first and chief aim of the Radicals was not (as is usually stated) the opposition to infant 
baptism, still less to sprinkling or pouring, but the establishment of a pure church of converts in 
opposition to the mixed church of the world. The rejection of infant baptism followed as a 
necessary consequence. They were not satisfied with separation from popery; they wanted a 
separation from all the ungodly. They appealed to the example of the disciples in Jerusalem, who 
left the synagogue and the world, gathered in an upper room, sold their goods, and held all things 
in common. They hoped at first to carry Zwingli with them, but in vain; and then they charged 
him with treason to the truth, and hated him worse than the pope. 
 
Zwingli could not follow the Anabaptists without bringing the Reformation into discredit with the 
lovers of order, and rousing the opposition of the government and the great mass of the people. 
He opposed them, as Augustin opposed the schismatical Donatists. He urged moderation and 
patience. The Apostles, he said, separated only from the open enemies of the gospel, and from the 
works of darkness, but bore with the weak brethren. Separation would not cure the evils of the 
Church. There are many honest people who, though weak and sick, belong to the sheepfold of 
Christ, and would be offended at a separation. He appealed to the word of Christ, "He that is not 
against me, is for me," and to the parable of the tares and the wheat. If all the tares were to be 
rooted up now, there would be nothing left for the angels to do on the day of final separation. 
 
{122} He wrote to Vadian, May 28, 1525 (Opera, VII. 398): "omnes pugnae priores lusus fuerunt 
pro ista." 
 



{123} Luther called them martyrs of the devil; but Leonhard Kaser, to whom he wrote a letter of 
comfort, and whom he held up as a model martyr to the heretical martyrs (see Letters, ed. 
Deuteronomy Wette, III. 179), was not a Lutheran, as he thought, but the pastor of an Anabaptist 
congregation at Scherding. He was burnt Aug. 18, 1527, by order of the bishop of Passau. See 
Cornelius, II. 56. 
 
{124} On Luther and the Radicals see vol. VI. 375 sqq. and 606 sqq. 
 
{125} Hagenbach (p. 857), on the strength of Hottinger, states that the Council of Zurich, at the 
advice of Zwingli, by a mandate of Jan. 17, 1525, allowed a delay of eight years for the baptism 
of children. But this must be an error; for on the eighteenth of January, 1525, the Council, after a 
disputation with the Anabaptists, commanded the baptism of all unbaptized children within eight 
days, on pain of the banishment of the parents. Egli, Actensammlung, p. 276. 
 
{126} Their translation of the Prophets appeared at Worms in 1527 (and often), and preceded that 
of the Zurich Bible (in 1529), and that of Luther, which was not completed till 1532.  



25. The Baptismal Controversy. 
 
The opposition to the mixed state-church or popular church, which embraced all the baptized, 
legitimately led to the rejection of infant baptism. A new church required a new baptism. 
 
This became now the burning question. The Radicals could find no trace of infant baptism in the 
Bible, and denounced it as an invention of the pope {127} and the devil. Baptism, they reasoned, 
presupposes instruction, faith, and conversion, which is impossible in the case of infants. {128} 
Voluntary baptism of adult and responsible converts is, therefore, the only valid baptism. They 
denied that baptism is necessary for salvation, and maintained that infants are or may be saved by 
the blood of Christ without water-baptism. {129} But baptism is necessary for church 
membership as a sign and seal of conversion. 
 
From this conception of baptism followed as a further consequence the rebaptism of those 
converts who wished to unite with the new church. Hence the name Anabaptists or Rebaptizers 
(Wiedertaufer), which originated with the Pedobaptists, but which they themselves rejected, 
because they knew no other kind of baptism except that of converts. 
 
The demand of rebaptism virtually unbaptized and unchristianized the entire Christian world, and 
completed the rupture with the historic Church. It cut the last cord of union of the present with the 
past. 
 
The first case was the rebaptism of Blaurock by Grebel in February, 1525, soon after the 
disputation with Zwingli. At a private religious meeting, Blaurock asked Grebel to give him the 
true Christian baptism on confession of his faith, fell on his knees and was baptized. Then he 
baptized all others who were present, and partook with them of the Lord’s Supper, or, as they 
called it, the breaking of bread. {130} Reubli introduced rebaptism in Waldshut at Easter, 1525, 
convinced Hubmaier of its necessity, and rebaptized him with about sixty persons. Hubmaier 
himself rebaptized about three hundred. {131} 
 
Baptism was not bound to any particular form or time or place or person; any one could 
administer the ordinance upon penitent believers who desired it. It was first done mostly in 
houses, by sprinkling or pouring, occasionally by partial or total immersion in rivers. {132} 
 
The mode of baptism was no point of dispute between Anabaptists and Pedobaptists in the 
sixteenth century. The Roman Church provides for immersion and pouring as equally valid. 
Luther preferred immersion, and prescribed it in his baptismal service. {133} In England 
immersion was the normal mode down to the middle of the seventeenth century. {134} It was 
adopted by the English and American Baptists as the only mode; while the early Anabaptists, on 
the other hand, baptized by sprinkling and pouring as well. We learn this from the reports in the 
suits against them at Zurich. Blaurock baptized by sprinkling, {135} Manz by pouring. {136} The 
first clear case of immersion among the Swiss Anabaptists is that of Wolfgang Uliman (an ex-
monk of Coire, and for a while assistant of Kessler in St. Gall). He was converted by Grebel on a 
journey to Schaffhausen, and, not satisfied with being "sprinkled merely out of a dish," was 
"drawn under and covered over in the Rhine." {137} On Palm Sunday, April 9, 1525, Grebel 
baptized a large number in the Sitter, a river a few miles from St. Gall, which descends from the 
Santis and flows into the Thur, and is deep enough for immersion. {138} The Lord’s Supper was 
administered by the Baptists in the simplest manner, after a plain supper (in imitation of the 



original institution and the Agape), by the recital of the words of institution, and the distribution 
of bread and wine. They reduced it to a mere commemoration. 
 
The two ideas of a pure church of believers and of the baptism of believers were the fundamental 
articles of the Anabaptist creed. On other points there was a great variety and confusion of 
opinions. Some believed in the sleep of the soul between death and resurrection, a millennial 
reign of Christ, and final restoration; some entertained communistic and socialistic opinions 
which led to the catastrophe of Munster (1534). Wild excesses of immorality occurred here and 
there. {139} 
 
But it is unjust to charge the extravagant dreams and practices of individuals upon the whole 
body. The Swiss Anabaptists had no connection with the Peasants’ War, which barely touched the 
border of Switzerland, and were upon the whole, like the Moravian Anabaptists, distinguished for 
simple piety and strict morality. Bullinger, who was opposed to them, gives the Zurich Radicals 
the credit that they denounced luxury, intemperance in eating and drinking, and all vices, and led 
a serious, spiritual life. Kessler of St. Gall, likewise an opponent, reports their cheerful 
martyrdom, and exclaims, "Alas! what shall I say of the people? They move my sincere pity; for 
many of them are zealous for God, but without knowledge." And Salat, a Roman Catholic 
contemporary, writes that with "cheerful, smiling faces, they desired and asked death, and went 
into it singing German psalms and other prayers." {140} 
 
The Anabaptists produced some of the earliest Protestant hymns in the German language, which 
deserve the attention of the historian. Some of them passed into orthodox collections in ignorance 
of the real authors. Blaurock, Manz, Hut, Hatzer, Koch, Wagner, Langmantel, Sattler, Schiemer, 
Glait, Steinmetz, Buchel, and many others contributed to this interesting branch of the great body 
of Christian song. The Anabaptist psalms and hymns resemble those of Schwenkfeld and his 
followers. They dwell on the inner life of the Christian, the mysteries of regeneration, 
sanctification, and personal union with Christ. They breathe throughout a spirit of piety, devotion, 
and cheerful resignation under suffering, and readiness for martyrdom. They are hymns of the 
cross, to comfort and encourage the scattered sheep of Christ ready for the slaughter, in imitation 
of their divine Shepherd. 
 
NOTES. 
 
The Anabaptist hymns appeared in a collection under the title "Aussbund Etlicher schoner 
Christlicher Geseng wie die in der Gefengniss zu Passau im Schloss von den Schweitzern und 
auch von anderen rechtglaubigen Christen hin und her gedicht worden," 1583, and often. Also in 
other collections of the sixteenth century. They are reprinted in Wackernagel, Das Deutsche 
Kirchenlied, vol. III. (1870), pp. 440-491, and vol. V. (1877), pp. 677-887. He embodies them in 
this monumental corpus hymnologicum, as he does the Schwenkfeldian and the Roman Catholic 
hymns of the fifteenth century, but under express reservation of his high-Lutheran orthodoxy. He 
refuses to acknowledge the Anabaptists as martyrs any longer (as he had done in his former work 
on German hymnology), because they stand, he says (III. 439), "ausserhalb der Wahrheit, 
ausserhalb der heiligen lutherischen Kirche!" Hymnology is the last place for sectarian 
exclusiveness. It furnishes one of the strongest evidences of Christian union in the sanctuary of 
worship, where theological quarrels are forgotten in the adoration of a common Lord and Saviour. 
Luther himself, as Wackernagel informs us, received unwittingly in his hymn book of 1545 a 
hymn of the Anabaptist Grunwald, and another of the Schwenkfeldian Reusner. Wackernagel is 
happily inconsistent when he admits (p. 440) that much may be learned from the Anabaptist 
hymns, and that a noble heart will not easily condemn those victims of Rome and of the house of 



Habsburg. He gives first the hymns of Thomas Munzer, who can hardly be called an Anabaptist 
and was disowned by the better portion. 
 
Burrage, in Baptist Hymn Writers, Portland, 1888, p. 1 sqq., gives some extracts of Anabaptist 
hymns. The following stanza, from a hymn of Schiemer or Schoner, characterizes the condition 
and spirit of this persecuted people:— 
 
We are, alas, like scattered sheep, 
 
The shepherd not in sight, 
 
Each far away from home and hearth, 
 
And, like the birds of night 
 
That hide away in rocky clefts, 
 
We have our rocky hold, 
 
Yet near at hand, as for the birds, 
 
There waits the hunter bold. 
 
{127} They derived it from Pope Nicolas II. (A. D. 1059-’61), whose pontificate was entirely 
under the control of Hildebrand, afterwards Gregory VII. The reference shows the prevailing 
ignorance of Church history. Pedobaptism is much older than the papacy. 
 
{128} Hubmaier, when in Waldshut, substituted first a simple benediction of children, in place of 
baptism, but baptized when the parents wished it. See Gieseler, III. A. p. 210, note. 
 
{129} The Augsburg Confession (Art. IX.) condemns the Anabaptists for teaching "pueros sine 
baptismo salvos fieri." 
 
{130} Fussli, II. 338. The report of a Moravian Baptist chronicle, quoted by Cornelius (II. 26 sq.), 
is as follows: "Und es hat sich begeben, dass sie bei einander gewesen sind, bis die Angst auf sie 
kam und sie in ihren Herzen gedrungen wurden; da haben sie angefangen ihre Kniee zu beugen 
vor dem hochsten Gott im Himmel, und ihn angerufen, dass er ihnen geben wolle, seinen 
gottlichen Willen zu vollbringen. Darauf hat Jurg [Blaurock] sich erhoben und um Gottes willen 
gebeten, dass Conrad [Grebel] ihn taufe mit der rechten wahren christlichen Taufe auf seinen 
Glauben und seine Erkenntniss; ist wieder auf die Kniee gefallen und von Conrad getauft 
worden; und alle ubrigen Anwesenden haben sich dann von Jurg taufen lassen. Hiernachst hat 
derselbe, seinem eigenen Bericht zufolge, damit die Bruder des Todes Christi allweg eingedenk 
waren und sein vergossen Blut nicht vergassen, ihnen den Brauch Christi angezeigt, den er in 
seinem Nachtmal gehalten hat, und zugleich mit ihnen das Brot gebrochen und den Trank 
getrunken, damit sie sich erinnerten, dass sie alle durch den einigen Leib Christi erlost und durch 
sein einiges Blut abqewaschen seien, auf dass sie alle eins und je einer des anderen Bruder und 
Schwester in Christo ihrem Herrn waren." 
 
Cornelius adds to this report: "Diese Dinge haben sich wenige Tage nach der Disputation des 18. 
Januar zugetragen, und rasch, noch ehe dieVerbannten ihren Abschied genommen hatten, ist, 



zum Theil mit ihrer Hulfe, der Gebrauch der Taufe und des Herrn Brodes nach Zollikon und uber 
die ganze Genossenschaft verbreitet worden." 
 
{131} So Hubmaier testified before the magistrate at Zurich (Egli, Actensammlung, p. 431): "Da 
kame Wilhelm (Reubli) und toufte ihn (Hubmaier), und liessend sich uf dasselb mal mit ihm bi 60 
personen toufen. Darnach habe er die Osterfirtag fur und fur und ob 300 menschen getouft." 
Nothing is said about the mode. Soon afterwards (July 5, 1525), Hubmaier published his book, 
Von dem Christlichen Touff der Glaubigen against Zwingli, but without naming him. Zwingli 
replied November, 1525. See A. Baur, Zwingli’s Theol., II. 137 sq., 141 sqq. 
 
{132} Nitsche, p. 30: "Wenn uber jemand der Geist Gottes kam, beklagte und beweinte er seine 
Sunden und bat den ersten besten, ihn zu taufen; dieser bespritzte oder uberschuttete ihn unter 
Nennung der drei gottlichen Personen mit Wasser. Einem formlichen Untertauchen, wie es spater 
wohl vorkommt, begegnen wir zunachst nicht Meistens wurde die Taufe in irgend einem Hause 
vollzogen; aber auch im Freien wurde getauft: so Rudolph Breitinger bei Gelegenheit eines 
Spazierganges am Neppelbach, ein anderer beim Brunnen zu Hirslanden." Egli, p. 23 sq.:, "Wie 
es scheint, war Blaurock der eigentlich populare Taufer und wandte den Gebrauch allgemeiner 
an auf den ersten Besten, der weinend zu ihm kam." 
 
{133} See vol. VI. 608, note, and my book on the Didache, p. 41 sqq. 
 
{134} Edward VI. and Queen Elizabeth were immersed, according to the rubric of the English 
Prayer Book. Erasmus says, "With us" (on the Continent) infants have the water poured on them; 
in England "they are dipped." 
 
{135} In the trial of fourteen Anabaptists, Feb. 7, 1525, Marx Bosshard testified that Hans 
Bruggbach of Zumikon, after the reading of a portion of the New Testament in a meeting, 
confessed and deplored big sins, and requested, as a sign of his conversion, to be sprinkled in the 
name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost; whereupon Blaurock sprinkled him. "Darauf 
habe ihn Blaurock bespritzt." Egli, Actensammlung, p. 282. 
 
{136} In the same suit Jorg Schad said, "er habe sich lassen begussen mit Wasser, und syg [sei] 
Felix Manz toifer gesin [Taufer gewesen]." Ibid., p. 283. 
 
{137} Kessler, Sabbata, I. 266 ("in dem Rhin von dem Grebel under getruckt und bedeckt"). 
Comp. Barrage, 105. 
 
{138} Burrage, p. 117. I was informed by Mr. Steiger of Herisau (Appenzell) that the modern 
Baptists in St. Gall and Appenzell baptize by immersion in the Sitter; but their number has greatly 
diminished since the death of Schlatter. 
 
{139} As in St. Gall and Appenzell; see Cornelius, II. 64 sq. 
 
{140} A. Baur, who sides altogether with Zwingli, must nevertheless admit (II. 187) that "the 
majority of the Swiss Anabaptists were quiet and honorable people of earnest character and 
unblemished reputation as citizens."  



26. Persecution of the Anabaptists. 
 
We pass now to the measures taken against the separatists. At first Zwingli tried to persuade them 
in private conferences, but in vain. Then followed a public disputation, which took place by order 
of the magistracy in the council hall, Jan. 17, 1525. Grebel was opposed to it, but appeared, 
together with Manz and Reubli. They urged the usual arguments against infant baptism, that 
infants cannot understand the gospel, cannot repent and exercise faith. Zwingli answered them, 
and appealed chiefly to circumcision and 1 Corinthians 7:14, where Paul speaks of the children of 
Christian parents as "holy." He afterwards published his views in a book, "On Baptism, 
Rebaptism, and Infant Baptism" (May 27, 1525). Bullinger, who was present at the disputation, 
reports that the Anabaptists were unable to refute Zwingli’s arguments and to maintain their 
ground. Another disputation was held in March, and a third in November, but with no better 
result. The magistracy decided against them, and issued an order that infants should be baptized 
as heretofore, and that parents who refuse to have their children baptized should leave the city 
and canton with their families and goods. 
 
The Anabaptists refused to obey, and ventured on bold demonstrations. They arranged 
processions, and passed as preachers of repentance, in sackcloth and girdled, through the streets 
of Zurich, singing, praying, exhorting, abusing the old dragon (Zwingli) and his horns, and 
exclaiming, "Woe, woe unto Zurich!" {141} 
 
The leaders were arrested and shut up in a room in the Augustinian convent. A commission of 
ministers and magistrates were sent to them to convert them. Twenty-four professed conversion, 
and were set free. Fourteen men and seven women were retained and shut up in the Witch Tower, 
but they made their escape April 5. 
 
Grebel, Manz, and Blaurock were rearrested, and charged with communistic and revolutionary 
teaching. After some other excesses, the magistracy proceeded to threaten those who stubbornly 
persisted in their error, with death by drowning. He who dips, shall be dipped,—a cruel irony. 
 
It is not known whether Zwingli really consented to the death sentence, but he certainly did not 
openly oppose it. {142} 
 
Six executions in all took place in Zurich between 1527 and 1532. Manz was the first victim. He 
was bound, carried to a boat, and thrown into the river Limmat near the lake, Jan. 5, 1527. He 
praised God that he was about to die for the truth, and prayed with a loud voice, "Into thy hands, 
O Lord, I commend my spirit!" Bullinger describes his heroic death. Grebel had escaped the same 
fate by previous death in 1526. The last executions took place March 23, 1532, when Heinrich 
Karpfis and Hans Herzog were drowned. The foreigners were punished by exile, and met death in 
Roman Catholic countries. Blaurock was scourged, expelled, and burnt, 1529, at Clausen in the 
Tyrol. Hatzer, who fell into carnal sins, was beheaded for adultery and bigamy at Constance, Feb. 
24, 1529. John Zwick, a Zwinglian, says that "a nobler and more manful death was never seen in 
Constance." Thomas Blaurer bears a similar testimony. {143} Hubmaier, who had fled from 
Waldshut to Zurich, December, 1525, was tried before the magistracy, recanted, and was sent out 
of the country to recant his recantation. {144} He labored successfully in Moravia, and was burnt 
at the stake in Vienna, March 10, 1528. Three days afterwards his faithful wife, whom he had 
married in Waldshut, was drowned in the Danube. 
 



Other Swiss cantons took the same measures against the Anabaptists as Zurich. In Zug, Lorenz 
Furst was drowned, Aug. 17, 1529. In Appenzell, Uliman and others were beheaded, and some 
women drowned. At Basle, Oecolampadius held several disputations with the Anabaptists, but 
without effect; whereupon the Council banished them, with the threat that they should be 
drowned if they returned (Nov. 13, 1530). The Council of Berne adopted the same course. 
 
In Germany and in Austria the Anabaptists fared still worse. The Diet of Speier, in April, 1529, 
decreed that "every Anabaptist and rebaptized person of either sex be put to death by sword, or 
fire, or otherwise." The decree was severely carried out, except in Strassburg and the domain of 
Philip of Hesse, where the heretics were treated more leniently. The most blood was shed in 
Roman Catholic countries. In Gorz the house in which the Anabaptists were assembled for 
worship was set on fire. "In Tyrol and Gorz," says Cornelius, {145} "the number of executions in 
the year 1531 reached already one thousand; in Ensisheim, six hundred. At Linz seventy-three 
were killed in six weeks. Duke William of Bavaria, surpassing all others, issued the fearful decree 
to behead those who recanted, to burn those who refused to recant.... Throughout the greater part 
of Upper Germany the persecution raged like a wild chase.... The blood of these poor people 
flowed like water so that they cried to the Lord for help.... But hundreds of them of all ages and 
both sexes suffered the pangs of torture without a murmur, despised to buy their lives by 
recantation, and went to the place of execution joyfully and singing psalms." 
 
The blood of martyrs is never shed in vain. The Anabaptist movement was defeated, but not 
destroyed; it revived among the Mennonites, the Baptists in England and America, and more 
recently in isolated congregations on the Continent. The questions of the subjects and mode of 
baptism still divide Baptist and Pedobaptist churches, but the doctrine of the salvation of 
unbaptized infants is no longer condemned as a heresy; and the principle of religious liberty and 
separation of Church and State, for which the Swiss and German Anabaptists suffered and died, is 
making steady progress. Germany and Switzerland have changed their policy, and allow to 
Baptists, Methodists, and other Dissenters from the state-church that liberty of public worship 
which was formerly denied them; and the state-churches reap the benefit of being stirred up by 
them to greater vitality. In England the Baptists are one of the leading bodies of Dissenters, and in 
the United States the largest denomination next to the Methodists and Roman Catholics. 
 
{141} Zwingli, Opera, III. 364. 
 
{142} Egli (Die Zurcher Wiedertaufer, p. 93) thinks that if he consented, he did it with reluctant 
heart, not, like Calvin in the case of Servetus, with a strong sense of duty. Keller (Die 
Reformation, p. 407, note) asserts, on the strength of Hubmaier, that Zwingli preached in 1525 
that Anabaptists should be beheaded "according to the imperial laws," but there is no proof of 
this, and Baur (II. 180) denies it. Comp. the correspondence of Capito with Zwingli on the case of 
Manz, Opera, VIII. 16, 30, 44. Capito of Strassburg was disturbed by the execution of Manz, who 
had died so heroically, as reported (mortem obiise magnifice, p. 16); but Zwingli assured him that 
the magistracy condemned him to death reluctantly and from necessity (quam coacte Senatus 
judicis partem tandem usurpavit). This is, of course, unsatisfactory. Banishment in this case, as in 
that of Servetus, would have been severe enough. 
 
{143} Burrage defends Hatzer against the charges of immorality (p. 200 sqq.) but Keim and 
Cornelius (II. 59) sustain them. 
 
{144} Baur, II. 173 sq. Zwingli’s letter to Capito, Jan. 1, 1526, published by Rud. Stahelin, Briefe 
aus der Reformationszeit (Basel, 1887), p. 20. 
 



{145} l. c. II. 67 sq.  



27. The Eucharistic Controversy. Zwingli and Luther. 
 
Zwingli’s eucharistic writings: On the Canon of the Mass (1523); On the same, against Emser 
(1524); Letter to Matthew Alber at Reutlingen (1524); The 17th ch. of his Com. on the True and 
False Religion (in Latin and German, March 23, 1525); Answer to Bugenhagen (1525); Letter to 
Billicanus and Urbanus Rhegius (1526); Address to Osiander of Nurnberg (1527); Friendly 
Exegesis, addressed to Luther (Feb. 20, 1527); Reply to Luther on the true sense of the words of 
institution of the Lord’s Supper (1527); The report on the Marburg Colloquy (1529). In Opera, 
vol. II. B., III., IV. 173 sqq. 
 
For an exposition of Zwingli’s doctrine on the Lord’s Supper and his controversy with Luther, see 
vol. VI. 520-550 and 669-682; and A. Baur, Zwingli’s Theol. II. 268 sqq. (very full and fair). 
 
The eucharistic controversy between Zwingli and Luther has been already considered in 
connection with the German Reformation, and requires only a brief notice here. It lasted from 
1524 to 1529, and culminated in the Colloquy at Marburg, where the two views came into closer 
contact and collision than ever before or since, and where every argument for or against the literal 
interpretation of the words of institution and the corporal presence was set forth with the 
clearness and force of the two champions. 
 
Zwingli and Luther agreed in the principle of a state-church or people’s church (Volks-Kirche), as 
opposed to individualism, separatism, and schism. Both defended the historic continuity of the 
Church, and put down the revolutionary radicalism which constructed a new church on the 
voluntary principle. Both retained infant baptism as a part of Christian family religion, against the 
Anabaptists, who introduced a new baptism with their new church of converts. Luther never 
appreciated this agreement in the general standpoint, and made at the outset the radical mistake of 
confounding Zwingli with Carlstadt and the Radicals. {146} 
 
But there was a characteristic difference between the two Reformers in the general theory of the 
sacraments, and especially the Lord’s Supper. Zwingli stood midway between Luther and the 
Anabaptists. He regarded the sacraments as signs and seals of a grace already received rather than 
as means of a grace to be received. They set forth and confirm, but do not create, the thing 
signified. He rejected the doctrine of baptismal regeneration and of the corporal presence; while 
Luther adhered to both with intense earnestness and treated a departure as damnable heresy. 
Zwingli’s theory reveals the spiritualizing and rationalizing tendency of his mind; while Luther’s 
theory reveals his realistic and mystical tendency. Yet both were equally earnest in their devotion 
to the Scriptures as the Word of God and the supreme rule of faith and practice. 
 
When they met face to face at Marburg,—once, and only once, in this life,—they came to agree 
in fourteen out of fifteen articles, and even in the fifteenth article they agreed in the principal part, 
namely, the spiritual presence and fruition of Christ’s body and blood, differing only in regard to 
the corporal presence and oral manducation, which the one denied, the other asserted. Zwingli 
showed on that occasion marked ability as a debater, and superior courtesy and liberality as a 
gentleman. Luther received the impression that Zwingli was a "very good man," {147} yet of a 
"different spirit," and hence refused to accept his hand of fellowship offered to him with tears. 
The two men were differently constituted, differently educated, differently situated and equipped, 
each for his own people and country; and yet the results of their labors, as history has proved, are 
substantially the same. 
 



{146} A. Baur (Zw. Theol., II. 811) says on this misunderstanding: "Luther warf von Anfang an-
Zwingli mit Munzer und Karlstadt zusammen. Kein Vorwurf und Vorurtheil gegen Zwingli ist 
ungerechter, aber auch kein Vorwurf glanzender widerlegt, als dieser, und zwar eben durch die 
Klarheit und Bestimmtheit, mit welcher Zwingli seine Principien gegen die Wiedertaufer entfaltet. 
Im Gegentheil; die maasslose Subjectivitat die bei Munzer, Karlstadt, bei den Wiedertaufern zum 
Ausbruch kommt, und die solche Willkuhr bleibt, auch wenn sie sich auf den Buchstaben der 
Schrift beruft, ist das vollstandige Gegentheil der Principien Zwingli’s." 
 
{147} He called Zwingli "optimus vir," in a letter to Bullinger, written nine years later (1538).  



28. The Works of Zwingli. 
 
A list of Zwingli’s works in the edition of Schuler and Schulthess, vol. VIII. 696-704; of his 
theological works, in Baur, Zwingli’s Theol., II. 834-837. 
 
During the twelve short years of his public labors as a reformer, from 1519 to 1531, Zwingli 
developed an extraordinary literary activity. He attacked the Papists and the Radicals, and had to 
reply in self-defence. His advice was sought from the friends of reform in all parts of Switzerland, 
and involved him in a vast correspondence. He wrote partly in Latin, partly in the Swiss-German 
dialect. Several of his books were translated by Leo Judae. He handled the German with more 
skill than his countrymen; but it falls far short of the exceptional force and beauty of Luther’s 
German, and could make no impression outside of Switzerland. The editors of his complete 
works (Schuler and Schulthess) give, in eight large octavo volumes, eighty German and fifty-nine 
Latin books and tracts, besides two volumes of epistles by Zwingli and to Zwingli. 
 
His works may be divided into seven classes, as follows: — 
 
1. Reformatory and Polemical Works: (a) against popery and the papists (on Fasts; on Images; on 
the Mass; Against Faber; Against Eck; Against Compar; Against Emser, etc.); (b) on the 
controversy with the Anabaptists; (c) on the Lord’s Supper, against Luther’s doctrine of the 
corporal real presence. 
 
2. Reformatory and Doctrinal: The Exposition of his 67 Conclusions (1524); A Commentary on 
the False and True Religion, addressed to King Francis I. of France (1525); A Treatise on Divine 
Providence (1530); A Confession of Faith addressed to the Emperor Charles V. and the Augsburg 
Diet (1530); and his last confession, written shortly before his death (1531), and published by 
Bullinger. 
 
3. Practical and Liturgical: The Shepherd; Forms of Baptism and the Celebration of the Lord’s 
Supper; Sermons, etc. 
 
4. Exegetical: Extracts from lectures on Genesis, Exodus, Psalms, Isaiah, and Jeremiah, the four 
Gospels, and most of the Epistles, edited by Leo Judae, Megander, and others. 
 
5. Patriotic and Political: Against foreign pensions and military service; addresses to the 
Confederates, and the Council of Zurich; on Christian education; on peace and war, etc. 
 
6. Poetical: The Labyrinth and The Fable (his earliest productions); three German poems written 
during the pestilence; one written in 1529, and a versified Psalm (69th). 
 
7. Epistles. They show the extent of his influence, and include letters to Zwingli from Erasmus, 
Pucci, Pope Adrian VI., Faber, Vadianus, Glareanus, Myconius, Oecolampadius, Haller, 
Megander, Beatus Rhenanus, Urbanus Rhegius, Bucer, Hedio, Capito, Blaurer, Farel, Comander, 
Bullinger, Fagius, Pirkheimer, Zasius, Frobenius, Ulrich von Hutten, Philip of Hesse, Duke 
Ulrich of Wurttemberg, and other distinguished persons.  



29. The Theology of Zwingli. 
 
I. Zwingli: Commentarius de Vera et Falsa Religione, 1525 (German translation by Leo Judae); 
Fidei Ratio ad Carolum V., 1530; Christianae Fidei brevis et clara Expositio, 1531; 
Deuteronomy Providentia, 1530 (expansion of a sermon preached at Marburg and dedicated to 
Philip of Hesse). 
 
II. The theology of Zwingli is discussed by Zeller, Sigwart, Sporri, Schweizer, and most fully and 
exhaustively by A. Baur. See Lit. 5, p. 18. Comp. Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 369 sqq, and 
Church History, VI. 721 sqq. 
 
The dogmatic works of Zwingli contain the germs of the evangelical Reformed theology, in 
distinction from the Roman and the Lutheran, and at the same time several original features 
which separate it from the Calvinistic System. He accepted with all the Reformers the 
oecumenical creeds and the orthodox doctrines of the Trinity, and the divine-human personality 
of Christ. He rejected with Luther the scholastic additions of the middle ages, but removed further 
from the traditional theology in the doctrine of the sacraments and the real presence. He was less 
logical and severe than Calvin, who surpassed him in constructive genius, classical diction and 
rhetorical finish. He drew his theology from the New Testament and the humanistic culture of the 
Erasmian type. His love for the classics accounts for his liberal views on the extent of salvation 
by which he differs from the other Reformers. It might have brought him nearer to Melanchthon; 
but Melanchthon was under the overawing influence of Luther, and was strongly prejudiced 
against Zwingli. He was free from traditional bondage, and in several respects in advance of his 
age. 
 
Zwingli’s theology is a system of rational supernaturalism, more clear than profound, devoid of 
mysticism, but simple, sober, and practical. It is prevailingly soteriological, that is, a doctrine of 
the way of salvation, and rested on these fundamental principles: The Bible is the only sure 
directory of salvation (which excludes or subordinates human traditions); Christ is the only 
Saviour and Mediator between God and men (which excludes human mediators and the worship 
of saints); Christ is the only head of the Church visible and invisible (against the claims of the 
pope); the operation of the Holy Spirit and saving grace are not confined to the visible Church 
(which breaks with the principle of exclusiveness). 
 
1. Zwingli emphasizes the Word of God contained in the Bible, especially in the New Testament, 
as the only rule of Christian faith and practice. This is the objective principle of Protestantism 
which controls his whole theology. Zwingli first clearly and strongly proclaimed it in his 
Conclusions (1523), and assigned to it the first place in his system; while Luther put his doctrine 
of justification by faith or the subjective principle in the foreground, and made it the article of the 
standing or falling church. But with both Reformers the two principles so-called resolve 
themselves into the one principle of Christ, as the only and sufficient source of saving truth and 
saving grace, against the traditions of men and the works of men. Christ is before the Bible, and is 
the beginning and end of the Bible. Evangelical Christians believe in the Bible because they 
believe in Christ, and not vice versa. Roman Catholics believe in the Bible because they believe 
in the Church, as the custodian and infallible interpreter of the Bible. 
 
As to the extent of the Bible, or the number of inspired books, Zwingli accepted the Catholic 
Canon, with the exception of the Apocalypse, which he did not regard as an apostolic work, and 
hence never used for doctrinal purposes. {148} Calvin doubted the genuineness of the Second 



Epistle of Peter and the Pauline origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Both accepted the canon on 
the internal testimony of the Holy Spirit, rather than the external authority of the Church. Luther, 
on the one hand, insisted in the eucharistic controversy on the most literal interpretation of the 
words of institution against all arguments of grammar and reason; and yet, on the other hand, he 
exercised the boldest subjective criticism on several books of the Old and New Testaments, 
especially the Epistle of James and the Epistle to the Hebrews, because he could not harmonize 
them with his understanding of Paul’s doctrine of justification. He thus became the forerunner of 
the higher or literary criticism which claims the Protestant right of the fullest investigation of all 
that pertains to the origin, history, and value of the Scriptures. The Reformed Churches, 
especially those of the English tongue, while claiming the same right, are more cautious and 
conservative in the exercise of it; they lay greater stress on the objective revelation of God than 
the subjective experience of man, and on historic evidence than on critical conjectures. 
 
2. The doctrine of eternal election and providence. Zwingli gives prominence to God’s sovereign 
election as the primary source of salvation. He developed his view in a Latin sermon, or 
theological discourse, on Divine Providence, at the Conference of Marburg, in October, 1529, and 
enlarged and published it afterwards at Zurich (Aug. 20, 1530), at the special request of Philip of 
Hesse. {149} Luther heard the discourse, and had no objection to it, except that he disliked the 
Greek and Hebrew quotations, as being out of place in the pulpit. Calvin, in a familiar letter to 
Bullinger, justly called the essay paradoxical and immoderate. It is certainly more paradoxical 
than orthodox, and contains some unguarded expressions and questionable illustrations; yet it 
does not go beyond Luther’s book on the "Slavery of the Human Will," and the first edition of 
Melanchthon’s Loci, or Calvin’s more mature and careful statements. All the Reformers were 
originally strong Augustinian predestinarians and denied the liberty of the human will. Augustin 
and Luther proceeded from anthropological premises, namely, the total depravity of man, and 
came to the doctrine of predestination as a logical consequence, but laid greater stress on 
sacramental grace. Zwingli, anticipating Calvin, started from the theological principle of the 
absolute sovereignty of God and the identity of foreknowledge and foreordination. His Scripture 
argument is chiefly drawn from the ninth chapter of Romans, which, indeed, strongly teaches the 
freedom of election, {150} but should never be divorced from the tenth chapter, which teaches 
with equal clearness human responsibility, and from the eleventh chapter, which prophesies the 
future conversion of the Gentile nations and the people of Israel. 
 
Zwingli does not shrink from the abyss of supralapsarian-ism. God, he teaches, is the supreme 
and only good, and the omnipotent cause of all things. He rules and administers the world by his 
perpetual and immutable providence, which leaves no room for accidents. Even the fall of Adam, 
with its consequences, is included in his eternal will as well as his eternal knowledge. So far sin is 
necessary, but only as a means to redemption. God’s agency in respect to sin is free from sin, 
since he is not bound by law, and has no bad motive or affection. {151} Election is free and 
independent; it is not conditioned by faith, but includes faith. {152} Salvation is possible without 
baptism, but not without Christ. We are elected in order that we may believe in Christ and bring 
forth the fruits of holiness. Only those who hear and reject the gospel in unbelief are foreordained 
to eternal punishment. All children of Christian parents who die in infancy are included among 
the elect, whether baptized or not, and their early death before they have committed any actual sin 
is a sure proof of their election. {153} Of those outside the Church we cannot judge, but may 
entertain a charitable hope, as God’s grace is not bound. In this direction Zwingli was more 
liberal than any Reformer and opened a new path. St. Augustin moderated the rigor of the 
doctrine of predestination by the doctrine of baptismal regeneration and the hypothesis of future 
purification. Zwingli moderated it by extending the divine revelation and the working of the Holy 
Spirit beyond the boundaries of the visible Church and the ordinary means of grace. 
 



It is very easy to caricature the doctrine of predestination, and to dispose of it by the plausible 
objections that it teaches the necessity of sin, that it leads to fatalism and pantheism, that it 
supersedes the necessity of personal effort for growth in grace, and encourages carnal security. 
But every one who knows history at all knows also that the strongest predestinarians were among 
the most earnest and active Christians. It will be difficult to find purer and holier men than St. 
Augustin and Calvin, the chief champions of this very system which bears their name. The 
personal assurance of election fortified the Reformers, the Huguenots, the Puritans, and the 
Covenanters against doubt and despondency in times of trial and temptation. In this personal 
application the Reformed doctrine of predestination is in advance of that of Augustin. Moreover, 
every one who has some perception of the metaphysical difficulties of reconciling the fact of sin 
with the wisdom and holiness of God, and harmonizing the demands of logic and of conscience, 
will judge mildly of any earnest attempt at the solution of the apparent conflict of divine 
sovereignty and human responsibility. 
 
And yet we must say that the Reformers, following the lead of the great saint of Hippo, went to a 
one-sided extreme. Melanchthon felt this, and proposed the system of synergism, which is akin to 
the semi-Pelagian and Arminian theories. Oecolampadius kept within the limits of Christian 
experience and expressed it in the sound sentence, "Salus nostra ex Deo, perditio nostra ex 
nobis." We must always keep in mind both the divine and the human, the speculative and the 
practical aspects of this problem of ages; in other words, we must combine divine sovereignty and 
human responsibility as complemental truths. There is a moral as well as an intellectual logic,—a 
logic of the heart and conscience as well as a logic of the head. The former must keep the latter in 
check and save it from running into supralapsarianism and at last into fatalism and pantheism, 
which is just as bad as Pelagianism. 
 
3. Original sin and guilt. Here Zwingli departed from the Augustinian and Catholic system, and 
prepared the way for Arminian and Socinian opinions. He was far from denying the terrible curse 
of the fall and the fact of original sin; but he regarded original sin as a calamity, a disease, a 
natural defect, which involves no personal guilt, and is not punishable until it reveals itself in 
actual transgression. It is, however, the fruitful germ of actual sin, as the inborn rapacity of the 
wolf will in due time prompt him to tear the sheep. {154} 
 
4. The doctrine of the sacraments, and especially of the Lord’s Supper, is the most characteristic 
feature of the Zwinglian, as distinct from the Lutheran, theology. Calvin’s theory stands between 
the two, and tries to combine the Lutheran realism with the Zwinglian spiritualism. This subject 
has been sufficiently handled in previous chapters. {155} 
 
5. Eschatology. Here again Zwingli departed further from Augustin and the mediaeval theology 
than any other Reformer, and anticipated modern opinions. He believed (with the Anabaptists) in 
the salvation of infants dying in infancy, whether baptized or not. He believed also in the 
salvation of those heathen who loved truth and righteousness in this life, and were, so to say, 
unconscious Christians, or pre-Christian Christians. This is closely connected with his humanistic 
liberalism and enthusiasm for the ancient classics. He admired the wisdom and the virtue of the 
Greeks and Romans, and expected to meet in heaven, not only the saints of the Old Testament 
from Adam down to John the Baptist, but also such men as Socrates, Plato, Pindar, Aristides, 
Numa, Cato, Scipio, Seneca; yea, even such mythical characters as Hercules and Theseus. There 
is, he says, no good and holy man, no faithful soul, from the beginning to the end of the world, 
that shall not see God in his glory. {156} 
 
Zwingli traced salvation exclusively to the sovereign grace of God, who can save whom, where, 
and how he pleases, and who is not bound to any visible means. But he had no idea of teaching 



salvation without Christ and his atonement, as he is often misunderstood and misrepresented. 
"Christ," he says (in the third of his Conclusions) "is the only wisdom, righteousness, redemption, 
and satisfaction for the sins of the whole world. Hence it is a denial of Christ when we confess 
another ground of salvation and satisfaction." He does not say (and did not know) where, when, 
and how Christ is revealed to the unbaptized subjects of his saving grace: this is hidden from 
mortal eyes; but we have no right to set boundaries to the infinite wisdom and love of God. 
 
The Roman Catholic Church teaches the necessity of baptism for salvation, and assigns all 
heathen to hell and all unbaptized children to the limbus infantum (a border region of hell, alike 
removed from burning pain and heavenly bliss). Lutheran divines, who accept the same baptismal 
theory, must consistently exclude the unbaptized from beatitude, or leave them to the 
uncovenanted mercy of God. Zwingli and Calvin made salvation depend on eternal election, 
which may be indefinitely extended beyond the visible Church and sacraments. The Scotch 
Presbyterian Confession condemns the "horrible dogma" of the papacy concerning the damnation 
of unbaptized infants. The Westminster Confession teaches that "elect infants dying in infancy," 
and "all other elect persons, who are incapable of being outwardly called by the ministry of the 
word, are saved by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when, and where, and how he 
pleaseth." {157} 
 
The old Protestant eschatology is deficient. It rejects the papal dogma of purgatory, and gives 
nothing better in its place. It confounds Hades with Hell (in the authorized translations of the 
Bible), {158} and obliterates the distinction between the middle state before, and the final state 
after, the resurrection. The Roman purgatory gives relief in regard to the fate of imperfect 
Christians, but none in regard to the infinitely greater number of unbaptized infants and adults 
who never hear of Christ in this life. Zwingli boldly ventured on a solution of the mysterious 
problem which is more charitable and hopeful and more in accordance with the impartial justice 
and boundless mercy of God. 
 
His charitable hope of the salvation of infants dying in infancy and of an indefinite number of 
heathen is a renewal and enlargement of the view held by the ancient Greek Fathers (Justin 
Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Gregory of Nyssa). It was adopted by the Baptists, 
Armenians, Quakers, and Methodists, and is now held by the great majority of Protestant divines 
of all denominations. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{148} He missed in it both the style and the genius of St. John. "Non sapit os et ingenium 
Joannis." Zwingli and Luther were both wrong in their unfavorable judgment of the Revelation of 
"the Son of Thunder." 
 
{149} Ad illustrissimum Cattorum Principem Philippum Sermonis de Providentia Dei anamnema. 
In Opera, vol. IV. 79-144. Leo Judae published a German translation in 1531. 
 
{150} P. 114: "Nos cum Paulo in hac sententia sumus, ut praedestinatio libera sit, citra omnem 
respectum bene aut male factorum." He refers especially to what Paul says about God hardening 
Pharaoh’s heart, and hating Esau and loving Jacob before they were born. But this has reference 
to their position in history, and not to their eternal salvation or perdition. 
 



{151} Deuteronomy Providentia Dei (p. 113): "Impulit Deus [latronem] ut occideret; sed aeque 
impellit judicem, ut percussorem justitiae mactet. Et qui impellit, agit sine omni criminis 
suspicione; non enim est sub lege. Qui vero impellitur, tam abest ut sit alienus a crimine, ut 
nullam fere rem gerat sine aliqua labis aspergine, quia sub lege est." Zwingli defends this view 
by the illustration of the magistracy taking a man’s life. So a soldier may kill an enemy in battle, 
without committing murder. Melanchthon traced (1521) the adultery and murder of David and the 
treason of Judas to the Divine impulse; but he abandoned afterwards (1535) this "Stoic figment of 
fatalism." 
 
{152} P. 121: "Fides iis datur, qui ad vitam eternam electi et ordinati sunt; sic tamen ut electio 
antecedat, et fides velut symbolum electionem sequatur. Sic enim habet Paulus, Romans 8:29." 
 
{153} He reasons thus: Nothing separates us from God but sin; children have not committed 
actual sin; Christ has expiated for original sin; consequently children of Christian parents, about 
whom we have an express promise, are certainly among the elect if they are taken away in 
infancy. "Defungi in illis electionis signum est perinde ac fides in adultis. Et qui reprobi sunt et a 
Deo repudiati, in hoc statu innocentiae non moriuntur, sed divina providentia servantur ut 
repudiatio illorum criminosa vita notetur." (P. 127.) 
 
{154} He describes original sin in Latin as defectus naturalis and conditio misera, in German as a 
Brest or Gebrechen, i.e. disease. He compares it to the misfortune of one born in slavery. He 
explains his view more fully in his tract, Deuteronomy peccato originali ad Urbanum Rhegium, 
1526 (Opera, III. 627-645), and in his Confession to Charles V. 
 
{155} 27, p. 85 sq.; vol. VI. 620 sqq., and Creeds of Christendom, I. 372-377. 
 
{156} He often speaks on this subject in his epistles, commentaries, the tract on Providence, and 
most confidently at the close of his Exposition of the Christian Faith, addressed to the king of 
France. See the passages in Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I, 382, and A. Baur, l. c. II. 772. 
Comp. also Zeller, l. c. p. 163; Alex. Schweizer, Die Prot. Centraldogmen, I. 94 sqq., and 
Reform. Glaubenslehre, II. 10 sq.; Dorner, Gesch. der protestTheol., p. 284 (who with his usual 
fairness vindicates Zwingli against misrepresentations). 
 
{157} Chapter X. 3. "Elect" infants, however, implies, in the strict Calvinistic system, "reprobate" 
infants who are lost. This negative feature has died out. See on this subject Schaff, Creeds of 
Christendom, I. 378-384, and his Creed Revision in the Presbyterian Churches, New York, 1890, 
p. 17 sqq. 
 
{158} This serious error is corrected in the Revised English Version of 1881. It is an anachronism 
when a scholar of the nineteenth century denies the distinction between Hades or Sheol (i.e. the 
spirit-world or realm of the dead) and Gehenna (i.e. hell, or the place and state of the lost).  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IV. 
 
SPREAD OF THE REFORMATION IN SWITZERLAND. 
 

30. The Swiss Diet and the Conference at Baden, 1526. 
 
Thomas Murner: Die Disputacion vor den XII Orten einer loblichen Eidgenossenschaft... zu 
Baden gehalten. Luzern, 1527. This is the official Catholic report, which agrees with four other 
protocols preserved in Zurich. (Muller-Hottinger, VII. 84.) Murner published also a Latin edition, 
Causa Helvetica orthodoxae fidei, etc. Lucernae, 1528. Bullinger, I. 331 sqq. The writings of 
Zwingli, occasioned by the Disputation in Baden, in his Opera, vol. II. B. 396-522. 
 
Hottinger: Geschichte der Eidgenossen wahrend der Zeit der Kirchentrennung, pp. 77-96. 
Morikofer: Zw., II. 34-43. Merle: Reform., bk. XI. ch. 13. Herzog: Oekolampad, vol. II. ch. 1. 
Hagenbach: Oekolampad, pp. 90-98. A. Baur: Zw.’s Theol., I. 501-518. 
 
The Diet of Switzerland took the same stand against the Zwinglian Reformation as the Diet of the 
German Empire against the Lutheran movement. Both Diets consisted only of one house, and this 
was composed of the hereditary nobility and aristocracy. The people were not directly represented 
by delegates of their own choice. The majority of voters were conservative, and in favor of the 
old faith; but the majority of the people in the larger and most prosperous cantons and in the free 
imperial cities favored progress and reform, and succeeded in the end. 
 
The question of the Reformation was repeatedly brought before the Swiss Diet, and not a few 
liberal voices were heard in favor of abolishing certain crying abuses; but the majority of the 
cantons, especially the old forest-cantons around the lake of Lucerne, resisted every innovation. 
Berne was anxious to retain her political supremacy, and vacillated. Zwingli had made many 
enemies by his opposition to the foreign military service and pensions of his countrymen. Dr. 
Faber, the general vicar of the diocese of Constance, after a visit to Rome, openly turned against 
his former friend, and made every effort to unite the interests of the aristocracy with those of the 
hierarchy. "Now," he said, "the priests are attacked, the nobles will come next." {159} At last the 
Diet resolved to settle the difficulty by a public disputation. Dr. Eck, well known to us from the 
disputation at Leipzig for his learning, ability, vanity and conceit, {160} offered his services to 
the Diet in a flattering letter of Aug. 13, 1524. He had then just returned from a third visit to 
Rome, and felt confident that he could crush the Protestant heresy in Switzerland as easily as in 
Germany. He spoke contemptuously of Zwingli, as one who "had no doubt milked more cows 
than he had read books." About the same time the Roman counter-reformation had begun to be 
organized at the convent of Regensburg (June, 1524), under the lead of Bavaria and Austria. 
 
The disputation was opened in the Catholic city of Baden, in Aargau, May 21, 1526, and lasted 
eighteen days, till the 8th of June. The cantons and four bishops sent deputies, and many foreign 
divines were present. The Protestants were a mere handful, and despised as "a beggarly, 
miserable rabble." Zwingli, who foresaw the political aim and result of the disputation, was 
prevented by the Council of Zurich from leaving home, because his life was threatened; but he 
influenced the proceedings by daily correspondence and secret messengers. No one could doubt 
his courage, which he showed more than once in the face of greater danger, as when he went to 
Marburg through hostile territory, and to the battlefield at Cappel. But several of his friends were 



sadly disappointed at his absence. He would have equalled Eck in debate and excelled him in 
biblical learning. Erasmus was invited, but politely declined on account of sickness. 
 
The arrangements for the disputation and the local sympathies were in favor of the papal party. 
Mass was said every morning at five, and a sermon preached; the pomp of ritualism was 
displayed in solemn processions. The presiding officers and leading secretaries were Romanists; 
nobody besides them was permitted to take notes. {161} The disputation turned on the real 
presence, the sacrifice of the mass, the invocation of the Virgin Mary and of saints, on images, 
purgatory, and original sin. Dr. Eck was the champion of the Roman faith, and behaved with the 
same polemical dexterity and overbearing and insolent manner as at Leipzig: robed in damask 
and silk, decorated with a golden ring, chain and cross; surrounded by patristic and scholastic 
folios, abounding in quotations and arguments, treating his opponents with proud contempt, and 
silencing them with his stentorian voice and final appeals to the authority of Rome. Occasionally 
he uttered an oath, "Potz Marter." A contemporary poet, Nicolas Manuel, thus described his 
conduct: — 
 
Eck stamps with his feet, and claps his hands, 
 
He raves, he swears, he scolds; 
 
‘I do,’ cries he, ‘what the Pope commands, 
 
And teach whatever he holds.’ {162} 
 
Oecolampadius of Basle and Haller of Berne, both plain and modest, but able, learned and earnest 
men, defended the Reformed opinions. Oecolampadius declared at the outset that he recognized 
no other rule of judgment than the Word of God. He was a match for Eck in patristic learning, 
and in solid arguments. His friends said, "Oecolampadius is vanquished, not by argument, but by 
vociferation." {163} Even one of the Romanists remarked, "If only this pale man were on our 
side!" His host judged that he must be a very pious heretic, because he saw him constantly 
engaged in study and prayer; while Eck was enjoying rich dinners and good wines, which 
occasioned the remark, "Eck is bathing in Baden, but in wine." {164} 
 
The papal party boasted of a complete victory. All innovations were forbidden; Zwingli was 
excommunicated; and Basle was called upon to depose Oecolampadius from the pastoral office. 
Faber, not satisfied with the burning of heretical books, advocated even the burning of the 
Protestant versions of the Bible. Thomas Murner, a Franciscan monk and satirical poet, who was 
present at Baden, heaped upon Zwingli and his adherents such epithets as tyrants, liars, adulterers, 
church robbers, fit only for the gallows! He had formerly (1512) chastised the vices of priests and 
monks, but turned violently against the Saxon Reformer, and earned the name of "Luther-Scourge 
"(Lutheromastix). He was now made lecturer in the Franciscan convent at Lucerne, and 
authorized to edit the acts of the Baden disputation. {165} 
 
The result of the Baden disputation was a temporary triumph for Rome, but turned out in the end, 
like the Leipzig disputation of 1519, to the furtherance of the Reformation. Impartial judges 
decided that the Protestants had been silenced by vociferation, intrigue and despotic measures, 
rather than refuted by sound and solid arguments from the Scriptures. After a temporary reaction, 
several cantons which had hitherto been vacillating between the old and the new faith, came out 
in favor of reform. 
 
{159} "Jetzst geht’s uber die Geistlichen, dann kommt es an-die Junker." 



 
{160} Comp. vol. VI. 37, p. 178 sqq. 
 
{161} Nevertheless, two young friends of the Reformation published reports from memory. 
 
{162} In Eck’s und Faber’s Badenfahrt: 
 
Eck zappelt mit Fussen und Handen, 
 
Fing an-zu schelten und schanden. 
 
Er sprach: Ich blib by dem Verstand, 
 
Den Papst, Cardinal, und Bishof hand. 
 
{163} "Nicht uberdisputirt, aber uberschrieen ist er." 
 
{164} In another witty poem, quoted by Bullinger (I. 357 sq.), the two disputants are thus 
contrasted:— 
 
Also fing an-die Disputaz: 
 
Hans Eck empfing da manchen Kratz, 
 
Das that ihn ubel schmerzen, 
 
Denn alles, was er furherbracht, 
 
That ihm Hans Hussc hyn [Oekolampadius] kurzen. 
 
Herr Doctor Husschyn hochgelehrt 
 
Hat sich gen Ecken tapfer gwehrt, 
 
Oft gnommen Schwert und Stangen. 
 
Eck floh dann zu dem rom’schen Stuhl 
 
Und auch all sin Anhangen. 
 
{165} He also issued, in 1527, an almanac with satirical caricatures of heretics, where Zwingli is 
represented hanging on the gallows, and is called "Kirchendieb," "Feigenfresser," "Geiger des 
heil. Evangeliums und Lautenschlager des Alten und Neuen Testaments," etc. Kessler’s Sabbata, 
Schaffhausen, 1865, and Hagenbach, p. 372.  



31. The Reformation in Berne. 
 
I. The acts of the disputation of Berne were published in 1528 at Zurich and Strassburg, 
afterwards repeatedly at Berne, and are contained, together with two sermons of Zwingli, in 
Zwingli’s Werke, II. A. 63-229. Valerius Anshelm: Berner Chronik, new ed. by Stierlin and 
Wyss, Bern, 1884, ‘86, 2 vols. Sturler: Urkunden der Bernischen Kirchenreform. Bern, 1862. 
Strickler: Aktensammlung, etc. Zurich, 1878 (I. 1). 
 
II. Kuhn: Die Reformatoren Berns. Bern, 1828. Sam. Fischer: Geschichte der Disputation zu 
Bern. Zurich, 1828. Melch. Kirchhofer: Berthold Haller oder die Reformation zu Bern. Zurich, 
1828. C. Pestalozzi: B. Haller, nach handschriftl. und gleichzeitigen Quellen. Elberfeld, 1861. 
The monographs on Niclaus Manuel by Gruneisen, Stuttgart, 1837, and by Bachthold, 
Frauenfeld, 1878. Hundeshagen: Die Conflicte des Zwinglianismus, Lutherthums und 
Calvinismus in der Bernischen Landeskirche von 1532-’58. Bern, 1842. F. Trechsel: articles 
Berner Disputation and Berner Synodus, and Haller, in Herzog, ii II. 313-324, and V 556-
561.berner Beitrage, etc., 1884, quoted on p. 15. See also the Lit. by Nippold in his Append. to 
Hagenbach’s Reform. Gesch., p. 695 sq. 
 
III. Karl Ludwig von Haller (a distinguished Bernese and convert to Romanism, expelled from 
the Protestant Council of Berne, 1820; d. 1854): Geschichte der kirchlichen Revolution oder 
protestantischen Reform des Kantons Bern und umliegender Gegenden. Luzern, 1836 (346 
pages). French translation, Histoire de la revolution religieuse dans la Swiss occidentale. Paris, 
1839. This is a reactionary account professedly drawn from Protestant sources and represents the 
Swiss Reformation as the mother of the Revolution of 1789. To the French version of this book 
Archbishop Spalding of Baltimore (he does not mention the original) confesses to be "indebted 
for most of the facts" in his chapter on the Swiss Reformation which he calls a work established 
"by intrigue, chicanery, persecution, and open violence!" Hist. of the Prot. Ref. in Germany and 
Switzerland, I. 181, 186 (8th ed., Baltimore, 1875). 
 
Berne, the largest, most conservative and aristocratic of the Swiss cantons, which contains the 
political capital of the Confederacy, was the first to follow Zurich, after considerable hesitation. 
This was an event of decisive importance. 
 
The Reformation was prepared in the city and throughout the canton by three ministers, Sebastian 
Meyer, Berthold Haller, and Francis Kolb, and by a gifted layman, Niclaus Manuel,—all friends 
of Zwingli. Meyer, a Franciscan monk, explained in the convent the Epistles of Paul, and in the 
pulpit, the Apostles’ Creed. Haller, a native of Wurtemberg, a friend and fellow-student of 
Melanchthon, an instructive preacher and cautious reformer, of a mild and modest disposition, 
settled in Berne as teacher in 1518, was elected chief pastor at the cathedral 1521, and labored 
there faithfully till his death (1536). He was often in danger, and wished to retire; but Zwingli 
encouraged him to remain at the post of duty. Without brilliant talents or great learning, he 
proved eminently useful by his gentle piety and faithful devotion to duty. Manuel, a poet, painter, 
warrior and statesman, helped the cause of reform by his satirical dramas, which were played in 
the streets, his exposure of Eck and Faber after the Baden disputation, and his influence in the 
council of the city (d. 1530). His services to Zwingli resemble the services of Hutten to Luther. 
The Great Council of the Two Hundred protected the ministers in preaching the pure gospel. 
 
The Peasants’ War in Germany and the excesses of the Radicals in Switzerland produced a 
temporary reaction in favor of Romanism. The government prohibited religious controversy, 



banished Meyer, and ordered Haller, on his return from the Baden disputation, to read Romish 
mass again; but he declined, and declared that he would rather give up his position, as he 
preferred the Word of God to his daily bread. The elections in 1527 turned out in favor of the 
party of progress. The Romish measures were revoked, and a disputation ordered to take place 
Jan. 6, 1528, in Berne. 
 
The disputation at Berne lasted nineteen days (from Jan. 6 to 26). It was the Protestant 
counterpart of the disputation at Baden in composition, arrangements and result. It had the same 
effect for Berne as the disputations of 1523 had for Zurich. The invitations were general; but the 
Roman Catholic cantons and the four bishops who were invited refused, with the exception of the 
bishop of Lausanne, to send delegates, deeming the disputation of Baden final. Dr. Eck, afraid to 
lose his fresh laurels, was unwilling, as he said, "to follow the heretics into their nooks and 
corners"; but he severely attacked the proceedings. The Reformed party was strongly represented 
by delegates from Zurich, Basel, and St. Gall, and several cities of South Germany. Zurich sent 
about one hundred ministers and laymen, with a strong protection. The chief speakers on the 
Reformed side were Zwingli, Haller, Kolb, Oecolampadius, Capito, and Bucer from Strassburg; 
on the Roman side, Grab, Huter, Treger, Christen, and Burgauer. Joachim von Watt of St. Gall 
presided. Popular sermons were preached during the disputation by Blaurer of Constance, 
Zwingli, Bucer, Oecolampadius, Megander, and others. 
 
The Reformers carried an easy and complete victory, and reversed the decision of Baden. The ten 
Theses or Conclusions, drawn up by Haller and revised by Zwingli, were fully discussed, and 
adopted as a sort of confession of faith for the Reformed Church of Berne. They are as follows: 
— 
 
1. The holy Christian Church, whose only Head is Christ, is born of the Word of God, and abides 
in the same, and listens not to the voice of a stranger. 
 
2. The Church of Christ makes no laws and commandments without the Word of God. Hence 
human traditions are no more binding on us than as far as they are founded in the Word of God. 
 
3. Christ is the only wisdom, righteousness, redemption, and satisfaction for the sins of the whole 
world. Hence it is a denial of Christ when we confess another ground of salvation and 
satisfaction. 
 
4. The essential and corporal presence of the body and blood of Christ cannot be demonstrated 
from the Holy Scripture. 
 
5. The mass as now in use, in which Christ is offered to God the Father for the sins of the living 
and the dead, is contrary to the Scripture, a blasphemy against the most holy sacrifice, passion, 
and death of Christ, and on account of its abuses an abomination before God. 
 
6. As Christ alone died for us, so he is also to be adored as the only Mediator and Advocate 
between God the Father and the believers. Therefore it is contrary to the Word of God to propose 
and invoke other mediators. 
 
7. Scripture knows nothing of a purgatory after this life. Hence all masses and other offices for 
the dead {166} are useless. 
 
8. The worship of images is contrary to Scripture. Therefore images should be abolished when 
they are set up as objects of adoration. 



 
9. Matrimony is not forbidden in the Scripture to any class of men; but fornication and unchastity 
are forbidden to all. 
 
10. Since, according to the Scripture, an open fornicator must be excommunicated, it follows that 
unchastity and impure celibacy are more pernicious to the clergy than to any other class. 
 
All to the glory of God and his holy Word. 
 
Zwingli preached twice during the disputation. {167} He was in excellent spirits, and at the height 
of his fame and public usefulness. In the first sermon he explained the Apostles’ Creed, mixing in 
some Greek and Hebrew words for his theological hearers. In the second, he exhorted the Bernese 
to persevere after the example of Moses and the heroes of faith. Perseverance alone can complete 
the triumph. (Ferendo vincitur fortuna.) Behold these idols conquered, mute, and scattered before 
you. The gold you spent upon them must henceforth be devoted to the good of the living images 
of God in their poverty. "Hold fast," he said in conclusion, "to the liberty wherewith Christ has 
set us free. {Galatians 5:1} You know how much we have suffered in our conscience, how we 
were directed from one false comfort to another, from one commandment to another which only 
burdened our conscience and gave us no rest. But now ye have found freedom and peace in the 
knowledge and faith of Jesus Christ. From this freedom let nothing separate you. To hold it fast 
requires great fortitude. You know how our ancestors, thanks to God, have fought for our bodily 
liberty; let us still more zealously guard our spiritual liberty; not doubting that God, who has 
enlightened and drawn you, will in due time also draw our dear neighbors and fellow-
confederates to him, so that we may live together in true friendship. May God, who created and 
redeemed us all, grant this to us and to them. Amen." 
 
By a reformation edict of the Council, dated Feb. 7, 1528, the ten Theses were legalized, the 
jurisdiction of the bishops abolished, and the necessary changes in worship and discipline 
provisionally ordered, subject to fuller light from the Word of God. The parishes of the city and 
canton were separately consulted by delegates sent to them Feb. 13 and afterwards, and the great 
majority adopted the reformation by popular vote, except in the highlands where the movement 
was delayed. 
 
After the catastrophe of Cappel the reformation was consolidated by the so-called "Berner 
Synodus," which met Jan. 9-14, 1532. All the ministers of the canton, two hundred and twenty in 
all, were invited to attend. Capito, the reformer of Strassburg, exerted a strong influence by his 
addresses. The Synod adopted a book of church polity and discipline; the Great Council 
confirmed it, and ordered annual synods. Hundeshagen pronounces this constitution a "true 
masterpiece even for our times," and Trechsel characterizes it as excelling in apostolic unction, 
warmth, simplicity and practical wisdom. {168} 
 
Since that time Berne has remained faithful to the Reformed Church. In 1828 the Canton by order 
of the government celebrated the third centenary of the Reformation. 
 
{166} "All todtendienst, als vigil, seelmess, seelgrat, sibend, dryssgest, jarzyt, kerzen, und 
derglychen." 
 
{167} The sermons are printed in Werke, II. B. 203-229. 
 
{168} The constitution was printed at Basle in the same year, and repeatedly since. Trechsel gives 
an epitome of it in Herzog, ii II. 320 sqq.  



32. The Reformation in Basel. Oecolampadius. 
 
I. The sources are chiefly in the Bibliotheca Antistitii and the University Library of Basel, and in 
the City Library of Zurich; letters of Oecolampadius to Zwingli, in Bibliander’s Epistola Joh. 
Oecolampadii et Huldr. Zwinglii (Basel, 1536, fol.); in Zwingli’s Opera, vols. VII. and VIII.; and 
in Herminjard, Correspondance des Reformateurs, passim. Several letters of Erasmus, and his 
Consilium Senatui Basiliensi in negotio Lutherano anno 1525 exhibitum. Antiquitates 
Gernlerianae, Tom. I. and II. An important collection of letters and documents prepared by 
direction of Antistes Lukas Gernler of Basel (1625-1676), who took part in the Helvetic 
Consensus Formula. The Athenae Rauricae sive Catalogus Professorum Academics Basiliensis, 
by Herzog, Basel, 1778. The Basler Chroniken, publ. by the Hist. Soc. of Basel, ed. with 
comments by W. Vischer (son), Leipz. 1872. 
 
II. Pet. Ochs: Geschichte der Stadt und Landschaft Basel. Berlin and Leipzig, 1786-1822. 8 vols. 
The Reformation is treated in vols. V. and VI., but without sympathy. Jak. Burckhardt: Kurze 
Geschichte der Reformation in Basel. Basel, 1819. R. R. Hagenbach: Kirchliche 
Denkwurdigkeiten zur Geschichte Basels seit der Reformation. Basel, 1827 (pp. 268). The first 
part also under the special title: Kritische Geschichte und Schicksale der ersten Basler 
Confession. By the same: Die Theologische Schule Basels und ihrer Lehrer von Stiftung der 
Hochschule 1460 bis zu Deuteronomy Wette’s Tod 1849 (pp. 75). Jarke (R. Cath.): Studien und 
Skizzen zur Geschichte der Reformation. Schaffhausen (Hurter), 1846 (pp. 576). Fried. Fischer: 
Der Bildersturm in der Schweiz und in Basel insbesondere. In the "Basler Jahrbuch "for 1850. W. 
Vischer: Actenstucke zur Geschichte der Reformation in Basel. In the "Basler Beitrage zur 
vaterlandischen Geschichte," for 1854. By the same: Geschichte der Universitat Basel von der 
Grundung 1460 bis zur Reformation 1529. Basel, 1860. Boos: Geschichte der Stadt Basel. Basel, 
1877 sqq. The first volume goes to 1501; the second has not yet appeared. 
 
III. Biographical. S. Hess: Lebensgeschichte Joh. Oekolampads. Zurich, 1798 (chiefly from 
Zurich sources, contained in the Simler collection). J. J. Herzog (editor of the well-known 
"Encyclopaedia" d. 1882): Das Leben Joh. Oekolampads und die Reformation der Kirche zu 
Basel. Basel, 1843. 2 vols. Comp. his article in Herzog, ii Vol. X. 708-724. K. R. Hagenbach: 
Johann Oekolampad und Oswald Myconius, die Reformatoren Basels. Leben und ausgewahlte 
Schriften. Elberfeld, 1859. His Reformationsgesch., 5th ed., by Nippold, Leipzig, 1887, p. 386 
sqq. On Oecolampadius’ connection with the Eucharistic Controversy and part in the Marburg 
Colloquy, see Schaff, vol. VI. 620, 637, and 642. 
 
The example of Berne was followed by Basel, the wealthiest and most literary city in 
Switzerland, an episcopal see since the middle of the eighth century, the scene of the reformatory 
Council of 1430-1448, the seat of a University since 1460, the centre of the Swiss book trade, 
favorably situated for commerce on the banks of the Rhine and on the borders of Germany and 
France. The soil was prepared for the Reformation by scholars like Wyttenbach and Erasmus, and 
by evangelical preachers like Capito and Hedio. Had Erasmus been as zealous for religion as he 
was for letters, he would have taken the lead, but he withdrew more and more from the 
Reformation, although he continued to reside in Basel till 1529 and returned there to die (1536). 
{169} 
 
The chief share in the work fell to the lot of Oecolampadius (1482-1531). He is the second in 
rank and importance among the Reformers in German Switzerland. His relation to Zwingli is 
similar to that sustained by Melanchthon to Luther, and by Beza to Calvin,—a relation in part 



subordinate, in part supplemental. He was inferior to Zwingli in originality, force, and popular 
talent, but surpassed him in scholastic erudition and had a more gentle disposition. He was, like 
Melanchthon, a man of thought rather than of action, but circumstances forced him out of his 
quiet study to the public arena. 
 
Johann Oecolampadius {170} was born at Weinsberg in the present kingdom of Wurtemberg in 
1482, studied law in Bologna, philology, scholastic philosophy, and theology in Heidelberg and 
Tubingen with unusual success. He was a precocious genius, like Melanchthon. In his twelfth 
year he composed (according to Capito) Latin poems. In 1501 he became Baccalaureus, and soon 
afterwards Master of Arts. He devoted himself chiefly to the study of the Greek and Hebrew 
Scriptures. Erasmus gave him the testimony of being the best Hebraist (after Reuchlin). At 
Tubingen he formed a friendship with Melanchthon, his junior by fifteen years, and continued on 
good terms with him notwithstanding their difference of opinion on the Eucharist. He delivered at 
Weinsberg a series of sermons on the Seven Words of Christ on the Cross, which were published 
by Zasius in 1512, and gained for him the reputation of an eminent preacher of the gospel. 
 
In 1515 he received a call, at Capito’s suggestion, from Christoph von Utenheim, bishop of Basel 
(since 1502), to the pulpit of the cathedral in that city. In the year following he acquired the 
degree of licentiate, and later that of doctor of divinity. Christoph von Utenheim belonged to the 
better class of prelates, who desired a reformation within the Church, but drew back after the Diet 
of Worms, and died at Delsberg in 1522. His motto was: "The cross of Christ is my hope; I seek 
mercy, not works." {171} 
 
Oecolampadius entered into intimate relations with Erasmus, who at that time took up his 
permanent abode in Basel. He rendered him important service in his Annotations to the New 
Testament, and in the second edition of the Greek Testament (concerning the quotations from the 
Septuagint and Hebrew). The friendship afterwards cooled down in consequence of their different 
attitude to the question of reform. 
 
In 1518 Oecolampadius showed his moral severity and zeal for a reform of the pulpit by an attack 
on the prevailing custom of entertaining the people in the Easter season with all kinds of jokes. 
"What has," he asks, "a preacher of repentance to do with fun and laughter? Is it necessary for us 
to yield to the impulse of nature? If we can crush our sins by laughter, what is the use of 
repenting in sackcloth and ashes? What is the use of tears and cries of sorrow? No one knows that 
Jesus laughed, but every one knows that he wept. The Apostles sowed the seed weeping. Many as 
are the symbolic acts of the prophets, no one of them lowers himself to become an actor. 
Laughter and song were repugnant to them. They lived righteously before the Lord, rejoicing and 
yet trembling, and saw as clear as the sun at noonday that all is vanity under the sun. They saw 
the net being drawn everywhere and the near approach of the judge of the world." {172} 
 
After a short residence at Weinsberg and Augsburg, Oecolampadius surprised his friends by 
entering a convent in 1520, but left it in 1522 and acted a short time as chaplain for Franz von 
Sickingen at Ebernburg, near Creuznach, where he introduced the use of the German language in 
the mass. 
 
By the reading of Luther’s writings, he became more and more fixed in evangelical convictions. 
He cautiously attacked transubstantiation, Mariolatry, and the abuses of the confessional, and 
thereby attracted the favorable attention of Luther, who wrote to Spalatin (June 10, 1521): "I am 
surprised at his spirit, not because he fell upon the same theme as I, but because he has shown 
himself so liberal, prudent, and Christian. God grant him growth." In June, 1523, Luther 
expressed to Oecolampadius much satisfaction at his lectures on Isaiah, notwithstanding the 



displeasure of Erasmus, who would probably, like Moses, die in the land of Moab. "He has done 
his part," he says, "by exposing the bad; to show the good and to lead into the land of promise, is 
beyond his power." Luther and Oecolampadius met personally at Marburg in 1529, but as 
antagonists on the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, in which the latter stood on the side of Zwingli. 
 
In Nov. 17, 1522, Oecolampadius settled permanently in Basel and labored there as preacher of 
the Church of St. Martin and professor of theology in the University till his death. Now began his 
work as reformer of the church of Basel, which followed the model of Zurich. He sought the 
friendship of Zwingli in a letter full of admiration, dated Dec. 10, 1522. {173} They continued to 
co-operate in fraternal harmony to the close of their lives. 
 
Oecolampadius preached on Sundays and week days, explaining whole books of the Bible after 
the example of Zwingli, and attracted crowds of people. With the consent of the Council, he 
gradually abolished crying abuses, distributed the Lord’s Supper under both kinds, and published 
in 1526 a German liturgy, which retained in the first editions several distinctively Catholic 
features such as priestly absolution and the use of lights on the altar. 
 
In 1525 he began to take an active part in the unfortunate Eucharistic controversy by defending 
the figurative interpretation of the words of institution: "This is (the figure of) my body," chiefly 
from the writings of the fathers, with which he was very familiar. {174} He agreed in substance 
with Zwingli, but differed from him by placing the metaphor in the predicate rather than the verb, 
which simply denotes a connection of the subject with the predicate whether real or figurative, 
and which was not even used by our Lord in Aramaic. He found the key for the interpretation in 
John 6:63, and held fast to the truth that Christ himself is and remains the true bread of the soul to 
be partaken of by faith. At the conference in Marburg (1529) he was, next to Zwingli, the chief 
debater on the Reformed side. By this course he alienated his old friends, Brentius, Pirkheimer, 
Billican, and Luther. Even Melanchthon, in a letter to him (1529), "regretted that the "horribilis 
dissensio de Coena Domini" interfered with the enjoyment of their friendship, though it did not 
shake his good will towards him ("benevolentiam erga te meam"). He concluded to be hereafter, a 
spectator rather than an actor in this tragedy." 
 
Oecolampadius had also much trouble with the Anabaptists, and took the same conservative and 
intolerant stand against them as Luther at Wittenberg, and Zwingli at Zurich. He made several 
fruitless attempts in public disputations to convince them of their error. {175} 
 
The civil government of Basel occupied for a while middle ground, but the disputation of Baden, 
at which Oecolampadius was the champion of the Reformed doctrines, {176} brought on the 
crisis. He now took stronger ground against Rome and attacked what he regarded as the idolatry 
of the mass. The triumph of the Reformation in Berne in 1528 gave the final impetus. 
 
On the 9th of February, 1529, an unbloody revolution broke out. Aroused by the intrigues of the 
Roman party, the Protestant citizens to the number of two thousand came together, broke to 
pieces the images still left, and compelled the reactionary Council to introduce everywhere the 
form of religious service practised in Zurich. 
 
Erasmus, who had advised moderation and quiet waiting for a general Council, was disgusted 
with these violent, measures, which he describes in a letter to Pirkheimer of Nurnberg, May 9, 
1529. "The smiths and workmen," he says, "removed the pictures from the churches, and heaped 
such insults on the images of the saints and the crucifix itself, that it is quite surprising there was 
no miracle, seeing how many there always used to occur whenever the saints were even slightly 
offended. Not a statue was left either in the churches, or the vestibules, or the porches, or the 



monasteries. The frescoes were obliterated by means of a coating of lime; whatever would bum 
was thrown into the fire, and the rest pounded into fragments. Nothing was spared for either love 
or money. Before long the mass was totally abolished, so that it was forbidden either to celebrate 
it in one’s own house or to attend it in the neighboring villages." {177} 
 
The great scholar who had done so much preparatory work for the Reformation, stopped half-way 
and refused to identify himself with either party. He reluctantly left Basel (April 13, 1529) with 
the best wishes for her prosperity, and resided six years at Freiburg in Baden, a sickly, sensitive, 
and discontented old man. He was enrolled among the professors of the University, but did not 
lecture. He returned to Basel in August, 1535, and died in his seventieth year, July 12, 1536, 
without priest or sacrament, but invoking the mercy of Christ, repeating again and again, "O Lord 
Jesus, have mercy on me!" He was buried in the Minster of Basel. 
 
Glareanus and Beatus Rhenanus, humanists, and friends of Zwingli and Erasmus, likewise 
withdrew from Basel at this critical moment. Nearly all the professors of the University 
emigrated. They feared that science and learning would suffer from theological quarrels and a 
rupture with the hierarchy. 
 
The abolition of the mass and the breaking of images, the destruction of the papal authority and 
monastic institutions, would have been a great calamity had they not been followed by the 
constructive work of the evangelical faith which was the moving power, and which alone could 
build up a new Church on the ruins of the old. The Word of God was preached from the fountain. 
Christ and the Gospel were put in the place of the Church and tradition. German service with 
congregational singing and communion was substituted for the Latin mass. The theological 
faculty was renewed by the appointment of Simon Grynaus, Sebastian Munster, Oswald 
Myconius, and other able and pious scholars to professorships. 
 
Oecolampadius became the chief preacher of the Minster and Antistes, or superintendent, of the 
clergy of Basel. 
 
On the 1st of April, 1529, an order of liturgical service and church discipline was published by 
the Council, which gave a solid foundation to the Reformed Church of the city of Basel and the 
surrounding villages. {178} This document breathes the spirit of enthusiasm for the revival of 
apostolic Christianity, and aims at a reformation of faith and morals. It contains the chief articles 
which were afterwards formulated in the Confession of Basel (1534), and rules for a 
corresponding discipline. It retains a number of Catholic customs such as daily morning and 
evening worship, weekly communion in one of the city churches, the observance of the great 
festivals, including those of the Virgin Mary, the Apostles, and the Saints. 
 
To give force to these institutions, the ban was introduced in 1530, and confided to a council of 
three pious, honest, and brave laymen for each of the four parishes of the city; two to be selected 
by the Council, and one by the congregation, who, in connection with the clergy, were to watch 
over the morals, and to discipline the offenders, if necessary, by excommunication.—In 
accordance with the theocratic idea of the relation of Church and State, dangerous heresies which 
denied any of the twelve articles of the Apostles’ Creed, and blasphemy of God and the 
sacrament, were made punishable with civil penalties such as confiscation of property, 
banishment, and even death. Those, it is said, "shall be punished according to the measure of their 
guilt in body, life, and property, who despise, spurn, or contemn the eternal, pure, elect queen, the 
blessed Virgin Mary, or other beloved saints of God who now live with Christ in eternal 
blessedness, so as to say that the mother of God is only a woman like other women, that she had 
more children than Christ, the Son of God, that she was not a virgin before or after his birth," etc. 



Such severe measures have long since passed away. The mixing of civil and ecclesiastical 
punishments caused a good deal of trouble. Oecolampadius opposed the supremacy of the State 
over the Church. He presided over the first synods. 
 
After the victory of the Reformation, Oecolampadius continued unto the end of his life to be 
indefatigable in preaching, teaching, and editing valuable commentaries (chiefly on the Prophets). 
He took a lively interest in French Protestant refugees, and brought the Waldenses, who sent a 
deputation to him, into closer affinity with the Reformed churches. {179} He was a modest and 
humble man, of a delicate constitution and ascetic habits, and looked like a church father. He 
lived with his mother; but after her death, in 1528, he married, at the age of forty-five, 
Wilibrandis Rosenblatt, the widow of Cellarius (Keller), who afterwards married in succession 
two other Reformers (Capito and Bucer), and survived four husbands. This tempted Erasmus to 
make the frivolous joke (in a letter of March 21, 1528), that his friend had lately married a good-
looking girl to crucify his flesh, and that the Lutheran Reformation was a comedy rather than a 
tragedy, since the tumult always ended in a wedding. He afterwards apologized to him, and 
disclaimed any motive of unkindness. Oecolam-padius had three children, whom he named 
Eusebius, Alitheia, and Irene (Godliness, Truth, Peace), to indicate what were the pillars of his 
theology and his household. His last days were made sad by the news of Zwingli’s death, and the 
conclusion of a peace unfavorable to the Reformed churches. The call from Zurich to become 
Zwingli’s successor he declined. A few weeks later, on the 24th of November, 1531, he passed 
away in peace and full of faith, after having partaken of the holy communion with his family, and 
admonished his colleagues to continue faithful to the cause of the Reformation. He was buried 
behind the Minster. {180} 
 
His works have never been collected, and have only historical interest. They consist of 
commentaries, sermons, exegetical and polemical tracts, letters, and translations from 
Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Cyril of Alexandria. {181} 
 
Basel became one of the strongholds of the Reformed Church of Switzerland, together with 
Zurich, Geneva, and Berne. The Church passed through the changes of German Protestantism, 
and the revival of the nineteenth century. She educates evangelical ministers, contributes liberally 
from her great wealth to institutions of Christian benevolence and the spread of the Gospel, and is 
(since 1816) the seat of the largest Protestant missionary institute on the Continent, which at the 
annual festivals forms a centre for the friends of missions in Switzerland, Wurtemberg, and 
Baden. The neighboring Chrischona is a training school of German ministers for emigrants to 
America. 
 
{169} On Erasmus and his relation to the Reformation, see above, p. 24 sq., and especially vol. 
VI. 399-434. 
 
{170} A Greek name given him for Hausschein or Husschyn (Houselamp); but in the university 
register of Heidelberg he is entered under the family name of Hussgen or Heussgen, i.e. Little 
House. His mother was descended of the old Basel family of Pfister. Hence he says in the Preface 
to his Commentary on Isaiah: "Basilea mihi ab avo patria." See Hagenbach, Oekol., p. 3 sq. 
 
{171} "Spes mea crux Christi; gratiam, non opera quaero." The motto of Gerson and many 
mystics. 
 
{172} Deuteronomy Risu Paschali, printed by Frobenius at Basel, 1518 
 



{173} Opera Zwinglii, VII. 251, and Zwingli’s reply, p. 261. Hagenbach gives a German 
translation of the letters, p. 26 sq. and 38. 
 
{174} Deuteronomy genuina verborum Domini, "hoc est corpus meum" juxta vetustissimos 
auctores expositione. (Strassburg), September, 1525. Comp. vol. VI. 612 sqq. 
 
{175} See above, p. 69 sqq., and the extracts of his disputations with the Anabaptists in 
Hagenbach, p. 108 sqq.; Herzog, I. 299 sqq., and II. 75 sqq. 
 
{176} See above, p. 100. 
 
{177} The modern revival of archaeological and artistic taste in Switzerland has brought about a 
restoration of the old frescoes and sculptures of the beautiful Minster and Cloister of Basel, and 
of the chamber where the great Council was held. 
 
{178} In Ochs, l. c. V. 686 sq.; Bullinger, II. 82 sqq. 
 
{179} See Herzog, II. 239 sqq.; Hagenbach, 150 sqq. 
 
{180} Malignant enemies spread the rumor that he committed suicide or was fetched by the devil. 
See Hagenbach, p. 181. A similar rumor was started about Luther’s death, and revived in our days 
by Majunke in Luther’s Lebensende, 4th ed. Mainz, 1890, but refuted by Kolde and Kawerau. 
 
{181} Hess (pp. 413-430) gives a chronological list of his works, which is supplemented by 
Herzog (II. 255 sqq.). Hagenbach’s biography, p. 191 sqq., gives extracts from his sermons and 
catechetical writings.  



33. The Reformation in Glarus. Tschudi. Glarean. 
 
Valentin Tschudi: Chronik der Reformationsjahre 1521-1533. Mit Glossar und Commentar von 
Dr. Joh. Strickler. Glarus, 1888 (pp. 258). Publ. in the "Jahrbuch des historischen Vereins des 
Kantons Glarus," Heft XXIV., also separately issued. The first edition of Tschudi’s Chronik 
(Beschryb oder Erzellung, etc.) was published by Dr. J. J. Blumer, in vol. IX. of the "Archiv fur 
schweizerische Geschichte," 1853, pp. 332-447, but not in the original spelling and without 
comments. 
 
Blumer and Heer: Der Kanton Glarus, historisch, geographisch und topographisch beschrieben. 
St. Gallen, 1846. DR. J. J. Blumer: Die Reformation im Lande Glarus. In the "Jahrbuch des 
historischen Vereins des Kantons Glarus." Zurich and Glarus, 1873 and 1875 (Heft IX. 9-48; XI. 
3-26). H. G. Sulzberger: Die Reformation des Kant. Glarus und des St. Gallischen Bezirks 
Werdenberg. Heiden, 1875 (pp. 44). 
 
Heinrich Schreiber: Heinrich Loriti Glareanus, gekronter Dichter, Philolog und Mathematiker 
aus dem 16ten Jahrhundert. Freiburg, 1837. Otto Fridolin Fritzsche (Prof. of Church Hist. in 
Zurich): Glarean, sein Leben und seine Schriften. Frauenfeld, 1890 (pp. 136). Comp. also Geiger: 
Renaissance und Humanismus (1882), pp. 420-423, for a good estimate of Glarean as a humanist. 
 
The canton Glarus with the capital of the same name occupies the narrow Linththal surrounded 
by high mountains, and borders on the territory of Protestant Zurich and of Catholic Schwyz. It 
wavered for a good while between the two opposing parties and tried to act as peacemaker. 
Landammann Hans Aebli of Glarus, a friend of Zwingli and an enemy of the foreign military 
service, prevented a bloody collision of the Confederates in the first war of Cappel. This is 
characteristic of the position of that canton. 
 
Glarus was the scene of the first public labors of Zwingli from 1506 to 1516. {182} He gained 
great influence as a classical scholar, popular preacher, and zealous patriot, but made also 
enemies among the friends of the foreign military service, the evils of which he had seen in the 
Italian campaigns. He established a Latin school and educated the sons of the best families, 
including the Tschudis, who traced their ancestry back to the ninth century. Three of them are 
connected with the Reformation,—Aegidius and Peter, and their cousin Valentin. 
 
Aegidius (Gilg) Tschudi, the most famous of this family, the Herodotus of Switzerland (1505-
1572), studied first with Zwingli, then with Glarean at Basel and Paris, and occupied important 
public positions, as delegate to the Diet at Einsiedeln (1529), as governor of Sargans, as 
Landammann of Glarus (1558), and as delegate of Switzerland to the Diet of Augsburg (1559). 
He also served a short time as officer in the French army. He remained true to the old faith, but 
enjoyed the confidence of both parties by his moderation. He expressed the highest esteem for 
Zwingli in a letter of February, 1517. {183} His History of Switzerland extends from A. D. 1000 
to 1470, and is the chief source of the period before the Reformation. He did not invent, but he 
embellished the romantic story of Tell and of Grutli, which has been relegated by modern 
criticism to the realm of innocent poetic fiction. {184} He wrote also an impartial account of the 
Cappeler War of 1531. {185} 
 
His elder brother, Peter, was a faithful follower of Zwingli, but died early, at Coire, 1532. {186} 
 



Valentin Tschudi also joined the Reformation, but showed the same moderation to the Catholics 
as his cousin Egidius showed to the Protestants. After studying several years under Zwingli, he 
went, in 1516, with his two cousins to the classical school of Glarean at Basel, and followed him 
to Paris. From that city he wrote a Greek letter to Zwingli, Nov. 15, 1520, which is still extant and 
shows his progress in learning. {187} On Zwingli’s recommendation, he was elected his 
successor as pastor at Glarus, and was installed by him, Oct. 12, 1522. Zwingli told the 
congregation that he had formerly taught them many Roman traditions, but begged them now to 
adhere exclusively to the Word of God. 
 
Valentin Tschudi adopted a middle way, and was supported by his deacon, Jacob Heer. He 
pleased both parties by reading mass early in the morning for the old believers, and afterwards 
preaching an evangelical sermon for the Protestants. He is the first example of a latitudinarian or 
comprehensive broad-churchman. In 1530 he married, and ceased to read mass, but continued to 
preach to both parties, and retained the respect of Catholics by his culture and conciliatory 
manner till his death, in 1555. He defended his moderation and reserve in a long Latin letter to 
Zwingli, March 15, 1530. {188} He says that the controversy arose from external ceremonies, and 
did not touch the rock of faith, which Catholics and Protestants professed alike, and that he 
deemed it his duty to enjoin on his flock the advice of Paul to the Romans 14, to exercise mutual 
forbearance, since each stands or falls to the same Lord. The unity of the Spirit is the best guide. 
He feared that by extreme measures, more harm was done than good, and that the liberty gained 
may degenerate into license, impiety, and contempt of authority. He begs Zwingli to use his 
influence for the restoration of order and peace, and signs himself, "forever yours" (semper 
futurus tuus). The same spirit of moderation characterizes his Chronicle of the Reformation 
period, and it is difficult to find out from this colorless and unimportant narrative, to which of the 
two parties he belonged. 
 
It is a remarkable fact that the influence of Tschudi’s example is felt to this day in the peaceful 
joint occupation of the church at Glarus, where the sacrifice of the mass is offered by a priest at 
the altar, and a sermon preached from the pulpit by a Reformed pastor in the same morning. 
{189} 
 
Another distinguished man of Glarus and friend of Zwingli in the earlier part of his career, is 
Heinrich Loriti, or Loreti, better known as Glareanus, after the humanistic fashion of that age. 
{190} He was born at Mollis, a small village of that canton, in 1488, studied at Cologne and 
Basel, sided with Reuchlin in the quarrel with the Dominican obscurantists, {191} travelled 
extensively, was crowned as poet-laureate by the Emperor Maximilian (1512), taught school and 
lectured successively at Basel (1514), Paris (1517), again at Basel (1522), and Freiburg (since 
1529). He acquired great fame as a philologist, poet, geographer, mathematician, musician, and 
successful teacher. Erasmus called him, in a letter to Zwingli (1514), {192} the prince and 
champion of the Swiss humanists, and in other letters he praised him as a man pure and chaste in 
morals, amiable in society, well versed in history, mathematics, and music, less in Greek, averse 
to the subtleties of the schoolmen, bent upon learning Christ from the fountain, and of 
extraordinary working power. He was full of wit and quaint humor, but conceited, sanguine, 
irritable, suspicious, and sarcastic. Glarean became acquainted with Zwingli in 1510, and 
continued to correspond with him till 1523. {193} He bought books for him at Basel (e.g. the 
Aldine editions of Lactantius and Tertullian) and sought a place as canon in Zurich. In his last 
letter to him he called him, the truly Christian theologian, the bishop of the Church of Zurich, "his 
very great friend." {194} He read Luther’s book on the Babylonian Captivity three times with 
enthusiasm. But when Erasmus broke both with Zwingli and Luther, he withdrew from the 
Reformation, and even bitterly opposed Zwingli and Oecolampadius. 
 



He left Basel, Feb. 20, 1529, for Catholic Freiburg, and was soon followed by Erasmus and 
Amerbach. Here he labored as an esteemed professor of poetry and fruitful author, until his death 
(1563). He was surrounded by Swiss and German students. He corresponded, now, as 
confidentially with Aegidius Tschudi as he had formerly corresponded with Zwingli, and co-
operated with him in saving a portion of his countrymen for the Catholic faith. {195} He gave 
free vent to his disgust with Protestantism, and yet lamented the evils of the Roman Church, the 
veniality and immorality of priests who cared more for Venus than for Christ. {196} A fearful 
charge. He received a Protestant Student from Zurich with the rude words: "You are one of those 
who carry the gospel in the mouth and the devil in the heart;" but when reminded that he did not 
show the graces of the muses, he excused himself by his old age, and treated the young man with 
the greatest civility. He became a pessimist, and expected the speedy collapse of the world. His 
friendship with Erasmus was continued with interruptions, and at last suffered shipwreck. He 
charged him once with plagiarism, and Erasmus ignored him in his testament. {197} It was a 
misfortune for both that they could not understand the times, which had left them behind. The 
thirty works of Glarean (twenty-two of them written in Freiburg) are chiefly philological and 
musical, and have no bearing on theology. {198} They were nevertheless put on the Index by 
Pope Paul IV., in 1559. He bitterly complained of this injustice, caused by ignorance or intrigue, 
and did all he could, with the aid of Tschudi, to have his name removed, which was done after the 
seven Catholic cantons had testified that Glarean was a good Christian. {199} 
 
The Reformation progressed in Glarus at first without much opposition. Fridolin Brunner, pastor 
at Mollis, wrote to Zwingli, Jan. 15, 1527, that the Gospel was gaining ground in all the churches 
of the canton. Johann Schindler preached in Schwanden with great effect. The congregations 
decided for the Reformed preachers, except in Nafels. The reverses at Cappel in 1531 produced a 
reaction, and caused some losses, but the Reformed Church retained the majority of the 
population to this day, and with it the preponderance of intelligence, enterprise, wealth, and 
prosperity, although the numerical relation has recently changed in favor of the Catholics, in 
consequence of the emigration of Protestants to America, and the immigration of Roman-Catholic 
laborers, who are attracted by the busy industries (as is the case also in Zurich, Basel, and 
Geneva). {200} 
 
{182} See above, p. 23 sqq. 
 
{183} In Zwingli’s Opera, VII. 20 sq. See above, p. 3. 
 
{184} The full title of his history is: Aegidii Tschudii gewesenen Landammanns zu Glarus 
Chronicon Helveticum oder grundliche Beschreibung der merkwurdigsten Begegnussen loblicher 
Eidgenossenschaft, first printed in Basel, 1734, ‘36, in 2 large fol. vols. The continuation from 
1470-1564 is preserved in Ms. in the monastic library at Engelberg. His graphic narrative of Tell, 
reproduced by John von Muller and dramatized by Schiller, though disproved by modern 
criticism, will live in story and song. We may apply to it Schiller’s lines:— 
 
Alles wiederholt sich nur im Leben, 
 
Ewig jung ist nur die Phantasie: 
 
Was sich nie und nirgends hat begeben, 
 
Das allein weraltet nie. 
 



See Jakob Vogel: Egid. Tschudi als Staatsmann und Geschichtschreiber. Mit dessen Bildniss. 
Zurich, 1856. Blumer: Tschudi als Geschichtschreiber, 1874 ("Jahrbuch des Hist. Vereins des 
Kant. Glarus," pp. 81-100). Georg von Wyss: Die eigenhandige Handschrift der eidgenoss. 
Chronik des Aeg. Tschudi in der Stadt-Bibl. in Zurich ("Neujahrblatt" of the City Library of 
Zurich for 1889). Blumer and Von Wyss give the best estimate of Tschudi. Goethe says that 
Tschudi’s Swiss History and Aventin’s Bavarian History are sufficient to educate a useful public 
man without any other book. 
 
{185} Published from MS. in the "Helvetica," ed. by Jos. Ant. Balthasar, vol. II. Aarau and Berne, 
1826 (pp. 165 sqq.). 
 
{186} See his letters to Zwingli of Dec. 27, 1529, and Dec. 16, 1530, from Coire. In Zwingli’s 
Opera, VIII. 386 and 562. 
 
{187} There are nine of his letters in Zwingli’s Opera, VII. and VIII. 
 
{188} In Strickler’s edition of his Chronik, pp. 241-244, and in Zwingli’s Opera, VIII. 433-436. 
 
{189} The old church of Glarus in which Zwingli and Tschudi preached, burned down in 1861; 
but the same custom is continued in the new Romanesque church, to the satisfaction of both 
parties. So I was informed by the present pastor, Dr. Buss, in 1890. 
 
{190} From his native canton, Glarus (Glareana, also Glarona or Clarona; for the natives: 
Glareanus or Glaronensis). For another derivation see Fritzsche, l. c. p. 8. 
 
{191} He figures in the Epistolae Virorum Obscurorum as a terrible heretic. 
 
{192} Zwingli’s Opera, VII. 10. 
 
{193} We have from him twenty-eight letters to Zwingli from July 13, 1510, to Feb. 16, 1623, 
printed in Zwingli’s Opera, VII. and VIII., from the originals in the State Archives of Zurich. 
Zwingli’s letters to Glarean are lost, and were probably destroyed after his rupture with the 
Reformer. 
 
{194} "Theologo vere Christiano, Ecclesiae Tigurinae episcopo, amico nostro summo." Zwingli’s 
Opera, VII. 274. 
 
{195} There are thirty-eight MS. letters of Glarean to Tschudi, from 1533 to 1561, in the City 
Library of Zurich; another copy in the cantonal library of Glarus. 
 
{196} Nov. 21, 1556: "Omnes clerici ad Venerem magis quam ad Christum inclinant." 
 
{197} But Dr. Bonifacius Amerbach, the chief heir, sent Glarean a silver cup of Erasmus. See the 
Inventarium uber die Hinterlassenschaft des Erasmus vom 22 Juli, 1536, p. 13. This curious 
document of nineteen pages was published in 1889 by Dr. Ludwig Sieber, librarian of the 
University of Basel. He also published Das Testament des Erasmus vom 22 Jan. 1527, Basel, 
1890. 
 
{198} The most important is his Dodekachordon (Basel, 1547), which makes an epoch in the 
history of music. "His theory of the twelve church modes as parallel to the ancient Greek modes, 
will assure for Glareanus a lasting place among writers on the science of music," (Glover’s 



Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1889, vol. I. 598.) Music was to him a sacred art. His 
editions of Greek and Latin classics with critical notes, especially on Livy, are esteemed and used 
by modern philologists. Fritzsche gives a full account of his works, pp. 83-127. 
 
{199} His name was left out of the Indexes of the sixteenth century after that of 1559, but 
strangely reappears again in the Index Matriti, 1667, p. 485. Fritzsche, p. 74. 
 
{200} In 1850 the Protestant population of Glarus numbered 26,281; the Catholic, 8,982. In 1888 
the proportion was 25,935 to 7,790. See Fritzsche, p. 53.  



34. The Reformation in St. Gall, Toggenburg, and Appenzell. Watt and 
Kessler. 
 
The sources and literature in the City Library of St. Gall which bears the name of Vadian (Watt) 
and contains his MSS. and printed works. 
 
I. The historical works of Vadianus, especially his Chronicle of the Abbots of St. Gall from 1200-
1540, and his Diary from 1629-’33, edited by Dr. E. Goetzinger, St. Gallen, 1875-’79, 3 vols.—
Joachimi Vadiani Vita per Joannem Kesslerum conscripta. Edited from the MS. by Dr. 
Goetzinger for the Historical Society of St. Gall, 1865.—Johannes Kessler’s Sabbata. Chronik 
der Jahre 1523-1539. Herausgegeben von Dr. Ernst Goetzinger. St. Gallen, 1866. In 
"Mittheilungen zur vaterlandischen Geschichte" of the Historical Society of St. Gall, vols. V. and 
VI. The MS. of 532 pages, written in the Swiss dialect by Kessler’s own hand, is preserved in the 
Vadian library. 
 
II. J. V. Arx (Rom. Cath., d. 1833): Geschichte des Kant. St. Gallen. St. Gallen, 1810-’13, 3 
vols.—J. M. Fels: Denkmal Schweizerischer Reformatoren. St. Gallen, 1819.—Joh. Fr. Franz: 
Die schwarmerischen Graulscenen der St. Galler Wiedertautfer zu Anfang der Reformation. 
Ebnat in Toggenberg, 1824.—Joh. Jakob Bernet: Johann Kessler, genannt Ahenarius, Burger und 
Reformator zu Sankt Gallen. St. Gallen, 1826.—K. Wegelin: Geschichte der Grafschaft 
Toggenburg. St. Gallen, 1830-’33, 2 Parts.—Fr. Weidmann: Geschichte der Stiftsbibliothek St. 
Gallens. 1841.—A. Naf: Chronik oder Denkwurdigkeiten der Stadt und Landschaft St. Gallen. 
Zurich, 1851.—J. K. Buchler: Die Reformation im Lande Appenzell. Trogen, 1860. In the 
"Appenzellische Jahrbucher."—G. Jak. Baumgartner: Geschichte des Schweizerischen 
Freistaates und Kantons St. Gallen. Zurich, 1868, 2 vols.—H. G. Sulzberger: Geschichte der 
Reformation in Toggenburg; in St. Gallen; im Rheinthal; in den eidgenossischen Herrschaften 
Sargans und Gaster, sowie in Rapperschwil; in Hohensax-Forsteck; in Appenzell. Several 
pamphlets reprinted from the "Appenzeller Sonntagablatt," 1872 sqq. 
 
III. Theod. Pressel: Joachim Vadian. In the ninth volume of the "Leben und ausgewahlte 
Schriften der Vater und Begrunder der reformirten Kirche." Elberfeld, 1861 (pp. 103).—Rud. 
Stahelin: Die reformatorische Wirksamkeit des St. Galler Humanisten Vadian, in "Beitrage zur 
vaterlandischen Geschichte," Basel, 1882, pp. 193-262; and his art. "Watt" in Herzog,  {2} XVI. 
1885, pp. 663-668. Comp. alsoMeyer von Knonau, "St. Gallen," In Herzog,  {2} IV. 725-735. 
 
The Reformation in the northeastern parts of Switzerland—St. Gall, Toggenburg, Schaffhausen, 
Appenzell, Thurgau, Aargau—followed the course of Zurich, Berne, and Basel. It is a variation of 
the same theme, on the one hand, in its negative aspects: the destruction of the papal and 
episcopal authority, the abolition of the mass and superstitious rites and ceremonies, the breaking 
of images and relics as symbols of idolatry, the dissolution of convents and confiscation of 
Church property, the marriage of priests, monks, and nuns; on the other hand, in its positive 
aspects: the introduction of a simpler and more spiritual worship with abundant preaching and 
instruction from the open Bible in the vernacular, the restoration of the holy communion under 
both kinds, as celebrated by the congregation, the direct approach to Christ without priestly 
mediation, the raising of the laity to the privileges of the general priesthood of believers, care for 
lower and higher education. These changes were made by the civil magistracy, which assumed 
the episcopal authority and function, but acted on the initiative of the clergy and with the consent 
of the majority of the people, which in democratic Switzerland was after all the sovereign power. 
An Antistes was placed at the head of the ministers as a sort of bishop or general superintendent. 



Synods attended to legislation and administration. The congregations called and supported their 
own pastors. 
 
St. Gall—so-called from St. Gallus (Gilian), an Irish missionary and pupil of Columban, who 
with several hermits settled in the wild forest on the Steinach about 613—was a centre of 
Christianization and civilization in Alemannia and Eastern Switzerland. A monastery was 
founded about 720 by St. Othmar and became a royal abbey exempt from episcopal jurisdiction, 
and very rich in revenues from landed possessions in Switzerland, Swabia, and Lombardy, as 
well as in manuscripts of classical and ecclesiastical learning. Church poetry, music, architecture, 
sculpture, and painting flourished there in the ninth and tenth centuries. Notker Balbulus, a monk 
of St. Gall (d. c. 912), is the author of the sequences or hymns in rhythmical prose (prosae), and 
credited with the mournful meditation on death ("Media vita in morte sumus"), which is still in 
use, but of later and uncertain origin. With the increasing wealth of the abbey the discipline 
declined and worldliness set in. The missionary and literary zeal died out. The bishop of 
Constance was jealous of the independence and powers of the abbot. The city of St. Gall grew in 
prosperity and longed for emancipation from monastic control. The clergy needed as much 
reformation as the monks. Many of them lived in open concubinage, and few were able to make a 
sermon. The high festivals were profaned by scurrilous popular amusements. The sale of 
indulgences was carried on with impunity. 
 
The Reformation was introduced in the city and district of St. Gall by Joachim von Watt, a 
layman (1484-1551), and John Kessler, a minister (1502-1574). The co-operation of the laity and 
clergy is congenial to the spirit of Protestantism which emancipated the Church from hierarchical 
control. 
 
Joachim von Watt, better known by his Latin name Vadianus, excelled in his day as a humanist, 
poet, historian, physician, statesman, and reformer. He was descended from an old noble family, 
the son of a wealthy merchant, and studied the humanities in the University of Vienna (1502), 
{201} which was then at the height of its prosperity under the teaching of Celtes and Cuspinian, 
two famous humanists and Latin poets. He acquired also a good knowledge of philosophy, 
theology, law, and medicine. After travelling through Poland, Hungary, and Italy, he returned to 
Vienna and taught classical literature and rhetoric. He was crowned poet and orator by 
Maximilian (March 12, 1514), and elected rector of the University in 1516. He published several 
classical authors and Latin poems, orations, and essays. He stood in friendly correspondence with 
Reuchlin, Hutten, Hesse, Erasmus, and other leaders of the new learning, and especially also with 
Zwingli. {202} 
 
In 1518 Watt returned to St. Gall and practised as physician till his death, but took at the same 
time an active part in all public affairs of Church and State. He was repeatedly elected 
burgomaster. He was a faithful co-worker of Zwingli in the cause of reform. Zwingli called him 
"a physician of body and soul of the city of St. Gall and the whole confederacy," and said, "I 
know no Swiss that equals him." Calvin and Beza recognized in him "a man of rare piety and 
equally rare learning." He called evangelical ministers and teachers to St. Gall. He took a leading 
part in the religious disputations at Zurich (1523-1525), and presided over the disputation at 
Berne (1528). 
 
St. Gall was the first city to follow the example of Zurich under his lead. The images were 
removed from the churches and publicly burnt in 1526 and 1528; only the organ and the bones of 
St. Othmar (the first abbot) and Notker were saved. An evangelical church order was introduced 
in 1527. At the same time the Anabaptists endangered the Reformation by strange excesses of 



fanaticism. Watt had no serious objection to their doctrines, and was a friend and brother-in-law 
of Grebel, their leader, but he opposed them in the interest of peace and order. 
 
The death of the abbot, March 21, 1529, furnished the desired opportunity, at the advice of Zurich 
and Zwingli, to abolish the abbey and to confiscate its rich domain, with the consent of the 
majority of the citizens, but in utter disregard of legal rights. This was a great mistake, and an act 
of injustice. 
 
The disaster of Cappel produced a reaction, and a portion of the canton returned to the old church. 
A new abbot was elected, Diethelm Blaurer; he demanded the property of the convent and sixty 
thousand guilders damages for what had been destroyed and sold. The city had to yield. He held a 
solemn entry. He attended the last session of the Council of Trent and took a leading part in the 
counter-Reformation. 
 
Watt showed, during this critical period, courage and moderation. He retained the confidence of 
his fellow-citizens, who elected him nine times to the highest civil office. He did what he could, 
in co-operation with Kessler and Bullinger, to save and consolidate the Reformed Church during 
the remaining years of his life. He was a portly, handsome, and dignified man, and wrote a 
number of geographical, historical, and theological works. {203} 
 
John Kessler (Chessellius or Ahenarius), the son of a day-laborer of St. Gall, studied theology at 
Basel, and Wittenberg. He was one of the two students who had an interesting interview with Dr. 
Luther in the hotel of the Black Bear at Jena in March, 1522, on his return as Knight George from 
the Wartburg. {204} It was the only friendly meeting of Luther with the Swiss. Had he shown the 
same kindly feeling to Zwingli at Marburg, the cause of the Reformation would have been the 
gainer. 
 
Kessler supported himself by the trade of a saddler, and preached in the city and surrounding 
villages. He was also chief teacher of the Latin school. In 1571, a year before his death, he was 
elected Antistes or head of the clergy of St. Gall. He had a wife and eleven children, nine of 
whom survived him. He was a pure, amiable, unselfish, and useful man and promoter of 
evangelical religion. His portrait in oil adorns the City Library of St. Gall. 
 
The county of Toggenburg, the home of Zwingli, was subject to the abbot of St. Gall since 1468, 
but gladly received the Reformed preachers under the influence of Zwingli, his relatives and 
friends. In 1524 the council of the community enjoined upon the ministers to teach nothing but 
what they could prove from the sacred Scriptures. The people resisted the interference of the 
abbot, the bishop of Constance, and the canton Schwyz. In 1528 the Reformation was generally 
introduced in the towns of the district. With the help of Zurich and Glarus, the Toggenburgers 
bought their freedom from the abbot of St. Gall for fifteen hundred guilders, in 1530; but were 
again subjected to his authority in 1536. The county was incorporated in the canton St. Gall in 
1803. The majority of the people are Protestants. 
 
The canton Appenzell received its first Protestant preachers—John Schurtanner of Teufen, John 
Dorig of Herisau, and Walter Klarer of Hundwil—from the neighboring St. Gall, through the 
influence of Watt. The Reformation was legally ratified by a majority vote of the people, Aug. 26, 
1523. The congregations emancipated themselves from the jurisdiction of the abbot of St. Gall, 
and elected their own pastors. The Anabaptist disturbances promoted the Roman-Catholic 
reaction. The population is nearly equally divided,—Innerrhoden, with the town of Appenzell, 
remained Catholic; Ausserrhoden, with Herisau, Trogen, and Gais, is Reformed, and more 
industrious and prosperous. 



 
The Reformation in Thurgau and Aargau presents no features of special interest. {205} 
 
{201} He arrived at Vienna in the autumn of 1502, shortly after Zwingli had left the University. 
See Stahelin, l. c., who refers for confirmation to Egli, Aschbach, and Horawitz. The usual 
opinion is that Vadian and Zwingli (and Glareanus) studied together and formed their friendship 
at Vienna. So also Pressel, l. c., p. 11. 
 
{202} His published correspondence with Zwingli begins with a letter from Vienna, April 9, 
1511, and embraces four letters of Vadian, and thirty-eight letters of Zwingli, in Zwingli’s Opera, 
vols. VII. and VIII. 
 
{203} Pressel, pp. 100-103, gives the titles of twenty-seven of his writings, mostly Latin, 
published between 1510 and 1548. 
 
{204} Reported by him in the Swiss dialect with charming naivete in Sabbata, pp. 145-151: "Wie 
mir M. Luther uff der strass [Reise] gen Wittenberg begegnet ist." Kessler’s companion was John 
Spengler. See an account of the interview, in vol. VI. p. 385. 
 
{205} Comp. Oelhafen, Chronik der Stadt Aarau, 1840; Sulzberger, Reformation im Kanton 
Aargau, 1881; Pupikofer, Geschichte des Thurgau’s, 1828-’30, 2 vols.; second ed. 1889-’90; 
Sulzberger, Die Reformation im Kanton Thurgau, 1872.  



35. Reformation in Schaffhausen. Hofmeister. 
 
Melchior Kirchofer: Schaffhauserische Jahrbucher von 1519-1539, oder Geschichte der 
Reformation der Stadt und Landschaft Schaffhausen. Schaffhausen, 1819; 2d ed. Frauenfeld, 
1838 (pp. 152). By, the same: Sebastian Wagner, genannt Hofmeister. Zurich, 1808.—Edw. Im-
Thurm und Hans W. Harder: Chronik der Stadt Schaffhausen (till 1790). Schaffhausen, 1844.—
H. G. Sulzberger: Geschichte der Reformation des Kant. Schaffhausen. Schaffhausen, 1876 (pp. 
47). 
 
Schaffhausen on the Rhine and the borders of Wurttemberg and Baden followed the example of 
the neighboring canton Zurich, under the lead of Sebastian Hofmeister (1476-1533), a Franciscan 
monk and doctor and professor of theology at Constance, where the bishop resided. He addressed 
Zwingli, in 1520, as "the firm preacher of the truth," and wished to become his helper in healing 
the diseases of the Church of Switzerland. {206} He preached in his native city of Schaffhausen 
against the errors and abuses of Rome, and attended as delegate the religious disputations at 
Zurich (January and October, 1523), which resulted in favor of the Reformation. 
 
He was aided by Sebastian Meyer, a Franciscan brother who came from Berne, and by Ritter, a 
priest who had formerly opposed him. 
 
The Anabaptists appeared from Zurich with their radical views. The community was thrown into 
disorder. The magistracy held Hofmeister and Myer responsible, and banished them from the 
canton. A reaction followed, but the Reformation triumphed in 1529. The villages followed the 
city. Some noble families remained true to the old faith, and emigrated. 
 
Schaffhausen was favored by a succession of able and devoted ministers, and gave birth to some 
distinguished historians. {207} 
 
{206} Hofmeister’s letters in Zwingli’s Opera, VII. 146, 289; II. 166, 348. He subscribes himself 
Sebastianus Oeconomus seu Hofmeister. His last letter is dated from Zofingen (1529), and very 
severe against Luther’s writings on the sacramental controversy. 
 
{207} Johannes von Muller, called the German Tacitus (1752-1809); Melchior Kirchhofer (1775-
1853), who wrote valuable biographies of the minor Reformers (Hofmeister, Haller, Myconius, 
and Farel), and the fifth volume of Wirz’s Helvetische Kirchengeschichte; and Friedrich von 
Hurter (1787-1865), the author of the best history of Pope Innocent III. (1834-’42, 4 vols.). Hurter 
was formerly Antistes of the Reformed Church of Schaffhausen, but became (partly by the study 
of the palmy period of the mediaeval hierarchy) a Roman Catholic in 1844, and was appointed 
imperial counsellor and historiographer of Austria, 1845.  



36. The Grisons (Graubunden). 
 
Colonel Landammann Theofil Sprecher a Bernegg at Maienfeld, Graubunden, has a complete 
library of the history of the Grisons, including some of the manuscripts of Campell and 
Deuteronomy Porta. I was permitted to use it for this and the following two sections under his 
hospitable roof in June, 1890. I have also examined the Kantons-Bibliothek of Graubunden in the 
"Raetische Museum" at Coire, which is rich in the (Romanic) literature of the Grisons. 
 
I. Ulrici Campelli Raetiae Alpestris Topographica Descriptio, edited by Chr. J. Kind, Basel 
(Schneider), 1884, pp. 448, and Historia Raetica, edited by Plac. Plattner, Basel, tom. I., 1877, 
pp. 724, and tom. II., 1890, pp. 781. These two works form vols. VII., VIII., and IX. of Quellen 
zur Schweizer-Geschichte, published by the General Historical Society of Switzerland. They are 
the foundation for the topography and history of the Grisons in the sixteenth century. Campell 
was Reformed pastor at Sus in the Lower Engadin, and is called "the father of the historians of 
Ratia." Deuteronomy Porta says that all historians of Ratia have ploughed with his team. An 
abridged German translation from the Latin manuscripts was published by Conradin von Mohr: 
Ulr. Campell’s Zwei Bucher ratischer Geschichte, Chur (Hitz), 1849 and 1851, 2 vols., pp. 236 
and 566. 
 
R. Ambrosius Eichhorn (Presbyter Congregationis S. Blasii, in the Black Forest): Episcopatus 
Curiensis in Rhaetia sub metropoli Moguntina chronologice et diplomatice illustratus. Typis 
San-Blasianis, 1797 (pp. 368, 40). To which is added Codex Probationum ad Episcopatum 
Curiensem ex proecipuis documentis omnibus ferme ineditis collectus, 204 pp. The Reformation 
period is described pp. 139 sqq. Eichhorn was a Roman Catholic priest, and gives the documents 
relating to the episcopal see of Coire from A. D. 766-1787. On "Zwinglianisms in Raetia," see pp. 
142, 146, 248. (I examined a copy in the Episcopal Library at Coire.) 
 
II General works on the history of the Grisons by Joh. Guler (d. 1637), Fortunatus Sprecher a 
Bernegg (d. 1647), Fortunatus Juvalta (d. 1654). Th. Von Mohr and Conradin Von Mohr (or 
Moor): Archiv fur die Geschichte der Republik Graubunden. Chur, 1848-’86. 9 vols. A collection 
of historical works on Graubunden, including the Codex diplomaticus, Sammlung der Urkunden 
zur Geschichte Chur-Rhatiens und der Republik Graubunden. The Codex was continued by 
Jecklin, 1883-’86. Conradin Von Moor: Bundnerische Geschichtschreiber und Chronisten. Chur, 
1862-277. 10 parts. By the same: Geschichte von Curratien und der Republ. Graubunden. Chur, 
1869.—Joh. Andr. von Sprecher: Geschichte der Republik der drei Bunde im 18ten Jahrh. Chur, 
1873-’75.2 vols.—A good popular summary: Graubundnerische Geschichten erzahlt fur die 
reformirten Volksschulen (by P. Kaiser). Chur, 1852 (pp. 281). Also J. K. von Tscharner: Der 
Kanton Graubunden, historisch, statistisch, geographisch dargestellt. Chur, 1842. 
 
The Reformation literature see in 37. 
 
III. On the history of Valtellina, Chiavenna, and Bormio, which until 1797 were under the 
jurisdiction of the Grisons, the chief writers are: — 
 
Fr. Sav. Quadrio: Dissertazioni critico-storiche intorno alla Rezia di qua dalle Alpi, oggi detta 
Valtellina. Milano, 1755. 2 vols., especially the second vol., which treats la storia 
ecclesiastica.—Ulysses Von Salis: StaatsGesch. des Thals Veltlin und der Graftschaften Clefen 
und Worms. 1792. 4 vols.—Lavizari: Storia della Valtellina. Capolago, 1838. 2 vols. Romegialli: 



Storia della Valtellina e delle gia  contee di Bormio e Chiavenna. Sondrio, 1834-’39. 4 vols.—
Wiezel: Veltliner Krieg, edited by Hartmann. Strassburg, 1887. 
 
The canton of the Grisons or Graubunden {208} was at the time of the Reformation an 
independent democratic republic in friendly alliance with the Swiss Confederacy, and continued 
independent till 1803, when it was incorporated as a canton. Its history had little influence upon 
other countries, but reflects the larger conflicts of Switzerland with some original features. 
Among these are the Romanic and Italian conquests of Protestantism, and the early recognition of 
the principle of religious liberty. Each congregation was allowed to choose between the two 
contending churches according to the will of the majority, and thus civil and religious war was 
prevented, at least during the sixteenth century. {209} 
 
Graubunden is, in nature as well as in history, a Switzerland in miniature. It is situated in the 
extreme south-east of the republic, between Austria and Italy, and covers the principal part of the 
old Roman province of Ratia. {210} It forms a wall between the north and the south, and yet 
combines both with a network of mountains and valleys from the regions of the eternal snow to 
the sunny plains of the vine, the fig, and the lemon. In territorial extent it is the largest canton, 
and equal to any in variety and beauty of scenery and healthy climate. It is the fatherland of the 
Rhine and the Inn. The Engadin is the highest inhabited valley of Switzerland, and unsurpassed 
for a combination of attractions for admirers of nature and seekers of health. It boasts of the 
healthiest climate with nine months of dry, bracing cold and three months of delightfully cool 
weather. 
 
The inhabitants are descended from three nationalities, speak three languages,—German, Italian, 
and Romansh (Romanic), —and preserve many peculiarities of earlier ages. The German 
language prevails in Coire, along the Rhine, and in the Prattigau, and is purer than in the other 
cantons. The Italian is spoken to the south of the Alps in the valleys of Poschiavo and Bregaglia 
(as also in the neighboring canton Ticino). The Romansh language is a remarkable relic of 
prehistoric times, an independent sister of the Italian, and is spoken in the Upper and Lower 
Engadin, the Munster valley, and the Oberland. It has a considerable literature, mostly religious, 
which attracts the attention of comparative philologists. {211} 
 
The Grisonians (Graubundtner) are a sober, industrious, and heroic race, and have maintained 
their independence against the armies of Spain, Austria, and France. They have a natural need and 
inclination to emigrate to richer countries in pursuit of fortune, and to return again to their 
mountain homes. They are found in all the capitals of Europe and America as merchants, hotel 
keepers, confectioners, teachers, and soldiers. 
 
The institutions of the canton are thoroughly democratic and exemplify the good and evil effects 
of popular sovereignty. {212} "Next to God and the sun," says an old Engadin proverb, "the 
poorest inhabitant is the chief magistrate." There are indeed to this day in the Grisons many noble 
families, descended in part from mediaeval robber-chiefs and despots whose ruined castles still 
look down from rocks and cliffs, and in greater part from distinguished officers and diplomatists 
in foreign service; but they have no more influence than their personal merits and prestige 
warrant. In official relations and transactions the titles of nobility are forbidden. {213} 
 
Let us briefly survey the secular history before we proceed to the Reformation. 
 
The Grisons were formed of three loosely connected confederacies or leagues, that is, voluntary 
associations of freemen, who, during the fifteenth century, after the example of their Swiss 
neighbors, associated for mutual protection and defence against domestic and foreign tyrants. 



{214} These three leagues united in 1471 at Vatzerol in an eternal covenant, which was renewed 
in 1524, promising to each other by an oath mutual assistance in peace and war. The three 
confederacies sent delegates to the Diet which met alternately at Coire, Ilanz, and Davos. 
 
At the close of the fifteenth century two leagues of the Grisons entered into a defensive alliance 
with the seven old cantons of Switzerland. The third league followed the example. {215} 
 
In the beginning of the sixteenth century the Grisonians acquired by conquest from the duchy of 
Milan several beautiful and fertile districts south of the Alps adjoining the Milanese and Venetian 
territories, namely, the Valtellina and the counties of Bormio (Worms) and Chiavenna (Cleven), 
and annexed them as dependencies ruled by bailiffs. It would have been wiser to have received 
them as a fourth league with equal rights and privileges. These Italian possessions involved the 
Grisons in the conflict between Austria and Spain on the one hand, which desired to keep them an 
open pass, and between France and Venice on the other, which wanted them closed against their 
political rivals. Hence the Valtellina has been called the Helena of a new Trojan War. 
Graubunden was invaded during the Thirty Years’ War by Austro-Spanish and French armies. 
After varied fortunes, the Italian provinces were lost to Graubunden through Napoleon, who, by a 
stroke of the pen, Oct. 10, 1797, annexed the Valtellina, Bormio, and Chiavenna to the new 
Cisalpine Republic. The Congress of Vienna transferred them to Austria in 1814, and since 1859 
they belong to the united Kingdom of Italy. 
 
{208} Respublica Grisonum; I Grigioni; Les Grisons. 
 
{209} The Grisons are ignored or neglected in general Church histories. Even Hagenbach, who 
was a Swiss, devotes less than two pages to them (Geschichte der Reformation, p. 366, 5th ed. by 
Nippold, 1887). A fuller account (the only good one in English) is given by Dr. McCrie, a Scotch 
Presbyterian, in his History of the Reformation in Italy, ch. VI. The increasing travel of English 
and American tourists to that country, especially to the Engadin, gives wider interest to its 
history, and may justify the space here given to it. 
 
{210} Raetia or Rhaetia, a net, is derived from Rhaetus, the mythical chief of the oldest 
immigrants from Etruria, or from the Celtic rhin, Rhine, river, and survives in the names Realta, 
Rhazuns, and Reambs, i.e. Raetia alta, una, and ampla. It was conquered under Augustus by 
Drusus, 14 B. C., and ruled by a governor at Coire or Curia Rhaetorum till c. 400. The ivy-clad 
tower of the episcopal palace of Coire is of Roman origin, and is called Marsoel, i.e. Mars in 
oculis. 
 
{211} The Romansh language (to distinguish it from other Romanic languages) has two dialects, 
the Ladin of the Engadin, the Albula, and Munster valleys, and the Romansh of the Oberland, 
Ilanz, Disentis, Oberhalbstein, etc. It is spoken by about 37,000 inhabitants. The whole 
population of the canton in 1890 was 94,879,—53,168 Protestants and 41,711 Roman Catholics. 
The largest number of Romansh books is in the Cantonal Library at Coire, and the Bohmer 
collection in the University Library of Strassburg. Colonel von Sprecher at Maienfeld also has 
about four hundred volumes. 
 
{212} "In no nation, ancient or modern," says Dr. McCrie (p. 293), "have the principles of 
democracy been carried to such extent as in the Grison Republic." 
 
{213} The best known and most respectable noble families are the Salis (one of them a 
distinguished lyric poet), Planta, Bavier, Sprecher, Albertini, Tscharner, Juvalta, Mohr, Buol. See 
Sammlung rhatischer Geschlechter. Chur, 1847. 



 
{214} The three confederacies or Bunde (whence the canton has its name Graubunden) are:— 
 
1. The Gotteshausbund (Lia de Ca De), the League of the House of God. It dates from 1396, and 
had its centre since 1419 at Coire, the capital of the canton. 
 
2. The Obere Bund or Graue Bund (Lia Grischa), the Gray League (hence the term Graue, 
Grisons, Grays). It was founded under an elm tree at Truns in 1424, and gathered around the 
abbey of Disentis. 
 
3) The Zehngerichtenbund (Lia dellas desch dretturas), the League of the Ten Jurisdictions. It 
originated in 1436 at Davos and in the valley of Prattigau. 
 
After the middle of the fifteenth century these leagues appear in the documents under the name of 
the Gemeine drei Bunde or Freistaat der drei Bunde in Hohenrhatien. A modern historian says: 
"Frei und selbstherrlich sind viele Volker geworden, aber wenige auf so rechtliche und ruhige 
Weise als das Bundner Volk." See the documents in Tschudi, I. 593; II. 153; and compare Muller, 
Schweizergeschichte, III. 283, 394, and Bluntschli, Geschichte des schweizerischen Bundesrechts, 
I. 196 sqq. (2d ed. Stuttgart, 1875). 
 
{215} The alliance was formed with the two older leagues separately in 1497 and 1498. The 
league of the Ten Jurisdictions was not admitted by the seven cantons because the house of 
Austria had possessions there; but in 1590 it concluded an eternal agreement with Zurich and 
Glarus, in 1600 with Wallis, and in 1602 with Bern. See Bluntschli, l. c. I. 198 sq. and the 
documents from the Archives of Zurich in vol. II. 99-107.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER V. 
 
THE CIVIL WAR BETWEEN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC 
 
AND REFORMED CANTONS. 
 
See the works of Escher, Oechsli, and Fenner, quoted on p. 19; Morikofer, Zwingli, II. 346-452; 
and Bluntschli, Geschichte des schweizerischen Bundesrechtes von den ewigen Bunden bis auf 
die Gegenwart. Stuttgart. 2d ed. 1875, 2 vols. 
 

42. The First War of Cappel. 1529. 
 
The year 1530 marks the height of the Zwinglian Reformation. It was firmly established in the 
leading cities and cantons of Zurich, Bern, and Basel. It had gained a strong majority of the 
people in Northern and Eastern Switzerland, and in the Grisons. It had fair prospects of ultimate 
success in the whole confederacy, when its further progress was suddenly arrested by the 
catastrophe of Cappel and the death of Zwingli. 
 
The two parties had no conception of toleration (except in Glarus and the Grisons), but aimed at 
supremacy and excluded each other wherever they had the power. They came into open conflict 
in the common territories or free bailiwicks, by the forcible attempts made there to introduce the 
new religion, or to prevent its introduction. The Protestants, under the lead of Zwingli, were the 
aggressors, especially in the confiscation of the rich abbey of St. Gall. They had in their favor the 
right of progress and the majority of the population. But the Roman Catholics had on their side 
the tradition of the past, the letter of the law, and a majority of Cantons and of votes in the Diet, 
in which the people were not directly represented. They strictly prohibited Protestant preaching 
within their own jurisdiction, and even began bloody persecution. Jacob Kaiser (or Schlosser), a 
Zurich minister, was seized on a preaching expedition, and publicly burnt at the stake in the town 
of Schwyz (May, 1529). {255} His martyrdom was the signal of war. The Protestants feared, not 
without good reason, that this case was the beginning of a general persecution. 
 
With the religious question was closely connected the political and social question of the foreign 
military service, {256} which Zwingli consistently opposed in the interest of patriotism, and 
which the Roman Catholics defended in the interest of wealth and fame. This was a very serious 
matter, as may be estimated from the fact that, according to a statement of the French 
ambassador, his king had sent, from 1512 to 1531, no less than 1,133,547 gold crowns to 
Switzerland, a sum equal to four times the amount at present valuation. The pensions were the 
Judas price paid by foreign sovereigns to influential Swiss for treason to their country. In his 
opposition to this abuse, Zwingli was undoubtedly right, and his view ultimately succeeded, 
though long after his death. {257} 
 
Both parties organized for war, which broke out in 1529, and ended in a disastrous defeat of the 
Protestants in 1531. Sixteen years later, the Lutheran princes suffered a similar defeat in the 
Smalcaldian War against the Emperor (1547). The five Forest Cantons—Uri, Schwyz, 
Unterwalden, Luzern, and Zug—formed a defensive and offensive league (November, 1528; the 
preparations began in 1527), and even entered, first secretly, then openly, into an alliance with 
Ferdinand Duke of Austria and King of Bohemia and Hungary (April, 1529). This alliance with 



the old hereditary enemy of Switzerland, whom their ancestors had defeated in glorious battles, 
was treasonable and a step towards the split of the confederacy in two hostile camps (which was 
repeated in 1846). King Ferdinand had a political and religious interest in the division of 
Switzerland and fostered it. Freiburg, Wallis, and Solothurn sided with the Catholic Cantons, and 
promised aid in case of war. The Protestant Cantons, led by Zurich (which made the first step in 
this direction) formed a Protestant league under the name of the Christian co-burghery 
(Burgrecht) with the cities of Constance (Dec. 25, 1527), Biel and Muhlhausen (1529), and 
Strassburg (Jan. 9, 1530). {258} 
 
Zwingli, provoked by the burning of Kaiser, and seeing the war clouds gathering all around, 
favored prompt action, which usually secures a great advantage in critical moments. He believed 
in the necessity of war; while Luther put his sole trust in the Word of God, although he stirred up 
the passions of war by his writings, and had himself the martyr’s courage to go to the stake. 
Zwingli was a free republican; while Luther was a loyal monarchist. He belonged to the 
Cromwellian type of men who "trust in God and keep their powder dry." In him the reformer, the 
statesman, and the patriot were one. He appealed to the examples of Joshua and Gideon, 
forgetting the difference between the Old and the New dispensation. "Let us be firm," he wrote to 
his peace-loving friends in Bern (May 30, 1529), "and fear not to take up arms. This peace, which 
some desire so much, is not peace, but war; while the war that we call for, is not war, but peace. 
We thirst for no man’s blood, but we will cut the nerves of the oligarchy. If we shun it, the truth 
of the gospel and the ministers’ lives will never be secure among us." {259} 
 
Zurich was first ready for the conflict and sent four thousand well-equipped soldiers to Cappel, a 
village with a Cistercian convent, in the territory of Zurich on the frontier of the Canton Zug. 
{260} Smaller detachments were located at Bremgarten, and on the frontier of Schwyz, Basel, St. 
Gall. Muhlhausen furnished auxiliary troops. Bern sent five thousand men, but with orders to act 
only in self-defence. 
 
Zwingli accompanied the main force to Cappel. "When my brethren expose their lives," he said to 
the burgomaster, who wished to keep him back, "I will not remain quiet at home. The army 
requires a watchful eye." He put the halberd which he had worn as chaplain at Marignano, over 
his shoulder, and mounted his horse, ready to conquer or to die for God and the fatherland. {261} 
 
He prepared excellent instructions for the soldiers, and a plan of a campaign that should be short, 
sharp, decisive, and, if possible, unbloody. 
 
Zurich declared war June 9, 1529. But before the forces crossed the frontier of the Forest 
Cantons, Landammann Aebli of Glarus, where the Catholics and Protestants worship in one 
church, appeared from a visit to the hostile army as peacemaker, and prevented a bloody 
collision. He was a friend of Zwingli, an enemy of the mercenary service, and generally esteemed 
as a true patriot. With tears in his eyes, says Bullinger, he entreated the Zurichers to put off the 
attack even for a few hours, in the hope of bringing about an honorable peace. "Dear lords of 
Zuerich, for God’s sake, prevent the division and destruction of the confederacy." Zwingli 
opposed him, and said: "My dear friend, {262} you will answer to God for this counsel. As long 
as the enemies are in our power, they use good words; but as soon as they are well prepared, they 
will not spare us." He foresaw what actually happened after his death. Aebli replied: "I trust in 
God that all will go well. Let each of us do his best." And he departed. 
 
Zwingli himself was not unwilling to make peace, but only on four conditions which he sent a 
day after Aebli’s appeal, in a memorandum to the Council of Zurich (June 11): (1) That the Word 
of God be preached freely in the entire confederacy, but that no one be forced to abolish the mass, 



the images, and other ceremonies which will fall of themselves under the influence of scriptural 
preaching; (2) that all foreign military pensions be abolished; (3) that the originators and the 
dispensers of foreign pensions be punished while the armies are still in the field; (4) that the 
Forest Cantons pay the cost of war preparations, and that Schwyz pay one thousand guilders for 
the support of the orphans of Kaiser (Schlosser) who had recently been burnt there as a heretic. 
 
An admirable discipline prevailed in the camp of Zurich, that reminds one of the Puritan army of 
Cromwell. Zwingli or one of his colleagues preached daily; prayers were offered before each 
meal; psalms, hymns, and national songs resounded in the tents; no oath was heard; gambling and 
swearing were prohibited, and disreputable women excluded; the only exercises were wrestling, 
casting stones, and military drill. There can be little doubt that if the Zurichers had made a timely 
attack upon the Catholics and carried out the plan of Zwingli, they would have gained a complete 
victory and dictated the terms of peace. How long the peace would have lasted is a different 
question; for behind the Forest Cantons stood Austria, which might at any time have changed the 
situation. 
 
But counsels of peace prevailed. Bern was opposed to the offensive, and declared that if the 
Zurichers began the attack, they should be left to finish it alone. The Zurichers themselves were 
divided, and their military leaders (Berger and Escher) inclined to peace. 
 
The Catholics, being assured that they need not fear an attack from Bern, mustered courage and 
were enforced by troops from Wallis and the Italian bailiwicks. They now numbered nearly 
twelve thousand armed men. 
 
The hostile armies faced each other from Cappel and Baar, but hesitated to advance. Catholic 
guards would cross over the border to be taken prisoners by the Zurichers, who had an abundance 
of provision, and sent them back well fed and clothed. Or they would place a large bucket of milk 
on the border line and asked the Zurichers for bread, who supplied them richly; whereupon both 
parties peacefully enjoyed a common meal, and when one took a morsel on the enemy’s side, he 
was reminded not to cross the frontier. The soldiers remembered that they were Swiss 
confederates, and that many of them had fought side by side on foreign battlefields. {263} "We 
shall not fight," they said; ," and pray God that the storm may pass away without doing us any 
harm." Jacob Sturm, the burgomaster of Strassburg, who was present as a mediator, was struck 
with the manifestation of personal harmony and friendship in the midst of organized hostility. 
"You are a singular people," he said; "though disunited, you are united." 
 
{255} For the particulars of this case see Morikofer, II. 146 sqq., and Christoffel, I. 376 sq. 
 
{256} The Reislaufen, or running to war; reisig, in old German, means ready for war 
(kriegsrustig). 
 
{257} Christoffel, I. 382. Comp. 7, p. 24. 
 
{258} The documents of these leagues are given by Bullinger, Hottinger, and by Bluntschli, l. c. I. 
303-305, 318 sq.; II. 238-255. 
 
{259} "Quod hactenus ad vos scripsi, iterum atque iterum facio, ut constantes sitis, neque bellum 
metuatis. Nam ista pax, quam quidam tantopere urgent, bellum est, non pax; et bellum, cui nos 
instamus, pax est, non bellum. Non enim sitimus cujusquam sanguinem, neque etiam per 
tumultum hauriemus, sed in hoc sumus, ut oligarchiae nervi succidantur. Id nisi fiat, neque 



Evangelii veritas, neque illius ministri apud nos in tuto erunt. Nihil crudele cogitamus: sed 
quicquid agimus, amicum et paternum est." Opera, VIII. 294. 
 
{260} Cappel has become famous by the battle of 1531 and the death of Zwingli. It lies six miles 
from the town of Zug. The battlefield and the monument of Zwingli are about ten minutes’ walk 
from Cappel. The old church is well preserved, and has recently been repaired. See Annales 
Coenobii Capelloni per H. Bullingerum et P. Simlerum, in Simler’s (printed) Sammilung alter 
und neuer Urkunden (Zurich, 1760), II. 397; and Pestalozzi’s Bullinger, p. 20. 
 
{261} It is stated by Bullinger, and usually supposed, that he only went in the capacity of 
chaplain, like Konrad Schmid and Franz Zingg, who likewise preached in the army. The armor 
seems to indicate the warrior, as Hagenbach thinks (p. 405), but not necessarily. There is no 
evidence that Zwingli actually fought in any battle. A. Baur (Zwingli’s Theologie, II. 759) says 
that he went to war simply as patriot and chaplain, not as politician and captain. It is difficult, 
however, to separate these characters in him. The weapons of Zwingli—a harness, a helmet, and a 
sword—were kept in the arsenal at Luzern till 1848 in the Sonderbundskrieg, when they were 
carried to Zurich. 
 
{262} They addressed each other "Gevatter," "gossip," which denotes a baptismal relationship. 
When Zwingli was pastor at Glarus, he stood sponsor to Aebli’s children in baptism. 
 
{263} Similar episodes of kindly intercourse occurred between the Confederate and Union 
soldiers during the civil war in the United States.  



43. The First Peace of Cappel. June, 1529. 
 
After several negotiations, a treaty of Peace was concluded June 25, 1529, between Zurich, Bern, 
Basel, St. Gall, and the cities of Muhlhausen and Biel on the one hand, and the five Catholic 
Cantons on the other. The deputies of Glarus, Solothurn, Schaffhausen, Appenzell, Graubunden, 
Sargans, Strassburg, and Constanz acted as mediators. 
 
The treaty was not all that Zwingli desired, especially as regards the abolition of the pensions and 
the punishment of the dispensers of pensions (wherein he was not supported by Bern), but upon 
the whole it was favorable to the cause of the Reformation. 
 
The first and most important of the Eighteen Articles of the treaty recognizes, for the first time in 
Europe, the principle of parity or legal equality of the Roman Catholic and Protestant 
Churches,—a principle which twenty-six years afterwards was recognized also in Germany (by 
the Augsburger Religionsfriede of 1555), but which was not finally settled there till after the 
bloody baptism of the Thirty Years’ War, in the Treaty of Westphalia (1648), against which the 
Pope of Rome still protests in vain. That article guarantees to the Reformed and Roman Catholic 
Cantons religious freedom in the form of mutual toleration, and to the common bailiwicks the 
right to decide by majority the question whether they would remain Catholics or become 
Protestants. {264} The treaty also provided for the payment of the expenses of the war by the five 
cantons, and for an indemnity to the family of the martyred Kaiser. The abolition of the foreign 
pensions was not demanded, but recommended to the Roman Catholic Cantons. The alliance with 
Austria was broken. The document which contained the treasonable treaty was cut to pieces by 
Aebli in the presence of Zwingli and the army of Zurich. {265} 
 
The Catholics returned to their homes discontented. The Zurichers had reason to be thankful; still 
more the Berners, who had triumphed with their policy of moderation. 
 
Zwingli wavered between hopes and fears for the future, but his trust was in God. He wrote (June 
30) to Conrad Som, minister at Ulm: "We have brought peace with us, which for us, I hope, is 
quite honorable; for we did not go forth to shed blood. {266} We have sent back our foes with a 
wet blanket. Their compact with Austria was cut to pieces before mine eyes in the camp by the 
Landammann of Glarus, June 26, at 11 A. M.... God has shown again to the mighty ones that they 
cannot prevail against him, and that we may gain victory without a stroke if we hold to him." 
{267} 
 
He gave vent to his conflicting feelings in a poem which he composed in the camp (during the 
peace negotiations), together with the music, and which became almost as popular in Switzerland 
as Luther’s contemporaneous, but more powerful and more famous "Ein feste Burg," is to this 
day in Germany. It breathes the same spirit of trust in God. {268} 
 
Do thou direct thy chariot, Lord, 
 
And guide it at thy will; 
 
Without thy aid our strength is vain, 
 
And useless all our skill. 
 



Look down upon thy saints brought low, 
 
And grant them victory o’er the foe. 
 
Beloved Pastor, who hast saved 
 
Our souls from death and sin, 
 
Uplift thy voice, awake thy sheep 
 
That slumbering lie within 
 
Thy fold, and curb with thy right hand 
 
The rage of Satan’s furious band. 
 
Send down thy peace, and banish strife, 
 
Let bitterness depart; 
 
Revive the spirit of the past 
 
In every Switzer’s heart: 
 
Then shalt thy church forever sing 
 
The praises of her heavenly King. {269} 
 
{264} The Swiss German text of the first Article of the first Landsfriede of Cappel is as follows 
(Bluntschli, II. 257): "Des ersten von wagen des Gottlichen worts, diewyl und nieman zum 
glouben bezwungen sol werden, das dann die funff ort und die iren, des selben ouch nitt 
genotiget. Aber die zugewandten und vogthien, wo man mitt einandern zu beherschen hat, 
belangend, wo die selben die mess abgestellt und die bilder verbrant oder abgethan, das die 
selben an-lib eer und gut, nitt gestraaft sollind werden. Wo aber die mess and ander ceremonien 
noch vorhanden, die sollend nitt gezwungen, ouch inen keine predicanten, so es nitt durch den 
meertheyl erkendt wirt, geschickt, uffgestellt oder gegaben werden, sunder was under inen den 
kylchgenossen die uff oder abzuthund, dessglychen mitt der Spys, die Gott nitt verbotten zu essen, 
gemeret wird, daby sol es biss uff der kylchgenossen gefallen blyben; und dhein teyl dem andern 
sinen glouben, weder smehen noch straafen." 
 
Bluntschli (a great authority in Swiss as well as international law) thus explains this article (I. 
324): "In ihm ist bereits das Princip der Paritat, d. h. der staatlichen Gleichberechtigung, beider 
christlichen Confessionenenthalten. Es ist anerkannt, dass kein Ort [Canton] den andern, dass 
auch die Eidgenossenscha ft nicht einzelne Orte zur Beibehaltung oder zur Abanderung ihres 
christlichen Glaubens zwingen durfe. Die katholischen Stande verzichteten somit hierin den 
reformirten gegenuber ausdrucklich auf die Festhaltung des alten Rechtes des Mittelalters, 
wornach jede energische Abweichung von dem katholischen Glauben als ein Verbrechen 
behandelt und der Krieg gegen die Ketzer als Pflicht angesehen ward. Sie erkannten das Princip 
der Glaubensfreiheit, welches von den Reformirten zuerst verkundigt worden war, nun den 
Reformirten Orten gegenuber an-nahmen es aber gleichzeitig auch fur sich selber in Anspruch. 
Und hin wieder gestanden die Reformirten Stande dieFolgerichtigkeit dieses Schlusses zu, und 



verzichteten darauf, die Orte zur Annahme der Reformation zu nothigen." Comp. the treaty of 
Ilanz, p. 139. 
 
{265} The treaty of peace is given by Bullinger, II. 185 sqq. and 212; by Escher and Hottinger, in 
the "Archiv fur schweizerische Geschichte und Landeskunde," Zurich, 1827, vol. I.; and by 
Bluntschli, l. c. II. 255-269 (Comp. I. 323-331). 
 
{266} "Denn wir uff blutvergiessen nit uszogen." 
 
{267} Opera, VIII. 310 sq. 
 
{268} Bullinger reports: "Dieses Lied wurde hernach weit und breit, auch an-der Fursten Hofen 
und in den Stadten von Musicis gesungen und geblasen." On the other poems of Zwingli, see 
above, p. 44 sq. 
 
{269} This is a free version of H. White (from Merle D’Aubigne), with some necessary changes. 
The original, in the Swiss German, was sung at the Zwingli festivals in 1884, and, with great 
effect, at the unveiling of the Zwingli statue in Zurich, August, 1885. It is as follows:- 
 
Herr, nun heb den Wagen selb! 
 
Schelb [schief] wird sust [sonst] 
 
All unser Fahrt. 
 
Das bracht Lust 
 
Der Widerpart, 
 
Die dick 
 
Veracht so freventlich. 
 
Gott, erhoch den Namen dyn 
 
In der Straf 
 
Der bosen Bock! 
 
Dyne Schaaf 
 
Wiedrum erweck, 
 
Die dich 
 
Lieb haben inniglich! 
 
Hilf, dass alle Bitterkeit 
 
Scheide feer [fern], 
 



Und alte TreuWiederkeer 
 
Unde werde neu: 
 
Dass wir 
 
Ewig tobsingen Dir.  



44. Between the Wars. Political Plains of Zwingli. 
 
The effect of the first Peace of Cappel was favorable to the cause of the Reformation. It had now 
full legal recognition, and made progress in the Cantons and in the common territories. But the 
peace did not last long. The progress emboldened the Protestants, and embittered the Catholics. 
 
The last two years of Zwingli were full of anxiety, but also full of important labors. He 
contemplated a political reconstruction of Switzerland, and a vast European league for the 
protection and promotion of Protestant interests. 
 
He attended the theological Colloquy at Marburg (Sept. 29 to Oct. 3, 1529) in the hope of 
bringing about an union with the German Lutherans against the common foe at Rome. But Luther 
refused his hand of fellowship, and would not tolerate a theory of the Lord’s Supper which he 
regarded as a dangerous heresy. {270} 
 
While at Marburg, Zwingli made the personal acquaintance of the Landgraf, Philip of Hesse, and 
the fugitive Duke Ulrich of Wurtemberg, who admired him, and sympathized with his theology as 
far as they understood it, but cared still more for their personal and political interests. He 
conceived with them the bold idea of a politico-ecclesiastical alliance of Protestant states and 
cities for the protection of religious liberty against the combined forces of the papacy and the 
empire which threatened that liberty. Charles V. had made peace with Clement VII., June 29, 
1529, and crossed the Alps in May, 1530, on his way to the Diet of Augsburg, offering to the 
Protestants bread with one hand, but concealing a stone in the other. Zwingli carried on a secret 
correspondence with Philip of Hesse from April 22, 1529, till Sept. 10, 1531. {271} He saw in the 
Roman empire the natural ally of the Roman papacy, and would not have lamented its overthrow. 
{272} Being a republican Swiss, he did not share in the loyal reverence of the monarchical 
Germans for their emperor. But all he could reasonably aim at was to curb the dangerous power 
of the emperor by strengthening the Protestant alliance. Further he did not go. {273} 
 
He tried to draw into this alliance the republic of Venice and the kingdom of France, but failed. 
These powers were jealous of the grasping ambition of the house of Habsburg, but had no 
sympathy with evangelical reform. Francis I. was persecuting the Protestants at that very time in 
his own country. 
 
It is dangerous to involve religion in entangling political alliances. Christ and the Apostles kept 
aloof from secular complications, and confined themselves to preaching the ethics of politics. 
Zwingli, with the best intentions, overstepped the line of his proper calling, and was doomed to 
bitter disappointment. Even Philip of Hesse, who pushed him into this net, grew cool, and joined 
the Lutheran League of Smalcald (1530), which would have nothing to do with the Protestants of 
Switzerland. 
 
{270} See vol. VI. 629-653. 
 
{271} See vol. VI. 633 sq., and Max Lenz, Zwingli und Landgraf Philipp, three articles in 
Brieger’s "Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte," 1879. 
 
{272} "Quid Germaniae cum Roma?" he wrote to Conrad Som of Ulm in 1529 (Opera, VIII. 
388). He reminded him of the German verse:— 
 



Papstthum und Kaiserthum 
 
Die sind beide von Rom. 
 
{273} "Von irgend einem Anschlag gegen den Kaiser," says Morikofer, II. 299, "war auch gar nie 
und von keiner Seite die Rede." Janssen, Geschichte des deutschen Volkes, III. 218 sq., unjustly 
charges Zwingli and Zurich with preaching open rebellion against the emperor, and attempting to 
replace him by the ambitious Landgraf of Hesse.  



45. Zwingli’s Last Theological Labors. His Confessions of Faith. 
 
During these fruitless political negotiations Zwingli never lost sight of his spiritual vocation. He 
preached and wrote incessantly; he helped the reform movement in every direction; he attended 
synods at Frauenfeld (May, 1530), at St. Gall (December, 1530), and Toggenburg (April, 1531); 
he promoted the organization and discipline of the Reformed churches, and developed great 
activity as an author. Some of his most important theological works—a commentary on the 
prophecies of Isaiah and Jeremiah, his treatise on Divine Providence, and two Confessions of 
Faith—belong to the last two years of his life. 
 
He embraced the opportunity offered by the Diet of Augsburg to send a printed Confession of 
Faith to Charles V., July 8, 1530. {274} But it was treated with contempt, and not even laid before 
the Diet. Dr. Eck wrote a hasty reply, and denounced Zwingli as a man who did his best to 
destroy religion in Switzerland, and to incite the people to rebellion. {275} The Lutherans were 
anxious to conciliate the emperor, and repudiated all contact with Zwinglians and Anabaptists. 
{276} 
 
A few months before his death (July, 1531) he wrote, at the request of his friend Maigret, the 
French ambassador at Zurich, a similar Confession addressed to King Francis I., to whom he had 
previously dedicated his "Commentary on the True and False Religion" (1524). {277} In this 
Confession he discusses some of the chief points of controversy,—God and his Worship, the 
Person of Christ, Purgatory, the Real Presence, the Virtue of the Sacraments, the Civil Power, 
Remission of Sin, Faith and Good Works, Eternal Life,—and added an Appendix on the 
Eucharist and the Mass. He explains apologetically and polemically his doctrinal position in 
distinction from the Romanists, Lutherans, and Anabaptists. He begins with God as the ultimate 
ground of faith and only object of worship, and closes with an exhortation to the king to give the 
gospel free course in his kingdom. In the section on Eternal Life he expresses more strongly than 
ever his confident hope of meeting in heaven not only the saints of the Old and the New 
Dispensation from Adam down to the Apostles, but also the good and true and noble men of all 
nations and generations. {278} 
 
This liberal extension of Christ’s kingdom and Christ’s salvation beyond the limits of the visible 
Church, although directly opposed to the traditional belief of the necessity of water baptism for 
salvation, was not altogether new. Justin Martyr, Origen, and other Greek fathers saw in the 
scattered truths of the heathen poets and philosophers the traces of the pre-Christian revelation of 
the Logos, and in the philosophy of the Greeks a schoolmaster to lead them to Christ. The 
humanists of the school of Erasmus recognized a secondary inspiration in the classical writings, 
and felt tempted to pray: "Sancte Socrates, ora pro nobis." Zwingli was a humanist, but he had no 
sympathy with Pelagianism. On the contrary, as we have shown previously, he traced salvation to 
God’s sovereign grace, which is independent of ordinary means, and he first made a clear 
distinction between the visible and the invisible Church. He did not intend, as he has been often 
misunderstood, to assert the possibility of salvation without Christ. "Let no one think," he wrote 
to Urbanus Rhegius (a preacher at Augsburg), "that I lower Christ; for whoever comes to God 
comes to him through Christ.... The word, ‘He who believeth not will be condemned,’ applies 
only to those who can hear the gospel, but not to children and heathen.... I openly confess that all 
infants are saved by Christ, since grace extends as far as sin. Whoever is born is saved by Christ 
from the curse of original sin. If he comes to the knowledge of the law and does the works of the 
law, {Romans 2:14,26} he gives evidence of his election. As Christians we have great advantages 
by the knowledge of the gospel." He refers to the case of Cornelius, who was pious before his 



baptism; and to the teaching of Paul, who made the circumcision of the heart, and not the 
circumcision of the flesh, the criterion of the true Israelite. {279} {Romans 2:28,29} 
 
The Confession to Francis I. was the last work of Zwingli. It was written three months before his 
death, and published five years later (1536) by Bullinger, who calls it his "swan song." The 
manuscript is preserved in the National Library of Paris, but it is doubtful whether the king of 
France ever saw it. Calvin dedicated to him his Institutes, with a most eloquent preface, but with 
no better success. Charles V. and Francis I. were as deaf to such appeals as the emperors of 
heathen Rome were to the Apologies of Justin Martyr and Tertullian. Had Francis listened to the 
Swiss Reformers, the history of France might have taken a different course. 
 
{274} Ratio Fidei, etc., printed in Opera, vol. IV. 3-18, and in Niemeyer’s Collectio 
Confessionum (1840), pp. 16-35. For an analysis see Schaff, Ch. Hist., vol. VI. 721-723, and A. 
Baur, Zwingli’s Theologie, II. 643 sqq. 
 
{275} Zwingli sent an answer to the German princes assembled at Augsburg, dated Aug. 27, 
1530. Opera, IV. 19-41. 
 
{276} The Anabaptists are condemned (damnant) in Art. IX., the Zwinglians are disapproved 
(improbant) in Art. X., of the Augsburg Confession. See Melanchthon’s Judicium de Zwinglii 
doctrina, written at Augsburg, July 25, 1530, in "Corpus Reform," II. 222 sq. 
 
{277} Christianae Fidei brevis et clara Expositio, in Zwingli’s Opera, vol. IV. 42-78, and in 
Niemeyer’s Collectio, pp. 36-77. For a summary, see Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 368 sq., 
and Baur, l. c. II. 754-776. 
 
{278} "Deinde sperandum est fore ut videos sanctorum, prudentium, fidelium, constantium, 
fortium virtuosorum omnium, quicunque a condito mundo fuerunt, sodalitatem, coetum et 
contubernium. Hic duos Adamos, redemptum ac redemptorem: hic Abelum, Enochum, Noachum, 
Abrahamum, Isaacum, Judam, Mosen, Iosuam, Gedeonem, Samuelem, Pineam, Eliam, Elisaeum, 
Iesaiam ac deiparam Virginem de qua ille praecinuit, Davidem, Ezekiam, Josiam, Baptistam, 
Petrum, Paulum: hic Herculem, Theseum, Socratem, Aristidem, Antigonum, Numam, Camillum, 
Catones, Scipiones: hic Ludovicum pium antecessoresque tuos, Ludovicos, Philippos, Pipinos, et 
quotquot in fide hinc migrarunt maiores tuos videbis. Denique non fuit vir bonus, non erit mens 
sancta, non est fidelis anima, ab ipso mundi exordio usque ad eius consummationem, quem non 
sis isthic cum deo visurus. Quo spectaculo quid laetius, quid amoenius, quid denique 
honorificentius vel cogitari poterit? Aut quo iustius omnes animi vires intendimus quam ad 
huiuscemodi vitae lucrum?" (Opera, IV. 65.) The selection of examples might have been more 
judicious, or better be omitted altogether. It was this passage that so shocked Luther’s churchly 
feelings that he called Zwingli a heathen. Werke, XXXII. 399 sq. "Bossuet," says Michelet (X. 
311), "cite ce passage pour en rire. Mais qui a-un coeur le retiendra it jamais." There are few 
Protestant divines who would not agree with Zwingli as regards the salvation of unbaptized 
infants and pious heathen. 
 
{279} Comp. the remarks on pp. 95 sqq., and Schweizer’s Centraldogmen, I. 94 sqq. and p. 131 
sq.  



46. The Second War of Cappel. 1531. 
 
Egli: Die Schlacht von Cappel, 1531. Zurich, 1873. Comp. the Lit. quoted 42. 
 
The political situation of Switzerland grew more and more critical. The treaty of peace was 
differently understood. The Forest Cantons did not mean to tolerate Protestantism in their own 
territory, and insulted the Reformed preachers; nor would they concede to the local communities 
in the bailiwicks (St. Gall, Toggenburg, Thurgau, the Rheinthal) the right to introduce the 
Reformation by a majority vote; while the Zurichers insisted upon both, and yet they probibited 
the celebration of the mass in their own city and district. The Roman Catholic Cantons made new 
disloyal approaches to Austria, and sent a deputation to Charles V. at Augsburg which was very 
honorably received. The fugitive abbot of St. Gall also appeared with an appeal for aid to his 
restoration. The Zurichers were no less to blame for seeking the foreign aid of Hesse, Venice, and 
France. Bitter charges and counter-charges were made at the meetings of the Swiss Diet. {280} 
 
The crisis was aggravated by an international difficulty. Graubunden sent deputies to the Diet 
with an appeal for aid against the Chatelan of Musso and the invasion of the Valtellina by 
Spanish troops. The Reformed Cantons favored co-operation, the Roman Catholic Cantons 
refused it. The expedition succeeded, the castle of Musso was demolished, and the Grisons took 
possession of the Valtellina (1530-32). 
 
Zwingli saw no solution of the problem except in an honest, open war, or a division of the 
bailiwicks among the Cantons according to population, claiming two-thirds for Zurich and Bern. 
These bailiwicks were, as already remarked, the chief bone of contention. But Bern advocated, 
instead of war, a blockade of the Forest Cantons. This was apparently a milder though actually a 
more cruel course. The Waldstatters in their mountain homes were to be cut off from all supplies 
of grain, wine, salt, iron, and steel, for which they depended on their richer Protestant neighbors. 
{281} Zwingli protested. "If you have a right," he said in the pulpit, "to starve the Five Cantons to 
death, you have a right to attack them in open war. They will now attack you with the courage of 
desperation." He foresaw the disastrous result. But his protest was in vain. Zurich yielded to the 
counsel of Bern, which was adopted by the Protestant deputies, May 15, 1531. 
 
The decision of the blockade was communicated to the Forest Cantons, and vigorously executed, 
Zurich taking the lead. All supplies of provision from Zurich and Bern and even from the 
bailiwicks of St. Gall, Toggenburg, Sargans, and the Rheinthal were withheld. The previous year 
had been a year of famine and of a wasting epidemic (the sweating sickness). This year was to 
become one of actual starvation. Old men, innocent women and children were to suffer with the 
guilty. The cattle was deprived of salt. The Waldstatters were driven to desperation. Their own 
confederates refused them the daily bread, forgetful of the Christian precept, "If thine enemy 
hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him to drink; for in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire upon 
his head. Be not overcome with evil, but overcome evil with good". {Romans 12:20,21} 
 
Zwingli spent the last months before his death in anxiety and fear. His counsel had been rejected, 
and yet he was blamed for all these troubles. He had not a few enemies in Zurich, who 
undermined his influence, and inclined more and more to the passive policy of Bern. Under these 
circumstances, he resolved to withdraw from the public service. On the 26th of July he appeared 
before the Great Council, and declared, "Eleven years have I preached to you the gospel, and 
faithfully warned you against the dangers which threaten the confederacy if the Five Cantons—
that is, those who hate the gospel and live on foreign pensions—are allowed to gain the mastery. 



But you do not heed my voice, and continue to elect members who sympathize with the enemies 
of the gospel. And yet ye make me responsible for all this misfortune. Well, I herewith resign, 
and shall elsewhere seek my support." 
 
He left the hall with tears. His resignation was rejected and withdrawn. After three days he 
appeared again before the Great Council, and declared that in view of their promise of 
improvement he would stand by them till death, and do his best, with God’s help. He tried to 
persuade the Bernese delegates at a meeting in Bremgarten in the house of his friend, Henry 
Bullinger, to energetic action, but in vain. "May God protect you, dear Henry; remain faithful to 
the Lord Jesus Christ and his Church." 
 
These were the last words he spoke to his worthy successor. As he left, a mysterious personage, 
clothed in a snow-white robe, suddenly appeared, and after frightening the guards at the gate 
plunged into the water, and vanished. He had a strong foreboding of an approaching calamity, and 
did not expect to survive it. Halley’s comet, which returns every seventy-six years, appeared in 
the skies from the middle of August to the 3d of September, burning like the fire of a furnace, and 
pointing southward with its immense tail of pale yellow color. Zwingli saw in it the sign of war 
and of his own death. He said to a friend in the graveyard of the minster (Aug. 10), as he gazed at 
the ominous star, "It will cost the life of many an honorable man and my own. The truth and the 
Church will suffer, but Christ will never forsake us." {282} Vadian of St. Gall likewise regarded 
the comet as a messenger of God’s wrath; and the famous Theophrastus, who was at that time in 
St. Gall, declared that it foreboded great bloodshed and the death of illustrious men. It was then 
the universal opinion, shared also by Luther and Melanchthon, that comets, meteors, and eclipses 
were fireballs of an angry God. A frantic woman near Zurich saw blood springing from the earth 
all around her, and rushed into the street with the cry, "Murder, murder!" The atmosphere was 
filled with apprehensions of war and bloodshed. The blockade was continued, and all attempts at 
a compromise failed. 
 
The Forest Cantons had only one course to pursue. The law of self-preservation drove them to 
open war. It was forced upon them as a duty. Fired by indignation against the starvation policy of 
their enemies, and inspired by love for their own families, the Waldstatters promptly organized an 
army of eight thousand men, and marched to the frontier of Zurich between Zug and Cappel, Oct. 
9, 1531. 
 
The news brought consternation and terror to the Zurichers. The best opportunity had passed. 
Discontent and dissension paralyzed vigorous action. Frightful omens demoralized the people. 
Zurich, which two years before might easily have equipped an army of five thousand, could now 
hardly collect fifteen hundred men against the triple force of the enemy, who had the additional 
advantage of fighting for life and home. 
 
Zwingli would not forsake his flock in this extreme danger. He mounted his horse to accompany 
the little army to the battlefield with the presentiment that he would never return. The horse 
started back, like the horse of Napoleon when he was about to cross the Niemen. Many regarded 
this as a bad omen; but Zwingli mastered the animal, applied the spur, and rode to Cappel, 
determined to live or to die with the cause of the Reformation. 
 
The battle raged several hours in the afternoon of the eleventh of October, and was conducted by 
weapons and stones, after the manner of the Swiss, and with much bravery on both sides. After a 
stubborn resistance, the Zurichers were routed, and lost the flower of their citizens, over five 
hundred men, including seven members of the Small Council, nineteen members of the Great 



Council of the Two Hundred, and several pastors who had marched at the head of their flocks. 
{283} 
 
{280} Bluntschli (who was a Protestant of Zurich) thinks that Zwingli and Zurich were upon the 
whole more to blame. He says, l. c. I. 334: "Zwar hatte darin Zwingli ein richtiges politisches 
Princip ausgesprochen, dass im wirklichen ernsten Conflict zwischen der innern Berechtigung 
und dem aussern, formellen Recht am Ende dieses jener weichen musse. Aber er hatte dieses 
Princip weder richtig angewendet; denn ein solcher Widerspruch lag in dem eidgenossischen 
Bundesrecht denn doch nicht oder lange nicht in dem angegebenen Masse vor, noch waren die 
Mittel, welche er vorschlug, um ein vermeintlich besseres, weil naturlicheres Recht herzustellen, 
zu rechtfertigen. Und musste ein gerechter Mann zugeben, dass die Funf Orte auch ihre Stellung 
nicht rein erhielten von Missbrauch, so war doch nicht zu laugnen, dass damals auf Seite der 
Stadte und insbesondere Zurichs der Missbrauch ihrer Stellung in eidgenossischen Dingen 
grosser war, dass somit die Stadte sich durchaus nicht eigneten, als Vertreter der ‘gottlichen 
Gerechtigkeit und Strafe’ die Funf Orte von ihren hergebrachten Rechten zu entsetzen. Auch in 
der auswartigen Politik verliess Zwingli nun die Grundsatze des eidgenossischen Rechtes, die er 
selber vorher mit Nachdruck vertheidigt hatte. Er ging in reformatorischem Eifer Verbindungen 
ein und nahm an-politischen Planen Theil, welche den Frieden und selbst die Existenz der 
Eidgenossenschaft gefahrden mussten." 
 
{281} Zurich was charged by Bern with an excess of passion, Bern by Zurich with an excess of 
prudence. In the language of Zwingli:— 
 
Bern klagt: Zurich ist zu hitzig, 
 
Zurich klagt: Bern ist zu witzig. 
 
{282} Bullinger, III. 46 (Comp. 137): "Min Jorg (the Abbot Georg Muller of Wettingen), mich 
und mengen eeren man [manchen Ehrenmann] wirt es kosten, und wirt die wahrheit und Kylch 
[Kirche] nodt lyden; doch von Christus werdent wir nit verlassen." Another contemporary gives 
an account of a conversation of Dr. Joachim von Watt with some friends about the meaning of the 
comet’s appearance. It was published in the "Schweizerische Museum," II. 335. 
 
{283} Bullinger, III. 130, gives the names. The total number of the slain and mortally wounded 
Zurichers was five hundred and fourteen, while the Five Cantons lost only about eighty. The 
leaders of the army, Georg Goldli and Lavater, escaped, and were charged, the first with treason, 
the other with incompetency.  



47. The Death of Zwingli. 
 
Morikofer, II. 414-420.—Egli, quoted on p. 179.—A. Erichson: Zwingli’s Tod und dessen 
Beurtheilung durch Zeitgenosen. Strassburg, 1883. 
 
Zwingli himself died on the battlefield, in the prime of manhood, aged forty-seven years, nine 
months, and eleven days, and with him his brother-in-law, his stepson, his son-in-law, and his 
best friends. He made no use of his weapons, but contented himself with cheering the soldiers. 
{284} "Brave men," he said (according to Bullinger), "fear not! Though we must suffer, our cause 
is good. Commend your souls to God: he can take care of us and ours. His will be done." 
 
Soon after the battle had begun, he stooped down to console a dying soldier, when a stone was 
hurled against his head by one of the Waldstatters and prostrated him to the ground. Rising again, 
he received several other blows, and a thrust from a lance. Once more he uplifted his head, and, 
looking at the blood trickling from his wounds, he exclaimed: "What matters this misfortune? 
They may kill the body, but they cannot kill the soul." These were his last words. {285} 
 
He lay for some time on his back under a pear-tree (called the Zwingli-Baum) in a meadow, his 
hands folded as in prayer, and his eyes steadfastly turned to heaven. {286} 
 
The stragglers of the victorious army pounced like hungry vultures upon the wounded and dying. 
Two of them asked Zwingli to confess to a priest, or to call upon the dear saints for their 
intercession. He shook his head twice, and kept his eyes still fixed on the heavens above. Then 
Captain Vokinger of Unterwalden, one of the foreign mercenaries, against whom the Reformer 
had so often lifted his voice, recognized him by the torch-light, and killed him with the, sword, 
exclaiming, "Die, obstinate heretic." {287} 
 
There he lay during the night. On the next morning the people gathered around the dead, and 
began to realize the extent of the victory. Everybody wanted to see Zwingli. Chaplain Stocker of 
Zug, who knew him well, made the remark that his face had the same fresh and vigorous 
expression as when he kindled his hearers with the fire of eloquence from the pulpit. Hans 
Schonbrunner, an ex-canon of Fraumunster in Zurich, as he passed the corpse of the Reformer, 
with Chaplain Stocker, burst into tears, and said, "Whatever may have been thy faith, thou hast 
been an honest patriot. May God forgive thy sins." {288} He voiced the sentiment of the better 
class of Catholics. 
 
But the fanatics and foreign mercenaries would not even spare the dead. They decreed that his 
body should be quartered for treason and then burnt for heresy, according to the Roman and 
imperial law. The sheriff of Luzern executed the barbarous sentence. Zwingli’s ashes were 
mingled with the ashes of swine, and scattered to the four winds of heaven. {289} 
 
The news of the disaster at Cappel spread terror among the citizens of Zurich. "Then," says 
Bullinger, "arose a loud and horrible cry of lamentation and tears, bewailing and groaning." 
 
On no one fell the sudden stroke with heavier weight than on the innocent widow of Zwingli: she 
had lost, on the same day, her husband, a son, a brother, a son-in-law, a brother-in-law, and her 
most intimate friends. She remained alone with her weeping little children, and submitted in pious 
resignation to the mysterious will of God. History is silent about her grief; but it has been vividly 



and touchingly described in the Zurich dialect by Martin Usteri in a poem for the tercentenary 
Reformation festival in Zurich (1819). {290} 
 
Bullinger, Zwingli’s successor, took the afflicted widow into his house, and treated her as a 
member of his family. She survived her husband seven years, and died in peace. 
 
A few steps from the pear-tree where Zwingli breathed his last, on a slight elevation, in view of 
the old church and abbey of Cappel, of the Rigi, Pilatus, and the more distant snow-capped Alps, 
there arises a plain granite monument, erected in 1838, mainly by the exertions of Pastor 
Esslinger, with suitable Latin and German inscriptions. {291} 
 
A few weeks after Zwingli, his friend Oecolampadius died peacefully in his home at Basel (Nov. 
24, 1531). The enemies spread the rumor that he had committed suicide. They deemed it 
impossible that an arch-heretic could die a natural death. {292} 
 
{284} "Zwingli blieb in nachster Nahe bei den Kampfenden stehen, machte aber nach dem 
Zeugniss von Freund und Feind von seinen Waffen keinen Gebrauch." Morikofer, II. 417. 
 
{285} According to Osw. Myconius (Vita H. Zwingli, ch. 12), who gives the report of an 
eyewitness: "Prostratum, ajebat, prementium multitudine jam tertio, sed in pedes semper 
restitisse: quarto fixum cuspide sub mento et in genua prolapsum dixisse: ‘Ecquid hoc infortunii? 
Age, corpus quidem occidere possunt, animam non possunt.’ Atque his dictis mox obdormivisse 
in Domino." 
 
{286} Bullinger, III. 136: "und verharet mitt sinem Gesicht zu stunen am hymel." According to 
Tschudi, he lay on his face. Salat also says ("Archiv," etc., I. 310):, "Zwingli ward funden ligend 
uf sim angsicht." But this is not necessarily a contradiction, as the dying man may have changed 
his position. 
 
{287} Salat says that the man who did this cowardly act, was "ein redlicher alter Christ," but 
does not name Vokinger (also spelt Fuckinger, or Fugginger). 
 
{288} Morikofer, II. 418. 
 
{289} According to an uncertain and improbable tradition, the heart was, as it were, miraculously 
saved, and brought to Zurich, but thrown into the river to prevent idolatry. Myconius (Vita Zw., c. 
12) reports: "Hostibus digressis, post diem tertium accedunt amantes Zwinglii, si quid 
reliquiarum eius offenderent, et ecce cor (mirabile dictu) se offert e mediis cineribus integrum et 
illaesum... Venit non multo postea vir mihi notissimus, sed et familiarissimus [Thomas Plater?], 
rogans an-portionem cordis cupiam videre Zwingliani, quod secum ferat in loculo: quia propter 
sermonem hunc inopinatum horror quidam totum corpus pervaserat, negaram, alioquin et huius 
rei possem esse testis oculatus." 
 
{290} Der armen Frow Zwinglin Klag, published in the "Alpenrosen," Bern, 1820, p. 273; in 
Zwingli’s Werke, II. B. 281; also in Christoffel, I. 413, and Morikofer, II. 517. After giving vent 
to her woe, Anna Zwingli resorts to the Bible, which was her husband’s comfort, and was to be 
hers. I select the first and the last of the fourteen stanzas of this poem, which Morikofer numbers 
among "the imperishable monuments of the great man." 
 
1. O Herre Gott, wie heftig shluog 
 



Mich dynes Zornes Ruthen! 
 
Du armes Herz, ist’s nit genuog, 
 
Kannst du noch nicht verbluoten? 
 
Ich ring die Hand: 
 
Kam’ doch myn End! 
 
Wer nag myn Elendfassen? 
 
Wer misst die Not? 
 
Myn Gott, Myn Gott, 
 
Hast du mich gar verlassen? 
 
14. Komm du, o Buoch du warst syn Hort, 
 
Syn Trost in allem Uebel. 
 
Ward er verfolgt mit That und Wort, 
 
So griff er nach der Bibel, 
 
Fand Hilf bei ihr. 
 
Herr, zeige mir 
 
Die Hilf in Jesu Namen! 
 
Gib Muoth und Stark 
 
Zum schweren Werk 
 
Dem schwachen Wybe! Amen. 
 
{291} Mrs. Meta Heusser (d. 1876), the most gifted Swiss poetess, who lived a few miles from 
Cappel, wrote two beautiful poems for the dedication of the monument, Oct. 11, 1838, which are 
printed in the first series of her Lieder, pp. 189 sqq. I quote the first stanza of the second poem:— 
 
Die Statte, wo ein Heldenauge brach 
 
Ist theuer nach den spaten Enkelsohnen; 
 
Es schweigt der Todtenklage banges Ach, 
 
Verschlungen von des Sieges Jubeltonen. 
 
{292} See above, 31, pp. 115 sq., and the note on p. 188.  



48. Reflections on the Disaster at Cappel. 
 
We need not wonder that the religious and political enemies of Zwingli interpreted the 
catastrophe at Cappel as a signal judgment of God and a punishment for heresy. It is the tendency 
of superstition in all ages to connect misfortune with a particular sin. Such an uncharitable 
interpretation of Providence is condemned by the example of Job, the fate of prophets, apostles, 
and martyrs, and the express rebuke of the disciples by our Saviour in the case of the man born 
blind. {John 9:31} But it is found only too often among Christians. It is painful to record that 
Luther, the great champion of the liberty of conscience, under the influence of his mediaeval 
training, and unmindful of the adage, Deuteronomy mortuis nihil nisi bonum, surpassed even the 
most virulent Catholics in the abuse of Zwingli after his death. It is a sad commentary on the 
narrowness and intolerance of the Reformer. {293} 
 
The faithful friends of evangelical freedom and progress in Switzerland revered Zwingli as a 
martyr, and regarded the defeat at Cappel as a wholesome discipline or a blessing in disguise. 
Bullinger voiced their sentiments. "The victory of truth," he wrote after the death of his teacher 
and friend, "stands alone in God’s power and will, and is not bound to person or time. Christ was 
crucified, and his enemies imagined they had conquered; but forty years afterwards Christ’s 
victory became manifest in the destruction of Jerusalem. The truth conquers through tribulation 
and trial. The strength of the Christians is shown in weakness. Therefore, beloved brethren in 
Germany, take no offence at our defeat, but persevere in the Word of God, which has always won 
the victory, though in its defence the holy prophets, apostles, and martyrs suffered persecution 
and death. Blessed are those who die in the Lord. Victory will follow in time. A thousand years 
before the eyes of the Lord are but as one day. He, too, is victorious who suffers and dies for the 
sake of truth." {294} 
 
It is vain to speculate on mere possibilities. But it is more than probable that a victory of the 
Protestants, at that time would have been in the end more injurious to their cause than defeat. The 
Zurichers would have forced the Reformation upon the Forest Cantons and all the bailiwicks, and 
would thereby have provoked a reaction which, with the aid of Austria and Spain and the counter-
Reformation of the papacy, might have ended in the destruction of Protestantism, as it actually 
did in the Italian dependencies of Switzerland and the Grisons, in Italy, Spain, and Bohemia. 
 
It was evidently the will of Providence that in Switzerland, as well as in Germany, both Churches, 
the Roman Catholic and the Evangelical, should co-exist, and live in mutual toleration and useful 
rivalry for a long time to come. 
 
We must judge past events in the light of subsequent events and final results. "By their fruits ye 
shall know them." 
 
The death of Zwingli is a heroic tragedy. He died for God and his country. He was a martyr of 
religious liberty and of the independence of Switzerland. He was right in his aim to secure the 
freedom of preaching in all the Cantons and bailiwicks, and to abolish the military pensions 
which made the Swiss tributary to foreign masters. But he had no right to coarce the Catholics 
and to appeal to the sword. He was mistaken in the means, and he anticipated the proper time. It 
took nearly three centuries before these reforms could be executed. 
 
In 1847 the civil war in Switzerland was renewed in a different shape and under different 
conditions. The same Forest Cantons which had combined against the Reformation and for the 



foreign pensions, and had appealed to the aid of Austria, formed a confederacy within the 
confederacy (Sonderbund) against modern political liberalism, and again entered into an alliance 
with Austria; but at this time they were defeated by the federal troops under the wise leadership 
of General Dufour of Geneva, with very little bloodshed. {295} In the year 1848 while the 
revolution raged in other countries, the Swiss Diet quickly remodelled the constitution, and 
transformed the loose confederacy of independent Cantons into a federal union, after the model of 
the United States, with a representation of the people (in the Nationalrath) and a central 
government, acting directly upon the people. The federal constitution of 1848 guaranteed "the 
free exercise of public worship to the recognized Confessions" (i.e. the Roman Catholic and 
Reformed); the Revised Constitution of 1874 extended this freedom, within the limits of morality 
and public safety, to all other denominations; only the order of the Jesuits was excluded, for 
political reasons. 
 
This liberty goes much further than Zwingli’s plan, who would have excluded heretical sects. 
There are now, on the one hand, Protestant churches at Luzern, Baar, Brunnen, in the very heart 
of the Five Cantons (besides the numerous Anglican Episcopal, Scotch Presbyterian, and other 
services in all the Swiss summer resorts); and on the other hand, Roman Catholic churches in 
Zurich, Bern, Basel, Geneva, where the mass was formerly rigidly prohibited. 
 
As regards the foreign military service which had a tendency to denationalize the Swiss, 
Zwingli’s theory has completely triumphed. The only relic of that service is the hundred Swiss 
guards, who, with their picturesque mediaeval uniform, guard the pope and the Vatican. They are 
mostly natives of the Five Forest Cantons. 
 
Thus history explains and rectifies itself, and fulfils its promises. 
 
NOTES. 
 
There is a striking correspondence between the constitution of the old Swiss Diet and the 
constitution of the old American Confederacy, as also between the modern Swiss constitution and 
that of the United States. The Swiss Diet seems to have furnished an example to the American 
Confederacy, and the Congress of the United States was a model to the Swiss Diet in 1848. The 
legislative power of Switzerland is vested in the Assembly of the Confederacy 
(Bundesversammlung) or Congress, which consists of the National Council (Nationalrath) or 
House of Representatives, elected by the people, one out of twenty thousand,—and the Council of 
Cantons (Standerath) or Senate, composed of forty-four delegates of the twenty-two Cantons 
(two from each) and corresponding to the old Diet. The executive power is exercised by the 
Council of the Confederacy (Bundesrath), which consists of seven members, and is elected every 
three years by the two branches of the legislature, one of them acting as President 
(Bundesprasident) for the term of one year (while the President of the United States is chosen by 
the people for four years, and selects his own cabinet. Hence the head of the Swiss Confederacy 
has very little power for good or evil, and is scarcely known). To the Supreme Court of the 
United States corresponds the Bundesgericht, which consists of eleven judges elected by the 
legislature for three years, and decides controversies between the Cantons. Comp. Bluntschli’s 
Geschichte des Schweizerischen Bundesrechts, 1875; Ruttimann, Das nordamerikanisehe 
Bundes-staatsrecht verglichen mit den politischen Einrichtungen der Schweiz, Zurich, 1867-72, 2 
vols.; and Sir Francis O. Adams and C. D. Cunningham, The Swiss Confederation, French 
translation with notes and additions by Henry G. Loumyer, and preface by L. Ruchonnet, Geneva, 
1890. 
 



The provisions of the Federal Constitution of Switzerland, May 29, 1874, in regard to religion, 
are as follows: — 
 
Abschnitt I. Art. 49. "Die Glaubens und Gewissensfreiheit ist unverletzlich." 
 
Niemand darf zur Theilnahme an einer Religionsgenossenschaft, oder an einem religiosen 
Unterricht, oder zur Vornahme einer religiosen Handlung gezwungen, oder wegen 
Glaubensansichten mit Strafen irgend welcher Art belegt werden.... 
 
Art. 50. Die freie Ausubung gottesdienstlicher Handlungen ist innerhalb der Schranken der 
Sittlichkeit und der offentlichen Ordnung gewahrleistet.... 
 
Art. 51. Der Orden der Jesuiten und die ihm affiliirten Gesellschaften durfen in keinem Theile der 
Schweiz Aufnahme finden, und es ist ihren Gliedern jede Wirksamkeit in Kirche und Schule 
untersagt. 
 
The same Constitution forbids the civil and military officers of the Confederation to receive 
pensions or titles or decorations from any foreign government. 
 
I. Art. 12. "Die Mitglieder der Bundesbehorden, die eidgenossischen Civilund Militarbeamten 
und die eidgenossischen Reprasentanten oder Kommissariendurfen von auswartigen Regierungen 
weder Pensionen oder Gehalte, noch Titel, Geschenke oder Orden annehmen." 
 
{293} In his letter to Albrecht of Prussia, April, 1532 (in Deuteronomy Wette, IV. 348-355), 
Luther expresses a doubt about Zwingli’s salvation (on account of his denial of the corporal 
presence). He scorns the idea that he was a martyr; he regrets that the Catholic Cantons did not 
complete their victory by suppressing the Zwinglian heresy, and he warns the Duke of Prussia not 
to tolerate it in his dominion. In his furious polemic tract, Short Confession of the Holy 
Sacrament, written in 1645, a year before his death (Werke, Erlangen ed., vol. XXXII. 399-401, 
410), Luther says that "Zwingel" (he always misspells his name) and Oecolampadius "perished in 
their sins"; that Zwingli died "in great and many sins and blasphemy" (in grossen und vielen 
Sunden und Gotteslasterung), having expressed a hope for the salvation of such "gottlose Heiden" 
as Socrates, Aristides, and the "greuliche Numa" that he became a heathen; and that he perished 
by the sword because he took up the sword. He adds that he, Martin Luther, "would rather a 
hundred times be torn to pieces and burned than make common cause with Stenkefeld [Stinkfeld 
for Schwenkfeld], Zwingel, Carlstadt, and Oeclampadius!" O sancta simplicitas! How different is 
the conduct and judgment of Zwingli, who, at Marburg, with tears in his eyes, offered the hand of 
brotherhood to his great antagonist, and who said of him in the very heat of the eucharistic 
controversy: "Luther is so excellent a warrior of God, and searches the Scriptures with such great 
earnestness as no one on earth for these thousand years has done; and no one has ever equalled 
him in manly, unshaken spirit with which he has attacked the pope of Rome. He was the true 
David whom the Lord himself appointed to slay Goliath. He hurled the stones taken from the 
heavenly brook so skilfully that the giant fell prostrate on the ground. Saul has slain thousands, 
but David tens of thousands. He was the Hercules who rushed always to the post of danger in 
battle... Therefore we should justly thank God for having raised such an instrument for his honor; 
and this we do with pleasure." 
 
{294} Christoffel, I. 409. Comp. also the beautiful preface of Zwingli to the history of the 
passion, in which he shows his readiness to die for Christ, quoted by Morikofer, II. 415. 
 



{295} The Swiss Sonderbunds-Krieg was an anticipation, on a small scale, of the Civil War in the 
United States, though the causes were different. In both cases the confederates rebelled against 
the federal government, and sought the aid of their hereditary enemy; the Swiss of the Catholic 
Forest Cantons that of Austria, the Americans of the slaveholding Southern States that of 
England. For a clear sketch of the Sonderbunds-Krieg, see Vuillemin, Geschichte der 
Schweizerischen Eidgenossenschaft (1882), pp. 517-537.  



49. The Second Peace of Cappel. November, 1531. 
 
Besides the works already quoted, see Werner Biel’s account of the immediate consequences of 
the war of Cappel in the "Archiv fur Schweizerische Reformationsgeschichte" (Rom. Cath.), vol. 
III. 641-680. He was at that time the secretary of the city of Zurich. The articles of the Peace in 
Hottinger, Schweizergeschichte, VII. 497 sqq., and in Bluntschli, l. c. II. 269-276 (comp. I. 332 
sqq.). 
 
Few great battles have had so much effect upon the course of history as the little battle of Cappel. 
It arrested forever the progress of the Reformation in German Switzerland, and helped to check 
the progress of Protestantism in Germany. It encouraged the Roman Catholic reaction, which 
soon afterwards assumed the character of a formidable Counter-Reformation. But, while the 
march of Protestantism was arrested in its original homes, it made new progress in French 
Switzerland, in France, Holland, and the British Isles. 
 
King Ferdinand of Austria gave the messenger of the Five Cantons who brought him the news of 
their victory at Cappel, fifty guilders, and forthwith informed his brother Charles V. at Brussels of 
the fall of "the great heretic Zwingli," which he thought was the first favorable event for the faith 
of the Catholic Church. The Emperor lost no time to congratulate the Forest Cantons on their 
victory, and to promise them his own aid and the aid of the pope, of his brother, and the Catholic 
princes, in case the Protestants should persevere in their opposition. The pope had already sent 
men and means for the support of his party. 
 
The disaster of Cappel was a prelude to the disaster of Muhlberg on the Elbe, where Charles V. 
defeated the Smalcaldian League of the Lutheran princes, April 24, 1547. Luther was spared the 
humiliation. The victorious emperor stood on his grave at Wittenberg, but declined to make war 
upon the dead by digging up and burning his bones, as he was advised to do by his Spanish 
generals. 
 
The war of Cappel was continued for a few weeks. Zurich rallied her forces as best she could. 
Bern, Basel, and Schaffhausen sent troops, but rather reluctantly, and under the demoralizing 
effect of defeat. There was a want of harmony and able leadership in the Protestant camp. The 
Forest Cantons achieved another victory on the Gubel (Oct. 24), and plundered and wasted the 
territory of Zurich; but as the winter approached, and as they did not receive the promised aid 
from Austria, they were inclined to peace. Bern acted as mediator. 
 
The second religious Peace (the so-called Zweite Landsfriede) was signed Nov. 20, 1531, {296} 
between the Five Forest Cantons and the Zurichers, on the meadows of Teynikon, near Baar, in 
the territory of Zug, and confirmed Nov. 24 at Aarau by the consent of Bern, Glarus, Freiburg, 
and Appenzell. It secured mutual toleration, but with a decided advantage to the Roman 
Catholics. 
 
The chief provisions of the eight articles as regards religion were these: — 
 
1. The Five Cantons and their associates are to be left undisturbed in their "true, undoubted, 
Christian faith"; the Zurichers and their associates may likewise retain their "faith," but with the 
exception of Bremgarten, Mellingen, Rapperschwil, Toggenburg, Gaster, and Wesen. Legal 
toleration or parity was thus recognized, but in a manner which implies a slight reproach of the 



Reformed creed as a departure from the truth. Mutual recrimination was again prohibited, as in 
1529. {297} 
 
2. Both parties retain their rights and liberties in the common bailiwicks: those who had accepted 
the new faith might retain it; but those who preferred the old faith should be free to return to it, 
and to restore the mass, and the images. In mixed congregations the church property is to be 
divided according to population. 
 
Zurich was required to give up her league with foreign cities, as the Five Cantons had been 
compelled in 1529 to break their alliance with Austria. Thus all leagues with foreign powers, 
whether papal or Protestant, were forbidden in Switzerland as unpatriotic. Zurich had to refund 
the damages of two hundred and fifty crowns for war expenses, and one hundred crowns for the 
family of Kaiser, which had been imposed upon the Forest Cantons in 1529. Bern agreed in 
addition to pay three thousand crowns for injury to property in the territory of Zug. 
 
The two treaties of peace agree in the principle of toleration (as far as it was understood in those 
days, and forced upon the two parties by circumstances), but with the opposite application to the 
neutral territory of the bailiwicks, where the Catholic minority was protected against further 
aggression. The treaty of 1529 meant a toleration chiefly in the interest and to the advantage of 
Protestantism; the treaty of 1531, a toleration in the interest of Romanism. 
 
{296} It was concluded Nov. 16, but dated Nov. 20. 
 
{297} The following is the Swiss-German text of the first article (Bluntschli, II. 271), which may 
be compared with the first article of the Peace of 1529 (see above, p. 171 sq.): "Zum ersten sollent 
und wollent Wir, die von Zurich, unsre getruwe liebe Eydgenossen von den V Orten [i.e. the Five 
Forest Cantons of the old confederacy], dessglichen auch ihr lieb Mitburger und Landlut von 
Wallis und alle ihre Mithaften, si syegent geistlich oder weltlich, by ihrem waaren 
ungezwyffleten, christenlichen Glauben jetzt und hernach in ihren eignen Stadten, Landen, 
Gebieten und Herrlichkeiten ganzlich ungearguirt und ungedisputirt blyben lassen, all boss 
Fund, Uszug, Gefahrd und Arglist vermieden und hintangesetzt.—Hinwiderum so wollent Wir, 
von den V Orten, unser Eydgnossen von Zurich und ihre eigne Mitverwandten by ihrem Glauben 
auch blyben lassen. Wir von den V Orten behaltend uns in diesem Frieden luter vor alle, die uns 
sampt und sonders mit Burg und Landrecht, auch in ander Wag verwandt sind, auch all die, so 
uns Hilf, Rath, Bystand und Zuzug bewiesen und gethan, also dass die harin luter mit uns 
begriffen und verfaszt syn sollent.—Hinwiederum so behaltent Wir von Zurich uns vor, das die, so 
uns Hilf, Rath, Bystand und Zuzug gethan vor und in disem Krieg es sye in Abschlagung der 
Profiant oder in ander Weg, dass die auch in diesem Frieden vergriffen syn sollent.—Wyter so 
behaltend Wir, von den V Orten uns vor und durgent luter us, die us den fryen Aemptern im 
Ergouw, Bremgarten, und Mellingen, so sich denen von Bern anhangig gemacht, ihnen zuzogen, 
und, uns zu uberziehen, Vorschub gethan, dessglychen sie die Berner noch ufenthaltend, 
desshalben ihnen viellichter der Frieden nit annehmlich syn, zudem unsser Nothdurft zu 
Usfuhrung des Kriegs gegen den Berneren will erforderen, dass man dosselbst Durchzug haben 
mocht, desshalb wir sie jetzmalen zu diesem Frieden nit begriffen lassent. Dessglychen behaltend 
Wir auch luter vor, die von Rapperschwyl, Toggenburg, Gastern und die von Wesen, so unsser 
Eydgnossen von Zurich nutzit angahnt noch verwandt sind, dass die in disem Frieden auch 
usgeschlossen und nit begriffen syn sollent, doch dass nach Gnaden und in Ziemlichkeit mit ihnen 
gehandlet werd, mit Straf oder mit Recht." 
 
Bluntschli (I. 337) thus comments on this article: "Auch jetzt wieder musste zunachst das Princip, 
dass beide Confessionen Geltung haben, das Princip der Paritat, den verschiedenen 



eidgenossischen Standen gegenuber anerkannt werden. Aber die Form, wie das geschah, war 
verletzend fur die Reformirten. Es lag darin offenbar ein Hohn gegen diese, dass sie zu einem 
Vert?—age ihre Zustimmung geben mussten, in welchem der katholische Glaube als der ‘reine, 
unbezweifelte, christliche Glaube,’ die Confession der Reformirten dagegen nur als ‘ein Glaube,’ 
schlechthin bezeichnet ward; ein Spott, der immerhin von ungleicher Wurdigung der beiden 
Confessionen ausging und insofern dem wahren Geiste des paritatischen Staatsprincips 
widersprach. Diese Herabsetzung und Demuthigung der Reformirten lag zwar nur in dem 
Ausdruck, nicht in dem Inhalt dieser Bestimmung. Aber gerade darum war sie um so weniger zu 
rechtfertigen. Sie reizte und erbitterte bloss den einen Theil, und kitzelte nur den Hochmuth des 
andern Theils. Wollte man ernstlich und auf die Dauer Frieden, so durfte man nicht solcher 
Gehassigkeitden Lauf lassen."  



50. The Roman Catholic Reaction. 
 
The Romanists reaped now the full benefit of their victory. They were no longer disturbed by the 
aggressive movements of Protestant preachers, and they regained much of the lost ground in the 
bailiwicks. 
 
Romanism was restored in Rapperschwil and Gaster. The abbot of St. Gall regained his convent 
and heavy damages from the city; Toggenburg had to acknowledge his authority, but a portion of 
the people remained Reformed. Thurgau and the Rheinthal had to restore the convents. 
Bremgarten 22 and Mellingen had to pledge themselves to re-introduce the mass and the images. 
In Glarus, the Roman Catholic minority acquired several churches and preponderating influence 
in the public affairs of the Canton. In Solothurn, the Reformation was suppressed, in spite of the 
majority of the population, and about seventy families were compelled to emigrate. In the Diet, 
the Roman Cantons retained a plurality of votes. 
 
The inhabitants of the Forest Cantons, full of gratitude, made a devout pilgrimage to St. Mary of 
Einsiedeln, where Zwingli had copied the Epistles of St. Paul from the first printed edition of the 
Greek Testament in 1516, and where he, Leo Judae, and Myconius had labored in succession for 
a reformation of abuses, with the consent of Diepold von Geroldseck. That convent has remained 
ever since a stronghold of Roman Catholic piety and superstition in Switzerland, and attracts as 
many devout pilgrims as ever to the shrine of the "Black Madonna." It has one of the largest 
printing establishments, which sends prayer-books, missals, breviaries, diurnals, rituals, pictures, 
crosses, and crucifixes all over the German-speaking Catholic world. {298} 
 
Bullinger, who succeeded Zwingli, closes his "History of the Reformation" mournfully, yet not 
without resignation and hope. "All manner of tyranny and overbearance," he says, "is restored 
and strengthened, and an insolent regime is working the ruin of the confederacy. Wonderful are 
the counsels of the Lord. But he doeth all things well. To him be glory and praise! Amen." 
 
NOTE ON THE CONVENT OF EINSIEDELN. 
 
(Comp. 8, pp. 29 sqq.) 
 
On a visit to Einsiedeln, June 12, 1890, I saw in the church a number of pilgrims kneeling before 
the wonder-working statue of the Black Madonna. The statue is kept in a special chapel, is coal-
black, clothed in a silver garment, crowned with a golden crown, surrounded by gilt ornaments, 
and holding the Christ-Child in her arms. The black color is derived by some from the smoke of 
fire which repeatedly consumed the church, while the statue is believed to have miraculously 
escaped; but the librarian (Mr. Meier) told me that it was from the smoke of candles, and that the 
face of the Virgin is now painted with oil. 
 
The library of the abbey numbers 40,000 volumes (including 900 incunabula), among them 
several copies of the first print of Zwingli’s Commentary on the true and false Religion, and other 
books of his. In the picture-gallery are life-size portraits of King Frederick William IV. of 
Prussia, his brother, the Prince of Prussia (afterwards Emperor William I. of Germany), of 
Napoleon III. and Eugenie, of the Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria and his wife, and their 
unfortunate son who committed suicide in 1889, and of Pope Pius IX. These portraits were 
presented to the convent on its tenth centenary in 1861. The convent was founded by St. 
Meinhard, a hermit, in the ninth century, or rather by St. Benno, who died there in 940. The abbey 



has now nearly 100 Benedictine monks, a gymnasium with 260 pupils of twelve to twenty years, 
a theological seminary, and two filial institutions in Indiana and Arkansas. The church is an 
imposing structure, after the model of St. Peter’s in Rome, surrounded by colonnades. The costly 
chandelier is a present of Napoleon III. (1865). 
 
The modern revival of Romanism, and the railroad from Wadensweil, opened 1877, have greatly 
increased the number of pilgrims. Goethe says of Einsiedeln: "Es muss ernste Betrachtungen 
erregen, dass ein einzelner Funke von Sittlichkeit und Gottesfurcht hier ein immerbrennendes und 
leuchtendes Flammchen angezundet, zu welchem glaubige Seelen mit grosser Beschwerlichkeit 
heranpilgern, um an-dieser heiligen Flamme auch ihr Kerzlein anzuzunden. Wie dem auch sei, so 
deutet es auf ein grenzenloses Bedurfniss der Menschheit nach gleichem Lichte, gleicher Warme, 
wie es jener Erste im tiefsten Gefuhle und sicherster Ueberzengung gehegt und genossen." 
 
For a history of Einsiedeln, see Beschreibung des Klosters und der Wallfahrt Maria-Einsiedeln. 
Einsiedeln. Benziger & Colossians 122 pp. 
 
The wood-cut on p. 197 represents the abbey as it was before and at the time of Zwingli, and is a 
fair specimen of a rich mediaeval abbey, with church, dwellings for the brethren, library, school, 
and gardens. Einsiedeln lies in a dreary and sterile district, and derives its sole interest from this 
remarkable abbey. 
 
{298} The firm of "Benziger Brothers, Printers to the Holy Apostolic See," Einsiedeln, New 
York, Cincinnati, and Chicago. The various illustrated catalogues of this establishment give an 
idea of the immense extent of its operations.  



51. The Relative Strength of the Confessions in Switzerland. 
 
We may briefly sum up the result of the Reformation in Switzerland as follows: — 
 
Seven Cantons—Luzern, Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Zug, Freiburg, and Soluthurn (Soleur)—
remained firm to the faith of their ancestors. Four Cantons, including the two strongest—Zurich, 
Bern, Basel, and Schaffhausen—adopted the Reformed faith. Five Cantons—Glarus, St. Gall, 
Appenzell, Thurgau, and Aargau—are nearly equally divided between the two Confessions. Of 
the twenty-three subject towns and districts, only Morat and Granson became wholly Protestant, 
sixteen retained their former religion, and five were divided. In the Grisons nearly two-thirds of 
the population adopted the Zwinglian Reformation; but the Protestant gains in the Valtellina and 
Chiavenna were lost in the seventeenth century. Ticino and Wallis are Roman Catholic. In the 
French Cantons—Geneva, Canton de Vaud, and Neuchatel—the Reformation achieved a 
complete victory, chiefly through the labors of Calvin. 
 
Since the middle of the sixteenth century the numerical relation of the two Churches has 
undergone no material change. Protestantism has still a majority of about half a million in a 
population of less than three millions. The Roman Catholic Church has considerably increased by 
immigration from Savoy and France, but has suffered some loss by the Old Catholic secession in 
1870 under the lead of Bishop Herzog. The Methodists and Baptists are making progress chiefly 
in those parts where infidelity and indifferentism reign. 
 
Each Canton still retains its connection with one or the other of the two Churches, and has its own 
church establishment; but the bond of union has been gradually relaxed, and religious liberty 
extended to dissenting communions, as Methodists, Baptists, Irvingites, and Old Catholics. The 
former exclusiveness is abolished, and the principle of parity or equality before the law is 
acknowledged in all the Cantons. 
 
An impartial comparison between the Roman Catholic and the Reformed Cantons reveals the 
same difference as exists between Southern and Northern Ireland, Eastern and Western Canada, 
and other parts of the world where the two Churches meet in close proximity. The Roman 
Catholic Cantons have preserved more historical faith and superstition, churchly habits and 
customs; the Protestant Cantons surpass them in general education and intelligence, wealth and 
temporal prosperity; while in point of morality both are nearly equal.  



52. Zwingli. Redivivus. 
 
The last words of the dying Zwingli, "They may kill the body, but cannot kill the soul," have been 
verified in his case. His body was buried with his errors and defects, but his spirit still lives; and 
his liberal views on infant salvation, and the extent of God’s saving grace beyond the limits of the 
visible Church, which gave so much offence in his age, even to the Reformers, have become 
almost articles of faith in evangelical Christendom. 
 
Ulrich Zwingli is, next to Martin Luther and John Knox, the most popular among the Reformers. 
{299} He moved in sympathy with the common people; he spoke and wrote their language; he 
took part in their public affairs; he was a faithful pastor of the old and young, and imbedded 
himself in their affections; while Erasmus, Melanchthon, Oecolampadius, Calvin, Beza, and 
Cranmer stood aloof from the masses. He was a man of the people and for the people, a typical 
Swiss; as Luther was a typical German. Both fairly represented the virtues and faults of their 
nation. Both were the best hated as well as the best loved men of their age, according to the faith 
which divided, and still divides, their countrymen. 
 
Martin Luther and Ulrich Zwingli have been honored by a fourth centennial commemoration of 
their birth,—the one in 1883, the other in 1884. Such honor is almost without a precedent, at least 
in the history of theology. {300} 
 
The Zwingli festival was not merely an echo of the Luther festival, but was observed throughout 
the Reformed churches of Europe and America with genuine enthusiasm, and gave rise to an 
extensive Zwingli literature. It is in keeping with the generous Christian spirit which the Swiss 
Reformer showed towards the German Reformer at Marburg, that many Reformed churches in 
Switzerland, as well as elsewhere, heartily united in the preceding jubilee of Luther, forgetting 
the bitter controversies of the sixteenth century, and remembering gratefully his great services to 
the cause of truth and liberty. {301} 
 
In the following year (Aug. 25, 1885), a bronze statue was erected to Zwingli at Zurich in front of 
the Wasserkirche and City Library, beneath the minster where be preached. It represents the 
Reformer as a manly figure, looking trustfully up to heaven, with the Bible in one hand and the 
sword in the other,—a combination true to history. Dr. Alexander Schweizer, one of the ablest 
Swiss divines (d. July 3, 1888), whose last public service was the Zwingli oration in the 
University, Jan. 7, 1884, protested against the sword, and left the committee on the monument. 
Dr. Konrad Ferdinand Meyer, the poet of the occasion, changed the sword of Zwingli, with poetic 
ingenuity, into the sword of Vokinger, by which he was slain. {302} Antistes Finsler, in his 
oration, gave the sword a double meaning, as in the case of Paul, who is likewise represented with 
the sword, namely, the sword by which he was slain, and the sword of the spirit with which he 
still is fighting; while at the same time it distinguishes Zwingli from Luther, and shows him as the 
patriot and statesman. 
 
The whole celebration—the orderly enthusiasm of the people, the festive addresses of 
representative men of Church and State, the illumination of the city and the villages around the 
beautiful lake—bore eloquent witness to the fact that Zwingli has impressed his image indelibly 
upon the memory of German Switzerland. Although his descendants are at present about equally 
divided between orthodox conservatives and rationalistic "reformers" (as they call themselves), 
they forgot their quarrels on that day, and cordially united in tributes to the abiding merits of him 



who, whatever were his faults, has emancipated the greater part of Switzerland from the tyranny 
of popery, and led them to the fresh fountain of the teaching and example of Christ. {303} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{299} The German volksthumlich expresses the idea better than popular. 
 
{300} I say "almost." In 1880, five hundred years after the completion of Wiclif’s English Bible, 
his memory was celebrated throughout the English-speaking Protestant world in five continents. 
The sixth centenary of Dante’s birth was celebrated in 1865 in Florence and all Italy. The last 
divine whose centennial birthday was observed is Neander, the Church historian. An eloquent 
commemorative oration was delivered on that occasion by Dr. Harnack, his successor, in the Aula 
of the University of Berlin, Jan. 17, 1889. 
 
{301} See the literature on the Zwingli centennial in 5, pp. 17 sq. and the literature of the Luther 
celebration in vol. VI. 104 sq. and 730. 
 
{302} Hier das Schwert in meiner Hand 
 
Ist das Schwert, das mich erschlug. 
 
{303} See an account of that memorable celebration (which I witnessed myself) in 
Erinnerungsblatter zur Einweihung des Zwingli-Denkmals in Zurich. Herausqegeben vom 
Denkmal-Komite. In 2 parts, Zurich, 1885. The chief address was made by Antistes Finsler, the 
twenty-second successor of Zwingli. A part of the celebration was a dramatic representation of 
Zwingli’s death (a historic tragedy by Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer), and a banquet in the Tonhalle-
Pavilion, where addresses were delivered by delegates from different Cantons. Zwingli’s poem, 
"Herr, nun heb den Wagen selbst," was sung with great spirit by the Concordia. The Swiss poet, 
Dr. Meyer, wrote the Festcantate. The statue was made by Natter, a Roman Catholic sculptor of 
Vienna, who attended the unveiling. A significant fact.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VI. 
 
THE PERIOD OF CONSOLIDATION. 
 

53. Literature. 
 
Supplementary to the literature in 4, pp. 12 sqq. 
 
I. Manuscript sources preserved in the City Library of Zurich, which was founded 1629, and 
contains c. 132,000 printed vols. and 3,500 MSS. See Salomon Vogelin: Geschichte der 
Wasserkirche und der Stadtbibliothek in Zurich. Zurich, 1848 (pp. 110 and 123). The 
Wasserkirche (capella aquatica) is traced back to Charles the Great. It contains also the remains 
of the lake dwellings. The bronze statue of Zwingli stands in front of it. The Thesaurus 
Hottingerianus, a collection of correspondence made by the theologian, J. H. Hottinger, 55 vols., 
embraces the whole Bullinger correspondence, which has been much used, but never published in 
full.—The Simler Collection of 196 vols. fol., with double index of 62 vols. fol., contains 
correspondence, proclamations, pamphlets, official mandates, and other documents, 
chronologically arranged, very legible, on good paper. Johann Jacob Simler (1716-1788), 
professor and inspector of the theological college, spent the leisure hours of his whole life in the 
collection of papers and documents relating to the history of Switzerland, especially of the 
Reformation. This unique collection was acquired by the government, and presented to the City 
Library in 1792. It has often been used, and, though partly depreciated by more recent 
discoveries, is still a treasure-house of information. The Bullinger correspondence is found in the 
volumes from A. D. 1531-1575.—Acta Ecclesiastica intermixtis politicis et politico-ecclesiasticis 
Manuscripta ex ipsis fontibus hausta in variis fol. Tomis chronologice pro administratione 
Antistitii Turicensis in ordinem redacta. 33 vols. fol. Beautifully written. Comes down to the 
administration of Antistes Joh. Jak. Hess (1795-1798). Tom I. extends from 1519-1531; tom. II. 
contains a biography of Bullinger, with his likeness, and the acts during his administration.—The 
State Archives of the City and Canton Zurich. 
 
II. Printed works. Joh. Conr. Fusslin: Beytrage zur Erlauterung der 
KirchenReformationsgeschichten des Schweitzerlandes. Zurich, 1741-1753. 5 Parts. Contains 
important documents relating to the Reformation in Zurich and the Anabaptists, the disputation at 
Ilanz, etc.—Simler’s Sammlung alter und neuer Urkunden. Zurich, 1760. 2 vols.—Joh. Jak. 
Hottinger (Prof. of Theol. and Canon of the Great Minster): Helvetische Kirchengeschichten 
vorstellend der Helvetiern ehemaliges Heidenthum, und durch die Gnade Gottes gefolgtes 
Christenthum, etc. Zurich, 1698-1729. 4 Theile 4Â°. 2d ed. 1737. A work of immense industry, in 
opposition to a Roman Catholic work of Caspar Lang (Einsiedeln, 1692). The third volume goes 
from 1616 to 1700, the fourth to 1728. Superseded by Wirz.—Ludwig Wirz: Helvetische 
Kirchengeschichte. Aus Joh. Jak. Hottingers alterem Werke und anderen Quellen neu bearbeitet. 
Zurich, 1808-1819. 6 vols. The fifth volume is by Melchior Kirchhofer, who gives the later 
history of Zwingli from 1625, and the Reformation in the other Cantons.—Joh. Jak. Hottinger: 
Geschichte der Eidgenossen wahrend der Zeiten der Kirchentrennung. Zurich, 1825 and 1829. 2 
vols. This work forms vols. VI. and VII. of Joh. von Muller’s and Robert Glutz Blotzheim’s 
Geschichten Schweizerischer Eidgenossenschaft. The second volume (p. 446 sqq.) treats of the 
period of Bullinger, and is drawn in part from the Simler Collection and the Archives of Zurich. 
French translation by L. Vulliemin: Histoire des Suisses a  l’epoque de la Reformation. Paris et 



Zurich, 1833. 2 vols. G. R. Zimmermann (Pastor of the Fraumunster and Decan): Die Zurcher 
Kirche von der Reformation bis zum dritten Reformationsjubiluum (1519-1819) nach der 
Reihenfolge der Zurcherischen Antistes. Zurich, 1878 (pp. 414). On Bullinger, see pp. 36-73. 
Based upon the Acta Ecclesiastica quoted above.—Joh. Strickler’s Actensammlung, previously 
noticed (p. 13), extends only to 1532. 
 
On the Roman Catholic side comp. Archiv fur die Schweiz. Reformationsgesch., noticed above, p. 
13. The first volume (1868) contains Salat’s Chronik down to 1534; the second (1872), 135 papal 
addresses to the Swiss Diet, mostly of the sixteenth century (from Martin V. to Clement VIII.), 
documents referring to 1531, Roman and Venetian sources on the Swiss Reformation, etc.; vol. 
III. (1876), a catalogue of books on Swiss history (7-98), and a number of documents from the 
Archives of Luzern and other cities, including three letters of King Francis I. to the Catholic 
Cantons, and an account of the immediate consequences of the War of Cappel by Werner Beyel, 
at that time secretary of the city of Zurich (pp. 641-680).  



54. Heinrich Bullinger. 1504-1575. 
 
I. Sources. Bullinger’s printed works (stated to be 150 by Scheuchzer in "Bibliotheca Helvetica," 
Zurich, 1733). His manuscript letters (mostly Latin) in the "Thesaurus Hottingerianus" and the 
"Simler Collection" of the City Library at Zurich.—The second volume of the Acta Ecclesiastica, 
quoted in 53.—The Zurich Letters or the Correspondence of several English Bishops and others 
with some of the Helvetian Reformers, chiefly from the Archives Of Zurich, translated and edited 
for the "Parker Society" by Dr. Robinson, Cambridge (University Press), 2d ed. 1846 (pp. 576). 
 
II. Salomon Hess: Leben Bullinger’s. Zurich, 1828-’29, 2 vols. Not very accurate.—*Carl 
Pestalozzi: Heinrich Bullinger. Leben und ausgewahlte Schriften. Nach handschriftlichen und 
gleichzeitigen Quellen. Elberfeld, 1858. Extracts from his writings, pp. 505-622. Pestalozzi has 
faithfully used the written and printed sources in the Stadtbibliothek and Archives of Zurich.—R. 
Christoffel: H. Bullinger und seine Gattin. 1875.—Justus Heer: Bullinger, in Herzog, ii II. 779-
794. A good summary. 
 
Older biographical sketches by Ludwig Lavater (1576), Josias Simler (1575), W. Stucki (1575), 
etc. Incidental information about Bullinger in Hagenbach and other works on the Swiss 
Reformation, and in Meyer’s Die Gemeinde von Locarno, 1836, especially I. 198-216. 
 
After the productive period of the Zwinglian Reformation, which embraced fifteen years, from 
1516 to 1531, followed the period of preservation and consolidation under difficult 
circumstances. It required a man of firm faith, courage, moderation, patience, and endurance. 
Such a man was providentially equipped in the person of Heinrich Bullinger, the pupil, friend, 
and successor of Zwingli, and second Antistes of Zurich. He proved that the Reformation was a 
work of God, and, therefore, survived the apparent defeat at Cappel. 
 
He was born July 18, 1504, at Bremgarten in Aargau, the youngest of five sons of Dean 
Bullinger, who lived, like many priests of those days, in illegitimate, yet tolerated, wedlock. 
{304} The father resisted the sale of indulgences by Samson in 1518, and confessed, in his 
advanced age, from the pulpit, the doctrines of the Reformation (1529). In consequence of this act 
he lost his place. Young Henry was educated in the school of the Brethren of the Common Life at 
Emmerich, and in the University of Cologne. He studied scholastic and patristic theology. 
Luther’s writings and Melanchthon’s Loci led him to the study of the Bible and prepared him for 
a change. 
 
He returned to Switzerland as Master of Arts, taught a school in the Cistercian Convent at Cappel 
from 1523 to 1529, and reformed the convent in agreement with the abbot, Wolfgang Joner. 
During that time he became acquainted with Zwingli, attended the Conference with the 
Anabaptists at Zurich, 1525, and the disputation at Bern, 1528. He married Anna Adlischweiler, a 
former nun, in 1529, who proved to be an excellent wife and helpmate. He accepted a call to 
Bremgarten as successor of his father. 
 
After the disaster at Cappel, he removed to Zurich, and was unanimously elected by the Council 
and the citizens preacher of the Great Minster, Dec. 9, 1531. It was rumored that Zwingli himself, 
in the presentiment of his death, had designated him as his successor. No better man could have 
been selected. It was of vital importance for the Swiss churches that the place of the Reformer 
should be filled by a man of the same spirit, but of greater moderation and self-restraint. {305} 
 



Bullinger now assumed the task of saving, purifying, and consolidating the life-work of Zwingli; 
and faithfully and successfully did he carry out this task. When he ascended the pulpit of the 
Great Minster in Dec. 23, 1531, many hearers thought that Zwingli had risen from the grave. 
{306} He took a firm stand for the Reformation, which was in danger of being abandoned by 
timid men in the Council. He kept free from interference with politics, which had proved ruinous 
to Zwingli. He established a more independent, though friendly relation between Church and 
State. He confined himself to his proper vocation as preacher and teacher. 
 
In the first years he preached six or seven times a week; after 1542 only twice, on Sundays and 
Fridays. He followed the plan of Zwingli in explaining whole books of the Scriptures from the 
pulpit. His sermons were simple, clear, and practical, and served as models for young preachers. 
 
He was a most devoted pastor, dispensing counsel and comfort in every direction, and exposing 
even his life during the pestilence which several times visited Zurich. His house was open from 
morning till night to all who desired his help. He freely dispensed food, clothing, and money from 
his scanty income and contributions of friends, to widows and orphans, to strangers and exiles, 
not excluding persons of other creeds. He secured a decent pension for the widow of Zwingli, and 
educated two of his children with his own. He entertained persecuted brethren for weeks and 
months in his own house, or procured them places and means of travel. {307} 
 
He paid great attention to education, as superintendent of the schools in Zurich. He filled the 
professorships in the Carolinum with able theologians, as Pellican, Bibliander, Peter Martyr. He 
secured a well-educated ministry. He prepared, in connection with Leo Judae, a book of church 
order, which was adopted by the Synod, Oct. 22, 1532, issued by authority of the burgomaster, 
the Small and the Great Council, and continued in force for nearly three hundred years. It 
provides the necessary rules for the examination, election, and duties of ministers (Predicanten) 
and deans (Decani), for semi-annual meetings of synods with clerical and lay representatives, and 
the power of discipline. The charges were divided into eight districts or chapters. {308} 
 
Bullinger’s activity extended far beyond the limits of Zurich. He had a truly Catholic spirit, and 
stood in correspondence with all the Reformed Churches. Beza calls him "the common shepherd 
of all Christian Churches;" Pellican, "a man of God, endowed with the richest gifts of heaven for 
God’s honor and the salvation of souls." He received fugitive Protestants from Italy, France, 
England, and Germany with open arms, and made Zurich an asylum of religious liberty. He thus 
protected Celio Secondo Curione, Bernardino Occhino, and Peter Martyr, and the immigrants 
from Locarno, and aided in the organization of an Italian congregation in Zurich. {309} 
Following the example of Zwingli and Calvin, he appealed twice to the king of France for 
toleration in behalf of the Huguenots. He dedicated to Henry II. his book on Christian Perfection 
(1551), and to Francis II. his Instruction in the Christian Religion (1559). He sent deputations to 
the French court for the protection of the Waldenses, and the Reformed congregation in Paris. 
 
The extent of Bullinger’s correspondence is astonishing. It embraces letters to and from all the 
distinguished Protestant divines of his age, as Calvin, Melanchthon, Bucer, Beza, Laski, Cranmer, 
Hooper, Jewel, and crowned heads who consulted him, as Henry VIII., Edward VI., of England, 
Queen Elizabeth, Henry II. of France, King Christian of Denmark, Philip of Hesse, and the 
Elector Frederick of the Palatinate. 
 
Bullinger came into contact with the English Reformation from the time of Henry VIII. to the 
reign of Elizabeth, especially during the bloody reign of Mary, when many prominent exiles fled 
to Zurich, and found a fraternal reception under his hospitable roof. The correspondence of 
Hooper, Jewel, Sandys, Grindal, Parkhurst, Foxe, Cox, and other church dignitaries with 



Bullinger, Gwalter, Gessner, Simler, and Peter Martyr, is a noble monument of the spiritual 
harmony between the Reformed Churches of Switzerland and England in the Edwardian and 
Elizabethan era. Archbishop Cranmer invited Bullinger, together with Melanchthon, Calvin, and 
Bucer, to a conference in London, for the purpose of framing an evangelical union creed; and 
Calvin answered that for such a cause he would be willing to cross ten seas. Lady Jane Grey, who 
was beheaded in 1554, read Bullinger’s works, translated his book on marriage into Greek, 
consulted him about Hebrew, and addressed him with filial affection and gratitude. Her three 
letters to him are still preserved in Zurich. Bishop Hooper of Gloucester, who had enjoyed his 
hospitality in 1547, addressed him shortly before his martyrdom in 1554, as his "revered father 
and guide," and the best friend he ever had, and recommended his wife and two children to his 
care. Bishop Jewel, in a letter of May 22, 1559, calls him his "father and much esteemed master 
in Christ," thanks him for his "courtesy and kindness," which he and his friends experienced 
during the whole period of their exile, and informs him that the restoration of the Reformed 
religion under Elizabeth was largely due to his own "letters and recommendations;" adding that 
the queen refused to be addressed as the head of the Church of England, feeling that such honor 
belongs to Christ alone, and not to any human being. Bullinger’s death was lamented in England 
as a public calamity. {310} 
 
Bullinger faithfully maintained the doctrine and discipline of the Reformed Church against the 
Roman Catholics and Lutherans with moderation and dignity. He never returned the abuse of 
fanatics, and when, in 1548, the Interim drove the Lutheran preachers from the Swabian cities, he 
received them hospitably, even those who had denounced the Reformed doctrines from the pulpit. 
He represents the German-Swiss type of the Reformed faith in substantial agreement with a 
moderate Calvinism. He gave a full exposition of his theological views in the Second Helvetic 
Confession. 
 
His theory of the sacrament was higher than that of Zwingli. He laid more stress on the objective 
value of the institution. We recognize, he wrote to Faber, a mystery in the Lord’s Supper; the 
bread is not common bread, but venerable, sacred, sacramental bread, the pledge of the spiritual 
real presence of Christ to those who believe. As the sun is in heaven, and yet virtually present on 
earth with his light and heat, so Christ sits in heaven, and yet efficaciously works in the hearts of 
all believers. When Luther, after Zwingli’s death, warned Duke Albert of Prussia and the people 
of Frankfort not to tolerate the Zwinglians, Bullinger replied by sending to the duke a translation 
of Ratramnus’ tract, Deuteronomy corpore et sanguine Domini, with a preface. He rejected the 
Wittenberg Concordia of 1536, because it concealed the Lutheran doctrine. He answered Luther’s 
atrocious attack on the Zwinglians (1545) by a clear, strong, and temperate statement; but Luther 
died soon afterwards (1546) without retracting his charges. When Westphal renewed the 
unfortunate controversy (1552), Bullinger supported Calvin in defending the Reformed doctrine, 
but counselled moderation. {311} He and Calvin brought about a complete agreement on the 
sacramental question in the Consensus Tigurinus, which was adopted in 1549 at Zurich, in the 
presence of some members of the Council, and afterwards received the approval of the other 
Swiss Reformed churches. {312} 
 
On the doctrine of Predestination, Bullinger did not go quite as far as Zwingli and Calvin, and 
kept within the infralapsarian scheme. He avoided to speak of the predestination of Adam’s fall, 
because it seemed irreconcilable with the justice of the punishment of sin. {313} The Consensus 
Genevensis (1552), which contains Calvin’s rigorous view, was not signed by the pastors of 
Zurich. Theodor Bibliander, the father of biblical exegesis in Switzerland, and a forerunner of 
Arminianism, opposed it. He adhered to the semi-Pelagian theory of Erasmus, and was involved 
in a controversy with Peter Martyr, who was a strict Calvinist, and taught in Zurich since 1556. 



Bibliander was finally removed from his theological professorship (Feb. 8, 1560), but his salary 
was continued till his death (Nov. 26, 1564). {314} 
 
On the subject of toleration and the punishment of heretics, Bullinger agreed with the prevailing 
theory, but favorably differed from the prevailing practice. He opposed the Anabaptists in his 
writings, as much as Zwingli, and, like Melanchthon, he approved of the unfortunate execution of 
Servetus, but he himself did not persecute. He tolerated Laelio Sozini, who quietly died at Zurich 
(1562), and Bernardino Occhino, who preached for some time to the Italian congregation in that 
city, but was deposed, without further punishment, for teaching Unitarian opinions and defending 
polygamy. In a book against the Roman Catholic Faber, Bullinger expresses the Christian and 
humane sentiment that no violence should be done to dissenters, and that faith is a free gift of 
God, which cannot be commanded or forbidden. He agreed with Zwingli’s extension of salvation 
to all infants dying in infancy and to elect heathen; at all events, he nowhere dissents from these 
advanced views, and published with approbation Zwingli’s last work, where they are most 
strongly expressed. {315} 
 
Bullinger’s house was a happy Christian home. He liked to play with his numerous children and 
grandchildren, and to write little verses for them at Christmas, like Luther. {316} 
 
When his son Henry, in 1553, went to Strassburg, Wittenberg, and Vienna to prosecute his 
theological studies, be wrote down for him wise rules of conduct, of which the following are the 
most important: (1) Fear God at all times, and remember that the fear of God is the beginning of 
wisdom. (2) Humble yourself before God, and pray to him alone through Christ, our only 
Mediator and Advocate. (3) Believe firmly that God has done all for our salvation through his 
Son. (4) Pray above all things for strong faith active in love. (5) Pray that God may protect your 
good name and keep thee from sin, sickness, and bad company. (6) Pray for the fatherland, for 
your dear parents, benefactors, friends, and all men, for the spread of the Word of God; conclude 
always with the Lord’s Prayer, and use also the beautiful hymn, Te Deum laudamus [which he 
ascribes to Ambrose and Augustin]. (7) Be reticent, be always more willing to hear than to speak, 
and do not meddle with things which you do not understand. (8) Study diligently Hebrew and 
Greek as well as Latin, history, philosophy, and the sciences, but especially the New Testament, 
and read daily three chapters in the Bible, beginning with Genesis. (9) Keep your body clean and 
unspotted, be neat in your dress, and avoid above all things intemperance in eating and drinking. 
(10) Let your conversation be decent, cheerful, moderate, and free from all uncharitableness. 
{317} He recommended him to Melanchthon, and followed his studies with letters full of fatherly 
care and affection. {318} He kept his parents with him till their death, the widow of Zwingli (d. 
1538), and two of her children, whom he educated with his own. Notwithstanding his scanty 
income, he declined all presents, or sent them to the hospitals. The whole people revered the 
venerable minister of noble features and white patriarchal beard. 
 
His last days were clouded, like those of many faithful servants of God. The excess of work and 
care undermined his health. In 1562 he wrote to Fabricius at Coire: "I almost sink under the load 
of business and care, and feel so tired that I would ask the Lord to give me rest if it were not 
against his will." The pestilence of 1564 and 1565 brought him to the brink of the grave, and 
deprived him of his wife, three daughters, and his brother-in-law. He bore these heavy strokes 
with Christian resignation. In the same two fatal years he lost his dearest friends, Calvin, Blaurer, 
Gessner, Froschauer, Bibliander, Fabricius, Farel. He recovered, and was allowed to spend 
several more years in the service of Christ. His youngest daughter, Dorothea, took faithful and 
tender care of his health. He felt lonely and homesick, but continued to preach and to write with 
the aid of pastor Lavater, his colleague and son-in-law. He preached his last sermon on Pentecost, 
1575. He assembled, Aug. 26, all the pastors of the city and professors of theology around his 



sick-bed, assured them of his perseverance in the true apostolic and orthodox doctrine, recited the 
Apostles’ Creed, and exhorted them to purity of life, harmony among themselves, and obedience 
to the magistrates. He warned them against intemperance, envy, and hatred, thanked them for 
their kindness, assured them of his love, and closed with a prayer of thanksgiving and some 
verses of the hymns of Prudentius. Then he took each by the hand and took leave of them with 
tears, as Paul did from the elders at Ephesus. A few weeks afterwards he died, after reciting 
several Psalms (51, 16, and 42), the Lord’s Prayer, and other prayers, peacefully, in the presence 
of his family, Sept. 17, 1575. He was buried in the Great Minster, at the side of his beloved wife 
and his dear friend, Peter Martyr. According to his wish, Rudolph Gwalter, Zwingli’s son-in-law 
and his adopted son, was unanimously elected his successor. Four of his successors were trained 
under his care and labored in his spirit. 
 
The writings of Bullinger are very numerous, mostly doctrinal and practical, adapted to the times, 
but of little permanent value. Scheuchzer numbers one hundred and fifty printed books of his. 
The Zurich City Library contains about one hundred, exclusive of translations and new editions. 
Many are extant only in manuscript. He wrote Latin commentaries on the New Testament (except 
the Apocalypse), numerous sermons on Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, the Apocalypse. His Decades 
(five series of ten sermons each on the Decalogue, the Apostles’ Creed, and the Sacraments) were 
much esteemed and used in Holland and England. His work on the justifying grace of God was 
highly prized by Melanchthon. His History of the Swiss Reformation, written by his own hand, in 
two folio volumes, has been published in 1838-’40, in three volumes. His most important 
doctrinal work is the Second Helvetic Confession, which acquired symbolical authority. {319} 
 
{304} The bishop of Constance allowed priests to keep concubines for an annual tribute of four 
Rhenish guilders, called the Hurensold. See Christoffel, Zwingli, II. 337, and Pestalozzi, p. 5. 
 
{305} Pestalozzi, p. 25: "Zwingli und Bullinger—welche Verschiedenheit! Zwingli’s rasches, 
feuriges Temperament, Bullinger’s Ruhe und Gelassenheit; Zwingli’s schneidender, stechender 
Witz, Bullinger’s einlassliche Grundlichkeit; daher auch Zwingli’s Kurze, Bullinger’s 
Ausfuhrlichkeit in den meisten seiner Arbeiten. Wie geeignet zur gegenseitigen Erganzung!" 
 
{306} "Talem concionem detonavit," wrote Myconius to Schenck, "ut multi putarent Zwinglium 
non defunctum, sed ad Phoenicis modum renatum esse." Hottinger, Helv. K. Gesch. III. 28. 
 
{307} See the beautiful description of Pestalozzi, pp. 153 sqq. 
 
{308} There are copies of several editions of this book in the City Library at Zurich, of 1532, 
1535, 1563, etc. It is also printed in Simler’s Sammlung alter und neuer Urkunden, I. 25-73. 
 
{309} See above, p. 155, and the works of Meyer and Morikofer quoted there. 
 
{310} See the letters of Barlow to Simler (Bullinger’s son-in-law), and Bishop Cox to Gwalter, in 
Zurich Letters, pp. 494 and 496. 
 
{311} Apologetica Defensio, etc., February, 1556. 
 
{312} Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 471 sqq., and the literature there quoted. 
 
{313} In the Second Helvetic Confession, ch. VIII., he dismisses the curious questions, "whether 
God would have Adam fall, or whether he forced him to fall, or why he did not hinder his fall, 



and such like," and says that it is sufficient to know that God did forbid our first parents to eat of 
the fruit, and punished them for disobedience. 
 
{314} A fuller statement in Schaff, Creeds, I. 474 sqq., and especially Schweizer, Central-
dogmen, I. 139, 258-292. 
 
{315} See above, p. 177 sq. 
 
{316} Some of these verses are still remembered in Switzerland. Specimens in Pestalozzi, 315 
sqq. 
 
{317} Pestalozzi, 588 sqq. 
 
{318} The letters, pp. 695-617, are quite interesting. Henry became pastor at Zollikon, and 
afterwards of St. Peter at Zurich. He married a daughter of Gwalter, who was a granddaughter of 
Zwingli. 
 
{319} Extracts from Bullinger’s Works are given by Pestalozzi, 505-622.  



55. Antistes Breitinger (1575-1645). 
 
In the same year in which Bullinger died (1575), Johann Jakob Breitinger was born, who became 
his worthy successor as Antistes of Zurich (1613-1645). {320} He called him a saint, and 
followed his example. He was one of the most eminent Reformed divines of his age. Thoroughly 
trained in the universities of Herborn, Marburg, Franeker, Heidelberg, and Basel, he gained the 
esteem and affection of his fellow-citizens as teacher, preacher, and devoted pastor. During the 
fearful pestilence of 1611 he visited the sick from morning till night at the risk of his life. 
 
He attended as one of the Swiss delegates the Synod of Dort (1618 and 1619). He was deeply 
impressed with the learning, wisdom, and piety of that body, and fully agreed with its unjust and 
intolerant treatment of the Arminians. {321} On his return (May 21, 1619) he was welcomed by 
sixty-four Zurichers, who rode to the borders of the Rhine to meet him. Yet, with all his firmness 
of conviction, he was opposed to confessional polemics in an intensely polemic age, and admired 
the good traits in other churches and sects, even the Jesuits. He combined with strict orthodoxy a 
cheerful temper, a generous heart, and active piety. He had an open ear for appeals from the poor 
and the numerous sufferers in the murder of the Valtellina (1620) and during the Thirty Years’ 
War. At his request, hospitals and orphan houses were founded and collections raised, which in 
the Minster alone, during eight years (1618-1628), exceeded fifty thousand pounds. He was in 
every way a model pastor, model churchman, and model statesman. Although be towered high 
above his colleagues, he disarmed envy and jealousy by his kindliness and Christian humility. 
Altogether he shines next to Zwingli and Bullinger as the most influential and useful Antistes of 
the Reformed Church of Zurich. {322} 
 
{320} The immediate successors of Bullinger were Gwalter, Zwingli’s son-in-law (1575-1586), 
Lavater (1585-1586), Stumpf (1582-1592), Leemann (1592-1613). 
 
{321} Comp. Schweizer, Centraldogmen, II. 26, 116 sq., 140 sq., 143. 
 
{322} J. C. Morikofer (author of the Life of Zwingli), Johann Jakob Breitinger Leipzig, 1873. 
Karl Meyer, in Herzog, ii II. 597.  



56. Oswald Myconius, Antistes of Basel. 
 
I. Correspondence between Myconius and Zwingli in Zwingli’s Opera, vols. VII. and VIII. (28 
letters of the former and 20 of the latter).—Correspondence with Bullinger in the Simler 
Collection.—Antiqu. Gernl., I. The Chronicle of Fridolin Ryff, ed. by W. Vischer (son), in the 
Basler Chroniken (vol. 1, Leipzig, 1872), extends from 1514 to 1541. 
 
II. Melchior Kirchofer (of Schaffhausen): Oswald Myconius, Antistes der Baslerischen Kirche. 
Zurich, 1813 (pp. 387). Still very serviceable.—R. Hagenbach: Joh. Oecolampad und Oswald 
Myronius, die Reformatoren Basels. Elberfeld, 1859 (pp. 309-462). Also his Geschichte der 
ersten Basler Confession. Basel, 1828.—B. Riggenbach, in Herzog, ii X. 403-405. 
 
Oswald Myconius (1488-1552), {323} a native of Luzern, an intimate friend of Zwingli, and 
successor of Oecolampadius, was to the Church of Basel what Bullinger was to the Church of 
Zurich,—a faithful preserver of the Reformed religion, but in a less difficult position and more 
limited sphere of usefulness. He spent his earlier life as classical teacher in Basel, Zurich, Luzern, 
Einsiedeln, and again in Zurich. His pupil, Thomas Plater, speaks highly of his teaching ability 
and success. Erasmus honored him with his friendship before he fell out with the Reformation. 
{324} 
 
After the death of Zwingli and Oecolampadius, he moved to Basel as pastor of St. Alban (Dec. 
22, 1531), and was elected Antistes or chief pastor of the Church of that city, and professor of 
New Testament exegesis in the university (August, 1532). He was not ordained, and had no 
academic degree, and refused to take one because Christ had forbidden his disciples to be called 
Rabbi. {325} {Matthew 23:8} He carried out the views of Oecolampadius on discipline, and 
maintained the independence of the Church in its relation to the State and the university. He had 
to suffer much opposition from Carlstadt, who, by his recommendation, became professor of 
theology in Basel (1534), and ended there his restless life (1541). He took special interest in the 
higher and lower schools. He showed hospitality to the numerous Protestants from France who, 
like Farel and Calvin, sought a temporary refuge in Basel. The English martyrologist, John Foxe, 
fled from the Marian persecution to Basel, finished and published there the first edition of his 
Book of Martyrs (1554). 
 
On the doctrine of the Eucharist, Myconius, like Calvin after him, occupied a middle ground 
between Zwingli and Luther. He aided Bucer in his union movement which resulted in the 
adoption of the Wittenberg Concordia and a temporary conciliation of Luther with the Swiss 
(1536). He was suspected by the Zurichers of leaning too much to the Lutheran side, but he never 
admitted the corporal presence and oral manducation; he simply emphasized more than Zwingli 
the spiritual real presence and fruition of the body and blood of Christ. He thought that Luther 
and Zwingli had misunderstood each other. {326} 
 
Myconius matured, on the basis of a draft of Oecolampadius, the First Basel Confession of Faith, 
which was adopted by the magistracy, Jan. 21, 1534, and also by the neighboring city of 
Muhlhausen. {327} It is very simple, and consists of twelve Articles, on God (the trinity), man, 
providence, Christ, the Church and sacraments, the Lord’s Supper, the ban, the civil government, 
faith and good works, the last judgment, feasts, fasts, and celibacy, and the Anabaptists 
(condemning their views on infant baptism, the oath, and civil government). It is written in Swiss-
German, with marginal Scripture references and notes. It claims no infallibility or binding 
authority, and concludes with the words: "We submit this our confession to the judgment of the 



divine Scriptures, and are always ready, if we can be better informed from them, very thankfully 
to obey God and his holy Word." 
 
This Confession was superseded by maturer statements of the Reformed faith, but retained a 
semi-symbolical authority in the Church of Basel, as a venerable historical document. 
 
Myconius wrote the first biography of Zwingli in twelve, short chapters (1532). {328} His other 
writings are not important. {329} 
 
One of his most influential successors was Lukas Gernler, who presided as Antistes over the 
Church of Basel from 1656 to 1675. He formulated the scholastic system of Calvinism, with 
many subtle definitions and distinctions, in a Syllabus of 588 Theses. In connection with John 
Henry Heidegger of Zurich and the elder Turretin of Geneva, he prepared the Helvetic Consensus 
Formula, the last and the most rigid of Calvinistic symbols (1675). He was the last representative 
of strict Calvinistic orthodoxy in Basel. He combined with an intolerant creed a benevolent heart, 
and induced the magistracy of Basel to found an orphan asylum. The famous Hebrew and 
Talmudic scholars, John Buxtorf (1564-1629), his son, John (1599-1664), and his grandson, John 
Jacob (1645-1704), who adorned the university of Basel in the seventeenth century, fully agreed 
with the doctrinal position of Gernler, and defended even the rabbinical tradition of the literal 
inspiration of the Masoretic text against Louis Cappel, who attacked it with great learning (1650). 
{330} 
 
{323} His proper name was Geisshussler. He is to be distinguished from Friedrich Myconius 
(Mecum), who was a friend of Luther and superintendent of Gotha (d. 1546). 
 
{324} ln a letter of Oct. 5, 1532, Erasmus called Myconius a "homo ineptus et quondam 
ludimagister frigidus." Epist. 1233. See Hagenbach. Oekol. tend Mycon., p. 329 sq. and 339, 
where he remarks: "Und doch hatte Erasmus diesen Einfaltspinsel von Schulmeister fruher seines 
Umgangs gewurdigt und ihn vor Vielen ausgezeichnet! Aber der gramliche Mann war jetzt gegen 
alles erbittert, was mit der von ihm verkannten und gehassten Reformation in Verbindung stand 
und glaubte sich, vom alten Ruhme seines Namens zehrend, berechtigt, seinem Unwillen jeden 
beliebigen Ausdruck zu geben." 
 
{325} Hagenbach (341): "Myconius hatte keine kirchliche Ordination erhalten, noch viel weniger 
etwas von dem was man einen akademischen Grad nennt. Er war weder Baccalaureus, noch 
Licentiat, noch Magister, noch Doctor geworden." Luther was proud to be a doctor of divinity; 
but Melanchthon and Zwingli were satisfied with their M. A. Calvin, like Myconius, was never 
ordained, as far as we know, although he was intended for the priesthood. 
 
{326} Hagenbach (359): "Was Zwingli verneint hatte, das verneinte auch er [Myconius] 
fortwahrend. Nie hatte er zugegeben, dass Leib und Blut Christi ihrer leiblichen Substanz nach in 
den Elementen des Abendmahls vorhanden seien; nie zugegeben, dass sie auch von den 
Unglaubigen genossen werden. Was dagegen Zwingli mehr zugegeben, als in den Vordergrund 
gestellt hatte, den geistlichen Genuss durch den Glauben, das hob er mit Nachdruck hervor. Mit 
gutem Gewissen glaubte er in den Fusstapfen seines Meisters fortzuwandeln, der so redlich und 
tapfer in Marburg die Hand zum Frieden geboten hatte." 
 
{327} Bekanthnuss unseres heyl. christenlichen Gloubens, wie es die Kylch von Basel haldt; also 
called Confessio Muhlhusana. In Niemeyer’s Collectio Confess., 78-84; and in Hagenbach’s 
biography at the end, pp. 465-476. Comp. also his History of that Confession, and Schaff, Creeds, 
I. 387 sq. 



 
{328} It was reprinted at Berlin, 1841, in Vita Quatuor Reformatorum, with a Preface of Neander. 
 
{329} See extracts in Hagenbach’s biography, pp. 387-462. 
 
{330} See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 477 sqq.  



57. The Helvetic Confessions of Faith. 
 
Niemeyer: Collectio Confess. (Hall. 1840), pp. 105-122 (Conf. Helv. prior, German and Latin), 
and 462-536 (Conf. Helv. posterior).—Schaff: Creeds of Christendom (New York, 6th ed. 1890), 
vol. I. 388-420 (history); III. 211-307 (First and Second Helv. Conf.), 831-909 (Second Helv. 
Conf. in English). Other literature quoted by Schaff, I. 385 and 399. 
 
Bullinger and Myconius authoritatively formulated the doctrines of the Reformed Churches in 
Switzerland, and impressed upon them a strongly evangelical character, without the scholastic 
subtleties of a later period. 
 
The Sixty-seven Conclusions and the two private Confessions of Zwingli (to Charles V., and 
Francis I.) were not intended to be used as public creeds, and never received the sanction of the 
Church. The Ten Theses of Bern (1528), the First Confession of Basel (1534), the Zurich 
Consensus (1549), and the Geneva Consensus (1552) were official documents, but had only local 
authority in the cities where they originated. But the First and Second Helvetic Confessions were 
adopted by the Swiss and other Churches, and kept their place as symbolical books for nearly 
three hundred years. They represent the Zwinglian type of doctrine modified and matured. They 
approach the Calvinistic system, without its logical rigor. 
 
I. The First Helvetic Confession, 1536. It is also called the Second Basel Confession, to 
distinguish it from the First Basel Confession of 1534. It was made in Basel, but not for Basel 
alone. It owes its origin partly to the renewed efforts of the Strassburg Reformers, Bucer and 
Capito, to bring about an union between the Lutherans and the Zwinglians, and partly to the papal 
promise of convening a General Council. A number of Swiss divines were delegated by the 
magistrates of Zurich, Bern, Basel, Schaffhausen, St. Gall, Muhlhausen, and Biel, to a conference 
in the Augustinian convent at Basel, Jan. 30, 1536. Bucer and Capito also appeared on behalf of 
Strassburg. Bullinger, Myconius, Grynaeus, Leo Judae, and Megander were selected as a 
commission to draw up a Confession of the faith of the Helvetic Churches, which might be used 
at the proposed General Council. It was examined and signed by all the clerical and lay delegates, 
February, 1536, and first published in Latin. Leo Judae prepared the German translation, which is 
fuller than the Latin text, and of equal authority. 
 
Luther, to whom a copy was sent through Bucer, unexpectedly expressed, in two remarkable 
letters, {331} his satisfaction with the earnest Christian character of this document, and promised 
to do all he could to promote union and harmony with the Swiss. He was then under the hopeful 
impressions of the "Wittenberg Concordia," which Bucer had brought about by his elastic 
diplomacy, May, 1536, but which proved, after all, a hollow peace, and could not be honestly 
signed by the Swiss. Luther himself made a new and most intemperate attack on the Zwinglians 
(1545), a year before his death. 
 
The First Helvetic Confession is the earliest Reformed Creed that has acquired a national 
authority. It consists of 27 articles, is fuller than the First Confession of Basel, but not so full as 
the Second Helvetic Confession, by which it was afterwards superseded. The doctrine of the 
sacraments and of the Lord’s Supper is essentially Zwinglian, yet emphasizes the significance of 
the sacramental signs and the real spiritual presence of Christ, who gives his body and blood—
that is, himself—to believers, so that he more and more lives in them, and they in him. 
 



Bullinger and Leo Judae wished to add a caution against the binding authority of this or any other 
confession that might interfere with the supreme authority of the Word of God and with Christian 
liberty. They had a correct feeling of a difference between a confession of doctrine which may be 
improved from time to time with the progress of religious knowledge, and a rule of faith which 
remains unchanged. A confession of the Church has relative authority as norma normata, and 
depends upon its agreement with the Holy Scriptures, which have absolute authority as norma 
normans. 
 
II. The Second Helvetic Confession, 1566. This is far more important than the first, and obtained 
authority beyond the limits of Switzerland. In the intervening thirty years Calvin had developed 
his theological system, and the Council of Trent had formulated the modern Roman creed. 
Bullinger prepared this Confession in 1562 for his private use, as a testimony of the faith in which 
he had lived and wished to die. Two years afterwards, during the raging of the pestilence, he 
elaborated it more fully, in the daily expectation of death, and added it to his last will and 
testament, which was to be delivered to the magistracy of Zurich after his decease. 
 
But events in Germany gave to this private creed a public character. The pious elector of the 
Palatinate, Frederick III., being threatened by the Lutherans with exclusion from the treaty of 
peace on account of his secession to the Reformed Church and the publication of the Heidelberg 
Catechism (1563), requested Bullinger in 1565 to prepare a full and clear exposition of the 
Reformed faith, that he might answer the charges of heresy and dissension so constantly brought 
against the same. Bullinger sent him a manuscript copy of his confession. The Elector was so 
much pleased with it that he desired to have it translated and published in Latin and German 
before the Imperial Diet, which was to assemble at Augsburg in 1566 and to act on his alleged 
apostasy, 
 
In the meantime the Swiss felt the need of such a Confession as a closer bond of union. The First 
Helvetic Confession was deemed too short, and the Zurich Consensus of 1549 and the Geneva 
Consensus of 1552 treated only two articles, namely, the Lord’s Supper and predestination. 
Conferences were held, and Beza came in person to Zurich to take part in the work. Bullinger 
freely consented to a few changes, and prepared also the German version. Geneva, Bern, 
Schaffhausen, Biel, the Grisons, St. Gall, and Muhlhausen expressed their agreement. Basel 
alone, which had its own confession, declined for a long time, but ultimately acceded. 
 
The new Confession was published at Zurich, March 12, 1566, in both languages, at public 
expense, and was forwarded to the Elector of the Palatinate and to Philip of Hesse. A French 
translation appeared soon afterwards in Geneva under the care of Beza. 
 
In the same year the Elector Frederick made such a manly and noble defence of his faith before 
the Diet at Augsburg, that even his Lutheran opponents were filled with admiration for his piety, 
and thought no longer of impeaching him for heresy. 
 
The Helvetic Confession is the most widely adopted, and hence the most authoritative of all the 
Continental Reformed symbols, with the exception of the Heidelberg Catechism. It was 
sanctioned in Zurich and the Palatinate (1566), Neuchatel (1568), by the Reformed Churches of 
France (at the Synod of La Rochelle, 1571), Hungary (at the Synod of Debreczin, 1567), and 
Poland (1571 and 1578). It was well received also in Holland, England, and Scotland as a sound 
statement of the Reformed faith. It was translated not only into German, French, and English, but 
also into Dutch, Magyar, Polish, Italian, Arabic, and Turkish. In Austria and Bohemia the 
Reformed or Calvinists are officially called "the Church of the Helvetic Confession," "the 
Lutherans, the Church of the Augsburg Confession." 



 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{331} One to Jacob Meyer, burgomaster of Basel, Feb. 17, 1537, one to the Swiss Reformed 
Cantons, Dec. 1, 1537, in Deuteronomy Wette’s ed., vol. V. 54 sqq. and 83 sqq.  
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or 
 
THE CALVINISTIC MOVEMENT. 
 

CHAPTER VII. 
 
THE PREPARATORY WORK. FROM 1526 TO 1536. 
 

58. Literature on Calvin and the Reformation in French Switzerland. 
 
Important documents relating to the Reformation in French Switzerland are contained in the 
Archives of Geneva and Bern. Many documents have been recently published by learned 
Genevese archaeologists, as Galiffe, father and son, Grenus, Revilliod, E. Mallet, Chaponniere, 
Fick, and the Society of History and Archaeology of Geneva. 
 
The best Calvin libraries are in the University of Geneva, where his MSS. are preserved in 
excellent order, and in the St. Thomasstift at Strassburg. The latter was collected by Profs. Baum, 
Cunitz, and Reuss, the editors of Calvin’s Works, during half a century, and embraces 274 
publications of the Reformer (among them 36 Latin and 18 French editions of the Institutio), 
many rare contemporary works, and 700 modern books bearing upon Calvin and his Reformation. 
The Society of the History of French Protestantism in Paris (64 rue des saints peres) has a large 
collection of printed works. 
 
I. Correspondence of the Swiss Reformers and their Friends. 
 
Letters took to a large extent the place of modern newspapers and pamphlets; hence their large 
number and importance. 
 
*A. S. Herminjard: Correspondance des reformateurs dans les pays de langue franacaise, etc. 
Geneve et Paris (Fischbacher, 33 rue de Seine), 1866-’86, 7 vols. To be continued. The most 
complete collection of letters of the Reformers of French Switzerland and their friends, with 
historical and biographical notes. The editor shows an extraordinary familiarity with the history 
of the French and Swiss Reformation. The first three volumes embrace the period from 1512 to 
1536; vols. IV.-VII. extend from 1536 to 1642, or from the publication of Calvin’s Institutes to 
the acceptance of the ecclesiastical ordinances at Geneva. For the following years to the death of 
Calvin (1564) we have the correspondence in the Strassburg-Brunswick edition of Calvin’s 
works, vols. X.-XX. See below. 
 
II. The History of Geneva before, during, and after the Reformation: 



 
Jac. Spon: Histoire de la ville et de l’etat de Geneve. Lyon, 1680, 2 vols.: revised and enlarged by 
J. A. Gautier, Geneve, 1730, 2 vols. 
 
J. P. Berenger: Histoire de Geneve jusqu’en 1761. Geneve. 1772, 6 vols 
 
(Grenus) Fragments biographiques et historiques extraits des registres de Geneve. Geneve, 1815. 
 
Memoires et Documents publies par la Societe d’histoire et d’archeologie de Geneve. 1840 sqq., 
vol. I.-XIV. 
 
Francois Bonivard: Les chroniques de Geneve. Publies par G. Revilliod. Geneve, 1867, 2 vols. 
 
*Amedee Roget (Professor at the University of Geneva, d. Sept. 29, 1883): Histoire du peuple de 
Geneve depuis la reforme jusqu’a  l’escalade. Geneve, 1870-’83. 7 vols. From 1536 to 1567. The 
work was to extend to 1602, but was interrupted by the death of the author. Impartial. The best 
history of Geneva during the Reformation period. The author was neither an eulogist nor a 
detractor of Calvin.—By the same: L’eglise et l’etat a  Geneve du vivant de Calvin. Geneve, 1867 
(pp. 91). 
 
Jacq. Aug. Galiffe: Materiaux pour l’histoire de Geneve. Geneve, 1829 and ‘30, 2 vols. 8; 
Notices genealogiques sur les familles genevoises, Geneve, 1829, 4 vols.—J. B. G. Galiffe (son 
of the former, and Professor of the Academy of Geneva): Besanacon Hugues, liberateur de 
Geneve. Historique de la fondation de l’independance Genevoise, Geneve, 1859 (pp. 330); 
Geneve historique et archeol., Geneve, 1869; Quelques pages d’histoire exacte, soit les proces 
criminels intentes a Geneve en 1547, pour haute trahison contre noble Ami Perrin, ancien syndic, 
conseiller et capitaine-general de la republique, et contre son accusateur noble Laurent Meigret 
dit le Magnifique, Geneve, 1862 (135 pp. 4); Nouvelles pages d’histoire exacte soit le proces de 
Pierre Ameaux, Geneve, 1863 (116 pp. 4). The Galiffes, father and son, descended from an old 
Genevese family, are Protestants, but very hostile to Calvin and his institutions, chiefly from the 
political point of view. They maintain, on the ground of family papers and the acts of criminal 
processes, that Geneva was independent and free before Calvin, and that he introduced a system 
of despotism. "La plupart des faits racontes par le medecin Lyonnais" (Bolsec), says the elder 
Galiffe (Notices genealogiques, III. 547), "sont parfaitement vrais." He judges Calvin by the 
modem theory of toleration which Calvin and Beza with their whole age detested. "Les veritable 
protestants genevois," he says, "etaient ceux qui voulaient que chacun- libre de penser ce que son 
raison lui inspirait, et de ne faire que ce qu’elle approuvait; mais que personne ne se permit 
d’attaquer la religion de son prochain, de se moquer de sa croyance, au de le scandaliser par 
desmonstrations malicieuses et par des fanfaronnades de suioria qui ne prouvent que la fatuia 
ridicule de ceux qui se nomment lesus." The Galiffes sympathize with Ami Perrin, Franacois 
Favre, Jean Philippe, Jean Lullin, Pierre Vandel, Michael Servet, and all others who were 
opposed to Calvin. For a fair criticism of the works of the Galiffes, see La France Protestante, II. 
767 sqq., 2d ed. 
 
III. The Reformers Before Calvin: 
 
*Le Chroniqueur. Recueil historique, et journal de l’Helvetie romande, en l’annee 1535 et en 
l’annee 1536. Edited by L. Vulliemin, 1835. Lausanne (Marc Duclos), 326 pp. 4. Descriptions 
and reprints of documents relating to the religious condition in those two years, in the form of a 
contemporary journal. 
 



Melchior Kirchhofer (of Schaffhausen, 1773-1853). Das Leben Wilhelm Farels aus den Quellen 
bearbeitet. Zurich, 1831 and ‘33, 2 vols. (pp. 251 and 190, no index). Very good for that time. He 
also wrote biographies of Haller, Hofmeister, Myconius. 
 
C. Cheneviere: Farel, Froment, Viret, reformateurs relig. Geneve, 1835. 
 
H. Jaquemot: Viret, reformateur de Lausanne. Strassburg, 1856. 
 
F. Godet (Professor and Pastor in Neuchatel): Histoire de la reformation et du refuge dans le pays 
de Neuchatel. Neuchatel, 1859 (209 pp.). Chiefly devoted to the labors of Farel, but carries the 
history down to the immigration of French refugees after the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. 
 
C. Schmidt (of Strassburg): Wilhelm Farel und Peter Viret. Nach handschriftlichen und 
gleichzeitigen Quellen. Elberfeld, 1860. (In vol. IX. of the "Leben und ausgewahlte Schriften der 
Vater der reform. Kirche.") 
 
T. Cart: Pierre Viret, le reformateur vaudois. Lausanne, 1864. 
 
C. Junod: Farel, reformateur de la Swisse romande et reformateur de l’eglise de Neuchatel. 
Neuchatel et Paris, 1865. 
 
IV. Works and Correspondence of John Calvin: 
 
Joh. Calvini: Opera quae supersunt omnia, ed. G. Baum, E. Cunitz, E. Reuss, theologi 
Argentoratenses. Brunsvigae, 1863 sqq. (in the Corp. Reform.). So far (1892) 48 vols. 4. The 
most complete and most critical edition. The three editors died before the completion of their 
work, but left material for the remaining volumes (vols. 45 sqq.) which are edited by Alf. 
Erichson. 
 
Older Latin edd., Geneva, 1617, 7 vols. folio, and Amstelod., 1667-’71, in 9 vols. folio. Separate 
Latin editions of the Institutes, by Tholuck (Berlin, 1834 and ‘46), and of the Commentaries on 
Genesis by Hengstenberg (Berlin, 1838), on the Psalms (Berlin, 1830-’34), and the New 
Testament, except the Apocalypse (1833-’38, in 7 vols.), by Tholuck. The same books have also 
been separately republished in French. 
 
An English edition of Calvin’s Works, by the "Calvin Translation Society," Edinburgh, 1843-’53, 
in 52 vols. The Institutes have been translated by Allen (London, 1813, often reprinted by the 
Presbyterian Board of Publication in Philadelphia), and by Henry Beveridge (Edinburgh, 1846). 
German translations of his Institutes by Fr. Ad. Krummacher (1834) and by B. Spiess (the first 
edition of 1536, Wiesbaden, 1887), and of parts of his Comment., by C. F. L. Matthieu (1859 
sqq.). 
 
The extensive correspondence of Calvin was first edited in part by Beza and Jonvilliers (Calvin’s 
secretary), Genevae, 1575, and other editions; then by Bretschneider (the Gotha Letters), Lips. 
1835; by A. Crottet, Geneve, 1850; much more completely By JULES BONNET, Lettres 
Franacaises, Paris, 1854, 2 vols.; an English translation (from the French and Latin) by D. 
Constable and M. R. Gilchrist, Edinburgh and Philadelphia (Presbyterian Board of Publication), 
1855 sqq., in 4 vols. (the fourth with an index), giving the letters in chronological order (till 
1558). The last and best edition is by the Strassburg Professors in Calvini Opera, vol. X. Part II. 
to vol. XX., with ample Prolegomena on the various editions of Calvin’s Letters and the 



manuscript sources. His letters down to 1542 are also given by Herminjard, vols. VI. and VII., 
quoted above. 
 
V. Biographies of Calvin: 
 
*Theodor Beza (d. 1605): Johannis Calvini Vita. First published with Calvin’s posthumous 
Commentary on Joshua, in the year of his death. It is reprinted in all editions of Calvin’s works, 
and in Tholuck’s edition of Calvin’s Commentary on the Gospels. In the same year Beza 
published a French edition under the title, L’Histoire de la vie et mort de Maistre Jean Calvin 
avec le testament et derniere volonte dudit Calvin: et le catalogue des livres par lui composez. 
Geneve, 1564; second French edition, enlarged and improved by his friend and colleague, Nic. 
Colladon, 1565; best edition, Geneva, 1657 (very rare, 204 pp.), which has been carefully 
republished from a copy in the Mazarin library, with an introduction and notes by Alfred 
Franklin, Paris, 1869 (pp. lxi and 294). This edition should be consulted. The three biographies of 
Beza (two French and one Latin) are reprinted in the Brunswick edition of Calvin’s Opera with a 
notice litteraire, Tom. XXI. pp. 6-172, to which are added the Epitaphia in lo. Calvinum scripta 
(Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and French). There are also German, English, and Italian translations of 
this biography. An English translation by Francis Sibson of Trinity College, Dublin, reprinted in 
Philadelphia, 1836; another by Beveridge, Edinburgh, 1843. 
 
The biography of Beza as enlarged by Colladon, though somewhat eulogistic, and especially 
Calvin’s letters and works, and the letters of his friends who knew him best, furnish the chief 
material for an authentic biography. 
 
Hierosme Hermes Bolsec: Histoire de la vie, moeurs, actes, doctrine, constance et mort de Jean 
Calvin, je dis ministre de Geneve, de die au Reverendissime archeuesque, conte de l’eglise de 
Lyon, et Primat de France, Lyon, 1577 (26 chs. and 143 pp.); republished at Paris, 1582; and 
with an introduction and notes by L. Fr. Chastel, Lyon, 1875 (pp. xxxi and 328). I have used 
Chastel’s edition. A Latin translation, Deuteronomy J. Calvini magni quondam Genevensium 
ministri vita, moribus, rebus gestis, studiis ac denique morte, appeared in Paris, 1577, also at 
Cologne, 1580; a German translation at Cologne, 1581. Bolsec was a Carmelite monk, then 
physician at Geneva, expelled on account of Pelagian views and opposition to Calvin, 1551; 
returned to the Roman Church; d. at Annecy about 1584. His book is a mean and unscrupulous 
libel, inspired by feelings of hatred and revenge; but some of his facts are true, and have been 
confirmed by the documents published by Galiffe. Bolsec wrote a similar biography of Beza: 
Histoire de la vie, moeurs, doctrine et deportments de Th. de Beze dit le Spectable, 1582. A 
French writer says, "Ces biographies sont un tissu de calomnies qu’ aucun historien serieux, pas 
meme le P. Maimbourg, n’a-ose admettre et dont plus recemment M. Mignet a fait bonne justice." 
(A. Reville in Lichtenberger’s "Encycl.," II. 343.) Comp. the article "Bolsec" in La France 
Protestante, 2d ed. (1879), II. 745-776. 
 
Antibolseccus. Cleve, 1622. Of this book I find only the title. 
 
Jacques Le Vasseur (canon and dean of the Church of Noyon): Annales de l’eglise cathedrale de 
Noyon. Paris, 1633, 2 vols. 4Â°. Contains some notices on the birth and relations of Calvin. 
 
Jacques Desmay (R. C.): Remarques sur la vie de J. Calvin heresiarque tirees des Registres de 
Noyon. Rouen, 1621 and 1657. 
 
Charles Drelincourt (pastor at Charenton): La defense de Calvin contre l’outrage fait a sa 
memoire. Geneve, 1667; in German, Hanau, 1671. A refutation of the slanders of Bolsec and a 



posthumous book of Cardinal Richelieu on the easiest and surest method of conversion of those 
who separated themselves from the Roman Church. Bayle gives an epitome in his Dictionnaire. 
 
Melchior Adam: Vita Calvini, in his Vitae Theologorum, etc. 3d ed. Francof., 1705 (Part II., 
Decades duae, etc., pp. 32-55). Chiefly from Beza. 
 
Elijah Waterman (pastor of the Presbyterian Church in Bridgeport, Conn.) Memoirs of the Life 
and Writings of John Calvin: together with a selection of Letters written by him and other 
distinguished Reformers. Hartford, 1813. 
 
Vincent Audin (R. C., 1793-1851): Histoire de la vie, des ouvrages et des doctrines de Calvin. 
Paris, 1841, 2 vols.; 5th ed. 1851; 6th ed. 1873. English translation by John McGill; German 
translation, 1843. Written like a novel, with a deceptive mixture of truth and falsehood. It is a 
Bolsec redivivus. Audin says that he first cast away the book of Bolsec "as a shameful libel. All 
testimony was against Bolsec: Catholics and Protestants equally accused him. But, after a patient 
study of the reformer, we are now compelled to admit, in part, the recital of the physician of 
Lyon. Time has declared for Bolsec; each day gives the lie to the apologists of Calvin." He boasts 
of having consulted more than a thousand volumes on Calvin, but betrays his polemical bias by 
confessing that he "desired to prove that the refugee of Noyon was fatal to civilization, to the arts, 
and to civil and religious liberty." Audin wrote in the same spirit the history of Luther (1839, 3 
vols.), Henry VIII. (1847), and Leo X. (1851). His work is disowned and virtually refuted by fair-
minded Catholics like Kampschulte, Cornelius, and Funk. 
 
*Paul Henry, D. D. (pastor of a French Reformed Church in Berlin): Das Leben Johann Calvins 
des grossen Reformators, etc. (dedicated to Neander). Hamburg, 1835-44, 3 vols. English 
translation (but without the notes and appendices, and differing from the author on the case of 
Servetus) by Henry Stebbing, London and New York, 1851, in 2 vols. This large work marks an 
epoch as an industrious collection of valuable material, but is ill digested, and written with 
unbounded admiration for Calvin. Henry wrote also, in opposition to Audin and Galiffe, an 
abridged Leben Johann Calvin’s. Ein Zeugniss fur die Wahrheit. Hamburg and Gotha, 1846 (pp. 
498). 
 
Thomas Smyth, D. D.: Calvin and his Enemies. 1843; new ed. Philadelphia (Presbyterian Board 
of Publication), 1856, and again 1881. Apologetic. 
 
Thomas H. Dyer: The Life of John Calvin. London (John Murray), 1850, pp. 560 (republished, 
New York, 1851). Graphic and impartial, founded upon Calvin’s correspondence, Henry, and 
Trechsel (Antitrinitarier). 
 
Felix Bungener: Calvin, sa vie, son oeuvre, et ses ecrits. Paris, 2d ed. 1863 (pp. 468). English 
translation, Edinburgh, 1863. 
 
*E. Stahelin (Reformed minister at Basel): Johannes Calvin; Leben und ausgewahlte Schriften. 
Elberfeld, 1863, 2 vols. (in "Vater und Begrunder der reform. Kirche," vol. IV. in two parts). One 
of the best biographies, though not as complete as Henry’s, and in need of modification and 
additions from more recent researches. 
 
Paul Pressel (Luth.): Johann Calvin. Ein evangelisches Lebensbild. Elberfeld, 1864 (pp. 263). For 
the tercentenary of Calvin’s death (May 27, 1864). Based upon Stahelin, Henry, Mignet, and 
Bonnet’s edition of Calvin’s letters. 
 



Albert Rilliet: Bibliographie de la vie de Calvin. "Correspond. litteraire." Paris, 1864. La premier 
sejour de Calvin a  Geneve. Gen. 1878. 
 
*Guizot (the great historian and statesman, a descendant of the Huguenots, d. at Val Richer, Sept. 
12, 1874): St. Louis and Calvin. London, 1868. Comp. also his sketch in the Musee des 
protestants celebres. 
 
*F. W. Kampschulte (a liberal Roman Catholic, Professor of History at Bonn, died an Old 
Catholic, 1872): Joh. Calvin, seine Kirche und sein Staat in Genf. Leipzig, 1869, vol. I. (vols. II. 
and III. have not appeared). A most able, critical, and, for a Catholic, remarkably fair and liberal 
work, drawn in part from unpublished sources.—In the same spirit of fairness, Prof. Funk of 
Tubingen wrote an article on Calvin in the 2d ed. of Wetzer and Welte’s Catholic Kirchenlexicon, 
II. 1727-1744. 
 
Thomas M’Crie, D. D.: The Early Years of John Calvin. A Fragment, 1509-1536. A posthumous 
work, edited by William Ferguson. Edinburgh, 1880 (pp. 199). Valuable as far as it goes. 
 
Art. "Calvin" in La France Protestante, Paris, 2d ed. vol. III. (1881), 508-639. 
 
Abel Lefranc: La jeunesse de Calvin. Paris, 1888 (pp. 229). The author brings to light new facts 
on the extent of the Protestant movement at Noyon.—Comp. his Histoire de la Ville de Noyon et 
de ses institutions. Paris, 1888. 
 
Annales Calviniani by the editors of the Brunswick edition of Calvin’s Opera. Tom. XXI. 183-
818. From 1509 to 1572. Invaluable for reference. 
 
VI. Biographical Sketches and Essays on Special Points Connected with Calvin: 
 
Fr. Aug. Alex. Mignet (eminent French historian and academician, 1796-1884): Memoire sur 
l’etablissement de la reforme et sur la constitution du Calvinisme a  Geneve. Paris, 1834. The 
same in German, Leipzig, 1843. 
 
G. Weber: Geschichtliche Darstellung des Calvinismus im Verhaltniss zum Staat in Genf und 
Frankreich bis zur Aufhebung des Edikts von Nantes. Heidelberg, 1836 (pp. 372). 
 
* J. J. Herzog: Joh. Calvin, Basel, 1843; and in his Real-Encyklop. ii vol. III. 77-106. 
 
*Jules Bonnet: Lettres de Jean Calvin, 1854; Calvin au val d’Aoste, 1861 Idelette de Bure, femme 
de Calvin (in "Bulletin de la societe de l’histoire du Protest. franacais," 1856, Nos. 11 and 12); 
Recits du seizieme siecle, Paris, 1864; Nouveaux recits, 1870; Derniers recits, 1876. 
 
E. Renan: Jean Calvin, in etudes d’histoire religieuse, 5th ed. Paris, 1862; English translation by 
O. B. Frothingham Studies of Religious History and Criticism, (New York, 1864, pp. 285-297). 
 
J. H. Albert Rilliet: Lettre a  M. Merle D’Aubigne sur deux points obscurs de la vie de Calvin, 
Geneve, 1864. Le premier sejour de Calvin a Geneve, in his and Dufour’s edition of Calvin’s 
French Catechism, Geneve, 1878. 
 
Monkeberg: Joachim Westphal and Joh. Calvin. Hamburg, 1866. 
 
J. Kostlin: Calvin’s Institutio nach Form und Inhalt. 



 
Edmond Stern: La theorie du culte d’apres Calvin. Strassburg, 1869. 
 
James Anthony Froude: Calvinism, an Address delivered to the Students of St. Andrews, March 
17, 1871 (in his Short Studies on Great Subjects, Second Series, New York, 1873, pp. 9-53). 
 
Principal William Cunningham (Free Church of Scotland, d. 1861): The Reformers and the 
Theology of the Reformers. Edinburgh, 1862. 
 
Principal John Tulloch (of the Established Church of Scotland, d. 1885): Leaders of the 
Reformation. Edinburgh, 1859; 3d ed. 1883. 
 
Philip Schaff: John Calvin, in the "Bibliotheca Sacra," Andover, 1857, pp. 125-146, and in 
Creeds of Christendom (New York, 1877), I. 421-471. 
 
A. A. Hodge (d. at Princeton, 1885): Calvinism, in Johnson’s "Universal Cyclopaedia" (New 
York, 1875 sqq.), vol. I. pp. 727-734; new ed. 1886, vol. I. 676-683. 
 
Lyman H. Atwater: Calvinism in Doctrine and Life, in the, "Presbyterian Quarterly and Princeton 
Review," New York, January, 1875, pp. 73-106. 
 
Dardier and Jundt: Calvin, in Lichtenberger’s "Encyclopedie des sciences religieuses," Tom. II. 
529-557. (Paris, 1877.) 
 
P. Lobstein: Die Ethik Calvins in ihren Grundzugen. Strassburg, 1877. 
 
W. Lindsay Alexander: Calvin, in "Encycl. Brit.," 9th ed. vol. IV. 714 sqq. 
 
Pierre Vaucher: Calvin et les Genevois. Gen. 1880. 
 
A. Pierson: Studien over Joh. Kalvijn. Haarlem, 1881-’83. 
 
J. M. Usteri: Calvin’s Sacraments und Tauflehre. 1884. 
 
B. Fontana: Documenti dell’ archivio Vaticano e dell’ Estense, circa il soggiorno di Calv. a 
Ferrara. Rom. 1885. E. Comba in "Revisita Christ.," 1885, IV.-VII. 
 
C. A. Cornelius (liberal Catholic): Die Verbannung Calvins aus Genf. im J. 1536. Munchen, 
1886. Die Ruckkehr Calvins nach Genf. I. Die Guillermins (pp. 62); II. Die Artichauds; III. Die 
Berufung (pp. 102). Munchen, 1888 and 1889. Separate print from the "Abhandlungen der K. 
bayer. Akademie der Wissenschaften," XIX. Bd. II. Abth. Cornelius, a friend of Dollinger, agrees 
in his high estimate of Calvin with Kampschulte, but dwells chiefly on the political troubles of 
Geneva during Calvin’s absence (with large quotations from Herminjard’s collection of letters), 
and stops with Calvin’s return, September, 1540. 
 
Charles W. Shields: Calvin’s Doctrine on Infant Salvation, in the "Presb. and Ref. Review," New 
York, 1890, pp. 634-651. Tries to show that Calvin taught universal infant salvation(?). 
 
Ed. Stricker: Johann Calvin als erster Pfarrer der reformirten Gemeinde zu Strassburg. Nach 
urkundlichen Quellen. Strassburg, 1890 (vi and 66 pp.).—In connection with Calvin’s sojourn at 



Strassburg may also be consulted, R. Reuss: Histoire de l’eglise de Strassbourg, 1880; and A. 
Erichson: L’eglise franacaise de Strassbourg au XVI  {me} siecle, 1886. 
 
E. Doumergue (Professor of Church History at Montauban): Essai sur l’histoire du culte reforme 
principalement au XVI  {e} et au XlX {e} siecle. Paris, 1890. The first part, pp. 1-116, treats of 
Calvin’s Liturgies and labors for church poetry and music. 
 
The literature on Servetus will be given below, in the section on Calvin and Servetus. 
 
VII. Histories of the Reformation in French Switzerland: 
 
Abr. Ruchat (Professor of Theology in the Academy of Lausanne, d. 1750): Histoire de la 
reformation de la Suisse. Geneve, 1727 sq., 6 vols.; new ed. with appendices, by Prof. L. 
Vulliemin, Nyon, 1835-’38, 7 vols. Comes down to 1566. Strongly anti-Romish and devoted to 
Bern, diffuse and inelegant in style, but full of matter, "un recueil de savantes dissertations, un 
extrait de documents" (Dardier, in Lichtenberger’s "Encyclop.," XI. 345).—An English 
abridgment in one volume by J. Collinson: History of the Reformation in Switzerland by Ruchat. 
London, 1845. Goes to 1537. 
 
Dan. Gerdes (1698-1767): Introductio in Historiam Evangelii seculo XVI. passim per Europam 
renovati doctrinaeque Reformatae; accedunt varia monumenta pietatis atque rei literariae. 
Groningae, 1744-’52, 4 vols. Contains pictures of the Reformers and interesting documents. Parts 
of vols. I., II., and IV. treat of the Swiss Reformation. 
 
C. B. Hundeshagen (Professor in Bern, afterwards in Heidelberg and Bonn; d. 1872): Die 
Conflicte des Zwinglianismus, Lutherthums und Calvinismus in der Bernischen Landeskirche von 
1532-1558. Nach meist ungedruckten Quellen. Bern, 1842. 
 
*J. Gaberel (ancien pasteur): Histoire de l’eglise de Geneve depuis le commencement de la 
reforme jusqu’en 1815. Geneve, 1855-63, 3 vols. 
 
P. Charpenne: Histoire de la reformation et des reformateurs de Geneve. Paris, 1861. 
 
Fleury: Histoire de l’eglise de Geneve. Geneve, 1880. 2 vols. 
 
The works of Amad. Roget, quoted sub II. 
 
*Merle D’Aubigne (Professor of Church History in the Free Church Theological Seminary at 
Geneva): Histoire de la reformation en Europe au temps du Calvin. Paris, 1863-’78. English 
translation in several editions, the best by Longmans, Green & Co., London, 1863-’78, 8 vols.; 
American edition by Carter, New York, 1870-’79, 8 vols. The second division of Merle’s work 
on the Reformation. The last three volumes were edited after his death (Oct. 21, 1872) by 
Duchemin and Binder, and translated by William L. R. Cates. The work gives the history of the 
Reformation in Geneva down to 1542, and of the other Reformed Churches to the middle of the 
sixteenth century. It is, therefore, incomplete, but, as far as it goes, the most extensive, eloquent, 
and dramatic history of the Reformation by an enthusiastic partisan of the Reformers, especially 
Calvin, in full sympathy with their position and faith, except on the union of Church and State 
and the persecution of heretics. The first division, which is devoted to the Lutheran Reformation 
till 1530, had an extraordinary circulation in England and America. Ranke, with his calm, judicial 
temperament, wondered that such a book could be written in the nineteenth century. (See Preface 
to vol. VII. p. vi, note.) 



 
atienne Chastel (Professor of Church History in the University of Geneva, d. 1882): Histoire du 
Christianisme. Paris, 1882, 5 vols. Tom. IV. 66 sqq. treats of the Swiss Reformation. 
 
G. P. Fisher: The Reformation. New York, 1873, ch. VII. pp. 192-241. 
 
Philippe Godet (son of Frederic, the commentator): Histoire litteraire de la Suisse franacaise. 
Neuchatel and Paris, 1890. Ch. II. 51-112 treats of the Reformers (Farel, Viret, Froment, Calvin, 
and Beza). 
 
Virgile Rossel: Histoire litteraire de la Suisse romande. Geneve (H. Georg), 1890, 2 vols. The 
first vol. Des origines jusqu’au XVIIIme siecle. 
 
The Histories of the Reformation in France usually give also an account of the labors of Farel, 
Calvin, and Beza; e.g. the first volume of Gottlob von Polenz: Geschichte des franzosischen 
Calvinismus (Gotha, 1857 sqq.).  



59. The Condition of French Switzerland before the Reformation. 
 
The losses of the Reformation in German Switzerland were more than made up by the gains in 
French Switzerland; that is, in the three Cantons, Vaud, Neuchatel, and Geneva. {332} 
Protestantism moved westward. Calvin continued, improved, and completed the work of Zwingli, 
and gave it a wider significance. Geneva took the place of Zurich, and surpassed in influence the 
city of Zwingli and the city of Luther. It became "the Protestant Rome," from which proceeded 
the ideas and impulses for the Reformed Churches of France, Holland, England, and Scotland. 
The city of Calvin has long since departed from his rigorous creed and theocratic discipline, and 
will never return to them; but the evangelical faith still lives there in renewed vigor; and among 
cities of the same size there is none that occupies a more important and influential position in 
theological and religious activity as well as literary and social culture, and as a convenient centre 
for the settlement of international questions, than Geneva. 
 
The Reformation of French Switzerland cannot be separated from that of France. The inhabitants 
of the two countries are of the same Celtic or Gallic stock mixed with Germanic (Frank and 
Burgundian) blood. The first evangelists of Western Switzerland were Frenchmen who had to flee 
from their native soil. They became in turn, through their pupils, the founders of the Reformed 
Church of France. The Reformed Churches of the two countries are one in spirit. After the 
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, many Huguenots found an asylum in Geneva, Vaud, and 
Neuchatel. The French Swiss combine the best traits of the French character with Swiss solidity 
and love of freedom. They are ever ready to lend a helping hand to their brethren across the 
frontier, and they form at the same time a connecting link between them and the Protestants of the 
German tongue. Their excellent educational institutions attract students from abroad and train 
teachers for other countries. 
 
The territory of the French Cantons, which embraces 1665 square miles, was in the sixteenth 
century under the protection of the Swiss Confederacy. 
 
Vaud was conquered by Bern from the Duke of Savoy, and ruled by bailiffs till 1798. {333} 
 
The principality of Neuchatel and Valangin concluded a co-burghery with Freiburg, 1290, with 
Bern, 1307, and with Solothurn, 1324. In 1707 the principality passed to King Frederick I. of 
Prussia, who confirmed the rights and liberties of the country and its old alliance with 
Switzerland. The connection with Prussia continued till 1857, when it was dissolved by free 
consent. {334} 
 
Geneva was originally governed by a bishop and a count, who divided the spiritual and secular 
government between them. Duke Charles III. of Savoy tried to subdue the city with the aid of an 
unworthy and servile bishop, Pierre de la Baume, whom he had appointed from his own family 
with the consent of Pope Leo X. {335} But a patriotic party, under the lead of Philibert Berthelier, 
Besanacon Hugues, and Franacois Bonivard (Byron’s "Prisoner of Chillon") opposed the attempt 
and began a struggle for independence, which lasted several years, and resembles on a small scale 
the heroic struggle of Switzerland against foreign oppression. The patriots, on account of their 
alliance with the Swiss, were called Eidgenossen, —a German word for (Swiss) Confederates, 
which degenerated by mispronunciation into Eignots and Huguenots, and passed afterwards from 
Geneva to France as a nickname for Protestants. {336} The party of the Duke of Savoy and the 
bishop were nicknamed Mamelukes or slaves. The patriots gained the victory with the aid of the 
German Swiss. On Feb. 20, 1526, Bern and Freiburg concluded an alliance with Geneva, and 



pledged their armed aid for the protection of her independence. The citizens of Geneva ratified 
the Swiss alliance by an overwhelming majority, who shouted, "The Swiss and liberty!" The 
bishop appealed in vain to the pope and the emperor, and left Geneva for St. Claude. But he had 
to accept the situation, and continued to rule ten years longer (till 1536). {337} 
 
This political movement, of which Berthelier is the chief hero, had no connection with the 
Reformation, but prepared the way for it, and was followed by the evangelical labors of Farel and 
Viret, and the organization of the Reformed Church under Calvin. During the war of 
emancipation there grew up an opposition to the Roman Church and the clergy of Geneva, which 
sided with Savoy and was very corrupt, even according to the testimonies of Roman Catholic 
writers, such as Bishop Antoine Champion, Bonivard, the Soeur de Jussie, and Francis of Sales. 
Reports of the Lutheran and Zwinglian reformation nursed the opposition. Freiburg (Fribourg) 
remained Roman Catholic {338} and broke the alliance with Geneva; but Bern strengthened the 
alliance and secured for Geneva political freedom from Savoy and religious freedom from Rome. 
 
NOTES. 
 
For the understanding of the geography and history of the Swiss Confederacy, the following facts 
should be considered in connection with the map facing p. 1. 
 
1. The original Confederacy of the Three Forest Cantons (Urcantone, Waldstatte), Uri, Schwyz, 
and Unterwalden, from Aug. 1, 1291 (the date of the renewal of an older covenant of 1244) to 
1332. Victory at Morgarten over Duke Leopold of Austria, Nov. 15, 1315. (After 1352 the 
number of Forest Cantons was five, including Luzern and Zug.) 
 
2. The Confederacy of the Eight Cantons (Orte) from 1353 to 1481. 
 
Luzern joined the Forest Cantons in 1332 (thenceforward the Confederacy was called the Bund 
der Vier Waldstatte, to which in 1352 was added Zug as the Fifth Forest Canton; hence the Funf 
Orte or Five Cantons). 
 
Zurich joined 1351. 
 
Glarus joined 1352. 
 
Zug 1352 
 
Bern 1353. 
 
Victories over the Austrians at Sempach, July 9, 1386 (Arnold von Winkelried), and Nafels, April 
9, 1388. Battle against the Dauphin of France (Louis XI.) Aug. 26, 1444, at St. Jacob near Basel 
(the Thermopylae of the Swiss), and victories over Charles the Bold of Burgundy, at Grandson, 
June 22, 1476, and Nancy, Jan. 5, 1477. 
 
3. The Confederacy of the Thirteen Cantons, 1513-1798. 
 
Freiburg joined 1481. 
 
Schaffhausen joined 1501 
 
Solothurn 1481 



 
Appenzell 1513 
 
Basel 1501. 
 
4. The Confederation under the French Directory, 1798-1802. Vaud, with the help of France, 
made herself independent of Bern, 1798. Valtellina Chiavenna, and Bormio were lost to the 
Grisons and attached to the Cisalpine Republic by Napoleon, 1797. Neuchatel separated from 
Switzerland. 
 
5. The Confederation of Nineteen Cantons from 1803-1813, under the influence of Napoleon as 
"Mediator." 
 
6. Modern Switzerland of Twenty-Two Cantons from the Congress of Vienna, 1815, to date. 
 
The new Cantons are: Ticino, Valais, St. Gall, Aargau, Thurgau, Grisons, Geneva, Vaud, 
Neuchatel. They were formerly dependent on, and protected by, or freely associated with, the 
Thirteen Can 
 
{332} La Suisse franacaise or la Suisse romande. Vaud has 1244 square miles; Neuchatel, 312; 
Geneva, 109. The first numbered, in 1889, 251,000 inhabitants; the second, 109,000; the third, 
107,000. 
 
{333} See Vulliemin, Le canton de Vaud, Lausanne, 3d ed., 1885. Verdeil, Histoire du canton de 
Vaud, Lausanne, 1854-’57, 4 vols. 
 
{334} See the historical works on Neuchatel by Chambrier, Matile, Boyve, Majer, Benoit. 
 
{335} Pierre de la Baume was bishop of Geneva from 1523 to 1536, became bishop of Besanacon 
1542, and died 1544. Bonivard (as quoted by Audin, who praises the bishops of Geneva) says of 
him: "He was a great dissipator of goods, in all things superfluous, esteeming it a sovereign virtue 
in a prelate to have his table loaded with large dishes of meat and all sorts of wines; and when 
there he gave himself up so completely as to exceed thirty-one courses." Audin adds (p. 116): 
"This shaft would have been much more pointed, had not Bonivard often seated himself at this 
table and drank far otherwise than became the prior of St. Victor." 
 
{336} Merle D’Aubigne, I. 119: "Until after the Reformation, this sobriquet had a purely political 
meaning, in no respect religious, and designated simply the friends of independence. Many years 
after, the enemies of the Protestants of France called them by this name, wishing to stigmatize 
them and impute to them a foreign, republican, and heretical origin. Such is the true etymology of 
the term." There are, however, two other etymologies,—one from Hugh Capet, from whom 
descended Henry IV., the political and military leader of the Huguenots. 
 
{337} For the details of these political struggles, which have little interest for Church history, see 
Merle D’Aubigne, I. 1-426; the Histories of Geneva, and Am. Roget, Les Suisses et Geneve, ou 
l’emancipation de la communaute genevoise au XVIe siecle, Geneve, 1864, 2 vols. Also 
Kampschulte, l. c. I. 3-90. 
 
{338} It is famous for the organ in the Church of St. Nicolas, for a suspension bridge, and a 
Catholic university. It is the seat of the bishop of Lausanne, and must not be confounded with 
Freiburg-im-Breisgau in the Grand Duchy of Baden, which is also a stronghold of Romanism.  



60. William Farel (1489-1565). 
 
Letters of Farel and to Farel in Herminjard, beginning with vol. I. 193, and in the Strassburg 
edition of Calvin’s correspondence, Opera, X.-XX. 
 
Biographies by Beza (Icones, 1580, with a picture); Melchior Adam (Decades duae, 57-61); 
*Kirchhofer (1833, 2 vols.); Verheiden (Imagines et Elogia, 1725, p. 86 sq., with picture); 
Cheneviere (1835); Junod (1865). Merle D’Aubigne gives a very minute but broken account of 
Farel’s earlier labors, especially in Geneva (vols. III., IV., V., books 5, 6, and 9). See also Ruchat, 
F. Godet, and other works mentioned in 58, and art. "Farel" in La France Protestante, tome VI. 
886-416 (1888). 
 
Two years after the political emancipation of Geneva from the yoke of Savoy, Bern embraced the 
Protestant Reformation (1528), and at once exerted her political and moral influence for the 
introduction of the new religion into the neighboring French territory over which she had 
acquired control. She found three evangelists ready for this work,—one a native of Vaud, and two 
fugitive Frenchmen. The city of Freiburg, the Duke of Savoy, Charles V., and the pope 
endeavored to prevent the progress of heresy, but in vain. 
 
The pioneer of Protestantism in Western Switzerland is William Farel. He was a travelling 
evangelist, always in motion, incessant in labors, a man full of faith and fire, as bold and fearless 
as Luther and far more radical, but without his genius. He is called the Elijah of the French 
Reformation, and "the scourge of the priests." Once an ardent papist, he became as ardent a 
Protestant, and looked hereafter only at the dark side, the prevailing corruptions and abuses of 
Romanism. He hated the pope as the veritable Antichrist, the mass as idolatry, pictures and relics 
as heathen idols which must be destroyed like the idols of the Canaanites. Without a regular 
ordination, he felt himself divinely called, like a prophet of old, to break down idolatry and to 
clear the way for the spiritual worship of God according to his own revealed word. He was a born 
fighter; he came, not to bring peace, but the sword. He had to deal with priests who carried 
firearms and clubs under their frocks, and he fought them with the sword of the word and the 
spirit. Once he was fired at, but the gun burst, and, turning round, he said, "I am not afraid of your 
shots." He never used violence himself, except in language. He had an indomitable will and 
power of endurance. Persecution and violence only stimulated him to greater exertions. His 
outward appearance was not prepossessing: he was small and feeble, with a pale but sunburnt 
face, narrow forehead, red and ill-combed beard, fiery eyes, and an expressive mouth. 
 
Farel had some of the best qualities of an orator: a sonorous and stentorian voice, appropriate 
gesture, fluency of speech, and intense earnestness, which always commands attention and often 
produces conviction. His contemporaries speak of the thunders of his eloquence and of his 
transporting prayers. "Tua illa fulgura," writes Calvin. "Nemo tonuit fortius," says Beza. His 
sermons were extemporized, and have not come down to us. Their power lay in the oral delivery. 
We may compare him to Whitefield, who was likewise a travelling evangelist, endowed with the 
magnetism of living oratory. In Beza’s opinion, Calvin was the most learned, Farel the most 
forcible, Viret the most gentle preacher of that age. {339} 
 
The chief defect of Farel was his want of moderation and discretion. He was an iconoclast. His 
violence provoked unnecessary opposition, and often did more harm than good. Oecolampadius 
praised his zeal, but besought him to be also moderate and gentle. "Your mission," he wrote to 
him, "is to evangelize, not to curse. Prove yourself to be an evangelist, not a tyrannical legislator. 



Men want to be led, not driven." Zwingli, shortly before his death, exhorted him not to expose 
himself rashly, but to reserve himself for the further service of the Lord. 
 
Farel’s work was destructive rather than constructive. He could pull down, but not build up. He 
was a conqueror, but not an organizer of his conquests; a man of action, not a man of letters; an 
intrepid preacher, not a theologian. He felt his defects, and handed his work over to the mighty 
genius of his younger friend Calvin. In the spirit of genuine humility and self-denial, he was 
willing to decrease that Calvin might increase. This is the finest trait in his character. {340} 
 
Guillaume Farel, the oldest of seven children of a poor but noble family, was born in the year 
1489 (five years after Luther and Zwingli, twenty years before Calvin) at Gap, a small town in the 
alps of Dauphine in the south-east of France, where the religious views of the Waldenses were 
once widely spread. He inherited the blind faith of his parents, and doubted nothing. He made 
with them, as he remembered in his old age, a pilgrimage to a wonder-working cross which was 
believed to be taken from the cross of our Lord. He shared in the superstitious veneration of 
pictures and relics, and bowed before the authority of monks and priests. He was, as he said, more 
popish than popery. 
 
At the same time he had a great thirst for knowledge, and was sent to school at Paris. Here he 
studied the ancient languages (even Hebrew), philosophy, and theology. His principal teacher, 
Jacques Le Fevre d’ataples (Faber Stapulensis, 1455-1536), the pioneer of the Reformation in 
France and translator of the Scriptures, introduced him into the knowledge of Paul’s Epistles and 
the doctrine of justification by faith, and prophetically told him, already in 1512: "My son, God 
will renew the world, and you will witness it." {341} Farel acquired the degree of Master of Arts 
(January, 1517), and was appointed teacher at the college of Cardinal Le Moine. 
 
The influence of Le Fevre and the study of the Bible brought him gradually to the conviction that 
salvation can be found only in Christ, that the word of God is the only rule of faith, and that the 
Roman traditions and rites are inventions of man. He was amazed that he could find in the New 
Testament no trace of the pope, of the hierarchy, of indulgences, of purgatory, of the mass, of 
seven sacraments, of sacerdotal celibacy, of the worship of Mary and the saints. Le Fevre, being 
charged with heresy by the Sorbonne, retired in 1521 to his friend William Briaconnet, bishop of 
Meaux, who was convinced of the necessity of a reformation within the Catholic Church, without 
separation from Rome. {342} There he translated the New Testament into French, which was 
published in 1523 without his name (almost simultaneously with Luther’s German New 
Testament.) Several of his pupils, Farel, Gerard, Roussel, Michel d’Arande, followed him to 
Meaux, and were authorized by Briaconnet to preach in his diocese. Margaret of Valois, sister of 
King Francis I. (then Duchess of Alenacon, afterwards Queen of Navarre), patronized the 
reformers and also the freethinkers. But Farel was too radical for the mild bishop, and forbidden 
to preach, April 12, 1523. He went to Gap and made some converts, including four of his 
brothers; but the people found his doctrine "very strange," and drove him away. There was no 
safety for him anywhere in France, which then began seriously to persecute the Protestants. 
 
Farel fled to Basel, and was hospitably received by Oecolampadius. At his suggestion he held a 
public disputation in Latin on thirteen theses, in which he asserted the perfection of the 
Scriptures, Christian liberty, the duty of pastors to preach the Gospel, the doctrine of justification 
by faith, and denounced images, fasting, celibacy, and Jewish ceremonies (Feb. 23, 1524). {343} 
The disputation was successful, and led to the conversion of the Franciscan monk Pellican, a 
distinguished Greek and Hebrew scholar, who afterwards became professor at Zurich. He also 
delivered public lectures and sermons. Oecolampadius wrote to Luther that Farel was a match for 
the Sorbonne. {344} Erasmus, whom Farel imprudently charged with cowardice and called a 



Balaam, regarded him as a dangerous disturber of the peace, {345} and the Council (probably at 
the advice of Erasmus) expelled him from the city. 
 
Farel now spent about a year in Strassburg with Bucer and Capito. Before he went there he made 
a brief visit to Zurich, Schaffhausen, and Constance, and became acquainted with Zwingli, 
Myconius, and Grebel. He had a letter of commendation to Luther from Oecolampadius, but it is 
not likely that he went to Wittenberg, since there is no allusion to it either in his or in Luther’s 
letters. At the request of Ulrich, Duke of Wurtemberg, he preached in Mompelgard 
(Montbeliard), and roused a fierce opposition, which forced him soon to return to Strassburg. 
Here he found Le Fevre and other friends from Meaux, whom the persecution had forced to flee. 
 
In 1526 Farel was again in Switzerland, and settled for a while, at the advice of Haller, as school 
teacher under the name of Guillaume Ursinus (with reference to Bern, the city of bears), at Aigle 
(allen) {346} in the Pays de Vaud on the borders of Valais, subject to Bern. 
 
He attended the Synod in Bern, January, 1528, which decided the victory of the Reformation, and 
received a commission from that city to preach in all the districts under its control (March 8, 
1528). He accordingly labored as a sort of missionary bishop at Murat (Murten), Lausanne, 
Neuchatel, Valangin, Yverdun, Biel (Bienne), in the Munster valley, at Orbe, Avenche, St. Blaise, 
Grandson, and other places. He turned every stump and stone into a pulpit, every house, street, 
and market-place into a church; provoked the wrath of monks, priests, and bigoted women; was 
abused, called, "heretic" and, "devil," insulted, spit upon, and more than once threatened with 
death. An attempt to poison him failed. Wherever he went he stirred up all the forces of the 
people, and made them take sides for or against the new gospel. 
 
His arrival in Neuchatel (December, 1529) marks an epoch in its history. In spite of violent 
opposition, he succeeded in introducing the Reformation in the city and neighboring villages. He 
afterwards returned to Neuchatel, where he finished his course. {347} Robert Olivetan, Calvin’s 
cousin, published the first edition of his French translation of the Bible at Neuchatel in 1535. 
Farel had urged him to do this work. It is the basis of the numerous French translations made 
since that time. 
 
In 1532 Farel with his friend Saunier visited the Waldenses in Piedmont at the request of Georg 
Morel and Peter Masson, two Waldensian preachers, who were returning from a visit to 
Strassburg and the Reformed Churches of Switzerland. He attended the Synod which met at 
Chanforans in the valley of Angrogne, Sept. 12, 1532, and resolved to adopt the doctrines of the 
Reformation. He advised them to establish schools. He afterwards collected money for them and 
sent them four teachers, one of whom was Robert Olivetan, who was at that time private tutor at 
Geneva. This is the beginning of the fraternal relations between the Waldenses and the Reformed 
Churches which continue to this day. 
 
{339} Beza, in his Icones, thus describes Farel’s best qualities: "Hic enim ille est qui nullis 
diffictultatibus fractus, nullis minis, convitiis, verberibus denique inflictis territus, 
Mombelgardenses, Neocomenses, Lausanenses, Aquileienses, Genevenses denique Christo 
lucrifecit. Fuit enim in hoc homine praeter pietatem, doctrinam, vitae innocentiam, eximiamque 
modestiam, singularis quaedam animi praesentia, ingenium acre, sermo vehementiae plenus, ut 
tonare potius quam loqui videretur: ardorque denique tantus in precando, ut audientes quasi in 
coelum usque subveheret." And he compares Calvin, Farel, and Viret in these verses (in 1568):— 
 
Gallica mirata est Calvinum ecclesia nuper, 
 



Quo nemo docuit doctius. 
 
Est quoque te nuper mirata, Farelle, tonantem, 
 
Quo nemo tonuit fortius. 
 
Et miratur adhuc funden tem mella Viretum, 
 
Quo nemo fatur dulcius. 
 
Scilicet aut tribus his servabere testibus olim, 
 
Aut interibis Gallia. 
 
{340} "L’homme du midi [Farel] etait fait pour conquerir; l’homme du nord [Calvin] pour 
conserver et discipliner la conquete. Farel en eut le sentiment si distinct, qu’il s’effaaca 
spontanement devant Calvin le jour oaeil le contraignit par les ‘tonnerres’ de sa parole de 
demeurer a Geneve, qui avait besoin de son genie." Philippe Godet, Hist. litter. de la Suisse 
franacaise, p. 51. 
 
{341} "Mon fils, Dieu renouvellera le monde et tu en seras le temoin." Herminjard, I. 5, note. 
Compare the passage there quoted from Le Fevre’s work on St. Paul. 
 
{342} Herminjard (I. 3) begins his Correspondance des Ref. with a letter of Le Fevre to 
Briaconnet, Dec. 15, 1512, in which he dedicated to him his Commentary on the Epistles of Paul. 
 
{343} Herminjard (I. 193-195) gives the theses from the Archives of Zurich. The first is the most 
characteristic: "Absolutissimam nobis praescripsit Christus vivendi regulam, cui nec addere licet, 
nec detrahere." OEcolampadius served as interpreter, since Farel’s French pronunciation of Latin 
made it difficult to understand him. 
 
{344} "Nimirum instructus ad totam Sorbonicam affligendam, si non et perdendam." Letter of 
May 15, 1524, in Herminjard, I. 215. 
 
{345} He described him in a letter to the official of Besanacon, 1524: "Nihil vidi unquam 
mendacius, virulentius aut seditiosius." Quite natural from his standpoint. The two characters had 
no points of contact. 
 
{346} In August, 1526, Bucer addressed him, "Ursinus, allae episcopus." Herminjard, I. 461. 
 
{347} For a graphic account of his labors in Neuchatel, see Vuillemin’s Le Chroniqueur, pp. 86 
sqq., and F. Godet, Histoire de la reformation et du refuge dans le pays de Neuchatel (1859), pp. 
69-190.  



61. Farel at Geneva. First Act of the Reformation (1535). 
 
On their return from Piedmont, Farel and Saunier stopped at Geneva, Oct. 2, 1532. Zwingli had 
previously directed the attention of Farel to that city as an important field for the Reformation. 
Olivetan was there to receive them. 
 
The day after their arrival the evangelists were visited by a number of distinguished citizens of 
the Huguenot party, among whom was Ami Perrin, one of the most ardent promoters of the 
Reformation, and afterwards one of the chief opponents of Calvin. They explained to them from 
the open Bible the Protestant doctrines, which would complete and consolidate the political 
freedom recently achieved. They stirred up a great commotion. The Council was alarmed, and 
ordered them to leave the city. Farel declared that he was no trumpet of sedition, but a preacher of 
the truth, for which he was ready to die. He showed credentials from Bern, which made an 
impression. He was also summoned to the Episcopal Council in the house of the Abbe de 
Beaumont, the vicar-general of the diocese. He was treated with insolence. "Come thou, filthy 
devil," said one of the canons, "art thou baptized? Who invited you hither? Who gave you 
authority to preach?" Farel replied with dignity: "I have been baptized in the name of the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and am not a devil. I go about preaching Christ, who died for our 
sins and rose for our justification. Whoever believes in him will be saved; unbelievers will be 
lost. I am sent by God as a messenger of Christ, and am bound to preach him to all who will hear 
me. I am ready to dispute with you, and to give an account of my faith and ministry. Elijah said to 
King Ahab, ‘It is thou, and not I, who disturbest Israel.’ So I say, it is you and yours, who trouble 
the world by your traditions, your human inventions, and your dissolute lives." The priests had no 
intention to enter into a discussion; they knew and confessed, "If we argue, our trade is gone." 
One of the canons exclaimed: "He has blasphemed; we need no further evidence; he deserves to 
die." Farel replied: "Speak the words of God, and not of Caiaphas." Hereupon the whole assembly 
shouted: "Away with him to the Rhone! Kill the Lutheran dog!" He was reviled, beaten, and shot 
at. One of the syndics interposed for his protection. He was ordered by the Episcopal Council to 
leave Geneva within three hours. 
 
He escaped with difficulty the fury of the priests, who pursued him with clubs. He was covered 
with spittle and bruises. Some Huguenots came to his defence, and accompanied him and Saunier 
in a boat across the lake to a place between Morges and Lausanne. At Orbe, Farel found Antoine 
Froment, a native of Dauphine, and prevailed on him to go to Geneva as evangelist and a teacher 
of children (November, 1532); but he was also obliged to flee. 
 
In this critical condition the Roman party, supported by Freiburg, called to their aid Guy Furbity, 
a learned Dominican doctor of the Sorbonne. He preached during advent, 1533, against the 
Protestant heresy with unmeasured violence. In Jan. 1, 1534, the bishop forbade all preaching 
without his permission. 
 
Farel returned under the protection of Bern, and held a public disputation with Furbity, Jan. 29, 
1534, in the presence of the Great and Small Councils and the delegates of Bern. He could not 
answer all his objections, but he denied the right of the Church to impose ordinances which were 
not authorized by the Scriptures, and defended the position that Christ was the only head of the 
Church. He used the occasion to explain the Protestant doctrines, and to attack the Roman 
hierarchy. Christ and the Holy Spirit, he said, are not with the pope, but with those whom he 
persecutes. The disputation lasted several days, and ended in a partial victory for Farel. Unable to 
argue from the Scriptures, Furbity confessed:, What I preached I cannot prove from the Bible; I 



have learned it from the Summa of St. Thomas; but he repeated in the pulpit of St. Peter’s his 
charges against the heretics, Feb. 15, and was put in prison for several years. 
 
Farel continued to preach in private houses. On March 1, when a monk, Francis Coutelier, 
attacked the Reformation, he ascended the pulpit to refute him. This was his first public sermon in 
Geneva. The Freiburgers protested against these proceedings, and withdrew from the coburghery 
(April 12). The bishop pronounced the ban over the city (April 30); the Duke of Savoy threatened 
war. But Bern stood by Geneva, and under her powerful protection, Farel, Viret, and Froment 
vigorously pushed the Reformation, though not without much violence. 
 
The priests, monks, and nuns gradually left the city, and the bishop transferred his see to Annecy, 
an asylum prepared by the Duke of Savoy. Sister Jeanne de Jussie, one of the nuns of St. Claire, 
has left us a lively and naive account of their departure to Annecy. "It was a piteous thing," she 
says, "to see this holy company in such a plight, so overcome with fatigue and grief that several 
swooned by the way. It was rainy weather, and all were obliged to walk through muddy roads, 
except four poor invalids who were in a carriage. There were six poor old women who had taken 
their vows more than sixteen years before. Two of these, who were past sixty-six, and had never 
seen anything of the world, fainted away repeatedly. They could not bear the wind; and when 
they saw the cattle in the fields, they took the cows for bears, and the long-wooled sheep for 
ravaging wolves. They who met them were so overcome with compassion that they could not 
speak a word. And though our mother, the vicaress, had supplied them all with good shoes to save 
their feet, the greater number could not walk in them, but hung them at their waists. And so they 
walked from five o’clock in the morning, when they left Geneva, till near midnight, when they 
got to St. Julien, which is only a little league off." It took the nuns fifteen hours to go a short 
league. The next day (Aug. 29) they reached Annecy under the ringing of all the bells of the city, 
and found rest in the monastery of the Holy Cross. The good sister Jussie saw in the Reformation 
a just punishment of the unfaithful clergy. "Ah," she said, "the prelates and churchmen did not 
observe their vows at this time, but squandered dissolutely the ecclesiastical property, keeping 
women in adultery and lubricity, and awakening the anger of God, which brought divine 
judgment on them." {348} 
 
In Aug. 27, 1535, the Great Council of Two Hundred issued an edict of the Reformation, which 
was followed by another, May 21, 1536. The mass was abolished and forbidden, images and 
relics were removed from the churches. The citizens pledged themselves by an oath to live 
according to the precepts of the Gospel. A school was established for the elementary religious 
education of the young at the Convent de Rive, under the direction of Saunier. Out of it grew, 
afterwards, the college and academy of Calvin. A general hospital was founded at St. Claire, and 
endowed with the revenues of old Catholic hospitals. The bishop’s palace was converted into a 
prison. Four ministers and two deacons were appointed with fixed salaries payable out of the 
ecclesiastical revenues. Daily sermons were introduced at St. Pierre and St. Gervais; the 
communion after the simple solemn fashion of Zurich was, to be celebrated four times a year; 
baptism might be administered on any day, but only in the church, and by a minister. All shops 
were to be closed on Sunday. A strict discipline, which extended even to the headdress of brides, 
began to be introduced. 
 
This was the first act in the history of the Reformation of Geneva. It was the work of Farel, but 
only preparatory to the more important work of Calvin. The people were anxious to get rid of the 
rule of Savoy and the bishop, but had no conception of evangelical religion, and would not submit 
to discipline. They mistook freedom for license. They were in danger of falling into the opposite 
extreme of disorder and confusion. 
 



This was the state of things when Calvin arrived at Geneva in the summer of 1536, and was urged 
by Farel to assume the great task of building a new Church on the ruins of the old. Although 
twenty years older, he assumed willingly a subordinate position. He labored for a while as 
Calvin’s colleague, and was banished with him from Geneva, because they demanded submission 
to a confession of faith and a rigorous discipline. Calvin went to Strassburg. Farel accepted a call 
as pastor to Neuchatel (July, 1538), the city where he had labored before. 
 
{348} Le commencement de l’heresie en Geneve. Grenus, Fragments historiques, pp. 199-208; Le 
Chroniqueur, 147-150. Ruchat (III. 383, ed. Vulliemin) doubts the simplicity of these good 
sisters, and suspects them of occasional communication with the Franciscans through 
subterranean passages: "Il y a pourtant quelque lieu de douter si ces religieuses etaient aussi 
simples que la soeur de Jussi voudrait nous le faire accroire. Les chemins souterrains qu’on 
decouvrit apres leur depart sous leur couvent (et qui conduissaient a celui des Cordeliers qui 
etait a quelques pas de la), donnent tout lieu de soupaconner qu’elles recevaient de temps en 
temps des visites de ces bons freres, et qu’ainsi elles n’etaient pas tant novices dans les affaires 
du monde."  



62. The Last Labors of Farel. 
 
For the remaining twenty-seven years of his life, Farel remained chief pastor at Neuchatel, and 
built up the Protestant Church in connection with Fabri, his colleague. He tried to introduce a 
severe discipline, by which he offended many of the new converts, and even his friends in Bern; 
but Fabri favored a milder course. 
 
From Neuchatel Farel, following his missionary impulse, made preaching excursions to Geneva, 
Strassburg, and Metz, in Lorraine. At Metz he preached in the cemetery of the Dominicans, while 
the monks sounded all the bells to drown his voice. He accompanied Calvin to Zurich to bring 
about the Consensus Tigurinus with the Zwinglians (1549). He followed Servetus to the stake 
(Oct. 27, 1553), and exhorted him in vain to renounce his errors. He collected money for the 
refugees of Locarno, and sent letters of comfort to his persecuted brethren in France. He made 
two visits to Germany (1557) to urge upon the German princes an active intercession in behalf of 
the Waldenses and French Protestants, but without effect. In December, 1558, when already 
sixty-nine years of age, he married, against the advice of his friends, a poor maiden, who had fled 
with her widowed mother from France to Neuchatel. {349} Calvin was much annoyed by this 
indiscretion, but besought the preachers of that city to bear with patience the folly of the old 
bachelor. 
 
The marriage did not cool Farel’s zeal. In 1559 he visited the French refugees in Alsace and 
Lorraine. In November, 1561, he accepted an invitation to Gap, his birthplace, and ventured to 
preach in public, notwithstanding the royal prohibition, to the large number of his fellow-citizens 
who had become Protestants. 
 
Shortly before his death Calvin informed him of his illness, May 2, 1564, in the last letter from 
his pen: "Farewell, my best and truest brother! And since it is God’s will that you remain behind 
me in the world, live mindful of our friendship, which as it was useful to the Church of God, so 
the fruit of it awaits us in heaven. Pray do not fatigue yourself on my account. It is with difficulty 
that I draw my breath, and I expect that every moment will be the last. It is enough that I live and 
die for Christ, who is the reward of his followers both in life and in death. Again, farewell with 
the brethren." {350} Farel, notwithstanding the infirmity of old age, travelled to Geneva, and paid 
his friend a touching farewell visit, but returned home before his death. He wrote to Fabri: 
"Would I could die for him! What a beautiful course has he happily. finished! God grant that we 
may thus finish our course according to the grace that he has given us." 
 
His last journey was a farewell visit to the Protestants at Metz, who received him with open arms, 
and were exceedingly comforted by his presence (May, 1565). He preached with the fire of his 
youth. Soon after his return to Neuchatel, he died peacefully, Sept. 13, 1565, seventy-six years 
old. The friends who visited him in his last days were deeply impressed with his heroic 
steadfastness and hopefulness. He was poor and disinterested, like all the Reformers. {351} A 
monument was erected to him at Neuchatel, May 4, 1876. 
 
The writings of Farel are polemical and practical tracts for the times, mostly in French. {352} 
 
{349} Six years afterwards he became the father of a son, his only child, who survived him three 
years. John Knox surpassed him in matrimonial enterprise: he married, as a widower of fifty-
eight, a Scotch lass of sixteen, of royal name and blood (Margaret Stuart), who bore him three 
daughters, and two years after his death (1572) contracted a second marriage. If Erasmus had 



lived, he might have pointed to these examples in confirmation of his witticisms on the marriages 
of Luther and Oecolampadius. 
 
{350} Calvin, Opera, XX. 302, where this epistola is called "ultima omnium et valedictoria." 
 
{351} La France Prot., VI. 409: "Toute sa succession se monta a 120 livres, preuve de son 
entiere desinteressement." Godet, l. c., p. 185: "Calvin mourant ne laissa que 125 ecus de fortune 
a ses heritiers. Le petit tresor de Farel trouve apres sa mort se montait a 120 livres du pays." 
 
{352} See a list of 18 in Schmidt, l. c., p. 38; a more complete one (24) in La France Protest., VI. 
410-414. Herminjard, in the 7 vols. of his Correspond. des Ref, gives 107 of his letters, and 242 
letters addressed to him.  



63. Peter Viret and the Reformation in Lausanne. 
 
Biographies of Viret in Beza’s Icones, in Verheiden’s Imagines et Elogia (with a list of his works, 
pp. 88-90), by Cheneviere (1835), Jaquemot (1856), C. Schmidt (1860). References to him in 
Ruchat, Le Chroniqueur, Gaberel, Merle D’Aubigne, etc. 
 
Farel was aided in his evangelistic efforts chiefly by Viret and Froment, who agreed with his 
views, but differed from his violent method. 
 
Peter Viret, the Reformer of Lausanne, was the only native Swiss among the pioneers of 
Protestantism in Western Switzerland; all others were fugitive Frenchmen. He was born, 1511, at 
Orbe, in the Pays de Vaud, and educated for the priesthood at Paris. He acquired a considerable 
amount of classical and theological learning, as is evident from his writings. He passed, like 
Luther and Farel, through a severe mental and moral struggle for truth and peace of conscience. 
He renounced Romanism before he was ordained, and returned to Switzerland. He was induced 
by Farel in 1531 to preach at Orbe. He met with considerable success, but also with great 
difficulty and opposition from priests and people. He converted his parents and about two 
hundred persons in Orbe, to whom he administered the holy communion in 1532. He shared the 
labors and trials of Farel and Froment in Geneva. An attempt was made to poison them; he alone 
ate of the poisoned dish, but recovered, yet with a permanent injury to his health. 
 
His chief work was done at Lausanne, where he labored as pastor, teacher, and author for twenty-
two years. By order of the government of Bern a public disputation was held Oct. 1 to 10, 1536. 
{353} Viret, Farel, Calvin, Fabri, Marcourt, and Caroli were called to defend the Reformed 
doctrines. Several priests and monks were present, as Drogy, Mimard, Michod, Loys, Berilly, and 
a French physician, Claude Blancherose. A deputy of Bern presided. The discussion was 
conducted in French. Farel prepared ten Theses in which he asserts the supremacy of the Bible, 
justification by faith alone, the high-priesthood and mediatorship of Christ, spiritual worship 
without ceremonies and images, the sacredness of marriage, Christian freedom in the observance 
or non-observance of things indifferent, such as fasts and feasts. Farel and Viret were the chief 
speakers. The result was the introduction of the Reformation, November 1 of the same year. Viret 
and Pierre Caroli were appointed preachers. Viret taught at the same time in the academy founded 
by Bern in 1540. 
 
Caroli stayed only a short time. He was a native of France and a doctor of the Sorbonne, who had 
become nominally a Protestant, but envied Viret for his popularity, took offence at his sermons, 
and wantonly charged him, Farel, and Calvin, with Arianism. He was deposed as a slanderer, and 
at length returned to the Roman Church. {354} 
 
In 1549 Beza was appointed second professor of theology at the academy, and greatly 
strengthened Viret’s hands. Five young Frenchmen who were trained by them for the ministry, 
and had returned to their native land to preach the gospel, were seized at Lyons and burned, May 
16, 1553, notwithstanding the intercession of the Reformed Cantons with King Henry II. 
 
Viret attempted to introduce a strict discipline with the ban, but found as much opposition as 
Calvin at Geneva and Farel at Neuchatel. Bern disapproved the ban and also the preaching of the 
rigorous doctrine of predestination. Beza was discouraged, and accepted a call to Geneva 
(September, 1558). Viret was deposed (Jan. 20, 1559). The professors of the academy and a 
number of preachers resigned. Viret went to Geneva and was appointed preacher of the city 



(March 2, 1559). His sermons were more popular and impressive than those of Calvin, and better 
attended. 
 
With the permission of Geneva, he labored for a while as an evangelist, with great success, at 
Nismes, Montpellier, and Lyons. He presided as Moderator over the fourth national Synod of the 
Huguenots, August, 1563. He accepted a call from Jeanne d’Albret to an academy at Orthez, in 
Bearn, which she founded in 1566. There, in 1571, he died, the last of the triumvirate of the 
founders of the Reformed Church in French Switzerland. He was twice married, first to a lady of 
Orbe (1538); a second time, to a lady of Geneva (1546). He was small, sickly, and emaciated, but 
fervent in spirit, and untiring in labor. 
 
Viret was an able and fruitful author, and shows an uncommon familiarity with classical and 
theological literature. He wrote, mostly in the form of dialogues, expositions of the Apostles’ 
Creed, the Ten Commandments, the Lord’s Prayer, a summary of Christian doctrine, polemical 
books against the Council of Trent, against the mass and other doctrines of Romanism, and tracts 
on Providence, the Sacraments, and practical religion. The most important is The Christian 
Instruction in the Doctrine of the Gospel and the Law, and in the true Philosophy and Theology 
both Natural and Supernatural (Geneva, 1564, 3 vols. fol.). His writings are exceedingly rare. 
{355} 
 
{353} The acts of this disputation are printed in Vulliemin’s Chroniqueur en l’annne 1536, No. 
17, pp. 315-326. The chapter of Lausanne protested, pp. 316, 325. 
 
{354} See his letter of submission to Pope Paul III., June, 1537, in Herminjard, IV. 248 sqq. 
 
{355} C. Schmidt, in his monograph on Viret, pp. 56-71, gives a list of them with extracts. Comp. 
Phil. Godet, l. c. 70 sqq.  



64. Antoine Froment. 
 
A. Froment: Les actes et gestes merveilleux de la cite de Geneve, nouvellement convertie a 
l’Evangile. Edited by G. Revilliod, Geneve, 1854. A chronicle from 1532 to 1536, fresh and 
lively, but partial and often inac-curate. Much used by Merle D’Aubigne. Letters in Herminjard, 
Tom. IV. 
 
There is no special monograph of Froment, and he is omitted in Beza’s Icones and also in 
Verheiden’s Imagines et Elogia (Hagae, 1725), probably on account of his spotted character. 
Sketches in La France Protest., VI. 723-733, and notices in Roget, Merle D’Aubigne, Gaberel, 
Polenz. A good article by Th. Schott in Herzog, ii IV. 677-699, and byRoget in Lichtenberger’s 
"Encycl.," V. 342-344. On his literary merita see Phil. Godet, Histoire litteraire de la Suisse 
Romande, 82 sqq. 
 
Antoine Froment was born in 1509 in Mens, in Dauphine, and was one of the earliest disciples of 
Farel, his countryman. He accompanied him in his evangelistic tours through Switzerland, and 
shared in his troubles, persecutions, and successes. In 1532 he went for the first time to Geneva, 
and opened an elementary school in which he taught religion. He advertised it by placards in 
these words: "A man has arrived, who in the space of one month will teach anybody, great or 
small, male or female, to read and write French; who does not learn it in that time need not pay 
anything. He will also heal many diseases without charge." The people flocked to him; he was an 
able teacher, and turned his lessons into addresses and sermons. 
 
On new year’s day, in 1533, he preached his first sermon on the public place, Molard, attacked 
the pope, priests, and monks as false prophets, {Matthew 7:15 sq.} but was interrupted by armed 
priests, and forced by the police to flee to a retreat. He left the city by night, in February, but 
returned again and again, and aided Farel, Viret, and Calvin. 
 
Unfortunately he did not remain faithful to his calling, and fell into disgrace. He neglected his 
pastoral duties, kept a shop, and at last gave up the ministry. His colleagues, especially Calvin, 
complained bitterly of him. {356} In December, 1549, he was engaged by Bonivard, the official 
historian of the Republic, to assist him in his Chronicle, which was completed in 1552. Then he 
became a public notary of Geneva (1553). He got into domestic troubles. Soon after the death of 
his first wife, formerly abbess of a convent, he married a second time (1561), but committed 
adultery with a servant, was deposed, imprisoned, and banished, 1562. 
 
His misfortune seems to have wrought in him a beneficial change. In 1572 he was permitted on 
application to return to Geneva in view of his past services, and in 1574 he was reinstated as 
notary. He died in 1581(?). The Genevese honored his memory as one, though the least 
important, and the least worthy, of the four Reformers of their city. His chief work is the 
Chronicle mentioned above, which supplements the Chronicles of Bonivard, and Sister Jeanne de 
Jussie. {357} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{356} "Froment," says Farel, "a degenereen ivraie (ivresse)." 
 



{357} Michelet (Hist. de France, XI. 91): "Nul livre plus amusant que la chronique de Froment, 
hardi colporteur de la grace, naif et mordant satirique que les devotes genevoises, plaisamment 
devoilees par lui, essayerent de jeter au Rhone."  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER VIII. 
 
JOHN CALVIN AND HIS WORK. 
 
The literature in 58, pp. 225-231. 
 

65. John Calvin compared with the Older Reformers. 
 
We now approach the life and work of John Calvin, who labored more than Farel, Viret, and 
Froment. He was the chief founder and consolidator of the Reformed Church of France and 
French Switzerland, and left the impress of his mind upon all other Reformed Churches in Europe 
and America. 
 
Revolution is followed by reconstruction and consolidation. For this task Calvin was 
providentially foreordained and equipped by genius, education, and circumstances. 
 
Calvin could not have done the work of Farel; for he was not a missionary, or a popular preacher. 
Still less could Farel have done the work of Calvin; for he was neither a theologian, nor a 
statesman. Calvin, the Frenchman, would have been as much out of place in Zurich or 
Wittenberg, as the Swiss Zwingli and the German Luther would have been out of place and 
without a popular constituency in French-speaking Geneva. Each stands first and unrivalled in his 
particular mission and field of labor. 
 
Luther’s public career as a reformer embraced twenty-nine years, from 1517 to 1546; that of 
Zwingli, only twelve years, from 1519 to 1531 (unless we date it from his preaching at Einsiedeln 
in 1516); that of Calvin, twenty-eight years, from 1536 to 1564. The first reached an age of sixty-
two: the second, of forty-seven; the third, of fifty-four. Calvin was twenty-five years younger 
than Luther and Zwingli, and had the great advantage of building on their foundation. He had less 
genius, but more talent. He was inferior to them as a man of action, but superior as a thinker and 
organizer. They cut the stones in the quarries, he polished them in the workshop. They produced 
the new ideas, he constructed them into a system. His was the work of Apollos rather than of 
Paul: to water rather than to plant, God giving the increase. 
 
Calvin’s character is less attractive, and his life less dramatic than Luther’s or Zwingli’s, but he 
left his Church in a much better condition. He lacked the genial element of humor and pleasantry; 
he was a Christian stoic: stern, severe, unbending, yet with fires of passion and affection glowing 
beneath the marble surface. His name will never rouse popular enthusiasm, as Luther’s and 
Zwingli’s did at the celebration of the fourth centennial of their birth; no statues of marble or 
bronze have been erected to his memory; even the spot of his grave in the cemetery at Geneva is 
unknown. {358} But he surpassed them in consistency and self-discipline, and by his exegetical, 
doctrinal, and polemical writings, he has exerted and still exerts more influence than any other 
Reformer upon the Protestant Churches of the Latin and Anglo-Saxon races. He made little 
Geneva for a hundred years the Protestant Rome and the best-disciplined Church in Christendom. 
History furnishes no more striking example of a man of so little personal popularity, and yet such 
great influence upon the people; of such natural timidity and bashfulness combined with such 
strength of intellect and character, and such control over his and future generations. He was by 
nature and taste a retiring scholar, but Providence made him an organizer and ruler of churches. 



 
The three leading Reformers were of different nationality and education. Luther, the son of a 
German peasant, was trained in the school of monasticism and mysticism, under the influence of 
St. Augustin, Tauler, and Staupitz, and retained strong churchly convictions and prejudices. 
Zwingli, the son of a Swiss country magistrate, a republican patriot, an admiring student of the 
ancient classics and of Erasmus, passed through the door of the Renaissance to the Reformation, 
and broke more completely away from mediaevalism. Calvin, a native Frenchman, a patrician by 
education and taste, studied law as well as theology, and by his legal and judicial mind was 
admirably qualified to build up a new Christian commonwealth. 
 
Zwingli and Luther met once face to face at Marburg, but did not understand each other. The 
Swiss extended to the German the hand of fellowship, notwithstanding their difference of opinion 
on the mode of Christ’s presence in the Eucharist; but Luther refused it, under the restraint of a 
narrower dogmatic conscience. Calvin saw neither, but was intimate with Melanchthon, whom he 
met at the Colloquies of Worms and Regensburg, and with whom he kept up a correspondence till 
his death. He rightly placed the German Reformer, as to genius and power, above the Swiss, and 
generously declared that, even if Luther should call him a devil, he would still esteem Luther as a 
most eminent servant of God. Luther saw, probably, only two books of Calvin, his reply to 
Sadolet and his tract on the Lord’s Supper; the former he read, as he says, with singular delight 
("cum singulari voluptate"). How much more would he have been delighted with his Institutes or 
Commentaries! He sent respectful greetings to Calvin through Melanchthon, who informed him 
that he was in high favor with the Wittenberg doctor. 
 
Calvin, in his theology, mediated between Zwingli and Luther. Melanchthon mediated between 
Luther and Calvin; he was a friend of both, though unlike either in disposition and temper, 
standing as a man of peace between two men of war. The correspondence between Calvin and 
Melanchthon, considering their disagreement on the deep questions of predestination and free-
will, is highly creditable to their head and heart, and proves that theological differences of 
opinion need not disturb religious harmony and personal friendship. 
 
The co-operative friendships between Luther and Melanchthon, between Zwingli and 
Oecolampadius, between Farel and Calvin, between Calvin, Beza, and Bullinger, are among the 
finest chapters in the history of the Reformation, and reveal the hand of God in that movement. 
 
Widely as these Reformers differed in talent, temperament, and sundry points of doctrine and 
discipline, they were great and good men, equally honest and earnest, unselfish and unworldly, 
brave and fearless, ready at any moment to go to the stake for their conviction. They labored for 
the same end: the renovation of the Catholic Church by leading it back to the pure and perennial 
fountain of the perfect teaching and example of Christ. 
 
{358} A plain stone, with the letters "J. C.," is pointed out to the stranger as marking his resting-
place in the cemetery of Plein Palais outside of the city, but it is not known on what authority. He 
himself especially enjoined that no monument should mark his grave.  



66. Calvin’s Place in History. 
 
1. Calvin was, first of all, a theologian. He easily takes the lead among the systematic expounders 
of the Reformed system of Christian doctrine. He is scarcely inferior to Augustin among the 
fathers, or Thomas Aquinas among the schoolmen, and more methodical and symmetrical than 
either. Melanchthon, himself the prince of Lutheran divines and "the Preceptor of Germany," 
called him emphatically "the Theologian." {359} 
 
Calvin’s theology is based upon a thorough knowledge of the Scriptures. He was the ablest 
exegete among the Reformers, and his commentaries rank among the very best of ancient and 
modern times. His theology, therefore, is biblical rather than scholastic, and has all the freshness 
of enthusiastic devotion to the truths of God’s Word. At the same time he was a consummate 
logician and dialectician. He had a rare power of clear, strong, convincing statement. He built up 
a body of doctrines which is called after him, and which obtained symbolical authority through 
some of the leading Reformed Confessions of Faith. 
 
Calvinism is one of the great dogmatic systems of the Church. It is more logical than Lutheranism 
and Arminianism, and as logical as Romanism. And yet neither Calvinism nor Romanism is 
absolutely logical. Both are happily illogical or inconsistent, at least in one crucial point: the 
former by denying that God is the author of sin—which limits Divine sovereignty; the latter by 
conceding that baptismal (i.e. regenerating or saving) grace is found outside of the Roman 
Church—which breaks the claim of exclusiveness. {360} 
 
The Calvinistic system is popularly (though not quite correctly) identified with the Augustinian 
system, and shares its merit as a profound exposition of the Pauline doctrines of sin and grace, but 
also its fundamental defect of confining the saving grace of God and the atoning work of Christ to 
a small circle of the elect, and ignoring the general love of God to all mankind. {John 3:16} It is a 
theology of Divine sovereignty rather than of Divine love; and yet the love of God in Christ is the 
true key to his character and works, and offers the only satisfactory solution of the dark mystery 
of sin. Arminianism is a reaction against scholastic Calvinism, as Rationalism is a more radical 
reaction against scholastic Lutheranism. {361} 
 
Calvin did not grow before the public, like Luther and Melanchthon, who passed through many 
doctrinal changes and contradictions. He adhered to the religious views of his youth unto the end 
of his life. {362} His Institutes came like Minerva in full panoply out of the head of Jupiter. The 
book was greatly enlarged and improved in form, but remained the same in substance through the 
several editions (the last revision is that of 1559). It threw into the shade the earlier Protestant 
theologies,—as Melanchthon’s Loci, and Zwingli’s Commentary on the True and False Religion, 
—and it has hardly been surpassed since. As a classical production of theological genius it stands 
on a level with Origen’s Deuteronomy Principiis, Augustin’s Deuteronomy Civitate Dei, Thomas 
Aquinas’ Summa Theologiae, and Schleiermacher’s Der Christliche Glaube. 
 
2. Calvin is, in the next place, a legislator and disciplinarian. He is the founder of a new order of 
Church polity, which consolidated the dissipating forces of Protestantism, and fortified it against 
the powerful organization of Romanism on the one hand, and the destructive tendencies of 
sectarianism and infidelity on the other. 
 
In this respect we may compare him to Pope Hildebrand, but with this great difference, that 
Hildebrand, the man of iron, reformed the papacy of his day on ascetic principles, and developed 



the mediaeval theocracy on the hierarchical basis of an exclusive and unmarried priesthood; while 
Calvin reformed the Church on social principles, and founded a theocracy on the democratic basis 
of the general priesthood of believers. The former asserted the supremacy of the Church over the 
State; the latter, the supremacy of Christ over both Church and State. Calvin united the spiritual 
and secular powers as the two arms of God, on the assumption of the obedience of the State to the 
law of Christ. The last form of this kind of theocracy or Christocracy was established by the 
Puritans in New England in 1620, and continued for several generations. In the nineteenth 
century, when the State has assumed a mixed religious and non-religious character, and is 
emancipating itself more and more from the rule of any church organization or creed, Calvin 
would, like his modern adherents in French Switzerland, Scotland, and America, undoubtedly be 
a champion of the freedom and independence of the Church and its separation from the State. 
 
Calvin found the commonwealth of Geneva in a condition of license bordering on anarchy: he left 
it a well-regulated community, which John Knox, the Reformer of Scotland, from personal 
observation, declared to be "the most perfect school of Christ that ever was in the earth since the 
days of the Apostles," and which Valentin Andreae, a shining light of the Lutheran Church, 
likewise from personal observation, half a century after Calvin’s death, held up to the churches of 
Germany as a model for imitation. {363} 
 
The moral discipline which Calvin introduced reflects the severity of his theology, and savors 
more of the spirit of the Old Testament than the spirit of the New. As a system, it has long since 
disappeared, but its best results remain in the pure, vigorous, and high-toned morality which 
distinguishes Calvinistic and Presbyterian communities. 
 
It is by the combination of a severe creed with severe self-discipline that Calvin became the father 
of the heroic races of French Huguenots, Dutch Burghers, English Puritans, Scotch Covenanters, 
and New England Pilgrims, who sacrificed the world for the liberty of conscience. "A little bit of 
the worlds history," says the German historian Hausser, {364} "was enacted in Geneva, which 
forms the proudest portion of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A number of the most 
distinguished men in France, the Netherlands, and Great Britain professed her creed; they were 
sturdy, gloomy souls, iron characters cast in one mould, in which there was an interfusion of 
Romanic, Germanic, mediaeval, and modern elements; and the national and political 
consequences of the new faith were carried out by them with the utmost rigor and consistency." A 
distinguished Scotch divine (Principal Tulloch) echoes this judgment when he says: {365} "It was 
the spirit bred by Calvin’s discipline which, spreading into France and Holland and Scotland, 
maintained by its single strength the cause of a free Protestantism in all these lands. It was the 
same spirit which inspired the early and lived on in the later Puritans; which animated such men 
as Milton and Owen and Baxter; which armed the Parliament of England with strength against 
Charles I., and stirred the great soul of Cromwell in its proudest triumphs; and which, while it 
thus fed every source of political liberty in the Old World, burned undimned in the gallant crew 
of the ‘Mayflower,’ the Pilgrim Fathers,—who first planted the seeds of civilization in the great 
continent of the West." {366} 
 
Calvin was intolerant of any dissent, either papal or heretical, and his early followers in Europe 
and America abhorred religious toleration (in the sense of indifference) as a pestiferous error; 
nevertheless, in their conflict with reactionary Romanism and political despotism, they became 
the chief promoters of civil and religious liberty based upon respect for God’s law and authority. 
The solution of the apparent inconsistency lies in the fact that Calvinists fear God and nothing 
else. In their eyes, God alone is great, man is but a shadow. The fear of God makes them fearless 
of earthly despots. It humbles man before God, it exalts him before his fellow-men. The fear of 



God is the basis of moral self-government, and self-government is the basis of true freedom. 
{367} 
 
3. Calvin’s influence is not confined to the religious and moral sphere; it extends to the 
intellectual and literary development of France. He occupies a prominent position in the history 
of the French language, as Luther, to a still higher degree, figures in the history of the German 
language. Luther gave to the Germans, in their own vernacular, a version of the Bible, a 
catechism, and a hymn-book. Calvin did not translate the Scriptures (although from his 
commentaries a tolerably complete version might be constructed), and his catechism and a few 
versified psalms never became popular; but he wrote classical French as well as classical Latin, 
and excelled his contemporaries in both. He was schooled in the Renaissance, but, instead of 
running into the pedantic Ciceronianism of Bembo, he made the old Roman tongue subservient to 
Christian thought, and raised the French language to the dignity of one of the chief organs of 
modern civilization, distinguished for directness, clearness, precision, vivacity, and elegance. 
 
The modern French language and literature date from Calvin and his contemporary, Franacois 
Rabelais (1483-1553). These two men, so totally different, reflect the opposite extremes of 
French character. Calvin was the most religious, Rabelais the most witty man, of his generation; 
the one the greatest divine, the other the greatest humorist, of France; the one a Christian stoic, 
the other a heathen Epicurean; the one represented discipline bordering on tyranny, the other 
liberty running into license. Calvin created the theological and polemical French style,—a style 
which suits serious discussion, and aims at instruction and conviction. Rabelais created the 
secular style, which aims to entertain and to please. {368} 
 
Calvin sharpened the weapons with which Bossuet and the great Roman Catholic divines of the 
seventeenth century attacked Protestantism, with which Rousseau and the philosophers of the 
eighteenth century attacked Christianity, and with which Adolf Monod and Eugene Bersier of the 
nineteenth century preached the simple gospel of the New Testament. {369} 
 
{359} With this judgment the Strassburg editors of his works agree, by calling Calvin 
"theologorum principem et antesignanum" (Opera, I. IX.). Scaliger says: "Calvin is alone among 
theologians; there is no ancient to compare with him." The term oJ qeolovgo," as a title of special 
distinction, was flrst given to the Apostle John, and afterwards to Gregory Nazianzen; in both 
cases with special reference to the advocacy of the divinity of Christ (the qeovth" tou’ lovgou). 
Calvin earned the title in a more comprehensive sense, as covering the whole field of exegetical, 
dogmatic, and polemic theology. 
 
{360} Expressed in the formula of Cyprian: "extra ecclesiam [Romanam] nulla salus." Cyprian 
was logically right, but theologically wrong, when, in his controversy with the Roman bishop, he 
denied the validity of heretical and schismatical baptism. 
 
{361} Harnack excludes Calvinism and Arminianism from his Dogmengeschichte, while he 
devotes to Socinianism, which is not nearly as important, no less than thirty-eight pages (III. 653-
691). A strange omission in this important work, completed in 1890. He explains this omission 
(in a private letter to me, dated March 3, 1891) on the ground that he includes Calvinism and 
Arminianism in the Entwicklungsgeschichte des Protestantismus, which he did not intend to treat 
in his Dogmengeschichte. 
 
{362} Beza says: "In the doctrine which he delivered at first, Calvin persisted steadily to the last, 
scarcely making any change." 
 



{363} See these and other remarkable judgments quoted more fully in 110. 
 
{364} The Period of the Reformation, ed. by Oncken, transl. by Mrs. Sturgis (New York, 1874), 
p. 255. 
 
{365} Luther and Other Leaders of the Reformation, p. 264 sq. (3d ed. 1883). 
 
{366} George Bancroft, the historian of the United States, derives the free institutions of America 
chiefly from Calvinism through the medium of Puritanism. It is certain that, in the colonial 
period, Calvinism was the most powerful factor in the theology, and religious life of America; but 
since the close of the eighteenth century, Arminian Methodism fairly divides the field with it and 
is numerically the strongest denomination in the United States at the present day. The Baptists, 
who come next in numerical strength, the Presbyterians, the Congregationalists, and the Dutch 
and German Reformed rank on the Calvinistic, but the Protestant Episcopalians and Lutherans, 
predominantly on the Arminian side. The Episcopal Church, however, leaves room for the 
moderate Calvinism of the Thirty-nine Articles (Art. 17), the high Calvinism of the Lambeth 
Articles and Irish Articles, and the semi-Catholic tendency of the Prayer-Book. The Lutheran 
Formula of Concord is Calvinistic in the doctrine of unconditional election of believers and the 
slavery of the human will, but Arminian in the doctrine of universal atonement and universal 
vocation, and semi-Catholic in the doctrine of the sacraments (baptismal regeneration and the 
eucharistic presence). 
 
{367} Goethe gives classic expression to this truth in the lines: — 
 
In der Beschrankung erst zeigt sich der Meister, 
 
Und das Gesetz nur kann uns Freiheit geben. 
 
{368} Calvin alludes once (in a letter of 1553) to the Pantagruel of Rabelais, which was 
condemned as an obscene book. 
 
{369} Bossuet (in his Histoire des Variations) says: "Rien ne flattait davantage Calvin que la 
gloire de bien ecrire. Donnons lui donc, puisqu’il le veut tant cette gloire, d’avoir aussi bien ecrit 
qu’homme de son siecle.... Sa plume etait plus correcte, surtout en latin, que celle de Luther; et 
son style, qui etait plus triste, etait aussi plus suivi et plus chatie. Ils excellaient l’un et l’autre a 
parler la langue de leur pays." Martin, in his Histoire de France (Tom. VIII. 186 sq.), discusses 
at some length the merits of Calvin for French prose, and calls him the first writer of the sixteenth 
century "par la duree et l’influence de sa langue, de son style." Pierre Larousse, in his Grand 
Dictionnaire (Tom. III. 186), calls Calvin "fondateur de in Reforme en France et un des peres de 
notre langue." Equally favorable are the judgments of Sayous, Lacroix, Nisard, and Marc-
Monnier.  



67. Calvin’s Literary Labors. 
 
The best edition of Calvin’s Opera by the Strassburg professors, Baum, Cunitz, and Reuss (now 
all dead), embraces so far 48 quarto vols. (1863-1892); the remaining volumes were prepared for 
publication by Dr. Reuss before his death (1891). He wrote to me from Neuhof, near Strassburg, 
July 11, 1887: "Alles ist zum Druck vorbereitet und ganz fertig mit Prolegomenis, etc. Es bleibt 
nichts mehr zu thun ubrig als die Correctur und die Fortsetzung des immer a  jour gehaltenen 
Index rerum et nominum, et locorum S. S., was ein anderer nach meinem Tode besorgen kann. 
Denn ich werde die Vollendung nicht erleben. Fur den Schluss habe ich sogar noch ein 
Supplement ausgearbeitet, namlich eine franzosische Bibel, extrahirt aus den franzosischen 
Commentaren und Predigten, nebst allen Varianten der zu Calvin’s Zeiten in Genf gedruckten 
Bibeln." Vol. 45 sqq. are edited by Erichson. 
 
Older editions appeared at Geneva, 1617, in 7 vols., in 15 fol., and at Amsterdam, 1667-1671, in 
9 vols. fol. The English translation, Edinburgh, 1843-1854, has 62 vols. 8. Several works have 
been separately published in Latin, French, German, Dutch, English, and other languages. See a 
chronological list in Henry: Das Leben Joh. Calvins, vol. III. Beilagen, 175-252, and in La 
France Prot. III. 545-636 (2d ed.). 
 
The literary activity of Calvin, whether we look at the number or at the importance of works, is 
not surpassed by any ecclesiastical writer, ancient or modern, and excites double astonishment 
when we take into consideration the shortness of his life, the frailty of his health, and the 
multiplicity of his other labors as a teacher, preacher, church ruler, and correspondent. Augustin 
among the Fathers, Thomas Aquinas among the Schoolmen, Luther and Melanchthon among the 
Reformers, were equally fruitful; but they lived longer, with the exception of Thomas Aquinas. 
Calvin, moreover, wrote in two languages with equal clearness, force, and elegance; while 
Augustin and Thomas Aquinas wrote only in Latin; Luther was a master of German; and 
Melanchthon, a master of Latin and Greek, but his German is as indifferent as Luther’s Latin. 
 
Calvin’s works may be divided into ten classes. 
 
1. Exegetical Writings. Commentaries on the Pentateuch and Joshua, on the Psalms, on the Larger 
and Minor Prophets; Homilies on First Samuel and Job; Commentaries on all the books of the 
New Testament, except the Apocalypse. They form the great body of his writings. {370} 
 
2. Doctrinal. The Institutes (Latin and French), first published at Basel, 1536; 2d ed., Strassburg, 
1539; 5th Latin ed., Geneva, 1559. {371} 
 
Minor doctrinal works: Three Catechisms, 1537, 1542, and 1545; On the Lord’s Supper (Latin 
and French), 1541; the Consensus Tigurinus, 1549 and 1551 (in both languages); the Consensus 
Genevensis (Latin and French), 1552; the Gallican Confession (Latin and French), 1559 and 
1562. {372} 
 
3. Polemical and Apologetic. {373} 
 
(a) Against the Roman Church: Response to Cardinal Sadoletus, 1539; Against Pighius, on Free-
will, 1543; On the Worship of Relics, 1543; Against the Faculty of the Sorbonne, 1544; On the 
Necessity of a Reformation, 1544; Against the Council of Trent, 1547. 
 



(b) Against the Anabaptists: On the Sleep of the Soul (Psychopannychia), 1534; Brief Instruction 
against the Errors of the Sect of the Anabaptists, 1544. 
 
(c) Against the Libertines: Adversus fanaticam et furiosam sectam Libertinorum qui se 
Spirituales vocant (also in French), 1545. 
 
(d) Against the Anti-Trinitarians: Defensio orthodoxae fidei S. Trinitatis adversus prodigiosos 
errores Serveti, 1554; Responsum ad Quaestiones G. Blandatrae, 1558; Adversus Valentinum 
Gentilem, 1561; Responsum ad nobiles Fratres Polonos (Socinians) de controversia Mediatoris, 
1561; Brevis admonitio ad Fratres Polonos ne triplicem in Deo essentiam pro tribus personis 
imaginando tres sibi Deos fabricent, 1563. 
 
(e) Defence of the Doctrine of Predestination against Bolsec and Castellio, 1554 and 1557. 
 
(f) Defence of the Doctrine of the Lord’s Supper against the Calumnies of Joachim Westphal, a 
Lutheran fanatic (two Defensiones and an Admonitio ultima), 1555, 1556, 1557, and a tract on the 
same subject against Hesshus (ad discutiendas Heshusii nebulas), 1561. 
 
4. Ecclesiastical and Liturgical. Ordinances of the Church of Geneva, 1537; Project of 
Ecclesiastical Ordinances, 1541; Formula of Oath prescribed to Ministers, 1542; Order of 
Marriage, 1545; Visitation of the Churches in the Country, 1546; Order of Baptism, 1551; 
Academic Laws, 1559; Ecclesiastical Ordinances, and Academic Laws, 1561; Liturgical Prayers. 
{374} 
 
5. Sermons and Homilies. They are very, numerous, and were mostly taken down by auditors. 
{375} 
 
6. Minor Treatises. His academic oration, for Cop in Paris, 1533; Against Astrology, 1549; On 
Certain Scandals, 1550, etc. 
 
7. Consilia on various doctrinal and polemical subjects. 
 
8. Letters. Calvin’s correspondence was enormous, and fills ten volumes in the last edition of his 
works. {376} 
 
9. Poetical. A hymn to Christ, free metrical versions of several psalms, and an epic (Epinicion 
Christo cantatum, 1541). {377} 
 
10. Calvin edited Seneca, Deuteronomy Clementia, with notes, 1532; a French translation of 
Melanchthon’s Loci, with preface, 1546; and wrote preface to Olivetan’s French Bible, 1535, etc. 
 
The Adieus to the Little Council, and to the ministers of Geneva, delivered on his death-bed in 
1564, form a worthy conclusion of the literary labors of this extraordinary teacher. 
 
{370} O pera, vols. XXIII.-XLIV., contain the Old Testament Commentaries. Those on the New 
Testament have been separately edited in Latin by Tholuck, 1833-’38, 7 vols. 8. 
 
{371} Ibid. vols. I.-IV. (1863-’66). Latin and French. There are three English translations of the 
Institutes, one by Thomas Norton (London, 1561, etc.), another by John Allen (London, 1813, 3d 
ed. 1844, in 2 vols.), a third by Henry Beveridge (Edinburgh, 1845-’46, 3 vols.). The work was 



also translated into Italian, Spanish, Dutch, German, Hungarian, Greek, and other languages. A 
new French ed. by Fr. Baumgartner, Gen. 1888. 
 
{372} Tractatus theologiciminores, in Opera, vol. V., etc. 
 
{373} Vols. V.-IX. 
 
{374} Vol. X. Pars I. (1871), pp. 5-146, and vol. VI. 161-210. 
 
{375} Henry (II. 198) says that the Geneva library contains forty-four manuscript volumes of 
sermons of Calvin; but the librarian Diodati informed him afterwards (III. Preface, p. viii.) that 
there are only nine volumes left, namely, the sermons between the years 1549-’51, 1555-’56, 
1560-’61. The sermons on the Decalogue, on Deuteronomy, on Job, on the Sacrifice of Abraham, 
and many others were published during his life-time. 
 
{376} Vols. X.-XX. The Strassburg editors give in all 4271 letters of Calvin and to Calvin. 
Herminjard has published so far his correspondence down to 1542 (the seventh volume appeared 
in 1886). 
 
{377} Vols. V. 423-428, and VI. 212-224. A French metrical translation of the Epinicion 
appeared In Paris, 1555, under the title, Chant de Victoire chantea Jesus Christ, etc.  



68. Tributes to the Memory of Calvin. 
 
Comp. the large collection of Opinions and Testimonies respecting the Writings of Calvin, in the 
last volume of the English edition of his works published by the Calvin Translation Society, 
Edinburgh, 1854, pp. 376-464. I have borrowed from it several older testimonies. 
 
No name in church history—not even Hildebrand’s or Luther’s or Loyola’s—has been so much 
loved and hated, admired and abhorred, praised and blamed, blessed and cursed, as that of John 
Calvin. Living in a fiercely polemic age, and standing on the watch-tower of the reform 
movement in Western Europe, he was the observed of all observers, and exposed to attacks from 
every quarter. Religious and sectarian passions are the deepest and strongest. Melanchthon prayed 
for deliverance from "the fury of theologians." Roman Catholics feared Calvin as their most 
dangerous enemy, though not a few of them honorably admitted his virtues. Protestants were 
divided according to creed and prejudice: some regarding him as the first among the Reformers 
and the nearest to Paul; others detesting his favorite doctrine of predestination. Even his share in 
the burning of Servetus was defended as just during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but is 
now universally deplored or condemned. {378} 
 
Upon the whole, the verdict of history is growingly in his favor. He improves upon acquaintance. 
Those who know him best esteem him most. The fruits of his labors are abundant, especially in 
the English-speaking world, and constitute his noblest monument. The slanderous charges of 
Bolsec, though feebly re-echoed by Audin, are no longer believed. All impartial writers admit the 
purity and integrity, if not the sanctity, of his character, and his absolute freedom from love of 
gain and notoriety. One of the most eminent skeptical historians of France goes so far as to 
pronounce him "the most Christian man" of his age. Few of the great luminaries of the Church of 
God have called forth such tributes of admiration and praise from able and competent judges. 
 
The following selection of testimonies may be regarded as a fair index of the influence which this 
extraordinary man has exerted from his humble study in "the little corner" on the south-western 
border of Switzerland upon men of different ages, nationalities, and creeds, down to the present 
time. 
 
Tributes of Contemporaries (Sixteenth Century). 
 
Martin Luther (1483-1546). 
 
From a letter to Bucer, Oct. 14, 1539. 
 
"Present my respectful greetings to Sturm and Calvin (then at Strassburg), whose books I have 
perused with singular pleasure (quorum libellos singulari cum voluptate legi)." 
 
Martin Bucer (1491-1551). 
 
"Calvin is a truly learned and singularly eloquent man (vere doctus mireque Facundus vir), an 
illustrious restorer of a purer Christianity (purioris Christianismi instaurator eximius)." 
 
Theodore Beza (1519-1605). 
 
From his Vita Calvini (Latin) at the Close (Opera, XXI. 172). 



 
"I have been a witness of Calvin’s life for sixteen years, and I think I am fully entitled to say that 
in this man there was exhibited to all a most beautiful example of the life and death of the 
Christian (longe pulcherrimum vere christianae tum vita tum mortis exemplum), which it will be 
as easy to calumniate as it will be difficult to emulate." 
 
Compare also the concluding remarks of his French biography, vol. XXI. 46 (Aug. 19, 1564). 
 
John Sturm of Strassburg (1507-1589). 
 
"John Calvin was endued with a most acute judgment, the highest learning, and a prodigious 
memory, and was distinguished as a writer by variety, copiousness, and purity, as may be seen for 
instance from his Institutes of the Christian Religion I know of no work which is better adapted to 
teach religion, to correct morals, and to remove errors." 
 
Jerome Zanchi (1516-1590). 
 
An Italian convert to Protestantism. Professor at Strassburg and Heidelberg. 
 
From a letter to the Landgrave of Hesse. 
 
"Calvin, whose memory is honored, as all Europe knows, was held in the highest estimation, not 
only for eminent piety and the highest learning (praestanti pietate et maxima eruditione), but 
likewise for singular judgment on every subject (singulari in rebus omnibus judicio clarissimus)." 
 
Bishop Jewel (1522-1571). 
 
"Calvin, a reverend father, and worthy ornament of the Church of God." 
 
Joseph Scaliger (1640-1609). 
 
"Calvin is an instructive and learned theologian, with a higher purity and elegance of style than is 
expected from a theologian. The two most eminent theologians of our times are John Calvin and 
Peter Martyr; the former of whom has treated sound learning as it ought to be treated, with truth 
and purity and simplicity, without any of the scholastic subtleties. Endued with a divine genius, 
he penetrated into many things which lie beyond the reach of all who are not deeply skilled in the 
Hebrew language, though he did not himself belong to that class." 
 
"O how well Calvin apprehends the meaning of the Prophets! No one better O what a good book 
is the Institutes!... Calvin stands alone among theologians (Solus inter theologos Calvinus)." 
 
This judgment of the greatest scholar of his age, who knew thirteen languages, and was master of 
philology, history, chronology, philosophy, and theology, is all the more weighty as he was one 
of the severest of critics. 
 
Florimond Deuteronomy Ramond (1540-1602). 
 
Counseiller du Roy au Parlement de Bordeaux. Roman Catholic. 
 
From his L’histoire de la naissanse, progrez, et decadence de l’heresie de ce siecle, divise en huit 
livres, dedie a  notre saint Pere le Pape Paul cinquieme. Paris, 1605. bk. VII. ch. 10. 



 
Calvin had morals better regulated and settled than N., and shewed from early youth that he did 
not allow himself to be carried away by the pleasures of sense (plaisirs de la chair et du ventre) 
With a dry and attenuated body, he always possessed a fresh and vigorous intellect, ready in 
reply, bold in attack; even in his youth a great faster, either on account of his health, and to allay 
the headaches with which he was continually afflicted, or in order to have his mind more 
disencumbered for the purposes of writing, studying, and improving his memory. Calvin spoke 
little; what he said were serious and impressive words (et n’estoit que propos serieux et qui 
portoyent coup); he never appeared in company, and always led a retired life. He had scarcely his 
equal; for during twenty-three years that he retained possession of the bishopric (l’evesche) of 
Geneva, he preached every day, and often twice on Sundays. He lectured on theology three times 
a week; and every Friday he entered into a conference which he called the Congregation. His 
remaining hours were employed in composition, and answering the letters which came to him as 
to a sovereign pontiff from all parts of heretical Christendom (qui arrivoyent a  luy de toute la 
Chretiente heretique, comme au Souveraine Pontife).... 
 
"Calvin had a brilliancy of spirit, a subtlety of judgment, a grand memory, an eminent erudition, 
and the power of graceful diction.... No man of all those who preceded him has surpassed him in 
style, and few since have attained that beauty and facility of language which he possessed." 
 
Etienne Pasquier (1528-1615). 
 
Roman Catholic. Consellier et Avocat General du Roy an-la Chambre des Comptes de Paris. 
 
From Les Recherches de la France, p. 769 (Paris, 1633). 
 
"He (Calvin) wrote equally well in Latin and French, the latter of which languages is greatly 
indebted to him for having enriched it with an infinite number of fine expressions (enrichie d’une 
infinite de beaux traits), though I could have wished that they had been written on a better 
subject. In short, a man wonderfully conversant with and attached to the books of the Holy 
Scriptures, and such, that if he had turned his mind in the proper direction, he might have been 
ranked with the most distinguished doctors of the Church." 
 
Jacques Auguste de Thou (Thuanus, 1553-1617). 
 
President of the Parliament of Paris. A liberal Roman Catholic and one of the framers of the Edict 
of Nantes. 
 
From the 36th book of his Historia sui Temporis (from 1543-1607). 
 
"John Calvin, of Noyon in Picardy, a person of lively spirit and great eloquence (d’un esprit vif et 
d’une grande eloquence), {379} and a theologian of high reputation among the Protestants, died 
of asthma, May 20 [27], 1564, at Geneva, where he had taught for twenty-three years, being 
nearly fifty-six years of age. Though he had labored under various diseases for seven years, this 
did not render him less diligent in his office, and never hindered him from writing." 
 
De Thou has nothing unfavorable to say of Calvin. 
 
Testimonies of Later French Writers. 
 
Charles Drelincourt (1595-1669). 



 
"In that prodigious multitude of books which were composed by Calvin, you see no words thrown 
away; and since the prophets and apostles, there never perhaps was a man who conveyed so many 
distinct statements in so few words, and in such appropriate and well-chosen terms (en des mots 
si propres et si bien choisis).... Never did Calvin’s life appear to me more pure or more innocent 
than after carefully examining the diabolical calumnies with which some have endeavored to 
defame his character, and after considering all the praises which his greatest enemies are 
constrained to bestow on his memory." 
 
Moses Amyraut (1596-1645). 
 
"That incomparable Calvin, to whom mainly, next to God, the Church owes its Reformation, not 
only in France, but in many other parts of Europe." 
 
Bishop Jacques Benigne Bossuet (1627-1704). 
 
From his Histoire des Variations des Eglises Protestantes (1688), the greatest polemical work in 
French against the Reformation. 
 
I do not know if the genius of Calvin would be found as fitted to excite the imagination and stir 
up the populace as was that of Luther, but after the movement had commenced, he rose in many 
countries, more especially in France, above Luther himself, and made himself head of a party 
which hardly yields to that of the Lutherans. By his searching intellect and his bold decisions, he 
improved upon all those who had sought in this century to establish a new church, and gave a 
new turn to the pretended reformation. 
 
It is a weak feeling which makes us desirous to find anything extraordinary in the death-beds of 
these people. God does not always bestow these examples. Since he permits heresy for the trial of 
his people, it is not to be wondered at that to complete this trial he allows the spirit of seduction to 
prevail in them even to the end, with all the fair appearances by which it is covered; and, without 
learning more of the life and death of Calvin, it is enough to know that he has kindled in his 
country a flame which not all the blood shed on its account has been able to extinguish, and that 
he has gone to appear before the judgment of God without feeling any remorse for a great 
crime.... 
 
"Let us grant him then, since he wishes it so much, the glory of having written as well as any man 
of his age; let us even place him, if desired, above Luther; for whilst the latter was in some 
respects more original and lively, Calvin, his inferior in genius, appears to have surpassed him in 
learning. Luther triumphed as a speaker, but the pen of Calvin was more correct, especially in 
Latin, and his style, though severe, was much more consecutive and chaste. They equally excelled 
in speaking the language of their country, and both possessed an extraordinary vehemence. Each 
by his talents has gained many disciples and admirers. Each, elated by success, has fancied to 
raise himself above the Fathers; neither could bear contradiction, and their eloquence abounds in 
nothing more largely than virulent invective." 
 
Richard Simon (1638-1712). 
 
One of the greatest critical and biblical scholars of the Roman Catholic Church. 
 
From his Critical History of the Old Testament (Latin and French). 
 



"As Calvin was endued with a lofty genius, we are constantly meeting with something in his 
commentaries which delights the mind (quo animus rapitur); and in consequence of his intimate 
and perfect acquaintance with human nature, his ethics are truly charming, while he does his 
utmost to maintain their accordance with the sacred text. Had he been less under the influence of 
prejudice, and had he not been solicitous to become the leader and standard-bearer of heresy, he 
might have produced a work of the greatest usefulness to the Catholic Church." 
 
The same passage, with additions, occurs in French. Simon says that no author "had a better 
knowledge of the utter inability of the human heart," but that "he gives too much prominence to 
this inability," and "lets no opportunity pass of slandering the Roman Church," so that part of his 
commentaries is "useless declamations" (declamations inutiles). "Calvin displays more genius 
and judgment in his works than Luther; he is more cautious, and takes care not to make use of 
weak proofs, of which his adversaries might take advantage. He is subtle to excess in his 
reasoning, and his commentaries are filled with references skilfully drawn from the text—which 
are capable of prepossessing the minds of those readers who are not profoundly acquainted with 
religion." 
 
Simon greatly underrates Calvin’s knowledge of Hebrew when he says that he knew not much 
more than the Hebrew letters. Dr. Diestel (Geschichte des Alten Test. in der christl. Kirche, 1869, 
p. 267) justly pronounces this a slander which is refuted by every page of Calvin’s commentaries. 
He ascribes to him a very good knowledge of Hebrew: "ausgewahlt mit einer sehr tuchtigen 
hebraischen Sprachkenntniss." 
 
Pierre Bayle (1647-1706). 
 
Son of a Reformed minister, educated by the Jesuits of Toulouse, converted to Romanism, 
returned to Protestantism, skeptical, the author of a Dictionnaire historique et critique. 
 
That a man who had acquired so great a reputation and so great an authority should have had only 
a hundred crowns of salary, and have desired no more, and that after having lived fifty-five years 
with every sort of frugality, he left to his heirs only the value of three hundred crowns, including 
his library, is a circumstance so heroical, that one must be devoid of feeling not to admire it, and 
one of the most singular victories which virtue and greatness of soul have been able to achieve 
over nature, even among ministers of the gospel. Calvin has left imitators in so far as regards 
activity of life, zeal and affection for the interest of his party; they employ their eloquence, their 
pens, their endeavors, their solicitations in the advancement of the kingdom of God; but they do 
not forget themselves, and they are, generally speaking, an exemplification of the maxim that the 
Church is a good mother, in whose service nothing is lost. 
 
"The Catholics have been at last obliged to dismiss to the region of fable the atrocious calumnies 
(les calomnies atroces) which they had uttered against the moral character of Calvin; their best 
authors now restrict themselves to stating that if he was exempt from the vices of the body, he has 
not been so from those of the mind, such as pride, passion, and slander. I know that the Cardinal 
de Richelieu, or that dexterous writer who has published under his name ’ The Method of 
Conversation,’ had adopted the absurdities of Bolsec. But in general, eminent authors speak no 
more of that. The mob of authors will never renounce it. These calumnies are to be found in the ’ 
Systema decretorum dogmaticorum,’ published at Avignon in 1693, by Francis Porter. Thus the 
work of Bolsec will always be cited as long as the Calvinists have adversaries, but it will be 
sufficient to brand it eternally with calumny that there is among Catholics a certain number of 
serious authors who will not adopt its fables." 
 



Jean Alphonse Turretin (1617-1737). 
 
Professor of theology of Geneva and representative of a moderate Calvinism. The most 
distinguished theologian of his name, also called Turretin the younger, to distinguish him from 
his father Franacois. 
 
"John Calvin was a man whose memory will be blessed to the latest age (vir benedictae in omne 
oevum memoriae). He has by his immense labors instructed and adorned not only the Church of 
Geneva, but the whole Reformed world, so that not unfrequently all the Reformed Churches are 
in the gross called after his name." 
 
Montesquieu (1689-1755). 
 
Author of Deuteronomy l’esprit des lois (the oracle of the friends of moderate freedom). 
 
"The Genevese should bless the birthday of Calvin." 
 
Voltaire (1694-1778). 
 
"Essai sur les moeurs et l’esprit des nations." 
 
"The famous Calvin, whom we regard as the Apostle of Geneva, raised himself up to the rank of 
Pope of the Protestants (s’erigea en pape des Protestants). He was acquainted with Latin and 
Greek, and the had philosophy of his time. He wrote better than Luther, and spoke worse; both 
were laborious and austere, but hard and violent (durs et emportes).... Calvinism conforms to the 
republican spirit, and yet Calvin had a tyrannical spirit.... He demanded the toleration which he 
needed for himself in France, and he armed himself with intolerance at Geneva.... The severity of 
Calvin was united with the greatest disinterestedness (au plus grand desinteressement)." 
 
Jean Jaques Rousseau (1712-1778). 
 
A native of Geneva. The apostle of the French Revolution, as Calvin was the apostle of the 
French Reformation. 
 
From Lettres ecrites de la montagne. 
 
"Quel homme fut jamais plus tranchant, plus imperieux, plus decisif, plus divinement infaillible a 
son gre que Calvin, pour qui la moindre opposition... etait toujours une oeuvre de Satan, un 
crime digne Du feu!" 
 
D’alembert (1717-1783). 
 
Calvin justly enjoyed a great reputation—a literary man of the first rank (homme de lettre du 
premier ordre)—writing in Latin as well as one could do in a dead language, and in French with 
singular purity for his time (avec une purete singuliere pour son temps). This purity, which our 
able grammarians admire even at this day, renders his writings far superior to almost all those of 
the same age, as the works of the Port-Royalists are distinguished even at the present day, for the 
same reason, from the barbarous rhapsodies of their opponents and contemporaries. 
 
Frederic Ancillon (1767-1837). 
 



Tableau des Revolutions du Systeme Politique de l’Europe. 
 
"Calvin was not only a profound theologian, but likewise an able legislator; the share which he 
had in the framing of the civil and religious laws which have produced for several centuries the 
happiness of the Genevan republic, is perhaps a fairer title to renown than his theological works; 
and this republic, celebrated notwithstanding its small size, and which knew how to unite morals 
with intellect, riches with simplicity, simplicity with taste, liberty with order, and which has been 
a focus of talents and virtues, has proved that Calvin knew men, and knew how to govern them." 
 
Fr. Pierre Guillaume Guizot (1787-1874). 
 
Celebrated French historian and statesman, of Huguenot descent. 
 
From St. Louis et Calvin, pp. 361 sqq. 
 
"Calvin is great by reason of his marvellous powers, his lasting labors, and the moral height and 
purity of his character.... Earnest in faith, pure in motive, austere in his life, and mighty in his 
works, Calvin is one of those who deserve their great fame. Three centuries separate us from him, 
but it is impossible to examine his character and history without feeling, if not affection and 
sympathy, at least profound respect and admiration for one of the great Reformers of Europe and 
of the great Christians of France." 
 
By the same (1787-1874). 
 
From Musee des protestants celebres. 
 
"Luther vint pour detruire, Calvin pour fonder, par des necessites egales, mais differentes.... 
Calvin fut l’homme de cette seconde epoque de toutes les grandes revolutions sociales, on apres 
avoir conquis par la guerre le terrain qui doit leur appartenir, elles travaillent a s’y etablir par 
la paix, selon des principes et sous les formes qui conviennent a leur nature.... L’idee generale 
selon laquelle Calvin agit en brulant Servet etait de son siecle, et an-a tort de la lui imputer." 
 
Franacois Aug. Marie Mignet (1796-1884). 
 
Celebrated French historian and academician. 
 
From his Memoire sur l’etablissement de la Reforme a  Geneve. 
 
"Calvin fut, dans le protestantisme, apres Luther, ce qu’est la consequance apres le principe; 
dans la Suisse, ce qu’est la regle apres une revolution.... Calvin, s’il n’avait ni le genie de 
l’invention ni celui de la conquete; s’il n’etait ni un revolutionnaire comme Luther ni un 
missionaire comme Farel, il avait une force de logique qui devait pousser plus loin la reforme du 
premier, et une faculte d’organisation qui devait achever l’oeuvre du second. C’est par la qu’il 
renouvela la face du protestantisme a qu’il constitua Geneve." 
 
Jules Michelet (1798-1874). 
 
Histoire de France, vol. XI. (Les Guerres Deuteronomy Religion), Paris, 1884, pp. 88, 89, 92. 
 
C’etait un travailleur terrible, avec un air souffrant, une constitution miserable et debile, veillant, 
s’usant, se consumant, ne distinguant ni nuit ni jour.... 



 
C’etait une langue inouae [Calvin’s French style], la nouvelle langue franacaise. Vingte ans 
apres Commines, trente ans avant Montaigne, deja la langue de Rousseau.... Son plus redoutable 
attribut, c’est sa penetrante clarte, son extreme lumiere d’argent, plutot d’acier, d’une lame qui 
brille, mais qui tranche. On sent que cette lumiere vient du dedans, du fond de la conscience, 
d’un coeur aprement convaincu, dont la logique est l’aliment.... 
 
"Le fond de ce grand et puissant theologien etait d’etre un legiste. Il l’etait de culture, d’esprit, 
de caractere. Il en avait les deux tendances: l’appel au juste, au vrai, un a pre besoin de justice; 
mais, d’autre part aussi, l’esprit dur, absolu, des tribunaux d’alors, et it le porta dans la 
theologie.... La predestination de Calvin se trouva, en pratique, une machine a faire des martyrs." 
 
Bon Louis Henri Martin (1810-1883). 
 
Histoire de France depuis les temps les plus recules jusqu’en 1789, Tom. VIII. p. 325, of the 
fourth edition, Paris, 1860. Crowned by the French Academy. 
 
Martin, in his standard work, thus describes the influence of Calvin upon the city of Geneva: 
"Calvin ne la sauve pas seulement, mais conquiert a cette petite ville une grandeur, une 
puissance morale immense. Il en fait la capitale de la Reforme, autant que la Reforme peut avoir 
une capitale, pour la moitie du monde protestant, avec une vaste influence, acceptee ou subie, sur 
l’autre moitie. Geneve n’est rien par la population, par les armes, par le territoire: elle est tout 
par l’esprit. Un seul avantage materiel lui garantit tons ses avantages moraux: son admirable 
position, qui fait d’elle une petite France republicaine et protestante, independante de la 
monarchie catholique de France et a l’abri de l’absorption monarchique et catholique; la Suisse 
protestante, alliee necessaire de la royaute franacaise contre l’empereur, couvre Geneve par la 
politique vis-a-vis du roi et par l’epee contra les maisons d’Autriche et de Savoie." 
 
Ernest Renan (1823-1892). 
 
Renan, a member of the French Academy, a brilliant genius, and one of the first historians of 
France, was educated for the Roman Catholic priesthood, but became a skeptic. This makes his 
striking tribute all the more significant. 
 
From his article on John Calvin in his atudes d’histoire religieuse, 7th ed. Paris, 1880, pp. 337-
367. 
 
"Calvin was one of those absolute men, cast complete in one mould, who is taken in wholly at a 
single glance: one letter, one action suffices for a judgment of him. There were no folds in that 
inflexible soul, which never knew doubt or hesitation.... Careless of wealth, of titles, of honors, 
indifferent to pomp, modest in his life, apparently humble, sacrificing everything to the desire of 
making others like himself, I hardly know of a man, save Ignatius Loyola, who could match him 
in those terrible transports.... It is surprising that a man who appears to us in his life and writings 
so unsympathetic should have been the centre of an immense movement in his generation, and 
that this harsh and severe tone should have exerted so great an influence on the minds of his 
contemporaries. How was it, for example, that one of the most distinguished women of her time, 
Renee of France, in her court at Ferrara, surrounded by the flower of European wits, was 
captivated by that stern master, and by him drawn into a course that must have been so thickly, 
strewn with thorns? This kind of austere seduction is exercised by those only who work with real 
conviction. Lacking that vivid, deep, sympathetic ardor which was one of the secrets of Luther’s 
success, lacking the charm, the perilous, languishing tenderness of Francis of Sales, Calvin 



succeeded more than all, in an age and in a country which called for a reaction towards 
Christianity, simply because he was the most Christian man of his century (l’homme le plus 
chretien de son siecle, p. 342)." 
 
Felix Bungener (1814-1874). 
 
Pastor of the national Church of Geneva, and author of several historical works. 
 
From Calvin, sa vie, son oeuvre et ses ecrits, Paris, 1862; English translation (Edinburgh, 1863), 
pp. 338, 349. 
 
"Let us not give him praise which he would not have accepted. God alone creates; a man is great 
only because God thinks fit to accomplish great things by his instrumentality. Never did any great 
man understand this better than Calvin. It cost him no effort to refer all the glory to God; nothing 
indicates that he was ever tempted to appropriate to himself the smallest portion of it. Luther, in 
many a passage, complacently dwells on the thought that a petty monk, as he says, has so well 
made the Pope to tremble, and so well stirred the whole world. Calvin will never say any such 
thing; he never even seems to say it, even in the deepest recesses of his heart; everywhere you 
perceive the man, who applies to all things—to the smallest as to the greatest—the idea that it is 
God who does all and is all. Read again, from this point of view, the very pages in which he 
appeared to you the haughtiest and most despotic, and see if, even there, he is anything other than 
the workman referring all, and in all sincerity, to his master.... But the man, in spite of all his 
faults, has not the less remained one of the fairest types of faith, of earnest piety, of devotedness, 
and of courage. Amid modern laxity, there is no character of whom the contemplation is more 
instructive; for there is no man of whom it has been said with greater justice, in the words of an 
apostle, ‘he endured as seeing him who is invisible.’" 
 
From Dutch Scholars. 
 
James Arminius (1560-1609). 
 
The founder of Arminianism. 
 
"Next to the study of the Scriptures which I earnestly inculcate, I exhort my pupils to peruse 
Calvin’s Commentaries, which I extol in loftier terms than Helmich himself (a Dutch divine, 
1551-1608); for I affirm that he excels beyond comparison (incomparabilem esse) in the 
interpretation of Scripture, and that his commentaries ought to be more highly valued than all that 
is handed down to us by the library of the fathers; so that I acknowledge him to have possessed 
above most others, or rather above all other men, what may be called an eminent spirit of 
prophecy (spiritum aliquem prophetiae eximium). His Institutes ought to be studied after the 
[Heidelberg] Catechism, as containing a fuller explanation, but with discrimination (cum delectu), 
like the writings of all men." 
 
Dan. Gerdes (1698-1767). 
 
Historia Evangelii Renovati, IV. 41 sq. (Groningae, 1752). 
 
"Calvin’s labors were so highly useful to the Church of Christ, that there is hardly any department 
of the Christian world to be found that is not full of them,—hardly any heresy that has arisen 
which he has not successfully encountered with that two-edged sword, the Word of God, or a 
portion of Christian doctrine which he has not illustrated in a remarkable manner. Certainly his 



commentaries on the Old and New Testaments are all that could be desired; every one of his 
sermons is full of unction; his Institutes bear the most complete and finished execution; his 
doctrinal treatises are distinguished by solidity; his critical works by warmth and fervor; his 
practical writings by virtue and piety; and his letters by mildness, prudence, gravity, and 
wisdom." 
 
Judgments of German Scholars. 
 
John Lawrence Mosheim (1695-1755). 
 
From the English translation of his Institutes of Ecclesiastical History, by James Murdock, D. D., 
New York, 1854, vol. III. 163, 167, 192. 
 
Calvin was venerated, even by his enemies, for his genius, learning, eloquence, and other 
endowments, and moreover was the friend of Melanchthon. 
 
Few persons of his age will bear any comparison with Calvin for patient industry, resolution, 
hatred of the Roman superstition, eloquence, and genius. Possessing a most capacious mind, he 
endeavored not only to establish and bless his beloved Geneva with the best regulations and 
institutions, but also to make it the mother and the focus of light and influence to the whole 
Reformed Church, just as Wittenberg was to the Lutheran community. 
 
The first rank among the interpreters of the age is deservedly assigned to John Calvin, who 
endeavored to expound nearly the whole of the sacred volume. 
 
"His Institutes are written in a perspicuous and elegant style, and have nothing abstruse and 
difficult to be comprehended in the arguments or mode of reasoning." 
 
Johannes von Muller (1752-1809). 
 
The great historian of Switzerland, called "the German Tacitus." 
 
Allgemeine Geschichte, Bk. III. 
 
"John Calvin had the spirit of an ancient lawgiver, a genius and characteristic which gave him in 
part unmistakable advantages, and failings which were only the excess of virtues, by the 
assistance of which he carried through his objects. He had also, like other Reformers, an 
indefatigable industry, with a fixed regard to a certain end, an invincible perseverance in 
principles and duty during his life, and at his death the courage and dignity of an ancient Roman 
censor. He contributed greatly to the development and advance of the human intellect, and more, 
indeed, than he himself foresaw. For among the Genevese and in France, the principle of free 
inquiry, on which he was obliged at first to found his system, and to curb which he afterwards 
strove in vain, became more fruitful in consequences than among nations which are less 
inquisitive than the Genevese, and less daring than the French. From this source were developed 
gradually philosophical ideas, which, though they are not yet purified sufficiently from the 
passions and views of their founders, have yet banished a great number of gloomy and pernicious 
prejudices, and have opened us prospects of a pure practical wisdom and better success for the 
future." 
 
Fr. August Tholuck (1799-1877). 
 



Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, 3d ed. 1831, p. 19. 
 
"In his [Calvin’s] Exposition on the Epistle to the Romans are united pure Latinity, a solid 
method of unfolding and interpreting, founded on the principles of grammatical science and 
historical knowledge, a deeply penetrating faculty of mind, and vital piety." 
 
Dr. Twesten (1789-1876). 
 
The successor of Schleiermacher in the chair of systematic theology at Berlin, and an orthodox 
Lutheran in the United Evangelical Church of Prussia. 
 
From his Dogmatik der evangelisch Lutherischen Kirche, I. 216 (4th ed. Hamburg, 1838). 
 
After speaking very highly and justly of Melanchthon and John Gerhard, Twesten thus 
characterizes Calvin’s Institutes: — 
 
"Mehr aus einem Gusz, als Melanchthon’s Loci, die reife Frucht eines tief religiosen und acht 
wissenschaftlichen Geistes, mit groszer Klarheit, Kraft und Schonheit der Darstellung 
geschrieben, einfach in der Anlage, reich und grundlich in der Ausfuhrung, verdient es neben 
jenen auch in unserer Kirche als eins der vorzuglichsten Werke auf dem Gebiete der 
dogmatischen Literatur uberhaupt studirt zu werden." 
 
Paul Henry. 
 
Doctor of theology and pastor of a French Reformed Church in Berlin, author of two learned 
biographies of Calvin: a large one, in 3 vols. (1833-1844), which is chiefly valuable as a 
collection of documents, and a popular one in 1 vol. 
 
From Das Leben Johann Calvins (Hamburg and Gotha, 1846), pp. 443 sqq. 
 
"The whole tendency of Calvin was practical; learning was subordinate; the salvation of the 
world, the truth was to him the main thing. His spiritual tendency was not philosophical, but his 
dialectical bent ran principles to their utmost consequences. He had an eye to the minutest details. 
His former study of law had trained him for business.... He was a watchman over the whole 
Church.... All his theological writings excel in acuteness, dialectics, and warmth of conviction. 
He had great eloquence at command, but despised the art of rhetoric.... Day and night he was 
occupied with the work of the Lord. He disliked the daily entreaties of his colleagues to grant 
himself some rest. He continued to labor through his last sicknesses, and only stopped dictating a 
week before his death, when his voice gave out.... All sought his counsel; for God endowed him 
with such a happy spirit of wisdom that no one regretted to have followed his advice. How great 
was his erudition! How marvellous his judgment! How peculiar his kindness, which came to the 
aid even of the smallest and lowliest, if necessary, and his meekness and patient forbearance with 
the imperfections of others!" 
 
Dr. L. Stahelin. 
 
Johannes Calvin. Leben und ausgewahlte Schriften. Elberfeld, 1863. Vol. II. pp. 365-393. 
 
This description of Calvin’s character as a man and as a Christian is faithful in praise and censure, 
but too profuse to be inserted. Dr. Stahelin emphasizes the logic of his intellect and conscience, 
his firm assurance of eternal election, his constant sense of the nearness of God, "the majesty" of 



his character, the predominance of the Old Testament feature, his resemblance to Moses and the 
Hebrew Prophets, his irritability, anger, and contemptuousness, relieved by genuine humility 
before God, his faithfulness to friends, his life of unceasing prayer, his absolute disinterestedness 
and consecration to God. He also quotes the remarkable testimony of Renan, that Calvin was "the 
most Christian man in Christendom." 
 
Dr. Friedrich Trechsel (1805-1885). 
 
Die Protestantischen Antitrinitarier. Heidelberg, 1839-1844 (I. 177). 
 
"People have often supposed that they were insulting Calvin’s memory by calling him the Pope of 
Protestantism! He was so, but in the noblest sense of the expression, through the spiritual and 
moral superiority with which the Lord of the Church had endowed him for its deliverance; 
through his unwearied, universal zeal for God’s honor; through his wise care for the edifying of 
the kingdom of Christ; in a word, through all which can be comprehended in the idea of the 
papacy, of truth and honor." 
 
Ludwig Hausser (1818-1867). 
 
Professor of history at Heidelberg. 
 
The Period of the Reformation, edited by Oncken (1868, 2d ed. 1880), translated by Mrs. Sturge, 
New York, 1874 (pp. 241 and 244). 
 
As the German Reformation is connected with Martin Luther, and the Swiss with Ulrich Zwingli, 
that of the Romanic and Western European nations is connected with John Calvin, the most 
remarkable personage of the time. He was not equal either to Luther or Zwingli in general talent, 
mental vigor, or tranquility of soul; but in logical acuteness and talent for organization he was at 
least equal, if not superior, to either. He settled the basis for the development of many states and 
churches. He stamped the form of the Reformation in countries to which he was a stranger. The 
French date the beginnings of their literary development from him, and his influence was not 
restricted to the sphere of religion, but embraced their intellectual life in general; no one else has 
so permanently influenced the spirit and form of their written language as he. 
 
At a time when Europe had no solid results of reform to allow, this little State of Geneva stood up 
as a great power; year by year it sent forth apostles into the world, who preached its doctrines 
everywhere, and it became the most dreaded counterpoise to Rome, when Rome no longer had 
any bulwark to defend her. The missionaries from this little community displayed the lofty and 
dauntless spirit which results from stoical education and training; they bore the stamp of a self-
renouncing heroism which was elsewhere swallowed up in theological narrowness. They were a 
race with vigorous bones and sinews, for whom nothing was too daring, and who gave a new 
direction to Protestantism by causing it to separate itself from the old traditional monarchical 
authority, and to adopt the gospel of democracy as part of its creed. It formed a weighty 
counterpoise to the desperate efforts which the ancient Church and monarchical power were 
making to crush the spirit of the Reformation. 
 
"It was impossible to oppose Caraffa, Philip II., and the Stuarts, with Luther’s passive resistance; 
men were wanted who were ready to wage war to the knife, and such was the Calvinistic school. 
It everywhere accepted the challenge; throughout all the conflicts for political and religious 
liberty, up to the time of the first emigration to America, in France, the Netherlands, England, and 
Scotland, we recognize the Genevan school." 



 
Dr. Karl Rudolf Hagenbach (1801-1874). 
 
Swiss Reformed, of Basel. 
 
Geschichte des Reformation, 5th ed. edited by Nippold, Leipzig, 1887, p. 605. 
 
"Calvin hatte so zu sagen kein irdisches Vaterland, dessen Freiheit er, wie Zwingli, zu wahren 
sich bewogen fand. Das himmlische Vaterland, die Stadt Gottes war es, in welche er alle zu 
sammeln sich berufen sah. Ihm galt nicht Grieehe, nicht Skythe, nicht Franzose, nicht Deutscher, 
nicht Eidgenosz, sondern einzig und allein die neue Kreatur in Christo. Es ware thoricht, ihm 
solches zum Vorwurf zu machen. Es ist vielmehr richtig bemerkt worden, wie Calvin, obgleich er 
nicht die Grosze Genfs als solche gesucht, dennoch dieser Stadt zu einer weltgeschichtlichen 
Grosze verholfen, die sie ohne ihn niemals erreicht haben wurde. Aber so viel ist richtig, dasz das 
Reinmenschliche, das im Familien- und Volksleben seine Wurzel hat, und das durch das 
Christenthum nicht verdrangt, aber wohl veredelt werden soll, bei Calvin weniger zur 
Entwickelung kam. Manner des strengen Gedankens und einer rigiden Gesetzlichkeit werden 
geneigt sein, Calvin uber Luther und Zwingli zu erheben. Und er hat auch seine unbestreitbaren 
Vorzuge. Poetisch angelegte Gemutsmenschen aber werden anfanglich Calvin und seiner vom 
Naturboden losgelosten, abstrakten Frommigkeit gegenuber sich eines gewissen Frostelns nicht 
erwehren konnen und einige Zeit brauchen, bis sie es uberwunden haben; wahrend sie sich zu 
dem herzgewinnenden Luther sogleich und auch dann noch hingezogen fuhlen, wenn er schaumt 
und vor Zorn uebersprudelt." 
 
Dr. Is. Dorner (1809-1884). 
 
Geschichte der Protestantischen Theologie. Munchen, 1867, pp. 374, 376. 
 
"Calvin was equally great in intellect and character, lovely in social life, full of tender sympathy 
and faithfulness to friends, yielding and forgiving towards personal offences, but inexorably 
severe when he saw the honor of God obstinately and malignantly attacked. He combined French 
fire and practical good sense with German depth and soberness. He moved as freely in the world 
of ideas as in the business of Church government. He was an architectonic genius in science and 
practical life, always with an eye to the holiness and majesty of God." (Condensed translation.) 
 
Dr. Kahnis (Lutheran, 1814-1888). 
 
Die Lutherische Dogmatik. Leipzig, 1861, vol. II. p. 490 sq. 
 
"The fear of God was the soul of his piety, the rock-like certainty of his election before the 
foundation of the world was his power, and the doing of the will of God his single aim, which he 
pursued with trembling and fear.... No other Reformer has so well demonstrated the truth of 
Christ’s word that, in the kingdom of God, dominion is service. No other had such an energy of 
self-sacrifice, such an irrefragable conscientiousness in the greatest as well as the smallest things, 
such a disciplined power. This man, whose dying body was only held together by the will flaming 
from his eyes, had a majesty of character which commanded the veneration of his 
contemporaries." 
 
F. W. Kampschulte (1831-1872). 
 



Catholic Professor of History In the University of Bonn from 1860 to 1872, and author of an able 
and Impartial work on Calvin, which was Interrupted by his death. Vols. II. and III. were never 
published. He protested against the Vatican decrees of 1870. 
 
Johann Calvin. Seine Kirche und sein Staat in Genf. Erster Band, Leipzig, 
 
1869, p. 274 sq. 
 
"Calvin’s Lehrbuch der christlichen Religion ist ohne Frage das hervorragendste und 
bedeutendste Erzeugniss, welches die reformatorische Literatur des sechszehnten Jahrhunderts 
auf dem Gebiete der Dogmatik aufzuweisen hat. Schon ein oberflachlicher Vergleich lasst uns 
den gewaltigen Fortschritt erkennen, den es gegenuber den bisherigen Leistungen auf diesem 
Gebiete bezeichnet. Statt der unvollkommenen, nach der einen oder andern Seite unzulanglichen 
Versuche Melanchthon’s, Zwingli’s, Farel’s erhalten wir aus Calvin’s Hand das Kunstwerk 
eines, wenn auch nicht harmonisch in sich abgeschlossenen, so doch wohlgegliederten, 
durchgebildeten Systems, das in allen seinen Theilen die leitenden Grundgedanken widerspiegelt 
und von vollstandiger Beherrschung des Stoffes zeugt. Es hatte eine unverkennbare Berechtigung, 
wenn man den Verfasser der Institution als den Aristoteles der Reformation bezeichnete. Die 
ausserordentliche Belesenheit in der biblischen und patristischen Literatur, wie sie schon in den 
fruheren Ausgaben des Werkes hervortritt, setzt in Erstaunen. Die Methode ist lichtvoll und klar, 
der Gedankengang streng logisch, uberall durchsicktig, die Eintheilung und Ordnung des Stoffes 
dem leitenden Grundgedanken entsprechend; die Darstellung schreitet ernst und gemessen vor 
und nimmt, obschon in den spateren Ausgaben mehr gelehrt als anziehend, mehr auf den 
Verstand als auf das Gemuth berechnet, doch zuweilen einen hoheren Schwung an. Calvin’s 
Institution enthalt Abschnitte, die dem Schonsten, was von Pascal und Bossuet geschrieben 
worden ist, an-die Seite gestellt werden konnen: Stellen, wie jene fiber die Erhabenheit der 
heiligen Schrift, aber das Elend des gefallenen Menschen, uber die Bedeutung des Gebetes, 
werden nie verfehlen, ait den Leser einen tiefen Eindruck zu machen. Auch von den katholischen 
Gegnern Calvin’s sind diese Vorzuge anerkannt und manche Abschnitte seines Werkes sogar 
benutzt worden. Man begreift es vollkommen, wenn er selbst mit dem Gefuhl der Befriedigung 
und des Stolzes auf sein Werk blickt und in seinen ubrigen Schriften gern auf das ‘Lehrbuch’ 
zuruckverweist." 
 
"Und doch beschleicht uns, trotz aller Bewunderung, zu der uns der Verfasser nothigt, bei dem 
Durchlesen seines Werkes ein unheimliches Gefuhl. Ein System, das von dem furchtbaren 
Gedanken der doppelten Praedestination ausgeht, welches die Menschen ohne jede Rucksicht auf 
das eigene Verhalten in Erwahlte und Verworfene scheidet und die Einen wie die Anderen zu 
blossen Werkzeugen zur Verherrlichung der gottlichen Majestat macht... ein solches System kann 
unmoglich dem deukenden, Belehrung und Trost suchenden Menschengeist innere Ruhe und 
Befriedigung gewahren." 
 
Baum, Cunitz, and Reuss. 
 
Joh. Calvini Opera, vol. I. p. ix. 
 
The Strassburg editors of Calvin’s Works belong to the modern liberal school of theology. 
 
"Si Lutherum virum maximum, si Zwinglium civem Christianum nulli secundum, si Melanthonem 
praeceptorem doctissimum merito appellaris, Calvinum jure vocaris theologorum principem et 
antesignanum. In hoc enim quis linguarum et literarum praesidia, quis disciplinarum fere 
omnium non miretur orbem? Deuteronomy cujus copia doctrinae, rerumque dispositions 



aptissime concinnata, et argumentorum vi ac validitate in dogmaticis; de ingenii acumine et 
subtilitate, atque nunc festiva nunc mordaci salsedine in polemicis, de felicissima perspicuitate, 
sobrietate ac sagacitate in exegeticis, de nervosa eloquentia et libertate in paraeneticis; de 
prudentia sapientiaque legislatoria in ecclesiis constituendis, ordinandis ac regendis 
incomparabile, inter omnes viros doctos et de rebus evangelicis libere sentientes jam abunde 
constat. Imo inter ipsos adversarios romanos nullus hodie est, vel mediocri harum rerum 
cognitione imbutus vel tantilla judicii praeditus aequitate, qui argumentorum et sententiarum 
ubertatem, proprietatem verborum sermonemque castigatum, stili denique, tam latini quam 
gallici, gravitatem et luciditatem non admiretur. Quae cuncta quum in singulis fere scriptis, tum 
praecipue relucent in immortali illa Institutione religionis Christianae, quae omnes ejusdem 
generis expositiones inde ab apostolorum temporibus conscriptas, adeoque ipsos Melanthonis 
Locos theologicos, absque omni controversia longe antecellit atque eruditum et ingenuum 
lectorem, etiamsi alicubi secus senserit, hodieque quasi vinctum trahit et vel invitum rapit in 
admirationem." 
 
Tributes from English Writers (Mostly Episcopal). 
 
Richard Hooker (1553-1600). 
 
From his Preface to the Ecclesiastical Polity (Keble’s ed. vol. I. p. 158). 
 
Whom [Calvin], for my own part, I think incomparably the wisest man that ever the French 
Church did enjoy since the hour it enjoyed him. His bringing up was in the study of the civil law. 
Divine knowledge he gathered not by hearing or reading so much as by teaching others. For, 
though thousands were debtors to him, as touching knowledge of this kind, yet he to none, but 
only to God, the Author of that most blessed fountain, the Book of Life, and of the admirable 
dexterity of wit, together with the helps of other learning, which were his guides.—We should be 
injurious unto virtue itself, if we did derogate from them whom their industry hath made great. 
Two things of principal moment there are, which have deservedly procured him honor throughout 
the world: the one, his exceeding pains in composing the Institutions of the Christian Religion; 
the other, his no less industrious travails for exposition of Holy Scripture, according unto the 
same Institutions.... 
 
"Of what account the Master of Sentences [Peter Lombard] was in the Church of Rome; the same 
and more, among the preachers of Reformed Churches, Calvin had purchased; so that the 
perfectest divines were judged they which were skilfullest in Calvin’s writings; his books almost 
the very canon to judge both doctrine and discipline by." 
 
Bishop Lancelot Andrewes (1555-1626). 
 
"Calvin was an illustrious person, and never to be mentioned without a preface of the highest 
honor." 
 
Dr. John Donne (1573-1631). 
 
Royal Chaplain and Dean of St. Paul’s, London; distinguished as a poet and divine. 
 
"St. Augustin, for sharp insight and conclusive judgment in exposition of places of Scripture, 
which he always makes so liquid and pervious, hath scarce been equalled therein by any of all the 
writers in the Church of God, except Calvin may have that honor, for whom (when it concerns 



not points of controversy) I see the Jesuits themselves, though they dare not name him, have a 
high degree of reverence." 
 
Bishop Hall (1574-1656). 
 
Works, III. 516. 
 
"Reverend Calvin, whose judgment I so much honor, that I reckon him among the best 
interpreters of Scripture since the Apostles left the earth." 
 
Bishop Sanderson (1587-1663). 
 
"When I began to set myself to the study of Divinity as my proper business, Calvin’s Institutions 
were recommended to me, as they generally were to all young scholars in those times, as the best 
and most perfect system of Divinity, and the fittest to be laid as a groundwork in the study of the 
profession. And, indeed, my expectation was not at all ill-deemed in the study of those 
Institutions." 
 
Richard Baxter (1615-1691). 
 
"I know no man, since the Apostles’ days, whom I value and honor more than Calvin, and whose 
judgment in all things, one with another, I more esteem and come nearer to." 
 
Bishop Wilson of Calcutta. 
 
From Sermon preached on the death of the Rev. Basil Wood. 
 
Calvin’s Commentaries remain, after three centuries, unparalleled for force of mind, justness of 
exposition, and practical views of Christianity. 
 
Archbishop Lawrence. 
 
From his Bampton Lectures. 
 
"Calvin was both a wise and a good man, inferior to none of his contemporaries in general ability, 
and superior to almost all in the art, as well as elegance, of composition, in the perspicuity and 
arrangement of his ideas, the structure of his periods, and the Latinity of his diction." 
 
Archdeacon Julius Charles Hare (1795-1855). 
 
He had, of all Englishmen, the best knowledge and highest appreciation of Luther. 
 
From his Mission of the Comforter, II. 449. 
 
"Calvin’s Commentaries, although they too are almost entirely doctrinal and practical, taking 
little note of critical and philosophical questions, keep much closer to the text [than Luther’s], and 
make it their one business to bring out the meaning of the words of Scripture with fulness and 
precision. This they do with the excellence of a master richly endowed with the word of wisdom 
and with the word of knowledge, and from the exemplary union of a severe masculine 
understanding with a profound insight into the spiritual depths of the Scriptures, they are 
especially calculated to be useful in counteracting the erroneous tendencies of an age, when we 



seem about to be inundated with all that was fantastical and irrational in the exegetical mysticism 
of the Fathers, and are bid to see divine power in all allegorical cobwebs, and heavenly life in 
artificial flowers. I do not mean to imply an adoption or approval of all Calvin’s views, whether 
on doctrinal or other questions. But we may happily owe much gratitude and love, and the 
deepest intellectual obligations, to those whom at the same time we may, deem to be mistaken on 
certain points." 
 
Thomas H. Dyer. 
 
The Life of John Calvin. London, 1850, p. 533 sq. 
 
That Calvin was in some respects a really great man, and that the eloquent panegyric of his friend 
and disciple Beza contains much that is true, will hardly be denied. In any circumstances his 
wonderful abilities and extensive learning would have made him a shining light among the 
doctors of the Reformation; an accidental, or, as his friends and followers would say, a 
providential and predestinated visit to Geneva, made him the head of a numerous and powerful 
sect. Naturally deficient in that courage which forms so prominent a trait in Luther’s character, 
and which prompted him to beard kings and emperors face to face, Calvin arrived at Geneva at a 
time when the rough and initiatory work of Reform had already been accomplished by his bolder 
and more active friend Farel. Some peculiar circumstances in the political condition of that place 
favored the views which he seems to have formed very shortly after his arrival.... 
 
"The preceding narrative has already shown how, from that time to the hour of his death, his care 
and labor were constantly directed to the consolidation of his power, and to the development of 
his scheme of ecclesiastical polity. In these objects he was so successful that it may be safely 
affirmed that none of the Reformers, not even Luther himself, attained to so absolute and 
extensive an influence." 
 
Archdeacon Frederic W. Farrar, D. D., F. R. S. 
 
History of Interpretation. London, 1886, pp. 342-344. 
 
"The greatest exegete and theologian of the Reformation was undoubtedly Calvin. He is not an 
attractive figure in the history of that great movement. The mass of mankind revolt against the 
ruthless logical rigidity of his ‘horrible decree.’ They fling it from their belief with the eternal 
‘God forbid!’ of an inspired natural horror. They dislike the tyranny of theocratic 
sacerdotalism[?] which be established at Geneva. Nevertheless his Commentaries, almost alone 
among those of his epoch, are still a living force. They are far more profound than those of 
Zwingli, more thorough and scientific, if less original and less spiritual, than those of Luther. In 
spite of his many defects—the inequality of his works, his masterful arrogance of tone, his 
inconsequent and in part retrogressive view of inspiration, the manner in which he explains away 
every passage which runs counter to his dogmatic prepossessions—in spite, too, of his ‘hard 
expressions and injurious declamations’—he is one of the greatest interpreters of Scripture who 
ever lived. He owes that position to a combination of merits. He had a vigorous intellect, a 
dauntless spirit, a logical mind, a quick insight, a thorough knowledge of the human heart, 
quickened by rich and strange experience; above all, a manly and glowing sense of the grandeur 
of the Divine. The neatness, precision, and lucidity of his style, his classic training and wide 
knowledge, his methodical accuracy of procedure, his manly independence, his avoidance of 
needless and commonplace homiletics, his deep religious feeling, his careful attention to the 
entire scope and context of every passage, and the fact that he has commented on almost the 
whole of the Bible, make him tower above the great majority of those who have written on Holy 



Scripture. Nothing can furnish a greater contrast to many helpless commentaries, with their 
congeries of vacillating variorum annotations heaped together in aimless multiplicity, than the 
terse and decisive notes of the great Genevan theologian.... A characteristic feature of Calvin’s 
exegesis is its abhorrence of hollow orthodoxy. He regarded it as a disgraceful offering to a God 
of truth. He did not hold the theory of verbal dictation. He will never defend or harmonize what 
he regards as an oversight or mistake in the Sacred writers. He scorns to support a good cause by 
bad reasoning.... But the most characteristic and original feature of his Commentaries is his 
anticipation of modern criticism in his views about the Messianic prophecies. He saw that the 
words of psalmists and prophets, while they not only admit of but demand ‘germinant and 
springing developments,’ were yet primarily applicable to the events and circumstances of their 
own days." 
 
Scotch Tributes. 
 
ln Scotland, the land of John Knox, who studied at the feet of Calvin, his principles were most 
highly appreciated and most fully carried out. 
 
Sir William Hamilton (1788-1856). 
 
"Looking merely to his learning and ability, Calvin was superior to all modern, perhaps to all 
ancient, divines. Succeeding ages have certainly not exhibited his equal. To find his peer we must 
ascend at least to Aquinas or Augustin." 
 
Dr. William Cunningham (1805-1861). 
 
Principal of the New College and Professor of Church History in Edinburgh. Presbyterian of the 
Free Church. 
 
Reformers, and the Theology of the Reformation. Edinburgh, 1866, 
 
pp. 292, 294, 299. 
 
John Calvin was by far the greatest of the Reformers with respect to the talents he possessed, the 
influence he exerted, and the service he rendered to the establishment and diffusion of important 
truth.... 
 
The systematizing of divine truth, and the full organization of the Christian Church according to 
the word of God, are the great peculiar achievements of Calvin. For this work God eminently 
qualified him, by bestowing upon him the highest gifts both of nature and of grace; and this work 
he was enabled to accomplish in such a way as to confer the greatest and most lasting benefits 
upon the Church of Christ, and to entitle him to the commendation and the gratitude of all 
succeeding ages.... 
 
"Calvin certainly was not free from the infirmities which are always found in some form or 
degree even in the best men; and in particular, he occasionally exhibited an angry impatience of 
contradiction and opposition, and sometimes assailed and treated the opponents of the truth and 
cause of God with a violence and invective which cannot be defended, and should certainly not 
be imitated. He was not free from error, and is not to be implicitly followed in his interpretation 
of Scripture, or in his exposition of doctrine. But whether we look to the powers and capacities 
with which God endowed him, the manner in which he employed them, and the results by which 
his labors have been followed,—or to the Christian wisdom, magnanimity, and devotedness 



which marked his character and generally regulated his conduct, there is probably not one among 
the sons of men, beyond the range of those whom God miraculously inspired by his Spirit, who 
has stronger claims upon our veneration and gratitude." 
 
In another place which I cannot refer to, Cunningham, the successor of Chalmers, says: "Calvin is 
the man who, next to St. Paul, has done most good to mankind." 
 
Dr. John Tulloch (1823-1886). 
 
Principal of St. Mary’s College in the University of St. Andrews, of the Established Church of 
Scotland. 
 
Luther and other Leaders of the Reformation. Edinburgh and London, 3d ed. 1883, pp. 234-237, 
243, 245. 
 
Thus lived and died Calvin, a great, intense, and energetic character, who, more than any other of 
that great age, has left his impress upon the history of Protestantism. Nothing, perhaps, more 
strikes us than the contrast between the single naked energy which his character presents and of 
which his name has become symbolical, and the grand issues which have gone forth from it. 
Scarcely anywhere else can we trace such an impervious potency of intellectual and moral 
influence emanating from so narrow a centre. 
 
There is in almost every respect a singular dissimilarity between the Genevan and the Wittenberg 
reformer. In personal, moral, and intellectual features, they stand contrasted—Luther with his 
massive frame and full big face and deep melancholy eyes; Calvin, of moderate stature, pale and 
dark complexion, and sparkling eyes, that burned nearly to the moment of his death (Beza: Vita 
Calv.). Luther, fond and jovial, relishing his beer and hearty family repasts with his wife and 
children; Calvin, spare and frugal, for many years taking only one meal a day, and scarcely 
needing sleep. In the one, we see a rich and complex and buoyant and affectionate nature 
touching humanity at every point, in the other, a stern and grave unity of moral character. Both 
were naturally of a somewhat proud and imperious temper, but the violence of Luther is warm 
and boisterous, that of Calvin is keen and zealous. It might have been a very uncomfortable thing, 
as Melanchthon felt, to be exposed to Luther’s occasional storms; but after the storm was over, it 
was pleasant to be folded once more to the great heart that was sorry for its excesses. To be the 
object of Calvin’s dislike and anger was something to fill one with dread, not only for the 
moment, but long afterwards, and at a distance, as poor Castellio felt when he gathered the pieces 
of driftwood on the banks of the Rhine at Basel. 
 
In intellect, as in personal features, the one was grand, massive, and powerful, through depth and 
comprehension of feeling, a profound but exaggerated insight, and a soaring eloquence; the other 
was no less grand and powerful, through clearness and correctness of judgment, vigor and 
consistency of reasoning, and weightiness of expression. Both are alike memorable in the service 
which they rendered to their native tongue—in the increased compass, flexibility, and felicitous 
mastery which they imparted to it. The Latin works of Calvin are greatly superior in elegance of 
style, symmetry of method, and proportionate vigor of argument. He maintains an academic 
elevation of tone, even when keenly agitated in temper; while Luther, as Mr. Hallam has it, 
sometimes descends to mere ‘bellowing in bad Latin.’ Yet there is a coldness in the elevation of 
Calvin, and in his correct and well-balanced sentences, for which we should like ill to exchange 
the kindling though rugged paradoxes of Luther. The German had the more rich and teeming—
the Genevan the harder, more serviceable, and enduring mind. When interrupted in dictating for 
several hours, Beza tells us that he could return and commence where he had left off; and that 



amidst all the multiplicity of his engagements, he never forgot what he required to know for the 
performance of any duty. 
 
As preachers, Calvin seems to have commanded a scarcely less powerful success than Luther, 
although of a different character—the one stimulating and rousing, ‘boiling over in every 
direction’—the other instructive, argumentative, and calm in the midst of his vehemence (Beza: 
Vita Calv.). Luther flashed forth his feelings at the moment, never being able to compose what 
might be called a regular sermon, but seizing the principal subject, and turning all his attention to 
that alone. Calvin was elaborate and careful in his sermons as in everything else. The one 
thundered and lightened, filling the souls of his hearers now with shadowy awe, and now with an 
intense glow of spiritual excitement; the other, like the broad daylight, filled them with a more 
diffusive though less exhilarating clearness.... 
 
An impression of majesty and yet of sadness must ever linger around the name of Calvin. He was 
great and we admire him. The world needed him and we honor him; but we cannot love him. He 
repels our affections while he extorts our admiration; and while we recognize the worth, and the 
divine necessity, of his life and work, we are thankful to survey them at a distance, and to believe 
that there are also other modes of divinely governing the world, and advancing the kingdom of 
righteousness and truth. 
 
"Limited, as compared with Luther, in his personal influence, apparently less the man of the hour 
in a great crisis of human progress, Calvin towers far above Luther in the general influence over 
the world of thought and the course of history, which a mighty intellect, inflexible in its 
convictions and constructive in its genius, never fails to exercise." 
 
William Lindsay Alexander, D. D., F. R. S. E. (1808-1884). 
 
Professor of Theology and one of the Bible Revisers. Congregationalist. 
 
From Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th ed. vol. IV. (1878) p. 721. 
 
"Calvin was of middle stature; his complexion was somewhat pallid and dark; his eyes, to the 
latest clear and lustrous, bespoke the acumen of his genius. He was sparing in his food and simple 
in his dress; he took but little sleep, and was capable of extraordinary efforts of intellectual toil. 
His memory was prodigious, but he used it only as the servant of his higher faculties. As a 
reasoner he has seldom been equalled, and the soundness and penetration of his judgment were 
such as to give to his conclusions in practical questions almost the appearance of predictions, and 
inspire in all his friends the utmost confidence in the wisdom of his counsels. As a theologian he 
stands on an eminence which only Augustin has surpassed; whilst in his skill as an expounder of 
Scripture, and his terse and elegant style, he possessed advantages to which Augustin was a 
stranger. His private character was in harmony with his public reputation and position. If 
somewhat severe and irritable, he was at the same time scrupulously just, truthful, and steadfast; 
he never deserted a friend or took an unfair advantage of an antagonist; and on befitting occasions 
he could be cheerful and even facetious among his intimates." 
 
Testimonies of American Divines. 
 
Dr. Henry B. Smith (1815-1877). 
 
Professor of Theology in the Union Theological Seminary, New York. Presbyterian. 
 



From his Address before the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, St. Louis, 1855, 
delivered by request of the Presbyterian Historical Society. See Faith and Philosophy, pp. 98 and 
99. 
 
Though the Reformation, under God, began with Luther in the power of faith, it was carried on by 
Calvin with greater energy, and with a more constructive genius, both in theology and in church 
polity, as he also had a more open field. The Lutheran movement affected chiefly the centre and 
the north of Europe; the Reformed Churches were planted in the west of Europe, all around the 
ocean, in the British Isles, and by their very geographical site were prepared to act the most 
efficient part, and to leap the walls of the old world, and colonize our shores. 
 
Nothing is more striking in a general view of the history of the Reformed Churches than the 
variety of countries into which we find their characteristic spirit, both in doctrine and polity, 
penetrating. Throughout Switzerland it was a grand popular movement. There is first of all, 
Zwingli, the hero of Zurich, already in 1516 preaching against the idolatrous veneration of Mary, 
a man of generous culture and intrepid spirit, who at last laid down his life upon the field of 
battle. In Basle we find Oecolampadius, and also Bullinger [in Zurich], the chronicler of the 
Swiss reform. Farel aroused Geneva to iconoclasm by his inspiring eloquence. 
 
"Thither comes in 1536, from the France which disowned him, Calvin, the mighty law-giver, 
great as a preacher, an expositor, a teacher and a ruler; cold in exterior, but burning with internal 
fire; who produced at twenty-six years of age his unmatched Institutes, and at thirty-five had 
made Geneva, under an almost theocratic government, the model city of Europe, with its 
inspiring motto, ’ post tenebras lux.’ He was feared and opposed by the libertines of his day, as 
he is in our own. His errors were those of his own times: his greatness is of all times. Hooker calls 
him ‘incomparably the wisest man of the French Church;’ he compares him to the ‘Master of 
Sentences,’ and says, ‘that though thousands were debtors to him as touching divine knowledge, 
yet he was to none, only to God.’ Montesquieu declares that ‘the Genevese should ever bless the 
day of his birth.’ Jewel terms him ‘a reverend Father, and worthy ornament of the Church of 
God.’ ‘He that will not honor the memory of Calvin,’ says Mr. Bancroft, ‘knows but little of the 
origin of American liberty.’ Under his influence Geneva became the ‘fertile seed-plot’ of reform 
for all Europe; with Zurich and Strassburg, it was the refuge of the oppressed from the British 
Isles, and thus indoctrinated England and ourselves with its own spirit." 
 
From Dr. Smith’s article "Calvin" in Appleton’s American Cyclopaedia. 
 
"Calvin’s system of doctrine and polity has shaped more minds and entered into more nations 
than that of any other Reformer. In every land it made men strong against the attempted 
interference of the secular power with the rights of Christians. It gave courage to the Huguenots; 
it shaped the theology of the Palatinate; it prepared the Dutch for the heroic defence of their 
national rights; it has controlled Scotland to the present hour; it formed the Puritanism of 
England; it has been the basis of the New England character; and everywhere it has led the way in 
practical reforms. His theology assumed different types in the various countries into which it 
penetrated, while retaining its fundamental traits." 
 
Dr. George P. Fisher (b. 1827). 
 
Professor of Church History in Yale Divinity School, New Haven. Congregationalist. 
 
From his History of the Reformation. New York, 1873, pp. 206 and 238. 
 



When we look at his extraordinary intellect, at his culture—which opponents, like Bossuet, have 
been forced to commend—at the invincible energy which made him endure with more than 
stoical fortitude infirmities of body under which most men would have sunk, and to perform, in 
the midst of them, an incredible amount of mental labor; when we see him, a scholar naturally 
fond of seclusion, physically timid, and recoiling from notoriety and strife, abjuring the career 
that was most to his taste, and plunging, with a single-hearted, disinterested zeal and an 
indomitable will, into a hard, protracted contest; and when we follow his steps, and see what 
things he effected, we cannot deny him the attributes of greatness.... 
 
"His last days were of a piece with his life. His whole course has been compared by Vinet to the 
growth of one rind of a tree from another, or to a chain of logical sequences. He was endued with 
a marvellous power of understanding, although the imagination and sentiments were less roundly 
developed. His systematic spirit fitted him to be the founder of an enduring school of thought. In 
this characteristic he may be compared with Aquinas. He has been appropriately styled the 
Aristotle of the Reformation. He was a perfectly honest man. He subjected his will to the eternal 
rule of right, as far as he could discover it. His motives were pure. He felt that God was near him, 
and sacrificed everything to obey the direction of Providence. The fear of God ruled in his soul; 
not a slavish fear, but a principle such as animated the prophets of the Old Covenant. The 
combination of his qualities was such that he could not fail to attract profound admiration and 
reverence from one class of minds, and excite intense antipathy in another. There is no one of the 
Reformers who is spoken of, at this late day, with so much personal feeling, either of regard or 
aversion. But whoever studies his life and writings, especially the few passages in which he lets 
us into his confidence and appears to invite our sympathy, will acquire a growing sense of his 
intellectual and moral greatness, and a tender consideration for his errors." 
 
G. G. Herrick, D. D. 
 
Congregational Minister of Mount Vernon Church, Boston. 
 
From Some Heretics of Yesterday. Boston, 1890, pp. 210 sqq. 
 
Calvin gathered up the spiritual and intellectual forces that had been started by the Reformation 
movement, and marshalled and systematized them, and bound them into unity by the mastery of 
his logical thought, as the river gathers cloud and rill, and snow-drift and dew-fall, and constrains 
them through its own channel into the unity and directness of a powerful current. The action of 
Luther was impulsive, magnetic, popular, appealing to sentiment and feeling, that of Calvin was 
logical and constructive, appealing to understanding and reason. He was the systematizer of the 
Reformation.... 
 
Calvin’s work was national, and more; he gave to the Reformation a universality like that of the 
gigantic system with which they [the Reformers] all were at war. Calvin, more than any other 
man that has ever lived, deserves to be called the Pope of Protestantism. While he was still living 
his opinions were deferred to by kings and prelates, and even after he was dead his power was 
confessed by his enemies. The papists called his Institutes The Heretics’ Koran.... He set up 
authority against authority, and maintained and perpetuated what he set up by the inherent 
clearness and energy and vigor of his own mental conceptions. The authority of the Romish Pope 
was based upon the venerable tradition of the past that had grown up by the accretion of ages; the 
authority of the Protestant Pope rested upon a logical structure which he himself built up, out of 
blocks hewn from alleged Scripture assertion and legitimate inferences therefrom.... 
 



"The man himself is one of the wonders of all time, and his work was admirable, beyond any 
words of appreciation that it is possible for me to utter. For while he himself tolerated no 
differences of theological opinion, and would have bound all thought by his own logical chain, 
this nineteenth century is as much indebted to his work as it is to that of Luther. That work 
constituted the world’s largest step towards democratic freedom. It set the individual man in the 
presence of the living God, and made the solitary soul, whether of prince or pauper, to feel its 
responsibility to, and dependence upon, Him alone who from eternity has decreed the sparrow’s 
flight or fall. Out of this logical conception of the equality of all men in the presence of Jehovah, 
he deduced the true republican character of the Church; a theory to which all Americans, and 
especially we of New England, owe our rich inheritance. He gave to the world, what it had not 
before, a majestic and consistent conception of a kingdom of God ruling in the affairs of men; of 
the beauty and the blessedness of a true Christian state; of the possibility of the city of God being 
one day realized in the universal subordination of human souls to divine authority...." 
 
For testimonies bearing upon Calvin’s system of discipline, see below, 110. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{378} La France Protestante par MM. Eugene et amile Haag, Paris, 2d ed. Tom. III. (1881), p. 
508: "Trois partis religieux, divise’s par des animosites que le temps n’a pas encore assoupies, 
nous ont transmis des documents sur la vie de cet homme illustre. Les uns, depuis l’apostat 
Bolsec jusqu’au neo-catholique romantique, Audin, depuis le lutherien fanatique Westphal 
jusqu’aux ‘vieux genevois’ Galiffe pere et fils. n’ecoutant que la voix d’une haine implacable ou 
d’une jalousie furieuse, nous le peignent comme une espece de scelerat souilledes vices les plus 
honteux, comme un despote alterede sang, tandis que les autres, depuis Theodore de Beze, son 
collegue, jusqu’au pasteur Paul Henry, de Berlin, son zeledisciple, cedant a l’entrainenent d’une 
amitae trop indulgente on d’une admiration un peu exaltee, nous le presentent comme un parfait 
type de la vertu." 
 
"D’autres, dans ces derniers temps surtout, s’elevant au-dessus d’etroits prejuges dogmatiques, 
moins homines de parti que philosophes, ont entrepris de juger cette grande figure historique 
avec l’impartialiteque commande l’histoire; ils ont vu en Calvin, non pas le fondateur d’une 
secte, mais une de ces hautes intelligences qui apparaissent de loin en loin pour dominer une 
epoque, ‘et repandent sur les plus grandes choses l’eclat de leur propre grandeur.’" 
 
{379} Or, as quoted from another edition by the Strassburg editors (XXI. 11) "personnage d’un 
grand esprit et merveilleusement eloquent (admirabili facundia praeditus)." A French translation 
of the Historia appeared in 1734. 
 
 



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER IX. 
 
FROM FRANCE TO SWITZERLAND. 
 

69. Calvin’s Youth and Training. 
 
Calvini Opera, vol. XXI. (1879).—On Noyon and the family of Calvin, Jacques Le Vasseur (Dr. 
of theology, canon and dean of the cathedral of Noyon): Annales de l’eglise cathedrale de Noyon. 
Paris, 1633, 2 vols. 4.—Jacques Desmay (Dr. of the Sorbonne and vicar-general of the diocese of 
Rouen): Remarques sur la vie de Jean Calvin tirees des Registres de Noyon, lieu de sa naissance. 
Rouen, 1621. 
 
Thomas M’Crie (d. 1835): The Early Years of Calvin. A Fragment. 1509-1536. Ed. by William 
Ferguson. Edinburgh, 1880 (199 pp.). A posthumous work of the learned biographer of Knox and 
Melville. 
 
Abel Lefranc: La Jeunesse de Calvin. Paris (33 rue de Seine), 228 pp. 
 
Comp. the biographies of Calvin by Henry, large work, vol. I. chs. I.-VIII. (small ed. 1846, pp. 
12-29); Dyer (1850), pp. 4-10; Stahelin (1862) I. 3-12; *Kampschulte (1869), I. 221-225. 
 
"As David was taken from the sheepfold and elevated to the rank of supreme authority; so God 
having taken me from my originally obscure and humble condition, has reckoned me worthy of 
being invested with the honorable office of a preacher and minister of the gospel. When I was yet 
a very little boy, my father had destined me for the study of theology. But afterwards, when he 
considered that the legal profession commonly raised those who follow it, to wealth, this prospect 
induced him suddenly to change his purpose. Thus it came to pass, that I was withdrawn from the 
study of philosophy and was put to the study of law. To this pursuit I endeavored faithfully to 
apply myself, in obedience to the will of my father; but God, by the secret guidance of his 
providence, at length gave a different direction to my course. And first, since I was too 
obstinately devoted to the superstitions of popery to be easily extricated from so profound an 
abyss of mire, God by a sudden conversion subdued and brought my mind to a teachable frame, 
which was more burdened in such matters than might have been expected from one at my early 
period of life. Having thus received some taste and knowledge of true godliness, I was 
immediately inflamed with so intense a desire to make progress therein, that though I did not 
altogether leave off other studies, I yet pursued them with less ardor."  {380} 
 
This is the meagre account which Calvin himself incidentally gives of his youth and conversion, 
in the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms, when speaking of the life of David, in which he 
read his own spiritual experience. Only once more he alludes, very briefly, to his change of 
religion. In his Answer to Cardinal Sadoletus, he assures him that he did not consult his temporal 
interest when he left the papal party. "I might," he said, "have reached without difficulty the 
summit of my wishes, namely, the enjoyment of literary ease, with something of a free and 
honorable station."  {381} 
 



Luther indulged much more freely in reminiscences of his hard youth, his early monastic life, and 
his discovery of the doctrine of justification by faith alone, which gave peace and rest to his 
troubled conscience. 
 
John Calvin  {382} was born July 10, 1509,—twenty-five years after Luther and Zwingli,—at 
Noyon, an ancient cathedral city, called Noyon-la-Sainte, on account of its many churches, 
convents, priests, and monks, in the northern province of Picardy, which has given birth to the 
crusading monk, Peter of Amiens, to the leaders of the French Reformation and Counter-
Reformation (the Ligue), and to many revolutionary as well as reactionary characters.  {383} 
 
His father, Gerard Cauvin, a man of hard and severe character, occupied a prominent position as 
apostolic secretary to the bishop of Noyon, proctor in the Chapter of the diocese, and fiscal 
procurator of the county, and lived on intimate terms with the best families of the neighborhood.  
{384} His mother, Jeanne Lefranc, of Cambrai, was noted for her beauty and piety, but died in his 
early youth, and is not mentioned in his letters. The father married a second time. He became 
involved in financial embarrassment, and was excommunicated, perhaps on suspicion of heresy. 
He died May 26 (or 25), 1531, after a long sickness, and would have been buried in 
unconsecrated soil but for the intercession of his son, Charles, who gave security for the 
discharge of his father’s obligations.  {385} 
 
Calvin had four brothers and two sisters.  {386} Two of his brothers died young, the other two 
received a clerical education, and were early provided with benefices through the influence of the 
father. 
 
Charles, his elder brother, was made chaplain of the cathedral in 1518, and cure of Roupy, but 
became a heretic or infidel, was excommunicated in 1531, and died Oct. 1, 1537, having refused 
the sacrament on his death-bed. He was buried by night between the four pillars of a gibbet.  
{387} 
 
His younger brother, Antoine, was chaplain at Tournerolle, near Traversy, but embraced the 
evangelical faith, and, with his sister, Marie, followed the Reformer to Geneva in 1536. Antoine 
kept there a bookstore, received the citizenship gratuitously, on account of the merits of his 
brother (1546), was elected a member of the Council of Two Hundred (1558), and of the Council 
of the Sixty (1570), also one of the directors of the hospital, and died in 1573. He was married 
three times, and divorced from his second wife, the daughter of a refugee, on account of her 
proved adultery (1557). Calvin had innocently to suffer for this scandal, but made him and his 
five children chief heirs of his little property.  {388} 
 
The other sister of Calvin was married at Noyon, and seems to have remained in the Roman 
Catholic Church. 
 
A relative and townsman of Calvin, Pierre Robert, called Olivetan, embraced Protestantism some 
years before him, and studied Greek and Hebrew with Bucer at Strassburg in 1528.  {389} He 
joined Farel in Neuchatel, and published there his French translation of the Bible in 1535. 
 
More than a hundred years after Calvin’s death, another member of the family, Eloi Cauvin, a 
Benedictine monk, removed from Noyon to Geneva, and embraced the Reformed religion (June 
13, 1667).  {390} 
 



These and other facts show the extent of the anti-papal sentiment in the family of Cauvin. In 1561 
a large number of prominent persons of Noyon were suspected of heresy, and in 1562 the Chapter 
of Noyon issued a profession of faith against the doctrines of Calvin.  {391} 
 
After the death of Calvin, Protestantism was completely crushed out in his native town. 
 
Calvin received his first education with the children of the noble family de Mommor (not 
Montmor), to which he remained gratefully attached. He made rapid progress in learning, and 
acquired a refinement of manners and a certain aristocratic air, which distinguished him from 
Luther and Zwingli. A son of de Mommor accompanied him to Paris, and followed him 
afterwards to Geneva. 
 
His ambitious father destined him first for the clerical profession. He secured for him even in his 
twelfth year (1521) a part of the revenue of a chaplaincy in the cathedral of Noyon.  {392} In his 
eighteenth year Calvin received, in addition, the charge of S. Martin de Marteville (Sept. 27, 
1527), although he had not yet the canonical age, and had only received the tonsure. 
 
Such shocking irregularities were not uncommon in those days. Pluralism and absenteeism, 
though often prohibited by Councils, were among the crying abuses of the Church. Charles de 
Hangest, bishop of Noyon, obtained at fifteen years of age a dispensation from the pope "to hold 
all kinds of offices, compatible and incompatible, secular and regular, etiam tria curata"; and his 
nephew and successor, Jean de Hangest, was elected bishop at nineteen years of age. Odet de 
Chatillon, brother of the famous Coligny, was created cardinal in his sixteenth year. Pope Leo X. 
received the tonsure as a boy of seven, was made archbishop in his eighth, and cardinal-deacon in 
his thirteenth year (with the reservation that he should not put on the insignia of his dignity nor 
discharge the duties of his office till he was sixteen), besides being canon in three cathedrals, 
rector in six parishes, prior in three convents, abbot in thirteen additional abbeys, and bishop of 
Amalfi, deriving revenues from them all! 
 
Calvin resigned the chaplaincy in favor of his younger brother, April 30, 1529. He exchanged the 
charge of S. Martin for that of the village Pont-l’Eveque (the birthplace of his father), July 5, 
1529, but he resigned it, May 4, 1534, before he left France. In the latter parish he preached 
sometimes, but never administered the sacraments, not being ordained to the priesthood.  {393} 
 
The income from the chaplaincy enabled him to prosecute his studies at Paris, together with his 
noble companions. He entered the College de la Marche in August, 1523, in his fourteenth year.  
{394} He studied grammar and rhetoric with an experienced and famous teacher, Marthurin 
Cordier (Cordatus). He learned from him to think and to write Latin, and dedicated to him in 
grateful memory his Commentary on the First Epistle to the Thessalonians (1550). Cordier 
became afterwards a Protestant and director of the College of Geneva, where he died at the age of 
eighty-five in the same year with Calvin (1564).  {395} 
 
From the College de la Marche Calvin was transferred to the strictly ecclesiastical College de 
Montague, in which philosophy and theology were taught under the direction of a learned 
Spaniard. In February, 1528, Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the order of the Jesuits, entered the 
same college and studied under the same teacher. The leaders of the two opposite currents in the 
religious movement of the sixteenth century came very near living under the same roof and sitting 
at the same table. 
 
Calvin showed during this early period already the prominent traits of his character: he was 
conscientious, studious, silent, retired, animated by a strict sense of duty, and exceedingly 



religious.  {396} An uncertain tradition says that his fellow-students called him "the Accusative," 
on account of his censoriousness.  {397} 
 
NOTES. SLANDEROUS REPORTS ON CALVIN’S YOUTH. 
 
Thirteen years after Calvin’s death, Bolsec, his bitter enemy, once a Romanist, then a Protestant, 
then a Romanist again, wrote a calumnious history of his life (Histoire de la vie, moeurs, actes, 
doctrine, constance, et mort de Jean Calvin, Lyon, 1577, republished by Louis-Franacois Chastel, 
Magistrat, Lyon, 1875, pp. 323, with an introduction of xxxi. pp.). He represents Calvin as "a 
man, above all others who lived in the world, ambitious, impudent, arrogant, cruel, malicious, 
vindictive, and ignorant"(!) (p. 12). 
 
Among other incredible stories he reports that Calvin in his youth was stigmatized (fleur-de-lyse, 
branded with the national flower of France) at Noyon in punishment of a heinous crime, and then 
fled from France in disgrace. "Calvin," he says (p. 28 sq.), "pourveu d’une cure et d’une chapelle, 
fut surprins ou (et) convaincu Du peche de Sodomie, pour lequel il fut en danger de mort par feu, 
comment est la commune peine de tel peche: mais que l’Evesque de laditte ville [Noyon] par 
compassion feit moderer laditte peine en une marque de fleur de lys chaude sur l’espaule. Iceluy 
Calvin confuz de telle vergongne et vitupere, se defit de ses deux benefices es mains du cure de 
Noyon, duquel ayant receu quelque somme d’argent s’en alla vers Allemaigne et Itallie: 
cherchant son adventure, et passa par la ville de Ferrare, ou il receut quelque aumone de 
Madame la Duchesse." Bolsec gives as his authority a Mr. Bertelier, secretary of the Council of 
Geneva, who, he says, was sent to Noyon to make inquiries about the early life of Calvin, and 
saw the document of his disgrace. But nobody else has seen such a document, and if it had existed 
at all, it would have been used against him by his enemies. The story is contradicted by all that is 
authentically known of Calvin, and has been abundantly refuted by Drelincourt, and recently 
again by Lefranc (p. 48 sqq., 176-182). Kampschulte (I. 224, note 2) declares it unworthy of 
serious refutation. Nevertheless it has been often repeated by Roman controversialists down to 
Audin. 
 
The story is either a malignant slander, or it arose from confounding the Reformer with a younger 
person of the same name (Jean Cauvin), and chaplain of the same church at Noyon, who it 
appears was punished for some immorality of a different kind ("pour avoir retenue en so maison 
une femme du mauvais gouvernement") in the year 1550, that is, about twenty years later, and 
who was no heretic, but died a "bon Catholic" (as Le Vasseur reports in Annales de Noyon, p. 
1170, quoted by Lefranc, p. 182). B. C. Galiffe, who is unfriendly to Calvin, adopts the latter 
suggestion (Quelques pages d’histoire exacte, p. 118). 
 
Several other myths were circulated about the Reformer; e.g., that he was the son of a concubine 
of a priest; that he was an intemperate eater; that he stole a silver goblet at Orleans, etc. See 
Lefranc, pp. 52 sqq. 
 
Similar perversions and inventions attach to many a great name. The Sanhedrin who crucified the 
Lord circulated the story that the disciples stole his body and cheated the world. The heretical 
Ebionites derived the conversion of Paul from disappointed ambition and revenge for an alleged 
offence of the high-priest, who had refused to give him his daughter in marriage. The long-
forgotten myth of Luther’s suicide has been seriously revived in our own age (1890) by Roman 
Catholic priests (Majunke and Honef) in the interest of revived Ultramontanism, and is believed 
by thousands in spite of repeated refutation. 
 
{380} Opera, XXXI. 21 (Latin and French). 



 
{381} Opera, V. 388 sqq. 
 
{382} The Latinized form of Cauvin or Chauvin. Alcuin, one of his assumed names, is an 
anagram of Calvin. See La France Protest., III. 518, note. He assumed the name Calvinus in his 
book on Seneca, 1532. 
 
{383} Michelet (Histoire de France, XI. 88) calls Picardy "un pays fecond en revolutionnaires, en 
brouillants amis de l’humanite." Lefranc (p. 24): "Les deux mouvements contraires, la Reforme 
franacaise et ce qui la combattit avec le plus d’acharnement, la Ligue, sont nes dans le meme 
pays." Noyon lies 67 miles N.N.E. of Paris, is enclosed with gardens, has a large old cathedral, a 
bishop’s palace, a hospital, a seminary, several public fountains, manufactures of fine linens, 
tulle, oil, leather, and a brisk trade, with a population of about 6000. From Lippincott’s Gazetteer, 
p. 1620. 
 
{384} "De notaire apostolique, la premiere charge qu’il obtint, il devint successivement notaire 
du chapitre, greffier de l’officialite, procureur fiscal du comteet promoteur du chapitre. 
C’Esta noyon, en quelque sorte, le fac-totum du clerge." Lefranc, p. 2. 
 
{385} Lefranc, pp. 17 and 199. Herminjard, II. 394. Bolsec, in his Histoire de Calvin, calls 
Gerard Cauvin "un tres-execrable blasphemateur de Dieu." Perhaps he confounded him with his 
eldest son, Charles. 
 
{386} See the genealogical table in Henry, vol. III.; Beilage, 16, p. 174. 
 
{387} Carolus ejus frater et presbyter Novioduni mortuus noctu et clam sepultus est inter quatuor 
columnas furcae publicae quia Eucharistiam sumere noluerat." Papire Masson, Vita Calv."; 
Lefranc, pp. 18-21 and 210. 
 
{388} Beza, at the close of his Latin Vita Calv. (in Calvin’s Opera, XXI. 171), and Lefranc, l. c.., 
p. 184. 
 
{389} Letter of Bucer to Farel, May 1, 1528, in Herminjard, II. no. 232, and Opera, X. Pt. I. p. 1. 
The "juvenis Noviodunensis" there mentioned was not Calvin, as Kampschulte (I. 231) 
conjectures, but probably Olivetan. There is no trace of such an early visit of Calvin to 
Strassburg. 
 
{390} La France Prot. III. 639. 
 
{391} See the list and the profession in (Lefranc, 216) sqq. He goes, however, too far when he 
says (p. x. sq.): "Ce qui ressort d’une etude attentive des faits, c’est que Calvin est sorti deja 
protestant de sa ville natale. C’est dans ce centre qu’il puisa ses idees. Il y trouva tout d’abord 
l’appui le plus ferme, ses-amis les plus chauds et ses lieutenants les plus devoues. A-un moment 
donne, la moitiede la population se declara pour lui. Chose remarquable, un nombre 
considerable des ses compatriots, et parmi eux les personnages les plus en vue, le suivirent 
jusqu’A geneve. Durant toute sa vie, Calvin conserva d’actifs rapports avec sa villenatale et ceux 
de ses fideles qui y etaient restes." Calvin was not converted before 1532. See 72. 
 
{392} Desmay (quoting from the Registres of Noyon, see Op. XXI. 189): "Jean Calvin obtient 
une portion du revenue de la chapelle de la Gesine de la Vierge fondee dans la cathedrale de 
Noyon." There were four chaplains at Noyon. The first two had to say mass alternately every 



morning. John Calvin, not being ordained, had to pay a priest to take his place. Lefranc, p. 10. 
Zwingli received a papal pension even after he had begun his work of reform. See above, 8, p. 31 
sq. This is all wrong, but was not so considered at that time. 
 
{393} Beza says: "Quo loco [Pons Episcopi] constat Calvinum, antequam Gallia excederet, nullis 
alioqui pontificiis ordinibus (unquam) initiatum, aliquot ad populum conciones habuisse." Op. 
XXI. 121. "Unquam" is omitted in the text, but added in the notes. The French biography of 
Colladon reads: "En laquelle cure il a depuis preschepar fois, avans qu’il se retirast de France." 
Ibid. 54. 
 
{394} This is the date given by Kampschulte (I. 223), Lefranc (p. 14), and others. According to 
Opera, XXI. 189, Calvin was "Corderii discipulus in Collegio de la Marche Lutetice," in the year 
1529; but in that year he was a student of the university. There is some confusion in the dates 
referring to the period of his studies in Paris. 
 
{395} Cordier was called "linguae, morum vitaeque magister." He was the Rollin of the sixteenth 
century. He wrote Rudimenta grammaticae; le miroir de la jeunesse; commentarius puerorum, 
etc. See Lefranc, p. 62, and "Bulletin de la Soc. de l’hist. du Protest. franacais," XVII. 449. 
 

{396} Beza-Colladon (XXI. 54): "Quant a ses moeurs, il estoit sur70. 
Calvin as a Student in the French Universities. A. D. 1528-1533. 
 
The letters of Calvin from 1530 to 1532, chiefly addressed to his fellow-student, Franacois Daniel 
of Orleans, edited by Jules Bonnet, in the Edinburgh ed. of Calvin’s Letters, I. 3 sqq.; 
Herminjard, II. 278 sqq.; Opera, X. Part II. 3 sqq. His first letter to Daniel is dated "Melliani, 8 
Idus Septembr.," and is put by Herminjard and Reuss in the year 1530 (not 1529). Mellianum is 
Meillant, south of Bourges (and not to be confounded with Meaux, as is done in the Edinburgh 
edition). 
 
Comp. Beza-Colladon, in Op. XXI. 54 sqq., 121 sqq. L. Bonnet: etudes sur Calvin, in the "Revue 
Chretienne" for 1855. —Kampschulte, I. 226-240; M’Crie, 12-28; Lefranc, 72-108. 
 
Calvin received the best education—in the humanities, law, philosophy, and theology—which 
France at that time could give. He studied successively in the three leading universities of 
Orleans, Bourges, and Paris, from 1528 to 1533, first for the priesthood, then, at the wish of his 
father, for the legal profession, which promised a more prosperous career. After his father’s 
death, he turned again with double zeal to the study of the humanities, and at last to theology. 
 
He made such progress in learning that he occasionally supplied the place of the professors. He 
was considered a doctor rather than an auditor.  {398} Years afterwards, the memory of his 
prolonged night studies survived in Orleans and Bourges. By his excessive industry he stored his 
memory with valuable information, but undermined his health, and became a victim to headache, 
dyspepsia, and insomnia, of which he suffered more or less during his subsequent life. {399} 
While he avoided the noisy excitements and dissipations of student life, he devoted his leisure to 
the duties and enjoyments of friendship with like-minded fellow-students. Among them were 
three young lawyers, Duchemin, Connan, and Franacois Daniel, who felt the need of a 
reformation and favored progress, but remained in the old Church. His letters from that period are 
brief and terse; they reveal a love of order and punctuality, and a conscientious regard for little as 
well as great things, but not a trace of opposition to the traditional faith. 



 
His principal teacher in Greek and Hebrew was Melchior Volmar (Wolmar), a German humanist 
of Rottweil, a pupil of Lefevre, and successively professor in the universities of Orleans and 
Bourges, and, at last, at Tubingen, where he died in 1561. He openly sympathized with the 
Lutheran Reformation, and may have exerted some influence upon his pupil in this direction, but 
we have no authentic information about it.  {400} Calvin was very intimate with him, and could 
hardly avoid discussing with him the religious question which was then shaking all Europe. In 
grateful remembrance of his services he dedicated to him his Commentary on the Second Epistle 
to the Corinthians (Aug. 1, 1546). {401} 
 
His teachers in law were the two greatest jurists of the age, Pierre d’Estoile (Petrus Stella) at 
Orleans, who was conservative, and became President of the Parliament of Paris, and Andrea 
Alciati at Bourges, a native of Milan, who was progressive and continued his academic career in 
Bologna and Padua. Calvin took an interest in the controversy of these rivals, and wrote a little 
preface to the Antapologia of his friend, Nicholas Duchemin, in favor of d’Estoile. {402} He 
acquired the degree of Licentiate or Bachelor of Laws at Orleans, Feb. 14, 1531 (1532). {403} On 
leaving the university he was offered the degree of Doctor of Laws without the usual fees, by the 
unanimous consent of the professors. {404} He was consulted about the divorce question of 
Henry VIII., when it was proposed to the universities and scholars of the Continent; and he gave 
his opinion against the lawfulness of marriage with a brother’s widow.  {405} The study of 
jurisprudence sharpened his judgment, enlarged his knowledge of human nature, and was of great 
practical benefit to him in the organization and administration of the Church in Geneva, but may 
have also increased his legalism and overestimate of logical demonstration. 
 
In the summer of 1531, after a visit to Noyon, where he attended his father in his last sickness, 
Calvin removed a second time to Paris, accompanied by his younger brother, Antoine. He found 
there several of his fellow-students of Orleans and Bourges; one of them offered him the home of 
his parents, but he declined, and took up his abode in the College Fortet, where we find him again 
in 1533. A part of the year he spent in Orleans. 
 
Left master of his fortune, he now turned his attention again chiefly to classical studies. He 
attended the lectures of Pierre Danes, a Hellenist and encyclopaedic scholar of great reputation. 
{406} 
 
He showed as yet no trace of opposition to the Catholic Church. His correspondence refers to 
matters of friendship and business, but avoids religious questions. When Daniel asked him to 
introduce his sister to the superior of a nunnery in Paris which she wished to enter, he complied 
with the request, and made no effort to change her purpose. He only admonished her not to 
confide in her own strength, but to put her whole trust in God. This shows, at least, that he had 
lost faith in the meritoriousness of vows and good works, and was approaching the heart of the 
evangelical system. {407} 
 
He associated much with a rich and worthy merchant, Estienne de la Forge, who afterwards was 
burned for the sake of the Gospel (1535). 
 
He seems to have occasionally suffered in Paris of pecuniary embarrassment. The income from 
his benefices was irregular, and he had to pay for the printing of his first book. At the close of 
1531 he borrowed two crowns from his friend, Duchemin. He expressed a hope soon to discharge 
his debt, but would none the less remain a debtor in gratitude for the services of friendship. 
 



It is worthy of remark that even those of his friends who refused to follow him in his religious 
change, remained true to him. This is an effective refutation of the charge of coldness so often 
made against him. Franacois Daniel of Orleans renewed the correspondence in 1559, and 
entrusted to him the education of his son Pierre, who afterwards became an advocate and bailiff 
of Saint-Benoit near Orleans. {408} 
 
{398} "Doctor potius quam auditor," says Beza, who studied in the same universities a few years 
later, and lodged at Orleans in the house or pension of Duchemin, a friend of Calvin. 
 
{399} Beza (XXI. 122): "Quibus continuatis vigiliis ille quidem solidam eruditionem et 
excellentissiman memoriam est consequutus, sed etiam vicissim, ut verisimile est, ventriculi 
imbecillitatem contraxit, quae varios ipsi morbos et tandem etiam intempestivam mortem attulit." 
 
{400} Florimond de Raemond (who shows a tendency to discredit the French Reformation by 
tracing it to a foreign, German source) asserts that Volmar first instilled the poison of heresy into 
the mind of Calvin, and advised him to exchange the Code of Justinian for the Gospel of Christ. 
But Calvin and Beza (Op. XXI. 122), while speaking highly of Volmar as a teacher and friend, 
say nothing about his religious influence. 
 
{401} Opera, XII. no. 814. He apologizes for his long silence. The correspondence with Volmar 
is lost, but may yet be found. 
 
{402} March 6, 1531. Herminjard, II. 314 sq. no. 328; Lefranc, 79 sq. 
 
{403} In Op. XXI. 190, the degree is dated from the year 1532. "Dans un act de se jour [Febr. 
14] est nommemaistre Jean Cauvin licenciees lois." In a document relating to the settlement of 
the estate of the deceased Gerard Cauvin, which Lefranc (p. 202) quotes from Le Vasseur 
(Annal., p. 1169), and assigns to Feb. 14, 1631, Calvin is mentioned as "licentiees loix." 
 
{404} "Absque ullo precio, summo docentium omnium consensu," says Beza (Op. XXI. 122). 
Colladon (f. 54) adds that Calvin refused the offer ("ce que toutesfois il refusa"); but it is not clear 
whether he meant the gratuity or the degree itself, probably the former. 
 
{405} Gerdes, IV. 201; M’Crie, 63; Dyer, Life of Calvin, p. 8. Burnet, in his Hist. of the Ref. of 
the Ch. of England (Part I. Bk. II.), refers to a letter of Calvin on the subject, which I cannot find 
in Herminjard. 
 
{406} Lefranc (p. 89) calls him "l’un des esprits les plus profonds et les plus puissants de cette 
Renaissance qui compta tant de genies universels," and quotes the distich:— 
 
Magnus Budaeus, major Danesius ille, 
 
Argivos norat, iste etiam reliquos. 
 
{407} "Nolui eam deducere a sententia... sed paucis admonui, ne suis se viribus efferret, ne quid 
sibi de se temere promitteret, sed omnia reponeret in Dei virtute, in quo sumus et vivimus." 
Herminjard, II. 347. 
 
{408} See the last three letters of Calvin to Daniel (1559 and 1560) in Opera, vol. XVII. 584, 
680, and XVIII. 16. Lefranc says (p. 77): "Rien de touchant comme cette correspondance a le 
grave reformateur montre une indulgence et une souriante bonhomie qui ne lui sont pas 



habituelles.... Cet echange de lettres revele veritablement un Calvin affectueux et delicat qu’on a 
trop souvent meconnu, sur la foi des Bolsec et des Audin." There is a German monograph on 
Pierre Daniel d’Orleans by Hagen of Bern, translated into French by Paul de Felice, Orleans, 
1876. 
 
tout fort consciencieux, ennemi des vices, et fort adonneau service de Dieu qu’on appeloit pour 
lors: tellement que son coeur tendoit entierement a la Theologie, et son pere pretendoit de l’y 
faire employer." In the Latin Vita, Beza says that he was "tenera aetate mirum in modum 
religiosus." With this agrees the testimony of the Roman Catholic, Florimond de Raemond, 
previously quoted, p. 273. 
 
{397} Le Vasseur, p. 1158. Beza gives some probability to this report by the notice that Calvin 
was "severus omnium in suis sodalibus censor."  



70. Calvin as a Student in the French Universities. A. D. 1528-1533. 
 
The letters of Calvin from 1530 to 1532, chiefly addressed to his fellow-student, Franacois Daniel 
of Orleans, edited by Jules Bonnet, in the Edinburgh ed. of Calvin’s Letters, I. 3 sqq.; 
Herminjard, II. 278 sqq.; Opera, X. Part II. 3 sqq. His first letter to Daniel is dated "Melliani, 8 
Idus Septembr.," and is put by Herminjard and Reuss in the year 1530 (not 1529). Mellianum is 
Meillant, south of Bourges (and not to be confounded with Meaux, as is done in the Edinburgh 
edition). 
 
Comp. Beza-Colladon, in Op. XXI. 54 sqq., 121 sqq. L. Bonnet: etudes sur Calvin, in the "Revue 
Chretienne" for 1855. —Kampschulte, I. 226-240; M’Crie, 12-28; Lefranc, 72-108. 
 
Calvin received the best education—in the humanities, law, philosophy, and theology—which 
France at that time could give. He studied successively in the three leading universities of 
Orleans, Bourges, and Paris, from 1528 to 1533, first for the priesthood, then, at the wish of his 
father, for the legal profession, which promised a more prosperous career. After his father’s 
death, he turned again with double zeal to the study of the humanities, and at last to theology. 
 
He made such progress in learning that he occasionally supplied the place of the professors. He 
was considered a doctor rather than an auditor.  {398} Years afterwards, the memory of his 
prolonged night studies survived in Orleans and Bourges. By his excessive industry he stored his 
memory with valuable information, but undermined his health, and became a victim to headache, 
dyspepsia, and insomnia, of which he suffered more or less during his subsequent life. {399} 
While he avoided the noisy excitements and dissipations of student life, he devoted his leisure to 
the duties and enjoyments of friendship with like-minded fellow-students. Among them were 
three young lawyers, Duchemin, Connan, and Franacois Daniel, who felt the need of a 
reformation and favored progress, but remained in the old Church. His letters from that period are 
brief and terse; they reveal a love of order and punctuality, and a conscientious regard for little as 
well as great things, but not a trace of opposition to the traditional faith. 
 
His principal teacher in Greek and Hebrew was Melchior Volmar (Wolmar), a German humanist 
of Rottweil, a pupil of Lefevre, and successively professor in the universities of Orleans and 
Bourges, and, at last, at Tubingen, where he died in 1561. He openly sympathized with the 
Lutheran Reformation, and may have exerted some influence upon his pupil in this direction, but 
we have no authentic information about it.  {400} Calvin was very intimate with him, and could 
hardly avoid discussing with him the religious question which was then shaking all Europe. In 
grateful remembrance of his services he dedicated to him his Commentary on the Second Epistle 
to the Corinthians (Aug. 1, 1546). {401} 
 
His teachers in law were the two greatest jurists of the age, Pierre d’Estoile (Petrus Stella) at 
Orleans, who was conservative, and became President of the Parliament of Paris, and Andrea 
Alciati at Bourges, a native of Milan, who was progressive and continued his academic career in 
Bologna and Padua. Calvin took an interest in the controversy of these rivals, and wrote a little 
preface to the Antapologia of his friend, Nicholas Duchemin, in favor of d’Estoile. {402} He 
acquired the degree of Licentiate or Bachelor of Laws at Orleans, Feb. 14, 1531 (1532). {403} On 
leaving the university he was offered the degree of Doctor of Laws without the usual fees, by the 
unanimous consent of the professors. {404} He was consulted about the divorce question of 
Henry VIII., when it was proposed to the universities and scholars of the Continent; and he gave 
his opinion against the lawfulness of marriage with a brother’s widow.  {405} The study of 



jurisprudence sharpened his judgment, enlarged his knowledge of human nature, and was of great 
practical benefit to him in the organization and administration of the Church in Geneva, but may 
have also increased his legalism and overestimate of logical demonstration. 
 
In the summer of 1531, after a visit to Noyon, where he attended his father in his last sickness, 
Calvin removed a second time to Paris, accompanied by his younger brother, Antoine. He found 
there several of his fellow-students of Orleans and Bourges; one of them offered him the home of 
his parents, but he declined, and took up his abode in the College Fortet, where we find him again 
in 1533. A part of the year he spent in Orleans. 
 
Left master of his fortune, he now turned his attention again chiefly to classical studies. He 
attended the lectures of Pierre Danes, a Hellenist and encyclopaedic scholar of great reputation. 
{406} 
 
He showed as yet no trace of opposition to the Catholic Church. His correspondence refers to 
matters of friendship and business, but avoids religious questions. When Daniel asked him to 
introduce his sister to the superior of a nunnery in Paris which she wished to enter, he complied 
with the request, and made no effort to change her purpose. He only admonished her not to 
confide in her own strength, but to put her whole trust in God. This shows, at least, that he had 
lost faith in the meritoriousness of vows and good works, and was approaching the heart of the 
evangelical system. {407} 
 
He associated much with a rich and worthy merchant, Estienne de la Forge, who afterwards was 
burned for the sake of the Gospel (1535). 
 
He seems to have occasionally suffered in Paris of pecuniary embarrassment. The income from 
his benefices was irregular, and he had to pay for the printing of his first book. At the close of 
1531 he borrowed two crowns from his friend, Duchemin. He expressed a hope soon to discharge 
his debt, but would none the less remain a debtor in gratitude for the services of friendship. 
 
It is worthy of remark that even those of his friends who refused to follow him in his religious 
change, remained true to him. This is an effective refutation of the charge of coldness so often 
made against him. Franacois Daniel of Orleans renewed the correspondence in 1559, and 
entrusted to him the education of his son Pierre, who afterwards became an advocate and bailiff 
of Saint-Benoit near Orleans. {408} 
 
{398} "Doctor potius quam auditor," says Beza, who studied in the same universities a few years 
later, and lodged at Orleans in the house or pension of Duchemin, a friend of Calvin. 
 
{399} Beza (XXI. 122): "Quibus continuatis vigiliis ille quidem solidam eruditionem et 
excellentissiman memoriam est consequutus, sed etiam vicissim, ut verisimile est, ventriculi 
imbecillitatem contraxit, quae varios ipsi morbos et tandem etiam intempestivam mortem attulit." 
 
{400} Florimond de Raemond (who shows a tendency to discredit the French Reformation by 
tracing it to a foreign, German source) asserts that Volmar first instilled the poison of heresy into 
the mind of Calvin, and advised him to exchange the Code of Justinian for the Gospel of Christ. 
But Calvin and Beza (Op. XXI. 122), while speaking highly of Volmar as a teacher and friend, 
say nothing about his religious influence. 
 
{401} Opera, XII. no. 814. He apologizes for his long silence. The correspondence with Volmar 
is lost, but may yet be found. 



 
{402} March 6, 1531. Herminjard, II. 314 sq. no. 328; Lefranc, 79 sq. 
 
{403} In Op. XXI. 190, the degree is dated from the year 1532. "Dans un act de se jour [Febr. 
14] est nommemaistre Jean Cauvin licenciees lois." In a document relating to the settlement of 
the estate of the deceased Gerard Cauvin, which Lefranc (p. 202) quotes from Le Vasseur 
(Annal., p. 1169), and assigns to Feb. 14, 1631, Calvin is mentioned as "licentiees loix." 
 
{404} "Absque ullo precio, summo docentium omnium consensu," says Beza (Op. XXI. 122). 
Colladon (f. 54) adds that Calvin refused the offer ("ce que toutesfois il refusa"); but it is not clear 
whether he meant the gratuity or the degree itself, probably the former. 
 
{405} Gerdes, IV. 201; M’Crie, 63; Dyer, Life of Calvin, p. 8. Burnet, in his Hist. of the Ref. of 
the Ch. of England (Part I. Bk. II.), refers to a letter of Calvin on the subject, which I cannot find 
in Herminjard. 
 
{406} Lefranc (p. 89) calls him "l’un des esprits les plus profonds et les plus puissants de cette 
Renaissance qui compta tant de genies universels," and quotes the distich:— 
 
Magnus Budaeus, major Danesius ille, 
 
Argivos norat, iste etiam reliquos. 
 
{407} "Nolui eam deducere a sententia... sed paucis admonui, ne suis se viribus efferret, ne quid 
sibi de se temere promitteret, sed omnia reponeret in Dei virtute, in quo sumus et vivimus." 
Herminjard, II. 347. 
 
{408} See the last three letters of Calvin to Daniel (1559 and 1560) in Opera, vol. XVII. 584, 
680, and XVIII. 16. Lefranc says (p. 77): "Rien de touchant comme cette correspondance a le 
grave reformateur montre une indulgence et une souriante bonhomie qui ne lui sont pas 
habituelles.... Cet echange de lettres revele veritablement un Calvin affectueux et delicat qu’on a 
trop souvent meconnu, sur la foi des Bolsec et des Audin." There is a German monograph on 
Pierre Daniel d’Orleans by Hagen of Bern, translated into French by Paul de Felice, Orleans, 
1876.  



71. Calvin as a Humanist. Commentary on Seneca. 
 
"L. Annei Se necae, Romani Senato ris, ac philosophi clarissi mi, libri duo de Clementia, ad Ne 
ronem Caesarem: Joannis Caluini Nouiodunaei commentariis illustrati... Parisiis... 1532." (4). 
Reprinted 1576, 1597, 1612, and, from the ed. princeps, in Opera, vol. V. (1866) pp. 5-162. The 
commentary is preceded by a dedicatory epistle, a sketch of the life of Seneca. 
 
H. Lecoultre: Calvin d’apres son commentaire sur le "De Clementia" de Seneque (1532). 
Lausanne, 1891 (pp. 29). 
 
In April, 1532, Calvin, in his twenty-third year, ventured before the public with his first work, 
which was printed at his own expense, and gave ample proof of his literary taste and culture. It is 
a commentary on Seneca’s book On Mercy. He announced its appearance to Daniel with the 
words, "Tandem jacta est alea." He sent a copy to Erasmus, who had published the works of 
Seneca in 1515 and 1529. He calls him "the honor and delight of the world of letters." {409} It is 
dedicated to Claude de Hangest, his former schoolmate of the Mommor family, at that time abbot 
of St. Eloy (Eligius) at Noyon. 
 
This book moves in the circle of classical philology and moral philosophy, and reveals a 
characteristic love for the best type of Stoicism, great familiarity with Greek and Roman 
literature. {410} masterly Latinity, rare exegetical skill, clear and sound judgment, and a keen 
insight into the evils of despotism and the defects of the courts of justice, but makes no allusion to 
Christianity. It is remarkable that his first book was a commentary on a moral philosopher who 
came nearer to the apostle Paul than any heathen writer. 
 
It is purely the work of a humanist, not of an apologist or a reformer. There is no evidence that it 
was intended to be an indirect plea for toleration and clemency in behalf of the persecuted 
Protestants. It is not addressed to the king of France, and the implied comparison of Francis with 
Nero in the incidental reference to the Neronian persecution would have defeated such a purpose. 
{411} 
 
Calvin, like Melanchthon and Zwingli, started as a humanist, and, like them, made the linguistic 
and literary culture of the Renaissance tributary to the Reformation. They all admired Erasmus 
until he opposed the Reformation, for which he had done so much to prepare the way. They went 
boldly forward, when he timidly retreated. They loved religion more than letters. They admired 
the heathen classics, but they followed the apostles and evangelists as guides to the higher 
wisdom of God. 
 
{409} "Litterarum alterum decus ac primae deliciae." In his dedicatory letter to Claude de 
Hangest, April 4, 1532, which is also printed in Herminjard, II. p. 411. 
 
{410} He freely quotes Aristotle, Plutarch, Virgil, Livy, Ovid, Horace, Pliny, Quintilian, Curtius, 
Macrobius, Terence, Diogenes Laartius, and especially his favorite Cicero, whom he was for 
some time in the habit of reading through once a year. Lecoultre gives in an appendix a list of the 
works quoted by Calvin. He thinks that he was already then at heart a Protestant. 
 
{411} "Quum Nero diris suppliciis impotenter saeviret in Christianos." Op. V. 10. Henry, 
Herzog, Dorner, and Guizot assume an apologetic aim; while Stahelin and Kampschulte deny it.  



72. Calvin’s Conversion. 1532. 
 
Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms (Opera, XXXI. 21, 22, Latin and French in parallel 
columns), and his Reply to Sadolet (Opera, V. 389). See above, p. 296. 
 
Henry, I. ch. II. Stahelin, I. l6-28. Kampschulte, I. 230. Lefranc, 96 sqq. 
 
A brilliant career—as a humanist, or a lawyer, or a churchman—opened before Calvin, when he 
suddenly embraced the cause of the Reformation, and cast in his lot with a poor persecuted sect. 
 
Reformation was in the air. The educated classes could not escape its influence. The seed sown 
by Lefevre had sprung up in France. The influence from Germany and Switzerland made itself 
felt more and more. The clergy opposed the new opinions, the men of letters favored them. Even 
the court was divided: King Francis I. persecuted the Protestants; his sister, Marguerite 
d’Angouleme, queen of Navarre, protected them. How could a young scholar of such precocious 
mind and intense studiousness as Calvin be indifferent to the religious question which agitated the 
universities of Orleans, Bourges, and Paris? He must have searched the Scriptures long and 
carefully before he could acquire such familiarity as he shows already in his first theological 
writings. 
 
He speaks of his conversion as a sudden one (subita conversio), but this does not exclude 
previous preparation any more than in the case of Paul. {412} A city may be taken by a single 
assault, yet after a long siege. Calvin was not an unbeliever, nor an immoral youth; on the 
contrary, he was a devout Catholic of unblemished character. His conversion, therefore, was a 
change from Romanism to Protestantism, from papal superstition to evangelical faith, from 
scholastic traditionalism to biblical simplicity. He mentions no human agency, not even Volmar 
or Olivetan or Lefevre. "God himself," he says, "produced the change. He instantly subdued my 
heart to obedience." Absolute obedience of his intellect to the word of God, and obedience of his 
will to the will of God: this was the soul of his religion. He strove in vain to attain peace of 
conscience by the mechanical methods of Romanism, and was driven to a deeper sense of sin and 
guilt. "Only one haven of salvation," he says, "is left open for our souls, and that is the mercy of 
God in Christ. We are saved by grace—not by our merits, not by our works." Reverence for the 
Church kept him back for some time till he learned to distinguish the true, invisible, divine 
essence of the Church from its outward, human form and organization. Then the knowledge of 
the truth, like a bright light from heaven, burst upon his mind with such force, that there was 
nothing left for him but to obey the voice from heaven. He consulted not with flesh and blood, 
and burned the bridge behind him. 
 
The precise time and place and circumstances of this great change are not accurately known. He 
was very reticent about himself. It probably occurred at Orleans or Paris in the latter part of the 
year 1532. {413} In a letter of October, 1533, to Francis Daniel, he first speaks of the 
Reformation in Paris, the rage of the Sorbonne, and the satirical comedy against the queen of 
Navarre. {414} In November of the same year he publicly attacked the Sorbonne. In a familiar 
letter to Bucer in Strassburg, which is dated from Noyon, Sept. 4 (probably in 1534), he 
recommends a French refugee, falsely accused of holding the opinions of the Anabaptists, and 
says, "I entreat of you, master Bucer, if my prayers, if my tears are of any avail, that you would 
compassionate and help him in his wretchedness. The poor are left in a special manner to your 
care; you are the helper of the orphan.... Most learned Sir, farewell; thine from my heart." {415} 
 



There never was a change of conviction purer in motive, more radical in character, more fruitful 
and permanent in result. It bears a striking resemblance to that still greater event near Damascus, 
which transformed a fanatical Pharisee into an apostle of Jesus Christ. And, indeed, Calvin was 
not unlike St. Paul in his intellectual and moral constitution; and the apostle of sovereign grace 
and evangelical freedom had not a more sympathetic expounder than Luther and Calvin. {416} 
 
Without any intention or effort on his part, Calvin became the head of the evangelical party in 
less than a year after his conversion. Seekers of the truth came to him from all directions. He tried 
in vain to escape them. Every quiet retreat was turned into a school. He comforted and 
strengthened the timid brethren in their secret meetings of devotion. He avoided all show of 
learning, but, as the old Chronicle of the French Reformed Church reports, he showed such depth 
of knowledge and such earnestness of speech that no one could hear him without being forcibly 
impressed. He usually began and closed his exhortations with the word of Paul, "If God is for us, 
who can be against us?" This is the keynote of his theology and piety. 
 
He remained for the present in the Catholic Church. His aim was to reform it from within rather 
than from without, until circumstances compelled him to leave. 
 
{412} Quum superstitionibus papatus magis pertinaciter addictus essem, quam ut facile esset e 
tam profundo luto me extrahi, animum meum, qui pro aetate nimis obduruerat, subita 
conversione (par une conversion subite) ad docilitatem subegit. Opera, XXXI. 21. Lefranc (p. 
40) weakens the sense of this decisive passage. 
 
{413} So Kampschulte (I. 242), Lefranc (p. 98 "dans la seconde moitiede l’annee 1532"), and, 
apparently, also the Strassburg editors, vol. XXI. 191. Beza seems to date the conversion further 
back (to 1628 or 1627) and traces it to the influence of Olivetan, and so also Henry and Merle 
d’Aubigne (I. 635). Stahelin (I. 21) puts it forward to the beginning of 1533. Calvin spent the 
greater part of the year 1532 to 1533 at Orleans. Op. xxi. 191. 
 
{414} Ep. 19 in Op. X. Part II. 27. Bonnet, I. 12. Herminjard, III. 106. Lefranc, 109 sqq. 
 
{415} "Tuus ex animo." Op. X. Part II. 24. Bonnet, Letters, I. 9-11. Herminjard, III. 201, locates 
this letter in 1534, which is more likely than 1532. The letter presupposes a previous 
acquaintance with Bucer. This might be dated back with Kampschulte (I. 231) to the year 1528, if 
Calvin were that unnamed "Noviodunensis juvenis" whom Bucer, in a letter to Farel, dated May 
1, 1528, mentions as having fled from persecution at Orleans to Strassburg to study Greek and 
Hebrew; but Bucer probably referred to Pierre Robert Olivetan, who was likewise from Noyon, 
and a relative and friend of Calvin, and perhaps brought Calvin into contact with Bucer. 
Herminjard, II. 132 (note 5), conjectures that the young man was Froment. But Froment was a 
native of Dauphine, not of Noyon. Comp. Op. X. Part II. 1; xxi. 191. 
 
{416} Audin, following in the track of Bolsec, traces Calvin’s conversion to wounded ambition, 
and thereby exposes, as Kampschulte justly observes (I. 242), his utter ignorance and 
misconception of Calvin’s character, whose only, ambition was to serve God.  



73. Calvin’s Call. 
 
As in the case of Paul, Calvin’s call to his life-work coincided with his conversion, and he proved 
it by his labors. "By their fruits ye shall know them." 
 
We must distinguish between an ordinary and an extraordinary call, or the call to the ministry of 
the gospel, and the call to reform the Church. The ordinary ministry is necessary for the being, the 
extraordinary for the well-being, of the Church. The former corresponds to the priesthood in the 
Jewish dispensation, and continues in unbroken succession; the latter resembles the mission of the 
prophets, and appears sporadically in great emergencies. The office of a reformer comes nearest 
the office of an apostle. There are founders of the Church universal, as Peter and Paul; so there 
are founders of particular churches, as Luther, Zwingli, Calvin, Knox, Zinzendorf, Wesley; but 
none of the Reformers was infallible. 
 
1. All the Reformers were born, baptized, confirmed, and educated in the historic Catholic 
Church, which cast them out; as the Apostles were circumcised and trained in the Synagogue, 
which cast them out. They never doubted the validity of the Catholic ordinances, and rejected the 
idea of re-baptism. Distinguishing between the divine substance and the human addition, Calvin 
said of his baptism, "I renounce the chrism, but retain the baptism." {417} 
 
The Reformers were also ordained priests in the Roman Church, except Melanchthon and 
Calvin,—the greatest theologians among them. A remarkable exception. Melanchthon remained a 
layman all his life; yet his authority to teach is undoubted. Calvin became a regular minister; but 
how? 
 
He was, as we have seen, intended and educated for the Roman priesthood, and early received the 
clerical tonsure. {418} He also held two benefices, and preached sometimes in Pont l’Eveque, and 
also in Lignieres, a little town near Bourges, where he made the impression that, he preached 
better than the monks. {419} 
 
But he never read mass, and never entered the higher orders, properly so called. 
 
After he left the Roman Church, there was no Evangelical bishop in France to ordain him; the 
bishops, so far, all remained in the old Church, except two or three in East Prussia and Sweden. If 
the validity of the Christian ministry depended on an unbroken succession of diocesan bishops, 
which again depends on historical proof, it would be difficult to defend the Reformation and to 
resist the claims of Rome. But the Reformers planted themselves on the promise of Christ, the 
ever-present head of the Church, who is equally near to his people in any age. They rejected the 
Roman Catholic idea of ordination as a divinely instituted sacrament, which can only be 
performed by bishops, and which confers priestly powers of offering sacrifice and dispensing 
absolution. They taught the general priesthood of believers, and fell back upon the internal call of 
the Holy Spirit and the external call of the Christian people. Luther, in his earlier writings, lodged 
the power of the keys in the congregation, and identified ordination with vocation. "Whoever is 
called," he says, "is ordained, and must preach: this is our Lord’s consecration and true chrism." 
He even consecrated, by a bold irregularity, his friend Amsdorf as superintendent of Naumburg, 
to show that he could make a bishop as well as the pope, and could do it without the use of 
consecrated oil. 
 



Calvin was regularly elected pastor and teacher of theology at Geneva in 1536 by the presbyters 
and the council, with the consent of the whole people. {420} 
 
This popular election was a revival of the primitive custom. The greatest bishops of the early 
Church—such as Cyprian, Ambrose, and Augustin—were elected by the voice of the people, 
which they obeyed as the voice of God. 
 
We are not informed whether Calvin was solemnly introduced into his office by prayer and the 
laying on of the hands of presbyters (such as Farel and Viret), after the apostolic custom, {1 
Timothy 4:14} which is observed in the Reformed Churches. He did not regard ordination as 
absolutely indispensable, but as a venerable rite sanctioned by the practice of the Apostles which 
has the force of a precept. {421} He even ascribed to it a semi-sacramental character. "The 
imposition of hands," he says, "which is used at the introduction of the true presbyters and 
ministers of the Church into their office, I have no objection to consider as a sacrament; for, in the 
first place, that sacrament is taken from the Scripture, and, in the next place, it is declared by Paul 
to be not unnecessary or useless, but a faithful symbol of spiritual grace. {1 Timothy 4:14} I have 
not enumerated it as a third among the sacraments, because it is not ordinary or common to all the 
faithful, but a special rite for a particular office. The ascription of this honor to the Christian 
ministry, however, furnishes no reason of pride in Roman priests; for Christ has commanded the 
ordination of ministers to dispense his Gospel and his mysteries, not the inauguration of priests to 
offer sacrifices. He has commissioned them to preach the Gospel and to feed his flock, and not to 
immolate victims." {422} 
 
The evangelical ministry in the non-episcopal Churches was of necessity presbyterial, that is, 
descended from the, Presbyterate, which was originally identical with the episcopate. Even the 
Church of England, during her formative period under the reigns of Edward VI. and Elizabeth, 
recognized the validity of presbyterial ordination, not only in the Lutheran and Reformed 
Churches of the Continent, but within her own jurisdiction, as in the cases of Peter Martyr, 
professor of theology at Oxford; Bucer, Fagius, and Cartwright, professors at Cambridge; John a  
Lasco, pastor in London; Dean Whittingham of Durham, and many others. {423} 
 
2. But whence did Calvin and the other Reformers derive their authority to reform the old 
Catholic Church and to found new Churches? Here we must resort to a special divine call and 
outfit. The Reformers belong not to the regular order of priests, but to the irregular order of 
prophets whom God calls directly by his Spirit from the plough or the shepherd’s staff or the 
workshop or the study. So he raises and endows men with rare genius for poetry or art or science 
or invention or discovery. All good gifts come from God; but the gift of genius is exceptional, 
and cannot be derived or propagated by ordinary descent. There are divine irregularities as well as 
divine regularities. God writes on a crooked as well as on a straight line. Even Paul was called out 
of due time, and did not seek ordination from Peter or any other apostle, but derived his authority 
directly from Christ, and proved his ministry by the abundance of his labors. 
 
In the apostolic age there were apostles, prophets, and evangelists for the Church at large, and 
presbyter-bishops and deacons for particular congregations. The former are considered 
extraordinary officers. But their race is not yet extinct, any more than the race of men of genius in 
any other sphere of life. They arise whenever and wherever they are needed. 
 
We are bound to the ordinary means of grace, but God is free, and his Spirit works when, where, 
and how he pleases. God calls ordinary men for ordinary work in the ordinary way; and he calls 
extraordinary men for extraordinary work in an extraordinary way. He has done so in times past, 
and will do so to the end of time. {424} 



 
Hooker, the most "judicious" of Anglican divines, says: "Though thousands were debtors to 
Calvin, as touching divine knowledge, yet he was to none, only to God." 
 
{417} "Je renonce le cresme, et retient mon Baptesme." Colladon, in Op. XXI. 53. 
 
{418} The value of the tonsure was differently estimated, but it was generally excluded from the 
lower orders. Calvin says (Inst. IV. ch. 19, 22): "Some represent the clerical tonsure to be the first 
order of all, and episcopacy the last; others exclude the tonsure, and place the archiepiscopal 
office among the orders." Peter the Lombard distinguishes seven orders, corresponding to the 
seven gifts of the Holy Spirit,—beadles, {Isaiah 11:2,3} readers, exorcists, acolytes, subdeacons, 
deacons, priests. He regards the episcopate, not as a separate ordo, but only as a dignity with four 
grades,—patriarch, archbishop, metropolitan, bishop. Several schoolmen and canonists reckon 
eight or nine ordines, including bishops and archbishops. The Council of Trent defined the three 
ordines majores, —bishops, priests (presbyters), and deacons. 
 
{419} Colladon, Op. XXI. 56: "Il prescha (while he studied at Bourges) quelquefois en une petite 
ville du pays de Berry, nommee Lignieres, et eut entree en la maison du seigneur du lieu qui 
estoit pour lors: lequel... disait... qu’il lui semblait que, M. Jean Calvin preshoit mieux que les 
moines." His preaching at Pont l’Eveque is mentioned by Colladon, ibid. fol. 64, and by Beza, fol. 
121. See above, p. 301. 
 
{420} Beza, Vita C. (XXI. 125 sq.) "Suffragiis presbyterii et magistratus, accedente plebis 
consensu, delectus non concionator tantum (hoc autem primum recuserat), sed etiam 
sacrarumliterarum doctor, quod unum admittebat, est designatus anno Domini MDXXXVI mense 
Augusto." Comp. Colladon, ibid. fol. 58 sq.: "declarePasteur et Docteur en caste Eglise [de 
Geneve] avec legitime election et approbation." 
 
{421} Inst. IV. ch. III. 16. 
 
{422} Institutes, IV. ch. XIX. 28. (In Tholuck’s ed. II. 470.) 
 
{423} Keble says in his Introduction to Hooker’s Ecclesiastical Polity:, "Nearly up to the time 
when Hooker wrote (1594), numbers had been admitted to the ministry of the Church of England 
with no better than presbyterial ordination." 
 
{424} Our own age is witness to this fact. I may refer to Dwight Lyman Moody, who is a plain, 
unordained layman, but a genuine, God-taught evangelist. He has probably converted more 
people to a Christian life than any clergyman or learned professor of theology of this age, and has 
made his home at Northfield a Jerusalem for Bible students from all parts of the country, and 
even from across the sea.  



74. The Open Rupture. An Academic Oration. 1533. 
 
Calv. Opera, X. P. I. 30; XXI. 123, 129, 192. A very graphic account by Merle D’Aubigne, bk. II. 
ch. xxx. (vol. II. 264-284). 
 
For a little while matters seemed to take a favorable turn at the court for reform. The reactionary 
conduct of the Sorbonne and the insult offered to Queen Marguerite by the condemnation of her 
"Mirror of a Sinful Soul,"—a tender and monotonous mystic reverie, {425} —offended her 
brother and the liberal members of the University. Several preachers who sympathized with a 
moderate reformation, Gerard Roussel, and the Augustinians, Bertault and Courault, were 
permitted to ascend the pulpit in Paris. {426} The king himself, by his opposition to the German 
emperor, and his friendship with Henry VIII., incurred the suspicion of aiding the cause of heresy 
and schism. He tried, from political motives and regard for his sister, to conciliate between the 
conservative and progressive parties. He even authorized the invitation of Melanchthon to Paris 
as counsellor, but Melanchthon wisely declined. 
 
Nicolas Cop, the son of a distinguished royal physician (William Cop of Basel), and a friend of 
Calvin, was elected Rector of the University, Oct. 10, 1533, and delivered the usual inaugural 
oration on All Saint’s Day, Nov. 1, before a large assembly in the Church of the Mathurins. {427} 
 
This oration, at the request of the new Rector, had been prepared by Calvin. It was a plea for a 
reformation on the basis of the New Testament, and a bold attack on the scholastic theologians of 
the day, who were represented as a set of sophists, ignorant of the Gospel. "They teach nothing," 
says Calvin, "of faith, nothing of the love of God, nothing of the remission of sins, nothing of 
grace, nothing of justification; or if they do so, they pervert and undermine it all by their laws and 
sophistries. I beg you, who are here present, not to tolerate any longer these heresies and abuses." 
{428} 
 
The Sorbonne and the Parliament regarded this academic oration as a manifesto of war upon the 
Catholic Church, and condemned it to the flames. Cop was warned and fled to his relatives in 
Basel. {429} Calvin, the real author of the mischief, is said to have descended from a window by 
means of sheets, and escaped from Paris in the garb of a vine-dresser with a hoe upon his 
shoulder. His rooms were searched and his books and papers were seized by the police. {430} 
 
{425} Le miroirde l’a¢me pecheresse (1533). The book was condemned on purely negative 
evidence. The silence about purgatory and the intercession of saints was construed as a denial. 
 
{426} Elie Courault (Coraud, Couraud, Coraldus) afterwards fled to Basel in 1534, and became a 
colleague of Farel and Calvin at Geneva in 1536. See Herminjard, IV. 114, note 9. 
 
{427} Bulaeus, Historia Universitatis Parisiensis, VI. 238, and in the "Catalogus illustrium 
Academicorum Univ. Parisiensis" at the end of the same volume. A notice of Cop in Herminjard, 
III. 129 sq. note 3. 
 
{428} The incomplete draft of’ this address has been discovered by J. Bonnet among the MSS. of 
the Geneva Library, and the whole of it by Reuss and Cunitz in the library of St. Thomas in 
Strassburg. It is printed in Opera, X. Pars II. 30-36 (and the shorter draft, IX. 873-876). Comp. 
Herminjard, III. 117, note, and 418 sqq. 
 



{429} Three hundred crowns were offered for his capture dead or alive. So Bucer wrote to 
Blaurer, Jan. 13, 1534, in Herminjard, III. 130. Cop informed Bucer, April 5, 1534, that a German 
was burned in Paris, for denying transubstantiation. Ibid. III. 159. 
 
{430} According to Beza (XXI. 123), Queen Marguerite protected Calvin and honorably received 
him at the court; but he certainly left Paris very soon. Colladon says nothing of an interference of 
Marguerite. The story of the escape of Calvin is told by Papyrius Masson, and Desmay. See 
M’Crie, p. 100, note 59. It has been compared to Paul’s escape at Damascus, Acts 9:25.  



75. Persecution of the Protestants in Paris. 1534. 
 
Beza in Vita Calv., vol. XXI. 124.—Jean Crespin: Livre des Martyrs, Geneve, 1570.—The report 
of the Bourgeois de Paris.—Gerdesius, IV. Mon. 11. Henry, I. 74; II. 333.—Dyer, I. 29.—
Polenz, I. 282.—Kampschulte, I. 243.—"Bulletin de la Soc. de l’hist. du Prot. franac.," X. 34; XI. 
253. 
 
This storm might have blown over without doing much harm. But in the following year the 
reaction was greatly strengthened by the famous placards, which gave it the name of "the year of 
placards." An over-zealous, fanatical Protestant by the name of Feret, a servant of the king’s 
apothecary, placarded a tract "on the horrible, great, intolerable abuses of the popish mass," 
throughout Paris and even at the door of the royal chamber at Fontainebleau, where the king was 
then residing, in the night of Oct. 18, 1534. In this placard the mass is described as a blasphemous 
denial of the one and all-sufficient sacrifice of Christ; while the pope, with all his brood (toute sa 
vermine) of cardinals, bishops, priests, and monks, are denounced as hypocrites and servants of 
Antichrist. {431} 
 
All moderate Protestants deplored this untimely outburst of radicalism. It retarded and almost 
ruined the prospects of the Reformation in France. The best cause may be undone by being 
overdone. 
 
The king was highly and justly incensed, and ordered the imprisonment of all suspected persons. 
The prisons were soon filled. To purge the city from the defilement caused by this insult to the 
holy mass and the hierarchy, a most imposing procession was held from the Louvre to Notre 
Dame, on Jan. 29, 1535. The image of St. Genevieve, the patroness of Paris, was carried through 
the streets: the archbishop, with the host under a magnificent dais, and the king with his three 
sons, bare-headed, on foot, a burning taper in their hands, headed the procession, and were 
followed by the princes, cardinals, bishops, priests, ambassadors, and the great officers of the 
State and of the University, walking two and two abreast, in profound silence, with lighted 
torches. Solemn mass was performed in the cathedral. Then the king dined with the prelates and 
dignitaries, and declared that he would not hesitate to behead any one of his own children if found 
guilty of these new, accursed heresies, and to offer them as a sacrifice to divine justice. 
 
The gorgeous solemnities of the day wound up with a horrible autodafe of six Protestants: they 
were suspended by a rope to a machine, let down into burning flames, again drawn up, and at last 
precipitated into the fire. They died like heroes. The more educated among them had their 
tongues slit. Twenty-four innocent Protestants were burned alive in public places of the city from 
Nov. 10, 1534, till May 5, 1535. Among them was Etienne de la Forge (Stephanus Forgeus), an 
intimate friend of Calvin. Many more were fined, imprisoned, and tortured, and a considerable 
number, among them Calvin and Du Tillet, fled to Strassburg. {432} 
 
These cruelties were justified or excused by charges of heresy, immorality, and disloyalty, and by 
a reference to the excesses of a fanatical wing of the Anabaptists in Munster, which took place in 
the same year. {433} But the Huguenots were then, as their descendants have always been, and 
are now, among the most intelligent, moral, and orderly citizens of France. {434} 
 
The Sorbonne urged the king to put a stop to the printing-press (Jan. 13, 1535). He agreed to a 
temporary suspension (Feb. 26). Afterwards censors were appointed, first by Parliament, then by 
the clergy (1542). The press stimulated free thought and was stimulated by it in turn. Before 



1500, four millions of volumes (mostly in folio) were printed; from 1500 to 1536, seventeen 
millions; after that time the number is beyond calculation. {435} The printing-press is as 
necessary for liberty as respiration for health. Some air is good, some bad; but whether good or 
bad, it is the condition of life. 
 
This persecution was the immediate occasion of Calvin’s Institutes, and the forerunner of a series 
of persecutions which culminated under the reign of Louis XIV., and have made the Reformed 
Church of France a Church of martyrs. 
 
{431} They are indiscriminately called "faux prophetes, damnables trompeurs, apostats, loups, 
faux pasteurs, menteurs, blasphemateurs, meurtriers des ames, renonceurs de Jesus Christ, 
ravisseurs de l’honneur de Dieu, et plus detestables queles diables." Farel, then in Switzerland, 
was suspected of having some share in this incendiary publication, but without any evidence. 
Courault, who was then in confinement, advised not to publish the paper, "as it would excite great 
commotion in the minds of the people, and bring odium on the whole body of the faithful." Hist. 
Martyr., fol. 64, quoted by M’Crie, p. 102. 
 
{432} Beza (XXI. 124) gives a brief account of the persecution: "Eousque inflammata fascinati 
Francisci Regis ira ob schedas quosdam adversus missam per urbem sparsas ipsiusque regii 
cubiculi foribus ad fixas, ut publica decreta supplicatione, cui una cum liberis suis tribus nudo 
capite ardentem facem quasi expiationis causa gestans interfuit, quatuor urbis celebrioribus locis 
octonos martyres vivos ustulari juberet, atque adeo solemni jure jurando testaretur, se ne liberis 
quidem suis parsurum, si forte teterrimis illis, ut vocabat, haeresibus essent infecti." The 
Protestant reports are verified by that of a Roman Catholic, "Bourgeois de Paris," who witnessed 
the burnings with satisfaction, as a spectacle well pleasing to God, and mentions the dates and 
places of execution (namely, Nov. 10, 1534, Nov. 18, Nov. 19, Dec. 4; Jan. 21,1535, Jan. 22, Feb. 
16, 19, 26, March 3, May 5), as well as the occupations of the victims, most of whom were 
workingmen, one a rich merchant. This report was published in 1854 and is reprinted in 
Michelet’s Histoire de France (vol. X. 340 sq.). 
 
{433} "Pour excuser envers les princes protestants les persecutions qu’on faisait contre 
l’Evangile." Colladon (XXI. 57). 
 
{434} Michelet (X. 339) says: "Rien de plus saint, de plus pur, que les origines du protestantisme 
franacais. Rien de plus eloignede la sanglante orgie de Munster." 
 
{435} Michelet, l. c. 342 sq.  



76. Calvin as a Wandering Evangelist. 1533-1536. 
 
For nearly three years Calvin wandered as a fugitive evangelist under assumed names {436} from 
place to place in Southern France, Switzerland, Italy, till he reached Geneva as his final 
destination. It is impossible accurately to determine all the facts and dates in this period. 
 
He resigned his ecclesiastical benefices at Noyon and Pont l’Eveque, May 4, 1534, and thus 
closed all connection with the Roman Church. {437} That year was remarkable for the founding 
of the order of the Jesuits at Montmartre (Aug. 15), which took the lead in the Counter-
Reformation; by the election of Pope Paul III. (Alexander Farnese, Oct. 13), who confirmed the 
order, excommunicated Henry VIII., and established the Inquisition in Italy; and by the bloody 
persecution of the Protestants in Paris, which has been described in the preceding section. {438} 
 
The Roman Counter-Reformation now began in earnest, and called for a consolidation of the 
Protestant forces. 
 
Calvin spent the greater part of the year 1533 to 1534, under the protection of Queen Marguerite 
of Navarre, in her native city of Angouleme. This highly gifted lady (1492-1549), the sister of 
King Francis I., grandmother of Henry IV., and a voluminous writer in verse and prose, was a 
strange mixture of piety and liberalism, of idealism and sensualism. She patronized both the 
Reformation and the Renaissance, Calvin and Rabelais; she wrote the Mirror of a Sinful Soul, and 
also the Heptameron in professed imitation of Boccaccio’s Decamerone; yet she was pure, and 
began and closed the day with religious meditation and devotion. After the death of her royal 
brother (1547), she retired to a convent as abbess, and declared on her death-bed that, after 
receiving extreme unction, she had protected the Reformers out of pure compassion, and not from 
any wish to depart from the faith of her ancestors. {439} 
 
Calvin lived at Angouleme with a wealthy friend, Louis du Tillet, who was canon of the cathedral 
and cure of Claix, and had acquired on his journeys a rare library of three or four thousand 
volumes. {440} He taught him Greek, and prosecuted his theological studies. He associated with 
honorable men of letters, and was highly esteemed by them. {441} He began there the preparation 
of his Institutes. {442} He also aided Olivetan in the revision and completion of the French 
translation of the Bible, which appeared at Neuchatel in June, 1535, with a preface of Calvin. 
{443} 
 
From Angouleme Calvin made excursions to Nerac, Poitiers, Orleans, and Paris. At Nerac in 
Bearn, the little capital of Queen Marguerite, he became personally acquainted with Le Fevre 
d’ataples (Faber Stapulensis), the octogenarian patriarch of French Humanism and Protestantism. 
Le Fevre, with prophetic vision, recognized in the young scholar the future restorer of the Church 
of France. {444} Perhaps he also suggested to him to take Melanchthon for his model. {445} 
Roussel, the chaplain and confessor of Marguerite, advised him to purify the house of God, but 
not to destroy it. 
 
At Poitiers, Calvin gained several eminent persons for the Reformation. According to an 
uncertain tradition he celebrated with a few friends, for the first time, the Lord’s Supper after the 
Reformed fashion, in a cave (grotte de Croutelles) near the town, which long afterwards was 
called "Calvin’s Cave." {446} 
 



Towards the close of the year 1534, he ventured on a visit to Paris. There he met, for the first 
time, the Spanish physician, Michael Servetus, who had recently published his heretical book On 
the Errors of the Trinity, and challenged him to a disputation. Calvin accepted the challenge at the 
risk of his safety, and waited for him in a house in the Rue Saint Antoine; but Servetus did not 
appear. Twenty years afterwards he reminded Servetus of this interview: "You know that at that 
time I was ready to do everything for you, and did not even count my life too dear that I might 
convert you from your errors." Would that he had succeeded at that time, or never seen the 
unfortunate heretic again. 
 
{436} Such as Charles d’Espeville, Martianus Lucanius, Carolus Passelius, Alcuin, Deperacan, 
Calpurnius. There is a monograph on these assumed names, Diatribe de Pseudonymia Calvini, by 
Liebe, Amsterdam, 1723, which includes several letters of importance. So says Kampschulte, I. 
245. 
 
{437} Le Vasseur, 1161. Herminjard, V. 104. Op. XXI. 193. 
 
{438} Beza calls the year 1534 "horrenda in multos pios saevitia insignia" (Calv. Op. XXI. 124). 
 
{439} Dyer (Life of Calvin, p. 18) says of her: "Plato’s divine and earthly love never met more 
conspicuously in a human being," and quotes the remark of M. Genin, the editor of her 
correspondence: "Le trait saillant du caractere de Marguerite c’est d’avoir allietoute sa vie les 
idees religieuses et les idees d’amour mondain." 
 
{440} Ep. 20, Op. X. Pt. I. 37. Florimond de Raemond (p. 883) extends Calvin’s sojourn at 
Angouleme to three years, which is evidently an error. 
 
{441} Florimond de Raemond: "Il estoit en bonne estimeet reputation, aimede tous ceux qui 
aimoient les lettres." 
 
{442} According to the same Roman Catholic historian. 
 
{443} Ep. 29 in Op. X. Pars I. 51: the preface in vol. IX. 787-790. Beza (followed by Stahelin, I. 
88) makes him take part also in the first edition, which appeared in 1634, and contained only the 
New Testament. But this seems to be an error. See Reuss, "Revue de Theologie," 1866, No. III. 
318, and Kampschulte, I. 247; also Herminjard, III. 349, note 8. 
 
{444} Beza (XXI, 123): "Excepit juvenem [Calvinum] bonus senex et libenter vidit, futurum 
augurans insigne coelestis in Gallia instaurandi regni instrumentum." 
 
{445} According to Florimond de Raemond. 
 
{446} Bayle, Art. Calvin and La Place. Crottet, Petite Chronique Protestante de France, 96 sqq. 
Stahelin, I. 32. Lefranc, 120. Herminjard, III. 202, note 4.  



77. The Sleep of the Soul. 1534. 
 
Psychopannychia. Aureliae, 1534; 2d and revised ed. Basel, 1536; 3d ed. Strassburg, 1542; 
French trans. Paris, 1558; republished in Opera, vol. V. 165-232.—Comp. the analysis of 
Stahelin, I. 36-40, and La France Prot. III. 549. English translation in Calvin’s Tracts, III. 413-
490. 
 
Before Calvin left France, he wrote, at Orleans, 1534, his first theological book, entitled 
Psychopannychia, or the Sleep of the Soul. He refutes in it the hypothesis entertained by some 
Anabaptists, of the sleep of the soul between death and resurrection, and proves the unbroken and 
conscious communion of believers with Christ, their living Head. He appeals no more to 
philosophy and the classics, as in his earlier book on Seneca, but solely to the Scriptures, as the 
only rule of faith. Reason can give us no light on the future world, which lies beyond our 
experience. 
 
He wished to protect, by this book, the evangelical Protestants against the charge of heresy and 
vagary. They were often confounded with the Anabaptists who roused in the same year the wrath 
of all the German princes by the excesses of a radical and fanatical faction at Munster.  



78. Calvin at Basel. 1535 to 1536. 
 
The outbreak of the bloody persecution, in October, 1534, induced Calvin to leave his native land 
and to seek safety in free Switzerland. He was accompanied by his friend and pupil, Louis du 
Tillet, who followed him as far as Geneva, and remained with him till the end of August, 1537, 
when he returned to France and to the Roman Church. {447} 
 
The travellers passed through Lorraine. On the frontier of Germany, near Metz, they were robbed 
by an unfaithful servant. They arrived utterly destitute at Strassburg, then a city of refuge for 
French Protestants. They were kindly received and aided by Bucer. 
 
After a few days’ rest they proceeded to Basel, their proper destination. There Farel had found a 
hospitable home in 1524, and Cop and Courault ten years later. Calvin wished a quiet place for 
study where he could promote the cause of the Gospel by his pen. He lodged with his friend in the 
house of Catharina Klein (Petita), who thirty years afterwards was the hostess of another famous 
refugee, the philosopher, Petrus Ramus, and spoke to him with enthusiasm of the young Calvin, 
"the light of France." {448} 
 
He was kindly welcomed by Simon Grynaeus and Wolfgang Capito, the heads of the university. 
He prosecuted with Grynaeus his study of the Hebrew. He dedicated to him in gratitude his 
commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (1539). He became acquainted also with Bullinger of 
Zurich, who attended the conference of Reformed Swiss divines for the preparation of the first 
Helvetic Confession (1536). {449} 
 
According to a Roman Catholic report, Calvin, in company with Bucer, had a personal interview 
with Erasmus, to whom three years before he had sent a copy of his commentary on Seneca with 
a high compliment to his scholarship. The veteran scholar is reported to have said to Bucer on 
that occasion that "a great pestilence was arising in the Church against the Church." {450} But 
Erasmus was too polite, thus to insult a stranger. Moreover, he was then living at Freiburg in 
Germany and had broken off all intercourse with Protestants. When he returned to Basel in July, 
1536, on his way to the Netherlands, he took sick and died; and at that time Calvin was in Italy. 
The report therefore is an idle fiction. {451} 
 
Calvin avoided publicity and lived in scholarly seclusion. He spent in Basel a year and a few 
months, from January, 1535, till about March, 1536. 
 
{447} M. Crottet, Correspondance de Calvin avec L. du Tillet, 1850. 
 
{448} "Lumen Galliae." See the Reminiscences of Basel, by Petrus Ramus (1572), quoted in Op. 
XXI. 194. Ch. Waddington, Ramus, sa vie, ses ecrits et ses opinions, Paris, 1855. Stahelin, I. 41 
sqq. Kampschulte, I. 250. 
 
{449} See above, p. 219. Ep. 2634, referred to in Op. XXI. 196. 
 
{450} "Video magnam pestem oriri in Ecclesia contra Ecclesiam." 
 
{451} It rests on the sole authority of Florimond de Raemond, p. 890. He puts the visit in the year 
1534, when Calvin was yet in France, and could not accompany Bucer. Beza and Colladon know 
nothing of such an interview. Bayle doubted it. Merle d’Aubigne, III. 203-204 (Engl. trans. III. 



183-185), however, accepts and embellishes it as if he had been present and heard the colloquy of 
the three scholars.  



79. Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Religion. 
 
1. The full title of the first edition is "Christia nae Religionis Insti tutio totam fere pietatis 
summam et quic quid est in doctrina salutis cognitu necessarium, complectens: omnibus pie tatis 
studiosis lectu dignissimum opus, acrecens editum. Praefatio ad Christianissimum Regem 
Francae, qua hic ei liber pro confessione fidei offertur. Joanne Calvino Nouiodunensi authore. 
Basileae, M. D. XXXVI." The dedicatory Preface is dated ‘X. Calendas Septembres’ (i.e. August 
23), without the year; but at the close of the book the month of March, 1536, is given as the date 
of publication. The first two French editions (1541 and 1545) supplement the date of the Preface 
correctly: "De Basle le vingt-troysiesme d’Aoust mil cinq cent trente cinq." The manuscript, then, 
was completed in August, 1535, but it took nearly a year to print it. 
 
2. The last improved edition from the pen of the author (the fifth Latin) is a thorough 
reconstruction, and bears the title: "Institutio Christianae Religionis, in libros quatuor nunc 
primum digesta, certisque distincta capitibus, ad aptissimam  methodum: aucta etiam tam magna 
accessione ut propemodum opus novum haberi possit. Joanne Calvino authore. Oliva Roberti 
Stephani. Genevae. M. D. LIX." The subsequent Latin editions are reprints of the ed. of 1559, 
with an index by Nic. Colladon, another by Marlorat. The Elzevir ed. Leyden, 1654, fol., was 
especially esteemed for its beauty and accuracy. A convenient modern ed. by Tholuck (Berlin, 
1834, 2d ed. 1846). 
 
3. The first French edition appeared without the name and place of the printer (probably Michel 
du Bois at Geneva), under the title: "Institution de la religion chrestienne en laquelle est 
comprinse une somme de piete.... composee en latin par J. Calvin et translatee par luy mesme. 
Avec la preface addressee au tres chrestien Roy de France, Franacois premier de ce nom: par 
laquelle ce present livre luy esi offert pour confession de Foy. M. D. XLI." 822 pp. 8, 2d ed. 
Geneve, Jean Girard, 1545; 3d ed. 1551; 4th ed. 1553; 5th ed. 1554; 6th ed. 1557; 7th ed. 1560, in 
fol.; 8th ed. 1561, in 8; 9th ed. 1561, in 4; 10th ed. 1562, etc.; 15th ed. Geneva, 1564. Elzevir ed. 
Leyden, 1654. 
 
4. The Strassburg editors devote the first four volumes to the different editions of the Institutes in 
both languages. Vol, I. contains the editio princeps Latina of Basel, 1536 (pp. 10-247), and the 
variations of six editions intervening between the first and the last, viz., the Strassburg editions of 
1539, 1543, 1545, and the Geneva editions of 1550, 1553, 1554 (pp. 253-1152); vol. II., the editio 
postrema of 1559 (pp. 1-1118); vols. III. and IV., the last edition of the French translation, or free 
reproduction rather (1560), with the variations of former editions. 
 
5. The question of the priority of the Latin or French text is now settled in favor of the former. 
See Jules Bonnet, in the Bulletin de la Societe de l’histoire du protestantisme franacais for 1858, 
vol. VI. p. 137 sqq., Stahelin, vol. I. p. 55, and the Strassburg editors of the Opera, in the ample 
Prolegomena to vols. I. and III. Calvin himself says expressly (in the Preface to his French ed. 
1541), that he first wrote the Institutes in Latin ("premierement l’ay mis en latin"), for readers of 
all nations, and that he translated or reproduced them afterwards for the special benefit of 
Frenchmen ("l’ay aussi translate en notre langage"). In a letter to his friend, Franacois Daniel, 
dated Lausanne, Oct. 13, 1536, he writes that he began the French translation soon after the 
publication of the Latin (Letters, ed. Bonnet, vol. I. p. 21), but it did not appear till 1541, under 
the title given above. The erroneous assertion of a French original, so often repeated (by Bayle, 
Maimbourg, Basnage, and more recently by Henry, vol. I. p. 104; III. p. 177; Dorner, Gesch. der 
protest. Theol. p. 375; also by Guizot, H. B. Smith, and Dyer), arose from confounding the date 



of the Preface as given in the French editions (23 Aug., 1535), with the later date of publication 
(March, 1536). It is quite possible, however, that the dedication to Francis I. was first written in 
French, and this would most naturally account for the earlier date in the French editions. 
 
6. On the differences of the several editions, comp. J. Thomas: Histoire de l’instit. chretienne de 
J. Calv. Strasbourg, 1859. Alex. Schweizer: Centraldogmen, I. 150 sqq. (Zurich, 1854). Kostlin: 
Calvin’s Institutio nach Form und Inhalt, in the "Studien und Kritiken" for 1868. 
 
7. On the numerous translations, see above, pp. 225, 265; Henry, Vol. III. Beilagen, 178-189; and 
La France Prot. III. 553. 
 
In the ancient and venerable city of Basel, on the borders of Switzerland, France, and Germany—
the residence of Erasmus and Oecolampadius, the place where a reformatory council had met in 
1430, and where the first Greek Testament was printed in 1516 from manuscripts of the 
university library John Calvin, then a mere youth of twenty-six years, and an exile from his native 
land, finished and published, twenty years after the first print of the Greek Testament, his 
Institutes of the Christian Religion, by which he astonished the world and took at once the front 
rank among the literary champions of the evangelical faith. 
 
This book is the masterpiece of a precocious genius of commanding intellectual and spiritual 
depth and power. It is one of the few truly classical productions in the history of theology, and 
has given its author the double title of the Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas of the Reformed 
Church. {452} 
 
The Roman Catholics at once perceived the significance of the Institutio, and called it the Koran 
and Talmud of heresy. {453} It was burned by order of the Sorbonne at Paris and other places, 
and more fiercely and persistently persecuted than any book of the sixteenth century; but, we 
must add, it has found also great admirers among Catholics who, while totally dissenting from its 
theological system and antipopish temper, freely admit its great merits in the non-polemical parts. 
{454} 
 
The Evangelicals greeted the Institutio at once with enthusiastic praise as the clearest, strongest, 
most logical, and most convincing defence of Christian doctrines since the days of the apostles. A 
few weeks after its publication Bucer wrote to the author: "It is evident that the Lord has elected 
you as his organ for the bestowment of the richest fulness of blessing to his Church." {455} 
 
Nor is this admiration confined to orthodox Protestants. Dr. Baur, the founder of the Tubingen 
school of historical critics, declares this book of Calvin to be "in every respect a truly classical 
work, distinguished in a high degree by originality and acuteness of conception, systematic 
consistency, and clear, luminous method." {456} And Dr. Hase pointedly calls it "the grandest 
scientific justification of Augustinianism, full of religious depth with inexorable consistency of 
thought." {457} 
 
The Institutio is not a book for the people, and has not the rousing power which Luther’s Appeal 
to the German Nobility, and his tract on Christian Freedom exerted upon the Germans; but it is a 
book for scholars of all nations, and had a deeper and more lasting effect upon them than any 
work of the Reformers. Edition followed edition, and translations were made into nearly all the 
languages of Europe. {458} 
 
Calvin gives a systematic exposition of the Christian religion in general, and a vindication of the 
evangelical faith in particular, with the apologetic and practical aim of defending the Protestant 



believers against calumny and persecution to which they were then exposed, especially in France. 
He writes under the inspiration of a heroic faith that is ready for the stake, and with a glowing 
enthusiasm for the pure Gospel of Christ, which had been obscured and deprived of its effect by 
human traditions, but had now risen from this rubbish to new life and power. He combines 
dogmatics and ethics in organic unity. 
 
He plants himself firmly on the immovable rock of the Word of God, as the only safe guide in 
matters of faith and duty. He exhibits on every page a thorough, well-digested knowledge of 
Scripture which is truly astonishing. He does not simply quote from it as a body of proof texts, in 
a mechanical way, like the scholastic dogmaticians of the seventeenth century, but he views it as 
an organic whole, and weaves it into his system. He bases the authority of Scripture on its 
intrinsic excellency and the testimony of the Holy Spirit speaking through it to the believer. He 
makes also judicious and discriminating use of the fathers, especially St. Augustin, not as judges 
but as witnesses of the truth, and abstains from those depreciatory remarks in which Luther 
occasionally indulged when, instead of his favorite dogma of justification by faith, he found in 
them much ascetic monkery and exaltation of human merit. "They overwhelm us," says Calvin, in 
the dedicatory Preface, "with senseless clamors, as despisers and enemies of the fathers. But if it 
were consistent with my present design, I could easily support by their suffrages most of the 
sentiments that we now maintain. Yet while we make use of their writings, we always remember 
that ‘all things are ours,’ to serve us, not to have dominion over us, and that ‘we are Christ’s 
alone’, {1 Corinthians 3:21-23} and owe him universal obedience. He who neglects this 
distinction will have nothing certain in religion; since those holy men were ignorant of many 
things, frequently at variance with each other, and sometimes even inconsistent with themselves." 
He also fully recognizes the indispensable use of reason in the apprehension and defence of truth 
and the refutation of error, and excels in the power of severe logical argumentation; while he is 
free from scholastic dryness and pedantry. But he subordinates reason and tradition to the 
supreme authority of Scripture as he understands it. 
 
The style is luminous and forcible. Calvin had full command of the majesty, dignity, and elegance 
of the Latin Ianguage. The discussion flows on continuously and melodiously like a river of fresh 
water through green meadows and sublime mountain scenery. The whole work is well 
proportioned. It is pervaded by intense earnestness and fearless consistency which commands 
respect even where his arguments fail to carry conviction, or where we feel offended by the 
contemptuous tone of his polemics, or feel a shudder at his decretum horribile. 
 
Calvin’s system of doctrine agrees with the (ecumenical creeds in theology and Christology); 
with Augustinianism in anthropology and soteriology, but dissents from the mediaeval tradition 
in ecclesiology, sacramentology, and eschatology. We shall discuss the prominent features of this 
system in the chapter on Calvin’s Theology. 
 
The Institutio was dedicated to King Francis I. of France (1494-1547), who at that time cruelly 
persecuted his Protestant subjects. As Justin Martyr and other early Apologists addressed the 
Roman emperors in behalf of the despised and persecuted sect of the Christians, vindicating them 
against the foul charges of atheism, immorality, and hostility to Caesar, and pleading for 
toleration, so Calvin appealed to the French monarch in defence of his Protestant countrymen, 
then a small sect, as much despised, calumniated, and persecuted, and as moral and innocent as 
the Christians in the old Roman empire, with a manly dignity, frankness, and pathos never 
surpassed before or since. He followed the example set by Zwingli who addressed his dying 
confession of faith to the same sovereign (1531). These appeals, like the apologies of the ante-
Nicene age, failed to reach or to affect the throne, but they moulded public opinion which is 
mightier than thrones, and they are a living force to-day. 



 
The preface to the Institutio is reckoned among the three immortal prefaces in literature. The 
other two are President Deuteronomy Thou’s preface to his History of France, and Casaubon’s 
preface to Polybius. Calvin’s preface is superior to them in importance and interest. Take the 
beginning and the close as specimens. {459} 
 
"When I began this work, Sire, nothing was farther from my thoughts than writing a book which 
would afterwards be presented to your Majesty. My intention was only to lay down some 
elementary principles, by which inquirers on the subject of religion might be instructed in the 
nature of true piety. And this labor I undertook chiefly for my countrymen, the French, of whom I 
apprehend multitudes to be hungering and thirsting after Christ, but saw very few possessing any 
real knowledge of him. That this was my design the book itself proves by its simple method and 
unadorned composition. But when I perceived that the fury of certain wicked men in your 
kingdom had grown to such a height, as to have no room in the land for sound doctrine, I thought 
I should be usefully employed, if in the same work I delivered my instructions to them, and 
exhibited my confession to you, that you may know the nature of that doctrine, which is the 
object of such unbounded rage to those madmen who are now disturbing the country with fire and 
sword. For I shall not be afraid to acknowledge, that this treatise contains a summary of that very 
doctrine, which, according to their clamors, deserves to be punished with imprisonment, 
banishment, proscription, and flames, and to be exterminated from the face of the earth. I well 
know with what atrocious insinuations your ears have been filled by them, in order to render our 
cause most odious in your esteem; but your clemency should lead you to consider that if 
accusation be accounted a sufficient evidence of guilt, there will be an end of all innocence in 
words and actions." 
 
"But I return to you, Sire. Let not your Majesty be at all moved by those groundless accusations 
with which our adversaries endeavor to terrify you; as that the sole tendency and design of this 
new gospel, for so they call it, is to furnish a pretext for seditions, and to gain impunity for all 
crimes. ‘For God is not the author of confusion, but of peace;’ nor is ‘the Son of God,’ who came 
to destroy ‘the works of the devil, the minister of sin.’ And it is unjust to charge us with such 
motives and designs of which we have never given cause for the least suspicion. Is it probable 
that we are meditating the subversion of kingdoms? We, who were never heard to utter a factious 
word, whose lives were ever known to be peaceable and honest while we lived under your 
government, and who, even now in our exile, cease not to pray for all prosperity to attend 
yourself and your kingdom! Is it probable that we are seeking an unlimited license to commit 
crimes with impunity, in whose conduct, though many things may be blamed, yet there is nothing 
worthy of such severe reproach? Nor have we, by divine grace, profited so little in the gospel, but 
that our life may be to our detractors an example of chastity, liberality, mercy, temperance, 
patience, modesty, and every other virtue. It is an undeniable fact, that we sincerely fear and 
worship God, whose name we desire to be sanctified both by our life and by our death; and envy 
itself is constrained to bear testimony to the innocence and civil integrity of some of us, who have 
suffered the punishment of death, for that very thing which ought to be accounted their highest 
praise. But if the gospel be made a pretext for tumults, which has not yet happened in your 
kingdom; if any persons make the liberty of divine grace an excuse for the licentiousness of their 
vices, of whom I have known many; there are laws and legal penalties, by which they may be 
punished according to their deserts: only let not the gospel of God be reproached for the crimes of 
wicked men. You have now, Sire, the virulent iniquity of our calumniators laid before you in a 
sufficient number of instances, that you may not receive their accusations with too credulous an 
ear." 
 



"I fear I have gone too much into the detail, as this preface already approaches the size of a full 
apology; whereas, I intended it not to contain our defence, but only to prepare your mind to attend 
to the pleading of our cause; for though you are now averse and alienated from us, and even 
inflamed against us, we despair not of regaining your favor, if you will only once read with 
calmness and composure this our confession, which we intend as our defence before your 
Majesty. But, on the contrary, if your ears are so preoccupied with the whispers of the 
malevolent, as to leave no opportunity for the accused to speak for themselves, and if those 
outrageous furies, with your connivance, continue to persecute with imprisonments, scourges, 
tortures, confiscations, and flames, we shall indeed, like sheep destined to the slaughter, be 
reduced to the greatest extremities. Yet shall we in patience possess our souls, and wait for the 
mighty hand of the Lord, which undoubtedly will in time appear, and show itself armed for the 
deliverance of the poor from their affliction, and for the punishment of their despisers, who now 
exult in such perfect security." 
 
"May the Lord, the King of kings, establish your throne in righteousness, and your kingdom with 
equity." 
 
The first edition of the Institutes was a brief manual containing, in six chapters, an exposition (1) 
of the Decalogue; (2) of the Apostles’ Creed; (3) of the Lord’s Prayer; (4) of baptism and the 
Lord’s Supper; (5) of the other so-called Sacraments; (6) of Christian liberty, Church 
government, and discipline. The second edition has seventeen, the third, twenty-one chapters. In 
the author’s last edition of 1559, it grew to four or five times its original size, and was divided 
into four books, each book into a number of chapters (from seventeen to twenty-five), and each 
chapter into sections. It follows in the main, like every good catechism, the order of the Apostles’ 
Creed, which is the order of God’s revelation as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The first book 
discusses the knowledge of God the Creator (theology proper); the second, the knowledge of God 
the Redeemer (Christology); the third, of the Holy Spirit and the application of the saving work of 
Christ (soteriology); the fourth, the means of grace, namely, the Church and the sacraments. 
{460} 
 
Although the work has been vastly improved under the revising hand of the author, in size and 
fulness of statement, the first edition contains all the essential features of his system. "Exodus 
ungue leonem." His doctrine of predestination, however, is stated in a more simple and less 
objectionable form. He dwells on the bright and comforting side of that doctrine, namely, the 
eternal election by the free grace of God in Christ, and leaves out the dark mystery of reprobation 
and preterition. {461} He gives the light without the shade, the truth without the error. He avoids 
the paradoxes of Luther and Zwingli, and keeps within the limits of a wise moderation. The fuller 
logical development of his views on predestination and on the Church, dates from his sojourn in 
Strassburg, where he wrote the second edition of the Institutes, and his Commentary on the 
Epistle to the Romans. 
 
The following sections on some of his leading doctrines from the last edition give a fair idea of 
the spirit and method of the work: 
 
The Connection Between the Knowledge of God and the Knowledge of Ourselves. 
 
(Book I. ch. 1, 1, 2.) 
 
1. "True and substantial wisdom principally consists of two parts, the knowledge of God and the 
knowledge of ourselves. But while these two branches of knowledge are so intimately connected, 
which of them precedes and produces the other, is not easy to discover. For, in the first place, no 



man can take a survey of himself but he must immediately turn to the contemplation of God, in 
whom he ‘lives and moves’; {Acts 17:28} since it is evident that the talents which we possess are 
not from ourselves, and that our very existence is nothing but a subsistence in God alone. These 
bounties, distilling to us by drops from heaven, form, as it were, so many streams conducting us 
to the fountain-head. Our poverty conduces to a clearer display of the infinite fulness of God. 
Especially the miserable ruin, into which we have been plunged by the defection of the first man, 
compels us to raise our eyes towards heaven not only as hungry and famished, to seek thence a 
supply for our wants, but, aroused with fear, to learn humility." 
 
"For since man is subject to a world of miseries, and has been spoiled of his divine array, this 
melancholy exposure discovers an immense mass of deformity. Every one, therefore, must be so 
impressed with a consciousness of his own infelicity, as to arrive at some knowledge of God. 
Thus a sense of our ignorance, vanity, poverty, infirmity, depravity, and corruption, leads us to 
perceive and acknowledge that in the Lord alone are to be found true wisdom, solid strength, 
perfect goodness, and unspotted righteousness; and so, by our imperfections, we are excited to a 
consideration of the perfections of God. Nor can we really aspire toward him, till we have begun 
to be displeased with ourselves. For who would not gladly rest satisfied with himself? Where is 
the man not actually absorbed in self-complacency, while he remains unacquainted with his true 
situation, or content with his own endowments, and ignorant or forgetful of his own misery? The 
knowledge of ourselves, therefore, is not only an incitement to seek after God, but likewise a 
considerable assistance towards finding him." 
 
2. "On the other hand, it is plain that no man can arrive at the true knowledge of himself, without 
having first contemplated the divine character, and then descended to the consideration of his 
own. For such is the native pride of us all, that we invariably esteem ourselves righteous, 
innocent, wise, and holy, till we are convinced by clear proofs of our unrighteousness, turpitude, 
folly, and impurity. But we are never thus convinced, while we confine our attention to ourselves 
and regard not the Lord, who is the only standard by which this judgment ought to be formed."... 
 
Rational Proofs to Establish the Belief in the Scripture. 
 
(Book I. ch. 8, 1, d 2.) 
 
1. "Without this certainty [that is, the testimony of the Holy Spirit], better and stronger than any 
human judgment, in vain will the authority of the Scripture be either defended by arguments, or 
established by the consent of the Church, or confirmed by any other supports; since, unless the 
foundation be laid, it remains in perpetual suspense. Whilst, on the contrary, when regarding it in 
a different point of view from common things, we have once religiously received it in a manner 
worthy of its excellence, we shall then derive great assistance from things which before were not 
sufficient to establish the certainty of it in our minds. For it is admirable to observe how much it 
conduces to our confirmation, attentively to study the order and disposition of the divine wisdom 
dispensed in it, the heavenly nature of its doctrine, which never savors of anything terrestrial, the 
beautiful agreement of all the parts with each other, and other similar characters adapted to 
conciliate respect to any writings. But our hearts are more strongly confirmed, when we reflect 
that we are constrained to admire it more by the dignity of the subjects than by the beauties of the 
language. For even this did not happen without the particular providence of God, that the sublime 
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven should be communicated, for the most part, in a humble and 
contemptible style: lest if they had been illustrated with more of the splendor of eloquence, the 
impious might cavil that their triumph is only the triumph of eloquence. Now, since that 
uncultivated and almost rude simplicity procures itself more reverence than all the graces of 
rhetoric, what opinion can we form, but that the force of truth in the sacred Scripture is too 



powerful to need the assistance of verbal art? Justly, therefore, does the apostle argue that the 
faith of the Corinthians was founded ‘not in the wisdom of men, but in the power of God,’ 
because his preaching among them was ‘not with enticing words of man’s wisdom, but in 
demonstration of the Spirit of power’.{1 Corinthians 2:4} For the truth is vindicated from every 
doubt, when, unassisted by foreign aid, it is sufficient for its own support. But that this is the 
peculiar property of the Scripture, appears from the insufficiency of any human compositions, 
however artificially polished, to make an equal impression on our minds. Read Demosthenes or 
Cicero; read Plato, Aristotle, or any others of that class; I grant that you will be attracted, 
delighted, moved, and enraptured by them in a surprising manner; but if, after reading them, you 
turn to the perusal of the sacred volume, whether you are willing or unwilling, it will affect you 
so powerfully, it will so penetrate your heart, and impress itself so strongly on your mind, that, 
compared with its energetic influence, the beauties of rhetoricians and philosophers will almost 
entirely disappear; so that it is easy to perceive something divine in the sacred Scriptures, which 
far surpass the highest attainments and ornaments of human industry." 
 
2. "I grant, indeed, that the diction of some of the prophets is neat and elegant, and even splendid; 
so that they are not inferior in eloquence to the heathen writers. And by such examples the Holy 
Spirit hath been pleased to show that he was not deficient in eloquence, though elsewhere he hath 
used a rude and homely style. But whether we read David, Isaiah, and others that resemble them, 
who have a sweet and pleasant flow of words, or Amos, the herdsman, Jeremiah, and Zechariah, 
whose rougher language savors of rusticity; that majesty of the Spirit which I have mentioned is 
everywhere conspicuous.... With respect to the sacred Scripture, though presumptuous men try to 
cavil at various passages, yet it is evidently replete with sentences which are beyond the powers 
of human conception. Let all the prophets be examined, not one will be found who has not far 
surpassed the ability of men; so that those to whom their doctrine is insipid must be accounted 
utterly destitute of all true taste..." 
 
11. "If we proceed to the New Testament, by what solid foundations is its truth supported? Three 
evangelists recite their history in a low and mean style. Many proud men are disgusted with that 
simplicity because they attend not to the principal points of doctrine; whence it were easy to infer, 
that they treat of heavenly mysteries which are above human capacity. They who have a spark of 
ingenuous modesty will certainly be ashamed, if they peruse the first chapter of Luke. Now the 
discourses of Christ, a concise summary of which is comprised in these three evangelists, easily 
exempt their writings from contempt. But John, thundering from his sublimity, more powerfully 
than any thunderbolt, levels to the dust the obstinacy of those whom he does not compel to the 
obedience of faith. Let all those censorious critics, whose supreme pleasure consists in banishing 
all reverence for the Scripture out of their own hearts and the hearts of others, come forth to 
public view. Let them read the Gospel of John: whether they wish it or not, they will there find 
numerous passages, which, at least, arouse their indolence and which will even imprint a horrible 
brand on their consciences to restrain their ridicule; similar is the method of Paul and of Peter, in 
whose writings, though the greater part be obscure, yet their heavenly majesty attracts universal 
attention. But this one circumstance raises their doctrine sufficiently above the world, that 
Matthew, who had before been confined to the profit of his table, and Peter and John, who had 
been employed in fishing-boats, all plain, unlettered men, had learned nothing in any human 
school which they could communicate to others. And Paul, from not only a professed but a cruel 
and sanguinary enemy, being converted to a new man, proves by his sudden and unhoped-for 
change, that he was constrained, by a command from heaven, to vindicate that doctrine which he 
had before opposed. Let these deny that the Holy Spirit descended on the apostles; or, at least, let 
them dispute the credibility of the history: yet the fact itself loudly proclaims that they were 
taught by the Spirit, who, though before despised as some of the meanest of the people, suddenly 
began to discourse in such a magnificent manner on the mysteries of heaven..." 



 
13. "Wherefore, the Scripture will then only be effectual to produce the saving knowledge of 
God, when the certainty of it shall be founded on the internal persuasion of the Holy Spirit. Thus 
those human testimonies, which contribute to its confirmation, will not be useless, if they follow 
that first and principal proof, as secondary aids to our imbecility. But those persons betray great 
folly, who wish it to be demonstrated to infidels that the Scripture is the Word of God, which 
cannot be known without faith. Augustin, therefore, justly observes, that piety and peace of mind 
ought to precede in order that a man may understand somewhat of such great subjects." 
 
Meditation on the Future Life. 
 
(Book III. ch. 9, 1, 3, 6.) 
 
1. "With whatever kind of tribulation we may be afflicted, we should always keep the end in 
view; to habituate ourselves to a contempt of the present life, that we may thereby be excited to 
meditation on that which is to come. For the Lord, well knowing our strong natural inclination to 
a brutish love of the world, adopts a most excellent method to reclaim us and rouse us from one 
insensibility that we may not be too tenaciously attached to that foolish affection. There is not one 
of us who is not desirous of appearing through the whole course of his life, to aspire and strive 
after celestial immortality. For we are ashamed of excelling in no respect the brutal herds, whose 
condition would not be at all inferior to ours, unless there remained to us a hope of eternity after 
death. But if you examine the designs, pursuits, and actions of every individual, you will find 
nothing in them but what is terrestrial. Hence that stupidity, that the mental eyes, dazzled with the 
vain splendor of riches, powers, and honors, cannot see to any considerable distance. The heart 
also, occupied and oppressed with avarice, ambition, and other inordinate desires, cannot rise to 
any eminence. In a word, the whole soul, fascinated by carnal allurements, seeks its felicity on 
earth." 
 
"To oppose this evil, the Lord, by continual lessons of miseries, teaches his children the vanity of 
the present life. That they may not promise themselves profound and secure peace in it, therefore 
he permits them to be frequently disquieted and infested with wars or tumults, with robberies or 
other injuries. That they may not aspire with too much avidity after transient and uncertain riches, 
or depend on those which they possess, sometimes by exile, sometimes by the sterility of the 
land, sometimes by a conflagration, sometimes by other means, he reduces them to indigence, or 
at least confines them within the limits of mediocrity. That they may not be too complacently 
delighted with conjugal blessings, he either causes them to be distressed with the wickedness of 
their wives, or humbles them with a wicked offspring, or afflicts them with want or loss of 
children. But if in all these things he is more indulgent to them, yet that they may not be inflated 
with vainglory, or improper confidence, he shows them by diseases and dangers the unstable and 
transitory nature of all mortal blessings. We therefore truly derive advantages from the discipline 
of the cross, only when we learn that this life, considered in itself, is unquiet, turbulent, miserable 
in numberless instances, and in no respect altogether happy; and that all its reputed blessings are 
uncertain, transient, vain, and adulterated with a mixture of many evils; and in consequence of 
this at once conclude that nothing can be sought or expected on earth but conflict, and that when 
we think of a crown we must raise our eyes toward heaven. For it must be admitted that the mind 
is never seriously excited to desire and meditate on the future life, without having previously 
imbibed a contempt of the present..." 
 
3. "But the faithful should accustom themselves to such a contempt of the present life, as may not 
generate either hatred of life or ingratitude towards God himself. For this life, though it is replete 
with innumerable miseries, is yet deservedly reckoned among the divine blessings which must not 



be despised. Wherefore if we discover nothing of the divine beneficence in it, we are already 
guilty of no small ingratitude towards God himself. But to the faithful especially it should be a 
testimony of the divine benevolence, since the whole of it is destined to the advancement of their 
salvation. For before he openly discovers to us the inheritance of eternal glory, he intends to 
reveal himself as our Father in inferior instances; and those are the benefits which he daily 
confers on us. Since this life, then, is subservient to a knowledge of the divine goodness, shall we 
fastidiously scorn it as though it contained no particle of goodness in it? We must, therefore, have 
this sense and affection, to class it among the bounties of the divine benignity which are not to be 
rejected. For if Scripture testimonies were wanting, which are very numerous and clear, even 
nature itself exhorts us to give thanks to the Lord for having introduced us to the light of life, for 
granting us the use of it, and giving us all the helps necessary to its preservation. And it is a far 
superior reason for gratitude, if we consider that here we are in some measure prepared for the 
glory of the heavenly kingdom. For the Lord has ordained that they who are to be hereafter 
crowned in heaven, must first engage in conflicts on earth, that they may not triumph without 
having surmounted the difficulties of warfare and obtained the victory. Another reason is, that 
here we begin in various blessings to taste the sweetness of the divine benignity, that our hope 
and desire may be excited after the full revelation of it. When we have come to this conclusion, 
that our life in this world is a gift of the divine clemency, which as we owe it to him, we ought to 
remember with gratitude, it will then be time for us to descend to a consideration of its most 
miserable condition, that we may be delivered from excessive cupidity, to which, as has been 
observed, we are naturally inclined..." 
 
6. "It is certainly true that the whole family of the faithful, as long as they dwell on earth, must be 
accounted as ‘sheep for the slaughter’, {Romans 8:36} that they may be conformed to Christ their 
Head. Their state, therefore, would be extremely deplorable, if they did not elevate their thoughts 
towards heaven, to rise above all sublunary things, and look beyond present appearances. {1 
Corinthians 15:19} On the contrary, when they have once raised their heads above this world, 
although they see the impious flourishing in riches and honors, and enjoying the most profound 
tranquillity; though they see them boasting of their splendor and luxury, and behold them 
abounding in every delight; though they may also be harassed by their wickedness, insulted by 
their pride, defrauded by their avarice, and may receive from them any other lawless 
provocations; yet they will find no difficulty in supporting themselves even under such calamities 
as these. For they will keep in view that day when the Lord will receive his faithful servants into 
his peaceful kingdom; will wipe every tear from their eyes, {Isaiah 25:8 Revelation 7:17} invest 
them with robes of joy, adorn them with crowns of glory, entertain them with his ineffable 
delights, exalt them to fellowship with His Majesty, and, in a word, honor them with a 
participation of his happiness. But the impious, who have been great in this world, he will 
precipitate down to the lowest ignominy; he will change their delights into torments, and their 
laughter and mirth into weeping and gnashing of teeth; he will disturb their tranquillity with 
dreadful agonies of conscience, and will punish their delicacy with inextinguishable fire, and 
even put them in subjection to the pious, whose patience they have abused. For, according to 
Paul, it is a righteous thing with God, to recompense tribulation to those that trouble the saints, 
and rest to those who are troubled, when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven. {2 
Thessalonians 1:6,7} This is our only consolation, and deprived of this, we must of necessity 
either sink into despondency of mind, or solace ourselves to our own destruction with the vain 
pleasures of the world. For even the psalmist confesses that he staggered, when he was too much 
engaged in contemplating the present prosperity of the impious; and that he could no otherwise 
establish himself, till he entered the sanctuary of God, and directed his views to the last end of the 
godly and of the wicked." {Psalm 73:2, etc.} 
 



"To conclude in one word, the cross of Christ triumphs in the hearts of believers over the devil 
and the flesh, over sin and impious men, only when their eyes are directed to the power of the 
resurrection." 
 
Christian Liberty. 
 
(Book 3, ch. 19, 9.) 
 
1. "It must be carefully observed, that Christian liberty is in all its branches a spiritual thing; all 
the virtue of which consists in appeasing terrified consciences before God, whether they are 
disquieted and solicitous concerning the remission of their sins, or are anxious to know if their 
works, which are imperfect and contaminated by the defilements of the flesh, be acceptable to 
God, or are tormented concerning the use of things that are indifferent. Wherefore those are guilty 
of perverting its meaning, who either make it the pretext of their irregular appetites, that they may 
abuse the divine blessings to the purposes of sensuality, or who suppose that there is no liberty 
but what is used before men, and therefore in the exercise of it totally disregard their weak 
brethren." 
 
2. "The former of these sins is the more common in the present age. There is scarcely any one 
whom his wealth permits to be sumptuous, who is not delighted with luxurious splendor in his 
entertainments, in his dress, and in his buildings; who does not desire a pre-eminence in every 
species of luxury; who does not strangely flatter himself on his elegance. And all these things are 
defended under the pretext of Christian liberty. They allege that they are things indifferent. This, I 
admit, provided they be indifferently used. But where they are too ardently coveted, proudly 
boasted, or luxuriously lavished, these things, of themselves otherwise indifferent, are completely 
polluted by such vices. This passage of Paul makes an excellent distinction respecting things 
which are indifferent: ‘Unto the pure, all things are pure: but unto them that are defiled and 
unbelieving, is nothing pure; but even their mind and conscience is defiled’.{Titus 1:15} For why 
are curses denounced on rich men, who ‘receive their consolation,’ who are ‘satiated,’ who ‘now 
laugh,’ who ‘lie on beds of ivory,’ who ‘join field to field,’ who ‘have the harp and lyre, and the 
tabret, and wine in their feasts?’.{Luke 6:24,25 Am 6:1 Isaiah 5:8} Ivory and gold and riches of 
all kinds are certainly blessings of divine providence, not only permitted, but expressly designed 
for the use of men; nor are we anywhere prohibited to laugh, or to be satiated with food, or to 
annex new possessions to those already enjoyed by ourselves or by our ancestors, or to be 
delighted with musical harmony, or to drink wine. This, indeed, is true; but amidst an abundance 
of all things, to be immersed in sensual delights, to inebriate the heart and mind with present 
pleasures, and perpetually to grasp at new ones, these things are very remote from a legitimate 
use of the divine blessings. Let them banish, therefore, immoderate cupidity, excessive profusion, 
vanity, and arrogance; that with a pure conscience they may make a proper use of the gifts of 
God. When their hearts shall be formed to this sobriety, they will have a rule for the legitimate 
enjoyment of them. On the contrary, without this moderation, even the common pleasures of the 
vulgar are chargeable with excess. For it is truly observed, that a proud heart frequently dwells 
under coarse and ragged garments, and that simplicity and humility are sometimes concealed 
under purple and fine linen." 
 
3. "Let all men in their respective stations, whether of poverty, of competence, or of splendor, live 
in the remembrance of this truth, that God confers his blessings on them for the support of life, 
not of luxury; and let them consider this as the law of Christian liberty, that they learn the lesson 
which Paul had learned, when he said: ‘I have learned, in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be 
content. I know both how to be abased, and I know how to abound: everywhere and in all things I 



am intrusted, both to be full and to be hungry, both to abound and to suffer need’."{Philippians 
4:11,12} 
 
The Doctrine of Election. 
 
(Book 3, ch. 21, 1.) 
 
1. "Nothing else [than election by free grace] will be sufficient to produce in us suitable humility, 
or to impress us with a due sense of our great obligations to God. Nor is there any other basis for 
solid confidence, even according to the authority of Christ, who, to deliver us from all fear and 
render us invincible amidst so many dangers, snares, and deadly conflicts, promises to preserve in 
safety all whom the Father has committed to his care... The discussion of predestination, a subject 
of itself rather intricate, is made very perplexed and therefore dangerous by human curiosity, 
which no barriers can restrain from wandering into forbidden labyrinths, and soaring beyond its 
sphere, as if determined to leave none of the divine secrets unscrutinized or unexplored.... The 
secrets of God’s will which he determined to reveal to us, he discovers in his Word; and these are 
all that he foresaw would concern us, or conduce to our advantage..." 
 
2. "Let us bear in mind, that to desire any other knowledge of predestination than what is 
unfolded in the Word of God, indicates as great folly, as a wish to walk through impassable roads, 
or to see in the dark. Nor let us be ashamed to be ignorant of some things relative to a subject in 
which there is a kind of learned ignorance (aliqua docta ignorantia)..." 
 
3. "Others desirous of remedying this evil, will leave all mention of predestination to be as it were 
buried... Though their moderation is to be commended in judging that mysteries ought to be 
handled with such great sobriety, yet as they descend too low, they leave little influence on the 
mind of man which refuses to submit to unreasonable restraints... The Scripture is the school of 
the Holy Spirit, in which as nothing necessary and useful to be known is omitted, so nothing is 
taught which it is not beneficial to know... Let us permit the Christian man to open his heart and 
his ears to all the discourses addressed to him by God, only with this moderation, that as soon as 
the Lord closes his sacred mouth, he shall also desist from further inquiry... ‘The secret things,’ 
says Moses, {Deuteronomy 29:29} ‘belong unto the Lord our God: but those things which are 
revealed belong unto us, and to our children for ever, that we may do all the words of his law.’" 
 
5. "Predestination, by which God adopts some to the hope of life, and adjudges others to eternal 
death, no one, desirous of the credit of piety, dares absolutely to deny... Predestination we call the 
eternal decree of God, by which he has determined in himself, what he would have to become of 
every individual of mankind. For they are not all created with a similar destiny; but eternal life is 
fore-ordained for some, and eternal damnation for others. Every man, therefore, being created for 
one or the other of these ends, we say, he is predestinated either to life or to death. This God has 
not only testified in particular persons, but has given as specimen of it in the whole posterity of 
Abraham, which should evidently show the future condition of every nation to depend upon his 
decision." {Deuteronomy 32:8,9} 
 
{452} Kampschulte, a Roman Catholic historian, and others, call him "the Aristotle;" Martin, a 
liberal French historian, and others, call him—more appropriately—"the Thomas Aquinas," of 
Protestantism. 
 
{453} Florimond de Raemond: "l’Alcoran ou plutot le Talmud de l’heresie." 
 
{454} See the testimonies of Bossuet, and especially of Kampschulte, quoted in 68, p. 285 sq. 



 
{455} "Videmur nobis agnoscere, dominum instituisse tui ustum ecclesiis suis uberrimum 
concedere, eisque tuo ministerio latissime commodare." Herminjard, IV. 118. 
 
{456} Dogmengeschichte, vol. III. 27. 
 
{457} Kirchengeschichte, p. 405 (11th edition). 
 
{458} Many editors print, as a motto, the distich of the Hungarian, Paul Thurius: 
 
Praeter apostolicas post Christi temporachartas, 
 
Huic peperere libro saecula nulla parem. 
 
{459} I have made use of the faithful translation of John Allen, compared with the Latin original. 
 
{460} He himself gives in the preface to the last edition the following account of the successive 
improvements of the work: "In the first edition of this work, not expecting that success which the 
Lord in his infinite goodness hath given, I handled the subject for the most part in a superficial 
manner, as is usual in small treatises. But when I understood that it had obtained from almost all 
pious persons such a favorable acceptance as I never could have presumed to wish, much less to 
hope, while I was conscious of receiving far more attention than I had deserved, I thought it 
would evince great ingratitude, if I did not endeavor at least, according to my humble ability, to 
make some suitable return for the attentions paid to me; —attentions of themselves calculated to 
stimulate my industry. Nor did I attempt this only in the second edition, but in every succeeding 
one the work has been improved by some farther enlargements. But though I repented not the 
labor then devoted to it, yet I never satisfied myself till it was arranged in the order in which it is 
now published. And I trust I have here presented to my readers what their judgments will unite in 
approving. Of my diligent application to the accomplishment of this service for the Church of 
God, I can produce abundant proof. For, last winter, when I thought that a quartan ague would 
speedily terminate in my death, the more my disorder increased, the less I spared myself till I had 
finished this book, to leave it behind me as some grateful return to such kind solicitations of the 
religious public. Indeed, I would rather it had been done sooner, but it is soon enough, if well 
enough. I shall think it has appeared at the proper time, when I shall find it to have been more 
beneficial than before to the Church of God. This is my only wish." 
 
{461} See the quotations of the several passages bearing upon this doctrine in Schweizer’s 
Centraldogmen, I. 150-152, and in Stahelin, I. 66-68.  



80. From Basel to Ferrara. The Duchess Renee. 
 
Shortly after, if not before, the publication of his great work, in March, 1536, Calvin, in company 
with Louis du Tillet, crossed the Alps to Italy, the classical soil of the literary and artistic 
Renaissance. He hoped to aid the cause of the religious Renaissance. He went to Italy as an 
evangelist, not as a monk, like Luther, who learned at Rome a practical lesson of the working of 
the papacy. 
 
He spent a few months in Ferrara at the brilliant court of the Duchess Renee or Renata (1511-
1575), the second daughter of Louis XII., of France, and made a deep and permanent impression 
on her. She had probably heard of him through Queen Marguerite and invited him to a visit. She 
was a small and deformed, but noble, pious, and highly accomplished lady, like her friends, 
Queen Marguerite and Vittoria Colonna. She gathered around her the brightest wits of the 
Renaissance, from Italy and France, but she sympathized still more with the spirit of the 
Reformation, and was fairly captivated by Calvin. She chose him as the guide of her conscience, 
and consulted him hereafter as a spiritual father as long as he lived. {462} He discharged this duty 
with the frankness and fidelity of a Christian pastor. Nothing can be more manly and honorable 
than his letters to her. Guizot affirms, from competent knowledge, that "the great Catholic 
bishops, who in the seventeenth century directed the consciences of the mightiest men in France, 
did not fulfil the difficult task with more Christian firmness, intelligent justice and knowledge of 
the world than Calvin displayed in his intercourse with the Duchess of Ferrara." {463} 
 
Renan wonders that such a stern moralist should have exercised a lasting influence over such a 
lady, and attributes it to the force of conviction. But the bond of union was deeper. She 
recognized in Calvin the man who could satisfy her spiritual nature and give her strength and 
comfort to fight the battle of life, to face the danger of the Inquisition, to suffer imprisonment, 
and after the death of her husband and her return to France (1559) openly to confess and to 
maintain the evangelical faith under most trying circumstances when her own son-in-law, the 
Duke of Guise, carried on a war of extermination against the Reformation. She continued to 
correspond with Calvin very freely, and his last letter in French, twenty-three days before his 
death, was directed to her. She was in Paris during the dreadful massacre of St. Bartholomew, and 
succeeded in saving the lives of some prominent Huguenots. {464} 
 
Threatened by the Inquisition which then began its work of crushing out both the Renaissance 
and the Reformation, as two kindred serpents, Calvin bent his way, probably through Aosta (the 
birthplace of Anselm of Canterbury) and over the Great St. Bernard, to Switzerland. 
 
An uncertain tradition connects with this journey a persecution and flight of Calvin in the valley 
of Aosta, which was commemorated five years later (1541) by a memorial cross with the 
inscription "Calvini Fuga." {465} 
 
At Basel he parted from Du Tillet and paid a last visit to his native town to make a final 
settlement of family affairs. {466} 
 
Then he left France, with his younger brother Antoine and his sister Marie, forever, hoping to 
settle down in Basel or Strassburg and to lead there the quiet life of a scholar and author. Owing 
to the disturbances of war between Charles V. and Francis I., which closed the direct route 
through Lorraine, he had to take a circuitous journey through Geneva. 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{462} Beza (xxi. 123): "Illam [Ferrariensem Ducissam] in vero pietatis studio confirmavit, ut 
eum postea vivum semper dilexerit, ac nunc quoque superstes gratae in defunctum memoriae 
specimen edat luculentum." Colladon (53) speaks likewise of the high esteem in which the 
Duchess, then still living, held Calvin before and after his death. Bolsec in his libel (Ch. v. 30), 
mentions the visit to Ferrara, but suggests a mercenary, motive. "Calvin," he says, "s’en alla vers 
Allemaigne et Itallie: cherchant son adventure, et passa par la ville de Ferrare, ou il receut 
quelque aumone de Madame la Duchesse." 
 
{463} St. Louis and Calvin, p. 207. He adds: "And the duchess was not the only, person towards 
whom he fulfilled this duty of a Christian pastor. His correspondence shows that he exercised a 
similar influence, in a spirit equally lofty and judicious, over the consciences of many 
Protestants." 
 
{464} See the correspondence in the Letters by Bonnet, and in the Strassburg-Braunschweig 
edition. On Renee and her relation to Calvin see Henry, I. 159, 450-454; III. Beilage 142-153; in 
his smaller work, 62-69; 478-483; Stahelin, I. 94-108; Sophia W. Weitzel, Renee of France, 
Duchess of Ferrara, New York, 1883; and Theod. Schott, in Herzog, ii XII. 693-701. 
 
{465} In the city of Aosta, near the Croix-de-Ville, stands a column eight feet high, surmounted 
by a cross of stone, with the following inscription: 
 
Hanc 
 
Calvini Fuga 
 
erexit 
 
Anno MDXLI 
 
Religionis Constantia 
 
Reparavit 
 
Anno MDCCXLI. 
 
The inscription was renewed again in 1841, with the following addition (according to Merle 
d’Aubigne, who saw it himself, vol. V. 531): 
 
Civium Munificentia 
 
Renovavit Et Adornavit. 
 
Anno MDCCCXLI. 
 
"Religionis constantia" must refer to the Roman faith which drove Calvin and his heresy away. 
Dr. Merle d’Aubigne accepts Calvin’s flight on the ground of this monumental testimony as a 
historical fact, but the silence of Calvin, Beza, and Colladon throws doubt on it. See J. Bonnet, 



Calvin au Val d’Aosta, 1861; A. Rilliet, Lettre a Mr. Merle d’Aubignesur deux points obscure de 
la vie de Calvin, 1864; Stahelin, I. 110; Kampschulte, I. 280 (note); La France Prof., III. 520; 
Thomas M’Crie, The Early Years of Calvin pp. 95 and 104. 
 
Fontana: "Documenti del archivio vaticano e dell’ Estenso circa soggiorno di Calvino a Ferrara, 
1885. Comba in "Rivista christiana," 1885; Sandovini in Rivista stor. italiana," 1887. 
 
{466} This visit to Noyon is mentioned by Beza in the Latin Vita, who adds that he then brought 
his only surviving brother Antoine, with him to Geneva (XXI. 125). Colladon (58) agrees, and 
informs us that Calvin left Du Tillet at Basel, who from there went to Neuchatel. In his French 
Life of C., Beza omits the journey to France: "A son retour d’Italie... il passa a la bonne heure 
par ceste ville de Geneve."  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER X. 
 
CALVIN’S FIRST SOJOURN AND LABORS IN GENEVA. 1536-1538. 
 
From 1536, and especially from 1541, we have, besides the works and letters of Calvin and his 
correspondents and other contemporaries, important sources of authentic information in the 
following documents: — 
 
1. Registres du Conseil de Geneve, from 1536-1564. Tomes 29-58. 
 
2. Registres des actes de bapteme et de marriage, preserved in the archives of the city of Geneva. 
 
3. Registres des actes du Consistoie de Geneve, of which Calvin was a permanent member. 
 
4. Registres de la Venerable Compagnie, or the Ministerium of Geneva. 
 
5. The Archives of Bern, Zurich, and Basel, of that period, especially those of Bern, which stood 
in close connection with Geneva and exercised a sort of protectorate over Church and State. 
 
From these sources the Strassburg editors of Calvin’s Works have carefully compiled the Annales 
Calviniani, in vol. XXI. (or vol. XII. of Thesaurus Epistolicus Calvinianus), 185-818 (published 
1879). The same volume contains also the biographies of Calvin by Beza (French and Latin) and 
Colladon (French), the epitaphia, and a Notice Litteraire, 1-178. 
 
J. H. Albert RILLIET: Le premier sejour de Calvin a Geneve. In his and Dufour’s ed. of Calvin’s 
French Catechism. Geneva, 1878.—Henry, vol. I. chs. VIII. and IX.—Dyer, ch.III.—Stahelin, I. 
122 sqq. Kampschulte, I. 278-320.—Merle D’Aubigne, bk. XI. chs. I.-XIV. 
 

81. Calvin’s Arrival and Settlement at Geneva. 
 
Calvin arrived at Geneva in the later part of July, 1536, {467} two months after the Reformation 
had been publicly introduced (May 21). 
 
He intended to stop only a night, as he says, but Providence had decreed otherwise. It was the 
decisive hour of his life which turned the quiet scholar into an active reformer. 
 
His presence was made known to Farel through the imprudent zeal of Du Tillet, who had come 
from Basel via Neuchatel, and remained in Geneva for more than a year. Farel instinctively felt 
that the providential man had come who was to complete and to save the Reformation of Geneva. 
He at once called on Calvin and held him fast, as by divine command. Calvin protested, pleading 
his youth, his inexperience, his need of further study, his natural timidity and bashfulness, which 
unfitted him for public action. But all in vain. Farel, "who burned of a marvellous zeal to advance 
the Gospel," threatened him with the curse of Almighty God if he preferred his studies to the 
work of the Lord, and his own interest to the cause of Christ. Calvin was terrified and shaken by 
these words of the fearless evangelist, and felt "as if God from on high had stretched out his 
hand." He submitted, and accepted the call to the ministry, as teacher and pastor of the 
evangelical Church of Geneva. {468} 



 
It was an act of obedience, a sacrifice of his desires to a sense of duty, of his will to the will of 
God. 
 
Farel gave the Reformation to Geneva, and gave Calvin to Geneva—two gifts by which he 
crowned his own work and immortalized his name, as one of the greatest benefactors of that city 
and of Reformed Christendom. 
 
Calvin was foreordained for Geneva, and Geneva for Calvin. Both have made, their calling and 
election sure. 
 
He found in the city on Lake Leman "a tottering republic, a wavering faith, a nascent Church." He 
left it a Gibraltar of Protestantism, a school of nations and churches. {469} 
 
The city had then only about twelve thousand inhabitants, but by her situation on the borders of 
France and Switzerland, her recent deliverance from political and ecclesiastical despotism, and 
her raw experiments in republican self-government, she offered rare advantages for the solution 
of the great social and religious problems which agitated Europe. 
 
Calvin’s first labors in that city were an apparent failure. The Genevese were not ready yet and 
expelled him, but after a few years they recalled him. They might have expelled him again and 
forever; for he was poor, feeble, and unprotected. But they gradually yielded to the moulding 
force of his genius and character. Those who call him "the pope of Geneva" involuntarily pay him 
the highest compliment. His success was achieved by moral and spiritual means, and stands 
almost alone in history. 
 
{467} Not in August (as stated by Beza, Annal. 126, 203, and most biographers). He went to 
Basel for two weeks (August 4-19), and returned to Geneva, according to promise, about the 
middle of August, for settlement. See his letter to Daniel, Oct. 13, 1536, in Herminjard, IV. 87; 
comp. 77 note; also Rilliet and Roget. 
 
{468} Beza (Vita, XXI. 125): "At ego tibi, inquit [Farellus], studia tua praetexenti denuncio 
omnipotentis Dei nomine futurum ut, nisi in opus istud Domini nobiscum incumbas, tibi non tam 
Christum quam te ipsum quaerenti Dominus maledicat. Hac terribili denunciatione territus, 
Calvinus sese presbyterii et magistratus voluntati permisit, quorum suffragiis, accedente plebis 
consensu, delectus non concionator tantum (hoc autem primum recusarat), sed etiam sacrarum 
literarum doctor, quod unum admittebat, est designatus anno Domini MDXXXVI. mense 
Augusto." With this should be compared Calvin’s own account in the Preface to his commentary 
on the Psalms, and Ann. Calv. 203 sq. Merle d’Aubigne, at the close of vol. V. 534-550, gives a 
dramatic description of Calvin’s first arrival and interview with Farel at Geneva, with some 
embellishments of his imagination. 
 
{469} Michelet has an eloquent chapter on the transformation of Geneva by Calvin, who made it 
from a city of pleasure and commerce "a fabric of saints and martyrs," a "ville etonnante a tout 
etait flamme et priere, lecture, travail, austerite" (XI. 96).  



82. First Labors and Trials. 
 
Calvin began his labors, Sept. 5, 1536, by a course of expository lectures on the Epistles of Paul 
and other books of the New Testament, which he delivered in the Church of St. Peter in the 
afternoon. They were heard with increasing attention. He had a rare gift of teaching, and the 
people were hungry for religious instruction. 
 
After a short time he assumed also the office of pastor which he had at first declined. 
 
The Council was asked by Farel to provide a suitable support for their new minister, but they 
were slow to do it, not dreaming that he would become the most distinguished citizen, and calling 
him simply "that Frenchman." {470} He received little or no salary till Feb. 13, 1537, when the 
Council voted him six gold crowns. {471} 
 
Calvin accompanied Farel in October to the disputation at Lausanne, which decided the 
Reformation in the Canton de Vaud, but took little part in it, speaking only twice. Farel was the 
senior pastor, twenty years older, and took the lead. But with rare humility and simplicity he 
yielded very soon to the superior genius of his young friend. He was contented to have conquered 
the territory for the renewed Gospel, and left it to him to cultivate the same and to bring order out 
of the political and ecclesiastical chaos. He was willing to decrease, that Calvin might increase. 
Calvin, on his part, treated him always with affectionate regard and gratitude. There was not a 
shadow of envy or jealousy between them. 
 
The third Reformed preacher was Courault, formerly an Augustinian monk, who, like Calvin, had 
fled from France to Basel, in 1534, and was called to Geneva to replace Viret. Though very old 
and nearly blind, he showed as much zeal and energy as his younger colleagues. Saunier, the 
rector of the school, was an active sympathizer, and soon afterwards Cordier, Calvin’s beloved 
teacher, assumed the government of the school and effectively aided the ministers in their 
arduous work. Viret came occasionally from the neighboring Lausanne. Calvin’s brother, and his 
relative Olivetan, who joined them at Geneva, increased his influence. 
 
The infant Church of Geneva had the usual trouble with the Anabaptists. Two of their preachers 
came from Holland and gained some influence. But after an unfruitful disputation they were 
banished by the large Council from the territory of the city as early as March, 1537. {472} 
 
A more serious trouble was created by Peter Caroli, a doctor of the Sorbonne, an unprincipled, 
vain, and quarrelsome theological adventurer and turncoat, who changed his religion several 
times, led a disorderly life, and was ultimately reconciled to the pope and released from his 
concubine, as he called his wife. He had fled from Paris to Geneva in 1535, became pastor at 
Neuchatel, where he married, and then at Lausanne. He raised the charge of Arianism against 
Farel and Calvin at a synod in Lausanne, May, 1537, {473} because they avoided in the 
Confession the metaphysical terms Trinity and Person, (though Calvin did use them in his 
Institutio and his Catechism,) and because they refused, at Caroli’s dictation, to sign the 
Athanasian Creed with its damnatory clauses, which are unjust and uncharitable. Calvin was 
incensed at his arrogant and boisterous conduct and charged him with atheism. "Caroli," he said, 
"quarrels with us about the nature of God and the distinction of the persons; but I carry the matter 
further and ask him, whether he believes in the Deity at all? For I protest before God and man that 
he has no more faith in the Divine Word than a dog or a pig that tramples under foot holy things". 
{Matthew 7:6} This is the first manifestation of his angry temper and of that contemptuous tone 



which characterizes his polemical writings. He handed in with his colleagues a confession on the 
Trinity. {474} The synod after due consideration was satisfied with their orthodoxy, and declared 
Caroli convicted of calumny and unworthy of the ministry. He died in a hospital at Rome. {475} 
 
{470} "Ille Gallus." Annal. Calv. XXI. 204. The Registers were then kept in Latin, but after 1537, 
in French. The native languages superseded the Latin with the progress of the Reformation. 
 
{471} Under that date the Registres du Cons. report: "Icy est parlede Calvinus qu’il na encore 
guere reaceu et estearresteque l’on luy delivre ung six escus soleil" (Annal. 208). 
 
{472} Ann. 208-210."conseil des Deux-cents (Lundi 19 Mars). Fuit propositum negotium illorum 
Katabaptistarum sur lesquelz a-esteadviseque iceulx et tous aultres de leur secte soyent 
perpetuellement bannys de ceste citeet terres dicelle sus poenne de la vye." They were asked to 
recant, but answered that their conscience did not allow it, whereupon they were, "perpetually 
banished." 
 
{473} The troubles with Caroli began in January, 1537; the synod convened May 13. Opera, X. 
82, sqq.; letter of Farel, p. 102, of Calvin, 107; Annal. 207 and 211. Kampschulte (I. 296) gives a 
wrong date (March). 
 
{474} Confessio de Trinitate propter calumnias P. Caroli, signed by Farel, Calvin, and Viret, and 
approved by Capito, Bucer, Myconius, and Grynaeus, in Opera, IX. 703-710. 
 
{475} On the controversies with Caroli, see Beza, Vita, in Op. XXI. 126 sq.; Letters, Nos. 638, 
640, 644, 645, 665, in the 4th. vol. of Herminjard; Ruchat, vol. v.; Henry, I. 253; II. 37, 182; III. 
Beil., 209; and Merle d’Aubigne, VI. 362 sqq.  



83. The Reformers introduce Order and Discipline. 
 
Confession de la Foy laquelle tous les bourgeois et habitans de Geneve et subjectz du pays 
doyvent jurer de garder et tenir; extraicte de l’instruction dont on use en l’eglise de la dicte ville, 
1537. Confessio Fidei in quam jurare cives omnes Genevenses et qui sub civitatis ejus ditione 
agunt, jussi sunt. The French in Opera, vol. IX. 693-700 (and by Rilliet-Dufour, see below); the 
Latin in vol. V. 355-362. See also vol. XXII. 5 sqq. (publ. 1880). 
 
Le Catechisme de l’Eglise de Geneve, c’est a  dire le Formulaire d’instruire les enfans la 
Chretiente fait en maniere de dialogue ou le ministre interrogue et l’enfant respond. The first 
edition of 1537 is not divided into questions and answers, and bears the title Instruction et 
Confession de Foy dont on use en l’Eglise de Geneve. A copy of it was discovered by H. Bordier 
in Paris and published by Th. Dufour, together with the first ed. of the Confession de la Foy, at 
Geneva, 1878 (see below). A copy of a Latin ed. of 1545 had been previously found in the Ducal 
library at Gotha. 
 
Catechismus sive Christianae religionis institutio, communibus renatae nuper in evangelio 
Genevensis ecclesiae suffragiis recepta et vulgari quidem prius idiomate, nunc vero Latine etiam 
in lucem edita, Joanne Calvino auctore. The first draft, or Catechismus prior, was printed at 
Basel, 1538 (with a Latin translation of the Confession of 1537). Reprinted in Opera in both 
languages, vol. V. 313-364. The second or larger Catechism appeared in French, 1541, in Latin, 
1545, etc.; both reprinted in parallel columns, Opera, vol. VI. 1-160. 
 
(Niemeyer in his Coll. Conf. gives the Latin text of the larger Cat. together with the prayers and 
liturgical forms; comp. his Proleg. XXXVII.-XLI. Bockel in his Bekenntniss-Shriften der evang. 
Reform. Kirche gives a German version of the larger Cat., 127-172. An English translation was 
prepared by the Marian exiles, Geneva, 1556, and reprinted in Dunlop’s Confessions, II. 139-
272). 
 
Calvin had a hand in nearly all the French and Helvetic confessions of his age. See Opera, IX. 
693-772. 
 
*Albert Rilliet and Theophile Dufour: Le Catechisme franacais de Calvin publie en 1537, 
reimprime pour la premiere fois d’apres un exemplaire nouvellement retrouve, et suivi de la plus 
ancienne Confession de Foi de l’aglise de Geneve (avec un notice sur le premier sejour de Calvin 
a  Geneve, par Albert Rilliet, et une notice bibliographique sur le Catechisme et la Confession de 
Foi de Calvin, par Theophile Dufour), Geneve (H. Georg.), and Paris (Fischbacher), 1878, 16Â°. 
pp. cclxxxviii. and 146; reprinted in Opera, XXII. 
 
Schaff: Creeds of Christendom, I. 467 sqq. Stahelin, I. 124 sqq. Kampschulte, I. 284 sqq. Merle 
D’Aubigne, VI. 328-357. 
 
Geneva needed first of all a strong moral government on the doctrinal basis of the evangelical 
Reformation. The Genevese were a light-hearted, joyous people, fond of public amusements, 
dancing, singing, masquerades, and revelries. Reckless gambling, drunkenness, adultery, 
blasphemy, and all sorts of vice abounded. Prostitution was sanctioned by the authority of the 
State and superintended by a woman called the Reine du bordel. The people were ignorant. The 
priests had taken no pains to instruct them and had set them a bad example. To remedy these 
evils, a Confession of Faith and Discipline, and a popular Catechism were prepared, the first by 



Farel as the senior pastor, with the aid of Calvin; {476} the second by Calvin. Both were accepted 
and approved by the Council in November, 1536. {477} 
 
The Confession of Faith consists of twenty-one articles in which the chief doctrines of the 
evangelical faith are briefly and clearly stated for the comprehension of the people. It begins with 
the Word of God, as the rule of faith and practice, and ends with the duty to the civil magistracy. 
The doctrine of predestination and reprobation is omitted, but it is clearly taught that man is saved 
by the free grace of God without any merit (Art. 10). The necessity of discipline by admonition 
and excommunication for the conversion of the sinner is asserted (Art. 19). This subject gave 
much trouble in Geneva and other Swiss churches. The Confession prepared the way for fuller 
Reformed Confessions, as the Gallican, the Belgic, and the Second Helvetic. It was printed and 
distributed in April, 1537, and read every Sunday from the pulpits, to prepare the citizens for its 
adoption. {478} 
 
Calvin’s Catechism, which preceded the Confession, is an extract from his Institutes, but passed 
through several transformations. On his return from Strassburg he re-wrote it on a larger scale, 
and arranged it in questions and answers, or in the form of a dialogue between the teacher and the 
pupil. It was used for a long time in Reformed Churches and schools, and served a good purpose 
in promoting an intelligent piety and virtue by systematic biblical instruction. It includes an 
exposition of the Creed, the Decalogue, and the Lord’s Prayer. It is much fuller than Luther’s, but 
less adapted for children. Beza says that it was translated into German, English, Scotch, Belgic, 
Spanish, into Hebrew by E. Tremellius, and "most elegantly" into Greek by H. Stephanus. It 
furnished the basis and material for a number of similar works, especially the Anglican 
(Nowell’s), the Palatinate (Heidelberg), and the Westminster Catechisms, which gradually 
superseded it. 
 
Calvin has been called "the father of popular education and the inventor of free schools." {479} 
But he must share this honor with Luther and Zwingli. 
 
Besides the Confession and Catechism, the Reformed pastors (i.e. Farel, Calvin, and Courault) 
presented to the Council a memorial concerning the future organization and discipline of the 
Church of Geneva, recommending frequent and solemn celebration of the Lord’s Supper, at least 
once a month, alternately in the three principal churches, singing of Psalms, regular instruction of 
the youth, abolition of the papal marriage laws, the maintenance of public order, and the 
exclusion of unworthy communicants. {480} They regarded the apostolic custom of 
excommunication as necessary for the protection of the purity of the Church, but as it had been 
fearfully abused by the papal bishops, they requested the Council to elect a number of reliable, 
godly, and irreproachable citizens for the moral supervision of the different districts, and the 
exercise of discipline, in connection with the ministers, by private and public admonition, and, in 
case of stubborn disobedience, by excommunication from the privileges of church membership. 
 
On Jan. 16, 1537, the Great Council of Two Hundred issued a series of orders forbidding immoral 
habits, foolish songs, gambling, the desecration of the Lord’s Day, baptism by midwives, and 
directing that the remaining idolatrous images should be burned; but nothing was said about 
excommunication. {481} This subject became a bone of contention between the pastors and 
citizens and the cause of the expulsion of the Reformers. The election of syndics, Feb. 5, was 
favorable to them. 
 
The ministers were incessantly active in preaching, catechising, and visiting all classes of the 
people. Five sermons were preached every Sunday, two every week day, and were well attended. 
The schools were flourishing, and public morality was steadily rising. Saunier, in a school 



oration, praised the goodly city of Geneva which now added to her natural advantages of a 
magnificent site, a fertile country, a lovely lake, fine streets and squares, the crowning glory of 
the pure doctrine of the gospel. The magistrates showed a willingness to assist in the maintenance 
of discipline. A gambler was placed in the pillory with a chain around his neck. Three women 
were imprisoned for an improper head-dress. Even Franacois Bonivard, the famous patriot and 
prisoner of Chillon, was frequently warned on account of his licentiousness. Every open 
manifestation of sympathy with popery by carrying a rosary, or cherishing a sacred relic, or 
observing a saint’s day, was liable to punishment. The fame of Geneva went abroad and began to 
attract students and refugees. Before the close of 1537 English Protestants came to Geneva to, see 
Calvin and Farel. {482} 
 
On July 29, 1537, the Council of the Two Hundred ordered all the citizens, male and female, to 
assent to the Confession of Faith in the Church of St. Peter. {483} It was done by a large number. 
On Nov. 12, the Council even passed a measure to banish all who would not take the oath. {484} 
 
The Confession was thus to be made the law of Church and State. This is the first instance of a 
formal pledge to a symbolical book by a whole people. 
 
It was a glaring inconsistency that those who had just shaken off the yoke of popery as an 
intolerable burden, should subject their conscience and intellect to a human creed; in other words, 
substitute for the old Roman popery a modern Protestant popery. Of course, they sincerely 
believed that they had the infallible Word of God on their side; but they could not claim 
infallibility in its interpretation. The same inconsistency and intolerance was repeated a hundred 
years later on a much larger scale in the "Solemn League and Covenant" of the Scotch 
Presbyterians and English Puritans against popery and prelacy, and sanctioned in 1643 by the 
Westminster Assembly of Divines which vainly attempted to prescribe a creed, a Church polity, 
and a directory of worship for three nations. But in those days neither Protestants nor Catholics 
had any proper conception of religious toleration, much less of religious liberty, as an inalienable 
right of man. "The power of the magistrates ends where that of conscience begins." God alone is 
the Lord of conscience. 
 
The Calvinistic churches of modem times still require subscription to the Westminster standards, 
but only from the officers, and only in a qualified sense, as to substance of doctrine; while the 
members are admitted simply on profession of faith in Christ as their Lord and Saviour. {485} 
 
{476} Beza treats the Confession as a work of Calvin, but the Strassburg editors defend the 
authorship of Farel. Opera, XXII. Suppl. col. 11-18. Beza says (XXI. 126): "Tunc [i.e. after the 
disputation at Lausanne, 1536] edita est a Calvino Christianae doctrinae quaedam veluti formula, 
vixdum emergentie papatus sordibus Genevensi ecclesiae accomodata. Addidit etiam 
Catechismum, non illum in quaestiones et responsiones distributum, quem nunc habemus, sed 
alium multo breviorem praecipua religionis capita complexum." But the Catechism appeared two 
months before the Confession. "lam vero confessionem non sine ratione adjungendam 
curavimus." Calv., Opera, V. 319. Rilliet, l. c. p. IX.: "La Conf. de Foy n’a paru que quelques 
mois plus tard." The Confession is an extract from the Catechism, as the title says. Merle 
d’Aubigne (VI. 337) regards the confession as the joint work of Calvin and Farel. 
 
{477} Annal., 206, "Nov. 10. La confession acceptee. Vers la meme epoque premiere edition du 
catechisme." 
 
{478} Reg. du Cons. 17 and 27 avril, 1537. It had been previously examined and adopted in 
manuscript. 



 
{479} Among others by George Bancroft, in his Lit. and Hist. Miscellanies, p. 406: "Calvin was 
the father of popular education, the inventor of the system of free schools." 
 
{480} Memoire de Calvin et Farel sur l’organisation de l’eglise de Geneve. In the Registers of 
the Council, it is called "les articles donnes par M. G. Farel et les aultres predicans." The 
document was recently brought to light by Gaberel (Histoire de l’eglise de Geneve, 1858, Tom. I. 
102), reprinted in Opera, vol. X. Part I. 5-14. A summary is given by Merle d’Aubigne, VI. 340 
sqq. 
 
{481} Annal. Calv. 206 sq. 
 
{482} Bullinger’s letter to Farel and Calvin, Nov. 1, 1537 (in the Simler collection of Zurich), and 
in Op. X., Pt. I. 128, also in Herminjard, IV. 309. Bullinger recommends three worthy English 
students of the Bible, "Eliott, Buttler, and Partridge," who had spent some time in Zurich. 
Bullinger had made the acquaintance of Farel at the disputation in Bern, January, 1528, and of 
Calvin in Basel, February, 1536. 
 
{483} Annal. 213: "De la confession: que l’on donne ordre faire que tous les dizenniers 
ameneront leurs gens dizenne par dizzenne en l’eglise S. Pierre et la leur seront leuz les articles 
touchant la confession en dieu et seront interrogues s’ils veulent cela tenir; aussi sera faict le 
serment de fidelitee a la ville." A dizennier is a tithingman, or headborough. 
 
{484} Annal. 216 from Reg. du Cons. Tom. 31, fol. 90. But the order could not be executed. Not 
one from the rue des Allemands would subscribe to the Confession. Even Saunier was opposed to 
the imposition of a personal pledge. 
 
{485} The Congregational or Independent and Baptist churches, however, while they disown the 
authority of general confessions, and hold to the voluntary principle, usually have local or 
congregational creeds and covenants which must be assented to by all applicants for membership. 
In this respect the Presbyterian churches are more liberal.  



84. Expulsion of the Reformers. 1538. 
 
Calvin’s correspondence from 1537 to 1538, in Op. vol. X., Pt. II. 137 sqq. Herminjard, vols. IV. 
and V.—Annal. Calv., Op. XXI., fol. 215-235. 
 
Henry, I. ch. IX.—Dyer, 78sqq.—Stahelin, I. 151 sqq.—Kampschulte, I. 296-319. Merle 
D’Aubigne, bk. XI. chs. XI.-XIV. (vol. VI. 469 sqq.). 
 
C. A. Cornelius: Die Verbannung Calvins aus Genf. i. J. 1538. Munchen, 1886. 
 
The submission of the people of Geneva to such a severe system of discipline was only 
temporary. Many had never sworn to the Confession, notwithstanding the threat of punishment, 
and among them were the most influential citizens of the republic; {486} others declared that they 
had been compelled to perjure themselves. The impossibility of enforcing the law brought the 
Council into contempt. Ami Porral, the leader of the clerical party in the Council, was charged 
with arbitrary conduct and disregard of the rights of the people. The Patriots and Libertines who 
had hailed the Reformation in the interest of political independence from the yoke of Savoy and 
of the bishop, had no idea of becoming slaves of Farel, and were jealous of the influence of 
foreigners. An intrigue to annex Geneva to the kingdom of France increased the suspicion. The 
Patriots organized themselves as a political party and labored to overthrow the clerical regime. 
They were aided in part by Bern, which was opposed to the tenet of excommunication and to the 
radicalism of the Reformers. 
 
There was another cause of dissatisfaction even among the more moderate, which brought on the 
crisis. Farel in his iconoclastic zeal had, before the arrival of Calvin, abolished all holidays except 
Sunday, the baptismal fonts, and the unleavened bread in the communion, all of which were 
retained by the Reformed Church in Bern. {487} A synod of Lausanne, under the influence of 
Bern, recommended the restoration of the old Bernese customs, as they were called. The Council 
enforced this decision. Calvin himself regarded such matters as in themselves indifferent, but 
would not forsake his colleagues. 
 
Stormy scenes took place in the general assembly of citizens, Nov. 15, 1537. In the popular 
elections on Feb. 3, 1538, the anti-clerical party succeeded in the election of four syndics and a 
majority of the Council. {488} 
 
The new rulers proceeded with caution. They appointed new preachers for the country, which was 
much needed. They prohibited indecent songs and broils in the streets, and going out at night after 
nine. They took Bern for their model. They enforced the decision of the Council of Lausanne 
concerning the Church festivals and baptismal fonts. 
 
But the preachers were determined to die rather than to yield an inch. They continued to thunder 
against the popular vices, and censured the Council for want of energy in suppressing them. The 
result was that they were warned not to meddle in politics (March 12). {489} Courauld, who 
surpassed even Farel in vehemence, was forbidden to preach, but ascended the pulpit again, April 
7, denounced Geneva and its citizens in a rude and insulting manner, {490} was imprisoned, and 
six days afterwards banished in spite of the energetic protests of Calvin and Farel. The old man 
retired to Thonon, on the lake of Geneva, was elected minister at Orbe, and died there Oct. 4 in 
the same year. 
 



Calvin and Farel were emboldened by this harsh treatment of their colleague. They attacked the 
Council from the pulpit. Even Calvin went so far as to denounce it as the Devil’s Council. Libels 
were circulated against the preachers. They often heard the cry late in the evening, "To the Rhone 
with the traitors," and in the night they were disturbed by violent knocks at the door of their 
dwelling. 
 
They were ordered to celebrate the approaching Easter communion after the Bernese rite, but they 
refused to do so in the prevailing state of debauchery and insubordination. The Council could find 
no supplies. On Easter Sunday, April 21, Calvin, after all, ascended the pulpit of St. Peter’s; 
Farel, the pulpit of St. Gervais. They preached before large audiences, but declared that they 
could not administer the communion to the rebellious city, lest the sacrament be desecrated. And 
indeed, under existing circumstances, the celebration of the love-feast of the Saviour would have 
been a solemn mockery. Many hearers were armed, drew their swords, and drowned the voice of 
the preachers, who left the church and went home under the protection of their friends. Calvin 
preached also in the evening in the Church of St. Francis at Rive in the lower part of the city, and 
was threatened with violence. 
 
The small Council met after the morning service in great commotion and summoned the general 
Council. On the next two days, April 22 and 23, the great Council of the Two Hundred assembled 
in the cloisters of St. Peter’s, deposed Farel and Calvin, without a trial, and ordered them to leave 
the city within three days. {491} 
 
They received the news with great composure. "Very well," said Calvin, "it is better to serve God 
than man. If we had sought to please men, we should have been badly rewarded, but we serve a 
higher Master, who will not withhold from us his reward." {492} Calvin even rejoiced at the 
result more than seemed proper. 
 
The people celebrated the downfall of the clerical regime with public rejoicings. The decrees of 
the synod of Lausanne were published by sound of trumpets. The baptismal fonts were re-erected, 
and the communion administered on the following Sunday with unleavened bread. 
 
The deposed ministers went to Bern, but found little sympathy. They proceeded to Zurich, where 
a general synod was held, and were kindly received. They admitted that they had been too rigid, 
and consented to the restoration of the baptismal fonts, the unleavened bread (provided the bread 
was broken), and the four Church festivals observed in Bern; but they insisted on the introduction 
of discipline, the division of the Church into parishes, the more frequent administration of the 
communion, the singing of Psalms in public worship, and the exercise of discipline by joint 
committees of laymen and ministers. {493} 
 
Bullinger undertook to advocate this compromise before Bern and Geneva. But the Genevese 
confirmed in general assembly the sentence of banishment, May 26. 
 
With gloomy prospects for the future, yet trusting in God, who orders all things well, the exiled 
ministers travelled on horseback in stormy weather to Basel. In crossing a torrent swollen by the 
rains they were nearly swept away. In Basel they were warmly received by sympathizing friends, 
especially by Grynaeus. Here they determined to wait for the call of Providence. Farel, after a few 
weeks, in July, received and accepted a call to Neuchatel, his former seat of labor, on condition 
that he should have freedom to introduce his system of discipline. Calvin was induced, two 
months later, to leave Basel for Strassburg. 
 



It was during this crisis that Calvin’s friend and travelling companion, Louis du Tillet, who seems 
to have been of a mild and peaceable disposition, lost faith in the success of the Reformation. He 
left Geneva in August, 1537, for Strassburg and Paris, and returned to the Roman Church. He had 
relations in high standing who influenced him. His brother, Jean du Tillet, was the famous 
registrar of the Parliament of Paris; another brother became bishop of Sainte-Brieux, afterwards 
of Meaux. {494} He explained to Calvin his conscientious scruples and reasons for the change. 
Calvin regarded them as insufficient, and warned him earnestly, but kindly and courteously. The 
separation was very painful to both, but was relieved by mutual regard. Du Tillet even offered to 
aid Calvin in his distressed condition after his expulsion, but Calvin gratefully declined, writing 
from Strassburg, Oct. 20, 1538: "You have made me an offer for which I cannot sufficiently 
thank you; neither am I so rude and unmannerly as not to feel the unmerited kindness so deeply, 
that even in declining to accept it, I can never adequately express the obligation that I owe to 
you." As to their difference of opinion, he appeals to the judgment of God to decide who are the 
true schismatics, and concludes the letter with the prayer: "May our Lord uphold and keep you in 
his holy protection, so directing you that you decline not from his way." {495} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{486} According to the testimony of Claude Rozet, the secretary of state. He himself had not 
sworn the Confession, although he had read it publicly and taken the oath of the citizens in St. 
Peter’s, July 29, 1537. 
 
{487} Beza, in Calvin’s Opera, XXI. 128. 
 
{488} The new syndics, Claude Richardet, Jean Philippe, Jean Lullin, and Ami de Chapeaurouge, 
were pronounced enemies of Farel and Viret. Ami Porral was not re-elected. Grynaeus of Basel 
wrote several letters of comfort and encouragement to Farel and Calvin, Feb. 13, March 4, March 
12, 1538. In Herminjard, IV. 361, 379, 401. 
 
{489} Ann. 222, "de point se mesler du magistrat." 
 
{490} He compared the state of Geneva with the kingdom of frogs, and the Genevese with rats. 
Merle d’Aubigne, VI. 455. 
 
{491} The same Council deposed Claude Rozet, the secretary of state, who, in his official 
capacity, had recorded the oath of the people to the Confession of Faith, July 29, 1537. Registers 
of April 23, 1538. Rozet, Chron. MS. de Geneve, Bk. IV. ch. 18 (quoted by Merle d’Aubigne, VI. 
485). 
 
{492} Beza, Rozet, and the Registers all report this answer with slight variations. Farel’s answer 
to the messenger was: "Well and good; it is from God." 
 
{493} See the 14 Articles drawn up by Calvin and Farel, in Henry, I. Beilage, 8; in Op. X., Part II. 
190-192, and in Herminjard, V. 3-6. 
 
{494} Herminjard, V. 107 (note 11); and p. 163. 
 
{495} See the correspondence in Herminjard, IV. 354-359 and 384-400; V. 103-109; 161, 162; 
186-200. Du Tillet writes under his nom seigneurial Deuteronomy Haultmont to Charles 



d’Espeville (Calvin). His last letter is dated Paris, Dec. 1, 1538, and closes with the desire to 
remain, always his friend and brother in Christ. There is also an answer of Bucer to Du Tillet 
from Strassburg, Oct. 8, 1539 (in Herminjard, VI. 61-70), in which he refutes four objections 
which Du Tillet had made against the Protestants, viz.: (1) that they seceded from the Church of 
Christ; (2) that they rejected good customs and observances of the Church; (3) that they spoiled 
the goods of the Church; (4) that they denied many true dogmas and introduced false dogmas.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XI. 
 
CALVIN IN GERMANY. FROM 1538-1541. 
 

85. Calvin in Strassburg. 
 
I. Calvin’s correspondence from 1538-1541 in Opera, vols. X. and XI.; Herminjard, Vols. V. and 
VI.; Bonnet-Constable, Vol. I. 63 sqq. Beza: Vita Calv., in Op. XXI. 128 sq.—Ann. Calv., Op. 
XXI. 226-285. Contains extracts from the Archives du chapitre de St. Thomas de Strasbourg. 
 
II. Alf. Erichson: L’aglise franacaise de Strasbourg au XVI  {e} siecle, d’apres des documents 
inedits. Strasb. 1885. Comp. also his other works on the History of the Reformation in the 
Alsace.—C. A. Cornelius: Die Ruckkehr Calvin’s nach Genf. Munchen, 1889.—E. Doumergue 
(Prof. of the Prot. Faculty of Montauban): Essai sur l’histoire du Culte Reforme principalement 
au XIX  {e} Siecle. Paris, 1890. Ch. I., Calvin a  Strasbourg, treats of the worship in the first 
French Reformed Church, the model of the churches of France.—Eduard Stricker: Johannes 
Calvin als erster Pfarrer der reformirten Gemeinde zu Strassburg. Nach urkundlichen Quellen. 
Strassburg (Heitz & Mundel), 1890 (65 pp.). In commemoration of the centenary of the church 
edifice of the French Reformed congregation (built in 1790) by its present pastor. 
 
III. Henry, I. ch. X.—Stahelin, I. 168-283.—Kampschulte, I. 320-368.—Merle D’Aubigne, bk. 
XI. chs. XV.-XVII. (vol. VI. 543-609). 
 
Calvin felt so discouraged by his recent experience that he was disinclined to assume another 
public office, and Conrault approved of this purpose. He therefore refused the first invitation of 
Bucer to come to Strassburg, the more so as his friend Farel was not included. But he yielded at 
last to repeated solicitations, mindful of the example of the prophet Jonah. Farel gave his hearty 
assent. 
 
Strassburg {496} was since 1254 a free imperial city of Germany, famous for one of the finest 
Gothic cathedrals, large commerce, and literary enterprise. Some of the first editions of the Bible 
were printed there. By its geographical situation, a few miles west of the Upper Rhine, it formed a 
connecting link between Germany, France, and Switzerland, as also between Lutheranism and 
Zwinglianism. It offered a hospitable home to a steady flow of persecuted Protestants from 
France, who called Strassburg the New Jerusalem. The citizens had accepted the Reformation in 
1523 in the spirit of evangelical union between the two leading types of Protestantism. Bucer, 
Capito, Hedio, Niger, Matthias Zell, Sturm, and others, labored there harmoniously together. 
Strassburg was the Wittenberg of South-western Germany, and in friendly alliance with Zurich 
and Geneva. 
 
Martin Bucer, the chief Reformer of the city, was the embodiment of a generous and 
comprehensive catholicity, and gave it expression in the Tetrapolitan Confession, which was 
presented at the diet of Augsburg in 1530. {497} He afterwards brought about, in the same irenic 
spirit, the Wittenberg Concordia (1536), which was to harmonize the Lutheran and Zwinglian 
theories on the Lord’s Supper, but conceded too much to Luther (even the participation of the 
body and blood of Christ by unworthy communicants), and therefore was rejected by Bullinger 
and the Swiss Churches. He wrote to Bern in June, 1540, that next to Wittenberg no city in 



Germany was so friendly to the gospel and so large-hearted in spirit as Strassburg. He ended his 
labors in the Anglican Church as professor of theology in the University of Cambridge in 1551. 
Six years after his death his body was dug up, chained upright to a stake and burned, under Queen 
Mary; but his tomb was rebuilt and his memory honorably restored under Queen Elizabeth. His 
colleague Fagius shared the same fate. 
 
The Zurichers, in a letter to Calvin, call Strassburg "the Antioch of the Reformation;" Capito, "the 
refuge of exiled brethren;" the Roman Catholic historian, Florimond de Raemond, "the retreat and 
rendezvous of Lutherans and Zwinglians under the control of Bucer, and the receptacle of those 
that were banished from France." {498} Among the distinguished early refugees from France 
were Francis Lambert, Farel, Le Fevre, Roussel, and Michel d’Arande. Unfortunately, Strassburg 
did not long occupy this noble position, but became a battlefield of bitter sectarian strife and, for 
some time, the home of a narrow Lutheran orthodoxy. The city was conquered by Louis XIV. and 
annexed to Roman Catholic France in 1681, to the detriment of her Protestant character, but was 
reconquered by Emperor William I. and incorporated with united Germany as the capital of 
Alsace and Lorraine in 1870. The university was newly organized and better equipped than ever 
before. {499} 
 
Calvin arrived at Strassburg in the first days of September, 1538. {500} He spent there three years 
in useful labors. He was received with open arms by Bucer, Capito, Hedio, Sturm, and Niger, the 
leading men in the Church, and appointed by the Council professor of theology, with a moderate 
salary. He soon felt at home, and in the next summer bought the citizenship, and joined the guild 
of the tailors. {501} 
 
The sojourn of Calvin in this city was a fruitful episode in his life, and an education for more 
successful work in Geneva. His views were enlarged and deepened. He gained valuable 
experience. He came in contact with the Lutheran Church and its leaders. He learned to 
understand and appreciate them, but was unfavorably impressed with the want of discipline and 
the slavish dependence of the clergy upon the secular rulers. He labored indefatigably and 
successfully as professor, pastor, and author. He informed Farel (April 20, 1539) that, when the 
messenger called for copy of his book (the second edition of the Institutes), he had to read fifty 
pages, then to teach and to preach, to write four letters, to adjust some quarrels, and was 
interrupted by visitors more than ten times. {502} 
 
It is in the fitness of things that three learned professors of the University of Strassburg, who lived 
during the French and German regime, and were equally at home in the language and theology of 
both nations, should give to the world the last and best edition of Calvin’s works. 
 
Calvin’s economic condition during these three years was very humble. It is a shame for the 
congregation and the city government that they allowed such a man to struggle for his daily 
bread. For the first five months he received no pay at all, only free board in the house of a liberal 
friend. His countrymen were poor, but might have done something. He informed Farel, in April, 
1539, that of his many friends in France, not one had offered him a copper, except Louis Du 
Tillet, who hoped to induce him to return. Hence he declined. {503} The city paid him a very 
meagre salary of fifty-two guilders (about two hundred marks) for his professorial duties from 
May, 1539. {504} His books were not profitable. When the Swiss heard of his embarrassment, 
they wished to come to his aid, and Fabri sent ten ducats to Farel for Calvin. {505} But he 
preferred to sell his greatest treasure—the library—which he had left in Geneva, and to take 
students as boarders (pensionnaires). He trusted to God for the future. {506} 
 



With all his poverty he was happy in his independence, the society of congenial friends, and his 
large field of usefulness. 
 
{496} Or Strasbourg in French. Argentoratum was a Roman military station in the time of 
Augustus. 
 
{497} See vol. VI. 571 and 718. 
 
{498} "C’etait le receptacle des bannis de la France." Hist. de la naissance de l’heresie, p. 838. 
 
{499} It will take some time before the irritating question of language and nationality can be 
settled. When last in Strassburg, I asked, first, a shopkeeper whether the people speak more 
French or German, and received the prompt and emphatic answer: "On parle toujours francais a 
Strasbourg." The next person, in answer to the same question, replied: "Man spricht mehr 
deutsch." At last, a market-woman told the truth: "Man spricht dietsch." The Alsatian dialect 
prevails at home, the French in society, the high German in the university, among the government 
officials and soldiers. 
 
{500} Not at the end of September, as Stahelin has it. See Stricker, p. 11, note, where he shows 
that Calvin preached his first sermon at Strassburg on the 8th of September. 
 
{501} July 30, 1539. Some historians err in stating that the citizenship was presented to him. See 
Stricker, 44, and Annal. XXI. fol. 250: "Uff den 30 tag Julij Anno 39 ist Johannes Calvinus uff 
unser Herren der statt Straszburg Saal erschinnen, und sich angeben lut der Ordnung und will 
dienen mit den schnydern." 
 
{502} Herminjard, V. 286 sq.; Opera, X., Pars II. 337. 
 
{503} "Cum innumeros aliquando amicos in Gallia habuerim, nemo fuit qui assent mihi obtulerit; 
et tamen si fecissent, poterant frui gratuita beneficentiae jactantia: nihil enim illis constitisset 
offerre quod acceptassem. Exciderat mihi Ludovicus [Du Tillet]; ille unus fuit qui obtulit; sed 
ipse quoque suam largitionem nimis magno venditabat: siquidem me tantum non ad recantandum 
hortabatur." Herminjard, V. 291 sq. See the letter of Du Tillet from Paris, Oct. 20, 1538, in which 
he offers him to furnish "assez a toute vostre necessite" (ibid. p. 107). 
 
{504} May 1, 1539: "Joannes Calvinus so ein gelahrter frommer Gesell sein soll und zu Zeiten 
auch in Theologia lese, zudem auch zu den Reuwern franzosisch predige, haben die Herren... ist 
beschlossen dasz man demselben nuhn furter ein Jar lang die 52 fl. alsz ein zuhelffer geben und 
soll prima Maij angehen." From the Thomas-Archiv, in Annal. fol. 246. 
 
{505} "Decem coronatos." Libertet (Christophe Fabri) to Farel, May 8, 1539, in Herminjard, V. 
307. 
 
{506} "It is very agreeable to me," he wrote to Farel, who had communicated to his colleagues 
Calvin’s wants, "I confess, that my brethren entertain such a regard for me, that they are ready to 
supply my wants from their own means. It could not be otherwise than that I must be greatly 
delighted with such a testimony of their love (quin tali amoris testimonio delecter). Nevertheless, 
I have determined to abstain from putting both your kindness and theirs in requisition, unless a 
greater necessity shall compel me. Wendelin [Wendelin Rihel], the printer, to whom I intrusted 
my book [the second edition of the Institutio] to be printed, will provide me with as much as will 
be sufficient for any extraordinary expenses. From my books which yet remain at Geneva, there 



will be enough to satisfy my landlord till next winter. As to the future, the Lord will provide." 
(Herminjard, l. c.)  



86. The Church of the Strangers in Strassburg. 
 
Calvin combined the offices of pastor and professor of theology in Strassburg, as he had done in 
Geneva. The former activity kept him in contact with his French countrymen; the latter extended 
his influence among the scholars in Germany. 
 
He organized the first Protestant congregation of French refugees, which served as a model for 
the Reformed Churches of Geneva and France. 
 
The number of refugees amounted at that time to about four hundred. {507} Most of them 
belonged to the "little French Church." {508} His first sermon was delivered in the Church of St. 
Nicholas, and attracted a large crowd of Frenchmen and Germans. {509} He preached four times 
a week (twice on Sunday), and held Bible classes. He trained deacons to assist him, especially in 
the care of the poor, whom he had much at heart. The names of the first two were Nicholas 
Parent, who afterwards became pastor at Neuchatel, and Claude de Fer or Feray (Claudius 
Feraeus), a French Hellenist, who had fled to Strassburg, taught Greek, and died of the pestilence 
in 1541, to the great grief of Calvin. 
 
He introduced his favorite discipline, and as he was not interfered with by the magistracy he had 
better success than at Geneva during his first sojourn. "No house," he says, "no society, can exist 
without order and discipline, much less the Church." He laid as much stress upon it as Luther did 
upon doctrine, and he regarded it as the best safeguard of sound doctrine and Christian life. He 
excluded a student who had neglected public worship for a month and fallen into gross 
immorality, from the communion table, and would not admit him till he professed repentance. 
{510} 
 
Not a few of the younger members, however, objected to excommunication as a popish 
institution. But he distinguished between the yoke of Christ and the tyranny of the pope. He 
persevered and succeeded. "I have conflicts," he wrote to Farel, "severe conflicts, but they are a 
good school for me." 
 
He converted many Anabaptists, who were wisely tolerated in the territory of Strassburg, and 
brought to him from the city and country their children for baptism. He was consulted by the 
magistrates on all important questions touching religion. He conscientiously attended to pastoral 
care, and took a kindly interest in every member of his flock. In this way he built up in a short 
time a prosperous church, which commanded the respect and admiration of the community of 
Strassburg. {511} 
 
Unfortunately, this Church of the Strangers lasted only about twenty-five years, and was 
extinguished by the flames of sectarian bigotry, though not till after many copies had been made 
from it as a model. An exclusive Lutheranism, under the lead of Marbach, obtained the 
ascendency in Strassburg, and treated the Calvinistic Christians as dangerous heretics. When 
Calvin passed through the city on his way to Frankfort, in August, 1556, he was indeed honorably 
received by John Sturm and the students, who respectfully rose to their feet in his presence, but 
he was not allowed to preach to his own congregation, because he did not believe in the dogma of 
consubstantiation. A few years later the Reformed worship was altogether forbidden by order of 
the Council, Aug. 19, 1563. {512} 
 



{507} A census of Strassburg, taken Oct. 18, 1563, enumerates one hundred Frenchmen who 
were citizens, thirty-five who were not citizens, and sixteen soldiers (in all 161 men), without 
including wives, children, and servants. From this Stricker (p. 6) infers that the foreign population 
numbered four hundred souls. Doumergue (l. c. p. 3) counts from five hundred to six hundred. 
Specklin (1536-1589), the author of a chronicle of Strassburg (edited by Rud. Reuss, Strassb. 
1890), gives a much larger number, namely, fifteen hundred; but he is not very accurate, and must 
be corrected by the official census. 
 
{508} "Ecclesiola Gallicana," as Calvin calls it. 
 
{509} Afterwards he preached in the Klosterkirche der Reuerinnen, now called the Magdalenen 
Kirche. 
 
{510} Calvin to Farel, in Herminjard, V. 291. 
 
{511} Kampschulte, I. 324, thus sums up Calvin’s pastoral labors in Strassburg: "Strassburg hatte 
in Kurzem eine bluhende wohlgeordnete franzosische Fluchtlingsgemeinde mit Predigt und 
Bibelstunden, mit regelmassiger Abendmahlsfeier und Psalmengesang, insbesondere aber mit 
einer strenge gehandhabten Disciplin, und nicht ohne Staunen erzahlten die deutschen Pastoren 
bald einander von den Einrichtungen und dem merkwurdigen Eifer der neuen Emigrantenkirche 
in Strassburg." 
 
{512} Stricker, pp. 11, 12, 64; Erichson, p. 65; Doumergue, p. 4; Calvin’s letter to Bullinger, 
Sept. 12, 1563 (Opera, X. 151). Under the French rule the Reformed Church was reorganized in 
Strassburg.  



87. The Liturgy of Calvin. 
 
I. La forme des prieres et chantzs ecclesiastiques, avec la maniere d’administrer les sacremens et 
consacrer le marriage, selon la coutume de l’Eglise ancienne, A. D. 1542. In Opera, VI. 161-210 
(from a copy at Stuttgart; the title is given in the old spelling without accents). Later editions 
(1543, 1545, 1562, etc.) add: "la visitation des malades," and "comme on l’observe a  Geneve." 
An earlier edition of eighteen Psalms appeared at Strassburg, 1539. (See Douen, Clement Marot, 
I. 300 sqq.) An edition of the liturgy with the Psalms was printed at Strassburg, Feb. 15, 1542. 
(See Douen, l. c. 305, and 342 sqq.) A copy of an enlarged Strassburg ed. of 1545, entitled La 
forme des prieres et chantzs ecclesiastiques, was preserved in the Public Library at Strassburg till 
Aug. 24, 1870, when it was burnt at the siege of the city in the Franco-German War (Douen, I. 
451 sq.). 
 
II. Ch. d’Hericault: Ouvres de Marot. Paris, 1867.—Felix Bovet: Histoire du psautier des eglises 
reformees. Neuchatel, 1872.—O. Douen: Clement Marot et le Psautier Huguenot. etude 
historique, litteraire, musicale et bibliographique; contenant les melodies primitives des 
Psaumes, etc. Paris (a-imprimerie national), 1878 sq. 2 vols. royal 8 vo. A magnificent work 
published at the expense of the French Republic on the recommendation of the Institute. The 
second volume contains the harmonies of Goudimel. 
 
Farel published at Neuchatel in 1533, and introduced at Geneva in 1537, the first French 
Reformed liturgy, which includes, in the regular Sunday service, a general prayer, the Lord’s 
Prayer (before sermon), the Decalogue, confession of sins, repetition of the Lord’s Prayer, the 
Apostles’ Creed, a final exhortation and benediction. {513} It resembled the German liturgy of 
Bern, which was published in 1529, and which Calvin caused to be translated into French by his 
friend Morelet. {514} Of Farel’s liturgy only the form of marriage survived. The rest was 
reconstructed and improved by Calvin in the liturgy which he first introduced in Strassburg, and 
with some modifications in Geneva after his return. 
 
Calvin’s liturgy was published twice in 1542. It was introduced at Lausanne in the same year, and 
gradually passed into other Reformed Churches. 
 
Calvin built his form of worship on the foundation of Zwingli and Farel, and the services already 
in use in the Swiss Reformed Churches. Like his predecessors, he had no sympathy whatever 
with the Roman Catholic ceremonialism, which was overloaded with unscriptural traditions and 
superstitions. We may add that he had no taste for the artistic, symbolical, and ornamental 
features in worship. He rejected the mass, all the sacraments, except two, the saints’ days, nearly 
all church festivals, except Sunday, images, relics, processions, and the whole pomp and 
circumstance of a gaudy worship which appeals to the senses and imagination rather than the 
intellect and the conscience, and tends to distract the mind with the outward show instead of 
concentrating it upon the contemplation of the saving truth of the gospel. 
 
He substituted in its place that simple and spiritual mode of worship which is well adapted for 
intelligent devotion, if it be animated by the quickening presence and power of the Spirit of God, 
but becomes jejune, barren, cold, and chilly if that power is waiting. He made the sermon the 
central part of worship, and substituted instruction and edification in the vernacular for the 
reading of the mass in Latin. He magnified the pulpit, as the throne of the preacher, above the 
altar of the sacrificing priest. He opened the inexhaustible fountain of free prayer in public 
worship, with its endless possibilities of application to varying circumstances and wants; he 



restored to the Church, like Luther, the inestimable blessing of congregational singing, which is 
the true popular liturgy, and more effective than the reading of written forms of prayer. 
 
The order of public worship in Calvin’s congregation at Strassburg was as follows: — 
 
The service began with an invocation, {515} a confession of sin and a brief absolution. {516} hen 
followed reading of the Scriptures, singing, and a free prayer. The whole congregation, male and 
female, joined in chanting the Psalms, and thus took an active part in public worship, while 
formerly they were but passive listeners or spectators. This was in accordance with the Protestant 
doctrine of the general priesthood of believers. {517} The sermon came next, and after it a long 
general prayer and the Lord’s Prayer. The service closed with singing and the benediction. {518} 
 
The same order is substantially observed in the French Reformed Churches. Calvin prepared also 
liturgical forms for baptism and the holy communion. A form for marriage and the visitation of 
the sick had been previously composed by Farel. The combination of the liturgical and 
extemporaneous features continue in the Reformed Churches of the Continent. In the Presbyterian 
churches of Scotland and most of the Dissenting churches of England, and their descendants in 
America, the liturgical element was gradually ruled out by free prayer; while the Anglican 
Church pursued the opposite course. 
 
Baptism was always performed before the congregation at the close of the public service, and in 
the simplest manner, according to the institution of Christ; without the traditional ceremony of 
exorcism, and the use of salt, spittle, and burning candles, because these are not commanded in 
the Scriptures, nourish superstition, and divert the attention from the spiritual substance of the 
ordinance to outward forms. Calvin regarded immersion as the primitive form of baptism, but 
pouring and sprinkling as equally valid. {519} 
 
The communion was celebrated once a month in a simple but very solemn manner by the whole 
congregation. Calvin required the communicants to give him previous notice of their intention, 
that they might receive instruction, warning, or comfort, according to their need. Unworthy 
applicants were excluded. 
 
The introduction of the Psalter in the vernacular was a most important feature, and the beginning 
of a long and heroic chapter in the history of worship and Christian life. The Psalter occupies the 
same important place in the Reformed Church as the hymnal in the Lutheran. It was the source of 
comfort and strength to the Huguenot Church of the Desert, and to the Presbyterian Covenanters 
of Scotland, in the days of bitter trial and persecution. Calvin, himself prepared metrical versions 
of Psalm 25, 36, 43, 46, {520} 91, 113, 120, 138, 142, together with a metrical version of the 
Song of Simeon and the Ten Commandments. {521} He afterwards used the superior version of 
Clement Marot, the greatest French poet of that age, who was the poet of the court, and the 
psalmist of the Church (1497-1544). Calvin met him first at the court of the Duchess of Ferrara 
(1536), whither he had fled, and afterwards at Geneva (1542), where he encouraged him to 
continue his metrical translation of the Psalms. Marot’s Psalter first appeared at Paris, 1541, and 
contained thirty Psalms, together with metrical versions of the Lord’s Prayer, the Angelic 
Salutation, the Creed, and the Decalogue. Several editions, with fifty Psalms, were printed at 
Geneva in 1543, one at Strassburg in 1545. Later editions were enlarged with the translations of 
Beza. The popularity and usefulness of his and Beza’s Psalter were greatly enhanced by the rich 
melodies of Claude Goudimel (1510-1572), who joined the Reformed Church in 1562, and died a 
martyr at Lyons in the night of the Massacre of St. Bartholomew. He devoted his musical genius 
to the Reformation. His tunes are based in part on popular songs, and breathe the simple and 



earnest spirit of the Reformed cultus. Some of them have found a place among the chorals of the 
Lutheran Church. 
 
{513} Republished by Baum at Strassburg, 1859. Douen, l. c. I. 346. 
 
{514} In a letter to Gaspard Megander, an influential minister at Bern (probably from Feb. 20, 
1537), Calvin writes: "Libellum tuum ceremonialem a Mauro [Maurus Musaeus, Morelet de 
Museau], rogatu nostro, versum, cum nostro contulimus, a quo nihil penitus nisi brevitate 
differt." Herminjard (vol. IV. 191) adds the following note: "La liturgie usitee dans l’eglise 
genevoise etait, selon toutes les vraisemblances, celle de Farel, publiee a Neuchatel, le 29 aout 
1533, sous le titre suivant: ‘La Maniere et Fasson qu’on tient en baillant le sainct baptesme... es 
lieux que Dieu de sa grace a visites.’ Nous avons constateque la liturgie bernoise offre les plus 
grands rapports avec ‘La Maniere et Fasson,’ et qu’elle en differe seulement par la brievete." 
 
{515} "Nostre aide soit au nom de Dieu, qui a faict le Ciel et la terre. Amen." Opera, VI. 173. 
 
{516} This confession is still in use and may be favorably compared with the confession in the 
Anglican liturgy. It is as follows (in modern spelling):— 
 
"Mes freres, qu’un chacun de nous se presente devant la face du Seigneur, avec confession de ses 
fautes et peches, suivant de son coeur mea paroles." 
 
"Seigneur Dieu, Pere eternal et tout-puissant, nous confessons [et reconnaissons] sans feintise, 
devant ta Sainte Majeste, que nous sommes pauvres pecheurs, conacus et nes en iniquiteet 
corruption, enclins a mal faire, inutiles a tout bien, et que par notre vice, nous transgressons sans 
fin et sans cesse tes saints commandements. En quoi faisant, nous acquerons, par ton juste 
jugement, ruine et perdition sur nous." 
 
"Toutefois, Seigneur, nous avons deplaisir en nous-memes, de t’avoir offense, et condamnons 
nous et nos vices, avec vraie repentance, desirant que to grace [et aide] subviennent a notre 
calamite." 
 
"Veuille donc avoir pitiede nous, Dieu et Pere tres benin, et plein de misericorde, au nom de ton 
Fils Jesus-Christ, notre Seigneur; effaacant donc nos vices et macules, elargis nous et augmente 
de jour en jour les graces de ton Saint-Esprit, afin que, reconnaissant de tout notre coeur notre 
injustice, nous soyons touches de deplaisir, qui engendre droite penitence en nous: laquelle nous 
mortifiant a tous peches produise en nous fruits de justice et innocence qui te soient agreables 
par ice-lui Jesus-Christ. Amen." 
 
After this confession the Strassburg Liturgy adds a form of absolution, which was afterwards 
omitted:— 
 
"Ici, dit le ministre quelques paroles de l’acriture pour consoler les consciences, et fait 
l’absolution en cette maniere:" 
 
"Un chacunde vous se reconnaisse vraiment pecheur, s’humiliant devant Dieu, et croie que le 
Pare celeste lui veut etre propice en Jesus-Christ. A tous ceux qui, en cette maniere se repentent, 
et cherchent Jesus-Christ pour leur salut, je denonce l’absolution au nom du Pere, du Fils, et du 
Saint-Esprit. Amen." 
 



{517} In this respect Calvin followed the example of the Lutheran churches. Gerard Roussel, who 
was one of the earliest refugees at Strassburg, reported to Briaconnet, bishop of Meaux, that the 
singing of Psalms, translated from the Hebrew, was there a prominent feature of worship, and that 
"le chant des femmes, se melant a celui des hommes, produit un effet ravissant." Herminjard, I. 
404-408. In another letter, he speaks also of the congregational chanting of the Apostles’ Creed 
and the Kyrie Eleison at the communion. Ibid. I. 411-413. Doumergue, pp. 8, 9. 
 
{518} An interesting description of the Reformed worship at Strassburg, by a French student in 
1545, was first published in 1885 by Erichson, p. 7, and is given by Doumergue, l. c. p. 15 sq. He 
speaks of daily preaching and chanting of Psalms by the whole congregation ("tant homine que 
femme avec un bel accord") from a tune book (un livre de musique), which each member had in 
his hand. 
 
{519} He says, Instit. IV. ch. XV. Par. 19: "Whether the person who is baptized be wholly 
immersed, and whether thrice or once, or whether water be only poured or sprinkled upon him, is 
of no importance; churches ought to be left at liberty in this respect, to act according to the 
difference of countries. The very word baptize, however, signifies to immerse; and it is certain 
that immersion was the practice of the ancient Church." 
 
{520} The same Psalm furnished the key-note to Luther’s immortal hymn, "Ein feste Burg ist 
unser Gott." Calvin’s version begins:— 
 
Nostre Dieu est ferme appuy, 
 
Vertue, fortresse et seur confort, 
 
Auquel aurons en notre ennuy, 
 
Present refuge et tres bon port. 
 
{521} They were printed at Strassburg, 1539, and republished, together with an original hymn 
(Salutation a  Jesus-Christ), from an edition of 1545, in Opera, VI. 212-224.  



88. Calvin as Theological Teacher and Author. 
 
The Reformers of Strassburg, aided by leading laymen, as Jacob Sturm and John Sturm, provided 
for better elementary and higher education, and founded schools which attracted pupils from 
France as early as 1525. Gerard Roussel, one of the earliest of the refugees, speaks very highly of 
them in a letter to the bishop of Meaux. {522} A Protestant college (gymnasium), with a 
theological department, was established March 22, 1538, and placed under the direction of John 
Sturm, one of the ablest pedagogues of his times. It was the nucleus of a university which 
continued German down to the French Revolution, was then half Frenchified, and is now again 
German in language and methods of teaching. The first teachers in that college were Bucer for the 
New Testament, Capito for the Old, Hedio for history and theology, Herlin for mathematics, and 
Jacob Bedrot or Pedrotus for Greek. {523} A converted Jew taught Hebrew. 
 
Calvin was appointed assistant professor of theology in January, 1539. {524} He lectured on the 
Gospel of John, the Epistle to the Romans, and other books of the Bible. Many students came 
from Switzerland and France to hear him, who afterwards returned as evangelists. He speaks of 
several students in his correspondence with satisfaction. In some cases he was disappointed. He 
presided over public disputations. He refuted in 1539 a certain Robertus Moshamus, Dean of 
Passau, in a disputation on the merits of good works, and achieved a signal victory to the great 
delight of the scholars of the city. {525} 
 
But he had also an unpleasant dispute with that worthless theological turncoat, Peter Caroli, who 
appeared at Strassburg in October, 1539, as a troubler in Israel, as he had done before at 
Lausanne, and sought to prejudice even Bucer and Capito against Calvin on the subject of the 
Trinity. {526} 
 
With all his professional duties he found leisure for important literary work, which had been 
interrupted at Geneva. He prepared a thorough revision of his Institutes, which superseded the 
first, and a commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, which opened the series of his invaluable 
exegetical works. Both were published at Strassburg by the famous printer Wendelin Rihel in 
1539. He had been preceded, in the commentary on Romans, by Melanchthon, Bucer, Bullinger, 
but he easily surpassed them all. He also wrote, in French, a popular treatise on the Lord’s 
Supper, in which he pointed out a via media between the realism of Luther and the spiritualism of 
Zwingli. Both parties, he says towards the close, have failed and departed from the truth in their 
passionate zeal, but this should not blind us to the great benefits which God through Luther and 
Zwingli has bestowed upon mankind. If we are not ungrateful and forgetful of what we owe to 
them, we shall be well able to pardon that and much more, without blaming them. We must hope 
for a reconciliation of the two parties. 
 
At the Diet of Regensburg in 1541 he had, with the other Protestant delegates, to subscribe the 
Augsburg Confession. He could do so honestly, understanding it, as he said expressly, in the 
sense of the author who, in the year before, had published a revised edition with an important 
change in the 10th Article (on the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper). {527} 
 
Of his masterly answer to Sadolet we shall speak separately. 
 
His many letters from that period prove his constant and faithful attention to the duties of 
friendship. In his letters to Farel he pours out his heart, and makes him partaker of his troubles 



and joys, and familiar with public events and private affairs even to little details. Farel could not 
stand a long separation and paid him two brief visits in 1539 and 1540. 
 
{522} Herminjard, I. 407; also Farel in a letter of June 4, 1526, to Myconius, ibid. 433 sq. On the 
schools in Strassburg see Roehrich, Geschichte der Reformation im Elsass, I. 253, 261-264; A. G. 
Strobel, Histoire du Gymnase protestant de Strasbourg, Strasb. 1838; Charles Schmidt, La vie et 
les travaux de Jean Sturm, Strasb. 1855 (quoted by Herminjard); and R. Zopffel, Johann Sturm, 
der erste Rektor der Strassburger Akademie, Strassburg, 1887. 
 
{523} Pedrotus (Padrut), whose name often occurs in Calvin’s letters, was a native of Pludenz in 
Vorarlberg, and famous as editor and expounder of ancient classics, hence also called Jacobus 
Graecus. Capito recommended him very highly in a letter to Blaarer, Nov. 26, 1625, in 
Herminjard, I. 440, note 16. He died of the pestilence at Strassburg, 1541. 
 
{524} Calvin to Farel, January, 1539 (Herminjard, V. 230): "Nuper ad publicam professionem 
invitus a Capitone protractus sum. Ita quotidie aut lego aut concionor." He preached four times, 
and lectured three times. The salary of 52 guilders for one year was to commence the first of 
May. It is mentioned in Annal. 246, by Herminjard, V. 231, note 19, and by Stricker, 22. 
 
{525} He defeated him again at Worms in the presence of Melanchthon. Jacob Sturm, Antipappi, 
as quoted in Herminjard, VII. 20, note 6. 
 
{526} "Ter desertor, ter transfuga, ter proditor utriusque partes," he is called by Calvin. See on 
this unimportant episode Stricker, pp. 30-39. 
 
{527} Calvin’s letter to Martin Schalling, a minister at Regensburg, March, 1557, in Opera, XVI. 
430: "Nec vero Augustanam Confessionem repudio, cui pridem volens ac libens subscripsi sicut 
eam autor ipse interpretatus est." His colleagues, Bucer and Capito, understood the Augsburg 
Confession in the same irenic spirit.  



89. Calvin at the Colloquies of Frankfurt, Worms, and Regensburg. 
 
Calvin: Letters from Worms, Regensburg, and Strassburg, in Opera, XI., and Herminjard, vols. 
VI. and VII. His report on the Diet at Regensburg (Les Actes de la journee imperiale en la cite de 
Regenspourg), in Opera, V. 509-684.—Melanchthon: Report on the Colloquy at Worms, in Latin, 
and the Acts of the Colloquy at Regensburg, in German, 1542. 
 
See his Epistolae, ed. Bretschneider, IV. 33-78, and pp. 728 sqq.—Sturm: Antipappus.—Sleidan: 
Deuteronomy Statu Eccles. et Reipublicae Carolo V. Caesare, Lib. XIII. 
 
Henry, Vol. I. ch. XVII.—Dyer, pp. 105 sqq.—Stahelin, I. 229-254. Kampschulte, I. 328-342.—
Stricker, pp. 27 sqq.—Ludwig Pastor (Rom. Cath.): Die kirchlichen Reunionsbestrebungen 
wahrend der Regierung Karls V. Aus den Quellen dargestellt. Freiburg-i.-B., 1879 (507 pp.). He 
notices Calvin’s influence, pp. 194, 196, 212, 230, 245, 258, 266, 484, but apparently without 
having read his correspondence, which is one of the chief sources; he only refers to Kampschulte. 
 
Calvin was employed, with Bucer, Capito, and Sturm, as one of the commissioners of the city and 
Church of Strassburg, on several public colloquies, which were held during his sojourn in 
Germany for the healing of the split caused by the Reformation. The emperor Charles V. was 
anxious, from political motives, to reconcile the Protestant princes to the Roman Church, and to 
secure their aid against the Turks. The leading theological spirits in these conferences were 
Melanchthon on the Lutheran, and Julius Pflug on the Roman Catholic side. They aimed to secure 
the reunion of the Church by mutual concessions on minor differences of doctrine and discipline. 
But the conferences shared the fate of all compromises. Luther and Calvin would not yield an 
inch to the pope, while the extreme men of the papal party, like Eck, were as unwilling to make 
any concession to Protestantism. A fuller account belongs to the ecclesiastical history of 
Germany. 
 
Calvin, being a foreigner and a Frenchman, ignorant of the German language, acted a subordinate 
part, though he commanded the respect of both parties for his ability and learning, in which he 
was not inferior to any. Having no faith in compromises, or in the sincerity of the emperor, he 
helped to defeat rather than to promote the pacific object of these conferences. He favored an 
alliance between the Lutheran princes of the Smalkaldian League with Francis I., who, as the 
rival of Charles V., was inclined to such an alliance. He was encouraged in this line of policy by 
Queen Marguerite, who corresponded with him at that time through his friend Sleidan, the 
statesman and historian. {528} He did succeed in securing, after repeated efforts, a petition of the 
Lutheran princes assembled at Regensburg to the French king in behalf of the persecuted 
Protestants in France (May 23, 1541). {529} But he had no more confidence in Francis I. than in 
Charles V. "The king," he wrote to Farel (September, 1540), "and the emperor, while contending 
in cruel persecution of the godly, both endeavor to gain the favor of the Roman idol." {530} He 
placed his trust in God, and in a close alliance of the Lutheran princes among themselves and 
with the Protestants in France and Switzerland. 
 
He was a shrewd observer of the religious and political movements, and judged correctly of the 
situation and the principal actors. Nothing escaped his attention. He kept Farel at Neuchatel 
informed even about minor incidents. 
 



Calvin attended the first colloquy at Frankfurt in February, 1539, in a private capacity, for the 
purpose of making the personal acquaintance of Melanchthon and pleading the cause of his 
persecuted brethren in France, whom he had more at heart than German politics. 
 
The Colloquy was prorogued to Hagenau in June, 1540, but did not get over the preliminaries. 
 
A more important Colloquy was held at Worms in November of the same year. In that ancient 
city Luther had made his ever memorable declaration in favor of the liberty of conscience, which 
in spite of the pope’s protest had become an irrepressible power. Calvin appeared at this time in 
the capacity of a commissioner both of Strassburg and the dukes of Luneburg. He went 
reluctantly, being just then in ill health and feeling unequal to the task. But he gathered strength 
on the spot, and braced up the courage of Melanchthon who, as the spokesman of the Lutheran 
theologians, showed less disposition to yield than on former occasions. He took a prominent part 
in the discussion. He defeated Dean Robert Mosham of Passau in a second disputation, and 
earned on that occasion from Melanchthon, and the Lutheran theologians who were present, the 
distinctive title "the Theologian" by eminence. {531} 
 
He also wrote at Worms, for his private solace, not for publication, an epic poem in sixty-one 
distichs (one hundred and twenty-two lines), which celebrates the triumph of Christ and the 
defeat of his enemies (Eck, Cochlaeus, Nausea, Pelargus) after their apparent and temporary 
victory. {532} He was not a poetic genius, but by study he made up the defects of nature. {533} 
 
The Colloquy of Worms, after having hardly begun, was broken off in January, 1541, to be 
resumed at the approaching Diet of Regensburg (Ratisbon) in presence of the emperor on his 
return. 
 
The Diet at Regensburg was opened April 5, 1541. Calvin appeared again as a delegate of 
Strassburg and at the special request of Melanchthon, but reluctantly and with little hope of 
success. He felt that he was ill suited for such work, and would only waste time. {534} After long 
and vexatious delays in the arrival of the deputies, the theological Colloquy was opened and 
conducted on the Roman Catholic side by Dr. John Eck, professor at Ingolstadt (who had 
disputed with Luther at Leipzig and promulgated the papal bull of excommunication), Julius 
Pflug, canon of Mainz (afterwards bishop of Naumburg), and John Gropper, canon and professor 
of canon law at Cologne; on the Protestant side by Melanchthon of Wittenberg, Bucer of 
Strassburg, and Pistorius of Nidda in Hesse. Granvella presided in the name of the emperor; 
Cardinal Contarini, an enlightened and well-disposed prelate, who was inclined to evangelical 
views and favored a moderate reformation, acted as legate of Pope Paul III., who sent, however, 
at the same time the intolerant Bishop Morone as a special nuncio. Calvin could see no difference 
between the two legates, except that Morone would like to subdue the Protestants with bloodshed, 
Contarini without bloodshed. He was urged to seek an interview with Contarini, but refused. He 
speaks favorably of Pflug and Gropper, but contemptuously of Eck, the stentorian mouthpiece of 
the papal party, whom he regarded as an impudent babbler and vain sophist. {535} The French 
king was represented by Du Veil, whom Calvin calls a "busy blockhead." There were present also 
a good many bishops, the princes of the German States, and delegates of the imperial cities. The 
emperor, in an earnest speech, exhorted the divines, through an interpreter, to lay aside private 
feelings and to study only the truth, the glory of God, the good of the Church, and the peace of 
the empire. 
 
The Colloquy passed slightly over the doctrines of original sin and the slavery of the will, where 
the Protestants were protected by the authority of St. Augustin. The Catholics agreed to the 
evangelical view of justification by faith (without the Lutheran sola), and conceded the 



eucharistic cup to the laity, but the parties split on the doctrine of the power of the Church and the 
real presence. Calvin was especially consulted on the last point, and gave a decided judgment in 
Latin against transubstantiation, which he rejected as a scholastic fiction, and against the 
adoration of the wafer which he declared to be idolatrous. {536} He was displeased with the 
submissiveness of Melanchthon and Bucer, although he did not doubt the sincerity of their 
motives. He loved truth and consistency more than peace and unity. "Philip," he wrote to Farel 
(May 12, 1541), {537} "and Bucer have drawn up ambiguous and varnished formulas concerning 
transubstantiation, to try whether they could satisfy the opposite party by giving them nothing. 
{538} I cannot agree to this device, although they have reasonable grounds for doing so; for they 
hope that in a short time they would begin to see more clearly if the matter of doctrine be left 
open; therefore they rather wish to skip over it, and do not dread that equivocation 
(flexiloquation) than which nothing can be more hurtful. I can assure you, however, that both are 
animated with the best intentions, and have no other object in view than to promote the kingdom 
of Christ; only in their method of proceeding they accommodate themselves too much to the 
times.... These things I deplore in private to yourself, my dear Farel; see, therefore, that they are 
not made public. One thing I am thankful for, that there is no one who is fighting now more 
earnestly against the wafer-god, {539} as he calls it, than Brentz." {540} All the negotiations 
failed at last by the combined opposition of the extreme men of both parties. {541} 
 
The emperor closed the Diet on the 28th of July, and promised to use his influence with the pope 
to convene a General Council for the settlement of the theological questions. {542} 
 
Calvin had left Regensburg as soon as he found a chance, about the middle of June, much to the 
regret of Bucer and Melanchthon, who wished to retain him. {543} 
 
His sojourn there was embittered by the ravages of the pestilence in Strassburg, which carried 
away his beloved deacon, Claude Feray (Feraeus), his friends Bedrotus and Capito, one of his 
boarders, Louis de Richebourg (Claude’s pupil), and the sons of Oecolampadius, Zwingli, and 
Hedio. He was thrown into a state of extreme anxiety and depression, which he revealed to Farel 
in a melancholy letter of March 29, 1541. {544} "My dear friend Claude, whom I singularly 
esteemed," he writes, "has been carried off by the plague. Louis (de Richebourg) followed three 
days afterwards. My house was in a state of sad desolation. My brother (Antoine) had gone with 
Charles (de Richebourg) to a neighboring village; my wife had betaken herself to my brother’s; 
and the youngest of Claude’s scholars [probably Malherbe of Normandy] is lying sick in bed. To 
the bitterness of grief there was added a very anxious concern for those who survived. Day and 
night my wife is constantly present to my thoughts, in need of advice, seeing that she is deprived 
of her husband.... {545} These events have produced in me so much sadness that it seems as if 
they would utterly upset the mind and depress the spirit. You cannot believe the grief which 
consumes me on account of the death of my dear friend Claude." Then he pays a touching tribute 
to Feray, who had lived in his house and stuck closer to him than a brother. But the most precious 
fruit of this sore affliction is his letter of comfort to the distressed father of Louis de Richebourg, 
which we shall quote in another connection. {546} 
 
{528} Herminjard, VII, 198 sqq.; Opera, XI. 62 sqq. 
 
{529} Herminjard, VII. 126-128; Opera, XI. Ep. 311, p. 220. Comp. Epp. 302, 307, 309. Calvin 
was not satisfied with the success. "Quantum ad fratres attinet," he wrote to Farel (July 6, 1541), 
"qui ob evangelium laborant, non feci quod volui." Melanchthon incurred the displeasure of the 
emperor for favoring the French Protestants. Herminjard, VII. 179, note 16. 
 



{530} "Nihil hic novi audimus, nisi quod Rex et Caesar, certatim in pios saeviendo, idolum 
Romanum sibi demereri student." Herminjard, VI. 316, comp. note 8. 
 
{531} Beza (Opera, vol. XXI. 130): "Calvinus... Domino Philippo Melanchthoni et Gaspari 
Crucigero beatae memoriae imprimis gratus, adeo ut eum ille saepe ‘Theologum’ 
cognominaverit, hic vero privatum de coena cum eo colloquium habuerit eiusque cognitam 
sententiam diserte comprobarit." The Report of the Strassburger Kirchenordnung, II. 140, as 
quoted by Stricker (p. 28, note), says: "Auff welchem Colloquio auch Philippus [Melanchthon], 
Cruciger und andere furneme Theologi Kundtschafft mit Calvino gemacht, dass sie ihn, per 
Excellentiam, ‘den Theologum’ genannt." Papire Masson (in Vita Calv., as quoted by Herminjard, 
VII. 26): "Wormatiam missus a civibus excercuit excellentis ingenii vires tanto applausu 
theologorum Germania, ut judicio Melanchthonis et reliquorum si ngulari privilegio Theologi 
cognomen adeptus sit." A theologian in that eminently theological age meant a great deal more 
than a doctor of divinity nowadays. 
 
{532} Epinicion ad Christum, in Opera, V. 423-428. Dyer (p. 106), Kampschulte (I. 333), Henry 
(I. ch. XVIII), and even Merle d’Aubigne (VII. 23), were mistaken in calling this Song of Victory 
the only poem of Calvin (I. 333). He wrote also metrical versions of a number of Psalms, and a 
lyric hymn to Christ. See Opera, VI. 212-224. 
 
{533} As he says himself in the concluding lines:— 
 
Quod natura negat, studii pius efficit ardor, 
 
Ut coner laudes, Christe, sonare tuas. 
 
He gave the manuscript to a few friends, but did not permit it to be printed till the court of 
Toulouse, four years afterwards, put the poem in the list of forbidden books, and caused many 
inquiries after it. Otherwise he would have allowed it to be forgotten. See his preface in Opera, 
V. 422. 
 
{534} "Invitissimus," he wrote to Farel (Feb. 19, 1541, in Herminjard, VII. 26), "Ratisponam 
trahor: tum quia ipsam profectionem mihi molestissimam prospicio fore: tum quod valde timeo 
ne diuturna mora futura sit, ut solent saepe numero comitia ad decimum mensem producere: tum 
quod minime idoneus mihi ad tales actiones videor, quidquid alii judicent. Sed Deum sequar, qui 
novit cur mihi hanc necessitatem imponat." 
 
{535} See his judgment of these persons in the letter to Farel, April 24, 1541, in Herminjard, VII. 
89. Of Eck he says: "Nemini dubium est quin Davus ille [referring to the impudent slave in the 
ancient drama] sua importunitate sit omnia turbaturus." In a letter of May 12 he reports that Eck 
was struck by apoplexy (May 10), but recovered, adding: "Nondum meretur mundus ista bestia 
liberari." (Herminjard, VII. 116 sq.) Eck died Feb. 16, 1543. Franz Burckhard, the Saxon 
Chancellor, gave, in a letter to Pontanus, April 22, 1541, a similar estimate of Pflug, Gropper, and 
Eck, and calls the last an "ebrius sophista, qui pluris facit Bacchum quam ullam religionem" 
(Mel. Epist. IV. 185). Mosellanus described Eck, as he appeared at the disputation in Leipzig, as 
"a big-bodied, broad-shouldered, stout-hearted, and impudent man, who looked more like a town-
crier than a theologian." Melanchthon thought that "no pious person could listen without disgust 
to the sophisms and vain subtleties of that talking mountebank." 
 
{536} Calvin to Farel. May 11, 1541, in Herminjard, VII. 111 sq. 
 



{537} Herminjard, VII. 115. 
 
{538} These formulas are printed in Melanchthon’s Epistolae, IV. 262-264. 
 
{539} Or, in-breaded God, impanatus Deus. 
 
{540} The leading Lutheran divine of Wurttemberg, who attended the Colloquy. 
 
{541} The popular wit described the failure of the Colloquy in the line: "Sie pflugen (Pflug, 
Plough), eggen (Eck), graben (Grobber), putzen (Bucer or Butzer), und backen (Pistorius, whose 
German name was Becker), und richten nichts aus." Corp. Reform. IV. 335. 
 
{542} Calvin wrote to Viret from Strassburg, Aug. 13, 1541 (Herminjard, VII. 218) "Finis 
comitiorum talis fuit qualem ego fore semper divinavi. Tota enim pacificationis actio in fumum 
abiit, cum ad concilium universale rejecta est, vel saltem nationale, si illud brevi obtineri 
nequeat. Quid enim hoc aliud est quam frustrari?" 
 
{543} Letter to Farel from Strassburg, early in July, 1541, in Herminjard, VII. 176. He gives in 
this letter an account of the later disputes at Regensburg on confession and absolution, the 
invocation of saints, and the primacy of the pope. 
 
{544} Herminjard, VII. 65 sqq.; Opera, XI. 174 sqq. 
 
{545} "Mihi dies ac noctes animo obversatur uxor, consilii inops, quia capite suo caret." 
 
{546} See below, Par. 92, p. 421.  



90. Calvin and Melanchthon. 
 
The correspondence between Calvin (14 letters) and Melanchthon (8 letters), and several letters 
of Calvin to Farel from Strassburg and Regensburg. 
 
Henry, Vol. I. chs. XII. and XVII,—Stahelin, I. 237-254.—Merle D’Aubigne, bk. XI. ch. XIX. 
(vol. VII. 18-22, in Cates’ translation). 
 
One of the important advantages which his sojourn at Strassburg brought to Calvin and to the 
evangelical Church was his friendship with Melanchthon. It has a typical significance for the 
relationship of the Lutheran and Reformed Confessions, and therefore deserves special 
consideration. 
 
They became first acquainted by correspondence through Bucer in October, 1538. Melanchthon 
brought Calvin at once into a friendly contact with Luther, who read with great pleasure Calvin’s 
answer to Sadolet (perhaps also his Institutes), and sent his salutations to him at Strassburg. {547} 
 
Luther never saw Calvin, and probably knew little or nothing of the Reformation in Geneva. His 
own work was then nearly finished, and he was longing for rest. It is very fortunate, however, that 
while his mind was incurably poisoned against Zwingli and Zurich, he never came into hostile 
conflict with Calvin and Geneva, but sent him before his departure a fraternal greeting from a 
respectful distance. His conduct foreshadows the attitude of the Lutheran Church and theology 
towards Calvin, who had the highest regard for Luther, and enjoyed in turn the esteem of 
Lutheran divines in proportion as he was known. 
 
Melanchthon was twelve years older than Calvin, as Luther was thirteen years older than 
Melanchthon. Calvin, therefore, might have sustained to Melanchthon the relation of a pupil to a 
teacher. He sought his friendship, and he always treated him with reverential affection. {548} In 
the dedication of his commentary on Daniel, he describes Melanchthon as "a man who, on 
account of his incomparable skill in the most excellent branches of knowledge, his piety, and 
other virtues, is worthy of the admiration of all ages." But while Melanchthon was under the 
overawing influence of the personality of Luther, the Reformer of Geneva was quite independent 
of Melanchthon, and so far could meet him on equal terms. Melanchthon, in sincere humility and 
utter freedom from jealousy, even acknowledged the superiority of his younger friend as a 
theologian and disciplinarian, and called him emphatically "the theologian." 
 
They had many points of contact. Both were men of uncommon precocity; both excelled, above 
their contemporaries, in humanistic culture and polished style; both devoted all their learning to 
the renovation of the Church; they were equally conscientious and unselfish; they agreed in the 
root of their piety, and in all essential doctrines; they deplored the divisions in the Protestant 
ranks, and heartily desired unity and harmony consistent with truth. 
 
But they were differently constituted. Melanchthon was modest, gentle, sensitive, feminine, 
irenic, elastic, temporizing, always open to new light; Calvin, though by nature as modest, 
bashful, and irritable, was in principle and conviction firm, unyielding, fearless of consequences, 
and opposed to all compromises. They differed also on minor points of doctrine and discipline. 
Melanchthon, from a conscientious love of truth and peace, and from regard for the demands of 
practical common sense, had independently changed his views on two important doctrines. He 
abandoned the Lutheran dogma of a corporal and ubiquitous presence in the eucharist, and 



approached the theory of Calvin; and he substituted for his earlier fatalistic view of a divine 
foreordination of evil as well as good the synergistic scheme which ascribes conversion to the co-
operation of three causes: the Spirit of God, the Word of God, and the will of man. He conceded 
to man the freedom of either accepting or rejecting the Gospel salvation, yet without giving any 
merit to him for accepting the free gift; and on this point he dissented from Calvin’s more 
rigorous and logical system. {549} 
 
The sincere and lasting friendship of these two great and good men is therefore all the more 
remarkable and valuable as a testimony that a deep spiritual union and harmony may co-exist 
with theological differences. {550} 
 
Calvin and Melanchthon met at Frankfurt, Worms, and Regensburg under trying circumstances. 
Melanchthon felt discouraged about the prospects of Protestantism. He deplored the confusion 
which followed the abolition of the episcopal supervision, the want of discipline, the rapacity of 
the princes, the bigotry of the theologians. He had allowed himself, with Luther and Bucer, to 
give his conditional assent to the scandalous bigamy of Philip of Hesse (May, 1540), which was 
the darkest blot in the history of the German Reformation, and worse than the successive 
polygamy of Henry VIII. His conscience was so much troubled about his own weakness that, at 
Weimar, on his way to the Colloquies at Hagenau and Worms, he was brought to the brink of the 
grave, and would have died if Luther had not prayed him out of the jaws of the king of terrors. 
What a contrast between Melanchthon at Worms in 1540, and Luther at Worms in 1521! At the 
Diet of Regensburg, in 1541, he felt no better. His son was sick, and he dreamed that he had died. 
He read disaster and war in the stars. His letters to intimate friends are full of grief and anxious 
forebodings. "I am devoured by a desire for a better life," he wrote to one of them. He was 
oppressed by a sense of the responsibility that rested upon him as the spokesman and leader of the 
Reformation in the declining years of Luther, who had been formerly his inspiration and strength. 
It is natural that in this condition of mind he looked for a new support, and this he found in 
Calvin. We can thus easily understand his wish to die in his arms. But Calvin himself, though 
more calm and composed in regard to public affairs, was, as we have seen, deeply distressed at 
Regensburg by news of the ravages of the pestilence among his friends at Strassburg, besides 
being harassed by multiplying petitions to return to Geneva. These troubles and afflictions 
brought their hearts nearer to each other. 
 
In their first personal interview at Frankfurt on the Main, in February, 1539, they at once became 
intimate, and freely discussed the burning questions of the day, relating to doctrine, discipline, 
and worship. {551} 
 
As to doctrine, Calvin had previously sent to Melanchthon a summary, in twelve articles, on the 
crucial topic of the real presence. To these Melanchthon assented without dispute, {552} but 
confessed that he had no hope of satisfying those who obstinately insisted on a more gross and 
palpable presence. {553} Yet he was anxious that the present agreement, such as it was, might be 
cherished until at length the Lord shall lead both sides into the unity of his own truth. This is no 
doubt the reason why he himself refrained from such a full and unequivocal public expression of 
his own view as might lead to a rupture in the Lutheran Church. He went as far as he deemed it 
prudent by modifying the tenth article of the Augsburg Confession, and omitting the anti-
Zwinglian clause (1540). 
 
As to ecclesiastical discipline, Melanchthon deplored the want of it in Germany, but could see no 
prospect of improvement, till the people would learn to distinguish the yoke of Christ from the 
papal tyranny. 
 



As to worship, Calvin frankly expressed his objection to many ceremonies, which seemed to him 
to border too closely on Judaism. {554} He was opposed to chanting in Latin, to pictures and 
candles in churches, to exorcism in baptism, and the like. Melanchthon was reluctant to discuss 
this point, but admitted that there was an excess of trifling or unnecessary Roman Catholic rites 
retained in deference to the judgment of the Canonists, and expressed the hope that some of them 
would be abandoned by degrees. 
 
After the Colloquy at Regensburg the two Reformers saw each other no more, but continued to 
correspond as far as their time and multiplicity of duties would permit. The correspondence of 
friendship is apt to diminish with the increase of age and cares. Several letters are preserved, and 
are most creditable to both parties. {555} 
 
The first letter of Calvin after that Colloquy, is dated Feb. 16, 1543, and is a lengthy answer to a 
message from Melanchthon. {556} 
 
"You see," he writes, "to what a lazy fellow you have intrusted your letter. It was full four months 
before he delivered it to me, and then crushed and rumpled with much rough usage. But although 
it has reached me somewhat late, I set a great value upon the acquisition ... Would, indeed, as you 
observe, that we could oftener converse together were it only by letters. To you that would be no 
advantage; but to me, nothing in this world could be more desirable than to take solace in the 
mild and gentle spirit of your correspondence. You can scarce believe with what a load of 
business I am here burdened and incessantly hurried along; but in the midst of these distractions 
there are two things which most of all annoy me. My chief regret is, that there does not appear to 
be the amount of fruit that one may reasonably expect from the labor bestowed; the other is, 
because I am so far removed from yourself and a few others, and therefore am deprived of that 
sort of comfort and consolation which would prove a special help to me." 
 
"But since we cannot have even so much at our own choice, that each at his own discretion might 
pick out the corner of the vineyard where he might serve Christ, we must remain at that post 
which He Himself has allotted to each. This comfort we have at least, of which no far distant 
separation can deprive us,—I mean, that resting content with this fellowship which Christ has 
consecrated with his own blood, and has also confirmed and sealed by his blessed Spirit in our 
hearts,—while we live on the earth, we may cheer each other with that blessed hope to which 
your letter calls us that in heaven above we shall dwell forever where we shall rejoice in love and 
in continuance of our friendship." {557} 
 
There can be no nobler expression of Christian friendship. 
 
In the same letter Calvin informs Melanchthon that he had dedicated to him his "Defence of the 
Orthodox Doctrine on the Slavery and Deliverance of the Human Will against the Calumnies of 
Albert Pighius," which he had urged Calvin to write, and which appeared in February, 1543. 
{558} After some modest account of his labors in Geneva, and judicious reflections on the 
condition of the Church in Germany, he thus concludes: — 
 
"Adieu, O man of most eminent accomplishments, and ever to be remembered by me and 
honored in the Lord! May the Lord long preserve you in safety to the glory of his name and the 
edification of the Church. I wonder what can be the reason why you keep your Daniel a sealed 
book at home. {559} Neither can I suffer myself quietly, without remonstrance, to be deprived of 
the benefit of its perusal. I beg you to salute Dr. Martin reverently in my name. We have here 
with us at present Bernardino of Siena, an eminent and excellent man, who has occasioned no 



little stir in Italy by his secession. He has requested me that I would greet you in his name. Once 
more adieu, along with your family, whom may the Lord continually preserve." 
 
On the 11th of May following, Melanchthon thanked Calvin for the dedication, saying: {560} "I 
am much affected by your kindness, and I thank you that you have been pleased to give evidence 
of your love for me to all the world, by placing my name at the beginning of your remarkable 
book, where all the world will see it." He gives due praise to the force and eloquence with which 
he refuted Pighius, and, confessing his own inferiority as a writer, encourages him to continue to 
exercise his splendid talents for the edification and encouragement of the Church. Yet, while 
inferior as a logician and polemic, he, after all, had a deeper insight into the mystery of 
predestination and free will, although unable to solve it. He gently hints to his friend that he 
looked too much to one side of the problem of divine sovereignty and human liberty, and says in 
substance: — 
 
"As regards the question treated in your book, the question of predestination, I had in Tubingen a 
learned friend, Franciscus Stadianus, who used to say, I hold both to be true that all things happen 
according to divine foreordination, and yet according to their own laws, although he could not 
harmonize the two. I maintain the proposition that God is not the author of sin, and therefore 
cannot will it. David was by his own will carried into transgression. {561} He might have retained 
the Holy Spirit. In this conflict there is some margin for free will... "Let us accuse our own will if 
we fall, and not find the cause in God. He will help and aid those who fight in earnest. Movnon 
qevlhson, says Basilius, kai; qeo;" proapanta’. God promises and gives help to those who are 
willing to receive it. So says the Word of God, and in this let us abide. I am far from prescribing 
to you, the most learned and experienced man in all things that belong to piety. I know that in 
general you agree with my view. I only suggest that this mode of expression is better adapted for 
practical use." {562} 
 
In a letter to Camerarius, 1552, Melanchthon expresses his dissatisfaction with the manner in 
which Calvin emphasized the doctrine of predestination, and attempted to force the Swiss 
churches to accept it in the Consensus Genevensis. {563} 
 
Calvin made another attempt in 1554 to gain him to his view, but in vain. {564} On one point, 
however, he could agree to a certain modification; for he laid stress on the spontaneity of the will, 
and rejected Luther’s paradoxes, and his comparison of the natural man to a dead statue. 
 
It is greatly to the credit of Calvin that, notwithstanding his sensitiveness and intolerance against 
the opponents of his favorite dogma, he respected the judgment of the most eminent Lutheran 
divine, and gave signal proof of it by publishing a French translation of the improved edition of 
Melanchthon’s Theological Commonplaces in 1546, with a commendatory preface of his own, 
{565} in which he says that the book was a brief summary of all things necessary for a Christian 
to know on the way of salvation, stated in the simplest manner by the profoundly learned author. 
He does not conceal the difference of views on the subject of free will, and says that Melanchthon 
seems to concede to man some share in his salvation; yet in such a manner that God’s grace is not 
in any way diminished, and no ground is left to us for boasting. 
 
This is the only example of a Reformer republishing and recommending the work of another 
Reformer, which was the only formidable rival of his own chief work on the same subject (the 
Institutes), and differed from it in several points. {566} 
 
The revival of the unfortunate eucharistic controversy by Luther in 1545, and the equally 
unfortunate controversy caused by the imperial Interim in 1548, tried the friendship of the 



Reformers to the uttermost. Calvin respectfully, yet frankly, expressed his regret at the indecision 
and want of courage displayed by Melanchthon from fear of Luther and love of peace. 
 
When Luther came out a year before his death with his most violent and abusive book against the 
"Sacramentarians," {567} which deeply grieved Melanchthon and roused the just indignation of 
the Zwinglians, Calvin wrote to Melanchthon (June 28, 1545):  {568} — 
 
"Would that the fellow-feeling which enables me to condole with you, and to sympathize in your 
heaviness, might also impart the power in some degree at least to lighten your sorrow. If the 
matter stands as the Zurichers say it does, then they have just occasion for their writing.... Your 
Pericles allows himself to be carried beyond all bounds with his love of thunder, especially seeing 
that his own cause is by no means the better of the two... We all of us acknowledge that we are 
much indebted to him. But in the Church we always must be upon our guard, lest we pay too 
great a deference to men. It is all over with her when a single individual has more authority than 
all the rest... Where there is so much division and separation as we now see, it is indeed no easy 
matter to still the troubled waters, and bring about composure... You will say he [Luther] has a 
vehement disposition and ungovernable impetuosity; as if that very vehemence did not break 
forth with all the greater violence when all show themselves alike indulgent to him, and allow 
him to have his way unquestioned. If this specimen of overbearing tyranny has sprung forth 
already as the early blossom in the springtide of a reviving Church, what must we expect in a 
short time, when affairs have fallen into a far worse condition? Let us, therefore, bewail the 
calamity of the Church and not devour our grief in silence, but venture boldly to groan for 
freedom... You have studiously endeavored, by your kindly method of instruction, to recall the 
minds of men from strife and contention. I applaud your prudence and moderation. But while you 
dread, as you would some hidden rock, to meddle with this question from fear of giving offence, 
you are leaving in perplexity and suspense very many persons who require from you somewhat of 
a more certain sound, on which they can repose... Perhaps it is now the will of God to open the 
way for a full and satisfactory declaration of your own mind, that those who look up to your 
authority may not be brought to a stand, and kept in a state of perpetual doubt and hesitation..." 
 
"In the mean time let us run the race set before us with deliberate courage. I return you very many 
thanks for your reply, and for the extraordinary kindness which Claude assures me had been 
shown to him by you. {569} I can form a conjecture what you would have been to myself, from 
your having given so kind and courteous a reception to my friend. I do not cease to offer my chief 
thanks to God, who has vouchsafed to us that agreement in opinion upon the whole of that 
question [on the real presence]; for although there is a slight difference in certain particulars, we 
are very well agreed upon the general question itself." 
 
When after the defeat of the Protestants in the Smalkaldian War, Melanchthon accepted the 
Leipzig Interim with the humiliating condition of conformity to the Roman ritual, which the 
German emperor imposed upon them, Calvin was still more dissatisfied with his old friend. He 
sided, in this case, with the Lutheran non-conformists who, under the lead of Matthias Flacius, 
resisted the Interim, and were put under the ban of the empire. He wrote to Melanchthon, June 18, 
1550, the following letter of remonstrance: {570} — 
 
The ancient satirist [Juvenal, I. 79] once said, — 
 
’ Si natura negat, facit indignatio versum.’ 
 
"It is at present far otherwise with me. So little does my present grief aid me in speaking, that it 
rather renders me almost entirely speechless... I would have you suppose me to be groaning rather 



than speaking. It is too well known, from their mocking and jests, how much the enemies of 
Christ were rejoicing over your contests with the theologians of Magdeburg... {571} If no blame 
attaches to you in this matter, my dear Philip, it would be but the dictate of prudence and justice 
to devise means of curing, or at least mitigating, the evil. Yet, forgive me if I do not consider you 
altogether free from blame.... In openly admonishing you, I am discharging the duty of a true 
friend; and if I employ a little more severity than usual, do not think that it is owing to any 
diminution of my old affection and esteem for you... I know that nothing gives you greater 
pleasure than open candor... This is the sum of your defence: that, provided purity of doctrine be 
retained, externals should not be pertinaciously contended for... But you extend the distinction of 
non-essentials too far. You are aware that the Papists have corrupted the worship of God in a 
thousand ways. Several of those things which you consider indifferent are obviously repugnant to 
the Word of God ... You ought not to have made such large concessions to the Papists ... At the 
time when circumcision was yet lawful, do you not see that Paul, because crafty and malicious 
fowlers were laying snares for the liberty of believers, pertinaciously refused to concede to them a 
ceremony at the first instituted by God? He boasts that he did not yield to them,—no, not for an 
hour,—that the truth of God might remain intact among the Gentiles... {Galatians 2:5} I remind 
you of what I once said to you, that we consider our ink too precious if we hesitate to bear 
testimony in writing to those things which so many of the flock are daily sealing with their 
blood... The trepidation of a general is more dishonorable than the flight of a whole herd of 
private soldiers... You alone, by only giving way a little, will cause more complaints and sighs 
than would a hundred ordinary individuals by open desertion. And, although I am fully persuaded 
that the fear of death never compelled you in the very least to swerve from the right path, yet I am 
apprehensive that it is just possible that another species of fear may have proved too much for 
your courage. For I know how much you are horrified at the charge of rude severity. But we 
should remember that reputation must not be accounted by the servants of Christ as of more value 
than life. We are no better than Paul was, who remained fearlessly on his way through ‘evil and 
good report.’... You know why I am so vehement. I had rather die with you a hundred times than 
see you survive the doctrines surrendered by you..." 
 
"Pardon me for loading your breast with these miserable though ineffectual groans. Adieu, most 
illustrious sir, and ever worthy of my hearty regard. May the Lord continue to guide you by his 
Spirit, and sustain you by his might. May his protection guard you. Amen." 
 
We have here a repetition of the scene between Paul and Peter at Antioch, concerning the rite of 
circumcision; and while we admire the frankness and boldness of Paul and Calvin in rebuking an 
elder brother, and standing up for principle, we must also admire the meekness and humility of 
Peter and Melanchthon in bearing the censure. 
 
Melanchthon himself, after a brief interruption, reopened the correspondence in the old friendly 
spirit, during the disturbances of war between Elector Maurice and the Emperor Charles, which 
made an end of the controversy about the Adiaphora. 
 
"How often," wrote Melanchthon, Oct. 1, 1552, {572} "would I have written to you, reverend sir 
and dearest brother, if I could find more trustworthy letter-carriers. For I would like to converse 
with you about many most important matters, because I esteem your judgment very highly and 
know the candor and purity of your soul. {573} I am now living as in a wasp’s nest; {574} but 
perhaps I shall soon be called from this mortal life to a brighter companionship in heaven. If I live 
longer, I have to expect new exiles; if so, I am determined to turn to you. The studies are now 
broken up by pestilence and war. How often do I mourn and sigh over the causes of this fury 
among princes." 
 



In a lengthy and interesting answer Calvin says: {575} "Nothing could have come to me more 
seasonably at this time than your letter, which I received two months after its despatch." {576} He 
assures him that it was no little consolation to him in his sore trials at Geneva to be assured of the 
continuance of his affection, which, he was told, had been interrupted by the letter of 
remonstrance above referred to. "I have learned the more gladly that our friendship remains safe, 
which assuredly, as it grew out of a heartfelt love of piety, ought to remain forever sacred and 
inviolable." 
 
In the unfortunate affair of Servetus, Melanchthon fully approved Calvin’s conduct (1554). {577} 
But during the eucharistic controversy excited by Westphal, he kept an ominous silence, which 
produced a coolness between them. In a letter of Aug. 3, 1557, Calvin complains that for three 
years he had not heard from him, but expresses satisfaction that he still entertained the same 
affection, and closes with the wish that he maybe permitted "to enjoy on earth a most delightful 
interview with you, and feel some alleviation of my grief by deploring along with you the evils 
which we cannot remedy." {578} 
 
That wish was not granted. In a letter of Nov. 19, 1558, {579} he gives him, while still suffering 
from a quartan ague, a minute account of his malady, of the remedies of the doctors, of the 
formidable coalition of the kings of France and Spain against Geneva, and concludes with these 
words: 
 
"Let us cultivate with sincerity a fraternal affection towards each other, the ties of which no wiles 
of the devil shall ever burst asunder.... By no slight shall my mind ever be alienated from that 
holy friendship and respect which I have vowed to you.... Farewell, most illustrious light and 
distinguished doctor of the Church. May the Lord always govern you by his Spirit, preserve you 
long in safety, increase your store of blessings. In your tum, diligently commend us to the 
protection of God, as you see us exposed to the jaws of the wolf. My colleagues and an 
innumerable crowd of pious men salute you." 
 
On the 19th of April, 1560, Melanchthon was delivered from "the fury of the theologians" and all 
his troubles. A year after his death Calvin, who had to fight the battle of faith four years longer, 
during the renewed fury of the eucharistic controversy with the fanatical Heshusius, addressed 
this touching appeal to his sainted friend in heaven: — 
 
"O Philip Melanchthon! I appeal to thee who now livest with Christ in the bosom of God, and 
there art waiting for us till we shall be gathered with thee to that blessed rest. A hundred times, 
when worn out with labors and oppressed with so many troubles, didst thou repose thy head 
familiarly on my breast and say, ‘Would that I could die in this bosom!’ Since then I have a 
thousand times wished that it had been granted to us to live together; for certainly thou wouldst 
thus have had more courage for the inevitable contest, and been stronger to despise envy, and to 
count as nothing all accusations. In this manner, also, the malice of many would have been 
restrained who, from thy gentleness which they call weakness, gathered audacity for their 
attacks." {580} 
 
Who, in view of this friendship which was stronger than death, can charge Calvin with want of 
heart and tender affection? 
 
{547} In a letter to Bucer, Oct. 14, 1539: "Salutabis Dn. Joannem Sturmium et Joannem 
Calvinum reverenter, quorum libellos cum singulari voluptate legi. Sadoleto optarem ut crederet 
Deum esse creatorem hominum extra Italiam." Deuteronomy Wette, V. 211; and Herminjard, VI. 
73 (comp. note 6). Calvin refers to this compliment in a letter to Farel, Nov. 20, 1539 (in 



Herminjard, VI. 130). He also quotes, from a lost letter of Melanchthon, the words: "Lutherus et 
Pomeranus [Bugenhagen] Calvinum et Sturmium jusserunt salutari. Calvinus magnam gratiam 
iniit." (Ibid. p. 131.) Luther is reported to have expressed also a favorable judgment on Calvin’s 
tract on the Lord’s Supper, published at Strassburg, 1541, in French. See vol. VI. 660. 
 
{548} In a letter of 11 Cal. Maii, 1544 (Opera, XI. 698), he addresses him as "ornatissime vir, 
fidelissime Christi minister, et amice mihi semper honorande. Dominus te semper spiritu suo 
regat, diuque nobis et ecclesiae suae incolumem conservet." 
 
{549} On these changes see the biographies of Melanchthon by Galle, Carl Schmidt, and 
Herrlinger; Gieseler’s Church History; and Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, I. 261 sqq. 
 
{550} Merle d’Aubigne (VII. 19) thinks that "esteem was uppermost in Melanchthon, and 
affection in Calvin;" that "on the one side the friendship was founded more on reflection 
(reflechi), on the other it was more spontaneous;" but "on both sides it was the product of their 
noble and beautiful qualities." 
 
{551} Calvin wrote to Farel, after his return to Strassburg, at the end of March, 1539: "Cum 
Philippo fuit mihi multis de rebus colloquium." 
 
{552} "Sine controversia ipse assentitur." Calvin adds: "de ipso (Mel.) nihil dubita, quin penitus 
nobiscum sentiat." Herminjard, V. 269. In a previous letter to Farel, October, 1538 (in 
Herminjard, V. 146 and note 24), he informed Farel that he had sent twelve articles of agreement 
with a letter to Melanchthon from Strassburg. The articles are lost, but may yet be recovered. 
 
{553} "Sed fatetur, esse in illa parte nonnullos qui crassius aliquid requirant: atque id tanta 
pervicacia, ne dicam tyrannide, ut diu in periculo fuerit, quod eum videbant a suo sensu nonnihil 
alienum." Herminjard, V. 269. Those men who outluthered Luther, were not satisfied with the 
words of institution, simpliciter, but demanded such scholastic terms as substantialiter, 
essentialiter, corporaliter, quantitative, ubiquitaliter, carnaliter. When Matthaeus Zell, preacher 
in the Minster at Strassburg, told Melanchthon (in 1536) that he abhorred these terms as 
diabolical additions, Melanchthon assented. See Roehrich Mittheilungen aus der Geschichte der 
evang. Kirche des Elsasses, III. 133, as quoted by Stahelin, I. 169. 
 
{554} Letter to Farel, April, 1539 (Herminjard, V. 292): "Nuper Philippo in faciem non 
dissimulavi, quin mihi admodum illa ceremoniarum copia displiceret. Videri enim mihi formam 
quam tenent non procul esse a Judaismo." 
 
{555} In Calvin’s Opera there are fourteen letters of his to Melanchthon. 
 
{556} Letters of John Calvin by Dr. Jules Bonnet, translated from the original Latin and French 
by Constable, vol. I. 349. In Calvin’s Opera, XI. 515. The original copy is in Simler’s Collection 
in the City Library of Zurich. 
 
{557} "Hoc saltem nobis nullo regionum longinquitas eripiet, quin hac conjunctione, quam 
Christus sanguine suo consecratam Spiritu quoque suo in cordibus nostris sanxit, contenti, dum 
vivimus in terra sustineamur beato illa spe, ad quam nos literae tum revocant: in coelis nos simul 
perpetuo victuros, ubi amore amicitiaque nostra fruemur." 
 
{558} "Defensio sanae et orthodoxae doctrina de servitute et liberations humani arbitrii adversus 
calumnias Alberti Pighii Campensis." Opera, VI. 225-404. 



 
{559} Melanchthon’s Commentary on Daniel appeared in the same year at Wittenberg and 
Leipzig. 
 
{560} Opera, vol. XI. 539-542. Also in Corp. Reform. V. 107. 
 
{561} This is a direct contradiction to the assertion in the first edition of his Loci (1521), and his 
commentary on the Romans (1524), that God does all things not permissive, but potenter, and that 
he foreordained and wrought the adultery of David, and the treason of Judas, as well as the 
vocation of Paul. He so understood the Epistle to the Romans. In December, 1525, Luther 
expressed the same views in his book against Erasmus, which he never recalled, but pronounced 
one of his best books (1537). 
 
{562} "Ad usum accommodata." 
 
{563} Mel. Opera, in the Corpus Reformatorum, VII. 390. 
 
{564} Opera, XV. 215-217. Dated 6 Calendas Septembris. 
 
{565} The preface is reprinted in his Opera, vol. IX. 847-850. 
 
{566} Henry justly remarks (I. 376): "So free were these rare men of ambition, love of glory, and 
littleness of spirit, that they thought of nothing but the salvation of the world. Calvin wanted 
France to love Melanchthon as much as he did, and to be converted to Christ through him." 
Comp. Stahelin, I. 244. 
 
{567} His "Short Confession on the Lord’s Supper." See this History, vol. VI. 654 sqq. 
 
{568} Bonnet-Constable, I. 442-444; Opera, XII. 98-100. 
 
{569} Claude de Senarcleus, a friend of Calvin, returned from Wittenberg with an album full of 
pious inscriptions of leading Lutheran divines, which is preserved in the Town Library of 
Geneva. Bonnet, l. c. I. 444. 
 
{570} Opera, XIII. 593 sqq. 
 
{571} The zealous Lutherans at Magdeburg which stood out a long siege by the army of the 
Elector Maurice. 
 
{572} Opera, XIV. 368; Corp. Ref., VII. 1085. 
 
{573} "Quia et judicium tuum magni facio, et scio integritatem animi et candorem in te summum 
esse." 
 
{574} w ono en sfhkiai. 
 
{575} Bonnet-Constable, II. Opera, XIV. 416-418. 
 
{576} Nowadays a letter from Wittenberg will reach Geneva in less than two days. 
 
{577} See below, 139, pp. 706 sqq. 



 
{578} Opera, XVI. 556-558. 
 
{579} Opera, XVII. 384-386. 
 
{580} Opera, IX. 461.  



91. Calvin and Sadolet. The Vindication of the Reformation. 
 
Sadoleti: Epistola ad Genevenses (Cal. Apr., i.e. March 18, 1539).—Calvini: Responsio ad 
Sadoletum (Sept. 1, 1539), Argentorati ap. Wendelinum Richelium excusa. In Calv. Opera, vol. 
V. 385-416. Calvin translated it into French, 1540 (republished at Geneva, 1860). English 
translation of both by Henry Beveridge in John Calvin’s Tracts relate to the Reformation, 
Edinburgh (Calvin Translation Society), 1844, pp. 3-68.—Beza, Vita C., Opera, XXI. 129. 
 
Henry, Vol. I. ch. XI.—Dyer, 102 sq.—Stahelin, I. 291-304.—Kampschulte, I. 354 sq. (only a 
brief but important notice).—Merle D’Aubigne, bk. XI. ch. XVI., and vol. VI. 570-594. 
 
"Another evil, of a more dangerous kind, arose in the year 1539, and was at once extinguished by 
the diligence of Calvin. The bishop of Carpentras, at that time, was James Sadolet, a man of great 
eloquence, but he perverted it chiefly in suppressing the light of truth. He had been appointed a 
cardinal for no other reason than in order that his moral respectability might serve to put a kind of 
gloss on false religion. Observing his opportunity in the circumstances which had occurred, and 
thinking that he would easily ensnare the flock when deprived of its distinguished pastors, he 
sent, under the pretext of neighborhood (for the city of Carpentras is in Dauphiny, which again 
bounds on Savoy), a letter to his so-styled ‘most Beloved Senate, Council, and People of 
Geneva,’ omitting nothing which might tend to bring them both into the lap of the Romish Harlot, 
{581} There was nobody at that time in Geneva capable of writing an answer, and it is, therefore, 
not unlikely, that, had the letter not been written in a foreign tongue (Latin), it would, in the 
existing state of affairs, have done great mischief to the city. But Calvin, having read it at 
Strasbourg, forgot all his injuries, and forthwith answered it with so much truth and eloquence, 
that Sadolet immediately gave up the whole affair as desperate." 
 
This is Beza’s account of that important and interesting controversy which occurred in the 
German period of Calvin’s life, and left a permanent impression on history. 
 
The interregnum in Geneva furnished an excellent opportunity for Pierre de la Baume, who had 
been made a cardinal, to recover his lost bishopric. In this respect he only followed the example 
of dispossessed princes. He brought about, with the help of the pope, a consultation of the bishops 
of the neighboring dioceses of Lyons, Vienne, Lausanne, Besanacon, Turin, Langres, and 
Carpentras. The meeting was held at Lyons under the presidency of the cardinal of Tournon, then 
archbishop of Lyons, and known as a bigoted persecutor of the Waldenses. Jean Philippe, the 
chief author of the banishment of Calvin, aided in the scheme. The bishop of Carpentras, a town 
on the borders of Savoy, was selected for the execution. A better choice could not have been 
made. 
 
Jacopo Sadoleto (born at Modena, 1477, died at Rome, 1547) was one of the secretaries of Pope 
Leo X., bishop of Carpentras in Dauphiny since 1517, secretary of Clement VII. in 1523, a 
cardinal since 1536. He was frequently employed in diplomatic peace negotiations between the 
pope, the king of France, and the emperor of Germany. He had a high reputation as a scholar, a 
poet, and a gentleman of irreproachable character and devout piety. He best represents the Italian 
Renaissance in its leaning towards a moderate semi-evangelical reform within the Catholic 
Church. He was an admirer of Erasmus and Melanchthon, and one of the founders of the Oratory 
at Rome for purposes of mutual edification. He acted, like Contarini, as a mediator between the 
Roman and Protestant parties, but did not please either. In his commentary on the Epistle to the 
Romans, he expressed opinions on divine grace and free-will which gave offence in Rome and in 



Spain. His colleague, Cardinal Bembo, warned him against the study of St. Paul, lest it might 
spoil his classical style. Sadolet prevented the spread of Calvinism in his diocese, but was 
opposed to violent persecution. He kindly received the fugitive Waldenses after the terrible 
massacre of Merindol and Cabrieres, in 1545, and besought the clemency of Francis I. in their 
behalf. He was grieved and disgusted with the nepotism of Pope Paul III., and declined the 
appointment to preside over the Council of Trent as papal delegate, on the score of extreme 
poverty. 
 
This highly respectable dignitary of the papal hierarchy made a very able and earnest effort to win 
back the orphan Church of Geneva to the sheepfold of Rome. He thereby came involuntarily into 
a literary conflict with Calvin, in which he was utterly defeated. Fresh from a visit to the pope, he 
addressed a letter of some twenty or more octavo pages "to his dearly beloved Brethren, the 
Magistrates, Senate, and Citizens of Geneva." It is written in elegant Latin, and with persuasive 
eloquence, of which he was a consummate master. 
 
He assumes the air of authority as a cardinal and papal legate, and begins with an apostolic 
greeting: "Very dear Brethren in Christ,—Peace to you and with us, that is, with the Catholic 
Church, the mother of all, both of us and you, love and concord from God, the Father Almighty, 
and from his Son Jesus Christ, our Lord, together with the Holy Spirit, perfect Unity in Trinity; to 
whom be praise and dominion for ever and ever." He flatters the Genevese by praising their noble 
city, the order and form of their republic, the worth of their citizens, and especially their 
"hospitality to strangers and foreigners," but he casts suspicion on the character and motives of 
the Reformers. This uncharitable and ungentlemanly reflection mars the beauty and dignity of his 
address, and weakened its effect upon the citizens of Geneva who, whatever were their religious 
views, had no doubt about the honesty and earnestness of Farel, Viret, and Calvin. 
 
After this introduction Sadolet gives a very plausible exposition of the principle of the Catholic 
doctrines, but ignores the Bible. He admits that man is saved by faith alone, but adds the necessity 
of good works. He then asks the Genevese to decide, "Whether it be more expedient for their 
salvation to believe and follow what the Catholic Church has approved with general consent for 
more than fifteen hundred years, or innovations introduced within these twenty-five years by 
crafty men." He then adduces the stock arguments of antiquity, universality, unity, and inerrancy, 
while the Protestants were already broken up into warring sects a manifest indication of 
falsehood. For "truth," he says, "is always one, while error is varied and multiform; that which is 
straight is simple, that which is crooked has many turns. Can any one who confesses Christ, fail 
to perceive that such teaching of the holy Church is the proper work of Satan, and not of God? 
What does God demand of us? What does Christ enjoin? That we be all one in him." 
 
He closes with an earnest exhortation, and assures the Genevese: "Whatever I possibly can do, 
although it is very little, still if I have in me any talent, skill, authority, industry, I offer them all to 
you and your interests, and will regard it as a great favor to myself should you be able to reap any 
fruit and advantage from my labor and assistance in things human and divine." 
 
The Council of Geneva politely acknowledged the receipt of the cardinal’s letter with thanks for 
the compliments paid to the Genevese, and promised a full reply in due time. This was March 27. 
On the next day a number of citizens, under the lead of Franacois Chamois, entered a protest 
against the ordinance by which the Confession of Faith had been adopted, July 29, 1537, and 
asked to be released from the oath. The Romanists took courage. No one could be found in 
Geneva who was able to answer the cardinal’s letter, and silence might be construed into consent. 
 



Calvin received a copy of the appeal through Sulzer, a minister of Bern, wrote an answer of more 
than twice its length in six days, and despatched it to Geneva in time to neutralize the mischief 
(Sept. 1). Though not mentioned by name, he was indirectly assailed by the cardinal as the chief 
among those who had been denounced as misleaders and disturbers of the peace of Geneva. He 
therefore felt it his duty to take up the pen in defence of the Reformation. 
 
He begins by paying a just tribute to the cardinal for his excellent learning and admirable 
eloquence, which raised him to a place among the first scholars of the age. Nor did he impeach 
his motives. "I will give you credit," he says, "for having written to the Genevese with the purest 
intention as becomes one of your learning, prudence, and gravity, and for having in good faith 
advised them to the course which you believed to be to their interest and safety." He was, 
therefore, reluctant to oppose him, and he did so only under an imperative sense of duty. We let 
him speak for himself. {582} 
 
"I profess to be one of those whom, with so much enmity, you assail and stigmatize. For though 
religion was already established, and the form of the Church corrected, before I was invited to 
Geneva, yet having not only approved by my suffrage, but studied as much as in me lay to 
preserve and confirm what had been done by Viret and Farel, I cannot separate my case from 
theirs. Still, if you had attacked me in my private character, I could easily have forgiven the attack 
in consideration of your learning, and in honor of letters. But when I see that my ministry, which 
I feel assured is supported and sanctioned by a call from God, is wounded through my side, it 
would be perfidy, not patience, were I here to be silent and connive." 
 
"In that Church I have held the office, first of Doctor, and then of Pastor. In my own right I 
maintain that, in undertaking these offices, I had a legitimate vocation. How faithfully and 
religiously I have performed them, there is no occasion for now showing at length. Perspicuity, 
erudition, prudence, ability, or even industry, I will not claim for myself, but that I certainly 
labored with the sincerity which became me in the work of the Lord, I can in conscience appeal to 
Christ, my Judge, and all his angels, while all good men bear clear testimony in my favor. This 
ministry, therefore, when it shall appear to have been of God (as it certainly shall appear after the 
cause has been heard), were I in silence to allow you to tear and defame, who would not condemn 
such silence as treachery? Every person, therefore, now sees that the strongest obligations of 
duty—obligations which I cannot evade—constrain me to meet your accusations, if I would not 
with manifest perfidy desert and betray a cause with which the Lord has intrusted me. For though 
I am for the present relieved of the charge of the Church of Geneva, that circumstance ought not 
to prevent me from embracing it with paternal affection—God, when he gave it to me in charge, 
having bound me to be faithful forever." 
 
He repels with modest dignity the frivolous charge of having embraced the cause of the 
Reformation from disappointed ambition. 
 
"I am unwilling to speak of myself, but since you do not permit me to be altogether silent, I will 
say what I can consistently with modesty. Had I wished to consult my own interest, I would never 
have left your party. I will not, indeed, boast that there the road to preferment had been easy to 
me. I never desired it, and I could never bring my mind to catch at it; although I certainly know 
not a few of my own age who have crept up to some eminence—among them some whom I might 
have equalled, and others outstripped. This only I will be contented to say, it would not have been 
difficult for me to reach the summit of my wishes, viz., the enjoyment of literary ease with 
something of a free and honorable station. Therefore, I have no fear that any one not possessed of 
shameless effrontery will object to me, that out of the kingdom of the pope I sought for any 
personal advantage which was not there ready to my hand." 



 
The Reformer follows the cardinal’s letter step by step, and defeats him at every point. He 
answers his assertions with facts and arguments. He destroys, like a cobweb, his beautiful picture 
of an ideal Catholicism by a description of the actual papacy of those days, with its abuses and 
corruptions, which were the real cause of the Reformation. He gives a very dark account, indeed, 
but it is fully confirmed by what is authentically known of the lives of such popes as Alexander 
VI. and Leo X., by the invectives of Savonarola, by the observations of Erasmus and Luther on 
their experience in Rome, by such impartial witnesses as Machiavelli, who says that religion was 
almost destroyed in Italy owing to the bad example set by the popes, and even by the testimony of 
an exceptionally good and pious pope, Adrian VI., who, with all his abhorrence of the Lutheran 
heresy, officially confessed the absolute necessity of a moral reform in the head and members of 
the hierarchy. 
 
"We deny not," says Calvin, "that those over whom you preside are churches of Christ, but we 
maintain that the Roman pontiff, with his whole herd of pseudo-bishops, who have seized upon 
the pastor’s office, are ravening wolves, whose only study has hitherto been to scatter and trample 
upon the kingdom of Christ, filling it with ruin and devastation. Nor are we the first to make the 
complaint. With what vehemence does Bernard thunder against Eugenius and all the bishops of 
his own age? Yet how much more tolerable was its condition than now?" 
 
"For iniquity has reached its height, and now those shadowy prelates, by whom you think the 
Church stands or perishes, and by whom we say that she has been cruelly torn and mutilated, and 
brought to the very brink of destruction, can bear neither their vices nor the cure of them. 
Destroyed the Church would have been, had not God, with singular goodness, prevented. For in 
all places where the tyranny of the Roman pontiff prevails, you scarcely see as many stray and 
tattered vestiges as will enable you to perceive that these Churches he half buried. Nor should you 
think this absurd, since Paul tells you that Antichrist would have his seat in no other place than in 
the midst of God’s sanctuary..." {2 Thessalonians 2:4} 
 
"But whatever the character of the men, still, you say, it is written, ‘What they tell you, do.’ No 
doubt, if they sit in the chair of Moses. But when, from the chair of verity, they intoxicate the 
people with folly, it is written, ‘Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees’..." {Matthew 12:6} 
 
"Let your pontiff boast as he may of the succession of Peter: even if he should make good his title 
to it, he will establish nothing more than that obedience is due to him from the Christian people 
so long as he himself maintains his fidelity to Christ, and does not deviate from the purity of the 
gospel. A prophet should be judged by the congregation. {1 Corinthians 14:29} Whoever 
exempts himself from this must first expunge his name from the list of the prophets..." 
 
"As to your assertion, that our only aim in shaking off this tyrannical yoke was to set ourselves 
free for unbridled licentiousness after (so help us!) casting away all thoughts of future life, let 
judgment be given after comparing our conduct with yours. We abound, indeed, in numerous 
faults; too often do we sin and fall. Still, though truth would, modesty will not, permit me to boast 
how far we excel you in every respect, unless, perchance, you except Rome, that famous abode of 
sanctity, which having burst asunder the cords of pure discipline, and trodden all honor under 
foot, has so overflowed with all kinds of iniquity, that scarcely anything so abominable has ever 
been before." 
 
At the close of his letter, Sadolet had cited the Reformers as criminals before the judgment-seat of 
God, in an imaginary confession to the effect that they had been actuated by base motives of pride 



and disappointed ambition in their assaults upon the holy Church and the vicegerent of Christ, 
and become guilty of "great seditions and schisms." 
 
Calvin takes up the challenge by a counter-confession, which introduces us into the very heart of 
the great religious struggle of the sixteenth century, and is perhaps the ablest vindication of the 
Reformation to be found in the controversial literature of that time. He puts that movement on the 
ground of the Word of God against the commandments of men, and justifies it by the protests of 
the Hebrew prophets against the corruptions of the Levitical priesthood, and Christ’s fearful 
denunciations of the Pharisees and Sadducees, who nailed the Saviour to the cross. The same 
confession contains also an incidental account of the spiritual experience and conversion of the 
author, who speaks for himself as well as his colleagues. We give it in full. 
 
"Consider now what serious answer you are to make for yourself and your party. Our cause, as it 
is supported by the truth of God, will be at no loss for a complete defence. I am not speaking of 
our persons; their safety will be found not in defence, but in humble confession and suppliant 
deprecation. But in so far as our ministry is concerned, there is none of us who will not be able 
thus to speak": — 
 
"O Lord, I have, indeed, experienced how difficult and grievous it was to bear the invidious 
accusations with which I was harassed on the earth; but with the same confidence with which I 
then appealed to Thy tribunal, I now appear before Thee, because I know that in Thy judgment 
truth always reigns—that truth by whose assurance supported I first ventured to attempt—with 
whose assistance provided I was able to accomplish whatever I have achieved in Thy Church." 
 
"They charged me with two of the worst of crimes—heresy and schism. And the heresy was, that 
I dared to protest against dogmas which they received. But what could I have done? I heard from 
Thy mouth that there was no other light of truth which could direct our souls into the way of life, 
than that which was kindled by Thy Word. I heard that whatever human minds of themselves 
conceive concerning Thy Majesty, the worship of Thy Deity, and the mysteries of Thy religion, 
was vanity. I heard that their introducing into the Church instead of Thy Word, doctrines sprung 
from the human brain, was sacrilegious presumption." 
 
"But when I turned my eyes towards men, I saw very different principles prevailing. Those who 
were regarded as the leaders of faith, neither understood Thy Word, nor greatly cared for it. They 
only drove unhappy people to and fro with strange doctrines, and deluded them with I know not 
what follies. Among the people themselves, the highest veneration paid to Thy Word was to 
revere it at a distance, as a thing inaccessible, and abstain from all investigation of it." 
 
"Owing to this supine state of the pastors, and this stupidity of the people, every place was filled 
with pernicious errors, falsehoods, and superstition. They, indeed, called Thee the only God, but 
it was while transferring to others the glory which thou hast claimed for Thy Majesty. They 
figured and had for themselves as many gods as they had saints, whom they chose to worship. 
Thy Christ was indeed worshipped as God, and retained the name of Saviour; but where He ought 
to have been honored, He was left almost without honor. For, spoiled of His own virtue, He 
passed unnoticed among the crowd of saints, like one of the meanest of them. There was none 
who duly considered that one sacrifice which He offered on the cross, and by which He 
reconciled us to Thyself—none who ever dreamed of thinking of His eternal priesthood, and the 
intercession depending upon it—none who trusted in His righteousness only. That confident hope 
of salvation which is both enjoined by Thy Word, and founded upon it, had almost vanished. Nay, 
it was received as a kind of oracle, that it was foolish arrogance, and, as they termed it, 



presumption for any one trusting to Thy goodness, and the righteousness of Thy Son, to entertain 
a sure and unfaltering hope of salvation." 
 
"Not a few profane opinions plucked up by the roots the first principles of that doctrine which 
Thou hast delivered to us in Thy Word. The true meaning of Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, also, 
was corrupted by numerous falsehoods. And then, when all, with no small insult to Thy mercy, 
put confidence in good works, when by good works they strove to merit Thy favor, to procure 
justification, to expiate their sins, and make satisfaction to Thee (each of these things obliterating 
and making void the virtue of Christ’s cross), they were yet altogether ignorant wherein good 
works consisted. For, just as if they were not at all instructed in righteousness by Thy law, they 
had fabricated for themselves many useless frivolities, as a means of procuring Thy favor, and on 
these they so plumed themselves, that, in comparison of them, they almost contemned the 
standard of true righteousness which Thy law recommended,—to such a degree had human 
desires, after usurping the ascendancy, derogated, if not from the belief, at least from the 
authority, of Thy precepts therein contained." 
 
"That I might perceive these things, Thou, O Lord, didst shine upon me with the brightness of 
Thy Spirit; that I might comprehend how impious and noxious they were, Thou didst bear before 
me the torch of Thy Word; that I might abominate them as they deserved, Thou didst stimulate 
my soul." 
 
"But in rendering an account of my doctrine, Thou seest (what my own conscience declares) that 
it was not my intention to stray beyond those limits which I saw had been fixed by all Thy 
servants. Whatever I felt assured that I had learned from Thy mouth, I desired to dispense 
faithfully to the Church. Assuredly, the thing at which I chiefly aimed, and for which I most 
diligently labored, was, that the glory of Thy goodness and justice, after dispersing the mists by 
which it was formerly obscured, might shine forth conspicuous, that the virtue and blessings of 
Thy Christ (all glosses being wiped away) might be fully displayed. For I thought it impious to 
leave in obscurity things which we were born to ponder and meditate. Nor did I think that truths, 
whose magnitude no language can express, were to be maliciously or falsely declared." 
 
"I hesitated not to dwell at greater length on topics on which the salvation of my hearers 
depended. For the oracle could never deceive which declares: {John 17:3} "This is eternal life to 
know Thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent."" 
 
"As to the charge of forsaking the Church, which they were wont to bring against me, there is 
nothing of which my conscience accuses me, unless, indeed, he is to be considered a deserter, 
who, seeing the soldiers routed and scattered, and abandoning the ranks, raises the leader’s 
standard, and recalls them to their posts. For thus, O Lord, were all thy servants dispersed, so that 
they could not, by any possibility, hear the command, but had almost forgotten their leader, and 
their service, and their military oath. In order to bring them together, when thus scattered, I raised 
not a foreign standard, but that noble banner of Thine which we must follow, if we would be 
classed among Thy people. Then I was assailed by those who, when they ought to have kept 
others in their ranks, had led them astray, and when I determined not to desist, opposed me with 
violence. On this grievous tumults arose, and the contest blazed and issued in disruption." 
 
"With whom the blame rests it is for Thee, O Lord, to decide. Always, both by word and deed, 
have I protested how eager I was for unity. Mine, however, was a unity of the Church, which 
should begin with Thee and end in Thee. For as oft as Thou didst recommend to us peace and 
concord, Thou, at the same time, didst show that Thou wert the only bond for preserving it." 
 



"But if I desired to be at peace with those who boasted of being the heads of the Church and 
pillars of faith, I believed to purchase it with the denial of Thy truth. I thought that anything was 
to be endured sooner than stoop to such nefarious compact. For Thy Anointed Himself hath 
declared, that though heaven and earth should be confounded, yet Thy Word must endure 
forever." {Matthew 24:35} 
 
"Nor did I think that I dissented from Thy Church because I was at war with those leaders; for 
Thou hast forewarned me, both by Thy Son, and by the apostles, that that place would be 
occupied by persons to whom I ought by no means to consent. Christ had predicted not of 
strangers, but of men who should give themselves out for pastors, that they would be ravenous 
wolves and false prophets, and had, at the same time, cautioned me to beware of them. Where 
Christ ordered me to beware, was I to lend my aid? And the apostles declared that there would be 
no enemies of Thy Church more pestilential than those from within who should conceal 
themselves under the title of pastors." {Matthew 7:15 Acts 20:29 2 Peter 2:1 1 John 2:18} 
 
"Why should I have hesitated to separate myself from persons whom they forewarned me to hold 
as enemies? I had before my eyes the examples of Thy prophets, who I saw had a similar contest 
with the priests and false prophets of their day, though these were undoubtedly the rulers of the 
Church among the Israelitish people. But Thy prophets are not regarded as schismatics, because, 
when they wished to revive religion, which had fallen into decay, they desisted not, although 
opposed with the utmost violence. They still remained in the unity of the Church, though they 
were doomed to perdition by wicked priests, and deemed unworthy of a place among men, not to 
say saints." 
 
"Confirmed by their example, I, too, persisted. Though denounced as a deserter of the Church, 
and threatened, I was in no respect deterred or induced to proceed less firmly and boldly in 
opposing those, who, in the character of pastors, wasted Thy Church with a more than impious 
tyranny. My conscience told me how strong the zeal was with which I burned for the unity of Thy 
Church, provided Thy truth were made the bond of concord. As the commotions which followed 
were not excited by me, so there is no ground for imputing them to me. Thou, O Lord, knowest, 
and the fact itself has testified to men, that the only thing I asked was, that all controversies 
should be decided by Thy Word, that thus both parties might unite with one mind to establish Thy 
kingdom; and I declined not to restore peace to the Church at the expense of my head, if I were 
found to have been unnecessarily the cause of tumult." 
 
"But what did our opponents? Did they not instantly, and like madmen fly to fires, swords, and 
gibbets? Did they not decide that their only security, was in arms and cruelty? Did they not 
instigate all ranks to the same fury? Did they not spurn at all methods of pacification? To this it is 
owing that a matter, which might at one time have been settled amicably, has blazed into such a 
contest. But although, amidst the great confusion, the judgments of men were various, I am freed 
from all fear, now that we stand at Thy tribunal, where equity, combined with truth, cannot but 
decide in favor of innocence." 
 
"Such, Sadolet, is our pleading, not the fictitious one which you, in order to aggravate our case, 
were pleased to devise, but that the perfect truth of which is known to the good even now, and 
will be made manifest to all creatures on that day. Nor will those who, instructed by our 
preaching, have adhered to our cause, be at loss what to say for themselves, since each will be 
ready with this defence": — 
 
"I, O Lord, as I had been educated from a boy, always professed the Christian faith. But at first I 
had no other reason for my faith than that which then everywhere prevailed. Thy Word, which 



ought to have shone on all Thy people like a lamp, was taken away, or at least suppressed as to 
us. And lest any one should long for greater light, an idea had been instilled into the minds of all, 
that the investigation of that hidden celestial philosophy was better delegated to a few, whom the 
others might consult as oracles—that the highest knowledge befitting plebeian minds was to 
subdue themselves into obedience to the Church. Then, the rudiments in which I had been 
instructed were of a kind which could neither properly train me to the legitimate worship of Thy 
Deity, nor pave the way for me to a sure hope of salvation, nor train me aright for the duties of 
the Christian life. I had learned, indeed, to worship Thee only as my God, but as the true method 
of worshipping was altogether unknown to me, I stumbled at the very threshold. I believed, as I 
had been taught, that I was redeemed by the death of Thy Son from the liability to eternal death, 
but the redemption I thought of was one whose virtue could never reach me. I anticipated a future 
resurrection, but hated to think of it, as being an event most dreadful. And this feeling not only 
had dominion over me in private, but was derived from the doctrine which was then uniformly 
delivered to the people by their Christian teachers." 
 
"They, indeed, preached of Thy clemency towards men, but confined it to those who should show 
themselves deserving of it. They, moreover, placed this desert in the righteousness of works, so 
that he only was received into Thy favor who reconciled himself to Thee by works. Nor, 
meanwhile, did they disguise the fact that we are miserable sinners, that we often fall through 
infirmity of the flesh, and that to all, therefore, Thy mercy behoved to be the common haven of 
salvation; but the method of obtaining it, which they pointed out, was by making satisfaction to 
Thee for offences. Then the satisfaction enjoined was, first, after confessing all our sins to a 
priest, suppliantly to ask pardon and absolution; and, secondly, by good to efface from Thy 
remembrance our bad actions. Lastly, in order to supply what was still wanting, we were to add 
sacrifices and solemn expiations. Then, because Thou wert a stern judge and strict avenger of 
iniquity, they showed how dreadful Thy presence must be. Hence they bade us flee first to the 
saints, that by their intercession Thou mightest be rendered exorable and propitious to us." 
 
"When, however, I had performed all these things, though I had some intervals of quiet, I was still 
far off from true peace of conscience; for, whenever I descended into myself, or raised my mind 
to Thee, extreme terror seized me—terror which no expiations or satisfactions could cure. And 
the more closely I examined myself, the sharper the stings with which my conscience was 
pricked, so that the only solace which remained to me was to delude myself by obliviousness. 
Still, as nothing better offered, I continued the course which I had begun, when, lo! a very 
different form of doctrine started up, not one which led us away from the Christian profession, 
but one which brought it back to its fountain-head, and, as it were, clearing away the dross, 
restored it to its original purity." 
 
"Offended by the novelty, I lent an unwilling ear, and at first, I confess, strenuously and 
passionately resisted; for (such is the firmness or effrontery with which it is natural to men to 
persist in the course which they have once undertaken) it was with the greatest difficulty I was 
induced to confess that I had all my life long been in ignorance and error. One thing, in particular, 
made me averse to those new teachers, viz. reverence for the Church." 
 
"But when once I opened my ears, and allowed myself to be taught, I perceived that this fear of 
derogating from the majesty of the Church was groundless. For they reminded me how great the 
difference is between schism from the Church, and studying to correct the faults by which the 
Church herself was contaminated. They spoke nobly of the Church, and showed the greatest 
desire to cultivate unity. And lest it should seem they quibbled on the term Church, they showed 
it was no new thing for Antichrists to preside there in place of pastors. Of this they produced not a 
few examples, from which it appeared they aimed at nothing but the edification of the Church, 



and in that respect were similarly circumstanced with many of Christ’s servants whom we 
ourselves included in the catalogue of saints." 
 
"For inveighing more freely against the Roman Pontiff, who was reverenced as the Vicegerent of 
Christ, the Successor of Peter, and the Head of the Church, they excused themselves thus: Such 
titles as those are empty bugbears, by which the eyes of the pious ought not to be so blinded as 
not to venture to look at them and sift the reality. It was when the world was plunged in ignorance 
and sloth, as in a deep sleep, that the pope had risen to such an eminence; certainly neither 
appointed head of the Church by the Word of God, nor ordained by a legitimate act of the 
Church, but of his own accord, self-elected. Moreover, the tyranny which he let loose against the 
people of God was not to be endured, if we wished to have the kingdom of Christ amongst us in 
safety." 
 
"And they wanted not most powerful arguments to confirm all their positions. First, they clearly 
disposed of everything that was then commonly adduced to establish the primacy of the pope. 
When they had taken away all these props, they also, by the Word of God, tumbled him from his 
lofty height. On the whole, they make it clear and palpable, to learned and unlearned, that the true 
order of the Church had then perished,—that the keys under which the discipline of the Church is 
comprehended had been altered very much for the worse; that Christian liberty had fallen,—in 
short, that the kingdom of Christ was prostrated when this primacy was reared up. They told me, 
moreover, as a means of pricking my conscience, that I could not safely connive at these things as 
if they concerned me not; that so far art Thou from patronizing any voluntary error, that even he 
who is led astray by mere ignorance does not err with impunity. This they proved by the 
testimony of Thy Son: {Matthew 15:14} "If the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the 
ditch."" 
 
"My mind being now prepared for serious attention, I at length perceived, as if light had broken in 
upon me, in what a stye of error I had wallowed, and how much pollution and impurity I had 
thereby contracted. Being exceedingly alarmed at the misery into which I had fallen, and much 
more at that which threatened me in the view of eternal death, I, as in duty bound, made it my 
first business to betake myself to Thy way, condemning my past life, not without groans and 
tears." 
 
"And now, O Lord, what remains to a wretch like me, but, instead of defence, earnestly to 
supplicate Thee not to judge according to its deserts that fearful abandonment of Thy Word, from 
which, in Thy wondrous goodness, Thou hast at last delivered me." 
 
"Now, Sadolet, if you please, compare this pleading with that which you have put into the mouth 
of your plebeian. It will be strange if you hesitate which of the two you ought to prefer. For the 
safety of that man hangs by a thread whose defence turns wholly on this—that he has constantly 
adhered to the religion handed down to him from his forefathers. At this rate, Jews and Turks and 
Saracens would escape the judgment of God." 
 
"Away, then, with this vain quibbling at a tribunal which will be erected, not to approve the 
authority of man, but to condemn all flesh of vanity and falsehood, and vindicate the truth of God 
only." 
 
Calvin descends to repel with just indignation the groundless charge of avarice and greed which 
Sadolet was not ashamed to cast upon the Reformers, who might have easily reached the dignity 
and wealth of bishops and cardinals, but who preferred to live and die in poverty for the sake of 
their sacred convictions. 



 
"Would not," he asked, "the shortest road to riches and honors have been to accept the terms 
which were offered at the very first? How much would your pontiff then have paid to many for 
their silence? How much would he pay for it even at the present day? If they were actuated in the 
least degree by avarice, why do they cut off all hope of improving their fortune, and prefer to be 
thus perpetually wretched, rather than enrich themselves without difficulty and in a moment?" 
 
"But ambition, forsooth, withholds them! What ground you had for this other insinuation I see 
not, since those who first engaged in this cause could expect nothing else than to be spurned by 
the whole world, and those who afterwards adhered to it, exposed themselves knowingly and 
willingly to endless insults and revilings from every quarter." 
 
He then answers to "the most serious charge of all:" that the Reformers had "dismembered the 
Spouse of Christ, while in fact they attempted, to present her as a chaste virgin of Christ," and, 
"seeing her polluted by base seducers, to recall her to conjugal fidelity," after having been defiled 
by the idolatry of image-worship and numberless superstitions. Peace and unity can only be found 
in Christ and his truth. He concludes with the wish: — 
 
"May the Lord grant, Sadolet, that you and all your party may at length perceive that the only true 
bond of Church unity is Christ the Lord, who has reconciled us to God the Father, and will gather 
us out of our present dispersion into the fellowship of His body, that so, through His one Word 
and Spirit, we may grow together into one heart and one soul." 
 
Such is a summary of that remarkable Answer—a masterpiece of dignified and gentlemanly 
theological controversy. There is scarcely a parallel to it in the literature of that age, which teems 
with uncharitable abuse and coarse invective. Melanchthon might have equalled it in courtesy and 
good taste, but not in adroitness and force. No wonder that the old lion of Wittenberg was 
delighted with this triumphant vindication of the evangelical Reformation by a young Frenchman, 
who was to carry on the conflict which he himself had begun twenty years before by his Theses 
and his heroic stand at the Diet of Worms. "This answer," said Luther to Cruciger, who had met 
Calvin at the Colloquies in Worms and Regensburg, "has hand and foot, and I rejoice that God 
raises up men who will give the last blow to popery, and finish the war against Antichrist which I 
began." {583} 
 
The Answer made a deep and lasting impression. It was widely circulated, with Sadolet’s Letter, 
in manuscript, printed in Latin, first at Strassburg, translated into French, and published in both 
languages by the Council of Geneva at the expense of the city (1540). The prelates who had met 
at Lyons lost courage; the papal party in Geneva gave up all hope of restoring the mass. Three 
years afterwards Cardinal Pierre de la Baume died—the last bishop of Geneva. 
 
{581} "In Romanae illius meretricis gremium," a frequent polemical designation of the Roman 
Church, derived from a misinterpretation of the apocalyptic harlot which means heathen Rome. 
{Revelation 17:5} 
 
{582} In the following extracts I make use of the translation of Henry Beveridge, with a few 
slight changes. 
 
{583} See vol. VI, 659. Kampschulte’s impartial judgment on the Answer to Sadolet is worth 
quoting (I. 354): "Es ist in Wahrheit eine der glanzendsten Streitschriften, die je aus seiner Feder 
geflossen, und auch wer seine Anschauungen nicht theilt, wird ihm in diesem Streite die Palme 
zuerkennen mussen. Er entwickelt in der Vortheidigung des neuen Glaubenssystems eine Kraft 



der Rede, eine Gewandtheit der Beweisfuhrung und eine Fulle der Gedanken, welche die 
rhetorischen, sentimentalen, oft auch inhaltsarmen Phrasen des Gegners um so mehr in ihrer 
Schwache zeigen. Den Glanzpunkt der Schrift Calvin’s bildet aber vielleicht seine eigene 
Vertheidigung. Mit Recht durfte er den versteckten Angriffen des Cardinals gegenuber auf sein 
vergangenes Leben hinweisen, um den Beweis zu liefern, dass nicht die Aussicht auf irdischen 
Gewinn oder aussere Ehren, sondern seine ernste Ueberzeugung seine Schritte geleitet, dass er 
erst nach schweren Kampfen von der katholischen Kirche sich losgesagt. Diese Schrift war es, 
welche auch Luther’s Herz fur den walschen Rivalen erwarmte. Damals konnte Melanchthon 
nach Strassburg melden, dass Calvin in Wittenberg ‘hoch in Gnaden stehe.’"  



92. Calvin’s Marriage and Home Life. 
 
Calvin’s Letters to Farel and Viret quoted below. 
 
Jules Bonnet: Idelette de Bure, femme de Calvin. In the "Bulletin de la Societe de l’histoire du 
protestantisme franacais." Quatrieme annee. Paris, 1856. pp. 636-646.—D. Lenoir, ibid. 1860. p. 
26. (A brief note.) 
 
Henry, I. 407 sqq.—Dyer, 99 sqq.—Stahelin, I. 272 sqq.—Merle d’Aubigne, bk. XI. ch. XVII, 
(vol. VI. 601-608).—Stricker, l. c. 42-50. (Kampschulte is silent on this topic.) 
 
The most important event in Calvin’s private life during his sojourn in Germany was his 
marriage, which took place early in August, 1540. {584} He expresses his views on marriage in 
his comments on Ephesians 5:28-33. "It is a thing against nature," he remarks, "that any one 
should not love his wife, for God has ordained marriage in order that two may be made one 
person—a result which, certainly, no other alliance can bring about. When Moses says that a man 
shall leave father and mother and cleave unto his wife, he shows that a man ought to prefer 
marriage to every other union, as being the holiest of all. It reflects our union with Christ, who 
infuses his very life unto us; for we are flesh of his flesh, and bone of his bone. This is a great 
mystery, the dignity of which cannot be expressed in words." 
 
He himself was in no hurry to get married, and put it off till he was over thirty. He rather boasted 
that people could not charge him with having assailed Rome, as the Greeks besieged Troy, for the 
sake of a woman. What led him first to think of it, was the sense of loneliness and the need of 
proper care, that he might be able the better to serve the Church. He had a housekeeper, with her 
son, a woman of violent temper who sorely tried his patience. At one time she abused his brother 
so violently that he left the house, and then she ran away, leaving her son behind. The disturbance 
made him sick. {585} 
 
He was often urged by his friend Farel (who himself found no time to think of marrying till his 
old age), and by Bucer, to take a wife, that he might enjoy the comforts of a well-ordered home. 
He first mentions the subject in a letter to Farel, from Strassburg, May 19, 1539, in which he says: 
"I am none of those insane lovers who, when once smitten with the fine figure of a woman, 
embrace also her faults. This only is the beauty which allures me, if she be chaste, obliging, not 
fastidious, economical, patient, and careful for my health. {586} Therefore, if you think well of it, 
set out immediately, lest some one else [Bucer?] gets the start of you. But if you think otherwise 
we will let it pass." It seems Farel could not find a person that combined all these qualities, and 
the matter was dropped for several months. 
 
In Feb. 6, 1540, Calvin, in a letter to the same friend, touched again upon the subject of 
matrimony, but only incidentally, as if it were a subordinate matter. After informing him about 
his trouble with Caroli, his discussion with Hermann, an Anabaptist, the good understanding of 
Charles V. and Francis I., and the alarm of the Protestant princes of Germany, he goes on to say: 
"Nevertheless, in the midst of such commotions as these, I am so much at my ease as to have the 
audacity to think of taking a wife. A certain damsel of noble rank has been proposed to me, {587} 
and with a fortune above my condition. Two considerations deterred me from that connection—
because she did not understand our language, and because I feared she might be too mindful of 
her family and education." {588} 
 



He sent his brother for another lady, who was highly recommended to him. He expected to get 
married March 10, and invited Farel to celebrate the wedding. But this project also failed, and he 
thought of abandoning all further attempts. 
 
At last he married a member of his congregation, Idelette de Bure, the widow of Jean Stordeur (or 
Storder) of Liege, {589} a prominent Anabaptist whom he had converted to the orthodox faith, 
{590} and who had died of the pestilence in the previous February. She was probably the 
daughter of Lambert de Bure who, with six of his fellow-citizens, had been deprived of his 
property and banished forever, after having been legally convicted of heresy in 1533. {591} She 
was the mother of several children, poor, and in feeble health. She lived in retirement, devoted to 
the education of her children, and enjoyed the esteem of her friends for her good qualities of head 
and heart. Calvin visited her frequently as pastor, and was attracted by her quiet, modest, gentle 
character. He found in her what he desired—firm faith, devoted love, and domestic helpfulness. 
He calls her "the excellent companion of my life," "the ever-faithful assistant of my ministry," 
and a "rare woman." {592} Beza speaks of her as "a grave and honorable lady." {593} 
 
Calvin lived in happy wedlock, but only for nine years. His wife was taken from him at Geneva, 
after a protracted illness, early in April, 1549. He felt the loss very deeply, and found comfort 
only in his work. He turned from the coffin to his study table, and resumed the duties of his office 
with quiet resignation and conscientious fidelity as if nothing had happened. He remained a 
widower the remaining fifteen years of his life. "My wife, a woman of rare qualities," he wrote, 
"died a year and a half ago, and I have now willingly chosen to lead a solitary life." 
 
We know much less of Calvin’s domestic life than of Luther’s. He was always reticent 
concerning himself and his private affairs, while Luther was very frank and demonstrative. In 
selecting their wives neither of the Reformers had any regard to the charms of beauty and wealth 
which attract most lovers, nor even to intellectual endowment; they looked only to moral worth 
and domestic virtue. Luther married at the age of forty-one, Calvin at the age of thirty-one. Luther 
married a Catholic ex-nun, after having vainly recommended her to his friend Amsdorf, whom 
she proudly refused, looking to higher distinction. He married her under a sudden impulse, to the 
consternation of his friends, in the midst of the disturbances of the Peasants’ War, that he might 
please his father, tease the pope, and vex the devil. Calvin married, like Zwingli, a Protestant 
widow with several children; he married from esteem rather than affection, after due reflection 
and the solicitation of friends. 
 
Katherine Luther cut a prominent figure in her husband’s personal history and correspondence, 
and survived him several years, which she spent in poverty and affliction. Idelette de Bure lived 
in modest retirement, and died in peace fifteen years before Calvin. Luther submitted as "a 
willing servant" to the rule of his "Lord Kathe," but he loved her dearly, played with his children 
in childlike simplicity, addressed to her his last letters, and expressed his estimate of domestic 
happiness in the beautiful sentence: "The greatest gift of God to man is a pious, kindly, God-
fearing, domestic wife." {594} 
 
Luther’s home life was enlivened and cheered by humor, poetry, and song; Calvin’s was sober, 
quiet, controlled by the fear of God, and regulated by a sense of duty, but none the less happy. 
Nothing can be more unjust than the charge that Calvin was cold and unsympathetic. {595} 
 
His whole correspondence proves the reverse. His letters on the death of his wife to his dearest 
friends reveal a deep fountain of tenderness and affection. To Farel he wrote, April 2, 1549:— 
{596} 
 



"Intelligence of my wife’s death has perhaps reached you before now. I do what I can to keep 
myself from being overwhelmed with grief. My friends also leave nothing undone that may 
administer relief to my mental suffering. When your brother left, her life was all but despaired of. 
When the brethren were assembled on Tuesday, they thought it best that we should join together 
in prayer. This was done. When Abel, in the name of the rest, exhorted her to faith and patience, 
she briefly (for she was now greatly worn) stated her frame of mind. I afterwards added an 
exhortation, which seemed to me appropriate to the occasion. And then, as she had made no 
allusion to her children, I, fearing that, restrained by modesty, she might be feeling an anxiety 
concerning them, which would cause her greater suffering than the disease itself, declared in the 
presence of the brethren, that I should henceforth care for them as if they were my own. She 
replied, ‘I have already committed them to the Lord.’ When I replied, that that was not to hinder 
me from doing my duty, she immediately answered, ‘If the Lord shall care for them, I know they 
will be commended to you.’ Her magnanimity was so great, that she seemed to have already left 
the world. About the sixth hour of the day, on which she yielded up her soul to the Lord, our 
brother Bourgouin addressed some pious words to her, and while he wag doing so, she spoke 
aloud, so that all saw that her heart was raised far above the world. For these were her words: ‘O 
glorious resurrection! O God of Abraham, and of all our fathers, in thee have the faithful trusted 
during so many past ages, and none of them have trusted in vain. I also will hope.’ These short 
sentences were rather ejaculated than distinctly spoken. This did not come from the suggestion of 
others, but from her own reflections, so that she made it obvious in few words what were her own 
meditations. I had to go out at six o’clock. Having been removed to another apartment after 
seven, she immediately began to decline. When she felt her voice suddenly failing her she said: 
‘Let us pray; let us pray. All pray for me.’ I had now returned. She was unable to speak, and her 
mind seemed to be troubled. I, having spoken a few words about the love of Christ, the hope of 
eternal life, concerning our married life, and her departure, engaged in prayer. In full possession 
of her mind, she both heard the prayer, and attended to it. Before eight she expired, so calmly, 
that those present could scarcely distinguish between her life and her death. I at present control 
my sorrow so that my duties may not be interfered with. But in the meanwhile the Lord has sent 
other trials upon me, Adieu, brother, and very excellent friend. May the Lord Jesus strengthen 
you by His Spirit; and may He support me also under this heavy affliction, which would certainly 
have overcome me, had not He, who raises up the prostrate, strengthens the weak, and refreshes 
the weary, stretched forth His hand from heaven to me. Salute all the brethren and your whole 
family." 
 
To Viret he wrote a few days later, April 7, 1549, as follows: — 
 
"Although the death of my wife has been exceedingly painful to me, yet I subdue my grief as well 
as I can. Friends, also, are earnest in their duty to me. It might be wished, indeed, that they could 
profit me and themselves more; yet one can scarcely say how much I am supported by their 
attentions. But you know well enough how tender, or rather soft, my mind is. Had not a powerful 
self-control, therefore, been vouchsafed to me, I could not have borne up so long. And truly mine 
is no common source of grief. I have been bereaved of the best companion of my life, of one who, 
had it been so ordered, would not only have been the willing sharer of my exile and poverty, but 
even of my death. {597} During her life she was the faithful helper of my ministry." 
 
"From her I never experienced the slightest hindrance. She was never troublesome to me 
throughout the entire course of her illness; she was more anxious about her children than about 
herself. As I feared these private cares might annoy her to no purpose, I took occasion, on the 
third day before her death to mention that I would not fail in discharging my duty to her children. 
Taking up the matter immediately, she said, ‘I have already committed them to God.’ When I said 
that that was not to prevent me from caring for them, she replied, ‘I know you will not neglect 



what you know has been committed to God.’ Lately, also, when a certain woman insisted that she 
should talk with me regarding these matters, I, for the first time, heard her give the following 
brief answer: ‘Assuredly the principal thing is that they live a pious and holy life. My husband is 
not to be urged to instruct them in religious knowledge and in the fear of God. If they be pious, I 
am sure he will gladly be a father to them; but if not, they do not deserve that I should ask for 
aught in their behalf.’ This nobleness of mind will weigh more with me than a hundred 
recommendations. Many thanks for your friendly consolation." 
 
"Adieu, most excellent and honest brother. May the Lord Jesus watch over and direct yourself 
and your wife. Present my best wishes to her and to the brethren." 
 
In reply to this letter, Viret wrote to Calvin, April 10, 1549: — 
 
"Wonderfully and incredibly have I been refreshed, not by empty rumors alone, but especially by 
numerous messengers who have informed me how you, with a heart so broken and lacerated, 
have attended to all your duties even better than hitherto,... and that, above all, at a time when 
grief was so fresh, and on that account all the more severe, might have prostrated your mind. Go 
on then as you have begun,... and I pray God most earnestly, that you may be enabled to do so, 
and that you may receive daily greater comfort and be strengthened more and more." 
 
Calvin’s character shines in the same favorable light at the loss of his only son who died in 
infancy (1542). He thanked Viret and his wife (he always sends greetings to Viret’s wife and 
daughter) for their tender sympathy with him in this bereavement, stating that Idelette would 
write herself also but for her grief. "The Lord," he says, "has dealt us a severe blow in taking from 
us our infant son; but it is our Father who knows what is best for his children." {598} He found 
compensation for his want of offspring in the multitude of his spiritual children. "God has given 
me a little son, and taken him away; but I have myriads of children in the whole Christian world." 
{599} 
 
Of Calvin’s deep sympathy with his friends in domestic affliction we have a most striking 
testimony in a private letter which was never intended for publication. It is the best proof of his 
extraordinary fidelity as a pastor. While he was in attendance at Ratisbon, the pestilence carried 
away, among other friends, Louis de Richebourg, who together with his older brother, Charles, 
lived in his house at Strassburg as a student and pensionnaire, under the tutorship of Claude 
Feray, Calvin’s dearly beloved assistant. On hearing the sad intelligence, early in April, 1541, he 
wrote to his father—a gentleman from Normandy, probably the lord of the village de Richebourg 
between Rouen and Beauvais, but otherwise unknown to us—a long letter of condolence and 
comfort, from which we give the following extracts: {600} — 
 
Ratisbon (Month of April), 1541. 
 
"When I first received the intelligence of the death of Claude and of your son Louis, I was so 
utterly overpowered (tout esperdu et confus en mon esprit) that for many days I was fit for 
nothing but to weep; and although I was somehow upheld before the Lord by those aids 
wherewith He sustains our souls in affliction, yet among men I was almost a nonentity; so far at 
least as regards my discharge of duty, I appeared to myself quite as unfit for it as if I had been 
half dead (un homme demi-mort). On the one hand, I was sadly grieved that a most excellent and 
faithful friend [Claude Feray] had been snatched away from me—a friend with whom I was so 
familiar, that none could be more closely united than we were; on the other hand, there arose 
another cause of grief, when I saw the young man, your son, taken away in the very flower of his 



age, a youth of most excellent promise, whom I loved as a son, because, on his part, he showed 
that respectful affection toward me as he would to another father." 
 
"To this grievous sorrow was still added the heavy and distressing anxiety we experienced about 
those whom the Lord had spared to us. I heard that the whole household were scattered here and 
there. The danger of Malherbe {601} caused me very great misery, as well as the cause of it, and 
warned me also as to the rest. I considered that it could not be otherwise but that my wife must be 
very much dismayed. Your Charles, {602} I assure you, was continually recurring to my 
thoughts; for in proportion as he was endowed with that goodness of disposition which had 
always appeared in him towards his brother as well as his preceptor, it never occurred to me to 
doubt but that he would be steeped in sorrow and soaked in tears. One single consideration 
somewhat relieved me, that he had my brother along with him, who, I hoped, would prove no 
small comfort in this calamity; even that, however, I could not reckon upon, when at the same 
time I recollected that both were in jeopardy, and neither of them were yet beyond the reach of 
danger. Thus, until the letter arrived which informed me that Malherbe was out of danger, and 
that Charles and my brother, together with my wife and the others, were safe, {603} I would have 
been all but utterly cast down, unless, as I have already mentioned, my heart was refreshed in 
prayer and private meditations, which are suggested by His Word..." 
 
"The son whom the Lord had lent you for a season, He has taken away. There is no ground, 
therefore, for those silly and wicked complaints of foolish men: O blind death! O hard fate! O 
implacable daughters of Destiny! O cruel fortune! The Lord who had lodged him here for a 
season, at this stage of his career has called him away. What the Lord has done, we must, at the 
same time, consider has not been done rashly, nor by chance, neither from having been impelled 
from without, but by that determinate counsel, whereby He not only foresees, decrees, and 
executes nothing but what is just and upright in itself, but also nothing but what is good and 
wholesome for us. Where justice and good judgment reign paramount, there it is impious to 
remonstrate. When, however, our advantage is bound up with that goodness, how great would be 
the degree of ingratitude not to acquiesce, with a calm and well-ordered temper of mind, in 
whatever is the wish of our Father..." 
 
"It is God who has sought back from you your son, whom He had committed to you to be 
educated, on the condition that he might always be His own. And, therefore, He took him away, 
because it was both of advantage to him to leave this world, and by this bereavement to humble 
you, or to make trial of your patience. If you do not understand the advantage of this, without 
delay, first of all, setting aside every other object of consideration, ask of God that He may show 
you. Should it be His will to exercise you still farther, by concealing it from you, submit to that 
will, that you may become wiser than the weakness of thine own understanding can ever attain 
to." 
 
"In what regards your son, if you bethink yourself how difficult it is, in this most deplorable age 
to maintain an upright course through life, you will judge him to be blessed, who, before 
encountering so many coming dangers which already were hovering over him, and to be 
encountered in his day and generation, was so early delivered from them all. He is like one who 
has set sail upon a stormy and tempestuous sea, and before he has been carried out into the deeps, 
gets in safety to the secure haven. Nor, indeed, is long life to be reckoned so great a benefit of 
God, that we can lose anything, when separated only for the space of a few years, we are 
introduced to a life which is far better. Now, certainly, because the Lord Himself, who is the 
Father of us all, had willed that Louis should be put among the children as a son of His adoption, 
He bestowed this benefit upon you, out of the multitude of His mercies, that you might reap the 



excellent fruit of your careful education before his death; whence also you might know your 
interest in the blessings that belonged to you, ‘I will be thy God, and the God of thy seed.’" 
 
"From his earliest boyhood, so far as his years allowed, Louis was grounded in the best studies, 
and had already made such a competent proficiency and progress, that we entertained great hope 
of him for the future. His manners and behavior had met with the approval of all good men. If at 
any time he fell into error, he not only patiently suffered the word of admonition, but also that of 
reproof, and proved himself teachable and obedient, and willing to hearken to advice ƒ€¦ That, 
however, which we rate most highly in him was, that he had imbibed so largely the principles of 
piety, that he had not merely a correct and true understanding of religion, but had also been 
faithfully imbued with the unfeigned fear and reverence of God." 
 
"This exceeding kindness of God toward your offspring ought with good reason to prevail more 
effectually with you in soothing the bitterness of death, than death itself have power to inflict 
grief upon you." 
 
"With reference to my own feelings, if your sons had never come hither at all, I should never 
have been grieved on account of the death of Claude and Louis. Never, however, shall this most 
crushing sorrow, which I suffer on account of both, so overcome me, as to reflect with grief upon 
that day on which they were driven hither by the hand of God to us, rather than led by any settled 
purpose of their own, when that friendship commenced which has not only continued 
undiminished to the last, but which, from day to day, was rather increased and confirmed. 
Whatever, therefore, may have been the kind or model of education they were in search of, I 
rejoice that they lived under the same roof with me. And since it was appointed them to die, I 
rejoice also that they died under my roof, where they rendered back their souls to God more 
composedly, and in greater circumstances of quiet, than if they had happened to die in those 
places where they would have experienced greater annoyance from the importunity of those by 
whom they ought to have been assisted, than from death itself. On the contrary, it was in the 
midst of pious exhortations, and while calling upon the name of the Lord, that these sainted spirits 
fled from the communion of their brethren here to the bosom of Christ. Nor would I desire now to 
be free from all sorrow at the cost of never having known them. Their memory will ever be 
sacred to me to the end of my days, and I am persuaded that it will also be sweet and comforting." 
 
"But what advantage, you will say, is it to me to have had a son of so much promise, since he has 
been torn away from me in the first flower of his youth? As if, forsooth, Christ had not merited, 
by His death, the supreme dominion over the living and the dead! And if we belong to Him (as 
we ought), why may He not exercise over us the power of life and of death? However brief, 
therefore, either in your opinion or in mine, the life of your son may have been, it ought to satisfy 
us that he has finished the course which the Lord had marked out for him." 
 
"Moreover, we may not reckon him to have perished in the flower of his age, who had grown ripe 
in the sight of the Lord. For I consider all to have arrived at maturity who are summoned away by 
death; unless, perhaps, one would contend with Him, as if He can snatch away any one before his 
time. This, indeed, holds true of every one; but in regard to Louis, it is yet more certain on 
another and more peculiar ground. For he had arrived at that age, when, by true evidences, he 
could prove himself a member of the body of Christ: having put forth this fruit, he was taken 
from us and transplanted. Yes, instead of this transient and vanishing shadow of life, he has 
regained the real immortality of being." 
 
"Nor can you consider yourself to have lost him, whom you will recover in the blessed 
resurrection in the kingdom of God. For they had both so lived and so died, that I cannot doubt 



but they are now with the Lord. Let us, therefore, press forward toward this goal which they have 
reached. There can be no doubt but that Christ will bind together both them and us in the same 
inseparable society, in that incomparable participation of His own glory. Beware, therefore, that 
you do not lament your son as lost, whom you acknowledge to be preserved by the Lord, that he 
may remain yours forever, who, at the pleasure of His own will, lent him to you only for a 
season..." 
 
"Neither do I insist upon your laying aside all grief. Nor, in the school of Christ, do we learn any 
such philosophy as requires us to put off that common humanity with which God has endowed us, 
that, being men, we should be tamed into stones. {604} These considerations reach only so far as 
this, that you do set bounds, and, as it were, temper even your most reasonable sadness, that, 
having shed those tears which were due to nature and to fatherly affection, you by no means give 
way to senseless wailing. Nor do I by any means interfere because I am distrustful of your 
prudence, firmness, or high-mindedness; but only lest I might here be wanting, and come short in 
my duty to you." 
 
"Moreover, I have requested Melanchthon and Bucer that they would also add their letters to 
mine, because I entertained the hope that it would not be unacceptable that they too should afford 
some evidence of their good-will toward you." 
 
"Adieu, most distinguished sir, and my much-respected in the Lord. May Christ the Lord keep 
you and your family, and direct you all with His own Spirit, until you may arrive where Louis and 
Claude have gone before." 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{584} The precise day is not known. Before Aug. 17 he was a married man, and received 
congratulations and greetings to his wife from Libertet (Opera, XI. Ep. 234, fol. 77). Merle 
d’Aubigne wrongly puts his marriage at the end of August; Bonnet and Stahelin, in September. 
 
{585} He tells the story to Farel, September, 1540, shortly after his marriage. Opera, XI. Ep. 238 
(fol. 83 sq.), and Herminjard, VI. 313. 
 
{586} "Haec sola est quae me illectat pulchritudo, si pudica est, si morigera, si non fastuosa, si 
parca, si patiens, si spes est de mea valetudine fore solicitam." Herminjard, V. 314. 
 
{587} Probably by Bucer. She was of a patrician family of Strassburg, and her brother a great 
admirer of Calvin and anxious for the match. 
 
{588} Herminjard, VI. 167 sq. It seems that the lady had no disposition to learn French, and asked 
time for consideration. 
 
{589} Not of "une petite ville de la Gueldre," as Bonnet states (l. c., p. 639). Beza calls him 
"Storder Leodinensis." 
 
{590} Florimond de Raemond: "Calvin epousa la veuve de Jean Lestordeur, natif de Liege, de 
religion anabaptiste; il l’a changee a son opinion: elle etait appelee Idelette de Bure." 
 
{591} According to Lenoir of Liege, in "Bulletin," etc., 1860, p. 26. 



 
{592} "Optima socio vitae; "" fida ministerii me iadjutrix" (letter to Viret, April 7, 1549); 
"singularis exempli femina," etc. 
 
{593} Vita Calv. (Opera, XXI. 130): "Viduam Idelletam nomine, gravem honestamque feminam, 
Calvinus ex Buceri consilio uxorem duxit." 
 
{594} "Die Welt hat nach Gottes Wort keinen lieblicheren Schatz auf Erden, denn den heiligen 
Ehestand. Gottes hochste Gabe ist ein fromm, freundlich, gottesfurchtig und hauslich Gemahl 
haben, mit der du friedlich lebest, der du darfst alle dein Gut, ja dein Leib und Leben vertrauen, 
mit der du Kinderlein zeugest." See Kostlin, Luther’s Leben, p. 578, and Schaff, History of the 
Chr. Church, VI. Âc77 and 78, pp. 454 sqq. 
 
{595} "Calvin," says J. Bonnet, in his sketch of Idelette de Bure (l. c., p. 637) "fut grand sans 
cesser d’etre bon; il unit les qualites du coeur aux dons du genie; il ressentit et il inspira les plus 
pures amities; il connut, enfin, les felicita domestiques dans une union trop courte, dont le 
mystere, a demi revelepar sa correspondance, repand un jour melancolique et doux sur sa vie."—
"There was in Calvin," says Merle d’Aubigne (VI. 602) "a lofty intellect, a sublime genius, but 
also that love of kindred, those affections of the heart, which complete the great man." 
 
{596} Opera, Ep. 1171 (fol. 228). The letter is wrongly dated April 11 by Henry and Bonnet (II. 
203), who mistook 11 for Roman figures. 
 
{597} "Quae si quid accidisset durius, non exilii tantum ac inopiae voluntaria comes, sed mortis 
quoque futura erat." Opera, VIII. Ep. 1173 (fol. 230). 
 
{598} Aug. 19, 1542, at the close. Opera, XI. 430. 
 
{599} "Dederat mihi Deus filiolum, abstulit; hoc quoque recenset [Balduin or Baudouin, a 
jurisconsult] inter probra liberis me carere. Atqui mihi filiorum sunt myriades in toto orbe 
Christiano." (Responsio ad Balduini Convitia, Geneva, 1561.) Roman writers speak of the 
sterility of his marriage as a reproach and judgment. Audin corrects them, but adds (ch. XIX.) that 
Calvin "shed no tears" over the loss of his son, and that "God did not permit him to become a 
father a second time!" Bonnet asserts (l. c. 643) that Calvin had two other children, a daughter 
and a son, who died likewise in infancy, and refers to a letter of Calvin to Viret of 1544; but this 
is a mistake, for Calvin, long after the death of his wife, speaks only of one infant son (filiolus), 
and Colladon, in his biography, says (Opera, XXI. 61) that Idelette de Bure had one son from him 
(elle eut un fils de lui). 
 
{600} The letter was written in French and translated into Latin by Beza in his edition of Calvini 
Epistolae, Genevae, 1575, p. 280 (under the wrong date of 1540). See Opera, XI. 188 sqq.; 
Herminjard, VII. 66-73; Bonnet-Constable, I. 222-229. I have used Constable’s translation after 
comparing it with the French original. The concluding part, however, is only extant in Beza’s 
Latin version. 
 
{601} Probably the youngest of Feray’s pupils, a native of Normandy. Herminjard, VII. 55, note 
6. 
 
{602} The older son of M. de Richebourg. 
 



{603} "Charles et mon frere, avec ma femme et les autres se portoyent bien." This explains why 
Calvin did not hurry back to Strassburg earlier than he did. 
 
{604} "Neque hanc philosophiam discimus in schola Christi, ut eam quam nobis indidit 
humanitatem exuendo, ex hominibus lapides fiamus." This shows how far Calvin was from 
heathen stoicism.  
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CALVIN’S SECOND SOJOURN AND LABORS AT GENEVA. 1541-1564. 
 
The sources on this and the following chapters in 81, p. 347. 
 

93. The State of Geneva after the expulsion of the Reformers. 
 
I. The correspondence in Opera, vols. X. and XI., and Herminjard, Vols. V., VI., and VII.—
Annal. Calv, XXI. 235-282.—The Chronicles of Roset and Bonivard; the histories of Spon, 
Gaberel, Roget, etc. 
 
II. Henry, I. ch. XIX.—Stahelin, I. 283-299.—Dyer, 113-123.—Kampschulte, I. 342 sqq.—Merle 
D’Aubigne, bk. XI. chs. XVIII. (vol. VI. 610 sqq.) and XIX. (vol. VII. 1 sqq.). 
 
C. A. Cornelius (Cath.): Die Ruckkehr Calvins nach Genf. Munchen, 1889. Continuation of his 
essay, Die Verbannung Calvins aus Genf. Munchen, 1886. Both in the Transactions of the 
Bavarian Academy of Sciences. 
 
The answer to Sadolet was one of the means of saving Geneva from the grasp of popery, and 
endearing Calvin to the friends of freedom. But there were other causes which demanded his 
recall. Internal disturbances followed his expulsion, and brought the little republic to the brink of 
ruin. 
 
Calvin was right in predicting a short regime to his enemies. In less than a year they were 
demoralized and split up into factions. In the place of the expelled Reformers, two native 
preachers and two from Bern were elected on the basis of the Bernese customs, but they were 
below mediocrity, and not fit for the crisis. The supremacy of the State was guarded. Foreigners 
who could not show a good practical reason for their residence were banished; among them, even 
Saunier and Cordier, the rectors of the schools who faithfully adhered to the Reformers. 
 
There were three main parties in Geneva, with subdivisions. 
 
1. The government party was controlled by the syndics of 1538 and other enemies of the 
Reformers. They were called Articulants or, by a popular nickname, Artichauds, {605} from the 
twenty-one articles of a treaty with Bern, which had been negotiated and signed by three 
counsellors and deputies of the city—Ami de Chapeaurouge, Jean Lullin, and Monathon. The 
government subjected the Church to the State, and was protected by Bern, but unable to maintain 
order. Tumults and riots multiplied in the streets; the schools were ruined by the expulsion of the 
best teachers; the pulpit lost its power; the new preachers became objects of contempt or pity; 
pastoral care was neglected; vice and immorality increased; the old licentiousness and frivolities, 
dancing, gambling, drunkenness, masquerades, indecent songs, adulteries, reappeared; persons 
went naked through the streets to the sound of drums and fifes. 
 
Moreover, the treaty with Bern, when it became known, was very unpopular because it conceded 
to Bern the rights of sovereignty. The Council of Two Hundred would not submit to it because it 
sacrificed their liberties and good customs. But the judges of Bern decided that the Genevese 



must sign the treaty and pay the costs. This created a great commotion. The people cried 
"treason," and demanded the arrest of the three deputies who had been outwitted by the 
diplomacy of Bern, but they made their escape; whereupon they were condemned to death as 
forgers and rebels. The discontent extended to the pastors who had been elected in the place of 
Farel and Calvin. 
 
Within two years after the banishment of the Reformers, the four syndics who had decreed it 
came to grief. Jean Philippe, the captain-general of the city and most influential leader of the 
Artichauds, but a man of violent passions, was beheaded for homicide, and as a mover of 
sedition, June 10, 1540. Two others, Chapeaurouge and Lullin, were condemned to death as 
forgers and rebels; the fourth, Richardet, died in consequence of an injury which he received in 
the attempt to escape justice. Such a series of misfortunes was considered a nemesis of 
Providence, and gave the death-blow to the anti-reform party. 
 
2. The party of the Roman Catholics raised its head after the expulsion of the Reformers, and 
received for a short time great encouragement from the banished bishop Pierre de la Baume, 
whom Paul III. had made a cardinal, and from the Letter of Cardinal Sadolet. A number of priests 
and monks returned from France and Savoy, but the Answer of Calvin destroyed all the hopes 
and prospects of the Romanists, and the government showed them no favor. 
 
3. The third party was friendly to the Reformers. It reaped all the benefit of the blunders and 
misfortunes of the other two parties, and turned them to the best account. Its members were called 
by their opponents Guillermains, after Master Guillaume (Farel). They were led by Perrin, Porral, 
Pertemps, and Sept. They were united, most active, and had a definite end in view—the 
restoration of the Reformation. They kept up a correspondence with the banished Reformers, 
especially with Farel in Neuchatel, who counselled and encouraged them. They were suspected of 
French sympathies and want of patriotism, but retorted by charging the government with 
subserviency to Bern. They were inclined to extreme measures. Calvin exhorted them to be 
patient, moderate, and forgiving. 
 
As the Artichauds declined, the Guillermains increased in power over the people. The vacant 
posts of the late syndics were filled from their ranks. The new magistrates assumed a bold tone of 
independence towards Bern, and insisted on the old franchises of Geneva. It is curious that they 
were encouraged by a letter of the Emperor Charles V., who thus unwittingly aided the cause of 
Calvin. {606} 
 
The way was now prepared for the recall of Calvin. The best people of Geneva looked to him as 
the saviour of their city. His name meant order, peace, reform in Church and State. 
 
Even the Artichauds, overpowered by public opinion, proposed in a general assembly of citizens, 
June 17, 1540, the resolution to restore the former status, and spoke loudly against popery. Two 
of the new preachers, Marcourt and Morland, resigned Aug. 10, and returned to Bern. The other 
two, Henri de la Mare and Jacques Bernard, humbly besought the favor of Calvin, and begged 
him to return. A remarkable tribute from his rivals and enemies. {607} 
 
{605} Dyer, p. 113, miscalls them Artichokes, because, as he fancies, they took "this plant for 
their device." 
 
{606} "Es macht einen eigenthumlichen Eindruck," says Kampschulte (I. 365), "Karl V. hier fur 
den Sieg eines Mannes mithatig zu sehen, dessen Wirksamkeit, wie kaum eine andere, dazu 
beigetragen hat, die Grundlagen seiner Macht zu untergraben." 



 
{607} Bernard wrote a letter to Calvin, Feb. 6, 1541 (Herminjard, VII. 23), in which he says: 
"Veni ergo, venerande mi pater in Christo: noster es perfecto. Te enim nobis donavit Dominus 
Deus. Suspirant etiam post te omnes Faxit Dominus Jesus, ut velox adventus tuus sit ad nos! 
Vale, ecclesiaeque digneris succurrere nostrae. Alioqui requiret de manu tua sanguinem nostrum 
Dominus Deus. Dedit enim te speculatorem domui Israel quae apud nos est." Calvin answered, 
March 1, 1541, that he was very reluctant to return to Geneva, but would obey the voice of the 
Church. Herminjard, VII. 38-40.  



94. Calvin’s Recall to Geneva. 
 
Literature in 93, especially the Correspondence and Registers. 
 
Calvin did not forget Geneva. He proved his interest in her welfare by his Answer to Sadolet. But 
he had no inclination to return, and could only be induced to do so by unmistakable indications of 
the will of Providence. 
 
He had found a place of great usefulness in a city where he could act as mediator between 
Germany and France, and benefit both countries; his Sunday services were crowded; his 
theological lectures attracted students from France and other countries; he had married a faithful 
wife, and enjoyed a peaceful home. The government of Strassburg appreciated him more and 
more, and his colleagues wished to retain him. 
 
Melanchthon thought he could spare him less at the Colloquies of Worms and Ratisbon than 
anybody else. Looking to Geneva he could, from past experience, expect nothing but severe and 
hard trials. "There is no place in the world," he wrote to Viret, "which I fear more; not because I 
hate it, but because I feel unequal to the difficulties which await me there."  {608} He called it an 
abyss from which he shrank back much more now than he had done in 1536. Indeed, he was not 
mistaken in his fears, for his subsequent life was an unbroken struggle. We need not wonder then 
that he refused call upon call, and requested Farel and Viret to desist from their efforts to allure 
him away. {609} 
 
At the same time, he was determined to obey the will of God as soon as it would be made clear to 
him by unmistakable indications of Providence. "When I remember," he wrote to Farel, "that in 
this matter I am not my own master, I present my heart as a sacrifice and offer it up to the Lord." 
{610} A very characteristic sentence, which reveals the soul of his piety. A seal of Calvin bears 
this motto, and the emblem is a hand presenting a heart to God. Seventeen years later, when he 
looked back upon that critical period of his life, he expressed the same view. "Although the 
welfare of that Church," he says, "was so dear to me, that I could without difficulty sacrifice my 
life for it; yet my timidity presented to me many reasons of excuse for declining to take such a 
heavy burden on my shoulders. But the sense of duty prevailed, and led me to return to the flock 
from which I had been snatched away. I did this with sadness, tears, and great anxiety and distress 
of mind, the Lord being my witness, and many pious persons who would gladly have spared me 
that pain, if not the same fear had shut their mouth." {611} He mentions especially Martin Bucer, 
"that excellent servant of Christ," who threatened him with the example of Jonah; as Farel, on 
Calvin’s first visit to Geneva, had threatened him with the wrath of God. 
 
His friends in Geneva, the Council and the people, were convinced that Calvin alone could save 
the city from anarchy, and they made every effort to secure his return. His recall was first 
seriously discussed in the Council early in 1539, again in February, 1540, and decided upon Sept. 
21, 1540. Preparatory steps were taken to secure the co-operation of Bern, Basel, Zurich, and 
Strassburg. On the 13th of October, Michel Du Bois, an old friend of Calvin, was sent by the 
Large Council with a letter to him, and directed to press the invitation by oral representation. 
Without waiting for an answer, other petitions and deputations were forwarded. On the 19th of 
October the Council of Two Hundred resolved to use every effort for the attainment of that 
object. Ami Perrin and Louis Dufour were sent (Oct. 21 and 22) as deputies, with a herald, to 
Strassburg "to fetch Master Calvin." Twenty dollars gold (ecus au soleil) were voted, on the 27th, 
for expenses. {612} The Registres of that month are full of actions concerning the recall of "the 



learned and pious Mr. Calvin." No more complete vindication of the cause of the Reformers 
could be imagined. 
 
Farel’s aid was also solicited. With incomparable self-denial he pardoned the ingratitude of the 
Genevese in not recalling him, and made every exertion to secure the return of his younger friend, 
whom he had first compelled by moral force to stop at Geneva. He bombarded him with letters. 
He even travelled from Neuchatel to Strassburg, and spent two days there, pressing him in person 
and trying to persuade him, as well as Capito and Bucer, of the absolute necessity of his return to 
Geneva, which, in his opinion, was the most important spot in the world. 
 
Dufour arrived at Strassburg in November, called upon the senate, followed Calvin to Worms, 
where he was in attendance on the Colloquy, and delivered the formal letter of invitation, dated 
Oct. 22, and signed by the syndics and Council of Geneva. It concludes thus: "On behalf of our 
Little, Great, and General Councils (all of which have strongly urged us to take this step), we pray 
you very affectionately that you will be pleased to come over to us, and to return to your former 
post and ministry; and we hope that by God’s help this course will be a great advantage for the 
furtherance of the holy gospel, seeing that our people very much desire you, and we will so deal 
with you that you shall have reason to be satisfied." The letter was fastened with a seal bearing 
the motto: "Post tenebras spero lucem." 
 
Calvin was thus most urgently and most honorably recalled by the united voice of the Council, 
the ministers, and the people of that city which had unjustly banished him three years before. 
 
He was moved to tears by these manifestations of regard and confidence, and began to waver. But 
the deputies of Strassburg at Worms, under secret instruction from their government, entered a 
strong protest against his leaving. Bucer, Capito, Sturm, and Grynaeus, when asked for advice, 
decided that Calvin was indispensable to Strassburg as the head of the French Church which 
represented Protestant France; as a theological teacher who attracted students from Germany, 
France, and Italy, to send them back to their own countries as evangelists; and as a helper in 
making the Church of Strassburg a seminary of ministers of the gospel. No one besides 
Melanchthon could be compared with him. Geneva was indeed an important post, and the gate to 
France and Italy, but uncertain, and liable to be involved again in political complications which 
might destroy the evangelical labors of Calvin. The pastors and senators of Strassburg, urged by 
the churches of Zurich and Basel, came at last to the conclusion to consent to Calvin’s return after 
the Colloquy of Worms, but only for a season, hoping that he may soon make their city his final 
home for the benefit of the whole Church. {613} 
 
Thus two cities, we might almost say, two nations, were contending for the possession of "the 
Theologian." His whole future life, and a considerable chapter of Church history, depended on the 
decision. Under these circumstances he could make no definite promise, except that he would pay 
a visit to Geneva after the close of the Colloquy, on condition of getting the consent of Strassburg 
and Bern. He also prescribed, like a victorious general, the terms of surrender, namely, the 
restoration of Church discipline. 
 
He had previously advised that Viret be called from Lausanne. This was done in Dec. 31, 1540, 
with the permission of Bern, but only for half a year. Viret arrived in Geneva Jan. 17, 1541. His 
persuasive sermons were well attended, and the magistrates showed great reverence for the Word 
of God; but he found so much and such difficult work in church and school, in the hospital and 
the poorhouse, that he urged Calvin to come soon, else he must withdraw or perish. 
 



On the 1st of May, 1541, the General Council recalled, in due form, the sentence of banishment 
of April 23, 1538, and solemnly declared that every citizen considered Calvin, Farel, and Saunier 
to be honorable men, and true servants of God. {614} On the 26th of May the senate sent another 
pressing request to Strassburg, Zurich, and Basel to aid Geneva in securing the return of Calvin. 
{615} 
 
It is astonishing what an amount of interest this question of Calvin’s return excited throughout 
Switzerland and Germany. It was generally felt that the fate of Geneva depended on Calvin, and 
that the fate of evangelical religion in France and Italy depended on Geneva. Letters arrived from 
individuals and corporations. Farel continued to thunder, and reproached the Strassburgers for 
keeping Calvin back. He was indignant at Calvin’s delay. "Will you wait," he wrote him, "till the 
stones call thee?" 
 
{608} March 1, 1541 (from Ulm on his journey to Ratisbon): "Non aliter respondeo quam quod 
semper solitus sum: Nullum esse locum sub caelo quem magis reformidem, non quia oderim, sed 
quoniam tot difficultates illic mihi propositas video, quibus superandis sentio me longe esse 
imparem. Quoties superiorum temporum subit recordatio, facere nequeo quin toto pectore 
exhorrescam, si cogar me iterum antiquis illis certaminibus objicere. Si mihi cum ecclesia illa 
tantum esset negocium, animo essem quietiore; certe minus terrerer. Sed vicinos [allusion to 
Bern] cogita, qui mihi olim tantum molestiae exhibuerunt." Opera, XI. 167; Herminjard, VII. 43. 
 
{609} Dyer (p. 121) and Kampschulte (I. 370) suspect, without any reason, that Calvin, in his 
repeated refusals, was influenced by the unworthy motive to humble the pride of the Genevese. 
What more could they do than bombard him with petitions and deputations? And this they did 
months before he accepted the call. 
 
{610} "Cor meum velut mactatum Domino in sacrificium offero." Oct. 24, 1540. Opera, XI. 100; 
Herminjard, VI. 339. Henry has appropriately chosen this sentence as the motto for his biography. 
 
{611} Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms (written in 1557), Opera, XXXI. 27. 
 
{612} Annal. 266 sqq.; Herminjard, VI. 331-335. 
 
{613} See the letters signed by Capito, Hedio, Bucer, Sturm, Bedrotus, Grynaeus (probably 
written by Bucer), October and November, 1540, in Herminjard, VI. 335 and 356 sqq., and the 
letter of the Council of Strassburg to the Council of Geneva, Sept. 1, 1541, vol. VII. 227. 
 
{614} "Pour gens de bien et de Dieu." Annal. 278. 
 
{615} See the letters of the Council of Geneva to the Pastors of Zurich in Opera, XI. 220 sqq., 
and in Herminjard, VII. 129 sqq.  



95. Calvin’s Return to Geneva. 1541. 
 
In the middle of June, Calvin left Regensburg, before the close of the Colloquy, much to the 
regret of Melanchthon; and after attending to his affairs in Strassburg, he set out for Switzerland. 
The Genevese sent Eustace Vincent, a mounted herald, to escort him, and voted thirty-six ecus for 
expenses (Aug. 26). 
 
The Strassburgers requested him to retain his right of citizenship, and the annual revenues of a 
prebend, which they had assigned him as the salary of his theological professorship. "He gladly 
accepted," says Beza, "the former mark of respect, but could never be induced to accept the latter, 
since the care of riches occupied his mind the least of anything." 
 
Bucer, in the name of the pastors of Strassburg, gave him a letter to the Syndics and Council of 
Geneva, Sept. 1, 1541, in which he says: "Now he comes at last, Calvin, that elect and 
incomparable instrument of God, to whom no other in our age may be compared, if at all there 
can be the question of another alongside of him." He added that such a highly favored man 
Strassburg could only spare for a season, on condition of his certain return. {616} The Council of 
Strassburg wrote to the Council of Geneva on the same day, expressing the hope that Calvin may 
soon return to them for the benefit of the Church universal. {617} The Senate of Geneva, in a 
letter of thanks (Sept. 17, 1541), expressed the determination to keep Calvin permanently in their 
city, where he could be as useful to the Church universal as at Strassburg. {618} 
 
Calvin visited his friends in Basel, who affectionately commended him to Bern and Geneva (Sept. 
4). {619} Bern was not very favorable to Calvin and the clerical ascendency in Geneva, but gave 
him a safe-conduct through her territory. 
 
At Soleure (Solothurn) he learned that Farel was deposed, without a trial, by the magistracy of 
Neuchatel, because he had attacked a person of rank from the pulpit for scandalous conduct. He, 
therefore, turned from the direct route, and spent some days with his friend, trying to relieve him 
of the difficulty. He did not succeed at once, but his efforts were supported by Zurich, Strassburg, 
Basel, and Bern; and the seignory of Neuchatel resolved to keep Farel, who continued to labor 
there till his death. {620} 
 
Calvin wrote to the Council of Geneva from Neuchatel on Sept. 7, explaining the reason of his 
delay. {621} The next day he proceeded to Bern and delivered letters from Strassburg and Basel. 
 
He was expected at Geneva on the 9th of September, but did not arrive, it seems, before the 13th. 
He wished to avoid a noisy reception, for which he had no taste. {622} But there is no doubt that 
his arrival caused general rejoicing among the people. {623} 
 
The Council provided for the Reformer a house and garden in the Rue des Chanoines near St. 
Peter’s Church, {624} and promised him (Oct. 4), in consideration of his great learning and 
hospitality to strangers, a fixed salary of fifty gold dollars, or five hundred florins, besides twelve 
measures of wheat and two casks of wine. {625} It also voted him a new suit of broadcloth, with 
furs for the winter. This provision was liberal for those days, yet barely sufficient for the 
necessary expenses of the Reformer and the claims on his hospitality. Hence the Council made 
him occasional presents for extra services; but he declined them whenever he could do without 
them. He lived in the greatest simplicity compatible with his position. A pulpit in St. Peter’s was 



prepared for him upon a broad, low pillar, that the whole congregation might more easily hear 
him. 
 
The Council sent three horses and a carriage to bring Calvin’s wife and furniture. It took twenty-
two days for the escort from Geneva to Strassburg and back (from Sept. 17 to Oct. 8). {626} 
 
On the 13th of September Calvin appeared before the Syndics and the Council in the Town Hall, 
delivered the letters from the senators and pastors of Strassburg and Basel, and apologized for his 
long delay. He made no complaint and demanded no punishment of his enemies, but asked for the 
appointment of a commission to prepare a written order of church government and discipline. The 
Council complied with this request, and resolved to retain him permanently, and to inform the 
Senate of Strassburg of this intention. Six prominent laymen, four members of the Little Council, 
two members of the Large Council,—Pertemps, Perrin, Roset, Lambert, Goulaz, and Porral,—
were appointed to draw up the ecclesiastical ordinances in conference with the ministers. {627} 
 
On Sept. 16, Calvin wrote to Farel: "Thy wish is granted, I am held fast here. May God give his 
blessing." {628} 
 
He desired to retain Viret and to secure Farel as permanent co-laborers; but in this he was 
disappointed—Viret being needed at Lausanne, and Farel at Neuchatel. By special permission of 
Bern, however, Viret was allowed to remain with him till July of the next year. His other 
colleagues were rather a hindrance than a help to him, as "they had no zeal and very little 
learning, and could not be trusted." Nearly the whole burden of reconstructing the Church of 
Geneva rested on his shoulders. It was a formidable task. 
 
Never was a man more loudly called by government and people, never did a man more 
reluctantly accept the call, never did a man more faithfully and effectively fulfil the duties of the 
call than John Calvin when, in obedience to the voice of God, he settled a second time at Geneva 
to live and to die at this post of duty. 
 
"Of all men in the world," says one of his best biographers and greatest admirers, {629} "Calvin is 
the one who most worked, wrote, acted, and prayed for the cause which he had embraced. The 
coexistence of the sovereignty of God and the freedom of man is assuredly a mystery; but Calvin 
never supposed that because God did all, he personally had nothing to do. He points out clearly 
the twofold action, that of God and that of man. ‘God,’ said he, ‘after freely bestowing his grace 
on us, forthwith demands of us a reciprocal acknowledgment. When he said to Abraham, "I am 
thy God," it was an offer of his free goodness; but he adds at the same time what he required of 
him: "Walk before me, and be thou perfect." This condition is tacitly annexed to all the promises. 
They are to be to us as spurs, inciting us to promote the glory of God.’ And elsewhere he says, 
‘This doctrine ought to create new vigor in all your members, so that you may be fit and alert, 
with might and main, to follow the call of God.’" {630} 
 
{616} The letter is in Latin with a French translation by Viret, Opera, X. 271 Herminjard, VII. 
231-233. "Venit tandem ad vos Calvinus, eximium profecto el rarissimum, cui vix secundum, si 
tamen secundum ultum, organum Christi hodie extat ƒ€¦. Venit ergo, dimissus ratione ea quam 
noster senatus perscribit, ut nimirum redeat." 
 
{617} Herminjard, VII. 227-230, in Latin and French. 
 
{618} Herminjard, VII. 253-255; Opera, XI. 208. 
 



{619} Opera, XI. 274. 
 
{620} See the correspondence in Herminjard, VII. 242 sqq. 
 
{621} Herminjard, VII. 239. The letter was received at Geneva, Sept. 12. See Herminjard’s note 6 
on p. 240. 
 
{622} He says, in the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms: "I have no intention of showing 
myself, and making a noise in the world." Kampschulte goes beyond the record when he asserts 
(I. 380, 381): "Fur den Empfang eines Fursten hatte nicht mehr Theilnahme bewiesen werden 
konnen. Am 13ten Sept. hielt er unter dem Jubel der Bevolkerung seinen feierlichen Einzug in 
Genf." Perhaps he followed here Stahelin, who says (I. 316): "Mit unglaublicher Begeisterung, 
wie im Triumphe, wurde er von dem Folk und dem Magistrate empfangen." There is no record of 
such a triumphant public entrance. See Beza and Colladon in the next note. Roget and Merle 
d’Aubigne (VII. 62 sq.) deny the fact of a popular ovation. 
 
{623} Beza (XXI. 131): "Calvinus XIII. Septembris anno Domini MDXLI Genevam regressus est, 
summa cum universi populi ac senatus inprimis singulare Dei erga se beneficium serio tum 
agnoscentis congratulatione." Colladon (XXI. 64): "Calvin fut tellement receu de singuliere 
affection par ce poure peuple recognoissant so faute, et qui estoit affamed’ouir son fidele 
Pasteur, qu’on ne cessa point qu’il ne fut arrestepour tousiours." 
 
{624} It was the house of Sieur de Fresneville, between the house of Bonivard, on the west, and 
that of Abbe de Bonmont, on the east, where Calvin lived from 1543 till his death. But as this 
house was not ready on his arrival, he lodged for a while in an adjoining house of the abbot of 
Bonmont, which was rebuilt in 1708 (No. 13 Rue des Chanoines, now called Rue de Calvin) and 
passed into the possession of Adrien Naville, president of the Societe avangelique. The second 
house (No. 11) remained a Reformed parsonage till 1700; in 1834 it was acquired by the Roman 
Catholic clergy, who assigned it to the Sisters of Mercy of Vincent de Paul, but it is now owned 
by the State. See Th. Heyer, Deuteronomy la maison de Calvin, in the "Memoires 
d’Archeologie," IX. 391-408. I have consulted Mr. Ed. Naville and Mr. Ed. Favre of Geneva, 
who confirmed the above statements. 
 
{625} "Cinq cens florins, douze coppes de froment et deux bossot de vin." Annal. 284. Five 
hundred florins of Geneva were equivalent to about four thousand francs at the present standard 
of value. This is the estimate of Franklin and of Merle d’Aubigne, VII. 69. Galiffe (Quelq. pages 
d’Hist. p. 89, as quoted by Kampschulte, I. 388, note 3) estimates Calvin’s annual income at 9 to 
10,000 francs of our money ($2000). A syndic at that time received only 100, a counsellor 25 
francs, according to the same authority. 
 
{626} Herminjard, VII. 289, note: "On paya au voiturier, Emoz Daiz, pour 22 journees 7 florins, 
4 sols." 
 
{627} Reg. du Conseil, vol. XXXV. 324, quoted in Annal. 282, and by Herminjard; Calvin’s letter 
to Farel, Sept. 16, 1541, in Opera, XI. 281, and Herminjard, VII. 249-250. 
 
{628} "Quod bene vertat Deus, hic retentus sum, ut volebas. Superest ut Viretum quoque mecum 
retineam, quem a me avelli nullo modo patiar. Tuae quoque omni unique fratrum partes me hic 
adjuvare, nisi vultis me frustra excruciari, ac sine commodo esse miserrimum." Herminjard, VII. 
249. 
 



{629} Merle d’Aubigne, VII. 70. 
 
{630} Comments on 2 Corinthians 7:1 Genesis 17:1.  



96. The First Years after the Return. 
 
Calvin entered at once upon his labors, and continued them without interruption for twenty-three 
years—till his death, May 27, 1564. 
 
The first years were full of care and trial, as he had anticipated. His duties were more numerous 
and responsible than during his first sojourn. Then he was supported by the older Farel; now he 
stood at the head of the Church at Geneva, though yet a young man of thirty-two. He had to 
reorganize the Church, to introduce a constitution and order of worship, to preach, to teach, to 
settle controversies, to conciliate contending parties, to provide for the instruction of youth, to 
give advice even in purely secular affairs. No wonder that he often felt discouraged and 
exhausted, but trust in God, and a sense of duty kept him up. 
 
Viret was of great service to him, but he was called back to Lausanne in July, 1542. His other 
colleagues—Jacques Bernard, Henri de la Mare, and Aime Champereau—were men of inferior 
ability, and not reliable. In 1542 four new pastors were appointed,—Pierre Blanchet, Matthias de 
Greneston, Louis Trappereau, and Philippe Ozias (or Ozeas). In 1544 Geneva had twelve pastors, 
six of them for the county Churches. Calvin gradually trained a corps of enthusiastic evangelists. 
Farel and Viret visited Geneva on important occasions. For his last years, he had a most able and 
learned colleague in his friend Theodore Beza. 
 
He pursued a wise and conciliatory course, which is all the more creditable to him when we 
consider the stern severity of his character and system. He showed a truly Christian forbearance 
to his former enemies, and patience with the weakness of his colleagues. {631} 
 
"I will endeavor," he wrote to Bucer, in a long letter, Oct. 15, 1541, "to cultivate a good 
understanding and harmony with my neighbors, and also brotherly kindness (if they will allow 
me), with as much fidelity and diligence as I possibly can. So far as it depends on me, I shall give 
no ground of offence to any one If in any way I do not answer your expectation, you know that I 
am in your power, and subject to your authority. Admonish me, chastise me, exercise towards me 
all the authority of a father over his son. Pardon my haste I am entangled in so many 
employments that I am almost beside myself." {632} 
 
To Myconius of Basel he wrote, March 14, 1542: 
 
"I value the public peace and concord so highly, that I lay restraint upon myself; and this praise 
even the adversaries are compelled to award to me. {633} This feeling prevails to such an extent, 
that, from day to day, those who were once open enemies have become friends; others I conciliate 
by courtesy, and I feel that I have been in some measure successful, although not everywhere and 
on all occasions." 
 
"On my arrival it was in my power to have disconcerted our enemies most triumphantly, entering 
with full sail among the whole of that tribe who had done the mischief. I have abstained; if I had 
liked, I could daily, not merely with impunity, but with the approval of very many, have used 
sharp reproof. I forbear; even with the most scrupulous care do I avoid everything of the kind, lest 
even by some slight word I should appear to persecute any individual, much less all of them at 
once. May the Lord confirm me in this disposition of mind." {634} 
 



He met at first with no opposition, but hearty co-operation among the people. About a fortnight 
after his arrival he presented a formula of the ecclesiastical order to the Small Council. Objection 
was made to the monthly celebration of the Lord’s Supper, instead of the custom of celebrating it 
only four times a year. Calvin, who strongly favored even a more frequent celebration, yielded his 
better judgment "in consideration of the weakness of the times," and for the sake of harmony. 
With this modification, the Small Council adopted the constitution Oct. 27; the Large Council 
confirmed it Nov. 9; and the general assembly of the citizens ratified it, by a very large majority, 
in St. Peter’s Church, the 20th of November, 1541. The small minority, however, included some 
of the leading citizens who were opposed to ecclesiastical discipline. The Articles, after the 
insertion of some trifling amendments and additions, were definitely adopted by the three 
Councils, Jan. 2, 1542. {635} 
 
This was a great victory; for the ecclesiastical ordinances, which we shall consider afterwards, 
laid a solid foundation for a strong and well-regulated evangelical church. 
 
Calvin preached at St. Peter’s, Viret at St. Gervais. The first services were of a penitential 
character, and their solemnity was enhanced by the fearful ravages of the pestilence in the 
neighboring cities. An extraordinary celebration of the holy communion on the first Sunday in 
November, and a weekly day of humiliation and prayer were appointed to invoke the mercy of 
God upon Geneva and the whole Church. 
 
The second year after his return was very trying. The pestilence, which in 1541 had been raging 
in Strassburg and all along the Rhine, crept into Switzerland, diminishing the population of Basel 
and Zurich, and reached Geneva in the autumn, 1542. To the pestilence was added the scourge of 
famine, as is often the case. The evil was aggravated by the great influx of strangers who were 
attracted by Calvin’s fame and sought refuge from persecution under his shelter. The pest-house 
outside of the city was crowded. Calvin and Pierre Blanchet offered their services to the sick, 
while the rest of the ministers shrank back. {636} The Council refused to let Calvin go, because 
the Church could not spare him. {637} Blanchet risked his life, and fell a victim to his 
philanthrophy in eight or nine months. Calvin, in a letter dated October, 1542, gives the following 
account to Viret, who, in July, had left for Lausanne: {638} — 
 
"The pestilence also begins to rage here with greater violence, and few who are at all affected by 
it escape its ravages. One of our colleagues was to be set apart for attendance upon the sick. 
Because Peter [Blanchet] offered himself all readily acquiesced. If anything happens to him, I 
fear that I must take the risk upon myself, for, as you observe, because we are debtors to one 
another, we must not be wanting to those who, more than any others, stand in need of our 
ministry. And yet it is not my opinion, that while we wish to provide for one portion we are at 
liberty to neglect the body of the Church itself. But so long as we are in this ministry, I do not see 
that any pretext will avail us, if, through fear of infection, we are found wanting in the discharge 
of our duty when there is most need of our assistance." 
 
Farel, on a like occasion, visited the sick daily, rich and poor, friend and foe, without distinction. 
{639} We must judge Calvin by his spirit and motive. He had undoubtedly the spirit of a martyr, 
but felt it his duty to obey the magistrates, and to spare his life till the hour of necessity. We may 
refer to the example of Cyprian, who fled during the Decian persecution, but died heroically as a 
martyr in the Valerian persecution. 
 
In 1545 Geneva was again visited by a pestilence, which some Swiss soldiers brought from 
France. The horrors were aggravated by a diabolical conspiracy of wicked persons, including 
some women, connected with the pest-house, for spreading the plague by artificial means, to gain 



spoils from the dead. The conspirators used the infected linen of those who had died of the 
disease, and smeared the locks of the houses with poison. A woman confessed, under torture, that 
she had killed eighteen men by her infernal arts. The ravages were fearful; Geneva was 
decimated; two thousand died out of a population of less than twenty thousand. Seven men and 
twenty-one women were burned alive for this offence. The physician of the lazaretto and two 
assistants were quartered. 
 
Calvin formed a modest estimate of his labors during the first years, as may be seen from his 
letters. He wrote to Myconius, the first minister of Basel, March 14, 1542: {640} — 
 
"The present state of our affairs I can give you in a few words. For the first month after resuming 
the ministry, I had so much to attend to, and so many annoyances, that I was almost worn out; 
such a work of labor and difficulty has it been to upbuild once more a fallen edifice (collapsum 
edificium instaurare). Although certainly Viret had already begun successfully to restore, yet, 
nevertheless, because he had deferred the complete form of order and discipline until my arrival, 
it had, as it were, to be commenced anew. When, having overcome this labor, I believed that there 
would be breathing-time allowed me, lo! new cares presented themselves, and those of a kind not 
much lighter than the former. This, however, somewhat consoles and refreshes me, that we do not 
labor altogether in vain, without some fruit appearing; which, although it is not so plentiful as we 
could wish, yet neither is it so scanty but that there does appear some change for the better. There 
is a brighter prospect for the future if Viret can be left here with me; on which account I am all 
the more desirous to express to you my most thankful acknowledgment, because you share with 
me in my anxiety that the Bernese may not call him away; and I earnestly pray, for the sake of 
Christ, that you would do your utmost to bring that about; for whenever the thought of his going 
away presents itself, I faint and lose courage entirely Our other colleagues are rather a hindrance 
than a help to us; they are rude and self-conceited, have no zeal and less learning. But what is 
worst of all, I cannot trust them, even although I very much wish that I could; for by many 
evidences they show their estrangement from us, and give scarcely any indication of a sincere and 
trustworthy disposition. I bear with them, however, or rather I humor them, with the utmost 
lenity; a course from which I shall not be induced to depart, even by their bad conduct. But if, in 
the long run, the sore need a severer remedy, I shall do my utmost, and shall see to it by every 
method I can think of, to avoid disturbing the peace of the Church with our quarrels; for I dread 
the factions which must always necessarily arise from the dissensions of ministers. On my first 
arrival I might have driven them away had I wished to do so, and that is also even now in my 
power. I shall never, however, repent the degree of moderation which I have observed, since no 
one can justly complain that I have been too severe. These things I mention to you in a cursory 
way, that you may the more clearly perceive how wretched I shall be if Viret is taken away from 
me." 
 
A month later (April 17, 1542), he wrote to Myconius: {641} — 
 
"In what concerns the private condition of this Church, I somehow, along with Viret, sustain the 
burden of it. If he is taken away from me, my situation will be more deplorable than I can 
describe to you, and even should he remain, there is some hazard that very much may not be 
obtained in the midst of so much secret animosity [between Geneva and Bern]. But that I may not 
torment myself beforehand, the Lord will see to it, and provide some one on whom I am 
compelled to cast this care." 
 
In February, 1543, he wrote to Melanchthon: 
 



"As to our own affairs, there is much that I might write, but the sole cause which imposes silence 
upon me is, that I could find no end. I labor here and do my utmost, but succeed indifferently. 
Nevertheless, all are astonished that my progress is so great in the midst of so many impediments, 
the greater part of which arise from the ministers themselves. This, however, is a great alleviation 
of my troubles, that not only this Church, but also the whole neighborhood, derive some benefit 
from my presence. Besides that, somewhat overflows from hence upon France, and even spreads 
as far as Italy." {642} 
 
{631} "Diese milde, versohnliche Haltug nach seiner Ruckkehr bildet eines derschonsten Blatter 
in der Geschichte Calvin’s." So says Kampschulte (I. 390), but he unjustly diminishes the praise 
by adding: "Noch hoher wurde die Nachwelt sein Verdienst anschlagen, wenn er sich selbst 
desselben weniger bewusst gewesen ware." How could he be unconscious of his intention? And 
he spoke of it not boastingly, but modestly, like Paul. 
 
{632} Herminjard, VII. 293; Opera, XI. 299; Bonnet-Constable, I. 269. 
 
{633} "Tanti enim mihi est publica pax et concordia, ut manum mihi injiciam: atque hanc laudem 
mihi adversarii ipsi tribuere coquntur." 
 
{634} Herminjard, VII. 439; Bonnet-Constable, I. 291. 
 
{635} Registers, Oct. 25 and 27, Nov. 9 and 20, 1541; and Jan. 2, 1542. Opera, X. 15; XI. 379; 
XXI. 287, 289, 290. The Registers du Conseil of Jan. 2, 1542 (vol. XXXV. f. 449), record as 
follows: "Ordonnances sus leglise: lesquelles hont estepassepar petit grand et general conseyl 
touteffoys hont estes corriges, et avant quil soyent mys a limprymerie Resoluz que en ung conseyl 
extraordinaire lesdictes ordonnances soyent vehues [vues] affin que telle quest passe par le 
general ne soyt change." Annal., XXI. 289 sq. 
 
{636} They said that they would rather go "au diable" than to the pest-house. 
 
{637} That Calvin offered himself is asserted not only by Beza (XXXI. 134), but also by Roset 
and Savion. See Bonnet, I. 334, note. Castellio, who was not a minister, though he wished to 
become one, also offered his services, but changed his mind when the lot fell on him. 
 
{638} Bonnet-Constable, I. 334. 
 
{639} Kirchhofer, Leben Farels, II. 33. 
 
{640} Herminjard, VII. 437 sq.; Opera, XI. 376 sq.; Bonnet-Constable, I. 289 sq. 
 
{641} Herminjard, VII. 453; Opera, XI. 384; Bonnet-Constable, I. 297. 
 
{642} Bonnet-Constable, I. 351; Opera, XI. 516. The last sentence, "as far as Italy," is confirmed 
by a most grateful letter of evangelical believers in Venice, Vicenza, and Treviso, "to the saints of 
the Church of God in Geneva," dated Venice, 8 Id. December, 1542. See Opera, XI. 472-474.  



97. Survey of Calvin’s Activity. 
 
Calvin combined the offices of theological professor, preacher, pastor, church-ruler, 
superintendent of schools, with the extra labors of equal, yea, greater, importance, as author, 
correspondent, and leader of the expanding movement of the Reformation in Western Europe. He 
was involved in serious disciplinary and theological controversies with the Libertines, Romanists, 
Pelagians, Antitrinitarians, and Lutherans. He had no help except from one or more young men, 
whom he kept in his house and employed as clerks. When unwell he dictated from his bed. He 
had an amazing power for work notwithstanding his feeble health. When interrupted in dictation, 
he could at once resume work at the point where he left off. {643} He indulged in no recreation 
except a quarter or half an hour’s walk in his room or garden after meals, and an occasional game 
of quoits or la clef with intimate friends. He allowed himself very little sleep, and for at least ten 
years he took but one meal a day, alleging his bad digestion. {644} No wonder that he 
undermined his health, and suffered of headache, ague, dyspepsia, and other bodily infirmities 
which terminated in a premature death. 
 
Luther and Zwingli were as indefatigable workers as Calvin, but they had an abundance of flesh 
and blood, and enjoyed better health. Luther liked to play with his children, and to entertain his 
friends with his humorous table-talk. Zwingli also found recreation in poetry and music, and 
played on several instruments. 
 
A few years before his death, Calvin was compelled to speak of his work in self-defence against 
the calumnies of an ungrateful student and amanuensis, Franacois Baudouin, a native of Arras, 
who ran away with some of Calvin’s papers, turned a Romanist, and publicly abused his 
benefactor. "I will not," he says, "enumerate the pleasures, conveniences, and riches I have 
renounced for Christ. I will only say that, had I the disposition of Baudouin, it would not have 
been very difficult for me to procure those things which he has always sought in vain, and which 
he now but too greedily gloats upon. But let that pass. Content with my humble fortune, my 
attention to frugality has prevented me from being a burden to anybody. I remain tranquil in my 
station, and have even given up a part of the moderate salary assigned to me, instead of asking for 
any increase. I devote all my care, labor, and study not only to the service of this Church, to 
which I am peculiarly bound, but to the assistance of all the Churches by every means in my 
power. I so discharge my office of a teacher, that no ambition may appear in my extreme 
faithfulness and diligence. I devour numerous griefs, and endure the rudeness of many; but my 
liberty is uncontrolled by the power of any man. I do not indulge the great by flattery; I fear not to 
give offence. No prosperity has hitherto inflated me; whilst I have intrepidly borne the many 
severe storms by which I have been tossed, till by the singular mercy of God I emerged from 
them. I live affably with my equals, and endeavor faithfully to preserve my friendships." {645} 
 
Beza, his daily companion, thus describes "the ordinary labors" of Calvin, as he calls them: 
"During the week he preached every alternate, and lectured every third day; on Thursday he 
presided in the meetings of Presbytery (Consistory); and on Friday he expounded the Scripture in 
the assembly which we call ‘the Congregation.’ He illustrated several sacred books with most 
learned commentaries, besides answering the enemies of religion, and maintaining an extensive 
correspondence on matters of great importance. Any one who reads these attentively, will be 
astonished how one little man (unicus homunculus) could be fit for labors so numerous and great. 
He availed himself much of the aid of Farel and Viret, {646} while, at the same time, he conferred 
greater benefits on them. Their friendship and intimacy was not less hateful to the wicked than 
delightful to all the pious; and, in truth, it was a most pleasing spectacle to see and hear those 



three distinguished men carrying on the work of God in the Church so harmoniously, with such a 
variety of gifts. Farel excelled in a certain sublimity of mind, so that nobody could either hear his 
thunders without trembling, or listen to his most fervent prayers without being almost carried up 
to heaven. Viret possessed such suavity of eloquence, that his hearers were compelled to hang 
upon his lips. Calvin filled the mind of the hearers with as many weighty sentiments as he uttered 
words. I have often thought that a preacher compounded of the three would be absolutely perfect. 
In addition to these employments, Calvin had many others, arising out of circumstances domestic 
and foreign. The Lord so blessed his ministry that persons flocked to him from all parts of the 
Christian world; some to take his advice in matters of religion, and others to hear, him. Hence, we 
have seen an Italian, an English, and, finally, a Spanish Church at Geneva, one city seeming 
scarcely sufficient to entertain so many nests. But though at home he was courted by the good and 
feared by the bad, and matters had been admirably arranged, yet there were not wanting 
individuals who gave him great annoyance. We will unfold these contests separately, that 
posterity may be presented with a singular example of fortitude, which each may imitate 
according to his ability." {647} 
 
We shall now consider this astounding activity of the Reformer in detail: his Church polity, his 
theological system, his controversies, and his relation to, and influence on, foreign churches. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{643} Beza (XXI. 169): "Ut... inter dictandum saepe aliquot horas interturbatus statim ad dictata 
nullo commonefaciente rediret." 
 
{644} Beza (XXI. 160): "Per decem minimum annos prandio abstinuit, ut nullum omnino cibum 
extra statam coenae horam sumeret, ut eum mirum sit phthisim effugere tam diu potuisse." 
Farther on (fol. 169) Beza says of Calvin: "Victu sic temperato, ut a sordibus et ab omni luxu 
longissime abesset: cibi parcissimi, ut per multos annos semel quotidie cibum sumpserit, 
ventriculi imbecillitatem causatus." Sometimes he abstained for thirty-six hours from all food. At 
the advice of his physician, he ate an egg and drank a glass of wine at noon. 
 
{645} Responsio ad Balduini Convicia (Geneva, 1562), in Opera, vol. IX. 561-580. Baudouin 
was an able lawyer, but a turncoat in religion. He died in 1573. On this personal controversy see 
Responsio, etc., Opera, VIII. 321-A, and Henry, vol. III. 549 sqq. Luther had a similar experience 
with John Agricola (Eisleben), his pupil and trusted friend, who publicly attacked him, and stirred 
up the Antinomian controversy. 
 
{646} Who came to Geneva occasionally, the former from Neuchatel, the latter from Lausanne. 
 
{647} Vita Calv. in Opera, XXI. l32.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XIII. 
 
CONSTITUTION AND DISCIPLINE OF THE CHURCH OF GENEVA. 
 

98. Literature. 
 
I. Calvin’s Institutio Christ. Religionis, the fourth book, which treats of the Church and the 
Sacraments.—Les ordinances ecclesiastiques de l’eglise de Geneve. Item l’ordre des escoles de 
la dite cite.Gen., 1541. 92 pp. 4; another ed., 1562, 110 pp. Reprinted in Opera, X. fol. 15-30. 
(Projet d’ordinances ecclesiastiques, 1541). The same vol. contains also L’ordre du College de 
Geneve; Leges academicae (1559), fol. 65-90; and Les ordinances ecclesiastiques de 1561, fol. 
91-124. Comp. the Prolegomena, IX. sq., and also the earliest document on the organization and 
worship of the Church of Geneva, 1537, fol. 5-14. 
 
II. Dr. Georg Weber: Geschichtliche Darstellung des Calvinismus im Verhaltniss zum Staat in 
Genf und Frankreich bis zur Aufhebung des Edikts von Nantes, Heidelberg, 1836 (pp. 872). The 
first two chapters only (pp. 1-32) treat of Calvin and Geneva; the greater part of the book is a 
history of the French Reformation till 1685.—C. B. Hundeshagen: Ueber den Einfluss des 
Calvinismus auf die Ideen von Staat, und staats-burgerlicher Freiheit, Bern, 1842.—*Amedee 
Roget: L’eglise et l’etat a  Geneve du vivant de Calvin. atude d’histoire politico-ecclesiastique, 
Geneve, 1867 (pp. 92). Comp. also his Histoire du peuple de Geneve depuis la reforme jusqu’a  
l’escalade (1536-1602), 1870-1883, 7 vols. 
 
III. Henry, Part II. chs. III.-VI. Comp. his small biography, pp. 165-196.—Dyer, ch. III.—
Stahelin, bk. IV. (vol. I. 319 sqq.).—Kampschulte, I. 385-480. This is the end of his work; vols. 
II. and III. were prevented by his premature death (Dec. 3, 1872), and intrusted to Professor 
Cornelius of Munich (a friend and colleague of the late Dr. Dollinger), but he has so far only 
published a few papers on special points, in the Transactions of the Munich Academy. See p. 230. 
Merle D’Aubigne, bk. XI. chs. XXII.-XXIV. (vol. VII. 73 sqq.). These are his last chapters on 
Calvin, coming down to February, 1542; the continuation was prevented by his death in 1872.  



99. Calvin’s Idea of the Holy Catholic Church. 
 
During his sojourn at Strassburg, Calvin matured his views on the Church and the Sacraments, 
and embodied them in the fourth book of the second edition of his Institutes, which appeared in 
the same year as his Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (1539). His ideal was high and 
comprehensive, far beyond what he was able to realize in the little district of Geneva. "In no 
respect, perhaps," says a distinguished Scotch Presbyterian scholar, {648} "are the Institutes more 
remarkable than in a certain comprehensiveness and catholicity of tone, which to many will 
appear strangely associated with his name. But Calvin was far too enlightened not to recognize 
the grandeur of the Catholic idea which had descended through so many ages; this idea had, in 
truth, for such a mind as his, special attractions, and his own system mainly sought to give to the 
same idea a new and higher form. The narrowness and intolerance of his ecclesiastical rule did 
not so much spring out of the general principles laid down in the Institutes, as from his special 
interpretation and application of these principles." 
 
When Paul was a prisoner in Rome, chained to a heathen soldier, and when Christianity was 
confined to a small band of humble believers scattered through a hostile world, he described to 
the Ephesians his sublime conception of the Church as the mystical "body of Christ, the fulness of 
Him who filleth all in all." Yet in the same and other epistles he finds it necessary to warn the 
members of this holy brotherhood even against such vulgar vices as theft, intemperance, and 
fornication. The contradiction is only apparent, and disappears in the distinction between the ideal 
and the real, the essential and the phenomenal, the Church as it is in the mind of Christ and the 
Church as it is in the masses of nominal Christians. 
 
The same apparent contradiction we find in Calvin, in Luther, and other Reformers. They 
cherished the deepest respect for the holy Catholic Church of Christ, and yet felt it their duty to 
protest with all their might against the abuses and corruptions of the actual Church of their age, 
and especially against the papal hierarchy which ruled it with despotic power. We may go further 
back to the protest of the Hebrew Prophets against the corrupt priesthood. Christ himself, who 
recognized the divine economy of the history of Israel, and came to fulfil the Law and the 
Prophets, attacked with withering severity the self-righteousness and hypocrisy of the Scribes and 
Pharisees who sat in Moses’ seat, and was condemned by the high priest and the Jewish hierarchy 
to the death of the cross. These scriptural antecedents help very much to understand and to justify 
the course of the Reformers. 
 
Nothing can be more truly Catholic than Calvin’s description of the historic Church. It reminds 
one of the finest passages in St. Cyprian and St. Augustin. After explaining the meaning of the 
article of the Apostles’ Creed on the holy Catholic Church, as embracing not only the visible 
Church, but all God’s elect, living and departed, he thus speaks of the visible or historic Catholic 
Church: {649} 
 
"As our present design is to treat of the visible Church, we may learn even from the title of 
mother, how useful and even necessary it is for us to know her; since there is no other way of 
entrance into life, unless we are conceived by her, born of her, nourished at her breast, and 
continually preserved under her care and government till we are divested of this mortal flesh and 
become I like the angels’. {Matthew 22:30} For our infirmity will not admit of our dismission 
from her school; we must continue under her instruction and discipline to the end of our lives. It 
is also to be remarked that out of her bosom there can be no hope of remission of sins, or any 
salvation, according to the testimony of Isaiah (37:32) and Joel (2:32); which is confirmed by 



Ezekiel (13:9), when he denounces that those whom God excludes from the heavenly life shalt 
not be enrolled among his people. So, on the contrary, those who devote themselves to the service 
of God are said to inscribe their names among the citizens of Jerusalem. For which reason the 
Psalmist says, ‘Remember me, O Lord, with the favor that thou bearest unto thy people: O visit 
me with thy salvation, that I may see the prosperity of thy chosen, that I may rejoice in the 
gladness of thy nation, that I may glory with thine inheritance’ (Psalm 106:4, 5). In these words 
the paternal favor of God, and the peculiar testimony of the spiritual life, are restricted to his 
flock, to teach us that it is always fatally dangerous to be separated from the Church." {650} 
 
So strong are the claims of the visible Church upon us that even abounding corruptions cannot 
justify a secession. Reasoning against the Anabaptists and other radicals who endeavored to build 
up a new Church of converts directly from the Bible, without any regard to the intervening 
historical Church, he says: {651} 
 
"Dreadful are those descriptions in which Isaiah, Jeremiah, Joel, Habakkuk, and others, deplore 
the disorders of the Church at Jerusalem. There was such general and extreme corruption in the 
people, in the magistrates, and in the priests that Isaiah does not hesitate to compare Jerusalem to 
Sodom and Gomorrah. Religion was partly despised, partly corrupted. Their manners were 
generally disgraced by thefts, robberies, treacheries, murders, and similar crimes." 
 
"Nevertheless, the Prophets on this account neither raised themselves new churches, nor built new 
altars for the oblation of separate sacrifices; but whatever were the characters of the people, yet 
because they considered that God had deposited his word among that nation, and instituted the 
ceremonies in which he was there worshipped, they lifted up pure hands to him even in the 
congregation of the impious. If they had thought that they contracted any contagion from these 
services, surely they would have suffered a hundred deaths rather than have permitted themselves 
to be dragged to them. There was nothing, therefore, to prevent their departure from them, but the 
desire of preserving the unity of the Church." 
 
"But if the holy Prophets were restrained by a sense of duty from forsaking the Church on 
account of the numerous and enormous crimes which were practiced, not by a few individuals, 
but almost by the whole nation, it is extreme arrogance in us, if we presume immediately to 
withdraw from the communion of a Church, where the conduct of all the members is not 
compatible either with our judgment or even with the Christian profession." 
 
"Now what kind of an age was that of Christ and his Apostles? Yet the desperate impiety of the 
Pharisees, and the dissolute lives everywhere led by the people, could not prevent them from 
using the same sacrifices, and assembling in the same temple with others, for the public exercises 
of religion. How did this happen, but from a knowledge that the society of the wicked could not 
contaminate those who, with pure consciences, united with them in the same solemnities." 
 
"If any one pay no deference to the Prophets and the Apostles, let him at least acquiesce in the 
authority of Christ. Cyprian has excellently remarked: ‘Although tares, or impure vessels, are 
found in the Church, yet this is not a reason why we should withdraw from it. It only behooves us 
to labor that we may be the wheat, and to use our utmost endeavors and exertions that we may be 
vessels of gold or of silver. But to break in pieces the vessels of earth belongs to the Lord alone, 
to whom a rod of iron is also given. Nor let any one arrogate to himself what is the exclusive 
province of the Son of God, by pretending to fan the floor, clear away the chaff, and separate all 
the tares by the judgment of man. This is proud obstinacy, and sacrilegious presumption, 
originating in a corrupt frenzy." 
 



"Let these two points, then, be considered as decided: first, that he who voluntarily deserts the 
external communion of the Church where the Word of God is preached, and the sacraments are 
administered, is without any excuse; secondly, that the faults either of few persons or of many 
form no obstacles to a due profession of our faith in the use of the ceremonies instituted by God; 
because the pious conscience is not wounded by the unworthiness of any other individual, 
whether he be a pastor or a private person; nor are the mysteries less pure and salutary to a holy 
and upright man, because they are received at the same time by the impure." 
 
How, then, with such high churchly views, could Calvin justify his separation from the Roman 
Church in which he was born and trained? He vindicated his position in the Answer to Sadolet, 
from which we have given large extracts. {652} He did it more fully in his masterly work, "On 
the Necessity of Reforming the Church," which, "in the name of all who wish Christ to reign," he 
addressed to the Emperor Charles V. and the Diet to be assembled at Speier in February, 1544. It 
is replete with weighty arguments and accurate learning, and by far one of the ablest controversial 
books of that age. {653} The following is a passage bearing upon this point: {654} 
 
"The last and principal charge which they bring against us is, that we have made a schism in the 
Church. And here they fiercely maintain against us, that for no reason is it lawful to break the 
unity of the Church. How far they do us injustice the books of our authors bear witness. Now, 
however, let them take this brief reply—that we neither dissent from the Church, nor are aliens 
from her communion. But, as by this specious name of Church, they are wont to cast dust in the 
eyes even of persons otherwise pious and right-hearted, I beseech your Imperial Majesty, and 
you, Most Illustrious Princes, first, to divest yourselves of all prejudice, that you may give an 
impartial ear to our defence; secondly, not to be instantly terrified on hearing the name of Church, 
but to remember that the Prophets and Apostles had, with the pretended Church of their days, a 
contest similar to that which you see us have in the present day with the Roman pontiff and his 
whole train. When they, by the command of God, inveighed freely against idolatry, superstition, 
and the profanation of the temple, and its sacred rites, against the carelessness and lethargy of 
priests,—and against the general avarice, cruelty, and licentiousness, they were constantly met 
with the objection which our opponents have ever in their mouths—that by dissenting from the 
common opinion, they violated the unity of the Church. The ordinary government of the Church 
was then vested in the priests. They had not presumptuously arrogated it to themselves, but God 
had conferred it upon them by his law. It would occupy too much time to point out all the 
instances. Let us, therefore, be contented with a single instance, in the case of Jeremiah." 
 
"He had to do with the whole college of priests, and the arms with which they attacked him were 
these: ‘Come, and let us devise devices against Jeremiah; for the law shall not perish from the 
priest, nor counsel from the wise, nor the word from the prophet’. {Jeremiah 18:18} They had 
among them a high priest, to reject whose judgment was a capital crime, and they had the whole 
order to which God himself had committed the government of the Jewish Church concurring with 
them. If the unity of the Church is violated by him, who, instructed solely by Divine truth, 
opposes himself to ordinary authority, the Prophet must be a schismatic; because, not at all 
deterred by such menaces from warring with the impiety of the priests, he steadily persevered." 
 
"That the eternal truth of God preached by the Prophets and Apostles, is on our side, we are 
prepared to show, and it is indeed easy for any man to perceive. But all that is done is to assail us 
with this battering-ram, ‘Nothing can excuse withdrawal from the Church.’ We deny out and out 
that we do so. With what, then, do they urge us? With nothing more than this, that to them 
belongs the ordinary government of the Church. But how much better right had the enemies of 
Jeremiah to use this argument? To them, at all events, there still remained a legal priesthood, 
instituted by God; so that their vocation was unquestionable. Those who in the present day have 



the name of prelates, cannot prove their vocation by any laws, human or divine. Be it, however, 
that in this respect both are on a footing, still, unless they previously convict the holy Prophet of 
schism, they will prove nothing against us by that specious title of Church." 
 
"I have thus mentioned one Prophet as an example. But all the others declare that they had the 
same battle to fight—wicked priests endeavoring to overwhelm them by a perversion of this term 
Church. And how did the Apostles act? Was it not necessary for them, in professing themselves 
the servants of Christ, to declare war upon the synagogue? And yet the office and dignity of the 
priesthood were not then lost. But it will be said that, though the Prophets and Apostles dissented 
from wicked priests in doctrine, they still cultivated communion with them in sacrifices and 
prayers. I admit they did, provided they were not forced into idolatry. But which of the Prophets 
do we read of as having ever sacrificed in Bethel? Which of the faithful, do we suppose, 
communicated in impure sacrifices, when the temple was polluted by Antiochus, and profane 
rites were introduced into it?" 
 
"On the whole, we conclude that the servants of God never felt themselves obstructed by this 
empty title of Church, when it was put forward to support the reign of impiety. It is not enough, 
therefore, simply to throw out the name of Church, but judgment must be used to ascertain which 
is the true Church, and what is the nature of its unity. And the thing necessary to be attended to, 
first of all, is, to beware of separating the Church from Christ, its Head. When I say Christ, I 
include the doctrine of his gospel which he sealed with his blood. Our adversaries, therefore, if 
they would persuade us that they are the true Church must, first of all, show that the true doctrine 
of God is among them; and this is the meaning of what we often repeat, viz. that the uniform 
characteristics of a well-ordered Church are the preaching of sound doctrine, and the pure 
administration of the Sacraments. For, since Paul declares {Ephesians 2:20} that the Church is 
‘built upon the foundation of the Apostles and Prophets,’ it necessarily follows that any church 
not resting on this foundation must immediately fall." 
 
"I come now to our opponents." 
 
"They, no doubt, boast in lofty terms that Christ is on their side. As soon as they exhibit him in 
their word we will believe it, but not sooner. They, in the same way, insist on the term Church. 
But where, we ask, is that doctrine which Paul declares to be the only foundation of the Church? 
Doubtless, your Imperial Majesty now sees that there is a vast difference between assailing us 
with the reality and assailing us only with the name of Church. We are as ready to confess as they 
are that those who abandon the Church, the common mother of the faithful, the ‘pillar and ground 
of the truth,’ revolt from Christ also; but we mean a Church which, from incorruptible seed, 
begets children for immortality, and, when begotten, nourishes them with spiritual food (that seed 
and food being the Word of God), and which, by its ministry, preserves entire the truth which 
God deposited in its bosom. This mark is in no degree doubtful, in no degree fallacious, and it is 
the mark which God himself impressed upon his Church, that she might be discerned thereby. Do 
we seem unjust in demanding to see this mark? Wherever it exists not, no face of a Church is 
seen. If the name, merely, is put forward, we have only to quote the well-known passage of 
Jeremiah, ‘Trust ye not in lying words, saying, the temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord, the 
temple of the Lord, are these’. {Jeremiah 7:4} Is this house, which is called by my name, become 
a den of robbers in your eyes?". {Jeremiah 7:11} 
 
"In like manner, the unity of the Church, such as Paul describes it, we protest we hold sacred, and 
we denounce anathema against all who in any way violate it. The principle from which Paul 
derives unity is, that there is ‘one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all,’ who 
hath called us into one hope. {Ephesians 4:4-6} Therefore, we are one body and one spirit, as is 



here enjoined, if we adhere to God only, i.e. be bound to each other by the tie of faith. We ought, 
moreover, to remember what is said in another passage, ‘that faith cometh by the word of God.’ 
Let it, therefore, be a fixed point, that a holy unity exists amongst us, when, consenting in pure 
doctrine, we are united in Christ alone. And, indeed, if concurrence in any kind of doctrine were 
sufficient, in what possible way could the Church of God be distinguished from the impious 
factions of the wicked? Wherefore, the Apostle shortly after adds, that the ministry was instituted 
‘for the edifying of the body of Christ: till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the 
knowledge of the Son of God: that we be no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about 
with every wind of doctrine, but speaking the truth in love, may grow up into him in all things, 
who is the Head, even Christ’. {Ephesians 4:12-15} Could he more plainly comprise the whole 
unity of the Church in a holy agreement in true doctrine, than when he calls us back to Christ and 
to faith, which is included in the knowledge of him, and to obedience to the truth? Nor is any 
lengthened demonstration of this needed by those who believe the Church to be that sheepfold of 
which Christ alone is the Shepherd, and where his voice only is heard, and distinguished from the 
voice of strangers. And this is confirmed by Paul, when he prays for the Romans, ‘The God of 
patience and consolation grant you to be of the same mind one with another, according to Christ 
Jesus; that, ye may with one accord and one mouth glorify God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ’". {Romans 15:5,6} 
 
"Let our opponents, then, in the first instance, draw near to Christ, and then let them convict us of 
schism, in daring to dissent from them in doctrine. But, since I have made it plain that Christ is 
banished from their society, and the doctrine of his gospel exterminated, their charge against us 
simply amounts to this, that we adhere to Christ in preference to them. For what man, pray, will 
believe that those who refuse to be led away from Christ and his truth, in order to deliver 
themselves into the power of men, are thereby schismatics, and deserters from the communion of 
the Church?" 
 
"I certainly admit that respect is to be shown to priests, and that there is great danger in despising 
ordinary authority. If, then, they were to say, that we are not at our own hand to resist ordinary 
authority, we should have no difficulty in subscribing to the sentiment. For we are not so rude as 
not to see what confusion must arise when the authority of rulers is not respected. Let pastors, 
then, have their due honor—an honor, however, not derogatory in any degree to the supreme 
authority of Christ, to whom it behooves them and every man to be subject. For God declares, by 
Malachi, that the government of the Israelitish Church was committed to the priests, under the 
condition that they should faithfully fulfil the covenant made with them, viz. that ‘their lips 
should keep knowledge,’ and expound the law to the people. {Malachi 2:7} When the priests 
altogether failed in this condition, he declares, that, by their perfidy, the covenant was abrogated 
and made null. Pastors are mistaken if they imagine that they are invested with the government of 
the Church on any other terms than that of being ministers and witnesses of the truth of God. As 
long, therefore, as, in opposition to the law and to the nature of their office, they eagerly wage 
war with the truth of God, let them not arrogate to themselves a power which God never 
bestowed, either formerly on priests, or now on bishops, on any other terms than those which 
have been mentioned." 
 
When the Romanists demanded miracles from the Reformers as a test of their innovations, Calvin 
replied that this was "unreasonable; for we forgo no new gospel, but retain the very same, whose 
truth was confirmed by all the miracles ever wrought by Christ and the Apostles. The opponents 
have this advantage over us, that they confirm their faith by continual miracles even to this day. 
But they allege miracles which are calculated to unsettle a mind otherwise well established; for 
they are frivolous and ridiculous, or vain and false. Nor, if they were ever so preternatural, ought 
they to have any weight in opposition to the truth of God, since the name of God ought to be 



sanctified in all places and at all times, whether by miraculous events or by the common order of 
nature." {655} 
 
Luther had the same Catholic Church feeling, and gave strong expression to it in his writings 
against the radicals, and in a letter to the Margrave of Brandenburg and Duke of Prussia (1532), 
in which he says: "It is dangerous and terrible to hear or believe anything against the unanimous 
testimony of the entire holy Christian Church as held from the beginning for now over fifteen 
hundred years in all the world." {656} And yet he asserted the right of conscience and private 
judgment at Worms against popes and Councils, because he deemed it "unsafe and dangerous to 
do anything against the conscience bound in the Word of God." 
 
{648} Principal Tulloch of the University of St. Andrews, in Luther and other Leaders of the 
Reformation, p. 203 (3d ed. 1883). 
 
{649} Inst. IV. ch. I. 4; Comp. 2 and 3. 
 
{650} "Ut semperexitialis sit ab ecclesia discessio." 
 
{651} Ibid. IV. ch. 1, 18, 19. 
 
{652} See 91, pp. 404 sqq. 
 
{653} Supplex exhortatio ad Caesarem Carolum V. de necessitate reformandae Ecclesiae, 1543, 
in Opera, VI. 453-534. English Version by Henry Beveridge, Calvin’s Tracts, I. 123-237. The 
Strassburg editors call it a "libellus et ab argumenti gravitate et a stili elegantia prae caeteris 
commendandus, hodieque lectu dignissimus." Proleg., p. xxviii. Calvin wrote this book at the 
request of Bucer, who urged him to do so in a letter of Oct. 25, 1543. It appeared also in French. 
 
{654} Opera, VI. 518 sqq.; Beveridge, l. c., 211 sqq. Compare the Institutes, IV. ch. II. 6-12. 
 
{655} Dedication of his Institutes to Francis I. 
 
{656} Briefe, Deuteronomy Wett’s ed. IV. 354. Still more striking is Luther’s judgment on the 
Roman Church (in his book against the Anabaptists): "Ich sage, dass unter dem Papst die wahre 
Christenheit ist; ja der rechte Ausbund der Christenheit, und viel frommer grosser Heiligen." 
Werke, XXVI. 257, Erlangen ed. Mohler (in his Symbolik, pp. 421, 437) sees in such expressions 
so many self-refutations of the Reformers in separating from the Catholic Church, and forgets 
that they were cast out with curses and anathemas.  



100. The Visible and Invisible Church. 
 
Comp. vol. VI. 85, and the literature there quoted. 
 
A distinction between real and nominal Christianity is as old as the Church, and has never been 
denied. "Many are called, but few are chosen." We can know all that are actually called, but God 
only knows those who are truly chosen. The kindred parables of the tares and of the net illustrate 
the fact that the kingdom of heaven in this world includes good and bad men, and that a final 
separation will not take place before the judgment day. {657} Paul distinguishes between an 
outward circumcision of the flesh and an inward circumcision of the heart; between a carnal 
Israel and a spiritual Israel; and he speaks of Gentiles "who are ignorant of the written law, yet, 
do by nature the things of the law," and will judge those who, "with the letter and circumcision, 
are transgressors of the law." He thereby intimates that God’s mercy is not bounded by the limits 
of the visible Church. {658} 
 
Augustin makes a distinction between the true body of Christ, which consists of the elect children 
of God from the beginning, and the mixed body of Christ, which comprehends all the baptized. 
{659} In the Middle Ages the Church was identified with the dominion of the papacy, and the 
Cyprianic maxim, "Extra ecclesiam nulla salus," was narrowed into "Extra ecclesiam Romanam 
nulla salus," to the exclusion not only of heretical sects, but also of the Oriental Church. Wiclif 
and Hus, in opposition to the corruptions of the papal Church, renewed the distinction of 
Augustin, under a different and less happy designation of the congregation of the predestinated or 
the elect, and the congregation of those who are only foreknown. {660} 
 
The Reformers introduced the terminology "visible" and "invisible" Church. By this they did not 
mean two distinct and separate Churches, but rather two classes of Christians within the same 
outward communion. The invisible Church is in the visible Church, as the soul is in the body, or 
the kernel in the shell, but God only knows with certainty who belong to the invisible Church and 
will ultimately be saved; and in this sense his true children are invisible, that is, not certainly 
recognizable and known to men. We may object to the terminology, but the distinction is real and 
important. 
 
Luther, who openly adopted the view of Hus at the disputation of Leipzig, first applied the term 
"invisible" to the true Church, which is meant in the Apostles’ Creed. {661} The Augsburg 
Confession defines the Church to be "the congregation of saints (or believers), in which the 
Gospel is purely taught, and the sacraments are rightly administered." This definition is too 
narrow for the invisible Church, and would exclude the Baptists and Quakers. {662} 
 
The Reformed system of doctrine extends the domain of the invisible or true Church and the 
possibility of salvation beyond the boundaries of the visible Church, and holds that the Spirit of 
God is not bound to the ordinary means of grace, but may work and save "when, where, and how 
he pleases." {663} Zwingli first introduced both terms. He meant by the "visible" Church the 
community of all who bear the Christian name, by the "invisible" Church the totality of true 
believers of all ages. {664} And he included in the invisible Church all the pious heathen, and all 
infants dying in infancy, whether baptized or not. In this liberal view, however, he stood almost 
alone in his age and anticipated modern opinions. {665} 
 
Calvin defines the distinction more clearly and fully than any of the Reformers, and his view 
passed into the Second Helvetic, the Scotch, the Westminster, and other Reformed Confessions. 



 
"The Church," he says, {666} "is used in the sacred Scriptures in two senses. Sometimes when 
they mention ‘the Church’ they intend that which is really such in the sight of God" (quae revera 
est coram Deo), into which none are received but those who by adoption and grace are the 
children of God, and by the sanctification of the Spirit are the true members of Christ. And then it 
comprehends not only the saints at any one time resident on earth, but all the elect who have lived 
from the beginning of the world. 
 
"But the word ‘Church’ is frequently used in the Scriptures to designate the whole multitude 
dispersed all over the world, who profess to worship one God and Jesus Christ, who are initiated 
into his faith by baptism, who testify their unity in true doctrine and charity by a participation of 
the sacred supper, who consent to the word of the Lord, and preserve the ministry which Christ 
has instituted for the purpose of preaching it. In this Church are included many hypocrites, who 
have nothing of Christ but the name and appearance; many persons, ambitious, avaricious, 
envious, slanderous, and dissolute in their lives, who are tolerated for a time, either because they 
cannot be convicted by a legitimate process, or because discipline is not always maintained with 
sufficient vigor." 
 
"As it is necessary therefore to believe that Church which is invisible to us, and known to God 
alone, so this Church, which is visible to men, we are commanded to honor, and to maintain 
communion with it." 
 
Calvin does not go as far as Zwingli in extending the number of the elect, but there is nothing in 
his principles to forbid such extension. He makes salvation dependent upon God’s sovereign 
grace, and not upon the visible means of grace. He expressly includes in the invisible Church "all 
the elect who have lived from the beginning of the world," and even those who had no historical 
knowledge of Christ. He says, in agreement with Augustin:, According to the secret 
predestination of God, there are many sheep without the pale of the Church, and many wolves 
within it. For God knows and seals those who know not either him or themselves. Of those who 
externally bear his seal, his eyes alone can discern who are unfeignedly holy, and will persevere 
to the end, "which is the completion of salvation." But in the judgment of charity, he continues, 
we must acknowledge as members of the Church "all those who, by a confession of faith, an 
exemplary life, and a participation in the sacraments, profess the same God and Christ with 
ourselves." {667} 
 
{657} Matthew 13:24-30; 47-49. 
 
{658} Romans 2:14,15,28,29 Colossians 2:11. 
 
{659} Corpus Christi merum, and corpus Christi mixtum. Deuteronomy Doctr. Christ. III. 32; 
Deuteronomy Baptismo contra Donatistas, IV. 5. The Donatist Tichonius used the less suitable 
designation of a twofold body of Christ (corpus Christi bipartitum). 
 
{660} See Wiclif’s tract Deuteronomy Ecclesia, published by Loserth, 1886. Hus, in his tract on 
the same subject, literally adopted Wiclif’s view. 
 
{661} He speaks of the ecclesia invisibilis in his second Commentary on the Galatians, vol. III. 
38. Erlangen ed. The Lutheran symbolical books do not use the term, but teach the thing. 
 
{662} The Ninth Article of the Augsburg Confession expressly condemns the Anabaptists for 
rejecting infant baptism and maintaining the salvation of unbaptized infants. 



 
{663} See Westminster Confession of Faith, ch. X. 3. 
 
{664} Expos. Christ. Fidei (written in 1531, and published by Bullinger, 1536): "Credimus et 
unam sanctam esse, h. e. universalem ecclesiam. Eam autem esse aut visibilem aut invisibilem. 
Invisibilis est, juxta Pauli verbum, quae coelo descendit, hoc est, qua Spiritu Sancto illustrante 
Deum cognoscit et amplectitur. Deuteronomy ista ecclesia sunt quotquot per universum orbem 
credunt. Vocatur autem invisibilis non quasi qui credunt sint invisibiles, sed quod humanis oculis 
non patet quinam credant; sunt enim fideles soli Deo et sibi perspecti. Visibilis autem ecclesia 
non estPontifex Romanus cum reliquis cidarim gestantibus, sed quotquot per universum orbem 
Christo nomen dederunt." Opera, IV. 58. Niemeyer, Coll. Confess., p. 53. Zwingli teaches the 
same distinction, but without the terms, in his earlier Confession to Charles V. See Niemeyer, p. 
22. 
 
{665} See above, pp. 95, 177, 211. Bullinger probably agreed with the liberal view of his revered 
teacher and friend, as we may infer from his unqualified commendation of the last Confession of 
Zwingli, in which he most emphatically teaches the salvation of the pious heathen. Bullinger 
published it five years after Zwingli’s death, and said in the preface that in this book Zwingli 
surpassed himself ("hoc libello sese superans de vera fide nescio quid cygneum vicina morte 
cantavi"). 
 
{666} Inst. Bk. IV. ch. I. 7. 
 
{667} Inst. IV. ch. I. 10.  



101. The Civil Government. 
 
On civil government see Institutes, IV. ch. XX., Deuteronomy politica administratione (in 
Tholuck’s ed. II. 475-496). 
 
Calvin discusses the nature and function of Civil Government at length, and with the ability and 
wisdom of a statesman, in the last chapter of his Institutes. 
 
He holds that the Church is consistent with all forms of government and social conditions, even 
with civil servitude. {1 Corinthians 7:21} But some kind of government is as necessary to 
mankind in this world as bread and water, light and air; and it is far more excellent, since it 
protects life and property, maintains law and order, and enables men to live peaceably together, 
and to pursue their several avocations. 
 
As to the different forms of government, Calvin discusses the merits of monarchy, aristocracy, 
and democracy. All are compatible with Christianity and command our obedience. All have their 
advantages and dangers. Monarchy easily degenerates into despotism, aristocracy into oligarchy 
or the faction of a few, democracy into mobocracy and sedition. He gives the preference to a 
mixture of aristocracy and democracy. He infused a more aristocratic spirit into the democratic 
Republic of Geneva, and saw a precedent in the government of Moses with seventy elders elected 
from the wisest and best of the people. It is safer, he thinks, for the government to be in the hands 
of many than of one, for they may afford each other assistance, and restrain arrogance and 
ambition. 
 
Civil government is of divine origin. "All power is ordained of God". {Romans 13:1} "By me 
kings reign, and princes decree justice". {Proverbs 8:15} The magistrates are called "gods 
"(Psalm 82:1,6; a passage indorsed by Christ, John 10:35), because they are invested with God’s 
authority and act as his vicegerents. "Civil magistracy is not only holy and legitimate, but far the 
most sacred and honorable in human life." Submission to lawful government is the duty of every 
citizen. To resist it, is to set at naught the ordinance of God (Romans 13:3,4; comp. Titus 3:1 1 
Peter 2:13,14). Paul admonishes Timothy that in the public congregation "supplication, prayers, 
intercessions, thanksgivings be made for kings and for all that are in high places; that we may 
lead a tranquil and quiet life in all godliness and gravity". {1 Timothy 2:1,2} We must obey and 
pray even for bad rulers, and endure in patience and humility till God exercises his judgment. The 
punishment of evildoers belongs only to God and to the magistrates. Sometimes God punishes the 
people by wicked rulers, and punishes these by other bad rulers. We, as individuals, must suffer 
rather than rebel. Only in one case are we required to disobey,—when the civil ruler commands 
us to do anything against the will of God and against our conscience. Then, "we must obey God 
rather than men". {668} {Acts 5:29} 
 
Calvin was thus a strong upholder of authority in the State. He did not advise or encourage the 
active resistance of the Huguenots at the beginning of the civil wars in France, although he gave a 
tacit consent. 
 
Calvin extended the authority and duty of civil government to both Tables of the Law. He assigns 
to it, in Christian society, the office,—"to cherish and support the external worship of God, to 
preserve the true doctrine of religion, to defend the constitution of the Church, and to regulate our 
lives in a manner requisite for the social welfare." He proves this view from the Old Testament, 
and quotes the passage in Isaiah 49:23, that "kings shall be nursing-fathers and queens nursing-



mothers" to the Church. He refers to the examples of Moses, Joshua and the Judges, David, 
Josiah, and Hezekiah. 
 
Here is the critical point where religious persecution by the State comes in as an inevitable 
consequence. Offences against the Church are offences against the State, and vice versa, and 
deserve punishment by fines, imprisonment, exile, and, if necessary, by death. On this ground the 
execution of Servetus and other heretics was justified by all who held the same theory; 
fortunately, it has no support whatever in the New Testament, but is directly contrary to the spirit 
of the gospel. 
 
Geneva, after the emancipation from the power of the bishop and the duke of Savoy, was a self-
governing Republic under the protection of Bern and the Swiss Confederacy. The civil 
government assumed the episcopal power, and exercised it first in favor, then against, and at last 
permanently for the Reformation. 
 
The Republic was composed of all citizens of age, who met annually in general assembly (conseil 
general), usually in St. Peter’s, under the sounding of bells, and trumpets, for the ratification of 
laws and the election of officers. The administrative power was lodged in four Syndics; the 
legislative power in two Councils, the Council of Sixty, and the Council of Two Hundred. The 
former existed since 1457; the latter was instituted in 1526, after the alliance with Freiburg and 
Bern, in imitation of the Constitution of these and other Swiss cities. The Sixty were by right 
members of the Council of Two Hundred. In 1530 the Two Hundred assumed the right to elect 
the ordinary or little Council of Twenty-Five, who were a part of the two other Councils and had 
previously been elected by the Syndics. The real power lay in the hands of the Syndics and the 
little Council of Twenty-five, which formed an oligarchy with legislative, executive, and judicial 
functions. 
 
Calvin did not change these fundamental institutions of the Republic, but he infused into them a 
Christian and disciplinary spirit, and improved the legislation. He was appointed, together with 
the Syndics Roset, Porral, and Balard, to draw up a new code of laws, as early as Nov. 1, 1541. 
{669} He devoted much time to this work, and paid attention even to the minutest details 
concerning the administration of justice, the city police, the military, the firemen, the watchmen 
on the tower, and the like. {670} 
 
The city showed her gratitude by presenting him with "a cask of old wine" for these extra 
services. {671} 
 
Many of his regulations continued in legal force down to the eighteenth century. 
 
Calvin was consulted in all important affairs of the State, and his advice was usually followed; 
but he never occupied a political or civil office. He was not even a citizen of Geneva till 1559 
(eighteen years after his second arrival), and never appeared before the Councils except when 
some ecclesiastical question was debated, or when his advice was asked. It is a mistake, therefore, 
to call him the head of the Republic, except in a purely intellectual and moral sense. 
 
The code of laws was revised with the aid of Calvin by his friend, Germain Colladon (1510-
1594), an eminent juris-consult and member of a distinguished family of French refugees who 
settled at Geneva. The revised code was begun in 1560, and published in 1568. {672} 
 
Among the laws of Geneva we mention a press law, the oldest in Switzerland, dated Feb. 15, 
1560. Laws against the freedom of the press existed before, especially in Spain. Alexander VI., a 



Spaniard, issued a bull in 1501, instructing the German prelates to exercise a close supervision 
over printers. Ferdinand and Isabella the Catholic established a censorship which prohibited, 
under severe penalties, the printing, importation, and sale of any book that had not previously 
passed an examination and obtained a license. Rome adopted the same policy. Other countries, 
Protestant as well as Roman Catholic, followed the example. In Russia, the severest restrictions 
of the press are still in force. 
 
The press law of Geneva was comparatively moderate. It put the press under the supervision of 
three prudent and experienced men, to be appointed by the government. These men have 
authority to appoint able and trustworthy printers, to examine every book before it is printed, to 
prevent popish, heretical, and infidel publications, to protect the publisher against piracy; but 
Bibles, catechisms, prayers, and psalms may be printed by all publishers; new translations of the 
Scriptures are privileged in the first edition. {673} 
 
The censorship of the press continued in Geneva till the eighteenth century. In 1600 the Council 
forbade the printing of the essays of Montaigne; in 1763 Rousseau’s Emile was condemned to be 
burned. 
 
It should be noted, however, that under the influence of Calvin Geneva became one of the most 
important places of publication. The famous Robert Stephen (Etienne, 1503-1559), being 
censured by the Sorbonne of Paris, settled in Geneva after the death of his father, Henri, as a 
professed Protestant, and printed there two editions of the Hebrew Bible, and an edition of the 
Greek Testament, with the Vulgate and Erasmian versions, in 1551, which for the first time 
contains the versicular division of the text according to our present usage. To him we owe the 
Thesaurus Linguae Latinae (third ed. 1543, in 4 vols.), and to his son, Henri, the Thesaurus 
Linguae Graecae (1572, 4 vols.). Beza published several editions of his Greek Testament in 
Geneva (1565-1598), which were chiefly used by King James’ translators. In the same city 
appeared the English version of the New Testament by Whittingham, 1557; then of the whole 
Bible, 1560. This is the so-called "Geneva Bible," or "Breeches Bible" (from the rendering of 
Genesis 3:7), which was for a long time the most popular English version, and passed through 
about two hundred editions from 1560 to 1630. {674} Geneva has well maintained its literary 
reputation to this day. 
 
{668} He concludes his Institutes with this sentence: "Since this edict has been proclaimed by that 
celestial herald, Peter, ‘we must obey God rather than men,’ let us console ourselves with this 
thought, that we truly perform the obedience which God requires of us, when we suffer anything 
rather than deviate from piety. And that our hearts may not fail us, Paul stimulates us with 
another consideration: that Christ has redeemed us at the immense price which our redemption 
cost him, that we may not be submissive to the corrupt desires of men, much less be slaves to 
their impiety". {1 Corinthians 7:23} 
 
{669} Reg. du Conseil, in Annal. vol. XXI. 287. Comp. vol. X. Pars I. 125 
 
{670} In the Grand Ducal Library of Gotha are preserved several drafts of Calvin, in his own 
handwriting, on the various departments of civil government, especially the reform of judicial 
proceedings. They are published in Opera, X. Pars I. 125-146. "Nicht ohne Bewunderung," says 
Kampschulte (I. 416), "sehen wir in ihnen den gelehrten Verfasser der Institution selbst den 
untergeordneten Fragen der stadtischen Verwaltung und Polizei seine Aufmerksamkeit zuwenden. 
Daniel finden wir ausfuhrliche Instructionen fur den Bauaufseher, Anordnungen fur den Fall 
einer Feuersbrunst, Anweisungen fur den Aufseher des stadtischen Geschutzwesens, 
Verhaltungsregeln sogar fur den Nachtwachter, fur die Ketten-, Thor-, und Thurmhuter." 



 
{671} "Resoluz quil luy soyt donneung bossot de vin vieulx de celluy de l’hospital." Registre du 
Conseil, Nov. 17, 1542, quoted in Annal. vol. XXI. 305, and in Opera, X. P. 1. 125. 
 
{672} On the Colladon family see La France Protestante, IV. 510 sqq. (second ed. by Bordier). 
Another distinguished member was Nicolas Colladon, who published a Life of Calvin in 1565, 
and succeeded him in the chair of theology in 1566. 
 
{673} The Spanish censorship was applied to the vernacular versions of the Bible, the works of 
Erasmus, all Protestant books, the Mystics and Illuminati, the Molinists and Quietists. The natural 
consequence of this tyranny was the decadence of intellectual and literary activity. See H. C. Lea, 
Chapters from the Religious History of Spain connected with the Inquisition, Philadelphia, 1890. 
 
{674} The Bibles in the Caxton Exhibition, London, 1878, p. 95.  



102. Distinctive Principles of Calvin’s Church Polity. 
 
Calvin was a legislator and the founder of a new system of church polity and discipline. He had a 
legal training, which was of much use to him in organizing the Reformed Church at Geneva. If he 
had lived in the Middle Ages, he might have been a Hildebrand or an Innocent III. But the spirit 
of the Reformation required a reconstruction of church government on an evangelical and popular 
basis. 
 
Calvin laid great stress on the outward organization and order of the Church, but in subordination 
to sound doctrine and the inner spiritual life. He compares the former to the body, while the 
doctrine which regulates the worship of God, and points out the way of salvation, is the soul 
which animates the body and renders it lively and active. {675} 
 
The Calvinistic system of church polity is based upon the following principles, which have 
exerted great influence in the development of Protestantism: — 
 
1. The autonomy of the Church, or its right of self-government under the sole headship of Christ. 
 
The Roman Catholic Church likewise claims autonomy, but in a hierarchical sense, and under the 
supreme control of the pope, who, as the visible vicar of Christ, demands passive obedience from 
priests and people. Calvin vests the self-government in the Christian congregation, and regards all 
the ministers of the gospel, in their official character, as ambassadors and representatives of 
Christ. "Christ alone," he says, "ought to rule and reign in the Church, and to have all 
preeminence in it, and this government ought to be exercised and administered solely by his 
word; yet as he dwells not among us by a visible presence, so as to make an audible declaration of 
his will to us, he uses for this purpose the ministry of men whom he employs as his delegates, not 
to transfer his right and honor to them, but only that he may himself do his work by their lips; just 
as an artificer makes use of an instrument in the performance of his work." {676} 
 
In practice, however, the autonomy both of the Roman Catholic hierarchy and of the Protestant 
Churches is more or less curtailed and checked by the civil government wherever Church and 
State are united, and where the State supports the Church. For self-government requires self-
support. Calvin intended to institute synods, and to make the clergy independent of State 
patronage, but in this he did not succeed. 
 
The Lutheran Reformers subjected the Church to the secular rulers, and made her an obedient 
handmaid of the State; but they complained bitterly of the selfish and arbitrary misgovernment of 
the princes. The congregations in most Lutheran countries of Europe have no voice in the election 
of their own pastors. The Reformers of German Switzerland conceded more power to the people 
in a democratic republic, and introduced synods, but they likewise put the supreme power into the 
hands of the civil government of the several cantons. In monarchical England the governorship of 
the Church was usurped and exercised by Henry VIII. and, in a milder form, by Queen Elizabeth 
and her successors, and acquiesced in by the bishops. The churches under Calvin’s influence 
always maintained, at least in theory, the independence of the Church in all spiritual affairs, and 
the right of individual congregations in the election of their own pastors. Calvin derives this right 
from the Greek verb used in the passage which says that Paul and Barnabas ordained presbyters 
by the suffrages or votes of the people. {677} "Those two apostles," he says, "ordained the 
presbyters; but the whole multitude, according to the custom observed among the Greeks, 
declared by the elevation of their hands who was the object of their choice ƒ€¦. It is not credible 



that Paul granted to Timothy and Titus more power {1 Timothy 5:22 Titus 1:5} than he assumed 
to himself." After quoting with approval two passages from Cyprian, he concludes that the 
apostolic and best mode of electing pastors is by the consent of the whole people; yet other 
pastors ought to preside over the election, "to guard the multitude from falling into improprieties 
through inconstancy, intrigue, and confusion." {678} 
 
The Presbyterian Church of Scotland has labored and suffered more than any Protestant Church 
for the principle of the sole headship of Christ; first against popery, then against prelacy, and last 
against patronage. In North America this principle is almost universally acknowledged. 
 
2. The parity of the clergy as distinct from a jure divino hierarchy whether papal or prelatical. 
 
Calvin maintained, with Jerome, the original identity of bishops (overseers) and presbyters 
(elders); and in this he has the support of the best modern exegetes and historians. {679} 
 
But he did not on this account reject all distinctions among ministers, which rest on human right 
and historical development, nor deny the right of adapting the Church order to varying conditions 
and circumstances. He was not an exclusive or bigoted Presbyterian. He had no objection to 
episcopacy in large countries, like Poland and England, provided the evangelical doctrines be 
preached. {680} In his correspondence with Archbishop Cranmer and Protector Somerset, he 
suggests various improvements, but does not oppose episcopacy. In a long letter to King 
Sigismund Augustus of Poland, he even approves of it in that kingdom. {681} 
 
But Presbyterianism and Congregationalism are more congenial to the spirit of Calvinism than 
prelacy. In the conflict with Anglican prelacy during the seventeenth century, the Calvinistic 
Churches became exclusively Presbyterian in Scotland, or Independent in England and New 
England. During the same period, in opposition to the enforced introduction of the Anglican 
liturgy, the Presbyterians and Congregationalists abandoned liturgical worship; while Calvin and 
the Reformed Churches on the Continent approved of forms of devotion in connection with free 
prayer in public worship. 
 
3. The participation of the Christian laity in Church government and discipline. This is a very 
important feature. 
 
In the Roman Church the laity are passive, and have no share whatever in legislation. Theirs is 
simply to obey the priesthood. Luther first effectively proclaimed the doctrine of the general 
priesthood of the laity, but Calvin put it into an organized form, and made the laity a regular 
agency in the local congregation, and in the synods and Councils of the Church. His views are 
gaining ground in other denominations, and are almost generally adopted in the United States. 
Even the Protestant Episcopal Church gives, in the lower house of her diocesan and general 
conventions, to the laity an equal representation with the clergy. 
 
4. Strict discipline to be exercised jointly by ministers and lay-elders, with the consent of the 
whole congregation. 
 
In this point Calvin went far beyond the older Reformers, and achieved greater success, as we 
shall see hereafter. 
 
5. Union of Church and State on a theocratic basis, if possible, or separation, if necessary to 
secure the purity and self-government of the Church. This requires fuller exposition. 
 



{675} "De necessitate reformandae Ecclesiae" (Opera, VI. 459 sq.): "Regimen in ecclesia, munus 
pastorale, et reliquus ordo, una cum sacramentis, instar corporis sunt, doctrina autem illa, quae 
rite colendi Dei regulam praescribit, et ubi salutis fiduciam debeant hominum conscientiae 
ostendit, anima est, quae corpus ipsum inspirat, vividum et actuosum reddit; facit denique, ne sit 
mortuum et inutile cadaver." 
 
{676} Inst. IV. ch. III. 1. 
 
{677} Acta 14:23, ceirotonhsante, voting by uplifting the hand. 
 
{678} Inst. IV. Ch. III. 15; comp. ch. IV. 11 sqq., where he quotes the old rule: "Let him who is to 
preside over all, be chosen by all." 
 
{679} In his Commentary on Philippians 1:1, he correctly infers from the plural ejpivskopoi, that 
"nomen episcopi omnibus Verbi ministris esse commune, quum plures uni ecclesiae Episcopos 
attribuat. Sunt igitur synonyma Episcopus et Pastor. Atque hic locus ex iis unus est, quos 
Hieronymus ad illud probandum citat, in Epistola ad Evagrium, et in expositione Epistolae ad 
Titum." In his Commentary on Acts 20:28 (comp. with verse 17), he says: "Omnes Ephesinos 
Presbyteros indifferentur a Paulo sic [episcopi] vocantur, unde colligimus secundum Scripturae 
usum nihil a Presbyteris differre Episcopos, sed vitio et corruptela factum esse, ut qui primas 
tenebant in singulis civitatibus Episcopi vocari coeperint." Comp. also his commentaries on the 
relevant passages in the Pastoral Epistles, and his Inst. IV. ch. III. 8, and ch. IV. 2 (where he 
quotes Jerome in full). The Lutheran symbols likewise teach the identity of the episcopate and 
presbyterate (see the second Appendix to the Smalcaldian Articles, p. 341, ed. J. T. Muller); but 
the Lutheran Churches in Germany have Superintendents and General Superintendents (called 
"Bishops" in Prussia, "Prelates" in Wurttemberg). Sweden, Norway, and Denmark retained or 
reintroduced episcopacy (jure humano, not jure divino). The church government of the Lutheran 
Churches in America is a compromise between the Presbyterian and synodical system and 
congregational independency. 
 
{680} Melanchthon in this respect went much further and was willing to submit to a papacy, 
provided the pope would tolerate the free preaching of the gospel. He subscribed the Smalcaldian 
Articles with the restriction: "De pontifice statuo, si evangelium admitteret, posse ei propter 
pacem et communem tranquillitatem Christianorum... superioritatem in episcopos... jure humano 
etiam a nobis permitti." 
 
{681} He says in this letter, dated Geneva, 5th Dec., 1554: "The ancient Church indeed instituted 
patriarchates, and to different provinces assigned certain primacies, that by this bond of concord 
the bishops might remain more closely united among themselves. Exactly as if, at the present day, 
one archbishop should have a certain pre-eminence in the illustrious kingdom of Poland, not to 
lord it over the others, nor arrogate to himself a right of which they were forcibly deprived; but 
for the sake of order to occupy the first place in synods, and cherish a holy unity between his 
colleagues and brethren. Then there might be either provincial or urban bishops, whose functions 
should be particularly directed to the preservation of order. As nature dictates, one of these should 
be chosen from each college, to whom this care should be specially confided. But it is one thing 
to hold a moderate dignity such as is not imcompatible with the abilities of a man, and another to 
comprise the whole world under one overgrown government. What the Romanists keep prating 
about one single head is then altogether nugatory, because neither the sacred commandment of 
God, nor the established usage of the Church sanctions a second head to be joined with Christ, 
whom alone the Heavenly Father has set over all." Bonnet-Constable, III. 104. Comp. Inst. IV. 
ch. IV. 1-4; Henry II. 68, 375; III. 427 sqq.; Dyer, 283 sqq.; 456 sq.  



103. Church and State. 
 
Calvin’s Church polity is usually styled a theocracy, by friends in praise, by foes in censure. 
{682} This is true, but in a qualified sense. He aimed at the sole rule of Christ and his Word both 
in Church and State, but without mixture and interference. The two powers were almost equally 
balanced in Geneva. The early Puritan colonies in New England were an imitation of the Geneva 
model. 
 
In theory, Calvin made a clearer distinction between the spiritual and secular powers than was 
usual in his age, when both were inextricably interwoven and confused. He compares the Church 
to the soul, the State to the body. The one has to do with the spiritual and eternal welfare of man, 
the other with the affairs of this present, transitory life. {683} Each is independent and sovereign 
in its own sphere. He was opposed to any interference of the civil government with the internal 
affairs and discipline of the Church. He was displeased with the servile condition of the clergy in 
Germany and in Bern, and often complained (even on his death-bed) of the interference of Bern 
with the Church in Geneva. But he was equally opposed to a clerical control of civil and political 
affairs, and confined the Church to the spiritual sword. He never held a civil office. The ministers 
were not eligible to the magistracy and the Councils. 
 
Yet he did not go so far as to separate the two powers; on the contrary, he united them as closely 
as their different functions would admit. His fundamental idea was, that God alone is Lord on 
earth as well as in heaven, and should rule supreme in Church and State. In this sense he was 
theocratic or christocratic. God uses Church and State as two distinct but co-operative arms for 
the upbuilding of Christ’s kingdom. The law for both is the revealed will of God in the Holy 
Scriptures. The Church gives moral support to the State, while the State gives temporal support to 
the Church. 
 
Calvin’s ideal of Christian society resembles that of Hildebrand, but differs from it on the 
following important points: 
 
1. Calvin’s theory professed to be based upon the Scriptures, as the only rule of faith and practice; 
the papal theocracy drew its support chiefly from tradition and the Canon law. 
 
Calvin’s arguments, however, are exclusively taken from the Old Testament. The Calvinistic as 
well as the papal theocracy is Mosaic and legalistic rather than Christian and evangelical. The 
Apostolic Church had no connection whatever with the State except to obey its legitimate 
demands. Christ’s rule is expressed in that wisest word ever uttered on this subject: "Render unto 
Caesar the things that are Caesar’s; and unto God the things that are God’s". {Matthew 22:21} 
 
2. Calvin recognized only the invisible headship of Christ, and rejected the papal claim to world-
dominion as an anti-christian usurpation. 
 
3. He had a much higher view of the State than the popes. He considered it equally divine in 
origin and authority as the Church, and fully independent in all temporal matters; while the papal 
hierarchy in the Middle Ages often overruled the State by ecclesiastical authority. Hildebrand 
compared the Church to the sun, the State to the moon which borrows her light from the sun, and 
claimed and exercised the right of deposing kings and absolving subjects from their oaths of 
allegiance. Boniface VIII. formulated this claim in the well-known theory of the two swords. 
 



4. Calvin’s theocracy was based upon the sovereignty of the Christian people and the general 
priesthood of believers; the papal theocracy was an exclusive rule of the priesthood. 
 
In practice, the two powers were not as clearly distinct at Geneva as in theory. They often 
intermeddled with each other. The ministers criticised the acts of the magistrates from the pulpit; 
and the magistrates called the ministers to account for their sermons. Discipline was a common 
territory for both, and the Consistory was a mixed body of clergymen and laymen. The 
government fixed and paid the salaries of the pastors, and approved their nomination and transfer 
from one parish to another. None could even absent himself for a length of time without leave by 
the Council. The Large Council voted on the Confession of Faith and Discipline, and gave them 
the power of law. 
 
The Reformed Church of Geneva, in one word, was an established Church or State Church, and 
continues so to this day, though no more in an exclusive sense, but with liberty to Dissenters, 
whether Catholic or Protestant, who have of late been increasing by immigration. 
 
The union of Church and State is tacitly assumed or directly asserted in nearly all the Protestant 
Confessions of Faith, which make it the duty of the civil government to support religion, to 
protect orthodoxy, and to punish heresy. {684} 
 
In modern times the character of the State and its attitude towards the Church has undergone a 
material change in Switzerland as well as in other countries. The State is no longer identified with 
a particular Church, and has become either indifferent, or hostile, or tolerant. It is composed of 
members of all creeds, and should, in the name of justice, support all, or none; in either case 
allowing to all full liberty as far as is consistent with the public peace. 
 
Under these circumstances the Church has to choose between liberty with self-support, and 
dependence with government support. If Calvin lived at this day, he would undoubtedly prefer the 
former. Calvinists and Presbyterians have taken the lead in the struggle for Church independence 
against the Erastian and rationalistic encroachments of the civil power. Free Churches have been 
organized in French Switzerland (Geneva, Vaud, Neuchatel), in France, Holland, and especially 
in Presbyterian Scotland. The heroic sacrifices of the Free Church of Scotland in seceding from 
the Established Church, and making full provision for all her wants by voluntary contributions, 
form one of the brightest chapters in the history of Protestantism. The Dissenters in England have 
always maintained and exercised the voluntary principle since their legal recognition by the 
Toleration Act of 1689. In the British Provinces and in North America, all denominations are on a 
basis of equality before the law, and enjoy, under the protection of the government, full liberty of 
self-government with the corresponding duty of self-support. The condition of modern society 
demands a peaceful separation of Church and State, or a Free Church in a Free State. 
 
{682} By Weber, Henry, and Stahelin, and many others; also by Kampschulte, who remarks (I. 
471): "Der Grundgedanke, von dem der Gesetzgeber Genfs ausgeht, ist die Theokratie. Er will in 
Genf den Gottesstaat herstellen." But Amedee Roget (L’eglise et l’etat a Geneve du vivant de 
Calvin) and Merle d’Aubigne (vol. VII. 120) dissent from this view and point to the limitations of 
the ecclesiastical power in Geneva. Merle d’Aubigne says: "Calvin was not a theocrat, unless the 
term be taken in the most spiritual sense." 
 
{683} Inst. IV. ch. XX. 1. "Volui," he wrote to a friend, "sicut aequum est, spiritualem potestatem 
acivili judicio distingui." Epp. et Resp. 263. 
 



{684} Conf. Helvetica II. ch. XXX.; Conf. Gallicana, ch. XXXIX. ("God has put the sword into 
the hands of magistrates to suppress crimes against the first as well as the second table of his 
Commandments"); Conf. Belgica, ch. XXXVI.; Conf. Scotica, Art. XXIV.; Thirty-nine Articles, 
Art. XXXVII. (changed in the American recension); Westminster Conf. ch. XXIII. (changed in 
the American recension).  



104. The Ecclesiastical Ordinances. 
 
Comp. 83 (352 sqq.) and 86 (367 sqq.). Calvin discusses the ministerial office in the third chapter 
of the fourth book of his Institutes. 
 
Having considered Calvin’s general principles on Church government, we proceed to their 
introduction and application in the little Republic of Geneva. 
 
We have seen that in his first interview with the Syndics and Council after his return, Sept. 13, 
1541, he insisted on the introduction of an ecclesiastical constitution and discipline in accordance 
with the Word of God and the primitive Church. {685} The Council complied with his wishes, 
and intrusted the work to the five pastors (Calvin, Viret, Jacques Bernard, Henry de la Mare, and 
Ayme Champereau) and six councillors (decided Guillermins), to whom was added Jean Balard 
as advisory member. The document was prepared under his directing influence, submitted to the 
Councils, slightly altered, and solemnly ratified by a general assembly of citizens (the Conseil 
general), Jan. 2, 1542, as the fundamental church law of the Republic of Geneva. {686} Its 
essential features have passed into the constitution and discipline of most of the Reformed and 
Presbyterian Churches of Europe and America. 
 
The official text of the "Ordinances "is preserved in the Registers of the Venerable Company, and 
opens with the following introduction: — 
 
"In the name of God Almighty, we, the Syndics, Small and Great Councils with our people 
assembled at the sound of the trumpet and the great clock, according to our ancient customs, have 
considered that the matter above all others worthy of recommendation is to preserve the doctrine 
of the holy gospel of our Lord in its purity, to protect the Christian Church, to instruct faithfully 
the youth, and to provide a hospital for the proper support of the poor,—all of which cannot be 
done without a definite order and rule of life, from which every estate may learn the duty of its 
office. For this reason we have deemed it wise to reduce the spiritual government, such as our 
Lord has shown us and instituted by his Word, to a good form to be introduced and observed 
among us. Therefore we have ordered and established to follow and to guard in our city and 
territory the following ecclesiastical polity, taken from the gospel of Jesus Christ." {687} 
 
The document is inspired by a high view of the dignity and responsibility of the ministry of the 
gospel, such as we find in the Epistles of Paul to the Corinthians and Ephesians. "It may be 
confidently asserted," says a Catholic historian, {688} "that in no religious society of Christian 
Europe the clergy was assigned a position so dignified, prominent, and influential as in the 
Church which Calvin built up in Geneva." 
 
In his Institutes Calvin distinguishes three extraordinary officers of the Church,—Apostles, 
Prophets, and Evangelists,—and four ordinary officers—Pastors (Bishops), Teachers, Ancients 
(Lay-elders), and Deacons. {689} 
 
Extraordinary officers were raised up by the Lord at the beginning of his kingdom, and are raised 
up on special occasions when required "by the necessity of the times." The Reformers must be 
regarded as a secondary class of Apostles, Prophets, and Evangelists. Calvin himself intimates the 
parallel when he says: {690} "I do not deny that ever since that period [of the Apostles] God has 
sometimes raised up Apostles or Evangelists in their stead, as he has done in our own time. For 
there was a necessity for such persons to recover the Church from the defection of Antichrist. 



Nevertheless, I call this an extraordinary office, because it has no place in well-constituted 
Churches." {691} 
 
The extraordinary offices cannot be regulated by law. The Ordinances, therefore, give directions 
only for the ordinary offices of the Church. 
 
1. The Pastors, {692} or ministers of the gospel, as Calvin likes to call them, have "to preach the 
Word of God, to instruct, to admonish, to exhort and reprove in public and private, to administer 
the sacraments, and, jointly with the elders, to exercise discipline." {693} 
 
No one can be a pastor who is not called, examined, ordained, or installed. In the examination, the 
candidate must give satisfactory evidence of his knowledge of the Scriptures, his soundness in 
doctrine, purity of motives, and integrity of character. If he proves worthy of the office, he 
receives a testimony to that effect from the Council to be presented to the congregation. If he fails 
in the examination, he must wait for another call and submit to another examination. The best 
mode of installation is by prayer and laying on of hands, according to the practice of the Apostles 
and the early Church; but it should be done without superstition. 
 
All the ministers are to hold weekly conferences for mutual instruction, edification, correction, 
and encouragement in their official duties. No one should absent himself without a good excuse. 
This duty devolves also on the pastors of the country districts. If doctrinal controversies arise, the 
ministers settle them by discussion; and if they cannot agree, the matter is referred to the 
magistracy. 
 
Discipline is to be strictly exercised over the ministers, and a number of sins and vices are 
specified which cannot be tolerated among them, such as heresy, schism, rebellion against 
ecclesiastical order, blasphemy, impurity, falsehood, perjury, usury, avarice, dancing, negligence 
in the study of the Scriptures. 
 
The Ordinances prescribe for Sunday a service in the morning, catechism—that is, instruction of 
little children—at noon, a second sermon in the afternoon at three o’clock. Three sermons are to 
be preached during the week—Monday, Tuesday, and Friday. For these services are required, in 
the city, five regular ministers and three assistant ministers. 
 
In the Institutes, Calvin describes the office of Pastors to be the same as that of the Apostles, 
except in the extent of their field and authority. They are all ambassadors of Christ and stewards 
of the mysteries of God. {1 Corinthians 4:1} What Paul says of himself applies to them all: "Woe 
is to me, if I preach not the gospel". {1 Corinthians 9:16} 
 
2. The office of the Teachers {694} is to instruct the believers in sound doctrine, in order that the 
purity of the gospel be not corrupted by ignorance or false opinions. 
 
Calvin derived the distinction between Teachers and Pastors from Ephesians 4:11, and states the 
difference to consist in this, "that Teachers have no official concern with discipline, nor the 
administration of the sacraments, nor admonitions and exhortations, but only with the 
interpretation of the Scripture; whereas the pastoral office includes all these duties." {695} He 
also says that the Teachers sustain the same resemblance to the ancient Prophets as the Pastors to 
the Apostles. He himself had the prophetic gift of luminous and convincing teaching in a rare 
degree. Theological Professors occupy the highest rank among Teachers. 
 



3. The Ancients or Lay-Elders watch over the good conduct of the people. They must be God-
fearing and wise men, without and above suspicion. Twelve were to be selected—two from the 
Little Council, four from the Council of the Sixty, and six from the Council of the Two Hundred. 
Each was to be assigned a special district of the city. 
 
This is a very important office in the Presbyterian Churches. In the Institutes, Calvin. quotes in 
support of it the gifts of government. {696} "From the beginning," he says, {697} "every Church 
has had its senate or council, composed of pious, grave, and holy men, who were invested with 
that jurisdiction in the correction of vices. This office of government is necessary in every age." 
He makes a distinction between two classes of Elders,—Ruling Elders and Teaching Elders,—on 
the basis of 1 Timothy 5:17: "Let the elders that rule well be counted worthy of double honor, 
especially those who labor in the word and in teaching." {698} The exegetical foundation for such 
a distinction is weak, but the ruling Lay-Eldership has proved a very useful institution and great 
help to the teaching ministry. 
 
4. The Deacons have the care of the poor and the sick, and of the hospitals. They must prevent 
mendicancy which is contrary to good order. {699} Two classes of Deacons are distinguished, 
those who administer alms, and those who devote themselves to the poor and sick. {700} 
 
5. Baptism is to be performed in the Church, and only by ministers and their assistants. The 
names of the children and their parents must be entered in the Church registers. 
 
6. The Lord’s Supper is to be administered every month in one of the Churches, and at Easter, 
Pentecost, and Christmas. The elements must be distributed reverently by the ministers and 
deacons. None is to be admitted before having been instructed in the catechism and made a 
profession of his faith. 
 
The remainder of the Ordinances contains regulations about marriage, burial, the visitation of the 
sick, and prisons. 
 
The Ministers and Ancients are to meet once a week on Thursday, to discuss together the state of 
the Church and to exercise discipline. The object of discipline is to bring the sinner back to the 
Lord. {701} 
 
The Ecclesiastical Ordinances of 1541 were revised and enlarged by Calvin, and adopted by the 
Little and Large Councils, Nov. 13, 1561. This edition contains also the oaths of allegiance of the 
Ministers, Pastors, Doctors, Elders, Deacons, and the members of the Consistory, and fuller 
directions concerning the administration of the sacraments, marriage, the visitation of the sick and 
prisoners, the election of members of the Consistory, and excommunication. {702} 
 
A new revision of the Ordinances was made and adopted by the General Council, June 3, 1576. 
 
{685} He wrote to Farel, Sept. 16, 1541 (in Opera, XI. 281; Herminjard, VII. 249): "Exposui 
(Senatui), non posse consistere ecclesiam, nisi certum regimen constitueretur, quale ex Verbo Dei 
nobis praescriptum est, et in veteri Ecclesia fuit observatum." 
 
{686} See above, p. 440. 
 
{687} The French text in Opera, X. 16. note a. 
 
{688} Kampschulte I. 396. 



 
{689} In the "Ordinances" they are called Pasteurs, Docteurs, Anciens, Diacres. 
 
{690} Inst. IV. ch. III. 4. 
 
{691} This confirms the view I have taken of Calvin’s extraordinary calling (73, pp. 313 sqq.). In 
his letter to Sadolet he expresses his firm conviction that his ministry was from God. (See 91, pp. 
398 sqq.) Luther had the same conviction concerning his own mission. On his return from the 
Wartburg to Wittenberg, he wrote to the Elector Frederick of Saxony that he had his gospel not 
from men, but from heaven, and that he was Christ’s evangelist. 
 
{692} poimenav, pastores, Ephesians 4:11. They are the same with Bishops and Presbyters." In 
calling those who preside over Churches by the appellations of ‘Bishops,’ ‘Presbyters,’ and, 
‘Pastors,’ without any distinction, I have followed the usage of the Scripture." Inst. IV. ch. III. 8. 
Then he quotes Philippians 1:1 Titus 1:5,7 Acts 20:17,28. See above, p. 469. 
 
{693} "Faire les corrections fraternelles." 
 
{694} didaskaloi, doctores, Ephesians 4:11. 
 
{695} Inst. IV. ch. III. 4. 
 
{696} kubernhsei, 1 Corinthians 12:28; comp. Romans 12:8. 
 
{697} Inst. IV. ch. III. 8. 
 
{698} In his Commentary on the passage. Comp. Inst. IV. ch. III. 8: "Gubernatores fuisse 
existimo seniores ex plebe delectos qui censurae morum et exercendae disciplinae una cum 
episcopis praeessent." The distinction was first made by Calvin and followed by many 
Presbyterian and some Lutheran divines, but it is denied by some of the best modern exegetes. 
Paul requires all presbyters to be apt to teach, 1 Timothy 3:2 2 Timothy 2:2 2:24. See Schaff’s 
History of the Apostolic Church, p. 529 sq. 
 
{699} Acts 6:1-3; Philippians 1:1; 1Tim 3:8 5:9, 10. 
 
{700} Comp. the Inst. IV. ch. III. 9. 
 
{701} "Les corrections ne soient sinon medicines pour reduyre les pecheurs a nostre Seigneur." 
 
{702} Opera, X. Pars I. 91-124.  



105. The Venerable Company and the Consistory. 
 
The Church of Geneva consisted of all baptized and professing Christians subject to discipline. It 
had, at the time of Calvin, a uniform creed; Romanists and sectarians being excluded. It was 
represented and governed by the Venerable Company and the Consistory. 
 
1. The Venerable Company was a purely clerical body, consisting of all the pastors of the city and 
district of Geneva. It had no political power. It was intrusted with the general supervision of all 
strictly ecclesiastical affairs, especially the education, qualification, ordination, and installation of 
the ministers of the gospel. But the consent of the civil government and the congregation was 
necessary for the final induction to the ministry. Thus the pastors and the people were to co-
operate. 
 
2. The Consistory or Presbytery was a mixed body of clergymen and laymen, and larger and more 
influential than the Venerable Company. It represented the union of Church and State. It 
embraced, at the time of Calvin, five city Pastors and twelve Seniors or Lay-Elders, two of whom 
were selected from the Council of Sixty and ten from the Council of Two Hundred. The laymen, 
therefore, had the majority; but the clerical element was comparatively fixed, while the Elders 
were elected annually under the influence of the clergy. A Syndic was the constitutional head. 
{703} Calvin never presided in form, but ruled the proceedings in fact by his superior intelligence 
and weighty judgment. {704} 
 
The Consistory went into operation immediately after the adoption of the Ordinances, and met 
every Thursday. The reports begin from the tenth meeting, which was held on Thursday, Feb. 16, 
1542. {705} 
 
The duty of the Consistory was the maintenance and exercise of discipline. Every house was to be 
visited annually by a Minister and Elder. To facilitate the working of this system the city was 
divided into three parishes—St. Peter’s, the Magdalen, and St. Gervais. Calvin officiated in St. 
Peter’s. 
 
The Consistorial Court was the controlling power in the Church of Geneva. It has often been 
misrepresented as a sort of tribunal of Inquisition or Star Chamber. But it could only use the 
spiritual sword, and had nothing to do with civil and temporal punishments, which belonged 
exclusively to the Council. The names of Gruet, Bolsec, and Servetus do not even appear in its 
records. {706} Calvin wrote to the ministers of Zurich, Nov. 26, 1553: "The Consistory has no 
civil jurisdiction, but only the right to reprove according to the Word of God, and its severest 
punishment is excommunication." {707} He wisely provided for the preponderance of the lay-
element. 
 
At first the Council, following the example of Basel and Bern, denied to the Consistory the right 
of excommunication. {708} The persons excluded from the Lord’s Table usually appealed to the 
Council, which often interceded in their behalf or directed them to make an apology to the 
Consistory. There was also a difference of opinion as regards the consequences of 
excommunication. The Consistory demanded that persons cut off from the Church for grievous 
offenses and scandalous lives should be banished from the State for a year, or until they repent; 
but the Council did not agree. Calvin could not always carry out his views, and acted on the 
principle to tolerate what he could not abolish. {709} It was only after his final victory over the 



Libertines in 1555 that the Council conceded to the Consistory the undisputed power of 
excommunication. {710} 
 
From these facts we may judge with what right Calvin has so often been called "the Pope of 
Geneva," mostly by way of reproach. {711} As far as the designation is true, it is an involuntary 
tribute to his genius and character. For he had no material support, and he never used his 
influence for gain or personal ends. The Genevese knew him well and obeyed him freely. 
 
{703} The revised Eccles. Ordinances of 1561 provide (Opera, X. P. I. 121) that one of the four 
Syndics preside over the Consistory with the marshal’s staff (avec son baton) which signifies 
civil jurisdiction rather than spiritual regime, "afin de mieux garder la distinction qui nous est 
monstree en l’Escriture saincte entre le qlaive et authoritedu Magistrat, et la superintendence qui 
doit estre en Eglise." This regulation of Calvin refutes the assertion of Dyer (p. 142), that "Calvin 
usurped the perpetual presidency of the Consistory," and that "he wished Beza to succeed him in 
this presidency." 
 
{704} "While he was not president of this body, it may be truly said that he was its soul." Merle 
d’Aubigne (VII. 120). So also Cramer, Roget, and others. 
 
{705} Annal., XXI. 291, sub Fevrier 16, 1542: "Dixieme seance du Consistoire, premiere dont il 
existe un proces verbal, lequel mentionne entre autres la presence de Calvin et de Viret. Les 
autres ministres membres du C., sont Bernard, Henri, et Champeraux. Viret est mentionnepour la 
derniere fois le 18 juillet. Calvin assiste regulierement aux seances pendant tout l’exercice 1542-
43, exceptecinq fois." 
 
{706} A. Roget, l. c., p. 31: "Le Consistoire ne pouvait infliger aucune peine, et, chose 
remarquable, il n’avait aucune attribution doctrinale. L’ancien syndic Cramer, dans l’excellente 
preface qu’il a placee en tete des extraits des Registres du Consistoire, a fait observer que Gruet, 
Bolsec et Servet ne sant pas meme nommes dans les documents qu’il a-analyses; toutes les fois 
qu’un proces de doctrine est instruit, c’est le Conseil qui prononce, sur le preavis des pasteurs." 
 
{707} Opera, XIV. 675: "Nulla in Consistorio civilis jurisdictio, sed tantum reprehensiones ex 
Verbo Domini: ultima vero poena, excommunicatio." 
 
{708} On March 19, 1543, the Council of the Sixty resolved "que le Consistoire n’ait ni 
jurisdiction ni puissance de defendre la cene, sinon seulement d’admonester et puis faire relation 
en Conseil, afin que la Seigneurie avise de juger sur les delinquants suivant leur demerites." 
Reg., quoted by Roget, p. 37. A month before, the government of Bern had categorically refused 
the right of excommunication to the ministers of Lausanne. Ruchat, V. 211. 
 
{709} "Tolero quod tollere non licet," as he says in one of his letters. 
 
{710} Roget (p. 67): "Le point de vue soutenu par Calvin dans la question de la cene avait enfin 
triompheirrevocablement et, des 1555, nous trouvons le Consistoire en possession, d’une maniere 
incontestee, du droit d’accorder ou de refuser la participation aux sacrements. Toutefois, le 
Conseil et les ministres ne sont pas completement d’accord sur les consequences que doit 
entrainer l’excommunication." 
 
{711} Roget (p. 83 sq.) has collected such exaggerated judgments from several French writers 
and contradicts them. Florimond de Raemond says: "Calvin se rendit le maistre, l’evesque, le 
seigneur, disposant de la religion, de l’estat, de la ville, du gouvernement, de la police, comme 



bon luy sembloit." Duruy: "Calvin eut des 1541 et exeraca jusqu’a sa mort un pouvoir absolu. Il 
organisa le gouvernement de Geneve au profit presque exclusif des ministres du culte reforme." 
Capefigue: "Calvin reunissait tons les fils du pouvoir supreme en sa personne." Paul Janet: 
"Calvin a-etele magistrat supreme d’une democratie." Rosseuw St. Hilaire: "Tout exces appelle 
une reaction en sens contraire, Calvin subordonne l’Etat a l’Eglise." Saisset: "L’Etat devenait 
une theocratie et les citoyens de Geneve n’etaient plus que les sujets d’un petit nombre de 
ministres, sujets eux-memes de Calvin, lequel dominait les trois Conseils du sein du Consistoire 
et paraissait it la fois le roi et le pontife souverain de la cite."  



106. Calvin’s Theory of Discipline. 
 
Discipline is so important an element in Calvin’s Church polity, that it must be more fully 
considered. Discipline was the cause of his expulsion from Geneva, the basis of his flourishing 
French congregation at Strassburg, the chief reason for his recall, the condition of his acceptance, 
the struggle and triumph of his life, and the secret of his moral influence to this day. His rigorous 
discipline, based on his rigorous creed, educated the heroic French, Dutch, English, Scotch, and 
American Puritans (using this word in a wider sense for strict Calvinists). It fortified them for 
their trials and persecutions, and made them promoters of civil and religious liberty. 
 
The severity of the system has passed away, even in Geneva, Scotland, and New England, but the 
result remains in the power of self-government, the capacity for organization, the order and 
practical efficiency which characterizes the Reformed Churches in Europe and America. 
 
Calvin’s great aim was to realize the purity and holiness of the Church as far as human weakness 
will permit. He kept constantly in view the ideal of "a Church without spot or wrinkle or 
blemish," which Paul describes in the Epistle to the Ephesians 5:27. He wanted every Christian to 
be consistent with his profession, to show his faith by good works, and to strive to be perfect as 
our Father in heaven is perfect. He was the only one among the Reformers who attempted and 
who measurably carried out this sublime idea in a whole community. 
 
Luther thought the preaching of the gospel would bring about all the necessary changes, but he 
had to complain bitterly, at the end of his life, of the dissolute manners of the students and 
citizens at Wittenberg, and seriously thought of leaving the city in disgust. {712} 
 
Calvin knew well enough that the ideal could only be imperfectly realized in this world, but that it 
was none the less our duty to strive after perfection. He often quotes Augustin against the 
Donatists who dreamed of an imaginary purity of the Church, like the Anabaptists who, he 
observes, "acknowledge no congregation to belong to Christ, unless it be in all respects 
conspicuous for angelic perfection, and who, under pretext of zeal, destroy all edification." He 
consents to Augustin’s remark that "schemes of separation are pernicious and sacrilegious, 
because they proceed from pride and impiety, and disturb the good who are weak, more than they 
correct the wicked who are bold." In commenting on the parable of the net which gathered of 
every kind, {Matthew 13:47} he says: "The Church while on earth is mixed with good and bad 
and will never be free of all impurity. Although God, who is a God of order, commands us to 
exercise discipline, he allows for a time to hypocrites a place among believers until he shall set up 
his kingdom in its perfection on the last day. As far as we are concerned, we must strive to correct 
vices and to purge the Church of impurity, although she will not be free from all stain and 
blemish till Christ shall separate the goats from the sheep." {713} 
 
Calvin discusses the subject of discipline in the twelfth chapter of the fourth book of his 
Institutes. His views are sound and scriptural. "No society," he says at the outset, "no house can 
be preserved in proper condition without discipline. The Church ought to be the most orderly 
society of all. As the saving doctrine of Christ is the soul of the Church, so discipline forms the 
nerves and ligaments which connect the members and keep each in its proper place. It serves as a 
bridle to curb and restrain the refractory who resist the doctrine of Christ; or as a spur to stimulate 
the inactive; and sometimes as a father’s rod to chastise, in mercy and with the gentleness of the 
spirit of Christ, those who have grievously fallen away. It is the only remedy against a dreadful 
desolation in the Church." 



 
One of the greatest objections which he had against the Roman Church of his day was the utter 
want of discipline in constant violation of the canons. He asserts, without fear of contradiction, 
that "there was scarcely one of the (Roman) bishops, and not one in a hundred of the parochial 
clergy, who, if sentence were to be passed upon his conduct according to the ancient canons, 
would not be excommunicated, or, to say the very least, deposed from his office." {714} 
 
He distinguished between the discipline of the people and the discipline of the clergy. {715} 
 
1. The discipline of members has three degrees: private admonition; a second admonition in the 
presence of witnesses or before the Church; and, in case of persistent disobedience, exclusion 
from the Lord’s Table. This is in accordance with the rule of Christ. {Matthew 18:15-17} The 
object of discipline is threefold: to protect the body of the Church against contamination and 
profanation; to guard the individual members against the corrupting influence of constant 
association with the wicked; and to bring the offender to repentance that he may be saved and 
restored to the fellowship of the faithful. Excommunication and subsequent restoration were 
exercised by Paul in the case of the Corinthian offender, and by the Church in her purer days. 
Even the Emperor Theodosius was excluded from communion by Bishop Ambrose of Milan on 
account of the massacre perpetrated in Thessalonica at his order. {716} 
 
Excommunication should be exercised only against flagitious crimes which disgrace the Christian 
profession; such as adultery, fornication, theft, robbery, sedition, perjury, contempt of God and 
his authority. Nor should it be exercised by the bishop or pastor alone, but by the body of elders, 
and, as is pointed out by Paul, "with the knowledge and approbation of the congregation; in such 
a manner, however, that the multitude of the people may not direct the proceeding, but may watch 
over it as witnesses and guardians, that nothing be done by a few persons from any improper 
motive." Moreover, "the severity of the Church must be tempered by a spirit of gentleness. For 
there is constant need of the greatest caution, according to the injunction of Paul concerning a 
person who may have been censured, ‘lest by any means such a one should be swallowed up with 
his overmuch sorrow’; {2 Corinthians 2:7} for thus a remedy would become a poison." 
 
When the sinner gives reasonable evidence of repentance he is to be restored. Calvin objects to 
"the excessive austerity of the ancients," who refused to readmit the lapsed. He approves of the 
course of Cyprian, who says: "Our patience and kindness and tenderness is ready for all who 
come; I wish all to return into the Church; I wish all our fellow-soldiers to be assembled in the 
camp of Christ, and all our brethren to be received into the house of God our Father. I forgive 
everything; I conceal much. With ready and sincere affection I embrace those who return with 
penitence." Calvin adds: "Such as are expelled from the Church, it is not for us to expunge from 
the number of the elect, or to despair of them as already lost. It is proper to consider them as 
strangers to the Church, and consequently to Christ, but this only as long as they remain in a state 
of exclusion. And even then let us hope better things of them for the future, and not cease to pray 
to God on their behalf. Let us not condemn to eternal death the offender, nor prescribe laws to the 
mercy of God who can change the worst of men into the best." He makes a distinction between 
excommunication and anathema; the former censures and punishes with a view to reformation 
and restoration; the latter precludes all pardon, and devotes a person to eternal perdition. 
Anathema ought never to be resorted to, or at least very rarely. Church members ought to exert all 
means in their power to promote the reformation of an excommunicated person, and admonish 
him not as an enemy, but as a brother. {2 Corinthians 2:8} "Unless this tenderness be observed by 
the individual members as well as by the Church collectively, our discipline will be in danger of 
speedily degenerating into cruelty." 
 



2. As regards the discipline of the clergy, Calvin objects to the exemption of ministers from civil 
jurisdiction, and wants them to be subject to the same punishments as laymen. They are more 
guilty, as they ought to set a good example. He quotes with approval the ancient canons, so 
shamefully neglected in the Roman Church of his day, against hunting, gambling, feasting, usury, 
commerce, and secular amusements. He recommends annual visitations and synods for the 
correction and examination of delinquent clergymen. 
 
But he rejects the prohibition of clerical marriage as an "act of impious tyranny contrary to the 
Word of God and to every principle of justice. With what impunity fornication rages among them 
[the papal clergy] it is unnecessary to remark; emboldened by their polluted celibacy, they have 
become hardened to every crime. Paul places marriage among the virtues of a bishop; these men 
teach that it is a vice not to be tolerated in the clergy. Christ has been pleased to put such honor 
upon marriage as to make it an image of his sacred union with the Church. What could be said 
more in commendation of the dignity of marriage? With what face can that be called impure and 
polluted, which exhibits a similitude of the spiritual grace of Christ?... Marriage is honorable in 
all; but whoremongers and adulterers God will judge. {Hebrews 13:4} The Apostles themselves 
have proved by their own example that marriage is not unbecoming the sanctity of any office, 
however excellent: for Paul testifies that they not only retained their wives, but took them about 
with them." {1 Corinthians 9:5} 
 
{712} Friederich Julius Stahl, a convert from Judaism, a very able lawyer and statesman, and one 
of the chief champions of modern high-church Lutheranism whose motto was, "Authority, not 
Majority" (although his wife was Reformed and he himself attributed his conversion to the 
Reformed Professor Krafft in Erlangen), says in his book, Die Lutherische Kirche und die Union 
(1860), that Calvin introduced a new principle into Protestantism; namely, the glorification of 
God by the full dominion of his Word in the life of Christendom ("die Verherrlichung Gottes 
durch die wirkliche volle Herrschaft seines Wortes im Leben der Christenheit"). 
 
{713} In Tholuck’s ed. of Calvin’s Harmony of the Gospels, I. P. II. 21. 
 
{714} Inst. IV. ch. V. 14. In the same chapter (1) he says of the bishops of his day that most of 
them were ignorant of the Scriptures, and either drunkards or fornicators or gamblers or hunters. 
"The greatest absurdity is that even boys, scarcely ten years of age, have, by the permission of the 
pope, been made bishops." Pope Leo X. himself was made archbishop in his eighth and cardinal-
deacon in his thirteenth year. The Roman Church at that time tolerated almost anything but heresy 
and disobedience to the pope, which in her eyes is worse than the greatest moral crime. 
 
{715} He objects to the word clergy as originating in a mistake, since Peter {1 Peter 5:3} calls the 
whole Church God’s klh’roi or possessions; but he uses it for the sake of convenience. 
 
{716} Calvin quotes also Chrysostom’s famous warning against the profanation of the sacrament 
by the connivance of unfaithful priests: "Blood shalt be required at your hands. Let us not be 
afraid of sceptres or diadems or imperial robes; we have here a greater power. As for myself, I 
will rather give up my body to death and suffer my blood to be shed, than I will be a partaker of 
this pollution." There is a strong resemblance between Calvin and Chrysostom, both as 
commentators and as fearless disciplinarians.  



107. The Exercise of Discipline in Geneva. 
 
Calvin succeeded after a fierce struggle in infusing the Church of Geneva with his views on 
discipline. The Consistory and the Council rivalled with each other, under his inspiration, in 
puritanic zeal for the correction of immorality; but their zeal sometimes transgressed the dictates 
of wisdom and moderation. The union of Church and State rests on the false assumption that all 
citizens are members of the Church and subject to discipline. 
 
Dancing, gambling, drunkenness, the frequentation of taverns, profanity, luxury, excesses at 
public entertainments, extravagance and immodesty in dress, licentious or irreligious songs were 
forbidden, and punished by censure or fine or imprisonment. Even the number of dishes at meals 
was regulated. Drunkards were fined three sols for each offence. Habitual gamblers were exposed 
in the pillory with cords around their neck. Reading of bad books and immoral novels was also 
prohibited, and the popular "Amadis de Gaul "was ordered to be destroyed (1559). A morality 
play on "the Acts of the Apostles," after it had been performed several times, and been attended 
even by the Council, was forbidden. Parents were warned against naming their children after 
Roman Catholic saints who nourished certain superstitions; instead of them the names of 
Abraham, Moses, David, Daniel, Zechariah, Jeremiah, Nehemiah became common. (This 
preference for Old Testament names was carried even further by the Puritans of England and 
New England.) The death penalty against heresy, idolatry, and blasphemy, and the barbarous 
custom of the torture were retained. Adultery, after a second offence, was likewise punished by 
death. 
 
These were prohibitive and protective laws intended to prevent and punish irreligion and 
immorality. 
 
But the Council introduced also coercive laws, which are contrary to the nature of religion, and 
apt to breed hypocrisy or infidelity. Attendance on public worship was commanded on penalty of 
three sols. {717} When a refugee from Lyons once gratefully exclaimed, "How glorious is the 
liberty we enjoy here," a woman bitterly replied: "Free indeed we formerly were to attend mass, 
but now we are compelled to hear a sermon." Watchmen were appointed to see that people went 
to church. The members of the Consistory visited every house once a year to examine into the 
faith and morals of the family. Every unseemly word and act on the street was reported, and the 
offenders were cited before the Consistory to be either censured and warned, or to be handed over 
to the Council for severer punishment. No respect was paid to person, rank, or sex. The strictest 
impartiality was maintained, and members of the oldest and most distinguished families, ladies as 
well as gentlemen, were treated with the same severity as poor and obscure people. 
 
Let us give a summary of the most striking cases of discipline. Several women, among them the 
wife of Ami Perrin, the captain-general, were imprisoned for dancing (which was usually 
connected with excesses). Bonivard, the hero of political liberty, and a friend of Calvin, was cited 
before the Consistory because he had played at dice with Clement Marot, the poet, for a quart of 
wine. {718} A man was banished from the city for three months because, on hearing an ass bray, 
he said jestingly: "He prays a beautiful psalm." {719} A young man was punished because he 
gave his bride a book on housekeeping with the remark: "This is the best Psalter." A lady of 
Ferrara was expelled from the city for expressing sympathy with the Libertines, and abusing 
Calvin and the Consistory. Three men who had laughed during the sermon were imprisoned for 
three days. Another had to do public penance for neglecting to commune on Whitsunday. Three 
children were punished because they remained outside of the church during the sermon to eat 



cakes. A man who swore by the "body and blood of Christ" was fined and condemned to stand 
for an hour in the pillory on the public square. A child was whipped for calling his mother a thief 
and a she-devil (diabless). A girl was beheaded for striking her parents, to vindicate the dignity of 
the fifth commandment. 
 
A banker was executed for repeated adultery, but he died penitent and praised God for the 
triumph of justice. A person named Chapuis was imprisoned for four days because he persisted in 
calling his child Claude (a Roman Catholic saint) instead of Abraham, as the minister wished, and 
saying that he would sooner keep his son unbaptized for fifteen years. {720} Bolsec, Gentilis, and 
Castellio were expelled from the Republic for heretical opinions. Men and women were burnt for 
witchcraft. Gruet was beheaded for sedition and atheism. Servetus was burnt for heresy and 
blasphemy. The last is the most flagrant case which, more than all others combined, has exposed 
the name of Calvin to abuse and execration; but it should be remembered that he wished to 
substitute the milder punishment of the sword for the stake, and in this point at least he was in 
advance of the public opinion and usual practice of his age. {721} 
 
The official acts of the Council from 1541 to 1559 exhibit a dark chapter of censures, fines, 
imprisonments, and executions. During the ravages of the pestilence in 1545 more than twenty 
men and women were burnt alive for witchcraft, and a wicked conspiracy to spread the horrible 
disease. {722} From 1542 to 1546 fifty-eight judgments of death and seventy-six decrees of 
banishments were passed. {723} During the years 1558 and 1559 the cases of various 
punishments for all sorts of offences amounted to four hundred and fourteen—a very large 
proportion for a population of 20,000. 
 
The enemies of Calvin-Bolsec, Audin, Galiffe (father and son)—make the most of these facts, 
and, ignoring all the good he has done, condemn the great Reformer as a heartless and cruel 
tyrant. {724} 
 
It is impossible to deny that this kind of legislation savors more of the austerity of old heathen 
Rome and the Levitical code than of the gospel of Christ, and that the actual exercise of discipline 
was often petty, pedantic, and unnecessarily severe. Calvin was, as he himself confessed, not free 
from impatience, passion, and anger, which were increased by his physical infirmities; but he was 
influenced by an honest zeal for the purity of the Church, and not by personal malice. When he 
was threatened by Perrin and the Favre family with a second expulsion, he wrote to Perrin: "Such 
threats make no impression upon me. I did not return to Geneva to obtain leisure and profit, nor 
will it be to my sorrow if I should have to leave it again. It was the welfare and safety of the 
Church and State that induced me to return." {725} He must be judged by the standard of his own, 
and not of our, age. The most cruel of those laws—against witchcraft, heresy, and blasphemy—
were inherited from the Catholic Middle Ages, and continued in force in all countries of Europe, 
Protestant as well as Roman Catholic, down to the end of the seventeenth century. Tolerance is a 
modern virtue. We shall return to this subject again in the chapter on Servetus. 
 
{717} "Les ministres ont prieque ton advise de fere venyr les gens aut sermon et specialement les 
dimanches et le iour des prieres affin de prier Dieu qui nous assiste, voyeant le trouble quest en 
leglise de Dieu et la machination dressecontre les fidelles. arrete qui impose une amende de 3 
solz a  ceux qui ne viendraient pas." (Reg. du Conseil.) In Annal., 394 sub Jan. 17, 1547. 
 
{718} Roget, Peuple de Geneve, II. 29, quoted by Merle d’Aubigne, VII. 124. 
 
{719} "Il chante un beau psaume." 
 



{720} Registers for April 27, 1546. Henry II. 429. 
 
{721} For a fuller statement see chap. XVI. 
 
{722} Calvin himself states this fact in a letter to Myconius of Basel, March 27, 1545 (Opera, 
XII. 55; Bonnet, I. 428), where he says: "A conspiracy of men and women has lately been 
discovered, who, for the space of three years, had spread the plague through the city by what 
mischievous device I know not. After fifteen women have been burnt, some men have even been 
punished more severely, some have committed suicide in prison, and while twenty-five are still 
kept prisoners,—the conspirators do not cease, notwithstanding, to smear the door-locks of the 
dwelling-houses with their poisonous ointment. You see in the midst of what perils we are tossed 
about. The Lord hath hitherto preserved our dwelling, though it has more than once been 
attempted. It is well that we know ourselves to be under His care." 
 
{723} According to Galiffe, as quoted by Kampschulte, I. 425. 
 
{724} Take the following rhetorical caricature of Calvin’s and Colladon’s politico-religious code 
of laws from Audin (Life of Calvin, ch. XXXVI. 354, Am. ed.):, There is but one word heard or 
read: Death. Death to every one guilty of high treason against God; death to every one guilty of 
high treason against the State; death to the son that strikes or curses his father; death to the 
adulterer; death to heretics. During the space of twenty years, commencing from the date of 
Calvin’s recall, the history of Geneva is a bloody drama, in which pity, dread, terror, indignation, 
and tears, by turns, appear to seize upon the soul. At each step we encounter chains, thongs, a 
stake, pincers, melted pitch, fire, and sulphur. And throughout the whole there is blood. One 
imagines himself in Dante’s Hell," where sighs, groans, and lamentations continually resound." 
 
{725} This letter to Perrin is undated, but is probably from April, 1546. See Opera, XII. 338 sq. 
and Bonnet, II. 42 sq.  



108. Calvin’s Struggle with the Patriots and Libertines. 
 
Contre la secte phantastique et furieuse des Libertins qui se nomment Spirituelz. Geneva, 1545; 
2d ed. 1547. Reprinted in Opera, vol. VII. 145-252. Latin version by Nic. des Gallars, 1546. Farel 
also wrote a French book against the Libertines, Geneva, 1550. 
 
The works of J. A. Galiffe and J. B. G. Galiffe on the Genevese families and the criminal 
processes of Perrin, Ameaux, Berthelier, etc., quoted above, p. 224. Hostile to Calvin. Audin, chs. 
XXXV., XXXVI., and XLIII. Likewise hostile. 
 
F. Trechsel: Libertiner, in the first ed. of Herzog’s Encykl., VIII. 375-380 (omitted in the second 
ed.), and his Antitrinitarier, I. 177 sqq.—Henry II. 402 sqq.—Hundeshagen in the "Studien und 
Kritiken," 1845, pp. 866 sqq.—Dyer, 177, 198, 368, 390 sqq.—Stahelin, I. 382 sqq.; 457 sqq. On 
the side of Calvin. 
 
Charles Schmidt: Les Libertins spirituels, Bale, 1876 (pp. xiv. and 251). From a manuscript 
autograph of one J. F., an adept of the sect, written between 1547 and 1550. An extract in La 
France Protest. III. 590 sq. 
 
It required a ten years’ conflict till Calvin succeeded in carrying out his system of discipline. The 
opposition began to manifest itself in 1545, during the raging of the pestilence; it culminated at 
the trial of Servetus in 1553, and it finally broke down in 1555. 
 
Calvin compares himself in this controversy with David fighting against the Philistines. "If I 
should describe," he says in the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms (1557), {726} "the 
course of my struggles by which the Lord has exercised me from this period, it would make a 
long story, but a brief reference may suffice. It affords me no slight consolation that David 
preceded me in these conflicts. For as the Philistines and other foreign foes vexed this holy king 
by continual wars, and as the wickedness and treachery of the faithless of his own house grieved 
him still more, so was I on all sides assailed, and had scarcely a moment’s rest from outward or 
inward struggles. But when Satan had made so many efforts to destroy our Church, it came at 
length to this, that I, unwarlike and timid as I am, {727} found myself compelled to oppose my 
own body to the murderous assault, and so to ward it off. Five years long had we to struggle 
without ceasing for the upholding of discipline; for these evil-doers were endowed with too great 
a degree of power to be easily overcome; and a portion of the people, perverted by their means, 
wished only for an unbridled freedom. To such worthless men, despisers of the holy law, the ruin 
of the Church was a matter of utter indifference, could they but obtain the liberty to do whatever 
they desired. Many were induced by necessity and hunger, some by ambition or by a shameful 
desire of gain, to attempt a general overthrow, and to risk their own ruin as well as ours, rather 
than be subject to the laws. Scarcely a single thing, I believe, was left unattempted by them 
during this long period which we might not suppose to have been prepared in the workshop of 
Satan. Their wretched designs could only be attended with a shameful disappointment. A 
melancholy drama was thus presented to me; for much as they deserved all possible punishment, I 
should have been rejoiced to see them passing their lives in peace and respectability: which might 
have been the case, had they not wholly rejected every kind of prudent admonition." 
 
At one time he almost despaired of success. He wrote to Farel, Dec. 14, 1547: "Affairs are in such 
a state of confusion that I despair of being able longer to retain the Church, at least by my own 
endeavors. May the Lord hear your incessant prayers in our behalf." And to Viret he wrote, on 



Dec. 17, 1547: "Wickedness has now reached such a pitch here that I hardly hope that the Church 
can be upheld much longer, at least by means of my ministry. Believe me, my power is broken, 
unless God stretch forth his hand." {728} 
 
The adversaries of Calvin were, with a few exceptions, the same who had driven him away in 
1538. They never cordially consented to his recall. They yielded for a time to the pressure of 
public opinion and political necessity; but when he carried out the scheme of discipline much 
more rigorously than they had expected, they showed their old hostility, and took advantage of 
every censurable act of the Consistory or Council. They hated him worse than the pope. {729} 
They abhorred the very word "discipline." They resorted to personal indignities and every device 
of intimidation; they nicknamed him "Cain," and gave his name to the dogs of the street; they 
insulted him on his way to the lecture-room; they fired one night fifty shots before his bed-
chamber; they threatened him in the pulpit; they approached the communion table to wrest the 
sacred elements from his hands, but he refused to profane the sacrament and overawed them. On 
another occasion he walked into the midst of an excited crowd and offered his breast to their 
daggers. As late as October 15, 1554, he wrote to an old friend: "Dogs bark at me on all sides. 
Everywhere I am saluted with the name of ‘heretic,’ and all the calumnies that can possibly be 
invented are heaped upon me; in a word, the enemies among my own flock attack me with greater 
bitterness than my declared enemies among the papists." {730} 
 
And yet in the midst of these troubles be continued to discharge all his duties, and found time to 
write some of his most important works. 
 
It seems incredible that a man of feeble constitution and physical timidity should have been able 
to triumph over such determined and ferocious opposition. The explanation is in the justice of his 
cause, and the moral purity and "majesty of his character, which so strongly impressed the 
Genevese." 
 
We must distinguish two parties among Calvin’s enemies—the Patriots, who opposed him on 
political grounds, and the Libertines, who hated his religion. It would be unjust to charge all the 
Patriots with the irreligious sentiments of the Libertines. But they made common cause for the 
overthrow of Calvin and his detested system of discipline. They had many followers among the 
discontented and dissolute rabble which abounds in every large city, and is always ready for a 
revolution, having nothing to lose and everything to gain. 
 
1. The Patriots or Children of Geneva (Enfants de Geneve), as they called themselves, belonged 
to some of the oldest and most influential families of Geneva,—Favre (or Fabri), Perrin, Vandel, 
Berthelier, Ameaux. {731} They or their fathers had taken an active part in the achievement of 
political independence, and even in the introduction of the Reformation, as a means of protecting 
that independence. But they did not care for the positive doctrines of the Reformation. They 
wanted liberty without law. They resisted every encroachment on their personal freedom and love 
of amusements. They hated the evangelical discipline more than the yoke of Savoy. 
 
They also disliked Calvin as a foreigner, who was not even naturalized before 1559. In the pride 
and prejudice of nativism, they denounced the refugees, who had sacrificed home and fortune to 
religion, as a set of adventurers, soldiers of fortune, bankrupts, and spies of the Reformer. "These 
dogs of Frenchmen," they said, "are the cause that we are slaves, and must bow before Calvin and 
confess our sins. Let the preachers and their gang go to the—."They deprived the refugees of the 
right to carry arms, and opposed their admission to the rights of citizenship, as there was danger 
that they might outnumber and outvote the native citizens. Calvin secured, in 1559, through a 



majority of the Council, at one time, the admission of three hundred of these refugees, mostly 
Frenchmen. 
 
The Patriots disliked also the protectorate of Bern, although Bern never favored the strict 
theology and discipline of Calvin. 
 
2. The Libertines {732} or Spirituels, as they called themselves, were far worse than the Patriots. 
They formed the opposite extreme to the severe discipline of Calvin. He declares that they were 
the most pernicious of all the sects that appeared since the time of the ancient Gnostics and 
Manichaeans, and that they answer the prophetic description in the Second Epistle of Peter and 
the Epistle of Jude. He traces their immediate origin to Coppin of Yssel and Quintin of Hennegau, 
in the Netherlands, and to an ex-priest, Pocquet or Pocques, who spent some time in Geneva, and 
wanted to get a certificate from Calvin; but Calvin saw through the man and refused it. They 
revived the antinomian doctrines of the mediaeval sect of the "Brethren and Sisters of the Free 
Spirit," a branch of the Beghards, who had their headquarters at Cologne and the Lower Rhine, 
and emancipated themselves not only from the Church, but also from the laws of morality. {733} 
 
The Libertines described by Calvin were antinomian pantheists. They confounded the boundaries 
of truth and error, of right and wrong. Under the pretext of the freedom of the spirit, they 
advocated the unbridled license of the flesh. Their spiritualism ended in carnal materialism. They 
taught that there is but one spirit, the Spirit of God, who lives in all creatures, which are nothing 
without him. "What I or you do," said Quintin, "is done by God, and what God does, we do; for 
he is in us." Sin is a mere negation or privation, yea, an idle illusion which disappears as soon as 
it is known and disregarded. Salvation consists in the deliverance from the phantom of sin. There 
is no Satan, and no angels, good or bad. They denied the truth of the gospel history. The 
crucifixion and resurrection of Christ have only a symbolical meaning to show us that sin does 
not exist for us. 
 
The Libertines taught the community of goods and of women, and elevated spiritual marriage 
above legal marriage, which is merely carnal and not binding. The wife of Ameaux justified her 
wild licentiousness by the doctrine of the communion of saints, and by the first commandment of 
God given to man: "Be fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth." {Genesis 1:28} 
 
The Libertines rejected the Scriptures as a dead letter, or they resorted to wild allegorical 
interpretations to suit their fancies. They gave to each of the Apostles a ridiculous nickname. 
{734} Some carried their system to downright atheism and blasphemous anti-Christianity. 
 
They used a peculiar jargon, like the Gypsies, and distorted common words into a mysterious 
meaning. They were experts in the art of simulation and justified pious fraud by the parables of 
Christ. They accommodated themselves to Catholics or Protestants according to circumstances, 
and concealed their real opinions from the uninitiated. 
 
The sect made progress among the higher classes of France, where they converted about four 
thousand persons. Quintin and Pocquet insinuated themselves into the favor of Queen Marguerite 
of Navarre, who protected and supported them at her little court at Nerac, yet without adopting 
their opinions and practices. {735} She took offence at Calvin’s severe attack upon them. He 
justified his course in a reply of April 28, 1545, which is a fine specimen of courtesy, frankness, 
and manly dignity. Calvin assured the queen, whose protection he had himself enjoyed while a 
fugitive from persecution, that he intended no reflection on her honor, or disrespect to her royal 
majesty, and that he wrote simply in obedience to his duty as a minister. "Even a dog barks if he 
sees any one assault his master. How could I be silent if God’s truth is assailed?... {736} As for 



your saying that you would not like to have such a servant as myself, I confess that I am not 
qualified to render you any great service, nor have you need of it. Nevertheless, the disposition is 
not wanting, and your disdain shall not prevent my being at heart your humble servant. For the 
rest, those who know me are well aware that I have never studied to enter into the courts of 
princes, for I was never tempted to court worldly honors. {737} For I have good reason to be 
contented with the service of that good Master, who has accepted me and retained me in the 
honorable office which I hold, however contemptible in the eyes of the world. I should, indeed, 
be ungrateful beyond measure if I did not prefer this condition to all the riches and honors of the 
world." {738} 
 
Beza says: "It was owing to Calvin that this horrid sect, in which all the most monstrous heresies 
of ancient times were renewed, was kept within the confines of Holland and the adjacent 
provinces." 
 
During the trial of Servetus the political and religious Libertines combined in an organized effort 
for the overthrow of Calvin at Geneva, but were finally defeated by a failure of an attempted 
rebellion in May, 1555. 
 
{726} Opera, vol. XXXI. 27 
 
{727} "Qui imbellis sum et meticulosus"; in the French ed., "tout foible et craintif que je suis." He 
more than once refers to his natural timidity; but he risked his life on several occasions. 
 
{728} Bonnet, II. 133 sq. and 135; Opera, XII. 632 sqq. The date of the letter to Viret is Dec. 17, 
not 14, as given by Bonnet. 
 
{729} To them must be traced the saying: "They would rather be with Beza in hell than with 
Calvin in heaven." But Beza was in full accord with Calvin in discipline as well as doctrine. The 
saying is reported by Papyrius Masso: "Genevenses inter jocos dicebant, malle se apud inferos 
cum Beza quam apud superos esse cum Calvino." Audin, p. 487. 
 
{730} Opera, XV. 271. 
 
{731} The Galiffes fairly represent the animosity of these old families to Calvin, but far surpass 
their ancestors in literary and moral culture and respectability, which they owe to the effects of 
his reformation. 
 
{732} The synagogue of the Libertines in Jerusalem opposed Stephen, the forerunner of Paul, 
Acts 6:9. 
 
{733} Gieseler connects both sects, vol. III. Part I. 385; Comp. II. Part III. 266. Strype notices the 
existence of a similar sect in England at a later period, Annals, vol. II. Part II. 287 sqq. (quoted by 
Dyer, p. 177) 
 
{734} They called St. Matthew, the publican, usurier (a usurer); St. Paul, potcasse (a broken 
vessel); St. Peter, on account of his denial of Christ, renonceur de Dieu; St. John, jouvenceau et 
follet (a childish youth), etc. 
 
{735} Bonnet, in a note on Calvin’s letter to the queen (I. 429), says of her: "In the later years of 
her life [she died in 1549] her piety gradually degenerated into a kind of contemplative 
mysticism, whose chief characteristic was indif-ference towards outward forms, uniting the 



external ordinances of the Roman Church with the inward cherishing of a purer faith." See above, 
p. 323. 
 
{736} "Un chien abaye, sil voyt quon assaille son maistre; ie serois bien lasche, si en voyant la 
verite de dieu ainsi assallye, ie faisois du muet sans sonner mot." 
 
{737} "Au reste, ceulx qui me cognoissent, savent bien que nay iamais aspire davoir entree aux 
courtz des princes, dautant que ie nestois pas tentede parvenir aux estatz" (honorum studio 
titillatus). 
 
{738} The French original in Henry, II. Beilage, 14, p. 112 sqq.; also in Bonnet and in Opera, 
XII. 64-68. The Latin editions date the letter April 20 instead of 28.  



109. The Leaders of the Libertines and their punishment: — Gruet, 
Perrin, Ameaux, Vandel, Berthelier. 
 
We shall now give sketches of the chief Patriots and Libertines, and their quarrels with Calvin 
and his system of discipline. The heretical opponents—Bolsec, Castellio, Servetus—will be 
considered in a separate chapter on the Doctrinal Controversies. 
 
1. Jacques Gruet was the first victim of Calvin’s discipline who suffered death for sedition and 
blasphemy. His case is the most famous next to that of Servetus. Gruet {739} was a Libertine of 
the worst type, both politically and religiously, and would have been condemned to death in any 
other country at that time. He was a Patriot descended from an old and respectable family, and 
formerly a canon. He lay under suspicion of having attempted to poison Viret in 1535. He wrote 
verses against Calvin and the refugees which (as Audin says) were "more malignant than poetic." 
He was a regular frequenter of taverns, and opposed to any rules in Church and State which 
interfered with personal liberty. When in church, he looked boldly and defiantly into the face of 
the preacher. He first adopted the Bernese fashion of wearing breeches with plaits at the knees, 
and openly defied the discipline of the Consistory which forbade it. Calvin called him a scurvy 
fellow, and gives an unfavorable account of his moral and religious character, which the facts 
fully justified. 
 
On the 27th of June, 1547, a few days after the wife of Perrin had defied the Consistory, {740} 
the following libel, written in the Savoyard patois, was attached to Calvin’s pulpit in St. Peter’s 
Church: — 
 
"Gross hypocrite (Gros panfar), thou and thy companions will gain little by your pains. If you do 
not save yourselves by flight, nobody shall prevent your overthrow, and you will curse the hour 
when you left your monkery. Warning has been already given that the devil and his renegade 
priests were come hither to ruin every thing. But after people have suffered long they avenge 
themselves. Take care that you are not served like Mons. Verle of Fribourg. {741} We will not 
have so many masters. Mark well what I say." {742} 
 
The Council arrested Jacques Gruet, who had been heard uttering threats against Calvin a few 
days previously, and had written obscene and impious verses and letters. In his house were found 
a copy of Calvin’s work against the Libertines with a marginal note, Toutes folies, and several 
papers and letters filled with abuse of Calvin as a haughty, ambitious, and obstinate hypocrite 
who wished to be adored, and to rob the pope of his honor. There were also found two Latin 
pages in Gruet’s handwriting, in which the Scriptures were ridiculed, Christ blasphemed, and the 
immortality of the soul called a dream and a fable. 
 
Gruet was tortured every day for a month, after the inhuman fashion of that age. {743} He 
confessed that he had affixed the libel, and that the papers found in his house belonged to him; 
but he refused to name any accomplices. He was condemned for religious, moral, and political 
offences; being found guilty of expressing contempt for religion; of declaring that laws, both 
human and divine, were but the work of man’s caprice; and that fornication was not criminal 
when both parties were consenting; and of threatening the clergy and the Council itself. {744} 
 
He was beheaded on the 26th of July, 1547. The execution instead of terrifying the Libertines 
made them more furious than ever. Three days afterwards the Council was informed that more 



than twenty young men had entered into a conspiracy to throw Calvin and his colleagues into the 
Rhone. He could not walk the streets without being insulted and threatened. 
 
Two or three years after the death of Gruet, a treatise of his was discovered full of horrible 
blasphemies against Christ, the Virgin Mary, the Prophets and Apostles, against the Scriptures, 
and all religion. He aimed to show that the founders of Judaism and Christianity were criminals, 
and that Christ was justly crucified. Some have confounded this treatise with the book "De tribus 
Impostoribus," which dates from the age of Emperor Frederick II., and puts Moses, Christ, and 
Mohammed on a level as religious impostors. 
 
Gruet’s book was, at Calvin’s advice, publicly burnt by the hangman before Gruet’s house, May 
22, 1550. {745} 
 
2. Ami Perrin (Amy Pierre), the military chief (captain-general) of the Republic, was the most 
popular and influential leader of the Patriotic party. He had been one of the earliest promoters of 
the Reformation, though from political rather than religious motives; he had protected Farel 
against the violence of the priests, and had been appointed deputy to Strassburg to bring Calvin 
back to Geneva. {746} He was one of the six lay-members who, with the ministers, drew up the 
Ecclesiastical Ordinances of 1542, and for some time he supported Calvin in his reforms. He 
could wield the sword, but not the pen. He was vain, ambitious, pretentious, and theatrical. Calvin 
called him, in derision, the stage-emperor, who played now the "Caesar comicus," and now the 
"Caesar tragicus." {747} 
 
Perrin’s wife, Francesca, was a daughter of Franacois Favre, who had taken a prominent part in 
the political struggle against Savoy, but mistook freedom for license, and hated Calvin as a tyrant 
and a hypocrite. His whole family shared in this hatred. Francesca had an excessive fondness for 
dancing and revelry, a violent temper, and an abusive tongue. Calvin called her "Penthesilea" (the 
queen of the Amazons who fought a battle against the Greeks, and was slain by Achilles), and "a 
prodigious fury." {748} 
 
He found out too late that it is foolish and dangerous to quarrel with a woman. He forgot Christ’s 
conduct towards the adulteress, and Mary Magdalene. 
 
A disgraceful scene which took place at a wedding in the house of the widow Balthazar at Belle 
Rive, brought upon the family of Favre, who were present, the censure of the Consistory and the 
punishment of the Council. Perrin, his wife and her father were imprisoned for a few weeks in 
April, 1546. Favre refused to make any confession, and went to prison, shouting: "Liberty! 
Liberty! I would give a thousand crowns to have a general council." {749} Perrin made a humble 
apology to the Consistory. Calvin plainly told the Favre family that as long as they lived in 
Geneva they must obey the laws of Geneva, though every one of them wore a diadem. {750} 
 
From this time on Perrin stood at the head of the opposition to Calvin. He loudly denounced the 
Consistory as a popish tribunal. He secured so much influence over the Council that a majority 
voted, in March, 1547, to take the control of Church discipline into their own hands. But Calvin 
made such a vigorous resistance that it was determined eventually to abide by the established 
Ordinances. {751} 
 
Perrin was sent as ambassador to Paris (April 26, 1547), and was received there with much 
distinction. The Cardinal du Bellay sounded him as to whether some French troops under his 
command could be stationed at Geneva to frustrate the hostile designs of the German emperor 
against Switzerland. He gave a conditional consent. This created a suspicion against his loyalty. 



 
During his absence, Madame Perrin and her father were again summoned before the Consistory 
for bacchanalian conduct (June 23, 1547). Favre refused to appear. Francesca denied the right of 
the court to take cognizance of her private life. When remonstrated with, she flew into a passion, 
and abused the preacher, Abel Poupin, as "a reviler, a slanderer of her father, a coarse swine-herd, 
and a malicious liar." She was again imprisoned, but escaped with one of her sons. Meeting Abel 
Poupin at the gate of the city she insulted him afresh and "even more shamefully than before." 
{752} 
 
On the 27th of June, 1547, Gruet’s threatening libel was published. {753} Calvin was reported to 
have been killed. He received letters from Burgogne and Lyons that the Children of Geneva had 
offered five hundred crowns for his head. {754} 
 
On his return from Paris, Perrin was capitally indicted on a charge of treason, and of intending to 
quarter two hundred French cavalry, under his own command, at Geneva. His excuse was that he 
had accepted the command of these troops with the reservation of the approval of the government 
of Geneva. Bonivard, the old soldier of liberty and prisoner of Chillon, took part against Perrin. 
The ambassadors of Bern endeavored to divert the storm from the head of Perrin to the French 
ambassador Maigret the Magnifique. Perrin was expelled from the Council, and the office of 
captain-general was suppressed, but he was released from prison, together with his wife and 
father-in-law, Nov. 29, 1547. {755} 
 
The Libertines summoned all their forces for a reaction. They called a meeting of the Council of 
Two Hundred, where they expected most support. A violent scene took place on Dec. 16, 1547, in 
the Senate house, when Calvin, unarmed and at the risk of his life, appeared in the midst of the 
armed crowd and called upon them, if they designed to shed blood, to begin with him. He 
succeeded, by his courage and eloquence, in calming the wild storm and preventing a disgraceful 
carnage. It was a sublime victory of reason over passion, of moral over physical force. {756} 
 
The ablest of the detractors of Calvin cannot help paying here an involuntary tribute to him and to 
the truth of history. This is his dramatic account. 
 
"The Council of the Two Hundred was assembled. Never had any session been more tumultuous; 
the parties, weary of speaking, began to appeal to arms. The people heard the appeal. Calvin 
appears, unattended; he is received at the lower part of the hall with cries of death. He folds his 
arms, and looks the agitators fixedly in the face. Not one of them dares strike him. Then, 
advancing through the midst of the groups, with his breast uncovered: ‘If you want blood,’ says 
he, ‘there are still a few drops here; strike, then!’ Not an arm is raised. Calvin then slowly ascends 
the stairway to the Council of the Two Hundred. The hall was on the point of being drenched 
with blood; swords were flashing on beholding the Reformer, the weapons were lowered, and a 
few words sufficed to calm the agitation. Calvin, taking the arm of one of the councillors, again 
descends the stairs, and cries out to the people that he wishes to address them. He does speak, and 
with such energy and feeling, that tears flow from their eyes. They embrace each other, and the 
crowd retires in silence. The patriots had lost the day. From that moment, it was easy to foretell 
that victory would remain with the Reformer. The Libertines, who had shown themselves so bold 
when it was a question of destroying some front of a Catholic edifice, overturning some saint’s 
niche, or throwing down an old wooden cross weakened by age, trembled like women before this 
man, who, in fact, on this occasion, exhibited something of the Homeric heroism." {757} 
 



Notwithstanding this triumph, Calvin did not trust enemies, and expressed in letters to Farel and 
Viret even the fear that he could no longer maintain his position unless God stretch forth his hand 
for his protection. {758} 
 
A sort of truce was patched up between the contending parties. "Our aci-devant Caesar (hesternus 
noster Caesar)," Calvin wrote to Farel, Dec. 28, 1547, "denied that he had any grudge against me, 
and I immediately met him half-way and pressed out the matter from the sore. In a grave and 
moderate speech, I used, indeed, some sharp reproofs (punctiones acutas), but not of a nature to 
wound; yet though he grasped my hand whilst promising to reform, I still fear that I have spoken 
to deaf ears." {759} 
 
In the next year, Calvin was censured by the Council for saying, in a private letter to Viret which 
had been intercepted, that the Genevese "under pretence of Christ wanted to rule without Christ," 
and that "he had to combat their, hypocrisy." He called to his aid Viret and Farel to make a sort of 
apology. {760} 
 
Perrin behaved quietly, and gained an advantage from this incident. He was restored to his 
councillorship and the office of captain-general (which had been abolished). He was even elected 
First Syndic, in February, 1549. He held that position also during the trial of Servetus, and 
opposed the sentence of death in the Council (1553). 
 
Shortly after the execution of Servetus, the Libertines raised a demonstration against Farel, who 
had come to Geneva and preached a very severe sermon against them (Nov. 1, 1553). {761} 
Philibert Berthelier and his brother Franacois Daniel, who had charge of the mint, stirred up the 
laborers to throw Farel into the Rhone. But his friends formed a guard around him, and his 
defence before the Council convinced the audience of his innocence. It was resolved that all 
enmity should be forgotten and buried at a banquet. Perrin, the chief Syndic, in a sense of 
weakness, or under the impulse of his better feelings, begged Farel’s pardon, and declared that he 
would ever regard him as his spiritual father and pastor. {762} 
 
After this time Calvin’s friends gained the ascendency in the Council. A large number of religious 
refugees were admitted to the rights of citizenship. 
 
Perrin, then a member of the Little Council, and his friends, Peter Vandel and Philibert Berthelier, 
determined on rule or ruin, now concocted a desperate and execrable conspiracy, which proved 
their overthrow. They proposed to kill all foreigners who had fled to Geneva for the sake of 
religion, together with their Genevese sympathizers, on a Sunday while people were at church. 
But, fortunately, the plot was discovered before it was ripe for execution. When the rioters were 
to be tried before the Council of the Two Hundred, Perrin and several other ringleaders had the 
audacity to take their places as judges; but when he saw that matters were taking a serious turn in 
favor of law and order, he fled from Geneva, together with Vandel and Berthelier. They were 
summoned by the public herald, but refused to appear. On the day appointed for the trial five of 
the fugitives were condemned to death; Perrin, moreover, to have his right hand cut off, with 
which he had seized the baton of the Syndic at the riot. The sentence was executed in effigy in 
June, 1555. {763} 
 
Their estates were confiscated, and their wives banished from Geneva. The office of captain-
general was again abolished to avoid the danger of a military dictatorship. 
 



But the government of Bern protected the fugitives, and allowed them to commit outrages on 
Genevese citizens within their reach, and to attack Calvin and Geneva with all sorts of reproaches 
and calumnies. 
 
Thus the "comic Caesar" ended as the "tragic Caesar." An impartial biographer of Calvin calls the 
last chapter in Perrin’s career "a caricature of the Catilinarian conspiracy." {764} 
 
3. The case of Pierre Ameaux shows a close connection between the political and religious 
Libertines. He was a member of the Council of Two Hundred. He sought and obtained a divorce 
from his wife, who was condemned to perpetual imprisonment for the theory and practice of free-
lovism of the worst kind. But he hated Calvin’s theology and discipline. At a supper party in his 
own house he freely indulged in drink, and roundly abused Calvin as a teacher of false doctrine, 
as a very bad man, and nothing but a Picard. {765} 
 
For this offence he was imprisoned by the Council for two months and condemned to a fine of 
sixty dollars. He made an apology and retracted his words. But Calvin was not satisfied, and 
demanded a second trial. The Council condemned him to a degrading punishment called the 
amende honorable, namely, to parade through the streets in his shirt, with bare head, and a lighted 
torch in his hand, and to ask on bended knees the pardon of God, of the Council, and of Calvin. 
This harsh judgment provoked a popular outbreak in the quarter of St. Gervais, but the Council 
proceeded in a body to the spot and ordered the wine-shops to be closed and a gibbet to be 
erected to frighten the mob. The sentence on Ameaux was executed April 5, 1546. "Two 
preachers, Henri de la Mare and Aime Maigret, who had taken part in the drinking scene, were 
deposed. The former had said before the Council that Calvin was, a good and virtuous man, and 
of great intellect, but sometimes governed by his passions, impatient, full of hatred, and 
vindictive." The latter had committed more serious offences. {766} 
 
4. Pierre Vandel was a handsome, brilliant, and frivolous cavalier, and loved to exhibit himself 
with a retinue of valets and courtesans, with rings on his fingers and golden chains on his breast. 
He had been active in the expulsion of Calvin, and opposed him after his recall. He was 
imprisoned for his debaucheries and insolent conduct before the Consistory. He was Syndic in 
1548. He took a leading part in the conspiracy of Perrin and shared his condemnation and exile. 
{767} 
 
5. Philibert Berthelier (or Bertelier, Bertellier), an unworthy son of the distinguished patriot who, 
in 1519, had been beheaded for his part in the war of independence, belonged to the most 
malignant enemies of Calvin. He had gone to Noyon, if we are to believe the assertion of Bolsec, 
to bring back scandalous reports concerning the early life of the Reformer, which the same Bolsec 
published thirteen years after Calvin’s death, but without any evidence. {768} If the Libertines 
had been in possession of such information, they would have made use of it. Berthelier is 
characterized by Beza as "a man of the most consummate impudence" and "guilty of many 
iniquities." He was excommunicated by the Consistory in 1551 for abusing Calvin, for not going 
to church, and other offences, and for refusing to make any apology. Calvin was absent during 
these sessions, owing to sickness. Berthelier appealed to the Council, of which he was the 
secretary. The Council at first confirmed the decision of the Consistory, but afterwards released 
him, during the syndicate of Perrin and the trial of Servetus, and gave him letters of absolution 
signed with the seal of the Republic (1553). {769} 
 
Calvin was thus brought into direct conflict with the Council, and forced to the alternative of 
submission or disobedience; in the latter case he ran the risk of a second and final expulsion. But 



he was not the man to yield in such a crisis. He resolved to oppose to the Council his inflexible 
non possumus. 
 
On the Sunday which followed the absolution of Berthelier, the September communion was to be 
celebrated. Calvin preached as usual in St. Peter’s, and declared at the close of the sermon that he 
would never profane the sacrament by administering it to an excommunicated person. Then 
raising his voice and lifting up his hands, he exclaimed in the words of St. Chrysostom: "I will lay 
down my life ere these hands shall reach forth the sacred things of God to those who have been 
branded as his despisers." 
 
This was another moment of sublime Christian heroism. 
 
Perrin, who had some decent feeling of respect for religion and for Calvin’s character, was so 
much impressed by this solemn warning that he secretly gave orders to Berthelier not to approach 
the communion table. The communion was celebrated, as Beza reports, "in profound silence, and 
under a solemn awe, as if the Deity himself had been visibly present among them." {770} 
 
In the afternoon, Calvin, as for the last time, preached on Paul’s farewell address to the Ephesian 
Elders; {Acts 20:31} he exhorted the congregation to abide in the doctrine of Christ, and declared 
his willingness to serve the Church and each of its members, but added in conclusion: "Such is 
the state of things here that this may be my last sermon to you; for they who are in power would 
force me to do what God does not permit. I must, therefore, dearly beloved, like Paul, commend 
you to God, and to the Word of his grace." {771} 
 
These words made a deep impression even upon his worst foes. The next day Calvin, with his 
colleagues and the Presbytery, demanded of the Council to grant them an audience before the 
people, as a law was attacked which had been sanctioned by the General Assembly. The Council 
refused the request, but resolved to suspend the decree by which the power of excommunication 
was declared to belong to the Council. 
 
In the midst of this agitation the trial of Servetus was going on, and was brought to a close by his 
death at the stake, Oct. 27. A few days afterwards (Nov. 3), Berthelier renewed his request to be 
admitted to the Lord’s Table—he who despised religion. The Council which had condemned the 
heretic, was not quite willing to obey Calvin as a legislator, and wished to retain the power of 
excommunication in their own hands. Yet, in order to avoid a rupture with the ministers, who 
would not yield to any compromise, the Council resolved to solicit the opinions of four Swiss 
cantons on the subject. {772} 
 
Bullinger, in behalf of the Church and magistracy of Zurich, replied in December, substantially 
approving of Calvin’s view, though he admonished him privately against undue severity. The 
magistrates of Bern replied that they had no excommunication in their Church. The answers of 
the two other cantons are lost, but seem to have been rather favorable to Calvin’s cause. 
 
In the meantime matters assumed a more promising aspect. On Jan. 1, 1554, at a grand dinner 
given by the Council and judges, Calvin being present, a desire for peace was universally 
expressed. On the second of February the Council of Two Hundred swore, with uplifted hands, to 
conform to the doctrines of the Reformation, to forget the past, to renounce all hatred and 
animosity, and to live together in unity. 
 
Calvin regarded this merely as a truce, and looked for further troubles. He declared before the 
Council that he readily forgave all his enemies, but could not sacrifice the rights of the 



Consistory, and would rather leave Geneva. The irritation continued in 1554. The opposition 
broke out again in the conspiracy against the foreigners and the council, which has been already 
described. The plot failed. Berthelier was, with Perrin, condemned to death, but escaped with him 
the execution of justice by flight. {773} 
 
This was the end of Libertinism in Geneva. 
 
{739} A son of Humbert Gruet, notary public of Geneva; not to be confounded with Canon 
Claude Gruet. See Opera, XII. 546, note 9; Bonnet,letters fr. I. 212, and Henry, II. 440. 
 
{740} On the date see Opera, XII. 546, note 7, and Annal. XXI. 407, sub Lundi Juin 27: "Un 
e’crit violent contre Calvin et ses collegues est trouvedans la chaire d’un des temples." Calvin’s 
letter to Viret, July 2, 1547: "Postridie reperitur charta in suggestu qua mortem nobis minantur." 
 
{741} Peter Wernly, a canon of St. Peter’s, was killed in a fight with the Protestants, while 
endeavoring to save himself by flight, May 4, 1533. 
 
{742} "Nota bin mon dire." See the original of the placard in Opera, XII. 546, note 8. Gaberel and 
Ruchat give it in modern French. The editors of the Opera refer panfar to Abel Poupin ("Panfar 
ventrosum dicit Poupinum"). 
 
{743} In the case of Gentilis and Servet, however, no mention is made of the torture. 
 
{744} The sentence of condemnation (Opera, XII. 667) reads: "Par jceste nostre diffinitive 
sentence, laquelle donnons icy par escript, toy Jaque Gruet condampnons a debvoyr estre mene 
au lieu de Champel et illect debvoyer avoyer tranche la teste de dessus les espaules, et ton corps 
attache aut gibet et la teste cloye en jcelluy et ainsy finiras tes jours pour donner exemple aux 
aultres qui tel cas vouldroyent commestre." The charges assigned are blasphemy against God, 
offence against the civil magistracy, threats to the ministers of God, and "crime de leze majeste 
meritant pugnition corporelle." 
 
{745} The sources for the case of Gruet are the acts of the criminal process and sentence, printed 
in Opera, XII. 563-568 (in French); letters of Calvin to Viret, July 2, 24, 1547 (in Opera, XII. 
545, 559, in Bonnet II. 108 and 114); Calvin’s report on the blasphemous book of Gruet, in 
Opera, XIII. 568-572 (in French, also printed in Henry, II. 120, and in Letters by Jules Bonnet, 
French ed., I. 311; English ed., II. 254); Reg. du Conseil, July 25, 1547, and May 22, 1550, 
noticed in Annal. 409, 465.—Of modern writers, see Henry, (II. 410, 439, 441 sqq.; abridged in 
Stebbing’s translation, II. 64 sqq., without the Beilage); Audin, ch. XXXVI. (pp. 396 sqq. of the 
English translation); Dyer, 213 sqq.; and Stahelin, I. 399 sqq. 
 
{746} Oct. 21, 1540. A day afterwards, Dufour was appointed by the Council, and went in his 
place. Annal. 267. See above, p. 430. 
 
{747} Beza calls him "vanissimus, sed audax et ambitiosus" (XXI. 138). Audin, the patron of all 
the enemies of Calvin, describes Perrin as "a man of noble nature, who wore the sword with great 
grace, dressed in good taste, and conversed with much facility; but a boaster at table and at the 
Council, where he deafened every one with his boastful loquacity, his fits of self-love, and his 
theatrical airs ƒ€¦. As to the rest, like all men of this stamp, he had an excellent heart, was devoted 
as a friend, with cool blood, and patriotic even to extremes. At table it was his delight to imitate 
the Reformer, elongating his visage, winking his eyes, and assuming the air of an anchorite of the 
Thebaid" (p. 390). Perrin’s chief defender is the younger Galiffe. 



 
{748} "Prodigiosa furia." Letter to Farel, Sept. 1, 1546 (in Opera, XII. 377 sq., and Bonnet, II. 
56). In the same letter he says: "She shamelessly undertakes the defence of all crimes." She did 
not spare Calvin’s wife, and calumniously asserted among her own friends that Idelette must have 
been a harlot because Calvin confessed, at the baptism of his infant, that she and her former 
husband had been Anabaptists. So Calvin reports to Farel, Aug. 21, 1547 (in Opera, XII. 580 sq.; 
Bonnet, II. 124). Audin apologizes for Francesca, as "one of those women whom our old 
Corneille would have taken for heroines; excitable, choleric, fond of pleasure, enamoured of 
dancing, and hating Calvin as Luther hated a monk" (p. 390). 
 
{749} Calvin reminded Francesca on that occasion that "her father had been already convicted of 
one adultery [in 1531], that the proof of another was at hand, and that there was a strong rumor of 
a third. I stated that her brother had openly contemned and derided both the Council and the 
ministers." Letter to Farel, April, 1546. She told him in reply: "Mechant homme, vous voulez 
boire le sang de notre famille, mais vous sortirez de Geneve avant nous." See the notes in Opera, 
XII. 334. 
 
{750} See Calvin’s letters to Farel, April, 1546, and Sept. 1, 1546 (in Opera, XII. 334 sqq., 377 
sq., and Bonnet II. 38, 56), and extracts from the Registers of the Consistory and the Council in 
Annal. 377 sqq. Comp. Dyer, 208 sq.; Audin, 391 sq. Audin gives a lively description of the 
wedding and dancing at Belle Rive, and the examination before the Consistory. 
 
{751} See the extracts from the Reg. du Conseil March and April, 1547, in Annal. 399-406. 
 
{752} Calvin to Viret, July 2, 1547 (Opera, XII. 545, Bonnet, II. 108). Comp. Annal. 407 sq.; 
Gaberel, I. 387; Roget, II. 284. Bonivard and after him Gaberel report that Francesca rushed with 
her horse against Abel, who barely escaped serious injury. See note 6 in Opera, XII. 546. 
 
{753} See above, p. 502. 
 
{754} Calvin to Farel, Aug. 21, 1547 (Opera, XII. 580; Bonnet, II. 123 and note); Reg. of the 
Consistory, Sept. 1, 1547. 
 
{755} Reg. du Conseil: "Perrin est relachevu sa long detention et crie merci." Annal. 417. 
Franacois Favre had been previously deprived of the rights of citizenship (Oct. 6) on the charge 
of exciting an emeute against the French refugees, and calling Calvin "le grand diable." Ibid. 
413sq. 
 
{756} Dec. 16 (not Sept. 16) is the date given in the Reg. of the Venerable Company, quoted in 
Annal. 418. Beza briefly alludes to the scene; Calvin gives an account of it in a letter to Viret, 
dated Dec. 17, 1547, a day after the occurrence (in Opera, XII. 632 sq.). This letter is misdated, 
Dec. 14, by Bonnet (II. 134, apparently a typographical error), and Sept. 17 by Henry (II. 434) 
and Dyer (p. 219). The last error crept into the Latin editions, against the manuscripts, which give 
Dec. 17. The letter is defective at the beginning and was first published by Beza. Galiffe 
overlooked it. See the notes of the Strassburg editors, XII. 633. 
 
{757} Audin, Life of Calvin, p. 394. 
 
{758} See the extracts quoted on p. 495. 
 



{759} Opera, XII. 642 sq.: "Tametsi resipiscentiam manu in manum implicita promisit, vereor, ne 
frustra surdo cecinerim fabulam." Dyer (p. 221) misdates this letter Dec. 2 (probably a 
typographical error). 
 
{760} Registers of Council for October, 1548, in Annal. 436-438. About the same time the wife 
of Calvin’s brother, Antoine, was imprisoned on the charge of adultery. Ibid. 441. 
 
{761} He was charged with saying that "la jeunesse de cette citesont pires que les brigands, 
meurtriers, larrons, luxurieux, atheists." Reg. of Nov. 3, 1553, in Annal. 559. 
 
{762} Comp. the action of the Council, Nov. 13, in Annal. 561 and 562. 
 
{763} Reg. du Conseil, June 3, 1555, in Annal. 608: "Perrin est condamnepar contumace quil ayt 
le poing du bras droit duquel il a-attenteaux bastons sindicalz cope: et tous tans ledit Perrin que 
Belthesard, Chabod, Verna, et Michalet la teste cope: les testes et ledit poing cloues au gibet et 
les corps mis en quartier iouxte la coustume et condamnez a tous despens damps et interestz." 
 
{764} Dyer, p. 397. 
 
{765} He said, according to the Registers of the Council, Jan. 27, 1546, "que M. Calvin estoyt 
meschant homme et nestoyt que un picard et preschoyt faulce doctrine," etc. Comp. on his case 
Annal. 368, 370, 371. Audin calls Ameaux "a man of the bar-room with a wicked tongue and a 
soul destitute of energy" (p. 386). He gives quite an amusing account of the drinking party. 
 
{766} Annal. 378 and 380. The ministers interceded in behalf of Deuteronomy la Mare, and the 
Council gave him six dollars (ecus). Maigret was found guilty of neglecting his duties and 
visiting houses of ill fame. 
 
{767} Annal. 411, 611 sq.; Opera, XII. 547, note 14, with references to Galiffe, Bonivard, and 
Roget. 
 
{768} See above, p. 302 sq. That abominable slander about sodomy, which even Galiffe rejects, 
Audin and Spalding are not ashamed to repeat. 
 
{769} See extracts from the Registers, March and April, 1551, and in September, 1553, Annal. 
XXI. 475-479, 551 sq. 
 
{770} Comp. the Reg. of the Council, and of the Venerable Company, Sept. 2, 1553, in Annal. 
551. 
 
{771} The sermon was taken down by a stenographer, and translated into Latin by Beza. 
 
{772} Reg. du Conseil, Nov. 7, 9, 23, 28, 1553, in Annal. 559-562, 
 
{773} Reg. du Conseil, Aug. 6, 1555 (in Annal. 611 sq.): "Philibert Bertellier, P. Vandel, et. J. B. 
Sept condamnes a mort par contumace, Michael Sept au banissement perpetuel, sans peine de 
mort; six autres a la meme peine; deux a dix ans de banissement, et tous aux depens."  



110. Geneva Regenerated. Testimonies Old and New. 
 
The final result of this long conflict with Libertinism is the best vindication of Calvin. Geneva 
came out of it a new city, and with a degree of moral and spiritual prosperity which distinguished 
her above any other Christian city for several generations. What a startling contrast she presents, 
for instance, to Rome, the city of the vicar of Christ and his cardinals, as described by Roman 
Catholic writers of the sixteenth century! If ever in this wicked world the ideal of Christian 
society can be realized in a civil community with a mixed population, it was in Geneva from the 
middle of the sixteenth to the middle of the eighteenth century, when the revolutionary and infidel 
genius of Rousseau (a native of Geneva) and of Voltaire (who resided twenty years in the 
neighborhood, on his estate at Ferney) began to destroy the influence of the Reformer. 
 
After the final collapse of the Libertine party in 1555, the peace was not seriously disturbed, and 
Calvin’s work progressed without interruption. The authorities of the State were as zealous for 
the honor of the Church and the glory of Christ as the ministers of the gospel. The churches were 
well filled; the Word of God was preached daily; family worship was the rule; prayer and singing 
of Psalms never ceased; the whole city seemed to present the aspect of a community of sincere, 
earnest Christians who practised what they believed. Every Friday a spiritual conference and 
experience meeting, called the "Congregation," was held in St. Peter’s, after the model of the 
meetings of "prophesying," which had been introduced in Zurich and Bern. Peter Paul Vergerius, 
the former papal nuncio, who spent a short time in Geneva, was especially struck with these 
conferences. "All the ministers," he says, {774} "and many citizens attend. One of the preachers 
reads and briefly explains a text from the Scriptures. Another expresses his views on the subject, 
and then any member may make a contribution if so disposed. You see, it is an imitation of that 
custom in the Corinthian Church of which Paul speaks, and I have received much edification 
from these public colloquies." 
 
The material prosperity of the city was not neglected. Greater cleanliness was introduced, which 
is next to godliness, and promotes it. Calvin insisted on the removal of all filth from the houses 
and the narrow and crooked streets. He induced the magistracy to superintend the markets, and to 
prevent the sale ofunhealthy food, which was to be cast into the Rhone. Low taverns and drinking 
shops were abolished, and intemperance diminished. Mendicancy on the streets was prohibited. A 
hospital and poor-house was provided and well conducted. Efforts were made to give useful 
employment to every man that could work. Calvin urged the Council in a long speech, Dec. 29, 
1544, to introduce the cloth and silk industry, and two months afterwards he presented a detailed 
plan, in which he recommended to lend to the Syndic, Jean Ami Curtet, a sufficient sum from the 
public treasury for starting the enterprise. The factories were forthwith established and soon 
reached the highest degree of prosperity. The cloth and silk of Geneva were highly prized in 
Switzerland and France, and laid the foundation for the temporal wealth of the city. When Lyons, 
by the patronage of the French crown, surpassed the little Republic in the manufacture of silk, 
Geneva had already begun to make up for the loss by the manufacture of watches, and retained 
the mastery in this useful industry until 1885, when American machinery produced a successful 
rivalry. {775} 
 
Altogether, Geneva owes her moral and temporal prosperity, her intellectual and literary activity, 
her social refinement, and her world-wide fame very largely to the reformation and discipline of 
Calvin. He set a high and noble example of a model community. It is impossible, indeed, to 
realize his church ideal in a large country, even with all the help of the civil government. The 
Puritans 



 
attempted it in England and in New England, but succeeded only in part, and only for a short 
period. But nothing should prevent a pastor from making an effort in his own congregation on the 
voluntary principle. Occasionally we find parallel cases in small communities under the guidance 
of pastors of exceptional genius and consecration, such as Oberlin in the Steinthal, Harms in 
Hermannsburg, and Lohe in Neudettelsau, who exerted an inspiring influence far beyond their 
fields of labor. 
 
Let us listen to some testimonies of visitors who saw with their own eyes the changes wrought in 
Geneva through Calvin’s influence. 
 
William Farel, who knew better than any other man the state of Geneva under Roman Catholic 
rule, and during the early stages of reform before the arrival of Calvin, visited the city again in 
1557, and wrote to Ambrosius Blaurer that he would gladly listen and learn there with the 
humblest of the people, and that "he would rather be the last in Geneva than the first anywhere 
else." {776} 
 
John Knox, the Reformer of Scotland, who studied several years in Geneva as a pupil of Calvin 
(though five years his senior), and as pastor of the English congregation, wrote to his friend 
Locke, in 1556: "In my heart I could have wished, yea, I cannot cease to wish, that it might please 
God to guide and conduct yourself to this place where, I neither fear nor am ashamed to say, is 
the most perfect school of Christ that ever was in the earth since the days of the Apostles. In other 
places I confess Christ to be truly preached; but manners and religion to be so seriously reformed, 
I have not yet seen in any other place besides." {777} 
 
Dr. Valentine Andreae (1586-1654), a bright and shining light of the Lutheran Church of 
Wurtemberg (a grandson of Jacob Andreae, the chief author of the Lutheran Formula of 
Concord), a man full of glowing love to Christ, visited Geneva in 1610, nearly fifty years after 
Calvin’s death, with the prejudices of an orthodox Lutheran against Calvinism, and was 
astonished to find in that city a state of religion which came nearer to his ideal of a Christocracy 
than any community he had seen in his extensive travels, and even in his German fatherland. 
 
"When I was in Geneva," he writes, "I observed something great which I shall remember and 
desire as long as I live. There is in that place not only the perfect institute of a perfect republic, 
but, as a special ornament, a moral discipline, which makes weekly investigations into the 
conduct, and even the smallest transgressions of the citizens, first through the district inspectors, 
then through the Seniors, and finally through the magistrates, as the nature of the offence and the 
hardened state of the offender may require. All cursing and swearing gambling, luxury, strife, 
hatred, fraud, etc., are forbidden; while greater sins are hardly heard of. What a glorious ornament 
of the Christian religion is such a purity of morals! We must lament with tears that it is wanting 
with us, and almost totally neglected. If it were not for the difference of religion, I would have 
forever been chained to that place by the agreement in morals, and I have ever since tried to 
introduce something like it into our churches. No less distinguished than the public discipline was 
the domestic discipline of my landlord, Scarron, with its daily devotions, reading of the 
Scriptures, the fear of God in word and in deed, temperance in meat and drink and dress. I have 
not found greater purity of morals even in my father’s home." {778} 
 
A stronger and more impartial testimony of the deep and lasting effect of Calvin’s discipline so 
long after his death could hardly be imagined. 
 
NOTES. MODERN TESTIMONIES. 



 
The condemnation of Calvin’s discipline and his conduct toward the Libertines has been 
transplanted to America by two dignitaries of the Roman Church—Dr. John McGill, bishop of 
Richmond, the translator of Audin’s Life of Calvin (Louisville, n. d.), and Dr. M. S. Spalding, 
archbishop of Baltimore (between 1864 and 1872), in his History of the Protestant Reformation 
(Louisville, 1860), 8th ed., Baltimore, 1875. This book is not a history, but a chronique 
scandaleuse of the Reformation, and unworthy of a Christian scholar. Dr. Spalding devotes 
twenty-two pages to Calvin (vol. I. 370-392), besides an appendix on Rome and Geneva, and a 
letter addressed to Merle D’Aubigne and Bungener (pp. 495-530). He ignores his Commentaries 
and Institutes, which have commanded the admiration even of eminent Roman Catholic divines, 
and simply repeats, with some original mistakes and misspellings, the slanders of Bolsec and 
Audin, which have long since been refuted. 
 
"Calvin," he says, "crushed the liberties of the people in the name of liberty. A foreigner, he 
insinuated himself into Geneva and, serpent-like, coiled himself around the very heart of the 
Republic which had given him hospitable shelter. He thus stung the very bosom which had 
warmed him. He was as watchful as a tiger preparing to pounce on its prey, and as treacherous. 
His reign in Geneva was truly a reign of terror. He combined the cruelty of Danton and 
Robespierre with the eloquence of Marat and Mirabeau. He was worse than ‘the Chalif of 
Geneva,’ as Audin calls him—he was a very Nero!... He was a monster of impurity and iniquity. 
The story of his having been guilty of a crime of nameless turpitude at Noyon, though denied by 
his friends, yet rests upon very respectable authority. Bolsec, a contemporary writer, relates it as 
certain. He ended his life in despair, and died of a most shameful and disgusting disease which 
God has threatened to rebellious and accursed reprobates." The early Calvinists were hypocrites, 
and "their boasted austerity was little better than a sham, if it was not even a cloak to cover 
enormous wickedness. They exhibit their own favorite doctrine of total depravity in its fullest 
practical development!" The archbishop, however, is kind enough to add in conclusion (p. 391), 
that he "would not be understood as wishing to reflect upon the character or conduct of the 
present professors of Calvinistic doctrines, many of whom are men estimable for their civic 
virtues." 
 
The best answer to such a caricature, which turns the very truth into a lie, is presented in the facts 
of this chapter. With ignorance and prejudice even the gods contend in vain. But it is proper, at 
this place, to record the judgments of impartial historians who have studied the sources, and 
cannot be charged with any doctrinal bias in favor of Calvinism. Comp. other testimonies in 68, 
pp. 270 sqq. 
 
Gieseler, one of the coolest and least dogmatic of church historians, says (K. G. III. P. I. p. 389): 
"Durch Calvin’s eiserne Festigkeit wurden Genf’s Sitten ganz umgewandelt: so dankte die Stadt 
der Reformation ihre Freiheit, ihre Ordnung, und ihren aufbluhenden Wohlstand." 
 
From the Article "Calvin" in La France Protestante (III. 530): "Une telle Organisation, un pareil 
pouvoir sur les individus, une autorite aussi parfaitement inquisitoriale nous indignent 
aujourd’hui; c’etait chose toute simple avec l’ardeur religieuse du XVIe siecle. Le consistoire 
atteignit le but que Calvin s’etait propose. En moins de trois generations, les moeurs de Geneve 
subirent une metamorphose complete. A la mondanite naturelle succeda cette austerite un peu 
raide, cette gravite un peu etudiee qui caracteriserent, dans les siecles passes, les disciples du 
reformateur. L’histoire ne nous offre que deux hommes qui aient su imprimer a  tout un peuple le 
cachet particulier de leur genie: Lycurgue et Calvin, deux grands caracteres qui offrent plus 
d’une analogie. Que de fades plaisanteries ne s’est-on pas permises sur l’esprit genevois! et 



Geneve est devenue un foyer de lumieres et d’emancipation intellectuelle, meme pour ses 
detracteurs." 
 
Marc-Monnier. 
 
Marc-Monnier was born in Florence of French parents, 1829, distinguished as a poet and 
historian, professor of literature in the University of Geneva, and died 1885. His "La Renaissance 
de Dante a  Luther" (1884) was crowned by the French Academy. 
 
From "La Reforme, de Luther a  Shakespeare"( Paris, 1885), pp. 70-72. 
 
"Calvin fut done de son temps comme les papes, les empereurs et tons les rois, meme Franacois 
1er qui brulerent des heretiques, mais ceux qui ne voient dans Calvin que le meurtrier de Servet 
ne le connaissent pas. Ce fut une conviction, une intelligence, une des forces les plus etonnantes 
de ce grand siecle: pour le peser selon son merite, il faut jeter dans la balance autre chose que 
nos tendresses et nos pities. Il faut voir tout l’homme, et le voir tel qu’il fut: ‘un corps frele et 
debile, sobre jusqu’a  l’exces,’ ronge par des maladies et des infirmites qui devaient l’emporter 
avant le temps, mais acharne a  sa tache, ‘ne vivant que pour le travail et ne travaillant que pour 
etablir le royaume de Dieu sur la terre; devoue a  cette cause jusqu’a  lui tout sacrifier:’ le repos, 
la sante, la vie, plus encore: les etudes favorites, et avec une infatigable activite qui epouvantait 
ses adversaires, menant de front, a  brides abattues, religion, morale, politique, legislation, 
litterature, enseignement, predication, pamphlets, oeuvres de longue haleine, correspondance 
enorme avec le roi et la reine de Navarre, la duchesse de Ferrare, le roi Franacois 1er avec 
d’autres princes encore, avec les reformateurs, les theologiens, les humanistes, les ames 
travaillees et chargees, les pauvres prisonnieres de Paris. Il ecrivait dans l’Europe entiere; deux 
mille aglises s’organisaient selon ses idees ou celles de ses amis; des missionnaires, animes de 
son souffle, partaient pour l’Angleterre, l’acosse, les Pays-Bas, ‘en remerciant Dieu et lui 
chantant des psaumes.’ En meme temps cet homme seul, ce malade surmene s’emparait a Geneve 
d’un peuple allegre, raisouneur, indiscipline, le tenait dans sa main et le foracait d’obeir. Sans 
etre magistrat ni meme citoyen il ne le devint qu’aux dernieres annees de sa vie, sans mandat 
officiel ni titre reconnu, sans autre autorite que celle de son nom et d’une volonte inflexible, il 
commandait aux consciences, il gouvernait les maisons, il s’imposait, avec une foule de refugies 
venus de toute part, a-une population qui n’a jamais aime les etrangers ni les maitres; il heurtait 
enfin de parti pris les coutumes, les traditions, les susceptibilites nationales et il les brisait. Non 
seulement il pesait sur les consciences et les opinions, mais aussi sur les moeurs, proscrivait la 
luxure et meme le luxe, la bijouterie, la soie et le velours, les cheveux longs, les coiffures frisees, 
la bonne chere: toute espece de plaisir et de distraction; cependant, malgre les haines et les 
coleres suscitees par cette compression morale, ‘le corps brise, mais la tete haute,’ il gouverna 
longtemps les Genevois par l’autorite de son caractere et fut accompagne a  sa tombe par le 
peuple tout entier. Voila  l’homme dont il est facile de rire, mais qu’il importe avant tout de 
connaitre." 
 
"Calvin detruisit Geneve pour la refaire a  son image et, en depit de toutes les revolutions, cette 
reconstitution improvisee dure encore: il existe aux portes de la France une ville de strictes 
croyances, de bonnes etudes et de bonnes moeurs: une ‘cite de Calvin.’" 
 
A remarkable tribute from a scholar who was no theologian, and no clergyman, but thoroughly at 
home in the history, literature, manners, and society of Geneva. Marc-Monnier speaks also very 
highly of Calvin’s merits as a French classic, and quotes with approval the judgment of Paul 
Lacroix (in his ed. of select Oeuvres franacoises de J. Calvin): "Le style de Calvin est un des plus 
grands styles du seizieme siecle: simple, correct, elegant, clair, ingenieux, anime, varie de formes 



et de tons, il a commence a  fixer la langue franacaise pour la prose, comme celui de Clement 
Marot l’avait fait pour les vers." 
 
George Bancroft. 
 
George Bancroft, the American historian and statesman, born at Worcester, Mass., 1800, died at 
Washington, 1891, served his country as secretary of the Navy, and ambassador at London and 
Berlin, with the greatest credit. 
 
"A word on Calvin, the Reformer." From his Literary and Historical Miscellanies (New York, 
1855), pp. 405 sqq. 
 
"It is intolerance only, which would limit the praise of Calvin to a single sect, or refuse to 
reverence his virtues and regret his failings. He lived in the time when nations were shaken to 
their centre by the excitement of the Reformation; when the fields of Holland and France were 
wet with the carnage of persecution; when vindictive monarchs on the one side threatened all 
Protestants with outlawry and death, and the Vatican, on the other, sent forth its anathemas and its 
cry for blood. In that day, it is too true, the influence of an ancient, long-established, hardly 
disputed error, the Constant danger of his position, the intense desire to secure union among the 
antagonists of popery, the engrossing consciousness that his struggle was for the emancipation of 
the Christian world, induced the great Reformer to defend the use of the sword for the extirpation 
of heresy. Reprobating and lamenting his adhesion to the cruel doctrine, which all Christendom 
had for centuries implicitly received, we may, as republicans, remember that Calvin was not only 
the founder of a sect, but foremost among the most efficient of modern republican legislators. 
More truly benevolent to the human race than Solon, more self-denying than Lycurgus, the genius 
of Calvin infused enduring elements into the institutions of Geneva, and made it for the modern 
world the impregnable fortress of popular liberty, the fertile seed-plot of democracy." 
 
"We boast of our common schools; Calvin was the father of popular education, the inventor of the 
system of free schools. We are proud of the free States that fringe the Atlantic. The pilgrims of 
Plymouth were Calvinists; the best influence in South Carolina came from the Calvinists of 
France. William Penn was the disciple of the Huguenots; the ships from Holland that first brought 
colonists to Manhattan were filled with Calvinists. He that will not honor the memory, and 
respect the influence of Calvin, knows but little of the origin of American liberty." 
 
"If personal considerations chiefly win applause, then, no one merits our sympathy and our 
admiration more than Calvin; the young exile from France, who achieved an immortality of fame 
before he was twenty-eight years of age; now boldly reasoning with the king of France for 
religious liberty; now venturing as the apostle of truth to carry the new doctrines into the heart of 
Italy, and hardly escaping from the fury of papal persecution; the purest writer, the keenest 
dialectician of his century; pushing free inquiry to its utmost verge, and yet valuing inquiry solely 
as the means of arriving at fixed conclusions. The light of his genius scattered the mask of 
darkness which superstition had held for centuries before the brow of religion. His probity was 
unquestioned, his morals spotless. His only happiness consisted in his ‘task of glory and of good;’ 
for sorrow found its way into all his private relations. He was an exile from his country; he 
became for a season an exile from his place of exile. As a husband he was doomed to mourn the 
premature loss of his wife; as a father he felt the bitter pang of burying his only child. Alone in 
the world, alone in a strange land, he went forward in his career with serene resignation and 
inflexible firmness; no love of ease turned him aside from his vigils; no fear of danger relaxed the 
nerve of his eloquence; no bodily infirmities checked the incredible activity of his mind; and so 
he continued, year after year, solitary and feeble, yet toiling for humanity, till after a life of glory, 



he bequeathed to his personal heirs, a fortune, in books and furniture, stocks and money, not 
exceeding two hundred dollars, and to the world, a purer reformation, a republican spirit in 
religion, with the kindred principles of republican liberty." 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{774} Letter in the Zurich library, quoted by Gaberel, I. 612, and Stahelin, I. 864. 
 
{775} Gaberel, I. 524; Stahelin, I. 372. Even now the Swiss watches (of Geneva and Neuchatel) 
are considered the best of those made wholly or mainly by hand labor. 
 
{776} Kirchhofer, Farel’s Leben, II. 125. 
 
{777} Thomas M’Crie, Life of John Knox, p. 129 (Philadelphia ed. 1845). I quoted a sentence 
from this letter by anticipation on p. 263, but cannot omit it at this place. 
 
{778} See his autobiography, written in 1642, and his "Respublica Christianopolitana," or 
"Christianopolis," 1619,—a description of a Christian model commonwealth, dedicated to John 
Arndt, the author of "True Christianity." Comp. Hossbach, Das Leben Val. Andreae, p. 10; 
Henry, p. 196 (small biography); Tholuck’s article in Herzog, I. 388 sqq.; Schaff, Creeds, I. 460 
(which gives the German original). Andreae’s memory was revived by the great Herder. Spener 
said: "If I could raise any one from the dead for the welfare of the Church, it would be Andreae."  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XIV. 
 
CALVIN’S THEOLOGY. 
 

111. Calvin’s Commentaries. 
 
I. Calvin’s Commentaries on the Old Test. in Opera, vols. XXIII.-XLIV., on the New Test., vols. 
XLV. sqq. (not yet completed). Separate Latin ed. of the Commentaries on the New Test. by 
Tholuck, Berlin, and Halle, 1831, 1836, etc., 7 vols.; also on Genesis (by Hengstenberg, Berlin, 
1838) and on the Psalms (by Tholuck, 1836, 2 vols.). Translations in French (by J. Girard, 1650, 
and others), English (by various writers, 1570 sqq.), and other languages. Best English ed. by the 
"Calvin Translation Soc.," Edinburgh, 1843-55 (30 vols. for the O. T., 13 for the N. T.). See list 
in Darling’s Cyclopaedia Bibliographica, sub "Calvin." 
 
II. A. Tholuck: Die Verdienste Calvin’s als Schriftausleger, in his "Lit. Anzeiger," 1831, 
reprinted in his "Vermischte Schriften" (Hamburg, 1839), vol. II. 330-360, and translated by Wm. 
Pringle (added to Com. on Joshua in the Edinb. ed. 1854, pp. 345-375).—G. W. Meyer: 
Geschichte der Schrifterklaerung, II. 448-475.—D. G. Escher.: Deuteronomy Calvino interprete, 
Traj., 1840.—Ed. Reuss: Calvin considere comme exegete, in "Revue," VI. 223.—A. Vesson: 
Calvin exegete, Montaub, 1855.—E. Staehelin: Calvin, I. 182-198.— Schaff: Creeds of 
Christendom, I. 457-460.—Merx: Joel, Halle, 1879, pp. 428-444.—Fred. W. Farrar: History of 
Interpretation (London, 1886), pp. 342-354. 
 
Calvin was an exegetical genius of the first order. His commentaries are unsurpassed for 
originality, depth, perspicuity, soundness, and permanent value. The Reformation period was 
fruitful beyond any other in translations and expositions of the Scripture. If Luther was the king 
of translators, Calvin was the king of commentators. Poole, in the preface to his Synopsis, 
apologizes for not referring more frequently to Calvin, because others had so largely borrowed 
from him that to quote them was to quote him. Reuss, the chief editor of his works and himself an 
eminent biblical scholar, says that "Calvin was, beyond all question the greatest exegete of the 
sixteenth century." {779} Archdeacon Farrar literally echoes this judgment. {780} Diestel, the 
best historian of Old Testament exegesis, calls him "the creator of genuine exegesis." {781} Few 
exegetical works outlive their generation; those of Calvin are not likely to be superseded any 
more than Chrysostom’s Homilies for patristic eloquence, or Bengel’s Gnomon for pregnant and 
stimulating hints, or Matthew Henry’s Exposition for devotional purposes and epigrammatic 
suggestions to preachers. {782} 
 
Calvin began his series of Commentaries at Strassburg with the Epistle to the Romans, on which 
his system of theology is chiefly built. In the dedication to his friend and Hebrew teacher 
Grynaeus, at Basel (Oct. 18, 1539), he already lays down his views of the best method of 
interpretation, namely, comprehensive brevity, transparent clearness, and strict adherence to the 
spirit and letter of the author. He gradually expounded the most important books of the Old 
Testament, the Pentateuch, the Psalms, and the Prophets, and all the books of the New Testament, 
with the exception of the Apocalypse, which he wisely left alone. Some of his expositions, as the 
Commentary on the Minor Prophets, were published from notes of his free, extempore lectures 
and sermons. His last literary work was a Commentary on Joshua, which he began in great bodily 
infirmity and finished shortly before his death and entrance into the promised land. 



 
It was his delight to expound the Word of God from the chair and from the pulpit. Hence his 
theology is biblical rather than scholastic. The Commentaries on the Psalms and the Epistles of 
Paul are regarded as his best. He was in profound sympathy with David and Paul, and read in 
their history his own spiritual biography. He calls the Psalms (in the Preface) "an anatomy of all 
the parts of the soul; for there is not an emotion of which any one can be conscious that is not 
here represented as in a mirror. Or, rather, the Holy Spirit has here drawn to the life the griefs, the 
sorrows, the fears, the doubts, the hopes, the cares, the perplexities, in short, all the distracting 
emotions with which the minds of men are wont to be agitated." He adds that his own trials and 
conflicts helped him much to a clearer understanding of these divine compositions. 
 
He combined in a very rare degree all the essential qualifications of an exegete—grammatical 
knowledge, spiritual insight, acute perception, sound judgment, and practical tact. He thoroughly 
sympathized with the spirit of the Bible; he put himself into the situation of the writers, and 
reproduced and adapted their thoughts for the benefit of his age. 
 
Tholuck mentions as the most prominent qualities of Calvin’s commentaries these four: doctrinal 
impartiality, exegetical tact, various learning, and deep Christian piety. Winer praises his "truly 
wonderful sagacity in perceiving, and perspicuity in expounding, the meaning of the Apostle." 
{783} 
 
1. Let us first look at his philological outfit. Melanchthon well says: "The Scripture cannot be 
understood theologically unless it be first understood grammatically." {784} He had passed 
through the school of the Renaissance; he had a rare knowledge of Greek; he thought in Greek, 
and could not help inserting rare Greek words into his letters to learned friends. He was an 
invaluable help to Luther in his translation of the Bible, but his commentaries are dogmatical 
rather than grammatical, and very meagre, as compared with those of Luther and Calvin in depth 
and force. {785} 
 
Luther surpassed all other Reformers in originality, freshness, spiritual insight, bold conjectures, 
and occasional flashes of genius. His commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians, which he called 
"his wife," is a masterpiece of sympathetic exposition and forceful application of the leading idea 
of evangelical freedom to the question of his age. But Luther was no exegete in the proper sense 
of the term. He had no method and discipline. He condemned allegorizing as a mere "monkey-
game" (Affenspiel), and yet he often resorted to it in Job, the Psalms, and the Canticles. He was 
eminently spiritual, and yet, as against Zwingli, slavishly literal in his interpretation. He seldom 
sticks to the text, but uses it only as a starting-point for popular sermons, or polemical excursions 
against papists and sectarians. He cared nothing for the consensus of the fathers. He applied 
private judgment to the interpretation with the utmost freedom, and judged the canonicity and 
authority of the several books of the Bible by a dogmatic and subjective rule—his favorite 
doctrine of solifidian justification; and as he could not find it in James, he irreverently called his 
epistle "an epistle of straw." He anticipated modern criticism, but his criticism proceeded from 
faith in Christ and God’s Word, and not from scepticism. His best work is a translation, and next 
to it, his little catechism for children. 
 
Zwingli studied the Greek at Glarus and Einsiedeln that he might be able, "to draw the teaching 
of Christ from the fountains." {786} He learnt Hebrew after he was called to Zuerich. He also 
studied the fathers, and, like Erasmus, took more to Jerome than to Augustin. His expositions of 
Scripture are clear, easy, and natural, but somewhat superficial. The other Swiss Reformers and 
exegetes—Oecolampadius, Grynaeus, Bullinger, Pellican, and Bibliander—had a good 
philological preparation. Pellican, a self-taught scholar (d. 1556), who was called to Zuerich by 



Zwingli in 1525, wrote a little Hebrew grammar even before Reuchlin, {787} and published at 
Zuerich comments on the whole Bible. {788} Bibliander (d. 1564) was likewise professor of 
Hebrew in Zuerich, and had some acquaintance with other Semitic languages; he was, however, 
an Erasmian rather than a Calvinist, and opposed the doctrine of the absolute decrees. 
 
For the Hebrew Bible these scholars used the editions of Daniel Bomberg (Venice, 1518-45); the 
Complutensian Polyglot, which gives, besides the Hebrew text, also the Septuagint and Vulgate 
and a Hebrew vocabulary (Alcala, printed 1514-17; published 1520 sqq.); also the editions of 
Sabastian Muenster (Basel, 1536), and of Robert Stephens (Etienne, Paris, 1539-46). For the 
Greek Testament they had the editions of Erasmus (Basel, five ed. 1516-35), the Complutensian 
Polyglot (1520), Colinaeus (Paris, 1534), Stephens (Paris and Geneva, 1546-51). A year after 
Calvin’s death, Beza began to publish his popular editions of the Greek Testament, with a Latin 
version (Geneva, 1565-1604). 
 
Textual criticism was not yet born, and could not begin its operations before a collection of the 
textual material from manuscripts, ancient versions, and patristic quotations. In this respect, 
therefore, all the commentaries of the Reformation period are barren and useless. Literary 
criticism was stimulated by the Protestant spirit of inquiry with regard to the Jewish Apocrypha 
and some Antilegomena of the New Testament, but was soon repressed by dogmatism. 
 
Calvin, besides being a master of Latin and French, had a very good knowledge of the languages 
of the Bible. He had learned the Greek from Volmar at Bourges, the Hebrew from Grynaeus 
during his sojourn at Basel, and he industriously continued the study of both. {789} He was at 
home in classical antiquity; his first book was a Commentary on Seneca, Deuteronomy 
Clementia, and he refers occasionally to Plato, Aristotle, Plutarch, Polybius, Cicero, Seneca, 
Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Terence, Livy, Pliny, Quintilian, Diogenes Laartius, Aulus Gellius, etc. He 
inferred from Paul’s quotation of Epimenides, Titus 1:12, "that those are superstitious who never 
venture to quote anything from profane authors. Since all truth is from God, if anything has been 
said aptly and truly even by impious men, it ought not to be rejected, because it proceeded from 
God. And since all things are of God, why is it not lawful to turn to his glory whatever may be 
aptly applied to this use?" On 1 Corinthians 8:1, he observes: "Science is no more to be blamed 
when it puffs up than a sword when it falls into the hands of a madman." But he never makes a 
display of learning, and uses it only as a means to get at the sense of the Scripture. He wrote for 
educated laymen as well as for scholars, and abstained from minute investigations and criticisms; 
but he encouraged Beza to publish his Commentary on the New Testament in which philological 
scholarship is more conspicuous. 
 
Calvin was also familiar with the patristic commentators, and had much more respect for them 
than Luther. He fully appreciated the philological knowledge and tact of Jerome, the spiritual 
depth of Augustin, and the homiletical wealth of Chrysostom; but he used them with independent 
judgment and critical discrimination. {790} 
 
2. Calvin kept constantly in view the primary and fundamental aim of the interpreter, namely, to 
bring to light the true meaning of the biblical authors according to the laws of thought and speech. 
{791} He transferred himself into their mental state and environment so as to become identified 
with them, and let them explain what they actually did say, and not what they might or should 
have said, according to our notions or wishes. In this genuine exegetical method he has admirably 
succeeded, except in a few cases where his judgment was biassed by his favorite dogma of a 
double predestination, or his antagonism to Rome; though even there he is more moderate and 
fair than his contemporaries, who indulge in diffuse and irrelevant declamations against popery 
and monkery. Thus he correctly refers the "Rock" in Matthew 16:18 to the person of Peter, as the 



representative of all believers. {792} He stuck to the text. He detested irrelevant twaddle and 
diffuseness. He was free from pedantry. He never evades difficulties, but frankly meets and tries 
to solve them. He carefully studies the connection. His judgment is always clear, strong, and 
sound. Commentaries are usually dry, broken, and indifferently written. His exposition is an easy, 
continuous flow of reproduction and adaptation in elegant Erasmian Latinity. He could truly 
assert on his death-bed that he never knowingly twisted or misinterpreted a single passage of the 
Scriptures; that he always aimed at simplicity, and restrained the temptation to display acuteness 
and ingenuity. 
 
He made no complete translation of the Bible, but gave a Latin and a French version of those 
parts on which he commented in either or both languages, and he revised the French version of 
his cousin, Pierre Robert Olivetan, which appeared first in 1535, for the editions of 1545 and 
1551. {793} 
 
3. Calvin is the founder of modern grammatico-historical exegesis. He affirmed and carried out 
the sound and fundamental hermeneutical principle that the biblical authors, like all sensible 
writers, wished to convey to their readers one definite thought in words which they could 
understand. A passage may have a literal or a figurative sense, but cannot have two senses at 
once. The word of God is inexhaustible and applicable to all times; but there is a difference 
between explanation and application, and application must be consistent with explanation. 
 
Calvin departed from the allegorical method of the Middle Ages, which discovered no less than 
four senses in the Bible, {794} turned it into a nose of wax, and substituted pious imposition for 
honest exposition. He speaks of "puerile" and "far-fetched" allegories, and says that he abstains 
from them because there is nothing "solid and firm" in them. It is an almost sacrilegious audacity 
to twist the Scriptures this way and that way, to suit our fancy. {795} In commenting on the 
allegory of Sarah and Hagar, Galatians 4:22-26, he censures Origen for his arbitrary allegorizing, 
as if the plain historical view of the Bible were too mean and too poor. "I acknowledge," he says, 
"that Scripture is a most rich and inexhaustible fountain of all wisdom, but I deny that its fertility 
consists in the various meanings which any man at his pleasure may put into it. Let us know, 
then, that the true meaning of Scripture is the natural and obvious meaning; and let us embrace 
and abide by it resolutely. Let us not only neglect as doubtful, but boldly set aside as deadly 
corruptions, those pretended expositions which lead us away from the natural meaning." He 
approvingly quotes Chrysostom, who says that the word "allegory" in this passage is used in an 
improper sense. {796} He was averse to all forced attempts to harmonize difficulties. He 
constructed his Harmony of the Gospels from the three Synoptists alone, and explained John 
separately. 
 
4. Calvin emancipated exegesis from the bondage of dogmatism. He was remarkably free from 
traditional orthodox prepossessions and prejudices, being convinced that the truths of Christianity 
do not depend upon the number of dicta probantia. He could see no proof of the doctrine of the 
Trinity in the plural Elohim, {797} nor in the three angel visitors of Abraham, Genesis 18:2, nor 
in the Trisagion, Psalm 6:3 {798} nor of the divinity of the Holy Spirit in Psalm 33:6 {799} 
 
5. He prepared the way for a proper historical understanding of prophecy. He fully believed in the 
Messianic prophecies, which are the very soul of the faith and hope of Israel; but he first 
perceived that they had a primary bearing and practical application to their own times, and an 
ulterior fulfilment in Christ, thus serving a present as well as a future use. He thus explained 
Psalm 2; 8; 16; 22; 40; 45; 68; 110, as typically and indirectly Messianic. On the other hand, he 
made excessive use of typology, especially in his Sermons, and saw not only in David but in 
every king of Jerusalem a, figure of Christ." In his explanation of the protevangelium, Genesis 



3:15, he correctly understands the "seed of the woman," collectively of the human race, in its 
perpetual conflict with Satan, which will culminate ultimately in the victory of Christ, the head of 
the race. {800} He widens the sense of the formula "that it might be fulfilled" (ina plhrwqh), so 
as to express sometimes simply an analogy or correspondence between an Old Testament and a 
New Testament event. The prophecy, Hosea 11:1, quoted by Matthew as referring to the return of 
the Christ-child from Egypt, must, accordingly, "not be restricted to Christ," but is, skilfully 
adapted to the present occasion." {801} In like manner, Paul, in Romans 10:6, gives only an 
embellishment and adaptation of a word of Moses to the case in hand. {802} 
 
6. He had the profoundest reverence for the Scriptures, as containing the Word of the living God 
and as the only infallible and sufficient rule of faith and duty; but he was not swayed by a 
particular theory of inspiration. It is true, he never would have approved the unguarded judgments 
of Luther on James, Jude, Hebrews, and the Apocalypse; {803} but he had no hesitancy in 
admitting incidental errors which do not touch the vitals of faith. He remarks on Matthew 27:9: 
"How the name of Jeremiah crept in, I confess I know not, nor am I seriously troubled about it. 
That the name of Jeremiah has been put for Zechariah by an error, the fact itself shows, because 
there is no such statement in Jeremiah." {804} Concerning the discrepancies between the speech 
of Stephen in Acts 7 and the account of Genesis, he suggests that Stephen or Luke drew upon 
ancient traditions rather than upon Moses, and made "a mistake in the name of Abraham." {805} 
He was far from the pedantry of the Purists in the seventeenth century, who asserted the classical 
purity of the New Testament Greek, on the ground that the Holy Spirit could not be guilty of any 
solecism or barbarism, or the slightest violation of grammar; not remembering that the Apostles 
and Evangelists carried the heavenly treasure of truth in earthen vessels, that the power and grace 
of God might become more manifest, and that Paul himself confesses his rudeness "in speech," 
though not "in knowledge." Calvin justly remarks, with special reference to Paul, that by a 
singular providence of God the highest mysteries were committed to us "sub contemptibili 
verborum humilitate," that our faith may not rest on the power of human eloquence, but solely on 
the efficacy of the divine Spirit; and yet he fully recognized the force and fire, the majesty and 
weight of Paul’s style, which he compares to flashes of lightning. {806} 
 
The scholastic Calvinists, like the scholastic Lutherans of the seventeenth century, departed from 
the liberal views of the Reformers, and adopted a mechanical theory which confounds inspiration 
with dictation, ignores the human element in the Bible, and reduces the sacred writers to mere 
penmen of the Holy Spirit. This theory is destructive of scientific exegesis. It found symbolical 
expression, but only for a brief period, in the Helvetic Consensus Formula of 1675, which, in 
defiance of historical facts, asserts even the inspiration of the Masoretic vowel points. But 
notwithstanding this restraint, the Calvinistic exegetes adhered more closely to the natural 
grammatical and historical sense of the Scriptures than their Lutheran and Roman Catholic 
contemporaries. {807} 
 
7. Calvin accepted the traditional canon of the New Testament, but exercised the freedom of the 
ante-Nicene Church concerning the origin of some of the books. He denied the Pauline authorship 
of the Epistle to the Hebrews on account of the differences of style and mode of teaching (ratio 
docendi), but admitted its apostolic spirit and value. He doubted the genuineness of the Second 
Epistle of Peter, and was disposed to ascribe it to a pupil of the Apostle, but he saw nothing in it 
which is unworthy of Peter. He prepared the way for a distinction between authorship and 
editorship as to the Pentateuch and the Psalter. 
 
He departed from the traditional view that the Scripture rests on the authority of the Church. He 
based it on internal rather than external evidence, on the authority of God rather than the authority 
of men. He discusses the subject in his Institutes, {808} and states the case as follows: — 



 
"There has very generally prevailed a most pernicious error that the Scriptures have only so much 
weight as is conceded to them by the suffrages of the Church, as though the eternal and inviolable 
truth of God depended on the arbitrary will of men.... {809} For, as God alone is a sufficient 
witness of Himself in His own Word, so also the Word will never gain credit in the hearts of men 
till it be confirmed by the internal testimony of the Spirit. It is necessary, therefore, that the same 
Spirit, who spake by the mouths of the prophets, should penetrate into our hearts, to convince us 
that they faithfully delivered the oracles which were divinely intrusted to them Let it be 
considered, then, as an undeniable truth, that they who have been inwardly taught by the Spirit, 
feel an entire acquiescence in the Scripture, and that it is self-authenticated, carrying with it its 
own evidence, and ought not to be made the subject of demonstrations and arguments from 
reason; but it obtains the credit which it deserves with us by the testimony of the Spirit. For 
though it commands our reverence by its internal majesty, it never seriously affects us till it is 
confirmed by the Spirit in our hearts. Therefore, being illuminated by him, we now believe the 
divine original of the Scripture, not from our own judgment or that of others, but we esteem the 
certainty that we have received it from God’s own mouth, by the ministry of men, to be superior 
to that of any human judgment, and equal to that of an intuitive perception of God himself in it. 
Without this certainty, better and stronger than any human judgment, in vain will the authority of 
the Scripture be either defended by arguments, or established by the authority of the Church, or 
confirmed by any other support, since, unless the foundation be laid, it remains in perpetual 
suspense." {810} 
 
This doctrine of the intrinsic merit and self-evidencing character of the Scripture, to all who are 
enlightened by the Holy Spirit, passed into the Gallican, Belgic, Second Helvetic, Westminster, 
and other Reformed Confessions. They present a fuller statement of the objective or formal 
principle of Protestantism,—namely, the absolute supremacy of the Word of God as the infallible 
rule of faith and practice, than the Lutheran symbols which give prominence to the subjective or 
material principle of justification by faith. {811} 
 
At the same time, the ecclesiastical tradition is of great value, as a witness to the human 
authorship and canonicity of the several books, and is more fully recognized by modern biblical 
scholarship, in its conflict with destructive criticism, than it was in the days of controversy with 
Romanism. The internal testimony of the Holy Spirit and the external testimony of the Church 
join in establishing the divine authority of the Scriptures. 
 
{779} "Ohne alle Frage der groesste Exeget des (sechszehnten) Jahrhunderts." Geschichte der 
heil. Schriften des Neuen Test. p. 618 (6th ed. 1887). 
 
{780} "The greatest exegete and theologian of the Reformation was undoubtedly Calvin." History 
of Interpretation, London, 1886, p. 342. Farrar quotes from Keble a manuscript note of Hooker, 
who says that "the sense of Scripture which Calvin alloweth" was held (in the Anglican Church) 
to be of more force than if "ten thousand Augustins, Jeromes, Chrysostoms, Cyprians were 
brought forth." 
 
{781} "Der Schoepfer der aechten Exegese." Diestel adds: "Johannes Calvin ragt ebensowohl 
durch den Umfang seiner exegetischen Arbeiten wie durch eine seltene Genialitat in der 
Auslegung hervor; unuebertroffen in seinem Jahrhundert, bieten seine Exegesen fuer alle 
folgenden Zeiten noch bis heute einen reichen Stoff der Schriftkenntniss dar." Geschichte des 
Alten Testaments in der christl. Kirche, Jena, 1869, p. 267. Dr. A. Merx of Heidelberg, another 
master in biblical philology, fully agrees: "Calvin ist der groesste Exeget seiner Zeit... der 
Schoepfer der aechten Exegese" (on Joel, p. 428), and he ascribes to him, besides the necessary 



learning, including Hebrew, the sagacity of understanding and explaining the whole from the 
parts, and the parts from the whole. 
 
{782} G. Wohlenberg, a Lutheran divine, begins a notice of the new edition of Calvin’s 
Commentaries on the New Test. ("in Luthardt’s, Theol. Lit.-blatt," Oct. 9, 1891) with this remark: 
"Calvin’s Commentare zum N. T. gehoeren zu den nie veraltenden Werken. Und so gut wie 
Bengel’s ‘Gnomon’ immer wieder gedruckt und gelesen werden wird, so lange es eine gesunde 
und fromme Schrifterklaerung giebt, so werden auch Calvin’s Commentare nie vergessen 
werden." 
 
{783} "Calvinus miram in pervidenda apostoli mente subtilitatem, in exponenda prespicuitatem 
probavit." In the third ed. of his Com. on the Ep. to the Galatians. 
 
{784} "Ignavus in grammatica est ignavus in theologia." Postill. IV. 428. 
 
{785} Calvin himself fully acknowledged the exegetical merits of Melanchthon, Bullinger, and 
Bucer, in their commentaries on Romans, but modestly hints at their defects to justify his own 
commentary, which is far superior. See his interesting dedication to Grynaeus, written in 1539. 
 
{786} He wrote in 1523 that, ten years before (when priest at Glarus), "operam dedi Graecianis 
literis, ut ex fontibus doctrinam Christi haurire possem." 
 
{787} Deuteronomy Modo legendi et intelligendi Hebraeum, written at Tuebingen or Basel in 
1501, first printed in the Margarita philosophica, at Strassburg in 1504 (one or two years before 
Reuchlin’s Rudimenta Linguae Hebr.), recently discovered and republished by Nestle, 
Tuebingen, 1877. 
 
{788} Commentaria Bibliorum, Zuerich, 1632-39, 7 vols. See Diestel, l. c., 272 sq., and Strack in 
Herzog ii XI. 432 sqq. 
 
{789} His knowledge of Hebrew was unjustly depreciated by the Roman Catholic Richard Simon. 
But Dr. Diestel, a most competent judge, ascribes to Calvin "a very solid knowledge of Hebrew." 
See above, p. 276, and p. 525. Tholuck, also, in his essay above quoted, asserts that "every glance 
at Calvin’s Commentary on the Old Testament assures us not only that he understood Hebrew, 
but that he had a very thorough knowledge of this language." He mentions, by way of illustration, 
a number of difficult Hebrew and Greek words which Calvin correctly explains. He denies that he 
was dependent on Pellican’s notes, as Semler had gratuitously suggested. 
 
{790} He expresses his estimate of the Fathers in the Preface to his Institutes as follows: "Another 
calumny is their charging us with opposition to the fathers; I mean the writers of the earlier and 
purer ages, as if those writers were abettors of their impiety; whereas if the contest were to be 
terminated by this authority, the victory in most parts of the controversy, to speak in the most 
modest terms, would be on our side. But though the writings of those fathers contain many wise 
and excellent things, yet, in some respects, they have suffered the common fate of mankind; these 
very dutiful children reverence only their errors and mistakes, but their excellences they either 
overlook, or conceal, or corrupt; so that it may be truly said to be their only study to collect dross 
from the midst of gold. Then they overwhelm us with senseless clamors, as despisers and enemies 
of the fathers. But we do not hold them in such contempt, but that if it were consistent with my 
present design, I could easily support by their suffrages most of the sentiments that we now 
maintain. Yet, while we make use of their writings, we always remember that ‘All things are 
ours’ to serve us, not to have dominion over us, and that ‘we are Christ’s’ alone, and owe him 



universal obedience. He who neglects this distinction will have nothing decided in religion, since 
those holy men were ignorant of many things, frequently at variance with each other and 
sometimes even inconsistent with themselves." In the preface to his commentary on the Romans 
he praises the Fathers for their pietas, eruditio, and sanctimonia, and adds that their antiquity lent 
them such authority, "ut nihil quod ab ipsis profectum sit, contemnere debeamus." Compare with 
this judgment Luther’s bolder and cruder opinions on the Fathers, quoted in vol. VI. 534 sqq. 
 
{791} In the dedicatory preface to his Com. on Romans he reminds his friend Grynaeus of a 
conversation they had three years previously, on the best method of interpretation, when they 
agreed that the chief virtue of an interpreter was "perspicua brevitas," and adds:, "Et sane quum 
hoc sit prope unicum illius officium, mentem scriptores, quem explicandum sumpsit, patefacere: 
quantum ab ea lectores abducit, tantundem a scopo suo aberrat, vel certe a suis finibus 
quodammodo evagatur." 
 
{792} Harmon. II. 107. 
 
{793} See Reuss, Gesch. des N. T. 474 (p. 639, 6th ed.). Reuss prepared from Calvin’s French 
Commentaries a French version for his ed. of the Opera. 
 
{794} Expressed in the memorial lines:— 
 
Litera gesta docet; quid credas, Allegoria;  
 
"Moralis, quid agas; quo tendas, Anagogia." 
 
{795} Pref. ad Romanos: "Affinis sacrilegio audacia est Scripturas temere huc illuc versare et 
quasi in re lusoria lascivire: quod a multis jam olim factitatum est." 
 
{796} "Et certe Chrysostomus in vocabulo Allegoriae fatetur esse catechresin (katacrhsi): 
quod verissimum est." 
 
{797} Ad Gen. 1:1 (Opera, XXIII. 15): "Habetur apud Moses !yhla, nomen pluralis numeri. Unde 
colligere solent, hic in Deo notari tres personas; sed quia parum solida mihi videtur tantae rei 
probatio, ego in voce non insistam. Quin potius monendi sunt lectores ut sibi a violentis ejusmodi 
glossis caveant. Putant illi se testimonium habere adversus Arianos ad probandam Filii et 
Spiritus divinitatem, interea se involvunt in errorem Sabellii." But in the words, "Let us make 
man," Genesis 1:26, he admits, after rejecting the Rabbinical fancies, the intimation of a plurality 
in God: "Christiani apposite plures subesse in Deo personas ex hoc testimonio contendunt. 
Neminem extraneum advocat Deus: hinc colligimus, intus eum aliquid distinctum invenire ut 
certe aeterna eius sapientia et virtus in ipso resident." (Ib. 25.) 
 
{798} On this passage he remarks: "Veteres hoc testimonio usi sunt, quum vellent adversus 
Arianos tres personas in una Dei essentia probare. Quorum ego sententiam non improbo; sed si 
mihi res cum haereticis esset, mallem firmioribus testimoniis uti." 
 
{799} Older Lutheran divines (even Walch, Biblioth. Theol. IV. 413) charged him with Judaizing 
and Socinian misinterpretation of the O. T. proof texts for the Trinity and the divinity of the 
Messiah. Aegidius Hunnius, in his Calvinus Judaizans (Wittenberg, 1693), thought that Calvin 
ought to have been burnt for his abominable perversion of the Scriptures. D. Pareus of Heidelberg 
defended him against this charge in his Orthodoxus Calvinus. Modern Lutheran exegesis fully 
sustains him. 



 
{800} Ad Gen. 3:15 (Opera, XXIII. 71): "Generaliter semen interpreter de posteris. Sed quum 
experientia doceat, multum abesse quin supra diabolum victores emergant omnes filii Adae, ad 
caput unum venire necesse est, ut reperiamus ad quem pertineat victoria. Sic Paulus a semine 
Abrahae ad Christum nos deducit. Quare sensus est (meo judicio), humanum genus, quod 
opprimere conatus erat Satan, fore tandem superius." 
 
{801} Harm. I. 80. Tholuck’s ed. On Matthew 2:23 in the same chapter, Calvin says (p. 83): "Non 
deducit Matthaeus Nazaraeum a Nazareth: quasi sit haec propria et certa etymologia, sed tantum 
est allusio," etc. 
 
{802} Comp. his notes on Genesis 3:15 Isaiah 4:2 6:3 Psalm 33:6 Matthew 2:15 8:17 11:11 John 
1:51:2:17 5:31 sq.; 2 Corinthians 12:7 1 Peter 3:19 Hebrews 2:6-8 4:3 11:21. 
 
{803} See Luther’s judgments in vol. VI. 35 sq. 
 
{804} Harm. II. 349 (Tholuck’s ed.): "Quomodo Jeremiae nomen obrepserit, me nescire fateor, 
nec anxie laboro: certe Jeremiae nomen errore positum esse pro Zacharia 13:7, res ipsa ostendit: 
quia nihil tale apud Jeremiam legitur, vel etiam quod accedat." 
 
{805} Ad Acta 7:16:, {Acts 7:16} "In nomine Abrahae erratum esse palam est Quare hic locus 
corrigendus est." According to Genesis 50:13, Abraham bought the cave of Machpelah at 
Hebron, and Jacob was buried there, and not at Shechem. 
 
{806} See his admirable comments on 1 Corinthians 1:17 sqq., and 2 Corinthians 11:6, where he 
mentions the majestas, altitudo, pondus, and vis of Paul’s words, and says: "Fulmina sunt, non 
verba. An-non dilucidius Spiritus Sancti efficacia apparet in nuda verborum rusticitate (ut ita 
loquar) quam in elegantiae et nitoris larva?" 
 
{807} Fr. Turretin, a strict scholastic Calvinist, and one of the authors of the Helvetic Consensus 
Formula, opposed the allegorical method and defended the sound, one-sense principle (in his Inst. 
Theol. Elencticae, quaest. XIX., vol. I. 135): "Nos ita sentimus, Scripturae S. unicum tantum 
competere verum et genuinum sensum, sed sensum illum duplicem posse esse, vel Simplicem, vel 
Compositum. Simplex et historicus est, qui unius rei declarationem continet, absque ullius 
alterius significatione, qui vel praecepta, vel dogmata, vel historias spectat. Et hic rursus duplex, 
vel Proprius et Grammaticalis, vel Figuratus et Tropicus. Proprius qui ex verbis propriis oritur; 
Tropicus qui ex verbis figuratis. Sensus Compositus seu mixtus est in oraculis typi rationem 
habentibus, cujus pars est in typo, pars in antitypo; quae non constituunt duos sensus, sed duos 
partes unius ejusdemque sensus intenti a Spiritu Sancto, qui cum litera mysterium respexit, ut in 
isto Oraculo, ‘Os non confringetis ei,’ Exodus 12:46, plenus non potest haberi sensus, nisi cum 
veritate typi, seu Agni Paschalis, conjungatur veritas Antitypi seu Christi ex John 19:36." 
 
{808} Bk. I. ch. VII. and VIII. 
 
{809} Luther said substantially the same thing in his controversy with Eck: "The Church cannot 
give any more authority or power to the Scripture than it has of itself. A Council cannot make that 
to be Scripture which is not Scripture by its own nature." 
 
{810} Selected from Inst. I. VII. Âc1, 4, 5, and VIII. 1. 
 
{811} Comp. vol. VI. 36 sqq.  



112. The Calvinistic System. 
 
Comp. 78, pp. 327-343, and the exposition of the Augustinian System and the Pelagian 
controversy in vol. III. Âc146-158, pp. 783-856.—Dorner: Geschichte der protestantischen 
Theologie, pp. 374-404.—Loofs: Dogmengeschichte, 2d ed., pp. 390-401. 
 
Calvin is still a living force in theology as much as Augustin and Thomas Aquinas. No 
dogmatician can ignore his Institutes any more than an exegete can ignore his Commentaries. 
Calvinism is embedded in several confessions of the Reformed Church, and dominates, with 
more or less rigor, the spirit of a large section of Protestant Christendom, especially in Great 
Britain and North America. Calvinism is not the name of a Church, but it is the name of a 
theological school in the Reformed Churches. Luther is the only one among the Reformers whose 
name was given to the Church which he founded. The Reformed Churches are independent of 
personal authority, but all the more bound to tho teaching of the Bible. 
 
Calvinism is usually identified with Augustinianism, as to anthropology and soteriology, in 
opposition to Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism. Augustin and Calvin were intensely religious, 
controlled by a sense of absolute dependence on God, and wholly absorbed in the contemplation 
of his majesty and glory. To them God was everything; man a mere shadow. Blessed are the elect 
upon whom God bestows all his amazing mercy; but woe to the reprobate from whom he 
withholds it. They lay equal emphasis on the doctrines of sin and grace, the impotence of man 
and the omnipotence of God, the sinfulness of sin and the sovereignty of regenerating grace. In 
Christology they made no progress. Their theology is Pauline rather than Johannean. They passed 
through the same conflict with sin, and achieved the same victory, by the power of divine grace, 
as the great Apostle of the Gentiles. Their spiritual experience is reflected in their theology. But 
Calvin left us no such thrilling record of his experience as Augustin in his Confessions. He barely 
alludes to his conversion, in the preface to his Commentary on the Psalms and in his Answer to 
Sadolet. 
 
The profound sympathy of Calvin with Augustin is shown in the interesting fact that he quotes 
him far more frequently than all the Greek and Latin fathers combined, and quotes him nearly 
always with full approbation. {812} 
 
But in some respects Augustin and Calvin were widely different. Augustin wandered for nine 
years in the labyrinth of the Manichaean heresy, and found at last rest and peace in the orthodox 
Catholic Church of his day, which was far better than any philosophical school or heretical sect, 
though not much purer than in the sixteenth century. He became the chief architect of scholastic 
and mystic theology, which ruled in the Middle Ages, and he still carries more weight in the 
Roman communion than any of the ancient fathers. Calvin was brought up in the Roman Catholic 
Church, but fled from its prevailing corruptions to the citadel of the Holy Scripture, and became 
the most formidable enemy of the papacy. If Augustin had lived in the sixteenth century, he 
might, perhaps, have gone half way with the Reformers; but, judging from his high estimate of 
visible church unity and his conduct towards the schismatic Donatists, it is more probable that he 
would have become the leader of an evangelical school of Catholicism within the Roman Church. 
 
The difference between the two great teachers may be briefly stated in two sentences which are 
antagonistic on the surface, though reconcilable at bottom. Augustin says: "I would not believe 
the gospel if it were not for the Church." {813} Calvin teaches (in substance, though not in these 
words): "I would not believe the Church if it were not for the gospel." The reconciliation must be 



found in the higher principle: I believe in Christ, and therefore I believe in the gospel and the 
Church, which jointly bear witness of him. 
 
As to the doctrines of the fall, of total depravity, the slavery of 
 
the human will, the sovereignty of saving grace, the bishop of Hippo and the pastor of Geneva are 
essentially agreed; the former has the merit of priority and originality; the latter is clearer, 
stronger, more logical and rigorous, and far superior as an exegete. 
 
Their views are chiefly derived from the Epistle to the Romans as they understood it, and may be 
summed up in the following propositions: God has from eternity foreordained all things that 
should come to pass, with a view to the manifestation of his glory; he created man pure and holy, 
and with freedom of choice; Adam was tried, disobeyed, lost his freedom, and became a slave of 
sin; the whole human race fell with him, and is justly condemned in Adam to everlasting death; 
but God in his sovereign mercy elects a part of this mass of corruption to everlasting life, without 
any regard to moral merit, converts the elect by irresistible grace, justifies, sanctifies, and perfects 
them, and thus displays in them the riches of his grace; while in his inscrutable, yet just and 
adorable counsel he leaves the rest of mankind in their inherited state of condemnation, and 
reveals in the everlasting punishment of the wicked the glory of his awful justice. 
 
The Lutheran system is a compromise between Augustinianism and Semi-Pelagianism. Luther 
himself was fully agreed with Augustin on total depravity and predestination, and stated the 
doctrine of the slavery of the human will even more forcibly and paradoxically than Augustin or 
Calvin. {814} But the Lutheran Church followed him only half way. The Formula of Concord 
(1577) adopted his doctrine of total depravity in the strongest possible terms, but disclaimed the 
doctrine of reprobation; it represents the natural man as spiritually dead like "a stone" or "a 
block," and teaches a particular and unconditional election, but also a universal vocation. {815} 
 
The Augustinian system was unknown in the ante-Nicene age, and was never accepted in the 
Eastern Church. This is a strong historical argument against it. Augustin himself developed it 
only during the Pelagian controversy; while in his earlier writings he taught the freedom of the 
human will against the fatalism of the Manichaeans. {816} It triumphed in the Latin Church over 
Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism, which were mildly condemned by the Synod of Orange 
(529). But his doctrine of an absolute predestination, which is only a legitimate inference from his 
anthropological premises, was indirectly condemned by the Catholic Church in the Gottschalk 
controversy (853), and in the Jansenist controversy (1653), although the name and authority of 
the great doctor and saint were not touched. 
 
The Calvinistic system was adopted by a large portion of the Reformed Church, and has still able 
and earnest advocates. Calvin himself is now better understood, and more highly respected by 
scholars (French and German) than ever before; but his predestinarian system has been 
effectively opposed by the Arminians, the Quakers, and the Methodists, and is undergoing a 
serious revision in the Presbyterian and Calvinistic Churches of Europe and America. 
 
The Augustinian, Lutheran, and Calvinistic systems rest on the same anthropology, and must 
stand or fall together with the doctrine of the universal damnation of the whole human race on the 
sole ground of Adam’s sin, including infants and entire nations and generations which never 
heard of Adam, and which cannot possibly have been in him as self-conscious and responsible 
beings. {817} They have alike to answer the question how such a doctrine is reconcilable with the 
justice and mercy of God. They are alike dualistic and particularistic. They are constructed on the 
ruins of the fallen race, instead of the rock of the redeemed race; they destroy the foundation of 



moral responsibility by teaching the slavery of the human will; they turn the sovereignty of God 
into an arbitrary power, and his justice into partiality; they confine the saving grace of God to a 
particular class. Within that favorite and holy circle all is as bright as sunshine, but outside of it 
all is as dark as midnight. These systems have served, and still serve, a great purpose, and satisfy 
the practical wants of serious Christians who are not troubled with theological and philosophical 
problems; but they can never satisfy the vast majority of Christendom. 
 
We are, indeed, born into a world of sin and death, and we cannot have too deep a sense of the 
guilt of sin, especially our own; and, as members of the human family, we should feel the 
overwhelming weight of the sin and guilt of the whole race, as our Saviour did when he died on 
the cross. But we are also born into an economy of righteousness and life, and we cannot have too 
high a sense of God’s saving grace which passeth knowledge. As soon as we enter into the world 
we are met with the invitation, "Suffer little children to come unto me." The redemption of the 
race is as much an accomplished fact as the fall of the race, and it alone can answer the question, 
why God permitted or caused the fall. Where sin has abounded, grace has abounded not less, but 
much more. 
 
Calvinism has the advantage of logical compactness, consistency, and completeness. Admitting 
its premises, it is difficult to escape its conclusions. A system can only be overthrown by a 
system. It requires a theological genius of the order of Augustin and Calvin, who shall rise above 
the antagonism of divine sovereignty and human freedom, and shall lead us to a system built 
upon the rock of the historic Christ, and inspired from beginning to end with the love of God to 
all mankind. 
 
NOTES ON AMERICAN CALVINISM. 
 
1. Calvinism was imported and naturalized in America, by the Puritans, since 1620, and 
dominated the theology and church life of New England during the colonial period. It found its 
ablest defender in Jonathan Edwards,—the great theological metaphysician and revival 
preacher,—who may be called the American Calvin. It still controls the Orthodox Congregational 
and Baptist churches. But it has provoked Unitarianism in New England (as it did in England), 
and has undergone various modifications. It is now gradually giving way to a more liberal and 
catholic type of Calvinism. The new Congregational Creed of 1883 is thoroughly evangelical, but 
avoids all the sharp angles of Calvinism. 
 
2. The Presbyterian Calvinism is best represented by the theological systems of Charles Hodge, 
W. G. T. Shedd, and Henry B. Smith. The first is the mildest, the second the severest, the third 
the broadest, champion of modern American Calvinism; they alike illustrate the compatibility of 
logical Calvinism with a sweet and lovely Christian temper, but they dissent from Calvin’s views 
by their infralapsarianism, their belief in the salvation of all infants dying in infancy, and of the 
large number of the saved. 
 
Henry B. Smith, under the influence of modern German theology, took a step in advance, and 
marks the transition from old Calvinism to Christological divinity, but died before he could 
elaborate it. "The central idea," he says, in his posthumous System of Christian Theology (New 
York, p. 341, 4th ed., 1890), "to which all the parts of theology are to be referred, and by which 
the system is to be made a system, or to be constructed, is what we have termed the Christological 
or Mediatorial idea, viz., that God was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself. This idea is 
central, not in the sense that all the other parts of theology are logically deduced from it, but 
rather that they centre in it. The idea is that of an Incarnation in order to Redemption. This is the 
central idea of Christianity, as distinguished, or distinguishable, from all other religions, and from 



all forms of philosophy; and by this, and this alone, are we able to construct the whole system of 
the Christian faith on its proper grounds. This idea is the proper centre of unity to the whole 
Christian system, as the soul is the centre of unity to the body, as the North Pole is to all the 
magnetic needles. It is so really the centre of unity that when we analyze and grasp and apply it, 
we find that the whole of Christian theology is in it." To this remarkable passage should be added 
a note which Dr. George L. Prentiss, his most intimate friend, found among the last papers of Dr. 
Smith, which may be called his theological will and testament. "What Reformed theology has got 
to do is to christologize predestination and decrees, regeneration and sanctification, the doctrine 
of the Church, and the whole of eschatology." 
 
3. The movement for the revision of the Westminster Confession of Faith has seized, by an 
irresistible force within the last few years, the Presbyterian Churches of England, Scotland, and 
North America, and is inspired by the cardinal truth of God’s love to all mankind, {John 3:16} 
and the consequent duty of the Church to preach the gospel to every creature, in obedience to 
Christ’s command. {Mark 16:15 Matthew 28:19,20} The United Presbyterian Church (1879) and 
the Free Church (1891) of Scotland express their dissent from the Westminster Standards in an 
explanatory statement, setting forth their belief in the general love of God, in the moral 
responsibility of man, and in religious liberty,—all of which are irreconcilable with a strict 
construction of those standards. The English Presbyterian Church has adopted a new creed, 
together with a declaratory statement (1890). The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church 
in the United States ordered, in 1889, a revision of the Westminster Confession, which is now 
going on; and, at the same time, the preparation of a new, short, and popular creed that will give 
expression to the living faith of the present Church, and serve, not as a sign of division and 
promoter of sectarian strife, but as a bond of harmony with other evangelical churches, and help 
rather than hinder the ultimate reunion of Christendom. See Schaff, Creed Revision in the 
Presbyterian Churches, 1890. 
 
{812} According to the Index of the List of Authors quoted in Calvin’s Institutes, which is 
appended to Beveridge’s translation, Edinburgh, 1856, vol. III. 626-663, the number of his 
quotations from the principal fathers is as follows: 228 from Augustin; 39 from Pope Gregory I.; 
27 from Chrysostom; 23 from Bernard; 18 from Ambrose; 14 from Cyprian; 12 from Jerome; 11 
from Hilary; 7 from Tertullian. Of classical authors there are, in the Institutes, 7 quotations from 
Plato; 5 from Aristotle; 9 from Cicero; 3 from Seneca; 2 from Plutarch, etc. The Index 
theologicus in Opera, XXII. 136-143, gives 7 columns of quotations from Augustin. This does 
not include the commentaries. 
 
{813} Contra Ep. Manichaei quam vocant Fundamenti, c. 5: "Ego evangelio non crederem nisi 
me moveret ecclesiae auctoritas." This famous anti-Manichaean passage is often quoted by 
Roman Catholics against Protestants. Calvin discusses it at length in his Inst. (Bk. I. ch. VII. 3), 
and tries to deprive it of its anti-Protestant force, but he admits it in the sense that "the authority 
of the Church is an introduction to prepare us for the faith of the gospel." 
 
{814} Deuteronomy Servo Arbitrio, against Erasmus (1526). He never retracted this book, but 
declared it many years afterwards to be one of his best. He was followed by Amsdorf, Flacius, 
Wigand, and Brenz. See Church History, vol. VI. 430 sqq.; Koestlin, Luther’s Theologie, I. 773 
sqq.; Luthardt, Dogmatik, p. 120 (6th ed.), and his Lehre vom freien Willen; Harnack, 
Dogmengeschichte, III. 714 sq.; and Loofs, Leitfaden zum Studium der Dogmengeschichte, 2d ed. 
Halle, 1890, pp. 322-324, and 317-350. 
 
{815} See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 313 sqq.; and the works on the Formula Concordiae. 
 



{816} Calvin was well aware of Augustin’s change on this point. "Origen, Ambrose, and 
Jerome," he says, "believed that God dispenses his grace among men, according to his 
foreknowledge of the good use which every individual will make of it. Augustin also was once of 
the same sentiment, but when he had made a greater proficiency in scriptural knowledge, he not 
only retracted, but powerfully confuted it." Then he quotes in proof a number of passages. Inst. 
III. ch. XXII. 8. 
 
{817} Augustin based his view of a quasi pre-existence of all men in the loins of Adam on a false 
exegesis of Romans 5:12, en w, by following the Vulgate rendering in quo (in whom), and 
referring it back to Adam; while it has the meaning because (epi toutw oti equals dioti), or on 
condition that (epi toutw wste, ea ratione ut, inasmuch as). It is neuter, not masculine. On the 
exegesis of that famous passage, and the doctrinal discussions on it, see my extensive notes in 
Lange’s Comm. on Romans, pp. 172 sqq.  



113. Predestination. 
 
1. Inst. bk. III. chs. XXI.-XXIV. Articuli de Praedestinatione, first published from an autograph 
of Calvin by the Strassburg editors, in Opera, IX. 713. The Consensus Genevensis (1552), Opera, 
VIII. 249-366. Calvin’s polemical writings against Pighius (1543), vol. VI. 224-404; Bolsec 
(1551), vol. VIII. 85-140; and Castellio (15, 57-58), vol. IX. 253-318. He treats the subject also in 
several of his sermons, e.g. on First and Second Timothy. 
 
2. Alex. Schweizer: Die Protestantischen Centraldogmen (Zuerich, 1854), vol. I. 150-179.—
Staehelin, I. 271 sqq.—Dorner: Geschichte der protest. Theol., 386-395.—Philip Schaff: Creeds 
of Christendom, I. 451-455. 
 
Luther and Calvin. 
 
The dogma of a double predestination is the cornerstone of the Calvinistic system, and demands 
special consideration. 
 
Calvin made the eternal election of God, Luther made the temporal justification by faith, the 
article of the standing or falling Church, and the source of strength and peace in the battle of life. 
They agreed in teaching salvation by free grace, and personal assurance of salvation by a living 
faith in Christ and his gospel. But the former went back to the ultimate root in a pre-mundane 
unchangeable decree of God; the latter looked at the practical effect of saving grace upon the 
individual conscience. Both gave undue prominence to their favorite dogma, in opposition to 
Romanism, which weakened the power of divine grace, magnified human merit, and denied the 
personal certainty of salvation. They wished to destroy all basis for human pride and boasting, to 
pluck up Phariseeism by the root, and to lay a firm foundation for humility, gratitude, and 
comfort. This was a great progress over the mediaeval soteriology. 
 
But there is a higher position, which modern evangelical theology has reached. The 
predestinarian scheme of Calvin and the solifidian scheme of Luther must give way or be 
subordinated to the Christocentric scheme. We must go back to Peter’s confession, which has 
only one article, but it is the most important article, and the oldest in Christendom. The central 
place in the Christian system belongs to the divine-human person and work of Christ: this is the 
immovable rock of the Church, against which the gates of Hades shall never prevail, and on 
which the creeds of Christendom will have to unite (Matthew 16:16-18; comp. 1 Corinthians 2:2 
3:11 Romans 4:25 1 John 4:2,3). The Apostles’ Creed and the Nicene Creed are Christocentric 
and Trinitarian. 
 
The Reformers All Predestinarians. 
 
All the Reformers of the sixteenth century, following the lead of Augustin and of the Apostle 
Paul,—as they understood him,—adopted, under a controlling sense of human depravity and 
saving grace, and in antagonism to self-righteous legalism, the doctrine of a double predestination 
which decides the eternal destiny of all men. {818} Nor does it seem possible, logically, to evade 
this conclusion if we admit the two premises of Roman Catholic and Evangelical orthodoxy—
namely, the wholesale condemnation of all men in Adam, and the limitation of saving grace to the 
present life. All orthodox Confessions reject Universalism, and teach that some men are saved, 
and some are lost, and that there is no possibility of salvation beyond the grave. The 
predestinarians maintain that this double result is the outcome of a double decree, that history 



must harmonize with the divine will and cannot defeat it. They reason from the effect to the 
cause, from the end to the beginning. 
 
Yet there were some characteristic differences in the views of the leading Reformers on this 
subject. Luther, like Augustin, started from total moral inability or the servum arbitrium; Zwingli, 
from the idea of an all-ruling providentia; Calvin, from the eternal decretum absolutum. 
 
The Augustinian and Lutheran predestinarianism is moderated by the churchly and sacramental 
principle of baptismal regeneration. The Calvinistic predestinarianism confines the sacramental 
efficacy to the elect, and turns the baptism of the non-elect into an empty form; but, on the other 
hand, it opens a door for an extension of electing grace beyond the limits of the visible Church. 
Zwingli’s position was peculiar: on the one hand, he went so far in his supralapsarianism as to 
make God the sinless author of sin (as the magistrate in inflicting capital punishment, or the 
soldier in the battle, are innocently guilty of murder); but, on the other hand, he undermined the 
very foundation of the Augustinian system—namely, the wholesale condemnation of the race for 
the single transgression of one; he admitted hereditary sin, but denied hereditary guilt; and he 
included all infants and pious heathen in the kingdom of heaven. Such a view was then 
universally abhorred, as dangerous and heretical. {819} 
 
Melanchthon, on further study and reflection, retreated in the Semi-Pelagian direction, and 
prepared the way for Arminianism, which arose, independently, in the heart of Calvinism at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century. He abandoned his earlier view, which he characterized as 
Stoic fatalism, and proposed the Synergistic scheme, which is a compromise between 
Augustinianism and Semi-Pelagianism, and makes the human will co-operate with preceding 
divine grace, but disowns human merit. {820} 
 
The Formula of Concord (1577) rejected both Calvinism and Synergism, yet taught, by a logical 
inconsistency, total disability and unconditional election, as well as universal vocation. 
 
Calvin’s Theory. 
 
Calvin elaborated the doctrine of predestination with greater care and precision than his 
predecessors, and avoided their "paradoxes," as he called some extravagant and unguarded 
expressions of Luther and Zwingli. On the other hand, he laid greater emphasis on the dogma 
itself, and assigned it a higher position in his theological system. He was, by his Stoic temper and 
as an admirer of Seneca, predisposed to predestinarianism, and found it in the teaching of Paul, 
his favorite apostle. But his chief interest in the doctrine was religious rather than metaphysical. 
He found in it the strongest support for his faith. He combined with it the certainty of salvation, 
which is the privilege and comfort of every believer. In this important feature he differed from 
Augustin, who taught the Catholic view of the subjective uncertainty of salvation. {821} Calvin 
made the certainty, Augustin the uncertainty, a stimulus to zeal and holiness. 
 
Calvin was fully aware of the unpopularity of the doctrine. "Many," he says, "consider nothing 
more unreasonable than that some of the common mass of mankind should be foreordained to 
salvation, and others to destruction When the human mind hears these things, its petulance breaks 
all restraint, and it discovers a serious and violent agitation as if alarmed by the sound of a martial 
trumpet." But he thought it impossible to "come to a clear conviction of our salvation, till we are 
acquainted with God’s eternal election, which illustrates his grace by this comparison, that he 
adopts not all promiscuously to the hope of salvation, but gives to some what he refuses to 
others." It is, therefore, not from the general love of God to all mankind, but from his particular 
favor to the elect that they, and they alone, are to derive their assurance of salvation and their only 



solid comfort. The reason of this preference can only be found in the inscrutable will of God, 
which is the supreme law of the universe. As to others, we must charitably assume that they are 
among the elect; for there is no certain sign of reprobation except perseverance in impenitence 
until death. 
 
Predestination, according to Calvin, is the eternal and unchangeable decree of God by which he 
foreordained, for his own glory and the display of his attributes of mercy and justice, a part of the 
human race, without any merit of their own, to eternal salvation, and another part, in just 
punishment of their sin, to eternal damnation. "Predestination," he says, "we call the eternal 
decree of God, by which he has determined in himself the destiny of every man. For they are not 
all created in the same condition, but eternal life is foreordained for some, and eternal damnation 
for others. Every man, therefore, being created for one or the other of these ends, we say, he is 
predestinated either to life or to death." {822} 
 
This applies not only to individuals, but to whole nations. God has chosen the people of Israel as 
his own inheritance, and rejected the heathen; he has loved Jacob with his posterity, and hated 
Esau with his posterity. "The counsel of God, as far as concerns the elect, is founded on his 
gratuitous mercy, totally irrespective of human merit; but to those whom he devotes to 
condemnation the gate of life is closed by a just and irreprehensible, though incomprehensible 
judgment." {823} God’s will is the supreme rule of justice, {824} so that "what he wills must be 
considered just for the very reason that he wills it. When you ask, therefore, why the Lord did so, 
the answer must be, Because he would. But if you go further and ask why he so determined, you 
are in search of something higher and greater than the will of God, which can never be found. Let 
human temerity, therefore, desist from seeking that which is not, lest it should fail of finding that 
which is. This will be a sufficient restraint to any one disposed to reason with reverence 
concerning the secrets of his God." {825} Calvin infers from the passage, "God hath mercy on 
whom he will have mercy, and whom he will, he hardeneth ,"{Romans 9:13} that Paul attributes 
both equally "to the mere will of God. If, therefore, we can assign no reason why God grants 
mercy to his people but because such is his pleasure, neither shall we find any other cause but his 
will for the reprobation of others. For when God is said to harden or show mercy to whom he 
pleases, men are taught by this declaration to seek no cause behind his will." {826} 
 
Predestination, therefore, implies a twofold decree—a decree of election unto holiness and 
salvation, and a decree of reprobation unto death on account of sin and guilt. Calvin deems them 
inseparable. "Many indeed," he says, "as if they wished to avert odium from God, admit election 
in such a way as to deny that any one is reprobated. But this is puerile and absurd, because 
election itself could not exist without being opposed to reprobation ƒ€¦. Whom God passes by, he 
reprobates (Quos Deus praeterit, reprobat), and from no other cause than his determination to 
exclude them from the inheritance which he predestines for his children." {827} 
 
God bestows upon the reprobate all the common mercies of daily life as freely as upon the elect, 
but he withholds from them his saving mercy. The gospel also is offered to them, but it will only 
increase their responsibility and enhance their damnation, like the preaching of Christ to the 
unbelieving Jews. {Isaiah 6:9,10 Matthew 13:13-15} But how shall we reconcile this with the 
sincerity of such an offer? 
 
Infralapsarianism and Supralapsarianism. 
 
Within the Calvinistic system there arose two schools in Holland during the Arminian 
controversy, the Infralapsarians (also called Sublapsarians) and the Supralapsarians, who held 
different views on the order of the divine decrees and their relation to the fall (lapsus). The 



Infralapsarians adjust, as it were, the eternal counsel of God to the temporal fall of man, and 
assume that God decreed, first to create man in holiness; then to permit him to fall by the self-
determination of his free will; next, to save a definite number out of the guilty mass; and last, to 
leave the rest in sin, and to ordain them to eternal punishment. {828} The Supralapsarians reverse 
the order, so that the decree of election and reprobation precedes the decree of creation; they 
make uncreated and unfallen man (that is, a non-ens) the object of God’s double decree. The 
Infralapsarians, moreover, distinguish between an efficient or active and a permissive or passive 
decree of God, and exclude the fall of Adam from the efficient decree; in other words, they 
maintain that God is not in any sense the author of the fall, but that he simply allowed it to come 
to pass for higher ends. He did not cause it, but neither did he prevent it. The Supralapsarians, 
more logically, include the fall itself in the efficient and positive decree; yet they deny as fully as 
the Infralapsarians, though less logically, that God is the author of sin. The Infralapsarians 
attribute to Adam before the fall the gift of free choice, which was lost by the fall; some 
Supralapsarians deny it. The doctrine of probation (except in the one case of Adam) has no place 
in the Calvinistic system, and is essentially Arminian. It is entirely inapplicable to infants dying 
in infancy. The difference between the two schools is practically worthless, and only exposes the 
folly of man’s daring to search the secrets of God’s eternal counsel. They proceed on a pure 
metaphysical abstraction, for in the eternal God there is no succession of time, no before nor 
after. {829} 
 
Calvin was claimed by both schools. He must be classed rather with the Supralapsarians, like 
Beza, Gomarus, Twysse, and Emmons. He saw the inconsistency of exempting from the divine 
foreordination the most important event in history, which involved the whole race in ruin. "It is 
not absurd," he says, "to assert that God not only foresaw, but also foreordained the fall of Adam 
and the ruin of his posterity." He expressly rejects the distinction between permission (permissio) 
and volition (voluntas) in God, who cannot permit what he does not will. "What reason," he asks, 
"shall we assign for God’s permitting the destruction of the impious, but because it is his will? It 
is not probable that man procured his own destruction by the mere permission, and without any 
appointment of God. As though God had not determined what he would choose to be the 
condition of the chief of his creatures. I shall not hesitate, therefore, to confess with Augustin, 
‘that the will of God is the necessity of things, and what he has willed will necessarily come to 
pass; as those things are really about to happen which he has foreseen." {830} 
 
But while his inexorable logic pointed to this abyss, his moral and religious sense shrunk from the 
last logical inference of making God the author of sin; for this would be blasphemous, and 
involve the absurdity that God abhors and justly punishes what he himself decreed. He attributes 
to Adam the freedom of choice, by which he might have obtained eternal life, but he wilfully 
disobeyed. {831} Hence his significant phrase: "Man falls, God’s providence so ordaining it; yet 
he falls by his own guilt." {832} Here we have supralapsarian logic combined with ethical logic. 
He adds, however, that we do not know the reason why Providence so ordained it, and that it is 
better for us to contemplate the guilt of man than to search after the bidden predestination of God. 
"There is," he says, "a learned ignorance of things which it is neither permitted nor lawful to 
know, and avidity of knowledge is a species of madness." 
 
Here is, notwithstanding this wholesome caution, the crucial point where the rigorous logic of 
Calvin and Augustin breaks down, or where the moral logic triumphs over intellectual logic. To 
admit that God is the author of sin would destroy his holiness, and overthrow the foundation of 
morality and religion. This would not be Calvinism, but fatalism and pantheism. The most 
rigorous predestinarian is driven to the alternative of choosing between logic and morality. 
Augustin and Calvin could not hesitate for a moment. Again and again, Calvin calls it blasphemy 



to make God the author of sin, and he abhorred sin as much as any man ever did. It is an 
established fact that the severest Calvinists have always been the strictest moralists. {833} 
 
Infant Salvation and Damnation. 
 
Are infants dying in infancy included in the decree of reprobation? This is another crucial point in 
the Augustinian system, and the rock on which it splits. 
 
St. Augustin expressly assigns all unbaptized children dying in infancy to eternal damnation, 
because of original sin inherited from Adam’s transgression. It is true, he mitigates their 
punishment and reduces it to a negative state of privation of bliss, as distinct from positive 
suffering. {834} This does credit to his heart, but does not relieve the matter; for "damnatio," 
though "levissima" and "mitissima," is still damnatio. 
 
The scholastic divines made a distinction between poena damni, which involves no active 
suffering, and poena sensus, and assigned to infants dying unbaptized the former but not the 
latter. They invented the fiction of a special department for infants in the future world, namely, 
the Limbus Infantum, on the border region of hell at some distance from fire and brimstone. Dante 
describes their condition as one of "sorrow without torment." {835} Roman divines usually 
describe their condition as a deprivation of the vision of God. The Roman Church maintains the 
necessity of baptism for salvation, but admits the baptism of blood (martyrdom) and the baptism 
of intention, as equivalent to actual baptism. These exceptions, however, are not applicable to 
infants, unless the vicarious desire of Christian parents be accepted as sufficient. 
 
Calvin offers an escape from the horrible dogma of infant damnation by denying the necessity of 
water baptism for salvation, and by making salvation dependent on sovereign election alone, 
which may work regeneration without baptism, as in the case of the Old Testament saints and the 
thief on the cross. We are made children of God by faith and not by baptism, which only 
recognizes the fact. Calvin makes sure the salvation of all elect children, whether baptized or not. 
This is a great gain. In order to extend election beyond the limits of the visible means of grace, he 
departed from the patristic and scholastic interpretation of John 3:5, that "water" means the 
sacrament of baptism, as a necessary condition of entrance into the kingdom of God. He thinks 
that a reference to Christian baptism before it was instituted would have been untimely and 
unintelligible to Nicodemus. He, therefore, connects water and Spirit into one idea of purification 
and regeneration by the Spirit. {836} 
 
Whatever be the meaning of "water," Christ cannot here refer to infants, nor to such adults as are 
beyond the reach of the baptismal ordinance. He said of children, as a class, without any 
reference to baptism or circumcision: "Of such is the kingdom of God." A word of unspeakable 
comfort to bereaved parents. And to make it still stronger, he said: "It is not the will of your 
Father, who is in heaven, that one of these little ones should perish". {Matthew 18:14} These 
declarations of our Saviour, which must decide the whole question, seem to justify the inference 
that all children who die before having committed any actual transgression, are included in the 
decree of election. They are born into an economy of salvation, and their early death may be 
considered as a sign of gracious election. 
 
But Calvin did not go so far. On the contrary, he intimates very clearly that there are reprobate or 
non-elect children as well as reprobate adults. He says that "some infants," having been 
previously regenerated by the Holy Spirit, "are certainly saved," but he nowhere says that all 
infants are saved. {837} In his comments on Romans 5:17, he confines salvation to the infants of 
pious (elect) parents, but leaves the fate of the rest more than doubtful. {838} Arguing with 



Catholic advocates of free-will, who yet admitted the damnation of unbaptized infants, he asks 
them to explain in any other way but by the mysterious will of God, the terrible fact "that the fall 
of Adam, independent of any remedy, should involve so many nations with their infant children 
in eternal death. Their tongues so loquacious on every other point must here be struck dumb." 
{839} 
 
And in this connection he adds the significant words: "It is an awful (horrible) decree, I confess, 
but no one can deny that God foreknew the future, final fate of man before he created him, and 
that he did foreknow it, because it was appointed by his own decree." {840} 
 
Our best feelings, which God himself has planted in our hearts, instinctively revolt against the 
thought that a God of infinite love and justice should create millions of immortal beings in his 
own image—probably more than half of the human race—in order to hurry them from the womb 
to the tomb, and from the tomb to everlasting doom! And this not for any actual sin of their own, 
but simply for the transgression of Adam of which they never heard, and which God himself not 
only permitted, but somehow foreordained. This, if true, would indeed be a "decretum horribile." 
 
Calvin, by using this expression, virtually condemned his own doctrine. The expression so often 
repeated against him, does great credit to his head and heart, and this has not been sufficiently 
appreciated in the estimate of his character. He ventured thus to utter his humane sentiments far 
more strongly than St. Augustin dared to do. If he, nevertheless, accepted this horrible decree, he 
sacrificed his reason and heart to the, rigid laws of logic and to the letter of the Scripture as he 
understood it. We must honor him for his obedience, but as he claimed no infallibility, as an 
interpreter, we must be allowed to challenge his interpretation. 
 
Zwingli, as already remarked, was the first and the only Reformer who entertained and dared to 
express the charitable hope and belief in universal infant salvation by the atonement of Christ, 
who died for all. The Anabaptists held the same view, but they were persecuted as heretics by 
Protestants and Catholics alike, and were condemned in the ninth article of the Augsburg 
Confession. {841} The Second Scotch Confession of 1590 was the first and the only Protestant 
Confession of the Reformation period which uttered a testimony of abhorrence and detestation of 
the cruel popish doctrine of infant damnation. {842} 
 
But gradually the doctrine of universal infant salvation gained ground among Arminians, 
Quakers, Baptists, Wesleyans, Presbyterians, and is now adopted by almost all Protestant divines, 
especially by Calvinists, who are not hampered by the theory of baptismal regeneration. {843} 
 
Zwingli, as we have previously shown, was equally in advance of his age in regard to the 
salvation of pious heathens, who die in a state of readiness for the reception of the gospel; and 
this view has likewise penetrated the modern Protestant consciousness. {844} 
 
Defence of the Doctrine of Predestination. 
 
Calvin defended the doctrine of predestination in his Institutes, and his polemical writings against 
Pighius, Bolsec, and Castellio, with consummate skill against all objections, and may be said to 
have exhausted the subject on his side of the question. His arguments were chiefly drawn from 
the Scriptures, especially the ninth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans; but he unduly stretched 
passages which refer to the historical destiny of individuals and nations in this world, into 
declarations of their eternal fate in the other world; and he undervalued the proper force of 
opposite passages (such as Ezekiel 33:11 18:23,32 John 1:29 3:16 1 John 2:2 4:14 1 Timothy 2:4 



2 Peter 3:9) by a distinction between the secret and revealed will of God (voluntas arcani and 
voluntas beneplaciti), which carries an intolerable dualism and contradiction into the divine will. 
 
He closes the whole discussion with this sentence: "Now while many arguments are advanced on 
both sides, let our conclusion be to stand astonished with Paul at so great a mystery; and amidst 
the clamor of petulant tongues let us not be ashamed to exclaim with him, ‘O man, who art thou 
that repliest against God?’ For, as Augustin justly contends, it is acting a most perverse part to set 
up the measure of human justice as the standard by which to measure the justice of God." 
 
Very true; but how can we judge of God’s justice at all without our own sense of justice, which 
comes from God? And how can that be justice in God which is injustice in man, and which God 
himself condemns as injustice? A fundamental element in justice is impartiality and equity. 
 
Practical Effect. 
 
The motive and aim of this doctrine was not speculative but practical. It served as a bulwark of 
free grace, an antidote to Pelagianism and human pride, a stimulus to humility and gratitude, a 
source of comfort and peace in trial and despondency. The charge of favoring license and carnal 
security was always indignantly repelled as a slander by the Pauline "God forbid!" and refuted in 
practice. He who believes in Christ as his Lord and Saviour may have a reasonable assurance of 
being among the elect, and this faith will constrain him to follow Christ and to persevere to the 
end lest he be cast away. Those who believe in the perseverance of saints are likely to practice it. 
Present unbelief is no sure sign of reprobation as long as the way is open for repentance and 
conversion. 
 
Calvin sets the absolute sovereignty of God and the infallibility of the Bible over against the 
pretended sovereignty and infallibility of the pope. Fearing God, he was fearless of man. The 
sense of God’s sovereignty fortified his followers against the tyranny of temporal sovereigns, and 
made them champions and promoters of civil and political liberty in France, Holland, England, 
and Scotland. 
 
Confessional Approval. 
 
The doctrine of predestination received the official sanction of the pastors of Geneva, who signed 
the Consensus Genevensis prepared by Calvin (1552). {845} It was incorporated, in its milder, 
infralapsarian form, in the French Confession (1559), the Belgic Confession (1561), and the 
Scotch Confession (1560). It was more logically formulated in the Lambeth Articles (1595), the 
Irish Articles (1615), the Canons of Dort (1619), the Westminster Confession and Larger 
Catechism (1647), and the Helvetic Consensus Formula (1675). On the other hand, the First 
Helvetic Confession (1536), the Heidelberg Catechism (1563), the Second Helvetic Confession 
(1566), and the Anglican Articles (1571, Art. XVII.) indorse merely the positive part of the free 
election of believers, and are wisely silent concerning the decree of reprobation and preterition; 
leaving this to theological science and private opinion. {846} It is noteworthy that Calvin himself 
emitted the doctrine of predestination in his own catechism. Some minor Reformed Confessions, 
as that of Brandenburg, expressly declare that God sincerely wishes the salvation of all men, and 
is not the author of sin and damnation. 
 
NOTES. 
 
AUTHORITATIVE STATEMENTS OF THE CALVINISTIC DOCTRINE OF A DOUBLE 
PREDESTINATION. 



 
I. Calvin’s Articuli de Praedestinatione. 
 
Calvin gave a condensed statement of his system in the following articles, which were first 
published by the Strassburg editors, in 1870, from his autograph in the University library of 
Geneva: — 
 
[Exodus autographo Calvini Bibl. Genev., Cod. 145, fol. 100.] 
 
"Ante creatum primum hominem statuerat Deus aeterno consilio quid de toto genere humano 
fieri vellet." 
 
"Hoc arcano Dei consilio factum est ut Adam ab integro naturae suae statu deficeret ac sua 
defectione traheret omnes suos posteros in reatum aeternae mortis." 
 
"Ab hoc eodem decreto pendet discrimen inter electos et reprobos: quia alios sibi adoptavit in 
salutem, alios aeterno exitio destinavit." 
 
"Tametsi justae Dei vindictae vasa sunt reprobi, rursum electi vasa misericordiae, causa tamen 
discriminis non alia in Deo quaerenda est quam mera eius voluntas, quae summa est justitiae 
regula." 
 
"Tametsi electi fide percipiunt adoptionis gratiam, non tamen pendet electio a fide, sed tempore 
et ordine prior est." 
 
"Sicut initium et perseverantia fidei a gratuita Dei electione fluit, ita non alii vere illuminantur in 
fidem, nec alii spiritu regenerationis donantur, nisi quos Deus elegit: reprobos vero vel in sua 
caecitate manere necesse est, vel excidere a parte fidei, si qua in illis fuerit." 
 
"Tametsi in Christo eligimur, ordine tamen illud prius est ut nos Dominus in suis censeat, quam 
ut faciat Christi membra." 
 
"Tametsi Dei voluntas summa et prima est rerum omnium causa, et Deus diabolum et impios 
omnes suo arbitrio subiectos habet, Deus tamen neque peccati causa vocari potest, neque mali 
autor, neque ulli culpae obnoxius est." 
 
"Tametsi Deus peccato vere infensus est et damnat quidquid est iniustitiae in hominibus, quia illi 
displicet, non tamen nuda eius permissione tantum, sed nutu quoque et arcano decreto 
gubernantur omnia hominum facta." 
 
"Tametsi diabolus et reprobi Dei ministri sunt et organa, et arcana eius judicia exsequuntur, 
Deus tamen incomprehensibili modo sic in illis et per illos operatur ut nihil ex eorum vitio labis 
contrahat, quia illorum malitia iuste recteque utitur in bonum finem, licet modus saepe nobis sit 
absconditus." 
 
"Inscite vel calumniose faciunt qui Deum fieri dicunt autorem peccati, si omnia eo volente et 
ordinante fiant: quia inter manifestam hominum pravitatem et arcana Dei iudicia non 
distinguunt." 
 
II. The Lambeth Articles. 
 



In full agreement with Calvin are the Lambeth Articles, 1595. They were intended to be an 
obligatory appendix to the Thirty-nine Articles which, in Art. XVII., present only the positive 
side of the doctrine of predestination, and ignore reprobation. They were prepared by Dr. 
Whitaker, Professor of Divinity in Cambridge, and approved by, Dr. Whitgift, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, Dr. Hutton, Archbishop of York, and a number of prelates convened at Lambeth 
Palace, London; also by Hooker (with a slight modification; see Hooker’s Works, ed. by Keble, 
II. 752 sq.). But they were not sanctioned by Queen Elizabeth, who was displeased that a 
Lambeth Synod was called without her authority, nor by James I., and gradually lost their power 
during the Arminian reaction under the Stuarts. They are as follows: — 
 
1. God from eternity hath predestinated certain men unto life; certain men he hath reprobated. 
 
2. The moving or efficient cause of predestination unto life is not the foresight of faith, or of 
perseverance, or of good works, or of anything that is in the person predestinated, but only the 
good will and pleasure of God. 
 
3. There is predetermined a certain number of the predestinate, which can neither be augmented 
nor diminished. 
 
4. Those who are not predestinated to salvation shall be necessarily damned for their sins. 
 
5. A true, living, and justifying faith, and the Spirit of God justifying [sanctifying] is not 
extinguished, falleth not away; it vanisheth not away in the elect, either finally or totally. 
 
6. A man truly faithful, that is, such a one who is endued with a justifying faith, is certain, with 
the full assurance of faith, of the remission of his sins and of his everlasting salvation by Christ. 
 
7. Saving grace is not given, is not granted, is not communicated to all men, by which they may 
be saved if they will. 
 
8. No man can come unto Christ unless it shall be given unto him, and unless the Father shall 
draw him; and all men are not drawn by the Father that they may come to the Son. 
 
9. It is not in the will or power of every one to be saved. 
 
The Lambeth Articles were accepted by the Convocation at Dublin, 1615, and engrafted on the 
Irish Articles of Religion, which were probably composed by the learned Archbishop Ussher (at 
that time Professor of Divinity in Trinity College, Dublin), and form the connecting link between 
the Thirty-Nine Articles and the Westminster Confession. Some of the strongest statements of the 
Irish Articles passed literally (without any acknowledgment) into the Westminster Confession. 
The Irish Articles are printed in Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, III. 526-544. 
 
III. The Westminster Confession. 
 
Chap. III. Of God’s Eternal Decree. 
 
The Westminster Confession of Faith, prepared by the Westminster Assembly in 1647, adopted 
by the Long Parliament, by the Kirk of Scotland, and the Presbyterian Churches of America, 
gives the clearest and strongest symbolic statement of this doctrine. It assigns to it more space 
than to the holy Trinity, or the Person of Christ, or the atonement. 
 



1. God from all eternity did, by the most wise and holy counsel of his own will, freely and 
unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass; yet so as thereby neither is God the author of sin, 
nor is violence offered to the will of the creatures, nor is the liberty or contingency of second 
causes taken away, but rather established. 
 
2. Although God knows whatsoever may or can come to pass upon all supposed conditions, yet 
hath he not decreed anything because he foresaw it as future, or as that which would come to pass 
upon such conditions. 
 
3. By the decree of God, for the manifestation of his glory, some men and angels are 
predestinated unto everlasting life, and others foreordained to everlasting death. 
 
4. These angels and men, thus predestinated and foreordained, are particularly and unchangeably 
designed; and their number is so certain and definite that it cannot be either increased or 
diminished. 
 
5. Those of mankind that are predestinated unto life, God, before the foundation of the world was 
laid, according to his eternal and immutable purpose, and the secret counsel and good pleasure of 
his will, hath chosen in Christ, unto everlasting glory, out of his mere free grace and love, without 
any foresight of faith or good works, or perseverance in either of them, or any other thing in the 
creature, as conditions, or causes moving him thereunto; and all to the praise of his glorious 
grace. 
 
6. As God hath appointed the elect unto glory, so hath he, by the eternal and most free purpose of 
his will, foreordained all the means thereunto. Wherefore they who are elected, being fallen in 
Adam, are redeemed by Christ, are effectually called unto faith in Christ by his Spirit working in 
due season; are justified, adopted, sanctified, and kept by his power through faith unto salvation. 
Neither are any other redeemed by Christ, effectually called, justified, adopted, sanctified, and 
saved, but the elect only. 
 
7. The rest of mankind God was pleased, according to the unsearchable counsel of his own will, 
whereby he extendeth or withholdeth mercy as he pleaseth, for the glory of his sovereign power 
over his creatures, to pass by, and to ordain them to dishonor and wrath for their sin, to the praise 
of his glorious justice. 
 
8. The doctrine of this high mystery of predestination is to be handled with special prudence and 
care, that men attending the will of God revealed in his Word, and yielding obedience thereunto, 
may, from the certainty of their effectual vocation, be assured of their eternal election. So shall 
this doctrine afford matter of praise, reverence, and admiration of God; and of humility, diligence, 
and abundant consolation to all that sincerely obey the gospel. 
 
IV. Methodism And Calvinism. 
 
The severest condemnation of the Westminster Calvinism came from John Wesley, the most 
apostolic man that the Anglo-Saxon race has produced. He adopted the Arminian creed and made 
it a converting agency; he magnified the free grace of God, like the Calvinists, but extended it to 
all men. In a sermon on Free Grace, preached at Bristol (Sermons, vol. I. 482 sqq.), he charges 
the doctrine of predestination with "making vain all preaching, and tending to destroy holiness, 
the comfort of religion and zeal for good works, yea, the whole Christian revelation by involving 
it in fatal contradictions." He goes so far as to call it "a doctrine full of blasphemy," because "it 
represents our blessed Lord as a hypocrite, a deceiver of the people, a man void of common 



sincerity, as mocking his helpless creatures by offering what he never intends to give, by saying 
one thing and meaning another." It destroys "all the attributes of God, his justice, mercy, and 
truth, yea, it represents the most holy God as worse than the devil, as both more false, more cruel, 
and more unjust." This is as hard and unjust as anything that Pighius, Bolsec, Castellio, and 
Servetus said against Calvin. And yet Wesley cooperated for some time with George Whitefield, 
the great Calvinistic revival preacher, and delivered his funeral sermon in Tottenham-Court-
Road, Nov. 18, 1770, on the text, Numbers 23:10, in which he spoke in the highest terms of 
Whitefield’s personal piety and great usefulness (Sermons, I. 470-480). "Have we read or heard," 
he asked, "of any person since the apostles, who testified the gospel of the grace of God through 
so widely extended a space, through so large a part of the habitable world? Have we read or heard 
of any person, who called so many thousands, so many myriads of sinners to repentance? Above 
all, have we read or heard of any, who has been a blessed instrument in his hand of bringing so 
many sinners from ‘darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God?’" This is a striking 
illustration how widely great and good men may differ in theology, and yet how nearly they may 
agree in religion. 
 
Charles Wesley fully sided with the Arminianism of his brother John, and abused his poetic gift 
by writing poor doggerel against Calvinism. {847} He had a bitter controversy on the subject with 
Toplady, who was a devout Calvinist. But their theological controversy is dead and buried, while 
their devotional hymns still live, and Calvinists and Methodists heartily join in singing Wesley’s 
"Jesus, Lover of my Soul," and Toplady’s "Rock of Ages, cleft for me." 
 
V. Modern Calvinism. 
 
Modern Calvinism retains the doctrine of an all-ruling providence and saving grace, but denies 
reprobation and preterition, or leaves them to the sphere of metaphysical theology. It lays also 
great stress on the moral responsibility of the human will, and on the duty of offering the gospel 
sincerely to every creature, in accordance with the modern missionary spirit. This, at least, is the 
prevailing and growing tendency among Presbyterian Churches in Europe and America, as 
appears from the recent agitation on the revision of the Westminster Confession. The new creed 
of the Presbyterian Church of England, which was adopted in 1890, avoids all the objectionable 
features of old Calvinism, and substitutes for the eight sections of the third chapter of the 
Westminster Confession the following two articles, which contain all that is necessary in a public 
confession: — 
 
ART. IV. Of Providence. 
 
"We believe that God the Creator upholds all things by the word of his power, preserving and 
providing for all his creatures, according to the laws of their being; and that he, through the 
presence and energy of his Spirit in nature and history, disposes and governs all events for his 
own high design; yet is he not in any wise the author or approver of sin, neither are the freedom 
and responsibility of man taken away, nor have any bounds been set to the sovereign liberty of 
him who worketh when and where and how he pleaseth." 
 
ART. XII. Of Election and Regeneration. 
 
"We humbly own and believe that God the Father, before the foundation of the world, was 
pleased of his sovereign grace to choose unto himself in Christ a people, whom he gave to the 
Son, and to whom the Holy Spirit imparts spiritual life by a secret and wonderful operation of his 
power, using as his ordinary means, where years of understanding have been reached, the truths 



of his Word in ways agreeable to the nature of man; so that, being born from above, they are the 
children of God, created in Christ Jesus unto good works." 
 
{818} The essential agreement of the Reformers on the doctrine of free-will and predestination 
has been proven by scholars of different schools, as Jul. Mueller (Lutheri doctrina de 
praedestinatione et libero arbitrio, and in his Dogmatische Abhandlungen, pp. 169-179), 
Hundeshagen (Conflicte des Zwinglianismus, Lutherthums, und Calvinismus in der Bernischen 
Landeskirche von 1532-1558), Baur (Der Gegensatz des Katholicismus und Protestantismus, and 
in his Dogmengeschichte), Schweizer (Centraldogmen), Gieseler, Hagenbach, Dorner, Luthardt, 
Loofs, and others. 
 
{819} Calvin expressed to Bullinger, in a confidential letter, January, 1552, his dissatisfaction 
with the paradoxical expressions of Zwingli’s tract Deuteronomy Providentia. "Zwinglii libellus," 
he writes, "ut familiariter inter nos loquamur, tam duris paradoxis refertus est, ut longissime ab 
ea quam adhibui moderatione distet." Bullinger, however, never contradicted the liberal 
sentiments of his teacher and friend, and believed in extraordinary modes of salvation, "sine 
externo ministerio, quo et quando velit (Deus)., et quod ejus potentiae est." Second Helv. Conf. I. 
7. 
 
{820} For a fuller exposition of Melanchthon’s Synergism see Herrlinger’s monograph; Frank, 
Theologie der Concordienformel; Dorner, Geschichte der Protest. Theologie, pp. 361-374, and 
his System der christl. Glaubenslehre, II. 706 sq. and 716 sq.; Schweizer, Centraldogmen, I. 380 
sqq.; Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 262 sq.; Loofs, Dogmengeschichte, pp. 403 sq. (2d ed.). 
 
{821} Deuteronomy Dono Persev., ch. XXXIII. 
 
{822} "Praedestinationem vocamus aeternum Dei decretum, quo apud se constitutum habuit, 
quid de unoquoque homine fieri vellet. Non enim pari conditione creantur omnes; sed aliis vita 
aeterna, aliis damnatio aeterna praeordinatur. Itaque, prout in alterutrum finem quisque 
conditus est, ita vel ad vitam, vel ad mortem praedestinatum dicimus." Inst. III. ch. XXI. 5 
(Opera, vol. II. pp. 682, 683). 
 
{823} Ibid. III. ch. XXI. 7. 
 
{824} "Summa justitiae regula est Dei voluntas." 
 
{825} Inst. III. ch. XXII. 1. 
 
{826} Ibid. III. ch. XXII. II. Calvin’s definition of divine justice is contrary to the general 
conception of human justice, which must be a reflection of divine justice. 
 
{827} Ibid. III. ch. XXIII. 1. The scholastic Calvinists distinguished in reprobation a negative 
element, namely, praeteritio or indebitae gratiae negatio, and a positive element of 
predamnation, praedamnatio or debitae poenae destinatio. See the definitions of Wolleb, 
Keckermann, Heidegger, etc., in Heppe’s Dogmatik der evang. reform. Kirche (1861), p. 132. 
The Westminster Confession (ch. III. 7) uses the term "passing by," which is equivalent to 
preterition or omission; the Gallican Conf. (ch. XII.) and the Belgic Conf. (ch. XVI.) use the 
milder term laisser, relinquere, to leave, namely, in the natural state of condemnation and ruin. 
Shedd (Syst. Theol. I. 433) says: "Reprobation comprises preterition and condemnation or 
damnation," and he makes these distinctions: (1) Preterition is a sovereign act; condemnation is a 
judicial act. (2) The reason of preterition is unknown; the reason of damnation is sin. (3) In 



preterition God’s action is permissive (inaction rather than action); in condemnation, God’s 
action is efficient and positive. His proof text is Luke 17:34: "The one shall be taken, and the 
other shall be left." 
 
{828} This is the order given in the Formula Consensus Helvetica, canon IV. (in Niemeyer, p. 
731): "Ita Deus gloriam suam illustrare constituit, ut decreverit, primo quidem hominem 
integrum creare, tum ejusdem lapsum permittere, ac demum ex lapsis quorundam misereri, 
adeoque eosdem eligere, alios vero in corrupta massa relinquere, aeternoque tandem exitio 
devovere." This does not go beyond the limits of Augustinianism. Van Oosterzee errs when he 
says (Christian Dogmatics, vol. I. p. 452) that the Form. Cons. Helv. asserts the supralapsarian 
view. 
 
{829} On the distinction, see Beza, Summa totius Christianismi (Opera, I. 170); Limborch, Theol. 
Christ. IV. 2; Heppe, Dogmatik der evang. reform. Kirche, pp. 108 sqq., and the curious order of 
Beza there printed, as if the order of the divine counsels were a mathematical problem. The 
infralapsarian view is milder and passed into most of the Calvinistic Confessions. The 
Westminster Confession is a compromise between the two schools, and puts the fall of Adam 
under a permissive decree (ch. V. 4), and yet not under a bare permission, but including it in the 
purpose of God, who ordered it for his own glory (VI. 1). 
 
{830} Inst. III. XXIII. 7 and 8. The passage quoted from Augustin is Deuteronomy Gen. ad lit., l. 
VI. c. 15. In Inst. III. ch. XXIV. 12, Calvin uses strong supralapsarian language: "Those whom 
God has created to a life of shame and death (quos in vitae contumeliam et mortis exitium 
creavit), that they might be instruments of his wrath, and examples of his severity, he causes to 
reach their appointed end; sometimes depriving them of the opportunity of hearing the Word, 
sometimes by the preaching of it increasing their blindness and stupidity." Then he illustrates this 
by examples, especially that of Pharaoh, and the aim of the parables of Christ. {Matthew 13:11 
John 12:39,40} In the Consensus Genevensis (Niemeyer, p. 251), he says that the fall was 
ordained by the admirable counsel of God (admirabili Dei consilio fuisse ordinatum). Beza 
understood Calvin correctly. 
 
{831} He gives his view of the primitive state in Inst. I. ch. XV. 8: "God has furnished the soul of 
man with a mind capable of discerning good from evil, and just from unjust; and of discovering, 
by the light of reason, what ought to be pursued or avoided: whence the philosophers called this 
directing faculty to; hJgemonikovn, the principal or governing part. To this he hath annexed the 
will, on which depends the choice. The primitive condition of man was ennobled with those 
eminent faculties; he possessed reason, understanding, prudence, and judgment, not only for the 
government of his life on earth, but to enable him to ascend even to God and eternal felicity. To 
these were added choice, to direct the appetites, and regulate all the organic motions, so that the 
will was entirely conformed to the government of reason. In this integrity man was endued with 
free will, by which, if he had chosen, he might have obtained eternal life. For here it would be 
unreasonable to introduce the question respecting the secret predestination of God, because we 
are not discussing what might possibly have happened or not, but what was the real nature of 
man. Adam, therefore, could have stood if he would, since he fell merely by his own will; but 
because his will was flexible to either side, and he was not endued with constancy to persevere, 
therefore he so easily fell. Yet his choice of good and evil was free; and not only so, but his mind 
and will were possessed of consummate rectitude, and all his organic parts were rightly disposed 
to obedience, till destroying himself he corrupted all his excellencies." 
 
{832} "Lapsus est enim primus homo, quia Dominus ita expedire censuerat; cur censuerit, nos 
latet. Certum tamen est non aliter censuisse, nisi quia videbat, nominis sui gloriam inde merito 



illustrari. Unde mentionem gloriae Dei audis, illic justitiam cogita. Justum enim esse oportet 
quod laudem meretur. Cadit igitur homo, Dei providentia sic ordinante, sed suo vitio cadit. 
Propria ergo malitia, quam acceperat a Domino puam naturam corrupit; sua ruina totam 
posteritatem in exitium secum attraxit." Inst. III. ch. XXIII. 8 (vol. II. p. 705). In his reply to 
Castellio Opera, (IX. 294) he says: "Praevidit Deus lapsum Adae: penes ipsum facultas erat 
prohibendi: noluit. Cur noluerit, alia non potest afferri ratio nisi quia alio tendebat ejus 
voluntas." 
 
{833} Comp. here the powerful sections against the abuse of the doctrine of election, in III. ch. 
XXIII. 12 sqq. 
 
{834} See the passages in vol. III. 835 sq. Augustin was called durus infantum pater. But his view 
was only the logical inference from the doctrine of the necessity of baptism for salvation, which 
was taught long before him on the ground of John 3:8 and Mark 16:16. Even Pelagius excluded 
unbaptized infants from the kingdom of heaven, though not from eternal life. He assigned them to 
a middle state of half-blessedness. 
 
{835} Inferno, IV. 28, duol senza martiri, i.e. mental, not physical pain. 
 
{836} "Aqua nihil aliud est quam interior Spiritus Sancti purgatio et vegetatio." Com. in loco. He 
takes kai; epexegetically and lays the stress on pneu’ma, which alone is mentioned in the 
following verses, 6 and 8. Similarly Grotius: "Spiritus aquaeus, i.e. aquae instar emundans." But 
the natural reference is to baptismal water, as the symbol of purification and remission of sins. 
Comp. John 1:33 Titus 3:5 Ephesians 5:26. The different interpretations are discussed at length in 
Schaff’s ed. of Lange’s Comm. on John pp. 126 ff. 
 
{837} Inst. Bk. IV. ch. XVI. 17: "Infantes, qui servandi sint—ut certe ex ea aetate omnino aliqui 
servantur—antea a Domino regenerari minime obscurum est." This was the doctrine of the 
Westminster divines, and is expressed in the Westminster Confession, ch. X. 3: "Elect infants, 
dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when, and 
where, and how he pleaseth." Although this passage admits of a liberal construction, yet the 
natural sense, as interpreted by the private opinions of the framers of the Confession, makes it 
almost certain that the existence and damnation of non-elect infants is implied. The Presbyterian 
Revisionists, therefore, wishing to avoid this logical implication, propose to strike out elect, or to 
substitute all for it (as the Cumberland Presbyterians have done in their Confession). The change 
will be acted upon by the General Assembly in May, 1892. 
 
{838} "De piorum liberis loquor, ad quos promissio gratiae dirigitur; nam alii a communi sorte 
nequaquam eximuntur." 
 
{839} "Tot gentes una cum liberis eorum infantibus." Inst. III. ch. XXIII. 7. To this should be 
added the challenge to Castellio: "Put forth now thy virulence against God, who hurls innocent 
babes even from their mothers’ breast into eternal death." Calvin here argues e concessis. The 
passage has been often distorted. We give it in Latin with the connection (Opera, IX. 289): 
"Negas Deo licere nisi propter facinus damnare quenquam mortalium. Tolluntur e vita innumeri 
adhuc infantes. Exsere nunc tuam virulentiam contra Deum, qui innoxios foetus a matrum 
uberibus avulsos in aeternam mortem praecipitat. Hanc blasphemiam, ubi palam detecta est, 
quisquis non detestabitur, mihi pro sua libidine maledicat." In the same way he challenges 
Castellio (fol. 289), to explain the admitted fact, that God allows innocent infants to be devoured 
by tigers or lions or bears or wolves ("qui fit ut Deus parvulos infantes a tigribus vel ursis vel 
leonibus vel lupis laniari vorarique sineat"). The attempt of Dr. Shields of Princeton to prove that 



Calvin believed in the salvation of all infants, is an entire failure ("The Presbyt. and Ref. Review" 
for October, 1890). 
 
{840} "Decretum quidem horribile fateor." This famous expression is often ignorantly applied to 
the whole doctrine of predestination, while Calvin only uses it of the decree of reprobation. The 
decree of election is glorious and most comforting. There is no need, therefore, of moderating the 
term horribile, which means horrible, terrible., dreadful. In French he calls it "ce decret qui nous 
doit espouvanter," a decree which should terrify us. Hase (Kirchengeschichte, III. I. 196) says: 
"Calvin ist ein dogmatischer Dante: dieselbe grauenvolle Lust, die Majestaet Gottes auch in der 
Hoelle anzuerkennen und zu preisen, diese grauenvolle Macht, welche fuehlende Wesen 
geschaffen hat zu ewiger Qual." 
 
{841} "They condemn the Anabaptists, who disapprove the baptism of children, and affirm that 
children are saved without baptism." The edition of 1540 adds after "baptism" "et extra ecclesiam 
Christi," which must refer to heathen infants. The German text omits the clause and condemns the 
Anabaptists simply for rejecting infant baptism. This shows that Melanchthon was in doubt on the 
subject of infant damnation. 
 
{842} "Abhorremus et detestamur... crudele judicium contra infantes sine baptismo morientes." 
 
{843} Among English Calvinists, who teach universal infant salvation, are Doddridge, Thomas 
Scott, John Newton, Toplady, Robert S. Candlish; among American Calvinists, Drs. Charles 
Hodge, A. A. Hodge, and B. B. Warfield, of Princeton, and Drs. H. B. Smith, G. L. Prentiss, and 
Shedd, of Union Seminary, New York. Comp. on this subject Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, I. 
378, 381, 794, 898; Dr. Prentiss, who brings out the theological bearings, in the "Presbyterian 
Review" for 1883; Benjamin B. Warfield, The Development of the Doctrine of Infant Salvation, 
New York (Christ. Lit. Co.), 1891, pp. 61; also Chas. P. Krauth (Lutheran), Infant Baptism and 
Infant Salvation, Philadelphia (Lutheran Book Store), 1874, pp. 83. 
 
{844} See above, pp. 95 sqq. 
 
{845} The Consensus Genevensis was occasioned by the controversy with Pighius and Bolsec, 
but received no authority outside of Geneva. The attempt to enlist Zuerich, Bern, and Basel in 
favor of this dogma created disturbance and opposition. See Schaff, Creeds, etc., I. 474 sqq. 
 
{846} The Second Helvetic Confession (chs. VIII. and IX.) uses the term reprobate (adokimo, 
reprobus), but says nothing of a decree of reprobation. Reprobate is descriptive of moral 
character, and means not approved, unfit, Romans 1:28 1 Corinthians 9:27 2 Corinthians 13:5-7 2 
Timothy 3:8 Titus 1:16. The plural reprobates is an inaccurate rendering of the A. V. in 2 
Corinthians 13:6,7, and 2 Timothy  3:8, and suggests the idea of a class of persons. The R. V. 
correctly has reprobate, since the Greek word is an adjective, not a noun. 
 
{847} This is a specimen:— 
 
O Horrible Decree, 
 
Worthy of whence it came! 
 
Forgive the ir hellish blasphemy, 
 
Who charge it on the Lamb!  



114. Calvinism examined. 
 
We cannot dismiss this important subject without examining the Calvinistic system of 
predestination in the light of Christian experience, of reason, and the teaching of the Bible. 
 
Calvinism, as we have seen, starts from a double decree of absolute predestination, which 
antedates creation, and is the divine program of human history. This program includes the 
successive stages of the creation of man, a universal fall and condemnation of the race, a partial 
redemption and salvation, and a partial reprobation and perdition: all for the glory of God and the 
display of his attributes of mercy and justice. History is only the execution of the original design. 
There can be no failure. The beginning and the end, God’s immutable plan and the issue of the 
world’s history, must correspond. 
 
We should remember at the outset that we have to deal here with nothing less than a solution of 
the world-problem, and should approach it with reverence and a humble sense of the limitation of 
our mental capacities. We stand, as it were, before a mountain whose top is lost in the clouds. 
Many who dared to climb to the summit have lost their vision in the blinding snowdrifts. Dante, 
the deepest thinker among poets, deems the mystery of predestination too far removed from 
mortals who cannot see "the first cause in its wholeness," and too deep even for the 
comprehension of the saints in Paradise, who enjoy the beatific vision, yet "do not know all the 
elect," and are content "to will whatsoever God wills." {848} Calvin himself confesses that, "the 
predestination of God is a labyrinth, from which the mind of man can by no means extricate 
itself." {849} 
 
The only way out of the labyrinth is the Ariadne thread of the love of God in Christ, and this is a 
still greater, but more blessed mystery, which we can adore rather than comprehend. 
 
The Facts of Experience. 
 
We find everywhere in this world the traces of a revealed God and of a hidden God; revealed 
enough to strengthen our faith, concealed enough to try our faith. 
 
We are surrounded by mysteries. In the realm of nature we see the contrasts of light and darkness, 
day and night, heat and cold, summer and winter, life and death, blooming valleys and barren 
deserts, singing birds and poisonous snakes, useful animals and ravenous beasts, the struggle for 
existence and the survival of the fittest. Turning to human life, we find that one man is born to 
prosperity, the other to misery; one a king, the other a beggar; one strong and healthy, the other a 
helpless cripple; one a genius, the other an idiot; one inclined to virtue, another to vice; one the 
son of a saint, the other of a criminal; one in the darkness of heathenism, another in the light of 
Christianity. The best men as well as the worst are exposed to fatal accidents, and whole nations 
with their innocent offspring are ravaged and decimated by war, pestilence, and famine. 
 
Who can account for all these and a thousand other differences and perplexing problems? They 
are beyond the control of man’s will, and must be traced to the inscrutable will of God, whose 
ways are past finding out. 
 
Here, then, is predestination, and, apparently, a double predestination to good or evil, to 
happiness or misery. 
 



Sin and death are universal facts which no sane man can deny. They constitute the problem of 
problems. And the only practical solution of the problem is the fact of redemption. "Where sin 
has abounded, grace did abound more exceedingly; that as sin reigned in death, even so might 
grace reign through righteousness unto eternal life, through Jesus Christ our Lord ".{Romans 
5:20,21} 
 
If redemption were as universal in its operation as sin, the solution would be most satisfactory 
and most glorious. But redemption is only partially revealed in this world, and the great question 
remains: What will become of the immense majority of human beings who live and die without 
God and without hope in this world? Is this terrible fact to be traced to the eternal counsel of God, 
or to the free agency of man? Here is the point where Augustinianism and Calvinism take issue 
with Pelagianism, Semi-Pelagianism, Synergism, and Arminianism. 
 
The Calvinistic system involves a positive truth: the election to eternal life by free grace, and the 
negative inference: the reprobation to eternal death by arbitrary justice. The former is the 
strength, the latter is the weakness of the system. The former is practically accepted by all true 
believers; the latter always has been, and always will be, repelled by the great majority of 
Christians. 
 
The doctrine of a gracious election is as clearly taught in the New Testament as any other 
doctrine. Consult such passages as Matthew 25:34 John 6:37,44,65 10:28 15:16; 17:12; 18:9 Acts 
13:48 Romans 8:28-39 Galatians 1:4 Ephesians 1:4-11 2:8-10 1 Thessalonians 1:4 2 
Thessalonians 2:13,14 2 Timothy 1:9 1 Peter 1:2. The doctrine is confirmed by experience. 
Christians trace all their temporal and spiritual blessings, their life, health, and strength, their 
regeneration and conversion, every good thought and deed to the undeserved mercy of God, and 
hope to be saved solely by the merits of Christ, "by grace through faith," not by works of their 
own. The more they advance in spiritual life, the more grateful they feel to God, and the less 
inclined to claim any merit. The greatest saints are also the humblest. Their theology reflects the 
spirit and attitude of prayer, which rests on the conviction that God is the free giver of every good 
and perfect gift, and that, without God, we are nothing. Before the throne of grace all Christians 
may be called Augustinians and Calvinists. 
 
It is the great merit of Calvin to have brought out this doctrine of salvation by free grace more 
forcibly and clearly than any divine since the days of Augustin. It has been the effective theme of 
the great Calvinistic preachers and writers in Europe and America to this day. Howe, Owen, 
Baxter, Bunyan, South, Whitefield, Jonathan Edwards, Robert Hall, Chalmers, Spurgeon, were 
Calvinists in their creed, though belonging to different denominations,—Congregational, 
Presbyterian, Episcopal, Baptist,—and had no superiors in pulpit power and influence. Spurgeon 
was the most popular and effective preacher of the nineteenth century, who addressed from week 
to week five thousand bearers in his Tabernacle, and millions of readers through his printed 
sermons in many tongues. Nor should we forget that some of the most devout Roman Catholics 
were Augustinians or Jansenists. 
 
On the other hand, no man is saved mechanically or by force, but through faith, freely, by 
accepting the gift of God. This implies the contrary power of rejecting the gift. To accept is no 
merit, to reject is ingratitude and guilt. All Calvinistic preachers appeal to man’s responsibility. 
They pray as if everything depended on God; and yet they preach and work as if everything 
depended on man. And the Church is directed to send the gospel to every creature. We pray for 
the salvation of all men, but not for the loss of a single human being. Christ interceded even for 
his murderers on the cross. 
 



Here, then, is a practical difficulty. The decree of reprobation cannot be made an object of prayer 
or preaching, and this is an argument against it. Experience confirms election, but repudiates 
reprobation. 
 
The Logical Argument. 
 
The logical argument for reprobation is that there can be no positive without a negative; no 
election of some without a reprobation of others. This is true by deductive logic, but not by 
inductive logic. There are degrees and stages of election. There must be a chronological order in 
the history of salvation. All are called sooner or later; some in the sixth, others in the ninth, others 
in the eleventh, hour, according to God’s providence. Those who accept the call and persevere in 
faith are among the elect. {1 Peter 1:1 2:9} Those who reject it, become reprobate by their own 
unbelief, and against God’s wish and will. There is no antecedent decree of reprobation, but only 
a judicial act of reprobation in consequence of man’s sin. 
 
Logic is a two-edged sword. It may lead from predestinarian premises to the conclusion that God 
is the author of sin, which Calvin himself rejects and abhors as a blasphemy. It may also lead to 
fatalism, pantheism, or universalism. We must stop somewhere in our process of reasoning, or 
sacrifice a part of the truth. Logic, it should be remembered, deals only with finite categories, and 
cannot grasp infinite truth. Christianity is not a logical or mathematical problem, and cannot be 
reduced to the limitations of a human system. It is above any particular system and comprehends 
the truths of all systems. It is above logic, yet not illogical; as revelation is above reason, yet not 
against reason. 
 
We cannot conceive of God except as an omniscient and omnipotent being, who from eternity 
foreknew and, in some way, also foreordained all things that should come to pass in his universe. 
He foreknew what he foreordained, and he foreordained what he foreknew; his foreknowledge 
and foreordination, his intelligence and will are coeternal, and must harmonize. There is no 
succession of time, no before nor after in the eternal God. The fall of the first man, with its effects 
upon all future generations, cannot have been an accident which God, as a passive or neutral 
spectator, simply permitted to take place when he might so easily have prevented it. He must in 
some way have foreordained it, as a means for a higher end, as a negative condition for the 
greatest good. So far the force of reasoning, on the basis of belief in a personal God, goes to the 
full length of Calvinistic supralapsarianism, and even beyond it, to the very verge of 
universalism. If we give up the idea of a self-conscious, personal God, reason would force us into 
fatalism or pantheism. 
 
But there is a logic of ethics as well as of metaphysics. God is holy as well as almighty and 
omniscient, and therefore cannot be the author of sin. Man is a moral as well as an intellectual 
being, and the claims of his moral constitution are equal to the claims of his intellectual 
constitution. Conscience is as powerful a factor as reason. The most rigid believer in divine 
sovereignty, if he be a Christian, cannot get rid of the sense of personal accountability, though he 
may be unable to reconcile the two. The harmony lies in God and in the moral constitution of 
man. They are the two complementary sides of one truth. Paul unites them in one sentence: 
"Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling; for it is God who worketh in you both to 
will and to work, for his good pleasure". {Philippians 2:13} The problem, however, comes within 
the reach of possible solution, if we distinguish between sovereignty as an inherent power, and 
the exercise of sovereignty. God may limit the exercise of his sovereignty to make room for the 
free action of his creatures. It is by his sovereign decree that man is free. Without such self-
limitation he could not admonish men to repent and believe. Here, again, the Calvinistic logic 



must either bend or break. Strictly carried out, it would turn the exhortations of God to the sinner 
into a solemn mockery and cruel irony. 
 
The Scripture Argument. 
 
Calvin, though one of the ablest logicians, cared less for logic than for the Bible, and it is his 
obedience to the Word of God that induced him to accept the decretum horribile against his wish 
and will. His judgment is of the greatest weight, for he had no superior, and scarcely an equal, in 
thorough and systematic Bible knowledge and exegetical insight. 
 
And here we must freely admit that not a few passages, especially in the Old Testament, favor a 
double decree to the extent of supreme supralapsarianism; yea, they go beyond the Calvinistic 
system, and seem to make God himself the author of sin and evil. See Exodus 4:21 7:13 
(repeatedly said of God’s hardening Pharaoh’s heart); Isaiah 6:9, 10; 44:18; Jeremiah 6:21; Amos 
3:6 ("Shall there be evil in a city, and the Lord hath not done it?"); Proverbs 16:4; Matt 11:25; 
13:14, 15; John 12:40; Romans 9:10-23; 11:7, 8; 1 Corinthians 14:3; 2Thess 2:11; 1 Peter 2:8; 
Jude 1:4 ("who were of old set forth unto this condemnation"). {850} 
 
The rock of reprobation is Romans 9. It is not accidental that Calvin elaborated and published the 
second edition of his Institutes simultaneously with his Commentary on the Romans, at 
Strassburg, in 1539. 
 
There are especially three passages in Romans 9, which in their strict literal sense favor extreme 
Calvinism, and are so explained by some of the severest grammatical commentators of modern 
times (as Meyer and Weiss). 
 
(a) 9:13: "Jacob I loved, but Esau I hated," quoted from Malachi 1:2,3. This passage, whether we 
take it in a literal or anthropopathic sense, has no reference to the eternal destiny of Jacob and 
Esau, but to their representative position in the history of the theocracy. This removes the chief 
difficulty. Esau received a temporal blessing from his father, {Genesis 27:39,40} and behaved 
kindly and generously to his brother (33:4); he probably repented of the folly of his youth in 
selling his birthright, {851} and may be among the saved, as well as Adam and Eve—the first 
among the lost and the first among the saved. 
 
Moreover, the strict meaning of a positive hatred seems impossible in the nature of the case, since 
it would contradict all we know from the Bible of the attributes of God. A God of love, who 
commands us to love all men, even our enemies, cannot hate a child before his birth, or any of his 
creatures made in his own image. "Can a woman forget her sucking child," says the Lord, "that 
she should not have compassion on the son of her womb? Yea, these may forget, yet will I not 
forget thee". {Isaiah 49:15} This is the prophet’s conception of the tender mercies of God. How 
much more must it be the conception of the New Testament? The word hate must, therefore, be 
understood as a strong Hebraistic expression for loving less or putting back; as in Genesis 29:31, 
where the original text says, "Leah was hated" by Jacob, i.e. loved less than Rachel (comp. 
29:30). When our Saviour says, Luke 14:26: "If any man hateth not his own father and mother 
and wife and children and brothers and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my 
disciple," he does not mean that his disciples should break the fifth commandment, and act 
contrary to his direction: "Love your enemies, pray for them that persecute you," {Matthew 5:44} 
but simply that we should prefer him above everything, even life itself, and should sacrifice 
whatever comes in conflict with him. This meaning is confirmed by the parallel passage, Matthew 
10:37: "He that loveth father and mother more than me is not worthy of me." 
 



(b) Rom. 9:17. Paul traces the hardening of Pharaoh’s heart to the agency of God, and so far 
makes God responsible for sin. But this was a judicial act of punishing sin with sin; for Pharaoh 
had first hardened his own heart. {Exodus 8:15,32 9:34} Moreover, this passage has no reference 
to Pharaoh’s future fate any more than the passage about Esau, but both refer to their place in the 
history of Israel. 
 
(c) In Romans 9:22 and 23, the Apostle speaks of "vessels of wrath fitted unto destruction" 
(kathrtismena ei apwleian), and "vessels of mercy which he (God) prepared unto glory" (a 
prohtoimasen ei doxan). But the difference of the verbs, and the difference between the 
passive (or middle) in the first clause and the active in the second is most significant, and shows 
that God has no direct agency in the destruction of the vessels of wrath, which is due to their self-
destruction; the participle perfect denotes the result of a gradual process and a state of maturity 
for destruction, but not a divine purpose. Calvin is too good an exegete to overlook this 
difference, and virtually admits its force, although he tries to weaken it. 
 
They observe," he says of his opponents, "that it is not said without meaning, that the vessels of 
wrath are fitted for destruction, but that God prepared the vessels of mercy; since by this mode of 
expression, Paul ascribes and challenges to God the praise of salvation, and throws the blame of 
perdition on those who by their choice procure it to themselves. But though I concede to them 
that Paul softens the asperity of the former clause by the difference of phraseology; yet it is not at 
all consistent to transfer the preparation for destruction to any other than the secret counsel of 
God, which is also asserted just before in the context, ‘that God raised up Pharaoh, and whom he 
will he hardeneth.’ Whence it follows, that the cause of hardening is the secret counsel of God. 
This, however, I maintain, which is observed by Augustin, "that when God turns wolves into 
sheep, he renovates them by more powerful grace to conquer their obstinacy; and therefore the 
obstinate are not converted, because God exerts not that mightier grace, of which he is not 
destitute if he chose to display it." {852} 
 
Paul’s Teaching of the Extent of Redemption. 
 
Whatever view we may take of these hard passages, we should remember that Romans 9 is only a 
part of Paul’s philosophy of history, unfolded in chapters 9-11. While Romans 9 sets forth the 
divine sovereignty, Romans 10 asserts the human responsibility, and Romans 11 looks forward to 
the future solution of the dark problem, namely, the conversion of the fulness of the Gentiles and 
the salvation of all Israel (11:25). And he winds up the whole discussion with the glorious 
sentence: "God hath shut up all unto disobedience, that he might have mercy—upon all" (11:32). 
This is the key for the understanding, not only of this section, but of the whole Epistle to the 
Romans. {853} 
 
And this is in harmony with the whole spirit and aim of this Epistle. It is easier to make it prove a 
system of conditional universalism than a system of dualistic particularism. The very theme, 1:16, 
declares that the gospel is a power of God for the salvation, not of a particular class, but of "every 
one" that believeth. In drawing a parallel between the first and the second Adam (5:12-21), he 
represents the effect of the latter as equal in extent, and greater in intensity than the effect of the 
former; while in the Calvinistic system it would be less. We have no right to limit "the many" (oi 
polloi) and the, "all" (pante) in one clause, and to take it literally in the other. "If, by the 
trespass of the one [Adam], death reigned through the one, much more shall they that receive the 
abundance of grace and of the gift of righteousness reign in life through the one, even Jesus 
Christ. So, then, as through one trespass the judgment came unto all men to condemnation; even 
so through one act of righteousness the free gift came unto all men to justification of life. For as 
through the one man’s disobedience the many [i.e. all] were made sinners, even so through the 



obedience of the one shall the many [all] be made righteous" (5:17-19). {854} The same parallel, 
without any restriction, is more briefly expressed in the passage: {1 Corinthians 15:21} "As in 
Adam all die, so also in Christ shall all be made alive;" and in a different form in Romans 11:32 
and Galatians 3:22, already quoted. 
 
These passages contain, as in a nutshell, the theodicy of Paul. They dispel the darkness of 
Romans 9. They exclude all limitations of God’s plan and intention to a particular class; they 
teach not, indeed, that all men will be actually saved—for many reject the divine offer, and die in 
impenitence,—but that God sincerely desires and actually provides salvation for all. Whosoever 
is saved, is saved by grace; whosoever is lost, is lost by his own guilt of unbelief. 
 
The Offer of Salvation. 
 
There remains, it is true, the great difficulty that the offer of salvation is limited in this world, as 
far as we know, to a part of the human race, and that the great majority pass into the other world 
without any knowledge of the historical Christ. 
 
But God gave to every man the light of reason and conscience. {Romans 1:19 2:14,15} The 
Divine Logos "lighteth every man" that cometh into the world. {John 1:9} God never left himself 
"without witness". {Acts 14:17} He deals with his creatures according to the measure of their 
ability and opportunity, whether they have one or five or ten talents. {Matthew 25:15 sqq.} He is 
"no respecter of persons, but in every nation he that feareth him and worketh righteousness, is 
acceptable to him". {Acts 10:35} 
 
May we not then cherish at least a charitable hope, if not a certain belief, that a God of infinite 
love and justice will receive into his heavenly kingdom all those who die innocently ignorant of 
the Christian revelation, but in a state of preparedness or disposition for the gospel, so that they 
would thankfully accept it if offered to them? Cornelius was in such a condition before Peter 
entered his house, and he represents a multitude which no man can number. We cannot know and 
measure the secret operations of the Spirit of God, who works "when, where, and how he 
pleases." 
 
Surely, here is a point where the rigor of the old orthodoxy, whether Roman Catholic, or 
Lutheran, or Calvinistic, must be moderated. And the Calvinistic system admits more readily of 
an expansion than the churchly and sacramental type of orthodoxy. 
 
The General Love of God to all Men. 
 
This doctrine of a divine will and divine provision of a universal salvation, on the sole condition 
of faith, is taught in many passages which admit of no other interpretation, and which must, 
therefore, decide this whole question. For it is a settled rule in hermeneutics that dark passages 
must be explained by clear pas-sages, and not vice versa. Such passages are the following: — 
 
"I have no pleasure in the death of him that dieth, saith the Lord our God: wherefore turn 
yourselves, and live". {Ezekiel 18:32,23 33:11} "And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw 
all men unto myself". {John 12:32} "God so loved the world" (that is, all mankind) "that he gave 
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on him should not perish, but have eternal life". 
{John 3:16} "God our Saviour willeth that all men should be saved and come to the knowledge of 
the truth". {855} {1 Timothy 2:4} "The grace of God hath appeared, bringing salvation to all 
men". {Titus 2:11} "The Lord is long-suffering to you-ward, not wishing that any should perish, 
but that all should come to repentance". {856} {2 Peter 3:9} "Jesus Christ is the propitiation for 



our sins; and not for ours only, but also for (the sins of) the whole world". {1 John 2:2} It is 
impossible to state the doctrine of a universal atonement more clearly in so few words. {857} 
 
To these passages should be added the divine exhortations to repentance, and the lament of Christ 
over the inhabitants of Jerusalem who "would not" come to him. {Matthew 23:37} These 
exhortations are insincere or unmeaning, if God does not want all men to be saved, and if men 
have not the ability to obey or disobey the voice. The same is implied in the command of Christ 
to preach the gospel to the whole creation, {Mark 16:15} and to disciple all nations. {Matthew 
28:19} 
 
It is impossible to restrict these passages to a particular class without doing violence to the 
grammar and the context. 
 
The only way of escape is by the distinction between a revealed will of God, which declares his 
willingness to save all men, and a secret will of God which means to save only some men. {858} 
Augustin and Luther made this distinction. Calvin uses it in explaining 2 Peter 3:9, and those 
passages of the Old Testament which ascribe repentance and changes to the immutable God. 
 
But this distinction overthrows the system which it is intended to support. A contradiction 
between intention and expression is fatal to veracity, which is the foundation of human morality, 
and must be an essential attribute of the Deity. A man who says the reverse of what he means is 
called, in plain English, a hypocrite and a liar. It does not help the matter when Calvin says, 
repeatedly, that there are not two wills in God, but only two ways of speaking adapted to our 
weakness. Nor does it remove the difficulty when he warns us to rely on the revealed will of God 
rather than brood over his secret will. 
 
The greatest, the deepest, the most comforting word in the Bible is the word, "God is love," and 
the greatest fact in the world’s history is the manifestation of that love in the person and the work 
of Christ. That word and this fact are the sum and substance of the gospel, and the only solid 
foundation of Christian theology. The sovereignty of God is acknowledged by Jews and 
Mohammedans as well as by Christians, but the love of God is revealed only in the Christian 
religion. It is the inmost essence of God, and the key to all his ways and works. It is the central 
truth which sheds light upon all other truths. 
 
{848} Paradiso, XX. 130-138:— 
 
O predestinazion, quanto rimota 
 
a la radice tua da quegli aspetti 
 
Che la prima cagion non veggion tota! 
 
E voi, mortali, tenetevi stretti 
 
A giudicar; chenoi, che Dio vedemo, 
 
Non conosciamo ancor tutti gli eletti: 
 
Ed enne dolce cosafatto scemo, 
 
Percheit ben nostro in questo ben s’affina, 



 
Che quel che vuole Dio, e noi volemo. 
 
{849} Com. on Romans 9:14: "Est praedestinatio Dei vere labyrinthus, unde hominis ingenium 
nullo modo se explicare queat." 
 
{850} The last passage is often quoted for a decree of reprobation; but the verb progegrammevnoi 
is wrongly translated "ordained" in the E. V. Progravfw means to write before, and refers to 
previous writings, namely, the Scriptures of the O. T. Calvin correctly translates "praescripti in 
hoc judicium," but refers it, metaphorically, to the book of the divine counsel: "aeternum Dei 
consilium liber vocatur." 
 
{851} This is implied in the passage, Hebrews 12:17, whether we refer metavnoia to Esau’s late 
repentance (Calvin, Bleek), or to a change of mind in Isaac (Beza, Weiss). 
 
{852} Inst. III. ch. XXII. 1. In his Com. on Romans 9:22,23, he ignores this distinction and 
explains kathrtismena, "given up and appointed to destruction, made and formed for this end" 
(devota et destinata exitio: sunt enim vasa irae, id est in hoc facta et formata, ut documenta sint 
vindictae et furoris Dei). This is the extreme supralapsarian exposition. But other Reformed 
exegetes fully acknowledge the difference of phraseology. It was pressed by those members of 
the Westminster Assembly who sympathized with the hypothetical universalism of the Saumur 
school of Cameron and Amyrauld. "The non-elect," said Dr. Arrowsmith, "are said to be fitted to 
that destruction which their sins bring upon them, but not by God." See Mitchell, Minutes of the 
Westminster Assembly, pp. 152 sqq.; Schaff, Creeds, I. 770 sq. 
 
{853} "Das ganze Summarium und der herrliche Schlussstein des ganzen bisherigen Brieftheils." 
Weiss in the 6th ed. of Meyer on Romans (p. 555). Godet: "C’est ici comme le point final 
apposea tout ce qui precede; ce dernier mot rend compte de tout le plan de Dieu, dont les phases 
principales viennent d’etre esquissees." The ina tou panta (Jews and Gentiles) teaches not, 
indeed, the forced acceptance of mercy by all, but, at all events, the universality of the divine 
purpose and intention. Meyer sees in this passage a conclusive exegetical argument against a 
decretum reprobationis. 
 
{854} Unfortunately the A. V. obliterates the force of the parallel in the fifth chapter of Romans 
by neglecting the definite article before polloi. "The many" of the original is opposed to "the 
one," and is equivalent to "all;" while "many" would be opposed to "few." The Revised Version 
of 1881 corrects these mistakes. 
 
{855} Calvin explains "all men" to mean men of all classes and conditions ("de hominum 
generibus, non singulis personis"). See his Comm. on 1 Timothy 2:4, and his sermon on the 
passage. But the Apostle emphasizes "all men" with reference to prayer "for all men," which he 
commands in 2:1, and which cannot be limited. 
 
{856} Calvin arbitrarily explains this passage of the "voluntas Dei quae nobis in evangelio 
patefit," but not "de arcano Dei consilio quo destinati sunt reprobi in suum exitium." 
 
{857} Calvin understands "totus mundus" in this passage to mean "tota ecclesia!" This is as 
impossible as the confinement of "the world," John 3:16, to "the elect." He mentions, however, 
also a better explanation, that Christ died "sufficienter pro toto mundo, sed pro electis tantum 
efficaciter." 
 



{858} Various terms for the distinction: voluntas revelata and voluntas arcana; voluntas signi and 
voluntas beneplaciti (eudokia); voluntas universalis and voluntas specialis: verbum externum et 
verbum internum. The oft-quoted proof text, Deuteronomy 29:29, teaches a distinction, but not a 
contradiction, between the secret things and the revealed things of God.  



115. Calvin’s Theory of the Sacraments. 
 
Inst. bk. IV. chs. XIV.-XIX. 
 
Next to the doctrine of predestination, Calvin paid most attention to the doctrine of the 
sacraments. And here he was original, and occupied a mediating position between Luther and 
Zwingli. His sacramental theory passed into all the Reformed Confessions more than his view of 
predestination. 
 
Calvin accepts Augustin’s definition that a sacrament (corresponding to the Greek "mystery") is 
"a visible sign of an invisible grace," but he improves it by emphasizing the sealing character of 
the sacrament, according to Romans 4:11, and the necessity of faith as the condition of receiving 
the benefit of the ordinance. "It is," he says, "an outward sign by which the Lord seals in our 
consciences the promises of his good-will towards us, to support the weakness of our faith, or a 
testimony of his grace towards us, with a reciprocal attestation of our piety towards him." It is 
even more expressive than the word. It is a divine seal of authentication, which sustains and 
strengthens our faith. "Lord, I believe, help thou mine unbelief". {Mark 9:24} To be efficacious, 
the sacraments must be accompanied by the Spirit, that internal Teacher, by whose energy alone 
our hearts are penetrated, and our affections moved. Without the influence of the Spirit, the 
sacraments can produce no more effect upon our minds, than the splendor of the sun on blind 
eyes, or the sound of a voice upon deaf ears. If the seed falls on a desert spot, it will die; but if it 
be cast upon a cultivated field, it will bring forth abundant increase. 
 
Calvin vigorously opposes, as superstitious and mischievous, the scholastic opus operatum theory 
that the sacraments justify and confer grace by an intrinsic virtue, provided we do not obstruct 
their operation by a mortal sin. A sacrament without faith misleads the mind to rest in the 
exhibition of a sensuous object rather than in God himself, and is ruinous to true piety. 
 
He agrees with Augustin in the opinion that the sign and the matter of the sacrament are not 
inseparably connected, and that it produces its intended effect only in the elect. He quotes from 
him the sentence: "The morsel of bread given by the Lord to Judas was poison; not because Judas 
received an evil thing, but because, being a wicked man, he received a good thing in a sinful 
manner." But this must not be understood to mean that the virtue and truth of the sacrament 
depend on the condition or choice of him who receives it.. The symbol consecrated by the word 
of the Lord is in reality what it is declared to be, and preserves its virtue, although it confers no 
benefit on a wicked and impious person. Augustin happily solves this question in a few words: "If 
thou receive it carnally, still it ceases not to be spiritual; but it is not so to thee." The office of the 
sacrament is the same as that of the word of God; both offer Christ and his heavenly grace to us, 
but they confer no benefit without the medium of faith. 
 
Calvin discusses at length the seven sacraments of the Roman Church, the doctrine of 
transubstantiation, and the mass. But it is sufficient here to state his views on baptism and the 
Lord’s Supper, the only sacraments which Christ directly instituted for perpetual observance in 
the Church.  



116. Baptism. 
 
Inst. IV. chs. XV. and XVI. Also his Brieve instruction, pour armer tous bons fideles contre les 
erreurs de la secte commune des Anabaptistes, Geneva, 1544, 2d ed. 1545; Latin version by 
Nicolas des Gallars. In Opera, VII. 45 sqq. This tract was written against the fanatical wing of the 
Anabaptists at the request of the pastors of Neuchatel. His youthful treatise On the Sleep of the 
Soul was also directed against the Anabaptists. See above, 77, pp. 325 sqq. Calvin’s wife was the 
widow of a converted Anabaptist. 
 
Baptism, Calvin says, is the sacrament of ablution and regeneration; the Eucharist is the 
sacrament of redemption and sanctification. Christ "came by water and by blood"; {1 John 5:6} 
that is, to purify and to redeem. The Spirit, as the third and chief witness, confirms and secures 
the witness of water and blood; that is, of baptism and the eucharist. {859} {1 John 5:8} This 
sublime mystery was strikingly exhibited on the cross, when blood and water issued from Christ’s 
side, which on this account Augustin justly called ‘the fountain of our sacraments.’ 
 
I. Calvin defines baptism as, a sign of initiation, by which we are admitted into the society of the 
Church, in order that, being incorporated into Christ, we may be numbered among the children of 
God. 
 
II. Faith derives three benefits from this sacrament. 
 
1. It assures us, like a legal instrument properly attested, that all our sins are cancelled, and will 
never be imputed unto us. {Ephesians 5:26 Titus 3:5 1 Peter 3:21} It is far more than a mark or 
sign by which we profess our religion before men, as soldiers wear the insignia of their sovereign. 
It is "for the remission of sins," past and future. No new sacrament is necessary for sins 
committed after baptism. At whatever time we are baptized, we are washed and purified for the 
whole life. "Whenever we have fallen, we must recur to the remembrance of baptism, and arm 
our minds with the consideration of it, that we may be always certified and assured of the 
remission of our sins." 
 
2. Baptism shows us our mortification in Christ, and our new life in him. All who receive baptism 
with faith experience the efficacy of Christ’s death and the power of his resurrection, and should 
therefore walk in newness of life. {Romans 6:3,4,11} 
 
3. Baptism affords us "the certain testimony that we are not only engrafted into the life and death 
of Christ, but are so united to him as to be partakers of all his benefits". {Galatians 3:26,27} 
 
But while baptism removes the guilt and punishment of hereditary and actual sin, it does not 
destroy our natural depravity, which is perpetually producing works of the flesh, and will not be 
wholly abolished till the close of this mortal life. In the mean time we must hold fast to the 
promise of God in baptism, fight manfully against sin and temptation, and press forward to 
complete victory. 
 
III. On the question of the validity of baptism by unworthy ministers, Calvin fully agrees with 
Augustin against the view of the Donatists, who measured the virtue of the sacrament by the 
moral character of the minister. He applies the argument to the Anabaptists of his day, who 
denied the validity of Catholic baptism on account of the idolatry and corruption of the papal 
Church. "Against these follies we shall be sufficiently fortified, if we consider that we are 



baptized not in the name of any man, but in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, 
and consequently that it is not the baptism of man, but of God, by whomsoever administered." 
The papal priests "did not baptize us into the fellowship of their own ignorance or sacrilege, but 
into the faith of Jesus Christ, because they invoked, not their own name, but the name of God, and 
baptized in no name but his. As it was the baptism of God, it certainly contained the promise of 
remission of sins, mortification of the flesh, spiritual vivification, and participation of Christ. 
Thus it was no injury to the Jews to have been circumcised by impure and Apostate priests; nor 
was the sign on that account useless, so as to render it necessary to be repeated, but it was 
sufficient to recur to the genuine original ƒ€¦. When Hezekiah and Josiah assembled together out 
of all Israel, those who had revolted from God, they did not call any of them to a second 
circumcision." 
 
He argues against the Anabaptists from the fact also, that the apostles who had received the 
baptism of John, were not rebaptized. "And among us, what rivers would be sufficient for the 
repetition of ablutions as numerous as the errors which are daily corrected among us by the mercy 
of the Lord." {860} 
 
IV. He pleads for the simplicity of the ordinance against the adventitious medley of incantation, 
wax-taper, spittle, salt, and "other fooleries," which from an early age were publicly introduced. 
"Such theatrical pomps dazzle the eye and stupify the minds of the ignorant." The simple 
ceremony as instituted by Christ, accompanied by a confession of faith, prayers, and 
thanksgivings, shines with the greater lustre, unencumbered with extraneous corruptions. He 
disapproves the ancient custom of baptism by laymen in cases of danger of death. God can 
regenerate a child without baptism. 
 
V. The mode of baptism was not a subject of controversy at that time. Calvin recognized the force 
of the philological and historical argument in favor of immersion, but regarded pouring and 
sprinkling as equally valid, and left room for Christian liberty according to the custom in different 
countries. {861} Immersion was then still the prevailing mode in England, and continued till the 
reign of Elizabeth, who was herself baptized by immersion. 
 
VI. But while meeting the Baptists half-way on the question of the mode, he strenuously defends 
paedobaptism, and devotes a whole chapter to it. {862} He urges, as arguments, circumcision, 
which was a type of baptism; the nature of the covenant, which comprehends the offspring of 
pious parents; Christ’s treatment of children, as belonging to the kingdom of heaven, and 
therefore entitled to the sign and seal of membership; the word of Peter addressed to the converts 
on the day of Pentecost, who were accustomed to infant circumcision, that "the promise is to you 
and your children"; {Acts 2:39} Paul’s declaration that the children are sanctified by their parents, 
{1 Corinthians 7:14} etc. He refutes at length the objections of the Anabaptists, with special 
reference to Servetus, who agreed with them on that point. 
 
He assigns to infant baptism a double benefit: it ratifies to pious parents the promise of God’s 
mercy to their children, and increases their sense of responsibility as to their education; it engrafts 
the children into the body of the Church, and afterwards acts as a powerful stimulus upon them to 
be true to the baptismal vow. 
 
{859} Calvin confines himself (IV. ch. XIV. 22) to the genuine words of the three witnesses in 
this passage, and justly ignores the interpolation of the textus receptus, which is omitted in the 
Revised Version. 
 



{860} These passages (IV. ch. XV. 16 and 17) furnish arguments against the decision of the Old-
School-Presbyterian General Assembly held at Cincinnati, 1845, which, with an overwhelming 
majority, declared Roman Catholic baptism to be invalid, and thus virtually unchurched and 
unbaptized the greater part of Christendom, including the founders of the Protestant churches, 
who were baptized in the Roman communion, as the apostles were circumcised in the synagogue. 
But Drs. Charles Hodge of Princeton and Henry B. Smith of New York—the two leading 
Presbyterian divines of that day—vigorously protested against that anomalous decision; and 
when, in the United Assembly, held likewise at Cincinnati, in the year 1885, an attempt was made 
to re-enact that decision, it failed by a very large majority. Calvin did not unchurch the Church of 
Rome. "While we refuse," he says (Inst. IV. ch. II. 12), "to allow to the papists the [exclusive] 
title of the Church, without any qualification or restriction, we do not deny that there are churches 
among them. I affirm that there are churches, in as much as God has wonderfully preserved 
among them a remnant of his people, and as there still remain some marks of the Church, 
especially those, the efficacy of which neither the craft of the devil, nor the malice of men can 
ever destroy." 
 
{861} IV. ch. XV. 19: "Caeterum mergaturne totus qui tingitur, idque ter an-semel, an infusa 
tantum aqua aspergatur, minimum refert: sed id pro regionum diversitate ecclesiis liberum esse 
debet. Quanquam et ipsum baptizandi verbum mergere significat, et mergendi ritum veteri 
ecclesiae observatum fuisse constat." See above, p. 373, note. Luther held substantially the same 
view, with a stronger leaning to immersion or dipping, which he prescribes in his Taufbuechlein, 
1523. See vol. VI. 218 and 607 sq. 
 
{862} Ch. XVI. 1-32.  



117. The Lord’s Supper. The Consensus of Zuerich. 
 
I. Inst. IV. chs. XVII. and XVIII. Comp. the first ed., cap. IV., in Opera, I. 118 sqq.—Petit traicte 
de la sainte cene de nostre Seigneur Jesus-Christ. Auquel est demontre la vraye institution, profit 
et utilite d’icelle, Geneve, 1541, 1542, 1549. Opera, V. 429-460. Latin version by Nicholas des 
Gallars: Libellus de Coena Domini, a-Ioanne Calvino pridem Gallica lingua scriptus, nunc vero 
in Latinum sermonem conversus, Gen., 1545. Also translated into English. Remarkably 
moderate.—The two catechisms of Calvin. —Consensio mutua in re sacramentaria Tigurinae 
Ecclesiae et D. Calvini ministri Genevensis Ecclesiae jam nunc ab ipsis authoribus edita (usually 
called Consensus Tigurinus), simultaneously published at Geneva and Zuerich, 1551; French ed. 
L’accord passe, etc., Gen., 1551. In Opera, VII. 689-748. The Latin text also in Niemeyer’s 
Collectio Conf, pp. 191-217. A German translation (Die Zuericher Uebereinkunft) in Bickel’s 
Bekenntnissschriften der evang. reform. Kirche, pp. 173-181. Comp. the correspondence of 
Calvin with Bullinger, Farel, etc., concerning the Consensus.—Calvin’s polemical writings 
against Joachim Westphal, namely, Defensio sanae et orthodoxae doctrinae de sacramentis, 
Geneva, 1554, Zuerich, 1555; Secunda Defensio... contra Westphali calumnias, Gen., 1556; and 
Ultima Admonitio ad Westphalum, Gen., 1557. In Opera, IX. 1-120, 137-252. Lastly, his book 
against Tilemann Hesshus (Hesshusen), Dilucida Explicatio sanae doctrinae de vera 
participatione carnis et sanguinis Christi in sacra Coena, ad discutiendas Heshusii nebulas, 
Gen., 1561. In Opera, IX. 457-524. (In the Amsterdam ed., Tom. IX. 648-723.) Klebiz of 
Heidelberg, Beza, and Pierre Boquin also took part in the controversy with Hesshus. 
 
II. For a comparative statement of the eucharistic views of Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin, see this 
History, vol. VI. 669-682; and Creeds of Christendom, I. 455 sqq.; 471 sqq. Calvin’s doctrine has 
been fully set forth by Ebrard in fils Dogma v. heil. Abendmahl, II. 402-525, and by Nevin in his 
Mystical Presence, Philad., 1846, pp. 54-67; and in the "Mercersburg Review" for September, 
1850, pp. 421-548 (against Dr. Hodge in the "Princeton Review" for 1848). Comp. also Âc132-
134 below; Henry, P. I. ch. XIII.; and Staehelin, II. 189 sqq. 
 
In the eucharistic controversy, which raged with such fury in the age of the Reformation, and was 
the chief cause of separation in its ranks, Calvin consistently occupied from the beginning to the 
end the position of a mediator and peacemaker between the Lutherans and Zwinglians, between 
Wittenberg and Zuerich. 
 
The way for a middle theory was prepared by the Tetrapolitan or Swabian Confession, drawn up 
by Martin Bucer, a born compromiser, during the Diet of Augsburg, 1530, {863} and by the 
Wittenberg Concordia, 1536, which for a while satisfied the Lutherans, but was justly rejected by 
the Swiss. 
 
Calvin published his theory in its essential features in the first edition of the Institutes (1536), 
more fully in the second edition (1539), then in a special tract written at Strassburg. He defended 
it in various publications, and adhered to it with his usual firmness. It was accepted by the 
Reformed Churches, and never rejected by Luther; on the contrary, he is reported to have spoken 
highly of Calvin’s tract,—De Coena Domini, when he got hold of a Latin copy in 1545, a year 
before his death. {864} 
 
Calvin approached the subject with a strong sense of the mystery of the vital union of Christ with 
the believer, which is celebrated in the eucharist. "I exhort my readers," he says, in the last edition 
of his Institutes, "to rise much higher than I am able to conduct them; for as to myself, whenever I 



handle this subject, after having endeavored to say everything, I am conscious of having said but 
very little in comparison with its excellence. And though the conceptions of the mind can far 
exceed the expressions of the tongue; yet, with the magnitude of the subject, the mind itself is 
oppressed and overwhelmed. Nothing remains for me, therefore, but to break forth in admiration 
of that mystery, which the mind is unable clearly to understand, or the tongue to express." {865} 
 
He aimed to combine the spiritualism of Zwingli with the realism of Luther, and to avoid the 
errors of both. And he succeeded as well as the case will admit. He agreed with Zwingli in the 
figurative interpretation of the words of institution, which is now approved by the best Protestant 
exegetes, and rejected the idea of a corporal presence and oral participation in the way of 
transubstantiation or consubstantiation, which implies either a miracle or an omnipresence of the 
body of Christ. But he was not satisfied with a purely commemorative or symbolical theory, and 
laid the chief stress on the positive side of an actual communion with the ever-living Christ. He 
expressed in private letters the opinion that Zwingli had been so much absorbed with overturning 
the superstition of a carnal presence that he denied or obscured the true efficacy of the sacrament. 
{866} He acknowledged the mystery of the real presence and real participation, but understood 
them spiritually and dynamically. He confined the participation of the body and blood of Christ to 
believers, since faith is the only means of communion with Christ; while Luther extended it to all 
communicants, only with opposite effects. 
 
The following is a brief summary of his view from the last edition of the Institutes (1559): — 
 
After receiving us into his family by baptism, God undertakes to sustain and to nourish us as long 
as we live, and gives us a pledge of his gracious intention in the sacrament of the holy 
communion. This is a spiritual banquet, in which Christ testifies himself to be the bread of life, to 
feed our souls for a true and blessed immortality. The signs of bread and wine represent to us the 
invisible nourishment which we receive from the body and blood of Christ. They are exhibited in 
a figure and image, adapted to our feeble capacity, and rendered certain by visible tokens and 
pledges, which the dullest minds can understand. This mystical benediction, then, is designed to 
assure us that the body of the Lord was once offered as a sacrifice for us upon which we may now 
feed, and that his blood was once shed for us and is our perpetual drink. "His flesh is true meat, 
and his blood is true drink". {John 6:55} "We are members of his body, of his flesh, and of his 
bones". {Ephesians 5:30} "This is a great mystery" (5:32), which can be admired rather than 
expressed. Our souls are fed by the flesh and blood of Christ, just as our corporal life is preserved 
and sustained by bread and wine. Otherwise there would be no propriety in the analogy of the 
sign. The breaking of the bread is indeed symbolical, yet significant; for God is not a deceiver 
who sets before us an empty sign. The symbol of the body assures us of the donation of the 
invisible substance, so that in receiving the sign we receive the thing itself. The thing signified is 
exhibited and offered to all who come to that spiritual banquet, but it is advantageously enjoyed 
only by those who receive it with true faith and gratitude. 
 
Calvin lays great stress on the supernatural agency of the Holy Spirit in the communion. This was 
ignored by Luther and Zwingli. The Spirit raises our hearts from earth to heaven, as he does in 
every act of devotion (sursum corda), and he brings down the life-giving power of the exalted 
Redeemer in heaven, and thus unites what is, according to our imperfect notions, separated by 
local distance. {867} The medium of communication is faith. Calvin might have sustained his 
view by the old liturgies of the Oriental Church, which have a special prayer invoking the Holy 
Spirit at the consecration of the eucharistic elements. {868} 
 



He quotes several passages from Augustin in favor of the spiritual real presence. Ratramnus in the 
ninth, and Berengar in the eleventh, century had likewise appealed to Augustin against the 
advocates of a carnal presence and participation. {869} 
 
When Luther reopened the eucharistic controversy by a fierce attack upon the Zwinglians (1545), 
who defended their martyred Reformer in a sharp reply, Calvin was displeased with both parties, 
and labored to bring about a reconciliation. {870} He corresponded with Bullinger (the 
Melanchthon of the Swiss Church), and, on his invitation, he went to Zuerich with Farel (May, 
1549). The delicate negotiations were carried on by both parties with admirable frankness, 
moderation, wisdom, and patience. The result was the "Consensus Tigurinus," in which Calvin 
states his doctrine as nearly as possible in agreement with Zwingli. This document was published 
in 1551, and adopted by all the Reformed Cantons, except Bern, which cherished a strong dislike 
to Calvin’s rigorism. It was also favorably received in France, England, and in parts of Germany. 
Melanchthon declared to Lavater (Bullinger’s son-in-law) that he then for the first time 
understood the Swiss, and would never again oppose them; but he struck out the clause of the 
"Consensus" which confined the efficacy of the sacrament to the elect. 
 
But while the "Consensus" brought peace to the Swiss Churches, and satisfied the 
Melanchthonians, it was assailed by Westphal and Hesshus, who out-luthered Luther in zeal and 
violence, and disturbed the last years of Melanchthon and Calvin. We shall discuss this 
controversy in the next chapter. 
 
The Calvinistic theory of the Eucharist passed into all the Reformed Confessions, and is very 
strongly stated in the Heidelberg Catechism (1563), the chief symbol of the German and Dutch 
Reformed Churches. {871} In practice, however, it has, among Presbyterians, Congregationalists, 
and Baptists, largely given way to the Zwinglian view, which is more plain and intelligible, but 
ignores the mystical element in the holy communion. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{863} Ch. XVIII. See vol. VI. 720. 
 
{864} See vol. VI. 660. But Luther never gave up his dislike of Zwingli; and in one of his last 
letters, in which he describes himself as "infelicissimus omnium hominum," he wrote: "Blessed is 
the man that walketh not in the counsel of the Sacramentarians, nor standeth in the way of the 
Zwinglians, nor sitteth in the seat of the Zuerichers." Deuteronomy Wette, V. 778. 
 
{865} Inst. IV. ch. XVII. 7. 
 
{866} He wrote from Strassburg, May 19, 1539, to Andre Zebedee, a minister at Orbe: "Nihil 
fuisse asperitatis in Zwinglii doctrina, tibi minime concedo. Siquidem videre promptum est, ut 
nimium occupatus in evertenda carnalis praesentiae superstitione, veram communicationis vim ut 
simul disjecerit, aut certe obscurarit." Herminjard, V. 318. In the same letter he characterizes 
Zwingli’s view as falsa et perniciosa. In a letter to Farel, Feb. 27, 1540, he disapproves 
Zebedee’s extravagant eulogy of Zwingli, and expresses his preference for Luther: "Nam si inter 
se comparantur, scis ipse, quanto intervallo Lutherus excellat." But he disowns any intention to 
dishonor his memory. Herminjard, V. 191. In a letter to Richard du Bois, from Strassburg, 1540 
(ibid. VI. 425), he says, with evident allusion to Zwingli and Oecolampadius, that be never liked 
the view of those who in "evertenda localis praesentiae superstitione nimis occupati, verae 



praesentiae virtutem vel elevabant extenuando, vel subticendo ex hominum memoria 
quodammodo delebant. Sed est aliquid medium," etc. In a letter to Viret (Sept. 3, 1542, in Opera, 
XI. 438) he remarks that he never read all of Zwingli’s works, and hoped that towards the end of 
his life he retracted and corrected what first had escaped him carelessly, but "I remember, in his 
earlier writings how profane his doctrine of the sacraments is (quam profana sit ejus de 
sacramentis doctrina)." 
 
{867} See the passages quoted in vol. VI. 679, note 1. 
 
{868} The epiklhsi pneumato agivou. The Latin liturgies ascribe the power of consecration to 
Christ’s words of institution. See vol. III. 513. 
 
{869} (See vol. IV. 549) sqq. and 564 sqq. Calvin refers to the Berengar controversy. 
 
{870} See his letter to Bullinger, quoted in vol. VI. 661. 
 
{871} Questions 76, 78, 79. Comp. Westminster Confession, ch. XXIX. 7, and Westminster 
Larger Catechism, qu. 170.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XV. 
 
THEOLOGICAL CONTROVERSIES. 
 

118. Calvin as a Controversialist. 
 
Calvin was involved in several controversies, chiefly on account of his doctrine of predestination. 
He displayed a decided superiority over all his opponents, as a scholar and a reasoner. He was 
never at a loss for an argument. He had also the dangerous gift of wit, irony, and sarcasm, but not 
the more desirable gift of harmless humor, which sweetens the bitterness of controversy, and 
lightens the burden of daily toil. Like David, in the imprecatory Psalms, he looked upon the 
enemies of his doctrine as enemies of God. "Even a dog barks," he wrote to the queen of Navarre, 
"when his master is attacked; how could I be silent when the honor of my Lord is assailed?" 
{872} He treated his opponents—Pighius, Bolsec, Castellio, and Servetus—with sovereign 
contempt, and called them "nebulones, {873} nugatores, canes, porci, bestiae". Such epithets are 
like weeds in the garden of his chaste and elegant style. But they were freely used by the ancient 
fathers, with the exception of Chrysostom and Augustin, in dealing with heretics, and occur even 
in the Scriptures, but impersonally. {874} His age saw nothing improper in them. Beza says that 
"no expression unworthy of a good man ever fell from the lips of Calvin." The taste of the 
sixteenth century differed widely from that of the nineteenth. The polemical writings of 
Protestants and Romanists alike abound in the most violent personalities and coarse abuse. Luther 
wielded the club of Hercules against Tetzel, Eck, Emser, Cochlaeus, Henry VIII., Duke Henry of 
Brunswick, and the Sacramentarians. Yet there were honorable exceptions even then, as 
Melanchthon and Bullinger. A fiery temper is a propelling force in history; nothing great can be 
done without enthusiasm; moral indignation against wrong is inseparable from devotion to what 
is right; hatred is the negative side of love. But temper must be controlled by reason, and truth 
should be spoken in love, "with malice to none, with charity for all." Opprobrious and abusive 
terms always hurt a good cause; self-restraint and moderation strengthen it. Understatement 
commands assent; overstatement provokes opposition. 
 
{872} This characteristic expression he uses repeatedly; for instance, in the work on the Necessity 
of Reforming the Church, in Opera, VI. 503: "Canis, si quam suo domino violentiam inferri 
viderit, protinus latrabit: nos tot sacrilegiis violari sacrum Dei nomen taciti aspiceremus? Et ubi 
esset illud: Opprobria exprobantium tibi ceciderunt super me?" {Psalm 69:9} And, again in the 
same book (fol. 507), with the addition, that a dog would rather risk his life than be silent. 
 
{873} In applying the epithet nebulo to Castellio, he translates it by the French un brouillon, 
which means a confused and turbulent fellow (not a scamp). Schweizer renders it Wirrkopf (I. 
212). 
 
{874} Isa. 56:10; Matt. 7:6; Phil. 3:2; Rev. 22:15.  



119. Calvin and Pighius. 
 
I. Albertus Pighius: Deuteronomy libero hominis arbitrio et divina gratia libri decem. Coloniae, 
1542, mense Augusto. Dedicated to Cardinal Sadolet. He wrote also Assertio hierarchiae 
ecclesiasticae, a complete defence of the Roman Church, dedicated to Pope Paul III., 1538. 
 
Calvin: Defensio sanae et orthodoxae doctrinae de servitute et liberatione humani arbitrii 
adversus calumnias Alberti Pighii Campensis. With a preface to Melanchthon. Geneva, 1543. In 
Opera, VI. 225-404. (Amsterdam ed. t. VIII. 116 sqq.) The same in French, Geneva, 1560. 
 
II. Bayle: Art. Pighius, in his "Dict. hist."—Henry, II. 285 sqq. (English trans. I. 492 sqq.).—
Dyer (1850), pp. 158-165.—Schweizer: Die protest. Centraldogmen (1854), I. 180-200. Very 
satisfactory.—Werner (R. Cath.): Geschichte der apologetischen und polemischen Literatur der 
christl. Theologie (1865), IV. 272 sq. and 298. Superficial.—Stahelin, II. 281-287.—
Prolegomena to Calvin’s Opera, VI. pp. XXIII.-XXV. 
 
As Erasmus had attacked Luther’s doctrine on the slavery of the human will, and provoked 
Luther’s crushing reply, Albert Pighius attacked Luther and chiefly Calvin on the same 
vulnerable point. 
 
Pighius (or Pigghe) of Campen in Holland, educated at Louvain and Cologne, and a pupil of Pope 
Adrian VI., whom he followed to Rome, was a learned and eloquent divine and deputed on 
various missions by Clement VII. and Paul III. He may have seen Calvin at the Colloquies in 
Worms and Ratisbon. He died as canon and archdeacon of Utrecht, Dec. 26, 1542, a few months 
after the publication of his book against Calvin and the other Reformers. Beza calls him the first 
sophist of the age, who, by gaining a victory over Calvin, hoped to attain to a cardinal’s hat. But 
it is wrong to judge of motives without evidence. His retirement to Utrecht could not promote 
such ambition. {875} 
 
Pighius represents the dogma of the slavery of the human will, and of the absolute necessity of all 
that happens, as the cardinal error of the Reformation, and charges it with leading to complete 
moral indifference. He wrote ten books against it. In the first six books, he defends the doctrine of 
free-will; in the last four books, he discusses divine grace, foreknowledge, predestination, and 
providence, and, last, the Scripture passages on these subjects. He teaches the Semi-Pelagian 
theory with some Pelagian features, and declares that "our works are meritorious before God." 
After the Synod of Trent had more carefully guarded the doctrine of justification against Semi-
Pelagianism, the Spanish Inquisition placed his book,—De libero arbitrio, and his tract, 
Deuteronomy peccato originali, on the Index, and Cardinal Bona recommended caution in 
reading them, since he did not always present the reliable orthodox doctrine. Pighius was not 
ashamed to copy, without acknowledgment, whole pages from Calvin’s Institutes, where it suited 
his purpose. Calvin calls him a plagiarist, and says, "With what right he publishes such sections 
as his own, I cannot see, unless he claims, as enemy, the privilege of plunder." 
 
The arguments of Pighius against the doctrine of the slavery of the human will are these: It 
contradicts common sense; it is inconsistent with the admitted freedom of will in civil and secular 
matters; it destroys all morality and discipline, turns men into animals and monsters, makes God 
the author of sin, and perverts his justice into cruelty, and his wisdom into folly. He derives these 
heresies from the ancient Gnostics and Simon Magus, except that Luther surpassed them all in 
impiety. 



 
Calvin’s answer was written in about two months, and amidst many interruptions. He felt the 
weight of the objections, but he always marched up to the cannon’s mouth. He admits, 
incidentally, that Luther often used hyperbolic expressions in order to rouse attention. He also 
allows the liberum arbitrium in the sense that man acts voluntarily and of his inner impulse. 
{876} But he denies that man, without the assistance of the Holy Spirit, has the power to choose 
what is spiritually good, and quotes Romans 6:17 7:14,23. "Man has arbitrium spontaneum, so 
that he willingly and by choice does evil, without compulsion from without, and, therefore, he 
incurs guilt. But, owing to native depravity, his will is so given to sin that it always chooses evil. 
Hence spontaneity and enslavement may exist together. The voluntas is spontanea, but not libera; 
it is not coacta, yet serva." This is an anticipation of the artificial distinction between natural 
ability and moral inability—a distinction which is practically useless. As regards the teaching of 
the early Church, he could not deny that the Fathers, especially Origen, exalt the freedom of the 
will; but he could claim Augustin in his later writings, in which he retracted his earlier advocacy 
of freedom. The objection that the slavery of the will nullifies the exhortations to repent, would 
be valid, if God did not make them effective by his Spirit. 
 
The reply of Calvin to Pighius is more cautious and guarded than Luther’s reply to Erasmus, and 
more churchly than Zwingli’s tract on Providence. In defending himself, he defended what was 
then the common Protestant doctrine, in opposition to the then prevailing Pelagianism in the 
Roman Church. It had a good effect upon the Council of Trent, which distinctly disowned the 
Pelagian and Semi-Pelagian heresy. {877} 
 
Calvin dedicated his book to Melanchthon, as a friend who had agreed with him and had advised 
him to write against Pighius, if he should attack the Reformation. But Melanchthon, who had 
taught the same doctrine, was at that time undergoing a change in his views on the freedom of the 
will, chiefly because he felt that the denial of it would make God the author of sin, and destroy 
man’s moral accountability. {878} He was as competent to appreciate the logical argument in 
favor of necessity, but he was more open to the force of ethical and practical considerations. In 
his reply to Calvin’s dedication, May 11, 1543, he acknowledged the compliment paid to him, but 
modestly and delicately intimated his dissent and his desire that Protestants should unite in the 
defence of those more important doctrines, which commended themselves by their simplicity and 
practical usefulness. "I wish," he says, "you would transfer your eloquence to the adorning of 
these momentous subjects, by which our friends would be strengthened, our enemies terrified, 
and the weak encouraged; for who in these days possesses a more forcible or splendid style of 
disputation?... I do not write this letter to dictate to you who are so learned a man, and so well 
versed in all the exercises of piety. I am persuaded, indeed, that it agrees with your sentiments, 
though less subtle and more adapted for use." {879} 
 
Calvin intended to answer the second part of the work of Pighius, but as he learned that he had 
died shortly before, he did not wish "to insult a dead dog"(!), and applied himself "to other 
pursuits." {880} But nine years afterwards he virtually answered it in the Consensus Genevensis 
(1552), which may be considered as the second part of his refutation of Pighius, although it was 
occasioned by the controversy with Bolsec. 
 
{875} Henry says (II. 289) that Pighius was converted by Calvin’s argument, but be died 
(December, 1542) before Calvin’s reply was published (February, 1543). The story rests on the 
authority of Crakanthorpe, who asserts, in his Defensio Ecclesiae Anglicanae, that Pighius by 
reading Calvin’s Institutes for the purpose of refuting them, became himself a Calvinist in one of 
the chief articles of faith (he does not say which). The story has been long ago rejected by 
Gerdesius, Hist. Evang. Renovati, III. 60. Comp. Dyer, p. 160. 



 
{876} Sponte et libenter, interiore electionis motu. 
 
{877} See the remarks of Schweizer on the value of this controversy, l. c., I. 198. 
 
{878} The successive changes are marked in the editions of his Loci Theologici, 1525, 1535, 
1544, 1548. See above, p. 548. 
 
{879} "Et quidem scio, haec cum tuis congruere, sed sunt pacuvtera, et ad usum accommodata." 
He also refers to Basil’s saying: mononqelhson, kai qeo proapanta. Calvin’s Opera, XI. 
539-542. Melanchthon’s letters are usually interspersed with Greek words and sentences. 
 
{880} Cons. Genev.: "Paulo post librum editum, moritur Pighius. Ergo ne cani mortuo 
insultarem, ad alias lucubrationes me converti." He characterizes Pighius as a "homo phrenetica 
plane audacia praeditus," because he attempted to establish the freedom of man, and to 
overthrow the secret counsel of God, by which he elects some to salvation and others to eternal 
ruin (alios aeterno exitio destinat). It is no excuse for Calvin’s insulting language on a dead 
enemy that St. Jerome said of his former friend Rufinus: "The scorpion now lies under ground!" 
Among Polemic theologians charity is a great rarity.  



120. The Anti-Papal Writings. Criticism of the Council of Trent. 1547. 
 
I. Most of Calvin’s anti-papal writings are printed in Opera, Tom. VI. (in the Amsterdam ed., 
Tom. IX. 37-90; 99-335 and 409-485.) An English translation in vols. I. and III. of Tracts 
relating the Reformation by John Calvin, translated from the original Latin by Henry Beveridge, 
Esq. Edinburgh (Calvin Translation Society), 1844 and 1851. 
 
II. Acta Synodi Tridentinae elim antidoto. In Opera, VII. 305-506. Comp. Schweizer, I. 239-249; 
Dyer, p. 229 sq.; Stahelin, II. 255 sqq. 
 
Calvin’s anti-papal writings are numerous. Among them his Answer to Cardinal Sadolet (1540), 
and his Plea for the Necessity of the Reformation, addressed to Emperor Charles V. (1544), 
deserve the first place. They are superior in ability and force to any similar works of the sixteenth 
century. They have been sufficiently noticed in previous sections. {881} I will only add the manly 
conclusion of the Plea to the Emperor: — 
 
"But be the issue what it may, we will never repent of having begun, and of having proceeded 
thus far. The Holy Spirit is a faithful and unerring witness to our doctrine. We know, I say, that it 
is the eternal truth of God that we preach. We are, indeed, desirous, as we ought to be, that our 
ministry may prove salutary to the world; but to give it this effect belongs to God, not to us. If, to 
punish, partly the ingratitude, and partly the stubbornness of those to whom we desire to do good, 
success must prove desperate, and all things go to worse, I will say what it befits a Christian man 
to say, and what all who are true to this holy profession will subscribe: We will die, but in death 
even be conquerors, not only because through it we shall have a sure passage to a better life, but 
because we know that our blood will be as seed to propagate the Divine truth, which men now 
despise." 
 
Next to these books in importance is his criticism of the Council of Trent, published in 
November, 1547. 
 
The Council of Trent, which was to heal the divisions of Western Christendom, convened after 
long delay, Dec. 13, 1545; then adjourned, convened again, and finally closed, Dec. 4, 1563, a 
few months before Calvin’s death. In the fourth, fifth, and sixth sessions (1546), it settled the 
burning questions of the rule of faith, original sin, and justification, in favor of the present Roman 
system and against the views of the Reformers. The Council avoided the ill-disguised 
Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism of Eck, Pighius, and other early champions of Rome, and 
worded its decrees with great caution and circumspection; but it decidedly condemned the 
Protestant doctrines of the supremacy of the Bible, the slavery of the natural will, and justification 
by faith alone. 
 
Calvin was the first to take up the pen against these decisions. He subjected them to a searching 
criticism. He admits, in the introduction, "that a Council might be of great use and restore the 
peace of Christendom, provided it be truly, oecumenical, impartial, and free. But he denies that 
the Council of Trent had these essential characteristics. The Greek and the Evangelical Churches 
were not represented at all. It was a purely Roman Council, and under the control of the pope, 
who was himself the chief offender, and far more disposed to perpetuate abuses than to abolish 
them. The members, only about forty, mostly Italians, were not distinguished for learning or 
piety, but were a set of wrangling monks and canonists and minions of the pope. They gave 
merely a nod of assent to the living oracle of the Vatican, and then issued the decrees as 



responses of the Holy Spirit., As soon as a decree is framed," he says, "couriers flee off to Rome, 
and beg pardon and peace at the feet of their idol. The holy father hands over what the couriers 
have brought to his private advisers for examination. They curtail, add, and change as they please. 
The couriers return, and a sederunt is appointed. The notary reads over what no one dares to 
disapprove, and the asses shake their ears in assent. Behold the oracle which imposes religious 
obligations on the whole world.... The proclamation of the Council is entitled to no more weight 
than the cry of an auctioneer." 
 
Calvin dissects the decrees with his usual polemic skill. He first states them in the words of the 
Council, and then gives the antidote. He exposes the errors of the Vulgate, which the Council put 
on a par with the original Hebrew and Greek originals, and defends the supremacy of the 
Scriptures and the doctrine of justification by faith. 
 
He wrote this work in two or three months, under constant interruption, while Chemnitz took ten 
years to complete his. He submitted the manuscript to Farel, who was delighted with it. He 
published also a French edition in a more popular form. 
 
Cochlaeus prepared, with much personal bitterness, a refutation of Calvin (1548), and was 
answered by Des Gallars, {882} and Beza, who numbers Cochlaeus among the monsters of the 
animal kingdom. {883} 
 
After the close of the Council of Trent, Martin Chemnitz, the leading divine of the Lutheran 
Church after the death of Melanchthon, wrote his more elaborate Examen Concilii Tridentini 
(1565-1573; second ed. 1585), which was for a long time a standard work in the Roman 
controversy. 
 
{881} See pp. 398-413; 452-466. 
 
{882} Apologia Calvini contra Cochlaeum. 
 
{883} Brevis et utilis zoographia Joh. Cochlaei, 1549. Reprinted in Baum’s Beza, I. 357-363.  



121. Against the German Interim. 1549. 
 
Interim Adultero-Germanum: Cui adjecta est vera Christianae pacificationis et ecclesiae 
reformandae ratio, per Joannem Calvinum. Cavete a fermento Pharisaeorum, 1549. Opera, VII. 
541-674.—It was reprinted in Germany, and translated into French (1549) and Italian (1561). See 
Henry, II. 369 sqq.; III. Beilage, 211 sq.; Dyer, 232 sq. 
 
On the Interim, comp. the German Histories of Ranke, (V. 25 sqq.) and Janssen (III. 625 sqq.), 
and the monograph of Ludwig Pastor (Rom. Cath.): Die kirchlichen Reunionsbestrebungen 
wahrend der Regierung Karls V. Freiburg, 1879, pp. 357 sqq. 
 
Calvin’s tract on the false German Interim is closely connected with his criticism of the Council 
of Trent. After defeating the Smalkaldian League, the Emperor imposed on the Protestants in 
Germany a compromise confession of faith to be used till the final decision of the General 
Council. It was drawn up by two Roman Catholic bishops, Pflug (an Erasmian) and Helding, with 
the aid of John Agricola, the chaplain of Elector Joachim II. of Brandenburg. Agricola was a vain, 
ambitious, and unreliable man, who had once been a secretary and table companion of Luther, but 
fell out with him and Melanchthon in the Antinomian controversy. He was suspected of having 
been bribed by the Catholics. {884} 
 
The agreement was laid before the Diet of Augsburg, and is called the Augsburg Interim. It was 
proclaimed, with an earnest exhortation, by the Emperor, May 15, 1548. It comprehended the 
whole Roman Catholic system of doctrine and discipline, but in a mild and conciliatory form, and 
without an express condemnation of the Protestant views. The doctrine of justification was stated 
in substantial agreement with that of the Council of Trent. The seven sacraments, 
transubstantiation, the mass, the invocation of the saints, the authority of the pope, and all the 
important ceremonies, were to be retained. The only concession made to the Protestants was the 
use of the cup by the laity in the holy communion, and the permission for married priests to retain 
their wives. The arrangement suited the views of the Emperor, who, as Ranke remarks, wished to 
uphold the Catholic hierarchy as the basis of his power, and yet to make it possible for Protestants 
to be reconciled to him. It is very evident that the adoption of such a confession was a virtual 
surrender of the cause of the Reformation and would have ended in a triumph of the papacy. 
 
The Interim was received with great indignation by the Protestants, and was rejected in Hesse, 
ducal Saxony, and the Northern cities, especially in Madgeburg, which became the headquarters 
of the irreconcilable Lutherans under the lead of Flacius. In Southern Germany it was enforced 
with great rigor by Spanish soldiers. More than four hundred pastors in Swabia and on the Rhine 
were expelled from their benefices for refusing the Interim, and wandered about with their 
families in poverty and misery. Among them was Brenz, the Reformer of Wurtemburg, who fled 
to Basel, where he received a consolitary letter from Calvin (Nov. 5, 1548). Martin Bucer, with 
all his zeal for Christian union, was unwilling to make a compromise at the expense of his 
conscience, and fled from Strassburg to England, where he was appointed professor of divinity in 
the University of Cambridge. 
 
It was forbidden under pain of death to write against the Interim. Nevertheless, over thirty attacks 
appeared from the "Chancellery of God" at Magdeburg. Bullinger and Calvin wrote against it. 
 
Calvin published the imperial proclamation and the text of the Interim in full, and then gave his 
reasons why it could never bring peace to the Church. He begins with a quotation from Hilary in 



the Arian controversy: "Specious indeed is the name of peace, and fair the idea of unity; but who 
doubts that the only peace of the Church is that which is of Christ?" This is the key-note of his 
own exposition on the true method of the pacification of Christendom. 
 
Elector Maurice of Saxony, who stood between two fires,—his Lutheran subjects and the 
Emperor,—modified the Augsburg Interim, with the aid of Melanchthon and the other 
theologians of Wittenberg, and substituted for it the Leipzig Interim, Dec. 22, 1548. In this 
document the chief articles of faith are more cautiously worded so as to admit of an evangelical 
interpretation, but the Roman ceremonies are retained, as adiaphora, or things indifferent, which 
do not compromise the conscience nor endanger salvation. it gave rise to the Adiaphoristic 
Controversy between the strict and the moderate Lutherans. Melanchthon was placed in a most 
trying position in the midst of the contest. In the sincere wish to save Protestantism from utter 
overthrow and Saxony from invasion and desolation by imperial troops, he yielded to the pressure 
of the courtiers and accepted the Leipzig Interim in the hope of better times. For this conduct he 
was severely attacked by Flacius, his former pupil, and denounced as a traitor. When Calvin 
heard the news, he wrote an earnest letter of fraternal rebuke to Melanchthon, and reminded him 
of Paul’s unyielding firmness at the Synod of Jerusalem on the question of circumcision. {885} 
 
Protestantism in Germany was brought to the brink of ruin, but was delivered from it by the 
treason of the Elector Maurice. This shrewd, selfish politician and master in the art of 
dissimulation, had first betrayed the Protestants, by aiding the Emperor in the defeat of the 
Smalkaldian League, whereby he gained the electorate; and then he rose in rebellion against the 
Emperor and drove him and the Fathers of Trent out of Tyrol (1551). He died in 1553 of a deadly 
wound which he received in a victorious battle against his old friend Albrecht of Brandenburg. 
{886} 
 
The final result of the defeat of the Emperor was the Augsburg Treaty of Peace, 1555, which for 
the first time gave to the Lutherans a legal status in the empire, though with certain restrictions. 
This closes the period of the Lutheran Reformation. 
 
{884} The Emperor presented him with fifty crowns; King Ferdinand, with five hund-red thaler. 
Janssen, III. 625. Comp. G. Kawerau (a specialist in the history of the Lutheran Reformation), 
Johann Agricola von Eisleben, Berlin, 1881. 
 
{885} Letter of July 18, 1550, quoted in 90, pp. 395 sq. Dyer decidedly defends Melanchthon in 
this adiaphoristic controversy, and makes the following remark (p. 240): "What a prospect do 
these squabbles hold out for the future union of the Protestant Church! A silly and scandalous, we 
had almost said, a childish, quarrel about a surplice and a few minor ceremonies divides the 
Protestants into hostile factions at the moment of their most eminent peril! With such feelings, 
how should they hope in quieter times to arrange those more serious questions, which turned on 
really important points of doctrine?" 
 
{886} For a description of the character of Moritz, see Ranke, Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter 
der Reformation, vol. V. 160 sqq. (6th ed. 1881).  



122. Against the Worship of Relics. 1543. 
 
Advertissement tres-utile du grand proffit qui reviendroit a  la Chrestiente, s’il se faisoit 
inventoire de tous les corps sainctz et reliques, qui sont tant en Italia qu’en France Allemaigne, 
Hespaigne, et autres Royaumes et Pays. Gen., 1543, 1544, 1551, 1563, 1579, 1599. Reprinted in 
Opera, VI. 405-452. A Latin edition by Nicolaus Gallasius (des Gallars) was published at 
Geneva, 1548. It appeared also in English (A very profitable treatise, etc.), London, 1561, and in 
two German translations (by Jakob Eysenberg of Wittenberg, 1557, etc., and by J. Fischart, 1584, 
or 1583, under the title Der heilig Brotkorb der h. Romischen Reliquien). See Henry, II. 333 and 
III., Appendix, 204-206. A new English translation by Beveridge in Calvin’s Tracts relating to 
the Reformation, Edinb., 1844, pp. 289-341. 
 
In the same year in which Calvin answered Pighius, he published a French tract on Relics, which 
was repeatedly printed and translated. It was the most popular and effective of his anti-papal 
writings. He indulged here very freely in his power of ridicule and sarcasm, which reminds one 
almost of Voltaire, but the spirit is altogether different. He begins with the following judicious 
remarks, which best characterize the book: — 
 
"Augustin, in his work, entitled On the Labor of Monks, complaining of certain itinerant 
impostors, who, as early as his day, plied a vile and sordid traffic, by carrying the relics of 
martyrs about from place to place, adds, ‘If, indeed, they are relics of martyrs.’ By this expression 
he intimates the prevalence, even in his day, of abuses and impostures, by which the ignorant 
populace were cheated into the belief that bones gathered here and there were those of saints. 
While the origin of the imposture is thus ancient, there cannot be a doubt that in the long period 
which has since elapsed, it has exceedingly increased, considering, especially, that the world has 
since been strangely corrupted, and has never ceased to become worse, till it has reached the 
extreme wherein we now behold it." 
 
"But the first abuse and, as it were, beginning of the evil was, that when Christ ought to have 
been sought in his Word, sacraments, and spiritual influences, the world, after its wont, clung to 
his garments, vests, and swaddling-clothes; and thus overlooking the principal matter, followed 
only its accessory. The same course was pursued in regard to apostles, martyrs, and other saints. 
For when the duty was to meditate diligently on their lives, and engage in imitating them, men 
made it their whole study to contemplate and lay up, as it were in a treasury, their bones, shirts, 
girdles, caps, and similar trifles." 
 
"I am not unaware that in this there is a semblance of pious zeal, the allegation being, that the 
relics of Christ are kept on account of the reverence which is felt for himself, and in order that the 
remembrance of him may take a firmer hold of the mind. And the same thing is alleged with 
regard to the saints. But attention should be paid to what Paul says, viz., that all divine worship of 
man’s devising, having no better and surer foundation than his own opinion, be its semblance of 
wisdom what it may, is mere vanity and folly." 
 
"Besides, any advantage, supposed to be derived from it, ought to be contrasted with the danger. 
In this way it would be discovered that the possession of such relics was of little use, or was 
altogether superfluous and frivolous, whereas, on the other hand, it was most difficult, or rather 
impossible, that men should not thereby degenerate into idolatry. For they cannot look upon 
them, or handle them, without veneration; and there being no limit to this, the honor due to Christ 



is forthwith paid to them. In short, a longing for relics is never free from superstition, nay, what is 
worse, it is the parent of idolatry, with which it is very generally conjoined." 
 
"All admit, without dispute, that God carried away the body of Moses from human sight, lest the 
Jewish nation should fall into the abuse of worshipping it. What was done in the case of one 
ought to be extended to all, since the reason equally applies. But not to speak of saints, let us see 
what Paul says of Christ himself. He declares, that after the resurrection of Christ he knew him no 
more after the flesh, intimating by these words that everything carnal which belonged to Christ 
should be consigned to oblivion and be discarded, in order that we may make it our whole study 
and endeavor to seek and possess him in spirit. Now, therefore, when men talk of it as a grand 
thing to possess some memorial of Christ and his saints, what else is it than to seek an empty 
cloak with which to hide some foolish desire that has no foundation in reason? But even should 
there seem to be a sufficient reason for it, yet, seeing it is so clearly repugnant to the mind of the 
Holy Spirit, as declared by the mouth of Paul, what more do we require?" 
 
The following is a summary of this tract: — 
 
What was at first a foolish curiosity for preserving relics has degenerated into abominable 
idolatry. The great majority of the relics are spurious. It could be shown by comparison that every 
apostle has more than four bodies and every saint two or three. The arm of St. Anthony, which 
was worshipped in Geneva, when brought out from the case, turned out to be a part of a stag. The 
body of Christ could not be obtained, but the monks of Charroux pretend to have, besides teeth 
and hair, the prepuce or pellicle cut off in his circumcision. But it is shown also in the Lateran 
church at Rome. The blood of Christ which Nicodemus is said to have received in a handkerchief 
or a bowl, is exhibited in Rochelle, in Mantua, in Rome, and many other places. The manger in 
which he laid at his birth, his cradle, together with the shirt which his mother made, the pillar on 
which he leaned when disputing in the Temple, the water-pots in which he turned water into 
wine, the nails, and pieces of the cross, are shown in Rome, Ravenna, Pisa, Cluny, Angers, and 
elsewhere. 
 
The table of the last Supper is at Rome, in the church of St. John in the Lateran; some of the 
bread at St. Salvador in Spain; the knife with which the Paschal Lamb was cut up, is at Treves. 
{887} What semblance of possibility is there that that table was found seven or eight hundred 
years after? Besides, tables were in those days different in shape from ours, for people used to 
recline at meals. Fragments of the cross found by St. Helena are scattered over many churches in 
Italy, France, Spain, etc., and would form a good shipload, which it would take three hundred 
men to carry instead of one. But they say that this wood never grows less! Some affirm that their 
fragments were carried by angels, others that they dropped down from heaven. Those of Poitiers 
say that their piece was stolen by a maid-servant of Helena and carried off to France. There is still 
a greater controversy as to the three nails of the cross: one of them was fixed in the crown of 
Constantine, the other two were fitted to his horse’s bridle, according to Theodoret, or one was 
kept by Helena herself, according to Ambrose. But now there are two nails at Rome, one at Siena, 
one at Milan, one at Carpentras, one at Venice, one at Cologne, one at Treves, two at Paris, one at 
Bourges, etc. All the claims are equally good, for the nails are all spurious. There is also more 
than one soldier’s spear, crown of thorns, purple robe, the seamless coat, and Veronica’s napkin 
(which at least six cities boast of having). A piece of broiled fish, which Peter offered to the risen 
Saviour on the seashore, must have been wondrously well salted if it has kept for these fifteen 
centuries! But, jesting apart, is it supposable that the apostles made relics of what they had 
actually prepared for dinner? 
 



Calvin exposes with equal effect the absurdities and impieties of the wonder-working pictures of 
Christ; the relics of the hair and milk of the Virgin Mary, preserved in so many places, her combs, 
her wardrobe and baggage, and her house carried by angels across the sea to Loreto; the shoes of 
St. Joseph; the slippers of St. James; the head of John the Baptist, of which Rhodes, Malta, Lucca, 
Nevers, Amiens, Besanacon, and Noyon claim to have portions; and his fingers, one of which is 
shown at Besanacon, another at Toulouse, another at Lyons, another at Bourges, another at 
Florence. At Avignon they have the sword with which John was beheaded, at Aix-la-Chapelle the 
linen cloth placed under him by the kindness of the executioner, in Rome his girdle and the altar 
at which he said prayers in the desert. It is strange, adds Calvin, that they do not also make him 
perform mass. 
 
The tract concludes with this remark: "So completely are the relics mixed up and huddled 
together, that it is impossible to have the bones of any martyr without running the risk of 
worshipping the bones of some thief or robber, or, it may be, the bones of a dog, or a horse, or an 
ass, or—Let every one, therefore, guard against this risk. Henceforth no man will be able to 
excuse himself by pretending ignorance." 
 
{887} The holy coat is still at Treves, and was worshipped by many thousands of devout pilgrims 
in the year of our Lord 1891!  



123. The Articles of the Sorbonne with an Antidote. 1544. 
 
Articuli a facultate s. theol. Parisiensi determinati super materiis fidei nostrae hodie 
controversis. Cum Antidoto (1543), 1544. Opera, VII. 1-44. A French edition appeared in the 
same year. English translation by Beveridge, in Calvin’s Tracts, I. 72-122. 
 
The theological faculty of the University of Paris published, March 10, 1542, a summary of the 
most obnoxious doctrines of the Roman Church, in twenty-five articles, which were sanctioned 
by an edict of the king of France, and were to be subscribed by all candidates of the priesthood. 
{888} 
 
Calvin republished these articles, and accompanied each, first with an ironical defence, and then 
with a scriptural antidote. This reductio ad absurdum had probably more effect in Paris than a 
serious and sober mode of refutation. The following is a specimen: — 
 
Article VI. Of the Sacrifice of the Mass. 
 
"The sacrifice of the Mass is, according to the institution of Christ, available for the living and 
the dead." 
 
"Proof,—Because Christ says, ‘This do.’ But to do is to sacrifice, according to the passage in 
Vergil: ‘When I will do (make an offering) with a calf in place of produce, do you yourself 
come.’ {889} As to which signification, see Macrobius. But when the Lutherans deride that 
subtlety, because Christ spoke with the Apostles in the common Hebrew or Syriac tongue, and 
the Evangelists wrote in Greek, answer that the common Latin translation outweighs them. And it 
is well known that the sense of Scripture must be sought from the determination of the Church. 
But of the value of sacrifice for the living and the dead we have proof from experience. For many 
visions have appeared to certain holy monks when asleep, telling them that by means of masses 
souls had been delivered from Purgatory. Nay, St. Gregory redeemed the soul of Trajan from the 
infernal regions." {890} 
 
Antidote to Article VI. 
 
"The institution of Christ is, ‘Take and eat’, {Matthew 26:26 Mark 14:22 1 Corinthians 11:24} 
but not, offer. Therefore, sacrifice is not conformable to the institution of Christ, but is plainly 
repugnant to it. Besides, it is evident from Scripture that it is the peculiar and proper office of 
Christ to offer himself; as an apostle says, that by one offering he has forever perfected those that 
are sanctified. {Hebrews 10:14} Also, that ‘once, in the end of the world, hath he appeared to put 
away sin by the sacrifice of himself’ (Hebrews 9:26). Also, that after this sanctification, ‘there 
remains no more a sacrifice for sins’ (10:26). For to this end also was he consecrated a priest after 
the order of Melchisdec, without successor or colleague." {Hebrews 5:6 7:21} 
 
"Christ, therefore, is robbed of the honor of the priesthood, when the right of offering is 
transferred to others. Lastly, no man ought to assume this honor unless called by God, as an 
apostle testifies. But we read of none having been called but Christ. On the other hand, since the 
promise is destined for those only who communicate in the sacrament, by what right can it belong 
to the dead?" 
 



{888} Bulaeus, Historia Univ. Paris., VI. 384, and the French text in Opera, vol, VII., Proleg., 
pp. ix-xii. 
 
{889} "’ Hoc facite.’ Facere autem est sacrificare, justa illud Vergilii: Quum faciam vitulapro 
frugibus, ipse venito.’" (Verg. E. III. 77.) 
 
{890} This refers to the mediaeval legend which has found its way into Dante’s Divina Comedia 
(Purg. X. 75; Par. XX. 109-111), that the Emperor Trajan, nearly five hundred years after his 
death, was disinterred, and his soul translated from hell to heaven by the prayers of Pope Gregory 
I., who had learned that he was a just emperor, although he persecuted the Christians. But the 
pope was punished for his interest in a heathen, and warned by an angel never to make a similar 
request. Trajan is the only pagan in Dante’s Paradise.  



124. Calvin and the Nicodemites. 1544. 
 
Calvin: (Petit traicte monstrant que c’est que doit faire un homme fidele, cognoissant la verite de 
l’Evangile quand il est entre les papistes, 1543. Excuse de Iehan Calvin a Messieurs les 
Nicodites, sur la complaincte qu’il font de so trop grand rigueur. Excusatio ad Pseudo-
Nicodemitas.) 1544. Embodied in the tracts Deuteronomy vitandis superstitionibus quae cum 
sincera fidei confessione pugnant. Genevae, 1549, 1550, and 1551. This collection contains also 
the opinions of Melanchthon, Bucer, and Peter Martyr on the question raised by the Nicodemites. 
Reprinted in Opera, VI. 537-644. A German translation appeared at Herborn, 1588; an English 
translation by R. Golding, London, 1548. See the bibliographical notes in Henry, III.; Beilage, 
208 sq.; Proleg. to Opera, VI. pp. xxx-xxxiv; a La France Protest., III. 584 sq. Dyer, 187 sqq. 
Stahelin, I. 542 sqq. 
 
A great practical difficulty presented itself to the Protestants in France, where they were in 
constant danger of persecution. They could not emigrate en masse, nor live in peace at home, 
without concealing or denying their convictions. A large number were Protestants at heart, but 
outwardly conformed to the Roman Church. They excused their conduct by the example of 
Nicodemus, the Jewish Rabbi, who came to Jesus by night. 
 
Calvin, therefore, called them "Nicodemites," but with this difference, that Nicodemus only 
buried the body of Christ, after anointing it with precious aromatics; while they bury both his soul 
and body, his divinity and humanity, and that, too, without honor. Nicodemus interred Christ 
when dead, but the Nicodemites thrust him into the earth after he has risen. Nicodemus displayed 
a hundred times more courage at the death of Christ than all the Nicodemites after his 
resurrection. Calvin confronted them with the alternative of Elijah:, How long halt ye between 
two opinions? If the Lord be God, follow him: if Baal, then follow him. {1 Kings 18:21} He 
advised them either to leave their country for some place of liberty, or to absent themselves from 
idolatrous worship, even at the risk of their lives. The glory of God should be much dearer to us 
than this transitory life, which is only a shadow. 
 
He distinguished several classes of Nicodemites: first, false preachers of the gospel, who adopt 
some evangelical doctrines (meaning probably Gerard le Roux or Roussel, for whom Margaret of 
Navarre had procured the bishopric of Oleron); next, worldly people, courtiers, and refined ladies, 
who are used to flattery and hate austerity; then, scholars and literary men, who love their ease 
and hope for gradual improvement with the spread of education and intelligence; lastly, 
merchants and citizens, who do not wish to be interrupted in their avocations. Yet he was far from 
disowning them as brethren because of their weakness. Owing to their great danger they could 
better expect pardon if they should fall, than he himself who lived in comparative security. 
 
The Nicodemites charged Calvin with immoderate austerity. "Away with this Calvin! he is too 
impolite. He would reduce us to beggary, and lead us directly to the stake. Let him content 
himself with his own lot, and leave us in peace; or, let him come to us and show us how to 
behave. He resembles the leader of an army who incites the common soldiers to the attack, but 
himself keeps out of the reach of danger." To this charge he replied (in substance): "If you 
compare me with a captain, you should not blame me for doing my duty. The question is not, 
what I would do in your condition, but what is our present duty—yours and mine. If my life 
differs from my teaching, then woe to me. God is my witness that my heart bleeds when I think of 
your temptations and dangers, and that I cease not to pray with tears that you may be delivered. 
Nor do I condemn always the persons when I condemn the thing. I will not boast of superior 



courage, but it is not my fault, if I am not more frequently in danger. I am not far from the shot of 
the enemy. Secure to-day, I do not know what shall be to-morrow. I am prepared for every event, 
and I hope that God will give me grace to glorify him with my blood as well as with my tongue 
and pen. I shall lay down my life with no more sadness than I now write down these words." 
 
The French Protestants were under the impression that Luther and Melanchthon had milder and 
more practicable views on this subject, and requested Calvin to proceed to Saxony for a personal 
conference. This he declined from want of time, since it would take at least forty days for the 
journey from Geneva to Wittenberg and back. Nor had he the means. "Even in favorable 
seasons," he wrote to an unknown friend in France, {891} "my income barely suffices to meet 
expenses, and from the scarcity with which we had to struggle during the last two years, I was 
compelled to run into debt." He added that "the season was unfavorable for consulting Luther, 
who has hardly had time to cool from the heat of controversy." He thus missed the only 
opportunity of a personal interview with Luther, who died a year later. It is doubtful whether it 
would have been satisfactory. The old hero was then discontented with the state of the world and 
the Church, and longing for departure. 
 
But Calvin prevailed on a young gentleman of tolerable learning to undertake the journey for him. 
He gave him a literal Latin translation of his tracts against the Nicodemites, together with letters 
to Luther and Melanchthon (Jan. 20, 1545). He asked the latter to act as mediator according to his 
best judgment. The letter to Luther is very respectful and modest. After explaining the case, and 
requesting him to give it a cursory examination and to return his opinion in a few words, Calvin 
thus concludes this, his only, letter to the great German Reformer: — 
 
"I am unwilling to give you this trouble in the midst of so many weighty and various 
employments; but such is your sense of justice that you cannot suppose me to have done this 
unless compelled by the necessity of the case; I therefore trust that you will pardon me. Would 
that I could fly to you, that I might even for a few hours enjoy the happiness of your society; for I 
would prefer, and it would be far better, not only upon this question, but also about others, to 
converse personally with yourself; but seeing that it is not granted to us on earth, I hope that 
shortly it will come to pass in the kingdom of God. Adieu, most renowned sir, most distinguished 
minister of Christ, and my ever-honored father. The Lord himself rule and direct you by His own 
Spirit, that you may persevere even unto the end, for the common benefit and good of His own 
Church." 
 
Luther was still so excited by his last eucharistic controversy with the Swiss, and so suspicious, 
that Melanchthon deemed it inexpedient to lay the documents before him. {892} 
 
"I have not shown your letter to Dr. Martin," he replied to Calvin, April 17, 1545, "for he takes 
many things suspiciously, and does not like his answers to questions of the kind you have 
proposed to him, to be carried round and handed from one to another.... At present I am looking 
forward to exile and other sorrows. Farewell! On the day on which, thirty-eight hundred and 
forty-six years ago, Noah entered into the ark, by which God gave testimony of his purpose never 
to forsake his Church, even when she quivers under the shock of the billows of the great sea." 
 
He gave, however, his own opinion; and this, as well as the opinions of Bucer and Peter Martyr, 
and Calvin’s conclusion, were published, as an appendix to the tracts on avoiding superstition, at 
Geneva in 1549. {893} Melanchthon substantially agreed with Calvin; he asserts the duty of the 
Christian to worship God alone, {Matthew 4:10} to flee from idols, {1 John 5:21} and to profess 
Christ openly before men; {Matthew 10:33} but he took a somewhat milder view as regards 
compliance with mere ceremonies and non-essentials. Bucer and Peter Martyr agreed with this 



opinion. The latter refers to the conduct of the early disciples, who, while holding worship in 
private houses, still continued to visit the temple until they were driven out. 
 
We now proceed to Calvin’s controversies with Protestant opponents. 
 
{891} Bonnet (I. 418, note) conjectures that it was Louis du Chemin, or Francois Daniel. 
 
{892} Opera, XII. 61. 
 
{893} Opera, VI. 617-644.  



125. Calvin and Bolsec. 
 
I. Actes du proces intente par Calvin et les autres ministres de Geneve a  Jerome Bolsec de Paris 
(1551). Printed from the Register of the Venerable Company and the Archives of Geneva, in 
Opera, VIII. 141-248.—Calvin: Deuteronomy aeterna Dei Praedestinatione, etc., usually called 
Consensus Genevensis (1552)—chiefly an extract from the respective sections of his Institutes; 
reprinted in Opera, VIII. 249-366. It is the second part of his answer to Pighius ("the dead dog," 
as he calls him), but occasioned by the process of Bolsec, whose name he ignores in contempt.—
Calvin’s letter to Libertetus (Fabri of Neuchatel), January, 1552, in Opera, XIV. 278 sq.—The 
Letters of the Swiss Churches on the Bolsec affair, reprinted in vol. VIII. 229 sqq.—Beza: Vita 
Calv. ad ann. 1551. 
 
II. Hierosme Hermes Bolsec, docteur Medecin a  Lyon: Histoire de la vie, moeurs, actes, 
doctrine, constance et mort de Jean Calvin, jadis ministre de Geneve, Lyon, 1577; Reeditee avec 
une introduction, des extraits de la vie de Th. de Beze, par le meme, et des notes a  l’appuipar M. 
Louis-Franacois Chastel, magistrat. Lyon, 1875 (xxxi and 328). On the character and different 
editions of this book, see La France Protest., II. 755 sqq. 
 
III. Bayle: "Bolsec" in his "Diction. historique et critique."—F. Trechsel: Die Protest. 
Antitrinitarier (Heidelberg, 1844). Bd. I. 185-189 and 276-284.—Henry, III. 44 sqq., and the 
second Beilage to vol. III., which gives the documents (namely, the charges of the ministers of 
Geneva, Bolsec’s defence, his poem written in prison, the judgments of the Churches of Bern and 
Zurich—all of which are omitted in the English version, II. 130 sqq.).—Audin (favorable to 
Bolsec), ch. XXXIX.—Dyer, 265-283.—*Schweizer: Centraldogmen, I. 205-238.—Stahelin, I. 
411-414; II. 287-292.—"La France Prot., sub, Bolsec," tom. II. 745-776 (second ed.). Against 
this article: Lettre d’un protestant Genevois aux lecteurs de la France Protestante, Geneve, 1880. 
In defence of that article, Henri L. Bordier: L’ecole historique de Jerome Bolsec, pour servir de 
supplement a  l’article Bolsec de la France Protestante, Paris (Fischbacher), 1880. 
 
Hieronymus (Hierosme) Hermes Bolsec, a native of Paris, was a Carmelite monk, but left the 
Roman Church, about 1545, and fled for protection to the Duchess of Ferrara, who admitted him 
to her house under the title of an almoner. There he married, and adopted the medical profession 
as a means of livelihood. Ever afterwards he called himself "Doctor of Medicine." He made 
himself odious by his turbulent character and conduct, and was expelled by the Duchess for some 
deception (as Beza reports). 
 
In 1550 he settled at Geneva with his wife and a servant, and practised his profession. But he 
meddled in theology, and began to question Calvin’s doctrine of predestination. He denounced 
Calvin’s God as a hypocrite and liar, as a patron of criminals, and as worse than Satan. He was 
admonished, March 8, 1551, by the Venerable Company, and privately instructed by Calvin in 
that mystery, but without success. On a second offence he was summoned before the Consistory, 
and openly reprehended in the presence of fifteen ministers and other competent persons. He 
acknowledged that a certain number were elected by God to salvation, but he denied 
predestination to destruction; and, on closer examination, he extended election to all mankind, 
maintaining that grace efficacious to salvation is equally offered to all, and that the cause, why 
some receive and others reject it, lies in the free-will, with which all men were endowed. At the 
same time he abhorred the name of merits. This, in the eyes of Calvin, was a logical contradiction 
and an absurdity; for, he says, "if some were elected, it surely follows that others are not elected 
and left to perish. Unless we confess that those who come to Christ are drawn by the Father 



through the peculiar operation of the Holy Spirit on the elect, it follows either that all must be 
promiscuously elected, or that the cause of election lies in each man’s merit." 
 
On the 16th of October, 1551, Bolsec attended the religious conference, which was held every 
Friday at St. Peter’s. John de St. Andre preached from John 8:47 on predestination, and inferred 
from the text that those who are not of God, oppose him to the last, because God grants the grace 
of obedience only to the elect. Bolsec suddenly interrupted the speaker, and argued that men are 
not saved because they are elected, but that they are elected because they have faith. He 
denounced, as false and godless, the notion that God decides the fate of man before his birth, 
consigning some to sin and punishment, others to virtue and eternal happiness. He loaded the 
clergy with abuse, and warned the congregation not to be led astray. 
 
After he had finished this harangue, Calvin, who had entered the church unobserved, stepped up 
to him and so overwhelmed him, as Beza says, with arguments and with quotations from 
Scripture and Augustin, that "all felt exceedingly ashamed for the brazen-faced monk, except the 
monk himself." Farel also, who happened to be present, addressed the assembly. The lieutenant of 
police apprehended Bolsec for abusing the ministers and disturbing the public peace. 
 
On the same afternoon the ministers drew up seventeen articles against Bolsec and presented 
them to the Council, with the request to call him to account. Bolsec, in his turn, proposed several 
questions to Calvin and asked a categorical answer (October 25). He asserted that Melanchthon, 
Bullinger, and Brenz shared his opinion. 
 
The Consistory asked the Council to consult the Swiss Churches before passing judgment. 
Accordingly, the Council sent a list of Bolsec’s errors to Zurich, Bern, and Basel. They were five, 
as follows: — 
 
1. That faith depends not on election, but election on faith. 
 
2. That it is an insult to God to say that he abandons some to blindness, because it is his pleasure 
to do so. 
 
3. That God leads to himself all rational creatures, and abandons only those who have often 
resisted him. 
 
4. That God’s grace is universal, and some are not more predestinated to salvation than others. 
 
5. That when St. Paul says, {Ephesians 1:5} that God has elected us through Christ, he does not 
mean election to salvation, but election to discipleship and apostleship. 
 
At the same time Calvin and his colleagues addressed a circular letter to the Swiss Churches, 
which speaks in offensive and contemptuous terms of Bolsec, and charges him with cheating, 
deception, and impudence. Beza also wrote from Lausanne to Bullinger. 
 
The replies of the Swiss Churches were very unsatisfactory to Calvin, although the verdict was, 
on the whole, in his favor. They reveal the difference between the German and the French Swiss 
on the subject of divine decrees and free-will. They assent to the doctrine of free election to 
salvation, but evade the impenetrable mystery of absolute and eternal reprobation, which was the 
most material point in the controversy. 
 



The ministers of Zurich defended Zwingli against Bolsec’s charge, that in his work on Providence 
he made God the author of sin, and they referred to other works in which Zwingli traced sin to the 
corruption of the human will. Bullinger, in a private letter to Calvin, impressed upon him the 
necessity of moderation and mildness. "Believe me," he said, "many are displeased with what you 
say in your Institutes about predestination, and draw the same conclusions from it as Bolsec has 
drawn from Zwingli’s book on Providence." This affair caused a temporary alienation between 
Calvin and Bullinger. It was not till ten years afterwards that Bullinger decidedly embraced the 
Calvinistic dogma, and even then he laid no stress on reprobation. {894} 
 
Myconius, in the name of the Church of Basel, answered evasively, and dwelt on what Calvin and 
Bolsec believed in common. 
 
The reply of the ministers of Bern anticipates the modern spirit of toleration. They applaud the 
zeal for truth and unity, but emphasize the equally important duty of charity and forbearance. The 
good Shepherd, they say, cares for the sheep that has gone astray. It is much easier to win a man 
back by gentleness than to compel him by severity. As to the awful mystery of divine 
predestination, they remind Calvin of the perplexity felt by many good men who cling to the 
Scripture texts of God’s universal grace and goodness. 
 
The effect of these letters was a milder judgment on Bolsec. He was banished for life from the 
territory of Geneva for exciting sedition and for Pelagianism, under pain of being whipped if he 
should ever return. The judgment was announced Dec. 23, 1551, with the sound of the trumpet. 
{895} 
 
Bolsec retired to Thonon, in Bern, but as he created new disturbances he was banished (1555). He 
left for France, and sought admission into the ministry of the Reformed Church, but returned at 
last to the Roman communion. {896} He was classed by the national synod of Lyon among 
deposed ministers, and characterized as "an infamous liar" and "Apostate" (1563). He lived near 
Lyon and at Autun, and died at Annecy about 1584. Thirteen years after Calvin’s death he took 
mean and cowardly revenge by the publication of a libellous "Life of Calvin," which injured him 
much more than Calvin; and this was followed by a slanderous "Life of Beza," 1582. These books 
would long since have been forgotten, had not partisan zeal kept them alive. {897} 
 
The dispute with Bolsec occasioned Calvin’s tract, "On the Eternal Predestination of God," which 
he dedicated to the Syndics and Council of Geneva, under the name of Consensus Genevensis, or 
Agreement of the Genevese Pastors, Jan. 1, 1552. But it was not approved by the other Swiss 
Churches. 
 
Beza remarks of the result of this controversy: "All that Satan gained by these discussions was, 
that this article of the Christian religion, which was formerly most obscure, became clear and 
transparent to all not disposed to be contentious." 
 
The quarrel with Bolsec caused the dissolution of the friendship between Calvin and Jacques de 
Bourgogne, Sieur de Falais et Bredam, a descendant of the dukes of Burgundy, who with his 
wife, Jolunde de Brederode, a descendant of the old counts of Holland, settled in Geneva, 1548, 
and lived for some time in Calvin’s house at his invitation, when the wife of the latter was still 
living. His cook, Nicolas, served Calvin as clerk. Calvin took the greatest interest in 
Deuteronomy Falais, comforted him over the confiscation of his goods by Charles V., at whose 
court he had been educated, and wrote a defence for him against the calumnies before the 
emperor. {898} He also dedicated to him his Commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthians. 
His friendly correspondence from 1543 to 1852 is still extant, and does great credit to him. {899} 



But Deuteronomy Falais could not penetrate the mysteries of theology, nor sympathize with the 
severity of discipline in Geneva. He was shocked at the treatment of Bolsec; he felt indebted to 
him as a physician who had cured one of his maid-servants of a cancer. He interceded for him 
with the magistrates of Geneva and of Bern. He wrote to Bullinger: "Not without tears am I 
forced to see and hear this tragedy of Calvin." He begged him to unite with Calvin for the 
restoration of peace in the Church. 
 
He left Geneva after the banishment of Bolsec and moved to Bern, where he lost his wife (1557) 
and married again. Bayle asserts, without authority, that in disgust at the Protestant dissensions he 
returned to the Roman Church. {900} 
 
Even Melanchthon was displeased with Calvin’s conduct in this unfortunate affair; but the 
alienation was only superficial and temporary. Judging from the imperfect information of Laelius 
Socinus, he was disposed to censure the Genevese for an excess of zeal in behalf of the "Stoic 
doctrine of necessity," as he called it, while he applauded the Zurichers for greater moderation. 
He expressed himself to this effect in private letters. {901} Socinus appealed to the judgment of 
Melanchthon in a letter to Calvin, and Calvin, in his reply, could not entirely deny it. Yet, upon 
the whole, Melanchthon, like Bullinger, was more on the side of Calvin, and in the more 
important affair of Servetus, both unequivocally justified his conduct, which is now generally 
condemned by Protestants. 
 
{894} On Bullinger’s views see above, pp. 210 sq., and Schweizer, I. 225, 255 sqq. 
 
{895} Beza: "Senatus... illum tum ut seditiosum, tum ut mere Pelagianum XXIII. Dec. publice 
damnatum urbe expulit, fustuariam poenam minatus, si vel in urbe vel in urbis territorio esset 
deprehensus." Reg. of the Ven. Comp. in Annal. 498: "Me Ierosme fut banni a son de trompe des 
terres de Geneve." 
 
{896} According to Beza, Bolsec forsook his wife and allowed her to become a prostitute to the 
canons of Autun. 
 
{897} Bayle said in his day: "Bolsec seroit un homme tout-a -fait plongedans les tenebres de 
l’oubli, s’il ne s’etait rendu fameux par certains ouvrages satiriques [meaning his attacks on 
Calvin and Beza], que les moines et les missionnaires citent encore." In recent times Galiffe and 
Audin have come up to the defence of Bolsec, but have been refuted by Henri L. Bordier in La 
France Protestante, II. 766 sqq., and in L’ecole historique de Jerome Bolsec, Paris, 1880. 
Schweizer (I. 207) calls those libels "ersonnene Verleumdungen, wie rechtschaffene Katholiken 
laengst zugeben, anderen aber gut genug zum Wiederabdrucken." 
 
{898} Apologia illustris D. Jacobi a Burgundia Fallesii Bredanique domini, qua apud 
Imperatoriam Majestatem inustas sibi criminationes diluit fideique suae confessionem edit. In 
Opera, X. Pt. I. 269-294. 
 
{899} It was published at Amsterdam in a separate volume, 1774, and is reprinted in the Opera 
and in the collection of Bonnet. Comp. on Calvin’s friendship with Deuteronomy Falais, Henry, 
III. 64-69; Stahelin, II. 293-302. 
 
{900} Bolsec, in his life of Calvin, invented, among other slanders, the story that the real cause of 
Deuteronomy Falais’ leaving Geneva was an attempt of Calvin on the chastity of his wife! 
 



{901} He wrote to Caspar Peucer, his son-in-law, Feb. 1, 1552: "Lelius mihi scribit, tanta esse 
Genevae certamina de Stoica necessitate, ut carceri inclusus sit quidam [Bolsec] a Zenone 
[Calvino] dissentiens. O rem miseram! Doctrina salutaris obscuratur peregrinis disputationibus." 
Mel.’s Opera (Corp. Ref.), vol. VII. 932. To his friend Camerarius he wrote, under the same date, 
Feb. 1, 1552 (VII. 930): "Hic Polonus a Lelio accepit literas.... Acts vide seculi furores, 
certamina Allobrogica [Genevensia] de Stoica necessitate tanta sunt, ut carceri inclusus sit 
quidam, qui a Zenone dissentit. Lelius narrat, se korufaiw cuidam [Calvino] scripsisse, ne tam 
vehementer pugnet. Et mitiores sunt Tigurini."  



126. Calvin and Castellio. 
 
I. Castellio’s chief work is his Biblia sacra latina (Basil., 1551, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1572; the N. T. 
also at Amst., 1683, Leipz., 1760, Halle, 1776). His French version is less important. He defended 
both against the attacks of Beza (Defensio suarum translationum Bibliorum, Basil., 1562). After 
the execution of Servetus, 1553, Castellio wrote several anonymous or pseudonymous booklets 
against Calvin, and against the persecution of heretics, which provoked the replies of Calvin and 
Beza (see below). His views against predestination and the slavery of the will are best set forth in 
his four Dialogi de praedestinatione, de electione, de libero arbitrio, de fide, which were 
published after his death at Basel, 1578, 1613, 1619, and in English, 1679. See a chronological 
list of his numerous works in La France Protestante, vol. IV. 126-141. I have before me (from 
the Union Seminary Library) a rare volume: Sebastiani Castellionis Dialogi IV, printed at Gouda 
in Holland anno 1613, which contains the four Dialogues above mentioned (pp. 1-225); 
Castellio’s Defence against Calvin’s Adv. Nebulonem, his Annotations on the ninth ch. of 
Romans, and several other tracts. 
 
Calvin: Brevis Responsio ad diluendas nebulonis cuiusdam calumnias quibus doctrinam de 
aeterna Dei praedestinatione foedare conatus est, Gen. (1554), 1557. In Opera, IX. 253-266. The 
unnamed nebulo (in the French ed. le broullion) is Castellio. Calumniae nebulonis cujusdam 
adversus doctrinam Joh. Calvini de occulta Dei providentia. Johannis Calvini ad easdem 
responsio, Gen., 1558. In Opera, IX. 269-318. In this book Castellio’s objections to Calvin’s 
predestinarian system are set forth in twenty-four theses, with a defence, and then answered by 
Calvin. The first thesis charges Calvin with teaching: "Deus maximam mundi partem nudo 
puroque voluntatis suae arbitric creavit ad perditionem." Thes. V.: "Nullum adulterium, furtum, 
homicidium committitur, quin Dei voluntas intercedat." 
 
Beza: Ad Seb. Castellionis calumnias, quibus unicum salutis nostrae fundamentum, i.e. aeternam 
Dei praedestinationem evertere nititur, responsio, Gen., 1558. In his Tractat. theol. I. 337-423 
(second ed. Geneva, 1582). 
 
II. Bayle: Castalion in his "Dict. Hist. et crit."—Joh. C. Fusslin: Lebensge-schichte Seb. 
Castellio’s. Frankf. and Leipzig, 1776.—F. Trechsel: Die protest. Antitrinitarier, vol. I. (1839), 
pp. 208-214.—C. Rich. Brenner: Essai sur la vie et les ecrits de Seb. Chatillon, 1853.—Henry: II. 
383 sqq.; III. 88 sqq.; and Beilage, 28-42.—*Alex. Schweizer: Centraldogmen, I. 310-356; and 
Sebastian Castellio als Bekampfer der Calvinischen Praedestinations-lehre, in Baur’s "Theol. 
Jahrbucher" for 1851.—Stahelin, I. 377-381; II. 302-308.—Jacob Maehly: Seb. Castellio, ein 
biographischer Versuch, Basel, 1862.—Jules Bonnet: "Seb. Chatillion ou la tolerance ait XVIe 
siecle, in the, Bulletin de la Societe de l’hist. du protest. francais," Nos. XVI. and XVII., 1867 
and 1868.—Em. Brossoux: Seb. Chasteillon, Strasbourg, 1867.—B. Riggenbach, in Herzog, ii III. 
160 sqq.—Lutteroth: Castallion in Lichten-berger, II. 672-677.—*La France Protestante (2d ed.): 
Chateillon, tom. IV. 122-142.—*Ferd. Buisson: Sebastien Castellion, Paris, 1892, 2 vols. 
 
Castellio was far superior to Bolsec as a scholar and a man, and lived in peace with Calvin until 
differences of opinion on predestination, free-will, the Canticles, the descent into Hades, and 
religious toleration made them bitter enemies. In the beat of the controversy both forgot the 
dignity and moderation of a Christian scholar. 
 
Sebastian Castellio or Castalio was born at Chatillon in Savoy, in 1515, six years after Calvin, of 
poor and bigoted parents. {902} He acquired a classical and biblical education by hard study. He 



had a rare genius for languages, and mastered Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. In 1540 he taught Greek 
at Lyons, and conducted the studies of three noblemen. He published there a manual of biblical 
history under the title Dialogi sacri, which passed through several editions in Latin and French 
from 1540 to 1731. He wrote a Latin epic on the prophecies of Jonah; a Greek epic on John the 
Baptist, which greatly delighted Melanchthon; two versions of the Pentateuch, with a view to 
exhibit Moses as a master in all the arts and sciences; a translation of the Psalms, and other poetic 
portions of the Old Testament. 
 
These works were preparatory to a complete Latin translation of the Bible, which he began at 
Geneva, 1542, and finished at Basel, 1551. It was dedicated to King Edward VI. of England, and 
often republished with various improvements. He showed some specimens in manuscript to 
Calvin, who disapproved of the style. His object was to present the Bible in classical Latinity 
according to the taste of the later humanists and the pedantic Ciceronianism of Cardinal Bembo. 
He substituted classical for biblical terms; as lotio for baptismus, genius for angelus, respublica 
for ecclesia, collegium for synagoge, senatus for presbyterium, furiosi for daemoniaci. He 
sacrificed the contents to style, obliterated the Hebraisms, and weakened the realistic force, the 
simplicity and grandeur of the biblical writers. His translation was severely criticised by Calvin 
and Beza as tending to secularize and profane the sacred book, but it was commended as a 
meritorious work by such competent judges as Melanchthon and Richard Simon. Castellio 
published also a French version of the Bible with notes (1555), but his French was not nearly as 
pure and elegant as his Latin, and was severely criticised by Beza. He translated portions of 
Homer, Xenophon, the Dialogues of Ochino, and also two mystical books, the Theologia 
Germanica (1557), and, in the last year of his life, the Imitatio Christi of Thomas a  Kempis,—"e 
latino in latinum," that is, from monkish into classical Latin,—omitting, however, the fourth 
book. 
 
Castellio was a philologist and critic, an orator and poet, but not a theologian, and unable to rise 
to the lofty height of Calvin’s views and mission. His controversial tracts are full of bitterness. He 
combined a mystical with a sceptical tendency. {903} He was an anachronism; a rationalist before 
Rationalism, an advocate of religious toleration in an age of intolerance. 
 
Castellio became acquainted with Calvin at Strassburg, and lived with him in the same house 
(1540). Calvin appreciated his genius, scholarship, and literary industry, and, on his return to 
Geneva, he secured for him a call as rector of the Latin school at a salary of four hundred and 
fifty florins (November, 1541), in the place of his old teacher, Maturin Cordier. He treated him at 
first with marked kindness and forbearance. In 1542, when the pestilence raged, Castellio offered 
to go to the hospital, but he was either rejected as not qualified, not being a minister, or he 
changed his mind when the lot fell on him. {904} 
 
Early in the year 1544, Castellio took offence at some of Calvin’s theological opinions, especially 
his doctrine of predestination. He disliked his severe discipline and the one-man-power. He 
anticipated the rationalistic opinion on the Song of Solomon, and described it as an obscene, 
erotic poem, which should be stricken out of the canon. {905} He also objected to the clause of 
Christ’s descent into Hades in the Apostles’ Creed, or rather to Calvin’s figurative explanation of 
it, as being a vicarious foretaste of eternal pain by Christ on the cross. {906} For these reasons 
Calvin opposed his ordination, but recommended an increase of his salary, which the Council 
refused, with the direction that he should keep better discipline in the school. {907} He also gave 
him an honorable public testimony when he wished to leave Geneva, and added private letters of 
recommendation to friends. Castellio went to Lausanne, but soon returned to Geneva. In April, 
1544, he asked the Council to continue him in his position for April, May, and June, which was 
agreed to. {908} 



 
In a public discussion on some Scripture text in the weekly congregation at which about sixty 
persons were present, May 30, 1544, he eulogized St. Paul and drew an unfavorable contrast 
between him and the ministers of Geneva, charging them with drunkenness, impurity, and 
intolerance. Calvin listened in silence, but complained to the Syndics of this conduct. {909} 
Castellio was summoned before the Council, which, after a patient hearing, found him guilty of 
calumny, and banished him from the city. {910} 
 
He went to Basel, where the liberal spirit of Erasmus had not yet died out. He lived there several 
years in great poverty till 1553, when he obtained a Greek professorship in the University. That 
University was the headquarters of opposition to Calvinism. Several sceptical Italians gathered 
there. Fr. Hotoman wrote to Bullinger: "Calvin is no better spoken of here than in Paris. If one 
wishes to scold another, he calls him a Calvinist. He is most unjustly and immoderately assailed 
from all quarters." {911} 
 
In the summer of 1554, an anonymous letter was addressed to the Genevese with atrocious 
charges against Calvin, who suspected that it was written by Castellio, and complained of it to 
Antistes Sulzer of Basel; but Castellio denied the authorship before the Council of Basel. About 
the same time appeared from the same anonymous source a malignant tract against Calvin, which 
collected his most obnoxious utterances on predestination, and was sent to Paris for publication to 
fill the French Protestants, then struggling for existence, with distrust of the Reformer (1555). 
Calvin and Beza replied with much indignation and bitterness, and heaped upon the author such 
epithets as dog, slanderer, corrupter of Scripture, vagabond, blasphemer. Calvin, upon insufficient 
information, even charged him with theft. Castellio, in self-defence, informs us that, with a large 
family dependent on him, he was in the habit of gathering driftwood on the banks of the Rhine to 
keep himself warm, and to cook his food, while working at the completion of his translation of 
the Scriptures till midnight. He effectively replied to Calvin’s reproachful epithets: "It ill becomes 
so learned a man as yourself, the teacher of so many others, to degrade so excellent an intellect by 
such foul and sordid abuse." 
 
Castellio incurred the suspicion of the Council of Basel by his translation of Ochino’s Dialogues, 
which contained opinions favorable to Unitarianism and polygamy (1563). He defended himself 
by alleging that he acted not as judge, but only as translator, for the support of his family. He was 
warned to cease meddling with theology and to stick to philology. 
 
He died in poverty, Dec. 29, 1563, only forty-eight years old, leaving four sons and four 
daughters from two wives. Calvin saw in his death a judgment of God, but a few months 
afterwards he died himself. Even the mild Bullinger expressed satisfaction that the translator of 
Ochino’s dangerous books had left this world. {912} Three Polish Socinians, who happened to 
pass through Basel, were more merciful than the orthodox, and erected to Castellio a monument 
in the cloister adjoining the minster. Faustus Socinus edited his posthumous works. The youngest 
of his children, Frederic Castellio, acquired some distinction as a philologist, orator, musician, 
and poet, and was appointed professor of Greek, and afterwards of rhetoric, in Basel. 
 
Castellio left no school behind him, but his writings exerted considerable influence on the 
development of Socinian and Arminian opinions. He opposed Calvinism with the same 
arguments as Pighius and Bolsec, and charged it with destroying the foundations of morality and 
turning God into a tyrant and hypocrite. He essentially agreed with Pelagianism, and prepared the 
way for Socinianism. 
 



He differed also from Calvin on the subject of persecution. Being himself persecuted, he was one 
of the very few advocates of religious toleration in opposition to the prevailing doctrine and 
practice of his age. In this point also he sympathized with the Unitarians. After the execution of 
Servetus and Calvin’s defence of the same, there appeared, under the false name of Martinus 
Bellius, a book against the theory of religious persecution, which was ascribed to Castellio. {913} 
He denied the authorship. He had, however, contributed to it a part under the name of Basilius 
(Sebastian) Montfortius (Castellio). The pseudo-name of Martinus Bellius, the editor who wrote 
the dedicatory preface to Duke Christopher of Wurttemberg (the protector of Vergerius), has 
never been unmasked. The book is a collection of judgments of different writers against the 
capital punishment of heretics. Calvin and Beza were indignant, and correctly ascribed the book 
to a secret company of Italian "Academici,"—Laelius Socinus, Curio, and Castellio. They also 
suspected that Magdeburg, the alleged place of publication, was Basel, and the printer an Italian 
refugee, Pietro Perna. 
 
Castellio wrote also a tract, during the Huguenot wars in France, 1562, in which he defended 
religious liberty as the only remedy against religious wars. {914} 
 
{902} His French name is Bastien de Chatillon or Chateillon. He assumed, not without vanity, the 
classical name Castalio with allusion to the Castalian fountain at the foot of Parnassus. The usual 
spelling is Castellio. His precise origin is uncertain. He was either a Frenchman or a Savoyard. 
He was numbered with the liberal anti-calvinistic Italians, and charged with using a corrupt 
French dialect. See Bayle, l. c.., and Schweizer, I. 311. 
 
{903} Stahelin (II. 303) calls him "ein rationalistischer Gefuhlstheologe mit ausgepragt 
aesthetischem Anstrich." 
 
{904} The latter is Beza’s explanation, Vita Calv. in Annal., Opera, XXI. 134. 
 
{905} "Carmen obscoenum et lascivum, quo Salomo impudicos suos amores descripserit." Comp. 
Reg. du Conseil, Jan. 28, 1544, in Annal. 329. 
 
{906} Calvin, in his catechism, explains the descensus ad inferos to mean the suffering of the 
"dolores mortis" {Acts 2:24} or "horribiles angustias" on the cross in behalf of the elect. This 
unhistorical exposition passed into the Heidelberg Catechism, Quaest. 44: "Christ, my Lord, by 
his inexpressible anguish, pains, and terrors, which he suffered in his soul on the cross and before, 
has redeemed me from the anguish and torment of hell." The true meaning of the clause is, that 
the descent was an event which took place between the death and the resurrection of Christ. 
Comp. 1 Peter 3:19 4:6 Ephesians 4:9. 
 
{907} See Reg. du Conseil, Jan. 14, 1544, quoted in Annal. 328. 
 
{908} Extract from Reg. du Conseil, April 12, 1544, in Annal. 333. 
 
{909} May 31, Annal. 336. 
 
{910} This is the report of Beza: "ex urbe excedere jussus est;" but Castellio seems to have 
remained in Geneva till July 14. See Reg. du Conseil, in Annal, 340. 
 
{911} Trechsel, Antitrinitarier, I. 219; Stahelin, II. 304. 
 



{912} He wrote to Zanchi at Chiavenna, March 17, 1564: "Optime factum, quod Basileae mortuus 
est Castellio." Quoted by Trechsel, I. 214, from the Simler Collection in Zurich. 
 
{913} Deuteronomy haereticis an-sint persequendi, et omnino quomodo sit cum eis agendum, 
doctorum virorum tum veterum tum recentiorum sententiae. Liber hoc tam turbulento tempore 
pernecessarius. Magdeburgi, per Georg. Rausch, 1554, mense martio, 173 pp. 80. I copy the title 
of the book (which I have not seen) from La France Prot., IV. 130. The writer of this article and 
Baum attribute the book to Castellio, but Schweizer, I. 315 sq., shows that he wrote only a part of 
it. Comp. Buisson, l. c., I. 358 sqq., and II. 1 sqq. 
 
{914} "Conseil a la France desolee, auquel est montree la cause de la guerre presente et le 
remede qui y pourroit etre mis, et principalement est avisesi on doit forcer les consciences." The 
writer in La France Prot., IV. 135-138, gives large extracts from this exceedingly rare tract. See 
also Buisson, II. 225 sqq.  



127. Calvinism and Unitarianism. The Italian Refugees. 
 
Comp. 38-40 (pp. 144-163). 
 
I. Calvin: Ad questiones Georgii Blandatrae responsum (1558); Responsum ad Fratres Polonos 
quomodo mediator sit Christus ad refutandum Stancari errorem (1560); Impietas Valentini 
Gentilis detecta et palam traducta qui Christum non sine sacrilega blasphemia Deum essentiatum 
esse fingit (1561); Brevis admonitio ad Fratres Polonos ne triplicem in Deo essentiam pro tribus 
personis imaginando tres sibi Deos fabricent (1563); Epistola Jo. Calv. quo fidem Admonitionis 
ab eo nuper editae apud Polonos confirmat (1563). All in Opera, Tom. IX. 321 sqq. The 
correspondence of Calvin with Lelio Sozini and other Italians, see below. On the controversy 
with Servetus, see next chapter. 
 
The Socinian writings are collected in the Bibliotheca fratrum Polonorum quos Unitarios vocant, 
Irenopoli (Amsterdam), 1656 sqq., 8 vols in 11 tomes fol. It contains the writings of the younger 
Socinus and his successors (Schlichting, Crell, etc.). 
 
II. Trechsel: Die Protestantischen Antitrinitarier, Heidelberg, 1839 and 1844, 2 vols. The first 
volume treats chiefly of Servetus; the second, of the Italian Antitrinitarians.—Otto Fock: Der 
Socinianismus, Kiel, 1847. (The first part contains the history, the second and more valuable part 
the system, of Socinianism.)—Schweizer: Die Protest. Centraldogmen (Zurich, 1854), vol. I. 293 
sqq.—Henry, III. 276 sqq.—Dyer, 446 sqq.—Stahelin, II. 319 sqq.—L. Coligny: 
L’Antitrinitarianism a  Geneve au temps de Calvin. Geneve, 1873.—Harnack: 
Dogmengeschichte, III. (1890) 653-691. Comp. Sand: Bibliotheca Antitrinitariorum, 1684. 
 
The Italian Protestants who were compelled to flee from the Inquisition, sought refuge in 
Switzerland, and organized congregations under native pastors in the Grisons, in Zurich, and 
Geneva. A few of them gathered also in Basel, and associated there with Castellio and the 
admirers of Erasmus. {915} An Italian Church was organized at Geneva in 1542, and reorganized 
in 1551, under Galeazzo Caraccioli, Marquis of Vico. Its chief pastors were Ragnione, Count 
Martinengo (who died 1557), and Balbani. 
 
Among the 279 fugitives who received the rights of citizenship in that city on one day of the year 
1558, there were 200 Frenchmen, 50 Englishmen, 25 Italians, and 4 Spaniards. 
 
The descendants of the refugees gradually merged into the native population. Some of the best 
families in Geneva, Zurich, and Basel still bear the names and cherish the memories of their 
foreign ancestors. In the valleys of Poschiavo and Bregaglia of the Grisons, several Protestant 
Italian congregations survive to this day. {916} 
 
The Italian Protestants were mostly educated men, who had passed through the door of the 
Renaissance to the Reformation, or who had received the first impulse from the writings of 
Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin. We must distinguish among them two classes, as they were chiefly 
influenced either by religious or intellectual motives. Those who had experienced a severe moral 
struggle for peace of conscience, became strict Calvinists; those who were moved by a desire for 
freedom of thought from the bondage of an exclusive creed, sympathized more with Erasmus 
than with Luther and Calvin, and had a tendency to Unitarianism and Pelagianism. Zanchi warned 
Bullinger against recommending Italians for sound doctrine until he had ascertained their views 
on God and on original sin. The same national characteristics continue to this day among the 



Romanic races. If Italians, Frenchmen, or Spaniards cease to be Romanists, they are apt to 
become sceptics and agnostics. They rarely stop midway. 
 
The ablest, most learned, and most worthy representatives of orthodox Calvinism among the 
converted Italians were Peter Martyr Vermigli of Florence (1500-1562), who became, 
successively, professor at Strassburg (1543), at Oxford (1547), and last at Zurich (1555), and his 
younger friend, Jerome Zanchi (1516-1590), who labored first in the Grisons, and then as 
professor at Strassburg (1553) and at Heidelberg (1568). Calvin made several ineffectual attempts 
to secure both for the Italian congregation in Geneva. {917} 
 
The sceptical and antitrinitarian Italians were more numerous among the scholars. Calvin aptly 
called them "sceptical Academicians." They assembled chiefly at Basel, where they breathed the 
atmosphere of Erasmian humanism. They gave the Swiss Churches a great deal of trouble. They 
took offence at the Catholic doctrine of the Trinity, which they misconstrued into tritheism, or 
Sabellianism, at the orthodox Christology of two natures in one person, and at the Calvinistic 
doctrines of total depravity and divine predestination, which they charged with tending to 
immorality. They doubted the right of infant baptism, and denied the real presence in the 
Eucharist. They hated ecclesiastical disciplina. They admired Servetus, and disapproved of his 
burning. They advocated religious toleration, which threatened to throw everything into 
confusion. 
 
To this class belong the two Sozini,—uncle and nephew, Curio, Ochino (in his latter years), 
Renato, Gribaldo, Biandrata, Alciati, and Gentile. Castellio is also counted with these Italian 
sceptics. He thoroughly sided with their anti-Calvinism, and translated from the Italian 
manuscripts into Latin the last books of Ochino. 
 
Thus the seeds for a new and heretical type of Protestantism were abundantly sown by these 
Italian refugees in the soil of the Swiss Churches, which had received them with open-hearted 
hospitality. 
 
Fausto Sozini (1539-1604) formulated the loose heterodox opinions of this school of sceptics into 
a theological system, and organized an ecclesiastical society in Poland, where they enjoyed 
toleration till the Jesuitical reaction drove them away. Poland was the Northern home of the 
Italian Renaissance. Italian architects built the great churches and palaces in Cracow, Warsaw, 
and other cities, and gave them an Italian aspect. Fausto Sozini spent some time in Lyons, Zurich 
(where he collected the papers of his uncle), and Basel, but labored chiefly in Poland, and 
acquired great influence with the upper classes by his polished manners, amiability, and marriage 
with the daughter of a nobleman. Yet he was once mobbed by fanatical students and priests it 
Cracow, who dragged him through the streets and destroyed his library. He bore the persecution 
like a philosopher. His writings were published by his nephew, Wiszowaty, in the first two 
volumes of the Bibliotheca fratrum Polonorum, 1656. 
 
This is not the place for a full history of Socinianism. We have only to do with its initiatory 
movements in Switzerland, and its connection with Calvin. But a few general remarks will 
facilitate an understanding. 
 
Socinianism, as a system of theology, has largely affected the theology of orthodox Protestantism 
on the Continent during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and was succeeded by modern 
Unitarianism, which has exerted considerable influence on the thought and literature of England 
and America in the nineteenth century. It forms the extreme left wing of Protestantism, and the 
antipode to Calvinism. The Socinians admitted that Calvinism is the only logical system on the 



basis of universal depravity and absolute foreknowledge and foreordination; but they denied these 
premises, and taught moral ability, free-will, and, strange to say, a limitation of divine 
foreknowledge. God foreknows and foreordains only the necessary future, but not the contingent 
future, which depends on the free-will of man. The two systems are therefore directly opposed in 
their theology and anthropology. 
 
And yet there is a certain intellectual and moral affinity between them; as there is between 
Lutheranism and Rationalism. It is a remarkable fact that modern Unitarianism has grown up in 
the Calvinistic (Presbyterian and Independent) Churches of Geneva, France, Holland, England, 
and New England, while Rationalism has been chiefly developed in Lutheran Germany. But the 
reaction is also found in those countries. 
 
The Italian and Polish Socinians took substantially the same ground as the English and American 
Unitarians. They were opposed alike to Romanism and Calvinism; they claimed intellectual 
freedom of dissent and investigation as a right; they elevated the ethical spirit of Christianity 
above the dogmas, and they had much zeal for higher liberal education. But they differ on an 
important point. The Socinians had a theological system, and a catechism; the modern Unitarians 
refuse to be bound by a fixed creed, and are independent in church polity. They allow more 
liberty for new departures, either in the direction of rationalism and humanitarianism, or in the 
opposite direction of supernaturalism and trinitarianism. 
 
Calvin was in his early ministry charged with Arianism by a theological quack (Caroli), because 
he objected to the damnatory clauses of the pseudo-Athanasian creed, and expressed once an 
unfavorable opinion on the Nicene Creed. {918} But his difficulty was only with the scholastic or 
metaphysical terminology, {919} not with the doctrine itself; and as to the divinity of Christ and 
of the Holy Spirit, he was most emphatic. 
 
It is chiefly due to Calvin’s and Bullinger’s influence that Unitarianism, which began to 
undermine orthodoxy, and to unsettle the Churches, was banished from Switzerland. It received 
its death-blow in the execution of Servetus, who was a Spaniard, but the ablest and most 
dangerous antitrinitarian. His case will be discussed in a special chapter. 
 
{915} Henry, II. 422; Schweizer, I. 293. 
 
{916} On the Italian refugees in the Grisons, and in Zurich, see above, 38, 39, and 40; and 
Trechsel, l. c., II. 64 sqq. 
 
{917} See above, pp. 156 and 162, and C. Schmidt, Peter MartyrVermigli. Leben und 
ausgewahlte Schriften, Elberfeld, 1858 (p. 296). Vergerio, the former bishop of Capo d’Istria and 
papal nuncio, is also numbered among the orthodox Italians, but he had no settled opinions, and 
was no theologian in the proper sense. See above, 38, pp. 144 sqq. E. Tremellio, a converted Jew 
of Ferrara (1510-1580), one of the most learned Orientalists, was a Calvinist. 
 
{918} As a "carmen cantillando magis aptum, quam confessionis formula." In his tract 
Deuteronomy vera Ecclesiae reformatione. Comp. Âc 82, pp. 351 sq. 
 
{919} ousia, upostasi, proswpon, essentia, substantia, persona, etc., and other terms of the 
Nicene age.  



128. Calvin and Laelius Socinus. 
 
F. Trechsel (pastor at Vechingen, near Bern): Die protest. Antitrinitarier vor Faustus Socinus 
nach den Quellen und Urkunden geschichtlich dargestellt. Heidelberg, 1839, 1844. The first part 
of this learned work, drawn in part from manuscript sources, is devoted to Michael Servetus and 
his predecessors; the second part to Lelio Sozini and his sympathizing contemporaries. The third 
section of vol. II. 137-201, with documents in the Appendix, pp. 431-459, treats of Lelio 
Sozini.—Henry, II. 484 sqq.; III. 440, Beilage, 128.—Dyer, 251 (very brief). 
 
Laelius Socinus, or Lelio Sozini, of Siena (1525-1562), son of an eminent professor of law, was 
well educated, and carried away by the reform movement in his early youth. He voluntarily 
separated from the Roman Church, in 1546, at the sacrifice of home and fortune. He removed to 
Chiavenna in 1547, travelled in Switzerland, France, England, Germany, and Poland, leading an 
independent life as a student, without public office, supported by the ample means of his father. 
He studied Greek, Hebrew, and Arabic with Pellican and Bibliander at Zurich and with Foster at 
Wittenberg, that he might reach "the fountain of the divine law" in the Bible. He made Zurich his 
second home, and died there in the prime of early manhood, leaving his unripe doubts and crude 
opinions as a legacy to his more gifted and famous nephew, who gave them definite shape and 
form. 
 
Laelius was learned, acute, polite, amiable, and prepossessing. He was a man of affairs, better 
fitted for law or diplomacy than for theology. He was constitutionally a sceptic, of the type of 
Thomas: an honest seeker after truth; too independent to submit blindly to authority, and yet too 
religious to run into infidelity. His scepticism stumbled first at the Roman Catholic, than at the 
Protestant orthodoxy, and gradually spread over the doctrines of the resurrection, predestination, 
original sin, the trinity, the atonement, and the sacraments. Yet he remained in respectful 
connection with the Reformers, and communed with the congregation at Zurich, although he 
thought that the Consensus Tigurinus attributed too much power to the sacrament. He enjoyed the 
confidence of Bullinger and Melanchthon, who treated him with fatherly kindness, but regarded 
him better fitted for a secular calling than for the service of the Church. Calvin also was favorably 
impressed with his talents and personal character, but displeased with his excessive 
"inquisitiveness." {920} 
 
L. Socinus came to Geneva in 1548 or 1549, seeking instruction from the greatest divine of the 
age. He opened his doubts to Calvin with the modesty of a disciple. Soon afterwards he addressed 
to him a letter from Zurich, asking for advice on the questions, whether it was lawful for a 
Protestant to marry a Roman Catholic; whether popish baptism was efficacious; and how the 
doctrine of the resurrection of the body could be explained. 
 
Calvin answered in an elaborate letter (June 26, 1549), {921} to the effect that marriage with 
Romanists was to be condemned; that popish baptism was valid and efficacious, and should be 
resorted to when no other can be had, since the Roman communion, though corrupt, still retained 
marks of the true Church as well as a scattered number of elect individuals, and since baptism 
was not a popish invention but a divine institution and gift of God who fulfils his promises; that 
the question on the mode of the resurrection, and its relation to the changing states of our mortal 
body, was one of curiosity rather than utility. 
 
Before receiving this answer, Socinus wrote to Calvin again from Basel (July 25, 1549) on the 
same subjects, especially the resurrection, which troubled his mind very much. {922} To this 



Calvin returned another answer (December, 1549), and warned him against the dangers of his 
sceptical bent of mind. {923} 
 
Socinus was not discouraged by the earnest rebuke, nor shaken in his veneration for Calvin. 
During the Bolsec troubles, when at Wittenberg, he laid before him his scruples about 
predestination and free-will, and appealed to the testimony of Melanchthon, whom he had 
informed about the harsh treatment of Bolsec. Calvin answered briefly and not without some 
degree of bitterness. {924} 
 
Socinus visited Geneva a second time in 1554, after his return from a journey to Italy, and before 
making Zurich his final home. He was then, apparently, still in friendly relations to Calvin and 
Caraccioli. {925} Soon afterwards he opened to Calvin, in four questions, his objections to the 
doctrine of the vicarious atonement. Calvin went to the trouble to answer them at length, with 
solid arguments, June, 1555. {926} 
 
But Socinus was not satisfied. His scepticism extended further to the doctrine of the sacraments 
and of the Trinity. He doubted first the personality of the Holy Spirit, and then the eternal divinity 
of Christ. He disapproved the execution of Servetus, and advocated toleration. 
 
Various complaints against Socinus reached Bullinger. Calvin requested him to restrain the 
restless curiosity of the sceptic. Vergerio, then at Tubingen, Saluz of Coire, and other ministers, 
sent warnings. Bullinger instituted a private inquiry in a kindly spirit, and was satisfied with a 
verbal and written declaration of Socinus (July 15, 1555) to the effect that he fully agreed with 
the Scriptures and the Apostles’ Creed, that he disapproved the doctrines of the Anabaptists and 
Servetus, and that he would not teach any errors, but live in quiet retirement. Bullinger protected 
him against further attacks. 
 
Socinus ceased to trouble the Reformers with questions. He devoted himself to the congregation 
of refugees from Locarno, and secured for them Ochino as pastor, but exerted a bad influence 
upon him. Fortified with letters of recommendation he made another journey to Italy,—via 
Germany and Poland, to recover his property from the Inquisition. Calvin gave him a letter to 
Prince Radziwill of Poland, dated June, 1558, to further his object. {927} But Socinus was bitterly 
disappointed in his wishes, and returned to Zurich in August, 1559. The last few years of his short 
life he spent in quiet retirement. His nephew visited him several times, and revered him as a 
divinely illuminated man to whom he owed his most fruitful ideas. 
 
The personal relation of Calvin and the elder Socinus is one of curious mutual attraction and 
repulsion, like the two systems which they represent. {928} 
 
The younger Socinus, the real founder of the system called after him, did not come into personal 
contact with Calvin, and labored among the scattered Unitarians and Anabaptists in Poland. 
 
Calvin took a deep interest in the progress of the Reformation in Poland, and wrote several letters 
to the king, to Prince Radziwill, and some of the Polish nobility. But when the writings of 
Servetus and antitrinitarian opinions spread in that kingdom, he warned the Polish brethren, in 
one of his last writings, against the danger of this heresy. 
 
{920} "Inexplicabilis curiositas," as he called it, adding: "Utinam non simul accederet phrenetica 
quaedam protervia." Letter to Bullinger, Aug. 7, 1554 (Opera, XV. 208). 
 



{921} Ep. 1212 in Opera, VIII. 307-311. We have in all four letters of Calvin to the elder 
Socinus, and one from Socinus to Calvin. 
 
{922} Opera, XIII. 337 sq. 
 
{923} Ep. 1323 in Opera, XIII. 484-487. 
 
{924} Opera, XIV. 228. The answer of Calvin in the Geneva library is without date. Bonnet, who 
first published it (II. 315), puts it at the end of 1551; but it probably belongs to the beginning of 
1552. See Melanchthon’s letters of Feb. 1, 1552, in which he mentions Laelio’s reports about 
Bolsec’s treatment, quoted p. 621, note. 
 
{925} As may be inferred from a postscript to his letter to Bullinger, dated Geneva, April 19, 
1554, in Trechsel, II. 437. 
 
{926} Responsio ad aliquot Laelii Socini Senensis quaestiones, printed among the Consilia 
theologica, in Opera, vol. X. 160-165. Comp. vol. XV. 642. 
 
{927} Ep. 2876 in Opera, XVII. 181 sq. Henry, III. Beilage, 128 sq., first published this letter of 
recommendation, but misdated it, June, 1553. Laelius did not start on his last journey to Italy 
before 1558. 
 
{928} Trechsel, II. 166, thus describes the personal relationship: "So manche Erfahrung von 
Calvin’s Schroffheit Lelio sowohl an-sich selbst als an andern gemacht hatte, so war doch nichts 
im Stande, sein achtungsvolles Zutrauen zu dem ausserordentlichen Manne zu schwachen. 
Gerade wie ein Pol den entgegensetzten anzieht, so wurde Lelio’s negative Natur von der 
positiven Calvin’s unaufhorlich angezogen, so konnte der Mann des Zweifels aus einer Art von 
Instinkt nicht umhin, bei dem Felsenmann des Glaubens, der mit beispielloser Kuhnheit und 
Consequenz die Tiefen der Gottheit erforschte, gleichsam seine Erganzung zu suchen, ohne dass 
die totale Divergenz beider Naturen eine Uebereinstimmung des Denkens und der Ansichten 
jemals erwarten liess."  



129. Bernardino Ochino. 1487-1565. 
 
Comp. 40, p. 162. Ochino’s Sermons, Tragedy, Catechism, Labyrinths, and Dialogues. His works 
are very rare; one of the best collections is in the library of Wolfenbuttel; copious extracts in 
Schelhorn, Trechsel, Schweizer, and Benrath. A full list in Benrath’s monograph, Appendix II. 
374-382. His letters (Italian and Latin), ibid. AppendixI1. 337-373. Ochino is often mentioned in 
Calvin’s and Bullinger’s correspondence. 
 
Zaccaria Boverio (Rom. Cath.) in the Chronicle of the Order of the Capuchins, 1630 (inaccurate 
and hostile). Bayle’s "Dict."—Schelhorn: Ergotzlich-keiten aus der Kirchenhistorie, Ulm and 
Leipzig, 1764, vol. III. (with several documents in Latin and Italian).—Trechsel: Antitrinitarier, 
II. 202-270.—Schweizer: Centraldogmen, I. 297-309.—Cesare Cantu (Rom. Cath.): Gli Eretici 
d’Italia, Turin, 1565-1567, 3vols. —Buchsenschutz: Vie et ecrits de B. O., Strasbourg, 1872.—
*Karl Benrath: Bernardino Ochino von Siena. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Reformation, 
Leipzig, 1875 (384 pp.; 2d ed. 1892; transl. by Helen Zimmern, with preface by William Arthur, 
London, 1876, 304 pp.; the letters of Ochino are omitted).—Comp. C. Schmidt in his Peter 
Martyr Vermigli (1858), pp. 21 sqq., and art. in Herzog ii X. 680-683. This article is 
unsatisfactory and shows no knowledge of Benrath, although he is mentioned in the lit. 
 
Mi sara facile tutto in Christo per el qual vivo et spero di morire. 
 
(From Ochino’s letter to the Council of Siena, Sept. 5, 1540; reproduced from Benrath’s 
monograph.) 
 
The Capuchin Monk. 
 
Bernardino Ochino {929} is one of the most striking and picturesque characters among the Italian 
Protestants of the Reformation period. He was an oratorical genius and monkish saint who shone 
with meteoric brilliancy on the sky of Italy, but disappeared at last under a cloud of scepticism in 
the far North. 
 
He reminds one of three other eloquent monks: Savonarola, who was burnt in Florence at the 
stake; Father Gavazzi, who became a Calvinist and died peacefully in Rome; and Pere Hyacinthe, 
who left the Carmelite order and the pulpit of Notre Dame in Paris without joining any Protestant 
Church. 
 
Ochino was born in the fair Tuscan city of Siena, which is adorned by a Gothic marble dome and 
gave birth to six popes, fifty cardinals, and a number of canonized saints, among them the famous 
Caterina of Siena; but also to Protestant heretics, like Lelio and Fausto Sozini. He joined the 
Franciscans, and afterwards the severe order of the Capuchins, which had recently been founded 
by Fra Matteo Bassi in 1525. He hoped to gain heaven by self-denial and good works. He far 
surpassed his brethren in ability and learning, {930} although his education was defective (he did 
not know the original languages of the Bible). He was twice elected Vicar-General of the Order. 
He was revered by many as a saint for his severe asceticism and mortification of the flesh. 
Vittoria Colonna, the most gifted woman of Italy, and the Duchess Renata of Ferrara were among 
his ardent admirers. Pope Paul III. intended to create him a cardinal. {931} 
 
Ochino as an Orator. 
 



Ochino was the most popular preacher of Italy in his time. No such orator had appeared since the 
death of Savonarola in 1498. He was in general demand for the course of sermons during Lent, 
and everywhere—in Siena, Naples, Rome, Florence, Venice—he attracted crowds of people who 
listened to him as to a prophet sent from God. 
 
We can hardly understand from his printed sermons the extravagant laudations of his 
contemporaries. But good preachers were rare in Italy, and the effect of popular oratory depends 
upon action as much as on diction. We must take into account the magnetism of his personality, 
the force of dramatic delivery, the lively gestures, the fame of his monastic sanctity, his 
emaciated face, his gleaming eyes, his tall stature and imposing figure. The portrait prefixed to 
his "Nine Sermons," published at Venice, 1539, shows him to us as he was at the time: a typical 
Capuchin monk, with the head bent, the gaze upturned, the eyes deeply sunk under the brows, the 
nose aquiline, the mouth half open, the head shaved on top, the beard reaching down to his breast. 
 
Cardinal Sadolet compared him to the orators of antiquity. One of his hearers in Naples said, This 
man could make the very stones weep. {932} 
 
Cardinal Bembo {933} secured him for Lent at Venice through Vittoria Colonna, and wrote to her 
(Feb. 23, 1539): "I have heard him all through Lent with such pleasure that I cannot praise him 
enough. I have never heard more useful and edifying sermons than his, and I no longer wonder 
that you esteem him so highly. He preaches in a far more Christian manner than other preachers, 
with more real sympathy and love, and utters more soothing and elevating thoughts. Every one is 
delighted with him." A few months later (April 4, 1539) he wrote to the same lady: "Our Fra 
Bernardino is literally adored here. There is no one who does not praise him to the skies. How 
deeply his words penetrate, how elevating and comforting his discourses!" He begged him to eat 
meat and to restrain from excessive abstinence lest he should break down. 
 
Even Pietro Aretino, the most frivolous and immoral poet of that time, was superficially 
converted for a brief season by Ochino’s preaching, and wrote to Paul III. (April 21, 1539): 
"Bembo has won a thousand souls for Paradise by bringing to Venice Fra Bernardino, whose 
modesty is equal to his virtue. I have myself begun to believe in the exhortations trumpeted forth 
from the mouth of this apostolic monk." 
 
Cardinal Commendone, afterwards Bishop of Amelia, an enemy of Ochino, gives this description 
of him: "Every thing about Ochino contributed to make the admiration of the multitude almost 
overstep all human bounds,—the fame of his eloquence; his prepossessing, ingratiating manner; 
his advancing years; his mode of life; the rough Capuchin garb; the long beard reaching to his 
breast; the gray hair; the pale, thin face; the artificial aspect of bodily weakness; finally, the 
reputation of a holy life. Wherever he was to speak the citizens might be seen in crowds; no 
church was large enough to contain the multitude of listeners. Men flocked as numerously as 
women. When he went elsewhere the crowd followed after to hear him. He was honored not only 
by the common people, but also by princes and kings. Wherever he came he was offered 
hospitality; he was met at his arrival, and escorted at his departure, by the dignitaries of the place. 
He himself knew how to increase the desire to hear him, and the reverence shown him. Obedient 
to the rule of his order, he only travelled on foot; he was never seen to ride, although his health 
was delicate and his age advanced. Even when Ochino was the guest of nobles—an honor he 
could not always refuse—he could never be induced, by the splendor of palaces, dress, and 
ornament, to forsake his mode of life. When invited to table, he ate of only one very simple dish, 
and he drank little wine; if a soft bed had been prepared for him, he begged permission to rest on 
a more comfortable pallet, spread his cloak on the ground, and laid down to rest. These practices 
gain him incredible honor throughout all Italy." 



 
Conversion to Protestantism. 
 
Ochino was already past fifty when he began to lose faith in the Roman Church. The first traces 
of the change are found in his "Nine Sermons" and "Seven Dialogues," which were published at 
Venice in 1539 and 1541. He seems to have passed through an experience similar to that of 
Luther in the convent at Erfurt, only less deep and lasting. The vain monastic struggle after 
righteousness led him to despair of himself, and to find peace in the assurance of justification by 
faith in the merits of Christ. As long as he was a monk, so he informs us, he went even beyond 
the requirements of his order in reading masses, praying the Pater Noster and Ave Maria, reciting 
Psalms and prayers, confessing trifling sins once or twice a day, fasting and mortifying his body. 
But he came gradually to the conviction that Christ has fully satisfied for his elect, and conquered 
Paradise for them; that monastic vows were not obligatory, and were even immoral; and that the 
Roman Church, though brilliant in outward appearance, was thoroughly corrupt and an 
abomination in the eyes of God. 
 
In this transition state he was much influenced by his personal intercourse with Jean de Valdes 
and Peter Martyr. Valdes, a Spanish nobleman who lived at Rome and Naples, was an evangelical 
mystic, and the real author of that remarkable book, "On the Benefit of Christ’s Death" 
(published at Venice, 1540). It was formerly attributed to Aonio Paleario (a friend of Ochino), 
and had a wide circulation in Italy till it was suppressed and publicly burnt at Naples in 1553. 
 
During the Lent season of 1542, Ochino preached his last course of sermons at Venice. The papal 
agents watched him closely and reported some expressions as heretical. He was forbidden to 
preach, and cited to Rome. 
 
Caraffa had persuaded Pope Paul III. to use violent measures for the suppression of the Protestant 
heresy. In Rome, Peter had conquered Simon Magus, the patriarch of all heretics; in Rome’ the 
successor of Peter must conquer all successors of the arch-heretic. The Roman Inquisition was 
established by the bull Licet ab initio, July 21, 1542, under the direction of six cardinals. with 
plenary power to arrest and imprison persons suspected of heresy, and to confiscate their 
property. The famous General of the Capuchins was to be the first victim of the "Holy Office." 
 
Ochino departed for Rome in August. Passing through Bologna, he called on the noble Cardinal 
Contarini, who in the previous year had met Melanchthon and Calvin at the Colloquy of 
Ratisbon, and was suspected of having a leaning to the Lutheran doctrine of justification, and to a 
moderate reformation. The cardinal was sick, and died soon after (August 24). The interview was 
brief, but left upon Ochino the impression that there was no chance for him in Rome. He 
continued his journey to Florence, met Peter Martyr in a similar condition, and was warned of the 
danger awaiting both. He felt that he must choose between Rome or Christ, between silence or 
death, and that flight was the only escape from this alternative. He resolved to save his life for 
future usefulness, though he was already fifty-six years old, gray-haired, and enfeebled by his 
ascetic life. If I remain in Italy, he said, my mouth is sealed; if I leave, I may by my writings 
continue to labor for the truth with some prospect of success. 
 
He proved by his conduct the sincerity of his conversion to Protestantism. He risked every thing 
by secession from the papacy. An orator has no chance in a foreign land with a foreign tongue. 
{934} 
 
Ochino in Switzerland. 
 



In August, 1542, he left Florence; Peter Martyr followed two days later. He was provided with a 
servant and a horse by Ascanio Colonna, a brother of Vittoria, his friend. {935} At Ferrara, the 
Duchess Renata furnished him with clothing and other necessaries, and probably also with a letter 
to her friend Calvin. According to Boverius, the annalist of the Capuchins, who deplores his 
apostasy as a great calamity for the order, he was accompanied by three lay brethren from 
Florence. 
 
He proceeded through the Grisons to Zurich, and stopped there two days. He was kindly received 
by Bullinger, who speaks of him in a letter to Vadian (Dec. 19, 1542) as a venerable man, famous 
for sanctity of life and eloquence. 
 
He arrived at Geneva about September, 1542, and remained there three years. He preached to the 
small Italian congregation, but devoted himself chiefly to literary work by which he hoped to 
reach a larger public in his native land. He was deeply impressed with the moral and religious 
prosperity of Geneva, the like of which he had never seen before, and gave a favorable 
description of it in one of his Italian sermons. {936} 
 
"In Geneva, where I am now residing," he wrote in October, 1542, "excellent Christians are daily 
preaching the pure word of God. The Holy Scriptures are constantly read and openly discussed, 
and every one is at liberty to propound what the Holy Spirit suggests to him, just as, according to 
the testimony of Paul, was the case in the primitive Church. Every day there is a public service of 
devotion. Every Sunday there is catechetical instruction of the young, the simple, and the 
ignorant. Cursing and swearing, unchastity, sacrilege, adultery, and impure living, such as prevail 
in many places where I have lived, are unknown here. There are no pimps and harlots. The people 
do not know what rouge is, and they are all clad in a seemly fashion. Games of chance are not 
customary. Benevolence is so great that the poor need not beg. The people admonish each other 
in brotherly fashion, as Christ prescribes. Lawsuits are banished from the city; nor is there any 
simony, murder, or party spirit, but only peace and charity. On the other hand, there are no organs 
here, no noise of bells, no showy songs, no burning candles and lamps, no relics, pictures, statues, 
canopies, or splendid robes, no farces, or cold ceremonies. The churches are quite free from all 
idolatry." {937} 
 
Ochino wrote at Geneva a justification of his flight, in a letter to Girolamo Muzio (April 7, 1543). 
In a letter to the magistrates of Siena, he gave a full confession of his faith based chiefly on the 
eighth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans (Nov. 3, 1543). He published, in rapid succession, 
seven volumes of Italian sermons or theological essays. {938} 
 
He says in the Preface to these sermons: "Now, my dear Italy, I can no more speak to you from 
mouth to mouth; but I will write to you in thine own language, that everybody may understand 
me. My comfort is that Christ so willed it, that, laying aside all earthly considerations, I may 
regard only the truth. And as the justification of the sinner by Christ is the beginning of the 
Christian life, let us begin with it in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ." His sermons are 
evangelical, and show a mystical tendency, as we might expect from a disciple of Valdes. He lays 
much stress on the vital union of the soul with Christ by faith and love. He teaches a free 
salvation by the sole merits of Christ, and the Calvinistic doctrine of sovereign election, but 
without the negative inference of reprobation. He wrote also a popular, paraphrastic commentary 
on his favorite Epistle to the Romans (1545), which was translated into Latin and German. 
Afterwards, he published sermons on the Epistle to the Galatians, which were printed at 
Augsburg, 1546. 
 



He lived on good terms with Calvin, who distrusted the Italians, but after careful inquiry was 
favorably impressed with Ochino’s "eminent learning and exemplary life." {939} He mentions 
him first in a letter to Viret (September, 1542) as a venerable refugee, who lived in Geneva at his 
own expense, and promised to be of great service if he could learn French. {940} In a letter to 
Melanchthon (Feb. 14, 1543), he calls him an "eminent and excellent man, who has occasioned 
no little stir in Italy by his departure." {941} Two years afterwards (Aug. 15, 1545), he 
recommended him to Myconius of Basel as "deserving of high esteem everywhere." {942} 
 
Ochino associated at Basel with Castellio, and employed him in the translation of his works from 
the Italian. This connection may have shaken his confidence in the Calvinistic doctrine of 
predestination and free-will. 
 
Ochino in Germany. 
 
He labored for some time as preacher and author in Strassburg, where he met his old friend Peter 
Martyr, and in Augsburg, where he received from the city council a regular salary of two hundred 
guilders as preacher among the foreigners. This was his first regular settlement after he had left 
Italy. At Augsburg he lived with his brother-in-law and sister. He seems to have married at that 
time, if not earlier. {943} 
 
Ochino in England. 
 
After his victory over the Smalkaldian League, the Emperor Charles V. held a triumphant entry in 
Augsburg, Jan. 23, 1547, and demanded the surrender of the Apostate monk, whose powerful 
voice he had heard from the pulpit at Naples eleven years before. The magistrates enabled Ochino 
to escape in the night. He fled to Zurich, where he accidentally met Calvin, who arrived there on 
the same day. From Zurich he went to Basel. 
 
Here he received, in 1547, a call to England from Archbishop Cranmer, who needed foreign aid 
in the work of the Reformation under the favorable auspices of the young King Edward VI. At the 
same time he called Peter Martyr, then professor at Strassburg, to a theological professorship at 
Oxford, and two years afterwards he invited Bucer and Fagius of Strassburg, who refused to sign 
the Augsburg Interim, to professorial chairs in the University of Cambridge (1549). Ochino and 
Peter Martyr made the journey together in company with an English knight, who provided the 
outfit and the travelling expenses. 
 
Ochino labored six years in London, from 1547 to 1554, probably the happiest of his troubled 
life,—as evangelist among the Italian merchants and refugees, and as a writer in aid of the 
Reformation. His family followed him. He enjoyed the confidence of Cranmer, who appointed 
him canon of Canterbury (though he never resided there), and received a competent salary from 
the private purse of the king. 
 
His chief work of that period is a theological drama against the papacy under the title "A Tragedy 
or a Dialogue of the unjust, usurped primacy of the Bishop of Rome," with a flattering dedication 
to Edward VI. He takes the ground of all the Reformers, that the pope is the predicted Antichrist, 
seated in the temple of God; and traces, in a series of nine conversations, with considerable 
dramatic skill but imperfect historical information, the gradual growth of the papacy from 
Boniface III. and Emperor Phocas (607) to its downfall in England under Henry VIII. and Edward 
VI. {944} 
 
Ochino again in Switzerland. 



 
After the accession of Queen Mary, Ochino had to flee, and went a second time to Geneva. He 
arrived there a day after the burning of Servetus (Oct. 28, 1553), which he disapproved, but he 
did not lose his respect for Calvin, whom he called, in a letter of Dec. 4, 1555, the first divine and 
the ornament of the century. {945} 
 
He accepted a call as pastor of the Italian congregation at Zurich. Here he associated freely with 
Peter Martyr, but more, it would seem, with Laelius Socinus, who was also a native of Siena, and 
who by his sceptical opinions exerted an unsettling influence on his mind. 
 
He wrote a catechism for his congregation (published at Basel, 1561) in the form of a dialogue 
between "Illuminato" (the catechumen) and "Ministro." He explains the usual five parts—the 
Decalogue (which fills one-half of the book), the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, Baptism, 
and the Lord’s Supper, with an appendix of prayers. 
 
His last works were his "Labyrinths" (1561) and "Thirty Dialogues" (1563), translated by 
Castellio into Latin, and published by an Italian printer at Basel. In these books Ochino discusses 
the doctrines of predestination, free-will, the Trinity, and monogamy, in a latitudinarian and 
sceptical way, which made the heretical view appear stronger in the argument than the orthodox. 
 
The most objectionable is the dialogue on polygamy (Dial. XXI.), which he seemed to shield by 
the example of the patriarchs and kings of the Old Testament; while monogamy was not 
sufficiently defended, although it is declared to be the only moral form of marriage. {946} The 
subject was much ventilated in that age, especially in connection with the bigamy of Philip of 
Hesse and the deplorable connivance of the Lutheran Reformers. A dialogue in favor of 
polygamy appeared in 1541, under the fictitious name of "Huldericus Neobulus," in the interest of 
Philip of Hesse. From this dialogue Ochino borrowed some of his strongest arguments. {947} 
This accounts for his theoretical error. He certainly could have had no personal motive, for he 
was then in his seventy-seventh year, a widower with four children. {948} His moral life had 
always been unblemished, as his congregation and Bullinger testified. 
 
The End. 
 
The dialogue on polygamy caused the unceremonious deposition and expulsion of the old man 
from Zurich by the Council, in December, 1563. In vain did he protest against misinterpreta-tion, 
and beg to be allowed to remain during the cold winter with his four children. He was ordered to 
quit the city within three weeks. Even the mild Bullinger did not protect him. He went to Basel, 
but the magistrates of that city were even more intolerant than the clergy, and would not permit 
him to remain during the winter. Castellio, the translator of the obnoxious books, was also called 
to account, but was soon summoned to a higher judgment (December 23). The printer, Perna, 
who had sold all the copies, was threatened with punishment, but seems to have escaped it. 
 
Ochino found a temporary hiding-place in Nurnberg, and sent from there in self-defence an ill-
tempered attack upon Zurich, to which the ministers of that city replied. {949} 
 
Being obliged to leave Nurnberg, he turned his weary steps to Poland, and was allowed to preach 
to his countrymen at Cracow. But Cardinal Hosius and the papal nuncio denounced him as an 
atheist, and induced the king to issue an edict by which all non-Catholic foreigners were expelled 
from Poland (Aug. 6, 1564). 
 



Ochino entered upon his last weary journey. At Pinczow he was seized by the pestilence and lost 
three of his children; nothing is known of the fourth. He himself survived, but a few weeks 
afterwards he took sick again and ended his lonely life at the end of December, 1564, at 
Schlackau in Moravia: a victim of his sceptical speculations and the intolerance of his age. A veil 
is thrown over his last days: no monument, no inscription marks his grave. What a sad contrast 
between the bright morning and noon-day, and the gloomy evening, of his public life! 
 
A false rumor was spread that before his journey to Poland he met at Schaffhausen the cardinal of 
Lorraine on his return from the Council of Trent, and offered to prove twenty-four errors against 
the Reformed Church. The offer was declined with the remark: "Four errors are enough." The 
rumor was investigated, but could not be verified. He himself denied it, and one of his last known 
utterances was: "I wish to be neither a Bullingerite, nor a Calvinist, nor a Papist, but simply a 
Christian." {950} 
 
His sceptical views on the person of Christ and the atonement disturbed and nearly broke up the 
Italian congregation in Zurich. No new pastor was elected; the members coalesced with the 
German population, and the antitrinitarian influences disappeared. 
 
{929} Also spelled Occhino, in Latin Ocellus. 
 
{930} Boverius (ad ann. 1535): "Bernardinus divinis et humanis literas non mediocriter imbutus." 
 
{931} Sand, Seckendorf, C. Schmidt (in Herzog), and others, state that the pope made Ochino his 
confessor; but this is without support, and intrinsically improbable. See Benrath, 33 sq. (German 
ed.). 
 
{932} "Predicava con ispirito grande che faceva piagnere i sassi." Some wrongly attribute this 
saying of Rosso to the Emperor Charles V., who heard Ochino at Naples. Benrath, 24, note. 
 
{933} He was then the historiographer of Venice, but was soon afterwards created cardinal by 
Paul III., March 24, 1539. 
 
{934} Caraffa, the restorer of the Inquisition, ascribed his conversion to impure motives, but 
without evidence. On these calumnies see Benrath, pp. 170 sq. Audin (ch. XLV.), drawing on his 
imagination, says that Ochino, tempted by the demon of doubt and pride, fled to Geneva with a 
young girl whom he had seduced! 
 
{935} Colonna sent him afterwards through a messenger some means of support to Switzerland, 
as we learn from a letter of Bullinger. 
 
{936} Quoted in Italian by Trechsel, II. 203, in German by Benrath, p. 169. 
 
{937} "Le chiese sono purgatissime da ogni idolatria." This testimony is confirmed by Vergerio, 
Farel, Knox, and others. See Âc 110, pp. 516 sqq. 
 
{938} Prediche, Geneva, 1542-1544, several editions also in Latin, French, German, and English. 
See Benrath, pp. 374 sq., and his summary of the contents, pp. 175 sqq. 
 
{939} He wrote to Pellican, April 19, 1543: "Quoniam Italicis plerisque ingeniis non multum 
fido..., contuli cum eo diligenter .... Hoc testimonium pio et sancto viro visum est.... Est enim 
praestanti et ingenio et doctrina et sanctitate." Opera, XI. 528. 



 
{940} Opera, XI. 447 sq. Comp. letter to Viret, October, 1542, ibid. 458: "Bernardus noster miris 
machinis impetitus est, ut nobis abduceretur: constanter tamen perstat." 
 
{941} "Magnum et praeclarum virum, qui suo discessu non parum Italiam commovit." Opera, XI. 
517. 
 
{942} "Bern. Senensis, vir nuper in Italia magni nominis, dignus certe qui habeatur ubique in 
pretio." Opera, XII. 135. Benrath (192) gives the wrong date of this letter, viz. 1542,—probably a 
typographical error. 
 
{943} Benrath, p. 194. We know nothing of his wife and children, not even their names. An old 
monk is not well fitted for a happy family life. 
 
{944} The book was translated from Latin into English by Dr. John Ponnet, afterwards bishop of 
Winchester, and published in London, 1549. Benrath gives a good summary, pp. 215 sqq. 
 
{945} "Seculi nostri decus." Benrath, 364 sq. 
 
{946} I learn from Schelhorn (III. 2152), that this dialogue appeared in an English translation, "by 
a Person of Quality," in London, 1657. 
 
{947} The correspondence of the two books has been proven by Schelhorn, l. c., III. 2140 sqq., 
and I. 631 sqq. Bucer was suspected of being concealed under the Neobulus, but he denied it. See 
Schelhorn, I. 634. 
 
{948} His wife died in consequence of an accident shortly before the Dialogues were published. 
Benrath, p. 307. 
 
{949} Spongia adversus aspergines Bernardini Ochini, etc., printed in Hottinger’s Historia 
Eccles. N. Ti., and in Schelhorn, III. 2157-2194. 
 
{950} From a letter of Knibb to Bullinger, Easter, 1564, in the Simler Collection in Zurich. 
Trechsel, II. 265; Benrath, 315.  



130. Caelius Secundus Curio. 1503-1569. 
 
Curio’s works and correspondence.—Trechsel, I. 215 sqq., and Wagemann in Herzog, ii III. 396-
400 where the literature is given. 
 
Celio Secundo Curione or Curio was the youngest of twenty-three children of a Piedmontese 
nobleman, studied history and law at Turin, became acquainted with the writings of Luther, 
Zwingli, and Melanchthon through an Augustinian monk, and labored zealously for the spread of 
Protestant doctrines in Pavia, Padua, Venice, Ferrara, and Lucca. He barely escaped death at the 
stake, and fled to Switzerland with letters of recommendation by the Duchess Renata, the friend 
of Calvin. He received an appointment as professor of eloquence in Lausanne (1543-1547) and 
afterwards in Basel. He was the father-in-law of Zanchius. He attracted students from abroad, 
declined several calls, kept up a lively correspondence with his countrymen and with the 
Reformers, and wrote a number of theological and literary works. He sided with the 
latitudinarians, and thereby lost the confidence of Calvin and Bullinger; but he maintained his 
ground in Basel, and became the ancestor of several famous theological families of that city 
(Buxtorf, Zwinger, Werenfels, Frey). 
 
Curio sympathized with Zwingli’s favorable judgment of the noble heathen, and thought that they 
were as acceptable to God as the pious Israelites. Vergerio, formerly a friend of Curio, charged 
him with the Pelagian heresy and with teaching that men may be saved without the knowledge of 
Christ, though not without Christ. {951} 
 
Curio advanced also the hopeful view that the kingdom of heaven is much larger than the 
kingdom of Satan, and that the saved will far outnumber the lost. {952} 
 
Such opinions were disapproved by Peter Martyr, Zanchi, Bullinger, Brenz, John a Lasco, and all 
orthodox Protestants of that age, as paradoxical and tending to Universalism. But modern 
Calvinists go further than Curio, at least in regard to the large majority of the saved. {953} 
 
{951} "Absque Christi cognitions, licet non sine Christo, aliquos salutem adipisci." Letter of 
Vergerio to Bullinger (Tubingen, Sept. 6, 1554), quoted by Trechsel, I. 217. Vergerio denounced 
Curio to the Swiss Churches. See his letters to Amerbach, in Trechsel, II. 463-465. 
 
{952} Deuteronomy amplitudine beati regni Dei dialogi II. Printed at Poschiavo in the Grisons, 
1554. 
 
{953} Dr. Charles Hodge (Syst. Theol. III. 879 sq.) says: "We have reason to believe, as urged in 
the first volume of this work, and as often urged elsewhere, that the number of the finally lost in 
comparison with the whole number of the saved will be very inconsiderable."  



131. The Italian Antitrinitarians in Geneva. Gribaldo, Biandrata, 
Alciati, Gentile. 
 
See Lit. in 127, and Sandius: Bibliotheca antitrinitaria. Trechsel (I. 277-390) is still the best 
authority on the early Antitrinitarians in Switzerland, and gives large extracts from the sources. 
Fock (I. 134) has only a few words on them.—Comp. in addition, Heberle: G. Blandrata, in the 
"Tubinger Zeitschrift fur Theologie," for 1840, No. IV. Dorner: Hist. of Christology, German ed., 
II. 656 sqq. 
 
The antitrinitarian leaven entered the Italian congregation at Geneva during and after the trial of 
Servetus, but was suppressed by the combined action of the Swiss Churches. This constitutes the 
last chapter of Antitrinitarianism in Switzerland. 
 
Several Italian refugees denounced the execution of Servetus, adopted his views and tried to 
improve them, but were far inferior to him in genius and originality. 
 
They circulated libels on Calvin, and ventilated their opinions in the weekly conference meetings 
of the Italian congregation, which were open to questions and free discussions. 
 
1. Matteo Gribaldo, a noted professor of jurisprudence at Padua, bought the estate of Farges in the 
territory of Bern, near Geneva, and spent there a part of each year. He attended the Italian 
meetings on his visits to the town. During the trial of Servetus he openly expressed his 
disapproval of civil punishment for religious opinions, and maintained that everybody should be 
allowed to believe what he pleased. He at first concealed his views on the doctrine of Servetus, 
except among intimate friends. After an examination before the Council, he was ordered to leave 
the city on suspicion of heretical opinions on the Trinity (1559). These opinions were crude and 
undigested. He vacillated between dyotheism or tritheism and Arianism. He could not conceive of 
Father and Son except as two distinct beings or substances: the one begetting, the other begotten; 
the one sending, the other sent. He compared their relation to that between Paul and Apollos, who 
were two individuals, yet one in the abstract idea of the apostolate. 
 
Before his dismission from Geneva he had, through the influence of Vergerio, received an 
appointment us professor of law in the University of Tubingen. Passing through Zurich he called 
on Bullinger, and complained bitterly of the conduct of Calvin. He gained the applause of the 
students in Tubingen, and was often consulted by Duke Christopher of Wurtemberg on important 
matters. 
 
But rumors of his heresies reached Tubingen, and inquiries were sent to Geneva. Calvin warned 
his old teacher, Melchior Volmar, against him, and Beza alarmed Vergerio by unfavorable 
reports. Vergerio informed the Duke of the charges. 
 
Gribaldo was subjected to an examination before the academic senate in the presence of the 
Duke, and was pressed for a decided answer to the question, whether he agreed with the 
Athanasian Creed and the edict of Theodosius I. respecting the Trinity and the Catholic faith. He 
asked three weeks’ time for consideration, but escaped to his villa at Farges, where his family still 
resided. 
 
There he was apprehended by the magistrates of Bern at the instance of the Duke of Wurtemberg, 
in September, 1557. His papers were seized and found to contain antitrinitarian and other 



heresies. He was ordered to renounce his errors by a confession drawn up with his own hand, and 
banished from the territory of Bern; but on his promise to keep quiet, he was allowed to return the 
following year for the sake of his seven children. He died of the plague which visited Switzerland 
in 1564, and swept away thirty-eight thousand persons in the territory of Bern, besides seven 
thousand in Basel, and fourteen hundred at Coire. It was a fatal time for the Reformed Church, for 
between 1564 and 1566 several of the leaders died; as Calvin, Farel, Bibliander, Borrhaus, 
Blaurer, Fabricius, and Saluz. {954} 
 
2. Giorgio Biandrata (or Blandrata), an educated physician of a noble family of Saluzzo in 
Piedmont (born about 1515), escaped the inquisition by flight to Geneva in 1557. He agreed 
substantially with Gribaldo, but was more subtle and cautious. He called Calvin his reverend 
father, and consulted him on theological questions. He seemed to be satisfied, but returned again 
and again with new doubts. Calvin, overburdened with labor and care, patiently listened and spent 
whole hours with the sceptic. He also answered his objections in writing. {955} At last he refused 
further discussion as useless. "He tried," wrote Calvin to Lismann, "to circumvent me like a 
serpent, but God gave me strength to withstand his cunning." 
 
The spirit of doubt spread more and more in the Italian congregation. One of the principal 
sympathizers of Biandrata was Gianpaolo Alciati, a Piedmontese who had served in the army, and 
was not used to reverent language. 
 
Martinengo, the worthy Italian pastor, shortly before his death, begged Calvin to take care of the 
little flock and to extirpate the dangerous heresy. Accordingly, a public meeting of the Italian 
congregation was held May 18, 1558, in the presence of Calvin and two members of the Council. 
Calvin, in the name of the Council, invited the malcontents to utter themselves freely, and assured 
them that they should not be punished. Biandrata appealed to certain expressions of Calvin, but 
was easily convicted of mistake. Alciati went so far as to declare that the orthodox party 
"worshipped three devils worse than all the idols of popery." After a three hours’ discussion, it 
was resolved that all the members of the congregation should subscribe a confession of faith, 
which asserted the divinity of Christ and the Holy Spirit, as being consistent with the essential 
unity of the Godhead. 
 
Six members at first refused to subscribe, but yielded afterwards with the exception, it seems, of 
Biandrata and Alciati. They felt unsafe in Geneva, and went to Bern. There they found a 
sympathizer in Zurkinden, the secretary of the city, who engaged in an angry controversy with 
Calvin. 
 
Biandrata left for Poland, gained the confidence of Prince Radziwill, propagated his Unitarian 
opinions, and justified himself before a synod at Pinczow (1561). In 1563 he accepted a call of 
Prince John Sigismund of Transylvania as his physician, and converted him and many others to 
his views, but was charged by Faustus Socinus to have in his last years favored the Jesuits from 
mercenary motives. It is possible that the old man, weary of theological strife, lost himself in the 
maze of scepticism, like Ochino. Tradition reports that he was robbed and murdered by his own 
nephew after 1585. 
 
3. The peace of the Italian congregation was again disturbed by Giovanne Valenti Gentile of 
Calabria, a school-master of some learning and acuteness, who was attracted to Geneva by 
Calvin’s reputation, but soon imbibed the sentiments of Gribaldo and Biandrata. He was one of 
the six members who had at first refused to sign the Italian confession of faith. Soon after the 
departure of Biandrata and Alciati he openly professed their views, urged, as he said, by his 
conscience. He charged the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity with quaternity,—adding a general 



divine essence to the three divine essences of Father, Son, and Spirit,—and maintained that the 
Father was the only divine essence, the "essentiator." Both these ideas he borrowed from 
Servetus. The Son is only an image and reflection of the Father. 
 
Gentile was thrown into prison, July, 1557, by order of the Council, on the charge of violating the 
confession he had signed. He repeated his views and appealed to the ministers and the Council for 
protection against the tyranny of Calvin, but he was refuted by the ministers. At last he 
apologized for his severe language against Calvin, whom he had always revered as a great man, 
but he refused to recant his views. The Council asked the judgment of five lawyers, who 
 
decided that, according to the imperial laws (De summa Trinitate et fide catholica et de hereticis), 
Gentile deserved death by fire. The Council, instead, pronounced the milder sentence of death by 
the sword (Aug. 15). It seems that Calvin’s advice, which had been disregarded in the case of 
Servetus, now prevailed in the case of Gentile. 
 
The fear of death induced Gentile to withdraw his charges against the orthodox doctrine, and to 
sign a brief confession of faith in three divine Persons in one Essence, and in the unity, 
coequality, and coeternity of the Son and Holy Spirit with the Father. He was released of the 
sentence of death; yet in view of his perjury, his heresies, and false accusations against the 
Church of Geneva, he was condemned by the magistrates to make an amende honorable, that is, 
in his shirt, bareheaded, and barefooted, with a lighted torch in his hand, to beg on his knees the 
judge’s pardon, to burn his writings with his own hand, and to walk through the principal streets 
under the sound of the trumpet. The sentence was carried out on the second of September. He 
submitted to it with surprising readiness, happy to escape death at such a cheap price. He also 
promised on oath not to leave the city without permission. 
 
But he was hardly set at liberty when he escaped and joined his friends Gribaldo and Alciati at 
Farges. Soon afterwards he spent some time at Lyons. He studied the ante-Nicene Fathers, who 
confirmed his subordinationism, and wrote a book (Antidota) in defence of his views and against 
the chapter on the Trinity in Calvin’s Institutes. He declared that the orthodox terms of 
homoousia, person, substance, trinity, unity, were profane and monstrous, and obscured the true 
doctrine of the one God. He also attacked the doctrine of the two natures in Christ and the 
communication of attributes as idle speculations, which should be banished from the Church. He 
borrowed from Origen the distinction between the original God (aujtoqeov"), that is, the Father 
and the derived or secondary God (qeov," deuterovqeo," eJterovqeo") that is, the Son. The Father 
alone is God in the strict sense of the term—the essentiator; the Son is essentiatus and 
subordinate. He spoke most disrespectfully and passionately of the orthodox views. Calvin 
refuted his opinions in a special book (1561). 
 
Gentile roused the suspicion of the Catholic authorities in Lyons and was imprisoned, but was set 
free after fifty days on his declaration that his writings were only opposed to Calvinism, not to 
orthodoxy. 
 
But he felt unsafe in France, and accepted, with Alciati, an invitation of Biandrata to Poland in 
the summer of 1563. 
 
After the royal edict, which expelled all the Antitrinitarians, he returned to Switzerland, was 
apprehended by the authorities of Bern, convicted of heresies, deceits, and evasions, and 
beheaded on the tenth of September, 1566. On the way to the place of execution, he declared that 
he died a martyr for the honor of the supreme God, and charged the ministers who accompanied 
him with Sabellianism. He received the death-stroke with firmness, amid the exhortations of the 



clergy and the prayers of the multitude for God’s mercy. Benedict Aretius, a theologian of Bern, 
published in the following year the acts of the process with a refutation of Gentile’s objections to 
the orthodox doctrine. 
 
The fate of Gentile was generally approved. No voice of complaint or protest was heard, except a 
feeble one from Basel. Calvin had died more than two years before, and now the city of Bern, 
which had opposed his doctrinal and disciplinary rigor, condemned to death a heretic less gifted 
and dangerous than Servetus. Gentile himself indirectly admitted that a teacher of false religion 
was deserving of death, but he considered his own views as true and scriptural. {956} 
 
The death of Gentile ends the history of Antitrinitarianism in Switzerland. In the same year the 
strictly orthodox Second Helvetic Confession of Bullinger was published and adopted in the 
Reformed Cantons. 
 
{954} Trechsel, II. 356. 
 
{955} Ad questiones Blandratae responsum, 1558. See Lit. in 127. 
 
{956} See on this last chapter in the history of Gentile, Trechsel, II. 355-380.  



132. The Eucharistic Controversies. Calvin and Westphal. 
 
I. The Sources are given in 117. See especially Calvin’s Opera, vol. IX. 1-252, and the 
Prolegomena, pp. i-xxiv. The correspondence between Bullinger, a Lasco, Farel, Viret, and 
Calvin, on the controversy, in his Opera, vols. XV. and XVI. The letters of Melanchthon from 
this period in the Corpus Reform. vols. VII.-IX. The works of Westphal are quoted below. 
 
II. Planck (neutral): Geschichte des Protest. Lehrbegriff’s (Leipzig, 1799), vol. V. Part II. 1-
137.—Ebrard (Reformed): Das Dogma vom heil. Abendmahl, II. 525-744.—Nevin (Reformed), 
in the "Mercersburg Review" for 1850, pp. 486-510.—Monckeberg (Lutheran): Joachim 
Westphal und Joh. Calvin, 1865.—Wagenmann in Herzog, ii XVII. 1-6. 
 
Henry, III. 298-357.—Dyer, 401-412.—Stahelin, II. 112 sqq., 189 sqq.—Gieseler, III. Part II. 280 
sqq.—Dorner: Geschichte der protest. Theol., 400 sqq.—Schaff, Creeds, I. 279 sqq. 
 
The sacramental controversy between Luther and Zwingli was apparently solved by the middle 
theory of Calvin, Bullinger, and Melanchthon, and had found a symbolical expression in the 
Zurich Consensus of 1549, for Switzerland, and even before that, in the Wittenberg Concordia of 
1536 and in Melanchthon’s irenical restatement of the 10th article of the Altered Augsburg 
Confession of 1540, for Germany. Luther’s renewed attack upon the Swiss in 1544 was isolated, 
and not supported by any of his followers; while Calvin, from respect for Luther, kept silent. 
 
But in 1552 a second sacramental war was opened by Westphal in the interest of the high 
Lutheran theory, and gradually spread over all Germany and Switzerland. 
 
We may well "lament," with Calvin in his letter to Schalling (March, 1557), that those who 
professed the same gospel of Christ were distracted on the subject of his Last Supper, which 
should have been the chief bond of union among them. {957} 
 
The Westphal-Calvin controversy did not concern the fact of the real presence, which was 
conceded by Calvin in all his previous writings on the subject, but the subordinate questions of 
the mode of the presence, of the ubiquity of Christ’s body, and the effect of the sacrament on 
unworthy communicants, whether they received the very body and blood of Christ, or only bread 
and wine, to their condemnation. Calvin clearly states the points of difference in the preface to 
his, Second Defence: — 
 
"That I have written reverently of the legitimate use, dignity, and efficacy, of the sacraments, 
even he himself [Westphal] does not deny. How skilfully or learnedly in his judgment, I care not, 
since it is enough to be commended for piety by an enemy. The contest remaining with him 
embraces three articles": 
 
"First, he insists that the bread of the Supper is substantially (substantialiter) the body of Christ. 
Secondly, in order that Christ may exhibit himself present to believers, he insists that his body is 
immense (immensum), and exists everywhere, though without place (ubique esse, extra locum). 
Thirdly, he insists that no figure is to be admitted in the words of Christ, whatever agreement 
there may be as to the thing. Of such importance does he deem it to stick doggedly to the words, 
that he would sooner see the whole globe convulsed than admit any exposition." 
 



"We maintain that the body and blood of Christ are truly offered (vere offerri) to us in the Supper 
in order to give life to our souls; and we explain, without ambiguity, that our souls are invigorated 
by this spiritual aliment (spirituali alimento), which is offered to us in the Supper, just as our 
bodies are nourished by daily bread. Therefore we hold, that in the Supper there is a true 
partaking (vera participatio) of the flesh and blood of Christ. Should any one raise a dispute as to 
the word ‘substance,’ we assert that Christ, from the substance of his flesh, breathes life into our 
souls; nay, infuses his own life into us (propriam in nos vitam diffundere), provided always that 
no transfusion of substance be imagined." {958} 
 
The Swiss had in this controversy the best of the argument and showed a more Christian spirit. 
The result was disastrous to Lutheranism. The Palatinate, in part also Hesse, Bremen, Anhalt, 
and, at a later period, the reigning dynasty of Prussia, passed over into the Reformed Church. 
Hereafter there were two distinct and separate Confessions in Protestant Germany, the Lutheran 
and the Reformed, which in the Westphalia Treaty were formally recog-nized on a basis of legal 
equality. The Lutheran Church might have sustained still greater loss if Melanchthon had openly 
professed his essential agreement with Calvin. But the magnetic power of Luther’s name and 
personality, and of his great work saved his doctrine of the Eucharist and the ubiquity of Christ’s 
body, which was finally formulated and fixed in the Formula of Concord (1577). 
 
Joachim Westphal (1510-1574), a rigid Lutheran minister and afterwards superintendent at 
Hamburg, who inherited the intolerance and violent temper, but none of the genius and generosity 
of Luther, wrote, without provocation, a tract against the "Zurich Consensus," and against Calvin 
and Peter Martyr, in 1552. He aimed indirectly at the Philippists (Melanchthonians), who agreed 
with the Calvinistic theory of the Eucharist without openly confessing it, and who for this reason 
were afterwards called Crypto-Calvinists. He had previously attacked Melanchthon, his teacher 
and benefactor, and compared his conduct in the Interim controversy with Aaron’s worship of the 
golden calf. {959} He taught that the very body of Christ was in the bread substantially, that it 
was ubiquitous, though illocal (extra locum), and that it was partaken by Judas no less than by 
Peter. He made no distinction between Calvin and Zwingli. He treats as "sacramentarians" and 
heretics all those who denied the corporal presence, the oral manducation, and the literal eating of 
Christ’s body with the teeth, even by unbelievers. He charges them with holding no less than 
twenty-eight conflicting opinions on the words of institution, quoting extracts from Carlstadt, 
Zwingli, Oecolampadius, Bucer, a  Lasco, Bullinger, Peter Martyr, Schwenkfeld, and chiefly 
from Calvin. But nearly all these opinions are essentially the same, and that of Carlstadt was 
never adopted by any Church or any Reformed theologian. {960} He speaks of their godless 
perversion of the Scriptures, and even their "satanic blasphemies." He declared that they ought to 
be refuted by the rod of the magistrates rather than by the pen. {961} 
 
As his first attack was ignored by the Swiss, he wrote another and larger tract in 1553, in which 
he proved the Lutheran view chiefly from 1 Corinthians 11:29,30, and urged the Lutherans to 
resist the progress of the Zwinglian or, as it was now called, Calvinistic heresy. {962} 
 
The style and taste of his polemic may be inferred from his calling Bullinger "the bull of Zurich," 
Calvin "the calf of Geneva," and a  Lasco "the Polish bear." 
 
About the same time, in the autumn and winter of 1553, John a  Lasco, a Polish nobleman, a 
friend of Calvin, and minister of a foreign Reformed congregation in London, fled with one 
hundred and seventy-five Protestants from persecution under the bloody Mary, and sought shelter 
on Danish and German shores; but was refused even a temporary refuge in cold winter at 
Helsingor, Copenhagen, Rostock, Lubeck, and Hamburg (though they found it at last in East 



Friesland). Westphal denounced these noble men as martyrs of the devil, enraged the people 
against them, and gloried in the inhuman cruelty as an act of faith. {963} 
 
This conduct roused the Swiss to self-defence. Bullinger vindicated the orthodoxy of the Zurich 
ministry with his usual moderation. Calvin heard of the treatment of the refugees through a letter 
of Peter Martyr, then at Strassburg, in May, 1554, and took up his sharp and racy pen in three 
successive pamphlets. He at first wished to issue a joint remonstrance of the Swiss Churches, and 
sent a hasty draft to Bullinger. But Zurich, Basel, and Bern found it too severe, and refused to 
sign it. He corrected the draft, and published it in his own name under the title "Defence of the 
Sound and Orthodox Doctrine on the Sacraments," as laid down in the Consensus Tigurinus 
(Geneva, 1555). He treated Westphal with sovereign contempt, without naming him. Westphal 
replied in a tract thrice as large, complaining of the unworthy treatment, denying the intention of 
disturbing the peace of the Church, but repeating his charges against the Sacramentarians. {964} 
Calvin, after some hesitation, prepared a "Second Defence," now openly directed "contra 
Westphali calumnias," and published it, with a preface to the Churches of Germany, in January, 
1556. Westphal replied in two writings, one against Calvin and one against a  Lasco, and sent 
letters to the leading cities of North Germany, urging them to unite in an orthodox Lutheran 
Confession against the Zurich Consensus. He received twenty-five responses, and issued them at 
Magdeburg, 1557. He also reprinted Melanchthon’s former opinions on the real presence 
(Hamburg, 1557). To meet these different assaults Calvin issued his "Last Admonition to 
Westphal" (1557). Westphal continued the controversy, but Calvin kept silent and handed him 
over to Beza. 
 
Besides these main contestants several others took part in the fight: on the Lutheran side, Timan, 
Schnepf, Alberus, Gallus, Judex, Brenz, Andreae, etc.; on the Reformed side, a  Lasco, Ochino, 
Polanus, Bibliander, and Beza. 
 
Calvin indignantly rebuked the "rude and barbarous insults" to persecuted members of Christ, and 
characterized the ultra-Lutherans as men who would rather have peace with the Turks and Papists 
than with Swiss Christians. He called them "apes of Luther." He triumphantly vindicated against 
misrepresentations and objections his doctrine of the spiritual real presence of Christ, and the 
sealing communication of the life-giving virtue of his body in heaven to the believer through the 
power of the Holy Spirit. 
 
He might have defended his doctrine even more effectually if he had restrained his wrath and 
followed the brotherly advice of Bullinger, and even Farel, who exhorted him not to imitate the 
violence of his opponent, to confine himself to the thing, and to spare the person. But he wrote to 
Farel (August, 1557): "With regard to Westphal and the rest it was difficult for me to control my 
temper and to follow your advice. You call those ‘brethren’ who, if that name be offered to them 
by us, do not only reject, but execrate it. And how ridiculous should we appear in bandying the 
name of brother with those who look upon us as the worst of heretics." {965} 
 
{957} "Dolendum est quum nos pauci numero idem profiteamur evangelium, sacrae coenae 
occasione, quam praecipuum inter nos unitatis vinculum esse decebat, in varios sententias 
distrahi. Sed hoc longe atrocius, non minus hostiliter confligere quam si nihil esset nobis eum 
Christo commune." Opera, XVI, 429. Planck, the impartial Lutheran historian, calls the 
sacramental controversy "die aergerlichste aller Streitigkeiten" (l. c., V. I. p. 1). 
 
{958} Opera, IX. 47. 
 



{959} Historia vituli aurei Aaronis Exodus 32 ad nostra tempora et controversias accommodata, 
Magdeburg, 1549. 
 
{960} See the remarks of the Strassburg editors in vol. IX. Proleg. p. x. There are really only two 
Reformed theories on the Eucharist—the Zwinglian and the Calvinistic, and the latter was 
embodied in all the Reformed Confessions. A Lutheran polemic of the seventeenth century 
conclusively proved to his own satisfaction that "the cursed Calvinistic heretics hold six hundred 
and sixty-six theses in common with the Turks!" 
 
{961} Farrago confusanearum et inter se dissidentium opinionum de Coena Domini ex 
Sacramentariorum libris congesta. Magdeburg, 1552 (a small pamphlet, with a preface). 
 
{962} Recta fides de Coena Domini, Magdeburg, 1553. This was followed by Collectanea 
sententiarum Aurelii Augustini de Coena Domini, Ratisbon, 1555 (the preface is dated 
September, 1554), and Fides Cyrilli de praesentia corporis et sanguinis Christi, Frankfort, 1555. 
 
{963} A full account in Joh. Utenhoven (who accompanied a  Lasco), Simplex et fidelis narratio, 
etc. Basil., 1560. The spirit of this rare book may be judged from the concluding sentence (quoted 
by Dalton who examined a copy in Cracow): "In conclusion let us pray all the pious for Christ’s 
sake not to harbor any hatred against those who have thus persecuted us in our affliction, and not 
to call fire from heaven as James and John did for the refusal of hospitality, but rather to pray for 
them that they may repent and be saved." See extracts in Planck, l. c., 36 sqq., and H. Dalton, 
Johannes a Lasco (Gotha, 1881), 427 sqq. Monckeberg attempts to apologize for Westphal, but 
without effect. Dorner says (l. c., 401, note): "Westphal wird zum Selbstanklager in der Vorrede 
zu der Collectanea aus Augustin, ruhmt die That der Unbarmherzigkeit als eine gute That, und 
stellt Nebuchadnezzar als Vorbild fur solche Falle auf." 
 
{964} Adversus cujusdam Sacramentarii falsam criminationem justa defensio, Frankfort, 1555. 
 
{965} Opera, XVI. 552.  



133. Calvin and the Augsburg Confession. Melanchthon’s Position in 
the Second Eucharistic Controversy. 
 
Comp. Henry, III. 335-339 and Beilage, pp. 102-110; the works on the Augsburg Confession, and 
the biographies of Melanchthon. 
 
During the progress of this controversy both parties frequently appealed to the Augsburg 
Confession and to Melanchthon. They were both right and both wrong; for there are two editions 
of the Confession, representing the earlier and the later theories of its author on the Lord’s 
Supper. The original Augsburg Confession of 1530, in the tenth article, teaches Luther’s doctrine 
of the real presence so clearly and strongly that even the Roman opponents did not object to it. 
{966} But from the time of the Wittenberg Concordia in 1536, or even earlier, {967} 
Melanchthon began to change his view on the real presence as well as his view on predestination 
and free-will; in the former he approached Calvin, in the latter he departed from him. He 
embodied the former change in the Altered Confession of 1540, without official authority, yet in 
good faith, as the author of the document, and in the conviction that he represented public 
sentiment, since Luther himself had moderated his opposition to the Swiss by assenting to the 
Wittenberg Concordia. {968} The altered edition was made the basis of negotiations with the 
Romanists at the Colloquies of Worms and Ratisbon in 1541, and at the later Colloquies in 1546 
and 1557. It was printed (with the title and preface of the Invariata) in the first collection of the 
symbolical books of the Lutheran Church (Corpus Doctrinae Philippicum) in 1559; it was 
expressly approved by the Lutheran princes at the Convention of Naumburg in 1561, after 
Melanchthon’s death, as an improved modification and authentic interpretation of the Confession, 
and was adhered to by the Melanchthonians and the Reformed even after the adoption of the 
Book of Concord (1580). 
 
The text in the two editions is as follows:— 
 
Ed. 1530. 
 
"De Coena Domini docent, quod corpus et sanguis Christi vere adsint [the German text adds: 
unter der Gestalt des Brots und Weins], et distribuantur vescentibus in Coena Domini, et 
improbant secus docentes." [In the German text: "Derhalben wird auch die Gegenlehre 
verworfen."] 
 
Ed. 1540. 
 
"De Coena Domini docent, quod cum pane et vino vere exhibeantur corpus et sanguis Christi 
vescentibus in Coena Domini." 
 
Ed. 1530. 
 
"Concerning the Lord’s Supper, they teach that the body find blood of Christ are truly present 
[under the form of bread and wine], and are distributed to those that eat in the Lord’s Supper. And 
they disapprove of those who teach otherwise." [In the German text: "Wherefore also the opposite 
doctrine is rejected."] 
 
Ed. 1540. 
 



"Concerning the Lord’s Supper, they teach that with bread and wine are truly exhibited the body 
and blood of Christ to those who eat in the Lord’s Supper." 
 
[Disapproval of dissenting views is omitted.] 
 
It is to this revised edition of the document, and to its still living author, that Calvin confidently 
appealed. 
 
"In regard to the Confession of Augsburg," he says in his Last Admonition to Westphal, "my 
answer is, that, as it was published at Ratisbon (1541), it does not contain a word contrary to our 
doctrine." {969} If there is any ambiguity in its meaning, there cannot be a more competent 
interpreter than its author, to whom, as his due, all pious and learned men will readily pay this 
honor. To him I boldly appeal; and thus Westphal with his vile garrulity lies prostrate.... If 
Joachim wishes once for all to rid himself of all trouble and put an end to controversy, let him 
extract one word in his favor from Philip’s lips. The means of access are open, and the journey is 
not so very laborious, to visit one of whose consent he boasts so loftily, and with whom he may 
thus have familiar intercourse. If I shall be found to have used Philip’s name rashly, there is no 
stamp of ignominy to which I am not willing to submit. 
 
"The passage which Westphal quotes, it is not mine to refute, nor do I regard what, during the 
first conflict, before the matter was clearly and lucidly explained, the importunity of some may 
have extorted from one who was then too backward in giving a denial. It were too harsh to lay it 
down as a law on literary men, that after they have given a specimen of their talent and learning, 
they are never after to go beyond it in the course of their lives. Assuredly, whosoever shall say 
that Philip has added nothing by the labor of forty years, does great wrong to him individually, 
and to the whole Church." 
 
"The only thing I said, and, if need be, a hundred times repeat, is, that in this matter Philip can no 
more be torn from me than he can from his own bowels. {970} But although fearing the thunder 
which threatened to burst from violent men (those who know the boisterous blasts of Luther 
understand what I mean), he did not always speak out openly as I could have wished, there is no 
reason why Westphal, while pretending differently, should indirectly charge him with having 
begun to incline to us only after Luther was dead. For when more than seventeen years ago we 
conferred together on this point of doctrine, at our first meeting, not a syllable required to be 
changed. {971} Nor should I omit to mention Gaspar Cruciger, who, from his excellent talents 
and learning, stood, next after Philip, highest in Luther’s estimation, and far beyond all others. He 
so cordially embraced what Westphal now impugns, that nothing can be imagined more perfectly 
accordant than our opinions. But if there is still any doubt as to Philip, do I not make a sufficient 
offer when I wait silent and confident for his answer, assured that it will make manifest the 
dishonesty which has falsely sheltered itself under the venerable name of that most excellent 
man?" 
 
Calvin urged Melanchthon repeatedly to declare openly his view on the points in controversy. In 
a letter of March 5, 1555, after thanking him for his approval of the condemnation of Servetus, he 
says: "About ‘the bread-worship’ (peri; th’" ajrtolatreiva"), your most intimate opinion has long 
since been known to me, which you do not even dissemble in your letter. But your too great 
slowness displeases me, by which the madness of those whom you see rushing on to the 
destruction of the Church, is not only kept up, but from day to day increased." Melanchthon 
answered, May 12, 1555: 
 



I have determined to reply simply and without ambiguity, and I judge that I owe that work to God 
and the Church, nor at the age to which I have arrived, do I fear either exile or other dangers. On 
August 23 of the same year, Calvin expressed his gratification with this answer and wrote: "I 
entreat you to discharge, as soon as you can, the debt which you acknowledge you owe to God 
and the Church." He adds with undue severity: "If this warning, like a cock crowing rather late 
and out of season, do not awaken you, all will cry out with justice that you are a sluggard. 
Farewell, most distinguished sir, whom I venerate from the heart." In another letter of Aug. 3, 
1557, he complains of the silence of three years and apologizes for the severity of his last letter, 
but urges him again to come out, like a man, and to refute the charge of slavish timidity. "I do not 
think," he says, "you need to be reminded by many words, how necessary it is for you to hasten to 
wipe out this blot from your character." He proposes that Melanchthon should induce the 
Lutheran princes to convene a peaceful conference of both parties at Strassburg, or Tubingen, or 
Heidelberg, or Frankfurt, and attend the conference in person with some pious, upright, and 
moderate men. "If you class me," he concludes, "in the number of such men, no necessity, 
however pressing, will prevent me from putting up this as my chief vow, that before the Lord 
gather us into his heavenly kingdom I may yet be permitted to enjoy on earth, a most delightful 
interview with you, and feel some alleviation of my grief by deploring along with you the evils 
which we cannot remedy." In his last extant letter to Melanchthon, dated Nov. 19, 1558, Calvin 
alludes once more to the eucharistic controversy, but in a very gentle spirit, assuring him that he 
will never allow anything to alienate his mind "from that holy friendship and respect which I have 
vowed to you.... Whatever may happen, let us cultivate with sincerity a fraternal affection 
towards each other, the ties of which no wiles of Satan shall ever burst asunder." 
 
Melanchthon would have done better for his own fame if, instead of approving the execution of 
Servetus, he had openly supported Calvin in the conflict with Westphal. But he was weary of the 
rabies theologorum, and declined to take an active part in the bitter strife on "bread-worship," as 
he called the notion of those who were not contented with the presence of the body of Christ in 
the sacramental use, but insisted upon its presence in and under the bread. He knew what kind of 
men he had to deal with. He knew that the court of Saxony, from a sense of honor, would not 
allow an open departure from Luther’s doctrine. Prudence, timidity, and respect for the memory 
of Luther were the mingled motives of his silence. He was aware of his natural weakness, and 
confessed in a letter to Christopher von Carlowitz, in 1548: "I am, perhaps, by nature of a 
somewhat servile disposition, and I have before endured an altogether unseemly servitude; as 
Luther more frequently obeyed his temperament, in which was no little contentiousness, than he 
regarded his own dignity and the common good." 
 
But in his private correspondence he did not conceal his real sentiments, his disapproval of 
"bread-worship" and of the doctrine of the ubiquity of Christ’s body. His last utterance on the 
subject was in answer to the request of Elector Frederick III. of the Palatinate, who tried to 
conciliate the parties in the fierce eucharistic controversy at Heidelberg. Melanchthon warned 
against scholastic subtleties and commended moderation, peace, biblical simplicity, and the use 
of Paul’s words that "the bread which we break is the communion of the body of Christ," {1 
Corinthians 10:16} not "changed into," nor the "substantial," nor the "true" body. He gave this 
counsel on the first of November, 1559. A few months afterwards he died (April 17, 1560). 
 
The result was that the Elector deposed the leaders of both parties, Heshusius and Klebitz, called 
distinguished foreign divines to the University, and entrusted Zacharias Ursinus (a pupil of 
Melanchthon) and Caspar Olevianus (a pupil of Calvin) with the task of composing the 
Heidelberg or Palatinate Catechism, which was published Jan. 19, 1563. It became the principal 
symbolical book of the German and Dutch branches of the Reformed Church. It gives clear and 
strong expression to the Calvinistic-Melanchthonian theory of the spiritual real presence, and 



teaches the doctrine of election, but without a word on reprobation and preterition. In both 
respects it is the best expression of the genius and final doctrinal position of Melanchthon, who 
was himself a native of the Palatinate. 
 
NOTES. MELANCHTHON’S LAST WORDS ON THE EUCHARIST. 
 
Letter to Calvin, Oct. 14, 1554. Melanchthon approves of the execution of Servetus and 
continues: "Quod in proximis literas me hortaris, ut reprimam ineruditos clamores illorum, qui 
renovant certamen peri; ajrtolatreiva" "scito, quosdam praecipue odio mei eam disputationem 
movere, ut habeant plausibilem causam ad me opprimendum." He expresses the hope to discuss 
this subject with him once more before his death. (Mel’s Opera in the Corp. Reform. VIII. 362 
sq.) 
 
To Hardenberg, pastor in Bremen, who was persecuted for resisting the doctrine of ubiquity, he 
wrote, May 9, 1557 (ibid. IX. 154) "Crescit, ut vides, non modo certamen, sed etiam rabies in 
scriptoribus, qui ajrtolatreivan stabiliunt." 
 
Letter to Mordeisen, counsellor of the Elector of Saxony, Nov. 15, 1557 (ibid. IX. 374): "Si mihi 
concedetis, ut in alia loco vivam, respondebo illis indoctis sycophantis et vere et graviter, et 
dicam utilia ecclesiae." 
 
One of his last utterances is reported by Peucer, his son-in-law, "ex arcanis sermonibus Dom. 
Philippi," in an autograph of Jan. 3, 1561 (vol. IX. 1088-1090). Here Melanchthon asserts the real 
presence, but declines to describe the mode, and rejects the ubiquity of Christ’s body. He also 
admits the figurative sense of the words of institution, which Luther so persistently denied. 
"Consideranda est," he says, "interpretatio verborum Christi, quae ab aliis kata; to; rJhtovn, ab 
aliis kata; trovpon accipiuntur. Nec sunt plures interpretationes quam duae. Posterior Pauli est 
sine omni dubio, qui vocat koivwvian corporis panem, et aperte testatur, oujk ejxistavnai th’" 
fuvsew" ta; oJrwvmena suvmbola. Ergo Necesse Est Admitti trovpon. Cum hac consentit vetustas 
Graeca et Latina. Graeci suvmbola ajntivtupa, Latini ‘signa’ et ‘figuras’ vocant res externas et in 
usu corpus et sanguinem, ut discernant hunc sacrum et mysticum cibum a profano, et admoneant 
Ecclesiam de re signata, quae vere exhibetur et applicatur credentibus, et dicunt esse symbola 
tou ontw swmato, contra Entychem, ut sciat Ecclesia, non esse inania symbola aut notas 
tantum professionis, sed symbola rerum praesentium Christi vere praesentis et efficacis et 
impertientis atque applicantis credentibus promissa beneficia." 
 
From Melanchthon’s Judicium de controversia coenae Domini ad illustr. Principem ac D. D. 
Fridericum, Comitem Palatinum Rheni, Electorem, dated Nov. 1, 1559 (IX. 960 sqq.): "Non 
difficile, sed periculosum est respondere. Dicam tamen, quae nunc de controversia illius loci 
monere possum: et oro Filium Dei, ut et consilia et eventus gubernet. Non dubium est de 
controversia Coenae igentia certamina et bella in toto orbe terrarun secutura esse: quia mundus 
dat poenas idololatriae, et aliorum peccatorum. Ideo petamus, ut Filius Dei nos doceat et 
gubernet. Cum autem ubique multi sint infirmi, et nondum instituti in doctrina Ecclesia, imo 
confirmati in erroribus: necesse est initio habere rationem infirmorum." 
 
"Probo igitur consilium Illustrissimi Electoris, quod rixantibus utrinque mandavit silentium ne 
distractio fiat in tenera Ecclesia, et infirmi turbentur in illo loco, et vicinia: et optarim rixatores 
in utraque parte abesse. Secundo, remotis contentiosis, prodest reliquos de una forma verborum 
convenire. Et in hac controversia optimum esset retinere verba Pauli: ‘Panis quem frangimus, 
koinwnia esti tou swmato.’ Et copiose de fructu coenae dicendum est, ut invitentur homines 
ad amorem hujus pignoris, et crebrum usum. Et vocabulum koinwvnia declarandum est." 



 
"Non Dicit [Paulus], mutari naturam panis, at Papistae dicunt: non dicit, ut Bremenses, panem 
esse substantiale corpus Christi. Non dicit, ut Heshusius, panem esse verum corpus Christi: sed 
esse koinwnivan, id est, hoc, quo fit consociatio cum corpore Christi: quae fit in usu, et quidem 
non sine cogitatione, ut cum mures panem rodunt".... 
 
"Sed hanc veram et simplicem doctrinam de fructu, nominant quidam cothurnos: et postulant 
dici, an-sit corpus in pane, aut speciebus panis? Quasi vero Sacramentum propter panem et illam 
Papisticam adorationem institutum sit. Postea fingunt, quomodo includant pani: alii 
conversionem, alii transubstantiationem, alii ubiquitatem excogitarunt. Haec portentosa omnia 
ignota sunt eruditae vetustati" .... 
 
"Ac maneo in hac sententia: Contentiones utrinque prohibendas esse, et forma verborum una et 
simili utendum esse. Si quibus haec non placent, nec volunt ad communionem accedere, his 
permittatur, ut suo judicio utantur, modo non fiant distractiones in populo." 
 
"Oro autem filium Dei, Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum sedentem ad dextram aeterni patris, 
et colligentem aeternam Ecclesiam voce Evangelii, ut nos doceat, gubernet, et protegat. Opta 
etiam, ut aliquando in pia Synodo de omnibus contraversiis harum temporum deliberetur." 
 
{966} The Catholica Refutatio Augustanae Confessionis of Drs. Eck, Faber, and Cochlaeus says: 
"Decimus articulus [of the Augsburg Confession] in verbis nihil offendit si modo credant [the 
Lutheran signers], sub qualibet specie integrum Christum esse." 
 
{967} Comp. his letters to Schnepf, Agricola, and Brenz, from the years 1534 and 1535; Matthes, 
Leben Melanchthons, p. 349; C. Schmidt, Philipp Melanchthon, pp. 680 sqq. 
 
{968} Luther did not object to the change. When he broke out more fiercely than ever against the 
Swiss, in his "Short Confession on the Holy Sacrament" (1544), Melanchthon, in a letter to 
Bullinger, called this book not unjustly "atrocissimum scriptum." See vol. VI. 654 sq. 
 
{969} "De Confessione Augustana sic respondeo, verbulum in ea, qualis Ratisponae edita fuit, 
non exstare doctrinae nostrae contrarium." Opera, IX. 148. Comp. his letter to Schalling at 
Ratisbon, March, 1557, quoted on p. 377, note (Opera, XVI. 430). 
 
{970} "Solum quod dixi et quidem centies si opus sit, confirmo, non magis a me Philippum quam 
a propriis visceribus in hac causa posse divelli." Opera, IX. 149. 
 
{971} He refers to their meeting at Frankfurt, which took place in 1539, seven years before 
Luther’s death and five years before his last book against the Sacramentarians. See above, 90, pp. 
388 sq.  



134. Calvin and Heshusius. 
 
I. Heshusius: Deuteronomy Praesentia Corporis Christi in Coena Domini contra 
Sacramentarios. Written in 1569, first published at Jena, 1560 (and also at Magdeburg and 
Nurnberg, 1561). Defensio verae et sacrae confessionis de vera Praesentia Corporis Christi in 
Coena Domini adversus calumnias Calvini, Boquini, Bezae, et Clebitii. Magdeburg, 1562. 
 
II. Calvinus: Dilucida Explicatio sanae Doctrina de vera Participatione Carnis et Sanguinis 
Christi in Sacra Coena ad discutiendas Heshusii nebulas. Genevae, 1561. Also in French. Opera, 
IX. 457-524. Comp. Proleg. xli-xliii.—Beza wrote two tracts against Heshusius: kreofagiva, etc., 
and Abstersio calumniarum quibus Calvinus aspersus est ab Heshusio. Gen., 1561. Boquin and 
Klebitz likewise opposed him. 
 
III. J. G. Leuckfeld: Historia Heshusiana. Quedlinburg, 1716.—T. H. Wilkens: Tilemann 
Hesshusen, ein Streittheologe der Lutherskirche. Leipzig, 1860.—C. Schmidt: Philipp 
Melanchthon. Elberfeld, 1861, pp. 639 sqq.—Hackenschmidt, Art. "Hesshusen" in Herzog, ii VI. 
75-79.Henry, III. 339-344, and Beilage, 221. Comp. also Planck, Heppe, G. Frank, and the 
extensive literature on the Reformation in the Palatinate and the history of the Heidelberg 
Catechism (noticed in Schaff’s Creeds of Christendom, I. 529-531). 
 
Tilemann Heshusius (in German Hesshus or Hesshusen) was born in 1527 at Niederwesel in the 
duchy of Cleves, and died at Helmstadt in 1588. He was one of the most energetic and 
pugnacious champions of scholastic orthodoxy who outluthered Luther and outpoped the pope. 
{972} He identified piety with orthodoxy, and orthodoxy with illocal con-insubstantiation, {973} 
or "bread-worship," to use Melanchthon’s expression. He occupied influential positions at 
Gosslar, Rostock, Heidelberg, Bremen, Magdeburg, Zweibrucken, Jena, and Prussia; but with his 
turbulent disposition he stirred up strife everywhere, used the power of excommunication very 
freely, and was himself no less than seven times deposed from office and expelled. He quarrelled 
also with his friends Flacius, Wigand, and Chemnitz. But while he tenaciously defended the 
literal eating of Christ’s body by unbelievers as well as believers, he dissented from Westphal’s 
coarse and revolting notion of a chewing of Christ’s body with the teeth, and confined himself to 
the manducatio oralis. He rejected also the doctrine of ubiquity, and found fault with its 
introduction into the Formula of Concord. {974} 
 
Heshusius was originally a pupil and table-companion of Melanchthon, and agreed with his 
moderate opinions, but, like Westphal and Flacius, he became an ungrateful enemy of his 
benefactor. He was recommended by him to a professorship at Heidelberg and the general 
superintendency of the Lutheran Church in the Palatinate on the Rhine (1558). Here he first 
appeared as a champion of the strict Lutheran theory of the substantial presence, and attacked 
"the Sacramentarians" in a book, On the Presence of the Body of Christ in the Lord’s Supper. He 
quarrelled with his colleagues, especially with Deacon Klebitz, who was a Melanchthonian, but 
no less violent and pugnacious. He even tried to wrest the eucharistic cup from him at the altar. 
He excommunicated him because he would not admit the in and sub, but only the cum (pane et 
vino), in the scholastic formula of the Lutheran doctrine of the real presence. Elector Frederick 
III., called the Pious, restored peace by dismissing both Heshusius and Klebitz (Sept. 16, 1559), 
with the approval of Melanchthon. He afterwards ordered the preparation of the Heidelberg 
Catechism, and introduced the Reformed Church into the Palatinate, 1563. {975} 
 



On the other hand, the Lutheran clergy of Wurtemberg, under the lead of Brenz, in a synod at 
Stuttgart, gave the doctrine of the ubiquity of Christ’s body, which Luther had taught, but which 
Melanchthon had rejected, symbolical authority for Wurtemberg (Dec. 19, 1559). {976} 
 
Calvin received the book of Heshusius from Bullinger, who advised him to answer the arguments, 
but to avoid personalities. {977} He hesitated for a while, and wrote to Olevianus (November, 
1660): "The loquacity of that brawler is too absurd to excite my anger, and I have not yet decided 
whether I shall answer him, I am weary of so many pamphlets, and shall certainly not think his 
follies worthy of many days’ labor. But I have composed a brief analysis of this controversy, 
which will, perhaps, be shortly published." It was one of his last controversial pamphlets and 
appeared in 1561. 
 
In the beginning of his response he made that most touching allusion to his departed friend 
Melanchthon, which we have noticed in another connection. {978} What a contrast between this 
noble tribute of unbroken friendship and the mean ingratitude of Heshusius, who most violently 
attacked Melanchthon’s memory immediately after his death. {979} 
 
Calvin reiterates and vindicates the several points brought out in the controversy with Westphal, 
and refutes the arguments of Heshusius from the Scripture and the Fathers with his wonted 
intellectual vigor and learning, seasoned with pepper and salt. He compares him to an ape clothed 
in purple, and to an ass in a lion’s skin. The following are the chief passages: — 
 
"Heshusius bewails the vast barbarism which appears to be impending, as if any greater or worse 
barbarism were to be feared than that from him and his fellows. To go no further for proof, let the 
reader consider how fiercely he sneers and tears at his master, Philip Melanchthon, whose 
memory he ought sacredly to revere.... Such is the pious gratitude of the scholar, not only towards 
the teacher to whom he owes whatever little learning he may possess, but towards a man who has 
deserved so highly of the whole Church".... 
 
"Though there is some show about him, he does nothing more by his magniloquence than vend 
the old follies and frivolities of Westphal and his fellows. He harangues loftily on the 
omnipotence of God, on putting implicit faith in his word, and subduing human reason, in terms 
he may have learned from other sources, of which I believe myself also to be one. I have no 
doubt, from his childish stolidity of glorying, that he imagines himself to combine the qualities of 
Melanchthon and Luther. From the one he ineptly borrows flowers, and having no better way of 
rivalling the vehemence of the other, he substitutes bombast and sound".... 
 
"Westphal boldly affirms that the body of Christ is chewed by the teeth, and confirms it by 
quoting with approbation the recantation of Berengar, as given by Gratian. This does not please 
Heshusius, who insists that it is eaten by the mouth but not touched by the teeth, and greatly 
disproves those gross modes of eating".... 
 
"Heshusius argues that if the body of Christ is in heaven, it is not in the Supper, and that instead 
of him we have only a symbol. As if, forsooth, the Supper were not, to the true worshippers of 
God, a heavenly action, or, as it were, a vehicle which carries them above the world. But what is 
this to Heshusius, who not only halts on the earth, but drives his nose as far as he can into the 
mud? Paul teaches that in baptism we put on Christ. {Galatians 3:27} How acutely will 
Heshusius argue that this cannot be if Christ remain in heaven? When Paul spoke thus it never 
occurred to him that Christ must be brought down from heaven, because he knew that he is united 
to us in a different manner, and that his blood is not less present to cleanse our souls than water to 



cleanse our bodies.... Of a similar nature is his objection that the body is not received truly if it is 
received symbolically; as if by a true symbol we excluded the exhibition of the reality." 
 
"Some are suspicious of the term faith, as if it overthrew the reality and the effect. But we ought 
to view it far otherwise, viz. that the only way in which we are conjoined to Christ is by raising 
our minds above the world. Accordingly, the bond of our union with Christ is faith, which raises 
us upwards, and casts its anchor in heaven, so that instead of subjecting Christ to the figments of 
our reason, we seek him above in his glory." 
 
"This furnishes the best method of settling a dispute to which I adverted, viz. whether believers 
alone receive Christ, or all, without exception, to whom the symbols of bread and wine are 
distributed, receive him? Correct and clear is the solution which I have given: Christ offers his 
body and blood to all in general; but as unbelievers bar the entrance of his liberality, they do not 
receive what is offered. It must not, however, he inferred from this that when they reject what is 
given, they either make void the grace of Christ, or detract in any respect from the efficacy of the 
sacrament. The Supper does not, through their ingratitude, change its nature, nor does the bread, 
considered as an earnest or pledge given by Christ, become profane, so as not to differ at all from 
common bread, but it still truly, testifies communion with The Flesh and Blood of Christ." 
 
This is the conclusion of Calvin’s last deliverance on the vexed subject of the sacrament. For the 
rest he handed his opponent over to Beza, who answered the "Defence" of Heshusius with two 
sharp and learned tracts. 
 
The eucharistic controversy kindled by Westphal and Klebitz was conducted in different parts of 
Germany with incredible bigotry, passion, and superstition. In Bremen, John Timann fought for 
the carnal presence, and insisted upon the ubiquity of Christ’s body as a settled dogma (1555); 
while Albert Hardenberg, a friend of Melanchthon, opposed it, and was banished (1560); but a 
reaction took place afterwards, and Bremen became a stronghold of the Reformed Confession in 
Northern Germany. 
 
{972} The other leaders of the anti-Melanchthonian ultra-Lutheranism were Amsdorf (d. 1565), 
Westphal (d. 1574), Flacius (d. 1575), Judex (d. 1574), Jimann (d. 1557), Gallus (d. 1570), and 
Wigand (d. 1587). The chief pupils of Melanchthon were Eber (d. 1569), Cruciger (d. 1548) and 
his son (d. 1575), Camerarius (d. 1574), Peucer, Krell, Pezel, Pfeffinger, Hardenberg, Major, 
Menius. One of the noblest traits of Luther was his hearty appreciation of Melanchthon to the end 
of his life, notwithstanding the marked difference. His narrow followers entirely lacked this 
element of liberality and generosity. Comp. Dorner, Geschichte der protest. Theologie, pp. 330 
sqq. 
 
{973} I coin this word from the Lutheran formula cum, in, and sub pane et vino. The usual 
designation "consubstantiation" is repudiated by Lutherans in the sense of impanation or local 
inclusion. 
 
{974} Planck and Heppe give him a bad character, and charge him with inordinate ambition and 
avarice. According to Heppe he was, einer der widerwartigsten lutherischen Pfaffen seiner Zeit." 
Hackenschmidt judges him more mildly as a consistent advocate of the tendency which makes no 
distinction between religion and theology, church authority and police force. The Strassburg 
editors (Opera, IX. Prol. p. xii.) call him a "vir imperiosus et filoneikovtato"." Bullinger 
compared him to the Homeric Thersites, who was despised for scurrility. 
 
{975} See 133, p. 669. 



 
{976} Planck, vol. V. Part II. 383 sqq. 
 
{977} He wrote to him: "Oro, si statuisti respondere, respondeas ad argumenta, diligenter 
preterita persona illa Thersitis homerici." 
 
{978} See 90, p. 398. 
 
{979} Responsio ad praejudicium Philippi Melanchthonis, 1560.  



135. Calvin and the Astrologers. 
 
Calvin: Advertissement contre l’astrologie qu’on appelle justiciaire: et autres curiosites qui 
regnent aujourdhuis dans le monde. Geneve, 1549 (56 pp.). The French text is reprinted in 
Opera, vol. VII. 509-542. Admonitio adversus astrologiam quam judiciariam vocant; aliasque 
praeterea curiositates nonnullas, quae hodie in universam fere orbem grassantur, 1549. The 
Latin translation is by Fr. Hottman, sieur de Villiers, at that time secretary of Calvin, who dictated 
to him the work in French. The Latin text is reprinted in the Amsterdam ed., vol. IX. 500-509. An 
English translation: An Admonition against Astrology, Judiciall and other curiosities that reigne 
now in the world, by Goddred Gylby, appeared in London without date, and is mentioned by 
Henry, III. Beil. 212. Comp. Henry, II. 391 sq. 
 
Calvin’s clear, acute, and independent intellect was in advance of the crude superstitions of his 
age. He wrote a warning against judicial astrology {980} or divination, which presumes to 
pronounce judgment upon a man’s character or destiny as written in the stars. This spurious 
science, which had wandered from Babylon {981} to ancient Rome and from heathen Rome to 
the Christian Church, flourished especially in Italy and France at the very time when other 
superstitions were shaken to the base. Several popes of the Renaissance—Sixtus IV., Julius II., 
Leo X., Paul III. were addicted to it, but Pico della Mirandola wrote a book against it. King 
Francis I. dismissed his physician because he was not sufficiently skilled in this science. The 
Duchess Renata of Ferrara consulted, even in her later years, the astrologer Luc Guaric. The court 
of Catherine de Medici made extensive use of this and other black arts, so that the Church and the 
State had to interfere. 
 
But more remarkable is the fact that such an enlightened scholar as Melanchthon should have 
anxiously watched the constellations for their supposed bearing upon human events. Lelio Sozini 
was at a loss to know whether Melanchthon depended most on the stars, or on their Maker and 
Ruler. {982} In this respect Luther, notwithstanding his strong belief in witchcraft and personal 
encounters with the devil, was in advance of his more learned friend, and refuted his astrological 
calculation of the nativity of Cicero with the Scripture fact of Esau’s and Jacob’s birth in the 
same hour. Yet he regarded the comets, or "harlot stars," as he called them, as tokens of God’s 
wrath, or as works of the devil. Zwingli saw in Halley’s comet, which appeared a few weeks 
before the disaster of Cappel, a sign of war and of his own death. The independent and heretical 
Servetus believed and practised astrology and wrote a defence of it (Apologetica Disceptatio pro 
Astrologia). 
 
Nothing of this kind is found in Calvin. He denounced the attempt to reveal what God has hidden, 
and to seek him outside of his revealed will, as an impious presumption and a satanic delusion. It 
is right and proper, he maintains, to study the laws and motions of the heavenly bodies. {983} 
True astronomy leads to the praise of God’s wisdom and majesty; but astrology upsets the moral 
order. God is sovereign in his gifts and not bound to any necessity of nature. He has foreordained 
all things by his eternal decree. Sometimes sixty thousand men fall in one battle; are they 
therefore born under the same star? It is true the sun works upon the earth, and heat and dearth, 
rain and storm come down from the skies, but the wickedness of man proceeds from his will. The 
astrologers appealed to the first chapter of Genesis and to the prophet Jeremiah, who calls the 
stars signs, but Calvin met them by quoting Isaiah 44:25: "who frustrateth the tokens of the liars 
and maketh diviners mad." In conclusion he rejects the whole theory and practice of astrology as 
not only superfluous and useless, but even pernicious. {984} 
 



In the same tract he ridicules the alchemists, and incidentally exhibits a considerable amount of 
secular learning. 
 
Calvin discredited also the ingenious speculations of Pseudo-Dionysius on the Celestial 
Hierarchy, as "mere babbling," adding that the author of that book, which was sanctioned by 
Thomas Aquinas and Dante, spoke like a man descended from heaven and giving an account of 
things he had seen with his own eyes; while Paul, who was caught up to the third heaven, did not 
deem it lawful for man to utter the secret things he had seen and heard. {985} 
 
Calvin might have made his task easier if he had accepted the heliocentric theory of Copernicus, 
which was known in his time, though only as a hypothesis. {986} 
 
But in this matter Calvin was no more in advance of his age than any other divine. He believed 
that "the whole heaven moves around the earth," and declared it preposterous to set the conjecture 
of a man against the authority of God, who in the first chapter of Genesis had pointed out the 
relation of the sun and moon to the earth. Luther speaks with contempt of that upstart astronomer 
who wishes to reverse the entire science of astronomy and the sacred Scripture, which tells us that 
Joshua commanded the sun to stand still, and not the earth. Melanchthon condemned the system 
in his treatise on the "Elements of Physics," published six years after the death of Copernicus, and 
cited against it the witness of the eyes, which inform us that the heavens revolve in the space of 
twenty-four hours; and passages from the Psalms and Ecclesiastes, which assert that the earth 
stands fast and that the sun moves around it. He suggests severe measures to restrain such 
impious teaching as that of Copernicus. 
 
But we must remember that the Copernican theory was opposed by philosophers as well as 
theologians of all creeds for nearly a hundred years, under the notion that it contradicts the 
testimony of the senses and the geocentric teaching of the Bible. When towards the close of the 
sixteenth century Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) became a convert to the Copernican theory, and 
with his rude telescope discovered the satellites of Jupiter and the phases of Venus, he was 
denounced as a heretic, summoned before the Inquisition at Rome and commanded by Bellarmin, 
the standard theologian of the papacy, to abandon his error, and to teach that the earth is the 
immovable centre of the universe (Feb. 26, 1616). The Congregation of the Index, moved by 
Pope Paul V., rendered the decree that "the doctrine of the double motion of the earth about its 
axis and about the sun is false, and entirely contrary to the Holy Scripture," and condemned the 
works of Copernicus, Kepler, and Galileo, which affirm the motion of the earth. They remained 
on the Index Purgatorius till the time of Benedict XIV. Even after the triumph of the Copernican 
system in the scientific world, there were respectable theologians, like John Owen and John 
Wesley, who found it inconsistent with their theory of inspiration, and rejected it as a delusive 
and arbitrary hypothesis tending towards infidelity. "E pur si muove," the earth does move for all 
that! 
 
There can be no contradiction between the Bible and science; for the Bible is not a book of 
astronomy or geology or science; but a book of religion, teaching the relation of the world and 
man to God; and when it touches upon the heavenly bodies, it uses the phenomenal popular 
language without pronouncing judgment for or against any scientific theory. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{980} Astrologia judiciaria as distinct from astrologia naturalis, or simply astrologia. 



 
{981} Hence "Chaldaei," "mathematici," "astrologi," were identical terms. 
 
{982} He wrote to Bullinger from Wittenberg, Aug. 20, 1550: "Omnes ab uno Melanchthone 
[pendent], qui Astrologiae judiciariae fuit addictus, et unus ille ab astrisne magis, an ab astrorum 
conditore ac domino pendeat, ignoro." Quoted by, Trechsel, Antitrin. II. 164, note 4. 
 
{983} Comp. Inst. I. ch. V. Âc2 and 5, where he speaks highly of astronomy. 
 
{984} "Curiositas non modo supervacanea et ad nullam rem utilis, verum etiam exitiosa." 
 
{985} Inst. Bk. I. ch. XIV. 4. 
 
{986} Copernicus finished his work Deuteronomy Orbium colestium Revolutionibus in 1530, and 
dedicated it to the pope; but it was not published till 1543, by Osiander of Nurnberg, to whom he 
had given the manuscript, and who announced the discovery in the preface as a mere hypothesis. 
He received a copy on his death-bed at Frauenburg on the borders of Prussia and Poland. He was 
probably a devout man, and is often credited with the prayer graven on his tombstone: "I ask not 
the grace accorded to Paul; not that given to Peter; give me only the favor which thou didst show 
to the thief on the cross" ("non parem Pauli gratiam requiro," etc.); but this inscription is taken 
from a poem of Aeneas Sylvius Deuteronomy Passione Domini, and was put upon the monument 
of Copernicus at Thorn by Dr. Melchior Pyrnesius (1589). Copernicus is there represented with 
folded hands before a crucifix. See Prowe’s work on Coper-nicus, and Luthardt in the "Theol. 
Literaturblatt" for April 22, 1892 (p. 188).  
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SERVETUS: HIS LIFE. OPINIONS, TRIAL, AND EXECUTION. 
 

136 The Servetus Literature. 
 
I. Theological Works of Michael Servetus. 
 
DE TRINI- 
 
tatis erroribus 
 
Libri Septem. 
 
Per Michaelem Serueto, alias 
 
Reues ab Aragonia 
 
Hispanum 
 
Anno MDXXXI. 
 
This book was printed at Hagenau in the Alsace, but without the name of the place, or of the 
publisher or printer. It contains 120 pages. 
 
Dialogo rum de Trinitate Libri duo. Deuteronomy justicia regni Chri sti, Capitula quatuor. Per 
Michaelem Serveto, alias Reves, ab Aragonia Hispanum. Anno MDXXXII. Likewise printed at 
Hagenau. It concludes with the words: "Perdat Dominus omnes ecclesiae tyrannos. Amen. Finis." 
 
These two works (bound in one volume in the copy before me) were incorporated in revised 
shape in the Restitutio. 
 
Totius ecclesiae est ad sua limina 
 
vocatio, in integrum restituta cognitione Dei, fidei Chri- 
 
sti, instificationis nostrae, regenerationes baptismi, et coe- 
 
nae domini manducationis. Restituto denique nobis re- 
 
gno caelsti, Babylonis impiae captiuitate soluta, et An- 
 
tichristo cum fuis penitus destructo. 
 
This work was printed at Vienne in Dauphine, at the expense of the author, who is indicated on 
the last page by the initial letters M. S. V.; i.e. Michael Servetus Villanovanus. It contains in 734 
octavo pages: (1) Seven books on the Trinity (the ed. of 1531 revised); (2) Three books on Faith 



and the Righteousness of the kingdom of Christ (revised); (3) Four books on Regeneration and 
the kingdom of Antichrist; (4) Thirty Epistles to Calvin; (5) Sixty Signs of the reign of Antichrist; 
(6) Apology to Melanchthon and his colleagues on the mystery of the Trinity and ancient 
discipline. 
 
One thousand (some say eight hundred) copies were printed and nearly all burnt or otherwise 
destroyed. Four or five were saved: namely, one sent by Servetus through Frelon to Calvin; one 
taken from the five bales seized at Lyons for the use of the Inquisitor Ory; a third transmitted for 
inspection to the Swiss Churches and Councils; a fourth sent by Calvin to Bullinger; a fifth given 
by Calvin to Colladon, one of the judges of Servetus, in which the objectionable passages are 
marked, and which was, perhaps, the same with the fourth copy. Castellio (1554) complained that 
he could not get a copy. 
 
At present only two copies of the original edition are known to exist; one in the National Library 
of Paris (the Collation copy), the other in the Imperial Library of Vienna. Willis gives the curious 
history of these copies, pp. 535-541; Comp. his note on p. 196. Audin says that he used the 
annotated copy which bears the name of Colladon on the title-page, and the marks of the flames 
on the margins; how it was rescued, he does not know. It is this copy which passed into the hands 
of Dr. Richard Mead, a distinguished physician in London, who put a Latin note at the head of the 
work: "Fuit hic liber D. Colladon qui ipse nomen suum adscripsit. Ille vero simul cum Calvino 
inter judices sedebat qui auctorem Servetum flammis damnarunt. Ipse indicem in fine confecit. Et 
porro in ipso opere lineis ductis hic et illic notavit verba quibus ejus blasphemias et errores 
coargueret. Hoc exemplar unicum quantum scire licet flammis servatum restat: omnia enim quae 
reperire poterat auctoritate sua ut comburerentur curavit Calvinus." (Quoted from Audin.) This 
must be the copy now in Paris. Dr. Mead began to republish a handsome edition in 1723, but it 
was suppressed and burnt by order of Gibson, the bishop of London. 
 
In 1790, the book rose like a phoenix from its ashes in the shape of an exact reprint, page for 
page, and line for line, so that it can only be distinguished from the first edition by the date of 
publication at the bottom of the last page in extremely small figures—1790 (not 1791, as 
Trechsel, Staehelin, Willis, and others, say). The reprint was made from the original copy in the 
Vienna Library by direction of Chr. Th. Murr, M. D. (See his Adnotationes ad Bibliothecas 
Hallerianas, cum variis ad scripta Michaelis Serveti pertinentibus, Erlangen, 1805, quoted by 
Willis.) The edition must have been small, for copies are rare. My friend, the Rev. Samuel M. 
Jackson, is in possession of a copy which I have used, and of which two pages, the first and the 
last, are given in facsimile. 
 
A German translation of the Restitutio by Dr. Bernhard Spiess: Michael Servets 
Wiederherstellung des Christenthums zum ersten Malachi ubersetzt. Erster Bd., Wiesbaden 
(Limbarth), 1892 (323 pp.). The second vol. has not yet appeared. He says in the preface: "An-
Begeisterung fur Christus und an-biblischem Purismus ist Servet den meisten Theologen unserer 
Tage weit uberlegen[?]; von eigentlichen Laesterungen ist nichts bei ihm zu entdecken." Dr. 
Spiess, like Dr. Tollin, is both a defender of Servetus and an admirer of Calvin. He translated the 
first ed. of his Institutes (1536) into German (Wiesbaden, 1887). 
 
The geographical and medical works of Servetus will be noticed in the next sections. 
 
II. Calvinistic Sources. 
 
Calvin: Defensio orthodoxae fidei de sacra trinitate contra prodigiosos errores Michaelis Serveti 
Hispani, ubi ostenditur haereticos jure gladii coercendos esse, etc., written in 1554, in Opera, 



VIII. (Brunsw., 1870), 453-644. The same volume contains thirty letters of Servetus to Calvin, 
645-720, and the Actes du proces de Mich. Servet., 721-872. See also the correspondence of 
Calvin from the year 1553 in vol. XIV. 68 sqq. (The Defensio is in the Amsterdam ed., vol. IX. 
510-567.) Calvin refers to Servetus after his death several times in the last ed. of the Institutes (I. 
III. 10, 22; II. IX. 3, 10; IV. XVI. 29, 81), in his Responsio ad Balduini Convitia (1562), Opera, 
IX. 575, and in his Commentary on John 1:1 (written in 1554): "Servetus, superbissimus ex gente 
Hispanica nebulo." 
 
Beza gives a brief account in his Calvini Vita, ad a. 1553 and 1554, where he says that "Servetus 
was justly punished at Geneva, not as a sectary, but as a monster made up of nothing but impiety 
and horrid blasphemies, with which, by his speeches and writings, for the space of thirty years, he 
had infected both heaven and earth." He thinks that Servetus uttered a satanic prediction on the 
title-page of his book: "Great war took place in heaven, Michael and his angels fighting with [not 
against] the dragon." He also wrote an elaborate defence of the death-penalty for heresy in his 
tract Deuteronomy haereticis a civili magistratu puniendis, adversus Martini Bellii [pseudonym] 
farraginem et novorum academicorum sectam. Geneva (Oliva Rob. Stephani), 1554; second ed. 
1592; French translation, 1560. See Heppe’s Beza, p. 38 sq. 
 
III. Anti-Calvinistic. 
 
Bolsec, in his Histoire de la vie... de Jean Calvin (1577), chs. III. and IV., discusses the trial of 
Servetus in a spirit hostile alike to Calvin and Servetus. He represents the Roman Catholic view. 
He calls Servetus "a very arrogant and insolent man," and a "monstrous heretic," who deserved to 
be exterminated. "Desireroy," he says, p. 25, "que tous semblables fussent exterminez: et l’eglise 
de nostre Seigneur fut bien purgee de telle vermine." His more tolerant editor, L. F. Chastel, 
protests against this wish by an appeal to Luke 9:55. 
 
IV. Documentary Sources. 
 
The Acts of the process of Servetus at Vienne were published by the Abbe D’artigny, Paris, 1749 
(Tom. II. des Nouveaux Memoires).—The Acts of the process at Geneva, first published by J. H. 
Albert Rilliet: Relation du proces criminel intente a Geneve en 1553 contre Michel Servet, 
redigee d’apres les documents originaux. Geneve, 1844. Reprinted in Opera, vol. VIII.—English 
translation, with notes and additions, by W. K. Tweedie: Calvin and Servetus. Edinburgh, 1846. 
German translation by Brunnemann (see below). 
 
V. Modern Works. 
 
*L. Mosheim, the famous Lutheran Church historian (1694-1755), made the first impartial 
investigation of the Servetus controversy, and marks a reaction of judgment in favor of Servetus, 
in two monographs, Geschichte des beruhmten Spanischen Arztes Michael Serveto, Helmstaedt, 
1748, 4Â° (second vol. of his Ketzergeschichte); and Neue Nachrichten von Serveto, 1750. He 
had first intrusted his materials to a pupil, Henr. Ab. Allwoerden, who published a Historia 
Michaelis Serveti, Helmstadii, 1727 (238 pp., with a fine portrait of Servetus and the scene of his 
execution) but as this book was severely criticised by Armand de la Chapelle, the pastor of the 
French congregation at the Hague, Mosheim wrote his first work chiefly from copies of the acts 
of the trial of Servetus at Geneva (which are verified by the publication of the original documents 
in 1844), and his second work from the trial at Vienne, which were furnished to him by a French 
ecclesiastic. Comp. Henry, III. 102 sq.; Dyer, 540 sq. 
 



In the nineteenth century Servetus has been thoroughly discussed by the biographers of Calvin: 
Henry (vol. III. 107 sqq., abridged in Stebbing’s transl., vol. II.); Audin (chs. XL. and XLI.); 
Dyer (chs. IX. and X., pp. 296-367); Staehelin (I. 422 sqq.; II. 309 sqq.); and by Amedee Roget, 
in his Histoire du peuple de Geneve (vol. IV., 1877, which gives the history of 1553-1555). 
Henry, Staehelin, and Roget vindicate Calvin, but dissent from his intolerance; Dyer aims to be 
impartial; Audin, like Bolsec, condemns both Calvin and Servetus. 
 
*F. Trechsel: Michael Servet und seine Vorgaenger, Heidelberg, 1839 (the first part of his Die 
protest. Antitrinitarier). He draws chiefly from Servetus’s works and from the proceedings of the 
trial in the archives of Bern, which agree with those of Geneva, published afterwards by Rilliet. 
His work is learned and impartial, but with great respect for Calvin. Comp. his valuable article in 
the first ed. of Herzog, vol. XIV. 286-301. 
 
*W. K. Tweedie: Calvin and Servetus, London, 1846. 
 
Emile Saisset: Michael Servet, I. Doctrine philosophique et religieuse de M. S.; II. Le proces et la 
mort de M. S. In the "Revue des deux Mondes" for 1848, and in his "Melanges d’histoire," 1859, 
pp. 117-227. Saisset was the first to assign Servetus his proper place among scientists and 
pantheists. He calls him "le theologien philosophe pantheiste precurseur inattendu de 
Malebranche et de Spinoza, de Schleiermacher et de Strauss." 
 
J. S. Porter (Unitarian): Servetus and Calvin, 1854. 
 
Karl Brunnemann: M. Serv., eine aktenmaessige Darstellung des 1553 in Genf gegen ihn 
gefuhrten Kriminal-processes, (Berlin), 1865. (From Rilliet.) 
 
*Henri Tollin (Lic. Theol., Dr. Med., and minister of the French Reformed Church at 
Magdeburg): I. Charakterbild Michael Servets. Berlin, 1876, 48 pp. 8Â° (transl. into French by 
Mme. Picheral-Dardier, Paris, 1879); II. Das Lehrsystem Michael Servets, genetisch dargestellt, 
Gutersloh, 1876-1878, 3 vols. (besides many smaller tracts; see below). 
 
*R. Willis (M. D.): Servetus and Calvin. London, 1877 (641 pp.), with a fine portrait of Servetus 
and an ugly one of Calvin. More favorable to the former. 
 
Marcelino Menendez Pelayo (R. Cath.): Historia de las Heterodoxos Espanjoles. Madrid, 1877. 
Tom. II. 249-313. 
 
Don Pedro Gonzales Deuteronomy Velasco: Miguel Serveto. Madrid, 1880 (23 pp.). He has 
placed a statue of Serveto in the portico of the Instituto antropologico at Madrid. 
 
Prof. Dr. A. v. d. Linde: Michael Servet, een Brandoffer der Gereformeerde Inquisitie. 
Groningen, 1891 (326 pp.). Hostile to Calvin, as the title indicates, and severe also against Tollin, 
but valuable for the literary references, distributed among the chapters. 
 
(Articles in Encyclop., by Charles Dardier, in Lichtenberger’s "Encycl. des Sciences religieuses," 
vol. XI., pp. 570-582 (Paris, 1881); in Larousse’s "Grand Dictionnaire universel," vol. XIV. 621-
623; Alex. Gordon, in "Encycl. Brit." XXI. 684-686; by Bernh. Riggenbach, in Herzog, ii XIV. 
153-161.) 
 
The theology of Servetus is analyzed and criticised by Heberle: M. Servets Trinitaetslehre und 
Christologie in the "Tubinger Zeitschrift" for 1840; Baur: Die christl. Lehre v. d. Dreieinigkeit 



und Menschwerdung Gottes (Tubingen, 1843), III. 54-103; Dorner: Lehre v. d. Person Christi 
(Berlin, 1853), II. 613, 629, 649-660; Punjer: Deuteronomy M. Serveti doctrina, Jena, 1876. 
 
The tragedy of Servetus has been dramatized by Max Ring (Die Genfer, 1850), Jose Echegaray 
(1880), and Albert Hamann (1881). 
 
Servetus has been more thoroughly discussed and defended in recent times than any man 
connected with the Reformation. 
 
The greatest Servetus scholar and vindicator is Dr. Tollin, pastor of a Huguenot Church in 
Germany, who calls himself "a Calvinist by birth and a decided friend of toleration by nature." He 
was led to the study of Servetus by his interest in Calvin, and has written a Serveto-centric library 
of about forty books and tracts, bearing upon every aspect of Servetus: his Theology, 
Anthropology, Soteriology, Eschatology, Diabology, Antichristology, his relations to the 
Reformers (Luther, Bucer, Melanchthon), and to Thomas Aquinas, and also his medical and 
geographical writings. He has kindly furnished me with a complete list, and I will mention the 
most important below in their proper places. 
 
Dr. Tollin assumes that Servetus was radically misunderstood by all his opponents—Catholic, 
Calvinistic, and Lutheran, and even by his Socinian and other Unitarian sympathizers. He thinks 
that even Calvin misunderstood him, though he understood him better than his other 
contemporaries. He makes Servetus a real hero, the peer of Calvin in genius, the discoverer of the 
circulation of the blood, the founder of comparative geography (the forerunner of Ritter), and the 
pioneer of modern Christology, which, instead of beginning with the pre-existent Logos, rises 
from the contemplation of the man Jesus to the recognition of Jesus Christ as the Messiah, then as 
the Son of God, and last as God. But he has overdone the subject, and put some of his own ideas 
into the brain of Servetus, who, like Calvin, must be studied and judged in the light of the 
sixteenth, and not of the nineteenth, century. 
 
Next to Tollin, Professor Harnack, Neander’s successor in Berlin, has formed a most favorable 
idea of Servetus. Without entering into an analysis of his views, he thinks that in him "the best of 
all that came to maturity in the sixteenth century was united, if we except the evangelical 
Reformation," and thus characterizes him: "Servede ist gleich bedeutend als empirischer 
Forscher, als kritischer Denker, als speculativer Philosoph und als christlicher Reformer im 
besten Sinn des Worts. Es ist eine Paradoxie der Geschichte, dass Spanien—das Land, welches 
von den Ideen der neuen Zeit im 16 Jahrhundert am wenigsten beruhrt gewesen ist—diesen 
einzigen Mann hervorgebracht hat." (Dogmengeschichte, Bd. III. 661.)  



137. Calvin and Servetus. 
 
We now come to the dark chapter in the history of Calvin which has cast a gloom over his fair 
name, and exposed him, not unjustly, to the charge of intolerance and persecution, which he 
shares with his whole age. 
 
The burning of Servetus and the decretum horribile are sufficient in the judgment of a large part 
of the Christian world to condemn him and his theology, but cannot destroy the rocky foundation 
of his rare virtues and lasting merits. History knows only of one spotless being—the Saviour of 
sinners. Human greatness and purity are spotted by marks of infirmity, which forbid idolatry. 
Large bodies cast large shadows, and great virtues are often coupled with great vices. 
 
Calvin and Servetus—what a contrast! The best abused men of the sixteenth century, and yet 
direct antipodes of each other in spirit, doctrine, and aim: the reformer and the deformer; the 
champion of orthodoxy and the archheretic; the master architect of construction and the master 
architect of ruin, brought together in deadly conflict for rule or ruin. Both were men of brilliant 
genius and learning; both deadly foes of the Roman Antichrist; both enthusiasts for a restoration 
of primitive Christianity, but with opposite views of what Christianity is. 
 
They were of the same age, equally precocious, equally bold and independent, and relied on 
purely intellectual and spiritual forces. The one, while a youth of twenty-seven, wrote one of the 
best systems of theology and vindications of the Christian faith; the other, when scarcely above 
the age of twenty, ventured on the attempt to uproot the fundamental doctrine of orthodox 
Christendom. Both died in the prime of manhood, the one a natural, the other a violent, death. 
 
Calvin’s works are in every theological library; the books of Servetus are among the greatest 
rareties. Calvin left behind him flourishing churches, and his influence is felt to this day in the 
whole Protestant world; Servetus passed away like a meteor, without a sect, without a pupil; yet 
he still eloquently denounces from his funeral pile the crime and folly of religious persecution, 
and has recently been idealized by a Protestant divine as a prophetic forerunner of modern 
christo-centric theology. 
 
Calvin felt himself called by Divine Providence to purify the Church of all corruptions, and to 
bring her back to the Christianity of Christ, and regarded Servetus as a servant of Antichrist, who 
aimed at the destruction of Christianity. Servetus was equally confident of a divine call, and even 
identified himself with the archangel Michael in his apocalyptic fight against the dragon of Rome 
and "the Simon Magus of Geneva." 
 
A mysterious force of attraction and repulsion brought these intellectual giants together in the 
drama of the Reformation. Servetus, as if inspired by a demoniac force, urged himself upon the 
attention of Calvin, regarding him as the pope of orthodox Protestantism, whom he was 
determined to convert or to dethrone. He challenged Calvin in Paris to a disputation on the Trinity 
when the latter had scarcely left the Roman Church, but failed to appear at the appointed place 
and hour. {987} He bombarded him with letters from Vienne; and at last he heedlessly rushed into 
his power at Geneva, and into the flames which have immortalized his name. {988} 
 
The judgment of historians on these remarkable men has undergone a great change. Calvin’s 
course in the tragedy of Servetus was fully approved by the best men in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. {989} It is as fully condemned in the nineteenth century. Bishop Bossuet 



was able to affirm that all Christians were happily agreed in maintaining the rightfulness of the 
death penalty for obstinate heretics, as murderers of souls. A hundred years later the great 
historian Gibbon echoed the opposite public sentiment when he said: "I am more deeply 
scandalized at the single execution of Servetus than at the hecatombs which have blazed at auto-
da-fes of Spain and Portugal." {990} 
 
It would be preposterous to compare Calvin with Torquemada. {991} But it must be admitted that 
the burning of Servetus is a typical case of Protestant persecution, and makes Calvin responsible 
for a principle which may be made to justify an indefinite number of applications. Persecution 
deserves much severer condemnation in a Protestant than in a Roman Catholic, because it is 
inconsistent. Protestantism must stand or fall with freedom of conscience and freedom of 
worship. 
 
From the standpoint of modern Christianity and civilization, the burning of Servetus admits of no 
justification. Even the most admiring biographers of Calvin lament and disapprove his conduct in 
this tragedy, which has spotted his fame and given to Servetus the glory of martyrdom. 
 
But if we consider Calvin’s course in the light of the sixteenth century, we must come to the 
conclusion that he acted his part from a strict sense of duty and in harmony with the public law 
and dominant sentiment of his age, which justified the death penalty for heresy and blasphemy, 
and abhorred toleration as involving indifference to truth Even Servetus admitted the principle 
under which he suffered; for he said, that incorrigible obstinacy and malice deserved death before 
God and men. {992} 
 
Calvin’s prominence for intolerance was his misfortune. It was an error of judgment, but not of 
the heart, and must be excused, though it cannot be justified, by the spirit of his age. {993} 
 
Calvin never changed his views or regretted his conduct towards Servetus. Nine years after his 
execution he justified it in self-defence against the reproaches of Baudouin (1562), saying: 
"Servetus suffered the penalty due to his heresies, but was it by my will? Certainly his arrogance 
destroyed him not less than his impiety. And what crime was it of mine if our Council, at my 
exhortation, indeed, but in conformity with the opinion of several Churches, took vengeance on 
his execrable blasphemies? Let Baudouin abuse me as long as he will, provided that, by the 
judgment of Melanchthon, posterity owes me a debt of gratitude for having purged the Church of 
so pernicious a monster." {994} 
 
In one respect he was in advance of his times, by recommending to the Council of Geneva, 
though in vain, a mitigation of punishment and the substitution of the sword for the stake. 
 
Let us give him credit for this comparative moderation in a semi-barbarous age when not only 
hosts of heretics, but even innocent women, as witches, were cruelly tortured and roasted to 
death. Let us remember also that it was not simply a case of fundamental heresy, but of horrid 
blasphemy, with which he had to deal. If he was mistaken, if he misunderstood the real opinions 
of Servetus, that was an error of judgment, and an error which all the Catholics and Protestants of 
that age shared. Nor should it be overlooked that Servetus was convicted of falsehood, that he 
overwhelmed Calvin with abuse, {995} and that he made common cause with the Libertines, the 
bitter enemies of Calvin, who had a controlling influence in the Council of Geneva at that time, 
and hoped to overthrow him. 
 
It is objected that there was no law in Geneva to justify the punishment of Servetus, since the 
canon law had been abolished by the Reformation in 1535; but the Mosaic law was not abolished, 



it was even more strictly enforced; and it is from the Mosaic law against blasphemy that Calvin 
drew his chief argument. 
 
On the other hand, however, we must frankly admit that there were some aggravating 
circumstances which make it difficult to reconcile Calvin’s conduct with the principles of justice 
and humanity. Seven years before the death of Servetus he had expressed his determination not to 
spare his life if he should come to Geneva. He wrote to Farel (Feb. 13, 1546): "Servetus lately 
wrote to me, and coupled with his letter a long volume of his delirious fancies, with the Thrasonic 
boast, that I should see something astonishing and unheard of. He offers to come hither, if it be 
agreeable to me. But I am unwilling to pledge my word for his safety; for if he does come, and 
my authority be of any avail, I shall never suffer him to depart alive." {996} It was not 
inconsistent with this design, if he aided, as it would seem, in bringing the book of Servetus to the 
notice of the Roman inquisition in Lyons. He procured his arrest on his arrival in Geneva. He 
showed personal bitterness towards him during the trial. Servetus was a stranger in Geneva, and 
had committed no offence in that city. Calvin should have permitted him quietly to depart, or 
simply caused his expulsion from the territory of Geneva, as in the case of Bolsec. This would 
have been sufficient punishment. If he had recommended expulsion instead of decapitation, he 
would have saved himself the reproaches of posterity, which will never forget and never forgive 
the burning of Servetus. 
 
In the interest of impartial history we must condemn the intolerance of the victor as well as the 
error of the victim, and admire in both the loyalty to conscientious conviction. Heresy is an error; 
intolerance, a sin; persecution, a crime. 
 
{987} See above, p. 324. Beza thus reports this incident: "Not long after Calvin returned [from 
Angouleme, in 1534] to Paris, as if called there by the hand of God himself; for the impious 
Servetus was even then disseminating his heretical poison against the sacred Trinity in that city. 
He professed to desire nothing more earnestly than to have an opportunity for entering into 
discussion with Calvin, who waited long for Servetus, the time and place for an interview having 
been appointed, with great danger to his own life, since he was at that time under the necessity of 
being concealed on account of the incensed rage of his adversaries. Calvin was disappointed in 
his expectations of meeting Servetus, who wanted courage to endure even the sight of his 
opponent." 
 
{988} "If ever a poor fanatic thrust himself into the fire, it was Michael Servetus." Coleridge in 
his Table-Talk. 
 
{989} See the judgments below in 139. 
 
{990} In a footnote in ch. LIV. of his work on the Decline and Fall of the R. E. (Smith’s ed. V. 
552). He assigns three reasons for this judgment: (1) the zeal of Calvin was envenomed by 
personal malice and perhaps envy[?]; (2) the deed of cruelty was not varnished by the pretence of 
danger to the Church or State; (3) Calvin violated the golden rule of doing as he would be done 
by. Gibbon’s prejudice against Calvinism is expressed in the sentence (p. 551) that "many a sober 
Christian would rather admit that a wafer is God than that God is a cruel and capricious tyrant." 
 
{991} James Martineau states that "in his eighteen years of office, Cardinal Thomas de 
Torquemada had burned alive, it is computed, eighty-eight hundred victims, and punished ninety 
thousand in various ways, not for offences against the moral law, or crimes against society, but 
for thoughts of their own about religion, which only God, and not the pope, had allowed; or for 
being Jews that would not be apostates; or for refusing on the rack to confess what they had never 



done." The Seat of Authority in Religion, 1890, p. 156; comp. Llorente’s Histoire Critique de 
l’Inquisition, IV. 251 sq. 
 
{992} "Hoc crimen est morte simpliciter dignum, et apud Deum et apud homines." In the twenty-
seventh letter to Calvin (Christianismi Restitutio, p. 656). He speaks there of the punishment of 
Ananias and Sapphira, who were "incorrigibiles, in malitia obstinati." Calvin refers to this 
admission of Servetus, and charges him with inconsistency. Opera, VIII. 462. 
 
{993} This is admitted now by all impartial historians. Michelet (XI. 96) calls this blot in Calvin’s 
life "crime du temps plus que de l’homme meme." 
 
{994} Responsio ad Balduini Convicia, Opera, IX. 575: "Iustas quidem ille poenas dedit: sed an-
meo arbitrio? Certe arrogantia non minus quam impietas perdidit hominem. Sed quodnam meum 
crimen, si Senatus noster mea hortatu, ex plurium tamen ecclesiarum sententia, exsecrabiles 
blasphemias ultus est? Vituperet me sane hac in parte Franciscus Balduinus, modo Philippi 
Melanchthonis iudicio posteritas mihi gratitudinem debeat, quia tam exitiali monstro ecclesiam 
purgaverim. Senatum etiam nostrum, sub cuius ditione aliquando vixit, perstringat ingratus 
hospes: modo idem Philippus scripto publice edito testetur dignum esse exemplum quod imitentur 
omnes christiani principes." 
 
{995} He called him at the trial Simon Magus, impostor, sycophanta, nebulo, perfidus, impudens, 
ridiculus mus, cacodaemon, homicida, etc. 
 
{996} "Servetus nuper ad me scripsit ac litteris adjunxit longum volumen suorum deliriorum, cum 
Thrasonica jactantia, me stupenda et hactemus inaudita visurum. Si mihi placeat, huc se 
venturum recipit. Sed nolo fidem meam interponere. Namsi venerit, modo valeat mea auctoritas, 
vivum exire nunquam patiar." Opera, VIII. 283; Henry, III. Beil. 65-67; Bonnet-Constable, II. 17. 
Grotius discovered this damaging letter in Paris, which was controverted, but is now generally 
admitted as genuine. There is an exact copy of it in Geneva.  



138. Catholic Intolerance. 
 
Comp. vol. VI. 11 and 12 (pp. 50-86), and Schaff: The Progress of Religious Liberty as shown in 
the History of Toleration Acts. New York, 1889. 
 
This is the place to present the chief facts on the subject of religious toleration and intolerance, 
which gives to the case of Servetus its chief interest and importance in history. His theological 
opinions are of far less consequence than his connection with the theory of persecution which 
caused his death. 
 
Persecution and war constitute the devil’s chapter in history; but it is overruled by Providence for 
the development of heroism, and for the progress of civil and religious freedom. Without 
persecutors, there could be no martyrs. Every church, yea, every truth and every good cause, has 
its martyrs, who stood the fiery trial and sacrificed comfort and life itself to their sacred 
convictions. The blood of martyrs is the seed of toleration; toleration is the seed of liberty; and 
liberty is the most precious gift of God to every man who has been made in his image and 
redeemed by Christ. 
 
Of all forms of persecution, religious persecution is the worst because it is enacted in the name of 
God. It violates the sacred rights of conscience, and it rouses the strongest and deepest passions. 
Persecution by word and pen, which springs from the hatred, envy, and malice of the human 
heart, or from narrowness and mistaken zeal for truth, will continue to the end of time; but 
persecution by fire and sword contradicts the spirit of humanity and Christianity, and is 
inconsistent with modern civilization. Civil offences against the State deserve civil punishment, 
by fine, imprisonment, confiscation, exile, and death, according to the degree of guilt. Spiritual 
offences against the Church should be spiritually judged, and punished by admonition, 
deposition, and excommunication, with a view to the reformation and restoration of the offender. 
This is the law of Christ. The temporal punishment of heresy is the legitimate result of an union 
of Church and State, and diminishes in rigor as this union is relaxed. A religion established by 
law must be protected by law. Hence the Constitution of the United States in securing full liberty 
of religion, forbids Congress to establish by law any religion or church. {997} The two were 
regarded as inseparable. An established church must in self-defence persecute dissenters, or 
abridge their liberties; a free church cannot persecute. And yet there may be as much individual 
Christian kindness and charity in an established church, and as much intolerance and bigotry in a 
free church. The ante-Nicene Fathers had the same zeal for orthodoxy and the same abhorrence of 
heresy as the Nicene and post-Nicene Fathers, the mediaeval popes and schoolmen, and the 
Reformers; but they were confined to the spiritual punishment of heresy. In the United States of 
America persecution is made impossible, not because the zeal for truth or the passions of hatred 
and intolerance have ceased, but because the union between Church and State has ceased. 
 
The theory of religious persecution was borrowed from the Mosaic law, which punished idolatry 
and blasphemy by death. "He that sacrificeth unto any god, save unto Jehovah only, shall be 
utterly destroyed." {998} "He that blasphemeth the name of Jehovah, he shall surely be put to 
death; all the congregation shall certainly stone him: as well the stranger, as the home-born, when 
he blasphemeth the name of Jehovah, shall be put to death." {999} 
 
The Mosaic theocracy was superseded in its national and temporal provisions by the kingdom of 
Christ, which is "not of this world." The confounding of the Old and New Testaments, of the law 
of Moses and the gospel of Christ, was the source of a great many evils in the Church. 



 
The New Testament furnishes not a shadow of support for the doctrine of persecution. The whole 
teaching and example of Christ and the Apostles are directly opposed to it. They suffered 
persecution, but they persecuted no one. Their weapons were spiritual, not carnal. They rendered 
to God the things that are God’s, and to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s. The only passage 
which St. Augustin could quote in favor of coercion, was the parabolic "Constrain them to come 
in," {Luke 14:23} which in its literal acceptation would teach just the reverse, namely, a forced 
salvation. St. Thomas Aquinas does not quote any passage from the New Testament in favor of 
intolerance, but tries to explain away those passages which commend toleration. {Matthew 
13:29,30 1 Corinthians 11:19 2 Timothy 2:24} The Church has never entirely forgotten this 
teaching of Christ and always, even in the darkest ages of persecution, avowed the principle, 
"Ecclesia non sitit sanguinem"; but she made the State her executor. 
 
In the first three centuries the Church had neither the power nor the wish to persecute. Justin 
Martyr, Tertullian, and Lactantius were the earliest advocates of the liberty of conscience. The 
Toleration Edict of Constantine (313) anticipated the modern theory of the right of every man to 
choose his religion and to worship according to his conviction. But this was only a step towards 
the union of the empire with the Church, when the Church assumed the position and power of the 
heathen state religion. 
 
The era of persecution within the Church began with the first Oecumenical Council, which was 
called and enforced by Constantine. This Council presents the first instance of a subscription to a 
creed, and the first instance of banishment for refusing to subscribe. Arius and two Egyptian 
bishops, who agreed with him, were banished to Illyria. During the violent Arian controversies, 
which shook the empire between the first and second Oecumenical Councils (325-381), both 
parties when in power freely exercised persecution by imprisonment, deposition, and exile. The 
Arians were as intolerant as the orthodox. The practice furnished the basis for a theory and public 
law. 
 
The penal legislation against heresy was inaugurated by Theodosius the Great after the final 
triumph of the Nicene Creed in the second Oecumenical Council. He promulgated during his 
reign (379-395) no less than fifteen severe edicts against heretics, especially those who dissented 
from the doctrine of the Trinity. They were deprived of the right of public worship, excluded 
from public offices, and exposed, in some cases, to capital punishment. {1000} His rival and 
colleague, Maximus, put the theory into full practice, and shed the first blood of heretics by 
causing Priscillian, a Spanish bishop of Manichaean tendency, with six adherents, to be tortured, 
condemned, and executed by the sword. 
 
The better feeling of the Church raised in Ambrose of Milan and Martin of Tours a protest against 
this act of inhumanity. But public sentiment soon approved of it. Jerome seems to favor the death 
penalty for heresy on the ground of Deuteronomy 13:6-10. The great Augustin, who had himself 
been a Manichaean heretic for nine years, justified forcible measures against the Donatists, in 
contradiction to his noble sentiment: "Nothing conquers but truth, the victory of truth is love." 
{1001} The same Christian Father who ruled the thinking of the Church for many centuries, and 
moulded the theology of the Reformers, excluded all unbaptized infants from salvation, though 
Christ emphatically included them in the kingdom of heaven. Leo I., the greatest of the early 
popes, advocated the death penalty for heresy and approved of the execution of the Priscillianists. 
Thomas Aquinas, the master theologian of the Middle Ages, lent the weight of his authority to the 
doctrine of persecution, and demonstrated from the Old Testament and from reason that heretics 
are worse criminals than debasers of money, and ought to be put to death by the civil magistrate. 



{1002} Heresy was regarded as the greatest sin, and worse than murder, because it destroyed the 
soul. It took the place of idolatry in the Mosaic law. 
 
The Theodosian Code was completed in the Justinian Code (527-534); 
 
the Justinian Code passed into the Holy Roman Empire, and became the basis of the legislation of 
Christian Europe. Rome ruled the world longer by law and by the cross than she had ruled it by 
the sword. The canon law likewise condemns to the flames persons convicted of heresy. {1003} 
This law was generally accepted on the Continent in the thirteenth century. {1004} England in her 
isolation was more independent, and built society on the foundation of the common law; but 
Henry IV. and his Parliament devised the sanguinary statute de haeretico comburendo, by, which 
William Sawtre, a parish priest, was publicly burnt at Smithfield (Feb. 26, 1401) for denying the 
doctrine of transubstantiation, and the bones of Wiclif were burnt by Bishop Fleming of Lincoln 
(in 1428). The statute continued in force till 1677, when it was formally abolished. 
 
On this legal and theological foundation the mediaeval Church has soiled her annals with the 
blood of an army of heretics which is much larger than the army of Christian martyrs under 
heathen Rome. We need only refer to the crusades against the Albigenses and Waldenses, which 
were sanctioned by Innocent III., one of the best and greatest of popes; the tortures and autos-da-
fe of the Spanish Inquisition, which were celebrated with religious festivities; the fifty thousand 
or more Protestants who were executed during the reign of the Duke of Alva in the Netherlands 
(1567-1573); the several hundred martyrs who were burned in Smithfield under the reign of the 
bloody Mary; and the repeated wholesale persecutions of the innocent Waldenses in France and 
Piedmont, which cried to heaven for vengeance. 
 
It is vain to shift the responsibility upon the civil government. Pope Gregory XIII. commemorated 
the massacre of St. Bartholomew not only by a Te Deum in the churches of Rome, but more 
deliberately and permanently by a medal which represents "The Slaughter of the Huguenots" by 
an angel of wrath. The French bishops, under the lead of the great Bossuet, lauded Louis XIV. as 
a new Constantine, a new Theodosius, a new Charlemagne, a new exterminator of heretics, for 
his revocation of the Edict of Nantes and the infamous dragoonades against the Huguenots. 
 
Among the more prominent individual cases of persecution, we may mention the burning of Hus 
(1415) and Jerome of Prague (1416) by order of the Council of Constance, the burning of 
Savonarola in Florence (1498), the burning of the three English Reformers at Oxford (1556), of 
Aonio Paleario at Rome (1570), and of Giordano Bruno (1600) in the same city and on the same 
spot where (1889) the liberals of Italy have erected a statue to his memory. Servetus was 
condemned to death at the stake, and burnt in effigy, by a Roman Catholic tribunal before he fell 
into the hands of Calvin. 
 
The Roman Church has lost the power, and to a large extent also the disposition, to persecute by 
fire and sword. Some of her highest dignitaries frankly disown the principle of persecution, 
especially in America, where they enjoy the full benefit of religious freedom. {1005} But the 
Roman curia has never officially disowned the theory on which the practice of persecution is 
based. On the contrary, several popes since the Reformation have indorsed it. Pope Clement VIII. 
denounced the Toleration Edict of Nantes as "the most accursed that can be imagined, whereby 
liberty of conscience is granted to everybody; which is the worst thing in the world." Pope 
Innocent X. "condemned, rejected, and annulled" the toleration articles of the Westphalian Treaty 
of 1648, and his successors have ever protested against it, though in vain. Pope Pius IX., in the 
Syllabus of 1864, expressly condemned, among the errors of this age, the doctrine of religious 
toleration and liberty. {1006} And this pope has been declared to be officially infallible by the 



Vatican decree of 1870, which embraces all his predecessors (notwithstanding the stubborn case 
of Honorius I.) and all his successors in the chair of St. Peter. Leo XIII. has moderately and 
cautiously indorsed the doctrine of the Syllabus. {1007} 
 
{997} In the First Amendment of the Constitution: "Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." 
 
{998} Exodus 22:20; comp. Deuteronomy 13:5-15 17:2-5, etc. 
 
{999} Leviticus 24:16; comp. 1 Kings 21:10,13. 
 
{1000} See the Theodosian and Justinian Codes under the titles: Deuteronomy summa Trinitate, 
Deuteronomy Catholica Fide, Deuteronomy Haereticis, Deuteronomy Apostatis. For a summary 
compare Gibbon, ch. XXVII. (vol. III. 197 sqq.), and Milman, Latin Christianity, bk. III. ch. V. 
(I. 512 sqq.). Gibbon says. "Theodosius considered every heretic as a rebel against the supreme 
powers of heaven and of earth; and each of these powers might exercise their peculiar jurisdiction 
over the soul and body of the guilty." 
 
{1001} Comp. vol. III. 144 sq. 
 
{1002} Summa Theol. Secunda Secundae, Quest. XI. (de haresi), Art. 3. In Migne’s ed. Tom. III. 
107. 
 
{1003} See Boehmer, Inst. Juris Canonici, 1747, lib. V. tit. 7, 10. 
 
{1004} Friedberg, Lehrbuch des katholischen und evangelischen Kirchenrechts, 2d ed. 1884, p. 
221: "Im XIII. Jahrhundert erfolgt ueberall die rechtliche staatliche Feststellung der Todesstrafe 
und Vermoegensconfiscation fur Ketzerei, und die Kirche hat diese staatlichen Strafen nicht nur 
gebilligt, sondern auch verlangt, und die weltliche Obrigkeit, die sie nicht verhaenge, selbst mit 
der Strafe der Ketzereibedroht." 
 
{1005} Among these is Cardinal Gibbons of Baltimore, who says (The Faith of our Fathers, 
Balto., 1890, 36th ed., p. 284 sq.): "I am not the apologist of the Spanish Inquisition, and I have 
no desire to palliate or excuse the excesses into which that tribunal may at times have fallen. 
From my heart I abhor and denounce every species of violence, and injustice, and persecution, of 
which the Spanish Inquisition may have been guilty. And in raising my voice against coercion for 
conscience’s sake, I am expressing not only my own sentiments, but those of every Catholic 
priest and layman in the land." 
 
"Our Catholic ancestors, for the last three hundred years, have suffered so much for freedom of 
conscience, that they would rise up in judgment against us, were we to become the advocates and 
defenders of religious persecution. We would be a disgrace to our sires were we to trample on the 
principle of liberty which they held dearer than life." 
 
{1006} Syllabus Errorum, III. 15; VI. 55; X. 78. 
 
{1007} See his Encyclicals of Nov. 1, 1885 (Immortale Dei), and of June 20, 1888 (Libertas 
praestantissimum naturae donum). They are printed in the latest ed. of Schaff’s Creeds of 
Christendom, II. 555-602.  



139. Protestant Intolerance. Judgments of the Reformers on Servetus. 
 
The Reformers inherited the doctrine of persecution from their mother Church, and practised it as 
far as they had the power. They fought intolerance with intolerance. They differed favorably from 
their opponents in the degree and extent, but not in the principle, of intolerance. They broke down 
the tyranny of popery, and thus opened the way for the development of religious freedom; but 
they denied to others the liberty which they exercised themselves. The Protestant governments in 
Germany and Switzerland excluded, within the limits of their jurisdiction, the Roman Catholics 
from all religious and civil rights, and took exclusive possession of their churches, convents, and 
other property. They banished, imprisoned, drowned, beheaded, hanged, and burned Anabaptists, 
Antitrinitarians, Schwenkfeldians, and other dissenters. In Saxony, Sweden, Norway, and 
Denmark no religion and public worship was allowed but the Lutheran. The Synod of Dort 
deposed and expatriated all Arminian ministers and school-teachers. The penal code of Queen 
Elizabeth and the successive acts of Uniformity aimed at the complete extermination of all 
dissent, whether papal or protestant, and made it a crime for an Englishman to be anything else 
than an Episcopalian. The Puritans when in power ejected two thousand ministers from their 
benefices for non-conformity; and the Episcopalians paid them back in the same coin when they 
returned to power. "The Reformers," says Gibbon, with sarcastic severity, "were ambitious of 
succeeding the tyrants whom they had dethroned. They imposed with equal rigor their creeds and 
confessions; they asserted the right of the magistrate to punish heretics with death. The nature of 
the tiger was the same, but he was gradually deprived of his teeth and fangs." {1008} 
 
Protestant persecution violates the fundamental principle of the Reformation. Protestantism has 
no right to exist except on the basis of freedom of conscience. 
 
How, then, can we account for this glaring inconsistency? There is a reason for everything. 
Protestant persecution was necessary in self-defence and in the struggle for existence. The times 
were not ripe for toleration. The infant Churches could not have stood it. These Churches had first 
to be consolidated and fortified against surrounding foes. Universal toleration at that time would 
have resulted in universal confusion and upset the order of society. From anarchy to absolute 
despotism is but one step. The division of Protestantism into two rival camps, the Lutheran and 
the Reformed, weakened it; further divisions within these camps would have ruined it and 
prepared an easy triumph for united Romanism, which would have become more despotic than 
ever before. This does not justify the principle, but it explains the practice, of intolerance. 
 
The Reformers and the Protestant princes and magistrates were essentially agreed on this 
intolerant attitude, both towards the Romanists and the heretical Protestants, at least to the extent 
of imprisonment, deposition, and expatriation. They differed only as to the degree of severity. 
They all believed that the papacy is anti-christian and the mass idolatrous; that heresy is a sin 
against God and society; that the denial of the Trinity and the divinity of Christ is the greatest of 
heresies, which deserves death according to the laws of the empire, and eternal punishment 
according to the Athanasian Creed (with its three damnatory clauses); and that the civil 
government is as much bound to protect the first as the second table of the Decalogue, and to 
vindicate the honor of God against blasphemy. They were anxious to show their zeal for 
orthodoxy by severity against heresy. They had no doubt that they themselves were orthodox 
according to the only true standard of orthodoxy—the Word of God in the Holy Scriptures. And 
as regards the dogmas of the Trinity and Incarnation, they were fully agreed with their Catholic 
opponents, and equally opposed to the errors of Servetus, who denied those dogmas with a 
boldness and contempt unknown before. 



 
Let us ascertain the sentiments of the leading Reformers with special reference to the case of 
Servetus. They form a complete justification of Calvin as far as such a justification is possible. 
 
Luther. 
 
Luther, the hero of Worms, the champion of the sacred rights of conscience, was, in words, the 
most violent, but in practice, the least intolerant, among the Reformers. He was nearest to 
Romanism in the condemnation of heresy, but nearest to the genius of Protestantism in the 
advocacy of religious freedom. He was deeply rooted in mediaeval piety, and yet a mighty 
prophet of modern times. In his earlier years, till 1529, he gave utterance to some of the noblest 
sentiments in favor of religious liberty. "Belief is a free thing," he said, "which cannot be 
enforced." "If heretics were to be punished by death, the hangman would be the most orthodox 
theologian." "Heresy is a spiritual thing which no iron can hew down, no fire burn, no water 
drown." {1009} To burn heretics is contrary to the will of the Holy Spirit." {1010} False teachers 
should not be put to death; it is enough to banish them." {1011} 
 
But with advancing years he became less liberal and more intolerant against Catholics, heretics, 
and Jews. He exhorted the magistrates to forbid all preaching of Anabaptists, whom he 
denounced without discrimination as false prophets and messengers of the devil, and he urged 
their expulsion. {1012} He raised no protest when the Diet of Speier, in 1529, passed the cruel 
decree that the Anabaptists be executed by fire and sword without distinction of sex, and even 
without a previous hearing before the spiritual judges. {1013} The Elector of Saxony considered 
it his duty to execute this decree, and put a number of Anabaptists to death in his dominions. His 
neighbor, Philip of Hesse, who had more liberal instincts than the contemporary princes of 
Germany, could not find it in his conscience to use the sword against differences of belief. {1014} 
But the theologians of Wittenberg, on being consulted by the Elector John Frederick about 1540 
or 1541, gave their judgment in favor of putting the Anabaptists to death, according to the laws of 
the empire. Luther approved of this judgment under his own name, adding that it was cruel to 
punish them by the sword, but more cruel that they should damn the ministry of the Word and 
suppress the true doctrine, and attempt to destroy the kingdoms of the world. {1015} 
 
If we put a strict construction on this sentence, Luther must be counted with the advocates of the 
death-penalty for heresy. But he made a distinction between two classes of Anabaptists—those 
who were seditious or revolutionary, and those who were mere fanatics. The former should be put 
to death, the latter should be banished. {1016} In a letter to Philip of Hesse, dated November 20, 
1538, he urgently requested him to expel from his territory the Anabaptists, whom he 
characterizes as children of the devil, but says nothing of using the sword. {1017} We should give 
him, therefore, the benefit of a liberal construction. {1018} 
 
At the same time, the distinction was not always strictly observed, and fanatics were easily turned 
into criminals, especially after the excesses of Munster, in 1535, which were greatly exaggerated 
and made the pretext for punishing innocent men and women. {1019} The whole history of the 
Anabaptist movement in the sixteenth century has to be rewritten and disentangled from the 
odium theologicum. 
 
As regards Servetus, Luther knew only his first work against the Trinity, and pronounced it, in his 
Table Talk (1532), an "awfully bad book." {1020} Fortunately for his fame, he did not live to 
pronounce a judgment in favor of his execution, and we must give him the benefit of silence. 
 



His opinions on the treatment of the Jews changed for the worse. In 1523 he had vigorously 
protested against the cruel persecution of the Jews, but in 1543 he counselled their expulsion from 
Christian lands, and the burning of their books, synagogues, and private houses in which they 
blaspheme our Saviour and the Holy Virgin. He repeated this advice in his last sermon, preached 
at Eisleben a few days before his death. {1021} 
 
Melanchthon. 
 
Melanchthon’s record on this painful subject is unfortunately worse than Luther’s. This is all the 
more significant because he was the mildest and gentlest among the Reformers. But we should 
remember that his utterances on the subject are of a later date, several years after Luther’s death. 
He thought that the Mosaic law against idolatry and blasphemy was as binding upon Christian 
states as the Decalogue, and was applicable to heresies as well. {1022} He therefore fully and 
repeatedly justified the course of Calvin and the Council of Geneva, and even held them up as 
models for imitation! In a letter to Calvin, dated Oct. 14, 1554, nearly one year after the burning 
of Servetus, he wrote:— 
 
"Reverend and dear Brother: I have read your book, in which you have clearly refuted the horrid 
blasphemies of Servetus; and I give thanks to the Son of God, who was the brabeuth [the 
awarder of your crown of victory] in this your combat. To you also the Church owes gratitude at 
the present moment, and will owe it to the latest posterity. I perfectly assent to your opinion. I 
affirm also that your magistrates did right in punishing, after a regular trial, this blasphemous 
man." {1023} 
 
A year later, Melanchthon wrote to Bullinger, Aug. 20, 1555: — 
 
"Reverend and dear Brother: I have read your answer to the blasphemies of Servetus, and I 
approve of your piety and opinions. I judge also that the Genevese Senate did perfectly right, to 
put an end to this obstinate man, who could never cease blaspheming. And I wonder at those who 
disapprove of this severity." {1024} 
 
Three years later, April 10, 1557, Melanchthon incidentally (in the admonition in the case of 
Theobald Thamer, who had returned to the Roman Church) adverted again to the execution of 
Servetus, and called it, "a pious and memorable example to all posterity." {1025} It is an example, 
indeed, but certainly not for imitation. 
 
This unqualified approval of the death penalty for heresy and the connivance at the bigamy of 
Philip of Hesse are the two dark spots on the fair name of this great and good man. But they were 
errors of judgment. Calvin took great comfort from the endorsement of the theological head of the 
Lutheran Church. {1026} 
 
Martin Bucer. 
 
Bucer, who stands third in rank among the Reformers of Germany, was of a gentle and 
conciliatory disposition, and abstained from persecuting the Anabaptists in Strassburg. He knew 
Servetus personally, and treated him at first with kindness, but after the publication of his work 
on the Trinity, be refuted it in his lectures as a "most pestilential book." {1027} He even declared 
in the pulpit or in the lecture-room that Servetus deserved to be disembowelled and torn to pieces. 
{1028} From this we may infer how fully he would have approved his execution, had he lived till 
1553. 
 



The Swiss Churches. 
 
The Swiss Reformers ought to have been in advance of those of Germany on this subject, but they 
were not. They advised or approved the exclusion of Roman Catholics from the Reformed 
Cantons, and violent measures against Anabaptists and Antitrinitarians. Six Anabaptists were, by 
a cruel irony, drowned in the river Limmat at Zurich by order of the government (between 1527 
and 1532). {1029} Other cantons took the same severe measures against the Anabaptists. Zwingli, 
the most liberal among the Reformers, did not object to their punishment, and counselled the 
forcible introduction of Protestantism into the neutral territories and the Forest Cantons. Ochino 
was expelled from Zurich and Basel (1563). 
 
As regards the case of Servetus, the churches and magistrates of Zurich, Schaffhausen, Basel, and 
Bern, on being consulted during his trial, unanimously condemned his errors, and advised his 
punishment, but without committing themselves to the mode of punishment. {1030} 
 
Bullinger wrote to Calvin that God had given the Council of Geneva a most favorable opportunity 
to vindicate the truth against the pollution of heresy, and the honor of God against blasphemy. In 
his Second Helvetic Confession (ch. XXX.) he teaches that it is the duty of the magistrate to use 
the sword against blasphemers. Schaffhausen fully agreed with Zurich. Even the authorities of 
Basel, which was the headquarters of the sceptical Italians and enemies of Calvin, gave the advice 
that Servetus, whom their own Oecolampadius had declared a most dangerous man, be deprived 
of the power to harm the Church, if all efforts to convert him should fail. Six years afterwards the 
Council of Basel, with the consent of the clergy and the University, ordered the body of David 
Joris, a chiliastic Anabaptist who had lived there under a false name (and died Aug. 25, 1556), to 
be dug from the grave and burned, with his likeness and books, by the hangman before a large 
multitude (1559). {1031} 
 
Bern, which had advised moderation in the affair of Bolsec two years earlier, judged more 
severely in the case of Servetus, because he "had reckoned himself free to call in question all the 
essential points of our religion," and expressed the wish that the Council of Geneva might have 
prudence and strength to deliver the Churches from "this pest." Thirteen years after the death of 
Servetus, the Council of Bern executed Valentino Gentile by the sword (Sept. 10, 1566) for an 
error similar to but less obnoxious than that of Servetus, and scarcely a voice was raised in 
disapproval of the sentence. {1032} 
 
The Reformers of French Switzerland went further than those of German Switzerland. Farel 
defended death by fire, and feared that Calvin in advising a milder punishment was guided by the 
feelings of a friend against his bitterest foe. Beza wrote a special work in defence of the execution 
of Servetus, whom he characterized as "a monstrous compound of mere impiety and horrid 
blasphemy." {1033} Peter Martyr called him "a genuine son of the devil," whose "pestiferous and 
detestable doctrines" and "intolerable blasphemies" justified the severe sentence of the 
magistracy. {1034} 
 
Cranmer. 
 
The English Reformers were not behind those of the continent in the matter of intolerance. 
Several years before the execution of Servetus, Archbishop Cranmer had persuaded the reluctant 
young King Edward VI. to sign the death-warrant of two Anabaptists—one a woman, called Joan 
Becher of Kent, and the other a foreigner from Holland, George Van Pare; the former was burnt 
May 2, 1550, the latter, April 6, 1551. 
 



The only advocates of toleration in the sixteenth century were Anabaptists and Antitrinitarians, 
who were themselves sufferers from persecution. Let us give them credit for their humanity. 
 
Gradual Triumph of Toleration and Liberty. 
 
The reign of intolerance continued to the end of the seventeenth century. It was gradually 
undermined during the eighteenth century, and demolished by the combined influences of 
Protestant Dissenters, as the Anabaptists, Socinians, Arminians, Quakers, Presbyterians, 
Independents, of Anglican Latitudinarians, and of philosophers, like Bayle, Grotius, Locke, 
Leibnitz; nor should we forget Voltaire and Frederick the Great, who were unbelievers, but 
sincere and most influential advocates of religious toleration; nor Franklin, Jefferson, and 
Madison in America. Protestant Holland and Protestant England took the lead in the legal 
recognition of the principles of civil and religious liberty, and the Constitution of the United 
States completed the theory by putting all Christian denominations on a parity before the law and 
guaranteeing them the full enjoyment of equal rights. 
 
Hand in hand with the growth of tolerance went the zeal for prison reform, the abolition of torture 
and cruel punishments, the abrogation of the slave trade, serfdom, and slavery, the improvement 
of the condition of the poor and miserable, and similar movements of philanthropy, which are the 
late but genuine outgrowth of the spirit of Christianity. 
 
{1008} Decline and Fall, ch. LIV. It should be remembered, however, that the most intolerant 
form of intolerance is the intolerance of infidelity as manifested in the French Revolution during 
"the reign of terror." 
 
{1009} In his book Von weltlicher Obrigkeit wie weit man ihr Gehorsam schuldig sei (1523), in 
Werke XXII. 90: "Ketzerei kann man nimmermehr mit Gewalt wehren, es gehoert ein ander Griff 
dazu, und ist hie ein ander Streit und Handel, denn mit dem Schwert. Gottes Wortsoll hie streiten; 
wenn das nicht ausreicht, so wird’s wohl unausgerichtet bleiben von weltlicher Gewalt, ob sie 
gleich die Welt mit Blut fullet. Ketzerei ist ein geistlich Ding, das kann man mit keinem Eisen 
hauen, mit keinem Feuer verbrennen, mit keinem Wasser ertraenken. Es ist aber allein das Wort 
Gottes da, das thut’s, wie Paulus sagt 2 Corinthians 10:4,5: ‘Unsere Waffen sind nicht 
fleischlich, sondern maechtig in Gott.’" 
 
{1010} Conclus. LXXX. in the Resol. de Indulgentiis, 1518. This is one of the theses which the 
Sorbonne of Paris condemned in 1521. 
 
{1011} His last liberal utterance on the subject is in his letter to Link, 1628: "Nullo modo possum 
admittere, falsos doctores occidi: satis est eos relegari." Briefe, III. 347 sq. (De Wette’s ed.). In 
the same year he wrote his book Von der Wiedertaufe an-zwei Pfarrherrn (Erl. ed. vol. XXVI) in 
which he treats the doctrines of the Baptists without mercy, but at the same time expresses sincere 
regret at the cruel treatment of them, saying: "Es ist nicht recht und mir wahrlich leid, dass man 
solche elende Leute so jaemmerlich ermordet, verbrennet und graeulich umbringt; man sollte ja 
einen jeglichen lassen glauben, was er wollt; glaubt er unrecht, so hat er genug Strafen an-dem 
ewigen Feuer in der Hoellen. Warum will man sie denn auch noch zeitlich martern, so ferne sie 
allein im Glauben irren und nicht auch daneben aufruehrerisch sind oder sonst der Obrigkeit 
widerstreben! Lieber Gott, wie bald ist’s geschehen, dass einer irre wird und dem Teufel in 
Stricke faellt? Mit der Schrift und Gottes Wort sollt man ihnen wehren und widerstehen, mit 
Feuer wird man wenig ausrichten." I have quoted this and other passages in vol. VI. 59 sq., but 
could not well omit them here on account of the connection. 
 



{1012} Von den Schleichern und Winkelpredigern, addressed to Eberhard von der Tannen on the 
Wartburg, 1531. Werke, XXXI. 214 sqq. 
 
{1013} "Dass alle und jede Widertaeuffer und Widergetaufte, Mann und Weibspersonen 
verstaendigs Alters vom naturlichen Leben zum Tode mit Feuer, Schwert oder dergleichen nach 
Gelegenheit der Personen ohne vorgehende der geistlichen Richter Inquisition gerichtet oder 
gebracht werden." This was the same Diet in which the Lutheran Protestants entered their protest 
against the decision of the majority (hence their name); but they assented to the cruel decree 
against the Anabaptists, and also to the exclusion of the Zwinglians from toleration, with the 
exception of the Landgrave of Hesse, who protested also against this intolerance. 
 
{1014} In 1540 he boasted that no Anabaptist had been executed for opinion’s sake by him, 
whereas in other German lands the number of such martyrdoms was, up to 1530, hard upon two 
thousand. "Wir koennen in unseren Gewissen nicht finden," he said to the elector, "jemanden des 
Glaubens halben, wo wir nicht sonst genugsam Ursache der Verwirkung haben moegen, mit dem 
Schwert richten zu lassen. Denn so es die Meinung haben sollte, mussten wir keinen Juden noch 
Papisten, die Christum am hoechsten blasphemiren, bei uns dulden und sie dergestalt richten 
lassen." G. L. Schmidt, Justus Menius, der Reformator Thuringens (Gotha, 1867), vol. I. 144. 
Comp. Corpus Reform. IX. 757. 
 
{1015} He wrote beneath the judgment of the Wittenberg theologians: "Placet Mihi Martino 
Luthero. Wiewol es crudele anzusehen, dass man sie mit dem Schwert straft, so ists doch 
crudelius, dass sie ministerium verbi damniren und keine gewisse Lehre treiben, und rechte Lehre 
unterdrucken, und dazu regna mundi zerstoeren wollen." The last sentence refers to the chiliastic 
views held by many of the Anabaptists, for which they are condemned in the Augsburg 
Confession. Seidemann, in the sixth vol. of Deuteronomy Wette’s "Correspondence of Luther," p. 
291. He assigns this document to the year 1541. Comp, Corp. Ref. IV. 737-740. 
 
{1016} "Anabaptistae occidendi. D. dixit. Duplices sunt. Quidam aperte sediotiose docent contra 
magistratus; eos jure occidit elector. Reliqui habent fanaticas opiniones, ii plerumque 
relegantur." G. Loesche, Analecta Lutherana et Melanchthoniana. Tischreden Luthers und 
Ausspruche Melanchthons, Gotha, 1892, p. 137. 
 
{1017} "Es ist nicht allein mein Bedenken, sondern auch demuthiges Bitten, E. F. G. wollten sie 
[die Wiedertaeufer] ernstlich des Landes verweisen, denn est ist gleichwol des Teufels Samen," 
etc. Luther’s Briefe, Sendschreiben und Bedenken, vol. VI. by Joh. Karl Seidemann (Berlin, 
1856), p. 216. 
 
{1018} This is the conclusion of my friend, Dr. Koestlin, of Halle, the distinguished biographer of 
Luther. In reply to a letter, March 12, 1892, he communicated to me his careful opinion as 
follows: "Nirgends, auch nicht in seiner spaeteren Zeit, that Luther Aeusserungen, in welchen er 
den Grundsatz des damaligen allgemeinen Rechts (auch der Carolina), dass z. B. Bestreitung der 
Trinitaetslehre oder andere bloss dogmatische Irrlehre schon als solche mit dem Tod bestraft 
werden sollte, sich angeeignet hatte. So weit wir sehen, hat er darin doch immer sehr von Calvin 
und auch von Melanchthon, ja von allen anderen Hauptlehrern der Reformation sich 
unterschieden. Insbesondere beschraenkt er sich, z. B. einem Antitrinitatier wie Joh. Campan 
gegenuber (’ filium Satanae, adversarium Dei, quem plus etiam quam Arius blasphemat’), doch 
auf den Wunsch, dass die Obrigkeit ‘tales furias non vocatas’ nicht zulassen moege. Briefe v. 
Deuteronomy Wette IV. 321. Auch die schaerfsten Ausserungen der Tischreden (cf. auch die 
Colloquien ed. Bindseil) gehen nie weiter, soweit sie dogmatische Irrlehren betreffen." 
 



{1019} See L. Keller: Geschichte der Wiedertaeufer und ihres Reichs zu Munster, Munster, 1880, 
and his Die Reformation, p. 451, where he speaks of new sources discovered since 1880. 
 
{1020} "Ein graeulich boes Buch." When Melanchthon informed him that the opinions of 
Servetus found much applause in Italy, he remarked that "Italy was full of pestilential opinions, 
and that if such errors as those of Servetus should get there, horrible abominations would arise" 
(horribiles abominationes ibi orituras). Bindseil, Martini Lutheri Colloquia, Tom. I. 376. Comp. 
Tollin, M. Luther und M. Servet, Berlin, 1875, and M. Servet und Martin Butzer (or Servet und 
die oberlaendischen Reformatoren, Berlin, 1880, vol. I. 105 sq.). Tollin tries to prove in both 
these books, on the strength of an obscure passage in a letter of Servetus to Oecolampadius, that 
Servetus accompanied Butzer as amanuensis in September, 1530, from Augsburg to Coburg to 
see Luther. But neither Bucer nor Luther say a word about it. 
 
{1021} Erlangen ed., vol. XXII. 558 sq. 
 
{1022} Corpus Reformatorum, vol. VIII. 520. He mentions among the heresies worthy of death 
the deliramenta Samosateni and Manichaei. 
 
{1023} Corpus Reformat. vol. VIII. 362 (also in Calvin’s Opera, XV. 268 sq.): "Reverende vir et 
carissime frater: Legi scriptum tuum, in quo refutasti luculenter horrendas Serveti blasphemias: 
ac Filio Dei gratias ago, qui fuit brabeuth uius tui agonis. Tibi quoque ecclesia et nunc et ad 
posteros gratitudinem debet et debebit. Tuo judicio prorsus assentior. Affirmo etiam vestros 
magistratus juste fecisse, quod hominem blasphemum, re ordine judicata, interfecerunt." 
 
(The rest of this letter is an answer to Calvin’s request that he should define his views on the 
predestinarian and eucharistic controversies. Melanchthon declined to do this for prudential 
reasons, but intimated his dissent from the carnal theory of the real presence by calling it 
ajrtolatriva, and expresses the hope of conversing with him once more, "antequam ex hoc mortali 
carcere mens discedat.") 
 
{1024} Corpus Reform. VIII. 523. After thanking Bullinger for a number of books, he adds: "Legi 
etiam quae de Serveti blasphemiis respondistis, et pietatem ac judicia vestra probo. Judico etiam 
Senatum Genevensem recte fecisse quod hominem pertinacem et non omissurum blasphemias 
sustulit. Acts miratus sum, esse [aliquos], qui severitatem illam improbent. Mitto de ea quaestione 
breves pagellas, sed tamen sententiae nostrae testes." This refers to his consilium on the 
rightfulness of the punishment of heretics by the civil magistrate (1555). 
 
{1025} Commonefactio de Thammero, vol. IX. 133: "Dedit vero et Genevensis Reipublicae 
Magistratas ante annos quatuor punitae insanabilis blasphemiae adversus Filium Dei, sublato 
Serveto Arragone pium et memorabile ad omnem posteritatem exemplum." 
 
{1026} He wrote to Melanchthon, March 5, 1555: "Your letter, most reverend sir, was grateful to 
me, not only because whatever comes from you is dear to me, and because it has assured me that 
the affection, which you entertained for me in the commencement of our intercourse, still remains 
unaltered; but above all because in it I find a magnificent eulogy, in which you commend my zeal 
in crushing the impiety of Servetus. Whence also I conjecture that you have not been offended 
with the honest freedom of my admonitions." He referred to Melanchthon again in his reply to the 
Reproaches of Baudouin, 1562. See above, 137. 
 
{1027} So he wrote to Ambrosius Blaurer, Dec. 29, 1531: "Pestilentissimum illum de Trinitate 
librum novi, proh dolor, et hic in publicis praelectionibus nostris confutavi." 



 
{1028} "Dignum esse, qui avulsis visceribus discerperetur." So reports Calvin Sept. 8, 1553. This 
is confirmed by a letter of Professor Frecht of Tubingen to Capito, dated Nov. 25, 1538. See 
Tollin, Michael Servet und Martin Butzer, in the "Magazin fur die Lit. des Auslandes," Berlin, 
1876, and Servet und die oberlaendischen Reformatoren, Bd. I. (Michael Servet und Martin 
Butzer), Berlin, 1880, pp. 232 sqq. Tollin thinks that Bucer meant the book, not the person of 
Servetus; but books have no viscera. 
 
{1029} See above, 26, pp. 87 sqq. 
 
{1030} The judgments of the magistrates and ministers of Zurich, Schaffhausen, Basel, and Bern 
are printed in Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 808-823 (in German and Latin). The judgment of the pastors 
of Zurich, dated Oct. 2, 1553, is also inserted in Calvin’s Defensio, ibid. fol. 555-558. 
 
{1031} See Nippold, "Ueber Leben, Lehre und Sekte des David Joris, in the Zeitschrift fur 
historische Theologie," 1863, No. I., and 1864, No. IV. 
 
{1032} See above, 131, p. 658. 
 
{1033} "Monstrum ex mera impietate horrendisque blasphemiis conflatum." Vita Calv. (Annal. 
XXI. 148). 
 
{1034} See the whole passage in Trechsel’s Zusaetze to vol. I.  



140. The Early Life of Servetus. 
 
For our knowledge of the origin and youth of Servetus we have to depend on the statements 
which he made at his trials before the Roman Catholic court at Vienne in April, 1553, and before 
the Calvinistic court at Geneva in August of the same year. These depositions are meagre and 
inconsistent, either from defect of memory or want of honesty. In Geneva he could not deceive 
the judges, as Calvin was well acquainted with his antecedents. I give, therefore, the preference to 
his later testimony. {1035} 
 
Michael Serveto, better known in the Latinized form Servetus, also called Reves, {1036} was 
born at Villa-nueva or Villanova in Aragon (hence "Villanovanus"), in 1509, the year of the 
nativity of Calvin, his great antagonist. {1037} He informed the court of Geneva that he was of an 
ancient and noble Spanish family, and that his father was a lawyer and notary by profession. 
 
The hypothesis that he was of Jewish or Moorish extraction is an unwarranted inference from his 
knowledge of Hebrew and the Koran. 
 
He was slender and delicate in body, but precocious, inquisitive, imaginative, acute, independent, 
and inclined to mysticism and fanaticism. He seems to have received his early education in a 
Dominican convent and in the University of Saragossa, with a view at first to the clerical 
vocation. 
 
He was sent by his father to the celebrated law-school of Toulouse, where he studied 
jurisprudence for two or three years. The University of Toulouse was strictly orthodox, and kept a 
close watch against the Lutheran heresy. But it was there that he first saw a complete copy of the 
Bible, as Luther did after he entered the University of Erfurt. 
 
The Bible now became his guide. He fully adopted the Protestant principle of the supremacy and 
sufficiency of the Bible, but subjected it to his speculative fancy, and carried opposition to 
Catholic tradition much farther than the Reformers did. He rejected the oecumenical orthodoxy, 
while they rejected only the mediaeval scholastic orthodoxy. It is characteristic of his mystical 
turn of mind that he made the Apocalypse the basis of his speculations, while the sober and 
judicious Calvin never commented on this book. 
 
Servetus declared, in his first work, that the Bible was the source of all his philosophy and 
science, and to be read a thousand times. {1038} He called it a gift of God descended from 
heaven. {1039} Next to the Bible, he esteemed the ante-Nicene Fathers, because of their simpler 
and less definite teaching. He quotes them freely in his first book. 
 
We do not know whether, and how far, he was influenced by the writings of the Reformers. He 
may have read some tracts of Luther, which were early translated into Spanish, but he does not 
quote from them. {1040} 
 
We next find Servetus in the employ of Juan Quintana, a Franciscan friar and confessor to the 
Emperor Charles V. He seems to have attended his court at the coronation by Pope Clement VII. 
in Bologna (1529), and on the journey to the Diet of Augsburg in 1530, which forms an epoch in 
the history of the Lutheran Reformation. {1041} At Augsburg he may have seen Melanchthon and 
other leading Lutherans, but he was too young and unknown to attract much attention. 
 



In the autumn of 1530 he was dismissed from the service of Quintana; we do not know for what 
reason, probably on suspicion of heresy. 
 
We have no account of a conversion or moral struggle in any period of his life, such as the 
Reformers passed through. He never was a Protestant, either Lutheran or Reformed, but a radical 
at war with all orthodoxy. A mere youth of twenty-one or two, he boldly or impudently struck out 
an independent path as a Reformer of the Reformation. The Socinian society did not yet exist; 
and even there he would not have felt at home, nor would he have long been tolerated. 
Nominally, he remained in the Roman Church, and felt no scruple about conforming to its rites. 
As he stood alone, so he died alone, leaving an influence, but no school nor sect. 
 
From Germany Servetus went to Switzerland and spent some time at Basel. There he first 
ventilated his heresies on the trinity and the divinity of Christ. 
 
He importuned Oecolampadius with interviews and letters, hoping to convert him. But 
Oecolampadius was startled and horrified. He informed his friends, Bucer, Zwingli, and 
Bullinger, who happened to be at Basel in October, 1530, that he had been troubled of late by a 
hot-headed Spaniard, who denied the divine trinity and the eternal divinity of our Saviour. 
Zwingli advised him to try to convince Servetus of his error, and by good and wholesome 
arguments to win him over to the truth. Oecolampadius said that he could make no impression 
upon the haughty, daring, and contentious man. Zwingli replied: "This is indeed a thing 
insufferable in the Church of God. Therefore do everything possible to prevent the spread of such 
dreadful blasphemy." Zwingli never saw the objectionable book in print. 
 
Servetus sought to satisfy Oecolampadius by a misleading confession of faith, but the latter was 
not deceived by the explanations and exhorted him to "confess the Son of God to be coequal and 
coeternal with the Father;" otherwise he could not acknowledge him as a Christian. 
 
{1035} A. v. d. Linde, p. 3 sq., presents the contradictory statements of Servetus in parallel 
columns. 
 
{1036} In the title of his first book. "Reves" is an abridged anagram of Serveto. Others derive it 
from the maiden name of his mother. But we know nothing of his family. The form "Servede" 
never occurs among his contemporaries, and not before 1697, but is used by several modern 
writers, as Herzog, Guericke, Hase, Dorner, Harnack. 
 
{1037} Place and date are disputed. In the trial at Vienne be stated that he was born at Tudela in 
the old Spanish kingdom of Navarre, that he was then forty-two years old, which would put his 
birth in 1511. In the trial at Geneva he declared himself to be "Espagnol Arragonese de 
Villeneufve," and to be forty-four years old. This is confirmed by the author’s name on the title-
page of his first book:, Per Michaelem Serveto, alias Reves ab "Aragonia Hispanum," by the 
subscription at the end of his Restitutio "M. S. V." [Villanovanus] and by the name "Villeneuve," 
under which he was known in France. So also Willis and v. d. Linde. But Tollin decides for 
Tudela and for the year 1511. See his Servet’s Kindheit und Jugend, in Kahnis’ "Zeitschrift fur 
Hist. Theol.," 1875. 
 
{1038} Omnem philosophiam et scientiam ego in Biblia reperio.... "Lege obsecro millies 
Bibliam." (De Trinitatis Erroribus, fol. 78b and 79.) 
 



{1039} "Datus est de coelo liber ut in eo Deum investigemus, adjuvante ad hoc fide quae non est 
ille crudus sophistarum assensus, sed motus cordis, sicut dicit Scriptura, corde creditur." (Ibid. f. 
107 b.) "Figmenta sunt imaginaria quae Scripturae limites transgrediuntur." (Ibid. f. 81 b.) 
 
{1040} Tollin conjectures that he had read the writings of Luther, Melanchthon, and Bucer, and 
was especially influenced by Erasmus. 
 
{1041} See Tollin, Die Beichtvaeter Kaiser Karls V., three short papers in the "Magazin fur die 
Lit. des Auslandes," 1874, and Servet auf dem Reichstag zu Augsburg, in Thelemann’s "Evang. 
Reform. Kirchenzeitung," 1876, No. 1724.  



141. The Book against the Holy Trinity. 
 
Servetus was too vain and obstinate to take advice. In the beginning of 1531, he secured a 
publisher for his book on the "Errors of the Trinity," Conrad Koenig, who had shops at Basel and 
Strassburg, and who sent the manuscript to Secerius, a printer at Hagenau in Alsace. Servetus 
went to that place to read the proof. He also visited Bucer and Capito at Strassburg, who received 
him with courtesy and kindness and tried to convert him, but in vain. 
 
In July, 1531, the book appeared under the name of the author, and was furnished to the trade at 
Strassburg, Frankfort, and Basel, but nobody knew where and by whom it was published. 
Suspicion fell upon Basel. 
 
This book is a very original and, for so young a man, very remarkable treatise on the Trinity and 
Incarnation in opposition to the traditional and oecumenical faith. The style is crude and obscure, 
and not to be compared with Calvin’s, who at the same age and in his earliest writings showed 
himself a master of lucid, methodical, and convincing statement in elegant and forcible Latin. 
Servetus was familiar with the Bible, the ante-Nicene Fathers (Tertullian and Irenaeus), and 
scholastic theology, and teemed with new, but ill-digested ideas which he threw out like 
firebrands. He afterwards embodied his first work in his last, but in revised shape. The following 
is a summary of the Seven Books on the Trinity:— 
 
In the first book he proceeds from the historical Jesus of Nazareth, and proves, first, that this man 
is Jesus the Christ; secondly, that he is the Son of God; and thirdly, that he is God. {1042} He 
begins with the humanity in opposition to those who begin with the Logos and, in his opinion, 
lose the true Christ. In this respect he anticipates the Socinian and modern humanitarian 
Christology, but not in a rationalistic sense; for he asserts a special indwelling of God in Christ 
(somewhat resembling Schleiermacher), and a deification of Christ after his exaltation (like the 
Socinians). {1043} He rejects the identity of the Logos with the Son of God and the doctrine of 
the communication of attributes. He distinguishes between the Hebrew names of God: Jehovah 
means exclusively the one and eternal God; Elohim or El or Adonai are names of God and also of 
angels, prophets, and kings. {1044} {John 10:34-36} The prologue of John speaks of things that 
were, not of things that are. Everywhere else the Bible speaks of the man Christ. The Holy Spirit 
means, according to the Hebrew ruach and the Greek pneuma, wind or breath, and denotes in the 
Bible now God himself, now an angel, now the spirit of man, now a divine impulse. 
 
He then explains away the proof texts for the doctrine of the Trinity, 1 John 5:7 (which he accepts 
as genuine, though Erasmus omitted it from his first edition); John 10:30; 14:11; Rom. 11:36. The 
chief passages, the baptismal formula {Matthew 28:19} and the apostolic benediction {2 
Corinthians 13:14} where the Father, the Son, and the Spirit are coordinated, he understands not 
of three persons, but of three dispositions of God. 
 
In the second book be treats of the Logos, the person of Christ, and the Spirit of God, and chiefly 
explains the prologue to the fourth Gospel. The Logos is not a metaphysical being, but an oracle; 
the voice of God and the light of the world. {1045} The Logos is a disposition or dispensation in 
God, so understood by Tertullian and Irenaeus. {1046} Before the incarnation the Logos was God 
himself speaking; after the incarnation the Logos is Jesus Christ, who makes God known to us. 
{1047} All that God before did through the Word, Christ does in the flesh. To him God has given 
the kingdom and the power to atone and to gather all things in him. 
 



The third book is an exposition of the relation of Christ to the divine Logos. 
 
The fourth book discusses the divine dispositions or manifestations. God appeared in the Son and 
in the Spirit. Two divine manifestations are substituted for the orthodox tripersonality. The 
position of the Father is not clear; he is now represented as the divinity itself, now as a disposition 
and person. The orthodox christology of two natures in one person is entirely rejected. God has 
no nature (from nasci), and a person is not a compound of two natures or things, but a unit. 
 
The fifth book is a worthless speculative exposition of the Hebrew names of God. The Lutheran 
doctrine of justification is incidentally attacked as calculated to make man lazy and indifferent to 
good works. 
 
The sixth book shows that Christ is the only fountain of all true knowledge of God, who is 
incomprehensible in himself, but revealed himself in the person of his Son. He who sees the Son 
sees the Father. 
 
The seventh and last book is an answer to objections, and contains a new attack on the doctrine of 
the Trinity, which was introduced at the same time with the secular power of the pope. Servetus 
probably believed in the fable of the donation of Constantine. 
 
It is not surprising that this book gave great offence to Catholics and Protestants alike, and 
appeared to them blasphemous. Servetus calls the Trinitarians tritheists and atheists. {1048} He 
frivolously asked such questions as whether God had a spiritual wife or was without sex. {1049} 
He calls the three gods of the Trinitarians a deception of the devil, yea (in his later writings), a 
three-headed monster. {1050} 
 
Zwingli and Oecolampadius died a few months after the publication of the book, but condemned 
its contents beforehand. Luther’s and Bucer’s views on it have already been noticed. 
Melanchthon felt the difficulties of the trinitarian and christological problems and foresaw future 
controversies. He gave his judgment in a letter to his learned friend Camerarius (dated 5 Id. Febr. 
1533): — 
 
"You ask me what I think of Servetus? I see him indeed sufficiently sharp and subtle in 
disputation, but I do not give him credit for much depth. He is possessed, as it seems to me, of 
confused imaginations, and his thoughts are not well matured on the subjects he discusses. He 
manifestly talks foolishness when he speaks of justification. peri th triado [on the subject of 
the Trinity] you know, I have always feared that serious difficulties would one day arise. Good 
God! to what tragedies will not these questions give occasion in times to come: ei estin 
upostasi o logo [is the Logos a hypostasis]? ei estin upostasi to pneuma [is the Holy Spirit 
a hypostasis]? For my own part I refer to those passages of Scripture that bid us call on Christ, 
which is to ascribe divine honors to him, and find them full of consolation." {1051} 
 
Cochlaeus directed the attention of Quintana, at the Diet of Regensburg, in 1532, to the book of 
Servetus which was sold there, and Quintana at once took measures to suppress it. The Emperor 
prohibited it, and the book soon disappeared. 
 
Servetus published in 1532 two dialogues on the Trinity, and a treatise on Justification. He 
retracted, in the preface, all he had said in his former work, not, however, as false, but as childish. 
{1052} He rejected the Lutheran doctrine of justification, and also both the Lutheran and 
Zwinglian views of the sacrament. He concluded the book by invoking a malediction on "all 
tyrants of the Church." {1053} 



 
{1042} "Primo, hic est Jesus Christus. Secundo, hic est filius Dei. Tertio, hic est Deus." (p. 1 a.) 
 
{1043} "Secundum carnem homo est, et spiritu est Deus, quia quod natum est de spiritu, spiritus 
est, et spiritus est deus. Et ita Esaiae 9. Puer natus est nobis, vocabitur nomen eius deus fortis. 
Vide clare et dei nomen et fortitudinem nato puero attributam, cui data est omnis potestas in 
coelo et in terra. Et Thomas Iohannis 20. eum appellat, Deus meus, Dominus meus. Et Rom. nono 
Christus dicitur in omnibus laudandus et benedicendus. Multisque aliis locis eius divinitas 
ostenditur, quia exaltatus est, ut acciperet divinitatem, et nomen super omne nomen." 10 a. 
 
{1044} "Notes differentiam inter hwhy proprium Dei nomen, et la ynda yhla et alia similia Deo 
attributa. Et quod Thomas Iohannis 20. non Iehovah, sed Elohim et Adonai de Christo dixerit, 
infra probabo." 14 a. "Similiter et yla de angelis et hominibus fortibus dicitur, Psalm 88 et Iob 
41." 14 b. He identifies Christ with the Elohim instead of Jehovah. 
 
{1045} Lovgo" non philosophicam illam rem, sed oraculum, vocem, sermonem, eloquium Dei 
sonat. Usurpatur enim a verbo levgw quod est dico." 47 a. 
 
{1046} "Per sacramentum Verbi intelligit quandam in Deo dispositionem seu dispensationem, 
qua placitum est ei arcanum voluntatis suae nobis revelare. Et hoc Tertullianus oijkonomivan, et 
Irenaeus dispositionem scepissime appellant." 48 a. 
 
{1047} "Verbum in Deo proferente, est ipsemet Deus loquens. Post prolationem est ipsa caro, seu 
Verbum Dei, antequam sermo ille caro fieret, intelligebatur ipsum Dei oraculum intra nubis 
caliginem nondum manifestatum, quia Deus erat ille sermo. Et postquam Verbum homo factum 
est, per Verbum intelligimus ipsum Christum, qui est Verbum Dei, et vox Dei, nam, quasi vox, est 
ex ore Dei prolatus." 48 a-and-b. He refers for proof to Revelation 19:13: to onoma autou o 
logo tou qeou.. 
 
{1048} "Tritheitae... Athei, hoc est sine Deo." 21 b. 
 
{1049} "Debuissent dicere quod habebat [Deus] uxorem quandam spiritualem, vel quod solus 
ipse masculo-foemineus aut Hermaphroditus, simul erat pater et mater." 39 b. This reminds one 
of the reasoning of the Mohammedans that God has no wife, therefore he can have no son. He 
approves of the objection of the Turks: "Nec mirum, si Turci nos asinarios vocant, postquam nos 
Deum vocare asinum non erubescimus." 12 a. 
 
{1050} The last expression I could not find in the work Deuteronomy Trinitatis Erroribus, but it 
occurs in his letters to Calvin, and in a letter to Poupin, where he says: "Pro uno Deo habetis 
tricipitem cerberum." Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 750. It was made the chief ground of the charge of 
blasphemy at the trial in Geneva. "Un Dieu party en trois... est uti diable a trois testes comme le 
Cerberus que les Poetesanciens ont appellele chien d’enfer, un monstre." Ibid. 728, Art. IX. 
Tollin, in his article Der Verfasser de Trinitatis Erroribus ("Jahrbucher fur protest. Theologie," 
1891, p. 414), derives these offensive phrases from the papal controversialist Cochlaeus, who in 
his Lutherus septiceps, 1529, says: "Quid ad haec Janus Bifrons? Quid Geryon Triceps? Quid 
Cerberus trifaux? fabulae sunt poetarum et jocosa figmenta." Cochlaeus compared these fables 
with the seven-capped Luther, who surpassed them all in monstrosity. 
 
{1051} He adds in Greek that it is not profitable to inquire curiously into the ideas and differences 
of the divine persons. Opera, ed. Bretschneider, II. 630, and his letter to Brenz, July, 1533, II. 
660. Also Tollin, Ph. Melanchthon und M. Servet, Berlin, 1876. 



 
{1052} "Quae nuper contra receptam de Trinitate sententiam, septem libris, scripsi, omnia nunc, 
candide lector, retracto. Non quia falsa sint, sed quia imperfecta, et tamquam a parvulo parvulis 
scripta.... Quod autem ita barbarus, confusus et incorrectus, prior liber prodierit, imperitiae 
meae et typographi incuriae adscribendus est." 
 
{1053} "Perdat Dominus omnes ecclesiae tyrannos. Amen."  



142. Servetus as a Geographer. 
 
As Servetus was repulsed by the Reformers of Switzerland and Germany, he left for France and 
assumed the name of Michel de Villeneuve. His real name and his obnoxious books disappeared 
from the sight of the world till they emerged twenty years later at Vienne and at Geneva. He 
devoted himself to the study of mathematics, geography, astrology, and medicine. 
 
In 1534 he was in Paris, and challenged the young Calvin to a disputation, but failed to appear at 
the appointed hour. 
 
He spent some time at Lyons as proof-reader and publisher of the famous printers, Melchior and 
Caspar Trechsel. He issued through them, in 1535, under the name of "Villanovanus," a 
magnificent edition of Ptolemy’s Geography, with a self-laudatory preface, which concludes with 
the hope that "no one will underestimate the labor, though pleasant in itself, that is implied in the 
collation of our text with that of earlier editions, unless it be some Zoilus of contracted brow, who 
cannot look without envy upon the zealous labors of others." A second and improved edition 
appeared in 1541. {1054} 
 
The discoveries of Columbus and his successors gave a strong impulse to geographical studies, 
and called forth several editions of the work of Ptolemy the famous Alexandrian geographer and 
astronomer of the second century. {1055} The edition of Villeneuve is based upon that of 
Pirkheimer of Nurnberg, which appeared at Strassburg, 1525, with fifty charts, but contains 
considerable improvements, and gave to the author great reputation. It is a very remarkable work, 
considering that Servetus was then only twenty-six years of age. A year later Calvin astonished 
the world with an equally precocious and far more important and enduring work—the Institutes of 
the Christian Religion. 
 
The most interesting features in the edition of Villeneuve are his descriptions of countries and 
nations. The following extracts give a fair idea, and have some bearing on the church history of 
the times: — 
 
"The Spaniard is of a restless disposition, apt enough of understanding, but learning imperfectly 
or amiss, so that you shall find a learned Spaniard almost anywhere sooner than in Spain. {1056} 
Half-informed, he thinks himself brimful of information, and always pretends to more knowledge 
than he has in fact. He is much given to vast projects never realized; and in conversation he 
delights in subtleties and sophistry. Teachers commonly prefer to speak Spanish rather than Latin 
in the schools and colleges of the country; but the people in general have little taste for letters, 
and produce few books themselves, mostly procuring those they want, from France. The people 
have many barbarous notions and usages, derived by implication from their old Moorish 
conquerors and fellow-denizens ƒ€¦. The women have a custom, that would be held barbarous in 
France, of piercing their ears and hanging gold rings in them, often set with precious stones. They 
besmirch their faces, too, with minium and ecruse—red and white lead—and walk about on clogs 
a foot or a foot and a half high, so that they seem to walk above rather than on the earth. The 
people are extremely temperate, and the women never drink wine. Spaniards are notably the most 
superstitious people in the world in their religious notions; but they are brave in the field, of 
signal endurance under privation and difficulty, and by their voyages of discovery have spread 
their name over the face of the globe." 
 



"England is wonderfully well-peopled, and the inhabitants are long-lived. Tall in stature, they are 
fair in complexion, and have blue eyes. They are brave in war, and admirable bowmen...." 
 
"The people of Scotland are hot-tempered, prone to revenge, and fierce in their anger; but valiant 
in war, and patient beyond belief of cold, hunger, and fatigue. They are handsome in person, and 
their clothing and language are the same as those of the Irish; their tunics being dyed yellow, their 
legs bare, and their feet protected by sandals of undressed hide. They live mainly on fish and 
flesh. They are not a particularly religious people...." 
 
"The Italians make use in their everyday talk of the most horrid oaths and imprecations. Holding 
all the rest of the world in contempt, and calling them barbarians, they themselves have 
nevertheless been alternately the prey of the French, the Spaniards, and the Germans...." {1057} 
 
"Germany is overgrown by vast forests, and defaced by frightful swamps. Its climate is as 
insufferably hot in summer as it is bitterly cold in winter.... Hungary is commonly said to produce 
oxen; Bavaria, swine; Franconia, onions, turnips, and licorice; Swabia, harlots; Bohemia, 
heretics; Switzerland, butchers; Westphalia, cheats; and the whole country gluttons and drunkards 
ƒ€¦. The Germans, however, are a religious people; not easily turned from opinions they have 
once espoused, and not readily persuaded to concord in matters of schism; every one valiantly 
and obstinately defending the heresy he has himself adopted." {1058} 
 
This unfavorable account of Germany, borrowed in part from Tacitus, was much modified and 
abridged in the second edition, in which it appears as "a pleasant country with a temperate 
climate." Of the Swabians he speaks as a singularly gifted people. {1059} The fling at the 
ignorance and superstition of the Spaniards, his own countrymen, was also omitted. 
 
The most interesting part of this geographical work on account of its theological bearing, is the 
description of Palestine. He declared in the first edition that "it is mere boasting and untruth when 
so much of excellence is ascribed to this land; the experience of merchants and travellers who 
have visited it, proving it to be inhospitable, barren, and altogether without amenity. Wherefore 
you may say that the land was promised indeed, but is of little promise when, spoken of in 
everyday terms." He omitted this passage in the second edition in deference to Archbishop 
Palmier. Nevertheless, it was made a ground of accusation at the trial of Servetus, "for its 
apparent contradiction with the Mosaic account of the land, flowing with milk and honey." 
 
{1054} The following is the full title of the second edition which I found (together with a copy of 
the first) in the library of the American Geographical Society at New York:— 
 
"Claudii Ptolemae Alexan drini Geographicoe Enarrationis, Libri Octo. Exodus Bilibaldi Pircke 
ymheri tralatione, sed ad Graeca et prisca exemplaria a  Michaele Villanouano secunda² recogniti, 
et locis innumeris denua² castigati. Adiecta insuper ab eodem scho lia, quibus et difficilis ille 
Primus Liber nunc primum explicatur, et exoleta Urbium nomina ad nostri seculi morem 
exponuntur. Quinquaginta illae quoque cum ueterum tum recentium Tabulae adnectantur, 
variisque incolentium ritus et mores explicantur ƒ€¦. Prostant Lugduni apud Hugonem a  Porta. 
MDXLI." fol. Dedicated "Amplissimo illustrissimoque ac reverendissimo D. Dno Petro Palmerio, 
Archiepiscopo et Comiti Viennensi Michael Villanouanus Medicus G. D." Dated "Viennae pridie 
Cal. Martii, MDXLI." The last page has the imprimatur of Caspar Trechsel, Viennae, 1541. The 
work is illustrated with fifty maps. Willis (pp. 86 sqq.) gives condensed translations of some 
passages, which I have used, and compared with the original. Tollin represents Servetus as a 
forerunner of Karl Ritter in comparative geography, Michael Servet als Geograph, 1875 (pp. 
182). 



 
{1055} Editions were published at Rome, Bologna, Strassburg (1523 and 1525), Basel (1533, 
with a preface of Erasmus; 1546), Venice (1558). The last and best Graeco-Latin edition of 
Ptolemy is by Carl Muller, Paris, 1883 sqq. 
 
{1056} "Ut alibi potius quam in ipsa Hispania Hispanum doctum invenias." 
 
{1057} "Irrident Neapolitani Calabros, Calabri Appulos, hos autem omnes Romani, Romanos 
Hetrusci, quos et alii vicissim irrident: quin et mortales caeteros omnes irrident Itali, contemnunt 
et barbaros appellant: cum sint ipsi tamen nunc Hispanis, nunc Gallis, nunc Germanis praeda 
expositi.... Italia in universum magis adhuc superstitiosa gens quam pugnat. Superba Roma, 
gentium imperio viduata, sedes facta summi pontificis." 
 
{1058} "Sunt enim Germani in Dei cultum propensi, semel tamen imbutas opiniones non facile 
deserunt, nec in schisimate queunt ad concordiam reduci, sed haeresim quisque suam valide 
tuetur." 
 
{1059} "Suabia, ingenio singulari praedita, praestantissima Germaniae a Plutarcho dicta."  



143. Servetus as a Physician, Scientist, and Astrologer. 
 
Being supplied with the necessary funds, Servetus returned to Paris in 1536 and took his degrees 
as magister and doctor of medicine. He acquired great fame as a physician. 
 
The medical world was then divided into two schools,—the Galenists, who followed Hippocrates 
and Galen, and the Averrhoists, who followed Averrhoes and Avicenna. Servetus was a pupil of 
Champier, and joined the Greek school, but had an open eye to the truth of the Arabians. 
 
He published in 1537 a learned treatise on Syrups and their use in medicine. It is his most popular 
book, and passed through four editions in ten years. {1060} 
 
He discovered the pulmonary circulation of the blood or the passage of the blood from the right to 
the left chamber of the heart through the lungs by the pulmonary artery and vein. He published it, 
not separately, but in his work on the Restitution of Christianity, as a part of his theological 
speculation on the vital spirits. The discovery was burnt and buried with this book; but nearly a 
hundred years later William Harvey (1578-1658), independently, made the same discovery. 
{1061} 
 
Servetus lectured in the University on geography and astrology, and gained much applause, but 
excited also the envy and ill-will of his colleagues, whom he treated with overbearing pride and 
contempt. 
 
He wrote an "Apologetic Dissertation on Astrology," {1062} and severely attacked the physicians 
as ignoramuses, who in return denounced him as an impostor and wind-bag. The senate of the 
University sided with the physicians, and the Parliament of Paris forbade him to lecture on 
astrology and to prophesy from the stars (1538). {1063} 
 
He left Paris for Charlieu, a small town near Lyons, and practised medicine for two or three years. 
 
At his thirtieth year he thought that, after the example of Christ, he should be rebaptized, since his 
former baptism was of no value. He denied the analogy of circumcision. The Jews, he says, 
circumcised infants, but baptized only adults. This was the practice of John the Baptist; and 
Christ, who had been circumcised on the eighth day, was baptized when he entered the public 
ministry. The promise is given to believers only, and infants have no faith. Baptism is the 
beginning of regeneration, and the entrance into the kingdom of heaven. He wrote two letters to 
Calvin on the subject, and exhorted him to follow his example. {1064} 
 
His arrogance made him so unpopular that he had to leave Charlieu. {1065} 
 
{1060} Syroporum universa Ratio ad Galeni censuram diligenter exposita, etc. Parisiis ex 
officina Simonis Colinaei, 1537; Venetiis, 1545 and 1548, and Lugduni, 1546 and 1547. Comp. 
Willis, ch. XI. 111 sq.; v. d. Linde, pp. 53 sqq. (with the full title on p. 54). 
 
{1061} Restit. Christ., Bk. V. p. 170. See G. Sismond, The unnoticed Theories of Servetus, 
London, 1826; Flourens, Histoire de la decouverte de la circulation du sang, Paris, 1854; sec. ed. 
1857; Tollin, Die Entdeckung des Blutkreislaufs durch Michael Servet, Jena, 1876 (comp. his 
Kritische Bemerkungen uber Harvey und seine Vorgaenger, 1882); Willis (who is a doctor of 
medicine), pp. 210 sqq.; and v. d. Linde, pp. 123 sqq. Harvey probably never saw the Restitutio, 



and is therefore as much entitled to the merit of an original discovery as Columbus, who was 
ignorant of the expeditions of the Norsemen to North America. 
 
{1062} Reprinted in Berlin, 1880. 
 
{1063} V. d. Linde, pp. 65 sqq. In this respect Servetus was behind Calvin, who boldly attacked 
the superstition of astrology (see above, 135, pp. 676 sqq.); but, strange to say, even in our days 
the "Vox Stellarum" is regularly printed in England and finds thousands of readers. Willis, p. 125. 
 
{1064} Ep. XV. and XVI. ad Calv., in Christianismi Restitutio, pp. 613-619. 
 
{1065} Bolsec (p. 18 sq.) reports that Servetus was "constrainct de se partir de Charlieu pour les 
folies lesquelles il faisoit."  



144. Servetus at Vienne. His Annotations to the Bible. 
 
Villeneuve now repaired to Vienne in Dauphine and settled down as a physician under the 
patronage of Pierre Palmier, one of his former bearers in Paris, and a patron of learning, who had 
been appointed archbishop of that see. He was provided with lodgings in the archiepiscopal 
palace, and made a comfortable living by his medical practice. He spent thirteen years at Vienne, 
from 1540 to 1553, which were probably the happiest of his fitful life. He conformed to the 
Catholic religion, and was on good terms with the higher clergy. Nobody suspected his heresy, or 
knew anything of his connection with the work on the "Errors of the Trinity." 
 
He devoted his leisure to his favorite literary and theological studies, and kept the publishers of 
Lyons busy. We have already mentioned the second edition of his "Ptolemy," which he dedicated 
to Palmier with a complimentary preface. 
 
A year afterwards (1542) he published a new and elegant edition of the Latin Bible of Santes 
Pagnini, a learned Dominican monk and pupil of Savonarola, but an enemy of the Reformed 
religion. {1066} He accompanied it with explanatory notes, aiming to give "the old historical but 
hitherto neglected sense of the Scriptures." He anticipated modern exegesis in substituting the 
typical for the allegorical method and giving to the Old Testament prophecies an immediate 
bearing on their times, and a remote bearing on Christ. Thus he refers Psalms II., VIII., XXII., 
and CX. to David, as the type of Christ. It is not likely that he learned this method from Calvin, 
and it is certain that Calvin did not learn it from him. But Servetus goes further than Calvin, and 
anticipates the rationalistic explanation of Deutero-Isaiah by referring "the servant of Jehovah" to 
Cyrus as the anointed of the Lord. Rome put his comments on the Index (1559). Calvin brought 
them up against him at the trial, and, without knowing that the text of the book was literally taken 
from another edition without acknowledgment, said that he dexterously filched five hundred 
livres from the publisher in payment for the vain trifles and impious follies with which he had 
encumbered almost every page of the book. {1067} 
 
{1066} The first edition of Pagnini had appeared at Lyons, 1528. The translation of the Old 
Testament rests on a good knowledge of Hebrew, and was much used by Protestants, e.g. Robert 
Olivetan in his French version. 
 
{1067} Willis (p. 142) charges Servetus with gross plagiarism, since his edition is a literal reprint 
of the edition of Melchior Novesianus of Cologne, 1541, while he declared in the preface that his 
text was corrected in numberless places by himself,  



145. Correspondence of Servetus with Calvin and Poupin. 
 
While engaged in the preparation of his last work at Vienne, Servetus opened a correspondence 
with Calvin through Jean Frellon, a learned publisher at Lyons and a personal friend of both. 
{1068} He sent him a copy of his book as far as then finished, and told him that he would find in 
it "stupendous things never heard of before." {1069} He also proposed to him three questions: (1) 
Is the man Jesus Christ the Son of God, and how? (2) Is the kingdom of God in man, when does 
man enter into it, and when is he born again? (3) Must Christian baptism presuppose faith, like 
the Lord’s Supper, and to what end are both sacraments instituted in the New Testament? {1070} 
 
Calvin seems to have had no time to read the whole manuscript, but courteously answered the 
questions to the effect, (1) that Christ is the Son of God both according to his divine nature 
eternally begotten, and according to his human nature as the Wisdom of God made flesh; (2) that 
the kingdom of God begins in man when he is born again, but that the process of regeneration is 
not completed in a moment, but goes on till death; (3) that faith is necessary for baptism, but not 
in the same personal way as in the Lord’s Supper; for according to the type of circumcision the 
promise was given also to the children of the faithful. Baptism and the Lord’s Supper are related 
to each other as circumcision and the passover. He referred to his books for details, but was ready 
to give further explanation if desired. {1071} 
 
Servetus was by no means satisfied with the answer, and wrote back that Calvin made two or 
three Sons of God; that the Wisdom of God spoken of by Solomon was allegorical and 
impersonal; that regeneration took place in the moment of baptism by water and the spirit, but 
never in infant baptism. He denied that circumcision corresponded to baptism. He put five new 
theological questions to Calvin, and asked him to read the fourth chapter on baptism in the 
manuscript of the Restitutio which he had sent him. {1072} 
 
To these objections Calvin sent another and more lengthy response. {1073} He again offered 
further explanation, though he had no time to write whole books for him, and had discussed all 
these topics in his Institutes. {1074} 
 
So far there is nothing to indicate any disposition in Calvin to injure Servetus. On the contrary we 
must admire his patience and moderation in giving so much of his precious time to the questions 
of a troublesome stranger and pronounced opponent. Servetus continued to press Calvin with 
letters, and returned the copy of the Institutes with copious critical objections. "There is hardly a 
page," says Calvin, "that is not defiled by his vomit." {1075} 
 
Calvin sent a final answer to the questions of Servetus, which is lost, together with a French letter 
to Frellon, which is preserved. {1076} This letter is dated Feb. 13, 1546, under his well-known 
pseudonym of Charles Despeville, and is as follows:— 
 
"Seigneur Jehan, As your last letter was brought to me on my departure, I had no leisure to reply 
to the enclosure it contained. After my return I use the first moment of my leisure to comply with 
your desire; not indeed that I have any great hope of proving serviceable to such a man, seeing 
him disposed as I do. But I will try once more, if there be any means left of bringing him to 
reason, and this will happen when God shall have so wrought in him that he has become 
altogether another man. Since he has written to me in so proud a spirit, I have been led to write to 
him more sharply than is my wont, being minded to take him down a little in his presumption. 
{1077} But I could not do otherwise. For I assure you there is no lesson he needs so much to learn 



as humility. This must come to him through the grace of God, not otherwise. But we, too, ought 
to lend a helping hand. If God give such grace to him and to us that the present answer will turn 
to his profit, I shall have cause to rejoice. If he persists, however, in the style he has hitherto seen 
fit to use, you will only lose your time in soliciting me further in his behalf; for I have other 
affairs that concern me more nearly, and I shall make it a matter of conscience not to busy myself 
further, not doubting that he is a Satan who would divert me from more profitable studies. Let me 
beg of you, therefore, to be content with what I have already done, unless you see occasion for 
acting differently." 
 
Frellon sent this letter to Villeneuve by a special messenger, together with a note in which be 
addresses him as his "dear brother and friend." {1078} 
 
On the same day Calvin wrote the famous letter to Farel already quoted. He had arrived at the 
settled conviction that Servetus was an incorrigible and dangerous heretic, who deserved to die. 
{1079} But he did nothing to induce him to come to Geneva, as he wished, and left him severely 
alone.. In 1548 he wrote to Viret that he would have nothing more to do with this desperately 
obstinate heretic, who shall force no more letters from him. {1080} 
 
Servetus continued to trouble Calvin, and published in his Restitutio no less than thirty letters to 
him, but without dates and without replies from Calvin. {1081} They are conceived in a haughty 
and self-sufficient spirit. He writes to the greatest divine of the age, not as a learner, or even an 
equal, but as a superior. In the first of these printed letters he charges Calvin with holding absurd, 
confused, and contradictory opinions on the sonship of Christ, on the Logos, and on the Trinity. 
In the second letter he tells him: "You make three Sons of God: the human nature is a son to you, 
the divine nature is a son, and the whole Christ is a son. All such tritheistic notions are a three-
headed illusion of the Dragon, which easily crept in among the sophists in the present reign of 
Antichrist. Or have you not read of the spirit of the dragon, the spirit of the beast, the spirit of the 
false prophets, three spirits? Those who acknowledge the trinity of the beast are possessed by 
three spirits of demons. These three spirits incite war against the immaculate Lamb, Jesus Christ. 
{Revelation 16} False are all the invisible gods of the Trinitarians, as false as the gods of the 
Babylonians. Farewell." {1082} He begins the third letter with the oft-repeated warning (saepius 
te monui) not to admit that impossible—monster of three things in God. In another letter he calls 
him a reprobate and blasphemer (improbus et blasphemus) for calumniating good works. He 
charges him with ignorance of the true nature of faith, justification, regeneration, baptism, and the 
kingdom of heaven. 
 
These are fair specimens of the arrogant, irritating, and even insulting tone of his letters. At last 
Servetus himself broke off his correspondence with Calvin, who, it seems, had long ceased to 
answer them, but he now addressed his colleagues. He wrote three letters to Abel Poupin, who 
was minister at Geneva from 1543 to 1556, when he died. The last is preserved, and was used in 
evidence at the trial. {1083} It is not dated, but must have been written in 1548 or later. Servetus 
charges the Reformed Christians of Geneva that they had a gospel without a God, without true 
faith, without good works; and that instead of the true God they worshipped a three-headed 
Cerberus. "Your faith in Christ," he continues, "is a mere pretence and without effect; your man is 
an inert trunk, and your God a fabulous monster of the enslaved will. You reject baptismal 
regeneration and shut the kingdom of heaven against men. Woe unto you, woe, woe!" {1084} 
 
He concludes this remarkable letter with the prediction that he would die for this cause and 
become like unto his Master. {1085} 
 



{1068} Frellon employed Servetus as an editor and translator, and was probably a Protestant, as 
we may, infer from his friendly relation to Calvin. But Henry (III. 129) supposes that he was a 
Catholic. Henry (III. 129) thinks that the correspondence began as early as 1540. 
 
{1069} See the letter of Calvin to Farel, quoted on p. 692. 
 
{1070} Calvin gives the questions and answers in his Refutatio Errorum Mich. Serveti, Opera, 
VIII. 482-484. Servetus omits them in the Restitutio. 
 
{1071} "Sed quia mihi videor omnibus objectis alibi satisfecisse, fusiorem explicationem inde peti 
melim. Si quid deest, paratus sum adjicere, si fuero admonitus." Opera, VIII. 484. 
 
{1072} "Rogo te per Deum, postquam pollicitus es te paratum reliqua adjicere, si fueris 
admonitus, doce me primo quae est vera fides, et qualiter illa a spiritu regenerationis vivificetur. 
Secundo, an-sine promissione possit quis justificari. Tertio, qualis sit internus homo, non ex 
sanguinibus genitus, sed ex Deo. Quarto, quis est homo ille qui a Christo alitur in coena, an-vere, 
an imaginarie. Quinto, quae sit gratia adventus Christi. Annon eousque regnavit mors? annon 
patres omnes fuerunt antea in inferno? Demum te precor, ne graveris iterum legere quartum 
librum de Baptismo (in the printed Restitutio it is entitled Deuteronomy Regeneratione superna, 
et de regno Antichristi, pp. 355-576). Nam videris eum nondum legisse. Deus misereatur nostri. 
Amen." Opera, VIII. 486. 
 
{1073} VIII. 487-495. 
 
{1074} "Quod me rogas tibi de aliis quoque capitibus respondeam, id facerem, Si possem 
breviter. Neque enim satis divino quid proprie desideres. Magis autem sum occupatas quam ut 
tibi uni vacet libros integros scribere. Deinde nihil quaeris quod non reperias in mea Institutione, 
si illinc petere libeat. Quanquam labori non parcerem, si mihi notus esset scopus quo tendis." P. 
494. 
 
{1075} "Quoscunque meos libros nancisci potuit, non destitit insulsis conviciis farcire, ut nullam 
paginam a suo vomitu puram relinqueret." P. 481. Comp. the French in the fifth footnote. 
 
{1076} Calvin’s letter to Jean Frellon and Frellon’s letter to Servetus, both in French, found their 
way into the judicial archives of the archbishop of Vienne, and were first published by the Abbe 
d’Artigny, Paris, 1749 (in Nouveaux Memoires d’histoire, tom. II. 70), and independently from a 
copy of the original, by Mosheim, Helmstadt, 1750 (in his Neue Nachrichten von Mich. Serveto, 
pp. 89, 90). They are reprinted in Henry, III. 132, and in Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 833 sq. 
 
{1077} "Je luy ay bien voulu rabbatre un petit de son orgueil, parlant a luy plus durement que ma 
coustume ne porte." 
 
{1078} On the envelope is written: "A mon bon frere et amy maistre Michel Villanovanus 
Docteur en Medicine soyt donnee ceste presente a Vienne." 
 
{1079} See p. 692. Bolsec speaks of a similar letter to Viret, from which he quotes this passage: 
"Servetus cupit huc venire, sed a me accessitus. Egoautem nunquam committam, ut fidem meam 
eotenus obstrictam habeat. lam enim constitutum habeo, si veniat, nunquam pati, ut salvus 
exeat." But no such letter has been found. Perhaps it was the same as the letter to Farel, which 
may have been sent first to Viret, as Farel was at that time in Metz (Henry, III. 133). Bolsec 



asserts also (p. 21) that Calvin informed the Cardinal de Tournon of the heresy of Servetus, but 
that the Cardinal laughed at the idea of one heretic accusing another. 
 
{1080} "A me nihil posthac extorquebit." See Henry, II. 460; III. 134. 
 
{1081} Restit. pp. 577-664; reprinted in Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 645-714, from Chr. Theoph. de 
Murr’s ed., with marginal variations of the Paris copy. The manuscripts are not extant. 
 
{1082} "Draconis fuit haec triceps illusio, quae in sophistas facile irrepsit, instante regno 
Antichristi. An-non legisti ibi spiritum draconis, spiritum bestiae, et spiritum pseudoprophetae 
tres spiritus? Tres sunt vere daemoniorum spiritus, a quibus occupatitenentur, qui bestiae 
trinitatem agnoscunt. Orbem hi tres spiritus concitant contra agnum immaculatum Iesum 
Christum, filium Dei, apo. 16. Falsi ergo sunt trinitariorum invisibiles dii, adeo falsi, sicut dii 
Babyloniorum: cum praesertim dii illi in Babylone colantur. Vale." Restit. pp. 680, 581. 
 
{1083} It was not signed, but written very legibly by his own hand, and was acknowledged as his. 
Henry gives a facsimile of it at the end of his third volume, from the archives of Geneva. It is 
reprinted in Opera, VIII. 750 sq. "Every line of this letter," as Dyer (p. 309) well says, "betrays 
the heated and fanatical imagination of the writer, and his hatred of Calvin and the Genevese 
Church." 
 
{1084} "Evangelium vestrum est sine uno Deo, sine fide vera, sine bonis operibus. Pro uno Deo 
habetis tricipitem cerberum, pro fide vera habetis fatale somnium, et opera bona dicitis esse 
inanes picturas. Christi fides est vobis merus fucus, nihil efficiens; homo est vobis iners truncus, 
et Deus est vobis servi arbitrii chimaera. Regenerationem ex aqua coelestem non agnoscitis, sed 
velut fabulam habetis. Regnum caelorum clauditis ante homines, ut rem imaginariam a nobis 
excludendo. Vae vobis, vae, vae!" 
 
{1085} "Mihi ob eam rem moriendum esse certo scio, sed non propterea animo deficior, ut fiam 
discipulum similis praeceptori. Hoc doleo, quod per vos non licuit mihi emendare locos aliquot in 
scriptis meis, quae sunt apud Calvinum. Vale, et a me non amplius literas exspecta. Super 
custodiam meam stabo, contemplabor, et videbo quid sit dicturus. Nam veniet, certe veniet, et non 
tardabit."  



146. "The Restitution of Christianity." 
 
During his sojourn at Vienne, Servetus prepared his chief theological work under the title, "The 
Restitution of Christianity." He must have finished the greater part of it in manuscript as early as 
1546, seven years before its publication in print; for in that year, as we have seen, he sent a copy 
to Calvin, which he tried to get back to make some corrections, but Calvin had sent it to Viret at 
Lausanne, where it was detained. It was afterwards used at the trial and ordered by the Council of 
Geneva to be burnt at the stake, together with the printed volume. {1086} 
 
The proud title indicates the pretentious and radical character of the book. It was chosen, 
probably, with reference to Calvin’s, "Institution of the Christian Religion." In opposition to the 
great Reformer he claimed to be a Restorer. The Hebrew motto on the title-page was taken from 
Daniel 12:1: "And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince;" the Greek motto from 
Revelation 12:7: "And there was war in heaven," which is followed by the words, "Michael and 
his angels going forth to war with the dragon; and the dragon warred, and his angels; and they 
prevailed not, neither was their place found any more in heaven. And the great dragon was cast 
down, the old serpent, he that is called the Devil and Satan, the deceiver of the whole world." 
 
The identity of the Christian name of the author with the name of the archangel is significant. 
Servetus fancied that the great battle with Antichrist was near at hand or had already begun, and 
that he was one of Michael’s warriors, if not Michael himself. {1087} 
 
His "Restitution of Christianity" was a manifesto of war. The woman in the twelfth chapter of 
Revelation he understood to be the true Church; her child, whom God saves, is the Christian faith; 
the great red dragon with seven heads and horns is the pope of Rome, the Antichrist predicted by 
Daniel, Paul, and John. At the time of Constantine and the Council of Nicaea, which divided the 
one God into three parts, the dragon began to drive the true Church into the wilderness, and 
retained his power for twelve hundred and sixty prophetic days or years; but now his reign is 
approaching to a close. 
 
He was fully conscious of a divine mission to overthrow the tyranny of the papal and Protestant 
Antichrist, and to restore Christianity to its primitive purity. "The task we have undertaken," he 
says in the preface, "is sublime in majesty, easy in perspicuity, and certain in demonstration; for it 
is no less than to make God known in his substantial manifestation by the Word and his divine 
communication by the Spirit, both comprised in Christ alone, through whom alone do we plainly 
discern how the deity of the Word and the Spirit may be apprehended in man. We shall now see 
God, unseen before, with his face revealed, and behold him shining in ourselves, if we open the 
door and enter in. It is high time to open this door and this way of the light, without which no one 
can read the sacred Scriptures, or know God, or become a Christian." Then he gives a brief 
summary of topics, and closes the preface with this prayer:— 
 
"O Christ Jesus, Son of God, who hast been given to us from heaven, who in thyself makest the 
Deity visibly manifest, open thyself to thy servant that so great a manifestation may be truly 
understood. Grant unto me now, who entreats thee, thy good Spirit, and the efficacious word; 
direct my mind and my pen that I may declare the glory of thy divinity and give expression to the 
true faith concerning thee. The cause is thine, and it is by a certain divine impulse that I am led to 
treat of thy glory from the Father, and the glory of thy Spirit. I once began to treat of it, and now I 
am constrained to do so again; for the time is, in truth, completed, as I shall now show to all the 
pious, from the certainty of the thing itself and from the manifest signs of the times. Thou hast 



taught us that a lamp must not be hidden. Woe unto me if I do not preach the gospel. It concerns 
the common cause of all Christians, to which we are all bound." 
 
He forwarded the manuscript to a publisher in Basel, Marrinus, who declined it in a letter, dated 
April 9, 1552, because it could not be safely published in that city at that time. He then made an 
arrangement with Balthasar Arnoullet, bookseller and publisher at Vienne, and Guillaume 
Gueroult, his brother-in-law and manager of his printing establishment, who had run away from 
Geneva for bad conduct. He assured them that there were no errors in the book, and that, on the 
contrary, it was directed against the doctrines of Luther, Calvin, Melanchthon, and other heretics. 
He agreed to withhold his and their names and the name of the place of publication from the title-
page. He assumed the whole of the expense of publication, and paid them in advance the sum of 
one hundred gold dollars. No one in France knew at that time that his real name was Servetus, 
and that he was the author of the work, "On the Errors of the Trinity." 
 
The "Restitution" was secretly printed in a small house, away from the known establishment, 
within three or four months, and finished on the third of January, 1553. He corrected the proofs 
himself, but there are several typographical errors in it. The whole impression of one thousand 
copies was made up into bales of one hundred copies each; five bales were sent as white paper to 
Pierre Martin, type-founder of Lyons, to be forwarded by sea to Genoa and Venice; another lot to 
Jacob Bestet, bookseller at Chatillon; and a third to Frankfort. Calvin obtained one or more 
copies, probably from his friend Frellon of Lyons. {1088} 
 
The first part of the "Restitution" is a revised and enlarged edition of the seven books "On the 
Errors of the Trinity." The seven books are condensed into five; and these are followed by two 
dialogues on the Trinity between Michael and Peter, which take the place of the sixth and seventh 
books of the older work. The other part of the "Restitution," which covers nearly two-thirds of the 
volume (pp. 287-734), is new, and embraces three books on Faith and the Righteousness of the 
Kingdom of Christ (287-354), four books on Regeneration and the Reign of Antichrist (355-576), 
thirty letters to Calvin (577-664), Sixty Signs of Antichrist (664-670), and the Apology to 
Melanchthon on the Mystery of the Trinity and on Ancient Discipline (671-734). Calvin and 
Melanchthon are the two surviving Reformers whom he confronts as the representatives of 
orthodox Protestantism. {1089} 
 
{1086} He declared at the trial in Geneva, Aug. 17, 1553, that he sent a copy to Calvin about six 
years before, in order to get his judgment ("il y a-environ six ans, pour en avoir son jugement"). 
Opera, VIII. 734. Calvin informed Farel, Feb. 13, 1646, that Servetus had sent him a large 
volume of ravings, which must be the Restitutio. 
 
Baron F. de Schickler, President of the "Societe de l’Histoire du Protestantism franacais," informs 
me (June 3, 1892) that the library of this society (52 rue des Saint Peres, Paris) possesses a 
manuscript copy of the Restitutio, which was made with great accuracy, as he thinks, in 1613, 
from a copy, that existed at that time in the library of Cassel. But it seems that it was transcribed 
from a printed copy, for on the first page of the MS. is written: Hic liber erat in octavo (ut 
loquuntur) impressus, et paginas continebat 734 [the number of the printed pages]. "Pertinebat 
ad Mauricii illustratissimi Hessiae principis ac Dom. bibliothecam quae Casellis est, urbe illius 
reaionis metropoli et principis sede." 
 
{1087} In the first Dialogue on the Trinity between Peter and Michael. Peter says: "En adest, 
Servetus est, quem ego quaerebam." Restit. p. 199. This is a direct assertion of his authorship 
which he concealed on the title-page, and only intimated on the last page by the initials "M. S. 
V." 



 
{1088} These facts came out at the trial of Vienne. On the few remaining copies of the original 
edition of the Restitutio see above, 136, p. 682. 
 
{1089} Zwingli, Oecolampadius, Capito, Luther, and Bucer had died (in this order) before 1552.  



147. The Theological System of Servetus. 
 
Calvin, in his Refutatio Errorum Mich. Serveti, Opera, vol. VIII. 501-644, presents the doctrines 
of Servetus from his writings, in thirty-eight articles, the response of Servetus, the refutation of 
the response, and then a full examination of his whole system.—H. Tollin: Das Lehrsystem 
Michael Servet’s genetisch dargestellt. Gutersloh, 1878, 3 vols. 8. The most complete exposition 
of the theological opinions of Servetus. 
 
Calvin and Tollin represent two opposite extremes in the doctrinal and personal estimate of 
Servetus: Calvin is wholly polemical, and sees in the Restitutio a volume of ravings ("volumen 
deliriorum") and a chaos of blasphemies ("prodigiosum blasphemiarum chaos"); Tollin is wholly 
apologetical and eulogistic, and admires it as an anticipation of reverent, Christocentric theology; 
neither of them is strictly historical. 
 
Trechsel’s account (I. 119-144) is short, but impartial.—Baur, in his "History of the Doctrine of 
the Trinity and the Incarnation" (Tubingen, 1843, 3 vols.) devotes, with his usual critical grasp 
and speculative insight, fifty pages to Servet’s views on God and Christ (I. 54-103). Dorner, in his 
great "History of the Doctrine of the Person of Christ" (Berlin, 1853), discusses his Christology 
profoundly, but rather briefly (II. 649-656). Both recognize the force of his arguments against the 
dyophysitism of the Chalcedonian Christology, and compare his Christology with that of 
Apollinaris. 
 
Before we proceed to the heresy trial, we must give a connected statement of the opinions of 
Servetus as expressed in his last and most elaborate work. 
 
To his contemporaries the Restitutio appeared to be a confused compound of Sabellian, 
Samosatenic, Arian, Apollinarian, and Pelagian heresies, mixed with Anabaptist errors and Neo-
platonic, pantheistic speculations. The best judges—Calvin, Saisset, Trechsel, Baur, Dorner, 
Harnack—find the root of his system in pantheism. Tollin denies his pantheism, although he 
admits the pantheistic coloring of some of his expressions; he distinguishes no less than five 
phases in his theology before it came to its full maturity, and characterizes it as an "intensive, 
extensive, and protensive Panchristism, or ‘Christocentricism.’" {1090} 
 
Servetus was a mystic theosophist and Christopantheist. Far from being a sceptic or rationalist, he 
had very strong, positive convictions of the absolute truth of the Christian religion. He regarded 
the Bible as an infallible source of truth, and accepted the traditional canon without dispute. So 
far he agreed with evangelical Protestantism; but he differed from it, as well as from Romanism, 
in principle and aim. He claimed to stand above both parties as the restorer of primitive 
Christianity, which excludes the errors and combines the truths of the Catholic and Protestant 
creeds. 
 
The evangelical Reformation, inspired by the teaching of St. Paul and Augustin, was primarily a 
practical movement, and proceeded from a deep sense of sin and grace in opposition to prevailing 
Pelagianism, and pointed the people directly to Christ as the sole and sufficient fountain of 
pardon and peace to the troubled conscience; but it retained all the articles of the Apostles’ Creed, 
and especially the doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation. It should be noticed, however, that 
Melanchthon, in the first edition of his Loci (1521), omitted these mysteries as objects of 
adoration rather than of speculation, {1091} and that Calvin, in the controversy with Caroli, spoke 



lightly of the Nicene and Athanasian terminology, which was derived from Greek philosophy 
rather than from the Bible. 
 
Servetus, with the Bible as his guide, aimed at a more radical revolution than the Reformers. He 
started with a new doctrine of God and of Christ, and undermined the very foundations of the 
Catholic creed. The three most prominent negative features of his system are three denials: the 
denial of the orthodox dogma of the Trinity, as, set forth in the Nicene Creed; the denial of the 
orthodox Christology, as determined by the Oecumenical Council of Chalcedon; and the denial of 
infant baptism, as practised everywhere except by the Anabaptists. From these three sources he 
derived all the evils and corruptions of the Church. The first two denials were the basis of the 
theoretical revolution, the third was the basis of the practical revolution which he felt himself 
providentially called to effect by his anonymous book. 
 
Those three negations in connection with what appeared to be shocking blasphemy, though not 
intended as such, made him an object of horror to all orthodox Christians of his age, Protestants 
as well as Roman Catholic, and led to his double condemnation, first at Vienne, and then at 
Geneva. So far he was perfectly understood by his contemporaries, especially by Calvin and 
Melanchthon. But the positive features, which he substituted for the Nicene and Chalcedonian 
orthodoxy, were not appreciated in their originality, and seemed to be simply a repetition of old 
and long-condemned heresies. 
 
There were Antitrinitarians before Servetus, not only in the ante-Nicene age, but also in the 
sixteenth century, especially among the Anabaptists—such as Hetzer, Denck, Campanus, 
Melchior Hoffmann, Reed, Martini, David Joris. {1092} But he gathered their sporadic ideas into 
a coherent original system, and gave them a speculative foundation. {1093} 
 
1. Christology. 
 
Servetus begins the "Restitution," as well as his first book against the Trinity, with the doctrine of 
Christ. He rises from the humanity of the historical Jesus of Nazareth to his Messiahship and 
Divine Sonship, and from this to his divinity. {1094} This is, we may say, the view of the 
Synoptical Gospels, as distinct from the usual orthodox method which, with the Prologue of the 
fourth Gospel, descends from his divinity to his humanity through the act of the incarnation of the 
second person of the Trinity. In this respect he anticipates the modern humanitarian Christology. 
Jesus is, according to Servetus, begotten, not of the first person of God, but of the essence of the 
one undivided and indivisible God. He is born, according to the flesh, of the Virgin Mary by the 
overshadowing cloud of the Spirit. {Matthew 1:18,20,23 Luke 1:32,35} The whole aim of the 
gospel is to lead men to believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. {1095}  {comp. John 
20:31} But the term "Son of God" is in the Scriptures always used of the man Jesus, and never of 
the Logos. {1096} He is the one true and natural son of God, born of the substance of God; we are 
sons by adoption, by an act of grace. We are made sons of God by faith. {John 1:12 Galatians 
3:26 Romans 8:23 Ephesians 1:5} He is, moreover, truly and veritably God. The whole essence 
of God is manifest in him; God dwells in him bodily. {1097} 
 
To his last breath Servetus worshipped Jesus as the Son of the eternal God. But he did not admit 
him to be the eternal Son of God except in an ideal and pantheistic sense, in which the whole 
world was in the mind of God from eternity, and comprehended in the Divine Wisdom (Sophia) 
and the Divine Word (Logos). 
 
He opposed the Chalcedonian dualism and aimed (like Apollinaris) at an organic unity of Christ’s 
person, but made him a full human personality (while Apollinaris substituted the divine Logos for 



the human spirit, and thus made Christ only a half man). He charges the scholastic and orthodox 
divines, whom he calls sophists and opponents of the truth, with making two Sons of God—one 
invisible and eternal, another visible and temporal. They deny, he says, that Jesus is truly man by 
teaching that he has two distinct natures with a communication of attributes. {1098} Christ does 
not consist of, or in, two natures. He had no previous personal pre-existence as a second 
hypostasis: his personality dates from his conception and birth. But this man Jesus is, at the same 
time, consubstantial with God (omoousio). As man and wife are one in the flesh of their son, so 
God and man are one in Christ. {1099} The flesh of Christ is heavenly and born of the very 
substance of God. {1100} By the deification of the flesh of Christ he materialized God, destroyed 
the real humanity of Christ, and lost himself in the maze of a pantheistic mysticism. 
 
2. Theology. 
 
The fundamental doctrine of Servetus was the absolute unity, simplicity, and indivisibility of the 
Divine being, in opposition to the tripersonality or threefold hypostasis of orthodoxy. {1101} In 
this respect he makes common cause with the Jews and Mohammedans, and approvingly quotes 
the Koran. He violently assails Athanasius, Hilary, Augustin, John of Damascus, Peter the 
Lombard, and other champions of the dogma of the Trinity. {1102} But he claims the ante-Nicene 
Fathers, especially Justin, Clement of Alexandria, Irenaeus, and Tertullian, for his view. He calls 
all Trinitarians "tritheists" and "atheists." {1103} They have not one absolute God, but a three-
parted, collective, composite God—that is, an unthinkable, impossible God, which is no God at 
all. They worship three idols of the demons,—a three-headed monster, like the Cerberus of the 
Greek mythology. {1104} One of their gods is unbegotten, the second is begotten, the third 
proceeding. One died, the other two did not die. Why is not the Spirit begotten, and the Son 
proceeding? By distinguishing the Trinity in the abstract from the three persons separately 
considered, they have even four gods. The Talmud and the Koran, he thinks, are right in opposing 
such nonsense and blasphemy. 
 
He examines in detail the various patristic and scholastic proof texts for the Trinity, as Genesis 
18:2 Exodus 3:6 Psalm 2:7 110:1 Isaiah 7:14 John 1:1 3:13 8:58 10:18 14:10 Colossians 1:15 2:9 
1 Peter 3:19 Hebrews 1:2. 
 
Yet, after all, he taught himself a sort of trinity, but substitutes the terms "dispositions," 
"dispensations," "economies," for hypostases and persons. In other words, he believed, like 
Sabellius, in a trinity of revelation or manifestation, but not in a trinity of essence or substance. 
He even avowed, during the trial at Geneva, a trinity of persons and the eternal personality of 
Christ; but he understood the term, person "in the original sense of a mask used by players on the 
stage, not in the orthodox sense of a distinct hypostasis or real personality that had its own proper 
life in the Divine essence from eternity, and was manifested in time in the man Jesus." {1105} 
 
Servetus distinguished—with Plato, Philo, the Neo-Platonists, and several of the Greek Fathers—
between an ideal, invisible, uncreated, eternal world and the real, visible, created, temporal world. 
In God, he says, are from eternity the ideas or forms of all things: these are called "Wisdom" or 
"Logos," "the Word". {John 1:1} He identifies this ideal world with "the Book of God," wherein 
are recorded all things that happen, {Deuteronomy 32:32 Psalm 139:16 Revelation 5:1} and with 
the living creatures and four whirling wheels full of eyes, in the vision of Ezekiel (1:5; 10:12). 
The eyes of God are living fountains in which are reflected all things, great and small, even the 
hairs of our head, {Matthew 10:30} but particularly the elect, whose names are recorded in a 
special book. 
 



The Word or Wisdom of God, he says, was the seed out of which Christ was born, and the birth 
of Christ is the model of all births. {1106} The Word may be called also the soul of Christ, which 
comprehends the ideas of all things. In Christ was the life, and the life was the light of the world. 
{John 1:4 sqq.} He goes here into speculations about the nature of light and of the heavenly 
bodies, and ventilates his Hebrew learning. He distinguishes three heavens—the two material 
heavens of water and air, spoken of by Moses in the account of creation, {1107} and a third, 
spiritual heaven of fire, the heaven of heavens, to which Paul was elevated, {2 Corinthians 12:2} 
in which God and Christ dwell, and which gives splendor to the angels. Christ has revealed the 
true heaven to us, which was unknown to the Jews. 
 
All things are one in God, in whom they consist. {1108} There is one fundamental ground or 
principle and head of all things, and this is Jesus Christ our Lord. {1109} 
 
In the fifth book, Servetus discusses the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. He identifies him with the 
Word, from which he differs only in the form of existence. God is, figuratively speaking, the 
Father of the Spirit, as he is the Father of Wisdom and the Word. The Spirit is not a third 
metaphysical being, but the Spirit of God himself. To receive the Holy Spirit means to receive the 
anointing of God. The indwelling of the Spirit in us is the indwelling of God. {1 Corinthians 3:16 
6:19 2 Corinthians 6:16 Ephesians 2:22} He who lies to the Holy Spirit lies to God. {Acts 5:4} 
The Spirit is a modus, a form of divine existence. He is also called the Spirit of Christ and the 
Spirit of the Son. {Galatians 4:6 Romans 8:9 1 Peter 1:11} The human spirit is a spark of the 
Divine Spirit, an image of the Wisdom of God, created, yet similar. God breathes his Spirit into 
man in his birth, and again in regeneration. 
 
In connection with this subject, Servetus goes into an investigation of the vital spirits in man, and 
gives a minute description of the lesser circulation of the blood, which, as we have seen, he first 
discovered. {1110} He studied theology as a physician and surgeon, and studied medicine as a 
theologian. 
 
He discusses also the procession of the Spirit, which he regards not as a metaphysical and eternal 
process, but as a historical manifestation, identical with the mission. Herein he differs from both 
the Greek and the Latin theories, but unjustly charges the Greeks (who distinguish the procession 
from the Father alone, and the mission from the Father and the Son) with error in denying the 
Filioque. The Spirit, he says, proceeds from the Father and the Son, and he proceeds from the 
Father through the Son, who is the proper fountain of the Spirit. But he dates this procession from 
the day of Pentecost. In the Old Testament the Holy Spirit was unknown, which he proves from 
John 7:39 and Acts 19:2 (but contrary to such passages as Psalm 51:13 1 Samuel 10:6 16:13 
Isaiah 11:2 61:1 1 Peter 1:11). The spirit in the Old Testament was only a spirit of servitude and 
fear, not of adoption and love. {Romans 8:15 Galatians 4:6} Christ calls us friends and brethren. 
{John 15:15 20:17} The Jews knew only a sanctification of the flesh and external things, not of 
the spirit. The anointing we receive from Christ is the anointing of the Spirit. {2 Corinthians 1:21 
1 John 2:20,27} The Holy Spirit becomes ours in regeneration. We are deified or made partakers 
of the divine nature by Christ. 
 
3. Christopantheism. 
 
The premises and conclusions of the speculations of Servetus are pantheistic. He adopts the 
conception of God as the all-embracing substance. "All is one and one is all, because all things 
are one in God, and God is the substance of all things." {1111} As the Word of God is essentially 
man, so the Spirit of God is essentially the spirit of man. By the power of the resurrection all the 
primitive elements of the body and spirit have been renewed, glorified, and immortalized, and all 



these are communicated to us by Christ in baptism and the Lord’s Supper. The Holy Spirit is the 
breath from the mouth of Christ. {John 20:22} As God breathes into man the soul with the air, so 
Christ breathes into his disciples the Holy Spirit with the air. The deity in the stone is stone, in 
gold it is gold, in the wood it is wood, according to the proper ideas of things. "In a more 
excellent way the deity in man is man, in the spirit it is spirit." {1112} "God dwells in the Spirit, 
and God is Spirit. God dwells in the fire, and God is fire; God dwells in the light, and God is 
light; God dwells in the mind, and he is the mind itself." In one of his letters to Calvin he says: 
"Containing the essence of the universe in himself, God is everywhere, and in everything, and in 
such wise that he shows himself to us as fire, as a flower, as a stone." God is always in the 
process of becoming. {1113} Evil as well as good is comprised in his essence. He quotes Isaiah 
45:7: "I form the light, and create darkness; I make peace, and create evil; I am the Lord, that 
doeth all these things." The evil differs from the good only in the direction. 
 
When Calvin charged him with pantheism, Servetus restated his view in these words: "God is in 
all things by essence, presence, and power, and himself sustains all things." {1114} Calvin 
admitted this, but denied the inference that the substantial Deity is in all creatures, and, as the 
latter confessed before the judges, even in the pavement on which they stand, and in the devils. 
{1115} In his last reply to Calvin he tells him: "With Simon Magus you shut up God in a corner; I 
say, that he is all in all things; all beings are sustained in God." {1116} 
 
He frequently refers with approval to Plato and the NeoPlatonists (Plotin, Jamblichus, Proclus, 
Porphyry). {1117} 
 
But his views differ from the ordinary pantheism. He substitutes for a cosmopantheism a 
Christopantheism. Instead of saying, The world is the great God, he says, Christ is the great God. 
{1118} By Christ, however, he means only the ideal Christ; for he denied the eternity of the real 
Christ. 
 
4. Anthropology and Soteriology. {1119} 
 
Servetus was called a Pelagian by Calvin. This is true only with some qualifications. He denied 
absolute predestination and the slavery of the human will, as taught first by all the Reformers. He 
admitted the fall of Adam in consequence of the temptation by the devil, and he admitted also 
hereditary sin (which Pelagius denied), but not hereditary guilt. Hereditary sin is only a disease 
for which the child is not responsible. (This was also the view of Zwingli.) There is no guilt 
without knowledge of good and evil. {1120} Actual transgression is not possible before the time 
of age and responsibility, that is, about the twentieth year. {1121} He infers this from such 
passages as Exodus 30:14 38:26 Numbers 14:29 32:11 Deuteronomy 1:39. 
 
The serpent has entered human flesh and taken possession of it. There is a thorn in the flesh, a 
law of the members antagonistic to the law of God; but this does not condemn infants, nor is it 
taken away in baptism (as the Catholics hold), for it dwells even in saints, and the conflict 
between the spirit and the serpent goes on through life. {1122} But Christ offers his help to all, 
even to infants and their angels. {1123} 
 
In the fallen state man has still a free-will, reason, and conscience, which connect him with the 
divine grace. Man is still the image of God. Hence the punishment of murder, which is an attack 
upon the divine majesty in man. {Genesis 9:6} Every man is enlightened by the Logos. {John 
1:17} We are of divine origin. {Acts 17:29} The doctrine of the, slavery of the human will is a 
great fallacy (magna fallacia), and turns divine grace into a pure machine. It makes men idle, and 
neglect prayer, fasting, and almsgiving. God is free himself and gives freedom to every man, and 



his grace works freely in man. It is our impiety which turns the gift of freedom into slavery. 
{1124} The Reformers blaspheme God by their doctrine of total depravity and their depreciation 
of good works. All true philosophers and theologians teach that divinity is implanted in man, and 
that the soul is of the same essence with God. {1125} 
 
As to predestination, there is, strictly speaking, no before nor after in God, as he is not subject to 
time. But he is just and merciful to all his creatures, especially to the little flock of the elect. 
{1126} He condemns no one who does not condemn himself. 
 
Servetus rejected also the doctrine of forensic justification by faith alone, as injurious to 
sanctification. He held that man is justified by faith and good works, and appealed to the second 
chapter of James and the obedience of Abraham. On this point he sympathized more with the 
Roman theory. Justification is not a declaratory act of imputation, but an efficacious act by which 
man is changed and made righteous. Love is greater than faith and knowledge, because God is 
love. It embraces all good works which clothe, preserve, and strengthen faith and increase the 
reward of future glory. He who loves is better than he who believes. {1127} 
 
5. The Sacraments. {1128} 
 
Servetus admitted only two sacraments, therein agreeing with the Protestants, but held original 
views on both. 
 
(a) As to the sacrament of Baptism, he taught, with the Catholic Church, baptismal regeneration, 
but rejected, with the Anabaptists, infant baptism. 
 
Baptism is a saving ordinance by which we receive the remission of sins, are made Christians, 
and enter the kingdom of heaven as priests and kings, through the power of the Holy Spirit who 
sanctifies the water. {1129} It is the death of the old man and the birth of the new man. By 
baptism we put on Christ and live a new life in him. {1130} 
 
But baptism must be preceded by the preaching of the gospel, the illumination of the Spirit, and 
repentance, which, according to the preaching of John the Baptist and of Christ, is the necessary 
condition of entering the kingdom of God. Therefore, Servetus infers, no one is a fit subject for 
baptism before he has reached manhood. By the law of Moses priests were not anointed before 
the thirtieth year. {Numbers 4:3} Joseph was thirty years old when he was raised from the prison 
to the throne. {Genesis 41:46} According to the rabbinical tradition Adam was born or created in 
his thirtieth year. Christ was baptized in the Jordan when he was thirty years, {Luke 3:21-23} and 
that is the model of all true Christian baptism. {1131} He was circumcised in infancy, but the 
carnal circumcision is the type of the spiritual circumcision of the heart, not of water baptism. 
{1132} Circumcision was adapted to real infants who have not yet committed actual 
transgression; baptism is intended for spiritual infants—that is, for responsible persons who have 
a childlike spirit and begin a new life. 
 
(b) Servetus rejected Infant Baptism as irreconcilable with these views, and as absurd. He called 
it a doctrine of the devil, an invention of popery, and a total subversion of Christianity. {1133} He 
saw in it the second root of all the corruptions of the Church, as the dogma of the Trinity was the 
first root 
 
By his passionate opposition to infant baptism he gave as much offence to Catholics and 
Protestants as by his opposition to the dogma of the Trinity. But while on this point he went 
further than the most fanatical Anabaptists, he did not belong to their society, and rejected the 



revolutionary opinions concerning obedience to government, and holding civil and military 
offices. 
 
Children are unfit to perform the office of priests which is given to us in baptism. They have no 
faith, they cannot repent, and cannot enter into a covenant. Moreover, they do not need the bath 
of regeneration for the remission of sins, as they have not yet committed actual transgression. 
 
But children are not lost if they die without baptism. Adam’s sin is remitted to all by the merits of 
Christ. They are excluded from the Church on earth; they must die and go to Sheol; but Christ 
will raise them up on the resurrection day and save them in heaven. The Scripture does not 
condemn the Ismaelites or the Ninevites or other barbarians. Christ gives his blessing to 
unbaptized children. How could the most merciful Lord, who bore the sins of a guilty world, 
condemn those who have not committed an impiety? {1134} 
 
Servetus agreed with Zwingli, the Anabaptists, and the Second Scotch Confession, in rejecting 
the cruel Roman dogma, which excludes all unbaptized infants, even of Christian parents, from 
the kingdom of heaven. 
 
(c) In the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, Servetus differs from the Roman Catholic, the Lutheran, 
and the Zwinglian theories, and approaches, strange to say, the doctrine of his great antagonist, 
Calvin. {1135} Baptism and the Lord’s Supper represent the birth and the nourishment of the new 
man. By the former we receive the spirit of Christ; by the latter we receive the body of Christ, but 
in a spiritual and mystical manner. Baptism kindles and strengthens faith; the eucharist 
strengthens love and unites us more and more to Christ. By neglecting this ordinance the spiritual 
man famishes and dies away. The heavenly man needs heavenly food, which nourishes him to life 
eternal. {1136} {John 6:53} 
 
Servetus distinguishes three false theories on the Lord’s Supper, and calls their advocates 
transubstantiatores (Romanists), impanatores (Lutherans), and tropistae (Zwinglians). {1137} 
 
Against the first two theories, which agree in teaching a carnal presence and manducation of 
Christ’s body and blood by all communicants, he urges that spiritual food cannot be received by 
the mouth and stomach, but only by the spiritual organs of faith and love. He refers, like Zwingli, 
to the passage in John 6:63, as the key for understanding the words of institution and the 
mysterious discourse on eating the flesh and drinking the blood of Christ. 
 
He is most severe against the papal doctrine of transubstantiation or transelementation; because it 
turns bread into no-bread, and would make us believe that the body of Christ is eaten even by 
wild beasts, dogs, and mice. He calls this dogma a Satanic monstrosity and an invention of 
demons. {1138} 
 
To the Tropists he concedes that bread and wine are symbols, but he objects to the idea of the 
absence of Christ in heaven. They are symbols of a really present, not of an absent Christ. {1139} 
He is the living head and vitally connected with all his members. A head cut off from the body 
would be a monster. To deny the real presence of Christ is to destroy his reign. {1140} He came 
to us to abide with us forever. He withdrew only his visible presence till the day of judgment, but 
promised to be with us invisibly, but none the less really, to the end of the world. {1141} 
 
6. The Kingdom of Christ, and the Reign of Antichrist. {1142} 
 



We have already noticed the apocalyptic fancies of Servetus. He could not find the kingdom of 
God or the kingdom of heaven, so often spoken of in the Gospels (while Christ speaks only twice 
of the "Church"), in any visible church organization of his day. The true Church flourished in the 
first three centuries, but then fled into the wilderness, pursued by the dragon; there she has a place 
prepared by God, and will remain "a thousand two hundred and threescore prophetic days" or 
years—that {Revelation 12:6} is, from 325 till 1585. 
 
The reign of Antichrist, with its corruptions and abominations, began with three contemporaneous 
events: the first Oecumenical Council of Nicaea (325), which split the one Godhead into three 
idols; the union of Church and State under Constantine, when the king became a monk; and the 
establishment of the papacy under Sylvester, when the bishop became a king. {1143} From the 
same period he dates the general practice of infant baptism with its destructive consequences. 
Since that time the true Christians were everywhere persecuted and not allowed to assemble. 
They were scattered as sheep in the wilderness. 
 
Servetus fully agreed with the Reformers in opposition to the papacy as an antichristian power, 
but went much further, and had no better opinion of the Protestant churches. He called the Roman 
Church "the most beastly of beasts and the most impudent of harlots." {1144} 
 
He finds no less than sixty signs or marks of the reign of Antichrist in the eschatological 
discourses of Christ, in (Daniel 7 and 12), in Paul, {2 Thessalonians 2:3,4 1 Timothy 4:1} and 
especially in the Apocalypse (Rev. 13-18). 
 
But this reign is now drawing to a close. The battle of Michael with Antichrist has already begun 
in heaven and on earth, and the author of the "Restitution" has sounded the trumpet of war, which 
will end in the victory of Christ and the true Church. Servetus might have lived to see the 
millennium (in 1585), but he expected to fall in the battle, and to share in the first resurrection. 
 
He concludes his eschatological chapter on the reign of Antichrist with these words: "Whosoever 
truly believes that the pope is Antichrist, will also truly believe that the papistical trinity, 
paedobaptism, and the other sacraments of popery are doctrines of the daemons. O Christ Jesus, 
thou Son of God, most merciful deliverer, who so often didst deliver thy people from distresses, 
deliver us poor sinners from this Babylonian captivity of Antichrist, from his hypocrisy, his 
tyranny, and his idolatry. Amen." {1145} 
 
7. Eschatology. 
 
Servetus was charged by Calvin and the Council of Geneva with denying the immortality of the 
soul. This was a heresy punishable by death. Etienne Dolet was executed on the place Maubert at 
Paris, Aug. 2, 1546, for this denial. {1146} But Servetus denied the charge. He taught that the 
soul was mortal, that it deserved to die on account of sin, but that Christ communicates to it new 
life by grace. {1147} Christ has brought immortality to light. {2 Timothy  1:10 1 Peter 1:21-25} 
This seems to be the doctrine of conditional immortality of believers. But he held that all the 
souls of the departed go to the gloomy abode of Sheol to undergo a certain purification before 
judgment. This is the baptism of blood and fire, as distinct from the baptism of water and spirit. 
{1 Corinthians 3:11-15} The good and the bad are separated in death. Those who die without 
being regenerated by Christ have no hope. The righteous progress in sanctification. They pray for 
us (for which he gives six reasons, and quotes Zechariah 1:12,13 Luke 15:10 16:27,28 1 
Corinthians 14:18); but we ought not to pray for them, for they do not need our prayers, and there 
is no Scripture precept on the subject. {1148} 
 



The reign of the pope or Antichrist will be followed by the millennial reign of Christ on earth. 
{Revelation 20:4-7} Then will take place the first resurrection. 
 
Servetus was a chiliast, but not in the carnal Jewish sense. He blames Melanchthon for deriding, 
with the papal crowd, all those as chiliasts who believe in the glorious reign of Christ on earth, 
according to the book of Revelation and the teaching of the school of St. John. {1149} 
 
The general resurrection and judgment follow after the millennium. Men will be raised in the 
flower of manhood, the thirtieth year—the year of baptismal regeneration, the year in which 
Christ was baptized and entered upon his public ministry. {1150} "Then wilt thou," so he 
addresses Philip Melanchthon, who, next to Calvin, was his greatest enemy, "with all thy senses, 
see, feel, taste, and hear God himself. If thou dost not believe this, thou dost not believe in a 
resurrection of the flesh and a bodily transformation of thy organs." {1151} 
 
After the general judgment, Christ will surrender his mediatorial reign with its glories to the 
Father, and God will be all in all. {Acts 3:21 1 Corinthians 15:24-28} 
 
{1090} He calls it "Christocentrik," III. Preface, xiii. "Was den Servet zum Servet machte," he 
says, "ist seine Lehre von Christo." Comp. II. 151-159. He assumes that Servetus composed the 
seven books on the "Errors of the Trinity" at different times: books I. and II. at Toulouse in 1528, 
while yet a student of seventeen(!); books III. and IV. at Basel in 1531; the last three books at 
Strassburg; and that the two Dialogues on the Trinity represent the fourth, and the "Restitution" 
the fifth, phrase of his theology. 
 
{1091} In the editions after 1543 he discussed the doctrine of the Trinity and of the person of 
Christ and opposed Servetus. See Baur, III. 19 sqq., and Dorner, II. 613 sqq. 
 
{1092} For an account of their opinions see Trechsel, I. 13-55, and the great works of Baur and 
Dorner, above quoted. 
 
{1093} Baur (l. c.., III. 54) says: "Die in den genannten Irrlehrern oder Schwarmgeistern, wie 
Luther sie treffend nannte, gleich Feuerfunken ausgestreuten und bald da bald dort an einen 
entzundbaren Stoff sich ansezenden Ideen erhielten erst in dem Spanier Michael Servet, welchen 
der Zug seines Geistes demselben Kreise zufuhrte, eine festere Consistenz und Haltung. Diess ist 
es, was Servet seine historische Bedeutung gibt. Er wurde der Mittelpunct, in welchem jene 
vereinzelten, noch formlosen Elemente sich zur Einheit zusammenschlossen und durch die 
Energie seines Geistes sich zu einer in sich zusammenhaengenden Theorie ausbildeten." 
 
{1094} "Ipse homo Iesus est ostium et via, a quo et merito exordium sumam... Pronomine ad 
sensum demonstrante ipsum hominem, verberibus caesum et flagellatum, concedam haec tria 
simpliciter vera esse. Primo, hic est lesus Christus. Secundo, hic est filius Dei. Tertio, hic 
estDeus." Rest. p. 5. 
 
{1095} "Semper dixi, et dico, et dicam, esse omnia scripta, ut credamus, hunc Iesum esse filium 
Dei." Rest. 293. 
 
{1096} "Ne unus quidem dari potest in scripturis locus, in quo ponatur vox filius quae non 
accipiatur pro homine filio." Rest. 689. 
 



{1097} "Christus est Deus. Dicitur vere Deus, substantialiter Deus, cum in eo sit deitas 
corporaliter" (p. 14). He quotes in proof Isaiah 9:6 46:3 John 20:28 Romans 9:5 Philippians 2:5-
11. 
 
{1098} "Negant, hominem esse hominem et concedunt, Deum esse asinum .... Ad eundem modum 
concedunt fieri posse, ut Deus sit asinus, et spiritus sanctus sit mulus, sustentans mulum" (p. 15). 
The same profane and offensive comparisons occur in his first book, and among mediaeval 
schoolmen, who illustrated the relations of the Trinity by the analogy of horse, ass, and mule (in 
mulo equus et asinus; in spiritu pater et filius). They also raised such foolish questions as, 
whether God might not have become an ass or a cucumber as well as a man, and what effect the 
sacrament would have upon a dog or a mouse. From reverence to profanity, as from the sublime 
to the ridiculous, there is only one step. 
 
{1099} "Deus et homo unum sunt in Christo, quo vir et uxor unum sunt in una filii carne.... 
Magnum est mysterium, quod caro illa fit Deo homusios [homousios], in unam hypostasim ei 
connexa. Ita Deus coaluit cum humana natura, ut illum extolleret filium sibi hominem 
generando... Deus et homo unum in ipso sunt." Rest. 269. 
 
{1100} "Caro ipsa Christi est coelestis de substantia Dei genita." Rest. 74; comp. 48, 50, 72, 77. 
 
{1101} Tollin (Thomas Aquinas, der Lehrer Servet’s, in Hilgenfeld’s "Zeitschrift fur 
wissenschaftliche Theologie," 1892) tries to show that Servetus only followed out consistently the 
view of Thomas Aquinas, who proved the simplicity of the divine essence from reason, but the 
Trinity only from the faith of the Church. 
 
{1102} He calls Athanasius and Augustin worshippers of the beast and of images ("Athanasium 
imaginum cultorem cum charactere bestiae," p. 702; comp. p. 398). He probably confounded the 
first Council of Nicaea (325), where Athanasius was present, with the second Council of Nicaea 
(787), which sanctioned the worship of images. For this historical blunder Calvin takes Servetus, 
who set himself up as "temporum omnium censor," severely to task (Opera, VIII. 591 sq.). 
 
{1103} "Veri ergo hi sunt tritoitae [for tritheitae], et veri sunt athei, qui Deum unum non habent, 
nisi tripartitum et aggregativum." Rest. 30; comp. 34. 
 
{1104} Rest. 59, 119, etc. On these expressions, which shocked the pious feelings of all 
Christendom, see above, 141, p. 719. 
 
{1105} In his last reply to Calvin (Opera, VIII. 536), he tells him: "Mentiris. Trinitatem ego voco, 
et doceo, verissimam trinitatem.... Reale discrimen tollo, non personale.... Realem in Deo 
distinctionem ego repudio." Calvin, in his Institutes (I. ch. XIII. 22) gives the following account 
of the trinity of Servetus: "The word Trinity was so odious and even detestable to Servetus, that 
he asserted all Trinitarians, as he called them, to be atheists. I omit his impertinent and scurrilous 
language, but this was the substance of his speculations: That it is representing God as consisting 
of three parts, when three persons are said to subsist in his essence, and that this triad is merely 
imaginary, being repugnant to the divine unity. At the same time he maintained the persons to be 
certain external ideas, which have no real subsistence in the divine essence, but give us a 
figurative representation of God under this or the other form; and, that in the beginning there was 
no distinction in God, because the Word was once the same as the Spirit; but that after Christ 
appeared God of God, there emanated from him another God, even the Spirit. Though he 
sometimes glosses over his impertinencies with allegories, as when he says that the eternal Word 
of God was the Spirit of Christ with God, and the reflection of his image, and that the Spirit was a 



shadow of the Deity; yet he afterwards destroys the deity of both, asserting that according to the 
mode of dispensation there is a part of God in both the Son and the Spirit; just as the same Spirit 
substantially diffused in us, and even on wood and stones, is a portion of the Deity." 
 
{1106} "Verbum ipsum Dei quod erat semen generationis Christi.... Ipsa Christi generatio sit 
aliorum generationum omnium specimen et prototypus.... Vere fuit in Deo substantiate semen 
Christi, et in eo rerum omnium seminales rationes, et exemplares formae." Rest. p. 146. ymv, 
 
{1107} the dual. "Duos coelos ad literam accipimus aarium et aqueum," p. 157. He regards the 
Hebrew word as a contraction of v and ym, and equivalent to "waters" (p. 155); while it is derived 
from hmv, to be high. 
 
{1108} "Omnia sunt unum in Deo, in quo uno consistunt." Rest. 161. 
 
{1109} "Unicum est principium, unica verbi lux, lux omniformis, et caput omnium, Iesus Christus 
dominus noster, principium creaturarum Dei." Rest. 162. 
 
{1110} Rest. 169: "Ut vero totam animae et spiritus rationem habeas, lector, divinam hic 
philosophiam adjungam, quam facile intelligis, si in anatome fueris exercitatus," etc. See above, 
Âc 143, p. 724. 
 
{1111} "Ultimo ex praemissis comprobatur vetus illa sententia, omnia esse unum, quia omnia 
sunt unum in Deo, in quo uno consistunt." Rest. 161. 
 
{1112} "Deitas in lapide est lapis, in auro est aurum, in ligno lignum, secundum proprias ideas. 
Excellentiore iterum modo, deitas in homine est homo, in spiritu est spiritus: sicut adjectio 
hominis in Deo est Deus, et adjectio spiritus hominis in eo est spiritus sanctus." Rest. 182. 
 
{1113} "Semper est Deus in fieri." 
 
{1114} Calv. Opera, VIII. 518, art. XXXIV. 
 
{1115} Ibid. 550: "Sed hinc non sequitur in omnibus creaturis substantialem esse deitatem. Multo 
minus, quod ipse coram judicibus confessus est, pavimentum, quod pedibus calcamus, deitatis 
esse particeps, et in diabolis omnia deorum esse plena." In his Institutes (l. I. ch. 13, 22), Calvin 
calls the promiscuous confusion of the Son of God, and the Spirit with all the creatures, "the most 
execrable (omnium maxime execrandum) of the opinions of Servetus." 
 
{1116} "Cum Simone Mago tu Deum in angulo recludis: ego eum dico esse omnia in omnibus. 
Entia omnia dico in Deo sustineri." In his abusive notes on Calvin’s articles, written in prison. 
Opera, VIII. 548. 
 
{1117} He also quotes for the same purpose Philo, Plutarch, Parmenides, Hermes Trismegistus, 
Zoroaster, and the Jewish rabbis, Aben-Ezra and Moses Egyptius. 
 
{1118} "Mundum Zoroaster et Trismegistus dixerunt, esse magnum Deum. Nos Christum dicimus 
esse magnum Deum, mundi dominum, et omnipotentem.... Iesus Christus, factor mundi, fuit et est 
in Deo substantialiter, verius quam mundus, et per ipsum mundus secundario in Deo consistit." 
Rest. 213. "Unicum est principium, unica verbi lux, lux omniformis, et caput omnium, Iesus 
Christus dominus noster, principium creaturarum Dei." P. 162. 
 



{1119} See here the book Deuteronomy Regenerations superna, et de regno Antichristi, in the 
Restit., pp. 355 sqq. 
 
{1120} "Nullum est penitus nec in coelesti, nec in terrestri justitia, crimen, sine scientia boni et 
mali: quanquam sine ea sint nunc infantium animae sub tenebras in infernum deductae." Rest. 
387. 
 
{1121} "Circa vicesimum annum incipit vera peccatorum remissio, sicut tunc incipiunt vera, et 
actualia secundae mortis peccata." ... 363. "Peccatum mortale non committitur ante vicesimum 
annum, sicut nec crimen corporali justitia capitale." 363 sq. 
 
{1122} Rest. 366: "Quamvis autem universae carni intrusus nunc sit serpens, et originalem 
habeat etiam in carne infantum nidum: hoc tamen nec infantes illos damnat, nec tollitur per 
baptismum, cum sanctis etiam insit. Nec abjiciuntur carnis sordes in baptismo, nec tollitur lex 
membrorum, nec angelus Satanae. Perpetuo in nobis ipsis duos habemus pugnantes principes, 
Deum in spiritu et serpentem in carne." He calls original sin "serpentis occupatio, inhabitatio et 
potestas, ab ipso Adam ducens originem." 
 
{1123} Rest. 369: "Adventus Christi omnia innovavit, et omnibus opem tulit, etiam parvulis, et 
eorum angelis. Coelestia, terrestria, et infernalia, adventum Christi senserunt, et per eum sunt 
immutata." 
 
{1124} Rest. 568:, "Impietas nostra facit arbitrium ex libero servum." 
 
{1125} 634 sq.: "Philosophi veri, ac etiam theologi affirmant, esse menti hominis insitam 
divinitatem esseque animam Deo oJmoouvsion, consubstantialem." 
 
{1126} Rest. 321: "Concludendum est igitur, veram Dei in omnes suas creaturas esse justitiam et 
misericordiam: at in pusillum gregem suum, solum sibi peculiariter praedestinatum, insignem 
gratiae sublimitatem." Melanchthon wrote to Camerarius that Servetus "de justificatione 
manifeste delirat," but Tollin (III. 194) maintains that he supplements the one-sided forensic view 
of the Reformers. Comp. also Henry, III. 267-272. 
 
{1127} See the chapter Deuteronomy Charitate, quid fides efficiat, quid charitas, et opera, pp. 
342 sqq., and the letters to Calvin, where he gives ten reasons for the utility of good works, and 
the letter to Poupin, where he charges the Church of Geneva that it had a gospel without good 
works. 
 
{1128} Deuteronomy Circumcisione vera, eum reliquis Christi et Antichristi mysteriis, in Rest. 
411 sqq., and Deuteronomy Baptismi efficacia, 483 sqq. 
 
{1129} "Baptismo vere adest spiritus.... Per operationem spiritus habet baptismus eam 
efficaciam, ut vere dicamus, baptismum nos salvare, ad Titus 3 et 1 Peter 3. Per solam enim 
fidem sine baptismo non complentur omnia salutis Christi mysteria. Baptismus nos salvat et 
lavat, sicut panis coenae corpore Christi nos cibat, interno mysterio." Rest. 497. 
 
{1130} Rest. 484 sq. 
 
{1131} "Mysterium magnum est. Triginta annorum Christus baptismum accepit, exemplum nobis 
dans, ac nos ita docens, ante eam aetatem non esse quem satis aptum ad mysteria reqni 
coelorum" (p. 412). 



 
{1132} "Circumcisio illa carnalis fuit typus secundae circumcisionis spiritualis, quae per 
Christum fit, Romans 2. et Colossen. 2." Rest. 411. 
 
{1133} "Paedobaptismum esse dico detestandam abominationem, spiritus sancti extinctionem, 
ecclesiae Dei desolationem, totius professionis Christianae confusionem, innovationis, per 
Christum factae, abolitionem, ac totius ejus regni conculcationem." Rest. 576. Tollin (III. 136) is 
certainly mistaken when he asserts that Servet’s view of infant baptism was an exotic plant, 
foreign to his system. It is inseparable from it, and one of his fundamental doctrines. 
 
{1134} "Parvulis, non baptizatis, data est a Christo benedictio. Clementissimus ille et misericors 
dominus, qui impiorum peccata gratis sustulit, quomodo eos, qui impietatem non commiserunt, 
tam rigide damnaret?" P. 357. A noble and truly Christian sentiment, which puts to shame his 
orthodox opponents. Calvin, however, did not make water baptism a necessary condition of 
salvation, and left the way open for the doctrine of universal infant salvation by sovereign 
election. 
 
{1135} Deuteronomy Coena Domini, Rest. 502 sqq. Tollin (III. 136): "In keiner Lehre Servet’s 
zeigt sich so sehr als in der Abendmahlslehre sein vermittelnder Standpunkt. Tritt er doch wieder 
als Schiedsrichter auf zwischen dem magisch-materialistischen Katholicismus und dem 
quaekerischen Spiritismus, zwischen Realismus und Idealismus, zwischen lutherischer Mystik und 
zwingli’scher Rationalistik." He thinks that Servetus anticipated the eucharistic doctrine of Bucer 
and Calvin; but Bucer laid it down in the Tetrapolitan Confession in 1530, before he knew 
Servetus, and Calvin in his tract Deuteronomy Coena in 1540. 
 
{1136} "Baptismus et coena Domini sunt vita et fomentum ipsius fidei: sunt vita, fomentum, et 
nutrimentum interni hominis, per fidem ex Deo geniti. Per praedicationem evangelii plantatur 
fides, quod nec sine operatione spiritus fieri potest.... Per coenam Domini, quae baptismum 
consequitur, nutritur, adolescit et incrementa vitae suscipit, ille in baptismo genitus novus homo. 
Magis et magis tunc in dies in nobis Christus formatur, et nos magis et magis in unum Christi 
corpus cum aliis membris aedificamur per charitatem.... Charitatis symbolum est coena.... Ita se 
habet coena adcharitatem, sicut baptismus ad fidem. Cana igitur et charitate neglectis, recedit a 
nobis Christus, arescit fides, evanescit spiritus, fame contabescit et moritur homo Christianus." 
Rest. 501 sq. 
 
{1137} Transubstantiationists, Consubstantiationists, and Tropists. Tollin invents three 
corresponding German terms: Umsubstanzler, Einbroter, Figurler. 
 
{1138} He says in this connection (p. 510): "Papistica omnia dogmata esse doctrinas 
daemoniorum et meras illusiones, 2 Thessalonians 2 et 1 Timothy 4." 
 
{1139} "Non enim absentis rei sunt haec symbola, ut in umbris legis, sed est visibile signum rei 
invisibilis, et externum symbolum rei internae." Rest. 507 sq. 
 
{1140} "An-non monstrum erit, Christum vocari caput, si suis membris non jungitur? Res mortua 
est corpus totum, si ab eo caput separes. Pernitiosus admodum est error, et ipsissima regni 
Christi destructio, negare praesentiam ejus in nobis." Rest. 508. 
 
{1141} "Non dixit, non ero vobiscum; sed, non videbitis me, et ego vobiscum sum." Rest. 609. 
 



{1142} Deuteronomy fide et justitia regni Christi. Rest, 287 sqq. Signa sexaginta Regni Christi et 
Antichristi et revelatio eius jam nunc praesens, 664-670. Comp. above, 146. 
 
{1143} "Quamvis post Christum mox coepit Antichristi mysterium: vere tamen emicuit et 
stabilitum est regnum tempore Sylvestri et Constantini. Quo tempore est mox oecumenico 
concilio a nobis ereptus filius Dei, fugata ecclesia, et abominationes omnes legibus decretae. 
Hinc transierunt tempus et tempora et dimidium temporis, anni mille ducenti sexaginta." Rest. 
666. 
 
{1144} Rest. 462 sq.: "O bestiam bestiarum sceleratissimam, meretricum impudentissimam.... 
Papa est Deus, in papatu est trinitas, draconis bestiae et pseudoprophetae. Trinitatem papisticam 
faciunt tres realiter distincti spiritus, qui Ioanni dicuntur tres immundi spiritus ranarum, multis 
rationibus. Quia sunt de abyssi aquis immundis, sicut ranae," etc. Comp. his exposition of 
prophetic passages, pp. 393 sqq. and 666 sqq. 
 
{1145} "Libera nos miseros ab hac Babylonica Antichristi captivitate, ab hypocrisi ejus, 
tyrannide, et idololatria. Amen." Rest. 670. 
 
{1146} He had translated the words of Plato: su gar ouk esh: "Apres la mort tu no seras plus 
rien du tout," instead of "Car tu no seras plus," as the Sorbonne wanted. Tollin, III. 288, 
mentions this fact and refers to Reg. fac. Theol. Paris. MM. 248 in the Paris state archives. 
 
{1147} "Christus reparator animas nostras reddidit immortales, et vitalem eorum spiritum 
incorruptibilem." Rest. 551. He distinguished between the soul and the spirit, according to the 
Platonic trichotomy. After the death of the body, the soul is a mere shadow. 
 
{1148} Rest. 718. 
 
{1149} "Quamquam tu cum vulgo papistico seniores illos omnes, et apostolicos viros, ut 
chiliastas rideas." Rest. 719. 
 
{1150} "Dies baptismi assimilatur diei resurrectionis." Rest. 413. 
 
{1151} "Deum ipsum tu beatus corporeis his omnibus tuis sensibus videbis, tanges, gustabis, 
olfacies et audies. Si hoc non credis, non credis carnis resurrectionem et corporeum tuorum 
organorum futuram glorificationem." Rest. 718.  



148. The Trial and Condemnation of Servetus at Vienne. 
 
See D’artigny in Nouveaux Memoires d’histoire, etc.; Mosheim’s Neue Nachrichten, etc.; and 
Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 833-856. 
 
Shortly after the publication of the "Restitution," the fact was made known to the Roman Catholic 
authorities at Lyons through Guillaume Trie, a native of Lyons and a convert from Romanism, 
residing at that time in Geneva. He corresponded with a cousin at Lyons, by the name of Arneys, 
a zealous Romanist, who tried to reconvert him to his religion, and reproached the Church of 
Geneva with the want of discipline. On the 26th of February, 1553, he wrote to Arneys that in 
Geneva vice and blasphemy were punished, while in France a dangerous heretic was tolerated, 
who deserved to be burned by Roman Catholics as well as Protestants, who blasphemed the holy 
Trinity, called Jesus Christ an idol, and the baptism of infants a diabolic invention. He gave his 
name as Michael Servetus, who called himself at present Villeneuve, a practising physician at 
Vienne. In confirmation he sent the first leaf of the "Restitution," and named the printer Balthasar 
Arnoullet at Vienne. {1152} 
 
This letter, and two others of Trie which followed, look very much as if they had been dictated or 
inspired by Calvin. Servetus held him responsible. {1153} But Calvin denied the imputation as a 
calumny. {1154} At the same time he speaks rather lightly of it, and thinks that it would not have 
been dishonorable to denounce so dangerous a heretic to the proper authorities. He also frankly 
acknowledges that he caused his arrest at Geneva. {1155} He could see no material difference in 
principle between doing the same thing, indirectly, at Vienne and, directly, at Geneva. He simply 
denies that he was the originator of the papal trial and of the letter of Trie; but he does not deny 
that he furnished material for evidence, which was quite well known and publicly made use of in 
the trial where Servetus’s letters to Calvin are mentioned as pieces justificatives. There can be no 
doubt that Trie, who describes himself as a comparatively unlettered man, got his information 
about Servetus and his book from Calvin, or his colleagues, either directly from conversation, or 
from pulpit denunciations. We must acquit Calvin of direct agency, but we cannot free him of 
indirect agency in this denunciation. {1156} 
 
Calvin’s indirect agency, in the first, and his direct agency in the second arrest of Servetus admit 
of no proper justification, and are due to an excess of zeal for orthodoxy. 
 
Arneys conveyed this information to the Roman Catholic authorities. The matter was brought to 
the knowledge of Cardinal Tournon, at that time archbishop of Lyons, a cruel persecutor of the 
Protestants, and Matthias Ory, a regularly trained inquisitor of the Roman see for the kingdom of 
France. They at once instituted judicial proceedings. 
 
Villeneuve was summoned before the civil court of Vienne on the 16th of March. He kept the 
judges waiting for two hours (during which he probably destroyed all suspicious papers), and 
appeared without any show of embarrassment. He affirmed that he had lived long at Vienne, in 
frequent company with ecclesiastics, without incurring any suspicion for heresy, and had always 
avoided all cause of offence. His apartments were searched, but nothing was found to incriminate 
him. On the following day the printing establishment of Arnoullet was searched with no better 
result. On the return of Arnoullet from a journey he was summoned before the tribunal, but he 
professed ignorance. 
 



Inquisitor Ory now requested Arneys to secure additional proof from his cousin at Geneva. Trie 
forwarded on the 26th of March several autograph letters of Servetus which, he said, he had great 
difficulty in obtaining from Calvin (who ought to have absolutely refused). He added some pages 
from Calvin’s Institutes with the marginal objections of Servetus to infant baptism in his 
handwriting. Ory, not yet satisfied, despatched a special messenger to Geneva to secure the 
manuscript of the Restitutio, and proof that Villeneuve was Servetus and Arnoullet his printer. 
Trie answered at once, on the last of March, that the manuscript of the Restitutio had been at 
Lausanne for a couple of years (with Viret), that Servetus had been banished from the churches of 
Germany (Basel and Strassburg) twenty-four years ago, and that Arnoullet and Gueroult were his 
printers, as he knew from a good source which he would not mention (perhaps Frellon of Lyons). 
 
The cardinal of Lyons and the archbishop of Vienne, after consultation with Inquisitor Ory and 
other ecclesiastics, now gave orders on the 4th of April for the arrest of Villeneuve and Arnoullet. 
They were confined in separate rooms in the Palais Delphinal. Villeneuve was allowed to keep a 
servant, and to see his friends. Ory was sent forth, hastened to Vienne, and arrived there the next 
morning. 
 
After dinner Villeneuve, having been sworn on the Holy Gospels, was interrogated as to his 
name, age, and course of life. In his answers he told some palpable falsehoods to mislead the 
judges, and to prevent his being identified with Servetus, the heretic. He omitted to mention his 
residence in Toulouse, where he had been known under his real name, as the books of the 
University would show. He denied that he had written any other books than those on medicine 
and geography, although he had corrected many. On being shown some notes he had written on 
Calvin’s Institutes about infant baptism, he acknowledged at last the authorship of the notes, but 
added that he must have written them inconsiderately for the purpose of discussion, and he 
submitted himself entirely to his holy Mother, the Church, from whose teachings he had never 
wished to differ. 
 
At the second examination, on the sixth day of April, he was shown some of his epistles to 
Calvin. He declared, with tears in his eyes, that those letters were written when he was in 
Germany some twenty-five years ago, when there was printed in that country a book by a certain 
Servetus, a Spaniard, but from what part of Spain he did not know! At Paris he had heard Mons. 
Calvin spoken of as a learned man, and had entered into correspondence with him from curiosity, 
but begged him to keep his letters as confidential and as brotherly corrections. {1157} Calvin 
suspected, he continued, that I was Servetus, to which I replied, I was not Servetus, but would 
continue to personate Servetus in order to continue the discussion. Finally we fell out, got angry, 
abused each other, and broke off the correspondence about ten years ago. He protested before 
God and his judges that he had no intention to dogmatize or to teach anything against the Church 
or the Christian religion. He told similar lies when other letters were laid before him. 
 
Servetus now resolved to escape, perhaps with the aid of some friends, after he had secured 
through his servant a debt of three hundred crowns from the Grand Prior of the monastery of St. 
Pierre. On the 7th of April, at four o’clock in the morning, he dressed himself, threw a night-
gown over his clothes, and put a velvet cap upon his head, and, pretending a call of nature, he 
secured from the unsuspecting jailer the key to the garden. He leaped from the roof of the 
outhouse and made his escape through the court and over the bridge across the Rhone. He carried 
with him his golden chain around his neck, valued at twenty crowns, six gold rings on his fingers, 
and plenty of money in his pockets. 
 
Two hours elapsed before his escape became known. An alarm was given, the gates were closed, 
and the neighboring houses searched; but all in vain. 



 
Nevertheless the prosecution went on. Sufficient evidence was found that the "Restitution" had 
been printed in Vienne; extracts were made from it to prove the heresies contained therein. The 
civil court, without waiting for the judgment of the spiritual tribunal (which was not given until 
six months afterwards), sentenced Servetus on the 17th of June, for heretical doctrines, for 
violation of the royal ordinances, and for escape from the royal prison, to pay a fine of one 
thousand livres tournois to the Dauphin, to be carried in a cart, together with his books, on a 
market-day through the principal streets to the place of execution, and to be burnt alive by a slow 
fire. {1158} 
 
On the same day he was burnt in effigy, together with the five bales of his book, which had been 
consigned to Merrin at Lyons and brought back to Vienne. 
 
The goods and chattels of the fugitive were seized and confiscated. The property he had acquired 
from his medical practice and literary labors amounted to four thousand crowns. The king 
bestowed them on the son of Monsieur de Montgiron, lieutenant-general of Dauphine and 
presiding judge of the court. {1159} 
 
Arnoullet was discharged on proving that he had been deceived by Gueroult, who seems to have 
escaped by flight. He took care that the remaining copies of the heretical book in France should 
be destroyed. Stephens, the famous publisher, who had come to Geneva in 1552, sacrificed the 
copies in his hands. Those that had been sent to Frankfort were burnt at the instance of Calvin. 
 
On the 23d of December, two months after the execution of Servetus, the ecclesiastical tribunal of 
Vienne pronounced a sentence of condemnation on him. {1160} 
 
{1152} "C’est un Espagnol Portugallois nommeMichael Servetus de son propre nom, mais il se 
nomme Villeneuve a present, faisant le Medecin. Il a demeurequelque temps a Lyon, maintenant 
il se tient a Vienne, ou le livre dont je parle a-ete imprime par un quidam qui a la dresse 
imprimerie, nomme Balthazard Arnoullet. Et afin que vous ne pensiez que je en parle a credit, je 
vous envoye la premiere feuille pour enseigne." The specimens seemed to have been the title-
page, the index, and, perhaps, a few pages, which did not prove the authorship of Villeneuve, nor 
his identity with Servetus. The three letters of Trie are published in French by D’Artigny (p. 79 
sq.) and Mosheim (p. 90), and in Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 835-838, 840-844. 
 
{1153} This was also the opinion of Bolsec and the pseudonymous Martinus Bellius, and is 
repeated by the Abbe d’Artigny, Wallace, Willis, and v. d. Linde, who charge Calvin with having 
deliberately and dishonorably betrayed Servetus. But this cannot be proven, and would involve a 
downright falsehood, of which Calvin was incapable. 
 
{1154} He calls it a "futilis calumnia," and thinks it preposterous to suppose that he was in 
friendly correspondence with the popish authorities. "Unde mihi tanta cum papae satellitio 
repente familiaritas? unde etiam tanta gratia? Refut. error Mich. Serv.," in Opera, VIII. 479. 
 
{1155} "Nec sane dissimulo, mea opera consilioque jure in carcerem fuisse conjectum!" Ibid. 
VIII. 461. 
 
{1156} Trechsel thinks that it can by no means be proven that Calvin caused the letter of Trie, but 
that he probably gave occasion to it by incidental and unintentional expressions. "Wenn auch 
Calvin," he says, I. 144, "wahrscheinlich durch gelegentliche und unabsichtliche Aeusserungen 
zur Entdeckung Servets Anlass gab, so ist es doch durchaus unerwiesen, dass er Trie’s Brief 



provocirt oder gar dictirt habe." Dyer, who is not friendly to Calvin, gives as the result of his 
examination of the case, this judgment (p. 314): "The Abbe d’Artigny goes further than the 
evidence warrants, in positively asserting that Trie’s letter was written at Calvin’s dictation, and 
in calling it Calvin’s letter in the name of Trie. It is just possible that Trie may have written the 
letter without Calvin’s knowledge, and the latter is therefore entitled to the benefit of the doubt. 
He cannot absolutely be proved to have taken the first step in delivering Servetus into the fangs of 
the Roman Catholic inquisition; but what we shall now have to relate will show that he at least 
aided and abetted it." Principal Cunningham (The Reformers, pp. 323 sqq.) goes into an elaborate 
argument to vindicate Calvin from the charge of complicity, in opposition to Principal Tulloch, 
who denounces the conduct of Calvin, if it could be proven (he leaves it undecided), as "one of 
the blackest pictures of treachery." An evident rhetorical exaggeration. 
 
{1157} "Sub sigillo secreti et comme fraternelles [sic] corrections." He himself, however, 
published in the Restitutio, as we have seen, thirty letters of his to Calvin without Calvin’s 
permission. 
 
{1158} "Estre brusletout vif a petit-feu, tellement que son corps soit mis en cendre." The whole 
sentence of the tribunal is printed in Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 784-787. It was communicated to the 
Council of Geneva, as a ground for demanding the prisoner. 
 
{1159} See Montgiron’s letter to the Council of Geneva in Opera, VIII. 791, and in Rilliet-
Tweedie, p. 156. 
 
{1160} Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 851-856 (copied from d’Artigny, II. 123, and Mosheim, Neue 
Nachrichten, etc., p. 100 sq.). Villanovanus is therein condemned as "maximus haereticus," and 
his scripta as "erronea, nefanda, impia, sacrilega, et plusquam haeretica."  



149. Servetus flees to Geneva and is arrested. 
 
Rilliet: Relation du proces, etc., quoted above, p. 684. (Tweedie’s translation in his Calvin and 
Servetus, pp. 62 sqq.) Opera, VIII. 725-856. 
 
Escaped from one danger of death, Servetus, as by "a fatal madness," as Calvin says, rushed into 
another. {1161} Did he aspire to the glory of martyrdom in Geneva, as he seemed to intimate in 
his letter to Poupin? But he had just escaped martyrdom in France. Or did he wish to have a 
personal interview with Calvin, which he had sought in Paris in 1534, and again in Vienne in 
1546? But after publishing his abusive letters and suspecting him for denunciation, he could 
hardly entertain such a wish. Or did he merely intend to pass through the place on his way to 
Italy? But in this case he need not tarry there for weeks, and he might have taken another route 
through Savoy, or by the sea. Or did he hope to dethrone, the pope of Geneva with the aid of his 
enemies, who had just then the political control of the Republic? {1162} 
 
He lingered in France for about three months. He intended, first, as he declared at the trial, to 
proceed to Spain, but finding the journey unsafe, he turned his eye to Naples, where he hoped to 
make a living as physician among the numerous Spanish residents. This he could easily have 
done under a new name. 
 
He took his way through Geneva. He arrived there after the middle of July, 1553, alone and on 
foot, having left his horse on the French border. He took up his lodging in the Auberge de la 
Rose, a small inn on the banks of the lake. His dress and manner, his gold chain and gold rings, 
excited attention. On being asked by his host whether he was married, he answered, like a light-
hearted cavalier, that women enough could be found without marrying. {1163} This frivolous 
reply provoked suspicion of immorality, and was made use of at the trial, but unjustly, for a 
fracture disabled him for marriage and prevented libertinage. {1164} 
 
He remained about a month, and then intended to leave for Zurich. He asked his host to hire a 
boat to convey him over the lake some distance eastward. 
 
But before his departure he attended church, on Sunday, the 13th of August. He was recognized 
and arrested by an officer of the police in the name of the Council. {1165} 
 
Calvin was responsible for this arrest, as he frankly and repeatedly acknowledged. {1166} It was 
a fatal mistake. Servetus was a stranger and had committed no offence in Geneva. Calvin ought to 
have allowed him quietly to proceed on his intended journey. Why then did he act otherwise? 
Certainly not from personal malice, nor other selfish reasons; for he only increased the difficulty 
of his critical situation, and ran the risk of his defeat by the Libertine party then in power. It was 
an error of judgment. He was under the false impression that Servetus had just come from Venice, 
the headquarters of Italian humanists and sceptics, to propagate his errors in Geneva, and he 
considered it his duty to make so dangerous a man harmless, by bringing him either to conviction 
and recantation, or to deserved punishment. He was determined to stand or fall with the principle 
of purity of doctrine and discipline. Rilliet justifies the arrest as a necessary measure of self-
defence. "Under pain of abdication," he says, "Calvin must do everything rather than suffer by his 
side in Geneva a man whom he considered the greatest enemy of the Reformation; and the critical 
position in which he saw it in the bosom of the Republic, was one motive more to remove, if it 
was possible, the new element of dissolution which the free sojourn of Servetus would have 
created. To tolerate Servetus with impunity at Geneva would have been for Calvin to exile 



himself He had no alternative. The man whom a Calvinist accusation had caused to be arrested, 
tried, and condemned to the flames in France, could not find an asylum in the city from which 
that accusation had issued." {1167} 
 
{1161} "Nescio quid dicam, nisi fatali vesania fuisse correptum ut se praecipitem jaceret." 
Calvin. See Henry, III. 151. 
 
{1162} Willis (p. 284) thinks that the enemies of Calvin detained him with the view to make 
political capital out of him. He infers this from the fact that the windows of his room were nailed 
up. As if he could not have passed out through the door! Moreover, it was not the windows of his 
room in the tavern, as Willis says, but the windows of the prison that were nailed up, as Servetus 
stated at the trial, to prove that he had no intercourse with outsiders. See Rilliet-Tweedie, p. 154. 
 
{1163} "On trouve bien assez de femmes sans se marrier." Comp. Trechsel, I. 306. 
 
{1164} He declared, Aug. 23, that he was impotent on account of a rupture. Opera, VIII. 769. 
 
{1165} The following is an extract from the Registers of the Company of Pastore sub. Aug. 13 (in 
Opera, VIII. 725): "M. Servetus having been recognized by some brethren (par quelques freres), 
it was found good to cause him to be imprisoned, that he might no longer infect the world with 
his blasphemies and heresies; for he is known to be wholly incorrigible and desperate (du tout 
incorrigible et desespere)." 
 
{1166} In the Refutatio, Opera, VIII. 461, 725, and in letters to Farel (Aug. 20) and Sulzer (Sept. 
8, 1553). "Servetus," he wrote to Sulzer in Basel, during the trial, "escaped from prison some way 
or other, and wandered in Italy for nearly four months. At length, in an evil hour, he came to this 
place, when, at my instigation, one of the Syndics ordered him to be conducted to prison; for I do 
not disguise it that I considered it my duty to put a check, so far as I could, upon this most 
obstinate and ungovernable man, that his contagion might not spread farther. We see with what 
wantonness impiety is making progress everywhere, so that new errors are ever and anon 
breaking forth; we see how very inactive those are whom God has armed with the sword for the 
vindication of the glory of his name." The reference to a four months’ wandering in Italy (per 
Italiam erravit fere quatuor menses, that is, from April 7th to the end of July) is an error. Servetus 
at the trial denied that he had been in Italy at that time or at Venice at my time. 
 
{1167} Translated by Tweedie, p. 87.  



150. State of Political Parties at Geneva in 1553. 
 
Calvin’s position in Geneva at that time was very critical. For in the year 1553 he was in the 
fever-heat of the struggle for church discipline with the Patriots and Libertines, who had gained a 
temporary ascendency in the government. Amy Perrin, the leader of the patriotic party, was then 
captain-general and chief syndic, and several of his kinsmen and friends were members of the 
Little Council of Twenty-five. {1168} During the trial of Servetus the Council sustained Philibert 
Berthelier against the act of excommunication by the Consistory, and took church discipline into 
its own hands. The foreign refugees were made harmless by being deprived of their arms. 
Violence was threatened to the Reformer. He was everywhere saluted as "a heretic," and insulted 
on the streets. Beza says: "In the year 1553, the wickedness of the seditions, hastening to a close, 
was so turbulent that both Church and State were brought into extreme danger ... Everything 
seemed to be in a state of preparation for accomplishing the plans of the seditious, since all was 
subject to their power." And Calvin, at the close of that year, wrote to a friend: "For four years the 
factions have done all to lead by degrees to the overthrow of this Church, already very weak. 
Behold two years of our life have passed as if we lived among the avowed enemies of the 
gospel." 
 
The hostility of the Council to Calvin and his discipline continued even after the execution of 
Servetus for nearly two more years. He asked the assistance of Bullinger and the Church of 
Zurich to come to his aid again in this struggle. {1169} He wrote to Ambrose Blaurer, Feb. 6, 
1554: "These last few years evil disposed persons have not ceased on every occasion to create for 
us new subjects of vexation. At length in their endeavors to render null our excommunication, 
there is no excess of folly they have left unattempted. Everywhere the contest was long 
maintained with much violence, because in the senate and among the people the passions of the 
contending parties had been so much inflamed that there was some risk of a tumult." {1170} 
 
We do not know whether Servetus was aware of this state of things. But he could not have come 
at a time more favorable to him and more unfavorable to Calvin. Among the Libertines and 
Patriots, who hated the yoke of Calvin even more than the yoke of the pope, Servetus found 
natural supporters who, in turn, would gladly use him for political purposes. This fact 
emboldened him to take such a defiant attitude in the trial and to overwhelm Calvin with abuse. 
 
The final responsibility of the condemnation, therefore, rests with the Council of Geneva, which 
would probably have acted otherwise, if it had not been strongly influenced by the judgment of 
the Swiss Churches and the government of Bern. Calvin conducted the theological part of the 
examination of the trial, but had no direct influence upon the result. His theory was that the 
Church may convict and denounce the heretic theologically, but that his condemnation and 
punishment is the exclusive function of the State, and that it is one of its most sacred duties to 
punish attacks made on the Divine majesty. 
 
"From the time Servetus was convicted of his heresy," says Calvin, "I have not uttered a word 
about his punishment, as all honest men will bear witness; and I challenge even the malignant to 
deny it if they can." {1171} One thing only he did: he expressed the wish for a mitigation of his 
punishment. {1172} And this humane sentiment is almost the only good thing that can be 
recorded to his honor in this painful trial. 
 
{1168} Pernet de Fosses, Gaspard Favre, Claude Vandel, Pierre Vandel, and Baptiste Sept. See 
Opera, VIII. 737, note 6. 



 
{1169} Letters of Nov. 26 and Dec. 30, 1553, in Bonnet-Constable, II. 422-430. 
 
{1170} Ibid. III. 17. Comp. also his letter of Oct. 15, 1554, quoted in 108, p. 496, and his letter to 
John Wolf of Zurich, Dec. 26, 1554. 
 
{1171} Opera, VIII. 461: "Exodus quo convictus est, me nullum de poena verbum fecisse, non 
solum boni omnes viri mihi testes erunt sed malis etiam concedo ut proferant si quid habent." 
Servetus complained of hard treatment in prison, but for this the Council and the jailer alone were 
responsible. 
 
{1172} In his letter to Farel, Aug. 20, 1553: "Spero capitale saltem judicium fore; poenae vero 
atrocitatem remitti cupio."  



151. The First Act of the Trial at Geneva. 
 
Servetus was confined near the Church of St. Pierre, in the ancient residence of the bishops of 
Geneva, which had been turned into a prison. His personal property consisted of ninety-seven 
crowns, a chain of gold weighing about twenty crowns, and six gold rings (a large turquoise, a 
white sapphire, a diamond, a ruby, a large emerald of Peru, and a signet ring of coralline). These 
valuables were surrendered to Pierre Tissot, and after the process given to the hospital. The 
prisoner was allowed to have paper and ink, and such books as could be procured at Geneva or 
Lyons at his own expense. Calvin lent him Ignatius, Polycarp, Tertullian, and Irenaeus. But he 
was denied the benefit of counsel, according to the ordinances of 1543. This is contrary to the law 
of equity and is one of the worst features of the trial. He was not subjected to the usual torture. 
 
The laws of Geneva demanded that the accuser should become a prisoner with the accused, in 
order that in the event of the charge proving false, the former might undergo punishment in the 
place of the accused. The person employed for this purpose was Nicolas de la Fontaine, a 
Frenchman, a theological student, and Calvin’s private secretary. The accused as well as the 
accuser were foreigners. Another law obliged the Little Council to examine every prisoner within 
twenty-four hours after his arrest. The advocate or "Speaker" of Nicolas de la Fontaine in the trial 
was Germain Colladon, likewise a Frenchman and an able lawyer, who had fled for his religion, 
and aided Calvin in framing a new constitution for Geneva. 
 
The trial began on the 15th of August and continued, with interruptions, for more than two 
months. It was conducted in French and took place in the Bishop’s Palace, according to the forms 
prescribed by law, in the presence of the Little Council, the herald of the city, the Lord-
Lieutenant, and several citizens, who had a right to sit in criminal processes, but did not take part 
in the judgment. Among these was Berthelier, the bitter enemy of Calvin. 
 
Servetus answered the preliminary questions as to his name, age, and previous history more 
truthfully than he had done before the Catholic tribunal, and incidentally accused Calvin of 
having caused the prosecution at Vienne. It is not owing to Calvin, he said, that he was not burnt 
alive there. 
 
The deed of accusation, as lodged by Nicholas de la Fontaine, consisted of thirty-eight articles 
which were drawn up by Calvin (as he himself informs us), and were fortified by references to the 
books of Servetus, which were produced in evidence, especially the "Restitution of Christianity," 
both the manuscript copy, which Servetus had sent to Calvin in advance, and a printed copy. 
{1173} 
 
The principal charges were, that be had published heretical opinions and blasphemies concerning 
the Trinity, the person of Christ, and infant baptism. He gave evasive or orthodox-sounding 
answers. He confessed to believe in the trinity of persons, but understood the word "person" in a 
different sense from that used by modern writers, and appealed to the first teachers of the Church 
and the disciples of the apostles. {1174} He denied at first that he had called the Trinity three 
devils and Cerberus; {1175} but he had done so repeatedly and confessed it afterwards. He 
professed to believe that Jesus Christ was the Son of God according to his divinity and humanity; 
that the flesh of Christ came from heaven and of the substance of God; but as to the matter it 
came from the Virgin Mary. He denied the view imputed to him that the soul was mortal. He 
admitted that he had called infant baptism "a diabolical invention and infernal falsehood 



destructive of Christianity." This was a dangerous admission; for the Anabaptists were suspected 
of seditious and revolutionary opinions. 
 
He was also charged with having, "in the person of M. Calvin, defamed the doctrines of the 
gospel and of the Church of Geneva." To this he replied that in what he had formerly written 
against Calvin, in his own defence, he had not intended to injure him, but to show him his errors 
and faults, which he was ready to prove by Scripture and good reasons before a full congregation. 
 
This was a bold challenge. Calvin was willing to accept it, but the Council declined, fearing to 
lose the control of the affair by submitting it to the tribunal of public opinion. The friends of 
Servetus would have run the risk of seeing him defeated in public debate. That charge, however, 
which seemed to betray personal ill-feeling of Calvin, was afterwards very properly omitted. 
 
On the following day, the 16th of August, Berthelier, then smarting under the sentence of 
excommunication by the Consistory, openly came to the defence of Servetus, and had a stormy 
encounter with Colladon, which is omitted in the official record, but indicated by blanks and the 
abrupt termination: "Here they proceeded no further, but adjourned till to-morrow at mid-day." 
 
On Thursday, the 17th of August, Calvin himself appeared before the Council as the real accuser, 
and again on the 21st of August. {1176} He also conferred with his antagonist in writing. 
Servetus was not a match for Calvin either in learning or argument; but he showed great skill and 
some force. 
 
He contemptuously repelled the frivolous charge that, in his Ptolemy, he had contradicted the 
authority of Moses, by describing Palestine as an unfruitful country (which it was then, and is 
now). He wiped his mouth and said, "Let us go on; there is nothing wrong there." 
 
The charge of having, in his notes on the Latin Bible, explained the servant of God in the fifty-
third chapter of Isaiah, as meaning King Cyrus, instead of the Saviour, he disposed of by 
distinguishing two senses of prophecy—the literal and historical sense which referred to Cyrus, 
and the mystical and principal sense which referred to Christ. He quoted Nicolaus de Lyra; but 
Calvin showed him the error, and asserts that he audaciously quoted books which he had never 
examined. 
 
As to his calling the Trinity "a Cerberus" and "a dream of Augustin," and the Trinitarians 
"atheists," he said that he did not mean the true Trinity, which he believed himself, but the false 
trinity of his opponents; and that the oldest teachers before the Council of Nicaea did not teach 
that trinity, and did not use the word. Among them he quoted Ignatius, Polycarp, Clement of 
Rome, Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Clement of Alexandria. Calvin refuted his assertion by quotations 
from Justin Martyr, Tertullian, and Origen. On this occasion he charges him, unjustly, with total 
ignorance of Greek, because he was embarrassed by a Greek quotation from Justin Martyr, and 
called for a Latin version. {1177} 
 
In discussing the relation of the divine substance to that of the creatures, Servetus declared that 
"all creatures are of the substance of God, and that God is in all things." Calvin asked him: "How, 
unhappy man, if any one strike the pavement with his foot and say that he tramples on thy God, 
wouldst thou not be horrified at having the Majesty of heaven subjected to such indignity?" To 
this Servet replied: "I have no doubt that this bench, and this buffet, and all you can show me, are 
of the substance of God." When it was objected that in his view God must be substantially even in 
the devil, he burst out into a laugh, and rejoined: "Can you doubt this? I hold this for a general 



maxim, that all things are part and parcel of God, and that the nature of things is his substantial 
Spirit." {1178} 
 
The result of this first act of the trial was unfavorable to the prisoner, but not decisive. 
 
Calvin used the freedom of the pulpit to counteract the efforts of the Libertine party in favor of 
Servetus. 
 
{1173} The articles are given in full by Rilliet, and in Opera, VIII. 727-731. Calvin mentions 
forty articles in a letter to Farel (Aug. 20), but they are reduced to thirty-eight by the notation. 
 
{1174} "Respond quil croit en lessence divine en troys personnes et quil na point dogmatise en 
celle sorte. Vray est quil prent le nom de personne aultrement que les modernes ne le prennent et 
quil le prent comment les premiers docteurs de leglise et disciples des apotres lont prys." Opera, 
VIII. 738. I retain the ancient spelling. 
 
{1175} "Interrogesil entend que la Trinitesoit troys diables et soit troys [un] Cerberus, respond 
que non, et quil ne la point dict en ceste sorte et quil ne le veult point maintenir." Comp. with this 
the passage in his letter to Poupin which was afterwards produced in evidence and acknowledged 
by him: "Pro uno Deo habetis tricipitem Cerberum." 
 
{1176} On this and the subsequent encounter we have also an account from Calvin in his 
"Defence," which is more minute than the official report. Opera, VIII. 743 sqq. 
 
{1177} "He could no more read Greek," says Calvin, in the Refutatio, "than a boy learning his A 
B C." Opera, VIII. 498. 
 
{1178} Opera, VIII. 496: "ex traduce Dei orta (or, une partie et portion de Dieu) esse omnia, et 
rerum naturam esse substantialem Dei spiritum."  



152. The Second Act of the Trial at Geneva. 
 
The original prosecution being discharged, the case was handed over to the attorney-general, 
Claude Rigot, in compliance with the criminal ordinance of 1543. Thus the second act of the trial 
began. The prisoner was examined again, and a new indictment of thirty articles was prepared, 
which bore less on the actual heresies of the accused than on their dangerous practical tendency 
and his persistency in spreading them. {1179} 
 
The Council wrote also to the judges of Vienne to procure particulars of the charges which had 
been brought against him there. 
 
Servetus defended himself before the Council on the 23d of August, with ingenuity and apparent 
frankness against the new charges of quarrelsomeness and immorality. As to the latter, he pleaded 
his physical infirmity which protected him against the temptation of licentiousness. He had 
always studied the Scripture and tried to lead a Christian life. He did not think that his book 
would disturb the peace of Christendom, but would promote the truth. He denied that he had 
come to Geneva for any sinister purpose; he merely wished to pass through on his way to Zurich 
and Naples. 
 
At the same time he prepared a written petition to the Council, which was received on the 24th of 
August. He demanded his release from the criminal charge for several reasons, which ought to 
have had considerable weight: that it was unknown in the Christian Church before the time of 
Constantine to try cases of heresy before a civil tribunal; that he had not offended against the laws 
either in Geneva or elsewhere; that he was not seditious nor turbulent; that his books treated of 
abstruse questions, and were addressed to the learned; that he had not spoken of these subjects to 
anybody but Oecolampadius, Bucer, and Capito; that he had ever refuted the Anabaptists, who 
rebelled against the magistrates and wished to have all things in common. In case he was not 
released, he demanded the aid of an advocate acquainted with the laws and customs of the 
country. Certainly a very reasonable request. {1180} 
 
The attorney-general prepared a second indictment in refutation of the arguments of Servetus, 
who had studied law at Toulouse. He showed that the first Christian emperors claimed for 
themselves the cognizance and trial of heresies, and that their laws and constitutions condemned 
antitrinitarian heretics and blasphemers to death. He charged him with falsehood in declaring that 
he had written against the Anabaptists, and that he had not communicated his doctrine to any 
person during the last thirty years. The counsel asked for was refused because it was forbidden by 
the criminal statutes (1543), and because there was "not one jot of apparent innocence which 
requires an attorney." The very thing to be proved! 
 
A new examination followed which elicited some points of interest. Servetus stated his belief that 
the Reformation would progress much further than Luther and Calvin intended, and that new 
things were always first rejected, but afterwards received. To the absurd charge of making use of 
the Koran, he replied that he had quoted it for the glory of Christ, that the Koran abounds in what 
is good, and that even in a wicked book one may find some good things. 
 
On the last day of August the Little Council received answer from Vienne. The commandant of 
the royal palace in that city arrived in Geneva, communicated to them a copy of the sentence of 
death pronounced against Villeneuve, and begged them to send him back to France that the 
sentence might be executed on the living man as it had been already executed on his effigy and 



books. The Council refused to surrender Servetus, in accordance with analogous cases, but 
promised to do full justice. The prisoner himself, who could see only a burning funeral pile for 
him in Vienne, preferred to be tried in Geneva, where he had some chance of acquittal or lighter 
punishment. He incidentally justified his habit of attending mass at Vienne by the example of 
Paul, who went to the temple, like the Jews; yet he confessed that in doing so he had sinned 
through fear of death. {1181} 
 
The communication from Vienne had probably the influence of stimulating the zeal of the 
Council for orthodoxy. They wished not to be behind the Roman Church in that respect. But the 
issue was still uncertain. 
 
The Council again confronted Servetus with Calvin on the first day of September. On the same 
day it granted, in spite of the strong protest of Calvin, permission to Philibert Berthelier to 
approach the communion table. It thus annulled the act of excommunication by the Consistory, 
and arrogated to itself the power of ecclesiastical discipline. 
 
A few hours afterwards the investigation was resumed in the prison. Perrin and Berthelier were 
present as judges, and came to the aid of Servetus in the oral debate with Calvin, but, it seems, 
without success; for they resorted to a written discussion in which Servetus could better defend 
himself, and in which Calvin might complicate his already critical position. They wished, 
moreover, to refer the affair to the Churches of Switzerland which, in the case of Bolsec, had 
shown themselves much more tolerant than Calvin. Servetus demanded such reference. Calvin 
did not like it, but did not openly oppose it. 
 
The Council, without entering on the discussion, decided that Calvin should extract in Latin, from 
the books of Servetus, the objectionable articles, word for word, contained therein; that Servetus 
should write his answers and vindications, also in Latin; that Calvin should in his turn furnish his 
replies; and that these documents be forwarded to the Swiss Churches as a basis of judgment. All 
this was fair and impartial. {1182} 
 
On the same day Calvin extracted thirty-eight propositions from the books of Servetus with 
references, but without comments. 
 
Then, turning with astonishing energy from one enemy to the other, he appeared before the Little 
Council on the 2d of September to protest most earnestly against their protection of Berthelier, 
who intended to present himself on the following day as a guest at the Lord’s table, and by the 
strength of the civil power to force Calvin to give him the tokens of the body and blood of Christ. 
He declared before the Council that he would rather die than act against his conscience. The 
Council did not yield, but resolved secretly to advise Berthelier to abstain from receiving the 
sacrament for the present. Calvin, ignorant of this secret advice, and resolved to conquer or to die, 
thundered from the pulpit of St. Peter on the 3d of September his determination to refuse, at the 
risk of his life, the sacred elements to an excommunicated person. Berthelier did not dare to 
approach the table. Calvin had achieved a moral victory over the Council. {1183} 
 
In the mean time Servetus had, within the space of twenty-four hours, prepared a written defence, 
as directed by the Council, against the thirty-eight articles of Calvin. It was both apologetic and 
boldly aggressive, clear, keen, violent, and bitter. He contemptuously repelled Calvin’s 
interference in the trial, and charged him with presumption in framing articles of faith after the 
fashion of the doctors of the Sorbonne, without Scripture proof. {1184} He affirmed that he either 
misunderstood him or craftily perverted his meaning. He quotes from Tertullian, Irenaeus, and 
pseudo-Clement in support of his views. He calls him a disciple of Simon Magus, a criminal 



accuser, and a homicide. {1185} He ridiculed the idea that such a man should call himself an 
orthodox minister of the Church. 
 
Calvin replied within two days in a document of twenty-three folio pages, which were signed by 
all the fourteen ministers of Geneva. {1186} He meets the patristic quotations of Servetus with 
counter-quotations, with Scripture passages and solid arguments, and charges him in conclusion 
with the intention "to subvert all religion." {1187} 
 
These three documents, which contained the essence of the doctrinal discussion, were presented 
to the Little Council on Tuesday the 5th of September. 
 
On the 15th of September Servetus addressed a petition to the Council in which he attacked 
Calvin as his persecutor, complained of his miserable condition in prison and want of the 
necessary clothing, and demanded an advocate and the transfer of his trial to the Large Council of 
Two Hundred, where he had reason to expect a majority in his favor. {1188} This course had 
probably been suggested to him (as Rilliet conjectures) by Perrin and Berthelier through the 
jailer, Claude de Geneve, who was a member of the Libertine party. 
 
On the same day the Little Council ordered an improvement of the prisoner’s wardrobe (which, 
however, was delayed by culpable neglect), and sent him the three documents, with permission to 
make a last reply to Calvin, but took no action on his appeal to the Large Council, having no 
disposition to renounce its own authority. 
 
Servetus at once prepared a reply by way of explanatory annotations on the margin and between 
the lines of the memorial of Calvin and the ministers. These annotations are full of the coarsest 
abuse, and read like the production of a madman. He calls Calvin again and again a liar, {1189} 
an impostor, a miserable wretch (nebulo pessimus), a hypocrite, a disciple of Simon Magus, etc. 
Take these specimens: "Do you deny that you are a man-slayer? I will prove it by your acts. You 
dare not deny that you are Simon Magus. As for me, I am firm in so good a cause, and do not fear 
death. You deal with sophistical arguments without Scripture. You do not understand what you 
say. You howl like a blind man in the desert.... You lie, you lie, you lie, you ignorant 
calumniator.... Madness is in you when you persecute to death. I wish that all your magic were 
still in the belly of your mother. I wish I were free to make a catalogue of your errors. Whoever is 
not a Simon Magus is considered a Pelagian by Calvin. All, therefore, who have been in 
Christendom are damned by Calvin; even the apostles, their disciples, the ancient doctors of the 
Church and all the rest. For no one ever entirely abolished free-will except that Simon Magus. 
Thou liest, thou liest, thou liest, thou liest, thou miserable wretch." 
 
He concludes with the remark that, "his doctrine was met merely by clamors, not by argument or 
any authority," and he subscribed his name as one who had Christ for his certain protector. 
{1190} 
 
He sent these notes to the Council on the 18th of September. It was shown to Calvin, but he did 
not deem it expedient to make a reply. Silence in this case was better than speech. 
 
The debate, therefore, between the two divines was closed, and the trial became an affair of 
Protestant Switzerland, which should act as a jury. 
 
{1179} Articles du procureur-general in Opera, VIII. 763-766. 
 
{1180} Opera, VIII. 797. 



 
{1181} Opera, VIII. 789:, "Et puys apres a confessequil avait pecheen ce, mais que cestoit par 
crainte de la mort." 
 
{1182} Opera, VIII. 796. The Latin text of the three documents is embodied in Calvin’s Refutatio 
Errorum, ibid. 501-553. 
 
{1183} See above, 109, p. 513 sq. 
 
{1184} VIII. 607: "Eam sibi jam autoritatem arrogat Calvinus, ut instar magistrorum 
Sorbonicorum articulos scribat, et quidvis pro sua libidine damnet, nullam penitus ex sacris [de 
l’ecriture sainte] adducens rationem." 
 
{1185} VIII. 515: "Simonis Magi discipulus... acctuator criminalis, et homicida." 
 
{1186} Calvinus, Poupinus, Gallasius, Bernardus, Bourgoinus, Malisianus, Calvetus, Pyrerius, 
Copus, Baldinus, J. a Sancto Andrea, Faber, Macarius, Colladonus. 
 
{1187} "Ut luce sanae doctrinae, exstincta totam religionem everteret." 
 
{1188} Opera, VIII. 797, and Rilliet-Tweedie, p. 182. 
 
{1189} "Mentiris" occurs in almost every sentence. He naively apologizes for writing on Calvin’s 
own paper, because there were many little words, such as "mentiris," which would not be 
otherwise understood; and he hopes that Calvin would not be offended, as there would have been 
inextricable confusion had he not adopted this method. 
 
{1190} "Michael Servetus subscribit solus hic quidem, sed qui Christum habet protectorem 
certissimum." From the MS., in Opera, VIII. 553, note.  



153. Consultation of the Swiss Churches. The Defiant Attitude of 
Servetus. 
 
On the 19th of September the Little Council, in accordance with a resolution adopted on the 4th, 
referred the case of Servetus to the magistrates and pastors of the Reformed Churches of Bern, 
Zurich, Schaffhausen, and Basel for their judgment. 
 
Two days afterwards Jaquemoz Jernoz, as the official messenger, was despatched on his mission 
with a circular letter and the documents,—namely the theological debate between Calvin and 
Servetus,—a copy of the "Restitution of Christianity," and the works of Tertullian and Irenaeus, 
who were the chief patristic authorities quoted by both parties. 
 
On the result of this mission the case of Servetus was made to depend. Servetus himself had 
expressed a wish that this course should be adopted, hoping, it seems, to gain a victory, or at least 
an escape from capital punishment. On the 22d of August he was willing to be banished from 
Geneva; but on the 22d of September he asked the Council to put Calvin on trial, and handed in a 
list of articles on which he should be interrogated. He thus admitted the civil jurisdiction in 
matters of religious opinions which he had formerly denied, and was willing to stake his life on 
the decision, provided that his antagonist should be exposed to the same fate. {1191} Among the 
four "great and infallible" reasons why Calvin should be condemned, he assigned the fact that he 
wished to "repress the truth of Jesus Christ, and follow the doctrines of Simon Magus, against all 
the doctors that ever were in the Church." He declared in his petition that Calvin, like a magician, 
ought to be exterminated, and his goods be confiscated and given to Servetus, in compensation 
for the loss he had sustained through Calvin. 
 
"To dislodge Calvin from his position," says Rilliet, "to expel him from Geneva, to satisfy a just 
vengeance—these were the objects toward which Servetus rushed." 
 
But the Council took no notice of his petition. 
 
On the 10th of October he sent another letter to the Council, imploring them, for the love of 
Christ, to grant him such justice as they would not refuse to a Turk, and complaining that nothing 
had been done for his comfort as promised, but that he was more wretched than ever. The petition 
had some effect. The Lord Syndic, Darlod, and the Secretary of State, Claude Roset, were 
directed to visit his prison and to provide some articles of dress for his relief. 
 
On the 18th of October the messenger of the State returned with the answers from the four 
foreign churches. They were forthwith translated into French, and examined by the magistrates. 
We already know the contents. {1192} The churches were unanimous in condemning the 
theological doctrines of Servetus, and in the testimony of respect and affection for Calvin and his 
colleagues. Even Bern, which was not on good terms with Calvin, and had two years earlier 
counselled toleration in the case of Bolsec, regarded Servetus a much more dangerous heretic and 
advised to remove this "pest." Yet none of the Churches consulted expressly suggested the death 
penalty. They left the mode of punishment with the discretion of a sovereign State. Haller, the 
pastor of Bern, however, wrote to Bullinger of Zurich that, if Servetus had fallen into the hands of 
Bernese justice, he would undoubtedly have been condemned to the flames. 
 
{1191} "Ie demand que mon faulx accusateur soyt puni poena talionis; et que soyt detenu 
prisonier comme moy, jusques a ce que la cause soyt definie pour mort de luy au de moy ou 



aultre poine." The petition concludes: "le vous demande justice, messeigneurs, justice, justice, 
justice." Opera, VIII. 805. 
 
{1192} See above, pp. 708 sqq., and Calvin’s Opera, VIII. 806 sq.  



154. Condemnation of Servetus. 
 
On the 23d of October the Council met for a careful examination of the replies of the churches, 
but could not come to a decision on account of the absence of several members, especially Perrin, 
the Chief Syndic, who feigned sickness. Servetus had failed to excite any sympathy among the 
people, and had injured his cause by his obstinate and defiant conduct. The Libertines, who 
wished to use him as a tool for political purposes, were discouraged and intimidated by the 
counsel of Bern, to which they looked for protection against the hated regime of Calvin. 
 
The full session of the Council on the 26th, to which all counsellors were summoned on the faith 
of their oath, decided the fate of the unfortunate prisoner, but not without a stormy discussion. 
Amy Perrin presided and made a last effort in favor of Servetus. He at first insisted upon his 
acquittal, which would have been equivalent to the expulsion of Calvin and a permanent triumph 
of the party opposed to him. Being baffled, he proposed, as another alternative, that Servetus, in 
accordance with his own wishes, be transferred to the Council of the Two Hundred. But this 
proposal was also rejected. He was influenced by political passion rather than by sympathy with 
heresy or love of toleration, which had very few advocates at that time. When he perceived that 
the majority of the Council was inclined to a sentence of death, he quitted the Senate House with 
a few others. 
 
The Council had no doubt of its jurisdiction in the case; it had to respect the unanimous judgment 
of the Churches, the public horror of heresy and blasphemy, and the imperial laws of 
Christendom, which were appealed to by the attorney-general. The decision was unanimous. 
Even the wish of Calvin to substitute the sword for the fire was overruled, and the papal practice 
of the auto-da-fe followed, though without the solemn mockery of a religious festival. 
 
The judges, after enumerating the crimes of Servetus, in calling the holy Trinity a monster with 
three heads, blaspheming the Son of God, denying infant-baptism as an invention of the devil and 
of witchcraft, assailing the Christian faith, and after mentioning that he had been condemned and 
burned in effigy at Vienne, and had during his residence in Geneva persisted in his vile and 
detestable errors, and called all true Christians tritheists, atheists, sorcerers, putting aside all 
remonstrances and corrections with a malicious and perverse obstinacy, pronounced the fearful 
sentence:— 
 
"We condemn thee, Michael Servetus, to be bound, and led to the place of Champel, there to be 
fastened to a stake and burnt alive, together with thy book, as well the one written by thy hand as 
the printed one, even till thy body be reduced to ashes; and thus shalt thou finish thy days to 
furnish an example to others who might wish to commit the like." 
 
"And we command our Lieutenant to see that this our present sentence be executed." {1193} 
 
Rilliet, who published the official report of the trial in the interest of history, without special 
sympathy with Calvin, says that the sentence of condemnation is "odious before our consciences, 
but was just according to the law." Let us thank God that those unchristian and barbarous laws are 
abolished forever. 
 
Calvin communicated to Farel on the 26th of October a brief summary of the result, in which he 
says: "The messenger has returned from the Swiss Churches. They are unanimous in pronouncing 
{1194} that Servetus has now renewed those impious errors with which Satan formerly disturbed 



the Church, and that he is a monster not to be borne. Those of Basel are judicious. The Zurichers 
are the most vehement of all They of Schaffhausen agree. To an appropriate letter from the 
Bernese is added one from the Senate in which they stimulate ours not a little. Caesar, the 
comedian [so he sarcastically called Perrin], after feigning illness for three days, at length went 
up to the assembly in order to free that wretch [Servetus] from punishment. Nor was he ashamed 
to ask that the case be referred to the Council of the Two Hundred. However, Servetus was 
without dissent condemned. He will be led forth to punishment to-morrow. We endeavored to 
alter the mode of his death, but in vain. Why we did not succeed, I defer for narration until I see 
you." 
 
This letter reached Farel on his way to Geneva, where he arrived on the same day, in time to hear 
the sentence of condemnation. He had come at the request of Calvin, to perform the last pastoral 
duties to the prisoner, which could not so well be done by any of the pastors of Geneva. 
 
{1193} Opera, VIII. 827-830. See also Rilliet, and Henry (III., Beilage, pp. 75 sqq.). The sentence 
was in the usual legal form, like that of Vienne. 
 
{1194} "Uno consensu pronunciant omnes," etc. Opera, XIV. 657.  



155. Execution of Servetus. Oct. 27, 1553. 
 
Farel, in a letter to Ambrosius Blaarer, December, 1553, preserved in the library of St. Gall, and 
copied in the Thesaurus Hottingerianus of the city library of Zurich, gives an account of the last 
moments and execution of Servetus. See Henry, vol. III. Beilage, pp. 72-75. Calvin, at the 
beginning of his "Defence," Opera, VIII. 460, relates his own last interview with Servetus in 
prison on the day of his death. 
 
When Servetus, on the following morning, heard of the unexpected sentence of death, he was 
horror-struck and behaved like a madman. He uttered groans, and cried aloud in Spanish, "Mercy, 
mercy!" 
 
The venerable old Farel visited him in the prison at seven in the morning, and remained with him 
till the hour of his death. He tried to convince him of his error. Servetus asked him to quote a 
single Scripture passage where Christ was called "Son of God" before his incarnation. Farel could 
not satisfy him. He brought about an interview with Calvin, of which the latter gives us an 
account. Servetus, proud as he was, humbly asked his pardon. Calvin protested that be had never 
pursued any personal quarrel against him. "Sixteen years ago," he said, "I spared no pains at Paris 
to gain you to our Lord. You then shunned the light. I did not cease to exhort you by letters, but 
all in vain. You have heaped upon me I know not how much fury rather than anger. But as to the 
rest, I pass by what concerns myself. Think rather of crying for mercy to God whom you have 
blasphemed." This address had no more effect than the exhortation of Farel, and Calvin left the 
room in obedience, as he says, to St. Paul’s order, {Titus 3:10,11} to withdraw from a self-
condemned heretic. Servetus appeared as mild and humble as he had been bold and arrogant, but 
did not change his conviction. 
 
At eleven o’clock on the 27th of October, Servetus was led from the prison to the gates of the 
City Hall, to hear the sentence read from the balcony by the Lord Syndic Darlod. When he heard 
the last words, he fell on his knees and exclaimed: "The sword! in mercy! and not fire! Or I may 
lose my soul in despair." He protested that if he had sinned, it was through ignorance. Farel raised 
him up and said: "Confess thy crime, and God will have mercy on your soul." Servetus replied:, 
"I am not guilty; I have not merited death." Then he smote his breast, invoked God for pardon, 
confessed Christ as his Saviour, and besought God to pardon his accusers. {1195} 
 
On the short journey to the place of execution, Farel again attempted to obtain a confession, but 
Servetus was silent. He showed the courage and consistency of a martyr in these last awful 
moments. 
 
Champel is a little bill south of Geneva with a fine view on one of the loveliest paradises of 
nature. {1196} There was prepared a funeral pile hidden in part by the autumnal leaves of the oak 
trees. The Lord Lieutenant and the herald on horseback, both arrayed in the insignia of their 
office, arrive with the doomed man and the old pastor, followed by a small procession of 
spectators. Farel invites Servetus to solicit the prayers of the people and to unite his prayers with 
theirs. Servetus obeys in silence. The executioner fastens him by iron chains to the stake amidst 
the fagots, puts a crown of leaves covered with sulphur on his head, and binds his book by his 
side. The sight of the flaming torch extorts from him a piercing shriek of "misericordias" in his 
native tongue. The spectators fall back with a shudder. The flames soon reach him and consume 
his mortal frame in the forty-fourth year of his fitful life. In the last moment he is heard to pray, in 



smoke and agony, with a loud voice: "Jesus Christ, thou Son of the eternal God, have mercy upon 
me!" {1197} 
 
This was at once a confession of his faith and of his error. He could not be induced, says Farel, to 
confess that Christ was the eternal Son of God. 
 
The tragedy ended when the clock of St. Peter’s struck twelve. The people quietly dispersed to 
their homes. Farel returned at once to Neuchatel, even without calling on Calvin. The subject was 
too painful to be discussed. 
 
The conscience and piety of that age approved of the execution, and left little room for the 
emotions of compassion. But two hundred years afterwards a distinguished scholar and minister 
of Geneva echoed the sentiments of his fellow-citizens when he said: "Would to God that we 
could extinguish this funeral pile with our tears." {1198} Dr. Henry, the admiring biographer of 
Calvin, imagines an impartial Christian jury of the nineteenth century assembled on Champel, 
which would pronounce the judgment on Calvin, "Not guilty"; on Servetus, "Guilty, with 
extenuating circumstances." {1199} 
 
The flames of Champel have consumed the intolerance of Calvin as well as the heresy of 
Servetus. 
 
{1195} "Ut Deus accusatoribus esset propitius." Farel. This is certainly a Christian act. Henry 
(III. 191) admits that Servetus in his last moments showed some noble traits towards his enemies. 
 
{1196} It is now covered by a beautiful villa, gardens, and vineyards. The pleasant road of half an 
hour from the city to Champel is called "the Philosophers’ Way," on which Arminius, when a 
student of Beza, is said to have begun his meditations on the mysteries of predestination and free-
will, which immortalized his name. So Henry reports in his small biography of Calvin, p. 346, 
and in his large work, III. 198, note 1. 
 
{1197} Farel does not mention this, nor some other circumstances which are more or less 
apocryphal (and omitted by Rilliet): for instance, that the executioner did not understand his 
business, and piled up green oak-wood; that many threw dry, bundles into the slow-burning fire, 
and that Servetus suffered nearly half an hour. See the anonymous Historia deMorte Serveti, 
ascribed to a Genevese, who was an enemy of Calvin. Henry, III. 200 sq. 
 
{1198} Jean Senebier (b. at Geneva, 1742; d. 1809), Hist. litter. de Geneve (Gen. 1786, 3 vols.), I. 
215: "Il seroit a souhaiter que nos larmes eussent pu eteindre le bucher de cet infortune." Quoted 
by Henry, III. 207. 
 
{1199} Leben Joh. Calvin’s, III. 209 sq.  



156. The Character of Servetus. 
 
Servetus—theologian, philosopher, geographer, physician, scientist, and astrologer—was one of 
the most remarkable men in the history of heresy. He was of medium size, thin and pale, like 
Calvin, his eyes beaming with intelligence, and an expression of melancholy and fanaticism. 
Owing to a physical rupture he was never married. He seems never to have had any particular 
friends, and stood isolated and alone. 
 
His mental endowments and acquirements were of a high order, and placed him far above the 
heretics of his age and almost on an equality with the Reformers. {1200} His discoveries have 
immortalized his name in the history of science. He knew Latin, Hebrew, and Greek (though 
Calvin depreciates his knowledge of Greek), as well as Spanish, French, and Italian, and was well 
read in the Bible, the early fathers, and the schoolmen. He had an original, speculative, and acute 
mind, a tenacious memory, ready wit, a fiery imagination, ardent love of learning, and untiring 
industry. He anticipated the leading doctrines of Socinianism and Unitarianism, but in connection 
with mystic and pantheistic speculations, which his contemporaries did not understand. He had 
much uncommon sense, but little practical common sense. He lacked balance and soundness. 
There was a streak of fanaticism in his brain. His eccentric genius bordered closely on the line of 
insanity. For 
 
Great wits are sure to madness near allied, 
 
And thin partitions do their bounds divide. 
 
His style is frequently obscure, inelegant, abrupt, diffuse, and repetitious. He accumulates 
arguments to an extent that destroys their effect. He gives eight arguments to prove that the saints 
in heaven pray for us; ten arguments to show that Melanchthon and his friends were sorcerers, 
blinded by the devil; twenty arguments against infant baptism; twenty-five reasons for the 
necessity of faith before baptism; and sixty signs of the apocalyptic beast and the reign of 
Antichrist. {1201} 
 
In thought and style he was the opposite of the clear-headed, well-balanced, methodical, logical, 
and thoroughly sound Calvin, who never leaves the reader in doubt as to his meaning. 
 
The moral character of Servetus was free from immorality of which his enemies at first suspected 
him in the common opinion of the close connection of heresy with vice. But he was vain, proud, 
defiant, quarrelsome, revengeful, irreverent in the use of language, deceitful, and mendacious. He 
abused popery and the Reformers with unreasonable violence. He conformed for years to the 
Catholic ritual which he despised as idolatrous. He defended his attendance upon mass by Paul’s 
example in visiting the temple, {Acts 21:26} but afterwards confessed at Geneva that he had acted 
under compulsion and sinned from fear of death. He concealed or denied on oath facts which he 
had afterwards to admit. {1202} At Vienne he tried to lie himself out of danger, and escaped; in 
Geneva he defied his antagonist and did his best, with the aid of the Libertines in the Council, to 
ruin him. 
 
The severest charge against him is blasphemy. Bullinger remarked to a Pole that if Satan himself 
should come out of hell, he could use no more blasphemous language against the Trinity than this 
Spaniard; and Peter Martyr, who was present, assented and said that such a living son of the devil 
ought not to be tolerated anywhere. We cannot even now read some of his sentences against the 



doctrine of the Trinity without a shudder. Servetus lacked reverence and a decent regard for the 
most sacred feelings and convictions of those who differed from him. But there was a 
misunderstanding on both sides. He did not mean to blaspheme the true God in whom he believed 
himself, but only the three false and imaginary gods, as he wrongly conceived them to be, while 
to all orthodox Christians they were the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit of the one true, 
eternal, blessed Godhead. 
 
He labored under the fanatical delusion that he was called by Providence to reform the Church 
and to restore the Christian religion. He deemed himself wiser than all the fathers, schoolmen, 
and reformers. He supported his delusion by a fanciful interpretation of the last and darkest book 
of the Bible. 
 
Calvin and Farel saw, in his refusal to recant, only the obstinacy of an incorrigible heretic and 
blasphemer. We must recognize in it the strength of his conviction. He forgave his enemies; he 
asked the pardon even of Calvin. Why should we not forgive him? He had a deeply religious 
nature. We must honor his enthusiastic devotion to the Scriptures and to the person of Christ. 
From the prayers and ejaculations inserted in his book, and from his dying cry for mercy, it is 
evident that he worshipped Jesus Christ as his Lord and Saviour. {1203} 
 
{1200} Mosheim compares him with Calvin in genius, yet calls his method "a model of 
confusion." Staehelin (I. 428) likewise thinks that in intellectual endowment he was equal 
(ebenburtig) to the greatest men of his great century, even to Calvin, but that he lacked the chief 
qualification of a reformer—moral character. Tollin puts him on a par with Calvin and Luther. 
But such exaggeration is refuted by history. The fruits are the test of a man’s true greatness. 
 
{1201} Restit. pp. 564, 570, 586, 664, 700, 718. 
 
{1202} Tollin (Charakterbild, p. 38) defends Servetus’s veracity by resolving his contradictory 
statements into innocent errors of memory and comparing them to the variations in the four 
Gospel narratives! 
 
{1203} Rest. p. 356: "O Christe Jesu, domine Deus noster, adesto, veni, vide, et pugna pro 
nobis." P. 576: "O pater omnipotens, pater misericordiae, eripe nos miseros ab his tenebris 
mortis, per nomen filii tui Jesu Christi domini nostri. O fili Dei, Jesu Christe, qui pro nobis 
mortuus es, ne moreremur, succurre, ne moriamur," etc. Comp. also the prayer at the beginning 
of his book, quoted above in 146.  



157. Calvin’s Defence of the Death Penalty for Heretics. 
 
The public sentiment, Catholic and Protestant, as we have seen, approved of the traditional 
doctrine, that obstinate heretics should be made harmless by death, and continued unchanged 
down to the close of the seventeenth century. 
 
But there were exceptions. As in the case of the execution of the Spanish Priscillianists in the 
fourth century, the genuine spirit of Christianity and humanity raised a cry of indignation and 
horror through the mouths of St. Ambrose of Milan, and St. Martin of Tours; so there were not a 
few in the sixteenth century who protested against the burning of Servetus. Most of these—Lelio 
Socino, Renato, Curio, Biandrata, Alciati, Gribaldo, Gentile, Ochino, and Castellio—were Italian 
refugees and free-thinkers who sympathized more or less with his heretical opinions. It was 
especially three professors in the University of Basel Borrhaus (Cellarius), Curio, and Castellio—
who were suspected at Geneva of being followers of Servetus. For the same reason some 
Anabaptists, like David Joris, who lived at that time in Basel under the assumed name of John 
von Bruck, took his part. Anonymous libels in prose and verse appeared against Calvin. He was 
denounced as a new pope and inquisitor, and Geneva, heretofore an asylum of religious liberty, as 
a new Rome, {1204} A hundred Servetuses seemed to arise from the ashes at Champel; but they 
were all inferior men, and did not understand the speculative views of Servetus, who had 
exhausted the productive powers of antitrinitarianism. {1205} 
 
Not only dissenters and personal enemies, but also, as Beza admits, some orthodox and pious 
people and friends of Calvin were dissatisfied with the severity of the punishment, and feared, not 
without reason, that it would justify and encourage the Romanists in their cruel persecution of 
Protestants in France and elsewhere. 
 
Under these circumstances Calvin felt it to be his disagreeable duty to defend his conduct, and to 
refute the errors of Servetus. He was urged by Bullinger to do it. He completed the work in a few 
months and published it in Latin and French in the beginning of 1554. {1206} It had an official 
character and was signed by all the fifteen ministers of Geneva. {1207} 
 
Beza aided him in this controversy and undertook to refute the pamphlet of Bellius, and did so 
with great ability and eloquence. {1208} 
 
Calvin’s work against Servetus gave complete satisfaction to Melanchthon. It is the strongest 
refutation of the errors of his opponent which his age produced, but it is not free from bitterness 
against one who, at last, had humbly asked his pardon, and who had been sent to the judgment 
seat of God by a violent death. It is impossible to read without pain the following passage: 
"Whoever shall now contend that it is unjust to put heretics and blasphemers to death will 
knowingly and willingly incur their very guilt. This is not laid down on human authority; it is 
God who speaks and prescribes a perpetual rule for his Church. It is not in vain that he banishes 
all those human affections which soften our hearts; that he commands paternal love and all the 
benevolent feelings between brothers, relations, and friends to cease; in a word, that he almost 
deprives men of their nature in order that nothing may hinder their holy zeal. Why is so 
implacable a severity exacted but that we may know that God is defrauded of his honor, unless 
the piety that is due to him be preferred to all human duties, and that when his glory is to be 
asserted, humanity must be almost obliterated from our memories?" 
 



Calvin’s plea for the right and duty of the Christian magistrate to punish heresy by death, stands 
or falls with his theocratic theory and the binding authority of the Mosaic code. His arguments are 
chiefly drawn from the Jewish laws against idolatry and blasphemy, and from the examples of the 
pious kings of Israel. But his arguments from the New Testament are failures. He agrees with 
Augustin in the interpretation of the parabolic words: "Constrain them to come in". {1209} {Luke 
14:23} But this can only refer to moral and not to physical force, and would imply a forcible 
salvation, not destruction. The same parable was afterwards abused by the French bishops to 
justify the abominable dragoonades of Louis XIV. against the Huguenots. Calvin quotes the 
passages on the duty of the civil magistrate to use the sword against evil-doers; {Romans 13:4} 
the expulsion of the profane traffickers from the temple; {Matthew 21:12} the judgment on 
Ananias and Sapphira; {Acts 5:1 sqq.} the striking of Elymas with blindness (13:11); and the 
delivery of Hymenaeus and Alexander to Satan. {1 Timothy 1:20} He answers the objections from 
the parables of the tares and of the net, {Matthew 13:30,49} and from the wise counsel of 
Gamaliel. {Acts 5:34} But he cannot get over those passages which contradict his theory, as 
Christ’s rebuke to John and James for wishing to call down fire from heaven, {Luke 9:54} and to 
Peter for drawing the sword, {Matthew 26:52} his declaration that his kingdom is not of this 
world, {John 18:36} and his whole spirit and aim, which is to save and not to destroy. 
 
In his juvenile work on Seneca and in earlier editions of his Institutes, Calvin had expressed noble 
sentiments on toleration; {1210} even as Augustin did in his writings against the Manichaeans, 
among whom he himself had lived for nine years; but both changed their views for the worse in 
their zeal for orthodoxy. 
 
Calvin’s "Defence" did not altogether satisfy even some of his best friends. Zurkinden, the State 
Secretary of Bern, wrote him Feb. 10, 1554: "I wish the former part of your book, respecting the 
right which the magistrates may have to use the sword in coercing heretics, had not appeared in 
your name, but in that of your council, which might have been left to defend its own act. I do not 
see how you can find any favor with men of sedate mind in being the first formally to treat this 
subject, which is a hateful one to almost all." {1211} Bullinger intimated his objections more 
mildly in a letter of March 26, 1554, in which he says: "I only fear that your book will not be so 
acceptable to many of the more simple-minded persons, who, nevertheless, are attached both to 
yourself and to the truth, by reason of its brevity and consequent obscurity, and the weightiness of 
the subject. And, indeed, your style appears somewhat perplexed, especially in this work." Calvin 
wrote in reply, April 29, 1554: "I am aware that I have been more concise than usual in this 
treatise. However, if I should appear to have faithfully and honestly defended the true doctrine, it 
will more than recompense me for my trouble. But though the candor and justice which are 
natural to you, as well as your love towards me, lead you to judge of me favorably, there are 
others who assail me harshly as a master in cruelty and atrocity, for attacking with my pen not 
only a dead man, but one who perished by my hands. Some, even not self-disposed towards me, 
wish that I had never entered on the subject of the punishment of heretics, and say that others in 
the like situation have held their tongues as the best way of avoiding hatred. It is well, however, 
that I have you to share my fault, if fault it be; for you it was who advised and persuaded me to it. 
Prepare yourself, therefore, for the combat." {1212} 
 
{1204} The Sicilian, Camillo Renato wrote a long poem, Deuteronomy injusto Serveti incendio, 
which is copied by Trechsel, I. 321-28, from the Simler collection in Zurich. Several poems came 
from Italian refugees in the Grisons. 
 
{1205} On these later Antitrinitarians, see the preceding chapter. They were deistic; Servetus 
pantheistic. Trechsel says (I. 269): "In Servet schien sich die produktive Kraft des 
Antitrinitarianismus erschoepft zu haben. Von der Hoehe der Genialitaet und speculativer 



Weltbetrachtung sank er zu der Stufe des trivialen ohnmaechtigen Zweifels hinunter, und die 
jugendliche Frische und Fulle, die sich in den Ideen des spanischen Arztes offenbarte, wich einem 
altklugen, verstaendelnden, halbaufgeklaerten Wesen, das sich in einer Fluth von subjektiven 
Meinungen ohne Halt und innere Bedeutung zu erkennen gab. Nicht wenig wurde der kirchlichen 
Parthei und Calvin an ihrer Spitze durch die geistige Bedeutungslosigkeit ihrer Gegner der 
Kampf und Widerstand erleichtert, und doch dauerte er noch dreizehn Jahre und endigte mit 
einer aehnlichen gewaltsamen Katastrophe, wie diejenige, mit welcher er begonnen hatte." He 
means the execution of Gentile at Bern, 1566. 
 
{1206} Zurkinden in Bern received a copy Feb. 10, 1564; Sulzer in Basel, Feb. 26. 
 
{1207} Defensio orthodoxae fidei de sacra Trinitate, contra prodigiosos errores Michaelis 
Serveti Hispani: ubi ostenditur haereticos jure gladii coarcendos esse, et nominatim de homine 
hoc tam impio juste et merito sumptum Genevae fuisse supplicium. Per Johannem Calvinum. 
Oliva Roberti Stephani (261 pages). It is also quoted under the subtitle: Fidelis Expositio 
errorurm Mich. Serveti et brevis eorundem Refutatio, etc., or simply as Refutatio Errorum M. S. 
The French version is entitled: Declaration pour maintenir la vraye foy que tiennent tous 
Chrestiens de la Trinitedes personnes en un seul Dieu. Par Jean Calvin. Contre les erreurs 
detestables de Michel Servet, Espaignol. Ou il est aussi monstre, qu’il est licite de punir les 
heretiques; et qu’a bon droict ce meschant a-esteexecutepar justice en la ville de Geneve (356 
pages). The work is accordingly cited under different titles—Defensio, Refutatio, Declaration. 
See the bibliographical notices in Calvin’s Opera, VIII. Proleg. xxix-xxxiii. 
 
{1208} See succeeding section. 
 
{1209} In his commentary on that passage (Harm. Evang., Pars. II. 43, Tholuck’s edition), Calvin 
says: "Non improbo, quod Augustinus hoc testimonio saepius contra Donatistas usus est, ut 
probaret, piorum principum edictis ad veri Dei cultum et fidei unitatem licite cogi praefractos et 
rebelles: quia, etsi voluntaria est fides, videmus tamen, iis mediis utiliter domari eorum 
pervicaciam, qui non nisi coacti parent." 
 
{1210} See Henry, II. 121-124; III. 224. 
 
{1211} "Ego non video gratiam aliquam te inire posse apud sedati animi homines, quod primus 
omnium ex professo fere hoc argumentum tractandum susceperis, omnibus ferme invisum." Bibl. 
Gen. Cod. 114. Trechsel, I. 269; Opera, XV. 22. 
 
{1212} "Alii me durius exagitant, quod saevitiae et atrocitatis sim magister, quod mortum 
hominem, qui manibus meis periit, calamo proscindam. Sunt etiam quidam non malevoli, qui 
argumentum illud nunquam me attigisse cuperent, de haereticis puniendis. Dicunt enim alios 
omnes, ut invidiam fugerent, data opera tacuisse. Sed bene se habet, quod te habes culpae 
socium, si quae tamen culpa est, quia mihi auctor et hortator fuisti. Vide igitur, ut te ad certamen 
compares." Henry, III. 236 and Beilage, p. 87; Opera, XV. 124.  



158. A Plea for Religious Liberty. Castellio and Beza. 
 
Cf. 126, p. 627, and especially Ferd. Buisson, Sebastien Castellion. Paris (Hachette et Cie 1892.) 
2 vols. 8vo (I. 358-413; II. 1-28). 
 
A month after Calvin’s defence of the death penalty of heretics, there appeared at Basel a 
pseudonymous book in defence of religious liberty, dedicated to Duke Christopher of 
Wurtemberg. {1213} It was edited and prefaced professedly by Martinus Bellius, whose real 
name has never been discovered with certainty. Perhaps it was Martin Borrhaus of Stuttgart 
(1499-1564), professor of Hebrew learning in the University of Basel, and known under the name 
of "Cellarius," in honor of his first protector, Simon Cellarius (not to be confounded with Michael 
Cellarius of Augsburg). He studied at Heidelberg and Wittenberg, appeared first among the 
Zwickau Prophets, and then in connection with Carlstadt (who ended his days likewise as a 
professor at Basel). {1214} The book was misdated from Magdeburg, the stronghold of the 
orthodox Lutherans, in opposition to the tyranny of the Imperial Interim. A French edition 
appeared, nominally at Rouen, but was probably printed at Lyons, where Castellio had a brother 
in the printing business. {1215} 
 
Calvin at once suspected the true authors, and wrote to Bullinger, March 28, 1554: "A book has 
just been clandestinely printed at Basel under false names, in which Castellio and Curio pretend 
to prove that heretics should not be repressed by the sword. Would that the pastors of that church 
at length, though late, aroused themselves to prevent the evil from spreading wider." {1216} A 
few days afterwards Beza wrote to Bullinger about the same book, and gave it as his opinion that 
the feigned Magdeburg was a city on the Rhine [Basel], and that Castellio was the real author, 
who treated the most important articles of faith as useless or indifferent, and put the Bible on a 
par with the Ethics of Aristotle. {1217} 
 
Castellio wrote, however, only a part of the book. He adopted the pseudonym of Basilius (i.e. 
Sebastian) Montfortius (i.e. Castellio). {1218} 
 
The body of this work consists of a collection of testimonies in favor of religious toleration, 
extracted from the writings of Luther (his book, Von weltlicher Obrigkeit, 1523), Brenz (who 
maintain that heresy as long as it keeps in the intellectual sphere should be punished only by the 
Word of God), Erasmus, Sebastian Frank, several Church Fathers (Lactantius, Chrysostom, 
Jerome, and Augustin, in his antiManichaean writings), Otto Brunsfeld (d. at Bern, 1534), 
Urbanus Rhegius (Lutheran theologian, d. 1541), Conrad Pellican (Hebrew professor at Zurich, d. 
1556), Caspar Hedio, Christoph Hoffmann, Georg Kleinberg (a pseudonym) and even Calvin (in 
the first edition of his Institutes). This collection was probably made by Curio. 
 
The epilogue is written by Castellio, and is the most important part of the book. He examines the 
different biblical and patristic passages quoted for and against intolerance. He argues against his 
opponents from the multiplicity of sects which disagree on the interpretation of Scripture, and 
concludes that, on their principles, they should all be exterminated except one. He justly charges 
St. Augustin with inconsistency in his treatment of the Donatists, for which, he says, he was 
punished by the invasion of the Arian Vandals. The lions turned against those who had unchained 
them. Persecution breeds Christian hypocrites in place of open heretics. It provokes counter-
persecution, as was just then seen in England after the accession of Queen Mary, which caused 
the flight of English Protestants to Switzerland. In conclusion he gives an allegorical picture of a 
journey through the centuries showing the results of the two conflicting principles of force and 



liberty, of intolerance and charity, and leaves the reader to decide which of the two armies is the 
army of Jesus Christ. 
 
Castellio anticipated Bayle and Voltaire, or rather the Baptists and Quakers. He was the champion 
of religious liberty in the sixteenth century. He claimed it in the name of the gospel and the 
Reformation. It was appropriate that this testimony should come from the Swiss city of Basel, the 
home of Erasmus. {1219} 
 
But the leaders of the Swiss Reformation in Geneva and Zurich could see in this advocacy of 
religious freedom only a most dangerous heresy, which would open the door to all kinds of errors 
and throw the Church of Christ into inextricable confusion. 
 
Theodore Beza, the faithful aid of Calvin, took up his pen against the anonymous sceptics of 
Basel, and defended the right and duty of the Christian magistrate to punish heresy. His work 
appeared in September, 1554; that is, five months after the book of Martinus Bellius. It was 
Beza’s first published theological treatise (he was then thirty-five years of age). {1220} 
 
The book has a polemic and an apologetic part. In the former, Beza tries to refute the principle of 
toleration; in the latter, to defend the conduct of Geneva. He contends that the toleration of error 
is indifference to truth, and that it destroys all order and discipline in the Church. Even the 
enforced unity of the papacy is much better than anarchy. Heresy is much worse than murder, 
because it destroys the soul. The spiritual power has nothing to do with temporal punishments; 
but it is the right and duty of the civil government, which is God’s servant, to see to it that he 
receives his full honor in the community. Beza appeals to the laws of Moses and the acts of kings 
Asa and Josiah against blasphemers and false prophets. All Christian rulers have punished 
obstinate heretics. The oecumenical synods (from 325 to 787) were called and confirmed by 
emperors who punished the offenders. Whoever denies to the civil authority the right to restrain 
and punish pernicious errors against public worship undermines the authority of the Bible. He 
cites in confirmation passages from Luther, Melanchthon, Urbanus Rhegius, Brenz, Bucer, 
Capito, Bullinger, Musculus, and the Church of Geneva. He closes the argument as follows: "The 
duty of the civil authority in this matter is hedged about by these three regulations: (1) It must 
strictly confine itself to its own sphere, and not presume to define heresy; that belongs to the 
Church alone. (2) It must not pass judgment with regard to persons, advantages, and 
circumstances, but with pure regard to the honor of God. (3) It must proceed after quiet, regular 
examination of the heresy and mature consideration of all the circumstances, and inflict such 
punishment as will best secure the honor due to the divine Majesty and the peace and unity of the 
Church." 
 
This theory, which differs little from the papal theory of intolerance, except in regard to the 
definition of heresy and the mode and degree of punishment, was accepted for a long time in the 
Reformed Churches with few dissenting voices; but, fortunately, there was no occasion for 
another capital punishment of heresy in the Church of Geneva after the burning of Servetus. 
 
The evil which Calvin and Beza did was buried with their bones; the greater good which they did 
will live on forever. Dr. Willis, though a decided apologist of Servetus, makes the admission: 
"Calvin must nevertheless be thought of as the real herald of modern freedom. Holding ignorance 
to be incompatible with the existence of a people at once religious and free, Calvin had the 
schoolhouse built beside the Church, and brought education within the reach of all. Nor did he 
overlook the higher culture." {1221} 
 



Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1213} Deuteronomy haereticis, an-sint persequendi, et omnino quomodo sit cum eis agendum 
multorum tum veterum tum recentiorum sententiae. Liber hoc tam turbulento tempore 
pernecessarius. Magdeburgi [false name for Basel] per Georgium Rausch, anno Domini 1554, 
mense Martio (173 pp., 8vo). The name of the editor who wrote the dedicatory preface is given as 
Martinus Bellius (in French, Martin Bellie), which was explained by the contemporaries as 
"Guerre a la guerre, guerre a ceux qui usent du glaive." Buisson, I. 358. A copy which belonged 
to Boniface Amerbach, is in the University Library of Basel (II 15). 
 
{1214} See Riggenbach in Herzog, ii III. 166, and Buisson, II. 10 sq. 
 
{1215} Traictedes heretiques, a savoir si on les doit persecuter, et comme on se doit conduire 
avec eux, selon l’advis, opinion, et sentence de pleusieurs auteurs tant anciens que modernes: 
grandement necessaire en ce temps plein de troubles, et tris utile a tous, et principalement aux 
Princes et Magistrats, pour cognoistre quel est leur office en une chose tant difficile et perilleuse. 
Rouen, Pierre Freneau, 1554 (139 pp., 8vo). I copy the title from Buisson, I. 358. He gives a full 
analysis and extracts (pp. 360 sqq.). The book is exceedingly rare. 
 
{1216} Opera, XV. 96. 
 
{1217} Opera, XV. 97. 
 
{1218} As Schweizer has shown, see above, p. 627. Buisson ignores Schweizer, but comes to the 
same conclusion (I. 404): "Basile est un equivalent tres plausible de Sebastien, et Montfort eveille 
une idee toute voisine de celle de Castellum ou de Chatillon." 
 
{1219} Michelet (Renaissance) says: "Un pauvre prote d’imprimerie, Sebastien Chateillon, posa 
pour tout l’avenir la grande loi de la tolerance." Buisson has chosen this sentence as the motto of 
his work. He calls Castellio (II. 268) "dans le protestantisme francais, le premier des modernes." 
 
{1220} It was entitled: Deuteronomy haereticis a civili magistratu puniendis libellus, adversus 
Martini Bellii farraginem et novorum Academicorum sectam, Theodoro Beza Vezelio auctore. 
Oliva Roberti Stephani, MDLIIII (271 pp., 8vo). Reprinted in his Tractationes Theologicae, 2d 
ed., 1582, pp. 85-169. Nicolas Colladon published a French translation: Traittede l’authoritedu 
magistrat en la punition des heretiques, etc., 1560. Buisson, II. 19. 
 
{1221} Servetus and Calvin, p. 614. See below, 161.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XVII. 
 
CALVIN ABROAD. 
 
Calvin’s Correspondence in his Opera, vols. X.-XX.—Henry, III. 395-549 (Calvin’s Wirksamkeit 
nach aussen).—Stahelin, I. 505-588; II. 5 sqq. 
 

159. Calvin’s Catholicity of Spirit. 
 
Calvin was a Frenchman by birth and education, a Swiss by adoption and life-work, a 
cosmopolitan in spirit and aim. 
 
The Church of God was his home, and that Church knows no boundaries of nationality and 
language. The world was his parish. Having left the papacy, he still remained a Catholic in the 
best sense of that word, and prayed and labored for the unity of all believers. Like his friend 
Melanchthon, he deeply deplored the divisions of Protestantism. To heal them he was willing to 
cross ten oceans. Thus he wrote, in reply to Archbishop Cranmer, who had invited him (March 
20, 1552), with Melanchthon and Bullinger, to a meeting in Lambeth Palace for the purpose of 
drawing up a consensus creed for the Reformed Churches. {1222} After expressing his zeal for 
the Church universal, he continues (Oct. 14, 1552):— 
 
"I wish, indeed, it could be brought about that men of learning and authority from the different 
churches should meet somewhere, and after thoroughly discussing the different articles of faith, 
should, by an unanimous decision, deliver down to posterity some certain rule of doctrine. But 
amongst the chief evils of the age must be reckoned the marked division between the different 
churches, insomuch that human society can hardly be said to be established among us, much less 
a holy communion of the members of Christ, which, though all profess it, few indeed really 
observe with sincerity. But if the clergy are more lukewarm than they should be, the fault lies 
chiefly with their sovereigns, who are either so involved in their secular affairs, as to neglect 
altogether the welfare of the Church, and indeed religion itself, or so well content to see their own 
countries at peace as to care little about others; and thus the members being divided, the body of 
the Church lies lacerated." 
 
"As to myself, if I should be thought of any use, I would not, if need be, object to cross ten seas 
for such a purpose. If the assisting of England were alone concerned, that would be motive 
enough with me. Much more, therefore, am I of opinion, that I ought to grudge no labor or 
trouble, seeing that the object in view is an agreement among the learned, to be drawn up by the 
weight of their authority according to Scripture, in order to unite Churches seated far apart. But 
my insignificance makes me hope that I may be spared. I shall have discharged my part by 
offering up my prayers for what may have been done by others. Melanchthon is so far off that it 
takes some time to exchange letters. Bullinger has, perhaps, already answered you. I only wish 
that I had the power, as I have the inclination, to serve the cause." {1223} 
 
This noble project was defeated or indefinitely postponed by the death of Edward VI. and the 
martyrdom of Cranmer, but it continues to live as a pium desiderium. In opposition to a 
mechanical and enforced uniformity, Calvin suggested the idea of a spiritual unity with 
denominational variety, or of one flock in many folds under one shepherd. {1224} This idea was 



taken up in our age by the Evangelical Alliance, the Pan-Anglican Council, the Pan-Presbyterian 
Alliance, the Pan-Methodist Conference, the Young Men’s Christian Associations, the Christian 
Endeavor Societies, and similar voluntary associations, which bring Christians of different 
churches and nationalities together for mutual conference and co-operation, without interfering 
with their separate organization and denominational preferences. 
 
A lasting monument of Calvin’s catholicity is his immense correspondence, which fills ten quarto 
volumes of the last edition of his works, and embraces in all no less than forty-two hundred and 
seventy-one letters. He left to Beza a collection of manuscripts with discretionary power to 
publish from it what he deemed might promote the edification of the Church of God. 
Accordingly, Beza edited the first collection of Calvin’s letters eleven years after his death, at 
Geneva, 1575. This edition was several times republished, and gradually enriched by letters 
discovered in various libraries by Liebe, Mosheim, Bretschneider, Crottet, Jules Bonnet, Henry, 
Reuss, and Herminjard. 
 
No theologian has left behind him a correspondence equal in extent, ability, and interest. In these 
letters Calvin discusses the profoundest topics of religion; he gives advice as a faithful pastor; 
administers comfort to suffering brethren; pours out his heart to his friends; solves difficult 
political questions, as a wise statesman, in the complications of the little Republic with Bern, 
Savoy, and France. Among his correspondents are all the surviving Reformers—Melanchthon, 
Bucer, Bullinger, Farel, Viret, Cranmer, Knox, Beza, Peter Martyr, John a  Lasco; crowned 
heads—Queen Marguerite of Navarre, the Duchess Renee of Ferrara, King Sigismund Augustus 
of Poland, the Elector Otto Heinrich of the Palatinate, Duke Christopher of Wurtemberg; 
statesmen and high officers, like Duke Somerset, the Protector of England, Prince Radziwil of 
Poland, Admiral Coligny of France, the magistrates of Zurich, Bern, Basel, St. Gall, and 
Frankfort; and humble confessors and martyrs to whom he sent letters of comfort in prison. 
 
{1222} See Cranmer’s letter of invitation in Calvin’s Opera, XIV. 306. 
 
{1223} "Quantum ad me attinet, si quis mei usus fore videbitur, ne decem quidem maria, si opus 
sit, ob eam rem trajicere pigeat. Si de juvando tantum Angliae regno ageretur, jam mihi ea satis 
legitima ratio foret. Nunc cum quaeratur gravis et ad Scripturae normam probe compositus 
doctorum hominum consensus, quo ecclesiae procul alioqui dissitae inter se coalescant, nullis vel 
laboribus vel molestiis parcere fas mihi esse arbitror. Verum tenuitatem meam facturam spero, ut 
mihi parcatur. Si votis prosequar, quod ab aliis susceptum erit, partibus meis defunctus ero. D. 
Philippus longius obest, quam ut ultro citroque commeare brevi tempore literae queant. D. 
Bullingerus tibi forte jam rescripsit. Mihi utinam par studii ardori suppeteret facultas!" See 
Opera, XIV. 312 sqq.; Cranmer’s Works (Parker Soc. ed.), vol. II. pp. 430-433.  



160. Geneva an Asylum for Protestants from all Countries. 
 
Calvin gave to Geneva a cosmopolitan character which it retains to this day. It became, through 
him, as already stated, the capital of the Reformed Churches, and was called the Protestant Rome. 
Philip II. of Spain wrote to the French king: "Geneva is the source of all misfortune to France, the 
refuge of all heretics, the most terrible enemy of Rome. I am ready at any time, with all the power 
of my kingdom, to aid in its destruction." That city was, indeed, in the sixteenth century what 
North America has become, on a much larger scale, since the seventeenth century. It was an 
asylum for persecuted confessors of the evangelical faith without distinction of nationality, an 
impregnable moral fortress built upon the rock of the Bible. {1225} 
 
Zurich, Basel, and Strassburg were the only places in that age which can be compared with 
Geneva in generous hospitality to strangers. 
 
At the beginning of the sixteenth century the city of Geneva numbered 12,000 souls, in 1543 not 
more than 13,000; but in the seven years from 1543 to 1550 it increased to 20,000, or at the rate 
of 1000 a year. This increase was chiefly due to the continuous influx of persecuted Protestants 
from France, Italy, and England. Some came also from Spain and Holland. {1226} Most of them 
were educated men and not a few of them distinguished for learning and social position, as 
Cordier, Colladon, Etienne (Stephens), Marot, Ochino, Carraccioli, Knox, Whittingham. They 
had made sacrifices for the sake of religion, and thereby acquired the honor of confessors with the 
spirit of martyrs. There were special congregations for Italians and Englishmen, who were 
provided by the city with suitable places of worship. Calvin treated the refugees with great 
hospitality. He secured to them as far as possible the rights of citizenship. Some of them were 
even elected to the Large Council. An insult to a refugee from religious persecution was as 
punishable as an insult to a minister of the gospel. The favor and privileges accorded to these 
foreigners excited the envy and jealousy of the native Genevese, who opposed their admission to 
citizenship and their right to carry arms. This exclusive nativism gave Calvin a great deal of 
trouble. 
 
The little Republic of Geneva was continually exposed to the danger of absorption by Savoy, 
France, and Spain, which hated her as the stronghold of heresy. It was in a large measure due to 
the wisdom and firmness of Calvin that in those critical times she preserved her liberty and 
independence. He also resisted the repeated attempts of Bern to interfere with the doctrine and 
discipline of the Church. 
 
Geneva offers a wonderful aspect in modern history. 
 
Embracing the elite of three nations, melted into one whole by the spirit of one man, it continues 
in the midst of mighty and bitter foes, without any external support, simply through its moral 
force. It has no territory, no army, no treasures, no temporal, no material resources. There it 
stands, "a city of the spirit, built of Christian stoicism on the rock of predestination." 
 
{1224} John 10:16, mia poimnh (not aulh), ei poimhn The E. V., following the Latin Vulgate, 
wrongly translates, "one fold," which suggests the Roman idea of one external organization, like 
the papacy. 
 



{1225} Michelet (Histoire de France, vol. X. 414) calls Calvinistic Geneva "la cite de l’esprit 
batie de stoicisme sur le roc de la predestination," and (in vol. XI. 93) "la fabrique des saints et 
des martyrs, la sombre forge ou se forgeaissent les elus de la mort." 
 
{1226} Fourteen hundred French families settled in Geneva in eight years, during the reign of 
Henri II. Gaberel, Histoire de l’eglise de Geneve, I. 346; Michelet, X. 414.  



161. The Academy of Geneva. The High School of Reformed Theology. 
 
I. Calvin: Leges Academiae Genevensis, or L’Ordre du College de Geneve, first published in 
Latin and French. Geneva, 1559. Republished by Charles Le Fort, professor of law at Geneva, on 
the third centennial of the founding of the Academy, June 5, 1859, and in Opera, X. 65-90. 
 
II. Berthault: Mathurin Cordier. L’enseignement chez les premiers Calvinistes. Paris, 1876 (85 
pp.).—Massebieau: Les colloques scolaires du seizieme siecle et leurs auteurs. Paris, 1878.—
Amiel et Bouvier: L’enseignement superieur a  Geneve depuis la fondation de l’academie 
jusqu’a  1876. Gen., 1878. Comp. Henry, III. 386 sqq.; Stahelin, II. 487-498; Gaberel, II. 109 
sqq.; Buisson: Seb. Castellion (Paris, 1892), I. 121-151. 
 
One of the most important institutions of Geneva which strengthened the Reformed religion at 
home, and extended it abroad, is the Academy founded by Calvin. Knowing that the ignorance of 
the Roman priesthood was a source of much superstition and corruption, he labored zealously for 
the education of the ministry and the whole people, and secured the best teachers, as Cordier, 
Saunier, Castellio, and Beza. 
 
There was a college in Geneva, since 1428, called after its founder "College Versonnex," for the 
training of the clergy; but it had fallen into decay, and was reorganized after Calvin’s return in 
1541. Tuition was free. To avoid overcrowding and to bring the facilities of education within the 
reach of every youth, four elementary schools were established for each of the four quarters of the 
city. At first a small fee was charged, but it was abolished by the council after 1571, at the request 
of Beza. A much larger attendance was the effect. Calvin is sometimes called the founder of the 
common school system. 
 
He wished to establish a full university with four faculties, but the limited means of the little 
Republic would not permit that; so he confined himself to an Academy. He himself collected for 
it from house to house 10,024 gold guilders, a very large sum for that time. Several foreign 
residents contributed liberally: Carraccioli, 2954; Pierre Orsieres, 312; Matthieu de la Roche, 260 
guilders. Of the native Genevese, Bonivard, the old champion of liberty, bequeathed his whole 
fortune to the institution. {1227} The Council put up a commodious building. Calvin drew up the 
programme of studies and the academic statutes, which, after careful examination, were 
unanimously approved. 
 
The Academy was solemnly dedicated on June 5, 1559, in the church of St. Peter, in the presence 
of the whole Council, the ministers, and six hundred students. Calvin invoked the blessing of God 
upon the institution, which was to be forever dedicated to science and religion, and made some 
short and weighty remarks in French. Michael Roset, the Secretary of State, read the Confession 
of Faith and the statutes by which the institution was to be guided. Theodore Beza was 
proclaimed rector and delivered an inaugural address in Latin. Calvin closed with prayer. Ten 
able and experienced professors were associated with him for the different departments of 
grammar, logic, mathematics, physics, music, and the ancient languages. Calvin himself was to 
continue his theological lectures in connection with Beza. 
 
The statutes which were read on this occasion lay great stress on French and Latin composition. 
The Latin authors to be studied are: Caesar, Livy, Cicero, Virgil, and Ovid; the Greek authors: 
Herodotus, Xenophon, Homer, Demosthenes, Plutarch, and Plato. There was also a special chair 
of Hebrew which was assigned to Chevalier, a pupil of Vatable and formerly tutor of Queen 



Elizabeth. Teachers and pupils had to sign the Apostles’ Creed and a confession of faith, which, 
however, wisely omitted the favorite dogma of predestination, and was abolished in 1576 in order 
to admit, "Papists and Lutherans." Religious exercises opened and closed the daily instructions. 
 
The success of the school was extraordinary. No less than nine hundred young men from almost 
all the nations of Europe were matriculated in the first year as regular scholars, and almost as 
many, mostly refugees from France and England, prepared themselves by the theological lectures 
of Calvin for the work of evangelists and teachers in their native land. Among these was John 
Knox, the great Reformer of Scotland. 
 
The Academy continued to flourish with some interruptions. It attracted students from all parts of 
Protestant Europe, and numbered among its teachers such men as Casaubon, Spangenheim, 
Hotoman, Francis and Alphonse Turretin, Leclerc, Pictet de Saussure, and Charles Bonnet It was 
the chief nursery of Protestant ministers and teachers for France, and the principle school of 
reformed theology and literary culture for more than two hundred years. A degree from that 
Academy was equivalent in Holland to a degree of any University. Arminius was sent there by 
the city of Amsterdam to be educated under Beza (1582), who gave him a good testimonial, not 
knowing that he would become the leader of a mighty reaction against Calvinism. 
 
In 1859 the third centennial of the Academy was celebrated in Geneva. 
 
The evangelistic work of that Academy was resumed and is successfully carried on in the spirit of 
Calvin by the Evangelical Society and the Free Theological Seminary of Geneva, which 
numbered among its first teachers Merle D’Aubigne, the distinguished historian of the 
Reformation.  



162. Calvin’s Influence upon the Reformed Churches of the Continent. 
 
Calvin’s moral power extended over all the Reformed Churches, and over several nationalities—
Swiss, French, German, Polish, Bohemian, Hungarian, Dutch, English, Scotch, and American. 
His religious influence upon the Anglo-Saxon race in both continents is greater than that of any 
native Englishman, and continues to this day. {1228} 
 
Calvin and France. 
 
Calvin never entered French soil after his settlement in Geneva, and was not even a citizen of the 
Republic till 1559; but his heart was still in France. From the time he wrote that eloquent letter to 
Francis the First, in dedicating to him his Institutes, he followed the Protestant movement with 
the liveliest interest. He was the head of the French Reformation and consulted at every step. He 
was called as pastor to the first Protestant church in Paris, but declined. He gave to the Huguenots 
their creed and form of government. The Gallican Confession of 1559, also called the Confession 
of Rochelle, was, in its first draft, his work, and his pupil Antoine de la Roche Chandieu (also 
called Sadeel) brought it into its present enlarged shape, in which it was presented by Beza to 
Charles IX. at the Colloquy at Poissy, 1561, and signed at the Synod of La Rochelle, 1571, by the 
Queen Jeanne d’Albret of Navarre; her son, Prince Henry of Navarre (Henry IV.); Prince Conde; 
Prince Louis, Count of Nassau; Admiral Coligny; Chatillon; several nobles, and all the preachers 
present. {1229} 
 
The history of French Protestantism down to 1564 is largely identified with Calvin’s name. He 
induced the Swiss Cantons and the princes of the Smalkaldian League to intercede for the 
persecuted Huguenots. He sent messengers and letters of comfort to the prisoners. "The 
reverence," says one of his biographers, "with which his name was mentioned, the boundless 
confidence reposed in his person, the enthusiasm of the disciples who hastened to him, or came 
from him, surpasses all the usual experience of men. Congregations appealed to him for 
preachers; princes and noblemen for decisive counsel in political complications; those in doubt 
for instruction; the persecuted for protection; the martyrs for exhortation and encouragement in 
cheerful suffering and dying. And as the eye of a father watches over his children, Calvin 
watched with untiring care of love over all these relations in their manifold ramifications, and 
sought to be the same to the great community of his brethren in France what he was to the little 
Republic at home." {1230} 
 
Roman Catholic writers have made Calvin responsible for the civil wars in France, as they have 
made Luther responsible for the Peasants’ War and the Thirty Years’ War. But the Reformers 
preached reformation by the word and the spirit, not revolution by the sword. The chief cause of 
the religious wars in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was the intolerance of the papacy. 
Bossuet charges Calvin with complicity in the conspiracy of Amboise, which was a political coup 
d’etat to check the power of the Guises (1560). Calvin was indeed informed of the plot, but 
warned against it, first privately, then publicly, and predicted its disastrous failure. He constantly 
upheld the principle of obedience to the rightful magistrate, and opposed violent measures. "The 
first drop of blood," he said, "which we shed will cause streams of blood to flow. Let us rather a 
hundred times perish than bring such disgrace upon the name of Christianity and the cause of the 
gospel." {1231} Afterwards when a war in self-defence was inevitable, he reluctantly gave his 
consent, but protested against all excesses. {1232} 
 



Calvin did not live to weep over the terrible massacre of St. Bartholomew’s day, nor to rejoice 
over the Edict of Nantes; but his spirit accompanied "the Church of the Desert," whose motto was 
the burning bush; {Exodus 3:2} and every Huguenot who left France for the sake of his faith, 
carried to his new home in Switzerland, or Brandenburg, or Holland, or England, or America, a 
profound reverence for the name of John Calvin. 
 
Calvin and the Waldenses. 
 
The Waldenses are the only mediaeval sect which survives to this day, because they progressed 
with the Reformation and adhered to the Bible as their rule of faith. {1233} They sent a 
deputation of two of their pastors, in 1530, to Oecolampadius at Basel, Bucer and Capito at 
Strassburg, and Berthold Haller at Bern, for information concerning the principles of the 
Reformation, and made common cause with the Protestants. {1234} They were distinguished for 
industry, virtue, and simple, practical piety, but their heresy attracted the attention of the 
authorities. They were cited before the Parliament at Aix, and the heads of their families were 
condemned to death in November, 1540. The execution of the atrocious sentence was delayed till 
the king’s wishes should be ascertained. In February, 1541, Francis granted them pardon for the 
past, but required them to recant within three months. They adhered to their faith. On the 28th of 
April, 1545, a fiendish scheme of butchery—under the direction of Baron d’Oppede, military 
governor of Provence, and Cardinal Tournon, the bigoted and bloodthirsty archbishop of Lyons—
was carried out against these innocent people. Their chief towns of Merindol and Cabrieres, 
together with twenty-eight villages, were destroyed, the women outraged, and about four 
thousand persons slaughtered. 
 
Great numbers of the Waldenses sought refuge in flight. The noble and humane Bishop Sadolet of 
Carpentras, received them kindly, and interceded for them with the King. Four thousand went to 
Geneva. Calvin started a subscription for them, provided them with lodging and employment at 
the fortifications, and made every effort to get the Swiss Cantons to intercede with King Francis 
in behalf of those Waldenses who remained in France. He travelled to Bern, Zurich, and Aarau 
for this purpose. He even intended to go to Paris, but was prevented by sickness. The Cantons 
actually wrote to the king in the strongest terms, but he rebuked them for meddling with his 
affairs. Viret visited the French court with letters of recommendation from the Swiss Cantons and 
the Smalkaldian League, but likewise without result. {1235} 
 
Since that time there has been a fraternal intercourse between the Waldenses and the French 
Swiss, and many of their most useful pastors were educated at Geneva and Lausanne. The 
Waldensian Confession of 1655 is Calvinistic and based upon the Gallican Confession of 1559. 
{1236} After many persecutions in their mountain homes in Piedmont, the Waldenses obtained 
freedom in 1848, and since that time, and especially since 1870, they have become zealous 
evangelists in the united kingdom of Italy, with a church even in Rome and a flourishing 
theological college in Florence. 
 
Calvin in Germany. 
 
Calvin labored three years in Germany; he felt closely allied to the Lutheran Church; he had the 
profoundest regard for Luther, in spite of his infirmities; he was the intimate friend of 
Melanchthon; he attended three colloquies between Lutheran and Roman Catholic divines; he 
once signed, the Augsburg Confession (1541), as understood, explained, and improved by its 
author. He followed the progress of the Reformation in Germany step by step with the warmest 
interest, as is shown in his correspondence and various writings. 
 



He did not labor for a separate Reformed Church in Germany, but for a free confederation of the 
Swiss and Lutheran Churches. But the fanatical bigotry of such men as Flacius, Westphal, and 
Heshusius produced a reaction and drove a large part of the moderate or Melanchthonian 
Lutherans into the Reformed communion. 
 
The Reformed Church in the Electoral Palatinate was the result of a co-operation of 
Melanchthonian and Calvinistic influences under the pious Elector, Frederick III. The Heidelberg 
Catechism is the joint work of Ursinus, a pupil of Melanchthon, and Olevianus, a pupil of Calvin. 
It appeared in 1563, three years after Melanchthon’s death, one year before Calvin’s death, and 
became the leading symbol of the Palatinate and the Reformed Churches in Germany and 
Holland. {1237} It gives the best expression to Calvin’s views on the Lord’s Supper, and on 
Election, but wisely omits all reference to an eternal decree of reprobation and preterition; 
following in this respect Calvin’s own catechism. The well-known first question is a gem and 
presents the bright and comforting side of the doctrine of Election: — 
 
"What is thy only comfort in life and in death?" 
 
"That I, with body and soul, both in life and in death, am not my own, but belong to my faithful 
Saviour Jesus Christ, who with His precious blood has fully satisfied for all my sins, and 
redeemed me from all the power of the devil; and so preserves me, that without the will of my 
Father in heaven not a hair can fall from my head; yea, that all things must work together for my 
salvation. Wherefore, by His Holy Spirit, He also assures me of eternal life, and makes me 
heartily willing and ready henceforth to live unto Him." 
 
The influence of Calvinism and Presbyterian Church government extended, indirectly, also over 
the Lutheran Church and was modified in turn by Lutheranism. 
 
John Sigismund, Elector of Brandenburg, and ancestor of the Kings of Prussia and Emperors of 
Germany, adopted the Calvinistic faith in a moderate form (1613). {1238} Frederick William, 
"the great Elector," the proper founder of the Prussian Monarchy, secured the legal recognition of 
the Reformed Church in the Treaty of Westphalia (1648), and answered the Revocation of the 
Edict of Nantes (1685) by a hospitable invitation of the persecuted Huguenots to his country, 
where they settled in large numbers. King Frederick William III. introduced, at the third 
centenary of the Reformation (1817), the Evangelical Union of the Lutheran and Reformed 
Churches of Prussia; and among the chief advocates of the union was Schleiermacher, the son of 
a Calvinistic minister, the pupil of the Moravians, and the renovator of German theology, which 
itself is the result of a commingling of Lutheran and Reformed elements with a decided advance 
upon narrow confessionalism. 
 
We may add that, while Calvin’s rigorous doctrine of predestination in its dualistic form will 
never satisfy the German mind, his doctrine of the sacraments has made great progress in the 
Lutheran Church and seems to offer a solid basis for a satisfactory theory on the mystery of the 
spiritual real presence and fruition of Christ in the Holy Supper. 
 
Calvin and Holland. 
 
The Netherlands derived the Reformation first from Germany, and soon afterwards from 
Switzerland and France. The Calvinists outnumbered the Lutherans and Anabaptists, and the 
Reformed Church became the State religion in Holland. 
 



Two Augustinian monks were burned for heresy in Brussels in 1523, and were celebrated by 
Luther in a stirring hymn as the first evangelical martyrs. This was the fiery signal of a fearful 
persecution, which raged during the reigns of Charles V. and Philip II., and resulted at last in the 
establishment of national independence and civil and religious liberty. During that memorable 
struggle of eighty years, more Protestants were put to death for their conscientious belief by the 
Spaniards than Christians suffered martyrdom under the Roman Emperors in the first three 
centuries. William of Orange, the hero of the war and a liberal Calvinist, was assassinated by an 
obscure fanatic (1584). {1239} His second son, Maurice, a strict Calvinist (d. 1625), carried on 
and completed the conflict (1609). The horrible barbarities practised upon men, women, and 
unborn children, especially during the governorship of that bloodhound, the Duke of Alva, from 
1567-1573, are almost beyond belief. We quote from the classical history of Motley: "The 
number of Netherlanders who were burned, strangled, beheaded, or buried alive, in obedience to 
the edicts of Charles V., and for the offences of reading the Scriptures, of looking askance at a 
graven image, or of ridiculing the actual presence of the body and blood of Christ in a wafer, have 
been placed as high as one hundred thousand by distinguished authorities, and have never been 
put at a lower mark than fifty thousand. The Venetian envoy Navigero placed the number of 
victims in the provinces of Holland and Friesland alone at thirty thousand, and this in 1546, ten 
years before the abdication, and five before the promulgation of the hideous edict of 1550." 
{1240} Of the administration of the Duke of Alva, Motley says: "On his journey from the 
Netherlands, he is said to have boasted that he had caused eighteen thousand six hundred 
inhabitants of the provinces to be executed during the period of his government. The number of 
those who had perished by battle, siege, starvation, and massacre, defied computation ƒ€¦. After 
having accomplished the military enterprise [in Portugal] entrusted to him, he fell into a lingering 
fever, at the termination of which he was so much reduced that he was only kept alive by milk 
which he drank from a woman’s breast. Such was the gentle second childhood of the man who 
had almost literally been drinking blood for seventy years. He died on the 12th of December, 
1582." {1241} 
 
The Bible, with the Belgic Confession and the Heidelberg Catechism, was the spiritual guide of 
the Protestants, and inspired them with that heroic courage which triumphed over the despotism 
of Spain, and raised Holland to an extraordinary degree of political, commercial, and literary 
eminence. {1242} 
 
The Belgic Confession of 1561 was prepared by Guido de Bres, and revised by Francis Junius, a 
student of Calvin. It became the recognized symbol of the Reformed Churches of Holland and 
Belgium. 
 
In the beginning of the seventeenth century, Arminianism rose as a necessary and wholesome 
reaction against scholastic Calvinism, but was defeated in the Synod of Dort, 1619, which 
adopted the five knotty canons of unconditional predestination, limited atonement, total 
depravity, irresistible grace, and the perseverance of saints. The Dutch Reformed Church in the 
United States still holds to the Canons of Dort. But Arminianism, although. temporarily expelled, 
was allowed to return to Holland after the death of Maurice, and gradually pervaded the national 
Church. It largely entered the Church of England under the Stuarts. It assumed new vigor through 
the great Methodist Revival, which made it a converting and missionary agency in both 
hemispheres, and the most formidable rival of Calvinism in the Anglo-American Churches. A 
greater man and more abundant in self-denying and fruitful apostolic labors has not risen in the 
Protestant churches since the death of Calvin than John Wesley, whose "parish was the world." 
But he was aided in the great Anglo-American Revival by George Whitefield, who was both a 
Calvinist and a true evangelist. 
 



Calvinism emphasizes divine sovereignty and free grace; Arminianism emphasizes human 
responsibility. The one restricts the saving grace to the elect: the other extends it to all men on the 
condition of faith. Both are right in what they assert; both are wrong in what they deny. If one 
important truth is pressed to the exclusion of another truth of equal importance, it becomes an 
error, and loses its hold upon the conscience. 
 
The Bible gives us a theology which is more human than Calvinism, and more divine than 
Arminianism, and more Christian than either of them. {1243} 
 
{1227} Senebier, Hist. lit. I. 48 sq.; Henry, III. 386. 
 
{1228} It is interesting to read the judgment on Calvin’s influence by a highly accomplished lady, 
who moved in the best society of England and the Continent. The Baroness Bunsen, whose 
husband was successively Prussian Ambassador in Italy, Switzerland, and England, writes in one 
of her letters (Aug. 19, 1865): "I read in the winter a life of Calvin by Bungener, and a very 
painful book it is, but the subject is of grand effect from the display of moral power almost 
unequalled.... The merit of Calvin is his own, and he has been the creative instrument of the 
strength of England, of Scotland, of the United States of America, not to speak of the Protestants 
of France, who have been scattered abroad to sow good seed in every country into which they 
fled, as not being suffered to build up their own." 
 
{1229} Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, vol. I 490-501. 
 
{1230} Stahelin, I. 607. 
 
{1231} See Letters in Bonnet, II. 382-391; his letter to Bullinger, May 11, 1560; Basnage, Hist. 
de la Religion des agl. ref. II. 192-200; Henry, III, 546 sqq.; Dyer, 478 sqq.; Stahelin, I. 615-619. 
 
{1232} Stahelin, I. 626 sqq. 
 
{1233} The cognate Bohemian Brethren continued under a new name in the Moravian 
Brotherhood (Unitas Fratrum, Brudergemeinde). 
 
{1234} Creeds of Christendom, I. 565 sqq. See also a report of conversations which Calvin had at 
Strassburg with Matthias Czervenka, a Bohemian, about the Bohemian Brethren in Gindely, 
Quellen zur Gesch. der bohmischen Bruder, Wien, 1859, p. 68, quoted in Annal. Calv. XXI. 260 
sqq. Calvin objected to the Waldenses at that time, that they claimed merit and did not leave room 
for the doctrine of justification by faith in Christ. 
 
{1235} Baum, Beza, I. 240 sqq.; Stahelin, I. 609-512; Dyer, 193-198. 
 
{1236} Creeds of Christendom, III. 767-770 (French and English). 
 
{1237} See Schaff, Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. pp. 529 sqq. 
 
{1238} Creeds of Christendom, I. 555 sqq. 
 
{1239} Motley (The Rise of the Dutch Republic, III. 617) thus characterizes William of Orange, 
the Washington of Holland: "He was more than anything else a religious man. From his trust in 
God, he ever derived support and consolation in the darkest hours. Implicitly relying upon 
Almighty wisdom and goodness, he looked danger in the face with a constant smile, and endured 



incessant labors and trials with a serenity which seemed more than human. While, however, his 
soul was full of piety, it was tolerant of error. Sincerely and deliberately himself a convert to the 
Reformed Church, he was ready to extend freedom of worship to Catholics on the one hand, and 
to Anabaptists on the other, for no man ever felt more keenly than he that the Reformer who 
becomes in his turn a bigot is doubly odious." 
 
{1240} J. L. Motley, The Rise of the Dutch Republic, vol. I. p. 114. 
 
{1241} Ibid. vol. II. 497. Comp. the description of Alva’s cruelties and the sufferings of the 
Protestants under his reign of terror on pp. 503 sq., and B. ter Haar’s History of the Reformation 
(German translation from the Dutch), II. 86 sqq. and 127 sqq. 
 
{1242} Motley, who was a Unitarian, does at least this justice to the practical effects of Calvinism 
in Holland and elsewhere: "The doctrine of predestination, the consciousness of being chosen 
soldiers of Christ, inspired those Puritans who founded the commonwealths of England, of 
Holland, and of America with a contempt of toil, danger, and death which enabled them to 
accomplish things almost supernatural. No uncouthness of phraseology, no unlovely austerity of 
deportment, could, except to vulgar minds, make that sublime enthusiasm ridiculous, which on 
either side the ocean ever confronted tyranny with dauntless front, and welcomed death on 
battlefield, scaffold, or rack with perfect composure. The early Puritan at least believed. The very 
intensity of his belief made him—all unconsciously to himself, and narrowed as was his view of 
his position—the great instrument by which the widest human liberty was to be gained for all 
mankind." History of the United Netherlands, vol. IV. 548. 
 
{1243} See Creeds of Christendom, I. 602 sqq. and 508 sqq. 
 
 



163. Calvin’s Influence upon Great Britain. 
 
Calvin and the Church of England. 
 
Calvin first alludes to the English Reformation in a letter to Farel, dated March 15, 1539, where 
he gives the following judgment of Henry VIII.: "The King is only half wise. He prohibits, under 
severe penalties, besides depriving them of the ministry, the priests and bishops who enter upon 
matrimony; he retains the daily masses; he wishes the seven sacraments to remain as they are. In 
this way he has a mutilated and tom gospel, and a church stuffed full as yet with many toys and 
trifles. Then he does not suffer the Scripture to circulate in the language of the common people 
throughout the kingdom, and he has lately put forth a new verdict by which he warns the people 
against the reading of the Bible. He lately burned a worthy and learned man [John Lambert] for 
denying the carnal presence of Christ in the bread. Our friends, however, though sorely hurt by 
atrocities of this kind, will not cease to have an eye to the condition of his kingdom." 
 
With the accession of Edward VI. he began to exercise a direct influence upon the Anglican 
Reformation. He addressed a long letter to the Protector Somerset, Oct. 22, 1548, and advised the 
introduction of instructive preaching and strict discipline, the abolition of crying abuses, and the 
drawing up of a summary of articles of faith, and a catechism for children. Most of his 
suggestions were adopted. It is remarkable that in this letter, as well as that to the king of Poland, 
he makes no objection to the Episcopal form of government, nor to a liturgy. At the request of 
Archbishop Cranmer, he wrote also letters to Edward VI., and dedicated to him his Commentary 
on Isaiah. He sent them by a private messenger who was introduced to the King by the Duke of 
Somerset His correspondence with Cranmer has been already alluded to. {1244} As a consensus 
creed of Reformed Churches was found to be impracticable, he encouraged the archbishop to 
draw up the articles of religion for the Church of England. 
 
These articles which appeared first in 1553, and were afterwards reduced from forty-one to thirty-
nine under Queen Elizabeth, in 1563, show the influence of the Augsburg Confession in the 
doctrines of the Trinity, justification and the Church, and the influence of Calvin in the doctrines 
of the Eucharist, and of predestination, which, however, is stated with wisdom and moderation 
(Art. XVII.), without reprobation and preterition. {1245} 
 
During the reign of Queen Mary, many leading Protestants fled to Geneva, and afterwards 
obtained high positions in the Church under Queen Elizabeth. Among them were the translators 
of the Geneva version of the Bible, which owes much to Calvin and Beza, and continued to be the 
most popular English version till the middle of the seventeenth century, when it was superseded 
by the version of 1611. 
 
During the reign of Queen Elizabeth Calvin’s theological influence was supreme, and continued 
down to the time of Archbishop Laud. His Institutes were translated soon after the appearance of 
the last edition, and passed through six editions in the life of the translator. They were the 
textbook in the universities, and had as great an authority as the Sentences of Peter the Lombard, 
or the Summa of Thomas Aquinas, in the Middle Ages. We have previously quoted the high 
tributes of the "judicious" Hooker and Bishop Sanderson to Calvin. {1246} Heylyn, the admirer 
and biographer of Archbishop Laud, says that "Calvin’s book of Institutes was for the most part 
the foundation on which the young divines of those times did build their studies." Hardwick, 
speaking of the latter part of the Elizabethan period, asserts that "during an interval of nearly 



thirty years, the more extreme opinions of the school of Calvin, not excluding his theory of 
irrespective reprobation, were predominant in almost every town and parish." {1247} 
 
The nine Lambeth Articles of 1595, and the Irish Articles of Archbishop Ussher of 1615, give the 
strongest symbolical expression to the Calvinistic doctrine of unconditional election and 
reprobation, but lost their authority under the later Stuarts. {1248} 
 
Calvin, however, always maintained his commanding position as a commentator among the 
scholars of the Anglican Church. His influence revived in the evangelical party, and his sense of 
the absolute dependence on divine grace for comfort and strength found classical expression in 
some of the best hymns of the English language, notably in Toplady’s 
 
"Rock of Ages cleft for me." 
 
Calvin and the Church of Scotland. 
 
Still greater and more lasting was Calvin’s influence upon Scotland. It extended over discipline 
and church polity as well as doctrine. 
 
The Presbyterian Church of Scotland, under the sole headship of Christ, is a daughter of the 
Reformed Church of Geneva, but has far outgrown her mother in size and importance, and is, 
upon the whole, the most flourishing of the Reformed Churches in Europe, and not surpassed by 
any denomination in general intelligence, liberality, and zeal for the spread of Christianity at 
home and abroad. 
 
The hero of the Scotch Reformation, though four years older than Calvin, sat humbly at his feet 
and became more Calvinistic than Calvin. John Knox, the Scot of the Scots, as Luther was the 
German of the Germans, spent the five years of his exile (1554-1559), during the reign of the 
Bloody Mary, mostly at Geneva, and found there "the most perfect school of Christ that ever was 
since the days of the Apostles." {1249} After that model he led the Scotch people, with dauntless 
courage and energy, and the perfervidum ingenium Scotorum, from mediaeval semi-barbarism 
into the light of modern civilization, and acquired a name which, next to those of Luther, Zwingli, 
and Calvin, is the greatest in the history of the Protestant Reformation. {1250} 
 
In the seventeenth century Scotch Presbyterianism and English Puritanism combined to produce a 
second and more radical reformation, and formulated the rigorous principles of Puritanic 
Calvinism in doctrine, discipline, and worship. The Westminster standards of 1647 have since 
governed the Presbyterian, and, in part, also the Congregational or Independent, and the regular 
Baptist Churches of the British Empire and the United States, with such modifications and 
adaptations as the progress of theology and church life demands. {1251} 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1244} 159, pp. 799 sq. 
 
{1245} See Creeds of Christendom, vol. I. 613 sqq.; 633 sqq. 
 
{1246} See above, p. 286 sq. 
 



{1247} A History of the Articles of Religion (1859), p. 167. 
 
{1248} See above, p. 564, and Creeds of Christendom, I. 658 sqq. 
 
{1249} See above, 110, p. 518. 
 
{1250} Creeds of Christendom, I. 669-685, and the literature there given. 
 
{1251} Ibid. I. 685-813.  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER 
XVIII. 
 
THE CLOSING SCENES IN CALVIN’S LIFE. 
 

164. Calvin’s Last Days and Death. 
 
Calvin had labored in Geneva twenty-three years after his second arrival,—that is, from 
September, 1541, till May 27, 1564, {1252} —when he was called to his rest in the prime of 
manhood and usefulness, and in full possession of his mental powers; leaving behind him an able 
and worthy successor, a model Reformed Church based on the law of Moses and the gospel of 
Christ; a flourishing Academy, which was a nursery of evangelical preachers for Switzerland and 
France, and survives to this day; and a library of works from his pen, which after more than three 
centuries are still a living and moulding power. {1253} 
 
He continued his labors till the last year, writing, preaching, lecturing, attending the sessions of 
the Consistory and the Venerable Company of pastors, entertaining and counselling strangers 
from all parts of the Protestant world, and corresponding in every direction. He did all this 
notwithstanding his accumulating physical maladies, as headaches, asthma, dyspepsia, fever, 
gravel, and gout, which wore out his delicate body, but could not break his mighty spirit. 
 
When he was unable to walk he had himself transported to church in a chair. On the 6th of 
February, 1564, he preached his last sermon. On Easter day, the 2d of April, he was for the last 
time carried to church and received the sacrament from the hands of Beza. 
 
On the 25th of April, he made his last will and testament. It is a characteristic document, full of 
humility and gratitude to God, acknowledging his own unworthiness, placing his whole 
confidence in the free election of grace, and the abounding merits of Christ, laying aside all 
controversy, and looking forward to the unity and peace in heaven. {1254} 
 
Luther, defying all forms of law, begins his last will with the words: "I am well known in heaven, 
on earth, and in hell," and closes: "This wrote the notary of God and the witness of his gospel, Dr. 
Martin Luther." 
 
On the 26th of April, Calvin wished to see once more the four Syndics and all the members of the 
Little Council in the Council Hall, but the Senators in consideration of his health offered to come 
to him. They proceeded to his house on the 27th in solemn silence. As they were assembled round 
him he gathered all his strength and addressed them without interruption, like a patriarch, 
thanking them for their kindness and devotion, asking their pardon for his occasional outbreaks of 
violence and wrath, and exhorting them to persevere in the pure doctrine and discipline of Christ. 
He moved them to tears. {1255} In like manner, on the 28th of April, he addressed all the 
ministers of Geneva whom he had invited to his house, in words of solemn exhortation and 
affectionate regard. He asked their pardon for any failings, and thanked them for their faithful 
assistance. He grasped the hands of every one. "They parted," says Beza, "with heavy hearts and 
tearful eyes." {1256} 
 



These were sublime scenes worthily described by an eyewitness, and represented by the art of a 
painter. {1257} 
 
On the 19th of May, two days before the pentecostal communion, Calvin invited the ministers of 
Geneva to his house and caused himself to be carried from his bed-chamber into the adjoining 
dining-room. Here he said to the company: "This is the last time I shall meet you at table,"—
words that made a sad impression on them. He then offered up a prayer, took a little food, and 
conversed as cheerfully as was possible under the circumstances. Before the repast was quite 
finished he had himself carried back to his bed-room, and on taking leave said, with a smiling 
countenance: "This wall will not hinder my being present with you in spirit, though absent in 
body." 
 
From that time he never rose from his bed, but he continued to dictate to his secretary. 
 
Farel, then in his eightieth year, came all the way from Neuchatel to bid him farewell, although 
Calvin had written to him not to put himself to that trouble. He desired to die in his place. Ten 
days after Calvin’s death, he wrote to Fabri (June 6, 1564): "Oh, why was not I taken away in his 
place, while he might have been spared for many years of health to the service of the Church of 
our Lord Jesus Christ! Thanks be to Him who gave me the exceeding grace to meet this man and 
to hold him against his will in Geneva, where he has labored and accomplished more than tongue 
can tell. In the name of God, I then pressed him and pressed him again to take upon himself a 
burden which appeared to him harder than death, so that he at times asked me for God’s sake to 
have pity on him and to allow him to serve God in a manner which suited his nature. But when he 
recognized the will of God, he sacrificed his own will and accomplished more than was expected 
from him, and surpassed not only others, but even himself. Oh, what a glorious course has he 
happily finished!" 
 
Calvin spent his last days in almost continual prayer, and in ejaculating comforting sentences of 
Scripture, mostly from the Psalms. He suffered at times excruciating pains. He was often heard to 
exclaim: "I mourn as a dove"; {Isaiah 38:14} "I was dumb, I opened not my mouth; because thou 
didst it"; {Psalm 39:9} "Thou bruisest me, O Lord, but it is enough for me that it is thy hand." His 
voice was broken by asthma, but his eyes remained bright, and his mind clear and strong to the 
last. He admitted all who wished to see him, but requested that they should rather pray for him 
than speak to him. 
 
On the day of his death he spoke with less difficulty. He fell peacefully asleep with the setting 
sun towards eight o’clock, and entered into the rest of his Lord. "I had just left him," says Beza, 
"a little before, and on receiving intimation from the servants, immediately hastened to him with 
one of the brethren. We found that he had already died, and so very calmly, without any 
convulsion of his feet or hands, that he did not even fetch a deeper sigh. He had remained 
perfectly sensible, and was not entirely deprived of utterance to his very last breath. Indeed, he 
looked much more like one sleeping than dead." {1258} 
 
He had lived fifty-four years, ten months, and seventeen days. 
 
"Thus," continues Beza, his pupil and friend, "withdrew into heaven, at the same time with the 
setting sun, that most brilliant luminary, which was the lamp of the Church. On the following 
night and day there was immense grief and lamentation in the whole city; for the Republic had 
lost its wisest citizen, the Church its faithful shepherd, the Academy an incomparable teacher—
all lamented the departure of their common father and best comforter, next to God. A multitude of 
citizens streamed to the death-chamber and could scarcely be separated from the corpse. Among 



them were several foreigners, as the distinguished Ambassador of the Queen of England to 
France, who had come to Geneva to make the acquaintance of the celebrated man, and now 
wished to see his remains. At first all were admitted; but as the curiosity became excessive and 
might have given occasion to calumnies of the enemies, {1259} his friends deemed it best on the 
following morning, which was the Lord’s Day, to wrap his body in linen and to enclose it in a 
wooden coffin, according to custom. At two o’clock in the afternoon the remains were carried to 
the common cemetery on Plain Palais (Planum Palatium), followed by all the patricians, pastors, 
professors, and teachers, and nearly the whole city in sincere mourning." {1260} 
 
Calvin had expressly forbidden all pomp at his funeral and the erection of any monument over his 
grave. He wished to be buried, like Moses, out of the reach of idolatry. This was consistent with 
his theology, which humbles man and exalts God. 
 
Beza, however, wrote a suitable epitaph in Latin and French, which he calls "Parentalia" (i.e. 
offering at the funeral of a father):— 
 
Shall honored Calvin to the dust return, 
 
From whom e’en Virtue’s self might learn; 
 
Shall he—of falling Rome the greatest dread, 
 
By all the good bewailed, and now (tho’ dead) 
 
The terror of the vile—lie in so mean, 
 
So small a tomb, where not his name is seen? 
 
Sweet Modesty, who still by Calvin’s side 
 
Walked while he lived, here laid him when he died. 
 
O happy tomb with such a tenant graced! 
 
O envied marble o’er his ashes placed! {1261} 
 
On the third centennial of the Reformation of Geneva, in 1835, a splendid memorial medal was 
struck, which on the one side shows Calvin’s likeness, with his name and dates of birth and death; 
on the other, Calvin’s pulpit with the verse: "He held fast to the invisible as if he saw Him," 
{Hebrews 11:27} and the circular inscription: "Broken in body; Mighty in spirit; Victor by faith; 
the Reformer of the Church; the Pastor and Protector of Geneva." {1262} 
 
At the third centenary of his death (1864), his friends in Geneva, aided by gifts from foreign 
lands, erected to his memory the "Salle de la Reformation," a noble building, founded on the 
principles of the Evangelical Alliance, and dedicated to the preaching of the pure gospel and the 
advocacy of every good cause. 
 
The Reformed Churches of both hemispheres are the monument of Calvin, more enduring than 
marble. 
 



Zwingli, of all the Reformers, died first (1531), in the prime of life, on the battlefield, with the 
words trembling on his lips: "They can destroy the body, but not the soul." The star of the Swiss 
Reformation went down with him, but only to rise again. 
 
Next followed Luther (1546). He, too, died away from home, at Eisleben, his birthplace, 
disgusted with the disorders of the times, weary of the world and of life, but holding fast to the 
faith of the gospel, repeating the precious words: "God so loved the world as to give His only 
begotten Son," and, in the language of the 31st Psalm, committing his spirit into the hands of his 
faithful God, who had redeemed him. 
 
Melanchthon left this world at his own home (1560), like Calvin; his last and greatest sorrow was 
the dissensions in the Church for which he could shed tears as copious as the waters of the Elbe. 
He desired to die that he might be delivered first of all from sin, and also from "the fury of 
theologians." He found great comfort in the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah, and the first, and 
seventeenth chapters of John; and when asked by his son-in-law (Peucer), whether he desired 
anything, he replied: "Nothing but heaven." 
 
John Knox, the Calvin of Scotland, "who never feared the face of man," survived his friend eight 
years (till 1572), and found his last comfort likewise in the Psalms, the fifty-third chapter of 
Isaiah, and the sacerdotal prayer of our Saviour. 
 
The providence of God, which rules and overrules the movements of history, raised up worthy 
successors for the Reformers, who faithfully preserved and carried forward their work: Bullinger 
for Zwingli, Melanchthon for Luther, Beza for Calvin, Melville for Knox. 
 
The extraordinary episcopal power which Calvin, owing to his extraordinary talents and 
commanding character, had exercised without interruption, ceased with his death. Beza was 
elected his successor on the 29th of May, 1564, as "moderateur" of the ecclesiastical affairs of 
Geneva, only for one year. {1263} But he was annually re-elected till 1580, when he felt unequal 
to carrying any longer the heavy burden of duty. He was willing, however, to continue the 
correspondence with foreign Churches. He divided his untiring activity between Switzerland and 
France, and exercised a controlling influence on the progress of the Reformation in those two 
countries. He saw a Huguenot prince, Henry IV., ascend the throne of France; he lamented his 
abjuration of the evangelical faith, but rejoiced over the Edict of Nantes which gave legal 
existence to Protestantism; and he carried, as the last survivor of the noble race of the Reformers, 
the ideas of the Reformation to the beginning of the seventeenth century. His theology marks the 
transition from the broad Calvinism of Calvin to the narrow, scholastic, and supralapsarian 
Calvinism of the next generation, which produced the reaction of Arminianism not only in 
Holland and England, but also in France and Geneva. 
 
NOTE. A CALUMNY. 
 
It is painful to notice that sectarian hatred and malice followed the Reformers to their death-beds. 
Fanatical Romanists represented Zwingli’s heroic death as a judgment of God, and invented the 
myths that Oecolampadius committed suicide and was carried off by the devil; that Luther hung 
himself by his handkerchief on the bed-post and emitted a horrible stench; and that Calvin died in 
despair. 
 
The myth of Luther’s suicide was soberly and malignantly repeated by an ultramontane priest 
(Majunke, editor of the "Germania" in Berlin), and gave rise to a lively controversy in 1890. It 
must be added, however, that learned and honest Catholics indignantly protested against the 



calumny. (Cf. my article, Did Luther commit Suicide? in "Magazine of Christian Literature," New 
York, for December, 1890.) 
 
As to Calvin, it is quite probable that his body, broken by so many diseases, soon showed signs of 
decay, which put a stop to the reception of strangers, and may have given rise to some 
"calumnies," of which Beza vaguely speaks. But it was not till fifteen years after his death, that 
Bolsec, the Apostate monk, fastened upon Calvin’s youth an odious vice (see above, p. 302), and 
spread the report that he died of a terrible malady,—that of being eaten by worms,—with which 
the just judgment of God destroys His enemies. He adds that Calvin even invoked the devils and 
cursed his studies and writings. ("Il mourut invoquant les diables ƒ€¦. Meme il maudissait l’heure 
qu’il avait jamais etudie et ecrit.") But he gives no authority, living or dead. 
 
Audin (Life of Calvin, p. 632, Engl. transl.) repeats this infamous fabrication with some 
variations and dramatic embellishments, on the alleged testimony of an unknown student, who, as 
he says, sneaked into the death-chamber, lifted the black cloth from the face of Calvin and 
reported: "Calvinus in desperatione furiens vitam obiit turpissimo et faedissimo morbo quem 
Deus rebellibus et maledictis comminatus est, prius excruciatus et consumptus, quod ego 
verissime attestari audeo, qui funestum et tragicum illius exitum et exitium his meis oculis 
praesens aspexi. Joann. Harennius, apud Pet. Cutzenum!" 
 
We regret to say that a Roman Catholic archbishop, Dr. Spalding, whose work on the 
Reformation gives no evidence of any acquaintance with the writings of Calvin or Beza, retails 
the slanders of Bolsec and Audin, and informs American readers that Calvin was "a very Nero" 
and "a monster of impurity and iniquity!" (See above, 110, p. 520.) 
 
Calvin’s whole life and writings, his testament, and dying words to the senators and ministers of 
Geneva, and the minute account of his death by his friend Beza, who was with him till his last 
moments, ought to be sufficient to convince even the most incredulous who is not incurably 
blinded by bigotry. 
 
{1252} In the same year (1564) Michelangelo died, and Shakespeare and Galileo were born. 
Adding the two years of his first sojourn, from 1536 to 1538, Calvin spent twenty-five years in 
Geneva. 
 
{1253} He lived, says a Scotch divine, "somewhat less than fifty-five years, but into that period 
the work of centuries was compressed." Tweedie, l. c.., p. 57. 
 
{1254} Beza’s Vita, in Opera, XXI. pp. 162 sqq. (in Latin); Henry, III. p. 171 (in French); 
translation in the next section. 
 
{1255} See, besides the account of Beza, the entry in the Reg. du Conseil, April 27, Annal. XXI. 
815. 
 
{1256} See the Discours d’adieu aux membres du Petit Conseil, and the Discours d’adieu aux 
ministres, in his Opera, Tom. IX. 887-890, in Beza’s Vita, and in the appendix to Bonnet’s 
French Letters, Tom. II. 573. Comp. also Henry, III. 582 sqq.; Stahelin, II. 462-468. Translation 
in the next section. 
 
{1257} Hornung’s picture of Calvin on his death-bed, addressing the senators. 
 



{1258} The original entry in the Register of the Council of Geneva under date "Samedi, Mai 27, 
1564," relative to the death of Calvin, is this: "Ce iourd’huy environ huit heures du soir le sp. Ian 
Calvin est allea Dieu, sain et entier, graces a Dieu, de sens et entendement." Under date of 
"Lundi, Mai 29," the succession of Beza to the place of Calvin is thus announced in the same 
Register: "De Beze succede a la place de Calvin. Il aura la charge quil avoit oultre ce quil a faire 
les leacons. Arreste quon luy baille le gage quavoit M. Calvin. Et au reste quand se viendra ceans 
quon se contente quil soit assis au banc dabas et quon luy presente la maison dudit Sr. Calvin sil 
y veult aller." Calvin’s Opera, XXI. 815. 
 
{1259} What these calumnies were, is not stated; they were first made public by Bolsec fifteen 
years later (see Note below). Francis Junius, in his animadversions upon Bellarmin, says that he 
was at Geneva when Calvin closed his life, but that he never saw, heard, knew, thought, or even 
dreamed of the blasphemies and curses which the papists said he uttered at his death. 
 
{1260} "Pomeridiana vero secundo, sequentibus funus patriciis, una cum pastoribus 
professoribusque scholae omnibus totaque paene civitate non sine uberibus lacrymis prosequente 
elatus est, communique coemiterio, quod Planum Palatium vocant, nulla penitus extraordinaria 
pompa nulloque addito cippo (sic enim mandarat) conditus, cui propterea, his versiculis 
parentavi." Then follow the Parentalia and a description of Calvin’s character and habits. In his 
French biography, which is dated Aug. 19, 1564, Beza says that Calvin was buried, "comme il 
l’avait ordonne, au cemetiere commun appelePlein palais sans pompe ni appareil quelconques-
la ou il gist auiourd’huy attendant la resurrection qu’il nous a-enseigee et a si constamment 
esperee," etc. He closes both biographies with a list of Calvin’s works. Opera, XXI. 47-50. 
 
{1261} In his Latin Vita:— 
 
Romae ruentis terror ille maximus, 
 
Quem mortuum lugent boni, horrescunt mali, 
 
Ipsa a quo potuit virtutem discere virtus, 
 
Cur adeo exiguo ignotoque in cespite clausus 
 
Calvinus lateat, rogas? 
 
Calvinum adsidue comitata modestia vivum, 
 
Hoc tumulo manibus condidit ipsa suis. 
 
O te beatum cespitem tanto hospite! 
 
O cui invidere cuncta possint marmora! 
 
There are besides one Hebrew, ten Greek, two Latin, and three French "Epitaphia in Calvinum 
scripta," in Beza’s Poemata, 1597, and in Calvin’s Opera, vol. XXI. 169, 173-178. The three 
French sonnets are from Chandieu, a pupil of Calvin. 
 
{1262} On the obverse: Johannes Calvinus Natus Novioduni, 1509. Mortuus Genevae, 1564. On 
the reverse: "Il tint ferme comme s’il eust veu celuy qui est invisible". {Hebrews 11:27} Genev. 



Jubil Ann., 1835. And the inscription: "Corpore fractus: Animo potens: Fide victor: Ecclesiae 
Reformator: Geneva Pastor et Tutamen." See Henry, III. 592. 
 
{1263} He himself suggested a similar change in an address before the Venerable Company of 
Pastors and Professors, June 2, 1604. Annales, in Opera, XXI. 816.  



165. Calvin’s Last Will, and Farewells. 
 
Calvin’s Last Will and Testament, April 25, 1564. 
 
In Beza’s Vita Calv., French and Latin; in Opera, XX. 298 and XXI. 162. Henry gives the French 
text, III., Beilage, 171 sqq. The English translation is by Henry Beveridge, Edinburgh, 1844. 
 
"In the name of God, Amen. On the 25th day of April, in the year of our Lord 1564, I, Peter 
Chenalat, citizen and notary of Geneva, witness and declare that I was called upon by that 
admirable man, John Calvin, minister of the Word of God in this Church of Geneva, and a citizen 
of the same State, who, being sick in body, but of sound mind, told me that it was his intention to 
execute his testament, and explain the nature of his last will, and begged me to receive it, and to 
write it down as he should rehearse and dictate it with his tongue. This I declare that I 
immediately did, writing down word for word as he was pleased to dictate and rehearse; and that I 
have in no respect added to or subtracted from his words, but have followed the form dictated by 
himself." 
 
"In the name of the Lord, Amen. I, John Calvin, minister of the Word of God in this Church of 
Geneva, being afflicted and oppressed with various diseases, which easily induce me to believe 
that the Lord God has deter-mined shortly to call me away out of this world, have resolved to 
make my testament, and commit my last will to writing in the manner following: First of all, I 
give thanks to God, that taking mercy on me, whom He had created and placed in this world, He 
not only delivered me out of the deep darkness of idolatry in which I was plunged, that He might 
bring me into the light of His gospel, and make me a partaker in the doctrine of salvation, of 
which I was most unworthy; and not only, with the same mercy and benignity, kindly and 
graciously bore with my faults and my sins, for which, however, I deserved to be rejected by Him 
and exterminated, but also vouchsafed me such clemency and kindness that He has deigned to use 
my assistance in preaching and promulgating the truth of His gospel. And I testify and declare, 
that it is my intention to spend what yet remains of my life in the same faith and religion which 
He has delivered to me by His gospel; and that I have no other defence or refuge for salvation 
than His gratuitous adoption, on which alone my salva-tion depends. With my whole soul I 
embrace the mercy which He has exer-cised towards me through Jesus Christ, atoning for my sins 
with the merits of His death and passion, that in this way He might satisfy for all my crimes and 
faults, and blot them from His remembrance. I testify also and declare, that I suppliantly beg of 
Him, that He may be pleased so to wash and purify me in the blood which my Sovereign 
Redeemer has shed for the sins of the human race, that under His shadow I may be able to stand 
at the judgment-seat. I likewise declare, that, according to the measure of grace and good-ness 
which the Lord hath employed towards me, I have endeavored, both in my sermons and also in 
my writings and commentaries, to preach His Word purely and chastely, and faithfully to 
interpret His sacred Scriptures. I also testify and declare, that, in all the contentions and 
disputations in which I have been engaged with the enemies of the gospel, I have used no impos-
tures, no wicked and sophistical devices, but have acted candidly and sin-cerely in defending the 
truth. But, woe is me! my ardor and zeal (if indeed worthy of the name) have been so careless and 
languid, that I confess I have failed innumerable times to execute my office properly, and had not 
He, of His boundless goodness, assisted me, all that zeal had been fleeting and vain. Nay, I even 
acknowledge, that if the same goodness had not assisted me, those mental endowments which the 
Lord bestowed upon me would, at His judgment-seat, prove me more and more guilty of sin and 
sloth. For all these reasons, I testify and declare that I trust to no other security for my salvation 
than this, and this only, viz. that as God is the Father of mercy, He will show Himself such a 



Father to me, who acknowledge myself to be a miserable sinner. As to what remains, I wish that, 
after my departure out of this life, my body be committed to the earth (after the form and manner 
which is used in this Church and city), till the day of a happy resurrection arrive. As to the slender 
patrimony which God has bestowed upon me, and of which I have determined to dispose in this 
will and testament, I appoint Anthony Calvin, my very dear brother, my heir, but in the way of 
honor only, giving to him for his own the silver cup which I received as a present from Varanius, 
and with which I desire he will be contented. Everything else belonging to my succession I give 
him in trust, begging he will at his death leave it to his children. To the Boys’ School I bequeath 
out of my succession ten gold pieces; as many to poor strangers; and as many to Joanna, the 
daughter of Charles Constans, and myself by affinity. To Samuel and John, the sons of my 
brother, I bequeath, to be paid by him at his death, each four hundred gold pieces; and to Anna, 
and Susanna, and Dorothy, his daughters, each three hundred gold pieces; to David, their brother, 
in reprehension of his juvenile levity and petulance, I leave only twenty-five gold pieces. This is 
the amount of the whole patrimony and goods which the Lord has bestowed on me, as far as I can 
estimate, setting a value both on my library and mova-bles, and all my domestic utensils, and, 
generally, my whole means and effects; but should they produce a larger sum, I wish the surplus 
to be divided proportionally among all the sons and daughters of my brother, not excluding 
David, if, through the goodness of God, he shall have returned to good behavior. But should the 
whole exceed the above-mentioned sum, I believe it will be no great matter, especially after my 
debts are paid, the doing of which I have carefully committed to my said brother, having confi-
dence in his faith and good-will; for which reason I will and appoint him exe-cutor of this my 
testament, and along with him my distinguished friend, Lawrence Normand, giving power to 
them to make out an inventory of my effects, without being obliged to comply with the strict 
forms of law. I empower them also to sell my movables, that they may turn them into money, and 
execute my will above written, and explained and dictated by me, John Calvin, on this 25th day 
of April, in the year 1564." {1264} 
 
"After I, the aforesaid notary, had written the above testament, the afore-said John Calvin 
immediately confirmed it with his usual subscription and handwriting. On the following day, 
which was the 26th day of April of same year, the same distinguished man, Calvin, ordered me to 
be sent for, and along with me, Theodore Beza, Raymond Chauvet, Michael Cop, Lewis Enoch, 
Nicholas Colladon, and James Bordese, ministers and preachers of the Word of God in this 
Church of Geneva, and likewise the distinguished Henry Scrimger, Professor of Arts, all citizens 
of Geneva, and in presence of them all, testified and declared that he had dictated to me this his 
instrument in the form above written; and, at the same time, he ordered me to read it in their 
hearing, as having been called for that purpose. This I declare I did articulately, and with clear 
voice. And after it was so read, he testified and dec-lared that it was his last will, which he desired 
to be ratified. In testimony and confirmation whereof, he requested them all to subscribe said 
testament with their own hands. This was immediately done by them, month and year above 
written, at Geneva, in the street commonly called Canon Street, and at the dwelling-place of said 
testator. In faith and testimony of which I have written the foresaid testament, and subscribed it 
with my own hand, and sealed it with the common seal of our supreme magistracy." 
 
"Peter Chenalat." 
 
Calvin’s Farewell to the Syndics and Senators of Geneva, April 27, 1564. 
 
From Beza’s Vita Calvini. The Latin text in Opera, XXI. 164 sqq. The French text in vol. IX. 
887-890. Comp. Reg. du Conseil, fol. 38, in Annales, XXI. 815. Translated by Henry Beveridge, 
Esq., for "The Calvin Translation Society," 1844 (Calvin’s Tracts, vol. I. lxxxix-xciii). 
 



"This testament’ being executed, Calvin sent an intimation to the four syndics, and all the 
senators, that, before his departure out of life, he was desirous once more to address them all in 
the Senate house, to which he hoped he might be carried on the following day. The senators 
replied that they would rather come to him, and begged that he would consider the state of his 
health. On the following day, when the whole Senate had come to him in a body, after mutual 
salutations, and he had begged pardon for their having come to him when he ought rather to have 
gone to them, first premising that he had long desired this interview with them, but had put it off 
until he should have a surer presentiment of his decease, he proceeded thus:"— 
 
"Honored Lords,—I thank you exceedingly for having conferred so many honors on one who 
plainly deserved nothing of the kind, and for having so often borne patiently with my very 
numerous infirmities. This I have always regarded as the strongest proof of your singular good-
will toward me. And though in the discharge of my duty I have had various battles to fight, and 
various insults to endure, because to these every man, even the most excellent, must be subjected, 
I know and acknowledge that none of these things happened through your fault; and I earnestly 
entreat you that if, in anything, I have not done as I ought, you will attribute it to the want of 
ability rather than of will; for I can truly declare that I have sincerely studied the interest of your 
Republic. Though I have not discharged my duty fully, I have always, to the best of my ability, 
consulted for the public good; and did I not acknowledge that the Lord, on His part, hath 
sometimes made my labors profitable, I should lay myself open to a charge of dissimulation. But 
this I beg of you, again and again, that you will be pleased to excuse me for having performed so 
little in public and in private, compared with what I ought to have done. I also certainly 
acknowledge, that on another account also I am highly indebted to you, viz. your having borne 
patiently with my vehemence, which was sometimes carried to excess; my sins, in this respect, I 
trust, have been pardoned by God also. But in regard to the doctrine which I have delivered in 
your hearing, I declare that the Word of God, intrusted to me, I have taught, not rashly nor 
uncertainly, but purely and sincerely; as well knowing that His wrath was otherwise impending 
on my head, as I am certain that my labors in teaching were not displeasing to Him. And this I 
testify the more willingly before God, and before you all, because I have no doubt whatever that 
Satan, according to his wont, will stir up wicked, fickle, and giddy men, to corrupt the pure 
doctrine which you have heard of me!" 
 
"Then referring to the great blessings with which the Lord had favored them, ‘I,’ says he, I am the 
best witness from how many and how great dangers the hand of Almighty God hath delivered 
you. You see, moreover, what your present situation is. Therefore, whether in prosperity or 
adversity, have this, I pray you, always present before your eyes, that it is He alone who 
establishes kings and states, and on that account wishes men to worship Him. Remember how 
David declared that he had fallen when he was in the enjoyment of profound peace, and assuredly 
would never have risen again, had not God, in His singular goodness, stretched out His hand to 
help him. What, then, will be the case with such diminutive mortals as we are, if it was so with 
him who was so strong and powerful? You have need of great humbleness of mind, that you may 
walk carefully, setting God always before you, and leaning only on His protection; assured, as 
you have often already experienced, that, by His assistance, you will stand strong, although your 
safety and security hang, as it were, by a slender thread. Therefore, if prosperity is given you, 
beware, I pray you, of being puffed up as the wicked are, and rather humbly give thanks to God. 
But if adversity befalls you, and death surrounds you on every side, still hope in Him who even 
raises the dead. Nay, consider that you are then especially tried by God, that you may learn more 
and more to have respect to Him only. But if you are desirous that this republic may be preserved 
in its strength, be particularly on your guard against allowing the sacred throne on which He hath 
placed you to be polluted. For He alone is the supreme God, the King of kings, and Lord of lords, 
who will give honor to those by whom He is honored, but will cast down the despisers. Worship 



Him, therefore, according to His precepts; and study this more and more, for we are always very 
far from doing what it is our duty to do. I know the disposition and character of each of you, and I 
know that you need exhortation. Even among those who excel, there is not one who is not 
deficient in many things. Let every one examine himself, and wherein he sees himself to be 
defective, let him ask of the Lord. We see how much iniquity prevails in the counsels of this 
world. Some are cold; others, negligent of the public good, give their whole attention to their own 
affairs; others indulge their own private affections; others use not the excellent gifts of God as is 
meet; others ostentatiously display themselves, and, from overweening confidence, insist that all 
their opinions shall be approved of by others. I admonish the old not to envy their younger 
brethren, whom they may see adorned, by God’s goodness, with some superior gifts. The 
younger, again, I admonish to conduct themselves with modesty, keeping far aloof from all 
haughtiness of mind. Let no one give disturbance to his neighbor, but let every one shun deceit 
and all that bitterness of feeling which, in the administration of the Republic, has led many away 
from the right path. These things you will avoid if each keeps within his own sphere, and all 
conduct themselves with good faith in the department which has been intrusted to them. In the 
decision of civil causes let there be no place for partiality, or hatred; let no one pervert justice by 
oblique artifices; let no one, by his recommendations, prevent the laws from having full effect; let 
no one depart from what is just and good. Should any one feel tempted by some sinister affection, 
let him firmly resist it, having respect to Him from whom he received his station, and supplicating 
the assistance of His Holy Spirit." 
 
"Finally, I again entreat you to pardon my infirmities, which I acknowledge and confess before 
God and His angels, and also before you, my much respected lords." 
 
"Having thus spoken, and prayed to Almighty God that He would crown them more and more 
with His gifts, and guide them by His Holy Spirit, for the safety of the whole Republic, giving his 
right hand to each, he left them in sorrow and tears, all feeling as if they were taking a last 
farewell of their common parent." 
 
Calvin’s Farewell to the Ministers of Geneva, April 28, 1564. 
 
From Beza’s Vita Calvini. The Latin text in Opera, XXI. 166 sq. Translation by Henry Beveridge 
for "The Calvin Translation Society," Edinburgh, 1844 (I. xciii), from the Latin text. There is 
another report, in French, by minister Jean Pinaut, dated May 1, which is fuller as regards 
Calvin’s persecutions, and the confession of his infirmities, which always displeased him and for 
which he asks forgiveness. It also makes grateful mention of Farel, Viret, and Beza, and an 
unpleasant allusion to Bern, which always more feared than loved Calvin. It is printed in Opera, 
vol. IX. 891, 892, and in the Letters of John Calvin by Jules Bonnet, transl. by Gilchrist, vol. IV. 
372-377. 
 
"On the 28th of April, when all of us in the ministry of Geneva had gone to him at his request, he 
said":— 
 
"Brethren, after I am dead, persist in this work, and be not dispirited; for the Lord will save this 
Republic and Church from the threats of the enemy. Let dissension be far away from you, and 
embrace each other with mutual love. Think again and again what you owe to this Church in 
which the Lord hath placed you, and let nothing induce you to quit it. It will, indeed, be easy for 
some who are weary of it to slink away, but they will find, to their experience, that the Lord 
cannot be deceived. When I first came to this city, the gospel was, indeed, preached, but matters 
were in the greatest confusion, as if Christianity had consisted in nothing else than the throwing 
down of images; and there were not a few wicked men from whom I suffered the greatest 



indignities; but the Lord our God so confirmed me, who am by no means naturally bold (I say 
what is true), that I succumbed to none of their attempts. I afterwards returned thither from 
Strassburg in obedience to my calling, but with an unwilling mind, because I thought I should 
prove unfruitful. For not knowing what the Lord had determined, I saw nothing before me but 
numbers of the greatest difficulties. But proceeding in this work, I at length perceived that the 
Lord had truly blessed my labors. Do you also persist in this vocation, and maintain the 
established order; at the same time, make it your endeavor to keep the people in obedience to the 
doctrine; for there are some wicked and contumacious persons. Matters, as you see, are tolerably 
settled. The more guilty, therefore, will you be before God, if they go to wreck through your 
indolence. But I declare, brethren, that I have lived with you in the closest bonds of true and 
sincere affection, and now, in like manner, part from you. But if, while under this disease, you 
have experienced any degree of peevishness from me, I beg your pardon, and heartily thank you, 
that when I was sick, you have borne the burden imposed upon you." 
 
"When he had thus spoken, he shook hands with each of us. We, with most sorrowful hearts, and 
certainly not unmoistened eyes, departed from him." 
 
Beza modestly omits Calvin’s reference to himself which is as follows "Quant a  nostre estat 
interieur, vous avez esleu Monsieur de Beze pour tenir ma place. Regardez de le soulager, car la 
charge est grande et a de la peine, en telle sorte qu’il faudroit qu’il fust accable soubs le fardeau. 
Mais regardez a  le supporter. Deuteronomy luy, ie sacay qu’il a bon vouloir et fera ce qu’il 
pourra." Pinaut’s report, in Calv. Opera, IX. 894. 
 
{1264} A part of Calvin’s furniture belonged to the Republic of Geneva, as is proved by the 
inventory preserved in the archives. His books were purchased after his death by the Council. In 
spite of his poverty he could not escape the charge of avarice. See below, p. 838.  



166. Calvin’s Personal Character and Habits. 
 
Calvin is one of those characters that command respect and admiration rather than affection, and 
forbid familiar approach, but gain upon closer acquaintance. The better he is known, the more he 
is admired and esteemed. Those who judge of his character from his conduct in the case of 
Servetus, and of his theology from the "decretum horribile," see the spots on the sun, but not the 
sun itself. Taking into account all his failings, he must be reckoned as one of the greatest and best 
of men whom God raised up in the history of Christianity. 
 
He has been called by competent judges of different creeds and schools, "the theologian" par 
excellence, "the Aristotle of the Reformation," "the Thomas Aquinas of the Reformed Church," 
"the Lycurgus of a Christian democracy," "the Pope of Geneva." He has been compared, as a 
church ruler, to Gregory VII. and to Innocent III. The sceptical Renan even, who entirely dissents 
from his theology, calls him "the most Christian man of his age." Such a combination of theoretic 
and practical pre-eminence is without a parallel in history. But he was also an intolerant inquisitor 
and persecutor, and his hands are stained with the blood of a heretic. {1265} Take these 
characteristics together, and you have the whole Calvin; omit one or the other of them, and you 
do him injustice. He will ever command admiration and even reverence, but can never be popular 
among the masses. No pilgrimages will be made to his grave. The fourth centennial of his birth, 
in 1909, is not likely to be celebrated with such enthusiasm as Luther’s was in 1883, and 
Zwingli’s in 1884. But the impression he made on the Swiss, French, Dutch, and especially on the 
Anglo-Saxon race in Great Britain and America, can never be erased. {1266} 
 
Calvin’s bodily presence, like that of St. Paul, was weak. His earthly tent scarcely covered his 
mighty spirit. He was of middle stature, dark complexion, thin, pale, emaciated, and in feeble 
health; but he had a finely chiseled face, a well-formed mouth, pointed beard, black hair, a 
prominent nose, a lofty forehead, and flaming eyes which kept their lustre to the last. He seemed 
to be all bone and nerve. He looked in death, Beza says, like one who was asleep. A commanding 
intellect and will shone through the frail body. There are several portraits of him; the best is the 
oil painting in the University Library of Geneva, which presents him in academic dress and in the 
attitude of teaching, with the mouth open, one hand laid upon the Bible, the other raised. {1267} 
 
He calls himself timid and pusillanimous by nature; but his courage rose with danger, and his 
strength was perfected in weakness. He belonged to that class of persons who dread danger from 
a distance, but are fearless in its presence. In his conflict with the Libertines he did not yield an 
inch, and more than once exposed his life. He was plain, orderly and methodical in his habits and 
tastes, scrupulously neat in his dress, intemperately temperate, and unreasonably abstemious. For 
many years he took only one meal a day, and allowed himself too little sleep. 
 
Calvin’s intellectual endowments were of the highest order and thoroughly disciplined: a 
retentive memory, quick perception, acute understanding, penetrating reason, sound judgment, 
complete command of language. He had the classical culture of the Renaissance, without its 
pedantry and moral weakness. He made it tributary to theology and piety. He was not equal to 
Augustin and Luther as a creative genius and originator of new ideas, but he surpassed them both 
and all his contemporaries as a scholar, as a polished and eloquent writer, as a systematic and 
logical thinker, and as an organizer and disciplinarian. His talents, we may say, rose to the full 
height of genius. His mind was cast in the mould of Paul, not in that of John. He had no mystic 
vein, and little imagination. He never forgot anything pertaining to his duty; he recognized 
persons whom he had but once seen many years previously. He spoke very much as he wrote, 



with clearness, precision, purity, and force, and equally well in Latin and French. He never wrote 
a dull line. His judgment was always clear and solid, and so exact, that, as Beza remarks, it often 
appeared like prophecy. His advice was always sound and useful. His eloquence was logic set on 
fire. But he lacked the power of illustration, which is often, before a popular audience, more 
effective in an orator than the closest argument. 
 
His moral and religious character was grounded in the fear of God, which is "the beginning of 
wisdom." Severe against others, he was most severe against himself. He resembled a Hebrew 
prophet He may be called a Christian Elijah. His symbol was a hand offering the sacrifice of a 
burning heart to God. The Council of Geneva were impressed with "the great majesty" of his 
character. {1268} This significant expression accounts for his overawing power over his many 
enemies in Geneva, who might easily have crushed him at any time. His constant and sole aim 
was the glory of God, and the reformation of the Church. In his eyes, God alone was great, man 
but a fleeting shadow. Man, he said, must be nothing, that God in Christ may be everything. He 
was always guided by a strict sense of duty, even in the punishment of Servetus. In the preface to 
the last edition of his Institutes (1559), he says: "I have the testimony of my own conscience, of 
angels, and of God himself, that since I undertook the office of a teacher in the Church, I have 
had no other object in view than to profit the Church by maintaining the pure doctrine of 
godliness; yet I suppose there is no man more slandered or calumniated than myself." {1269} 
 
Riches and honors had no charms for him. He soared far above filthy lucre and worldly ambition. 
His only ambition was that pure and holy ambition to serve God to the best of his ability. He 
steadily refused an increase of salary, and frequently also presents of every description, except for 
the poor and the refugees, whom he always had at heart, and aided to the extent of his means. He 
left only two hundred and fifty gold crowns, or, if we include the value of his furniture and 
library, about three hundred crowns, which he bequeathed to his younger brother, Antoine, and 
his children, except ten crowns to the schools, ten to the hospital for poor refugees, and ten to the 
daughter of a cousin. When Cardinal Sadolet passed through Geneva in disguise (about 1547), he 
was surprised to find that the Reformer lived in a plain house instead of an episcopal palace with 
a retinue of servants, and himself opened the door. {1270} When Pope Pius IV. heard of his death 
he paid him this tribute: "The strength of that heretic consisted in this,—that money never had the 
slightest charm for him. If I had such servants, my dominions would extend from sea to sea." In 
this respect all the Reformers were true successors of the Apostles. They were poor, but made 
many rich. 
 
Calvin had defects which were partly the shadow of his virtues. He was passionate, prone to 
anger, censorious, impatient of contradiction, intolerant towards Romanists and heretics, 
somewhat austere and morose, and not without a trace of vindictiveness. He confessed in a letter 
to Bucer, and on his death-bed, that he found it difficult to tame "the wild beast of his wrath," and 
he humbly asked forgiveness for his weakness. He thanked the senators for their patience with his 
often "excessive vehemence." His intolerance sprang from the intensity of his convictions and his 
zeal for the truth. It unfortunately culminated in the tragedy of Servetus, which must be deplored 
and condemned, although justified by the laws and the public opinion in his age. Tolerance is a 
modern virtue. 
 
Calvin used frequently contemptuous and uncharitable language against his opponents in his 
polemical writings, which cannot be defended, but he never condescended to coarse and vulgar 
abuse, like so many of his contemporaries. {1271} 
 
He has often been charged with coldness and want of domestic and social affection, but very 
unjustly. The chapter on his marriage and home life, and his letters on the death of his wife and 



only child show the contrary. {1272} The charge is a mistaken inference from his gloomy 
doctrine of eternal reprobation; but this was repulsive to his own feelings, else he would not have 
called it "a horrible decree." Experience teaches that even at this day the severest Calvinism is not 
seldom found connected with a sweet and amiable Christian temper. He was grave, dignified, and 
reserved, and kept strangers at a respectful distance; but he was, as Beza observes, cheerful in 
society and tolerant of those vices which spring from the natural infirmity of men. He treated his 
friends as his equals, with courtesy and manly frankness, but also with affectionate kindness. And 
they all bear testimony to this fact, and were as true and devoted to him as he was to them. The 
French martyrs wrote to him letters of gratitude for having fortified them to endure prison and 
torture with patience and resignation. {1273} "He obtained," says Guizot, "the devoted affection 
of the best men and the esteem of all, without ever seeking to please them." "He possessed," says 
Tweedie, "the secret and inexplicable power of binding men to him by ties that nothing but sin or 
death could sever. They treasured up every word that dropped from his lips." 
 
Among his most faithful friends were many of the best men and women of his age, of different 
character and disposition, such as Farel, Viret, Beza, Bucer, Grynaeus, Bullinger, Knox, 
Melanchthon, Queen Marguerite, and the Duchess Renee. His large correspondence is a noble 
monument to his heart as well as his intellect, and is a sufficient refutation of all calumnies. How 
tender is his reference to his departed friend Melanchthon, notwithstanding their difference of 
opinion on predestination and free-will: "It is to thee, I appeal, who now livest with Christ in the 
bosom of God, where thou waitest for us till we be gathered with thee to a holy rest. A hundred 
times hast thou said, when, wearied with thy labors and oppressed by thy troubles, thou reposedst 
thy head familiarly on my breast, ‘Would that I could die in this bosom!’ Since then I have a 
thousand times wished that it had happened to us to be together." How noble is his admonition to 
Bullinger, when Luther made his last furious attack upon the Zwinglians and the Zurichers 
(1544), not to forget "how great a man Luther is and by what extraordinary gifts he excels." And 
how touching is his farewell letter to his old friend Farel (May 2, 1564): "Farewell, my best and 
truest brother! And since it is God’s will that you should survive me in this world, live mindful of 
our friendship, of which, as it was useful to the Church of God, the fruits await us in heaven. 
Pray, do not fatigue yourself on my account. It is with difficulty that I draw my breath, and I 
expect that every moment will be my last. It is enough that I live and die for Christ, who is the 
reward of his followers both in life and in death. Again, farewell, with the brethren." 
 
Calvin has also unjustly been charged with insensibility to the beauties of nature and art. It is true 
we seek in vain for specific allusions to the earthly paradise in which he lived, the lovely shores 
of Lake Leman, the murmur of the Rhone, the snowy grandeur of the monarch of mountains in 
Chamounix. But the writings of the other Reformers are equally bare of such allusions, and the 
beauties of Switzerland were not properly appreciated till towards the close of the eighteenth 
century, when Haller, Goethe, and Schiller directed attention to them. Calvin, however, had a 
lively sense of the wonders of creation and expressed it more than once. "Let us not disdain," he 
says, "to receive a pious delight from the works of God, which everywhere present themselves to 
view in this very beautiful theatre of the world"; and he points out that "God has wonderfully 
adorned heaven and earth with the utmost possible abundance, variety, and beauty, like a large 
and splendid mansion, most exquisitely and copiously furnished, and exhibited in man the 
masterpiece of his works by distinguishing him with such splendid beauty and such numerous and 
great privileges." {1274} 
 
He had a taste for music and poetry, like Luther and Zwingli. He introduced, in Strassburg and 
Geneva, congregational singing, which he described as "an excellent method of kindling the heart 
and making it burn with great ardor in prayer," and which has ever since been a most important 
part of worship in the Reformed Churches. He composed also a few poetic versifications of 



Psalms, and a sweet hymn to the Saviour, to whose service and glory his whole life was 
consecrated. 
 
NOTE. 
 
Calvin’s "Salutation a-Iesus Christ" was discovered by Felix Bovet of Neuchatel in an old 
Genevese prayer-book of 1545 (Calvin’s Liturgy), and published, together with eleven other 
poems (mostly translations of Psalms), by the Strassburg editors of Calvin’s works in 1867. (See 
vol. VI. 223 and Prolegg. XVIII. sq.) It reveals a poetic vein and a devotional fervor and 
tenderness which one could hardly expect from so severe a logician and polemic. A German 
translation was made by Dr. E. Stahelin of Basel, and an English translation by Mrs. Henry B. 
Smith of New York, and published in Schaff’s Christ in Song, 1868. ("I greet Thee, who my sure 
Redeemer art." New York ed. p. 678; London ed. p. 549.) We give it here in the original old 
French: — 
 
Ie te salue, mon certain Redempteur, 
 
Ma vraye franc’ et mon seul Salvateur, 
 
Qui tant de labeur, 
 
D’ennuys et de douleur 
 
As endure pour moy: 
 
Oste de noz cueurs 
 
Toutes vaines langueurs, 
 
Fol soucy et esmoy. 
 
Tu es le Roy misericordieux;  
 
Puissant par tout et regnant en tous lieux;  
 
Vueille donc regner 
 
En nous, et dominer 
 
Sur nous entierement, 
 
Nous illuminer, 
 
Ravyr et nous mener 
 
A ton haut Firmament. 
 
Tu es la vie par laquelle vivons, 
 
Toute sustanc’ et toute forc’ avons: 
 



Donne nous confort 
 
Contre la dure mort, 
 
Que ne la craignons point, 
 
Et sans desconfort 
 
La passons d’un cueur fort 
 
Quand ce viendra au point. 
 
Tu es la vraye et parfaite douceur, 
 
Sans amertume, despit ne rigueur: 
 
Fay nous savourer, 
 
Aymer et adorer, 
 
Ta tresdouce bonte;  
 
Fay nous desirer, 
 
Et tousiours demeurer 
 
En ta douce unite. 
 
Nostre esperanc’ en autre n’est qu’en toy, 
 
Sur ta promesse est fondee nostre foy: 
 
Vueilles augmenter, 
 
Ayder et conforter 
 
Nostre espoir tellement, 
 
Que bien surmonter 
 
Nous puissions, et Porter 
 
Tout mal patiemment. 
 
A toy cryons comme povres banys, 
 
Enfans d’Eve pleins de maux infinis: 
 
A toy souspirons, 
 
Gemissons et plorons, 



 
En la vallee de plours;  
 
Pardon requerons 
 
Et salut desirons, 
 
Nous confessans pecheurs. 
 
Or avant donq, nostre Mediateur, 
 
Nostre advocat et propiciateur, 
 
Tourne tes doux yeux 
 
Icy en ces bas lieux, 
 
Et nous vueille monstrer 
 
Le haut Dieu des Dieux, 
 
Et aveq toy ‘es cieux 
 
Nous faire tous entrer. 
 
O debonnair’, o pitoyabl’ et doux, 
 
Des ames saintes amyabl’ espoux, 
 
Seigneur Iesus Christ, 
 
Encontre L’antechrist 
 
Remply de cruaute, 
 
Donne nous L’esprit 
 
De suyvir ton escript 
 
En vraye verite. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1265} His enemies in Geneva even started the proverb, if we are to believe the untrustworthy 
Baudouin: "Better with Beza in hell than with Calvin in heaven." 
 
{1266} See the collection of remarkable tributes in 68, pp. 270 sqq. I will only add two more from 
Dr. Baur and Dr. Mohler, the great historians who were colleagues and antagonists, the 
champions, indeed, of opposite creeds in one of the most important theological controversies of 



the nineteenth century. The Protestant Baur, in his Kirchengeschichte (IV. 374), calls Calvin a 
man "von seltener Gelehrsamkeit, feiner, vielseitiger Bildung, scharfem, durchdringendem 
Geiste, kraftigem, aber strengem Charakter, vollkommen wurdig, den ubrigen Hauptern der 
Reformation zur Seite zu stehen, an-Scharfe des Geistes zum Theil ihnen noch uberlegen." The 
Roman Catholic Mohler, the author of the Symbolik, which caused a great sensation in its day, 
says in his posthumous Kirchengeschichte (III. 189): "Calvin besass sehr viel Scharfsinn und eine 
ausnehmende Beredtsamkeit, und war weit gelehrter als alle ubrigen Reformatoren, so dass 
Lehren, die bei einem andern abscheulich gewesen waren, aus seinem Munde wohl klingen;" but 
he adds: "Zu bedauern aber ist, dass eine so grosse geistige Kraft im Dienste des Irrthums war." 
 
{1267} It is reproduced on p. 256. Mr. Theophile Dufour, the librarian, assured me in 1886 that it 
is the most authentic portrait. Professor Diodati, a former librarian, wrote to Dr. Henry (III. P. I. 
Preface, p. vii): "Quant au portrait que l’on voit a notre bibliotheque, il atoujours passepour 
authentique et fidele. Nos peintres s’accordent a reconnaitre qu’il est bien de l’epoque de Calvin 
et qu’il est peint d’une maniere remarquable. On l’a souvent attribuea Holbein; mais cette 
opinion n’est pas constatee. Ce que l’on peut dire c’est qu’on y retrouve sa maniere. En 
l’etudiant attentivement on lui trouve un air de veritefrappant." 
 
{1268} "Dieu lui avait imprimeun charactere d’une si grande majeste." Registres, June 8, 1564. 
Grenus, Fragments Biographiques. 
 
{1269} He meets these calumnies in a letter to Christopher Piperin, Oct. 18, 1555 (Opera, XV. 
825 sq.), from which I quote the following passage: "When I hear that I am everywhere so foully 
defamed, I have not such iron nerves as not to be stung with pain. But it is no slight consolation to 
me that yourself and many other servants of Christ and pious worshippers of God sympathize 
with me in my injuries ƒ€¦. Why should I worry honest people with my zeal for vindicating my 
own reputation? Did there exist a greater necessity for it, having entreated their indulgence, I 
might lay my defence before them. But the scurrilous calumnies with which malignant men 
bespatter me are too unfounded and too silly to require any labored refutation on my part. The 
authors of them would tax me with self-importance, and laugh at me as being too anxiously 
concerned for my character. One example of these falsehoods is that immense sum of money 
which you mention. Everybody knows how frugally I live in my own house. Every one sees that I 
am at no expense for the splendor of my dress. It is well known everywhere that my only brother 
is far from being rich, and that the little which he has, he acquired without any influence of mine. 
Where, then, was that hidden treasure dug up? But they openly give out that I have robbed the 
poor. Well, this charge also, these most slanderous of men will be compelled to confess, was 
falsely got up without any grounds. I have never had the handling of one farthing of the money 
which charitable people have bestowed on the poor. About eight years ago, a man of rank [David 
de Busanton, a refugee; see Calvin’s letter to Viret, Aug. 17, 1545, Opera, XII. 139] died in my 
house who had deposited upwards of two thousand crowns with me, and without demanding one 
scrap of writing to prove the deposit. When I perceived that his life was in danger, though he 
wished to intrust that sum to my management, I refused to undertake so responsible a charge. I 
contrived, however, that eight hundred crowns should be sent to Strassburg to relieve the wants of 
the exiles. By my advice he chose men above suspicion to distribute the remainder of the sum. 
When he wished to appoint me one of their number, to which the others made no objections, I 
refused; but I see what nettles my enemies. As they form an estimate of my character from their 
own, they feel convinced that I must amass wherever I find a good opportunity. But if during my 
lifetime I do not escape the reputation of being rich, death will at last vindicate my character from 
this imputation." See his testament, p. 829. Nevertheless Bolsec (ch. XI.) unscrupulously repeated 
and exaggerated the calumny about the misappropriation of the legacy of two thousand crowns. 
Comp. the editorial notes in Opera, XV. 825 and 826. 



 
{1270} This incident is related by Drelincourt, Bungener, and others, and believed in Geneva. 
 
{1271} Comp. above, 118, p. 595. 
 
{1272} See above, 92, pp. 413-424. 
 
{1273} Michelet (XI. 95): "Les martyrs, a leur dernier jour, se faisaient une consolation, un 
devoir d’ecrire a Calvin. Ils n’auraient pas quittela vie sans remercier celui dont la parole les 
avait menes a la mort. Leurs lettres, respectueuses, nobles et douces, arrachant les larmes." 
 
{1274} Institutes, bk. I. ch. XIV. 20. This whole chapter on Creation is replete with admiration 
for the beauty and order of God’s universe. "Were I desirous," he says (21), "of pursuing the 
subject to its full extent, there would be no end; since there are as many miracles of divine power, 
as many monuments of divine goodness, as many proofs of divine wisdom as there are species of 
things in the world, and even as there are individual things either great or small."  



History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XIX. 
 
THEODORE BEZA. 
 
Sources: Beza’s Correspondence, mostly unprinted, but many letters are given in the Beilagen zu 
Baum’s Theodor Beza (see below), and in Herminjard’s Correspondance des reformateurs dans 
les pays de langue franacaise (vols. VI. sqq.); and his published works (the list to the number of 
ninety is given in the article "Beze, Theodore de," in Haag, La France Protestante, 2d ed. by 
Bordier, vol. II., cols. 620-540). By far the most important of them are, his Vita J. Calvini, best 
ed. in Calvin’s Opera, XXI., and his Tractationes theologicae (1582). He also had much to do 
with the Histoire ecclesiastique des eglises reformees au royaume de France, best ed. by Baum, 
Cunitz, and Rodolphe Reuss (the son of Edward Reuss, the editor of Calvin), Paris, 1883-1889. 3 
vols. small quarto. 
 
Antoine de La Faye: Deuteronomy vita et obitu Th. Bezae, Geneva, 1606.—Friedrich Christoph 
Schlosser: Leben des Theodor de Beza und des Peter Martyr Vermili, Heidelberg, 1809.—
*Johann Wilhelm Baum: Theodor Beza nach handschriftlichen Quellen dargestellt, Leipzig, I. 
Theil, 1848, with Beilagen to bks. I. and II. II. Theil, 1861, with Anhang die Beilagen enthaltend, 
1862 (unfortunately this masterly book only extends to 1663).—*Heinrich Heppe: Theodor Beza. 
Leben und ausgewahlte Schriften, Elberfeld, 1861 (contains the whole life, but is inferior in style 
to Baum).—Art. Beza by Bordier in La France Protestante. 
 
Jerome Bolsec: Histoire de la vie, moeurs, doctrine, et deportements de Theodore de Beze, Paris, 
1682; republished by an unnamed Roman Catholic in Geneva, 1836, along with Bolsec’s "Life of 
Calvin," to counteract the effect of the celebration of the third centennial of the Reformation. It 
has no historical value, but is a malignant libel, like his so-called "Life of Calvin," as this 
specimen shows: "Beze, toute so jeunesse, a-ete un tresdebauche et dissolu, sodomite, adultere et 
suborneur de femmes mariees [Bolsec elsewhere asserts that Claudine Denosse was married when 
Beza seduced her], larron, trompeur, homicide de so propre geniture, traitre, vanteur, cause et 
instigateur d’infinis meurtres, guerres, invasions, brulemens de villes, palais et maisons, de 
saccagemens de temples, et infinies autres ruines et malheurs" (ed. 1835, p. 188). 
 
Much use has been made of the allusions to Beza in Henry M. Baird’s Rise of the Huguenots 
(New York, 1879), and Huguenots and Henry of Navarre (1886), also of the article on "Beze, 
Theodore de," in Haag, La France Protestante, mentioned above. See also Principal 
Cunningham: The Reformers, Edinburgh, 1862; "Calvin and Beza," pp. 345-413 (theological and 
controversial). 
 

167. Life of Beza to his Conversion. 
 
The history of the Swiss Reformation would not be complete without an account of Calvin’s 
faithful friend and successor, Theodore Beza, who carried on his work in Geneva and France to 
the beginning of the seventeenth century. 
 
In the ancient duchy of Burgundy is the village of Vezelay. It was once the scene of a great 
gathering, for to it in 1146 came Louis VII. and his vassals, to whom Bernard preached the duty 
of rescuing the Holy Sepulchre from the infidels so convincingly, that the king and his knights 



then and there took the oath to become crusaders. Four and forty years later (1190), in the same 
place, Philip Augustus of France and Richard the Lionheart of England, under similar pleadings, 
made the same vow. 
 
The village clusters around the castle in which, in 1519, lived the rich Pierre de Besze, {1275} the 
bailiff of the county, a descendant of one of the proudest families of the duchy. His wife was 
Marie Bourdelot, beloved and renowned for her intelligence and her charities. They had already 
two sons and four daughters, when on the 24th of June in that year, 1519, another son was born 
who was destined to render the name illustrious to the end of time. This son was christened 
Theodore. Thus the future reformer was of gentle birth —a fact which was recognized when in 
after years he pleaded for the Protestant faith before kings, and princes, and members of the 
nobility and of the fashionable world. 
 
But the providential preparation for the part he was destined to play extended far beyond the 
conditions of his birth. Gentle breeding followed. His mother died when he was not quite three 
years old, but already was he a stranger to his father’s house; for one of his uncles, Nicolas de 
Besze, seigneur de Cette et de Chalonne, and a councillor in the Parliament of Paris, had taken 
him with him to Paris and adopted him, so great was the love he bore him, and when the time 
came he was put under the best masters whom money and influence could secure. The boy was 
precocious, and his uncle delighted in his progress. One day at table he entertained a guest from 
Orleans, who was a member of the royal council. The conversation turned upon the future of 
Theodore, whereupon the friend commended Melchior Wolmar, the famous Greek scholar at 
Orleans, who was also the teacher of Calvin, as the best person to educate the lad. The uncle 
listened attentively, and sent Theodore thither and secured him admission into Wolmar’s family. 
This was in 1528, when Theodore was only nine years old. With Wolmar he lived till 1535, first 
at Orleans and then at Bourges, and doubtless learned much from him. Part of this learning was 
not at all to the mind of his father or his uncle Claudius, the Abbot of the Cistercian monastery of 
Froimont in the diocese of Beauvais, who, on the death of his brother Nicolas, on Nov. 29, 1532, 
had undertaken the pious duty of superintending the boy’s education; for Wolmar, in common 
with many sober-minded scholars of that day, had broken with the Roman Church and taken up 
the new ideas inculcated by Luther, and which were beginning to make a stir in France. Indeed, it 
was his known adherence to these views which compelled his flight to Germany in the year 1535. 
Thus the future reformer, in his tenderest and most susceptible years, had impressed upon him the 
doctrine of justification by faith in the righteousness of Christ, heard much of the corrupt state of 
the dominant Church, and was witness to the efforts of that Church to put to death those who 
differed from her teaching. 
 
Nothing was further from the mind of the father and uncle, and also from that of Theodore 
himself, than that he should be an advocate of the new views. The career marked out for him was 
that of law, in which his uncle Nicolas had been so distinguished. To this end he was sent to the 
University of Orleans. Although very young, he attracted attention. He joined the German 
nation—for the students in universities then were divided into factions, according to their 
ancestry, and Burgundy was accounted part of Germany—and rapidly became a favorite. But he 
did not give himself up to mere good-fellowship. He studied hard, and on Aug. 11, 1539, attained 
with honor the degree of licentiate of the law. 
 
His education being thus advanced, Beza, now twenty years old, came to Paris, there, as his father 
desired, to prosecute further law studies; but his reluctance to such a course was pronounced and 
invincible, so much so that at length he won his uncle to his side, and was allowed by his father to 
pursue those literary studies which afterwards accrued so richly to the Reformed Church; but at 
the time he had no inkling of his subsequent career. By his uncle Claudius’ influence the 



possessor of two benefices which yielded a handsome income, and enriched further by his 
brother’s death in 1541, well-introduced and well-connected, a scholar, a wit, a poet, handsome, 
affable, amiable, he lived on equal terms with the best Parisian society, and was one of the 
acknowledged leaders. {1276} 
 
That he did not escape contamination he has himself confessed, but that he sinned grossly he has 
as plainly denied. {1277} In 1544 he made in the presence of two friends, Laurent de Normandie 
and Jean Crespin, eminent jurists, an irregular alliance with Claudine Denosse, {1278} a 
burgher’s daughter, and at the time declared that when circumstances favored he would publicly 
marry her. His motive in making a secret marriage was his desire to hold on to his benefices. But 
he was really attached to the woman, and was faithful to her, as she was to him; and there was 
nothing in their relationship which would have seriously compromised him with the company in 
which he lived. The fact that they lived together happily for forty years shows that they followed 
the leading of sincere affection, and not a passing fancy. In 1548 he published his famous 
collection of poems—Juvenilia. This gave him the rank of the first Latin poet of his day, and his 
ears were full of praises. He dedicated his book to Wolmar. It did not occur to him that anybody 
would ever censure him for his poems, least of all on moral grounds; but this is precisely what 
happened. Prurient minds have read between his lines what he never intended to put there, and 
imagined offences of which he was not guilty even in thought. {1279} And what made the case 
blacker against him was his subsequent Protestantism. Because he became a leader of the 
Reformed Church, free-thinkers and livers and the adherents of the old faith have brought up 
against him the fact that in the days of his worldly and luxurious life he had used their language, 
and been as pagan and impure as they. 
 
The book had scarcely begun its career, and the praises had scarcely begun to be received, ere 
Beza fell seriously sick. Sobered by his gaze into the eyes of death, his conscience rebuked him 
for his duplicity in receiving ecclesiastical benefices as if he was a faithful son of the Church, 
whereas he was at heart a Protestant; for his cowardice in cloaking his real opinions; for his 
negligence in not keeping the promise he had voluntarily made to the woman he had secretly 
married four years before; and for the general condition of his private and public life. The 
teachings of Wolmar came back to him. This world seemed very hollow; . its praises and honors 
very cloying. The call to a higher, purer, nobler life was heard, and he obeyed; and, although only 
convalescent, leaving father and fatherland, riches and honors, he fled from the city of his 
triumphs and his trials, and, taking Claudine Denosse with him, crossed the border into 
Switzerland, {1280} and on Oct. 23, 1548, entered the city of Geneva. He was doubtless attracted 
thither because his intimate friend Jean Crespin, one of the witnesses of his secret alliance, was 
living there, likewise a fugitive for religion’s sake—and there lived John Calvin. 
 
From being the poet of the Renaissance, bright, witty, free, Beza, from the hour he joined the 
Reformed Church, became a leader in all its affairs and one of the chiefs of Protestantism. {1281} 
 
{1275} This was the old spelling as appears from Beza’s signature. The modern French spell it 
Beze, the English and Germans Beza, which is the Latin form. 
 
{1276} The Jesuit Maimbourg, a declared enemy, in his Histoire du Calvinisme (Paris, 1682, 
18mo, p. 217), has thus described him at this time: "Homme bien fait, de belle taille, ayant le 
visage fort agreable, l’air fin et delicat, et toutes les manieres d’un homme du monde qui le 
faisoient estimer des Grands et surtout des dames, ausquelles il prenoit grand soin de ne pas 
deplaire. Pour l’esprit, on ne peut nier qu’il ne l’eust tres-beau, vif, aise, subtil, enjoueet poli, 
ayant pris peine de le cultiver par l’etude des belles lettres, et particulierement de la poasie, ou il 
excelloit en franacois et en latin, sacachant avec cela un peu de philosophie et de droit qu’il avoit 



appris aux ecoles d’Orleans." "He was well made, of good size, having a very agreeable 
countenance, a refined and delicate air, and the carriage of a man of the world, who had won the 
esteem of the great, and especially of the ladies, whom he took much pains not to displease. It 
cannot be denied that he was very attractive, lively, easy, subtle, playful, and polished, having 
cultivated his mind by reading literature, particularly poetry, wherein he himself excelled both in 
French and Latin, mingling with it a little philosophy and law which he had taken in at Orleans." 
 
{1277} Baum, I. 60-63. 
 
{1278} Anciently spelled Desnosze. 
 
{1279} Thus they have taken the characters mentioned in them as actual, whereas they are purely 
imaginary. 
 
{1280} He adopted the alias of Thibaud de May. So Heppe, p. 20. 
 
{1281} For having left France because he was a Protestant he was condemned by the Parliament 
of Paris to death, and all his property confiscated to the State (May 31, 1550). By special royal 
mandate his property was restored to him in 1564, although he was at the time at the head of the 
Reformed Church of France. Cf. Baum, I. 66 sq.  



168. Beza at Lausanne and as a Delegate to the German Princes. 
 
Beza’s earliest business after greeting Calvin was to marry in church Claudine Denosse. Then he 
looked around for an occupation that would support him. He considered for a time going into the 
printing business with Crespin, but on his return from a visit to Wolmar at Tubingen he yielded to 
the persuasions of Pierre Viret, who entertained him as he was passing through Lausanne, and on 
Nov. 6, 1549, became professor of Greek in the Academy there, {1282} and entered upon a 
course of great usefulness and influence. He showed his zeal as well as biblical learning by giving 
public lectures on the Epistle to the Romans and on the Epistles of Peter; and that he still was a 
poet, and that, too, of the Renaissance, only in the religious and not usual sense (of regeneration 
and not renascence), by continuing the translation of the Psalms begun by Clement Marot, and by 
publishing a drama, classically constructed, on the Sacrifice of Abraham. {1283} All these 
performances were in the French language. 
 
While at Lausanne, Beza was taken sick with the plague. Calvin in writing of this to Farel, under 
date of June 15, 1551, thus pays his tribute to the character of Beza: "I would not be a man if I did 
not return his love who loves me more than a brother and reveres me as a father: but I am still 
more concerned at the loss the church would suffer if in the midst of his career he should be 
suddenly removed by death, for I saw in him a man whose lovely spirit, noble, pure manners, and 
open-mindedness endeared him to all the righteous. I hope, however, that he will be given back to 
us in answer to our prayers." 
 
Lausanne was then governed by Bern. It was therefore particularly interested in Bern’s alliance 
with Geneva, and when this was renewed in 1557, after it had been suffered to lapse a year, Beza 
considered it very providential. In the spring of that year, 1557, persecution broke out against the 
neighboring Waldenses, and on nomination of the German clergy and with special permission of 
Bern, Beza, and Farel began a series of visits through Switzerland and upon the Protestant princes 
of Germany in the interest of the persecuted. The desire was to stir up the Protestants to unite in 
an appeal to the king of France. Beza was then thirty-eight years old and had been for eight years 
a successful teacher and preacher. He was therefore of mature years and established reputation. 
But what rendered the choice of him still more an ideal one was his aristocratic bearing and his 
familiarity with court life. He accepted his appointment with alacrity, as a man enters upon a 
course particularly suited to him. Thus Beza started out upon the first of the many journeys which 
furnished such unique and invaluable services to the cause of French Protestantism. 
 
The two delegates made a favorable impression everywhere. The Lutherans especially were 
pleased with them, although at first inclined to look askance upon two such avowed admirers and 
followers of Calvin. But when they had returned full of rejoicing that they had accomplished their 
design and that the Protestant princes and cantons would unite in petitioning the French king on 
behalf of the persecuted Waldenses, albeit to small effect, alas! they were called to sharp account 
because at Goppingen on May 14, 1557, they had defined their doctrine of the Eucharist in terms 
which emphasized the points of agreement and passed by those of disagreement. {1284} This was 
in the interest of peace. They rightly felt that it would be shameful to shipwreck their Christian 
attempt upon the shoals of barren controversy. But the odium theologicum compelled their home 
friends to charge them with disloyalty to the truth! Calvin, however, raised his voice in defence of 
Beza’s conduct, and the strife of tongues quickly ceased, 
 
How little Beza had suffered in general reputation, or at least in the eyes of the powerful Calvin, 
was almost immediately manifest. 



 
On the evening of the 4th of September, 1557, three or four hundred Protestants in Paris who had 
quietly assembled in the Rue St. Jaques to celebrate the Lord’s Supper were set upon by a mob, 
and amid insults and injuries haled to prison. Their fate deeply stirred the Protestants everywhere, 
and Beza with some companions was again sent to the Protestant cantons and princes to invoke 
their aid as before, and because the princes were quicker at promising than performance he went 
again the next year. But Henry II. paid small attention to the note of the Protestant powers. 
 
{1282} His colleague in the Latin chair was the distinguished Franacois Hotman (Latin, 
Hotomanus), who afterwards founded a law school at Geneva. 
 
{1283} It was performed by the students of the Lausanne academy and elsewhere and translated 
into several languages.  



169. Beza at Geneva. 
 
In 1558 the city of Geneva established a high school, and Beza was called, at Calvin’s suggestion, 
to the Greek professorship. Much to the regret of Viret and his colleagues, he accepted. He was 
influenced by various considerations, the chief of which were his desire to escape from the 
trouble caused by Viret’s establishment of the Genevan church discipline, which had led to a 
falling out with Bern, Lausanne’s ruler, and from the embarrassments still resulting from his well-
meant attempts at union among the Protestants, and probably still more by his desire to labor at 
the side of Calvin, whom he so greatly revered and whose doctrines he so vigorously and 
honestly defended. He was honorably dismissed to Geneva and warmly commended to the 
confidence of the brethren there. When on June 5, 1559, the Academy was opened, he was 
installed as rector. Thus, in his fortieth year, he entered upon his final place of residence and upon 
his final labors. Henceforward he was inseparable from the work of Calvin, and however far and 
frequently he might go from Geneva, it was there that he left his heart. 
 
On Calvin’s nomination, Beza was admitted to citizenship at Geneva, and shortly afterwards 
(March 17, 1559) he succeeded to the pastorate of one of the city churches. {1285} But each new 
labor imposed upon him only demonstrated his capacity and zeal. The Academy and the 
congregation flourished under his assiduous care, and Calvin found his new ally simply 
invaluable. There was soon a fresh call upon his diplomacy. Anne Du Bourg, president of the 
Parliament of Paris, boldly avowed his Protestantism before Henry II., and was arrested. When 
the news reached Calvin, he despatched Beza to the Elector Palatine, Frederick III., to interest 
this powerful prince. The result of his mission was a call on Du Bourg from the Elector to 
become professor of law in his university at Heidelberg. But the intervention availed nothing. Du 
Bourg was tried, and executed Dec. 23, 1559. 
 
Shortly after his return, Beza was sent forth again, July 20, 1560. The occasion was, however, 
quite different. The Prince de Conde, shorn of his power by the Guises, had fled to Nerac. He 
desired to attach to the Protestant party his brother, Antoine de Bourbon-Vendome, king of 
Navarre. Calvin had already, by letter, made some impression on the irresolute and fickle king, 
but Conde induced his brother to send for Beza, who, with his eloquence and his courtly bearing, 
quite captivated the king, who declared that he would never hear the mass again, but would do all 
he could to advance the Protestant cause. His zeal was, however, of very short duration; for no 
sooner did his brother, the cardinal of Bourbon, arrive, than he and his queen, Jeanne d’Albret, 
who afterwards was a sincere convert to Protestantism, heard mass in the convent of the 
Cordeliers at Nerac. Beza, seeing that Antoine would not hold out, but was certain to fall into the 
power of the Catholic party, quietly left him, Oct. 17, and after many dangers reached Geneva 
early in November. The journey had taken three weeks, and had, for the most part, to be 
performed at night. {1286} 
 
{1284} See the text in Baum, I. 405-409. 
 
{1285} Pierre Viret had followed him to Geneva, Jan. 13, 1559, and was one of his colleagues in 
ecclesiastical service. 
 
{1286} Baum, II. 122. Unfortunately Beza’s account of it is lost.  



170. Beza at the Colloquy of Poissy. {1287} 
 
Beza was now considered by all the French Reformed as their most distinguished orator, and next 
to Calvin their most celebrated theologian. This commanding position he had attained by many 
able services. When, therefore, the queen-mother Catherine determined to hold a discussion 
between the French prelates and the most learned Protestant ministers, the Parisian pastors, 
seconded by the Prince of Conde, the Admiral Coligny, and the king of Navarre, implored Beza 
to come, and to him was committed the leadership. At first he declined. But in answer to renewed 
and more urgent appeals he came, and on Aug. 22, 1561, he was again in Paris, for the first time 
since his precipitate flight, in October, 1548—thirteen years before. The preliminary meeting was 
in the famous chateau of St. Germain-en-Laye, on the Seine, a few miles below Paris. There, on 
Aug. 23, he made his appearance. On the evening of that day he was summoned to the apartments 
of the king of Navarre, and in the presence of the queen-mother and other persons of the highest 
rank, he had his first encounter in debate with Cardinal Lorraine. The subject was 
transubstantiation. The Cardinal was no match for Beza, and after a weak defence, yielded the 
floor, saying that the doctrine should not stand in the way of a reconciliation. On Tuesday, Sept. 
9, 1561, the parties to the Colloquy assembled in the nuns’ refectory at Poissy, some three miles 
away. It was soon evident that there was not to be any real debate. The Catholic party had all the 
advantages and acted as sole judges. {1288} It was a foregone conclusion that the verdict was to 
be given to the Catholic party, whatever the arguments might be. Nevertheless, Beza and his 
associates went through the form of a debate, and courageously held their ground. In 
characteristic fashion they first knelt, and Beza prayed, commencing his prayer with the 
confession of sins used in the Genevan liturgy of Calvin. He then addressed the assembly upon 
the points of agreement and of disagreement between them, and was quietly listened to until he 
made the assertion that the Body of Christ was as far removed from the bread of the Eucharist as 
the heavens are from the earth. Then the prelates broke out with the cry "Blasphemavit! 
blasphemavit!" ("he has blasphemed"), and for a while there was much confusion. Beza had 
followed the obnoxious expression with a remark which was intended to break its force, affirming 
the spiritual presence of Christ in the Eucharist; but the noise had prevented its being heard. 
Instead, however, of yielding to the clamor the queen-mother insisted that Beza should be heard 
out, and he finished his speech. The Huguenots claimed the victory, but the Roman Catholics 
spread the story that they had been easily and decidedly beaten. The prelates requested the points 
in writing, and it was not till Sept. 16 that they made a reply. The Cardinal of Lorraine was the 
spokesman. No opportunity was given the Protestants to rejoin, as they were ready to do at once. 
 
On Sept. 24 a third conference was held, but in the small chamber of the prioress, not in the large 
refectory, and a fourth in the same place on Sept. 26. But the Colloquy had degenerated into a 
rambling debate, and its utterly unprofitable character was manifest to all. The queen-mother did, 
it is true, flatter herself that there might be an agreement, and zealously labored to produce it. But 
in vain. Her expectation really showed how shallow were her religious ideas. 
 
Beza stayed at St. Germain until the beginning of November, {1289} and then, worn out, and 
threatened with a serious illness, he sought rest in Paris. There he had a visit from his oldest step-
brother, and also a pressing and affectionate letter from his father, who had learned to what honor 
his son had come, forgave him for his persistence in heresy, and expressed a great desire to see 
him. Beza started for Vezelay, but on the way met a courier with the intelligence that the 
Protestants required his instant attendance to help them at a crisis in their affairs, because acts of 
violence against them had taken place in all parts of France. And Beza, ever subordinating private 



to public duties, turned back to Paris, and no further opportunity of seeing his father ever came to 
him. {1290} 
 
{1287} Baum, II. 168-419, Heppe, 104-148, Baird (Rise of the Huguenots), I. 493-577, give full, 
accurate, and interesting accounts of the famous Colloquy of Poissy, to which the reader is 
referred. Only the briefest mention can be made in this place. 
 
{1288} The entirely proper request of the Protestants that the bishops should not be at the same 
time parties and judges, that the questions in debate should be decided solely by the Word of God 
in the originals, and that the minutes should not be accepted unless signed by the secretary on 
each side, had been refused. With studied indignity the Protestant ministers, who numbered 
twelve, all distinguished men, were required to appear as culprits brought to the bar, for they were 
separated by a railing from the prelates and courtiers. 
 
{1289} His leave of absence from Geneva had been much extended in answer to the request of the 
king of Navarre, Conde, and Coligny. Heppe, 161. 
 
{1290} Cf. the touching account of these events in Heppe, 158-61.  



171. Beza as the Counsellor of the Huguenot Leaders, 
 
On the 20th of December an assembly of notables, including representatives from each of the 
parliaments, the princes of the blood, and members of the Council, had been called to suggest 
some decree of at least a provisional nature upon the religious question. It was January, 1562, 
before it convened. It enacted on Jan. 17 the famous law known as the "Edict of January," 
whereby the Huguenots were recognized as having certain rights, chief of which was that of 
assembling for worship by day outside of the walled cities. {1291} The churches which they had 
seized were, however, not restored to them, and they were forbidden to build others. 
 
Beza counselled the Protestants to accept the edict, although it gave them very much less than 
their rights; and they obeyed. 
 
On Jan. 27, 1562, he was again at St. Germain by command of Catherine, to argue with Catholic 
theologians upon the use of images and the worship of saints. As before, the gulf between 
Protestants and Roman Catholics stood revealed, and the conference did no good except to show 
that the Protestants had some reason, at all events, for their opinions. Yet they did entertain hopes 
of maintaining the peace, when the news that on March 1 the Duke of Guise had massacred 
hundreds of defenceless Protestants, in a barn at Vassy, while engaged in peaceful worship, 
spread consternation far and wide. The court was then at Monceaux, and there Beza appeared as 
deputy of the Protestants of Paris to demand of the king of Navarre punishment for this odious 
violation of the Edict of January. The queen-mother received the demand graciously and 
promised compliance, but the king responded roughly and laid all the blame on the Protestants, 
who, he declared, had excited the attack by throwing stones at the Duke of Guise. "Well then," 
said Beza, "he should have punished only those who did the throwing." And then he added these 
memorable words: "Sire, it is in truth the lot of the Church of God, in whose name I am speaking, 
to endure blows, and not to strike them. But also may it please you to remember that it is an anvil 
that has worn out many hammers." {1292} 
 
Civil war now broke out, Conde on one side and the Guises on the other; and Beza, although so 
unwilling, was fairly involved in it. 
 
In a lull in the strife the third national Synod of the Reformed Church was held at Orleans on 
April 25. Beza was present, and his translation of the Psalms was sung upon the streets. 
 
On May 20, 1562, the Prince of Conde sent a memorable answer to the petition of the Guises that 
King Charles would take active measures to extirpate heresy in his domains. The reply was really 
the work of Beza, and is a masterpiece of argument and eloquence. {1293} 
 
The necessity of securing allies induced Conde to send Beza to Germany and Switzerland. He 
went first to Strassburg, then to Basel, and at length on Friday, Sept. 4, he arrived at Geneva. 
How earnest must have been the conversations between him and Calvin! How glad must his 
many friends have been to welcome back home the leader of French Protestantism! 
 
Beza resumed his former mode of life. Two weeks passed and he had just begun to feel himself 
able in peace to carry out his plans for the Academy and the Genevan churches, when a 
messenger riding post haste from D’Andelot, a brother of Coligny, and his fellow-deputy to the 
German princes, announced the fresh outbreak of trouble in France. Beza was at first inclined to 
stay at home, mistrusting the necessity of his presence among the Huguenot troops, but Calvin 



urged him to go, and so he went, and for the next seven months Beza was with the Huguenot 
army. He acted as almoner and treasurer. He followed Conde to the battle of Dreux, Dec. 19, 
1562, at which Conde was taken prisoner. It was made a matter of reproach that he took an active 
part in the battle. He did indeed ride in the front rank, but he denied that he struck a blow. He was 
in citizen’s dress. He then retired to Normandy with Coligny. The expected help from England 
did not arrive, and it was determined to send him to London. So utterly sick was Beza of the 
military life that he seriously meditated going directly back to Geneva from London. But the 
Pacification Edict of March 12, 1563 freed Conde and ended hostilities, and Beza did not make 
his contemplated English journey. 
 
This unexpected turn in his affairs was brought about by an untoward event. On the 18th of 
February, 1563, the Duke of Guise was assassinated by a poor fanatical Huguenot wretch, who, 
under torture, accused Beza of having instigated him by promising him Paradise and a high place 
among the saints if he died for his deed. {1294} The calumny was afterwards denied by the man 
who had made it, but Beza considered himself obligated to make a formal reply. He called upon 
all who had heard him to declare if he had ever favored any other than strictly legal measures 
against the late Duke. And as for his alleged promise, he said that he was too good a Bible student 
to declare that any one could win Paradise by works. {1295} 
 
Peace having come, Beza was at liberty to return home. But his heart was heavy because the 
affairs in France were in a very unsatisfactory condition. Still, there was nothing to be 
accomplished by staying, and so, loaded down with thanks and praises from the leading 
Huguenots for his invaluable services in the field, in the camp, at the council-board, and in the 
religious assembly, surrounded with the leaders of the Huguenot army and the preachers and 
nobles, amid shouts and sighs, Beza, on Tuesday, March 30, 1563, took his departure from 
Orleans. On the Sunday before, he had preached his farewell sermon, in which he expressed his 
disappointment that the Edict of Pacification had brought the Huguenots so little advantage. 
{1296} 
 
On his way back he passed through Vezelay. His father was dead, but there must have been many 
associations of childhood which endeared the place to him. Here he learned that his wife was safe 
at Strassburg with Conde’s mother-in-law. Bending his steps thither, he rejoined her, and together 
they made the journey home, where they arrived May 5, 1563. {1297} 
 
As they journeyed they knew that they were in perpetual danger, but they did not know that some 
of their enemies were looking for them to turn towards the Netherlands. But so it was. In June of 
that year a rumor was circulated at Brussels that there had been a quarrel between him and 
Calvin, and that in consequence he would not return to Geneva. Margaret of Parma, then regent 
of the Netherlands, thought to do a splendid deed, and gave orders that if he entered her domains 
he was to be taken, dead or alive, and offered to his capturer or murderer a thousand florins. But 
there having been no such break, Beza, on the contrary, took the shortest practicable route for 
Geneva. {1298} 
 
{1291} Baird, I. 576 sq. 
 
{1292} "Sire, c’est a la verite a l’aglise de Dieu, au nom de laquelle je parle, d’endurer les 
coups, et non pas d’en donner. Mais aussi vous plaira-t-il vous souvenir que c’est une enclume 
qui a usebeaucoup de marteaux." Quoted by Baird, II. 28; cf. Baum, II. 567. 
 
{1293} Baum says (II. 642) that it may with confidence be placed by the side of the most eloquent 
passages in the French language. A judgment in which Baird (II. 61) concurs. 



 
{1294} Baum, II. 711; Baird, II. 105. 
 
{1295} Baum, II. 714, 716. 
 
{1296} Baird, II. 118. 
 
{1297} Referring to the entire length of service in France, Baum says: "He had been absent 
twenty-two months. They were the most wearing and the most perilous, but also the most fruitful 
months in his life. For during that period, with courage and dignity, with learning and acuteness, 
with penetrating force and charming eloquence, he had before princes and kings preached the 
gospel and exalted the name of Christ. As the representation in this work has abundantly shown, 
amid incessant struggles against unwise or faint-hearted friends, against cunning and powerful 
foes, many times and most daringly at the risk of his own life, he developed into one of the great 
leaders who procured for the Reformed Church of France its soul-liberty, which, though, it is 
true, less than it claimed should have been given, was still secured to it by law." With these words 
Baum (II. 731) closes his authoritative but, alas, unfinished work upon Beza. 
 
{1298} Baird, II. 388. In the regent’s proclamation, Beza was described as "homme de moyenne 
stature, ayant barbe a demy blanche, et le visage hault et large."  



172. Beza as the Successor of Calvin, down to 1586. 
 
Beza received his warmest welcome from Calvin, who was already under the shadow of death. 
There was no one else whom the great Reformer could so confidentially take into his counsels. 
And as the time of his departure drew near, he relied more and more upon him. Their friendship 
was based upon respect and affection and was never disturbed. The relation of the two men 
resembled that between Zwingli and Bullinger, and was most useful to the Church. 
 
It was of course perfectly understood by Beza that he was to be Calvin’s successor, so the year 
which passed before Calvin died was a year of preparation for the new duties. At last the time 
came, and Calvin passed away. Beza conducted the funeral, and shortly after wrote his classical 
life of his patron, friend, and predecessor. The city Council elected him Calvin’s successor; the 
Venerable Company of Pastors, as the presbytery of Geneva called itself, elected him their 
moderator, and continued him in this office till 1580, when he compelled them to allow him to 
retire. So he continued Calvin’s leadership in city and church affairs. He preached and lectured to 
the students. He received the fugitives from France, and the visitors from other lands. He gave his 
advice and opinion upon the innumerable things which turned up daily. He conducted an 
enormous correspondence. And every now and then he had to enter the field of controversy and 
repel "heretics," like Ochino and Castellio, or Lutherans like Andrea and Selnecker. 
 
Nor could this leadership have fallen into better hands. For Beza, although inferior to Calvin in 
theological acquirements and acumen, was his superior in knowledge and experience of court life 
and in grace of manner. He was eminently fitted to be the host of the Protestant scholars and 
martyrs, who flocked or fled to Geneva from every quarter. And so the theological school became 
under him the most famous of its kind in the world, and the little republican city was the virtual 
capital of Continental Protestantism. 
 
Incessantly occupied as he was by public affairs, but bearing his burdens with courage and faith, 
he was suddenly called upon to transact delicate business of a private nature. In 1568 the plague 
entered Geneva and carried off his stepbrother Nicolas, {1299} who had succeeded his father as 
bailiff of Vezelay, joined the Huguenots, and come as a fugitive to Geneva with his wife, Perrette 
Tribole, when Vezelay fell into Roman Catholic hands. He had been only a few days in the city 
when he died. Beza felt it incumbent upon him to go to Burgundy to see whether he could not 
save at least a part of their inheritance for his two nephews; and this errand, after a great deal of 
trouble, he accomplished successfully. 
 
In 1571, after an absence of some eight years, he was again summoned to France, this time by 
Coligny and the young Prince de Bearn, to attend the seventh national Synod of the Reformed 
Church of France convened in La Rochelle. The Venerable Company of Pastors would not part 
with him without a protest, but yielded to the express wish of the Syndics of the Republic. Beza 
himself was reluctant to go, and indeed had declined a previous summons; but the crisis 
demanded an authoritative expression of the views of the Swiss Churches upon the proposed 
reforms in the discipline of the Church, and so he went. The Synod lasted from the 2d to the 17th 
of April. He was elected its moderator. A revised Confession of Faith was drawn up, and a 
vigorous reply made to the demand for increased authority on the part of the temporal chiefs. On 
his way back to Geneva he took part in another Synod, held at Nismes, and was specially charged 
with the refutation of the opponents to the established discipline. 
 



On St. Bartholomew’s Day, Sunday, Aug. 24, 1572, very many Protestants were murdered in 
Paris, and for days thereafter the shocking scenes were repeated in different parts of France. 
{1300} On the 1st of September the first company of fugitives, many covered with wounds, made 
their appearance in Geneva. A day of fasting and prayer was ordered, and Beza exhorted his 
Swiss hearers to stand firm and to provide all needed help to their stricken brethren. Four 
thousand livres were collected in Geneva, and the wants of the crowd of sufferers attended to. 
{1301} 
 
In 1574 Beza met Henry of Conde by appointment at Strassburg, and successfully undertook the 
negotiations which resulted in enlisting John Casimir to come with an army to the succor of the 
Huguenots. 
 
But Beza’s advice was not always considered prudent by the city authorities, who were more 
alive than he to the great risk the city ran of reprisals in view of its connivance with the Huguenot 
schemes. Thus in December of this year, 1574, Beza countenanced a bootless military errand in 
the direction of Macon and Chalons, and the magistrates gently but firmly called him to account, 
and plainly told him that he should never act so imprudently. {1302} 
 
On Nov. 26, 1580, the Peace of Fleix brought rest to France for a little while. Beza showed his 
courage and fidelity on this occasion by writing to King Henry of Navarre, the Protestant leader, a 
letter in which he candidly informed the king that he himself and his court stood in great need of 
reformation. It is proof of the respect in which the Reformer was held that the king received the 
rebuke in good part, and of the king’s light-mindedness that he did not attempt to reform. {1303} 
 
{1299} Also called by some Pierre. 
 
{1300} The whole number of the massacred is reckoned at about thirty thousand. Cf. the 
monograph of Henri Bordier: La Saint-Barthelemy et la critique moderne. Geneve et Paris, 1879. 
 
{1301} Heppe, 248. Baird (II. 554-557) gives a graphic description of the Genevese reception of 
the refugees, and shows how the city for so doing was exposed to the revenge of Charles IX. 
 
{1302} Baird, The Huguenots and Henry of Navarre, I. 50. 
 
{1303} Baird, ibid., I. 213 sq.  



173. Beza’s Conferences with Lutherans. 
 
The bitter theological differences between Lutherans and Reformed had long been a disgrace. 
Beza had in early life brought trouble upon himself by minimizing them, as has been already 
recorded, but in his old age he made one more attempt in that direction. Count Frederick of 
Wurtemberg, a Lutheran, but a friend of reconciliation, called a conference at Montbeliard (or 
Mompelgard), a city in his domains in which were many Huguenot refugees, with whom the 
Lutherans would not fraternize. The count hoped that a discussion between the leaders on each 
side might mend matters. Accordingly he summoned Beza, confessedly the ablest advocate of 
Calvinism. On March 21, 1586, the conference began. It took a wide range, but it came to 
nothing. Beza showed a beautiful spirit of reconciliation, but Andrea, the Lutheran leader, in the 
very spirit of Luther at the famous Marburg Conference with Zwingli (1529), refused to take 
Beza’s hand at parting (March 29). {1304} 
 
Undeterred by this churlish exhibition, Beza left Montbeliard for another round of visits at 
German courts to induce them once more to plead with France to restore to the Huguenots their 
rights of worship; for the Peace of Fleix had not lasted long, and the country was again plunged in 
the horrors of civil war. 
 
The Montbeliard conference had an echo in the Bern Colloquy of April 15th to 18th, 1588, in 
which Samuel Huber, pastor at Burgdorf, near Bern, a notorious polemic, and Beza represented 
the Lutheran and Calvinist parties, respectively. It was Beza’s last appearance as a public 
disputant, and the hero of so many wordy battles once more carried off the palm. In fact, his 
victory was much more decided than such contests were usually, as the Bernese Council 
condemned Huber for misrepresenting Beza and Calvinism generally. 
 
Beza had left Geneva with a heavy heart because his faithful and beloved wife had just died, and 
when he returned, found public matters in a critical condition. The magistrates had felt 
themselves compelled by the condition of the city treasury to economize as much as possible, and 
had dismissed two of the professors in the Academy, and contemplated other retrenchments. Beza 
knew that these extreme measures would probably greatly cripple the institution, and so, old as he 
was, and failing, he undertook to give a full course of instruction in theology, and persisted with it 
for more than two years,—until the crisis was passed,—and for these extra duties he would not 
take any compensation. 
 
{1304} Heppe, 287. Although he could not greet him as a brother, Andrea kindly offered to give 
Beza his hand as a mark of his love toward him as a fellow-man—a condescension which not 
unnaturally the Genevese reformer at once declined. Baird, ibid., I. 401.  



174. Beza and Henry IV. 
 
In the course of his long life Beza had few joys, aside from the abiding one of his religion, and 
many sorrows. His heart was bound up with the fortunes of the Reformed Church in France, and 
they were usually bad. Still he took courage every time a little improvement was noticeable. 
Much hope had he cherished in consequence of the accession of Henry of Navarre (1589), 
because he was a Protestant. But early in the summer of 1593, the news reached Geneva that the 
king, upon whom religion and morality sat very lightly, in the interests of peace and national 
prosperity, was determined to abjure the Protestant faith. Alas for all their hopes! Beza was 
greatly moved, and addressed the monarch a letter in which he set forth the eternal consequences 
of the change the king was about to make. {1305} He felt assured, however, that Henry would be 
delivered from the machinations of his and their enemies, and not take the fatal step. But ere 
Beza’s letter reached him the deed was done. In the ancient abbey church at St. Denis on the 
morning of Sunday, July 25, 1593, King Henry of Navarre, the son of Jeanne d’Albret, the only 
Huguenot who ever sat upon the throne of France, abjured his faith, and took a solemn oath to 
protect the Roman Catholic, and Apostolic religion. 
 
Beza was deeply grieved at this apostasy. But when he learned that the king favored his old co-
religionists in many ways, and especially, when in 1598, he published the Edict of Nantes, which 
put the Protestants on a nearly common footing with the Roman Catholics in France, Beza took a 
more hopeful view of the king’s condition. In 1599 the king, in the course of a war with Charles 
Emmanuel, approached near Geneva. The city saw in this a chance to obtain from the king the 
promise of his protection, especially against the Duke of Savoy, who had built a fort called St. 
Catherine, quite near Geneva. To effect this the city sent a delegation headed by Beza, and the 
interview between the monarch and the reformer was honorable to both. The king gladly gave his 
promise, and the next year the fort was destroyed. He also came to Geneva and received its 
hospitality. 
 
{1305} See the letter in Heppe, 294-299.  



175. Beza’s Last Days. 
 
Beza’s life was now drawing to its close. The weight of years had become a grievous burden. His 
bodily powers gradually deserted him. He partially lost his hearing. His memory became so 
enfeebled that the past only remained to him, while recent events made no lasting impression. It 
was the breaking up of an extraordinarily vigorous constitution, which had so supported him for 
sixty-five years that he had scarcely known what it was to be sick. Then he took the prudent 
course of giving up one by one the duties which he had so long discharged. In 1586 he was 
excused from preaching daily, and henceforth till 1600 preached only on Sunday. In 1598 he 
retired from active duty in the Academy, and sold his library, giving part of the proceeds, which 
were considerable, to his wife, and part to the poor. In 1600 he rendered his last public services in 
the Academy, and preached his last sermon—the only one preached in the seventeenth, by a 
reformer of the sixteenth, century. {1306} 
 
Occasionally something of the old wit flashed forth. As when he made his reply to the silly rumor 
that he had yielded to the argumentation of Franacois de Sales and had gone over to Rome. The 
facts are these: Franacois came to Geneva in 1597 with the express purpose of converting Beza. 
He was then thirty years old, very zealous, very skilful, and in many other cases had been 
successful. But he met his match in the old Reformer, who however listened to him courteously. 
What argument failed to accomplish, the priest thought money might do, and so he offered Beza 
in the name of the pope a yearly pension of four thousand gold crowns and a sum equal to twice 
as much as the value of all his personal effects! This brought matters to a climax, and Beza 
dismissed him with the polite but sarcastic and decisive rebuke, "Go, sir; I am too old and too 
deaf to be able to hear such words." {1307} 
 
But from some quarter the report got abroad that Beza had yielded. This was added to as it passed 
along until it was confidently asserted that Beza and many other former Genevan Protestants were 
on their way to Rome to enter the papal fold. Their very route was told, and on an evening in the 
middle of September, 1597, the faithful people of Siena waited by the gate of their city to receive 
the great leader! But for some reason he did not come. Then it was said that he was dead; but that 
ere he died he had made his peace with the Church and had received extreme unction. 
 
When the friends of Beza heard these idle tales, they merely smiled. But Beza concluded to give 
convincing proof of two facts: first, that he was not dead, and second, that he was still a 
Protestant of the straitest Calvinistic school; and so quite in the old manner he nailed the lie by a 
biting epigram. 
 
When in 1600 Franacois would hold a public discussion with the Genevans, Beza, knowing how 
unprofitable such discussions were, forbade it. Whereupon it was given out that the Reformers 
were afraid to meet their opponents! 
 
Another flare of the old flame of poetry was occasioned by the visit from King Henry IV., already 
alluded to. It was a poem of six stanzas, Ad inclytum Franciae et Navarrae regem Henricum IV. 
("to the renowned King of France and Navarre, Henry IV.") "It was his last, his swan song." 
{1308} 
 
Wearied by the vigils of a perilous and exciting time, Beza had long anxiously looked for his final 
rest. He had fought a good fight and had kept the faith and was ready to receive his crown. On 
Sunday, Oct. 13, 1605, he died. 



 
In his will {1309} Beza ordered his burial to be in the common cemetery of Plain Palais, where 
Calvin was buried, and near the remains of his wife. But in consequence of a Savoyard threat to 
carry off his body to Rome, by order of the magistrates, he was buried in the cloister of the 
cathedral of St. Peter, in the city of Geneva. 
 
Of the six great Continental Reformers,—Luther, Melanchthon, Zwingli, Bullinger, Calvin, and 
Beza,—Beza was the most finished gentleman, according to the highest standard of his time. He 
was not lacking in energy, nor was he always mild. But he was able to hold court with courtiers, 
be a wit with wits, and show classical learning equal to that of the best scholars of his age. Yet 
with him the means were only valued because they reached an end, and the great end he had ever 
in mind was the conservation of the Reformed Church of Geneva and France. 
 
His public life was an extraordinary one. Like the Apostle Paul he could say that he had been "in 
journeyings often, in perils of rivers, in perils of robbers, in perils from my own countrymen, in 
perils in the city, in perils in the wilderness, in perils among false brethren; in labor and travail, in 
watchings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness. Besides those 
things that are without, there is that which presseth upon me daily, anxiety for all the churches". 
{2 Corinthians 11:26-28} It was indeed a brilliant service which this versatile man rendered. 
Under his watchful care the city of Geneva enjoyed peace and prosperity, the Academy flourished 
and its students went everywhere preaching the Word, while the Reformed Church of France was 
built up by him. Calvin lived again and in some respects lived a bolder life in his pupil and friend. 
 
It is pleasant to get glimpses of Beza’s home life. Men like him are seldom able to enjoy their 
homes. But Beza had for forty years the love and devotion of the wife of his youth. They had no 
children, but his fatherly heart may have found some expression in adopting his wife’s niece 
Genevieve Denosse, whom he educated with great care, and also in his parental solicitude for his 
brother’s children. It is perhaps to be taken as indicative of the domestic character of the man 
that, on the advice of friends, within a year after his wife died (1589), he married Catherine del 
Piano, a widow of a Genevese. He also adopted her grand-daughter. It is probable that he always 
lived in some state; at all events his will proves that he had considerable property. 
 
{1306} Heppe, 307. 
 
{1307} Ibid. 314. 
 
{1308} Heppe, 310. 
 
{1309} Given at length in a German translation by Heppe, 304-306.  



176. Beza’s Writings. 
 
Beza’s name will ever be most honorably associated with biblical learning. Indeed, to many 
students his services in this department will constitute his only claim to notice. Every one who 
knows anything of the uncial manuscripts of the Greek New Testament has heard of the Codex 
Bezae, or of the history of the printed text of the New Testament has heard of Beza’s editions and 
of his Latin translation with notes. The Codex Bezae, known as D in the list of the uncials, also as 
Codex Cantabrigiensis, is a manuscript of the Gospels and Acts, originally also of the Catholic 
Epistles, dating from the sixth century. {1310} Its transcriber would seem to have been a Gaul, 
ignorant of Greek. Beza procured it from the monastery of St. Irenaeus, at Lyons, when the city 
was sacked by Des Adrets, in 1562, but did not use it in his edition of the Greek Testament, 
because it departed so widely from the other manuscripts, which departures are often supported 
by the ancient Latin and Syriac versions. He presented it to the University of Cambridge in 1581, 
and it is now shown in the library among the great treasures. 
 
Beza was also the possessor of an uncial manuscript of the Pauline Epistles, also dating from the 
sixth century. How he got hold of it is unknown. He merely says (Preface to his 3d ed. of the N. 
T., 1582) that it had been found at Clermont, near Beauvais, France. It may have been another 
fortune of war. After his death it was sold, and ultimately came into the Royal (now the National) 
Library in Paris, and there it is preserved. {1311} Beza made some use of it. Both these 
manuscripts were accompanied by a Latin version of extreme antiquity. 
 
Among the eminent editors of the Greek New Testament, Beza deserves prominent mention. He 
put forth four folio editions of Stephen’s Greek text; viz. 1565, 1582, 1589, with a Latin version, 
the Latin Vulgate, and Annotations. He issued also several octavo editions with his Latin version, 
and brief marginal notes (1565, 1567, 1580, 1590, 1604). {1312} 
 
What especially interests the English Bible student is the close connection he had with the 
Authorized Version. Not only were his editions in the hands of King James’ revisers, but his 
Latin version with its notes was constantly used by them. He had already influenced the authors 
of the Genevan version (1557 and 1560), as was of course inevitable, and this version influenced 
the Authorized. As Beza was undoubtedly the best Continental exegete of the closing part of the 
sixteenth century, this influence of his Latin version and notes was on the whole beneficial. But 
then it must be confessed that he was also responsible for many errors of reading and rendering in 
the Authorized Version. {1313} 
 
Beza was the chief theologian of the Reformed Church after Calvin. Principal Cunningham has 
shown {1314} the part Beza played in bringing about the transition from the original Calvinism to 
the scholastic form, hard and mechanical, and so unconsciously preparing the way for the great 
reaction from Calvinism, viz. Arminianism; for Arminius had been a student in the Genevan 
Academy under Beza. Beza drew up in the form of a chart a curious scheme of a system of 
theology, and he published it in his Tractationes (mentioned below) along with a commentary, 
Summa totius Christianismi sive descriptio et distributio causarum salutis electorum et exitii 
reproborum, ex sacris literis collecta et explicata, pp. 170 sqq. Heppe reprints the chart. 
 
The chief work published by Beza, though not acknowledged by him, is the famous and 
invaluable Histoire ecclesiastique des aglises Reformees au royaume de France, originally issued 
at Antwerp in 1580, 3 vols. 8vo. The best edition of which is that by Baum (d. 1881), Cunitz (d. 
1886), and Rodolphe Reuss, Paris, 1883-89, 3 vols. small quarto. It is well known to scholars that 



the first four books are in a great degree composed of extracts from contemporaneous works, 
especially the Histoire des Martyrs by Crespin, and the Histoire de l’estat de France, attributed to 
Regnier de la Plancee, but no indication is given whence the extracts are taken. This defect in 
modern eyes is removed in the edition spoken of. The genesis of the work seems to be this, that 
Beza received reports from all parts of France in reply to the Synod’s recommendation that the 
churches write their histories for the benefit of posterity, that he arranged these, and inserted 
much autobiographical matter, but as he had to employ unknown persons to assist him, he 
modestly refused to put his name to the book. 
 
Beza’s "Life of Calvin" was written in French, and immediately translated by himself into Latin 
(Geneva, 1565). It is the invaluable, accurate, and sympathetic picture of the great Reformer by 
one who knew him intimately and revered him deeply. It has been constantly used in the former 
chapters of this volume. It is by far the best of the contemporary biographies of any of the 
Reformers. 
 
Beza collected his miscellanies under the title Tractationes theologicae, Geneva, 1570, 2d ed. 
1582, 3 vols. folio. In these volumes will be found united his chief essays, including the 
Deuteronomy haereticis a  civili magistratu puniendis, adversus M. Bellium (I. 85-169), already 
analyzed. The first part was reprinted as late as 1658 under the new title Opuscula, in quibus 
pleraque Christianae religionis dogmata adversus haereses nostris temporibus renovatas solide 
ex verbo Dei defenduntur. 
 
In 1573 he published a curious volume of correspondence on theological subjects, Epistolarum 
Theologicarum. The letters are written to different persons and are variously dated from 1556 to 
1572. The volume is printed in small italics and was so popular that the third edition appeared at 
Hanover in 1597. But the number of his letters published is greatly exceeded by those still in 
manuscript. 
 
In 1577 he published Lex Dei, moralis, ceremonialis, et politica, ex libris Mosis excerpta, et in 
certas classes distributa. This is simply the legal portions of the Pentateuch classified, without 
note or comment, apparently under the theory that the Mosaic law is still binding. 
 
In 1581 Beza, in connection with Daneau and Salnar, issued the Harmonia Confessionum Fidei, 
designed to promote Christian union among the evangelical churches. {1315} 
 
Mention has already been made of Beza as a poet His Poamata, Paris, 1548, commonly called 
Juvenilia, consists of epigrams, epitaphs, elegies, and bucolics. They are classical in expression, 
and erotic in sentiment, though not so vicious as such a libeller as Bolsec would have us believe. 
His Abraham’s Sacrifice, already alluded to, was written in French (Geneva, 1550), and 
translated into Italian (Florence, 1572), English (London, 1577), and Latin (Geneva, 1597). It was 
republished along with the Poamata, Geneva, 1597. Of much more importance is his translation 
of the Psalms, completing that begun by Clement Marot. It was undertaken at Calvin’s request, 
and published in sections, and finished at Geneva in 1560. 
 
Schaff, Philip, History of the Christian Church, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, 
Inc.) 1997. This material has been carefully compared, corrected and emended (according to the 
1910 edition of Charles Scribner’s Sons) by The Electronic Bible Society, Dallas, TX, 1998. 
 
{1310} A very full description of it is given by Scrivener, Introduction to the Criticism of the New 
Testament, 3d ed. 120-127; cf. Gregory, Prolegomena in N. T. Tischendorfianum ed. viii. maior, 
369-374; Schaff, Companion to the Greek Testament, 122-124. 



 
{1311} For full description, see Scrivener, ibid. 163-166; cf. Gregory, ibid. 419-422. 
 
{1312} Schaff, ibid. 237-238, and his tract on the Revision of the N. T., p. 28 sq. 
 
{1313} The late Ezra Abbot, the biblical textual critic, at Dr. Schaff’s request, made a very 
careful collation of the different editions of Beza with the Authorized Version, and found that 
"the Authorized Version agrees with Beza’s text of 1589 against Stephen’s of 1550 in about 
ninety places; with Stephen’s against Beza in about forty; and in from thirty to forty places, in 
most of which the variations are of a trivial character, it differs from both." Schaff: The Revision 
of the English Version of the New Testament, New York, 1873 (Introd. p. xxviii). Cf. Farrar, 
History of Interpretation, p. 342, note 3. 
 
{1314} See his Reformers (pp. 345-413) mentioned at the head of this chapter. 
 
{1315} See Schaff, Creeds, I. 354; II. 193 sqq.  
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	II. Special treatises of the Pentecostal Miracle and the Gift of Tongues (glossolalia) by Herder (Die Gabe der Sprachen, Riga, 1794) Hase (in Winer’s "Zeitschrift fur wissenschaftl. Theol." 1827), Bleek in ("Studien und Kritiken" for 1829 and 1830), Baur in the "Tubinger Zeitschrift fur Theol." for 1830 and 1831, and in the ("Studien und Krit." 1838), Schneckenburger (in his Beitrage zur Einleitung in das N. T. 1832), Baumlein (1834), Dav. Schulz (1836), Zinsler (1847), Zeller (Acts of the Apostles, I. 171, of the E. translation by J. Dare), Bohm (Irvingite, Reden mit Zungen und Weissagen, Berlin, 1848), Rossteuscher (Irvingite, Gabe der Sprachen im apost. Zeitalter, Marburg, 1855), Ad. Hilgenfeld (Glossolalie, Leipz. 1850), Maier (Glossolalie des apost. Zeitalters, 1855), Wieseler (in "Stud. u. Krit." 1838 and 1860), Schenkel (art. Zungenreden in his "Bibel-Lex." V. 732), Van Hengel (De gave der talen, Leiden, 1864), Plumptre (art. Gift of Tongues in Smith’s, "B. D." IV. 3305, Am. ed.), Delitzsch (art. Pfingsten in Riehm’s "H. B. A." 1880, p. 1184); K. Schmidt (in Herzog, 2d ed., xvii., 570 sqq).
	I. Glossolalia.—The Gift of Tongues is the most difficult feature of the Pentecostal miracle. Our only direct source of information is in Acts 2, but the gift itself is mentioned in two other passages, 10:46 and 19:6, in the concluding section of Mark 16 (of disputed genuineness), and fully described by Paul in 1 Corinthians 12 and 14. There can be no doubt as to the existence of that gift in the apostolic age, and if we had only either the account of Pentecost, or only the account of Paul, we would not hesitate to decide as to its nature, but the difficulty is in harmonizing the two.
	II. False interpretations of the Pentecostal miracle.
	III. Time and Place, of Pentecost. Did it occur on a Lord’s Day (the eighth after Easter), or on a Jewish Sabbath? In a private house, or in the temple? We decide for the Lord’s Day, and for a private house. But opinions are much divided, and the arguments almost equally balanced.
	IV. Effects of the Day of Pentecost. From Farrar’s Life and Work of St. Paul (I. 93): "That this first Pentecost marked an eternal moment in the destiny of mankind, no reader of history will surely deny. Undoubtedly in every age since then the sons of God have, to an extent unknown before, been taught by the Spirit of God. Undoubtedly since then, to an extent unrealized before, we may know that the Spirit of Christ dwelleth in us. Undoubtedly we may enjoy a nearer sense of union with God in Christ than was accorded to the saints of the Old Dispensation, and a thankful certainty that we see the days which kings and prophets desired to see and did not see them, and hear the truths which they desired to hear and did not hear them. And this New Dispensation began henceforth in all its fulness. It was no exclusive consecration to a separated priesthood, no isolated endowment of a narrow apostolate. It was the consecration of a whole church—its men, its women, its children—to be all of them ‘a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people;’ it was an endowment, of which the full free offer was meant ultimately to be extended to all mankind. Each one of that hundred and twenty was not the exceptional recipient of a blessing and witness of a revelation, but the forerunner and representative of myriads more. And this miracle was not merely transient, but is continuously renewed. It is not a rushing sound and gleaming light, seen perhaps for a moment, but it is a living energy and an unceasing inspiration. It is not a visible symbol to a gathered handful of human souls in the upper room of a Jewish house, but a vivifying wind which shall henceforth breathe in all ages of the world’s history; a tide of light which is rolling, and shall roll, from shore to shore until the earth is fall of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea."

	25. The Church of Jerusalem and the Labors of Peter.
	I. Genuine sources: Acts 2 to 12; Gal. 2; and two Epistles of Peter.
	II. Apocryphal sources: euaggelion kata petron of Ebionite origin, khrugma petrou, praxeiv petrou, apokaluiv petrou, periodoi petrou (Itinerarium Petri), praxeiv twn agiwn apostolwn petrou kai paulou (Acta Petri et Pauli). See Tischendorf’s Acta Apost. Apocr 1-39, and Hilgenfeld’s Novum Testamentum extra canonem receptum (1866), IV. 52 sqq. The Pseudo-Clementine "Homilies" are a glorification of Peter at the expense of Paul; the, "Recognitions" are a Catholic recension and modification of the "Homilies." The pseudo-Clementine literature will be noticed in the second Period.
	III. Special works on Peter:

	26. The Peter of History and the Peter of Fiction.
	27. James the Brother of the Lord.
	I. Genuine sources: Acts 12:17 15:13 21:18 1 Corinthians 15:7 Galatians 1:19 2:9,12. Comp. James "the brother of the Lord," Matthew 13:55 Mark 6:3 Galatians 1:19.
	II. Post-apostolic: Josephus: Ant. XX. 9, 1.—Hegesippus in Euseb. Hist. Ecc. II. ch. 23.—Jerome: Catal. vir. ill. c. 2, under "Jacobus." Epiphanius, Haer. XXIX. 4; XXX. 16; LXXVIII. 13 sq.
	III. Apocryphal: Protevangelium Jacobi, ed. in Greek by Tischendorf, in "Evangelia Apocrypha," pp. 1-49, comp. the Prolegg. pp. xii-xxv. James is honorably mentioned in several other apocryphal Gospels.—Epiphanius, Haer. XXX. 16, alludes to an Ebionite and strongly anti-Pauline book, the Ascents of James (anabaymoi iakwbou), descriptions of his ascension to heaven, which are lost.—The Liturgy of James, ed. by W. Trollope, Edinb. 1848. Composed in the third century, after the Council of Nicaea (as it contains the terms omoousiov and yeotokov), but resting on some older traditions. It was intended for the church of Jerusalem, which is styled "the mother of all churches." It is still used once a year on the festival of St. James, Oct. 23, in the Greek Church at Jerusalem. (See vol. II. 527 sqq.)
	I. James and the Brothers of the Lord. —There are three, perhaps four, eminent persons in the New Testament bearing the name of James (abridged from Jacob, which from patriarchal memories was a more common name among the Jews than any other except Symeon or Simon, and Joseph or Joses):
	II. The description of James by Hegesippus (from Eusebius, H. E. II. 23). Hegesippus also, who flourished nearest the days of the apostles, gives (in the fifth book of his Memorials) this most accurate account of him:

	28. Preparation for the Mission to the Gentiles.
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	29. Sources and Literature on St. Paul and his Work.
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	II. Biographical and Critical.
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	IV. Doctrinal and Exegetical.
	V. Commentaries.

	30. Paul before his Conversion.
	31. The Conversion of Paul.
	32. The Work of Paul.
	33. Paul’s Missionary Labors.
	34. The Synod of Jerusalem, and the Compromise between Jewish and Gentile Christianity.
	I. Acts 15, and Galatians 2, and the Commentaries thereon.
	II. Besides the general literature already noticed (in 20 and 29), compare the following special discussions on the Conference of the Apostles, which tend to rectify the extreme view of Baur (Paulus, ch. V.) and Overbeck (in the fourth edition of Deuteronomy Wette’s Com. on Acts) on the conflict between Acts 15 and Galatians 2, or between Petrinism and Paulinism, and to establish the true historic view of their essential unity in diversity.

	35. The Conservative Reaction, and the Liberal Victory—
	36. Christianity in Rome.
	I. On the general, social, and moral condition of Rome under the Emperors:
	II. On the Jews in Rome and the allusions of Roman Writers to Them:
	III. On the Christian Congregation in Rome:
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	37. The Roman Conflagration and the Neronian Persecution.
	I. Tacitus: Annales, 1. XV., c. 38-44.
	II. Ernest Renan: L’Antechrist. Paris, deuxieme ed., 1873. Chs. VI. VIII, pp. 123 sqq. Also his Hibbert Lectures, delivered in London, 1880, on Rome and Christianity.
	I. The Accounts of the Neronian Persecution.
	II. Neros Return as Antichrist.

	38. The Jewish War and the Destruction of Jerusalem. A. D. 70.
	39. Effects of the Destruction of Jerusalem on the Christian Church.
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	V. Commentaries on the Gospel of John.
	VI. Special Treatises on the Genuineness and Credibility of the Fourth Gospel.
	VIII. Commentaries on the Epistles of John.
	IX. Commentaries on the Apocalypse of John.

	41. Life and Character of John
	I. The Son of Thunder and the Apostle of Love.
	II. The Mission of John.

	42. Apostolic Labors of John.
	43. Traditions Respecting John. {600}
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	56. Sacred Places.
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	58. Literature.
	I. Sources.
	II. General Works.
	III. Separate Works.

	59. The Christian Ministry, and its Relation to the Christian Community.
	60. Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists.
	61. Presbyters or Bishops. The Angels of the Seven Churches. James of Jerusalem.
	62. Deacons and Deaconesses.
	63. Church Discipline.
	64. The Council at Jerusalem.
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	History of the Christian Church CHAPTER XI.
	66. Literature.
	I. Works on the Theology of the whole New Testament.
	II. Separate works on the doctrinal types of the several apostles, by W. G. Schmidt, and Beyerschlag, on James; by Mayerhoff, Weiss, and Morich, on Peter; by Usteri, Pfleiderer, Holsten, Leathes, Irons, on Paul; by Reihm, on Hebrews; by Frommann, Kostlin, Weiss, Leathes, on John—quoted in previous sections.
	III. The doctrinal sections in the Histories of the Apostolic Church by Lange, Lechler, Thiersch, Stanley, and Schaff (pp. 614-679), besides Neander already mentioned. Comp. also Charles A. Briggs: The idea, history and importance of Biblical Theology, in the "Presbyterian Review," New York, July, 1882.
	IV. For the contrast between the apostolic and the rabbinical theology, see Ferd. Weber (a missionary among the Jews, d. 1879): System der altsynagogalen paltastinsichen Theologie, aus Targum, Midrasch, und Talmud dargestellt. Nach des Verf. Tode herausgeg. von Frz. Delitzsch und G. Schnedermann. Leipz., 1880. 

	67. Unity of Apostolic Teaching.
	68. Different Types of Apostolic Teaching.
	69. The Jewish Christian Theology—I. James and the Gospel of Law.
	I. James and Paul.. The apparent contradiction in the doctrine of justification appears in James 2:14-26, as compared with Romans 3:20 sqq.; 4:1 sqq.; Galatians 2:16 sqq. Paul says: {Romans 3:28} "Man is justified by faith apart from works of law" (pistei cwriv ergwn nomou), comp. Galatians 2:16 (ou dikaioutai anyrwpov ez ergwn nomou ean mh dia pistewv cristou ihsou), and appeals to the example of Abraham, who was justified by faith before he was circumcised. {Genesis 17:10} James 2:24 says: "By works a man is justified, and not only by faith" (ex ergwn dikaioutai, anyrwpov kai ouk ek pistewv monon), and appeals to the example of the same Abraham who showed his true faith in God by offering up his son Isaac upon the altar. {Genesis 22:9,12} Luther makes the contradiction worse by unnecessarily inserting the word allein (sola fide) in Romans 3:28, though not without precedent (see my note on the passage in the Am. ed. of Lange on Romans, p. 136). The great Reformer could not reconcile the two apostles, and rashly called the Epistle of James an "epistle of straw" (eine recht stroherne Epistel, Pref. to the New Test., 1524).
	II. James and Matthew. The correspondence has often been fully pointed out by Theile and other commentators. James contains more reminiscences of the words of Christ than any other Epistle, especially from the Sermon on the Mount. Comp. James 1:2 with Matthew 5:10-12 James 1:4 with Matthew 5:48 James 1:17 with Matthew 7:11 James 1:20 with Matthew 5:22 James 1:22 sqq. with Matthew 7:21 sq.; James 1:23 with Matthew 7:26 James 2:13 with Matthew 6:14 sq.; James 2:14 with Matthew 7:21-23 James 3:2 with Matthew 12:36,37 James 3:17,18 with Matthew 5:9 James 4:3 with Matthew 7:7 James 4:4 with Matthew 6:24 James 5:12 with Matthew 5:34. According to a notice in the pseudo-Athanasian Synopsis, James "the Bishop of Jerusalem" translated the Gospel of Matthew from the Aramaic into the Greek. But there are also parallelisms between James and the first Epistle of Peter, and even between James and the apocryphal books of Ecclesiasticus and the Wisdom of Solomon. See Plumptre, Com. on James, pp. 32 sq.

	70. II. Peter and the Gospel of Hope.
	71. The Gentile Christian Theology. Paul and the Gospel of Faith.
	I. The Universal Need of Salvation.—It arises from the fall of Adam and the whole human race, which was included in him as the tree is included in the seed, so that his one act of disobedience brought sin and death upon the whole posterity. Paul proves the depravity of Gentiles and Jews without exception to the extent that they are absolutely unable to attain to righteousness and to save themselves. "There is none righteous, no, not one." They are all under the dominion of sin and under the sentence of condemnation. {778} He recognizes indeed, even among the heathen, the remaining good elements of reason and conscience, {779} which are the connecting links for the regenerating work of divine grace; but for this very reason they are inexcusable, as they sin against better knowledge. There is a conflict between the higher and the lower nature in man (the nouv, which tends to God who gave it, and the sarx, which tends to sin), and this conflict is stimulated and brought to a crisis by the law of God; but this conflict, owing to the weakness of our carnal, fallen, depraved nature, ends in defeat and despair till the renewing grace of Christ emancipates us from the curse and bondage of sin and gives us liberty and victory. In the seventh chapter of the Romans, Paul gives from his personal experience a most remarkable and truthful description of the religious history of man from the natural or heathen state of carnal security (without the law, Romans 7:7-9) to the Jewish state under the law which calls out sin from its hidden recess, reveals its true character, and awakens the sense of the wretchedness of slavery under sin (7:10-25), but in this very way prepares the way for the Christian state of freedom (7:24 and Romans 8). {780}
	II. The Divine Intention and Provision of Universal Salvation.—God sincerely wills (yelei) that all men, even the greatest of sinners, should be saved, and come to the knowledge of truth through Christ, who gave himself a ransom for all. {781} The extent of Christ’s righteousness and life is as universal as the extent of Adam’s sin and death, and its intensive power is even greater. The first and the second Adam are perfectly parallel by contrast in their representative character, but Christ is much stronger and remains victor of the field, having slain sin and death, and living for ever as the prince of life. Where sin abounds there grace super-abounds. As through the first Adam sin (as a pervading force) entered into the world, and death through sin, and thus death passed unto all men, inasmuch as they all sinned (in Adam generically and potentially, and by actual transgression individually); so much more through Christ, the second Adam, righteousness entered into the world and life through righteousness, and thus righteousness passed unto all men on condition of faith by which we partake of his righteousness. {782} God shut up all men in disobedience, that he might have mercy upon all that believe. {783}
	III. The Order of Salvation.—(1.) Salvation has its roots in the eternal counsel of God, his Foreknowledge (prognwsiv), and his Foreordination (proorismov, proyesiv); the former an act of his omniscient intellect, the latter of his omnipotent will. Logically, foreknowledge precedes foreordination, but in reality both coincide and are simultaneous in the divine mind, in which there is no before nor after. {794}
	IV. The Historical Progress of the gospel of salvation from Jews to Gentiles and back again to the Jews. {811} Salvation was first intended for and offered to the Jews, who were for centuries prepared for it by the law and the promise, and among whom the Saviour was born, lived, died, and rose again. But the Jews as a nation rejected Christ and his apostles, and hardened their hearts in unbelief. This fact filled the apostle with unutterable sadness, and made him willing to sacrifice even his own salvation (if it were possible) for the salvation of his kinsmen.
	I. The Pauline System of Doctrine has been more frequently explained than any other.
	II. The Christology of Paul is closely interwoven with his soteriology. In Romans and Galatians the soteriological aspect prevails, in Philippians and Colossians the christological. His christology is very rich, and with that of the Epistle to the Hebrews prepares the way for the christology of John. It is even more fully developed than John’s, only less prominent in the system.
	III. Paul’s Doctrine of Predestination.—Eternal foreknowledge of all persons and things is necessarily included in God’s omniscience, and is uniformly taught in the Bible; eternal foreordination or predestination is included in his almighty power and sovereignty, but must be so conceived as to leave room for free agency and responsibility, and to exclude God from the authorship of sin. Self-limitation is a part of freedom even in man, and may be exercised by the sovereign God for holy purposes and from love to his creatures; in fact it is necessary, if salvation is to be a moral process, and not a physical or mechanical necessity. Religion is worth nothing except as the expression of free conviction and voluntary devotion. Paul represents sometimes the divine sovereignty, sometimes the human responsibility, sometimes, as in Philippians 2:12,13, he combines both sides, without an attempt to solve the insolvable problem which really lies beyond the present capacity of the human mind. "He does not deal with speculative extremes; and in whatever way the question be speculatively adjusted, absolute dependence and moral self-determination are both involved in the immediate Christian self-consciousness," Baur, Paul, II. 249. "Practical teaching," says Reuss (II. 532) to the same effect, "will always be constrained to insist upon the fact that man’s salvation is a free gift of God, and that his condemnation is only the just punishment of sin." Comp. also Farrar, St. Paul, II. 243, 590; Weiss, p. 356 sqq.; Beyschlag, Die paulinische Theodicee (Berlin, 1868). Weiss thus sums up Paul’s doctrine of predestination: "An-sich hat Gott das absolute Becht, die Menschen von vornherein zum Heil oder zum Verderben zu erschaffen und durch freie Machtwirkung diesem Ziele zuzufuhren; aber er hat sich in Betreff des christlichen Heils dieses Rechtes nur insofern bedient, als er unabhangig von allem menschlichen Thun und Verdienen nach seinem unbeschrankten Willen bestimmt, an-welche Bedingung er seine Gnade knupfen will. Die Bedingung, an-welche er seine Erwahlung gebunden hat, ist nun nichts anders als die Liebe zu ihm, welche er an-den empfanglichen Seelen vorhererkennt. Die Erwahlten aber werden berufen, indem Gott durch das Evangelium in ihnen den Glauben wirkt."
	IV. The doctrine of Justification. This occupies a prominent space in Paul’s system, though by no means to the disparagement of his doctrine of sanctification, which is treated with the same fulness even in Romans (comp. Rom. 6-8 and 12-15). Luther, in conflict with Judaizing Rome, overstated the importance of justification by faith when he called it the articulus stantis vel cadentis ecclesiae. This can only be said of Christ. {comp. Matthew 16:16 1 Corinthians 3:11 1 John 4:2,3} It is not even the theme of the Epistle to the Romans, as often stated (e.g., by Farrar, St. Paul, II. 181); for it is there subordinated by gavr to the broader idea of salvation (swthria), which is the theme. {Romans 1:16,17} Justification by faith is the way by which salvation can be obtained.
	V. Paul’s doctrine of the Church has been stated in 65 of this vol. But it requires more than one book to do anything like justice to the wonderful theology of this wonderful Gospel.

	72. John and the Gospel of Love.
	I. The doctrine of God. He is spirit (pneuma), he is light (fwv) he is love (agaph). {821} These are the briefest and yet the profoundest definitions which can be given of the infinite Being of all beings. The first is put into the mouth of Christ, the second and third are from the pen of John. The first sets forth God’s metaphysical, the second his intellectual, the third his moral perfection; but they are blended in one.
	II. The doctrine of Christ’s Person. He is the eternal and the incarnate Logos or Revealer of God. No man has ever yet seen God (yeov, without the article, God’s nature, or God as God); the only-begotten Son (or God only-begotten), {822} who is in the bosom {823} of the Father, he and he alone (ekeinov) declared him and brought to light, once and forever, the hidden mystery of his being. {824}
	III. The Work of Christ (Soteriology). This implies the conquest over sin and Satan, and the procurement of eternal life. Christ appeared without sin, to the end that he might destroy the works of the devil, who was a liar and murderer from the beginning of history, who first fell away from the truth and then brought sin and death into mankind. {834} Christ laid down his life and shed his blood for his sheep. By this self-consecration in death he became the propitiation (ilasmov) for the sins of believers and for the sins of the whole world. {835} His blood cleanses from all the guilt and contamination of sin. He is (in the language of the Baptist) the Lamb of God that bears and takes away the sin of the world; and (in the unconscious prophecy of Caiaphas) he died for the people. {836} He was priest and sacrifice in one person. And he continues his priestly functions, being our Advocate in Heaven and ready to forgive us when we sin and come to him in true repentance. {837}
	IV. The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit (Pneumatology). This is most fully set forth in the farewell discourser, of our Lord, which are reported by John exclusively. The Spirit whom Christ promised to send after his return to the Father, is called the Paraclete, i.e., the Advocate or Counsellor, Helper, who pleads the cause of the believers, directs, supports, and comforts them. {846} He is "another Advocate" (allov paraklhtov), Christ himself being the first Advocate who intercedes for believers at the throne of the Father, as their eternal High priest. The Spirit proceeds (eternally) from the Father, and was sent by the Father and the Son on the day of Pentecost. {847} He reveals Christ to the heart and glorifies him (ejme doxavsei he bear "witnes" to him marturhsei peri emou "he call" to remembrance and explain his teaching umav didaxei panta kai upomnhsei umav panta adwr), (eipon umin egw); he leads the disciples into the whole truth odhghsei umav eiv thn alhyeian pasan he "take out" of the fulnes of Christ and "show" it to them ek tou emou lambanei kai anaggelei umin. The Holy Spirit is the Mediator and Intercessor between Christ and the believer, as Christ is the Mediator between God and the world. He is the Spirit of truth and of holines. He convicts elegcei the world, that is all men who come under his influence, in respect of sin peri amartiav, of righteousnes dikaiosunhv, and of judgment krisewv and this conviction will result either in the conversion, or in the impenitence of the sinner. The operation of the Spirit accompanies the preaching of the word, and is always internal in the sphere of the heart and conscience. He is one of the three witnesses and gives efficacy to the other two witnesses of Christ on earth, the baptism to (udwr) and the atoning death (to aima) of Christ. {848}
	V. Christian Life. It begins with a new birth from above or from the Holy Spirit. Believers are children of God who are "born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God." {849} It is a "new" birth compared with the old, a birth "from God," as compared with that from man, a birth from the Holy "Spirit," in distinction from carnal birth, a birth "from heaven," as opposed to earthly birth. The life of the believer does not descend through the channels of fallen nature, but requires a creative act of the Holy Spirit through the preaching of the gospel. The life of the regenerate is free from the principle and power of sin. "Whosoever is begotten of God doeth no sin, because his seed abideth in him; and he cannot sin because he is begotten of God." {850} Over him the devil has no power. {851}

	73. Heretical Perversions of the Apostolic Teaching.
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	II. Arguments in favor of the genuineness:
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	82. Luke.
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	I. The External Proof of the Johannean authorship is as strong, yea stronger than that of the genuineness of any classical writer of antiquity, and goes up to the very beginning of the second century, within hailing distance of the living John. It includes catholic writers, heretics, and heathen enemies. There is but one dissenting voice, hardly audible, that of the insignificant sect of the Alogi who opposed the Johannean doctrine of the Logos (hence their name, with the double meaning of unreasonable, and anti-Logos heretics) and absurdly ascribed both the Gospel of John and the Apocalypse to his enemy, the Gnostic Cerinthus. {1061} Let us briefly sum up the chief testimonies.
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